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43% of freshmen are women,
yields closest ratio ever

Frosh housing

shortage won't

affect quality
The arrival of an unexpectedly

large freshman class (17 over the

target figure) Jias forced the College

to set up new housing units and
transfer some upper class housing to

freshmen. However, according to

Dean of Freshmen Lauren R. Stevens,

the quality of freshman housing has

not been substantially reduced.

The north entry 61 Currier Hall

(normally housing overflow from
Fitch and Perry Houses) will house an
entry of freshman women (13 fresh-

men and two JAs). The Art Depart-

ment is moving out of its offices in the

basement of Fayerweather
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Memliers of the Class of 79 (and a few hungry upperclassmen) stuff their faces

and absorb some Berkshire sunshine at last year's freshman picnic at Cole

Field. This year's picnic is scheduled for Wednesday. (photo by McClellan)

Four hundred ninety-seven students

from 44 states and nine foreign

countries are arriving this Lat>or Day
Weekend to take their places in the

Class of '80, Williams' 191st.

The coincidence of the holiday and
the start of Freshman Days, the

traditional social and academic
orientation period for freshmen, has
meant the postponement of the start

of classes to Thursday, September 9

and forced most College offices to

remain open on. Labor Day.

The 285 men arriving represent a 4

per cent drop from last year's en-

tering class, while the 212 women
represent a 13 per cent increase. The
class is the most evenly matched in

the short history of coeducation at

Williams with 57 per cent men and 43

per cent women.

A guide to getting tilings done at Williams
by David R. Ross

When you enter your room on the

first day of college and discover

there's no bed, what do you do? When
you find yourself registered in linear

algebra after barely struggling

through last year's trigonometry,

what do you do? When you want to

start a Chinese Pottery C;iub, what do
you do? When you want a Singapore
Sling that glows in the dark, what do
you do?

,

While it's true that one man with

faith can move mountains, finding a

friend with a bulldozer is faster. To
every question there is an answer;

and you'll save yourself a lot of grief if

you find someone who's already

hassled through to it.

Don't think your complaint or

suggestion isn't justified— it probably

is. Don't think it will automatically be

dealt with—it undoubtedly won't.

Stoic endurance won't ruffle any
feathers. Neither will it get you a bed.

Explosive tantrums will be equally

ineffective. Hardly anyone does
things out of malice here, although

there is no known limit to stupidity.

Junior Advisers are usually the best

starting point for complaints, queries

and diatribes. While they have taken

no tests to prove their knowledge of

Williams ("How many steps to the top

of Hopkins Hall?"), or necessarily

t)een chosen for their incisive in-

tellects, JA's have the decided ad-

vantage of having gone through the

past's equivalent of the days ahead—
"the best years of your life."

A caution: One of the advantages of

a JA over the information sheets

published under the College's aegis is

that he give you a straight answer as

in "This stinker" or "You shouldn't

miss that" or "You can get it cheaper
at ..." The danger is that you might

take what he says as gospel. Keep in

mind that negative comments about a

math course reflect more his lack of

ability in the subject than any evil in

the course.

A simple cure to such over

dependence is getting to know as

many people as possible. Up-
perclassmen are easier to get to know
than in the past, what with freshman

housing extending well away from the

Freshman Quad, and are usually

quite friendly—maybe too friendly.

Academically, the college has
assigned you a faculty adviser to tell

yoii everything you never want to

know about the Williams curriculum.

In theory, he teaches courses in an
area that interests you. He can

become a valuable ally at Williams

and even more valuable when you
need references for grad school and

job applications. Certainly he is your

best hope in' getting officialdom to

recognize your desires.

On the other hand, he might teach a

completely different subject and know
Uttle of the courses you want to take.

Don't let him force you into any

decisions you -don't want to make.

There is nothing to restrict you to the

wisdom of this one adviser.

Usually the best source of in-

formation on a course is the professor

teaching it. See him. Don't be scared

away by the course description. An
amazing revelation occurs when you

read that description after you've

finished the course. '

Many professors hesitate to take the

initiative in developing relations with

students. They "sit in their offices and

wonder why no one visits them other

than around exams. The reason they

do so is a reluctance to intrude.

You have to do the intruding. The
results are usually rewarding. For
one, a professor can handle your

questions much more effectively

before the exam time crunch. Beyond
supplying recommendations later on,

s«e GETTING page 5

According to Director of Ad-
missions Philip F. Smith, the College

is continuing a policy of admitting

men and women in proportion to the

ratio of applications, llius, 21.8 per

cent of male applicants and 21.4 per

cent of women applicants were ac-

cepted. However, 46 per cent of men
accepted decided to attend, while 52

per cent of women accepted so in-

dicated. Thus, the unexpected in-

crease in women.

Regionally, the class is dominated
by students from New England and

the Middle Atlantic States, who make
up 72 per cent of the class (a 7 per cent

increase over last year).

Asked to characterize the class as a

whole. Smith noted that the members
of the class had "done unusually well

on their achievement tests" and

snapped a recent trend toward
declining board scores.

The class contains 42 blacks and
"about a dozen" students of oriental

ancestry, said Smith.

Smith noted that the decisive factor

in a student's choosing Williams over

another college was a desire for a

rural setting.

"The majority of students accepted

here who elect not to go to Williams

choose large urban universities," he

said.

The deans: who's what in Hopkins Hall
Williams is almost unique in the fact

that the individuals holding key posts

in the administration are worth

knowing more for their personal gifts

than for the official power they wield.

All have contact with students outside

of their Hopkins Hall offices, as

teachers, coaches and members of

student^faculty committees.

FreshmenAyill meet President John

W. Chandler ditdng receptions at his

house this we^.- The President

oversees both the academic and the

financial aspects of the College, often

meeting with alumni groups in efforts

to raise money to support the College.

A former pitcher on the faculty soft-

ball team, Chandler is an avid sports

fan who can be seen at many home
arts events.

PetflcBerek, Dean of the College, is

respcB|>le for the day to day

oper^pn of the school. For an

Amherst lad (Class of '61), Berek

shows unusual perception, sensitivity

and subtlety. Berek is a flexible ad-

ministrator, but touches of the

English professor come through in his

articulate if turgid letters. (Hang on

to them; they may be collector's

items some day.)

Assistant Dean Eileen Julien is the

administrative liaison with the

College Council and Finance Com-
mittee and has a special interest in

minority affairs. Julien was reap-

pointed to her position following a

search by a student-faculty com-

mittee for a person to fill the "black

deans's spot

Lauren R. Stevens, Dean of Fresh-

men, is the person with whom fresh-

men deal most. Hardly the

disciplinarian, Stevens is a com-

passionate administrator whose goals

are the elimination of hassles. Stevens

is beginning his seventh year as Dean
of Freshmen.
Associate Dean Nancy J. Mclntire's

interests are exchange and transfer

students and women's affairs. A
graduate of the University of New
Hampshire and a member of Phi Beta

Kappa, she came to Williams in 1970.

Cris T. Roosenraad, Associate

Dean, handles relations with the

residential houses as well as

disciplinary problems. Admired by

many for his frankness, Roosenraad

is perhaps more radical than most of

the student body. There is no more
tireless worker in the Administration.

Roosenraad joined the faculty in 1969

.

Henry N. Flynt, Associate Dean and
Director of Financial Aid, coached

freshman soccer for twenty years at

Williams leading his team^ to seven

Little Three titles. A 1947 Williams

graduate, he has been extremely

active in community affairs. Flynt

has the thankless responsibility of

making decisidns on Hnancial aid.

Dean of the Faculty Neil R. Gfabois

represents faculty viewpoints in

administrative circles. (!;onsidered by

many to be one of the three or four

most influential administrators at

Williams, Grabois has served as Dean
of the College and will become
Provost this winter.

Chris T. RoosanrMd Nancy J.MclntIr* Henry N. Flynt EilMH JuIlM
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The Arrival of an unexpectedly

large freshman class (17 over the

target figure) Jias forced the College

to set up new housing units and
transfer some upper class housing to

freshmen. However, according to

Dean of Freshmen Lauren R. Stevens,

the quality of freshman housing has*
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Members of the Class of '79 (and a few hungry upperclassmen) stuff their faces

and absorb some Berkshire sunshine at last year's freshman picnic at Cole

Field. This year's picnic is scheduled for Wednesday. (photo by McClellan)

Four hundred ninety-seven students

from 44 states and nine foreign

countries are arriving this Labor Day
Weekend to talce their places in the

Class of '80, Williams' 191st.

The coincidence of the holiday and
the start of Freshman Days, the

traditional social and academic
orientation period for freshmen, has
meant the postponement of the start

of classes to Thursday, September 9

and forced most College offices to

remain open on Labor Day.

The 285 men arriving represent a 4

per cent drop from last year's en-

tering class, while the 212 women
represent a 13 per cent increase. The
class is the most evenly matched in

the short history of coeducation at

Williams with 57 per cent men and 43

per cent women.

A/§uide to getting things done at Williams
by David R. Ross

When you enter your room on the

first day of college and discover

there's no bed, what do you do? When
you find yourself registered in linear

algebra after barely struggling

through last year's trigonometry,

what do you do? When you want to

start a Chinese Pottery Club, what do
you do? When you want a Singapore
Sling that glows in the dark, what do
you do?

While it's true that one man with

faith can move mountains, finding a

friend with a bulldozer is faster. To
every question there is an answer;

and you'll save yourself a lot of grief if

you find someone who's already

hassled through to it.

Don't think your complaint or

suggestion isn't justified—it probably

is. Don't think it will automatically be

dealt with—it undoubtedly won't.

Stoic endurance won't ruffle any
feathers. Neither will it get you a bed.

Explosive tantrums will be equally

ineffective. Hardly anyone does
things out of malice here, although

there is no known limit to stupidity.

Junior Advisers are usually the best

starting point for complaints, queries

and diatribes. While they have taken

no tests to prove their knowledge of

Williams ("How many steps to the top

of Hopkins Hall?"), or necessarily

been chosen for their incisive in-

tellects, JA's have the decided ad-

vantage of having gone through the

past's equivalent of the days ahead

—

"the best years of your life."

A caution: One of the advantages of

a JA over the information sheets

published under the College's aegis is

that he give you a straight answer as

in "This stinker" or "You shouldn't

miss that" or "You can get it cheaper
at . .

." The danger is that you might
take what he says as gospel. Keep in

mind that negative comments about a

math course reflect more his lack of

ability in the subject than any evil in

the course.

A simple cure to such over

dependence is getting to know as

many people as possible. Up-
perclassmen are easier to get to know
than in the past, what with freshman
housing extending well away from the

Freshman Quad, and are usually

quite friendly—maybe too friendly.

Academically, the college has
assigned you a faculty adviser to tell

you everything you never want to

know about the Williams curriculum.

In theory, he teaches courses in an
area that interests you. He can
become a valuable ally at Williams

and even more valuable when you
need references for grad school and

job applications. Certainly he is your

best hope in getting officialdom to

recognize your desires.

On the other hand, he might teach a

completely different subject and know
httle of the courses you want to take.

Don't let him force you into any

decisions you don't want to make.

There is nothing to restrict you to the

wisdom of this one adviser.

Usually the best source of in-

formation on a course is the professor

teaching it. See him. Don't be scared

away by the course description. An
amazing revelation occurs when you

read that description after you've

finished the course.

Many professors hesitate to take the

initiative in developing relations with

students. They sit in their., offices and

wonder why no one visits them other

than around exams. The reason they

do so is a reluctance to intrude.

You have to do the intruding. The
results are usually rewarding. For
one, a professor can handle your

questions much more effectively

before the exam time crunch. Beyond
supplying recommendations later on,

see GETTING page 5

According to Director of Ad-
missi<jps Philip F. Smith, the College

is continuing a policy of admitting

men and women in proportion to the

ratio of applications. Ilius, 21.8 per

cent of male applicants and 21.4 per

cent of women applicants were ac-

cepted. However, 46 per cent of men
accepted decided to attend, while 52

per cent of women accepted so in-

dicated. Thus, the unexpected in-

crease in women.

Regionally, the class is dominated
by students from New England and

the Middle Atlantic States, who make
up 72 per cent of the cliass (a 7 per cent

increase over last year).

Asked to characterize the class as a

whole. Smith noted that the members
of the class had "done unusually well

on their achievement tests" and

snapped a recent trend toward
declining board scores.

The class contains 42 blacks and
"about a dozen" students of oriental

ancestry, said Smith.

Smith noted that the decisive factor

in a student's choosing Williams over

another college was a desire for a

rural setting.

"The majority of students accepted

here who elect not to go to Williams

choose large urban universities," he

said.

The deans: who's what in Hopkins Hall
Williams is almost unique in the fact

that the individuals holding key posts

in the administration are worth

knowing more for their personal gifts

than for the official power they wield.

All have contact with students outside

pf their Hopkins Hall offices, as

teachers, coaches and memlsers of

student-faculty committees.

Freshmen will meet President John
W. Chandler during receptions at his

house this week. The President

oversees t)oth the academic and the

financial aspects of the College, often

meeting with alumni groups in efforts

to raise money to support the College.

A former pitcher on the faculty soft-

ball team, Chandler is an avid sports

fan who can be seen at many hoftie

jrts events

Peter Berek, Dean of the College, is

responsible for the day to day

operation of the school. For an

Amherst lad (Class of '61), Berek

shows unusual perception, sensitivity

and subtlety. Berek is a flexible ad-

ministrator, but touches of tf)-c

English professor come through in his

articulate if turgid letters. (Hang on

to them; they may be collector's

items some day.)

Assistant Dean Eileen Julien is the

administrative liaison with the

College Council and Finance Com-
mittee and has a special interest in

minority affairs. Julien was reap-

pointed to her position following a

search by a student-faculty com-

mittee for a person to fill the "black

deans's spot."

Lauren R. Stevens, Dean of Fresh-

men, is th^ person with whom fresh-

men deaf most. Hardly the

discipljs<swian, Stevens is a com-
passionate administrator whose goals

are the elimination of hassles. Stevens

is beginning his seventh year as Dean
of Freshmen.

Associate Dean Nancy J. Mclntire's

interests are exchange and transfer

students and women's affairs. A
graduate of the University of New
Hampshire and a member of Phi Beta

Kappa, she came to Williams in 1970.

Cris T. Roosenraad, Associate

Dean, handles relations with the

residential houses as well as

disciplinary problems. Admired by

many for his frankness, Roosenraad

is perhaps more radical than most of

the student body. There is no more
tireless worker in the Administration.

Roosenraad joined the faculty in 1969

.

Henry N. Flynt, Associate Dean and
Director of Financial Aid, coached

freshman soccer for twenty years at

Williams leading his teams to seven

Little Three titles. A 1947 Williams

graduate, he has been extremely

active in community affairs. Flynt

has the thankless responsibility of

making decisions on financial aid.

Dean of the Faculty Neil R. Grabois

represents faculty viewpoints in

administrative circles. Considered by

many to be one of the three or four

most influential administrators at

Williams, Grabois has served as Dean
of the College and will become
Provost this winter.

Chris T. Roosenraad Nancy J.Mclntire Henry N. Flynt EilMn JwliMi
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Frosh housing

shortage won't

affect quality
The anlval of an unexpectedly

large freshman class (17 over the

target figure) Jias forced the College

to set up new housing units and
transfer some upper class housing to

freshmen. However, according to

Dean of Freshmen Lauren R. Stevens,

the quality of freshman housing has
not been substantially reduced.

The north entry of Currier Hall

(normally housing overflow from
Fitch and Perry Houses) will house an
entry of freshman women (13 fresh-

men and two JAs). The Art Depart-

ment is moving out of its offices in the

basement of Fayerweather
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43% of freshmen are worpen,

yields closest ratio ever

Members of the Class o< '79 (and a few hungry upperclassmen) stuff their faces

and absorb some Berkshire sunshine at last year's freshman picnic at Cole

Field. This year's picnic is scheduled for Wednesday. (photo by McClellan)

Four hundred ninety-seven students

from 44 states and nine foreign

countries are arriving this Labor Day
Weekend to talce their places in th^

Class of '80, Williams' 191st.

The Cbincidehce of the Holiday and
the start of Freshman Days, the

traditional social and academic
orientation period for freshmen, has
meant the postponement of the start

of classes to Thursday, September 9

and forced most College offices to

remain open on Labor Day.

The 285 men arriving represent a 4

per cent drop from last year's en-

tering class, while the 212 women
represent a 13 per cent increase. The
class is the iftost evenly matched in

the short history of coeducation at

Williams with 57 per cent men and 43

per cent women.

A guide to getting tilings done at Willioms
by David R. Ross

When you epter your room on the

first day of college and discover

there's no bed, what do you do? When
you find yourself registered in linear

algebra after barely struggling

through last year's trigonometry,

what do you do? When you want to

start a Chinese Pottery Club, what do
you do? When you want a Singapore
Sling that glows in the darli, what do
you do?

While it's true that one man with

faith can move mountains, finding a

friend with a bulldozer is faster. To
every question there is an answer;

and you' 11 save yourself a lot of grief if

you find someone who's already

hassled through to it.

Don't think your complaint or

suggestion isn't justified— it probably

is. Don't think it will automatically be

dealt with—it undoubtedly won't.

Stoic endurance won't ruffle any
feathers. Neither will it get you a bed.

Explosive tantrums will be equally

ineffective. Hardly anyone does
things out of malice here, although

there is no known limit to stupidity.

Junior Advisers are usually the best

starting point for complaints, queries

and diatribes. While they have taken

no tests to prove their knowledge of

Williams ("How many steps to the top

of Hopkins Hall?"), or necessarily

been chosen for their incisive in-

tellects, JA's have the decided ad-

vantage of having gone through the

past's equivalent of the days ahead—
"the best years of your life."

A caution: One of the advantages of

a JA over the information sheets

published under the College's aegis is

that he give you a straight answer as

in "This stinker" or "You shouldn't

miss that" or "You can get it cheaper

at . .
." The danger is that you might

take what he says as gospel. Keep in

mind that negative comments about a

math course reflect more his lack of

ability in the subject than any evil in

the course.

A simple cure to such over

dependence is getting to know as

many people as possible. Up-
perclassmen are easier to get to know
than in the past, what with freshman

housing extending well away from the

Freshman Quad, and are usually

quite friendly—maybe too friendly.

Academically, the college has
assigned you a faculty adviser to tell

you everything you never want to

know about the Williams curriculum.

In theory, he teaches courses in an
area that interests you. He can

become a valuable ally at Williams

and even more valuable when you

need references for ^ad school and

job applications. Certainly he is your

t)est hope in getting officialdom to

recognize your desires.

On the other hand, he might teach a

completely different subject and know
little of the courses you want to take.

Don't let him force you into any

decisions you don't want to make.

There is nothing to restrict you to the

wisdom of this one adviser.

Usually the best source of in-

formation on a course is the professor

teaching it. See him. Don't be scared

away by the course description. An
amazing revelation occurs when you

read that description after you've

finished the course.

Many professors hesitate to take the

initiative in developing relations with

students. They sit in their offices and

wonder why no one visits them other

than around exams. The reason they

do so is a reluctance to intrude.

You have to do the intruding. The
results are usually rewarding. For
one, a professor can handle your

questions much more effectively

ijefore the exam time crunch. Beyond
supplying recommendations later on,

see GETTING page 5

According to Directdr of Ad-
missions Philip F. Smith, the College

is continuing a policy of admitting

mfn and women in proportion to the

ratio of applications. Thus, 21.8 per

ceht'of male applicants and 21.4 per

cent of women applicants were ac-

cepted. However, 46 per cent of men
accepted decided to attend, while 52

per cent of women accepted so in-

dicated. Thus, the unexpected in-

crease in women.

Regionally, the class is dominated
by students from New England and
the Middle Atlantic States, who make
up 72 per cent of the class (a 7 per cent

increase over last year).

Asked to characterize the class as a

whole. Smith noted that the members
of the class had "done unusually well

on their achievement tests" and

snapped a recent trend toward
declining board scores.

The class contains 42 blacks and
"about a dozen" students of oriental

ancestry, said Smith.

Smith noted that the decisive factor

in a student's choosing Williams over

another college was a desire for a

rural setting.

"The majority of students accepted

here who elect not to go to Williams

choose large urban universities," he

said. - -. .^ . ._

The deans: who's what in Hopkins Hall
' Williams is almost unique in the fact

that the individuals holding key posts

in the administration are worth

knowing more for their personal gifts

than for the official power they wield.

All have contact with students outside

of their Hopkins Hall offices, as

teachers, coaches and members of

student-faculty committees.

Freshmen will meet President John
W. Chandler during receptions at his

house this week. The President

oversees both the academic and the

financial aspects of the College, often

meeting with alumni groups in efforts

to raise money to support the College.

A former pitcher on the faculty soft-

ball team. Chandler is an avid sports

fan who can be seen at many home
jrts events

Peter Berek, Dean of the College, is

responsible for the day to day

operation of the school. For an

Amherst lad (Class of '61), Berek

shows unusual f)erception, sensitivity

and subtlety. Berek is a flexible ad-

ministrator, but touches of the

English professor come through in his

articulate if turgid letters. (Hang on

to them; they may be collector's

items some day.

)

Assistant Dean Eileen Julien is the

administrative liaison with the

College Council and Finance Com-
mittee and has a special interest in

mmority affairs. Julien was reap-

pointed to her position following a

search by a student-faculty com-

mittee for a person to fill the "black

deans's spot

Lauren R. Stevens, Dean of Fresh-

men, is the person with whom fresh-

men deal most. Hardly the

disciplinarian, Stevens is a com-
passionate administrator whose goals

are the elimination of hassles. Stevens

is beginning his seventh year as Dean
of Freshmen.
Associate Dean Nancy J. Mclntire's

interests are exchange and transfer

students and women's affairs. A
graduate of the University of New
Hampshire and a member of Phi Beta

Kappa, she came to Williams in 1970.

Cris T. Roosenraad, Associate

Dean, handles relations with the

residential houses as well as

disciplinary problems. Admired by

many for his frankness, Roosenraad

is perhaps more radical than most of

the student body. There is no more
tireless worker in the Administration.

Roosenraad joined the faculty in 1969 .

~

Henry N. Flynt, Associate Dean and
Director of Financial Aid, coached

freshman soccer for twenty years at

Williams leading his teams to seven

Little Three titles. A 1947 Williams

graduate, he has been extremely

active in community affairs. Flynt

has the thankless responsibility of

making decisions on financial aid.

Dean of the Faculty Neil R. Grabois

represents faculty viewpoints in

administrative circles. Considered by

many to be one of the three or four

most influential administrators at

Williams, Grabois has served as Dean
of the College and will become
Provost this winter.

M -
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Freshman Bigots
The available evidence seems to indicate that people are
naturally bigots—naturally discriminatory and prejudiced in

that they prejudge and discriminate apiong people, objects and
courses of behavior. Prejudgment allows us to limit the

otherwise infinite number of possibje responses to a given
situation and cuts the otherwise ridiculous amount of time that

could be devoted to even the most simple decisions

.

However, prejudiced behavior has its costs. Beyond the

more often publicized costs to the person or object

discriminated against, there is the cost to the discriminator of

missing enjoyable, rich experiences.
For the most part, we try to strike a balance between

seeking new, self-expanding experiences and avoiding un-
pleasant ones; between befriending others and being hurt by
them. By the time we enter college, our personal balances of

prejudice are probably fairly well established. This is un-
fortunate, since in college (and particularly at the start of a new
year) the chances of being hurt by open, seeking behavior are
substantially reduced and the number of new, potentially en-

joyable experiences is uncountable.
There will be plenty of time in the future for falling into

little boxes, for becoming stereotypes. Later, the pressures will

grow to do something "useful," to play a role, to be practical.

Now, those pressures are removed. (Williams is a lousy place to

be practical, to "learn a skill.") Experimentation, trying-out

newly grown wings is the order of the aay

.

Today, men and women bring their gifts to a community
that can offer equally rich gifts in return. To one willing to

sample such gifts, Williams is an awesome, wonderful world.

In experiencing Williams to the full, let us pause to pity

those who receive only a distorted view of this world, who are
unable to accept the gifts offered them—let us pity the fresh-

man bigots. — —

In the Beginning
To readers new to Williams and The Williams Record,
welcome! We are the campus newspaper of Williams College,

pubhshing on Tuesdays and Fridays throughout the academic
year. This introductory issue seeks to hint at the variety that is

Williams. We hope its somewhat opinionated contents will

prove informative and occasionally useful.

Freshmen will quickly note that this editorial is yet another
pompous greeting. Nevertheless, our wish for good luck and a
productive four years is sincere.

Freshmen parents will probably find more time to read this

issue than their offspring, who are certainly finding more than
enough to keep them busy. We hope we can count parents
among our readers in the future. The Record often becomes the

only source of news from the campus when letters falter.

Parents and freshmen (not to mention even more confused
College officials) are already caught in the madness of Fresh-
man Days—that time warp in which Williams suddenly evolves
from a map and catalog reference into a world that never
ceases to touch those who have once entered it. A confusion of

activities, faces, annoyances and too little sleep overwhelm
everyone until individuals suddenly find themselves cast in the

role of college students.

It gets quieter, but probably no saner.

The Record returns triumphantly to another year of jour-

nalistic prostitution! The next issue will appear Thursday,
Sept. 9. Deadline for this issue only will be Tuesday at 2:00

p.m. Starting with the issue of September 14, the Record will

commence regular publication on its semi-weekly schedule.
Issues will appear at all major dining halls before dinner on
Tuesdays and Fridays. Extra copies will be available by the
new Baxt.er Hall mailroom. Deadlines will be Sunday and
Wednesday at 2:00 p.m. respectively. Comments and un-
solicited \«ork are welcome, but editing rights for length are
reserved.

by Sue Gain.

Whether a Williams freshman is

used to shopping aloog the sidewalks

of New York or brpwsing through

suburban malls, one thing that,

quickly becomes a part of the college

experience is discovering the delights

of a Williamstown shopping spree. Or,

' tnore accurately foi" stodentrwfthout -

regular access to cars, the delights of

shopping along Spring Street.

For it isfcon Spring Street—where

town and College seem to mingle most

obviously—that the "hiost accessible

stores and serVices are located.

Unfortunately, after examining the

town's commercial offerings, many
students feel they are being "ripped-

off." Often accustomed to a much
wider selection of goods and variety pf

establishments, they claim that store

owners charge overly-high prices for

goods simply because they are in a

monopoly situation.

Last fall, the Record did a series of

comparison surveys of Spring Street

stores with stores outside the im-

mediate college area. The finding was
generally that, while prices may be a

bit higher than usual at some of the

student-frequented establishments, it

seems to be more a function of the size

and type of stores than an effort by

Williamstown merchants to capitalize

on the student trade.

According to the survey, it is

profitable for students to buy health

items and school supplies at super-

markets or discount stores before

coming to school.

Health items at Hart's Pharmacists

on Spring Street, for example, may
sell for as much as 50 per cent over

supermarket prices but are com-
parable in cost to those at a North

Adams drugstore.

Edward N. Conroy, a part owner
and pharmacist at Hart's, said that

the greater volume of business done at

larger stores makes it possible for

them to have lower mark-ups on goods

than at small pharmacies.

Also, he explained, under
Massachusetts law a pharmacist
must be present at all times when a

drugstore is open. According to

Conroy, paying this professional,

along with providing delivery ser-

vice, allowing charges, and main-

taining an adequate staff to provide

good service, raises the overhead of a

small business and forces prices up.

A similar situation exists con-

cerning school supplies. While prices

at Spring Street's McClelland Press

may seem high when compared to

those at Zayre's, they are not any
higher than at Lamb's Stationery

Store in North Adams.
Again, high overhead costs and an

inability to buy in large quantities

were cited as reasons.

"We might buy a couple of dozen of

some item," explained employee

Tofti Herwitz purchasing cheese from Ken O'Neill, owner of Ken's Market.

Prices at Ken's Market are comparable to, and in some cases cheaper than

those in area supermarkets.

Marion Jammalo, "while Zayre's will

buy a couple of hundred dozen of this

item."

However, while a student may save

$.06 on a Bic pen by shopping at

Zayre's, he will be unable to find a 10-

octave music notebook at the discount

store. Because there is little public

demand for this item, Zayre's does not

carry it while McClelland Press

slocks the item for the small group

who uses it.

As far as food prices go, those

surveyed at Ken's Market were

comparable to those at Grand Union

and Price Chopper, both located east

of Williamstown on Route 2. The
owner of the market said he can keep

prices at a competitive level because

of smaller amounts of money spent on

rent, electricity, and workers.

He admitted, however, that if his

prices were a few pennies higher than

elsewhere, it was prottably because of

personalized service, charges, and

buying fewer items on the wholesale

level.

A comparison of liquor prices

showed that, while wine prices vary

somewhat from store to store, those of

beer and hard liquor are pretty much
standardized.

Ray Smith, owner of King's Liquor

Store on Spring Street, said that

prices are based on a "Suggested

Minimum Consumer Resale Price

List" published bimonthly by the

State of Massachusetts. This

publication gives the current

minimum price that a store owner

must charge.

According to Smith, most liquor

stores have their prices near this

baseline. He admittecfthat King's has

an advantage over other nearby

liquor stores because of its Spring

I w

Tom Harwitz contidors purchasing a half gallon of vodka at King's Liquors. Ht
could probably buy it choapar in Vermont bocausa Massachusetts has

minimum liquor prices. (photo by Read)

(photo by Read)

Street location. In general, King's

prices are somewhat higher than the

other stores'.

A more significant diflBrence lies

between Massachusetts and Vermont
liquor prices. In Vermont, liquor

stores are slate-owned and prices are

standardized Under this system,

Vermont liquor prices are

significantly lower than those in

Massachusetts.

It appears, then, that students are

paying high prices for liquor more
because of Massachusetts guidelines

than \)ecause they live in a college

town.

It's going to be

quite week
"They're fun."

"They're boring."

"You make many lasting friends."

"You forget everyone you're in-

troduced to."

If one thing is certain about a

student's first few days at Williams, it

is probably that no two people

remember them in the same way.

Freshman Days 1976, scheduled to

begin Monday, will offer the class of

1980 a chance to form its own

memories.
On Monday, freshmen are

scheduled to arrive and the Junior

Advisers will probably sponsor in-

formal entry get-togethers before the

formal opening dinner at the hockey

rink. Later that night, art professor

Whitney Stoddard will give his yearly

lecture—"A Sense of Where You
Are"— at the Adams Memorial
Theater. Because of limited space,

only freshmen will be able to attend.

Instead of the traditional first night

"beer blast" in the Freshman Quad,
however, JA's have arranged a

number of smaller parties, each

centering around a few entries but

open to all freshmen.

Tuesday is largely an
organizational day for the class of

1980. Placement tests will be held in

the morning, followed by financial aid

meetings, a meeting of the pre-

professional panel, and an open house

at the home of President and Mrs.

Chandler for residents of Sage,
Williams, and Lehman.

In addition, various departments

and college services will be hosting

open houses throughout the day, and
tours will be available.

Tuesday night, there will be a

Casino and Dance in the Greylock

Dining Hall.

Meetings with faculty advisors are

scheduled for Wednesday morning,

the Williams Outing Club Freshman-
Faculty Picnic for Wednesday noon,

and the President's open house late

that afternoon for residents of

Currier, East, Fayerweather, and

Morgan.

Representatives of student
organizations will describe their

organizations and invite freshmen to

join them during Purple Key Night in

Chapin Hall. This will round out

Wednesday's activities and complete
the Freshman Days calendar.
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The arts in Williamstown

Culture comes to the country
by Tom Herwitx

A long time ago, Williams College

decided that it would not let its

geographical isolation from a cultural

center thwart its desire for cultural

enrichment. Since that time, the arts

have become more and more
'^''-'in'otninent <Mi4 < substantiaW-^in-

Williamstown.

World renowned is the Clark Art

Institute—just a short walk out South

Street. The scope of the museums
holding is great, though the Clark's

specialty is its collection of French
' impressionist paintings. In fact, the

centermost room in the old building is

like a giant bon-bon box full of

Renoir's. A side hallway is covered

with Toulouse-Lautrec, Monet, Sisley,

Pissaro, and Degas. There are other

rooms with the French Salon artists,

' the old Masters, the Americans and
Gallerys for the many visiting

exhibitions which the Clark brings in.

But the Clark is not only a fine

museum because of its superb
collection—it is also a living museum
always bustling with activity. The
Clark sponsors throughout the year

(and mostly free to students) a

number of lectures, performing
groups, and films. Music from
Marlboro will be at the Clark again

this year to offer some of the finest

Chamber music in the country. The
Clark will also sponsor (among other

things this fall) a weekly film series of

Alistair Cooke's America.

The strength of Williams' own
Lawrence Museum lies not in the

excellence of individual pieces of

European painting but in its eclec-

ticism. In the museum there are one

or two pieces to illustrate a wide

range of period or medium. To
illustrate a trend in art it is not

necessary to use the best but the

representative. Lawrence has pieces

from the Ibo tribe of Nigeria to

Winslow Homer watercolors; from a

patchwork silk priest robe of the

Shinshu sect to Claus Oldenburg soft

sculpture. Many of these are in hidden

nooks, often a search is necessary.

The museum along with the Art

department also sponsors lectures,

films, and visiting exhibitions. During

October a large Jim Dine exhibition

will be put up to coincide with Dine's

month as visiting artist in residence.

Dine was a front runner in the

emergence of conceptual art. The

Student Art Gallery in Dodd House is

a small area where student artwork

can usually be found on display.

The performing arts at Williams

offer the opportunity to be both

audience and participant. The
Theater department produces several

mainstage productions each year at

the Adams Memorial Theater (AMT).

With the Theater major now a reality,

the department's production wing is

in full swing. Four main productions

will be staged this year directed by

members of the department—Hedda

Gabler, School for Scandal, Durren-

matt's The Physicist, and Guys and

Dolls. In addition about a dozen

student productions are staged in the

Studio Theater of the AMT. At least

one special event is already being

planned—a colloquium with

playwright Jean-Claude van Itallie.

And, of course, there is the Freshman
Revue to start off the year.

One of the finest concert series at

the college is sponsored each year by

the Williams Dance Society. Each

year renowned dance troupes spend

two or three days in residence at

Williams. They give master classes,

lecture-demonstrati(g»s, open
rehearsals, and full performances

allowing the dance enthusiast to

become totally absorbed in the in-

dividual company's theories,

techniques, and repertoire. These

residencies are also a perfect way to

introduce the glory of dance to the

newcomer.
This year the Society will bring the

ANYTHING and everything GOES when it come* to arts in the Williamstown

area. See this year's Arts preview on this page, (photo courtesy of Cap and Bells)

Cliff Kevter Dance Company in

September, the Margalit Dance-
Theater Company in March and the

Paul Taylor Dance Company in May.
Music is another active area here.

The Berkshire Symphony (based at

Williams) performs several times a

year as does the Music in the Round
series of chamber music in Thompson
Chapel. The Choral Society and
student organized performances take

place fairly regularly throughout the

year. Outside performers are also

brought in through the auspices of the

Thompson Concert Series. Examples
in September and October are a

concert by the JuUiard String Quartet

and a performance of Gilbert and
Sullivans H.M.S. Pinafore by the

Manhattan Saroyards.

Popular music can be heard almost

as often with a number of major
concerts and a Jazz series during

Winter Study . Last year saw Duke and

the Drivers, James Montgomery
Band, Tower of Power, the Poussette-

Dart Band, and Livingston Taylor.

Jazz included Chuck Mangione,
Buddy Rich, and Dizzy Gillespie. Folk

and blues singers can be seen almost

every weekend in the Rathskellar at

the Williams Coffee House and
student performers take over at the

Log, the British Maid, the Williams

Inn and other local nightspots.

Movies are varied and abundant in

the area with the Williams Film

Society showing popular second runs

every Friday in Bronfman (such as

The Last Picture Show, The Can-

didate, Horsefeathers, Patton and

Sleeper. There is a classic film

festival on Saturday nights sponsored

by the Williams Film Group with

films of the great masters Truffaiit,

Bergman, Fellini, Antonioni, Da Sica

and others. The Nickelodeon is an

arts-repertory theater on Spring

Street with three different classic

movies a week (monthly listings

available at the theater) and popular

films are always available in North

Adams and Pittsfield. Movies have

become a big activity for many houses

and organizations on campus so many
times there is a film every night of the

week.

Big Mac
And if the urge comes to hit the true

urbs culturae—New York City, or the

Cambridge-Boston area it is not too

difficult. Either one is about the same
distance— three hours—and either

holds a tremendous amount in store

for those not familiar with the cities.

But never mind New York and

Boston. You'll find that as the year

starts rolling along, and the arts in

Williamstown start moving into high

gear, that the options right here at

your doorstep are out of this world.

GIVE OUR TUMBLERS
A TUMBLE

One subject, multi-sublect, special

books for lefthanders, tumblers with

pockets, tabs, dividers and other handy

features ... we've got them. If it's

worth writing down, it's worth writing

on National.

McClelland Press, inc.

47 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

Complete Assortment of

India spreads— Wall Hangings
$9.00 -$12.00

• • •

Handcrafted Silver Earrings and Rings

Bandanas - Initial Totes

10% Discount To All Williams People

LOCATED IN THE WILLIAMS INN

MAIN STREET, WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

Open Seven Days 9:00 - 9:00

FM ear, TV eye

0^
R

R
Lr cnzis

Try Our Package Deal - leave your list and return
'

later to pick up the bag of books with no waiting!

•0.3 WAMC. Albany—Outstanding
National Public Radio affiliate,

superb classical music moat of the

day. From Albany Medical
CoUege, the station broadcasts

Tnany of the college lectures.

•1.9 WCFM, Williamstown—
Williams' own station broad-

casting a full range of music, news,

sports, and special programs from

7 «jn. to 2 «.m. NoQ-commercial

.

public broadcasting.

•$.• WGRG, Pittsfield—

Progressive rock with a touch of

the underground.

ioo.l WMNB. North Adams—The
FM counterpart of the AM WMNB
(top forty) at 1230 plays dentist

office music during the day,

classical at night.

107.5, WAAF, Worcester—Rock
with a popular leaning.

TV EVE
ON YOUR DIAL 2, WGBY (57)-

PBS, Springfield. Mostly regular

Public Broadcasting fare, often on

delayed basis.

ON YOUR DIAL 3, WFSB—CBS,
Hartford. Network station with

some local flavor.

ON YOUR DIAL 4, WBZ-NBC,^.
Boston. Middle of the road Qpoup
W station. ^

'

ON YOUR DL\L>. ^CVB—ABC,
Boston. This^ia the big one in-

somniacs^ 5° all night.

ON V6UR DrAL6.WRGB—NBC,
Schenectady

ON YOUR DIAL 8. WSBK (38)—
IND., Boston. Local type station.

Old moivtes and Sox and Bruins^
coverage. Watch out for "Miracle
Slicer" ads.

ON YOUR DIAL •. WHYN (40)—
ABC, Springfield. When carrying

ABC, it's normal. Otherwise,,
heavy on Gunsmoke, Room 222,

and Mike making your day even if

you can't

ON YOUR DIAL 10. WTEN—
CBS, Altwny. Newscaster Dick
Woods couldn't hack it in

Providence, R.I.

ON YOUR DL\L 11. WPIX—
IND., New York. Owned by the

New York Daily News. Carries

Yankee games.

ON YO^R DIAL 12, WWLP-
Greenfield. What can you expect

from Greenfield.

Artsbrieh Arfsbrieh
Joint auditions will be held for this year's first two Theater Department

mainstage productions on Septemtter 8, 9, and 10 at the AMT. Sign-ups for

audition times, and scripts for the two plays—Hedda Gabler directed by Jean-

Bernard Bucky and School for Scandal directed by Gregory Boyd—are
available at the theater.

The Freshman Council will show "The Graduate" in Bronfman Auditorium

at 1:30 p.m. on Tuesday the 7th. Discussion groups will follow

Yes, once again it's time for another Freshman Revue.

Auditions are opened to all freshmen, talented or not—actors, dancers,

singers, "techies", and anyone else with a talent not banned under

Massachusetts law. ^_ ,

boutique

«.? WATER
STREET

open every day

thursdays til 8:30

An assemblage of colorful

accessories to bedazzle
your room. Spreads -

Rugs -Chairs - Desk

lamps- Posters, etc

We welcome browser

SCHOOL BELLS

ARE RINGING
Now is the time to moke the

most of your opportunrtles.

hAoy we offer . . .

Porker S Cross Pens & Pencils

Kodak & Polaroid Cameras &

Film Processing by Kodok

Bonnie Bell Cosmetics for Ten-

der, Youthful Skin (His

& He,-'s) '

Pantene Hair Core Products

Kent and Mohawk Hoir Brushes

Hudson Vitamins — Complete

Line

Westclox Electric ft Wind Clocks

ft Timex Wotdies

First Aid Supplies ft Complete

Medical Essentials ft Per-

sonal Core Items

CSb %J1ci/itti Pharmacist

^W 458-5757

49 spring Str**t Wllllamttown
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When ybu gef fired of Baxter Hall food
If Williams holds true to tradition,

you will soon be or just have been

audience to Whitney Stoddard's

legendary lecture "A Sense of Where
You Are" in which he tells a little bit

about the WiUiamstown area. Un-

fortunately, he doesn't tell you
anything practical, like where the

good places to eat are.

JVell the good places to eaUf^Qu'xe
game to knowing, are in Paris, New
York and, more locally, Bostoa These

places being somewhat out of walking

distance and more than a healthy

drive avi~hy (particularly Paris),

Williams students are forced to

remain satisfied with the lesser local

fare.

Any assessment of the local

restaurants must be made with the

vital "sense of where jyou are" in

mind. You are in WiUiamstown,

Mass., a small, backwoods town of

pop. 5000. You are in the sticks, the

boondocks. That is where you are.

And as a result, you are unlikely to

find very much of what in more
metropolitan areas carries the label

of "true class."

What you find instead are smaller,

quieter places which have good

though not exotic food, friendly ser-

vice and very agreeable prices. You
won't, in short, find anything as ritzy

as* Paris' Tour D'Argent here, but

neither must you spend a tour

d'argent (tower of money) to find a
worthwhile diversion from the
campus dining halls.

High Budget Approach

MILL ON THE FLOSS—6 miles

south^ef WiUiamstowii^oiv-^loute 7.

Billed as an Old New England Inn
with a French accent, the Mill has
excellent food and service. One of the

best restaurants in the area. The
place to go when Mom and Dad are in

town.

THE RAIN BARREL-In Ben-
nington, it provides excellent dining

with a Continental flair. Dress is

casual and the atmosphere not par-

ticularly attractive, but the food and
service more than compensate for

this. Well worth the trip.

THE SPRINGS—Ten minutes
south of Route 7. It has the best

reputation of local eateries, but in the

view of many its cuisine is definitely

inferior to many of the other places

listed here. Recently reopened after a

fire closed it. Specialty— Italian

cooking, but it is not an Italian

restaurant.

FREE DELIVERY 458-5634

TACONIC PACKAGE STORE, INC.

79 WATER ST.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS. 01267

Draft Beer Headquarters

We Stock

Budweiser Vi Bar. Michelob Va

Miller ^ Bar. Schaefer Va

All Kegs and All Brands are about

$1.00 less than anyone else in town

OWNER Dick Solomon

#
JOSEPH E, DEWEY

4 58-5717

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS

01267

Welcome Class of '80 !!

Textbooks are available

CHARGE ACCOUNTS OFFERED TO STUDENTS

The Boys from the foot of Spring Street

Welcome Williams Students

MUFFLERS INSTALLED BATTERIES

TIRES

B&L Guljj Statioft

Reliable Car Care
"

BRAKE SERVICE

95 Spring St.

Wllllamsfown

WHEEL BALANCING

ROAD SERVICE
WE AREAS NEAR

AS YOUR d^flk PHONE

458-B269

THE 1896 HOUSE^Just south on

Route 7. Recently reopened after

former owner went bankrupt. We
have not visited it since reopening.

, THE COUNTRY RESTAU-
RANT— Perhaps its biggest plus

is its location, across from the

College on North Street. The food and
atmosphere are good and the prices

jQpre reasonable.ifaanv^une of the-

other restaurants in the area.

THE BRITISH MAID—On Route 2

just east of the College, it's a favorite

for Williams people. It's a com-
bination bar, restaurant and night

club establishment. The Maid does

wonders with dishes containing fruit.

Open for breakfast.

THE WILLIAMS INN—The food

and service do not match up to the

local competition. Drinks are 6x-

pensive in ttie bar, but the sound of the

music played in the bar may be more
damaging than the dent drinks put in

one wallet. We prefer the Maid.

GOURMET EAST—Just east of the

College on Route 2. Opened this

summer. College staff members who
ate there report back favorably;

prices are high but not unreasonable;

the food is good. The only Chinese

restaurant in the area.

LE JARDIN—For elegant dining

not many local restaurants can
surpass Le Jardia Located about 15

minutes south of Williams on Rt. 7,

this lovely restaurant commands a

lofty view of the surrounding coun-

tryside while providing delicious food,

and higher prices accordingly. A
Sunday brunch is the specialty.

, THE B1ACKEBIAR:S TAYEFLN-
For enterprising diners willing to

make the trdi past Bennington,

Vermont, this Uttle restaurant located

in an old New England house is a

great spot It's ideal for a kidnapping

party, because the person will never

know where he is bein^ t«ken, and the

home-cooked food is moderately
priced.

THE PUBLICK HOUSE—In North

Bennington, call for directions. The
best steak and salad place in the area.

Good steaks and fresh bread.

LE BRASSERIE—In Bennington.

A classy British Maid, better food and
more expensive. A French flavor.

Worth the trip.

MEDIUM BUDGET APPROACH
THE CAPTAIN'S TABLE—Just

south of the College on Route 7.

Seafood 180 miles from the sea; the

WElCOtAE WILLIAMS FRESHMEN

.%UiiUiJ9S'

.At •;

' kiK.. lliil If'

®l)p lUnuap at Mnisi}

SPRING STREET WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

Outfitters 4o Willams Men & Women

for 85 years

TO EXPERIENCE OUR / ") GHLERIES

\ ORIGINAL PAINTINGS & SCULPTURE in all media

2. LIMITED EDITION GRAPHICS • American and International

^ UNUSUAL COLLECTIONS OF POSTERS & PRINTS

4 TAGUE ROOM OF BERKSHIRE PRINTS .
;'

. Demonstrations. Jewelry

f> HANDCRAFTED FURNITURE • Shaker Inspired • By Thos Moser, Cabinet Maker

f) TALENTS TO SHARE WORKSHOP • Classes and Demonstrations .

All articles may be purchased • Some rentals available • Shipping arranged

TELEPHONE (413) 4588531

85 SPRING STREET • BOX 195 • WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS. 01267 • • • HELEN DAVIS

...THE YELLOW HOUSE ON SPRING STREET...

food is carefully defrosted. Not our

favorite.

COZY CORNER,S

RESTAURANT—North of the

College on Route 7. Good for beer,

spaghetti and reasonably priced

pizza. Not a place to take a date or

Mom and Dad, but an interesting

escape from Baxter.

DANTE'S INFERNO-Cafeteria^
style steak and salad bar. Reasonably

'

cheap. Informal. East of the College

on Route 2.

FOUR ACRES—Good food. Not the

place to go for Parents' Weekend, but

on most other occasions, it is worthy

of a visit.

HOWARD JOHNSON'S—Despite
the national reputation of Howard
Johnson's, this is a restaurant that

will actually be highly recommended
by the local townspeople. The national

reputation of course is as a place that

was so bad that not even j^ie roaches

would go there for a meal, a place

where if you left a tip it was only out of

sympathy for the chef, who you knew
had to be handicapped. The
WiUiamstown Howard Johnson's

belies all of this. One need not be a

starving motorist on a lonely turnpike

to have an excuse for eating there. It

is clean, friendly, fast and most

surprisingly, good.

STRONG STOMACH APPROACH
THE PIZZA HOUSE—On Spring

Street. Overpriced, undersized Greek

zas. Tasty grinders. Prices are lower

than Colonial's.

COLONIAL PIZZA—Home of

Constantine. Better Greek zas than

the Za House, but still overpriced and

greasy.

Also in the plus column for Colonial

is its peculiar trademark—which is

almost worth ordering a pizza to see.

It is picture of a colonial soldier on a

horse delivering a pizza. Un-
fortunately, neither Colonial or the

Pizza House will deliver on horseback

or otherwise.

CARROLL'S—East of the College

Route 2. The usual fast service

burgers served on big soggy buns.

DUNKIN' DONUTS—On Route 2 in

North Adams. Now here's a way to

fend off the munchies 24 hours a day.

BURGER CHEF—On Route 2, five

minutes closer than McDonald's. Only

for those who cannot travel the extra

five minutes.

MCDONALD'S—In North Adams. If

you've been to one, you've been to

them all.

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN—
They use the Colonel's recipe with a

little more than the usual amount of

grease. Also fried ribs. On Route 2,

east of the College.

FRIENDLY'S—More expensive

than the fast food joints, but much
more satisfying. Good ice cream.

Closes at midnight. On Route 2, east of

town.

THE LOG—Has good cheap sand-

wiches especially if you're friendly

with the cook.

THE PURPLE PUB—On Bank St.

For an evening snack, their sandwich

is varted.

WEST END DELI—Possibly the

home of the best sandwiches in the

area. On Route 2 just east of town.

PAPA CHARLIE'S A & W DRIVE
IN—Within walking distance. Good
burgers, sandwiches and gallons of

root beer. Pape Charlie is a good

Williams fan. Best burger stand

around. Good for American Graffitti

lovers.

m.
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Escaping can be

a big challenge
by George J. SchuUer

Every year, hundreds of thousands

of tourists "get away from it all" by

coming to the Bertuhires.

Thoreau referred to Williams when
he said, "It would be no small ad-

" vantage if every college "were thus'

located at the liase of a mountain."

Williams comes fairly close to

Thoreau's ideal. Inevitably, though,

everyone reaches a point where they

have to get out of here, whether for a

reassuring whiff of smog or to see how
Bud tastes in Northampton.

Herewith some notations on the

major transportation options.

Foot: Given that the College tends

to encompass the heart of William-

stown, walking is actually not a bad

option for daily transportation needs.

The campus is within easy walking

distance of three shopping areas-
Spring St., Cole Afe. (by the railroad

tracks) and the Colonial Shopping

Center (al)out 15 minutes east on Rt.

2). However, in terms of getting to

Boston, it's definitely unattractive.

Hitching: Granted that hitching is

vaguely illegal in many towns and
some states, many "young people"

consider it the most viable way of

getting from one point to another.

Opponents point to the dangers: in-

stances of rape, robbery and murder
by drivers and hitchhikers alike; the

fact that you know nothing about the

driving ability of a random driver;

and a possible run-in with the local

constabulary.

Train: Occasionally of an evening,

when the wind is right, you might hear

a freight train rumble away to the

north. So much for the rebirth of the

railroad in Williamstown.

_ But if you like train travel and can

get to Pittsfield or Albany, you may be

able to catch a train. A train leaves

Pittsfield each morning at 11:45 for

points east arriving in Boston at 3:40

p.m. The 6:27 p.m. train from Pitt-

sfield stops in Albany, Utica,

Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo, Erie,

Cleveland, Toledo, South Bend and
Chicago. You're better off if you catch

it in Albany because the train must
back into the Albany-Rennselaer
station making it a two hour ride.

Seven trains run from Albany to

Grand Central Station, New York,

each day.

For more information. Call Am-
trak: 800-523-5720.

Bus: Lest you despair that public

transportation has totally ignored the

Purple Valley, it is always possible to

iQave the driving to them and take the

bus. You can^ thank Williamstowh's

location—the northwesternmost town
in Massachusetts, situlted on two

. -vaguely^majoi^ -route& (2 and 7>^^for -

what service there is. Interstate

Commerce Commission rules make it

more profitable for a busline not to

cross statelines. Hence, New
Englander runs txises at dreadfully

inconvenient hours to Boston. These
buses as well as Vermont Transit's

New York-Burlington line stop oh

Route 2 east of Currier Hall. Tickets

and schedules will be available at the

new sporting goods store at the corner

of Routes 2 and 43.

Buses for Boston leave at 6:40 a.m.

Monday-Saturday; 1:00 p.m. every

day, 7:40 a.m. on Sundays and 5:00

p.m. on Fridays and Sundays. Boston
is the twelfth stop on the three hour

and twenty minute trip.

Two buses leave Williamstown each

day for New York, one at 7:35 a.m.

and one at 11:59 a.m. Each bus stops

in Pittsfield where connections to

Providence, Albany, Springfield,

Worcester, Hartford and New Haven
are available. The 7:35 bus arrives in

Port Authority, New York, at 12:20.

The second bus, "the slowboat to

China" seems to stop in every hick

town in Connecticut at least six hours

after leaving Williamstown.

Plane: Most Williams students fly

from Albany but there are two other

options. Bradley International Air-

port, located between Hartford and

Springfield, does not close as often

because of snow, Command Airways
(499-0421) has four flights each day

from Pittsfield to New York.

Unless you've got your own plane,

Harriman Airport, in North Adams is

almost useless.

Car: By far the most convenient and
quickest way of getting anywhere' is

by car. If you own a car,

congratulations. Although the College

does much to discourage it, you've

made the right decision.

First, freshmen are forbidden cars

for the first semester. Thereafter, you
may keep your car here, but must pay
high registration fees and ar

propensity of both the town and
College to ticket you for parking

anywhere but in your assigned lot— in

the case of freshmen, ridiculously

stuck behind the tennis courts. Most
drivers still feel that the convenience

of driving the car offsets the costs.

Albany Airport: A door to tho rttt o< tho world unlott • snowstorm closos It. But you still

havo to get tltoro in ordor to fly tht friendly skies. The best mode of escape Is pictured

above: ttie automobile. (photo by ZIter)

Making yourself understood
grind—n.—one who studies too much.
A grind is one who studies during a
home football game,
—v.—to study.

ace—to get an A in

plu^An A plus is an A plu, but you'll

never see one.

bar—opposite of plu.

gut—an easy course

Places

Log—the campus pub. From
President Garfield's description of

the perfect educational set up—
Mark Hopkins at one end of a log

and a student at the other end.

Amherst—a small liberal arts school

in the Connecticut Valley formed by

a runaway Williams president and
some kidnapped faculty. An inferior

outgrowth of Williams; the enemy.
The Skids—home of beautiful women

in the neighborhood of senior

citizens; Skidmore College in

Saratoga.

William and Mary—where everyone

back home thinks you go to college.

Spring Street—downtown William-
stown. The campus is located in

surburban Williamstown.

The Nickelodeon— it's more like the

two^doUarodeon now. The movie
theater on Spring Street.

Brllsville—where townies live.

Wilhamstown.

People

burgers—frosh burgers, also known
as freshmen. Derivation unknown.

alumni—the fine breed who give the

money that keeps you here. Among
our finest are Magruder, Stein-

brenner and Helms of Watergate

fame.

Eph—rhymes with chief. A Williams

The Ten Cofnfnandments

1. Thou shalt love the truth and seek it with

all thy heart, thy soul and thy might.

2. Thou shalt meet new and interesting people.

3. Thou ^halt observe critically.

4. Thou shalt hail the competitors.

5. Thou shalt record for future generations.

The Record Plan
Wleet the prophets at the KathsUeller,

hasement of Baxter -Hali^

Thursday, September 9, 7:00p.m.

6. Thou shalt not be intimidated.

7. Thou shalt be pithy and concise.

8. Thou shalt read the Record.

9. Thou shalt hate Lord Jeffs.

10. Thou shalt face the challenge.

student, a member of an athletic

team. From Ephraim Williams.

girls—they are called women at

Williams even if their older sisters

are Skidmore. girls.

import—a non-Williams student who
is a date for the wedcend.

Wally O—the campus hero for those of

us that like Adam 12 and Kojak's

hair, Walter O'Brien, chief of

security.

matron—the lady who cleans your

room every week, except if you call

her the maid, cleaning lady or

vacuum engineer.

townie—a native of Williamstown.

Sometimes generalized to mean any
uncultured heathen who hasn't read

Plato, Aristotle or heard of James
MacGregor Burns.

Food
frappe or frost—what normal people

call a milk shake.

milk shake—better ask for a definition

before ordering.

za—a Billsville pizza tastefully

seasoned with grease.

grinders—those things abnormal
people call warm submarines and
mixed up persons call hot heroes.

beavo—beer, cool ones, chillies,

brews.

Potpourri

demo—v.—to destroy, perhaps the

most popular activity of some
Williams men. n.—demolition.

preppie shoes—white soled mocassins

worn by preppies and those who
wish they were preppies.

pus—rhymes with bus. Demon-
strating various degrees of

animosity; verbal abuse.

hiking boots—brown high cuts woHi
by Outing Club members and those

• who think they are Outing Club

members.
short-one who decides not to get shit-

faced when you decide he should.

shit-faced—drunk.

the mountains—what we greet with a

song and the song we greet them
with. ^

The Record—what most ad-

ministrators try to keep their

comments off of, and the newspaper
that they usually get printed in

anyway. Often called the ReAd by

confused upperclassmen.

purple and gold—school colors. From
the purple valley and golden sun.

c^ke—anything that isn't difficult.

Getting things

done at Williams
GETTING from page 1

friends on the faculty can often steer

you into summer job and study op-

portunities, particularly in the

sciences. On a less selfish plane,

faculty members tend to bie in-

teresting people, especially when
removed from the classroom.

The power of the administration

(what there is of it) is centralized in

the Dean's office. Here you're likely to

find a quick and authoritative answer
to your queries, even if it's "I don't

know." The point is that if they don't

know the answer, they are expected to

know where to look for it.

As a freshman, you'll have the most
contact with Dean Stevens. Hardly a

disciplinarian (they don't survive long

at Williams) he tends to expend much
energy making sure personal apple
carts are not upset. Although what
rules exist here are highly flexible,

it's easy to feel trapped in a given

course load or living situation.

Stevens has the power to miraculously

untrap you.

Williams is a haven for individuals.

Treat the whole thing as an ex-

periment. Ask questions. If you need a

favor, ask someone for it. He'll

probably surprise you by doing it

All of this assumes that you get off

your butt and take the first step.

The British Maid
^ Serves

BREAKFAST, LUNCH, SUPPER

in a refreshingly different manner

Full bar, patio Closed Mondays

State Rd. 458-4961

Welcome Freshmen /

Let us serve you
withal! your needs

in College Sports

Goff's Sports, Inc.

"next to the campus"
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An unlikely college in an unlikely place
The Hoosic River valley of the

Northern Berkshire!, "the middle of

no where," even today seems an
unlikely place for a town, let alone a

"prestigious liberal arts college." It

was far more unlikely in the 1700s,

when access to the valley was limited

to an arduous trek over the Mohawk
Trail.

' T"A"lifv^^1ar tFarapoSaOoBT^^^
in the Purple Valley (see page 5)

indicates that things haven't evolved

all that much in 200 years. Now, only

the scenic beauty of the area justifies

settling here. During the early 1700s,

the area was something of a frontier

and, lying across the Indian Path
from Lake Champlain to the Con-

necticut River valley, was strategic

militarily. A settlement in West
Hoosic (as the township was then

called) also served to assert

Massachusetts' claims against Dutch
settlers and later New York.

The area was first surveyed in 1739

by Ephraim Williams Sr. and under
the impetus of Fort Massachusetts

(located where the Price Chopper on

Route 2 now stands) a settlement

began to grow in 1752. As far as the

College is concerned, Ephraim's Sr.

real claim to fame was fathering

Ephraim Jr. and getting him ap-

pointed commander' of the string of

Western Massachusetts forts in-

cluding Fort Massachusetts. Although

Ephraim Jr. was aHwrently well-

regarded militarily, he goes down in

history for his defeats. In 1746, Fort

Massachusetts was captured and
burned while supposedly under his

command. On September 8, 1755,

having led his men into an ambush at

Lake George, N.Y., he ended up

getting himself killed for his troubles.

Shortly before, he had written a will

providing funds for a "free school" to

be set up in West Hooeic on condition

that the name of the town be changed

to Williamstown. The will was not

quickly executed. In 1765, the town
was officially incorporated as

"Williams Town," although the

boundary dispute with New York was
not settled until 1787.

The General Court of^

TffassicEus'etts IncorporateiT "The

'

Trustees of the Donation of Ephraim
Williams, Esq. for Maintaining a Free
School in Williamstown" on March 8,

1785 to use the $9157 that had ac-

cumulated in the estate. Yet, even this

massive sum wasn't sufficient for the

task and a lottery was required before

construction of West College could

begin in 1790. The opening of school

was delayed until Oct. 20, 1791 by a

failure to discover water on the land

around the building. (In fact, the

school had to rely on two springs at

the lower end of Spring St. for its

supply.) Despite local opposition,

Ephraim Williams' free school

became Williams College on June 22,

1793, as the ambitions of the school's

trustees and first president, Ebenezer

Fitch, grew to exceed those of the

"founder."

The first Commencement was held

(curiously enough) on Sept. 2, 1795. Of

the four men receiving degrees, two

became lawyers and two doctors

(percentages Career Counseling has

been unable to equal since.)

The free school consisted of an
Academy, with a yearly tuition of 35

shillings, and an English free school.

The free school did not survive the

formation of the College, although the

Academy continued as a prep school

for a few years.

The early trustees of the college

were heavily influenced by Yale and

were strict Congregationalists. To^

WELCOME TO THE CLASS OF '80

KING'S LIQUOR STORE

Spring Street

them, Williamstowns' isolation was
ideal for defending young minds from
Unitarianism, which from its base at

Harvard was having a profound effect

on American higher education.

The trustees called for the following

curriculum for their new college: "In

the first year,—the English, Latin,

Greek, and.FreiKh Uutgyages, In the,

second,—the several languages in

part. Arithmetic, Geography,
Algebra, Geometry, Mensurations,

Comic Sections, Rhetoric and Logic.

In the third,—Trigonometry,
Navigation, Surveying, Natural
Philosophy, Astronomy, and
Chemistry. In the fourth year,—
Metaphysics, Ethics, History,

National Law, Civil Polity and
Theology."

In Dec. 1799, President Fitch wrote

in bis diary, "The college is in a
prosperous state. The students con-

tinue to be diligent and orderly. We
admitted twenty-four freshmen, and
have in all ei^ty-one members of

college."

However, this rosy picture was not

long lasting. The College was per-

petually in need of funds. The by and
large well educated faculty was
disgusted by. the country bumpkins
Williams tended to attract.

Williamstown was viewed as a

hopeless location for a college and, by
the second decade of the nineteenth

century, the trustees devoted most of

their time to seeking a suitable

location in the Connecticut River

valley to move the College. In 1821,

after failing to obtain permission from
the state to move, Williams' second

president, Zephaniah Swift Moore,

with half the students and faculty

marched over the Mohawk Trail to

found Amherst College and spawn one

of the oldest collegiate sports rivalry.

That Williams had a Commencement
that year is due in no small part to the

stirring speeches of two seniors,

Emerson Davis and Erastus C.-

Benedict, who urged their classmates

to "uphold the honor and reputation"

of the College.

Moore's successor at Williams,

Edward Door Griffin, succeeded in

developing an infusion of funds and an
expansion of the enrollment. Although

the College did not achieve financial

security until the twentieth century, it

was able to fall back on state aid and
fortunate if occasional donations to

the conservative religious (if noh-

sectarian) institution.

Change has come slowly to the

College, yet, if at any point in the

College's history a student could be

catapaulted forward two generations,

he would find the place barely

recognizable. (It is difficult to believe

that Williams was the incubator of

religious fervor that brought the

American missionary movement to

life.)

Atypical frMhman room in Morgan—in lU4,that isl

Although Williams has always
attracted talented educators (witness

President Mark Hopkins), it wasn't

until the presidency of James Phinney

Baxter (1937-61) that the College's

academic reputation really began to

grow. Since World War II, admissions

have l}ecome progressively more
selective.

The vocations and avocations of

alumni have varied greatly. Far
fewer graduates go into teaching and

the ministry than in the past. A recent

study indicates that Williams has the

highest ratio of graduates in executive

positions to enrollment of any other

undergraduate college. Yet, an in-

creasing number of students are

seeking alternative job opportunities

in such areas as graphics and the arts.

As elsewhere, the 1960s were a

traumatic period for Williams. They
witnessed the largest building

program in the College's history. The
abolition of fraternities was a bitter

issue on campus and among alumni.
The result was the development of an
almost unique residential "house"

system.

Student "activism" came late and
was short lived. The Afro-American
Society (forerunner of the Black
Student Union) took over Hopkins
Hall to present a list of demands and
the College joined in the Cambodia
strike.

The most revolutionary change was
•reserved for the 1970s. In 1971, the

College admitted its first freshman
class containing women, The
repercussions are still being fett,

although a student-faculty committee
concluded that the transition had been

made surprisingly smoothly.

The town has changed as much as

the college, although it has grown
more slowly. In 1776, the population of^

Williamstown was 1081. Today it

stands at 8247. The four graduates of

1795 compare with the 471 who
received degrees last June.

By and large relations between the

town and College have been good,

although the College has never

completely lost "aristocratic" and
"egg-head" labels. At the College's

founding, many townspeople were

angered at losing their "free school."

During the 1950s bitter debate cen-

tered on the College's supposedly "left

wing" faculty and a proposal to

flouridate the town's water supported

by the College.

Williams is the single largest em-
ployer and landowner in the town.

With its tremendous economic power,

the College has. been forced to bend

over backwards to avoid seeming to

patemalistically rape the region. Few
College or town decisions are made
without a discussion of the impact on

the other.

While town-gown relations are

always in flux, the decision of the

College to halt expansion of

enrollment and the present lull in

construction would seem to usher in a

more stable period.

IFYOU CAN DRIVE
ACAR,

IfOUCXHIlDSAYE
YOURFMENK

For free information, write to:

DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345
Rockvillc. Maryland 208S2

r^r

sterling s'lCver and.

coral necKtace

fey
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Custodial staff is experienced and dedicated
by DennU O'Sbea

It does take a while for some
Williams freshmen to completely

disentangle themselves from the

apron strings they've clung to. for

eighteen years. Because of this,

members of the college custodial staff

won't be too surprised if some of you

stumble out of the rack groggily

mumbling "Morning, Mom" the first

time their regular vacuuming or

trash-collecting rounds interrupt your
peaceful post-party repose.

Nor will the six custodians and six

matrons who keep freshman dorms
sparkling be unwilling to take time out

to cheer up a lonesome froah newly
separated from .'riend or lover by
several hundred niil^ of telephone
wire and a leemingly unpayable bill

from Ma Bell.

Because many freshmen ure
inexperienced with living away from
home, the job of a janitor or matron in

Campus Jacks pa//*ico^o€f/v/sm
by Scott Hoot

Williams has never had a highly

political reputation and probably

never will. It is fair to generalize that

Williams students are largely sym-
pathetic to the causes, and yet, too

content and otherwise occupied to

involve themselves. Eight years ago

The Underground Guide to Colleges

rated the Williams SDS chapter as

virtually nonexistent. From that high-

point the studnet body has followed

the national lead and sunk into the

political doldrums.

The following list contains those

political organizations that existed at

the end of last year and show signs of

surviving the next.

THE WILLIAMS REPUBLICAN
CLUB: A remnant of the days when
GOPism thrived on campus. The club

contains about 20 faithfuls, and
sponsored occasional speakers and
films, including Rep. Peter Peyser,

and a left-to-right spectrum panel on
the role of government in society.

WILLIAMS AMERICANS FOR
DEMOCRATIC ACTION: This is a

chapter of the nation wide non-

partisan organization to promote
liberal causes in this country. Its most
important function is lobbying the

Congress and state legislatures. The
current national president is

McGovern. At Williams the group
consists mainly of the former Udall
and Bayh supporters and a few liberal

Republicans.

WILLIAMS ACTION
COALITION: This group differs from
the others in its lack of preoccupation

with the electoral and legislative

Housing shortage
HOUSINGfrompagel

generating three more rooms, af-

filiated with the first floor of

Fayerweather (men). Four bedrooms
for men have been created in the

basement of Lehman, which will be

affiliated with Lehman East.

Philip F. Smith, Director of Ad-
missions, said that the unexpected

number of freshmen is the result of a

miscalculation of the percentage of

students who would respond favorably

to acceptances.

Dean of Admissions, Frederick C.

Copeland noted that this is a result of

fewer early decision applications,

Amherst's expansion to coeducation

and- the Jact that Dartmouth, Rad-
cliffe and Princeton were all in-

creasing the number of women they
were accepting.

It didn't work out that way. Stevens

noted that one explanation making the

rounds was that more women ac-

cepted by both Williams and Dart-

mouth chose Williams than in past

years.

"My biggest regret," said Smith,

"is that we couldn't accept anyone
from the waiting list."

What are JAs?
Junior Advisers are often the first

persons to greet the freshmen and
sometimes the most anxious to bid

them good-bye. After all, when Sage F
attacks Williams E with barrels of

water for the fifth consecutive day,

it's theJunior Advisers (JAs) who pay
Dean Stevens a visit. Of course, it was
they who taught freshmen what water
fights were in the first place.

Unlike advisers at most other

colleges, Williams' freshman advisers

are not paid or compensated by the

College. Yet, in a given year almost
half of the sophomore class may apply

to be JAs. JAs have been carefully

selected from a large applicant pool.

JAs organize Freshman Days,
arrange social activities, are sources

of information for frosh in the coming
weeks and according to Lauren R.

Stevens, Dean of Freshmen, are

"explicatorsof the nebulous Williams

way "

processes. Its aim is to introduce

radical ideas to the community
through dialogue, speakers, and
films. Last year's events included a

very successful showing of Hearts and
Minds.

A miniscule chapter of the Young
Americans for Freedom was started

but really never got off the ground,

last year.

Freshmen take active

role in housing choices

Numerous attempts were made at

the formation of a Democratic club
but the prospective clientele chose to

channel their efforts elsewhere. The
nucleus for such a group might Ue
with last year's Carter group.

Talk of a Common Cause chapter
was heard at the end of the year-
enterprising frosh might look into

this. »

In unprecedented numbers, fresh-

men took an active role in choosing

their living set-ups and roommate,
according to Dean of Admissions

Philip F. Smith.

"Close to 90 per cent of the class

indicated some housing preference,"

he said. "The amazing thing is that so

many freshinen requested non-

smoking roommates," (almost three-

quarters).

"Selecting freshmen room
assignments is one of the most im-

portant decisions made," said Dean of

Freshmen Lauren R. Stevens. "Most
of the people's friends (throughout

their years at Williams) are those

they lived with freshman year."

Stevens noted that the College

issued an expanded room application

for freshmen, inviting them to in-

dicate preferences in roommates and
dormitory or rooming situation.

He added that most freshmen are

surprisingly familiar with the campus
before they get here. Many freshmen
request specific dormitories, entries

and even rooms.

According to Smith, this year more
freshmen requested housing in

Morgan than there were rooms
available.

The revised room application form
also specifically allows freshmen to

request to room with members of a

specific race.

"We will have a substantial number
of racially mixed rooming situations

this year," said Stevens.

a froeh dorm takes on added

dimensions, just as a junior adviser's

role differs from that of most up-

perdassmen.
"They are authority figures, ad-

visers, and friends (or enemies) all

rolled into one," says Charles M.

Jankey, Director of Student Housing.

He calls his employees "warm, ap-

jx-oachahle^huinan being^^ who truly

have the welfare of the students at

heart or they wouldn't be there."

The staff is full of experienced

observers of the College, and each has

stories that put today's Williams into

perspective far better than most

faculty or upperclassmen ever could.

And why not? The custodians average

over eight and a half years experience

working right where the students live

(John Blake is senior with 14 straight

years in Williams Hall; his wife

Giselle is the rookie. She's starting

her sixth year next door at Sage) . The
average matron has spent nearly five

years in her present assignment, and

several of them worked elsewhere in

the College earlier.

Ask Al and Elaine over in East-

Fayerweather, for instance, about the

switch in their dorms from men to

women and back again as the College

wrestled with the onset of

coeducation. Check with Lu Park in

Williams Hall on the demise of the

fraternity system, or with Vince

Albrycht about what you could see

from your front window before they

stuck the new library in front of Leh-

man, and just who was originally

housed there.

And besides all their versatility at

their secondary employment, the

jack-of-all-trades janitors and their

vacuum wielding colleagues do one
heck of a fine job dusting desks,

scrubbing the showers, and, with a
minimum of grumbling mopping up
after those peculiarly freshmen ex-

tracurricMlacs X9ur JA's will sliow^^

you in the next few evenings.

According to Jankey, the CTollege

encourages the close student-

custodial staff relationships. Always
concerned with not letting things get

out of hand, the administration
nevertheless enthusiastically endorses

their employees' getting together with

freshmen in social situations such as

guest meals and cocktail parties.

While the housing director said that

he would personally prefer an end to

the tradition of entry Christmas gifts

to staff members because it is unfair

to those that wo^k fn educational

buildings, he has made no effort to

stop them.

Besides, he added, "Help and
cooperation on the part of the students

are every bit as important to them as

gifts at 'Christmas."

It's sometimes a bit tough to fully

appreciate the efforts of the main-
tenance staff, and some students have
been known to get a little off balance

when the crews set to work at what
might seem just a bit too bright and
early. Nonetheless, it's a safe bet that

by the time the year is over the class

of '80 will be glad it got to know them.

Attention Williams Men and Women!

Rowing is a unique, challenging sport

Come hear about rowing at Williams:

Wed., Sept. 8 - 7:00 p.m.

Jesup Auditorium

If unable to attend, contact George
or Brian at 458-8045

No prior experience necessary

^

The Log

Williams' own student pub

RE-OPENS TONIGHT!!

(Sunday, Sept. 5)

DRUMAAOND CLEANERS

ANNOUNCES A NEW LOCATION

During the Summer we have built an addition on our Plant which will house

our new office.

It is located behind Salvatore's Shoe Store.

As we are moving by September 10 it would be appreciated if any students

who have summer storage with us would pick it up by that date.

Thank you

DRUMAAOND CLEANERS
i

^ Spring Street
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Eph sports: What to expect

from Little Three team
by Tim Layden

Welcome freshmen! Welcome to

WilliamB College, home of the purple

mountains (whiqh always appear to

be green), Ephmen and Ephwomen
(which is what you are, like it or not),

and bnc^of the'tjp small-college

athletic programs around (which the

NCAA hasn't figured out yet, so don't

you try).

Finding yourself now in the midst of

unpacking yourselves from a

seemingly endless succession of

suitcases, think back on any non-

essentials you might have left behind

before making the trek to Williams.

Perhaps your string of garlic bulbs,

used to ward off overly demanding
Philosophy professors. Or maybe
your magnifying glass, which you
understand will be necessary after

10,000 pages of a 15,000-page week. Or
worse yet, could be you've left your

three-year-old topsiders at home, and
how can anyone get by with just two

pair of topsiders?

Well, put all these frivolous^jvorries

aside, for you have no doubt forgotten

many trifles of greater value than

those mentioned on the above Jist.

For instance, very few freshmen
enter Williams College with a raccoon

coat and a Williams pennant; which
are, of course, necessary for at-

tendance at all home football games.
' (Not to n(iention a shoe horn for

squeezing pciople into Weston Field for

the Amherst or W^sleyan game.)

Another frequent" absentee among
the belongings of an incoming fresh-

man is a set of earmuffs, vital for

retaining one's hearing and sanity

when sitting through a basketbali

game in Lasell gym.
Starting to get the message? Good,

let's continuethe checklist. How about

your construction worker's hard hat

to protect yourself from flying hockey

pucks (and perhaps, a few flying

hockey fans) during home hockey

contests in Chapman Rink? Didn't

think so.

All right, any unsuspecting fresh-

man could be forgiven for not

realizing that Williams actually does

possess an athletic program, with real

Uve teams and full schedules, but the

following items should not be missing

from any footlocker, suitcase, or other

travelling implement.

Sneakers, for use in playing every

intramural sport on campus, other

than hockey, and probably that, too,

at times. Williams boasts an IM
program ranging from football to ping

pong, and most of the student body
gets involved. Sneakers are needed

for most sports. Sorry preppies,

Walabees don't count.

A willingness to try and master the

use of a lacrosse stick. A sport which
few Williams students play before

Prints of

Williams College

'i., r i< \ >ii s II o i>

r THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

.Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

arriving on campus, lacrosse (or lax,

as it is more commonly referred to) is

nearly as prevalent a time-killer as

baseball or football in most places.

A frisbee, or the ability to throw

one. Williams draws only a small

portion of Ms student body from
California, but one wouldn't know it to

see the expertise with which some
ersatz beachcombers toss the frisbee

around. Have no fear, it's a technique

easily mastered.
Williams, contrary to the

frightening descriptions rendered
forth in many of the publications

received by high school seniors

(highly competitive atmosphere,

t

etc.), is not merely a breeding ground
for future Einsteins. Oh, of course, the

academic load is there, but so are

many other things, and athletics are

something which cannot help but

become apart of any Williams
student's life.

y^

Beginning with the fall, the

Williams football program stands on

its own merit, especially since the

arrival of Head Coach Bob Odell five

seasons ago.

In tl^ese five years the football team
here has snagged five straight LitUe

Thrfie crowns, an unprecedented feat,

and twice beaten favored Amherst
squads to turn the trick.

Last year's juggernaut was ranked

high among the nation's small

colleges in nearly all phases of team
defense, which was the key to a 7-0-1

season, marred only by an opening

game 3-3 tie with Trinity.

Several members of that squad,

however, have been lost to

graduation, as was the case a year

ago. Leading the defensive returnees

wul\be co-captain middleguard
Emme~tKCreahan and tackle Mike
Powers. Linebacker Jim Spaulding,

and defensive backs Dave Libardi and

Tod Nelp close out the returning

defensive starters.

Offensively, quarterback Don
Wallace, who has thrown 15 touch-

down passes in the past two seasons,

despite being used as a third down-

passing situation quarterback much
of the time, will have the nod.

The rest of the backfield is also in

tact, as co-captain Tom Redden will

handle the fullback spot, and senior

Charlie Carrier returns at halfback.

Junior Scott Harrington, a flashy

ballcarrier, should man the wingback
position. A veteran offensive Une,

featuring three-year starter Tim
Dunn, is nearly intact. Paul Zabroske
and Lee Kitchin return to starting

spots as well.

As one can readily see, the Williams
football program, under Odell, is at its

zenith, having posted a 34-5-1 record in
'

five years. This year, as always, a

great deal of talent returns, but does
so to face a new challenge from
rapidly improving Wesleyan, picked

by many to win the tittle "Three. Arch-

rival Amherst continues to try and
rebuild a crumbling program.

Football is unquestionably the

number one spectator sport at

Williams, but if contact of the bone-

crunching type isn't your bag, soccer

is also a popular activity. Coach Jeff

Vennell's squads have been a con-

sistent winner over the past few

years, and the youth on last year's

unit augers well for the future.

Golf, Cross-country (which posted

an unbeaten dual meet season last

year), and Rugby, a fast-growing club

sport, close out the men's activity for

the fall. The Williams women's
program, however, an impressive

statistical force for the past two

years, with an incredible won-lost

percentage, also provides loads of

activity in the fall.

Varsity schedules are offered in

cross-country, field hockey, tennis,

and swimming. Women's volleyball

will open its inaugural season as a

club sport.

The fall semester at Williams not

only features intercollegiate activity

of some sort on almost every day of

the week, but also intramural games
on Cole Field, victories which may
soon mean more to many of you than

any varsity win.

"Winter" sports start regular
season play as early as Thanksgiving,

so the breather between the two

seasons is brief, giving Ephpersons a

chance to become sports fans of the

first order.

While freshmen enjoyed their last week in the tun, th« football team b«gan
practicing with double sessions. Ephmen face the difficult clMllang* of bet-

tering a 7-0-1 record and a Little Three title. Coach Joseph M. Dailey directs this

practice. Kehny Schoetz't white teeth glow in the summer sun. The Eph's first

game is September 24 against Hamilton at Weston Field. (photo by Tague)

Welcome back to a new

Inn and a new era offine

hospitality and entertainment

at the

Omdwaj: Williams Inn

Tough to keep Mom and Dad up to date on the latest

happenings from the Purple Valley?
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Amherst is the place to be would like to read The Williams Record.
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m

Still only $10.00 for a year
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n Payment Enclosed $.

Bill me $
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I'm: Name.
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Too many frosh and returnees

ege
by David R. Ross

College officials offer a fairly

simple explanation of this fall's over-

enrollment: too many freshmen were
accepted, too few students withdrew
from the College and too many
decided to return.

More exact explanations become
entangled in the fact that the

enrollment picture has been changing

from day to day and more recently

from hour to hour. Further com-
plicating the picture is the problem of

defining who is officially enrolled.

This confusion has led a few area

radio stations to place the enrollment

at 1978, far above the actual number
of students who are enrolled in

courses at Williams.

According to Dean of the College

Peter Berek, the actual number of

students "in residence in William-

stown and enrolling in undergraduate

courses" as of SepL 2 was 1915 (as

compared with 1855 at that time last

year. The 1978 figure includes

students on exchange at other schools,

on study abroad programs, or

otherwise granted academic leaves of

absence. For record keeping reasons

they are officially included in

enrollment figures kept by .the

Registrar.

Berek said that he expected that the

enrollment figure would drop below

1900 as classes got under way today.

"For budgetary purposes, 1840 is

the figure the Provost uses" as the

nominal size of the College, Berek

said. "It would be only an accident if

we actually got that many students."

He added that it was more an

average figure for the year.

Enrollment in the first .semester is

usually about 20 students higher than

in the spring. Last fall's enrollment of

1855 fell to 1825 by second semester.

Berek noted that if a trend toward

increased mid-year and mid-semester

withdrawals continues, the final

average enrollment figures for the

year could actually fall much closer to

Ross Keller, the new Director of Food Services ponders what condiment to

garnish his salad with. The expanded salad bar, plus more ice cream and soda

are the main new features ol this year's school board program, (photo by Read)

Changes in food service

appear student oriented
by Carl Bettinger

The head of the new food service,

Ross Keller, said he expected students

to be "pleased with the larger and

more varied menus the new service

will offer." In addition to im^oved
menus, Keller said he hopes to

upgrade the overall quality of the

College's food services, through

changes in individual dining hall

management.
The new menus will include at least

two main entrees at each meal, one of

which will be a complete vegetarian

meal. Ice cream will be served twice

daily and soda will now be available at

both lunch and dinner. The salad bars

in all ^dining facilities have t)een

enlarged as well.

Major administrative changes
involve the promotion of several of the

College's chefs to positions of unit

managers. Those promoted were

Robert Rickert of Cheshire, Mass.,

Edith McLaughlin of Bennington, Vt.,

and Roy Clark of North Adams, Mass.

Managers will be appointed to

supervise each of the four main units

in the new dining system: Greylock,

Mission Park, Baxter and DriscoU

Halls, and the row houses.

Neither Keller nor Clark said they

foresaw any budgetary problems with

the new services administration. Both

mentioned that the new ad-

ministration will welcome student

recipies and general suggestions.

Clark said he will also welcome
comparisons between the new ser-

vices and food services at other

colleges and universities.

According to Keller, the format for

guest meals will continue unchanged,

and Clark predicted that there will be

more "ethnic" meals served than last

year.

Keller replaced David R. Woodruff

as head of the dining services on July

1. Before coming to Williams, he

worked for nineteen years as Director

of Community Services at Saint

Lawrence University where he was
directly involved in food service

management.

the Provost's target figure.

Overenrollment factors

The nature of the College's

enrollment problems is clearly

delineated by a comparison of key

enrollment indicators. In the fall of

1975 the freshman class exceeded the

target figure by three students (a

relatively normal year according to

Director of Admissions Philip F.

Smith). This year, the Class <rf '80 is 17

over the target figure. The total

number of student Withdrawals fell

from 98 last fall to 74 this fall. At the

same time, the number of students

returning to the CoUege after ex-

changes, leaves of absences and other

time off rose from 46 last fall to 60 as

of Sept 2.

Associate Dean Nancy J. Mclntire

noled that normally exchange
students from Williams and entering

Williams tend to neutraUze each

other. Last year, Williams was a

slight net importer of exchanges; this

year it will be a slight net exporter,

Berek indicated.

see ENROLLMENT page S

New housing

options explored

by the College
The College is planning or con-

sidering the addition of three houses

to the campus housing stock while the

futures of Garfield House and Dewey
House remain in jeopardy. All three

new houses would be of the row house

variety and would be located near the

center of the campus.
According to Associate Dean Cris T.

Roosenraad, renovation work on a

former faculty house on Stetson Court

should begin later this month. He said

the College wants the work to be

"permanent" soil is unlikely it will be

completed in time for occupation

before the close of first semester.

The other two new houses. Wood-

bridge House and Dropper House,

located behind the Faculty House, can

only join the housing pool if the

College wins its appeal of a town

decision. The houses failed to meet

state building regulations because

some of the ceilings were as much as

ten inches below the minimum of 7'6".

Roosenraad indicated Woodbridge

could quickly be converted to student

housing if the state waves the height

regulation. Director of Physical Plant

Peter Welanetz said that the cost of

installing safety equipment in

Dropper House would not be justified

by the number of students who would

see HOUSING page 2

student's schedule. It adds that "all

students whose, schedules now show a

conflict do so either because the

student signed up for conflicting

courses, or because the section into

which the student could have fit was
canceled."

After avoiding conflicts, the

program's second objective was to

avoid schedules which would require

a student to miss lunch,, that is conh

tinuous classes from 11:30 to 1:15.

Next in the order of priorities, the

report continued, came freshmen's

and then upper-classmen's courses

see SCHEDULING page 7

The freshman quad resembles a crowded parking lot at an airport terminal as
the new arrivals unload all they own and begin the process of setting, up their

new "homes." "^^ (photo by Read)

Frosh given priority

Computer did schedules
by ScottFenn

The Registrar's Office has in-

stituted a new system for scheduling

students in courses this semester. The

new system utilizes a computer to

schedule student courses whereas in

the past the job has been done

manually by Assistant Registrar

Cathy Winn.

According to Registrar George

Howard, the switch to the use of the

computer has been planned for some
time but wasn't really possible until

the Xerox 530 computer was installed

in Bronfman. He said that the new
system was expected to save both

time and money for the College.

A computer program was developed

to assign courses, sections, and labs

according to student preferences as

expressed , in pre-registration

wherever possible, according to a

report released by the Registrar's

Office. Freshmen, who weren't asked

for section preferences, were

distributed evenly among the sections

of multi-section courses.

According to the report, the com-

puter program also contained

guidelines governing the balancing of

multi-section courses and a priority

list to select which students should be

bumped out of a section of a course if

more students preferred that section

than could be allowed. Sections of a

multi-section course each had to be

within 10 per cent of the average size

section for that course.

The report goes on to state that the

computer program scheduled

students in courses with the primary

objective of avoiding conflicts in a

Registrar George Howard is the last

checkpoint of the registration process,

handing out the manilla envelopes

containing the forgotten course

choices made last spring.

(photo by Read)

Thirty-one receive faculty positions
Twenty-three men and eight women

received appointments to the

Williams College faculty this

semester for terms ranging from one

semester to three years. According to

Dean of the Faculty Neil R. Grabois,

the Board of Trustees made most of

the decisions at meetings last

semester.

Grabois also said that two faculty

members denied tenure had their

contracts extended because it was
"mutually convenient" for the College

and the professors.

Among the five visiting professors

here for a semester or less is Richard

B. Sewall, a 1929 Williams graduate

Sewall, who spoke at Convocation last

fall, has been appointed the Margaret

Bundy Scott Visiting Professor of

English for the first semester. He is a

professor of English at Yale

University, where he received his

Ph.D. in 1933 and has taught since

1934. His published works include The
Life of Emily Dickinson, for which he

received the National Book Award in

1974.

John C. Gardner, author of best-

selling novels Nickel Mountain, The

Sunlight Dialogues. The Wreckage of

Agathon, and GrendeU has been

appointed visiting part-time lecturer

in English for the isecond semester. He
has also published many books on

Medieval and epic poetry and num-

berous stories, poems and radio plays.

The opera that he wrote with Joseph

Baber was accepted by the New York

City Opera Company. Gardner won
the National Endowment for the Arts

Grant in 1971 and the Guggenheim

Award in 1973.

Harold C. Martin, president of the

American Academy in Rome and

president of Union College from 1965-

1974, was appointed Margaret Bundy

Scott Professor of Literature fofcthe

second semester. He received his A.B.

from Hartwick College in 1937, his

M.A. from the University of Michigan

in 1942, his Ph.D. from Harvard
University in 1954, and several

honorary degrees, including ones

from Trinity, Union and Skidmore.

Appointed Robert Sterling Clark

Visiting Professor of Art for the first

semester was Creighton E. Gilbert.

He received his B.A. from New York
University in 1942 and his Ph.D. from
New York University Institute of Fine

Arts in 1955. Since 1969, he has been a

professor at Queens College of the

City University of New York, heading;
the art department from 1969,1972.

Joining the faculty for the Winter

Study Period is Robert Sterling Clark

Visiting Professor of Art is John M.
Rosenfield. Rosenfield is a professor

at Harvard University's Department
of Fine Arts, where he received his

Ph.D. in 1959.

Appointed to terms of two years

were Thomas A. Newton, assistant

professor of chemistry, and Carl I.

Van Duyne, assistant professor of

economics.

Newton received his B.S. in 1965

from Hobart College, his M.S. in 1968

from Bucknell University and his Ph-

D. in 1973 from the University of

Delaware. He has been a post-

doctoral associate at RPl since 1973.

Van Duyne earned his A.B. at

Princeton University in 1968 and his

MA. and Ph.D. at Stanford Univer-

sity in 1969 and 1976 respectively.

Four men have received one-year

appointments:

Keimeth A. Jewett, appointed part-

time insU\ictor in chemistry, took his

B.S.C.E. at Sai^lose State College in

1970 and his M.S, at Stanford

University in 1973. ^

Also appointed part-time insbiictor

see FACULTY page 5
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Better Food
Ross Keller's biggest challenge as Director of Food Ser-

vices will not be to solve the problems which make food services
at Williams less than they should be. He is a multi-talented man
who in his two months here has developed a solid understanding
of the College community. He has the support of those above
him and those below him m his efforts to improve food services.

His biggest challenge will be to isolate the problems which
need to be solved. He is going to need more input from students
than his predecessor got. To get that input, he is going to have to

take the initiative. One need be at Williams only a month to

realize that student complaints rarely leave dinner table
discussions.

Mr. Keller will face last year's problems first, low quality
Sunday suppers, crowded Baxter lines and lack of menu
variation. But when these are solved, students will, likely not
find eating at Williams drastically better since the difference
between a good meal and a bad meal is often something minor :

onions in the tuna fish salad, lemon-aid twO watery or the
server's hair in the food.

The new food service director must find a way to obtain
these minor criticisms. Keller has taken a forward step in at
least one area by placing former Mission Park chef Roy Clark
in charge of handling input from row houses and similarly
decentralizing authority in the major dining halls. A suggestion

' box,' which woi-ked effectively at the Fort last year, may be
another device to draw minor criticisms.

We can (and do) wish Mr. Keller luck in his efforts, but he is

going to need more than that. He must hear from the students
who don't like eggs in their potato salad, from the students who
want fruit at breakfast and from the students who dislike the
disposition of their dining hall boss. ,

The Gamble
Monday at noon the College's gamble faces its first major

test; the first rainy weekday noon, it faces its second. If the
lines at Baxter are short, if the seating is adequate, and if meal
attendance at Tyler, Driscoll and the Fort is adequate, the
gamble has paid dividends—Central Mail Service is a success.

But if the lines are long and six persons eat at the Fort and
15 at Tyler, the College has got what it asked for in its decide
now, consult later decision—problems.

College officials have steadily maintained, and rightfully

so, that the College should have a central mail service. The
reduction in costs and increase in reliability are long overdue.
But in discussions with the Record last year, they indicated that
problems with Baxter Hall, seating and line problems in the
dining hall and space problems for freshman activities, should
be solved before a decision was made to place central mail
service in Baxter Hall. In late May, the administration
reversed this seemingly sound position.

The losers .in the process will be the freshman class, which
will suffer until the problems related to over use of Baxter Hall
are solved. The class has lost half of its lounge space and
probably the right to a quick lunch. Time will tell the extent of

that loss.

Applause
Long lines have become a traditional part of the enrollment

days, but this year the problem eased. Only students who in-

sisted on registering Tuesday morning waited on lines, and
those lines moved more quickly than lines did in the past.
Baxter Hall served lunch to almost 750 persons on Tuesday, yet
lines at Greylock dining hall and at the north end of Baxter were
short, when existent.

While College officials quakingly prepare for a deluge of
complaints concerning the new mailing system and housing
hassles and while students sharpen their pencils to deliver those
complaints, we pause to applaud Registrar George Howard,
Director of Food Services Ross Keller for reacting to past
difficulties and working to streamline those hassle-full
registration days.

News and Notes
from Career Counseling

LSAT Dea^ne: Anyone planning

to Uke th^ October 9th LSAT must
send application by Sept 9th!

Seniors Registration Forms and
Summer Job Repprt Forms:
Please return these to the office or

the OCC SU Box 3135 by Sept. 15th.

Law School Candidates orien-

tation-worlishop meeting, Vied-

nesday.-Sei^t. u, Zi30.£M in tlw

library at Mears House.

Sign-up sheets for informational

interviews with graduate and
professional schools will be

available as of Monday, Sept. 13.

The Lephlet (the Parachute re-

named) is the Office of Career
Counseling newsletter which will

be published monthly. The first

issue is out this week.

Spring Street

Wrap-up ^

"They Write by Night" is pleased to

inform upperclassmen of important

innovations on the Spring Street scene

and to introduce freshmen to the

exciting business district of

WiiUamstown. _
TfieHoiiselir WalsH, taking' off on*

the fantastic success of the Clip Shop,

will be offering limited barber service

this year. Their haircuts wijl "reflect

the style of the clothing we sell. There

will be very little layering." In

reaction to this, St. Pierre's Barber

Shop has installed three racks of

clothing to be sold along with their

hair cuts.. It too will be reflective of

the "St Pierre style"; leisure suits

"I know tny tnedical school acceptance is here, but I can't get to my new
mailbox!"

COURSE CHANGES
The Registrar's Office has instituted a new course change procedure

effective this semester. Under the new procedure students must complete a

course change card for any ciianges made to the class schedule they

received during registration.

According to Registrar George Howard, the major reason for the

procedural change was to give instructors more information as to who is

actually enrolled in the courses during the first few weeks of classes. He also

admitted that the new system would be somewhat more inconvenient for

students wishing to change courses than was the old procedure involving

course cards.

Course change cards are available in the Registrar's Office and require

the signatures of both the instructor whose course is being dropped and the

instructor whose course is added. Course changes will be allowed until 4:00

p.m. Sept 17 and students are responsible for returning completed course

change cards to the Registrar's Office by that time.

Howard stated that he did not anticipate that students would have any
problems in obtaining a signature from an instructor whose course was
being dropped. He noted that students were not obligated to explain why they

wanted to get out of a course and said that many instructors would probably

have department secretaries handle the procedure.

The Calendar and Schedule Committee is expected to study the new
course change procedure and consider improvements for the Spring

semester. " RED PHONES
Public access telephones were installed in all upperclass housing

facilities and in each freshman dorm during the summer. The red toll denial

phones accommodate all calls within Williamstown, North Adams and
Pownal, Vt. and are intended for uSe by students, for emergency com-
munications only, custodians and servicemen.

The phones have been installed in June for a number of years to service

summer conferees while the Centrex system is not operating. In the past
however, they have been removed in the fall. According to Ann Marlowe,
head of the post office staff, the college found that "the phones could be
added on a permanent basis at very little cost."

Additional student phones were also installed in Mission Park. To permit
maximum occupancy of the building, every room now has telephone service.

FURNITURE SCARCITY
Despite the unusually high enrollment and a College decision \p replace

or renovate furniture in East College and Fayerweather and Currier Halls,

most rooms have their full complement of furniture, according to Charles M.
Jankey, Director of Student Housing.

"Desks and bureaus are the only items that are really tight," he said,

adding that the College was forced to use bureaus in Seeley House that are 50
years old. "We hope to replace those shortly, " he said. Jankey added that

the major challenge was in locating and ensuring a correct distribution of

furniture.

"Paul Shells '76 did yeomen-duty " checking to make sure each room had
its complete set of furniture, he said. "It can be a shock to get to your room
and find something missing."

will be their main item.

A spokesman for the Williams
Newsroom announces that "students

should be surprised and quite im-

pressed at the expansion at our ser-

vices." _ ^ _ .

kind's* Llqubirs is consfilerlhg

phasing out its sales of beer, wine, and
liquoiv^to expand its check-cashing

s^l^m. "The liquor market has all

but disappeared since the demise of

fraternities; our heaviest customers

now are the English teachers and a

few under-age townies. We get a house

party now and then, but that's

nothing, right?"

A rumored merger is in the making
between the Pizza House and Colonial

Pizza. The name of the combined
facility will be "The Pizza Pizza

Colonial House" (translated from the

Greek).

Williamstown National Bank an-

nounces that it will add eight ad-

ditional "surprise holidays" to its

calendar this year. "And don't think

our State Road brancli will be open

every Fjiday afternoon anymore
..." warns one teller.

Renzi's Book Store has stepped up
its security measures against

shoplifters. An airport-like search

may be required during peak hours.

Dewey's Book Store has modified its

filing-shelving system—details on the

changes are still vague.

Hart's Drug Store will run its

popular "Welcome Back" condom
sale during tlie first two weeks of

September. This sale usually clears

out their entire inventory of con-

doms—a slow item during the school

year—making valuable shelf space

for more popular items such as

shampoo, nail polish, and mouthwash.

"Innovation" is the key word in

describing this year's management of

Jhe Log, Mogen-David wine will be
tfffered fbr the first time, and three

new sandwiches are available: "the

Angus," "the Bill Morris," and "the

Falk." In addition, the Perkins room
has beett-pprmanently converted into

a "Disco Palace." Colorful Japanese

lanterns will provide the atmosphere,

and Michelle "Disco Lady" CHitsforth

will set feet a tappin' with her special

brand of "hustle" music. "This should

dispel the notion that The Log is

nothing but an overpriced bore," says

manager Gene Falk.

The Purple Pub announces the

addition of three new drinks to its bar

menu. Now available are Gin and
Tonics, Dewar's and Water, and Rum
and Cokes. The Health Food Store

promises some surprises on its

shelves this year. They have added a

large rack containing Kool-Pops, Slim

Jims, Pringles, and New Chicken

Hot-Dogs. And Betty's Coffee Shop
has just opened its back room to ac-

commodate large parties and wed-

dings.

There has been no word from
Abercrombie & Fitch, but in light of

their financial woes we can only

assume that their projected

Williamstown branch store has been

scratched. And until the Stetson Court

hopping Mall is completed, that's the

roUnd-up for this fall. Happy Shop-

ping!

TONY SPAETH

College seeksmore

rooms for overflow
HOUSING from page 1

be housed there.

Roosenraad described the three

houses as "the kind of space students

seem to desire."

The zoning variance which allows

the College to use Dewey House for

student housing will expire at the end

of the '77-78 school year. Roosenraad

said the College must decide whether

to reapply for a variance and improve

Dewey House (at some cost) or

whether to remove it from the student

housing stock. The present variance

only allows Dewey to house women.

The house, which is located on the

comer of Route 2 and Southworth

Street, holds IS students.
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The Record's easy 'how-to' guide for roadtripping
Four yean ago, \Vtiliams kft the

ranks of all-male colleges. Since that

time, most observers would agree
that it is coming closer and closer to

true coeducation, where the interests

and sensibilities of both sexes receive

equal emphasis.

Equally apparent, however, is ttie

block of artificiality which still seems
to cover most social intercourses^

-Relationships between the sexes
remain stilted and unnatural for large

numbers of students.

The result has been that many men
and women have looked off campus
for agreeable companionship and a

"good time", "^e men fall biick on a

centuries old tradition of roadtripping

to the seven sisters and beyond.

Women on the other hand, have had to

rely on an independence and gump-
tion which has non-plussed many a
beer-bellied Ephman
The quest for the perfect roadtrip on

the part of boin sexes has produced a

wide spectrum of reactions to a

relatively smiAl number oi schools. As
a rule, generalizations are almost
always unfair and certainly made
inaccurate by the passage of time.

They do, however, offer a point of

departure and are a lot of fun to

make—especially over a few brews.

Skidmore: Chances are your initial

venture away from the cozy confines

of the Purple Valley will be in the

direction of Skidmore College, located

just down the road from the racetrack

in Saratoga Springs, N.Y., about an
hour's ride northwest of Williams

-

town.

In general. Skids women are more
apt to put their books aside in favor of

partying than their counterparts from
Smith and Mt Holyoke. Consequently,

mixers, whether on campus or at

D'Andrea's, can be a lot of fun and
provide ample amounts of both

females and beer.

One mixer in particular that

shouldn't be misaetf is the mixer on
the Green, ostensibly billed as an
introduction to the social mores of the

college (or Skids frosh.

Skidmore is most renowned,
iMwever, for the incredible amount of

bars which surround the «ampus and
highlight downtown Saratoga Springs.

Thus, very little time is spent partying

oh-campus and roadtrip agendas
always include at least a token stop at

several of these establishments.

Perhaps the most famous is

D'Andrea's, usually referred to as

D'A's. Featuring mixers, fooeeball

contests, and a number of specials on

drink^ and food, it's a good spot to

visit at some point during your stay,

since you're bound to run into some
people you know.

Fast becoming the most popular

spot in town is the Tin and Lint, which

mixes the quaint furnishings of a

coffee house with the atmosphere of

your favorite neighborhood tavern.

If you're into the disco scene, then

The Rafters is the place to go. Replete

with strobe lights of every shape and

form and the best dance tunes around,

it exudes an atmosi^ere totally dif-

ferent than any other in town.

A bar that used to be a favorite of

Williams men is The Hub. It's about

as wide as a bowling alley, though,

and forces everyone to learn the bump
while' holding drinks in each hand and

not spilling a drop.

A final word should be given to the

Golden Grille, an all-black bar that

opens its doors to Caucasians on

Thursday nights. This establishment

has become quite popular of late,

owing both to its unique atmosphere

and to the fact that Thursday nights in

Saratoga Springs are quarter beer

nights at most bars in town.

Consequently, many Williams men
are heading to the Skids on Thursdays

The Log
OPEN Thurs., Fri. and Sat. Nites

9:00 - 1:00

Regular Hours Begin Next Week

after getting primed at guest meals,

which, by chance, also fall on Tbui^

•days.

Smith: Smith must be considered

the male roadtrip target of the Nor-

theast In fact, you really ought to hit

a Smith "all college" mixer just to

find out what's happening at other

colleges. The girls tend to disappear,

but it can be fun seeing how maoy
colleges are represiented.

Less of the meat-market at-

mosphere exists at the smaller house

parties, although eve» these becmne
inundated on two or three mixer
weekends. Baxter bulletin boards are

regularly covered by mimeographed
posters announcing Smith house
parties.

Once you've made contact with the

girl of your dreams, you'll have Uttle

trouble finding things to do. Smith's

administration has organized a

'

surprising range of activities over

weekends.

A brief glance at their guide to

events reveals folk music, cabarets,

ensemble concerts and special art

exhibits. If you're there during the

day you ought to take a look at their

Horticultural Gardens, among the

most beautiful in New England.

Northampton itself tends to roll

over at night.

By all means, however, stop in at

Sheehan's bar. Woodwork fixtures,

and l)eer stains appear to date back to

the20's, while the beer is plentiful and
cheap.

Mt. Holyoke: Located in scenic

South Hadley, Mount Holyoke is

rapidly making a run at Smith and

Skidmore for the top spot in roadtrip

rankings. Tired of losing male at-

tention to Smithies, Holyoke gals have

put together an impressive series of

big weekends, featuring four or five

house parties for the price of one and
culminating in last spring's superb

Les McCann concert.

In general, the consensus seems to

be that of the women's colleges, MH is

closest to Williams in atmosphere and
that you are liltely to find more in

common with a girl there (besides

your native love of beer and the

Grateful Dead) than at other colleges.

South Hadley, unfortunately, is the

Philadelphia of New England. It's a

great place for incisive term papers

on urban blight in rural

Massachusetts. A night on the town,

on the other hand, has ended as soon

as it began. Bring your date to

Williamstown.

Vassar: In large measure, you may
thank Mathew Vassar's experiment

on the Hudson for Williams being coed

today. Our omniscent trustees tried

an experimental exchange program
with Vassar in 1969 which led to our

present condition.

Vassar mixers can be a lot of fun;

their major drawback being the time

involved in getting there. Vassar girls

.-.•.'>'••.'.'«.-» .-.'<

CUSTOM
FRAAAING
?«, IH \>ll SHOP

gr SPIRIT^ SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

DttermlnatioN, patienca, and an oppocabla thumb arc all one naads to go on a
roadtrip. Ephman ara rumorad to hava all thraa; soma avan hava ttiair own
cars.

still teiid to be ^mart, literate, and a
lot of fun to be with. They ei\joy get-

ting away from work.

On the other hand, all reports on
Vassar males seem to be negative.

Lacking in intellectual talent, they

rely on rudeness and Brut to woo the

female animal.

Mount Greylock High
School:Mixers here—quaintly
referred to as dances—are "Happy
Days" revisited. However, several

Williams women have indicated that

they can find a better time here than

with any Williams men they've run
into.

Amherst: As you will quickly find

out, we have a very low opini^ji of this

bastard offspring of ours. (It was
founded by Williams second
president, Zephamiah Swift Moore).

Smith and Mt Holyoke report that

Amherst boys tend to be raucous,

nude, obnoxious and overly sure of

themselves—in short, not worth the

V/i hour drive for Williams women.
Of the few women who are coming

to Amherst's first attempt at

coeducation, we reserve judgment
while wishing them good luck.

In addition to their entertaining

football efforts, Amherst does offer a
casino at the end of February which
may be worth a shot. A lot of people

seem to enjoy making fools of

themselves in tuxedoes while having a

really good time.

Dartmouth: Nestled away in the

beautiful hills of Hanover, N.H. (and

you thought we were going to say

Williamstown), Dartmouth resembles

Williams iii many ways, only bigger.

This applies to its physical plant, its

athletic stress, and its male
population. The L. L. Bean look

predominates throughout the campus
and Dartmouth men in general ap-

pear to be less intellectually oriented

and more rowdy than their Williams

counterparts.

Roadtrips'o to Hanover, although

lengthy, are usually well worth the

ride, and their Winter Carnival in

February is a must As far as girls go,

there's a nursing school on campus
(not affiliated with the college,

though) whose students are on par

with Green Mountains but wbio'll

(photo by Read)

always tell visitors that they attend

Dartmouth College.

Union: Why, you might ask, would

anyone want to roadtrip to Union in

the first place?

Possessing little of the beauty and
virtually none of the charm inherent

in most colleges. Union has never-

theless become one of the best

roadtrips Ephs sports fans can un-

dertake.

This is due to the fact that Union

now considers the Williams game in

any sport (especially football and
basketball) to be the biggest game on

their schedule.

Furthermore, Union men are

renowned for their pus towards

anyone from Williams and always

bring a large, extremely vocal con-

tingent with them to a Williams game.

Green Mountain College: Located in

Poultney, Vermont, Green Mountain
College has long been the favorite of

Dartmouth men who prefer their girls

to look and act like Carol Wayne. As a

result, the school has become af-

fectionately known as "The Groin"

from Hanover to Hartford. Neeffany
more be said?

North Adams State: Supposedly

there are girls in North Adams, but we
haven't seen any. As for guys, well,

what school do you think Spring

Street's Friday night hotrodders

attend?
<- If, however, you're talked into

visiting one of their mixers some dull

Saturday night, rest assured that

there's usually more beer than can be

drunk.

Russell Sage College: or "The
Cage" as those more intimate with its

pleasures call it, is living proof to the

adage that getting there is half the

fun
Located in Troy, N.Y., RS has kept

its nineteenth-century image while

the rest of the town continued to

degenerate. This reporter upon
arrival was first asked to relinquish

I.D. and then requested to wait for the

hostess of the party responsible for

the journey to come and escort him

through the halls. If you can look past

the strict parietals, the roads over

Petersburg Pass should provide more

challenge than the women

FREE DELIVERY 458-5634

TACONIC PACKAGE STORE, INC.

79 WATER ST.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS. 01267

Draff Beer Headquarters

We Stock

Budweiser Vi Bar. Michelob %

Miller ^ Bar. Schaefer Sk

All Kegs and All Brands are about

$1.00 less than anyone else in town

OWNER Dick Solomon
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Repairs, renovation keep B&G busy

For Paul Stekler and OavaDorell, it'sallworkanda little "play" during Fresh-

man Days. These two unemployed poli-sci majors ('74) are offering used fur-

niture (for sale) and good tunes (for free) to the arriving members of the class

of 1980. (photo by Janson)

Convocation theme

Liberty and Equality
The fall convocation "Liberty and

Equality: Perspectives and
Prospects," formally opens the

academic year at 11 a.m. Staurday in

Chapin Hall. Edmund S. Morgan,
Sterling Professor of History at Yale

University and author of several

books on colonial history, will deliver

the convocation address, "Govern-

ment by the People? " He is among six

persons receiving honorary degrees

at the ceremony. ^

—

All of the honflraFy'^gree
recipients except for Morgan will join

Nathaniel M. Lawrence,
Massachusetts " Professor of

Philosophy, in a panel discussion

entitled "Liberty and Equality: The
next 100 years," Friday at 8:30 p.m. in

Jesup Hall.

At convocation, President John W.
Chandler will present honorary
Doctor of Letters degrees to Professor

Morgan and to Max Lerner,

moderator of Friday night's panel;

and honorary Doctor of Law degrees

to Clarence Clyde Ferguson, Jr.,

Dorothy Fosdick, John Hilton

Knowles, and Norman Redlich.

The convocation procession of

faculty and seniors in cap and gown
will begin at 10:30 Saturday morning.

Both the convocation and the panel

discussion are open to the public

without charge, and no tickets are

needed.

Morgan is the author of ten books,

including The Puritan Dilemma; his

most recent work, The Challenge of

the American Revolution, is to be

published in October. He has studied

at Harvard and at the University of

London, and served as chairman of

the Brown University History

Department before going to Yale in

1955. In 1971 the Yale chapter of Phi

Beta Kappa awarded him the William

Clyde DeVane Medal for outstanding

teaching and scholarship, and the

next year he received the Douglass

Adair Memorial Award for

scholarship in early American
history. He was president of the

Organization of American Historians

in 1971-1972.

Max Lerner, who taught political

science at Williams from 1938 to 1943,

is an author, professor, syndicated

columnist and lecturer. He is a

Distinguished Professor of Human
BehaviSr at the Graduate School of

Human Behavior at San Diego, and a

teacher at the New School in New
York City. His newspaper column is

printed throughout the United States

and around the world. The author of

several books, he is currently working

on a study of American civilization in

the '60's and '70's, to be called Third

Century America. He studied law at

Yale University and received his Ph.-

D. from BrootUngs Graduate School of

Economics and Government.

Ferguson, Visiting Professor of Law

at Harvard Law School,^ was the

United States Representative on the

Economic and Social Council of the

United Nations from 1973 to 1975. He
served as Deputy Assistant Secretary

of State for African Affairs, as United
States Ambassador to Uganda, and as

General Counsel to the United States

Commission of Civil Rights. Formerly
the Distinguished Professor of Law at

Rutgers University Law School and
(ean of Howard Law School, he took

his A.B. at Ohio State University,

LL.B. at Harvard Law School, and
holds an LL.D. from Rutgers
University.

Fosdick is the Professional Staff

Director of the Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations. She
has been the staff director of Senator

Henry Jackson's Senate sub-

committees on national security

operations, a contributor to the New
York Times, an editorial consultant to

NBC, and has authored two books. She

served in the Department of State

from 1942 to 1953, and was a member
of the first three General Assemblies

of the United Nations. She earned her

A.B. degree from Smith College,

where she taught for four years, and
her Ph.D. from Columbia University.

Knowles, president of the

Rockefeller Foundation, is considered

one of the country's outstanding

clinician-administrators. Dr.
Knowles' career has been closely

identified with Massachusetts
General Hospital, where he serves as

General Director, and Harvard
Medical School, where he is Professor

of Medicine. A proponent of all-

inclusive health care at the com-
munity level, he is the author of

numerous articles and four books, one
considered a classic in his medical
specialty. He received his A.B. from
Harvard College, and his M.D. from
Washington University School of

Medicine, holds 16 honorary degrees

and has won 16 awards, including the

Markle Scholar Award for con-

tributions to medical education in

1969.

Redlich, a 1947 magna cum laude

graduate of Williams, is dean of New
York University School of Law. He
has served as the city's Corporation

Counsel under Mayor John V. Lindsay

and as an assistant counsel to the

President's Commission on the

Assassination of President Kennedy.
He received his LL.B. from Yale Law
School and LL.M. from N.Y.U. School

of Law, and is the author of several

books and articles.

byCUpBuckner
When Hurricane Belle ripped

through New England last August,

those cool headed workers at B & G
thought of it as just another ho-hum
windstorm making life a little more
interesting in the Berkshires.

For Cole Field, situated on a flood

plain, flooding is not unusual. The six

feet of water that swamped the

loWlaods was, bawfiver,.a iittl&mora^

than expected. The major problem,

according to Peter Welanetz, Director

ot Buildings and Grounds, was that

the rising waters deposited trash on

«

Diehl named to

replace Spurrier

as News Director
Andr6a L. Diehl '75 was recently

appointed College News Director,

replacing Robert D. Spurrier '70, who
resigned in April to pursue a career in

newspaper and magazine journalism.

The College also hired Ray Boyer as a

broadcast consultant, assisting the

school in disseminating Williams
news via radio and TV stations.

Diehl began work July 20. She was
previously employed by the New
Paper in Philadelphia, serving as a
senior editor and feature writer. She
had sole responsibility for the center

entertainment section, including the

articles, listings and layout. Diehl also

worked as a reporter for the

Philadelphia Inquirer for one summer
and for the Express in Easton, Pa., for

two summers. In 1971 she was
valedictorian of her class at Easton
Area High School.

In 1975 Diehl graduated summa
cum laude from Williams with a

double major in the history of ideas

and art history. Elected to Phi Beta
Kappa in her junior year, she was a

student representative on the

honorary degrees committee.

Boyer recently left his position as

News Director of Pittsfield radio

station WBEC to set up his own
business. In his capacity as con-

sultant, Boyer will help Williams

expand its public information
program beyond the traditional

emphasis on print media. He will

work closely with Andrea L. Diehl.

College plans no

drop in students on

transfer-exchange
College officials expect little change

in transfer and exchange student

policies despite an overenrollment of

nearly 60 students this fall.

Dean of the College Peter Berek

stressed that the admission of tran-

sfer and exchange students was not

seen merely- as a way of filling beds

vacated, by students in any given

semester. Rather, the programs are

sponsored because of the special

talents and perspectives these

students bring to the campus, he said.

Berek added that a major decrease

in transfer student acceptances is not

being seriously considered. Nor is

there any desire to reduce the ex-

change program. He did indicate,

however, that a slight surplus in the

net number of students leaving

campus on exchange would be the

"most painless way" of easing a tight

housing situation as the "bump" in

the enrollment works its way through.

Associate Dean Nancy J. Mclntire

noted that Williams is not con-

tracturally obligated to maintain

specific levels of transfer and ex-

change students.

"There was nothing about exact

numbers in the agreement signed by
the 12 presidents (inaugurating the

Twelve College Exchange)," she said.

However, it was generally expected

that each college would accept
students in proportion to the number
their students participating in the

exchange, Mclntire explained.

lr enus

REMEMBER - The 17th is

the deadline for returned books.

the field. A combination of factors,

unusually show rising waters and

sieve-like fences reckiced the trouble

on Weston ic Cole, causing Welanetz to

proclaim "the fields are ready."

Predictably, not all the problems

were outdoors. The custodial staff

worked overtime to suction out the

swamped Mission Park basement In

other residential houses, basement

stoEarootns were opened and students' ^

belongings moved off the floor to safe

positions above the water. Welanetz,

obviously pleased, congratulated his

staff on their "excellent job."

In addition to flood work, groups of

students, custodians and outside

contracters have made improvements
all over the campus. Most evident to

returning students is the new $13,000

mailroom, but equally dramatic
changes are occurring in the

basement of Chapin, where by the end

oi October the $400,000 Phase I of the

Chapin renovation will have been

completed. Twenty-five new practice

rooms are under cons,truction to

replace previously unused storage

space. (Phases II & III, including

external physical additions and major
internal improvement, will proceed as

soon as funds are available.)

Artists will note that the studios in

Adams House are no longer there. The
new facilities, which the college kept

well within iU $9500 budget, are

located by the Drummood Factory of

Spring Street. Minor alterations

continue at Goodrich Hall where the

Ughting is now under repair.

Three-quarters of a million dollars

have been spent on the renovation of

the 1957 addition of Stetson Hall. The

new faculty offices are de8cril>ed.as.^

"something you really should go take

a look at" Work will proceed

throughout the year as the college

finds money with which to do so.

Mather House is bigger. The
cramped Admissions Department has

expanded into the extension of their

building. Designed to be in-

conspicuous, the two new rooms fit

right into the space beside the parking

lot

After mop-up operations from Belle

were completed, B & G got down to

routine summer repairs. The Log has

been repainted. Row Houses have

been painted inside and out, roofs and

masonry have been repaired. Fire

safety improvements, like the Red
Phones, and general maintenance

have taken place all over. All in all,

giving an old friend, a fresh look for

the fall.

1900 students swell College
by George Schutzer

"We are clearly not a college of 1830

this fall; that cannot be denied," said

Associate Dean Cris T. Roosenraad in

describing the College's over-

enrollment, which has led to the use of

Seeley House and a few Mission Park
living rooms for student housing.

Just under 1900 students were ex-

pected to attend classes today, as

Williams begins its 183rd year with

one of the tightest housing situations

in its history.

Normally, the College opens with

about 1860 students, but after some
juggling, college officials were able to

generate housing for all students.

The housing problem was not as

difficult as it was perceived to be in

the middle of the summer because of

16 "last minute" no returns,

Roosenraad said.

The College solved the bulk of the

problem by allowing 143 students to

live off-campus and assigning nine to

live in Seeley House. In addition, as

many as five students will be living in

Mission Park living rooms and seven

bed spaces were added in both the

basements of Lehman and Fayer-

weather.

Roosenraad said "too many people

will be off-campus"' but the College

was able to^do it this year because

many of the 38 faculty members on

leave rented their houses to students.

Normally, the College is concerned

with flooding the town housing

market.

Although the situation changes from
hour to hour, conversations with

College officials and house officers

indicated there are only about four

empty bed spaces on campus not

counting additional Mission Park
Living rooms. Roosenraad said this

leaves the College with little

flexibility to handle personal con-

flicts, but Charles M. Jankey,

Director of Student Housing, urged

students with problems to see either

him or Roosenraad as soon as

possible.

Both Roosenraad and Jankey

predicted that more bed spaces would

open up within the next week, which
would give them more flexibility in

making changes.

Because the freshman class was
oversized, the College created an
additional freshman entry in Currier

Hall and moved the Perry House
affiliates originally assigned to

Currier to Mission Park and Seeley

House. Seeley House was renovated at

a cost of $12,500 this summer.
Freshmen will also be Uving in the

new basement room of Fayerweather
and Lehman Halls.

According to both Roosenraad and
Dean of the College Peter Berek, the

Gu^ripr entry, will-^bf returned, to tjjie

upperclass housing pool next Sep-

tember. The extra rooms in Lehman
and Fayerweather will be used to

improve the housing situation for

freshmen next year.

Both Roosenraad and Berek in-

dicated that one factor which com-
plicates the housing problem ^ch fall

is the College's difficulties in deter-

mining who will be returning.

"We really do need better in-

formation," Berek said. Roosenraad

suggested putting "teeth behind the

$200 deposit" required of all students

by July 1. Berek suggested a better
'^

follow-up on students who do not send

the deposit and announced the College

intended to mail term bills eariier

next year. Term bills were not mailed

until mid-August of this summer.
Some students who did not send in

deposits lost their, rooms this year

according to Berek.

Berek said the College has limited

control of students who decide to

return after a year or two away from

the College. When students withdraw,

they are informed that they may be

readmitted subject to space

availability, but neither Roosenraad

nor Berek considered not granting

readmission as a viable option.

Students who have withdrawn and

want to return are supposed to notify

the Dean late in the spring, but many
do not do so until the summer, Berek

indicated.

The editors of

request the pleasure ofyour company

at an informational and organizational meeting

The Rathskeller, Baxter Hall basement

Thursday, September 9 at 7 o 'clock

staff meetings for new and old staft members to follow

Ratfiskeller •RECORDofflce
8:00 News Arts

8:30 Features - Sports Layout - Business

9:00 Photography Artists-

traditional refreshments
' by Baxtenmailroom (old Outing Club reading room)
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Dance Society hosts companies
On May IS, 1976, the National

Council on the Arts honored Martha
Graham in her dance company's 50th

anniversary year. Among other things

she said,

"Evei;yone has within him
everything, all that memory that

surges through you, and that is the

hidden language, the wonderful,

^Jiidden language of Jthe.body and of

the dancer. And the dancer tran-

scends speech. He gives you,

sometimes, yourself ..."

Because of their belief in those

words, the Williams College Dance
iJociety Concert Series has, over the

past four years, brought many superb

choreographers and dancers to

Williamstown.

The fifth Dance Concert Series,

1976-77 which will begin with the

residency September 16-18 of the Cliff

Keuter Dance Company. Formed by

Mr, Keuterin 1969; this company has
been enthusiastically praised for the

excellence of its dancing and the

provocative nature of Keuter's

Music in Round opens Friday
MUSIC IN THE ROUND, the

chamber music concert series

founded and directed by Julius Hegyi

and sponsored by the Williams
College Department of Music, will

open its twenty-fifth anniversary
season with a concert on Friday,

September 10, at 8:30 p.m. in

Thompson Memorial Chapel.

The Williams Trio (Mr. Hegyi,

violin; Douglas Moore, violoncello;

Stephen Dankner, piano) will play a

Trio by Anton Arensky. Mr. Moore
and Mr. Hegyi will play a Duo by
MatyasSelber, and they will be joined

by Susan St. Amour, viola, in a Trio by

Lennox Berkeley. Schumann's
Quintet will be the second half of the

program, with Charlotte Hegyi at the

piano and Janet Rowe, violin, joining

the other string players.

Marking the birthday of the series

will be two first-ever features, a

"pops" concert in addition to the

regular five evenings, and a premiere

performance of a specially com-
mission work by American composer
Robert Starer. The pops concert will

be on October 1, whdle the Starer

quartet will be performed at the final

concert on May 13. Dates of the other

concerts are November 12, January

14, and March 4. Single and season

tickets will be on sale at the door or

may be ordered by mail through the

Music Department at Williams
College. All members of the Williams
College community with identification

cards will be admitted free of charge,

and children are admitted at half the

regular ticket price.

choreography. He combines striking

strength, tenderness and puckish

humor in a unique way. Although his

movement shows awareness of

balletic line, it is motivated from an

elastic torso and his underlying sense

of drama result? in highly inventive

spatial design and fascinating en-

counters among the dancers.

The Series will continue with the

residency of The MargoUt Dance''

Theatre Company March 10-12, 1977.

Margalit Oved, the founder and
choreographer of this Los Angeles

based company was born in what was
Aden and moved to Israel with the

Yemenite Jews who immigrated there

in 1948 with their centuries-old

traditions intact. The series will

conclude with .the Paul Taylor Dance
Company May 13-15. This is a joint

project of the Mass. Council on the

Arts and Humanities, and the Nat'l.

Endowment for the Arts, ad-

ministrated by the Mass. Arts and
Humanities Foundation, Inc.

Student glut surprising
ENROLLMENT from page 1

Frosh increase

The unusually large freshman class

is the result of a decision to increase

the number of acceptances by about

two per cent, said Smith. Dean of

Admissions Frederick C. Copeland

cited the rise in the nUmber of

multiple applications per applicant

from 3.5 to 4.5, Amherst's second year

of coeducation and the decision of

several Ivy League schools to expand

their enrollment of women as reasons

for the move.

However, "Williams was more
competitive with the Ivies" among
women acceptees than had been

expected. Smith said. While Williams

accepted essentially the same per-

centage of male and female ap-

plicants, 52 per cent of women ac-

cepted elected to attend as opposed to

College centralizes moil
Sally Coney & Andy O'Donnell

Although several potentially

troublesome areas have yet to be

resolved, the administration remains

optimistic that the new centralized

mail system in Baxter Hall will prove

beneficial.

Non-receipt has always been a

chronic problem, according to

Business Manager Shane Riorden.

"One of the strongest assets of cen-

tralization is the more dependable

system for redirection of off-campus

mail and mail belonging to students

spending time away from Williams,"

Riorden said.

"Contact among students, faculty,

and the administration should be

greatly facilitated as a result of

centralization," Dean Peter Berek

said. The new system will permit

intra-campus correspondence without

the use of U.S. mail and will also

create a central point where posted

announcements will be visible to all

students. <

One of this service's main ad-

vantages is financial; because college

mail no longer has to go through the

U.S. Post Office before reaching

stude,nt mailboxes Riorden estimates

that the college will save about $4,000

per year. The cost of building the new
mail room in paxter was ap-

proximately $10,000 Berek said, with

most of the money spent on new mail

boxes.

"Let me emphasize that this was
not principally a financial move,"

cautioned Berek. "It was to improve

the mail service."

The administration considered

random house improvements as only

a temporary solution to a chronic

problem. "We wanted to provide more
reliable service on U.S. mail and more
convenience and cheaper service on

campus mail," Berek said. "The best

way to accomplish these goals was by

means of a centralized system."

The final verdict on the new system

won't be delivered for several weeks,

however, pending the resolution of

several potentially troublesome

repercussions of the Baxter cen-

tralization. These include:

Tube room: For the moment, the

Rathskellar will serve as the fresh-

man tube room, but "that may not

remain satisfactory" Berek said,

noting that the Rathskellar is used

frequently on weekend nights as a

coffee house.

Food lines: Increases in the

Baxter food lines and in the snack

bar's business are being "closely

monitored" Berek said. "We hope

students will continue to eat where

they usually eat, although Mr. Keller

(Director of Food Services) has told

me that Baxter can handle the ex-

pected increase." &

Row House meals: Attendance at

row house meals, particularly by

students affiliated with Fort Hoosac

and Tyler, may be reduced now that

students no longer receive their mail

at the main house.

Berek said that while he was aware
of this possibility, he doubted that the

placement of mail in a row house was
the governing factor for attendance at

meals. "I hope the Food Services'

improvements will help to keep

students at Tyler and the Fort," he

added.

GIVE OUR TUMBLERS
A TUMBLE

One subject, multi-subject, special

books for lefthanders, tumblers witli

pockets, tabs, dividers and otfier tiandy

features . . . we've got tfiem. If it's

worth writing down, it's worth writing

on National.

McClelland Press, Inc.

47 Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 01267

46 per cent of men.

The smaller number of with-

drawals, increased number of

returnees continues a slight trend in

that direction over the past few years,

noted Berek. However, the magnitude

6f the shift this year was completely

unexpected, he indicated.

Cliff Keuter and Karia Wolfangle of the Cliff Keuter Dance Company per-

forming "Twice". The spirited company will be in residence at Williams next

week.

31 new faculty appointments
FACULTY from page 1

in chemistry was Paul E. McFarland.
He took his B.A. at Johns Hopkins

University in 1972 and his M.A. at

Harvard University in 1975.

Appointed part-time visiting lec-

turer in sociology for the academic
year was Robert Jackall, who earned
his B.A. from Fordham University in

1963, his M.A. from St. John's

University in 1964 and his Ph.D. from
the New School for Social Research
this year.

Frederick Penzei was - appointed

technical director of the Adams
Memorial Theatre and part-time
lecturer in theatre. He received his

B.A. at the State University of New
York at Albany in 1970 and his M.F.A.

at Yale University School of Drama in

1973.

The 20 faculty members appointed

for at least three years include 19

assistant professors and one lecturer.

Bettina Eileen Berch, assistant

professor of economics, has been a

lecturer in economics at Barnard
College, where she received her B.A.

in 1971. She earned her M.A. and Ph.-

D. in 1973 and 1975 from the University

of Wisconsin^in Madison.

Stephen Blaha comes to the physics

department from Syracuse Unfversity

where he taught last year. He took his

B.S. at the University of Notre Dame
in 1966 and his Ph.D. at Rockefeller

University in 1971. He was appointed

assistant professor of physics.

Ralph M. Bradburd, assistant

professor of economics, received his

B.A. from Columbia College in 1970

and his M.Phil, from Columbia
University in 1975.

Assistant professor of German G.

Truett Gates was awarded his A.B.

from Princeton University in 1968 and
expects his Ph.D. from the University

of Texas in Austin.

Dennis C. Dickerson, assistant

professor of history, has taught

American and Afro-American history

at Washington University and Penn-

sylvania State University, Ogontz

campus. He received his B.A. from
Lincoln University in 1971 and his

M.A. from Washington University in

1974 and is currently a Ph.D. can-

didate at the latter institution.

Melvin W. Dixon, who received his

B.A. from Wesleyan University In 1971

and his M.A. and Ph.D. from Brown
University in 1973 and 1975 respec-

tively, has been appointed assistant

professor of English.

Peter B. Erickson, assistant

professor of English, was awarded his

B.A. magna cum laude from Amherst

College in 1967 and his M.A. in 1972

and Ph D in 1975 from the University

of California, Santa Cruz.

Assistant professor of art Kathleen

A. Foster earned her B.A. from

Wellesley College in 1970 and her M.A.

in 1972 and M.Phil, in 1973 from Yale

University, where she is working

toward her Ph.D.
Gillian Feeley Harnick, assistant

professor of anthropology, took her

BA.c.l. at Radcliffe College in 1%1,

her M.A. in 1%9 at the Graduate
School of Arts and Science Depart-

ment of Anthropology, New York
Uruversity, and is expecting her Ph.D.

this year from the latter institution.

Meredith C. Hoppin, assistant

professor of classics, received her

B.A. from Carleton Colleg:e in 1972,

and her A.M. from the University of

Michigan in 1973, from which she is

CYpecting her Ph.D. this year
Assistant professor of music

Charles M. Joseph comes to Williams

from Colorado State University and

has made both state and national

lecture and recital tours. He received

his B.M. in Music Performance

(Piano) from West Virginia

University in 1968, his M.M. in Piano

Performance from the University of

Illinois in 1970, his Ph.D. in Music

(Theory) from the College-

Conservatory of Music, University of

Cincinnati in 1974, and his Certificate,

Theory and Piano in 1971 from the

Ecoles D'Art Americaines in Fon-

tainebleau, France.

Robert D. Kavanaugh, assistant

professor of psychology, was awarded

his B.A. in 1%7 from Holy Cross

College in Worcester, his M.A. in 1970

from the University of Windsor in

Ontario, and his Ph.D. in 1974 from

Boston University.

Assistant professor of history

Brooke Larson received her B.A. in

1970 from Queens College, her M.A. in

1972 from Columbia University and

expects her PhD. from the latter

institution this year.

Carol McGuirk, assistant professor

of English, took her B.A. at Ben-

nington College in 1970, and her M.A.
in 1971 at Columbia University, from
which she is expecting her Ph.D. this

year.

Assistant professor of political

science Gail L. Peek received her

B.A.fromCity College of New York in

1972, her M.A. from Princeton
University in 1974 and expects her-

Ph.D. from the same institution this

year. She has received the Ford
Fellowship for Black Americans for

the last four years.

Lawrence E. Raab, appointed

lecturer in English, received his B.A.

from Middlebury College in 1968 and
his M.A. from Syracuse University in

1972.

Mary Roche-Gerstein, assistant

professor of German, took her A.B. at

Smith College in 1961 and her M.A.

and Ph.D. at the University of

California, Los Angeles in 1966 and

1972. ^
Assistant professor of psychd^y

Paul R. Solomon received his B.A. in

1970 and M.A. in 1972 from the State

University of New York at New Paltz.

He was awarded his Ph.D. from the

University of Massachusetts in 1975.

David Tharp, assistant professor of

history, received his A.B. and M.A.

from Indiana University in 1968 and

1970 respectively, and expects a Ph.D.

from the same university this year.

Timothy C. Weiskel, who received

his B.A. from Yale University in 1969

and a Dipl. of Soc. Anthrop. and

D.Phil, from Oxford University in

1970, was appointed assistant

professor in history.

PRESENTS

Friday,

September 10th

at 7, 9:30 & 11 PM

TlMOTHYeOTIOMSjJEFF BRIDGES EUENBUHSIYN

aOSIS LtACMMAN /KNX)HNSON
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This week's main presentation Is "THE LAST PICTURE SHOW"
at 7, 9; 30 and 11 PM. Peter Bogdanovlch directs Timothy Bottoms

and Clorls Leachman In a brilliant portrayal of a small Texas town

in the early Fifties, (not to be confused with Williamstown).

THIS WEEK'S WFS MOVIE TRIVIA QUESTION; From the

movie "The Graduate", name three of Ben's accomplishments in

college?

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM admission $1.00

Next Attraction : THE APPRENTICESHIP OF OUDDY KRAVITZ
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^NICKELODEON
'<68-5612

DISCOUNT CARD
THE NICKELODEON DISCOUNT CARDS we introduced on an experimental basis last
spring have become a popular and permanent fixture. Lest you've forgotten, they may be
purcf^ased at the box office for $16. Each entitles the bearer to ten [10] unrestricted ad-

missions—one at a time, two at a time
that many friends.

or all at once, should you be lucky enough to have

THE MAGICIAN
September 1-2 Wednesday-Thursday 7:00 PM & 9.00 PM
Ingmar Bergman conducts a dark. Rabelaisian excursion into the supernatural, a strange and
powerful journey through the shadowy forests of the intellect that ()ivide the lands of truth and
illusion. Max von Sydow stars as Dr. Volger, magician, hypnotist and earthly incarnation of those
mysterious forces best left undisturbed by reason's light. Pressed into a command performance at the

home of a cruely skeptical provincial medical officer, Volger and his ragged troupe seek revenge upon
their host in a chilly tale that stands as Bergman's definitive statement on the practical limits of

Reason in dealings undertaken near the dark outer limits of the human soul. Co-starring Ingrid Thulin
as the wife, Gunner Bjomstrand as the doubter. Subtitles. Highly Recommended. ( 1959)

ROBIN AND MARION
September 3-4 Friday-Saturday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
Richard Lester (The Three and Four Musketeers) whisks us back to Sherwood Forest for a fund

glimpse of romance rekindled between an older, mellower and far wiser Robin and Marion. Sean
Connery plays.the famous outlaw just returned from twenty long years in the Holy Land with King
Richard. Audrey Hepburn (who last appeared on screen in 1967 in Wait Until Dark) plays a Marion
who tried to takaher life when Robin first left her, failed, and now lives on as the respectable Mother
Janet. A pleasant and interesting movie scripted by James Goodman, who also brought us The Lion
in Winfer, Co-starring Robert Shaw, Richard Harris and Denholm Elliot. (19761

THE KING OF HEARTS
September 5-6-7 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
As we go to press, it seems that this may be The King of Hearts' last appearance at The Nickelodeon
for some considerable time. Next month the distribution rights to this charming film fall into a legal

limbo from which they will no doubt someday emerge — but we know not when. Therefore, if you're

one of the thousands who've somehow missed The King of Hearts — or one of the tens of thousands
who've seen it once and would like to see it again—please make a special point to see it this time
around.

The King of Hearts is one of those gorgeous, lyrical movies that everyone remembers for its message
and/or its final scene . . . both of which ask: who are the real crazies in this world? Starring Alan
Bates, the lovely Genevieve Bujold and a supporting Alice-in-Wonderland cast of the most delightful
asylum inmates you ever saw. Philippe De Broca directs. (1967)

MEAN STREETS
September 8-9 Wednesday-Thursday
Martin Scorsese [Taxi Driver, Alice Doesn 't Live Here Anymore

7:00 PM& 9:00 PM
.Jdirects a vibrant, powerful and

intensely personal account of the life and times of a young Italian-American hood named Charlie, a lad

who should by rights have risen through the hierarchy of his uncle's New York syndicate as surely and
as quietly as gas ascends from the bottom of a marsh . . . save for one fatal flaw. He cares. For a

suicidally irresponsible buddy who never pays his debts . . . for Amy Robinson, an unsuitable
epileptic girl. Starring Robert De Niro and Harvey Keitel. One of the New York Times 10 Best Films
of 1973. Rated R and Highly Recommended.

THE 400 BLOWS
September 10-11 Friday-Saturday 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
In 1969, at the age of 27, Francois Truffaut lunched his first feature film, The 400 Blows ... and with
it captured the cinematic equivalent of the Triple Crown at Churchill Downs : he established himself a.s

France's pre-eminent director for at least the next two decades, introduced a young man. Jean Pierre

Leaud, who has since grown into one of the subtlest and most versatile actors in European cinema
and, last though by no means least, launched the fabled French New Wave, an industry-wide infu.sinn

of fresh directorial talent that arrived, cavalry -style, just as the medium's financial, social and artistic

future seemed bleakest. The 400 Btowsis Truffaut 's autobiographical account of his own childhood, a

brief and bitter brush with minor crime, incarceration and, ultimately, a rush to freedom in a hostile

world . . . yet a world in which, at a certain age, all things are suddenly and terrifyingly possible. Co-
starring Claire Maurier and Albert Remy, The 400 Blowsremaina one of the truest, one of the finest

childhood documents ever filmed . . . emotionally important, historically significant and by all means
Highly Recommended. One of the New York Times 10 Best Films of 1959 and the New York Film
Critics Best Foreign Film of the Year.

THE MAN WHO
September 12-13-14

Nicholas Roeg directs an

innocence, disorientation

strange lands — a central

Bowie plays the stranger

neyed from a parched and
transport it to his native

disturbing film that rates

FELL TO EARTH
Sunday-Monday-Tuesday 7:00 PM& 9:15 PM

eerie and intelligent interplanetary tale that embroiders upon the theme of

and the moral fall from grace that so often defines the fate of strangers in

theme in his earlier Walkabout, Performance and Don't Look Now. David
among us, a spectral alien of mysterious and powerful means who's jour-

distant planet to the verdant earth in search of water . . . and the means to

world. With Candy Clark, Rip Torn and Buck Henry. A fascinating and
a Highly Recommended despite its flaws. (19761

THE SORROW AND THE PITY
September 16-16 Wednesday-Thursday NOTE: 7:00 PM ONLY
An immensely powerful and utterly absorbing documentary analysis of the strengths and weaknesses
of the human soul in the face of war, imprisonment and death. Director Marcel Ophuls examines the
town of Clermont-Ferrand, an industrial city of 120,000 persons some 240 miles south of Paris, as it

was during the German occupation of France during World War II. Largely the film consists of in-

terviews with men and women who survived that occupation . . . through resistance, through
compliance or, as in most cases, through an expedient mixture of the two. They remember isolated
acts of heroism with great pride. With shame they recall their general collective indifference to the
Resistance and to the plight of the Jews.'Though The Sorrow and the Pity deals intimately with war,
it is not about war ... its subject is man's infinite capacity to adjust to his own past, to come to
terms with his own weaknesses, to look forever hopefully into the future. The Sorrow and the Pity won
an Academy Award for the Best Documentary of 1973. It is HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

An Evening with Alfred Hitchcock

FAMILY PLOT & PSYCHO
September 17-18 Friday-Saturday NOTE: 7:30PM ONLY
This evening's Grand Tour with the Master begins with a scream and ends with a giggle. Psycho
(1960) stars Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles, Janet Leigh, Jolin Gavin and Martin Balsam in a genuinely
frightening tale of multiple murder at the Bates Motel.Fami7y Ptot, on the other hand, finds Hitchcock
at his crisp and sardonic best with Ernest Lehman's adaptation of Victor Canning's "The Rainbird
Pattern." The humor iTwntle, the suspense playful yet real as the Big One weaves a sly and
delightfully entertaining account of the tangled paths of a greedy medium, her affable cabbie boyfriend
and a glamorous young couple who specialize in kidnap, extortion and pretty diamonds. With Karen
Black, Bruce Dern, Barbara Harris and William Devane. Recommended. (1976)

ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO'S NEST
September 19-20 21 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday 7:00 PM & 9: 16 PM
Milos Forman directs Jack Nicholson and Louise Fletcher in Ken Kesey's bright and energetic tale of

hijinks in the Laughing Academy. Winner of 6 Academy Awards. A fine and important film. (1975)

THE SHOP ON MAIN STREET
7:00 PM& 9:16 PMSeptember 22-23 Wednesday-Thursday

The Itahan school of neo-realism that flo'iirished in the late 1940's and early 1950's [The Bicycle Thief,

Paisan, General Delia Rovera . . .] obviously influenced— and may in fact have sparked— the Middle
European renaissance of the later 1950's and early 1960's that brought forth classics as honest and
perceptive as their Italian predecessors yet somehow more capable of laughter and humanity . . .

gentler and more forgiving. Among these I include Ashes and Diamonds, Kanal, Fireman's Ball,

Loves of a Blond and, of course, Jan Kadar's Shop on Main Street, a wartime tale about a basically

decent man, a carpenter, who one day is appointed "Aryan Comptroller" of a run-down button factory

owned by an ancient Jewish Widow. Slowly he's drawn into an odd and tender relationship with the
old woman, a relationship which presents a dilemma all the more terrible for its inevitably when the

day arrives for the deportation of the Jewish community. Starring Ida Kaminska and Josef Kroner.
Subtitles. Highly Recommended. (1966)

8 1/2 & THE CLOWNS
September 24-25 Friday-Saturday NOTE: 7:30PM ONLY
The Clowns: Fellini's charming and nostalgic tribute to the world of the circus . . . and the world as

circus. Childhood, laughter and the carnival of life are recalled in reverence, sorrow, joy and at last in

the manner of cinema verite as Fellini and his production staff do a clown act of their own for our
approval. An absolutely delightful glimpse of the mas^r as small boy and amateur comic. Subtitles.

Recommended. (1971)

H 1/2: Often rated Fellini's Master Work, 8 1/2'iB the film into which he poured it all in grand style:

dreams of glory past and future, whimsical parades, dwarfs and bits of the earthy and the bizarre. Yet
the characters remain real and human and the result is a wonderful mixture of the Old Fellini and the
New. Starring Marcello Mastroianni (as the Fellini figure), Anouk Aimee and Claudia Cardinale.
Subtitles. Highly Recommended. (1963)

Astaire and Rogers in SHALL WE DANCE & SWINGTIME
September 26-27-28 Sunday-Monday-Tuesday NOTE: 7:00 PM ONLY
The Nickelodeon presents two of the very finest examples of the deliciously frothy formula films that
made Hollywood of the 1930's the entertainment capital of the world. Watching the young and
beautiful team of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers glide through their functional scripts and divinely
inspired song and dance routines is as exhilarating an evening's entertainment as we'll ever offer.

Their songs include Jerome Kern's "Pick Yourself Up," "A Fine Romance," and the Gershwins'
"They All Laughed," "They Cant Take That Away From Me" and "Let's Call the Whole Thing Off.

"

Unblushingly Recommended . . . just for the fun of it.

; f

SUNDAY BLOODY SUNDAY
September 29-30 Wednesday-Thursday 7:00 PM& 9:00 PM
A dignified and remarkably modulated study of human emotional hunger. A young woman and a

successful British doctor compete for the love of the same young man. An unusual film, perhaps even
a classic. With Glenda Jackson, Peter Finch and Murray Head. Directed by John Schlesinger [Billy

Liar. Far From the Madding Crowd].One of the New York Times 10 gest Films of 1971 . Rated R.

Coming in October

Lady Vanishes
39 Steps
7 Beauties
Swept Away
Le AAagnifique

Fantastic Planet

Barbarella
The Tenant
The Passenger
Face to Face
Murmur of the Heart
Stay Hungry

Silent Movie
Solaris -^

Boys in the Band
Bananas
Everything You Always Wanted

To Know About Sex
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Futur'e classes to be smaller
Future freshman classes will be

considerably smaller than the Class of

'80 and slightly smaller than the

target figure currently used by the

Admissions office, Peter Berek, Dean
of the College indicated

Although this year's enrollment is

unusually high, Berek said, a

miscalculation of the student body's

attrition rate has resulted in

enrollment increasing slightly.

Following the decision to expand the

student body from 1275 to 1800, College

officials consulted with other colleges

to develop an estimate of bow many
students could be expected to with-

draw each year. This estimate helped
in determining the size of the fresh-

man class and the transfer and ex-

change programs.

Eight receive professorships
Eight Williams College professors

have been appointed to named
professorships by the Board of

Trustees, President John W. Chandler

announced recently. Two of the eight

chairs are newly-endowed.

John A. MacFadyen, Jr., professor

and chairman of the geology depart-

ment, has been named the first Edna
McConnell Clark Professor of

Geology, relinquishing the Edward
Brust .Professorship of Geology and

Mineralogy which he has held since

1974. The new chair, established in

1970 by the Edna McConnell Clark

Foundation of New York City, is

preferably to be held by a member of

the faculty in the field of earth

sciences—geology, geochemistry,
geo-physics, oceanography and
meteorology—although it may be

used in the areas of natural resources,

conservation or related fields as the

trustees see fit.

J. Hodge Markgraf, professor and

Computer dictates

student schedules

for the first time
SCHEDULINGfrompagel

for which section preferences had
been expressed in the order of senior,

junior, exchange, sophomore, special

and graduate. Last came upper- /

classmen's courses for which no

preference had been specified.

According to Howard, freshmen
were given high priority because an
initial computer run which gave them
lowest priority showed them
"clusterigd and in the most un-

desirable sections." He added that

there were valid reasons for a number
of different priority orderings and
that the whole issue of priorities would
have to be decided by the Calendar

and Schedule Committee and the

Committee on Educational Policy for

next semester.

The report issued by the Registrar's

Office states that the computer
program satisfied 78.2 per cent of all

first choices specified. Howard said

that it's hard to tell how well the

computer did at satisfying first

choices compared to the old method
because no statistics were kept on the

old system.

cl. -irman of tl e chemistry depart-

ment is the first Iiolder of the Charles
L. IfiacMillan Professorship ' of

Chemistry, a chair established in 1970

with a gift under the will of Norman S.

MacMillan '24 of New York City as a

memorial to his father, Charles L.

MacMillan. The professorship is to be
in natural sciences or in such other

field as the President and trustees of

the college deem advisable.

Six professors were named to

existing chairs.

Whitney S. Stoddard, a member of

the art department since 1938 and
chairman of the department since

1969, has been appointed the Amos
Lawrence Professor of Art. He suc-

ceeds S. Lane Faison, who retired in

June after holding the chair for 30

years. Stoddard has relinquished the

Massachusetts Professorship of Art,

which he had held since 1974.

Nathaniel M. Lawrence, professor

and chairman of the philosophy

department at Williams since 1960,

has been assigned the Massachusetts

Professorship of Philosophy, suc-

ceeding Stoddard in the 106-year-old

post.

Don C. Gifford succeeds J. Clay

Hunt, who retired in June, as the John
Hawley Roberts Professor of English,

a chair established in 1950. Gifford has

been a member of the Williams

faculty since 1951.

William T. Fox, a member of the

geology department since 1961, has

been appointed the Edward Brust

Professor of Geology and Mineralogy,

succeeding Prof. MacFadyen.
Lawrence S. Graver, chairman of

the English department, has t)een

named the William R. Kenan, Jr.

Professor of English, succeeding the

late William B. Gates, Jr., in the

professorship. There are 62 such

chairs in 37 colleges and universities

in the United States, established ".
. .

to support a scholar-teacher of

distinction whose enthusiasm for

learning, commitment to teaching

and interest in students will make a

notable contribution to the un-

dergraduate community."
Stephen R. Lewis, Jr., a member of

the economics department of

Williams for ten years, has been

named the Herbert H. Lehman
Professor of Economics succeeding

Joseph A. Kershaw who retired in

June.

Sloone assumes OCC reins
Mary Margaret Sloane, newly

appointed Director of the Office of

Career Counseling (OCC), said she

anticipates a "very open relationship

with the student body" and that she

tiopes students will "come in, relax

and air ideas."

Sloane's appointment to OCC
became effective July 1. She replaced

Hope Brothers who left the College

this summer to pursue personal in-

terests.

Sloane Served as Assistant Director

of the Smith College Vocational Office

for two years before coming to

Williams. She has counseled un-

dergraduates, graduate students and
alumni, scheduled recruiters, and
helped plan workshops and panels.

"The Williams Career Counseling

office has some very good programs,"

Sloane said.

She mentioned two specific

problems she intends to address in the

future. Work has already begun on

improving the present alumni
counseling service. Each regional

alumni office will have a represen-

tative with the office to create a

referral system and to provide advice

and information on career op-

portunities in particular areas.

A second area of concern is com-

munication with students, par-

ticularly seniors. Sloane stressed the

need for students to inform the office

of their needs and interests so that she

may act as their advocate. She said

she is presently seeking a better way
for seniors to register with the office.

Sloane is also planning an in-

ternship program, enabling students

to experience a work environment.

Field trips have also been proposed in

addition to the career discovery series

offered in the past.

There's only
one thing
worse th£i
finding out
youlmve
cancer.

Not
finding out.

American

Cancer Society I

According to Director of Ad-
missions Philip F. Smith, the target

figure for the Class of '80 was 480. He
described the arrival of 17 students

more than targeted as a fluke. Since

the admission of women began in 1971,

freshman classes have been within a

few students of the target figure.

"We guessed a little high at what
the attrition rate would be and we
have tended to grow," Berek said. As
a result, "each class in the college is

bigger than we thought it would be."

No drastic action is planned to

reduce the size of the College,

although Berek declared, "We will not

grow further."

He stressed that lio decisions have
been made, but speculated that fresh-

man classes would eventually be

reduced to 475 or slightly lower.

Dean of Freshmen Lauren Stevens

said that the additional freshman

housing in the basements of Fayer-

weather and Lehman Halls was in-

tended to "relieve unbearable living

situations," rather than to facihtate

future expansion.

JA Molly Roach accompanies a group of girls to the Freshman Banquet. JA
John Reynolds follows along with a couple of freshman guys, (photo by Janson

)

Stevens welcomes Class of '80
by Susan Gain

"This is a ceremony celebrating

personal changes," said Dean of

Freshmen Lauren R. Stevens at the ,

freshman banquet Monday night.

"It's an introduction to yournew life."

Acting as tnaster of ceremonies,

Stevens, along with Williams College

President John W. Chandler and

Junior Advisor President Mike
Crowley, addressed the class of 1980.

In his speech Stevens discussed

three important changes with which

freshmen must cope.

"The first is that you are now living

in an environment where the main

purpose ^s study and formal lear-

ning—the end result of which is

deliberately obscure." He em-
phasized that a liberal arts education

is not vocationally oriented and that

"You are gathered here to study, as

an end in itself."

He went on to describe the "almost

intolerable" freedom with which
freshmen must cope. "You will have

to organize your own time in the

absence of study halls and the like,

establish your own priorities, define

your own standards."

Finally, Stevens spoke about the

need for students to define their

T^

relationships with adult members of

the college community.
Chandler told freshmen that "If

your years at Williams are successful,

you will emerge with a richer ap-

preciation of what it means to be

human."
He said that a successful liberal arts

education provides students with the

ability to make their own judgments
about what questions are important.

Crowley advised freshmen to "work
to cultivate your friendships and
value them highly. In the end, you will

remember them as the richest part of

your college experience."

Get the great new taste

in mocha, coconut,

banana or

strawberry, i

The Portable Party:

30PROOFAND READY JOGO
Kickers, 30 proof. € 1976, Kickers Ltd . Hartford, Conn
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Purple gridders, Odell have tough act to follow
by Tim Layden

An unprecedented five straight

Little T|iree championships, an un-

beaten record in the last thirteen

game* and a remarkable 34-5-1 mark
since tfie arrival of Coach Bob Odell

six years ago is the act which the 1976

Williams College Football team itr

faced with following.

Add to this the addifton of Wesleyan
"^•9 a legMnate-i^ower after a 4our-

year hibernation and an improved,

hungry, Middlebury squad in the

second week of the schedule and it

appears that the Ephraim Williams

travelling road show and passing

attack faces a tough road ahead, but

faces it with the talent to win a sixth

title and continue one of the longest

unbeaten college football streaks in

the natioa

A year ago, the young Williams
defense was considered by many to be

the one glaring weakness which could

have burst Odell's victory bubble. The
1975 defense, however, not only wasn't

a weakness, but outscored opposing

offenses for the season.

Yet, minus such outstanding big-

play performers as Scott Perry (now
with the Cincinnati Bengals), Carmen
Palladino, Jack Costello, Tim Mages,
and Mike Gibbons, the defense again

appears to be a question mark.
"Defensively, we lack experience at

the positions where people like to run
and throw at you," remarks Odell,

speaking of the graduation-riddled

posts of defensive end and cor-

nerback.

For the past three seasons, Jack
Costello and Tim Mages have manned
the end spots like a pair of bookends,

receiving little praise, yet giving

Odell a position to forget about all

season. This year, however, un-

certainty marks the spot

"We're very deep at defensive end,

and every day another one of them
looks like he might be the one we're

looking for." Walt Boyer, the number
three end last year appears to have
the inside tradi on one spot, while

^sophomores Steve Rogers, Bob -

. Kanell, and Bob Staiger battle junior

Mike Masi and senior John Dom-
browski for a startlnguod. '— —-^

The cornerback positions, vacated

by Perry and Gibbons feature six solid

contenders for starting berths.

Juniors Charlie Sanders, Jeff Hunter,

and Al Gentry appear to have the edge

on sophs Greg McAlleenan, Mark
Eckert, and Tony Turi.

Returnees Dave Libardi and Todd
Nelp will hold down the safety spots,

backed by Long Ellis. The defensive

line lost Dave Kurfess to graduation,

but he should be capably replaced by

junior Pete Tuttle.

Co-captain Emmett Creahan, a

quick-hard hitting senior who was a

frequent ECAC all-star selection last

year, will again man the valuable

middleguard spot. Sophomore Coliti

Hart and junior Al Dalton will back

Creahan and Tuttle.

The third defensive line position has

been handled quietly and efficiently

by Mike Powers for the past two

seasons. Powers played with light-

ning-quick Harry Jackson and J.C.

Chandler as a sophomore and con-

tinued his steady play last year

despite largely inexperienced mates
for the early games.

Senior Jim Spaulding, who stepped

in last year when Creahan moved to

middleguard, will start at one

linebacker spot, while sophomore
John Theil has looked impressive in

pre-season workouts and should be

£ph harriers look strong;

feom shows amazing depfh
by Frank Carr

The 1976 cross country squad looks

even stronger than last year's un-

defeated team. The purple harriers

feel confident of matching their 12-0

record of 1975 and are hoping to im-

prove upon their performances in post

season meets. Last fall the Ephs
finished 4th in the Easterns, 10th in

the New Englands and 19th in the

N.C.A.A. Div. Ill Championships.

The captain of this year's team is

Ken Leinbach, who was the individual

Little Three champ in '75. JoeKolb '78

will lead the Williams attack as he did

last fall before an injury forced him to

miss the last half of the season. Kolb is

ready this fall and should be a key

factor in keeping Williams a cross-

country powerhouse.

Juniors Frank Carr and Dan
Sullivan came on strong at the end of

the '75 season, finishing 1-2 among the

Williams contingent at the New
Englands. They will combine with

Leinbach and Kolb to give the Eph-

men a solid front pack.

The true strength of the 1976 team,

however, is its depth. Coach Tony
Plansky will be calling on seniors Ed
Bacher, Chris Flavin, Gary James,

Tim Pritchard, John Rathgeber, and
Bert Saul to fill out the varsity squad.

Juniors Dave Breuer, Dave Carroll,

and Larry Mitchell will be looking to

crack into the varsity lineup and help

the Ephs. Steve Polasky and Tom
Schreck top the list of sophomore^
runners which also includes Clyde

Dillard and Jeff McGoon.
Williams opens its season on Sept.

18 against R.P.I, and Hamilton at

Troy, N.Y. This year's highlight for

Williams cross-country fans, takes

place on Oct. 23, when the Ephs will

host the New England Small College

Athletic Conference Championships.

Dan Sullivan led the Williams con-

tingent last year by placing 8th.

Coach Plansky has been through

many cross country seasons since

coming to Williams in the 1930's, but

this upcoming season should rank as

'•bne of his most successful.

alongside SpaukUng. The final new
face on the defense is line coach

Clarence Thomas, replacing Andy
Dzurinko, now an Assistant at Brown,

Thomas joins secondary coach Dick

Farley as'the defensive braintrust of

the Williams attack.

The word on the Williams defense

seems to be "untested", but to again

call the purple unit a question mark
seems to be inviting-pidicule. Only the*

first few games will tell.

Offensively, there is a great deal

less uncertainty involved. This,

however, was also the case a year

ago, until quarterbacks Jim Baldwin

and Bill Whelan were kayoed by in-

juries.

The offense appears to be quite

capable of putting points on the board,

but is somewhat short on depth.

"We're a little deficient depth-wise,

but we've got good quality," says

Odell.

The brightest position on the offense

is quarterback, where Don Wallace

returns for his third year of varsity

play. Wallace, an outstanding thrower

who has 16 touchdown passes in two

years, has become '^more serious and

mature about his job," according to

Odell.

Should Wallace falter, the backup

spot is in the capatile hands of junior

Bill Whelan. Wh*lan suffered a

shoulder separation in the first

scrimmage last year and missed the

entire season. The three-sport star is

specially adept at running the triple

option.

Sophomore Greg Collins is third in

line at the QB post, and had a strong

preseason before suffering a slight

case of jitters in the first intra-squad

scrimmage. Odell has high hopes for

the hard-throwing Collins.

The fullback spot is quite secure, as

co-captain Tom Redden returns for

his third year as a starter, while

Charlie Carrier and Scott Harrington

also return at the halfback and

wingback positions. Soph Mark
Gerry, a varsity player as a fresh-

man, will push the above trio.

The offensive line was one of the

strongest parts of last year's

juggernaut, and, according to Odell,

"This year's is even better." Tackles

Tim Dunn and Paul Zabroske are

returning starters, as is gutty center

Lew Kitchin. Sophomores Dave
Maltzon and Joe Maguire are vying

for spots in the line.

The guard holes are marked by

inexperience, but a tough four-way

fight for four spots has produced some
strong candidates. Ken Schoetz,

presently sidelined with a sprained

ankle is fighting with fellow juniors

Brian Fales and Steve Maier and

sophomore Bruce Wilson for the two

open positions, vacated by John Solar

and Rich DiSalvo.

Dave Mielcarz, who Odell calls,

"the finest tight end we've ever had

Early football practice comprises the hard work and effort required to get into

shape. Helmets, shoulder pads, and cleats make these chin-ups that much
tougher. The summer double sessions stress the conditioning which allows a

team to compete over a grueling eight game schedule both to the best of its

abilities and with as. few injuries as possible.

here," will be one of Wallace's prime alignment, used only by Union among
targets. Mielcarz, the Williams an-

swer to the bionic man, has been

hampered by injuries throughout his

career, and Odell thinks that "the only

problem is keeping him healthy."

One of the heartiest battles on the

squad is taking place at split end,

where game-breker Dave Parker has

left a large set of shoes to fill.

Herb McCormick, a converted tight

end with excellent hands, looks like

the leading contender at present, but

he is being pressed by lanky fellow

junior Ben Blakney and tough

sophomore Ken HoUingsworth.

Barring injuries, the nightmare of

all coaches, Williams should have an
efficient offensive machine. The
veteran unit will get its first test

Saturday afternoon in a scrimmage
against powerful AIC.

Coaches Odell and Joe Dailey hope

to give the offense a good workout

against AIC's unusual 4-4 defensive

Purple foes.

Overall, Odell seems confident of

his club's chances, but is hesitant to

seem overconfident "This year's

team could be even better than last

year's and not have as good a record,"

says the five-year coach.

Williams will begin the long road to

staying on top in Saturday's opening
scrimmage in Springfield.

A team which has been on top for

five years and hasn't been beaten in

nearly two tends to bring about the

best in opponents, which makes the

prospect of facing Middlebury on the

road for the second straight year

seem a little imposing. Yet a slightly

grinning Odell remarked, "I'd rather

be where we are now than on the

bottom trying to scratch my way to

the top."

O.K., but now you've got to try and
stay there, coach.

Dan Sullivan strides over one of the
many stretches of concrete that all

cross-country runners come to know
by heart. (photoby Read)
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Government by the people ?

an
by Keron Walker

Yale University history professor

Edmund S. Morgan addressed a large

convocation audience on the question

of Government by the People

Saturday during ceremonies which

marked the formal opening of the

school year.

Morgan, author of several books on

colonial history, spoke of the "will of

the people" in terms of a feasible base

for government. He outlined the

development of popular government

in this country and went on to discuss

the problems involved in meeting its

responsibilities.

Car registration is

key to maintaining

College parking
Security began ticketing

unregistered cars yesterday morning.

According to Walter O'Brien, Chief of

Security, car registration is running

behind schedule. Only 235 students

have registered their vehicles and
obtained a parking place and sticker.

This is half the total number expected
by O'Brien.

Students must register a vehicle

with the security office in Hopkins
Hall for even a portion of a semester,

stated O'Brien. A student must
present a registration certificate,

proof of insurance, and a valid

operator's license in order to register.

The money obtained from fees goes

into a general fund which covers the

cost of maintaining the lots

throughout the campus. This summer,
all lines were repainted and parking

signs replaced. O'Brien attributed the

loss of almost all lot signs to souvenir

hunters.

Juniors and seniors are given

preference on parking lot assign-

ments though O'Brien said he is

unable to accommodate all requests

for assignment near the individual's

residence. Further, if all freshmen

cannot get places in their house lot, no

one does and they are assigned to the

Mission Park or Agard lot.

So far this year there has been no

vandalism within the parking lots.

Last year there was no particular lot

with more damage tlian any other.

addresses
"The will of the people is more

visible in times of revolution than in

the day by day process of governing,"

Morgan said. The expression of the

popular voice has been inconsistent,

according to Morgan. He blamed the

absence of a united platform during

colonial times for this inconsistency.

"The political party system
restructured the means through
which the will of the people could be

expressed," Morgan stated. "It ap-

peared to provide stability and unity

for the government based on the

popular voice," he added.
' Morgan cautioned that the party

system is not infallible. "Determine
course before party," headvised. "A
combination of liberty and equality is

the aim of governments based on

popular support."

"The will of the people in govern-

ment is uncertain, imperfectly

realized and vulnerable, but it should

and must be pursued," he concluded.

Morgan was one of six persons

receiving honorary degrees from
College President John Chandler
during the ceremonies. Both Morgan
and Max Lerner, former Williafns

seniefs
political science professor, syndicated

columnist and author of sixteen books,

were conferred the Doctor of Letters

degree.

Clarence Clyde Ferguson, Jr.,

fonner Deputy Assistant Secretary of

State for African Affairs and Am-
bassador to Uganda, received the
honorary distinction Doctor of Laws
along with Norman Redlich, a
Williams graduate and present Dean
of New York University's Law School.

Dorothy Fosdick, Professional Staff

Director of the Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations and
John H. Knowles, president of the

Rockefeller Foundation and one of the

country's foremost clinical ad-

ministrators also received the Doctor
of Laws degree.

In his welcoming remarks, Chan-
dler referred to Williams and its over-

sized student body as "an un-

successfully planned family." The
class size will be more carefully

regulated. Chandler assured, and
something more dependable than the

old "rhythm method" of admission
will have to be found.

Edmund Morgan addrMses tht sanior class at Convocation last Saturday.

(photo by Read)

Bookstores cite losses

49 named to Phi Beta Kappa
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Annoyance
The opening of classes this fall involved a period of almo§t

unprecedented challenge for College officials. The transition of

the News Office, Office of Career Counseling and Food Services
to new directors, the advent of centralized mail and the
unexpectedly high enrollment (and resulting strains on housing
and course registration) combine to produce constant
"headaches for amninistrators from the president on down.

For the most part, College officials have reacted as well to

the pressures on them. Although most students can speak
eloquently of "administration incompetence" over the past few
days, a little imagination reveals how much worse things could
have been. Every student had a room waiting for him;
registration- lines were shorter and moved faster than in

previous years; no major meal food shortages occurred in

dining halls despite high demand in Baxter and Greylock;
surprisingly few delays have occurred in processing mail in the
new mailroom._

However, a number of problems have arisen—some major,
some minor, but all attributable to communication failures.

Rooming situations and roommates can create explosively
emotional problems. In making the rooming shifts and handling
suddenly empty rooms. Director of Student Housing Charles M.
Jankey made an effort to consult with house presidents andf
wherever possible, the individuals involved in shifts. Even so,

many students arrived to find themselves in new rooms or with
new roommates with little or no explanation.

As the new mailroom has gone into full operation there has
been confusion over the hours students can get at their boxes.
According to Associate Dean Cris T. Roosenraad, the area
surrounding the mailboxes was to be^open at least for the same
hours the snack bar is open. Yet, on Sunday students eager to

pick up Saturday mail or post announcements had no problem
getting grilled honey buns in the snack bar, but found the
mailroom area locked.

At the last minute. Purple Key Night activities were
transferred from Chapin Hall to the less than adequate hockey
rink because electricity had not yet been reconnected to the
former building. Chapin had been scheduled for Purple Key
Night for that night since last May.

The College ran» out of academic robes for seniors at

Saturday's Convocation. True, a larger percentage of seniors
showed up for the event"^an in the past. Yet, given the ex-
pectations raised by Richard B. Sewall's speech last year and
the College's ever-enrollment this year, more robes should have
been ordered. It seems somewhat hypocritical, if perhaps
economical, not to order enough robes for every member of the
senior class when attendance is "required."

Clearly, such examples are not major. However, their

frequency is especially annoying given that they were largely
avoidable. Despite the over-enrollment, Williams is sufficiently

small that there should be no right-hand-not-kndwing-what-the-
left-hand-is-doing problems.

C4/ ^/^/f)/i/^
Edited by Ann McCabe

Calendar is a new semi-weekly feature of The Williams Record con-

taining descriptions of upcoming events on and off the campus. Students,

faculty and members of the community are encouraged to submit items to

CALENDAR.
This column is not intended to duplicate the Register, which is produced by

the College news office. CALENDAR will not list meeting dates or times for

regular organization meetings nor can it guarantee that everything submitted
will be included. All items submitted will be rewritten to fit our style.

Information about a lecture should include a description of the lecturer and
a description of the lecture topic. Information about movies should include a

brief summary of the plot, the names of the lead actors and actresses and some
quotes from reviews of the film. We reserve the right to add quotes from other

reviews.

Items for CALENDARmay be placed in the CALENDAR box in the Record
office in Baxter Hall or may be mailed to the Record. Most items can run only

once. All items must be submitted by noon of the deadline days, Sundays and

Wednesdays.

Coffeehouse
Jim Ringer and Mary McCaslin sing traditional country songs and original

compositions. They are appearing Friday and Saturday evenings at the Chelsea

House Folklore Center in West Brattleboro, Vt. Shows are at 8 and 10. Ringer

and McCaslin have recorded albums and appeared at many major festivals.

To the editor:

On Saturday, September 11, WCFM
sponsored The Texas Chain Saw
Massacre. It is unfortunate that for

the sake of a few dollars, the

management of the radio statioij

failed tdconsider their responsibility^

to the college community.
During the seventy-five minutes we

managed to see of the film, four young

people w«E« Ixitchered:. two were
felled by blows of a hammer, one died

on a meat hook, and the fourth was
sawed apart while confined to his

wheel chair. Presented as they were,

these were not silly events, they were
sick. People who enjoy movies like

this are not having a silly time, they

are having a sick time. People who
produce movies like this are not silly

people, they are rich. Organizations

that sponsor movies like this are not

silly organizations, they are

irresponsible.

We cannot point to Chain Saw and

demonstrate with rational argument
that it is trash, or that it is indirectly

responsible for crime, cruelty or

atrocity. But we can ask a few

questions. Does the film

"dehumanize" violence? Does it

make us more acceptant of true acts

of violence? It is easy to fool our-

selves. Tap a hammer against your

skull and imagine the force of a death-

dealing blow. Feel the fear when your

hand is an inch away from a running

chain saw. Press your finger against a

needle and imagine being suspended

from a meat hook. It is no rational

argument, but if you sincerely laugh,

you are truly sick.

People do not produce a film like

this for the sake of art. They do it for

the sake of money. All around us we
are encouraged to purchase useless

products to line the pockets of people

who do not care what happens as long

as they come out on top. Chain Saw is

cleverly produced so as to make the

film tremendously appealing. Stan-

ding on its own, a person slicing up

another with a chain saw would be

obscene and unsellable. The
producers of Chain Saw have dressed

up their film. It is filled with sexual

inferences among the most obvious of

which are a symbolic masturbation

while one of the characters wrestles

with another over a flashlight, and a

man wheeling his wheelchair up an

incline as a sexual act, complete with

moans and groans, ups and downs,

and a satisfying sigh after reaching

the top. It is not that the viewer gains

sexual satisfaction from these scenes,

but rather that they are unconsciously

entering the brain and making the

movie as a whole palatable and

"interesting". Wilson Key points out

in his book Media Sexploitation that

the use of such subliminal techniques

reduces the consumer's ability to

make an honest judgment about a

product under consideration. In the

face of such peychologicai bom-
bardment, the consumer has litUe

chance.

Finally, WCFM has demonstrated

poor taste and a lack of responsibility

in choosing to show this film. Not only

have they presented an idiotic view of

death and violence, not only have they

added to the financial success of

violent movies in general, buHhey
have also failed to protect children

from absorbing this kind of trash. In

the audience along with the students

were four children no older than
thirteen who cannot be said to be able

to make an intelligent judgment as to

the difference between the hilarity of

death on the screen and the horror of

death on the street Someone has to

make this decision fqr them, and in

this case WCFM has proved itself

unworthy of the task.

Sincerelyj- ..^ ^..^-^ . -_^*^_

Stephen A. Bernheim
James F. Simmons

Focus/Andy O'Donnell

A Dying Art?

Bronfman Auditorium is the last

place you'd expect to have an English

class. With some 300 odd seats artfully

arranged on a slope resembling

Brodie Mountain, it has all the in-

timacy of a gallery above a medical

school operating room.

But Thursday afternoon Professor

Richard B. Sewall changed the

auditorium from cavernous pit into

cozy living room as he delivered the

opening lecture of his English 371

course entitled "Tragedy" before

almost 200 enthralled students.

Two hundreds kids ih an English

class at Williams is something of a

record, but when Sewall lectures it's

par for the course. The reason is

simple: Sewall has refined the art of

lecturing to a fine science. Sure, your
diehard English majors will spout

something about his credentials,

which include the National Book
Award in 1974 for his biography of

Emily Dickinson while your sadists

will point to the overcrowded reading

list, but when you reach the bottom
line, the chief reason students flocked

to this particular course was to see

Sewall lecture, to find out if he could

match last fall's already legendary

Convocation address.

They weren't disappointed. In fact,

they were overwhelmed. Simply put,

Sewall delivered a lecture as intense,

as affecting, and as deeply personal

as that memorable Chapin Hall

speech. The props were similar—

a

simple podium and a letter—and the

effect was just as powerful.

Sewall's magic as a lecturer stems
from his ability to develop an in-

timacy with his audience that he

sustains and builds upon for the full 75

minutes. Like a good actor, he seems
to'*'conduct a personal conversation

with each person in the audience. It's

as if you're at home in the living room

«H$mifs—
Faculty Meeting

The faculty will meet in 4 Griffin at 4 p.m. tomorrow. The monthly
meetings, presided over by President John W. Chandler, are closed to

students.

The Wednesday meeting will be primarily "organizational," according

to Steering Committee Chairman Irwin Shainman. The faculty will

"possibly" hear a proposal by Treasurer Francis H. Dewey III for the

disposal of the Mt. Hope Farms property, said Dewey.
The faculty will also hear a report from the Evaluation Study Com-

mittee, continuing from last year a discussion of course evaluation methods.

The Honor Committee will also report, new faculty members will be in-

troduced, and Chandler will speak, according to Shainman.

Danforth Fellowships
Inquiries about the Danforth Graduate Fellowships, to be awarded by

the Danforth Foundation of St. Louis, Missouri in March 1977, may be

directed to Victor B. Hill, 205 Bronfman.
The Fellowships are open to all qualified persons who have serious in-

terest in careers of teaching in colleges and universities, and who plan to

study for a Ph.D. in any field of study common to the undergraduate liberal

arts curriculum in the United States. Last year Daniel Stinebring, an
astronomy-physics major at Williams, was awarded a Danforth.

Approximately 60-65 Fellowships will be awarded to seniors and recent

I graduates who are considered "Early Entry" applicants in the Program.
I Another 35-40 awards will be made to postbaccalaureate persons who are

;
called "Late Entry" applicants and who apply directly to the Foundation.

;
Preference is given in the "Early Entry" component to persons under 30

! years of age and in the "Late Entry" component to persons 30-40 years of

age.

Students who wish to be considered for a nomination from Williams
must have their names submitted to the Danforth Selection Committee by a

department or program chairman.

listening to your father's advice

rather than in a huge lecture hall. In

the art of lecturing, Sewall ranks as a

master practitioner.

Unfortunately, the same can't be

said of Edmund Morgan, who
delivered the Convocation address

Saturday morning before a packed
Chapin audience anticipating another

Sewall-like Convocation performance.

The cards may have been stacked

against Morgan from the outset by
simply having to follow an act like

Sewall's, but I think not. Morgan just

doesn't have it as a lecturer.

It's not that his speech wasn't

scholarly or well researched—enough
numbers, dates, and places flew from
the podium to keep trivia freaks

happy for years—but that mysterious,

hard to define magic was missing.

Morgan seemed rather blase and
perfunctory about the entire affair,

speaking as if he were reading a

chapter from one of his books while

taking care to omit the footnotes.

I think it was around page five that

Morgan finally lost my attention, and
with Sewall's 371 lecture still fresh in

my mind, I spent the next 45 minutes

speculating about the art of lecturing,

an art which is, I'm afraid, rapidly

dying among college professors

today, including those at Williams.

The first few weeks of the semester

are a banner time for lecturers at

Williams. Whitney Stoddard is

trooped out to perform during Fresh-

man Days while R.G.L. Waite wows
History 101 pupils with his Hitler

lecture and Anson Piper masterfully

explicates the episodes of Don Quixote

for Modern Literature in Translation

students. Unfortunately, there are

only a handful of other professors who
can boast such proficiency in lec-

turing.

One of the things that struck me
while attending several sessions of the

Faculty Lecture Series last year was
the willingness and pleasure with

which many junior faculty members
greeted the opportunity to lecture

before the College community. But

another one of the things that sur-

prised me during last spring's Modern
Lit course—dubbed the faculty

vaudeville show—was the un-

comtortableness and insecurity about

their lecturing ability demonstrated

by several of the guest lecturers.

The Los Angeles Times recently ran

a series of articles picked up by many
local papers concerning education on

the university level which concluded

that students aren't learning as much
or as well as they did in the past and

which suggested a re-exploration and

perhaps a return to some rather "old

fashioned" education ideas.

With button down collars, white

bucks, and even chinos returning on

the fashion front, perhaps the time is

ripe for such a return. Lecturing is an

acquired art that must be polished

through constant practice, just like

writing. While not suggesting that all

classes suddenly become lecture

oriented, I would suggest that more
lecture forums be opened to our

faculty and that they avail themselves

of these opportunities. As one of the

students commented on leaving

Sewall's lecture Thursday, watching a

good lecturer practice his art is

something that should be experienced

by all students.
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Cite immobilizing 'leg injury'

Tavares cancels Friday concert
by ChipBuckner

The All 'College Entertainment
Committee has cancelled Friday's

Tavares concert. The announcement
followed a phone call yesterday from
the musicians' promoter notifying

ACEC chairman Jim Bowe that a

band member had hurt a leg and
-tecome- "immobile", forcing a one*-

week recuperation. Refunds will be

available in ths Baxter mailroom
from 10 AM to 1 PM throughout the

week.

Before scratching the evening's

activities, the committee, in an
emergency session last night, con-

sidered a number of groups including

Ramsey Lewis, Lou Rawls and Van
McCoy, to replace Tavares as

headliners. Another suggestion had
Mother Freedom, the warm-up band,

play for a "beer blast" in the hockey

rink. Committee members decided

that Skidmore's "Mixer on the

Green" would probably draw more
Williams students than a last minute

change in Chapman.

Ticket sales on campus were slow,

but improving. College Council
President Steve Piltch blamed the

pace on "terrible" publicity, and

Tavares has cancelled, so Chapman Rink won't be missing any angels tills

Friday night, but the ACEC probably will be.

added that the accident might have
been a "blessing in disguise," noting

that the money spent on tickets and
posters was considerably less tlaifthe

thousands that would have t)eeii spent

if the show had gone on.

The timing was poor for the

ACEC, who face the College Council

Finance Committee tonight. Chair-

man Bowe notes that it is difficult to

ask for money after cancelling your
first activity. Even though the loss for

tickets anc( publicity is only $100, he
said, it looks bad.

The ACEC will hold an open
meeting in Jesup Auditorium Wed-
nesday at 7: 00 to hear suggestions for

a homecoming concert band.

Cliff Keuter Co. premieres Saturday
by Julie Bermant

The Cliff Keuter Dance Company
will start off the year Thursday
through Saturday as the first of three

dance company residencies sponsored
by the Williams College Dance
Society. Two world premiere pieces

will be featured in Performance II on

Saturday at the AMT.
On Thursday, Sept. 16 master

classes will be heldat3:30-5:00 p.m. in

the Lasell Gym, and a lecture-

demonstration will take place at 8:30

p.m. in the Adams Memorial Theater

Williams film group

to begin series with

early Peckinpali
The Williams Film Group (WFG) , a

. college funded film group under the

direction of Prof. Michael Bell, will

begin its fall film series tomorrow
evening with Ride the High Country,

an early film of Sam Peckinpah, (The
Wild Bunch, Straw Dogs, etc.). The
films will all be shown on Wednesday
evenings at 7:30 in Bronfman. $1.00

admission will be charged, but a $5.00

season pass for all eleven can be

obtained at the door.

The WFG is less concerned with

popular films than the Williams Film
Society but instead will show classics

and exemplary genre films. The
theme for the fall term is the ad-

venture film—by which is meant film

dealing with experience liberated

from requirements and expectations

of "normal" life. The series has been

broken down further into four

categories: The Western, the fall from
"normal" life, the criminal as a hero,

and the detective film, and will in-

clude such films as Hitchcock's North

by Northwest, Godard's Weekend,
Bresson's White Heat, Kurosawa's
Throne of Blood, (a samurai Mac-
beth), and The Big Sleep.

"The central theme of adventure

may be used quite loosely", Bell

commented, "and is there to set up a

relationship between the films which
will provide a basis for discussion.

The purpose of the series", Bell

concluded, "is to expose people to

good films."

(AMT). Friday will include an open

rehearsal from 1:30-3:30 p.m. at the

AMT, and Performance I at 8: 30 p.m.,

after which will be a reception

sponsored by the Williams College

Dance Society. Cliff Keuter and the

members of his company as well as

the audience are invited to attend at

the Williams Faculty Club. The
residency concludes on Saturday with

Performance II, at 8:30 p.m. in the

AMT. Performance tickets can be

obtained at the AMT box office. Due to

a College Council subsidy, Williams

students are admitted free of charge

to all events with the exception of the

performances for which 200 student

discount tickets are available at $2.00

each.

The Performance 1 program con-

sists of pieces entitled Visit (women
quartet involved in pure movement
and a landscape made of their

bodies). Musette di Taverni, Sunday
Papers, and Field; while Per-

formance II consists of Visit, Murder
of George Keuter (taped collage by

Cliff Keuter), the world premiere of

Interlude (another taped collage by

Keuter involving a trio—Everyman,
the Devil, and the Perfect Woman; a

serio-comic piece containing "show"
type dancing of the '40's with music by

Paul Whiteman and Bela—Bartok),
and Tetrad (Stravinsky's Concerto in

D, a quartet utilizing pure movement
and a good deal of kinetic humor).
Clive Barnes of the New York Times

says of Cliff Keuter who formed his

New York based company only seven

years ago, "Keuter is a fine and vivid

dancer whose off-beat reflections

upon the kinetic relationships between

dance and drama continue to engage
me." Joy Anne Dewey, dance society

faculty adviser, highly recommends
Cliff Keuter's choreography which

she says "comes directly to the heart

of a situation and then deals with

that," and of Keuter she says "he has

an immense calm about him, he is

kind and his work is honest and very

interesting."

The company members have had
strong dance careers collectively in

such companies as The Harkness

Ballet, The Joffrey Ballet Company,
Lar Lubovitch, Rudy Perez, Pearl

Lang, The Batsheva Bat-Dor Com-
pany, The San Francisco Ballet

Company, Don Redlich, The Elina

Mooney Dance Company and The
Netherlands Dance Theater.

The five year old Williams College

Dance Society has brought to the

College many well-known dance
companies such as The Jose Limon
Company, The Alvin Alley Dance
Company, and "Pilobolus. Later this

year it will bring The Margalit Dance
Theatre Company and The Paul
Taylor Dance Company.

Layout Meeting Tonight
The Record reminds freshmen and
other new people who are in-

terested in layout, headlines, etc.,

that a teaching session will be held

tonight at 7:30 pm in the Record
offic6. For those who can't make it

this evening, there will be an

alternate session on Tuesday, Sept.

21st at 7:30 pm.

HELP WANTED
Sales Re—male or female
student—reliable. We seek a
permanent representative on
campus. Sell the world's finest
hand-knitted "ski cap-watch cap.
Hand-knitted in official school
colors, or any other choice of
colors. 23 different designs. 118
coldrs and yarns. 15 per cent
commission. Sorry, only one rep
per campus. Sell fraternities,
sororities, alumni assoc., local
stores, athletic groups, etc. Write
to: Samarkand to Katmandu, Inc.

9023 West Pico Boulevard, Los
Angeles, California 90035.

Jewelry/Enameling

classes will resume

fhe week of

13 September

For times and details,

call MINA FERSEN at 823-5538.

Williams College Film

Group

RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY
SAM PECKINPAH

Wed., Sept. 15 Bronfman - 7: 30

A(jmission$1.00

Semester Pass, good for all

11 films, only $5.00

WE'RE
KICKING
THE CAN

AUDIO
CAN MAKE
MONEY
FOR YOU!

Sell ciiidio equipdieot dt yoiii

college No iiivesliiieii! ex

perienced sjles help .iiul

inceniive pfoqrcHiis pruvided

Over 60 top brands mcludiiuj

audiophile lines Audio Outlet

Wholesalers 3?b Pascack

Ave Washington lownsiiip

N J 07675 (?01) 666 8868

Attention Arlene Mu/yka
C,op

SENIOR

NIGHT!

The Log
Tomorrow -

Wed., Sept. 15

Special low prices on beer and wine

for all card-carrying members of the

Class of 77

$1.75 pitcher

35* glass (beer and wine)

Everyone else also welcome—but at normal rates (you'll get

your turns eventually).

Log houri;

Mon, Tues, Wed
Thurs

Fri and Sat

Closed Sun

9 pm - 12 m
9 pm 12:30 am
O nm 1 9 rM9 pm - 1 a

Have Your

NEW YORK TIMES
reserved every morn'mg at the

Williams News Room
at 40% below the regular newsstand pricell

The following rates are available:

Fall Term

Weekdays (Mon.-Frl.) $ 9.75

Weekdays (Mon. Sat.) 11.55

Weekdays & Sundays 25.30

Sundays only 13.75

Full Year (Inc. Winter Study)

$22.10

26.40

57.65

31.25

(year

Contact Campus Representative Mike Powers at 6968

or

Makearrangements at the Williams News Room

Please note that there will be no on-campus delivery this
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Varsity soccer squad boasts wealth of talent
by Mark Pogue

"We're very deep," says Head
Coach Jeff Vennell, "andi: everyone

out there's really working hard."

"Look out," warns fullback Bruce

Camilleri, "because we could go nine

and two." "The group has so much
talent," adds defensive back Marcus
Smith, "there's no telling how far it'll

go ..."

^ JEufitybody s ulklsiMmH .ibis „

fall's Purple soccer team, a squad

which features the strongest

conglomeration of experience and

depth seen at Williams in at least six

years. No fewer than eight starters

return from last year's respectable 6-5

team, yet pre-season practices have

uncovered such a wealth of additional

talent that even these> players are

being pressed to retain their berths. It

all makes for a team that, as Vennell

cautions, "will probably have no

superplayer, no Harry Sheehy," but

which will have the depth to resist

injuries and give Amherst a real fight

for the Little Three crown.

In an effort to utilize the skills of

junior Henry Osborne, who is

returning to Williams after a year off,

Vennell has fashioned a new attack

formation for" the Ephmen. Last

year's 3-forward, 3-halfback ahgn-

ment will be junked in favor of a 3-1-2

formation in which Osborne will trail

centerforward John Friborg (5 goals

in 1975), left wing Ray Powell (3), and

right wing Jim Hield (5). This move
should simplify the "overlapping"

duties of the halfbacks, and it will also

give sophomore Perry Nelson a

chance to shine at the demanding
trailer slot. Seniors Pete Barra and
Steve Wertimer will also see con-

siderable front-Une duty.

The addition of a trailer-forward

means the subtraction of a halfback,

and that means n^ore running for

probable halfback starters Ted Rouse
and Steve Smith. When this able

.junior^^enior comboneeds tocome out
for a rest, though. Coach Vennell need
not cover his eyes. A load of com-
petent halfback help awaits in the

persons of sophomores Greg Hartman
and Chick Johnson, and seniors Tony
Quay and Rick Zeller. An All-New
England Honorable Mention pick in

1974, Zeller is currently sidelined with
an injury but should be ready for the

Sept. 29 opener against Union
"In soccer, defense is where ex-

perience counts," Vennell believes,

and for this reason the loss to

gradiij^tiQli (^ fullbacks Graham Hone
and Brian Daggett, last year's co-

captains, could be expects to weaken
the Purple. Vennell still has two

Williams senior halfback Steve Smith shown moving the ball upfield in last

year's win over Union. Smith is one of several returning starters who pace a
talented and enthusiastic 1976 varsity soccer team. Jeff Vennell's squad opens
its season Sept. 29th against Union.

it

Qtech hifij
QualityComponents at the Right Price^^

U/eEcowe Bocti Sofe
ONE DAY ONLY

SATURDAY

SEPTEMBER 18th

Philips

• Philips

• Bose
• Marantz 489

m CONCORD CRl 10 Receiver

KLH 101 2 wdy Loudspeaker

BSR 2260 BX Turntable
*299

FREE Beer
E«EE Gift with
Every Purcbas

ADC XT 6 Speakers $116.00 pr $ 75.00 pr,

EPI 60 Speakers 120.00 pr. 85.00 pr

SenntieiserHD414 Headphones 49.95 29.95

Marantz 2225 Receiver 369.95 269.95

Audio technica 1 1 E Cartridge 44.95 14.95

Kleenez Record Cleaner 4.95 2.95

NikkoTrm 600 Amplifier 239.95 169.95

Garrard 125 SB Belt drive turntable with

base & dustcover . . . . . 109.95 89.95

Numerous Specia/s on New Used and Demo Items

Limited Quantities - Rrst Come - First Served

MAIN STREET NORTH BENNINGTON, VERMONT
802-447-0350

seniors, co-captains John Lanier and
a healthy Bill Roper, to use on the left

side, with Marcus Smith, Colin Dunne,

and Dave Rogers in reserve. The right

side has looked good in practice but

remains relatively inexperienced
under game conditions: presently

Bruce Camilleri has the edge on Pete

Thayer at sweeper, while senior Geoff

Klingenstein is holding down the wing

spot wltk Bill Kister. JohnBembiski,
and Brian Smith standing ready.

Senior co-captain Skil Grossman
returns to the nets for Williams.

Should he remain healthy he seems
certain to match his fine record of 1.3

goals allowed per game in 1975. Junior

Jay Loeffler has shown himself to be a

competent replacement when needed.

Thus far the Ephs' pre-season

scrimmages against other schools

have all been of the "controlled"

variety, making it difficult to judge
their play under game conditions. The
Purple, nonetheless, has been beaten

only by nationally-ranked Albany
State in four exhibitions, and the

r«Y<»inP^ <^J^'^tYfij>tt«^ msjmM-^
be effective. Additional tune-ups for

the squad will come against Wooster
College (Sept. 13), UMass (Sept. 18),

an English amateur club (Sept. 22),

and the Williams Alumni Club (Sept.

25).

Preseason football loss

may have healthy effect
by Tim Layden

Should a drastic revamping of the

Williams College football schedule

ever occur, the powers that be would
certainly be wise to avoid putting

Springfield's American International

College on the new list.

This appears to be the case after a

Bob Odell-coached squad absorbed a

humilating 31-0 defeat at the hands of

AlC in a preseason scrimmage
Saturday afternoon on Miller Field in

Springfield.

The loss followed last year's

sobering 35-14 loss in a similar

scrimmage in Williamstown which
spurred the 1975 version of the Eph-
men to a 7-0-1 record. If resounding

scrimmage losses can be called good

omens, then Williams has another

powerhouse.

"If resounding scrimmage
losses can be called good
omens . . .

"Wedidn't have illusions of going to

Springfield and beating AIC,"
remarked sixt^^year mentor Odell,

"they are one very fine football

team." AIC won eight straight games
a year ago before dropping their

finale to C. W. Post and Odell feels

that "Tljis year's team is even

stronger.'

AIC is a big, strong team which has

more size and quickness than anyone
on the Williams schedule and the

Yellowjackets had been out for

summer practice a week longer than

Williams. AIC also played New
Hampshire (a 17-3 winner over Holy

Cross Saturday) even in a scrimmage
a week ago.

AIC scored on its fi_rst possession of

the game, with quarterback Jim
Jagiello, the New England small-

college player of the year in '75

directing a seven-play drive and

hitting junior split end John Riccio

with an 11 yard scoring toss.

The talented Jagiello also fired an

80-yard touchdown pass in the first

quarter and Harold Anderson scored

on an eight-yard run. More im-

pressive, however, is the fact that AIC
held Williams to zero total offense

yards in the first half.

"We rotated everybody in and out,"

said Odell, and that made it very

frustrating; " they soundly put it to us,

we just never generated any offense

at all."

The Eph defense solidified a little in

the second half, holding AIC
scoreless. The Yellowjackets broke

into the scoring columnonly when an

errant Don Wallace aerial was
returned for a touchdown.

Veteran coach OdelHs by no means
ready to hit the panic button, and
seems to have put the loss in per-

spective. "It was something we
needed to jar us up; we'll bounce

back."

It will be much easier to bounce

back from the scrimmage loss, as

long as the memory of a similar loss

lingers in the minds of the veterans,

but another of Saturday's occurrences^
will not be so easily shaken off. **
Outstanding tight end Dave

Milecarz, practically on the heels of

Odell's description of him as the "best

we've ever had", has been lost for the

season with a torn achilles tendon.

"There'.s no way to adequately

replace Milecarz," says Odell, "we
lost our poise out there once he left the

game." Coach Odell is now faced with

the problem of replacing the versatile

Milecarz.

The coaching staff finds itself

tossing around several names,
ranging from possible convertees

John Dombroski and Todd Gckerson
to split end Herb McCormick and
backup Kurt Anderson. Odell is un-

sure of when the final decision will be

made.
Center Lew Kitchin, a rugged

junior, aggravated a shoulder injury

in the scrimmage and Odell "is not

sure if he'll be available at all this

year." Sophomore Joe Maguire is a

capable, but inexperienced backup

and will get the starting nod.

• then Williams has another

powerhouse."

The third Williams casualty of the

afternoon was the broken collarbone

suffered by third-string quarterback

Greg Collins. The cannon-armed
sophomore is also likely lost for the

season.

So, while the walls of Jesup appear

to be a-tumbling down, and the wave
Odell has been riding tor five years

seems alwut to break, the steady

coach heads back to the drawing

board and prepares his charges for

the season opener against Hamilton in

two weeks.
"

If the lynch mob which is already

rumored to be congregating outside

Cole Field House can hold their rope

for just a little while longer, Mr. Odell

and his fellow coaches will no doubt

put a wmner on the field September

25, they always do.

Become a

College Campus Dealer

Sell Brand Name Stereo Components at lowest prices. High

profits; NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED. For details,

contact: FAD Components, Inc. 20 Passaic Ave., Fairfield,

New Jersey 07706.

Ilene Orlowsky 201-227-6884

i..
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Cites Adelphic Liferary Sociefy

Berek warns of frat retcrrrr
. Dean of the CoUege Peter Berek
discussed the "return" of fraternities

to Williams at Wednesday afternoon's

faculty meeting in Griffin Hall.

According to Berek, a group of

students formed an organization

called the Adelphic Literary Society

Group's fou

administrati
by David R. Ross and
George J. Schutzer

The founding of the Adelphic
Literary Society (characterized by

College officials and members as a

.
fraternity) last spring has generated

concern among College officials who
for years have tolerated the existence

of at least two fraternities in Vermont.
According to Douglas C. Fritch '76,

a founding member of the society, the

ALS consists of a group of un-

dergraduates who "love Williams

College and wish to change certain

educational perspectives that the

College has right now."

last spring. He noted that this was the

"ime name which the Alpha Delta Phi
ii-aternity used at its founding.

Berek said the society had made
contact with the Alpha Delta Phi
international organization. In the

letter, the ALS indicated it wanted to

nding has

on worried
Chief among the concerns of the

founding members was the perception

of inadequacies in the residential

house system that grew up following

the abolition of fraternities in the mid-

1960s, Fritch indicated.

He noted that the current members
are very concerned that the society

not become a divisive element on

campus. He noted that the ALS would
not threaten the present residential

housing system, since only a small

number of students favor the return of

fraternities (seven per cent, ac-

cording to a Committee on Un-

see FRATS page S

establish a relationship with ADP and
wanted to be supervised and aided by
it with the eventual goal of achieving a
chapter.

Berek added individuals familiar

with both the ADP and the ALS
constitutions notice a "strong
resemblance" between the two.

The Williams group also contacted

alumni, according to Berek. The
College learned of the situation

through students and some of these

alumni, he said
In late spring, two representatives

of the international fraternity visited

and stayed at Perry House. Sources
indicated that one of the two, a field

representative, stayed for almost a
week.

A College official contacted the

fraternity, Berek said, but received

"evasive and conflicting" answers.
The College set up a meeting in July
between administration officials and
the national officers of Alpha Delta
Phi. At the meeting, the fraternity

officials read the College officials an
article from the Alpha Delta Phi
newsletter entitled "Rebirth at

Williams" which described the events

of the spring as a refounding of

fraternities. The newsletter listed

Williams as having an active chapter.

The College "respectfully and
forcefully requested" that the

fraternity cease "interfering in the

internal affairs" of Williams, Berek
said.

The fraternity officials "were
vaguely threatening," said Berek,

se«BEREK|Mf«a

DMn Orabolt tpaaks out at tht faculty mieting, whil* most mambart pay ctosa
attention to hil remarks. (photo by Janson)

Mt. Hope plans aired
by Dave MacGregor

College Treasurer Francis H.

Dewey III outlined possible means for

the disposal of the Mount Hope Farms
property at the faculty meeting

Wednesday. The faculty also heard

reports on admissions by Director of

Admissions Philip F. Smith and on

freshman inquiry courses by
Chairman of Freshman Year Com-
mittee Michael D. Bell. President

John W. Chandler announced the

formation of a search committee to

replace retiring Chapin Librarian H.

Richard Archer and commented on

Changeover upsets CC

Drummond Claanars took all the clothes thay couM carry on their backs and
moved to thair new store, behind Salvatora't. Their prima Spring Street

location will soon house Diau's Delicatessen.

Deli to replace Drummond's
Drummond Cleaners will vacate its

Spring Street offices this week to

relocate adjacent to its cleaning

faciUty behind McClelland Press Inc.,

according to owner James S.

Drummond. The office space will be

converted into a delicatessen under
the management of Duan Hall,

currently head chef and budget
director of the Williams Inn, Drum-
mond said.

"We decided to relinquish our lease

to the college owned property after a

management consultant recom-
mended integration of the main office

and the cleaning facilities," Drum-
mond said. "The move will make us

more accessible to our customers,"

Drummond explained, "since the

College recently paved a large

parking lot next to the new location."

Drummond said the move will also

reduce the firm's overhead costs.

Hall said he will begin remodeling

as soon as possible and predicted that

Diau's (De-oz) Delicatessen will open
next month.

"Diau's will offer both eat-in and
take-out service and will make
campus deliveries for large orders,"

Hall said. The menu will include some
30 different sandwiches—everything
from roast beef, ham, turkey and
sardines to combinations like the

Bebe Robozzo, all at "reasonable

prices," according to Hall. Individual

taste request^ will also be honored.

Hall, who will leave the inn to head
the delicatessen operation, said he
plans to hire three or four student

employees.

The College Council adopted a

resolution Wednesday night ex-

pressing its displeasure over the

administration's failure to consult

student opinion before instituting the

new central mailroom system. The
resolution, sponsored by Gar-Wood
representative Larry Mitchell, did not

take issue with the central system
itself, only with the lack of student

participation in the changeover
_^decision.

The Council also voted to allow the

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance
Company of Boston to soUcit student

participation in a homeowners type of

insurance program. The policy of-

fered would cover property losses up
to $1,000 due to fire, theft, vandalism,

etc. and would cost the individual

student $10 per year. The Council's

action merely permits the company to

distribute its literature to th^ students

and in no way commits/ their par-

ticipation in such a plajli^

Treasurer Clarence Otis outlined

the Finance Committee's schedule for

the S.A.T. allocation procedure. Otis

said that the Finance Committee will

begin reviewing budgets on Monday
and hopes to complete its review and

recommendations by the first week in

October. Budget requests are due to

the Committee by September 23. Otis

also promised to make the

I organizations more fiscally respon-

sible by cutting down on publicity

costs and by having Finance com-
mittee members act in a greater

watchdog capacity than before.

Lilli Scheye and Cathy Jackson
were elected coi^chairmen of the

Housing Committee upon the

recommendation of the Elections

Committee. Scheye served as co-

chairman last spring and Jackson is

the current Council representative to

the Committee.

The Elections Committee also

reported that applications are now
being accepted for eight positions on

the Student Evaluation Committee;

nine positions on the new Food Ser-

vices Committee including two per-

sons each from Greylock, Mission

Park and Driscon Halls and three

freshmen from Baxter; and an un-

determined numl)er of positions on a

Career Counseling Committee.

The Council also voted to change its

meeting day from Wednesday evening

to Tuesday evening at 9:00.

the coming accreditation process.

According to Dewey, the Mount
Hope Farm proposal would involve a
partnership of fifty "friends, alumni,

and others" who would each give

$20,000 to the College. In return, each
partner would receive the right to

build a home on a four-acre lot. The ,

remainder of the property would be
donated to a "land trust" which would
maintain the property and farm it.

Dewey emphasized that this was not

yet a definite proposal, but would be
reviewed by the board Of Trustees in

October.

Smith reported^hat the College has
begun using a <!ommon application

form, as hav^ "many other colleges."

He also announced that the deadlines

for the filing of appUcations had been
moved back fifteen days to give the

Admissions Office more time to

consider them.

BeU reminded the faculty of last

year's decision to study the concept of

freshman inquiry courses which
would "concentrate on modes of

understanding rather than specific

skills." He said that only two Winter
Study inquiry courses have been
in'oposed, and "at least a few more
are needed."

Chandler announced that the

process of accrediting Williams would
take place in April. He also announced
that the association which accredits

New Eng^nd collegessb is soliciting

faculty for accreditation committees

to examine other colleges.

Berek urged the faculty to explain

course requirements to students at the

beginning of the semester to allow

students to more effectively plan their

assignments. He also reminded the

faculty that all course work must l>e

completed by the end (tf the semester
unless excused by the Dean, and that

there were no College attendance

requirements except those

established by individual faculty

members.

State votes on meal tax Monday
by Ann Sierks

A bill exempting Williams and other

Massachusetts private colleges from
the state's 8 per cent meal tax is

scheduled to come before the state

House of Representatives Monday.
The tax, which students pay as part of

their term bills, will cost each

Williams student on board $99 this

year; of the $177,000 total, the College

financial aid department will pay
more than $50,000.

College business manager Shane
Riorden said his hopes for the bill's

passage on Monday "are nq( very

great." He indicated that his feelings

are shared by the lobbyists of the

Association of Independent Colleges

and Universities in Massachusetts

(AICUM), but that they think it will

eventually be approved.

Calling the 8 per cent tax, "inap-

plicable to a school situation,"

Riorden said that Massachusetts
legislators "all grant that it's unfair,

but they need the money." He
estimated that the tax levied against

private colleges sinCe last September
nets the state between five and ten

million dollars a year.

Prep schools, hospitals and other

public facilities serving meals to

residents are exempt. The status of

state colleges has not been resolved;

to date, the state colleges have not

paid the tax.

Early this month, College treasurer

Francis H. Dewey III sent letters to

the parents of Williams students from
Massachusetts, urging them to put

political pressure on . their

representatives. "If you l>elieve, as

we do," he wrote, "that it's wrong to

tax college board bills as if they were
restaurant meals—and that it's

doubly wrong to tax private college

students while exempting those at

public institutions—a letter from you

could help us put these points across."

If the legislature votes to exempt
private colleges from the tax, the tax

commission would set a date at which

the exemption would take effect.

Since the College pays the tax mon-
thly, it would return to students the

money earmarked for the tax that had

not been paid to the state by that date.

Mastfchusattt ratWantt dacMa tlw lata af tha par cant toad tax that acraws up
ttta nice avan amaunt* of change hungry students utad t^at whan tlwy dinad at

tha Baxter snack bar. (photo by Read

)
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letters: concert, sexist guide
Road tripping

"To the editor:

We would like to say a few words in

response to the anonymous "how-to"

guide for roadtripping. The a"«i^cle

was, for the most part, as informative

as most roadtrippers might wish it to

be. However, the implied sexism and

"the" undisguised snobbery-trf the-last

few paragraphs were in poor taste.

Particularly offensive are such

sentences as "As for guys, well, what
school do you think Spring Street's

Friday night hotrodders attend?" and
"If you can look past the strict

parietals, the roads should provide

morechallenge than the women . .
."

Because of a number of adverse

reactions to these statements, we ask
that The Williams Record please

consider more carefully the

derogatory overtones of such a guide^
- ShWeyBe^TI

Karen Leaf *77

Rosemary Sweeney '77

—WHSBMIB—
Research on rape

In the next several weeks, Record reporters Jane Adams (6756) and Carl
Bettinger (2855) will be researching an article on rape in Williamstown.
Readers of the Record who have any information on this topic are urged to

contact either Jane or Carl at any time. Anyone contacting these reporters

can be assured of absolute confidentiality.

Fulbright grants
Fulbright grants are available for graduating seniors who would like to

study or teach abroad next year. Those who are interested should see Dean
Julien as soon as possible. The application deadline is October 13. Students

who have had previous extended study or residence abroad are at a com-
parative disadvantage in the competition.

Budget requests due Sept. 23
All organizations which will be requesting funds from the College

Council can pick up budget request forms from the envelope outside the

Student Activities Office in Baxter Hall. Completed forms must be turned
into the Dean's Office no later than Thursday, Sept. 23, at 4:00 p.m. All

organizations which have been contacted this fall by the Finance Committee
may disregard this announcement.

Admissions to maintain policies
The Admissions Office will use the same acceptance formulas for the

Class of 1981 as have been used in previous years, according to admissions

director Philip F. Smith. Smith said that "The goal is to maintain a sciiool

size of 1850." ^
"Future freshman classes will consist of no less than 40 per cent of either

sex," he added.

According to statistics published in the Record last April, Williams
issued about fifty more letters of acceptance in 1976 than in 1975, although

the Classes of 1979 and 1980 were targeted for the same,number of students.

E. C. Cole, former teacher, dies^x
Dr. Elbert C. Cole, 85, an internationally known biologist who taught

here from 1924 to 1956 died suddenly Thursday, morning at his home in

ChipmanPark, Middlebury, Vermont, the North Adams Transcript recently

reported.

Born in Northampton April 2, 1891, he was the son of George E. and Alice

(French) Cole. He grew up in Orleans, Vt., attended Orleans High School,

and was graduated from Middlebury College in 1915. He earned his master's

degree from Trinity College in 1918 and took his Ph.D. from Harvard in 1924.

Following seven years as a biology teacher at Hartford (Conn.) High

School, and a year at Trinity College, he joined the Williams faculty in 1924.

He became a full professor in 1934 and was named Samuel Fessenden

Clarke, Professor of Biology in 1945. He served in that capacity until he

retired in 1956 and left for Middlebury to make his home. Prof, and Mrs. Cole

resided on Ide Road while residents of Williamstown. .-^
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Tavares injury?

To the editor:

In your last issue, Steve Piltch

blamed poor ticket sales for the

Tavares concert on "terrible"

publicity. In reality, the problem has

to do with a lack of common sense, not

a lack of adequate publicity. Whoever
Iwohfed the group must liave llttle-or ^

no popular musical perspective,

because there is absolutely no way
Tavares, one of the disco-soul genre's

least popular groups, could possibly

generate ,enough interest and ticket

sales to break even at a small-town,

conservative venue such as Williams.

Granted, booking concerts is a dif-

ficult and- extremely risky

proposition, especially since very few

groups worth paying to see are

willing to perform for small

audiences, but let's be honest about it,

signing Tavares was a big mistake,

and it had nothing to do with publicity.

In fact, I'd be very surprised if one of

the group members really did tear

some ligaments, because it sounds ta^

me like the perennial excuse for

concert promoters who screw up has

appeared once again.

Sincerely,

Steve Case

Book prices
,

To the editor:

Joe Dewey (Record 9-14-76) states

that "we receive text books (sic) at

price 20 per cent below that at which

we sell them." According to my
calculations, this is a 25 per cent

mark-up, not a 20 per cent mark-up as -

the Record reported.

To fully understand the "loss" the

two bookstore owners claim to be

taking, one would need to know their

salaries, which are undoubtedly in-

cluded as part of the overhead cost.

Jeffrey Boscamp '77

Broken Soi/1''

^ College Area

Tonight the Philadelphia Trio plays in the Pratt Auditorium at Mount
Holyoke, 8:15 pm.

On Saturday, Amherst presents Avery Jimerson, a Seneca Indian, in

concert at the Buckley Recital Hall, 8:15 pm.

Movies

A double dose of Hitchcock is available Friday and Saturday as the

Nickelodeon presents "Family Plot" and "Psycho." The evening includes one
multiple murder in a motel and a lightdose of extortion and greed (7:30).

Sunday throughMonday at7:00and9:15. Jack Nicholson and Louise Fletcher

star in "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest," winner of six Academy Awards.
(The Nickelodeon still offers discount cards for $15 enabling the bearer to

ten unrestricted admissions.)

Upcoming Concert

Jackson Browne and Orleans come to the RPI Fieldhouse in Troy, October
10 at 8 pm. Tickets are $6.50, 5.50, and $4.50 at all Ticketron outlets.

Mixer on the Green

Mixer on the Green, Skidmore College's annual social baptism for its fresh-

man initiates, will be held tonight from 9:00-1:00 in the field house featuring the

music of "Windfall". Admission is free with a college ID.

Saturday afternoon at 2:00 .Skidmore's College Government Association

will sponsor a free concert at the Case Center Green headlined by Papa John
Creech and also featuring the James Montgomery Band. Later that night the

Diana Ross film "Mahogony" will be shown in the Filene Recital Hall.

The weekend's festivities will conclude Sunday afternoon at the Rafters,

which the college is renting out from 3:00-7:00. Once again, admission is free

with a college ID and drinks will be available at a discount from regular prices.

Kim West, a Skidmore sophomore in charge of the weekend, told the

Record in a private interview that 25 kegs will be ready and waiting.

They Wrife By Night

Random Notes
7

Phil Poppagino, a sophomore from

Currier Hall, has entered the. College

Infirmary for treatment of nvhat is

described as "nervous exhaustion."

In typical undergraduate spirit, Phil

attempted to do everything listed in

the Register for the week of Sept. 11-

17. "I was a big groggy during the

Chapel Board meeting, and could

hardly stand up during 'The Stars

Tonight.' But what really did me in

was the Bio colloquium, 'The Anal

Gland in the Woodchuck.' And hey—

1

wasn't the only groggy one in that

lecture!"
» « <'

Several matrons from the freshman
quad have been dishonorably

discharged from their custodial

duties. According to Mr. Jankey, a

ring of women were providing a sock-

mating service to undergraduates for

pay. Frosh returning to their rooms

with laundry would be approached by

their matron who would say

something like, "let me knock those

socks off." An undercover squad of

janitors busted the ring. An in-

vestigation is expectedr

« O tt

Students in Psych 333 (Freudian

Psychology) will be encouraged to

present oral or anal reports, depen-

ding on which medium is more suited

to the individual. The option for

genital reports will be offered to

majors only, and latent reports will

not be accepted.

-, » » o

In what he describes as "basically

an economy move" President John

Chandler has moved himself and his

family out of the President's House
and into a dorm room in nearby West
College. "All my family needs is a

mattress on the floor and a roof above
our heads. What else is there?" This is

thought to be another ploy in Chan-
dler's attempt to be labelled

"President of the People."

« * »

One of the stranger incidents on
campus occurred in Griffin Hall,

when two desks in Griffin 5 unbolted

themselves from the floor and left

huCriedly from the room. An
eyewitness had this to say: "It was a

very boring class, but they should

have had some respect for the

teacher." The desks were later found

in the snack bar, eating various rich

desserts.

Tony Spaeth

Berek confronts return of frat
BEREKfrompage 1

and offered support to students

disciplined by Williams for par-

ticipating in an illegal fraternity.

Berek was "distressed at the lack of

concern for the welfare of Williams

students" on the part of the Alpha
Delta Phi officials. He theorized that

the problem may have arisen partly

because "some students may have

misunders^od" the College position

on fraternities, and said he hoped

these students would give up the

organization when the regulations

were made clear.

Berek discounted the idea that

fraternities remedied problems with

the residential house system. He said

that dissatisfied students should bring

their problems to the Deans. The
College "would have to take ap-

propriate action" if students turned to

fraternities. He mentioned the study

of the house system conducted by the

Committee on Undergraduate Life^

and revealed that the questionnaire

distributed by the CUL found that only

seven per cent of the students

responding favored a return to the

fraternity system.

Berek also rejected the possibility

of a mixed fraternity-residential

house system, as Williams had bet-

ween 1963, when fraternities were
banned as residential and dining

units, and 1968, when they were
banned altogether. According to

Berek, "The files in the Dean's Office

are filled with documents showing the

incompatibility of fraternities and the

residential house system." He cited)

the tendency of fraternity members to

play no part in the activities of their

houses and stated the opinion of the

College that students can best "learn

from the experience of living with

students who are unlike one another

instead of alike as in a self-selected

fraternity."

Berek said many students came to

Williams because of the absence of

fraternities. Admitted students knew

the regulations and agreed to follow

them, he stated.

The Williams College Student

Handbook states: "Participation by

undergraduates in fraternities at

Williams College is prohibited as a

matter of educational policy."

President Chandler added that "the

Trustees have been concerned for

some time" about the fraternity

situation, and that when they meet on

October 8 and 9 they will reaffirm

their opposition to a return to a

fraternity system.

Chandler described as "a sobering

aspect" the fact that five of the

fraternities whose property was taken

over by Williams when fraternities

were banned have "reverter clauses"

in their agreements such that, if

fraternities return to Williams, their

former property will revert to them.

Chandler characterized the return

of fraternities as resulting in "a great

deal of diverted energy and attention

that would do no one any good."
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Yo - Yo reacKes a ripe old 1

Campus canine celebrates birtbd
by JimLevlnsohn'

Please drop by today and wish a
happy birthday to Yo-Vo, that ever-

present dog at Baxter's snack bar. Yo-
Yo will be ten years old and if he could
talk, he would reveal a most

^-remarkable history. Fortunately, he
has friends who were happy to relate—his Jife story ^ . ..__

On September 17, 1966, a young coed
from Skidmore went to the dog pound
in Pittsfield and returned with a cute

part beagle, part dachshund, and part

collie puppy. She gave the dog to a
student living in Garfield House, and
he quickly became an accepted
mascot.

Following the graduation of Yo-Yo's
guardians in 1967, he was adopted by
the Scherr family of Williamstown.
Two weeks later, while sitting on
South Street, Yo-Yo was hit by a car

and suffered a broken pelvis. A bent

tail and 'ifthritic walk have since

distinguished our friend among
campus canines.

Each fall) Yo-Yo officially opens the

football season at Williams when he
runs across Weston field before the

opening game. During the Amherst
game, Yo-Yo traditionally runs
downfield whenever Williams scores a

touchdown. Immediately after the

game, he slims down for a week at a

canine "fat farm" in Bennington.

.

Yo-Yo is not without culture. He
often attends movies in Bronfman.
Italian flicks are his favorites. Yo-Yo
also enjoys classes but if he becomes
bored, he will saunter out, much to the

chagrin of the professor. On another

occasion, Yo-Yo returned home with a

bona fide "Old Guard" pin, given to

50-year alumni. The pin's source

remains a mystery.

Like most who frequent the snack
bar, Yo-Yo loves food. His favorite

cuisine is A and W hamburgers, yet

he is not particular. At one sitting, Yo-
Yo finished off 25 hot dogs. The dog
will also spend an occasional evening

Admissions refuses

to alter acceptance

policies; still aims

at total size of 1850
The Admissions department will

institute no changes in their ac-

ceptance policies for the Class of 1981,

despite over enrollment in this year's

freshman class, reports Phillip F.

Smith, Director of Admissiops. "The
goal is to maintain a school size of

1850," Smith said, adding that future

freshman classes will consist of "no
less than 40 per cent of either sex."

The admissions department issued

a slightly larger number of ac-

ceptances to the Class of 1980 than it

has to freshman classes in recent

years. According to statistics

published in the RECORD last April,

Williams issued 50 more letters of

acceptance in 1976 than in 1975,

although the Classes of '79 and '80

were targeted for the same number of

students.

The decision to increase ac-

ceptances was based on two major
facts, Smith explained. The number of

applications expanded by one-third in

1976 and the department expected

financial factors to deter more
students from entering Williams this

fall than previously.

The ramifications of sixteen extra

students seem to be minor and
negligible. ' "English 101 teachers

may find slightly larger classes,"

Smith reported, adding that the

College may have to reduce its finite

belief in o(i-campus living to ac-

commodate the new freshmen. Smith
foresees no other real problems and

reiterated College Pr^ident John W.
Chandler's statement made at Fall

Convocation that there is "no one

individual we'd like to lose."

Smith mentioned one minor change
saying that he would like to see

students accepted from the waiting Ust

into the Class of 1981. He said he

regretted that there was no leeway for

such acceptances this year.

in a local pizza pub and there have
been at least two instances in which he

was locked in for the night. He did not

complain.

According to Mrs. Scherr, "Yo^Yo
is great with the coeds." His pathetic

looks easily attract ones sympathy,
however, Yo-Yo is not always quite so

loveable. The canine tos a monopoly
on the bench in the snack bar. If Yo-
Yo wishes to sit on it, he will do so,

regardless of its occupants.

Neither is everyone so ac-

commodating to Yo-Yo. The Security

Department knows the dog only too

well. He has been taken in on one
occasion for courting a girlfriend with

howls in the middle of the night. In

addition, the Scherrs report that Yo-
Yo usually accumulates ten dollars of

fines per year.

The next time you see Yo-Yo, he may
be on his way to a Fellini movie at

Bronfman .or returning from e boring
class. Perhaps he will t>e leading the

Williamstown Memorial Day Parade,
for he knows the route by heart.

Regardless of his destination, stop,

shake Yo-Yo's paw and wish him a

happy tenth birthday.

Reflections

Returning to the campus collage
Rajendra Singh Khadka

It is one of those last clear, sunny
days in the Berkshires. Soon the

leaves will change their color. From
green to yellow, red, purple pastiche

of colors. And then dull grey. And
snow; cold lashing winds that cut

through your down jackets and in-

sulated boots. Some find it in-

vigorating. Skiing. So I am catching

the last rays of the sun before the

blanket of snow and ice invades the

valley and submerges it. I am en-

joying a cup of tea and warmth from
the sun. Everything is tranquil and
beautiful. The lawn, road spreads out

in front of me, convulsed with frantic

activities of the incoming freshmen,

their parents and their new arrivals to

the beginning of another college year.

You can tell freshmen. They are

unsure and fumble around. Look
sheepish, or self-consciously self-

assured. They also ask questions like,

"Say, where is Baxter Hall?" You tell

him he is in it. They give you a

sheepish grin and mumble something.

Translate that in to "thank you". As a

sophomore, you know it all. You have
been there before. King of a deja vu
you are witnessing. Ypu enjoy it all

with a sadistic gratification. And you
watch the campus kaleidoscope un-

fold before your eyes. How ridiculous,

I think, observing all that frosh ac-

tivity. I must have looked pretty dumb
too, I think.

A friend of mine joins me in my
sadistic pleasure. I vaguely
remember his face from last year. I

think we played soccer together. And
then quit after a few weeks together. I

may have taken a course with him,

but I am not sure.

"Nice day," he says. It is a

preliminary to those stock questions

and answers you go thru as soon as

you arrive at the coHege after the

summer vacation.

"So how was summer?" Good.

What did you do? Work? Oh, yes,

made a pile of money, I bet. Laughter.

Oh me? Well, I worked too.

"And where are you living?" he
asks.

"Pratt," I say. "Oh, I had heard
that it is pretty rowdy. You know, a lot

of drinking, loud music and all that."

"Yeah, but so far it has been quiet,"

I say.

So how was summer? You already

asked that.

Silence. We are both lost in our own
contemplations and observations.

And what are your courses? What,
changing all of them? Yeah, me too,

you know.

A freshman is kissing his ynother

good-bye. He shakes hands with his

dad. The parents get into the car and
drive off. They wave at each other.

The car disappears, and the boy tutns

around. He sees us and realizes that

he was being watched. He gives us an
embarrassed and almost apologetic

smile and shrugs his shoulders as if to

say I had to do it, you know. A little bit

to our right, music is blaring from
stereos. Rock, progressive rock,and
hard rock. The windows are open and
the speakers are set up on it. "They
will be rowdy ones—Insecure." Arm-,
chair psychologists analyze this

particular phenomenon as an act of

attracting attention and insecurity. It

is as if the person is saying this is my
music. Please listen to it and me.
Notice me. I am here. Baby, I am
cool. ^ Of course, the armchair
psychology could be totally erroneous,

like armchair detection where things

always end up something quite op-

posite to what the author leads us

readers on to, until the last two pages.

"Do you have this feeling that you
don't know or have forgotten people's

names?" my friend asks me.
"Yeah, you are right. I had exactly

the same feeling. Like, for example,
see that guy. Well, I remember him
very well. I took Poli Sci with him but

I don't recall his name." I say.

"Yeah." An uncomfortable silence.

The silence is prolonged, like a third

rate mystery story that drags on.

"Say, what is your name anyway?"
he asks. *

"Raj," I say. "Sorry about that," he
says and squirms uncomfortably.

"That is all right; come to think of

it, I don't recall your name," I say.

"Guess," my friend says. Jesus! I

reflect back upon my freshman days
when things were much simpler. You
smiled nervously when you saw an
unfamiliar face. You always told the

other guy your name and asked for

his, if he smiled back equally nervous.

It was easy to tell the upperclassmen
apart because they looked down
condescendingly upon you and gave
you a half-smile. And then you told

them your name and perhaps where
you were from. They never introduced

themselves first. One of those un-

spoken and unwritten codes, you
know.

"Frank," I say. He smiles. That
could mean yes or no, but the way he

is smiling, I interpret it as a no.

"Joe," A broad beaming smile. By
God! I got it on the second try.

"Pretty good," he says. I feel

embarrassed. Silence reigns once

more. '
^

Everything seems quieter[now. The
sun is slowly sinking upon th^western
hills. In the road ahead I see two
people embracing and kissing each
other. That has always been my
problem. I don't know whether to kiss,

hug or shake hands with a person

when I see him after a long time. So I

usually end up saying "Hi" and
making a nebulous gesture that could

either lead to a handshake or my hand
just buffeting the clean autumn air.

I suddenly realize that I really

hadn't missed anyone. In fact I had
forgotten a lot of faces. It was kind of

a jolt to see all those faces and realize

you never thought of them at all. I was
vaguely eager to see and meet only a

few countable people, even though I

did say nice to see you again to all the

people I said hello to. Meaningless.

Perfunctory and very artificial in-

deed. Well, the world revolves around
such trivial and artificial gestures and
words, I philosophized.

"Somehow the women this year
seem more pretty, don't you think

so?" my friend, the connoisseur of

good women, rerharks.

"WeU, yes, but last year my JA's

told me that we had an exceptionally

beautiful batch of women," I say.

"I guess that is what they all say

every year. But I' tell you, you have to

move in quick. Find a beautiful, un-

derstanding woman and all your

troubles are over, you know what I

mean."
"I can see the understanding part,

but does she have to be beautiful? And
besides, I am the slow and steady

type," I volunteer. My friend gives me
a weird look which plainly says,

"You're nuts."

"You got it all wrong man. Like,

your priorities and pace of action are

screwed up. You gotta move in quick.

Slam-bang, you know. Okay so you
are slow and steady. How long have
you been that way?" he asks me.

"A year", I say.

"And where has that got you? Have
you been successful?"

Well, not exactly, but ..."

"Exactly! See what I mean," iie

cuts in. "Man, this is the time. You
gotta operate quick and . . ."He falls

silent as a shapely woman walks by.

He follows her with his eyes and head.

Turns to me and winks. "I told you so"

are his unspoken words. He keeps on

looking in her direction.

A car zooms by at 30 mph around
the corner. Clearly an up-

perclassman. He knows his way
around. You can tell an up-

perclassman quite easily during the

first hectic days of college. He is calm
and' controlled. Even arrogant,

perhaps. He is the one who is drinking

wine and discussing art hist»ry or

contemporary literature while

everyone else is getting drunk in the

local bar.

They also look the kind who have

that quasi-worried look. After all, they

will soon be going out and facing the

real world. They are the ones

discussing grad schools and talking

about their activities ]i|(hich will be

their last. They exude that "last

supper" emotionalism. And most of

all, they tell you pointedly that you

can no longer meet then as often

because they are now seniors and now
have to get their act together. Or they

will be more subtle. "Getting old. I'm

a senior now, man." j

The sun has finally set. It is all quiet

on the quad front. Patches of random
lights twinkle in the rooms.

"Well, gotta get going, " says my
friend.

"See you later, Frank," I say.

"Joe", he corrects me. And drifts into

the darkness.

Tucktd away In tha north-«att cornar of Cola Fiald, an old

basaball field is prepared early for the coming barren

months. The bleachers stripped bare of their board seats

and footrests cast tnin shadows on the brown grass. The

bases, players, and spectators have all gone away, and

only the f«rm silos stand as lonely sentinels guarding the

diamond from the cold. (photo by Kahane)
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iLetters: concert, sexist guide
Road tripping

To the editor:

We would like to say a few words in

response to the anonymous "how-to"

guide for roadtripping. The article

was, for the most part, as informative

as most roadtrippers might wish it to

be. However, the implied sexism and

the undisguised sndbbery of the last

'few paragraphs were in poor taste!"

Particularly offensive are such

sentences as "As for guys, well, what
school do you think Spring Street's

Friday night hotrodders attend?" and
"If you can look past the strict

parietals, the roads should provide

more challenge than the women . .

."

Because of a number of adverse
reactions to these statements, we ask

that The Williams Record please

consider more carefully the

derogatory overtones of such a guide.

^^.^....M _Shirley Be 77
Karen Leaf '77

Rosemary Sweeney '77—«HSmiss—
Research oti rape

In the nextseveral weeks. Record reporters JaneAdams (6756) and Carl
Bellinger (2855) will be researching an article on rape in Williamstown.
Readers of the Record who have any information on this topic are urged to

contact either Jane or Carl at any time. Anyone contacting these reporters

can be assured of absolute confidentiality.

Fulbrlght grants
Fulbright grants are available for graduating seniors who would like to

study or teach abroad next year. Those who are interested should see Dean
Julien as soon as possible. The application deadline is October 13. Students
who have had previous extended study or residence abroad are at a com-
parative disadvantage in the competition.

Budget requests due Sept. 23
All organizations which will be requesting funds from the College

Council can pick up budget request forms from the envelope outside the

Student Activities Office in Baxter Hall. Completed forms must be turned
into the Dean's Office no later than Thursday, Sept. 23, at 4:00 p.m. All

organizations which have been contacted this fall by the Finance Committee
may disregard this announcement.

Admissions to maintain policies
The Admissions Office will use the same acceptance formulas for the

Class of 1981 as have been used in previous years, according to admissions
director Philip F. Smith. Smith said that "The goal is to maintain a school

size of 1850."

"Future freshman classes will consist of no less than 40 per cent of either

sex," he added.

According to statistics published in the Record last April, Williams
issued about fifty more letters of acceptance in 1976 than in 1975, although

the Classes of 1979 and 1980 were targeted for the same number of students.

E. C. Cole, former teacher, dies
Dr. Elbert C. Cole, 85, an internationally known biologist who taught

here from 1924 to 1956 died suddenly Thursday morning at his home iji

Chipman Park, Middlebury, Vermont, the North Adams Transcript recently

reported.

BorninNorthampton April 2, 1891, he was the son of George E. and Alice

(French) Cole. He grew up in Orleans, Vt., attended Orleans High School,

and was graduated from Middlebury College in 1915. He earned his master's

degree from Trinity College in 1918 and took his Ph.D. from Harvard in 1924.

Following seven years as a biology teacher at Hartford (Conn.) High

School, and a year at Trinity College, he joined the Williams faculty in 1924.

He became a full professor in 1934 and was named Samuel Fessenden
Clarke, Professor of Biology in 1945. He served in that capacity until he

retired in 1956 and left for Middlebury to make his home. Prof, and Mrs. Cole

resided on Ide Road while residents of Williamstown.
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Tovares injury?

To the editor:

In your last issue, Steve Piltch

blamed poor ticket sales for the

Tavares concert on "terrible"

publicity. In reality, the problem has

to do with a lack of common sense, not

a lack of adequate publicity. Whoever

booked the group, must bsve little .or

no popular musical perspective,

because there is absolutely no way
Tavares, one of the disco-soul genre's

least popular groups, could pos.sibly

generate enough interest and ticket

sales to break even at a small-town,

conservative venue such as Williams.

Granted, booking concerts is a dif-

ficult and" extremely risky

proposition, especially since very few

groups worth paying to see are

willing to perform for small

audiences,' but let's be honest about it,

signing Tavares was a big mistake,

and it had nothing to do with publicity.

In fact, I'd be very surprised if one of

the group members really did tear

some ligaments, because it sounds to

me like the perennial excuse for

concert promoters who screw up has

appeared once again.

Sincerely,

Steve Case

Bool( prices

To the editor:

Joe Dewey (Record 9-14-76) states

that "we receive text books (sic) at

price 20 per cent below that at which

we sell them." According to my
calculations, this is a 25 per cent

mark-up, not a 20 per cent mark-up as

the Record reported.
^

To fully understand the "loss" the

two bookstore owners claim to be

taking, one would need to know their

salaries, which are undoubtedly in-

cluded as part of the overhead cost.

Jeffrey Boscamp '77

5 College Area

Tonight the Philadelphia Trio plays in the Pratt Auditorium at Mount
Holyoke, 8:15 pm.

On Saturday, Amherst presents Avery Jimerson, a Seneca Indian, in

concert at the Buckley Recital Hall, 8:15 pm.

Movies

A double dose of Hitchcock is available Friday and Saturday as the

Nickelodeon presents "Family Plot" and "Psycho." "The evening includes one
multiple murder in a motel and a lightdose of extortion and greed (7 :30)

.

Sunday through Monday at 7 :00 and 9: 15, Jack Nicholson and Louise Fletcher

star in "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest," winner of six Academy Awards.
(The Nickelodeon still offers discount cards for $15 enabling the bearer to

ten unrestricted admissions.)

Upcoming Concert

Jackson Browne and Orleans come to the RPI Fieldhouse in Troy, October

10 at 8 pm. Tickets are $6.50, 5.50, and $4.50 at all Ticketron outlets.

Mixer on the Green

Mixer on the Green, Skidmore College's annual social baptism for its fresh-

man initiates, will be held tonight from 9:00-1:00 in the field house featuring the

music of "Windfall". Admission is free with a college ID.

Saturday afternoon at 2:00 Skidmore's College Government Association

will sponsor a free concert at the Case Center Green headlined by Papa John
Creech and also featuring the James Montgomery Band. Later that night the

Diana Ross film "Mahogony" will be shown in the Filene Recital Hall.

The weekend's festivities will conclude Sunday afternoon at the Rafters,

which the college is renting out from 3:00-7:00. Once again, admission is free

with a college ID and drinks will be available at a discount from regular prices.

Kim West, a Skidmore sophomore in charge of the weekend, told the

Record in a private interview that25 kegs will be ready and waiting.

They Write By Night

Random Notes
Phil Poppagino, a sophomore from

Currier Hall, has entered the College

Infirmary for treatment of what is

described as "nervous exhaustion."

In typical undergraduate spirit, Phil

attempted to do everything listed in

the Register for the week of Sept. 11-

17. "1 was a big groggy during the

Chapel Board meeting, and could

hardly stand up during 'The Stars

Tonight.' But what really did me in

was the Bio colloquium, 'The Anal
Gland in the Woodchuck.' And hey—

I

wasn't the only groggy one in that

lecture!"
<t » ^

Several matrons from the freshman
quad have been dishonorably

discharged from their custodial

duties. According to Mr. Jankey, a

ring of women were providing a sock-

mating service to undergraduates for

pay. Frosh returning to their rooms
with laundry would be approached by

their matron who would say

something like, "let me knock those

socks off." An undercover squad of

janitors busted the ring. An in-

vestigation is expected.

» tt tt

Students in Psych 333 (Freudian

Psychology) will be encouraged to

present oral or anal reports, depen-

ding on which medium is more suited

to the individual. The option for

genital reports will be offered to

majors only, and latent reports will

not be accepted.

<> » *

In what he describes as "basically

an economy move" President John
Chandler has moved himself and his

family out of the President's House
and into a dorm room in nearby West
College. "All m^ family needs is a
mattress on the floor^nd a roof above
our heads. What else is there?" This is

thought to be another ploy, in Chan-
dler's attempt to be labelled

"President of the People,"

o » »

One of the stranger incidents pn
campus occurred in 6riffin H^ll,

when two desks in Griffin 5 unbdlted

themselves from the floor ana left

hurriedly from the room. An
eyewitness had this to say: "It was a

very boring class, but they should

have had some respect for the

teacher." The desks were later found

in the snack bar, eating various rich

desserts.

Tony Spaeth
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feerek confronts return of frat
BE REK from page

Contributing Editors: Dennis

O'Shea, Andy O'Donnell, Nick

Cristiano, Scott Hoot, Frank Carr

and offered support to students
disciplined by Williams {or par-

ticipating in an illegal fraternity.

Berek was "distressed at the lack of

concern for the welfare of Williams

students" on the part of the Alpha

Delta Phi officials. He theorized that

the problem may have arisen partly

because "some students may have

misunderstood" the College position

on fraternities, and said he hoped

these students would give up the

organization when the regulations

were made clear.

Berek discounted the idea that

fraternities remedied problems with

the residential house system. He said

that dissatisfied students should bring

their problems-,1o the Deans. The
College "would have to take ap-

propriate action" if students turned to

fraternities. He mentioned the study

of the house system conducted by the

Committee on Undergraduate Life,

and revealed that the questionnaire

distributed by the CUL found that only

seven per cent of the students

responding favored a return to the

fraternity system.

Berek also rejected the possibility

of a mixed fraternity-residential

house system, as Williams had bet-

ween 1963, when fraternities were
banned as residential and dining

units, and 1968, when they were
banned altogether. According to

Berek, "The files in the Dean's Office

are filled with documents showing the

incompatibility of fraternities and the

residential house system." He cited

the tendency of fraternity members to

play no part in the activities of their

houses and stated the opinion of the

College that students can best "learn

froiVi the experience of living with

students who are unlike one another

instead of alike as in -a self-selected

fraternity."

Berek said many students came to

Williams because of the absence of

fraternities. Admitted students knew

the regulations and agreed to follow

them, he stated.

The Williams College Student

Handbook states: "Participation by

undergraduates in fraternities at

Willianls College is prohibited as a

matter of educational policy."

President Chandler added that "the

Trustees have been concerned for

some time" about the fraternity

situation, and that when they meet on

October 8 and 9 they will reaffirm

their opposition to a return to a

fraternity system.

Chandler described as "a sobering

aspect" the fact that five of the

fraternities whose property was taken

over by Williams when fraternities

were banned have "reverter clauses"

in their agreements such that, if

fraternities return to Williams, their

former property will revert to them.

Chandler characterized the return

of fraternities as resulting in "a great

deal of diverted energy and attention

that would do no one any good."

I
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Yo - Yo reaches a ripe old 1

Campus canine celebrates birthday
byJlmLevlnsohn

Please drop by today and wish a
happy birthday to Yo-Yo, that ever-

preitent dog at Baxter's snack baf. Yo-
Yo will be ten years old and if he could
talk, he would reveal a moet
remarkable history. Fortunately, he
has friends who were happy to relate

.-_— Jiis life story. . — -.— ^ :^..=^^^_.

On September 17, 1966, a young coed
from Skidmore went to the dog pound
in Pittsfield and returned with a cute
part beagle, part dachshund, and part
collie puppy. She gave the dog to a
student living in Garfield House, and
he quickly became an accepted
mascot.

Following the graduation of Yo-Yo's
guardians in 1967, he was adopted by
the Scherr family of Williamstown.
Two weeks later, while sitting on
South Street, Yo-Yo was hit by a car
and suffered a broken pelvis. A bent

tail and arthritic walk have since

distinguished our friend among
campus canines.

Each fall, Yo-Yo officially opens the

football season at Williams when he
runs across Weston field before the

opening game. During the Amherst
game, Yo-Yo traditionally runs
downfield whenever Williams scores a

touchdown. Immediately after the

game, he slims down for a week at a
* canine "fat farm" in Bennington.

Yo-Yo is not without culture. He
often attends movies in Bronfman.
Italian flicks are his favorites. Yo-Yo
also enjoys classes but if he becomes
bored, he will saunter out, much to the

^Sh&grin of the professor. On another

occasion, Yo-Yo returned home with a

bona fide "Old Guard" pin, given to

50-year alumni. The pin's source

remains a mystery.

Like most who frequent the snack
bar, Yo-Yo loves food. His favorite

cuisine is A and W hamburgers, yet

he is not particular. At one sitting, Yo-

Yo finished off 25 hot dogs. The dog
will also spend an occasional evening

Admissions refuses

to alter acceptance

policies; still aims

at total size of 1850
The Admissions department will

institute no changes in their ac-

ceptance policies for the Class of 1981,

despite over enrollment in this year's

freshman class, reports Phillip F.

Smith, Director o'f Admissions. "The
goal is to maintain a school size of

".'' 1850," Smith said, adding that future

freshman classes will consist of "no
less than 40 per cent of either sex."

The admissions department issued

a slightly larger number of ac-

ceptances to the Class of 1980 than it

has to freshman classes in recent

years. According to statistics

published in the RECORD last April,

Williams issued 50 more letters of

acceptance in 1976 than in 1975,

although the Classes of '79 and '80

were targeted for the same number of

students.

The decision to increase ac-

ceptances was based on twb major
facts. Smith explained. The number of

applications expanded by one-third ih

1976 and the department expected

financial factors to deter more
students from entering Williams this

fall than previously.

The ramifications of sixteen extra

students seem to be minor and
negligible. "English 101 teachers

may find slightly larger classes,"

Smith reported, adding that the

College may have to reduce its finite

belief in on-campus living to ac-

commodate the new freshmen. Smith
foresees no other real problems and

reiterated College President John JV.

Chandler's statement made at Fall

Convocation that there is "no one

individual we'd like to lose."

Smith mentioned one minor Change
saying that he would like to see

students accepted from the waiting list

into the Class of 1981. He said he

regretted that there was no leeway for

such acceptances this year.

in a local pizza pub and there have
been at least two instances in which he
was locked in for the night. He did not

complain.

According to Mrs. Scherr, "Yo-Yo
is great with the coeds." His pathetic

looks easily attract ones sympathy,
however, Yo-Yo is not always quite so

loveeble. The canine has a nuHtopoly
on the bench in the snack bar. If Yo-
Yo wishes to sit on it, he will do so,

regardless of its occupants.

Neither is everyone so ac-

commddating to Yo-Yo.. The Security

Department knows the dog only too

well. He has been taken in on one
occasion for courting a girlfriend with

howls in the middle of the night In

addition, the Scherrs report that Yo-
Yo usually accumulates ten dollars of

fines per year.

The next time you see Yo-Yo, he may
be on his way to a Fellini movie at

Broirfman'or returning from t boring
class. Perhaps he will be leading the

Williamstown Memorial Day Parade,
for he knows the route by heart.

Regardless of his destination, stop,

shake Yo-Yo's paw and wish him a

happy tenth birthday.

Reflecfions

Returning to the campus collage
Rajendra Singh Khadka

It is one of those last clear, sunny
days in the Berkshires. Soon the

leaves will change their color. From
green to yellow, red, purple pastiche

of colors. And then dull grey. And
snow; cold lashing winds that cut

through your down jackets and in-

sulated boots. Some find it in-

vigorating. Skiing. So I am catching

the last rays of the sun before the

blanket of snow and ice invades the

valley and submerges it. I am en-

joying a cup of tea and warmth from
the sun. Everything is tranquil and
beautiful. The lawn, road spreads out

in front of me, convulsed with frantic

activities of the incoming freshmen,

their parents and their new arrivals to

the beginning of another college year.

You can tell freshmen. They are
unsure and fumble around. Look
sheepish, or self-consciously self-

assured. They also ask questions like,

"Say, where is Baxter Hall?" You tell

him he is in it. They give you a

sheepish grin and mumble something.

Translate that in to "thank you". As a

sophomore, you know it all. You have
been there before. King of a deja vu
you are witnessing. You enjoy it all

with a sadistic gratification. And you
watch the campus kaleidoscope un-

fold-before your eyes. How ridiculous,

I think, observing all that frosh ac-

tivity. I must have looked pretty dumb
too, I think.

A friend of mine joins me in my
sadistic pleasure. I vaguely
remember his face from last year. I

think we played soccer together. And
then quit after a few weeks together. I

may have taken a course with him,

but I am not sure.

"Nice day," he says. Jt is a

preliminary to those stock questions

and answers you go thru as soon as

you arrive at the college after the

summer vacation.

"So how was summer?" Good.

What did you do? Work? Oh, yes,

made a pile of money, I bet. Laughter.

Oh me? Well, I worked too.

"And where are you living?" he
asks.

"Pratt," I say. "Oh, I had heard
that it is pretty rowdy. You know, a lot

of drinking, loud music and all that."

"Yeah, but so far it has been quiet,"

I say.

So how was summer? You already
asked that.

Silence. We are both lost in our own
contemplations and observations.

And what are your courses? What,
changing all of them? Yeah, me too,

you know.
A freshman is kissing his mother

good-bye. He shetkes hands with his

dad. The parents get into the car and
drive off. They wave at each other.

The car disappears, and the boy turns

around. He sees us and realizes that

he was being watched. He gives us an
embarrassed and almost apologetic

smile and shrugs his shoulders as if to

say I had to do it, you know. A little bit

to our right, music is blaring from
stereos. Rock, progressive rock and
hard rock. The windows are open and
the speakers are set up on it. "They
will be rowdy ones—Insecure." Arm-
chair psychologists analyze this

particular phenomenon as an act of

attracting attention and insecurity. It

is as if the person is saying this is my
music. Please listen to it and me.
Notice me. I am here. Baby, I am
Cool. Of course, the armchair
psychology could be totally erroneous,
like armchair detection where things

always end up something quite op-

posite to what the author leads us
readers on to, until the last two pages.

"Do you have this feeling that you
don't know or have forgotten people's

names?" my friend asks me.
"Yeah, you are right. I had exactly

the same feeling. Like, for example,
see that guy. Well, I remember him
very well. I took Poli Sci with him but

1 don't recall his name." I say.

"Yeah." An uncomfortable silence.

The silence is prolonged, like a third

rate mystery story that drags on.

"Say, what is your name anyway?"
he asks.

"Raj," I say. "Sorry about that," he
says and squirms uncomfortably.

"That is all right; come to think of

it, I don't recall your name," I say.

"Guess," my friend says. Jesus! I

reflect back upon my freshman days
when things were much simpler. You
smiled nervously when you saw an
unfamiliar face. You always told the

other guy your name and asked for

his, if he smiled back equally nervous.

It was easy to tell the upperclassmen
apart because they looked down
condescendingly upon you and gave
you a half-smile. And then you told

them your name and perhaps where
you were from. They never introduced

themselves first. One of those un-

spoken and unwritten codes, you
know.

"Frank," I say. He smiles, fhat
could mean yes or no, but the way he
is smiling, I interpret it as a no.

"Joe," A broad beaming smile. By
God! I got it on the second try.

"Pretty good," he says. I feel

embarrassed. Silence reigns once
more.

Everything seems quieter now. The
sun is slowly sinking upon the western
hills. In the road ahead I see two
people embracing and kissing each
other. That has always been my
problem. I don'tkno>V whether to kiss,

hug or shake hands with a person
when I see him after a long time. So I

usually end up saying "Hi" and
making a nebulous gesture that could

either lead to a handshake or my hand
just buffeting the clean autumn air.

I suddenly realize that I really

hadn't missed anyone. In fact I had
forgotten a lot of faces. It was kind of

a jolt to see all those faces and realize

you never thought of them at all. I was
vaguely eager to see and meet only a

few countable people, even though I

did say nice to see you again to all the

people I said hello to. Meaningless.

Perfunctory and very artificial in-

deed. Well, the world revolves around
such trivial and artificial gestures and
words, I philosophized.

"Somehow the women this year
seem more pretty, don't you think

so?" my friend, the connoisseur of

good women, remarks.

"Well, yes, but last year my JA's
told me that we had an exceptionally

beautiful batch of women," I say.

"I guess that is what they all say

every year. But I tell you, you have to

move in quick. Find a beautiful, un-

derstanding woman and all your

troubles are over, you know what I

mean."
"I can see the understanding part,

but does she have to be beautiful? And
besides, I am the slow and steady

type," I volunteer. My friend gives me
a weird look which plainly says,

"You're nuts."

"You got it all wrong man. Like,

your priorities and pace of action are

screwed up. You gotta move in quick.

Slam-bang, you know. Okay so you
are slow and steady. How long have
you been that way?" he asks me.
"A year", I say.

"And where has that got you? Have
you been successful?"

Well, not exactly, but ..."

"Exactly! See what I mean," he

cuts in. "Man, this is the time. You
gotta operate quick and . .

." He falls

silent as a shapely woman walks by.

He follows her with his eyes and head.

_^Turns to me and winks. " I told you so"

are his unspoken words. He keeps on

looking in her direction.

A car zooms by at 30 mph around
the corner. Clearly an up-

perclassman. He knows his way
around. You can tell an up-

perclassman quite easily during the

first hectic days of college. I^ is calm
and controlled. Even arrogant,

perhaps. He is the one who is drinking

wine and discussing art history or

contemporary literature ^hile
everyone else is getting drunk in the

local bar.

They also look the kind who have
that quasi-worried look. After all, they

will soon be going out and facing the

real world. They are the ones

discussing grad schools and talking

about their activities which will be

their last. They exude that "last

supper" emotionalism. And most of

all, they fell you pointedly that you

can no longer meet then as often

because they are now seniors and now
have to get their act together. Or they

will be more subtle. "Getting old. I'm

a senior now, man."
The sun has finally set. It is all quiet

on the quad front. Patches of random
lights twinkle in the rooms.

"Well, gotta get going," says my
friend.

"See you later, f^rank," 1 say.

"Joe", he corrects me. And drifts into

the darkness.

Tucked away in the nortb-eatt corner of G>le Field, an old

baseball field is prepared early for the coming barren

months. The bleachers stripped bare of their board seats

and footrests cast tnin shadows on the brown grass. The

bases, players, and spectator* have all gone away, and

only tlie f«rm silos stand as lonely sentinels guarding the

diamond from the cold. (photo by Kahane)

DotrruT

For free information, wrilc to:

DRUNK DRIVER. Box 23'IS

Rockville, Maryland 208S2
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Cliff Keuter and Elina Mooney dance the piece "Sunday Papers." The Cliff Keuter Dance Company

began its Williams Dance Society sponsored residency yesterday. The group performs tonight and

tomorrow night (with two world premieres) at the AMT. Tickets available at the AMT box office.

Griffin hosts 'Variations'
The Griffin Hall Concerts series

opens its ninth season this weekend
with performances of the "Goldberg'

Variations" for harpsichord by J. S.

Bach. Associate professor of

Mathematics Victor Hill will play the

two-manual harpsichord Saturday
and Sunday evenings.

The "Goldberg Variations" form
probably the most difficult piece ever

written for the harpsichord. The work
begins with an initial aria whose bass

becomes the foundation upon which
the body of the piece builds. This body
first is comprised of ten character

pieces, each of which captures a

specific mood: then come ten display

pieces which form the most
technically demanding part of the

work; finally, came nine canons

grouped in sets of three. In a final

quodlibet Bach intertwines two
German folk songs to capture the

essence of the work: one, entitled "I

have not been with you for such a long

time," recapitulates the initial aria;

the other, "Cabbages and turnips

have driven me away," suggests the

many variations which have un-

dermined the aria.

Victor Hill, who has performed in

the Griffin Hall series since he

founded it nine years ago, is also

organist and choirmaster of St. John's

Episcopal Church on Park Street in"

Williamstown. He performs a com-
plete cycle of Bach harpsichord

works, including the "Goldberg

Variations", every four years.

The doors open at 7:30 and the

concert begins at 8:00 both Saturday
and Sunday nights. Latecomers will

be admitted only during the in-

termission, approximately 8:45.

Juilliard Quartet to play
The first Thompson Concert of the

year hosts the "first family of

chamber music", the Juilliard String

Quartet this Monday evening at 8:30

in Chapin Hall. The energetic in-

ternationally acclaimed ensemble
will take bows in hand, and perform a

musically diverse program consisting

of Mozart's Quartet in D Minor (K.

421), Bartok's Quartet No. 4, and

Beethoven's Quartet in B Flat Major,

Opus 130. Williams students are ad-

mitted free.

In a recent review the New York

Times praised the group as.

"representing the very model of

modern quartet playing at its best,"

Robert Mann, the group's first

violinist and a Juilliard alumnus, is

largely responsible for this. He is

often called the quartet's "guiding

light and spiritual mentor". Other

group members include another

Juilliard graduate. Earl Carlyss on

second violin, Samuel Rhodes on

viola, and Joel Krosnik playing cello.

These four bowmen because of their

cohesiveness and individual virtuosity

produce some of the most brilliant

interpretations in music today.

AUDITIONS

The Williams Jazz Ensemble will

hold auditions at 7:00 pm on

Sunday, September 19 in Chapin

Hqll. There are openings ^ for

Bassist, Guitarist, Alto Sax,

Trumpet, and Trombone. ANY
interested musicians are urged to

attend.

Fort Hoosac House presents:

THE WILD ONES

Admission SI

Sat., Sept. 18

Bronfman/, 9, 11 p.m.

#
^^vvu.^ BOo^^-^

JOSEPH E DEWEY

458-5717

WILLIAMSTOWN, MlUSS

01267

Clark screens Cooke's

'America' history series
by Mlml David

Capturing the American spirit is a

worthwhile thought, to say the least,

challenging endeavor. Alistair Cooke
attempts this in his thirteen part film

series, '^America: A Personal History

of the United States." The films are

being pr^ented each Friday af-

ternoon at 2 and repeated Sunday

Gray Film Atelier

offers classes in

movie writing skill

The Gray Film Atelier of Hoosick

Falls (twenty miles north of

Williamstown in N.Y.) is again this

year opening its Screenwriting Unit to

area residents who are interested in

learning to master the special

techniques of writing for the screen.

The unit will consist of 20 Saturday

morning classes to be taught at the

Caffee Lena in Saratoga and are

scheduled to begin^n September 25,

1976. Work written in the Screen-

writing Unit is eligible for production

by apprentice directors at the Studio.

There is a precedent at the Atelier for

transferring college credits to home
institutions.

The class, which is at the heart of

the Atelier program, will be taught by

Paul Gray, the Director of the Atelier

and a professional writer and film-

maker. Gray incorporates his

practical knowledge of producing,

directing, cinematography, and
editing into his approach to the

teaching of screenwriting. Gray was
formerly Head of the Theatre and
Film Department at Bennington
College.

Two of Gray's films, "P.I.N.S." and
"APHASIA", were recently selected

and screened at major international

film festivals in Europe. He is

currently producing and directing a

full-length film adaptation of

"EVERYMAN."
Area residents interested in more

detailed information should contact

Judy Reynolds at 518-686-5985 or write

to the Atelier, Box 70, Hoosick Falls,

New York 12090. The Atelier is a non-

profit educational institution.

afternoon at 4 at the Clark Art In-

stitute. Admission is free.

In Cooke's words: "I dare because I

have been roaming the country (as a

foreign correspondent) for over 30

years and tracking down its history as

I went. Because I believe that there is

a true American heritage which , .

.

is something most Americans are only

vaguely aware of ... I can reawaken

Americans to the best of their story,

and remind them of the worst ..."

One hears Cooke's story of

American life as his camera brings

the eye through the halls in which the

great scene of American history were

played. This audio-visual interplay

brings history to life in an interesting

way. Not as well-supported as an
Edmund Morgan argument nor as

romantic as "Gone With the Wind,"

the film series combines historical

accuracy with the wit and charm of

Cooke's narration. Perhaps best

characterized as a well-guided tour of

American history without the troubles

of the tourist, the film series is well

worth the walk to the Clark.

The thirteen film^(any relation to

the number of colonies intended?)

progress from the discovery of

America to the present day. The
series began today with "The New
Found Land" about the era oif ex-

ploration (to be repeated on Sunday)

and "Home Away From Home," a

look at the colonial period, next

Friday and Sunday. The titles of the

subsequent films will be announced

regularly in the Record.

ACEC: J. Geils

unavailable for

early November
Peter Russo of Premiere Talent,

booking agents for the J. Geils

Band, informed Jim Bowe today

that the J. Geils band is

unavailable for concert ap-

pearances during the early part of

November. The band is presently

recording a new album. Other acts

are currently being considered by

the ACEC.

Until further notice, the Log will

be closed both Sunday and Monday nights

The Log
Regular Hours:

Tuesday & Wednesday
Thursday
Friday & Saturday

9-12

9 12:30

9-1

Coming attractions: Michele Cutsforth on guitar, •
dulcimer, and vocal cords. Wednesday, Sept. 22

PRESENTS
Friday, September 17th

There^aMe bit of Duddkf Krovltz in «¥eryone

At 7, 9:30 & 11:30 PM
This week's presentation Is "THE APPRENTICESHIP OF

DUDDY KRAVITZ" at 7, 9:30 and 11:30 pm. Richard Dreyfuss

(American GraHIti & Jawt) must overcome obstacles In this rags

to riches quest of elusive success at a terrible cost.

THIS WEEK'S WFS MOVIE TRIVIA QUESTION
From the movie, "The L^st Picture Show;" name four things

which Dan the Lion left In his will?

BRGfilFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: THE WIZARD OF OZI
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Threat fo residenfial housing?

Frat concerns administration
FRATS from pagt 1

dergraduate Life questionnaire last

spring). Thus, he argued, there would

be none of the extensive bitter cam-

pus-wide rushing which characterized

the old system.

He further stressed that the ALS did

not intend to sponsor separate housing

_jnd eating arrangements. Nor did it

intend to become a social fraternity.

Fritch asked that the ALS not be

confused with the Vermont frater-

nities, which are characterized as

drinking clubs by sources familiar

with them. Fritch described the ALS
as solely a discussion group in the

tradition of the fraternities founded in

the early 1800s.

Concern raised

The ALS first became a concern of

College officials when the ALS con-

tacted national officials and Williams

alumni and Alpha Delta Phi frater-

nity, which owned the present Perry

House. A number of the ALS founding

members lived in Perry House last

year.

"We approached them (ADP)
because their goals (learning,

morality, social culture' and
benevolence) were valued by the

group," said Fritch.

Fritch declared that no active af-

filiation was sought with ADP and no

students will be initiated in ADP.
However, in a statement at Wed-
nesday's faculty meeting. Dean of the

College Peter Berek noted persons

familiar with both the ALS con-

stitution and the old ADP chapter's

constitution said they bear a strong

resemblance. An ADP newsletter

listed an active Williams chapter of

ADP.
Representatives of ADP visited

Perry House last spring, generating,

according to a College official, con-

cern among some students who
reported the matt* to the College.

"That was just poor handling on my
part," said Fritch. He added that the

ALS members are aware of the

distress visible fraterhity-type ac-

tivities can have for house members.
"I'm very doubtful that there will be

any repetition" of the visible

fraternity organizing activity at

Perry House last spring, he said.

The College also heard about the

matter from some ADP alumni who
received a mailing from the ALS
requesting funds for the support of the

society. A substantial proportion of

those funds were to be earmarked for

a lodge house. Fritch indicated that

the lodge house would not be for

member housing, eating or parties.

A group of about thirty alumni who
had been members of ADP sent a
lettet- to ADP alumni advising them
that it would not be wise to help in an
effort to revive the fraternity. The
letter noted the College disapproved
of ALS.

Disciplinary action

At Wednesday's faculty meeting,

Berek said the "College would have to

take appropriate action" against
students who are actively par-

ticipating in fraternities. "Some
students may have misunderstood"

College regulations against frater-

nities, he said, adding that he hoped
students would now cease par-

ticipating in the fraternities.

In a July meeting with College of-

ficials, ADP representatives in-

dicated that they would offer support

to any students against whom the

College starts disciplinary action as a

result of their membership in the ALS.
Fritch said he hoped College of-

ficials had better things to do witl

their time than preventing students

who wanted to get together from doing

so.

Berek indicated that the College's

concern with fraternities centered on

the divisive effects they would have on

the residential house system. He cited

the bitterness that existed in some
houses during the mid-1960s when
fraternities and residential houses

existed within one another.

Fritch said that he perceived the

College's main concern as centering

on clauses in the agreements under

which, some of the old, fraternities

transferred their houses to the college

calling upon the College to return the

houses to the fraternities should they

ever return to Williams.

President John W. Chandler said

that he was concerned that "if the

College implicitly allowed fraternities

to operate," some fraternities might
desire to activate those clauses.

eozis

Thanks for being so understanding

during the rush, good luck

during the semester.

TM

MERICAN HIKERS

RSIfgpFBSi

V\/OMENS $41.95 MEN S $42.95

Williams Co-op

Spring Street

Optn ThursdifS until 1:30

Although Chandler ptacfd the number
of College buildings having this type
of agraement at five, only thre^ could

be identified with certainty: Mcars
Houae (Theta Delta Xi), the Center
for Developmental Economibs (St.

Anthony's) and Garfield House (Delta

Upsilon).

yermoiitfrata

College officials in conversations

with the Record did not indicate the

same concern about the two frater-

nities centered in Vermont as they
showed toward the ALS.
Sources identified the two frater-

nities as Theta Delta Xi and Kappa
Alpha although their connections with
the national chapters were described
as tenuous.

An unpublished Record study two
years ago indicated that TDX was the

more active of the two fraternities. At
the time of the study and still now
according to informed sources, many
of themembers ofTDX are males who
participate in fall sports at Williams:

Fraternity members do not of-

ficially reside at the fraternity houses
although the TDX house has
bedrooms. One source indicated that

some alumni have stayed in the house
while visiting Williamstown.

Fraternity members told the
Record two years ago that they saw
TDX as an escape from the cajnpus; it

offered them an opportunity to

socialize with the type persons they

were most comfortable with.

TDX was involved in some rushing

but potential members were not

rushed until their sophomore year.

The Record investigation indicated

Kappa Alpha had only about ten

members and took an elitist attitude.

Richard Drcyluss pursuat Mia almlgMy dollar in tmidhrs lilm, 'The Ap-
pronticoship ol Owddy Kravltz'.

Panel debates freedom
Controversy heated last Friday

night's pre-convocation panel

discussion as six spMkers addressed

the topic, "Liberty and EquaUty: The
Next One Hundred Years."
Moderated by author, columnist and
former Williams faculty member.
Max Lerner, the panelists focused

their remarks on issues including

preferential admission and hiring

policies for minorities and the U.S.

role in securing human rights for

foreigners.

Speaking in defense of affirmative

action in minority admissions
programs, Norman Redlich, Dean of

New Yorli University's Law School,

said, "We try to help those who start

Williams Women pursue

improvement of relations
by Jane Adams

"Feminism at Williams is not a

thing that's discussed much. There is

a need for greater communication and

the airing of ideas." As co-cordinator

of the Williams Women Group, Lesley

Christoph '79 said she is hoping to

promote better relations between men
and women on campus as well as a

feeling of solidarity among women
themselves.

Maryellen Shea '78, the other co-

ordinator, feels interest in feminism is

rising as the male-female ratio

changes and awareness of the

women's movement increases.

Christoph supported this idea saying,

"Most women here are products of the

'new awareness' . . . There is no

hostility between men and women
here but certainly consciousness

needs to be raised. There is very little

activism."

The format for the year's program
for Williams Women has not yet.been

organized and both Christoph and

Shea stressed the options and the

flexibility possible.

The co-coordinators are considering

creating a consciousness-raising

group. Christoph said she is <^timistic

about a positive male Response to such
an idea, citing the "strong response"

from men on last year's panel
discussion. Shea, however, criticized

the general lack of male support for

the group. "Most male comments are

derogatory towards the group," she

noted.

Female poets, musicians, and ar-

tists may be represented in a

proposed Women's Art Festival.

Other ideas concern speakers dealing

with the roles of blacks, lesbians, and
radicals in the feminist movement, as

well as a speaker from the Boston

Women's Health Book Collective.

The Monday night dinners, a main
feature of last year's women's
program, may be phased out. Shea
commented on both the low at-

tendance rate and the lack of a sense

of unity among those present.

Christoph mentioned the possibility of

"more high powered activities and
maybe less of them."

Increased utilization of the

Women's Center as a gathering point

for women will be a discussion topic

for the group.

There will be a meeting Sunday
at 7:00 p.m. at the Women's Center.

MOUNT
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Injuries plague Ephsr

Zabroske added to list

September 17, 1976

by Tim Layden

"If you can keep your head ^ben all

about you are losing their* and
blaming it on you. ..."

Rudyard Kipling

Granted, no one around Wifliams
head football coach Bob OdeU is losing

his head, but much of his once-

pcomi&ing squad is losing its health
and the successful five-year mentor
could not be blamed for losing his

head at this point

Junior offensive tackle Paul
Zabroske, a starter for his entire

sophomore season and one of the

biggest players on the squad has been
.lost for the season with a kidney
ailment.

Also suffering an injury since the

Williams scrimmage loss a week ago
at A. I.e. was junior wingback Scott

Harrington, who was a starter,

Harrington suffered a slight shoulder

separation while playing touch
football during the past weekend.

These two are added to the list

which already includes outstanding

tight end Dave Mielcarz^ who is out

for the season, sophomore quar-

terback Greg Collins, ditto, and center

Lew Kitchin, whose ii\jured shoulder

is a mystery and could hold up for

anywhere from one play to eight

games.

Zabroske suffered an injury to his

sidi' in the A.I.C. scrimmage and x-

rays later in the week showed that the

rugged tackle had been playing with

only one kidn^ey, a high risk indeed.

"The injury was a real blow to him,

personally," said Odell, "he is a tlnr

player and a tremendous person. He
made a great contribution last year
and we'll miss him very much."
Zabroske will probably be unable to

safely play football again.

Hari^ington, whose injury is not of

the magnitude as< Zabroske's, has

been held out of contact for the past

week, and Odell hopes to use the

slippery junior against Hamilton in

next Saturday's opener.

Harrington's backup is also in £ick^

bay at the present. Sophomore Mark
Gerry is suffering from an arm in-

jury.

Kitchin received his injury

originally during a lacrosse game last

spring, and has played with a great

deal^of discomfort since. The tough

junior was to test the injury in this

afternoon's scrimmage against the

Albany St. jayvee squad.

The Kitchin, Zabroske, and
Mielcarz injuries have ' nearly

depleted an offensive line which Odell

had hoped would be one of the

strongest parts of the team. Only Tim
Dunn remains as a starter in the now

O'Sheo on Sports

what
Committee?

Versatile senior QB Don Wallacs Mts
one under pressure from an Amhtrst
defender In last fall's contest . .

.

very green pit.

So, as the 1976 Williams Ephmen
took the field this afternoon for the

scrimmage, only a shadow of the unit

which turned out for preseason
workouts three weeks ago remained.

"We've just got to put these injuries

behind us and keep going," says

Odell.

As the picture seems to get darker

and darker with every practice, Odell

laments that "it will probably get

worse before it gets better." Perhaps
the coacfi's biggest consolation is that

a series of crippling injuries occurred

now and not three weeks into the

season, when replacements would be

difficult to break in. After all,

Hamilton is still a week away.

Today's subject: the Athletic

Committee. Never heard of it? I'm not

surprised. I wonder, in fact, how
much the members themselves know
about it. They met a grand total of

twice last year. ^5^,
The committ^^«ached but two

decisions durin^^Uie entire 1975-76

school term, one concerning l^b ex-

tensions past 4 p.m. and the other an
exam period basketball game. And
yet it was a year when somebody
made several extremely important

decisions about Williams in-

tercollegiate sports.

A College response to NCAA-
imposed squad size limitations was
formulated; a new assistant football

coach and a new women's basketball

coach were hired; the status of club

sports, particularly the crew, was
hotly debated in every campus forum
but the Kitchen Sink Club and the

Athletic Committee.
Team managers were stripped of

half of their physical education credit

eligibility despite strong protests

from the College Council and the

managers themselves, but the

Committee sent no recommendation
to the CEP; in fact, they apparently

never even discussed the issue.

Now as I read that nice bright baby
blue Student Handbook Mr, Howard
handed out to each of us last week,

Another winning season?

Women's tennis foresees headaches

. . . and keeps an eye out for

onrushing defensive linemen as Kevin

Cramer drills one in last October's

Bowdoin game. >'^

by Evan Bash
The women's varsity tennis team,

having compiled a remarkable 21-1

record over the past two seasons this

year, finds itself faced with something

as rare as losses; problems. Problems

can be overcome, but this season

should be more challenging than the

past two.

The troubles besetting Coach Curt

Tong's racketwomen include the

decision of last year's number two,

three, and four singles players to take

the

JJ*. li^l

boutique
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a year away from Williams, the

compiling of the toughest women's
tennis schedule in New England, and
enough injuries for Coach Tong to

remark, "You'd think we were a

football team,"

According to Coach Tong this year's

contingent is "representative and
potentially very good, although there

are several question marks." Usually

the only question mark concerning

Joninna Sadoff is how badly she will

beat her opponent, Sadoff, completing

an outstanding career, will team with

Laura Carson, returning after a year

off, to give the line-up a solid

spearhead.

Tong terms the strength of the

middle of the ladder '^estionable

and something that needs proving,"

This could prove to be the squad's

major worry as the lower rungs of the

ladder should be stronger than most
other schools.

With a year of highly successful

singles play in hand, soph Amy
Demorest returns along with senior

Babe Kirk, who also has some singles

experience. Both are fighting to help

plug the gap caused by the vacant

singles positions.

Returning doubles players from last

season include seniors Holly Prentice

and Sue Guttman and juniors Amy
Sterling, Sherry Willcox and Sally

Kruse^ Also^ornpetingjor_p<»i tions

are seniors Marcia Sherman, Carol

Reid and Holly Boyer, sophs Barb

Ernst and Malrcia Johnston and

strong freshwomen Rebecca Chase

and Trudy tenBroeke,

The Williams schedule remains

difficult- this year. Powerful New
England opponents Tufts, Dartmouth,

Yale (the only squad to top Williams

in 1875) Trinity, Springfield and

Radcliffe will all be trying to spoil the

Ephwomen's two-year joy ride.

Only performance will tell whether

the question marks of the pre-season

outlook can be replaced with ex-

clamation points from the post-season

commentary.
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;, Joninna Sadoff '77, conctntratM on a

^t forehand volley. Sadoff again holds

<^ down the no. 1 singles spot in Coach

>t Tong's lineup.
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"The immediate government of

Williams Cofiege is . . . conducted in

the meetings of the full Faculty and by

its Committees." The Athletic

Committee in particular is charged

with advising the Faculty on "matters

of general policy concerning in-

tercollegiate athletics."

Somehow, the job never got done

last year, and it's the fault of nobody

but the committee members. Ten
responsible persons appointed to

oversee as broad and successful a

irogram as Williams has evolved

must know they've got to get together

more than twice in a year. Their

neglect deprived faculty and students,

both those directly involved in sports

and those on the sidelines, of the input

into athletic decisions supposedly

guaranteed them under the com-

mittee system and of a highly visible

poUcy making body to turn to with

questions and problems.

This year presents ample op-

portunity for improvement. The
committee met yesterday to discuss

the possibility of College membership
in regional or national women's
athletic associations. The momentum
generated by such an early meeting

on a fairly substantial topic can be

sustained. The committee should act

quickly to set up an informal meeting

with the captains of all varsity sports,

a group the Athletic Department
found it very helpful to consult

regarding last year's Purple Key
Dinner,

The captains would probably
welcome a definitive outlining of

College restrictions on post-season

competitions.^

They might also appreciate an
opportunity to air such minor but

nagging grievances as game
scheduling—one varsity team has now
been scheduled away three Winter
Carnivals in a row.

While they're at it, the committee
should reopen communications with

the coaching staff. Who, after all, has

a better feel for where the program is

headed than those directly respon-

sible.for taking it there"? The coaches'

viewpoints on the new admissions.,

staff policies on student athletes also

warrant discussion.

And if the committee really wants

an issue to sink its dentures into, may
I suggest evaluation of coaches
analogous to the familiar semester
end teacher evaluations?

Yeah, it's a touchy question, one

fafrly laden with potential for

divisiveness and bad feelings, but it

deserves better than the complete

disregard it received after its first

suggestion in a letter to the Record
last year.

Coaches need not view evaluation as

threatening to their positions (con-

sidering the amount of attention the

College often pays to student opinion

in tenure decisions, I'd say no threat

at all). There's no overwhelming

necessity that such evaluations play

any part In contract renewal
decisions, and really no need for

anyone but the coach himself to see

the completed fomos.

Furthermore, I know that the

majority of Williams coaches would

come out of any evaluation process

looking like budding Ara Parseghians

and John Woodens. But none of them
is perfect, and the constructive

criticisms team members come up
with would be valuable for each one.

It's a tough but important question,

and one the Athletic Committee ought

to get to work on right now.

HELP WANTED
Sales Re—male or female
student—reliable. We seek a
permanent representative on
campus. Sell tne world's finest

hand-knitfed ski cap-watch cap.
Hand-knltfed In official school
colors, or any other choice of

colors. 23 different designs. 118

colors and yarns. IS per cent
commission. Sorry, only one rep
per campus. Sell fraternities,
sororities, alumni assoc., local

stores, athletic groups, etc. Write
to: Samarkand to Katmandu, inc.

9023 West Pico Boulevard, Los
Angeles, California 90035.



Alumni recall breakup of fraternities
by Andy O'Donnell

f and Vernon Kirk '75

On May 23, 1961, about 70 WUIiams
students gathered In the physics iab at

,

1:00 a.m. to discuss the fraternity

situation. From this meeting came a

petition calling (or the abolishment of

fraternities at Williams and the

establishinent of "small dorm units"

in their place. The brinnell petition,

as it was later called, capped a decade
of growing dissatisfaction with the

fraternity system at Williams and
became a primary catalyst in the

establishment of the Angevine
Committee by the Board of Trustees

to investigate the situation.

In the summer of 1962 the com-
mittee released its findings and
recommended that the College
assume full responsibility for the

housing, eating, and social ac-

commodations of its students because

"fraternities at Williams (had) come
to exercise a disproportionate role in

undergraduate life, and as a result,

the primary educational purposes of

the College (were) not being fully

realized".

Last week the fraternity issue

surfaced again when Peter Berek,

Dean of the College, discussed the

college's concern and displeasure

over the formation of a group called

the Adelphic Literary Society at

Wednesday afternoon's faculty

meeting. Berek pointed to the divisive

effect which fraternities would exert

on the residential house system, citing

as evidence the joint fraternity-

residential house system which
existed at WilAams from 1963 to 1968.

In this, the first of a two part

RECORD series, we will focus on the

factors present during the 1940's and
I950's which produced the Grinnell

petition. Friday we will look at the

Angevine Committee, its report, and

the state of the housing situation at

Williams during the 1960's, with the

intention of inquiring how much
Williams has changed since the days

of fraternities, and whether or not

they could exist here again.

The transcripts of the intfrvlews

presented here were conducted by
Andy O'Donnell and Vefnon Kirk '75

for a 1974 Winter Study project en-

titled "The Oral and Archival History

of WjJIiams College". Those In-

terviewees appearing In Part 1 In-

clude Hodge Markgraf 'U. who served

as non-voting secretary to the

Angevine Committee and la currently '

a professor of chemistry here, R. R.

R. Brooks, Dean of the College from
1946-1963, John English '32, SecreUry,

Society of Alumni from 1959 - 1*75. and
Bruce Grinnell '62, former quai^

terback of the football team, and
president of Alpha Delta Phi who lent

his name to the petition calling for an
end to fraternities. He currently has a

law office on Spring Street

see F RATS page 3
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Stetson work

proceeds on

schedule, but

savings lag
by BradCaine

Workmen will meet a September
deadline for completion of the Stetson

Library renovations, according to

Charles Fuqua, Chairman of the

Stetson Renovation Committee. "Only
minor finishing touches remain to. be

completed," Fuqua said.

The College hoped that renovation

of Stetson, including the construction

of new faculty offices and the ex-

pansion of old ones, would save money
in the long run, Fuqua said. Faculty

office space would be consolidated

and buildings with costly main-

tenance problems such as Seeley

House would be closed.

Fuqua said the number of offices in

older campus buildings has been

reduced but added, "The savings

won't be as large ^s expected siijce

students are now housed there due to

increasing enrollment."

In the absence of a Treasurer's

report, which has yet to be completed,

Winthrop M. Wassenar of Buildings

and Grounds said that renovation

costs remained within the $750,000

budget set by the Trustees. "We are

presently within 5 per cent of that

figure," said Wassenar, "and that

includes items which were not

originally planned."

Plans called for the removal of

stacks and carrels, installation of an
elevator, addition of a faculty lounge

and conference rooms and con-

struction of a four-story access bridge

between the original building and the

'57 addition. Faculty offices were
carpeted, sound-proofed, and
refurnished.

Additional money was used to

carpet the main lobby, furnish a

faculty lounge and install a mail room
and a kitchenette.

Future plans include converting the

Mabie Room, the old periodicals

room, into a reading room for Chapin
and Williamsiana material. This will

give students better access to a more
organized collection of Williams' rare

books and historical materials.

"Before this can be done, though,"

said Lawrence E. Wikander, the

College librarian, "the room must be

made more secure. In light of recent

thefts of rare books at Bowdoin and
Mount Holyoke, this is essential."

w^
Log cuts hours, wages

Willjamstown is considering making the recycling of newspapers mandatory,
with books, magazines and other recyclable items to be the subject of future

action. (photo by Read)

Mandatory recycling debated
by Margaret Graham

The town conservation commission
met last Friday to discuss a proposal

requiring the recycling of all

newspaper in Williamstown, including

the College's.

According to Richard Scullin,

chairman of the commission, the

Board of Selectmen will discuss the

regulation prohibiting the deposit of

newspaper in Williamstown sanitary

landfill on September 27. Town
manager Robert M. Janes, will

propose a public hearing on the issue.

If passed by the board, the regulation

could go into effect within a few weeks

of the hearing.

The Board of Selectmen discussed a

mandatory recycling program last

spring, but took no action at the time.

The conservation committee, which
would oversee the program, supports

this measure. According to com-
mission members, the town would be

aided financially through savings of

valuable land area; in addition, it

would be eligible for a refund from the

Bennington Berkshire County
Recycling Council if the volume of

see RECYCLING pages

An unexpectedly large deficit at the

Log (the College's student faculty

pub) has forced manager Gene Falk
'75 to institute programs aimed at

reducing costs and increasing at-

tendance. Falk estimated the current

deficit at $15,000 adding that the figure

is $4,000 above predictions made last

spring. -^_
Blaming an unforeseen drop in

sales, Falk said that the Log "lost

much more than expected last year."

Falk attributed some $7,000 of the

deficit to fixed expenses such as

taxes, maintenance and repair.

"We have cut back on salaries," the

manager remarked, "making them
more cortimensurate with salaries in

other parts of the college for similar

jobs." H^has also reduced the staff,

and cut wprking hours, by discon-

tinuing sefvice on Mondays as well as

Sundays. Sandwiches will also no

longer be available.

"This yj'as not a pleasant thing to

do," commented Falk, since the cuts

conflict with the original function of

the Log: to provide a place where

students and faculty could meet in a

relaxed atmosphere. He noted,

however, that without cuts the Log
might have closed.

Falk said he hopes to draw more
students this year by offering special

rates on certain nights. Last Wed-
nesday was Senior Night, and seniors

received discounts on beer. The Log
will feature similar nights for each

class this semester, as well as "house
nights" and will occasionally offer

discount rates to freshman entries

with their JA's.

Each Wednesday the Log will im-

port live entertainment, according to

Falk. The manager is also trying to

buy electric ping-pong and football

machines to set up in the Log's lobby.

Unlike recent years, the Log will

remain open to students on home
football wreekends. In the past the Log
has reverted to its original function as

Alumni House, serving alumni only.

The Log staff has been negotiating

for a cable television set for the last

four years, Falk said, with a

television, the building would open
Sunday and Monday nights for sports

events. At present, the major obstacle

is the absence of cable service on the

east side of Spring Street. Falk hopes

to run a cable across the street to the

Log.

"So far, it's looking good," Falk
remarked, stating that the gross is

above last year and costs are down
because of the cuts. "We have more
people drinking less," he noted, "and
attendance is up slightly over last

year."

Falk said he does not expect the Log
to be self-supporting tJiis year and
acknowledged that the College may
decide to close it. He hopes to reduce

the deficit to near the level of fixed

expenses but remains reservedly

optimistic about the Log's future.

Spoce limits room decorating creativity
by Peter Rintels

"Be it ever so humble," so the

saying goes, "there is no place like

home." Which is fortunate since there

is no question that here at college,

there is much of the humble in what
we call home.

But dorm rooms, unlike Chinese

philosophers, were not meant to

remain humble. Hence a good deal of

time goes into changing our rooms
into viable and comfortable human
habitats.

There are essenti&Uy two problems

to be overcome in putting together a

room: first, space-making, or making
more of it in some places (i.e. a

Mission Park bedroom) and filling

(i.e. with furniture) everywhere else

and second, atmosphere, or getting it

to look like something.

The mathematician Leibniz once

postulated that space was infinite,

which only goes to prove that he never

lived in Mission Park. Both here and

at Greylock one is faced with four or

more walls and several sticks of

furniture. The problem is not unlike a

Chinese puzzle box. Yoiihave your

sticks of furniture and srrtempt to fit

them together in ing^ous ways in

order to outsmart tiyi designer of the

room and creat/ space. God's
creating the world was probably

easier. Here are a few suggestions in

any case.

First, if you are really bothered by

the size of your room, consider this:

the square of the hypotenuse is equal

to the sum of the squares of the other

two sides. This will not enlarge your

room any but will at least help you

take your mind off the problem.

You could conceivably attempt to

increase the physical size of the room.

One method would be to try and blow

it up like a balloon by increasing the

pressure inside the room until it began

to expand. Increasing the pressure

may be done by sealing the room and

pumping air into it, or by locking ten

pre-meds inside the night before an

orgo exam.

If this method should fail, the only

approach left is the arrangement of

the furniture. This assumes that

furniture is necessary for decent

rooms, an assertion which has not

been proven, although the Physics

department is hard at work on it and

is anticipating making a report later

this semester.

Assuming that desks, beds and
wardrobes arfi desirable, we are once

again faced with the problern of how
to arrange them to maximize space.

One possibility is stacking; if you
can't build out, build up. This is the

same principle that went into the

see ROOMING page 4
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Fraternity Decision
Fraternities are once again an issue at Williams College.

Dean of the College Peter Berek's statement jjuring last

Wednesday's faculty meeting concerning the existence of the

Addphic Literary Society (a fraternal organization with links

to the Alpha Delta Phi Greek-letter fraternity) was the first

public recognition by a College official that fraternities exist at

Williams since the complete abolition of fraternities in 1970.

It is not clear that the College's raising the issue at this time
is entirely motivated by concern for the possible disruptive

effects of fraternities on the social and academic life of the

campus. The ALS seems to have attracted more College at-

tention than two fraternities located in Vermont in part because
the ALS made an effort to contact alumni for financial support.

Of deep concern to some members of the administration is

the fact that some College buildings could revert to ovvnership

by the fraternities formerly housed in them should t^e College

implicitly permit the return of fraternities. Also in Wed-
nesday's faculty meeting, President John W. Chandler said that

the trustees will reaffirm their opposition tp a return to a

fraternity system. /

This will deal with the present latent legal problem, but

do^ not deal with the issues raised by the recently formed ALS
and the continued clandestine existence of Theta Delta Xi and
Kappa Alpha out of Vermont chapter hpuses.

The key issue is not the fact that the ownership of some
College buildings may at some point ^e brought into question.

More important is the fact that at leasft fifty undergraduates are
members of organizations the College has prescribed as

fraternities. A trustee resolution endorsing the abolition of

fraternities achieves little in the direction of solving the

problem.
. The College needs to know why undergraduates are

violating College policy by joining fraternities. Is it an op-

portunity to have one's drinking supported by alumni dollars as

some College officials seem to suggest? Are there aS many
problems with the residential house system as some students
suggest? Is it that fraternities provide students with such ad-

vantages as preferential treatment in the job market by other

members of the same fraternity, a place to stay when returning

to Williams and a place to stay when visiting other campuses?
Or is it just the aura of doing something forbidden?

If College officials are as concerned with the return of
fraternities as they appear to be, they must begin trying to

answer these questions. In any case, they must change the
hear-no-evil fence-wavering which has distinguished their
fraternity policies in the past.

Foreign teaching posts avoilq^ble
Dean Julien has announced that there are a number of grants available

for graduating seniors who are interested in studying or teaching abroad
next year. Applications are due Oct. 13 and are available in the Dean's Of-
fice.

Goodell sees no need for swine flu shots
College physician Robert A. Goodell stated last week that the Thompson

Infirmary has made no plans for innoculating students'against swine flu.

"There will almost certainly be innoculations given in the Willlamstown
area in early October," said Goodell, but the program will initially con-

centrate on those who will be most susceptible, primarily people who are
over 65 or who have chronic diseases. Goodell added that, "I have yet to see
a firm recommendation for ages under 25 from HEW. When this becomes
clear, I'll be glad to submit my own recommendations to the college."

Amherst frosh class biggest ever
Amherst College registered the largest freshman class in its history this

year, the Amherst Student reported last weelc. The 422-member class of 1980

included 157 women, admitted as freshmen for the first time. The enrollment
of 99 transfer students raised the total student population close to 1500, 300

larger than last year.

The student also noted high acceptance rates for alumni children, "the
largest percentage of minority student in the freshman class in history (15

per cent)," and "extensive resort to the waiting list (53 students admittedj,"

^mK^.^

FOCUS/ Andy O'Donnell

Deficit Pleasure
Jim Bowe and his beleaguered

ACEC borrowed a page from Henry
Kissinger's crisis diplomacy
techniques last week as they

scrambled to extricate themselves

from their latest dilemma in the wake
of the Tavares cancellation. In th^

process, however, they may haye
sounded the death bell for the grqup.

Towards the beginning of the Week
we were informed that Tavares/wbuld

be unable to perform here because of

a leg injury sustained by one of its

members. And since legs i^ay such a

crucial role in the ability of the in-

dividual to sing/ everyone bought

Tavares' excuse.

A personal letter /rom the ACEC
handed out to all students in Baxter

and an open meeting Wednesday night

in Jesup soon followed. The letter

informed us that Arlo Guthrie would
appear here the eighth of October.

The meeting''led to the consideration

of the J. Geils Band for the

Homecoming concert.

Round Two: The letter didn't say

that Guthrie, a performer ideally

suited for Chapin Hall, would have to

appear in the hockey rink because

someone in the Purple Valley had

already scheduled performances of

Gilbert and Sullivan's "HMS
Pinafore" in Chapin that weekend.

Friday's Record then informed us

that J. Geils, a band with a propensity

Win

for cancelling just days before a

concert, had been kind enough to take

itself out of the picture early.

All in all, a rather traumatic but

fairly well handled week for an
organization that Jias spent the past

three years trying to fend off student

criticism. Finance Committee
skepticism, and bi-monthly editorial

attacks in the Record. The coming
weeks, in which the ACEC must
present its budget to the Finance

Committee, book a Homecoming
concert, and present and promote the

Guthrie concert, will provide even

more challenging tests for the com-

mittee, however. Its future existence

may well depend upon both the

student body's and the committee's

recognition of and response to several

key factors.

First, the cards are stacked against

the committee from the outset since

the next year's officers aren't selected

until the spring. As a result, the

committee must fight the calendar

when booking concerts, especially

those in the fall semester.

Second, the glory days of Stevie

Wonder, Loggins and Messina, Jim
Croce, and John Sebastian are long

gone. Many top rate performers are

reluctant to perform before only 1,000

fans in Chapin, and those who are

unfortunately out of the ACEC's price

range. Consequently, the committee

must content itself with booking up
and coming talent (Pousette Dart

Band), bands that never quite made it

despite all their hype (King Crimson),

or groups that have already peaked
and are trying .to catch JiU they can-

before calling it quits. ^

Third, you can't please the musical

tastes of all Williams students «ny of

the time. About the only common
denominator for the music tastes here

is an interest in jazz. Therefore, it is

becoming increasingly difficult to sell

1200 tickets to 1800 students for any
given concert. Townies are being

counted on more and more to help fill

Chapin.

Which brings us to the final factor.

Can the ACEC, given the above,

continue to justify its existence? Or is

it an anachronism? Are students

willing to see upwards of $20,000 given

,

to a committee that concerns itself

with what one might call deficit

pleasure? Will the Finance Com-
mittee justify as sound and acceptable

economics the presentation of con-

certs whieh 16se anywhere from $1,000

to $3,000 a shot?

These aren't easy questions to

resolve, but they are ones to which
Jim Bowe and the ACEC must ad-

dress themselves in the next few
weeks. Their responses will deter-

mine bgth-the future of the ACEC and
the future of concerts at Williams.

dow Pane

Housing Hassle
by Larry Saunders

The College Council vote last

Wednesday to elect Lilli Scheye and
Cathy Jackson co-chairmen of the

Housing Committee revealed a

serious shortcoming of our student

government. Many council members
did not actually know what they were

voting on when Scheye and Jackson
were elected.

According to council president

Steve Piltch, the council was not

actually voting on whether to name
Scheye and Jackson as co-chairmen,

but rather oh a proposal that man-
dated their appointment.

Piltch claims that he informed the

council that in the past one co-

chairman had always been a carry-

over from the previous year. Lilli

Scheye was co-chairman of the

Housing Committee last spring. He
also claims that last spring the council

passed a resolution that made the

council's representative on the

Housing Committee a co-chairman
as well.'Cathy Jackson is the council's

representative on the Housing

Committee. According to Piltch, he

was asking the council to vote to

accept this procedure in appointing

co-chairmen. Even though this

procedure necessarily meant the

naming of Scheye and Jackson as co-

chairmen, the council was not being

asked to actually vote on these two

people, only on a procedure.

Piltch did not adequately explain

this fine line of distinction to the

council members when he brought the

issue before them. It appeared to most

council members that they were being

asked to ratify Piltch's two choices for

the co-chairmen positions. Several

council members raised objections to

Scheye and Jackson. Two members
asked Piltch if they could place other

names in nomination. Piltch

responded that they could only if they
^

defeated the motion on the floor,

At that point in the procedure

several council members were
seriously confused. They seemed to

assume that they could ratify the

established process for naming co-

chairmen and then nominate other

the

ncil

the

and
ap-

people for these positions. W
vote was taken and the

overwhelmingly approve
procedural question, Scheye
Jackson were automatically
pointed and the mattei/was closed.

Several members theil felt that the

entire election had J6een railroaded.

Adding to this /confusion was an
assumption by some members that

the Elections Committee had
recommendedr Scheye and Jackson
for approval: This misunderstanding
stems froni the fact that Piltch stated

that vice-president Randy Sturges

supported the appointment of Scheye
and Jackson. Sturges is the chairman
of the Elections Committee and his

port led some members to believe

t Scheye and Jackson were
recommended by his committee.
Sturges was absent from the meeting

due to sickness and therefore could

not clarify this confusion.

Question: How can the council

expect to improve its communications
with the campus when it lias difficulty

communicating with itself?

Impart '76l
Op''"'i°"

Po lltica I PotpQurri

by Scott Hoot

The presidential election takes
place six weeks from today. For those

of you who have not registered and^

would like to vote there is only on^
real solution. Go home immediate^'.

Most states require registration by
October 2nd, and it must take place in

person. /
Willlamstown remains /a remote

possibility. Unlike hsfr Amherst
colleague, our town /Clerk actually

requires proof of residency. In other
words if you own a^ar or valuable life

insurance things could get sticky. But
there are a /handful of registered

students, ai>d if it's your only chance,
give it a t|>y. The Town Hall is located

across ^oute 7 from Grey lock.

NoW^ for everyone who is

registered, it is time to apply for an
absentee ballot. This can be a long

process—absentee ballots are
notorious for arriving on the Monday
before the first Tuesday. To apply for

an application write your local town

or/city halls (New York residents

yi-ite your county Board of Elec-
' tion), or better yet have your parents

call and cut down on the paperwork.

tt tt o

Last week was primary week
in many states, including

Massachusetts. Not surprisingly Ted
Kennedy walloped his two Louise Day
Hickish opponents and now faces

rather insignificant Republican op-

position in November. Michael
Robertson, a Berkeley selectman,

was literally the only state

Republican willing to offer himself in

sacrifice.

n o o

After November 2 Willlamstown
will remain unrepresented in either

Washington or Boston. Republican
Congressman Silvio Conte of Pitt-

sfield faces stronger than usual op-

position from Edward O'Brien of

Easthampton. State Senator John

Fitzpatrick, the owner of the Red Lion

Inn in Stockbridge has opposition

from Pittsfield Councilor Robert
Jakubowicz. .^Democratic State

Representative Tony McBride faces

Vincent Zajac, both of Adams. Mc-
Bride survived a very strong primary

challenge from Dagmar Bubriski, a

member of the Willlamstown
Democratic Committee. In a battle of

the communities Wliliamstown lost

because of some old-fashioned

gerrymandering. Despite its smajl

size, one-third of the town is in a

district with North Adams. If this

portion of the town had voted with the

rest, Ms. Bubriski would have won.

Even in Boston there seems to be

distrust of college types.

The Great Presidential Bicen-

tennial Debate begins Thursday night

at 9:30 with a discussion of domestic

issues. Watch closely for signs of a

five o'clock shadow on either can-

didate.
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Alumnae distuss faults of old frats
FRATS from page 1

HODGE MARKGRAF: "There
used to be a guaranteed ratio in-

volving the quotas that each frater-

nity was allowed to pledge. Take, for

instance, an incoming class pf 300

students. Fifteen per cent would be

lopped off of that, which would be 45,

8o.that.you would than take 255 fresh-

men and divide those by IS social units

and that figure was the figure that

each fraternity was allowed to pledge.

So you guaranteed in advance th^t

there would be 45 freshman men
could not be pledged by fraternitie

you didn't know who they would b6 but

you guaranteed that there would be

the bottom part of the iceh^ that

would always end up in the Garfield

Club, and it was viewed that way, that

it was a bottom, that tney were the

people that made th^pper half feel

superior . . .

. . . One of the /irst big flaps that

was in my view/the beginning of the

end occurred in December of '51 when
the Garfield/Club voted to disband.

They voted4o go out of business and
not be tfie place, as they viewed

themsdfves, primarily, for the rejects

from/the fraternities. That was not

papt of the game—they were not

sving properly. Part of the game
; that that was to exist for the rest

' of us to feel better, and occasionally

we would dip down into the Garfield

Club and tap someone in his

sophomore or junior year when his

true worth was finally perceived. The
Garfield Club said in essence that they

were not going to function in that

capacity and just voted to disband.

That caused quite a bit of con-

sternation on campus ... It was all

smoothed over as I recall.—There was
no physical change.—They still lived

inCurrierHallprimarily and ate their

meals in the basement,—but I gather

that that was a signal that all was not

well ...
''

You used to be rushed right after

you got off the train, before you even
had your first class. That was viewed
as an inequitous feature, that you

were split into 15 sub groups with no

loyalty to the college. Your primary
loyalty even before classes started

was to a fraternity, and the analysis

that came forth in the mid 50's was
that that was a mistake in the—spnse

, of loyalties and that hence we should

have delayed rushing—they called it

deferred rushing, to be conducted at

the beginning of the sophomore year

rather than freshman—which
required the building of Baxter Hall.

"This capacity to feed the freshman
class (previously all freshmen ate

their meals in their fraternity—there

was no freshman dining hall) had an

economic cost because you had only 3

classes paying the bill for what had

normally been a four year group of

men. That had the consequence of

needing more men in the fraternities.

If you had 4 classes of 15 men each in a

60 man fraternity you now needed 3

classes of 20 men and that started to

whittle away at this concept of the

guaranteed bottom percentage that

you always lopped off before pledging

started. So for economic reasons it

was necessary to dip more and more
into the Garfield Club, to deny them to

have very many members so that the

fraternities could remain solvent.

Things now in the late 50' s were

working so close to total opportunity

Kappa Alpha

that to not make/4 fraternity in your

sophomore yearAvas doubly damning.

The watershed to me was the second

World War/ Williams alumni who
graduateddn the 30's and before did

not kncnT by and large what the

frateninies had come to in the SOs

'his become evident in the

j£StitaQay..be{ore tbe coismittee. when
y9U would get fraternity men

[ether. All of them were for

maintaining their fraternity, but when
you asked them what they thought

their fraternity was, and to describe

it, sometimes it was very clear that

they didn't approve ofthe fraternities

that the peofde in the SO's were asking

t9 maintain. There turned out to be

quite a large divergence of what each

man thought he was defending when
he urged the preservation of frater-

nities. This was a revelation to me,

that how the fraternities functioned in

the 20s and SOs was so different from

the SOs that you couldn't really call it

the same kind of social system.

Williams College was just a different

place in the SOs.

R. R. R. BROOKS: The war had

changed the role of fraternities quite a

bit. Tyler Dennett had changed it

somewhat. I don't think Phinney

Baxter had in mind changing it i^t all.

I think that he had other bourgeois

things in view, but he soon found this

thing thrust upon him by the sort of

democratizing and egalitarian effects

of the war. I don't think you can say it

more specifically than that— the

vague notion that the fraternity

system was based on social snobbism,

that in fact the old term the 'Greeks

and the barbarians' back in the 1900s

prevailed probably in an even more
elaborate form in that the houses

themselves had become typed as real

blue bloods, and semi blue-bloods, and

so on down to rock bottom houses that

were no better, or not much better

than the barbarians, than the non

affihates. The only attack that I

know of that has been made on this

problem was during the previous

regime, which was to create the

Garfield Club with the expectation

that this would provide at least the

social amenities for those who weren't

invited to join the fraternities and at

least take a little of the curse off being

completely outside because it was

quite clear that although the fun-

damental appeal of the fraternity

system was snobbism, it really was a

system of grading yourself in relation

to your fellow man. It provided a

pecking order so that you could kick

around the man below you.

... It was my impression that the

leadership in at least the first part of

the anti-fraternity movement came
from the faculty, perhaps only a

minority of 30 per cent and probably

not organized in any way as far as I

could tell, but it was also clear that

there was an anti fraternity sentiment

growing strongly in the student body

and that this centered in the Garfield

Club ... It seemed to me that very

early the anti-fraternity movement
took the form of going in for complete

rushing. Complete rushing meant that

you solved the fraternity problem by

getting everyone into a fraternity, and

since it was believed that the primary

fault of the fraternity system was its

selectivity and its artificial pecking

order, that the way to cope with this

was to get everyone in.

Insofar as I had any influence, and

it was limited because I was not a

Williams alumnus, I used it in that

direction ... I never even thought of

the possibility of abolishing the

fraternity system in toto. I think I

thought it absolutely impossible to

bring this about, and so the sensible,

reasonable, and practical approach

was the new wine in old skins routine

which was complete rushing. ... At

least people would have the op-

portunity to go through the mummery
of choice, and it seemed to me that the

most important thing was to have a

choice even if it became a mumrtwry
at its extremes—the individual ought

to feel that he's had a (;Jiance to choose

and the houses ought to do it.

Otherwise, they would cease to have

the core of their identity, which was

selectivity. So my idea was to have the

central idea of the fraternity in the

.4

form of -selectivity, but to have it

meaningless.

. Towards the end of the SOs I

began to have some doubts as to the

wisdom of this because as we ap-

proached success in bringing about

complete rushing, that what was
happening was that a pecking order

wa« growing up ampRg^ the. frater-

nities that was just as severe in its

social implications as the previous

business of having a bunch of ins and a

bunch of outs, that when you had a

sort of discard basket, into which you
could throw all the "undesirables"

then the distinctions among the

houses were less apparent. But as
everyone got into the houses then this

powerful drive towards the establish-

ment of a pecking order began to

become more apparent and con-

sequently the houses were becoming
typed and you had three or four at the-

bottom that were rapidly becoming
Jewish houses because the top in

terms of historical prestige continued

to refuse the Jewish people.

Theta Delta Chi

In the late 40s and early SOs it

was still obvious that the anti Jewish

bias was still powerful, not to speak of

the anti-black bias. So much was this

true that the Garfield Club was
probably half Jewish and since the

prestige and the physical amenities

and the social life in the Garfield Club

was not as pleasant as in the frater-

nities, the parents of the Jewish sons

began to approach the college and

particularly me and say you ought to

allow Jewish fraternities— they're

missing out—to which I replied that

this is the last thing we should be

doing, that what we should be doing is

to get everybody in, or get rid of the

fraternities, but not to institutionalize

prejudice in bricks and mortar by

creating structures which we can

never get rid of

.1 wondered if I had any support

for this view and so 1 went to Mr.

Baxter. This was a very risky thing to

do because he had an apopletic

temper and if it didn't hit him just

right he could become totally

irrational. Three days latter he would

be very apologetic and you could go

back and have it over again but I

dreaded these experiences of tackling

anything as sensitive as the fund

raising impact of the fraternity

business but I went to him one day and

said this is what I'm doing and he said

alright. He didn't sound very ^-
thusiastic but he said I think that's the

right step to take. That's about all the

support 1 got, but it was enough and so

perhaps the one contribution, if it is

one, that I made to that decade was

the fact that we held off the Jewish

fraternities to a point when the whole

situation suddenly became totally

fluid with the appointment of

Angevine Committee and the whole

scene changed overnight

... 1 was aware to a much larger

degree I think, than most of the

faculty of the values of the fraternity

system . , The houses were to a

very, very interesting and significant

degree the administrative agents of

the dean's office, of the president's

office and I don't think the faculty

ever understood this or if they did

understand it they didn't like it. They

thought that it was a kind of travesty

that this kind of responsibility that the

college itself should be capable of

undertaking and carrying on was

given to the houses. This was a time,

remember, when the parental func-

tions of the college were mucfi

stronger than they are now

... I was very nervous about what
would happen if the fraternities lost a ^

sense of their identity, an identity

which they would want to associate

with prestige, and a presitge which
would be associated in turn with

keeping order, keeping your drunks
out of sight, and not having

UJegitimate babies too often. It feally

made me nervous to think how this

institution could be run if these places

became at best disinterested in the

good name of the college and at worst

hostile to it ... Would they do it for

themselves in sort of nameless,

unidentifiable groups?

JOHN ENGLISH: There was a

tendency, I'm afraid, on the campus
not to talk about the problems

fraternities were engendering ... I

don't think the college as a whole was
letting the alumni know what was
happening . . . The alumni, did not

appreciate the change that came after

World War 11—everybody thought of

fraternity life as it occurred in his era

. . . There was a lot of I'd say very

legitimate misunderstanding based

on the fact that the college itself

hadn't in various ways let the

problems leak out so that when the

action was taken everyone could sort

of say well I smelled this coming.

... My own feeling was that World

War II was probably the biggest

factor. A lot of students came back

who had been through the war and
couldn't go back to the mumbo jumbo
of fraternity life . . . They became
after awhile boarding houses over

which the college had very little

control. They were kind of a refuge

from the college, really, right on

campus, and Jack Sawyer had a very

strong feeling that the college ex-

perience if it's going to be worth what
it costs should be a 24 hour one.

.... (Upon returning to Williams in

1959) I would say I guess the most

striking difference was what I call the

absence of the best features of

fraternity life ... It was obvious that

they weren't what they used to be, but

it never occurred to me that the Board
of Trustees would have the courage to

take the action they did because

there' d been several committees who
had studied the situation and all

backed away from it . . . I'm sure

that while alumni knew this was going

on that not more than one in a 100

thought it'd be any different from the

Sterling Committee or its

predecessors . . .

. . . Alumni support of fraternities

was really eroding pretty heavily in

that day, in my opinion . . . Many felt

they no longer had the fraternity

house to go to and they missed that

link with the undergraduates. In the

earlier days they had had it . . .

BRUCE GRINNELL: When I

became familiar with the fraternity

system arid its operation and l>ecame

actively involved in the running of a

fraternity there were a number of

things that led me to believe that it

was not the best social system you

could find in an educational institution

. . . The fraternities were
homogeneous groupings. There were 3

or 4 houses with predominantly

athletes, 2 or 3 intellectual houses, and

1 or 2 Jewish houses and 1 or 2 "dif-

ferent" houses . . . There was the

blackball system—no, I don't want to

live with that guy, and some houses

had the butter system—this guy's OK
but Idon'tcare to live with him, and if

you had three butters, the student was

out.

... I was completely disillusioned

on the butter system in the fraternity I

<was in. Whether or not you made a

particular fraternity sometimes
depended on whether or not you

possessed certain social amenities,

sometimes ethnic and religious

backgrounds, and of course racial

backgrounds. When I was at Williams

there were very few blacks. Some
fraternities had to disassociate

themselves from the national because

the national maintained an anti-black

provision and WiM>ams forced the

local chapters to make a policy

statement that they wouldn't adhere

to that but I'm not so sure It wasn't lip

service for the Trustees ... If was a

social system run entirely by the

students and supported by alumni—

a

tot of alamni gave more to their

fraternity than they did to the college.

The fraternities had gone> as far as

they could to create the ideal

fraternity system . . .

Sometime in February or

March a member of my frat proposed
a Korean student who was a social

member of the house to become a full

member. I must Have bieen terribly

naive because I thought it was a great

idea and wculd fly right through, but

two or three guys said that they didn't

mind him t>eing a social member but

that they didn't know if they«ould live

with him.

I became terribly

disillusioned— I couldn't believe that

this could happen and I t>egan to talk

with other people in other fraternities.

Through a series of discussions we
began to find out that these things

were not that uncommon and that this

was one of the serious inequities in the

fraternity system, together with the

fact that the academic life and the

social life of the college«eemed to be

totally separated. There was never an

intermingling of the two. . . . I^fow

maybe there wasn't a conscious effort

to suppress it, but the feeling was that

we had enough of class and studies at

the library five days a week. There

was no conscious effort to arouse any

intellectual activity at many houses

. . . The faculty I know were

reluctant to come to our fraternity

because they felt unwanted, they felt

like they were intruding. The college

also could exercise very Uttle control

over the fraternities.

For these two reasons and the one

specific example I gave these

meetings grew in number until

finally—I was a JA at the time and it

was during exam period—we met

about 1 AM in the Physics building

and some pro-frat people came. I

think there was a prettyjiealthy ex-

change of what was wrong with the

fraternities and whether or not it was
possible to reform them without

abolishing them. It was decided by

those 50 people who signed the petition

that there was really nothing that

could be done within the system itself

. . . The only reason it bore the name
Grinnell petition was because I signed

it first

. . . President Baxter turned us off.

His response was that I came with 16

fraternities and I'm leaving with 16.

(Baxter was to retire that June) . .

.

U'lAiiJ'.,;.'

Alpha Delta Phi

. . . There were a number of alumni

who would come back on football

weekends and would attend social

functions at their old house where

everyone would booze It up and they'd

think it was great . . .

... We hoped to bring what we
considered serious inequities in the

fraternity system itseW to the at-

tention of the President and the ad-

ministration and perhaps the trustees

with the hope that they would examine

it thoroughly to our satisfaction and

come up with some recommendations

. Idealistically, we were thinking

about abolishing the fraternity system

and replacing it with a system with

fewer inequities and something that

was more consistent and compatible

with the overall educational policy of

Williams College I think the latter

was achieved and the fact that it

moved as quickly as it did probably

exceeded our expectations.
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Performance inspired but confused

Keuter dancers leave audience ambivalent
by Nina Girvetz

There were~-^ide variations in

audience reaction to tfie Cliff Keuter

Dance Company, at the AMT last

Friday and Saturday nights. It

seemed that most people found the

humor and spirit of the dancers and

choreography enjoyable, yet many
left th«tb«at«Feonfu8«d and am-
bivalent. Although every piece in-

cluded several undeniably striking,

occasionally inspired segments, much
of Keuter's choreography lacked a

clear central idea tliat was carried

through fully and coherently. All eight

-dancers are technically excellent,

warm and personable, are ge'nerally

tight in their ensemble work, and have
the extraordinary stamina to make
demanding movement, timing and
pacing appear smooth and effortless.

But the choreography itself is not so

easily described or appraised, for its

symbolism is often oblique and highly

personal, despite explicit captions on

the program.

Visit, a work performed by the four

women of the company on both nights,

alternated passages of fluid, lyripal,

sensuous movement, often built on

ballet line and positions which the

dancers subtley bent or stretched,

with tragi-comic gesture about the

brief interactions of the women. They
jog, >>th«n- sink, mouth w«rds
grotesquely, and like the four furies,

attack each other and flail in terror.

The most striking moment is toward

the end of the long piece, when one

woman, (Karla Wolfangle) perhaps a

Libation Bearer, moves across the

upstage floor, slowly sprinkling glitter

(water? light?), and then returns to

dance with wonderfully sparkling

hands and feet. Keuter often plays

with the light motif—he uses props

such as candles, flashlights, etc., but

this one is particularly effective. The
music blended beautifully with the

movement and moods of the work.

On Friday night, the company
performed Musette di Taverni,

Room decoration poses
conceptual problems

ROOMINGfrom page I

creation of Manhattan's skyscrapers,

admittedly objects of dubious
emulation.

Quite simply, stick chairs on top of

desks, desks on top of beds, beds on

top of wardrobes, and top it all with

whipped cream and a cherry. Serve

over rice. You will have created

tremendous amounts of space and a

conversation piece as well. And if

you're up after Constantine closes,

there is always the whipped cream,
cherry and rice. A clever chef can
think up endless variations. The ob-

vious drawback of this arrangement
is that the usefulness of your furniture

is reduced to 'nil. The search for

lebensraum, however, must
inevitably leave casualties in its

wake.

It is often helpful just to get fur-

niture out of the way by elevating it,

, thus creating the precious living

space underneath. The most creative

way to do this would be make a fur-

niture mobile, using high tension steel

cable to dangle stereo, desk and bed

from the ceiling. And should the

ceiling not be up to carrying the load,

one has at least created a means for

getting friends upstairs to drop in,

even if their arrival would be ac-

companied by a reading of seven on

the Richter scale.

Finally, one can work simply with

the bed, which is laid out horizontally.

If stood on its end, a significant saving

of space could be achieved. This

means sleeping on your feet like a

horse with the probable development
of horse sense and flat feet. It is not

recommended that you tell a

podiatrist that you got flat feet from
sleeping standing up. He will think

you are weird.

Enough concerning how to save

space. To fill it, many people like

using plants because it is often nice to

have living things around. If you have
more space than plants can fill, but

still wish to enjoy the presence of

Uving things, I would suggest a

gorilla. Not only do gorillas fill a lot of

space, but they can fill many different

bare spots by simply moving around.

And should a problem with house

mascots arise, ... the solution is

self-evident.

For the decorating fanatics, there

are the interior decorating

magazines, such as Better Homes and
Garden. But it is assumed that anyone
seriously considering using one is

completely out of his or her mind. No
sane person would want to invest the

kind of money that institutionally-

sanctioned good taste requires.

Eusden addresses

Chapel Board group
Williams College Chaplain John D.

Eusden addressed the Chapel Board's

Friday night discussion group on the

topic of truth in religion. Eusden
called truth seeking in religion a

seeking of "integration and com-
passion" and proceeded to discuss it

in the light of his personal ties to both

Zen Buddhism and Christianity.

Eusden called for a "backing out of

illusion" which he said meant
"rigorous self-examination" qnd "to

stop saying one religion is absolute

and unique." "We should recognize

with Gandhi that God's truth is so high

and unattainable that there must be

more than one path to it," he said.

Explaining "integration," Eusden
said "it means to find your own
personhood and to find an un-

derstanding that will give you some
balance, harmony and inner worth."
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Sunday Papers and Field. The
Musette was a favorite—a boisterous,

hysterically funny bumpkin sailors

stomp, done with incredible
choreographic and vocal gusto,

colorful costumes and joyous rapport

with each other and the audience. The
dance was consistent, Keuter's in-

tention was truly, and imaginatively
fulfilled, and every moment was
delightful. Sunday Papers, a more
disjointed work of jolting mood and
movement quality shifts, and Strang

.

props, a Fielfl, a story-dance about a
father (Keuter), son (Michael Tipton)

and family, were both interesting, and
each had several short moments that

worked perfectly. The symbolism is

Papers was often unclear, although

the weird music, the tremendous
dancing and such things as the .

comical clapping machine and tap

dance, the "flashers" and the jumpy,
rhythmic'pas de deux redeemed the

piece's entertainment value. Tipton

was subtle, innocent and gentle in

'

F"ield—his performance was excellent

in an overly explicit choreography
with many flaws.

The clumsy pantomime and trite

religious images in The Murder of

George Keuter, done Saturday, were
irritating, although the four male
dancers' ensemble work was sharp

and skilled. The two world premieres

wer^ by definition a bit loose in both

choreography and execution. In-

terlude fluttered from jazz to

Hollywood to love scenes to ballet

parody a little too flimsily, although

there were some funny bits and
pieces. Perhaps Keuter will cut down
on the quick shifts and jolts, and carry

through certain sections as he

Reworks the dance. Tetrad was
syrtimetrical in form, and slightly

clearer in purpose. Two men and two
women began a square dance set of

bows, then transformed the dance into

an echo of a Pas de Quatre, complete
with arat>esque fkise. Funny duet
adagios and a nice polka section

(Keuter is goed with heavy rhythmic

beats) give the work some substance,

and again, the dancers themselves

were tremendous. Both evenings with

the Cliff Keuter Dance Company were
worth attending. KeutBria bound to

grow choreographically, and even-

tually blossom in time.

We're oH to see the wjxard—uninterrupted and on the big screen—this Friday
evening In Bronfman,''sponsored by the Williams Film Society.

Get the great new taste

in moaia, coconut,

banana or

strawberry. |

The PortableParty:

30PROOFAND READYTOGO
Kickers, 30 proof, ©1976, KicKers Ltd., HartfordxConn.
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The new combination mail boxes appear to be easy piclclngs for even ttie

clumsiest of safe-cracliers. An extremely random yanking of the "loclced"

boxes yielded an astonislilngly iilgii rate of success. (photo by Read)

Peer Health cuts back

scheduled counseling
The Peer Health Counselors will not

sponsor scheduled counseling hours in

the Women's Center this year because

of poor student response to last year's

program. "People are hesitant about

coming in", explained counselor

Shirley Be. '77. Though these coun-

seling sessions were not well at-

tended, group members said they felt

it was effective in reaching people

through the gynecology clinic at the

infirmary as well as through friends

and acquaintances.

1976 counselors include Martha
Constable '79, Beth Hubbell '77, Karen
Leaf '77, Susan Lee '77, Liz Stell '79,

Ann Weisman '77 and Be. These
women were trained last year to

provide counseling by Kristina

Beatty, formerly affiliated with

Family Planning in North Adams.
Despite the cutback in scheduled

counseling, the group intends to take a

more active role on campus this year,

according to Hubbell. At least one

Peer Health Counselor will be

available during the gynecology clinic

hours in the infirmary. In addition,

the counselors plan to sponsor guest

speakers and an informational film.

They also intend to become a resource

JAs can turn tQ when dealing with

their entries.

The Peer Health Counselors arel

always available for counseling, and

students should feel free to contact

them at any time.

Kristina Beatty will continue to

offer counseling fron^ to 5 p.m. every

Friday in the Women's Center.

Town airs views on

recycling ordinance
RECYCLINGfrom page 1

newspaper collected doubles to six-

teen tons a week. Books and
magazines would not come under the

law, though hope was expressed at

Friday's meeting that these and other

recyclable materials would be in-

cluded in the future.

The College currently has a

voluntary recyclfng program; ac-

cording to Ralph lacuessa, chief

foreman, tied and bundled
newspapers and magazines are
collected by Buildings and Grounds
from residential houses once a week
and dropped off at town collection

sites.

Records are delivered to all

campus dining halls during dinner

hour on Tuesdays and Fridays. In

addition, stacks of Records will be^

left in the Baxter Hall mailroom
for students living off campus.

Records are delivered to faculty

mailboxes and administrative

offices on Tuesday and Friday

evenings.

Complaints (and compliments)

related to circulation should be

calledJnto the Record office (No.

2400).

News and Notes
MOCK LAW SCHOOL CLASS:
Sponsored by the Pre-Law Society

and conducted by New York Law
^chool professor—Sept. 22, 7:30

*M, Physics 206.

^NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL
Interview Session: Sept. 23, 10-12,

Dean Beam.

ORE Late Registration: Sept. 21-

24. Extra $4 fee.

Williams College Film

Group

JOHNNY GUITAR
NICHOLAS RAY

Wed., Sept. 22 Bronfman 7:30

Admission $1.00

Semester Pass, good for all

11 films, only $5.00

The Log

presents

"THE OREGON SONGBIRD"
Michele Cutsforth

(and friends)

playing folic and blues on guitar and dulcimer,

not to mention vocal cords

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 22

• 9p.m. -midnight

Newly arrived: Whitbread on draught

Regular Hours: Tues and Wed. 9-12

Thurs. 9:00-12:30

Fri. & Sat 9-1y
Closed Sunday and Monday

Cone malces fabrics pI c

Tough to keep Mom and Dad up to date on the latest

happenings from the Purple Valley? ^•

Why 'write home? It's easier to send

Maybe your high school newspaper. Grandma Gertrude, your friend at Skidmore or Yale,

Aunt Agatha, your favorite high school teacher. Cousin Caroline, your high school student

council, your man/woman, Uncle Albert, your friend who intends to apply to Williams,

your brother/sister, JebMagruder, your summer boss, or even your friend (?) who thinks

Amherst is the place to be would like to read The Williams Record.

Send them this ad, or even better buy them a subscription

Still only $10.00 for a year

Please send The Williams R

1 Namp
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Runners outstrip opponents

in openi^ng tri-meet at RPi
/' by Frank Carr

The Williams men's varsity cross-

country team opened its season

Saturday and cruised. to easy wins

overHamilton»n(LB.P.J[., thu^setting,

down a solid base for an attempt at a

second straight undefeated season.

Williams took the tri-meet with 22

points, followed by Hamilton with 45

and R.P.I, with 61.

Before the race started, Hamilton's

coach was overheard saying, "We've
got first and second place wrapped
up." Well, as expected, Hamilton's

,
-AU-American, Jon Schmeyer was the

individual winner, however, his coach
was slightly surprised when four

Williams runners crossed the finish

Une before his number two man.

Joe Kolb and Tom Schreck ran side

by side over the hilly five-mile R.P.I,

course and finished 2-3 respectively,

both with a time of 26:45. Frank Carr
and Dan Sullivan cruised along

together in sixth and seventh place,

until the last mile when they blew past

a runner from R.P.I, and another one

from Hamilton. Carr crossed the line

in fourth place in 26:50 and Sullivan

was one second behind in fifth.

Sophomore Steve Polasky grabbed

eighth place and seniors Bert Saul,

Chris Flavin and Ed Bacher finished

12th, 14th, and 22nd respectively. Jeff

Magoon (24th) and Jon Miller (26th)

rounded out the varsity contingent.

The junior varsity harriers also

posted double victories and were led

by freshmen Mike Behrman in first

place and Garrick Leonard in the

runner-up position. Junior tralhsfer

Hans Giesecke, powered his way to a
fourth place finish, while Russ An-
derson completed the 3.9 mile
"Asphalt Tour Througll Troy" in the

no. seven spot. Larry Wu (13th) and
Peter Winn (14th) bfih finished ahead
of R.P.I. 's third man and juniors

Larry Mitchell and Stew Read ended
up in 17th and 29th respectively.

Saturday Williams will host the

fourth annual "Aluminum Bowl"
which pits the varsity and jayvee

against the alumni. A year ago, the

alumni meet was the narrowest

victory of the season for the varsity.

The '76 race, which starts at noon in

the science quad could be just as

close.

Joe Kolb (left) and Tom Schreck lead the pack in last Saturday's tri-meet

against RPI and Hamilton. Kolb and Schreck led the Williams sweep of second

through fifth places, with ttie Ephseasily winning ttie team competition. (Read)

Women's teams open seasons

Scrimmages indicate field hockey's sfrength

Sally Kraft leads the attack against

North Adams, while Amy Kindwall

and Liza Olsen break open for passes.

(photo by Taft)

by Nancy Rhein
— If preseason field hockey scrim-

mages are any indication of potential

for success in regular season play, the

Williams stickwomen can count on a

winning season.

Despite the return of only five

letterwomen from last year's 7-2-1

squad, the Ephwomen quickly got it

all together, and with only a week of

practice, trounced North Adams
Thursday, 5-0.

Playing together for the first time

the Williams defense, which includes

freshman goalie Mimmie DuMouchel,

surprised coach Linda Wilkins. "I was
really pleased. We co-ordinated our

defense. They were talking and really

covering for each other."

Although DuMouchel had seven

saves in the game, Wilkins feels the

defense was not really tested. "We
weren't challenged in the North

Adams game, the entire defense has

fine skills, but they need to get used to

playing with eacll other."

The offense, on the other hand, is

comprised of experienced players led

by co-captains Shailah Stewart and
Amy Kindwall. Adding d^Dth to this

balanced line is outstaii^ag 1975

junior varsity scorer Sally Kraft, who
Wilkins describes as possessing

"great drive and push-up ability to get

the rebounds."

This ability to score goals was
evident in the team's play Saturday in

a referee's tournament. Although the

Ephwomen started slowly and were

defeated 2-1 by Herkimer, -they came
back to win the consolation round with

a pair of 8-0 victories over RPI and

Vassar.

Leading the scoring were inners

Stewart with six goals and Kraft with

four.

Recognizing the strength of the

forward line, Wilkins remarked that

"This year's team looks even stronger

than last years."

While the biggest challenges are

posed by Middlebury, Mt. Holyoke,

and Yale, Wilkins noted, "We are

even with the league competition. The

games could go either way." ,,,/,

She observed that "the team just

gets better the more they play

together." Despite the guarded op-

timism of Coach Wilkins, the Eph-

women seem assured of another

winning season.

Tennis continues

winning tradition

Winning may very well prove to be a

way of life for the women's varsity

tennis team again this year as they

proved last Saturday in their first

match by trouncing a good Tufts

squad 8-1. Coach Curt Tong was
pleased by his racketwomen's per-

formance in a contest that saw five of

the nine matches extended to three

sets, with Williams victorious in all

but one.

Freshwomen Rebecca Chase and
Trudy tenBroeke and sophomores
Amy Demorest and Barb Ernst have
ajSparently been around the women's

Gridders' victory convinces no one
by Tim Layden

Agreed, it wasn't Dartmouth,
Williams' second scrimmage tuneup

in each of the past two years, but the

Ephs truly needed Friday's con-

vincing 27-9 win over the Albany State

jayvee squad on Weston Field.

"Itwasconsiderably better than the

week before," sighed coach Bob
Odell, "but we still have a long way to

go." Perhaps -Odell was simply
pleased that for the first time in ten

days, he sent his charges into contact

and came out with no injuries.

Williams scored on their first

possession of the afternoon, driving 58

yards in eight plays, with co-captain

Tom Redden crashing over from the

one for the first Williams tally of the

year.

Albany St. is a school which has

built a respectable varsity football

program from its club beginnings only

seven years ago, but the patchwork

squad which the Great Danes sent to

Weston Field was no match for the

Ephmen.
Quarterbacks Don Wallace and Bill

Whelan had little trouble picking

apart the Albany secondary, throwing

for nearly 200 yards and three touch-

downs. The second Purple score of the

afternoon came when sophomore tight

end Kurt Anderson slipped beyond the

white-shirted Chinese fire drill posing

as a pass defense and hauled in a 41-

yard touchdown heave from Wallace.

Williams pounced across a pair of

scores in. the second half of the

scrimmage, with Wallace and Whelan
each throwing for a score. Wallace

tossed an ad-lib 10 yarder to Ken
Hollingsworth after an out-of-

character scramble and Whelan hit a

wide-open Ben Blakney with a 24-yard

strike.

Albany St. picked up their tallies in

the contest on a four yard run and a

safety when Lew Kitchin sent a punt'

snap sailing over the head of Peter

Unger and through the end zone.

If Williams were to have any hope of

repeating last year's 7-0-1 record, a

convincing win over such a foe as

Albany St. was needed. Odell feels

that "we needed the win for morale
and confidence purposes. In that

respect, it was a good scrimmage."

Other than a long run by Charlie

Carrier in the first quarter, and Mark
Gerry's hard-running in the third

stanza, the Williams running game
was slightly below par. But, it is

unlikely that Tom Redden will repeat

his infrequent bad day during the

eight-game season, and Scott

Harrington's absence from the lineup

hurt the outside game.

Junior center Kitchin, once thought

to be lost for the season, played nearly

the entire game, certainly a pleasant

sight for offensive line coach Joe

Dailey.

Perhaps most evident in the

scrimmage was the outstanding play

of the younger players on the squad.

Sophomore receivers Hollingsworth

and Anderson snared seven passes

between them and cornerback Mark
Eckert may have nailed down a

starting spot.

Junior Mike Masi, given his first

chance to start, has earned a starting

job at one of the questionable

defensive end positions, while the

other is still up in the air.

Now Odell and company must head
iDack to the grindstone for another

week of preparation, with one major
difference, this one counts. "We found

out a lot of things Friday, and we still

have a long way to go," said Odell.

team long enough to pick up the magic

touch of Williams tennis as they all

won important singles matches.

Demorest, Chase and tenBroeke

dispatched with their opponents in two

sets, while Ernst's succumbed in

three.

Not to be outdone by their younger

teammates, the senior-junipr doubles

combinations of Babe Kirk and Sally

Kruse, Holly Prentice and Amy
Sterling and Sue Guttman and Sherry

Willcox all made the ride back to

Boston a long one for their defeated

opponents. Number two singles player

Laura Carson took three sets to top

her Tufts foe, while number one

Jonnina Sadoff suffered the only loss

of the day for the Ephwomen, a heart-

breaking three set loss with a tie-

breaker deciding the final set.

The team faces especially tough

Trinity today and Mt. Holyoke
Thursday.

Cross-country team

cops second place
In their opening meet of the season,

Williams' women's cross-country

team posted a second-place finish in

the University of Lowell Invitational.

UMass placed first in the seven team
event with 24 points followed by

Williams with 63 and Brandeis with 79.

Junior Michelle Cutsforth led the

Ephwomen by placing third among
the field of over 40 runners. Mary
Hakala also cracked the top ten with

an eighth place effort.

Debbie Gregg, Lisa Capaldini and

Lisa Greene finished fifteenth,

seventeenth and nineteenth respec-

tively, exemplifying the great depth of

the '76 squad.

Soccer team manhandles preseason schedule
by Mark Pogue

Williams' varsity soccer team
continued its steamroller approach to

the regular season last week, leveling

Wooster College on Monday, RPI on

Wednesday, and a surprised club

from UMass on Saturday. In the

course of the three wins Williams

outscored its opponents 10-2, hiked its

pre-season mark to 4-1-1, and served

further notice to Division 1 clubs that

the Purple will not be easy to beat in

1976.

Williams played three 30-minute

periods against Wooster (of Ohio)

College on Monday, enough to let

Coach Jeff Vennell play both his

second and third teams. Wooster,

having brought along only 15 players

on its Eastern swing, was a little more
limited in substitution possibilities,

yet still managed to show the Ephs
some excellent individual skills.

Williams posted a 4-0 shutout win.

On Wednesday night the squad

journeyed to Troy for a duel with the

RPI Engineers. Vennell went with his

first unit in the first half, but this

group missed several good scoring

opportunities and could only manage
a 0-0 standoff. "We were moving the

ball much too slowly, trying to control

it too much," Vennell commented.
"After two or three short passes we'd

end up losing it."

In the last half Williams' second

string changed the pace of the attack

and got the ball rolling again. Long
crosses, loops, and passes to the wings

were used, allowing the team to ex-

ploit its outstanding front-line speed

and open up the middle. Midway
through the half a shot by forward

Perry Nelson put the Ephs up 1-0 and
after RPI came back with a score off a

corner kick, Purple sophomore John

Stan Miller bangs a wrong-foot goal past the UMats goalie in Saturday's

second-team scrimmage. John Burbank approaclws tlie net; waiting for tlie

rebound tliat never came. (photo by Monson)

Ballan scored again to hand the

Engineers their fifth consecutive

preseason breakdown.

The men from UMass came to town

on Saturday, a team which had awed
the Ephs when the two played last

year. This time around, though, both

in terms of uniforms and play,

Williams was easily the sharper team.

The Purple quickly learned to

capitalize on UMass' refusal to

challenge for the ball, and by the time

the first team came out in the second

half Williams had a 4-0 bulge on goals

by John Friborg, Ray Powell, Steve

Smith, and Henry Osborne. Vennell

praised the entire team for its play on

Saturday, adding that senior wing

Powell "played his best half ever for

Williams."
Are the Ephs good enough to beat

the likes of Harvard, UConn, and

Dartmobth this fall? Perhaps the best

indication will come tomorrow af-

ternoon, when a top-flight English

amateur team visits Williamstown for

the final game of its American tour.

Already this group of businessmen

has whipped Amherst and Harvard on

the way to compiling a 7-2 mark
against the Yankees.

Kickoff is/4 p.m.
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Committee selections refused

Councif reconsiders Tihances

Ken's Market, a thirty-year institution on Spring Street, will be closing around
Oct. 4, according to owner Ken O'Neil. Real estate agent David L. Diclcey stated

ttiat the First Agricultural National Bank is seeking a permit to operate in

Williamstown and hopes to buy the lot. (photo by Gerra)

The College Council voted Tuesday
night to reconsider its selection of Lilli

Scheye and Cathy Jackson as co-

chairmen of the Housing Committee.
The council's original vt)te last week
was judged improper because the

Elections Committee had not met to

consider a procedure for filling the

positions.- Following the vote to

reconsider, council vice-president

Randy Sturges announced that the

Elections Committee would now be-

accepting self-nominations for the two

co-chairmen spots.

Treasurer Clarence Otis outlined a

problem that the Finance Committee
currently faces in its budget review.

Otis stated that the Finance Com-
mittee wanted to achieve a sense of

consistency in its recommendations,
but was severely handicapped by the

guidelines under which it now
operates. Committeeman Ross Cheit

appealed to the Council to establish a

new set of guidelines to make the

funding process fairer. The council

then voted to permit the Finance

Committee to establish their own
guidelines, but reserved the right to

reconsider any of them.

Associate Dean Cris Roosenraad
outlined a new restrictive policy on

campu^ parties. Roosenraad stated

that beer-mixers would no longer be

permitted in carpeted or wood floor

areas of the major dining halls.

According to the dean damages
resulting from the parties strained the

Food Services budget. He added that

the administration was willing to

reconsider this policy if an effective

alternative could be found.

The Athletic Committee, Winter
Study Committee, and Committee on
Undergraduate Life submitted

reports to the council. CUL
representative Peter Shell noted that

his committee was preparing a final

report on the status of the housing

system.

The council also voted to establish a

10:30 curfew on future sessions.

Admissions promotes
common applicafion

.^

Sawyer sees increased popularity
by ChipBuckner

At the opening of Sawyer Library,

campus discussion dealt primarily

with its physical appearance. A year

later there is less talk about aesthetics

and more about the library as a place

to study. The word is: Sawyer works.

The library at Williams is being

used as never before. According to the

Annual Report of the Librarian the

number of students in the library at a

given hour has more than doubled

from the Stetson years. The late night

hours from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m. are a new
feature which add an average of 115

students to the total each night.

Circulation of library materials
stopped its downward turn and rose

* for the first year since 1972.

Louise Miller, Supervisor of Cir-

culation, suggests that the increase in

usage is because of the fine library

, staff, but then concedes that the

improved facilities might have
contributed, .too. "Our job is to be

friendly and help people," she says,

noting that the more students who
come in, the more the library can

meet this goal,

The reserve room, run by JoAnn
Irace, has felt the most dramatic

surge. Irace reports that the number
of reserve books and articles being

circulated jumped from 53 thousand

the last year in Stetson to 72 thousand

the next year in Sawyer. The move to

Sawyer was difficult, and included a

change in the art and record reserve

systems. As a result the department
moves more slowly, but this does not

deter the demand for material. "It

used to be, if the book's not there,

'Good.' Now the students say 'Why
not'—or 'Let's call the professor! ' The
attitude is completely different." In

response to student demands the

reserve room fin^s were raised to

insure prompt return of books and to

allow wider distribution of a limited

number of readings.

The reference librarians are

delighted to be in the middle of the

main floor. From there, it is easy to

"reach out and grab" anyone who
wanders around looking lost. They
estimate five or six times as many
students see them now as in their old

room in Stetson.

Perhaps more important'^re the

reactions of the people who work
there. Most students consider Sawyer
the place to study. "It's a quiet place

to get away from a noisy roommate,"
and "You can't party in the library—

you can't study in your roonii" were
typical reactions. There were ex-

ceptions, however, who complain of

the social atmosphere, and the

distractions of students wandering up
and down the rows of carrels. A
significant number of students say

they study in Bronfman, coming to

Sawyer only for reserve readings, or

between classes. The majority of

library users, though, like the open,

well-lit spaces, the multiple study

areas ("there's one for whatever
mood you're in"), the number of

students ("you don't feel you're the

only one studying"), the vending

machines in the basement and the

new late hours.

Williams recently joined 82 cdleges
in using a common admissions ap-

phcation. Designed to make the ap-

plication process less compUcated
and time-consuming for students and
counselors, the common form can be

photocopied and submitted to any of

the participating'schools.

The Admissions Office has also

changed application deadlines. The
final deadline will be Jan. 15 instead of

Feb. 1. Early decision applications

must be in by Nov. 15; the deadline in

the past was Nov. 1.

According to Director of Ad-
missions Philip F. Smith, 300

American high schools made common
applications available.

This year, the Admissions Office

will accept both the common ap-

plication and a Williams College

application printed before the com-
mon form was finalized. In the future,

Smith said, the College will send out

common forms.

Smith said the only additional

material Williams will require will be

a teacher evaluation and a peer
reference. These forms will be mailed

to the applicant after the office

receives the common application.

The common form differs only

slightly from the old Williams ap-

plication. Williams asked whether the

applicant had relatives who attended

Williams; the common application

does not. An optional section of the

common appUcation asks for the

applicant's height, weight and ethnic

description.

Replacing Williams' specifically

worded essay section is a "personal

statement," which may be a

description of one's "interest, ex-

perience, or achievement or anything

else you would like us to know about

you." Essays on personal, local or

national issues or samples of creative

work are also allowed.

The new system costs the college

nothing. A small foundation grant

covers the cost of printing the com-
mon forms.

Last year, the first year the com-
mon application was used, ten

colleges participated on an ex-

perimental basis. This year an open

invitation was made to US colleges

and secondary schools to join in the

use of the common form.

Smith said the deadline changes
were made for reasons of "internal

convenience." The later fall deadUne
will ^ive the admissions staff more
time to travel to secondary schools,

and the earlier January date will give

them more time to consider the ap-

plications.

$2 million law may renovate campus
Proposed federal regulations by the

Department of Health, Education and

Welfare to eliminate discrimination

against the handicapped could cost

the College up to $2 million in

renovation costs. Business Manager
Shane Riorden claimed.

The proposed regulations are in-

tended to implement Section 504 of the

Rehabilitation Act of 1973, outlawing

discrimination against the han-

dicapped. They could require the

College to renovate at least twenty

buildings at a cost of $75-100,000 each

if free access by the handicapped to

all important buildings is required,

said Riorden. Only the Sawyer
Library is presently completely ac-

cessible.

Section 504 states that "no other-

Housing chairs respond
LiUi Scheye and Cathy Jackson,

former co-chairmen of Housing
Committee, said they would not

reapply after being removed from
office at Tuesday night's College

Council meeting. Jackson '79 com-
mented, "The whole procedure was
wrong in the first place, but it is going

to disrupt motions already begun."

She plans to retain her position on the

committee as a CC representative.

Scheye '78 said, "I think the CC
acted very irresponsibly, and I'm not

going to reapply. There may be un-

fortunate consequences CC has not

foreseen." Scheye said she accepts

what the CC did because it had a

"sticky problem." Jackson said she

feels the committee will lose

something very valuable if it loses

Scheye.

The committee met once under^'

Scheye and Jackson; previously the

committee has convened in the

spring. Scheye, last year's chairman,

said she was asked by CC President

Steve Piltch to stay on. The con-

sequences of the decision will depend

on the new chairmen, said Scheye, for

it they "come in cold," it will take

longer to get the committee back in

motion.

wise qualified handicapped individual

in the United States . . . shall, solely

by reason of his handicap, be excluded

from participation in, be denied the

benefits of, or be subjected to

discrimination under any program or

activity receiving Federal financial

assistance."

An initial draft of the regulations

were distributed for comment last

May and caused "quite a storm," said

Riorden. The government "backed off

a little," he said, and is now re-

examining the regulations. Riorden

does not expect a new proposal for

"six months to a year," at which time

he anticipates the formation of a

committee of Williams students,

faculty, and administrators to study

the situation.

According to Donald McLearn of the

Office of Civil Rights of the Depart-

ment of HEW, which would be

re',{>onsible for enforcing the

regulations, the final regulations

should be released for comment by

early 1977. Comments on the draft

released in May "will definitely be

considered," said McLearn.

Riorden accused the government of

"shooting from the hip" and "raising

false expectations" on the part of the

handicapped, since he claimed no
college could strictly comply with the

draft regulations with substantial

subsidy. He said the regulations

"taken literally, ask absurd things"

and will cause "problems without

end" unless modified.

Riorden's description of the results

of a strict interpretation of the draft

regulations is "not fair" according to

McLearn. He would not describe the

general reaction to the draft

regulations or predict the extent to

which they would be modified, but

expected Oiey would seek "a middle

ground." The regulations will

probably reflect "concern for both the

handicapped individual and for

practicality," he said. Their en-

forcement "would depend on the

individual situation," according to

McLearn.
According to Riorden, the College

could accommodate "a few" han-

dicapped students by rescheduling

SM HANDICAPPEDpag«5

House votes exemption

The Sawyer Library is the only

building on campus to be completely

accessible to handicapped persons.

Other buildings may have to be

renovated at great cost.

(photo by Davis)

The Massachusetts House of

Representatives passed a bill Monday
exempting private colleges and
universities from the state's 8 per cent

meal tax. The resolution must be

passed by the Senate and signed by

Governor Michael Dukakis before

becoming law.

College business manager Shane

Riorden, who stated last week that his

hopes for Ihe bill's approval "are not

very great," commented, "Quite a

few people must have done their

homework and got to their

representatives."

The House approved the exemption

by a voice vote. "When something

goes through that way there isn't

much oppositioa" Riorden said that

lobbyists for the Association of In-

dependent Colleges and Universities

in Massachusetts (AICUM) were

greatly encouraged by the vote.

"Until it is signed, sealed and
delivered," the business manager
cautioned, "we're still worried about

it."

The 25-year old tax, first levied

against colleges and universities in

1975, costs each Williams student on

board $99 annually.
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Viewpoint

Afhiefic committee
To the editor:

As chairman of the Faculty Com-
mittee on Athletics, I appreciate the

opportunity M^. O'Shea's recent

column (9-17-76) grants me to clarify

its nature and role. Composed of four

students as well as five faculty plus

the Director of Athletics ex-officio, it

serves—within guidelines established

by the Faculty and personnel and
budgetary decisions made by the

Administrative Officers of the

College—as a formal and informal

channel between those three parties

on, as Mr. O'Shea noted, "matters of

general policy concerning in-

tercollegiate athletics." Faculty
membership for the present year

includes Professors Jeansonne, Klos,

and Koepnick and Dean iVlcIntire as

well as myself. Student members
(appointed by the College Council)

are Dawn Bedrosian ('79), Timothy
Dunn ('77), John Jones ('77), and
Ronald Long ('77).

I will direct my comments to each of

the questions Mr. O'Shea raised in

turn with the exception of one minor
query whose answer he is in a better

position to know than I.

Should freshmen react to apathy?
Apathy. Political Apathy. How is

the freshman supposed to react to it

when arriving at Williams? Thrust,

from a world where Walter Cronkite

spoon feeds the news at dinner to a i

world of "is it worth it to go get y
paper?", the freshman is often adrift

without anchor in his battle to keep up
with the news. And adrift at a time

when a new voice has been added to

the repertoire, a vote and a chance to

get INVOLVED.
Involved in what? Relevant issues

on campus are often few and far

betxweo. The 4)urple valley just

doesn't contain a passage for the busy

political stream of events in the

outside world. The on-campus
political groups want commitment.
But how to get committed to an issue

of which one is not a part? We fresh-

men are sitting at the crossroads of

our years of citizenship. What today is

commitment tomorrow is realized as

mere curiosity.

Where at Williams can we turn?. We
seek involvement, but occasional

involvement; issues, but issues in

which we have a stake; and most of

all, we seek information. For we come

«H$BHfB—
Keller unperturbed by meal lines

According to Ross Keller, Director of Food Services, "It's still too early

in the year for great concern about food lines. People are still getting their

schedules and daily routines worked out."

The Baxter meal lines, while thinning out markedly at breakfast and
dinner, remain long and slow throughout most of the lunch hour. Never-
theless, Keller said that rumors about impending restriction of up-

perclassmen from the freshman-oi"iented Baxter Hall are unfounded.

"There is no evidence from the count that many upperclassmen are eating

at Baxter," he explained. "If there are lines, it's simply because people are

all arriving at the same time."

Except for a few minor "adjustments in food distribution in the early

days," Keller said that the Baxter kitchen is working smoothly and ef-

ficiently.

Reaction to the new food service has thus far been favorable. Up-
perclassmen who have eaten at Baxter this fall are impressed by, as one of

them put it, "the quantum leap in quality" of the meals. Robert Rickert,

Baxter's Unit Manager, said he thought that "students like what the kit-

chens are doing and appreciate the new services", such as "any style eggs"

at breakfast, three different desserts and ice cream at lunch and dinner and
fresh fruit.

Reserve carrels still available

Carrels are still available for reservation according to Ray Lee who is in

charge of carrel assignments in Sawyer Library. "1 have yet to turn anyone
down," Lee said, adding that he had assigned only 150 of the 240 carrels at

the beginning of the week.

Students may reserve carrels for only one semester at a time with the

exception of seniors writing theses who may make year-long reservations.

"Seniors and juniors in Tyler House or living off-campus are given high

priority," Lee explained. In general, students are considered by class and
according to their need for storing research materials. A number of

sophomores have been assigned carrels, however, and at least ten freshmen
applied, Lee said.

cut publishes interim report

TheCommittee on Undergraduate Life (CUD will circulate copies of its

interim report on College housing and social problems next week, chairman
Earl L. McFarland Jr., announced recently. The issues covered in the

report include integration of women and Blacks into the social life, house

transfers, fraternities, alcohol, alternatives to the current housing system
and food services.

McFarland said he expects subcommittees of the CUL to prepare sec-

tions of the final draft by the end of October. He predicted the final report

would be released in mid-November.

"We want to circulate copies of the in-term report among house officers

and organizations and in the library," McFarland commented.
TheCUL will meet with house officers to discuss the first draft. "A lot of

problems we came across can only be handled by students," he said.

to this campus to learn.

Apathy can be dealt with. People

can be made to realize that each role

that they play, no matter how small, is

an important contribution. That
political reaction is just as healthy as

political action. And that relevancy is

just as important in an issue as

constant involvement. Political

groups on this campus need to act to

stay active, but do the students?

Perhaps with awareness as a base, we
can learn to react when needed. We
can vote. We can protest.

What we need is a new type of group
on campus. A group which does not

need a constant stream of activity to'

be a group. A group that can approach

the minds of students when there is

something to be said, rather than

looking around for something to say.

When relevant issues and events

surface, the independent or mildly

involved student would have a voice

for his interest.

Such a voice could be found if we
were Williams independents.

Fellowships

provide travel

opportunities
Williams College will nominate four

candidates for the Watson Travelling

Fellowship and three for the Luce

Foundation Fellowship. Nominations

for these fellowships will be made by

faculty selection committees.

Williams seniors are eligible to

apply for the Watson which provides a

year of travel and independent study

abroad, "an opportunity for a focused

and disciplined Wanderjahr of their

own devising—a break in which they

might explore with thoroughness a

particular interest, test their

aspirations and abilities, view their

lives and American society in greater

perspective and, concomitantly,

develop a more informed sense of

international concern." The Williams

deadline is October 1.

The Luce candidates, on the other

hand, may include Williams seniors,

graduate students, recent graduates

or junior faculty. The Fellowship is

intended to provide internships and

job placements in East and Southeast

Asia (excluding India) for candidates

with defined career interests other

than Asian studies and international

relations. Candidates must exhibit

motivation and potential for the

particular career, and high academic

achie\lement and leadership [wten-

tial. The Williams deadline will be

October 15.

Students interested in applying for

the Watson or the Luce should see

Dean Mclntire.

Williams College, together with a

number of other institutions of a

similar nature, sponsored legislation

which exempted them from the squad
size limitations established over the

past year or so by the NCAA. This was
done with the full knowledge of the

Department's personnel and the

College Administrative Officers and
was supported informally by the

AtUetjc Cominlttee,.

The Athletic Comiiiittee's

guideline make no provision for

involvement in the Department's

hiring procedures.

"Club sports" is a perennial subject

before the Committee—with policies

regarding crew but at the head of a

long list.

The physical education requirement

is a matter of educational poUcy and
thus falls within the competence of the

elected Faculty Committee charged

with that duty. The membership of the

Athletic Committee is not elected nor

granted such responsibility.

Policy regarding post-season
competition was established by the

Faculty a number of years ago. It has
been discussed by the Committee a

number of times since, but that

Committee has seen no reason to

recoAimend a change by the Faculty.

Coach's viewpoints have been
routinely solicited by the Committee
when it faced issues for which their

substantive knowledge was deemed

«

necessary.

Admissions policy is the province of

a separate Faculty Standing Com-
mittee.

The Faculty also has a separate

Committee dealing with measures for

faculty evaluation. If the Athletic

Committee feels that it is in a

privileged position to make recom-
mendations to that Committee, it will

do so.

Robert W. Friedrichs, Chair

Athletic Committee (9-21-76)

Water-fights
To the editor:

A growing problem has thrust itself

upon the Williams community. The
issue which we must come to grips

with is, of course, the water-fight. We,
the students of Lehman, must bear the

load of other people's misguided

animosity, as these students see fit to

relieve themselves of their animal

aggressions by wantonly attacking us
in the late night hours.

I think we would all agree this is a

college disgrace. That the actions of a

few, so-called "short" individuals who
get their kicks through senseless,

mindless destruction, can hold us all

in a state of gibbering terror is mute
testimony to their guerilla tactics. We
at Lehman East are quiet by nature,

and do not know any of these two-bit

hoodlums per^naDy, But we do know
that there is work to be done every

night, including Fridays and Satur-

days, and that these acts of undiluted

immaturity prevent us from serious

study.

We at Lehman call for school unity:

let brotherhood and sisterhood reign

among you and your fellow 'burgers,

and once again harmony will rule over
the Purple Valley.

Names withheld by request

Dodd and Fitch

~~
present

MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT
DODD HOUSE

Friday, 9-1

Admission $1

News and Notes
from Career Counseling

Monday, Sept. 27—-Temple Law
School Representative—sign up for

interview at O.C.C.

PACE EXAMINA'nON (Federal

Civil Service): If application is

submitted by Oct. 20 the exam can
be taken November 6 in Pittsfield

or November 20 in Bennington—
other tests given in Jan., Feb.,

March and April.

Interested in driving jobs? We are

compiling a list and would like to

have some more names to be

contacted. See Katie Case.

SENIORS: Don't forget to return

your Senior Registration Card to

the office or to our mail box (3135)

as soon as possible!

NEWSPAPER FUND SUMMER
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM in-

formation is now available. Ap-

plication deadline is December 1st.

Syracuse University's

WORLD OF FOREIGN STUDY

FLORENCE — Italian, History, Fine Arts, Humanities,

Pliilosopiiy, Social Science

MADRID — Spanish, Anthropology, Fine Arts, History,

Political Science, Social Science, Business-Management,
Education, Philosophy, Sociology, Theology

STRASBOURG — French, German, History, Fine Arts,

Religion, Political Science, Social Science

AMSTERDAM— Dutch, Fine Arts, History, Social Science,

Economics, Social Work, Human Development, An-

thropology

LONDON — English, History, Fine Arts, Political Science,

TVR, Newswriting, Drama, Art

ISRAEL — Hebrew, Management

1977 Spring Semester Application deadline: OCTOBER 1st

FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE

Division of International Programs Abroad
335 Comstock Avenue

Syracuse, New York 13210

315-423-3471 .
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Angevine Report: frats role too large
by An<|y O'Donnell and

Vernon Kirk '7S

The Angevine Report was published
during the summer of 1M2 and
produced an Immediate uprbar. The
committee, comprised of three
trustees (including Angevine), two
students, and seven other alumni
representing oili decades from 1911-

1962, had unanimously decided that

fraternities had come to exercise a

disproportionate role in the un-

dergraduate life of the College and
instructed the College to assume full

responsibility for the housing, eating,

and social accommodations of its

students. President Sawyer's next

step was to establish the Standing
Committee under the leadership of

Talcott Banks '28. "The task of my
committee," Banks said, "is to effect

the transition with the least possible

dislocation and to provide for

Williams the most effective social

organization possible."

From 1963-1968 fraternities co-

existed with the burgeoning
residential house system at Williams.

By 1968 all but 6 of the 15 fraternities

had technically ceased to house and
feed their members and had made
arrangements to turn their houses

over to the College. In the fail of 1968

the college trustees instructed the 6

remaining fraternities to "take the

necessary steps to wind up fraternal

activity here as soon as possible" by

discontinuing all rushing, pledging,

and initiating activities. The trustees

again expressed their desire for a

campus "open to all members of the

college community" and emphasized

their intention to end once and for all

the continuing friction between the

college and the remaining fraternities

which they said stemmed from the

fraternities' "unwillingness or

inability to live within the stated

College policies governing their

operation".

Part 2 of the RECORD series ex-

ploring fraternities at Williams
focuses on the Angevine Committee,
its report, and the dual existence of

fraternities and the residential house

system on campus from 1963-1968.

This last item is particularly in-

triguing in light of the present

fraternity situation at Williams and

its possible ramifications. Excerpts

presented are taken from interviews

conducted by Andy O'Donnell and

Vernon Kirk '75 for a 1974 Winter

Study project entitled "An Oral and

Archival History of WilliamsCollege."

Those appearing in Part 2 include

Bruce Grinnell '62, former president

of Alpha Delta Phi and quarterback of

the football team who lent his name to

the Grinnell petition: Hodge
Markgraf '52, non-voting secretary of

the Angevine Committee and
currently professor of chemistry;

Benjamin Labaree, Dean of the

College from 1963-1967, member of the

Standing Committee, and presently

professor of History at Williams; and

Charles Karelis '67, an undergraduate

during the transition period and

assistant professor of Philosophy

BRUCE GRINNELL: In July of

1961 I met in Williamstown with

President Sawyer. It was obvious tiiat

he and the Administration had done a

good deal of thinking about the

problem. He indicated to me at that

time even though it hadn't been an-

nounced that he had appointed the

Angevine Committee. There were

only 2 undergraduates on it, myself

and a fellow named Rob Durham
Cei). We were both a little skeptical.

It seemed to us that the committee

was loaded with pre-second world war

alumni. Even after our second or third

meeting we had our reservations

because they were very much com-

mitted to the social system, but as it

turned out they were also very open

minded. The more meetings we had

the more impressed I became of how

open minded they were, irregardless

of what era they came from

Angevine was an excellent chair-

man. He had a great ability for con-

densing a great deal of material &nd

preparing a most comprehensive

report based on lots of hours put in,

•and lots of interviewing

If I had to characterize the group

that was appointed. I'd say they were

very strong fraternity men, but they

were stronger Williams mea
HODGE MARKGRAF: As a result

of a meeting with John Hyde, Fred

Rudolph, and myself in the summer of

1961 President Chandler asked me to

be non-voting secretary to the

Angevine Committee. Technically

there was only one faculty member on

theconunittee, Mr. Gates- 1 think that

was by design and that it was a very

deliberate and very intelligent design

on President Sawyer's part.

The faculty input into the thing was
very minimal. We had so low a profile

that we practically didn't show.

Again, I think that was purposeful and

strategic. The faculty's opinion in the

matter was fairly well known from

previous votes of sentiment and things

in the late 'SO's. I think that had

faculty input been any higher it would

have raised the anxiety coefficient on

the part of the alumni. ... At no

point was Mr. Gates ever asked to

give a progress report to the faculty,

for example. The faculty never voted

as to whether or not they approved of

the Angevine Report. It really was
viewed I think on Mr. Sawyer's part

as an administrative decision between

himself and the trustees.

I felt we liad real autonomy, and
that tiiis in turn was a measure of the

leadership ability of our chairman.

Mr. Sawyer's input came from his

selection of tlie members of the

committee, and having once selected

it and convened it he really didn't

have to keep a hand in or steer it . . .

There was real genuine movement
of ideas within ttie committee as well

as people undergoing changes of

perspectives. One of the most im-

pressive things was the growth which

people, some of whom came to that

committee with fairly definite ideas

showed on their own capacity to

decide what was important and what

siiould be maintained . . ,

I think there was clearly a body of

evidence that just became over-

wlielmingly persuasive, ttiat there

were better ways to organize a social

system here that avoided the nasty

distinctions of who was the sheep and

who were the goats. People were

making these distinctions on each

other at a time in life when they were

very ill equipped or ill prepared to do

so—that is, after one year at Williams

you were voting thumbs up or thumbs

down. I don't think anyone objected to

the idea of a group of people 40-50— in

number Hving together and having

joint intramural and social

Chi Psj

gatherings. It was that invidious

distinction, the fact that you were

making rather superficial but terribly

permanent judgments on your peers,

in terms of social acceptance, as well

as the underlying problem with the

nationals wh^ch involved aspects of

race and religion.

I think eventual acceptance of the

report was due to leadership and the

capacity of Williams alumni to— I'd

like to say to be reasonable—to be

loyal. Part of it was the leadership of

Jack Sawyer. The summer the report

came out he immediately appointed

the Standing Committee They im-

mediately moved to implement the

Angevine Report so there quickly was

forward movement— there wasn't

stasis where we all sat around and

debated it. The older alumni and the

more influential alumni saw the kind

of people involved in the committee

and their qualifications and there was
just little argument you could give

people of the quality of' Geniesse,

Oebeviosse, Nathan, and Osborne and
others. If these kind of guys were
unanimous in favor of the report,

which they were, it's very hard to say

that they're all a bunch of nuts. That's

where Sawyer's careful selection at

the beginning proved so important. So
I think the Feason it was accepted was
first, there was willingness on the part

of the alumni to say that these men
were reasonable*men to begin with,

that if they felt that deeply then even

though it may appear to be an up-

seeing decision it couldn't be that

wrong. The second thing was the

moving forward, the immediate
appoint of the standing committee to

implement the decision, again staffed

with men of distinction and fairness. A
third reason it was accepted was that

an awful lot of alumni would not turn

their back on their college.

BENJAMIN LABAREE: My
primary task afteriny appointment in

the summer of 1963 as dean was Jo
work out a new Residential house

system. Virtually all of the members
of-the student body when I came were

members of fraternities, though I

suspectthat until the Angevine Report

they were lukewarm members of

fraternities, but under psychological

circumstances which I'm sure we
would experience if we were under the

same circumstances they became
very enthusiastic fraternity members
as the system was running out of time.

It became the thing to do during the

mid 1960's to join a fraternity and thus

thumb your nose at the establishment

which was trying to keep them down.

Many of the natural leaders of the

college community, however, had

either gotten out of their fraternities

and seen the strengths or perhaps just

the inevitability of the future . . .

My most pressing problem in the

short run centered around 4 or 5

fraternities which went all out to defy

the college, aided and abetted by

groups of alumni willing to bankroll

any kind of opposition, even beyond

reason. . . . Mr. Banks, as a good

lawyer, had a standard agreement,

and that was what we'd start out with

ffiich time, but by the time we added

the therefore's and the but-never-the-

lesses, and settled various battles

over certain exceptions, each

fraternity agreement turned out

somewhat different from the others.

They did fall into somewhat basic

patterns, however. There were the

extreme groups, who absolutely

refused to let the college have the

house under any circumstances, then

there were the people who held out for

such a long time that the value of the

house to us was marginal when we
needed it most, and then in the other

direction there were fraternities who
turned their houses over for whatever

would help the college . . .

There was still rushing in the fall of

'66— that would be the class of 1969. I

think in those last years— fall of '65

and '66—maybe 30 per cent of the

sophomores joined fraternities. Of

coui/se, everyone was convinced that

what we (the Standing Committee)

was going to do was abolish frater-

nities and t'lis became a sort of self-

fulfilling prophecy. The more they

believed it the more ornery they were

and the more they refused to abide by

the ground rules. Consequently, the

more they did this the more it became

too necessary to abolish them to solve

the problem . . .

The houses for a time served as both

residential houses and fraternities.

There were two possiblities if you

belonged to a fraternity : You could be

a member of Prospect House and a

.Saint (now the Center for Develop-

mental Economics) or you could be a

member of Perry House and an AD
( the same building ) The frats made an

effort to accomplish the latter and one

year AD succeeded in getting a large

number of AD's in Perry House so it

continued to be in the eyes of most

students an AD house. This hurt, and

we hassled them, no doubt about it

I think the purpose of the residential

house was to be a part of the whole

rather than something separate that

had ties with houses at other colleges

and with the national. Fraternities

were a centrifical force on campus
and we were looking for a cenft-ipetal

one where the faculty would also feel

more comfortable . . .

I'd' say the high poiiit of the

residential house in terms of its

positive functions pircampus would be

,'66, '67, '68, right around in there.

They succeeded in bringing the

campus together In ways that hadnot
happened before . . .

I think the transition was handled as

well as any matter could have been.

Mr. Sawyer's patience far outreached

mine. 1 think the entire squabble

bothered this school only seriously for

one year—1963 to 1964. By the fall of

'64, or at least part way through it, the

battle was essentially over and it was
simply a matter of bringing around
some recalcitrants or waiting for

them to graduate. To me the end of

fraternities was a critical decision

because it made possible a number of

other moves—parietal hours and
coeducation for instance—and it

definitely opened up relationships

between faculty and students.

CHARLES KARELIS: I wasn't too

conscious of what the fraternity

situation was when I applied to

Williams. People had said Williams

had a reputation as a party school,

and that sounded very jolly to me, so I

was kind of pro fraternity. I

remember a particular conversation

with a kid I knew who was a

sophomore and who had been rushed

by AD Phi, which was at that time the

most prestigious and zoo-like of all the

fraternities. I said I was distressed to

see that so many of the up-

perclassmen were so uniform with

each other— everyone seemed so

similar—and I said yea, people really

seem to be quite typed. He looked at

me with utter incomprehension and

said yea, but what a great type. To
me, when I think of the old Williams,

the social Williams which was in the

process of falling apart wiiile I was
going through here, I always think of

that story ...

Rushing for my class didn't have

the pressing, urgent quality it once

had because it wasn't now essential

for the allocation of housing people.

The housing process was random—
you could choose six of your friends

and apply to the specific house where

you wanted to be put, then according

to what number you drew in a big

lottery conducted in the student union,

you got your first choice or second

choice or whatever. There was still

rushing of the old kind for actual

membership in a fraternity but

because this no longer could deter-

mine housing. The brothers who were

resident in the houses still wanted to

get as many of the people they wanted

in their fraternity in the house as

possible, though. They wanted to

make it as much like the old system as

possible. They wanted to defeat the

randomizing process which the

college had set up.

The way they did this was when the

various groups went around to look at

the houses, and the brothers saw a

group they wanted in the house, they'd

take you upstairs, introduce you to the

football captain, and serve you the

maximum of the allowed food and

whatever the allowed beverage was.

If they didn't want you there were

various techniques known as negative

rushing. In no uncertain terms they

made it clear to ydu that you wouldn't

like the house or be welcome there.

I remember the guys I went in with.

One was a very smooth character, a

nice, nice guy and just the type they

wanted at AD Phi. The other guy

eventually turned out to be the

valedictorian of the class and not the

type they wanted, especially since he

spent most of his time in the library.

Then there was me, and I was more

like the second then the first except

without the academic excellence.

Anyhow, we got over to AD and the

first guy, the one they wanted, was

taken upstairs to meet the football

captain, while we, other guy and I,

were taken through the house We
were shown the basement, and there

was a lot of emphasis on the wild and

obscene things that went on down

there, and then we were taken to the

house library. In the library they had

put various weights, Indian clubs, and
medicine balls and they told us that

since you couldn't study for more than

40 minutes at a stretch anyway, they

liked to work out during breaks . . .

^

In the dorms which did not have a

'

historical association with a frater-

nity, such as Fitch and Prospect,^,

there was some shadow fraternity

activity, almost -Uke- an imitatioa of
i

the fraternities. Within these non-

affiliate houses it wasn't like there

was a group of people who wanted to

make it into a fraternity and another

group who had some other social

ideal, though. The first group was able

to take over because the other people

didn't see the house as a focus oif their

social life at all. They didn't think in

terms of the house. They were more
individualistic and spent most of their

time roadtripping to Bennington . . .

People fought the end of frater-

nities. There was the famous
Homecoming weekend in which
bumperstickers were put on cars

saying "Hit the road. Jack" after the

Ray Charles hit of that year. I per-

ceived the strongest opposition to

Sawyer's move among the people with

the least firm hold, the people who
were not the most popular, the people

for whom the fraternity system really

was a source of identity and which

provided an indispensable social life

for them. Th^ really popular guys on

Delta Uptilon

campus, the natural leaders, didn't

oppose Sawyer as much because they

probably figured they could be just as

successful in a campus without

fraternities . . .

Sorne people said that Prospect

House itself was a PR campaign for

the new system, that it was an ex-

pensive, modern thing that was
supposed to sweeten the new system a

bit. To some extent I think Greylock

was meant to do that too. Most of the

opposition to Greylock was not ar-

chitectural but ideological, that it

represented the new system . . .

Sawyer wanted to achieve his ends

with the least possible hassle so he

didn't make any of the fraternities

swallow too much at once. He
presented it as a step by step thing but

there was no question where he was
going and there was some bitterness

because people wanted to read his

moderate steps as being a real

compromise between fraternities and

the other system he had in mind.

Ultimately I don't think he ever

thought of compromising. He just

wanted a smooth transition, but

people thought that they would really

be able to work out some arrangement

whereby fraternities would continue

andSawyer would be satisfied too . . .

I felt that this conflict between

fraternities and whatever you want to

call what we have now dramatized

something that was happening in the

country and made it very vivi(^—the

dawning of a new consciousness that I

would characterize as individualistic,

alienated, a little more hip, into

drugs—all things which were hap-

pening nationally. The Vietnam war
was getting people excited about

politics. SDS was on campus.
Everybody went to SDS meetings.

Few joined but everybody went. So

here in this clash between two in-

stitutions on campus was a

microcosm, or an analogue of a

national change.
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Pipe Bond to present 'ceilidh'

When the RECORD^vished Yo-Yoa happy birthday last week, we didn't mean
to alienate the other dogs on campus. Perhaps the case of beef dog food or the

Pipe Band's 'ceilidh' will perit him up. (photo by Johnston )

Juilliard dazzles Chapin
by Stephen Bernheim

A professor of harmony at Williams

who retired just last year, told his

class one morning that he could not

understand why people at concerts

complained of being unable to see

_ performers on stage. He announced
that he went to listen to music, and not

to watch a performance. The Monday
night concert at Chapin Hall given by

the Juilliard String Quartet may have
changed, his mind. The group prac-

tically hopped, skipped and jumped
their way through Bartok and
Beethoven, making for a thoroughly

enjoyable evening.

The concert opened with the Mozart
D Minor Quartet, a later work which
is considerably more somber than

much of his customary light-hearted

material. It was a solid performance

of a solid piece of music, though the

first violin got a little out of hand in

the last movement, sliding around
notes instead of hitting them ac-

curately. The cello in the second

movement was particularly out-

standing. Had the concert ended here,

however, the entire event would not

have been terribly noteworthy.

Improvisationalist

Clarke fo give

organ recital

A unique and intriguing recital of

organ music will be given by Andrew
Clarke, in Thompson Memorial
Chapel on Tuesday, September 28th,

at 8:30 P.M. Besides being a

celebrated performer of great organ

works, Clarke is a dextrous and ex-

citing in-concert improvisationalist.

He promises this particular recital

will be no exception as it will conclude

with an improvisation on a submitted

theme.

Clarke's program will include

works by J. S. Bach, Buxtehude,

Franck, Mendelssohn, and his own
composition "Partita on 'Ein feste

Burg' ", a series of eight variations on

the popular hymn tune "A Mighty

Fortress is Our God" by Martin

Luther. He composed the piece last

spring when a Williams voice teacher,

Deborah Beardsley, commissioned it

in honor of her husband Peter's

thirtieth birthday.

A graduate of Yale University and

the New England Conservatory,

Clarke is organist and choirmaster at

South Congregational Church in

Pittsfield.

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

But along came Bartok and
something quite different was in the

air. Only moments after the final

chords of the classical Mozart, the

bom-bom-bom-ba-da-dum of the

Bartok 4th Quartet, with its

screeching violins, scraping bows and

plucked strings filled Chapin Hall.

Here was a superb performance,

especially the pizzicato 4th movement
and the frantic finale. Again, for his

performance in the 3rd movement,

the cellist deserves special praise.

The Beethoven opus 130 Quartet

closed the program, and again the

contrast in performance was
achieved. Where Bartok had been

pla^yed with fervor and strain,

Beethoven was approached with love

and tenderness. The all too brief

second movement sparkled like a

gemstone, and Robert Mann, the first

violinist seemed to make his in-

strument whimper in the cavatina.

The allegro finale had all the per-

formers stomping their feet and

bouncing up and down, not unlike a

country hoe-down: a spirited con-

clusion to a wonderful performance.

by Gail Hupper

The traditions of the Scottish

highlands come to life this weekend as

the Williams College Pipe Band
begins its second year of per-

formances in the Williamstown area.

Tomorrow at 8:00 p.m. the band will

present a > ceilidh in the Weston
Language Center. Admission is free.

A ceilidh (pronounced say-lee),

"the^ tJaeltc word for 'a visit*, has
come to mein an informal ^thering
at which traditional Scottish music,

dances, and poetry are peHormed."
Pipers Jim Nail, Doug Goralski, Ed
Need, Alison Morgan, and William-

stown resident Bruce Peters, join

drummers John Gilbert, Andy
Masetti, and Bron Fargo in group and
solo pieces which include marches,

airs, dances, and ballads. Piping

instructor Donald F. Lindsay of the

Invermark College of Piping in

Petersburg, N.Y., and drumming
instructor Norman McLeod of Pitts

-

field will also appear with the band.

Most of the members of the band
underwent the fairly complicated

process of learning to play the pipes

last fall and during last year's Winter

Study project. The pipes themselves

are composed of an air bag, three

drone pipes, a pipe through which air

is blown into the air bag, and a

chanter through which air emerges
from the bag. In the fall, students

learn fingering and several tunes on a

"practice chanter", an instrument

resembling the recorder but with the

finger holes of the actual chanter.

Students graduate to the pipes during

Winter Study.

This graduation process involves

two steps. First the piper must learn

to coordinate his breathing and
squeezing the air bag with his arm in

order to insure a constant air flow

through the pipes; then he learns to

coordinate the breathing-squeezing

process with the fingerings on the

chanter. At the end of last year's

Winter Study, new pipers joined

drummers and the few pipers that had

Fine Wines

The Best Selection in the Area

lany Varietal and Estate Bottled Wines

Low Prices !

West's Package Store
OPEN 8:00 am 11:00pm

Save on Case Lots

Route 2

Between W& NA

FOR THE BEER DRINKER

Bring In The Advertisement Worth 50° Off

THE PRICE OFF ONE CASE OF YOUR FAVORITE BEER
Offer Good Until Nov. 1

OCTOBERFEST BEER NOW AVAILABLE

Junior Night at

The Log !

Tuesday, Sept. 28— 9-1

2

Special low prices on beer and wine for all card-carrying

members of the Class of 78.

(Everyone else also welcome—at regular prices

Waltyour turn.)

Coming

Wednesday, Sept. 29— Jazz by Aitken & Miller

Regular hours; Tues. Wed. 9 12

Thurs. 9:00-12:30

Frl.-Sat. 9-1

-<?

NEW ATTRACTION: Football and Electronic

Pong are now In operation!

played before to form the present

band
In keeping with Scottish tradition,

there is a hierarchy of authority

within the band. Pipe Major Nail is

musical leader and coordinator of the

band, while Pipe Sergeant Goralski

handles as second-in-command the

groups administrative affairs. Drum
Sergeant and senior drummer Gilbert

lead»-the drum corps- Fargo^s*ass
Drummer wears a traditional leopard

skin over his white shirt, in addition to

the knee socks and kilt which the rest

of the band also wears. Each piper

owns his own pipes; the kilte, which

cost about $80, mu^t be borrowed.

The band's plans for this year are

ambitious. In addition to the ceilidh

the group also expects to play for a

class agents dinner at Mount Hope
Farm tomorrow. Other performances

include an October 3^^ march in the

North Adams fall foliage parade and
in several area churches and schools.

Some six or eight new students have
begun to learn on the practice chanter

this fall. Nail says that he hopes-to

offer another bagpipe Winter Study

this year but describes the present

status of such a program as "only

tentative". The band is also looking to

the College Council for funds to buy

uniforms and drums.

R

R

Check our score of calendars -

as well as our re-instituted publisher's

^°^'^
overstock Sale in the Sun Room for Gifts.

#
JOSEPH E DEWEY

458-5717

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS

01267

THE _ nA
COTTAGE "*

Boutique JhC^lji

PRESENTS
Friday, September 24th

*
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iTHERAFTERS
iglattSilodancenooffi

nridagrget In frMi
with this ad!

nqrEilli4t» KaydorMS

'^iSAB^^gg^ •raiMos
j

An Extraordinary
Adventure

into the Unknown

SHADOW
OFTHE
HAWKfP^

WINNER OF 5 ACADEMY AWARDS
(including) BEST PICTURE, ACTOR

PLUS COMEDY SENSATION OF THE YEAR
WOODY. DIANE ,„ __ ., „
ALLEN ' KEATON Lov« &Death

JAN. MICHAEL VINCENT CINEMA II ENDS 7:00 CUCKOO'S
CINEMA I

^>^0S TUES. MAT TUES. »:15 LOVE
7:304.9:15 S«.S2:00 MAT. SAT. «. SUN. 2:00

RT.«7A BENNINGTON, VERMONT (802)442-8179

C^\C Announces Its First Dry Cleaning

SALE!!
SLACKS Reg. $1.15 *

^— NEXT WEEK ONLY $1.05
SEE US IN OUR CENTRAL LOCATION

O^ MEETING THE COMMUNITY'S NEEDS
' (SOS IS THE CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE

OFTREET CLEANERS)

FREE DELIVERY 458-5634

TACONIC PACKAGE STORE, INC.

79 WATER ST.

WILUAMSTOWN, MASS. 01267

Draft Beer Headquarters

We Stock

BudweJser V? Bar. Michelob V«

Miller Vi Bar. , Schaefer V*

All Kegs and All Brands are about

$1.00 less than anyone else in town

OWNER Dick Solomon

JAMES COBURN

BRONFMAN
AUDITORIUM

$1

MTURDAY,SEPT.25

7:15. 9:15 &MIDN1GHT

Forecasters view gridd^r s future
PREDICTIONS from p«g« «

10) AU four of Williams' road
opponents will hold their homecoming
on the date of the Williams game.

1 1

)

Union will role into town in late

October with a 1-4 record and Icee 116-

Handicapped law
may alter campus

HANDICAPPEDfram |w«»T--^-~

classes to accessible rooms and
"counting on help from others" for the

handicapped student. Large numbers
of handicapped students would be

more difficult to accommodate, he
said. Tiiere are presently no han-

dicapped students at Williams who
have been unable to manage their

situations, said Riorden.

The Department of HEW defines a
handicapped person as "any person
who has a physical or mental im-

pairment which substantially Umits
one or more major life activities" and
defines a qualified handicapped
person as one "who, meets the

academic or technical standards
requisite to admission or participation

in the (federal aid) recipient's

education program or activity."

CUSTOAA
FRAMING
7^ iK%ni: SHUP

3, and Coach Tom Cahill will remark
astutely, "It was never like this at the

Point."

12) No matter how many people
show up for the home Wesleyan game
this year, the press will report "a
capacity crowd of 9,000."

13) The Williams rambling,
scrambling, ... etc., moo cow
marching band will miss juggler Dick
Rhodes more than expected and

^^^Mtrely break even in winning halftime

performances.

14) New York Yankees fans won't
even know that Williams is fielding a
football team this fall until the World
Series (or maybe the A.L. playoffs)

are over.

15) Dave Libardi will very seldom

get beat deep, but will be arrested late

in the season for headhunting and
inciting to scalp.

16) On any Saturday where there's

a little nip in the air, there will be a big

nip in most pockets.

17) Williams wlU win its sixth

straight Little Three crown, and may
or may not match last.year's 7-0-1

record. (The crystal ball's a little

cloudy, check with me after Mid-

dlebuiy, or.maybe Trimty-) . _...,_

18) The Ephs will beat Hamilton
Saturday, 29-12.

Well, now I know how the game is

played, I guess it's just time to sit

back and see if I'm ready to trade in

my tea leaves and Tarot cards or go
into business. See you Satu^^y.

Ephmen face Hamilton
PREVIEW from page*

along the front line.

Jim Spaulding and sophomore John
Theil will handle the linebacking

chores, while Dave Libardi and Todd
Nelp are returning to safety positions.

Junior Charlie Sanders and
sophomore Utark Eckert are expected

to startat cornerback, but Odell hopes

to use soph Greg MacAleenan at one

corner eventually.

Game time is 2:00 p.m. on Weston
Field, with WCFM broadcasting the

game.
Those who are ready and willing to

bury the era of Odell, come down and.

catch the head-knocking, but hold the

tar and feathers, tradition dies hard,

especially with talent around.

BAHA'I FAITH
NOT A SECT NOT A CULT

NEW RELIGION WITH A
MESSAGE FOR THIS DAY.

"Be anxiously concerned with
the needs of the age ye live in,

and center your deliberations on
its exigencies and require-

ments." Baha'u'llah

Members or interested

seekers call

663-3025 or 458-$17S

MOUHTWILUiMS

GRGBHHOUSES

Tropical Foliage Plants

and
Hanging Plants

Fresh cut flowers grown in

our seven greenhouses

F.T.D.

OPEN 9-5. MON.-SAT.

1090 State Road (Route 2)

(At Williamstown line)

DELIVERY

North Adams
663-8665

:^s:

SQUASH SALE!!

30% off on all Racquets

Home of the Purple Cow Squash Cover

Australian Green Unbreakable Squash Balls - $2.50
' Authentic Rugby Shirts - $17.95

Gant Rugby Shirts - $15.00

Williams Co-op
Spring Street

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS

Come and see why everyone is

trying to keep up with us!

CANDLES
3 FEET LONG

Slow Burning, 50 to 60 Hours

AND Virtually Dripless, Price S3.00.

SCOTT& BRATTON
On Route 7, One Mile South of Village

Open 7 Days a Week, 9: 30 5:30 ^

All College

Dance Concert

Saturday Night

with

White Light

Mission Park

9-1

Admission $1.50

There's only
one thing
worse th&
finding out
youl^ive
cancer.

Not
findingout

American
Cancer Society I

iHis SPAi,f CONTHftjTfDBV fMf PuftiSMfP
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Season opens Saturday

Ephs anticipate victory

Septerpber 24, 1*76

by Ttm Layden
"We've been a Uttle bit em-

barrassed up to tliia point and I think

it's time for lU ta show something."

Well, mayi>e not really embarrassed,
but Coach Bob Odell's words illustrate

just how successful a team has to be to

keep the fans happy after losing only

five times in the past five years;

Odell and bis hungry varsity foot-

ball t^am will get a chance to quell

an^ thoughts which may be floating

around campus with regard to a
weaker team than usual taking the

field. The Ephs host Hamilton on
Weston Field in the 1976 season opener
for both teams.

The meeting will be the first ever
between the two teams, although

Williams did meet the Continentals in

a preseason scrimmage three years
ago.

Hamilton is a school whose football

program had hit rock bottom two
years ago, having completed a second
consecutive 0-8 season. The Con-
tinentals, however, rebounded
strongly last year to post a 4-4 mark
and cUmb back into the ranks of

respectability.

Holyoke stickers

outrun Ephwomen,
secure 4-1 victory
The Williams' Field hockey team,

opening regular season play earlier

this week witha 4-0 victory against

Trinity, were defeated yesterday 4-1

by a strong Mt. Holyoke team.

Following an easy win Tuesday over
• Trinity, the Ephwomen seemed un-

prepared to handle the quick stick-

work and aggressive play of the

Holyoke squad.

Taking control of the game early in

the first half, Holyoke repeatedly

challenged the Williams' defense,

scoring three goals in the first quarter
of play. Holyoke's use of long flicks

and their intelligent play enabled

them to dominate the half despite the

efforts of Williams' goalie Mimmie
DuMouchel.
Unable to generate any offense

early in the game, Williams finally

opened up and began to penetrate the

Holyoke defense once they were over

what poach Linda Wilkins termed the

"initial shock" at the excellence of the

visiting team.

Although the second half saw longer

passes and a greater aggressiveness

by the Williams' squad, the change in

play did not result in goals. Taking
twice as many shots on goal as
Holyoke, Williams was constantly

stopped because as Wilkins observed,

"everytime we got by someone,
someone else was there."

Explaining Williams' inability to

score co-captain Amy Kindwall noted

'

that as a result of the speed of the

Holyoke squad "we didn't have as

much time to get our shots off, so

Holyoke would just take them away."
Stealing the ball from the Williams

offense late in the second hailHolyoke
scored their fourth goal before

Williams finally got on the scoreboard

following a shot by wing Liza Olsen.

Earlier this week the Ephwomen
exhibited some of the skills of the

Holyoke squad as they shut-out

Trinity, 4-0.

The speed and good stickwork of the

Williams offense enabled them to

secure an early lead when forward

Sally Kraft took advantage of

Trinity's sloppy stickwork to score

two minutes into the game.
Williams continued to dominate the

game as repeated Trinity fouls set up
corners and scoring opportunities for

the stickwomen. Getting the rebound

on one corner, left halfback Lee
Wilson tallied to put Williams ahead 2-

0.

Posing Httle challenge to Eph's

defense. Trinity's second half shots

were easily cleared, allowing

Williams to score twice, on goals by

Kraft and Olsen.

The team, now 1-1, wHl meet
Wesleyan at Middletown tomorrow
following which the team will have a

week's practice to prepare for a tough

Yale match October 2.

Under Coach Don Jones, Hamilton

lost its only preseason scrimmage, 22-

20 to R.I.T., on three fourth-quarter

touchdowns. Hamilton, however, is

not a team to Ije overlooked. "They've

got a lot of people returning," notes

Odell, "and they're awfully excited

about the possibility of beating

Williams."
-..-..-.--

Hamilton is a wide-open football

team, which likes to put points on the

scoreboard and will take its chances

about giving them up. "They play a

gambling, attacking defense which
might catch us once in awhile, but we
hope to catch them off guard too,"

says Odell.

The visitors will hne up in a 5-2-4,

and has been known to blitz their

Unebackers on nearly every down, a

potential problem for the partially

green Williams offensive line.

Defensively, Hamilton will count on

junior linebacker Sam Tarantino,

middleguard Don Oyer, tackle Stancil

Scott, and end John Cunningham to

contain the Williams attack.

The Continentals treat the ball like a

greased pig on offense and throw it

around like a rugby team, fumbling 24

times in eight games a year ago, and
throwing 13 interceptions. Yet, when
things go right, Hamilton can put

points on the board. Veteran quar-

terback Mark LfiFountain looks tor

ends George Gramaglia and Dave
Pisanelli, while Bill Romaine is the

squad's leading ball carrier, rambling

for nearly 700 yards as a freshman.

Williams, thus, finds itself heading

into the regular season against the

most uiqiredictable opponent it will

face this year. Odell does not seem
worried about his forces: "Most of the

guys are starting to taste the first win

of the year. Even I'm excited."

Williams will start basically the

same team as took the field against

Albany St. Friday. Offensively, Lew
Kitchin, injured shoulder and all, will

get the nod at center, flanked by
junior Brian Fales and sophomore
Bruce Wilson at the guards. Veteran

Tim Dunn and soph Dave Maltzan will

be the tackles.

Herb McCormick will make his

regular season debut at the spUt end
spot, a position manned capably for

the last three years by McCormick's
high school teammate, Dave Parker.

Sophomore Kurt Anderson, despite a

broken thumb, will start at tight end.

Don Wallace will make his

inaugural opening-day start at

quarterback, while veterans Charlie

Carrier and co-captain Tom Redden
will go behind him. Pete Hansbury, a

gritty senior who missed the first

week of practice, will start in place of

the injured Scott Harrington at

wingback. Mark Gerry should see

some backfield action, as well.

Defensively, Odell is still left with

one hole to fill. One of the defensive

end slots will be held down by Mike
Masi, but Bob Staiger and Steve

Rogers are still battling for the other.

Pete Tuttle, co-captain Emmett
Creahan, and Mike Powers will open

see PREVIEW pages

Peter Hansbury looki for running raom against Albany Stat* in iast Saturday's
scrimmage. Tti* Purple open their 1*76 season at home tomorrow against
Hamilton. (photo by Meigs)

spms

Layden on Sports

Predictions

by Tim Layden ^

The early days of the fall represent

countless tractions, not the least

prevalent of which is predicting

football scores, standings, and other

strange occurreiices. Most of the

campus, in fact, flocks to the TV room
every Sunday to check out the pro
scores in hopes of winning some points

on their "cards."

But, for the most part, predicting is

left to the soothsayers of the sports

British squod tops Purple kickers
"I couldn't be more pleased," said

coach Jeff Vermeil following the

soccer team'^s encounter with a poised

British amateur team last Wed-
nesday. "It was a hard game,
typically English, very hard tackling,

but we adjusted to it well. "I'd say we
played them at least even with our

first group."

The English team, playing its eighth

game in 10 days and showing little

affects from the travelling and a long

and boisterous Tuesday evening at the

Log, came back from a 3-1 deficit to

defeat the Ephs. It was the sixth

victory for the British against two

defeats, with one game remaining.

Vennell, still tuning his squad for

next Wednesday's opener against

Union, substituted freely in the final

20 minutes, when the British tied the

score and went ahead.

The British tended to downplay the

affects of their carousing. "We're
trying to get a balance between

playing and social activities," said

one player. "After all, this is our

vacation." Nevertheless, they were
determined to play the game hard.

Although they brought 24 players,

John Friborg fights a Dartmouth defender for the ball in last year's contest,

while Bruce Camilleri prepares to assist. The Ephs dropped a 4-3 decision to the

Southern Amateur Football League from Great Britain. (McClelland)

they only dress 15 for each game, and
try to play with 11 as they must in

England.

The Ephs' aggressive, run-run style

worked fairly well against the

Britisliers' conservative, defensive

stance. Purple forwards broke free

for several scoring chances, and
finally capitalized when Jim Hield

and Perry Nelson tallied within a

three minute span midway through

the first half.

The red-clad British got one back

isefore the intermission, Ray Green
sending^a header past Williams

goaltender Skip Grossman. It was the

only goal Grossman allowed during

his 50 minutes of action.

In the second half, Hank Osborne

upped the Williams lead to 3-1 with a

penalty kick before the more ex-

perienced^ visitors t)egan to assert

control.

Random notes: During pre-game
introductions, the Williams starters

presented their counterparts with

Williams mugs wrapped in miniature

Williams pennants.

Babson and UMass were the only

two teams to defeat the British.

Wesleyan and Amherst both lost by
identical 4-2 scores.

The British team was not a

collection of all-stars. "They are very

ordinary players by our standards,"

said one team official. Although all

the players are starters on their

respective "elevens," they were
chosen on the basis of availability.

Halfback Rick Zeller, held out of the

starting lineup with an injured knee,

played the final 22 minutes and felt no

pain, according to Vennell. He should

be ready for Union.

Racketwomen slip past Trinity, 5-4
Having survived a close call earlier

in the week with a 5-4 victory over

Trinity, the women's varsity tennis

team roared back in a manner even

Tony the Tiger would have tieen proud

of with a convincing 8-1 thrashing of

Mt. Holyoke yesterday. The two wins

raise the women's mark to 3-0 and

give them considerable momentum to

carry Into the middle of the season.

The Trinity players could not be

\,blamed if they experienced a feeling

of deja vu as Williams eked out a

nail-biting triumph for the third year

running. This year's victory was
managed despite the Ephwomen's
surprising loss of the first four singles

matches.

Demonstrating what Coach Curt

Tong termed "the best tennis they've

played since they've been here," Amy
Demorest and Barb Ernst both

overwhelmed their foes. In what at

times appeared to be a contest to see

who would drop the fewest games,
number five Demorest eased to a 6-0,

6-2 win while Ernst breezed 6-0, 6-3.

The doubles teams routed their

Trinity foes with equal mercilessness,

Sally Kruse and Babe Kirk winning 6-

1, 6-1, Amy SterUng and Holly

Prentice and Sue Guttman and Sherry

Willcox scoring identical 6-2, 6-1

triumphs.

Number one Jonnina Sadoff, in the

midst of a two match slump, lost 6-4, 6-

4. Laura Carson had a very off d^y in

losing 6-0, 6-3, as did number three

Rebecca Chase whose attempted
comeback fell well short in a 6-2, 7-6

loss. In a match that would apparently

make her wish that the tie-breaker

had never come into existence,

number four Trudy tenBroeke fell 7-6,

7-6.

Mt. Holyoke was hopelessly over-

matched against the Ephwomen's
considerable talent. Williams won all

six singles matches.

Ending her slump in a convincing

manner, Sadoff won 6-0, 6-4. Carson

bounced t)ack after the loss of the first

set, 1-6, 6-4, 6-2, while Chase also got a

good deal o( playing time in winning 6-

2, 4-6, 6-2. tenBroeke, Demorest and

Ernst all hardly worked up a sweat in

easy victories.

world. Street and Smith's football

guide put their resident Carnac to

work last summer and he discerned

that Williams will finish third in the

Little Three this year, mainly because

of the loss of 46 lettermen or some
such absurdity. We'll check with them
in November.
Jeff Sagarin, gridiron sage of the

Boston Globe, picks Williams to top

Hamilton by a meager 26 points.

Probably not realistic, but even if it is,

how can any WilUams fan make a bet

on the game now? I mean, 26 points is

a lot to shell out, even for Michigan

over Ball St.

Anyway, if these "experts" can

throw around predictions, why can't I,

huh? At least, I live around here. So,

having successfully escaped from my
Mission Park closet with both ears

tied behind my back, thus proving my
supernatural powers, I'll start with a
few obvious ones.

1) Williams' outstanding tight end

Dave Mielcarz will get through his

senior without an injury. (He's

already out for the season).

2) It will snow at least once before

the end of the football season, and at

least one November game will be

played in bright sunshine and 60-

degree temperatures. (Yet most
Williams faithful will show up in down
vests.

)

3) Bob Odell will guarantee each

opponent is a tough one, and beat most
by several touchdowns.

Hell, this is too easy, I guess I'll

have to make it a little tougher for

myself.

4) Amherst's boast of lopsided

scrimmage wins (30-6 over Mid-

dlebury and 54-0 over Union) will far

outclass their season record of around
4-4.

5) Yo-yowillrunoutonthe field at

least once during the season, promp-

ting several Williams fans to marvel

at the influx of Skidmore co-eds on the

campus that weekend.

6J Hon Wallace will consistently

complete pinpoint passes in heavy

traffic, giving Odell and Jeff Sagarin

grey hairs.

7) At least one newspaper and
radio station will call Todd Nelp

"Scott Nelp," for obvious reasons.

8) Either Roy Heffernan (Mid-

dlebury), Jim Soule (Bowdoin), or

Tim Whelan (Tufts) will make up for

a sorry performance against Williams

a year ago and run slightly wild.

(Hopefully, it won't t)e Heffernan.)

9) Odell will become paranoid

before facing Middlebury and con-

template using every imaginable

offense from the single wing to the

four-corner before finally resorting to

the usual attack, putting on a good

show for all fans.

see PREDICT IONS paga 5

The Water Polo Club opens its

fall season and kicks off Hamilton

football weekend as it hosts the

Continentals tonight at 8:00 p.m. in

the Muir Pool. The contest will be

the Ephs' only formal tuneup for

next weekend's home tournament

and the opening of the New
England League season.

r
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Investigation shows rape
panic on campus unjustifiecl

Lighting conditions in several campus locations have prompjed concern over

the danger of assault.

Should Williams women worry
about rape?

A two week investigation of rape at

Williams found that panic is un-

justified; however, the few ascer-

tainable facts—shrouded by rumors,

unconfirmable reports, and "off the

record" and retracted statements-

suggest that women should be aware

of dangerous situations and courses of

action in case of rape.

Asserting that two college students

have been raped in the Williamstown-

Nofth Adams area this month. North

Adams Women's Center Coordinator

Beverly Russell emphasized, "I don't

want to alapm people and put them in

Other schools keep tfgliter security
by Kiki.Spencer ,

*
While other colleges have more

elaborate security procedures for

preventing rape and assault than

Williams,* rapes do occur and
recognition of the problem is not as

widespread as it could be.

The University of Massachusetts,

according to its statistics, has one

rape a month, a fact which is not

openly admitted. In order to deal with

the problem, a cooperative group of 15

students and staff members have

formed a Rape Task Force which has

been in existence since October, 1974,

and which relies solely on con-

tributions.

The group, in coordination with the

University infirmary, the campus
police, and the Everywomen Center,

distributes information to women on

campus concerning self-defense and
assertiveness in the event of rape. The
group also trains' dormitory resident

assistants in counseling victims of

assault and has provided better

lighting on campus.

The difficulty in communication,

according to Theresa Hanafin, a

reporter for the UMass newspaper, is

that the police never release any

information about rapes on campus.
Therefore, students are not com-
pletely aware of the danger, and more
rapes could occur.

The security system, however, is

Trustees to review Hope plan
The College trustees will review a

plan for disposing of Mt. Hope Farm
properties when meetings convene
Oct. 7-9. The proposal, submitted by a

person College Treasurer Francis H,

Dewey III referred to as "an
anonymous friend," calls for the

formation of a partnership of fifty

individuals, each contributing $20,000

towards purchase of the 900-acre

farm.

The plan is consistent with con-

servationist attitude of the Mt. Hope
Study Committee of two years ago,

which called for the disposal of the

property by spring 1977. The title to

700 acres of the land would be turned

over to one of several available land

trusts designed to maintain and
preserve the land against develop-

ment and exploitation. The fifty

partners who originally bought the

land would each receive a four-acre

lot which they would be free to

develop on a limited basis. According

to Dewey, the College hopes to retain

a voice in all future development and
uses of all plots.

Dewey said the partners would also

further benefit in that contributions to

the land trust would be tax deductible.

In addition, the land trust, a non-profit

organization, would be exempt from
any real estate taxes on the property.

The disposal of Mt. Hope Farm in

this manner, according to Dewey,
would save the college at least

$100,000 in maintenance costs, as well

as preserve the open space and
agricultural character of South
Williamstown from large-scale

development. Presently, local farms
rent and work on sections of the land.

The farm, acquired by the College

in 1963, is proving too costly a burden,

Dewey said. While the study com-
mittee felt it would be desirable to

utilize the recreational opportunities

available at the farm, the additional

costs made the idea unfeasible.

Dewey expressed the hope that

arrangements could be made to

continue using the farm for the ,few
annual functions currently inducted

there.

The study committee, headed by
Dewey and including students and
faculty, saw it as "a responsibility of

the College to try and protect the

general character of the area."

relatively rigid. All students have two

keys: a room key, and a dorm key.

The dorms are locked at eight o'clock

on weekdays, and at nine o'clock on

weekends. In addition, police cars and
security guards on foot are always on

patrol.

In contrast to large universities are

the smaller women's colleges which

are more likely to "attract problems"
according to Susan Suss, an exchange
student from Wheaton College.

Of the various schools investigated,

Wellesley College has the most open

attitude toward rape. It also has very

specific preventive measures that are

outlined in a three page leaflet given

to all students.

The leaflet describes four steps that

should be taken if one is assaulted.

These steps cover preventive
techniques, police help, medical
services through the college in-

firmary, and legal procedures.

Students are advised to walk in

groups, stay in lighted areas, and
report suspicious persons to the

police, giving detailed descriptions if

possible. At least five or six times a

year, composite drawings of reported

rapists or would-be attackers are

circulated within all the dorms so

students can be on their guard.

Security measures at Wellesley are

thought to include "one of the most
elaborate systems of any school" in

regards to dorm control, according to

a security officer at the college. A
computerized card system
automatically opens dormitory doors

to residents of that dofm carrying a

specific ID card. A buzzer goes off if

the door is held open for a long time,

and a Wellesley student must close the

door again.

In comparison to the security

systems at their other schools, ex-

change students to Williams have
found the system here quite different.

Elissa Mintz from Wellesley com-
mented that there is a "big difference

in security ' and Suss stated that "the

see SECURITY pages

a panic. I just want women to know
that rape occurs in the Berkshires and
that they should conduct their lives

with common sense and caution."

According to Dean Nancy Mckityre,

"As far as the Administration knows,

there has never been a rape on

Williams College campus." Dean
Peter Berek elaborated, "We would

not in the remotest sense deny a rape

occurred if it had." Both security and
the infirmary added that no rapes

have ever been brought to their at-

tentioa Security officer Bill Steuer

said that a number of women reported

they were molested. ,

No rapes have been reported to the

Williamstown Police in the last seven

years, according to Joseph Zoito, Jr.,

Chief of Police. "It is possible that

rapes have occurred in the area," he

conceded, "but unless we receive

information that a rape has taken

place there is nothing we can do."

One year and a half ago, the North

Adams Women's Center established a

Rape Crisis Center. The center,

located at 31 Eagle Street, can be

reached by calling the Women's
Center (663-3931) during the day or

Help Line (664-6391) during the

evening.

Three Williams students,

sophomores David WBod, Melinda

Ballou, and Greg Campbell, currently

work with Russell to provide medical,

psychological, and legal counsehng.

Last year the Center handled between
13 and 16 rape cases from the North

Adams, Williamstown, Pownal, and
Bennington area. Russell said three of

these were college students.

Russell later informed the

RECORD that she wishes to "retract

everything I said" in RECORD in-

terviews. Asked if her statements

were false, she replied, "I didn't say

they were false; I said I wanted to

retract them."
(Ballou and Wood refused to confirm

or deny the figures cited by Russell.)

Notifying Police

The Center notifies the poUce only

upon the victim's request. Berek

reiterated, "It is very important that

students understand that going to the

infirmary or security does not imply

legal action." This apparently con-

tradicts the "Rape Protocol"

statement issued by Dr. Robert A.

Goddell, Director of Health. Item 2 of

this statement reads: "Doctor should

question patient and if, in his opinion,

the allegation is reasonable, police

should be notified." Russell said the

one-page "Rape Protocol" statement

see RAPE pages

The Committee on Undergraduate Life has concluded ttie atmosphere in many
houses (and perhaps even balconies) puts undue pressure on students to drink.

tAos\ houses spend $2000

Alcohol use excessive?
Alcoholism may be "a serious

problem" on the Williams campus,

according to a recently published

report of the Committee on Un-

dergraduate Life (CUD.
The findings of the interim report

are based upon discussions with of-

ficers and members of all residential

houses, as well as 450 res[>onses to a

Mount Hope Farm

Bomb call empties Hopkins
by Jim Cohen

College Security evacuated
Mark Hopkins House at 1 1 p. m. last

night, approximately ten minutes

after receiving a bomb threat.

Students re-entered the building at

12:30 a.m. following an un-

productive search by two Security

officers and two Williams
policemen.

According to Assistant Director

of Security Willard Busl, officer

Bill Wilson received a telephone

call at about 10:50 p.m. reporting

that a bomb had been placed in

Mark Hopkins. Wilson contacted

Busl, who "went to evacuate im-

mediately, room by room and floor

by floor."

Busl estimated that all students

were out of the building by "a few

minutes after 11." The search took

between 30 and 45 minutes.

"I'll 6ay for sure that this hasn't

happened in my 13 years here," the

assistant director commented. He
said Security's only lead was that

the caller was a male.
A bomb scare was also reported

yesterday morning at Hunter
Outdoor Products in North Adams.
A fire department source said that

two calls were received, the first at

9:47 a.m. The building was
evacuated and employees were
given the rest of the day off.

About 72 students live in

Hopkins.

lengthy questionnaire distributed last

spring. The report also discussed the

committee's findings concerning

house transfers, violation of rights to

privacy and quiet, and the integration

of women into the social and cultural

life on campus.
The report stated that "art best the

atmosphere in many Houses is one

that encourages and even pressures

students to become social drinkers. At

worst a small but growing number of

students may have passed beyond the

social drinking stage and be well on

their way to becoming alcoholics."

Most houses spend $2,000 or more on

alcohol, according to the report. It

continued that 20 per cent of the

respondents to the questionnaire

strongly agreed that their house,

"spends too much on alcoholic

beverages", while 23 per cent strongly

disagreed with the statement Some
houses have adopted a practice of

charging lower social dues for their

non-drinking members to help

alleviate the feeling among non-

drinkers that they are subsidizing

other members of the house. The
report continued, "so many of the

housing problems are related, and

see CULpage3
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The Rope Rumor
Rarely in this small college environment do un-

substantiated rumors spread at the rate rumors on rape have
spread in recei^ weeks. At the root of the problem is the fact
that no one person knows for sure how many rapes of Williams
students have occurred on or off campus in 197^. Figures
ranging from zero to sixteen have traveled through the rumor
mills, but none of these figures can be confirmed. Although
College officials aiid Williamstown police claim no rapes have
been reported to them, some students will tell questioners that
they know soiheone who knows someone who talked to someone
who said she was raped.

The ability of rape rumors to spread is a result of student
avMit-eness that no one knows for sure if any rapes have oc-

^curred on campus. It reflects a feeling among students that a
-^ student who is raped may not be willing to report the rape to the

College or the police and it probably also reflects a feeling that
the campus environment is conducive to rapes.

While the campus environment may not have signs
welcoming rapes, there seems to be little question that some
areas of the campus are inadequately lit. Stories of security
officers taking long times .to respond to complaiijts are too
commonplace for a feeling of total security. Students know all

too well that there is only one security car roaming campus at
night. In fact, it is not improbable that students have en-
couraged the spread of these rumors in order to encourage
college action in these areas.

Assertions by administrators that to the best of their
knowledge no rapes have occurred are going to do little toward
Suelling rumors on rape. Time would be better spent ad-
ressing some of the problems which allow rumors to float.

Specifically, students' perceptions of security as
inadequate encourage an atmosphere in which unsubstantiated
rurtiors abound and substantially diminish security's ef-

fectiveness in dealing with campus crime. Although this may be
largely a public relations problem, it will also require reforms
in security's organizational and operational methods.

Both the procedure and student knowledge of the
procedure for reporting rapes are inadequate. There are so
many obstacles t)etween the victim and confidential medical
attention that contacting the infirmary becomes a trauma in

itself. College officials may be underestimating the difficulties

involved with students contacting them concerning sensitive
issues.

In the final analysis, action by College officials will not end
the possibility of rape at Williams. Increased lighting, more
patrols, locked doors, house monitors and guard dogs may
make people feel more secure, but it is a false security. Security
-comes from the realization of every member of the community
that they are members of that community and that their con-
cerns are the concerns of others. The spread of fuzzy,
frightening rumors on campus indicates that this sense of
community is unfulfilled and that existing lines of com-
munication are inadequate to foster it.

3o/ ! ^^ I ;Bo/ I 4*n I a\c^ Iqof

n

Chinese fire drill

To the editor:

In your Sept. 21 article on the

football team's victory over Albany
State, reference is made to a "white-
shirted Chinese fire drill posing as a
pass defense." This is an expression I

have not previously encountered, but

in the context of the article it seems to

imply a state of great disorder. If that

is indeed the implied meaning, then

the author's remark represents a

variety of stereotypical racism that

should have no place in SQfOiety in

general, much less in a publication of

an enlightened academic institution.

Ralph M. Bradburd
AssL Professor of Economics

FOCUS/Andy O'Donneil

Closing Up
Shop

"Mixed Feelings"
Andy Yang and Rajendra Khadka

(Art) (Conception)

Ken O'Neil leaned against the

doorway of his market on a txisy

Friday afternoon, a meat-stained

apron covering his familiar red

jacket.

"It's been a good 31 years," he said

in between glances to the meat
counter. "The store's been awfully

good to us. It's just that we've decided

that it's time to call it quits and start

to do some of the things we've been

planning over the years."

His eyes darted once again to the

counter that's been his private niche

?ince he bought the store in 1946.

"That counter's been his pride and
joy," explained his wife Thelma.

""There areh't too many stores left

where the butcher will cut your meat
to order. Ken's a!wain's prided himself

on the fact that he still does it."

For over 30 years Ken's has been

fighting and winning the battle

against the mammoth food museums
that have been sprouting up In neigii-

boring North Adams, places with

more aisles than a Gothic cathedral

and enough cash registers to fill a

Vegas casino. Stressing personalized

service, offering a friendly at-

mosphere, and providing quality

goods, he's been able to increase his

business while other neighborhood
grocery stores have found themselves
forced out of existence.

"Busfness has been up every year
since we've been here," explained

Thelma, who handles the bookkeeping

as well as the checkout counter

chores." "And when we tell people

this they say why retire now, or why
not train someone to take over. But it

wouldn't be Ken's Market without Ken
here. When we used to take our

vacation, for instance, Ken would
always close up the market rather

than let someone else run it and have

to worry about poor service.

Ken purciiased the market in

February of 1946 from a Colonel H. H.

Starbuck, who had owned the building

containing the store. In October of

that year Ken and Mary were
married. "Ken had worked there

since he was a teenager, when the

store used to be called Christy's,"

explained Thelma. "While we were

courting I kept urging him to buy the

place when the opportunity came.

Once he did, we made plans to marry.

1 told him that he could be the boss in

the market but I would run the house.

1 tell people that's how we've gotten

along so well all this time."

"It's been a demanding business,

though," she continued. "Ken's in the

store at 7 : 30 every day and doesn' t get

home till 6:30. For 26 years we'd only

take a. week's vacation during the

summer.
She paused to point out some

newspaper clippings of the market
during the early '40's when it was still

Christy's. "Ken didn't change it that

much, just added some new
refrigerators and changed the

shelving arrangements. He's going to

miss it though, no doubt about that.

It's been his life since he was a

teenager. But we've both decided that

It's about time we start enjoying the

things Williams College has to offer to

the community. Ken loves football

and basketball, for example, but he

hasn't had a chance to attend any

games because he's always had to

work."
He'll soon have every opportunity.

On October 4th Ken will cut his last

side of beef, ring his last order

through the register, and close up
shop, another Spring Street landmark
claimed by the passing years. Until

then, however, he continues behind

his counter, trading small talk with

his customers and receiving best

wishes for the future. As Stan Los,

cook at Perry House for 23 years, said

upon retiring last year: "I've no

regrets. I started well and I finished

well. That's all a man can ask for."

Textbook prices
"\

; - '

T6 the editor:

I want to respond to Jeff Boscamp's
letter on Book Prices.

When I say "we receive text books
at a price 20 per cent below that at

which we sell them" I mean the
publisher gives us a discount of 20 per
f»aLl jdon'tseehow yoiLcan interpret

that as a 25 per cent mark-up. For
example: a $5.00 text book is billed to

us at $4.00, a $10.00 at $8.Q0, a $15.00 at
$12.00. That is what we call a 20 per
cent discount, and that is what we get.

Before we even sell the book we must
pay the freight and handling out of

that!

As for salaries, which are indeed
part of the overhead cost, I'll be
frank: the people here are working at

the minimum wage level. As for

myself, I have not been able to draw
one for a long time.

Sincerely,

Joe Dewey '52

Window Pane

Finance
Reform

by Larry Sanders

Over the past three years, the

College Council has been charged with

being arbitrary and inconsistent in its

allocation of the Student Activities

Tax. Last Tuesday evening, the

Finance Committee asked the council

to correct this chronic problem by
establishing a firm set of guidelines

that the Committee could follow in its

budgetary review. The council voted

to pass the buck and delegate this .

responsibility to the Finance Com-
mittee.

The council action was unfortunate

but understandable. Tuesday's
meeting was long and exhausting. The
Finance Committee report was t)egun

at 10:30, one and one-half hours into

the meeting. Council members were
obviously tired and restless and were
in no mood to begin considering

lengthy guidelines for a process that

few were familiar with. The resolution

that the Council eventually passed in

effect said: "Yes we recognize the

need for a new set of guidelines for the

SAT, but let's have someone else set

those guidelines."

will this action make the funding

procedure more consistent? Probably

not. By reserving the right to

reconsider any guideline that the

Finance Committee establishes, the

council has opened the door for ex-

ceptions and inconsistencies. Council

President Steve Poltch conceded that

"It is doubtful that the procedure will

be much different this year than it has
been in the past".

The Finance Committee's appeal,

however, can yield constructive

results. According to Treasurer
Clarence Otis, "At least we now have
the option of setting some sensible

guidelines". The Committee's action

demonstrates its earnest desire to

bring a sense of order to this process.

Guidelines are certainly needed and
the Finance Committee deserves

praise for seeking their establish-

ment. But the real responsibility for

their codification and implementation

rests with the council. Ironically, it is

already too late in this school year for

the council to act on this issue in time

for the beginning of the SAT
allocation. The time for action was
last spring. This council " can,

however, still effect a meaningful

change in the procedure.

Reform must begin after the

allocation is completed. Council

members will be then familiar with

the budgetary process and will un-

derstand exactly what guidelines are

needed. It is easy to become
lackadaisical after the exhaustive

funding procedure is concluded. This

year's council members can not

permit themselves this luxury.

—WHSmtfs—
Record staff relocates office

After a temporary layover in the old Outing Club reading room, the

Record's staff will relocate in three locations in Baxter Hall. The business

office will be located in the storeroom beneath the north stairwell and the

remaining departments will move into the old student mailroom with

storage facilities in the Mass. PIRG room.

The second relocation of the Record offices followed insistence by Outing

Club members, that they return to their former location. George Schutzer,

Editor-in-chief of the Record, said that he foresees no great problem with the

new rooms, other than a space shortage. The Record telephone number will

remain the same (2400) despite the move.

Rape discussion speaker replaced
Sophomores Melinda Ballou and David Wood will replace Beverly

Russell as speaker at tonight's discussion on "Rape and Battered Women,"
according to Valerie Anderson '78, co-chairman of Williams Women.
Russell was engaged to lead the discussion as rape crisis counselor and

coordinator of the North Adams Women's Center but is no longer associated

with the organization.

Ballou and Wood, both members of the North Adams rape crisis center,

will speak in the Makepeace Room in Greylock at 7 p.m.

Alumni plan fund drive
Representatives from about 45 of 60 Williams alumni classes met

Saturday to officially commence the annual fund raising campaign at Mount
Hope Farms. In what was essentially a social meetiiig. College President

John W. Chandler and Andrew D. Heineman '50, Chairman of the Alumni

Fund, made anticipatory speeches to thank the agents for their future labor.

James R. Briggs, Director of Annual Giving, met with the 13 new class

agents, counciling the group on the strategy needed to collect funds which

constitute ten per cent of the school budget.

A total of some 160 class presidents, vice-presidents, agents and their

spouses, attended the meeting.
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First debate of 76 ends in split decision X

Carter hailed

as leader that

nation needs
I now feel even stronger about the

.^iieed to elect Governor Carter. I feel

this way, not because of how Carter

looked on the screen, but because of

what he said. We need to find out who
is the stronger of the two candidates.

Their goals and programs must be

compared.
In the detmte, Jimmy Carter laid

out -specific goals that will get

America back on its feet, whereas

Gerald Ford gave us the same
Republican philosophy that has
caused us to drift for the last couple of

years.

To deal with the highest unem-
ployment rate since World War II,

Carter proposed several specific

programs. I^ said that aid should be

given to the depressed housing in-

dustry, that a CCC type program be

set up to deal with a 40 per cent

unemployment rate among inner city

-blacks, and that the tax tMirden be

shifted to those making above $50,000

a year. These measures would bring

unemployment down to 4.5 per cent.

President Ford's solution for the

recession is to cut taxes and spending,

a move that any economics student

knows will further depress the

economy.

In the area of energy, Carter again

laid out precise goals while Mr. Ford
gave a review of the failures of his

energy "policy." Carter said that the

United States should shift its em-
phasis to coal and solar energy while

instituting mandatory conservation

measures. He proposed strict safety

standards for nuclear power plants.

All President Ford could do was
rehash his energy proposals that have
let our dependence on foreign oil in-

crease by 25 per cent.

One interesting contrast between

the two candidates was that while

Gerald Ford was neatly reciting the

statistics that he had been
memorizing for weeks. Carter
reminded us that numbers like 7.9 per

cent unemployment are not just

figures but are people suffering. It

was reassuring to see a com-

passionate vein in at least one of the

candidates.

It is true that Jimmy Carter got off

to a slow start in the debates but he

quickly settled down and showed
himself as the stronger candidate. On
the whole, both men handled them-

selves well and showed the voters

what the real choice is this fall. That

being, are we going to drift for

another four years under a

Republican administration, or are we
going to have leaciership for a

change?

Joel Smith is a member of the

Williamstown Democratic Committee
and an early supporter of Carter.

Security tighter

at other schools
SECURITY from.pagt1

security was tougher at Wheaton."

An exchange from Smith College,

Virginia Miner, said she believes that

since Northampton is comparatively

larger than Williamstown, "the need

for security is greater at Smith." She

continued that she feels "less con-

cerned here than at Smith; it doesn't

bother me here."

Cathy Burke from Mount Holyoke

listed a diffuse lighting system, more
visible security personnel, and three

emergency telephones placed in

isolated spots on campus, as definite

advantages in Holyoke security. In

regards to rape, Burke said that the

administration and infirmary

maintain that no rapes have occurred'

on campus. She added, however, "It is

common knowledge among the

students that rapes have occasionally

occurred" at Holyoke. This belief is

substantiated by the fact that an

anonymous victim came forward in

the college newspaper last year "to

warn others of the danger."

Ford's statistics defended

V
Jimmy Carter

'\

OeraM Ford

Because I aupiMft Praid«nt Ford In

his effort to remain President and
tend to be perhaps a bit more vocal

than some about my support, I have
heard a number of questions and
complaints about his performance in

the first deiMte with Jimmy Carter

l*rtTliWi(Miy flight

One of the most common problems

was with his use of statistics,

especially on unemployment. During

the ddtate, the President stated that

more people then ever before are

employed. Many then point out that

we have more pec^le than ever

laefore. What Ford did not make clear

was that we employ more of the

population in absolute terms as well

as in piercentage terms. There have
been real gains in employment since

President Ford took office by any

CL/L suggests alcoholism problem
CUL from page 1

alcohol is one common thread linking

them."

"We suspect that excessive use of

alcohol is responsible for many of the

instances where students' rights to

privacy and quiet are violated,"

stated^the committee. Only 6 per cent

of the respondents indicated that

students in their house generally

respect the rights ,of other house

members.
TheCUL's report also dealt with the

integration of women in to the s'beial

and cultural life at Williams.

Only 1 per cent of the women
respondents indicated that they felt

that women are not becoming an

integral part of the community. In

addition, the results of the

questionnaire showed that "there is

no indication that women are any less

satisfied (with the social life) than the

men."
The survey showed little support

among female respondents for an all-

female house, and only 7 per cent of

these would lik« to be affiliated with a

house in which womeiT were in a

majority. Yet the committee con-

cluded that "while a very small

proportion of our student would

prefer a single-sex social house, the

number of such students is probably

large enough that such units would be

feasible. Whether we would want to

honor such preferences is another

issue, since doing so would create

special interest housing that runs

counter to the College's desire to

promote diversity of interests within

each House."

The diversity of interests within

each house remains a concern of the

CUL. In its report it added that

"allowing as many transfers as were
allowed (last) year, clearly threatens

the diversity originally established by

the random house draw". The com-

mittee agreed with the goal of

diversity in each house, and felt that

"it would be desirable to reduce the

number of transfers granted each

year."

measure I know of.

Yet at the same time the unem-
ployment rate has remained at high

levels. One reason for this is the

growth of the latxr force has been

quite rapid outstripping population

growth. If the labor force had grown

Jtl the. same rate as the popuUttioQ,.,

onployment today would be near 2.S

per cent—an extremely low figure. So

the high unemployment rate is due at

least in part to demographic shifts

which cannot fairly be attributed to

the President.

Unemidoyment is hi^in the cities

and thus among blacks. The President

proposed shifts in the tax laws making
cities more advantageous places to

employ people last January.

The construction industry is even

worse off. Again, the President
proposed aid months ago and at the

same time, his policies of keeping

inflation low have prompted business

to increase capital expenditure plans

12 per cent this year, meaning con-

struction jobs with industry are

already l)eing formed.

So we see real programs and plans

to provide rearjobs for those specific

groups that are in trouble. The
President was not playing fast and

loose with the statistics but was
pointing out some very important

trends in our employment scene today

for which he must get credit if he is to

be blamed for the dark spots.

ThePresident showed the saine sort

of attention to other proolems,
especially the problem of high
taxation during the debate. His

figures were hard figures, based on

realistic expectations of the

economy's growth rather than on the

pie in the sky figures Governor Carter

seemed to use. I refer here to a $60

billion bonus Carter thinks we can

manufacture—maybe I'm too

pessimistic but $60 billion is a lot of

money.
Perhaps the del>ate accomplished

little. It was quite dull. Both men
looked like tight-assed WASP Sunday
school teachers and were un-

derstandably very uncomfortable.
The answers were programmed and
the whole effect was theatrical. But I

think the President put on a strong

showing, pointing out the very real

differences in the two men's
philosophies of government.
President Ford put his policies of less

government, keeping dollars and
responsibility firmly in the hands of

the individual, in vivid contrast to

Carter's Washington bonanza. I was
and am prejudiced—in fawr of in-

dividuals pther than income taxes.

Many Americans are undecided in

this race, but increasingly they are

convinced as I am by President Ford.

Bruce McElvein is the Chairman of

the President Ford Committee at

Williams.

Seven couples hold College

positions; nepotism denied
by Anne McCabe

Williams College currently employ

seVen married couples who hold

variou^-^-faculty, staff, and ad-

ministrative "positions, according to

Neil Grabois, Deta of the Faculty.

Of the seven facul^ couples, three

have been married since thiBii: arrival

and only one couple was "hired

simultaneously, Grabois added. ^"~x.

Grabois explained that the College

maintains a policy of hiring on an

individual basis. Business manager.

Shane Riorden explained that

Williams would lose its federal aid if it

were to violate the Civil Rights Act

and Equal Opportunity Act by

promoting nepotism in its hiring

practices. Employees have always

been "hired or dismissed on in-

dividual merit," said Riorden.

Husbands and wives are usually

employed in different areas of the

College, according to Riorden. He
added that the l^llege tries to

discourage situafions in which one

spouse will be working over another in

order to maintain "distance between

employer and employee." The College

also refuses to accept couples as

teaching or research teams.

Riorden elaborated on college

policy saying that due to the method of

hiring, one spouse could conceivably

receive tenure while the other did not.

For instance, children of full-time

faculty enrolled in accredited four-

y*9T undergraduate programs are

entul«4 to scholarships covering

tuition u^io one-half the prevaUing

Williams tuitidn for up to four years.

The maximum numl^ ai eligible

children for any faculty-^nember or

couple is four. ^\^
There are "slim pickings" for a

spouse of either sex who comes 1&
Williams to join the spouse already

employed, said Riorden. "It is hard to

get jobs of equal status—a proldem

the younger generation is struggling

with now." He also said that

Williamstown was once domestic to

attract young, single professors, but

this too has changed.

A series of History of Ideas

colloquia scheduled for the coming
year will center on the theme,

"The Idea of an Educated Person:

the search for a Usable Ideal." The
series will examine the topic from
a historical perspective, tracing

the development d man's concept

of education

Internationally renowned
classicist William Arrowsmith of

Boston University, spoke today on

the "Greek Notion of Education",

opening the four part series.

An as yet unnamed historian,

will preside over -the seconid

discussion on Renaissanf/e

Humanism as it relates to the

general theme of the series.

The third colloquium, planned

for February, will deal with the

enlightenment, with reference to

the philosophy of Kant. Daniel

^O'Connor, chairman of the

philmpphy department will speak

on tMNQpic.
The fmMvjpart of the series,

featuring nlst^ professor

Frederick Rudolf will be a survey

of the development of^W^erican

higher education.
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Variety of mediums featured

Winslow Homer views USA

Photo of the Week: "Guilt" still-life by Andy Kahane

byMlmiDavId
What one associates \«(ith Winslow

Homer is probably not what one will

find in the special exhibition at the

Clark Art Institute continuing through
October. From violent oceans,
drowning people and ominous skies,

Leverett Craftsmen

plreseiif l^rtheost

orts and crafts

Leverett Craftsmen and Artists,

Inc. will hold its Vlth Annual Fall

Show from October 3rd through the

31st. This invitational show and sale

will draw together the recent work of

over 100 artists and cra^speople from
the Northeast including sculptors,

painters, weavers, metalworkers,
silverworkers, blacksmiths, batikists,

wt>odworkers, glass-blowers,
photographers, and potters. Napcy
Hazard, Fall Show chairperson, is

"confident' that this show will be

excellent in the variety and quality of

the handcrafted work."

The public is invited to the opening

night festivities on Saturday, October

2 from 7-10 p.m. The opening will

provide a special opportunity to view

and purchase art works and also to

enjoy a social gathering of artists and

craftspeople.

Leverett Craftsmen and Artists is

located off Route 63 just north of

Amherst in- Leverett Center, Mass.

Exhibitions at LCA are made possible

with support from the Mass. Council

on the Arts and Humanities.

'Music holds pops concert
i0alerieA.Sarantos

A first-ever concert of surprises and
musical humor in addition to popular

light classics, will be given by the

Music in the Round chamber music
ensemble this Friday at 8:30 in

Thompson Memorial Chapel. Julius

Hegyi; founder and director of the

series, has chosen this twenty-fifth

anniversary year to present a pops

program including both serious and
amusing works by P.D.Q. Bach,
Mozart, Beethoven, Strauss, Kern,

Nero, and Hindemith.

"One never knows what's going to

happen," said a grinning Douglas
Moore, cellist for the ensemble. Other
cohorts in performance and antics

will irtelude Julius Hegyi and Janet
Rowe, violin; Susan St. Amour, viola;

David Cobb, bass; Peter Knott, horn;

Charlotte Hegyi and Stephen
Dankner, piano; and Deborah
Beardsley, soprano.

The program will open with four

songs written by Jerome Kern; a

Broadway tunesmith of the thirties

and forties. /Arranged in 1942 for a

string quartet, these pieces include

favorites such as "Once in a Blue

Moon", "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes",

"All the Things You Are", and "The
' Way You Look Tonight". Following

this group will be the Hindemith
"Froggy Variations". Written for

cello and piano, the piece is comprised
of variations on an old poem and tune

called "A Frog, He Went A-Courtin".

It has been described as a "mildly

humorous" compositions.

Mozart's "A Musical Joke" is also

known as "The Village Musicians".

The piece was originally written for

an evening of humor, as a parody of

tximbling amateur musicians trying

to play a serenade with great passion

and virtuosity. Since Mozart was

known for his sardonic humor, this

work promises to surprise, entertain,

and amuse.
Equally unusual and absurd is

P.D.Q. Bach's (1807-1742?) "Sonata
for Viola, 4 Hands". The performers

guarantee an enlightening description

of the composition and its con-

troversial creator prior to its per-

formance.

On a more serious note will be

Beethoven's "Scotch and Irish

Songs", sung by Del^orah Beardsley,

a voice instructor at Williams. An
ensemble adaptation of Strauss' well-

known "Beautiful Blue Danube" will

be performed by string quartet, bass,

and piano. Nero's "Pizzicats", an
amusing, jazzy piece written entirely

for string instruments playing piz-

zicato, will follow the waltz. Finally,

the Hegyis will play "Variations on

'Let Simon's Beard Alone' ", based on

an old English round and composed

some twenty years ago by Hegyi for

her husband.

(W?
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ACEC Presents

Williams College Film

Group

The Searchers

John Ford

Wed., Sept. 29 Bronfman - 7:30

Admission $1.00

Semester Pass, good for all

1 1 films, only S5.00

ARLO GUTHRLE

Friday, Oct. 8, 1976

at 9:00 PM

Lansing Chapman Rink

Tickets:

Williams students *4.00

Others 'S.OO

All Tickets Day of Show 'S.OO

\

Tickets on Sale at All Major Dining Halls

the scenes shift to young girls

whispering together at the seashore,

hunters in the forest, pnd civil war
soldiers dancing with their

sweethearts. The wide variety of

mediums lends to the thematic con-

fusion of the show. In fact, to best

appreciate the exhibition, it should be

seen as one artist's view of American
life in tbesecond half«{ the niaeteenth

century.

Homer's view of society is at times

alarming, at -times coniforting, yet

always quite insightful His concern

with social commentary is most
clearly revealed in the lithograph

entitled, "Thanksgiving Day, 1869:

The Two Great Classes of Society." It

depicts the different ways in which the

poor and the rich celebrate this

holiday. Many other works point to

this class division. From "The Origin

of Christmas" portraying the

festivities on 5th Avenue and 59th

Street and the scenes of skating at

Central Park, the subject changes to

the poor in "The Station-house

Lodgers." Just as abrupt is the shift

from Southern society in "The Cadet
Hop at West Point," to "Husking Corn

in New England"
From an aesthetic point of view,

some of the most beautiful works in

the collection are the watercoldrs.

"Children on a Fence," "Shepherdess

of Houghton Farm," and "Woman
Peeling a Lemon" are all sweet,

delicate works reassuring in their

perception of man.
^.^£ectAinaf Homer's works are as
terrifying as those watercolors are

uplifting. "Undertow," a massive oil

painting, depicts the frightening scene

of two drowning people being rescued

from a turbulent sea. "Undertow" is

well presented in the exhibition

because it is accompanied by two

pencil sketches and two etchings done

as studies in .preparation for the

painting. Such a worthwhile
presentation is all toe rare. The
drawing for the famous "Snap-the-

Whip" painting is displayed, but the

painting, previously seen in the Clark,

is conspicuously absent.

Though not a lesson in the art of

Winslow Homer, the exhibition is an

interesting collection of some of

Homer's lesser known works and^

certainly worth a visit to the Clark.

Professor Robert Solow, the main American economic theorist on long
term growth, will address "The Future of the U.S. Economy: Have We Come
to theBottom of the Barrel?" Thursday, Sept. 20 in Jesup Hall Auditorium, 8
p.m. Solow is the author of many books and articles on the growth process
and will talk about how a capitalist system reacts to exhaustion of natural
resources. Two years ago when he spoke on a fall convocation panel, seniors
remembered him as being one of the best speakers of the year and requested
his return.

On Saturday, Issac Asimov, author of 164 books, will present his lecture

"The Future of the Communal Idea." Asimov has long since branched out of

his doctoral field of biochemistry. Probably best known for his textbooks, the
prolific author feels the need to continuously research and teach others.

Tracy Schwartz and Burt Porter play old-time fiddle and t>anjo at the
Chelsea House, Rt. 9 at Sunset Lake Road, West Brattleboro, Vt Concerts
are at8 and 10 p.m., Friday and Saturday, $2.00.

Cap and Bells will hold auditions for Strindberg's The Father, directed

by Peter Bergethon '77, tonight until 7:30 (beginning at 4:00) in the

Makepeacie Room of the Greylock dining, hall. Students are heartily en-

couraged to try out as many parts are available; no experience is necessary.

Syracuse University's

WORLD OF FOREIGN STUDY

FLORENCE — Italian, History, Fine Arts, Humanities,

Philosophy, So'cial Science

MADRID — Spanish, Anthropology, Fine Arts, History,

Political Science, Social Science, Business-Management,
Education, Philosophy, Sociology, Theology

STRASBOURG — French, German, History, Fine Arts,

Religion, Political Science, Social Science

AMSTERDAM— Dutch, Fine Arts, History, Social Science,

Economics, Social Work, Human Development, An-
thropology

LONDON — English, History, Fine Arts, Political Science,

TVR, Newswriting, Drama, Art

ISRAEL — Hebrew, Management

1977 Spring Semester Application deadline: OCTOBER 1st

FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE

Division of Internationcli Programs Abroad

335 Comstock Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13210

315-423-3471
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Campus interviews say

rape fears exaggerated
RAPE from pag* 1

"is terrible; the burden of proof lies

with the victim to convince both the

nurse and doctor that she has been
raped. And if she does so, the police

are notified."

Zoito said he didn't understand why
rape victims hesitate to come to the

P9li(^,. "Vis. provide trained couih
selors and do the only thorough job of

investigation and apprehension. State

law. also requires that all records be,

kept confidential, which they are," he

said. He explained, "Once a

description of the rapist goes out over

our county /radio network we im-

mediately reduce the risk that he will

try again."

"We like to put out a description of

the rapist as soon as possible," said

Zoito, "but our only immediate
concern is the victim's condition." If

medical attention is required the

victim is sent to a local hospital, said

Zoito. Regardless of"her condition,

though, a call is promptly placed to

the state police asking for the services

of a policewoman. Zoito said these
.

matrons are specially trained in rape
counseling and handle the questioning

of the victim.

Attackers known
Statistics show that most rape

victims know their attacker. Russell

added that this makes women very

vulnerable. "More women are raped
in places they feel secure than in the

streets. They are not aware, they are

in a compromising situation."

One woman confronted with a
potential rape situation in her room
last year also noted a false sense of

security many women have here.

Discussing attitudes at Williams,

Wood commented, "Males at

-Williams are encouraged tabemacbe,-
to drink a lot, and to be destructive.

Women here are encouraged to guard
their sexuality as a prize.to be won,

and meh are encouraged to win it."

President John Chandler noted, "I

would be surprised if some boozed-up

men did not present social problems."

Dean Mclntyre also recognized that

"interactions in and among students

can lead to coercive situations".

Lighting Problem
Several women expressed concern

about poor lighting on campus. Areas
mentioned included behind Perry
House on Stetson Court, between

Mission Park and Sawyer Library, the

path between Park Street and the

Greylock parking lot, and between

Hopkins Hall and the back of the

Congregational Church. Both
President Chandler and Security said

they would welcome suggestions from
students concerning lighting

problems.

Jane Adams, Carl Bettinger, Brad
Caine and Jim Cohen conducted the

investigation and composed sections

of the article.

CANDLES
3 FEET LONG

Slow Burning, 50 to 60 Hours

AND Virtually Dripless, Price $3.00.

SCOTT & BRATTON
On Route 7, One Mile South of Village

Open 7 Days a Week, 9: 30 - 5: 30

Whaft*s ana^erword
iorlcMry?

The answer is "stimulating", as you will be In our exclusive New York
Times Crossword Puzzle T-ShIrt Your friends can fill in the puzzle - while

you're wearing it - with our special non-toxic, washable Ellie Pen. White
100% cotton shirt with blue lettering. Order one for her, one for him. Unisex
sizes petite (30-32), snnall (34-36), medium (38-40), large (42-44), X-large

(46-48). Each shirt *6, pen included.

Labor ofLove Company open 9-6. Mon.-sat.

.

Box 646, Lenox HiU Station
NewYoik,N.Y. 10021
Enctosed is QcheckD M.O. for the

following Times Crossword Puzzle

T-Shlrt(s) @ $6 each.

All righte reserved

Please Print

Name
Address—
Qty

J

Qty.
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Ephs hold off Hamilton 14-6,

defense grabs 6 Interceptions
by Tim Layden

If Willitlms' !« win over Hamilton
on Weston Field Saturday can be

considered a reliable indicator, the

old adage about history repeating

itself can be considered true.

For the second consecutive year,

prognosticators from east and west

forecast another good season for

Williams and Coa£h Bob Odell, but

only on the wings of a high-powered
offense. The defense had simply lost

too many starters.

Well, in 1975, the Williams defense

literally carried the offense to an
unbeaten season, silencing its critics

and garnering bushels of post-season

honors. SatuKlay's win must have
found Williams fans pinching
themselves to make sure they weren't

dreaming their way through a rerun

of last yeair.

Sophomore linebacker John Theil

gave the Ephs their first break of the

afternoon with six minutes remaining
in the first quarter. The 6' ^", 190-

pounder led a calvary charge th^Q^|h
the Hamilton offensive line to block a
Burt Fisher punt on the Continental

21. The ball bounced wjjdly down to

the one yard line, where co-captain

Emmett Creahan pounced on it,

narrowly missing his second career

touchdown.

Fellow co-captain Tom Redden got

the first Williams touchdown of the

year on the third play following the

block, plunging over from the one.

Kevin Cramer's conversion made it 7-

0, Williams.

Theil's linebacking mate, senior

Jim Spaulding was impressive
throughout the afternoon, seeming to

have a hand in every tackle the Purple
defense made.
Hamilton quarterback Bill Glenn,

who replaced starter Tom LaFount^in
in the second quarter, is likely to see

Williams defensive backs in his

nightmares for the rest of the fall,

after seeing five of his underthrown
aerials pilfered. LaFountain also

tossed up an interception.

Sophomore cornerback Greg
McAleenan, though, was the true

defensive star of the afternoon,

playing only about twenty-five

minutes of the game, all in the second

half, and picking off three passes.

Each of the converted quarterback's

thefts came while in man-to-man
coverage on Hamilton co-captain

Dave Pisanelli. Theil and Mark
Eckert each picked off one pass, as

did junior Charlie Sanders.

The Williams defensive per-

formance is best summarized by a

quick glance at the shell-shocked

Hamilton passing statistics: 25 at-

tempts, four completions, and six

interceptions for only 35 yards.

"The defense did an excellent job;

the secondary played especially

well," remarked Coach Odell, "there

was a lot of good hitting out there."

The Continentals were held to only 142

yards total offense. -^ =

Hamilton maintained only one
substantial drive in the game, mar-
ching 6i yards in 15 plays midway
through the third quarter, before a

Dan Waldron fumble ended the threat

on the Williams 16. "We let up a little

on the one drive," said Odell, "but got

tough again later in the game."
Hamilton, however, got the touch-

down two plays later as fullback Mark
Annunziata capitalized on Don
Wallace's fumble with a one-yard

plunge.

The Williams offense, despite all the

pre-season expectations, was spotty

throughout the game. Taking a 7-0

lead into the second quarter, Don
Wallace took the Ephs on their only

substantial drive of the game.
Wallace uncharacteristically kept

the ball on the ground for eight

Straight plays, moving 54 yards to the

Hamiltoq six. Here, the lanky senior

hit sophonriore halfback Mark Gerry
with a touchdown pass in the front

corner of the end zorie..

The key to the Williams- drive was
the running of junior Scott
Harrington, who carried four times

for 38 yards. Harrington, still nursing

a shoulder injury, was not expected to

play unless needed, and according to

Odell, "We needed him, and he did a

heckuva job."

The second half of the opening game
was enough to put Sominex out of

business, with neither team moving
the ball effectively, and only

Hamilton's one drive providing any
interest whatsoever. Glenn's lack of a

strong throwing arm quelled any
hopes of the Continentals scoring in

the waning moments of the game, as

Williams picked off four passes in the

fourth quarter.

The crowd of 3,500 was rudely

awakened in the closing seconds of the

contest when Wallace, rather than

keep the ball on the ground on a

bootleg play, tossed a rare floater

which was nearly intercepted. Odell is

reportedly still recovering.

So, what was originally thought to

be the first-ever clash between
Hamilton and Williams, but was
really the fourteenth after a 37-year

hiatus is now a matter of record. It's

time for Williams to look ahead to

next week's foe always tough Mid-

dlebury on their home field for the

seco'nd straight year.

"Any time you win, it's a good

Nefwomen thrash Wesleyon
by Evan Bash

The Wesleyan women's tennis team
still probably doesn't know what hit it.

Williams' racketwoi^en, tuning up for

an important encounter with Dart-

mouth today, brushed aside the

Cardinals 9-0 on Saturday. The win
improved the Ephwomen's season

Freshman Rabacca Chata raturni

volley in Williams' win over Tufts last

week. Ephs also beat Wesleyan 9-0

Saturday to run their season record to

*-0. (photo by Kong)

record to 4-0.

Showing as much mercy as the

Indians did toward Custer, Coach Curt

Tong's squad didn't drop a set, and

didn't lose more than four games in

any one match.

Jonnina Sadoff and Laura Carson

easily disposed of two Cardinals,

winning 6-2, 6-2 and 6-0, 6-3 respec-

tively. Williams' frosh Rebecca Chase

and Trudy tenBroeke, matched each

other in giving up only two games with

victories of 6-2, 6-0 and 6-1, 6-1. Amy
Demorest left her opponent crying

"uncle" with a 6-0, 6-0 victory, while

Sue Gutthian made her first attempt

at siifgles this year a success with a 6-

1, 6-1 win.

A strong point of the team this year

is the doubles teams, who in four

matches have suffered only one loss

among them. Wesleyan quickly

discovered this strength as Sally

Kruse and Babe Kirk won 6-1, 6-3,

while the new combinations of Holly

Prentice and Barb Emit and Sherry

Wilcox and Marion Sherman breezed

by identical 6-1, 6-0 scores.

If any team is going to stop Williams

this season, Dartmouth might be it.

The Big Green managed to win a

scrimmage between the two squads

last spring, and would like nothing

more than to repeat that victory now
that it really counts.

game," says Odell, "but I'm afraid

our next two opponents are a little

tougher than Hamilton." Probably
true coach, Middlebury whipped
Colby Saturday, 28-13, while Trinity

crushed Bowdoin, 30-14.

TRIPLE DOTS—Charlie Carrier

(43 yards on l4 fries) top rusher for

Williams; split end Herb McCormick
grabbed four aerials and was tops in

that department . . . Hamilton coach
Don Jones disappointed in the

inability of qb's to Wt open receivers

. . . hardest hit of the afternoon came
when Dave Libardi ran into teammate
Bill Couch while returning punt . . .

injuries suffered in game by Gerry,

Eehert, and Mike Masi, none believed

to be serious . . . highly-touted

Wesleyan upset by Tufts jn season
opener, 13-12, while Amherst lost to

Springfield , . . Amherst Student

columnist Jeff Klein picks Wesleyan
to win Little Three, With Williams
finishing third—see you in November,
Jeff . . , Williams has now gone 14

games without a loss.

Sophomore defensive back Greg McAleenan (dark jersey) makes one of his

three second-half interceptions in Williams' i4-< win over Hamilton. Pass was
intended for Hamilton split-end Dave Pisonelli (82)-. (photo by Oettgen)

Face Yale on Saturday
7

Stickers bomb Wesleyan, 8-0
hv Nanrv Rhpin 'by Nan^y Rbein

In their strongest showing this

season, the Williams field hockey
team defeated Wesleyan Saturday, 8-

0.

Dominating the entire game, the

Williams's offense took advantage of

their ability to rebound and score to

shut-out the Wesleyan squad The

Williams senior field hockey player Amy Kindwall (right) battles Mt. Holyoke
opponent for ball in last week's 4-1 loss. Team trounced Wesleyan,8-0 Saturday.
Looking on are (left to right), Cammie McClellan, Kathy Spear, and Dawn
Bedrosian. (photo by Taft)

Polomen lose 12-1

1

by Ray Porfilio

Water Polo Club President Dennis

O'Shea called it "definitely the best

opening game we've played yet." Co-

captain John Farmakis, eliminating

the qualification, termed a 12-11

overtime loss to Hamilton Friday

night the "best we've ever played."

Quality of play aside, it was without

doubt one of the most exciting mat-

ches played by the young Williams

club. A small crowd witnessed five

lead changes. The third period, with a

four goal Williams outbreak, ended in

an 8-8 deadlock. A scoreless, tightly -

played fourth period ensued, setting

the stage for a pair of two-minute

overtimes.

In the first overtime, Williams burst

to an 11-8 margin on quick goals by

Farmakis, Dave Preiss and Mike
Feltes. Williams dominated not only

.offensively but defensively, con-

taining the Hamilton attack. With the

start of the second overtime, though,

the momentum had shifted. The
Continentals started aggressively,

obtaining two penalty shots, and
rapidly cut the lead. The final goal

came with but ten seconds remaining

in overtime.

Inexperience hurt the Williams

club, especially at the end of the

second period and in the second

overtime. The squad was unable to

score and began pressing. The net

result was ill-advised shots, poor

defense and Hamilton domination. In

the second overtime, the team was
unable to protect a three goal lead.

Co-captain Guy Hoelzer was
pleased with the overall performance.

He discounted the mistakes, ex-

plaining that the team had had only

three practices prior to Friday's

contest. To gain more competitive

experience, Williams will host a round

robin tourney October 1-3. Amherst,

Boston College, RPI, Wesleyan and

UNH are the invitees to the tour-

nament at Muir Pool.

Ephwomen jumped out to an early

lead on a goal by forward Sally Kraft

and were unstoppable as their speed

and good stickwork overwhelmed the

Cardinals.

J Wesleyan, playing their first game,

did not have the speeSI to force a play

by the Williams offense, allowing the

team to take time to execute each

play. This situation enabled the of-

fense to add four more first half goals,

two by Kraft and two by co-captain

Shailah Stewart.

Commenting on the offensive play,

Kraft noted, "We were able to look

around and plan our plays-we had the

time. We really used each other and
played well together."

This team play was a result of what

Kraft termed an "outstanding job" by

the Williams's defense. Although the

defense was not challenged (less than

ten shots on goal) Kraft remarked
that the "defense really sent up the

ball" permitting the offense to con-

tinue the play and score. "The
momentum of the game was forward-

forward," said Kraft.

Continuing to test the Wesleyan

goalie in the second half Kraft and
Stewart added three goals to bring

their game totals to five and three,

respectively.

The Ephwomen next take the field

Saturday afternoon, facing Yale in

New Haven, Conn.

Scoreboard
VARSITY FOOTBALL

September 35
Hamilton
Williams 7.1.

6 6

Scoring:
W-Tom Redden 1 run (Cramer kick)
W Mark Gerry, 6 pass from Don
Wallace (Cramer kick)
H-Mark Annunziata 1 run (pass failed)

H
10

107

35
4 254
9-27.3

8-70

W
13

100
97

12-26-2

8-35
6-70

Carrier 14 for 43,

Statistics:

First Downs
Rushing yardage
Passing yardage
Passes
Bunting
Penalties

Individual:
Rushing-Williams:
Redden 13 for 37, Harrington 11 for 34.

Hamilton: Romaine 16 for 54, Waldron
13 for 33, Annunziata 10 for 32.

Passing-Williams: Wallace 12 for 24, 97

yards, 2 interceptions. Hamilton:
LaFountain 3 for 11, 21 yards, 1 in

terception, Glenn 1 for 13, 14 yards, 5

interceptions.

Receiving Williams: McCormick 4 for

39, Redden 4 for 34, Carrier 3 for 19,

Gerry, 1 for 6. Hamilton: Pisanelli 2 for

28.

Varsity Soccer
September 25 Varsity 5, Alumni 2

Goals: (W) Hank Osborne, Cam
Ferrante, John Friborg, Pete Barra (2).

September 22 Williams 3 English
Amateur Team 4

Goals 1: (W) Jim Heild, Perry Nelson
2: (W) Hank Osborne

Freshman Soccer
September 22 • Williams 1, Hotchkiss 2

Goals: (W) - Carl Tippit "

Men-'s Crosv Cooirtry-
September 25 Varsity 17, Alumni 44
Finishes: 1) Joe Kolb 18:52 (New
Course Record), 2) Ken Leinbach 19:00,
Frank Cgrr 19:10, Peter Farwell '73

19:11, Gary James.

Women's Cross Country
September 25 Williams 22, Wesleyan 33
Finishes: 2 - Debbie Gregg, 3 Lisa
Capaldini, 4 Corrie Johnson, 6Toni
Ceckler, 7Annie Eldridge.

Women's Varsity Field Hockey
September 25.Willlams 8, WesleySn
Goals 1 (W): Sally Kraft 3, Shailah
Stewart 2

2 (W): Kraft 2, Stewart 1

September 23-WilMams 1, Mt. Holyoke 4
Goal 2: (W) Liza Olsen
September 21.Williams 4, Trinity
Goals 1: Sally Kraft, Lee Wilson
2: Kraft, Liza Olsen

Women's Junior Varsity Field Hockey
September 25 - Williams 4, Wesleyan 2
September 23 Williams 3, Mt. Holyoke

Women's Varsity Tannit
September 25 - Williams 8, Wesleyan
September 23 Williams 8, Mt. Holyoke
1

September 21 Williams 5, Trinity 4

Rugby
September 2S

Water Polo
September 24

Hamilton
Williams

Columbia 21, Williams 12

4 12

11
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CEP vote bars Record
. JbyChip BuckojUL.

Monday afternoon the Committee
on Educational Policy voted, 9-2, to

exclude the Record from its meetings.

Six of the seven faculty members and
three of the five student represen-

tatives voted not to allow coverage.

Chairman George Goethals did not

vote.

Larry Mitchell '78, College Council

representative to the committee,
explained that the members had
developed a rapport facilitating an
open exchange of ideas. There are

certain instances, he said, "when a

reporter might misunderstand what
we mean." He said he is satisfied with

the present reporting mechanisms,
where the College Council
representative tells the Council and
the press what occurred. "Nothing of

substance will be denied the Record,"
he concluded.

cwnmittee last year, Ex-Secretary

CEP chairman G«org« Gocttials

Division I representative, Jane
Garvey, also voting to bar the

newspaper, concurred with Mitchell's

reasoning, adding that if anything
inhibits the "free exchange of ideas"

on a student-faculty committee "the

students would lose."

Tom Ebling '77 (Div. Ill) admitted

that the exclusion rationale "was
justified, , but not good enough."

Ebling voted to aUow press coverage

"as a matter of principle." He saw
"little chance" of reconsideration by
the committee.

The other two student represen-

tatives, Clayton Spencer '77 (Div. II)

and Shailah Stewart '77 (at-large),

voting respectively "No" and "Yes"
to Record inclusion, could not be

reached for comment. All six faculty

members voting, Edson Chick, John
Crigler, John Lathrop, Mark Taylor,

Gordon Winston and Reinhard Wobus,

voted to exclude the Record.

Last year CEP chairman William

Fox told news editor Jim Cohen that

he could send areporter to cover the

meetings. When questioned Fox said

he "couldn't imagine" what issues

before the Committee would cause it

to change its mind.

George Goethals, the present

chairman, said he does not object to

news coverage, but added that he

remembers no such decision from the

Lee Drickamer did not remember a

vote, either, and the*minutes do not

include any mention of a vote,

although they do record that Cohen

had attended a CEP meeting last

spring.

The Record, Drickamer recalled,

was to send a reporter to the meeting

at which the committee discussed PE
credit for the band and team
managers. ^

Cohen said he is "very disap-

pointed" with the decision and ex-

pressed concern that the CEP has
forgotten past episodes, such as the

recommendation to discontinue PE
credit for the band and team
nWinagers. "Sending a reporter would
prevent such bombshells," Cohen
said. To the charge that com-
munication exists, Cohen replied that

a report to the College Council and a

copy of the minutes are insufficient.

They are not "objective, informative,

or of journalistic caliber," he said.

Committee members seem most
concerned about "irresponsible
reporting." Cohen said he sees these

fears as unfounded. He pointed to past

CEP coverage as proof of his con-

tention. "Any reporter with a

minimum sense of judgment realizes

that personal comments and light

banter among CEP members is not

his concern. He will not report it," he

finished.

After Mitchell's report to the

Council, President Steve Piltch stated

that he believed "the decision on

whether to open up a meeting to

reporters is entirely up to the com-
mittee." He said he felt the present

communication channels were
adequate, but would reconsider the

issue if problems developed, as they

did last year.

see CEP page 4

At the College Council meeting Tuesday, Larry fAltchell, CEP raprasentative,

reported that the Committee will soon publicize grade differences among
departments. Pictured from left are Eileen Julien, Randy Sturges, and Steve

Piltch. (photo by Cenek)

Letter swtes reasons

ALS disbands
The Adelphic Literary Society has

formally disbanded itself as a "secret

society ... on or off the Williams

Campus," according to a letter

received by the Record Wednesday
(see page 2). Sources close to the

organization confirmed the authen-

ticity of the letter.

The letter states that the ALS
"recognizes the College's position on

fraternities and therefore has no

interest in continuing its existence

Dean of the College Peter Berek
said that he was pleased to hear of the

decision of the students involved. He
added, "I hope that the kind of per-

sonal relationships among these guys
can continue—without the trappings

of a fraternal organization."

Dean promises to notify

students in cose of rope
The Dean's Office announced this

week that the Record and WCFM
would be contacted immediately if a

rape occurs on campus. Associate

Dean Cris T. Roosenraad stated, "If

anything is potentially threatening to

students it will be made public." He
added that house presidents and JA's

should become part of the com-
munication system in cases of rape.

Roosenraad, who outlined his ideas

to the housing committee Monday
night, maintained that this was a

clarification in policy rather than a

change. Reiterating a position taken

by the administration last week, he

claimed "We will not make any false

siatemeiits. We will respond to

inquiries truthfully."

According to Dean Peter Berek, the

administration will draft a protocol

for handling rape cases.

Responding to the assertion by

Women's CenterXoordinator Beverly

Russell that two college women in the

Northern Berkshires were raped in

September, Roosenraad repeated,

"All of our knowledge is that nothing

has occurred involving students on

our campus. It seems when we get

close to the source of a rumor we find

it totally unsubstantiated."

Berek had noted the existence of the

ALS at a faculty meeting on Sept. 15

as violating the College's prohibition

against undergraduate participation

in fraternities.

A major concern of College officials

was the apparent ties of the ALS to the

Alph Delta Phi International, and
fraternity. In an article in the Sept. 17

Record, a College official indicated

that some ADP alumni received a

mailing requesting funds for the

support of the society.

Robert S. Price, ^President of the

Alph Delt^ Phi International, and
Christopher H. Smith '60, chairmen of

a group of alumni "organized to ad-

vise and consult with" the ALS,
denied that any funds were raised

from alumni for the support of the

society. Sources close to the ALS
noted that no funds had been made
available to the undergraduate
members.
President John W. Chandler cited a

general fund raising letter for the

Alpha Delta Phi International and a

letter from an ALS member to some
Williams alumni requesting advice

and support. He noted that while, there

was no explicit request for funds, "I

suppose one can read it in that light."

Housing Committee

co-€4ioirmon piclced

but CC still slow
The College Council elected Jamie

Barickman and Sally Coney co-

chairmen of the Housing Committee
Tuesday night after rejecting the

Election Committee recommendation
to accept Linda Smith along with

Coney.

Dodd House President Dominic
DiBicarro representing several house
presidents appealed for a co-

chairman with previous experience on

the committee and recalled the

controversial stand that Smith took

against the Housing Committee last

spring on the transfer issue.

During Monday night's Housing

Committee meeting the house
presidents unanimously adopted a

statement of support for last year's

co-chairman, Lilji, Scheye. The
committee attempted to persuade

Scheye to submit a late self-

nomination to the Elections Com-
mittee but Scheye declined. Scheye

told the Record that she thanked the

Housing Committee for their support,

but refused further comment
•Larry Mitchell, the CC represen-

tative to the CEP, reported that the

CEP had voted 9-2 to bar Record
reporters from its meetings. Mitchell

stated that the committee members
felt that the relaxed atmosphere of the

meetings might be threatened by the

presence of a reporter. He added that

the committee believed that other

channels of communication,
published minutes and Mitchell's

reports to the council, were adequate
means of reporting the committee's

affairs to the student body.

Included in Mitchell's CEP
presentation was a report that the

committee considered the^roblem of

grade inflation beyond their control.

The CEP will soon publicize the

alleged disparity in grading among
the various departments on campus.
The committee will also examine the

content and objectives of the 101

course offerings.

The couijpil failed to consider three

major issues before its 10:30 curfew.

Following the meeting, council vice-

president Randy Sturges stated that

"There is too much b.s. going down at

see CC page 4

Two WSP inquiry courses offered

to frosh as discipline introduction

Meol tax exemption bill

could pass next session
The Massachusetts S^^nate

"probably" won't consider a' meals
tax exemption for private college and
university students this session, ac-

cording to Senator John W. Fitz-

patrick. He said he will vote for the

exemption and is "optimistic" that it

will be passed next session.

The Meal Tax, which Fitzpatrick

described as "a great injustice to

students," charges each student on

board 8 per cent of each meal over a

dollar, or about $99 per semester.

Fitzpatrick said, "a major ob-

stacle" to the passage of the exemp-
tion will be removed with the

retirement of Senator Frederic
Schlosstein, Jr., cfialfman of the

Senate Committee on Taxation and a

strong opponent of the exemption.

If it is passed in the next session, the

exemption would either be retroactive

to September or take effect January 1

,

1977.

On September 20, the state house of

representatives voted in favor of the

exemption, passing the bill on to the

senate.

by Ray DeMeo
Freshmen this year will have the

option of choosing either of two
"Inquiry Courses" to be offered as

part of the 1977 Winter Study
Program. The courses will introduce

students to varied means of learning

in several disciplines."

Professor Daniel D. O'Connor
teaches one of the two Inquiry

Courses. His course, entitled, "Facts

and Values," is a four-part seminar
investigating the philosophical and

scientific backgrounds of facts and
values. Classes will meet three times

a week for a four-week period. The
first three weeks will feature guest

lectures by faculty representatives of

three distinct disciplines: a physical

scientist, a social scientist, and a

literary critic. During the fourth

week, students will write a paper
l)ased on the lectures. According to

O'Connor, the course will give

students "a broad overview" of

disciplines in all three divisions.

The second Inquiry Course, entitled

"Understanding and Explanation:
The Common Venture," will be taught

jointly by Professors Crampton,
Oakley, Reichert and Winston. Ac-

cording to John Reichert, the course

wfll "explore similarities and dif-

ferences among the way questions are

answered and facts explained." The
course will meet J2 times during the

Winter Study period, and feature four

lectures, seven discussion periods,

and one large panel discussion.

Michael D. Bell heads the Fresh-

man Curriculum Committee, charged
with overseeing the implementation

of Inquiry Courses. According to Bell,

"the courses seek to make freshmen
self-conscious about the ways in which

disciplines are approached." Last

year's Committee on the" Freshman
Year brought up the concept of

Inquiry Courses that would "in-

troduce students to scholarly

disciplines by helping them perceive

why such disciplines are valuable and
meaningful." According to the

committee's report, the courses would

provide an alternative to the

traditional "101" series by con-

centrating on "modes of un-

derstanding rather than on subject

matter understood."

The Freshman Curriculum Com-
mittee will institute the two Inquiry

Courses as part of the 1977 and 1978

Winter Study programs. According to

Bell, the courses are strictly ex-

perimental. Last year, the faculty

rejected a proposal from the Com-

mittee on theFreshman Year to make
the courses rnandatory for all fresh-

men and to incorporate them into the

regular term-time curriculum, rather

than into the Winter Study period.

"Many faculty members were, and to

an extent still are, a little bit un-

certain about what an Inquiry Course

was," Bell commented.
The Freshman Curriculum Corn-

see INQU I RY pag* 5

Professor Michael Ball
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CC Curfew
The College Council's decision to automatically adjourn at

10:30 unless an extension resolution receives a two-thirds vote

may make life easier for beleaguered CC member, but after

only two weeks of operation the policy has seriously inhibited

the CC's ability to handle the busmess before it. For example,

the CC was unable to get through "old business" before the

10:30 p.m. deadline Tuesday evening.

If the College Council is to be an effective organization, it

should be able to address new business at all meetings. It

cannot, becauseof a curfew, continue to postpone consideration

of issues which may be important and of substantial time value.

Although we understand and respect the College Council

members' desire to limit their time commitment, we believe an
hour and a half is an unreasonably short period of time in which

to expect the CC to be able to complete its business. A curfew

should force the CC to move through its business more quickly.

Indeed, the CC officers deserve full support in their efforts to

speed up business.

If the CC members believe a curfew is necessary, they
should establish one at a time which better allows them to

complete the business which is their responsibility. It is not

unreasonable to ask a Council member to devote two or two and
a half hours a week to his responsibility if that is what is

required for the CC to give a fair airing to all issues it should be
considering.

Let the Sunshine In
The Committee on Educational Policy's 9-2 vote to exclude

a Record reporter from its meetings reflects a secretive ap-
proach which too many campus committees are taking.

Committees making decisions which are likely to have strong
ramifications for students' lives and education should be willing

to allow all members of the student body to view their

deliberations except under special circumstances. While a few
committees which deal with personalities rather than ideas
(The ' Committee on Appointments and Promotions, the
Honorary Degrees Committee and the Discipline Committee)
have valid reasons for exclusion of students as the rule rather
than the exception, most committees have no such justification.

Persons who support closed meetings suggest that the
opening of meetings would limit the nature of the dialogue and
restrict ideas from flowing from one person to anothCT; Such
persons must know that those meetings are not totally

secretive, their comments can be brought to the attention of the
whole College community by another member of that com-
mittee. CC representatives report back to the CC regularly.

Some committees already have a policy of occasional open
meetings in which students are invited to participate. This is

fine. Yet, in endorsing the opening of ipost committee meetings,
the Record is not so much endorsing the right of students to

participate in the meetings (representational democracy
requires that the committee remain small enough to be
workable) but rather their right to see their representatives in

action and hold them accountable. Students have plenty of

opportunities to talk to their representatives after meetings.

Decisions made in relative secrecy, such as the CEP's
physical education requirement proposal last spring, generate

unnecessary uproar. Tne only value of secrecy in many cases is

to enhance the club atmosphere and self-importance many
committees exude.

College committees cannot continue to operate behind

closed doors in the name of "free discussion." "Free
discussion" means the involvement of the entire campus.

In endorsing the opening of committee meetings, the

Record is not endorsing tne right to the viewer to participate in

such meeting whether it be by speaking, laughing or sending

notes. Such participation slows the action of the committee.

Rarely do committees take important actions after only one

day of consideration. Thus, auaience members who desire to

participate may do so by speaking with their representatives

after the meeting.

They Write By Night

Homecoming Concert

In an .aMranncement which
generally surprised the college

community and delighted many, the

triumvirate of the All College En-

tertainment ComB^ittee (ACEC)
I announced that the main group at the

Homecoming Weekend concert would
be The Beatles. Badung up this group
will lt>e Peter Frampton and his group,

and Bruce I Spriilgsteen and the E
Street Band. These last groups are

two of the hottest bands of the

seventies.

Many have questioned the ACEC's
ability to finance these high-priced

groups. Their budget has neVer been

particularly high, and attendance at

rock concerts has been traditionally

poor. The ACEC put forth the

following explanation: "Listen, how
many concerts can you recall in the

past four years? Remember Maggie
Bell? How much do you think we paid

her? All the beer she could drink,

that's all! The fact is, we have
provideSd such little entertainment for

the past decade and what en-

tertainment we have provided has

been so inexpensive, that we have

saved up enough money to finance

these three groups in the fall, and still

have enough money for Elton John,

Frank Sinatra, and the Evel Knieval

show (in Chapin Hall) for spring

weekend. We expect good attendance

at most of these events."

The tentative schedule for

Homecoming Weekend is as follows:

Thursday, Nov. 5: Peter Frampton,
Dodd House Living room. Friday,

Nov. 6: Bruce Springsteen.C Pitch

Prospect Lounge. Saturday, Nov. 7:

The Beatles, Freshman Quad.
Traditional refreshments will be

served. Each group will hold an open

rehearsal and master class the af-

ternoon of their performances.

SPECIAL BULLETIN: As we were

going to press the ACEC issued a

further announcement:

"We regret to inform the college

community that our main acts for

Homecoming Weekend have all

unexpectedly cancelled. A member of

the Peter Frampton group has, uh,

hurt himself and just can't get it

together. Bruce Springsteen has to

visit 8om» relatives that,, day «o- he

can't make it eitker. And the Beatles

have been cancelled because of lack of

interest by the College community.

We tried to book Jdini Mitchell, Earth,

Wind It Fire, and the Beach Boys, but

they can't come, although they

wanted to very badly. So
Homecoming Weekend will feature

the popular group Iron Butterfly,

singer-sOngwriter Oliver ("Good
Morning StaAhiue'-) and- singer-

actress-personality Lulu ("ToSir with

Love"). Further details to follow."

TONY SPAETH—«HSBRER—
Kershaw to head N.Y. commission
Joseph A. Kershaw, recently-retired College economics professor, has

been appointed director of the temporary State Commission on the Future of

Post-Secondary Education in New York. Nils Y. Wessell, chairman of the

commission, made the announcement today.

The commission, appointed last month by Gov. Hugh L. Carey, was
formed to study the financing and structure of post-secondary education in

the state. Its offices will be in both Albany and New York City.

Kershaw retired as Herbert H. Lehman Professor of Economics at

Williams this June and was named a professor emeritus. He is now serving

part-time as comptroller of the Sterling and Francine Clark Art Institute in

Williamstown, Kershaw joined the Williams faculty id 1962 after 14 years

with the Rand Corporation as researcher, administrator and head of its

economic division. He has also served as Provost of the College.

Sale of Pizza House finalized
The final papers will be signed this week in the sale of the Pizza House on

Spring Street to Constantine Anagnos, the current owner of Colonial Pizza.

Low profits at Pizza House prompted the sale according tp Anagnos who said

he was buying the restaurant because he wanted more space. Both
establishments will continue to operate with an identical menu.

Grabois and Oakley appointments
Dean of the Faculty Neil R. Grabois has been appointed Provost of the

College, President John W. Chandler announced recently. Professor Francis
C. Oakley will succeed Grabois as Dean of the Faculty, said Chandler. Both
appointments are effective January 1, 1977.

Grabois will replace Stephen R. Lewis, who will become the economic
consultant to the Ministry of Finance and Development Planning of Bot-

swana.

As Provost, Grabois will assist Chandler in College-wide executive
decisions regarding budgets and long-range planning.

ALS letter

i

The Republican Club and ADA are co-sponsoring a Candidates' Night
Monday, Oct. 4 at 7 pm in 111 TBL. Bruce McElvein will speak for Ford, Joel

Smith for Carter, and Ken Bertsch for McCarthy. Speeches will be 8 minutes
long; after all have spoken there will be questions from the audience.

The Nickelodeon presents another evening with Hitchcock Friday and

Saturday at7:30. "The Lady Vanishes" stars Margaret Lockwood and Michael

Redgrave in search of a missing companion. In "The 39 Steps", a young

Canadian unwittingly becomes involved in a murder and must run from police

until vindicated.

Roman Polanski directs and acts in "The Tenant," an encounter with

madness. Upon leasing an apartment the young tenant discovers his

predecessor was driven to suicide by the peculiar neighbors. The film ( 1976) co-

stars Shelley Winters, Isabelle Adjani and Melvyn Douglas, 7:(K) and 9:15 pm,
Sunday through Tuesday.

On Saturday, Andrew Sarris' adaptation of Phillip Barry's "Holiday"

shows at 7:30 pm at Bennington College's Tishman Hall. Cary Grant and

Katherine Hepburn star in what is considered one of the 30's most intelligeoJt.

and witty films and one of director George Cukor's finest works.

News and Note^
from Career Counseling

Oct. 4, 7:30 PM, OCC Library -

University of Chicago Law School

representative will conduct an
open discussion concerning law
school admissions and placement.

Watch for information regarding

Dr. Lewis Kohler, of California

Consultant Services who will speak

late Thursday afternoon, October 7

on Leadership Development.

Kristine Johnson, Director of

Corporate Employment for

Cargill, Inc. will be on campus
Monday, October 4. Ms. Johnson
will lunch in Fitch-Prospect then

meet with students and faculty at

Park Hall, 1:30-3:00. She will also

be available to answer additional

individual questions concerning

agribusiness, commodity trading,

international corporations, etc. at

Mears House, 3:30-5:00. Ms.
Johnson is scheduled to have
dinner with the Williams Women in

the Greylock Wilson Room at 5:45.

Cargill is a privately owned
company headquartered in Min-

neapolis with offices in South

America, Europe, and the Far
•East. It's major concerns have
been food production and
marketing, chemical products,

transportation, and research. Any
students interested in business are

encouraged to meet with Ms.

Johnson.

Campus Interviews

October:

4—U. of Chicago Law
S—Hofstra University - Law

Tuck School of Business
6—Duke Law School

7—Georgetown Law
U. of Connecticut Law
U. of Tulsa Law

8—U. of Rochester Business

Cornell Law

The Williams Club of New York
plans to sponsor Career Panels to

be held in New York during Fall

Break. They need to know what
fields people are interested in in

order to complete plans. Please

come over to OCC to let us know of

your interest areas by October 8.

To whom it may concern:

Those students having formerly

participated in the activities of an
organization known as the

Adelphic Literary Society wish to

inform and assure the College that

the group has dissolved itself and
that its members have disbanded.

While the Adelphic Literary

Society never achieved the status

of a fraternity, it recognizes the

College's position on fraternities

and therefore has no interest in

continuing its existence as an

underground or secret society.

The Adelphic Literary Society

was a student initiated

organization which later sought the

support of the national fraternity

chapter of Alpha Delta Phi. We
have informed the national

organization that our society will

cease to exist on or off the Williams

College campus. The Adelphic

Literary Society never received a

charter as an Alpha Delta Phi

fraternity. Additionally, none of its

present undergraduate members
were ever initiated into the

fraternity.

Finally, the .^members of the

Adelphic Literary Society came
together for the purpose of for-

malizing and enriching the

friendships among its members.

To the extent that our friendships

were strengthened by this common
bond, our experience can be ter-

med worthwhile.

The Adelphic Literary Society

never sought to interfere in the

affairs of Williams College. We
informed the College of our

existence out of respect for College

policy and our desire to function as

an "above ground" organization.

We will maintain our bonds of

friendship and adhere to the rules

of the College.

Sincerely,

Friends of Williams College

9-28-76
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Dean Berek reveals nature
of administrator's odyssey
ThU i$ tht tint in a $trh» of artieU$

prettntbig adtniniMtration and faculty

membtrM in a lomtwhat p^r§oIia^

light. HoptfuUy, tht artiel*! will htlp

bring them down from thtir ptdittaU
la a1iurltan—and tHorr irtttrtattng—

hvtl.

byMkhaelGoldea
"I always wanted to be the guy with

the paper iMgs over his feet who stood

on the baclc of the garbage trucic and
caught the trash cans that were
thrown up to him and who dumped the

trash into the truck," reminisces
Peter Berek, the amiable Dean of the

College, who resembles a bearded
Shakespearean actor. ~v

As presumed, garbage inspection

was just a passing fancy and his in-

terests shifted to scientific biological

research. By the beginning of his

^
college career, however, the summers
in a bio lab in Maine were all behind
him. He had decided to teach English
in a small New England college.

Popping in and out of his office on
the first floor of Hopkins Hall, Berek
has only a second to gasp for air

between appointments. But once

inside hii officts, complete with a

couch for casualness, the tempo
slows, the mood changes, and a

transformation takes place. The busy

administrator becomes a cordial and
interested friend, ready to discuss

anything from decisions albout a
major field of study to psychological

and very personal problems.

This is by no means the full extent of

his duties as dean, howevo-, which he
describes as "complicated" and
"very varied." While advising
students takes some of his time, he
also deals with curriculum planning,

parents of students, residential

housing and dining hall problems,

faculty, administrators, and
everything else that has anything to

do with the students here on campus.
The position is an all-encompassing

one, but he relishes this valuable

experience that was an "interesting

surprise for me."
When offered the position of dean,

he had "megatons of qualms." "I

didn'tknow what the job entailed," he

exfdains, "if I'd lie able to accomplish

it, or if able, if I'd like it" ^
Now in his second year as a dean, he

finds the job most appealing. "It gives

me a different perspective on how the

college works, as an administrator

rather than a faculty member. It also

gives me a different relationship with

students." The most fascinating part

of the job, he enthustHsttcally

remarks, "isn't working with the

faculty or on curricular planning, but

with students who come in for help."

He delights in the extent to which he

has become involved in their lives.

When not being ubiquitous or om-
nipotent as dean, and when not

reviewing a book or writing an article

as an English professor and PhD.,

Peter Berek is a family man. One of

his favorite pastimes is fishing, at

which he considers himself "the

world's worst fly fisherman."

Since the job of dean is so deman-
ding, after a few years he will return

to teaching English for relief from it.

Until then, he will be situated in

Hopkins Hall, a smiling and energetic

man. Although he will not have time to

go ichthyosaur fishing with you, be

can be someone to talk with wl|en

yours is not quite the best of all

possible worlds.

Voters challenge denial
by Brad Caine

The League of Women Voters of

Williamstown has challenged the

town's voter registration policies

which prevent some students from
registering.

According to Corrine Bellingham,

Chairman of Voter Services for the

league, students are being denied

their legal right to register. The law

Viewpoint

Biff brings back refurnable bottle and deposit
by Sarah Thome

If you consunie close to 300 cans or

bottles of beer and soft drinks per
year you needn't flaunt your thirst or

drinking capacity because that is the

current intake for the average
Americaa The volume of our empties
lurches upward at a rate of 8 per cent

per year (doubling since 1966) and
with it the proliferation of litter,

energy and resource consumption,
taxes allocated to litter pick up, and
demand for scarce landfilT 'space.

Although not as explosive an issue as
gun control or the ERA, other

referendums on the November ballot,

the problem of beverage container

disposal, question 6, has ignited

controversy among en-

vironmentalists, unions, retailers,

consumers, and the bottling industry.

The Massachusetts Bottle Bill

would require a refundable deposit of

at least 5c on all t>eer and soft drink

containers sold in the state. In ad-

dition it would outlaw sale of cans with

detachable flip tops. Consumers
would collect their deposit upon
returning their empty containers at a

collection center or their retailer.

These would be picked up when the

distributor makes his next delivery.

In this manner containers can be

reused 10-15 times.

The campaign to reinstitute the

returnable liottle is being advanced by

the Committee for a Massachusetts

Bottle Bill, which was organized by
Rep. Lois Pines (D-Newton), and has

8,000 dollars in funds. The committee
is supported by the Sierra Club,

L.W.V. Mass. PIRG, Mass.
Association of Selectmen, Mass.

Federation of Women's Clubs, Mass.

Audubon Society, and Mass. Forests

and Parks. In conjunction with these

organizations, the groUp has gathered

the 56,000 signatures necessary ac-

cording to Massachusetts law to force

consideration of the bill by the

legislature. This summer the required

10,000 additional signatures were
collected (120,000 total) to bypass the

indecisive legislature and place the

Bottle Bill on the November 1976

ballot. A similar bill will appear on the

Maine, Colorado, and Michigan
ballots.

In Williamstown the Democratic

Town Committee and the Williams

Americans for Democratic Action ^

have overwhelmingly endorsed the

t>allot question and the A-D.A. is

working for its passage. Some local

retailers are distributing literature

opposing the bill.

Industry opposition, fueled by the

Committee for the Protection of Jobs
and Convenience Containers, claims

that the Bottle Bill does not effectively

or economically address the litter

problem. The Cofhmittee, wliich has
raised $5,000,000 (67 per cent from out

of state contributors) contends that

the bill attacks their bottling in-

dustries unfairly, pointing to the

unregulated wine, liard liquor, and
uncarbonated beverage industries. A
1972 EPA study disputes this logic by
revealing that litter containers are

71.3 per cent beer, 25.7 per cent soft

. drinks, and 3 per cent hard liquor and
miscellaneous.

Before jumping passionately onto

the environmentalist band wagon or

crusading for the opulent American
Dream, priorities must be ordered on

question 6. Litter, energy, resources,

taxes, waste disposal, and jobs are all

issues close to the American heart

when expressed in tangible economic
terms.

Jettisoned beverage containers
comprise 50 per cent of roadside litter

in Mass. and cost state taxfayers $3

million per year for removal. Oregon

MOlTlkLUHS

GREENHOUSES

Tropical Foliage Plants

and
Hanging Plants

Fresh cut flowers grown in

our seven greenhouses

F.T.D.

OPEN 9-5, MON.-SAT.

1090 State Road (Route 2)

(At Williamstown line)

DELIVERY

North Adams
663-8665

and Vermont, where similar

legislation has been enacted, have
respectively experienced an 88 per

cent and 67 per cent decline in littered

bottles and cans.

The EPA estimates that a national

Bottle Bill would cut industry energy

consumption by 55 per cent and
resource consumption ten fold.

Proponents argue that alternatives

such as recycling, resource recovery,

sanitary landfills, and a container tax

are inefficient means of conserving

resources.

Perhaps the most intense <lebate

surrounds the sacred issue of jobs.

From each source eminates a con-

flicting set of figures. In Oregon and
Vermont there has been a iiarrow

increase in jobs. According to a
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
study, Massachusetts would gain 187-

1380 jobs, however a recent Boston
Glove article predicted a net loss of

300 jobs.

In addition, the l>ottling industry

attests that the bill will necessitate an
escalation in beverage prices and a

concomitant reduction in sales and
profits. Oregon reported no decline in

soft drink sales, an increase in beer
sales, and a slight drop in price for

some of the affected beverages.

Vermont, however, experienced an
initial price rise.

states that anyone who claims
residency in a town may register to

vote, in that town.

"Our interpretation of the law,

which has the support of the Election

Practices Department of the office of

the Secretary of State, is that

residency is determined by where one

votes," she said.

Town Clerk Marilyn Head main-

tained that a claim of residency must

be backed up by some tangible

evidence. "I can't just take a

student's word that he or she is a

resident of Williamstown. The
minimum I require is a driver's

license issued by the state of

Massachusetts."

'^ead disagreed^jvith^e league's

interpretation of the law, stating

registration doesn't establish

residency, but rather once residency

is established the privilege to register

to vote is granted. She emphasized

that voting is a responsibiUty and
registration in Williamstown can't be

seen as a convenience.

Bellingham cited a recent court

decision upholding students' rights to

register where they go to school

without being subjected to -the- ar-

bitrary requirements of local of-

ficials.

Both Bellingham and Head agreed

that a student who registers here

rather than in his home state is

required to obtain a Massachusetts

drivers license register their cars

with the state, and pay the automobile

excise tax and file Massachusetts

state income tax forms. A Student

also forfeits scholarships granted by
the home state, and is no longer

'

covered by a parents' homeowners'
policy.

#
JOSEPH E. DEWEY

45B-5717

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS

01267

ar SIHRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

KING'S LIQUOR
STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Williamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458 5948

i?y triomphe

\
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Local,art gallery opens
by Steve Dmvidson

For many people, Williamstown

means art and each year the College

and the renowned Sterling and
Francine Clark Art» Institute draw

thousands of visitors to the area. With

these attractions, it is remarkable

that no gallery existed in town until

this faU.
'^

"It's the only shop like it in the

area;" says-^oWn Altman, jewelry

designer and silversmith. "There are

not many places around here where

you can buy art" The shop is the

Gallery, a sim|de yellow house in

CC selects

co-chairmen
CC from page 1

these meetings. The faculty meet once

a month and usually complete their

entire agenda in two hours." At large

representative Steve Wertimer
criticized his fellow members for

"talking too much about stupid little

things."

CC members suggested the

meetings would move faster if Piltch

would read over or post the agenda at

the beginning of each meeting so that

the members will be aware of the

number of issues on the docket. Piltch

agreed that this was a good idea and

promised to implement it at the next

meeting.

Witiiamstown and the latest addition

to the Spring Street line. Owned and
operated by Mrs. Robert Davis, the

Gallery offers a wide variety of art

items ranging in price from |5 to $500.

Although the shop opened only three

weeks ago, Davis has been working on

it since March, when she began
collecting lithographs. Since then, she

has been tapping youn% talent to

occupy her twofloors of paintings and
sculpture. - --^ -- -—

Davis, interested in. promoting new,

young artists' work, is giving them a
start through the Gallery. To find

these aspiring artists, Davis
frequently goes to art shows in Ver-

mont, New York, and Washington,

D.C.

The paintings, . sculpture,

photographs, prints aW artifacts

which Mrs. Davis has selected are all

in good taste. She has acquired an

array of handmade furniture by

Thomas Moser, photography by Mrs.

William Tague, landscapes by

Virginia Davis, pastels by Susan

Felock, and abstracts by Emily
Johnson. She will soon feature works

by the noted sculptor and painter,

Sidney Loeb.

When asked if the Gallery will go

the way m many Spring Street

estabUshments, Davis replied, "When
you fill a need, and then provide

quality, concern, and care, you're not

going to lose." Why is Davis doing

this? "I enjoy living vicariously

through other people's success."

Visiting organist Andrew Clark* delighted hit audienc* In Thompson Chapel

Tuesday night with his rendition of a score presented to his music professor

Stephen Danltner. (photo by Davis)

Students off board diminish

David Hemmings plays a teacher who finds some bizarre homework going on at

an English school. Tonight in Bronfman following "Rosemary's Baby."

The number of students on campus
but off the College Ixiard plan dropped

significantly following the addition of

vegetarian meals in all major dining

halls. "Only a dozen of the 155

students off board live on campus,"
AssociSte Deafn Oris T. Roosenraad
said, adding that tiiis is a considerably

smaller percentage than last year.

In line with the College's belief that

the experience of communal eating

has educational value, all students

living on campus are required to pay

College board. The College grants

occasional exceptions in cases where
medical problems require a special

diet.

"In the past, many vegetarians

have argued that tliere was in-

sufficient vegetarian food available to

maintain a healthy vegetarian diet,"

Roosenraad said. "With the expanded
vegetarian service and a larger salad

CEP bans press in

name of Vapport'
CEP from page 1

Wednesday afternoon Larry Mit-

chell told the Record that many
committee members had considered

the vote "inconsequential." "It means
more to students than I originally

anticipated." Mitchell reiterated that

he did not see the necessity of a

reporter at the meetings but told the

Record "I am willing to reconsider

my vote." "I'm sure the committee

would reconsider," he concluded.

Prints of

Williams College

H. »R\>Ii: SHOP

EVEN MORE
INCREDIBLE . . .

EVEN MORE SHOCKING
THAN "A MAN CALLED HORSE"

RICHARD HARRIS

THE RETURN
OF A MAN CALLED HORSE"

CINEMA I

RT. i7A

UmlBO Artists
|

7:00&9:15

MAT 3 8.3 2:00

POWER, SPACE,
TIME AND A

VISTOR

DAVID BOWIE

The man
who fell to Earth

BENNINGTON, VERMONT

CINEMA II 7:308.9:15
MAT. 38.5 2:00

(802) 442-8177

SINGERS. Paid and volunteer

singers needed for First

Congregational Church Choir.

Please leave name and Tel No. at

church office (white church bet-

ween Baxter and Hopltins) or call

458-5273.

MEN! - - WOMEN!

JOBS ON SHIPS! American.

Foreign. No experience required.

Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.

Summer job or career. Send $3.00

for information. SEAFAX, Dept.

F-lO. Box 2049, Port Angeles,

Washington 983«2.

FREE DELIVERY 458-5634

TACONIC PACKAGE STORE, INC.

79 WATER ST.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS. 01267

Dra^\ Beer Headquarfers

We Stock

Budweiser ^ Bar. Michelob V4

Miller Vi Bar. Schaefer V*

All Kegs and All Brands are about

$1.00 less than anyone else in town

OWNER Oleic Solomon

bar, fewer students have applied for a

medical excuse."

A change in exemptions procedures

has also contributed to the decline in

waivers granted, Roosenraad added.

Director of Health Robert A. Goodell

now determines the validity of a

medical request to go off board, a job

performed by the Dean's office in the

past.

Although only one board plan exists

for on campus students, those who live

off campus are offered two alter-

native plans. These students may
contract for a dinner only plan, or one

which provides for weekday lunches

and Thursday night dinners.

The College has studied the

feasibility at offering optional plans to

all students, particularly the

possibility of a no breakfast option.

These inyolved in the study concluded

that savings to students who don't eat

breakfast would not warrant the extra

work that would be involved, such as

marking id's.

Print show to open

Sunday at College,

Jim Dine featured

"Jim Dme: Prints: 1970-76," a

major retroepectice, will open at the

Williams College Museum of Art this

Sunday. This is the first major recent

print retrospective, and will remain

on view through the sixth of

November.
' "JiniDine has been a notable flgurc"

on the modern art scene for the last 15

years. He established himself as an

avant-garde painter in New York in

the early 1960's^ and was associated

with the pop art movement later in

that decade. In recent years, he has

moved away from pop art toward the

print medium, away from abstract art

into using the human figure and

concentrating on draftsmanship. He
has had exhibits all over the world,

including a major one in the Whitney

Museum in New York.

The show will be hung in the rotunda

and several adjoining rooms of the

Williams College Museum, abutted by

Medieval sculpture and paintings—

a

rather unusual setting for Dine'a

work. The show will have a catalogue

illustrating about 200 of his prints.

Dine himself will be on the Williams

campus for the month of October as

artist-in-residence. The show and the

catalogue are asso<:iated with his

stay. While he is at Williams, he will

be working on a number of prints and

will be interacting with students on a

non-classroom basis.

Dine's residency is the first of three

artist-in-residencies at the college:

Robert Morris Will be in residency the

month of January, and Michelle

Stewart will spend a month working at

Williams in the spring. The new
program was initiated and coor-

dinated by Williams art professor

Tom Krens.

The show will move from
Williamstown to MIT in November,
and then possibly to Princeton,
Berkeley and the Jerusalem Museum
in Israel.

eozis

Check our new books by

Brautigon, Vonnegut, and others.

PRESENTS
Friday, October 1st

RW"" ^••-•;«»»t||

ROSEMARY'S BABY 7 & 11:30 PM
UNMAN, WITTERING & ZIGO9:30PM

This week's main presentation is "ROSEMARY'S BABY" at 7 and

11:30 pm. Mia Farrow has an incestuous affair with the Devil. Our

second feature is "UNMAN, WITTERING & Zica' at 9:30 pm. A

new teacher (David Hemmings) finds terror and murder at a

remote college In England,yet who will believe him?

THIS WEEK'S WFS MOVIE TRIVIA QUESTION:

From the movie "The Wizard of Oz", what are the4our changes the

"horse of a different-color" goes through?

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMjSSION $1.00

Next Attraction: MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGT6N
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Women harriers lose

24-32 to Middlebury

m r̂JAMS RECORD Pag* S

^t^
?Qce Middlebury on Saturday

Kickers throttle Union
The Williams women's cross-

country team suffered theirtfirst dual

meet loss of the year Wednesday,
dropping a 24-32 decision to Mid-
dlebury. The Panthers' Moo Thrope
was the individual winner in.the meet,
covering the 2.75 mile loop in 15:55.

The first Williams finisher was
sophomore Mary Hakala, third, in

16:06. Michelle Cutsforth, stepping
down from longer distances, took fifth

in 16:31.

Rounding out the Williams scoring

were Debbie Gregg, Lisa Capaldini,

and Corrie Johnson, in 7th, 8th, and
9th spots. The harriers face Brandeis
and Tufts on the road Sunday.

The womM't fleM hockey taam, 4-i>

face Yale this Saturday in Naw
-Hawaii. {|lh«»toby T#«)

Streaking gridders face Panthers
PREVIEWfrompag*«

rest of the defense should remain
intact.

Defensively, Middlebury is

somewhat untested, giving up 13 first-

half points to Colby last week before

shotting the Mules out after in-

termissioa Odell plans to "go with

everything we've got, even a few trick

plays," to beat the Panther defenders.

In the cold and rain a year ago,

Williams had great success running

the football against the Panthers, and
Odell hopes to do the same thing once

again: We're going to try and run the

ball right down their throat."

Don Wallace will once again open at

quarterback, but Odell indicated that

he wouldn't hesitate to go with backup
Bill Whelan if any troubles arise. Tom
Redden will man his usual fullback

position, backed up by freshman Gus
Nuzzolese. Scott Harrinton moves
back into the starting lineup at one
halfback spot, while either Pete
Hansbury or Charlie Carrier, con-

tingent upon the letter's ankle injury,

will round out the backfield.

Middlebury coach Heinecken has

called his 1976 team "The best I've

ever had in five years here." The

Fine Wines

The Best Selection in the Area

IVIany Varietal and Estate Bottled Wines

Low Prices

!

West's Package Store
OPEN8:00am-ll:00pm

Save on Case Lots

Route 2

Between W & NA

FOR THE BEER DRINKER

Bring In The Advertisement Worth 50' Off

THE PRICE OFF ONE CASE OF YOUR FAVORITE BEER
Offer Good Until Nov. 1

OCTOBERFEST BEER NOW AVAILABLE

Panthers are hungry to put an end to

the fourteen-game Williams winning

streak. They are the last squad to beat

Williams. Head-knocking commences
on Porter Field at 2:00 p.m. Anyone
who's keyed up to say "I told you so"

to Eph rooters best be there, 'cause

this could be the last chance. Mid-

dlebury is a cut above the rest of the

Williams schedule this year,

o • •

TRIPLE DOTS—Williams game is

highlight of Middlebury season with

no big rival on slate . . . sophomore
Mark Gerry in hospital with knee

injury suffered in opener, extent not

known yet . . . Junior defensive end

Walt Boyer, once thought to be a sure

starter, no longer with team . . .

Antone heading to the wilds of Mid-

dlebury Saturday leave early and
catch the soccer game, Middlebury

topped Williams in last year's thriller,

1-0.

SOCCER from page «

half, and with only rtine minutes gone
Garivaltis nearly put the Dutchmen
on top when his soft chip shot barely

sailed over the crossbar. With 33:03

left to play, though, Williams' Hank
Osborne left even Garivaltis ap-

plauding when he took a backwards
baseball swing with .his left leg and
jsent the ball flying into the Union goal-

It put the Ephs up again, 2-1.

Following Osborne's goal Vennell

continued to substitute with sur-

prising freedom—in all a total of 18

Williams players got into the game—
and this policy soon paid dividends

when junior Bill Kister put the Purple
up 3-1 on his first career goal. The
rejoicing following Kiste^'s score was
brought up short,, though, when
Williams' wing Ray Powell was
thrown out of the game about ten

seconds later. Powell had taken a jolt

to the head from Kekucki im-

mediately preceding Kister's goal.

50 YEARS AGO
The Interfraternity Council has

issued IhjB following Rushing rules

in addition to those already
publishedTX^l) Any man found

telling the same joke to twenty-five

or more freshmen shall be liable to

a fine of $5,000, imprisonment for

10 years or both. (2) All rushing

meals are limited to nine courses,

of which at least three must be

digestible.

and was ejected for protesting the
play too vehemently.

The Fighting Dutchmen, inspired

by the Troy faithful on hand, did not

give up. With 15 minutes to play a
series of precision Union passes
culminated in a kipk and score by
forward Parker Antin. Minutes later

Antin got' one last good scoring

chancy, but bopmed the bQll.down by_
the rugby field.

Vennell praised Osborne, Bruce
Camilleri, and Pete Barra for their

work against the Dutchmen, adding
that "when you're not atyour best and
still win, it's a good siga" Listening,

Middlebury?

Two WSP inquiry

courses initiated
INQUIRY from pagtt

mittee will decide whether Inquiry
Courses should remain a part of thie

curriculum after this year, and
whether more should be added in the

future. The committee is made up of

six faculty and six student
representatives. Faculty members
include Lauren Stevens, William
Moomaw, Sliaron Knopp and Richard'
Nuccio. The college council has not

yet selected student representatives.

Bell encourages input in the com-
mittee from any sector of the college

community, especially the freshman
class. "I'd like to tall< to people who
are close to the issue," said Bell,

The pocket lob ond the word "Levis* ' ore registered trodemarlcs of Levi Strousf & Co . Son Francisco, Colifornia.
^'^.^^

SQUASH SALE!!

30% off on all Racquets

Home of the Purple Cow Squash Cover

Australian Green Unbreakable Squash Balls - $2.50

Authentic Rugby Shirts - $17.95

Gant Rugby Shirts - $15.00

Williams Co-op
SpringStreet .

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS

Come and see why everyone is -

trying to keep up with us!

LEVf'S^JEANS
step out for college week-
ends with jeans and a jacket
of Cone Stacord^"corduroy.
This soft-touch corduroy of

84% cotton / 16% polyester
stays neat and comfortable
morning till night .lftans9R-3ft„

jacket S.M.L.XL. Both in a
wide range of colors. Ask for

Levi's jeans and tops at your
favorite campus store.

corauroy

YES ! !

O'CONNELL STABLES

in Dalton is Open!

20 Horses English or Western

Mountain Trails

Big Riding Ring

$4.00 per Hour

Please call 684-0845 days or 499-3804 nights

i

ne mokes fabrics people live lir.
I CONE MILLS I 1440 SnOAOWAY NEW YORK. NY 1001B
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Rgnners cruise

past Panthers;

stay unbeaten
by Chris Flavin

The varsity cross country team
grabt>ed an easy 22-33 win Wednesday
over a weait Middlebury College

team. Leading the way was captain

Ken Leinbach who pulled away from

the pack in the first mile, and

managed to stay out of the reach of

Middlebury's number one Chris

Baldwin. Leinbach's teammates
followed him in with the third through

fifth spots to clinch the race, which

was run on Williams' home course.

This second meet of the season was
uniippressive in terms of score and
timfes—except when you consider that

Williams ran without four members of

the varsity team, including three of

the top five. Joe Kolb, Frank Carr,

Tom Shreck, and Chris Flavin were
all missing from the starting team as

they rested up for tomorrow's meet
against Albany and Vermont.

Despite the fact that half the team
was acting as cheerleaders aboard
Stu Read's fire engine rather than

competing, the race was still never in

doubt. Leinbach, along with Baldwin
and skiier Gary James broke from the

pack early, and stayed well ahead of

the other harriers throughout the

race. Leinbach maintained a lead of

from ten to twenty yards, and pulled

away to win in 25:50, a relatively slow

winning time for the five-mile course.

James, running his first regular

varsity meet this season looked very

strong throughout, gradually gaining

ground on Baldwin, but not quite

catching him at the end.

Further back, Frank Carr, Steve

Polasky, Ed Bacher, and Burt Saul

r^n together from the start with a

groOp, of Middlebury runners. Carr
movedf'i-e.^sily over the course,

working 0ifl3.-t.he hills. He finished

fourth in 27:0'A with Polasky cruising

in behind him seven^S^fDRfte later.

Bacher ran perhaps thffe^race of

:

his career, starting off lHSt,...and

maintaining a strong pace to the finisi^y

line. Though just beaten by a group of

three Middlebury harriers, Bacher
was only twenty seconds behind

Polasky at the finish.

Sixth and seventh for'Williams were
Burt Saul and Hans Giesecke who
finished out of the scoring in eleventh

and thirteenth. Behind them were Jeff

Magoon, Larry Wu, and Cleve Thayer
who battled the remaining Mid-

dlebury runners.

Tomorrow is the big one for the Eph
harriers who will go against Albany
State and the University of Vermont
on the Albany home course. With a

well-rested squad, the Ephmen are

hopeful of repeating last year's

crucial win over these two teams,

which gained Coach Plansky's squad

recognition as a top New England
cross-country team. This year both

Albany and Vermont will be gunning

for Williams, and a victory is far from
assured.

y October 1, I97«

Ken Leinbach surges ahead of a Middlebury harrier and the Eph's own Gary
James in last Wednesday's meet. Leinbach won the event for the Purple,

navigating the home five-mile course in 25:S0. (photo by Read)

Middlebury to test Ephs
by Tim Layden

Middlebury College football coach

Mickey Heinecken has been having a

recurring nightmare for the past

twelve months. He sees his 1975 squad
losing to Williams 22-0. But, much
worse, he sees the Williams offense

hold the ball for the entire fourth

quarter, marching up the field in 18

plays, all on the ground in the cold and
mud and scoring the rut)-salt-in-the-

wounds touchdown that seals a 22-0

win.

The picture isn' t a pretty to the fifth-

year Panther mentor, as the loss was
his first to Williams after three

straight wins. Heinecken and his club

have been chafing at the bit to get

back at Williams for a year. Saturday

afternoon, they get their chance, and
right in their own den.

"It's going tp l)e a very tough

game," says head coach Bob Odell,

"but we'll fight like hell." Middlebury
is the only school which Odell doesn't

show a winning record against in his

five years at WiJ^ms.
Three yee^re^ago, Middlebury

handed Williams their second loss in

_.three' games at Porter Field in Ver-

5»oi4r ^Qsting an^easy 35-21 win on the

y'-aiii^je^'^C^'.^^Jt)^ Two years ago,

sQpHditV'-jt ?' quarterback Don
Wallace's fourth-quarter aerial show
fell just short of miraculous as

Williams fell, 25-20.

This year, Williams travels to

Middlebury for the second year in a

row, to face a squad which represents

one of the hungriest and most talented

teams they will face this season. The
Panthers, according to Odell, "Will

field veterans at almost every

position."

Leading the Middlebury attack will

be a pair of gifted and hard-running

backs. Roy Heffernan, a 6', 190 pound
junior ran roughshod through seven

opponents last season, but was held to

just 86 yards on 27 carries against

Williams. The Needham,
Massachusetts native runs with the

finesse of a bulldozer and about as

much strength.

Joining Heffernan in the backfield is

much-improved fellow junior John
Dobek, who came on strong at the end

3 air thefts earn soph award
Greg McAleenan, sophomore

defensive back for Bob Odell's 1-0

varsity football team has been named
the Record's initial Athlete of the

Athlete of the Week Greg McAleenan

Week for the 1976-77 academic year.

McAleenan, sidelined for ten days

with a groin pull, came on in the

second half oflast week's 14-6 win over

Hamilton to intercept three passes.

The converted quarterback also

blocked a punt in the first quarter,

setting up the first Williams score. He
received ECAC recognition as an
honorable mention player of the week,

and has earned a starting job for this

week's key clash with Middlebury.

HONORABLE MENTION-
Sally Kraft—a member of the

women's varsity field hockey team^

she netted seven of Williams' thirteen

goals in last week's action, leading the

Ephwomen to a 4-1 season record.

Joe Kolb—junior leader of the

unbeaten cross-country team, Kolb

set a 3.8 mile course record in leading

the squad to an easy win over the

alumni. Kolb also tied with teammate
Tom Schreck for second place in

pacing Williams to season opening

wins over Hamilton and RPI.

of 1975 to finish with 483 yards, more
than anyone on the Williams squad.
Senior Ken Chase^is expecited to get,

the starting nod at fullback.

Middlebury's weak spot last season
was passing the ball. The return of tri-

captain Rex Martin would have
helped rectify the situation, but he
still hasn't fully recovered from a

knee injury. Sophomore Mike Miles, a

Cornelius Greene type, is expected to

open at qb, and will likely throw little

and run often.

Odell hopes to contain the Mid-
dlebury running game by utilizing

different types of slants in the

defensive line, but is somewhat
worried about the size of the Pan-
thers, "We're a little worried about
getting out-physicaled," said Odell.

In the still-questionable defensive

end spots for Williams, Bob Staiger

will start, along with either Mike Masi
or Steve Rogers.

Greg McAleenan will start at one
corner back, along with Mark Eckert.

Junior Charlie Sanders has been

benched in favor of the soph duo. The
see PREVIEWpageS

by Dennis O^Shea

Maybe it's just a poli-ec major's

efficiency bias, but 1 just can't see

trying to fix the leaky faucet before

going after the busted water main.

Such a reasonable ordering of

priorities, though, seems beyond the

abilities of America's answer to the

International Olympic Committee,

the NCAA.
Let me tell you a little story. In 1975

Chico State, a northern California

school for aspiring barracuda who
shouldn't have been there anyway,

ran away with the NCAA Division III

swimming championships, posting

several performances that would

have won the Division II meet and

topping second place Johns Hopkins

by 256 points. Last year, with Chico

safely shipped to the upper division

where they chewed up the likes of

Northridge and UCal-Irvine, the small

college meet was at least a contest.

But, because of Chico's outstanding

'75 times the qualifying standards for

the Division Ill's last year, based on

the previous year's results, were
outrageously tough. Many fine college

swimmers didn't qualif;^ for the

Nationals, and many of those who did

make it weren't able to repeat the

standard time in the championship

meet. In one event, the 100 yard

freestyle, 22 out of 38 entrants failed to

make the cut-off.

So what's the solution? ObVious

enough. Revise the times downward,
right? Not so obvious to our friends at

the NCAA. The rules prohibit

loosening qualifying standards,

ostensibly to save member colleges

money by not involving too many
swimmers in the Nationals.

For an organization that only last

year committed itself to encouraging

the fullest possible participation in

Vennell uses 18 players

Booters smash Union
by Mark Pogue

In a game enlivened by 39 fouls, two
ejections, and several near-scuffles,

Williams' varsity soccer ^quad
subdued a fired-up team from Union
College Wednesday, 3-2. The triumph
got the Purple off to a 1-0 start on its

regular season slate, and left Union
with only its second loss in the last12
games. Both losses have come at the

hands of the Ephmen.
Although the rough and wild action

onfield sometimes hid the fact, both

teams entered the contest with
definite plans of attack. The Ephs'
strategy, brainchild of Coach Jeff

Vennell, was to exploit the slowness of

Union's fullbacks either by using the

long ball or by letting the Purple's

speedy wings dribble around the

defense. Dutchmen Coach Bob
Magee, meanwhile, instructed his

charges always to look for dangerous
forwards George Garivaltis and John
Kovacs.

For most of the first halt; thoughp
neither squad developed iniich of a

consistent attack. "Pre-season jitters

was part of our problem, and that's

understandable," said Vennell. "But
what bothered me was our failure to

adjust—to hit long or go around the

defense. It left us making some very

difficult plays in the middle of the

field."

The Purple finally did get op the

board with 16:19 gone, when John
Friborg scored off a Steve Smith

assist. Friborg caught up to the ball

just inside the penalty area and rolled

it by Dutchmen goalie Mark Rekucki,

who stood frozen in his tracks five

yards outside the goal mouth.

At this point Williams gained
control of the action and seemed
ready to increase its lead by halftime.

Union, though, gladly accepted the

tying goal when a cross from forward

Ira Sutton smacked Purple fullback

John Lanier in the thigh and hopped
into the net.

Passing and shotmaking continued

to improve for both sides in the second

see SOCCER page 5

Ted Rouse concentrates intently on the ball, as he sprints stride for stride with

an attacking Dutchman from Union. The Ephs won the contest 3-2, in a game
marked by numerous penalties and rough tackling. (photo by Cenek)

Scholarships:

Aid or Income?
athletics by dumping insane squad
size limitations, this is barking up the

wrong money tree.

Instead of diddling around with

Division III qualifying times and

some kid's dream of participating in a

real national class event, the NCAA
should be getting involved ^yith the

real waste of money epitomized by

Division 1 athletic scholarships and

"laundry allowances."

The NCAA should ban member
institutions from providing

scholarship assistance to athletes on

any basis other than financial need.

It's not a new idea, but it's about time

the paragons of Anlterican collegiate

sports started taking it seriously.

Athletic scholarships have turned

participation in an extracurriculai:

activity into a job, and student

athletes into more blatant

professionals than Jim Thorpe or Karl

Schranz ever were. Did you know that

last fall, when those squad size rules

limited football teams to 60 at home
and 48 away. Division 1 schools were

still allowed as many as 90 football

scholarships? I've heard that even

Yankee Conference member UConn
has around 40 football players and 30

basketball players on grants-in-aid.

Consider the positive effects of

eliminating these free rides, beyond

deemphasis of athletes as an elite and

privileged class of student, and the

return of major college athletics to the

status of a game rather than a

business, or worse, a farm league for

the majors.

Grant-in-aid funds could be shifted

to university financial aid depart-

ments or to minor sports programs,

either of which could put the money to

better use than free-ticketing unneedy

jocks.

Great talent wo^gd most likely be

more evenly spread among the

Division 1 schools, promoting com-

petition and eliminating any need for

that ridiculous proposed "super-

conference" of the Ohio States, USCs
and Notre Dames. At the very least

high school greats could make their

choice of school on the basis of

program and coaching quality, rather

than top dollar offer.

Those athletes more interested in

their sport than a higher education

might just stay out of college without

that monetary incentive, leaving

space in university classrooms for the

serious student. The evolution of a

renewed club sports system outside of

education which an education of jocks

from universities would make
necessary would be just the shot in the

arm American amateur sports need.

Strongly based sports clubs would

provide the facilities needed for post-

graduate and women athletes now
sadly neglected by coaches who would

rather stick with the collegiate male
in a nice safe university post (ever

wonder why American Olympic
women's swimming and track teams
were so weak in Montreal compared
to the juggernaut men's squads? )

.

ABC might not go for canning

scholarships, nor would the AD's of

the Big 10 or Pac 8, but who are

college sports for anyway?
Random thoughts: I marvel that

anyone could even conceive of

shelling out 200 buckadingdongs for

ringside seating at the All-Norton

altercation . . .

Why does everyone accept that "To
beat the champ you've got to knock

him out"? If he doesn't fight as well

shouldn't he lose? . . .

If you can, get ahold of the new
Athletic Department brochure. Put

together over the summer by Dan
Daly '76 and released last week, it's

an excellent summary of Williams

sports today and a fascinating look at

the past . . .
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SOS closure forces o
new look at regulations

by Stu Massad
After forcing the closure of SOS, a

student-run campus dry-cleaning
service, College administrators have
begun rewriting the regulations
governing student businesses. Dean
Peter Berek said lastjweek.

SOS, a campus agency run in

conjunction with Treet Cleaners of

North Adams, ceased operation last

Wednesday because of conflicts with
the College's tax-exempt status,

Berek said. Seniors David Bass and
Ronald Long, whom Berek called

"innocent victims," had operated the

agency only a short time before being
forced to disband.

Bass and Long said that they began
work on the dry-cleaning service in

mid-September, after being ap-
proached by representatives of Treet.

They worked for several days can-

vassing students to determine if the

business might be profitable.

The two students first approached
Walter O'Brien, Director" of Campus
Security for permission to operate

from Baxter Hall. O'Brien referred

them to Henry Flynt, Director of

Financial Aid. Bass and Long said

that Flynt was very enthusiastic

about their plan. Official approval
came from Patrick Diamond of the

Office of Career Counseling.

According to Berek, the Office of

Career Counseling permitted SOS to

operate from Baxter Hall despite a

rule in the Student Handbook stating

that "no business of any kind may be

conducted in or from a College dor-

mitory room or building."

The riile protects the College from
losing its tax-exempt status' through

association with profit-making en-

terprises, Berek explained. He also

noted that the rule prohibits students

from, operating businesses from their

rooms or from any other place on
campus.

According to Bass, Flynt foresaw no

see SOS page 5

Board should cover improved food
by Keren Walker

The modest increase in Williams'

board fees this year should be suf-

ficient to support improvements in the

College's food services, according to

Food Services director Ross Keller.

"I foresee no problems in operating

within our limits as determined by
this fixed boarding fee," Keller said.

Business Manager Shane Riorden
estimated the 1976-77 meals budget at

$1,595,000, a 3 per cent hike based on
an average of 1725 board contracts for

the year. Apparently the rise in board
fee from $900 to $925 per contract.

Trustees to gather Thursday,

will discuss Mt. Hope, frats
The Board of Trustees will meet at

the college this weekend, Thursday,
Oct. 7, through Saturday, Oct. 9.

Trustees and their spouses will kick

off the weekend of meetings by having
dinner at the residential houses to

which they are assigned. Then at 8

p.m., student house presidents will

join the trustees to discuss housing

and fraternities at the meeting of the

Campus Life Committee at the

Faculty Club.

Friday, the trustees will have a full

day of meetings. Starting in Hopkins

11 at 9, the Buildings and Grounds
Committee will discuss the Mt. Hope
proposal. The administration may
identify to the Trustees the "friend of

the College" who is heading the in-

see TRUSTEES page ^

along with the reorganization and
cutback of some food service ac-

tivities, is adequate to maintain the

present variety and scope of the

department.

Keller explained that he has
augmented selection rather than
quantity of food, and that any in-

creased costs would be incurred by an
extended employee payroll. "We
purchase the same amount of food,

but have hired more people to prepare
and serve it," he said.

Confirming Keller's statement,
Riorden said, "There are no major
differences in the amount of food

bought for the service and prices have
stabilized somewhat." Riorden added
that "Keller has revamped the

supervision and presentation of meals
in general, cutting back where he felt

necessary and adding in the same
way." He predicted that "we should

have a better idea of exactly how the

spending of the department has been

redistributed by the end of the fall."

"The pattern of consumption is

basically the same this year as last,"

Keller continued. "We have reduced

the magnitude of some services, but

not at what we believe to be the ex-

pense of the department. We have
added other services which we feel

more than compensate."

Keller went on to cite cutbacks in

food sold to students and faculty at

cost. A barbecue cookout' option

replaced this service. Food Services

also caters to a number of specially

requested meals and occasions for

various campus organizations.

Riorden said that he had been

unaware until recently that the

branch of the Food Services involving

sales from the commissary required

so much time and, money. Riorden

explained that "students tended to

buy in quantities too small to warrant

spending the work hours and money to

keep this service going."

"Keller has rearranged the

structure of the Food Service here,"

Riorden said, "and so far has done an
exceUent job in co-ordinating it. His

unit managers have their respon-

sibilities well under control."

Keller said he expects that "the

various components of the service will

run even more smoothly after a

certain time." "At the moment, we
are all getting used to each other,"

Keller added.
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Town will

allow students

to register
The recent difficulties encountered

by Williams students trying to

, register to vote in Williamstown were
resolved last Thursday when state

elections officials called town clerk

Marilyn J. Head and informed her

that the law required her to register

anyone wanting to do so.

In past weeks, several students

trying to register in Williamstown

were told they needed at least a

Massachusetts driver's license. The
League of Women Voters of

Williamstown challenged the issue,

hiring attorney Bruce D. Grinnell to

review case law concerning residency

requirements.

According to the North Adams
Transcript, Richard D. Roeden of the

state elections, division said he talked

with Head Thursday and explained

the Secretary of State's interpretation

of residency requirements for voter

registration.

"Students don't have to bring

anything but themselves to register.

They must fill out a statement saying

where they consider their home to be

and swear to the statement's truth.

But they don't need a driver's license

or anything like that," Roeden told the

Transcript.

Head commented, "Within 14 days

prior to election anyone can challenge

the accuracy of the statement." She

made itclear that charges of perjury

can be brought against anyone who
signs a registration statement
claiming Williamstown as his legal

residence when in fact it is not.

According to the Transcript, while

registrar John P. Conners politely

refused to say he thought Head was
wrong, he said he will personally

register any students who have had
trouble registering.

Asifinov, Solow present different views of future
Solow clarifies

resource depletion
Fears of American resource

depletion are "without foundation,"

economist Robert Solow claimed in

his address, "The Future of the U.S.

Economy: Have We Come to the

Bottom of the Barrel?" Solow spoke

Thursday night as part of the series,

1976: The Next Hundred Years.

The economist contested the widely

held paradigm that, after 200 years of

resource use and development, the

United States has "almost reached

the bottom of the barrel."

"Long before fuels run out, their

prices will go up @nd substitute

resources will be fouijd," Solow said.

"The question is^oot what will the

world be like when resources are not

available, but when they are more
expensive," he added.

Observing that the availability of

resources has not hurt the standard of

living in the "recorded past," Solow

commented that "many resources

could be used up that won't be used

up." In his opening remarks,
however, Solow predicted that the

United States "will be poorer in the

next hundred years, at least how we
recognize wealth today." There are

"too many uncertainties" to deter-

mine what long run policy choices will

be, Solow concluded, especially for

economists who are "unable to

predict 52 weeks in advance." Solow
urged that Americans redirect their

attention from resources to "more
important material problems" such

as unemployment.

Asimov stresses need for population control

Noted •conomlst Robert M. Solow of

MIT spoke at the Center for

Developmental Economics Thursday
afternoon, discussing the research he

has been doing for Portugal. That

evening he lectured in Jesup Hall on

resource depletion, (photo by Sundin)

by Nancy Richman
"We can complete the adolescence

of humankind and we can enter into

the adulthood," concluded author

Issac Asimov as he addressed a

college audience Saturday night on

the topic, "The Future of the Conl-

munal Idea."

"We're going to have to abolish

sexism," Asimov commented, "and
racism too, I'm afraid. We're also

going to have to wipe out war. Life is

going to be dull with a sane world

order, isn't it? I can foresee though a

new idea emerging—a communal
idea—colonies in space."

The world must deal with its

population problem first, according to

Asimov. "We are now facing the

Malthusian catastrophe," the science

fiction author claimed. If world

population were to increase at its

present rate, Asimov said he imagines

a grim scenario. "If we look into the

future about 500 years from now, we'd

see 100,000 people per square mile."

Asimov continued, predicting that

"there will have to be no non-human

animals. We'll have to consume all

available plant life. There will be no

dogs, no pussycats and no more
sardines. In 2460 AD, the entire

world will be covered by one con-

tinuous high-rise structure. The ocean

will rest on the roof and it will provide

us with all the food we eat. Micro-

organisms will be shaped into mock
veal and fake soybeans."

Such a predicament will never

develop, Asmiov assured, explaining

that "we're going to have a population

which will peak and come down
again." Technology and natural

resources would be unable to support

a world population double that of the

present one. The only alternative is to

lower the birth rate below the death

rate.

"I have an idea which I have not

seen proposed by anyone but me,"
Asimov elaborated. "We have to see

that women have better things to do

than have babies. Men have better

things to do than have babies. My
suggestion is that it is necessary for

the ideals of women's liberation to be

accepted. ' Women should join in all

phases of the world. Automatically,

the birth rate will go down."

Asimov stressed the global nature

of the birth control problem and

emphasized the need for some kind of

world government to combat such

problems. "No nation is strong

anymore. Little by httle, the nations

of the world are going to have to get

together to solve certain problems.

The true terror is the nation state

because its own rights supercede

those of anyone else's on earth."

"We are all driving on a highway,

using our own good sense and con-

sideration to keep the world going and

it's not going to work," Asimov
predicted. "We're not going to last 30-

35 more years without a world

government."

Famous author Isacc Asimov lectured last Saturday night on "Thm Future of

the Communal Idea," stressing ttte Importance of solving the population ^

problem and the creation of a workl government. (photo Oettgen)
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Word of Mouth
Isaac Asimov enthralled an almost filled Chapin Hall with

his speculations on the future. His audience learned of the
lecture through announcements in the Register, in the Record,
over WCFM and by word of mouth. The large attractive posters
announcing the event were ripped off the walls almost' im-
mediately after being placed there.

Economist Robert Solow was similarly effective in filling

Jesup Hall Auditorium. Again, large attractive posters an-

nouncing the event were distributea throughout the campus,
but most people attending probably did so on the advice of a

professor of an upperclassman who, recalled Solow's con-
tributions to 1974's Convocation Panel Discussion.

How many extra people the posters attracted to these

lecture!^ is impossible to determine. Given the cost of the

posters, the marginal cost of attracting those extra people was
probably quite high.

Last year the Finance Committee set and the College
Council endorsed a loose policy of restricting most
organizations receiving Student Activities Tax funding to

publicity budgets which would permit no more than 8x11 sheets
of paper to supplement announcements in the campus media.
The policy ran into a snag with organizations (such as ACEfJf
Cap and Bells, and the Dance Society) which felt they had" to

advertise on and off campus to attract audiences. Tbeipolicy
was also difficult to justify when other nor^cC funded
organizations were not under any advertising riestrictions.

A cut in resources given to publicity and cleaning up that

publicity (which amounts to several thousand dollars a year) is

desirable. The College Council should again restrict publicity

budgets and should consider expanding those restrictions to

organizations which "must" hafVe large amounts of publicity.

Similarly, the Finance GMmnittee should consult with the

Student Housing ComnajH^e and the Provost on the practicality

of reducing the adv^tising budgets of Houses and totally

College funded organizations.

Lecturers

William N. Lipscomb, Professor of Chemistry at Harvard University, will

give two lectures on enzymatic structure. Thursday he will give a non-technical

talk entitled, "How Do Enzymes Work?" at 7:30 in Room 111 of Thompson
Biology Laboratory. Friday at 3:00 he will present "Structural and Chemical
Studies of a Regulatory Enzyme: Aspartate Transcarbamylase" inTCL, Room
19. Lipscomb is known for his work on the structure and activity of proteins and
his contributions to the theory of electronic structure.

Craft Fair

The annual Green Mountain Craft Fair will be held at the Washington

County Fairgrounds, N.Y. Rte, 29, 13 miles east of Saratoga on October 8, 9, 10

and 11. Craft professionals will give demonstrations in pottery, weaving, and

woodworking. Besides the exhibitions, the fair offers folk music concerts every

afternoon and ethnic foods. It runs from 10 to 6 daily rain or shine; admission is

$1.
Five-College Area

Guy Van Dusen will present ragtime and finger picking Friday at the

Brink, Mount Holyoke, 8:30 ($1).

Saturday and Sunday the Five Colleges will take a look at^sexism in a

"Conference on Bio-Psychological Factors Influencing Sex-Role Related

Behaviors." The sessions are from 10:00 am - 12:30 pm and 2:00-4:30 pm at

Wright Hall, Smith.

Sale

The Williams Outing Club is sponsoring an equipment sale through Eastern

Mountain Sports and American Youth Hostels until Friday. The sale is being

held in theWOC equipment room and all 76-77 ca ta log equipment will be sold a t

20 per cent off the list price.

News and Notes
Thursday, October 7 at 4:00 pm Dr. Lewis Kohler, an educational consultant

with the Los Angeles Public School System will speak on "Leadership
Development". Refreshments served. Weston Language Center.

CORRECTION: Duke Law School will be on campus on Wednesday, October

13. Duke Divinity School representative scheduled for October 6.

DATE CHANGE : UConn Law School changed to Friday, October 29.

PLEASE—We have had very few Summer Job Reports returned so far. If

you have not given us yours, we'd like to have it.

Massachusetts ERA

toy Cath Carpenter

On November 2nd the first proposal

on the ballot facing Massachusetts

voters will be the Equal Rights
' 'Amendrhent to the state constitution.

The text of this amendment follows:

"Equality under the Law shall not be

denied or abridged because of sex,

race, color, creed or national origin."

Not to be confused with the

proposed 27th amendment to the

Federal constitution (which is still in

the ^ocess of ratification with four

additional states required by the

deadline of March 1979), the state

E.R.A. affects only state laws and

practices.

Battleground

Massachusetts, one of the first

states to ratify the federal E.R.A. in

June 1972, has become an unlikely

battleground in the contest for

passage of this amendment. Party

due to the "liberal" context of some of

the ballot proposals (Gun control,

returnable bottles, graduated income
tax) voters have been urged by some
conservative elements in the state to

"vote no" on all of the proposals.

Provisions

As a state amendment the E.R.A.

has no impact on the following areas:

abortion, banking, private.insurance,

public restrooms, private education,

fimily life, religious institutions,

homosexual marriages, federal'

military service, and social security.

Adoption of the state E.R,A'f would

abolish sex-based restrjpHons in jobs

which are still on tlye "books in Mass.

law. Such laws rpsfrict working hours

for women UsiB hours a week in

certainjo^ and set maximum limits

eight of objects women may lift.

The amendment would allow the

individual worker's ability to

determine limitations imposed rather

than the present sex classification.

The State E.R.A. would also extraid

the present benefits provided to

widows to the spouses of either sex

and require that present inheritance

homestead provisions applying to the

female spouse be applied to either

surviving spouse. It also requires that

the same criteria be applied in sen-

tencing male and female prisoners.

The debate

Proponents of the state E.R.A. point

to its provision of a guarantee of

equality of human rights under the

law. They support its immediate

enactment as insurance against

possible discriminatory statutes, and
possible federal E.R.A. failure.

Opponents claim that the E.R.A.

would adversely affect family life,

force women to provide half the

family income and do away with the

traditional protection of women.

Other states ^'
A similar state E.R.A. wa>defeated

in New York and New^ Jersey in

November 1975. Arpofig the reasons

for defeat was^a low pj-oportion of

voter turn-mtf'in the New York City

metropglitan area and a high turnout

in tbe'upstate area where the E.R.A.

y/Sts soundly defeated. Organizations

opposing the E.R.A. Promulgated
the view that women would lose rights

and be forced into working to support
their family.

Proponents countered by tracing

the alleged consequences of E.R.A. to

basic misinformation about the law,

and claimed ^at "legal equality"

does not mean "sameness". Legal

rights, they claimed, would not k>e lost

by women. The E.R.A. would
guarantee a woman the same rights

and obligations in supporting a spouse

and a- family as men- have.-

"Homemaking" would be just as valid

a support as "providing".

Local and state action

In Massachusetts, the state E.R.A.
passed both required j*oint votes of the

Senate and House in 1973 and 1975.

Upon final ratification by the voters in

the upcoming election, it would take
effect imipediately.

The Massachusetts Committee for

ratification of the E.R.A. is the main
lobby for passage of the amendiiient
and is supported by groups ranging
from the Massachusetts F^ederation of

Republican Women to the United Auto
Workers, Conimon Cause, and the

Massachusetts Teachers Association.

Opponents of the E.R.A. are backed
by the League of Housewives, John
Birch Society, and the Family
Preservation League, among others.

Local lobby action is provided by the

Northern Berkshire Community for

Ratification of the Massachusetts

E.R.A.

At Williams

Williams students are involved in

the ratificatipn lobby through the

Williams Americans for Democratic
Action (ADA) and Williams Women.
Their plans include leafletting in

Wliiiamstown, on E.R.A. coffee in a

local neighborhood, participation in

the fall foliage parade (in North
Adams), a media publicity drive on-

and-off campus, and an absentee

t)allot drive for students who are state

residents.

Window Pane

Party Problems
by Larry Sanders

Williams College is getting bigger.

The student body has grown to 1900.

Sawyer library is a relatively recent

addition and a new music center will

soon be built. The school is toying with

the idea of converting some of its

private homes to student housing.

This college, however, may be getting

smaller in one respect. The ad-

ministration has recently put forth a

tentative plan that would more
strictly control the campus areas

available for student entertainment.

Dean Crjs Roosenraad detailed the

new policy l)efore the College Council

two weeks ago. Under this policy beer

mixers could not be held on carpeted

or hardwood floors in the major dining

areas. Roosenraad claimed that the

Food Services budget could no longer

shoulder the maintenance costs

resulting from damages to these

surfaces. According to the dean, Food
Services director Ross Keller

proposed this policy change after

conducting a detailed audit of his

department's budget over the past

few years. Roosenraad' did point out

that the administration would be

amenable to a reconsideration of this

policy.

The policy change has been waived

once this year for a Mission Park

party. Beer was served^ in a non-

carpeted area but the students could

bring the beer onto the main carpeted

surface. The students monitored
themselves on this occasion and

Roosenraad called this "a successful

experiment". A similar situation

occurred last spring in Greylock.

Students were permitted to bring

alcoholic beverages upstairs as long

as they stayed off the dance floor with

their drinks. This, too, was a success.

These two examples should be

ample proof to the administration that

the students can act in a responsible

fashion. To the administration's

credit, it has shown a willingness to

work out this policy problem with the

students. While working on a final

solution to this policy, it should be

remembered that this school is no

longer the "beevo-deemo" institution

that it once was.

The problem of dining hall

jurisdiction also rnust be resolved this

year. At issue is how much control

should the houses have over the dining

areas for party planning. Should Fitch

and Prospect houses exercise a

degree of control over DriscoU?;

Pratt, Armstrong, and Dennett over

Mission Park?; Bryant, Hopkins,

Carter, and Gladden over Greylock?

And, finally, where do the freshmen

go?

The root of this problem is that

there sirriply is not enough room for

everyone fo party on the same night.

How then does the school figure out

which houses get the choice party

sites? A real showdown on this issue

was barely averted last spring when
the freshmen had reserved Greylock

dining hall for Winter Carnival
weekend. Three Greylock houses also

wanted the hall but were beaten to the

reservation punch. Who had the right

to the building? The Greylock

presidents argued that they should

have a right of first refusal over the

dining hall. The freshmen argued that

they reserved it first, according to the

rules. Fortunately, the situation

worked itself out; the freshmen were
relocated in Mission Park. But the

core issue was left unresolved.

One reason for this problem was the

freshmen's disdain for Baxter Hall as

a party site. The upstairs is off limits

to any parties, and the downstairs

level was not considered appropriate.

This area was used, however, very

effectively by the class of '77 during

their freshman year. Maybe Baxter

deserves another look.

This issue must be resolved

promptly. Homecoming weekend
parties will soon be planned and the

houses need a system of procedure.

Rushing to reserve the choice sites

can only cause chaos and resentment

because it is a secretfve process. The
Housing Committee and the ad-

ministration must work out a new
procedure that will be designed to

better accommodate the needs of the

houses and not reward early planning.—«HSHIIB—
Reserve desk announces new poHcy
The Reserve Desk recently initiated a new policy requiring the

presentation of student ID cards before withdrawals of books and records.

Until now, students could sign for reserve materials.

Irace, the Reserve Desk librarian, said that she was sorry that she had

to institute such a system, but that it was necessary due to the number of

books that were not being returned.

Irace added that the new system had been implemented on behalf of the

students. In previous years some students had borrowed books under

assumed identities causing great inconvenience to professors and students.

300 sign curb-rebuilding petition

More than 300 people have signed a petition calling for the rebuilding of

sections of the curbs near Sawyer Library to make the sidewalks easily

accessible to bicycles. Senior Shirley Be and sophomore Rachel Potter, who

are circulating the petition, plan to submit it this week to the Deans' office,

and then to B&G.

J

V
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Letters: sensationaiism, fraternities, Gargoyle
Alcohol use

To the editor:

I was very glad to see the issue of

excessive alcohol use at Williams
brought up on the front page of tly

Sefit. 28 issue of the Record. The
amount of alcohol consumed on this

campus is enormous and is a serious

socialproblem that needs to be locked

at. Alcoholism is a growing disease

and should be recognized as such.

Alcoholism and drinking problems
are not reserved for Skid Row and the

poor; they are present in every socio-

economic level in our society. One out

_^of evei7 nine adult drinkers in this

'"''country has a drinking problem. J^
-' seems very hypocritical to me that

while we condemn drugs and drug

addiction we continue to promote as

an acceptable and desirable social

norm the use of another drug . . .

alcohol. Our parents condemn drugs,

yet see nothing wrong with their sons

and daughters drinking and en-

courage them to do so.

The social scene at Williams is

geared towards and around alcohol. A
person is made to feel uncomfortable

at a party without a drink or a glass of

beer in their hand. The latest home
football weekend is a good example;

Bloody Mary parlies before the game,
drinking during the game in various

forms, and drinking all evening at

parties to celebrate the victory. How
often do you hear people bragging, "I

was so drunk last night . .
."? Alcohol

at Williams is inextricably linked with

being social and having a good time.

This subject is one that needs to be

discussed and more fully understood.

The misconceptions surrounding the

"problem drinker" are one of the

majpr hindrances towards working
on solutions for alcohol related

problems.

In conclusion, I hope that the ac-

tions taken by several houses of

reducing social dues for non-drinkers

is discussed and considered by more
of the houses on campus. I am not

against drinking. That is not the point

of this letter. The point is both that

alcohol use by students needs to be
more critically examined, and that

considerations should be made for the

non-drinker.

Sincerely,

Ken Albrecht '79

Prior consultation

To the editor:

An open letter

to the Administration
We have always felt that one of the

greatest advantages of Williams
College is the spirit of community
facilitated by the open relationship

among the administration, faculty

and the student body. It is for this

reason that we are especially con-

cerned with what we feel may be a
potential breakdown in this

relationship. An integral part of a
Williams Community must be the

input of its student members and we
fear that in recent major decisions,

such input was either not sought or not

given adequate weight.

The plans for the central mail
room, for example, should not have
been finalized and implemented
without substantial input and ap-

proval from the student body through
their representatives in College
Council and from the Campus
organizations specifically affected by
ftie rearrangement of Baxter Hall. It

may be argued that a centralized mail

system is more efficient This is not

the issue. Efficiency is tnxight at a

price and the decision to make this

trade-off cannot be a unilateral one. It

appears that much of the present

Food Services Policy is dominated by
a similar concern for efficiency. This

is specifically true of those policies

affecting the purchasing Of food

items and services by«tudent groups

and residential units. Once again, it is

most important that student opinion

be involved in such decisions.

We are pleased to see that the ad-

ministration has decided to consult

with the student groups involved with

the Baxter Hall dislocation and has

shown interest in reforming the Food
Service Advisory Committee. It is

extremely important that the general

administrative policy underlying
specific decisions be made quite

explicit and that it meet with student

needs. What is more, such con-

sultations must take place prior to

implementations of policy decisions.

It is our hope that in this way, the

Williams Community will operate

openly, responsively as well as ef-

ficiently.

The Gargoyle Societv

Headline accuracy

To the editor:

As the father of a new freshman at

Williams, I suppose it is difficult to get

excited over the possibility of rape at

your erudite institution. However, I

imagine the parents of girls would
have a different reaction to your scare

headlines in the September 28 issue.

What a front page! Rape scares

. . . panic yet! Bomb threats.

Get the great new taste

in moaia, coconut,
banana or

strawberry.

The PortableFxtty:

30PRO(XANDREADYT0GO
Kickers, 30 proof, ©1976, Kickers Ltd., Hartford, Conn

Drinking problems.

Now, don't misunderstand. When
you read the whole story or stories,

you get a reasonable picture. My fear

is that you may cause a few heart

attacks before a parent gets into the

fine print!

I suspect (obviously a personal

opinion) that rape or drinking or

bomb hoaxes are no more and no less

prevalentat WiUianu.ttwn anywhere
else in our nation. It would seem,

however, that you do owe your

readers (and that includes parents

who are shelling out ten bucks to get

your paper) a little more restraint in

your headlines.

If I am typical, I eagerly open your

paper when it arrives to see what is

going oh at Billsville. Don't ruin my
whole day by such words as "panic".

I enjoy your paper. This is merely a

suggestion to have the headline truly

reflect the content of the story. And if

there really is a panic, then you not

only should but must report that fact.

In other words, l>e honest with us . . .

all the way.

Thanks for listening.

Sincerely

John A. Libertine

Frats defended
To the editor:

I have just read with considerable

interest an article that appeared in

your paper on the date of September
21 entitled "Alumni recall breakup of

fraternities." It probably was one of

the most one-sided articles I have
ever read. It showed a complete lack

of desire to really tell what frater-

nities really were and did.

I entered college in the fall of 1914.

After a coupte of months, I was
pledged to Delta Kappa Epsilon. The
rules of the house and that of most of

the other fraternities were ex-

ceedingly strict. No liquor of any kind

was allowed in the house; as a matter
of fact, at one mid-winter party the

seniors wouldn't allow the Captain of

the football team to come into the

house because it was known that he
had been over at North Adams
drinking beer.

Girls were not allowed above the

first floor. If the marks of any
sophomore or freshman got below a

certain percentage, they were or-

dered to come up to the fraternity

house every evening, five nights a
week, and study under the supervision

of a Junior assigned to that work. We
could not come to the dinner table at

night without a stiff collar. Two fresh-

men were assigned to watch the front

door and greet any guests that might
arrive.

Every member of the' fraternity

wias encouraged to go out for one of
mwe athletic sports and other extra

curriculum activities. In other words,

the fraternities as were conducted

before World War I were a

powerhouse for good and the thought

was primarily for the college and not

for the fraternity. After every im-

portant function at the house, we went
out and stood on the front steps and
sang "Th6 Mountains." I remember
the time when a half bottle of Scotch
was discovered in the closet of one of

the sophomores. He was promptly
ttarred from the house for a month
and was not only not allowed to sleep

there but was not allowed to eat there.

If any fraternity member got out of

Une in college in any way, the head of

the house was promptly summoned to

the Dean's office and, if the matter

wasn't corrected immediately, the

whole fraternity would be confined to

campus for at least a month.

Naturally, the fraternity system is

not a perfect system and, possibly,

because of the diange in the method
by which fraternities were operated

after World War II, something drastic

should have happened. But I wanted

to set the record straight that in the

good old days when fraternities were
run properly, we had to think and act

like gentlemen for the good of the

college.

Sincerely yours,

David Van Alstyne, Jr.

Class of 1918

In the State Lunatic Asylum at

Northampton an inmate was found

carving a large block of wood into a

weird and uncouth shape. Wardens
of the Asylum took no notice of the

strange behavior until the carving

was discovered to remarkably
resemble Hopkins Hall. Experts in

Mental Telepathy are in-

vestigating the case with intense

interest.
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Stanford MBA
REPRESENTATiVe
COMING TO CAMPUS
MONDAY, OCTOBER 18

A representative of the Stanford 'Graduate School of

Business will be on campus to discuss witfi interested

students the exceptional educational opportunity of

the Stanford MBA Program.

Appointments may be made through

The Office of Career Counseling

The Stanford MBA Program is a two-year general

management course of studies designed for men and

women who wish to develop management skills to

meet the broad responsibilities which will be required

m both the private and public sectors in the future.

THE STANFORD UNIVERSITY
GRACIUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Stanford, California 94305
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H.AA.S. Pindfore to be

performed Friday night

Arlo Guthrie, the popular talkiinger, will Icicle oN the ACEC concert season this

Friday in Chapman Rink. Tickets for the concert are available in all major

dining halls.

Arlo to play Chapman
-The first popular concert of the year

will be held this Friday night when
Arlo Guthrie appears at the Lansing

Chapman Hockey Rink. The concert,

sponsored by the All College En-

tertainment Committee (ACEC), will

begin at 9:00 p.m.

Guthrie, a 29 year old folksinger-

songwriter is most famous for his hit

singles "City of New Orleans" and

"Alice's Restaurant;" the latter

which was made into a movie that

Guthrie starred in. He has 9 albums to

his credit, including his latest, Amigo,

which has just been released. Says

Guthrie of the new album, "I'm

essentially a lazy person—one album

every'S years—but I think this is one

of my best." Born in Coney Island, the

son of celebrated folksinger Woody
Guthrie, Arlo currently resides in

' Stockbridge, Massachusetts.

Guthrie will play the entire two hour

show with "Shenandoah", the backup

band he toured with throughout the

country. Students can expect a

"mellowed-out evening" according to

ACEC spokesman Jeff Verney. He
added that "Arlo gives a very per-

sonal and relaxing concert.

Gilbert and Sullivan- fans arise!

Pinafore is here. The Manhattan
Savoyards return after an absence of

three years to present Gilbert and
Sullivan's classic operetta H.M.S.

Pinafore this Friday at 8:30 pm, in

Chapin Hall. Admission is free to all

Williams students. -

The Manhattan Savoyards are the

most successful American Gilkwrt and
Sullivan touring company, although

their performances are not limited

solely to Gilbert and Sullivan, in its

short six year history, the cornpany
has ris^n to a high position of

popularity and critical acclaim,

playing with symphony orchestras, at

colleges, civic centers, and summer
festivals. The group is well-known for

its stylish performances emphasizing

the wit and satire of the productions.

Three years ago, the Manhattan
Savoyards presented The Mikado to a

very appreciative Williams audience.

This year, they will present Gilbert

and Sullivan's most famous and best-

loved operetta: H.M.S. Pinafore. The
action takes place on the good ship

Pinafore where never is heard a

discouraging word. Well, hardly ever.

It seems that Josephine, the captain's

daughter, loves Ralph, a common
sailor; and class snobbery keeps them
apart. In fact, Captain Corcoran,

Josephine's father, has been
arranging a marriage between his

daughter and Sir Joseph Porter,

K.C.B., First Lord of the Admiralty

and frustrated lawyer.

Sir Joseph is one of the most famous
characters created by Gilbert and
Sullivan. Ever the proper fuss-budget,

he f'efuses to condone any impolite

phrases from his men. He is a firm

believer in the equality of men; it's

just that he is more equal than anyone

Unique pops; concert wins over audience
by Valerie A. Sarantos

As Charlotte Hegyi ceremoniously

lit the purple, green, and orange

candles in the candelabra on the

grand piano, crowds were still jam-

ming into Thompson Memorial
Chapel for Music in the Round's first-

ever pops concert last Friday night.

Starting on this note, the ensemble

opened with a couple of light classical

favorites, but modulated to some
more obscure and unusually

demanding works, such as P.D.Q.

Bach's "Sonata for Viola, 4 Hands",

and Mozart's "The Village

Musicians". Both of these works,

among others, revealed the troupe's

incredible musical flexibility, and
particularly their previously unseen

non-musical talents which en-

tertained, if not delighted, the

audience.

After opening with an interesting

arrangement of Strauss' "Beautiful

Blue Danube" for six piece ensemble,

Deborah Beardsley emerged adorned
in Scottish attire for her solo of

Beethoven's "Scotch and Irish

Songs". At first the lovely lassie could

not find her pitch as indicated by the

accompanists. When she did, not a

wrong note followed in the clear,

bright performance of the four

selections.

Julius Hegyi (Jules Mountain) had
some amusing difficulties in tuning

with his wife for the duet of her

variations on the old English round

"LetSimon'sBeardAlone". The piece

was an interesting blend of 20th

Century and old English music.

In preparation for P.D.Q. Bach's

"Sonata for Viola, 4 Hands",
Charlotte Hegyi (Lotte Mountain)

once again set the stage for more
antics, by placing several sheets of

aluminum foil on the piano strings to

achieve a tinny harpsichord-like

sound. For an enlightening ex-

planation of the next spectacle, a

special guest lecturer. Sir Hugo
Reimann von Spitta Sonnock Ster-

nadale-Bennett, Esq. (D. Moore),

marched out sporting cap and gown
clutching Peter Schickele's The
Definitive Biography of P.D.Q. Bach.

After the description, the soloists

emerged diligently carrying their

instrument. Following much nervous

fumbling, tuning, and counting, Susan

St. Amour and Julius Hegyi arranged

themselves around the viola so that

the fingerboard rested on his left

shoulder. Face to face, the two

musicians sawed with demure blank

expressions through four hilarious

movements entitled Andanteeny,
Molto Fast, Ground Round, and Allah

Breve.

The second half of the program

commenced with four smooth, easy-

on-the-ear songs by 30's and 40's

Broadway tunesmith Jerome Kern.

The very moody, romantic pieces

were "All the Things You Are",

"Once in a Blue Moon", "The Way
You Look Tonight", and "Smoke Gets

in Your Eyes".
The Village Musicians then entered

from all sides with their buckets,

straw hats, suspenders, white socks,

and amazingly, instruments. With

great overwhelming -enthusiasm, the

well-meaning amateurs struggled

through four Mozart movements with

record trills, foot-stomping, a few

wrong notes, and two obnoxious

French Horns.

Williams College Film
Group

North by Northwest

Alfred Hitchcock

Wed., Oct. 13 Bronfman- 7:30

Admission $1.00

Semester Pass, good for all

llfilms, only $5.00

RECRUITMENT ANNOUNCEMENT

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL

MBA PROGRAM
Gregory K. Tanaka,

Associate Director of Admissions

at Harvard University's Graduate School of Business

Administration will be on campus

Monday, October n, 1976

to meet with students interested in the two-year MBA
Program.

Contact the

Career Counseling Office

for more details and to sign up for an information

session.

Harvard Business School is committed to the principle of

equal educational opportunity and evaluates candidates

without regard to race, sex, creed or national origin.

else. He is a very good family man,
always attended by a lonj^ t,rain of all

his sisters and his couisins and his

aunts. This First Lord of the Ad-

miralty does have one flaw in his

pristine character, however: he has

never been to sea.

Also on hand is sweet, big, buxom
Little Buttercup, secretly in love with

the captain, who plays "I've got a

secret" until the very end, when she

saves the day—sort of. And who can

forget nasty old Dick Deadeye, that

fink of a misanthrope who makes
everyone's life miserable and thereby

makes his happy. All these people add

color and life to the humor and satire

of the production, which adds up to an

evening of sheer delight.

Two of the characters in the

Manhattan Savoyards' production of

the Gilbert and Sullivan opera,

"H.M.S. Pinafore," to be presented at

8:30 p.m. on Friday, October 8th, in

Chapin Hall.

Trustees meet this weekend
—TRUSTEES from page!

vestment plan. Budget and Financial

Planning meets at 10:30 to review the

'76-'77 budget..

At lunch there will be another

meeting of the Campus Life Com-
mittee, this time with the Deans, in

the basement of the Faculty Club. An
informal trustees-faculty luncheon at

the Club is also scheduled.

The Development Committee,
discussing capital fund raising, will

meet at 1:30 in Chapin Hall.

.The Executive Committee in which

chairs of the other committees discuss

the day's accomplishments, will

convene at the President'.s House at

4:45.

Most of Saturday morning, from 9

until 12:15, will be taken up with a

general Trustees' Meeting in Chapin
Hall.

Closing the weekend of meetings,

the trustees and their spouses will

attend a luncheon at the President's

House.

"^gf Willianns College Music Department
presents

THE MANHATTAN SAVOYARDS
IN

Gilbert & Sullivan's

H.M.S. PINAFORE
full, costumed production .

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8th -8:30 P.M.

Chapin Hall, Willlamstown

^REEWITH WIL
$2.00 at trie door

LIAMSI.D.
forothersY

ACEC Presents

ARLO GUTHRIE

Friday, Oct. 8, 1976

at 9:00 PM

Lansing Chapman Rink

Tickets

:

"^

Williams students H.OO

0s Others "S.OO

All Tickets Day of Show 'S.OO

Tickets on Sale at All Major Dining Halls
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Ya/e hands netwomen first loss 7-2
by Evan Bath

Moving quickly from one extreme to

the other as usually only New England
weather can do, the women's varsity

tennis team thrashed Dartmouth 90
last Tuesday before suffering its first

loss of the year to an outstanding Yale
team, 7-2 Saturday. The defeat was
only the second in the last three years

for the Ephs and Yale has been

..-jcesponsible .for.. both. .Coi^h Curt

Tong's racketwomen now show a 5-1

season record.

Panthers stymie

Eph gridmen, 3-0
FOOTBALL from page*

Loss not tragic

When it's all looked back upon, the

loss can't really be called tragic for

Williams, after all, 3-0 isn't a rout and
there are still six games to go. "I was
very pleased at the intensity of the

team," said Odell.

The one.glaring weakness which
'showed through in the loss, was an
inability to make holes for running
backs and pass block for Wallace.

Williams has lost center Lew Kitchin,

making Tim Dunn the only ex-

perienced member of the front line.

Until the necessary experience is

gained, each week willbe a learning

session for the youthful front offensive

line.'

Next week represents another
chance to learn under fire, as

Williams faces their second strong foe

in as many weeks. Tnnity will invade

Weston Field with a 2-0 record and
revenge in mind. Two years ago, a 17-

14 loss was all that marred a 7-1

Bantam season and last year, 'Trinity

played the Ephs to a 3-3 tie. Time to

bounce back, Williams.

Although they had fallen to Dart-

mouth in a spring scrimmage last

year, this year's match was a com-
pletely different stoi7 as the Eph-
women played the part of rude hosts

in dropping only two sets in the rout.

Jonnina Sadoff and Trudy tenBroeke
were the only Williams singles

players to really be tested and they

both knew the answers, Sadoff win-

,
niug 7^-5, .7-5 aniLtenBroeke munaging
a 6-4, 1-6, 6-2 victory.

Number two Laura Carson settled

down as her match progressed and
won 7-6, 6-3, while Rebecca Chase had
(difficulties in the second set before

scoring a 6-0, 7-5 win. Remaining
undefeated in singles play was Amy
Demorest with a 6-1, 6-0 victory while

Barb Ernst breezed 6-1, 6-2.

Sally Kruse and Babe Kirk sand-

wiched one bad set in between two
good ones as they won their doubles

match 6-2, 2-6, 6-1. The other teams of

Holly Prentice and Amy Sterling and
Sherry Willcox and Sue Guttman were
as strong as ever in recording 7-5, 6-4

and 6-1, 6-3 victories respectively.

Yale proved to be just too strong as

they overwhelmed the Williams
racketwomen for the second year in a

row. When the dust had cleared in

New Haven the strength of this years
squad was revealed; the doubles

teams. They have pow loet only two
matches between them against the six

teams the Ephs have played. The
^ undefeatad.. team. -of^^ Prentice and
Sterling and the duo of Guttman and
Willcox provided the only wins of the

day for Williams as Kruse and Kirk

went down in defeat

Yale won all six singles matches
and lost only five games in the

process. Sadoff, Carson, Chase,
tenBroeke, Demorest and Ernst all

were defeated and off the court in the

time it sometimes takes Bjom Borg
and Harold Solomon to play one point.

Vassar and strong Radcliffe will try

to hand the rebounding Ephs losses

this week. Tong and his team are

hoping that only Yale knows how to do
that.

Tax law puts an end fa SOS
' SOS from page 1

problems with the handbook's rule

since the dry-cleaning plant was not

on campus. Bass and Long said they

were "upset and disillusioned" when
Berek used the same rule to force

them to disband.

SOS posed an immediate problem,

Berek said, because it profited Treet

cleaners as well as Bass and Long. By
supporting a private, off-campus
business, SOS endangered the

College's tax exemption more than

most other campus agencies.

Berek pointed out that as an
educational institution, the College

pays no federal taxes or local

property taxes on buildings used for

education. Loss of such exemption

would add substantially to the

College's costs.

College administrators are now re-

evaluating the rules governing
campus agencies both to eliminate

further misunderstandings and to

guarantee protection of the College's

tax status.

Berek said he expects the rewriting

of the rules to take some time. He
cited the present heavy ad-

ministrative workload as one hin-

dering factor. He also noted that the

,

College will have to seek legal advice'

to insure against possible future

problems.

Cotigrotiflatiafis,
y&u^vein metHealsthooL

\ ^^af*^

That can be a weiy serious problem today, especially with

tuition costs climbing relentlessly. Wes. you can b^nnw, but by

the timeyou enter practice those debts can be substantial.

Thaie is an akemativG—an Armed Forces Health Profes-

sions (AFHP) scholarship. Whetiicr you're studying to be a

ph^iSKJan or a deirtist, whether your goal is to become an

osteopath or an optometrist, it can pay your entire tuition and

fees all through medical school. It will also provide you with a

substantial monthly allouence. In other words, if you quality.

one of those scholarships can give you financial independence

noiv, u^ien you need it most.

When you're ready to go into practice, an AFHP scholar-

ship vM also have paved the way for you to start your career

underhighlyfavorable drcumstances. You'll be a commissioned

officer In the nrilitary branch of your selection. Your practice

will be waiting for you. Vbull step into it and know that the

challenges youll meet will be solely medical ones and profes

sionally stjmulating.

There will also be opportunity for further study. The

Armed Forces have created extensive And outstanding clinical,

teaching atxl research programs. Once you decide on a spe

daky, you may find yourselftaking the graduate medical studies

of your choice at one of their facilities.

The details are many. But if you'll send in the coupon.

ZCN-106106

1

we'll mail you literature which will give you a good ouetview of

the scope of our operations. Why not write? Vk think you'll

be interested in the possibilities.

I Anned Forces Sctiolaiships

PO. Box AF. Hwiia. IL 61614

Yes. I am interested in Arnied Forces Health Professions Schobishtp
opportunities. [ understand then is noobligatkin.

I am especially interested in:

D Army D Air Force D Nai^

D Veterinary' D Psycholoa/ (PliD)* DPhyiidan ODtnial

Optometry

Name- _S«xaM OF

Address- _Ptioo«_

City

Enrolled at-

To graduate in—

—StalC- -2»»-

-(Schooll-

—Degree
fmontKyear)

'Vteterinafy not oviiiMt in Navy Pro^wn; Piycholoor nol mmttkkt In Anny
Proyam

Arme4t&re€sH€mUhCmrm.
Dedicated to health care and

j
the people who practkre it

j

l>»tor Howd (42) sands a tob shot toward ttia Amhartt gaal in Saturday's 14-10

victory at Dava Praiss (27) waits to follow-up.

BC wins polo tournament,

Purple dunks Amherst^ 14-10
by Ray PorfUlo

Despite problems locating officials

and goal-judges, the now annual

Williams Water Polo "Pumpkin"
Tournament ran its course last

weekend. When the seven contests

had ended—a round robin involving

Amherst, BC, RPI, UNH, and
Williams—and the water had calmed,

BC emerged undefeated and walked

off with the tournament trophy—

a

pumpkin.

Williams' showing, even with a

tournament record of 1-2, was sur-

prisingly strong. After dropping 9-8

and 9-4 decisions to RPI and BC
respectively, Williams came back to

defeat Amherst 14-10. To put these

results in perspective, the water polo

club, in its three year existence, has

never beaten RPI. Last year the club

was manhandled 22-0 and 19-1 by BC.

The loss to BC and the victory over

Amherst count in league standings,

makiijg Williams 1-1 on the year.

Williams jumped to an early 4-2 lead

against RPI, with passing and team
play enabling four players to add a

goal apiece. The same team concept

extended to the other end of the pool

where a switching defense ran out the

half with Williams^on top 7-5.

Inconsistency plagued the Ephs at

the start of the second half, as play

became sloppy and penalties

numerous. Several RPI man-up
situations inevitably led to goals,

while Williams was being shut out. A
shot by Brian McDermott early in the

fourth session knotted the score at

eight heading into the final minutes.

RPI missed on a breakaway;

Williams shots were few and mosUy
inaccurate. The RPI goalie stopped

Oiie whilthv^as on goal, and in his

haste to pass, let th« ball roll down his

arm into the goal behind him for an

apparent Williams' goal and 9-8 lead.

But both referees were looking down
the pool for infractions on the RPI
breakout and neither saw the oc-

currence. Despite vehement Williams

protests, play continued with RPI
scoring on a dribbler that floated into

the goal. An RPI stall kept their

perfect recgrd against Williams in-

tact.

Against BC, Williams came out

pressing and determined to take more
shots. This strategy paid dividends

early as John Farmakis scored a

minute into the game. The strategy

also had its costs, as a BC 2 on
breakaway knotted the score only

thirty seconds later.

Play was even, with the only dif-

ference provided by Eph lapses.

Breakaways and a penalty shot

propelled BC to 5-2 halftime
^
lead

which was never relinquished.

Another breakaway and a man-up
goal in the second half, gave BC more
than enough insurance to wrap up the

match.

The potential seen against RPI and
BC was reflected in the numbers on

the scoreboard against Amherst. The
Ephs jumped to an 8-3 bulge before

lapsing to lead by just one at the half.

The eighth Williams goal was an
example of the quality play the

Williams club is capable of, as alert

play and crisp passing led to a score.

After a save, goalie Tom McCoy
landed a perfect pass in front of Mike
Feltes who was breaking down the

pool. Feltes in tvan flipped to a wide

open Phil Wild who connected for the

goal. «r

The Ephs ran the score from 8,-7 at

the half, to 13-9 at the end of three, and
the 14-10 final, for their first win of the

1976 campaign.

Offensively in the tourney Williams

was inconsistent. Numerous op-

portunities were wasted with inac-

curate or weak shots and too many
were fired right to the goalie's

strength.

One bright spot of the Eph offense

was the renewed shooting of co-

captain.4ohn Farmakis. He possesses

an awesokie shot but previously was
reluctant K> use it. Against BC though,

Farmakis was the only Eph to score

and against Amherst he had six first-

half goals.

On the other hand, the defense was
consistently aggressive, especially in

man-down situations. Keeping op-

ponents under 10 goals in water polo is

a sign of strong defensive play and
Willianris accomplished (his in two

contests.

The Log

PRESENTS

The Log

THE GItEAT OCTOBER THURSDAY

NIGHT EARLY BIRD SPECIAL

Reduced prices on beer and wine from 9 to 10 every Thursday

in October.

Clieck out our new tournament-model Foost>all table.

Regular hours: Tues.-Wed. 9-12

Thurs. 9:00-12:30

FrI.-Sat. 9-1
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Hah unbeaten streak at 14

MIddlebury frustrates Ephs, 3-0
by Tim Layden

So the fourteen-game Williams

football unbeaten streak has been

punctuated by the same Middlebury

squad which started it, the only dif-

ferencewas the site. Williams has lost

only two of its last fifteen games, and
both of them have been at the hands of

the pesty Panthers from the North.

As one looks back on the first

Williams loss since a 25-20 squeaker at

the hands of the Middlebury in 1974, it

comes shining through that the

Panthers beat Williams in the same
fashion that the Ephs have been
mowing down foes for several years,

being opportunistic and never
relieving the pressure.

Middlebury blocked a Williams

punt, and scored on an error, or at

least a psuedo-error, as Scott

Harrington's fourth quarter quick

kick went straight into the air and
gave Middlebury the ball on the

Williams 35. Williams, on the other

hand, was playing a non-Williams

game, failing to convert any of four

fumble recoveries into scores and
leaving Bob Odell on the wrong end of

a shutout for the first time at

Williams.

It was to be a frustrating afternoon

overall for Williams fans and players

alike. The Purple soccer team
dropped a disappointing decision, to

moo cow marching band took a back
seat to an imaginative anti-Williams

banner display at halftime and the

Panther gridders clawed the Ephs.

Clearly, this was Middlebury's day.

"If someone had told me that

Middlebury would score only three

points, I think I'd have bet some
money on us," said Odell.

This first half was dominated by the

Panthers, at least between the thirty-

yard lines. Running backs Roy Hef-

feman (100 yards on 24 carries) and
Jack Dobek ripped up big yardage in

the early part of the contest, but the

hosts were unable to move into

legitimate scoring as Williams'

defense, superb all day, refused to

fold. o.

Defense outstanding

The defense played an outstanding

gwne. 5»id Odell, "they were really

intense, flying around and hitting

people. I was really proud of

everybody." I

Indeed, the Panther running backs,

despite enjoying somewhat more
sticcess than in last year's loss,

certainly suffered no less bruises.

Dobek left the game with briJised ribs

in the fourth quarter, while Heffernan

is nursing painful ankle injuries.

Williams cornerbacks Mark Eckert

and Greg McAleenan and safties Todd
Nelp and Dave Libardi "looked like

linebackers" all afternoon, remarked
Odell. The kamikaze quartet's hard

hitting was louder than the Mid-

dlebury band for much of the day and

is greatly responsible for making
Heffernan and Dobek earn their

yardage.
,

s Yet, while the Williams defense

was, excuse the trite phrase, bending

but not breaking, the Middlebury

defense was bending, leaking, and

cracking but not breaking. Williams

moved inside the Panther 35 five

times in the loss, yet never moved
inside the 20.

Two Don Wallace to Herb Mc-

Cormick completions put the Ephs on

the Middlebury 32 in the first quarter

as did three Tom Redden runs in the

second, biit both threats ended in

punts. Two other Williams threats

ended in a fumble and missed field

goal.

Ephs threaten

In the fourth quarter, Williams

posed their strongest threat of the

day. Weary tailback Scott Harrington

Sally Kraft aHacks the Y^le goal crease at Shailah ^ewart (left) and Liza

Olsen (right) break open for passer. The Ells topped the Ephwomen 3-2 last

Saturday, dropping their record to 2-2. (photo by Taft)

Yale slips pasf Ephwomen
by Nancy Rhein

The Williams field hockey team lost

a close match to a stronger Yale team
Saturday, 3-2 in New Haven. The loss

dropped their season record to 2-2.

Although the Ephwomen had an
excellent second half, Yale took ad-

vantage of a slow Williams start and
grabbed an early 3-0 lead. Scoring on

three of their five first-half shots on

goals, the Bulldogs overpowered
Williams with their aggressive play.

Commenting on the play of the Yale
squad early in the game, Williams
coach Linda Wilkins said, "They play

the same game we do—Stickwork and
all; but they're more physical than we
are."

This ability to block out their op-

ponent's offense, frustrated the Eph-
women's forward line, known for their

scoring punch. Taking over twenty

shots on goal, Williams was unable to

score due to the excellent play of

Yale's goalie.

Explaining that "almost the entire

cage was blocked" Wilkins noted that

Yale's use of their fullbacks near the

goalie and the talent of the goalie

herself kept the Ephwomen off the

score board in the first half.

Coming on strong in the second half,

Williams forwards Shailah Stewart

and Sally Kraft scored on two fast

break situations off long through

passes. "The goals were one-on-one;

it was the only way to get it past the

Yale goalie," said Wilkins.

Although the coach thought the

team "really had a comeback" going,

the Ephwomen were unable to score

again despite repeated efforts late in

the half.

Remarking that "everyone was
hustling and working well—really
giving it all they had," Wilkins

stressed the excellent play of the

Williams midfield. Halfback Dawn
Bedrosian had an outstanding game
as did freshman Laurie Ash who
shifted positions to fill in for halfback

Leigh Wilson, injured during the

aggressive match.

The Ephwomen are idle a week
l)efore meeting Skidmore, Monday
Octot>er 11, in Saratoga.

broke five tackles fro^ the Eph 26,

and cut back across the field on an

electrifying 54 yard scamper, putting

Williams on the Panther 22. Three

runs failed and Wallace and Kurt

Anderson missed connections on a

fake field goal, ending the drive, and

Williams threats for the day.

Theonly points of the day followed a

succession of miscues which
resembled a game of hot potato.

Middlebury fullback paul Turner lost

the ball on a second down carry,

giving Williams an opportunity on the

hosts' 21. Junior quarterback Bill

Whelan, in his varsity appearance,

lost the ball when hit near the sideline

on an option, giving the ball back to

Middlebury.

Apparently dismay^ at Williams

for not appreciating their hospitality

and generosity, Middlebury gave

Williams p second chance—with a

httle help from end Bob Staiger.

Satiger roared in from iiis right

defensive end spot and nailed Mid-

dlebury passer Joe Marino as he was
about to release the ball. Mike Powers

fell on the ball at the 20, for another

Williams opportunity.

The Ephs again failed to score, and

Kevin Cramer's 33 field goal attempt

bounced under the crossbar. A draw

play to Heffernan on the ensuing

series gave Middlebury a first down,

but that was all and Williams had the

ball back on their own 16. Two un-

successful runs forced a third and

nine from the 17, where Harrington's

quick kick squibbed off his foot, his

first miss in two years on the tough,

kicks, and Middlebury had the ball on

the Purple 35.

Dobek took a first down pass to the

15 and Heffernan tiptoed down to the

four. Two running plays failed to

score, and a third-down pass was
dropped by a wide-open Jay Moore in

the end zone bringing on Bill Porter to

boot the winning 20-yard field goal.

see FOOTBALL pages

Joe Kolb follows Albany's Chris Burns In last Saturday's competition. Kolb led

the Ephs' sweep of second through fifth spots as they outran Albany State and

University of Vermont, upping tlwir record to 5-0 and extending their string of

victories to 20. (photo by Read)

Harriers sweep past

Albany State, UVM
by Frank Carr

The varsity cross-country team
travelled to Albany Saturday andy

chalked up two important wins over^

Albany State and the University of

Vermont. The Ephs, now with a 5-0

record, show a string of 20 consecutive

victories, dating from October 1974.

The purple harriers swept second

through fifth place for a 22-34 win over

Albany and a 15-48 shutout of Ver-

mont.

Frank Carr set the early pace and

was the lone Williams representative

in a pack of eight Albany ahd Vermont
runners. However, after the first mile

and a half, the bulk of the opposition

began to fade away and Joe Kolb

moved into the lead along with Chris

Burns of Albany State. Kolb and

Burns ran stride for stride until the

three mile mark where Burns pulled

away to win the race in 25:36. Kolb

followed in second place with a time of

Panthers pound kickers
by Mark Pogue

Purple dreams of 12-0 soccer were

quietly laid to rest Saturday as

Middlebury's Panthers soundly

defeated Williams, 2-0. Hustle and

aggressiveness, for the second year in

a row, characterized a Middlebury

attack which continually harried the

Ephs and effectively disrupted their

controlled passing game. The defeat

left Williams at 1-1 on the 1976 trail.

"If I were Middlebury's coach, I'd

say they played a magnificent game."
This was coach Jeff Vennell's tribute

to the bothersome Panthers, and it

was hardly an overstatement. Mid-

dlebury, particularly at midfield, had
the better of the play for most of the

afternoon. Every head ball seemed to

belong to the home favorites, and as in

1975, the Ephs simply failed to adjust

to the Cats' aggressiveness. "Their

pressure and our failure to react at

midfield was the difference," Vennell

agreed.

Williams goalie Skip Grossman did

an outstanding job in holding the fort

for as long as he did, but with 15:43

remaining in the first half a good shot

by Panther Steve Smith got past

Grossman for a 1-0 Middlebury lead.

Smith's shot was Middlebury's 12th of

the first half alone, whereas the

Purple got off only 16 all afternoon.

Freshman Panther goalie Harry
Katz, in fact, handled his only difficult

chance of the first half when he

speared a drive by Perry Nelson in the

game's opening moments.
Williams' hooters have been known

to start slowly and then hit their game
in the second half, but at Middlebury

it didn't happen. The Panthers con-

tinued to interfere with the Ephs'

game in the second stanza and, as

Vennell pointed out, "If you play a

controlled game and you're off a little,

you're off a lot."

Unable to break things open,

Williams pulled a fuUlMck with IS

minutes to play and added a fifth

forward. In this set-up the Ephs t)egan

to make things unpleasantly warm for

Katz, but the freshman handled good

shots by Mank Osborne and Jim Hield

and was never headed thereafter.

Middlebury forward Matt Johnson,

meanwhile, ended all doubt when his

shot with 7:20 left deflected off Purple

fullback Geoff Klingenstein and flew

into the goal.

Difficult days lie ahead for the

Ephs. Tomorrow they are sentenced

to playii powerful Dartmouth team in

Hanover. Could the Big Green
possibly be overconfident for the

game? They haven't beaten Williams

in seven years. Arie they really that

good? Thus far in 1976 they've erased

Middlebury, 4-1, and Springfield, 4-0.

"We'll have our hands full," says

Vennell. That's an understatement.

26:16 for the hilly 5 mile loop.

Meanwhile, Carr and Ken Leinbach

cruised along together in third and

fourth place, closely pursued by Dave
Elliot of Vermont. Elliot, a high school

teammate of Carr's, eventually

moved into third place, but was
passed by the Williams duo in the last

mile. Carr finished the race in third

place with a time of 26:28, and

Leinbach was 5 seconds behind in

fourth.

Junior Dan Sullivan battled a trio of

Albany harriers throughout the latter

part of the race, but managed to

overcome his opponents, as he

finished fifth in 26:37. Tom Schreck

(8th), Steve Polasky (10th) and Chris

Flavin (18th) rounded out the varsity

scoring with fine efforts, followed by

seniors Bert Saul in twenty-first place

and Ed Bacher in twenty-fourth.

The junior varsity squad also

remained undefeated, running away
with a 26-33 victory over Albany State.

Junior Larry Wu had a superb race,

pacing the Eph contingent with a

second place effort. Wu's time for the

4.25 mile course was 23:40, just seven

seconds behind the individual winner

from Albany. Hans Giesecke added a

fine performance with a 23:46, third

place finish.

The Williams J.V. swept sixth

through twelfth place to clinch the win

and raise their season record to 3-0.

Steve St. Clair, Russ Anderson,

Garrick Leonard, John Duffield,

Cleve Thayer, Peter Winn and Jon

Miller finished in that order, followed

by Stew Read in sixteenth place.

The Williams harriers will have this

whole week to train before hosting

Trinity and Union this Saturday.

Scoreboard
Varsity Football (11)
October ]

Williams 0-0

Middlebury 3-3

Scorine: M-Bill Porter, 20 filed goal
Statistics:

W M
First downs 13 11

Rushing yardage 95 150

Passing yardage 118 85
Total Offense 213 235
Penalties-yards 4-60 5-55

Fumbles lost 4-2 5-4

w
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Trustees hear

student views on

housing problems
by-Sally Coaey

The Housing Committee briefed the

trustee's Committee on Campus Life

last night on the meaning of ran-

domness in housing and challenged

* the validity of this concept as an over-

riding objective in inclusion.

Defending the principle of diversity,

John A. Davis, professor at the City

University of New York, said that the

"administration should pull against

the natural tendency to cluster

together with people of common in-

terests." Davis noted that a random
housing system created an en-

yironment analogous to society. "One
of the biggest problems in society,"

Davis said, "is seeing where your
position in life places you with respect

to others. Living with a diverse group
of students encourages people to in-

teract with students of varying in-

terests and backgrounds."
Paul Boyer '77, Prospect House

president, outlined the problems
relating to house transfers. "The
option of transfer is too great," Boyer
told trustees. "It leads to problems of

instability and lack of cohesion within

a house."

Describing the role of alcohol in

Ifouse social activities, Robert.
Eckleman '77, Dennett House
president, said that he hoped to "put

the alcohol issue in perspective."

Eckleman justified the large amounts
of money allocated for alcohol,

saying, "Alcohol is. an expensive

commodity-and it is frequently the

only cost incurred at parties without

bands."

Committee members noted that

some houses offer non-drinkers

reduced rates on dues.

CC mem^b^^ support^
open meeting concept

Trustees W. Van Alan Clark, Jr., '41 (left) and Edgar M. Bronfman, '50 (center)
linger over lunch at the Faculty Club to finish oH a discussion with William J.

Cunningham III, '73 (Term Trustee 1973-1976) during last year's trustee
meeting weekend. (photo by Johnston)

FinCom to divide tax
by Chip Buckner

Thirty-five student groups seek a

total of $110,000 from the Student

Activities Tax this year. The Finance

Committee currently meets four

times a week prei>aring a recom-

mendation for the College Council.

Committee chairman Clarence Otis

'77 predicts a total budget of "about"

$107,000.

This year clubs submitted budgets

to the committee by September 23.

The committee is currently meeting

representatives of these organizations

trying to determine what the clubs

can raise on their own, ^nd how
duplicate spending between clubs can

be eliminated. The committee hopes

to present its recommendations
October 19, in contrast to the late

November deadline set in past years.

On this date the College Council will

approve or disapprove of the com-

mittee decision.

This fall the Finance Committee

College selectivity drops
by Dave MacGregor

Barron's Educational Services, Inc.

has reduced their rating of Williams

admissions selectivity from "most

competitive" to "highly competitive

plus" in the 1976 Barron's Guide to

American Colleges and Universities,

according to Carole Berglie, editor of

the guide. This is the least reduction

possible in the Barron's rating

system, she said.

The selectivity rating is based on

the median Scholastic Aptitude Test

(SAT) scores, percentage of ap-

plicants accepted, and the minimum
high school grade average required,

said Berglie. She attributed the

reduced rating to the drop in median

SAT scores from the class of 1978 to

the class of 1979. The plus

tpialification was due to the "very

low" percentage of applicants ad-

mitted (21.9), she added.

Berglie described Williams as "a

victim of facts and figures" and said

that the reduced rating is "not an

indication that admissions quality has

fallen." She commented that the

number of colleges in the "most

selective" category has declined

sharply, and that "Yale just about

slipped in" to the top category.

Admissions director Philip Smith

said the rating was "not something

we're worried about." According to

Smith, "Williams is clearly among the

most selective in the country,"

despite the rating. He also com-

mented that SAT scores have dropped

nationally as well as at Williams.

According to Associate Director of

Admissions Philip G. Wick, average

SAT scores for the class of 1978 were

623 verbal, 647 math; for the class of

1797 610 verbal, 534 math; for the class

of 1980 626 verbal, 658 math.

Wick attributed part of the im-

provement in scores for the present

freshman class to the decision to

count senior year SAT scores of early

decision candidates.

The lower rating should not harm
Williams' reputation among
prospective applicants "unless it"

persists for four or five years", ac-

cording to Wick.

asked the CC for a set of guidelines to

assist in making decisions. Otis

"wanted discussion" within the

council to give the committee their

feelings so that the two bodies would
agree upon the recommendation.
Clearcut guidelines would "avoid

(the) duplication" that occurs when
both the committee and then the

council listen to arguments from the

club.

Two controversial areas have been
those of club sports and political

clubs. The delegate on Club sports,

especially crew and rugby, centers

upon the ratio of the Student Activities

Tax Income to club dues used to cover
expenses. Usually, Otis said, "dues
and outside sources cover at least

half" of the budget.

Political clubs may not use College
funds for political causes, so they
have traditionally raised money on
their own for this purpose. If the club

receives SAT funds for bi- or non-

partisan functions, then its own
monies, in the amount of the SAT
alloltation, are freed for partisan use.

In effect the activities tax money
becomes political. In facing this

dilemma, Otis admitted, the Com-
mittee has been "|Jot all too con-

sistent."

After the allocation process this fall,

the committee members will meet
monthly to recommend additional

appropriations where needed. Each

The College Council declared its

support of the open-meeting concept

in an overwhelming vote Tuesday
night. By a margin of 22-5 the council

members accepted a resolution which
called on all student and student

faculty committees except the Honor
Code, Discipline, Finance, and
Elections Committees to conduct open

meetings. Each committee was
allowed the right to close meetings to

discuss sensitive issues.

The resolution, proposed by Bryant
House representative Stu Ginsberg, is

not binding on any committee; a
committee could vote to close every
meeting. Council adviser George A.

Goethals Stated that "a real con-

stitutional crisis would arise if the

council attempted to make this

resolution binding in nature."

The Council also voted to invite

College Treasurer Francis Dewey to

its next meeting to detail the College's

plan for the Mt. Hope Farm. Goethals

said that the faculty is also not

adequately ipformed on the College's

intentions for the farm and added that

he believes both the students and the

faculty should both play greater roles

in determining the farm's future.

Treasurer Clarence Otis informed

the council that the Finance Com-
mittee would wind up its budgeting

sessions on Tuesday or Wednesday of

next week. He then outlined his idea of

how- the Finance Committee would

operate this year. "We see ourselves

as meeting through the entire year

and playing a greater role in

monitoring the spending of

organizational funds". Otis stated

that there would be a substantial

cushion at the outset of the budget

year because more funds will be later

allocated contingent on an
organizations performance.

Gar-Wood representative Larry
Mitchell again defended the CEP's
closure vote. Mitchell said that

"closed meetings promote the ef-

ficiency of a committee". He claimed

that a reporter covering a meeting

might represent the actions or at-

titudes of a committee. Mitchell

stated that "Even if a reporter at-

tended every meeting he may not fully

understand the issues".

see CC page 4

Course changes decrease
The institution of the new system for

changing courses this semester saw
slightly fewer students dropping,

adding or changing courses than did

so last year. Registrar George
Howard reports that 53.6 per cent of

the student body made at least one
change in their schedules in com-
parison to 54.7 per cent last year.

Freshmen made the most changes,

as 58.5 per centof the class dropped or

added courses during registration.

56.4 per cent ofj.the Class of 1979

changed their scliedules, as did 54.6

per cent of the seniors. Less than 44

per cent of the juniors made use of the

new card system.

Howard reports that the new
procedure "worked out better than

thesystem last year." "Most students

are pretty sensible about changes"

added Howard, indicating that

students were more pron^t about

committee member will meet with the-,, turning cards in than a few members
executive board of several clubs, and of the faculty. He went on to say that

then represent these people in the the procedure was "pretty successful.

Finance Committee. The Faculty seems to like it,"

Gordon Winston of the Political

Economy department disagreed as be

indicated his dissatisfaction with /he

new system, saying that it is "less

convenient Isecause we had adjusted

to the old system". Students who have

preregistered for a course have the

power to block others from entering it,

l)ecause the professor cannot admit

new students into a course until they

are fairly certain of the numtier of

students planning to remain in the

class. Though many professors have

an, idea which students are not

planning to stay in the course after the

first few meetings, they cannot be

absolutely sure of the size of the class

until the final class lists are published.

'The student has the right to take the

course, but he has no obligation,"

stated Winston.

William DeWitt of the Biology said

that the "new system doesn't make
alot of difference for us", in terms of

students changing lab periods. "There

is still a problem of not knowing who's

in your class", he added.

Eph faculty salaries rate high

Photo of ttie Week by Stew Read

by Margaret Graham
Williams College professors are

among the highest paid in the country,

according to a bulletin released by the

American Association of University

Professors (AAUP). Williams

professors last year received an
average compensation greater than 95

per cent of their colleagues at similar

institutions. Associate and assistant

professors received compensation
exceeding 80 per cent of their

colleagues.

The AAUP surveyed 439 institutions

offering only the baccalaureate or

equivalent degree compensation, as

defined by the AAUP, includes salary

plus countable fringe benefits such as

life insurance and workmen's com-
pensation; these fringe benefits ac-

coiint for 6 per cent to 20 per cent of

the professor's total salary.

The bulletin lists Williams' 1975-1976

average compensation rates at $27,800

for professors, $20,400 for associates,

and $15,800 for assistants. The
salaries of continuing faculty rose,

respectively, an average of 9.2 per

cent, 9.7 per cent, and 10.9 per cent

from the year before. Compensation

at all institutions of Williams type

increased an average of 7.2 per cent,

8.0 per cent, and 8.2 per cent. Iti the

same time period, the estimated

annual cost based on a higher living

standard for a four-person family in a

northeastern, non-metropolitan area

rose 8.5 per cent to $21,137.

Amherst offered its faculty an

average of $100 to $200 more each,

though fringe benefits accounted for a

slightly higher percentage of their

compensation: 18 per cent - 20 per

cent for them, as opposed to around

17.5 per cent here.

Skidmore's professors averaged
atKHit 5 per cent less than those at

Williams; Wellesley about 5 per cent

more; Vassar 5-10 per cent more.

Williams does not break down
average salary rates according to

sex; Dean of Faculty Neil Grabois

sald^ that thlswould betray the con'-

fidentiality of individual salaries here

since Williams' faculty is relatively

small. Among private and in-

dependent institutions surveyed, male

faculty salaries exceeded women's by

an average of 11.9 per cent for all

professorial ranks; the average
difference was 3.4 per cent within

ranks. In 1974-1975, the corresponding

figures were 13.3 per cent and 4.0 per

cent.

/•
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A Message ...
While the College Council's 22-5 vote to encourage open

conunittee meetings does not force any committee to take any
action, it is a signmcant action that cannot be overloolied. The
vote can be reaa as opposition to decisions made behind closed
doors, but it is much more than that.

The resolution recognizes that sincere and responsive
representatives of the student body can make recom-
mendations and proposals while their actions are being viewed
by the public. It attacks the often ridiculous notion that ideas

cannot oe tossed back and forth when the public eye is wat^
ching.

The resolution also recognizes that this is the post-

Watergate era, a time when secrecy cannot be justified for

secrecy's sake, a time when representatives of constituencies

are expected to act in view of their constituents. It comes at a

time when municipal, county, state^and the federal govern-
ments are trying to remove the doors which keep meetings
closed and government documents secret.

The resolution recognizes the realities of committee life—
that student representatives are not as responsive to student
needs as Uiey should be when (and all too often, if) they attend
committee meetings. Open meetings would reduce the

likelihood of these representatives remaining in total silence

while faculty members control the workings of the committiees.

The resolution endorses the freedom of press on the
WiUiams College campus; it recognizes that wheUier by choice
or by accident committee members are liable to -present a
distorted version of what happens at their meeting, and that

more distortions are liable to occur when the press picks up
these carefully worded reports.

The resolution correctly recognizes that there are times
when committees must meet behind closed doors, but these
times are the exceptions and not the rules.

Finally, the resolution comes at a time when students have
been accused of't)ein| passive in the area of student rights. It

outs students at Williams College in a position in which they

have been all too infrequently in recent years, a position of

demanding more rights.

On its surface, the resolution may appjear to be powerless,

but if student committee members see it as a mandate to

propose and support the opening of their committee meetings,
the resolution has some power. Faculty members cannot treat

such proposals as requests from radical students, but must see
them as requests which reflect the interest and desires of the

student body.
The resolution places the issue of open meetings in a proper

perspective: It encourages committees to ask, "What right do
we have to prevent others from watching our action?" rather

than "Do non-members have any exceptionally valid reasons
for watching us?" It encourages discussion of the openness
issue in terms of denying rights to students and faculty alike.

A Response?
Monday's Committee on Educational Policy meeting will

be the first major testing ground for the College Council's
resolution urging most student-faculty committees to open
meetings.

The CC will achieve at least a minor victory if the issue of

open meetings is seriously discussed in the context of student
and faculty rights to see their representatives at work.

Should the CEP vote against open meetings, it will owe the
student body an explanation of why the matters currently up for

discussion justify the serious deprivation of student and faculty
rights. *

By continuing to close meetings, the CEP and any other
committee taking the same stand, would be increasing the
danger that a distorted view of the committees' proceedings
would reach the campus as a whole.

Committees cannot continue to operate in secrecy under
the guise that closed meetings allow for freer flow of ideas. The
College Council and Student Housing Committee's experiences
in this regard indicate that ideas can flow smoothly with non-
members present. Rather than disrupting meetings, bbsefvers
and members of the press corps tend to make people think more
about their statements and to move through business at a
quicker pace. They certainly have not been an inhibiting factor
at College Council meetings.

Much of the debate surrounding the openness issue has
focused on the presence of the press, but this tends to cloud the
issue.

At stake is the artificial separation of the deliberation of

student-faculty committees from their source of legitimacy, the
students and faculty of Williams College.

Editors
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Letters: politics, sports phrases
Independent group
To the editor:

Students at Williams, because of

workload, divergent interests, and the

relative isolation of the school, tnay

tend to be out of touch with political

currents of the day. Furthermore, the

uninspiring performance of the two

candidates in the last debates cap but

dampen e}(isting political interest.

In a viewpoint article in the Record

of September 24, an idea was
discussed—An independent group to

clarify and personalize immediate

issues nonpartisanly without "force-

feeding" them. As a freshman who
has found himself increasingly

uninformed about the latest political

developments, I feel that this type of

group—such as the Williams In-

dependents—would serve a need on

campus.
PanoPliotU'80

(phone 2940)

Racial fire drill?

To the editor;

I would lilce to respond to Professor

Bradburd's letter (Sept. 28) on the

phrase "Chinese fire drill."

How such a common sports phrase

can suddenly become "a variety of

stereotypical racism that should have
no place in society ..." as Professor

Bradburd says is beyond mei This

phrase and others lilce it have served

to brighten sports journalism for

many years. To brand such common
phrases as racist seems ridiculous to

me. The same term appeared again

on Sunday, Oct. 3rd in The Hartford

Times in an article on ice hoclcey by
Bill Winters. I think that Williams is

an enlightened academic institution

precisely because writers like Tim
Layden have taken the time to make
their work more interesting by the use

of phrases like "Chinese fire drill." I

commend him for this and suggest to

Professor Bradburd that such
established piirases are harmless and
that they merely serve to make
journalism more interesting.

Sincerely,

Jim Baldwin '76

(Note—Mr. Baldwin enclosed an
article from The Hartford Times'
wiiich included the following phrase:

"The first period resembled a

News and Notes
from the Office of Career Coun-

seling

Law and Business School

representatives coming to OCC
FOR THE WEEK OF Oct. llth

Monday, Oct. 11 Harvard Business

Tuesday, OcJl. 12 Suffolk Law
Boston University Law

Wednesday, Oct. 13 Duke Law
Thursday, Oct. 14 U of Miami Law

Vanderbilt Law
Friday, Oct. 15

Sunday, Oct. 17

Wash. & Lee Law
UVA Business

Business School

meeting with

ChicaBO& Stanford

Please remember to sign up at

OCC

Test date deadlines next week
Graduate Management

Oct. 8 (today) deadline for

Admissions Test

Oct. 30 test at Williams

Absentee Ballot

Anyone planning to vote by

absentee ballot should act im-

mediately. Write or call^your local

board of election or town clerk. For

most states, an application must be

filled out before the ballot can be

sent.

Correction
In the October 5th issue of the

Record, the small box on page 3

was missing a headline. The head
should have read "50 Years Ago in

the Williams Record." The Record
apologizes for the omission.

'Chinese fire drill' as both clubs went

with a wide-open attack, disdaining

cliecking techniques like the plague.")

Article accuracy

To the editor;

In voting to deny the Record per-

mission to send reporters to CEP
meetings, I stated my fear that a

reporter might misconstrue some of

our remarks or take them out of

context. Chip Buckner's article (10-1-

76) only serves to confirm thoee fears.

I did tell him that I didn't think the

committee expected such a reaction

to our vote and in light of student

response we might reconsider.

However, I also said that we had a

reason for voting as we did, and that

reason was still vaUd, so while we
might reconsider our vote I doubted it

would change. That comment, taker

out of context as in Buckner's article,

implied that I thought it was likely

that we would change our vote and

that we regretted our actions. I do not

believe this is true.

.

In addition, Buckner quoted me as
saying we saw the vote as "in-

consequential." I d}d use that word,
but again in comext the meaning
changes. I said that we felt it was
inconsequential because we didn't see

it as denying anybody any in-

formation, and since there were other
channels open, it was best for us to do
what we felt most coQifortable with.

If .a. Becont reporter can. iiistort

remarks made in a personal in-

terview, it seems much more likely

that he will do so when he is dealing

with the remarks of twelve people.

Buckner was right in quoting me as
saying that I would reconsider my
vote. I have, and in light of such
irresponsible journalism as he
exhibited in Friday's Record, I feel

that, should the committee i-econ-

sider, I must once again vote t> deny
the Record permission to cover our
meetings. I thank Buckner for

providing such a vivid example of the

rationale behind our decision.

Sincerely,

Larry MitcheU '78

New York Concerts

The Palladium

Jeff Beck Jan Hammer Band with guests Heart, REG Speedwagon, Oct.

18 at 8 pm, $7.50, $6.50.

Lynyrd Skynyrd plus Oe-Bop Deluxe Oct. 23, 2^ at 8 pm, $7.50, $6.50.

Stephen Stills Oct. 25 at8 pm, $8.50, $7.50.

Charlie Daniels Band and The Earl Scruggs Revue, Oct. 31 at 7:30 pm,

$7.50, $6.50.

Westchester Premier Theatre

New Riders of the Purple Sage Tues., Nov. 2 atS pm, $8., $7.

Avery Fisher Hall ,

Harry Chapin Nov. 12 at 8 pm, $7., $5,50.

Gordon Lightfoot, guest Liona Boyd Nov. 18 & 21 at8 pm, $8., $5.50.

Leon Kottke Nov. 6 at 8 pm, $6.50.

Tickets are available at Ticketron outlets and with a major credit card

at (22) 874-6770.

Women's Ice Hockey Club

Williams Women's Ice Hockey Club will have an organizational meeting
Tuesday, Oct. 12 in 104 Bronfman, 7:00 pm. The Club offers PE credit,

regular practice and coaching, and intercollegiate competition; no ex-

perience is necessary.

Films

"Swept Away" and "Seven Beauties" are Lina Wertmuller in-

surpassables. In the first, Giancarlo Giannini plays a rugged neo-

Communist marooned with a liigh-society, capitalist beauty. Wertmuller
then takes us back to Germany, World War 11, and one man's (Giannini)

fight for mind and body. These Highly recommended films play Friday and
Saturday at the Nickelodeon, 7:30.

Monty Python fans, get ready-for "And Now for Something Completely
Different," Sunday through Monday, 7:00 and 9:00.

Coffee House

This Saturday night, the Williams Coffee House presents blues singer

Tom Atkins on guitar, banjo and fiddle. Also appearing: Bruce Wilkerson.

The Rathskellar Baxter Hall, 9-12.

Ephlat Concert

This Saturday Oct. 9 - The Williams Ephlats will be singing with the

Skidmore Sonneteers at Driscoll Lounge. Doors open about 8 : 15. Tickets are

$1 .25. Traditional refreshments and a good time are guaranteed for all.
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FOCUS/Andy O'Donnell

Gallery of

the Absurd
Dear Readers,

I recently had an interesting ex-

perience that I'd lilce to share with
you.

.^.It-aU began one Monday evening
about two weeks ago. A group of us
were unwinding on the third floor

presidential suite of Perry House
after an arduous night at the books.

We were discussing, if memory serves

me correctly, the possibility of the

Band and Stew Read's fire engine

leading a Williams' student body
parade along Route 9 into Pratt Field

before the Amherst game when,
suddenly, the phone rang, and she

entered our lives.

Larry Stalvey, house soap chair-

man, was the first person to the

receiver. "Dave Ross?" he asked
while trying to catch his breath. "No,
he's not here at the moment."
"Oh," the voice at the other end said

with a touch of dejection. "Well, could

you just tell him that Gallery

magazine called and ..."

Larry dropped the receiver. "Would
you come again please, ma'am?"
"Sure. I'm from Gallery magazine.

You've heard of it, haven't you? You
know, the one with all the Pictures of

GIRLS?!? I'd like to talk with David
about a survey we're conducting

concerning elitism. We're calling a
number of college newspaper editors

in the New England area asking them
to write a few paragraphs about the

topic for publication in Gallery's

January issue. So would you have him
get back to me?" Whereupon Larry
proceeded to receive her New York
office number, her Washington
number, and then her home phone
number with the instructions to have
Dave call her at any time.

By now it was about 12:30 and
devious Uttle plots started hatching in

my cranial cavity. I kept wondering
what Parker and Gibby would have
done in my place. Both, after all, had
(Hice Uved on the third floor and
consequently, had set a standard of

behavior towards which one could

only aspire. Moreover, I'd always

wanted to be included in one of those

magazine polls. I mean, when's the

last time Playboy interviewed an

Ei^iman for its college sex report?

With trembling hands, I began to dial

her number.
"Joyce?" I asked with trepidation.

"Hi!" Then, taking a deep breath, 1

began.

"This is Doug Swift from the

Amherst College Student calling. \

underst—

"

"Oh, hi there!" Exclaimed the

voice at the other end. "Thanks so

much for calling! I was just about to

call you, as a matter of fact! " Then,

without 80 much as pausing to catch

her breath, she launched into a ten

minute monologue describing the

piece she wanted me to write for

Gallery.

I was shocked. Everything was
going so smoothly—too smoothly in

fact. I began to wonder who was
putting whom on. Her answers only

made the matter more confusing.

Is Amherst an elitist school? the

topic began. If so, is this elitism

inherent, and does it carry forward

into public life? If not, then in what
ways is your school not eUtist? "But
you don't have to answer the second

half," she quickly added, "because it

doesn't apply to you. Just tell us in 35-

65 lines why Amherst is elite."

I tried to questiorr her about the

philosophy behind^tbe college forum
and how it fit into a magazine like

Gallery.

"Was it an attempt to boost the

magazine's appeal among the college

crowd and project a more intellectual

image?" I wondered.

"Oh, no, nothing like that," she

assured me. "It just seemed like a

good idea. Gallery is a typical men's
magazine with sexy pictures and good

articles. Hustler is 50 cuts below us, in

my opinion. In fact, I used to work for

Hustler. When I went to Gallery I hid

the fact, but they eventually found out

and it became an asset. When 1 found

this out I also told them that I went to

a nudist camp to research a book I'm

writing on pop sociology, and they

loved it!"

I reluctantly informed her that I

still had qualms alwut getting a byline

in a magazine like hers, not to men-
tion the picture she wanted me to

include with the article. She quickly

moved to allay all my fears. "Because
you write for a meat magazine won't

hurt your journalistic plans later on,"

she steadfastly maintained.

On that note I said good-bye,

wishing her the best of luck with her

book. I couldn't bring myself to write

an Amherst scenario for her, but if

you rush down to the News Room this

January you can catch Dave's piece

which, she informed us last week, was
so good that "we're going to put it in

the middle of the magazine rather

than in the back with all the weird

ads".

Good night, Joyce. Good Luck,

Dave.

These Williams students currently on Sweet Briar's Junior Year in France pOM
while attending • small fete. In the front row, from lelt to right, art Diana

Pictrazewski, Anna Stiullenberger, and Julie Dunn. Behind them are Bill

Fleming, Dave Simpson, and Nancy Gray. (photo by Sarfarty)

Viewpoint

Condidafes Forum
by Garrick Leonard

Lack of enthusiastic, well-versed

speakers and an excited audience

proved to be the undoing of Monday
night's Candidates' Forum. En-
visioned as an opportunity for

students to sound out peer
representatives for Carter, Ford and

McCarthy on their candidate's stands,

the evening developed into a rehash of

the first Presidential Det>ate, com-

plete with vague platitudes and

conflicting figures.

While each of the three represen-

tatives appeared to possess a certain

degree of general knowledge about

their candidate's positions on issues,

time and again, when specific

questions came up, the answer was "I

don't know" or "I haven't seen the

papers for a week." The evening's

only moments of excitement came
when harshly phrased questions from

members of the audience threatened

to provoke heated exchanges. Each
such instance, however, was sup-

pressed by the moderator and most of

the audience whose main desire ap-

peared to be to leave as quickly as

possible.

Speaking for President Ford, Bruce
McElvein felt that Carter's economic

proposals might bring "jobs in the

short run but inflation in the long run.

President Ford is for long term
progress." Ford, he stated further,

"does not promise a pie in the sky."

Ken Bertsch, a McCarthy man,
opened his remarks with an admission

of defeat. "I don't think Gene Mc-
Carthy is going to win this year."

Nevertheless, he urged people to vote

for McCarthy as a protest against

having to choose iietween "two of the

finest examples of American

Purple yachters get 'way on
I

by Bruce Doblin

After a five year period of land-

locked oblivion. The Williams

College Yacht Club has begun its

reorganization this fall with high

Slopes and a good wind t>ehind~it. Over
forty people were present at the first

dub meeting and interest in the club

will be gaining momentum throughout

the year.
'''-

Prof. Carl VaVt'Duyne, the faculty

advisor, was pleased atKl.«irprised by
this turnout. As he expIaittB(l.to the

sailors, Williams College was <^ of

the original charter members of the

New England Intercollegiate Sailing

Association, which was formed in the

early 1930's. A recent letter from the

Association stated their "delight to

iiear of the renewed interest of the

Williams club." Harold Brown, acting

secretary of the NESA, suggested in

the letter that he will favor rein-

statement of the Williams Yacht Club
as a Regular Member and allow the

school to avoid the usual required

membership steps. "This move would
l>e in recognition of Williams' role in

hecollege sailing since its inception

added.

Williams had previously been
known for its active and successful

sailing teams. As an "old guard" on

the New England Intercollegiate

Association, Williams sailed against

about thirty other schools in the East,

including Harvard, MIT, Yale,

Princeton, Brown, and Middleburg.

The top contenders in the league this

year appear to the Tufts, Yale, and

the University of Rhode Island.

The highpoint of the teams' com-
petitive history occurred in the spring

of 1959 when Williams placed first in

the major spring regatta of the year

with the help of Chris Smith, Class of

'60. Other past memt>ers of the team
include Robert Bavier who is

associated with Yacliting magazine
and captained the Constellation which

won the 1964 American Cup Races,

and Robert Carrick, a renowned
marine editor who is serving on the

board of the International Marine
Archives. Numerous other Williams'

sailors have taken part in American
Cup races or continued on in the area

of sailing. Stanley Ogiivy, for

example, is known by many as the

'king of the Star Class ' and designs

his own hulls.

The presiding Commodore, Jeb

MC YACHTING page 4

mediocrity." "We expect more," he

concluded. "We expect the best."

Bertsch also provided the most
thoughtful comment of the evening

when he remarked that he would
much rather read Adam Smith than

about Carter or Ford. This reporter

felt that his evening would have been

tietter spent studying Greek.

Garrick Leonard is a freshman at

Williams.

Hous« pr«fidentf

respond to CUL

on interim report
Presidents and social chairman at

Dennett, P«Ty, Gladden and Mark
Hopkins houses met with the Com-
mittee on Undergraduate Life (CUL)
Monday to discuss their reactiona to

the CUL's interim report which was
published last week.

Based on a survey taken Int spring,

'

the report focused on the proldems of

integrating women into the social life

of the houses, the volatile transfer

issue, the "excessive use of alcohol"

and violations of students' rights and
privacy.

House representatives took ex-

ception to many of the reports con-

clusions, especially those concerning

alcohol. Robert Eckelmann, Dennett
House president, reminded the CVL
that alcohol appeared dispropor-

tionately in the budget due to its high

cost, not its excessive use.

Representatives agreed that house

social atmospheres were not entirely

responsible for campus alcoholism,

citing other factors such as academic
pressure and personnel problems, as

major contributors.

Representatives also contested the

report's conclusion that alcohol led to

violations of privacy. The CUL report

also over-estimated problems relating

to integration of women into house'

social life, according to the house

representatives.

Relaxed Sewall returns home
For Richard Sewall '29, visiting

professor of EngUsh for the fall

semester, being at Williams has t>een

"a kind of homecoming, a return of

the native."

I spoke with Sewall in his temporary

home on Forest Rd. and retain the

impression of a man happy to be back

in Uie natural l)eauty of Williamstown.

In a plaid work shirt, he seemed
relaxed and comfortable against a

tiackdrop of mountains and changing

leaves. The sometimes "renetic"

pace of Yale, where Sewall taught for

42 years, seemed remote.

Sewall spoke fondly of his Own
Williams years and reflected upon the

Williams to today. "I'm delighted

with what I see here now. Williams

seems better in every way." Sewall

cited the bigger and more vigorous

faculty as a significant improvement,

as well as co-education aud a more
varied student composition. Though
Sewall enjoyed his years as a member
of Kappa Alpha, he participated in the

movement to abolish fraternities and

termed the current social system as

"much preferable. It's a freer and

more open system, allowing a greater

chance for flexibility and mobility."

The contrast between Yale and

Williams invites comparison, and

Sewall commented on the two en-

vironments. "There is an urban—and

urbane—atmosphere at Yale which 1

don't particularly like. Students seem

more conscious of 'that job" awaiting

them in New York." But Yale's set-

ting, surrounded by graduate schools,

was termed by Sewall as being "in

many ways a good thing. It

dramatizes real possibilities for

students." He also mentioned that

Yale is "a bit more diversified" in its

student body make-up. Sewall went on

to observe, "Although there's more
happening at Yale in one week than

here in a couple of months," Willianis

life is "simple and fine. The {dace

invites thoughtfulness, care, and
contemplation. It's quiet, well

organized, and healthily intellectual."

For the approximately 135 students

enrolled in Sewall's course on tragedy

(English 371), the news from Sewall

that the first set of papers was "better

than the first I usually get at Yale"
was well received. He elaborated: "In

general the papers, even the poorly

written ones, have been done with

more care." Sewall attributed this

fact to the "less hurried" atmosphere
at Williams. "Students here seem
more relaxed. There's more margin
to their Hves." He continued, "I'm
delighted with the concern and at-

tention students are giving the

course."

Sewall's roots to Williamstown
trace back to the time when his

grandfather served as minister of the

Congregational Church. In addition,

his father and two brothers attended

Williams. "It has l>een pleasant and
heartwarming to be back." Looking

around him he promised, "When you

leave, you'll miss these mountains."

As he stood in the driveway, a small

figure beneath the overhanging
maples, I began to think that maybe
you can go home again.

THE

COTTAGE"
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Dine at Williams

Lawrence hosts famed artist

tiMactors rthearting a rafItctiva scana from tha forthcoming Williams Collage

Thaatre production of Henrlk Ibsen's HEODA GABLER. Tills opening

production of the 1974-77 season will perform at the Adams Memorial Theatre
October I3th, 14th, isth, i«th and 17th.

Gabler's torment^ portrayed
"It is not so much about the plight of

woman in the 1890's," commented
Jean-Bernard Bucky, cli^irman of the

Theater department, about his up-

coming production of Hedda Gabler.

"But rather a play about one ex-

traordinary human being's aesthetic

sense and the tragic fact that she

cannot control or manipulate the

reality around her." Ibsen's

masterful view of Hedda Gabler's

torment opens this Wednesday at the

AMT and will run through Sunday.

Tickets are available at the AMT box
office for 50c with a Williams College

The play is one of the most im-

portant of the Swedish playwright

Henrik Ibsen, and is certainly one of

the most powerful tragedies ever

written. It is one of the few
naturalistic pieces which the AMT has
seen in the past few years, though

even that statement in itself must be

qualified. The whole play bursts the

realistic. The set, designed by
Richard Jeter, is simply an acting

space, though accurate to the period—
a parlor which fades into the void of

darkness. According to Bucky, "we
have found a number of moments
particularly obsessed and demonic
which transcend the confines of the

parlor."

Bucky also stressed that although

the social criticism in the play exists,

Stetson library

displays Dante,

exhibits h/iarx
An exhibition of some 42 valuable

and unusual books and prints opened
this week at the Chapin Library of

Williams College. Objects on display

on the second floor of Stetson Hall

were selected from more than 200

items acquired during the past

academic year.

Among items on display are 34

impressive mixed media works by

artist Robert Rauschenberg created

-for an edition of, Dante's Inferno.

Other highlights of the exhibit are an
illustrated Bible printed by John
Baskerville, and 16 issues of the 1761

"New-York Mercury", an important

newspaper from the colonial days of

American history. Also on view are

Karl Marx's Capital in the first

English translation; Scientists

Against Time by James Phinney

Baxter 3rd, president of Williams

from 1937 to 1961, and an 18th century

edition of the works of Josephus, with

three engraved plates by William
Blake

The exhibit, free and open to the

publi(^ is on view 9 a,m. to noon and 1

toSp.m. Mondays through Fridays. It

will remain on display through Oct.

22.

Can manage without car but must
have Stereo)

Will trade 1969 Plymouth Satellite

Convertible with current Insp.

sticker for: Stereo Components

Turntable and-or amps, speakers

of approx. $25.00 value. Call Tim 8

4080 In P.M.

his production will focus more on

Hedda as the story of u human boing

whosefantasies and desires transcend

human possibility. This interpretation

tends to bring out the thematic

universalities which go beyond the

social period view of the piece.

"The characters in Hedda Gabler

are the trolls of Ibsen's earlier epic

plays in middle class clothing,"

continued Bucky. "The whole world

therein is an extraordinarily

predatory one in which people are

moved by passions and instincts that

tend to burst them out of bourgeois

appearance. All the while Ibsen is

exploring the immortal longings of

mankind. So although the play takes

place in a drawing room, there is also

an element of the demonic—
especially in the title character.

"In a realistic work such as this,"

Bucky concluded, "it is the actors that

play the play. There is no room for

much directorial tour de force. The
emphasis is on the engagement of

actors on stage with the creation of

passionate and moving moments. The
collaboration is everything, and the

synthesis is the strength."

by MitcheU Portnoy

It should come as no surprise for

Record readers to learn that currently

on exhibition at the Williams College

Museum of Art (in Lawrence Hall) is

a major retrospective by one of the

foremost living American artists. At

present, it seems, the only events that

occur on this campus that ever make
the typerooms of the New York Times
are football victories, alumni wed-

dings, and art exhibition^. It will

surprise' many, however, to realize

that they have perhaps never even

heard of the world-renowned and
immensely talented Jim Dine.

This sleek and large exhibition,

composed of about 95 magnificient

works, spreads through almost five

gallery rooms in the second story of

the building. It looks especially nice in

the Lawrence Rotunda, which is

considered by this writer to be one of

the most beautiful spaces in American
interior areas. The exhibition com-

mittee has also successfully coped

with the lack-of-space problems in the

small museum by setting up large

"walls" in the center of the East and

West wings, and the Blashfield Room.
Without a doubt, there's a lot to see.

Jim Dine, surmounting the

disadvantages of a Cincinnati

hometown and schooling, arose to

become a member of the Pop Artist

Group, along with Johns, Warhol, and

Claes Oldenburg, the creator of the

much-loved and even more hated

Giant Ice Bag, in the College

collection. Pop Art, a movement that

began more or less in thfe '60's, is a

celebration, put-down, and expression

of the American material culture.

Most of Dine's subject matter is in-

deed quite Pop.

The theme of hand tools, for which

Dine is perhaps most famous is

generously and brilliantly

represented in the show. One cannot

help but be amazed at the

monumentality and forceful

classicism of his axes, sledge ham-

mers and pliers that hold their own
against the huge, lonion columns in

the rotunda. Other times, his paint

Second of Griffin concerts

features flute and recorder
Griffin Hall Concerts will present

Marcia Brown playing flute and
recorder with harpsichordists Victor

Hill and Polly Mattson this Saturday

at 8 p.m. Admission is free to the

second concert of the yearly series.

The program includes a Telemann
sonata for recorder and two harp-

sichords, a work for solo flute by C. P.

E. Bach, a harpsichord suite of Louis

Couperin commemorating the 350th

anniversary of the birth of the com-

poser, a Loeillet sonata for recorder

and continue, a sonata by J. C. Bach
for harpsichord four-hands, and the D
major "Methodical Sonata" for flute

and harpsichord by Telemann.

Marcia Brown first appeared in

Griffin Hall Concerts in 1972 and was

most recently heard in the Handel's

Birthday Concert in ,1975. She
graduated Phi Beta Kappa and with

honors in music from Middlebury

College in 1975. During the summers
of 1974 and 1976 she studied flute at

Tanglewood with James Pap-
poutsakis of the Boston Symphony.
Polly Mattson is a graduate of

Wellesley College, where she was a

student of the American composer
Randall Thompson. She began harp-

sichord studies in 1972 with Victor Hill

and moved to Williamstown a year

ago, where she became director of the

Junior Choir at St. John's Episcopal

Church. She has appeared in two-

harpsichord concerts with Victor Hill

in Williamstown and in Ware.

FREE DELIVERY 458-5634

TACONIC PACKAGE STORE, INC.

79 WATER ST.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS. 01267
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OWNER Dick Solomon

brushes, hbmmers, screw drivers and
pliers seem to be as elegant and ereat^

as a row of London Beefeaters. Still

other times they achieve a sexuality

and obscenity that could not possibly

be discussed at this time or place.

Another common subject of Jim
Dine is clothing. The show abounds
with shoes. One of his ihbst beautiful

lithographs is a huge, red bandana
(appropriately labeled) that seems to

sparkle, like real silk, in gleaming
sunlight. Another less successful but

towering work, entitled Self Portrait,

is simply a colorful, strong bathrobe.

Other subjects included are valentine

hearts, disembodied heads and
sterotypical women
There is only "one" work of

sculpture by Dine in this exhibition. It

is actually composed of five separate

pieces which show a brilliant

metamorphosis from a common
,.

electric fan to a plant. The v/w^,

though libt the most ori^iiar and
clearly derivative from otl^er inajor

artists, is beautiful in its fining

media a^nd graceful fonns.

The show will remain on exhibit for

about a month during the time that

Dine is artist-in-residence at

Williams.

Boaters chart course
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Boucher has also had much sailing

experience. Boucher is assisted by
another avid sailor, Nancy Van
Duyne, a freshman who was also

instrumental in bringing about the

club's rebirth and is serving as the

secretary for the yacht club. Boucher
was impressed with the number of

people interested in the club and also

with the experienced background of

the members. He said, "I think that

Williams College will be a top con-

tender in the New England racing

circuit after a few' semesters of

racing. Collegiate racing is a very

different sort of competition than

most sailors are accustomed to. The
emphasis here is on tactics and not

speed. Many experienced sailors find

it is a completely different ball game.
Past successes and racing experience

do not n^essarily lead to a successful

collegiate career."

Boucher is extremely optimistic

about the new club and hopes that this

year will serve to build a foundation

for it. Lectures, movies and speakers

will be used during the year to

maintain interest and participation

throughout the renaissance period. It

is hoped that John Marshall, the noted
sail designer will come to Williams
and speak to the club. Boucher would
like to see some of the more active

alumni sailors come forward to lend

support to the club during its

reorganization.

Van Duyne, the faculty sponsor,

also has high hopes for the team this

year. There is "a lot of interest, quite

a bit of ability, and the chances of an
active and successful team are quite

high," he remarked. Van Duyne sees

the club as serving a twofold purpose.

First, it allows a team to participate

in intercollegiate racing, and second,

it helps those students who are in-

terested in learning how to sail on a

non-competitive basis.

Van Duyne brings a lot of sailing

experience to the club as an avid

sailor. He raced in the individual finn

class for the United States in the 1968

Olympics and placed third in the finn

world competition in 1970. Once the

club gains momentum, though, it will

be turned over to the Commodore, and
will become primarily a student run
organization.

"This year should serve as an ex-

periential year for the team,"
Boucher concluded, "and a testing

period to determine if the

reorganization of the yacht club is

possible. I am quite optimistic, and I

am certain that once the club achieves

good standing and participates in a
few races, many more will open up to

us and we wilLbe on our way."
If the team is successful, and there

is sufficient interest, Boucher hopes
that in the future Williams may be
able to purchase their own small fleet

and perhaps sponsor their own
regatta here at Williams. These plans

Boucher admits are long range in

scope and depend upon the per-

formance of the team in the next few
years.

This year may not be smooth sailing

for the newly reorganized Williams
Yacht club, but they are definitely on
the right course.

Council supports

open meetings
CC from page 1

Following the vote Mitchell said

that the Council's action would have
"some effect" on the CEP and that he
would reconsidet^his support of closed

meetings in light of that action.

Mitchell stated, "I dohot see this vote

as a rebuke of my vote or Stand on the

CEP." H-e still maintained that

Record coverage of the CEP was not
wholly desirable and claimed that he

has been misrepresented by the paper
as further proof of his reasons for

backing the closed meeting concept.

The council also accepted two
Elections Committee reports, filling

the vacancies on the new Food Ser-

vices Committee and on the Com-
mittee for Review of the Freshman
Year.

TONIGHT !

!

ACEC PRESENTS

Arlo Guthrie !

!

AT

Lansing Chapman Rink

The Show Starts at 9:00 P.M.

TICKETS WILL BE ON SALE AT THE DOOR FORIS.I
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Purple rowers prepare

for first race Sunday

Matt Watkins, Jim Holmes, Brian Norris, Dan Fox, John Reynolds, Prentice

Weattiers, Scott Stevenson, Ramsey Stabler & Cox Andy Sisson ctiurn ttie

waters of Lake Onota in preparation for upcoming regattas.

Splashers debut tonight
SWIMMING from page «

freestylers Keron Walker and Chantel

Cleland along with exchange

distancewoman Carol-Ann Smalley

allows Samuelson mor^ flexibility in

his lineup than ever before. Tonight,

for instance, Pearsall will cover the

Purple's one real weak spot, the

breaststroke events, while Murphy
fills in for her in the individual

medley. This leaves the 50 backstroke

for junior Barb Bonner and soph

Laura Marrack.

With all their new faces and four

upperclass rookies as well, "the team
is much stronger in freestyle, from

sprints to distance," Samuelson notes.

As Morrow's injured ankle heals, his

options will broaden even further.'

The return of diver Mary South-

worth from foreign study affords the

Ephwomen both depth and experience

Ruggers prepare

for alumni match
- -RUGBY from page t -^-

aggressive newcomers and veterans.

Standoff Tom Kondell and inside Jack

DuPre h^ve combined speed and size

to pace the line attack, getting plenty

of help from Jamie Edwards, Larry

Hyde, Jim Maxwell, and Jamie
Barickman. One of the line's greatest

assets seems to be its depth.

Rounding out the "A" side are

wingers Sam Hanchett and Byrne
Kelly and fullback Joe "Dewey"
Powers. The trio's flypaper hands and

quickness afoot have made them
threats on the squad.

Williams will attempt to move over

the .500 mark Saturday morning,

battling the "Olde Farts" from the

alumni team. The game is slated to

begin at 11:00 on Cole Field, and

usually ends in plenty of time to make
it to the football field in time for

kickoff.

CUSTOM
FRAMING
7<, KK%>IK SHOP

r THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINBS-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

off the one meter board for the first

time ever. Southworth, who won
almost every event she entered as a

sophomore club team member, has

able backing from frosh Betsy Shorb
and exchange Laurie Norton.

The Purple get 10 days to recover

from tonight's intergender match up
before embarking on a string of seven

meets in a month. They host Union,

the second of three home pool op-

ponents, on Oct. 18.

by Michael Behrman
Have you ever wondered who the

irten on the stepe of Chapin Hall each

afternoon are? These men make up
one of the least publicized and hardest

working teams at Williams College.

They are members of the Williams

Grew; .
-

Each day the team travels by bus to

Pittsfield to get in a grueling practice

of running and rowing. Their hard

work has paid off over the last few

years as the team hfis enjoyed

tremendous success.
,

Last year the varsity lightweights

(under 165 lbs.) went undefeated and

placed second in last spring's

prestigious Dod-Vail Regatta in

Philadelphia. Returning from this

same squad are coxswain Andy Sisson

and seven of eight' oarsmen. Captain

Ramsey Stabler heads the list of

returnees along wit h Scott Stevenson,

Prentice Weathers, Dan Fox, John

Reynolds, Brian Norris, and Matt

Watkins. Mark Pogue, Tom Davis,

and John Harney are vying for the

final spot.

The heavyweight crew also looks

strong and is a good bet to improve on

last year's .500 record. Coxswain Witt

McKay and captain Steve Pagnotta

lead the squad, which fedtuces six of

last year's eight rowers. Also back are

Dave Hitchcock, Gavin Watson, John

Transfer guidelines sought
The Housing Committee met

Monday to discuss semester plans and

to decide on a method for setUing

party planning conflicts.

Addressing general housing policy

considerations in the early fall, the

committee agreed to aim for a

January announcement of the specific

mechanics of this spring's house

transfer process.

Jamie Barickman and Sally Coney,

committee co-chairmen, expressed

their Concern about the major turn-

over of committee members which

will occur in the second term. "We
hope to have settled the transfer issue

before new house presidents are

elected and we lose the experience

now on the committee," Barickman
said.

The group discussed conflicts

between the freshman class and

upperclass houses over the use of

major dining halls for parties,

deciding that the committee would

resolve such problems in the future.

enzis

Dom - Have you seen our

Star Trek Greeting Cards?

PRESENTS
Friday, October 8th

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington at 7 & 9:30 PM
WILD IN THE STREETS AT 11:30 PM

This week's main presentation is "MR. SMITH G6ES TO
WASHINGTON" at 7 and 9:30 pm, Frank Capra directs Jimmy

Stewart who plays an idealistic Boy Scout leader who accidently

becomes a U.S. senator. His belief in Truth and Justice takes a

beating as he faces the reality of Washington politics.

Our second feature is "WILD IN THE STREETS" at 11:30 pm.

Christopher Jones stars in a totally trash movie of a rock idol who Is

elected president of the United States and sets up a new govern

ment where everyone over 30 is through.

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: GUYS & DOLLS

Snyder, and Mike Austin. Paul
Shlanta and Stanford transfer Pete

VanOot should be dapable df filling

the openings on the squad.

Although the heavy part of the

schedule does not come until spring,

the cre)v >yiU have two major races

tliis fall, The Head of the Connecticut

on October 10 and the Head of the

Charles on October 17. Both of these

will be tough three mile races as

opposed to the spring when many
races are only 2000 meters.

The team is pointing to the Head of

the Charles race as this will be an all-

day event featuring many of trie top

crews in the country. The course

winds along the Charles River
through Boston and is not only loiig

but also very treacherous.

CAlifORNJA
CHRISTMAS aiGHTS

$259
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISC<
Roundtrip from
Hartford. Boston $269

PhntaxAMrvk*.

trovel••k\-A\K*jL*

233NaPlMtantSt.
AmlMnt, Mats. 01002

Contact us today.

Seats are limited.

Fro* procliuro (413) 549-1256

MOUNT HItUAHS

GRGENH

Tropical Foliage Plants

and
Hanging Plants

Fresh cut flowers grown in

our seven greenhouses

F.T.D.

OPEN 9-5, MON.-SAT.

1090 State Road (Route 2)

(At Williamstown line)

DELIVERY

North Adams
663-8665

SQUASH SALEM
30% off on all Racquets

) .

Home of the Purple Cow Squash Cover

Australian Green Unbreakable Squash Balls - $2.50

Authentic Rugby Shirts - $17.95

Gant Rugby Shirts - $15.00

Williams Co-op
Spring Street .

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS

Come and see why everyone is

— trying to keep «p w^^^^ls^

Fine Wines

The Best Selection in the Area

Many Varietal and Estate Bottled Wines

low Prices

!

West's Package Store
Route 2 — Between W & NA

OPEN8:00«m- 11:00pm

Save on Case Lots

FORTHE BEER DRINKER

Bring In The Advertisement Worth 50' Oft

THE PRICE OFF ONE CASE OF YOUR FAVORITE BEER
Offer Good Until Nov.1

OCTOBERFEST BEER NOW AVAILABLE
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Dartmouth Green slips past soccer Ephs, 2-1
^ by RicKard Abram*

Williams booten came off on the

losing end of a tough 2-1 decision with

Dartmouth, in Hanover, Wednesday
afternooa Despite playing a mufti

stronger game then they did at

Middlebury, the Ephmen saw their

record slip to 1-2 for the season.

Although playing aggressive,
physical ball, the kickers found their

backs to the wall after they fell behind
as a result of two "bad" Dartmouth
goals. With 15:30 left in the first half,

Dartmouth's center fullback followed

up a cleared comer kick with a 35-

yard volley kick that goaUe Skip

Grossman, screamed on the play,

couldn't handle. Perhaps even more
annoying was the Big Green's second
tally, which came only 0:06 into the

second half, catching a bewildered

Williams club off guard.

However, as opposed to last

Saturday's game, Williams demon-
strated an ability to come back. An
initial letdown following Dartmouth's

second goal gave way to continued

pressure on the Dartmouth defense.

Finally, Peter Berra pounded home a

rebound on a misplayed ball. Frqm^
the(i on the Epb's »aw aU their surges
thwarted by tight defensive play.

Near misses by Hank Osborne and
Jim Hield in the waning moments

almost put a damper on Dartmouth's

first soccer victory over Williams in

eight years.

"The only frustration was the type

of goals we gave up", coach Jeff

Vennell said in retrospect. Indeed,

except for a slow start by the Purple,

both teams were evenly matched
throughout the contest. It was the type

of game that could have gone either

way.

Cited for outstanding play by coach

Vennell were Berra, playing in place

of an injured John Friborg, Osborne,

and the entire defensive unit. This

seems to follow the pattern of the

previous games in which the defense

did a fine job, and much of the failure

appeared to be due to lack of offensive

pressure, the team moves the ball

extremely well across the field, but

remains slow in seeing openings. Too
much passing and not enough shooting

inside the goal area continues to be a

major problem.

Then what are th^ hooter's chances

Face coed chjilenge

Swimmers take on Vossor in debut

for turning the season around? Junior
halfback Ted Rouse seems to think

that "it was a vast improvement over

. Middlebury, and it looks like we're
J finally rolling". Hopefully, the worst

has passed, because Williams facet a
tough Trinity squad at Cole Field on
Saturday, not to mention perennial

powers Harvard and Connecticut in

later games. "If we play as wcU as we
did against Dartmouth, I'm hopeful",

says coach Vennell. In order to live up
to their potential, the team is going to

have to rely on a lot more than hope.

The time to turn the season around is

now. This team is far too talented to

allow the opportunity for a stellar

season to elude their grasp.

Questionnaire
In ai\^ effort to ascertain the

female students' degree of interest

in various intramural sports

programs, the physical education

department will distribute a

questionnaire-survey to all

William's women next w«ek. The
department urges students to

respond seriously to the
questionnaire as its results will

determine the scope of the future

intramural program for women at

the college.

by Dennis O'Shea

Litigation filed by radical feminist

athletes and a threatened skin suit

burning by members of the men's
varsity notwithstanding, the women's
varsity swim team takes on a coed

squad from Vassar tonight at 7 p.m. in

Muir Pool. The season debut pits the

Ephwomen against a team that most
likely will be almost half male.

Vassar coach Jeanne Appenzeller's

experiment with equal opportunity

athletics results from a sudden
downturn of interest in women's
swimming at the Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

school.

As they open their second year of

varsity-level competition, Coach Carl

Samuelson's Ephs seek to preserve an
unblemished dual meet record that

includes a 66-47 triumph over a

straight women's team from Vassar

in last season's opener. They buried a

total of six head-on opponents, while

finishing first and second in a pair of

invitationals.^ The campaign's only

real disappointment was a triangular

meet loss to New England
powerhouses UMass and Mount
Holyoke.

With the graduation of breastroker

Sue Buck and her sister Carol's

decision to study abroad, and with

captain Randall Morrow hobbling

around on crutches, only two of last

year's five big guns are sure starters

tonight. On the other hand, between

them sophomore returnees Manila
Pearsall and Nina Murphy accounted

for 14 of 23 College record smashing

performances in 1975. Pearsall

currently holds all or part of seven

College standards, while Mur(^y
owns at least a share of five.

The matriculation of freshmen
see SWIMMING pages

P. E. Registration
Registration for Physical

Education for second quarter
(October 27 - December 8) will be

held at the P.E. Office, Lasell Gym
on Thursday, October 14 and
Friday, October 15 and week of

October 18.

Ephs psyche up for Trinity
by Tim Layden

It's kind of like getting out of the

frying pan and straight into the fire,

except maybe not quite as bad. It's

more like staying right in the frying

pan. The Williams football team
suffered its first loss in fourteen

games, 3-0 to Middlebury last

weekend and now face a talented,

veteran Trinity team on Weston Field

Saturday.

The Trinity-Willianft rivalry has

been a bitter one. Williams handed the

Bantams a 17-14 setback two years

ago, and both teams went on to go 7-1,

Williams narrowly being named the

top small school in New England.

Last season the Bantams suffered

only two losses on the year, to

Amherst and Wesleyan. The Bantams
tied Williams 3-3, and robbed the Ephs
of their first unbeaten-untied season.

"Trinity is definitely comparable to

Middlebury," says Williams head

coach Bob Odell, "and this is a pivotal

game for them." The Bantams will be

bringing one of the stingiest defenses

in the East into Williamstown, having

yielded only 240 yards in two easy

wins.

The Bantams have handled
Bowdoin (30-14) and Bates (28-0).

Leading the Trinity defense have been

,^ a pair of hard-hitting lonebackers,

senior Mike Leverone and sophomore
Joe Delano. The Trinity defensive-

secondary has pilfered five enemy

aerials, while defensive ends Rich

Uluski and Don Grabowski lead the

team in sacks.

As far as attacking the Trinity

defense goes, Odell says that "We are

getting back to basics." The Ephs
offense will be without the services of

center Lew Kitchin, who is out for the

season, and Scott Harrington, a key

halfback is questionable with a back

ailment. Freshman Gus Nuzzolese

has been pressed into varsity action

as a result of injuries and may see

action.

The rest of the Williams backfield

should remain intact, with a

possibility of one change up front.

Tight end Kurt Anderson has rein-

jured his already broken thumb and

Herb McCormick may tie forced to

move back over to the spot which he

played a year ago. Tim Dunn, Brian

Fales, Joe Maguire, Ken Schoetz, and

Dave Maltzan round out the front line.

Odell plans to use a great deal of

trapping and double-teaming up front,

"to help out some of our younger

guys."

Offensively, Trinity uses two
quarterbacks, senior Rob Claflin and

sophomore Mike Foye, neither is an

exceptional thrower, but both are

good leaders who get the job done.

The Bantams count on senior three-

year veteran Pat Heffernan (6' 3",

215), no relation to Middlebury's Roy,

to lead their offense. The bruising

fulll>ack picked up over 90 yards

against the Ephs last year and will

again be the man to watch. "He's a

good one," says Odell.

Odell expects the Bantams to keep
the ball primarily on the ground, but

is leary of the deep threat, "They're

very dangerous, hable to throw

anything at us." Williams will open

with the same defense which has iseen

so successful for two weeks.

Co-defensive players of the week,

seniors Emmett Creahan, Jim
Spaulding, and Dave Libardi will head

the Eph defense, which plans to keep

playing its deep l>acks up tight to the

line and dare Trinity to throw the ball.

Saturday's contest will mark the

first time the Ephs have had to bounce

back from a loss in nearly two years,

it should be interesting. Game time is

1:30 on Weston Field with WCFM
beginning coverage at 1:20.

John Greer alertly spots ttie ball squirting out from tlie rugby scrum, and
prepares to grab it. The A side ruggers play the Alumni "Old-Farts" Saturday

at 11 on Cole Field.

Ruggers square record
Marshall Partington, backed by the

hard-working line of Dave I.«vy, Vic

Zerbino, Charlie Davis, Jim Stuart,

and Jim Hutchings.

Wing forwards John Haitt, Mike

Krikorian, and Karl Webster team

with sophs Clint Willis and Ken Quinn

to add even greater punch to the

squad.

The Williams line has been led by

the hard hitting and sure passes d
captain and scrum half, John Greer.

Aiding Greer have been a host of

see RUGBY page 5

Dwelling on the far corner of Cole

Field for much of the fall has been the

Williams Rugby Football club,

diligently practising their own form of

"organized mayhem" for several

weeks and evening their season

record at 1-1 in preparation for

Saturday's annual alumni contest.

The team rebounded from an opening

game loss to Columbia with a 9-6 win

over traditionally tough Albany. Law
last Saturday.

Pacing the Williams scrum have

been hookers Bill O'Reilly and

Layden on Sports:

The Competitive Attitude

Junior tennis duef
wins weeMy honor
The women's tennis doubles team of

junior Amy Sterling and senior Holly

Prentice have been named the

Record's athletes of the week. The duo

presently owns the only unbeaten

record on the team, which is 5-1 on the

season, having lost only to powerful

Yale. Sterling and Prentice were one

of only two doubles teams to poet wins

in the Yale match and sport a 6-0

record on the season.

HONORABLE MENTION—
Jim Spaulding—Senior linebacker

for the 1-1 varsity football team,

Spaulding was the leading tackier on

the Williams defense which kept the

Ephs in the game in Saturday's tough

3-0 loss to Middlebury. For his per-

formance, Spaulding was named one

of three co-defensive players of the

week.

of the fledgling women's cross-

country-team, she notched top honors

in the Brandeis Invitational meet last

Sunday.

Charles Oudin—Freshman member
of the varsity fall golf team, he'posted

a five-over-par 77, tb grab medalist

honors in the Ephs easy double win

over Albany St. and R.P.I.

Athletes of the Week Holly Prentice

(left) and Amy Starling (right)

( photo by Oetlegen

)

Attitude, confidence, morale,

pessimism, momentum, all creatures

of the mind which, to anyone who has

ever participated in sports, are beasts

which can wreak greater havoc on a

field of competition than any safety

blitz, suicide squeeze, or full-court

press.

It is certainly mind-boggling to

imagine the number of times a team
has been beaten by their own attitude,

or lack of it. Think of how often a team
loses because it thinks it should lose,

tiecause it feels intimidated.

For example, to start on the lowest

end of the spectrum. Remember the

first time you ever faced a Little

League pitcher, who was undoubtedly

a foot taller than you and sported a

five-o-clock shadow? Your coaches,

your father, and your older brother all

told you, "just keep your eye on the

ball, and follow through."

Nothing to it, right? Wrong. All it

took was one fastball that you not only

didn't see, but didn't even dare look at

for you to put one foot in -the bucket

and one eye on the safety on the

bench. Of course, some spunky
bugger would stand in and get a hit

later in the game and you'd give it a

try yourself and see that it was all in

your head, but that's all it takes.

Remember the first time you played

a contact sport, be ' it hockey or

football or whatever against a team
which looked like a bunch of Greek

giants as they warmed up? Your

coach told you: "Don't worry, the

bigger they are the harder they fall."

Fine coach, you hit 'em then. Anyway
before long, you'd hit 'em, and sure

enough, down they go. It was all in

your head, but that's all it takes.

Here's one that applies to all sp<ms,

contact, non-c<mtacti male, female,

you name it. Trying to knock off the

champ is the toughest thing of all. The

champ is on top, the champ has

confidence, the champ has niomen-

tum. Oh sure, everybody is gunning

for you, but where would you rather

be, on top or trying to get there?

To bring this all into some sort of

Williams perspective, the Williams

College football team has been the

king of the hill of New England small

college football for a couple of years

now, and around every comer was a

gun-slinging opponent waiting for the

Ephs to "draw."

Well, last Saturday, the young,

injury prone Ephs "drew" first on the

Middlebury Panthers and the Pan-

thers scor«l a direct hit End of story,

right—the Panthers head off into the

sunset and Williams goes home to

mommy with a bloody nose, having

been hit back for the first time.

Not quite, the Ephs couldn't do this

if they wanted to. The big bully from

the other side of town is standing

between Williams and wound-hcking.

The Ephs, no longer riding the crest of

a long winning streak, no longer in-

timidating teams with their Purple

helmets alone, face another of the

season's tough foes Saturday.

Trinity College has been one of the

Ephs most frustrating and frustrated

opponents for the past two years. Two
years ago, Trinity outgained Williams

all afternoon only to have a long punt

.

return called back and lose, 17-14. -

Last year Trinity hit harder than

anything the Ephs faced all season on

route to 7-«-l, and the result was a tie.

It could be last year the Bantams
feared the likes of Perry, Palladino,

Parker, etc. and that might have been

(he difference. Who knows, maybe it

was all in their head. No such troubles

for the hungry invaders from the

South this year.

This year Trinity comes into the

contest with a 2-0 record, sporting a

pair of impressive wins and a very

stubborn defense. Rumor has it the

Bantams really wanted Williams last

year; their loss to Williams in '74

ruined an unbeaten season. This year,

the Bantams come in to Williams on

top, with all kinds of returning

veterans. And no doubt confident that

this is the year to show Williams what
its like to look up at someone rather

thaii Tlown at the world.

It should be very interesting to see

how well the Bantams play with a

little confidence. But it should be a lot

more interesting to see how the Ephs
respond to their first loss in 14 games
and their first underdog role in cen-

turies tosomeone other than Amherst
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Board expresses its

oppositioiT to
The Board of Trustees issued a

statement Saturday stressing its

"resolute opposition to efforts of

fraternities to re-establish themselves

among Williams undergraduates"
following its quarterly meeting
Saturday morning.

The statement comes in the wake of

renewed attention to the existence of

fraternities in the Williamstown area.

Dean of the College Peter Berek had
discussed at the September 15 faculty

meeting the formation the Adelphic

Literary Society, which he charac-

terized as having links to the Alpha
Delta Phi International fraternity.

The ALS has since disbanded.

According to President John W.
Chandler, the trustees had expressed

concerni over the continued existence

of fraternity activity in the

Williamstown area.

At least two fraternities, Theta

Delta Chi and Kappa Alpha, maintaiii

chapter houses in Vermont. College

officials and officials of nationt^

fraternities reported that each year

since the abolition of all fraternity

activity on campus in 1969 alumni

have contacted the College and un-

dergraduates have contacted national

fraternities with the purpose of

restarting chapters on campus.

Chandler said that the trustees were
leaving decisions on specific actions

to be taken with regard to the con-

tinued fraternity activities up to the

administration. Among recom-
mendations made by individual
members of the Board of Trustees
was that some alumni be asked to

contact other alumni to express the

College's position on fraternities.

No specific j(ctiOns have been

adopted by the administration,

Chandler indicated.

A rough draft of the statement

adopted by the trustees was drafted

by several College officials and

presented to the trustees' Executive

Committee. That committee made
several changes in the statement.

which is as much an endorsement of

the residential house system as an

attack on continued fraternity ac-

tivity, including some suggested by

members of the trustees' Committee

on Campus Life as a result of that

committee's meeting with House
Presidents Thursday night. Chandler

noted.

According to Chandler, because of

time constraints the trustees were

unable to devote much time to

discussing questions raised by the

house presidents concerning whether

the present housing policies were

fulfilling the trustees notions of the

goals of the residential house system.

'High winds blew loose a 40 foot metal strip from ttie rod of Sawyer Library

Saturday, requiring removal by a security officer. The library also experienced

a VO-minute power shortage, as did Tyler House and Mission Park, (photo Read)

Chandler holds

conference on

trustee action
by Chip Buckner

President John Chandler and
Treasurer Francis Dewey III

discussed trustee action in a press

conference held in the President's

office Saturday aftemooa Trustees

discussed the fate of Mt. Hope Farm,
Cluett Mansion, budget priorities,

admissions, degrees and many other

topics.

The College trustees approved
recommendations to dispose of

several pieces of College property.

The land affected is a five-acre plot at

the corner of Church and Southworth

see TRUSTEES pages

Statement issued by Board of

Trustees, 9 October 1976
Against a historical l)ackground of rising campus discontent with

fraternities, the Trustees in June, 1962 concluded that Williams could t)est

realize its potential as a residential college by providing facilities for the

housing, dining, and social needs of all its students. In October, 1968, after

observing that continuing fraternity activity was incompatible with the

newly emerging residential house system, the Trustees requested alumni
and undergraduate officers of the remaining fraternities to terminate all

fraternity activities. A resolution strongly supporting the action of the

Trustees was approved by the Faculty without dissent. Virtually all

fraternities complied immediately with the College's request.

Following the transition to the residential house system, the College

witnessed wider student participation in opportunities tft-Jk rewarding
undergraduate life. The present house system has enjoyed strong support

from Williams undergraduates for more than a decade, and its flexibility

makes it responsive to new ideas and needs as these are perceived first-hand

by responsible college committees.

The Trustees reaffirm their commitment to the College's residential

house system and emphasize their resolute opposition to efforts of frater-

nities tore-establish themselves among Williams undergraduates, including

continuing fraternity activity in and near WiUiamstown by small numbers of

students, or indeed to any fraternity activity which hampers the effective

fulfillment of the College's educational goals.

To avoid misunderstanding, we wish to fnake clear our support for the

rights of students to form or join any of the many formal or informal groups
that are appropriate to this college community and consistent with Williams'

educational program. But we remind all concerned that the Regulations of

the College prohibit participation by undergraduates in fraternities as a

matter of educational policy and that violations will be subject to ap-

propriate penalties.

Town organizes in search for girl
by John Rindlaub

More determined than ever, a

mixed group of 50 police, firemen,

students and other volunteers

gathered in the Mission Park parking

lot by 10:00 a.m. yesterday to begin

the fourth day's search for Cynthia

Krizack. By late afternoon, .still

nothing had been revealed.

"Try to keep in line," Patrolman
Edward J. Morin, who is in charge of

coordinating the search, told his

volunteers. "Look for- jeans, a tur-

tleneck and books. You've got to look

for an arm or leg, otherwise you're not

going to see her."

Police Chief Joseph Zoito said he

still cannot explain the disappearance

of the l7-year-old girl, daughter of Dr.

and Mrs. David Krizack of 42 South-

worth St. Yet he suspected that she

may be in the one square mile

surrounding her house and the Sawyer
Library.

Cynthia disappeared after 8:00 p.m.

Thursday on her way from her home
to the library. According to Morin,

"Nobody's placed her at the library.

But you just don't vanish."

The hunt began with an extensive

search of the College campus on

Friday and Saturday by Outing Club

CyntMa Kriiack disappeared in Williamstown last Thursa«)(^night. She is S'4"

witti blue eyes, brown hair, and was last seen wearing blue jeanji. If you have

any information, please call the town police at 4St-S733. '>^

members and other volunteers, said

Walter O'Brien, head of College

Security. Other searchers, operating

in twos, explored what Zoito called

"hot spots" in town, the places where

teenagers congregate, but found

nothing.

A scuba diver, Thomas Brady, Jr. of

North Adams, walked Cole Field pond

off Stetson Road late Friday night.

The twenty or more student

volunteers yesterday morning joined

members of the Williamstown Police

Auxiliary under charge of George

Wiles; Northern Berkshire
Emergency Communications Club of

Adams; and the Gale House Company
under direction of Chief Edward
McGowan.
Zoito said Cynthia was punctual and

always told her parents of her

whereabouts. "It is odd," he said,

"that a girl this punctual can't be

placed." It does seem unlikely that

the girl, supposedly carrying Grendal

by John Gardner and Young Man
Luther by E. Erickson would . be

rui^ning away.
"Today's search will cover the

same square mile," Zoito said

yesterday, "but will be much more
detailed." He added that although the

F.B.I, was unofficially helping in the

search, they cannot officially act until

it is determined that she has been

abducted across state lines.

O'Brien concluded late yteterday,

"I doubt if they'll continue a con-

centrated search in the area. All the

usual possibilities have been
exhausted. Now police can only hope

for leads."

Alplia Delta Phi confirms

fliQt ALS lios disbanded
The Adelphic Literary Society

(ALS), a student organization which

had links to the Alpha Delta Phi In-

ternational fraternity, has notified the

International Headquarters of its

dissolution, Robert S. Price, president

of the international fraternity, con-

firmed in a letter to Record editor

David R. Ross.

The ALS had announced its

dissolution to the College community
through an open letter dated Septem-
ber 28.

The letter from Price (which ap-

pears in full on page 2) noted that the

members of ALS "had asked us to

note their Society's existence, which
we did, and now have asked us to note

their Society's dissolution, which we
did."

According to Price, the in-

ternational fraternity's newsletter did

not list Williams as having an active

chapter. ALS was listed as an "af-

filiate"—a word which Price

described as "lacking in precision."

The Record had reported that Dean
Peter Berek informed the faculty that

Williams was listed as having an

active chapter.

The letter , also claimed that a

summer meeting between College and

fraternity officials was set up at the

fraternity's request. A College official

described this as not totally accurate.

The letter stated that the result of

the College's position of fraternities
'

'was to put the members of ALS in the

stance of disloyalty to their College."

"As loyal Williams men, they were
and are unwilling to embarrass their

College, whether it be right or

wrong," the letter explained.

Price was very critical of College

policy charging that "The rigid

father-knows-best attitude that the

College took reflects little confidence

in the maturity of Williams'

students."

"We regret only our inability to

convince the College that, when only

seven per cent of the students want to

do something and 93 per cent don't,

the seven per cent minority need not

behave exactly as the 93 per cent

majority does," Price wrote.

President Chandler stresses a point in Saturday's press confaratic* «s N«ws
Director Andrea Diehl listens. The conference covered the result* of trustee

meetings. (photo by Read)

CEP question sent to faculty
The CEP decided Monday af-

ternoon, on prompting from the

Steering Committee, to defer to the

Faculty on the question of whether the

CEP's meetings should be open or

closed to the stddent body ^and

whether a Record reporter should be

allowed to attend.

According to the chairman of the

CEP, Associate Professor George R.

Goethals, there were many mixed
feelings about the subject in light of

the College Council's resolution

asking that all student-faculty

committees be made open to the

student body. "I'm keeping my mind
open about it and so are many
others", Goethals added.

Also discussed at Monday's meeting

was the possibility of a report on the

disparity in grading between the

different departments at Williams.

Goethals said that members of the

committee questioned what
educational issues, if any, would be

raised by such a report A similar

report was compiled in 1972 by

Associate Provost David A. Booth.

Goethals said the 1972 report resulted

in very little change.

Jim Cohen, News Editor of the

Record, spoke for 10 minutes on the

need for Record coverage of CEP
meetings. "Reading the minutes, then

talking to committee members is an
inadequate system of reporting," he

said. "The reporter should have free

access to information."

~X<
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by David F.Grady
In this Presidential election year,

the voting public is understandably
focused on the race for the White
House. NevertKel'ess, various other

choices must also be made at the

polling place on November 2nd, in-

cluding, for Berkshire voters, the

election of a State Senator.

Wllliamstown is in the Berkshire

State Senate district, which en-

compasses all of Berkshire County
except for a few small towns near the

Connecticut border. The district is

dominated by the city of Pittsfield,

which casts roughly 40 per cent of the

vote. It is an example of a "swing"

Letter: Alpha Delta Phi reply
'o the wlitnr- ' ' 'To the editor:
Members of the former Adelphic

Literary Society ("ALS") have sent

me copies of your newspaper articles

on their activities. They also sent to

me a letter similar to that which we
discussed in our telephone con-

versation last week. I want to confirm

'to you that they informed us that they

have dissolved their society. Since

there was never any formal bond
between their group and us, there is

no formal action for us to take. They
had asked us only to note their

Society's existence, which we did, and
have now asked us to note their

Society's dissolution, which we have.

However, there are a few inad-

vertent misstatements in your article

that I would like to correct. First, the

meeting between College officials and

us was set up at our request. I can
assure you that no "evasive or con-

flicting answers" to questions were
given. Our reason for requesting the

meeting \<'as to lay out for the College

thefacts about ALS and.the position of

our Fraternity. We confirmed the-

facts and our position in writing in a

lengthy letter to President Chandler.

He, too, replied at length- and in

writing. If there was any vagueness in

anyone's mind after that exchjange, it

was not due to lack of effort "on our

part and Dr. Chandler's part. There
was never any evasiveness at any

time by anyone.

Second, the Adelphic Literary

Society is not the name Alpha Delta

Phi used at its founding. It has used its

own name since it was founded in 1832

at Hamilton College as a literary

society. Third, we did not list Williams

as having an active Chapter in our

newsletter, XAIPE. The ALS was
shown as an "affiliate"—a word
lacking in precision but intended to

indicate that the ALS existed but was
not a Chapter.

Finally, your description of the

Administration as l)eing "worried" is

rather understated, although we tried

to convince the Administration that it

had nothing to fear from us. We and
the ALS specifically pointed out to the

Administration the similarity of our

literary purposes. That is why we
were interested in them. We also

pointed out that neither we nor the

ALS had designs on Perry House (we
do not have a reverter clause) and
both accepted the current living and
dining arrangements at Williams.

Also, both our Amherst and Wesleyan
Chapters are thoroughly integrated

racially and religiously, and since

Wesleyan University is coed, that

Chapter has women memt)ers. We not

only accept, we actively encourage

diversity of membership.
Despite this, the Administration

restated that Williams un-

dergraduates are forbidden to belong

to such an off-campus literary society.

It asserted its intention to discipline

any student discovered to be a

member of that group. Its counsel,

Palmer and Dodge in Boston, notified

us that they had advised Williams that

the First Amendment to the U.S.

Constitution did not protect a

Williams student who asserted his

right to associate fre*ly with his

friends off-campus, from such
discipline.

The result of this position was to put

the members of ALS in the stance of

disloyalty to their College. If they

asserted their constitutional right to

free association, the College would act

in a way that—win or lose—would be
damaging to any institution with

liberal pretentions. As loyal Williams
men, they were and are unwilling to

embarrass their College, whether it is

right or wrong. We have no difficulty

understanding that decision. In any
confrontation between a College and a

Fraternity, the College must come
first.

We regret only our inability to

convince the College that, when only 7

per cent of the students want to do
something and 93 per cent don't, the 7

per cent minority need not behave
exactly as the 93 per cent majority

does. It seems. to us that it is un-

necessary that everyone march to the

same drum beat.

It surprises us that an institution of

Williams College's calibre is unwilling

to let the idea of a non-residential

literary society compete with the

other ideas of social governance that

exist in Wllliamstown. If that idea has
no value, it will perish anyway, but

the process of testing it will be of

Window Pane

lasting benefit to the people involved

(both for and against). The rigid

father-knows-best attitude that the

College took reflects little confidence

in the maturity of Williams' students.

Presumably, as adults, they are as

capable of determining how they wish

to organize their social Uves as is the

Administration.

Finally, descriptions of battles that

took place 15 years ago, when both we
and Williams were quite different, are

of little relevance today. If you want
to determine whether A. D. as it exists

today is of value to the institutions

that harbor it, we suggest you look at

Amherst and Wesleyan. Our
Wesleyan Chapter, for example, runs

an active literary program, publishes

a literary magazine, and makes a

considerable educational and
economic contribution to that

University. It also provides a social

outlet for the small percentage of

Wesleyan students who want to be in a

fraternity. Your peer institutions have
found that their students can be

trusted to make intelligent choices on

their own. We expect that Williams

College students, if permitted to do so,

would act no less well.

Roberts. Price

Aware of

the Council
The College Council adjourned last

Tuesday's meeting at 10:15 p.m. For
the first time in two weeks, the council

managed to dispose of both old and

hew business. President Steve Piltch

posted an agenda of the meeting and

the council members made a

collective, conscious effort, to avoid

excessive debate.

So, you may ask, what's the point?

It's nice to know that the council

members didn't have to stay out past

their 10:30 curfew, but, big deal. One
early-ending meeting can't possibly

have any special significance, can it?

Maybe not, but consider the following.

The council has thus far voted to

reconsider their irresponsible han-

dling of the Housing Committee co-

chairmanships. It has invited faculty

and administration spokesmen to its

meetings to report on campus safety

and on the future of the Mt. Hope
Farm. It has declared its support of

the open-meeting concept. It has

taken a welcome first step towards

bringing a sense of order to its own
meetings.

The point is that the college council

is begintling to react to and thereby

reflect student opinion on several

substantative issues. This should not

be a startling realization when one is

talking atmut a representative student

government, but on this campus it is.

In years past, council actions rarely

flowed in the mainstream of student

sentiment. It was often nothing more
than a stagnant pond off to the side of

everything and everybody.

The major reason for this change is

that the council is in the limelight as

never before. Record coverage of the

organization has been much more

detailed this year than in years past.

WCFM has conducted interviews'with

council members. Students are taking

a critical view of their council and the

council has started to react to this

criticism. The campus is more aware
of Its college council iind the council in

turn is more aware of the campus.

The trick now is to translate this

awareness into true representation.

district. That label Is especially

justified in the State Senate area, for

Berkshire, which elected a liberal

Demqcrat to the seat for most of the

'66s and early '70s, now sends a

conservative Republican to Beacon

Hill (one of only seven G.O.P mem-
bers in the focty-member Senate).

That incumbent Jack Fitzpatrick, is

a successful businessman from Stock-

bridge. Fitzpatrick operates the Red
Lion Inn, a well-known Berkshire

institution, having made it once again

an attractive establishment—and a

profitable one as well. He ran for the

Senate seat in 1972. He lost, but the

winner was soon appointed to a

judgeship, so Fitzpatrick ran again in

the 1973 special election. This time he

won, beating a lackluster State

Representative from Pittsfield. Two
key factors in his victory were 1) his

success in turning the contest into a

chance to, as he put it, "save the two

party system in Massachusetts" by

electing a Republican to the

Legislature to keep the Democrats

honest, and 2) the resulting high

turnout of Republican voters, coupled

with a poor turnout by Democrats.

Fitzpatrick has not been known as a

"heavyweight" in the Senate. His

defenders say this is due to his being

part of a tiny minority; his critics,

maintain it is because he does not

have a firm grasp on the basics of the

legislative process. There is little in

the way of specific major legislation

with which Fitzpatrick has been

identified. He takes the most pride in

a bill which helped to set up guidelines

for the development and-or preser-

vation of the state's hill areas. The
Senator is an economic con-

servative—his major campaign
theme is the need to institute good
business practices the running of

the state government. This position

found him in an odd alliance with

Democratic Gov. Michael Dukakis

during the 1975 state budget crisis,

with Fitzpatrick supporting the

Governor's budget cuts much more
enthusiastically than many
Democrats (he was careful, however,

not to associate himself with the tax

increases which accompanied the

cutbacks). The Republican tends

toward the conservative side of other

topics as well; he has been a con-

sistent supporter of efforts to re-

establish the death penalty in

Massachusetts, jand opposes the move
to ban non-returnable bottles.

Seeking to unseat Fitzpatrick this

November is Democrat R. Frank
Jakubowicz, a member of the Pitt-

sfield City Council. Jakubowicz is a

lawyer by profession, a former
partner in one of the county's most

politically prominent law firms. This

—MHSBRHB—
3 Amherst students busted for dealing
The Amherst Student reported last week that three students will face the

college's Judicial Board on charges of dealing marijuana door to door in

campus dormitories.

College Security apprehended a junior and two sophomores September
26 after residents of two dormitories telephoned complaints to the swit-

chboard. "Five lids of marijuana, each weighing close to one ounce, were
taken from the three," the paper reported.

The students could be dismissed from the college and outside law en-

forcement agencies notified.

College votes Wednesday in mock election

The Williams' Republican Club and the ADA will conduct a mock
Presidential election Wednesday from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. outside the Baxter

mailroom. Students can vote for Presidential candidates Thomas Anderson,

Peter Camejo, Jimmy Carter, Gerald Ford, Linden LaRouche, or Eugene
McCarthy. Before voting, students must present their ID cards so their

names can be checked against a list of Williams students.

'Gulielmensian' to be distributed in Sawyer
The 1976 Gulielmensian will be distributed in the lobby of the Sawyer

Library during the next two weeks. Sophomores, juniors, and seniors may
pick up their free copies from 1 to 3 p.m. Tuesday through Friday both

weeks.

The 1 19th volume of the Gul was paid for by Student Activities Tax funds

collected last year. It covers the years 1974-76, and includes team
photographs for the first time in ten years.

is his first run for partisan political

office; his partisan activities in the

past being so minimal that as recently

as last January one of his fellow

Councilmen thought he was a

Republican. The major hallmark of

his council career has been his in-

sistence on orderly and thorough

deliberation on matters coming
before that body. His supporters

argue that he has thus helped turn

what had appeared to be a poUtical

burlesque show into a more effective

governmental unit. His detractors say

the net effect of his efforts has been to

prolong an already laborious decision-

making procedure to the point where
nothing gets done.

Jakubowicz's major criticisms of

Fitzpatrick have been centered on
what he says is the incumbent's non-

record and ineffectiveness. He has

accused Fitzpatrick of being more
interested in forcing roll calls than in

passing legislation, and of not even

doing the former very well. The
Democrat is also hoping to benefit

from the supposed "anti-incumbent"

attitude of the voters this year. To that

end he has attempted to tie Fitz-

patrick to the "Boston crowd",
always a popular tactic for western

Massachusetts politicians. This ploy

has gotten Jakubowicz in a little

trouble; the North Adams Transcript,

accused him of "mudslinging".

The challenger has not conducted

an issue-oriented campaign, though

he did announce his opposition to

capital punishment, unless it could be

conclusively proven to be a deterrent

to crime. Since the last move to re-

institute the death penalty failed by

only one vote, the difference betv i

the two nominees in this area i of

state-wide importance. One "issue

cluster" which could-fee important for

the Democrat is education matters.

Teacher organizations, are strongly

anti-Fitzpa trick because of his votes

against such things as local autonomy
in school affairs and leave of absences

for teachers who run for office.

Jakubowicz, in a forthcoming position

paper on education, is virtually

certain to support these concepts, and
to try to establish himself as the "pro-

education" candidate.

Unless that occurs, it will have been

a campaign of little form and less

substance. Fitzpatrick is putting his

hopes in his name recognition and

constituent favors producing enough

votes in Pittsfield and northern

Berkshire to produce, in combination

with his usual south county landslides,

another term for him. Jakubowicz

needs to win Pittsfield by a fairly

large margin, and to take advantage

of the incumbent's traditional

weakness in the northern towns; the

expected wins by Carter and Kennedy
at the top of the ticket could produce

coat-tails for him.

CORRECTION
In Friday's Record article,.

"College selectivity drops," the'

class of 1979 was wrongly
described as the class of 1797. The
average SAT math score for the

class of 1979 was listed as 534 in-

stead of the correct 634.

News and Notes
from Career Counseling

REMEMBER THIS DATE . . .

Oct 25, 1976 at 5:45 p.m.

The Williams Club, NYC is

presenting a CAREER
PROGRAM including how to find

a job in New York City and

discussions on specific fields of

interest. More on this later.

Volunteers needed to help with a

spaghetti Supper benefit for the

Wllliamstown Children's Museum
on Saturday, Oct. 16th from 4:30

p.m. to 9:00 p.m. (or any part of

that time). If you can help, call

June or Sandy at 8-3160.
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Viewpoint ^^

Why worry about the FinCom ?
byHarryJ. KeUy

Ah, Autumn at WilUams: football

games, leaves, mud, the World Series,

and, of course, the annual fiasco of tlie

College ' Council's budgetary
procedures. Referring to the latter I

do not believe I have ever seen more
well-meaning people trying to do so
much good at any one time—while
failing so regularly. It is not the

Council's fault (that's a great liilfe-^

it's never the Council's fault!) that

they are saddled with so maqy poorly-

conceived mechanisms as ihey are.

They only voted them in, that's all.

The present set-up looks good on
paper, but regularly breaks down
amid squabbles and petty

technicalities. Look at how, the

Council deals with appropriations and
you will see some of the problems.

The student organizations
frequently prepare inaccurate, out-

date4 misiniFormed budgets, and pass
them to a FinCom desperately
searching for some guidance for its

decisions. After lengthy debate, the

FinCom often finds itself not only

preparing budget recommendations,
but making policy decisions also. Thus,
the FinCom may decide not only how
much money a student group should

get, but whether it should get any at

all, or how its money should be spent,

or how the group must reform itself to

be funded. The Council next is

presented with a series of budget
recommendations, reflecting as best

they can the efforts of the FinCom to

put order where chaos reigns. This is

a task not unlike parting the seas,

and that it is done at all today is a

miracle of no small note. An in-

teresting thing occurs when these

recommendations reach the Council—
the Council digests the recom-
mendations, often paying no heed to

what the FinCom has labored to

create. Tossing hours of effort to the

whim, it decides it has appointed a

Committee of Incompetents to handle

its money-affairs and now assumes
the task for itself. Npver mind that it

cannot hope to deal in such detail as

the FinCom; never mind the in-

consistencies traund to result, or the

unfortunate clubs left to the last

evening's frugality—Damn the tor-

por!—full speed ahead!

Recognizing that the FinCom has
worked long and hard to prepare a

reasonable budget, the Council ought

to use great restraint in tampering
with its 'recommendations. At any
rate, let us look on the issue

reasonably—can the Council, in fact,

ever hope to use the same consistency

as the FinCom, to take the same time

and care in its debate as the FinCom
has? Is it willing to negate literally

months of work in a few minutes
time? Can anyone who sits with us on

the Council Cite a case where issues of

substance really superceded the hour
of the evening? How do we restrain

the Council from over-riding all the

FinCom's efforts, then? It seems to

me we ought to allow the FinCom to

present its recommendation as a

single package. The FinCom would
present the Council with the total

budget and its rationalizations for

funding. After each individual request

has been reviewed, the Council would
then vote on the whole budget. Should
it vote yes, the FinCom's recom-
mendations would all be accepted; a

no vote would throw all the budgets
back to the FinCom for review.

The obvious results would be these:

the Council would be discouraged to

quibble or vote more money to

friends' organizations; the viability of

the FinCom would be preserved, as

the Council would recognize its ex-

pertise, and finally, the budget could

be dealt with speedily, realistically,

and manageably. Should a sufficient

number—say two thirds of the Council

wish, an individual request may be

amended or deleted. Obviously, the

greatest drawback is that enough
Council members may be sufficiently

opposed to enough items in the Fin-

Com's budget that they would defeat

the whole measure. What an enor-

Special Return Engagement!

By popular demand,
the lovely and talented

MICHELE CUTSFORTH
(and her equally lovely and talented friends)

will again perform at

The Log

Wednesday, October 13

9 pm - 12 m

MASTERS
IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

PROGRAM RECRUITING
^VISITATION

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

The School of AAanagement of Syracuse University,

Syracuse, New York, will be interviewing Interested ap-

plicants for the AAasters In Business Administration Program
on

Monday, November] 9 am - 4:30 pm

For further information inquire at the Placement or Career
Services office on your campus.

mous error that would be—This is a

great test for the Council, an op-

portunity to practice real legislative

art—the art of compromise. I do not

like the emerging budget totally—

I

would like to see some groups go
unfunded—but I doubt that any other

budget would be much better. I know
the Council cannot do better in the

brief time allotted to it. So I will vote

forthe Budget, buryingmy prejudices

in the practical demands which must
be met. You want the crew to get more
money?—someone else might wish it

to get less. Are you willing to at>ort the

whole budget work to date to ac-

commodate some small change? Do
you truly think the Council can do a
better job? If so, then let's get rid of

the FinCom— if their recom-
mendations are nothing more than

whispers, why keep them? Organize a

FinCom directly from the Council's

membership, so that we can direct

them more consistently. If you don't

think the Council can do a better job,

let the FinCom's budget stand.

The issue resolves to this: the

creation of a FinCom implies

divestiture of the executive financial

power to the FinCom; the Council

removes its right to prepare a budget,

and gives it to the FinCom. Thus, the

Council has no right to produce its own
budget, only to approve or disapprove

the Budget it is presented with. If the

Council wishes to retain the executive

financing power, it is at once illogical

end unconstitutional to have an
executive FinCom as- is presently

constituted. This is an issue for Stu

Ginsberg and the By-Laws committee

to consider, in their upcoming review

of the Constitution. In the meantime,
let's endorse a plan to present a single

Budget, as the only fair, legal, and

reasonable way of allocating our

money. We owe the students—our

constituents—the right to a budget

guided by sound principles, careful

thought and time-consuming in-

vestigation, not a budget prepared

late at night, amid tests, papers, and
hour exams, reflecting our personal

tastes and prejudices.

Harry Kelly is a member of the

Council and the FinCom, and expects

to catch hell from both. Please don't

take this as the FinCom's opinion.

WnUAMS

Agricultural program

to begin in January
by JimLevinsohn

This winter^ Williams College will

join the t>ack-to-basics revolution.

After two years of. planning, the

College will offer 'an agriculture-

oriented program under the auspices

of the Center for Environmental
Studies. While agriculture and the

liberal arts are not traditionally

associated, the program's statement

of purpose contends, "that production

of food, defined in terms of man's
relationship to land and the sup-

porting biosphere, is an essential part

of the curriculum of a liberal arts

institution."

The program is not designed to turn

out farmers. Rather, Thomas JorUng,

Director for the Center for En-
vironmental Studies and Heiu-y Art,

Associate Director, have planned a

program which will teach tomorrow's

business leaders to think about,

and analyze agricultural problems.

After all, "Liberal arts colleges turn

out leaders and we know it's the

tHisinessmen who make agricultural

decisions and they are doing it

relatively ignorantly," stated Jorling

in a recent Transcript article.

Students may first' come into con-

tact with the new program in

January. At this time, the program
will tentatively offer at least three

Winter Study Projects. According to

Art, one of the projects will deal with

the Hopkins Forest Museum, another

Williams College Film

Group

Way Down East

D. W. Griffith

Wed., Oct. 13 Bronfman. 7: 30

Admission $1.00

Semester Pass, good for all

11 films, only $5.00

BERKSHIRE SyMPHONY
JULIUS HEGVI
CONDUCTOR

First Concert 1976-1977 Season

FRIDAY, OCTOBER\5th
8:30 P.M.

Chopin Hall, Williomstown

Lubos FIser: 15 Pages after Durer's Apocalypse

Strauss: Four Last Songs

Deborah Beardsley, soprano soloist

Rimsky-Korsakov: Sheherazade

Free with Williams I.D.

General admission: $2.00 at the door

with agriculture in Florida, and
another with oral agricultural history.

Thus far, no prerequisites have tieen

established for these WSP's. Further

related information will be available

when the WSP catalog is released by

the Registrar's Office.

Following the Winter Study period,

a spring semester course will be of-

fered. The course Environmental
Studies 333S, is entitled "The Ecology
and Energetics of Agriculture." This

course will hope to teach Williams

students to analyze the production of

food from an ecological perspective.

Energetics, according to Jorling, is

"An awareness of how foodstuffs are

grown, their caloric value to us, and
how much work it takes, and how
much fuel it requires." There are no
absolute prerequisites for the course,

although interested students should

consult with one of the instructors.

The program will also offer a fall

semester course to be initiated in 1977.

The fall course, EVS 360F, will ex-

plore "historical, social and rural life

values." The objective of this course

will be to inculate in students an
understanding of the historical

dynamics of agriculture m American
life. This course is designed as a
complement to and substrate for the

spring ecology, economics, and
energetics course." Like the spring

course, the fall course has no definite

prerequisites yet. Students who do

enroll in the Environmental Studies

agriculture program will be required

to take both semester courses and the

Winter Study in order to complete the

program.
The program will be funded by the

W. K. Kellogg Foundation with

$112,500. Jorling in the Transcript

said, "The idea is also to develop

programs other institutions can draw
on. It's the first time Kellogg has

funded this kind of thing. We hope it

will be a beginning for other liberal

arts colleges. We've gotten generally

favorable responses from other in-

stitutions." Th^ experimental
program will be around for at least

five years at which time another

decision will be made.
Agrarian study finally comes to

Williams, and the purple cow smiles,

pauses, then moos happily.

CINEMA
l&ll

RT.67A BENNINGTON
VERMONT (802) 442-«17f

Now Playing

Thru Tues.

"CRAZY ... A Cross B«KvMn
Monty Python and NBC Sat.

Night".

"LUNACY ... In Th« Satirical

Vein of Woody Allen's

SLEEPER." . . . Varitty

w.,h v-idEVY CHASE [Rl^
(>>ir.b.iit<l br WQKLO WIDC niHS

7:30 & 9:00 Mat>$at., * Sun. 2:00

Save 50cl

Admission Brti

This Ad With You\
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Boyish Arlo rocks and serenades

Arlo Guttirie played a mixture of new •

songs and old favorites last Saturday

nigtit. (photo by Oettgen)

by Tom Heiwitz

Folding chairs had been set up

partially obscurring the tennis courts

below. The scoreboard above the

stage asked for a 4 to 3 third period

victory over Amherst. But the "home

game" was not for the Williams

hockey team, but rather for Berkshire

based Arlo Guthrie and hi* back-up

band Shenendoah. The crowd was full

of Williamstown locals and assorted

wives and friends of the band

(sporting elaborate feathered hats)

with endless children running amuck.

At 29, with his short curly hair,

clean shaven face and country-style

bell bottomed leisure suit, Guthrie

looked more boyish than ever,

somehow suggesting that the years

had made hiin younger. Without a

word, he started into a three song

electric set featuring the classic "Will,

the Circle be Unbroken", and
"Darkest Hour" from the just

Pinafore launched successfully
by Valerie A. Sarantos

As the four sailors entered prancing

and singing gustily, the empty stage

of Chapin Hall was magically tran-

sformed into the deck of the "H. M. S.

Pinafore". The instrument of ac-

companiment, a solitary grand piano,

sounded like a full orchestra. Thus,

"Pinafore" was launched on its

delightfully absorbing and en-

tertaining voyage at the hands of an
extremely capable crew, the

Manhattan Savoyards.
'

The popular Gilbert and Sullivan

operetta was wonderfully interpreted

Preview

by the talented troupe, with each

actor capturing and conveying to the

audience the essence of the portrayed

character. An able commander, the

innocent l^ut voluptuous Little But-

tercup, ugly but appealing Dick

Deadeye, the lovely Josephine and

handsome Ralph Rackstraw, the

hilarious and energetic Sir Joseph,

and others were intertwined in a

predictable plot of love. All were

generally well-sung, but there was

occasional difficulty in discerning

words due to an overpowering piano

accompaniment.

The indisputable highlight of the

performance was during a song called

"Never mind the why and
wherefore", during which Sir Joseph

wildly chased fair Josephine around

the stage as she demurely sang.

Exhausting Sir Joseph even further

were the false endings of the song,

until finally his only alternative was to

"shoot the piano player", which., he

did.

"Oh joy, oh rapture unforeseen"

was the concluding number of "H. M.

S. Pinafore", in which all problems

were resolved

Frosh Revue promises to be a hit
by Tom Herwitz

Remember all those years in the

past that we laughed—or rather

groaned inside—as the freshman
talent was displayed rather like week-

old barbecued chicken at the corner

rotisserie? That yearly occurrence

which we called the Freshman
Revue—but should have been the Ox-

Bow Incident. Well, let the past be

forgotten and ne're be seen again.

A visit last week to the Revue

rehearsals affirmed that a new type of

Revue was here, and made certain

that this viewer would be front row

center just waiting to gobble it all up.

The major reason for the change for

the better is a re-evaluation of the

needs and purpose of the Revue. In-

stead of making singers act and

dancers sing, this year's revue is

making the most out of each in-

dividual's talents. The whole thing is

more organized, more sane, and more
fun. And certainly the enormous

talent of the writers, director and the

freshman actors themselves is a

significant factor.

"It's like the fact that students often

want to be JA's because of either very

good or very bad experiences with

their own JA's as freshmen," ex-

plained Martha Williamson, the

Revue's director. "I wanted to do this

revue to correct the problems of the

past, to make it fun and profitable for

the actors as well as the audience."

The show is actually two shows in

one. The second act is Comings and

Goings, a theatre-game by Megan
Terry. The first act is an audition for

that play ai^d is packed with comedy.

singing, and dancing. Comings and
Goings lets the dramatic abilities of

the actors come into the spotlight.

"For the first tew rehearsals,"

Williamson continued, "we had the

actors improvise an audition. We let

them work out their own characters."

Marc Lichtman's music is sheer

delight. Snappy, smooth, and
sophisticated. Lichtman has long been
an important force in musical theater

around this campus (with the

Williams Cabaret and others) and one
is now able to expect the best from
him—and get it. 'The script is mijre

interesting, entertaining and cohen
than many of those in the past; t]

show has a„definite unity and din

tion. Nina Girvetz' choreography'

similarly exciting and she has t'

dancers to do it well.

JMembers of ttie cast of the Williams College Theater's first production of the year "Hedda Gabler"
/^are (left to right) Rochelle DuBoff, Robert Gregory, William Hawkins, and Ann Eakland. Ibsen's

powerful tragedy opens tomorrow night at the AMT. Tickets at the AMI box office.

^^ , , ;

WSP catalog to appear Wednesday
More than 70 per cent of the courses

listed in this year's Winter Study

course catalogue are new, according

to William C. Grant, chairman of the

Winter Study Committee (WSC).
Traditional favorites such as

"Automobile Repair," "Inside Hi-

Fi," and "Heating with Wood" will

again appear in the catalogue to be

distributed Wednesday of this week.

Recalling that some 80 students

were not placed in any of their four

course choices, Grant warned about

courses that are "guaranteed over

enrollers." He predicted that the

pottery course, a plant care class, and

two domestic travel courses, one to

the Deerfield museum and one to the

Mystic Seaport in Connecticut will be

significantly over subscribed.

Grant announced that the com-
mittee made no changes in its policy

toward student initiated 99's. Last

year, the committee approved all but

one 99 proposal, passing about 250, a

figure close to that approved in 1975.

"The committee is sympathetic to the

students, and open to their ideas,"

committee member Eric Pyenson '78

said. "We can tell though when a

proposal is a gut," he added.

In screening and editing course

offerings, the committee "toned down
the requirements of teachers who
came on too strong," Pyenson said.

"Some offerings by new faculty

initially required three papers which
is just too much work."

Alluding to faculty involvement in

the program. Grant noted, "It is a

great opportunity for the faculty to do

things which would be impossible

during the school year—to teach

courses outside their normal fields."

the Faculty's offerings reflect their

own ideas and feedback they receive

from students, according to Grant.

As in the past, alumni as well as

members of the faculty will offer

courses. This January, C. Eugene
Webb '41, Senior Legal Counsel of the

Legal Department of the World Banli^

will teach a course titled, "The World
Bank and Its Borrowers: Legal

aspects of Development Finance."

Reaction to Winter Study varies

among both students and faculty,

some believing that the program is

not experimental ^noGgh while others

claim it is too liberal.

The Committee on Educational

Policy (CEP) plans to review the

Winter Study concept this year to

redefine the program's goals and to

decide whether or not these objectives

are being fulfilled.

released album Amigo. On (Jkelele

Lady, the 1940's tune, the band backed

Arlo with tight vocal harmonies which

would be an important factor

throughout the concert, and plenty of

spirited swaying.

Moving to the piano, Guthrie played

his most popular song "The City of

New Orleans," and the African song

"Guabi Guabi" the latter being a

catchy tune about the "death by

banana peel" of a great African

warrior, featuring a nice a capella

section.

Shenendoah finished the first half of

the concert with a number of very

pretty songs which exhibited slick

vocal sections despite less than im-

pressive lyrical proficiency. Although

their "Grand Ole Opry" jokes went

over poorly, the country tunes "I'm

my own Grandpa," aijd^'Who put the

Benzadrine in IVfts. Murphey's
Ovaltine" were amusing.

The second half of the concert was
much more lively, though Arlo

remained aloof and unexcited

throughout. The sound mixing garbled

the individi^al instruments, and an
echo whicli could rival any bowling

alley this side of North Adams added

to the aural confusion. Guthrie was at

bis best when playing soft music
alone, and singing his famous story-

songs.

The concert certainly had its

problems. Guthrie just couldn't get

motivated to give an outstanding

concert given the circumstances. The
music was at times too loud or almost
completely lost in the giant hall. And
for most of the concert a mild tapping

of the feet was the extent of the ex-

citement. But Guthrie's unique
nouveau-vaudeville style of per-

formance is unusually entertaining

and was perhaps the feature Vtm
saved the concert from failine.

Thirty-five Williams student; will play in the' Berkshire Symphony's opening

concert for the year, at iB:30 p.m.' this Fridfay, in Chapin H^TTwith Julius Hegyi

conducting. Here, Katie Hill '77, trumpet, trombonist Robert Staiger '79, and
Andy Goodell '77 behind the tuba can be seen at rehearsal. Williams students

are admitted free.

Berkshire Symphony to open

season in Chapin Friday
The Berkshire Symphony, con-

ducted by Julius Hegyi, will open its

thirty-second season thii Friday
evening at 8:30 p.m. with a concert in

Chapin Hall. Works on the program
will be Lubos Fiser's Fifteen Pages

After Durer's Apocalypse, Rimsky-
Korsakov's Sheherazade, and the

Four Last Songs by Richard Strauss.

Deborah Beardsley, soprano, will be

soloist in the Strauss songs.

Lubos Fiser, a contemporary
Czechoslovakian composer, wrot6 this

nine-minute work in 1965, nearly five

hundred years after the birth of the

German, Albrecht Durer, whose art

inspired the piece. Despite the title of

the composition, the music is not

programmatic. The Fifteen Pages
form a chain of short, condensed, and

differentiated stretches of music
Sometimes separated from each

other, sometimes linked up without

interruption. All of them Start out

from a six-tone mode sounded in the

very first picture in the form of a

keyboard arpeggio.

Rimsky-Korsakov (1844-1908) began

the serious study of music under

Balakirev at St. Petersburg and was
professor of composition at the

Conservatoire there at the age of 27.

In 1902, he met Stravinsky, who
became his pupil; through Stravin-

sky, Rimsky-Korsakov's clear and
brilliant orchestration had a marked

effect on the orchestral writing of

many contemporary composers. In

1888, he wrote much of his m(^
mature orchestral work, including

Sheherazade, which has become a

familiar favorite of music lovers

everywhere.

The German composer Richard

Strauss was born in 1864 and died in

1949. His fertile imagination, brilliant

musical and dramatic gifts, and

supreme mastery of orchestra

technique are displayed in these four

songs written in the last year before

his death. The song titles are tran-

slated into English as "Spring,"

"September," "Going to Sleep," and

"In the Glow of Evening," and all are

concerned with approaching death in

various metaphors.

The Berkshire Symphony has more

than seventy-five musicians who
come from Vermont, Connecticut, and

New York, as well as Massachusetts.

More than a third are students from

Williams College and several nearby

high schools. There are four Friday

evening concerts in Chapin Hall each

year, the first and fourth bf which are

scheduled to coincide with Parents'

Weekends at the college. After the

October 15th concert, the three

remaining concert dates are

December 3, March 11, and April 29.

Admission is free to Williams

students.

Five College Area

Gunther Schuller conducts the New England Conservatory Ragtime En-

semble, Friday, at John Greene Hall, Smith for$4:00, 8:15.

vComposer's Forum

Jazi artist Anthony Braxton will perforni on five instruments and then

present a lecture on composition at the Albany Arts Center, 1069 New Scotland

Road, Oct. 15 at 8 p.m.

Lectures

Dr. Jerome L. Singer, Professor of Psychology at Yale University, will

speak Wednesday, October 13, at 8:00 p.m. His lecture, "The Psychology of

Daydreaming and the Stream of Consciousness," will be given in Room 206 of

the Thompson Physics Laboratory, and is open to the public. Singer is the

director of the graduate program in clinical psychology at Yale. He has been a

practicing psychotherapist as well as a teacher and researcher in the field of

fantasy and daydreaming.
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Chandler faces the press on trustee meetings
TRUSTEES from p«g«l

Streets, and Cluett Mansion along

with acijacent land The trustees also

authorized the College to explore

James C. Kellogg's '37 proposal for

the division and sale of portions of Mt.

Hope farm, as outlined in the Record
9-28.

Dewey noted that the plan enabled

the College to retain the land, while

According to Dewey, the trustees

wanted to give Kellogg the go ahead,

though Chandler stressed that the

College is "still exploring" various

options. ^
,

The Williamstown Housing
Authority has targeted the five acres

at Church and Southworth Streets for

low cost housing for the elderly.

Dewey reported that the trustees were

^^ving^tbetownmore tax.reyenue.He. "iwt enthusiastic" aJwutihe sale. but.

added that Kellogg might have to

solve some of "the practical

problems" to attract buyers. Dewey
questioned Kellogg's ability to sell 50

lots without specifically defined lots, a

road layout, and perhaps town ap->

proval in advance. "Sewer problems

will be major," Dewey predicted, "so

there is a lot of work to be done
.

"

that the College wanted to avoid a

"confrontation" with the town on this

point, observing that the land could

have been taken by eminent domain.

With trustee approval of the action,

the sale will be completed as soon as
the town housing authority can raise

the money. Chandler explained. The
price, $5500 an acre, waa an average

Booters trounce Trinity
SOCCER from page 6

low shot from the left side, and beat

the goalie on the inside post.

"Despite the weather, the m^iri'

problem with the game was the fact

that it was so poorly officiated",

Vennell said. This was particularly

evident in the final 15 minutes of the

game. Although both teams were very

aggressive on the ball, they were also

very physical off it, a fact which must

have been overlooked by the referees,

who called almost no penalties.

The entire squad played well, with

the standouts being Osborne and

sweeper Bruce Camelleri. Most op-

timistic was the play of the offense,

which moved the ball exceptionally

well. This was the result of the Trinity

fullbacks allowing Purple halfbacks

to push the ball to the inside, which is

conducive to the Williams attack.

Coming up next weekend for the

kickers is a journey to Maine to do
battle with Bates and Bowdoin.
Although Bates is weak, Bowdoin is

undefeated on the season, having
already beaten good teams from
Amherst and Springfield. Featuring a

high powered attack, they stand to be
a difficult challenge for an excellent

Eph defense. "I just don't know",
says Coach Vennell, "but if the

Booters can continue to put three or

four balls into the net each game, the

prospects for a good year will be

tremendously enhanced."

Eph swirpmers dunk Vassar
After a scaht three weeks'

preparation, the women's swim team

opened its dual meet season Friday

with a decisive win over a coed Vassar

team, 73-40.

Williams won eight of the fourteen

events and swam one-two in three of

them. Carol Smalley and Keron
Walker accounted for four of the

Purple firsts, while relay teams took

two more. Smalley, an exchange
student from Holyoke, edged out a

male competitor in the 200 freestyle

and then came back to run away with

the 500 distance event in an excellent

early-season time of 6:10.

Walker, a freshman, won the 50

freestyle with a time of 26.2 and the

100 butterfly in 1:06.9. Williams

completed a sweep of the freestyle

events as Marilla Pearsall took the 100

in 1:01.8 and the team of Morrow,

Bonner, Murphy and Walker placed

first in the 200 freestyle relay.

Mary Southwort^i displayed some
fine form in the diving event, taking

first from a field of five girls. Anne
Youngling, a junior rookie, placed

second in both her freestyle events,

while Nina Murphy made a strong

showing in the 100 individual medley
and the 100 yd. backstroke.

Coach Carl Samuelson was
evidently quite pleased with his

varsity's opening meet. "The per-

formances wer6 excellent," he said.

"This type of start is indicative of a

very successful season."

Although Vassar won six events,

none of its victors were female. Six

men rounded out the opposing squad

in the longer distances and the

freestyle sprint.

Williams will take on Union in its

last home meet for several Weeks next

Monday.

of the estimates of three local

realtors.

The budget review showed a $90,000

surplus. Chandler noted that th« extra

$24,000 raised by the alumni fund

accounted for a substantial portion of

the surplus, the remainder being

spreaa tht-oughout the ' College

spending.

Chandler acknowledged the bequest

of Schuyler Cole '24 part of which, will

endow the Class df 1924 Professorship.

The trustees appointed Professor

Dudley Bahlman of the History

Department as the first recipient of

this honor. Such endowments are

intended to relieve a professor of

departmental duties and allow him to

choose his own course offerings.

The trustees set priorities for future

spending, ranking Chapin Hall

renovation highest, followed by art

and athletic department im-

provements. A lack of money is

delaying construction, Chandler
explained, but architects have been

engaged and plans are being drawn,

so that when the money materializes

the College will be ready to begin.

Lower in priority are Garfield

House renovations and an increase in

the financial aid endowment.
Proposed changes in Garfield involve

a structural addition and-or the

conversion of rooms in the kitchen

area. According to Buildings and

Grounds, renovation of the building is

preferable to destruction.

Chandler reported on Admissions

policies and problems to the trustees.

Enrollment this year is 40 students

over the optimum, 1860 being the

target figure for the opening day of

classes. The housing shortage and

crowded classrooms have not, he

happily reported, been as serious as

CORRECTION

Due to a typographical erfor,

last week's article on professorial

salaries stated that Amherst
professors receive an average of

$100 to $200 more than Wilhams
professors. The difference is ac-

tually $1,000 to $2,000; the salaries

listed in the table appearing with

the article are correct.

GETA KICK
OUT OF...

mfj

RAFTERS!
glassSilodancenoorj

nrid^yget In free;
with this ads

fwaiTExIt l4to Kayderom I

WILLIAMS COLLEGE CHORAL SOCIETY

WITH FULL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Baritone Sofoist, JOHN HORNER '51

KEN.NETH ROBERTS, Conductor

SATURDAY, OCTOBER liSth - 8:30 P.M.

THOMPSON MEMORIAL CHAPEL,

WILLIAMSTOWN

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
G. F. HAENDEL

RICHARD WAGNER

opera scenes and choral masterpieces

FREE TO ALL WITH WILLIAMS LD.
'' (General admission: $2.00)

the administration originally an-

ticipated. Future enrollment should

fall and stabiUze at an 1840 student

average ' over the year. Chandler

predicted."

In reference to the future of the

Roper Center on campus, Chandler

alluded to three options open to the

Center's board. First, the board has
considered relocating at a larger

campus. BothYalfijand the Univetsity

of Connecticut have contacted the

board toward this end.

A second alternative would keep the

facility at Williams and link the center

with computers at a number of

schools, including the University of

Massachusetts, Harvard and M.I.T.

Finally the Center could remain on
campus and develop ties exclusively

with the University of Massachusetts.

To some extent, said Chandler, we are

moving toward this final alternative.

If Roper stays on campus the

President added, the College will "be
more generous" in its financial help.

Currently support is being "phased
down," but not "out".

The- trustees' Degree Committee
reviewed the Student-Faculty

Honorary Degrees committee

recommendations, amended the list,

and submitted the report to the

trustees. When asked if the trustees do

any "armtwisting" to get Honorary
Degree candidates to accept, Chan-
dler replied "We do a lot of that." He
smiled and added that he and the

trustees fully exploited every
"tenuous connection" to the College.in

persuading candidates to accept.

The session ended with a qu^Uoik..
concerning Student-Trustee relations.

Though no official liaison has been

appointed, Chandler said Pam
Carlton '76 saw this as her duty. The
trustees, he said, thought it

"valuable" to pick another trustee

"close in years" to the students.

DON'TUT

For free information, write to:

DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345
Rockville, Maryland 20852

CAlifORNJA
CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS

$259
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISC'
Roundtrip from
Hartford. Boston $269

Plus tax & service.

QdvantufQ travel

233 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass. 01002

Contact us today.

Seats are limited.
Free Brochure(413) 549-1256

For college students preparing for careers
in the visual and performing arts

PaNMis/llMii SahssI

Jlrtt - I

IKWIM1I Your opportunity to earn
12" credits while gaining

practical v\/ork experience as an apprentice to a distin-

guished New York professional

Apprenticeships are available in a variety of areas:

PAINTING CINEMA
SCULPTURE MUSEUM &
PRINTMAKING GALLERY WORK
COMMERCIAL ART EDUCATION
DESIGN THEATER

PHOTOGRAPHY DANCE
VIDEO MUSIC

Discover, up front, how successful professionals function

in ttie most competitive and provocative city in the world

Venture beyond the classroom environment to preview

your field by actually working In a demanding professional

environment

I Enjoy a semester in New York, the arts and communications
capital of the world, offering museums, galleries, cinema,

"theaters

I Audit, free, two courses from among the more than 1,000

cdlirses offered by Parsons and The New School— whose
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Review

Boyish Arlo rocks and serenades

Arlo Guthrie played a mixture of new

'

songs and old favorites last Saturday

niflht. (photo by Oettgen)

by Tom Herwltz

Folding chairs had been set up

partially obscurring the tennis courts

below. The scoreboard above the

stage asked for a 4 to 3 third period

victory over Amherst. But the "home

game" was not for the Williams

hockey team, but rather for Berkshire

based Arlo Guthrie aod his back-up.

band Shenendoah. The crowd was full

of Williamstown locals and assorted

wives and friends of the band

(sporting elaborate feathered hats)

with endless children running amuck.
At 29, with his short curly hair,

clean shaven face and country-style

bell bottomed leisure suit, Guthrie

looked more boyish than ever,

somehow suggesting that the years

had made him younger. Without a

word, he .started into a three song

electric set featuring the classic "Will,

the Circle be Unbroken", and
"Darkest Hour" from the just

Pinafore launched successfully
by Valerie A. Sarantos

As the four sailors entered prancing

and singing gustily, the empty stage

of Chapin Hall was magically tran-

sformed into the deck of the "H. M. S.

Pinafore". The instrument of ac-

companiment, a solitary grand piano,

sounded like a full orchestra. Thus,

"Pinafore" was launched on its

delightfully absorbing and en-

tertaining voyage at the hands of an
extremely capable crew, the

Manhattan Savoyards.

The popular Gilbert and Sullivan

operetta was wonderfully interpreted

by the talented troupe, with each

actor capturing and conveying to the

audience the essence of the portrayed

character. An able commander, the

innocent but voluptuous Little But-

tercup, ugly but appealing Dick

Deadeye, the lovely Josephine and
handsome Ralph Rackstraw, the

hilarious and energetic Sir Joseph,

and others were intertwined in a

predictable plot of love. All were
generally well-sung, but there was
occasional difficulty in discerning

words due to an overpowering piano

accompaniment.

The indisputable highlight of the

performance was during a song called

"Never mind Jthe why and
wherefore", during which Sir Joseph

wildly 'chased fair Josephine around

the stage as she demurely sang.

Exhausting Sir Joseph even furthei

were the false endings of the song,

until finally his only alternative was to

"shoot the piano player", which he

did.
*

"Oh joy, oh rapture unforeseen"

was the concluding number of "H. M.

S. Pinafore", in which all problems

were resolved.

Preview

Frosh Revue promises to be a hit
by Tom Herwitz

Remember all those years in the

past that we laughed—or rather

groaned inside—as the freshman
talent was displayed rather like week-

old barbecued chicken at the corner

rotisserie? That yearly occurrence

which we called the Freshman
Revue—but should have been the Ox-

Bow Incident. Vfell, let the past be

forgotten and ne're be seen again.

A visit last week to the Revue
rehearsals affirmed that a new type of

Revue was here, and made certain

that this viewer would be front row

center just waiting to gobble it all up.

The major reason for the change for

the better is a re-evaluation of the

needs and purpose of the Revue. In-

stead of making singers act and

dancers sing, this year's revue is

making the most out of each in-

dividual's talents. The whole thing is

more organized, more sane, and more
fun. And certainly the enormous
talent of the writers, director and the

freshman actors themselves is a

significant factor.

"It's like the fact that students often

want to be JA's because of either very

good or very bad experiences with

their own JA's as freshmen," ex-

plained Martha Williamson, the

Revue's director. "I wanted to do this

revue to correct the problems of the

past, to make it fun and profitable for

the actors as well as the audience."

The show is actually two shows in

.one. The second act is Comings and

Goings, a theatre-game by Megan
Terry. The first act is an audition for

that play and is packed with comedy,

singing, and dancing. Comings and
Goings lets the dramatic abilities of

the actors come into the spotlight.

"For the first few rehearsals,"

Williamson continued, "we had the

actors improvise an audition. We let

them work out their own characters."
Marc Lichtman's music is sheer

delight. Snappy, smooth, and
sophisticated. Lichtman has long been
an important force in musical theater

around this campus (with the

Williams Cabaret and others) and one
is now able to expect the best from
him—and get it. 'The script is more
interesting, entertaining and coherent
than many of those in the past; the

show has a definite unity and direc-

tion. Nina Girvetz' choreography is

similarly exciting and" she has the

dancers to do it well.

Members of ttie cast of the Williams College Theater's first production of the year "Hedda Gabler"

are (left to right) Rochelle DuBoff, Robert Gregory, William Hawkins, and Ann Eakland. Ibsen's

powerful tragedy opens tomorrow night at the AMT. Tickets at the AMT box office.

WSP catalog to appear Wednesday
More than 70 per cent of the courses

hsted in this year's Winter Study

course catalogue are new, according

to William C. Grant, chairman of the

Winter Study Committee (WSC).
Traditional favorites such as

"Automobile Repair," "Inside Hi-

Fi," and "Heating with Wood" will

again appear in the catalogue to be

distributed Wednesday of this week.

Recalling that some 80 students

were not placed in any of their four

course choices. Grant warned about

courses that are "guaranteed over

enrollers." He predicted that the

pottery course, a plant care class, and

two domestic travel courses, one to

the Deerfield museum and one to the

Mystic Seaport in Connecticut will be

significantly over subscribed.

Grant announced that the com-
mittee made no changes in its policy

toward student initiated 99's. Last

year, the committee approved all but

one 99 proposal, passing about 250, a

figure close to that approved in 1975.

"The committee is sympathetic to the

students, and open to their ideas,"

committee member Eric Pyenson '78

said. "We can tell though when a

proposal is a gut," he added.

In screening and editing course

offerings, the committee "toned down
the requirements of teachprs who
came on too strong," Pyenson said.

"Some offerings by new faculty

initially required three papers which

is just too much work."

Alluding to faculty involvement in

the program. Grant not<|(^ "It is a

great opportunity for the faculty to do

things which would be impossible

during the school year—to teach

courses outside their normal fields."

The Faculty's offerings reflect their

own ideas and feedback they receive

from students, according to Grant.

As in the past, alumni as well as

members of the faculty will offer

courses. This January, C. Eugene
Webb '41, Senior Legal Counsel of the

Legal Department of the World Bank,
will teach a course titled, "The World
Bank and Its Borrowers: Legal

aspects of Development Finance."

Reaction to Winter Study varies

among both students and faculty,

some believing that the program is

not experimental enough while others

claim it is too liberal.

The Committee on Educational

Policy (CEP) plans to review the

Winter Study concept this year to

redefine the program's goals and to

decide whether or not these objectives

are being fulfilled.

released album Amigo. On Ukelele

Lady, the 1940's tune, the band backed

Arlo with tight vocal harmonies which
would be an important factor

throughout the concert, and plenty of

spirited swaying.

Moving to the piano, Guthrie played

his most popular song "The City of

New Orleans," and the African song

"Guabi Guabi" the latter being a

catchy tune about the "death by

banana peel" of a great African

warrior, featuring a nice a capella

section.

Shenendoah finished the first half of

the concert with a number of very

pretty songs which exhibited slick

vocal sections despite less than im-

pressive lyrical proficiency. Although

their "Grand Ole Opry" jokes went

over poorly, the country tunes "I'm

my own Grandpa," and "Who put the

Benzadrine in Mrs. Murphey's
Ovaltine" were amusing.

The second half of the concert was
much more lively, though Arlo

remained aloof and unexcited

throughout. The sound mixing garbled

the individual instruments, and an

echo which could rival any bowling

alley this side of North Adams added

to the aural confusion. Guthrie \ya8 at

his'oest when playing soft music

alone, and sin^hg his famous story-

songs.

The concert certainly had its

problems. Guthrie just couldn't get

motivated to give an outstanding

concert given the circumstances. The
music was at times too loud or almost
completely lost in the giant hall. And
for most of the concert a mild tapping

of the feet was the extent of the ex-

citement. But Guthrie's unique
nouveau-vaudeville style of per-
formance is unusually entertaining

and was perhaps the feature that

saved the concert from failine.

Thirty-five Williams students will play in the Berkshire Symphony's opening

concert for the year, at 8:30 p.m. this Friday, in Chapin HalT with Julius Hegyi

conducting. Here, Katie Hill '77, trumpet, trombonist Robert Staiger '79, and
Andy Goodell '77 behind the tuba can be seen at rehearsal. Williams students

are admitted free.

Berkshire Symphony to open

season in Chapin Friday
The Berkshire Symphony, con-

ducted by Julius Hegyi, will open its

thirty-second season this Friday
evening at 8:30 p.m. with a (jjpncert in

Chapin Hall. Works on the program
will be Lubos riser's Fifteen Pages

After Durer's Apocalypse, Rimsky-
Korsakov's Sheherazade, and the

Four Last Songs by Richard Strauss.

Deborah Beardsley, soprano, will be

soloist in the Strauss songs.

Lubos Fiser, a contemporary
Czechoslovakian composer, wrote this

nine-minute work in 1965, nearly five

hundred years after the birth of the

German, Albrecht Durer, whose art

inspired the piece. Despite the title of

the composition, the music is not

programmatic. The Fifteen Pages
form a chain of short, condensed, and
differentiated stretches of music
sometimes separated from each
other, sometimes linked up without

interruption. All of them start out

from a six-tone mode sounded in the

very first picture in the form of a

keyboard arpeggio.

Rimsky-Korsakov (1844-1908) began
the serious study of music under
Balakirev at St Petersburg and was
professor of composition at the

Conservatoire there at the age of 27.

In 1902^ he met Stravinsky, who
became his pupil; through Stravin-

sky, Rimsky-Korsakov's clear and
brilliant orchestration had a marked

effect on the orchestral writing of

many contemporary composers. In

1888, he wrote much of his most
mature orchestral work, including

Sheherazade, which has become a

familiar favorite of music lovers

everywhere.

The German composer Richard

Strauss was born in 1864 and died in

1949. His fertile imagination, brilliant

musical and dramatic gifts, and
supreme mastery of orchestra

technique are displayed in these four

songs written in the last year before

his death. The song titles are tran-

slated into English as "Spring,"

"September," "Going to Sleep," and
"In the Glow of Evening," and all are

concerned with approaching death in

various metaphors.

The Berkshire Symphony has more
than seventy-five musicians who
come from Vermont, Connecticut, and
New "^Tk, as well as Massachusetts.

MoreTnan a third are students from
Williams College and several nearby

high schools. There are four Friday

evening concerts in Chapin Hall each

year, the first and fourth of which are

scheduled to coincide with Parents'

Weekends at the college. After the

October 15th concert, the three

remaining concert dates are

December 3, March U, and April 29.

Admission is free to Williams
students.

Five College Area

Gunther Schuller conducts the New England Conservatory Ragtime En-
semble, Friday, at John Greene Hall, Smith for $4 :00, 8 : 15.

Composer's Forum
Jazi artist Anthony Braxton will perform on five instruments and then

present a lecture on composition at the Albany Arts Center, 1069 New Scotland
Road, Oct. 15 at 8 p.m.

Lectures

Dr. Jerome L. Singer, Professor of Psychology at Yale University, will

speak Wednesday, October 13, at 8:00 p.m. His lecture, "The Psychdi^y of

Daydreaming and the Stream of Consciousness," will be given in Room 206 of

the Thompson Physics Laboratory, and is open to the public. Singer is the

director of the graduate program in clinical psychology at Yale. He has been a
practicing psychotherapist as well as a teacher and researcher in the field of

fantasy and daydreaming.
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Chandler faces the press on trustee meetings
TRUSTEES from page 1

Streets, and Cluett Mansion along

with adjacent land The trustees also

authorized the College to explore

James C. Kellogg's '37 proposal for

the division and sale of portions of Mt.

Hope farm, as outlined in the Record
9-28.

Dewey noted that the plan enabled

the College to retain the land, while

giving the town more tax revenue. He
add6d that Kellogg might have to

solve some of "the practical

problems" to attract buyers. Dewey
questioned Kellogg's ability to sell ^
lots without specifically defined lots, a

road layout, and perhaps town ap-

proval in advance. "Sewer problems

will be major," Dewey predicted, "so

there is a lot of work to be done."

, According to Dewey, the trustees

wanted to give Kellogg the go ahead,

though Chandler stressed that the

College is "still exploring" various

options.

The Williamstown Housing
Authority has targeted the five acres

at Church and Southworth Streets for

low cost housing for the elderly.

Dewey reported that the trustees were
"not enthusiastic" about the sale, but

that the College- wanted to avoid a

"confrontation" with the town on this

point, observing that the land could

have been taken by eminent domain.
With trustee approval of the action,

the sale will be completed as soon as

the town housing authority can raise

'

the money, Chandler explained. The
price, $5500 an acre, was an average

Booters trounce Trinity
SOCC E R from page 6

low shot from the left side, and beat

the goalie on the inside post.

"Despite the weather, the main

problem with the game was the fact

that it was so poorly officiated",

Vennell said. This was particularly

evident in the final 15 minutes of the

game. Although both teams were very

aggressive on the ball, they were also

very physical off it, a fact which must

have been overlooked by the referees,

who called almost no penalties.

The entire squad played well, with

the standouts being Osborne and

sweeper Bruce Camelleri. Most op-

timistic was the play of the offense,

which moved the ball exceptionally

well. This was the result of the Trinity

fullbacks allowing Purple halfbacks

to push the ball to the inside, which is

conducive to the Williams attack.

Coming up next weekend for the

kickers is a journey to Maine to do

battle with Bates and Bowdoin.
Although Bates is weak, Bowdoin is

undefeated on the season, having

already beaten good teams from
Amherst_and Springfield. Featuring a

high powered attack, they stand to be

a difficult challenge for an excellent

Eph defense. "I just don't know",
says Coach Vennell, "but if the

Booters can continue to put three or

four balls into the net each game, the

prospects for a good year will be

tremendously enhanced."

Eph swimmers dunk Vassar
After a scant three weeks'

preparation, the women's swim team
opened its dual meet season Friday

with a decisive win over a coed Vassar

team, 73-40.

Williams won eight of the fourteen

events and swam one-two in three of

them. Carol Smalley and Keron
Walker accounted for four of the

Purple firsts, while relay teams took

two more. Smalley, an exchange
student from Holyoke, edged out a

male competitor in the 200 freestyle

and then came back to run away with

the 500 distance event in an excellent

early-season time of 6:10.

Walker, a freshman, won the 50

freestyle with a time of 26.2 and the

100 butterfly . in 1:06.9. Williams

completed a sweep of the freestyle

events as Marilla Pearsall took the 100

in 1:01.8 and the team of Morrow,

Bonner, Murphy and Walker placed

first in the 200 freestyle relay.

Mary Southworth displayed some
fine form in the diving event, taking

first from a field of five girls. Anne
Youngling, a junior rookie, placed

second in both her freestyle events,

while Nina Murphy made a strong

showing in the 100 individual medley
and the 100 yd. backstroke.

Coach Carl Samuelson was
evidently quite pleased with his

varsity's opening meet. "The per-

formances were excellent," he said.

"This type of start is indicative of a

very successful season."

Alttiough Vassar won six events,

none of its victors were female. Six

men rounded out the opposing squad

in the longer distances and the

freestyle sprint.

Williams will take on Union in its

last home meet for several weeks next

Monday.

of the estimates of three local

realtors.

The budget review showed a $90,000

surplus. Chandler noted that the extra

$24,000 raised by the alumni fund

accounted for a substantial portion of

the surplus, the remainder being

spread throughout the College

spending.

Chandler acknowledged the bequest

of Schuyler Cole '24 part of which will

endow the Class of 1924 Professorship.

The trustees appointed Professor

Dudley Bahlman of the History

Department as the first recipient of

this honor. Such endowments are

intended to relieve a professor of

departmental duties and allow him to

choose his own course offerings.

The trustees set priorities for future

spending, ranking Chapin Hall

renovation highest, followed by art

and athletic _ department im-

provements. A lack of money is

delaying construction. Chandler
explained, but architects have been

engaged and plans are being drawn,

so that when the money materiahzes

the College will ba ready to begin.

Lower in priority are Garfield

House renovations and an increase in

the financial aid endowment.
Proposed changes in Garfield involve

a structural addition and-or the

conversion of rooms in the kitchen

area. According to Buildings and

Grounds, renovation .ftf the building is

preferable to destruction.

Chandler reported on Admissions

policies and problems to the trustees.

Enrollment this year is 40 students

over the optimum, 1860 being the

target figure for the opening day of

classes. The housing shortage and

crowded classrooms have not, he

happily reported, been as serious as

CORRECTION

Due to a typographical error,

last week's article on professorial

salaries stated that Amherst
professors receive an average of

$100 to $200 more than Williams

professors. The difference is ac-

tually $1,000 to $2,000; the salaries

listed in the table appearing with

the article are correct.
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the administration originally an-

ticipated. Future enrollment should

fall and stabilize at an 1840 student

average over the year, Chandler

predicted.

In reference to the future of the

Roper Center on campus. Chandler

alluded to three options open to the

Center's board. First, the board has

considered relocating at a larger

campus. Both Yale and the University

of Connecticut have contacted the

board toward this end.

A second alternative would keep the

facility at Williams and link the center

with computers at a number of

schools, including the University of

Massachusetts, Harvard and M.I.T.

Finally the Center could remain on

campus and develop ties exclusively

with the University of Massachusetts.

To some extent, said Chandler, we are

moving toward this final alternative.

If Roper stays on campus the

President added, the College will "be

more generous" in its financial help.

Currently support is being "phased

down," but not "out".

The trustees' Degree Committee
reviewed the Student-Faculty

Honorary Degrees committee

recommendations, amended the list,

and submitted the report to the

trustees. When asked if the trustees do
any "armtwisting" to get Honorary
Degree candidates to accept. Chan-

dler replied "We do a lot of that." He
smiled and added that he and the

'

trustees fully exploited every
"tenuous connection" to the College in

persuading candidates to accept.

The session ended with a question

concerning Student-Trustee relations. -

Though no official liaison has been

appointed. Chandler said Pam
Carlton '76 saw this as her duty. The
trustees, he said, thought it

"valuable" to pick another trustee

"close in years" to the students.
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Gifidders fall to Trinity, 16-0

despite tough defense effort
by Tim Layden

Neither rain nor mud nor wind nor

Don Wallace's 143 yards passing nor

HerbMcCormick's six receptions nor

the third straight week of tough

Williams defense was to keep the

Trinity Bantams from a long-await«d

win over Williams on Weston Field

Saturday aftemooa

It can almost be sensed now that

every opponent Williams faces is

licking its chops, finally seeing the

opportunity to knock off Odt||yind the

Ephs. Trinity came to Wiluamstown
and took advantage of several Eph
mistakes and even added a little icing

in the end to post a 16-0 win and hand
Odell his second consecutive shutout.

In a game where field position was
to t>e a valuable asset all afternoon,

Williams' first mistake of the af-

ternoon came before even taking the

rice paddy, er, the field. The Ephs
won the toss at the start of the game
and elected to receive rather than

take the swirling wind. The strategy

quickly backfired as Williams opened
from the five-yard-line and Peter

Unger's third-down punt travelled

only ten yards. Bill McCandless
booted a 20-yard field goal seven plays

later.

For the remainder of the first half,

the WiUiams offense moved smoothly
between the 30-yard-lines, but con-

tinually stalled in Trinity territory.

Don Wallace, according to Odell, "Did
an exceptional job throwing the ball

under atrocious conditions," hitting 7

for 11 for 125 yards in the first half,

including four to Herb McCormick
but never was able to get the Ephs in

for a score.

Trinity's defense, rated seventh

nationally coming into the game, was
immovable in tough situations and
shut off the passing attack in the

second half, sacking Wallace five

times after intermission.

The Williams defense, which was to

yield only 150 yards total offense in the

game, rallied around seniors Emmett
Creahan and Jim Spaulding and
junior Peter Tuttle to halt the Ban-

tams attack for the entire second

quarter. Two Unger punts inside the

Trinity five also were of service.

The close of the first half, which
brought the end of the game's driving

rains, and the arrival of the first

semblance of a crowd also left

Williams on the short end of a 3-0

score. Sound familiar? The Bantams,
however, recalling last year's 3-3 tie

on a Kevin Cramer fourth-quarter

field goal, came out throwing in the

second half.

Quarterback John Gillespie hit split

end Tom Lines with a pair of aerials to

put the Bantams on the Williams 17,

where a fumble ended the drive.

Trinity ventured into Williams
territory twice more in the period, but

was unable to score, perhaps showing
that an inability to move the ball in-

side the 25 is contagioas:

It was, however, apparent, that the

bigger Bantams were dominating the

Ephs physically in the second half and
eventually the Williams spell was
broken.

A fine punt return by Tony Trivella

and an extra 15 yards tacked on for a
personal foul put Trinity on the

Williams 11 and gave the visitors an
opportunity to get some breathing

room between them and the gutty

Ephs. Mike Brennan's one-yard dive

four plays later settled the issue and
Trinity was in front to stay, 10-0.

The fourth quarter was a

frustrating one for the Ephs, as Don
Wallace's only wobbler of the af-

ternoon and penalties thwarted
drives. Rob Claflin, a reserve quar-

terback for Trinity returned a punt 51

yards for a score with just -four,

minutes remaining in the contest, the

kick was missed, but the Bantams had
sealed a very satisfying 16-0 win.

"Their size just got to us in the

second half," remarked Odell, "but
we're much more encouraged than

last week." The win marked the first

time since 1973 that a Williams team
has lost two games in a row, but it's

not time to throw in the towel quite

yet.

Williams has now faced two of the

toughest opponents it will face this

season, in Middlebury and Trinity.

The losses have hurt, but the youthful

Ephs are gaining experience and
there were several bright spots in the

loss.

The defense, under Dick Farley and
Clarence Thomas continues to bit with

fire in their eyes each week, and it can
safely say that 20 points from the

Purple offense will win most games
this year. Bob Staiger and Mike Masi,

standing on each others shoulders

equal -one Joe Greene, but the duo
seems to have found their niche at

defensive end and with help from the

deep backs, have done an outstanding

job.

Wallace's passing performance
merits some sort of award, throwing a

wet, slippery ball and stilt hitting 10

passes for 143 yards. Split end Herb
McCormick, threatened earlier in the

week with deportation to fight end,

played the game of his life, grabbing
six passes, most in heavy traffic.

Freshman halfback Gus Nuzzolese

showed great promise, leading the

rushing attack, and running with the

type of abandon which the Eph attack

needs. The return of Scott Harrington

to the Williams offense next week
should make Nuzzolese an even

greater weapon.

Next week's opponent is un-

predictable Bowdoin, led by tailback

Jim Soule, one of the top running

backs in New England The game will

open a two-week road trip, concluding

at Tufts. Bob Odell-coached Williams

teams have never lost three games in

a row, and it's very doubtful he wants

to start now.

Sophomore tight end Kurt^nderson reaches In vain for second-half pass from

Don Wallace. Bantams capitalized on two Williams errors to post a li-0 win

Saturday afternoon, leaving the Ephs at 1-2 on the season. (photo by Oettgen)

Soccermen demolish

Trinity 4-1 in downpour
by Ricliard Abrams

In an awesome display of offensive

power, the Williams varsity soccer

team thoroughly demolished Trinity

Saturday, 4-1. Despite rainy con-

ditions, which put a damper on any
controlled passing game, the hooters

managed to handle the t>all well

enough to keep the^ Trinity defense

constantly on the rum The victory,

raising the squad's- record to 2-2, laid

to rest many doubtj of their ability to

generate an offense.

"Part of the difference was the

Rocquetwomen net two more wins
by Evan Bash

Exposing their opponents to the

same ruthless attack being demon-
strated in presidential campaign
circles, the women's varsity tennis

team raised its season record to 7-1

last week with 9-0 wins over both

Vassar and Radcliffe. Coach Curt

Tong unleashed a machine that

dropped only one set out of the thirty-

seven played in the two matches.

Against Radcliffe on Saturday, the

Ephwomen had as much trouble with

the circumstances surrounding the

match as they had with the match
itself. First, the storm battering the

Berkshires forced the match inside

Chapman Rink where a concert had
taken place only twelve hours earlier.

Then a majority of the squad had to

stay mentally sharp for over two
hours after the match was scheduled

to begin as Radcliffe's arrival was
delayed.

Williams got off to a quick start

against the first shift of Radcliffe

players. Jonnina Sadoff played very
well at number one singles and won
easily 6-0, 6-1. Two more easy wins
followed for the Ephs as Laura Carson
scored a 6-1, 6-0 victory while Rebecca
Chase, who is making her mark as

only a freshwoman, breezed 6-0, 6-1.

The second wave of Radcliffe

players were turned away as easily as

the first. The second of Williams'

outstanding freshwomen, Trudie
tenBroeke, struggled through the only

tough set of the day before settling

down to a 7-6, 6-0 win. Amy Demorest
won 6-2, 6-1 and has now lost only one

match all year, while Holly Boyer
filled in ably at sixth singles with a 6-3,

6-0 victory. It was the same old story

for the doubles teams as they all won
handily. Athletes of the Week Amy
Sterling and Holly Prentice won 6-1, 6-

0, Sally Kruse and Babe Kirfc followed

suit 6-0, 6-1 as did Sherry Wlllcox and

Sue Guttman 6-0, 6-0.

It was a long ride to Poughkeepsie

on Tuesday for the team and Vassar

would have been happier if the Ephs
hadn't bothered to make it. Once
again the singles players led the

charge. Only Amy P'^niorest lost a set

as Barb Ernst, who i . . .ssed Saturday's

match, played in this one. The doubles

teams were never in trouble of losing

what would have been only their third

loss in eight matches.

The Ephwomen will be challenged

by Skidmore and Middlebury this

week. The way the team is rolling, it

will take a truly outstanding effort to

keep them from gaining the now
wedily quota of two wins.

increased number of shots as com-
pared to our previous two games,"
coach Jeff Vennell commented. In-

deed, the Ephs started strongly, and
the early pressure /paid off when
upback Bill Roper '/taUied his first

varsity goal only 4:25 into the contest.

At this point, the Trinity defense

tightened, and managed to ward off

the Purple forwards until Henry
Osborne drilled home an unassisted

goal midway through the first half.

Jim Hield started off the second
period just as the first when he toc^ a

pass from Osborne, and shot past a

diving Trinity goalkeeper. Shortly

thereafter, the Bantams scored their

goal on a rather controversial plr

With 31:00 remaining, goalie f ,

Grossmann, apparently held on uie

play, watched helplessly as a follow

up head to a corner kick flew into the

net for a score. Vehemently protesting

the call, Grossmann found himself

quickly red carded, and sent to the

bench for the remainder of the game.
Jay Loeffler took over, and did an
admirable job in stemming the

Trinity tide for the final 30 minutes.

Much of the pressure was removed
from him when John Friborg took a

see SOCCER page 5

Harriers outpace Trinity, Union, to go 7-0
by Chris Flavin

Running through pouring rain, the

varsity cross-country team easily

.

disposed of Trinity and Union
Saturday on a soggy Williams home
course. The score of 21-37 over Union,

and the 15-49 shut out of Trinity ran

the Ephs' undefeated record for the

season to 7-0.

The varsity, as usual, ran at only
- about half strength due to a variety of

ailments. Williams junior Joe Kolb led

the way from the start, accompanied
by_Wilcoski_of. Union. Close .behind

them Dan Sullivan ran the early part

of the race alone. Further back. Ken
Leinbach, Gary James, Ed Bacher,

and Bert Saul ran together with a

group of Union runners. The
remainder of the Union runners as

well as the entire Trinity team
stretched far behind.

Cross-country captain Ken Leinbach (left) and junior 0»n Sullivan cross finish

line in tie for third place in Saturday's easy wins over Trinity and Union.

(photo by Read)

After the two mile mark, Kolb

slowly pulled away from his Union
opponent, and went^n^o win in the

unsensational time of 26: 18 for the 4.85

mile course. Wikoski took second, but

was followed closely by Sullivan and
Leinbach who ran the latter part of

the race together, and tied at 27:21.

Gary James finished fifth, while Ed
Bacher and Bert Saul finished up the

Williams win in eighth and ninth

places. The first Trinity man could

manage only a tenth place finish.

Cleve Thayer and Jon Miller of

Williams, who were moved up from
the J.V. for this meet, finished twelfth

and eighteenth.

The Purple now have a week off

before going against M.I.T. Saturday

at Franklin Park in Boston. After a

couple of weeks of injuries, sickness,

and relatively poor performances, the

Ephs will have to find their groove
Saturday, as they are going up against

a'strong M.I.T. team. The main task

for the Williams harriers right now is

to slay in shape for the big meets at

the end of the season. Though they

have outclassed most of their dual

meet competition, these later meets
will provide more than enough
challenge.

Scoreboard
Varsity Football

October 9

Trinity

Vt/illiams
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CC supports higher fickef price

-^^CEC gets go ahead on J. Geils

COLLEGE OCTOBER 15, 1976

The College CouncU voted 17-3

Tuesday to underwrite the deficit that

the All-College Entertainment Council

(ACEC) expects to incur from the

Homecoming concert, allowing the

ACEC to finalize its contract with the

J. Geils Band.
ACEC co-chairman Jim Bowe

estimated the probable loss on the J.

Geils concert at $5,500. Bowe also

reported that the ACEC lost $3,900. on

the Arlo Guthrie concert and $175. on

the cancellation of Tavares. The
council's action implies that the

minimum budget allocation to the

ACEC would be the combined losses

from all three of these shows. Last

^eaFfhe^ACEC's final allocation

totalled nearly $15,000.

In a non-binding resolution, the

council expressed its support for

higher ticket prices for the

Homecoming concert. Bowe stated

that ACEC would follow the council's

recommendation and raise prices to

at least $6.00.

Council Treasurer Clarence Otis

reported that the Finance Committee
had completed all but one of its

organizational budget reviews.

President Steve Piltch then set Oct. 27

as the first allocation session for the

council.

According to Finance Committee
member Dave Ross the committee
will set general policy recom-
mendations for the council and

reconsider its tentative recom-
mtodations in Ught of those policies

and the overall budget before going to

the council.

Gar-Wood representative Larry
Mitchell reported that the CEP could

take no action on the council's open-

m(eeting resolution for at least one

month. MitcheU stated, "The CEP is

primarily a faculty committee legally

responsible to the faculty. We can

take no action until the faculty decides

on this issue".

Mitchell also reported that CEP
also discussed the problem of the

growing number of students taking

fifth course. Mitchell said the com-
mittee considered this a burden to the

scfiool and discussed the possibility of

raising tuition for those students

taking fifth courses.

In his CUL report, Pratt house
representative Peter Shell stated that

the CUL has tentatively adopted a
proposal for conducting house tran-

sfers in a manner similar to freshman
inclusion.

The council also supported the^

Tenure Standing Committee's plans to

distribute a questionnaire designed to

increase shident input in Uie tenure

process.

Carter tops Forttos 799
vote in mock primary

by Chip Buckner
Jimmy Carter squeaked by Gerald

Ford in a mock election that nobody
really won. A mere 35 votes separated

the leaders as 799 students registered

their presidential preferences outside

the maih-oom at a table run jointly by

the Americans for Democratic Action

and the Williams Republican Club

from 8 am to 8 pm on Wednesday.
Upon learning of the results Bruce

McElvein exclaimed "That's won-

derful." McElvein '79, Chairman of

the President Ford Committee (not

Committee assesses majors
The Student Standing Committee

recently received approval from the

College Council on its plan to

distribute a questionnaire on tenure

and departments offering majors.

According to chairman Hervey
Mclver '77, the committee will seek

Dean of Faculty Neil Grabois' consent

next week.
The committee, organized last year

by Larry Sanders '77, seeks student

input on tenure decisions and on

department curriculum. The council

established the group last fall, but the

committee didn't begin functioning

until this year. Current members are

Hervey Mclver, Paul Gismondi '77,

David MacGregor '79, Steve Werbel
'79, Wit McKay '78, and Bruce
Stevenson '78.

The committee's plans include

talking to the department chairmen,

Grabois, and the Committee on Ap-

pointments and Promotions (CAP)
before going ahead with the

questionnaire. The questionnaire

would be distributed to juniors and

seniors, asking them to comment on

their major and on tenure candidates

inthatdepsrtnient SjjecifJc q«estions__

include how well a major program
meets expectations^the ability of a
professor to communicate material,

the accessibility of professors, and the

.extent of their interests in students.

Through a questionnaire, Standing

Committee said it hopes to obtain

more subjective and specific com-
ments than available through the

course evaluation sheets written at

the end of each semester. At the

faculty's suggestion, signatures will

be required but only the committee
members will see the names.
Signatures allow the committee to

contact students for clarification of

written statements.

76 committee estimates the

questionnaires will be completed by
Christmas. During vacation the

results will be correlated and the

findings will be given to CAP,
professors, and department chair-

men.

Some departments such as history,

biology, and political science, have
advisory committees that act as

liaisons between students and senior

members of the department. Students

on these committees can recommend
other students to be interviewed and
can talk to prospective professors.

affiliated with the WRC), noted that

Democratic candidates received 80

per cent of the vote in last spring's

mock primary, pointed to the change
as indicative of the country's mood
and predicted a narrow victory for the

President in November.
JoelSmith'79 akey man in Carter's

western Massachusetts campaign
found the results "satisfying."
"That's awfully close," he reacted,

but "I didn't think we'd win big." He,

too, extrapolated Williams' results

nationally, saying that even a narrow
victory on a national scale would
suffice.

Smith claims that the election did

not reflect Williams' real sentiments.

He observed that the PFC had can-

vassed the student body and urged
partisans to come to the polls,

whereas the Carter organization had
remained dormant. "If we'd pulled

the voters, we could have won big," he
asserted.

Past election years have been less

competitive. In the 1972 presidential

campaign George McGovern took 71

per cent of the total (563-795), to

Nixon's 24 per cent (191-795) of the

student body.

At the Farm Fest in Hopkins For«st last Sunday, Bruce Wilkinson cranks the

cider press as David Perry observes the workings of the 1930's vintage ap-

paratus. See related photo pg. 5 (photo by Janson)

CUL endorses transfer lottery

Mock Election

Results
Votes PCCandidate-Party

Jimmy Carter
Democratic Party

Gerald R. Ford
Republican Party

Eugene McCarthy
Independent

Peter Came jo

Socialist Workers Party 22 2.8

Ottiers 27 3.6

Total 799 100.0

345

310

93

43.2

36.8

11.6

by Wendy Parnet

The Committee on Undergraduate
Life (CUL) unofficially decided
Monday to endorse a lottery transfer

policy. The plan would incorporate

random selection into the transfer

process, making the system very

similar to freshman inclusion.

Under the provisions of the

proposal, students would apply for a

housing transfer by Usting, in order of

preference, each of the 4 housing

options now open to freshman during

inclusion: Dodd-Fitch-Prospect,
Greylock, Mission Park or Row
House. Students would not be able to

select a specific house within the four

categories. Transfers could apply

either alone or with friends.

The committee's action was a

response to a trustee report stating

that the housing system was
"responsive to new ideas and needs as

these are perceived first-hand by

responsible college committees." If

the proposal stands, it will serve as a

guiding principle for the Student

Housing Committee. It will not,

however, be binding.

Committee members viewed the

new policy as a method of cutting

down transfers. Agreeing on the

desirability of maintaining randomly
selected, diverse houses, the com-
mittee felt that the current trend

toward large numbers of transfers

tended to cause excessive homogenity
in the houses. The lottery selection, it

was felt, would eliminate requests for

transfers from all but those students

who felt that their living situation was
unbearable.

The lottery policy was seen as

imposing a cost on all transfers. Those
who applied would not know where
they would end up. Committee
members said they hoped this risk

see CUL page 5

Tl^vompsofi, 4Qsell bett& +oH^4of^s4eep€rfs

student Standing Committee member
Hervey Mclver (photo by Davis)

by Bill Wickwire

Many Williamstown residents

would say that the biggest "ding-

dongs" in town are at the College, and
in a way they would be right.

Williams, the site of most of the bells

in town, provides the community with

unending pleasure or just a big pain in

the neck, depending on one's point of

view.

Those bells heard at the hour and
the quarter-hour are located in the top

of Lasell Gymnasium. The Seth

Thomas clock in the tower has two
automatic systems which are un-

fortunately not any too reliable. You
may remember two weeks ago when
the hour would ring at twenty minutes

past, confusing Williams students as

well as town residents.

But where are those bells that play

songs and ring for about fifteen

minutes while disrupting our studies

and waking us up early in the mor-

ning? They are high in the tower of

Thompson Memorial Chapel and ring

daily at7:45, noon, 5:15 and 7:00.

The solid bronze bells are not rung

by individual ropes but from a type of

console which connects a lever

through a series of springs and con-

nections to each bell. It is this ap-

paratus that moves to strike the bell

so when the bells are heard they do not

actually move.
They are still not easy to ring,

however, which can be seen as Tad
Cavuoti, the unofficial Williams

College Master Bell Ringer, prances

across the console, hitting each lever

with a thud as the floor beneath

vibrates and shakes. "I used to wear
gloves," says Cavuoti, "because I got

terrible blisters when I was a fresh-

man." According to Cavuoti, the bells

must be turned periodically to keep
from wearing the bronze unevenly

where the lever apparatus hits them.

They have been played on and off

for the past 72 years. There are ten of

them which cover the scale from E
flattoEflatin thekey of D minor with

an extra D flat and an F. Those two

extra bells make it possible to play in

two other keys as musicians know.

"It is not> a carillon" emphasizes

Cavuoti, explaining that a carillon has

two octaves with a bell for each

halfstep. "The bells are really not

very musical. It's a really Umited
thing."

Over the years, a good library of

music has been assembled in spite of

these limits. Most selections are from
hymnals as they have the simplest

arrangements. The ringers also do

"change ringing" which is ringing to a

numerical pattern rather than to a

tune. "When it sounds like just bells

and no tune," says Cavutoi, "that's

change ringing. Actually, we do that

when something is brokea and we
can't do anything else."

The bells can be reached by clim-

bing 99 nearly vertical steps to a

[datform within the tower. There are

ten bells, the largest of which is as

large as a Volkswagen Beetle, and can

be rung either from the console or by a

rope. Because of its size, it must be

turned almost sideways to ring when
operated with the rope. Although it is

now repaired, the bell was broken last

year by a group of Williams students

who had swung like Tarzan on its

rope. Because of such incidents, the

tower is now locked.

For the first time, there are four

l)ell ringers this year. Chet Palmieri

'77, does the 7:00 p.m. ringing. Tad
Cavuoti, also a senior and veteran of

the group, rings at the most desirable

times—noon and 5:15. That nasty

person who wakes us up at 7:45 each

morning is Alison Morgan, a

sophomore. Newcomer David Wilcox,

a freshman, is not yet a regularly

scheduled bell ringer, but he should be

soon.

The bells have become a big part of

the daily scene at Williams. They tell

us when to get up, when to eat lunch,

when to eat dinner, and when to start

studying. Of course, they don't have to

teU us when to go to bed—we all know
it's whenever the library closes or the

beer runs out!
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by Ken Bertscli

This is the transcript of an address

given to the Wilhams Community at

Candidates Nlgt^. ^

.-^. -In the first place^ because I'm-
President of the Wiliiams ADA, I

should make it clear that the ADA
emphatically disagrees with my
position. They feel that to vote for

Eugene McCarthy is to throw your

vote away.

In the second place, I would like to

make the rather shocking remark that

I don't think McCarthy is going to run

this year. Because that is the case, I

will not try to convince you to vote for

McCarthy because he will do this and

this and this when he is elected. I

would rather suggest that you vote for

McCarthy as a protest against the

quality level of the two principles.

I went to the library to research th^

case against Gerald Ford and Jimmy
Carter, but J just couldn't lQrc£_
myself to do it. Not that it would be

difficult, but 1 couldn't think of

Letters: rape, women in sports

Discrimination

To the editor:

Michael Behrman's article,

"Purple Rowers prepare for first race

Sunday" (Oct. 8) portrays the Eph
crewmen as "one of the least

publicized and hardest working teams
at Williams College." It seems sadly

ironic that in an attempt to expose a

little-publicized team,- it totally

disregards an integral part of the

Crew—that of the Williams women's
crew. They, too, can be seen daily on

the steps of Chapin Hall, and par-

ticipate in equally punishing practices

ofrnnning, rowing, and weight lifting.

The article is representative of the

discrimination which women in sports

experience not only at Williams, but

everywhere. Women's soccer, for

example, due to the lack of field space

and coaches, must hold their season in

the spring, an off season for most

other colleges.

The sport itself is not the prime

issue; whether crew, soccer, or any

other athletic activity is concerned,

we as persons interested in com-

petitive sports must accept each other

as inherently equal and progress

accordingly.

Sincerely,

Libby Hohmann '80

Betsy McNerney '80

Suzanne Kluss '80

Cora Yang '80

Safety problem?
To the editor:

I can't help feeling the "rape
problem" at Williams has been blown

quite out of proportion. Granted, the

problem may exist, and be a problem
no matter how small the incidence.

However, having myself graduated
the purple valley last spring, I now
spend my days in the pastoral haunts

of Washington, D.C. You think YOU
have problems?

I am the dispatcher with The
George Washington University

Campus Police. Several years ago
GWU was involved in a test case in-

volving a freshman who claimed her

rape went detected yet unattended to

by our force. Since then, the force has

been beefed up. Now there is a

patroling force of 15 men—a,nd

women—per shift, as well as an ad-

ministrative staff of retired pension-

drawing former FBI and Secret

Service fellows. The campus, located

at the fringe of the downtown area, is

probably one of the safest areas in the

city. (Its size is roughly comparable
to Williams' size.) Up to ten major
incidents a night pass through my
radio desk and onto my blotter. Very
heavy patrols are maintained in the

University Parking Garage— three

women were raped there in the space

of three months last year, all nurses

on their way home after the evening

shift got out.

Williams women, you may have a

problem In the reporting of area

rapes—but relative to the rest of

academia— tht Purple Valley is the

land of tranquility. At Williams, it's

safer to walk home than it is here to

drive.

^ Sincerely,

Dana Perlstein, '76

—€Hsmm—
Freshman parents' weekend

Freshman Parents' Weekend officially began today at 1:00 p.m. Parents

can register in Baxter Hall until 8:30 tonight and from 8:30 to 2:30 p.m.

tomorrow. The Annual Parents' Day Program will be held in Chapin Hall

tomorrow at 11:30 a.m., followed by a buffet picnic at the Field House.

Parents are also invited to attend this weekend's various sporting events and

theater productions as well as Sunday morning's worship service at

Thompson Memorial Chapel.

—Budget sur|)Jus reported

—

^-^
The College administrative budget for the year ending June 30, 1976

returned a surplus for the first time in three years, according to a report

distributed this week by Treasurer Francis H. Dewey III.

Total revenues for 1975-76 were $15,967,424, and total expenditures were

$15,876,778, leaving a surplus of $90,646, said Dewey.

Newspaper recycling mandatory
The Williamstown selectmen voted unanimously Tuesday night to ban

newspapers from the town landfill effective December 1, effectively making
recycling of newspapers mandatory. --'

The ban will "keep Williamstown in the forefront of recycling," ac-
cording to R. Carter Terenzini of the Bennington-Berkshire Counties
Recycling Council.

Violators of the ban can be fined up to $20, but the town 'will educate,
persuade, communicate, and talk before issuing citations," said Town
Manager Robert M. Janes.

"The goal is to keep as much out of the landfill as possible. ' said Con-
servation Commissioner Pamela B. Weatherby, adding that "the best start
is newspapers."

Winter Study revisions
An error occurred in the "Addendum" enclosed in the Winter Study

Program Catalogue: History 14, African Resistance Movements (Weiskeli,

has not been cancelled; it will be offered as announced in the Catalogue.

Please note as well that History 13, Modern Latin-America Through Film
(Larson), has been cancelled.

News and Notes
from Career Counseling

The OCC Research Library will be

open to students, faculty, staff, and

Alumni on Saturdays (beginning

Oct. 16) from 9:30 am to 12:30 pm.

Law and Business School

representatives coming lo OCC
F(»K TlIK WEEK OF OCT. I8TH

Monday, Oct. IB Yale Law
Stanford Business

Chicago Business

Michigan Business

Tuesday, Oct. 19 St. Louis Law
Fletcher Law

Wednesday. Oct. 20

Northwestern Law

Thursday, t)cr. 21

Northwestern - Management

The I of Michigan Law School can

only be here on Wed. 10-26—during

fall break. If enough people are

interested, we will have them come
anyway Please see Katie Case of

OCC,

AIA \I TO SHAKE EXPERIE.NCE
Thomas Phelan '67 will be

available Sat. Oct. 16, 1:30-3:00

p.m. to meet with interested

students to discuss informally the

nature of the legal profession—

especially the practice of law in

New York and Columbia
University Law School.

(KTOBER LEPHLET AT THE
PRESS
OCCs newsletter, THE
LEPHLET, is almost off the press

and into your boxes. It has in-

formation on Summer Jobs,

Fellowships, Special Workshops.

Tests, and more.

READ THE LEPHLET
GAPFAS APPLICATIONS JUST
ARRIVED AT OCC

anything that could possibly be more
boring. I'll go back to reading Adam
Smith any time.

Ford's preCambrian conservatism

has been unrelenting. He's against

anything that would aid the weak in

our society. As writer Richard Rhodes

has observed, he's against food

stamps. He's against free school

lunches for the children of the poor.

He's against national health in-

surance, public housing, aid to

education, rent subsidy, unem-
ployment compensation for farm-

workers, increased Social Security

benefits, and increased minimum
wage, support for mass transit from

the Highway Trust, abortion, busing,

strip-minUiB regulation, gasoline

rationing, "liberal" Supreme Court

decisions, public works. To be fair,

he's not against everything. He is for

. school prayers and the CIA
£fisides_ all this, .^his _vision_ and

originality is in question. Ford was in

the House for 25 years, and never once

did he introduce a major piece of

legislation of any kind.

My biggest problem with Carter is

simply that I don't know him. It's true

that I do know about his sex life and
his prayer habits. (But I still don't

know what President Carter is going

to do in the way of policy, and he's still

not willing to tell me.) I'm aware that

he ran what was probably a racist

campaign for Governor of Georgia in

1970. On the other hand, I realize that

he was probably a competent
governor of Georgia. I know that

he was never a leJtder in any

effort other than that of satisfying his

own ambition. He supported the

Vietnam War until it occurred to him
that that support might cost votes in a

Presidential campaign. He certainly

was not known for his leadership on

civil rights. Carter didn't stick his

neck out; his only interest was in

protecting his ass.

The sorry fact is that Ford and

Carter are two of the finest examples

Eugene McCarthy
of American mediocrity. Who are

these two that they should be leading

our nation? What have they done,

where the hell did they come from? I

cringe at the thought of voting for

either. The alternatives are to not

vote, to write in someone, or to vote

for a candidate like McCarthy.
Eugene McCarthy has, over the

years, proven himself to be a
courageous, decent, and intelligent

public figure. His leadership was
amply demonstrated when he stood up
to his party, hierarchy, jn 1968 and^
challenged President Johnson on the

war. More recently, McCarthy has
been a strong advocate of the view
that we should not enshrine the two
party system, as does the new election

reform act. A self-respecting liberal

can, I think, vote for him in good

conscience. As I said^|) could write

in someone, such ^Biilla Abzug or

former Gov. McCall of Oregon, or

even that sainted Congressman from
Arizona, Morris Udall. The problem is

that the write-in won't shoyf up when
Walter and Barbara and John give the

Nov. 2 results. On the other hand, the
•

McCarthy vote will. There will be a

solid block of Americans—six, seven,

perhaps even ten per cent—who have

demonstrated their disillusionment

with the two major candidates.

Jimmy Carter modestly titles his

autobiography Why Not the Best.

That's a good question. This block of

McCarthy votes will be a visible

demonstration that we are

dissatisfied ..with what we are being

offered. We expect more. We expect

the best.

Lectures

Martin J. Klein, the Eugene Higgins Professor of the History of Physics at

Yale University, will give two lectures on Monday.
Klein will speak on "Albert Einstein: Portrait of the Scientist as a Young

Man," at 8 p.m. in room 111 of Thompson Biology Laboratory. Because of his

dual career as physicist and historian of science, Klein holds rare qualifications

for discussing such a subject.

"Thermodynamics a Century Ago" is the title of Klein's talk before the

physics department colloquium at 4:15 in room 214 of the Thompson Physical

Laboratory.

Open Discussion on Homosexuality

The Williams Gay Support Organization is sponsoring an open discussion on

"Homosexuality: Evolution and Revolution" with panel members Mary

Stevens, lesbian, mother and law student, Dan Pinello '72, lawyer and gay

rights workei-, and John Atteridg, cofounder of theWGSO.
The purpose of the discussion is to initiate gay-straight dialogue on campus.

It will be held on Sunday, October 17, in the Driscoll Lounge, from 2-5 p.m.

Outing Club hosts Grey lock Day

The Williams Outing Clobwiiliiold its anrmaifiTeylocli Day this Saturday;

October 16th. The club is sponsoring an all-day hike and biking trip up Mt.

Greylock. Guests include members^of the Skidmore, Smith and Mt. Holyoke
Outing Clubs. Interested participants should meet at the steps of Chapin Hall, 9

a.m.,

Law field woric

The Massachusetts Law Reform
Institute is looking for 4-6 students

to participate in a review and

evaluation of the housing court

sessions in Pittsfield. This

evaluation will comprise a study of

district courts throughout the

state. Anyone interested will be

required to attend a workshop to be

held in Boston, October 16 and 17th,

which will be followed by a com-

mitment to spend a given number
of Thursdays at the court in Pitt-

sfield. This time will be spent

observing court cases, in-

terviewing clients and lawyers,

and pursuing this study. Part of

this work can qualify as a Winter

Study 99 under Professor Tauber.

Those interested should contact

him immediately.

Frosh election tally

College Council Representatives
Sarah Mersereao
Mari< Lanier
Cabby Tennis
Marcellus Blount

Committee on Education Policy

Runoff:
Paul Goren
Meg Vk^ashburne

Committee on Undergraduate Life

Runoff;
Carolyn Dye
Paul Tratnyek

Discipline and Honors Committee
Eric Bjoriund
Rusty Case

^

109
132
108

117

The next issue of The Williams

Record will be distributed on

Thursday, Oct. 21. The copy

deadline is Monday at 2:00 pm.

The first issue after Fall Break will

be distributed on Friday, Oct. 29th,

with a normal Wednesday
deadline.
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FOCUS/ Andy O'Donnell

Rocky
Sawyer Library wasn't a par-

ticularly pleasant place to visit this

week. A plain piece of white notebook

paper tacked to the round bulletin

board in the lobby an^ a^ xeroxed,

picture of a teenaged girl accosted all

who passed by. The words on the

paper were in pencil, hastily written

and uneven. The penmanship
resembled that of a young child. But
the plea was terrifyingly mature.

"If anyone has seen the girl pic-

tured below, either in the library or

anyplace on campus within the last 24

hours, please contact campus
Security or the Williamstown Police.

Please!"

Cynthia "Rocky" Krizack, 17, 5'4",

blue eyes, brown hair, honor student

at Mt. Greylock High School, missing

from her home on 42 Southworth

Street since last Thursday night. The
real world, that far away place that

Williams students occasionally

gUnipse in the daily newspaper or on

the evening news, had paid another

unexpected visit to Williams College.

And it has been damn unsettling.

On October 7th, according to the

Registration for Physical
Education for second quarter
(October 27 - December 8) will be

held at the P.E. Office, Lasell Gym
on Thursday, October 14 and
Friday, October 15 and week of

October 18.

North Adams Transcript, Rocky
called a friend about meeting at the

Sawyer Library. When the friend

indicated that she didn't intend to go.

Rocky told her father she was lefiying

and would¥eturn by 10:30. She never
did. Police officials claim there is no

evidence indicating foul play but they

also note that Rocky does not appear
to be the type to run away. Other
spurces add that the girl had an in-

terview scheduled at Hamilton
College tomorrow and was looking

forward to using the family car.

The unsettling aspect about the

entire affair is that we're not used to

having events like this take place in

Williamstown. We expect it in Boston
and aren't surprised when it occurs in

the Five College area, but William-

stown tends to lull you into a false

sense of security. We forget about

student deaths, put last year's murder
in the back of our minds, and gloss

ofver reports of rape on campus." We
tend to become so wrapped up in the

paper due at ttie end of the week or the

upcoming hour exam that we lose

sight of the world around us.

At the same time, however, we still

can display remarkable sensitivity to

the needs of a crisis when they strike

close enough, .to home. We've yet to

develop the callousness of a veteran

New Yorker or Bostonian. The
plaintive letter in the lobby forced us

to confront the issue, and we did. The
picture in Tuesday's Record dared us

to act, and we did. Rocky's disap-

pearance is another reminder that as

safe and as sound as we seem here,

we're still a part of that real world out

there. Our reaction to the disap-

pearance, on the other hand, is an

indication that sensitivity and concern

can still be a part of that real world as

well.

Stevens' roles of administrafor,
outdoorsmon fulfill 'double axe'

by Michael Golden

The Double Axe is a novel. It is the

story of a family living in the Maine
woods. Describing their struggles to

survive as well as daily activities, the

novel appears Thoreauvian in its

presentation of their envir.orunent. It

was written by Lauren Stevens, Dean
of Freshmen, as his sem'or thesis in

college and was published in the

spring of 1961. Through its

publication, he has shown that, with a

little determination, any two ac-

tivities can be combined into one, in

this case combining his love of the

outdoors with his livelihood. One
might consider that in mixing these

two interests Dean Stevens was
merely placing the two blades on his

Williams Women re-direcfs goals
by Wendy Parmet

Three years ago Williams Women
was founded to help students deal with

the problems of a newly co-

educational school. Now the transition

to co-education seems to have been

accomplished successfully. And
Williams Women, after establishing

itself as an active organization, faces

the task of re-directing its goals.

During its first year Williams

Women's focus was Rot according to

Dean Mclntire "only Williams, but

their most particular concern was
with problems dealing with becoming
a co-educational institution." The
initial members worked actively to

ease the pain of transition. For the

benefit of the entire campus, they

worked ^ on the Williams Guide to

Health and Sex and on the establish-

ment of gynecological services at the

infirmary. Among thfmselves they

maintained an informal atmosphere
and a strong internal group orien-

tation. It was a place to meet women
and discuss common feelings.

Today Williams Women remains all

of that, but on a larger scale.

Realizing, as coordinator Lesley

Christoph put it, "that co-education

has been very successful here," the

group has felt the "need to look

beyond the problems of the campus."
It has branched out and tried to serve

as an educational, political and social

organizationr It "dealt -with - Avhat

former coordinator Valerie Anderson

termed "world problems." Fur-
thermore, it attempted to involve as

many women on campus as possible.

On the whole, the coordinators felt

that last year was "definitely suc-

cessful." The group initiated

numerous activities and drew in many
new people. They sponsored speakers
such as Elaine Noble, theater groups,

workshops on self-defense, dialogues

between the sexes on such themes as

"Male Responses to Feminism" and
the traditional Monday night

discussion dinners.

This year the active role will be

continued. Movies on feminism and
speakers are planned. And the group

is even becoming politically active.

Members will leaflet next weekend in

support of the state Equal Rights

Amendment.
Williams Women certainly is now,

as Andersen put it, "a little of

everything." The problem is that in its

attempt to be everything and reach

everyone its own identity seems to

have become blurred. One member
said, "There is no real organization-

There is no sense of unity."

Most of the women who joined

Williams Women seemed to have done

so because they i were already

feminists and saw it as coordinator

Mary Ellen Shea did "as a good op-

when they came, they participated in

the activities without feeling a part of

the group. Ginny Long, another for-

mer coordinator, says regretfully,

"There wasn't much sharing."

Williams Women still feels that

their active educational role is vital, if

only to make people aware of

feminism and women's liberation. But

there is a growing realization among
members that they just cannot appeal

to everybody. There are many women
on the campus who say, "I don't see a

need for it. I've never felt

discriminated against." And even

though members laugh w^en they are

called radical, some people see them
as just "a bunch of hardy women's
Iibbers"always brooding on problems.

As Williams Women plans its ac-

tivities for its fourth year, there is

more of a sense that it is time to take

stands. Members are starting to face

up to the fact that it is a feminist

group. They realize that it is time to

not only explore problems but "look at

the positive things women can do."

It is admitted that besides activities

for the school there is a need to do

more for the group itself. They need to

form more cohesiveness and unity.

They must search out their own
identity. Once they do that, they will

be better able to serve their goal of

helping and of raising the con-

double axe. „
On one hand the most appropriate

term for Dean Stevens would be

outdoorsy. He enjoys hiking, cam-
ping, traveling, bicyclhig, and
boating. You know, the type of person

who keeps L. L. Bean's in business. On
the other side of his axe is his role as

an instructor of creative writing. This

was the credential with which he
came to Williams originally, as a

temporary replacement for a

professor taking leave. He remained
for three years, until the professor

returned, and then moved northeast to

Colby College for a year. The
following year the professor per-

manently left Williams and Dean
Stevens moved in.

He has gradually shifted his em-
phasis from teaching creative writing

to acting as dean of freshmen. Though
he still teaches a course in the

imaginative writing of fiction, most of

his time and energy is consumed in

administrative areas.

In his sixth year as dean of fresh-

men, Stevens feels that he "likes

administration work more than
teaching. It was a long slow change to

the Administration." The part of the

job he enjoys most is "talking to

students; feeling you help them out of

difficult situations. It's very rewar-

ding."

Besides acting as deacon at the

Congregational Church, Stevens is an
officer of the local A Better Chance

program. A. B.C., a national

organization designed to give un-

derprivileged youth exactly what the

name implies, brings some of the

youth from the center city ghetto to

suburban or rural areas for school, in

this case to Mt. Greylock School.

Dean Stevens is ecstatic about the

program which he feels gives those

adolescents one of their only chances

to get out of the ghetto. He concludes

that it is very exciting to see them
succeed in this transformation. "The
best part is when they are accepted

and go on to college," he states as he

leafs through the list of Mt. Greylock-

ABC students and the colleges to

which they have gone.

Stevens doubts that there is

anything unique about him. Never-

theless, when you see him, his

salutation of "Greetings" will make
you feel good; his smile will put you at

ease.

CINEMAI&il
RT. 67A

VERMONT
BENNINGTON

(802) 442-8179

Now Playing

Thru Tues. 19th

OUT OF HIS VIOLENT PAST
CAME AMERICA'S GREATEST
MUSIC

He is a Legend

CALLED

LEADBELLY pg

Dally 7:00 &9: 10

Matinee Fri. & Sat. & Sun. 2:00

f Now Playing

Thru Tues. 19th

Walter . Tatum
Matthau O'Neil

BAD NEWS BEARS
Daily 7:30 8.9:30

^^
Matinee Fri., Sat., Sun. 2:00

Save 5uc Autnission

Bring this Ad

portunity to get together with otjier— sciousness of the women and men on

peiuple'Whofelt^the same way*^ Yet this campus. -- —

WILLIAMS PARENTS

ALWAYS WELCOME

•^WiX l',g.. 'jaSMHi^J7.VA(.lii^

tir. ifelil V

(TliP MauBt of Waisi^

t ki_kiLiiil

pLLLkl.

SPRING STREET WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

Outfitters to Willams Men & Women

for 85 years

Fine Wines

The Best Selection in the Area

Many Varietal and Estate Bottled Wines

Low Prices !

West's Package Store
Route 2 — Between W 8i NA

OPEN8:00am • 11:00pm

Save on Case Lots

FOR THE BEER DRINKER

Bring In The Advertisement Worth 50* Off

THE PRICEOFFONE CASE OF YOUR FAVORITE BEER
Offer Good Until Nov, 1

OCTOBERFEST BEER NOW AVAILABLE

mm wtUMis

(HtEBMODSES

Tropical Foliage Plants

and
Hanging Plants

Fresh cut flowers grown in

our seven greenhouses

F.T.D.
OPEN>-5. MON.-SAT.

1090 State Road (Route 2)

(At Wil^amstown line)

DELIVERY

North Adams
663-8665
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Naturalistic theater returns to Williams

Rochelle DuBoH plays the title role in

"Hedda Gabler" the first Williams

College Theater production of the

year. Jean-Bernard Bucky directs the

Ibsen tragedy which continues,

through Sunday evening at the AMT.
Tickets available at the AMT box

office. (photo by Kahane)

b^ Tom Herwitz
The curtain rose. It may not seem a

strange thing to be happening at the

beginning of a play, but in this day and
age it has not only become a rarity—

but a purposefully significant one at

that. For the first time in a number of

years the Williams College Theater

attempted a straight performance of a

classic naturalistic play.

The problems with producing
realism at this level are almost in-

surmountable. In a realistic rendition

the actors have nothing to fall back

on, nothing to rely on but their own
ability. In order for any sort of suc-

cess there must truly be an acting tour

force; performances so grand that

they can fill in the great void left open

by the theatrical deficiencies. A great

production becomes good, a good one

mediocre.

Hedda Gabler is the story of a

woman—an unsatisfied, vicious

woman—who cannot cope with the

reality that surrounds her; the

stifling, petty bourgeoise Victorian

society which imprisons as well as

victimizes her. She is unyielding,

demonic, destructive of herself and

those around her, and unable to ac-

cept the repressive circumstances. It

is possibly one of the most complex,

multi-faceted, and harshly difficult of

any role ever created. To capture it

with any sense of realism or meaning
is a spectacular feat. The sense of

anger, of pathos, of wickedness, and

of terror—all these different sides of a

single character must be merged. A
balance between the power of the

character and that of the enclosing

environment which threatens her

must be maintained.

Rochelle DuBoff has done a

remarkable job of organizing the

character of Hedda and bringing out

many of the subtleties of the role. Her
voice, her face, and her body are all

beautifully expressive. But even with

a portrayal such as hers, the reality of

the situation is unconvincing.

The samejs generally true of all of

the characters who achieve; the

purposes of their roles to varying

degrees of success. There is

something' blatantly unrealistic and
amateurish about the final product. A
cardboard cutout effect of the thing as

a whole—characterizations without

the interaction necessary to make
them and their situation full, human,
and real.

Jean-Bernard^ucky has attempted

in the production to diverge from the

normally accepted view that the play

is a study of society which crushes the

non-conforming Hedda. Rather, he

focuses on the tragedy of the woman
herself. This idea does not, however
truly come across in the production.

Not only is the society around Hedda
stifling to her, but to the audience as

well. Hedda, the person, does not

become clearly established, and the

damnation of the character is not

apparent enough to express Bucky's

view. The focus of the play is not truly

fixed, the whole not truly cohesive.

Richard Jeter's setting, though in

the parlor less elaborate than called

for, has a beautiful set of balconies

Lovghton biography tenderly woven
by Stephen Bernheim

When I began to read Charles

Higham's Charles Laughton: An
Intimate Biography, I was surprised

to learn that many of my friends had

not heard of the distinguished actor

and director. After finishing the book I

realized how little I had known of

Laughton's career. As with most

great artists, his life cannot be

measured solely on the basis of his

accomplishments, such as his por-

trayal 6f Captain Bligh in Mutiny on

the Bounty, his direction of the Caine

Mutiny Court Martial, or his

collaboration with Bertold Brecht in

the production of Galileo. More often

than not, the work of such an artist is

the result of a profound combination

of life experiences. Higham's
biography aims at such an un-

derstanding.

Laughton's career is approached
from his own point of view. His sub-

dued performance in the film Ruggles

of Red Gap is explained in terms of his

Catholic upbringing which would
"never have permitted excess," or his

Quasimodo in The Hunchback of

Notre Dame where Laughton must
portray the character's kindness and
beauty of character in spite of his

disfigurement. As Laughton was
seriously pained by his own ugliness,

acting the role became a personal

battle. Anecdotes, letters and
remembrances provided by Lan-
chester are interwoven with the

chronological description.

The author chose wisely not to in-

volve himself deeply in the lives of

Laughton's co-workers and friends.

Bernard Shaw, Bertold Brecht,

Alexander Korda, Jean Renoir,

Lanchester and others are presented

only insofar as they contribute to the

central character of the book.

Laughton's lovers, David Roberts and

Bruce Ashe, are likewise excluded

from what could have been sen-

sationalist exploitation.

In subtitling his book An Intimate

Biography. Higham has set himself an
enormous task, and falls somewhat
short of his goal. The book is certainly

a personal biography: tender, caring

and considerate. But it is not intimate

in the sense that we enter the realm of

Laughton's passions and despair to

understand them. After reading the

book, we feel more as if we have been
invited guests with the Laughtons for

a few days or weeks, graciously

taking our leave before we learn too

much. In 1943 when Laughton was
starring in Renoir's This Land Is

Mine, the actor was unable to continue

filming a scene after he pulled one of

the bars from a prison set. "I can't

believe it's a real cell, a real prison,"

Laughton moans. This is a moving
scene in itself, but we never learn of

his actual motivation for this

response; rather, the insight is

recorded so that the reader draws the

conclusions, instead of the author

probing the character so that the

motivation can be made clear.

Charles Laughton is a moving book,

and a pleasure to read, though

Higham's collaboration with Lan-

chester explains a great deal of his

discretion and restraint. Surprisingly,

the author refrains from eulogizing

his subject, all too often a charac-

teristic of film star biographies. This

book makes clear that if there is any
person on stage or screen who
deserves to be eulogized, it is

Laughton.

(not used particularly effectively in

the staging). The costumes, by

Martha Hally, are fittingly bland,

with the exception of Hedda'g

beaumul dress. The lighting by

F'redericM'enzel comes into full force

at the end of the third act when
firelight illuminates a demonic
Hedda.

Hedda Gabler is a regression back

to the stability of accepted theater.

And Hedda is, as such, a mistake. In

an age of such expansion df the

theatep, it is almost academic to at-

tempt flat naturaUsm. Unlike other

mediums the theater allows for direct

and immedia^'' «vnlhesis of visual and
aural<^xpt s.iioa The theater can
break out an^ >each to the audience,

to bring the audience into a joint

experience instead of presenting a

rigid "sculpture" simply to be

viewed. In a time where interaction is

typical, lack of the same seems even

more barren.

Choral Society to perform

Some of the cast of this year's Freshman Revue just waiting to do their stuff-

singing, dancing and acting their way into a great evening of entertainment.

The show continues tonight and tomorrow. (photo by Kahane)

cnzis

We have started to return

surplus textbooks — check soon !I

mmfoo

COTTAGE"^:;
Boutique

wilumbWtnT'mass.

The Williams College Choral

Society, directed by Kenneth Roberts,

will present its major Fall concert in

Thompson Memorial Chapel

tomorrow evening at 8:30 p.m.

Assisting in the program of opera

scenes and choral masterpieces will

be a full symphony orchestra and

baritone soloist John Hornor,

Williams '51. Admission is free to

Williams students.

The 110 college and community
members of the Choral Society

prepare one major program each

semester, as "well as the traditional

Christmas program and incidental

music for the Chapel services during

special College weekends. Nearly

always, an orchestra accompanies the

chorus, and for this program some
sixty-five instrumentalists have been

drawn from Berkshire, Albany,

Vermont, Springfield, and Boston

orchestras.

The Overture and opening scene

from Act 1 of Richard Wagner's Die

Meistersinger and the "Procession of

the Nobles" from Act 2 of Nicolai

Rimsky-Korsakov's Mlada represent

the world of opera in the program.

Two choral masterworks, Handel's

Coronation Anthem I: "Zadok the

Priest," and Ralph Vaughan
Williams' Five Mystical Songs,

complete the evening.

Because his music is im-

pressionistic, sensuous, and in-

credibly rapturous, Vaughan
Williams has often been considered

the "English Debussy". These five

songs are mystical not in the sense of

confusion, but in the deeper, simpler

sense of the word.

Handel had known George II of

England in Hanover, Germany, and

so there was special affection and

meaning for them in this music

composed by Handel for George's

coronation in Westminster Abbey in

1727.

Soloist John Hornor graduated from

Williams College in 1951 with a major

in music, where his principal teachers

were Professors Robert Barrow and

Irwin Shainman. He later earned

Bachelor and Master of Music
degrees at the New England Con-

servatory, where he was the first man
to win the Eleanor Steber Singing

Award. - -

Hornor, the Choral Society, and the

orchestra will perform the Vaughan
Williams work a second time in the

Sunday morning Chapel service at

10:30 a.m. as part of the Freshman

Parents' Weekend offerings at

Williams College.

Cap and Bells

Auditions
Auditions will be held this

Monday, October 18, from 4:00-6:00

P.M., and Tuesday from 7:00-10:00

P.M., for the Cap and Bells, Inc.

production of "The Effect of

Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon

Marigolds", by Paul Zindel. The
play will be directed by Todd
Anderson.

There are roles for five women,
and anyone interested is en-

couraged to audition. Scripts will

be available for loan in the Cap and
Bells office in the AMT. "The
Effect of Gamma Rays . .

." will

be produced in the Studio Theater

of the AMT on December 2, 3, and

PRESENTS
Friday, October 15th

GUYS & DOLLSat 7 & 11:30 PM
BEDTIME FOR BONZOat9:30 PM

This week's main presentation is "GUYS AND DOLLS" at 7 and

11:30 p.m. One of the best musicals of any year stars Marlon

Brando, Frai)k Sinatra, Jean Simmons, Vivian Blaine etal.

Oursecond feature is "BEDTIME FOR BONZO" at 9:30p.m. The

onefilm Ronald Reagan wishes he never made. Ronnie attempts to

instill human values In an ape and falls.

THIS WEEK'S WPS MOVIE TRIVIA QUESTION:
From the movie "Mr. Smith" what is Saunders first name?

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: THE CANDIDATE

X
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Addresses Housing Committee

O'Brien approves student party monitors
Addressing the Housing Committee

Monday night, Security Director
Walter C. O'Brien approved a

proposal to supplement security of-

ficers with student monitors at small
campus parties. "If you can get by
with student monitors, that's great,"

O'Brien told the committee. "Jit's.,*

real headache for me trying to

provide extra personnel for parties;"

The committee proposed the

monitor system as a way to reduce the

cost of parties. By cutting the number
of security guards required at each
party, students can defray the $27 fee

charged by the College for each of-

ficer. In the past, the College required

one guard for each fifty students

attending a party although the

requirement was never strictly en-

forced, according to O'Brien.

O'Brien agreed to, implement the

monitor system on a trial basis for

, snjiaU house parties but said he wished

to "Ireserve th^ right in the case of all-

eoUege parties and parties given' for

Nothing Is wasted—after the juice has
been extracted in the cider press (see

photo p. 1), the apple pulp is collected

for later use as hog feed. (Janson)

CUL move seen as

try to cut transfers
" "CUtfrempageT

would eliminate requests from
students who merely wanted to im-

prove their living conditions. The
policy would benefit those who
desperately needed to transfer by
guaranteeing them their request.

The CUL's agreement on the policy

is, at this stage, only informal;

committee chairman Earl L. Mc-
Farland will issue an actual
statement later this weeli.

Members of the CUL expressed a

desire to hear student reactions to the

policy proposal. Although it will be

receptive to new ideas for the actual

mechanism involved, the committee
seemed very firmly committed to

reducing transfers.

Members agreed that students have
many opportunities to associate with

people similar to themselves, in-

cluding the option to affiliate socially

with a house other than the one in

which they live. The committee
considered the housing system the

only system that encouraged diver-

sity.

KING'S LIQUOR
STORE

Fine Wines

and

Z:/^af/r.i"
-^

Plenty ot All Types Beer

Spring Street Williamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458 5948

CAlifORNJA
CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS

$259
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCON

IRoundtrip from
Hartford. Boston $269
Plus tax & service.

QdvenhifO trovel

233 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass. 01002

Contact us today.

Seats are limited.
Free Brochure(413) 549-1256

Photo Shoppe

37 Eagle Street

North Adams, Mass.

Wholesale Prices on

Film, Paper, Chemicals

and All Equipment

Telephone 663-7896

the entire freshman class."

In an effort to explain inadequacies

in campus security, O'Brien tdid the

committee that he is working with a
low budget and a small staff. "We
have the same number of inen now as
when the campus enrollment was 1200

and there were fewer buildings."

At its meeting Monday, the com-
mittee also considered a proposal to

add two at-large members to the

housing committee. Following
clarification of the committee's open
meeting policy, Dave Forrester '78

withdrew the propoeal.

Earlier this semester, the com-
mittee voted to open its meetings to

observers and to speaking par-

ticipants with the approval of one of

the co-cliairmen.

Big newse

Now
we are
two

We are pleased
to announce the opening
of another Arcadian Shop,
located at the corner of Route 2

and Water Street in Williarnstown

If you're a veteran of the outdoors you probably know something about, us. May even shop
here yourself. But if outdoor clothing and equipment is new to you. take our advice, don t

spend your money until you've looked around. Outdoor gear comes in a wide range of styles

and quality. Talk to someone who knows the outdoors and equipment. Ask if they've traded
with us. No matter how highly the Arcadian Shop might be recommended — take a good
look at all that's available — our shops and others. If after you've seen what's offered, you
decide on the Arcadian Shop, we'll be very gratified. We think we understand our business

and the largest part of it all is seeing that you have the proper equipment and clothing, and
know how to use it. We've made a lot of friends in Lenox with our brand of service. Like to

do the same in Williamstown.

arcadian shop
44 Housatonic St.

Lenox , Mass. 01240 413-637-3010

Routes 2 & 43 (Water St.)

Williamstown, Mass. 01267 413-458-3670

\

24 ounces of gusto!
That's 24 ounces of Schlitz in a single
pop-top can. Now available locally.

MOHAWK BEVERAGES INC

PITTSFIELD, MASS.
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Seek to repeat '73 season finish

Purple gridders to tangle with Bowdoln Bears
byTlmUyden ..

' The Williams College football

program last found itself in the

unenviable position of owning a losing

record in 1973, dropping the second
and third games of the campaign and
going on to post a 6-2 record and
winning the Little Three. Conditions

are remarkably similar in 1976 and
they are also quite different.

Williams and head coach Bob Odell

have again lost the second and third

games of the season and own a
meager 1-2 record. The Ephs will

travel to the wilds of Maine Saturday
to do battle with a relatively weak
Bowdoin team which also owns a 1-2

record.

Three years ago, Williams also

faced Bowdoin in the fourth game of

the season, and snapped out of their

losing streak, topping the Polar Bears
on Weston Field, 2B-15. The win began
a five-game winning streak.

Characteristic of the 1973 Ephs was
an offense which could move°the ball

but couldn't score when it was really

needed. The defense kept the first loss

respectable, but just couldn't do it all.

Deja vu, right?

Williams fans can hope for history

^to repeat itself and for the Ephs to

crush a weaker Bowdoin team, but it's

the players who have to score the

points, something they haven't done in

two weeks.

Bowdoin will field a weak defensive

team, possibly just what the doctor

ordered for the ailing Eph offense.

Bowdoin yielded 42 points to Amherst-

in a big loss and 3Q to Trinity, by no

means an offensive power, in their

season opener. Head coach Jim Lentz

has benched several senior veterans

in favor of inexperienced freshmen,

who are getting baptism under fire.

The young Williams offensive line (I

promise not to say it any more) should

finally get a chance to handle to a unit

which lacks experience as much as

they do. If the starting front wall of

Tim Dunn, Brian Fales, Joe Maguire,

Dave Maltzan, and Kenny Schoetz is

to prove their worth, this is the time.

Williams will also enter the contest

with a healthy backfield for the first

time this season, as Scott Harrington

is expected to return to the lineup.

Charlie Carrier, Gus^uzzjjtee, Tom^
Redden, and Pete Hansbury round out

the backfield regulars. Redden was

picked by the coaching staff as "of-

fensive player of the week."

Junior spUt end Herb McCormick,

who nabbed a career-high six passes

in the Trinity loss, suffered a sprained

ankle in the process but should be

ready to go Saturday. Kurt Anderson
will be at the tight end slot for quar-

terback Don Wallace.

-It the once-promising, <rft-injuFed

Williams offense doesn't put some
points on the board against the

Bowdoin defense, prepare for the

lowest-scoring season in Williams
football history.

Defensively, the tables are turned.

The Ephs, ranikec^ nationally in NCAA
Division III total defense, will face

their toughest individual foe of the

season. Bowdoin tailback Jim Soule

has become the leading ground-gainer

in -Bowdoin Jtistory- witii over 1,800

yards. His 152-vard afternoon against

W.P.I. Saturday earned him ECAC

Golf overpowers Middlebury
The Williams golf team upped its

record to 4-2 Wednesday with a 395-407

victory over a fine Middlebury squad.

Playing No. 1, co-captain Steve
Saunders overpowered the Mid-
dlebury Country Club (not to be

confused with the college itself) with

an awesome driving display,

delivering a fine 77. Chris Vogelsang
also fired 77, showing a lot of class

Herb McCormick

grabs athlete of

the week honors
Varsity split end Herb McCormick's

six pass receptions in a muddy 16-0

loss to undefeated Trinity last

Saturday have earned him Athlete of

the Week honors. ,

McCormick, who saw considerable

action a year ago as a tight end, is a
6'1" 180 lb. junior who snared four Don
Wallace aerials in the first half and
two more after intermission before

leaving the game with a sprained

ankle. McCormick's six catches ac-

counted for well over half of Wallace's

143 yards passing.

with his ability to overcame the

devastating psychological effects of

previous poor outings. Co-captain and
recently crowned college champion
Dave Tomaszek toured the course in

80. Had it not been for a coma-like

display during the middle six holes,

Tomaszek would have lived up to

medalist potential. Sophomore Dan
Katz, despite a painful stomach in-

jury, flabbergasted his teammates
with an 80. Rounding out the scoring,

seniors Barney Ireland and Charlie

Haines cruised to solid Bl's. Both

possess bone-crushing drives (not to

mention astounding length) and
should figure prominently in future

contests.

Previously, Williams scored a

double win over Albany and RPI
following a disappointing debut at

Yale. Promising freshman Chip Oudin
and Ed Bousa led the way against

Albany and Yale respectively, with

the stalwart co-captains close behind.

The team travels to Cape Cod this

weekend for the New England, with a

strong performance anticipated.

Leigh Wilson drives a pass to Liza Olsen in last Monday's game against Skid-

more. The Ephwomen won the contest 5-0, raising their season record to 4-2.

(photo by Taft)

Division III player-of-the-week
honors.

The tough senior runs with abandon,
and with little regard for his body, and
gains yards. Williams shut him off in

the second half of the Ephs' 22-7 win
last year by hitting Um with abandon,
holding him to his lowest total of the

season.

llMk^ to shutting^flff Seule -wiltte

-

Eph linebackers Jim Spaulding and
•defensive player of the week John
Theil, who have been whirling der-

vishes all season. The duo must be

Palladino and Niden (1973) reborn

and shut off the Polar Bears' one-man
ground game.
Bowdoin quarterbacks have aired

the ball only 32 times in three games,

completing just six. Tight end Jim
Small (3 catches) is the most
"dangerous" target. It should be

another linebacking afternoon for the

Williams secondary.

No Bob Odell team at Williams has

ever lost three games in a row, and on

paper, there's no way this should be

the first. But perhaps Renzie Lamb
put it best, "It's an entirely situation

for these kids than they've ever faced

before. I mean they've lost two games
in two years, and here they've lost two
games in two weeks . . . But they're

quality kids and I think they'll turn

things around."

Just one catch folks. Renzie made
this comment three years ago before

the Bowdoin game. The first part of

the quote still holds, and we'll all soon

see about the second.

The contest begins at 1:30 p.m. in

Brunswick. WCFM wiU broadcast the

contest from about 1:20.

Eph field hockey dominates play

in 5-0 shutout against Skidmore

j^
HONORABLE MENTION:

Jay Loeffler—junior goalie for the

varsity soccer team, Loeffler

replaced red-carded co-captain Skip

Grossman in the second half of

Saturday's 4-1 win over Trinity and
held the Bantams scoreless for thirty

minutes.

Joe Kolb—The top runner on Tony
Plansky's unbeaten cross-country

team, Kolb topped a field of Union and
Trinity competitors Saturday and
cruised to an easy win, leading the

"^phsiirr dtjoble^vlctOTy:

Keron Walker and Carol Smalley—
boBT firsl-yeay rnembers of TSarl

Samuelson's women's swim team, the

duo accounted for four first-places in

the Ephwomen's opening match win

over a coed squad from Vassar.
Athlete of the Week Herb McCormick

(photo by Oettgen)

Team Bus Crashes
A bus accident Monday af-

ternoon delayed the women's
tennis and field hockey matches at

Skidmore. No one was hurt but the

teams were about fifty minutes

late for their starting times.

"It was a little scary, like any

accident, but we got off the bus and

after a while people were
laughing," one member of the

tennis team recalled.

Riding behind two other cars, the

bus apparently could not stop in

time when the first car suddenly,

slowed for a turn. Attempting to

avoid collision the bus swerved to

the right but scraped the guard rail

and hit the second car, which in

turn hit the first.

by Nancy £t,hein

The Williams' field hockey team
overcame a season long problem of

slow starts and dominated Skidmore
Monday, 5-0. .;

The Ephwomen scored in the first

minute of play and took charge of the

game, and through the use of quick

stickwork and/ fast play ran the

Skidmore team off of the field.

Opening the scoring for Williams

was the team's leading scorer, center

Sally Kraft. Kraft's goal was followed

in the first half by goals off of the

sticks of three other forwards, Liza

Olsen, Shailah Stewart, and Amy
Kindwall. This distribution of goals

throughout the offensive line forced

Skidmore to "be on their toes" ac-

cording to Williams' coach Linda

Wilkins.

Commenting on the exciting first

half scoring, Wilkins noted "the

forward line really worked together"

and str|?ssed the contribution of left

wing Anne McClellarid to the excellent

offensive play.

As a result of the offensive

domination, the Ephs defense saw
httle action, although goalie Mimmie
DuMouchel had some nice saves. "It's

really hard to keep your concentration

when the ball is at the other end of the

field. But Mimmie had some beautiful

clears. She's very steady," said

Wilkins.

Cutting off the drives by the Skid-

more offense, the midfield and

aggressive defense cleared the ball to

the forwards throughout the half.

Later in the second half, Kraft added
one more goal to bring the score to 5-0.

Although Wilkins was pleased with

the team's play she sees a need to

working on scoring in the penalty

corner situation. This inability to

score following corners played a

major role in the Ephs defeat by Yale

and helped keep the Williams score

low Monday. Corner scoring may well

determine the outcome of this

Saturday's 12: 15 home game against a

strong Middlebury team.

A victory Saturday will assure the

squad of the winning season they had
anticipated, as they now stand 3-2 with

two remaining home games.

•••••••
if

people keep

telling you to

quit smoking

cigarettes

don't listen . . .

they're

probably trying to

trick you

•.^ into

living »•

r"
THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole^ve.

Witliamstown

Phone 458-3704

«Kk FREE THIS WINTER

OHganlze ci group to ski at Jiminy Peak

Flexible Programming Available

Call or write for further information: r~^

Paul C. Malon'ey, Director

Jiminy Peak Ski School

Hancock, Mass. 01237

413-458-S771

SQUASH SALE!!

30% off on all Racquets

Home of the Purple Cow Squash Cover

Australian Green Unbreakable Squash Balls - $2.50

Authentic Rugby Shirts - $17.95

Gant Rugby Shirts - $15.00

Williams Co-op
Spring Street

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS

_ tome and see why everyone is

trying to keep up with us!
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First meeting Oct. 27

FInGom to open funding
by Jim Cohen

The Finance Committee will

present the first of four sets of funding

recommendations to the College
Council next Wednesday, outlining

budgets for eight organizations

grouped as media and publications.

Recommendations for discussion

Oct. 27 range from $13,308 for the

Record to $160 for Free University.

The committee decided to submit no

recommendation for the Gul; the

yearbook had requested $11,856.

The committee finished its

deliberations this week, passing on

requests from 35 organizations

totalling $110,672 and setting general

guidelines for presenting the budgets.

Chairman Clarence Otis '77 said that

he would outline policies for each

category at the beginning of each CC
meeting. "A finance committee
member will present each
organization's budget, answer
questions and present our rationale."

Organization representatives will

have five minutes to respond to

Finance Committee comments. The
council has set no limits on the time it

will spend discussing each
organization.

According to Otis and committee

member Dave Ross '77, the com-
mittee made substantial cuts on

requests from four organizations.

Requesting $5,700, the Dance Society

was granted $4,300. The Cap and Bells

budget was reduced from $7,300 to

$4,500. WHEW, seeking $1,050, was
denied any funds.

In the media and publications

category, the Back Talk budget was
cut from $3,260 to $2,400. Otis said the

committee reduced by 25 per cent the

number of pages the literary

magazine proposed to print.

"Last year they didn't turn

anything down. The committee felt

that it should maintain quality," the

chairman said. He also noted that the

preliminary request was based on two

issues each semester. "They won't be

able to do it this semester," he said.

The WCFM recommendation,
slate^d for discussion- Oct. 27, may be

increased $200 to fund special

programming. -

Otis said he expects the CC to

change the All-College Entertainment

Committee (ACEC) recommendation

when it is brought up with en-

tertainment and service organizations

Nov. 1. "Our recommendation was

$12,000 for 2 rock concerts and two

jazz concerts. A final rock concert

allocatibh was contingent on how well

they did on the first two concerts."

Last week, the CC voted to underwrite

the deficit fo!^ the Tavares can-

cellation and the Arlo Guthrie per-

formance and the expected losses

from the J. Geils concert at

homecoming. A $12,000 allocation

wouldn't be sufficient to cover these

deficits and fund two more concerts.

On Nov. 8, the CC will discuss

budgets for sports clubs, aiTd political

groups; on Nov. 9 they will consider

religious organizations and groups

labelled miscellaneous.

Approximately 730 persohs registered for Freshmah Parents^ WitlcSnar Oc-
tober 17 and 18. Activities planned by the Presi^ekif's Office incloded a picnic

for freshmen and parents in the fiejd house. tphoto by Oettgen

)

GUL funding^^ostponed

H^H
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A Wasted Winter?
It is difficult to criticize the Winter Study Program at an

institution like Williams where, for many, it provides a much
needed respite from the educational rigors typically en-
countered during the rest of the year. Nevertheless, a common
complaint on campus this week has come from students who
have looked through the 1977 WSP catalogue and arrived at the
conclusion that there are very few projects in it that they would
really like to take.

The concept of the Winter Study Program has such a basic
appeal to most students and faculty alike that disturbing trends
in now the month of January is actually being used are easily
overlooked. The WSP here hdis been undergoing a subtle but
annoying change over the past few years. It seems that the
projects being offered each year are more academic than those

i

of the previous year while, at the same time, being less in-

tellectually creative and stimulating.

Winter Study projects, as stated in the College Bulletin, are
"designed to vary the pace and texture of the more traditional

academic offerings and methods of presentation." Yet the vast
majority of this year's projects will be held in normal or near-
normal classroom situations. Furthermore, the trend seems to

be to make their content more closely resemble that found in

regular courses.
Winter Study provides a unique opportunity for students

and faculty to get out of rigid classroom situations. Such op-

portunities should not be squandered. It's truly a shame that a
college community as talented as ours can't come up with a list

of Winter Study projects which will not merely be apathetically
accepted, but rather enthusiastically endorsed by the student
body. S.A.F.—WHSBHIB—
Burns appointed to Carter committee

The Democratic National Committee has appointed Professor James
MacGregor Burns to a committee of university educators in support of the

Carter-Mondaie Presidential ticket, the National Committee announced last

week.

The educators' committee, composed of sixteen members a^ociated
with schools in the New England area, will concentrate its efforts in that

area. Other members of the committee include Professors Henry Steele

Commager and John Kenneth Galbraith.

Girl still missing; rumors unfounded
Cynthia Krizack, a 17 year old Williamstown girl missing since the night

of October 7, had not been found by Monday afternoon according to

Massachusetts State Trooper Jack Flaherty. The State Police are co-

bperalihg wilfi^the wniiamsfownT'oITc^Tn tTie"searc"h, with unofficial FBI
aid, said Flaherty.

Rumors that Cynthia was found Sunday, that a book belonging to her was
found near Cole Pond, and that blood was found in the Roper Center parking

lot are totally unfounded, according to College Security Director Walter

O'Brien.

Cynthia is 5'4" tall, with blue eyes and brown hair, and was last seen

wearing blue jeans. Anyone with information concerning her whereabouts

should contact the Williamstown Police at 458-5733.

Officers available at flat rates
Residential houses wishing to have parties will now pay a flat rather

than hourly rate for the hiring of security officers, according to Business

Manager Shane Riorden. The change involves an increase in the rates paid

to hired officers, which will be absorbed by the College.

According to Riorden, the College will now consider security duty at

house parties as overtime work, and payment to officers will be on a time-

and-a-half basis. Houses will pay a flat rate of $21 for security at weekend
[>arties, and $28 for parties on weekday nights. The difference between (he

flat rate and full overtime pay will be covered by the College. i/
The College initiated the wage changes in an attempt to comp^ate

security officers on a more iequitable basis, according" to Jtiorden.

Previously, houses paid security officers on an hourly basis, stafi'dard rates

being $5 an hour before midnight and $6 an hour afterward.,--'

Riorden estimated the expected extra cost to the Cdlege due to the change
in the rate system to range anywhere from $500 ^o^lOOO. "Since the number
and size of parties are variable, we can't realjy^ivea specific estimate," he

claimed. ,
^^

RopjD attitude

To the editor:

From my perspective as a rape

crisis counselor trained in North

Adams last spring, it seems important

to address myself to two groups of

individuals on campus: firstly to the

smug, unruffled members of our

community who fail to recognize the

possibility of a rape occurrihg op

campus. Secondly, I direct myself to

those who, since the "rape panic"

several weeks ago are afraid, to step

out-of-doors.

The pristine image of Williamstown

as "the village beautiful" fosters a

dangerous sense of complacency
which ought to be dispelled. Obviously

we're not living in New York City, or

Boston, or Wastiington, D.C. One of

the reasons many of us came to

Williams was to escape the brutal

realiti^ of an urban life. But the

potential exists here, as in the city, for

the crimes of robbery, assault and

rape. How often do you leave your

room unlocked? Or walk home alone

at 1:00, 2:00 or 4:00 A.M.? '

Several weeks ago The Record

published an article with the

headline: "Rape Panic Unjustified".

Although the. report itself was
responsible and well-researched, the

title was somewhat misleading. Last

week a letter to the editor began, "I

can't help feeling that the 'rape

problem' at Williams has been blown

out of proportion" and concluded,

"relative to the rest of academia—the
Purple Valley is the land of

tranquillity". The most obvious

message contained in Dana's letter

and The Record headline is something

we all want to hear in order to con-

tinue living our insulated lives of

drowsy unconcern: "Don't worry-
rapes don't occur around William-

stown very often (if at all), and the

incidence of it is so small as to be

practically negligible in terms of its

effect on the campus community".

What is most disturbing about this

attitude is the emphasis placed on the

quantity of incidents rather than the

impact of such a traumatic ex-

perience upon the individual. How can

the Purple Valley be characterized as

a "land of tranquillity" if there are

reported rapes occurring frequently

enough to support the existence of a

rape crisis counseling center in North

Adams? If there was only one victim

in all Berkshire County, and she

happened to be your mother,

girlfriend, or little brother could you

consider a rape panic to be "un-

justified"?

1 don't mean that paranoia is

constructive, or that women on

campus should go out at night

carrying knives and wearing suits of

armor. There is validity to the con-

tention that this is one of the safer

places to be going to school—that

there just isn't going to be the

News and Notes

from Career

Counseling

BANKING CAREERS SPECIAL
Bankers Trust oT NYC will

present a program on banking

careers. Special attention will be

focused on how to plan atjd prepare

for. spring recruiting visits.

Bankers Trust representatives

Maxine Katz and Nancy Turner

will speak on opportunities for

women and minorities. The group

session will be Oct. 21 at U AM" at

Mears House. All JBtrerested

students are welcoftier' Lunch with

students will follo^t Dodd House.

LAW ANp^mJSINESS SCHOOL
REPRESENTATIVES COMING
TO^CC
TOR THE WEEK OF OCT. 25th

Monday, Oct. 25

Drew U Grad School

Wednesday. Oct. 27

U of PennLaw

Thursday, Oct. 28

Harvard Law
US Marine Corps

Friday, Oct. 29 UConn Law
Wharton

frequency in the number of assaults

that one would find in a more urban

setting. It is important however, to

realize that the possibility exists here,

and to exercise a reasonable amount

of caution. So if you're a woman going

to Constantine's at 1:45 AM, from

Mission Park, bring a friend with you.

Or if you're a Williams man at a

Prospect party and know that there's

a woman who has to walk over to

Tyler, yoU might offer to hlkeover

with her. It's important not to feel

embarrassed about being afraid. As

Williams women we all too often feel

silly about asking our friends for

protection.

If you do feel threatened, or have

any questions about this issue, there

are four trained counselors on campus
who can be called at anytime: D{ivid

Wood, Barb Tipping, Greg Campbell,

and Melinda Ballou, Our numbers are

in the Student Directory, and we

50 years ago today

in The Record
President Garfield conversed

with President Wheeler of the

University of California over a

transcontinental telephone line at a

meeting of the North Adams
Business Men's Association in the

Bimou Theater last Friday. In

speaking of the scientific

achievement in opening the line,

President Garfield said, "We may
use it as an effective means for

preventing surprises. Any time you

need assistance you may call on

Williams."
n » «

As a result of serious injuries

which he sustained in varsity

football practice last Wednesday
afternoon, Alfred Pimm of West
Hartford, Conn., a member of the

class of 1928 and a halfback on the

Amherst team, died last Saturday

afternoon after hopes had been

held out for his recovery.

maintain a policy of complete con-

fidentiality. There are off-campus

counselors also, if you would rather

consult with them. Dean Mclntire is in

the process of putting together a
pamphlet which will provide students

with the procedures to follow in case

of an attempted assault or rape.

The problem of rape is often ap-

proached irresponsibly or

irrationally. As sensible human
beings Ifs time that we givppleid

honestly and logically with this

question, offering sensitivity and
support to one another.

Sincerely,
'' Melinda-Carol Ballou '7»

Literary compitince

To the editor:

As a compitent, perspiring, young
Williams student and a Division III

man myself, I am naturally very

appauUed and annoyed upon an
overview of the Winter Study
Program course guide^ which kame
outlast week that I might find listed

under "Special 12: Elementary Ex-
pository Writing", page 44, Such a

deliberate, deflanvtory slur and
innuendo of the writing capacity and
competence of Williams College

students and especially we Division

Ill-persons is entirely unexceptable,

degradational, and luiconformable

upon this strata of education,

especially on behalf of a Biology

professor of all people, and just sends

ripples of upwelling anger down my
spine. I hope every body to boycot the

course nobody wouldn't have got in

here in the first place if they don't

know how to fluidly use our mother
tongue.

As all ways,

Richard Spicer '77

The RECORD is pleased to announce

that Spicer has been named honorary

Editor-in-Chief. His duties will include

proof reading and general syntactical

profundity. Ed.

?\ne Wines

The Best Selection in the Area

Many Varietal and Estate Bottled Wines

Low Prices !

West's Package Store
Route 2 — Between W & NA

OPEN8:00am- 11:00pm

Save on Case Lots

i^^
FOR THE BEER DRINKER

Bring In The Advertisement Wprtfi 50* Off

THE PRICE OFF ONE CASE OF YOUR FAVORITE BEER
Offer Good Until Noy^Y

OCTOBERFEST BEER liOW AVAILABLE

SOPHOMORE NIGHT

^/ AT

The Log

Wednesday, Oct. 27

Reduced prices on beer & wine for all card-carrying memt>ers of the Class of

'7V. (Everyone else also welcome—at regular prices)

The Log will be open on Monday night of Fall break (Oct. 25) from 9 to 12.

Coming next week—MILLER LITE
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FOCUS/ Andy O'Donnell

Bits and Pieces
Random thoughts while trying to

write a Classics 101 paper in between
tackles by Scott Perry and his Cin-

cinnati Bengal defensive unit . . .

With Tommy Casanova injured Scott

-got the ealh and turned in a solid,

mistake-free performance. Best |flay

was when Scott stopped Franco
Harris on the one yard Une early in the

fourth quarter. Harris crumbled but

Perry ^didn't budge . . . Opposing
Steeler quarterback Mike Kruczeck
from BC was Scott's roommate in

Florida last year for the All America
bowl game . . . Joining Scott on the

Bengal squad are Brian Maclnally
from Harvard and Reggie Williams
from Dartmouth. Archie Griffin must
think he's playing with a bunch of

professors . . .

^ . . Dennis O'Shea's water polo

team pulled off a stunning upset at

Bowdoin this Saturday when they

upended the host Polar Bears 9-7.

Bowdoin had entered the game
ranked No. 1 in Division II. Two hQiirs

later t^ie natormen defeated UNH to

enter the finals against BC. Playing

their third game of the day with only a

15 minute rest between the last game
they fell behind 8-1 but rallied in the

second half to lose by a close 11-7

margin. This is only Williams third

year of competition . . .

. . . Stillon the subject of sports, did

you know that the day our women's
tennis and field hockey teams were
playing bumper pool in the streets of

Saratoga Springs over in Worcester
Evel Knievel was successfully

clearing ten buses in a Columbus Day
jump before 10,000 oglers at Holy

Cross' Fitton Field . . .

... A slap on the wrist and two
tickets to the next Tavares concert for

this reporter for incorrectly reporting

that Cynthia Krizack had an interview

scheduled at Hamilton College this

past Saturday. A check with Kirkland

Admissions revealed that the in-

terview is scheduled for Saturday,

December 4th ...
. . . Food Services Director Ross

Keller has encountered some rough

seas in his dealings with the row

houses. It seems he's trying to run

them in the same manner as Greylock

or Baxter, which indicates a basic

misunderstanding of row house life.

Although numerous meetings with

row house cooks and stewards have

filled his schedule the past few weeks,

it's too early to tell if he's benefitted

from these sessions . . .

. . . Other kitchen scuttlebut in-

dicates that while Keller's made gains

in his attempts to increase contact

with the students, he's aggravated

contact with his employees. Needless

ordering fiascos and delivery miscues

continue to abound. Several houses

are also up in arms over his no rebate

poUcy for special meals. At least the

salad bar is on Mr. Keller's side . . .

. . . CEP sources indicate that the

committee might have given approval

to the Record's request for a reporter

at meetings had not the Faculty

Steering Committee entered the fray.

Now we'll have to wait two months
before the issue is resolved. And you
thought bureaucracy was confined to

Washington . . .

. Kudos to all involved in last

weekend's musical and theatrical

events. The frosh revue, especially

the first act, was the best in four years

. . . Likewise this year's edition of

the yearbook . . . Frosh parents lent

a touch of class to the Log both Friday

and Saturday nights.

Sneak Preview: A Colloquium-
workshop entitled "By Word of

Mouth" scheduled for the 28th and
29th of Oct. promises to be one of the

most innovative and fascinating

ventures in quite a while.

Co-chairmen Philip Cantelon and
Henry Art have assembled an im-

pressive group of participants to

lecture and discuss oral history and
interviewing techniques in a variety

of disciplines, including music,
folklore, anthropology, psychology,

and history.

EASY COIN'
BANANA

Attention Williams Students!

- The ACEC will be presenting the

T J. GEILS BAND

~
in Chapin Hall, Friday, November 5

Because of the expected hpavy off-campus demand, tickets

will be sold only to Williams students from Wed., Oct. 27

through Fri., Oct. 30 at Baxter Hall from 10 A.M. to 1 P.M. All

seats will be reserved and all tickets for Williams students

will cost $6.00.

On Monday, Nov. 1, the remaining tickets will go on sale, at

both on-campus (all major dining halls) and off-campus (off

campus tickets will cost $8.00) locations.

The ACEC strongly urges those students who plan to go to the

concert to buy their tickets early—only 1030 tickets will be

sold and we would much rather sell tickets to you than to off

campus concert goers.

The tone of the affair will be in-

formal, featuring a number of

workshops. Cantelon stresses that the

weekend is being.put on expressedly
for students and encourages
everyone, regardless of their ex-

perience, to partake in some of the

sessions ...

. . . Imponderables; Whatever
happened to Gurgle? . . . Did anyone
think they'd miss Ken's Market this

much? . . . Why is the soccer team
playing Tuft's at home tomorrow?

. . . See you in Medford Saturday.

Have you heard about

The Williams Bicentennial

Raffle? A mere 50c could

win you:

1st Prize

$100 Gift Certificate at

Goff's
2nd Prize

$25 Gift Certificate at

Discoveries
3rd Prize

$25 Gift Certificate at

King's Liquors

Tickets 50c each - 3 for $1 .00

Tickets can be purchased

from any member of Tyler

House. The drawing will be

held November 6 during

half-time of the Williams-

Wesleyan Homecoming
football game.

SPECIAL DEPARTURE!

ALBANY/LOS ANGELES

Christmas Vacation

$263.«« Round Trip

BUS TRANSPORTATION

FROM CAMPUS TO

AIRPORT AVAILABLE

AT$4.50-ROUNDTRIP

ONLY lOSEATS LEFT

CALL TODAY!!!

Pierce World Travel

50 Spring Street

Wtlllam^towir

TELEPHONE: 4SB-S786

PRESENTS
Friday, October 22nd

AT 7, 9:30 & 11:30 PM

This week's main presentation is "THE CANDIDATE" at 7, 9:30 &
11:30 pm. Robert Redford stars as a young lawyer running for the

U.S. Senate whose integrity weakens In the shadow of victory.

THIS WEEK'S WFS MOVIE TRIVIA QUESTION: From "Guys
and Dolls", where does Big Julie say he's from?

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: DRACULA

A
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SKI FREE THIS WINTER

Organize a group to ski at Jiminy Peak

Flexible Programming Available

Call or vCrite for further information:
'

Paul C. Maloney, Director

Jiminy Peal( Sl(i School

Hancock, Mass. 01237

413-458-5771

r"
THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704
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Th* Freshman Revue played to packed audiences of parents and students in

Jesup Hall over Parents' Weelcend. (photo by Sundin)

Clark to host Marlboro
On October 28 Music from Marlboro

comes to Willtamstown. Six out-

standing soloists from the celebrated

Marlboro Music Festival, which is

Under the artistic direction of Rudolf

Serkin, will join for an evening of

chamber music representative of the

concerts which draw crowds from
around the country to Marlboro,

Vermont, each summer.
"

Founded in 1950 by three families

bearing the famous musical names of

Serkin, Busch and Moyse, the festival

brings together for two months each

summer leading musicians from all

parts of the U.S. and many foreign

countries. Both young professional

musicians and mature artists come to

Marlboro at their own expense to

exchange ideas and explore together

the vast repertoire of chamber music

in an informal and intimate setting

removed from the pressures of

professional concert life. Marlboro is

a kind of musical retreat or in the

words of British critic IPeter

Hayworth, a place "where great

musicians recharge their batteries."

The Music from Marlboro concerts

since 1965 have offered a far wider

audience a sample of the unusually

varied instrumental and vocal

programs and the spirit of music-

making so characteristic of Marlboro.

This year twenty-five outstanding

artists are taking time from their

individual activities to bring these

programs to over thirty U.S. cities.

The artists for the forthcoming
program in Williamstown will present

works by Dvorak, Wolf and Schoen-

berg.

The first concert in this year's

series will take place at 8:30 on Oc-

tober 28 in the Clark Art Institute

auditorium. Tickets are available at

the Institute and are priced at $10 for

the series of three concerts, or $3.50

for each. Students will be admitted
free.

LOST
Green and white Litjerty print

square scarf Friday, October 15.

Rew/ard offered. Please return to

Office at Career Counseling, care

of Kate Case.

Right now, up until Oct. :Usl. you can fly inundtiip^Vnni
Xt'w York to LuxcmhouiK I'or only $.'!(i().

That's $10(5 less than the youth fare you'd pay on any
other .schi'dilled airline. (From ChicaKo you pay $-101 and
.save $11 '!.) All you have to do is he under- the ajre of 2-4.

There are no Ixxiking lest rictions. .And no skimping on
meals oi' sei'vice. Because we give you the same sei'vice

you'd get fi'om other- air-lines, w-ithout the same high
costs. So, if you'i-e planning on Kur'ope, fly with us on
Icelandic. We'll give you moi-e than the lowest
youth fares.

We'll give you the best deal.
See your travel agent or write to Icelandic Airlines Depi - CN. 630 fifth Avenue
NY NY 10020 Or call toll free 1800) 555-t?l? Fares subiect to change

Save^l06onjet fares
to Europeandbook
ai^timeyouwant.

Icelandic
LOWESTJET FARESTO EIROPE OFAIMY SCHEDULED AIRLINE.

SQUASH SALEIT

30% off on all Racquets

Home of the Purple Cow Squash Cover

Australian Green Unbreakable Squash Balls - $2.50

Authentic Rugby Shirts - $17.95

Gant Rugby Shirts - $15.00

Williams Co-op
Spring Street

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS

Come and see why everyone is

trying to keep up witli us I

Soy no and survive

How to escape a rape
HOW TO SAY NO TO A
HAPIST-AND SURVIVE, by
Frederic Storaska

Random House, 231 pp., $7.95

Reviewed by Stephen Bernh^ini

During the past few weeks there has

been a lot of talk and rurtiour going

around about rape. Most of it has

concerned itseff with "what the college

administration can do to lessen the

possibility of attack by having more
, street lights, tighter security and the

like. All this is worthwhile, but the

best chance a woman has is to read

How to Say No to a Rapist—and
Survive, by Frederic Storaska.

How to Say No . . . is a clear and
mature look at rape, rapists, and how
women can begin to defend them-

selves. The author challenges many
popular misconceptions, like the use

of force during rape: "87 per cent of

the time the rapist used verbal

coercion to subdue his victim." This

leads to what Storaska calls "the

singly most important statement in

the book—that the rapist is a human
being." This forms the basis of the

author's approach; try talking your

way out before trying to bust your way
out.

Storaska has a list or rules to follow

which go against most of what women
are learning today. This includes the

victim's not antagonizing the rapist

by yelling or screaming, not com-

mitting her behaviour by beating him

on the face, and by her not doing

anything unless she is sure it will

work.

This book is filled with anecdotes

about the author's travels across the

country, lecturing to women's groups

and colleges about rape prevention.

Some of the stories are of clever ways

by which women have managed to

escape being raped: by pretending

lesbianism, vomiting, feigning con-

vulsions, death or disease.

Other chapters include advice on

rape by close friends or relatives,

child abuse, gang rapes and going for

help afterwards, whether or not

resistance has been successful. It is in

this that the book is terribly suc-

cessful and necessary. It covers the

wide range of assaults .possible

against women, and offers solutions.

Never prescribing an exact

procedure, the author rather suggests

patterns of thought, ways to approach

particular types of situations. He
relies in the end on the ingenuity of the

woman to survive the situation. This

too is a valuable step, for neither

government nor police can eliminate

rape entirely. Some men will always

try to rape, and some women will

always be their intended victims. How
well prepared for this attack is the

woman can make all the difference.

Though this book is by no means all

a woman needs to repel a rapist, it is a

necessary part of her protection.

i/.':.

'''
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Tax surplu$ revealed

WILLIAMS RECOKD

ky David R. Ron
The presentation to the College

Council of the budgets of

organizations requesting Student

Activities Tax funds (starting with

next Wednesday's meeting) is the last

stage of an allocation process that

began last May.
In May, CC Treasurer Clarence Otis

requested organizations to submit

preliminary budgets with estimates of

the level of SAT funding they would be

requesting. Since the start of classes

this fall the College Council's Finance

Committee has averaged three

meetings a week, two hours a meeting

in considering the final budgets of

these organizations.

The committee has faced fewer

financial constraints than in previous

years. The increased enrollment this

fall has brought in at least $1,000

additional SAT re^hue this semester.

More importantly, reversing a recent

trend, the number of organizations

requesting funds dropped from over

40 last year to 35 this year. The budget

that was emerging from Finance

Committee debates as the Record
went to press contained a substantial

surplus of unallocated funds.

According to Business Manager
Shane Riorden, "The Student Ac-

tivities Tax was seen as a way to free

student organizations from the

problems of fund raising. It had gotten

to the point where most organizations

spent more time raising funds than

participating in their activities."

Before the tax, the question of how
much money organizations would

receive was determined by the in-

dividual actions of students.

Removing- the market mechanism,
has created headaches for the

relatively small groups charged with

allocating the funds.

Through the 1960's, two committees
distributed receipts from the tax

(which stood at $30 per year).A faculty

controlled committee used slightly

more than half the funds to cover

"organizations the faculty felt might

be lost in the shuffle of student

financing," said Riorden. A relatively

small number of organizations were
actually funded by the Finance
Committee and the equivalent of the

College Council.

The aboUtion of fraternities, which
were the center of social activities on

campus, led to increased demands on

the tax by increasing numbers of

organizations. By 1970, the SAT had
been raised to $50.

Since then, the number of

organizations requesting funds and
the size of their requests have con-

tinued toincrease dramatically. Yet, -

CUSTOM
FRAMING
74, iR%tll SHOP

the tax rose only $6. According to
Riorden, the Finance Committee,
which took over the Usk of recom-
mending SAT funding for all non-
College funded organizations, was
"saved" by the increase in the
College's enrollment from about 1250
to 1850. However, "the growth years
are over," Riorden said.

In allocating funds, the College
Council has long struggled to establish
solid policies in an attempt at con-
sistency. It endorsed a report of the
1973-74 Finance Committee setting
"procedures, considerations and
guidelines" for funding. But, these
guidelines have never become
completely binding policies. This
year's Finance Committee will

present the policies it used in

evaluating budgets and will later take
up the task of more formally setting

soiid policies, Otis declared

t:^
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AAlT^tops Eph harriers'

unbeaten ^reak at 23

Oan Sullivan and Steve Paluky
spurted to eleventh and thirteenth

place respective finishes in Satur-

day's cross-country meet againit

M.I.T. (photo by Read)

by Frank Carr
Coach Tony Plansky's . varsity

runners were well on their way to a

second straight undefeated season

until Saturday in Boston where a
powerful M.I.T. squad snapped the

harriers' streak at 23. The Ephs
fought a hard bitttle over the five-mile

Franklin Park course, but were
simply overwheRned by the depth of

their opponents. The disappointing

loss was eased somewhat by the Ephs'
convincing victory^ over Tufts. The
final tally of the tri-meet showed
M.I.T. with 24 points followed by
Williams with 39 and Tufts with 73.

Frank Richardson, M.I.T.'s AU-
American, sprinted into the lead right

from the gun and blazed through a

4:30 first mile, closely pursued by

Netwomen raise record to 9-1
by Evan Bash

• Taking their cue from a gusting
wind blowing things around outside,

the women's varsity tennis team
moved indoors Saturday to blow away
a good Middlebury team 8-1. Mother
Nature also involved herself in a
match -played earlier in the week as
the Ephwomen trounced Skidmore 7-0

with two matches not completed due
to darkness. The two wins raised the

team's record to 9-1, assuring them of

yet another outstanding season.

Playing in Chapman Rink for the

second consecutive Saturday, Coach
Curt Tong's racketwomen did not

have quite as easy a time against

Middlebury as the final score might
suggest, as five tie-breakers were
contested.

Jonnina Sadoff led her teammates
to victory once again as she scored a

hard earned three-set win. Playing
number two in the absence of Laura
Carson, Rebecca Chase proved her

worth with an easy 6-1, 6-4 win. Trudie

tenBroeke and Amy Demorest both

also had to move up one position,

tenBroeke handled the assignment

with a 7-5, 6-0 victory while Demorest
met an outstanding Panther and
dropped the only match of the day for

the Ephs, a tough three-setter.

Gridders top Bowdoin,

face Tufts on Saturday
FOOTBALL from page 6

kickoff returners in New England.
Brown brought back a kickoff 92 yards

against Wesleyan to decide the con-

test.

Williams exploded for their biggest

offensive output of the season in a 43-6

win over Tufts in medfors a year ago,

as Don Wallace threw for nearly 250

yards, and three touchdowns.

Tufts, however, is a much-improved
team and will be looking for revenge.

The contest begins at 1:30 at Ellis

Oval and it is fall break, should be a

good Williams crowd present.

TRIPLE DOTS-lnjiiry to Whelan
is his second shoulder separation in as
many years ... Dave Libardi picked
off two passes on perfect coverage

. . . Unseasonably warm Manie
weather prevailed, no eskimos
sighted . . . Odell overrun by ball

carrier in fourth quarter, one of the

toughest hits of the flay but the coach
bounced to his feet quickly . . . Black
Bowdoin unit easily dullest in

NESCAC . . . Emmett Crehan, as
usual, all over the field for four
quarters . . . Amherst up to 2-2 with
7-3 win over Bates, while Wesleyan
now 3-1 after 43-21 trouncing of W.P.I.

Eph polomen top UNH, 18-4;

drown Polar Bears, 9-7
WATER POLOfrom page 6

team was flat and simply not swim-

ming. As a result, BC jumped to 5-0

and 8-1 first half leads. Williams

rallied with six second half goals, only

to have their efforts fall short.

For the tournament as a whole, co-

captain Guy Hoelzer noted the

cohesiveness of the squad and cited

Photo Shoppe
' 37 Eagle Street

North Adams, Mass.

Wholesale Prices on

Film. Paper, Chemicals,

and All Equipment

Telephone 663-7896

teamwork as an important factor in

the victories. Dennis O'Shea,
president of the club, stated that "the

key to success was ball control . . .

We were able to hang on and not

panic; we had the patience to wait and
advance the ball."

The club, in this tournament,
exhibited encouraging signs of im-

provement with experience. Con-

sistency and control are increasing

with eachjassing^ame; a team unity

is becoming evident in the pool.

Perhaps more importantly though,

the results of the weekend may lead to

spots in the New Englands and
Easterns later this fall.

Row houses voice

food complqinfs
Housing Committte from page 1

Keller also alluded to certain

sanitation problems, and
organizational conflicts if row house

cooks were allowed to run each house

on his own basis.

"Decisions involving menu changes

and substitutions will be made by unit

managers and myself, in consultation

with the house cooks," Keller said.

Keller proposed to minimize waste

by reviewing orders with cooks.

However, he explained that the six

weeks of experience have not yet been

enough for unit managers and the

cooks to clearly define a pattern of

overproduction.

Forsaking the relative security of

her strong doubles team. Sue Gutt-

man moved up to number five singles

and turned some heads with a fine 6-1,

6-3 win. Barb Ernst made it five

singles wins for the Williams as she

hung tough to win 7-6, 6-7, 6-3.

For the first time in a while the

usually devastating Eph doubles
' teams had to struggle to victory. Sally

Kruse and Babe Kirk slipped past

their opponents 6-2, 4-6, 7-6 and the

undefeated team of Holly Prentice

and Amy Sterling managed a 7-6, 7-5

victory. The new doubles combination

for the day. Sherry Willcox and
Marion Sherman, needed a set to

adjust to each other's style before

recording a 2-6, 6-1, 6-1 triumph.

This is a big week for the Eph-
women as they close out their dual

meet season with matches against

Smith and Springfield. Both are

strong teams and it will take some
more exceptional play by the squad to

lift their season win column into

doubles figures and also allow

Williams to put a strong claim in on

the best small college women's tennis

teani ill Massachusetts.

iViUianu junior Joe Kolb. Richardson

contimied his scorching pace for the

entire dlBtance and won easily with a

time of 24:20. M.I.T.'s second and
third men moved up tothallenge Kolb

after 2.S miles but Kolb broke up a

possible 1-2-3 M.I.T. sweep as he

kicked into thurd place at 25:21.

Captain Ken Leinbach crossed the

fhiish line in fifth place (2S:28) closeijr^'

followed by Tufts' first man.
The next Williams finisher was

Frank Carr in seventh place with a

25:54 clocking. Carr was chased to the

line by a trio of M.I.T; runners with

Dan Sullivan following in eleventh

place at 26:14. Sophomore Steve

Polasky and freshman Mike Behrman
(in his first varsity race) finished

right behind M.I.T.'s seventh man in

13th and 14th place respectively.

Seniors Ed Bacher (19th) and Chris

Flavin (20th) both outran Tufts' fifth

man and Bert Saul added a 22nd place

effort.

The Williams junior varsity came
out victorious over M.I.T. 20-40, while

Tufts was unable to field a full team.

Freshman Rick Lane had an excellent

second-place performance to lead a

purple sweep of 2nd through 6th.

Following Lane were Dave Seeger,
^

Steve St. Clair, Hans Giesecke and
John Duffield all with times under

17:30 for the 3.1 mile course. Russ
Anderson placed ninth.

This. Saturday, Williams will host

the New England Small College

Athletic Conference Cross Country
Championships starting at 1 p.m. in

the science quad.

For those wanting to watch the

race, the course proceeds from the

science quad, past the row houses
along Route 2 and makes a left onto

South Street. After passing the Clark
Art Institute, the runners bear left

onto Gale Road and then enter the

Taconic Golf course for two loops

around the perimeter. The runners
will thencome back on to Gale Rd. via

a path through the woods and head up
South St. and back to the science

quad.

Anne McClelland and Dawn Btdrotian help Shallab Stewart divert ball from

Middlebury opponent to drive Ephwomen on to 5-1 victory. (photo by Taft)

Stickers skin Panthers, 5-1
by Nancy Rhein

In a terrific display of team effort,

the Williams' field hockey team upset

^ tough Middlebury squad Saturday,
5-1.

Coming off an easy victory over

Skidmore earlier this week, the Eph-

women used the same winniifg

combination of a strong start and
quick stickwork to defeat the Pan-

thers.

Starting the game with aggressive

drives 6n goal, the psyched-up offense

took control of the scoring, opening

with a rebound goal by co-captain

Amy Kindwall.

Following Kindwall's goal, the

determination of the team became
clear as they bustled and moved the

ball both offensively and defensively.

The concentration of the Williams

forwards near the Middlebury cage

resulted in a visitor's foul, setting up

the Eph's first short comer since the

team began intense work on comer
scoring this week. The practice paid

off as Kindwall tallied for William;

bringing the score to 2-0 for the half.

In the second half, Middlebury

crossed the ball and scored on a shot

that any goalie would have had

trouble stopping. After the Panthers'

goal, Williams moved in on their

-gnaljp^and srnrwl nn a hard drive pff^

of the stick of inner Shailah Stewart.

Tasting victory, the Ephwomen
turned it on, challenging the op-

ponent's defense. Taking advantage

of another comer situation, Stewart

tallied for Williams. And, not to

disappoint the cheering crowd
Stewart added one more goal in the

next minute to complete her hat-trick.

The three-goal second half showed

the team at its best as coach Linda

Wilkins noted, "They sUrted trusting

each other And backing each other up.

The momentum was really forward."

Reaching their potential Saturday,

the team finally let loose and really

used the speed and talent they hnvf
possessed all season. As Wilkins put

it, "This game was the highlight of our

season."

Wrapping up their season Tuesday,

Williams met Smith to finish the

regular season 5-2. The team will

complete the season with a North
Eastern Field Hockey Association

tourney October 30.
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?^ir%X meeting Oct. 27

FinGom to open funding
by Jiiq Cohen

The Finance Committee will

present the first of four sets of funding

recommendations to the College
Council next Wednesday, outlining

budgets for eight organizations
grouped as media and publications.

Recommendations for discussion

Oct. 27 range from $13,308 for the

Record to $160 for Free University.

The committee decided to submit no
recommendation for the Gul; the

yearbook had requested $11,8S6.

The committee finished its

deliberations this week, passing on

requests from 35 organizations
tfOtalling $110,672 and setting general

guidelines for presenting the budgets.

Chairman Clarence Otis '77 said that

he would outline policies for each
category at the beginning of each CO
meeting. "A finance .committee
member will present each
organization's budget, answer
questions and present our rationale."

Organization representatives will

have five minutes to respond to

Finance Committee comments. The
council has set no limits on the time it

will spend discussing each
organization.

According to Otis and committee
member Dave Ross '77, the com-
mittee made substantial cuts on

requests from four organizations.

Requesting $5,700, the Dance Society

was granted $4,300. The Cap and Bells

budget was reduced from $7,300 to

$4,500. WHEW, seeking $1,050, was
denied any funds.

In the media and publications

category, the Back Talk budget was
cut from $3,260 to $2,400. Otis said the

committee reduced by 25 per cent the

number of pages the literary

magazine proposed to print.

"Last year ' they didn't turn

anything down. The committee felt

that it should maintain quality," the

chairman said. He also noted that the

preliminary request was based on two

issues each semester. "They won't be

able to do it this semester," he said.

The WCFM recommendation,
slated for discussion Oct. 27i may be

increased $200 to fund special

programming.
Otis said he expects the CC to

change the All-College Entertainment

Committee (ACEC) recommendation
when it is brought up with en-

tertainment and service organizations

Nov. 1. "Our recommendation was
$12,000 for 2 rock concerts and two
jazz concerts. A final rock concert

allpcation was contingent on how well

they did on the first two concerts."

Last week, the CC voted to underwrite

the deficit for the Tavares can-

cellation and the Arlo Guthrie per-

formance and the expected losses

from the J. Geils concert at

homecoming. A $12,000 allocation

wouldn't be sufficient to cover these

deficits and fund two more concerts.

On Nov. 8, the CC will discuss

budgets for sports clubs, and political

groups; on Nov. 9 they will consider

religious organizations and groups

labelled miscellaneous.

Approximately 730 persons registered for Freshman Parents' Weekend, Oc-
tober 17 and 18. Activities planned by the President's Office included a picnic

for freshmen and parents in the field house. (photo by Oettgen)

GUL funding postponed

^^HMM^CI ^.JSS
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A Wasted Winter?
It is difficult to criticize the Winter Study Program at an

institution like Williams where, for many, it provides a much
needed respite from the educational rigors typically en-
countered during the rest of the year. Nevertheless, a common
complaint on campus this week has come from students who
have looked through the 1977 WSP catalogue and arrived at the
conclusion that there are very few projects in it that they would
really like to take.

The concept of the Winter Study Program has such a basic
appeal to most students and faculty alike that disturbing trends
in now the month of January is actually being used are easily
overlooked. The WSP here has been undergoing a subtle but
annoying change over the past few years. It seems that the
projects being offered each year ar^ more academic than those
of the previous year while, at the same time, being less in-

tellectually creative and stimulating.
Winter Study projects, as stated in the College Bulletin, are

"designed to vary the pace and texture of the more traditional
academic offerings and methods of presentation." Yet the vast
majority of this year's projects will be held in normal or near-
normal classroom situations. Furthermore, the trend seems to

be to make their content more closely resemble that found in

regular courses.
Winter Study provides a unique opportunity for students

and faculty to get out of rigid classroom situations. Such op-
portunities shouJd not be squandered. It's truly a shame that a
college community as talented as ours can't come up with a list

of Winter Study projects which will not merely be apathetically
accepted, but rather enthusiastically endorsed by the student
body. S.A.F.—WHSHIIB—
Burns appointed to Carter committee

The Denjocratic National Committee has appointed Professor James
MacGregor Burns to a committee of university educators in support of the

Carter-Mondale Presidential ticket, the National Committee announced last

week.

The educators' committee, composed of sixteen members associated

with schools in the New England area, will concentrate its efforts in that

area. Other members of the committee include Professors Henry Steele

Commager and John Kenneth Galbraith.

Girl still missing; rumors unfounded
Cynthia Krizack, a 17 year old Williamstown girl missing since the night

of October 7, had not been found by Monday afternoon according to

Massachusetts State Trooper Jack Flaherty. The State Police are co-

operating with the Williamstown Police in the search, with unofficial FBI
aid, said-Flaherty.

Rumors that Cynthia was found Sunday, that a book belonging to her was
found near Cole Pond, and that blood was found in the Roper Center parking

lot are totally unfounded, according to College Security Director Walter

O'Brien.
*

Cynthia is 5'4" tall, with blue eyes and brown hair, and was last seen

wearing blue jeans. Anyone with information concerning her whereabouts
should contact the Williamstown Police at 458-5733.

Officers available at flat rates
Residential houses wishing to have parties will now pay a flat rather

than hourly rate for the hiring of security officers, according to Business

Manager Shane Riorden. The change involves an increase in the rates paid

to hired officers, which will be absorbed by the College.

According to Riorden, the College will now consider security duty at

house parties as overtime work, and payment to officers will be on a time-

and-a-half basis. Houses will pay a flat rate of $21 for security at weekend
parties, and $28 for parties on weekday nights. The difference between the

flat rate and full overtime pay will be covered by the College.

The College initiated the wage changes in an attempt to compensate
security officers on a more equitable basis, according to Riorden.

Previously, houses paid security officers on an hourly basis, standard rates

being $5 an hour before midnight and $6 an hour afterward.

Riorden estimated the expected extra cost to the College due to the change
in the rate system to range anywhere from $500 to $1000. "Since the number
and size of parties are variable, we can't really give a specific estimate," he

claimed.

letters: security, illiteracy
Rope attitude

To the editor:

From my perspective as a rape

crisis couns^ror trained in North
Adams last spring, it seems important

to address myself to two groups of

individuals on campus: firstly to the

smug, unruffled members d our

community who (ail to recognize tbe

possibility of a rape occurring on

campus. Secondly, I direct myself to

those who, since the "rape panic"

several weeks ago are afraid to step

out-of-doors.

The pristine image of Williamstown
as "the village beautiful" fosters a
dangerous sense of complacency
which ought to be dispelled Obviously

we're not living in New York City, or

Boston, or Washington, D.C. One of

the reasons many of us came to

Williams was to escape the brutal

realities of an urban life. But the

potential exists here, as in the city, for

the crimes of robbery, assault and
rape. How often do you leave your

room unlocked? Or walk home alone

at 1:Q0j 2iOO or 4:00 A.M.?
Several weeks ago The Record

published an 'article with the

headline: "Rape Panic Unjustified".

Although the report itself was
responsible and well-researched, the

title was somewhat misleading. Last

week a letter to the editor began, "1

can't help feeling that the 'rape

problem' at Williams has been blown
out of proportion" and concluded,

"relative to the rest of academia—the
Purple Valley is 'Hhe land of

tranquillity". The most obvious
message contained in Dana's letter

and The Record headline is something
we all want to hear in order to con-

tinue living our insulated lives of

drowsy unconcern: "Don't worry-
rapes don't occur around William-

stown very often (if at all), and the

incidence of it is so small as to be

practically negligible in terms of its

effect on the campus community".
What is most disturbing about this

attitude is the emphasis placed on the

quantity of incidents rather than the

impact of such a traumatic ex-

perience upon the individual. How can
the Purple Valley be characterized as

a "land of tranquillity" if there are

reported rapes occurring frequently

enough to support the existence of a

rape crisis counseling center in North

Adams? tf there was only one victim

in all Berkshire County, and she

happened to be your mother,
girlfriend, or little brother could you
consider a rape panic to be "un-

justified"? 1^

I don't mean that paranoia is

constructive, or that women on
campus should go out at night

carrying knives and wearing suits of

armor. There is validity to the con-

tention that this is one of the safer

places to be going to school—that

there just isn't going to be the

News and Notes

from Career
Counseling

BANKLNG^ CAREERS SPECIAL-
Bankers Trust of NYC will

present a program on tanking

careers. Special attention will be

focused on how to plan and prepare
for spring recruiting visits.

Bankers Trust representatives
Maxine Katz and Nancy Turner
will speak on opportunities for

women and minorities. The group
session will be Oct. 21 at 11 AM at

Mears House. All interested

students are welcome. Lunch with

students will follow at Dodd House.

LAW AND BUSINESS SCHOOL
REPRESENTATIVES COMING
TO OCC
FOR THE WEEK OF OCT. 25th

Monday, Oct. 23

Drew UGrad School

Wednesday, Oct. 27

U of Penn Law

Thursday. Oct. 28

Harvard Law
US Marine Corps

Friday, Oct. 29 UConn Law
Wharton

frequency in the number of assaults

that one would find in a more urban

setting. It is important however, to

realize that the possibility exists here,

and to exercise a reasonable amount

of caution. So if you're a woman going

to Constantine's at 1:45 A.M. from

Mission Park, bring a friend with you.

Oc if you're a Williams man at a

Prospect party and know that there's

9 woman who has to walk over to

Tyler, you might offer to hike over

with her. It's important not to feel

embarrassed about being afraid. As
Williams women we all too often feel

silly about asking our friends for

protection.

If you do feel threatened, or have

any questions about this issue, there

are four trained counselors on campus
who can be called at anytime: David

Wood, Barb Tipping, Greg Campbell,

and Melinda Ballou. Our numbers are

in the Student Directory, and we

50 years ago today

in The Record
President Garfield conversed

with President Wheeler of the

University of California over a

transcontinental telephone line at a

meeting of the North Adams
Business Men's Association in the

Bimou Theater last Friday. In

speaking of the scientific

achievement in opening the line,

President Garfield said, "We may
use it as an effective means for

preventing surprises. Any time you

need assistance you may call on

Williams."
o o o

As a result of serious injuries

which ha sustained in varsity

football practice last Wednesday
afternoon, Alfred Pimm of West
Hartford, Conn., a member of the

class of 1928 and a halfback on the

Amherst team, died last Saturday

afternoon after hopes had lieen

held out for his recovery.

maintain a policy of complete con-

fidentiality. There are off-campus

counselors also, if you would rather

consult with them. Dean Mclntire is in

the process of putting together a
pamphlet which will provide students

with the procedures to follow in case

of an attempted assault or rape.

The problem of rape is often ap-

proached irresponsibly or

irrationally.. As sensible humaa.
beings it's time that we grappled

honestly and logically with this

question, offering sensitivity and
support to one another.

Sincerely,

Melinda-Carol Ballou '79

Literary compitince

To the editor:

As a compitent, perspiring, young
Williams student and a Division III

man myself, I am naturally very

appaulled and annoyed upon an
overview of the Winter Study
Program course guide which kame
out last week that I might find listed

under "Special 12: Elementary Ex-

pository Writing", page 44. Such a

deliberate, deflam,atory slur and
innuendo of the writing capacity and
competence of Williams College

students and especially we Division

Ill-persons is entirely unexceptable,

degradational, and unconformable
upon this strata of education,

especially on behalf of a Biology

professor of all people, and just sends

ripples of upwelling anger down my
spine. I hope every body to boycot the

course nobody wouldn't have got in

here in the first place if they don't

know how to fluidly use our mother
tongue.

As all ways,

Richard Spicer '77

The RECORD is pleased to announce
that Spicer has been named honorary

Editor-in-Chief. His duties will include

proof reading and general syntactical

profundity. Ed.

Fine Wines

The Best Selection in the Area

Many Varietal and Estate Bottled Wines

Low Prices

!

West's Package Store
Route 2 — Between W&NA
OPEN8:00am • 11:00pm

ft

Save on Case Lots

FOR THE BEER DRINKER

Bring In The Advertisement Worth 50* Off

THE PRICE OFF ONE CASE OF YOUR FAVORITE BEER
Offer Good Until Nov. 1

OCTOBERFEST BEER NOW AVAILABLE

SOPHOMORE NIGHT

AT

The Log

Wednesday, Oct. 27

Reduced prices on beer & wine for all card-carrying members of the Class of

'79. (Everyone else also welcome—at regular prices)

The Log will be open on Monday night of Fall break (Oct. 25) from 9 to 12.

Coming next week—MILLER LITE
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Random thoughts while trying to

write a Classics 101 paper in between
tackles by Scott Perry and his Cin-

cinnati Bengal defensive unit . . ..

With Tommy Casanova injured Scott

got the call and turneS in a solid,

mistake-free performance. Best play

was when Scott- stopped Franco
Harris on thejone yard line early in the

fourth, quarter. Harris crumbled but

Perry didn't budge . . , Opposing

Steeler quarterback Mike Kruczeck
from BC was Scott's roommate in

Florida last year for the All America
bowl game . . . Joining Scott on the

Bengal squad are Brian Maclnally

from Harvard and Reggie Williams

from Dartmouth. Archie Griffin must
think he's playing with a bunch of

professors . . .

^ . . Dennis O'Shea's water polo

team pulled off a stunning upset at

Bowdoin this Saturday when they

upended the host Polar Bears 9-7.

§owdoin had entered the game
ranked No. 1 in Division II. Two hours

later the natormen defeated UNH to

enter the finals against BC. Playing

their third game of the day with only a

15 minute rest between ttie last game
they tell behind 8-1 but raUied in the

second halt to lose by a close 11-7

margin. This is only Williams third

year of competition . . .

. . . Stillonthesubjectof sports, did

you know that the day our women's
tennis and field hockey teams were
playing bumper pool in the streets of

Saratoga Springs over in Worcester
Evel Knievel ' was successfully

clearing ten buses in a Columbus Day
jump before 10,000 oglers at Holy
Cross' Fitton Field . . .

... A slap on the wrist and two
tickets to the next Tavares concert for

this reporter for incorrectly reporting

that Cynthia Krizack had an interview

scheduled at Hamilton College this

past Saturday. A check with Kirkland

Admissions revealed that the in-

terview is scheduled for Saturday,

December 4th . . .

... Food Services Director Ross

Keller has encountered some rough

seas in his dealings with the row
houses. It seems he's trying to run

them in the same manner as Greylock

or Baxter, which indicates a basic

misunderstanding of row house life.

Although numerous meetings with

row house cooks and stewards have
filled his schedule the past few weeks,

it's too early to tell if he's j)enefitted

from these sesswns ... '

. . . Other kitchen scuttlebut in-

dicates that while Keller's made gains

in his attempts to increase contact

with the students, he's aggravated

contact with his employees. Needless

ordering fiascos and delivery miscues

continue to abound. Several houses

are also up in arms over his no rebate

policy for special meals. At least the

salad bar is on Mr. Keller's side . . .

. . . CEP sources indicate that the

committee might have given approval
to the Record's request for a reporter

at meetings ^had not the Faculty

Steering Committee entered the fray.

Now we'll have to wait two months
before the issue is resolved. And you
thought iMireaucracy was confined to

Washington . . .

. Kudos to all involved in last

weekend's musical and theatrical

events. The frosh revue, especially

the first act, was the best in four years

. . . Likewise this year's edition of

the yearbook . . . Frosh parents lent

a touch of class to the Log both Friday

and Saturday nights.

Sneak Preview: A Colloquium-
workshop entitled "By Word of

Mouth" scheduled for the 28th and
29th of Oct. promises to be one of the

JSnost innovative and fascinatjpg

ventures in quite a whilie.-

Co-chairmen Philip Cantelon and
Henry Art have assembled an im-

pressive group of participants to

lecture and discuss oral history and
interviewing techniques in a variety

of disciplines, including music,
folklore, anthropology, psychology,

and history.

The tone of the affair will be in-

formal, featuring a number of

workshops. Cantelon stresses that the

weekend is being put on expressedly
for students and encourages
everyone, regardless of their ex-

perience, to partake in some of the

sessions . . .

. . . Imponderables; Whatever
happened to Gurgle? .

.'. Did anyone
think they'd miss Ken's Market this

much? . . . Why is the soccer team
playing Tuft's at home tomorrow?

. . . See you in Medford Saturday.

EASY COIN'
BANANA

#fW«3^

Attention Williams Students!

~" WlTEE^OTT)epresenting tlie "

J. GEILS BAND

in CRapin Hall, Friday, November 5

Because of the expected heavy off-campus demand, tickets

will be sold only to Williams students from Wed., Oct. 27

through Fri., Oct. 30 at Baxter Hall from 10 A.M. to 1 P.M. All

seats will be reserved and all tickets for Williams students

will cost $6.00.

On Monday, Nov. 1, the remaining tickets will go on sale, at

both on-campus (all major dining halls) and off-campus (off-

campus tickets will cost $8.00) locations.

The ACEC strongly urges those students who plan to go to the

concert to buy their tickets early—only 1030 tickets will be

sold and we would much rather sell tickets to you than to off

campus concert goers.

Have you heard about

The Williams Bicentennial

Raffle? A mere 50c could

win you:

1st Prize

$100^0

2nd Prize f
$25 G ft Certificate at

1 Discoveries
3rd Prize

$25 Gift Certificate at

King's Liquors

Tickets 50c each - 3 for $1.00

Tickets can be purchased

from any member of Tyler

House. The drawing will be

held November 6 during

half-time of the WilliajrVS-

Wesleyan Homepeffning

football game, y-^

SFEClM. DEPARTURE!

ALBANY/LOS ANGELES

Christinas Vacation

$263.»» Round Trip

BUS TRANSPORTATION

f'rOM CAMPUS to

AIRPORT AVAILABLE

AT$4.50-ROUNDTRIP

ONLY lOSEATSLEFT

CALLTODAYII!

Pierce World Trave4^

SO Spring Street

Williamstown

TELEPHONE: 458-5786

PRESENTS
Friday, October 22nd

^iszr;^

.At7,9:30 a, 11:30 PM

This week'j^in presentation is "THE CANDIDATE" at 7, V:30 &
ll;30pm. Robert Redford stars as a young lawyer running for ttie

U.S.'Senate whose integrity wealtens in the shadow of victory.

THIS WEEK'S WFS MOVIE TRIVIA QUESTION: From "Guys
and Dolls", where does Big Julie say he's from?

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION^I.OO

Next Attraction: DRACULA

INSIDE 1HE C4MP7
DONNN R4RiOI

No Mwnlhiu Momi
ptavanr rn« coid

Ih« torn* h»avy duty
two-woy lipp«f u»*d
onComp7
•xp«dllK>n bogi

Ouivf itwlt of Rtpilop
Nylon 0( Docion/
Conon Vourchoics

Waitt diowslnng iMth

i«alh*r ilid«ri

Cotgo poch«h op«n
•aitty with hvowy
mitt«nt on

Com* m or>d o«) (h« wtioi*

ttofV on titf v*rv hrwil
•qu<pm*nl to* youi money

Lilalim* Guotonlsa

Tha rtoiB you know obout
comptng tha mo(« you wonl

G4MP7

arcadian
shop -^

Hows: Mon.-Sai 10-1; Thwt. Tilt!

Watff Sirtit HMUtMie StrMt

Williamitoan Linoi

461-3170 t37-3010

SKI FREE THIS WINTER

Organize a group to ski at Jiminy Peak

Flexible Programming Available

Call or write for further information:

Paul C. Maloney, Director

Jiminy Peak Ski School

Hancock, Mass. 01237

413-458-5771

f^
THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORSWINESBEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704
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The Freshman Revue played to packed audiences of parents and students in

Jesup Hall over Parents' Weelcend. (photo by Sundin)

Clark to host Marlboro
On October 28 Music from Marlboro

comes to Williamstown. Six out-

standing soloists fi-om the celebrated

Marlboro Music Festival, which is

under the artistic direction of Rudolf
Serkin, will join for an evening of

chamber music representative of the

concerts which draw crowds from
around the country to Marlboro,

Vermont, each summer.
, .

Founded in 1950 by three families

bearing the famous musical names of

Serkin, Busch and Moyse, the festival

brings together for two months each

summer leading musicians from all

parts of the U.S. and, many foreign

countries. Both young professional

musicians and mature artists come to

Marlboro at their own expense to

exchange ideas and explore together

the vast repertoire of chamber music

in an informal and intimate setting

removed from the pressures of

professional concert life.'Marlboro is

a kind of musical retreat or in the

words of British critic Peter
Hayworth, a place "where great

musicians recharge their batteries."

The Musiq from Marlboro concerts

since 1965 have offered a far wider

audience a sample of the unusually

varied instrumental and vocal

programs and the spirit of music-

making so characteristic of Marlboro.

This year twenty-five outstanding

artists are taking time from their

individual activities to bring these

programs to over thirty U.S. cities.

The -artists for the forthcoming
program in Williamstown will present

works by Dvorak, Wolf and Schoen-

berg.

The first concert in this year's

series will take place at 8:30 on Oc-

tober 28 in the Clark Art Institute

auditorium. Tickets are available at

the Institute and are priced at $10 for

the series of three concerts, or $3.50

for each. Students will be admitted
free.

LOST
Green and white Liberty print

square scarf Friday, October 15.

Reward offered. Please return to

Office at Career Counseling, care

of Kate Case.

Rinht now, up until Oct. :{lst, you can li\' inundtiip IVoni

New York lo Luxonilxiuij; t'liidiily $){<i().

That's $106 k'.s.s than thi' yciutli fare you'd pay oti any
other .scheduk'd airlini'. (From Chicago you pay $401 and
save $1 1.'!.) All you have to do is l>e under the age of 24.

There are no l)ookin}; restrictions. And no skimping on
meals or service. tJecause we trive you the saini' service
you'd jjet from other airlines, without the same hi^jh

costs. So, if you're planning' on Kurope, Hy with us on
Icelandic. We'll ixn'i' you more than the lowest
youth fares.

We'll K've you the liest deal.
See your travel agent or write to Icelandic Airlines Dept ^ CN 630 Fiftti Avenue
NY NY 10020 Or call loll tree I800l55i-t2l2 Fares subject to Change

Save^106onjet fares
to Europeand book
aiQtinieyou want.

Icelandic
LOIVESTJBT FARESTO EUROPEOFANY SCHEDULED AIRLINE.

SQUASH SALEll

30% off on all Racquets

Home of the Purple Cow Squash Cover

Australian Green Unbreakable Squash Balls - $2.50

Authentic Rugby Shirts - $17.95

Gant Rugby Shirts - $15.00

Williams Co-op
Spring Street

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS

Come and see why everyone is

trying tolceep up with us!

Say no and survive

ow to escape a rape
HOW TO SAY NO TO A
RAPIST-AND SURVIVE, by
Frederic Storaska

Random House, 231 pp., $7.95

Reviewed by Stephen Bernheim

During the past few weeks there has
been a lot of talk and rumour going

around ' about rape. -Most of -it -has

concerned itself with what the college

administration can do to lessen the

possibility of attack by having more
. street lights, tighter security and the

like. All this is worthwhile, but the

best chance a woman has is to read

How to Say No to a Rapist—and
Survive, by Frederic Storaska..

How to Say No . . . is a clear and

mature look at rape, rapists, and how
women can begin to defend them-

selves. The author challenges many
popular misconceptions, like the use

of force during rape: "87 per cent of

the time the rapist used verbal

coercion to subdue his victim." This

leads to what Storaska calls "the

singly most important statement in

the book—that the rapist is a human
being." This forms the basis of the

author's approach; try talking your

way out before trying to bust your way
out.

Storaska has a list of rules to follow

which go against most of what women
are learning today. This includes the

victim's not antagonizing the rapist

by yelling or screaming, not com-

mitting her behaviour by beating him
on the face, and by her not doing

anything unless she is sure it will

work.

This book is filled with anecdotes

about the author's travels across the

country, lecturing to women's groups

and colleges about rape prevention.

Some of the stories are of clever ways

6(ir which women have managed to

escape being raped: by pretending

lesbianism, vomiting, feigning con-

vulsions, death or disease.

Other chapters include advice on

rape by close friends or relatives,

child abuse, gang rapes and going for

help afterwards, whether or not

resistance has been successful. It is in

this that the book is terribly suc-

cessful and necessary. It covers the

wide range of assaults possible

against women, and offers solutions.

Never prescribing an exact

procedure, the author rather suggests

patterns of thought, ways to approach

particular types of situations. He
relies in the end on the ingenuity of the

woman to survive the situation. This

too is a valuable step, for neither

government nor police can eliminate

rape entirely. Some men will always

try to rape, and some women will

always be their intended victims. How
well prepared for this attack is the

woman can make all the difference.

Though this book is by no means all

a woman needs to repel a rapist, it is a

necessary part of her protection.

'^
Soloist John Horner '51 sang with th«

Williams Choral Society at their

concert Saturday night in Thompson
Memorial Chapel.

(photo by Davis)

Williams College Film

Group

Weekend

Jean-Luc Godard
Wed., Oct. 20 Bronfman - 7: 30

Admission $1.00

Semester Pass, good for all

11 films, only $5.00

O 1976 Joi. Schlili Brewing Co., Milwouka* and olhar graal clHat.

Lookout
for the Bull

Inthe new24-oz« can.
Come and get it.

The bold, robust taste of Schlitz

Malt Liquor. Now available in the

new 24-ounce can.
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Tax surplus revealed

WtLLIAMS RECORD Page s

by David R. Rom
The presentation to the College

Council of the budgets of

organizations requesting Student
Activities Tax funds (starting with

next Wednesday's meeting) is the last

stage of an allocation pnicess that

began last May.
In May, CC Treasurer Clarence Otis

requested organizations to submit
preliminary budgets with estimates of

._the level ofSAT funding they would be
requesting. Since the start of classes

this fall the College Council's Finance
Committee has averaged three
meetings a week, two hours a meeting
in considering the final budgets of

these organizations.

The committee has faced fewer
financial constraints than in previous

years. The increased enrollment this

fall has brought in at least $1,000

additional SAT revenue this semester.

More importantly, reversing a recent

trend, the number of organizations

requesting funds dropped from over
40 last year to 35 this year. The budget
that was emerging from Finance
Committee debates as the Record
went to press contained a substantial

surplus of unallocated funds.

According to Business Manager
Shane Riorden, "The Student Ac-

tivities Tax was seen as a way to free

student organizations from the

problems of fund raising. It had gotten

to the point where most organizations

spent more time raising funds than
participating in their activities."

Before the tax, the question of how
much money organizations, would
receive was determined by the in-

dividual actions of students.

Removing the market mechanism,
has created headaches for the

relatively small groups charged with

allocating the funds.

Through the 1960's, two committees
distributed receipts from the tax

(which stood at $30 per year).A faculty

controlled committee used slightly

more than half the funds to cover

"organizations the faculty felt might
be lost in the shuffle of student

financing," said Riorden. A relatively

small number of organizations were
actually funded by the Finance
Committee and the equivalent of the

College Council.

The abolition of fraternities, which
were the center of social activities on
campus, led to increased demands on
the tax by increasing numbers of

organizations. By 1970, the SAT had
been raised to $50.

Since then, the number of

organizations requesting funds and
the size of their reque|its have con-

tinued to increase dramatically. Yet,

CUSTOM
FRAMING
7t »H\»1K SHOI*

the tax rose only $6. According to

Riorden, the Finance Committee,
which took over the task of recom-
mending SAT funding for all non-

CoUege funded organizations, was
"saved" by the increase in the

College's enrollment from about 12S0

to 1850. However, "the growth years
are over," Riorden said.

In allocating funds, the College

Council has long struggled to establish

solid policies ^n an attempt at con-
sistency. It endorsed a report of the

1973-74 Finance Committee setting

"procedures, considerations and
guidelines" for funding. But, these

guidelines have never become
completely binding policies. This
year's Finance Committee will

present the policies it used in

evaluating budgets and will later take

up the task of more formally setting

solid policies, Otis declared.

MIT stops Eph harriers'

unbeaten streak at 23

Dan Sullivan and Sttv* Polasky
spurted to eleventh and thirteenth

place respective finishes in Satur-

day's cross-country meet against

M.I.T. (photoby Read)

by Frank Carr
Coach Tony Plansky's varsity

runners were well on their way to a
second straight undefeated season
until Saturday in Boston where a
powerful M.I.T. squad snapped the

harriers' streak at 23. The Ephs
fought a hard battle over the five-mile

Franklin Park course, but were
simply overwhelmed by the depth of

their opponents. The disappointing

loss was eased somewhat by the Ephs'
convincing victory over Tufts. The
final tally of the tri-meet showed
M.I.T. with 24 points followed by
Williams with 39 and Tufts with 73.

Frank Richardson, M.I.T.'s Ail-

American, sprinted into the lead right

from the gun and blazed through a

4:30 first mile, closely pursued by

Netwomen raise record to 9-1
by Evan Bash

Taking their cue from a gusting

wind blowing things around outside,

the women's varsity tennis team
moved indoors Saturday to blow away
a good Middlebury team 8-1. Mother
Nature also involved herself in a

match played earlier in the week as
the Ephwomen trounced Skidmore 7-0

with two matches not completed due
to darkness. The two wins raised the

team's record to 9-1, assuring them of

yet another outstanding season.

Playing in Chapman Rink for the

second consecutive Saturday, Coach
Curt Tong's racketwomen did not

have quite as easy a time against

Middlebury as the final score might
suggest, as five tie-breakers were
contested.

Jonnina Sadoff led her teammates
to victory once again as she scored a

hard earned three-set win. Playing

number two in the absence of Laura
Carson, Rebecca Chase proved her

worth with an easy 6-1, 6-4 win. Trudie

tenBroeke and Amy Demorest lx)th

also had to move up one position,

tenBroeke handled the assignment

with a 7-5, 6-0 victory while Demorest
met an outstanding Panther and
dropped the only match of the day for

the Ephs, a tough three-setter.

Gridders top Bowdoin,

face Tufts on Saturday
FOOTBALLfrompage«

kickoff returners in New England.

Brown brought back a kickoff 92 yards
against Wesleyan to decide the con-

test.

Williams exploded for their biggest

offensive output of the season in a 43-6

win over Tufts in medfors a year ago,

as Don Wallace threw for nearly 250

yards, and three touchdowns.

Tufts, however, is a much-improved
team and will be looking for revenge.

The contest begins at 1:30 at Ellis

Oval and it is fall break, should be a

good Williams crowd present.

TRIPLE DOTS—Injury to Whelan
is his second shoulder separation in as
many years . . . Dave Libardi picked
off two passes on perfect coverage

. . . Unseasonably warm Manie
weather prevailed, no eskimos
sighted . . . Odell overrun by ball

carrier in fourth quarter, one of the

toughest hits of the day but the coach
bounced to his feet quickly . . . Black
Bowdoin unit easily dullest in

NESCAC . . . Emmett Crehan, as
usual, all over the field for four
quarters . . . Amherst up to 2-2 with
7-3 win over Bates, while Wesleyan
now 3-1 after 43-21 trouncing of W.P.I.

Eph polomen fop UNH, 18-4;

drown Polar Bears, 9-7
WATER POLO from page «

team was flat and simply not swim-

ming. As a result, BC jumped to 5-0

and 8-1 first half leads. Williams

rallied with six second half goals, only

to have their efforts fall short.

For the tournament as a whole, co-

captain Guy Hoelzer noted the

cohesiveness of the squad and cited

Photo Shoppe
37 Eagle Street

North Adams, Mass.

Wholesale Prices on

Film, Paper, Chemicals,

and All Equipm&nt

Telephone 663-7896

teamwork as. an important factor in

the victories. Dennis O'Shea,
president of the club, stated that "the

key to success was ball control . . .

We were able to hang on and not

panic; we had the patience to wait and
advance the ball."

The club, in this tournament,
exhibited ^ncpuraging signs of im-,

provement with experience. Con-

sistency .and control -are increasing
with each passing game; a team unity

is becoming evident in the pool.

Perhaps more importantly though,

the results of the weekend may lead to

spots in the New Englands and
Easterns later this fall.

Row houses voice

food complainfs
Housing Committee from page 1

Keller also alluded to certain

sanitation problems, and
organizational conflicts if row house

cooks were allowed to run each house

on his own basis.

"Decisions involving menu changes

and substitutions will be made by unit

managers and myself, in consultation

with the house cooks," Keller said.

Keller proposed to minimize waste

by reviewing orders with cooks.

However, he explained that the six

weeks of experience have not yet been

enough for unit managers and the

cooks to clearly define a pattern of

overproduction.

Forsaking the relative security of

her strong doubles team. Sue Gutt-

man moved up to number five singles

and turned some heads with a fine 6-1,

6-3 win. Barb Ernst made it five

singles wins fgr the Williams as she

hung tough to win 7-6, 6-7, 6-3.

For the first time in a while the

usually devastating Eph doubles
teams had to struggle to victory. Sally

Kruse and Babe Kirk slipped pdst

their opponents 6-2, 4-6, 7-6 and the

undefeated team of Holly Prentice

and Amy Sterling managed a 7-6, 7-5

victory. The new doubles combination

for the day, Sherrj^ Willcox and
Marion Sherman, needed a set to

adjust to each other's styJ^hefore

recording a 2-6, 6-1, 6-1 triu^^.
This is a big week for the Eph-

women as they close out their dual

meet season with matches against

Smith and Springfield. Both are

strong teams and it will take some
more exceptional play by the squad to

lift their season win column into

doubles figures and also alUiw
Williams to put a strong claim in oii*'~

^ the best small college women's tennis

team in Massachusetts.

Williams junior Joe Kolb. Richardson

continued his scorching pace for the

entire distance and won easily with a

time of 24:20. M.I.T.'s second and
third men moved up tothallenge Kolb

after 2.S miles but Kolb broke up a

possilile 1-2-3 M.I.T. sweep as he

kicked- into third place at 2S:21.

Captain Ken Leinbach crossed the

finish line in fifth place (25:28) closely

followed by Tufts' first man.
The next Williams finisher was

Frank Carr in seventh place with a

25 : 54 clocking. Carr was chased to the

line by a triq of M.I.T. runners with

Dan SuUivan following in eleventh

place at 26:14. Sophomore Steve

Polasky and freshman Mike Behrman
(in his first varsity race) finished

right behind M.I.T.'s seventh man in

13th and 14th place respectively.

Seniors Ed Bacher (19th) and Chris

Flavin (20th) both outran Tufts' fifth

man and Bert Saul added a 22nd place

effort.

The Williams junior varsity came
out victorious over M.I.T. 20-40, while

Tufts was unable to field a full team.

Freshman Rick Lane had an excellent

second-place performance to lead a

purple sweep of 2nd through 6th.

Following Lane were Daive Seeger,

Steve St. Clair, Hans Giesecke and

John Duffield all with times under

17:30 for the 3.1 mile course. Russ
Anderson placed ninth.

This Saturday, Williams will host

the New England Small College

Athletic Conference Cross Country
Championships starting at 1 p.m. in

the science quad.

For those wanting to watch the

race, the course proceeds from the

science quad, past the row houses ^

along Route 2 and makes a left onto

South Street. After passing the Clark

Art Institute, the runners bear left

onto Gale Road and then enter the

Taconic Golf course for two loops

around the perimeter. The runners
will then come back on to Gale Rd. via

a path through the woods and head up
South St. and back to the science

quad.

Anne McClelland and Dawn Bedrosian help Shailah Stewart divert ball from

Middlebury opponent to drive Ephwomen on to S-l victory. (photo by Taft)

stickers skin Panthers, 5-1
liylMancy Rhein

In a terrific display of team effort,

the Williams' field hockeyTeam up«et

a tough Middlebury squad Saturday,

5-1.

Coming off an easy victory over

Skidmore earlier this week, the Eph-

women used the same winning
combination of a strong start and
quick stickwork to defeat the Pan-

thers.

Starting the game with aggressive

drives on goal, the psyched-up offense

took control of the scoring, opening

with a rebound goal by co-captain

Amy Kindwall.

Following kindwall's goal, the

determination of the team became
clear as they hustled and moved the

ball t>oth offensively and defensively.

The concentration of the Williams

forwards near the Middlebury cage

resulted in a visitor's foul, setting up
the Eph's first short comer since the

team began intense work on comer
scoring this week. The practice paid

off as Kindwall. tallied for Williams

bringing the score to 2-0 for the half.

In the second half, Middlebury

crossed the ball and scored on a shot

that any goatte ^ould have had

trouble stopping. After the Panthers'

goal, Williams moved in oh 'their

goalie and scored on a hard drive off

of the stick of inner Shailah Stewart.

Tasting victory, the Ephwomen
turned it on, challenging the op-

ponent's defense. Taking advantage

of another comer situation, Stewart

tallied for Williams. And, not to

disappoint the cheering crowd
Stewart added one more goal in the

next minute to complete her hat-trick.

The three-goal second half showed

the team at its best as coach Linda

Wilkins noted, "They started trusting

each other and backing each other up.

The momentum was really forward."

Reaching their potential Saturday,

the team finally let loose and really

used the speed and talent they have

possessed all season. As Wilkins put

it, "This game was the highlight of our

season."

Wrapping up their season Tuesday,

Williams met Smith to finish the

regular season 5-2. The team will

complete the season with a North

Eastern Field Hockey Association

tourney October 30.
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Capifallze on Bear errors

Footballers blank Bowdoln
by Tim Layden

One victoryr sunny-side up,

preferably on a silver platter is what
the Williams varsity football team

^

ordered for their trip to Bowdoin
Saturday. And the Polar Bears
obliged, serving up a pair of fumbles

inside their own ten yard-line leading

to tbe^ply.scores in a 134. Eph win.

In topping the surprisingly tough

hosts of the North, Williams evened

their season record at 2-2, averted the

first three-game losing streak of Bob
Odell's Williams career and kept on

track with the 1973 squad which went
1-2 and 6-2.

Williams was only' slightly more
impressive than in previous losses to

Middlebury and Trinity, and only the

two Bowdoin fumbles averted a 0-0 tie.

"Bowdoin was not a bad football

team, but they go out on to the field

expecting to get beat," said mentor
Bob Odell, who has never lost to the

Polar Bears.

Williams launched their first drive

of the game late in the first quarter,

moving from their own 45 to the

Bowdoin 21, almost entirely on the

ground, led by Scott Harrington.

Here, however things hit an impasse,

and Wallace tried to hit Kurt An-

derson with a short third-down toss.

The pass was overthrown and in-

tercepted by Bowdoin safety Andy
Minich, who, in an act of unparalleled

generosity.fumbled the ball. Anderson

recovered and Williarhs was back in

opposition at the hosts five.

A Scott Harrington plunge from the

two a couple plays later put Williams

in front as Kevin Cramer added the

conversion. "We were just fortunate

to have the ball bounce our way," said

Odell.

Early in the fourth quarter Bowdoin

safety Jim Campbell dropped a Peter

Eph polomen sink

UNH, Bowdoin;

outscored by EC
by Ray Porfilio

The weekend trek to Bowdoin was

well worth the time of the Williams

Water Polo Club. In a tournament

with B.C., Bowdoin, and UNH,
Williams emerged with impressive 9-7

and 18-4 victories over Bowdoin and

UNH respectively, and a tough 11-7

loss to BC.

The tourney raised Williams' 1976

overall record to 3-4, with a con-

ference standing of 3-1.

Bowdoin, second in the New
Englands and Easterns last year, and

currently ranked fourth in New
England, had its problems with a fired

up Williams club. The 9-7 final does

not reflect the control of the game
exhibited by the Ephs. Jeff Brinker,

the goalie, was ejected with just under

three minutes to play. With Phil Wild

gallantly in goal, and behind John

Farmakis's five goals, Williams held

on to upset the highly touted Polar

Bears.

The second game was nolo con-

tendreirom^he outset, as seven Wild

goals paced Williams to the 18-4

domination of UNH: Against BC,

though, motivation was lacking; the

see WATE R POLO page 5

Unger punt on his own five, wi4re

Peter Hansbury recovered. CampwU
undoubtedly had a couple grand down

on the game and seven points wasn't

enough. Wallace fired five yards to

Kurt Anderson for the score and

Cramer's placement was wide to the

left.

. For the.-£ourth^ - straight week,
though, the Purple offense was
lackluster, piling up just over 240

yards. Both split end Herb Mc-
Cormick and quarterback Wallace

were bottled up by the Bowdoin
defense. "We were pleased to get on

the board," said Odell, "but we're still

not where we'd like to be."

The Purple defense was impressive,

despite yielding a seasonal high of 269

yards, including 174 on the ground.

Tackles Pete Tuttle and Mike Powers
played strong games as did safties

Dave Libardi and Todd Nelp.

Williams limited Bowdoin star

tailback Jim Soule to just 85 yards on

27 rugged carries, but was hurt by

dark horse fullback Dave Seward's 70

on 16 carries.

The homecoming win over Bowdoin
laid to rest any thoughts which Eph
dissenters might have held of a 1-7

season, but another tough foe lies

ahead. The Ephs will make their

second straight excursion to Medford,

Mass. to face Tufts.

Williams will make the trip without

the services of backup quarterback

Bill Whelan who has suffered his

second shoulder separation at

Williams. The frustr^Tted junior is out

indefinitely.

"Their whole squad is better than

they've ever been," says Odell ' of

Tufts. The Jumbos have already

posted upset wins over Wesleyan and

Norwich and sport a 2-2 record.

"They're physically much stronger

than us," remarks Odell.

Leading the Tufts attack Will be

senior running back Tim Whelan
(cousin of Bill). Whelan rush^ for

over 1,000 yards last year and has

three 100-yard games under his belt

this season. The 5'9", 180-pounder was
held to (-7) yards on 14 carries in the

Williams game a year ago ^..

Also in the Tufts backfield will bt;

senior quarterback Bob Berluti and
underrated fullback Mike Colonna, a

capable sidekick for Whelan.

The most dangerous Tufts weapon,

however, is seen in(' the person of

senior defensive back Darryl Brown,
who is one of the quickest punt and

see FOOTBALL page 5

The freshman soccer team dropiMd a close 3-1 decision to Vassar on Saturday in

front of the Parents' Weekend throng. (photo by Oettgen)

Purple booters dominate Bates, 3-1

but Polar Bears rally to gain 2-2 tie
by Mark Pogue

Williams' varsity soccer squad
collected a win and a tie on its

businessman's road trip to Maine last

weekend, beating Bates College by 3-1

before tying Bowdoin, 2-2. Led by an
offense which lost 46 shots and 15

corner kicks against the Maine
goalies, the Purple dominated large

parts of both games while improving

its 1976 mark to 3-2-1.

A lousy field and steady downpour
greeted Williams as it deported the

bus for Friday's game with Bates, but

the Purple found its controlled-

passing game unimpaired and quickly

established control of the action.

Starting goalkeeper Jay Loeffler was
stung by a Bates score with 16:04 gone

in the first half, but Williams tied

things two minutes later when Pete

Barra slapped a knee-high feed from
Perry Nelson into the Bates net. Eph-
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^^€ol lege Council opens SAT allocation sessions
'Back Talk' cut, WCFM nets extra $80

The College Council opened its SAT,
allocation sessions Wednesday night
by voting to accept the Finance
Committee's funding recom-
mendations for the Record, WCFM,
the Lecture Committee, the Free
University program and Back Talk.
The council also voted to allocate

$11,856.00 to the Gulielmensian and to

table its consideration of Pique until

next Wednesday night. Four of the

budgets, those of the Record. WCFM,
the Free University, and the Lecture
Committee passed with relative ease.

Debate over Back Talk, and par-

ticularly the GUL was heated and
controversial.

Finance Committee member Harry
Kelly began his report on Back Talk's

request by defining the magazine's

objectives. "Back Talk is an alter-

native literary journal. It's not a

Black magazine per se. Anybody on
campus who'd like to contribute to the

magazine may and is encouraged to

do so". When asked to define the

difference between Back Talk and
Pique and why there was a need for

two publications, Kelly pointed out

that the two magazines give two
different points t)t view and that Back
Talk was "more oriented to non-

fiction and political writing."

Back Talk had originally requested

$3,260.00 based on four issues of 1000

24-page magazines. The Finance
Committee recommended an
allocation of $2,400 based on three

issues of 1000 25-page magazines. Last
year the Back Talk published twice.

According to Finance Committee
member Bob Fox, "The committee
preferred a more gradual increase in

the size of the magazine". The Council

voted to accept the Finance Com-
mittee's recommendation 17-7-2 with

the stipulation that two issues be

published by the end of Winter Study.

Back Talk editor Irving Rowley later

stated that he was pleased that the

council saw fit to fund the magazine
but was "a little disappointed in the

cutback to three issues".

Back Talk does not solicit any ad-

vertisements for its publications and
this issue raised a great deal of

controversy among the council

members. Kelly defended this

practice by pointing out that "Many of

the local merchants might perceive

this as a Black magazine and this

might make it difficult to raise

funds". He added that "The Finance

Committee wanted to let them first

establish a solid foundation as a

hterary, non-racial magazine."
^ Several council4nembers devoted -a

good deal of time to attacking this

non-advertisement policy. They
pointed out that the Record, Pique and
WCFM all solicit advertisements and
therefore Back Talk should as well.

Council member Larry Mitchell

argued that "Advertising is a stan-

dard means of raising money for a

magazine. We should let them give it a

try". Committee member Ross Cheit

responded that "They don't want to

advertise find we don't feel that we
should dictate this to the magazine".

Cheit and Otis both later agreed that

the council's debate had skirted the

real issue of whether a predominantly

Black magazine could be expected to

raise appreciable revenues from local

merchants.

The council deferred its con-

sideration of Pique's request till next

week after Pique editor Anne
Eldridge pointed out a mistake in the

magazine's original budget request.

The Finance Committee will review

the budget again and Pique's request

will be the first considered by the

council next Wednesday.
The Record requested and received

by unanimous vote $13,308. Last year

the newspaper received 14,686. Editor

Dave Ross attributed the decreases

request to an accumulated surplus

from a "very high level of ad-

vertisements and subscriptions from
last year". Ross said he expected that

these high levels of income would be

maintained and could cover the rise in

printing costs.

WCFM requested and received,

again by unanimous vote, $7,550. This

represents an increase of $80 over last

year's allocation.

The Lecture Committee also

received its full request, $8000, by an
overwhelming vote. Last year the

Lecture Committee received $7,500

and Finance Committee member
Anne Waring stated that "the in-

crease is due to the other
organizations interest in bringing

more lectures to campus".
The Council unanimously allocated

$160 to the Free University program,
an increase of $60 over last year.

Waring attributed the increase to this

year's hiring of a paid typist for the

publication of Free University's
catalogue.

Following the meeting, President

Steve Piltch stated "I thought t^iat

there was too much repetitive

discussion and that debate on most
questions should have been closed

earlier than it was. Overall, I think the

staggered system of review is better

than the system of the past". Piltch

did try to streamline the debates but

was repeatedly resisted by several

council members.

GUL budget
approved by
14-12 margin
The College Council voted 14-12

Wednesday night to allocate $11,856.

to the Gulielmensian. This was the full

amount that the GUL requested and
means that each student paying the

Student Activities Tax will receive a

yearbook. The council had earlier

defeated a Finance Committee
recommendation and a compromise
motion from the floor, both of which
called for student subscriptions un-

derwritten by council funding.

Under the plan advanced by the

Finance Committee, students would

see GUL page 7

FinCom proposes Cop 'N Bells cvf
Budgetary issues for discussion at

the Nov. 1 College Council meeting

include major cuts in the Cap & Bells

and Dance Society requests and
termination of funds for Williams

Health, Education and Welfare
(WHEW). The meeting, dealing with

groups labeled entertainment and

service organizations, is the second of

four sessions devoted to Finance

Committee recommendations.

Chairman Clarence Otis '77 said the

committee eliminated three Cap and
Bells projects: bringing a touring

company to Williams, producing
shows during Winter Study and
conducting master dance classes.

"Given the attendance rate, $5200

for the Dance Society was a pretty

substantial subsidy. At most 250

students went to each dance show.

They couldn't justify the funding,"

Otis said.

Faculty opens student-faculty

committee meetings to public

James M. Burns responds to Kurt Taubw in Wednasday's Elactian T* Dabata:

Modarator MIchaal Baschtoss is caught In tlia cross lira. (photo by Kahane)

by ChipBuckner

The faculty voted to table a motion,

to require all student-faculty com-

niittees to close their meetings. The
steering committee motion "en-

couraged" at least one meeting open

for public participation each semester

and required "a concise report" of

each mee'ting be made available to the

Williams community.
The resolution came about, ac-

cording to steering committee
chairman Irwin Shainman, because a

number of committee chairmen asked

the committee for guidance. "We do

not initiate action," he said, "but

rather respond where a need exists."

Dean Grabois indicated that he had

an open mind, but generally favored

the proposal. "If the purpose of open

meetings," he said, "is better com-

munications, we have better ways to

do this." The information is available,

he claimed, in the form of minutes and

reports from the student members of

committees. He granted the form

might differ from what the Record

would print, but he felt community
lost no information in the process.

The other argument advanced for

open meetings, he said, dealt with

altering students' behavior. The point,

Grabois said, 'was that with their

peers present, student committee

members might find it easier to "stick

up" and "be argumentative" with

rather than "understanding" of

faculty positions. Grabois agreed that

this might affect behavior, but not

necessarily in a positive sense.

He observed that as a result of free

discussion people had frequently

changed their minds. ''The friction of

publicity," he feared, "might lock-in"

certain decisions before they have

been thoroughly debated "It's good to

have to justify final positions," he

said, "but not each of the in-

termediate stages " Finally "behind

the scenes meeting," just held at

unannounced times and places, might

resulMf the pressures were sufficient.

"An unfortunate consequence" that

might result from totally open

meeting, he said. Dean Gralrais

concluded by stating that he is "not

vehemently opposed to open meeting,

but there are costs to be born. In my
mind the costs outweigh the benefits."

Committee on Undergraduate Life

chairman Earl McFarland noted that

the motion, if passed "would not

really change CUL behavior." Mc-
Farland understood the motion to

allow the committees to invite specific

students to participate, or act as

reporters for the Record or WCFM.
George Goethals, CEP chairman

saw completely open meetings as

"probably not a good idea." He
likened fifty extra people at a CEP
meeting to a circus, and thought the

"quieter atmosphere" of smaller

meetings more than "offsets any

losses.

WHEW, which usually coordinates

activities and provides refreshments

for Winter Carnival and Spring

Weekend, was denied funds because,

"most of the things it was doing were

usurped by the Housing Committee,

and it (the Housing Committee) was

doing a better job," Otis said. The
houses didn't object to funding these

events, he added.

The suggested $1,628 increase in fhe

Lehman Service Council budget would

pay for Children's Day, a picnic for

disadvantaged children in the area; a

high school equivalency tutoring

program in North Adams and in-

creased transportation costs. Servfce

Council chairman Warren Pierce '77

claimed that participation in the

Berkshire Farm for Boys program
has doubled, resulting in doubled

costs.

The Finance Committee also

drafted a policy statement on funding

the ACEC. "As a general procedure

the College Council shall set a

maximum figure for the amount of

funds that can be spent on rock and

jazz concerts for the year," it read.

The committee reported that it was
willingtoabsorb the losses from the J.

Geils Band concert, but "is concerned

lest repeated higher-than expected

losses gobble up an improperly large

percentage of Student Activities Tax
funds."

Lehman service expands

Students tutor immigrants
Though Williams students obviously

recognize the spatial existence of

neighboring North Adams, they are

often not aware of the problems which

confront it as a community. For

example, since a large proportion of

residents in the northern Berkshire

region are first or second generation

immigrants and possess only a

rudimentary command of English, a

sizeable language barrier exists. Of

the roughly 30,000 inhabitants of

Adams and North Adams, ap-

Laon Sttull, national diractor of ADA
spoke Wednesday for support ol

Jimmy Carter. (photo by Kahane)

proximately 11,000 speak a language

other than English in the home.

This fall the Lehman Service

Council instituted the North Adams
Tutorial Program, which provides an

opportunity for college students to

help ease the immigrants' language

problems.

Interested students will tutor in

three main areas, the most common
need being assistance in preparation

for the CED exam or high school

equivalency test. Most people

engaged in studying for this exam are

high school dropouts or adults seeking

improved employment opportunities.

The second area, Adult Basic

Education, involves both the func-

tionally illiterate and immigrants

holding degrees or skills learned in

native countries. Occupatioh-specific

vocabulary instruction helps insure

that language barriers do not inhibit

the usage of previous skills. Finally,

basic grammatical and sentence

structure is taught to immigrant

children.

During the week of October 31, a

lecture presentation describing, the

entire program and its affiliation with

Northern Berkshire Community
Action will be held. Interested

members of the college community
see LEHMAN page 7
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Ballot Questions
Massachusetts voters will face nine Questions on their

ballots Tuesday. Some of these items, such as the Uniform
Electric Rate question, are liable to have significant impact on
the economic well-being of the citizens of the Commonwealth as
well as the future of this College. Massachusetts voters would
be well-advised to seriously consider each of the questions
before entering the polling booths Tuesdav.

A thorough study of the issues involved will hopefully lead
voters to vote as we would on some of these questions

:

Question 4, Massachusetts Power Authority The benefits
from a state run power authority are hazy, to say the least,

while the probable costs in lost tax revenues and the increased
demands on a bureaucracy that in Massachusetts ho longer
seems capable of managing itself are quite real. Proponents of

the initiative have been unable to demonstrate that a state run
power authority will be any more likely to meet state needs at

lower cost than one that is state regulated. Massachusetts is not
ready for a state power authority; this initiative should be
defeated.

Question 7, Uniform Electric Rates The proposed act
would impose a general requirement that every electric utility

company charge a uniform rate per kilowatt hour of electricity.

College officials estimate that passage of this item would result

in a $61.60 increase in room rates for students (article, page 3),

but this is not why we oppose this item. Uniform electric rates
will raise the costs of industrial production in Massachusetts
thereby driving firms and jobs out of state. In principle,

uniform electric rates may be desirable but only if they are
instituted on a nationwide basis. A no vote, at least at a time of

high unemployment, is in the best interest of the Com-
monwealth.

Question 5a, Banning Private Handguns National
f)ublications have discussed the merits and deficiencies of

egisiation banning private handguns, but the problem has a
local touch. A Record study indicated some local merchants
have handguns in their stores. In addition, at least one student
has a handgun in his room. Without repeating the trite

arguments, we would pull the yes lever with enthusiasm.
Question 6, Controls on Bottles and Cans It is no easy task

for a concerned person to wade through the literature on a
proposal which would prohibit the sale of metal beverage
containers with flip-tops and would require every beverage
container sold or offered for sale in the Commonwealth to have
a refund value of at least five cents. There is even some
question as to whether passage of this item would result in more
jobs or less jobs and in lower beverage prices or higher prices.

Whatever the case, a yes vote would lead to inconveniences for

state consumers but would have positive environmental im-
pacts. Although we believe the bill as currently constructed has
some weaknesses, we agree with the Legislative Committee
Minority Report which implied the only way to force the state

legislature to take some necessary action in this area is to

support this item.

'Imperialism'
When Ross Keller moved into the position of Food Service

director, students and administrators alike expected an im-
provement in the quality aiid choice of food served as well as

" e responsiveness of food services to stucfeni needs and
desires. While there seems to be little auestion that Keller has
made some progress in the area of food choice, there seems to

be some indication that he is moving in the wrong direction in

regard to responsiveness.
A trivial example can be used to illustrate this. At a recent

Student Housing Committee, Keller was told that some students
were disappointed with the elimination of butter from the
College "menu." Similar sentiments were suggested by items
students put in a row house suggestion box. The suggestions
were forwarded to row house unit manager Roy Clark. But the
response from the top was a solid no to butter.

Keller refused to talk to the Record for evena minute or two
Wednesday afternoon concerning an impending editorial on this
subject. (By so doing, he became the first College official in at
least two and one-half years to refuse to speak for "even a
minute or two" with a Record editor prior to a deadline.

)

Butter or margarine may be a relatively minor part of our
daily diets but the_ issue is not of minor importance.
Margarine may be a healthier substance, but if students per-
ceive a difference in taste between the two, a responsive food
service director should not brush aside student requests for
butter as well as margarine. Butter is not substantially more
expensive.

If Keller is to be a worthwhile addition to the College
community, he must be more flexible than he was in this case.

FOCUS/Andy O'Donnell

The Williams Way

Director of Pood Services Ross
Keller found himself in the unusual

and uncomfortable position of being

on the firing line the past few weeks as

he traded salvos with row house
coolcs, stewards, ^nd presidents in a

series of meetings that served as yet

indictrination into the Williams way
for the new administrator.

In early July Keller took over for

David Woodruff and proceeded to

inject new life and organization into a

department plagued by both internal

and external criticism. Change was in

the air and the Administration
seemed impressed. The reigns on the

department budget became tighter

but the link to the students appeared

stronger.

Three months later these changes

have come under strong attack by the

tradition laden and traditionally

stubborn row houses. What had been

received with great acclaim in Sep-

tember by the major dining halls is

now being condemned by the row
houses as applied to the row houses.

: The bone of contention for the row

houses has not been the wisdom of

Keller's changes but rather their

application to the row houses per se.

To the row houses, Keller's insistence

on an across the board application of

his policies seems to reflect an ig-

norance, or at least a misun-

derstanding, of the unique nature of

row house life.

As" the' newly included freshman

quickly, realizes,' row houses dining

has its own unique personality, a

personality that is as much a

reflection of the cook in each house as

it is the food served. What has irked

the row houses to date has been the

lack of autonomy and flexibility

allowed their cooks in planning and
preparing meals.

Row house cooks like to think, and
with ample reason, that they know
what is best for their house. Because
they only cook for 30-50 people it is

important to cater to those tastes and
adapt the menu accordingly so that

half the meal doesn't end up in Hobart
at the end of the night. If fish won't

sell at iny house, a cook will argue,

then why not give me the leeway to

prepare something else instead of

Rocky Krizack still missing
The Williamstown Police report no progress in the search for Rocky

Krizack, the Williamstown high school student who disappeared three weeks
ago.

They and other local police departments and the Massachusetts and
Vermont State Police continue to follow up leads that have so far all been

without results. Although the FBI is assisting the investigation unofficially,

the bureau cannot officially work on the case unless a federal law has been

violated.

Posters like those on campus, with a photograph and description of

Rocky, have been distributed in at least six states.

Williamstown Chief of Police Joseph Zoito said that even the reports of

psychics have been investigated.

Town parking ban toughens Nov. 1

The ban on all-night parking on Williamstown's public streets will be

strictly enforced by the police beginning Monday, Nov. 1. Cars will be

ticketed or, if it snows, towed away.

All-night parking is defined as parking for more than one hour between 1

a.m. and 6 a.m. ^

Enforcement of the law is intended to clear the roads for snow removal.

A ten dollar fine must be paid for each ticket.

Diau's Deli opens tomorrow
Diau's Deli opens this weekend. According to the proprietor, Diau, the

new deli will offer fast service and good quality at the same time.

Diau hopes to bring together "Berkshire natives and students." The deli

will be staffed by students and other people" with character," says Diau, in

order to make it "as funky as possible."

There will be thirty different kinds of sandwiches, lox and bagels, and
free pickles. Unlike the usual deli, no pounds of meat or cheese will be sold.

Diau has also provided for vegetarians.
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insisting that I cook fish? Although it

has taken a great deal of convincing,

Keller has begun to see the wisdom of

this approach and has softened his

policies somewhat.
He has also, after much prodding,

adapted his policy governing the

number of entrees that row house
cooks .must prepare. His initial

demands 'were enough to turn the

Galloping Gourmet into a neurotic

nomad and had row house cooks
running around with their heads cut

off as they tried to cook two entrees

and one vegetarian dish for each
meal. "You can put all that rabbit

food and talk about variety in

Greylock," one cook told me. "Just let

me put out one solid, quality meal."
The uproar of the past few weeks is

just another stage in Keller's

initiation into the Williams way. As
the saying goes, when at Williams one
should do as Williams people do,

stressing careful and thoughtful study
and avoiding hasty, ill-informed

decisions.

In the case of the row houses Keller

did not act wisely or knowledgeably.

He incorrectly equated action with

improvement and in his efforts to

show that Food Services would indeed
be different this year instituted rigid

policies that did not reflect a clear

understanding of row house life.

Keller has shown himself to be an
able administrator with things that he
understands, such as large dining

halls. In the future let's hope that

across the board dictates reflect a
better understanding of the Williams

way, however, tfftd that the ability to

bend a little is pot forgotten.

News and Notes
from Career
Counseling

Law & Business School
Representatives Coming to OCC

K)K THK WEEK OP
NOVEMBEH 1ST

Mon., Nov. 1

Franklin Pierce Law
Syracuse U. Management

Northeastern U. Bus.

Tues., Nov. 2 ' N.Y.U. Business

Wed., Nov. 3 Columbia U. Bus.

harvard grad school of
i>esk;n
Friday, Nov. 5 at 2:30 P.M. Dean
Maurice Kilbridge of Harvard

Grad. School of Design will be at

Lawrence Hall to talk , about

careers in architecture, landscape

design, and to answer questions

about Harvard's program.

.MKA Admissions Fair Nov. 4, 5 & 6

in NYC
To help prospective Juniors &
Seniors learn more about how tp

get an MBA, The Graduate
Management Admissions Council

is sponsoring a Fair on Nov. 4 , 5 & 6

at the Roosevelt Hotel near Grand
Central Station in NYC. Ad-
jnissions officers-from mor»4tian
70 schools of business and
management will be there. The
Fair is free. For more information

contact Peggy Sloan at OCC.

2»JH ANNUAL ADVERTISING
CAREER CONFERENCE
Created for Seniors, Graduate
Students, and Faculty interested in

the Communications Fields, the

Conference will be held on Sat.,

Nov. 6 from 9 A.M.-5 P.M. at

Lincoln Center Campus of Ford-

ham University.

Panels-speakers on fields of

publishing, media, personal

creativity, account management,
advertising sales, and broad-

casting. Registration Fee of $5. For
details see Peggy Sloan at OCC.

NEW YORK CITY URBAN
FELLOWS PROGRAM in-

formation has just arrived at OCC.

IIOl'SE SITTING OP-
PORTUNITY
Couple wanted for house sitting

during Nov. 4-15. See Katie Case at

OCC
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Reflections on 'The Spirit of Spirit'

The 1976 World Series drew Williams support from numerous students, as well

as from alum Peter Hillman, '75. (photos by Kahane)

PRESENTS
Friday, October 29th

DRACULA
At7,9:30& 11:30 kM.

This week's Halloween treat Is Bela LugosI In the 1931 horror

classic, "DRACULA" at 7, 9:30 and 11:30 p.m. The Transylvanlan

travels the foggy streets of London In search of new blood.

THIS WEEK'S WFS MOVIE TRIVIA QUESTION: From the

movie, "The Candida>e" what is Bill McKay's nickname?

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: JANE EYRE and DARK VICTORY

by lUJendra Singb Khadkn
The other day, I decided to go down

to the Log and have a couple of swigs

and shoot the breeze with some guys I

knew. I have always been fascinated

by drunks, quasi-drunks, social

drinkers and even teetotalers.

Something seems to burst forth when
people are in the spirit of spirit. So I

decided to go to the Log and get mildly

drunk— if such a state of the mind and

body is possible—and watch the other

people who were more drunk than 1

was.

It was one of those days when you

had to stand in line just to get in. The
reason, I think, was because some guy

was playing the piano. Anyway,

something was happening, and you

had to wait in line. You couldn't get in

even if you knew the I.D. check-out

guy or the bar tender. Finally, I made
it in.

The minute I walked in, I was
stopped by a wall of humanity. There

was a lot of noise. Everyone was
shouting and saying something,

something profound. When you get

drunk, you always say very truthful

and heavy stuff, if you know what I

mean. A&I smashed my way through

faces and bodies, some familiar, some
unknown, I spied a character 1

think I knew vaguely. You know, one

of the types of peoplewhom you see all

the time but have not said "hello" to,

or at the most, you have smiled at.

Anyway, you think you know him and

he thinks he knows you. At other

times, you might just have had

walked past with a weak grin, but

right now, he was high with the spirit

of spirit.

"Hey man, how is it going?" he ex-

claims as if you were his long lost

friend.

"Cool, man, cool," I say and act as if

he was the guy with whom I was
sharing all my sexual adventures or

mishaps—intimate friends, you know.

"Hey that's great. Here, let me buy

you a drink."

Sure. My policy is never to refuse a

drink or foixl. Eastern trait. After all,

the Western bastard has exploited us

more than I can think. Anyway, that is

what they tell me back home. So I

might as well get even.

"So what will you have?" he asks, a

generous guy. Drunks are always

generous. This is the moment when
they can be exploited the most

"Miller, no wait a minute, make that

Michelob." I know Michelob u more
expensive.

"Sure."
^

We are trying to fight our way to the

bar. Too many faces. Too many
familiar. All of them plastered.

"Hey Raj baby, fancy meeting you
here?" says some faggot and em^
braces me.

"Hey, now what the hell are you
trying? Will you quit embracing me

. . . Listen I'm not a faggot . . .

Look, man, this is a public place.

Have respect all right. Think of my
reputation, man. And for heaven's

sake don't call me baby." I protest

vigorously.

Back home I would hold hands with

my male friends and no one would

bother me, but here, if you pat a guy

on the back in ordinary moments, you
are looked upon as some kind of a

queer. So you cannot express your

love. But right now everyone is drunk,

and no one seems to mind if some guy

kisses you or hugs you. Great!

"Hey, don't worry man. We are

brothers, right. Brothers of the

revolution (Jesus! Where the hell did

he get the 'revolution' bit?) . . .

"Yeah, I know what you mean," I

replied, but now, my beer was more
important to me than a stupid, con-

cocted revolution. Anyway, long live

Che and long live Mao, not to mention
the revolution.

1 get out of his clutches and make a

grab for the beer before the generous

drunk decides to regain his senses and

drink it up himself. In my wild at-

tempt to grab my glass, 1 grab a girl's

wrist.

"Why Raj, nice to see you hert^' she

practically cooes. I don't remember
her name, but I know her face well.

She could be in my Econ. class, but on

the other hand, she could be the girl

who lived in Sage F last year. I was in

D. Anyway, she looks radiant, and

beautiful.

Before I know what is happening, she

gives me a hug and says I am a great

writer.

"I love your article," she tells me.

There is another dude who is hanging

onto her. I wished she loved me in-

stead of my writing, but that is a

beginning anyway.

"Thanks," I say. If I myself was
plastered, I would probably have had
said, sweethearL you look sexy and
gorgeous. But I am not gone, so I say a

polite thank you.

It's very beautiful the way people

interact when they are drunk, or close

to it. The mask of 'proper manoecs^
and etiquette" and other forms of

'civilized' manners drops. Hidden

emotions are unleashed. Even the

meekest of persons become
vociferous—strangers become
acquaintances; acquaintances
become friends and friends become
lovers. "Nite" girls use "dirty four-

lettered" words as they converse with

us and sip red wine or Wer.
Everything is down to earth. Masks
fall off, pretensions disappear and
there is universal love.

Tomorrow, I'll probably wake up
with a terrific hangover, miss an
important meeting (all meetings
seem to be important) and barely

make it to brunch. I'll probably pass

the guy who bought me the drink. I'll

give him an awkward grin, and he

may do the same and wonder why in

the hell he bought an expensive drink

for a turkey like that. If I see my
friend who hugged me, I'll probably

tell him about my work. He will tell

me about the paper he has to write.

We will keep our distance and our

masks of polite society. If I see the girl

who hugged me, she will pretend she

doesn't know me, or maybe she will

utter a brief "hi". And we will pass

each other as if we were strangers,

and maybe we are. We will all go back

into our own shell and stay there until

the spirit of spirit catches up with us

again in some near weekend.

It's too bad people are like that. But

look at it this way, if people did not

need liquor to give them some kind of

a stimulus to let themselves go, a lot

of people would be out of business,

including Sam Bronfman and his clan,

and that would have a grave and
maybe even a disastei'6Uy 'repet<-

cussion in the Williams College

community. So here's a toast to the

spirit of spirit. Keep on chuggin',

brother!

!

College officials call for No. 7 defeat
by Scott Hoot

Francis H. Dewey, 3rd, Treasurer

of the College has predicted a

"probable" increase in tuition if

Referendum Number 7 is passed by

Massachusetts voters. The
Referendum is a citizen-initiated

proposal to alter the present sliding

rate for electricity to a "flat-rate"

system of pricing. Today rates

decrease per kilowatt hour as use of

electricity increases. The proposed

Amity

IMF
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FOR DEC. 4 LSAT

12-Student Average
Class Size

5 Specialist Instructors

30 Class Hours
Full-length practice test

FOR COMPLETE SCHEDULE
INFORMATION AND OUR
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800'243'^767
AMITY TESTING INSTITUTE

law would require an across-the-

board rate, not dependent on amount
of electricity consumed.

In a study prepared for Peter C.

Welanetz, Director of Physical Plant,

John C. Holden, Mechanical Engineer

for Buildings and Grounds, reports

that there would be an increase of

nearly 33 per cent in the college's

electricity bill if flat-rate is put into

effect. He also reported that in 1975-76

the change would ha caused the

electric bill to increase i. n $342,551

to $456,518. These figures are based on

an estimate from a Massachusetts

Electric Company employee.

Dewey translated this to a $61.60

increase per student (from $185.16 to

$246.76). He said that it was probable

thatj)a rt oLthatjunounLwfluJd^eJM

Proponents of the bill maintain that

small homeowners now pay 60 to 70

per cent more per kilowatt hour of

electricity than do big businesses.

They complain that the present

system is a "highly regressive" tax on

the small consumer and a subsidy for

the large consumers. "Fair-Share"

rates would be 20 to 40 per cent above

the average cost now paid by large

industrial users.

Opponents of the bill are con-

centrating their attack on the possible

loss of industries due to increased

rates. They conclude that the "Fair-

Share" bill would force the industrial

user to absorb over $70 million in

higher costs. This, they say, could

lead to the possible loss of 41,000 jobs

and the sav ing of only $1.99 per month

by increased room fees. He also

speculated that other sources such as

the college endowment would absorb

part of the increased costs.

for the average consumer. Dewey's
study predicted a $4 per month
average saving, along with a

"disastrous effect on Mass. industry,"

Letter: Hypocrisy
To the editor.

The latest loss in the area of student

transfer options as reported in the last

issue of The Record prompts me to

write in defending the student's rights

for making changes in his living

conditions and daily habits.

Specifically, I am referring to the

article "Students Lose Section

Choice". Williams has always been

very open-minded and encouraging

about transfers, yet has suddenly

decided to get tough on the issue.

Changes between schools are easy

enough to make, yet now course

changes and house transfers seem to

be "evil" in a way that does not seem

fully justified. Maybe the paper-work

involved in course changes is con-

siderable, yet if we have them at all,

why can't we try for the "best" sec-

tion possible? As for the other issue,

the students themselves, in the

council or committee concerned, took

a hard stand against house changes.

The reason behind this was that

houses would get too full of social

groups and lose their randomness.

Why are we allowed to join them in

groups in the first place if this is true?

The only people allowed to change

houses, for all intents and purposes,

are those who find their present

situation unbearable. This is a system

based on negative incentives and has

no place on a supposedly well-rounded

diversifying campus.

Sincerely,

DougSlsne'Tt
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Revue skeidnes staged at Log

AAAT presents 'The October Project' W^Jm
In the Halloween spirit. Cap and

Bells will present The October Project

tonight and tomorrow at 8:30 in the

Studio Theatre of the AMT. The
Project begins tonight with Ver-

onica's Room, by Ira Levin, (author of

Rosemary's Baby and The Stepford

Wives). Tomorrow, Veronica's Room
will play once again, along with

Harold Pinter's Revue Sketches. This

Wednesday and Thurisday, the Reviie

Sketches will be presented in the Log
at 9:00 p.m. Although admission to

each of these shows is free, tickets

must be picked up the afternoon of (he

show, between 4:00 and 5:30, at the

Cap and Bells office in the AMT. If an
evening performance is not sold out,

tickets will be available at the

Greylock entrance of the AMT, one

half hour before the show starts.

Tickets are not required for per-

formances at the Log.

Veronica's Room is a chilling

murder mystery in the tradition of

Alfred Hitchcock. The Pinter Revue
Sketches are short pieces of comedy
designed to be performed in British

Music Hails. Accordingly, the Revue
Sketches will be performed in the Log,

the bar being open before and after

the show, and during intermission.

The October Project is directed by
Peter Bergethon who described the

Project as an invitation to anyone in

the college conimuhity, with an in-

terest, to explore the opportunities of

the theatre. In the hopes of dissolving

several misconceptions about "The
Theatre" which give it an oftentimes

unapproachable air, Bergethon
presents the audience with actors who
are not necessarily "seasoned," (to

use one cliche. ) Bergethon, however,
believes that these new faces will

astound the audience, their en-

thusiasm being the most obvious and
exciting aspect of their performances.
The Theatre, according to Bergethon,
should not be an object of fear or awe,

WCFM to show '200 1

'

Tickets are now on sale for the

special "Benefit for WCFM Radio"
showing of Stanley Kubrick's
masterpiece 2001 : A Space Odyssey.
The movie, which Saturday Review
called, "An extraordinary master-
piece," will be shown at 1:00, 3:30,

7:00, 9:30 and midnight on Saturday
Novembers in Bronfman Auditorium.

Tax deductible tickets are $1.00 in

advance and are available from
WCFM station members, at major
dining halls, and at the WCFM studios

in the basement of Baxter Hall.

This is the "second coming" of 2001.

The cult film is now enjoying a

popular return in major cities in the

U.S. and this special showing marks
the return of the filfn to Williamstown
as well.

In 1968, the New Yorker wrote of the

film, "Technically and imaginatively,

what Kubrick put into it is staggering:

five years of his life; his novel and
screenplay with Arthur Clark; his

production, his direction, and his

special effects; his humor and
stamina and particular disquiet. This
film is not only hideously funny—like

Dr. Strangelove—about human
speech and response at a point where
they have begun ^t6 seem com-
puterized, and whepfe more and more
people sound like recordings left on
while the soul is out. It is also a
uniquely poetic piece of sci-fi, made
by a man who truly possesses the

drives of both science and fiction. I

think Stanley Kubrick's 2001 : A Space
Odyssey a great film and an un-

forgettable endeavor."

The College Security Depart-

ment is interested in talking to the

student who spoke ' to Security

Officer "Hap" Milne at the

Williams-Trinity Football game on
October 9, in reference to a

suspicious vehicle seen in the

Mission Park area on October 7.

The identity of the student will be

kept in the strictest confidence.

Please contact Director of Security

O'Brien at 597-2336.

rTHE
SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

III c\ciAonc s litf tlu'iX's ii

SUMMER OI '42

SATURDAY7&9:30JENNIFER O'NEILL

HERMAN RAUCHER Ocxotfcr 30

and Cap and Bells is trying hard this

year, through productions such as The
October Project, to dispel this attitude

and show that anyone with the interest

can find his or her place in some
aspect of the theatre.

Willits Band set

for Coffee House-
Throughout the past five years,

Tom Willits has performed both as a
solo artist and with a three-man band
along the East Coast, opening for Tom
Rush, Jonathan Edwards, Jesse Colin

Young, Leo Kottke, Maria Muldaur,
and others. Now living in New
Hampshire and enjoying the chance to

concentrate on his guitar and piano
work, he most recently performed
solo again in Clubs around northern
New England, gaining increasing

respect for his original music and his

strong, clear voice.

Willits and his new band, which
reatures Tom Parker, drums;
Richard Wesley, lead guitar; and
Glenn Good bass will perform in the

Rathskellar tomorrow evening.
Sponsored by the Williams Coffee

House, the show, which begins at 9pm,
is free.

The Tom Willits Band will perform tomorrow night at tlie Williami Coffee

House in the Rathskellar. Admission is free for the show which begins at 9 p.m.

SQUASH SALE!!

30% off on all Racquets

Home of the Purple Cow Squash Cover

Australian Green Unbreakable Squash Balls - $2.50

Authentic Rugby Shirts - $17.95

Gant Rugby Shirts - $15.00

Williams Co-op

BRONFMAN
AUDITORIUM $1

TtcHMieoioii* In I ..-jg'Ti .^1 '«>"<Wtan«f BfM
lS«nnct

y
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LOST
Green and white Liberty print

square scarf Friday, October IS.

Reward offered. Please return to

Office at Career Counseling, care
of Kate Cise.

TRAVELI . . . EARN MONEYI
. . . OBTAIN A FREE TRIP . .

Be a Campus Representative for

New England's largest and highest

commission paying agency. In-

terested students, wrrte GARBER
TRAVEL, 14M Beacon St.,

Brookllne, MA- 02146, or call (617)

734-2100 collect person-to-p^son to

Stuart J. Chason. Evenlnqs, call

(617) 734-6660. - I

Big news.

KING'S LIQUOR

STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenfy of"ATTYy pes' Beer '

Spring Street Williamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458-5948

Darn it, we missed wishing you a happy

Pooh birthday. A belated happy 50th!

CDZIS
DOtUBI •OOK imu BK
luiuoTowH tuM. mm

.'.'»*»» »W»V»^».»»».'.V,^,

Prints of

Williams CoHeRe

~i, I H •. ni SHOP

24 ounces of gosto!
That's 24 ounces of Schlitz in a single
pop-top can. Now available locally.

MOHAWK BEVERAGES INC

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

THRU
1976-COLLEGE

SURRENDER AT PASS GATE

CINEMA
l&ll

rt:»7a
VERMONT

BENNINGTON
(M») 442.«l7t

THK ["KRFECT SUMMER RENT/\1

rC.R T Ht i./\S 1 vAl..A7 ION

YOULI.KVERTAKE

BURNT OFTKRINCS
Kireh Black, Olivar Retd.

Batti Davit, Lm Montgomery
Daily 7:00 A *:00 MAT. SAS 1:00

THE WORLD'S,
FAVORITE
BED-TIME
STORY
IS RNALLY
A BED-TIM%\
STORY .

.

AN X-RATEO MUSICAL COMEDY
^^ A OINIMAL NATIONAL rtLMt HILtAlf I^R

2nd WEEKI ^rSO A 9:00 s&S^VoO
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OM NOVEMBER 2,

THEREIL BEAMAJOR
JCONOMICS TEST.

If the Bottle Bill passes, So&e of that is a deposit they a recycling measure, if it even
beer and mixer prices will go up, get back— provided no one breaks encouraged recycling, the higher
Way up. a bottle, mashes a can, or loses costs might not be hard to talce

Ifyou don't believe us, ask either one. But it doesn't.

in Vermont.
They'll tell you that under

their similar law, beer went up
$L80 a case.

til one.

But a full 60t ofthat $180 is

non-returnable handling charge.

Look, ifthe Bottle Bill were

But it doesn't.

Ifyou really study the Bottle

Bill, you'll never let it pass.

P n
Question: Wouldyouvote

for a Bottle Binwhen a

similar law inVermont

forced the cost ofbeer up

$1.80 a case?

N0V2 Committee to Protect Jobs and Use of Convenience
Containers in MA, 21 Beacon Street, Boston, MA 02108.
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Ephwomen lead pack, ruh to third place finish
Following Coach Bud Fishei's in-

structions to "go for it from the

start," the members of the Williams

women's cross-country team put in

strong individual performances in

earning a third-place team finish at

the New Englands competition
Saturday.

With three runners in the tcip 20 and

all seven in the top half of the field,

Willianui was defeated only by the

same two teams that had beaten them

in dual meets during the regular

season, the University of

Massachusetts and Middlebury.

Middlebury upset UMass in a fierce

battle for first place, squeaking out a
42-47 victory, followed by Williams

CC allocates $11,856 to GUL
after defeating compromises

OUL from page 1

have paid no morethan $10 for a GUL.
If the revenue from subscriptions and
advertisements were not sufficient to

cover costs, the council would sub-

sidize the deficit. Committee member
Bob Fox argued that, "The Com-
mittee wanted a procedure to

determine the real interest in the

GUL. People picking up the GUL at

the library is not an indication that

they really want it".

tiul editor Stew Read argued that

"Every student should have the op-

portunity, as in other publications to

have a copy of the yearbook." Read
also claimed that he would not be able
to guarantee the scope or the quality

of the yearbook if it was funded ac-

cording to the Finance Committee
plan. When pressed, however, for a

reason for this assertion. Read did

eventually agree that the quality

Tufts drops footballers to 2-3
FOOTBAL L from page I

not much more, the Union Dutchmen.
Union, however, comes to the Purple

Valley this year with a 2-3 record, two

wins in its last three games, and a

new-found confidence.

Union lost its first three games of

the season under second-year menior
Tom Cahill, but rebounded with back-

to-back victories over Colby (recent

conquei^ots of Trinity) and R.P.I. The
Dutchmen suffered a tough 28-22 loss

to Hobart Saturday on the road.

Behind sophomore quarterback
Andy T.erranova and freshman
fullback Rich Rohmer (over 200 yards

in the R.P.I, win), Union has

developed an explosive offense,

contrary to recent Dutchmen squads.

The Union pass defense has been

something less than fool-proof for five

games, though, and that should suit

Messrs. McCormick and Wallace just

fine, thank you. Look for the Purple to

keep the air filled with footballs.

All strategy aside, Williams badly

needs a win tomorrow. Wesleyan and
Amherst lie on the horizon, licking

their respective chops and eager for a

bite of the Ephs. WorSe yet, Wesleyan
is loaded, and Amherst isn't as bad as

they should be. These next three

weeks will go a long way toward

determining how long the winter will

be for Bob Odell.

would not necessarily go down under
the subscription plan. Dean Eileen

Julien then stated that "If you don't

fund the GUL totally, I doubt it wiU
survive." In a roll call vote, the

council defeated the Finance Com-
mittee's recommendation 17-10.

Council member Tom Ebling then

offered a compromise proposal.

Under Ebling's plan, the subscription

price would be lowered to $6.50, the

unit cost of the GUL if 1800 copies

were printed. If less than 1800 copies

were sold, the Council would un-

derwrite the deficit, up to $5075. Fox
called this "a good compromise with

which we can still judge student

demand". A roll call vote taken, and
this motion failed 12-14.

Council member Lee Jackson then

moved that the council fully fund

the GUL at a cost of $11,856. This

motion by a roll call vote 14-12.

After the meeting. Council
President Steve Piltch said that "The
GUL's funding is a very split issue.

Some people would like to have it,

some really don't care." Piltch in-

dicated that he personally favored the

full allocation and would have voted

for it had there been a tie vote.

(97), Brandeis (145), Vermont (182)

and seven q^her teams.

Finishing the hilly 3.0 mile course

first for' Williams was Mary Hakala in

14th, with a time of 18:13, followed by
Lisa Capaldini and Debbie Gregg in

19th and 20th, Michelle CuUworth in

2Sth, Toni Ceckler in 36th, Corrie

Johnson in 42nd and Lisa Greene ui

' 4Srd Because of the sizeef the field it

was important to run a fast first mile

to avoid getting trapped behind a
pack. Coach Fisher's last week of

training had been devoted to working

on a quicker than normal pace for the

first mile, and then easy distance

running to train down for the meet.

Since all the Williams runners had
their best times at this race, it ap-

pears that the training schedule had
the harriers peaking right on time for

their biggest meet
Last year the New Englands were

held at UMass on the same 3.0 mile
course with a field ct about 50 runners

with the winning time of 17:57 setting

a course record. At this year's

competition there were over 100

runners and 12 full teams and the

caliber of the competition wu much
higher, with the first ten finishers

shattering the course record, the

winning time being a 17:13. This

week the harriers will resume
training in preparation for the up-

coming Little Three meet at Amherst
on November 3. Although the team
should easily win the meet, they will

want to put on a strong show to finish-

up a fine jMason in fine style.

Language tutorial

in North Adams
LEHMAN from iitagtt

and prospective tutors are en-

couraged to attend. Speakers will

include Margaret LaRoche, site

manager for the Educational Op-
portunity Center; Charlotte Degen,

Director of the North Adams State

Academic Skill Center; and Vera
Callahan, of the Literacy Volunteers

of America in Pittsfield^ Students

interested in the tutorial program
should call Ronald White, student

coordinator.

A BENEFIT FOR WCFM

DME Nov. 4 « 5 (Thu » Fri.)

TIME 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

PLACE BAXTER HALL

MOM mimTiA STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION

• •

a space od^^»e)f
tTu»f»cKEIR OUUEA 0»RY lOCKWOOO

KHMiUYiv STANLEY KUBRICK uio ARTHUR C. CLARKE

MoouctD AND MtifCTEo ff STANLEY KUBRICK

SUPER PANAVISION'AmMETROCOLOR ^p;^

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 6th
BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM

FIVE SHOWS

1p.m. 3:30pm. 7pm
9: 30 p.m. and 12 Midnight

TICKETS
Tickets are $1.00 In advance and

they may be purchased from any

station member at the studios In

Baxter Hall or at the dining halls.

Tickets will cost $1.50 at the door.

IMKGJNUS
EXHIBITION
/INDSAlf
OF FINE ART PRINTS

SPONSORED BY
All Coll«9*

Ent«rtainm*nt Committ««

featurino !>>• works of (thagal, Dii, MitiM*,

Breughd, C«Mnna,Van Gogh.

. Homer, KIm, Mortat, Migritt*, Picauo, Miro,

BoKh.RanoJr, Touiouia-Liutrtc, Wytth ,

Gauguin, Rambrandt Oroup ol Savait, BWi
andothara.

PRICES
LARGE PRINTS

$2.25 EA3FOR $6.00
SMALL PRINTS

$1.25 EA 3F0R $3.00

SPECIAL FEATURE:

Curtis Indian Photo

Over 1200 different prints
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Purple booters thrash Tufts, 3-0;

march over Crimson kickers, 6-2
hyMarkPogue

Williams' Purple Soccer Show
began its sprint to the Little Three
finish line last week, recording Fall

Break demolitions of the Tufts

Jumbos (3-0) and Harvard Crimson
(6-2). In the process the Ephs handed
Coach Jeff Vennell his 30th career

victory atWilKams (against 21 losses)

and raised their own 1976 mark to 5-2-

1.

A hardy band of about 60 braved

Friday's cold rain to watch the Ephs
lower Tufts record to 8-2-1. John
Friborg got Williams rolling only five

minutes into the gfame when he

headed a rebounded ball into the

Jumbo goal, and from that point on

the issue was never much in doubt.
Bill Kister fires a shot at the Tufts' goalkeeper during last Friday's 3-0 victory.

(photo by Monson)

Tufts humbles gridders, 21-7
by Tim Layden rr^^^ -

Momentum strikes again. Tufts

safety Daryl Brown fields the opening

kickoff on his own goal line, heads

straight up the field, cuts to his left

and goes coast-to-coast. 7-0 Tufts, and
the rout is on.

From here on in, it was all

academic, as a fired-up Tufts squad

pushed Williams all over the field for

30 minutes and held on for easy 21-7

upset win. It was the first ever win for

the Jumbos over Bob Odell and left

Williams with a 2-3 season record.

The chilled Tufts homecoming
crowd watched with great enthusiasm

as Jumbo halfback Tim Whelan went
up, over, around, and through the

Purple defense for 205 yards on 42

carries and one touchdown.

Tufts capitalized on a Scott

Harrington fumble for their second

score of the afternoon, as senior

quarterback Bob Berluti hit Dave
Hamlar with an eight-yard scoring

toss. Whelan's 19-yard screen score

early in the second quarter left the

hosts with a commanding 21-0 lead

and Williams on the short end of the

largest losing margin' in Odell's

tenure.

Call it psyche, call it momentum,
call it whatever you like, but the Tufts

offense played miles above their

heads all afternoon, moving out the

Purple defense and opening huge

holes for the diminutive (5'9"), but

rugged (185) Whelan. For the first

time in five games, the Eph defense

looked very vulnerable.

Whelan's longest gain of the day
was just 14 yards, while he was held to

under 3 only twice in his many
carries. With a little help from
fullback Mike Colq;uia and Berluti,

the Jumbo offense had their most
productive game of the year. With a

little assistance from the Williams

defense, the home squad'looked like

Michigan.

Despite the swirling wind which
played havoc with passes all day,

Williams senior thrower Don Wallace

still managed his best day as an Eph,

while Herb McCormick's 10 Twilley-

esque catches defy description.

Wallace moved Williams 65 yards to

their first score of the afternoon on the

initial possession of the second half.

He tossed a left-handed pass to Tom
Redden to preserve the drive and
eventually hit Peter Hansbury with a

scrambling nine-yarder for the score.

For much of the third quarter,

Williams, behind the throwing of

Wallace and the catching of offensive

player of the week McCormick looked

like the offensive machine of

preseason predictions. Yet several

penalties and a fumbled punt late in

the period killed two threats, and kept

the Jumbos out of reach.

Harriers bounce back
by Frank Carr

After heartbreaking losses to W.P.I,

and Coast Guard, the varsity cross

country team pulled out of its mid-

season slump by placing two runners

in the top dozen of the NESCAC
championships held at Williams last

Saturday. There was no team title

involved in the meet, and this was a

fortunate factor for the Ephs because
a combination of illness and injury

had demoted three of their top run-

ners to spectators.

The October 20 tri-meet with W.P.I.

and Coast Guard was a real disaster

as the Ephs' season record took a nose

-dive to 8-3. Actually the «core was

Joe Kolb traversed the 4.8 mile

Williams Course in 25:11 to finish

.second in the NESCACC last

Saturday. (photoby Read)

close: Coast Guard—36, W.P.I.^10,

Williams—44, however, everything

that could have gone wrong for the

Ephmen did, in fact, go wrong. To
t)egin with, the weather was cold and
rainy for the long haul to Worcester

and junior Frank Carr was unable to

make the trip because he woke up that

morning with a stomach virus. Once
the race started, things only got

worse. Ken Leinttach and Joe Kolb

were leading the field by about 70 yds.

when, mid-way through the race, they

momentarily took a wrong turn and
ended up about 50 yds. behind a pack

of runners from W.P.I, and Coast

Guard:
;

Last Saturday, Joe Kolb turned in

one of the best performances of his

college career- by placing second in

the New England Small College

Athletic Conference Championships.

The meet consisted of 71 ivnners from
11 schools and was dominated by
Bates (rated 9th in N.E.J^who took

five of the first six places. Kolb broke

up a perfect 1-5 Bates sweep by
sprinting past two of the maroon
shirted harriers in the final 50 yds. to

squeak into the runnerup slot. Kolb's

time for the 4.8 mile WilUams course
was an impressive 25:12.

Captain Ken Leinbach also ran a

fine race over the cold, wet course to

place nth at 25:49. Senior Chris

Flavin ran his best race of the season,

crossing the line in 26:35 for 27th

place. Steve Polasky covered the

distance in just under 27 minutes in

34th place followed by Steve .St. Clair

(54th), Cleve Thayer (61st) and Russ
Anderson (63rd). .

Tomorrow, the purple harriers
travel to Boston for the Easterns

where they will try to match their

fourth place finish of a year ago.

Wallace ended up with 21 com-
pletions in 35 attempts for 256 yards,

146 to McCormick. The Williams

rushing attack could muster but a

meager 78 yards.

Whelan and Colonna alternated

carries through the final stanza,

running out the clock between
fruitless Purple attempts and
assuring the first Tufts win over

Williams since 1969 and raising their

season record to 3-2.

For Williams, owners of season

record of under .500 after more than

three games for the first time since

'70, it's very simply time to regroup.

Anything short of a resurrection over

the next two weeks will result in a

Little Three embarrassment which

will make Wesleyan's 44-0 loss two

years ago seem close.

Next on the agenda for the floun-

dering Ephs is a squad usually a

match for the field hockey team, but

see FOOTBALL page 7

Wesleyan bombs

Lord Jeffs, 20-17
Wesleyan established itself as

prime contenders for the Little Three

football crown Saturday with a con-

vincing 30-17 over invading Amherst

on the Cards' homecoming weekend.

Quarterback Brad Vanacore and

kicker John Papa were the keys to the

easy win. Vanacore, a four year-

veteran, tossed for nearly 200 yards in

the win, while Papa booted field goals

of 21, 32, and 41 yards.

The win extended the powerful

Cardinal's winning streak to four

games, following a sloppy opening

game loss to Tufts, 13-12. Amherst is

now 2-3 on the season, having beaten

Bowdoin and Colby.

Freshman quarterback Cloin

Widen, a Mt. Greylock High graduate,

went the entire game for the losing

Lord Jeffs, completing just 7 of 22

passes. Widen has been forced into

action as a result of injuries to junior

Mike Newman and fellow freshman

Mark Manning.

Fine play by Williams' defensive

corps—John Lanier, Bill Roper, Geoff

Klingenstein, and Bruce Camilleri—
limited the Jums to just six quiet shots

at Skip Grossman's net all afternoon.

Second-half insurance scores came on
head goals by Pete Barra and Ray
Powell, from head passes by Jim
Hteld and Perry Nelson."

'"

"I wasn't that impressed with any
individual skills out there today,"

offered Jumbo captain Steve Kadish

at the Log that night. "But Williams is

a very well-coached team. Everyone
knew just where on the field they had
to be in each situation."

Kadish missed last Tuesday's
Williams-Harvard game, but had he

seen it he probably would have
revised his first observation. Junior

forward John Friborg put on a one-

man show in the wind and rain,

chalking up his third assist and fifth,

sixth, and seventh goals of the season.

Hank Osborne (two goals, one assist)

and Rick Zeller (one goal, two assists)

contributed to Crimson goalie Fred
Herold's fun. The loss to Williams left

the off-year Harvards on the short end
of a cumulative 13-4 score against

Little Three opposition in 1976.

With a tricky wind from Soldier

Field in their faces the first half, the

Ephs jumped off to a flat and listless

start. Harvard, playing without its

two premier forwards, had several
good chances on early breakaways
but were time and again caught from
behind by the Williams backfield. It

was only after 20 minutes -had ticked

away that the Ephs regained thejr

spark and began to dominate.
- After Friborg,' Osborne, ^ndZeltef
made it 4-0 in the second half, Vennell
pulled the starters and emptied his

bench. Harvard scored twice on goals

by Magee and Bowyer, but Williams
answered with two 25-yard sonic

blasts from Osborne to seal it. "The
game wasn't as lopsided as six to two
looks," Vennell synopsized. "We just

hit everything we should have been all

season."

Tonight the Ephmen journey to

Springfield for a night-time Astroturf

duel with the 5-5-1 Cardinals. That
game and Williams' home contest

against explosive UConn November 3

should leave the Ephs sufficiently

tuned for the opening of Little Three
play on November 6.

Har.
:

'

2 0-2
Will,:

'

2 4-6
W Goals: Fri (3) Osb (2) Zeller (1)

W Har.

Stats 23 15

Saves 12 11

CK's 66 9

Four goals net Friborg honors
Just over a year after kicking off the

1975-76 academic year's awards,
junior John Friborg of the varsity

soccer team has been named the

Record's Athlete of the Week. Friborg

nailed four goals in the squad's

Athlete of the Week John Friborg.

(photoby Oettgen)

convincing wins over Tufts and
Harvard. Friborg now has seven goals

on the season along with three assists.

Behind Friborg and junior Henry
Osborne the booters are now 5-2-1 on

the '76 season under coach Jeff

Vennell.

HONORABLE MENTION—

Herb McCormick and Don
Wallace—Both former athletes of the

week, they were bright spots in the

varsity football teamj^ disappointing

21-7 loss to Tufts. Wallace hit 21 of 35

passes for 256 yards, 10 to McCormick
for nearly 150 yards.

Joe Kolb—Running one of his best

individual races at Williams, the

junior notched a strong second-place

finish- in the NESCAC individual

cross-country championships. Kolb

broke up a possible 1-5 Bates sweep
with his effort.

John Greer—On,e of the outstanding

members of the Williams rugby

football club, Greer scored one try

and aided in another, while playing a

fine all-around game in the team's

impressive 22-6 win over Springfield

Saturday.

Ruggers oufmuscle Springfield
Following a tough loss to Columbia

Business in their season opener, the

Williams Rugby A side has come back

in the last three matches to set their

record at 3-1-1. In the squad's second

match, Williams overcame in early

deficit on Jim Stuart's try and some
well executed kicks and hung on for

Scoreboard
Varsity Football
October 23 „ „ , „
Williams 7

Tufts 14 7

Scoring

:

T( Brown 100 kickoff return

T( Hamlar, 9 pass from Berluti

T( Wtielan 19 pass from Berluti

W( Hansbury, 8 pass from Wallace

October 26

Williams _ _ 2

Harvard
Goals:
W) Friborg 3, Osborne 2, Zellar

Statistics:

First downs
Rustling yardage
Passing yardage
Passes
Punting
Fumbles lost

Penalties yards

W
22

78

265
21 36 1

7 37.5

53
7 75

T
18

255
28

2 60
533.7
3 1

5 45

Statistics: .

Shots
Saves
Cornerkicks

Freshman Football
October 22

Williams
Middlebury

W H
23 15

12 11

6 9

12

Individual:

Rustling—Williams; Harrington, 9 lor

17, Hansbury, 2 lor 31. Tufts: Wtielan, 42

for 205, Colonna, 10 for 33.

Passing—Williams: Wallace, 20 for 35,

256 yards, 1 interception, 1 touctidown,
Collins, 1 for 1, 9 yards. Tufts: Berluti, 2

for 7, 28 yards, 2 touctidowns.

Receiving—Williams; McCormick, 10

for 146, Redden, 6 for 53; Hansbury, 2

for 18, 1 touctidown. Tufts: Wlielan, 1 for

19; Hamlar, 1 for 9.

Varsity Soccer
October 22

Tufts
Williams
Goals:
W) Friborg, Barra, Powell

1 2

Varsity Cross-Country
October 20

Coast Guard 36
WP.I. 40

Williams 44

Finisties:

Wl Leinbach 3rd, Kolb 10th, Behrman
t2th.

Women's Cross-country
October 23 New England Cham

I pionships:
Middlebury 42, UMass. 47, Williams 97,

Brandeis 1 5, Vermont 162

Finishes:
W) Mary Hakala 14th, Lisa Capaldmi
19th, Debbie Gregg 20th

Women's Varsity Swimming
October 21

Williams 72

Middlebury 46

a 9-7 win over Albany Law.
After scrimmaging the Alumni in

foul weather, the ruggers again took

to the road to face a much improved

Siena squad and found themselves on

the tail end of a 13-0 halftime score.

The next 35 minutes belonged to

Williams, however, as Paul Shorb's

try and Tom Kondel's drop-kick cut

~nfe^rena~rnrargiFfo six points. With

six minutes to go in the match, winger

Sam Hanchett took a pass from John

Greer and drove five yards for the

score. Dave Levy's crucial conversion

knotted the score at 13 apiece, as time

ran out.

Sparked by Jamie Edwards' 35-

yard drop-kick which evened the

score at 3-3, the club rolled on to

defeat hard-hitting Springfield

College 20-6. The Williams line con-

trolled the flow of the play but it was a

surge by the scrum that netted Jim
Stuart his second try of the season.

The decisive kicking of Bryne Kelly

and Tom Kondel combined with the

quick passing of Jack Dupre and Jim
Maxwell resulting in scores for John

Greer and linking fullback Joe

"Dewey'.' Power.

While the B side's record is not

overly impressive, its strong season

opening against a tough Columbia

team is proof of the squad's potential.

Unfortunately, since that game the B
side has been plagued by injuries and
consequently has had a difficult time

fielding players. The club shows a 2-3

season mark.
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English town discussed
by Bruce Doblin

"-In the three-lectures series entiUedi

"People, Land and Beauty: The
English Experience," Christopher

Hall, Director of the Council for the

Protection of Rural England, ex-

pressed his concern over the ex-

tensive post World War II land-use

alterations which threaten the

existence of the traditional rural

areas of England. .^

Hall's first talk, entiUed "The
Village: Function and Form," dealt

with the origin and nature of the rural

English village and the present

pressures which are drastically ef-

fecting its make-up. "The English

village". Hall said, "is indescribable.

Like a camel, you know it when you

see it." The original manor, he said,

was self-sufficient and self-governin

Agriculture was the primary^-

Christopher Hall, Director of the

Council for the Protection of Rural

England.

cupation of the residents and the

village was both a residence and a

source of employment. Each village

possessed a special character ap-

parent in the village school, pub and

activities organized about the village

green.

With the recent post-war advances

in farming methods, the production of

food has become increasingly capital-

intensive. Hall noted. The resulting

loss of employment, especially among
youth, has caused several problems.

As Hall described the situation, "The

village had lost its original function

without changing its form."

This rural movement of the young in.

search of work has also been a con-

cern in America. As the young

working population leaves the area

there is a loss of children from the

school, and of local income taxes

which pav for public services. This

forces serious cutbacks by the local

government.

The English government has moved
to aid the rural villages but in a

manner which Hall said he believes

"deliberately reinforces the economic
pressures." The governmental
planning policy pinpoints a few
villages which are to receive aid,

while others receive nothing. Hall

stated that these moves are "more
th&n allowing the natural process to

occur and-are pushing it along. They
serve to exchange the indigenous

population for something completely

different." Those villages not selected

must reduce their expenditures on all

public services.

The death of the existing com-
munity is almost inevitable. Schools

shut down, forcing families to bus or

relocate their children to an area

receiving government aid. For the

remaining young couples, the village

becomes a bedroom suburb. They
must go elsewhere to work, shop and

educate their children. As Hall

showed, "These villages cannot be

allowed to be 'suburbs in the fields,'

because they are not in the proper

form for this change."

According to Hall, not only has the

government doomed the villages

which are not selected, but it has

destroyed the communities it selects.

The village which is targeted to grow
becomes so large with immigration

from surrounding villages not chosen,

that it loses the rural character it

sought to preserve.

The government defends its policy

of providing aid to a few villages on

the grounds that it is too expensive to

provide all of them with public

transportation, schooling and ser-

vices. Hall, however, contended that

there are stronger economic reasons

for the preservation of the rural

areas, including a variety of social

see ENGLAND page 4

The Center for Development Economics houses 22 graduate ftllows from

Africa, Asia, the Middle East, and Latin America. (photo by Read)

College houses to begin

inclusion of CDE fellows
by Keron Walker

Nine fellows at the Center for

Development Economics will become

associated with five row houses in an

effort to include graduate students in

the campus social life.

Garfield, Spencer, Perry, Fort

Hoosac and Mark Hopkins houses

chose to offer thdr resources to CDE
fellows. Rita i^llon, one of the

directors of the center, said, "We hope

by this inclusion to encourage social

interaction with the undergraduates.

The houses will sponsor fellows in

activities such as guest meals, in-

formal gatherings and the like."

The separation of the graduate

students from undergraduates results

from the physical isolation of the

center and age differences. The
fellows range in age from the early

twenties to the late thirties.

lyabo Idowu, one of four women at

the center, said, "The twenty-two of

us feel generally isolated from the

rest of the campus. The center is

basically self-contained, with its own
library, accommodations and dining

room; we have little need to go out-

side. I would like to see more of the

campus and the people who live on it."

Free University plans for WSP
The Winter study Period in January

is defined by the College as an op-

portunity for intellectual, social, and

cultural enrichment in which students

have time to explore fields related or

unrelated to the regular semester

curriculum. Unfortunately, the in-

crease in free time during WSP is

often not used to its fullest potential,

and boredom results. To some, the

winter dQldjaiiSS obliterate any sense

of enrichment, and to others, the

month of January is a much-needed

rest period from the common af-

fliction of terminal academia.

In any case, the Free University

obviates the excuse of boredom.

There can be no doubt that learning is

infinitely more enjoyable, and at-

titudes more eager, when the pressure

for grades is relieved. A regular

semester course that proved poten-

tially interesting, but was hastily

thought of as drudgery because of

academic rigor, can now be an en-

joyable course in itself.

This year, the Free University is

directed by three students: Anne
Weismanft,'77; Shailah Stewart, '77;

and Sue Shellenberger, '78. Courses

offered by the Free University are

free of charge, and open to the public

as well as Williams students. They are

ungraded, have no prerequisites, and

are usually taught by students or

townspeople. The courses meet one or

two times a week on campus in

January, but length and scheduling of

each course is variable with each

instructor; if there is sufficient in-

terest in the course, it may continue

into the spring semester. There is

great variety of courses, ranging from
bagel-making, tobacco chewing, and
whittling to belly dancing and
origami. Inaddition to the craft-talent

courses, there are a number of in-

structional seminars and forums for

discussions. These include musical

instruciipn,_j)oet_rx worieshops, in-

vesting and marketing. Emergency
Medical Care, auto mechanics,
computer programming, Zen
meditation, and ballroom dancing.

The Free University not only offers

an opportunity for the sharing of

knowledge between students, but it

gives the student teachers a taste of

informal instruction. Each "amateur

professor" has total flexibility in

moding his or her own course to a

rigid structure or to an informal

discussion session.

Members of the community as wejl

as Williams students are encouraged

to contact Anne (458-5474), Shailah

(458-9091), or Sue (597-2784) for more
information. For those desiring to

teach, course titles and descriptions

are due by Wednesday, November 17

to Student Union boxes 3062, 3015, or

2451.

"The students here have been

educated in their own countries and

have a great desire to see what an
American college community is like,",

Dillon continued. "They have such

varied and interesting backgrounds

that it is rather a shame that there has

been no real previous effort to include

them and share these experiences."

The only existing link with the

college has been the econometrics

class, which is offered as both an

undergraduate and CDE course. Two
seniors presently take the course,

which is taught at the center.

Fellows follow a 9-month course of

study at Williams which includes

statistics, international trade,

development planning and the

principles of development this

semester. They attended an

economics institute in Colorado over

the summer to review principles and

to improve their English. Their year

of study will lead to a Master of

Economics degree awarded in June.

All of the fellows hold degrees from

institutions in their countries and

have been employed or will be em-
ployed in government offices when
they return. Applicants were in-

terviewed by professors either on

sabbatical away from the United

States or associated with the Edward
Mason program at Harvard, which

makes post-graduate study available

to foreign students.

Nancy Marrero, a student from the

Philippines, explained that the

program at \Villrams is very

demanding acadenriically and perhaps

hinders inferaction with students

outside of the center. "We are a very
close group, somewhat akin to a

family. We are anxious to get to know
the campus and the students, but

academics are time-consuming,"
Dillon agreed. "There have been a

great many pressures in the last few

weeks," she said, "and perhaps more

will sign up for affiliation with the

houses as soon as they feel more free

to do so.

NOVEMBERS, 1976

Director sqys

jecurity n^ecis

staff increase
While College enrollment has in-

creased by approximately 500

students in the past five years, the size

of the Williams security force has not

grown during this period. Security is

operating on a "minimum" basis

according to Security Director Walter

C. O'Brien. He added that he "could

ideally use two more men and one

more cruiser," citing budgetary
problems as the difficulty in hiring

additional men.
Dean of the College Peter Berek

said the force, which consists of 9

officers working a 40-hr. week under

O'Brien with one cruiser at its

disposal, is sufficient for Williams'

needs. "We want a force that is

precisely as big and well-equipped as

it needs to be," he stated, "and no

larger." Berek added that he felt

security's budgetary allowance to be

adequate and that Uie formation of a

larger and stronger force would only

serve to change the character of the

campus. O'Brien did not feel that a

small increase in security personnel

The campus Security force has not

grown during the last five years, while

enrollment has increased by SCO.

(photo by Read)

would change the campus
significantly.

The busiest period for the security

force is the critical period between 10

p.m. and 3 a.m., when the bulk of

personnel are on duty. Although

O'Brien feels that they have been

"getting along alright," he is working

with the College Council and the

Dean's Office to see if student

monitors can be employed during this

time. Such monitors would possibly

operate the switchboard, respond to

escort calls, and handle room
openings. A similar system is being

put into effect whereby students will

help monitor campus parties with a

security officer, reducing the amount
of outside help that needs to be hired

see SECURITY page 2

Cynthia Krizack found
strangled near Pittsfield

Results of an autopsy conducted

Monday night revealed that seventeen

year old Cynthia Krizack died of

strangulation on or about October 7,

the date she was reported missing

from her home in Williamstown.

State Police Detective Lieutenant

Milo F. Brown, said authorities found

no evidence of sexual assault.

Medical examiners were unsure

how long the body had been in the

woods where it was discovered

Sunday afternoon. A trapper found the

body at the base of a 35-foot em-

t>ankment in Windsor, northeast of

Piltsfield.

Brown refused to comment on

possible suspects and authorities

concede that they have found little

evidence in the case.

In an article prmted Monday, the

Berkshire Eagle noted that the

Krizack's death "recalls in some

aspects" the death of an eighteen year

old North Adams girl tWo years ago.

The body of Kim Benoit was found at

the bottom of a slope near the Deer-

field River in Florida, Mass. after she

had been reported missing from her

hometown. "Detectives believe Miss

Benoit was strangled, but her death

remains unsolved," the article read.
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Tight security for J. Geils
College security at the J. Geils Band concert Friday will be ap-

proximately doubled, according to Director of Security Walter C. O'Brien.

More ACEC members than usual will be on duty and Williamstown Police

will also attend, said O'Brien.

This performance will be the first rock concert held in Chapin Hall since

a 1973 performance by New Riders of the Purple Sage. Prevalent drinking

and smoking during that concert, the extensive cleaning effort required
afterward, and the slashing of some of Chapins chairs led to a decision to

prohibit future rock concerts in the building. ..

O'Brien stated that the future of Chapin Hall as a forum for rock con-

certs rests on this performance.

Photocopy guidelines changed
Possible revision of the present copyrighting law prompted the College

library to set new guidelines for photocopying. According to Head Librarian

Lawrence Wikander, the library will not duplicate a book for multiple copies

if its title page is 1919 or later, unless "the book is out-of-print or the library

has the permission of the copyright owner."

The present national law does not permit copyrighting until 56 years

after the work was written. The proposed legislative revision would create a

waiting period of the life of the author plus 50 years.

Wikander defined two categories of copying. "Fair Use" permits one

copy of any work for an individual researcher or for a borrowing library.

"Systematic copying" allows printing multiple copies of the same material.

These criterion, Wikander said, are set to eliminate abuse of copyrighting

privileges.

The College does not presently penalize persons who use the library's

xerox machines to copy works, although a notice explaining copyrighting

regulations is posted near the machines.

Despite a "boom" in photocopying in the last 15 to 20 years, Wikander

said the library does not regulate the amount of material to be copied. In-

dividual departments are billed for copying materials and they define their

own limits on use of the xerox facilities, he explained.

Lectures

Dr. Nicholas M. Ratcliffe. Professor of Geology at the City College of New
York, will lecture Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Room HI of the Biology building.

Ratcliffe (Williams '60) has conducted research with the US Geological Survey

in the central and southern portions of Berkshire County. His lecture entitled

"Grand Scale Tectonics in Western New England" relates the results of his

work and how geological history of the region should be interpreted.

Stokely Carmichael, the former Field Marshall for The Black Panther

Party and National Chairman for SNCC (Student Non-violent Coordinating

Committee) and currently chairman of the All-African Peoples Revolutionary

Party will be discussing African revolutionary movements and the role of the

United States and Afro-Americans with respect to these movements.

Carmichael will be speaking at 8:30 p.m. in Chapin Hall. He is sponsored by

the Williams Black Student Union, The LectureCommittee, The Afro-American

Studies Committee and the Political Science Department.

On Friday, Nov. 5, Michel L. Balinski will give a talk entitled "U.S.

Congressional Apportionment: A Case History of the Mathematics of Fair

Division." The talk will take placeat 4:00 p.m. in Room 104, in Bronfman.

Balinski '54 is currently the Editor-in-Chief of "Mathematical Program-
ming," a publication of the International Institute for Applied Systems

Analysis, Vienna. Balinski is considered to be one of the foremost authorities on

the question of apportionment.

WBSU Repertory Company

The Williams' Black Student Union's Repertory Company will present

"The One," a play directed by William Spriggs, this Friday and Saturday

evenings at 8: 30 p.m. in the Rathskellar. Ralph Breedlove plays the role of 'The

One. ' Free tickets will be distributed one half hour before the performance.

Boston Repertory Theatre

Moliere's comic masterpiece The Misanthrope is opened Oct. 21 at the new
Boston Repertory Theatre, One BoyIston Place, Bostoa It will run through Nov.

28. The production is a glamorous contemporary version of the comedy con-

cerning jealously, love, hypocricy and romantic intrigue. Performances are

Wed., Sat. at 8:00, Sat. at 2 and Sun. at 3 p.m. For group rates, call 423-6580

Massachusetts Ballot

byScottHoot
The nine referenda on this year's

Massachusetts ballot have drawn
more publicity and interest than the

regular elective contests. The voters

are In the unique position of deciding a

number of crucial issues with a few

flicks of their wrist First I'll recap

the races facing Williamstown voters

and then briefly explain the

referenda.

The Senate contest is a non-race.

Kennedy will do well everywhere, but,

perhaps, South Boston. Mike
Robertson, his Republican
challenger, will return to Berkeley

and wait to tell his grandchildren that

he ran against a Kennedy.
The Congressional race in the First

District also lacks suspense. Edward
McColgan, the Democratic nominee,

got a late start due to a complicated

primary recount, and has managed to

create little publicity with little funds.

He has criticized incumbent Silvio

Conte's acceptance of country-club

weekends and his refusal to

debate. Conte's constituent service is

strong, his moderately liberal record

is cautious, and he is generally

playing it safe. He has also received

endorsements from such liberal

groups as the National Education

Assoc, and the League of Con-

servation Voters.

The State Senate race, discussed in

an earlier issue of the Record, has
taken no dramatic turns. Senator

Fitzpatrick has been endorsed by the

North Adams Transcript despite his

opposition to the Bottle Bill, a ban on
handguns, and a nuclear power
slowdown. That paper questioned his

challenger's qualities to lead and
persuade.

The contest for the State House has

developed an interesting twist.

Williamstown resident Dagmar
Bubriski has entered as a sticker

(write-in) candidate after her un-

successful bid for the Democratic
nomination. She nearly beat In-

cumbent Anthony McBride in the

primary by carrying Williamstown 3-

1. Her candidacy could help the

Republican nominee Vincent Zajac.

McBride has been accused of very

high absenteeism. He was the only

Representative to vote against ab-

sentee voting for religious reasons, an
issue appearing on the ballot as

Question Number 3.

Following /s a summary of the nine

questions. Most are controversial and
campaign spending has been running

high.

Question No. 1—The ERA. This is

probably the most widely known and
least understood of the issues. It

simply insures equality under the law

not dependent on sex, race, color,

creed, or national origin. A similar

proposal was defeated last year in

New York and New Jersey. If it does

not pass here the National Amend-
ment will be in more serious trouble;

many feel it will have reached its

doom.
Question No. 2—The Graduated

Income Tax. This proposal would
change the Massachusetts state tax

structure to resemble that of the

Federal government. State taxpayers

now pay income tax on a percentage

basis. Similar proposals have been
defeated in the past, even though all

persons making less than $22,000

would benefit from the passage of this

bill. One theory is that people desire

an incentive to become wealthy.

Question No. 3—Religious Absentee
Voting. This is a very uncontroversial

proposal to allow absentee voting for

religious reasons.

Corrections
There were two misprints in the

recommendation column of the CC
allocation graph found on page one

of the last Record. The recom-

mendation for the ACEC was
$15000 instead of $15600 and that for

the Lehman Service Council was
$4728 instead of $4720.

Question Number 4—Massachusetts
Power Authority This proposal, if

passed would take the distribution of

wholesale electric power away from

the private utilities and provide for

one public authority. Proponents
argue that electric power—like water,

sewage, and roads should be financed

and delivered on a non-profit basis.

They say Massachusetts has the

highest rates in the country and a

monopoly of private companies. The
environment is another consideration

of the proponents. Opponents counter

with the miserable record of the

state's fiscal planning; that rate in-

creases would be automatic; and that

99.9 per cent reliability would be„

sacrificed.

Question No. 5—Banning Private

Handguns. Part A of this question

would prohibit the possession,

ownership or sale of any weapon from

which a shot or bullet can be

discharged and which has a barrel

length of less than sixteen inches.

There would be exceptions for the

military, police and^useums. The
proposed ban is not expected to pass

and supporters oi other questions are

fearing that this posposal will draw
out many "no" voters. Part 5B would

make mandatory the serving of

minimum sentences for certain

crimes committed with firearms.

Manslaughter, mayhem, and armed
robbery are amongst the crimes

specifically mentioned.

Question No. 6—The Bottle Bill.

This citizen-initiated proposal

(discussed earlier this fall in the

RECORD) would require every
beverage container sold in

Massachusetts to carry a deposit of at
least five cents, and would pirohibit

the .use of flip-top cans. Proponents-^-
are primarily concerned with litter

and energy, and point to results in

Oregon and Vermont which have
similar laws in effect. Opponents are
worrying over the possible loss of jobs
if bottle and can production is slowed.

Supporters respond that jobs would be
created in recycling the containers.

There has been heavy outside op-

position from beverage industries.
'

Question No. 7—Flat-Rate Elec-
tricity. The Williams College Ad-
ministration has its worries over this

proposal. Even rates for electricity

would eliminate incremental savings

to big electric users. Today rates

decrease as consumption increases.

Question No. 8—Oil Refinery and
Deep Water Port. This is a non-

binding question placed on the ballot

by the legislature to feel this pulse of

the voters concerning such con-

structioa If a specific proposal is

made it would still be subject to the

approval of the communities in-

volved.

Question No. 9—Sunday Liquor
Laws. This is another non-binding

referendum asking voters to make
known their feelings toward Sunday
opening of certain retail stores, in-

cluding liquor stores. Today most
retail and all package liquor stores

must be closed on Sunday.

Letter: ERA supported
To the editor:

Many issues of varying importance

will be decided at the polls today. One
of the most crucial to the status of

women is the state Equal Rights

Amendment. Consistent with a

position which strives to ensure that

all persons be treated with dignity as

human beings, members of the

Berkshire Chapter of the National

Youth Pro-Life Coalition at Williams

support the Massachusetts ERA.
"Pro-Life" to us means that we

work to implement positive non-

violent solutions to the problems we
face. The ERA, by according to not

only women, but to those

discriminated against because of

race,, color, creed, oR national origin,

their rights under the law as in-

dividuals in our Constitution, syn-

bolizes just such an effort.

We feel a responsibility to actively

support groups in our society

struggling to overthrow societal and
political injustices that keep down
women, minorities, the young, the

elderly, the handicapped, and others.

We urge all Massachusetts residents

to continue making this philosophy

behind the ERA a reality after the

election.

For life,

Cathleen Higgins, '79

Chairperson, Berkshire Chapter

National Youth Pro-Life Coalition

Security service
SECURITY from page 1

for such purposes.

O'Brien currently receives ad-

ditional help from campus employees

and the Williamstown Police when
needed. For example, eight or nine

additional men will be hired to work
during the J. Geils Band concert next

Saturday, In the event of an
emergency situation, such as the

recent bomb scare at Greylock,

outside help from such sources as the

Williamstown PoUce is called upon.

"Security can handle its ordinary

workload," according to O'Brien.

Window Pane

The GUL
by Larry Saunders

Last Wednesday's night council

debate over the funding of the GUL
was long and sometimes passionate,

yet it ended without resolving the key

question of the meeting: How many
students on campus really want a

copy of the yearbook?

The GUL presents a unique case in

the funding consideration. It is the

oldest publication on campus and is

legitimized by tradition. Until this

year, the council had always over-

whelmingly supported full funding of

the yearbook, no questions asked.

This year's Finance Committee
tried to change this blind acceptance.

They did not question the overall

value of the yearbook; they only

wanted to find some means with

which they could determine student

demand for the book. The committee
concluded that offering the GUL on a
subscription basis would be the best

way to determine demand
The problem with the Finance

Committee's plan was that it was

revealed at too late a date. Council

members were not informed of this

subscription option until meeting

time. They had no way to discuss this

new plan with their house members to

discern student reaction to this plan.

As is too often the case, the council

memlters were the only students

aware of the issue and therefore, the

only ones whose opinions mattered.

Because the members had no real

facts to appeal to for a debate on the

actual student demand for the

yearbook, discussion centered on

whether Williams students should or

should not have a quality GUL. In the

end, the council determined that

everyone should have a yearbook and

therefore full funding was in order.

All of this leaves the question of

demand still unresolved. The Finance

Committee's plan may have been a

solution, but the students never really

had an opportunity to pass judgment

on it.
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The Trial

by Tony Spaeth
On his twentieth birthday Joseph K.

awoke to find himself on academic
probatioa His sleep was disturbed by
a frightening nightmare which in-

volved Barbara Walters whispering

the 7:00 news to him in his sleep while

holding a blazing birthday cake. It

"was hardly a dream; indeed Joseph

K. was not alone in his Greylock

single. But instead of Barbara's face

he awoke to the stern expressions of

Nancy Mclntryre, Neil Grabois, and
Henry Flynt. "What are you doing in

my room?" he cried. "Quiet," said

Eileen Julien as she joined the other

three. "Don't make a scene." "They all

started to search the room, bumping
into each other in the cramped
quarters. K. reached for his bathrobe

so he could get dut of bed decently, but

Henry Flynt grabbed it first. "Nope.
Sorry. We need this!" "But what is

this all about?" implored K. Each of
them froze, and turning slowly to face

K. chanted in unison, "YOU ARE ON
ACADEMIC PROBATION!" K. sunk
under his covers with a desperate

whimper: ".
. . wlqr? . .

."

For the next few weeks Joseph K.

made constant inquiries, but every

door of Hopkins Hall was closed to

him. .He could not determine the

nature of his offense. Until one day,

while waiting on the "quick service"

line of the snack bar, K. was ap-

proached by Ptl. Bill Busl of

Campus Security. "Come with me. I

am your defense counsel. I am to

bring you to your trial before the . . .

C3C37ZIJ7Z__X
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Qood IHan

becoming a

Christian Brother

THIS YEAR
CAN HECP MA^JY PEOPLE

IN

FUTURE YEARS
(THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS ARE A GROUP OF

CATHOLIC RELIGIOUS BROTHERS WHO SPECIALIZE
IN DIFFERENT FORMS OF EDUCATION)

For More Details, Write:

BROTHER STEPHEN FSC
I DE LA SALLE ROAD
ALBANY, N.Y. 12208

The AC EC Presents

nrfie^ J. GEILS BAND

This Friday at 8:00 in Chapin Hall

THERE ARE A FEW TICKETS LEFT

Get yours while they last at:

Baxter Hall 10:00 1:00 Through Friday

Discoveries - All day long.

Williams College Students - $6.00 All Others -$8.00

C.A.S.!" No one could believe it when
they saw K. led from the snack bar

blindfolded. "And isn't he in the

Gargoyle Society?" asked one ob-

server.

When they arrived at their

destination K. was allowed to remove
his blindfold. He took a long, worried

look around himself. Before him ml
the entire C.A.S. dressed in fur skirts,

breast plates, and viking headgear.

Thiey were perched behind a twenty-

foot plywood replica of the facade of

Chapin Hall! Subtle make-up made
them all look frighteningly

mongolian. And although the light was
dim and the room was quickly filling

with an eerie fog (produced by a loud

dry-ice machine in the corner), K.

thought that he recognized the room
as being located somewhere in the old

stacks of Stetson Hall.

A magnified voice boomed:
"JOSEPH K.: HOW DO YOU
PLEAD TO THE CHARGES
AGAINST YOU?"
"Wait! I don't even know what the

charges are!"

"JOSEPH K.: YOU ARE FOUND
GUILTY OF THE CHARGES
BROUGHT AGAINST YOU."
"But wait ... uh, isn't a reporter

from The Record allowed to sit in?

Uh, I'm an English major, and . .

."

"JOSEPH K.: WHAT ARE THE
REST OF THE LETTERS IN YOUR
LAST NAME?"

"I don't understand . . . What are

the what? . . . You don't underst .

."

K.'s sentence was to be delivered to

him care of his S.U. box number, but

he never received any notification.

His pleas to the women in the

Registrar's office (who also looked

strangely mongolian) fell on deaf

ears.

On his twenty-first birthday Joseph

K. finally realized his sentence. It was

a Wednesday, and to K.'s surprise he

found himself dragged from his dorm
room by three of the Drummond's
linen-changers. He was tied to a

grandstand at Weston field as the

workers prepared to smother him
with four towels. He saw a motion in

the bushes near the golf course. What
was it? Did the C.A.S. reverse its

decision? Or was help at hand? Was it

a good man? A friend? Was it one

person or all of mankind? It was one

person: Rudy Goff. He had lost a golf

ball in the rough. "God Damn it," he

said. And with that Joseph K. was
executed.

Brown-bag nourishment halps to ttavt

football Saturday. The use of alcohol on
report.

oH the chill winds ol Weston FleM on a
campus was the focus of a recent CUL

(photo by Read)

CUL report on alcoholism

misrepresents role of houses
by Bruce Doblin

The recent citing of the CUL of the

excessive 'use of alcohol as a poten-

tially serious problem on campus has
received a variety of criticisms in

recent weeks. The report stated,

"Most houses probably spend $2,000 a

year or more on alcohol. Hard drug
use does not seem to be a serious

problem on the Williams campus, but

alcoholism may be. The atmosphere
in many houses is at best one that

encourages and even pressures
students to become sociaj drinkers."

There has been swift and critical

response to this controversial

statement.

"Two thousand dollars a year on

alcohol is a surprisingly large amount
of money for each house to spend,"

commented Gene Falk, manager of

the Log, "but it is an extremely

misleading figure." "The average
expenditure per night in the Log is

between $1.15 and $1.25. This amounts
to two beers and a bag of munchies,

and does not seem to be excessive."

As Falk explained, for an average
school year of 30 weeks and a house of

75 people, this amounts to only $.88 per

person per week. If all the alcohol

purchased by one house was limited

only to house members, the house

would be providing only two or three

drinks per week for each member.
One house president agreed that an

aggregate figure like $2,000 is very

misleading, because it gives the

impression that alcohol is the primary

focus of each party. When a house

gives a party, it pays no rent and

Bryant House Presents

Mr. Roberts
starring Henry Fonda, James Cagney, and Jack Lemon

Thursday, Nov. 4 7:30,9:30

Bronfman Auditorium All Seats - SI.00

The Log

PRESENTS

THE GREAT OCTOBER Thursday

NIGHT EARLY BIRD SPECIAL

Reduced prices on beer and wine from 9 to 10 every Thursday

In October.

Check out our new tournament-model Foosball table.

Regular hours: Tues.Wed. 9. 12

Thurs. 9:0012:30 \?

Fri.-Sat. 9 1
^

usually uses a tape or stereo to save

money. Alcohol therefore represents a

majority of the house expenses even

though it is only of minor importance.

The existence of pressure on
students to become social drinkers

was also disputed. Dan Felizberto,

president of Williams HEW, claimed

that the pressure to drink occurs

primarily in high school. "Once a

student arrives at college their views

on alcohol are usually set. These may
change while here at school, but

pressure to drink will not be a major
reason. People here are very open
minded and will r^pect the choice of

others to drink or not to drink."

Although it may not be feasible to

provide an alternative beverage for

the non-drinker at college functions,

most houses have become sensitive to

the desires of the non-drinkers. As the
CUL report contended, many houses
have set lower social dues for those

who do not wish to drink. Many parties

have both alcoholic and non-alcoholic
drinks. The CUL report expressed the

fear that students could, refus?. tQJW^
social dues only at the cost of being
excluded from many houses ac-

tivities."

Each student pays a House Main-
tenance Tax which is collected by the

College and redistributed to the
i

houses. Many houses have begun to
'

keep separate financial records for

funds received from social dues and
the tax they receive from the College.

House officers are also expanding the

range of their activities to involve all

of the members.
According to Professor Earl Mc-

Farland, Chairman of the CUL,
alcoholism is not a major problem.

"There may be a very small number
of students with drinking problems,

but as the house presidents have
pointed out it is not the houses which
are getting people into trouble. Their
drinking is primarily self-supported,

and not dej)endenl on house parties."

McFarland said that the general trend

of house social functions is moving
away from heavy use of alcohol,

althodgh there is a great deal of

variation between houses.

"The aim of the report was not to

portray alcoholism as a major con-

cern of the CUL," McFarland
asserted, "but to point out a potential

problem area, and sensitize the house

officers to the needs and the desires of

the non-drinkers. The house
presidents have been quite helpful and
receptive to our work, and I have l)een

generally pleased"
Many students criticized the tone of

the report, which said, "At worst a
small but growing number of students

may have passed t)eyond the social

drinking stage and will be on theiF

way to becoming alcoholic. It would

be tragic if for some students

alcoholism were their major legacy

from Williams College . .
."

Associate Dean CrisT. Roosenraad,

also a member of CUL, replied that

the tone of the report was negative

because it focused only on College

problems and not on the advantages

resulting from the present residential

housing system. He added that most

of the disagreement with the CUL
report has centered around the

alcohol section.
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'Room', 'Revue' entertain dejightfully

/ O'Lantern appears disconsolate while watching Union tal<e a 19-7 lead. The
Purple made the day a treat for all concerned, roaring back to win 24-19; yes

Jack, there is a Great Pumpkin. (photo by Read)

by Thomas Herwltz

Ira Levin's quick wilted and
suspenseful murder-mystery
Veronica's Room was pitted against

Harold Pinter's masterfully witty

Revue Sketches in the newly

renovated Studio Theater of the AMT.
The winner, of course, was the

audience which was treated to both

thrill and entertainment in a single

evening. Though Veronica's RAom—

a

Halloween treat—closed Saturday

evening, the sketches can still be seen

^t the Log tomorrow and Thursday

'evenings at 9:00 p.m.

Veronica's Room is not only a good

mystery, but, at times, a funny one as

well. The references to student life in

the early 70's strikes a still fresh

chord today, and the technique of

breaking the tension with humor is an

effective one. In fact, it was the humor
of the play that supported it. Anne
Calcagno was delightful as the un-

suspecting student who becomes the

victim of a demented reliving of

history. Her changii^g moods ef-

fectively paved the way for the

changing mood of the play, and her

performance was solid throughout.

Cyndy Tufts, Craig Elliott, and Sally

Umberger were all important factors

in the success of the piece.

The four Pinter sketches The Black

and White, Trouble in the Works,

Applicant, and Last to Go are early

works by the modern British master-

playright. Written in 1959, they are

pure Pinter charm—playful Pinter.

They are lighthearted training pieces

for the style which would be the

Pinter trademark in the later more

Sloane brings new blood to OCC
by Kiki Spencer

The Office of Career Counseling has

always had an important, if unob-

trusive, role at Williams. This ten-

dency may undergo an abrupt change
with the addition of a new face to the

office in the person of Mary Margaret

P'e'^i'" Sloahe, as sh^ is usually

known, comes to Williams after two

years as Assistant Director of the

Vocational Office at Smith College.

With'hershe brings a numBer of years

of teaching experience and graduate

study in family studies and coun-

seling.

Sloane's interest in career services

and human development stemmed
from growing up in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, a town in which few
people went to high school or college

and in which there were few op-

portunities for careers open. After

graduating from Penn State with

majors in psychology and sociology,

she tried different careers, but with no

guidance felt she "should be

somewhere else."

Teaching did not seem to be the

answer, althpugh she tried that option

at a high school in West Port, Con-

necticut and later at Mount Greylock

High School in WilliaHistown, where
her attempts to change the un-

progressive Home Economics
program were not very well accepted.

With the feeling that she still "didn't

know where to go," Sloane finished

her degree in Home Economics and
Counseling at the University of

Massachusetts and became more
interested in higher educational
student services and the one-to-one

work^hat it entailed: This interest led

to the job at Smith, and ultimately to

her appointment at Williams, where
her husband, Charles Sloane, is a

member of the Athletics Department.

The Williams Office of Career

Counselling as Sloane found it im-

plemented good programs, had a very

dedicated staff, yet "needed someone
to help tie it together on a long time

basis." In contrast to the Smith office,

which had twelve staff members all

year long, at Williams only the office

assistant and the director worked
during the summer. In the fall they

had to wait until everyone arrived

before work could commence. This

limitation has been smoothed over

with the addition of a new office

member who sees to a more efficient

execution of the paper work.

The main goals of the office, ac-

cording to the new director, are to

"know how to help people get started"

on deciding on a career, and to place

"emphasis on the worth and dignity of

all kinds of choices." Sloane feels the

greatest time and assistance should

be given to those students who don't

have any idea what they want to do,

and to those who favor less traditional

types of work.

Recognizing the diversity of

students at Williams, and having a

special interest in different ideas,

Sloane delights in listening to students

as they explore several options in

"justifying their education and sor-

ting out their values."

The process of career counselling at

Williams differs significantly from

Smith, according to Sloane, in that

here the faculty and the specific

departments have a more important

role in the placement of students,

while the office serves to point

students in the right direction. Sloane

would like to see the development of a

.

"more visible alumni network",
especially in terms of assistance

programs such as mini-internships

coordinated on an individual basis.

Also, she feels that providing Ijetter

records should be of primary im-

portance, since the key to effective

counseling is "using every source

available,"

With all these goals and ideas in

mind, Peggy Sloane would like to see

the office twcome a place where
students can just go and talk and take

advantage of" the different op-

portunities available.

Hall fears for rural England
ENGLANDfrom page 1

costs now being ignored.

Hall's second speech, "The Land:
Monoculture vs. Multi-Use," dealt

with the English belief that land is a

common right of all. He showed slitjes

of century-old foot paths which belong

to the public. He also described the

hedgerow, which originally served to

boarder the farmer's field. Many of

these hedges are hundreds of years
old and serve as historical

monuments of past battles and feuds.

Since JJie end of World War II, the

English government has been
working to make its country self-

sufficient in its production of food.

Due to improvements in farm
technology and government in-

centives a great deal of previously

marginal farm land has been con-

verted into agricultural use.

Agricultural land in England has
traditionally served many purposes.

It is important for the production of

food, and for its recreational value.

According to Hall, the rural character

and recreational use is now being

severely limited.

Economies of scale have also made
the footpaths and hedgerows more of

a nuisance to the farmers, and as Hall

pointed out, they are disappearing

from the countryside and altering the

visual appearance of the rural areas.

Hall said that government pressures

are changing the traditional land-

scape into a homogeneous and
monocultural area in disregard for

the tradition of multi-use.

Hall's third topic, "Protection:

Three Decades of Land-Use Planning
Control," reiterated his concern for

the preservation of rural England. He
stated that the public must have a

greater voice in planning policy and

that more than economic factors must

be considered when proposing public

landuse legisla'tion.

Williams College Film
Group

WHITE HEAT
Raoul Walsh

Starring

James Gagney
Wed., Nov. 3 Bronfman . 7:30

Admission $1.00

Semester Pass, good for all

11 films, only $5.00

TRAVEL! ... EARN MONEY!
. . . OBTAIN A FREE TRIP . .

Be a Campus Representative for

New England's largest and highest

commission paying agency. In-

terested students, write GARBER
TRAVEL, 1406 Beacon St.,

Brookline, MA. 0J144, or call (417)

734 2100 collect person-to-person to

Stuart J. Chason. Evenings, call

(617) 7346660.

sophisticated works. His famous
pauses, meticulous use of language,

and probing of the futility of human
conversation all join together to make
the sketches wonderfully en-

tertaining. Sally Umberger, Ann Silvi,

Mitch Katz, and Dan Adkinson group

and regroup to play the_, different

characters in the pieces.

Peter Bergethon's direction is

practica!|i_^irL,X*J!!».'ML»,'.?...P.9?.'Pj.J]S.

demonstrates his mastery of stage

movement and stage fighting. In the

Sketches he has created some very

funny moments. And the concept erf

presenting the Pinter in the classic

British beer hall atmosphere of the

Log is an insightful and creative one

indeed. Though the works were not

polished they were full of life, and that

factor was enough to make for a lively

?M,*WPJ'?^.tS!,?.y-ffl'-P& „—

Intentional coincidence theory

confirms election prediction

byChipBuckner

At election time every four years

prognosticators across the nation take

opinion polls of the electroate, consult

stock market price indices and
analyze past voting records to try to

determine the presidential election

outcome. Simpler methods exist, and

the best of these, 100 per cent accurate

since its inception in 1960, appears

below.

The Intentional Coincidence method
is a combination of three statistics:

the Williams mock election returns,

the World Series outcome and the

relative heights of the two major
candidates. These figures, when
correctly interpreted, never fail to

pick the winner of the presidential

sweepstakes.

Criteria No. I: The Williams Mock
^Election.
' Since 1960 Williams College has
conducted some kind of poll or elec-

tion to determine the students'

presidential preference. (The Record
shows no survey for 1956, the 85 votes

of the registered voters is the only

tabulation for 1952, and no one could

be bothered to look for a 1948 Record.

)

With the exception of 1964 Williams

has never picked the winner. Nixon
won in a narrow contest in 1960,

Humphrey and'McGovern won big in

1968 and 1972. So the loser of ithe

Williams election is virtually always

the national favorite. Since Carter

won a narrow victory here in October,

indicator No. 1 points to Ford.

Criteria No. 2: The World Series

Winner.

Without fail, from the 1960 to the

present, whenever the National
League wins the World Series, a

Democrat captures the White House.
Conversely a Republican wins along
with the American League.
Democrats Kennedy and Johnson
followed on the bats of the Pirates in

'60 and the Cardinals in '64, and Nixon
won his position along with the Tigers

in '68 and the A's in '72. Extrapolating

to the logical conclusion, the Cin-

cinnati 4-game sweep over the New
York Yankees should assure a victory

for Carter and the Democratic party.

Criteria No. 3: The Taller Man
Theory.

Since the first two factors conflict,

the height hypothesis will determine
the winner. Throughout the twentieth

century the taller of the two major
candidates virtually always wins.

Kennedy looked down on Nixon, who
in turn overlooked Humphrey and
McGovern, and Johnson measured a

smidgen taller than Goldwater.
Jimmy Carter gives his height as 5

foot 8, Gerald Ford is 6 foot 1. Com-
pared to Jerry, Jimmy just comes up
short. Unless the President wears
elevator shoes, Ford takes the third

criteria.

The system has never failed. If two
or more of the criteria match, the man
always wins. So before a single key
precinct reports, the Record Plan

picks Gerald Ford to win a full term at

the Presidency.

PRESENTS
Friday, November 5th

,
GeotgcC Susannah

SCOTT TORK«&JANEEYRE

At7& 11:30 P.M.

DARK VICTORY at9:30 Only

This week's main presentation is "JANE EYRE" at 7 and 11:30

p.m. George C. Scott and Susannah York bring Charlotte Bronte's

classic romance to life.

Our second feature is "DARK VICTORY" at 9:30 p.m. only. Bette

Davis stars as a poor little rich girl who falls in love with her doctor

(who can do nothing to cure her fatal brain tumor). Definitely a six

hankie movie with Davis at her best.

THIS WEEK'S WFS MOVIE TRIVIA QUESTION:
Renfield meet Dracula at Midnight?

Where must

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: HORSEFEATHERS!
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It suddenly dawned on us that one man is responsible for the way 1876 students

live here on the Williams College Campus. "How does HE Uuet" we wondered.
At our request, Charles Jankey, Director of Student Housing opened his doors

to a reporter and a photographer to give us a rare glimpse of . . .

They Write By Night

Charles Jankey-

at home
"Many of the dorm designs are so clever ai)d beautiful that Mrs. Jankey

and I have modeled our own home after them!

"

Pictures proceed clockwise from left center.

Picture One: "Welcome to my humble homel" says director of housing,

Charles Jankey.

Picture Two: The Den. "Nothing like curling up with a good book, huh?" -^

Picture Three: "When Morgan Hall was renovated we decided to have the same
done to our living room. It's a touch of real elegance we had lacked bafcira."

Picture Four: The front hall. ^^^

f>icture Five: Mr. and Mrs. Jankey relax on their patio. .

'^

Picture Six: Mr. Jankey often entertains students at his home.

Photos by Andy Kahone -Captions by Tony Spaeth

nkey

[or has thankless job
take this job to annoy them. I am. very

committed. I'm understanding as a

person, but I caJTI^always do what the

student asks."

Since the student does not get what

he wants, Jankey believes that the

unhappy undergraduate views him as

"rigid, unyielding, even sanc-

timonious." The studeiit housing

director becomes "frustrated and
discouraged that I can't commBhicate
my role to the student." Although he

has attempted to dispel the .precon-

ceived notion of the student body that

he is an ogre, he admits, "I don't get

too concerned about what people say

about me."
After dealing with all of these

problems in his job, which he calls

"almost amoeba-like" in regard to his

duties, he spends part of his time as

assistant coach for men's varsity

lacrosse. Jankey considers lacrosse

"a very eiyoyable part of my life. It's

a game I truly love." He sees himself

as a lax teacher rather than a coach;

each summer he teaches lacrosse for

a week at a camp. His goal in teaching

this "great game" is to "give kids an

opportunity to work as a team. Also,

through lacrosse, you find out a great

deal about yourself."

Furthermore, he and his family

take "delight in being able to involve

ourselves in a community where you

can have some impact." According to

Jankey, who is active in Community

affairs, they like living in William-

stown because "here you know and

work with a lot of your neighbors." "I

view myself as unique," states the

Williams alumnus and past J.A. in

Sage Hail. "I believe in what the

school is doing. I support the

educational goals of the College."

"As director of housing, I try to be

sensitive," he insists. He feels that

this sensitivity is not always obvious

to the students intent on solving their

own problems. Since Jankey "would

rather listen than talk" when students

come to see him, he thinks that they

often get the wrong impression of him.

While hfe attempts to be* un-

derstanding, they view him as not

committed and not caring. This has

Jankey concerned with the thought

that students are telUng lyikind

stories about him. "Her^ at

Williams," he concludes, "the rumor
mill works overtime."

CC verdict

forces WHEW
to disband
Dan Feliztberto hag disbanded the

Williams Health, Education and
Welfare Organization (WHEW) after

a Finance Committee recom-
mendation that it receive no funds in

the coming year.

Felizberto; president of WHEW,
said that the Housing Committee will

take over the responsibilities foi^

mwly held by the organization, in-

cluding the sponsorship of the Winter
Carnival, Spring Weekend and (ill-

college mbcers. "I saw no reaso^ to

continue without money or support,"

he said.

Chairman of the"finance Com-
mittee Clarence Otis said that "The
Housing Committee bad basically

usurpec) (he responsibilities of the

WEPBW. We made no recom-
nrendation because the Housing
Committee is now organized enough
to take on the duties. In its time,
WHEW initiated activities between
the houses and saw that there were no
conflicts. Now, though, we believe the
coordination will be more efficient if

the Housing Committee handles it."

According to new policy, the Houses
will sponsor special functions and foot

the bill for the .costs incurred. Last
year WHEW received $1,050 for its

activities.

"I realize that the College Council is

making an attempt to raise the level

of efficiency of its workings,"
Feliztberto said, "but I don't believe

that they have an accurate idea of

WHEW's duties. At any rate, the total

lack of funds made us an obviously

ineffective organizatioa"

Otis said that Feliztberto has
nevertheless offered his unconditional

help to the Housing Committee in

carrying out its new responsibilities.

The vice-president of the WHEW,
Andy Gerra, said that the

organization was composed of many
ai the members that make up the

Housing Committee. "The Finance
Committee and the College Council in

general thought that 'the duplication

was unnecessary," he said.

Can manage without car but must
iiave Stereo I

Will h-ade 1969 Plymouth Satellite

Convertible with current Insp.

sticker for: Stereo Components
Turntable and-or amps, speakers

of approx. $250.00 value. Call Tim
8-4080 in P.M.

^
COMPLIMENTARY PASS

1976-COLLEGE

SURRMOIR AT PASS CATI

Alllfll

Warren
Miller's
Feature
Film .

90 min. color ski film

plus

SKI RESORT, SKI SHOP
tiSKI EQUIPMENT SHOW

DOORS OPEN
EVENING SHOW 6:00 P.M.

MATINEE 12:30 PM.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 8:00 P.M.

SPECIAL FAMILY MATINEE

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER;, 2:30 P.M.

ADVANCE TICKETS
2.50 AT LOCAL SKI SHOPS

'$i«ins

niinci
3.00 AT THE DOOR

TACONIC HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
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Score J 7 in 4fh quarter

Footballers stop Union, 24-19

\

Senior Tom Redden caught two Don Wallace fourth down aerials for touch-

downs, capping the Purple's fourth quarter explosion against Union. (Oettgen)

Purple kickers slip

by Springfield, T-0
occasion, driving the ball away from
the Williams net if it came near. As
the final seconds ticked away, a

jubilant Vtennell threw his hands up in

victory, and joyous fans and players

^warmed onto the field.

The win was enhanced by the fact

that WiUjams overcame the handicap
of the Springfield field. The Polyturf

carpet, over slx^years old, showed its

age. The surface was more akin to

playing on asphalt, ihan any sort of

grass field. In addition, due to its

dampness, the ball actually picked up
speed after boUrJctng, which
highlights Grossman's performance
in picking up his second shutout of the

year. "This is the first time I've ever

seen nobody get hurt on the stuff, and
considering its condition, that's

amazing," commented Vennell.

Wednesday, the University of

Connecticut, ranked fourth nationally,

visits Cole Field. Featuring an ex-

plosive offense and a solid defense,

they should prove a formidable foe for

the Ephs. The possibility of an 'upset

does exist. "If we can come out

strong, with a little luck I think we
could beat them," says Vennell. A
strong turnout could help provide the

spark needed.

by Tim Layden
Nothing like a good old-fashioned,

fourth-quarter, come-from-behind
barnburner win to bring an up and

down football team out of the

doldrums and into readiness for Little

Three play. This is precisely what the

Eph gridders treated a crowd of 3,000

to Saturday in an exciting 24-19 win

over surprising Uniop.

With just three minutes remaining

in the third quarter, a sleeper for the

first 30 minutes, Williams found itself

on the short end of a 19-7 count. The
hungry Union s.quad seemed on the

verge of their first victory in

Williamstown since 1948.

At this point, however, the guardian

angel of Williams football sprinkled a

little dust on Weston Field and the

Ephs mustered a remarkable
comeback. To be more realistic, the

Purple offense, behind sophomore
Ken Hollingsworth's two key catches,

played absolutely gutty football for

the game's final 20 minutes.

On a third and eight from the Eph
38, Wallace tossed a bomb into traffic

near the Union 35. HoUingsworth

made a diving, juggling catch which.

would have made Lynn Swann proud

and more important, set up a first

down well into Garnet territory.

Two plays later, Wallace closed out

the third quarter by going deep again,

hitting a wide open Hollingsworth on

the Union one. The two catches

"sparked the Williams offense,"

according to coach Bob Odell, and set

up a clutch fourth down touchdown

pass from Wallace to Tom Reddeq.

Kevin Cramerts conversion brought

the Ephs within five points at 19-14.

Union quickly turned the ball back

over to Williams, running three plays

and punting. A big 18-yard gain by

freshman Gus Nuzzolese put the

Purple in position on the 32, and a pass

interference call against Union left

the Ephs on the Union four.

Once again, Wallace showed he has

a flair for the dramatic, waiting until

fourth down to get the game's winning

score. The senior went to the reliable

Redden again, hitting him with the

game winner in the left side of the end

zone.

Cramer added a conversion and his

first field goal of the season (33 yards)

to seal what Odell called "a very

by RichAlirams
"Anytime you beat them on their

home field, it's really a big victory."

Thus, Williams soccer coach Jeff

Vennell summed up the Eph's 1-0 win
over Springfield, Friday night. Un-

defeated in their previous six games,

the hooters raised their record to 6-2-1.

Playing on unfamiliar turf and
under the lights, the Ephs had trouble

getting started. Sprin^ield controlled

the ball in the early going, but the

Purple began to apply offensive

pressure as the first half progressed.

With goalie Skip Grossmann holding

the defensive fort, the Ephs set the

pace for much of the rest of the period.

Near misses by John Friborg and
Chick Johnson deprived Williams of a

halftime lead.

A small, but vocal contingent of

Williams fans cheered as the Eph's

took the field for the second half of

action. However, superb defensive

efforts by both squads kept shots to a

minimum, and play was mostly

confined to the middle of the field.

Purple offensive thrusts were con-

tinually thwarted until Friborg

knocked a chipped ball loose from the

Springfield goalie's grasp. Seizing the

opportunity, Jim Hield placed a

perfect volley-kick into the net for the

lone goal.

But, the game was long from over,

as the Maroon forwards attacked the

Williams net with increased vigor.

Deep-back Bruce Camilleri rose to the

Pratt runners
win intramural

cross country
Last Friday, Pratt House won 'the

second annual Intramural Cross

Country Championships by squeaking

past last year's vyinner Gar-Wood by a

mere two points. Pratt House runners

Brian Harrison, Tim Layden and

Prentice Weathers finished 4th, 8th

and 10th for an adjusted team score of

21 points. Gar-Wood was right behind

with 23 points followed by Williams

(3rd), Perry (4th), Tyler (5th),

Gladden (6th), Spencer (7th), Arm-
strong (8th), and Dodd (9th).

Doug Greeff of Tyler was the in-

dividual winner with a fine time of

16:38 for the 3.0 mile, course. Defen-

ding champ Tim Pritchard of^ Gar-

Wood was second in 16:50 and Perry

House representative Dave Carroll

finished in the number 3 spot.

Rounding out the top 15 in the men's

race were: 4) Brian Harrison, Pratt;

5) Bob Ericson, Williams; 6) Mark
Chaffee, Gladden; 7) Reed Zars, Gar-

Wood; 8) Tim Layden, Pratt; 9) Geoff

Kiralis; 10) Prentice Weathers,

Pratt; 11) Rob Craig, Hopkins; 12)

Rob Roundtree, Carter; 13) Evan
Bash, Dodd; 14) Ray Porfilio,

Spencer; and 15) C. Tennis, Williams.

Sophomore Ken Hollingsworth defies gravity'while hauling in this third quarter

pass from Don Wallace. The grab ignited the Eph's fourth quarter comeback
over the Dutchmen of Union. (photo by Oettgen)

pleasing win." The Ephs have now
evened their season record at 3-3,

while Union drops to 2-4.

"Union is a very well-drilled foot-

ball team, I was happy with the way
we came back," said Odell, noting

that "first-half penalties were very

frustrating."

Williams scored fu-st in the game,

m Spptt Harrington plunged osw, .-.=^

from the one. Union tied the game up
just before halftime as freshman
halfback Rich Romer (107 yards)

scored from five yards out.

A pass interception and a fumble jn.

the opening minutes of the second half

led to Union scores, as Doug Nap-

padano, another freshman, got short

touchdown runs.

Union has traditionally been a team \

which represented the schedule
pushover for the Ephs before heading

into Little Three play, but such is

obviously no longer the case. Union is

an improved football squad which

simply hasn't learned how to win yet.

With 11 freshmen starting, Williams

fans can rest assured they haven't

seen the last of the Dutchmen.
As for Williams, the win was one

which was absolutely needed. The
people who had the big hands in the

clutch performance were the old

hands of the team. Emmett Creahan,

Tom Redden, Don Wallace, Todd
Nelp, Dave Libardi, just to name a

few, all played like they knew this was
no game to lose.

Offensively, Scott Harrington was
still not up to full strength, while

Nuzzolese was used only sparingly.

Bright spots were certainly

Hollingsworth, whose first true trial

under fire was a huge success and of

courisfe. Herb McCormick, whose six

catches put him over 30 for the season.

Next on the agenda for Williams is

the Little Three, a very balanced

triumverate this season, as preseason

favorite Wesleyan has shown their

vulnerability by dropping a wild and

woolly 42-35 decision to lowly Bowdoin

Saturday. Amherst saw their season

record dip to 2-4 with an 18-17 loss to

upstart Tufts, but the Jeffs have been

soundly handled only once.

So the Ephmen are now back on the

winning track, and, if you'll pardon

the expression, just in the nick of

time. The next two weeks promise to

be most interesting. Williams has five

straight Little Three titles on the line

Saturday, and the Union win shows

the gridders have the guts to scrap

with . anyone. Get your Wesleyan

tickets and hold oh to your hats,

there's gonna be some hitting goin' on.
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Dance Society allocation pends

CC votes on activity funds
The College Council allocated

$32,106 of the Student Activities Tax
by seven organizations Monday night.

The council accepted Finance
Committee recommendations for
Pique, the Coffeehouse, the All-

College Entertainment Committee,
the Lehman Service Council and
Purple Key. Council members added
to the Cap and Bells allotment, while

postponing action on the Dance
Society.

The Dance Society caused the most
debate. The Committee agreed that

the society's presentations were first-

rate, but argued that student at-

tendance did not warrant three dance
company residencies. Dance Society

president Simon Watson '77 and
faculty sponsor Joy Anne Dewey
pointed out that contracts with the
performers had to have been signed
last spring so that this allocation

necessarily required either the
elimination of their film festival and
student performances or reneging on

Pique edifor Anne Eldrldge.

' (photo by kahane)

the existing contracts. The council did

not want to allocate more money, but

could not resolve the conflict They
finally sent the proposal back to the

Finance Committee for a decision

next week.

The recommendation of $4500 for

Cap and Bells eliminated plans for a
professional touring company ($1000)

extra Winter Study shows ($1500) and
master dance classes ($350). Cap &
Bells inresident Jamie Spragins '77

argued that contracts had already

been signed for the "Stage Movement
Workshop", his term for the dance
classes. The CC voted to give Cap &
Bells the $350 for a total allocation of

$4850.

The council completed what one CC
member called "the shortest

discussion of the ACEC in College

history," approving a proposal for a

$15,000 limit for the year. After each
concert, the ACEC must consult with

the Finance Committee. If the

Committee decides there is a
reasonable chance that another
concert would not push the deficit

over the limit, then the ACEC may
proceed. CC members hope that this

procedure will protect them against

any unexpectedly large deficits.

Proposals for the Coffeehouse and
WHEW passed quickly with little

discussion. The Coffeehouse asked
and received $4100, including $225 to

pay student warm-up bands. The
recently disbanded WHEW received

no SAT funds.

The Lehman Service Council
discussion lasted less than -om^
minute.' The CC unanimously ^p-'

proved the Committee report which
gave the service organization $4728.

The $1628 increase over last year will

go to "Children's Day", an air day
picnic-field day for area children.

This was funded last year by the

Freshman Council.

The Committee recommended that

the Purple Key not fund the athletic

banquet and trimmed their budget
from $725 to $625. Representatives
conceded that $100 could be cut from
their budget, but asked to sponsor the
athletic banquet, anyway. The council

approved this suggestion.

The council considered Plque'8 new,

increased budget. Editors claimed

costs rose, and i-eadjusted their

request. The Finance Committee
reduced the number of copies the SAT
would finance, but allowed for the cost

increase. As a result Pique requested

$2896 for 3 issues at 1800 copies but will

receive $2806 for 1600 copy issues.

CC President Steve Piitch '77

pointed to two major problems with

council funding. First that outside

groups were unsure of the budgeting

procedure, andsecondly,that"we'rein
a bind, so you're in a bind" attitude of

many groups put too much pressure

on the decisions. No one proposed any
solutions, but the issue will come up at

the end of the finance hearings.

Stokely Carmichael adcfrtsted an audience of several hundred in Chapin Hall
Wednesday night, haranguing capitalist exploitation which he withes to destroy
and replace with socialism. (photo by Kahane)

Carmichael assails

capitalisf exploitation

Finance Committee member Harry
Kelly. (photo by Kahane)

J. Geils kicks off homecoming days
Wesleyan is not Amherst, to be sure

and Wesleyan Homecomings lack the

aphrodisiac of the blood feud with

Zephiniah Swift Moore's bastard son.

(In 1821, Moore, Williams' second
President, led a group of Williams
students across the Berkshires into

the Connecticut Valley to found

Amherst.) Yet Homecoming is

Homecoming and town and College

alike areset for a touch of Little Three
Nirvana, incarnated as best as it can
be in the "Weekend."
The Weekend officially gets un-

derway tonight with a J. Geils concert

in Chapin Hall. As of Wednesday"
afternoon, the ACEC was within 120.

tickets of selling out Chapin's 993

reserved seats. ACEC member Jeff

Verney indicated that there was a

possibility that some tickets might be

held in reserve for sale on the day of

the concert at $8.00 each. Verney
added that off-campus sales would
total no more than 100.

Tomorrow, the campus will

evacuate to Weston Field for what is

expected to be a hard-fought football

game against Wesleyan. Kickoff is at

1:30 p.m.

Tickets are moving quickly, ac-

cording to Assistant Professor of

physical education William Mc-
Cormick. He estimated that, as of

Wednesday, about 1400 tickets had
tieen distributed to residential housing

units. Wesleyan students, however,

are showing much less interest in the

game, so Saturday's crowd will likely

be a highly partisan Williams one.

Several hundred alumni are also

expected, although far fewer than

came last'year to see Williams cap an
undefeated season against traditional

rival Amherst. Alumni are expected

to fill about three-quarters of the

Williams side of the field, relegating

most students to endzone and goal line

seats.

Security will be beefed up around

campus during tomorrow's
Homecoming contest, according to

Director of Security Walter O'Brien.

While most of the security force \yill

be at the game, student monitors will

be patrolling the campus to control

thefts from the vulnerable empty
dorms. "We've had some probleins in

past years with outsiders coming in

and ripping off dorms," O'Brien

explained. He said that the student

monitor system was instituted a

couple of years . ago and has suc-

cessfully curbed thefts.

Security nonetheless strongly

recommends that students lock their

doors for the game.
Alcohol is, as usual, banned from

Weston Field, although enforcing this

rule has proved more than a match for

the college in the past. According to

O'Brien, Security will attempt to

see HO/\AECOMING pages

"The system I seek to destroy is

capitalism, headed by American
capitalism. The system I seek to

replace it with is socialism," said

African revolutionary Stokely Car-

michael as he addressed the Williams

community Wednesday night on
socialism and the African struggle.

Carmichael combined his advocacy
of violence as a means for relieving

oppression with a belief in humanity's
potential. "There is nothing that man
and woman cannot do, absolutely

nothing," he affirmed.

Speaking to a predominantly white
audience of several hundred, the

black leader at first concentrated on
the conflict between socialism and
capitalism and the working class

revolution he said would arise from it.

"1 do not enjoy anything in

America," Carmichael said, as he

moved to describe ^ow the American
capitalist system 'Vexploits without

mercy" blacks and laborers. A black

leader since the sixties, he drew from
his past to illustrate his point.

"The role of students in any given

society is to perpetuate and reaffirm

the values of the given society, Car-

michael said, pointing his lecture at

Williams students. He claimed that 95

per cent of Williams students come
here only to make money and 50 per

cent cheat. This results, he said, from
a system which permits any means to

produce profit.

Pointing to black students in the

audience, Carmichael called them a

in the exhilaration of winning ti«e Little Three Championship, Williams fans dismantle south goal
postin last year's homecoming victory over the Lord Jeffs. (photo by Kisiik)

"concession" forced from American
universities by the black movements
of the past decade. Blacks are now
admitted, he claimed, not from
altruism, but because universities

seek federal funds and so meet
quotas.

The former Black Panther leader

turned again to focus on the African

revolution. Ho concentrated on the

relation between blacks and Africa,

their "only true national homeland."
He also tried to combat the confusion

which blacks in America feel about
this relation, which he said American
capitalism fosters to hinder black

unity.

Carmichael concluded his speech
with a challenge to black students.

"You have only one choice," he said,

"to come to Williams, acquire the

collected knowledge of the people,

tests its validity, and deliver it back to

the people. If you do not do this, then

you betray the blood of your people."

A series of questions followed which
concentrated on methods of in-

doctrination, possible entanglement
of the African revolution with the

Soviet Union, and the conflict inherent

in building a peaceful socialist society

from a violent revolution.

Willlamstown

voters support-K

county trends
Williamstown followed most state —

and county voting trends at the polls

Tuesday. Out of 3800 total votes cast.

Carter received 1993 to Ford's 1667.

The county supported Carter 39,337 to

27,962.

Senator Edward Kennedy was re-

elected over Michael Robertson (R);

Kennedy took Williamstown 2613 to

1062. The town went along with the

rest of western Massachusetts by
electing Silvio O. Conte (R) over

Edward A. McColgan (D) for the U.S.

House of Representatives and John
Fitzpatrick (R) over Robert F.

Jakubowicz (D) for State Senator.

Incumbent State Representative
Anthony McBride (D) defeated

,

Vincent Zajac (R), Ralph Lambert,
and Dagmar Bubriski (D write-in) in

his bid for re-election. Williamstown's

William Lepage (R) came out on top

of three others for Berkshire County
Commissioner.
Berkshire County resoundingly

supported the bottle bill 42,588 to

27,282, which was defeated.

Williamstown supported the bill by a

two to one margin.
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Open Meetings
When the debate over open meetings for student-faculty

committees resumes at next week's Xaculty meeting, the
Steering Committee will play a major role. A motion submitted
by the six-membo* board last month closed committee doors
and paid lip service to the open meeting concept by encouraging
committees to open at least one session a semester and file "a
concise report" available through the Dean of F*aculty's Office.

The brief motion lacked key clarifications and was tabled and
returned to the committee.

Indications ai% that the panel will submit a detailed policy
to the faculty Wednesday. Although individual clauses will be
dsbated and changed, the underlying assumptions will

probably survive.

llius, the answer to the fundamental question—are
meetings open?—is in the hands of the Steering Committee.

The committee should recommend, and the faculty adopt, a
comprehensive policy expressing support for the idea of ot^n
meetings. An "out" should be available to all committees, out
the presumption should be open until compelling rationale for
closmg is presented.

The Record proposes the following scheme, which em-
bodies the principles outlined above.

1. Students and faculty members can attend all meetings
of all committees containing students, with the excepticHi of the
Discipline Committee.

2. Any student-faculty committee may invoke executive
session at any time and expel observers. Executive session can
be declared only upon tne majority vote of all committee
members present. The motion, discussion and vote on executive
session will be conducted in the presence of all observers}^

3. The committee chairman may invoke executive session
if unsolicited remarks from observers impair the fjjuictioning of

a committee.
4. The minutes of all meetings, exp^qptl^r the Discipline

Committee meetings and executive sess^jml, will be available
in the Dean of Students' Office. ^ '

These guidelines embrace the ppen meeting principle, but
allow committees to deal with issues of personality in private.

To protect an accused student's legal rights to privacv and to a
fair judgment, Discipline Committee meetings should remain
closed.

A simple application of Roberts Rules of Order can gain
privacy, but the committee must be willing to justify closing its

doors.

This proposal emphasizes the belief that observers are to

behave as witnesses of, not participants in, the proceedings of a
committee.

Overall, this plan does not sacrifice the integrity of a
decision-making body; it satisfies the demands of the campus
iiiedia and the wishes of this College Council.

The Steering Committee should weigh this or a similar
proposal carefully. Although the committee deals only with
faculty issues, this time their decision has massive impact on
the student body.

—NfHS HlfB—
Security seeks student leads

Police investigators now believe that a pickup truck or a green Mer-

cedez-Benz may figure in the murder of Cynthia Krizack, according to an

article printed in the Transcript earlier this week. The vehicles were each

seen on the road near the 30-foot embankment where a trapper discovered

the girl's body Sunday.

The Dean's office confirmed that the suspicious vehicle reported near

Mission Park by an as yet unidentified student was also a pickup truck. The
two trucks may be totally unrelated, Dean Peter Berek stressed.

Security Director Walter C. O'Brien said he is still looking for the

student who reported this vehicle near Mission Park on October 9. O'Brien

refused to comment on the significance of this lead saying, "We're just

helping out the district attorney and he asked us to follow this thing up.

"

According to trooper Jack Flaherty of the district attorney's office, a

few students have responded to the call but authorities are not satisfied with

the information they have received thus far.

Lighting improvements recommended
Speaking before the Housing Committee Monday night, Peter Welanetz,

Director of the Physical Plant, enumerated recent lighting improvements
and sought recommendations from the committee for further changes.

The program calls for relighting the entire stretch of Main Street from
Cole Avenue to Field Park implementing high pressure sodium vapor fix-

tures. The new type of fixture sheds an orange glow which provides twice the-

amount of illumins as the older mercury vapor lamps, Welanetz explained.

Each of these fixtures costs about $800, Welanetz said. Wiring costs add
another $200 per lamp because all wiring on campus must be underground,
as stipulated by the trustees.

Watson nominees picked
The Williams Selection Committee for the Watson Fellowship nominated

four seniors for this program of independent study and travel abroad. The
four nominees, selected from a group of 44 applicants, are Michael Knight,

Karen Leaf, Mary Mietzelfeld and Michael Rosenblum.
These four join a pool of 126 students frajm SO colleges competing for 70

fellowships. Any or all of the Williams nominees could win grants of $7000 for

single students or $9500 for married students. The awards, to be announced
late in March, provide an opportunity for foreign independent study outside

the normal academic experience.

Michael Knight's project will be theater and the oral tradition in Nigeria

and Ghana; Karen Leaf will be studying family planning programs in India,

Colombia and Hong Kong; Mary Mietzelfeld's project will involve tran-

slation of English and French literature into illustration; MichaeL Rosen-

blum will photograph and document the lives of European Jewish emigres in

Israel and Europe.

FOCUSMndy O'Donnell

NO. 32
Out in Cincinnati there's an alum

who can't make it to the game
tomorrow. It's not that he wouldn't

love to come, mind you, but he's got to

work. ABC has scheduled a date with

him and a gang of his friends Monday
night at 9:00. They've also invited tlte

LA Rams.
Since graduating last June, Scott

Perry lias been learning the trade of

professional football as practiced by
the Cincinnati Bengals. And with eight

regular season games under tiis belt

things are beginning to fall into place

quite nicely.

'Il'm a bit surprised that I've done
so well," he said while watching ttie

election returns Tuesday night "But
when I look at it there's really notliing

here that's overpowering me. All the

players are good but I can hold my
own. I know I'm not outstanding but I

also know that I can fit in. It's a

question of being able to stay in shape

over the next three years or so and

News and Notes
from Career

Counseling
Law & Business School
Representatives Coming to OCC
For the week of Nov. 8th:

Mon. Nov. 8

Wheelock Grad School

Tues. Nov. 9 NYU Law
Wed. Nov. 10

Boston College Law
Duke Health Adm.

Thurs. Nov. 11 UVALaw

Testing Deadlines

GRE Nov. 10 for Dec. 11 test

LSAT Nov. 8 for Dec. 4 test

National Security Agency
Qualification Test

Nov. 6 for Nov. 20 test

Mead Gov't Summer Internships

Mead Gov't Summer Internship

Program applications are
available at OCC. See ^e Little for

further information.

Teacher-aide Opportunity

Teacher-aide opportunity
available in Pownal, Vt. Elem.
School! First grade teacher needs a

student to volunteer several hours

a week to help with individual and
group activities.

Franklin Pierce Law Open House
Franklin Pierce Law Center in-

vites all who are interested in its

Law, Science, & Technology
Program or the Law Center in

general to an open house at the

Law Center (6 White St., Concord,

N.H.) on Saturday, Nov. 13th from
Noon to 3 PM. For further in-

formation write Professor Tom
Field at the Law Center or call

(603) 228-1541.

Redbook Magazine Competition

Judging

OCC has just been notified that

Redbook Magazine is looking for a

student interested in judging its

Young Writers' Short Story Contest

over 3 weeks in January. Any
Williams students who might be

able to work it into their January
schedules are to get in touch with

Peggy Sloane at OCC as soon as

possible.

Enter Redbooks Short Story
Contest

Open to men and women ages 18-28

who have not previously published

in a magazine before with cir-

culation» above 25,000. Stories

must be fiction. Entries must be

postmarked no later than Dec. 31,

1976. For more information see

Peggy Sloane at OCC.

Correction
In last week's editorial comment

favoring the banning of private

ownership of handguns in

Massachusetts, we claimed a

student on campus had a handgun.

We have since learned the gun to

which we were referring shoots

BBs rather than bullets.

proving to the organization Uiat I fit

into their plans."

Fitting in is an important con-

sideration of the Cincinnati

management "It's a fairly con-

servative organization, " Scott said,

"just like the city itself. The coaches

like you to keep a low. non-public

profile BobJohnson, our head coach,

wants us to be a happy, healthy family

and I think we are. There was no

rookie stigma and the vets have been

really helpful"

The problem of fitting in almost cost

Perry a chance at making the team,

however. "Training camp was ttie

biggest hassle I've ever been
through," he said. "You never knew
what was going on. You never were
told anything about your play and you

had to judge your performance
yourself. Besides that, we never knew
the player limit"

""rhe grapevine also had it that I

wasn't going to make the team
because I didn't seem into it enough.

They thought I "was too nonchalant

and really couldn't figure me out I'm

not so sure that they can now either

but what I do now is get really fired up
on Sundays and go crazy and they love

it. It kind of makes up for being laid

back during the rest of the week."
Currently the sixth of seven

defensive backs on the Bengal squad.

Perry has been splitting his playing

time between subbing for the injured

Tommy Casanova at comerback and
playing on the specialty teams.
"You'd be surprised how important

the special teams are to the coaches.

We spend an entire day's practice just

working on special team strategy."

As for the practices themselves,

"they're ridiculously easy," Perry
said. "Tuesday afternoons we go over

the films, just like we did at Williams,

and Wednesday through Friday we
practice from 9:30-3:30, with films in

the morning, practice for an hour and
a lialf in the afternoon, and then a

UtUe weight work on tlie Nautilus."

"The only dimculty I'ua l»d is

learning to arrive on time for

everything. They've got a very heavy
fine structure here, including a $SD

one for arriving even ten seconds late

for a team meeting. Luckily rookies

qan't get fined, thouglL"

Two adjustments which Perry has
been forced to make involve
quickness and contact "I've been
figuring out the defenses well," he
said, "and speed has been no problem,
but quickness is different I can run
with anyone on the team but I've got

to work on matcliing a receiver's

position as well as keeping up with

him. Covering Isaac Curtis when he's

fired up for practice can be a chore in

that respect but it's also really

helpful."

The suicide squads are another

story. "They're a trip," Perry
laughed. "They're pretty intense,

especially when you're playing a big

game. There's a lot ct heavy duty

hitting that's kind of freakish. It's the

kind of contact where you really don't

know what's going on so you have tp

just start leveling people."

"It's been a lot of fun so far, though.

It really hasn't been that difficult. I've

been putting in a lot more football

time—you have to—but I haven't

really l>een an intense football fanatic.

You have to keep your perspective."

As for Williams, well, "no one

knows the school. There's no reaction

when you tell people you went there.

Consequently I'm not categorized.

The conversation ends there." Until

Monday night, that is, when Howard
starts lecturing.

Scott Perry (42) attempts to block punt with help from teammate Emmett
Creahan in 1974 Eph victory over Amherst. Perry will be a missing spectator at

this year's homecoming game. Instead of playing for Williams on Saturday
he'll be playing for the Cincinnati Bengals on ABC Monday night football.
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College concern grows over Federal involvement
In the wake 'of the Presidential

election, the government is a subject

on imany people's minds. In the

following two part article, the

kECORD wUl examine the effect the

Federal government is having on
Williams. Part I will consider the

nature of the Federal presence here,

what would happen if Williams at-

tempted to act independent of it, and
what the positive aspects of the

Federal presence are. Part IluHtttook
at the negative aspects of the Federal
impact and assess the future role of'

government at Williams.

by Peter Rintete

During the spring presidential

primary campaign, one of Ronald
Reagan's favorite slogans was "Let's

get government out of the

classroom." Reagan was 'mainly

referring to public schools, but his

words could hold equal meaning for a

private institution such as Williams.

Federal presence on campus has

grown tremendously in recent years,

both in terms of more Federal grant

money and also more regulation of

college affairs. As a result, college'

administrators $how an anibivalent

attitude of gratitude and wariness

toward the government, with a

growing shift toward the latter in

recent years.

"The'effects of Federal money have

been very largely salutary," said

Associate Provost David Booth. But,

he conceded later; "concern toward

the orientation of government activity

at Williams has risen dramatically in

the last five years. There is a radical

difference."

IL

Rejecting Pe4eral Maoey
The threat to Williams' autonomy

implied by inct-easing Federal
regulation is largely, although not

exclusively, a result oif our receiving

Federal R)oney. For example, recent

regulation requiring equal access to

college buildings for the han-
dicapped—which were estimated to

cost the college- $2 million in

renovation costs if implemented as

originally written—"wns directed
towards "any program or activity

receiving Federal financial

assistance." The controversial Title

IX regulations, requiring equal
athletic facilities for men and women
are likewise tied to Federal money.
What would happen if WiUiams, in

order to stay free of Federal
regulations, were to reject all Federal
money? "Williams would survive,"
said Booth, "but we would be very
substantially affected."

According to figures supplied by
Booth, Williams is now receiving

$432,000 in direct federal money. Of
this, $238,000 is in the form ol research
grants which go mainly to lab

sciences. The remaining $194,000 goes
to financial aid programs. This money
makes up roughly three per cent of

Williams' total budget of $17 million.

If this money were withdrawn due
to the College's failure to comply with
a Federal regulation, it could com-
pensate by:

a), raising $9 million in additional

endowment, which would increase our
present $60 million endowment by 15

per cent.

b). raising tuition by $235 per
student.

c). cutting expenses, most likely in

those lab or financial aid programs

which are now getting government

money.

The last alternative would be most
likely, and its effects would not only

be felt among the students. It would
include barring science faculty from
obtaining federal research money,
which would be a serious threat to

their professional viability. According

to Business Manager Shane Riorden,

the faculty has come to expect t,b^

availability of Federal money as a

wavXostay active in their field. " If we
told the faculty ther« would be no

more National Science Foundation
grants, we'd have a revolution on our

hands," he claims.

Tax Exempt Status

In addition, to direct Federal aid,

Williams benefits from a Federal tax

exempt status. This means that

contributions to the college are tax

deductible for the contributor. Asked
what the effect of giving up the tax

exempt status in addition to all

Federal funds would be. President

Chandler replied,- "It—would" be

suicide."

If Williams were to reject

regulations tied to Federal dollars, it

would not be the first college to do so.

Brigham Young University in Utah
and Hillsdale College in Michigan took

this step in response to Title IX. While

neither is the beneficiary of a direct

Federal program, they stand to lose $6

to $7 million and $200,000 respectively

in financial aid to their students.

According to Mr. Booth, Williams is

of "about average" dependence on

direct Federal aid among highly

selective liberal arts colleges. "All of

the great universities are totally

dependent on federal funds," he said.

J^ F—-Vii 1
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TheRathskellar comes alive

"Les aventures du Rabin Jacob" claims the Nickelodeon's Funniest Film
Award of 1975. The Slapstick comedy stars Luis de Funes, with subtitles, 7 and
9:00 Nov. 5 and 6.

. LECTURES
David Rosen, chairman of the mathematics diriment at Swarthmore

College, will speak on "Optimization Solutions made to Look Easy," Moa Nov.
8 at 8 p.m. in Bronfman 106.

The Rev. Lois Rose and her husband Stephen will speak on "Is Marriage
Viable?" at the Chapel Board discussion tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the upper room
of St. John's Parish. This open discussion on the Impact of feminism on careers

and family life is free.

WB8U PLAY CANCELLED
' 'The One" , scheduled for this Friday and Saturday, has l>een cancelled.

SALE
The annual Ski-Skate Sale and Winter Sports Fair at the Pine Cobble School

will be Friday, November 19 from 3-9 p.m. and Saturday, November 20 from 10

a.m. to noon.

The sale will include new and used sports equipment and clothing for a Wide
range of sports. In addition to such articles for skiing and skating, there will be
those for soccer, lacrosse, hockey, tennis, golf, riding and hiking. Donations of
such articles for the sale are sought. Equipment in good condition will also be
accepted on consignment: 60 per cent to the seller and 40 per cent to the School's
Scholarship Fund.

by Andy Clark and PaulGores
It's 8:30 p.m. The amell of alr

freshener cancelling out the

Halloween party from the night before

slowly begins to clear away. The
chairs have been set up awaiting an
audience. The equipment Is all-set—

a

powerful sound board, a full set of

drums, piano, guitars and amps all

await the band. The only sounds are

those of pool balls and a television

from the adjacent game room.

We are sitting in the Rathskellar of

Baxter Hall, waiting for the next

prodiictlon of the Williams College

Coffee House. Co-managers Russ
Hardy and Eric Pyenson are busily at

work preparing the set in anticipation

of a larger than average crowd. This

night the Coffee House is featuring the

Tom Willits Band, a four-man folk-

rock group which has played with

Tom Rush, Leo Kottke, and Jesse

Colin Young among others.

The use of electric guitars and
drums is somewhat novel for the

Williams Octet enthralls all ages
by Gall Hupper

Young and old attended and ei\joyed

a Second Reunion Concert by thirteen

members of the old Williams Octet

last Saturday night. Before the group
started to sing, leader Warren Hunke
'42 explained that the group had been
together for only thirty-six hours and
asked that the audience excuse any
musical shortcomings; however,
whatever minor mishaps occurred

hardly detracted from a pleasurable

evening of medleys, selections from
Songs of Williams and other oldies,

rounds, and specialty numbers.
Ensemble highlights were many. A

medley from the musical
"Brigadoon" featured Ted Safford '43

on bagpipes, and a solo by Jack
Hornor '51 in "Almost Like Being in

Love." Horjior's rich, powerful
baritoncLjVoice easily filled the Jesup
Hall Auditorium, even over the rest of

the group. "I Love the Ladies" met
with such enthusiastic applause that

the group repeated the last verse,

which told of coming to a coed school

and exploring the wonders there to be

found. Hornor again soloed in "Did
You Ever Cross Over to Sneden's".

Selections from Guys and Dolls was a

highlight.

Specialty numbers featured an
impromptu two-piano duet by Hunke
and Lou Safford '41, Doug Buck '45's

cockney rendition of "The Baby Went
Down the Drain," and the ensemble's

"The Adams Memorial Theater."

Hunke wrote that piece for the Octet's

part in the official opening of the

theater in 1941: the song referred

humorously to college events, trends,

and staff, some of whom are still with

the College.

Perhaps best illustrating the spirit

of the group and the College during

the '40's were the stories Hunke told

about the group's experiences. He
prefaced Cole Porter's "Me and
Marie" by saying that Porter himself

Marching Band claims merit
by John Libertine

The Williams Band last Saturday,

after a grueling contest, won a key

game in their bid for the All-college

Bandionship against Union College.

One shudders to think of the carnage

that could have resulted if Union had

had a band at the game. If all goes

well in the weeks ahead, however, the

band, under the able direction of Mr.

Francis Cardillo, could win its thir-

teenth straight title, an honor of

dubious merit.

Despite its great success and fame,

however, the Williams College

Walking, Stalking, Ambling,
Scrambling, Gambling (etc. ad

nauseam) Moo Cow Marine Marching

Band remains an enigma. Just what is

this bunch of Monty Python rejects

trying to prove? Answer: nothing.

"The purpose of the band is to allow a

motley group of musicians to express

themselves and to have fun along with

the spectators," says Fred Lawrence,

one of the twx> student conductors

One of the required methods of self-

expression for all members is in their

choice of headgear. It is a stipulation

of membership that each member
choose his own unique hat. Bizarre is

the only word to describe the array of

feathered hats, popcorn poppers, pith

helmets, and pumpkin heads on hand.

The band's major function is to

provide a half tifne show. During their

program, the individuals march in

formation (more or less), forming

such objects as peanuts, cigarettes,

walls, and of course, mountains, C.B.

antenna optional. Appropriate music

is chosen for each formation.

After listening to the band for any

length of time, it is impossible not to

notice, and admire, its broad ver-

satility. No matter the musical taste,

the band has something for everyone.

Within the space of half an hour it will

play selections ranging from

Beethoven to traditional college songs

to Christmas carols.

The band's philosophy about its

music seems to be quite simple: When
in doubt, punt. If worst comes to

worst, the members can always sing

"Roll out the Barrel". This philosophy

of not taking itself seriously is the

band's greatest iisset. The members

have their fun while entertaining their

audience. While purists may carp

about loose organization and flagrant

hedonism, the Williams community

couldn't care less. From all available

evidence, everyone seems to like and

enjoy the band; it's just that the

members are a bit, er, different.

had chosen the song as part of an all-

Porter concert. A(9afently Porter

was dissatisfied with the program
that the Octet had submitted to him
for ai^roval—Hunke reported that

the group had "left out some of

Porter's best songs" and that the

composer had suggested some of his

new songs.

Hunke talked before Saturday's

concert about the history of the Octe^.

The group developed in 1940 from a

quartet that was an off-shoot of the

Choral Society. Hunke remembers
that the quartet became an octet

because of the greater harmonic

flexibility possible in an octet and also

because "eight bad voices sound less

bad together than four bad ones." In

the years between its inception and its

demise in 1955 the Octet's schedule

included many concerts along the

Eastern Seaboard, to raise funds for

., the college as well as periodic per-

formances at Williams. The Reunion
Concerts now are not fund-raisers,

Hunke says, except in their capacity

in revivifying school spirit among the

alumni. Presumably revivified spirit

provokes cash contributions when the

time comes. Whether or not the

concerts help raise funds tor

Williams, Saturday's concert was at

least an indication that graduates are

still enthusiastic about the school: the

alumni turnout among singers and

audience was high, members of the

Octet coming from as far as San
Francisco to sing.

Students interested in Graduate

Study in Health Administration

—

Dr. David Falcone will be on campus

Nov. 10th to discuss

Duke University's M.H.A. program.

Consult Ms. Katy Case for details.

RUGBY !

!

Williams v^. B. U.
(4-1-1) .,

Saturday, November 6th

^ 1 1 :00 a.m. Cole Field

ALSO
ALL-COLLEGE RUGBY PARTY

4:00 p.m. - Hopkins House Living Room

Coffee House. On any other Saturday

night one might find a folk singer or a

blues guitarist. Pyenson explains that

night's act Is as an example at the

diversity of the Coffee House which

was set up as an alternative to the

normal weekend party circuit. "It's^a

different kind of place, where people

can relax in a mellow atmosphere

with live, free entertainment," ex-

plained Pyenson. With a budget of

around 94100, Pyenson and Hardy are

able to spend between $250 and $350

per act—attracting able, professional

performers. Among these in the near

future will be Michael Cooney, a

favorite at Williams last year, on Nov.

10, blues guitarist Roy Bookbinder on

Nov. 14, and Artie Traum, Nov. 19.

It's now 8:55. Conversations have

been started. The light system has

been turned on. Sitting on two foam
pads, boosting him in his chair, fresh-

man Scott Lankford begins the

opening act. His set consists of

original compositions. Interspersed

with a few tunes by Simon and Gar-

funkel, Bob Dylan, and even Loudon

Wainwright. Turning around, one

finds the booths slowly filling with

people. Bottles of wine and beer are

opened as Lankford continues his set.

Occasionally a dog or two wanders

through the room, oblivious to the

show, inspecting the feet of various

members of the audience. By 9:45 the

back part of the Rathskellar is filling

up. More wine has arrived and the

closing numbers of the opening set are

spiced with a Uttle heckling.

At 10:00 the Tom WiUits Band Ukes
the stage to begin the first of their

sets. By 10:15 the pool room is un-

characteristically empty. Only one

loyal viewer remains in the TV room.

Curious observers, attracted by the

sound of electronic equipment, gaze

puzzledly at the group on stage.

"What is this? Electric music at the

Coffee House?" As they listen,

however, it becomes evident that it is

not the J. Geils Band. The style of the

Willits Band is similar to Michael

Murphy or the Eagles. Their tight

harmonies 'and liear-flawless in-

strumentation produces a crisp,

enjoyable sound.

It's 10:45. People are relaxing on the

soft, floor-level chairs which have

been appropriated from the TV room.

On stage a guitar string breaks.

Quickly, a new guitar is found and a

new song is sung. By 11:00, Tom
WiUits has moved from guitar to

piano. The crowd, intoxicated with

music and wine, responds en-

thuBlastically.

It's 12:15 and the wine bottles are

empty. The evening has come to a

close. The chairs are empty once

again and the band packs their

equipment. It's the Williams Coffee

House—a {light of nodding -^eadSj

tapping feet, a little wine, good music,

and nice people. For a few hours life

has come to the Rathskellar. Now, it is

just an empty room—until next time,

anyway.

CINEMA
l&ll

RT.«7A BENNINOTON
VERMONT (•01)4434179

NOW PLAYING
ExclusiVf»i

"A beautifully acted and directed

thrlllerl A film you won't want to

missi It just wants to scare the

Hell Out of You—And It DoesI"

—Vincmt Canby, N.Y. Timas

liMON

A tliriller

DUSTIN HOFFMAN
LAURENCE OLIVIER

ROYSCHEIDER
Directed by

JOHN SCHLESINGER

Dally 7: 00 & 9: 15

Matinee Sat. & Sun. 2:00

NOW PLAYING THRU. TUBS.

UTBaarYOvr*
_ Releated thru

Pi «,METRocoLOR UiHted Altl«tl

7:30&9:15AAat.S&S2:00

m. ».
iil!12i;iL2i;JAILOR£:FURN^ • SPORTING GOOD.->

Burger Nite

at

The Log

Tuesday, Nov. 9 9-12

Reduced prices on beer and wine

for all card-carrying members

of the Freshman Class.
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Ropeft seeks posBtble

nge in surroundings
> f if »• f..'

The future of the Roper PubUc
Opinion Research Center, Inc. at

Williams is still undecided according

to Philip K. Hastings, President and
Director of the Center. The College

has gradually reduced its support (tf

,. the Center from a high of $15,000 two
years ago, to $2,500 this year. In July

of 197S the Center took a major step

towards complete independence by
incorporating.

Last year the Center contact
various educational institutions about
the possibilities of relocation,- and
Yale University and the University of

Connecticut responded with, a joint

offer.

The UConn-Yale proposal would
transfer the Center's user services to

New Haven, Cona and the data bank
to the computer centers of the two
schools. The computer facilities of

both institutipns would be available to

theXlentecJn return for free access to

the Center's data bank. The
University of Connecticut would
defray moving expenses and both

schools.would supply office space and
'

utilities. .

WUlianu also submitted a proposal

to the Roper Center stipulating that

the College would give the Center

$5,000 in direct funding as -Well as

paying 60 per cent of the Director's
" sala)*y for his services as a professor.

The plan also provided for expansion

of the Center's present facilities and
assumption of utilities and main-

tenance costs by the College.

The major advantage of the UConn-
Yale plan would be an improved

computer iaciUtyv According to

Hastings, however, i^ relocation

could jeopardize the Center's

relationship with both some of its

American or foreign data suppliers

and its International Survey Library

Association membership program.

In an attempt to improve its out-

moded computer system, the Center

established a link with the University

of Massachusetts' computer center- at

Amherst. UMass provides the Center

a part time programmer to use their

computer and in return, they are able

to use the Center's data sets at a

reduced rate.

The Roper Center is also in-

vestigating the possibility of creating

a link with computer facilities in the

Cambridge-Boston area, such as those

of MIT and Harvard. Again the Center

would offer cheaper access to its data

bank in return for these services.

Hastings described these potential

links as a first step towards creating a
Pan-Massachusetts or 1i Pan-East

Coast organization pf interlocking

facilities, with the Roper Center as the

hub.

/
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SALVATORES
Hunk

spend too

much lor

clotlies.

_i__

And we're doing

something about it.

The look is authentic

western, and they're

priced to give you a

dollar's worth for every

dollar you spend.

Jean and jacket the

easy-living, easy-care

combo with every

casual western fashion

feature. Available

in he-man fabrics and

colors iri your size.

Wrangler Corduroys - $11.95

Wrangler Denims

from $11.95

Denim Jackets - $16.50

FRYE BOOT
HEADQUARTERS

SALVATORES
Spring Street

Weekend holds ptomlse

Roper Public Opinion Rttearch
CMter still rttldM at Williamt, but it*

luturt location is still und«ckM.
(photo by ICahane)

HOMECOMING from paB* 1

check students and alunmi bringing

illegal drinks through the gate.

While O'Brien does not foresee a lot

of drinking at the game, many
students might dispute this. Com-
mented one, "It ouf^t to be a great

game. Too bad we won't be around to

see it."

Should the mood of the crowd rise to

too high a fever pitch, it may become
necessary to invoke the
Massachusetts Goal Post law, for-

bidding anyone from tearint; down
goal posts at footl>all games. O'Brien
would not predict whether the ram-
bunctious mood of the crowd might be
a problem but said he "would
probably know by halftime."

The weekend itinerary for Alumni is

being kept to a minimum, according

to Director of Alumni Relation^

Craigin Lewis, "People come back to

see the game and to see friends," said

Lewis, adding that alunmi "just cobie

and eqjoy."

Saturday evening, in keeping with

tradition, Bill Payne, '32 and hU band
will perform Dixieliand jazz at the

Log. According to Lewis, the band has
been playing together since their

college days and are "dam good."

Out of keeping with past years, the

Log will be open to students as well as

alumni during the entire Homecoming
weekend. According to Log manager
Gene Falk '75, the policy from last

year was changed because the Alumni
Society and the Log Committee
"thought it would be nice to have a

mix of students and alunmi."

The Log will operate under normal
hours on Friday ni^t and from 11:00

a.m. to 1:00 a.m. Saturday.

College subsidizes snack bar to cover deficit
Seven to eight dollars of each

student's board fee presently covers
the college snack bar's deficit ac-.

cording to Business Manager Shane
Riorden. Riorden justified the subsidy

poUcy explaining that the Snack Bar
is a subsidiary of Food Services and
that it provides a service to students.

The Snack Bar grosses $110,000 per

year, with costs running up to

$125,000, Riorden estimated. The net

loss figures around 10 to 15 per cent. If

each student spent 50c more each
week, Riorden suggested, the extra

funds would balance the budget.

The snack bar functions as an in-

dependent unit, paying for its own
electricity, janitorial service, and
heat. Riorden said that the snack bar
could have broken even if it were not

responsible for these overhead costs.

Increased opportunities for studei^
to obtain snacks in their own dorms,
on Spring Street, or during the ex-

tended breakfast hours are blamed
for the decrease in snack bar
business. In effect, the College is

competing with itself financially by
creating eating alternatives.

The main problem facing the snack

bar however is the cost of staffing -

during off hours. The hours from 8:30

to 11:30 at night are relatively un-

profitable, Riorden said, yet the

College must pay employees to keep

the snack bar open during this time.

"The matter is not of great con-

cern," Riorden said. "It was never

intended to maximize profits; the

problem here is very similar to that at

the Log."

Endowment up by $6 million
In what College Treasurer Francis

H. Dewey III described as "an en-

couraging year for the financial well-

being of the College," the ad-

ministrative budget has a surplus for

the first time in three years, and the

endowment fund has increased from
$62 million to $68 million, according to

\
Bergd/Ullman

offers^::^:!-

Weaving Instruction

4, Harrnes Weaving
%asic and Advanced Instruction

Available on a Continuous Basis

Flexible Hours

FOR INFORMATION CALLM4-4301

S9DEMONDAVENUE
(Behind Price Chopper)

NORTH ADAMS

the 1975-76 Treasurer's Report.

The College budget has a surplus of

$90,646,' said Dewey. Income fdr 1975-

76 toUlled $15,967,424, and ex-

penditures were $15,876,778.

The endowment fund has exceeded

$68 million as of June 30, up from
alHHit $62 million the previous year,

according to Dewey. More than half of

this gain is due to "market ap-

preciation" of endowment in-

vestments, and $2.3 million is due to

capital gifts added to the endowment,
he said.

According to Dewey, total capital

-gifts-fell from $5.6 million last year to —
$5.5 million in 1975-76. He said the drop
"should not be of concern," since

capital giving usually fluctuates

moderately.

The Capital Fund for the Seventies

has reached $25 million, which is half

the goal of$50 million by the end of the
^

decade, according to Dewey. He said '

that the drive had not so far been as
successful as had been hoped due to

the recession, but was confident that

the remaining $25 million would be
collected by 1980.

The Alumni Fund exceeded a
million dollars for the first time, said

Dewey, with 56 per cent of the alumni
participating. The Fund is not a
capital fund, but is used to pay
operating expenses of the College, he
said.

CLOSE - OUT
PRICES ON
AXtHOCKEY
EQUIPMENT
IN STOCK

'LANGE
'CCM
'COOPER
'TITAN
'KOHO
'CHRISTIAN
'BAUER
'HYDE

GOFF'S SPORTS INC
Spring Street - Williamstown

Found a watch?
LOST: Stainless Steel Swiss

Watch: "Breitling" with Stainless

Steel band. Bronfman Science

Quad, lost in mid-October. Call

6058 (early or late) ask for Will.

Reward.

Keepsake* (^b)

Regisle'ed Diamond Ringt 458-845/

GCX»MAN'S JEWELERS
Watches - Trophies - Engraving

Watches and Jewelry Repaired

Your Williams Clau Ring Headquarters
Oon't go hungry during the Wesleyan
game—come to the atternoonlong
Chicken Barbecue at the end of Spring
Street

t

RICHARD GOODMAN
KAREN GOODMAN

45 SPRijUG STREET
WILLIAMSt6wN,1MASS.012«7

STUDY IN ITALY

Next Spring or Summer

at the

BARBIERI CENTER

in Rome

Write: Trinity Collegt, Hartford,

Connecticut 06106
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Sawyer: helping the handicapped

Are campus buildings acces

Ptioto No. 1

Photo No. 6

Photo No. 8

Ptioto No. 2

With talk of millions to be spent on

making college buildings accessible to

the handicapped, Sa^er Library

stands out as the only college building

where such accessibility was planned

during construction. But just how
easy is it for a person confined' to a

wheelchair to get from Baxter Hall to

a carrel on the Library's fourth floor?

1) Starting from the north en-

trance of Baxter the handicapped
person is faced with

2) a curb with no easements.

Having found the least dangerous
approach to the street, the han-

dicapped person must juggle his way
onto the road and

3) wheel down to the

Congregational Church parking lot,

4) and across the lawn to get to the

library. Absolutely no reasonable

easement access is provided to the

Library from any direction. Either a

handicapped person must have
assistance, or he must wheel across

lawns which can be wet or muddy.
5) Once in the Library, the han-

dicapped person must find the

elevator. No signs indicate its

whereabouts. After attracting the

attention of a circulation librarian,

the handicapped person is guided

through a door marked "Coats,

Lockers, To Stetson Hall Tunnel" to

6) the first floor offices of the

Library. Entrance to the elevator on

the first floor can be accomplished

only with a key.

7) Once on the fourth floor the

handicapped person must reach back
into the elevator to release the

emergency stop button, a long reach.

8) All desks and carrels are suf-

ficiently fiigh to provide room for

study. But when study timet ends, an
employee must again call the elevator

to the first floor. The handicapped

person may neither arrive nor leave

without an employee's assistance.

The inclines to the first floor lobby

pose little problem to the handicapped

person when he is ready to leave.

Once inside the Library there is no

problem for the handicapped person.

Desks, toilets, xerox machines, all are

easily accessible. Of course, all ac-

cessibility depends upon the elevator.

This means the reserve room cannot

be reached after 10:45 p.m., nor the

entire library on Sundays until 3 p.m.

Photography by
Andy Kahane

Text by
Stephen Bernheim
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fumble and just one 4|iterception.

Mr. Vanacoi% is a fine signal-caller

whose collegiate career needs only a

Little Three title to be complete. Yet,

the veteran must want very badly to

show New England who's the top QB.

Right now, Wallace is on top of the

heap.

Wesleyan defensive end John
McVicar was All-New England. Yet,

he was considered by many the third

best at that pceitipn in the Little

Three, behind Williams grads Tim
Mages and Jack Ccstello. Look for

McVicar to go a little crazy Saturday.

Back to the offense. Wesleyan spUt

end John Gaebe has been a thorn in

the side of the Ephs for two seasons,

yet played second fiddle to Ephman
Dave Parker in the Little Three.

Parker hits graduated but along

comes glue-fingered Herb McCormick
to continue stealing fellow Rhode
Islander Gaebe's thunder.

Wesleyan defensive backs Steve

Imbriglia and Hank Rosenfeld have

picked off twenty passes between

them in the past tlu-ee years. But with

the likes of the Williams secondaries

of the past three years, received no

recognition at all.

Starting to get the idea. Wesleyan

now owns a team of individuals. A
team which, when these individuals

put it together at the same time, is a

powerhouse. But how often do 22 in-

dividuals happen to play as a team,

juat by coincidence? Not very oftebl"

Williams' days of relying on in-

dividuate are behind them. The Ephs
are a young squad, just starting to

come of age. A strong team effort

Saturday will easily neutralize the

Wesleyan people who are trying to

show the world that they are the

Williams of the future. Wesleyan has a

bunch of very talented athletes

coming to Williamstown Saturday, in

terms of talent, maybe a little more
than Williams.

But these guys are not team football

players, and they've proved it for two

seasons, losing most of their close

ones. Williams is a team with five

Little Three titles and a lot of pride on

the line. Look for pride and purple to

prevail—Cardinal souffle anybody?

Photo No. 5

R

Good luck

on

Saturday!
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HELP WANTED
"How to Make $9 to $16

per hour while on .-.

vacation or on weelcend."

$3
plus 50« postage
and handling.

The Morgan Press

308 South Dixie

W. Palm Beach, FL 33401

©The Morgan Press, 1976
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Carmichael replayed
WCFM will replay Stokely

Carmichael's address on Sunday

night at 8 p.m.

Warren
Miller's
Feature
Film

90 min. color ski film

plus

SKI RESORT, SKI SHOP
&SKI EQUIPMENT SHOW

DOORS OPEN
EVENING SHOW6:00P.M.

MATINEE 12: 30 PAA.

'SHiingSATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6,8:00 P.M.

SPECIAL FAMILY MATINEE

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER?, 2:30 P.M.

ADVANCE TICKETS
2.50 AT LOCAL SKI SHOPS
3.00 AT THE DOOR

TACONIC HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

niind

V*

bitvlina^ sifver necKCace

with turqaoise

by

Steven and >farriet (^reefey-Roaers

The Potter's what
d\. Craft (jaCCevy

route- lis in wiiiiam^town ^ Vfiassachusetts

open seven days a week

^

—
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Racketwomen reclaim New Englands
The tennis courts of New England

have virtually become the women's
varsity tennis team's personal
playground as they proved again last

weekend, frolicking through a large

and talented Held to capture the New
England Tournament championship.

This outstanding achievement tops off

an 11-1 season which often witnessed

the. Ephs turn an expected close

match into a showcase ol their own
talent Over the past three years

Coach Curt Tong's teams have
compiled a stunning 32-2 record.

Williams was obliged to try harder

in this year's tournament since they

finished second last year, and tiy

harder they did All year long the

team was, according to Tong, "a

spirited and committed group," and
the cold, hard practices the week of

the tournament did nothing to put the

team's enthusiasm and desire on ice.

Due to the system of awarding team
points, a good draw is considered

essential to a team's chances for

success. The Eph's draw was fair, but

no. 1 Joninna Sadoff was the only seed

of the team's four entries, as com-
pared to two seeds in last year's

second place finish behind Yale.

Before the tournament last week,

however, the Yale coach became
embroiled in a controversy with of-

ficials and the Elis, the only team to

beat Williams in a dual match the past

three years, subsequently with(bew

from tteJoumament. Tong felt that

Yale would have had difficulty

retaining the team title anyway, but it

would have been nice if the Ephs could

have proven their superiority. If

nothing else, the absence of Yale
served to tighten the struggle for the

championship.

Sadoff, Laura Carson and the

doubles teams of Sally Kruse and
Rebecca Chase and Holly Prentice

and Trudy tenBroeke comprised the

Williams's contingent. Other regular

team members Amy Demorest, Barb
Ernst, Babe Kirk, Amy Sterling,

Sherry Willcox and Sue Guttman
could not participate due to the four

entry per school format of the tour-

namoiiu- The opening afternoon at

Aipherst went perfectly for the

rUcketwomen; everyone captured
their first two matches. These wins

garnered the squad 12 points, two
points for a first round win and one

point for every win thereafter. No
other school managed to match the

Eph's strong showing and was in these

first two rounds that Williams
essentially captured the crown.
Trinity and Brown led the pack of

trailers with 10 points each.

In third round play on Saturday the

Eph's finally got a taste of that

unknown, defeat Carson put up a
valiant effort against the no. two seed
but was just overwhelmed, as was the

team of Kruse and Chase in their

match with the fifth seeded team.
Continuing to lead the team as she has
done for the past few years, Sadoff

won a close match and apparently
inspired Prentice and tenBroeke who
also managed to eke out a win, giving

the Eph's 14 points.

Quarterfinal play that afternoon

saw Prentice and tenBroeke bow out

of play to a strong Dartmouth team.
This loss particularly hurt as the Big
Green were how hot on Williams's
trail. But Sadoff came through again
with a very strong showing to boost

herself into Sunday's semi-final as
well as award the team with another
all imporUnt point sending them
home for the night with 15.""^"

Sadoffs outstanding career ended
in the semi-final as she lost a fine

three set match to a very strong op-

ponent. All Williams could do now was
sit back and wait as both Dartmouth
(13 points) and Trinity (13H) were
stiU alive for the team title. But when
the Dartmouth team lost a thhrd set

tie-breaker and Trinity was blasted,

Williams had found its way to the
championship.

Rugby blanks Albany
Travelling to the Albany area for

the third time this season, the

Williams Rugby Football Club A side

increased its record to 4-1-1 with a
solid shutout victory over Albany
State. The efficient passing and
kicking of Static combined with a slow

start by the Williams ruggers kept

most of the action in the Williams zone
during the early going. The Williams
line attack, the team's strongest point

this season, was hampered by the

poor field conditions and consequently

Four Ephs nqmed to All-College team
As a result of their outstanding play

this wedcend at the Northeast Field

Hockey Association Tournament, four

Williams field hockey team members
have been named to the first squad

NE All-College team. Forwards Sally

Kraft and Leslie Miln along with

fullbacks Cammie McClellan and

Laurie Ash received the honors

following the team's 4-0 loss to UVM
Sunday, and two earlier victories over

SMU and Castleton October 30.

Against UVM the Ephwomen made
a good effort, but were unable to get

on the scoreboard following four

breakaway goals by their quick op-

ponents.

Commenting on the game Williams

coach Linda Wilkins seemed pleased

with the defensive effort despite the

lopsided score. "At first the defense

was playing the shot on goal rather

than letting the goalie have it" Later

in the game the defense put it together

and, according to Wilkins, fullbacks

McClellan and Ash and goalie Mimi
DuMouchel played well.

Prior to meeting UVM, the toughest

competitor in the division, the team
played SMU and Castleton Saturday,

TKeDoujnVest.

poatet\
'

arcadian shop
Look for Our Grand Opening Specials

Next Thursday, Friday, and Saturday

DOOR PRIZES- REFRESHMENTS

30% off on Selected Items

Routes 2 ft 42 (Water SU
Williamstown, MA. (413)458-3670

Mon.-Sat. 10-6 Thursday 'til 9

DIAU'S
DELI SANDWICH SHOP

"BILLSVILLE SPECIAL"

Lox (and Cream Cheese Onion Bagel

HOMECOMING WEEK-END HOURS:
FRI., SAT., SUN. - 10:30 A.M. -2 A.M.

Regular Hours:

MON.-THURS. 11 A.M.- 12 P.M.

FRI., SAT. 11 A.M. -1A.M.

SUN. 2 P.M.- 1A.M.

Spring Street

winning both> games; 3-1 and 1-0

respectively.

Coming on strong against SMU, the
Ephwomen got into the game early

when halfback Leigh Wilson
rebounded to score for Williams.

Wilson's tally was followed by a goal

off of the stick of teammate Val

Corning
In the second half, the team added

their third rebound goal on a shot by
Dawn Bedrosian. Remarking on the

excellent play of the SMU goalie,

Wilkins stressed ^at rebound shots

were "the only way to score".

Later that day, Williams met
Castleton in a tough game. "They had
sticks like flypaper," said Wilkins

explaining the Ephwomen's
frustration with the ball's tendency to

go right to the stick of a Castleton

l^yer.
Realizing the need to'use high flicks

andscoops to overcome this iMx>bIem,

freshman Monica Grady, filling in for

Shailah Stewart, scored for Williams

in her first varsity game. The
Castleton match highlighted the

team's three freshmen, as Grady,

Ash, and DuMouchel had an excellent

game.
Following the tournament, a

selection committee chose the All

College first team as well as group of

women for the second team. Making
the second squad were Ephwomen
Grady, Bedrosian, Wilson, and
Corning. These selected team
members will proceed to the All-

College tournament play in the NE
Sectionals to be held in Rye, N.Y.

November 13 and 14.

was limited in its effectiveness.

Midway through the period

however, the Williams scrum, led by
hooker BiU O'ReiUy, shifted the

momentum with some superb "loose-

rucking". With about ten minutes to

go in the half, standoff Tom Kondel
connected on a 32 yard field goal

putting Williams on the scoreboard.

Sparked by the kick, the ruggers

almost clicked on two more scoring

opportunities before the half ended.

The second half, as has been the

case all season, belonged to Williams.

Relentless pressure by Williams
resulted in crucial Albany miscues in

the early minutes. Wing Sam Hah-

chett,'an A side performer since his

freshman year, cashedJn on one of

these miscues as he took a perfect

pass from teammate Byrne Kelly and
streaked 30 yards for the score.

Kondel added the conversion making
it 9-0 and the ruggers lengthened their

unbeaten string to five games.
In the B side game, a Jim Hutchings

try and Guido Adams' conversion

propelled the Williams sc|uad to a 6-0

victory as they evened their record at

3-3. Outstanding individual per-

formances were registered by
Marshall Partington and Mike
Krikorian.

Homecoming Weekend Jeatures
Boston University, most assuredly the

club's toughest opponent of the

season. Game time is Saturday, Nov.

6 at 11:00 a.m.

Polomen eliminated from Eosterff^
The Williams Water Polo Club will

be home for homecoming ... un-

fortunately. The team was eUminated
in a round-robin tournament held at

Brown last weekend to determine

berths in the New Englands and
Easterns. An impressive 3-1 record in

league play placed Williams in a

three-way tie with BC and Bowdoin
for the two places in post-season play.

At Brown, the' club dropped an 8-6

decision to Bowdoin and then suc-

cumbed U-0 to BC. The two losses

ended all hopes for participating^ in

the New Englands and Easterns.
Offensively, a larger pool caused

many passes to miss the mark. Dennis

O'Shea, president of the club, noted

that the increased size of the pool led

to a "whole different t>allgame", one

which Williams had difficulty ad-

justing to. Defensively, the squad was
a little slow on turnovers—whistles
and flags—leading to recurring fast

breaks. When the defense set up,

however, they were unyielding.

The results, though seemingly
disappointing, are encouraging. For
only two years in the league, the team
fared far better than expected. There
was, as O'Shea phrased it an "in-

credible amount of progress" which
"gained us respect around the

league." Wait 'til next year . . .

For this year, the club will have to

be content battling for the Little Three
title. Williams hosts Wesleyan tonight

at 6 P.M. at Muir Pool and then

travels to Amherst next weekend.

U Conn nips Eph kickers, 1-0, in close game
SOCC ER frem page 8

tremendous upset in the process.

The second half was somewhat of a

letdown. UConn came out a little

higher emotionally, perhaps due to

the realization that tiny Williamk

College might tie or beat them. They
controlled the ball much of the time,

frustrating any Eph attempt to

generate an offensive thrust. It

seemed only a a matter of timebefore

they put the ball into the net which

they did with 20:34 left in the game.

A Connecticut forward dribbled

past a number of Williams defenders

and passed to a compatriot standing

Williams /ooks fo

blocic Cards' goals
FOOTBALL from page I

for three quarters to keep the Cards

on top.

Wesleyan is talented, deep, and

hungry. Whether they can overcome
their erratic ways (eight turnovers vs.

Bowdoin) is another questioa

Williams can t>e counted on to keep

the air filled with footballs. Don
Wallace should have the opportunity

to throw to either of two fine s(dit

ends, Herb McCormick and Ken
Hollingsworth. Look for no major

changes in the Purple starting lineup.

Defensively, the key for Williams

will be putting a lid on Vanacore and
Latessa, and good play by the

specialty squads, allowing Robinson

no game-breakers.

in front of the goal, who tapped the

ball into the comer of the net. It was at

this point that UConn showed why it

was so highly touted. Although the

Ephs were fired up, they could do

nothing because Connecticut

demonstrated a stall any t>asketball

team would be proud of.

"They controlled the second half",

said Vennell. "We didn't maintain

pressure which is^issKwinting, but

overall,- we have nothing to be

ashamed of." Both the offense and

defense played exceptionally well,

with Grossman, Steve Smith, and
Hank Osborne being the standouts. In

fact the teams had an equal number

of shots, and the difference was just

that one of Connecticut's ended up in

the goal.

Next in line for the Ixwters is

Wesleyan and the Little Three.
Having averaged almost three goals a

game while limiting their opponents

to only one, over the past seven

games, Williams has to be considered

the favorite. But this is like a whole
new season, and prior performance
cbes not realUy count. However, if the

Ephs can put on a display of skill

equal to the one they demonstrated

against Connecticut, they coulfl win
their first Little Three crown 'since

1971.

Charlia Carrier attompta to bfMk away

want a new set of shouMar pads.

a Union tachlar wha taams to

(photo by Oettgen)

^.
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Cards threaten Eph gridders

Wes gunning for Little Three
Climb into your time machine,

Williams fans, and take yourself back
to November 8, 1975. Imagine yourself

a Wesleyan Cardinal fanatic. Fresh-

man halfback Dennis Robinson has

just brought you and 6,000 other

homecoming fans to your feet with an

electrifying SS-ykni punt return for

the lead sc6r6 and tt looks like

Wesleyan is on the way to its first

Little Three crown in five years.

However, the bubble soon bursts, as

a Williams team on the verge of an

unbeaten season, scores twice in the

final period to pull the game out.

Wesleyan's youthful team will have to

wait a year.

Back to reality and 1976. Wesleyan
is 4-2 on the season, fielding one of

their strongest teams in years and
v«ry much wants its first win ovir

Williams and accompanying Little

Three title since 1970. Such is the

ouUook for Weston Field Saturday.

Two years ago, the Wesleyan
football program had hit rock bottom,

losing both to Williams and Amherst
for the third consecutive year. But
Coach Bill MacDermott came up with

a bumper crop of freshmen and
topped Amherst last year, and lost

narrowly to an outstanding Williams

team.

Take a look back on the five years of

frustration which have plagued
Wesleyan since last beating Williams

in 1970, before Bob Odell took over the

coaching reigns at Williams:

1971—Odell's first year at Williams.

The Ephs strike early and hang on for

their first win in three years over

Wesleyan, 29-13. The Ephs go on to

beat Amherst and win the Little

Three. •

Ken Leinbach turns the corner among a pack of Lord Jeffs in Wednesday's

meet. Leinbach and the Ephs left Amherst and Wesleyan behind t<^ claim their

seventh consecutive Little Three title. (photo by Read)

Layden on Sporfs:

A Taste of

1972—The Odell machine is starting

to roll. An aggressive defense, led by
senior defensive end Marty Doggett,

Williams holds Wesleyan to 197 total

yards and wins the Little Three title,

35-21.

1973—The height of em-
barrassment. Williams had been
stumbling for.much of the season but

puts it all together and stomps the

Cardinals on their own turf, 44-0.

1974—The sophomore passing duo of

Brad Vanacore to John Gaebe con-

nects for a pair of third quarter touchi

downs but late turnovers put the game
out of reach. Williams wins 35-16.

1975—Wallace to Parker twice in the

fourth ruins a good Wesleyan team's

first legitimate title shot in three

years. The Cardinals are still fuming.

There you have it, and this year, the

Cards bring essentially the same
team to Williamstown. Wesleyan has

posted wins over Colby (38-0), Coast

Guard (9-6), ,W;P.I. (43-21), and

Amherst (30-17) ; while losing to Tufts

(13-12) and Bowdoin (42-34).

Pacing the powerful Cardinal of-

fense will be tlyee-year veteran

quarterback Brad Vanacore, one of

the most highly-regarded signal-

callers in New England. Vanacore's

favorite target is fellow senior John
Gaebe.

The Cardinals count on sophomores

Bob Latessa and Dennis Robinson

(each of whom scored against

Williams a year ago) to carry the ball.

Fullback Andy Darpino is an out-

standing blocker who has also rushed

for over 200 yards this season.

Defensively, Wesleyan will do just

about anything to make tackles. A
year ago, the Cardinals threw a

veritable Chinese fire drill at

Williams and it was confusing enough
see FOOTBALL page 7

Charlie Carrier is hit as Don Wallace hits him with a pass in last Saturday's

come from behind Eph triumph. (photo by Oettgen)

Booters fall to UConn
in best gahne of year

by Richard Abrams
The Williams varsity soccer team

dropped a tough 1-0 decision to the

University of Connecticut Wednesday
afternoon on Cole Field. The defeat

left the Ephs at 6-3-1 gping into Little

Three competition.

Coming into the game displaying an
unblemished record and the number
four ranking nationally, UConn. stood

as Williams' stiffest competition for

the year. However, the Purple
remained unperturbed, and put on a

fine display of soccer. From the

opening whistle the Ephs controlled

Ephs near Little 3 title

trrrn nrr
Homecoming weekend has once

again arrived and among the many
privileges accorded the Williams

student body will be two days of

splendid cooking by the dining hall

staffs. Buffets all over the campus
with food enough to make proper

decisions impossible and too-full

paper plates abundant.

Yet, perhaps the biggest and best

offering of all will be the delicacy

served on Weston Field sometime
around four-o-clock Saturday af-

ternoon. As of press time, though, the

exact nature of the meal was un-

determined. Two menus are possible:

Cream of Latessa Soup
Tossed salad with Imbriglia dressing

Roast prime ribs of

Vanacore Au Jus

Robinson spears with Gaebe sauce

McVicar pie with whipped cream

\ Darpino dacquiries
^

Or perhaps Wesleyan rooters would

rather travel north to a more Eph-like

feast:

Homecoming
comes into the crucial homecoming
battle with passing stats on the season

as identical as the VanArsdale twins.

Wallace—79 for 153, 893 yards, five

touchdowns, seven interceptions.

Vanacore—72 for 146, 849 yards, eight

touchdowns, seven interceptions.

There is one big difference,

however. Wallace has never played on

a Williams team which has lost to the

Cardinals and Vanacore is 0-3 against

Williams. Vanacore has been sacked

by Eph rushers 17 times, while

fumbling three times and throwing

five interceptions. Wallace has

thrown three touchdowns, without a

see COLUMN page «

by Frank Carr

On Wednesday the Williams cross

country team closed out its dual meet

season at 10-3 enroute to a seventh

consecutive Little Three title. The
Ephmen packed their six-man con-

tingent into the top ten for a 24 point

tally followed by Amherst with 47

points and Wesleyan with 61.

Senior captain Ken Leinbach was
the individual winner for the second

year in a row as he moved easily

across the 4.8 mile course in an ex-

cellent time of 24:31. Leinbach broke

out of a seven man pack after 2.5

miles and was pursued by freshman

Spence Smith of Wesleyan. Mean-

while, Frank Carr and Dan Sullivan

also picked up the pace and left two

Amherst runners in their wake. The
purple duo followed in the Wesleyan

burger, with Sullivan 3rd in 24:53 and

Carr 4th at 24:59.

Senior Gary James helped fill in for

Joe Kolb's absence by grabbing

seventh place in 25:14. Freshman
Mike Behrman continued his ex-

cellent rookie season, finishing ninth

with a 25:21 clocking, followed by

Steve Polasky who was four seconds

behind in tenth.

The J.V. squad was also successful,

but was forced to run 4.8 miles instead

of the normal 3.0-3.5. Rick Lane, Steve

St. Clair, Russ Anderson, Hans
Giesecke and Jeff Magoon, swept 2nd

througheth place to give the EphsB 20

to 39 win over Amherst, while

Wesleyan was unable to field a full

team. Peter Winn (8th) Cleve Thayer

(llth) and Jon Rathgeber (13th)

rounded out a, fine Williams effort.

Tomorrow marks the end of the 1976

season with the purple harriers

making their third trip to Franklin

Park in Boston for the New England
Championships.

the pace of the first period Although

UConn players were more skilled,

Williams made up the difference with

hustle and aggressive play.

A superb job ' by goalie Skip

Grossman kept UConn. from putting

any score on the board. Un-
fortunately, the booters were unable

to capitalize on the few mistakes

made by a team of Connecticut's

c^tliber, and the result was a scoreless

tie going into the final 45 minutes of

play.

"The first half was probably the

best I've seen in six years coaching at

Williams," coach Jeff Vennell

commented. Indeed, the Ephs forced

the opposition to play WiUiams' type

of game, and almost pulled off a
see SOCCER page 7

\

Fresh Nelp cocktail

with Libardi sauce

Quiche Nuzzolese

Broiled Maine Wallace tails

Chopped McCormick with

Holltngsworth Juice

Carriers Jubilee
"*> Redden on the rocks

Okay, the point hei*^ is not that any

of the 7,000 or so rooted who will jam
themselves into Weston Saturday

afternoon actually care whkt they eat

for dinner for that night. The point is

that the contest isn't just a bahle of

fired-up Little three foes, though it is

that. The game is also a battle of in-

dividuals.

Mathcups and comparisons all

afternoon will appear which are

unavoidable, and, in some cases, the

players themselves will be quite

conscious of their counterparts^,

The first and most obvious matchup
is that of the two quarterbacks in-

volved: Williams strong-arm Don
Wallace and four-year Wesleyan
starter Brad Vanacore. The duo

1976 Football Statistics
Team Totals
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Allocations fo sports and politics

Xouncjl funds nine organizations

The harsh, grating vocals of Peter Wolf and the sharp, cutting guitar woric of J.

Geiis pierced the air of Chapin Hall during last Friday's Homecoming concert.

(photo by Jahson)

Majors to review profs
MacGregor said he felt the sum-

maries would be valid. In response to

Grabois' contention that the results

reflected only immediate feelings, he

claimed "You run into the same
problem with the questionnaires used

by (Associate Provost) Booth."

Mclver encouraged all juniors and

seniors to write the CAP. "It is one of

the best ways of providing student

input." The standing committee will

provide the names 'of faculty up for

tenure. ,d»

by Carl Bettinger

The Student Standing Committee
has temporarily shelved plans to

distribute a student questionnaire

soliciting information on faculty

coming up for tenure, according to

committee chairman Harvey Mclver
'77.

The standing committee decided

instead to ask all majors to express

their feelings about the faculty

members in their department by
writing the Committee on Ap-
pointments and Promotions.

The information gathered from the

questionnaire would have been
summarized and presented to the

CAP to provide more student input

into tenure decisions. The CAP,
composed of six faculty, makes tenure

recommendations for trustee ap-

proval.

According to Dean of Faculty Neil

R. Grabois, ex-officio member of the

CAP, two factors limit the value of the

questionnaire: the validity of the

summaries, and what Grabois called

the "one-shot" nature of the project.

By "one-shot", Grabois said he

meant that "evaluation of the faculty

is an on-going process", where in-

formation is continually gathered.

The results gathered from the

proposed questionnaire would reflect

only the immediate feelings and
observations of those taking it.

Standing Committee member Dave

The Heavier Side of Eating

The College Council allocated

$11,594 of the Student Activities Tax to

nine organizations last night, and

donated $200 to the Cynthia Krizack

Memorial Fund, expressing its "deep
feeling of regret at her tragic death."

Memorial donations collected will go

to Mount Greylock High School.

ACEC Chairman Jim Bowe
reported that the J. Geils Band con-

cert in Chapin Hall Friday was "an
unqualified success." The estimated

loss was $5940, which was about $400-

500 more than anticipated, said Bowe.

Six sports clubs were funded;

Outing Club received $3185, Water
Polo Club was allocated $465,

Roadrunners^ received $110, Rugby
Club was given $1519, Crew received

$4000, and Sailing Club was allocated

$625.

Two political organizations were

allocated funds: the Americans for

Democratic Action received $390 and

the Young Americans for Freedom
were given $300.

The Pipe Band received $1000, as

requested and as recommended by

the Finance Committee for equip-

ment, publicity, and concert ex-

penses.

Allocations for the Williams
Republican Club and for the

Volleyball Club were postponed until

next week to allow these organizations

to prepare revised budgets. Con-

sideration of the Williams Action

Coalition funding was postponed until

tonight's meeting. Action on funds for

the Dance Society were also post-

poned until they met with the Finance

Committee again.

Council Treasurer Clarence Otis

commented that Finance Committee
efforts to develop a coherent policy for

funding club sports were hampered by

the "inconsistent" policy of the

athletic department. According to

Otis, the committee attempted to fund

club sports with the objective of

"ensuring the survival" of these

organizations.

Political organizations, said Otis,

were funded according to a policy of

not paying for specifically political

activity. No attempt was made to

"balance funding ideologically," he

said, but each organization was
considered "on its own merits" with

its specific proposed expenditures in

mind.

College Council prepores for

last round of SAT allocations
The College Council will finish

allocating the Student Activities Tax
monies tonight. The last set of groups

seeking funding are the Williams

Women, International Club, Pre-Law

Society, Student Art Group, Pottery,

Williams Gay Support Organization,

Pipe Band, Newman Association,

Jewish Association and the Student

Fire Brigade.

Williams Women and Pottery

recommendations are less than their

requests. Finance Committee
chairman Clarence Otis '77 indicated

that organizational problems
necessitated the cuts. The Pre-Law
Society requested $150 as they did last

year. The FinCom maihtained, ajain,

as last year, that their function falls

into the domain of Career Counseling,

and has recommended no allocation.

WGSO comes before the council

tonight. Even though the FinCom
recommends they be allocated their

full request, many respresentatives

expect a long deliate. Otis said the

budget proposes many concrete

programs designed to educate the

college community.

The International Club budget has

been reduced by $350, as the FinCom
recommends no allocation for the two

International Dinners. The ^Jewish

Association has been cut $250. Otis

pointed to a lack of outside support as

the reason for the reduction.

Williams Champion Masticator
by Eric Sundin

Two years ago Ronald "D.C.-" Long,

now a Garfield senior, sat down at the

local Friendly Ice Cream Shop and

polished off 51 one and one-half ounce
scoops of ice cream in twelve minutes.

<One may wonder what motivations

D. C. Long
(photo by Brewer)

prompted Ron the stomach those cold

eight pounds and gasp at how he ever

fit it all in—especially since he isn't

particularly fond of ice cream.

According to D.C, the endeavor

began with his desire to break the

Guinness Book of World Records 50-

scoops-in-16-minutes listing. On his

first attempt, Ron swallowed "only"

40 scoops in the time allotted, and
attributed his defeat to lack of

training, the nuts in the butter pecan,

and the viscosity of each flavor. "The
going got slow and tough with the

fudge swirl," Ron reminisced.

Spurned on by the failure to reach

his goal, Ron began training more
seridusly. To accustom his mouth and

teeth to low temperatures, he chewed
copious glasses of crushed ice. To
acclimate his stomach he drank ice-

cold water. And finally, to stretch his

stomach to accommodate the large

volume of ice cream, he would down
an eight-ounce glass of water once

every minute until he reached an
equivalent volume.

Cheered on by thirty members of

the women's basketball team (which

he managed), Ron finally broke the

official world record. In addition to

the training, he attributed his ability

to consume such an incredible amount
of ice cream to the technique of "baby

scoops" (formerly huge gulps), "deep

throating" of those scoops (by-

passing the time-consuming tongue),

zero rest stops, and the single flavor of

vanilla (no problem of varying

viscosities) . His superb form resulted

in only minor after-effects, such as

stomach cramps and a frozen throat.

When asked if there had been any

promotional inquiries concerning his

unique feat, Ron replied solemnly,

"Boys clubs . .
." He seemed

disappointed at Friendly's lack of

enthusiasm and recognition—no free

ice cream (the basketball team

treated him) and no little com-

memorative plaque on the wall.

So, in search of possible fame and

fortune, Ron has gone onto smaller

and better things—that is, large

quantities of shrimp. Who will foot the

shrimp bill remains to be seen. If the

cost is prohibitive, however, D. C.

Long, World Champion Ice Cream
Eater, might have to resort to the

lowly Ivy-League goldfish.

Crew received its entire request,

matching last year's allocation. The
council n-iade no commitment to

continue that level of funding. Ac»

cording to Council President Steve

Piltch, Provost Stephen R. Lewis has

said no further funds are forthcoming

from the College beyond the present

$600 annually.

The Rugby Club received its entire

request of $1519. The Finance Com-
mittee considered $1757 of their

proposed budget, covering ad-

ministrative and playing expenses

and not social expenses, to be

"legitimate," according to committee

member Dave Ross, so the club's

entire request was approved.

The Water Polo, Roadrunners, and

Sailing Clubs were all allocated their

full requests, as recommended by the

Finance Committee.

Meals extended
in Baxter
Baxter Hall began serving weekday dinners from 5

p.m. to 7 p.m. last night in an effort to answer a request

of "a large number of students," according to Director

of Food Services Ross Keller.

Keller said the extended hours were not specifically

aimed at shortening lines, but were part of a "constant

effort to observe and respond to student needs."

Baxter Hall was chosen to have the extended hours

because it is the "largest and most flexible dining hall",

he said.

According to Vivian LePage, about 550-6(^ eat dinner

at Baxter each weeknight, a "modest" increase over

last year. Approximately one hundred fewer are served

Sunday dinner, she said.

Keller did not expect a significant increase in the

number of people eatingatBaxter. He anticipated only a

small increase in cost.

...but try Sunday
I "Ross Keller should eat here," a freshman standing in a Baxter Hall dinner

'"'

line Sunday night remarked.

Students hned up for Sunday dinner in Mission Park, Greylock, and Baxter

Hall say they wait between 10 and 25 minutes, j;wice as long as on weekdays. On
November 7, the south line in Baxter extended past the snack bar; in Mission

Park it backed up near the top of the stairs; Greylock was "packed as usual"

with plastic spoons and knives replaciing metal.

Although food services extended the dinner hours in Baxter on weekdays,

Keller said he didn't plan to lengthen Sunday meals because "no strong need

has been observed."

Surveys the last two weekends showed that lines were longest between 5:30

and6:00; in some cases lines remained long the entire hour. Students in Baxter

and Mission Park remarked that the main dish frequently runs out by 6: 15.

Members of two row houses claimed^iat pe(^le in the houses went out to

dinner Sunday night to avoid the lines. Row houses don' t serve meals tha t night.

A brief survey of students in Mission Park Sunday favored extending hours

Sunday night. "Hell, yes, I'd come down when ever they start serving," a junior

comrhented.

It must have tieen a great homecoming If everyone was on Ihoir feet watching

the game. See page 4 for «tory of M-7 trouncing of Wosleyan. (photo by Read)

>
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Bites of Praise
Food Services' "constant effort to observe and respond to

student needs" has shown marginal success in recent weeks.
In a long overdue response to student dissatisfaction with

meal hours and line length, Food Services added an additional
hour to the time during which dinner will be served at Baxter
Hall. The additional hour should reduce the length of the lines

which have been prevalent at Baxter. Equally, important, it

will allow athletes whose practice schedules conflict with
normal meal hours to eat regular meals rather than forcing
Food Services to make special arrangements for them.

Student response to Saturday evening's buffets was
overwhelmingly complimentary. Even some of the row house
officers who had been critical of the new Food Services ad-
ministration's refusal to let them alter menus were pleased
with the choices they were given in establishing the buffet
menus and in making changes in the menus for other weekend
meals.

From an economy point of view. Food Services deserves
praise for not continuing the wasteful policy of serving brunch
steaks on big weekends. Students will better appreciate such
steaks when their taste buds are not dulled from a weekend of

drinking.

Finally, the new Food Services director, Ross Keller, has
recognized that it is blatantly inequitable to fund a $15,000
annual snack bar deficit out of student board fees. Students who
are not on the College meal plan, faculty, staff, townspeople and
visitors constitute a large part of the snack bar's clientele yet
contribute nothing to the underwriting of its losses.

Nibbles of Grief
Unfortunately, some of the same failure to observe student

wishes that plagued the previous Food Services administration
still seems evident. There is still no simple way for a typical

student to voice a minor con^plaint concerning Food Services. If

there were such a way. Food Services would be hearing

:

—that the lines on Sunday at all four dining halls are long
throughout most of the dinner period. Indeed, it is hard to

believe that Food Services' hour extension at Baxter did not
include Sunday. *-t

—that Sunday dinners continue to chase students to local

delicatessens and pizza houses because relative to the rest of

the week, food quality is considered by many to be lower on
Sundays. (Leftovers potpourri still appears to be part of the
weekly menu).

—that a major source of inequity between the major dining
halls and the row houses is the treatment of students eating in

the major dining halls. They are often denied the opportunities

to mix entrees and to obtain a sufficient quantity of food their

first time through the line.

—that while food variety has improved, there has been little

noticeable improvement in food quality. For example, the
grease from hamburgers must still be wiped off with a napkin.

As we warned in an editorial earlier this year, if the new
Food Services administration is to meet with success, it must
find informal ways of seeking student input. Food Services has
responded well to the College administration's target problems
of food choice and vegetarian alternatives. It must now turn to/

addressing student perceived problems such as food quality,

attitudes of food service workers and unnecessary rules.

X> The young gay activist movement is

dying, and with it the prospect of

overcoming arbitrary and wanton
discrimination against gay people.

\ Homophobia masquerading as
' iporality, on the other hand, is neither

new nor diminishing in the United

States, If anything, public attitudes

are hardening against gays in reac-

tion to tlie increased attention given

homo- and < bi-sexuality in recent

years. Just as the tortuous, inch-by-

inch battle against legal

discrimination is beginning to falter in

the face of this increasing opposition,

gay activism is breathing its last. A
return to the dark days of pre-1970

America is a considerably shorter trip

than the hopeful sort would have one

believe.

Williamstown, or more specifically

Williams College, provides an ex-

cellent example of the granite-like

intransigence of public opinion.

Supposedly a good deal more liberal

and enlightened than an individual

from the mainstream of the American
population, the average Williams

student has either "never thought

about" gay rights (thus lending his

support to outrageously un-

constitutional discrimination) or is in

outright support of discriminatory

practices. Insensitivity and crudeness

(as evidenced by what passes for

humor on campus, for example) are

rampant at Williams. And these facts

cannot be explained away with the

familiar complaint that Williams

students are "completely hung up and
messed up about sex," no matter how
true that popular wisdom may be.

Williams' "hang-ups" are probably

more obvious because of its strange

and artificial social arrangements,

but its students certainly demonstrate

no more (though no less) homophobia
than the American public as a whole.

What can be done? Williams has

given birth to the Williams Gay
Support Organization (WGSO), a

group whose two most striking

characteristics are its obsession with

secrecy and its inabiUty to evoke a
substantial response from the student

body. What, then, can be done?
Nothing. We witness the end of an

era, the end of perceptible progress

for many oppressed peoples. The
hopes of America's gay people for

simple justice will inevitably be

dashed in the onrush of callous

re&ctldh and niass sexual panic. Not~

y

only will America continue to refuse

to yield anything of substance, but

soon she will discard even the con-

descending platitudes about
"tolerance" which she had taken up in

a fit of liberal guilt. And damned little

resistance can be expected here at

lovely Williams. We'll be lucky if we
get a moratorium on applause.

The name of the author has
"^

been withheld by request.

Letter: Free U.
To the editor:

Dear Readers, .

Do you know how to jitterbqg? Have
you considered making your own
bagels? Do you know the basics of

Emergency Medical Care?? These
are but a few of the course offerings

for this year's Free University. Our
list is growing daily as more people

become enthusiastic about sharing

their skills and interests.

In case you still don't know what the

Free University is, here's the scoop. It

provides the opportunity for all

members of the college and local

community to participate in informal,

non-credited courses during, the

month of January. Those interested in

initiating courses are contacting us

and are now submitting brief course

descriptions. A course catalog will be

compiled for distribution on January

3, 1977, and a registration night will

soon follow.

The scope of Free U. courses has

expanded greatly in the past couple of

years. Of the sixty offered last year,

several of the most popular included

winter camping, ski and showshoe
touring, ethnic traditions and cooking,

musical instruction and ensembles,

yoga, meditational practices, dance,

needle crafts . . . We hope that some
of these and others, of course, will be

offered again. But, who is going to

teach them? WE NEED TEACHERS!
Why not give it a try? If interested,

please contact us by November 17.

This date is not far off, but you still

have time. All you have to dois give us

a general idea of what you have in

mind. Let your imagination go!

Directors, Free University, 1977

Sue Shellenberger

Shailah Stewart

Anne Weisman

News and Notes
Mead Government Summer In-

ternship Meeting
There will be an open meeting on

Thurs. Nov. 11th at 4 p.m. at OCC
to discuss the Mead Summer In-

ternship Program which is open to

any qualified sophomore and
juniors interested in a summer
experience in government.

Lectures

Shulamith Firestone will address "Communism and-or Spiritual

Revolution: Religion in the Future," Wednesday in Room 111, TCL at 8 p.m.

The radical feminist is the founder of New York's Red Stockings, a member of

the N.Y. Radical Feminists, and author of The Dialectic of Sex; The Case for

F'eminist Revolution.

Professor Gerald Hellainer of University of Toronto's political economy
department, lectures on "Transnational Firms and Trade Problems of

Developing Countries," Thursday at 8:15 in the Center for Development
Economics, Main Street at Field Park.

Roger Revelle, Saltonstall Professor of Population' Policy at Harvard

University and Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar 1976-77, will lecture Thursday

at 8 p.m. in JesupHall Auditorium. His talk, entitled "Give Us This Day Our

Daily Bread," is sponsored by Phi Beta Kappa.
Revelle has had a varied career as an oceanographer, a professor, and a

science advisor and administcator. One of his ten advanced degrees is a L.H.D.

from Williams, received in 1967.

He became scijence advisor to the Secretary of the Interior in 1961.

5-CollegeArea

South Rockefeller dorm is sponsoring a Beer Bash Nov. 12 at Mount
Holyoke College, $1.(K). Many Amherst frats will be "on."

AAecd Internships

Approximately fifteen Williams students will be government interns this

summer as part of an on-going program supported by the Mead Fund. The fund

provides financial support for those students selected who choose to accept non-

paying or low-paying internships.

Previous Mead Interns have worked in a variety of paid and volunteer jobs

in Congressional offices, cabinet departments and organizations such as

Common Cause, according to program coordinator Sue Little.

Students are responsible for finding their own jobs, but according to

previous interns, the Mead title is an asset in finding a job.

Little said most interns wtsrk in Washington, but a few choose jobs outside

the nation's capital.

A committee composed of three faculty members will select the interns

after examining their academic records, recommendations and the interest in

government of the candidates. Most of those selected are juniors, but a few

sophomorfes have participated in the program.

In past years, the Mead Interns have sponsored a series of seminars in

Washington. Last year's group met with Attorney General Edward Levi, Karen
Davis of the Brookings Institution, Kevin Delaney of ABC News and other

prominent persons working in Washington.

A meeting will be held on Thursday, November U, at4 p.m. in the Office of

Career Counseling to discuss the program with perspective candidates. Several

1976 Mead Interns will be present to share their experiences of job hunting,

living in Washington and on-the-job "happenings".

Applications are now available at the Office of Career Counseling. The
deadline for applications is November 24.

' College receives science grant

' Williams College recently received a grant from the Research Corporation

of New York City. The $4,200 grant was made under the foundation's Cottrell

College Science Grants Program, which supports academic research programs
in the natural sciences at private, predominantly undergraduate institutions.

The grant will support research on "quark binding in strongly interacting

elementary particles." The principal investigator of the project is Dr. Stephen
Blaha, an assistant professor of physics. Blaha received his B.S. from Notre

Dame in 1966 and his Ph.D. from Rockefeller University in 1971, and is

currently in his first year of teaching at Williams.

Corrections
The November 2 Record article,

"College Houses to Begin Inclusion

of CDE Fellows" incorrectly refers

to Econometrics as being taken by

two seniors, taught at the Center,

and being the only link between the

College and the Center for

Developmental Economics.
Several CDE courses are open to

undergraduates, although
Econometrics, taught in Hopkins

Hall, is primarily an un-

dergraduate course, with 12 un-

dergraduates and 5 CDE fellows

enrolled.

Finally, Nancy Marrero is a
Colombian, rather than a Filipino,

as reported.

Record announces

promotion of 30

to staff positions
The editors of the Record today

announced the promotion of 30

students to the positions of Staff

Reporter and Staff Photographer.

Their names appear in today's

masthead. In addition. Chip Buckner

has been promoted from Staff

Reporter to Associate Editor in the

news department.

According to Record Managing

Editor Scott Fenn, the promotions

were based on the paper's policy of

naming students to the staff after they

had produced consistently good work

for a period of at least six weeks. He
added that the new staff members are

now eligible for editorial positions

when a new editorial staff is com-

posed in January.
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J. Geils plays thundering rock

Arch-Villainess Lady Sneerwell and her companion In Slander, the Insidious

Mr. Snalce appear in the Williams College Theatre's I920's-style production of

Sheridan's comic masterpiece "The School for Scandal." Performances

November 12th, 13th, I8th, 19th and 20th at the Adams Memorial Theatre.

Ticlcets at the AMT box office.

Reviewed by Bill Dahling

"Sure, we've played in smaller

plaxes," Peter Wolf, lead singer for

the J. Geils Band, commented after

one hour and twenty minutes of

searing rock and roll, "but tonight

was a real blast. Hey, we would've

played all night," he continued, "but

the main office told us to shutdown."
If you can figure out who or what the

"main office" is, you will know how
the J. Geils Express was finally

halted.
The J. Geils Band sings about

lonely, estranged love. The power of

love to hurt is monumental, but too

strong to avoid. Their concerts

showcase the verbal, musical, and
physical attempts to confront love, to

set it straight.

At 9:45, a tape-recorded siren

wailed out of the monstrous P.A.

system. The band slipped onto the

dark stage, and announced a state of

Updated ^School for Scandar opens Friday
Gregory Boyd's rendition of School

for Scandal takes to the stage starting

this weekend at the AMT as

Sheridan's classic comedy once again

comes to life. Approaching a bicen-

tennial of its own, Boyd reaffirmed

that that fact had nothing to do with

the reasons for producing the 199 year

old work. "We're doing the play

mainly for the actors,!' Boyd com-

mented. "There are no less than

fifteen terrific roles; characters

extremely well drawn and

exaggerated with language so robust

and boisterous that there is a lot for

the actors to sink their teeth into."

It also offers the opportunity for a

lot of farce business, mistaken
identity, etc.—interesting directoral

things. Tm having a lot of fun

directing it."

The biggest innovation of the

production is taking it out of the 1777

setting and putting it into the early

1920's. "The reason for the shift,"

according to Boyd, is not to make the

play more palatable to the audience or

inject life into a venerable script, but

rather to see if the considerations are

necessarily locked into that period."

It seemed to Boyd and the designers

that the 1920's was an equally

frivolous and artificial period. It was
the most recent period which could

cope with the play. It is still a period

piece—not a modern dress version.

The text, which is unchanged for this

production, sits well in the 20th ceh-

tury setting;

emergency.

In the first song, "Love-itis," Wolf

bemoaned that "the feelin' I got, is

like a disease," and "my family

doctor, could find me no cure." The
band crescendoed along with Wolf at

the end, crying out for relief from the

affliction.

As the set progressed, dancing and
partying music provided a break from
the troubles of love. Wolf introduced

"Southside Shuffle" ar the group'r

"first message song." The audience

answered bis query of "Do you wanna
dance?" by using the aisles, chairs,

anything. The sliding guitar runs of

Geils and the shrieking harp blasts of

Magic Dick physically incited the

audience to boogie.

Two funky numbers, "Raise Your
Hand" and "Detroit Breakdown,"
featured some fine drumming liy

Stephen Jo Bladd. Broken sticks

arced over the stage and into the

audience, as Bladd's relentless

assault on the drums took its toll.

Wolf announced, "This next song is

about L-O-V-E." His extended story

about "a man who abused and
misused his young lady" culminated
in his kneeling on the stage, in-

troducing "Musta Got Lost."

Wolf was off his knees and began
wheeling §cross the stage. Finding no

room, he leapt into the main aisle,

dancing and singing five rows into the

audience. Back on stage, he resem-

bled a floppy, loose-jointed

marionette. Whenever he grasped the

PRE-MEDS
Thousands of pre-medical students will be re-

fused admission thiis year to U.S. medical schools

due to extremely limited openings. Here is an

alternative:

ENROLL IN A FOREIGN MEDICAL SCHOOL
The Institute, with its own full-time offices in the

U.S. and Europe, offers a comprehensive admis-
sions and preparatory program for qualified

American students seeking admission to foreign

medical and veterinary schools. The Institute has
helped more Americans enter European medical
schools than any other organization,

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
Chartered by the Regents of tlie University of tlie State of New Yorl(

40 E. 54 St., New York 10022 • (212) 832-2089

PRESENTS
Friday, November 12th

HORSEFEATHERS
AT7,9:30&11 PM

This week's main presentation is the Marx Brothers In "HORSE
FEATHERS" at 7, 9:30 and 11 pm. It's Darwin versus Huxley

College with Groucho as president Quincy Adams Wagstaff lec-

turing in biology and Chico and Harpo as a pair of unlikely college

athletes starring In a frenzied footbalj finale involving chariots, hot

dogs, banana skins, elastic bands and countless pigskins.

THIS WEEK'S WFS MOVIE TRIVIA QUESTION; What Is the

disease Bette Davis dies of in "Dark Victory"?

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ^ ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: T^" PAPER CHASE

IF
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New offense key to victory

Ephs pummel Wesleyan, 34-7

In a pUy which typified the Williams hustling defense all afternoon, Greg
McAleenan (28), John Dombrowski (M), Todd Nelp (44), Emme.tt Creahan
(M), Mark Eckert (30) and Dave Libardi surround Wesleyan runner John
Gaebe. (Oettgen)

byTlmLayden
Honest folks, this wasn't the way the

script was supposed to read at all. The

new kids on the block (Wesleyan)

were going to come up the street and

finally give the big bullies what they

deserved. Unfortunately, Williams

still seems to enjoy being the big bully

and Wesleyan will have to wait

another year. " "

Very few of the 6,000 or so fans who
ventured to W^ton Field Saturday

afternoon could have expected

anything along the lines of a rout.

Wesleyan came into the homecoming
game as a one-point favorite to

capture their first Little Three crown
in six years and left with only a

smattering of pride still intact.

"There are very few times when

Purple clips Cardinal kickers, 3-1
by Ri):hard Abrams

Williams vri^rsity soccer took a giant

step toward its first undisputed Little

Three championship in five years by

defeating Wesleyan 3-1 on Cole Field

Saturday. The victory, raising the

£^ph's season record to 7-3-1, insured

Williams at least a part of the title,

because the Cardinals have already

defeated Amherst.

Field conditions were well below

optimum when the game begun, due

to a layer of snow which covered the

surface. In addition to being very

slippery, the concise passing game
both teams rely on was hindered.

Nevertheless, Williams controlled the

ball from the outset.

Some superb saves by the Wesleyan

goalkeeper prevented the Ephs from
opening up a large lead very early in

the game.
However, the Purple tide was

unable to be stemmed for long.

Midway through the first half, Henry
Osborne slipped a ball into the

Wesleyan net, assisted on the play by

an excellent pass from Steve Wer-

timer.

But the Cardinals struck back just

minutes later as Stanley Hamilton

tied the game up with an unassisted

goal. Tight defensive play by both

teams followed, and the score

remained tied at halftime.

The second period was greeted by a

warm sun. Unfortunately, this served

to melt the snow, which in turn totally

Women swimmers unbeaten
After beating both Tufts and Smith

soundly last week, the women's swim
team will meet last year's archrival

Holyoke Thursday night at the Muir
Pool.

With four victories to their credit,

the Ephwomen are presently un-

defeated and haven't been seriously

challenged so far. Last year the team
lost to Mt. Holyoke in a close meet
against them and UMass.
"We have a stronger team this

year," one member said, "so it's

going to be very close."

Last Friday Tufts fell to Williams

79-44 in Medford. Keron Walker had a

share of four victories, including the

50 free and the 100 fly, while Sue Tuttle

and Marilla Pearsall counted in three

firsts apiece.

Tuttle copped the 50 and 100

breaststroke, with a career best of

1 : 19.7 in the 100. Hilary Hodgeson also

posted her best time of the year in the

100 breast, finishing third. Marilla

Pearsall took the 100, 200, and 500

freestyle events and Nina Murphy
won the 100 back. Barb Bonner placed
high in both backstrpke races.

The team travelled to Northampton
last Monday and had no trouble

subduing the Smith squad in their own
territory. Murphy, Walker and
Joanna Monroe led the team.

changed the playing conditions. Now,
the ball skipped after hitting the

ground, instead of getting stuck in the

snow. Once again, the teams had to

adjust. Williams accomplished this

first and began to apply offensive

pressure.

Displaying a well coordinated
passing attack, the hooters broke the

deadlock when Jim Hield tallied off a

long cross only ten minutes into the

half. This apparently demoralized the

Wesleyan team as they began to

consistently lose the ball at midfield,

which greatly endangered their

chances for a comeback. Jejiin

Friborg applied the icing to the.-^ake

when he took a long pass froraf Steve

Smith, dribbled past onc/defender,

and beat the goalie lowyWith an out-

standing shot. /
"It was one of tXe best pressure

games we've played", remarked
coach Vennell. "In fact, it was
probably the best entire game we've
played all season." Indeed, Williams

did not demonstrate the spotty play

they have shown in the past. 'They

kept the pressure up for theTuU ninety

minutes.

Saturday, the Ephs travel to

Amherst to do battle with the Lord
Jeffs. Despite a 1-9 record, the Jeffs

are not a bad team. "The'^Amherst

coach says it's the best group he's

had", said Vennell. They will

definitely be up for the game, and try

to salvage something from a disap-

pointing year.

Runners place 15th in /yew England
by Frank Carr

The varsity cross country squad
wound up the 1976 season last

Saturday by placing 15th out of 34

teams in the New England Cham-
pionships. Coach Tony Plansky was
pleased with the outcome considering

the Ephs were pitted against teams
such as Providence, UMass and
Northeastern, all ranked among the

top 15 in the country.

Leading the purple pack was junior

Joe Kolb who remained healthy for

the entire fall and completed his first

full cross country season at Williams.

Kolb was injured at last year's big

meets at Franklin Park but on

Saturday he cruised over the 5.0 mile

course for 55th place at 25:10. Dan
Sullivan matched his 25:23 clocking of

last week's Eastern race but due to

the large field of over 200 runners, his

efforts only netted him 70th place.

After a disappointing race at the

Easterns, Frank Carr got his act

together and conquered the Franklin

Park course in 25:36 for the no. 84

spot. "Mr. Dependable", Mike
Behrman picked up finishing stick

number 100 with a fine 25:53 effort.

The number five man for the Ephs
was Steve Polasky in 121st, 11 ticks of

the watch over 26 minutes. Freshman
Steve St. Clair got his first taste of

varsity competition on the Boston

course and closed out his season in

182nd place at 27:56.

Captain Ken Leinbach was leading

the 7-man Eph contingent at 3 miles

but dropped out shortly after. Lein-

bach will be the lone Williams

representative at the N.C.A.A. Div.

Ill meet to be held next Saturday in

Cleveland- -"~

N

The Log

PRESENTS

Baskin & Zeman
Wednesday, Nov. 9 9-12

TONIGHT—FRESHMAN NIGHT

Reciucecd prices on beer & wine

for all members of the

Class of '80.

I've ever seen a team get so

emotionally rfeady for a game," said a

very happy Bob Odell after the win.

Indeed, not even the most optimistic

of rooters could have said Williams

was merely 27 points better than

Wesleyan, but the Ephs were cer-

tainly 27 points higher.

The 34-7 Williams win was a

brilliant piece of strategy by OdeU.

His hurry-up, two-split end, two slot-

back offense sent Wesleyan defenders

scurrying to the sidelines after just

three plays asking what was going on.

the Cardinals probably awoke
Sunday morning asking themselves

the same thing.

Williams, senior quarterback Don
Wallace had his finest day in a purple

uniform. Never one to shy away from

the forward pass, Wallace was placed

in a veritable heaven by Odell's game
plan, which called for Williams to

throw and throw and throw. The one-

time mad bomber responded
brilliantly, hitting a fine 27 of 42

passes for 269 yards and four touch-

downs, and even got in a few ap-

propriate jabs at the more than hostile

Wesleyan crowd.

As for the anticipated duel between

Wallace and Wesleyan standout Brad
Vanacore, well, it just never
materialized. Vanacore did manage
to hit 20 of 44 passes, but most of them
came after the game was out of reach.

The foitf-year veteran spent his third

stli'.&ifim Williams game picking mud
..-^t fi?CT between his teeth and
peeling Wjlliams linemen off his

jersey. WiKams rushers sacked
Vanacore nine tilKtes for losses of over

70 yards.

A weak John Paj^&^^^punt gave
Williams good field posmep on the

Wesleyan 37 midway through"^ first

period. A third down Wallace to-^Cen

Hollingsworth completion was good,

for 29 yards and set up the first Eph
score of the day. Wallace threaded a

third and goal pass to Charlie Carrier;

who was wearing safety Hank
Rosenfeld in addition to his jersey, for

the touchdown. Pass interference was
called and declined as Carrier held on

to the ball for an outstanding grab.

This was the way the first half

ended, but only the greasy fingers of

Wesleyan split end John Gaebe (who

finished with 14 catches) kept the

score intact. Gaebe turned Greg
McAleenan completely around on a

corner pattern only to drop the per-

fectly thrown Vanacore aerial.

In the third quarter, however, the

floodgates opened, and the Wesleyan

crowd fell silent. A 12-play, 73 yard

drive by Williams early in the third

period started the onslaught. Gus
.f>Juzzolese got the Purple running

attack going with his best per-

formance of the year (58 yards) and

Tom Redden capped the drive with a

one-yard Sam-bam dive for the score.

Kevin Cramers conversion put

Williams on top, 14-0.

Wesleyan junior Paul Nelson

fumbled the ensuing kickoff and the

Ephs were back in business on the

Cardinal 24. Wallace was quick and
merciful, using just one play to hit

STUDY IN ITALY

Next SpringirrSommer

atthe

BARBIERI CENTER

in Roma

Write: Trinity College, Hartford,

Connecticut 06104

WaLUNS

Nuzzolese over the middle for the six.

The conversion attempt was wide and
the fun wasn't over yet.

On the first Cardinal play following

the kickoff, John Theil nabbed the

first of his two interceptions and
rumbled down to the Wesleyan 12. One
play later it was Wallace to Herb
McCormicl^ for another score and 27-

0, wmiams. -.-...

From 7-0 to 27-0 in just 27 seconds
and the Cardinals are still trying to

get the license number. "We just got

the breaks and then hit 'em when their

morale was down," said Odell.

The remainder of the contest was
purely academic, as Vanacore and the

Cards simply tried to avert a shut out

and just get out of Williamstown with

some semblance of pride remaining in

what was once a promising season.

A four-yard touchdown pass from
Vanacore to Gaebe with under two
minutes remaining in the game got

Wesleyan on the board.

As for Williams, credit is due all

around. Middleguard Emmett
Creahan made his last Wesleyan
game one to remember, sacking
Vanacore like he owned him all day.

Ends John Dombrowski and Bob
Staiger were outstanding, making the

fans forget about Cardinal end John
Mc-What's-his-name long before the

final gun.

The much-malinged Williams of-

fensive line, Joe Maguire, Brian

Fales, Steve Maier, Bruce Wilson,

Kenny Schoetz, Tim Dunn, and Dave
Maltzan gave Wallace time enough to

brush his teeth before throwing most
of his passes. Charlie Carrier, in the

tight end spot for much of the game,
equalled McCormick's two-week-old

school record with ten catches.

It was a win of which all the players

can be very proud. As Odell put it,

"We really got ready." Boy, did they

^yer, and one more week of getting

th^Kready will insure an up and down
but n^ver out Williams team of a sixth

straight H,ittle Three crown. Next
week, of coiir^e, is . . . oh hell, we all

know who it

Sophomore split end Ken
Hollingsworth makes one of his '5

receptions in Saturday's 34-7

Homecoming rout of Wesleyan
(Oettgen)

Scoreboard
Varsity Football
November 6

Vi'esieyan
Williams

7

7 20 7

^Walla
Scoring:
Wil) Carrier 7 pass from
(Cramer W\ck)
Wil) Redden 1 run (Cramer kick)

Wil( Nuzzolese 24 pass from Wallace
(Kick failed)

Wil) Mccormick 12 pass from Wallace
(Cramer kick)
Wil) McCprmick 15 pass from Wallace
(Cramer tick)
Wes) Gaebe 4 pass from Vanacore
(Papa kick)
Statistics Wes Wil
First downs 18 19

Rusfies yards 35/37 40/111
Passing yards 197 249
Passing 20443 27 42 4

Total offense 160 380

Punting 9/32.0 7/28.3

Fumbles lost 2/1 '/2

Penalties 12/1« 10/124

Individual
Rushing—Williams: Nuzzolese, 16 for

58; Redden, 13 for 39; Massucco, 5 for

10; Hansbury, 2 for 7; Carrier, 1 for ?;

Curran 1 for 1; Wallace, 2 for 6.

Wesleyan: Latessa, 10 for 48; Cooney, 10

for 5; Gaebe, 1 for 6; Landman 1 for 5;

Scacca, 1 for 0; Vanacore, 12 for 79

Passing—Williams: Wallace, 27 for

42, 269 yards, four touchdow^ns, four

interceptions. Wesleyan; Vanacore, 20

for 44, 197 yards, one touctidovm, ttiree

interceptions.

Receiving—Williams: Carrier, 10 for

63, pne touclidown ; McCormIck, 6 for 80,

two touctidowns; Hollingswortii, 5 for

60; Nuzzolese, 3 for 59, one touchdown;
Redden, 3 for 7. Wesleyan : Gaebe, 14 for

124, one touchdown; Nelson, 3 for 37;

Latessa, 2 for 14; Rotman, 1 for 10.

Freshman Football
November 5

Albany State 28

Williams B

Varsity Soccer

November 6

Wesleyan 1 1

Williams 2 13
Goals:
W) Hield, Osborne, Friborg.

Men's Varsity Cross-Country
November 3

Little Three Championships
Williams 24
Amherst 47
Wesleyan 61

Individuals:
Ken Leinbach (1), Dan Sullivan (3),

Frank Carr (4), Gary James (7), Mike
Behrman (9), Steve Polasky (10).
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CUL pcrnsiders

rahdomizing

house transfer
Members of the Committee on

Undergraduate Life (CUL) and four

representatives from the Student

Housing Committee l)egan refining a

proposal that woi{ld randomize the

house transfer system Monday. The
committee decided early this fall to

introduce randomness into the

transfer process to protect the

divensity of the housing system and to

prevent "special interest" housing.

The revised transfer process under

consideration would be very similar to

freshman inclusion. Transfer ap-

plicants would list each of the four

housing categories in order of

preference. The Housing Committee
would transfer all applicants but not

necessarily to the category of their

choice and not to any specific house

chosen by the applicant.

The CUL reached ^f consensus on

limiting the size of groups applying

for transfer together to no more than

four persons. Transferring blocks of

more than four friends could threaten

the diversity principle, the committee

agreed.

Transfer inclusion should follow

freshman inclusion in order to

maximize the number of freshmen

who can be given their first choice, the

committee decided. "Running fresh-

man inclusion first should lessen the

demand for transfers in the years to

come," CUL chairman Earl L, Mc-
Farland said.

The committee decided that it

would not interfere in the room draw
procedures of each house.

Establishing room draw policy will,

as always, be the responsibility of

individual houses.

In upcoming meetings, the CUL will

review the existing housing categories

with consideration of possible

realignments. As presently organized,

the houses fall into four categories:

Dodd-Fitch-Prospect, Greylock,

Mission Park and Row Houses. Some
members believe that in order to

make the inclusion choices more
meaningful, Dodd should be

categorized with the Row Houses.

Fitch and Prospect would be placed

with Greylock and Mission Park

under this proposal.

Faculty hear reports

Meetings remain closed

Sheridan's "A School for Scandal" opens at the Adan
tonight and continues tomorrow and November 18, 19,20.

Memorial Theater
(photo by Oettgen)

Council funds five groups
The College Council accepted five

Finance Committee budget recom-

mendations Tuesday evening. These

recommendations resulted in full

funding to three groups, the Newman
Association, the Student Art Gallery,

and the Williams Gay Support

Organization. The Council's action

also resulted in significant cuts to the

Williams Action Coalition and Pottery

Ltd. Four groups whose budgets were

scheduled to be considered failed to

send spokesmen to the meeting and

the Council voted to table these

consiflerations till their next meeting.

The no-shows included the Jewish

Association, the International Club,

the Pre-Law Society and Williams

Women.
WAC received the biggest funding

cut of the evening when the Council

voted 17-3 to allocate $1000 to the

group. WAC had requested $2000 this

year and had received $1500 last year.

Treasurer Clarence Otis attributed

the cut to WAC's "Lack of specific

ideas." He also stated that "Full

funding would be a disincentive to

seek outside funds".

WAC co-chairman Paul Schneider

,argued that "We don't see our job as

holding dances and charging for

films". He claimed that WAC had

provided speaker funds for other

campus groups and that the cutback

would seriously impair this practice.

Finance Committee member Ross

Cheit disputed this claim by stating,

"As far as we could tell, WAC never

funded another group's speakers".

The debate over Pottery's funding

was marked by confusion in the

group's Budget figures. Pottery Ltd.

had requested $1900, but admitted that

this still would leave them with a $400

deficit. The Finance Committee
recommended an allocation of $1100.

This reduction was due to the com-

mittee's policy not to provide any

organization with funds for in-

struction or wood or clay materials

that would be kept by the organization

members. The Council accepted the

Finance Committee's recom-
mendation 17-6.

WGSO requested and received $750

by an overwhelming vote. WGSO co-

chairman Ginny Long later stated

that "I believe the Council sincerely

see COUNCIL page 5

The faculty approved a proposal

Wednesday keeping student-faculty

committee meetings closed, but

allowing comm^lfes to open sessions

at their discreKil. The faculty also

endorsed the trustee's statement on

residential housing and heard reports

from three committees. '

The Steering Committee motion,

passed 54-20, read, "That meetings of

faculty-student standing committees

will normally be closed, but that each

committee may, at its discretion, vote

to open up individual meetings to

students and faculty who are not

members of that committee." At its

Oct. 20 meeting, the faculty returned a

motion to the committee that stated in

part, "The meetings of standing

committees will normally remain

closed, but that committee chairmen

are encouraged to hold at least one

open meeting per semester."

Steering Committee Chairman
Irwin Shainman contended that the

new motion was more liberal and

defined what he called "local option."

Speaking for the motion, committee
member Gary Jacobsohn stated,

"One important issue is at stake that

has not received much attention: the

principle of effective representation."

He outlined four underlying assump-

tions:

—faculty and students on committees

are representatives of constituencies,

—being represented means being

present in a sense;

—a presumption of privacy does not

"render a representative unac-

countable to constituents";

—representatives may legitimately

feel that discussion and deliberation

may be more productive if con-

stituents aren't present and
preliminary decisions are not

reported in the press.

Kurt Tauber attacked the

resolution, arguing for open meetings.

"One thing Williams lacks is in-

volvement of students in their own
education. An education should lessen

dependence on paternalism." Open
meetings, he said, would create an

opportunity for interested students to

find out what goes on.

"The faculty shouldn't feel it is

represented by committee mem-
bers—they are selected, not elected."

The motion does not limit a com-

mittee's capacity to invite guests.

Committee on Undergraduate Life

(CUL) Chairman Earl McFarland
commented that he would continue to

allow a Record reporter to attend

meetings.

After the meeting, College Council

President Steve Piltch said he was
disappointed by the decision. He said

he would bring the issue up at the next

CC meeting and planned to meet with

College president John W. Chandler

"to discuss alternatives."

The faculty also passed by voice

vote a motion by Fred H. Stocking

that "vigorously endorses the action

by the Trustees on 9 October re-

see FACULTY page 5

Dean decrees no limit to hour tests
by Garrick Leonard

"There are no longer any guidelines

on the use of hour tests," declared

Dean of the College Peter Berek.

Administration of hour tests is under

the control of each professor.

"I've always had the impression
that there was a limit of two per

semester," said Associate Professor

George R. Goethals, Chairman of the

Committee on Educational Policy.

"But I don't think it is written down
anywhere. It's a sort of rule of thumb
around the department."

, Registrar (ieorge C. Howard said he

was unaware of a two test limit or any

other present rule.

Until recently, administration of

hour tests was explicitly restricted.

Before 1971 (the date of the Honor

Code's revision) , the Honor Code had

specific limits on the number and type

of tests allowed in a course. These

limits apparently date back to the

inception of the Honor Code in 1897.

According to Berek, the Code was
initially written as a treaty between

the faculty and the students. The
teachers agreed to give only certain

tests in return for the students' pledge

not to cheat. The test provisions were

dropped in 1971 with the consent of

both faculty and students who agreed

that they were too restrictive.

The number of hour tests given in a

course during a semester varies from

none to as many as four or five. "It

depends on the individual course and
what the professor thinks is best,"

Berek said.

The one college-wide practice in

administering hour tests deals with

multiple section courses. Tests in

these courses are often given in the

evening and the next meeting of each
section is cancelled to compensate for

the time spent in the test. Even this

practice, however, is not defined.

Goethals expressed concern for the

lack of policy on this issue. "There

ought to be a file somewhere with all

the regulations governing academic
affairs: major exams, hour tests,

theses, and so on," he suggested.

Chapin Phase I to be completed by Thanksgiving
The first of a three-phase

renovation project for Chapin Hall

will not be completed until

Thanksgiving, music department
chairman Irwin Shainman an-

nounced. The opening of twenty-five

practice rooms in the basement of

Chapin was targeted for mid-

Work is now procMding on soundproof

music practice rooms in Chapin Hall

Itasement. (photo by Kahane)

September but late delivery of

materials delayed completion of the

renovations.

"The contractors had to find new
carpenters when their cabinet making
firm went bankrupt," Shainman
explained. Soundproof doors arrived

late from California and strikes in

various industries slowed down the

construction.

Phase two, construction of the

proposed Chapin Hall addition, will be

underway by September of 1977,

according to Shainman. The addition,

designed by Cambridge Seven
Associates, will house music
facilities.

The design calls for a two level

structure situated on the library side

of Chapin. The bottom story will

.contain listening rooms, studios,

offices and three classrooms. The top

level will hold a 250 seat recital and
lecture hall, a 105 seat choral and
lecture hall and a rehearsal hall.

The second story will connect with

the ground floor of Chapin through two

passageways, one in the front of the

complex, the other towards the rear.

In a space between the addition and

the side of Chapin Hall, the architects

have placed a small, open courtyard.

The facade of the addition will be

scored concrete, intended to resemble

the stone foundation of Chapin, and to

suggest continuity between the two

structures. The concrete will also

provide a visual break between the

brick of the library and Chapin's own
brick facade. The architects have

been careful to keep the height of the

addition in scale with the surrounding

buildings.

The completed facility will

represent the culmination of hours of

research and discussion. The ar-

chitects' plans were first evaluated by

a committee composed of students,

representatives of the Buildings and

Grounds department, members of the

music department and others. Once
this committee approved the design,

the proposal was considered by the

Buildings and Grounds Committee of

the Board of Trustees. The final vote

remains with the entire Board.

The Board of Trustees will not

authorize the building until the

College obtains the funds needed for

its completion, including money for

maintenance. Construction costs for

the Chapin addition are estimated at

two million dollars with one million in

endowment required for upkeep.

"The money will have to,come from

alumni donations," Shainman said.

"The donations will have to be

specifically earmarked for the music

building project," he added.

The architects have just completed

the "research and development"

stage in their plans. What exists on

paper are specifications, which are

drawings of the general spaces.

Although the design of the structure

has already been approved, the ar-

chitects need the final approval of the

trustees before they draft working

drawings which contain the («chnical

details needed for actual construction.

The final phase, reconstruction of

Chapm's main floor, remains in the

early planning stages. The three-

phase project will cost 4.5 million.

An artist's rendition of Chapin Hail as it will apptar aftor completion of all

renovations. The first phase, modification in the basement, will be finislMd by

Thanksgiving.
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'Sort of
The faculty's wishy-washy decision "sort of" closing

student-faculty committee meetings does little more than
create headaches for committee chairmen. The faculty has
dropped the question of whether committee meetings should be
open back in the laps of the committees, from which the

Steering Committee grabbed it early last month.
The faculty resolution states in part that "each committee

may at its discretion, vote to open up individual meetings to

students and faculty who are not members of that committee."
The problem with this is one of logistics. At what point is the

committee to decide that its next meeting will be open? Will

members be allowed to present their reasons for wanting the

meeting open to the committee? Will the committee's decision
be presented as just a vote or as a statement on why it is not in

the College's interest that that meeting be open?
The faculty failed to produce a statement, and we believe

that most committees will be hard pressed to do so. The fact is

that, although committee activities are being much more ef^

fectively reported this year in the College Council and campus
media, this news is going through too many layers before it

reaches students and faculty.

The faculty's resolution creates problems for conimittee
chairmen by giving them the touchy task of interpreting and
atteiiUptihg to justify it. But the resolution is even more of a
challenge to students, faculty and the campus media. The
Record, WCFM and College Council representatives are
challenged to do a more thorough job of reporting on committee
activities so that students and faculty will know when com-
mittees ai% discussing issues that should not be hidden behind
closed doors. Additionally, students and faculty are~challenged
to fight for what should be theirs by right—the right to see their

representatives at work and hold them accountable for the

positions they propound.
Committee meetings over the next few weeks will deter-

mine the response.

Jazzfest& Music Fair

The Boston Globe has announced the final schedule for the concert series at

the Boston Globe Jazzfest & Music Fair to be held November 25-28 in the Hynes
Veterans Auditorium.

The concert schedule is as follows:

EVENT ONE: Thursday, November 25th, 8 p.m. Sonny Rollins, Gato Barbieri,

and Herbie Hancock, featuring Wah Wah Watson.

EVENT TWO: Friday, November 26th, 8 p.m. Freddie Hubbard, Hubert Laws,
and McCoy Tyner.

EVENT THREE: Saturday, November 27th, 2 p.m. Buddy Rich and the Killer

Force, Thad Jones-Mel Lewis Orchestra, and the Herb Pomeroy Orchestra.

EVENT FOUR: Saturday, November 28th, 8 p.m. Ella Fitzgerald, Count
Basic, Oscar Peterson, and Joe Pass.

EVENT FIVE: Sunday, November 29th, 2 p.m. Donald Byrd and the Black-

byrds, Grover Washington, and Webster Lewis. „
In addition, any ticket holder for a concert will be allowed into the Music

Fair at no charge. Information can be obtained by calling (617) 566-0094.

News and Notes

From Career Counseling

Law & Business School
Representatives Coming to OCC
For the week of Nov. 15th:

Wed. Nov. 17

Cornell Business &
Public Administration

Fri. Nov. 19

Columbia Law
Albany Law

FEDERAL SUMMER JOBS 1977

U.S. Civil Service Commission
Summer Jobs booklets just arrived

at OCC on Wednesday.

Correction
In Tuesday's Record article,

"Council funds nine organiza-

tions," the allocation for the Sail:

ing Club was incorrectly listed

as 1625. The correct funding is $265.

FOCUS/Andy O'Donnell
^ . , • ..

Ode to Pratt Field

Back in 1904, even though the game
was played on a Wednesday afternoon

and the only safe way to get to

Amherst W4S a two hour train ride

over the mountain, there still wasn't

any acceptable excuse for not making
--4t-t« Pratt Field sccording-t<g) the

editors of the Record.

"Is it nothing to you," they

demanded of their schoolmates, "that

the Amherst eleven will have every

encouragement which cheering and
singing can afford, and that our

eleven must have the same if we are

to win?"

Their logic seemed in-

controvertible. Team records didn't

really matter in those days. National

polls had yet to be born and
newspaper editors somehow found

things other than statistics to fill their

sports pages. A team's success was
measured in terms of one game—
Amherst—and be it home or away it

was every Ephman's moral duty to

attend.

Williams president Mark Hopkins

realized all this and was instrumental

in setting up the contest, the first

Williams-Amherst clash since 1901.

He even went so far as to try to per-

suade the faculty to postpone all

recitations after 10:30 the Wednesday
morning of the game. The faculty

balked—this was 1904, after all—but

over 350 loyal Williams men, many of

them using up the last of their allotted

class cuts, still shelled out $1.96 and

filled six cars of Uie 11 :30 A.M. special

to Amherst, destination Pratt Field.

"It is indispensable," wrote the

editors in their best pre-Hunter
Thompson style, "that such a large

crowd of men 'heel' the team that all

the advantages which naturally acme
to a team playing on its home grounds

may be discounted by the volume of

the Williams cheers."

>s Williams tried its best, the Record

relates, but alas, lost by a 22-6 count.

Yet the tradition established by those

roadtripping Ephs still lives on today,

seventy-two Novembers later. For
over the years afternoons at Pratt

Field have become as much a part of

the Williams experience as nights at

the Log, haircuts at St. Pierre's, the

Mixer on the Green, and English 101

papers.

Part of the reason, I guess, has to do

with the fact that these afternoons

only come around twice in our four

years here. It's hard to believe that

the sophomore and freshman classes

have never been to Pratt Field. Part

of it is because Homecoming now

seems two weekends long, with

Wesleyan only serving as a tune-up. A
lot of it has to do with the sheer fun of

road-tripping to Pratt, of trying to find

a package store in a strange town,

and, of course, pusing on the Antjherst

frats in their futile efforts to be

macho. Some of it has to do with the

seating arrangements, where alums

are healthily and haphazardly mixed
with students in a first come, first seat

basis. And much of it has to do with

the proximity of Mt. Holyoke and

Smith, always good for parties both.

Friday and Saturday nights.

But most of all it's all of these things

and one more—a last opportunity to

say well done to the fall teams and
their graduating seniors. And what
better way to bow out than with.

a

victory over Amherst and a Little

Three title.-For if you haven't noticed

alreaily, 'victories in soccer and
football tomorrow will give Williams a
clean sweep of the fall crowns. When's
the last time that's happened?

So put aside that history paper,

catch up on that econ reading later,

and high tail your derriere down to

Pratt Field tomorrow. Go see
Grossman, Lanier, Hieid, Zeller,

Roper, Smith, Powell and the rest of

the seniors on soccer team who went
10-0 as freshmen end their careers

with Williams' first Little Three title

in five years. —
,

And then venture over to Pratt Field

and help Wallace, Redden, Creahan,
Spaulding; Carrier, Dunzo and the

rest show that while they may not be

the most successful Williams team in

the past five years they may have
more desire and determination than

all the rest.

Don't worry about tickets—the last

time I was there they didn't even
collect them. Just think about what
one of those Record editors wrote
back in 1904: "Can you conceive of

any reason save physical disability or

an absolute inability to secure the

funds needed which you, as a man,
can present squarely and honestly to

yourself and to your fellows as^
justification for not attending
(Saturday's) game?"

Feature

Spring Street draws business

^^

AnnMcCabeand Jane Adams
The consensus of store owners is

that Spring Street is the only location

in town. Most find the economy on

Spring Street as booming as anywhere

else and competition lacking. It not

only exemplifies the town—it is the

town.

While Spring Street is the life

support system of Williamstown, it

would be only fair to say Williams is

accountable for Spring Street's

prosperity. More than half of the

establishments depend upon the

college and its activities year-round.

The News Room, like most of Spring

Street, has been in existence since the

turn of the century. The afternoon

salesman concluded that their

location "is better than the other side

of the street" due to traffic counts he

conducted, and therefore, business is

better. The News Room is on college

property. The College owns all

property on the east side of the street

except for the block housing King's

and the Nickelodeon. Lasell Gym
replaced stores when it was originally

built and future expansion could

absorb others in the proximity.

Joe Drummond '58, who recently

moved his dry cleaners, is not worried

about possible expulsion as he has

heard threats of Lasell expanding for

"twenty-five years." Drummond
classifies Spring Street as "the best

location in town." Since he moved off

the street to the back of King's

"business has improved." He at-

tributes this to easier accessibility

and parking. Williams students also

receive a 10 per cent discount.

Drummond is "quite happy" with the

location econo'mically; he has also

—WHSHiro—
The J. Geils Band concert last Friday lost approximately $5940, which

was about $400-500 more than anticipated, according to ACEC Chairman Jim
Bowe. Most of the unexpected loss was due to increases in security requested

by Security Director Walter O'Brien, said Bowe. Four Williamstown Police

officers, including a sergeant, were hired at overtime rates, in addition to 14

College security personnel, he said. Bowe estimated that this raised security

costs from about $200 to $600.

He praised the work of student monitors at the concert, at which no

damage was done to Chapin except one broken chair. He described the

report of College Security as "completely positive."

expanded into Bennington and Hoosac

Falls.

Four other alumni found Spring

Street so alluring that they have

stayed. Harry Sheehy has managed
. Discoveries for the past three years.

Spring Street is a good location ac-

cording to Sheehy because "you have

to be where college kids can walk."

Most of his business is with students;

he offers "all types of music" and is

pondering selling art supplies. Though
he remains ojJen year-round, his

summer business is poor.

Ralph Renzi '43 and Joseph Dewey
'52 run the two bookstores. Lawrence
Urbano '45 has located his Attorney

office on lower Spring Street.

Clothing stores change hands
frequently. Country Casuals (next

door to Discoveries) took the place of

another store in August of '75. The
proprietor says that "business-wise

the other store doesn't hurt us." She

believes one "needs variety." The
other store. Penny's Place, also

caters strictly to women. The owner
finds business slow in the summer.
Students "don't buy much except in

the spring they come with their fall

wardrobe." Her cleintele consists

mainly of professors and townspeople.

Burt Marcus assumed
proprietorship of Co-op's the year

women were admitted to Williams.

Quite satisfied with business, Marcus
says the "Williams Co-op has no

competition." What about Goffs?

"We were here first. We have our

customers and they have theirs." The
Co-op (1901) caters to students.

The salesman at Goffs feels

"there's definitely competitfon" as

stocks overlap. He believes

"location-wise we've got it." Goffs
does its best business in the winter,

like the Co-op. Both stores find

summer trade consists mainly of

tourists buying Williams t-shirts and

tennis equipment.

The House of Walsh came to town
about 1930. Like other stores, the

women's department has expanded
considerably in the past few years.

The House does more out of town
business yet 70 per cent of the total is

"a direct result of Williams," ac-

cording to the proprietor. He feels

"we're really not in competition with

other stores except Talbots and Carol

Re^'l „_ .

The Clip Shop exudes an avant-

garde air for Williamstown. Business

has thrived so that there are now six

operators and two apprentices and
two other- stores in Pittsfield and
Bennington. Compared to St. Pierre's

mostly male customers, the Clip Shop
has an equal number of male and
female customers. One of the owners
said, "There is no competition-

different clientele." Contrary to the

- general rule of Spring Street, business

is best in the summer with tourists

and special activities at the college.

Constantine has recently expanded

his already booming business.

Besides the two pizza houses on

Spring Street he now owns five others

in a 15 store chain. Constantine

justifies the recent price hike saying,

"For good food you charge more.

Anyone who says he can have cheap

prices and good food is a liar." Ex-

plaining why he purchased the other

store, Constantine said, "my place

used to be packed. Now we can keep

the customers happy with two

locations." Diau's Deli hopes to give C
& E Pizza a run for quality and at-

mosphere.

Bette of Bette's Coffee Shop also

considers the street "the best

location." Most of her trade is with

tourists and townspeople.

The First Agricultural National

Bank is scheduled to open soon, taking

the place «f Ken's Market. The bank

could pof<e^me competition for the

WilliantstowRv National Bank which

does a large business in student

checking accounts especially if it

offers better hours.

The Gallery, a small showcase of

art prints and jewelry, (^ned this

summer. Owner Helen Davis said she

feels location would not affect the

amount of business she does as her

clientele are more discriminating.

She also feels merchants on Spring

Street need to "add some style" to the

street's facade.

Gar-Wood presents

DIRTY HARRY
with Clint Eastwood ^

Saturday, Nov. ^^
8 & 10 P.M"'
Bronfman
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Security considers student escorts
by Jane Adams

The possibility of a "student
monitor" service, working in con-

junction with security to provide

wallcing escorts for students at night,

is currently under consideration,

according to Walter O'Brien, director

of security.

Dean Peter Berek has asked
O'Brien to implement students as

escorts to shift the load from security

while prbvldTng; a fester, more &•
ficient service. Security presently

offers 24-hour escort service;.. (>ut

Berek stressed that "students should

understand that security can't

guarantee immediate pick-up and
delivery." He added that "students

should feel free to call security at

anytime if they have any ap-

prehensions." -

The proposed student monitor
system would employ a few paid

students—male or female—who would

be on call to accompany students. The
students would also fulfill some of the

other responsibilities security has

allocated to students such as an-

swering the switch board. O'Brien and
Berek said they plan to meet next

week to discuss the plan further.

Berek sees a direct correlation

between the rise in student awareness

about safety and the death of Rocky
Krizack along with the various rape

rumors. "I'm pleased that students

are having a sensible concern for

personal safety. I don't thinly there is

very much more reason to be worried

in Williamstown than there has been

in the past 5 or 10 years."

Student concern for safety has not

been translated into calls for security

which presently average 2 or 3 for

escorts an evening. (^'Brien attributes

the low incidence /of calls to "the

prevailing buddy system. Male
students are very much aware of and
concerned for the safety of women at

Williams. This was more or less

established when wom^n came to

Williams.

Berek said he is wary of a publicity

drive to acquaint students with either

the current service or the proposed

student monitors. "I don't think

students should be alarmed. I

wouldn't want to frighten them." He
said he feels that security information

contained in a rape pamphlet
currently \mn% prepared by a group

of students working with Assopiate

Dean Nancy Mclntire will sufficiently

cover publicity.

J^P^py'^Y n^J?©tings kept closed
FACULTY from pa^al

asserting both their firm commitment
to a residential house system and
their opposition to fraternities on or

near the Williams campus." He
stated, "a gesture from the faculty is

appropriate."

Committee on Appointments and

Promotions member John F. Reichert

presented a plan to extend the lengtn

of a second contract given to an
,

assistant professor from three y^rs
to four years, allowing a faculty

member with this rank to teach here

seven years rather than six. Tenure

decisions would be made in the /sixth

year rather than the fifth.

Calendar and Schedule Committee
Chairman Paul Clark reported that a

Women's volleyball

suffers two defeats
Williams women's volleyball suf-

fered two defeats last Friday at a tri-

meet with Connecticut College and

Smith at Northampton.
Williams went the full three games

with Connecticut, losing to them 6-15,

15-10, 13-15. Both sides played fine

volleyball— spiking, serving and
setting were all done with precision.

The Cor^ecticut squad was consistent

however whereas Williams seemed to

lose their momentum in the final

game; they had been leading 11-0 at

one point.

It, was an exhausted, demoralized

Williams team that faced Smith

immediately following the Con-
necticut match. They were defeated in

two games, 15-5, 15-12.

"They are still playing much too

defensively," explained Coach Susan
Hudson, "They have yet to learn to

work together to produce a strong

offensive unit."

KING'S LIQUOR
STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Williamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458-5948

calendar for next year would be ready

for the next faculty meeting. Com-
mittee on Educational Policy

chairman George L. Goethals
reported that the group was preparing

motions concerning double majors

and registration procedures for a fifth

course.

Council cuts funds

for pottery, WAC
COUNC IL from page 1

thinks the WGSO deserves the amount
of money it asked for in order to try to

do some consciousness-raising on
campus". ,

The Council also overwhelmingly
approved an allocation of $325 to the

Student Art Gallery. The one issue

discussed in this consideration in-

volved the relatively high cost of

publicity for the Gallery.

The Newman Association requested

and received $800 in a unanimous
vote. The group was credited with

being the most thorough in detailing

their budget before the Finance

Committee.

Booters ready

for Lord Jeffs
SOCCER from pageV /

injured Brad Miller, an excellent wing
fullback. Miller will be ready for

Williams, as will outstanding

goalminder Erik Cromartie and
forward Phil Thornton, who broke the

Purple's back last year with a cross-

field ICBM goal. And having already

lost to Wesleyan, the Jeffs will surely

be loose.

Amherst's playing field is also of

some concern; its splotchiness could

disrupt the Ephs' fine-tuned passing

game, "li'i slippery on top and hard

on the bottom," says Vennell. "It's

butter on ice," says English major
Paul Gismondi, the team's manager.
Look for Williams to control it in any
case.

Arts
and Prints

li, » H4nr. .SHOP

THE CHRISTMAS STORE IN THE BERKSHIRES

Handmade treasures—unusual ideas for everyone. Come to

our store in the Wiiliams Inn and find ali the special presents

you couid wish for. Museum repiicas in jewelry and sculpture

. . . enchanting stuffed animals . . . calico Initials . . .

totes of all kinds . . . handcrafted jewelry . . . ^""n^v

colors In bandanas . . . "jeans" belts and suspenderi ^

Mexican tinware . . . Gwen Frostic books and note; --^r

. . . Jigsaw puzzles . . . handmade wooden toys

English pub mugs. Reproductions of "Pip", the famous
Williams Inn seven-toed cat, and much much more . . .

10 %discount to all Williams people

Located in the lobby of the Williams Inn

Open seven days 9 : 00 AM to 7 : 00 PM
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end of ephemeral euphoria
Grinds always have answers to

everything. At least they think they

have, and that is what messee up this

world. But I say, "Listen, that is one
reason why you should go to the game.
To prove your own hypothesis to be
correct"

"Yeah, maybe I should," he says,

but by the way he shuffles towards the

library, I Icnow he will not go the game
tomorrow.

I go to Baxter Hall. Last day of the

pahiting sale. I never did g6t intb

paintings. I find them , bizzare,

especially Picasso. A guy I think I

know is browsing around. He is

clutching a bottle of red wine in one
liand and an oh-so-gorgeous-gal in the

other. Even though I don't really kiiow

him,, I say "hi" to him. Hell, I wanna
know the gal, not him. So we make
small talk.

He tells me he is going to go to the

concert tonight The J. Geils thing at

Chapin. First they'll drink some
wine. And then they will head for the

concert Wouldn't it be better if they

sippedwine in his dimly lighted room,

listened to Bach or Mozart and
whispered sweet nothings into each

others ears, I suggest.

"That would be nice, but Sheila here

came all the way from Smith. She

really digs J. Geils," he says,

regretfully, I think. "Plus, we are not

involved, you know . . ."he adds even

more ruefully. "Oh, Smithy, huh?" I

say trying to ingratiate myself with

her.

"What did you say?" demands the

gal aggressively. Bitchy, bitchy. An
explosive element, is how she may be

described.

"Watch it," puts in her beau.

"Hold it folks," I say quickly. "No
offense meant. You know, Smithy is

just like Skiddy. Imparts intimacy

and familiarity. And I'll tell you
something else. Smith is much better

than Skidmore. I've made trips to

Smith three times. Only once to

Skidmore." I finish. I hope the "faux

pas" has been remedied. They depart

CINEMA
l&ll

RT.67A BENNINGTON
VERMONT (802)442-8179

NOW PLAYI NG
Exclusive!

"A beautifully acted and directed

thriller! A film you w/on't want to

miss! It lust wants-to scare the

Hell Out of YoO—And It Does!"

—Vincent Canby, N.Y. Times

with a sullen goodbye. . i

Saturday. Great day. Bad brunch.

Lots of new faces, and some ancient

faces. Class of '75, that is. they all try

to look mature, like people who have
overcome the ordeals of the cruel

world. They shake your hand lamely

and talk to you paternalistically and
say goodbye condesciendingly. "I've

seen it all," is what they are trying to

say.

Even though the sign at Weston field

says "No food or beverages allowed",

somehow everyone seems to be drunk.

Must have smuggled booze in through

those huge down jackets. And we whip

Wesleyan. Only natural. 37 to 7.

Somebody shouts, "We're number l!"

We sure as hell are. The fans are wild.

A motley crowd tears the goal post

apart thirty seconds before the game
ends. There is a flush xf victory on

everyone's cheeks. Could it be tlie

implacable weather, though? Maybe
both. As I walk out of the field, some
guy again shouts, "We're number
one! " With a score like that even a

corrupt referee has to agree.

Saturday nite. Parties, dances and

fun, I'm determined not to fall asleep.

So I call up some friends.

"HeUo, I'd like to speak to Jill."

"Just a minute." Long pause. Too

long, in fact.

"Hello" comes tentatively from the

other side.

"Jill, this is me. I was wondering

"Who? Oh, Raj."

"Right. Anyway, I was wondering if

you wanted to come to a party with

me. That is if you aren't doing

anything else."

"I'd really love to, but I just have

too much work. Maybe some other

time." Click.

God! What is wrong with these

women anyway? Studying on this

grand weekend. Jesus gals! This is

Saturday nite of the big weekend.

Sweetheart, you have your priorities

screwed up. Well, another try,

"Hello, may I speak to Sally

DUSTIN HOFFMAN
LAURENCE OLIVIER

ROYSCHEIDER
Directed by

JOHN SCHLESINOER

Daily 7:00 8.9:15

MatlneeSat. «.Sun. 2:00

HELP WANTED
"How to Make $9 to $16

per hour while on

vacation or on weekend."

$3
plus 50< postage
and handling.

The Morgan Press

308 Southi Dixie

W. Palm Beach, FL 33401

©The Morgan Presa, 1976

pIe«M?" s ' - .7 f
"Speaking." A buiiness-like tone.

"Hey, Sally, rememt>er me? . .
.-'

"No I don't" Assured.

I hang up. Damn! Any wom«n who
lias the guts to say "I don't" even

before you can explain who you are

has to t>e messed up in life. Baby, kiss

your life goodbye. You just missed a

grand evenipg with a dashing chap. I

try another sl^t. Final one. This

woman is no casual acquaintance. I

know her pretty well. Met her on the

bus as I was returning from the Big

Apple.

"Hello, Mary? Guess who?"
"Don't have the faintest idea."

Jesus H. Christ!

"Uh, well, I met you on the bus.

Coming back from New York,
remember?"
"Yeah, yeah, sure. I think I do."

"Good. Listen, if you aren't too

busy, how would you like to come to a
party with me? Open l)ar, live Imnd
and all that?"

"Gee, I wish I could, but ..."

"Is it someone else?"

"I ddn't understand you." Click.

So it is someone else. So what? I'm

determined to freak out tonite. And
lack of a partner is not going to stop

me. I desss up and go to one pf the

parties. The music is good. The drinks

are good. Tne dancing is good. I'm

dancing with Some gal I've never seen

before. I don't know how I ended up
dancing with her, but after two
screwdrivers, one whiskey sour and a

glass of beer, you don't remember
such insignificant details.

Somewhere in the distance the clock

strikes one, or is it two? The dancers

are weary. The band is missing the

beat. The bar is empty. And I am
telling this gal that she's intense,

sensuous and absolutely gorgeous. I

also ask her what is a pretty gal like

her doing at a crummy party like this.

She is disgusted and tells me to go to

hell. I do that. I go to my room and get

a good sleep.

Sunday evening at five -o'clock it's

all far away. The unfamiliar faces

disappear among bundles and suit-

cases. There are kisses, hugs, and
promises to see each other during

Thanksgiving or Christmas, or maybe
same time next year.

The local folks are sober now. At

least they try to act sober. The
euphoria is over. People regain their

serious demeanour. Books and papers

postponed have to be completed.

Maybe some guy will get an ex-

tension. On grounds of having lost his

senses during the weekend. One more
glorious homecoming is over. The
library is full, the campus subdued.

"And in the end .. ."—The Beatles

"You read your Emily Dickenson

and I my Robert Frost . . . Simon
and Garfunkel

"All's well that ends well."—
Shakespeare

R

R
R

Just received more posters -

Roger Dean and Michael Moorcock
enzis
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Senior Night II

at

The Log

Tuesday, Nov. 16-9 p.m.-12m

Reduced prices on beer and wine

for all card-carrying

members of the Class of 77.

Now on draft:

Miller Lite
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Exhibit features Kindersley lithographs

Alphabets as Art Forms
by Charles Jansoa

You must enter through the old

swinging oak doors, move past the

shadowed bust of Abraham Lincoln,

and stroll leisurely up the marble
stairs to the second floor at the end of

Stetson Hall. Here, unknown to many,
is the Chapln Library of Rare Books,

the finest undergraduate collection of

its kind, and through December IS the

scene for an unusual exhibition en-

titled, "The Alphabet Through The
Ages."

On view are an intriguing variety of

examples of the systems and series of

symbols that have come to represent

our written language. A broad history

of the development of the alphabet is

presented with unique items of the

past such as heiroglyphics on mummy
Avrappings, important examples of

early script and printed books, ending

with modern works, including a study

by David Parsley for the slate name
plate outside the library. The main
feature of the show, organized by
librarian Richard Archer and
assistant librarian Wayne Hammond,
is, however, a stunning series of

lithographs of freely drawn alphabets

by David Kindersley of Cambridge,
England.

The main exhibition room of the

Chapin Library with its high arched

ceiling, corninthian columns, and pink

marble floors, is a suitably grand

setting for the sho>|v. Entering the

room often brings ,^urprise to the

unacquainted, as it takes one to a

Williams typical of the 1920's. A large,

bright Finnish print on fabric, hangs
below the main windows. Kindersley's

alphabets are along the walls and are

bold examples of modem, creative

work, showing that alphabets, in fact,

are not just alphabets, but also forms

that allow eyecatching, artistic ex-

pression.

The entire show has been assembled
from the holdings of the Chapin

Library, and reflects the diversity of

Alfred Clark Chapin's (Class of 1869)

original gift of 9,000 books,

manuscripts and prints to Williams in

1923 which has grown to a fine and
priceless collection of nearly 20,000

items. The Kindersley series, a

comparatively recent purchase, is an
example of Archer's own efforts to

have the library grow in quality in the

area of graphic arts.

The first exhibition case fakes the

viewer from a palm sized clay tablet

from ancient Mesopotamia, which

records in cuneiform a list of sheep

and goats presented as a religious

offering, to a fifteenth century volume

<d travels in the holy land. The latter

is the earliest known attempt to

capture in illustration foreign lands

and people at the moment of seeing.

Small vt^oodcuts illustrate natives of

the holy land eating and Conversing,

accompanied by woodcuts
reproducing various alphabets.

Alongside are examines of the

earliest hand-set types—a leaf of The
Book of Luke from the 42 line Gut-

tenberg Bible, the first complete book

printed by the inventor of moveable
type. Nearby is the first volume of the

Biblia Polygotla, a massive six

volume multilingual bible in Greek,

Latin, Hebrew, and Chaldee, 1502-22.

The uniqueness of such a monumental
woiIe is only compounded by the

beautiful layout of its text and the

various alphabets.

In another case, sixteenth century

manuals containing alphabet designs

are placed side by side. The fluid and

cursive Italian letters of Luca Pac-

ciolli seem quite different from
Albrecht Durer's narrow and more
severe German forms. A 1947 fac-

simile translation of Verni's

Luminario on the Construction of

Roman Capitals, reveals the ties of

present day calligraphers and type-

designers to such early and important

works.

David Kindersley's alphabets

without a doubt, however, steal the

show. Designed and executed over a

period of two years, the fifteen prints

are part of a freely drawn alphabet

series with letters adapted from

historic examples of type.

David Kindersley's Workshop is

located in a medieval house in

Cambridge, England, and is

dedicated to the principle of, "The

Craftsman's release of life force in

true cooperative work." Examples of

his own and of his assistants' lettering

in stone, glass, fiberglas, and for film

titles, are found throughout the world.

Often called the finest letterer and

engraver in the British Isles, Kin-

dersley is a large, deep voiced, and

humorous artist, who freely

acknowledges his debt to his in-

tructor, Eric Gill. He is also quick to

thank his father for never discovering

that Gill, a fine craftsman who
dedicated his work, "To the Glory of

God," was also a devout member of

the Cathohc Church and the Com-

The collection of human alphabets from Renaissance to modern times ranges

from distorted to alphabetic to obscene. (photo by Janson)

Concert to perform Mozart,

Mendelssohn, Schumann
Griffin Hall Concerts will present

soprano Judith Reichert and baritone

Daniel O'Connor with pianist Victor

Hill tomorrow evening at 8 p.m.

The first half of the program will be

devoted to vocal duets of the

Romantic period, including three

works of Mendelsiiiiihn, five of

Schumann, and one each of Sainf-

Saens and Faure. The second half

consists of four songs of Mozart, and

solo and duet excerpts from "Don
Giovanni," "The Marriage of

Figaro," and "The Magic Flute." Ail

selections will be performed in the

original German, French, or Italian,

but the artists will give brief, informal

snyopses of the texts.

Judith Reichert graduated from
Smith College and has studied voice

with Dorothy Stahl and Judith Raskin.

Daniel O'Connor, professor of

philosophy at Williams, studied

singing in Germany with Otto GogI

and Herma Kramm.
Victor Hill, ateociate professor of

mathematics at Williams and
organist-choirmaster of St. John's

Episcopal Church, has been active as

a vocal coach and accompanist for

twenty years, impluding work at the

yniversities of Wisconsin and Oregon,

Carnegie-Mellon, and Union
Seminary in New York,

munist Party.

All of Kindersley's alphabets on

view are unique. His English

Alphabet, with letters outlined in

black, filled with gold leaf, and,

presented atop a mottled green

background is but one example.

Nearby, an op-art alphabet promises

to blur the vision, with its concentric

black lines, on a pink background.

Kindersley's technique is unusual.

First he draws his letters on the paper

surface, and then adds background

color with lithographic processes.

Variations in background textures are

infinite, from spatters of purple and

red in the classic "Alphabet, to a royal

purple background for arable

numerals. In other prints placing

letters beside one another is most

important. The strikingly eastern

Reed Alphabet has long verticals that

overlap and exotically intertwine.

"The alphabet through the ages," is

a show that should not be missed. It

offers an escape from the blurring

monotony of college texts, and
promises to impress and educate the

viewer in aspects of the basic form of

human communication.

And moreover, where else will one

ever find examples of the human body

as alphabet, in distorted, acrobatic

positions, that are funny, un-

believeable, and in some cases ob-

stene, or pages showing 96 examples

of th^ letter "A" spanning from the

tenth centucyB.C* to German type

designs of the^O's?
This modern Finnish print on fabric hangs below the main windows of the

Chapin Rare Book Library main exhibition room. (photo by Janson)

'Music' ploys Beethoven, Messoien
by Valerie A. Sarantos

Music in the Round, the chamber
music series at Williams College

founded and directed by Julius Hegyi,

will give its third concert of the year

tonight, at 8:30 P.M. in Thompson
Memorial Chapel. The program
consists of a Beethoven Serenade, and
two twentieth-century works: Kir-

chner's Trio, for violin, cello, and

piano, and Messaien's Quartet for the

End of Time for clarinet, violin, cello,

and piano. Williams students are

adniitted free.

The Williams trio will perform the

Beethoven and Kirchner works, with

Julius Hegyi on violin, Douglas Moore
on cello, and Stephen Dankner, piano.

Completing the list of performers, the

Messaien piece will include Susan St.

Amour on viola, Charlotte Hegyi,

piano, and, making her Music in the

Round debut, Susan Hohenberg on

clarinet.

The traditional Beethoven Serenade

Opus 8 is a "polite" work which is so

light it sounds as though it should be

played by a guitar. On a more con-

temporary note, American composer
Leon Kirchner wrote his two-

movement Trio twenty-two years ago.

Besides winning various prizes and
awards, fellowships and grants,

^

Kirchner's music has been critically

acclaimed as t>eing "a rare com-
bination of sensitivity and strength."

In Julius Hegyi's words, the

Messaien Quartet for the End of Time
is a "monument to chamber music of

the 20th century." Messaien, a french-

man born in 1908, was captured by the

Germans in 1939 and held prisoner in

Stalag VII-A at Gorlitz. During that

time he composed the quartet for the

instruments immediately available,

and gave the first performance with

three of his compatriots in the prison

camp on January 15, 1941.

Markart, von Stuck drawings

highlight Clark exhibition

'Hay Fever' staged

Cap and Bells cordially invites

the Williams College community to

catch Hay Fever, by Noel Coward,
directed by Michael Knight, '77.

This biting comedy, concerning a

chaotic weekend for four guests at

the country estate of a celebrated

actress and her rather

disorganized family, will be
presented^ for the edification and
enjoyment of the campus on the 15,

16, 17 and 18 of November at eight

p.m. in Dodd House living room. As
there is limited seating, tickets will

be distributed on a first-come,

first-serve basis one hour before

the performance.

A loan exhibition of nineteen Ger-

man and Austrian drawings has
recently been placed on view in

Gallery D at the Clark Art Institute.

The current exhibition ranges over a

four-hundred year period, with the

earliest drawing an anonymous
representation of a knight wearing a
ducal headpiece dating from the

second decade of the sixteenth cen-

tury. The latest is a brown chalk'

portrait; of the actor Emil Jannings
(1884-1950), who was the co-star with

Marlene Dietrich in the legendary

1930 film. The Blue Angel. The sketch,

by Rudolf Grossmann (1882-1941), was
executed sometime in the nineteen-

thirties when Jannings was the most
famous actor in the German cinema.

Other drawings are by members of

the Nazarene group, a school of early

nineteenth-century artists brought

together by a common desire to revive

German Christian art. The Nazarenes

are not well represented in American

museupns, although their influence on

French and English art was im-

portant. Johann Overbeck (1789-1869)

dominates this group with a powerful

pencil drawing for the upper half of a

famous picture executed for tiie

Basilica of St. Francis in Assisi. The

rarely seen Hans Makart (1840-1884)

and Franz von Stuck (1863-1928) are

also represented in the exhibition.

£gon Schiele's portrait of Dr. Ernst

Wagner is a fine example of his

beautifiir late drawmg technique

r"
THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

SQUASH SALE!!

30% off on all Racquets

Home of the Purple Cow Squash Cover

Australian Green Unbreakable Squash Balls - $2.50

Authentic Rugby Shirts - $17.95

Gant Rugby Shirts - $15.00

Williams Co-op
Spring Street

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS

Come and see why everyone is

trying to keep up with usi
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Security con^
by Jane Adam*

The possibility of a "studep^'
monitor" service, working '\ny(^n-

junction with security tp^provide
walking escorts for stu^ms at night,

is currently undpr^onsideration,
according to W^Ker O'Brien, director

of security.

Dean Peter Berek has asked
O'Brien to implement students as
escorts to shift the load from security

while providing a faster, more ef-

ficient service. Security presently

offers 24-hour escort service but

Berek stressed that "students should

understand that security can't

guarantee immediate pick-up and
delivery." He added that "students

should feel free to call security at

anytime if they have any ap-

prehensions."

The proposed student monitor
system would employ a few paid

students—male or female—who would
be on call to accompany students. The
students would also fulfill some of the

other responsibilities security has

allocated to students such as an-

swering the switch board. O'Brien and
Berek said they plan to meet next

week to discuss the plan further.

Berek sees a direct correlation

between the rise in student awareness

about safety and the death of Rocky
Krizack along with the various rape

rumors. "I'm pleased that students

are having a sensible concern for

personal safety. I don't think there is

very much more reason to be worried

in Williamstown than there has been

in the past 5 or 10 years."

Student concern for safety has not

been translated into calls for security

which presently average 2 or 3 for

escorts an evening. O'Brien attributes

the low incidence of calls to "the

T^

Wf^/'J'^J'Ml^^,^^^^^yM^^^JfJ>V^^J^^A>A^JlV^y^M'^ .̂JSKt

First Aggie, the Berkshires' leading

bank is now in Williamstown. And to

the college student, we're all the bank

you need.

We know that most of you are from

out of town, and you want our services

on a temporary basis. And, because we

want your business, we've come up

with some things you'll like: like

absolutely free checking with a First

Aggie savings account . Plus, you can apply

for a First Aggie Charge Account Plan

card. It's good with hundreds of Berkshire

merchants.

There's a lot about First Aggie

services you should know. Stop by our

new office on Spring Street. We're

the bank you could want.

Manager, Williamstown Office

'
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Ephs set for stumbling Jeffs
by 'iim Layden

"Third-place in the Little Three not

an unrealistic /^osiibility ..."

Jeff Klein in t|ie Amherst Student In

a pre-season football prospectiu.

Only one big problem with the above

quote. The astute Mr. Klein was not

talking about his beloved Lord Jeffs,

but rather about Williams. Irtjuries

would surely combine with fate to put

the Ephs in their proper place,

{tssured the Lord Jeff prognosticator.

Well, since the initial printing of the

above prediction, Amherst has rolled

to five losses in seven games, lost two

quarterbacks, one tailback, one

defensive end, and been crushed by

Wesleyan, making a win oyer
Williams on Pratt Field Saturday

imperative if the Jeffs are to avoid the

Xittle Three cellar for the second

straight year.

On paper.'the game figures to be as

lopsided as the Carter-Ford race was
close, but with Amherst, you can

never be sure. A win over Williams

would salvage the season for Amherst
and head coach Jim Ostendarp, and

create a three-way tie for the Little

Three championship.

1976 has not been a vintage year for

the Lord Jeffs. They show wins over

just two weak opponents from Maine,

Bowdoin (42-7) and Bates (7-3).

Amherst has lost to AIC (7-0),

Springfield (22-12), Wesleyan (30-17),

Tufts (18-17), and Trinity (24-17).

Injuries and inconsistency have been

the prime enemies for the Jeffs.

Ostendarp and Co. lost starting

quarterback Mike Nueman to a

shoulder separation in the first game
of the season, and shortly thereafter

lost backup Mark Manning, a fresh-

man. Fellow freshman Colin Widen, a

Mt. Greylock high grad, quar-

terbacked the Jeffs through the

middle part of their slate. Manning is

expected to get the nod Saturday, but

don't count Nueman out; the sly

junior wasn't expected to play last

year, either, and was in the contest

early in the second quarter.

Defensively, Dave "two-ton"
Comerford underwent knee surgery
last week, vacating one end spot,

while the rest of the Amherst defense

is shaky at best. Tackle Mike Fiori is

the most consistent performer on the

line. The Amherst secondary,
featuring veterans Bill Wallace, Sean
Clancy, and Dave Schertler should

enjoy hitting Herb McCormick, Ken
Hollingsworth, Charlie Carrier, etc.,

after they make catches, 'cause they

aren't going to keep anyone covered.

Amherst has not won the Little

Three title outright since 1969, and
Coach Ostendarp is oh-for-Odell.

Three times since 1971 the Jeffs have
faced Williams as a heavy favorite

and twice as an underdog. The result

has been the same for five consecutive

years—Williams wins the game and
the Little Three title.

Odell and company seem to have
rounded their act into top shape just in

time to make it six Little Three titles

in a row, extending their own record

in that area. The convincing and
emotional upset of Wesleyan last

weekend not only served to put

Williams at an emotional high but

must have the Ahiherst people
wondering to themselves "Wliat the

hell is Odell feeding them up there?"

Nothing at all, guys, 'Williams has

simply put pride and guts over all

else. Quarterback Don Wallace, in the

midst of a hot streak, leads a group of

four offensive seniors into the game.
Wallace, Co-captain Tom Redden,

Charlie Carrier, and Tim Dunn have
never lost a Little Three game in

varsity competition at Williams. Look
for Wallace to keep the ball in the air

again Saturday, complementing the

passing game with Gus Nuzzolese and
Tom Redden on the ground.

Defensively, six seniors will be

closing out their Williams careers.

Emmett Creahan, Mike Powers, Jim
Spaulding, John Dombrowski, Dave

Booters seek Little 3
by Mark Pogue

Williams' red-hot Purple soccer

team buses to Amherst tomorrow for

a game to decide the 1976 Little Three

Soccer nominator. The Ephmen (7-3-

1) must face an enigmatic Lord Jeff

squad which is 1-8 on the season, yet

boasts its strongest assemblage of

pure booter ability in the last 10 years.

"I'm scared," says Coach Vennell.

Williams' recent experience in

Little Three play cannot be described

as rosy. Not since 1971 have the Eph-

men captured the Little Three trophy,

and one must go all the way back to

the turn of the decade (19V0) to

discover when last the cagey Jeffs lost

a regular season contest to the Purple.

Overall, the yellowing Soccer

Chronicles give the Jeffs a 30-13

historical bulge over their northern

founders. - —

Here it is proper to observe that

anything can happen in a Little Three

athletic affair, but in this event the

smart money is riding confidently

with Williams. Presently the Ephs are

on an eight-game tear in which

they've lost only to national power

UConn while outscoring the opposition

by 22-8. Forwards John Friborg (8

goals), Henry Osborne (6), and Jim
Hield (4) have jelled into an op-

portunistic attack unit while co-

captains Skip Grossman and John

Lanier, who play their final game for

Williams tomorrow, have sparked the

defense to a measly 1.2 goals-against

average.

Amherst, unsurprisingly, is not as

bad as 1-8 looks. Five of their losses

have come by one goal, and for most

of the year they've played without

see SOCCERpageil-

Libardi, and Todd Nelp were the keys

to a Purple defense which held the

team together while the "0" was still

getting untracked. Look for more of

the same Saturday. Rumor has it

Brad called the Amherst offense

earlier this week and told the Jeffs to

stay in their rooms and listen to the

game, it's safer there.

What it all boils down to is that

Williams has Amherst outclassed this

year, ^d the game shouldn't be close.

But, of course, this is the tiny

triumverate, and supiiosedly anything

can happen. (Similar warnings in this

space a year ago preceded a 25-6

embarrassment of Amherst).

Regardless, load up the cars and

head down to watch the remarkable

Mr. Odell and company try to wrap up
number six. If it's a rout, drown in it

and enjoy it, and if it's close, scream
like hell, the guys on the field deserve

it.

Peter Hansbury strains to break ttie tackle of a Wesleyan defender, while Tim
Dunn pitches in with a questionable "block," in last week's 39-7 thrashing of the

Cardinals. (photo by Oettgen)

O'Shea on sports

Athletes funded

for nationals
Two recent developments have

considerably brightened the chances

that Williams athletes of national

caliber will have the opportunity to

pursue their talents in the various

national collegiate championships.

First, the Executive Committee of the

NCAA in its August meeting set up
and established guidelines for a

championship travel fund which will

pay 80 per cent of the travel expenses

of medal winners in NCAA individual

championships like skiing, wrestling

and swimming.
Second, Provost Stephen R. Lewis

announced that a separate category

had been created in the Athletic

Department budget to cover room and
board for both men and women
quahfying for national level com-
petition.

In the past. College policy has been

that individuals qualifying for and

wishing to compete in national

championships (College and con-

ference rules prohibit team com-

petition) had to pay their own travel

costs while the College picked up the

tab for most of the living expenses.

This placed a real burden on Williams

skiers, whose championships have

been in Colorado two of the last three

years, and swimmers, whose national

meet has recently been held as far

west as Long Beach.

Under the new NCAA system, a

$100,000 surplus from the 1974-75

budget plus $700,000 generated from

new football and basketball TV
packages is earmarked to reimburse

participants in championships that

don't support themselves as Division I

basketball, lacrosse or track do. Any

event that draws a sufficient gate will

pay the remaining 20 per cent of

travel costs plus a per diem allowance

from its own revenue.

What it all comes down to is that the

Association has finally decided to

share some of its TV wealth with

minor sports and smaller colleges,

and to base participation in the

nationals on performance rather than

ability to pay.

It's a good thing, and there's no

doubt it'll be a big help to teams from
schools like Williams. Under the new
system ten of the 14 Eph swimmers
who went to last year's nationals in

Washington, Pa. (no short hop at

B&G's 13c per mile College car

charges) would have qualified for

travel reimbursements.

Still, you can't help but feel a little

uncomfortable that the payments go

only to medal winners. According to

NCAA controller Louis J. Spry there's

no question of professionalism

because reimbursements are

awarded on the basis of "placing, not

where you place."

As much as the NCAA would like to

extend the program to all par-

ticipants. Spry adds, it's too difficult

to determine in advance just who's

qualified for a national wrestling,

fencing or gymnastics tournament. If

every sport could have qualifying

standards as clear cut as the cut-off

times in swimming and track it would

be far easier to limit the field and

include everyone in the travel

payment program. As of now, it's

impossible.

Somehow, though, it doesn't seem
quite in the tradition of the glorious

Wallace named Athlete of

Week for Wesleyan game

John Lanier dribbles past a Lord Jeff booter in last year's 3-1 loss. The Purple

hopes to avenge the defeat this Saturday, and close out the year with an 6-3-1

record.

Senior quarterback Don Wallace of

the varsity football team has been

named the Record's Athlete of the

Week for his outstanding performance

in the Ephs' 34-7 upset rout of

Wesleyan.

Wallace, operating an offense coach

Bob Odell designed specifically to fit

his talents, completed 27 of 42 passes

for 269 yards and 4 touchdowns.

Wallace tossed two touchdown passes

within 20 seconds of the third quarter

when the Ephs blew the game wide

open.

HONORABLE MENTION—

Charlie Carrier—Senior running

back for the same varsity grid team.

Carrier adjusted to his new role as a

slotback-tight end Saturday by

grabbing ten Wallace passes for 69

yards and a touchdown. Carrier's ten

catches equalled Herb McCormick's

school record, set earlier this season.

Skip Grossman—Goalie and co-

captain of the varsity soccer team,

Grossman is one of the prime reasons

why Jeff Vennell's booters are having

one of their finest seasons in years and
bidding for the Little Three Crown..

The senior allowed just one goal in

Williams' 3-1 over Wesleyan Satur-

day.

Athlete of the Week Don Wallace

(photoby VanDljl)

amateurism of American collegiate

sport extolled by Roone Arledge's

boys every Saturday afternoon to be

paying off the winners and sending the

losers home penniless. Spry views

establishment of proper entry

qualifications for every sport as an

important goal "someday down the

road."

As far as I'm concerned, the sooner

the better, not only for a bunch of

pretty talented athletes but also for

the oft-tarnished credibility of the

NCAA.
Athletic Director Robert Peck

contends that the new nationals ex-

penses category of the College athletic

budget is no change in policy at all but

"a guarantee of what we've already

been doing" that saves iiim the

trouble of robbing Peter to pay Paul

when Nationals roll around. The level

of funding is exactly the'' same; the

change merely simplifies procedure.

Several coaches are extremely

pleased with the idea. Men's ski coach

Bud Fisher calls it "fantastic—in"'

effect it means more support for our

program," Fisher explains that now

he needn't worry about cutting as

many corners in the regular season

budget to save for the nationals.

According to him, the new procedure

brings Williams in line with what

other area skiing schools are doing.

Fisher expects his squad will send

between two and six skiers to this

year's NCAA's, and that the women's

team will qualify up to six for their

own nationals. Add to that a dozen or

so swimmers, five squash players,

and maybe a couple of runners or

wrestlers and you've got a pretty fair

nationals representation for a dinky

little school full of grinds stuck in the

frozen wilds of frontier

Massachusetts. Let's hope these

programs encourage even wider

participation.

tt « «

Random thoughts: You just can't

know how it made a senior feel to see

those Weston Field goalposts corpe

tumbling down for the fourth year in a

row. Now let's get the ones on Pratt

Field . . .

A pair of Foster-Grants and a

matched set of Excedrin tablets to the

Wesleyan soccer goalie who stuck his

eye between an Eph-initiated bullet

and the Cardinal nets on Saturday

morning. The talented Wesman made

a slew of spectacular stops but the

Purple O was much too much for his

defense to handle . . .

A committee appointed by the

President to look into new athletic

facilities to supplement that micro-

gym and sardine can swimming pool

on Spring St. began meeting a week

and a half ago. Committee Chairman

Peck appointed Sub-committees to

investigate options (or a pool, a gym
and related facilities. The committee

should have expansion needs pretty

well assessed by sometime next

semester,
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Berek urges

exchange cut

to alleviate

overcrowding
by Lisa Hartigan

Dean of the College Peter Berek will

recommend to President John W.
Chandler that next year's enrollinent,.

,

be reduced by cutting the number of \'

exchange students attending.Williams.

"We can't be as small as we would
like to be next fall, but we will shrink

to an 1880 and 1890 range and grow
progressively smaller in successive

years," said Berek.

The ideal fall enrollment is 1860

students. This yfear, however, there

was an unexpected bulge in

enrollment of about 45 students, due to

an unusually low attrition rate for

students invited to join the freshman
class, the decision of mit\y students

planning to study ej^ewhere for the

year to remain at Williams, and the

return of many students who had
taken time off.

In formulating its recommendation
for reducing next year's enrollment,

the Admissions Committee con-

sidered several alternatives. Ac-
cording to committee member
Lawrence Wu '78, cutting the size of

next year's freshman class, reducing

the number of transfers, limiting the

number of exchanges, and com-
binations of these alternatives were
discussed. Since the bulge in size of

the freshman class is considered

singularly unusual, and the College

wishes to retain its poUcy of accepting

approximately twenty transfers, the

committee's final recommendation to

Berek was a reduction in the number
of exchange students.

According to Berek, there are

presently more exchange students

(about 60) from other schools at-

tending Williams than there are

Williams students spending a year
elsewhere (about 50).
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Fitzpatrick predicts revival

Drinking bill fails

While the Eph football team went down to defeat at Amherst last weekend
many maintain that the Ephs won the competition in the stands where verbal

abuse toward ttie Lord Jeffs reached new heights.

Student attrition levels

rennain fairly constant

Dean Berek
(photo by Kahane)

The attrition rate at Williams

College has remained relatively

constant for the last few years, ac-

cording to Peter Berek, Dean of the

College. Last year's attrition, the

number of students withdrawing
minus those being readmitted, was
abnormally low, and contributed to

this year's crowded housing situation.

In Williams' fully coeducational
classes an average of 20 students have
withdrawn at the end of their fresh-

man year, 51 after sophomore year,

and 23 after junior year. The College's

attrition rate is equivalent to the rate

at similar colleges, according to

Berek.

The greatest number of with-

drawals occurs at the end of each

semester, while a few students

generally withdraw within the first

two weeks of classes. Eight students,

according to Registrar, George C.

Howard, have withdrawn since last

semester, including three who never

returned to register for classes. The
highest percentage of withdrawals

occurs after sophomore year; ap-

parently, said Berek, no correlatibn

exists between the student's sex or

field of study and propensity to with-

draw.

The Student Handbook
acknowledges that students may wish

to withdraw from the College for

sound educational reasons and states

that no student may withdraw from
the College and remain in good

academic standing after the sixth

week of each semester. Others may be

readmitted with the approval of the

Dean, and according to Berek, they

may return with relatively little

difficulty up to three years after they

have withdrawn.

Students withdraw for academic,
personal, disciplinary, and medical;

reasons, said Berek. Personal reasons

predominate, he said. Students
commonly cite lack of direction as

their motive. Many students feel they

will get a better sense of their own
goals in a year away. Most of those

who return, said Berek, report that

they're glad they took the time off;

they generally do better

academically, and are happier with

the quality of their lives.

by Margaret Phillips

Massachusetts may still raise its

drinking age to 19, according to state

Senator John Fitzpatrick. Although
Governor Michael S. Dukakis pocket

vetoed the bill two weeks ago, the

legislature may override his decision

by a two-thirds vote.

"I'm sure the bill will be brought up
again and I feel certain that there are

enough votes in the Senate to overrule

the governor," Fitzpatrick said in an
interview last weekend. Fitzpatrick

strongly supports the bill because it

might decrease teen-age driving

accidents due to alcohol.

The Senator claims ttiat statistical

evidence exists showing that the

number of such accidents has in-

creased significantly since 1972, the

year the drinking age was lowered

from 21 to 18.

"I made a study after the fi^t year

that we went from 21 to 18 and the

number of deaths rose markedly,"

Fitzpatrick said. Although he could

not remember the numl)ers, in the fall

of 1975 the Record quoted him as

saying that "accidents and deaths

have increased 134 per cent "among
18 year-olds since 1972."

The Highway Safety Bureau in

Boston claimed "we have no statistics

to show that traffic accidents would be

lower (under the bill) and the

Governor gave that reason when he

pocket vetoed the bill," a bureau
employee said.

The Williamstown police state that

"No such records are kept" on local

accidents.

Support for the bill comes from
various sources, including high school

administrators/"I got many calls

from high^sptiool principals to keep

liquor out of the schools," Fitzpatrick

said. "The high school principals and
superintendents believe that this

would be a help to them and I didn't

need any more to help make up my
mind."

Representative Anthony McBride,

who opposes the bill, takes a different

view. "Pressure to pass came from

police authorities, peer groups and

parents who couldn't handle the

problems themselves and wanted

them given to the courts. It was a cop

out."

McBride, who previously supported
lowering the drinking age to 18, ex-

plained that "My rationale on the 18

year-old drinking thing is that a lot of

people were going over the state line

thirty or forty miles and coming back
and having driving accidents."

Connecticut, Vermont and New
York set their drinking age at 18.

Steve Riorden, Williams College

Business Manager, commented,
"We're relieved it didn't pass. Given
Williams' geography we have always '

thought ttiat buying your beer right

here in Williamstown was good."

The administration, however, took

no official position on the bill. "By the

time we heard that it had passed we
heard that it would probably not be
signed by the governor. On the whole
their view was that the colleges should
not use up their legislative potency on
that issue," Riorden said.

The bill bounced several times
between the House of Representatives

and the Senate, gaining final approval
on Oct. 16, during the Ipst session of

this year's legislature.

State Senator Fitzpatrick

(photo by Stelnway)

CAP convenes for tenure

Oxfam fast set for Nov. 18
Donations eliminated to foster

deeper thought about hunger
Oxfam-America's Fast for a World

Harvest, co-ordinators hope, will

promote serious thought on the

world's food problem. Mary McCord
'78 and Julie O'Leary '78 announced

that people across the nation will fast

November 18, the Thursday before

Thanksgiving. Oxfam raises funds to

relieve the hungry throughout the

Third World.

Unlike previous years, the money
saved from not eating will not go to

Oxfam. The organizers felt that this

circumvented the main purpose. "The
last fast was a failure in anything but

making money," observed McCord.

Many people fasted just to give a

donation, and then went out to eat, she

said. "It's too easy to give money and

forget about it," added O'Leary.

In addition critics complained that

giving money seemed a "one-shot,

band-aid" solution that did nothing to

solve the problem. Proponents claim

that by eliminating the donation they

will stop people thinking about money,

and start people thinking about

hunger.

Last year, WHAP sponsored

numerous lectures and panel

discussions on food and the Third

World before and during the fast. Low
'^rticipation discouraged organizers

so no events have been scheduled this

year.

WHAP disbanded since the last fast.

Co-ordinators McCord and O'Leary

have maintained their contacts with

Oxfam and will accept donations to be

forwarded to the organization.

by Ann McCalie
The Committee on Appointments

and Promotions (CAP) is currently

evaluating tenure recommendations
submitted by individual departments.

Letters on the tenure candidates from
juniors and seniors will serve as

additional guidelines in the CAP's
decision. The CAP will then make its

recommendations to the Trustees in

February.

After being hired as an assistant

professor for three years, a professor

may be reappointed at the end of his

second or beginning of his third year.

If reappointed, he is considered for

tenure at the beginning of his fifth

year. Exceptions include those who go
on leave (the decision is postponed a

year).

John Reichert, acting chairman of

the English department and CAP
chairman said that if a proposal

under discussion by the CAP is

adopted a professor would come up
for tenure in his sbcth rather than fifth

year.

According to the Student Standing

Committee, faculty being considered

for tenure are Joseph Beatty in

philosophy, Michael Bell, Lynda
Bundtzen, and Robert Bell in english,

Lee Drickamer in biology, Gary
Jacobsohn in political science,

Michael Katz in Russian, Jay
Pasachoff in astronomy. Sheila

Rinehart in art, Mark Taylor in

religion, and Tom Tietenberg in

economics.

The Record has confirmed this list

but could not determine its com-
pleteness.

Each department has its own way of

evaluating junior members.
Departmental recommendations are

then submitted to the CAP.
Interviews and course evaluation

surveys are usually the most im-

portant criteria considered by
departments in regarding tenure

candidates. Overall effectiveness with

students and behavior within the

department are also taken into ac-

count.

In English the chairman sum-
marizes student course evaluation

questionnaires for each junior

member annually. "A rather formal

system of interviews with students

conducted by all senior members"
was instituted last year, stated

Reichert. English has each junior and

senior member visit each other's

classes for a week. Through this

contact, weekly departmental
meetings, and colloquia, Reichert

said they get a general impression of

the professors over five years. In

addition, each junior member's
progress is discussed by senior

members

.

Like the English department,

political science reviews the can-

didate's recent scholarly work.

Chairman Kurt Tauber stated that the

tenure decision ^'depends on a variety

of areas including scholarly activity,

teaching, and service to the com-

munity." Junior members are in-

cluded in tenure discussions in

political science.

Henry Bruton, chairman of

economics, said "We have observed

them (tenure candidates) for four

years." He conducts a series of in-

terviews with 25-30 students a year

including political economics majors

and non-majors. In addition to this file

on the instructor, the department

"takes very seriously the course

evaluations." By the time of tenure,

the chairman and senior faculty

members have seen seven or eight

surveys. Each member in meeting

with students informally often hears

comments they "store away," which
according to Bruton is "a little less

precise, but we often learn something

we"would have otherwise missed."

Biology has an independent student

committee which chairman William

C. Grant said "gives a fairly detailed

evaluation of our junior staff." Each
year the students evaluate half the

staff through interviews with past and
present students, faculty, and the

tenure candidates. Astronomy has a

committee of faculty from a number
of departments which uses the

evaluation sheets, interviews

students, and visits classes.
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Inclusion Reform
The residential house system at Williams has been formally

endorsed by the Board of Trustees and faculty, and was sup-
ported by students responding to a Committee on Un-
dergraduate Life questionnaire .last spring. According to the
College catalogue, the goal of this system is "residence within a
pattern of living that provides for the meeting and mixing of all

members of the academic community."
The operation of the system depends on the successful

operation of the procedure for including students in particular
houses. Under the present system, "although the student is not
able to choose a particular House, the inclusion process at-

tempts to meet his or her preference for a particular type of

campus housing to the greatest extent possible," the catalogue
notes.

Until this year inclusion for freshmen involved assignments
based on preferences for four housing types: Docc-Fitch-
Prospect, Greylock, Mission Park and Row Houses. Inclusion
for upperclassmen desiring to transfer out of their present
house involved assignments based on preferences for par-
ticular houses. The CUL now proposes to apply a random
assignment system to upperclass transfers similar to that
applied to freshmen and is considering changing the preference
categories for houses ("CUL considers randomizing house
transfer" Record November 12).

CUL members indicate that the change in the transfer
inclusion process would protect the diversity of the housing
system and prevent special interest housing. A realignment in

the housing categories would be designed to make the
categories more meaningful, and in the case of a reduction
more random.

These proposals before the CUL involve an interpretation of

the conflict between the desire of students for a particular
housing situation and the desire of the trustees, faculty and
students for diverse housing. Whatever proposals the CUL
finally adopts must be justified concretely in terms of how they
better deal with this convict than the present situation.

In particular, will randomizing the transfer system
adequately deal with the dissatisfaction with earlier housing
assignments indicated by the record number of transfer ap-
plicants last spring? Much of this dissatisfaction can be traced
to inadequate information for freshman inclusion choices,

changing desires of students for housing situations over their

four years, and less than pleasant inter interactions of some of

the diverse elements found in houses.

In categorizing houses by type, what criteria should be
adopted? Should popular and unpopular housing be linked to

"maximize" apparent first choices and avoid the existence of

reject housing?
The CUL is to be praised for coming to grips with these

issues well before actual inclusion decisions need to be made
next spring. We hope their proposals will prompt greater

discussion of their implications^ for the residential house
system. There is oertainly room for inclusion reform.

V/ewpo/nf: Homophobia

Williams, America, and Hope
byJobnAtteridg'76

On June 27, 1969, the New York City

Police organized a raid on the

Stonewall Inn, a ga^ bar in the heart

of Greenwich Village. That the bar
had indeed been illegally serving

liquor after hours was not seriously at

question, but neither was the fact that

it had been singled out because of its

clientele. For the first time, however^

"tRe crowd of lestians, traiisvestites,^

gay men, and curious onlookers began
to fight back. Such was the beginning

of,, the modern gay liberation

movement.
It's dying, you tell me?

("Homophobia, Williams and
America" Record Nov. 9). Not in New
York, not in Houston, not even in

Williamstown. Where previously

marches and protests were seen as

the be all and end all of gay liberation,

many activists have turned to more
sophisticated methods of persuasion.

The way to end "outrageously un-

constitutional discrimination" (which

unfortunately is constitutional) is to

have it declared illegal by judicial

review or made illegal by legislative

action. Bella Abzug has introduced a

bill to do just that in the House; Pat
Moynihan has promised to sponsor a

Senate counterpart. Since 1970 some
eighteen states (as diverse as

California, Colorado, Iowa, and New
Hampshire) have legalized con-

sensual sex between adults. A petition

to repeal California's new law failed

to get even the support to place it on

the ballot. The town of Amherst has
prohibited discrimination against

homosexuals.
Legal protection isn't worth a

damn, however, unless it's ac-

companied by societal acceptance
(which is a far step above mere
tolerance). Here is where you've lost

hope. Since there are very few
specifics in your essay, there's not

much I can respond to. True, many
Williams students have "never
thought about gay rights," which is

one reason Williams Women et al.

invited Elaine Noble here last spring.

I disagree, however, with your
complaint about the "intransigence of

public opinion (at Williams)." Not at

the Williams I attended. People who in

March had called "healthy

homosexual" a contradiction in terms
were in May very supportive of the

WGSO's existence. Friends who in

April referred to "the fag letter" were
still my friends after they learned of

my involvement with it. Where five

years ago the questions at a college

panel were "vociferous and in-

sensitive," I felt that the discussion

four weeks ago was characterized by
a genuine interest. Granted I was
pointed out in the Log last weekend as

the campus homosexual, but, too, a

number of friends and acquaintances

expressed their support of my having
taken a stand as a gay person and also

their support of that stand.

People who disagree are too polite

to voice their opinion, you say? To an

extent that may be true. And yet

people who jexpressed some of the

Pianist Stanley Hummel will give a recital on Thursday, November 18, at

8:30 p.m. in Chapin Hall. His program will consist of Haydn's Sonata in E Flat,

Schubert's Impromptu, Opus 142, No. 3, Mendelssohn's Song WithoutWords and
Scherzo in E Minor, Chopin's Sonata in B Flat Minor, Debussy's Valse "La plus

que lente" and Doctor Gradus ad Parnassum, Glinka-Balakirew's The Lark,

and Liszt's Dance of the Gnomes. This concert will dedicate the Steinway
concert piano presented to Williams College by Louise Rogers Kniffin in honor
of her husband, Leonard Dodd Kniffin, Jr. '26, on the occasion of the fiftieth

reunion of his class in June. Admission is free.

News and Notes
From Career Counseling

career Discovery Workshops

OCC is soliciting names of in-

teresting and knowledgeable
people to participate as panelists in

the Career Discovery Workshops

held in January. We are seeking

professionals in business,

athletics, the arts, and the com-

munications media. It would be an

added attraction if the people you

named were alumni, especially

from the classes of '75 & '76.

Thanksgiving Clothing Drive
A Thanksgiving Clothing Drive will be conducted during this week,

sponsored by the Williams Newman Association in conjunction with St.

Patrick's Church on South Street.

The drive is being run as a special effort to help needy Williamstown

families through the winter. Students are asked to give any articles of

clothing they don't use, especially shoes, socks, shirts, dresses, trousers, and
sweaters.

Boxes will be placed in each house for the clothes to be put in, and

students can refer to the house bulletin board for the locations of these boxes.

Williams G>llege Film

Group

THRONE OF BLOOD

Akira Kurosawa

Wed, Nov. 17 Bronfman 7:30

Admission 11.00

n\oet homophobic attitudes while I

was a student have remained cordial

during my visits t>ack. I might have

expected at best strained avoidance

or even hostility. I would hope my
friends would talk freely of others'

reactions. They report expressions of

puzzlement or curiosity, but most

often of support.

Your observations about the WGSO
merit specialattention. Its "inability

to evoke a substantial response from
the student body"? What response

were you waiting for? iThe one I've

seen has been, as I-moted, me of

support and understanding. bV its

nature that's not very vocal, but I

would still characterize it as sub-

stantial. And I might consider

WGSO's "obsession with secrecy" to

be more a "healthy paranoia."

Seriously, you've shown by

withholding your name that you un-

derstand the fears that prevent gay

students from coming out on campus.

What you mean is an obsession with

anonymity, not secrecy. And yes, they

have remained unknown to the

campus as a. whole. All, however,

have gained the strength from the

organization to tell their close friends.

"Coming out" is a process with many
stages and degrees, two of which are

being known to other homosexuals
and being known to heterosexuals, the

former generally preceding the latter.

Frequently the problem is less the

individual's fear of reaction to him
than his simply not being able to

handle others' knowledge of The
Secret. With no accepted paradigm
for guidance, it's easier to continue

the status quo. My own suspicion is

that more and more gays will arrive

at a healthy openness with the

students around them (not just close

friends), while perhaps avoiding the

role of spokesperson.

Enough of Williams: what's in store

for America? I don't see an "onrush of

callous reaction (reaction to what?)

and mass sexual panic," or a "return

to the dark days of pre-i970 America."
The fastest way we'll change the

attitudes is to change the stereotypes.

They are finding that we are in-

vestment analysts, professors,

policemen, and, yes, a few hair-

dressers. I have been the first ad-

niitted homosexual many of my

friends have known. Had my sister

known others before me, she^ might

have been better able to accept me;
now perhaps she will be able to accept

others. I hope my coming gut has

forced people who knew me to start a

re-examination of their opinioijs. The
thesis of Dr. Howard Eton's new
book. Familiar Faces, Hidden Lives,

is that as long as society is able to

reniaih convinced that we are

neurotic, are dangerous to society,

are somehow "other," we will remain

oppressed. Society is becoming less

and less convinced, though, as ex-

perience is affirming Brown's
challenge: "If we were all to stand up

in your midst, would you 'always have

known'? I doubt it. Sexually distinct

we may be, but most of us are sur-

prisingly like you." This is, I think,

something Williams realized after our

panel discussion the other week. And,

fortunately, many are standing up.

Perhaps America first adopted
"platitudes about 'tolerance' " in "a
fit of liberal guilt," but I see those

platitudes as enabling us to get it

together enough that sincere ac-

ceptance will follow.

There is another consequence to

greater openne^ft about
homosexuality. Young gay men and
women are finally being provided

with positive gay role models. Their

perception of what they can become in

life is no longer limited to the

stereotypes they had of other

homosexuals (and closeted gays are

just as subject to those stereotypes as

anyone else). Thus they are able to

acknowledge—and accept and af-

firm—their homosexuality. Television

and movies are beginning to accept us

as viable characters, though in many
cases their portrayals are so awkward
as to be steps backward. I have to

agree with Dr. Brown's conclusion,

that "the gay civil rights movement is

gradually redefining society's view of

homosexuals; even more im-

portantly, it is helping us to see

ourselves in a new light. As conditions

change, we, too, are changing." If

that makes me one of the "hopeful

sort" you denigrate, then so be it. I

accept with pleasure.

John Atteridg was a cofounder of

the Williams Gay Support

Organization last year.

Wanted

Subscription Manager
for the

Williams Record

SALARY PLUS COMMISSION

Contact Scott Fenn (S.U. Box 2175)

DEADLINE: THANKSGIVING

TONIOHT-^^

Senior

Night II

at The Log
9 p.m.-12m

Reduced prices on beer and wine

for all card-carrying

members of the Class of '77.

Now on draft:

Miller Lite

/
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Federal regulation of College affairs increas€»s
In the uiakt of tht Presidtntial

election, the gouernment ia a subject

on many people's minds. This is the

second installment of a two-part

article in which the RECORD
examines the effect of the federal

government on Williams. Part I

considered the nature of the federal

presence here, what would happen if

Williama attempted to act in-

dependently of it, and what its

positive aspects are. Part II considers

the negative aspects of the federal

impact and assesses the future role of

government at Williams.

by Peter Rintels

The last few years have seen a

tremendous increase in the imoact of

the Federal government at Williams.

The impact has been positive by

supplying Williams with the money to

enrich its academic program and
diversify its student body, and by

,forcing the college to move more
quickly in adopting policies it wanted

to adopt anyway, such as affirmative

action.

The increased federal presence has

also brought with it increased

regulation of the college's affairs, not

all of which is looked upon favorably

by the administration. The College

has become increasingly conscious of

this regulation and, as a result, it sees

relations with the government as

more of a struggle than before.

"Seven to eight years ago, we looked

upon the government benignly. We
liked them; they liked us. Now it's

war," says Shane Riorden, Business

IVlanager. "It's a very changed at-

mosphere."

Bureaucratic Mentality
"The bureaucratic mentality is a

minimalistic mentality," claimed
President Chandler. "It is one which

attempts to puU the College down to a

general mean." He feels that this has

resulted in a "homogenizing impact."

"Government regulation is so

pervasive," he said, "that it has a

large impact in determining loca4

policy and procedures. The distinctive

character of the college and
university determined by local

decisions tends to become eroded. A
kincjl of sameness evolves. Colleges

that aspire to excellence have an
especially hard time with government
regulations."

Chandler said he believes that the

vitality of higher education stems

from its diversity and the imposition

of a bureaucratic stand threatens this

diversity.

The effect of the bureaucracy at

Williams can be seen in the Af-

firmative Action program of faculty

hiring. Although the College supports

the program in principle, opinions

differ on how it should be ad-

ministered. Administrators say the

government is trying to impose a

model on faculty hiring in which

people are "interchangeable parts"

and wtiich ignores the highly specific

qualifications Williams looks for.

"Academic hiring is highly

discriminatory," said Riorden. "You
never get two people with exactly

equal qualifications."

Dean of the Faculty, Neil Grabois,

added that as part of the Williams

Affirmative Action program, if a

woman or black applicant were ever

found to have the same qualifications

as a white male applicant for a faculty

position, the woman or black would be

hired. So far, however, this criterion

has not been a factor in any hiring

decisions.

According to President Chandler,

the College has felt this kind of

pressure with tenure decisions. "We
have trouble defending high tenure

standards," he insists, explaining that

the government may see the Ph.D.
and expect tenure to be granted. In

both hiring and tenure decisions, the

College looks for qualifications that

the "interchangeable parts"
viewpoint ignores.

So while the College stands firmly

behind the principle of equality in

faculty hiring and salaries, according

to Riorden, "Our major difference

with the government is the speed with

which this is going to happen." He
said he believes the government "is

being unreasonable."

Government Forms
Another source of friction in the

Affirmative Action program is a

government form called the EO-6. The
College uses this form to report the

racial and sexual make-up of the

faculty and is obligated by law to fill it

out.

According to Provost Stephen R.

Lewis, the form requires that the

College categorize the faculty

members. "This does not reflect the

way in which an academic institution

operates," he said. "Many people find

being categorized offensive." He
noted th{^ categorization alsp rein-

forces the notion that faculty positions

are standardized, Which they are not.

The EO-6 threatens the College

mainly by reinforcing an attitude

which the College finds dangerous.

Chandler reports that the Federal

Trade Commission is now considering

new forms which would require

colleges and universities to supply

information concerning the success of

its graduates in getting jobs.

"For a liberal arts institution," said

Chandler emphatically, "this cuts

across the fundamental premise of

our purpose. It imposes a definition on

us that is antithetical to our goals."

The new form is being proposed in the

name of consumer protection.

Chandler added. He insisted that, in

addition to promoting the "Williams is

just a road to better jobs" attitude, it

fosters "an adversary relationship

between the students and the College.

It is a threat to our sense of com-
munity."

Direct Regulations
A more direct threat is the proposed

federal requirement that college

buildings be made accessible to

handicapped persons. While presently

under revision, the original proposal

would cost the College as much as $2

million in renovation costs (Record, 9-

24), or four times the amount of

federal money presently received.

Associate Provost David Booth

termed the regulations "fun-

damentally threatening," adding that

"A major diversion of funds from
things the College considers more
important would be required to pay

for that."

According to Chandler, there is also

talk in Washington of requiring a non-

Williams person to be on the Board of

Trustees. He said that it was not likely

that the proposal would be enacted,

but that if it were, it would do serious

damage to the autonomy of the

College.

Government presence has also been

felt due to Occupational Safety and

Health Administration regulations,

which are responsible for additional

safety regulations in laboratory work,

for Title IX, which requires equal

athletic facilities for men and women,
and for the Buckley amendment,

which requires colleges to allow

students access to their academic

files.

While Williams is not openly hostile

toward any of these regulations, other

institutions have been less

acquiescent. Brigham Young
University in Utah and Hillsdale

College in Michigan openly refused to

comply with TiUe DC and may lose

substantial Federal support.

Federal research grant money in

the sciences has sometimes been
restricted to special projects that the

government supported. This tendency

has become most pronounced in the

last four to five years, according to

William Grant, chairman of the

biology department. He claims it is

more difficult now to design a basic

research project which has Tio clear-'

practical goal.

"Unless the benefits of research can
be shown, it is not as easy to get

money." During the energy crisis, for

example, undergraduate research
projects were expected to be con-

cerned with the energy before they

could get National Science Foun-
dation Funding.

These restrictions have been lifted

and the tendency for federal money to

come with strings attached is now on

the wane. Grant says.

Increased
Administration

With the government playing a

more pervasive role in campus af-

fairs, ithe administration is forced to

devote more and more time to

government business. No one in the

administration would estimate how
much this diversion of administrative

time has cost the College, but it has
clearly been a substantial amount.
Riorden said that he spends about a

quarter of his time with government
paperwork.

Government paperwork
requirements arp not only a lot of

work, but ti\ey are the kind of work
that admitiistrators ieast .like to do.

More than one referred to it as a "pain

in the neck." Nonetheless, they do not

consider it a serious burden.

Future of Government
Regulation

Administrators voice a subdued
optimism about the future of govern-

ment regulation here. They recognize

a serious threat of future government
impingement on Williams' autonomy,
but expect it will remain only a threat.

"It would be naive to believe that

federal intervention may not become
increasingly negative in the years to

come," said Booth, although he

believes that the effects of the federal

presence have been overwhelmingly
salutary up to this point. While he

counseled "increasing concern for

federal government regulation," he

added that the government will

continue to be looked upon favorably

unless serious new restrictions are

handed down.

Chandler said he sees the possibility

of increasing federal presence, but

noted that it will be a-"more rational

presence." He assorted that a larger

percentage of the people who run
government agencies dealing with
education will be coming out of

colleges and universities themselves.

In addition, he foresees more intense

Congressional scrutiny of federal

regulatory agencies. In general.
Chandler says, "There are signs that

an accommodation is being reached
between higher . education and
government agencies."

The federal government is on
campus to stay and has forced the

College to abdicate some of its

autonomy. But we have not been
forced to do anything violently against

our principles. Moreover, ad-

ministrators agree that the benefits

we have received in return far out-

weigh the nuisance of the government
regulation.-

^

President Chandler summed up the

view of the future: "We will retain the

autonomy that we have, but I don't

think we will ever regain the

autonomy we once eitjoyed."

The Williams Jazz Ensemble
presents its first concert of the year

Chapin Hall, Friday, November 19,8:00 P.M.

50c admission'

Jazz fromiPaul Whiteman to Buddy Rich
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Review

AAAT's Scandal' is delightful

The unusual becomes the expected in Gregory Boyd's production of Sheridan's
"School for Scandal" which continues this weelcend at the AMT. The waclcy
comedy is reviewed on this page. (photo by Oettgen)

by Thomas Herwiti
If it's all out, delightful, well meant

comedy you desire, there's enough to

turn even the sourest expression
upward in the Williams College

Theater production of School (or

Scandal—and it will continue to create

a stir this Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday. Starting from Richard
Bfinsley Sheridan's marvelously
quick witted script, director Gregory
Boyd and his players have produced a
wild, slapstick farce which fills the

AMT with roars of laughter.

Sheridan's multi-faceted play is

about a group of gossiping aristocrats,

an unhappy Sir Peter Teazle who
marries a country girl half his age and
regrets every minute of it, two
brothers Jn search of their uncle's

estate, a proper ingenue, and as many
entangled love affairs as can be fit

into two and a half hours. AH the

standard ingredients for Restoration

comedy. They are all mixed together

Clark acquires major oil fainting
Clark Art Institute has announced

the acquisition of a major oil painting

by the Belgian artist Francois-Joseph
Navez ^(1787-1869). The new
acquisition, entitled Musical Group,
depicts four figures seated among
antique ruins within a golden land-

scape of the Roman campagna. The
left foreground is dominated by a

group of three females. A young
dreamy-eyed woman in mustard
yellow sits upon the lap of a

mysterious older woman clad in rich

green velvet; below them a young
child in profile holds a tambourine.

This threesome is balanced on the

right by a young man dressed in a

Byronic outfit who strums a man-
dolin. A fascinating ambiguity per-

vades the relationship among these

four figures.

Signed and dated "F. J. Navez-
Roma 1821;" Musical Group was
painted in the last year of Navez's
four-year sojourn in Italy. There his

interest in such genre subjects first

developed as the result of a friendship

with the painter Leopold Robert (1784-

1835), whom he had met in Rome in

1817.

Navez's Musical Group brings to the

Clark's already outstanding collection

of nineteenth-century paintings a new
element not already represented, the

neo-classical style which is charac-

terized in part by a smooth finish and

fine draughtsmanship. The enduring
popularity of this style in the latter

half of the nineteenth century is

exemplified by the Institute's well-

known Nymphs and Satyr, painted in

1873 by the successful academic artist

Bouguereau. The addition of Musical

Group will also enable the viewer to

compare this work by Navez with

those of his outstanding pupil Alfred

Stevens, twelve of whose paintings

are exhibited at the Institute.

Musical Group was formerly in the

Wurthle Collection of Vienna and has

been published. The painting is now on

display in Gallery 12 of the Clark Art

Institute, which is open Tuesday
through Sunday, 10:00-5:00.

"Musical Group," 1821, by the Belgian painter Francois Joseph Navez (1787-

1869) has recently been acquired by the Clark Art Institute. (photo by Cenek

)

Music in tlie Round controsfs old and new
Reviewed by Valerie Sarantos

A program of predominantly 20th
century music was well-received last

Friday evening as Music in the Round
presented its third concert of the
season to a substantial audience. The
contemporary works included a
wonderful Trio by Leon Kirchner, and

Olivier Messiaen's mystical Quartet
for the End of Time. Offering an in-

teresting contrast in its classicism
was Beethoven's pleasantly light

Serenade, which was strategically

placed between the two 20th century
compositions in the program. All were
essentially well-played with the ex-

Cabaret salutes Sohdheim
.... And starting Thursday
The Williams Cabaret presents its

first Revue of the year this Thursday
at the Williams Inn from 10 to 11 p.m.
The show, which is a tribute to

Stephen Sondheim, '50 nms through
Saturday evening and features
singers Skip Adams, Martha
Williamson. Joe Trimboli and Gwen

Nichols; and musicians Marc
Lichtman and Doug Gernert. Songs

from the musicals Company, A Little

Night Music, Follies, Gypsy, West

Side Story, and A Funny Thing

Happened on the Way to the Forum
will highlight the evening of en-

tertainment. There is no cover

charge.

ception of minor problems in one
instance.

The Williams Trio opened the

program with a strong rendition of

Kirchner' s intriguing two-part Trio

for violin, cello, and piano. Moments
of alternating thick and thin textural

activity within a rollicking, pulsating

rhythmic framework were handled
with appropriate forcefulness by the

trio; while the dreamy, melancholy
passages were diligently but strongly

rendered. Douglas Moore's sad
moaning cello, Stephen Dankner's
eerie piano, and Julius Hegyi's sadly

sweet violin blended well while
retaining their individuality in the

dissonant, strong— yet sensitive-
Trio.

Traditionalism followed in the light

seven-movement Beethoven Serenade
for violin, viola, and cello; respec-

tively performed by Hegyi, Susan St.

Amour, and Moore. At first the en-

semble had pitch difficulties which
were finally resolved towards the end
of the Adagio movement. From that

point on, however, the performance
was lively and highly enjoyable,

particularly in the Andante quasi

allegretto movement.
Concluding the program was Olivier

Messoien's Quartet for the End of

Time, and eight-part work of a highly

mystical nature. Making her MITR
debut, was Susan Hohenberg, an
impressively capable clarinettist

whose exciting intensity easily won
over the audience. Also in the quartet

were Charlotte Hegyi on a well-

blending piano, Julius Hegyi, violin,

and Moore, cello.

and what comes out of the oven are

the hallmarks of classical comedy-
mistaken identity, slapstick, and
farce—and of course a happy ending

(for the good guys, that is.)

Given that wonderful script, the

success is that Boyd goes further still

than this. It was a brilliant idea to

move the play from the 1770's to the

1920's. It.gives the piece a breath of

fresh air, and allows for a lot of added

humor and entertainment. Nothing is

lost in the shift, and so very much is

gained (particularly in the design.)

The cast was generally unflawed

and featured some outstanding

performancesTEarl Childs as Joseph

Surface has truly found his medium in

the stylized manner of the play. His

characterization is caricature and it

works beautifully here. The whole

boudoir scene (which is the mainstay

of the second act) is guided and

carried completely by his per-

formance. The gossipers are all very

funny (each with his or her own twist)

but Cecilia Rubino stands out as the

strong and bitingly malicious Lady
Sneerwell. Dianne Thompson was
sweetly innocent as Lady Teazle, a

refreshing change fro/n her past

roles. Though not as old as he perhaps

should have been Kevin O'Rourke
catches everyone's syihpathy as Sir

Peter Teazle, as does Robert Gregory
in a completely solid performance as

Sir Oliver Surface. Ed Lapine was
also notable as everyone's servant.

Certainly, a good deal of the play

rests on the actors, but it is Boyd's
superb sense of humor which carries

the production. Not only is his

technical skill pervasive, meticulous

and smooth, but his creativity is even

more exciting. Except for a very few

points in the play (notably the

beginning of the second act which was
surprisingly rough, and parts of the

latter half of the first act) the

slickness of the production was
remarkable. The boudoir scene with

Surface, Teazle and Lady Teazle was
well executed, and fast moving.
Through most of the play (par-

ticularly the Scandal scenes) Boyd
creates moving stage pictures which
at times become almost prototypical

1920's billboard posters. But it is the

smaller touches— the marvelous
detail on which Boyd insisted—which

made the piece so lively. The idea of

having one actor play all of the ser-

vants, the sign language at the

beginning, the Teazle bathtub scene-
all of these are exemplary little

touches which Boyd read into the script

and which together made the play.

Perhaps the most unusual of these

was the beginning pas de deux bet-

ween^a ballerina and a gorilla. A touch
that was so clever, surprising, and
fitting that it couldn't help but be well

received and entertaining.

Richard Jeter's set is beautiful.

Stark white, it emphasizes the players

and puts the focus on them. The flown

screens work well and move tljie play

quickly through what could have been
awkward scene changes. T/ie

"Scandal" sign and some of the other

props were marvelous. One only

wonders why the play was done in

proscenium where the action seem-
ed set back further than

necessary.

No dgubt the evening was made so

much more enjoyable by the

magnificent costumes which were
created by the AMT's new costume
designer Martha Hally. Her work was
clever, funny, and handsome. Lady
Teazles dress was innocent when it

needed to be. Sir Oliver's turban was
cute, as was Lady Sneerwell's mat-

ching eyepatches. The "scandalers"

looked such. On the side, in fact, the

play was a fashion show as well, «'

A delightful evening.

Driver Needed
Person with a good driving record
and current license to drive a car
from Williamstown to Newport
News, Virginia at Thanksgiving.
See Katie Case at OCC.

1976 FIAT FOR SALE

128 Sedan - 2 door

5,000 miles

PERFECT CONDITION

RADIO- 4-speed

Asking $2,800

Inquire: S. U. BOX 1659

PRESENTS
Friday, November 19th

fgS^P«^%8^t
At7,9:30&11 P.M.

This week's presentation Is "THE PAPER CHASE" at 7, 9: 30 and

11p.m. The story of one man's battle against the competlve grind of

academia, Timothy Bottoms plays a first year Harvard Law
student striving for approval, while Oscar Award winning John

Houseman is the iconoclastic law professor-god who embodies

every nuance of the quintessence of scholarly teaching.

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: THE PINK PANTHER
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Women swim to first victory ever over Holyoke
by Dennis O'Shea

"Coach Sam told me just to swim
my own race, and not to worry about

the other girl—and it worked!" said

Carol Ann Smalley after clinching the

women's swim team's first official

win over Mount Holyoke ever Thurs-

day night.

Oh, boy, did it work. The junior

exchange from Holyoke stroked from
nearly a pool length behind to thief

second place in the 500 yard free from
her former teammate and assure the

Ephwomen's 72-50 triumph.

Smalley had the Muir Pool crowds

on their feet as she inched her way
towards second after her Holyoke

opponent Judy Weisburgh had fallen

off Marilla Pearsall's winning pace at

about 350 yards. At 475 they turned

togetjjer. but Smalley exploded off the

wall and had enough left to open half a

body length's lead in the final lap. Her
final time of 5:52.1 was almost seven

seconds ahead of her personal best.

Once again, Pearsall absolutely

dominated the middle distance
freestyle events, .winning the very

difficult 100, 200 and 500 yard triple for

the second straight meet. This
combination leaves her but one
event's rest between her second and
third swims of the meet.

Lord Jeff toofboHers break Ephjihx
FOOTBALL from page .<

have seemed a hurricane by this time

traveled only to just beyond midfield

where Harasimowicz brought it back

to the Williams 39. Two running plays

brought up a third and three, where

Newman put the game away.

Apparently aware of the tendency of

Williams' diep backs to come up

quickly and aggressively against the

run (not a bad trait, jt)gt a risky one),

Newman faked the ball into the line

and tossed a perfect spiral to a wide

open Swiacki who waltzed in for the

insurance score.

The never-say-die Ephs (as they

haven't all season) put together two

long drives in the waning minutes of

the game, but never did get on the

board.

Credit in large doses is due the

Amherst defensive line, who used

their big weight advantage to its

fullest, and held the Williams ground

game to minus yardage on the day.

For Amherst, the win has to be even

more- satisfying than the soccer

squad's Cinderella comeback. Coach
Jim Ostendarp finally has his first win
over Bob Odell and he's waited a

million years for it.

Williams need certainly not be

ashamed, for the seniors, 18-5-1 is

certainly quite respectable. But the

road ahead is not an easy one, as now
the halo of. invincibility has been lifted

from the head of Ephraim Williams,

and its reinstatement lies in the hearts

of the underclassmen of the squad.

Keron Walker also won three events,

setting a new College record in the 100

individual medley before taking both

the 50 freestyle and 100 butterfly. The

frosh sprinter also gets a share of a

brand new 200 freestyle relay College

standard along with team captain

Randall Morrow, and sophs Joanna

Monroe and Nina Murphy.

Murphy dropped seven-tenths off

her own 100 backstroke mark and

^^tted two seconds to Holyoke aceend
perpetual nemesis Karen Farns-

worth, while Monroe won the 50 fly.

llie Holyoke victory is the Ej^
women's fifth of the season and runs

their string of dual meet victories to

eleven over the past two seasons, but

is their first official win over the

Lyons. Holyoke clobbered the Purple

in an invitational and a triangular

meet last year, although the Ephs
outperformed them in an un'scored

relay meet at Wellesley.

With their second straight un-

defeated dual meet season safely

salted away, Carl Samuelson's
natators close out the year with a pair

of multi-team contests this week.

Holyoke gets a second shot at

Williams at a triangular meet hosted

by UMass Wednesday, be^re the

Ephwomen return to defend last

year's domination of the Masse-

Spears Relay Carnival at Wellesley.

Polomen sMrge. to-.

Little Three title
POLO from page «

Jordan Lewis—the right man in the

right place . . . —gathered in the

second rebound and, with the goalie

out of position, deposited the ball in

the net.

The defense deserves much credit

in the overtimes. Guy Hoelzer and

Brian McDermott combined to shut

off Amherst's top offensive threat,

Mike Mendelsohn.

Ask Procter &. Gamble
what you can do

with your BA degree!

\bu could become the

advertising/marketing manager

for one of these P&G products!

Although only 5 are shown here, Procter &
Gamble makes more than 50 well-known,

well-advertised consum'er brands.

For each brand, there is a small

management group, usually just 3 people,

totally responsible for planning, creating

and supervising everything that is done
to increase consumer acceptance of

their brand.

The group is headed by a Brand Manager, an

important level of management in our company.

Right now, we're looking for a few highly qualified

college seniors with the potential to become
Brand Managers.

You would start at our Cincinnati headquarters as part

of a brand group fpr a specific brand, perhaps one

of those shown heJ-e. To help you learn quickly, your

Brand Manager would give you challenging assignments

of increasing responsibility in various key marketing

areas such as TV advertising, package design, special

promotions, budget planning and analysis, and

market research.

The emphasis would be on you, your ideas, your

ability to contribute. You'll be promoted on the basis

of merit alone. It's not uncommon to become a full

Brand Manager within 3-4 years.

Since you will begin to manage from the day

you join us, we're looking for "take charge" people

with outstanding records of leadership while in

college. "Superior academic achievement",

"innovative", "a record of being able to get things

done", and "good oral and written communi-

cations skills" are some of the words we
use to describe the people we want.

If this kind of work interests you and you think

you qualify, please send me your resume.

Ms. Sandy Moersdori
The Procter ft Gamble Co.

Advertising Personnel
P.O.BOX599— DeptA
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201

An Equal Opportunity Employer

THOMPSON CONCERT COMMITTEE
presents

Stanley Hummel, pianist

in a recital of works by

Haydn, Schubert, Mendelssohn,

Chopin, Debussy, and Liszt

Thursday, November 18th,

8:30 P.M. Chapin Hall

Everybody welcome free of charge

One

Qood "Man

becoming a

Christian Brother

THIS YEAR
CAN HELP MANY PEOPLE

IN

FUTURE YEARS
(THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS ARE * GROUP OF

CATHOLIC RELialOUS BROTHERS WHO SPECIALIZE
IN DIFFERENT FORMS OF EDUCATION)

For More Details, Write:

BROTHER STEPHEN FSC
I DE LA SALLE ROAD
ALBANY, N.Y. 12208

THE CHRISTMAS STORE IN THE BERKSHIRES

Handmade treasures—unusual Ideas for everyone. Come to

our store in the Williams Inn and find all the special presents

you could wish for. Museum replicas in jewelry and sculpture

. . . enchanting stuffed animals . . . calico initials . . .

totes of all Itinds . . . handcrafted jewelry . . . twenty

colors in bandanas . . . "jeans" Iseits and suspenders . . .

Mexican tinware V. . Gwen Frostic booits and notepaper

. . . Jigsaw puzzles . . . handmade wooden toys . . .

English pub mugs. Reproductions of "Pip", the famous

Williams Inn seven-toed cat, and much much more . . .

10 %discount to all Williams people

Located in the lobby of the Williams Inn

Open seven days 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM
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Soccer Jeffs thwart Eph
quest for Little Three

Don Wallace surveys the line as he calls the signals, but the Amherst defenders looming over the ball

tell the story of the day.

Purple gridders must share Little 3 title

(photo by Cenek)

Amherst finally wins, 16-0
by Tim Layden

No, it doesn't prove that the

Wesleyan win was a flulie, and it

doesn't show that Wesleyan's win over

Amherst was
^^
an accident, either.

Saturday's 16-0 Amherst upset win

over Wilhams just shows that good

rivalries are unpredictable and hard-

fought, and bears out all those trite

adages about throwing the records oUt

the window when these two teams

meet.

On paper, the Williams Ephs
seemed to be a team which had
matured late in the season and was
ready now lo really roll to two Little

Threfe victories and the title. Amherst
had been beset by injuries all season

and had never put together a solid

team performance after midseason. It

looked like a potential rout.

Yet, two things keyed the Lord Jeff

upset. The first was exceptional

scouting, which enabled the Jeff

linebackers and deep backs to gaze

into their crystal balls each time the

Ephs came to the line of scrimmage
and often shout out the expected play.

The second factor was the return to

full-time duty and slippery running of

junior quarterback Mike Newman,
who left Eph pass-rushers grabbing at

air all afternoon.

Windy, muddy, jam-packed Pratt

Field in Amherst was the scene of the

contest which brought about the first

three-way Little Three tie since 1939.

Both squads treated the crowd to a

lifeless battle of punts and feeling-out

throughout the first period.

Despite the scoreless battle of the

early game, the big Amherst defense

was setting a trend which was to spell

the doom of the Williams passing

game early and force a seemingly

endless string of second and third and

long situations. The Jeffs often blitzed

two linebackers, and forced Don
Wallace (17 for 49, 222 yards) farther

out of the pocket than usual.

With just over six minutes
remaining in the first half of the still

scoreless contest, the Amherst
defense came up with the first break

of the game. Junior linebacker Ralph
Knode led a charge of Jeffs through to

Eph punter Peter Unger and blocked

the junior's try. Paul Harasimowicz
recovered on the Williams 20 to put

the hosts in business.

Purple ruggers drub Amherst
Saturday morning the Williams

Rugby Club "A"-side walked into

Amherst with a six game unt)eaten

streak and back to back shutouts.

That afternoon they were the proud
owners of a seven game unbeaten
streak, another shutout, and the shirts

from the Amherst team.

The 7-0 win marks the first time in

four seasons that the "A"-siders have
beaten the Jeffs while the "B"-side

continued its recent success over

Amherst with a hard fought 10-6 win.

Coming off a 27-0 blanking of Boston
University last week, the braintrust of

the W.R.F.C, with limitless con-

fidence, decided to challenge Amherst
to play for shirts. Amherst, sensing

the momentum of one of Williams
finest "A"-sides evfr was reluctant,

but the thought of parading around
Pratt Field with Williams's shirts on
got the better of them.
The "B"-side paved the way for the

"A"s showing speed and endurance in

their win with Mike Krikorian scoring

two tries. The "A"-side then played
just well enough to win with Byrne

Kelly's try and Dave Levy's field goal.

Although the offense had trouble

getting started the staunch Williams

defense was never in doubt. Hard
hitting and hustle combined to stop

Amherst before they got started and
put five of their players out of the

game. The defense has been ex-

tremely impressive all year, thanks to

a total team effort.

Byrne Kelly, the team's spiritual

leader, typified the leadership and
performance of the team's seniors all

season long. He played the first half

with several broken ribs, scored, and
would have played the second half if

the trainers let him. Byrne and his

classmates John Greer, Dave Levy,

Jaime Edwards, Sammy Hanchet,

Marshall Partington and the ever

present Jim Tolls were inspirations to

the rest of the club.

The club would like to thank Jim
"Bandaid" Stone for his irreplaceable

services and the college community
for its support. We hope interest will

be even better this spring when the

club hopes to improve its record.

A Newman completion to big Bill

Swiacki and a keeper preceded two

Rich Minicus carries and the Jeffs

were on the board. Gary Strassen-

berg's PAT gave Amherst a 7-0 lead,

their first lead over Willianvs since

1973.

On the very next possession of the

first half, Williams lit a fire under the

chilly fans, with a gutty 74-yard, 13-

play drive against the clock, only to

stall on the Jeff seven with just

seconds remaining in the half.

The key play of the half may have
come on first-and goal from the

Amherst seven. Wallace rolled to his

right and partially turned the corner

with seemingly nothing but green in

front of him. The senior however,

instinctively tried to throw into the

crowded end zone and the pass fell

incomplete. The Williams fans around

the ptey groaned loudly and Wallace

clutched his helmet as if to say "I

know, I know!"
Any chilly fans who went to their

cars for liquid warmth during the

intermission may have return^ to the

third quarter only to think they were

seeing a rerun of the first. Williams,

with the wind at their back, unable to

get anything going against the

stubborn Jeff defense and Newman
scrambling out of trouble just often

enough to keep the Jeffs out of the

shadow of their own goalposts.

The final play of the third quarter

was a 51-yard Wallace to Ken
Hollingsworth completion to set the

Ephs up on the Amherst 30. Two sacks

of Wallace by linebacker Doug Moses
and an unsuccessful fourth-and-21 try

gave Amherst the ball back.

A Jell punt on the next possession

set up a break which had seemed
inevitable alL- day. With Williams

backed up to the end zone on second

and long, Wallace finally ran out of

room. Linebacker Sean Clancy
collared Wallace in the end zone for

two points and a 9-0 Amherst lead.

Kevin Cramer's boot into what must

see FOOTBALL page S

by Mark Pogue
Senior Greg Best's 25-yard clout

with 2:43 left in the season won
Amherst an electrifying 3-2 decision

6ver the Williams soccer team
Saturday, depriving the Ephs of their

first undisputed Little Three title

since 1971. The triumph, extending the

Lord J^effs' regular-season curse on
Williams to six years, quickly
redeemed Amherst's long 2-9 season,

and ended the Purple's Bicentennial

fall with a 7-4-1 record.

Amherst's soccer rink, as expected,

had a noticeable effect on all aspects

of this game. Players on both teams
continually slipped, fell, or toppled

each other like bowling pins on the

slick turf, and it all served to

neutralize Williams' superior front-

line speed and disrupt its controlled

style of ball. "We played reasonably

well considering the field," said

,

Williams' Coach Jeffrey Vennell
afterwards, "But it definitely affected

our game. It caused delays in getting

off our shots."

After an early Purple breakaway
goal was called back because of an
offsides violation, the Jeffs regrouped

and began to exert pressure of their

own at all points on the field. With 22

minutes gone forward Kirk Hartman
burst through the defensive backfield

with the ball, lured goalie Skip

Grossman off the baseline, and
punched the ball by him for a 1-0

Amherst lead.

This annoyed Kirk's brother Greg,

who plays for Williams. Nine minutes

later Greg Hartman gathered in the

ball at the blue line and dribbled his

way to the Amherst endline. As three

surprised fullbacks and Jeff goalie

Eric Cromartie converged on him,

Hartman slipped a perfect pass-shot

to inrushing linemate Peter Barra,

who tapped the ball home to tie the

game. Barra had been moved to

center-forward after John Friborg,

the Ephs best scoring threat, was
knocked out of the game with a leg

injury midway through the first half.

Upback Bill Roper tangles with Jeff

forward Ted Beneski near mid-field in

Saturday's contest, (photo by Cenek

)

As footing gr^w more precarious in

the second half neither team could

establish lasting dominance* of the

action. Instead, they alternated in

mounting a series of sporadic attacks

against each other, while Cromartie

and Grossman repeatedly wowed the

shivering crowd with a series of

spectactttar; diving saves.

The Purple broke on top with six

minutes of regulation time left. After

diving to stop one point-blank shot

with an incredible body save,

Trailerback Hank Osborne looks

upfield as he circles by an Amherst
defender, while halfback Ted Rouse
moves into the open.

(photo by Cenek)

Cromartie lay helpless as sophomore
Chick Johnson belted the rebound past

his ear for a 2-1 Williams lead. Only

two minutes later, however, the

never-say-die Jeffs retaliated when
Hartman drove Grossman's baseline

and stuck a shot into the side panel of

the net. "There was a tremendous
letdown after our score—there always
will be in that situation," said Vennell.

"But we just didn't react quickly

enough on that play. It looked just like

the goal UConn scored to beat us;"

With fullback Geoff Klingenstein

personally boarding up the right side

of the Purple backfield, much of the

20-minute overtime session belonged

to Williams. Yet Cromartie refused to

fold, and with three minutes left it

appeared Williams would accept the

Little Three crown by virtue of

defeating Wesleyan and tying the Jeffs

(Wesleyan beat Amherst.)

This hope went up in smoke seconds

later, though, when Amherst took tfie

ball and caught the Purple defensive

playing up too far. "Get back! Get

back!" Vennell screamed even before

the play developed. Before Williams

could regroup the ball was fed to Best

in the center of the field, who won the

game with a tremendous blast that

barely eluded Grossman's final lunge.

The defeat ended on a disappointing

note one of Williams's finest seasons

in many years, and renewed old vows
that next year, at least, those Lord

Jeffs must be beaten.

Polomen slip by Jeffs in 4 overtimes

a^^ ^'^ «
»•

by Ray Porfilio

The Water Polo Club capped off the

1976 fall campaign with its second

consecutive Little Three cham-
pionship. A closely contested,

quadruple overtime 16-15 victory over

Amherst clinched the title. Over
homecoming weekend, the club had

taken the first step toward the Little

Three bragging rights by besting

Wesleyan 16-7.

The Amherst contest was supposed

to be a routine affair; Williams had

dominated the Jeffs 14-10 earlier in

the year. However, inspired Amherst

play combined with well-executed

pool strategy to keep the game close.

Additionally, Williams was hampered

by bizarre rule interpretations by the

referees.

Williams fell behind early but an

offensive spurt in the second period,

led by Mike Feltes, put the Ephs on

top going into the half. A rough but

Women's volleyball wins two

The Williams Rugby Football Club ck>s«tf ovt the season Saturday with
satisfying wins over Amherst from both "A" and "B" sides.

The varsity women's volleyball

team demonstrated its capacity to

play a well-coordinated game as

Williams defeated both its opponents

at an Albany tri-meet last Wednesday

evening.

Despite the fact that a late arrival

necessitated warming-upHu the foyer

of the Albany gym, the Williams

squad handily won their first match

against Russell Sage College, 15-4, 15-

5. Especially noteworthy was the

consistent, piercing serving of Lisa

Marder and the overall teamwork of

all the players.

Williams went on to defeat the

Albany State 6 immediately af-

terwards, 15-4, 15-3. Again, the game
was characterized by fine volleyball

techniques.

well-played second half was even;

regulation expired with the score

knotted at 14-14.

The first two overtimes were
defensively oriented. The first was
scoreless. The second saw Williams

score first only to have Amherst

answer with a goal as time was

running out. Thus the marathon of a

game moved into sudden death

overtime.

Amherst had accumulated nine

team fouls and one more would have

led to a free shot for Williams. Despite

Eph efforts to control the ball and

draw the final foul, no fouls were

called. The third overtime was
scoreless.

In the fourth overtime, some two

hours after the game had begun,

Williams garnered the game-winning

goal. Phil Wild fired a shot which the

Jeff goalie stopped, but the relx)und

popped back out to Wild. He lofted a

lob shot which missed its mark.
tee POLO page S
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Funds seven organizations

Council concludes allocations
The College Council concluded this

year's Student Activities Tax
allocation Tuesday night by con-

sidering seven organisational
budgets. The council voted to grant

full requests to the Volleyball Club,

^e Jewish Association, and the

R^fUMblican Club. Three
organizations, the International Club,

the Dance Society and Williams

Women received cuts from their

original request. The council also

voted not to fund the Pre-Law Society.

The Dance Society's budget request

highlighted a problem with the fun-

ding procedure. Because of the great

demand outside the college, for the

groups brought in by the Dance
Society, scheduling. and contratural

commitments must be completed

between six months to one year before

the actual event. The Dance Society

signs contracts based upon its ex-

pectation for full-funding from the

council. This year they requested and
budgeted for $5,700. The council

granted the group $4,800, recom-

mending that the group raise its ticket

prices 50c to defray $400 of the ex-

pected $900 deficit.

According to Treasurer Clarence

Otis, the remaining $500 deficit is the

responsibility of the College. Otis

claimed that "The College is

responsible for this deficit if a college

official signed, or approved of the

signing of the contract".

Following the meeting, Otis pointed

out that the current practice of

budgeting in the late fall "leaves a lot

of major groups out on a limb. For

example, the ACEC and the Dance
Society have to make firm con-

tractural commitments long before

the September semester begins". Otis

recommended electing a new
treasurer and Finance Committee in

February or March and conducting a

portion of the allocations at that time.

Otis said that he saw no problem in

installing a new treasurer before the

general elections were conducted in

the late spring.

Williams Women sought an
allocation of $980. The council over-

whelmingly voted to accept the

Finance Committee's recom-
mendation of $750. Finance Com-
mittee member Ross Cheit stated that

the cut was made because "we

weren't sure how firm the group's

plans were for this year".

The council also voted 13-9 to

allocate $850 to the International Club.

The Club has requested $1000, but this

was based on having two international

dinners this year. The $150 cut reflects

a decision to cut one dinner.

The Pre-Law Society tried to con-

vince the council that the activities

that this group wishes to undertake

are not th^responsibility of the Office

of Career Counseling. Society

chairman Dan McCabe argued that

the speakers that the group wanted to

sponsor would appeal to the overall

campus community. Cheit and Otis

pointed out tliat the speakers were
see COUNCIL page 5

Cheryl McCarthy was oiw of several Williams students who were inoculated

against the swine flu. The vaccine was given at the Mitchell Elementary School

in Williamstown. ( photo by Oettgen

)

Committee proposes 5 housing categories

CUL rejects subcommittee

attempts to control alcohol
A report of the CUL subcommittee

on alcohol, discussed at Monday's
meeting of the Committee on Un-

dergraduate Life, indicated that

excessive use of alcohol is a real

problem on the campus. The sub-

committee concluded that the College

must protect the interests of students

who do not drink, who do so

moderately but still must house dues

which are used predominantly for

purchasing alcohol, and those who
drink more heavily.

See pg. 3 for the text of the recom-

mendations to the CUL on the use of

alcohol at Williams.

The report proposed several

recommendations designed to achieve

this protection. The proposals in-

cluded the abolition of all house dues

above the $20 currently included in the

term bill as part of the House Main-

tenance Tax and also the keeping of

separate records of drinking and non-

drinking members of each house.

The CUL rejected proposals which

they considered as invalid in-,

terferences with house autonomy. The

members also disagreed with the

recommendation that a formal course

on the dangers of alcohol be given to

all students.
The committee was more receptive

to recommendations geared towards
see CUL page 5

A proposed five-category house

inclusion system will come before the

Committee on Undergraduate Life

Monday as the recommendation of the

Housing Committee. The revised

system Would group Dodd and Tyler

into one categqry, leaving Fitch and
Prospect in anotlier, and would not

effect the remainingthree categories:

Greylock, Mission Park^,and Row
Houses. " \^
The CUL asked that the Housing

Committee consider possible

realignments of the existing four

categories: Dodd-Fitch-Prospect,
Greylock, Mission- Park, and Row
Houses. Both committees have ex-

pressed concern over what has been

called the "meaningless Dodd-Fitch-

Prospect category." Most members
of the CUL and the Housing Com-

mittee agreed that the range of rooms
and the variation in atmosphere

between the three houses in this

category is too wide for a realistic

housing category.

The Housing Committee considered

a number of alternative regroupings

including one proposal to divide the

houses into two categories: Greylock-

Mission Park-Prospect and the

remaining seven houses. Associate

Dean Cris T. Roosenraad labeled the

proposal the "white vs. wall papered

W^Us" system, explaining that the

division grouped dormitory and non-

dormitol7 style houses. The com-
mittee rejected the suggestion as

overly restrictive.

Another proposal WQuld have placed

Dodd in the Row Hduse category

again leaving Fitch-Prospept as a
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Editorial - - ^^ ^

Housing Choice^
The Student Housing Committee's proposal that housing

inclusion categories be expanded to five (see article page 1) is

the most appropriate organization of houses given the random
inclusion system. To some extent, there is less chance of

preserving diversity with this system. (The prot)ability Of two
groups getting into the same house under the ihost ad-
vantageous conditions rises from under 40 per cent to over 50
per cent.) However, the categories represent a better grouping
of houses according to housing type and popularity. Inus,
although the statistic Used to describe students getting their
first choice may drop, the actual number of students getting in

thert first choice house or type of hQuse should remain constant
or even rise. i

Specifically, the present four categories link Dodd HAise,
which offers a different type housing situation than Fitch Imd
Prospect House with Fitch and Prospect. The fact thtft a
student gets into Prospect House is recorded by College of-

ficials as meeting his first choice. In fact, that student may
have preferred Dodd and even housing in some other category
to Prospect. ^

The Committee on Untjergraduate Life is discussing a
proposal to reduce the numbier of categories to three (inclucung
Doad with the Row Houses ind Fitch and Prospect with Mission
Park and Greylock). This fails to completely solve the problem
of linking substantially different housing types and at the same
time, reduces student choice. On the grounds of more ap-
propriate housing groupings and greater student choice with a
minimal loss in diversity through randomness, the Housing
Clommittee's proposal is superior to the present set-up and the
proposal now before the CUL.

Therefore, we urge the CUL to adopt the plan or endorse the
right of the Housing Committee to set housing categories.

You can bet your paycheck at (ireen

Mountain every week that some
aspects of this college will never
change. The timing of events is a point

in case. One weekend we'll be treated

to 43 athletic events, 107 lectures, 18

plays, and i;ooi movies. The next f6ur

weekends? Nothing. The old rule of

thumb that everything at Williams
must happen at once is applied with

such consistency that both the college

community and the performers
ultimately end up as losers.

Unfortunately, this syndrome
seems to have struck the various

committees on campus as well.

During the past two weeks the college

community has been bombarded with

enough reports and proposals from
major committees to keep the

Hopkins Hall lights burning through

June.

But with the Thanksgiving crunch of

hoiir exams and papers in full swing,

how many of us have taken the time to

study these proposals, or at least kept

abreast of them?
If you haven't already, gang, start

soon, because a lot of these proposals

aren't nickel and dime affairs. In the

past week alone the CUL has

FOCUS/Andy O'Donnell

No More Bond-Aids

Letter: faculty not 'highest paid'
To the editor:

Ms. Margaret Graham's article

titled "Eph Faculty Salaries Rate
High" in the October 8, 1976 Williams

Record was an admirable effoi^ to

untangle the American Associatioi^pf

University Professor's annual report

covering the "Economic Status of the

Profession, 1975-76." The chart
comparing average compensation by
rank with eleven roughly cbmparable
private liberal arts colleges together

with the national ave^rage was par-

ticulacJiubfilBM.

Unfortunately the article's headline

and more particularly its firsf sen-

tence ("Williams College professors

are among the highest paid in the

country,") were quite inaccurate. The
proximity of Williams compensation

by rank with the national average

listed in the table accompanying the

article should have been sufficient

clue: Williams full professors were
shown to be 1.3 thousand above the

national average, associate

professors but $400 above, and
assistant professors actually $700

below.

Additional data available from the

AAUP indicates that, far from being
".

, . among the highest paid in the

country," faculty at 167 other colleges

and universities receive higher

\a,verage compensation (salaries plus

fringe benefits), those at 188 receive

higher salaries, and approximately

240 receiVed higher proportional

raises than ^Vijliams continuing

faculty did between '74:^'75 and '75-'76.

Still, those with higher average

compensation than Williams are not

necessarily "large" or distinguished

by graduate programs. Would you
believe that there are 14 community
colleges that report higher average

compensation than Williams (up to

$7,162 higher)? Would you have
guessed that among the four-year

colleges that reported higher average
compensation are Kutztown (-l-$872),

Lock Haven (-l-$993). East Stroud-

sburg (-|-'$1,107), Shippensburg
(-l-$l,216). Slippery Rock (-l-$l,452),

Bloomsburg (+$1,472), Millersville

(+$1,560), Montgomery (+$1,700),

and Cheney (+$2,615)? Less startling

may be Kalamazoo (+$601), Pomona
(+$847), Harvey Mudd (+$1,541),

and Amherst (+$2,351) .

Ms. Graham was careful to com-
pare Williams, in the body of her

article, with what she termed
"similar institutions." Unfortunately

these were declared "similar"
because they "offered only the bac-

calaureate or equivalent degree." For
the latter she could appropriately cite

the authority of the AAUP's own set of

categories which eliminate from most
of the comparisons with Williams not

only institutions offering a reasonable

number of doctorates in a number of

fields but also those "awarding
degrees above the baccalaureate but

not including the former category,"

as well as two-year institutions and
those without academic rank.

Here things get murky. As a one-

time member of the national AAUP's
Committee Z ("Economic Status of

the Profession"), I am well aware of

WHSBIfH
The number of Early Decision applications is. presently close to last

year's total of 543, Director of Admissions, Philip F. Smith announced.

Although the application deadline was Monday, Smith said he expects to

have about 550 applications by today as the Admissions office is accepting

stragglers.

Acceptance decisions will be made on December 7 and 8; responses will

be sent by December 15. Last year 302 men and 240 women applied. It was
the first year more women than men were accepted—76-78. The decisions

are made in a sex-blind process. ^
As to the percentage of the 1981 class to be accepted early, Smith said,

"We're giving ourselves a 30 per cent maximum; we're consistent over the

years in not accepting more." At the absolute maximum, 480 would be ac-

cepted. Last year 496 were accepted in toto.

Under the ED plan, those selected must withdraw applications to other

colleges. Those not accepted ED are deferred to regular admission.

The Elections Committee is accepting self nominations for three

positions on the Junior Advisor Selection Committee. According to com-

mittee adviser Lauren Stevens, juniors and seniors who haven't been JA's

are eligible. Applications are due by Dec. L
The 28-member committee, composed mainly of current and former

JA's, will select next year's advisers. The selection process will begin early

next semester, Stevens said.

the compromises that have to be

made to fit unique institutions into

rigid categories as well as the

necessity of maintaining sufficient

rapport with the American
Association of Colleges (an equivalent

organization for administrators) to

maintain their cooperation in

soliciting compensation date from
their membership.

Still, Williams does not fit the

category into which it has been placed

in tl)6 AAUP compensation com-
parisons which Ms. Graham used. It

has not limited itself to "awarding
only the baccalaureate or equivalent

degree" for at least the past 15 years.

An MA in Developmental Economics
has been available over that period,

while more recently an MA in the

History of Art has been inaugurated—
with the result that some 30 degrees

beyond "the baccalaureate or

equivalent" have been granted per

v^ar of late.

^ These activities of the College

—

together with the fact that we compete
in recruitment of faculty with major
universities offering the doctorate and
occasionally lose faculty to such in-

stitutions—would seem to suggest that

students, faculty, administration,

trustees, alumni, and parents—
indeed, all who read The Williams

Record and-or the AAUP Bulletin-

would do well to make their

assessments of the relative position in

which Williams is placed in terms of

compensation with considerable care.

If, for instance, one were to examine
our compensation levels as bait to

recruit or keep creative scholars and
teachers in competition with private

universities offering a reasonable

number of doctorates in a number of

fields (all such universities, the good, '

the bad, and the indifferent) one
would discover that Williams fell

among the lowerst 10 per cent for full

professors, the lowest 15 per cent for

associate professors, and the lowest 11

per cent for associate professors.

The fundamental intent of this letter

is to suggest that faculty have not

been attracted to—or remained at—
Williams because of monetary
reasons. Something else draws them
and holds them: the quality of the

students, the relatively "personal"

methods which its administrators

have been capable of maintaining, the

collegia! atmosphere that extends

beyond one's discipline or "division,"

and, quite possibly, the gemutllch

atmosphere of Williamstown itself.

If any of us came because we
seriously thought that "Williams
College professors are among the

highest paid in the country," we would
have been terribly misled.

BobFriedrichs , Sociology

tenetatively adopted a new transfer

policy and discussed a rigorous and

critical report on alcohol abuse, the

Housing Committee has proposed new
inclusion groupings, the Calendar and
Scheduling Commiteee has toyed with

the Idea of ending classes a Tvefek

early, the Student Standing Com-
mittee has inexplicably "postponed"

a proposed tenure^uestionnaire, the

CAP has studied a new timetable for

tenure review, and the Faculty
Steering Committee has "resolved"

the open meeting debate in a

dismaying display of casual con-

sideration.

The deliberations of the CUL and
the Housing Committee warrant
further comment. On the surface, the

Housing Committee's proposal is very

straight forward: subtract Dodd from
the Fitch-Prospect grouping, Tyler

from the row house grouping, and add

the two houses together to create a

fifth housing category.

Although I'm still not convinced

that this approach won't hinder rather

than help matters, my main concern

is not the proposal per se. Instead, it is

the amount of random and often

uninformed tampering of this sort

that has plagued the residential

housing system at Williams since its

inception in 1962. The Housing
Committee's latest proposal seems to

be merely another band-aid applied to

a system that neither administrators

nor students fully understand.

Calendar approved,

may need reform
CALENOAR from page 1

"The easiest way to gain seven days
during the year so we can move up
graduation would be to shorten spring

vacation or the Winter Study period,"

committee chairman Paul G. Clark
concluded. Howard noted that

Williams is also one of few colleges

with a two week break in late March.
The obvious alternative to major

reductions in the Winter Study or

spring break periods would be taking

a few days here and there throughout

the calendar. The committee con-

sidered many options including

reducing pre-exam reading periods,

eliminating winter recess and cutting

Winter Study and spring vacation by
two or three days each,

Stop-gap measures of this sort only

address short term maladies in the

system. Who's to say we won't pave to

redefine the categories in two years?

What will happen when the Droppers

and Woodbridge houses enter the

picture? Does anyone know the future

of Garfield House or why the Ad-

ministration has simply- sat back and

watched it detoriate to its present

state?

The main problem with the housing

system at Williams is not the system

itself but our knowledge of that

system and our understanding of

where it's headed. For the past 14

years the housing situation has been

in such a state of flux that committees

have had to spend all their time

correcting immediate problems and
consequently have never developed

an overall picture of the system itself.

I think it's about time we called a

time-out and examined that system,

spelling out not only what we've got

but what we intend to do with it. It's

high time the administration dealt

with the fraternity issue instead of

neatly side-stepping it, dealt with the

paradox of fostering unity and
fraternity-like social affairs in a

system based on diversity, and dealt

with the effect of the present Ad-
missions policy on the housing
system. If it takes another committee
like the Angevine Committee to do the

job effectively, then so be it, and sign

me aboard. But no more band aids

until we get a clearer picture of the

bruises.

Correction

In Tuesday's Record article,

"CAP convenes for tenure," the

"junior members" who "are in-

cluded in tenure discussions in

political science" refers to

students and not to junior faculty

members. Junior faculty members
do not take part in the tenure

decision in political science, ac-

cording to department chairman
Kurt Tauber.

News and Notes
From Career Counseling

WANTED
Williams students to work on
traffic studies as part of ongoing
Berkshire County Regional
Transportation Study during week-
days on Nov. 18, Nov. 23, & Dec. 7-

9. See Katie Case at OCC.

INTERNSHIPS JUST IN

Organization of American States

Latin American international

relations internship. No stipend.

For Spring '77 & Summer '77.

Groton School Teaching Intern -

Seniors

1 yr. appointment working with

established teacher, advising,

coaching, etc. $3,600 stipend+

room & board. See Sue Little at

OCC.

FEA RECRUITING
POSSIBILITY
If enough seniors are interested a

recruiter from the federal Energy
Administration will come to

campus to interview for FEA
positions as financial & economic
analysts. If you're interested, see

Sue Little at OCC.
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They Write By Night

One American's
Point of View

Letter: recommendation
to CUL on alcohol use

[Tony Spaeth it stiU on vacation. Hit
vacation replactmtnt is a familiar con-

tributor to thtse pages from last ytar.]

FBIANC5—A REPUBLIC IN
WESTERN EUROPE: 12,974 SQ. MI.:
POP. 45,730,000; CAPITAL, PARIS

American Heritage Dictionary

That's what the dictionary calls it,

but I just label it "a blast!" What am I

tall(ing about? What wonderful
county in which I now reside am I

describing? Where is now my "raisin

d'etre"? Why, FRANCE! FRANCIA!
AIR FRANCE! FRENCH TOAST!
FRENCH KISS? GOULET! CHEVY!
FRANCE!!! Whcccccccccccc ! ! !

!

Yes readers, I've gone Parisian.

But don't thinic just l>ecause I've

gotten away from turlcey tetrazini,

down jackets, honey-buns with mocha
ice cream (my fav!), 7-10 pg. papers,

captain's chairs, and Music in the

Round, that everything's one big bowl
of crepe suzettes! No gang, the big

world outside the "Ivory Tower" of

WiUiaiiis has its problems too—and in

my characteristically astutely way I

continue to be sensitive to the

siirroundings around me. And you

bacfi.Jii.BiBsville wiU be pleased to

Tiear (and read) that Paris—an entire

continent away from the purple

valley—has some very similar

features to Williams College. I speak
specifically about conformity a^id

phobias.

Oh God, do these frencliies con-

form! Everyone is snotty, especially

to Americans, when they should be

nicest to us the most I mean, if it

wasn't for us in World War Two—
pffft, flash, burn, there goes Gay
Paree!

Speaking of "Gay" Paree, Williams

has nothing on Paris in that depart-

ment. Lots of people are gay here, and
if they're not^ they sure look it But
that's all right; I've gotten to know
some of them, you know, platonically.

I'll give a full report when I return in

IRS plans investigation

of tuition aid to staff
by Dave Macgregor

The Internal Revenue Service
announced Novemt)er 2 proposed new
regulations to tax as income the

tuition benefits given by colleges to

children of faculty and staff. Ac-

cording to Business Manager Shane
Riorden, the reguFlations would
become effective in the fall of 1977.

The IRS will hold hearings in

Deceml)er on the regulations, said

Riorden, and will hear represen-

tatives of the American Council on
Education speaking against the

regulations. "Possibly the IRS will

relent somewhat," he said. The
College is presently "watching what
the government and other colleges

do," commented Riorden.

The proposed regulations would
"treat as compensation to the em-
ployee for services provided" any
tuition assistance given to faculty and
staff children "unless the employee
can establish that the program is not

compensatory in nature," according

to the Federal Register.

Williams now p>ays each faculty and
staff member either half the tuition

cost at the college attended, or half of

what "Williams charges for tuition,

whichever is less. Riorden estimated

that between 35 and 40 children of

faculty and staff attend college each

year under this system.

He did not expect WiUiams to be

placed at a "competitive disad-

vantage relative to other private

colleges" in hiring faculty and staff

since all colleges would have to

reduce after-tax salaries offered by
the same amount as a result of the

new regulations." In the long run the

whole occupation is made less at-

tractive" by the tax, said Riorden. He
noted that most hiring occurs when
the prospective faculty are relatively

young, so tuition benefits are not a

vital factor.

The proposed tax creates ^e most
problems for faculty and staff hired

under the old system whose children

are now reaching college age, said
Riorden, who presently has two
daughters attending college under the

College's -tuition program.
According to Riorden, the program

was set up as a form of "professional

courtesy," whereby colleges would
help their faculty and staff children to

pay for higher education. In addition,

tuition assistance was a means of

compensating college personnel for

their generally lower salaries, he

said.

This is the last issue of the

Record before Thanksgiving.
Publication will resume on
Tuesday, November 30. Deadline
for copy will be Sunday, Nov. 28 at

2 p.m. as usual.

R
Get your Christmas

shopping done early!

TONIGHT!!

9:30-12:30

the spring.

Ob, back to conformism. They all

speak the same language, dress very

much alike, and no one plays a

musical instrument, even out of duress

like back at Williams. I haven't read

much about it, but conformity seems
to be the biggest problem in France.

It's likeEngland's pound problem, but

it's going up instead of down.

And phobias! What the American
Heritage Dictionary would call, "any
obsessing or morbid fear or dread," I

would call the national past-time here

in France. Although there is un-

doubtedly that vast array of phobias I

have investigated in the States, my
purpose is to expose that over-

whelming phobia which infUcts these

people: the feat of getting close to

other people.

The first thing I did when I got into

the Paris Airport was to try to com-
municate, to reach out, to relate. 1

said tomyself, "I'm not in France to

hang around with Americans
(although some of my best friends are

Americans.)" So ... "Bon Jour Mr.

Customs Man . . . Avoir Mr. Taxi

Driver . . . Bon Apetit Bartender!"

But the french have a phobia about

relating to foreign people. Really,

they do! Nobody has spoken to me,
looked at me, or shown any interest

at all for the past two months.

Williams is an "uninhibited haven"
compared to tiiis icy place. They also

have a phobia about female colum-

nists; I've been trying to get a column
in Le Monde ("Un Femme's Pointe de

Viewe") for a long time now, but . . .

these horrible snotty french, I can't

stand them! I'm lonely, disgusted, I

haven't gotten a bit of mail in weeks,

I've lost my column in the Record to

some male twink. Oh God! I wish I

was home. Oh God . . . god . . . god

Tony Ann Spaeth

7^ following is a Ittfr [10/28/78] from

Curt Thng, chairman ofCUL suboommitta*

on alcohol to Earl McPariand, chairman of

tht Committtt on UndtrgmduaXt Lift,

concerning the Committee report on use of

alcohol on oait^us.

Recent months have brought focus

to the issue of alcohol and some of the

financial, social and physiological

ramifications of its use on the

Williams campus.
What seems plain is that there are

varied opinions concerning the

financial aspects of the problem and

this was substantiated by the finding

of the CUL survey of the student body

which reflected that twenty per cent

of those surveyed felt that too much
money was being spent on alcoholic

beverages by the respective houses on

campus. Twenty-three per cent stood

at the other pole on the questioa It

would seem that the stance of the

College on this phase of the matter

should be one of protection-

protection of the interests of those

students who either do not drink or do

so moderately but who are being

bilked of monies through dues

assessments by house officers for use

of alcohol purchases and protection of

the rights of those students who
choose to drink more heavily.

Recommendation: (1) Abolish

house social dues above the $20.00

currently assessed each student on

their college bill as a House Main-

tenance Tax. (2) It seems that the

elimination of "open bar" practices at

house parties would be a way to hold

alcohol costs below the financial level

already appropriated each house

through the House Maintenance Tax.

At the very least, it would seem adv-

siable that those houses Which wish to

continue "open bar" or other drinking

traditions, protect the interest of non-

drinkers by keeping separate books on

the nature of house membership or

establish a format by which all house

members are appraised of their itatUB

for each house social function.

Recommendation: That continual

focus be placed on these tdnd d Lp-

ddences through discussions in the

campus newspaper or house forums.

The college is not of a mind to

legislate students' personal lives op

matters^ this liind and this seenta-

justifiable, but it does seem feasible

that a greater consciousness of the

problem can surface with resulting

student self-legislation if concerned

parties "raise a voice" about these

matters when it is appropriate to do

so.

One disturbing element in most of

the discussions to date on alcohol-

centered problems has been the ab-

sence of competent opinions on the

physiological-related problems of

alcohol intake. For some students, at

least, there is some initial cultural

shock in entering an institution where

drinking, in nlany of the houses, is an

expected ritual. It would seem that

something is wrong in a system where

the early impressions of un-

derclassmen, that acceptance on

campus depended upon ones' ability

or willingness to imbibe ethyl alcohol,

are nurtured by many groups on

campus. All of this nus counter to

sound educational thought which

points to the tragedy of chemical

dependency that alcohol can place on

human beings after varying amounts

of drinking, with no pattern common
lo all drinkers.

Recommendation: (1) Work
through the Junior Advisors with an

empluisis on friendly persuasion to

minimize the use of alcohol at

orientation and other social functions

and that other options to alcohol be

discreetly provided. (2) That a for-

malized education program be

provided to the students which in-

corporates the scientific truths

regarding the effects of alcohol on

human physiology.

:<-: Jewelry-case
flift box

with each watch

,.!ll'nnir.s manufacliirRs and sells exdiisivHly ihHsc i)

rratlerl solid slaie wai( hes worldwide ovei 1 milliui

at much higher prices Nnw. order direrl and qe! lienii'

savings, all these featiiies

• K functions (.nntrolletl by a smtjle hution liuni, im

secunds, month, date and day Aicuratc within ? in

p«'r year

• Full yeai wananty against delects in niaienal' ni wiir

stiip. except hatteiy We will repair or replai e any lelt

watch developing such deled within ) year of purcha

• 30 day home trial, it not completely salistiei! Witt

wall h return it within 30 days for lull lelund nl pni

price, on questions nsl<e(j

• IJIIrn thin case, With '.lainh'',' .lei'l Ikii l< Al' w 'ti ln"\f Al' w'ti III"

Orders receivM by Dec 15.1 S7e wMI be delivered before .Christmas

Mall cheek or money oRler lo: TELTRONICS. 2400 E. Devon. Oes Plelnes. IM. SOOIS

Omor any two
Teltronics

E.O watches
and get

this S-dleil.
5-tunction
electronic
memory

calculator.
with battery and

carry case, FREE'

Please send the following watch{es) (Specify your choice of 10
styles A thru J. followed by "S" for silver rhodium e>ie.06 or
G for gold esi7 95 ) I understand that I will receive, free, a
Teltronics calculator with every fwo watches I order

QUANTITY tTVLE FINISH FRICE

Add SI 00 shipping and handling cost for each watch Illinois
residents add 5% sales tax I enclose my check or money order
for the total »
(No cash—no COO s accepted Offer good m coniineniai USA only i

Name

Cify_ -Zip-

advertised in TVGUIDE

\
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Town considers plans for
^' r.: f^

Water Street beautilication

ThtM youngsters had a better idea of how to entertain themselves on the

sidelines during lastweelc's Amherst-Williams football game, (photos Kahane)

* ' by Karon Walker
The Williamstown Planning Board

is considering proposals to rezone and
beautify Water Street from Main to

Latham.
According to a local planner, Water

Street will resemble a historiclil

district with a, number of different

architectural eras represented.

Twanette Garvey, an architectural

(iesigner, has submitted sketches of

the area which depict a covered

bridge leading -to Green River Park,

brick sidewalks, conforming signs

and gaslight street lamps. Presently

the area has industrial architecture

on one side of the street and the

commercial business buildings on the

other"

Boston planner Carol Thomas, who
received a $10,000 grant from the state

for a six-month study of Route Two,

responded to Williamstown's request

for help on the beautification and

unification of Water Street. She

stressed the importance of setting

some design directives on the area.

She explained to the planning board

that individual historical sites can be

zoned for protection in an area which

is already zoned for other use.

Thomas asked that the board

"survey the buildings on the street

and consider some form of control

which would unify the area." The aim

of the town's study is to make the

Water Street area "an economically

viable and attractive area."

One member of the planning board

said that he felt the Water Street area

could be "a dynamic part of

Williamstown—an important area of

the community."
The proposals on the renovation of

Water Street are currently in embryo
stages. The Boatd agreed that further

plans might not be considered for

several more months.

Carol Thomas, who is in the first

month of her study on Route 2, also

claims that the area along the State

Road, directly to the east of

Williamstown and North Adams is in

need of work. The area Ts typical of

the "Golden Arch" architecture of the

195b's and 60's which competes

garrishly for the attention of the

traveller. St^e will urge jstate control

of sighs and commercial co-operation

when action on the beautification of

route comes under state review at the

end of her study.

CC bylaw revisions readied
The College Council By-Laws

Committee should present a rewritten

council constitution early next month,

completing the first of its two tasks for

the year, according to committee

chairman Stuart Ginsberg '77.

The rewriting accompanies the

codification of the council's by-laws,

the committee'^econd task. The two

are related, Ginsberg noted, because

sections of the present constitution

which are too specific or procedural

will be placed in the new by-laws.

Adoption of the constitution

requires a college-wide referendum;

changes in the by-laws are approved

by the CC.

The committee has been working on

the new constitution since September.

Ginsberg projected that it would come
to a student referendum about a

month after its presentation to the

College Council, probably sometime

during Winter Study. In the interim

the council would rework the

recommendations to incorporate its

members' ideas.

"Actually not a great deal will be

changed in substance," the by-laws

chairman remarked. He noted that

the present constitution was not only

too specific in some sections, but "too

vague" in others. He cited stan-

dardization of election proceedings,

particularly the specifying of an
election day, as a change to coun-

teract present vagueness.

SQUASH SALE!!

30% off on all Racquets

Home of the Purple Cow Squash Cover

Australian Green Unbreakable Squash Balls - $2.50

Authentic Rugby Shirts - $17.95

Gant Rugby Shirts - $15.00

Williams Co-op
Spring Street

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS

Come and see why everyone is

trying to keep up with us!

^)

• DOORS OPEN 6 P.M. •

The fabulous

@ 1976 Jot. Schlili Brewing Co., Milwaukee and oihar graal ciliat.

Lookout
for the Bull

In the new24-oz« can.
Come and get it.

The bold; robust taste of Schiitz

Malt Liquor. Now available in the

new 24-ounce can.

GlOBCraOITfiiS
in person! with

MEADOWLARK LEMON
and CURLY NEIL

vs. NEW JERSEY REDS
Plus Big Half-Time Show
• THURSDAY • DEC. 9 • 7:30 P.M.

CAMPUS CENTER GYM
NORTH ADAMS STATE COLLEGE

General Admission $5.00

Tickets now on sale at Campus
Center at State College

Center Sporting Goods, Nortli Adams
Golf's Sports, Inc., Williamstown ^

. sotti Anniversary seasoniii

N
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Swimmers lose first

University of Paris-

Sorbonne Suny/New
Pa I tz Program 7th Year
Undergraduates In philosophy and
related majors earn 30-32 credits In

regular Sorbonne (Paris IV)

courses. SUNY— Paris IV

agreement Insures students avoid

cumbersome pre-lnscriptlon and
attend Paris IV, not provincial

universities. Director assists with

housing, programs, studies.

Orientation, language review.

Sept. 15 - June 15. Estimated living,

airfare, tuition, fees: $3400 N.Y.
residents; $3900 others. Prof. P.

Charlson, Philosophy Dept., S.U.C.

New Paltz, N.Y. 125«1. (914) 257-

2696.

Wanfed

Subscription Manager
for the

Williams Record

SALARY PLUS COMMISSION
Contact Scott Fenn (S.U. Box 2175)

DEADLINE: THANKSGIVING

by Dennis O'Shea
Last year's WiUiams-UMass-Mount

Holyoke swim meet was one of the

most two-sided triangular contests

ever: the Ephwomen were innocent

bystanders as the two Connecticut

Valley Titans battled it out for the

championship of northwestern
Massachusetts. UMass took it lOS-76-

46.

This season there's a new Titan on

the block,And it was the Holyoke girls

who stood to one side as the Ephs
tussled with the Minutewomen
Wednesday night coming out just shy

of an upset victory, 87-81-64. The oh-

so-close defeat—a few tenths of a

second made all the difference—was
the Purple's first since this same meet
a year ago.

For the third meet in a row, soph

Marilla Pearsall won the 100, 200, and

. 500 freestyles, and this time, just for

variety, shared a College record

breaking 200 freestyle relay effort.

She also notched a 500 free pool record

to go with the 100 fly and 100 individual

medley standards she owns from last

year.

Randall Morrow and Joanna
Monroe, along with Keron Walker,

also got pieces at the free relay

record, and joined with Nina Murphy
and Sue Tuttle in snapping the 200

medley relay mark of 2:03.8 by two-

tenths. Walker won the SO freestyle by
nearly a second, and took seconds in

the 100 i.m. and 50 fly.

Junior Carol-Ann Smalley pulladiiff

.

another "Smalley Surprise" (patent

pending), this time passing a pair of

opponents late in the race to finish

second in her heat of the 500 free,

behind Pearsall, and third overall.

Smalley swimJl a devious race. She
blasts off the blocks, drops im-

mediately off the pace and lags behind

for at least 300 yards. On lap 14 or so,

when everyone else is exhausted from
trying to swim with Pearsall, she's

stjll zinging along at the same pace
and just blows by them. Her second
250 Wednesday was only 3.8 seconds
slower than her first.

Muggletonians revel at Log

THE CHRISTMAS STORE IN THE BERKSHIRES

Handmade treasures—unusual ideas for everyone. Come to

our store in the Williams Inn and find all the special presents

you could wish for. Museum replicas in jewelry and sculpture

. . . enchanting stuffed animals . . . calico initials . . .

totes of all kinds . . . handcrafted jewelry . . . twenty
colors in bandanas . . . "jeans" belts and suspenders . . .

Mexican tinware . . . Gwen Frostic books and notepaper
. . . Jigsaw puzzles .. . . handmade wooden toys . . .

English pub mugs. Reproductions of "Pip", the famous
Williams Inn seven-toed cat, and much much more . . .

10 %{iiscount to all Williams people

Located in the lobby of the Williams Inn

Open seven days 9 :00 AM to 7: 00 PM

CUSTOM
FRAMING
7i, KR\MK SHOP

MUGGLETONIANfrompg. 1

fanatic of the 1690's, started his own
faith in which he became the second
Christ. It was not uncommon for a
Muggleton believer to stand at a
service stamping his feet for fifteen

minutes at a time chanting,
"Muggleton, Muggleton, Muggleton
..." etc. Such were the times.

CUL rejects

alcohol rules
CUL from page 1

persuasion. Members agreed that

greater consciousness is needed
regarding the alcohol problem con-

cluding that the issue should be

discussed frequently in both the

Record and in house forums.

The CUL also conceded that the

extensive use of alcohol during fresh-

man days establishes an atmosphere
which encouraged drinking. Junior

Advisors should be . urged to help

persuade freshinen to de-emphasize
the Use of alcohol, they concluded.

Members of the CUL also proposed
that college funded social functions

not offer alcohol, a recommendation
not included in the report. Although
the CUL seems unwilling to dictate

policy to the houses, the committee
stressed the importance of offering

non-alcoholic beverages at all house

activities.

Keepsake*
iw) 458-8452

Registered Diamond Rings

GOODMAN'S JEWELERS
Engraving

Watches Trophies

Watches and Jewelry Repaired

Your Williams Class Ring Headquarters

RICHARD GOODMAN
KAREN GOODMAN

45SPRING STREET
Wl LLIAMSTOWN, MASS. 01267

^r
cSttage"*

Boutique
jfe f^ f^

63 WATER ST..
wiLLtAMnmm. mass.

PET CANDLE*
Florida's Answer to the Pet Rock.
PET CANDLE comes to you with com-
plete set of operating instructions to

train your PET CANDLE to sit up,
stand, light up, and fly.

Available in Small, Medium, and Large Sizes.

PET CANDLE
110 Giralda Ave., Cq^al Gables, Florida 33134
" Small $1.00 plus 5,0c postage & handling
1" Medium S2.00 plus 75c postage & handling
r Large $3.00 plus 95c postage & handling

Name

Address

C.ty State

1976 Pet Candle Inc

Zip

It is the antics of both Titus Oates

and Muggleton that form the basis for

the Williams Green Ribt>on Society

and Muggletonian Prayer Group. The
two upper-classmen, Sean Connolly
'78 and Harry Kelly started the group
as Connolly said, "kind of as a joke

and a way to meet new people" but

having come this far find its direction

for the future uncertain.

At the first meeting, acting ser-

monist Dudley Bahlman spoke on the

reinstatement of fraternities here,

referring to them as "latterday

Jesuits and frat rats sponsored by
foreign powers using alien

alphabets."

He jokingly credited the disband-

ment of the Adelphic Society to the

group, (as he noted) claiming that

"Such was the speedy effect of our

organized presence; the society was
swept as if by the great Protestant

wind that guided the noble Prince of

Orange." Bahlman's bull, as it was
termed then, was met with wild

'

cheers and may or may not be the true

prophecy for the Williams

Muggletonians and Fans of Titus

Oates.

Council concludes

funding process
COUNCIL from page 1

more academic in nature and should

be funded by the academic depart-

ments. The council voted 14-7 to deny
funding.

After the allocation considerations,

6tis detailed the expenses incurred by
the ACEC this year. The deficit from
the recent J. Geils concert was $5763.

Added to this year's previous losses,

the ACEC has thus far spent $10,057.

'A STUNNING THRILLER"
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

DUSTIN HOFFMAN
LAURENCE OLIVER
ROY SCHEIDER

7:00&9:15
AAat.S&S2:00

CINEMA I

"Like Hitchcock
at the top
of his form...'*
- Rex Reed. Daily News

CLIFF ROBERTSON A

— QENEVllVE BUJOLD

OB§eS§iOJ¥
CINEMA II

7:30«,9:15

AAat.S&S2:00

DON'T FORGET OUR EARLY
BIRD MATINEE EVERY SAT.

A SUN. at 2:00 FOR tl.SO.

Rte. 47A Bennington

Vermont 802-442-8179
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Lindsay (Bionic Woman) Wagner and Timothy Bottoms star tonight in The Paper Chase. The movie
portrays the joys and perils of a first-year law student at Harvard.

Knight directs Coward's satire

Cozy setting catches 'Fever'
by Stephen Bernheim

What starts out as a wonderful night

at the theater ends up as a horrible

night in tfie country. Why? Because
Michael Knight decided to throw
together four actors, five actresses,

the Dodd House living room and a

breath of fresh air to cook up Hay
Fever, one of Noel Coward's char-

ming, disarming, and alarming
satires of English life. The story

concerns theBliss family (a mother, a

father, a sister and a brother) the

members of which each invite a dear
friend to .the country for the

weekend—each without telling anyone
else. The eight people come together

and spend their time ever so politely

devouring each other while the maid
is left to clean up the mess. But what

are the ingredients of Knight's suc-

cessful concoction?

Betsy Beers and Carol Ann Soybel

carry on a most savage and winsome
mother-daughter competition for

attention while Theoharis C.

Theoharis, the Bliss patriarch, moves
from passivity to vanity to, yes, erotic

passion. As visitors to the Bliss

household Andrew Gerra and Paul

Robinson show themselves to be

perfectly in tune with the Coward
blithe spirit of simplemindedness and
self-modkery that he so enjoyed.

Why the Dodd House living room?
The question answers itself. At least it

begins to answer itself. The truth of

the matter is that a living room is a

comfortable, low-key place to produce

a comfortable, low-key play that

(oddly enough) is set in a living room
of a country home, which brings us to

the final point . . .

A breath of fresh air and at long last

Coward. Knight deserves praise for

taking a few Williams productions

away from Strindberg, Ibsen (yes,

Ibsen), Brecht, and Pinter (even

Pinter! ). Coward is no genius; h^ is a

clever playwright and a wit^Hts plays

are clever and witty plays, and they

are easily enjoyed.

So what is the recipe? A funny play

in a cozy room with a wonderfully

competent cast will always make a

hit. In fact, I don't think anyone can

sneeze at Hay Fever.

Jan Concert
The Williams Jazz Ensemble will be in concert tonight at 8:00 in Chapin Hall.

The program spans 50 years of jazz and features music of the Big Band Era and
the jazz-rock fusion of the '70's.

The ensemble began as a student initiated winter study project five years
ago. Since that time, the band has played at parties and dances on campus and
has appeared in concert with professional guest artists. Recently, the band had
expanded its repertoire, adding modern worKs to its nucleus of swing tunes.
Tonights concert is open to the public. Admission is 50c.

Sweet Adelines

TheMt.GreylockClialitel'of Sweet Adelines, Inc.; an international four-part--

harmony organization for women, will be presenting its first annual show titled

This Is Our Music tomorrow evening at 8:00 p.m. at Drury High School in North
Adams. Entertaining with this 40-member award-winning ladies barbershop
chorus from the Williamstown-North Adams area will be 1976 Region 1

Champion Quartet from Connecticut—the Fine and Dandy, and the 1975 In-

ternational Champions from Michigan—the Front Office Four. The Afterglow,

a more informal and relaxed presentation after the main show, will be held at

the Sons of Italy Lodge in North Adams. Tickets will be available at the door.

Arts Workshop
The Northern Berkshire Council of the Arts in cooperation with The Gallery

on Spring Street will present a free "Talents to Share" Workshop tomorrow
from 2 to 4 P.M. Antoinette Tysziewski of Pittsfield will demonstrate her skill of

Polish paper cut-outs, that she learned in her native Poland; Tysziewski has

gone back to Poland for summer folk art courses at the Jajielloin University in

Krakow, one of the oldest universities in Eiirope.

Polish cut-outs or Wycinanka, are made by folk artists from brightly colored

paper by means of large scissors usually used for shearing sheep. Without using

a pencilled outline, the artists cut out spontaneously, stylized flowers, trees,

leaves and various animals and people. The cut-out motifs are then set against

a white or colored background and then ornamented with colored tissue paper.

Cysziewski will also have an exhibit of her Polish folk art during the month ol^
Decemt)er at the Berkshire Museum in Pittsfield. ^^

Theater Colloquium ^^-^^^
A film of the Open Theater production of Jean-Claude van Italhe's The Ser-

pent will be shown this Monday at 4:00 p.m. in 111 Thompson Biology
Laboratory. The film is sponsored by the departments of Theater and English
and is being shown in conjunction with a coUoqiyurti to be given by van Itallie on
Words in Today's Theater at 4:00 p.m. ojvMbnday Nov. 29 in Driscoll Lounge.
Van Itallie is one of modern Americati theater's most important playwrights.

His The Serpent, which was conceived in conjunction with Joseph Chaikin and
the Open Theater, is one of-the classic pieces from the early off-off broadway
experimental theatgrr'^ . ^

^-''''^ ^ "Student Dance Organization

The WUttams College Dance Society will hold an organizational meeting in

theDcTnce Studio of Lasell Gymnasium this Monday at 5: 15 p.m. All interested

members of the College community are invited to participate in two proposed

student concerts.

The first concert under consideration is an American Dance Retrospective.

This project will encompass American Dance from folk to vaudeville to tap. In

order to make this project viable, dancers and non-dancers are needed. Anyone
interested in doing historical research, technical stage work, dancing,

choreography, costuming, etc. is urged to come to this meeting.

The second concert is envisioned as an evening of modern dance to be held in

the Rotunda of Lawrence Hall. This concert is geared towards experienced

dancers who would like to experiment with their own choreography.

NO imm EXCHANGE

Wednesday, November 24

due to Thanksgiving Break

Drummond Linen Rental

Few who choose contract major

can create unique course of study
by Nancy Richman

"I didn't like the idea of taking

something like Political Science as a

discipline in itself. I was losing in-

terest in school," explained Mary
McCord '78 when discussing her

reasons for choosing her contract

major, "Theories of Political Action

and Social Change." McCord opted for

a comprehensively integrated study

of the development of third world

nations; she chooses courses from
such diverse departments as

Economics, History, Anthropology

and Political Science.

The contrast major option was
made available two years ago; the

first two students to have tried it,

Dianne Thompson and John Garner,

will graduate this June. Last month
the faculty approved a Committee on

Educational Policy motion
establishing a route to a degree with

honors.

Currently seven students are

creating their own course of study at

Williams this year.

A contract major, explains Dean
Peter Berek must do an extra amount
of work, both in formulating his

proposal and in keeping in close

contact throughout with his two

faculty advisers. Berek commented
that "that combination is likely to

mean that you've got highly-qualified

students doing quality work."

The Williams Jazz

Ensemble

presents its first concert of the year

CHAPIN HALL
Friday, November 19, 8:00 P.M.

50c Admission

Jazz from Paul Whitemon
to Buddy Rich

CAP AND BELLS PRESENTS

WILLIAMS

CABARET
with a Musical Tribute to

. STEPHEN SONDHEIM

Atthe Williams Inn

November IB, 19,20

10-11 p.m.

Larry Mitchell '78 says that he

spends an "incredible" amount of

time on his contract major which is

entitled "The History of American
Ideas." He explained, "All the

courses that I'm taking now are in my
major. I'm really enjoying it though. I

can take the courses that I want in-

stead of having to follow a prescribed

sequence."

Two students are taking advantage

of the college's various exchange

programs in devising their contract

majors. Keith Wilson, '78 is currently

at Wellesley College pursuing his

chosen field of "Chinese Stueies,"

while Louise Harra, '78 attends the

University of Kyoto and engages in

"Japanese Studies."

Berek reports that as of yet, there

have not been that many applicants

for the program. Although the number
of students permitted by CEP ruling

to participate is 10 per class, Berek

says that he has turned down some.

rTHE
SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704
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CEP approves course,

cha nges registrdfTonT
by Chip Buckner

The Committee on Educational

Policy approved a student initiated

course, discussed the possible future

of Japanese language instruction and
concluded some old business at their

meeting yesterday.

The CEP unanimously approved

Biology 488—Avian Biology, proposed

by Kenneth Leghorn '78, Bruce
Stevenson '78, and Donald Weber '79,

CUL accepts

five-category

housing setup
Members of the Committee on

Undergraduate Life accepted the

Housing Committee's recom-
mendation of a revised, five-category

inclusion system, in its meeting
Monday, November 22. The new
system groups Dodd and Tyler in one
category, Fitch and Prospect in

another and leaves the remaining

three categories, Greylock, Mission

Park and the Row Houses, un-

changed:

The committee voiced no opposition

to the Housing Committee's proposal.

Director of Student Housing, Charles

M. Jankey said he would "prefer to go

to two categories" but added that "a
five category system is okay seeing as
switching to two groups doesn't seem
possible."

The category re-alignment expands

the number of options open to fresh-

men and house transfers. CUL
chairman Earl L. McFarland said he

is "not against student choice as long

see CUL page 3

for second semester. Faculty sponsor

Lee C. Drickamer told the committee

that the course would incorporate

"the concepts and processes of avian

biology."

Students will conduct lectures on
such topics as Zoogeography,
Avian Anatomy and Bird Biology.

The committee decided to take no

action on the question of whether to

bring a native Japanese language

instructor to Williams. College

Chaplain John D. Eusden discovered

that the Japan Foundation would
provide "variable matching" funds

for three years to help pay for an
additional instructor. The CEP ex-

pressed a desire to expand non-

Western studies, but reacted skep-

tically to this proposal.

Objectors cited the extra costs not

projected by the foundation, library

books, office space, etc. Dean Neil R.

Grabois noted that if we were to keep

faculty size constant, an addition here

would require a cut in another

department. Course offerings lost

elsewhere, he observed, might out-

weigh the gains in Japanese because

demand for upper level Japanese

would necessarily be low for the first

few years, and a language instructor

might not be able to conduct literature

courses in English.

Economics professor Gordon C.

Winston called the whole thing "a

case of benefit—benefit analysis."

The CEP approved a change in fifth

course registration. Now students will

register for four courses and after two
weeks will ask their fifth instructor

for permission to stay in his course.

No formal fifth course registration

will occur until the sixth week of

classes. Hopefully this will reduce the

paper work required when students

add and drop courses during the first

six weeks.

The semester-end crunch chains many students to long late nights hunched ovar unfiniihad

manuscripts which become blurred in the harsh neon light. All suitable study implements are within

easy reach in the above set-up, but the presence of the opened knife Is somewhat disturbing. ( Read

)

Students plan course guide again
The Student Course Guide Com-

mittee will distribute a course
questionnaire similar to last year's

survey "before Christmas vacation,"

according to committee chairman
Sarah Baldwin '78. Numerical and
written student evaluations of fall

courses will be summarized and
published in the spring, in time to aid

students in registering for 1977-78

courses, she said.

Written responses for each course

will be summarized by a student

volunteer taking the course being

evaluated, said Baldwin. Student

editors for each department will help

Xeroxing guidelines revised
by Garrick Leonard

The Williams Library Committee

will submit a resume of copyrighting

guidelines to the Deans who will

decide "how the guidelines will be

enforced, what to tell teachers, and

what sort of rules are to be given to

Xerox operators," according to

committee chairman Nicholas Fer-

sen.

The United States Congress
recently passed a revision of the 1909

Copyright Act which would strictly

limit both the number of photocopies a

person may make from a copyrighted

work and the length of the section

copied. If President Ford signs the

bill, as expected, the law will codify

the concept of "fair use," a previously

unwritten rule which the courts have

The n«w copyright guidelines passed

by Congress and awaiting tha

signature of Presidant Ford may
forct the students and faculty to alter

their "xeroxing" behaviors.

used to JMStify unauthorized copying

by teachers and researchers.

The faculty discussed the new law

at their last meeting. Fersen reported

that "President Chandler said he

wanted all the faculty to consider how
the law would affect their teaching of

classes." These effects will be

discussed at the next meeting along

with the Deans' proposed en-

forcement regulations. "The
regulations and suggestions for im-

plementation will be made public and

take effect following that meeting,"

Fersen said.

Under the new law, teachers will be

prohibited from making multiple

copies of a work for classroom use if it

has already been copied for another

class in the same institution, or of a

story, essay, article or short poem
from the same author more than once

in a class term.

Originally, the bill permitted

unrestricted duplication of

copyrighted materials for purposes

such as criticism, comment, news-

reporting, teaching, scholarship, or

research, depending in each case on

the purpose and character of the use,

the nature of the copyrighted work,

the amount and substantiality of the

used portion in relation to the entire

work, and the effe\:t of the use or the

market for the work.

In the final version of the bill.

Congress retained this language but

appended a report to help explain the

legislation. The specific guidelines in

the report were drawn up by an a*hoc

group of educators, Ubrarians and

publishing representatives.

The legislation permits copying of

specific items such as poems, under

2^ words and printed on not more

than two pages, excerpts from a

longer poem not exceeding 250 words;

and excerpts from prose works, under

1000 words or 10 percent of the work
whichever is less.

The Chronicle of Higher Education

explains that the law allows a teacher

to make single copies of "a chapter

from a book, an article from a

periodical or newspaper, a short

story, essay or poem, a chart,

diagram, drawing, cartoon or picture

from a book, periodical, or

newspaper," for use in scholarly

research, teaching, or in preparation

for teaching.

For interlibrary loan purposes (a

procedure which enables a library to

request copies of a rare issue of a

periodical from another institution),

libraries will be allowed to make six

copies per year of a periodical

see PHOTOCOPYING page 3

to screen out biased comments. She
added that the committee would invite

professors to respond to student

course comments, and these faculty

responses would be published in the

guide.

The committee aims for a 75 per

cent response, according to Baldwin.

Written comments on a course which
received a low percentage of

responses would not be summarized
and published unless all were similar,

in which case they might be included,

she said. The guide will indicate the

response percentage for each course,

According to Rick Siegrist '77,

editor of last year's guide and advisor

to the current committee, there is "no
magic number" of responses
necessary to make a guide valid. The
number "depends on the size of the

course," he said, but added that it is

"very possible" that some courses

would not be evaluated at all if the

response is too small.

The committee hopes to increase

student participation by publicizing

the questionnaire more extensively,

according to Baldwin. Student
representatives in each house will

collect responses, which should in-

crease participation, she said.

Siegrist felt that a Ubel suit by
faculty criticized in the guide, which
was rumored last year, "was not a

realistic possibility last year and is an
even less realistic possibility this

year." The problem arose last year

when time pressure forced the

committee to publish student com-

ments verbatim instead of in sum-
mary, as originally planned, he ex-

plained. The committee eventually

decided to publish only numerical

evaluations after the possibility of

Ubel arose. This year's committee will

have more time and will summarize
written comments, so no problems
should arise this year, he added.

Dean of the Faculty Neil Grabois

attributed the threatened libel suit to

"special problems last year," such as

students expecting their comments to

be summarized, instead of being

quoted verbatim.

While commending the concept of a

course guide as useful to both students

and faculty, Grabois had reservations

about, student summaries of written

comments. He described the sum-
maries as "an awkward situation"

that is "if not misleading, open to

misemphasis." An alternative would
be to have students sign their

evaluations to avoid the "small
minority" of "malicious" criticisms,

he said, but recognized that this ap-

proach also presented problems, such

as achieving a significant reponse

rate.

Grabois also hoped that the com-
mittee would take care that a high

response percentage was attained,

since the results would be "more
balanced and useful" to students and
faculty "if a substantial number of

students respond." The timing last

year was a problem, he said, since

when the course guide questionnaire

was distributed last year, students

had just finished completing several

other questionnaires and were
therefore 16ss willing and able to give

a proper amount of thought to the

guide. This resulted in a low rate of

response rate, said Grabois.

Barrier law affects building
The proposed 4.5 million dollar

renovation of Chapin Hall will include

constructions which will conform to

the Massachusetts State Physical

Barriers Law, according to Business

Manager Shane Riorden.

The law requires that all new school

constructions and any renovations on
existing structures which will amount
to over 15 per cent of the value of the

original building be equipped to ac-

comodate the handicapped. In ad-

dition to access ramps, the law calls

for elevators in multi-story buildings

and accessible lavatories.

After an encounter with the lawful

requirements in the summer of 1975,

Riorden said that the college will

continue to comply with the

legislation and accomodate the needs

of handicapped students as they arise.

"We'll adapt on a case-by-case

basis," he commented.
Last year Williams converted part

of its heating plant into a sculpture

studio. Renovation estimates ran well

over, the projected value of the

original property, which was
essentially a garage, and the college

was forced to comply with the newly

adopted law. As a result, contractors

built a $4,000 ramp to alleviate the

four-foot drop between the door to the

studio and the floor. The ramp is over

twenty feet long in order to comply

with further state regulations that its

incline not exceed one inch per foot.

According to General Foreman of

Buildings and Grounds Ralph
lacuessa, the school considered

alternate methods of meeting the

federal requirements. The ramp
would occupy a disproportionate

amoimt of space in relation to the

studio. However, the State Depart-

ment of Public Safety ordered it built.

Riorden did not foresee problems in

complying with the Physical Barriers

Law. "The situation with the sculp-

ture studio was a bit of a trial but

there should be no trouble with new

buildings," he stated. The law is not

retroactive and will not affect the

older structures on campus.
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Editorial

Report Card
Not completely unexpectedly, the fall of 1976 produced a

number of challenges and changes for College officials.

Enrollment rose well above budgeted levels, new personnel
took die helms of several key College offices and the College
shiftedinto a centralized mail system. Although the Record has
often criticized the actions, or inaction, of the various in-

dividuals and groups charged with governing Williams, an
over-all evaluation of the government of the College this fall

must come out on the positive side.

^^'~

During the course of the summifer, Mary Margaret SIpaae
replaced Hope Brothers as Director Of Career Counseling.
Since then, by all reports, there has been an upward turn in the
operations of the Office of Career Counseling. Pre-law students
are reporting pleasant and helpful responses from the office.

Assistant Director Sue Little has made a determined effort to

improve the counseling of Mead Interns and to improve the
College's contacts with alumni working in Washington. New
staff member Jeff Wood is concentrating on improving the
counseling for students seeking summer jobs.

Career Counseling has yet to face its biggest challenge,
helping the often overly competitive seniors who are looking for
jobs. We therefore, rate the changes in the Office of Career
Counseling as Incomplete, but note it has an A average so far.

Most upperclassmen were pleasantly surprised at the short
lines and smoother procedures of enroDment this September.
Despite the increased enrollment. Registrar George C. Howard
succeeded in removing most of the bottle-necks which had
made enrollment in the past a long frustrating hassle. Also
passing with flying colors, despite the unexpected number of
returning students, was the new class assignment system
developed by the Registrar and the Computer Laboratory.
Unfortunately it is a very limited system, one which will remain
inadequate to the needs of the College despite the praiseworthy
efforts of College officials. The College needs to nave a better
idea of who is returning and when. There is no need to make
students whose bills are in order go through essentially the
same procedures those with delinquent bills do. Indeed, there
really doesn't seem to be much reason for most students to go
through a formal registration procedure. While Howard and
other College officials deserve an A for making the present
registration procedures workable, the present state of the
registration process deserves a C-f-

In an editorial earlier this year, the RECORD endorsed the
idea of one central location for student mail delivery, but op-
posed the way the decision to institute it was made without
student input. We still support the idea and believe it has
worked relatively well. Despite student complaints that it now
takes longer for mail to be sorted, that their letters are crushed
by magazines and that packages still get temporarily lost, we
believe most students are satisfied with the system. It has
allowed for quicker and substantially cheaper delivery of on
campus mail. Although we recognize some of the architectural
problems related to the mail room, we still do not believe that
the lavout chosen adequately avoids congestion. All in all, we
give^ the concept of centralized mail an A-, but as it exists at
Williams it earns a B.

In early July Ross Keller replaced David Woodruff as
Director of Food Services. Since then, the quality and variety of
food has improved substantially. "The new food service ad-
ministration nas been responsive to such student requests as to

expanding the hours of dining in the evening. Persons eating in

what were generally considered the least desirable dining halls

a year ago, Driscoll and Baxter, report substantial im-
provemenfin food quality as well as in attitudes of employees in

both dining halls.

Record and other criticism of food services has focused on
the fact that food services at Williams are not as good as they
could be. But in evaluating changes in food services, we
recognize that the improvements far exceed the deficiencies.
Our rating: B-I-.

The faculty undercut its role as a significsmt governing
body at Williams when, after a month's/delay, it endorsed a
resolution stating that student-faculty/committees' are nor-
mally closed but that a given committee could vote to open any
particular meeting. The resolution clarified little; it aropped
the question of whether students and faculty members have the
right to view the deliberations of their representatives back in
the hands of the committees from whicti the Steering Com-
mittee grabbed the question in October.

Even more serious than the specific faculty vote is the
apparent attitude of some faculty members that students oc-
cupy a very secondary role in the generation of College policy.
The College has a policy which is neither satisfactory nor clear.
If only because the faculty could have decided to ban observers
from all committee meetings, it does not merit an E. Instead,
we award a D-I-.

The College Council under Steve Piltch has streamlined its

procedures. The 10:30 curfew on its Tuesday evening meetings,
initially questioned by the Record as threatening the ability of
the CC to consider new business, has provea successful in
reducing pointless debate. Nowhere have procedural im-
§rovemenis been more clear than in the recently completed
tudent Activities Tax funding process. Increasing the number

of meetings devoted to funding Trom two to four allowed the CC
to more evenly divide its consideration of proposed
organization buagets. On the negative side, allocations of

Student Activities Tax money was completed only a few days
earlier than last year.

The Finance Committee has earned praise for its decision
to attempt closer monitoring of organizational spending.
However, whether the committee can implement these
procedures remains to be seen.

The College Council has yet to earn all the prestige and
respect it needs to be a more effectual organization. Its strong
stand on open meetings was a step in the right direction. In
rating the CC, we compare its performance this semester with
its relatively poor performances in the last few years. It rates
an A-.

November 30, 1976

Window Pane

Randumbness
by Larry Sander*

Randomness and Diversity. These
are the two catch-all terms that have
been bandied about here at Williams

whenever the philosophical question

of student housing is raised. The CUL
and the Housing Committee grapple

with thes? terms and Jssue .rworo.-

mendations that' reflect a lot of liard

work, but leave most students con-

fused and asking, "What will this do to

my living situation?"

The increasingly emphasized drive

toward randomness has damaged the

overall social life of the campus by
placing the houses in the position of

being the focal point of most students'

social activities. Fraternities are gone

and will not return. Barring the

passage of a refei-endum legalizing

casino gambling in Williamstown, this

locality will neyer provide an at-

tractive alternative to campus par-

tying. All-college mixers are passe.

Realistically, the houses have been

forced into the position of serving as

the primary social unit If we accept

this fact, the college should make it

feasible for this unit to be successful.

Instead of making the burden easier

to shoulder, the college's randomness
policy has made it more difficult.

What has basically happened is this:

houses are filled with a very niixed

collection of students who are '(tft'eii

only familiar with three other people

in their house, their suitemates.

House officers then try to plan social

activities that will hopefully "bring

the house together." If the people in

the house are compatible and the

planning is good, a house will jell. But
if the people in the house, through no
fault of their own, are socially in-

compatible, planning will be futile and
the intended center of social activity

will flop.

Why create a situation in which
nineteen, twenty, and twenty-one year
olds expect to be entertained by a

collection of elected peers? This

places needless pressure on both the

bouse officers and the house mem-
bers. What the system has done, and
will continue to do, is make students

less responsible for their own social

activities.

If the system were less random,
'there would be more self initiative in

social planning. If students were
permitted to live with Bi gfeaCet-'

number of friends they would have
less of a need to be entertained and
more likely to entertain on their own.

A house could still jell under a less

random system and be a strong social

unit. But more importantly, if a house
didn't jell, then the meml>ers could

still feel comfortable living with a
greater number of friends.

I am not prepared to propose a new
inclusion plan that would stem this

random tide. I mean only to criticize.

But cutting down on transfers and
decreasing the number of housing

categories to "wall paper" and "white
walls" will only perpetuate the

current social situation on campus.

Letters: bloopers, advice and boozel
Love it or ...

To the editor:

Mr. Khadka's reflections on
Homecoming weekend represents the

epitome of what I like least about
Williams during my sojourn there—
the attitude of some students toward
the College. It's all been said before,

and saying it won't make changes. At
the risk of being a "patronizing"

alumnus who has "been through it

all" I offer the following advice:

ENJOY WILLIAMS WHILE
YOU'RE THERE OR GET THE
HELL OUT. Other people have d^He

it (enjoying and-or leaving). It is

possible to enjoy it if you stop

moaning to look around you.

Missing Williams some,
Chris Hale '76

News and Notes
From Career Counseling

Business & Law School

Representatives coming to OCC
For the week of Mon. Nov. 29th:

Wed. Dec. 1, Babson MBA
Program

Northeastern's Graduate School of

Business is reserving Fri. Dec. 10

for YOUR DAY at the University &
invite all who are interested in the

MBA Program to learn the details.

Reservations requested. See
graduate Bulletin Board at OCC.

WANTED
Driver: Jan. 2nd from Albany
Airport to Williamstown. Call 2523

for more information.

Congressional Time-Out Intern

Deadline

Congressman Matthew F. McHugh
(NY) is now accepting applications

for interns in his Washington Of-

fice. Work starts no later than 1-17-

77. Applications due in his office by
12-10-76 ... so hurry. See Time-

Out notebook.

BUSINESS OPENINGS
Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance

Co.

.Now seeking graduate seniors or

recent grads for Programmer-
Analyst Trainee & Actuarial

Student positions. See Direct

Application notebook at (X:C. (If

enough seniors are interested, a

recruiter may come to campus.)

Colt Industries is recruiting

minority management trainees in

Product 4 Process Engineering,

Systems Programming &
Analysis, Finance, Materials
Control, & Manufacturing
Supervision. See Direct Ap-
plication notebook.

Time-Out Idea for January
The College of Ganado in Arizona

sent us their listings of January
Interim courses which have a focus

on American Indian culture. See
TIME-OUT notebook (Education)

at OCC.

Rugby blooper

To the editor:

To whom it may concern:

Glancing at the November 16 ReAd,
I was surprised to find that last year's

rugby team won this year's Amherst
game.

K.Hart '77

Editor's note:

Glancing at K. Hart's letter, we
were surprised to find that a

newspaper which disappeared one-

and-a-half years ago appeared on
November 16. We have been advised

that the photo was a last minute

replacement for a Scoreboard which

did not appear. Typical ReAd error!

More alcohol

To the editor:

During the past few years, Williams

social life has evolved from very

active to mildly passive. This change
has been pursued and welcomed by
the administration. A decline can be

seen in the number, size, and
frequency of both all-campus and
residential parties. Iji addition to this.

there has been increasing pressure

from the administration to dampen
social functions. Many members of

the classes of 1977 and 1978 have noted

this decline, yet have failed to voice

their active objection. Only too

frequently have these social Williams

students been subjected to *fire-and-

brimstone' articles condemning the

use of alcohol. Unfortunately, the

truth remains: alcohol consumption
enhances social activity.

Students need a release from the

pressures and monotony of academia.
A gregarious encounter in the form of

a party, enhanced by the prospect of

an informal social gathering with

alcoholic beverages satisfies this

need. We sincerely hope that the

administration (as much as possible

in wake of the trustee's demands) will

recognize this requirement and relax

in its attempts to quell student ac-

tivity.

With Winter Study approaching, we
anticipate a freer and more active

College social situation. The disap-

pointments of the recent past will

hopefully abide and Williams will

become once more a College, and not

an institution. Very Sincerely Yours,

Chris Lovell '77

Scott Conant '77

Orchestra Luna, will perform at the Visual and Performing Arts Center at

Bennington College on Saturday, December 4 at 10:00 P.M. The Boston based

band is very popular with club and college audiences around the Northeast, and

has been widely acclaimed by the regional press as one of the best bands to

appear on the music scene in years. Recently, the band played to a sold out

audience at the University of Massachusetts and received a standing ovation.

Tickets for the concert will be on sale at Faller's Music Shop on North

Street in Bennington and will also be available at the door.

Paul Zindel's The Effect of Gamma-Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds

will be performed in the Studio Theater of the Adams Memorial Theater this

Friday and Saturday evenings at 8:30. The play is directed by Todd Anderson.
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Roper taps college opinions
A survey of Williams students and

faculty revealed wide discrepancy in

a number of attitudes. Professor

Philip K. Hastings, President of the

Roper Center, directed his political

science class in the random sample of

112 students and 34 faculty.

On social issues, 29 per cent of the

students and 47 per cent of the faculty

agreed that funds for welfare should

be increased. Nearly three-quarters

Jil the faculty felt that it sbould be
illegal for private citizens to own any
kind of handgun, while only about
one-half of the students held this

opinioa — - -

Among the Williams faculty, 70 pe/
cent favored legalizing prostitution.

By comparison, slightly less than half

of the students agreed with this

position.

When asked whether the "govern-

ment should impose racial quotas on

the number of employees hired by
private institutions," 88 per cent of the

faculty said no. Approximately 70 per

cant j>L the students also answered,

negatively.

When asked about their personal

experience with marijuana and LSD,

between SO and 80 per cent of both t^
faculty and student groups said they

had tried marijuana 2 or 3 times.

About 90 per cent of both groups said
they 'had never tried L£D and never
intended to do so.

Three per cent of the faculty, and
thirty per cent of the students favored
President Ford, opposed to 53 per cent

and 39 per cent respecti^Kly for

Carter. Eugene McCarthy attracted

24 per cent of the faculty and 20 per

cent of the students—higher than the

actual national, state and local vote
totals.

Cellist to solo in Berkshire concert
The Berkshire Symphony, Julius

Hegyi, conductor, will give the second
concert of its current season on this

Friday at 8:30 p.m. in Chapin Hall.

Douglas Moore, cellist, will bie soloist.

Works on the program are Haydn's
Symphony No. 90 in C Major, Roy
Harris' Symphony No. 3, and
Shostakovich's Cello Concerto No. 1.

Roy Harris^ Third Symphony was
first performed by the Boston Sym-
phony under the direction of Serge

Koussevitzky in 1939. Written in one

continuous movement, this symphony

reflects Harris' very American, very
western background. Still active after

fifty years of composing, Harris heard
his 14th symphony premiered in

Washington D.C. last spring.

Haydn's Symphony No. 90 was
written at the end of the composer's
long association with the Esterhazy
family and just before his stay in

London. At the time of this symphony,
Mozart's influence on the composer is

evident in the classical trademarks of

maturity of expression and balance
between the harmonic contrapuntal

Return engagement—

Aitken, Miller

& AAontero

play jazz at

The Log

Wednesday, Dec. 7 9 p.m.- 12 m.

Anyone interested in working at The Log during Winter Study

and Second Semester should speak to Gene Falk during

regular hours at The Log before Dec. 5.

PRESENTS

Friday December 3

THE PINK PANTHER

At 7, 9:30 & 11 P.M.

This week's main presentation Is "THE PINK PANTHER" at 7,

9:30 and 11 p.m. Peter Sellers stars as that Imbecile of lml)eciles.

Inspector Clouseau assigned to recover the coveted and stolen

"Pink Panther". EXTRA,' EXTRA: as an extra treat two Pink

Panther cartoons will be Included with each show!

THIS WEEK'S WFS MOVfE TRIVIA QUESTION: From the

"Paper Chase", what was Hart's first name?

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: THE LADY SINGS THE BLUES

elements in design and texture.

Shostakovich's Cello Concerto No. 1

was written for and premiered by
Rostopovich in 1959 in Russia.

Douglas Moore, a member of the

.Williams College music faculty and
principal cellist of the Berkshire

Symphony and the Albany Symphony
Orchestra, is a graduate of Indiana

University. He received his Master of

Music degree from Catholic

University and will be awarded his

Doctor of Musical Arts degree there in

1977. His thesis for the latter degree

was the editing and performance of

Arthur Foote's 1913 Sonata for cello;

he gave the premiere performance in

Washington in October, and plans to

give the New England premiere at the

Clark Art Institute in Williamstown in

February. Winner of numerous
awards and scholarships, he has
appeared as soloist with the Waterloo

Symphony, the Cedar Rapids Youth
Symphony (of which he was the

founder), the Albany Symphony, and
the Cedar Rapids Symphony, as well

as the Berkshire Symphony.
Currently, he is also cellist of The
Williams Trio, assisting artist in the

Music in the Round chamber music

series, Curator of the John B. Taylor

Instrument Collection, and Director of

the Williams College Handbell Choirs.

Williams students are admitted free

of charge.
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1977 football captains (I. to r.) Scott

Cormick.
irrington, Potar TuttIt, and Harb Mc-

Odell qnttounces selection of

77 ^rid tri-coptoins, awards
Head Coach Bob Odell announced

the election- of tricaptains for the 1977

football season at the annual football

awards banquet given by the

Williamstown Sideline Quarterbacks

Club. Also announced were winners of

three athletic awards.

Juniors Scott Harrington (Darien,

Conn.), Herb McCormick (Mid-
dletown, R.I.), and Peter TutUe (N.

Andover, Mass.) were named to lead

next year's team. This is the first time

tricaptains were elected since 1970.

Harrington, a halfback, is called by
Odell, "one of the most exciting

running backs we've had." Mc-
Cormick, "an outstanding receiver,"

was ranked number one in receiving

in New England this season in College

Divisions 11 and III. Tuttle, a defen-

sive tackle, "has played his position

and carried out his assignments

fundamentally and technically as well

or better than anyone we've had
here," according to Odell. Tuttle was
also the recipient of the Michael D.

Rakov Memorial Award, given an-

nually to the most improved lineman.

This year's co-captain Emmett
Creahan (Buffalo, N.Y.) received the

Dr. Edward J. Coughlin Jr. '27 Award,
presented in memory of the longtime

Williamstown physician and college

team physician, to the member of the

team "who, in spite of- injury or ad-

versity, makes an outstanding con-

tribution." Creahan played his

middleguard position with a broken

rib for three weeks and was second
leading tackier for the season. "He's

the kind of player that makes things

happen. There will be no way to

replace him," Coach Odell said.

Sophomore linebacker John Thiel

(W. Seneca, N.Y.) was presented with

the Charles Dewoody Salmon Award,
given "to that sophomore who has

made the most significant con-

tribution to the team. Thiel led the

team in tackles this year, with 37 solo

tackles and 50 assists, and had two
interceptions and three fumble
recoveries this season. "John is one of

the finest young football players

we've had here," Coach Odell

remarked.

One

Qood 'Man

becoming a

Christian 'brother

THIS YEAR
CAN HELP MANY PEOPLE

IN

FUTURE YEARS
(THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS ARE A GROUP OF

CATHOLIC RELIGIOUS BROTHERS WHO SPECIALIZE
IN DIFFERENT FORMS OF EDUCATION)

For More Details, Write:

BROTHER STEPHEN FSC
I DE LA SALLE ROAD
ALBANY, N.Y. 12208

PET CANDLE'
Florida's Answer to the Pet RcJck.

PET CANDLE comes to you with com-
plete set of operating instructions to

train your PET CANDLE to sit up,
stand, light up, and fly.

Available in Small. Medium, and Large Sizes.

PET CANDLE
110 Giralda Ave,. Coral Gables. Florida 33134

Small $1.00 plus 50c; postage & handling

Medium $2.00 plus 75c postage & handling

Large $3.00 plus 95« postage & handling

Name

Address

City State

1976. Pet Candle Inc.

Zip

Winter sports preivievs/s

B-ball, isqui^h start seasons
Coach Curt Tong's varsity caH^rs

will open their quest to regain the

Little Three crown and improve on

last year's 10-12 season record when
they open the 1976-77 campaign with a

road coritest against powerful

Hamilton tomorrow night.

The 7:30 p.m. contest will be the

first of three pre-Christmas games for

the Ephs, who ^ill battle Tufts on the

road Saturday and play Drew at home
next Thursday. Hamilton and Tufts

are two of the toughest opponents

Williams will face, both having beaten

the Purple a year ago. Hamilton

posted a 21-4 season record and
copped the Upstate New York ECAC
crown.

Lost to graduation for the Ephmen
were a pair of starters, forward Mark
Carter, the team's leading scorer and

relMHinder; and Alex Rosten, who was
third< on the squad in scoring, and

handed out a team-high 98 assists.

Leading the Ephs into the 1976-77

season are a pair of senior co-

captains, Mike Tanner and Tim
Hester. Tanner isa 6'1" jumping-jack

who has started since his sophomore
year. Tanner pumped in 12.6 points

per game a year ago and called the

switching Williams defenses. The 6'3"

Hester is a sound defensive player and

rebounder, as well as a team leader

who has improved with each season.

Helping Tanner and Hester out up
front will be a twtch of young but
experienced underclassmen, in-

cluding junior forwards Tom
Balderston and Brad Wolk and
sophomore Matt Spangler. The 6'5"

Balderston was the team's top per-

centage shooter in 75-76, hitting 52.3

per cent from the floor and 89.3 per

cent from the charity stripe. Wolk,

also 6'5", is 9 strong rebounder,

especially on the defensive boards.

The6'4" Spangler was moved up from
the frosh squad halfway through the

season la^ year and quickly became
the first forward off the bench due to

his rebounding and hustling defense.

Rounding out the front line for

Williams will be junior Brian
Harrison (6'6"), and sophomores
Sterling Kinsale (6'5"), Jim Betti
(6'3") and Tom Cox (6'4").

Gerry Kelly will once again anchor
one of the guard' spots. The 6'

sophomore started every game as a

freshman, spearheading the Eph
offense and tossing in 10.9 a game.
Senior Jeff Lockhart, junior Bill

Whel^^andfreshman Andy Straka

will ^^pHfetother backcourt spot.

The 6'1" L^^rart has been a steady

performer and hard worker for Tong,

while Whelan is coming off a shoulder

separation suffered in football. The

S'9" Straka has displayed a good
shotting touch and solid ball handling

ability in preseason scrimmages.

Varsity Squash

Coach Dave Johnson's varsity

racquetmen will open the 1976-77

campaign without the services of

three-year veteran and one-time
number five player in the nation

Frank Giammetti, who has been lost

to graduation. Johnson, however,
feels that the greater overall depth of

the squad will offset the loss as the

team heads into its season opener
against tough Dartmouth here
tomorrow.

"We won't have the strength we had
in the top three last year," says

Johnson, "but if everyone stays

healthy, we'll be looking to win our

matches in the fourth to ninth slots."

Captain Marc Rheinhardt will

inherit the number one spot, while

Arnie Cogswell moves up a slot to

number two. Seniors CharUe Haines

and Tim Belk, sophomore Martin
Goldberg, and freshman John Lind-

quist will battle for ranking in the

next four slots. ^

Junior Jim Little heads a group of

five players vying for the bottom four

slots. He is joined by seniors Mark
Urken and Bert Saul, sophomore John
Saunders, and junior Peter Thayer.

Women swimmers win at Wellesley
by Dennis O'Shea

Winning two of the three events

normally swum in dual meet com-
petition, the women's varsity swim
team closed out their season a week
ago Saturday with a stellar per-

formance at the Masse-Spears Relay
Carnival at Wellesley.

The meet was unscored, but had a
tally been kept according to NCAA
rules, the Ephwomen would have
finished second to an incredibly im-
proved squad from UNH, beating out

a strong but false start-happy Boston
College team.

Sophs Nina Murphy and Joanna
Monroe, junior Sue Tuttle and frosh

Keron Walker opened the festivities

with a 200 yafd medley relay win that

cracked by 1.7 seconds the College

record set at Mount Holyoke only

four days earlier.

Murphy and Walker, along with

junior Carol-Ann Smalley and
sophomore Marilla Pearsall nabbed
the Ephwomen's other win in the 400

free relay. Walker and Pearsall's

splits of 58.0 and 58.6 put the Purple

quartet under four minutes for the

first time this year.

In all, the Ephs finished no lower

than fifth in any of the nine relay

events, netting two seconds, two

thirds and two fourths. Monroe,
Pearsall, Walker and senior captain

Randall Morrow were touched,out for

first in the 200 free relay, while

Smalley, Murphy, Monroe and Ann
Youngling finished second to UNH in

the 150 butterfly ladder.

SALES TRAINEE
Career oppty with major finance planning

company attractively based Mid-NYC. Offers

intensified training in sales leading to sales

management. No prior experience necessary.

We will train you. Offers salary plus incen-

tives and fine company benefits for personal

interview, send resume in confidence to:

Circle Fiilancial Services
355 Lexington Avenue
New York. NY. 10017

Divers Mary Southworth and Laurie

Norton and . back-strokers Murphy,
Morrow, Monroe and Laura Marrack
picked up the Purple's third places.

Chantel Cleland, Hilary Hodgson, and
Cindy Harvey contributed to fourth

places in the freestyle ladder and
individual medley relay events.

The Ephwomen emerge from their

seven metit schedule as the dominant
team in the New England League's

fall program. The latest rankings

place Keron Walker first in the region

in the 100 fly, 100 individual medley
and 50 freestyle, and second in the 100

free.

Marilla Pearsall is first in the 500

with Carol-Ann Smalley third, and
second in the 200 where Smalley is

tabbed seventh. Sue Tuttle rates third

and fourth in the breastroke events,

while Joanna Monroe is fourth and
sixth in fly. Nina Murphy is listed

fourth in both the 50 and 100

backstroke. Williams foursomes have
broken first place times in all three

relay events, either before or since the

rankings were released.

According to women's coach Carl

Samuelson, the task now is to continue

improving while winter season
powers like Springfield and UConn
work their way through their

schedules. The Ephs will prepare for

February's New Englands by com-

peting unofficially in men's junior

varsity meets.

THE CHRISTMAS STORE IN THE BERKSHIRES

Handmade treasures—unusual Ideas for everyone. Come to

our store in the Williams Inn and find all the special presents

you could wish for. Museum replicas in jewelry and sculpture

. . . enchanting stuffed animals . . . calico initials . . .

totes of all kinds . . . handcrafted jewelry . . . twenty
colors in bandanas . . . "jeans" belts and suspenders . . .

Mexican tinware . . . Gwen Frostic books and notepaper
. . . Jigsaw puzzles . . . handmade wooden toys . . .

English pub mugs. Reproductions of "Pip", the famous
Williams Inn seven-toed cat, and much much more . . .

Iff^discount to all Williams people

Located in the lobby of the Williams Inn

Open seven da ys 9 : 00 AM to 7 : 00 PM

lnP»i/OAl

OlOBC-
TROITERS

with MEADOWLARK LEMON

& CURLY NEAL
vs.

New Jersey REDS

Plus

BIG HALF-TIME SHOW

THURSDAY

DEC 9 #7:30 P.M.

CAMPUS CENTER GYM'

NORTH ADAMS STATE COLLEGE]

Gen. Adm. $5.00

Tickets now on sale at

Campus Center, State Collefe

Center Sporting Goods

North Adams

Goff's Sports, Inc

Williamstown

• Ooors Open 6 P M. x^
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WSP dreams,

woodworking
most popular

by Karon Walker
Students heavily oversubscribed

approximately ten Winter Study
courses offered for this year, ac-

cording to Winter Study Committee
Chairman Bill Grant.

"The most popular choices were
courses related to arts, crafts, and
unusual projects. Specifically, the

woodfinishing class, auto mechanics,
and the course on dreams and
dreaming were among the most
heavily subscribed," he said.

Figures y/on't be released until

January on the number of people who
were rejected in all four of their

choices, but committee member
Robert Dalzell said that he had "no
clear-cut impression" of whether the

number had significantly increased or
decreased since last year. "I've heard
few complaints," he remarked.
Last year the committee could not

place 80 students in any of the courses
they chose. However only two cour-

ses, auto mechanics and a special

pottery class, were oversubscribed.

Eric Pyenson, '78, a student
member of the committee who
reviewed group and individual 99

Projects, said that the number of

proposals has dropped from previous

years. He estimated 180-200 proposals

came in this fall as compared to 250

last year and the year before.

Pyenson said that only three of the

projects required revision before they

were approved by the committee.

Grant«xplained that many of those
who received none of their primary
choices, or "bounced through"
elected to devise 99's rather than
make further selections. "The
committee leaves the choice of

classes entirely up to the individual

instructor," he stated, "who may or

may not have a prejudice towards a

certain group of students he selects."

Guarantees dance allocation

CC funds fall course guide

William C. Grant, Jr.

The College Council allocated the

Student Course Guide Committee its

full budget request of $1,533 Tuesday
nighf, enabling the committee to

proceed with distribution of the course

questionnaire early next week.

Committee member, Mark Lanier
'80 enumerated some of the specific

questions included in the question-

naire and described how the com-

mittee will use student responses in

compiling the guide. The committee

will summarize the written comments
for each course and no comments will

be printed verbatim, Lanier said.

.If the student guide for fall courses

is successful, the committee will ask

the Council for additional funds to

finance a spring gui4^, committee

chairman Sarah Baldwin '78 said.

The Council also guaranteed the

Williams College Dance Society $2,800

from next year's Student Activities

Tax. Dance Society president Simon

CAP proposes extension

Watson '77 explained that the Dance
Society needed advance assurance of

the funding since contracts for next

year's dance performances must be

made six. months to one year before

the actual event.

The Dance Society will schedule two
performing groups with the Council's

advance allocation, Watson said. It

will apply for additional funding next

year to finance student performances.

The Dance Society received $4,800

from the Council earlier this fall.

The Council supplemented funding

to WCFM to cover installation costs of

eight temporary phones for Trivia

night. Council treasurer Clarence Otis

'76 said that WCFM neglected to in-

clude this expenditure in its original

funding request. The Council agreed
to allocate the necessary funds up to

$100; it will vote again next week if

further funding is needed.

Following these budgetary
questions, Housing Committee co-

chairman Sally Coney '78 spoke to the

Council, describing the committee's

by Ann McCabe
The Committee on Appointments

and Promotions (CAP) recently

proposed extending an assistant

professor's term from six to seven

years. Presently, at the end of three

years, an assistant professor can be

offered another three-year contract.

The CAP recommends extending the

second contract one year.

CAP member John F. Reichert

mentioned this change at the Nov. 10

faculty meeting. The motion will be

formally introduced at the December
faculty meeting. The trustees must
also approve the extension.

Neil Grabois, dean of faculty and a

CAP member, stated that since the

initiation of a new leave program for

assistant professors, more have been
taking one semester off. Many extend

their leave to a year. Some of these

have requested that the year not be

counted in their contract while others

have not. Grabois viewed the addition

of a fourth year as "an opportunity for

all to develop as teachers and
scholars."

A minor effect would be slower
turnover of faculty, which Grabois
said he believes "is probably a good
thing." Those presently hired would
be offered a choice of a three or four

year term if reappointed. Tenure
decisions would be made in the middle
of the sixth or beginning of the seventh

year, a year later than at present. The
right to request an early tenure
decision would r'emain.

John D. Lathrop, Assistant
Professor of Physics, said he sees

good and bad sides to the proposal. He
estimated that only one out of every
six instructors hired receives tenure:

under the new contract, Lathrop says

see CAP page 2

Thomas H. Tietenberg

Room cleaning stays a college tradition
by Jane Adams

Like most Williams traditions, the

"matron" system has evolved with

the times. Increased costs,

coeducation, and Title IX of the Equal

Employment Opportunity Act have all

made their imprint on the system,

paring it down from the luxury

standards of years past. Now, it is an

expense justified by Charles Jankey,

Director of Student Housing, as

"preventive maintenance."

About ten years ago, with employee

wages rising, the number of times per

week a room was cleaned Was cut

from every day to two or three times a

week. As enrollment began to in-

crease, room cleaning was cut to its

present rate of onc% per week. By
using the natural attrition rate of

employees, largely due to retirement,

the College was able to cut down on

the total cost of maintenance by 50-75

per cent by slightly reducing the

number of employees while lowering

the frequency of services provided.

The most recent change has been in

terminology; the job of "matron" is

now termed "light cleaner", since,

under Title IX of the EEO Act, it is

illegal to classify a job by sex. As yet,

however, there are no male light

cleaners, though there are female

janitors. "It could be because that

type of work may be considered

'domestic'," Jankey speculated, "and
in this area males aren't interested in

it."

Whitney Stoddard '35 reflected on

the system as he knew it at Williams.

"Some matrons, especially in

fraternities, became "members', and

she and her husband were included in

social functions as chaperones. In

some instances, she was like the

mother of a fraternity and had

students to dinner in her home. Oc-

casionally she would dine in the frat

house as well ... We gave theni

parties at Christmas or the end of the

The Williams matron—before and after.

year.

While relations today may not seem
as close, perhaps due to the fact that

rooms are now cleaned relatively

infrequently, most students feel a

friendly rapport still exists.

All cleaners interviewed liked their

,work and said they would rather work
with the students than in a general

education building. The very low

turnover rate substantiates the good

employee relations.

"I haven't had any problems with

the kids so far," one cleaner reported.

"In general they're good k^ds. You get

what you give them." She confirmed

that her image as a "mother figure"

still exists. "It's amazing how many
kids far from home will want to sit

down and talk about anything in

general . . . Some are outgoing and
want to be friendly. Others go their

own way."
One possible area of tension results

from the cleaner's duty to be a

"responsible employee" and report

any violations in student's rooms to

the supervisor. It is then up to the

supervisor to decide what action, if

any, will be taken. According to

Jankey, "Supervisors are un-

derstanding and try not to get the

cleaners in the middle." It is un-

derstood that the cleaners must work
with the students and that a student

can make the job difficult if there's a

conflict. "By and large we have no

real problems with that," Jankey

concluded.

The type of violation reported today

(pets, thumbUcks) differs from ten

years ago when women weren't

allowed in the rooms. "We were

supposed to turn them in if we saw

any," one matron said. "We never
had any trouble though."

Of the 25 cleaners employed, most
work a part time week of 25-30 hours.

Some do work a full time 40-hour

week, although any employee working
for three months for at least 25 hours

per week is entitled to fringe benefits

such as the college employee medical
plan. Meals are not included but

coffee is provided by the kitchen

during the coffee break.

In terms of the whole college

budget, the room cleaning service is a

minor expense. Questions have been
raised by student? 'desiring a room
rebate if he or she does not have a

cleaner work on his or her room.

According to Jankey, the cost to an
individual student is "insignificant"

and thus there would be "very little

rebate" if such rebates were ever to

be given.

Citing the cleaner's ability to spot a

maintenance problem before it

requires a serious expenditure,
Jankey commented, "The cost of not

having them would be greater over an
extended period of time." Also, more
custodians would have to be hired at a

higher wage rate to cover the light

cleaner's work done in lounges and
bathrooms.

Another reason the College has not

phased out the cleaning service is the

number of cleaners who have been
with the College for many years. "It

would be difficult to eliminate

positions," Jankey noted. "I suspect

someday in the future we will not be

cleaning rooms under our present

system. It will never be completely

eliminated but will exist on a more
intermittent basis."

position on the disbanding of WHEW,
the all-college social committee. The
Council previously denied fupds to

WHEW, assuming that the Housing
Committee would co-ordinate Winter
Carnival and Spring Weekend, for-

merly the responsibilities of WHEW.
"The Housing Committee is a link

between the houses and the ad-

ministration and is responsible for

residential problems, not organizing

social events," Coney explained.

The Housing Committee recom-

mended that the Council formalize the

structure of the College social com-
mittee, with a Council-appointed
chairman, a social chairman from
each house, and four freshmen
representatives. This structure would
be identical to that of the Housing

Committee, Coney explained.

The Council postponed voting on the

recommendation until next week
when Dan Felizberto '78, former
chairman of the WHEW will speak to

the CC. Felizberto said he is deter-

mined to "get WHEW going again."

Six professors

confirm CAP
tenure rulings

by Jim Cohen &
Ann McCabe

At least five assistant professors

received positive recommendations
for tenure from the Committee on
Appointments and Promotions
(CAP), the Record learned Wed-
nesday. The committee did not
recommend Assistant Professor of

Economics Tom Tietenberg for

tenure, although the economics
department apparently favored his

promotion.

The Record confirmed that the CAP
recommended Lynda Bundtzen
(English), Michael Katz (Russian),

Gary Jacobsohn (political science),

Mark Taylor (religion) and Lee
Drickamer (biology). The dean of

faculty will not confirm any decisions

until after the trustees meeting in

January. The trustees make the final

decision on all candidates, but have
rarely reversed a CAP decision.

According to Assistant Professor of

Astronomy Jay Pasachoff, a decision

on his status will not be made until

classes end.

The Record's list is not complete.

Tietenberg said that the CAP
overturned the economics depart-

ment's recommendation. "The ex-

planation was that the quality of

research wasn't sufficient." He
claimed he did not plan to appeal the

decision to the Panel of Six, a faculty

board that handles tenure disputes.

"I've turned down various job offers

to stay at Williams," he commented.

see TENURE page 5

AwMW*

Lynda K. Bundtzan
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Studio III

STUDIO III, one of a continuing series of recitals sponsored by the Williams

College Department of Music, will be held at 4:00 p.m. on Tuesday, December

7tti, in Chapin Hall. The concert is free and open to the public.

Five ensembles will take part in the program in addition to the solo per-

formers. Two newjy-formed string quartets, one directed by Julius Hegyi and

the other by Douglas Moore, will make their first appearance, each group

playing selections from Beethoven quartets. The Handbell Choirs, also directed

by Moore, will play four pieces; and the student-initiated Brass Quintet will

present two works for brass. Finally, a trio of recorder players will give a

selection from their repertoire.

Pianists Valerie Sarantos, Julie Kosarin, and Carol Beck, flutist Tom
Evans, accompanied by Barbara LeBaron, and vocalist Carroll Reic^ complete

the list of performers.

Student Photo Exhibit

The Panopticon Gallery of Boston is now soUciting photographs for a major
exhibition by students throughout New England. The Deadline for submissions

is December U, the show will open January 21 and run through February 16,

1977.

The exhibit will offer the public a unique opportunity to see the best of the

different styles of photography emerging from hundreds of schools and colleges

in the six-state area. It will also give students a chance to show and sell their

work in a prominent Newbury Street Gallery.

All serious students of photography who live or study in New England are

eligible to be included in the show, if they meet gallery requirements. A
maximum of five prints may be submitted, with no restrictions on subject

matter or process. Each must be archivally processed and matted; there is a $1

per print handling-<charge.

Photographs will be, selected for individual excellence by a mixed jury of

students, practicing photographers, photography teachers and critics from

local meidia. For more complete information about-entering the show, call or

write to the Panopticon Gallery, 69 Newbury St., Boston, 02116. 617-267-2961.

Feature: Winter Study

Titles of 99 s betray quest for fun

FOCUS/Andy Q'Donnell

Santd Comes to Town

Once around the old Smith Carona,

taking care to pause at Season's

Greetings and margin release as we
dip into our version of Santa's grab

bag B&G's collection of con-

fiscated equipment and Security's lost

and found box—and present various

and sundry Christmas presents to

those needy and deserving souls

who have helped make this first

semester so jolly.

To Coach Odell: Two turtle doves,

eight offensive linemen, Beppo,

Mongul, and Andre the Giant.

To Coach Dzurnko: One question.

Which feels better, half an Ivy or all

the Little Three?

To Coach Ostendarp: Two questions.

What's a third of the pie taste like?

What took you so long?

To the freshman football team: A
belated Congrats on the Amherst

whitewash and one autographed

picture of the Record sports

department.

To the Rugby Club: An autographed

glossy of Tim Layden and a set of

darts.

j,^,
by Eric Sundin

^"itles of Winter Study Independent
Projects such as "Tropical Beach and
Reef Community," "German on
Skis," "Marine Biology on the Pacific

Coast," and "Ski Injury Study" on the

slopes of Colorado imply that maybe
the best way to insure a "fun"
January is to arrange a 99. Is it your
turn to engage in these "unlimited

possibilities for education outside the

regular WSP curriculum?"
Over 300 applications for 99's have

been approved this fall by the Winter
Study Committee, a rise of over 50

course applications compared with

last year's figure. WS Committee
Chairman, Prof. William G. Grant,

Jr., asserts, however, that "we don't

want the 99's to become a mere last

resort for escape from the scheduled

program or from the confinement of

the campus."
Gi"ant denies that the WS Com-

mittee had any qualms about ac-

cepting the "fun" proposals. He says

he feels that there is a discrepaQcy

between the course's jazzy title and its

real content, and that it is this

discrepancy which undermines the

true educational values of such
proposals. "The 'best' projects are

those that are often tiie most en-

joyable," Grant says.

There are some limits on the ratio of

fun to education. The need for an off-

campus project must be established

and accepted within the department.

Each project requires a faculty

sponsor's approval. The sponsor then

submits the proposal to his depart-

ment for a second approval. The WS
Committee has the final overview on

the merit of the proposal.

According to Grant, this step-by-

step process keeps the quaUty of

student proposals at a high level, even

though the WS Committee rejects

very few of the projects. The purpose

of such a committee is to "act more as

a benign observer than a police for-

ce." he insists.

Inherent in this lack of supervision

is student abuse. Grant says that in

me
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Energy research pays off

CC solicits self-nominations
/I

The College Council is soliciting self-nominations for positions on the All-

College Entertainment Committee and the Junior Advisor Selection Com-
mittee. Applications should include your name, class and qualifications for

either committee take it to the Dean's office by Monday December 6 at 4:00

PM.

Newspaper recycling now mandatory
A town ordinance prohibiting dumping newspapers in the town landfill

went into effect Wednesday. Since the College uses the landfill, students may
no longer throw newspapers in their trash.

Students are to assemble papers in a single location in each residential

house, where Buildings and Grounds will collect and deliver them to one of

five recycling centers in Williamstown.

The Berkshire Bennington County Recycling Council will then collect

and recycle the paper from the Williamstown area keeping the revenues to

pay for trucking costs.

Fellowship applications available
Applications for graduate fellowships for seniors, offered by Williams

are now available in the office of Director of Financial Aid Henry N. Flynt,

Jr. Application deadline is January IS.

The Hutchinson fellowship is a $3000 grant for each of two years' work,

preferably in music, writing, or painting, or otherwise in philosophy or

science. The Moody fellowship is a variable grant (usually $1600) for two

years' study in any field but science, mathematics or modern languages at

Exeter College, Oxford. The Clark fellowships are two variable grants

(usually about $900) for one year in any field of study. The Wilson fellowship

is a two-year variable grant (usually $850) for any field of study at Worcester

College, Oxfprd. The Lansing , fellowship is a variable grant for work in

classics.

Natural Xmas trees banned
In compliance with the state of Massachusetts and the Williamstown

Fire Department, Buildings and Grounds has stated that "no natural

Christmas trees or natural wreaths shall be used" in any College building.

Natural trees can only be placed in private homes.

Artificial decorations must meet Massachusetts regulations which

forbid cloth, straw, or moss to be used for decorative purposes. If the ar-

tificial tree is metallic, no electric lighting may be used; other trees can only

use "mini-lights."

Ralph lacuessa, general foreman, said thatB&G would not pick up trees

for departments this year. He said he thought Security would enforce the

regulations.

by SteveDavlion
Have you ever .wondered if it takes

extra energy to start a fluorescent

light? Or how much energy it takes to

drive to Smith? Or to heat; West
College at night? ReedrZars, '77

devoted his 1976 WSP Physics 99 to

answering these and other questions

about energy use at Williams.

Sponsored by Prof. Jay Shelton,

Zars' study focused on the major uses

of energy on campus. By consulting

with Buildings and Grounds, and
setting up banks of lights and elec-

trical equipment in Bronfman, Reed
set out to find out how much juice it

takes to keep the College ticking.

While studying the heating plant,

Zars noticed that the large number six

oil tank was warm. The tank must be

kept at 120 degrees F so that the tar-

like oil stays thin enough to be

pumped to the boilers. Through its

bare metal skin, the tank was leaking

as much as 3 per cent of the College's

steam to the outside air.

Reed made calculations, and
concluded that, in the long run, it

would be cheaper and more

energetically prudent to insulate the

tapk. The conclusions were sent to

B&G, and an engineering firm was
consulted. After taking into account

the annual loss in heating cost, and the

cost of insulating the tank sufficiently,

the firm estimated a pay-back period

of two to three years. Because this is a

relatively short period, Assistant

Director of the Physical Plant Win-

throp Wassenar agreed that "this is a

good investment." The insulation was
completed in mid-October.

- Zars' study dealt with all forms of

energy use, from cars to showers. The
end result of the project "is a possible

handbook for Williams students
concerning all of the uses of energy in

their college lives," Zars said. The
handbook has not yet been published.

"I don't think there's a real reason

why it hasn't been done," Shelton

remarked. "Maybe it's the cost of it.

Maybe the handbook is too long."

The study revealed some in-

teresting facts about things we can do

to save on energy costs. If the tem-

perature in all College buildings is

reduced 5 degrees F, we would save

Stoddard enlivens art
by Mike

In the fall of their freshman year,

all students are exposed to a

humorous analysis of the architecture

of Williamstown. Comments
something like "Baxter Hall is from
the early Mississippi riverboat

period" and "Hopkins Hall is less late

Richardson and more late leftovers"

often bring the audience into a fit of

ecstatic laughter. The tongue-and-

cheek humor contained in those

comments is the product of the quick

wit of Whitney Stoddard, Amos
Lawrence Professor of Art and
chairman of the art department.

"In the campaign for the election of

1932, Franklin Roosevelt came
through Williamstown with a one

motorcycle escort in an open
motorcade," reminisces Stoddard as

he lights his pipe, "and I remember
that as FDR rode past, all of the

Williams students came out and
cheered for Hoover. I think that says

something about the school in those

days." He adds, "I've seen the school

change a lot since then."

Having been on the Williams faculty

since 1938, Stoddard has encountered

a few problems with teaching. One of

these is that "you don't know how
your teaching is going. A teacher has

to have a vegetable garden in the

summer so he can see its successful

culmination within a short period of

time."

While other professors might take

Stoddard's advice, Stoddard himself

admits, "I can't have a vegetable

garden because I'm always away
when it's growing." He has been

"digging" on a larger scale, spending

one month of every summer since 1970

on an excavation of a Benedictine

monastery in southern France. The
archeological site includes an area

where once stood a Gothic church, a

Carolingian church, and some
cloisters, dating back to about 780. In

the past six years, Stoddard has

improved his archeological—if not

agricultural—techniques.

In addition to his yearly jaunt,

Stoddard says he enjoys cross-country

and downhill skiing, photography, and
painting "very badly." His favorite

The Course Guide Committee will

distribute course questionnaires to

students Wednesday in student mail-

boxes, according to committee
member Mark Lanier '80. The
responses will be collected by student

representatives in each house and

freshman entry during reading and

exam periods, and during Winter

Study, he added.

Written comments will be sum-

marized by students familiar with

each course being evaluated. These

summaries will be edited by a student

board composed of Course Guide

Committee members and a major in

the department concerned. The final

summaries will be sent .to the

professors whose courses are being

evaluated, and their reactions will be

published in the guide.

Instructor
1. Did the instructor add a dimension

not available from ttie readings?
2. How muct) does ttie instructor care

about individual student progress?
3. How much does the instructor en

courage student participation in

class?
4. How helpful were the instructor's
comments and criticisms overall?

5. How prepared was the instructor for

class?
6. How enthusiastic is this instructor?
7. How well does this instructor

stimulate yeur interest in this
subject matter?

8. Rate the overall quality of in

struction.
9. How well dpes the instructor explain

difficult material?
10. How well does the instructor em

phasi;e major points?

Course
\. How much did you learn from

a. readings?
b. lectures?
c. discussions?

. d papers?
e exams?
f labs?
g. exercises?

2. How difficult were the concepts
presented in this course?

3. How heavy was the workload,
compared to your other courses?

Questions requiring written responses
1. How well have the grades you have

received reflected your effort and
expectations? Comment on both the
fairness and difficulty of grading.

2. How necessary was It to be prepared
for class? How much of the work will

you have completed by the end of the
course?

3. Comment on the strengths and
weaknesses of this instructor, {for

example, his class presentations,
availability, organization, whether
classes relate to readings,
prejudices, etc.) (how well the
course is paced, dimensions,
fulfillment of objectives).

A. Comment on the strengths and
weaknesses of the course content
(for example repetition, quality and
clarity of readings, relationship of

papers and exams to course.)

Questions requiring yet-no responses
If you had it to do over again, would
you take this course?

This Instructor?

Golden

foods are "Maine lobster boiled at

home" and "little neck clams dug
yourself—with a very dry martini."

Jokester, amateur archeologist,

athlete, artist, gourmet—and scholar.

"A lot of people don't know I'm a

serious scholar," contends Stoddard.

"Although I have a reputation for

quips, here and there, I've done quite

a bit of serious research." Con-

centrating on art history of the Middle

Ages, his interest has inspired him to

write three books on medieval
problems. "I try to make the study of

medieval studies more meaningful for

students." One way he attempts that

noble task is by "taking photographs

geered to what you want to say in your

book." He takes these photos of

buildings and art objects to make the

objects "available for all."
*

"But I get the most kick out of

teaching," Stoddard concludes. "I dig

it. And if you're not nervous before a

lecture, then you shouldn't be
teaching. That may sound corny, but I

believe it." Perhaps that is good

advice, since Whitney Stoddard has
been abiding by it for almost forty

years here at Williams.

about $88,800.00 a year. Did you know
that it takes less energy to start a

fluorescent light than it does to run it,

that a ten minute shower costs about

10c, and that a cruise to Smith (one

way) takes more energy than it does

to heat West College on a typical

winter day? In addition, the study

showed that it takes eight times as

much energy to dry clothes in a dryer

than it takes to hang them up, and that

a person puts out as much heat as a

160 watt light bulb.

This year, Re^ intends to do a

study of the feasibility of running the

College on wind power, but he is not

the only person doing energy
research. Several other students have
done projects funded by the National

Science Foundation's Undergraduate
Research Program (NSF-URP)
grants.

Linda Van Waes, '78 and Tony
Quay, '77 spent last summer doing

statistical research on the effects of

higher gas prices on fuel consumption
habits. They performed various

statistical analyses on surveys taken

in by the Federal Energy Association

in 1973 and 1975—years with very

different gasoline prices. Un-
fortunately, the results were fairly

inconclusive.

Few people on campus are not

familiar with Shelton's many projects

in energy conservation. Kicking it off

this summer, he and several other

students began testing various

designs of wood-burning stoves as a

heating alternative. Working with a

"giant calorimeter" behind the

Center for Environmental Studies,

Shelton and his crew have been

checking combustion efficiency (the

amount of heat derived from a certain

weight of wood) as a function of air

flow. They are alsa researching why
some stoves are better than others.

The research is still in the em-
bryonic stages, so as yet, there are no
conclusive results. According to Mark
Chaffee, '77, "Nobody (non-

commercially) has ever looked into

stove efficiency this thoroughly." The
project will continue through this

coming WSP, as Shelton is teaching
another Heating with. Wood course.

These are the kinds of projects that

benefit not only the participants, but

students, the College, and the nation

as well. For certainly we cannot go on
indefinitely wasting our energy
without paying the price.

An AIMS Chalmtrs Diesel and a 1945 John Doer* Combintd Harvester tit in front'

of Lawrence Hall. The machine*, lent by Dr. Kuhrt Weineke of Oblong Rd., are

part of the exhibit, running until Dec. I8th, "From Scythe to Combine"

organized by Louisa Rand 77 in conjunction with the Hopkins Forest Farm
Museum. - (photos by Janson)
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Tietenberg denied - five others #al^n teiiure
TENURE from page 1

"I wanted more than anything else to

teach at Williams."

Both department chairman Henry
Bruton and a senior member of the

department declined to discuss the

decision.

Jane Lester '77 and Pat Pikonis '77

began circulating a petition Wed-
nesday evening seeking recon-

sideration of the Tietenberg decisiams

"We will give it to President Chandler
or (Dean of Faculty) Grabois Monday
morning," Lester said. "We request

to meet with some CAP members
about reversing the decision."

Tenure Procedure

The tenure procedure normally

begins in an assistant prctfessor's fifth

year at Williams. Each department
evaluates candidates from that

department and submits a recom-

mendation to the CAP. Most depart-

ments solicit student input into the

evaluation.

According to the faculty handbook,
the CAP uses three criteria lor

judging candidates for reappointment
or promotion: teaching ability,

scholarship and usefulness to the

college community.

"Given the limited size of the

faculty and the infrequency of

departures or retirements from the

tenure ranks, appointments to tenure

are few," the handbook states.

CAP decisiqns are forwarded to the

president, who turns them over to the

trustees.

Tietenberg, graduated from the Air

Force Academy in 1964. He received a

master of arts degree from University

of the East in the Philippines (1965)

and master of science from Univer-

sity of Wisconsin in 1970 where he was
a professor of economics. In Sep-

tember 1964 he won a Brookings

Economic Policy fellowship.

Jacobsohn is a 1967 graduate of

CCNY.' He received his master's

d^ee from Cornell where he also

taftght a freshman seminar in

American government.

Drickamer graduated from Oberlin

College and received a Ph.D. from
Michigan State University. He was^n

NSP post doctoral (eUow at North
Carolina State University; before

joining the biology department, he
was a visiting scientist with the

Caribbean Primate Research Center
in Puerto Rico.

Before joining the English dei>art-

ment in 1972, Bundtzen was a teaching

assistant at University of Minnesota

Apartment Rentals

Complete, all Utilities and Furniture

Starting Jan. 1, 1»77 (Winter Study of 2nd semester)

65 North St. 4 bedrooms

Starting Sept. 1, 1977 thru June 15, 1978

70 Water St.
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Winfer sports prev/ews

Natators, skaters open today

Alex Rosten puts it up from ttie corner in last year's Tufts game as Brad Wolk
(33) moves in to follow up. "

(photo by McClellan)

by Dennis O'Shea

Varsity Swimming
Little Tlfree action opens early and

ends late this year for the men's

varsity swim team. The Ephmen
make their season debut in Muir Pool

tomorrow at 3:00 p.m. against

Amherst, but the champion of the

Tiny Triumvirate won't be crowned
until the Williams-Wesleyan con-

frontation in mid-February.

Carl Samuelson's natators' hopes

for a fifth consecutive Little Three
title and a bettering of last year's

third place finishes in both the New
Englands and NCAA Division III

nations^ls rest squarely on the

shoulders of four junior All-

Americans. , If distanceman Stuart

Deans, sprinter Phil Wild, breast-

stroker Paul vom Eigen and butterfly

Guy Hoelzer come through, the Eph-
men's depth points should be enough
to guarantee improvement on 1976

Homilton drops cogers, 103-80,

in Wednesday bosketboll opener
Coach Curt Tong's varsity

basketball team opened its season on

a sour note Wednesday night as they

dropped a 103-80 decision to a

powerful Hamilton College five in a

game that was much closer than the

final score indicates.

The Continentals, 21-4 last season

and Upstate New York ECAC
champions, built a 45-34 halftime

margin with a 15-4 spurt in the last

three minutes of the first half that

broke a 30-all deadlock.

Another spurt in the second half

upped the margin to twenty, but the

Ephs whittled the spread down to nine

midway through the half. They stayed

within nine through the rest of the half

until Coach Tong cleared the bench at

the end of the game.

"I'm not that disappointed by the

results," Tong said. "Some of our

players played the best ball of their

lives. We lost patience towards the

end of the first half and tried to run

with them, which we can't do. We
have to set the tempo and when we
didn't they pulled away. Except for

those few stretches, though, we
played them fairly evenly."

Williams was paced by sophomore
Brad Wolk (26 points, 12 rebounds)

and Junior Tom Balderston (20

points). Mike Tanner chipped in with

13,and Matt Spangler added 10 points.

Both Wolk and Spangler fouled out.

The Ephs travel to Medford
tomorrow night to battle a talented

Tufts five. They open at home
Thursday night at 8:00 against Drew

.

Squash kicks off new year

with 8-1 drubbing of Green
Coach Dave Johnson's varsity

squash team opened their 1976 season

Wednesday with an easy 8-1 win over

Dartmouth on the Williams courts.

Take a CHRISTMAS TREE home!
Pick yourself a

Fresh tree

from our farm

at

country prices

Any weekend or

by appointment

the FRED SCARBOROUGHS
Oblong Rd., S. Willlamstown

(4 miles south of Field Park)

Call 458-3715 or 597-6755

for further information

The same Dartmouth squad had

topped Williams 6-3 a year ago and
Joluison termed the win "a nice

turnaround."

Only senior Tim Belk, playing in the

number six slot, lost to his big Green
opponent, dropping a tough five-

setter. Captain Marc Reinhardt and
Arnie Cogswell each won their

matches, Reinhardt needing five

sets at no. one and Cogswell just three

in the second slot.

Freshman Chip Linquist (No. 3),

sophomore Martin Goldbert (No. 4),

and Senior Charlie Haines (No. 5)

each won, with Haines needing five

sets to dispose of his opponent.

The bottom three slots on the Eph
ladder each notched wins for Johnson.

Junior Jim Little and senior Michael

Fitzhugh copped straight set wins at

seven and eight, while junior Jim
Parsons heeded four sets for his

victory in the bottom position.

successes.

In all, Samuelson has nine Ail-

Americans back from last year's 6-3

squad.

The Ephs breaststroking corps
should once again be the toughest in

the conference and in Division III.

Backing up vom Eigen are soph All-

Americans Chris Clark and Brian

McDermott as well as freshman
Bryan Volpp. Deans has College 200

freestyle record "holder Jordan Lewis
breathing down his neck in every

distance event, along with John
Adams and John Trapp.

Hoelzer must fill part of the giant

hole left by the graduation of five

event All-American Bruce Barclay.

Vying for other butterfly spots in the

lineup will be junior Mike Murphy and
frosh Todd Piper and Jim Goff. Wild,

R. J. Connelly and Don Cameron will

shareberths in the SO, 100 and sprint

relay with Williams' answer to the

Bobsey twins, freshmen Bill and Tom
Beckett.

Cameron, silver medalist in the 100

backstroke at the Nationals last year,

Bill Beckett and fellow frosh Dave
Amlicke 'will have to fill in for

graduated co-captain Scott

Schumacker at the 200 length.

That event and the individual

medley, where Piper and Peter Howd
are the up and coming un-

derclassmen, are probably the

weakest spots in the lineup right now.

Versatile co-captain Duff Anderson
could fill in at either spot and in the

distance or middle distance as well.

Co-captain Jeff Erickson is the sole

veteran diver on the squad, but fresh-

men Dave Thomson, Greg Roux and
Bruce McPherson all have promise.

Conference considerations aside,

tomorrow's contest shouldn't be much
more than'^^a tune up for a very im-

portant meeting with UConn ;ie3cl

week. Williams walloped Amjierst, 78-

34, last year to sew u^^their fourth

straight Lord Jeff-pafdinal sweep.

The afternoon's most interesting

match ups should come in the sprints

where the Jeff's Great White Shark

Mark Parisi takes on the Ephs.
Vursilv Hockey

Carrying high hopes foB their first

ECAC playoff berth in three years,

and with head coach Bill McCormick

looking for his 200th career win (he

needs two more), the Williams varsity

hockey team opens its 1976-77 season

Friday night against Little Three

rival Amherst. The Ephs play

Wesleyan Saturday, with both games

slated for 8:30 p.m.

The Ephs, 12-8-1 a year ago, have

won ten straight contests against

Amherst, and eight in a row over

Wesleyan. The Jeffs were the Division

III kingpins a year ago, and boast a

strong goaltender in Jeff Fine.

Wesleyan lost star Rich Gallogly to

o»^«^

.^^'

^Z^^.^.-^^"^^"^

•^T:^^
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New Prints From Artimis

Including Wyeth and Rockwell

as classical artistsas wel

THE CHRISTMAS STORE IN THE BERKSHIRES

Handmade treasures—unusual ideas for everyone. Come to

our store in the Williams Inn and find all the special presents

you could wish for. Museum replicas in jewelry and sculpture

. . . enchanting stuffed animals . . . calico initials . . .

handcrafted jewelry . . . twenty

"jeans" belts and suspenders . . .

Gwen Frostic books and notepaper

. . . handmade wooden toys . . .

English pub mugs. Reproductions of "Pip", the famous
Williams Inn seven-toed cat, and much much more . . .

totes of all kinds . .

colors in bandanas . .

Mexican tinware . . .

. . . Jigsaw puzzles

10 %discount to all Williams people

Located in the lobby of the Williams Inn

Open seven days 9 : 00 AM to 7 : 00 PM

graduation and faces a rebuilding

year.

McCormick's Ephmen boast a flood

of returning veterans, many of them
underclassmen. Just two of the team's
first twelve forwards are seniors.

The first line will be an all-

sophomore one, led by Dan Sullivan,

the team's fourth-leading scorer as a
frosh. He will be flanked on the wings
by Chick Johnson (20 goals in 17

games) and Chris Egizi.

Senior veteran Jim Hield will head
the second line, holding down one of

the wing positions. Freshman Jim
Rooney will handle the Other wing,

flanking junior Geoff Daley, a let-

terman who has seen limited action

for two years because of injuries.

Injuries have depleted Mc-
Cormick's third Hne, as neither Bob
Caruso (knee) nor Barney Walsh
(shoulder) is expected to be ready this

weekend. The remaining line mem-
ber, John Bessone, will join with

fellow junior Peter Gonye and
possibly senior Rick Zeller, a

defenseman and leading scorer last

year, to round out the line.

Defensively, captain Patch Mason
returns to one spot, as does two-year

veteran junior Jim Norton. Freshman
Wade Smith and senior Chris

Vogelsang are expected to split up and
join Mason and Zeller for the opening

games.

Juniors Bob Duffy and Dan Riley

round out the defensive corps for the

Ephs, with Zeller expected to move
back with the return of Caruso or

Walsh.

For the second straight year, the

goaltending is in the capable hands of

senior Chuck Cremens and junior Ed
Weiss. The duo split time for most of

last year, and more of the same is

expected.

Following the weekend home stand,

which will also feature preliminary

contests involving Trinity and
Wesleyan and Amherst, Williams will

go on the road to conclude their pre-

Christmas activity.

Paddle Tennis

Tourney
In response to the increased level

of interesst, an all-college platform

tennis tournament, under the

auspices of Coach Renzie Lamb, is

being organized. The men's,

women's, and mixed doubles single

elimination rounds planned are

being scheduled for Winter Study.

Entries from faculty, staff and

students are being solicited.

All entries should include names

and phone numbers and be sub-

mitted before January to Coach

Lamb's office in Jesup Hall. Those

interested in additional in-

formation should contact Ray
Porfilio at 6084.

InPM/onI

HARLEm
GLOB-
TROITERI

with MEAOOWLARK LEMON

& CURLY NEAL
vs.

New Jersey REDS "^

Plus

BIG HALF-TIME SHOW

THURSDAY

DEC 9 •7:30 P.M.

CAMPUS CENTER GYM „ ^^

NORTH ADAMS STATE COLLEGE^

Gen. Adm. JS.OO

Tickets now on sale it

Campus Center, State Collefe '^-4_.

Center Sportint Goods .
ry

North Adwns

Goff's Sports, Inc

Williamstown'^

• Doors Open 6PM
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Adams rejects plans

for gambling casino
by Keron Walker

A close Adams town meeting vote
last Monday temporarily upset plans
for a gambling casino at the proposed
Greylock Glen resort.

The chairman of the legislative

committee which reviews all

proposed gambling bills reported that

the committee would consider a
casino in Adams even after the town's

rejection.

Greylock Glen is a 1,000 acre area
near Mt. Greylock in Adams slated for

development into a resort area with a

350-room convention hotel and other

attractions. Greylock Associates, the

firm organized by a financial con-

sultant to market the 1,000 acres,

wants the casino license "to help
Greylock Glen developer Alan Canter
secure the $30 million he needs to help
finance the hotel," said a local

authority.

According to another casino
promoter, the casino is necessary
because of the economic impact it

could have upon the area. State

Representative Robert B. Ambler has
been quoted as saying that a casino in

Adams " would be a bonanza,
especially in the winter months."
Joseph Dragone, another casino

promoter, claims that the proposal is

anything but overcome by the close

vote in the Adams town meeting. He
has been quoted in The Transcript as
saying, "Like John Paul Jones, hell,

we've just begun to fight."

Casino promoters cited a massive
organized campaign against the
casino as the main reason that it

failed to pass at the open meeting. The
Greylock Associates have called for a
local referendum as a final decision if

the state legislature grants licensing

authority.

Dragone has conferred with a
Boston attorney in order to draft new
legislation in the wake of the town
meeting defeat. He has said that a
new bill would seek to legaUze casinos

on a statewide basis, with an option

for local governments to consider it

separately. He has also alluded to

some proposed "physical limitations"

on licensed organizations so that

casino gambling will be more or less

confined to premises originally

designed for that purpose. Such
standards might prescribe a
minimum number of hotel rooms or

accoinmodations in a licensed

building " just to preclude every

single town and hamlet having one,"

according to Dragone.

Record announces staff promotions
Record editors David R. Ross and

George J. Schutzer have announced
the appointments of the Record
editorial board and staff for 1977. The
new appointments were made by the

outgoing Record editorial board and
become effective in January.
Scott Fenn '78 has been named

editor-in chief of the Record for the

next year. Bill Dahling, Jim Cohen

Dave Ross and George Schutzer step aside to let Scott Fenn (center) take over

as editor-in-chief. ( Photo by Read

)

and Sally Coney, all juniors, will serve

as managing editors. Together with

Fenn they will constitute the new
Record editorial board, the official

decision-making body of the paper.

The following departmental editors

were" also announced. David
MacGregor '79 will be news editor.

John Rindlaub '79 was appointed

features editor. Tom Herwitz '78 has
again been reappointed arts editor.

Stew Read '78 will continue as

photography editor and will be joined

by Hans Oettgen '80. Frank Carr '78

and Nancy Rhein '80 will co-edit the

sports department. Cathy Lewis '79

will be graphics editor. Sophomores
Chip Buckner and Ann McCabe will

serve as layout editors.

Schutzer and Ross also announced
that changes in the business staff will

not be made until second semester.

see PROMOTIONS page 2

Majors send

CAP petition^

on Tietenberg
Thr^ senior economics majors

submitted a petition to Dean of.

Faculty Neil R. Grabois yesterday
asking the Committee on Ap-
pointments and Promotions (CAP) to

reconsider its negative tenure
recommendation for Assistant
Professor of Economics Thoma»
Tietenberg. In an accompanying
letter, Jane Lester, Pat Pilkonis and
Bob Fox requested that the committee
"share with us the reasons behind
your decision."

Pilkonis and Lester began cir-

culating the petition last Wednesday,
the day after the CAP apparently

notified Tietenberg of their decision.

Two-hundred nineteen students
signed the statement.

"These people," the letter said,

" share our conviction that Professor

Tietenberg more than satisfies the

criteria of teaching abiUty, scholarly

research and usefulness to the

community, and thus are baffled, as is

the rest of the college community, by
your decision not to recommend him
for tenure."

The letter praised his teaching

ability, involvement with the college

community and concern for students.

"His research abihty, admittedly

difficult for students to judge, seems
adequate."

Commenting on the petition,

Pilkonis said, "The names themselves
won't have much effect. We view our
action as another positive input into

the reconsideration issue ... We
would ultimately like to speak to the

committee itself., This is probably
unrealistic."

Tietenberg stated last week that he
would not appeal the decision.

Semester ends with trivia
by Rob Petrie

Williams is littered with closet

trivia freaks.

Just think of all the bright young
whippersnappers who were obviously

sufficiently anal throughout their pre-

Williams years to remember
staggering "tonnages of

scholastically related facts and
figures. But all the while, that anal

instinct made them remeniber that

Fred Flintstone's boss was Mr. Slate,

that Ashley's plantation was 'Twelve

Oaks' , and that U.N.C.L.E. stood for

the 'United Network Command for

Law Enforcement'
.

"

It is now over ten years ago that

Williams students first ran a trivia

contest to find out once and for all

which Williams students had retained

the most of this keenly absurd in-

formation. The contest is now a

healthy institution (the contest

Wednesday night will be the ^Ist semi-

annual event) which serves many
purposes beyond that original idea. It

is now the ultimate end of the

semester party, in honor of all those

worthless but delightful little details

we ignore in the pursuit of a well-

rounded liberal arts education.

So you have your radio tuned to

WCFM 91.9 and collect as many
phones and friends as you can
assemble in your room or living room
at midnight, December 8th. This year
BOMO, a long-time trivia power, and
winner of last spring's contest will be

asking the questions and playing the

oldies. The questions are taken from

the five great realms of trivia:

Movies, TV, Advertising, Sports, and
Comics. Additional questions are

thrown in under the category of

miscellany, which embraces such

unlikely bedfellows as children's

books. Stetson Hall, and the Taconic

Parkway. Songs are taken from 1960s

Phone* and peopi* congrtgatt m
masse the last day of clattet, and

mad mania ensues as the Trivia

Contest takes place once again from

midnight to • a.m. Thursday.

(PtKitosby Read)
i

jukeboxes and 45 collections that

linger still in your memory of junior

high. A point will be awarded for each
correct answer to a question, and
another point for recalling both the

title and the artist of the oldie. Teams
may also vie for points in hour long

"bonus" questions (worth 5 points),

and the two 4-hour superbonuses,

which are worth up to ten points.

What is a Gusto Bonus?

"The wagers are set, and the Final

Jeopardy answer is ..." Everybody
knows that the big winners on

Jeopardy were those that risked the

most of their accumulated winnings

on their ability to answer the on^
Final Jeopardy answer. The gusto

bonus is therefore dedicated to that

smiling intellectual giant of daytime
TV, Art Fleming, who would reward
the winners with bundles of hard-

earned money, while the losers cried

in encyclopedia collections and yet

another edition of the Jeopardy game.
The gusto bonus will be Wednesday

night's 5th hour bonus question, and it

is based on this "wager" principle.

For this bonus, teams may wager any
positive integer from 0-8 on their

abiUty to answer the bonus, winning
the amount if their answer is correct,

and losing their wager if they fail to do
so. A wager of zero is of course

equivalent of passing up the bonus
(this is an option), lacking gusto add
generally coming up short.

Gusto bonus guesses may be called

in on the bonus line, as usual, between

5 and 6AM (3 guesses per call-in), but

the final answer must be in written

form to be Ubulated by BOMO at

Trivia Central (WCFM).
If there are any questions regarding

the gusto bonus or any other facet of

the contest, feel free to call the BOMO
"help-hne" at extension 6533 on

Tuesday night from 7:30-10 p.TH.

WHSmas
Aruba tickets go on sale January 3rd

Five hundred tickets for a chance to take a four-day, three-night ex-

cursion to Aruba will go on sale January third for a drawing on Williams'

first annual Aruba Night, sponsored by Prospect on January 28th.

Dean Roosenraad will make the drawing a day t)eforehand in complete
confidence so that tickets can be ordered in the winning couple's name.
Winners will leave after the party for Springfield where they will catch a

plane for Aruba at 7:30 the next morning.

Llew Kitchin said that the University of Virginia sponsored a similar

trip in an attempt to raise money last year. He expects Prospect gross about

$5(ioo, most of which will be spent on the Prospect party. The trip itself will

cost between $1300 and $1400, not including the $300 spending money also

provided by the House.

Kitchin said that ticket buyers will sign two names on their chance and

that passports are apparently not necessary. Tickets are $10.

Term grades out by early January
Grades for fall term courses will be in students' mailboxes by the first

week in January, according to Registrar George C. Howard. "I would like to

get grades out by the time students get back from vacation," Howard said,

"but I can't guarantee they'll be there."

Professors are supposed to submit their grades within four days of the

exam or deadline for final work in a given course. "That means that all

grades should be in by December 22 since the last day of exams is December
18," Howard noted. Howard said he didn't expect that all the grades would

be submitted in time for the early January publication of student grade

sheets. Professors will not be penalized, however, fair violations of the

grading deadline, the Registrar added.

Course evaluations to be distributed

The Course Guide Committee will distribute course questionnaires to

students Wednesday in student mailboxes, according to committee member
Mark Lanier '80. The responses will be collected by student representatives

in each house and freshman entry during reading and exam periods, and

during Winter Study, he added.

Written comments will be summarized by students familiar with each

course being evaluated. These summaries will be edited by a student board

composed of Course Guide Committee members and a major in the

department concerned. The final summaries will be sent to the professors

whose courses are being evaluated, and their reactions will be published in

the guide.
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This is the last issue of the Record for the year as a number of the editors

naively hope to pass some of their final exams. The survivors expect to begin
anew in January. The next issue of the Record will appear Friday, January 7,

19T7. The deadline for copy will be Wednesday at 2 : 00 as usual. The Record staff

wishesthe entire college community a happy holiday and a joyful New Year.

Letters: tenure, energy, fun
No input to CAP
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Record announces promotions
PROMOTIONS from page 1

Ron Adams '77 continues as business

manager with Jeff Verney '77 filling

the ad manager spot.

Three of the five members com-
prising the past year's editorial board
are retiring. Editors-in-chief Dave
Ross and George Schutzer, along with

managing editor Peter Jacobson, will

become contributing editors for the

spring semester of their senior years.

Senior Andy Kahane departs as

photography editor, joining retiring

junior editors Tim Layden (sports)

and Sue Galli (features) as con-

tributing editors, each in their

respective departments.

Fenn joined the Record-Advocate in

the fall of 1974 as a repdrter and was
named news editor after his first

semester with the paper. He served as
news editor for a year,- during which
the ReAd returned to its former title

of The Williams Record and resumed
semi-weekly publication, and was
appointed managing editor in

December 1975, where he has served

for the past year. Fenn„was editor of

his high school paper the Shattuck

SpeCtatoK

"The choice for editor-in-chief was
obvious," said Ross. "As news editor,

Scott developed a fundamental feel

for the way decisions are made and
received at Williams. He's a born

skeptic, never accepting things as

they seem to be, while at the same
time he handles individuals with a

refreshing sensitivity at a College

where everyone seems to hide behind

masks," stated Ross. Schutzer stated

that he is "confident that the quality

of The Williams Record will continue

to improve under Scott's guidance."

Dahling joined the paper in January

1975, serving on the production and
layout staff. He was named managing
editor last January. Currently serving

as vice-president of Dennett House,

Dahling also edited his high school

paper and yearbook. Schutzer stated

that he is "especially pleased that Bill

is going to continue with the Record."

Ross noted, "Bill is one of the hardest

working members on the Record staff

and he has again and again stepped in

to pick up the slack when others have

neglected their duties."

Cohen and Coney joined the paper in

January 1975 as news reporters. Both

were promoted to associate editor

that fall and named co-editor of the

news department last January.

Cohen served as editor of his high

school newspaper, the Blueprint, and

Sally Coney and Jim Cohan |ein Bill

Dahling (itanding) as managing
editors. (photoby Read)

attended the Indiana University High

School JournaUsm Institute. He has

been recognized by several press

associations and was a National Quill

and Scroll award winner. Coney also

served as editor of her high school

newspaper. Schutzer stated, "Jim
brings solid journalistic experience to

the paper while Sally's experience in

student-faculty committees will bring

new perspectives to the paper." Ross

added that Sally's efforts in training

freshmen this year had left the

Record with "a strong pool of

available talent."

MacGregor joined the Record in the

fall of his freshman year as a staff

reporter and was promoted to

associate editor last February. He
edited his high school literary

' magazine.

Rindlaub joined the Record as a

features writer his freshman year and

was appointed associate editor in the

spring of that year. Schutzer stated,

"John has been a vital aspect in the

improvement in the quality of

features in the past year."

Herwitz begins his third term as

arts editor, having been appointed in

the spring of 1975. He is currently

president of WCFM.
Read served the paper as a staff

photographer and associate editor his

freshman year. He was appointed

photography editor in DecemlDer 1975.

R^d co-edited last year's Gul, the

College yearbook, and will edit this

year's. "He has shaped the

photography department into a

quality operation while giving freely

of his time," Schutzer said.

"Oettgen continues the recent

tradition of highly skilled artistic

photographers working for the

Record," noted Ross. Oettgen joined

the paper this fall, and has produced

consistently as a staff photographer.

Carr has been active as a staff

reporter in the sports department for

the past two years covering cross

country and track. Rhein joined the

Record in the fall of this year, also as

a sports reporter. Ross said, "These
two new faces should help broaden the

perspective of our sports coverage."

Lewis joined the Recprd in the fall

of this year and was quickly promoted
to associate editor. "Under Cathy's

leadership the graphics department of

the Record has moved from near

extinction to becoming a vital aspect

of the paper," Ross exclaimed.

Buckner joined the Record features

department a year ago. In September
of this year he was promoted to

associate editor and transferred to the

news department. McCabe, who
edited her high school paper, joined

the paper in the fall of her freshman

year, serving as a reporter and later

as a staff assistant. She was appointed

associate editor in the fall of this year.

Schutzer stated that "these are two of

our hardest working sophomores and

they both bring unique talents to the

position of layout editor." He added

that they will form an integral part in

the smooth operation of the paper in

the future.

Continuing as contributing editors

are: Dennis O'Shea, Andy O'Donnell,

Scott Hoot, Charlie Janson, and Tony
Spaeth.

New associate editors will be an-

nounced in January.

To the editor:

Every year when the CAP emerges
from behind closed doors with its

fateful tenure decisions, there are

students and faculty alike who are

shocked and outraged by the content

of those decisions. Petitions are

circulated, letters are written, a new
student cotnmlttee Is formed, but

essentially the system remains the

same.

In my four years at Williams, I have

seen no evidence that the concern and

interest of the students has been more
effectively included in the tenure

system. This year I took the time to

write a "thoughtful letter" on the

behalf of a professor that had been a

true inspiration in my education. I am
now relegated to the ranks of the

shocked and outraged who discovered

that their favorite professor was
denied tenure. The worst of it is that

this system is void of any two-way

communication.

Do we have any idea of how these

tenure decisions were made? Do we
know how much weight was given to

student input? Do we know how many
books one has to write to have done

"enough research". Do we know why
a department can "highly recom-

mend" a professor for tenure and still

have the CAP turn him down? The
answer is, unequivocally, no!

I think that we are incredibly for-

tunate to be in a school that allows the

students to know their professors on a

personal basis. It is also very en-

couraging that the students show an

active interest in tenure decisions and

course evaluations. In that light, it is

discouraging that the administration

has not made an effort to involve these

students in the process; to open up

lines of meaningful communication;

and to take advantage of one of the

few areas where students show a

strong enough interest to get

organized.

The controversy about the tenure

decisions raises a much larger

question that is applicable to ad-

missions criteria, housing

regulations, and a host of other

college policies. Are we merely

consumers of a product that is created

and evaluated behind closed doors?

Or are we involved in a dynamic
system of education where students

play an integral role in the focus and

definition of their institution?

Ross Chiet

Keep Tietenberg

To the editor:

The decision of the Committee on

Appointments and Promotions to deny

tenure to Tom Tietenberg raises some
interesting questions regarding the

goals of Williams College. The reason

the Committee gave, in overturning

the Economics Department's
recommendation, was that he had not

published enough research. In making
this decision, the CAP ignored a large

body of student input which had rated

him highly. The responses of those

signing the petitions indicate that

most students thought the decisiop to

be very unfair and incorrect. Those

who have had Tietenberg in class

consider him to be one of the best

teachers here at Williams. His

organization and preparatipn for class

are upstaged only by his love for

teaching and interest in his students.

It was obvious to his students that he

"wanted more than anything else to

teach at WiUiams."

The question this raises is, what

constitutes a good professor at

Williams College? For the CAP a good

professor is a good researcher, and
teaching ability and interest in

students is almost secondary. The

students, however, seem to have a

different concept of a good professor.

A good professor is a good teacher,

one who is interested in the students

and can teach them what they come
here to learn. The superior professors

not only get the material across

clearly, but also instill in the student a

certain thrill and desire for learning.

Tom Tietenberg is a member of this

rare breed of teachers.

It is not as though he has not done

any research. He has kept up with the

leaders of his field in studying air

pollution and worked for the Federal

Energy Administration in

Washington. But that is not the point.

The point is that the amount of ar-

ticles a professor has written has little

relationship to his teaching ability and
it should certainly not outweigh both

department and student support in the

tenure decision. Research is im-

portant but it certainly does not make
or break a Williams professor's

ability to teach.

Possibly the problem is not enough

student input into the tenure decision.

The CAP should include some student

members, say one from each division,

for the present system is not working.

There is a communication breakdown
between those of us who pay $6,000 a

year for a Williams education and

those who feel that Williams College

should become Williams Research

Institute.

This is not the first example of this

discrepancy nor will it be the last. I

just hope that the ultimate goal of

Williams College, educating young
people, will be realized and I en-

courage the Trustees to examine Tom
Tietenberg's case and reverse the

decision. The future reputation of

Williams College ultimately depends

on the quality of teaching. Let's keep

it high.

Peter Monson '79

Letting go

To the editor:

"Twas the night before the weekend

And all through Spring Street

Not a creature was stirring

Not even an Eph . . . Where is

everybody?

The atmosphere at WilUams College

is becoming increasingly oppressive.

Our concern with academics has been

exaggerated to the point where we are

losing sight of another aspect of the

Williams experience: fun. We wander
the campus in a bleary-eyed state of

panic about our next paper while we
wonder where the semester has gone.

In our preoccupation with our work,

we tend to ignore a lot of other things

around us, and this individual

isolation is destroying the

cohesiveness which is unique to the

New Record department editor* include John Rindlaub (features), David
MacGregor (news), Frank Carr and Nancy Rhein as co-editors of sports, Hans
Oettgen as a co-editor of photography, and Tom Herwitz (arts). Also appointed

but not present for the picture were Chip Buckner (layout), Ann McCabe
(layout), and Cathy Lewis (graphics).

(photo by Read)

spirit of Williams. Why else would

there be such an increase in off-

campus living applications?

Our solution is not to bag the work,

but to keep it in its proper perspective.

There is more to college than hour

exams, writing papers, and all-

nighters in the reserve room. This

doesn't mean going to the other ex-

treme and getting bhtzed every

Saturday night. The debate over

alcohol has missed the point.. Ex---

cessive drinking is a symptom of a
more fundamental problem; weekend
blowouts are often a reflection of

week-day tension.

A spontaneous release of the day to

day pressures is not present on
campus. We are not advocating a
return to the "beavodemo" mentality

(we don't want to cause problems for

Security) , but there is room for a little

imaginative rowdiness.

What ever happened to . .

.

skinny-dipping in Muir Pool
putting Mickey Mouses on the gym

clock

Prank Day
Removing all the campus toilet

paper

Tuesday Night at the Pub Club
Streaking green through Baxter in

honor of St. Patrick's Day
eventing a toilet in front of Baxter
Snowmen
Thursday Night parties

This is exam period and the crunch

has hit, but the tense atmosphere has

persisted throughout the semester.

Winter Study is not the only time when
non-academic pursuits are important.

The promotion for Trivia this year has

been great, but it's the exception that

proves the rule.

By breaking the tension with a little

creativity, we can start relaxing a
little more and worrying less. If we
glance up from our books every once

in a while, we might realize something
new and different: four years at

Williams is not an experience to suffer

through but to enjoy.

Yours in the library,

Lucy Gregg '77

Kris Strobi '78

Energy use

To the editor:

In Friday's article by Steve
Davidson, "Energy Research Pays
Off", the statement "... a cruise to

Smith (one way) takes more energy

than it does to heat West College on a

typical winter day" seemed to be a

brilliant association which I had
overlooked. The words embodied a

fine summary of how I have found

many college students; forever in-

volved in the consumptive rituals of

their own immaturity. An impulsive

cruise to Smith costing more than the

energy required to keep your true

home warm all day! Good Grief!

What a juvenile, thoughtless expense.

I have deep regrets, therefore, in

classifying the above example
inoperative, at least in its energetic

logic. One would have to "cruise" to

Smith in a Sherman Tank at two

gallons to the mile to ever use as much
energy as West College does in a day.

Besides me telling you that war is

bad, I will backtrack and say that

Steve Davidson was not completely

wrong. One can compare the two uses

of energy, driving to Smith and

heating West College, but the

example will be more correct if we
use an hour of energy to West College

rather than a day. This is to say that

the energy required to drive to Smith

is a little less than that required to

heat West College for a typical winter

hour.

Other than this small inconsistency,

I found the article well researched

and quite commendable. It is my only

hope that more attention will be paid

to the crucial issues of energy usage in

the days to come. Before energy

research can really pay off to the

students, to those who are paying the

term bills, those supporting the

consumption of 235 billion BTU's a

year in their educational behalf, the

information should be more available,

and the guarded halls of decision

more accessible.

Thank you.

Reed Zara
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Student gallery hosts

^portrait of an artist'

p«i*i

by Melle Rockefeller

Old Work - as opposed to - New Play

is Nate Beckemeier's 'portrait of an
artist'. He takes us through his life

and current work in a very impressive

series of prints that have been on

display in the Student Art Gallery

'-^odd House) since Nov. 30.

The display begins by telling us

about Nate the person. In 'Craig's

Lunch' he smiles shyly from within

the television (lower right corner),

from a picture suspended on the wall,

and finally, as the luncher, who is

aware of his middle-class American
backdrop, and has the technique to

portray it sympathetically.

The foil to his beginning is his

[K-esent, represented by 'Bon A Tirer'.

It is a selection of semi-abstract, eerie

colored prints unified in one frame by

the theme of creating a print. The
autobiographical touch is evident by

the last panel in which both the work
and the artist are 'bon a tirer'—ready

-

to be printed.

The other three works are very

subjective and varied in style. 'J. Doe'

takes^the idea of form and its reverse,

of solid and void, in a play of op-

posites. The stamp becomes the

paper, the addressee, the anonymous
3. Doe, and the back and front of the

envelope are equally visable, and

0PB0site< Perhaps hik best work is^

"Hematite Red', a series of three

identical posters advertising

hematite, or bloodstone, the basis

rock of the earth. A subtle color

progression in the three from grey-

blue to bright red highlights a de-
ferent aspect of each, and bearis.

witness to the artist's excellent un-**

derstanding of color and printmaking.

'Messiah' sing Friday
All students and faculty are

invited to participate in an open

performance of Handel's
"Messiah" at 8 p.m. Friday in

Chapifi Hall. Participants- are
asked to bring a copy of.the score if

possible. Refres]unents will be

served.

/ fHE CHRISTMAS STORE IN THE BERKSHIRES

Handmade treasures—unusual ideas for everyone. Come to

our store in the Williams Inn and find all the special presents

you could wish for. Museum replicas In jewelry and sculpture

. . . enchanting stuffed animals . . . calico initials . . .

totes of all kinds . . . handcrafted jewelry . . . twenty

colors in bandanas . . . "jeans" belts and suspenders . . .

Mexican tinware . . . Gwen Frostic books and notepaper
. . . Jigsaw puzzles . . . handmade wooden toys . . .

English pub mugs. Reproductions of "Pip", the famous
WiHiams Inn seven-toed cat, and much much more ...

10 %discount to all Williams people

Located in the lobby of the Williams Inn

Open seven days 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM

PRESENTS

Lady Sings the Blues^

Williams Film Society presents "Lady Sings th« Blues" with Diana Ross as

Billie Holiday, Bronfmanat7,9:30and ti:30p.m.,$l.OO.

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM

Marxist 'Marigolds'

StudMits may no longar throw away
tlMlr nawspapars, due to a town or-

dinance requiring recycling.

(pTidtoby Kahane)

by Peter BergetboB

Last Friday and Saturday evenings

.

saw the presentation of Paul Zindel's

"The Effect (rf Gamma Rays on Man-
in- the- Moon Marigolds" in the studio

theatre of the AMT. The play is

commonly regarded as a humanistic

piece glorifying the basic worth of

each human being, but director Todd
Anderson chose to approach the play

from a different perspective. An-
derson attemt)ted to present the tday
in the light of Marxist theatre and
therefore bring a different message to

the play. Unfortunately he ran into a

number of problems, the primary one
was a difficulty to express his ideas as

clearly on stage as in conversation.

Clark shows impressionist
A major exhibitioQr ''centered

around the art of the Dutch painter

Johan Barth)^ Jbngkind and on his

contribution' to the origins of Im-
pressionism and to the development of

French landscape painting during the

second half of the nineteenth century,

will open Deceriiber 17 at the Clark"

Art Institute. Over one hundred works
of art will be shown, with examples by
Boudin, Constable, Corot, Courbet,

Millet and Monet, and a number of

interesting works by lesser known
artists such as Cals, Dubourg, Dupre,
Isabey, Lavieille, Lepine, Pecrus, and
Thiollet. The main emphasis,
however, will be on Jongkind,
represented by thirty-four paintings,

watercolors and drawings. This is the

first museum exhibition ever held in

the U. S. of the work of Jongkind.

A fully illustrated catalogue is being
prepared by Charles C. Cunningham,
Chief Curator of the Institute. The
exhibition, which has ah-eady been
shown at the Smith College Museum
of Art, is entitled Jongktaid and the

Pre-Impressionists: Painters of the
Ecole Salnt-Slmeon, and will be on
view at the Institute through
February 13, 1977, Tuesday through
Sunday, 10:00-5:00.

Photo-chemicol art

love 5f5...

••• l^eepino a. secnet!
(congratulations MftWaAl)

wiL^-iiiiia

InPec/ofil

GIOBC-
III01IU15
with MEADOWLARK LEMON

& CURLY NEAL ,v-^

New Jersey REDS ^ -/'

Plus

BIG HALF-TIME SHOW

THURSDAY

CAMPUS CENTER GYM^yi" V

NORTH ADAMS STATE COLlEfiEl

Gen. Adm. (5.00

Tickets now on sale at

Campus Center, State Colleie'

Center Sporting Goods

North Mmis

Golf's Sports, Inc

Williamstown

• Doors Open

The attempt however was a noble one,

and well in touch with the purpose of

the experimental theatre. Gamma
Rays, like other studio shows,
provided for the education of the

,

student director, designers, and ac-

tors, as well as allowing an individual

to approach a particular problem
from a different A^ewpoint than is

normally accepted.

While Anderson had some problems
jh cbmmiinicating his philosophical

~

ideas, he is to be commended for

assembling a cast that in addition U>

providing a welcome change of faces,

gave a series of performances that

gave an entertaining and enjoyable

show. Nina Girvetz provided a sut>-

stantial and consistent character of

the mother Beatrice. Girvetz
illuminated the character and gave it

a humanity, without falling into the

pitfalls of either being
psychopathically viscous or sim-
peringly melodramatic. Kate Leslie

as TiUie played her part nicely and ~

hopefully will be seen more often in

AMT shows. Kim Heesner as Ruth,

Kathy Rorison as Nancy and Annie Ko
as Janice Vicary gave solid per-

formances that gave a nice polish to

the overall show.

Soft forms exhibit opens
An exhibition of Sally Winston

Robinson's Cliche-Verre photo-
chemical works on paper opened last

week at the Williams College Museum
of Art in Lawrence Hall. The exhibit,

entitled "Structures and Soft Forms,"
is free and open to the public and will

remain on view until December 21.

Cliche-Verre is a photo-chemical
printmaking process which uses film,

developing chemicals photo-sensitive

paper, dye transfer paper and Kodak
dyes for creating images. The film

itself, usually a Matrix film consisting

of a layer of emulsion and a layer of

acetate, is manipulated before
developing. The resulting images are

often strange veil- like forms.

LEATHER
Custom Leatherwork. Belts,

visors, many small items. Perfect

for Christmas or yoor own en-

joyment. Call Moon Child Leather

by AAarge Tkal 4M-S389.

Williams Q>llege Film

Group

THE BIG SLEEP

Howard Hawks

Wed., Dec. 8 Bronfman 7: 30

Admission $1.00

The works in the Williams College

exhibition are one of a kind. Many of

them have gone l>eyond the classic

Cliche-Verre technique into painting

with light and developing chemicals to

achieve soft liquid shapes.

A graduate of Bennington College,

Sally Winston Robinson received her

M.A. in Printmaking: Lithography

and her M.F.A. in Printmaking:

Cliche-Verre from Wayne State

University. She has studied with Hans
Hoffman, Paul Feeley, Kark Knaths,

and Leon KroU, and has taught

printmaking and silkscreening at

WayneState. She has had several one-

woman shows, including one at the

ParRf-McCullogh Museum this year,

and has exhibited in many group
shows.

Robinson is represented by two
galleries in London, two in New York
City, and one in her home state,

Michigan.

News and Notes
From Career Counseling

SENIORS. SENIORS
Last minute RESUME
WORKSHOPS will be held Dec. 8 at

7PM in DriscoU Lounge and Dec. 9

at 7:30 PM in Mears House. Any
seniors planning to interview on

campus in Feb. & Mar. will need to

have enough resumes on file at

OCC to cover all their intended

interviews before they sign-up. Get
a headstart and come to one of the

Dec. sessions.

First Aggie's Bankers Hours
Aren't Just For Bankers.

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Walk-up

<
9:00 am. to 5:00 pm.

9:00 am. ta 5:00 pm.

9:00 am. to 5:00 pm.

9:00 am. to 5:00 pm.

9:00 am. to 6:00 pm.

9:00 am. to 1:00 pm.

8:00 am. to 9:00 am.
(Mon. through Fri.)

First Agricultural
National Bank
MEMBER FDiC

60 Spring Street, Williamstown
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Purple pucksters blank Jeffs, clip Cardinals,3-2
by Tim Layden

The Williams all-sophpmore first

Ijne of Dan Sullivan, Chris Egizi, and
Chick Johnson picked up six of the

team's eight weekend goals as the

Ephs opened their 1976-77 hockey

season with back-to-back wins over

Little Three foes Amherst and
Wesleyaa
The two victories gave Purple Head

Coach Bill McCormick a lifetime total

^of 200.victorie8 and ran the Williams
Little Three winning streak to 19

games. The Ephs are 2-0 on the

season, while Amherst is 1-1 and the

Cardinals 0-3.

The Ephmen came into the

weekend round-robin, (Trinity also

competed) having had an easy time of

it with its fellow Little Three mem-
bers over the past five years, and

,

Friday night's 5-0 win over the Lord
Jeffs' was no exception.

Amherst, as is usually the case,

came to Chapman rink sky-high, and
with everything to gain and nothing to

lose. The Jeffs controlled the action

for much of the game's first seven

minutes, keeping play in front- of

Williatns netminder Chuck Cremens.
The Jeff bubble, however, was burst

early, as Johnson fired home the first

Williams goal of the season, zipping a

forehand past goalie Jeff Fine from
directly in front of the goal off assists

from Sullivan and Egizi.

The remainder of the first period

was scoreless and marked by good,

crisp hitting on both sides, with one
three-minute strettfh near the end of

the stania resembling more a

demolition derby than a hockey
game. Williams, however, put the

game away in the final two periods.

Seniors Chris Vogelsang and Jim

Hield hooked up at 16:55 of the second

period, with Hield getting the goal

from the left crease. Just 48 seconds

later Sullivan gave the Ephs a three-

Gtoff Daley shovels a pass off to Jim Roonay as thay converge on tha net. Ed Weiss turn* aside a tong shot against

Weslayan. ( Photo by Oettgen

)

Middies squashed firsf fime ever
No, the brass at West Point did not

threaten the entire Williams squash
team with immediate induction if they

did not thrash Navy in partial revenge
for Army's football embarrassment at

the hands of the Middies this fall.

Coach Dave Johnson's squad
definitely had revenge in mind as they

swamped Navy 7-2, but the revenge
was not Army initiated; Williams had
never beaten Navy' in the previous 23

Ephs dunk Lord Jeffs
by Dennis O'Shea

The varsity swim team opened its

bid for a fifth consecutive Little Three

title with a 75-38 conquest of Amherst
'Saturday afternoon at Muir Pool. The
Bphmen won ten of 13 events, and
earned one-two sweeps in four of

eleven individual races. Diver Jeff

Erickson was the sole double winner

as everyone got into the scoring act.

Junior Phil Wild's illness gave
Amherst more than they might have
had in the freestyles. Jeff sprinters

I^ark Parisi and AVtie Southam swept

the 100, while Bruce Bain and Chris de

la Rama took first and third in the 200.

Headlining the Williams effort was
freshman Tom Beckett, who
premiered in varsity competition with

a frosh record in the 50 freestyle. His

time of 22.0 bettered Wild's two year

old by .24 of a second, and missed the

College standard set in 1973 by Tom
Crain by only .05.

Another freshman, Dave Amlicke,

salted away a 400 freestyle relay win

with a 49.7 anchor split that stretched

a tenuous half second lead to better

than two seconds. Beckett recorded

the afternoon's second best split, 51.1.

Co-captain Duff Anderson and
junior Stuart Deans traded wins in a

pair of 1-2 distance event sweeps.

Anderson's 5:14.2 clocking in the 500

freestyle was faster than any

Arts
and Prints

K, rR\>i»: SHOP

Williams swim until January last

year. Deans outclassed the field in the

1000, beating Anderson by 8 seconds
and the closest Jeff swimmer by 27.

It took a judges' decision to unravel

the 2:25.5 synchronized swimming act

put on by Paul vom Eigen and Chris

Clark in the 200 breaststroke. They
finally gave the first place nod to vom
Eigen, but the order of finish hardly

mattered: Amherst's John Bacon was
more than four seconds behind.

Todd Piper and Peter Howd netted

the fourth Williams sweep in the 200

individual medley, Piper coming
within half a second of the freshman

record in that event. He also led off

the free relay, while Howd finished

third in the 200 butterfly won by Guy
Hoelzer.

In the unscored women's half of the

first, ever coed Little Three meet,

Ephwomen won all four events,

sweeping all but one. Backstroker

Nina Murphy won the 50 breaststroke,

while freestyler Keron Walker won
the 50 back. They joined Sue Tuttle

and Joanna Monroe in a 200 freestyle

relay win. Monroe, Tuttle, Walker and
Randall Morrow took the 200 medley

relay.

The Ephmen's first real challenge

of the season will come during

tomorrow's trip to UConn. Coach Carl

,

Samuelson rates this one among "our

three toughest in the league this

year." Huskie sprinter Bob Summa
and diver Bruce Sweet have
graduated, but defending New
England's Freestyle champion Jay
Cilfone heads up a talented squad.

meetings between the two teams. The
Ephs now own a 2-0 record as they

break for exams and vacation.

.

Williams' shotmaking ability, on a

par with that of any swine flu clinic,

proved to be a major factor in the win
played on the chilly Lasell courts.

More importantly, however. Coach
Johnson prepared his team mentally

for the aggressive, no holds barred

playing style of the Midshipmen.
Leading the Ephs to victory was

captain and no. one Marc Reinhardt

with an easy three set win. Other

seniors for whom the long awaited

triumph was especially sweet were

no. five Charlie Haines, no. six Tim
Belk (both conquerers of their Navy
foes).
Arnie Cogswell continued his strong

play in the second position as did Jim
Little (no. 7), both recording four set

wins. Junior Jim Parsons, playing

nine on the Eph's well balanced

ladder, excelled in winning three

straight sets. Chip Lindquist staged

an exciting comeback for a five set

win at no. three, while Martin Gold-

berg's salvoes were not enough to

keep him from going down at no. four.

Committee supports ski

rules, women's sports
by Dennis O'Shea

A women's intramural squash
tournament and round robin Softball

league will definitely be set up during

Winter Study and second semester,

Linda D. Wilkins, Instructor in

Physical Education, reported to the

Athletic Committee on Thursday.

Activities are being planned in

accordance with a survey of all un-

dergraduate women administered by
Wilkins in early October. Of 173

tennis, 42 per cent in squash, and 41

per cent in Softball.

Wilkins also said that, wherever

The Athletic Committee is

planning a meeting open to the

entire College to discuss all aspects

of the .Williams athletic program.

The meeting will be held sometime
during Winter Study.

Items to be discussed include

NESCAC rules, faciUty expansion,

and the women's athletic program
and intramurals. Suggestions for

further ' agenda items should be

made to committee chairman
Robert W. Friedrichs in Stetson

Hall (X2339).

respondents, 56 per cent said they

would "definitely" or "likely" par-

ticipate in intramural soccer, 55 per

cent in volleyball, 53 per cent in

possible, intramurals will be
organized on a house-entry basis, in

response to the feelings of 53 per cent

of the respondents who felt that

method was superior to organization

on a class or open basis.

The committee took no formal

action on Wilkins' report other than to

call it "encouraging" and offer its

support for "experimentation in

women's intramurals on a sport by

sport basis."

In other matters, the committee

unanimously approved a proposal

from women's ski coach Karen Fisher

concerning qualifying for the

women's skiing nationals. The
proposal was designed to circumvent

a conflict between AIAW qualification

procedures which emphasize team
competition and NESCAC rules whicji

prohibit it on a national basis.

Under the new procedure Williams

will accept any team bids offered by

AIAW and then apply its own
qualification standards to determine

which individuals will be eligible to

attend. Skiers finishing in the top 25

per cent at the Easterns, or, in the

case of those unable to compete or

disqualified there, consistently in the

top 25-30 per cent in regular season

competition, will be allowed to

represent the College.

goal edge from Egizi and Johnson.
The third period was icing on the

cake for Williams, as Egizi fired

number four past a disconsolate Fine
(18 saves). Pete Elkind fed fellow

penalty-killer Bripn Norris with a nice
pass a 7:11 to close out the night's
scoring. ^

The players on t>oth squads, ap-

parently releasing pent-up energies

from the game's 90-minute starting

delay, pumped in all . the contest's

goals in the' "first period. Williams
junior defensemanJim Norton opened
the scoring with a power-play slapper
from the point from Sullivan and Rick
Zeller.

Wesleyan's Jim LaLiberty knotted
the count three minutes later, but

Johnson's fine feed just 37 seconds
later found Egizi in ^rfect position

and the Ephs were back on top. Paul
Ficher's Cardinal score at 13: 10 made
the lead a short-lived one and tied the

game at 2-2.

Egizi's third goal of the season,

from defensemen Norton and
Vogelsang decided the issue at 18:05

of the first period.

The going gets tougher for Mc-
Cormick's pucksters this week in their

final pre-exam game. The Ephs travel

to Springfield to face veterap-laden

A. I.e., 10-6 victors a year ago.

Tufts holds off

Eph comeback
A talented Tufts University five

jumped on the Williams varsity

basketball team early in the first half

and then withstood a furious second

half comeback to post a 90-76 victory

in Medford Satut;day night.

The Ephs, now 0-2 on the season, fell

behind by 21 points with just 8:30

minutes gone by in the game and went
into the locker room down by 19, 55-36.

The second half proved to be Jekyll

to the first half's Hyde. Whatever
Coach Tong put in the Ephs' orange
slices, it worked, and they came out

smoking in the second steinza, whit-

tling the margin down to five, 65-60

with approximately ten minutes left in

the game. Tufts quickly put on a

press, however, and gradually pulled

away.
Senior co-captain Mike Tanner

exploded for 29 points to pace the Eph
attack. Junior forwards Brad Wolk
and Tom Balderston chipped in with

10 apiece, while the kiddie corps back-

court of sophomore Gerry Kelly and
freshman Andy Straka, who only had

7 combined points in their debut

against Hamilton, showed rapid

improvement with 10 and 8 points

respectively.

Thursday night the Ephs close the

Bicentennial portion of their schedule

with their first home encounter of the

season as they entertain Drew
University from Madison, N.J. at 8:00

in the cozy confines of Lasell Gym-
nasium. According to the 197S

Almanac, Drew is a private college

boasting 1,904 students and the usual

assortment of home-grown Jersey

hoop talent. The Epb fn»h host Mt.

Greylock at 6:00. \

f^
THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINESBEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

The Log

End of the Semester Special:

ANDRE CHAMPAGNE

The Log will be open regular hours during reading period and
finals. It will be closed for Christmas vacation as of Satur-

day, Dec. 18 and will re-open Sunday, January 2, at 9 P.M.
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May eliminate at-large reps

CC redrafts constitution
by George SchuUer

The College Council discussed
proposals that would eliminate the six

at-large representatives to the

Council and make the secretary and
treasurer elective offices, Wednesday
night.

The proposals were part of a draft of

a new constitution which By-laws

Committee chairman Stuart Ginsberg
'77 presented to the Council,

The draft establishes rules for

impeachment of College Council of-

ficers for non-fulfillment of specially

stated duties. It calls for automatic

dismissal of representatives who miss

three consecutive meetings.

The By-Laws Committee made the

presentation in order to solicit

comments and recommendations
which will be used to revise the draft.

The committee will present a new
version next week.

In other action, Jim Bowe, a co-

chairman of the All College En-
tertainment Committee (ACEC)
predicted that the tiiree jazz concerts

sponsored by the committee will cost

about $8300. Bowe said he expected

ticket receipts of $6000-$6500 resulting

in a net loss of $2000-$2500.

The student-faculty Admissions
Committee will conduct an open

forum with five or six students

discussing "what I looked for and

what I found" at Williams, Larry

Mitchell, a committee member,
announced. The forum is scheduled

for Wednesday night in Jesup Hall.

Council vice-president, Randy
Sturges, announced that the elections

committee is seeking self-

nominations for chairman of Williams

Health, Education, and Welfare
(WHEW), the College social com-
mittee. Prior to the Christmas recess,

the Council approved a Student
Housing Committee recommendation
to reconstitute the committee. WHEW
disbanded last fall when the Council

refused to fund it.

WHEW's chief responsibility in

previous years has been coordinating

parties and activities for Winter

Carnival and Spring Weekends. But
the housing committee proposal asked

for the formation of a committee

composed of the social chairmen of

the 15 residential houses and
representatives of the freshman class

which would meet regularly. The
committee would be responsible for

coordinating use of major party areas

as well as helping to establish

guidelines for use of facilities and
security officers for parties.

Self-nominations are due in the

Dean's Office, 4:00 p.m., Monday.
The Council also made six com-

mittee appointments at its meeting

before vacation. It appointed Paul
Boyer '77, Michael Knight '77, and
Brad Caine '78 to the Junior Advisor

selection committee and Steve Case
'80, Marcus Smith '78 and Jim Par-

sons '78 to the ACEC.
A majority of the Council members

present favored a campus-wide
election for treasurer. Pr^ently, only

the president and vice-president are

elected in this way. Cath Carpenter's

proposal to require use of tickets in

campaigns and balloting was voted

down solidly.

see CC page 5

Students registered for 65 non-credit Free University courses Wednesday night.

These informal courses, taught by members of the Williams community and

townspeople from as far away as Pittsfield are open to everyone in the area.

According to Sue Shellenberger, a director of the Free University, many
courses were oversubscribed, some by more than three or four times tlieir

expected enrollments. (photo by Oettgen)

Fall grades arrive on time
by Stu Massad

Most first semester grades came
out this week, some two weeks earlier

than in past years, because action by

the College Council and the Com-
mittee on Academic Standing last

spring resulted in faculty approval of

grade deadlines, according to

Registrar George C. Howard.
Upperclassmen received their

grades early in the week, but fresh-

men did not receive theirs until

Wednesday. Dean of Freshmen
Lauren R. Stevens said the wait came
while he prepared letters for en-

closure with the grades. The letters

congratulated the estimated 51 per

cent of the class who had made the

Dean's List or cautioned students

whose grades placed them in danger
of academic proiiation.

According to Howard, 347 students

did not receive all their grades. This

gap occurred, he noted, because seven

class lists from "perennially late"

grade returners had not t)een handed
in Dec. 30 when the grade sheets were
run.

Until last spring, Howard said,

there had been no definite time for

turning in grades. The traditional

deadline, he remarked, had been two

days after the final exam. Since many
courses now have no final and since

the deadline was not official, he noted

that it came to he "honored in the

breach."

The College Council passed a

resolution early last year requesting

that a time limit be set for the return

of grades, because students with low

marks sometimes did not learn until

late in January that they would be

forced to resign from the College. The
Committee on Academic Standing,

also concerned with this problem,

prepared in April guidelines for

reporting grades to the Registrar's

Office.

The faculty passed the guidelines

last May, making Dec. 22 the

suggested deadline for first semester
grades. Howard reported that 17.5 per

cent of the class lists were still not in

then, but that almost 95 per cent liad

been returned by Dec. 30.

The effort and expense required in

preparing grades was not initially

greater than in previous years,

Howard said. He expects that it will

be, however, citing the need for a new
printing of the final grade sheets for

the students whose grade listings

were incomplete. He also noted that

he has been forced to personally

contact some professors who have not

returned class lists, so that the

Committee on Academic Standing can
t)egin reviewing students in academic
difficulty.

"It's a perennial problem; it's a

problem everywhere," Howard
remarked about the difficulties in

getting grades out on time. "Overall,"

he said, it has improved this

semester." He observed that most
faculty have responded well to the

new guidelines and did not project any
changes in the present method of

collecting and issuing grades.

Registrar George C. HowaVd
(photo by Tague)

Tietenberg decision holds

Buddha Bear tops trivia

.. The Committee on Appointments
aM Promotions reconsidered its

negative tenure recommendation for

Assistant Professor of Economics
Thomas Tietenberg, but did not

change the recommendation, ac-

cording to former Dean of the Faculty

Neil Grabois. ,

The reconsideration resulted from a

petition circulated by senior

Tliomas H. Tietenberg

(photo by Tague)

economics majors Bob Fox, Jane
Lester, and Pat Pilkonis last month
and signed by 219 students.

In a letter sent to the petitioners,

Grabois informed them of the

decision. The CAP "was mindful of"

the petition's opinion, but did not feel

justified in changing its decision, said

the letter. Fox described the CAP as

willing to hear the petition's

arguments, but said they "did not feel

it added anything" to the factors they

were considering. The CAP refused to

explain its decision in greater detail,

saying that their "reasons must

remain confidential."

Fox criticized the "tight-llpp^"

nature of the tenure granting process

as it presently exists, and described

the present mechanism for student

input as inadequate. He plans to talk

with other students during January

about possible improvements. "The

whole process needs to be reviewed,"

he said. There are presently no plans

to proceed with an appeal of the

Tietenberg decision, according to

Fox-, since "if he does not appeal,

there is nothing more we can do."

Tietenberg said in December, before

the reconsideration, that he would not

appeal the CAP recommendation.

by Keron Walker
According to statistics released by

BOMO officials Wednesday, Buddha
Bear, winner of the 21st semi-annual

trivia contest by three points, missed

only 24 of the possible 287 points in the

entire contest and had the night's only

perfect hour.

"They had the most consistent and
greatest gusto," said Mitch Katz, a

member of the retiring championship

team. "They were first all the way,

although they had to fight off Bumble
in the closing hours."

General Bumble, a long-standing

trivia powerhouse which has won the

contest twice in the last ten years, was
considered a major competitor for the

December title. Dan Gardner,
another seasoned BOMO veteran,

said, "We were looking for Bumble to

finish high in this contest, which it did.

But perhaps Bumble is past its prime.

The team had good gusto but they

couldn't catch Buddha Bear and were

challenged by the fresji blood of the

freshman team, Alphabet Soup."

Alphabet Soup had a strong rookie

outing, third overall with a total of 236

points.

The final standings for the teams
were: Buddha Bear, 263; General

Bumble, 260; Alphabet Soup. 236;

Morgasm, 228; Spam, 227; House of

Gee, 218; Hold the Anchovies, 211;

Knights of Nl, 164; Twelve O'clock

High, 152; Son of WIngnuts, 133;

Cabal, 129; Pork, 110; and Ding City,

108.

They were followed by House of

Merc, 88; PTG, the highest finishing

out of state team, 87; Moe, Larry and
Curly, 73; Scheister Savings and
Loan, 46; the Twelve Tribes of Israel,

45; The Scatalogical Society and
Harlem River Drive, both with 44;

Pards, 29; Sliced Bread, 21; and the

Brothers Burlington and Avacado and
Company with 16 each.

Admissions picks

83 women, 78 meiT
early decision
Williams has accepted 161 students

for the class of 1981, roughly one-third

of the total number projected class

size of 475. From 539 early decision

candidates, 281 men and 259 women,
Director of Admissions Philip Smith

said that 78 men and 83 women were
chosen on a sex-blind basis.

The number of acceptances
represents a larger percentage of the

entire projected class than last year,

when 155 of 542 applicants were ac-

cepted in December. Last year the

admissions -committee ^ivershot a

projected freshman population of 483

by 12, admitting 483 students. Smith

stated that this year's aim is to

maintain a class of 475.

Smith described the early decision

acceptances as "a very interesting

group." Quite diverse geographically,

28 states and five foreign countries

are represented in the group. There

are also more financial aid candidates

than in previous years. Smith added.

Smith projects a 55-45 male-female

ratio or at least 40 per cent women in

next year's freshman class. Last year

the projected ratio of 59-41 turned out

to be 57-43.

The Admissions Office sent two

types of deferral letters to those ap-

plicants not accepted under the early

decision plan. One informed the

candidate that acceptance was
unlikely and the other than 10 to 20 per

cent of the group would be accepted.

Last year no one in the first category

was admitted. Both deferred and

accepted applicants were notified by
December 15.

21 receive
internships
The Mead Fund Committee has

selected an unusually large number of

sophomore and junior applicants to

participate In the 1977 Summer Intern

Program in Government.

Sophomore Chris DLAngelo and

juniors Valerie Anderson, Sarah
Baldwin, Peter Berg, Bruce Doblin,

Katherlne Frank, Jane Garvey, John

Graubert, Jonathan Hattenbach,

Scott Hoot, Harry Kelly, Vincent

Prada, Debbie Robinson, Daniel

Rudolph, Charles Sanders, Jeff Shed,

Kate Stone, Paul Strauss, Don
Toumey, Brian Vanicky and Peter

Van Oot will serve in the offices of

congressmen, federal agencies, and

special interest organizations such as

Common Cause.

Sue R. Little, Co-ordinator of the

Mead Summer Program, said that 51

students applied for positions as in-

terns as opposed to about 40 last year.

Seventeen were selected in 1976. Little

attributed the increase in the number
of interns to the record number of

applications this year and to the

number of "very well qualified ap-

plicants who the committee -was

reluctant to turn down." Stipends for

see INTERNS page 2

Frozen pipes in Agard house caused the activated sprinkler system to flood two-

rooms over Christmas vacation. (photo by Read)
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January

7 Tyler House Party—Traditional Refreshments, 9 P.M., 75c.

8 Film: Portrait of a Great Painter—Johan Barthold Jongkind, Clark Art

Institute, 11 A.M.

9 Lecture: Cities of Art—The Urban Setting. Christopher Tunnard, Professor

of City Planning Emeritus, Yale U.Clark Art Institute, 11 A.M.

(iriffin Hall Concert—Organ Recital, Victor Hill. Thompson Memorial
Chapel, 8 P.M.

10 How toFix Toilets and Toasters, John Osgood, Cleveland L2, Mount Holyoke,

4 P.M.

Young Artists Series—Three Piano Recitals: I. Claudia Stevens, Thompson
Memorial Chapel, 8:30 P.M.

11 How to Buy Audio Equipment Intelligently. Bruce Christianson, Cleveland

L2, Mount Holyoke, 4 P.M.

"Film: Cry the Beloved Country, Afro-American Sttidies Committee, HI
Biology, 8 P.M.

To the editor of the Williams Record:

This letter is not about the specific

tenure case that has inspired many
recent communications, especially

two in your i$sue of Dec. 7th. I have no

knowledge whatever of this case, but I

thoroughly support the right of

students to express fait grievances.

My concern is solely with the issue

itself. It has emerged so many times

in the past forty years—almost
'Slways with the same arguments—
that I have lost count

I will not pretend that no mistakes

have been made in these decisions

over the years, but I have served on

the CAP and I do have some
knowledge of what happens in these

difficult cases. I am sure that it is

hard for an undergraduate to un-

derstand the broader ramifications of

the problem. You have an excellent

teacher, and suddenly he is not given

tenure. Why?
What follows has been said before

(just as the complaints have been).

Grade Report
College Registrar George Howard and most faculty

members should be congratulated on their prompt filing of
grades for last semester. For the first time in recent memory
upperclassmen received their grades within a day after
returning from Christmas recess. Freshmen waited two days
longer while enclosure letters for the Dean's List and academic
probation were prepared.

In past years, faculty procrastination and delay in

processing grades has resulted in needless headaches for the
Committee on Academic Standing and students which await
their decision on whether they will be forced to resign from the
College, prize committees and students filing applications
dependent on those grades. Most professors, by getting their

grades in promptly at the end of last semester, showed that
such delays are unnecessary.

Nevertheless, a problem still remains. A few professors,
who Howard has called perennial offenders, did not get their

grades in by Dec. 30 when the grade sheets were run. This
happened despite the fact that the faculty itself established a
suggested deadline of Dec. 22 for first semester grades. The
result was conspicuous blank spots on 347 student grade
reports. Such tardiness in reporting grades should not be
tolerated by students or the faculty in the future. If the faculty
is unwilling to impose meaningful sanctions on its perennial
offenders, their names should be made public.

To the Reader
Both in its principal role as chronicler of campus events

and its secondary role as a forum for commentary and debate,
the Record is currently underutilized by its readers. This is

your newspaper. We welcome your comments and criticisms as
well as any help you can give us in getting the important news
on campus.

The Record offers several avenues for increased input by
its readers. We will publish on a fairly regular basis Op-Eds
(solicited from non-student members of the Williams Com-
munity) and Viewpoints (unsolicited opinions too long to be
printed as Letters.) The Letters to the Editor column is also

available and open to all.

If you have any ideas, leads, news releases or rumors, or if

you just plain want to complain about something that's wrong
with the Record, do the community a favor and give us a call.

The Record office is regularly manned (No. 2400 or No. 2595) or

contact anyone listed in the masthead.

WHSmm—
Teacher disappears from N. Adams

Carol Ann Todd, a 28 year old Wareham schoolteacher, disappeared

December 12 while staying at the Sheraton North Adams. Traces of human
blood were found in her room. Police are searching for her throughout

southern Vermont and Berkshire County. No trace of her had been found by

Wednesday night.

Three faculty promoted
Three Williaris faculty, Stephen R. Lewis, Neil R. Grabois and Francis

C. Oakley received promotions effective January 1. Lewis leaves his provost

position to become Economic Consultant to the Ministry of Finance for the

government of Botswana. Grabois, math professor and formerly Dean of the

Faculty replaced Lewis as Provost. Succeeding Grabois as Dean of the

Faculty is history professor Francis Oakley.

WCFAA elects new directors

WCFM, recently elected a new board of directors for the year 1977-78.

The board terms begin this month.

Peter Green '78 replaced Tom Herwitz '78 as station president. Other

juniors elected were Lew Mills, station manager; Dave Breuer, program
director; Jeff Crawford, personnel director; Mark Obert-Thorn, classical

director and Dan O'Connell, sports director.

Also elected were sophomores Joe Avellar, news director; Tom Soybell,

production director; JohnSvoboda, music director; Steve Jackson, business

manager and advertising director; Don Perry, public relations director;

and freshmen Bruce Sams, music director and Ed Mills, student engineer.

The new board of directors plans to increase WCFM's news coverage,

and develop a listenership questionnaire to determine the station's base. A
capital fund drive to allow the revamping of the studios and the repair of old

equipment is also planned.

News and Notes
OCC Events for the Week of

January 10, 1977

January 11 (Tuesday)

Senior Orientation for 1977

Recruiting in Mears House at 4:00

p.m.

Women in Business & Government
meeting in DriscoU Lounge at 7:00

p.m.

Jaycees meeting with students

interested in forming the Williams

College Jaycees in Weston
Language Center at 7:30 p.m.

January 12 (Wednesday)

CAREER DISCOVERY PANELS
ON THE CREATIVE ARTS
Coordinated by Bill Hutton '79

"Arts Management" Panel,

Makepeace Room, 3:00 p.m. with

George George '41 - producer.

Donna Lindsay Goodwin '73 -

Center for the Performing Arts, &
Steve Harty '73 - New Dramatists

as panelists.

"Portrait Of An Artist" Panel,

Weston Language Center, 3:00

p.m. with John Loeffler '73 -

composer and Jane Yolen—
children's author as panelists.

"Life In The Arts" Panel, Dodd
House, 7:30 p.m. with all the above
panelists and moderated by Asst.

Prof. Lynda Bundtzen.

January 13 (Thursday)

Creative Arts panelists available

for individual appointments ' in

morning. Make arrangements with

OCC, Mears House.

Teaching & MAT meeting with

Steve Birrell, Director of the

Brown U. MAT Program,
Makepeace Room, 4:00 p.m.

OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST:
A Career Counseling Committee
questionnaire is being designed to

assess student perception and
evaluation of OCC. Results will be

used by the Committee & OCC as a

guide to the institution of any
necessary changes. Any students

interested in working with the

Committee on drafting the

questionnaire are welcome. For

more information contact Kent

Miner (2937), Cedrella Jones
(6703), or OCC by Jan. 10.

Anyone planning to take the

Summer Civil Service Exam this

month who has their own tran-

sportation and is willing to take

riders, please contact Katie Case

at OCC so that we can let others

know.

GLAMOUR MAGAZINE is looking

for a Williams woman to act as a

campus representative. If you're

interested, contact Peggy Sloane

at OCC.

ATTENTION SOPHOMORE
WOMEN!!
Mobile Oil is coming to see you

January 18 for MOBIL'S EX-
PLORE THE BUSINESS
WORLD PROGRAM. Spend
March 21-24 in NYC at Mobil's

expense exploring career op-

portunities. See Peggy Sloane at

OCC immediately if you're in-

terested. At least one Williams

woman will be selected. Val An-

derson '78 was selected last year

and will talk about her experience

at the Women in Business meeting

Tuesday", Jan. 11, Driscoll Lounge,

7:00 p.m.

ATTENTION
SENIORS JUNIORS

SOPHOMORES FRESHMEN
The Hartford Alumni Society has

organized to provide on the job

conferences for students interested

in gathering information on
various careers. These are not job

interviews, but a chance to talk to

someone in the field who can tell

you what it's like. If you are in-

terested in spending a day in

Hartford with an alumnus on the

job, please call OCC and make
arrangements to talk with Peggy
Sloane. Some of the fields which

may interest you are marketing,

corporate planning, EDP
operations, stock brokerage, ad-

vertising, finance, real estate

investments, actuarial work, in-

surance, and marketing research.

but it has to be said again every time
such a case arises. Before doing so

may I assure you that I am writing

entirely, on my own and that t am
frontinc for nobody.

The College simply cannot afford to

place every good teacher on tenure.

Remember that a tenure commitment
is generally for some thirty years, and
each one entails a capital fund of

about $10 million—spread over thirty

years, yes, but nonetheless entailed; -

At the CAP level, therefore, a choice

has to.be made among those already

recommended for tenure by their

departments. It is bad enough to have

to choose between two in the same
department (or one recommended
now and another who is likely to be,

say, next year). But between mem-
bers of different departments? The
CAP knows a great deal about the

teaching ability of those concerned;

student opinion is solicited, and it is

taken very seriously. But when there

is no clear choice on this basis—and I

assure you that teaching does come
first—other criteria have to come into

play.

Productive scholarship (or the

equivalent) is the most significant of

these. How does the teacher stand up

in competition with his peers, not only

at Williams but in his own field of

competence? Students don't like to be

told that they have no way of judging

on this basis, but that is the plain

truth. They also find it hard to believe

that the fine teacher of today is not

necessarily the fine teacher of a

generation hence. Unfortunately, this

does happen on occasion, and the

reason is usually that intellectual

curiosity and the zest for creative

scholarship have dried up. I know of a

case where a student used his father's

notes in a course and found them
excellent. Same teacher, of course,

and in father's time he was highly

regarded. It takes a Solomon to figure

out the chances, and none of us is a

Solomon; least of all, I fear, if we are

well under twenty-five.

I agree that a productive scholar

who slights his teaching should not be

given tenure at Williams. This used to

happen too often, and no doubt

sometimes happens today. But such

mistakes are rarer now because

student opinion on teaching ability

plays a much greater part in decisions

than it did, say, twenty years ago.

When I was on the CAP I did not

always agree with the decisions

taken. As it has turned out (and you

can tell after ten years), some who
were let go should surely have been

retaihed, and some who were
promoted should not have been. But

these cases are decidedly in the

minority. Please believe me!
S. LaneFaison, Jr.

Professor Emeritus

Interns seek -

government posts

INTERNSfrompagel

each intern will remain the same, she

said.

In addition to their duties as

assistants in these offices, the interns

will also participate in weekly or

semi-weekly seminars in which
various aspects of government work
will be discussed. Speakers in

previous years have included

Supreme Court Justice William

Rehnquist, William Simon and Gerald

Ford.

The program is sponsored through a

gift made by George Mead to

Williams in 1951. Mead specified that

the gift should be used to "improve

the quality of leadership and service

in all branches of government." He
added that the program should be

designed to prepare students for those

fields of politics and constitutional

government upon which rest the

future of this country.

Williams in Mystic Program-
interested students are invited to

join Professor Labaree and Dean
Mclntire in the Wilson Room for

lunch on Monday, January 10 at

12:00 noon (bring your trays) for a

discussion of the program and

application procedures.
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Faculfy hiring policy promotes stability

Tenure decisions lack adequate student
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by Peter RinteU

Another round of tenure decisions

has been handed down by the Com-
mittee on Appointments and
Promotions (CAP), some more
popular than others. As is inevitable

in the wake of controversial decisions,

questions of the need for and efficacy

of the tenuring process arise.

The tenure system js in-esently

employed by every public and private

university in the nation and by 94 per

cent of all four-year private colleges.

According to the American
Association of University Professors,

in a 1940 statement on tenure and
academic freedom, "Tenure is a
means to certain ends: specifically

(1) Freedom of teaching and research
and of extramural activities and (2) a

sufficient degree of economic security

to malce the profession attractive to

men and women of abiUty. Freedom
and economic security, hence tenure,

are indispensable to the success of an
institution in fulfilling its obligations

U> its students and society."

Williams College administrators
claim that tenure addsstability to the

faculty. Dean of the Faculty Neil

Grabois stated that without tenured
faculty it might be difficult to

maintain control over the curriculum
since, if teachers of specialized fields

left frequently, they would be difficult

to replace on short notice. This is less

likely to happen if teachers have a
long term commitment to the College.

Grabois considers the other ex-

treme—an all tenured faculty—
equally undesirable, since it would
allow for little flexibility. He said he
believes the ideal system is one which
balances the number of faculty with a

long-term commitment to the College

input
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younger
ways of

and the number with
teachers "who bring new
looking at things."

A few colleges, such as Hampshire
College, are experimenting with a
non-tenure system. Grabois said that

the results are not conclusive.

Faculty members are evaluated
twice before tenure is granted. The
first evaluation comes after their

initial three year appointment, when a

decision is made on whether to

reappoint for one, two or three years.

A one year reappointment is con-

sidered terminal. If a two or three

year appointment is made, the faculty

member is reevaluated to determine
if tenure should be granted at least

one year before the appointment runs

out.

In evaluating a teacher, depart-

mental recommendations are for-

warded to the CAP for full con-

sideration. CAP decisions are in turn

forwarded to the trustees who make
the final determination. Only under
exceptionally extraordinary cir-

cumstances will the trustees overturn

a CAP decision, such as when
procedural requirements have been
violated.

It is possible for the CAP to over-

turn departmental recommendations.
This occurred in the decision against

Assistant Professor of Economics
Tom Tietenberg. President Chandler
refused to comment on wiiat cir-

cumstances might prompt such an
action by the CAP.
Since it is not uncommon for

teachers popular with the students to

be refused tenure, the question of

whether students have sufficient input

in tenure decisions often arises. This

is apparently a concern of the faculty

as well.

In a student-faculty survey taken
earlier this year as part of a Political

Science 209 course, 75 per cent of the

students and 74 per cent of the faculty

said that students should either have
"a great deal" or "some" influence in

tenure decisions. Further, 61 per cent

of the faculty and 28 per cent of the

students went on to say that this

should take the form of "more
communication- - . . . between
(relevant) students,—e.g. the majors

in each department, and (relevant)

faculty,—appropriate committees,

department chairmea But students

should not' have a vote in the final

decision."

In making tenure recommendations
to the CAP, each department is

required to show that student opinion

has been sought and considered.

Student opinion is sought mainly to

help assess teaching effectiveness,

one of three criteria used in judging a

teacher's performance. The other two

criteria are scholarly activity and
service to the community (e.g.

membership on student-faculty

committees)

.

"You can hardly judge teaching

effectiveness without taking student

opinions into account," said Professor

of English John Reichert, a member
of the CAP.
Grabois also emphasized the need

for soliciting student opinion in this

area, but pointed out that it could be

misleading in some cases. "It is

sometimes difficult to distinguish

between what you are learning and
how much you enjoy what you are

learning."

Grabois noted that experiments had
been conducted, comparing student

reaction to actors who knew notliing

about what they were teaching but

presented material entertainingly to

scholars who gave dry lectures and
found that the actors were considered

better teachers. He suggested as an
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example a teacher who skillfully

taught ideas that were completely out

of date. The students might give such
a teacher high marks for ef-

fectiveness when in fact they had
learned nothing of value.

Both Grabois and Chandler agreed
that student input into tenure
decisions could conceivablytie higher,

but that faculty committees were not

operating in the dark at present. Said
Chandler, "By and large 1 think the

CAP feels confident that it knows
what student opinion is." Grabois said

that there were many channels open
to students who wish to make their

feelings known, such as conferences
with department chairmen or CAP
members, and that "some students

use them, others don't."

Student opinion is also actively

sought by departments via the student

course evaluation sheets, special
departmental questionnaires, and
interviews with students. Grabois
conceded that departments will vary
in what weight they give student

opinion in making tenure recom-
mendations. Reichert added,
however, that "the CAP takes it

(student opinion) seriously."

One of the most important aspects

of the student input system at

Williams is that it comes in gradually

over a number of years rather than all

at once at decision time. This way, a
candidate's good and bad semesters
are considered together and the

possibility that a teacher is having a

bad semester when being considered

for tenure will not overly jeopardize

his chances. For this reason, ad-

ministrators oppose establishing a

student committee to make separate

tenure recommendations, a system

which has been adopted by some
colleges. They feel that the preseht

modes of input are adequate, provide

a healthy variety of ways by which

student input is obtained, and prevent

"quick" decisions from being made.

"There is an ongoing, unpanlcky

assessment as opposed to an
assessment at the moment of

decision," said Reichert.

Grabois and Chandler also voiced

strong objection to the proposal that

students have a vote on the CAP.
Grabois believes that this "is a

decision that should be made by

colleagues who have experience with

the institution and who must live with

the consequences of the decisioa" He
added that students would not be

qualified to assess a candidate's

scholarly work, one of the major
criteria for granting tenure.

The tenure-granting process in-

volves difficult, and sometimes
painful, judgments subject to the

inherent limitations of human beings

evaluating other human beings. But,

as Reichert pointed out, negative

tenure decisions do not always imply

a negative judgment on the com-
petence of a candidate. He referred

specifically to a statement in the

faculty handbook : "xx . . . decisions

affecting tenure are subject to

budgetary considerations, the number
and age of tenured professors already

in a department, the requirements of

special strengths within a field, shifts

in student needs, and the overall

demand for staff in the College's total

program . .

."

Students inltiote course
by Wendy Parmet &

Bill Wickw ire

For the first time in two years, next

term's curriculum will include a

student initiated course, Avian
Biology. These courses originate

among students who develop a

syllabus with the help of a faculty

sponsor.

The concept of student initiated

courses evolved in the student

movement of the late 1960s, as

students sought a greater role in the

formation of their education. The need

for such involvement was especially

felt by the black students on campus,
since at that time the College did not

offer a program in Afro-American

studies. Seeing this as a great loss in

their education, the students asked

the College for the right to develop

their own courses. The College agreed

that this would be an educationally

valuable experience.

Guidelines for the establishment of

student initiated courses were written

up in January of 1971. But by this

time, the College had instituted a

regular program in Afro-American

studies and the demand for student

initiated courses no longer existed.

The program has not been utilized to

its capacity. In fact, since its in-

ception, only five different courses

have been offered, although one of

these courses was given three times.

The last student initiated course

offered was Humanistic Psychology.

Students designed the course so that

its structure paralleled the material

covered, running classes as a group

process. According to one of its
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alumni, Tony Spaeth '77, it required a

great deal of student dedication, but

was, "very free . . . and completely

experimental."

Robert Marquess, a senior

psychology major, tried to revive a

similar course for next semester. He
discussed the possibility with

Professor George R. Goethals and it

was agreed that the interest of at least

fifteen students would be necessary to

offer the course. Marquess tried

without success to arouse interest by

discussing the course with fellow

majors and by announcing it in the

Register.

Despite litUe student interest, the

College is in favor of the program.

College Dean Peter Berek said that

student initiated courses are valuable

because they encourage students to

think about their courses, com-
menting, "I'd like to see it used

more." In order to facilitate this, the

College has created relatively simple

procedures for students to create

courses.

When a student, or group of

students, is interested in forming a

course, they must first find a faculty

sponsor in the appropriate depart-

ment. Second to the lack of student

interest, this may be the greatest

hurdle. Faculty teaching loads are set

almost a full year in advance and it is

extremely rare for students to decide

to initiate a course early enough to

have it regularly scheduled. Students

usually have to find a professor who
will agree to take on an overload. But

there are Williams professors who are

willing to do this. For example,

biology professoi- Lee Drickamer is

taking on Avian Biology in addition to

the courses he would normally teach.

Once a sponsor is found, the

students, must devise a syllabus and

consider the educaUonal justifications

for the course, so they can prove its

validity to both the department and

the Committee on Educational Policy.

The course cannot duplicate a

regularly offered course.

In order for the CEP to approve the

course, the student initiators must

also decide upon how students will be

selected for it, and What work

requirements there will be. Grading

must be done by the faculty adviser,

but teaching can be done by either the

students, the faculty sponsor, or both.

In any case, students are expected to

contribute more than they would in a

normal course.
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Abstract art

'Bend" comes to Clark
The spacious entrance court of the

Clark Art Institute in Williamstown

has a new look. A large abstract

painting entitled BEND now hangs in

the middle of the west wall, imparting

its powerful presence to the space.

Painted by Kenneth Noland, the well-

known American artist who lives in

Shaftsbury, Vermont, BEND is a

shaped canvas with several sides and

various angles; it measures almost

sixteen feet across and over seven feet

in height. This "solemn" painting, as

the artist terms it, was executed in

1975 and has never, been on public

display. The central section of the

painting is a dark gray, with three

odd-shaped corners of mottled tan, a

speckled maroon color, and a deep

gray-green.

Kenneth Noland, who was born in

1924 in North Carolina, has taught at

the Institute of Contemporary ArF*Qd
Catholic University, both in

Washington, D.C., and also at Ben-

nington College. His work has been

exhibited at major museums and

galleries both here and abroad, in-

cluding Harvard's Fogg Art Museum,
The Jewish Museum in New York

(1%5), The Metropolitan Museum of

Art (1968 and 1970), and the Rutland

Gallery, London (1974). Last year

there was a retrospective of his work

at the Visual Arts Gallery in New
York City. The .Museum of Modern
Art, Boston's Museum of Fine Arts,

and The Art Institute of Chicago are

among the many institutions which

have examples of his work. His

paintings have been primarily ab-

stract, making use of solid shapes and

colors. In the early 1960s he favored
concentric circles of bright colors

("targets") and then developed very
striking angular forms ("chevrons")
which led him to shape his canvases
into diamonds, parallelograms and,

more recently, miscellaneous forms.

He has also produced numerous
Striped paintings, some of which have
been thirty feet in length.

Noland supervised the installation

of his painting, which is on indefinite

loan to the Clark Art Institute.

Hill to perform

European organ

recital Sunday
Victor Hill will appear in organ

recital this Sunday at 8 p.m., in

Thompson Memorial Chapel in the

season's fourth Griffin Hall concert.

The public is invited, free of charge.

Hill will repeat the program played

during his European concert tour last

spring at the 850-year-old Church of

St. Peter in Westerstede, Germany. It

opens with the "Chaconne in E
minor" of Buxtejude, and continues

with three pieces by Pachelbel and the

three Sonatas (K. 287-288, 328) which

comprise the complete organ works of

Domenico Scarlatti.

The first half closes with three

excerpts from the organ Masses of

Couperin. The second part of the

program includes a partita by Georg
Boehm, and works of Bach: four

chorale-preludes and the "Prelude

and Fugue in B minor."

CLAUDIA STEVENS will give a free piano recital Monday evening at 8:30 in

Thompson Memorial Chapel. Brahms' "Sonata in F Minor," Schoenberg's
"Five Pieces," Opus 23, and Mozart's "Sonata in F Major," K. 533-494, make up
the program.

Clark offers city art series

WCFAA reveals schedule
WCFM announced the Winter Study

program schedille this week which
includes, along with the regular music
programming, a number of special

weekly programs. On Sunday af-

ternoon from 1 to 2 Judy Harley and
Dave Bass will present a program of

Gospel music. Immediately following

will be The Music of ... from 2

through 5. Aired at a different time

this term, the program continues the

tradition of each week presenting a

history of an artist or group—through
music and feature presentations—

A

different individual is featured each

week.

Sunday evenings will feature Roots:

An American Music Perspective with

Tim Treadway. The first show will be

a parallel history of piano and guitar

from 1917 to 1940. The second in the

series will be 1930's guitar—a new
prominence and development of

guitar. The third show will present the

music of three pianists: James
Johnson, Duke Ellington, and
Thelonius Monk. The show can be

heard from 8 to 9 p.m.

Sportstime, Thursdays from 7:30 to

8 p.m. will present interviews,

features and talk about the sports

world and will be produced by Sports

Director Dan O'Connell. Sportstime

"Stasis" auditions
Auditions for Stasis In Darkness, an

experimental theatrical piece based

on the life and work of Sylvia Plath,

will continue tonight in the Greylock ,

rehearsal room until 8:30 p.m. Ther^

are parts for five women.
The piece will be directed by Dianne

Thompson, '77, and is tlje culmination

of her senior thesis, "fhe script, said

Thompson, was -adapted and "loosely

constructed around a central theme—
the creatiyity and psychological

despair of one extraordinary woman.
U fs an ensemble piece, in which all

^five actors will play one woman. We
will really create the piece together

through the rehearsal process, ex-

ploring Plath's images as fully as

possible through improvisation,

sound, and movement. The staging

will be environmental."

Auditions are open to all members
of the community. Any interested

women are encouraged to audition.

No experience is necessary. For more
information call Dianne Thompson at

6627, or leave a message at the AMT
Box Office.

will be followed by Broadway Baby!,

show tunes from the best of Broadway
with Martha Williamson.

Theweek winds up with What's New
on Friday evening from 8 to 11. The
show will present .featured cuts,

reviews, and information from the

latest record releases received at the

station. WCFM will also broadcast

virtually all college Hockey and
Basketball contests. The schedule is

effective through Winter Study.

Rome, Antwerp, Madrid, Am-
sterdam: all are cities with a rich

tradition of art. They will be featured

as single topics in a five-part lecture

series entitled "Cities of Art" at the

Clark Art Institute in Williamstown

every Sunday at 3:00 for five weeks.

The first lecture will be an in-

troduction to the series and is entitled

"Cities of Art: The Urban Setting." To
be delivered this Sunday at 3:00, the

talk will be given by Christopher

Tunnard, Professor of City Planning,

Emeritus, Yale University. Sub-

sequent lectures will feature talks by
Sheila Somers Rinehart on Rome
(January 16), Julius S. Held on Ant-

werp (January 23), Rafael Fernandez
on Madrid (January 30), and John
Walsh on Amsterdam (February 6).

Christopher Tunnard, who will

deliver this Sunday's lecture, is |he

author of several books, the most
recently published being The Modern
American City, and has just finished

one on scenic values in city and
country. His work as consultant to

UNESCO on the development of

cultural heritage has included
missions to Jamaica, Nepal and In-

donesia. He has been a member of the

U.S. Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation and is currently on the

U.S. National Committee for In-

ternational Council on Monuments
and Sites (ICOMOS). Born in British

Columbia, he was educated in Canada
and England, and has honorary
degrees from Union College ^nd the

University of Victoria.

All lectures in the Cities of Art

series will be held In the Clark Art

Institute auditorium Sundays at 3:00

and will be free.

Jongkind art film arrives

Series of young

artists present

three area pianists
Three piano recitals at Williams

College during the month of January
will be presented as a Young Artists

Series sponsored by the Department
of Music. Claudia Stevens will include

Brahms' Sonata in F Minor in her

recital this Monday; Andrew
. Rangell will feature Xhe JRUbeUi
Variations by Beethoven on Monday,
January 17th; and Peter Takacs, in

the final concert on Sunday, January
23rd, will play the complete Chopin

Preludes. All concerts will be in

Thompson Memorial Chapel and all

begin at 8:30 p.m.

Claudia Stevens has received ac-

ciaim on both coasts for her per-

formances as a pianist and conductor.

She is known to Williamstown
audiences from her appearances in

1975 as a piano recitalist and as acting

director of the Williams Choral
Society. Stevens has performed
widely as a pianist, in recitals, as a

soloist with orchestra, and in chamber
music, including numerous ap-

pearances at the Berkshire Music
Festival, Tanglewood, where she held

fellowships in piano for two con-

secutive summers.
Combining a performing and a

scholarly career, Stevens recently

received the Doctor of Music in piano

from Boston University, where she

studied with Leonard Shure. Other

noted teachers included Leon Fleisher

and Bernhard Abramowitsch. She has
received numerous academic and
professional honors in addition to her

awards as a pianist: the Alfred Hertz

prize, the University of California

Concerto competition, and several

fellowships for advanced study in

piano.

Stevens joined the piano faculty of

the University of Richmond last year.

During the current season she will

direct the choruses of the University

of Richmond on tours of the Southeast

and several major European cities.

She was recently married to pianist

and composer Richard Becker.

Besides Brahms' monumental
Sonata in F Minor, Stevens will

perform several lesser known piano

works, including Schoenberg's Five

Pieces, Op. 23, and Mozart's Sonata in

F Major, K. 533-494.

In connection with the present

major exhibition at the Clark Art

Institute, "Jongkind and the Pre-

Impressionist^: Painters of the Ecole

Saint-Simeon," the Institute will show
a thirty-five-minute color film on the

Dutch artist Jongkind on four

Saturdays while the exhibition is on

view. "Portrait of a Great Painter:

Johan Barthold Jongkind" will be

shown first this Saturday at 11:00.

Admission will be free.

The film surveys Jongkind's career,

following him from his early years in

Holland to Paris, where he settled and
worked for most of the rest of hiS life.

Many of Jongkind's paintings and
draWmgs are illustrated, and using

these the film demonstrates how
skillful Jongkind was in rendering th^

clarity of light and atmosphere.
Because of his influence on other

artists he is considered by many to be

one of the most important precursors

of the French Impressionists.

Rob Smit, the director of this 1972

film, enables the audience to make a

number of interesting comparisons by
juxtaposing Jongkind's works with

views of the same landscapes as they

afipear today. The film is on loan from
the Royal Netherlands Embassy and
will be shown, besides this Saturday
at 11:00, also on January 22 at 4:00,

February 5 at 11:00, and February 12

at 4:00.

PRESENTS

Friday, January 7th, 1977

Lionel Hampton, "ttie master of energized rhythm," appeared Thursday with a
small group. Hampton began in Benny Goodman's swing band and is known for
having introduced the vibes as an instrument to jaiz.

Oihfttifessor/

did/*
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BATMANat9:30 P.M. only

This week's main presentation Is Walt Disney's "THE ABSENT
MINDED PROFESSOR" at 7 and 11:30 pm. Fred MacMurray
stars as usual, Fred MacMurray. (Required viewing for all

Division Three Majors I)

Our second feature Is "Batman" at 9:30 pm. Adam West and Burt

Ward star as the "Dynamic Duo" battling their arch toes Cat-

woman, the Joker, the Penguin and the RIddler.

THIS WEEK'S WPS MOVIE TRIVIA QUESTION; From the

film "The Birds", when does Hitchcock make his guest ap-

pearance?

BRONFMAN AUDITORIUM ADMISSION $1.00

Next Attraction: THE EIGER SANCTION
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Council considers
new constitution

Fred MacMurray negotiates ttie D.C. airways in tliis

Friday's Film Society offering, 'The Absent-AAinded

Professor.' Between the 7:30 and 11:30 showings is the

full length feature movie 'Batman,' starring Adam West
and Burt Ward.

' Photo Walt Disney Productions.

CEP discusses proposal, paternalism
The Committee on Educational

Policy regrouped Monday to discuss

the faculty's defeat of their two double

major proposals. After deciding to

restudy the problem and submit

another idea at some later date, the

committee explored the area of

"educational paternalism."

The first motion would have allowed

double majors to count courses
fulfilling requirements in two
departments as one of the nine

courses for both majors.

Under the CEP proposal a student

could, for instance, count Political

Science 202 for both political science

and sociology majors, thus com-
pleting both majors with only 17

courses.

The second CEP suggestion asked
that a candidate for honors be allowed

to integrate his two fields into a single

thesis, instead of having to write two
theses for the double major.

The remainder of the meeting dealt

with a number of written and un-

written college rules. After discarding

the legend and the trivial, discussion

focused upon the E-deficiency rule

and a college policy not to return final

exams.

The E-deficiency rule, which per-

mits professors to give a final exam
only to those with a passing grade in

all course work, forces the failing

student to work in other areas where
his time might be more productive.

CC from page 1

A majority of the Council opposed
the elimination of at-large

representatives, but the Council came
to no consensus on how these

representatives should be elected.

Presently, the Council consists of four

officers, representatives from each of

the residential houses, four frestaoian

representatives and six at-large

representatives.

Larry Mitchell '78, a member of the

By-laws Committee, said that

elimination of the at-large

representatives "cuts down on the

size of the council." Ginsberg said the

committee felt "four officers provide

sufficient at-large rept-esentation."

But Council members pointed out

that the elimination of at-large

representatives would mean that no
sophomores would serve on the

council between September and
February. The proposed constitution

requires that residential house
representatives be elected to fill a full

year term beginning in February.
Freshmen are not assigned to

residential houses until April and are,

therefore, ineligible for these
positions.

This procedure would also prevent
seniors from serving on the College

Council during the second semester of

their senior year.

The Council debated the clause

requiring automatic expulsion for

representatives who miss three

consecutive meetings even if they

send alternates. Tom Ebling pointed

out this would force the Council to

expel members who are away for

Winter Study or who are in the

hospital for three weeks. Various

Council members suggested less

strict provisions. Presently, the

ENJOY OUR PUB LUNCH AND WATCH THE
ROARING FIRE

PUB QUICK LUNCH

Monday- Friday

12:00 noon-2:30 p.m.
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plus tax and tip
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Purple cagers to face Bates
by Andy O'Donnell

Coach Curt Tong's yirsity cagers

return to action tomorrow night after

a three week layoff when they en-

tertain Bates at 7:30 in the cozy

confines of the Lasell Gymnasium.
Williams will be out to even its

record at 2-2. The Ephs cropped their

first two contests to Hamilton and
-Tufts—"twoof the- best teams on our
schedule", according to Tong—before
posting an 82-70 win over Drew in their

last encounter before the Christmas
break.

The key to the game could be
Williams' ability to wear down what
should be an exhausted Bates five.

The Bobcats play five of their first six

games on the road before returning to

Lewiston for seven straight home
games during January. Tonight they

travel to New Britain to play a

physical Central Connecticut team
and then hop on the bus for Billsville,

arriving early tomorrow morning.

Entering tonight's contest Bates has
posted a 2-2 record, losing to Babson
and Brandeis and defeating two of

their University of Maine neighbors,

UM at Portland-Gorman and UM at

Farmington. >

The Bobcats return seven lettermen

.from a club that went 9-11 last year,

including three year starter Jim
Marios, a 6' 2" guard who directs the

Bates offense and also leads the team
in scoring with a 16.2 average. Earl
Ruffin will start at the other back-

court spot but sophomore Steve Sch-

meltz, with 19 assists in four games,
will probably replace him early.

UpfrontfortheBobcats willbe6' 3"

senior Brad Smith and 6' 6" junior Jay

Bright, who had 16 points and 14

rebounds in his last outing against

UM-F. Center Tom Goodwin, who
had 29 against the Ephs last year en

route to an 88-87 Bates victory, an-

chors the front line. The 6' 6" junior

was injured in the UM-F contest but

will' be^ set to go tontorrow «veniflg.

Tom Burhoe (11 pg), a Matt Spangler

type forward, is first off the bench.

Williams will counter with a front-

court that has performed above and

beyond the call of duty, carrying the

scoring and leadership burdens.

Meanwhile the backcourt is

recovering from several injuries

which, together with inexperience,

have hampered its performance thus

far.

Co-captain Mike Tanner and for-

ward Brad Wolk have been the most

prominent of this frontcourt con-

tingent. Tanner seems to have
regained both the scoring and
shooting consistency of his freshman
year and blended it with a senior's

experience. He already has a 29 point

night against Tufts to his credit and

leads the team in scoring with a 20.7

average.

Wolk has been the team's early

season MVP, consistently turning in

strong performances in all phases of

the game. The 6' 5" junior is the

team's second leading scorer, hitting

at an 18.7 clip and shooting a

blistering 61 per cent from the floor.

He also is the leading Eph rebounder,

pulling down nearly 13 caroms per

Tracksters, women's
squash reopen seasons
Women's squash
The Williams Varsity Women's

squash team will meet Middlebury
Saturday in the team's season opener,

at 1 p.m. in the Lasell squash courts.

The squad, coached by Graham
Hone '76 is led by Martha Cook who
was ranked eighth nationally last

year. Also returning from last year's

7-3 squad are Jane Garvey, Marcia
Johnston, Holly Boyer, and Janet

Costikyan, who will hope to better last

year's third place finish in the

Nationals.

Varsity track

Tomorrow Coach Dick Farley's

indoor track squad opens up the 1977

season with a tri-meet at 1:00 p.m. in

Towne Fieldhouse. Visitors Hamilton
and Westfield State will provide the

competition for the Ephs who rolled

over both teams a year ago.

The 1977 Eph tracksters will have a

tough time matching last year's 12-3

record. The distance crew has lost

four of its top runners from '76 and the

graduation of Scott Perry could cost

Farley about 15 points per meet. The
Ephs should have the strength to

demolish Hamilton, but Westfield

boasts an eager and well balanced

squad including Kevin Dalton who ran

a 1:56 half-mile and a 9:14 2-mile last

season.

The purple power will be provided

by co-captains Dave Bass and Ken
Leinbach along with Ron White in the

hurdles, Larry Tanner in the weight

events andJoeKolb in the 2-mile run.

Wrestling

The Williams wrestling team will

compete in their first meet since

December 4 as they face Coast Guard
Saturday in New London, Con-
necticut.

Coach Joe Dailey foresees a dif-

ficult season for the 0-1 squad, "We're
a very young team and the beginning

of the season should be rough, but we
should get better as the season goes

along."

Leading the team's middleweight

division are co-captains Scott Conant
(158-167) and Jeff May (167). Looking

strong in the lightweight classes, the

team will depend on sophomore stand-

out Hal Zendle (118-126) who com-

peted in the U.S. Olympic team trials

last winter.

y
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game. Tom Balderston, shooting an
excellent 54 per cent from the floor.

Matt Spangler, who helped break open
the Drew contest and co-captain Tim
Hester, round out the frontcoiu-t.

Which brings us to the backcourt

trio of sophomore Gerfy Kelly, fresh-

man Andy Straka, and junior Bill

Whelan. Long on potential and very

short on experience, their rate of

development holds the key to

Williams' success this season.

Kelly leads the bunch with an 8.7

average but has' been to the line only

once in three games. Straka and

Whelan are averaging 4 points each

but have been slowed by injuries.

Against Bates they'll have to look for

their shots more on offense and stop

Marois on defense if the Ephs are to

come out on top.

Named to the Williams Invitational All-Tournament Team were Jim Norton,

Williams defense; Steve Paluseo, Oswego State goaltender; Kim Wescott,

Oswego State winger; Seth Johnson, Williams winger. Also named to the team
but not pictured were Dan Clarity of Nortli Adams State and Ken Knowles of

Bishops University Ontario.

Pucksters down Boston, 5-4
by Tim Layden

Settling comfortably into the

friendly confines of Lansing Chapman
Rink and displaying a distinct flair for

the dramatic, the Williams varsity

hockey team took two of their first

three games of the new year. The
Ephs bid adieu to 1976 with a second

place finish in their own holiday

tourney before posting a thrilling 5-4

overtime win over Boston State

Wednesday.
Williams embarks on the road for a

pair of contests this week carrying a 4-

2 overall season record, including a 1-

2 mark In division II. The Purple

skaters will be without sophomore

center Dan Sullivan, who has been lost

indefinitely with a knee injury.

Williams came into the crucial test

with Boston State winless in Division

II. The visitors came in with a 1-7

overall mark, but with a reputation

for being scrappy enough to make
three of their losses one-goal defeats.

The Ephs skated like master
showmen, playing listless hockey for

nearly two periods before snapping

out of their slump just in time to treat

the rapidly filling rink to some fine

come-from-behind hockey. Boston

State netted a pair of goals in the

game's first eight minutes, as George

Hooper and Don Pacific each beat

Chuck Cremens. Junior Peter Gonye

Coach McCormick and President

Chandler pose with the runners-up

trophy for the Ephs own Invitational

ffockey Tournament.

got Williams on the board with just

1 : 14 remaining in the first period, with

a hard shot from the top of the left

circle.

The stubborn visitors once again

opened the scoring in the second

period, reestablishing their two-goal

butgeas Jim Murphy slapped in a nice

pass at 2:29.

It was over the middle ten minutes

of the second period that Williams

crept back into the game. The Ephs
consistently outhit the slower visitors

and put good pressure on the Boston

State net. Senior wing Jim Hield put

Williams within a goal at 9:57,

pumping home a Bob Duffy rebound

from the left side with a shot which

goalie Bman Cusack still hasn't seen.

Chick Jbhnson and Jim Norton kept

the pressure on Cusack with near-

misses and John Bessone picked up
the first of his two goals at 14:06,

rolling a rebound in from Patch

Mason and Gonye. The period ended 3-

3 and the crew rolling into the rink

from free university registration

found themselves at a barnburner.

A hard-hitting, action-filled third

period was highlighted by a picture-

perfect goal for Bessone. The junior

took an excellent feed from linemate

Bob Claruso and knocked in the go-

ahead goal. Williams fans began to

breathe easier, but the gutty visitors

would have none of it. With just four

seconds remaining on a penalty to

Caruso and only 2:38 in the game, Tim
Morril boomed a slap shot past

Cremens to send the game into

overtime.

Boston State fired sever&l close

shots at Cremens early in the extra

staiiza but Williams senior rfefen-

seman Chris Vogelsang decided the

issue and made the Purple crowd a

happy one. Vogelsang slapped the

game-winner past Cusack on assists

from Bessone and Gonye, each of

whom picked up the slack left by the

loss of Sullivan, with four points.

The exciting win followed up a post-

Christmas runner-up finish in the

Williams holiday tournament. The
Ephs had been defending champs in
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the event but dropped a hard-fought 5-

3 decision to Oswego State in the final.

The Ephmen opened their tourney

play with a perfect example of how
difficult it is to play good hockey with

just two day's practice following a
two-week layoff. Williams fell behind

early and were tied 2-2 with ten

minutes remaining in the opener.

Having taken two-and-one-half

periods to get the kinks out, Williams

erupted for four goals in the final ten

minutes to rout visiting Bishop's

University from Lennoxville, Ontario.-

Caruso, in his first action of the year,

started the scoring from Rick Zeller

and Bessone and team-leading goal-

scorer Chris Egizi (5) picked up his

second of the game on assists from
Sullivan and Chick Johnson (team-

high seven assists).

Freshman Jim Rooney got his first

varsity goal on a breakaway from
Geoff Daley and Bessone closed out

the scoring with an unassisted goal.

Oswego State, a Division II rival,

featured an excellent goalie in Steve

Paluseo, and topped North Adams
State, 6-3 in the first round. The
visitors needed only 52 seconds to get

on the board, as Stan Moore scored on

a center from Kim Wescott. Tom St.

Louis and Wescott added first-period

goals to give the visitors a com-

fortable 3-0 first period edge.

McCormick's Ephs fought back in

the second period, as Rooney broke

the Paluseo spell with a nice deak and

score from Daley and Hield at 2:41.

Johnson brought the Purple within a

goal, beating the goalie with a

backhand from Jim Norton just five

minutes later.

Oswego's Rob Olsen pumped in the

momentum-breaking goal for Oswego
at 17:58 and Williams found them-

selves on the short end of another two-

goal deficit.

A penalty-filled third period which

featured two near-fights and a glove

and stick throwing exhibition by

Oswego captain Dan Ane saw the

Ephs draw back within one goal on

Norton's slapper. Paluseo was
brilliant, however, through the final

eight minutes and Greg Preston's

empty-net goal at 19:44 set the final

count at 5-3.

The Ephs travel to Clinton, New
York tomorrow night to face the

Hamilton Continentals, a tough

Division II foe.

KING'S LIQUOR

STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Wiiliamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458 5948

\
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Course guide

Survey response lags
Sarah Baldwin, chairman of the

Student Course Guide Committee
reported Sunday that only one quarter

to one third of the student responses to

the course guide questionnaire have
been returned to the committee.
Baldwin said that the aim of the

committee is a 60-70 per cent

response, although certain courses
can be reviewed with smaller sam-
ples, according to their nature.

In its Sunday meeting the Course
Guide Committee discussed the

possibility of a discount night at the

Log for those returning completed
forms. "We must have a greater

number of opinions to draw upon if the

course guide can be a reliable sour-

ce," Baldwin said.

The purpose of the guide is to

supplement the catalogue and student

hearsay on the subjective value of

Williams courses. "It's not the ab-

solute word, nor is it an objective

study," Mark Lanier, a member of the

committee, said. "Obviously students

cannot accurately judge the quality of

teaching."

The guide will include a numerical

evaluation, a numerical average and
a written evaluation of each course

and section in conjunction with the

CAP recommends
Pasachoffs tenure

by Ann McCabe
Jay -Pasachoff , Assistant Professor

of Astronomy, has joined the list of

assistant professors who received

positive recommendations for tenure

from the Committee on Appointments
and Promotions.

Pasachoff is currently Chairman of

the Astronomy Department and
Director of the Hopkins Observatory,

posts he has held since his arrival in

1972. The CAP agreed last year to

make the final decision on Pasachoff

after the end of first semester classes

rather than with other candidates in

late November.
The trustees will meet in the third

week of January to make final

decisions on tenure candidates; they

rarely reverse CAP decisions.

Pasachoff will become an associate

professor with tenure as of July 1, 1977

if approved—the first in astronomy.

He received his A.B. in 1963 and Ph.D.

in 1%9 from Harvard.

The tenure procedure begins in an

assistant professor's fifth year at

Williams. Each department evaluates

candidates from that department and

submits a recommendation to the

CAP.
The trustees make the final con-

firmations. The Panel of Six, a faculty

board, handles any tenure disputes.

The Committee also recom-

mended Lynda Bundtzen (English),

Michael Katz (Russian), Gary
Jacobsohn (political science), Mark
Taylor (religion), and Lee Drickamer

(biology).

questions on the questionnaire. Each
evaluation will include a grid on^

which the percentage of responses

will be plotted.

Last year the threat of libel suits

induced students connected with it to

take the guide out of circulation less

than two hours after it had been

released. Direct quotations from
some of the questionnaires impressed

some members of faculty and ad-

ministration as being possibly

libelous, according to Rick Siegrist,

one of the 1976 guide's co-editors.

Baldwin will not quote student

response verbatim, but rather

rephrase and edit it.

"The College Council has given us

guidelines to follow," she said, "in-

cluding the institution of a Faculty

Relations Subcommittee, so that

trouble of the same kind does not

arise. Michael Lissack, head of

faculty relations, has drafted a letter

to inform the faculty of our progress."

The committee, which consists of

nine members appointed by the

College Council, will be making a

concerted effort this week to collect as

many questionnaires as possible

before they begin to collate and edit

the material. They ask that students

co-operate in returning them.

The Course Guide Committee met in the snack bar to '80, Don Tourney '78, Craig Halsteen '77, Mike Litsack '80

discuss low student response to their questionnaire. Pic- and Mark Lanier '80.

tured are Chairperson Sarah Baldwin '78, Milton Djurac (photo by Oettgen)

Frosh inquiry courses cancelled
Because of a surprisingly

widespread lack of interest, the two

Winter Study Freshman Inquiry

Courses have been cancelled.

One student chose "Facts and
Values" as his first choice for the

January term and only a few elected

"Understanding and Explanation:
The Common Venture." Both courses

were designed as challenging in-

troductions to a liberal arts education

as a result of a proposition last year

by the Freshman Year Committee,

which noted a deficiency in this area.

According to the report by the

committee, the freshman year is

characterized by "variety without

coherence." This year's Winter Study

Guide described the two courses as

ones whose object "was not the

acquisition of skills, but the

development of self-consciousness

about the approaches of various

disciplines . . . contrasting ap-

proaches is a valuable way to see

different perceptions."

Professor Daniel O'Connor, in-

tended lecturer for "Facts and
Values", said that the purpose of

offering the courses was to provide

freshmen with an inter-disciplinary

introduction to higher learning which

focuses on modes of understanding

rather than specific subject matter.

The original plan reviewed by the

committee last year was to offer such

courses in the fall, but professors

were unsure that enrollment would be

high enough to warrant it.

O'Connor said that the future of the

inquiry courses is uncertain. He said

he believed that the popularity of the

courses might not be adequately

gauged by the WSP response, because

the pervading atmosphere of the

January term is not academic.

Consfitution vote tonight

CC. Rep. Harry Kelly '78 and By-Laws Committee Chairman Stu Ginsburg '77

attend a College Council meeting. Kelly and the By-Laws Committee have each

proposed constitutions for the council's consideration.

Free U attracts mobs

. -f^
''*

Jay Pasachoff

Unexpectedly large student interest

in the Free University led to an

unusually high number of over-

subscribed courses at last week's

registration, said University director

Shailah Stewart.

The amount of interest was "in-

credible," she said. "Certain courses

are always filled up," said Stewart,

but more courses were over-

subscribed than expected, causing

many instructors to have waiting

lists. Others, who Stewart described

as "willing to really extend them-

selves," organized extra sections of

their overenroUed courses.

The Free University registration

will not be tabulated until later in

January, said Stewart At that time

the total number of students enrolled

and the number actually attending

classes will be counted and the suc-

cess of the Free University evaluated,

she said.

Most of the teachers are Williams

students, according to Stewart, but

several instructors from North

Adams and Pittsfield are also par-

ticipating. One course, "A Study of

American Furniture," is taught by

Matt Larkin, a high school senior

from Pittsfield. The University at-

tempted to get more freshman in-

structors, but was unable to get very

many, said Stewart, which she at-

tributed to the lack of time and un-

familiarity of many freshman
students.

Student panel set

to hold discussion

on admissions
The Admissions Committee will

sponsor an open forum on admissions

Wednesday night at 7 : 30 p. m. in Jesup
Hall, according to Admissions
Director Philip Smith.

Smith described the forum as an
"opportunity for students to express

their feelings and opinions about the

College." According to Marcus, the

discussion will focus on "how at-

tractive is the College, do students

have an accurate assessment of the

College when they apply, and do their

expectations change when they enter

Williams."

The panel will begin the discussion

by briefly explaining what their

original expectations were and how
they have changed. Marcus said the

panel would consist of Dave Libardi

'77, Sue Tuttle '78, Ray Porfilio '78,

Ron White '78, and Bill Spriggs '77.

by Dave MacGregor
The By-Laws Committee has

completed a formal draft of a new
constitution, which it will present to

the College Council tonight for ap-

proval, according to committee
chairman Stu Ginsberg. If approved,

the constitution would be submitted to

a student referendum, requiring

approval by two-thirds of those voting

for passage.

The proposed draft makes a few

substantial changes, but does not

drastically alter student government
at Williams, said Ginsberg. Some
changes have been made in response

to criticism of the preliminary draft

by council members when it was
presented to the council for discussion

last week.

Major changes in the constitution,

he said, were reapportionment of at-

large representatives, an open council

meeting clause, a provision for the

expulsion of representatives who miss

three consecutive meetings, and a

requirement that all house
representatives serve full year terms
beginning in February.

According to Ginsberg, the

provision dealing with at-large

representatives was inserted in

response to the expressed opposition

of the council to banning at-large

representation. In the new con-

stitution, there will be two sophomorg,

one junior, and one senior at-large

representatives, elected by their own
classes only.

Automatic expulsion of members
missing three consecutive meetings is

necessary to assure "continuity and
effectiveness" of the council, he said.

Members so expelled would be
ineligible to run in the special election

to choose their successor. Intended

primarily as a check on at-large

representatives, who now can only be

expelled by direct vote of the council,

the provision would also apply to

house representatives, he said.

Ginsberg noted that there is no way to

make an exception to this rule in

special circumstances, but main-

tained "there is no loophole we could

create that would not defeat the

purpose of the provision."

The committee considered the

opinions of all students who offered

them, both inside and outside the

College Council meeting, said Gins-

berg. He described the constitution

proposed by CC Representative Harry
Kelly as "another input which we
considered equally with others."

OCC panels held
The Office of Career Counseling

will sponsor a program of career

discovery panels on the creative

arts tomorrow and Thursday,
according to Jeff Wood of the OCC.
Tomorrow's program is the second

of a series of four programs to be

conducted during January.

Each program will take place

over two days, and will consist of

afternoon panel discussions of

specific areas followed by a more
general discussion in the evening.

The next day, panel members will

be available for individual in-

terviews arranged beforehand
through the OCC, said Wood.

CAREER DISCOVERY PANELS
ON THE CREATIVE ARTS-
coordinated by Bill Hutton '79,

sponsored by OCC.
"Arts Management", Makepeace
Room, 3 P.M. with George George
'41—producer. Donna Lindsay
Goodwin '73 - Lincoln Center for

the Performing Arts, & Steve

Harty '73 - New Dramatists as

panelists and Shane Riorden as

moderator.

"Portrait Of An Artist", Weston
Lang. Center, 3 p.m., with Bing

Bingham '73 - songwriter, Andrew
Smith '64 - TV-screen comedy
writer, & Jane Yolen - children's

author as panelists and Clark Art

Institute's Rafael Fernandez as

moderator.

Life In The Arts", Dodd House,

7:30 p.m. with all six above

panelists and Asst. Prof. Lynda
Bundtzen as moderator.
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Viewpoint

B'l should be grounded
Carter and Congress will soon make

a decision on potentially the biggest

boondoggle of the 1970's, the B-1

manned nuclear bomber. The B-1

could be yet another case of pork-

barrel politics victorious over
military sense and human needs—
unless we protest now.

How is the B-1 different from the

current B-52 bomber?
The B-1 flies at supersonic speeds,

and at near-treetop level. It would fire

rockets at Russian targets from 100

miles away, not bomb them direcUy.

All three make defense more difficult.

How much will the B-1 cost?

A few years ago the Air Force said

$40 million per plane, or $9.9 billion for

the fleet of 244. Their latest estimate is

$88 million each or $22 billion total,

although some Air Force sources

admit $100 million each is more likely.

Add in operation and maintenance

costs and development and
procurement of those special 100-mile

rockets, and the total reaches $50 to

$100 billion.

Don't we already have enough atomic

bombs?
We do, but military strategists say

we need the "triad" of land missies,

bombers, and submarines to

guarantee our ability to retaliate after

a Russian surprise first strike. Soviet

missies are becoming accurate
enough to destroy some of ours in

their silos. Our submarines are in-

vulnerjjble, although eventually both

sides will develop technologies to

attack submarines. A bomber may be

necessary to complement the missies

and submarines. That bomber need

not be the B-1, however.

Why is the B-1 militarily un-

necessary?

Our current fleet of B-52 bomtiers

will function well into the 1990's, says

the Air Force. The B-52 cannot attack

as many targets as the low-flying B-1,

but can still inflict unacceptable

damage on the Soviet Union.

Military strategists suggest "cruise

missies"—small pilotless jet planes-
launched from tankers flown to

outside Russia's borders. Defense

Department studies show the crUise

missle system would inflict more
damage than a B-1 fleet and cost

much less—only $17 billion.

Don't we need to show the Russians

our determination?

That argument makes as much
sense as to burn down one's house to

protect it from arsonists.

Even if we do want to "flex our

muscles," a militarily effective cruise

missle program or a stepped-up civil

defense program like the Soviets have
made more sense.

Won't the B-1 create many jobs?

It is a sad day when the best jobs

project available is an unneeded
weapons system!

Bureau ot' Labor Statistics data

show each $1 billion spent on health

care, education, mass transit or

pollution control creates 2 to 4 times

as many jobs as $1 billion spent on

capital-intensive systems. Also, jobs

from public works go to high unem-
ployment groups: construction trades

and unskilled labor instead of

engineers, inner cities instead of

suburtis, minorities instead of middle-

class whites.

In addition, weapons spending does

not add to general economic wealth.

Some economists now suspect defense

spending, which returns no goods to

the economy for ordinary consumers
to purchase, is an important cause of

inflation.

The problem is the poor have little

political muscle, while B-1 con-

tractors like Rockwell International

and General Electric can easily

finance Congressional lobbyists.

What is the status of the B-1 in

Congress?

Congress last summer postponed

the key B-1 program decision, a $1

billion appropriation for the first three

planes, so that a popularly elected

President and new Congress could

decide. The B-1 will be one of the first

items of business after Carter's

inauguration.

What can we do to stop the B-1?

To act now is imperative.

Suggestions: 1) Write your
Congressperson (c-o U.S. House of

Representatives, Washington, D.C.

20515), Senators (U.S. Senate,

Washington, DC. 20510), and Carter

(Transition Staff, Washington, D.C.

20006.) and express your opposition. 2)

Send contributions to Clergy and
Laity Concerned, 235 East 49th Street,

New York, N.Y. 10017. 3) Help gather

signatures here in North Berkshire

with Americans for Democratic
Action. Call Ron Lanoue at 6692 or

Kent Bertsch at 6378.

Ron Lanoue '77 is a member of the

Williams Chapter of Americans for

Democratic Action.

Harry J. Kelly

This month, the council has set itself

about the task of revising our con-

stitution. I say "our" constitution

because, properly viewed, the new
' document will be more than just a

renovation of existing council
procedures. It will incorporate a new
order at Williams, seeking to

recognize our role at Williams more
positively than the present con-

stitution. Hopefully, it will integrate

the students more actively into the

Williams policy-making process.

- It seems to me that the most
pressing issue which our new con-

stitution should attack is the issue of

representation on the student-faculty

committees. In reality, these are the

bodies with the greatest impact upon
policy-making here; their decisions

eventually become Williams policy.

Today, however, students are
systematically excluded from an
effective role in these committee's.

True, we elect "representatives" to

these committees, but there is a great

gulf between an elected official and a

true representative. For example,
twice in the past year, the CEP has
established a policy opposed by the

majority of the student body. I am
referring to the CEP's vote to end
physical education credit for the band
and its recent vote to exclude students

from its meetings. The represen-

tatives we elected apparently were
unable to assess the will of their

constituents. It's not that anyone did

anything purposely malicious; but

rather we are presented, as they used

to say, with a failure to communicate.
The commotion which both instances

caused indicates a break-down in the

lines of communication between
students and their representatives on

these committees.

The problem is two-fold. The reps

we elect are hardly able to sample
student opinion and vote accordingly.

Usually, in fact, they campaign on

their personalities, not their policies.

We elect them, therefore, not to

execute our orders, but to think for

themselves and act thusly. The two
controversies I cited indicate how
calamitous this can be. Without

proper indication of student opinions

these representatives can make
policy grossly out of tune with our

needs and wants. And that, my^
friends, is wrong, because as our

representatives, they ought to

represent us, not themselves. There is

a second problem also, because the

representatives are not legitimate,—

in the political sense. Since they

cannot sample student opinion, they

have no way of knowing which policies

to support, oppose, or initiate. They
are, therefore, uncertain at best

whether their actions represent the

student's desires. Without someone to

legitimize their actions, without

something to indicate to the reps that

they are acting correctly, they are

liable to be overwhelmed by the more

News and Notes
From CareerCounseling

Tues. Jan. II

Women in Business & Government
meeting, Driscoll Lounge, 7 P.M.

Jaycees meeting with students

interested in starting a Williams

College chapter, Weston, 7:30 P.M.

Thurs. Jan. 13
^

Teacher Candidate Workshop-
Procedures for the job hunt. Guest
Speaker—Steve Birrell '64, Brown
MAT Director.

OTHER NEWS:
Summer Teaching Internship
applications for St. Paul's School,

Concord, N.H. are due February 1.

Tapes Available

Last week's Return of the '76'ers

panels on Banking & Financing,

Business & Administration, and
Life After Williams are available

for listening on tape at (X;C. These
tapes were purposely made for

those who weren't able to make it

to the panels.

organized intents of the faculty and
administration. Pressed between the

College's more organized agenda of

priorities and the lack of their own
mandate, the representatives must
succumb too often to policies which
are not representative of us. They
have no one to guid^'them or support

them, and so frequently, they make
mistakes in our eyes and are em-
barrassed. Their credibility and
consequently their efficacy in policy-

making suffers, and so our ability to

influence school policy is dealt a hard
blow.

Let us seize fhis chance

to improve the system

we've got nov/ ....

The need, therefore, is to organize a

mandate—a list of priorities—which is

truly representative and wise and
then to select representatives in a way
which ensures that mandate will be

advocated fully. Enter the College

Council and our new Constitution.

With a little luck and much boldness,

the College Council could, take a

serious role in improving the students'

role on campus. Let's remember,
first, what the College Council is: the

only representative assembly of

students on campus. It is also—and
this is most important—the only body
which can collect student opinion,

organize it into policy and then

execute that policy. Perhaps the light

begins to dawn? I support that—to

solve the problem of the student-

faculty committees, the College
Council could very easily assume the

task of representing us there. It could

supply, with just a few changes, the

sort of agenda of priorities which is

now lacking. If what we lack is a

mandate for the student-faculty

committee representatives which
adequately expresses our needs
wants, we only have to adapf our

current council maehinervto^e task.

The council then couldsafnple student

opinion, organize^^ agenda, and
execute it. WewdiUd have to eliminate

the autonpfrty of the student-faculty

reps^^lKJwever, because the student-

factfUy representatives must beheld
accountable to the policy-maker-the
council— to insure that the agenda is

adequately enacted. The council must
have the authority to ensure that its

programs are carried out by its

members, for only they will have an
interest at stake in executing the

council's wishes. Otherwise, the

autondmous student-faculty reps we
have now could easily ignore what
they dislike, and all our work would be

for nothing. No, the legislative

program must be executed by those

who are representatives of the

council. That way, they are tied to

enacting student opinion, not their

own.

Here's how the system would work,

as I see it: The College Council would
organize a committee of its own
members, which would correspond to

the CEP in jurisdiction. Call this

committee the "Curricular Review
Committee" (CRC, for short). Now,
shortly after the spring elections, the

CRC would hold a series of open

meetings with students, faculty and
administration, carefully assembling

a list of practical priorities for the

coming academic year. It would send

this list, as a report, to the council as a

whole, for their approval. So far, the

process parallels the Finance Com-
mittee's budgeting process (though,

hopefully, less lengthy!). Then, the

council would select members of the

CRC to act as representatives to the

CEP, bringing^ their mandate with

them. They would then have a list of

priorities and programs to present to

the faculty, representing our plans for

the future. The mandate, because of

the depth of the agenda-building

process, would certainly be more
representative of our opinioas than
the current system, and because they

would have a program endorsed by
the council representing the whole
student body, the legitimacy of the

student-faculty reps would increase

enormously. Our ideas, therefore,

would carry the same weight as any
other's, because they speak with the

authority of i901 students, ratified by
the action of the council. The reps

would not stand alone, unsure of who
or what they represent,—our ideas

Would be legilimafely assembled in

writing, held in their hands. If at-

tacked or opposed, they could count

upon the support of all of their council

colleagues, and all of us. Other

committees, for other areas, would
perform simularly.

No system is fool-proof. It is entirely

possible that no one will attend the

council's committee's meetings. The
list of priorities might not actually

I'epresent the student body. We may
have to lobby exhaustively for the

abolition of autonomous student-

faculty representatives. Never-
theless, the system we would produce

would at least have the potential for

greater representation and
legitimacy than our current set-up.

That is considerably more than we
have now—at best, the student-faculty

reps can now perhaps guess our
opinions, but if we adopt this method,
nothing but a complete collapse would
prevent our opinions from reaching

the student-faculty committees more
fully. The opportunity for a small
revolution which is present now will

not occur again for several years,

until another new constitution is at-

tempted. Let us seize this chance to

improve the system we've got now,

and integrate our wills more fully into

the future of Williams College. Speak
to your representatives now. Let t

know you want to be co-parpiefs in

Williams' future. ^-^
Harry Kelly '78 refxm\y submitted

a draft for a nftw CC constitution.

Kelly has sep/^on the council and on

the Finaifce Committee. He was
defeated in a run-off for the position of

vice-president last spring.
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Hampton's style lacks old "swing"
by Steve Roblnion

Lionel Hampton and his Orchestra

opened the ACEC's fifth annual

Williams College Jazz Festival last

Thursday evening in Chapin Hall.

Hampton is the premiere vibUt of the

swing era, and has led both big bands

and smaller ensembles in the years

since then. More than anyone else, he

is responsible for making Vibes ac-

cepted as a jazz instrument.

How surprising, and disappointing,

then, to find this fine jazzman leading

a band that neither swung, nor

rocked, nor funked. The musicians
backing Hampton looked bored and
tired and played that way. Not that

Hampton's playing can be
disparaged. On the contrary his

performance was consistently first-

rate. But in the end, it was hurt by the

shoddy musicianship of his band.

Afro-Americarv film series

focuses on history, culture

Victor E. Hill performKi In an organ
recital Sunday night In ThompMn
Memorial ChapaJ. Ha prefaced the

works of each composer with a few
words about the pieces. Two hundred

people, listened to Buxtehude,
Pachelbel, D. Scarlatti and Couperln.

In the second half HIM played

Partita by Bohm and five plecevfiy J.

S. Bach.

The next Griffin H^lKconcert will

include the harpsichord works of

Pachelbel, Bohin and Foqueray on

February^Sand 6.

(photo by Oettgen)

A series of films with Afro-

American themes will be presented

beginning today, at8 p.m. in Room
111 of the Thompson Biology Building.

The series, open to the public witttoiSt

charge, is sponsored by the ^f^lliams

Program of Afro-Amerjcaii Studies,

an interdepartment^l^rogram.

The series begins Jan. 11 with "Cry,

the Beloved Country," a screen

adaptation of the best-selling novel

abpuf a black country priest in South

Africa. Jan. 13 a two-part

documentary entitled "South Africa

Essay" will be shown.

On Feb. 8 and 10 the series will

feature films starring actor Paul

Robeson: "The Emperor Jones", a

screen adaptation of the Eugene
O'Neill play, and "Proud Valley," a

documentary-like recreation of life in

a Welsh mining village.

On Inarch 8 and 10 the focus shifts to

blacks in urban America with "Raisin
in the Sun," based on the award-
winning play about a family on
Chicago's South Side, and "The
Pawnbroker," a portrait of a man who
escaped a Nazi concentration camp
only to encounter further horrors in

Harlem.

The series concludes on April 12 and
14 with two films dealing with the

image of blacks in American films.

"Nothing But a Man" portrays the

problems of a young black man in

present day Alabama who trys to live

in peace and dignity. "The Defiant

Ones," a multiple-award-winning
drama, centers on two convicts, one

black and one white, who escape from
a prison while chained together.

Several illustrations of this are

possible, but the organist is an out-

standing example. The belches

emerging from the organ always

came at the worst times. The
organist, along with the drummer,
was responsible for the lack of rhyth-

mic drive.

The music selected for the program
was also er disappointment, par-

ticularly because it contained so little

of the style of music that made
Hampton popular. There was little

music of the swing, era in the

program, and only once, during a

ballad in the first set, did Hampton
show the form that made him famous.

Most of the tunes played were

popular songs which can be heard at

many weddings and bar mitzvah

parties. A jazz player of Hampton's

class could have played these familiar

melodies in a jazz setting. He didn't.

Instead, he played the music of a bar-

The pocket tob ond the word"Levi's®"are registered trodemarlcs of Levi Strouss & Co., Son Froncisco, Colifornta.

LEVI'S'
helps smooth the rocky road

to learning with a jacket

and jeans of Cone denim,

practical and comfortable,

this all-cotton, pre-washed
denim is easy on the body
as well as the mind.

Jeans in 28^38; jacket

in 34-50. Look for

Levi's at your favorite

campus store.

demm

Cone makes fabrics people live in;
I CONE mills! 1440 BROAOWAY; NEW YORK. NY 10018

mitzvah band the way a bai^mitxvah

band would have played it He
blatantly pandered to the audience.

Who needs another band—let alone

Hampton's—playing The HuitleT

In spite of all of this, Hampton is a

master showman. His toothy smiles

and on-stage antics won the audience

quickly. He entertaijaed, bjat he dl<to'J

play jazz.
- ^^ - -

• • •

The ACEC met its attendance goal

of 7S0 for the Lionel Hamptoo concert,

according to co-chairmen JLn Bowe
and John Dombrowaky. /Uthough

final figures are not avaiLtble, in

"very round numbers" receipts

totalled $2000. This covers the cist of

the band, and limits losset to

production costs, about fTOO.

ACEC members report they arc

pleased with the turnout and expect a

"substantial" crowd at the Charlie

Mingus concert Thursday.

Fourth 'Music' on Friday
MUSIC IN THE ROUND, the

chamber music concert series

sponsored by the Williams College

Department of Music and directed by
Julius Hegyi, will give the fourth

concert of its current season Friday at

8:30 p.m. in Thompson Memorial
Chapel.

The Williams Trio, Hegyi, violin;

Douglas Moore, cello; and Stephen

Dankner, piano, will play Villa-Lobos'

Trio No. 2. Toward the end of the

1920's, the Brazilian Villa-Lobos

composed several trios which are

inexplicably still unrecorded and

nearly completely unknown in this

country. This trio, a kind of fantasy

for three separate instruments, is the

second of the series to be played by

The Williams Trio in the Music in the

Round concerts.

Hindemith's Quintet for six in-

struments—string quartet and two

clarinets played by one player—will
mark the second appearance this

season of Susan Hohenberg, whom
concertgoers will remember from her

performance in Messiaen's Quartet

for the End of Time in November.
Hohenberg will play both the clarinet

in B flat and in E flat, while Hegyi,

Moore, Janet Rowe, violin, and Susan

St. Amour, viola, make up the string

quartet. The Hindemith work has five

movements, with the fifth movement
an exact note-for-note mirror image
of the first, a sort of canon known as

cancrizans

.

FRESHMAN HAPPY HOUR

at

THE LOG
Thursday, Jan. 13 4-5:45

Reduced prices on beer & wine for all members of the Class of '80.

All others welcome at regular prices

Afternoon Special - HOT WINE

THE LOG will be open 7 nights a week during

WINTER STUDY.

WMtUley* 4:30-10:00
tawJim 1:00-0:00

Featuring Piano En«snatnment Saturdays, 8 •

Rouw 7. WIWMMSBwn, NUa.
41MaM1»

11

Sptcializing in steaks, chicken & seafood

Largest Salad Bar in Berkshire County

SOUR HOUR IS BACK
beginning January 13

5-7 Thursdays, Fridays & Sundays

I ISO featuring a guitar player from 5-8

-J 1 I*
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Trackmen place first in opener

Gerry Kelly led the Ephs witti 21 points in their 8S-S8 bombing of Bates.

Whenever Kelly happened to miss, the Purple forwards had control of the

boards

.

( photo by Oettgen

)

Hoopsters stop Bates
by Andy O'Donnell

It was, as Rex Harrison would say,

simply unbelievable.

Combining an outstanding effort by

guards Andy Straka and Gerry Kelly

with the finest first half x>i basketball

that this reporter has seen a Williams

"

team play in four years. Coach Curt

Tong's young and upstart varsity

basketball squad sliced, diced,

chopped, and cropped a good Bates

five to the tune of 85-58 Saturday night

before an appreciative Lasell crowd.

This was your basic, unadulterated,

takin' it to the streets rout, and it was
all the more fun because it was so

unexpected.

The Bobcats entered the game with

a deceiving 2-3 record, having lost the

previous night to a strong Central

Connecticut club 97-84. Williamstown

was the last stop on a suicidal road-

swing that stationed them everywhere

but Lewiston during their first six

games. But on paper they matched up
well with the Ephs and had basically

the same personnel back that had

beaten VVilliams 88-87 last year, in-

cluding smooth shooting guard Jim
Marois and center Tom Goodwin, who
had 29 points in that contest.

Williams never gave them a chance

to get involved in the game this time

around, however, continually stifling

any offensive threat with a variety of

aggressive defenses, some strong

defensive board work, and the

superlative performances of Kelly

and Straka.

Kelly looked like the perpetual

motion machine of last year, igniting

the team with his hustling, Kami Kaze
brand of defense- and penetrating the

Bobcat zone on offense en route to a

game high 21 points. Indicative of his

effectiveness was the fact that he

went to the line five times against

Bates as opposed to just once in the

first three games.
Straka, who was forced to miss

most of his Lasell debut against Drew
after a first half collision, gave all

those who cashed in their rainchecks

an impressive shooting display,

connecting on dll seven of his first half

Gerry Kelly picked

Athlete of Week
Sophomore Gerry Kelly, pumping in

a game high 21 points to pace the Eph-
men to an 85:;58 victory over the Bates

Bobcats, leads the list of outstanding

performances this week to become the

first 1977 Athlete of the Week. Kelly's

hustle, offensively and defensively,

was reminiscent of his performances

last year which earned him similar

honors from the Record. Kelly's real

test will come Wednesday night when
the E^phs face, a tough Springfield

team.

Honorable Mentiori—Captain of the

2-0 varsity track team. Ken Leinback

picked up wins in the mile and the

1000-yard runs with fine early season

times of 4:24.5 and 2:20.0 respectively.

Also receiving honors this week is

freshman hoopster Andy Straka, who
gave the Eph fans quite a show,

turning in 20 points for the team.

Straka's showing in his first sub-

stantial playing time this season in-

dicates he will be someone to watch in

the weeks ahead.

shots and finishing with 20 points for

the evening, 16 above his average.

The team aspect of the victory is

revealed in the fact that seven players

scored for Williams during the six

minute stretch when the Ephs broke

the game open, outscoring the Bob».

cats 17-2 to create a 21 point bulge, 33-

12. A 10-2 outburst at the end of the

half, with Straka and Tom Balderston

each netting four points, upped the

margin to 51-23 as the teams headed

for the lockerroom.

Things became even worse for

Bates in the anticlimactic second half.

The Williams bench upped the lead to

37 at one point (81-44) and it wasn't

until just 3:50 remained in the game
that Bates finally matched the Eph
first half output of 51 points. Un-

fortunately, Williams had 83 at the

time.

Assisting Kelly and Straka in the

scoring column were Balderston with

nine and Mike Tanner and Brad Wolk
with 10 apiece. Marois had 10 and
Goodwin 9 for Bates. The Bobcats shot

a miserable 30 per cent for the game
while the Williams starting five hit for

almost 57 per cent.

by Frank Carr
Picking up its first two indoor track

wins of the season, the purple athletes

garnered six individual first places,

plus a victory in the mile relay

Saturday. Coach Dick Farley put

together somewhat of a "skeleton

crew" which produced a 67 point tally

for Williams, with Westfield State well

behind at 47 and Hamilton bringing up
the rear with 23.

JuniorLarry Tannerput the EDphs in

the lead from the start by demolishing

the competition with a 52' 1" heave in

the 35 lb. weight throw. Tanner also

took second in the shot put which was
won by freshman Jim Desimone at 42'

4". In his first outing, Desimone
eai^ed an additional two points for his

third place effort in the 35 lb. weight

throw.

Greg McAleenan was the only other

field event winner, springing an even

21 feet in the long jump and then

hitting 6 feet for third place in the

high jump. Greg Collins picked up
fourths in the long jump and in the 60-

yard dash, while Jim Holmes and
Mark Eckert finished two-three in the

pole vault. Freshman Jim Rouse
leaped to second place in the triple

jump and- fourth place in the high

jump.

Captain Ken Leinbach blasted out to

an early lead in the one mile run and
held on for the victory with a 4:24.5

clocking. Frank Carr trailed runners

from Westfield and Hamilton and
managed a fourth place finish at

4:35.9. Leinbach returned about an
hour later and used the same tactics

for an excellent 2:20.0 first place time

in the 1000-yard dash.

Junior Ron White floated over the

60-yard hurdles for the victory in 7.9

seconds, followed by Vernon Davis in

third (8.3) and Jim Rouse in fourth

(8.3). Terry O'Reilly battled with two

opponents for the entire length of the

600 yard dash but could only manage
third place at 1:17.6. Sophomore Lee

Jackson was right behind in fourth at

1:20.4.

Joe Kolb's powerful stride paced
the field in the two mile run and led

the competitors through a 4:40
opening mil^. Fatigue slowly crept up
on the swift junior, allowing West-

field's Jim McGilloWay to melt down
Kolb's early lead. Kolb was finally

passed with about two laps to go and
crossed the line in second place with a
time of 9:36.4. Freshman Mike
Behrman donated two additional

points, in running 9:57 for third place.

The Ephmen capped off the meet
with an easy victory in the mile-relay.

McAleenan, Paul Untch, and O'Reilly,

gave Ron White a slight lead which he

Scoreboard
Men's Varsity Basketball (2 2)

Williams 85

Bates 58

Men's Varsity Hockey (4 3)

Williams - 7

Hamilton 8

Men's Freshman Squasli
Williams 2

Taft - 5

Women's Varsity Squasli (10)
Williams 6

Middlebury I

Men's Swimming (2 1)

Williams 67

Hamilton 46

Men's Indoor Track (20)
Williams 67

Westfield 47

Hamilton 23

Men's Wrestling (0 2)

Williams - 3

Coast Guard 48

Eph swimmers dunk Hamilton
Todd Piper and Duff

cracked open a close one with a one-

two sweep of the 200-yard butterfly as

the varsity swim team knocked off

Hamilton, its first post-Christmas

opponent, 67-46, at Clinton Saturday.

Nearly four seconds worth of open

water separated Pipff and Hamilton

ace Brian Hogan when Anderson

swept from way back in fourth place

to also beat out the Continental three

event All-American on the final

length.

Phil Wild's full second victory in the

Athlete of the Week Gerry Kelly

(photo by Oettgen)

by Dennis O'Shea

Anderson 100 freestyle and Dave Amlicke's

semi-casii^l 200 backstroke win

followed the fly and set up Stuart

Deans' tremendous swim from behind

second place in the 500 free, clocked at

a very swift 5:07.8.

After the 500, Chris Clark and Paul

vom Eigen settled things for good with

a meet clinching one-two in the 200

Jsreaststroke that left the nearest

opposition better than five seconds in

their wake. Jeff Erickson's second

place in optional diving and a pool

record triumph in the final relay

rounded out the Ei^s' own version of

Continental breakfast.

The Connies had the Ephmen
worried in the early going,

threatening to take the opening relay

off the strength of Jimmy Yow's
impressive backstroke leg. Phil Wild

turned that threat aside quite nicely,

though, with a 48.7 anchor split, his

first of three sub-50 second 100 yard
swims on the day.

Freshmen Piper and Tom Beckett

kept the splashers narrowly ahead
through the first half of the meet with

a pair of wins that neutralized

Strehlow's classy 10:33.5 win in the

1000 and Vickery's 1:50.0 touch-out of

Amiicke in the 200 free.

Beckett stopped the watches at 22.7

in the 50 free—while Pioer outlnsted

Hogan in the 200 individual medley
just two events before they dueled

agaih in the butterfly.

turned in to a comfortable margin of

victory.

Next Saturday, Williams hosts
M.I.T. who may prove to be the

toughest team the Ephs will face all

season. M.I.T. will bring to the purple
valley a full compliment of field event
athletes, sprinters and Cross-Country

All-American Frank Richardson who
has already run a 9: 13 two-mile this

season. The field event action starts at
"*1 :0a p.m. in Townc Fieldhbuse,
followed by the running events at

about 2:00.

Eph sprinters Ron White and Vernon Davis finished one-two in the 60-yard
hurdles with Jim Rouse fourth in last weekend's triangular meet with Hamilton
and Westfield. (photo by Read)

Skaters in overtime loss
Coach Bill McCormick's varsity

hockey squad fought from five goals

back in the third period only to drop a

heartbreaking 8-7 overtime decision

to homestanding Hamilton Saturday
night. The loss dropped the Purple to

4-3 on the season and 1-3 in ECAC
Division II play.

The pucksters made the three-hour

trek to Hamilton and wasted little

time in spotting the hosts a quick

three-goal first period lead. The
smooth-skating Continentals tallied

the first goal of the second period

against Williams netminder Chuck
Cremens (44 saves) to take a 4-0 lead

before the Ephs caught fire.

Junior defenseman Jim Norton
broke the ice at 6:16 of the second

period, pumping in the first purple

goal of the night on assists from Rick

Zeller and Wade Smith. Two Hamilton
goals followed the Norton tally and
gave them a 6-1 lead.

At 11 : 53 of the period, senior captain

Patch Mason netted a two-men-up
power play goal from Zeller and Chris

Holly Boyer, playing number 4,

defeated her Middlebury opponent 3-0

on Saturday as the racketwomen
topped the Panthers 6-1.

(photo by Gledhlll)

Women's squash
posts strong win
The women's varsity squash team

opened their season with an exciting 6-

1 victory over Middlebury Saturday in

Lasell gymnasium.
Playing in the number one spot,

junior Jane Garvey shut-out her

opponent 3-0. Number two player

Janet Costikyan won her match 3-1,

while teammates Marcia Johnston

and Holly Boyer each defeated their

Middlebury foes 3-0.

Playing in her first varsity match
freshman Becky Chase won her set 3-1

while number six player Lee
Costikyan gave the Ephwomen their

sixth victory with a 3-0 shut-out. Leslie

Conant, ranked seventh on the squad,

was the only team member to be

defeated. •

Egizi. Just two minutes later, Egizi

notched his sixth goal of the current

campaign, also on a power play from
linemates Zeller and Chick Johnson to

send the Ephs into the dressing room
down 6-3.

Just one minute into the final

period, Zeller scored from Egizi and

Johnson to narrow the deficit to 6-4,

but the Continentals retaliated 40

seconds later.

Bob Caruso brought Williams back

within two from Peter Gonye and
Chris Vogelsang and Egizi's second

score of the contest narrowed the

margin to 7-6 before Bob Duffy sent

the game into overtime with under

five minutes remaining.

A Hamilton goal at 2:05 of the extra

session decided the issue and gave the

hosts their first win over Williams in

the last three, all overtimes. Williams

will remain on the road Wednesday,

facing another Division II foe, Nor-

wich at 7:00.

Grapplers fall to

tough Coast Guard
The Williams wrestling squad,

attempting to post their first victory

this season, were defeated by a tough

Coast Guard team 48-3 Saturday, in

New London.

Although the match opened on a

good note as lightweight Joe Caresse

won 10-4 decision, the rest of the af-

ternoon was all downhill for the Ephs
as they forfeited three and lost six of

the remaining weight classes.

Following the Caresse win, the Ephs
had to forfeit the next two matches as

team stand-out Hal Zendle (126) is out

for a week with a knee injury and

Coach Joe Dailey had no one to

wrestle at 134.

Holding out until the last minute,

middleweight Mark Walsh (142) was

defeated 6-5. The team then forfeited

the 150 weight class while John

Fasano (158) was pinned in 3:43.

Facing difficult opponents, the

heavyweight classes did not fare as

well, as team co-captain Scott Conant

(167) lost 13-5. Freshman Keith

PassarettI ( 177), meeting up with one

of the best wrestlers in New England

was pinned in 2:40. Co-captain Jeff

May, winning throughout his 187

match was pinned in the last minute

as was heavyweight Colin Hart.

Commenting on the loss, co-captain

Conant noted that the three team

forfeits hurt the moral of the squad:

"We knew we were going to lose. It's

really hard to get psyched for your

personal match when you know that

the meet is down the drain."

The team should do better next

week against RPI-WPI as both Zendle

and Hugo St. John at ISO should be off

the injured list.
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Council adopts proposal
to revise representation

by Ray DeMeo
The College Council voted Tuesday

night to accept a proposal to reap-

portion the council representation

system, and rejected a bid to make
the offices of secretary and treasurer

elective.

The proposals were part of a revised

draft of a new constitution introduced

by By-laws Committee Chairman Stu

Ginsberg and discussed by the

council. The council voted to accept

with revisions, the first three articles

of the draft.

The council voted to change the

present system of at-large

representation, in which four fresh-

men and six at-large representatives

, serve on the council, to a system in

which four freshman representatives,

and two at-large representatives each
from the sophomore, junior and senior

classes are elected by their respective

classes. As in the past, each

residential house will have a

representative on the council.

The council rejected a proposal in

the draft that called for the secretary

and treasurer, in addition to the

president and vice-president, to be

elected directly by the student body.

Council Vice-President Randy Sturges

moved that the secretary and
treasurer be elected by the council as

in the past, claiming that their duties

were so complex that direct election

might fail to secure a qualified can-

didate.

In other discussion of the proposed

constitution, the council voted
overwhelmingly to strike a provision

calling for house representatives to be

elected to one-year terms beginning in

the second semester. Many council

members felt that the houses should

determine the terms of their

representatives.

Also rejected from the proposed

draft was a provision that called for

all houses to submit its procedures on

alternate representatives to the

council secretary at the beginning of

each council term. One council

member called the clause "excess

baggage," and another described

alternate procedures as "the
responsibility of the representatives,

not the secretary."

The proposed constitution contains

an impeachment clause which allows

for the removal of any council officer

for non-fulfillment of duties. Removal
is contingent upon a two-thirds vote of

the council.

The most heated discussion of the

evening concerned the reap-

portionment clause of the draft.

Ginsberg defended the draft's method
of class representation, claiming that

the proposed system creates "defined

and delineated constituencies."

Defenders of the present method of

representation claimed that class

consciousness at Williams is not

strong enough to warrant class

representation. The original draft

called for one representative each
from the junior and senior classes

respectively. The committee
amended this to two representatives

each after last week's council
discussion of the initial draft.

The Housing Committee proposed
that the council investigate the

Business Office's method of dividing

house social dues. At present, $10 of

the $15 fee goes to the house itself, and
the remajning $5 goes to the Business
Office. Council President Steve Piltch

suggested that the council call in

Associate Dean Cris Roosenraad to

explain the distribution procedures.

The College Council amended the rewritten CohstitutioiTwhich the By-Laws
Committee submitted for consideration at Tuesday night's meeting.

(photo by Read)

Tests halt plans for Nit. Hope Farm
A poor showing by the Mount Hope

Farm soil in a series of percolation

tests indicates a very marginal
chance for success of the Kellogg Plan
for the sale of the property, according

to College Treasurer Francis H.

Dewey '41.

The Kellogg Plan calls for 50 in-

vestors to pay $20,000 each for four

acres of land. The remaining 800 acres

would be set asi^e as a land trust,

which would be used to maintain the

property. The land would also be tax

deductible.

James C. Kellogg III '37 donated

money to have the Mount Hope Farm
soil tested for its ability to handle

sewage. For example, a pit is dug and

filled with water: the faster the water

soaks into the soil, the better the

sewage capability. Unfortunately,

only two of the 43 tests were positive,

suggesting that the proposed con-

struction of 50 houses on the site may
be infeasible.

Alternative plans have been ex-

plored. The state water pollution

officials have acknowledged the

possibility of a sewage treatment

system similar to that used by the Mt.

18 to study at Mystic Seaport
by Nancy Richman

Next fall, 18 students will par-

ticipate in the first session of the one-

term Williams College—Mystic

Seaport program in American
Maritime Studies. Histpry Professor

Benjamin Labaree, who will serve as

program director at Mystic, ex-

plained that he "wanted to make it

possible for Williams students and
others to be able to study maritime
history in a milieu in which the sub-

ject is best suited." The seaport

museum, he said, provided an ideal

setting in which to learn about man
and the sea.

The participants will live on the

outskirts of the historic village but

will have access to many of its

facilities. The curriculum includes

such courses as American maritime
history, literature, and art. Marine
biology and physical oceanography
will be the science offerings and an
interdisciplinary seminar is planned,

entitled "Uses of the Sea." Present

and former faculty members from the

18 schools participating in the

Williams College sponsored program
will teach the courses.

In" addition to the required four

courses. Students will be required to

develop at least one maritime skill

during their stay. Labaree explained

that such activities might range from
boat building or boat restoration to

celestial navigation or scuba diving.

He said that he hoped students might

be able to work in conjunction with

members of the seaport's staff.

Professor Labaree has been in-

volved with summer programs at the

Seaport for the last 6 years and has

offered successful .winter study

programs at Mystic in the past. He
feels confident that the new semester

long program will be able to generate

sufficient interest. Over 20 Williams

students attended an organizational

meeting held on Tuesday.

Participation in the maritime
studies curriculum is limited to

students at institutions in the 12

college exchange group and also at six

other colleges: Tufts, Colby, Bates,

Hamilton-Kirkland, Union and
Middlebury. Associate Dean Nancy
Mclntire explained that six places

have been guaranteed for Williams

students each term.

Greylock High School. The cost of

such a system, presently seems
prohibitive.

Many modifications to the Kellogg

Plan involve the loss of the Elm Tree
House, a 72-room Georgian mansion.

Mount Hope Farm, which is located

in South Williamstown, was pur-

chased in 1963 to supplement the

College's educational facilities. In the

past decade it has been used solely for

infrequent conferences and college

functions. Considerable reflection by

the Board of Trustees, and a $100,000

annual deficit led to a search for a new
proposal.

In 1974, a Mount Hope Study

Committee formed to discuss the

options. It eventually recommended,
as stated in the Fall '76 Alumni
Review, "a minimum sale of property

and maximum retention of land."

CEP v^fill debate

double majors role
by Chip Buckner ' '

In the coming weeks the Committee
on Educational Policy will continue to

disouss the role of double majoring at

Williams. At the December faculty

meeting the faculty rejected CEP
proposals to allow courses to count for

more than one major and to permit
theses to fulfill the requirements for

honors in two departments.

The first CEP proposition would
permit double majors to count one
course for more than one department.

For example, a student majoring in

Religion and History of Ideas needs

nine courses from the former and ten

from the latter departments. As it now
stands History of Ideas 102 - Religion

202 counts as one course for either

department, but not for both. After

completing Uiis course, a student

must complete 18 additional courses.

The CEP plan would count this as one
course for each department, reducing

the total requirement to 17 additional

courses in these departments.
Committee members defended the

proposal saying that the number of

courses taken is less important than

the amount of information learned.

Double counting is the "intelligent

and efficient" way to handle course

counting for double majors, said CEP
member Gordon Winston. Since
double majors exist, the sensible

policy is the logical and simple one,

Winston added.

Committee member Larry Mitchell
'78 commented that the double
counting proposal made it easier to

integrate courses into a double major.

Mitchell noted that the proposal would
also reduce the total number of

courses needed from the two
departments, making it easier to

double major.

see MAJORS page 4

Increase in price forces

coffee off luncheon menu
by Tim Wang

The wholesale price of coffee rose

from $1.82 to $2.49 a pound since the

beginning of the year, according to

Ross Keller, Director of Food Ser-

vices. Keller said this "big and

shocking increase" was one of "a

number of factors" that led to his

decision to remove coffee from the

luncheon menu.
Calling coffee "a very expensive

drink", Keller remarked that his

action was in part a protest, "in order

to add our little voice to all the other

people who said no to paying high

prices for coffee.
'

' Although Keller did

not know exactly how much money
the school would save, the move was
also made to cut back on costs.

Keller stated that there was no

that so far, there had been no negative

feedback. He noted that "students

drink coffee mostly in the morning
and in the evening", so his decision

was "not really a big deal". Keller

also noted that coffee is still served in

the snack bar.

In explaining his decision, Keller

emphasized the law of supply and.

demand. "When a house is priced too

high," he observed, "you don't buy

it." He compared the coffee situation

to last year's price problems in-

volving sugar, and said he hoped the

same cumulative effect of cutting

back on consumption would happen
with coffee.

Keller noted that the practice of not

supplying coffee at lunch would

continue indefinitely. "Let's see what
the market does", he concluded.

: ^
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Tomorrow night's basketball en-

counter between Union and Williams
is not your typical shake hands and
see you after the game for a beer kind
of affair. No sirree, gentlemen.
Amherst may be our rival, but any
game Avith Union is a feod. And over
the years basketball contests between
the two schools have been nothing

short of wars. If ever a relationship

personified the meaning of pus, this is

it.

By now most sports fans know about
Union's efforts to rejuvenate its sports

program by hiring two bona fide,

heavyweight coaches—Tom Cahill in

football and Ned Harkness in

hockey—and by building two beautiful

athletic facilities. The changes seem
to be paying off, too: the football team
is on the upswing while the hockey
team has risen from the cellar to the

They Write By Night

A Guide to BilJsville Bars

PART ONE

This week, THEY WRITE BY
NIGHT offers a guided tour of

Williamstown's varied and sur-

prisingly sophisticated "watering-
holes." Each establishment will be

given ratings on various qualities; the

code to the symbols is given below.

This column was made possible by a

generous grant from the Newman
Association, with the reminder, "If

Saturday night's a hoopla . . .

Sunday's for 'mea culpa'!"

We started our night at the bar of

the CAPTAIN'S TABLE (nee Cap-

tain's Cabin). We tried their Campari

& Water and their Rum & Tonic, and

both were satisfactory; plenty of the

obligatory lime. A brief sampling of

their whiskey drinks showed that

everything was fine in that depart-

ment, and then we both attempted the

house special, a "Davy Jones'

Locker." My companion said that her

drink was "greasy" and it made her

slightly pale and nauseous. Oddly,

mine tasted nothing like hers, and its

strange taste puzzled me until a quick

trip to the men's room confirmed that

the drink was primarily a Lysol blend.

We decided to go on to the next stop.

RATING:

thanks to the wonderful Newman
Association! ) and my companion and
I were ready to continue our in-

terrupted night. RATING:

At the PURPLE PUB we were
pleased with the large, tasty, chock-

fuU-of-ice Bloody Marys. They have
the strange custom of serving frosted

pitchers of beer to be drunk in warm,
disposable cups—we suspected some
sort of management problem. Within

minutes my companion claimed that

"everyone is looking at us," and
almost immediately 1 heard someone
refer to her as "the ugliest thing on

hoofs." He was surprised to feel my
fist in his stomach, and everyone in

the bar was delighted to have some
entertainment of the fashionably

violent sort. Everyone except my
companion; for when the proprieter

flipped on the glaring overhead lights,

they went unnoticed by me. I was
severely beaten and bruised, lying

face down on the juke box. A little first

aid, a contribution to help with the

damaged video-pong game (more

We ended up our enjoyable night at

the WILLIAMS TREADWAY INN.
The bar at "the Inn" is a pleasant, if

tacky setting to have a late night

cordial, mixed drink, or even a

midnight swim! My companion said

that she was "bored as hell" and that

the live music was "crap" and

suggested—demanded— that we
return to her dormitory to drink some
"Jim Beam." I explained that it was
best to milk the Newman Association

for all we could, and picking up the

idea quickly, she spent the rest of the

night ordering rounds for everyone in

the bar, suggesting—demanding—
that many of the male patrons join her

in a rented room upstairs. She ended

up on the floor of the Ladies' room,

vomiting. I wonder how she got home.

TONY SPAETH
illustrations by JODY HARRISON

A short, pleasant drive brought us to

theAMERICAN LEGION. If old time

corner-bar atmosphere is what you

crave, this is the place for you. My
companion said that her glass was
"filthy" and admittedly my Gin &
Tonic was strangely thick, almost

mucous, but the American Legion

really comes through on that old time

ambience. Their liqueur selection is

non-existent, and difficult drink or-

ders are often met with a "you-must-

be-kidding" expression, if you get any

reaction at all. But that's exactly what

the place is all about! The stone-face

bartender (who was shyer with us

than with his friends; he occasionally

reduced them to stitches, and they

constantly looked towards us as if to

include us in their jokes!) was eager

for us to try what he called "The
Belford-Stratview Special" (the drink

that made the "Legion" famous) but

we didn't have the time. Ah, these

salty jNew Englanders! RATING:

Key to kAxiNg symbols
Cm SYM8CA.S- HiqH : I sTmBOU- LOW/ RATiNq')
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top of the Division 2 rankings in just

two seasons.

Hidden underneath all this change,

however, has been the unflagging

excellence of the Uilion basketball

program. In three years under head

coach Bill Scanlon the Dutchmen have

compiled an outstanding 57-14 ledger

and have reached the New York
ECAC playoffs the past two seasons

despite a starting hne-up averaging

under 6' 2". Make no bones about it-

basketball is THE sport in

Schenectady and Union fans support

their team with a religious fervor

bordering on fanaticism.

During the past five years,

moreover, the Williams game has

become a religious crusade for the

Dutchrnen. Forget about Hamilton or

RPI or their other New York op-

ponents; a victory over Williams in

basketball wipes out the memories of

those football and soccer drubbings

and restores their battered egos by

securing them the Peter Hillman

Memorial bragging rights in the bars

of Saratoga Springs. Witness the past

four years' contests:

January, 1973: The game is in

Williamstown. By 7:30 Lasell is

packed. Only a third of the fans are

from Williams, though. Union arrived

early and en masse. Ephs fans,

notorious for their lateness, are shut

out of their own gym. Union wins a

squeaker, 63-61, with much of the

credit going to the "home" crowd and

its cowbell.

January, 1974: Union has been

playing in its brand new gym for over

a month but has yet to dedicate the

place. The reason? Williams doesn't

come to town until late January. The
|ame is a sellout. Peter Hillman
describes being in the stands as

almost like being at a South Boston
parents' meeting. With the omni-
present cowbell clanging in approval.

Union pulls away for a 63-52 victory.

January, 1975: Union men a^e a
year older and a year wiser to Lasell.

Once.again they pack the. Gym by
30. Williams fans are a little wiser,

and get there earlier. But Union
' men prove cagier, spreading them-
selves out in small bunches to every

section of the gym to disrupt the Eph
vocal attack. Harry Sheehy stands at

halfcourt during the player in-

troductions trying to get the crowd
fired up. The crowd responds, the

cowbell is drowned out, and Sheehy
leads the Ephs to a thrilling 81-77

triumph.

January, 1976: A 6' 4" freshman
from Florida comes off the bench late

in the^fifst half to break open a close

contest. Union coasts to an easy 76-57

win. The cowbell doesn't shut up.

When you come right down to it, The
Williams-Union game is more than

just an athletic contest— it's a battle

for superiority between those who
have and those who don't. Deep down
all Union men wanted to attend

Williams but couldn't get in so they've

spent the remainder of their college

careers spilling beer in the bars of

Saratoga Springs and pusing on

Williams with an AmhersJ,-like lack of

tact and wit.

And you can bet your new pair of

Converse that they'll all be her£_very _

early tomorrow' evening with an
entire semester's store of pus ready to

''

burst. The challenge for Tim Hester,

Mike Tanner, et al. is clear: blow the

Dutchmen out of Lasell. The
challenge for Eph fans is even more
obvious: fill the place by 7:00, then

lock the doors and send that damn
cowbell to Mt. Hope to rust.

Letters iPoetry, 'inquiry'!

Course comment
To the editor:

Your Jan. 11 article "Frosh Inquiry

courses cancelled" stated that "One
student chose 'Facts and Values' as

his first choice. I hasten to inform you

that I (as well as 30 per cent of the

student body) am NOT a his!

Kathleen Kelliher '80

Poetry reading

To the editor:

Unfortunately, due to the relatively

minute size W Williams as an in-

. stitution, the area of creative writing

remains a comparatively obscure

segment of the college community.

The territory of verse covers an even

more exiguous domain. Despite this, a

wealth of poetic dexterity exists on

this campus. In order to facilitate an

expanded awareness of this literary

talent, Back Talk magazine, a student

publication; is sponsoring a poetry

reading on Sunday evening, January

16, at eight p.m. in the Rathskellar

Lounge. "

Your attendance at the evening's

performance is enthusiastically

requested: Representing a broad
spectrum of both styles and methods

of presentation the eight student

poets; Judy Harley, G. Bernard

Hutchinson, Jeff Nicholas, Bill

Spriggs, Gwen Sullivan, Ronald
White, Steven White and David Wood
Jr. will embark upon an hour's en-

tertainment, featuring their original

poetic works with the background

music of Jake Raskob on guitar. This

is a fortuitous opportunity to ex-

perience a form of metaphysical

entertainment rarely offered on this

campus. Won't you join us, Sunday, in

Rathskellar, on the evening of the 16.

Refreshments will be served after the

performance.

—the editors of Back Talk

News ond Notes
from Career Counseling

OCC Events for the week of 1-17-77

Tuesday January 18

Resume Workshop for Seniors in

Mears House at 4:30 p.m.

Wednesday January 19

CAREER DISCOVERY PANELS
ON BUSINESS Coordinated by
Lynn McConnell '77

"Women & Corporate Life" Panel,

104 Bronfman, 3:00 p.m. with Gale
Meyers—IBM, Glenda Reed-
Aetna, Guy Verney '54—Conn.
Gen. Ins. Co., and Au'Srone
Misiunas as moderator.'

"Enlrcpreneurshlp" Panel, 105

Bronfman, 3:00 p.m. with Bronson
Fargo '51—oil entrepreneur, Dan
Fanning '59— CFI Construction
Co., and Ray Bradburd as

moderator.

"Business Careers" Panel, Dodd
House Living Room, 7:30 p.m. with

all the above panelists and
moderated by Bill Alden as

moderator.

Thursday January 20

Business panelists available for

individual appointments in mor-

ning. Make arrangements with

OCC, Mears House.

OTHER NOTES
(X;C is still looking for students

with transportation to the Summer
Civil Service Exam (tomorrow or

the February test) who can give

rides to Bennington or Pittsfield to

others with no transportation. To
date we have 3 students who need

rides to Bennington. If you can

help, contact Jeff Wood or Katie

Case at OCC.
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Concert review

Stevens displays talent
during 'musical blizzard'

by^alerie A. Sarantos
When Claudia Stevens sal down at

the piano last Monday evening in

Thompson Memorial thapel for the
first of the Young Artists Series, little

did an already snow-covered audience
realize that it was about to witness a
truly magnificent musical blizzard.

IStevens' diverse prograni of Works b>
Schoenberg, M^;^rt, and Brahms
revealed an impressive technical

virtuosity encompassing an in-

terpretive scale ranging from
authoritative violence and passion, to

lyrical sweetness and dignity.

Schoenberg's highly atonal Five
Piano Pieces, Op. 23, was excitingly

' percussive. Never becoming muddled
or overly harsh, the sprinkling notes

were clear, well articulated, and
always separately maintained.

Throughout the pieces Stevens
gestured and mumbled as though
engaged in a conversation with the

instrument. Sometimes, however, this

practice detracted from the pure
sound of the piano, particularly

during more complicated passages.

Mozart's difficult Sonata in F
Major. K. 533-494, particularly the
first and third movements, was
generally beautifully performed, with
piercingly clear trills and runs.

However, the middle Andante
movement lacked the usual emotional
quality assigned to it. Here, emotion

was sacrificed for technique.

Following an intermission, Stevens

concluded with the massiye Brahms
Sonata in F Minor, Op. 5, where she
displayed the far reaches of her

technique. Despite the brilliant runs,

powerful chordal passages, and
flowing melodic lines, she seemed to

Tack' the overall confidence evident in

'

the previous works, particularly the

Schoenberg. However, thunderous
applause coaxed a charmingly ex-

pressive Schumann piece out of the

pianist for her encore.

Andrew Ranged, pianist, will give a

free public recital in Thompson
Memorial Chapel at 8:30 p.m. on

Monday.

Rangell to ploy Beethoven
The second concert in the Music

Department's Young Artists Series

features Andrew Rangell this Monday
in Thompson Memorial Chapel at8:30
p.m. The highly esteemed pianist will

play an all Beethoven program.
Rangell made his New York debut

at Carnegie Recital Hall in 1974 as the

winner of a Concert Artists Guild
Award. Since then he has given

numerous solo recitals in the East,

Colorado, and Washington State,

which include guest appearances at

the New England Conservatory,
S.U.N. Y. at Albany, Denver
University, and the University of

Coloi^ado. An active chamber
musician and concerto soloist.

Rangell has gathered critical acclaim

wherever he has played. The New
York Times called his Carnegie
recital "one of the more striking

debuts of the season—a pianist of

dazzling technical ability—
uncommonly intense—his in-

terpretations offer fresh and
satisfying insights—" The
Philadelphia Inquirer said: "His
technical ability seemed complete-
purling even runs and a general even-

handedness.

Rangell's program includes

Beethoven's Sonata in O Major, Opus
28 and the Sonata in A flat Major,

Opus 110, as well as the Diabelli

Variations.

Films move to Saturdays ^
Last Fall term, WCFGstiowed tilms on Wednesday night. Tliis spring, thirteen filnts,

will be shown instead on Saturday night, at 7:30 and sometimes 9:30 in Bronfman
auditorium. There will be an admission charge of $1.00, but a season pass, good for all

thirteen films, is available for only $5.00. These passes will be sold at the door, and also in

Baxter, Oreylock and Mission dining halls during the months of January and February.
Some of these tilms are shown in conjunction with English 204, The Feature Filmi

This month there will be a meeting, still to be scheduled, for all those Interested in

joining WCFG and eventually in helping ctwose films to be shown next year. It is the

purpose of this organization to bring films to campus that usually are not available to

Williams College students. It is still necessary 'fpr this organization to help support itself

and the best way to do this is to get more students involved. If there are any questions,
please call S97 2721 or 3720.

The schedule of films is as follows:
Feb. 5 The Blue Angel ( 1930) Joseph von Sternberg Germany.

This film launched the career of Marlene Dietrich as the incomparable Lola Lola, a
vulgar and sensual nightclub singer who shatters the respectability and self importance of

an English professor played by Emil Jannings. 7:30and9:30.

F.eb. )2SlMdawota.OaulilU943) Alfred Hitchcock' U.SJk. /._._— . .^..,.- .ya..

Starring Joseph Cotton, Teresa Wright, and Hume Cronym. Considered by Robin Wood
to be a key film of Hitchcock's career, this work is one of his first successful films to come
out of Hollywood. The finale is a chase scene that ends up In—of all places—the Statue of

Liberty. 7:30.

Feb. 19 I Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang (1932) MervynLeRoy U.S.A.
With Paul Muni. This film is one of those works that is interesting not only because it is

a good "movie", but also, because it is a document of social protest. When it was made, it

was hoped that it would "ameliorate the condition of convicts", particularly in the
Southern states. 7:30.

Feb. 26 Nights of Cabiria 0937) Frederico Fellini Italian.

Acclaimed by many critics as one of Fellini's finest films. Nights of Cabiria deals with
the life of a street walker whose tough veneer readily exposes an innocence and gullibility
which are her salvation. But, in true Fellini fashio/i, all images of good are mixed with
those of evil. Guilietta Masina, Fellini's wife, plays the streetwalker, a character revived
and amplified from The White Shiek. 7:30 and 9:30.

Mar. 5 Medium Cool (1969) Haskell Wexler U.S.A.
With Robert Forster. In Wexler's film, a TV cameraman "shoots" the 1968 Democratic

Convention in Chicago and becomes involved in a romance. Actual riot footage is used by
Wexler. John Simon writes: " ... a Hollywood film for the first time faces up to the
wretchedness beneath our prosperity; dares to give us a political America, and one whose
politics are not suffused with health. I wish I could like Medium Cool completely. But in-

termittently, at least, I can love it." A rare statement for Simon. 7:30 and 9:30. -

Cone makes fabrics people live in;
I CONE MILLS I 1440 BIWAOWAY. NEW YORK. NX 10018

Mar. 12 Voyageto Italy (1953) Roberto Rossellini Italian.

Ostensiveiy, this film is about the second courtship of a married couple, Ingrid
Bergman and George Sanders. Because Rossellini is concerned with "the sense of eternal
life", spiritual rather than psychological penetration, the action is qualitatively action
less. The images are internally revealing and Rossellini renders his characters beautifully
naked with total empathy. Considered by some to be among the finest films ever made.
7:30 and 9:30.

Apr. 9 Greed (1925) (silent) Erich von Stroheim U.S.A.
Although relatively unknown today in 1958, Greed was voted ofieUf the ten best tilms

ever made. Based on Frank Norris' McTeague, it is about the destruction on McTeague, his
wife, and all those around him due to their relentless obsession with gold. 7 :30. Stroheim
disowned the film due to the way in which it was edited by MOM, but it remains a
masterpiece due to its intenseiand disturbing realism. All scenes were filmed on location,

and the final one, shot in Death Valley, is particularly noteworthy.

Apr. 16 Ashes and Diamonds (1958) Andrej Wajda Poland.
This film takes place just after Germany's surrender in World War II. But because the

war is not really over yet, a young Polish resistance fighter must chose between love and
his commitment to a social cause. The film revolves around the tension between instinct

and idealism,TJuty and a«ire. Many critics point om That wajda's aesthetic conventions
are similar to those of Eisenstein and Pudovkin, and consider him responsible for the
renaissance in Polish cinema. 7:30.

Apr. 23 Beauty and the Beast (1946) Jean Cocteau France
Beauty, the youngest daughter of a merchant, takes her father's place as the hostage of

the Beast. He falls in love with her, and when he sees how much she misses her father he
allows her to visit him on the condition that she return—for without her he will die. After a
long time and many tribulations, Beauty sees a vision of the Beast dying and rushes back to

him.

Apr. 30 The Crazy Ray (Paris qui Dort) (1923) Rene Clair France
In this silent short, Paris is frozen in time by a scientist in possession of a crazy ray.

Everyone is stopped in their tracks: except, the passengers of a small airplane who, before
landing in Paris, were above the range of the ray. Thus begins their adventure, with Paris
all to themselves. A wonderfully photographed and extremely witty film. 7:30 and 10:15.

Apr. 30 Dishonored (1931 ) Joseph von Sternberg Germany.
Marlene Dietrich is an espionage agent who falls in love with a Russian spy and

betrays her country. One of the greatest Dietrich films by von Sternberg. 8:30. v

May 7 Frenzy (1972) Alfred Hitchcock Britain.
Alfred Hitchcock's return to Britain, after his Hollywood sojourn, yields this classic

thriller of London terrorized by a murderer who strangles women with neckties, and the
inspector who tries to track him down, Vivian Merchant is wonderful as the former's wife
who serves ghastly gourmet dishes to her long-suffering husband. 7: 30 and 9: 30.

May 14 Ugetsu (1953) Kenji Mizoguchi Japan.
Set in the Sixteenth Century, this film is about the tragedy which befalls two married

men who leave their rural lives to seek honour and wealth in the city. The film has strong
lies with Japanese symbolic theatre and the scenes are made up of txith ordinary and
supernatural life. Lush photography. 7:30.

May 21 The Magician (1957) Ingmar Bergman Sweden.
Vintage Bergman. Max von Sydow gives a brilliant performance as Dr Volger, the

magician hypnotist who, through a series of illusions, seeks his revenge upon an un
believing medical officer who has humiliated his troupe. Considered by Bergman to be a
comedy, this bizarre film will be more likely to disturb its audience. 7:30.

House Rental

Richfield, Conn, family seeks large house in William-
stown area for immediate rental, with possible option to buy
while relocating to the area.

Call (203) 438-9027

1896
BEEF
HOUSE
ReuM 7, WUHamMown, M«i. X

- 413-4684123
CloMd Moiidavi

WaAday* 4:30 - 10:00
Svndtyi 1:00-9:00

Featuring Piano Entartainment Saturdays, 8-11

Specializing in stealcs, chicken S seafood
Largest Salad Bar in Berkshire County

SOUR HOUR IS BACK
beginning January 13

5-7 Thursdays, Fridays & Sundays
also featuring a guitar player from 5-8

/
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Purple faces Union next

Springfield slams Ephs, 91-80
by Andy O'Donnell

Before we get to the Hatfield and

McCoy (alias Williams-Union)
matchup tomorrow evening, there's

an affair that occurred Wednesday
evening at Springfield which should

be mentioned first, for the bubble that

so gloriously floated out of Lasell after

the Bates game came to a rough halt

in the dark emptiness of the Memorial
Field House on the Springfield College

campus.
After struggling futilely for 40

minutes to climb into a game totally

controlled by a strong Springfield

club, the Eph hoopsters finally

succumbed 91-80 and saw their season

record drop to 2-3.

Springfield entered the game with a

solid 7-3 record and a reputation as a

slow, physical team that likes to

Harry Sheehy outjumps this flying

Dutchman in the Purple's stunning 81-

77 upset of Union 2 years ago. The
Ephs hope to avenge last year's 7i-57

loss tomorrow night.

(photo by McClellan)

assert itself early. They then control

the tempo of the game, by allowing 6'

5" jumping jack Dave Pugh to do his

thing on offense and letting burly

center Don Jarvis clean up any
missed shots by his frontcourt mate.

JVilliams, which was coming off a

textbook display against Bates, either

didn't take the Chiefs seriously

enough or were just plain flat and
thitlking ahead to Union. Except for

the initial few minutes when it jumi>ed

out to a quick 6-2 lead, the team was
playing Sisyphus all night.

It's not that the Ephs didn't try,

however. In the first half, for

example, Williams actually

outrebounded Springfield and took

more shots as well. But while the

Chiefs were connecting on over 48 per

cent of their attempts, Williams was
shooting a {laltry 32 per cent, with

most of those shots coming from at

least 15 feet.

Mike Tanner kept Williams in the

game during the early going, hitting

for eight of the Ephs first sixteen

points before picking up his third foul

with ten minutes left in the half and
Williams down by three, 19-16.

With Tanner out, Springfield

gradually began to assert itself,

building a 39-30 halftime lead on the

strength of Pugh's inside repertoire,

which included a couple of beautiful

slam dunks and a bundle of tip-ins.

Tom Balderston almost single-

handedly refused to let Williams fold,

scoring eight of the last fourteen

Williams points following Tanner's

departure.

The Ephs drew to within eight twice

during the second half but each time

Pugh and sophomore forward Dave
Porter were there to stifle the threat.

Springfield ever so slowly began to

pull away, increasing its margin by a

point or two every minute until they

had stretched the lead to twenty, 85-

65, with just 4:27 left. Gerry Kelly and
Tanner brought Williams back to

within ten, 85-75, but Springfield

regrouped and sealed the victory on

the foul line.

Tanner led the Williams attack with

25 points. Balderston added 15 (13 in

the first half). Brad Wolk 14, and Bill

Whelan 9 in his best performance of

Freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors

are inviteci to a meeting of

TUESDAY AT 7

in the Outing Club Reading Room

opportunities available in:

writing photography

business layout

circulation

the season. Pugh led Springfield with

25, and his JV associates downed the

Ephmen as well, 106-102.

A few notes about Union: The
Dutchmen are off to a surprisingly

slow start, at last count having only

two victories against six defeats. Two
standout players return from last

year's 17-6 squad, however, forward

Pete Meola and guard Gary Borhese.

Union's philosophy is simple: make
the opponent earn his pay every time

down the floor. This translates into

continual guard pressure and a

number of full and half court presses.

Although their offense is suspect this

season, the key to the game should be

how well Kelly, Straka, and Whelan

can handle the backcourt harassment.

The shootout begins at (8:00 p.m.)

tomorrow night at Lasell gym.

02^'

Jim Little fires a backhand rail while effectively keeping his opponent out o<

position. The Eph racketmen face Hobart and Middlebury this Saturday.

Harvard topples Eph squashmen
by Evan Bash

Coach Dave Johnson's racquetmen
travelled to Cambridge on Wednesday
with dreams of an upset over a

powerful Harvard squad. The Eph-

men could not make the dream come
true, however, as they hoisted the

white flag of surrender after a 9-0

Crimson triumph. The loss gives the

Ephs a 2-1 season record as they now
head into the middle part of this

year's campaign.

Captain Mark Reinhart drew as

tough an assignmenCas one will find

in collegiate squash today, playing the

12th ranked player in North America.

Reinhart performed well in losing

three games as did Arnie Cogswell

against a player who would be a fine

no. 1 on most other teams. Chip

Lindquist and no. 4 Martin Goldberg

both fared no better as they each lost

Women cagers to play Yale
A strong, rebounding, and fast

breaking basketball team will take

the court against Yale Saturday in

New Haven and with its speed and

attitude, open a season which should

be both exciting and victorious

in three games. The drubbing

Williams took in the top half of the

line-up was completed when Charlie

Haines also went down at no. 5.

Returning to a Williams team for

the first time in almost two years was

Bruce Giammatei, and he was the

only bright spot of the day for the

Ephs, jumping out to a 2-1 game lead

before falling 3-2. Senior Tim Belk and

no. 8 Jim Little came close to winning

some games but both lost in three

straight. Often neglected Michael

Fitzhugh was the final Eph victim of

the day at the number nine spot.

Williams returns to the friendly

Lasell courts tomorrow afternoon at

2:00 p.m. for a triangular match with

Hobart and Middlebury.

sophomore Lucy Bledsoe.

Although the team was defeated in a

pre-season scrimmage with

Springfield, Hudson is confident of an
excellent season with traditional

, ^^i... ^«^ e,
-.." ..-. powerhouses University of Vermont

Looking good as they begin the 1977 and Radcliffe presenting the toughest Ski©PS DGOiD VGOf
season with new coach Sue Hudson, challenges for the Ephs. ** '

Expecting a win tomorrow, Hudson finishing W© II IH
will send her psyched-up squad, just ^

the Williams women's basketball

team returns to action tomorrow with

four '76 starters tack again. Retur-

ning forwards Maggie O'Brien and

Leigh Wilson will provide height and

rebounding ability for the team while

coach Hudson looks to veteran guard

Anne Youngling to lead the Eph's

scoring drive. Freshman guard
Monica Grady and center Robin EUett

round out the team which Hudson
describes as talented and very quick.

Providing depth for the squad is

junior Lisa Capeldini who returns

from last year's 11-3 team. Hudson
will also expect to see action from
freshman Karyn Allison and

psyched-up squad, just

off a victory over Union Wednesday,
against Yale in the two team's first

meeting. Hudson will rely on the

defensive ability of her squad to force

the Bulldogs to the outside. This same
strategy will be put into use next

Tuesday when the Ephs return to

those famous "cozy confines" in

Lasell in their home opener against

Skidmore. The Skidmore game should

set the tone of the season for the team
which Hudson calls, fast, with an
ability to "get rebounds and move
down the court. We look good and we
should go far."

Double major discussed
MAJORS from page 1

Mitchell said that the CEP con-

sidered double majoring "at least not

bad, and maybe a good thing." The
faculty apparently did not share that

opinion, Mitchell observed. The com-
mittee did not attempt to decide

whether double majors were good or

bad, but just how to make the present

system more efficient.

The faculty rejected the CEP
proposal by a large margin reportedly

to avoid encouragiag multiple majors.

The second CEP idea, to permit

honors candidates to count one thesis

for two departments, was equally

unpopular with the faculty. Though
the committee felt any thesis that

could satisfy two different depart-

ments must be a "marvelous
document" deserving double honors,

the faculty again saw this as an en-

couragement to double honors and

rejected the suggestion.

A bonus added to Renzi's 2nd semester Package Deal!

Leave your list of courses by January 29

The winning name drawn from the lists will

receive FREE all the books we have in his

., courses!!
cnas
Doiua loaK iroM DC
iiuAin iu iiK ma.—

Carter House Presents:

THE

GONG SHOW
Auditions: Monday, Jan. 17, Jesup Auditorium, 9:00 p.m.

"Performance": Wednesday, Jan. 19, Jesup Auditorium, 9:00 p.m.

$1.00 Admission Includes entrance to

Spencer House Party following show

A UNIQUE ENTERTAINMENT EXPERIENCE! ...

More Info: Bob Kraus -6695

local competition
Men's Skiing

Coming off its first strong per-

formances of the season, the alpine

team will compete in the Williams

Outing Club grand slalom at Berlin

Mt. tomorrow and Sunday. The
Nordic team, hampered by an injury

to Captain Gary James, will compete

in the Brattleboro race tonight and the

Putney relays on Sunday.

In a tri-state qualifying race at

Bousquet (Mass.) Mt. last Saturday,

the alpine team placed five skiers in

the top ten in a field of about 100

racers. Sophomore Andy Mikell was
the individual winner. In a grand

slalom race at Brodie Mt. on Sunday,

the Ephs placed three in the top ten

with Mikell again leading the^ way,

this time finishing second.

Women's Skiing

The Nordic team will participate in

the Brattleboro race tonight and the

Putney Relays on Sunday.

Alpine captain Marty Epstein led

the Ephs with two second-place

finishes last week, one in the slalom at

Bousquet and the other in the grand

slalom at Brodie.

At the Hanover Relays, the

women's Nordic team, led by All-East

Anne Waters and second team
selections Ellen Toll and Rachel

Potter finished ninth among the best

competition in the East, and were the

fourth collegiate team to finish.

rTHE
SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704
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Trustee committees convene
Jto^discuss future of College

• by AnnMcCabe
Nine committees of the board of

trustees will convene between
Thursday and Saturday in the first of

four meetings in 1977.

The trustee Committee on Campus
Life, the Committee on Un-
dergraduate Life, a group of selected

students and Dean of Students Peter

Berek will discuss issues of interest to

the student body on Thursday and
Friday.

The Budget and Financial Planning

Committee will review the updated

budget for this school year as well as

the projection for next year. Students

and parents will be notified of the

tuitioifchange through letters sent out

January 24. Treasurer and Vice

President for Administration Francis

H. Dewey III said a tuition hike is

probable: "Until four years ago,

tuition was raised every other year,

now it is raised annually." He cited a

ten per cent increase in the cost of

heating oil as one cause of the hike.

The Capital Drive of the Seventies

set three construction priorities: first

in the area of music, then art, and

then indoor physical education,

facilities. The Buildings and Grounds
Committee will revieW recently

completed Chapin Hall renovation

phase I , and future plans for the ex-

pansion of music facilities. Dewey
stated that phase I was completed
within the budget. Funds needed to

finish Chapin have not yet been

raised. The trustees wiH also discuss

how many and what architects should

be assigned to the art and ph^'sical

education projects. Proposals to

enlarge the museum, art classrooms,

basketball and swimming facilities

could be discussed.

The status of Mt. Hope Farm is in a

state of flux after the recent soil tests

which dismiss any possibility of ex-

tensive construction. As to the future

of Mt. Hope, Dewey said, "The
Kellogg proposal looks marginal after

the percolation tests. Some party may
be interested in buying or leasing all

or part of Mt. Hope ... we are

forever considering different ideas,

clients, and uses."

The Committee on Instruction and

Degrees will determine who will

receive honorary degrees and who
will speak at graduation. It will also

approve tenure candidates, make
appointments and determine salaries,

and possibly discuss the tenure

process.

The 'Development Committee will

review the capital drive, Alumni Fund
results, and deferred gifts from wills

or trusts.

The Executive Committee is the last

to meet Friday. The committee

chairmen plus a few other members
discuss matters unrelated to the other

eight committees. Saturday, in the

board meeting, the chairmen will

discuss the outcome of individual

meetings.

Nine trustee committees are matting from Thursday
through Saturday. Shown above at the October 1975

meetings are Trustee James A. Linen talking to Dean

Mclntire and Trustee Alexander
Protessor Rudolph.

L. Fetter conferring with

(photos by Milne)

CC plans to ratify constitution
by Tim Wang

The College Council will finish

revising and accepting the last six

articles of the proposed new con-

stitution at tonight's meeting, ac-

cording to CC President Steve Piltch.

The new constitution was in-

troduced to the council last Tuesday
by By-Laws Committee Chairman Stu

Ginsberg. The council will consider

the entire constitution article by

article until each article has been

approved or amended, he said.

At tonight's meeting, the council

will consider articles concerning open
council meetings and automatic
expulsion of members who miss three

consecutive meetings. Also under
consideration will be articles deleting

the provisions in the old constitution

which empowered the council to

discipline residential houses and
giving it the right of approval of all

actions of student-faculty com-
mittees.

Ginsberg said that "in fact, the

College readies for decennial review
by Lisa Hartigan

This fall, Williams College will have
its accreditation reviewed by the New
England Association of Schools and
Colleges. The last time the association

reviewed Williams was in 1967; it is

mandatory that a school be inspected

every ten years to maintain its ac-

creditation. There are two stages

involved in the accreditation process:

the school first prepares a self-study

report and is then evaluated by a

group of representatives from other

schools selected by the Association.

Dean of the College Peter Berek
described accreditation as "a
nationally used standard for a

college," which institutions use in

transferring credits and which
graduate schools refer to when
examining the qualifications of ap-

plicants. "Being accredited is not a

particularly great distinction, but not

being accredited is a serious handicap
to a college."

According to Berek, the association

is instituting a new program of self-

evaluation for colleges such as
Williams whose accreditation is

assured. In the past, the self-study

report consisted of a detailed

description of college facilities,

finances, and educational programs
to the extreme of listing the number of

periodicals received in the Hbrary.

This year, however, Williams will be

permitted to concentrate on issues it

considers important to the College in

its study. Three student-faculty

committees have been formed, said

Berek, to report on student life, the

curriculum, and the budget.

The self-study, which Berek said he

hopes will be completed by the end of

the summer, is followed by an in-

spection by the faculty represen-

tatives from the association. In 1967,

these included a philosophy professor

from Amherst and deans from both

Bowdoin and Wellesley. Faculty
representatives for the coming ac-

creditation have not yet been

designated, he said.

The association will compile a

confidential report on the school

which will include its recom-
mendations for improvements as well

as the visitors' lhoughts~on what they

saw at Williams. Ten years ago, the

visitors were impressed by both

Williams' morale and its acadatfiic'

program, but recommended in-

creasing faculty office space,

upgrading the library, and expanding

the athletic facilities.

Williams is undertaking this self-

evaluation because it is good for

Williams, not because the College

expects to be denied accreditation,

said Berek. Among the issues to be

studied are how residential life has

been developed at Williams since the

1967 study, including the creation of

the residential house system, he said.

The changes in the student body at

Williams will also be studied, and
plans will be considered for changing

admissions policy in response to the

anticipated decline in applications

due to a decline in birth rates, said

Berek.

Alaskan expert teaches community development
by JimLevinsohn

The near-zero temperatures and
heavy snows battering New England
this year are nothing new to Tim
Kennedy, for the visiting instructor

normally resides in Alaska near the

Arctic Circle.

Kennedy flew from Anchorage in

order to teach an Environmental

Studies Winter Study project entitled

Community Development. Students in

the class are captivated not only by

the course material but also by Mr.

Kennedy as a person.

A native of New York, he attended a

small Jesuit college for three years.

Then, some what confused with what
his life was all about, he left without

receiving his degree. In 1966 Kennedy
decided to join VISTA. VISTA gave

him three choices of location. After

selecting Puerto Rico first, American
Samoa second and the Virgin Islands

third, VISTA assigned him to Alaska.

Kennedy and his wife of two days,

were sent to Noorvik Alaska—

a

community north of the Arctic circle.

He stayed there for two years. In

this time, Tim's life changed a great

deal. When he arrived, Tim con-

sidered himself a "white liberal".

Says Kennedy, "It soon became ap-

parent that the liberal's war on

poverty created havoc rather than

help.'- Tim became totally engrossed

in the Eskimo society and soon found

the Eskimos to be a people plagued by

cross-cultures. Noorvik schools, used

Dick and Jane readers. The young
Eskimo read about children playing

with their dog Spot. Because in

Eskimo society dogs are often' con-

sidered dangerous, the child would

wonder "Why in the world are these

fools, Dick and Jane, playing with a

dog?"
Kennedy found that the Eskimos

often felt "absolutely weak." Thus,

Tim decided to try to act as what he

terms an "enabler" rather than an

"advocate" and try to give the

Eskimos power as a group. In the eyes

of public officials, the Eskimos often

appeared "childlike, for they often

spoke with broken English." While

Noorvik appeared passive, the op-

posite was true. According to Mr.
Kennedy, "the Eskimos imploded, not

exploded." The60's had falsely raised

the hope of the Eskimos, thus

creating more frustration.

Through his experience dealing

with this problem, Mr. Kennedy
developed a process now known as

Skyriver. This is a process whereby
the Eskimos expressed their problem

through the medium of video in-

terviews. The Eskimo being "in-

terviewed" then had absolute

editorial rights over the interview.

After he approved the interview, the

community as a whole then edited and
approved the film. At this point the

interview would be shown to govern-

ment official who would normally

never listen to an Eskimo.

One day, by chance, Tim met some
fellows from the National Film Board
of Canada. The NFB liked what
Kennedy was doing, and without even
writing a full request, Tim received a

large monetary grant to continue his

work. In Kennedy's words, "Things
t)uilt up and happened, they weren't

planned."

Tim became the program producer

for the Canadian National Film

Board. His films have become world

acclaimed, and the process he

developed, SKYRIVER, is now being

used throughout the world. He has

appeared in Life, the New York

Times, and at the Nairobi Kenya
International Conference. His still

photography has been shown in art

museums in New York City and his

films all over the world.

This May, Kennedy will get around

to receiving the degree. Tim will be

entering a Ph.D. program at Cornell

and possibly at the same time,

teaching there. The State Depart-

ment, is interested in using his

process in Africa through the Agency
for International Development
missions. Eventually he would like to

organize an Institute for Social

Change, but until then Tim Kennedy
will just let things happen.

council does not have the right of

approval." The relationship between
the council and student-faculty

committees needs to be defined, but

I'm not sure the By-Laws Committee
should do it."

The section of the proposed con-

stitution omitting the council's power
to discipline a residential house is

primarily a change in wording, he

said. While commenting that "it's

tough to envision a case where the

council would discipline a house,"

Ginsberg did not think the new wor-

ding would preclude such discipline.

According to Ginsberg, the com-
mittee is "seriously considering" a

proposal by which, if a council

member missed three consecutive

meetings, a motion for his expulsion

would automatically come before the

council. This "would remove the

burden of proposing such an expulsion

from any individual member,"
probably making the council more
likely to act, he said, but would still

leave a loophole for the protection of

members with special reasons for

their absences.

'"Larry Mitchell of the By-Laws
see CONSTITUTION page 2

OCC panels held
The Office of Career Counseling

will sponsor a program of career

discovery panels on business

tomorrow and Thursday, ac-

cording to Jeff Wood of the OCC.
Tomorrow's program is the third

of a series of four programs to be

conducted during January.

Each program will take place

over two days, and will consist of

afternoon panel discussions of

specific areas followed by a more
general discussion in the evening.

The next day, panel members will

be available for individual in-

terviews arranged beforehand
through the OCC, said Wood.

CARKER DISCOVERY PANELS
ON BUSINESS Coordinated by

Lynn McConnell '77.

"Women & Corporate Life", 104

Bronfman, 3:00 P.M. with Gail

Meyers—IBM, Guy Verney '54—

Conn. Gen. Life Ins., Glenda

Reed—Aetna, and Audrone
Misiunas as moderator.

"Entrepreneurship", 105 Bronf-

man, 3:00 P.M. with Bronson

Fargo '51—oil entrepreneur,

Penny Corbin—British Maid, Dan
Fanning '59—CFI Construction Co.

and Ray Bradburd as moderator.

"Business Careers", Dodd House

Living Room, 7:30 P.M. with all six

of the above panelists moderated

by Bill Alden.

Panelists will be available for

individual appointments Thursday

morning. Make arrangements with

OCC staff before or during panel

sessions.
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Editorial

The CC Quagmire
The College Council debates toni^t proposals for changes

in Articles IV through IX of its constitution. The changes are

part of a draft of a new constitution which Stuart Ginsberg '77

presented to the council on Jan. 5. The first three articles in the

new draft were accepted, with revisions, at the council's

meeting on Jan. 14.

While we find nothing objectionable about the council's

jaroposed changes for Arti<?les IV -IX, we see them as being

largely inconsequential. While highly usefur as bookkeeping

measures, they do nothing to augment the council's now
somewhat dubious ability to influence important issues and
decisions on campus.

Specifically, the proposals in the new draft under
discussion tonight would make only two substantive changes in

the workings of the council. First, they institute and codify

under Article V a system for including all council resolutions,

official acts and procedural rules into the council bylaws. In the

past, the council has kept no complete record of procedural

precedents and resolutions and has had no systematic ability to

refer to procedural decisions made by earlier councils. Second,

Article VII makes expulsion mandatory. Previously, Article

VII has applied only to house representatives and has implied

possible, not mandatory, expulsion for three consecutive ab-

sences.

The council fails to see the point. In debating these

proposed changes it does nothing to expand, specify or clarify

its functions under Article VI. The functions of the council as

specified under this article of the new draft are:

Section 1: The College Council has the right to initiate disciplinary action

against any student campus organization, and may recommend to the Dean
reconsideration of any disciplinary action y/hich he has talcen against any
student group. --

Section 2: The Council must approve all budgets proposed by the Finance

Committee, organization by organization, before they are put into effect.

Section 3: The Council must approve all decisions by the Nominations and
Elections Committee before they are enacted.

Section 4: a. All actions of all Student-Faculty committees, with the exception

of the Discipline Committee, are subject to review and comment by th6

Council, b. All actions of all College Council committees are subject to

review, comment and approval by the Council.

Section 5: The Council may concern itself with any matter of importance to the

entire campus, with the exception of funding political activities with student

activity funds. Political is defined as "primarily organized to directly in-

fluence local, state, and federal governments." The foregoing shall in no
way be construed as applying to funding speakers brought to the campus.

Section 6 : The Council shall conduct all student referendums. The Council must
conduct a referendum if a petition signed by one-tenth of the student body

calling for a referendum is presented to the Council.

The College Council is the only truly representative
assembly of students on campus. In recent years whatever
power the council has had stemmed from its role in allocating

student activities tax funds to campus organizations. Its

potential for input into campus decisions goes far beyond this.

For instance, sections 4 and 5 of Article VI could be used to

bolster the council's powers. Currently, council action under
section 4 is of a purely passive nature. It consists primarily of

CC representatives reporting back to the council on decisions
which have already been made in Student-Faculty committees.
The council will then sometimes comment on these decisions.

What the council should be striving for, as Harry Kelly
noted in a Viewpoint published in the Record on Jan. 11, is input
into the initial decisions made by Student-Faculty committees.
While Kelly's goal is correct, his own proposal for providing
student input, which essentially would have made CC decisions
binding on all student representatives to Student-Faculty
committees, has been rightly ignored by the council. At worst it

is impossible and at best it is impractical.

Nevertheless, another avenue for increased student input
does exist. The council should be kept informed on all important
issues pending in the Student-Faculty committees by its

representatives on those committees. It should then discuss
these issues and attempt to reach a consensus on them. The
council could then inform all student and faculty represen-
tatives on a committee of its position on an important issue

before that committee made any decision. The council's opinion
would not be binding on student representatives but would
provide them with a sorely needed source of student opinion. In

this manner student interests would be better organized and
better able to confront organized faculty interests in these
committees.

The council has a rare opportunity to boldly further student
interests tonight. We hope they seize it.

Letter: Defense of Lionel Hampton
To the editor:

Re: Steve Robinson's review:

Admittedly, there were many
technioal flaws in the performance of

Lionel Hampton and his band on

Thursday January 6, and criticism of

these flaws has obvious importance.

However, your obsessive concern with

the concert's technical aspects, as

displayed in your review of it, in-

dicates to us a narrow, insensitive

attitude altogether too^ommon to the

Williams cultural^nvironment.

We feel sorry for you that you were
disappointed by the band and the

music selection, rather than joining in

the chanting, singing, applause-in

short, the electricity generated by the

News and Notes
SENIORS: U you plan to interview

next month with company
recruiters at OCC, it's not too early

to get your resumes in to Katie

Case.

The tapes of last weelc's

CREATIVE ARTS panels are now
available for your listening

pleasure at OCC. These tapes were
made for those who missed the

sessions or those who just want to

review what was said.

IMPORTANT
Last Saturday a few Williams

students had trouble getting tp the

Summer Civil Service tests in

Bennington & Pittsfield. If you
have a car and are going to the test

yourself, please let us know if you
are willing to take riders. Call Jeff

Wood at 2311.

SENIOR RESUME
WORKSHOP—OCC Library,
Mears House, Tues. Jan. 18, 4:30

P.M.

Council plans

to ratify new
constitution

CONSTITUTION from page 1

Committee commented that "things

should go fairly smoothly", since the

rewriting of the constitution had been

done in a fairly "conservative"

fashion.

Mitchell noted, however, that Ar-

ticle 7, regarding absenteeism "may
cause some debate," although he feels

the clause is essential for the effective

operation of the College Council. "The
council loses continuity," he said, "if

many of its members don't show up."

The By Laws committee anticipates

revisions in. the last six articles.

"There may be some revisions that

the council will desire," said Mitchell.

Ginsberg also commented that "after

watching last Tuesday, I'm sure the

articles will be revised," although it's

"anybody's guess what the revisions

will be."

At last week's meeting, the council

accepted the first three articles of the

new constitution, after major
revisions. These articles, as they now
stand, involve few changes except a

reapportionment of at-large

representatives. Proposals to make
the offices of secretary and treasurer

elective, to force houses to submit

procedures on alternative

representatives, and to provide for

one year terms were rejected.

Neither Ginsberg or Mitchell of the

By-Laws Committee said they ex-

pected any problem with acceptance

of the new constitution by the student

body once it is approved by the

council. The student referendum will

require two thirds of those voting for

passage.

Correction
In the January 11 Record article,

"CAP recommends Pasachoff's

tenure," Assistant Professor of

English Robert Bell should have
been listed among those faculty

members recommended for tenure

by the CAP.

band and the audience from the early

moments of the show.

Why should an artist of Hainpton's

stature be subjected to such rigid and

banal criticisms as yours (enjoying

only the gracious complement that his

individual performance was "first-

rate"), especially when he can

provide, with the help of his band and

other friends, such a forceful and

absolutely vigorous performance. Tell

us, Steve, isn't that indescribable gut

feeling what "jazz", if so it must be

categorized, is all about?

Personally, we really dug belting

out "When The Saints Go Marching

In" and even "God Bless America".
We were awestruck at the amazing
tapdance display and overjoyed at

Hamp's own attempts at the twist and
the bump. We're glad to have par-

ticipated in such a rich, unforgettable

and moving concert, and do not feel

that the ACEC need seek out bands to

"swing", "rock", or "funk" for you,

nor provide clinical demonstrations of

technical prowess. Magic similar to

tbM which we witnessed last Thur-
sday night in Chapin Hall will more
than suffice. Respectfully,

David Clement '79

Robert Kanell '79

ttHSCFIEI)
ACEC loses $1000 on jazz concert
The ACEC lost an estimated $1000 to $1500 on last Thursday's Charles

Mingus concert, second of the scheduled three part Williams Jazz Festival.

Attendance hovered around 550, but dwindled during the performance.
Two of Mingus' backup musicians did not arrive until after nine o'clock;

Mingus himself almost left the concert when he discoveredf problem with

an amplifier.

John Dombrowsky, Co-Chairman of theACEC, said, "Mingus played for

perhaps fifty-five minutes and left. He was difficult to deal with.

"

After a good turnout and estimated $750 loss on the first concert of the

series by Lionel Hampton, Dombrowsky said he felt that the series was
going as well as can be expected. Dave Sancious will conclude the Festival

with a 7:30 Thursday night concert in Chapin Hall.

Athletic Committee plans meeting

The Athletic Committee will hold an open meeting at 7:30 PM Monday
January 24. On the agenda are the futures of varsity and club sports,

women's and co-ed intramurals, the physical education program and
facilities and the New England Small College Athletic Conference rules on
post-season athletic participation. Chairman Robert W. Friedrichs has
asked that additional items for the agenda be submitted in writing as soon as
possible. ^

'

Log sponsors foosball tourney
The Log is sponsoring an all-College foosball tournament starting this

Friday, January 21. The tournament will select three teams to represent
Williams at the first annual Eastern Collegiate Foosball Tournament to be
held at Middlebury College January 28, 29, and 30. The tournament at the
Log will offer gift certificates for beer as prizes. All entrants must sign up in

pairs on sign-up sheets available at the Log and in the Baxter mailroom.
Entries, will be closed Thursday night when the Log closes. The opening
round matelvups will be posted Friday evening at the Log with further rules
and deadline^or each round. Questions should be directed to Gene Falk or
Dave Forrester. \
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Review

Mingus, mime perform well
by Steve Robingon

Mime Trent Arterberry split tiie bill

last Thursday evening with the

Charles Mingus Quintet in the second

concert of the ACEC's annual Jazz
Festival. Arterberry appeared for

nearly an hour to open the concert and
presented routines on a wide range of

subjects, each done with grace,

sensitivity, and when warranted,

humor; The autlience responded
continuously, and called him back for

an encore and two bows. He was
certainly a great attraction.

The quintet performed for the

second half of the concert. Charles
Mingus has been a giant of Jazz bass
for more than thirty years. He has
played with Louis Armstrong, Charlie

Parker, Dizzy Gillespie and many
other jazz greats. Mingus has a
reputation as an innovator. His music
is always energetic with a unique
rhythmic style.

Thrquintet that Miri^s brought to

Williams had plenty of drive due in

large part to fine drumming by long-

time Mingus sideman—Dannie Rich-

Charles Mingus, played a shorter than expected 55 minute set at this month's
second jazz concert. (photo by Oettgen)

BONAIRE A Scuba Divers Dream
SPECIAL COLLEGE WEEKS

March 18-25 and/or March 25-ApriJ 1

ONE WEEK from $385.05 to $489.70*

TWO WEEKS from $490.50 to $767.0i

{Non Divers $78 less per week)

Includes: Air fare, tax, transfers, room,

6 one- half day dive program, tank and

weights, services charges and tax on package items!

Ask about the special "Learn to Dive" week

Giribbean College Weeks for Divers

For Details Call Sandy — (413) 458-9073 or Write:

The Waterline, P.O. Box 524, Williamstown, Mass. 01267

1896
BEEF
HOUSE

11

Rout* 7, WilHamtlown, Man.
413-46S«123
aoMd Mondays

Wnkdayi 4:30 - 10:00
Sundayi 1:00-9:00

Featuring Piano EivMrtainment Saturdays, 8

Specializing in steaks, chicken & seafood

Largest Salad Bar in Berkshire County

SOUR HOUR IS BACK
beginning January 13

5-7 Thursdays, Fridays & Sundays

also featuring a guitar player from 5-8

mond. Ricky Fprd, the tenor

saxophonist, played masterfully.

Constantly working for new ideas, his

stunning technique made each of his

solos high points of the concert. The

trumpet player also displayed great

technique, but played dispassionately

at times.

It is unfortunate that Mingus played

only a single short solo. Although not

known "for taking extended solds,

Mingus was the main attraction of the

concert, and it was a disappointment

not to have heard more from him.

On the whole, the quintet played

very well, maintaining a high energy

level and in spite of some difficult

performance circumstances, they

gave a fine concert.

Many people, however, seemed
disappointed and confused by the

music that Mingus played. A number
left during the concert, some in a real

hurry. It is perhaps difficult to enjoy

Mingus' music without some ap-

preciation for what has preceded it.

Mingus music has been constantly

evolving since the be-bop era, around

1945. His music is not audience

oriented— it Is not for everyone.

Mime Trent Arterberry mezmerlzed the crowd at Chapin last Thursday with

his sensitive Interpretations. (photo by Oettgen)

Sancious ends jazz fest

Piano recital
Charlotte Hegyi and Jane

Jenkins will present a free public

recital of piano music for four

hands tonight at 8:00 p.m. in

Thompson Memorial Chapel.

Megyi and Jenkins are both local

professional performers and piano

teachers. Hegyi is a regular

member of the Music in the Round
chamber music series.

The program includes

Schumann's Ball - Scenen, Op 109;

Debussy's Petite Suite; Mozart's

Sonata in B flat, K. 358; and Bizet's

Children's Games.

The Fifth Williams College Jazz

Festival comes to a roaring close this

Thursday evening as David Sancious

brings his quartet to Chapin Hall at 8

p.m. The 22 year old jazz musician is

best known as a pianist but performs

on guitar and percussion as well. He
will be accompanied by a per-

cussionist, a bassist, and a singer.

Sancious began playing keyboards

at age 6 in Asbury Park, New Jersey

and joined his fellow townsman Bruce

Springsteen at age 19, performing

with that group on tour and on the first

two Springsteen albums Greetings
from Asbury Park and The Wild, the

Innocent, and the East Street Shuffle,

also writing a number of the songs. A
jazz performer at heart, he left

Springsteen to cut a solo album of his

own. Since that time he has played as

a featured guest musician on albums
by Springsteen, Chick Corea, Stanley

Clarke, Jeff Beck and Stevie Wonder.
Tickets are $3 for students and are

available in Baxter Hall from 11 a.m.

to 1 p.m., In major dining halls during

dinner and at the door.

AAatmen pinned twice
The Williams wrestling squad,

showing signs of improvement after

last week's Coast Guard loss, was
handed a duel defeat yesterday at

RPI, losing 36-12 and 26-18 to WPI and
RPI in Troy.

Although the Ephs had held hopes

for a better showing with the return of

— ^'N

^^^MkMpMjVT^- ^^^^

Susan Hohenberg, Julius Hegyi, Janet Rowe, Susan St. Amour and Douglas

Moore perform Music In the Round IV. (photo by Gledhill)

Hal Zendle at 126, three important

forfeits at J34, 150, and 158 again cost

the team the match.

In the lightweight classes freshman

Joe Caresse (118) lost both his mat-

ches while Zendle split his with a pin

against his RPI opponent. Although

Zendle dominated the early part of his

WPI match, fatigue resulting from his

recent knee injury, allowed his op-

ponent to effectively use a pinning

combination to win the match.
Following the 134 forfeit, Mark Walsh

won two decisions in his 142 class.

Looking strong against WPI after

the 150 and 158 forfeits, co-captain

Scott Conant pinned his opponent and

decisioned his RPI challenger. Fresh-

man Keith Passaretti at 177 did not

fare as well as he lost two tough

matches.

Winning both his battles, co-captaih

Jeff May outscored his WPI foe and

won his RPI match by forfeit.

Heavyweight Colin Hart, who turned

in a good performance against tough

competition, lost both his contests.

M. I. T. runs past trackmen
TRACK from page 4

stepping M.I.T. opponent, and
finished second and third respec-

tively. The 600-yard run brought quite

a vocal response from the crowd to

Terry O'Reilly's "neck and neck"
battle with Dunlay from M.I.T.

O'Reilly turned on their jets in the

home stretch but was just outleaned

at the wire and his 1:17.8 was only

good enough for the runner-up spot.

A 1-2-3 sweep made the 2 mile run

the scoring bonanza of the meet for

SOPHOMORE HAPPY HOUR

at

THE LOG
Thursday, January 20 4 - 5: 45

Reduced prices on beer & wine for all members of the Class of '79.

All others welcome at regular prices

Afternoon Special • HOT WINE

THE LOG will be open 7 nights a week during

WINTER STUDY.

the Ephmen. Distance veterans Joe

Kolb and Frank Carr pulled away in

the early going and lapped the slower

moving runners from M.I.T. enroute

to the finish line. Kolb's 9:30.5 victory

is just one-half second over the

Eastern qualifying standard which he

hopes to break this Friday night Union
and Middlebury. Carr took the runner-

up honors at 9:33.6 followed by fresh-

man Mike Behrman who turned in an

excellent third place time of 9:47.7.

Williams closed the scoring gap to

15 points by topping off the meet with

a mile relay victory.

So. Conn, humbles
purple splashers

SWIMMING from page 4

best dual meet 1000 freestyle effort in

two years, then knocked better than

two seconds from his previous best

showings of the year in the 500.

The 400 medley relay quint of Don
Cameron, Chris Clark, Guy Hoelzer

and Dave Amlicke went 1.6 seconds

faster than last week and nearly as

fast as the Ephs have ever gone before

in the regular season.

Todd Piper and Peter Howd both

logged their best times of the year in

the 200 individual medley, finished

second and fourth, while all four

breaststrokers also dropped their best

clockings of the season. Frogkicker

Bryan Volpp turned in a "most out-

standing performance," noted

Samuelson, busting his personal bests

in the 200 breaststroke 200 individual

medley and a 400 freestyle relay leg.
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Union cagers wear out

foul-plogued Ephs,77-71
by Andy O'Donnell

To call it disappointing is to greatly

understate the case, both for the 800

Eph faithful who made the extra ef-

fort to pack Lasell early Saturday

night and the dejected Williams squad

that left it a few hours later. But there

really ,4sn't a better word for it.

Employing the same pressure

tactics that have proved so successful

--in the past, the Union Dutchmen were

down a game Williams five late in the

second half and then capitalized on a

foul plagued Eph frontline to post

their fourth win in the last five years

over Williams, this time by a 77-71

count.

Despite the curious absence of the

Schenectady loyal, the contest was a

typically emotional, hard fought, nip

and tuck affair from beginning to end,

with eight points (62-54) comprising

the largest margin and the lead either

changing hands or being knotted a

total of 20 times in the course ^f 40

minutes.

But if there was a difference in the

game it was the performance of Peter

Meola, one of the Union co-captains

who has a habit of saving his best

efforts for Williams. And this year

proved no different.

Meola destroyed the Ephs in the

same fashion that Springfield's David

Pugh had last Wednesday, using his

cat-like quickness and leaping ability

to continually beat the slower Eph
frontcourt to rebounds en route to a

game high 22 points. It was Meola's

rebound and subsequent three point

play that rallied Union from a 50-49

deficit and propelled it inta the largest

lead of the game, 62-54, with 9:31 left

in the contest.

Before that play the Ephs had come
back from a 40-37 halftime deficit to

forge their largest lead of the night,

47-42, on the strength on a pair of

buckets by Mike Tanner and a couple

of steals by Andy Straka and Gerry
Kelly. But, the backcourt tandem was

visibly beginning to tire and when
Meola hit a jumper with 7 : 04 left in the

game to put Union on top by six, 66-60,

Williams not only looked pooped but

found each of its frontcourt players

tagged with four fouls.

Williams refused to quit, however,

clawing its way back to knot the score

at 68 on two Kelly jumpers with 4:59

remaining. Ken Marshall responded

with twoheopsfor the Dutchmen, end
then Union coach Bill Scanlon created

a clever catch-22 situation for the

Ephs: he instructed his team to go

into a stall for the final four minutes

knowing that Straka was the only

Williams player who could foul and

not leave the game. Straka (and most
everyoife else in the place) didn't

realize this and with Union controlling

the ball Williams couldn't call time

out to remedy the matter. When the

Ephs finally managed to halt things,

Union hit the subsequent foul shots to

seal its third win against six losses

(including a 67-56 win over Amherst).

Williaiiis fell to 2-4. „.

Kelly and Brad Wolk paced
Williams with 17 points each, while

Straka chipped in with 15 and Tanner
added 12. Union also came from
behind in the final minutes to win the

JV game, 61-60.

Tonight the Ephs face their biggest

challenge of the season when they

entertain Yale, 75-49 victors in last

year's meeting. At last count Yale

was a deceptive 3-8, having played top

20 teams Clemson and Holy Cross,

dropping the latter game by just

thirteen. Williams travels to Clark

Thursday before returning to Lasell

Saturday night, to open Little Three

play against Amherst.

Rick Zeller digs the puck out of the corner and loiaks for an pcen Eph iceman in Saturday's 6-5_ylctory oyer division II

foe Holy Cross. > (photo by Oettgen)

Johnson, Rooney tally twice

Skaters hold off Holy Cross
by Tim Layden

Looking around the inside of Lart-

sing Chapman Rink during Saturday
afternoon's Williams-Holy Cross
hockey clash, an interested spectator

could find nearly as many Eph
skaters liniprrig. Hobbling, and nur-

sing a variety of injuries as were on

the ice. With some three first-line

Yale bounces women, 63-54

Matt Spangler drives to the hoop

against Union. The Dutchmen
outlasted the Purple for a 77-71 win.

(photo by Oettgen)

by Nancy Rhein

Traveling to New Haven to open a

new season with a new coach against

a new opponent, the Williams
women's basketball team had an
excellent debut, but came up short

losing to the Bulldogs 54-63, Saturday.

TheEphwomen, looking strong with

a winning combination of veteran

stand-outs Maggie O'Brien, Leigh

Wilson, and Leslie Milne, and new
talent Monica Grady, were stopped by

the first period shooting of Yale's 6'

center and were unable to overcome
Yale's small lead. As a result of the

Eph's defensive strategy to force

outside shots, Yale was only able to

score on the height of their center,

with 24 points, and through the use of

"garbage shots" from^ rebounds took

an early lead, standing 33-27 at the

half.

Playing catch-up for the second

half, the Ephwomen were up by one or

two but were unable to hold that lead.

The Ephs, utilizing a press and man
to man defense outplayed the

Bulldogs defensively combining for 30

defensive rebounds with Leigh Wilson

grabbing ten for Williams.

Wilson, at forward, turned in an ,

offensive performance similar to that/

of last year with 13 offensive rebounds

and eight points for the day, while

Maggie O'Brien rounded out the

fourcourt scoring with 15 points.

Looking strong in her backcourt

debut, frosh Monica Grady went for 16

points and five rebounds. Also tallying

for the Ephs were Lisa Capaldini with

six and Leslie Milne with four, while

Karyn Allison and Robin EUett had

three and two respectively.

Coach Sue Hudson had nothing but

praise for the team as she was pleased

with their defensive showing. "We
really played an excellent game.

Leigh was really outstanding on

defense while Monica and Maggie

played tremendously. The game was
fast and really close."

Meeting Skidmore this afternoon at

4 in Lasell, the Ephs expect to s^ure
their first win according to Hudson.

players sidelined with injuries,

prospects for the Ephs' snapping out

of a two-game tailspin seemed slim.

While one-time first liners and top

scorers Chris Egizi and Dan Sullivan

watched from the sidelines, Coach Bill

McCormick played musical wings and

managed to come up with enough

makeshift lines to out-gut the stub-

born Crusaders in a deliberate 6-5 see-

saw battle. The win was a must for the

Ephs, who now stand at 5-4 on the

season and 2-4 in Division II.

The teams hopped on a teeter-totter

at the start of a second period, which

featured ties at two, three, and four,

before Bob Duffy's slapper sent

Williams into the locker room on top,

5-4 at the end of two periods.

Crusader freshman Frank Mc-
Carthy opened the scoring in the

period knocking a wrist shot past

Weiss, Courtesy of a fine screen by

Jay Parker. Bob Caruso's rebound

shot sprouted legs and crawled past

Costello to put Williams back on top

just fourteen seconds later at 3:41.

Holy Cross captain Glenn Graves

swiped a Jim Hield pass at 6:00 and

scored on a solo effort to knot the

game, but Johnson's second goal of

So. Conn, swamps swimmers, 81-32
by Dennis O'Shea

A highly talented and thoroughly

tapered Southern Connecticut State

swim team reeled out a series of

awesome effbrts in blowing away the

Williams Ephmen, 81-32, in New
Haven Saturday. Southern coach

Bruce Hutchinson, seeking his first

dual meet win over the Ephs in six

years, put his squad through two
weeks of reduced training to rest them
up for the Williams meet, and shaved
down several of his top swimmers.
He had them so wound up they

Chip Lindquist stretches for a forehand rail shot,

men shutout Hobart & Middlebury last Saturday.

The Eph racket-

(photo by Oettgen)

might easily "have beaten anybody in

the league," according to co-captain

Duff Anderson. Despite some ex-

cellent swims, the Ephmen managed
to deny the Owls only one first place

all afternoon.

Carl Samuelson, Eph mentor, noted

that it will be interesting to see if a

team that peaked so early in their

schedule "can sustain themselves

through the rest of the season and

through the New Englands." Nor-

mally it is very difficult to peak ef-

fectively twice in a single season.

"We responded very well" to the

pressure 'of Southern's very obvious

psyche-up, Samuelson contended.
"Several of our performances are

going to blow some minds around the

league."

Tom Beckett and R. J. Connelly

took the Southern Conn, sprinters by
surprise, sweeping first and second

place honors in the 50-yard freestyle

for the Ephs' only win. Connelly

touched one-hundredth of a second

before Southern's Gary Wolff to earn

second, while Beckett posted his best

clocking since he broke the freshman
record in his first outing in December.
Distance man Stuart Deans lopped

18 seconds off last week's time in his

see SWIMMING page 3

the game, on a pretty slapper along

the ice and in the corner, gave
Williams the lead back, 4-3.

At 11:36 Daley was slapped with a

pair of two-minute penalties and the

Crusaders converted a tying povyer

play goal 23 seconds into the second.

The Eph penalty-killers dumped the

puck out of the zone only once and the

Crusader pressure eventually paid off

as Graves' second goal knotted the

count.

With just 2:34 gone in the final

period, Rooney gave Weiss and the

Purple a little breathing room with a

score off the skate of a Crusader
defenseman from linemates Zeller

and Hield. Williams controlled the

puck for the majority of the third

period, as the Crusaders managed
only two shots on net in the first 12

minutes of the period.

Challenging Weiss with just over

two minutes remaining in the game.
Holy Cross junior Jim Murphy
climaxed 30 seconds of solid goal

pressure with a tally to make it a one-

goal game. Weiss and company
stopped five Holy Cross shots in the

final two minutes to seal the win.

Scoreboard
Men's Varsity Basketball (2 4)

Jan. 15—Union 77 Williams 71

Top Scoring: Kelly 17, Wolk 17, Straka
15, Tanner 12.

Jan. 12—Springfield 91 -

Top Scoring: Tanner 25,

Wolk 14, Whelan 9

Williams BO

Balderson 15,

Men's Varsity Hockey (5-4)

Jan. 15—Holy Cross 5 - Williams 6

Goals—Johnson 2, Rooney 2, Caruso 1,

Duffy 1

Jan. 12—Norwich 6, Williams 3

Goals—Zeller 2, Bessone 1

Men's Varsity Squash (41)
Jan. 15—Hobart Williams 9

Jan. 15—Middlebury - Williams 7

Jan. 12—Harvard 9 Williams

Men's Freshman Squash
Jan. 15—Williston 1 - Williams 6

Women's Varsity Basketball (01)

Jan. 15—Yale 63 Williams 54

Scoring : O'Brien 16, Grady 16, Wilson 8,

Capaldini 6, Milne 4, Allisons, EUett 2

Women's Varsity Squash (11)
Jan. 15—Yale 7 Williams

Men's Swimming (2 2)

Jan. 15—S. Conn. 81 Williams 32

Women's Ice Hockey (11)
Jan. 15—Union Williams 12

Goals: Mary Fish 4, Betsy McGean 3,

Mary Taft 3, Claudia deFaIco l,

Becky Webber 1

New Rink Record • 12 goals

Engineers halt trackmen,64-49
by Frank Carr

The indoor track squad was handed

its first loss of the season Saturday by

a well balanced M.I.T. contingent.

The Engineers programmed a score

of 64.0 while the purple cows could

only manage a 49 point stampede. The

score was a lot closer than coach Dick

Farley had expected as the Ephmen
outscoVed M.I.T. 34-25 in the running

events.) The field events, however,

were dominatediby the visitors who
won five of the six contests.

College recordJlolder Larry Tanner

easily outdistanced the field in the 35

lb. weight throw and gave Williams a

temporary lead. M.I.T. pulled ahead

by taking first and third in the next

three events. Breaking up the possible

sweeps with second place efforts

were: Greg McAleenan (long jump—
21' 3"),-^Jim DeSirnone (shot put— 42'

6") and Jim Rouse (high jump— 6'

2"). Greg Collins donated the final

field event point to the Eph cause,

springing to third place in the pole

vault.

Captain Ken Leinbach turned in an

impressive performance by winning

the mile and the 1000-yard run for the

second straight week. Leinbach

followed the early pace of M.I.T.

miler Chris Svendsgaard and then

steadily pulled away after the half-

mile to break the tape at 4:24.1. After

a brief rest, the senior captain

galloped to victory in the 1000 and

dipped under the 2:20 barrier by .4

seconds. The other captain, Dave
Bass, returned to action this week and

zipped across the tartan surface for

second place in the 60-yard dash with

a 6.6 clocking.

Hurdlers Ron White and Vernon

Davis were just nipped by a high-

see TRACK page 3
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CEP debates class deadlines
^ '^•^-^.'<^ .^ byC'hipBucfcner

The Committee on Educational

Policy postponed any new action

concerning the double majors
discussion, voted to take a proposal on

fifth course registration to the faculty,

and decided to elaborate and expand
upon a list of "paternalisms."

Each year the CEP reviews all the

course offerings and major
requirements for each department.

Because of the time this will take.

Chairman George R. Goethals
suggested they wait until March or

April before returning to the double

majors question.

The fifth course proposal deals with

the timing of registration. Currently

students sign-up for fifth courses

along with their other four clasges.

The change would require, students

wanting to take an extra course to

obtain verbal permission from the

instructor within the first 2V2 weeks,

and then formally register during the

sixth week of classes.

Proponents claim the change will

reduce the paperwork necessary
when students register for, and then
drop fifth courses. Opponents feel this

procedure might make getting into

fifth course more difficult.

Most of the meeting consisted of

further discussion of the "educational

paternalisms" suggested -by Gordon

Winston at the last meeting. Some, he

claimed, protected the student from

himself, while others just did not

make sense.

Dean Peter Berek attended this

meeting to attempt to explain and

clarify some of the regulations.

The first custom Berek shattered

was the "rule" that does not allow

professors to return final exams.

"That's foolish," Berek said. Earlier

Winston argued that retaining the

exam, and giving the student only the

grade made it appear that the letter

was more important than the content.

Dean Francis Oakley noted that

professors might feel it necessary to

write more extensive comments,
which though a good thing, would slow

the. .reporting .of - grades., to the

registrar. The committee
unanimously recommended that

students be allowed to collect exams,
and that professors continue with

their "cryptic comments" to be ex-

plained to the students. The "late-

paper rule" later retitled the "work
completed by the end of classes rule"

requires, as the name implies that all

papers be turned in by the last day of

classes. Members argued that this

meant people studying for exams had
13' 2 weeks for a course, and that

courses with papers lasted only 12

weeks. The committee decided it

needed more time to formulate a

proposal, but the consensus clearly

indicated that in the case of clas^
with a paper and no final exafh, a

s see CEP page 5 /^
The CEP met to continue discussion of double ma iors, fifth course registration,

and academic "paternalisms." (photo by Read)

Council questions /ole in campus communify
The College Council discussed its

role in the campus community
Tuesday night and the possibility of

changing that role and approved two-

more articles of the proposed con-

stitution.

In later discussion on the con-

stitution, the council accepted an
amendment from Cliff Mitchell to

make all meetings of student com-

Committee discusses
house maintenance tax
The Housing Committee discussed

on Wednesday night a proposal to

distribute all maintenance tax
revenue among residential houses

instead of the present two-thirds, with

one third retained by the College.

At present, each student is assessed

a house maintenance tax of $15 per

semester, $10 is immediately turned

over to each house on a per capita

basis to be used as the house sees fit.

The remaining $5 of the tax is pooled

and split into 15 equal parts, one for

each house on campus. The College

uses this money to pay damages and
returns to each house whatever is left

in its "account" at the beginning of

the next semester.

James Barickman, chairman of the

Housing Committee and president of

Dennett House, proposed last week
that the $5 per student held by the

College also be allocated among the

houses on a proportional basis. The
present system benefits smaller

houses, like Bryant and Fort Hoosac,

at the expense of the larger houses.

Those in favor of this proposal claim

that the amount spent on house
maintenance is directly related to the
size of the house. Associate Dean Cris

T. Roosenraad said that evidence
supporting this claim will be
presented by Randy Sturges at

Monday's College Council meeting,

though this contradicts a finding

made in 1974 by thai year's Housing
Committee'^that maintenance ex-

penditures ^re essentially in-

dependent of the number of people

affiliated with a given house.

Another proposal, which would
complement Barickman's, would
have damages to the main corridor,

dining hall, and piano lounges at

Mission Park paid for by College

Building and Grounds funds, rather

than by maintenance tax revenue
from Mission Park houses. Their
presidents and Roosenraad agreed
that the easy access to these areas by
any members of the College com-
munity preclude effective policing

against damage.

mittees aild subcommittees open to

the colfege community "except when
the committee is discussing a par-

ticular individual or individuals."

The council passed Articles IV and
V, dealing with council meetings and
by laws, with Mitchell's amendment.
However, members voted to suspend
discussion of Article VI, which deals

with council functions, until its next

meeting, when further discussion on

possible changes in the role of the

council will resume.

The council had planned to spend
the bulk of Tuesday's meeting on the

remaining articles of the proposed
constitution. However, several
representatives voiced dissatisfaction

with the development of the tentative

draft, which vice-president Randy
Sturges called "basically the old

constitution reworked." Bob Carter

stated the need for "a revision of the

whole idea of the council," and added,

"I'm not sure the present process can
do this." The council accepted a

motion from Cath Carpenter to

temporarily postpone the business at

hand for an informal discussion along

these lines.

Several council members expressed

dissatisfaction with the effectiveness

of the present council. Don Tourney

commented, "the only real important

thing we do is financing student

organizations. " Wit McKay voiced a

need for parity of students and faculty

on student-faculty committees. Tom
Ebling proposed that the council

establish several independent student

committees, with activities

paralleling those of student-faculty

committees.

Council President Steve Piltch,

reported that he had discussed the

issue of increasing student power with

President Chandler. According to

Piltch, Chandler suggested that the

council meet regularly with the

faculty Steering Committee, which

Piltch called "the most powerful

faculty committee in the school," in

order to express student viewpoints.

Carpenter suggested that the

council needs to become a more ef-

fective voice of student opinion, and
urged representatives to actively seek

out the issues that most concern the

student body.

Board and committees
confront College issues
The Board of Trustees and nine

trustee committees are meeting this

weekend to make tenure decisions and

to discuss tuition and the College

budget, new construction of College

facilities, and other College issues,

according to College Treasurer
Francis H. Dewey III.

The Trustee Committee on Campus
Life met last night with members of

the College Council and today with the

Committee on Undergraduate Life to

discuss student issues, he added.

tenure decisions
The trustee Committee on In-

struction and Degrees is meeting

today to recommend appointments of

faculty members to tenured positions,

approve other appointments, and

determine salaries, according to

Dewey. The committee will also select

commencement speakers and award
honorary degrees.

The committee will probably not

recommend any fundamental
changes in the tenure decision

process, commented Dean of the

Faculty Francis Oakley, adding that

Park powers clash in winter games
by Jim Cohen

All the glamor, pomp, and pagentry

of Innsbruck, Sapporo and Grenoble

have been painstakingly recreated

this weekend for the first Mission

Park Winter Olympic Games.

The contest between park powers

Armstrong House, Dennett House and

Pratt House enters its second and

final day tomorrow with teams

The first Mission Park Winter Olympic Games began today. The game spink,

shown above, was included in the events. (photo by Davis)

squaring off in such diverse sports as

snow football, cross-country running,

downhill skiing and the ever-popular

spink.

All events will be staged in the

Mission Park—Cole Field region.

Armstrong House President Peter

Friesen promised, "We will have final

tabulations to see which house wins.

This is inconsistent with the Olympic
spirit, but consistent with the rivalries

between houses."

Opening ceremonies this afternoon,

replete with a parade, flag-raising

and the lighting of the Olympic torch

by President John W. Chandler, were
followed by broomball; speed-

skating; the 60-yard dash and bicycle

racing across iCe; tray-jumping, and

the foot slalom.

Friesen, whose Armstrong House
team uses the tune from the movie
"Patton" as its anthem, said ribbons

would be awarded to the winners of

each event, followed by the customary
flag-raising and anthem-singing,
Friesen sees this gala competition as

a "prelude to Winter Carnival." "I

would like to see it expand school-

wide. It would be a spectacle," he

predicted.

The official schedule for tomorrow
shows snow football beginning at 9: 30,

followed by the remaining events at

1:30. Downhill skiing will take place

on the slopes leading to the Mission

Park dining room, with obstacles

added to challenge skiers.

Spink, the "finale" of the Olympics,

will take place on the spink rink

behind Armstrong House. This brutal

sport, imported from Middlebury

College, is played on a patch of ice

approximately 20 feet by 30 feet.

Skateless players attempt to score

goals using hockey sticks and a taped

sock as the puck. "There are few

rules, except for high sticking,"

Friesen explained.

Armstrong, a perennial spink

power, is expected to dominate this

event. "Informed sources give Pratt

the edge in the downhill events and

call the teams even in snow football.

The Olympic games, planned by the

house presidents and social chair-

persons of the three houses, are open

to spectators free of charge.

he felt the issue was too important and

complex to be acted upon without

lengthy discussion among trustees,

faculty and students.

Faculty .- favorably recom-
mended to the committee for tenure

by the faculty Committee on Ap-
pointments and Promotions include

Robert Bell (English), Lynda Bundt-

zen (English), Lee Drickamer
(biology), Michael Katz (Russian),

Gary Jacobsohn (political science).

Jay Pasachoff (astronomy), and
Mark Taylor (religion).

The Board of Trustees will make the

final appointments to tenured
positions. Any disputes can be ap-

pealed to the Panel of Six, a faculty

board which examines tenure

problems.

tuition hike
The Budget and Financial Planning

Committee of the Board of Trustees is

meeting today to discuss the financial

position of the College, budgets, and a

possible increase in tuition, said

Dewey.
According to Dewey, a tuition in-

crease is probable. A ten per cent

increase in the price of heating oil

coupled with an unexpected increase

in fuel consumption of more than five

per cent is one factor making the

tuition increase likely, he said. "Until

four years ago, tuition was raised

every other year; now it is raised

annually," commented Dewey.

The committee will also review the

updated 1976-77 budget and the

projected budget for 1977-78, he said.

CC and CUL
The Trustee Committee on Campus

Life met with members of the College

Council last night and the Committee
on Undergraduate Life this afternoon

to discuss issues of "special interest"

to the student body.

According to Dean of the College

Peter Berek, the Thursday night

meeting with the College Council, is

an annual, student-planned affair.

The council chooses the issues which

are discussed.

An agenda prepared by Steve

Piltch, CC President, included four

major areas of discussion. This year's

budget was reviewed, along with the

whole budgeting procedure. As in the

other areas, emphasis was placed on

see TRUSTEES page 2
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Letters: Evaluating quality

course guide
To the editor:

I wish to clarify several points

concerning my beliefs about the

Student Course Guide. I believe that

both The Record and its readership

have been misinformed. I disagree

most strongly with the statement,

attributed to me in your issue of

January 11, that "obviously students

cannot accurately judge the quality of

teaching."

That students cannot accurately

judge the quality of teaching is neither

obvious, nor true. On the contrary,

students are^best qualified to make
certain judgments about the quality of

teaching at their college. The students

are the object of the teaching. The
effect of teaching, its most important

quality, is reflected by the students.

The students certainly know if a

teacher has excited them into further

study of a subject or unfortunately, if

a teacher has been so ineffective as to

foster the students disinterest. The
students know if readings, lectures or

labs are particularly weak or strong.

No one in the college community can

more accurately judge these aspects

of teaching quality.

The Student Course Guide Com-
mittee believes that this knowledge

can serve the entire campus. The
conception of the Student Course

Guide is based upon the belief that the

students can make careful and ac-

curate judgments on aspects of course

material and teaching quality at

Williams, that the responsible

publication of opinions can
educate the students as well as the

faculty about the strengths and
weaknesses of their college, and that

this information, if attended
correctly, will improve the college

and the student's ability to take ad-

vantage of their school. The mission is

ambitious. Its success, like all such

tasks, will be a measure of the

positive attention it receives. We will

soon see if the students and faculty

are receptive to our constructive

attempts.

I \ Mark Lanier '80

College Council Representative

to the Student Course

Guide Committee

peachy pie

To the editor:

Dear Sir,

The peach pie at Greylock Dining

Hall was excellent this week.

Love,

Larry & Ira

News and Notes
OCC EVENTS FOR THE
WEEK OK 1-24-77

Wednesday January 26

CAREER DISCOVERY
WORKSHOPS ON JOB HUN-
TING
Coordinated by Tom Carey '77

"How To Get Hired" Workshop,
Driscoll Lounge, 3:00 p.m. with

college recruiters Bud Roush from
RCA and Mary Keil from Citibank.

"Demonstration Interview"
Workshop, Dodd House Living

Room, 7:30 p.m. Bud Roush &
Mary Keil will actually conduct

interviews with volunteer seniors.

Thursday January 27

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN

LIFE INSURANCE
Drop-In Discussion with Chuck
Senatore '76, Mears House, 9:30

a.m. to 11:00 a.m.

OTHER NOTES

ONCE AGAIN SENIORS—If you

have copies of your resume for this

year's company recruiting, please

get them in to Katie Case now.

Internship Deadlines Coming Up

Dept. of State—Jan. 31 deadline for

Minority Summer Internship with

assignment in one of the Dept.'s

Bureaus. Must be at least a Junior.

Applications available at OCC.

Norlhfield-Mt. Hermon Summer
Teaching Internship—As a

recruiter will be on campus Feb. 8,

and all forms must be in 2 weeks

before the interview, you have less

than a week to apply. Applications

available at OCC.

Teaching Fellowship

Moses Brown School, Providence,

R.I. is offering a year-long

fellowship designed to meet the

needs of the applicant. See Sue
Little.

HOSTS AND HOSTESSES are

needed for the WASHINGTON
ALUMNI WEEKEND PROGRAM
"Career Opportunities in

Washington", Saturday Feb. 5.

Any Juniors or Seniors interested,

please contact Sue Little at Mears
House.

FOCUS/Andy O'Donnell

Gonga Din

Kevin O'Rourke stood at the edge of

the Jesup Hall stage as the crowd
slowly began to file out of the

auditorium. "I hope everybody
forgets tonight as quickly as

possible," he quipped. "After all, I've

got a career to think about."

Nattily attired ia. tuxedo, jacket,,

light brown courdoroys, and L.L.

Bean fishing boots complemented by

a pink shirt and a midget bow-tie,

O'Rourke was an appropriately
inappropriate reincarnation of wit

itself Wednesday night as he MC'ed
the first annual Williams College

edition of The Gong Show.

Part variety contest, part locker

room vaudeville show, this was one of

those events that took a Winter Study
mentality to originate and a house like

Carter to pull off. With Bob Kraus
serving as behind the scenes
manager, the boys from Carter culled

16 acts from Monday night's tryouts

and primed them for the finals with

ample help from the Utica Club.

This dapper quartet hoped the bell would not toll for them at Thursday's "Gong
Show". (photo by Oettgen)

-WHSmm-
Cold weather ups heating costs

The present extremely cold weather has added more than $10,000 to

College heating costs, said Director of Physical Plant Peter Welanetz.

This winter has now been colder than last year by 510 degree-days, a 15

per cent increase. Due to successful conservation measures, said Welanetz,
this has only led to an increase of 31,837 gallons in fuel used, a 5.7 per cent
jump. Some outlying buildings, such as Tyler House, are heated by their own
plants, whose costs have increased approximately the same rate, he said.

Theheatingproblem was aggravated by the "very cold" fall we had this

year, he said, which was 24 per cent colder in degree-days than last year.

Costs of snowplowing are not extremely high so far, according to

Welanetz, because of the small amount of plowing needed before Christmas.

"Snowplowing to date is not a significant problem," he said.

The College was prepared for an increase in oil prices, he said, but the

large increase in price together with unexpectedly high consumption have
created some problems. According to Welanetz, Buildings and Grounds is

l)eing "as careful as possible" to keep energy use down, and unless the

present cold weather persists until spring, there will be "no significant

variance from the budget."

Athletic Committee plans meeting
The Athletic Committee will hold an open meeting this Monday, January

24 at 7:30 p.m. in the Dodd House living room, committee chairman Robert

W. Friedrichs announced. The committee "seeks to be informative and to

discuss policy issues," Friedrichs said.

Currently on the agenda for the open meeting are the plans for athletic

facility expansion, college and conference rules on post-season competition,

priorities for the expansion of the athletic program and the development of

women's intramurals. Suggestions for further items should be submitted to

Friedrich's in his Stetson Hall mail box as soon as possible.

They also convinced three faculty

members to lower their eyebrows for

an hour and serve as guest judges for

the affair. Gordon "GO-GO" Winston

ably filled in for an inexplicably ab-

sent Paul Newman, Charles "Call me
Chuck" (Frenchie) Fuqua anchored

the middle of the - table with^ a - quick -

and decisive hand on the gong, while

the King of Gong himself, Carl

"Slippery" Samuelson, rounded out

the trio, demonstrating a curious

reluctance to gong any act ( onstage or

not) with a female in it.

The mayhem began with Dick Clark

("a real victim of circumcision",

according to O'Rourke) introducing

his newest discovery—Spacfe Rock
and his Space Rockers—performing
their soon to be legendary hit "Dog
Eat Dog". Coach Sam halted their

climb up the charts with a gong just 35

seconds into the show. Although the

producers guaranteed each act at

least 30 seconds, Sam stood by his

decision. "I thought it was rather

obscene," he explained.

The early pacesetter was Petri (as

in Rob) Lemon Jello and the

Velvetones, a rather greasy bar-

bershop quartet from Lehman that

wowed the crowd with some tight

harmony and appropriately inane

lyrics. Fuqua and Winston awarded
the group 8's, but Sam, went all the

way, giving the bunch a 10 in large

part due to his fascination with Peter,

the group's bass singer. "Anyone who
can take it from that depth has gotta

gel a 10," said Sam.
The Masked Dancer, Farah

Fawcett ("she forgot to shave her

legs," complained Fuqua) and A Lady
Juggler all failed to impress ("I

thought she had a lot of balls, though,
'

'

Sam remarked about the latter. "She
could have taken her clothes off

faster," replied Fuqua, ) and the stage

was set for The Amazing World of

Oriental Dart Throwing.

This bit was totally bizarre, with

sort^ guy from the cover of Pacific

Overtures re-enacting the revenge of

Cato on Inspector Clousseau as he

flung darts at a 6 by 12 foot board and

practiced hisjujitsu at the same time.

For its originality, insanity, and in

large part out of gratitude for

escaping injury, the act received a

score of 23.

Things became close during the

next few minutes when John Rainey

and The Legionnaires Disease surged

into the lead with an extremely clever

ode to Gerry Ford. But it was up to the

last act, Big Ross The Freshman, to

pull off a stunning (and somewhat
dubious) upset.

Getting it all together in his final

imitation of the evening. The Big Guy
wowed the crowd with his version of

Emmanuelle's welcome to her

husband. For his efforts Big Ross

received a check for $21.87 ($2.10

more than $19.77 O'Rourke ex-

plained.) An appropriate ending for

an appropriate Winter Study evening.

Nine trustee committees meet this weelcend
TRUSTEES from page 1

changes from last year and before.

The new council constitution, which is

still not completely ratified, was
another topic of discussion.

The final two areas' discussed,

according to Piltch, were the Course

Guide and student power. Council

members desiiribed the progress of

the Course Guide thus far and the

changes that have been made to avoid

the problems of last year's guide. In

discussing student power council

members noted several areas in

which they felt students should have

greater input including the tenure

process.

The CUL meeting with the trustees,

is not an annual event. It was con-

ducted this year primarily to discuss

that committee's report on the

residential house system, according

to Berek.

future construction
The Board of Trustees will discuss

future construction this weekend,

reviewing Phase One of Chapin Hall,

the renovation of its basement into

practice rooms, and Phase Two, the

addition on the hall's east side. In

addition, the trustees will consider

new facilities for art and physical

education.

According to Dewey '41, sufficient

funds for the Chapin annex have not

yet been obtained. The Capital Fund
for the Seventies drive supplies the

capital for construction but, because
of the lethargic economy, donations

have arrived slowly, said Dewey. The
first priority is the construction of the

Chapin practice rooms, and Phase
Two may require up to two million

dollars.

The trustees will also review the

design of the Chapin addition. With
the approval of the trustees, the ar-

chitects will draft working drawings
which contain technical details

needed for actual construction.

The trustees will consider two

further renovations of the campus,
including improvements of the

basketball court and the swimming
pool in Lasell Gymnasium. The ex-

pansion of the gym may extend south

of the present gym and squash courts,

in the vicinity of Drummond's
Cleaners. The trustees will also

discuss improving or replacing the

pool.

A new art facility adjoining

Lawrence Hall is also under con-

sideration. The trustees will discuss

where to situate the addition and the

problem of its accessibility to the

handicapped. Architects for the

Physical Education and Art facilities

will be interviewed this weekend in

order to outline needs and

possibilities. One architect may be

used for both projects, or two for the

two buildings.

The trustees will also review Mt.

Hope Farm and its future, according

to the Director of Physical Plant

Peter P. Welanetz. Poor soil for

sewage disposal has limited the

farm's potential. The study will in-

clude the Kellogg Plan, by which a

group of alumni would purchase

residential lots and donate the

remaining property to a land trust,

and the future of the Elm Tree House.
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Fincom fo moniforSAT funds
The Finance Committee will

monitor th« Mcpenditures of campus
organizations receiving Student
Activities Tax funds for conformity

with Committee guidelines, according

to College Council Treasurer Clarence
Otis. Otis asked that executives of

organizations Q^ing monitored should
pick up copies of The Guidelines of the

1976-77 Student Activities Committee
from him.

Ross Cheit
^ ^^_ _^ j^, ^

international Club

Pottery Club
Student Art Group
Student Fire Brigade

WGSO
Williams Pipe Band
Williams Women

Bob Fox

GUL
WCFM
Williams Record

Harry Kelly

Back Talk

Boat Club

Pique

Yacht Club

Clarence Otis

ADA
Cap and Bells

Dance Society

Republican Club
Williams Action Coalition -

Young Americans for Freedom

David Ross

Jewish Association

NeWman Association^"

Roadrunners
Volleyball Club

Water Polo Club

Charlie Sanders

ACEC
Coffeehouse

Lehman Service Council

Purple Key Society

Rick Siegrist

Outing Club

Rugby Club

Anna Waring

Free University

Lecture Committee

The annual Spencer-Brooks Scavenger Hunt is this Sunday night. Last year,

Dave Bennett was one of many who went half-shorn to give his team big points.

Scavengers hunt Sunday
What do a live ant, a Girl Scout in

uniform, a fly swatter and a Playboy

in braille all have in common? They
were items sought by rival teams in

last year's Spencer-Brooks scavenger

hunt and 3-d trivia contest. High

points were also awarded fotfiJtf

streaking co-ed couple and a Williams

student with a freshly shaven head.

This Sunday, January 23, is the date

of the 3rd annual chaotic and fun-filled

event. The members of Spencer-

Brooks House promise to ask for

obscure and bizarre items which will

tantalize even the most imaginative

contestants.

The contest will run from 8 to 12

p.m., with registration in the Spencer

living room at 7:30. According to

participants in last year's contest, the

frenzy increases until midnight when
contestants lose their inhibitions and

go to any lengths to win points. Items

are reviewed by judges in the Spencer

living room, which overflows with

interesting displays and assorted

paraphernalia.

The entry fee is $3.00 per team, and

there is now no limit to team size.

David Jacquez, one of the organizers,

said that prizes will be awarded to the

two teams with the most points, and

that freshmen are especially en-

couraged to participate.

Lists including hunt items and

contest rules will be distributed

Sunday night.

Panel attempts to define

pressures and problems

students and professors met to

discuss pressures at Williams
Tuesday night. (photo by Gledhill)

Students had a lot to say at the in-

formal discussion of the intricacies of

life at Williams College. The idea for

Now the Pressure Is on. Let's Talk

About What the Pressurei Are came
from a few studentsAvho see a need for

more open and organized com-
munication and interaction between

students on their tTrobletns at the

college.

Cynthia Clark and Irving Rowley
organized the discussion as an at-

tempt to answer some of the questions

raised by an article in Backtalk.

Backtalk. WBSU and Gargoyle
Society sponsored the event, which

took place in the Dodd House living

room last Tuesday night.

They interviewed Professors of

Psychology Andrew Crider, George

Goethals and Dennis Klos. The
professors emphasized that the source

of many of the difficulties at Williams

may be within the individual himself

rather than with college institutions.

Arubo offers sun, fun
: byEricSundin

Are you frigid? Then get aroused in

Aruba! Or so claim the numerous

posters on campus. The first of its

kind at Williams, Prospect Houses

"Aruba Night", to occur January 28,

will be an extraordinarily unique sort

of party. The high price of the tickets

($10 a head) sold to fund Aruba Night

enables Prospect House to present

such an expensive extravaganza.

A student couple, selected at ran-

dom from a list of the partygoers, will

be chauffered that same night to'

Hartford, Connecticut, where they

will be flown to Aruba, a small

Caribbean island, for four days and

three nights

The idea for Aruba Night came

from a party held at the University of

Virginia last year, according to

Prospect's Peter Gloo '78 and Tom
Kondel '78. 'We don't expect to make

a profit on the party or sell the 500

tickets. With 170-300 people attending

we might break even. But we feel that

it is worth the gamble, since this is a

new sort of exotic entertainment for

the campus." The trip itself will cost

the house over $1600; in addition, $200

to $500 will be given to each of the two

winners as spending money. The

amount will obviously vary on the

number attending the party and the

availability of funds. "We want to

make sure that even the non-winners

enjoy themselves. We're not only

selling our tickets on the fantasy of

winning the trip but also on the reality

of a good party", added Kondel.

Indeed, the party itself will be

unique, as the Mission Park dining

hall will be heated beforehand to

KING'S LIQUOR

STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Williamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458 5948

Hand Knit Columbian Sweaters

Peasant Tops . . Velveteen Skirts

Assorted

Gifts

Appliqued Indian Skirts . Lee cord jeans

and jackets

^COTT/aE
"An International Bazaar"

63 Water St. Williamstown, Ma. 01267
Phone (413) 458-4305

tropical temperatures; there will be

elaborate lighting, exotic plants,

drinks, leis; Hawaiian dress is

required. Aside from the open bar and

dancing, the real attraction of the

party undoubtedly will be the buzzing

conversation of the possible

realization of everyone's fantasy.

Associate Dean Cris Roosenraad will

already have drawn the winning

couple's ticket to confirm the flight

reservations.but only he will know the

result. The winning ticket will be

taped to the bottom of the ticket bin,

and the remaining tickets will be

selected throughout the evening. The

last 25 names drawn will be an-

nounced over the loud speaker

creating an almost unbearable Miss

Universe-type of suspense. But it's

either all or nothing, as there are no

runner-up prizes.

One professor said he believed that

the focus of the discussion could

rightly be on "personal attitudes;

problems, people created for them-

selves."

Various themes were developed,

following the underlying perception

that a, lot of things may be wrong at

Williams. Discussion focused on the

problem of competition between
students, how healthy or unhealthy

the situation is, and whether the

college perpetuates such an at-

mosphere or the students themselves

are responsible for it.

. . people have
sexual hangups ..."

Many of the participants seem to

feel that their classmates are closed

and socially inhibited. One student

said that "poeple really have a lot of

sexual hang-ups," tha't Williams is

"cliquesville" and a "fragmtented

place for its size." Another said that

"most people deal with other people

on a very superficial level" and that

"nothing very serious is ever
generated, even among friends."

Others expressed dissatisfaction

with the classroom situation—too

many students are reluctant to

commit themselves in class and to

contribute to discussion by expressing

their views.

The discussion reached several

conclusions but found no answers.

Participants acknowledged an overly

competitive atmosphere, attitudes of

superiority, over-conformity and
vague fears of vulnerability. The
question also arose as to whether
Williams should admit "well-

rounded" students at the expense of a

well-rounded student body.

There was a general consensus

about the need for more such

discussions in the future. According to

Clarke, a demonstrated interest^pd

enthusiasm will insure them.

^
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Area Arts Council

offers life drawing
for studio art tyros
The Northern Berkshire Council of

the Arts will offer an eight week studio

course in life drawing taught by Joel

Rydnick. Rudnick is a figurative

^-^culptor who considers himself "self-

taught" but has had extensive

training at the Art Students League,

the Brooklyn Museum and the N.Y.

National Academy. He has shown his

work in many New York galleries and
warthe recipient of the Elizabeth T.'

Greenshield Foundation Grant in

Canada. Rudnick is presently

sculptor-in-residence at Hoosick

V. Community Resources Corporation at

the Windsor Mill.

The studio course is for those with

minimum dra;iving experience and for

those more advanced students who
have difficulty in drawing the figure.

Major emphasis will be on a simple,

structural approach to the figure

which does not rely on previous

drawing ability but allows early

progress in difficult areas such as

proportion and foreshortening.

Gesture drawing, contour drawing,

the use of value and other approaches

of use to the artist in dealing with the

human figure will be explored.

Students are asked to supply a

quality drawing pad, pencils, char-

coal and kneaded eraser. The class

will meet on Wednesday evenings

from 7 to 9 P.M. or on Saturday

mornings from 10 to 12 A.M. Further

information available at the Council

office in North Adams.

Students write, produce musical

PETER TAKACS will give a free

public piano recital as the final one of

the Young Artists Series.

by Johp Libertine

What started out as a Winter Study

Project might turn out to be the start

of something big for Martha
Williamson '77 and Marc Lichtman
'78. They are writing and producing
their own musical, Presently Untitled

and if all goes well, it could be the

start of successful careers for both of

them.

Although the guidelines for the

project simply called for a finished

§crict. and SQorex bottLauthars have
decided to produce the show and
rehearsals are already underway.
Both writers see this musical as a

starting point for future work. "I am
definitely going to follow this up after

school," said Williamson. "I enjoy

Pianist Takacs appears last in

young artist concert series

AUDITIONS
Actors are needed for a student

pKoduction of "Swellfoot's Tears",

a new play by Leon Katz which will

be directed by Jon Stolzberg, '79.

Parts are available for 10 actors,

men and women. An Artistic

Director is also needed to aid in the

design and construction of sets and

costumes. Auditions will be con-

ducted on Tuesday and Wednesday
nights at 7 in the basement of

Greylock. For scripts or more
information contact Jon Stolzberg,

S.U. Box 1953, telephone 8-8238.

This season's Young Artist's series

will come to a close Sunday at 8:30

I p.m. in Thompson Chapel as Peter
Takacs performs his selection of solo

piano music.

Peter Takacs was born in

Bucharest, Romania in 1946 and came
to the United States with his family in

1962. His musical studies, which had
been interrupted during the difficult

period of emigration, were resumed
with a full four-year scholarship to

Northwestern University, a per-

forming arts fellowship to the

University of Illinois, and a federal

grant to the Peabody Conservatory of

Music, where he completed his ar-

tistic training working with the

distinguished American pianist and
conductor Leon Fleisher. In August,

1973, Takacs was named winner of the

first prize in the University of

Maryland International Piano

Takacs has concertized widely in

the United States and Europe,
receiving enthusiastic acclaim from
critics and audiences alike. Wrote one

critic: "Takacs combines a flawless

technical skill with self-assurance to

produce an electric kind of bravura

performance." The Baltimore Sun
said: "Peter Takacs is a stellar

representative of the best of today's

younger generation of keyboard ar-

tists. In its totality, his was a per-

formance fresh and youthful,

representing musicmaking of the

highest order of intelligence and
conviction." He is currently on the

music faculty of Oberlin College.

In addition to the twenty-four

Chopin Preludes, Opus 28, Takacs will

play Beethoven's Sechs Bagatellen,

Opus 126, Mendelssohn's Fantasy in F
sharp Minor, Opus 28, and Stravin-

sky's Trois Mouvements de

directing, working with people, and
actually creating something. I ei^joy

the pressure."

The Authors have made every effort

to integrate the @ctual script with the

music. The mqsic will serve to

reinforce the theme of the play and

will reflect the natures of the

characters.

The music is complex. Lichtman
said that the result will perhaps be

reminiscent of Stephan Schwartz and
Stephen^ondheim, but that his score

will be an original mixture of types.

Lichtman also noted that he hop^ for

witty dialogue comparable to Gilbert

and Sullivan.
'*^

Williamson said that the work is

very hard but rewarding. The Winter

Study deadline can allow for no

slacking off. "It is very difficult to get

up in the morning and say, 'Today,

I'm going to write four pages of

hysterically funny script,' but it's

exciting."

Writing and directing are not en-

tirely new to Williamson. She has

always written pieces for her own

enjoyment, and her fondest wish since

her freshman year had been to direct

the Freshman Revue which she did

this year. If the success of this year's

Revue is any indication, Presently

Untitled promises to be an interesting,

worthwhile, and successful ex-

perience.

One of the many challenges faced

by any director is working with a cast

of neophytes. Many members of

Williamson's cast have never been in

shows before. As a director, she must
work with them, and cultivate their

talents. "I know they're going to be

good. It's going to be interesting to see

what happens."

Williamson prefers not to divulge

the entire plot of the show, but ex-

plains that basically it is a story about

social life in the art world. "It con-

cerns the reactions of critics, patrons,

and gallery owners when a newcomer
enters their world and changes the

scene," Williamson elaborates it.

"The play is a commentary on what
one is supposed to like as opposed to

what one wants to like."

Rognell proves brilliant

in second jazz concert

Competition. Petrouchka.

Pirandello play continues at AAAT today
Luigi Pirandello's one act play,

"The Man with the Flower in his

Mouth" will continue in performance

at the studio theater of the AMT this

afternoon and tomorrow evening at 8

pm. The play takes place in a seedy

sidewalk cafe in Rome and involves

two characters who are played by

Peter Bergethon and Bob Gregory.

Cap and Bells president Jamie

Spraigins will direct the piece. Tickets

are available in the Cap and Bells

office.

Pirandello was Italy's leading

playwright in the 1920's and is con-

sidered today to be one of the foremost

early experimenters in what was to

become modern theater. His major

work. Six characters in Search of an

Author, was performed here too.

by Valerie Sarantos

Baggy pants and a shy bespectacled

smile greeted all those who attended

last Monday night's second concert of

the Young Artists Series, as Andrew
Rangell made his entrance into

Thompson Chapel. - After

ritualistically dusting off the piano

keyboard and wiping his hands with a

white cloth, the young pianist sat on

the bench for several moments of

d^ep meditation before commencing
what would prove to be a truly

brilliant and sensitive performance of

exclusively Beethoven works.

From the first brooding note of

Beethoven's Sonata in D Major, Op.

28, to the last of Variations of a Theme
of A. Diabelli. Op. 120. Rangell con-

sistently displayed dazzling technical

wizardry and interpretive intensity.

He coaxed the softest pianissimos and
loudest fortissimos without once
sacrificing his rich, strong tone which

proved to be the most striking aspect

of his performance.

Never once out of control, the

confident pianist was a pleasure to

watch as well as to hear. He was
totally relaxed, communicating with

the music, and his hands were so quiet

that he could have performed most of

the concert with a quarter resting on

the back of his hand. Only at the end of

a piece did he throw up his hands
exultantly.

The highlight of the concert came in

the second half with the Diabelli

Variations, where Rangell out-did

himself in every direction. It was,,

exciting throughout, from the softest

quivering trills to the loudest massive

chords; his fingers always digging

into, never hitting, the keys for the

best tone and expression possible. For
his much-appreciated encore, Rangell

played an amusing jazzy little piece

by 30's and 40's composer Kurt Weill.

// happened one night:

Poets, porn, and the pernicious weed
Sunday night in Bonn there's

schnapps in Kneipes

in Dallas prayers in the round

in Bangor barroom brawling

in Chile the junta's crowned.

But Sunday night in Williamstown

There's many a do or dare.

And here deciding where to go

Are Hyde and Zeke and Cher.

Hyde: So, what d'you want to do?

Zeke: Dunno, what d'you want to do?

Cher: Huh?

There's poetry reading in Baxter

Hall,

There's porno flickin' \oo,

They're 'specteratin' in Hervey's

spittoons,

A night for pitchin' woo!

Hyde and Zeke had signed up Cher
T'go chawin' for Free U.

"Terbacker's not my snuff," she

said,

"But I'll go anyhoo."

The remaining two of the three

Went to hear the poetry.

Meanwhile . . .

The Boston Globe and Sanka cans

Lay sprawled on Mission's floors,

Where Cher and a dozen dixie boys

Chew-talk possum, hay, and whores.

While the other guys spat clean and

far

With a holler and a hoot,

Cher, who played the J.V. hoops,

Would dribble before she'd shoot.

Meanwhile . . .

and we mean
Meanwhile . . .

The Rathskellar's laid back

Only a mike stands.

Still, sensitive, without ire.

Lightslow

Versenyi's charged and cryptic

quietude

Have taken seats in every row.

A few lie listening on the floor.

Their heads nestling deeper into

down parkas

Their shirts hiked up as if

To catch some color from
the lighted stage.

They try but in vanity.

The last nylon notes

Wiffle wantonly from Raab's guitar.

Now only a clue of clacking pool balls

Steals into the skeller cache.

The themes:

"Hitchhiking through the cornfields

of Illinois . .
."

"I was trying to bring on the most
complete depression

possible ..."

"An Ad in the Times ..."

"An Andrew Wyeth Painting . .

."

"An Afro American Sonnet ..."

"Susan "

And 120 backbones eased into

Poetry recited by the voices

Which first whispered it.

Spoken melodies

Each a single pure sc6op

Tight and whole

Distinctly flavored poems
Read in black and white.

The punctuating silences

Lingered,'

With irony and hilarity.

Solemnity, love, and bitterness.

Flavoring the air.

It was 40 minutes before the lights

came up,

Yet 40 minutes after that before all

had gone,

Long after the last bottle of white

chablis

Rocked empty on the counter.

(In tribute to the Whole Earth, the

processed

Cheddar was left half-full in the can.)

The time has come, the audience

said.

To talk of ill and well

Of aesthetic evaluation

And the next showing of Em-
manuelle.

To the Snack Bar wandered Hyde
and Zeke
To dunk their fries in Sprite

Hoping that a trend would set

In Baxter Hall that night.

Hyde and Zeke set out at ten

To meet up with Cher in Bronfman.
(Guess who didn't get an invite

To read their poems that Sunday
night?)

Despite the swellings of the crowd.

Despite the frumious Bandersnatch,

They coupled ( tripled? ) by the door

Waiting for Pratt to spring the hatch.

Watching the Jaws of Emmanuelle
Who would let no man boss her.

Feeling her rhythms bade them
retell

Of Williams' chawers and Chaucers.

(The picture blurs. The vorpel sword

goes snicker-snack. Flashback to

sanka cans and nylon notes).

Loves remembered on rainy broken-

hearted nights in rooms that

smelled of lorlely men; and of the

blood red dust that makes for the

bitterness of Georgian roads . . .

What was that ya said?

And it was here I watched your

fingers turn blue . . .

1 was sayin' Old Blue was the best

damned yellow tooth hound dog

what ever fetched a field of quail!

At dusk a ride hitched through row
upon row of ripening corn . . .

Some of it 1 pickt cuz they looks good,

some of 'em taste good, and o' courz

some waz just thar!

The rhythm of their sway is timeless,

over and over under the compelling

sun they sink their roots quiescent

in ignorance of fall . . . then, I was
younger and just learning . . .

Ya gotta work up the justice first!

My mother knew his mother. They
were friends. I used to play with him
as they visited . . .

Hell, now I can shoot it and make a

bullseye at 15 feet!

You know you never taught me the

blues, only to play the banjo. Now 1

have learned both ...

I'm Emanuelle—I can show you how
to do both.

The 'ongest ever was 21 foot.

Sheeeeeeeeit! What a muckin'
sptttttttttt!

Abhorrence that had no shape . . .

Put a layer of white skin out to

harden . . . Small, private, proud

. . . Your silent inner steel . . .

He took the whole plug thing and

didn't spit much neither!

And love has exuded from my body
. . . leaving me numb . . .

Whatever you do, don't swallow it!

Beings meet beings . . .

Hey, how doz Big Red taste? . . .

Don'tcha remembar that waz the

first one weeez passed around!

That breath before the fuzzyhood of

expectation . . .

I wuz 'specting lump Kadidle to come
tonite!

Straight and narrow liquidly workings

begin softly, findings: the coming of

night . . .

Lump kin play tunes that'd send

shivers up yar spine!

They tingle my tender places . . .

Smoothly sliding in and out of my
innermost depths, seeking my
sacred spots and soaring me on to

misty daydreams of malactic

malaxation

Why the hell are you guys taking notes

in here?

We're writing for the Record.

On the Joys of a Woman?
No, on poesy and tobacco chewing.

Must be a couple of loons from Leh-

man.

He shot it six foot, and the juice wuz
still on his lip when it hit the ground!

Seeding the way home with

uneasiness . . . This is what it

means to ask forgiveness . . .

That thar farmar was more onery

than a long tailed cat in a room full

'a rockin' chairs!

Men bending together to the breeze

... no strings to tie them down

. . . time and money to hve it up

any chance they get ...

Hey, d'you see Emmanuelle tonite?

Well what d'you think?

Ambiguous, recalcitrant, and bot-

tomless ...

(We thank the poets for allowing us to

use their material. Like all those in

attendance, we appreciated their

highly successful reading. We hope

there will be more to come. And our

thanks too to Hervey and the Dixie

Boys for letting us record some of

the Oral Tradition.

)

by William Roche
T.Evan Cass
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CEP debates class deadlines
CEP from page 1

majority favored giving the professor

the option of extending the deadline.

The "E-deficiency rule" states that

no student with a failing average may
tie admitted to the final. This means,
as a corollary, anyone passing the

final must receive a passing grade for

the course. The rationale is that

anyonewho has totally failed a course

should spend his time on his other

courses, rather than waste it on his

-fourth. -
'

Winston argued two points: if the

student has no hope of passing, it

should be his decision not to waste his

time, not the professor's, and that this

precluded a Herculean effort by the

student who might be able to pass if he
really worked during the reading
period.

At its last meeting the CEP felt the

rule sounded very cut and dried, but

Dean Berefc inserted an "at the in-

structor's discretion" clause. One
professor wondered if he wanted the

-responsitrility for deciding wtrether to

admit students to the final. The

AAatmen suffer 4th loss
It's beginning to sound rather

repetitious as only the names seem to

be changed, but the Williams
wrestling squad dropped another

meet as a result of key forfeits, losing

to Albany Tuesday, 30-18.

The Ephs, according to coach Joe
Dailey, knew the chances to win were
slim as Williams once again had to

forfeit 134, 150, and 158, giving 18 easy

points to an already strong team.

Lightweight Joe Carrese at 118 used

the forfeit problem to his advantage,

picking up six points through the lack

of an Albany opponent. Hal Zendle at

126 looked strong in his match, win-

ning a 12-5 decision. At 142, freshman
Mark Walsh met the Albany captain

and lost a tough decision.

Purple hoopsters

upend Yale, 50-48
HOOPSTERSfrompg. 6

disappointing 5-5, including a 67-56

loss to Union.

Coach Rick Wilson has all but three

players back from last year's 17-7 club

that went on to win the ECAC Division

11-111 championship, including The
Kid Who Can Do It All, senior captain

Jim Rehnquist. The 6'3" son of the

Supreme Court Justice has been
poison against Williams during the

past three years but has had to miss

three games this year (including

Union) with a sprained ankle. Last
year Rehnquist had 29 and 32 point

performances against Williams and is

currently averaging 25.3 points per

game.
,

Helping out up front for the Jeffs are

center Gary Collins (16.3 ppg) and
Dave Protiva (8.8). Newcomer Jim
Strand and either Matt Martland or

senior Jeff Gruskay round out the

backcourt. Bill Swiacki, an end on the

football team, should also see plenty

of action at forward. Game time is

8:00, with the JV's beginning action at

6:00.
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Williams heavyweight contingent

wrestled well although Scott Conant at

167 lost a clbse match. Freshman
Keith Passaretti (177) earned his first

pin of the season, grabbing a third of

Williams points. Adding a final three

for the team, co-captain Jeff May, at

190 won a one point decision while

heavyweight Colin Hart, plaqued by a

lack of experience, was pinned.

Although senior Clarence Young
will soon be joining the squad at 158,

the team still lacks wrestlers at 134

and 150 as a knee injury still keeps
Hugo St. John out of the line-up. The
Ephs will travel to Union Saturday for

what should be another dreary defeat,

according to Dailey.

Committee will continue deliberation

in coming weeks.

The "eight-semester rule," Berek
said, dated from, a time when
Williams was "a rich man's school"

and students "kind of liked it here"

and were happy to "stay as long as

needed to pass enough courses . ^

."

Since the cost of college is much
greater than the tuition, it cost the

College to keep these people around.

Now the College gives each student

eight- seitiestiere^o piasS,'Snd then

requests that they leave to make room
for somebody else.

The enforced reading period,

professors felt, produced well

organized essays. Winston wondered
if not enforcing a reading period

might teach students that it was
important to allocate time for

thinking. Oakley countered that en-

forcing the rule might also demon-
strate its importance. The committee

made no proposal either to change or

to retain this rule.

The CEP debated whether it should

reconsider whether to send grades to

parents. Dean Berek observed that

the College did alert freshman
parents, and that upper classmen

received two copies of their grades.

The CEP will next meet on

February 1.

Marty Taft zeroes -in on the Skidmore goalie enroute to one of her three goals

during the Ephwomen's 12-0 rout last Saturday. They face Wesleyan tomorrow
at 1 in Chapman. (photo by C. Read)

DENNETT HOUSE presents

BRUCE LEE

IN

Return Of The Dragon
Monday, Jan. 24

7, 9, 11

Bronfman Aud.

Admission $1

o^

^Q" ri?" V <t}

DON'T FORGET

A bonus added to Renzi's 2nd semester Package Deal!

Leave your list of courses by January 29

The winning name drawn from the lists will

receive FREE all the books we have in his

courses!!

'«t

This student's car has become a new fixture in front of the library's staircase

after the latest severe weather. (photo by Oettgen)

APRIL 15 DEADLINE —^^ "^ ~
27 Italian Medical and Veterinary

Schools Accept American Students

Medical and veterinary school aspirants who are thinking of applying to Italian medi-

cal schools, and their families, must act immediately. New Italian government regula-

tions require that preinscription applications be filed with Italian Consulates before

April 1 5, for consideration for medical and veterinary school admission in 1 977.

27 distinguished Italian medical schools accept Americans. Several hundred Ameri-

cans now are studying at Italian medical and veterinary schools. Medical, dental and

veterinary school aspirants who need assistance in language and cultural orienta-

tion and preparation before, during and after medical school to enable the practice of

medicine in the U.S., should contact the Institute of International Medical Education.

The Institute has helped more Americans enter European medical and veterinary

schools than any other organization. Advancad placement for holders of science

post-graduate degrees.

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
Criarlered by the Regents ol the University o( the Stale of New York

3 E. 54 St., New York 10022 • (212) 832-2089

NEW! ! I

\

DANISH TEA ROOM

Located in the Gallery of Williamstown also called the

Yellow House on Spring Street.

All Baked Goods Are Honestly Home-AAade

OPEN WED.-SAT. 1:30-4:30P.M.

The Gallery is featuring LEE HIRSCH recent work.

18
BEEF
HOUSE
Reuta 7, WHHamMown, Mms.

41»4n4123

Wsakdayt 4:30 -10:00
Strnday* 1:00-0:00

FeatHfing Piano Entsrlainment Saturdays, 8 11

t

Specializing in steaks, chicken & seafood

Largest Salad Bar in Berkshire County

SOUR HOUR IS BACK
beginning January 13

5-7 Thursdays, Fridays & Sundays

also featuring a guitar player from 5-8

J 1 -U-
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Cagers shock Yale, 50-48
by Andy O'Donnell

This was going to be a routine

preview of tomorrow niglit's

basketball encounter between
Williams and Amherst, but after the

'Miracle on Spring Street that oc-

curred Tuesday evening in the cozy

confines of the Lasell Gymnasium, the

Lord Jeffs will have to take a back
seat for a few paragraphs.

For those of you who missed it,

•" suffice it to say that last week's Bates

blowout couldn't begin to compare
with the total team performance
turned in by Coach Curt Tong's well

drilled Ephs. Playing with
remarkable intensity and desire in,

every facet of the game, an inspire

Williams five absolutely stunnec^a
heavily favored Yale squa(j,>^^rf<}-48

before 800 ecstatic purple fajjy.

You'd have to go quite a wi^back in

Eph hoop history belofii finding a
game to top this one. ^le entered the

contest with a vjery deceiving 3-9

record, having,^iayed such top 20

teams as Cleiji^h and Holy Cross and
having alr^dy spanked Clark, their

other tok^T)ivision III opponent, 102-

59 eajjj'.dr this year. But Williams
wanted this one badly and its con-

fidence snowballed after Spangler,

Kelly and company quickly realized

that they Could stay with the Elis.

Gerry Kelly and Mike Tanner kept

Williams in the game during the early

going, combining for 20 first half

points as the Ephs went into the locker

room with a aprecarious 28-26 lead.

Yale regrouped in the second half

though, using a full court that gave

Williams fits to ease its way onto the

lead, 38-34, with 12:26 remaining.

The Ephs held their composure
however, and behind the superb board

woricof Matt Spangler and the scoring

of Andy Straka ( 10 second half points)

eveptually tied the game at 48 on a

^1^ Wolk tip-in. Straka then con-

cted on a jumper with 1:50 left in

tie game and Williams weathered

misses on the front ends of one and

one opportunities by Tanner and

Straka and a last second jump shot by

Yale's Dick Shea before notching its

third victory against four losses. Yale

fell to 3-10.

"In the back of your mind you
always think it can be done," a happy
coach Tong said after the game. "I'd

seen them play. Coach Diamond had
scouted them against Holy Cross, and
we knew they were awfully big and

very good but that we also knew they

had some weaknesses."

"1 told the team, hey, it'll take a

whale of an effort, but it can be done.

Everybody's going to have to produce

his best possible performance, but we
could do it. And we did. We really

played out hearts out on that floor

tonight. I thought we did a superb job,

especially defensively."

Tanner led the Williams attack with

14 points, followed by Kelly with 12

(all in the first half), Straka with 10,

and Wolk with his usual unobtrusive

10. Spangler pulled down 9 rebounds, a

remarkable performance considering

that Yale's front line boasted a group -

of leapers that could dust every rafter

in Lasell and still have time for the

light fixtures before returning to

earth.
Williams really won't have much of

a chance to savor the victory,

however. Last night they attempted fo

accomplish something last year's

team never could—reach the .500

plateau—against a Clark club that is

always tough at home. And tomorrow
evening they lock horns with Amherst
for the 123rd time since 1901 in the

opening Little Three contest for both^

clubs.
Last year Amherst snapped a 13

game Williams Little Three win
streak as they upended the Ephs twice

in a couple of barn burners en route to

their first crown in five years. As of

Wednesday night's game with Hart-

ford the Jeffs were a somewhat
seeHOOPSTERSpg. 5

Carnell Cooper leaps above the Ephs'

Straka (foreground) and Matt Spangler

Mike Tanner for a basket while Andy
move towards the hoop.

( photo by Oettgen

)

Women ward off Skid's second half comeback

Anne Youngling dribbles past mid-

court, directing the Ephwomen to a

i1-S6 triumph over Skidmore.

(photo by Oettgen)

by Nancy Rhein

As the Kazoo Band buzzed "Yard by

Yard" in the stands, the Williams

women's basketball team took the

court in its home opener to defeat

Skidmore, Tuesday, 61-56.

The final minutes had the Ephs
sweating out what had looked like an
easy win earlier in the game. Moving
to an early lead as a result of the

speed and drive of Monica Grady and

Leigh Wilson, the Ephs allowed a

seven point halftime lead to dwindle to

one point with three minutes left in the

game.

Although Williams effectively used

their full court press and defensive

tactics to control Skidmore
powerhouse Sheila Killeen (22 points),

they were unable to keep the pressure

on early in the second half. Frosh

Grady, playing chaser on Killeen,

began to tire following a half of

determined, hustling, play breaking.

As the Grady strategy and zone

defense lost their effectiveness

against the driving Skids, the Ephs
kept their composure. Refusing to

give up at 55-54, Anne Youngling,

continued to hustle despite a knee

mjury that had been keeping her on

the bench, hitting two foul shots to

secure the Ephs' victory.

With 1:55 left, Skidmore continued

to threaten but a strong defensive

effort By Leslie Milne (6 points) and
Grady forced the visitors to hold at 56

points, while Grady put up one more
to finish it 61-56.

Joining Grady for a display of hard

driving basketball was forward
Maggie O'Brien (4 points) who played

the entire game for the squad.

On defense, Wilson was again a

sight to see as she frustrated the

Skids' shooting and grabt)ed nine

rebounds. Wilson was bad news for

the opponents offensively as well,

going for 13 points to top the Ephs'

scoring stats.

Grady, despite her concentration on

defense, had a 12 point total for the

day while Youngling in the other half

of the backcourt went for 10 points.

Although Robin Ellett only had four

points she looked strong defensively.

Forward Lisa Capaldini also saw
action in the game going two for three

from the floor and grabbing four

rebounds in her limited playing time.

Freshmen Karyn Allison and Jeannie

Weeks also came off the bench for the

Ephs, looking good in their varsity

debut.

Although coach Sue Hudson was
pleased with t+ie victory, she ex-

pressed concern over the team's

second half relaxation. While

Williams "slowed down offensively"

the Skids went to zone against the

Ephs, who convert more effectively

under man to man. Despite the second
half slump, Hudson thought the team
looked strong and should have been
ready for yesterday's Clark game.

Ephs outski opponents

Layden on Sporfs

Meeting the man
at the top

It started out just like any other

field trip, ranging from -warm milk

and soggy peanut butter and jelly

jaunts to safari land and the local

museum in grade school to Lake

Quota and the mountains of southern

Vermont in college. But the normalcy

of this field trip was to end soon.

A group of 25 or so budding

broadcasters, producers, and simple

curiosity seekers twards a bus for

New York City from Williams to find

out, in some 33 hours, all there is to

know about the broadcast industries.

The group will not only come away
with enough connections in the in-

dustry to insure executive-level

positions immediately upon
graduation (and it snowed in Phoenix

yesterday), but maybe even have a

little fun along the way.

The first afternoon of the trip

started out innocently enough. A long

bus ride, lunch and a chat with a guest

speaker at the luxurious Williams

club. Next came an offer from one of

our group; a hockey player and ersatz

football play-by-play man who shall

remain nameless, to visit ABC and

chat with an old buddy. His old buddy

was (is) a coordinating producer of

ABC sports and was willing to visit

with eight or so of us. What a trip.

A bus ride, a short walk, and 28

floors up—suddenly we're on the

offices of ABC sports, awaiting the

arrival of one Denis Lewin, the

aforementioned coordinating
producer. As we nervously wait, past

walks a man with a familiar nasal

voice, wearing a rat mask (or at least

a face which looked like one) and
seeming for all the world to be the

famous companion of Muhammed Ali

. . . nah, it couldn't be..

We ask a few nervous questions of

Mr. Lewin and try and act intelligent,

though we're all as awed as

schoolchildren. The meeting goes on

for fifteen minutes and then it hap-

pens. He comes into the room. Ap-

pearing with a flash of hght and a clap

of thunder (the flourescent lights

flickering and the soundproof door

slamming) and a hearty high-ho

"what the hell's going on here,"

Howard Cosell was among us.

As he takes a seat next to our

previous speaker, Cosell looks so

much like the ugly man on the tube

that it's frightening. The relaxation

which was setting in suddenly leaves.

Howard Cosell, the mouth almighty,

the man from vocabulary, the most

obnoxious man alive is waiting for

questions from us. What the hell do we
ask him? His first ten-minute diatribe

went right over my head. Where's the

bathroom? I gotta get outta here.

Suddenly Cosell, as revoltingly

intelligent and obnoxious as he seems,

is talking about the value of sports.

It's not winning and losing and

spectator interest that counts. He
himself doesn't even like sports.

Socio-economic value, that's what

counts. I think he's full of it; I don't

have the guts to say so. 1 stammer out

a half-disagreement. He tears me
apart like so many Ohio St. linemen.

I'm as red as a beet. My god, he's a

pain in the bleep, but so articulate. He
cuts us all up in our arguments but his

speech is worth hearing at any cost.

The conversation loosens up and we
all realize that Howard is at least one

step below God and we all learn a lot.

A totally fascinating afternoon and he

knew it. Howard, 1 disagree with you;

1 think you're completely rude (like

the rest of America) ; and 1 also thank

you for the chance to hear you, you're

one of a kind.

The Williams men's alpine ski

team, dominated tri-state racing at

Jiminy Peak last weekend grabbing

first, second, fourth, ninth, and tenth

place.

Sophomore Andy Mikell, who has

skied well so far this season in slaloms

at Bousquet and Brodie, skied to a

first place finish Saturday. As a result

of his recent victories, Mikell along

with teammates Donald TarineUi

(second) and freshman Roger Prevot

{ fourth) have earned spots at the ESA
cup race to be held at Waterville

Valley.

The cross country team has been

active as well, competing in the

Dannon Yogurt Invitation Cross

Country series. The caliber of com-

petition was top notch as Williams

racers Gary James, Jeff Magoon, and

Will Schmidt finished in the top

twenty, meeting the likes of Innsbruck

champ Bill Koch.

The ski jumpers continue to train in

preparation for the Eastern Jumping
Championship, while the remainder of

the team will be competing in the ESA
Cup Alpine and National Cross

Country Championship.

Preparing to compete in the up-

coming Division 1 Winter Carnival

series, the Williams women's ski team

has participated in pre-carnival races

including last weekend's competition

at the Dartmouth Skiway.

Junior Marty Epstein finished in the

Spangler awarded

Athlete of Week
Sophomore Matt Spangler of the

Williams basketball team has been

named this week's Athlete of the Week
following his superb defensive effort

in Tuesday night's 50-48 shocker over

Yale.

Starting his first game of the

season, the 6' 4" sophomore forward

hailed dowiiS rebounds and conducted

a boxing out clinic for an Eli frontline

two to four inches taller than their

Williams counterparts.

"His presence in the game was a

definite factor," said Williams coach

Curt Tong. "1 put him in there

because there was no way we could

stay with them unless we had his

rebounding ability and he came up

with a great effort,"

top five Saturday, pacing Williams to

a third place finish behind Dartmouth
and Colby-Sawyer. Epstein and
teammates Karen Ham and Corrie
Johnson also finished well in the three
ESA tri-state qualifiers held earlier in

January.

Watermen try

for win after

recent upset
The varsity swim team opens a

three week home series tomorrow
afternoon at 2:00 p.m. against the

University of Vermont. The Ephmen
dumped the northerners, 81-32, in last

year's journey to Burlington, but

expect a tougher time from Coach Les
Legget's natators this year Legget
picked up a few whiz kids' in last

year's recruiting, and recently
shipped his whole squad to Miami for

two week's of intensive training.

Carl Samuelson's splashers sport a
2-2 record, thanks to last Saturday's
81-32 drubbing at the hands of

Southern Connecticut. The Ephs put

together several of their best per-

formances of the year, but were no
match for an owl squad that had
tapered for two weeks and shaved
several of its top swimmers.

Athlete of the Week Matt Spangler
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Trustees ta Ik tenyre i

tuition and futuf
e

^

Record representatives David MacGregor '79 anc> ,Jini Colien '78 listen to trustees Alexander Fetter

'58, Roliert Geniesse '51 and Pamela Carlton '76 di^uss ttie future of Williams College. Sally Coney
'78 questions Fetter on tenure input. \ (photo by Read

, Trustees Pamela Carlton '76,

Martha R. Wallace, Alexander L.

Fetter '58, and Robert J. Geniesse '51

met with the Record Friday night to

discuss College issues including

tenure, the future of the College, the

role of the trustees, the financial

position of the College and ad-

missions.

Fetter, a professor of physics at

Stanford, described the role of the

trustees in the tenure process as "a

legal charade." All four agreed that

the faculty Committee on Ap-
pointments and Promotions is better

Chandler speaks with media
President John W. Chandler

revealed the decisions of the trustees

to representatives of the Record,

WCFM and the News Office Saturday.

Topics covered in the half-hour

conference included tenure decisions,

plans for Mount Hope Farm, fund-

raising efforts, tuition and ad-

missions. Chandler conducted a

^milar conference following the

trustee's October meeting.

tuition
For the second consecutive year,

the trustees sanctioned a $350 hike in

tuition; the accompanying increases

in room and board fees brought the

comprehensive fee to $5,955 for 1977-

1978. This figure exceeds this year's

expenses by $425; the fee for 1976-1977

was $405 above the fee for 1975-1976.

Chandler disclosed these figures in

a letter to students and parents

mailed Monday. The charges cited

were $4,100 for tuition, $975 for board,

and $880 for room.

Revenues will be used to meet an

$18.3 million budget for the upcoming

year; this year's budget was ap-

proximately 17 million. "We project a

balanced budget next year," the

Council undertakes
auditing process

of clubs' funds
The Finance Committee has

already begun to monitor the ex-

penditures of campus organizations

receiving Student Activities Tax
funds, according to College Council

Treasurer Clarence Otis '77. He ex-

plained that this had been done more
or less informally in the past by the

treasurer himself but that this year,

the council had decided to adopt a

more formal reviewing procedure.

"When the various organizations

came in this fall," said Otis, "we were

finding that in the previous year, they

had spent money on other, although

valid things that 'had not been

originally provided for in their

budgets." This is a move to improve

the general accountability of these

groups to the council, he explained.

Each of the eight members of the

Finance Committee will be given

three or four groups to work with, said

committee member Bob Fox '77. The

monitoring will be conducted on a

continuous basis. The frequency of the

audits will depend on the groups

themselves. For example, said Fox,

"organizations such as the Record

and WCFM will be monitored as often

as once a month whereas the Gul's

finances are such that it won't be

necessary that often."

Fox said that he feels that this new
system that the Finance Committee is

instituting is a good one. Monitoring in

the past had been very superficial, he

noted. Also, he said that the new
method provides a better way for the

outgoing council members to give

accurate information to the incoming

ones.

president maintained.

tenure
The seven assistant"-professors

recommended for tenure by the CAP
received promotions. Robert H. Bell,

Lynda Bundtzen, Lee C. Drickamer,
Gary J. Jacobsohn, Michael R. Katz

and Mark C. Taylor will become
associate professors July 1, 1978; Jay
M. Pasachoff's promSffonTs "effective

July 1, 1977.

The trustees also approved a long

list of appointments, reappointments,

promotions and leaves of absence.

Frederick Hadleigh West, Director

of Research in Prehistoric Ar-

chaeology and Lecturer in An-
thropology, and Robert Brawley,

Part-time Visiting Lecturer in Music,

will join the faculty second semester.

Assistant Professor of Geology
Richard B. Koepnipk will resign at the

end of the semester.

enrollment and
admissions

The budget for the upcoming year

calls for a reduction in enrollment by

some ten students, reported Chandler.

The long-run projected enrollment is

30 below this fall's figure of 1905 but

this contraction will be spread over a

few years, the president added,

A task force headed by chairman of

the student-faculty admissions
committee George E. Marcus will

monitor the admissions department.

"The committee will study the

demography of the pool from which

Williams draws to determine where

the decline in applicants is going to be

most sharp and where Williams

should concentrate its recruiting

efforts," Chandler said. The in-

see CHANDLER page 5

College President John Chandler spoke with Record Managing Editors Jim
Cohen '78 and Sally Coney '78 about the changes resulting from the trustee

meeting last weekend. (photo by Read)

WHEW seeks funding
all-College parties—with all-house

parties, house 'fraternities' are

starting to develop."

The new group will go by the same
name. The major difference between

the old and new organizations is the

membership—the group will consist

of house social chairmen rather than

house presidents. Freshmen will be

represented by Cabby Tennis '80. Lee

Jackson '79 will be the CC
representative. Felizberto will

remain president.

WHEW will resume after meetings

with the Housing Committee and the

Finance Committee to discuss fun-

ding. Felizberto is asking the College

Council for $750, the -Freshman
Council foe $250, and 50c from each

social member of all houses.

Williams Health, Education, and

Welfare (WHEW) will reorganize

after having been disbanded during

fall funding, according to Daniel

Felizberto '78, former WHEW
president. He will bring a proposal

before the College Council tonight.

Seeking funds to run activities;

without money WHEW would merely

coordinate individual house's efforts.

The council had disputed the pur-

pose of WHEW, contending that the

Housing Committee could perform its

duties. Felizberto disagreed as he saw

WHEW as coordinating activities

between houses to prevent

duplications. Spring Weekend and

Winter Carnival will also be organized

by WHEW. Felizberto, commenting

on his aims, said, "I'd like to throw

qualified to judge the competence of

an individual faculty member, and

that the trustees should restrict

themselves to determining general

policy. Fetter noted the need for

' student input into the tenure process,

but commented that "student opinions

are one component" of the "many
ideas which have to go into the

decision."

Wallace, a director of the Henry
Luce Foundation, predicted that

future College problems would in-

clude the escalating costs of higher

education which "freeze out middle

income people from the best

colleges." She also expected that the

end of a period of expanding in the

college age population would require

adjustment by the College.

Geniesse, a partner in the law firm

of D^bevoise, Plimpton, Lyons and
Gates, did not expect the character of

Williams to change, however. He said

that "everyone hopes that the^^all,

congenial atmosphere and othet- af-

firmative characteristics would be

mainta ined. " Wallace added that " the

highest priority for the future is that

the present excellence of education at

Williams be maintained."

She gpmmented that the proper role

of thelrustees is the determination of

general directions taken by the

College, adding that, "in any major

board, you cannot interfere with the

day to day operations of your

management," except to act when the

administration takes a direction in

policy unacceptable to the board.

Geniesse saw no real problems with

distance between the trustees and

students, though he added, "the more
contact we have, the better." The
presence of a recent graduate on the

board is a valuable source of student

opinion, he said. Carlton, a student at

Yale Law School, was not sure how
useful an undergraduate trustee

would be, noting that most trustee

problems are "very technical."

The financial status of the College is

"healthy," said Geniesse. Fetter

described recent College budgets as

sound but lean," with profits below

one per cent. Both attributed the

College's sound financial position to

excellent management

.

The Mount Hope and Cluett

properties are being sold because of

the high costs of maintaining them, he

said, so that funds can be "budgeted

for more educationally important

things."

Garfield renovation likely for 1978
Garfield House cannot continue in

its present state, the trustees decided

last weekend. Certain "structural and

cosmetic" improvements need to be

made while thinking about its long

term use, according to Dean Cris T.

Roosenraad.

The foundation is settling, and

although the ground floor appears

normal, the upper stories, and par-

ticularly the staircases, slant

severely. On top of other renovation,

the new construction will have to meet

all current building codes.

The building currently houses 19

men. Preliminary plans indicate that

through the various changes, such as

making two adjacent large rooms into

three adequate sized ones, making the

unused kitchen and dining areas into

student rooms, and "extensive 'Yacht

Club' renovations" occupancy can be

increased to 35 spaces.

Dr. Wayne Wilkins, chairman of the

trustee Committee on Campus Life

announced the cost would be $400,000.

His committee and the trustee

Buildings and Grounds Committee

have approved the plan. The proposal

goes to the whole Band of Trustees

next April.

The architect guessed that

renovation would take one semester, a

Winter Study and a summer to

complete. Optimally, Roosenraad
said, work would progress over the

spring semester when there would be

more empty beds, making it easier to

relocate the residents.

Gar-Wood House President Frank

Carr realized the necessity of

renovation, but expressed concern at

the possibility of having the house

members scattered across the

campus. "Being together is the im-

portant t^ing," he said.

Dpan Roosenraad agreed to the

desirability of keeping the residents

together, but questioned its

feasibility. Though two new houses

will open next fall, and putting the

Garfield men in them "is a

possibility" neither will ac-

commodate all 19 people. Whatever

happens, he said, the Housing Com-

mittee, and particularly the Garfield

House residents will have to "have a

big input" into the decision.

^ m
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Pending trustee approval in April, the College will spend S400,000 for repairs on

Garfield House. Tentative plans schedule construction to commence January

1978. (photo by Steinway)
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Editorial

Making It Work
With tuition costs rising at a near double-digit clip, it is

clearly imperative that students have as much information as
possible in deciding what courses they want to buy. One bad
course or instructor will, in effect, be a waste of over $450 next
year. A student-oriented and student-run course guide which is

both frank and statistically solid would surely be useful to most
students in making decisions on courses and instructors.

At present, the viability of the student course guide is in

some doubt. While the threat of legal hassles from specific

faculty members which plagued last year's guide has subsided,

the biggest problem remains—student apathy. According to

Course Guide Committee Chairperson Sarah Baldwin, less than
half of the student body has returned the course guide
questionnaire. Furthermore, the committee is in drastic need of

student help in the form of departmental editors.

Some of the blame for the present state of the course guide
can no doubt be laid in the hands of the Course Guide Com-
mittee itself. It has set no definitive deadline for having all the

questionnaires in. This policy can only lead to student
procrastination and delay. In addition, we suspect that its

personalized system of collecting completed questionnaires has
suffered some breakdowns. The committee assigned a specific

person in each residential house to collect the completed forms.

Unfortunately, some of these people have been gone for all or

most of the Winter Study period.

In spite of any committee inefficiencies, failure to produce
a good student course guide this year will reflect poorly on the

entire student body. Students will have shown the college

community that they either don't care much about the guide or

that they don't have the technical expertise required to put one
out.

We urge all students to complete the course guide

questionnaire and get it back to the committee before the end of

Winter Study. A comprehensive guide, with both valid

statistical data and edited verbal comments, can help all

students get the most for their tuition dollars,

—«H$ BHIfi—
Registration procedures change

There will be several changes in the registration process for second

semester, said Registrar George Howard. This week, students should make
sure all their bills are paid at the Business Office. Those students cleared by

the Business Office will receive a schedule of their courses, a classroom

directory, a memorandum on course changes, and a blank class hour

schedule in their mailboxes next Tuesday, said Howard. In order to change

or drop a course, a student must obtain the signatures of both the instructor

of the course to be dropped and the instructor of the course to be added.

Howard said that section changes are discouraged in order to keep class

sizes approximately even, but are possible if there are schedule conflicts.

Casino foes circulate petition

Opponents of the proposed Greylock Glen Casino are circulating a

petition to present at an open.meeting of the state legislature's joint Com-
mittee on Government Regulations this week in Boston. Frederick D.

Moran, chairmanof the Voices, not Vices for Adams group, said the petition

is intended to counter the efforts of casino promoters last October who
organized a petition in favor of legislation legalizing casino gambling in

Massachusetts.

Aruba ticket sales end tomorrow
Tickets for the Prospect House Arbua trip raffle will be on sale until

dinner tomorrow night. The costs of the trip and the Aruba night party

require that the house sell 130 tickets. Although only 85 have been sold,

project co-ordinatorTom Kondel '78 predicts the final total will reach nearly

2(K), The e*tra revenues will go into a better party and increased spending

money for the winners, he said.

Letters: maintenance tax, affection
Maintenance tax

To the editor:

Before the College Council and
Housing Committee make a final

decision on the method of division of

the House Maintenance Tax (Record,

January 21), they should recognize

that with the exception of the Cultural

Fund this is the only money which is

divided equally among the houses.

\et there are many expenses which

are equal for every house. "

Each house must pay for the

monthKy cable TV rental (ap-

proximately $70 per year), for

maintenance of a television set and
for purchase of a television set when
necessary. Normal College party

procedrres require one security

guard pei¥iouse regardless of the size

of the house. Fixed costs such as

security, janitors and the band for big

weekend, multi-house parties are

usually divided equally among the

houses. Expenses for sports equip-

ment such as a volleyball net, ping

pong paddles and a dart board should

not vary with the size of the tax. Even
the cost of liquors consumed by

faculty associates is not associated

with house size.

If the House Maintenance Tax were

to be divided on a per person or per

bed space basis, persons living in

smaller houses would be paying more

per person for their TV set and for

parties than persons living in larger

houses.

Thus, even if one accepts Randy

Sturges' arguments regarding the

distribution of maintenance and
damage bills, one must still recognize

that there are other costs which occur

on a per house basis.
' If the College is to distribute money
so that all students benefit equally, a

little bit more money per member
must be given to smaller houses than

to larger houses: The present system

does that. ,. . .. ^ .George J. bchutzer

Former President,

Ft. iloosac House

O.D.A.

To the editor:

As veteran roadtrippers, we would
like to offer our criticism of the

Williams campus parties. We noticed,

after only a few beers, that there was
something definitely missing. At first,

we thought that this missing
ingredient was possibly due to the fact

that everyone else had had only a few
beers themselve*?, but sadly this was
not the whole story. Finally it dawned
on us. Unlike Cornell, there are rarely

any O.D.A. 's during your social

functions. An O.D.A. is an Open
Display of Affection; i.e., kissing on

the dance floor, making out on the

couch. We were looking for why this

absence existed—was it due to super-
sophistication on the Williams
campus, prudish girls, inhibited boys?
Obviously each of these reasons (as
well as a developing social code at

Williams) was responsible.

A few questions come to mind. First
of all, has there ever been a Williams
College O.D.A.? And if so, are the
parties involved ostracized? As an
experiment, we attempted an O.D.A.,
imniediately following 'That!& The
Way of the WofId." To our surprise,

the two girls foiind it most enjoyable
and were very co-operative.

Williams men, put down your beer
and hitch up your pants! Let's face

it—O.D.A.'s are fun! We feel that as
long as you choose to abstain from
O.D.A.'s, the school administration
should place in effect a regulation

similar to the one upheld at Oral
Roberts University, which prevents
O.D.A's of any kind on campus
grounds. Without such a written code,

the student suffers undue anguish,
deciding whether "to" or "not to."

Fortunately, we are returning to

Cornell this afternoon, where we will

be welcomed with open—arms.

Sincerely,

Jim Rhodes, '78

Peter Wayman. '78

University Hall

Cornell University

WW They Write By Night

The Anxious Afternoon
of Anthony A.

Anthony A. stepping onto a bus to

meet an important appointment with

bureaucracy. Sits down next to a

portly Italian. Eyes forward, the

Italian farts once. As if to tell me
something. I riposte. Twice. Message
received. The Italian counters with

three short pops. Other people on the

bus getting suspicious. No one likes a

foreign language spoken on their bus.

Man on my other side interrupts the

conversation with a nasty SBD.
Deadly manners. My destination

approaches, and I leave my seat

warm with communication. Also

leave the Italian and the SBD man to

their own devices. Wanted: translator

well-versed in the musical languages.

Toot. Anthony A. trailing his goodbye

behind him.

To loot

or

not

to toot.

He walks leisurely from the bus

slop. His private world had been in-

terrupted by a letter from "the

department."

Dear Sir:

We are surprised at your current

driving record. Tsk tsk. You are

expected to attend "Driver
Rehabilitation School" if you expect

to keep your license. Until then it is

suspended and inoperable.

Sincerely,

The Department of Motor Vehicles

p.s. your motor vehicle is on our side.

Anthony A. wonders: is the Depart-

ment of Motor Vehicles run by motor
vehicles? ".

. . Sincerely, a 1964

Rambler." Continued past the County

Center towards Motor Vehicle. Ac-

cident observed at the corner. How
sacrilegious. My driving record is a

bit shocking. Speeding along some
highway and a cop steps right out into

the road, waving me over to the

shoulder. Didn't even give me the

benefit of a chase. Insulting. Six

months later a perfectly normal
looking car suddenly sprouts flashing

red lights beneath its front grill and

pulls me over. Frighteningly covert.

And late one hot summer night in

Larchmont, N.Y., a self-righteous

young cop pulls me over.

"Officer, what did I do?"

"What did you do? Why, you made
an illegal U-turn back therel!!"

So what?

AH I wanted
was
to turn

around.

Anthony A. on the line at the In-

formation desk. Everyone around him
is unattractive. Two young, unat-

tractive children fight in front of him,

banging into his leg. He manages to

trip both of them, innocently. Finally

it's his turn.

"Excuse me, what room do 1 go to

for the Driver Rehabili . .

."

"Other room."

"Pardon me?"
"That's the other room."

"What other room?"
"Go to the information desk in the

next room!"
"Madam, you are ugly and rude."

The line in front of the Information

desk in the other room.

"Excuse me, what room do I go to

for the Driver Rehabilitation Class?"

Room 516G. Next . .

."

"Uh, wait. How do I get to 516G?"
"Down those stairs, left, right, left,

down the hall, right, left, another left.

Next ..."

"Thank you madam."
"No need to thank me, just my job."

"No, I want to thank you and all of

your fellow workers for your friendly

and valuable service."

"Sir, there are people behind you

"And not only do I thank you, but I

want to leave a little gratuity for your

time and twther. Just let me get out

my check book . .
."

"Sir ... we cannot accept tips

"Is fifty dollars enough? It's such a

thankless job, couldn't pay much . . .

I'll make it out to 'Cash' . .

."

Anthony A. turns left, righ't, left.

Certainly shook that matron up. Had
to talk to her supervisor. Mr. 1964

Rambler. "You take the check, Mr.

Rambler; use it to fix up that sagging

bumper. Or maybe those glazed

headlights."

Takes a seat in 516G. It's cold,

lonely, unnecessary. And suddenly

I'm filled with a warm feeling. The
sound of an old friend. Toot. 1 turn

around, and there he is. He smiles and
says softly, "Got off at the next stop; a

quick sandwich before class." For

ammunition, presumably. We com-
municate as much as possible during

the class, and manage to cut short the

lesson. Poor atmospheric conditions.

and make
our way
into the

broken wind. TONY SPAETH
(afterJ.P.DOnleavy)

Poetry reading
There will be a poetry reading by

Lawrence Raab of the Department
ofEnglishat8:00, February 10, in 3

Griffin. Raab, a native of Pitt-

sfield, is the author of two books of

poems. Mysteries of the Horizon
and The Collector of Cold Weather.
His awards include a Book-of-the-

Month Club Fellowship, a grant

from the Nationa] Endowment for

the Arts, and the Robert Frost

Fellowship from the Bread Loaf

Writers' Conference. For the three

years before coming to Williams he

held a fellowship from the

University of Michigan Society of

Fellows. The poet Donald Justice

has said that Raab's style "is sure

and unwavering, and his lines, in

their flowing relaxations, suggest

the music of good expansive talk."

News and Notes
from Career

Wednesday January 26

.Accounting class & Peat, Marwick
& Mitchell

Donald Stellwagon & Jenny Budge
of PMM will appear at The WSP
Accounting Class in Physics 305 at

10:00 a.m. All those interested in

learning about a "Big 8" ac-

counting firm are cordially invited.

Thursday January 27

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN
LIFE INSURANCE
Drop-In discussion with Chuck
Senatore '76, Mears House, 9:30

a.m. 11:00 a.m. about working in

the Life Insurance industry.

.SENIOR RECRUITING SIGN-
UPS
For those of you who might be

Counseling
leaving campus this week, the first

sign-up period for the 1st National

Bank of Chicago (coming 2-4) & all

companies coming the week of

Feb. 7-11 is Wednesday Feb. 2

starting at 12:30 p.m.

CAREER DISCOVERY
WORKSHOPS ON JOB HUN-
TING
Coordinated by Tom Carey '77

"How To Get Hired" Workshop,

Driscoll Lounge, 3:00 p.m. with

college recruiters Bud Roush from

RCA & Mary Keil from Citibank

"Demonstration Interview
"

Workshop, Dodd House Living

Room, 7:30 p.m. Bud Roush &
Mary Keil will actually conduct

interviews with volunteer seniors.
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Mission Park

photo by Gledhill

photo by Gledhill

by John Libertine and
KeronWallter

Dennett and Pratt Houses con-

vulsed in the agony of defeat as Arm-
strong athletes dominated the First

Annual Mission Park Winter Olympic
Games on Cole Field last weekend.

The Armstrong banner rose to the

strains of the theme from Patton, the

House's anthem, in ten awards
ceremonies during the seventeen

event, two day long competition. In

the only concession to non-Olympic

spirit, Pratt and Dennett trailed

Armstrong's 86 point total with tallies

of 68 and 34, respectively.

The rivalry between Pratt and
Armstrong which would mark these

Games crystallized in the first event,

the Foot Slalom. Chris Lovell, Arm-
strong, outdistanced a field of fifteen

in the race, and Allan Eusden and

Tony Quay, both from Pratt, took the

silver and the bronze medals.

Sue Tuttle and Cath Carpenter,

Armstrong, were the prevailing

contenders in the women's slalom

event, taking first and third places.

Mary Hakala, Dennett, slipped into

the second position. Armstrong took

firsts and seconds, in both the men's

and women's tray jumping events,

and Pratt picked up the bronze.

Rumors that Pratt would protest the

tray event on the grounds that Arm-
strong athletes had ingested large

amounts of steroids before com-
petition died when Pratt amateurs
swept both the men's and women's
speed skating races. Scott Harrington

dominated the fourth event with his

interpretation of a sixty yard dash on

ice. Mary Hakala took the gold in the

women's event.

Friday's festivities ended with two
co-ed competitions, the Ice Bicycling

race and team Broomball. The
highlight of the day, however, had
been the opening Ceremonies, con-

ducted by honorary Olympic Chair-

man President Chandler.

Hoddy Peck, official flag-raiser and
torch sculptor (Leroy Neiman, eat

your heart out) unfurled the House
banners as anthems accompanied the

ceremony. After the Olympic flag,

three interconnecting circles

representing the spirit of goodwill
among the houses, was flying, Mary
Hakala bore the Olympic flame to

Chairman Chandler. Chandler
declared the Games open and lit the

torch, fashioned in a patriotic red

white and blue motif.

The zenith of the Saturday events

was the Spink competition. Arm-
strong won both the men and women's
games in close matches over Pratt.

There was some question as to the

integrity of the coaching and of-

ficiating in the Spink tourney, but

none of the referees were of East

German background so the charges
were dropped.
The Games were purposely planned

to be different from the annual Winter
Carnival, a school wide event.

"Although other housing groups like

Greylock could organize an Olympics
for themselves, a school-wide Games
would be neither advisable or

desirable," Hutwelker explained.

"The /double sense of unity and
rivalry, coupled with convenience, is

necessary to run a successful
Olympics."

photo by Oettgen

ihoto by Gledhill

Winfer Olympics
photos by Read
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Art view

Morris' mirrors at Clark
by Christopher Noey

In cooperation with the Williams

Artist-in-Residence program and the

Clark Art Institute, contemporary

artist Robert Morris last week
•marshalled the energies of ten

students enrolled in studio art

professor Tom Krens' Winter Study

eourse entitled' "Robert Morris" in

order to erect the artist's largest and
most recent mirror piece in the Clark

courtyard. Morris made visits to

Williamstown this past fall to se-

lect a site fgr his sculpture. He
submitted a design for a sculpture in

the Clark courtyard, the trustees of

the museum approved having the

sculpture there from January 21 until

at least February 26, and the cost of

erecting the work was funded by the

Artist-in-Residence program and the

artist himself..

Although the conception and layout

of the as yet untilted sculptural work
are Morris' alone, the students in

Krens' winter study were intimately

involved in the work's construction,

which began on Monday, January 17,

and continued almost until the

opening for the sculpture piece held at

4:30 p.m. this past Friday. Students

surveyed the space and helped Morris

and workmen situate the six mirror

units in the 50' by 50' courtyard.

Furthermore, students helped design

the units so that they could be more
easily dissembled than in the artist's

original plan, and one student, Dave
Clapp, even redesigned the supports

for the two free-standing center units

when Morris' initial design proved

unsafe.

According to Krens, who directs the

Artist-in-Residence program, Morris

will continue to "interact with

students in working situations"

throughout his month at Williams.

Students in the winter study project

will publish a short catalogue on the

Clark sculpture, and Morris will also

meet with students in next semester's

Advanced Sculpture and Modern
Methods classes. A show of his

drawings is slated to open this week in

Gallery Nine of the College Museum
and Morris is presently working on a

print in the Goodrich Hall print studio.

Students in the winter study project

are also involved in the production of

a video tape which documents the

making of the courtyard sculpture.

This video tape figures as an intrinsic

element of the sculpture, since

Morris, writing in Artforum
magazine, has eschewed the

limitation of artistic appreciation to

merely the finished art object. By
documenting the making process, he

attempts to extend the viewer's

aesthetic attention to include the

process by which available resources

are adapted to the^site at hand.

My first impression of the sculpture

was that it inhabited the courtyard

with the kind of untouched-by-human-

hands solemnity normally reserved

for Stonehenge and Indian mounds in

Ohio. Untouchable if only because of

my social training as regards art

objects and clean mirrors, the

combination of white walls and gray

stone floor with implacably smooth
mirrors enhance the sculpture's

coolly aloof, if elegant, aura. The
mirror units are laid out with the

symmetry of a French garden, and I

find it the most ingenious array of

mirrors this side of Versailles with the

possible exception of Bloomingdale's.

But at Bloomingdale's the mirrors,

though large, allow only frontal views

of oneself, and even the three-sided

niches that show back views restrict

one's movement such that one can
only pose in front of them. What the

Morris piece permits that those

mirrors do not is movement, the in-

corporation of process into one's self-

scrutiny. Wandering through the

Morris work you literally see yourself

as others see you. This is not always a

pleasant experience.

Furthermore, the spatial effect of

the piece is disconcertingly more
complex than one initially supposes.

Seen from outside its boundaries or

from above as in a two-dimensional

diagram, the site is sparsely simple

verging on uninteresting. Drawn into

the piece by my own playful nar-

cissims, the previously empty space
became charged with my personal

physical psychology as I 'navigated

the barriers and changing expanses
created by the mirrors. One becomes
acutely aware of the inadequacy of

any temporarily static photograph or

diagram to recall the sensations

experienced in the piece, for Morris is

investigating the tension between the

process of visual perception and its

conceptualization. Using a spatial

vocabular)^the sculpture is art, that

is, about the fact that art is about

ways of seeing—which would not be

saying very much had Morris not

shrewdly appropriated the viewer'.s.

self-examination as the medium for

this expression, recalling the deceit of

Manet's "Chez le Pere Lathuille" in

which a waiter catches the viewer

spying on an amorous couple sitting in

^y a restaurant. Like Manet, Morris

explores the psychology of voyeurism,

but Manet's figures are posed against

a background producing a painted

image frozen in time that factually, if

not ideally, occupies a space that is an
"other" to the viewer. The subject-

object relationship is not so neatly

resolved in the Morris sculpture

which structures a backdrop for ar-

bitrary events as the viewer moves
through the real space of their own
self-portrait in a concentrated
metaphor for the unsteadiness- of

everyday space.

Winter Study projects end in concerts

Williams Brass Quintet and Studio Five

The Williams Brass Quintet will

conclude a January tour of college

campuses with a concert in Thompson
Memorial Chapel at 8:30 p.m.
tomorrow night. Sponsored by the

department of music, the concert is

free and open to the public.

As a special Music 99 project during

Williams' Winter Study period, the

members of the quintet, coached by

Peter Knott, have worked intensively

to prepare a program of Renaissance,

Baroque, Romantic, and modern
music for public performance.
Members of the quintet are Gary
Hoffman '78 and Jay Wallace '79,

trumpet; Bob Staiger '79, trombone;

Bob Oldshue '77, french horn; and
Andy Goodell '77, tuba.

The group began its tour with a

concert and" clinic at Mt. Greylock

Regional High School in William-

stown. In the week immediately

preceding the Williams campus ap-

pearance, the quintet also performed
at Mt. Holyoke, Hamilton, Mid-

Krapp's Last Tape plays

AMT in studio theater

Samuel Beckett's one act play

"Krapp's" Last Tape will play in the

AMT Studio Theater this Thursday
and Friday at 8:30 p.m. The one man
show is being directed and acted by

Kevin O'Rourke as a Winter Study 99

in Theater under Jean-Bernard
Bucky. The work is a look at an old

man's reminiscences of his life

through his collection of diary-tapes.

Tickets are free, and are available

starting one hour before the show

dlebury, Vassar, and Skidmore
Colleges.

STUDIO V

Studio V, a concert by Williams

College student soloists, ensembles,

and composers, will take place in

Chapin Hall at 4:00 p.m. Thursday.

The recital is free and open to the

public. Many of the works to be

presented are the result of a variety of

music winter study courses and
projects.. Children are particularly

invited to attend, since these recitals

are rather informal in nature.

David Sancious dazzled the sparse Chapin turnout Thursday with a magnificent

display of Keyboard and guitar wizardry. (photo by Oettgen)

Trio tops jazz series
by Steve Robinson

David Sancious brought his trio into

Chapin Hall last Thursday night to

cap off this year's ACEC Jazz

Festival. With Gerald Carboy, bass;

and the tireless Ernest Carter, per-

cussion, Sancious played very ex=

citing music for some two hours. This

Spragins' studio 'Flower'

has workshop feeling
by Thomas Herwitz

Luigi Pirandello's short work The
Man With the Flower in His Mouth
was graciously performed this past

weekend in the Studio Theater of the

AMT, and the production perhaps

ushered in a new period of primarily

workshop productions there. The
piece had a workshop feel, at least

when this reviewer saw it. An af-

ternoon performance, lightly (though

intensely ) attended, it had the feel of a

gathering rather than'the stiffness of

a formal presentation. Though the

acting was solidly combed, the setting

and theatrical mood created were
none the less more casual.

The one act play itself is the birds-

eye view of two strangers who meet in

an all night cafe in Rome (which

somehow sounded more like a pub in

Oxfordshire—why not call it that?).

Pirandello, no doubt, asked himself

what kind of people would be in an all

night cafe and came up with a rather

bland and harmlessly drunk villager

who missed the last train out and had

to wait until the morning. The droll

character, played by Peter

Bergethon, is really no more than the

fall guy (and James Spragins, the

director, took that literally at one

point) for the other, more interesting,

night owl.

The flower in the man's mouth is the

scar of a deadly disease and the man
who possesses it is living in the no

man's land between life and death.

The play therefore is literally a

thought-play vision of a dying man.
Bob Gregory in his portrayal mirrors

extraordinarily well the per-

ceptiveness of the dying character

( with particular grace in the sequence

where he demonstrates the tying of a

package in a store). His words echo

the love and hunger for the life that is

leaving him and the confusion he is

feeling. The performance is terribly

intense, somewhat violent and the

man is often out of control. Though
this burst of frustrated anger works

well against the staid and highly

controlled ending, as a whole the play

lacked a true sense of modulation.

The play stands as a classic work

not only for Pirandello, but also for

modern theater. It is a verbal

exultation of life and remained such in

Spragins' studio production.

concert did not seem to draw a large

crowd, but was by far the most worth-

while of the series.

Many attempts at the fusion of jazz

and rock have failed by not preserving

the best elements of both musics.

Sancious, however, ^has succeeded,

producing music with the drive of

rock and the creativity and spon-

taneity of jazz.

Sancious' work on keyboards was
really fine, especially his acoustic

piano improvisation. His guitar work
was not equally impressive; it is clear

that guitar is his second instrument.

Ernest Carter, drums, played a

sparkling concert. He is a master of

time and he really stole the show in

Chapin. Although not as fast as some
drummers (Cobham), Carter plays

with more than enough creativity and
drive to offset any technical

deficiency. He made my ears sweat.

These musicians played with honest

enthusiasm, something that neither of

the two previous groups had in ^ny'

abundance. It was obvious that the

musicians enjoyed playing their

music. They smiled arid laughed and
had a good tim> In fact, everyone had
a good time.

Pair teaches glass craft
The Northern Berkshire Council of

the Arts will offer, an eight week
course in staitjed glass techniques.

The coursg<- taught by Nan and Jim
Jay of Williamstown, will provide the

students with the fundamentals of

stained glass including glass cutting,

design, leading and foiling techniques.

The Jays are self taught stained glass

craftsmen and have studio training

from Franklin Art Glass Center in

Columbus, Ohio. They have been

working in stained glass for over six

years and have done restoration and
commission work as well as having

participated in juried shows in Ohio.

They have also given demonstration

of their art on TV and in schools. They
supply both galleries and stores with

their work. There will be an emphasis

on individual instruction according to

the student's own rate of progress.

The goal of the class is the completion

of two or three projects. Students will

be asked to give a deposit for

materials at the beginning of the

course. The class will meet on

Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m. at their

studio in Williamstown beginning

February 3, 1977. For further in-

formation please contact the Northern

Berkshire Council of the Arts.

NEW! ! !

DANISH TEA ROOM

Located In the Gallery of Williamstown also called the

Yellow House on Spring Street.

All Baked Goods Are Honestly Home-Made

OPEN WED. SAT. t:30. 4:30P.M.

The Gallery is featuring LEE HIRSCH recent work.

1896
BEEF
HOUSE
Rout* 7, WHIIamitown, Maa. I

413-48»«123
CloMd Mondays

WMkdayt 4:30 -10:00
Sundtyt 1:00-9:00

Featuring Piano Entartainment Saturdays, 8-11

Specializing in steaks, chicken & seafood
Largest Salad Bar in Berkshire County

SOUR HOUR IS BACK
beginning January 13

5-7 Thursdays, Fridays & Sundays
also featuring a guitar player from 5-8

JL JU-
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Chandler comments on
"ecent trustee decisions

CHANDLER from page 1

^stigation will include a review ot

ithnic groups which are not

-epresented in the student body.

renovation
The trustees approved three

'enovation projects, Chandler an-

lounced. Garfield, which houses 19

nale affiliates of Gar-Wood House
viir be closed for lr6n6vatiori4n

[anuary 1978 and will be ready for

>ccupancy that fall. The proposed

-enovation will increase rooming
:apacity to 35, Chandler said.

Two small frame houses, formerly

ised for faculty housing, will be

;onverted to student residences.

Voodbridge, which is located behind

he faculty club, and Keck, which
aces Bascom on Stetson Court, will

louse 13 students each beginning next

all. Chandler predicted that Keck
vould become a satellite to Perry-

Jascom House but was uncertain

vhich row house would gain Wood-
)ridge.

fund raising
—The Development Office, seeking

150 million by 1984, has raised $27.7

million for the Capital Drive for the

Seventies. Williams received $2.3

million in gifts and pledges since

October. "A series of dinners and
lunches was undertaken to stimulate

this," Chandler said. "We're very

pleased with it."

The fund, earmarked for en-

dowment and physical facilities,

starjl!^ . with $15. million -in. J974.

"We're on schedule as far as the

decade is concerned, raising about $5

million a year," the president said.

"As far as raising a major portion of it

the first three years, we're not on

schedule. Unfortunately, when the

campaign was kicked off in 1974 the

economy immediately collapsed . . .

1 think in part we're getting better

results because the economy is

coming back." .

Chandler said he expects the

Alumni Fund to come close to

reaching its goal of $1.1 million.

(Director of Alumni Relations R.

Cragin Lewis estimated that over

$900,000 was collected with 2 weeks
remaining). Money collected during

this driv« will be ^ised -for college

operations, salaries and scholarships.
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Eph racketmen fall to Yale,

crunch Franklin and Marshall

LaJlell Gym rumbled and roared
during the Ephs' destruction of the

basketball Jeffs on Saturday.

( photo by Oettgen)

by Evan Bash
The varsity squash team got a look

at opposite ends of the spectrum last

week, crushing Franklin and Mar-
shall 9-0 Sunday, after dropping a
heartbreaking 5-4 match to Yale
Friday. This week's split brings the

season record of coach Dave John-
son's squad to 4-2.

Sunday is the day of rest, and the

Ephs did just that in easing to victory

overF&M. Williams surrendered only

one game and were rarely tested in

any of the others, as F&M could not

handle the host's vast variety of shots.

Captain Marc Reinhardt led the

way to victory with a quick 3-0 win,

\*hile Arnie Cogswell lost the only

name of the day as he experimented
with some new shots. No. 3 Chip

Union sloms gropplers, 42-12
Meeting up with an extremely tough

Union squad, the Williams wrestling

team, now 0-5, was defeated 42-12

Saturday in Schenectady.

Although lightweight Joe Carrese
(118) picked up six points on a forfeit,

Ask Procter &. Gamble
what you can do

with your BA degree!

\bu could become the

advertising/marketing manager
for one of these P&G products!

Although only 5 are shown here, Procter &
Gamble makes more than 50 well-known,

well-advertised consumer brands.

For each brand, there is a small

management group, usually just 3 people,

totally responsible for planning, creating

and supervising everything that is done
to increase consumer acceptance of

their brand.

The group is headed by a Brand Manager, an

important level of management in our company.

Right now, we're looking for a few highly qualified

college seniors with the potential to become
Brand Managers.

You would start at our Cincinnati headquarters as part

of a brand group for a specific brand, perhaps one
of those shown here. To help you learn quickly, your

Brand Manager would give you challenging assignments

of increasing responsibility in various key marketing

areas such as TV advertising, package design, special

promotions, budget planning and analysis, and

market research.

The emphasis would be on you, your ideas, your

ability to contribute. You'll be promoted on the basis

of merit alone. It's not uncommon to become atOTT^

Brand Manager within 3-4 years.

Since you will begin to manage from the day
you join us, we're looking for "take charge" people

with outstanding records of leadership while in

college. "Superior academic achievement",

"innovative", "a record of being able to get things

done", and "good oral and written communi-
cations skills" are some of the words we
use to describe the people we want.

If this kind of work interests you and you think

you qualify, please send me your resume.

Ms. Sandy Moersdorf
The Procter & Gamble Co.
Advertising Personnel
P.O. Box 599— Pept. A
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201

An Equal Opportunity &mployer

sophomore Hal Zendle managed to

score the only meet points for the

Ephs. Zendle at 126, now in better

form coming off his injury, quickly

pinned his opponent.

Lindquist continues to show steady

improvement as he won easily.

The bottom six Eph positions were
jumbled considerably due to injuries

and ladder changes. Martin Goldberg
rolled at no. 4, Jim Little had little

trouble at no. S and Tim Belk was
never tested at the sixth spot. Pete

Thayer had no problem adjusting to

.ibe.iiOv 7 position, along with Cbariie

Haines (no. 8) and Jim Parsons (no.

9), as they all proved unbeatable.

Coach Johnson prepared his

charges for a close match with Yale
and could not have been more ac-

curate as the outcome rested on the

last match of the day. Williams was
continually hurt by the very fast Yale
courts as the Eph's delicate shots kept

coming far off of the courts' walls.

Both Reinhardt and Cogswell had
off days as each lost in four games.
Lindquist losHiismateh by essentially

1 point, falling 18-17 in one game
before dropping the match 3-2. Bruce
Giammatei at no. 4 never got into his

match as he lost 3 straight ganies,

while Goldberg notched a fine 3-0 win
-to-his-ccedit,

The remainder of the match was a
disaster for the squad as they were
pinned in every weight class in which
they had wrestlers. Once again, the

team forfeited 134 and 150, although

Hugo St. John returned to the line-up

at 158, only to be defeated by Union's

strong captain.

Scott Conant, wrestling at 167 was
pinned as was Keith Passaretti at 177.

Receiving an ankle injury during his

match, Jeff May was unable to come
back to defeat his opponent, while

heavyweight Colin Hart was the last

victim of Union's pinning spree.

The Ephs will next meet Wesleyan
in another tough match Saturday in

Middletown.

As the match developed, it ap-

peared Williams dominance of the

bottoni five positions would lead the

way to victory. After Goldberg's win
at no. 5, Belk provided an exciting 5

game win at no. 7. Thayer at no. 8 and
Haines also scored easy triumphs to

make the score 4-4. No. 6 Little won
the first two games of his match, the

day's last, and appeared to be ready

to cap an Eph triumph. But his op-

ponent suddenly turned invinceable,

reeling off 17 straight points at one

stretch, en route to a spectacular 3-2

comeback and a Yale victory.

National powers Penn and Prin-

ceton make the long trip north to face

Williams Thursday and Friday.

Skaters smash Wesleyan,! 0-3
SKATERS from page 6

first tally, fifteen seconds later at

6:23, gave Weiss a two-goal bulge.

Wade Smith assisted Ggizi on the

period's final goal and sent Williams

into the locker room on top, 3-0.

Bessone (from Johnson), Johnson
(from Jim Norton), and Chris
Vogelsang (from Brian Norris and
Ben Heintz) each registered goals in

the second stanza, giving Williams a

comfortable 6-0 edge.

Wesleyan notched a pair of goals in

the first 1:22 of the final period to

break Weiss' spell, but at 14:40 a four-

goal Williams barrage turned the

contest into a complete rout and ended
any hopes of a Wesleyan comeback.

Forwards Brian Norris and Johnson

scored to make it 8-2 Williams, before

power play tallies by Johnson and
Egizi put Williams in double figures.

The host Cards scored in the last

minute to set the final score at 10-3.

Bill McCormick's Ephs return to

Division II play tonight at Chapman
Rink with a 7:30 P.M. contest against

Massachusetts. The Minutemen
recently tied powerful Merrimack, 2-2

and should provide a tough foe for the

Ephs.

Hoopsters bomb
Lord Jeffs, 55-41

CAGERS from page 6

Kelly led all scorers with 19 points,

while Tanner chipped in with 14 (7 for

14 from the floor). Rehnquist finished

with 16, ten below his average. In the

preliminary game, the Williams JV's

stunned their Amherst counterparts

59-58 on John Straka's 30 foot heave at

the buzzer.

SENIOR HAPPY HOUR

at

THE LOG
Thursday, January 27 4-5:45

Reduced prices on beer & wine for aii meml)ers of the Class of '77.

All others welcome at regular prices

Afternoon Special HOT WINE

THE LOG will be open every night during

MID-WINTER BREAkt.
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Purple defense superb

B-ballers maul Jeffs, 55-41
by Andy O'Donnell

Although it's just one down and
three tough ones to go, the jiicture

looks a good deal easier now. And with

a little bit of luck, it could be in

technicolor come Ma^ch. f.

With an enthusiastic overflow
crowd of 900 transforming Mr.

. Lasell's tiny matchbox of a gym into ^

the friendliest snakepit in town, Coach
Curt Tong's varsity basketball squad
welcomed Amherst to a roundball

nightmare Saturday night, running

away from the Lord Jeffs with a

surprisingly easy 55-41 victory in the

first of four Little Three contests for

Williams.

The triumph was a fitting con-

clusion to a remarkable week for the

young Ephs. Beginning with the Yale

stunner and continuing with a 73-68

come from behind victory over Clark

last Thursday, Williams has now put

Tom Balderston tosses a lay-up

towards the rim as Matt Spangler

converges lor a rebound.

(photo by Oettgen)

together a three game win streak and
along the way accomplished
something that eluded last year's

team—put itself over the .500 mark
with a 5-4 ledger.

The key to success in each of those

five wins has been the scrambling

Williams defense, and Saturday's

fonlest proved no exception. With
Mike tanner and Gerry Kelly igniting

the switching Eph zones, Williams not

only held Jim Rehnquist to just four

second half points but so bewildered

the Lord Jeffs on offense that at one

point they tried playing with only four

players.

"Our defense did a good job once

again," Tong said after the game.

"We utilized the quickness of Tanner
and Kelly well, both on offense and

defense. The crowd was a factor too.

They came to scream and were very

supportive."

Williams played the game without

the services of starting guard Andy
Straka, who was out with a virus. But

his absence may help the team in the

long run, for Bill Whelan got a full 40

minutes under his belt and turned in a

solid performance, showing a lot of

poise on offense and aggressiveness

on defense.

Rehnquist was the story early in the

game, hitting eight of the first ten

Amherst points as the Lord Jeffs

raced to a 17-12 lead.

Williams quickly adjusted,

however, and with Kelly ( 15 first half

points) and Tanner (10) leading the

way on offense reeled off a 21-4 spurt

that sent a totally befuddled Lord Jeff

five into the locker room on the short

end of a 35-23 halftime score.

Things became even worse for

Amherst in the second half as

Williams ho-hummed its way to a 49-

28 lead behind an everyone-busts-his-

butt defense that caused more forced

shots and turnovers than Sarah Lee

would care to make.

With Rehnquist al|nofit completely

sealed off in an airtight purple booth

somewhere between here and Chi Psi,

the Amherst offense was unable to

uncover another scorer among its

members and could only manage two
points in the first 8:4^ of the second

half. The Jeffs finally .roatghed
Williams' first half output of 35 points

witrf 3:29 left in the game.
"Once we were able to establish a

little cushion we were able to force the

tempo," Tong explained. "And
Amherst had difficulty playing at our

tempo."

see CAGERS pages
Gerry Kelly drives to the basket against Amherst while Mike Tanner moves
into the lane. (photo by Oettgen)

Swimmers hammer Vermont, 70-43
by Dennis O'Shea

Carl Samuelson's varsity natators

warmed up the Robert B. Muir Pool

for a super pair of dual meets the next

two weekends, thumping the

University of Vermont this Saturday
afternoon. After suffering two losses

in three road outings since the home
opener against Amherst in December,
the varsity splashers settled back into

their Spring Street sardine can
Saturday afternoon with a 70-43

hammering of the doughty nor-

therners.

The homestand continues with
Charlie Butt's Bowdoin powerhouse
over Winter Break and the Springfield

Chiefs and their legendary mentor
Red Silvia the following Saturday.

Both New England archrivals
pummeled the Ephmen in dual meet
action last year, but the Purple came
back to post a third to Springfield's

second in the league championships
and to blow out the Polar Bears there

and at the NCAA Division III

Nationals.

The Ephs allowed Vermont but four

first places, three of them after the

win had been sealed by Dave Amlicke
and Don Cameron's 1-3 finish all the

way back in the 200-yard backstroke,

four events before the final relay.

Amlicke and his fellow Freshman
justified the Admissions Office's faith

in them and put together some of the

day's most impressive performances,

together accounting for four firsts and
a pair of seconds.

Backstroker Amlicke also turned

upside down for a come from behind

touchout 200 freestyle win over

Vermont ace Ron Kirkwood. Kirk-

wood blew out the field on the way out,

and had better than a body length's

lead after the first 100. Amlicke closed

the gap length by length until they

turned together at 175. Neither broke

it open on the last lap, but Amlicke
snuck in a quicker touch and was
awarded the win.

Bill Beckett look-alike Tom Beckett

won the 50 freestyle at 22.5, with his

brother half a chlorine molecule back
in second. Another frosh, Todd Piper,

led a second 1-2 sweep, finishing over

Trackmen top Panthers, fall to Union
by Frank Carr

A powerful Union contingent in-

vaded Towne Fieldhouse on Friday

evening and blew the Ephmen right

off the track (and field). The Dut-

chmen won eight of twelve events and
racked up 74 points to avenge their

narrow loss to the Ephs .last season.

Coach Dick Farley saw his crew
scramble for 39 points and second in

Wes women
topple purple

skaters, 3-2
In a far cry from the slow skating,

board slamming women's ice hockey

team that first took the ice three years

ago, a well drilled, quick Williams

team presented a legitimate

challenge to a tough Wesleyan club,

losing 3-2 Saturday.

The Ephs, supported by a hundred

loyal fans, went ahead early against

the Cardinals on a goal by junior

Sarah Baldwin. Wesleyan then

responded with two quick goals.

Center Mary Fish, dumping one past

the Wesleyan goalie, tied the score

early in the third period.

The Ephs looked tough in the final

period on the goaltending ability of

BIythe Miller who managed to stop a

threatening Wesleyan line throughout

the third period. With two minutes to

go, the visitors put one past Miller to

secure a 3-2 win.

Meeting Union in the season's home
opener last Saturday, the Ephs set a

new rink record, whipping the Dut-

chwomen 12-0. Three Williams women
turned in hat tricks in the upset with

Mary Fish grabbing four goals, while

Betsy McGean and Marty Taft scored

three.

Earlier this season, the team was

shut-out by a tough Middlebury squad.

Under the coaching supervision of

seniors Jim Ford and Steve

Christakos, the women will next take

the Chapman ice Saturday, February

12 against Colgate.

the tri-meet, posting a victory over a

16 point Middlebury effort. Williams is

now 3-2 on the year, with a tough

quadrangular meet coming up next

Friday.

Freshman Jim DeSimone opened up

the scoring with a second place heave
in the shot put, of 42'7". Consistent

point getter Greg McAleenan grabbed
first place in the long jump and was
closely pursued by three Union
competitors who placed 2-3-4. Jim
Holmes and Mark Eckert battled a

couple of Dutchmen with poles and
emerged with second and fourth

respectively in the vault.

Union then jumped out to a 19 point

lead after the next two events with

Jamie Rouse scoring in both. Rouse
popped a 4r5" triple jump for the

number three spot and then came
back with a fourth in the high jump,
which was won by Union's Mike
Cozzens who set a new fieldhouse

record of 6'7".

The running events started off with

a 9 lap neck and neck contest between
captain Ken Leinbach and Union's

Kevin Scheuer. After hitting the 880 In

2:11, the duo stepped on the ac-

celerator and blazed across the finish

line in under 4:20, Scheuer's mile

victory of 4:16.4 paced Leinbach to an
excellent 4:17.9 clocking.

The spectators lining the track for

the 60 yard dash finals saw captain

David Bass sprint his way to fourth.

Bass secured the lone Williams point

in the event with a 6.7 second per-

formance. After being shut out in the

600, the Ephmen countered with back-

to-back individual victories. Junior

Ron White zipped over 60 yards worth

of hurdles for the win, stopping the

watches at 7.5 seconds.

Joe Kolb t6ok winning honors in the

two mile run for the second straight

week and easily qualified for the

Easterns with an 18 lap time of 9:23.5.

Frank Carr followed Kolb's pace and

matched the Eastern qualifying

standard, finishing second in 9:3b.O.

Freshman Mike Behrman added a

fourth and lopped off a 9 point Eph
total for the event.

Leinbach returned in the 1000 yard

run and once again faced a very eager

Kevin Scheuer. The Dutchman took

the tape breaking honors but Lein-

bach posted his best time ever, netting

the runner-up position at 2:17.5. Dave
Seeger and Jeff Coombs chalked up

the final Williams points of the meet

finishing third and fourth respectively

behind Leinbach.

Farley's tracksters will take on

Springfield Albany State and Lowell

tnis Friday evening.

three seconds ahead of the nearest

Vernionter with Peter Howd close

behind.

Piper, a butterflyer and individual

medleyist, tried his hand at the 200

breaststroke and came up one-tenth of

a second short of another first place.

Upperclassmen got their licks in

too, particularly in the 200 butterfly

where Guy Hoelzer and Duff Ander-

son's 1-2 sweep leaves them fourth

and 13th in the New England
rankings. Distancemen Stuart Deans
and Jordan Lewis shared victories in

the 1000 and 500.

Ephs pummel
Wesleyan
skaters, 10-3

by Tim Layden
Sophomores Chick Johnson and

Chris Egizi combined for seven goals

and five assists Saturday afternoon as

the varsity hockey squad improved its

season record to 6-5 with an easy 10-3

thrashing of Little Three and Division

III foe Wesleyan. It was the tenth

consecutive Williams win over
Wesleyan and the nineteenth straight r

Little Three victory for the Ephs.

The win was an important one,

however, for the Purple, as it helped

to ease the damage done to the team's

pride in a 6-0 shutout at the hands of

Middlebury last Wednesday. Junior

netminder Ed Weiss turned away 25

Cardinal shots in the win, the same
number as Wesleyan goalie Steve

Capone.

Williams got on the board early in

the contest, as Egizi scored on feeds

from linemates Johnson and junior

John Bessone, returning to action

after a two-game layoff. Johnson's

see SKATERS pages

Women cagers thrash Clark, 64-44
by Nancy Rhein

In a display of defensive strength

and improving teamwork, the

Williams women's basketball team
easily defeated Clark 64-44 Thursday
in Lasell. The team, 2-1 prior to last

night's game at Wesleyan, was
working well together demonstrating

more of a team effort, rather than the

outstanding individual performances

that were characteristic of their

earlier games.

Although Clark jumped to a 13-6

Scorel
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Trustees randomize tenure
by Ty Tenberg

TheBoard of trusfetes abolished tKe

tenure system yesterday when it

voted to approve a committee report.

The committee, chaired by Ann G.

Vine, recommended that the present

system be replaced with one which
has degrees of randomness and
diversity.

Most board members described the

change as radical but necessary.

William Curtiss, chairman of the

executive committee, said the change
had the support of students as well as

a few faculty members.
John W. Chandler, president of the

College and a member of the Com-
mittee on Appointments and
Promotions, said the change is not

really radical. "There is much ran-

domness in our present system," he
said. We tenure some bad teachers

and refuse to tenure some good ones.

"Just take a look at this year's

decisions," he said.

The faculty Steering jPommittee
immediately passed a' resolution

opposing the decision.

The Ann G. Vine committee refused

to devise a new system but did make
some proposals.

Marlowe faces
investigation on
mailroom abuse
"I once got a 12 cubic foot package

in one of those little mailboxes," mail

czar Charlotte Marlowe said proudly.

Marlowe was speaking to a pSnel

investigating abuses in the mail

system at Williams.

"For many students receiving mail
is the nvost exciting part of their day.

There are students waiting for

medical school acceptances and big

packages, but the most fun are the

girls waiting for letters from their

boyfriends. I really erijoy those let-

ters," she said.

She maintains her office likes to add
fun and excitement to people's days.

"We will never place more than one

letter of acceptance in anyone's

mailbox," she claims.

When asked how she could tell an
acceptance from a rejection, she

pointed to a special steam machine
she uses to open letters.

"We throw out extra acceptance

letters; once a person has heard from

somewhere, he gets drunk. Grad
schools always send second letters if

the first ones get thrown out. These

second letter have a 24 hour response

period. That's where the typing

business 1 run on the side comes in

handy." •-

She denied that she refuses to

deliver mail to persons who do not use

her typing system. "They just get it

late."

She said she is most proud of her

record of losing 62 packages a month.

Marlowe said she never forgets to put

notices in people's boxes that

packages have arrived. "At times, we
add a few extra."

"There is another thing 1 enjoy:

hearing students complain that their

packages are lost. You would think

that they are all getting shipments of

drugs."

According to Marlowe, only a few

students receive drugs in the mail and

most of that is only cocaine." I always

get my take on the drugs." "I've got a

student with a big Jewish nose who
does the sniffing for me," she told the

investigating panel.

The panel consists of former
mailmen and of students who used to

steal magazines from row house

mailboxes.

Marlowe said her new system has

cut down on the theft of magazines. "I

take the 'skin' ones home for my
daughter, but the rest get properly

delivered, sometimes to the right

person."

The committee urged the College to

use its computer "We suggest that

each present faculty member be

allowed to rank the academic
divisions in order of preference. The
computer would fill the tenure

openings in each division on a random
basis. Professors would then be

assigned to departments within the

divisions.

The committee suggested that half

the present faculty be given tenure at

this^ point through the system. The
computer would select which mem-
bers do not get tenure. In each of the

next three years, there would be an

additional four tenure openings in

addition to openings caused by

retirement. After that period, there

would only be openings because of

retirement and resignation.

Professors would be able to go

through the random selection process

in their fifth year and if denied tenure

would have to leave after their sixth

year.

TheAnn G. Vine committee reached

two major conclusions after eight full

committee meetings and nine months

of effort:

"1. Tenure at Williams has come to

exercise a disproportionate role in the

life of junior faculty members, and as

a result the primary educational

purposes of the College are not being

fully realized.

2. Long continued delegation to the

CAP by the College of a large part of

its responsibilities with respect to

tenure Is a major cause of many
existing conditions and lousy tenured

professors which are harmful to the

educational purposes of the College."

The report warns, "It is obvious the

proposed plan will take time. It is also

obvious that the transition period will

be a difficult one because, until the

program is in full operation, existing

divisions and rigidities within the

faculty may temporarily become even

more serious."

The report concluded, the proposal

"is not designed to make a bad
Williams good, but to make a good

Williams better."

Some senior faculty members have
reacted rather negatively to the

proposal. A group of younger mem-
bers isplanning a candle light march in

front of President Chandler's Main
Street residence.

H. William Oliver, Thomas T. Read
Professor of Mathematics, said he

was pleased by the decision and that

he would donate his title to the

College. Oliver is alleged to be near

retirement.

Oliver's department chairman
Guilford L. Spencer took a different

approach. "If they want my title

(Frederick Latimer Wells Professor

of Mathematics), they are going to

have to buy it from me at a high price.

According to informed sources

Charles Compton, Ebenezer Fitch

see TENURE page 3

Garfield House in its last days. Dean of Housing Cristy Roosenraad said fhe

house will be replaced with a parking lot for Mission Park houses.

Keller jailed in
by C. Rick Wristring

Food Service Director Ross Keller

is being held in contempt of court in

Boston under orders from U.S.

District Court Judge Arthur Garrity.

According to a court spokeswoman,

Keller refused to testify before a

grand jury investigating kickbacks in

the margarine industry.

The spokeswoman said, "Mr. Keller

refused to remove his imperial crown

and testify." She would not elaborate

on the nature of the investigation. But

•informed sources claim the in-

vestigation focused on Keller's ban

on use of butter at Williams.

When contacted at his jail cell in

Boston, Keller refused to take with the

Record because it had not made an

appointment a week in advance.

However, he did tell a WCFM Radio

news reporter that he had done

nothing wrong.

"When I came to Williams, I

decided ito cut down on the ad-

ministrative and special catering

costs and to spen^^more money on

food. Margarineiyosts more than

butter, so we b^|^ margarine instead

of butter. We do, however, serve

butter at special events at which

College administrators are present.

But this is only p^t of our effort tgicut

costs on such events."

Keller is expected to remain in- jail

until Monday at which time he will

have another opportunity to testify

before the grand jury. Keller asked

Judge Garrity not to place him in jail

because it would threaten his efforts

to plan another special guest meal

such as last week's inaugui;ation

special.

The Record has learned that this

Thursday's roast beef dinner has been

replaced«with the Jail Special.

Waiters wearing striped outfits with

weights tied to their feet will be

serving bread and water. The walls

will be covered with crepe paper

stripes giving the impression of a jail.

Keller inadvertently told WCFM
that the money for the metal plates for

the meal will cortie from his "kick-

back " fund. But when questioned

further he denied that the "kickback"

fund was a margarine kickback fund.

According to the food services

sources, there is also a poultry kick-

back. Keller denied this! "We have

been serving poultry dishes five times

a week because I own a chicken farm

in Pownal. This way the College gets

fresh chicken," he said.

Faculty Steering Committee. The Committee voted to oppose a randomized

tenure process.

Deans tear up Garfield
by JakeSnakely

Dean of Housing Christy

Roosenraad announced today that the

College is planning to tear down
Garfield House next January. It will

be replaced by a well-lit parking lot

for residents of Mission Park.

Security Director Walter O'Brien

stated that this move "should put an

end to vandalism of student vehicles."

He voiced confidence that "this would

more than make up for any in-

convenience of the short walk."

The Record has learne^ that the

College has been trying to "kiiock

ovpr" Garfield for the last three

years, possibly because of open at-

tempts to revive the secret sorority,

:

"The Sweethearts of Delta U." Duf-ing

this period the furnace has exploded

three times and sticks of dynamite

were found secreted- in the house

fireplace. Fortunately, these were

fitted with the wrong blasting caps.

Record investigator Ann McCall'said

"this shoddy sort of w6rk is typical of

the B&G Plumbers.',' , r

'
Students have discovered other

evidence of a plot on the life of-the old

English Tudo'r. Npn-functional fire

alarms and extinguishers have ruined

countless -practical jokes. One Wood
House Woman, who was being chlised '

by a very drunken rugby player,

attempted to call Security on the red

phone. She got Dial-a-Prayer instead.

The sprinkler system refused to go off

despite a combined assault of mat-

ches, lighters, blowtorches,

flamethrowers, hand grenades, and
chainsaws.

When house president Tim Prit-

chard hooked his electric bong to the

smoke detector, he was surprised to

hear, not an alarm, but a recording of

"Woe to Lord Jeffrey" by the

Legionnaire's Disease.

Reporter Cy Yid asked Director of

Student Housing Charles Junkey what

he was going to do about next year's

Garfield seniors. He replied, "Why
the hell should I care? Students are

animals. All they want is tight ear

muffs, loose sheets, and a warm place

to lay."

President Chandler was somewhat
more concerned about the situation.

He' has offered to move to West
College for the spring, making his

house' availa^e to Garfielders. The
only conditions: that Larry Rainey

and Uohn Mitchell cease their at-

tempts to, resurrect Delta Upsilon,

and that he Chandler be given a room
on the third floor of West ...

scandal
"If I owned a cattle ranch, we.might

serve m^re beef," Keller asserted.

Keller said" that in his abspnce

Vivian LePage would run food ser-

vices. "It should be no problem for

her. I wiH call in the menus. Students

will eat the same things as I am eating

here. Viv will just be responsible for

controlling portion size."

LePage indicated she \yould make
someother changes also. According to

LePage, the,College will no longer use

Aladco Linen Service to wash aprons,

tablecloths and other items. "We will

require that dirty linen be sent to the

LePage Laundromat on Cole Avenue
where the persons with the easiest

jobs on campus,, the row house cooks,

will wash, dry and iron them."

From prison, Keller reports that he

is gettfing someliew menu suggestions

from cell mate Constai^tine Anagnos,

who is serving time for violation of

anti- trust laws.

Jin). Hodgkins, Assistant Director of

Food Services, said that Business

Manager Shane Riorden told him that

regardless of any changes in the food

service administration, Hodgkins
would t-emain in his present position

"forever."

In other action, LePage announced

•mf^-

Ross Keller ... in jail

that Row House Unit Manager Roy
Clark was being promoted to the

position of Omelette Cook. He will

work out of President Chandler's

kitchen. "Mrs. Chandler just loves his

omelettes," LePage said.

Perry House steward Andy
O'Donnell said he will very much miss'

Roy Clark. "He was a fun guy to

watch in action," O'Donnell said.

According to sources, O'Donnell is

under consideration for Clark's post.

O'Donnell, however, insists that he

must complete law school before

accepting the position. "You never

know when we might get sued when
someone gets sick on this stuff."
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This Is the annual parody Issue of Th« Williams Record. Whether it will

be published again depends on the outcome of certain lawsuits now pending.

We assume that the absurd nature of these four pages makes It abundantly
clear to all that they were written In jest, with no—well maybe a ilttle—

attempt to portray persons and Institutions as they really are. The names
have been changed to protect the guilty. This parody is In part written in

reaction to the deadly serious and overbearing style Into which the Record
occasionally falls. We hope It will be as humorous for you to read as It was
for us to write. v /

Letters

Who's Got The Power
Before trying to solve the myriad of problems facing

Williams students today, a crucial question to ponder is "who
has the power to change that which the students dislike?"

Clearly, the ability to influence student opinion is almost as
important as the ability to take direct action.

The student power elite has five components : The Record,
Pique, WCFM, the College Council and the Finance Committee.
The heads of these groups determine the agenda for the student
body.

Take the Record . It has clout because journalists have
emerged nationally as guardians of the public conscience. The
Record is fortunate that it can take advantage of this national
movement, because there is no other way that archaic rag
could gain respectability. The only thing that isn't stale about
that paper is the beer the editor-in-chief drinks. "Drinks?" A
better word for it is "Wallows in"!

Periodicals formerly called literary magazines have
become essentially news magazines; these publications have
the time to analyze problems in greater depth than
newspapers; a more personal style of writing is accepted here.
These factors give publications like Pique persuasive power.
The editor of Pique favors a loose style of writing and allows her
contributors to flirt with danger in theif investigations. As a
matter of fact, "loose style" and "flirting" extend beyond Miss
you-know-who-you-are's writing ; they describe her lifestyle. I

wonder how Pique comes up with so many stories of a con-
fidential nature?

An alert radio station has the advantage over the printed
media because it can get information out faster. Those first

impressions one gets from hearing news on the radio usually
contribute most to a person's final position. Radio interviews
have become a useful tool; the new program director of WCFM
has mastered the art of interviewing. I think he picked this

ability up from his psychiatrist. Rather, one of his

psychiatrists; I mean, he's had so many words ending in

"phobia" or "osis" attached to his name that he's a living

dictionary of mental disorders. I sure hope that electroshock
works !

!

Student government, by title, is recognized as the body that

maintains order in the process of* change. College Council
President is a demanding job when some faction of the body
politic wants change. It is a tribute to the current CC president's

efficiency that he has time to do other things. And YOU should
have seen what other things he was up to Sunday night ! ! ! I

realize that politicians are used to public exposure, but there
ARE certain kinds of public exposure that are simply no-nos! ! I

mean, being open and candid have limitations.

Finally, it has been said that whoever pays the piper calls

the tune, and the Finance Committee of the CC, by virtue of its

tight hold on the purse-strings, also has a tight hold on the piper.

Now, I don't mean to imply that the chairman of this committee
carries a purse. Why, that would be the end of me, I tell you ! His
henchmen—dear chaps with IQ's hovering around their shoe
sizes—would drop me in the Hoosac River wearing cement
shoes. Sometimes I wonder where Mr. Chairman gets the

money to support his friends? For that matter, how does he
support his umpteen wives? I'm SURE he doesn't "take a little

off the top" of the Student Activities Tax; he would rather

sample off the bottom, the nliddle and the four sides! ! ! Woops,
please gentlemen, I don't want to go for a swim tonight. I

haven't finished my editori

LETS PLAY REPORTER!
You too can be a Record Reporter

Dear Friends,

1. Fill out the press pass.

2. Cut out the press pass.

3. Cut out the press card.

4. Put the card in your hat band.

5. Go to the next AC EC concert and

tell the man at the door that you

work for us. You'll get in free.

Love,

SCOTTY
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Spaeth sputum
To the editor:

How many more mindless in-

stallments of Tony Spacey's boring

drivel must we be forced to endure?

Admittedly he may have written the

stuff at night ( protiably during a wet

dream) but that's no excuse. If only

Carole Tyler would come back.

Miguel S. Rosenplum '76V;f

.!——————— .
—

—
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Walter worries
To the editor:

Well, maybe you don't need
Security at your parties anymore.

Maybe we can't shut your parties

down at 2 anymore. Also, just becuase

undergraduates are manning regular

Security shifts doesn't mean we're

any less important or necessary to

this campus. It's OK, all this doesn't

bother us.

Just wait until you register your car

next year. $50 will seem like a

bargain, a steal, then. You guys will

never know how good you've had it.

Waller C. O'Brien

Director of Security

Coarse guide

To the editor:

For years students have argued for

an uncensored evaluation of courses

and teachers. I would like to see a

guide to students.

If I had known that Scott Fenn only

had a 3 for class preparation and a 2 in

"excitement in class" I would never

have let him into my 385 F class.

Laszlo Versenyi told me he would

have taken a sabbatical one year

earlier if he had known that Ham
Throckmorton was the only major in

the History of Ideas department.

I see no reason why professors

shouldn't be better informed on what

students are a pain in the ass in class.

With that kind of information, we
would be much better informed when
it comes to deciding who to bump
from a class John Sheahan

—«HSmsis—
Eusden elucidates existence

Williams College Chaplain John D. Eusden addressed the Chapel looard

Friday night to discuss the topic of phenomenology in a rationally integrated

high order consciousness state augmented by deification of neuralgic per-

sona syndrome in America, in light of Zen Buddhism and Christianity.

Eusden called for a "backing out of the illustion of rational self

motivated integration, in an existential orientation," which he said meant
"rigorous self examination, rehabilitative unyielding comprehensibilities of

the phenomenology of mystique over reason." "We should recognize with

Ghandi," said'Eusdeh, "^that the'esserice of corhprehensibility is obscured

realistic rationalism of the highest order. That the path to Nirvana is the

brahamptura of the soul and the tampura of the mind."

"No one at the meeting understood what he said," noted Eusden's wife

Joanne, '"but I did becSusel know him personally."

Council funding fiasco
The college council met last night to ratify final budget appropriations

( for the 1978 year. The only complication arose over a grant of 15,000 dollars

to the magazine ojukwa-amjowwa. This is the fourth year the group has

requested the funding, and they promise that they will have an issue out . . .

one of these days.

Shooters strike oil at AAt. Hope
President Chandler disclosed yesterday that oil has been discovered on

Ml. Hope Farm. Apparently, a moose-poacher struck a gusher when one of

his shots missed. Amoco geologist Fanny Fox was called in immediately to

sound the depth of the deposit. Sources close to the Fanny said it was the

biggest strike since King Kung.

It is further reported- that President Chandler is considering using the

income to move the College to Williamsburg, Virginia, so that students will

be able to pick up lost mail from relatives. "This move will have the ad-

ditional benefit that more parents will be able to find their way to

graduation," Chandler added.

Town bank fears competition
The Williamstown National Bank has filed suit against the Williamstown

Savings Bank, Berkshire Bank, First Agricultural Bank and Ken's Market
for damages caused by increased competition.

"We are no longer able to charge for checking accounts and for making
more than two withdrawals a month," the bank president said. "Ken
stabbed me in the back when he moved out," the angry president asserted.

The suit was filed in the Williamstown District Court but may be moved
elsewhere because the Williamstown Savings Bank holds the mortgage on

the Spring Street building.

The president said, "We had a choice; we could have started giving out

free dishes to lure customers, but that would have decreased our profit

margin temporarily."

Record plays 'em, trades 'em
Three used Record reporters, an

undisclosed number of quasi-usable

typewriters -and Kip Lamb's scandal

sheet have been traded to Pique, the

campus literary magazine, for two

artsy photographers, 27 raunchy
photographs and Pique's entire

collection of Sports Illustrated

cheesecake issues. Record coach

Scott Fenn announced moments

News & Notes
Nick "Babyface" Cristiano, on-

campus recruiter for La Cosa

Nostra, is currently taking ap-

plications for permanent, summer
and term-time positions. Potential

hitpersons should have resumes

and police records on file with

Katie Case at OCC.

Tryouts will be held Feb. 14. Ac-

cording to Cristiano, he has

selected a certain bearded Spring

Street alcoholic czar for the

demonstration victim. "Da punk's

place hazza been cuttin' in on our

drugga buzziness," he complained.

before the closing bell of the Winter

Study trading session yesterday.

At the same time, Fenn announced

that he had placed rookie reporter

Karen Walker on waivers and sold

columnist Tony Spaeth to the

Philadelphia Legionnaire for an

undisclosed number of Marv /

Throneberry baseball cards.

"I told Karon to get back in the pool

where she belonged," Fenn noted.

"She just doesn't seem to have what it

takes to make the Record team," he

stated in defending his unpopular

decision.

In other trades made today. Record

General Manager Bill Dahling an-

nounced that news editor Dave
MacGregor wouW be sent back to the

minors and features editor John

Rindlaub would be allowed to play out

his options in Austria.

"Va, we gave MacGregor back to

the Globe because his nasty red hair

just didn't jive with the wallpaper in

our new office," Dahling exclaimed.

He added that Rindlaub was being

held by Austrian officials because he

couldn't satisfactorily explain why he

was carrying 2000 intimate sex sur-

veys into a brothel in Vienna.

According to Fenn, other media

trades are in the making at this time.

"We're trying to swap Sally Coney to

Pique for Anne Eldridge," the

characteristically lascivious Fenn
continued, "but they're currently

tjeinga bit unrealistic. Right now they

wouldn't give her to us for Coney,

Nancy Rhein and our autographed

picture of Farah Fawcett-Majors

because she's the only one who knows
the combination to their Baxter

mailbox."

BusI hits wasp in snack bar
by Gregory IVIcDavid

Officer Willard BusI of the College

security force destroyed a wasp last

Friday at 6:45 p.m. in Baxter Hall.

Security officer William BusI reports in to headquarters with the news that he

has successfully terminated the life of a wasp which was menacing the Baxter

snack bar . . . Good job, Bill.

The wasp had been harassing snack
bar personnel since 5:24 p.m.

Officer BusI answered the urgent

summons of Dave Studenmund '77,

who vaulted over the mailboxes into

the mail room office to make the

telephone call.

Witness Larry Sanders '77 said,

"Yes, t would have to admit Mr. BusI

was somewhat effective.'' Studen-

mund agreed but said, "My own
strength and foresight should not go

unnoticed."

"Although I seldom admit it, I'm

highly allergic to three species of

Iraqi wasp and that beast may have

been one of those fatal kinds."

Climbing out of a file cabinet in the

Record office, Ann McCabe admitted

she was a bit frightened.

She said, "Gosh, it was really keen

the way he (BusI) just stepped up and

gave that insect the old one-two."

Obviously BusI is not allergic to

wasps, Studenmund said.

All viewers agreed that the wasp

put up little resistance after being

crushed by Busl's shoe. BusI wears

size ll'i.
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Arfsy Fartsy Review

'Buffalo' explores musical horizons
by Jordan Marsh

The crowd at the Savoy Civic Center
throbbed in anticipatioa Frisbees and
flourescent green glow sticks
cascaded from the balcony to the

main floor, occasionally clipping a
doddering security guard in the back
of the head. The buzz of excitement
and syntiietic chemicals had the

audience swaying uncontrollably.
They were here to see Buffalo, the

hottest new discofunkelectrosoulacid^

rock band, the latest in the now passe
genre of geographically-named
groups.

Buffalo is roughly halfway between
Chicago and Boston. They combine
the melodic, perhaps harmonic
horniness of Chicago with the
ethereal, heavenly heaviness of

Boston and arrive at their own
distinctive, almost nondescript style.

Fusing complexly interwoven sub-

structures of subtle cross-rhythms

with mind-messing, soul-searing,

brain-bending guitar leads, the group
has attracted a small, demented
following over the past week.

The atmosphere is electric, maybe
noxious as the house light dims and
the stage light comes up. The band
staggers on stage, and straps on their

weapons of music. The roadies turn

them around to face the audience,

remove their muzzles and leg irons,

and Buffalo is ready for action.

Lead singer Buffalo Chip dominates
the stage, pawing and hoofing at the

rotted wooden floorboards like an
enraged South American yak. He
resembles the imaginary bastard

offspring of Patty Smith and Iggy

Pop, heaven forbid. His voice cuts

through the din with the piercing

sense of urgency and importance

which this reviewer can liken only to

an air raid signal, or maybe Jackie

Gleason. Discarding the normal

Administration approves
sorority at Bascom Lodge

"You put your left foot in, you put your right foot outi" a member of the

Pretentious Dance Co. exclaims. The resemblance between the dancer and a

former Record editor-in-chief is far from accidental.

Kicker

Pretenfious company prances
by David Me'me

Last night when I walked into the

AMT, I thought for a minute that I had
stumbled into a meeting of WGSO. On
stage were at least 10 grown men
prancing around in their underwear. I

said to myself what the hell is going

on. Someone next to me informed me
that this was the opening performance
of the B. Pretentious dance company,
currently touring the Berkshires, and
at Williams College for one per-

formance, for a mere $15,000. Oh, I

said and sat back to watch this artistic

rendition, all the better informed. The
music came up slowly, two guys
minced across the floor, jumped up,

spun around and ran off. Two more
followed suit. Yes, 1 thought to myself.

This is indeed high art. As the dance
continued I was more and more in-

trigued with the intricate movements
. . . how the dancers held their

Trustee team
"rediscovers"
Williams
Six of the college's nine trustees

were able to find Williamstown in

time to n^e the first meeting of the

trustee review board. Over a lunch of

escargot, filet mignon, caviar,

brownies flambee, served in Baxter,

the committees got down to serious

work, dispensing immediately with a

review of the food.

Amply lubricated by trustee

Bronfman's heady contribution, the

meeting really got under way. Trustee

Morgan (of Morgan Guarantee
Trust), was surprised to learn that

Williams is now accepting students

from public schools. "Not too many"
replied Trustee Luce (of Time-Life),

"and besides, they also have women
here." NO! replied trustee Electric

(of General Electric), and fell out of

his wheelchair. "Not like it was the

last time I was here", said Trustee

Rockefeller (obvious), "they've built

all these new buildings, Bronfman,
Baxter, Sage, Williams, West, . . .

my how the campus has changed".

"Well," said Trustee Trans (of TWA),
let's get down to business".

And so, the trustees sat down for a

four hour meeting to decide how the

colleges resources will be allocated

and invested. Lucky we have such

skilled men at the Helm, said

PresidentChandler (of Williams ...

he's the one who lives in the big white

house) . . . and the college bought a

million dollars worth of Equity fun-

ding. ^

position, how they moved with the

gentle rhythm, how they managed to

survive in those tight pants. But, the

evening dragged on. Finally I was
awakened by intermission. "Yes, I

replied to all who asked, high art . . .

mighty high art". To you, however, I

say, grown men prancing around in

their underwear.

Dean of the College Peter Berek
confirmed the existence of an un-

derground sorority at Williams.

According to Berek, some 25 women
have been meeting in Bascom since

early this fall under the auspices of

Delta Delta Delta (Tri-Delta).

Berek said the society has obtained

substantial funding from the national

organization. "The sorority's

financial records show that 20,000

dollaiis of donations have been
received over the past four months,"

Berek announced. It is rumored that

Williams alumni have also con-

tributed financial and moral support

to the group.

"The administration would like to

see this money used to form a

residential sorority under theTri Delt

charter," Berek said. The present

This recently restored masterpiece, now on display at Clark Art Institute, was
discovered beneath a painting of the cathedral of Notre Dame in the basement
of Agard House. The only portion of the earlier work visible in both paintings

was the head on the far right, which appeared in a line of gargoyles on the

cathedral. Requests for prints should be addressed to the Unemployed Editors-

in-Chief Association, Cranford, N.J.

Kick booty

Discipline Committee bear all

The Discipline Committee has voted

to open its meetings to the entire

College community, effective

February 29, committee chairman

Andrew Crider announced today.

"The College Council has asked that

committee meetings be open, and we
felt that the selfish interests of a small

minority should not stand in the way,"

explained Crider. "They're probably

guilty, anyway," he added.

Committee sessions will be held in

Bronfman Auditorium, said Crider,

because "since so few students ac-

tually know how the Discipline

Committee functions we wouldn't

want to turn anyone away."

When asked if he felt that open

meetings of the Discipline Committee

would violate student privacy, he

pointed to open College Council

meetings as an indication that "most

students enjoy humiliating them-

selves before an audience."

Security Director Walter O'Brien

commented that open committee

meetings would save him several

thousand dollars each year in bribes

to find out which students were likely

to be dismissed from the College so

that his men could confiscate their

coffee pots and popcorn makers.

"Without this information, con-

fiscations become more difflcult to

plan. We may end up having to pay

security officers salaries."

Committee on Educational Policy

Chairman George "Open Meetings,"

Goethals suggested that the com-

mittee exclude Record reporters,

however. As a group, the per capita

consumption of coffee and doughnuts

by Record reporters is quite un-

believable," he said.

housing system is inadequate for the

needs of women, the dean added.

"Some alternative is needed so that

women and their interests are not

stifled," Berek concluded.

Reverter clauses which have forced

the administration to ban the return of

fraternities, include no provisions

concerning sororities, according to

Berek. The return of a single

fraternity would enable all other

fraternities to reclaim their former

facilities on campus. "Sororities

create no such threat to the internal

affairs of the College," Berek said,

adding that he thought sororities

should be given "every opportunity to

expand."

In a letter sent to College President

John W. Chandler, Pearl O'Reilly,

head of the national Tri Delt

organization, commended Williams.

"The executive board of Tri Delt is

delighted to see that Williams, a

traditionally male-oriented college,

has advanced to the point where
sororities are accepted and welcomed
by the administration," O'Reilly

wrote. -J

According to informed sources.

Associate Dean Nancy J. Mclntire

and English professor Lynda K.

Bundtzen are among several faculty

members who have been admitted to

the sorority although neither were
available for confirmation. Other

women faculty members expressed

approval of Tri Delt's formation and
many said they had sought admission

into the society themselves.

Tenure is

now random
TENURE from page]

Professor of Chemistry, is

threatening the College with a law
suit. Compton told the Record. "My
lawyer told me not to comment."
Dean Peter Berek said that he was

concerned that he might lose the

favorable rates he has on his mor-
tgage if the computer does not renew
his tenured position. He said he will

remain in Williamstown if he is not

tenured. "My wife has a good job at

Lawrence Hall," the Dean said.

Student reaction was mostly mixed.

One student said, "It is difflcult to

react until we see which old fogies the

computer knocks off. Now Teitenberg

and Grudin have a second chance."

Sally Coney, chairman of the

Student Housing Committee, asked
whether faculty members who got

tenure would be able to transfer from
one department to another, and how
many times.

Cris Roosenraad, who sources
claim was a victim of^the old system's

randomness factor, warned that

transfers would limit diversity within

department. When asked if could

teach Russian literature if assigned to

the Russian Department, he said,

"Damnit, I'll do anything for tenure. 1

can take a cram course in the sum-
mer."
The trustees decision is effective

next week.

practice of octaves and words, Buffalo

Chip babbles incoherent doggerel

which oozes like warm Kaopectate.

Buffalo Bill bangs booming bass all

the time, content to stand behind the

amplifiers, shunning the spotlight and
crowd recognition. He emerges now
and then to trade off searing guitar

riffs with Buffalo Bob, his dear cousin

and brother. Buffalo Bob plays the~

triple neck electricwah-

wahfeedbackfuzzbox guitar with

Manson-like authority. He can
command it to sing, wail, scream for

mercy, cry out in pain, maybe even
kill.

The Buffalo Gals do a bang-up job

on background vocals, and tease the

audience to no end with their

lecherous gyrations the longhairs call

dancing. Buffalo Sabre and Brave
complete the group, teaming up on
percussion. They thump their dual

Slingerlandwatercooled455reversech

romestudded drum sets with

machine-like originality and thought.

These two veterans (Korea) have
l)een there and back, and boy does it

show.

These hombres played all their hits

tonight for the Savoy faithful, in-

cluding all of their new "Hotel

Tonawanda" album. The band is

delving deeper into the disco scene,

while not forgetting their roots (a la

Haley) in the old West—to whit,

"Frisco Duck." They close their show
with their ankle-breaking, audience-

maiming number, "Turn Your Feet

Around, Turn Them Upside Down,"
and the fans do just that.

But the finale is what has made the

band famous, and is what continues to

attract new ones to their spectacular

stage show. For the encore, the band
dresses in buffalo hides and heads,

playing, "Gore Gore Gore—How Do
You Like It? How Do You Like It?"

with a spontaneity last seen in

Richard Speck. The audience loves it,

and squeals with delight as the

roadies take the stage dressed as

paleface in cowboy outfits, slaughter

the herd, and leave. The lights go out,

the show is over, the message is

clear—the American bison may be

gone, but Buffalo is here to stay.

For Sale

Small cozy New England farm
with many extras for the right

person. Our criteria may not be

yours. 72-room mansion plus 1,000

acre farm property is available for

the small sum of only $1,000,000.

Easy credit financing is available.

SEKSEINA
Join the YAF

Hi E. D.
CONFIDENTIAL TO
SCAVENGER HUNT
FLASHERS:
You thought there was not a

Record photographer present.

WRONGO! ! For negatives of your
flash, send $15 to the Record by
Friday. (M.H., send us $50 for your
negatives.)
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WGSO attempts Olympic abortion

Famous family to come to Williams next year. The Admissions office today

announced tliat ttiey lud accepted tlie relcnown Serkin Siamese Septupiets.

(Remember ttieir promos for Baby foods?) The Serkins are not only Siamese
twins, but deaf mutes as well. "We've certainly filled our quota this year," said

Fred Copeland. The state meanwhile had demanded that the school widen

library doors, to provide equal access.

Mitchell muffles rumors
by Clark Kent

College Council representative
Larry Mitchell '78 today denied that

he had any intention of running for

College Council president. An astute

Record reporter saw Mitchell running

off campaign annbuncements at

Office Services and asked him about

the election. "Let me make one thing

perfectly clear, it is with a heavy
heart that I have no comment at this

point in time," he replied tersely. "If

nominated I will not run, and if

elected I will not serve," he said.

Realizing there was no story here,

the reporter started to leave, but

Larry jumped in front of the door

blocking his path. "I might, however,

accept a draft. I'd be the perfect

candidate, though," he said, "I agree
with everyone on all of the issues. I

voted to close CEP meetings, but

sponsored a motion to open them to

the Record. I voted in the By-Laws
committee to eliminate at-large

council representatives, but on the

council floor I switched to vote with

the majority. No one can possibly

disagree with me."
"Won't your wavering, waffling,

and wobbling on the issues alienate

those who really care?" asked the

very bored reporter, who had by now
given up trying to force his way
through tl^ door.

"Not at all," he quickly replied. "No
one follows the council anyway, so it

doesn't make any difference what I

do."

"Well then, why aren't you going to

run?" queried the reporter.

Mitchell fell silent, looked the

reporter in the eye, and said, "I've

seen other offices, but they didn't

affect me. I lusted in my heart after

this one, though. I've spoken with

Grapplers in

scoring slump,

coach claims
by Sally Call Me (2921)

Wrestling coach Joseph Dailey met
yesterday with members of the

Western Massachusetts League of

Scorers to discuss the outcome of his

team's most recent matches. "With
scoring at a record low in the last four

matches, you know something's got to

be done to get it up again," Dailey told

the WMLS.
Dailey stressed the importance of

"coming out on top" in his testimony,

telling the League members that "the

score is all that really matters when it

comes to keeping the boys on the

mats."

James (Jimmy) Rodgers, chair-

man of the Williamstown chapter of

the League of Scorers, explained that

"the boys on Williams' teams have
had scoring problems in the past" and
that the difficulty is not a concern of

the wrestlers alone.

The League suggested that Dailey

conduct more rigorous practices but

according to the coach, "Practices

don't help. The boys simply aren't

coming."

Harry Kelly and he forgave me, so

everything is all right."

"But wouldn't it look good on your

transcript?" wondered the Record

representative.

"Sure, but as I always say, ask not

what you can do for your college, but

what your college can do for you . . .

or something like that."

"Anyway, my roommate loves

me," he said. "My dog Checkers loves

me. I don't need you or the rest of the

student body to feed my ego, I don't

care what Barickman, Kelly or

McKay think. You won't have Larry

Mitchell to kick around anymore."
Mitchell, noticing the filing deadline

was only five minutes away, bolted

out of the room. He ran, pausing only

to shake hands and kiss freshmen, and

shouted, "I'm not running, I'm not

running, Larry Mitchell for

President."

Carter's brother

to talk to Seniors

by SudsJorjer

Billy Carter, brother of the

President, will deliver the Bac-

calaureate Address, College

president John W. Chandler an-

nounced yesterday.

Carter, a gas station owner in

Plains, Ga., will speak on the

subject he knows best— beer,
Chandler said.

"Baccalaureate Addresses have

been all too serious in the past,"

Chandler said. "Billy is the perfect

person to break the tradition."

"Who else would give out free

t)eer while church is in session in a

Southern Baptist town?" Chandler

asked.

James Linen, Chairman of the

Trustee Committee on Degrees,

said Carter was chosen t)ecause he

could talk sensibly about the item

College students spend the most
time learning about—beer.
Linen said he hopes that Carter

will bring his niece Amy with him.

"Maybeshe willsay a few words to

the less intellectual members of

the graduating class." "With those

glasses she's now wearing, sl)e

could pass as a Williams woman,"
Linen stated.

Carter is expected to appear in

his gas station attendant's outfit.

He will remain on campus until

Sunday to help visiting parents

who are having trouble starting

their cars.

by Sy Hershey

A group calling itself the Williams

Greylock September Organization
(WGSO) nearly forced the can-

cellation of the Mission Park Winter

Olympics, the Record learned today.

Tight-lipped FBI agents finally

elaborated on their ter;e "no com-
ments" at a press conference

yesterday, disclosing the planned

kidnapping of President John W.
Chandler and the Armstrong House

siunk team.
Partially ^shredded memoranda

found in the Make-Love Room
detailed the planned abduction of the

President while he was en route to the

opening ceremonies. The ransom
demands were to be a cancellation of

second semester, an extension of the

Winter Study period through April,

and unconditional amnesty for all

leather carrying members of the

WGSO.
In a related story, Armstrong

president Peter Freisen disclosed that

spink stars Chris Lovell, "Bear"
Tone, Tim Dunnzo, and Frank "Bob"
Lewis had received death threats

from a terrorist organization. The link

to the WGSO was found in the

previously mentioned documents.

The FBI entered the case, when
Freisen reported the threats to

Assistant Safety Specialist Abe Usal.

He turned the case over to Special

Agent Lewis Deerskin when phone

taps on the spink team's phones

revealed that the threats had crossed

state lines. Any link to the alleged

secret fraternities in Vermont and

the WGSO was "pure speculation,"

Deerskin commented.
Launching a county-wide search

unprecedented in the anals of

Berkshire written and oral history,

the FBI scoured the area for any
traces of the terrorist organization.

They found panty-hose with holes cut

out, "make-shift masks", Deerskin

noted, were found in the Make-Love
Room as well.

The WGSO evidently got wind of the

encircling dragnet, and hurriedly

scratched their eiffortis. Deerskin said

that the partially shredded
memoranda indicated the haste with

which the terrorists cancelled their

nefarious plans.

Deerskin was happy that the Games
were allowed to proceed as planned,

and assured the College that the

WGSO presently posed no threats. The
FBI had been monitoring the group's

movements for some time, but could

find nothing irregular in their fin-

dings.

The FBI can pursue the case no

further. Deerskin noted, but said he

planned to continue tapping phones

covertly on campus. He has given

control of the equipment to Philip

Marlowe, the New England Bell

Representative to Williams College.

Marlowe can monitor all calls,

claimirig it is standard Bell procedure

for tracking down delinquent phone
users. "This is strictly off the record,"

Deerskin added, who will undoubtedly

be surprised when he finds this quote

in the Record. Marlowe could be

reached but had no comment.

Ephs drown at So. Conn
by Mark Spits

A "highly talented and thoroughly

tapered" Southern Connecticut State

swim team reeled out a series of

"awesome efforts" in blowing away
the Williams Ephmen, according to

swim team manager and Record
Coordinator of Aquatics Dennis
O'Shea.

A well-informed source said the

final score was 81-32.

Southern Conn coach Bruce Hut-

chinson, who, according to swim team
manager Diane Curtis, was seeking

his first dual meet win over Williams

in six years, put his squad through two

weeks of reduced training.

Sources close to the Southern coach

said the team shaved down several of

its top swimmers.
He had them so wound up they

Feds soutee
pizza king

by Constantine

Constantine Anagnos, owner of the

two pizza houses on Spring Street, was
arrested yesterday and charged with

violating federal anti-trust laws.

According to a spokesman from the

U.S. District Attorney's office in

Boston, Anagnos was charged with

monopolizing the Spring street pizza

business by owning all the pizzerias,

controlling prices, and keeping
Italians out of a business which is

rightfully theirs.

Anagnos claimed he was innocent

on all counts. "I make the best pizza in

America, I can charge the highest

prices", he said. ,

He also saic^ "Greeks make better

pizza than Italians. In the old days,

the Romans stole our gods and
renamed them; I can steal their

pizzas and rename them zas."

He continued, "My juke boxes play

more than Greek music; I cannot help

it if my customers know I make better

zas with Greek music playing."

"might easily have beaten anybody in

the league," co-captain Duff An-

derson said.

The Ephmen managed only one first

place all afternoon, the Record
learned.

Sources close to the team identified

Tom Beckett as the only Eph swim-
mers to take a first. A source said R.

J. Connelly took second in the same
race, the 50-yard freestyle.

Beckett allegedly posted his best

time since he broke the freshman
record in Ws first outing in December,
but the timekeeper could not be

reached for confirmation.

Williams coach Carl Samuelson
revealed that distance man Stuart

Dean lopped 18 seconds off last week's

time in his best dual meet 1(XX)

freestyle effort in two years.

Sickly senior

won't get out
by Nate Bekembier

Williams senior Bradford J. Rock
will not be participating in graduation

ceremonies this year, so says Coach
Peck, head of Williams P.E. depart-

ment. "It's his own fault," Peck ex-

claimed, "he had plenty of op-

portunity to complete the

requirements. We make it as easy as

possible."

"We offered him a wide spectrum of

courses (courses?) to choose from
. . . basketball, volleyball, track,

weight training, all important skills

for later life, but he (Rock) would just

sit there and do nothing. Many times

he did not even make it into class."

Rock had little comment other than

the hope that Peck will reconsider. "I

threw him down the stairs the last

time that sniveling coward came in

here," said Peck.

The fact that Rock has been ac-

cepted in all Med schools he applied to

has little effect on Peck's cold heart.

"Requirements is requirements,"
stated Peck . . . and besides, if he

can't sink a basket maybe he

shouldn't be a doctor," "We had him
down on the tennis courts once, and he

couldn't even serve," argued Peck.

"What kind of doctor is that?" •

"all he could do was roll that dumb
wheelchair around the courts, tearing

up the clay."

Constantine "flips out."

(photo by Hans Oxygen

)
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CUL reports on campus life
THe upperclass housing systiem here

works well, the Committee on Un-

dergraduate Life's (CUL) Final

Report on the Residential Housing

System maintained, although .
some

moderate changes are desirable.

This report, summarizing research

and dis«^ssion by the 12-member
committee over the last three

semesters, explored the general

issues of diversity and house

autonomy and outlined problems in

eight aspects of housing, including

minority groups, house transfers and

alcohol.

The CUL reaffirmed "the College's

opposition to special interest housing

and its desire to maintain as diverse a

student membership within each

house as is reasonably possible."

Responding to arguments that the

random a^^ignment of housing makes
organizing social activities difficult

and prevents special interest groups

from coalescing, the CUL stated, "the

argument in favor of forcing students

of diverse backgrounds and interests

to live together is based on its

presumed educational value rather

than on any claim that it will

maximize^i' particular dimension of

student happiness."

The committee supported the

principle of house autonomy "for both

educational and pragmatic reasons."

"We feel that the houses should be as

free as possible to organize and

regulate house life."

Calling Blacks and women "two

very visible minorities," the CUL

urgeii houses to give these groups

more active roles in planning ac-

tivities. ".
. . Black students

generally do not look upon the

Residential House as their social

center. One reason is that the social

activities sponsored by many houses

tend to feature 'beer-bashes,' a mode
of sociability which many Black

students find distasteful."

The panel reported that women are

having fewer housing problem» than

in the past and are becoming a more
integral part of the College.

Allowing as many students to

transfer to different houses as in 1976

"clearly threatens the diversity

originally established by the random
house inclusion, and . . . reduces the

flexibility of the system to the point

where it becomes extremely difficult

to find openings for genuine hardship

cases . .
" The CUL adopted a

transfer system resembling freshman

inclusion, where applicants rank their

preferences for housing.

"This system may actually reduce

the number of transfers, since an

applicant always runs the risk of

being assigned to a house that he or

she likes less."

The CUL made no recom-
mendations on alcohol consuftiption,

observing that student opinion was
split on the question of excessive

expenditures for alcohol. The CUL's
preliminary report in the fall

suggested alcohol was a problem. The
final report claimed that excessive

drinking has led to violations of

personal and property rights,

see CUL page 3

House inclusion begins soon
Sometime within the next two

weeks, all freshmen will receive

material in their mailboxes marking
the beginning of the housing inclusion

process. By the end of spring

vacation, all freshmen will be
assigned to one of the 15 residential

houses.

The initial mailing will include

application forms and a booklet

describing the various housing op-

tions.

According to Housing Committee
co-chairman, Jamie Barickman,
upperclassmen wanting to change

ACEC cancels concert

blames losses on jazz
The All College Entertainment Committee (ACEC) probably won't

sponsor another concert this year, co-chairman Jim Bowe predicted,

because of poor ticket sales for the jazz festival.

The ACEC had hoped to have about $3000 left after the festival; Bowe
estimates that the committee now has less than $1000 at its disposal. The

committee has not yet made a decision either way on a spring rock concert.

Lionel Hampton was engaged for $2000, Charlie Mingus and Trent Ar-

terberry for $1900 and David Sancious for $1250. Bowe approximated the

losses for the performances were $1100, $1300, and $1300, respectively. The

additional costs incurred for security, sound equipment, agent commissions,

and food totalled over $2500 for the entire festival, Bowe said.

Turnout, especially for the Sancious concert was poor, Bowe noted and

he attributed this to Sancious' less-recognized name. "It's too bad," Bowe
said, "because the Sancious concert would probably have been the most

popular one if more people had come. His music has a very electric sound."

Bowe also said that the third concert generated almost no outside interest. A
number of tickets were sold for the first two in North Adams.
Bowe attributed the possible spring concert cancellation in part to the lack

of available funds and to the difficulty of selecting a particular artist who
can interest enough people at Williams to make a concert profitable or at

least solvent.

Bowe said, however, that he anticipates that the jazz series will be con-

tinued next year. _

house affiliation and all freshmen

must complete their applications

before spring recess. Students may
apply as individuals or in small

groups. Students who sign up together

will be assigned to the same
residential house though not

necessarily to the same room or suite.

Freshmen and transfers will rank

the five categories for residential

houses; Greylock, Mission Park,

Fitch-Prospect, Dodd-Tyler and Row
Houses, by order of preference.

During the spring recess, a com-

puter will randomly assign freshmen

and intra-house transfers to

residential houses. The program
attempts to maximize the number of

students assigned to houses within

their first choice category while

making sure that all houses are filled.

This is the first year this procedure

will be used for upperclassmen
desiring to change house affiliation.

Freshmen will receive priority over

these transfers in the inclusion

process.

Each of the housing categories has

its strengths and weaknesses and

appeals to different tastes, according

to the booklet. To aid freshmen in

their decisions, many houses will hold

"open days" when students can

examine the physical facilities of the

houses and talk to house members.

The south side of Lasell Gym, housing

the squash courts, is the proposed site

for new athletic facilities.

College plons to

augment curreni .-

athletic facilities

The College is making plans to

enlarge athletic facilities at Williams,

according to Athletic Director Robert

Peck. The project, which was ap-

proved several years ago along with

the plans for improvement of tlie

music and art buildings, includes a

new gym, a new pool, a dance studio,

wrestling room , weight room, offices,

and equipment rooms. The proposed

site for the new structure is south of

Lasell gymnasium.
A Building Committee has been

formed to organize the project, and a

meeting with architects has been

scheduled for March.

"We still have to raise the money
for the project," said P«ck, "so no.

dates have been set. " Peck said there

has been one meeting of the Building

Committee so far, and the next will

probably be this week.

In addition to improving the con-

ditions for team sports. Peck said he

anticipates greater opportunities for

club team competition and
recreational activities, as well as

better physical education facilities.

The members of the Building

Committee are: Peck, chairman, Neil

Grabois, Winthrop Wassenar, Carl

Samuelson, Renzi Lamb, Curt Tong,

Linda Wilkins, Earl McFarland,
Marilla Pearsall '79, Tom Carey '77,

Will Schmidt '77, and Lisa Capaldini

'78.

Constitution, again

CC amends proposal
The College Council resumed

debate last week on the By-Laws
Committee's proposed revision of its

constitution, and accepted an
amendment calling for the formation

of special committees to deal with the

issues that most concern the student

body.

In other action at the council's

meeting Tuesday night. Associate

Dean Cris Roosenraad discussed the

renovation of Garfield House and

announced plans to create two new
residential houses.

Jamie Barickman, Chairman of the

Housing Committee, announced that

the committee has decided to post-

pone its decision on the redistribution

of the house maintenance tax until

inclusion has been completed. Barick-

man called the issue of redistribution

"too complicated" to be dealt with

immediately.

The council passed, with amend-
ments, Articles VI and VII of the

proposed constitution. Article VI lays

out the powers and functions of the

College Council, and was amended to

include a provision for more student

see COUNCIL page 3

Suicide and the college student
Death. At adolescence it has a

mysteriously unreal quality. More

mysterious still is why it might be

self-imposed. Yet suicide is a very

real problem among college students,

and while reliable statistics are dif-

ficult to find, its incidence appears^to

be rising.

The rate of successful suicides

between the ages of 15-19 more than

doubled between 1950 and 1970, and

according to Dr. Robert Kastenbaum

of the University of Massachusetts, it

is the "general impression" of per-

sons working with college students

that they are becoming a still higher

risk. Suicide is the second leading

cause of death among college

students, surpassed only by accidents.

Williams has had one suicide in

each of the past two years, and none in

the six preceding. This may have been

in part a result of a widespread drop

in campus suicide rates during the

Vietnam war years. According to Dr.

Eugene Talbot of the Williams College

Health Services, it was his im-

pression that "in comparison to other

schools, Williams has significantly

fewer suicides overall than other

colleges like Williams," that is,

among small liberal arts colleges. The

rate at big universities is higher still,

he says.

Talbot attributed the low rate here

to the large number of support

mechanisms in the college com-

munity. Friends, faculty and ad-

ministrators all help give students

outlets for discussing troubles. Says

Dean of the College Peter Berek,

"Williams is a very hard place to get

lost in. It is difficult for students to get

isolated from other students. They

can almost always find someone to

talk to about their troubles: room-

mates, JA's, chaplains, teachers,

deans, the health services . . .

students here are less likely to find

themselves with no one to talk to."

Because of these support

mechanisms, the psychological

counseling service is used only one

half to two thirds as much at Williams

as at comparable colleges, according

to Talbot.

Thoughts of suicide are extremely

common among adolescents, ac-

cording to Talbot. Just about all

students think about it at one time or

another, and "many people fear that

they are the only ones thinking about

it," says Talbot. "(Adolescence)" he

continues, "is an age of great sear-

ching, including broad thoughts about

the meaning of life."

A psychiatrist on the staff of the

Harvard Health Services, Dr.

Elizabeth Reid, described suicidal

thoughts in college students as

"medium common," but pointed out

that "lots of people think about it

without really being a threat to do it."

In a 1971 book on suicide, Earl A.

GroUman cited former Director of

Williams College Health Services

Dana L. Farnsworth as estimating

that "for every 10,000 college

students, 1,000 will have emotional

conflicts severe enough to need
professional help; 300-400 will have

feelings of depression deep enough to

impair their efficiency; 100-200 will be

apathetic and unable to organize

themselves; 5-20 will attempt suicide;

1 to 3 will succeed."

The question of who is likely to be a

victim of suicide is one that continues

to baffle psychologists studying the

subject. "The more it's studied, the

less sure we are of who will be a

victim," says Talbot Suicide victims

run the spectrum of personalities and

common stereotypes. According to

Dr. Robert GoadelJ, Director of

Health at Williams, "We find there

are few stereotypes, more in-

dividuals. Some have definite medical

problems, some are quiet students,

some unknown, others have lots of

friends." About the only person who

can be deemed likely to commit

suicide is one who has threatened it or

attempted it before. Attempts to find

grade correlations have failed.

Talbot also points out that

sometimes a deejJ-depression is kept

see SUICIDE p«g« 2
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SUICIDE from page 1

under the surface, and only becomes
evident when it results in a suicidal

gesture. "Sometimes you find people

leading multiple lives—a public life

and a pirate life which have conflicts

that may not have been seen."

Part of the problem in preventing

suicides is this inability to identify

likely victims. The two students who
committed suicide at Williams in the

last t*o years we're compTetely

unknown to Health Services. Ac-

cording to sources at the Harvard
Health Service, this has been by and
large their experience as well.

Students known to Health Services

here as contemplating suicide have all

been successfully counseled.

About the only quality suicide

victims have in common is

depression, often about things which

bother all college students, but which
appear somehow much more
threatening to them. "Problems of a

suicidal group tell you in exaggerated

form what is bothering everyone else

in the culture," says psychoanalyst

Dr. Herbert Hendin.

What bothers people most at

Williams, says Dr. Talbot is "fear of

Reflections on the inauguration
by Charles L. Hirsch

The air was crisp Thursday af-

ternoon, January 20th. Feet were
numb and faces were red from the

biting wind as hundreds of thousands

of strangers huddled together in

anticipation. Small children, sitting at

the feet of alert military guards,

enthusiastically waved miniature
American flags.

Suddenly, a cheer, and the enor-

mous human line that extended the

length of Pennsylvania Avenue moved
as one, leaning into the wooden police

l>arriers. A small, elderly woman was
lifted by a young man so that she

might see above the crowd. Her eyes

grew wide, and she emotionally

remarked to those surrounding her, "1

don't believe it! He's walking. God
bless him!"
President Jimmy Carter was

walking; at the head of his own
Inaugural parade, making his own
way to his own new home, the White

House. Carter's trademark, a huge
and toothy smile, occupied his face. At

the President's side was his wife,

Rosalynn, who yaved with one hand,

and held her husband tightly with the

other. Between and all around these

two hopped, skipped, and jumped
Amy Carter.

Viewing Carter's simplicity, older

spectators immediately remembered
Harry Truman's famous morning

"strolls." The younger audience
fondly recollected John Kennedy's

youthful smile and lovely family. And
as everyone was having a marvelous

time, each Secret Service agent

scanned the vast cro'wds on either side

of Pennsylvania Avenue, and quietly

wished that the new President had
spared him this great worry.

But Jimmy Carter is intent upon

bringing the American government

closer to the American people. His

walk, one example of this, was one of

the most dramatic political gestures

in quite some time. In fact, the entire

idea behind the 1977 "People's

Inaugural" was to involve as many of

the American people as possible.

As early as 6:30 a.m., worshippers

and spectators began assembling

before the Lincoln Memorial for "The
People's Prayer Service." At 8:00 the

service began with Baritone Sherill

Milnes and Soprano Leontyne Price of

the Metropolitan Opera performing

spirituals before thousands of cold,

but appreciative participants. At 8:25

when the Reverend Martin Luther

King, Sr., moved toward the podium,

a wave of excitement swept through

the crowd. King's message was ex-

pected to be particularly dramatic

and emotional, as he would be

speaking from the same spot that his

son, Martin Luther King, Jr.,

delivered his stirring "I have a dream

News and Notes
SENIOR SIGN-UPS FOR ON
CAMPUS RECRUITING Wed.
Feb. 2 (tomorrow) is sign-up day
for companies coming on Fri. Feb.

4 and the following week of Feb. 7-

11. Sign-up starts at 12:30 PM at

OCC. The following companies are

included in this first sign-up:

1ST NATIONAL BANK OF
CHICAGO Fri., Feb. 4

MARSH & MCLENNAN Mon.,
Feb. 7

JORDAN MARSH Tues., Feb. 8

SMITHKLINE Tues., Feb. 8

IBM Wed., Feb. 9

1ST NATIONAL BANK OF
BOSTON Thurs., Feb. 10

CONN. MUTUAL LIFE INS.

Fri., Feb. 11

After Wed. Feb. 2, sign-ups will

begin on Mondays at 12:30 PM for

the following week. On the Friday

before each sign-up a list of

companies coming will be in

NEWS & NOTES.

SUMMER JOB
Alum would like a sports minded
male to be companion to 5 boys (7-

13) in Sheffield, MA. for Mon-Fri

work week. Prefer car owner as

must leave on weekends. See

SUMMER JOBS Notebook.

Thurs. Feb. 3

Career Opportunities in Business &
Sales with Dana Bracket! '76 of.

Proctor & Gamble Co. Dinner and
evening discussions:

5:30 PM - Wilson Room (dinner

meeting for those who can't make
it to the evening meeting)

7:00 PM - Makepeace Room
Sat. Feb. 5

CAREERS IN WASHINGTON
WEEKEND PRESENTED
BY THE Williams Washington

Alumni Assoc, from 9:30 AM - 4:30

PM in Bronfman. This is a four-

starred event (*-*nf4). More
details appear in this week's

Lephlet, Record, Register, North

Adams Transcript, and over
WCFM. Hosts & hostesses are still

needed for Weekend participants.

See Sue Little.

ROTARY FOUNDATION
FELLOWSHIPS offering 1 year of

foreign study (after graduating) to

members of the JUNIOR CLASS
have an application deadline of

MARCH 1. Due to the lengthy

application process you should

secure the application blank by

Feb. 15. Consult your local

ROTARY CLUB for details and
applications.

. .
." address 13 years before.

Reverend King spoke powerfully and

beautifully, moving the entire crowd,

and setting the stage for the swearing-

in of President-Elect Jimmy Carter.

Thousands of warmly dressed

"Inauguration-ists" moved, en

masse, from the Lincoln Memorial
towards the Capitol grounds. Some
wisely brought ice skates, gliding the

entire length of the frozen reflecting

pool with ease. As early as 10:00, the

Capitol grounds were overflowing

with Jimmy Carter's well-wishers. By
11:45, when the ceremony finally

began, good-natured guards had
swung open the Capitol gates for those

without Inaugural tickets. Even so,

there was .not enough room, and

hundreds of spectators strained to see

from the steps of the Supreme Court

and the Library of Congress.

In past years, almost all spots along

the Inaugural parade route were
reserved. This year, however, there

were only reserved bleachers on the

last two or three blocks of the parade
route. In the $25 seats opposite the

reviewing stand sat celebrities such

as Shirley Maclain and Governor
George Wallace. Seeing Wallace
smiling vaguely and quietly ap-

plauding, one could not avoid thinking

of the broad gap between Wallace's

"Old South" and Carter's "New
South".

And when the parade was over? The
Inaugural Balls were yet to begin.

But, this year, they were no longer

"Laaugural Balls," but "People's

Iraugural Parties." This eased the

traditionally formal atmosphere, as

did the surprising statement "Black-

tie Optional" on the invitation. At the

Shoreham Hotel, the "beautiful

people" jitterbugged and box-stepped

to the swing sound of the Glenn Miller

Band. President Carter stopped by

just to say hello, but ended up dancing

with his wife to "Moonlight
Serenade." Later in the evening, Vice

President Mondale did the same.
Aside from the Shoreham, other

Inaugural celebrants found en-

tertainment and dancing at one of the

other six parties in D.C. that night. At

the Visitor's Center, 21,000 were said

to be in attendance. As they were
leaving, Foreign dignitaries were
overheard complimenting this new
Southern hospitality and elegance

which seem to have moved with

Carter to Washington. It is clear that

the Democrats truly provided a

"People's Inauguration".

When the day was finished, and
everyone was finally retiring for the

night, Washington, D.C. was quiet

again. In the next four years not every

day will be as active and jovial as was
January 20th, but Jimmy Carter is

certainly going to try. Why not the

best?

Hirsch is a freshman, and an active

member of the Williams Republican
Club.

isolation, fearpf^urwng an inability to

maintain a/^ relationship, and the

appreheigron that they'll never be

able tc^HHe cautions that there is no

way of knowing whether this promp-
ted the two most recent cases here.

For all the recent concern over

academic pressure here, this was
seen as l>eing an unlikely cause of

suicide here.

Other authorities have devised

more elaborate "fheofies "iof "why
college students take their lives. Dr.

Hendin, interviewed in the New York
Times in 1974, said that academic
pressure and pressure to achieve did

not seem critical in his patients.

"Rather," he states, "the child's

relationship with his family involved

developing an emotional deadness as

a kind of protection against life. Their

parents wanted quiescent children;

they were fairly egocentric—and I

think that's true of the whole culture."

Hendin also sees difficulty in relating

to the opposite sex as a problem.

Women are afraid to be victims; men
are afraid to be victimizers-and this

results in extreme polarization," he

says.

Kastenbaum sees the problem as

being one of students inexperienced at

handling frustration. They often come
to college without ever having suc-

cessfully come through a difficult

event in their lives, meet their first

frustration at college and "cave-in".

They begin to feel that they don't have
what it takes to make it. People have
also come to expect more from their

lives, he says. "People years ago did

not blame themselves so much for

their disappointments. Today
frustrations and disappointments
have more sting."

The Samaritans, a suicide

prevention agency in Boston, receives

frequent calls from depressed
students in that area, and according to

one of the agency's directors, Shirley

Karnovsky, loneliness is the most
common worry of student callers.

"Mgny students," she says, "arrive at

college lonely, never having been
away from home before. Many
students are not 'together' with

respect to college; they are not sure

why they are there or felt pressured

into going by their parents. There is a
lot of pressure to be in the 'group' and

many don't fit in. Dorm living may not

assuage loneliness. I think it's been

oversold in that respect."

Callers to the Samaritans are

usually looking for someone to tell

their feelings to. "They may have
tried to talk to someone," says

Karnovsky, "but others listen only to

a point. But eventually it's "I don't'

want toheaj how ghastly your life is."

So we encourage them to talk, let

them let out their angei^, frustration,

"

anxiety, and make them feel wor-

thwhile. The feelings of self-worth of

these people are extremely low. We
accept them as a person." The local

North Adams based Helpline reports

getting no calls from anyqiie iden-

tifying himself as a Williams student.

According to Dr. Wacker, the

prognosis for depressed students is

extremely 'good if they seek help.

"Depression is usually more easy to

treat when young. Students are
mostly depressed about things which
happen in the transition from
adolescence to adulthood. Everyone
makes the transition; some people go
through easy, some need a little help,

some need a lot." He adds that, "Most
suicides are people who see the

situation as hopeless. But it only

appears hopeless because they are

depressed. Our basic treatment is to

show people that there is a way out."

When potential suicides come to

Health Services, the procedure is to

begin a general assessment of vvhat is

going on in the student's life in order

to find the cause of depression, ac-

cording to Dr. Talbot. Neither parents

nor administrators are contacted

except at the discretion of the student.

The only exception, says Talbot, is

when a "public" act is committed,
such as a suicide attempt which
everyone can see. In such cases,

parents may be brought in to help with

counseling. «

"Fortunately, the frequency of this

is relatively minimal. Most of our

work is not based on such
catastrophes."

Anyone Interested in joining

The Williams College

Film Group
please call Kathy
(597-2721) or

Sara (597-2720)

Where in the WORLD are you
going with your education?

—answer—

TO SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY IN:

History, Fine Arts, Humanities,

Anthropology, Fine Arts, History,

Business-Management, Education,

FLORENCE
Italian Language and Litei:ature,

Philosophy, Social Science.

MADRID
Spanish Language and Literature,

Political Science, Social Science,

Philosophy, Sociology, Theology.

STRASBOURG
French Language and Literature, German Language, History, Fine Arts,

Religion, Political Science, Social Science.

AMSTERDAM
Dutch Language and Culture, Fine Arts, History, Social Science,

Economics, Management, Social Work, Human Development, An-

thropology.

LONDON
English, History, Fine Arts, Political Science, Photography, Advertising,

Newswrlting, Drama, Art History, Studio Arts, Architecture, Teacher

Education.
^ ^

MEXICO
Spanish Language and Literature, Art, Geology, Geography, Sociology,

Political Science, History, Anthropology.

ISRAEL
Management Program with Liberal Arts electlves.

• APPLICATION DEADLINE FOR 1977 FALL SEMESTER; MARCH 1st

• FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE

• NO LANGUAGE BACKGROUND NECESSARY

• SUMMER PROGRAMS OFFERED IN:

EAST AFRICA
FRANCE
ENGLAND
IRELAND

Sociology

Architecture

Education

Geography

ISRAEL
ITALY
ITALY
SWITZERLAND

Geology

Fine Arts

Studk) Art

/AusIc

For further Syracuse University

Information Division of International Programs Abroad
and application: 335 Comstock Avenue - Room N

-4^^^'^ Syracuse, New York 13210^
(315) 423-3471
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Exchange deadline extended
'3'

The deadline for 12 College exchange applications has been extended to

Monday, February 6. Please see Dean Mclntyre immediately for in-

formation and applications.

Students canvass for Heart Fund
Williams College students will comprise the major portion of the

volunteer force that will canvass Williamstown for the American Heart
Association Heart Fund Drive during the first half of February. Twelve of

t^e 18 captains of the drive, as .well as about 60 other volunteers, will be
students.

The students volunteered to help after Williamstown co-chairmen

Charlotte Marlowe, Toni Gazzaniga and Jane Steubner were able to come up
with only a few townspeople to serve as captains for the drive. When it was
learned that the drive might have to be cancelled, the residential house

presidents were notified and they gathered the volunteers.

The students, wearing official heart fund cards, will be canvassing from
February 1 to February 14. '

CC discusses housing, foo
COUNCIL from pao«1

input to student-faculty committees.

The council tabled discussion of Ar-

ticle VIII, dealing with council

committees, until tonight.

in discussion of Article VI, Council

Representative Tom Ebling pointed

out that the constitution lacked "the

means to solicit student opinion." The

council had given Ebling's point much
consideration at its January 18

•meeting, when members debated

changing the council's basic

philosophy. Ebling proposed as an

amendment to the article the creation

of student committees to parallel the

activities of student-faculty com-

mittees and "present student input"

to them. The council unanimously

accepted the admendment.
In further discussion of the con-

stitution, the council voted to accept

Article VII, dealing with expulsion of

representatives, with an amendment
from By-Laws Chairman Stu Gin-

sberg requiring a "compulsory
motion" of expulsion which the

council must vote on whenever a

representative misses three con-

secutive meetings. A majority vote

would be required for expulsion.

In discussion of the Garfield House
renovation, the council adopted a

resolution by Cliff Mitchell en-

couraging any College officials

concerned with the renovation plans

to "solicit student opinions." Also

adopted was Larry Mitchell's

resolution requesting that reloaded

Garfield seniors be allowed to live in

the same house if possible.

Report on campus life

O'Rourke s 'Tape' creative, subtle
Krapp's Last Tape was presented

last Thursday and Friday evenings as

a Winter Study independent project in

Theater, and following in that context

the performance was, at times,

academic. That quality of the Studio

Theater rendition of Beckett's short

play about an old man and his diary-

tapes did not, however, exclude other

qualities and as a complete work it

was superbly done.

The one man show resulted, no

doubt, from an extraordinary amount
of creative thinking on the part of

wmiAiis

actor-director Kevin O'Rourke.
Though it was not unflawed (the

major problem being the

deliberateness of the rendering) the

performance was probably the best of

O'Rourke's Williams career. The
often forceful and overbearing quality

which has in the past crept into

O'Rourke's work was not present in

the characterization of the elderly,

soon to die Krapp. Beautifully made
up and lit quite dramatically by a

single bare light above, O'Rourke
forced himself to act primarily with

his face by hiding behind a desk. That

feat added to the general subtlety of

the action and helped create the slow

but powerful mood of the play. The
action was well planned and that

aided greatly the production as each

moment was thoroughly formed.

Like much of Beckett's work,

Kiapp's Last Tape is filled with a

great deal of activity—subtle as it

may be—which provides the audience

with intermingling action and sound.

The one continually comments on the

other in a way only Beckett could

create. This is particularly true as we*

MICHELE
(Cutsforth)

and

JAKE
(Roskob)

at

THE LOG
Thurs., Feb. 3 9 p.m.-12 m.

Vassar Clements Band

In Concert

Special Guest

COBLE MOUNTAIN

Wednesday, February 2

AT WOODY S

Route 8 Washington, Mass.

623-9780 ^

Doors Open At 7 Ticket »3.00

see the older Krapp listening to the

tapes he had made years before. The
concept of being able to recreate life

that way—selectively— is one of the

major elements of the play. It is, as is

much of Beckett, a fascinating

situation-both on the surface and in

concept—and therefore can carry off

the scant but meaningful monologues.

CUL from page 1

suggesting "continual focus should be
placed on these incidences in the

campus newspaper or in house
forums."

The report also warned of pressures

to drink at house functions. "It would
seem that something is wrong in a

system where the early impressions

of underclassmen that acceptance on

campus depends upon one's ability or

willingness to imbibe alcohol, are

nurtured by many groups on cam-
pus."

The 20-page document also reported

briefly on exchange students, rights to

privacy and quiet, food, buildings and

grounds, and co-op housing. The
trustees requested that the CUL add a

statement of opposition to frats.

Background for Report

Last year the CUL formed a

number of two-person teams to

visit all the residential houses for

discussion. These meetings made
theCUL aware of student concerns

and served as a base for questions

for a survey. This survey was
conducted in early 1976 with about

one-third of the target population

responding. The CUL also met with

representatives from the Black

Student Union and house

presidents before preparing the

final report.

The CUL, chaired by Earl Mc-

Farland, consists of six students

and five faculty members.

Ephwomen top Wes, fall to UVAA
EPHWOMENfrompage4

pace and slipped back into a zone. The
visitors then turned it on, paced by

Gail McWilliams, going up 65-48.

The Ephs were unable to sink a shot

Runners second in quadrangular meet

midway through the period and began

to lose confidence—a situation of

which the northerners took advantage

running up the score to 79-59. Fresh-

men Karen Allison and Jeannie Weeks

TRACK from page 4

the victory at a 7.7 second clocking.

Fellow frosh Tom Selden followed

Davis' tracks to an 8-flat fourth place

finish.

Two miler Joe Kolb outkicked

Springfield's George Cofrin (a frosh

from Mt. Greylock High) to grab the

runner-up honors, recording a 9:24.2

clocking for the 18 lap event. In his

second race of the evening, Leinbach

lowered his 1000 yd. personal best to

2:17.2, but was outsprinted by

Springfield's Bob Wise and had to be

content with second.

The Williams mile relay squad of

Bass, Paul Untch, Lee Jackson and
Terry O'Reilly outlasted a sluggish

Lowell quintet and sealed a second
place finish in both the relay and the

meet. The Ephmen take on their

traditional Little Three rivals plus

Trinity this Saturday at Towne
Fieldhouse. In recent years the

contest has been dominated by the

powerful purple, but the steadily

improving Wesleyan Cardinals could

give the hosts some trouble. The
battle for the Little Three title starts

with the field events at 1:00 p.m. and
continues with the running events at

2:30.

Harry Caul will

go anyv/here to

bug a private

conversation.

His talents are

unequalled.

They ve already

been responsible

for three murders.

Th. (Mfactoil Co<np«Ay ^MMiti

GoneHodonon.
^'TheConMWSdbon''-

« *>OducMI &.KIMAV

Tues, Feb. 1

7,9,4.11

Ffondi rora Coppon
ColOf by TECHNICOLOR' A Pifamount Pictures ReleaM

Bronfman
Auditorium

The Captain's Table

' Wednesday night, Feb. 2

* Jim DeBlois guitarist & singer

* The Gong Show

ir^Rigatoni and meatballs, bread

and butter and a mug of beer

$3.75 complete

Cash prizes up to $100 Tel. 458-5645

played hard for the defeated Ephs,

passing off to Wilson who hit the last

shot for the Ephs, finishing the day 79-

61.

Despite their determination, the

Ephs played sloppily and were unable

to connect from the floor, which cost

them the game. Shooting a below

average 37 per cent from the floor the

team was only up to par on the foul

line going for 64 per cent. The height

and play-breaking ability of the

Vermonters forced some 30 Williams

turnovers while the Ephs were able to

manage only five steals.

Looking better earlier last week, the

Ephs travelled to Middletown to

defeat Wesleyan 60-43. Although the

teams had been evenly matched early

in the game, standing 27-23 at the half,

the Ephs scoring machine was in full

force for 30 second half points, holding

the Cards to only 20. O'Brien and
Grady led the scoring for the team
hitting 16 and 14, while Wilson com-
pleted the triple threat with 10 points.

The Ephs, playing their game, both

offensively and defensively, were
unable to repeat Monday's strong

performance against Vermont.

Racketmen split

two tough matches
SQUASH from page 4

Once more the bottom of the Eph
ladder proved to be the strength of the

squad. Tim Belk won an exciting five

game match at no. 6 while Pete

Thayer had little problem, winning 3-

0. Both Michael Fitzhugh and Charlie

Haines needed four close games- to

polish off their opponents and cap
Williams' second triumph ever over

Penn.

When Princeton arrived without

their no. 1 man, a semi-finalist in this

year's North American Open, visions

of a second upset victory danced in

Eph minds. As the match developed,

however, it became clear that the

previous day's emotional win had left

most of the team stale making them
vulnerable to the Tiger's powerful

attack.

Williams did manage to hang tough

as they only trailed 3-1 when the firsL

round of matches were finished.

Goldberg provided the win for the

Ephs with his second strong showing

in two days. Both Cogswell and no. 8

Fitzhugh stayed close for awhile

before succumbing to relentless

pressure in four games. Belk dropped

a tough first game and could not

recover, losing 3-0.

Despite the strength at the bottom,

Williams recorded only one more win

by Thayer in four games. Reinhardt

pulled a muscle and had to default in

the first game, while both Lindquist

and Little won their first game and

then dropped the next three. Haines

played well but fell in five.
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C^cr6|ers drop 2 on road trip
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Sot 'omore Jor(|iHr1.ewis explodes oH the block in the 200 yrd. freestyle during

the Ephs' «;;^' victory over Bowdoin. (phptoby C. Read)

by Andy O'Oonneli

Veteran roadtrippers have always
maintained that the Connecticut state

police love to pick on out-of-staters,

but our own Eph basketball team
found out this past week that the funny

looking guys in shorts that patrol the

state's hardcourt emporiums can be

just as harsh on non-natives when the

license reads Williams.

After taking three giant steps

forward . against Yale, Clark, and.

Amherst before boarding the bus
south, the Ephs ran .into a pair of

roadblocks in Hartford and Mid-

dletown, dropping a 77-73 overtime
decision to Trinity Wednesday night

and then suffering a 63-55 loss to Little

SWimfners dump Bowdoin
by Dennis O'Shea

The Bowdoin Polar Bears swept

south from Maine Saturday and gave

everyone in Williamstown just what

they expected, a very tough meet. A
good winter break crowd of confirmed

swim fans and would be vacationers

basked in the Aruba-like tropical

atmosphere of sweltering Muir Pool

as Ephmen Jeff Erickson and Dave
Thomson finally wrapped up the 65-48

Williams win in the next to last event,

the optional diving.

The win avenges a 74-39 loss in the

Bears' den up north last winter.

The Purple Poolsters opened the

contest with a 400 yard medley relay

win as freestyler Phil Wild blew wide

open the clear water given him by

butterflyer Guy Hoelzer, but

Bowdoin's super middle-distance and

distance freestylers nabbed 13 of 18

points in the next two events and the

Ephs were back to square one.

"We were tight and that encouraged

them, something you should never do

for a team like Bowdoin," said

Williams coach Carl Samuelson. "We
really gave them a chance to explore

their potential."

Tom Beckett and R. J. Connelly's 1-

3 finish in the 50 free followed by a

Todd Piper first and a gutsy Peter

Howd second place in the 200 m-
dividual medley put the wetmen back

in control, but things were touch and
go until the diving put the Ephs over

I
the top.

Wild was positively unstoppable,

splitting 49.2 and 48.5 in anchoring two
winning relays, and going 49.1 from a

flat start to take the 100 free. Don
Cameron and Dave Amlicke swept the

200 backstroke and Guy Hoelzer and
Todd Piper finished 1-3 in the 200

butterfly to retaliate for Bowdoin's

domination of the longer freestyle

events. Bears Jeff Cherry, Brian

Connelly and Jeff McBride (a.k.a.

"The Brunswick Bombshells) held the

Ephs from more than one second

place in the 200, 500 and 1000

freestyles.

Frogkicker Bob Pellegrino kept

Bowdoin alive in the late going,

smashing Muir Pool and college

records with a dandy 2:15.8 win in the

200 breaststroke.

The Eph natators seek their third

home pool win in as many weeks and a

5-2 record when Red Silvia's perennial

New England dynamo Springfield

College squad visits the Berkshires

Saturday at 2 p.m. The Chiefs lost a lot

in diver Bill Gallagher, flyer Paul
Fuller, and medleyist Dave Cline.

They lost a lot more in Robert Muir
Award winner and multi-event,
national Division II champion Tim
Allen, but the Ephs will have their

hands full with distanceman Mike
McCombs, breaststroker Mark
Schubert, freestyler Jeff Germaine
and a passel of just plain talented

Maroons.
In other words, it's going to take

some fine swimming, but the Ephmen
could repeat their 65-48 Muir Pool

upset of the downstaters two years

ago. Any way you look at it, it's going

to be a hummer,

Three rival Wesleyan Saturday
evening.

The losses dropped the Ephs' record
to 5-6 and snapped a modest three

game win streak. Five of those six

defeats have been on the road while
four of the five wins have been at

home, a little tidbit which underlines

just how much the growing number of

purple hoop faithful that inhabit

Lasell each week have meant to the

, Ephs thus far this, season. ._ .

The less said about the Connecticut

contests the better, for Williams' play

ranged from mediocre to poor on both

occasions. Against Trinity, the Ephs
eased their way into a 35-31 halftime

lead and upped the margin to eight

midway through the second half on
the strength of Mike Tanner's
shooting (30 points for the game) and
the board work of Brad Wolk and Matt
Spangler. -^

With seven minutes left to go in the

game, however, the Ephs developed
an acute case of turnover-itis and with

a lot of help from the refs (Williams

didn't go to the line at all during those

seven minutes) the Bantams even-

tually tied the score at 63 and sent the

game into overtime after a last

minute shot went in and out.

Things were all Trinity in the

overtime period as the Bantams
quickly opened up a six point lead and
then hung on to post their fifth win in

ten outings. Wolk and Spangler

Squash surprises Penn, 6-3,

bows down fo Princeton, 7-2
by Evan Bash

Those Eph faithful who attended
both of last week's varsity squash
matches with Penn and Princeton
gorged themselves on excellent
displays of squash by two of the

nation's foremost teams. Actually,

make that three of the nation's best.

Williams proved itself to be a bona
fide collegiate power by stunning
favored Penn 6-3 Thursday and then

Ephs ice UAAass; smoked by Salem
by Tim Layden

Somewhere on the University of

Massachusetts campus, hockey goalie

Dana Redmond is still dodging flying

pucks in his sleep. The talented net-

minder stopped some 50 Williams

attempts Tuesday night, but the four

that got by him were enough to get the

Ephs in the win column for the

seventh time this season, 4-2.

Williams picked up its third win in

Division II on the wings of one of its

best opening periods of hockey in the

'76-'77 campaign. Outskating and

outshooting the highly-touted in-

vaders from Amherst, the Ephmen
scored twice in the first ten minutes of

the contest and took a 3-0 lead into the

locker room.

Early in the game, sophomore

center Chick Johnson put his red-hot

stick to work. The team's leading

scorer flew down the left wing and

snapped a wrist shot across in front of

Redmond and into the far corner to

give the Ephs a 1-0 lead just 1:32 into

the contest.

The hustling Ephs made the visitors

appear to be skating in quicksand in

the early going and an apparent Ben
Heintz goal would have put the Eph-

men up 2-0. The shot, however, was
disallowed as the official claimed that

goalie Redmond had covered the

puck. Junior Geoff Daley's first goal

of the season rectified the situation

just twelve seconds later. Daley

zipped a turnaround forehand past the

surprised Redmond to give Chuck
Cremens a two-goal bulge.

Redmond and company started to

wake up as the period progressed,

moving the puck well, and missing

several easy shots. Much to the

delight of the now-increasing crowd,

Chris Egizi pumped home a power
play goal with only 41 seconds left in

the period to take the wind out the

UMass sails and send McCormick's
squad into the dressing room three

goals up.

The second period, a penalty-filled

affair, belonged to Redmond. The

junior made nice stops on Jim Rooney
and Peter Gonye breakaways and
even made one save without the

benefit of a stick, (courtesy of a John

Bessone hit) trapping the puck bet-

ween his shin pads. Frank Snow's tip-

in at 12:11 made the score 3-1,

Williams at the end of two periods.

Senior wing Jim Hield notched a

"breathe-a-little easier" goal at 10:26

of the final stanza. Hield slapped

home a Rick Zeller rebound on a

power play for a three-goal Williams

edge. Freshman defenseman Wade
Smith notched his third assist of the

game on the play.

Immediately following the Hield

goal, Williams launched nine shots at

Redmond in another power play at-

tempt. The Minuteman defense ap-

parently harbored some sort of

grudge against Redmond as they were
able to dump the puck only once in two
power plays against the Purple
Pressure.

Right-winger Carl Burns of the

visitors set the final score at 4-2 with a

2 on 1 score past Cremens, as the

Minutemen lost their second game to

Williams in the last three and their

second straight in Chapman. Cremens

stopped 29 UMass shots on the

evening, as most of the action was in

the visitors' end.

McCormick's Ephs ran into a

somewhat tougher foe Friday
evening in Salem, Massachusetts. The
Ephs could manage just one goal

(Zeller, from Egizi & Johnson)
against Ail-American goalie Gerry
Gagnon and dropped a 4-1 decision.

The loss dropped the Ephs to 3-6 in

ECAC Division II play.

giving Princeton a slight scare before

falling 7-2 Friday.

Led by Coach Dave Johnson, the

Ephs have compiled a neat 6-3 record,

the other two losses coming at the

hands of Harvard and Yale.

Penn strolled into Williamstown

expecting the hosts to surrender at the

first sight of the Quaker's red warm-
ups. But Williams wanted badly to end

Penn's dominance of the series bet-

ween the two and this year's well

balanced squad was just what was
needed.

Captain Marc Reinhardt, again

drawing one of the best -players in the

East, fell in three tough games while

Arnie Cogswell jumped out to a quick

2-0 lead and then held on for a 3-2 win.

Chip Lindquist kept coming from-

behind but fell just short, losing 3-2

after being down 2-0. No. 4 Martin

Goldberg was all over his man right

from the start for a strong 3-0 victory,

while Jim Little just could not do it

losing in three games.

see SQUASH page 3

Women stuff Cardinals,

fall to UVAA hoopsters
by Nancy Rhein

It could have been the,upset of the

season, but lackluster shooting and a

lack of the characteristic drive caused
the Williams women's basketball

team to be defeated at the hands of

University of Vermont, 79-61 Satur-

day.

Although the Ephs had entered the

contest with hopes of a victory, their

"make therp run" strategy was not

effective against the height and hustle

Scoreboard
Men's Basketball (561

Jan. 29—Wesleyan 43 Williams 55

Top Scoring:
Jan, 2fr— Trinity 71 Williams 73 (0)

Top Scoring

Men's Hockey (76)
Jan, 2B—Salem 4 Williams t

Goals:
Jan. 25—UMass 2 Williams 4

Goals: Johnson I, Daley \, Egizi 1, Hield
1

Men's Squash (6 3)

Jan 28—Princeton 7 Williams 2

Jan, 27—Penn 3 Williams 6

Jan 25—Wesleyan Williams 9

Women's Basketball (3 2)

Jan 29—Vermont 79 Williams 61

Scoring: Wilson 16, Grady 16. 0'Bricn9,

Capaldini 7, Milne 5, Allison 3, Ellett

3, Weeks 2.

Jan. 24—Wesleyan 43 Williams 60

Scoring: Grady 14, Wilson 12, O'Brien
10, Milne 10, Youngling 5, Weeks 4,

Ellett 3, Capaldini 2.

Women's Squash (2 1)

Jan 24—Wesleyan 1 Williams 8

Howe Cup (at Yale) Williams 4th out of

IB teams

Men's Swimming (4 ?)

Jan. 29— Bowdoin 48 Williams 65

Men's Track (53)
Jan 28— Spnngtreld 65

LowelL 26 Albany 9

Williams 31

of the UVM squad. The visitors took

control of the scoreboard early,

moving from 6-6 to 12-6 in a one

minute span. Using their height to

grab the rebounds, UVM dominated

the first half action.

The Ephs, unable to box out the

Northerners, turned to a full court

press as they fell behind 26-10 after 10

minutes. The usually well executed

plays- looked sloppy as the Ephs were

unable to get the baskets despite

repeated efforts by Maggie O'Brien

and Leigh Wilson. Attempting to

break UVM plays, the defensive duo

of O'Brien and Leslie Milne, was
aggressive, only to find themselves

with three fouls each with five

minutes left in the half.

Behind 39-19, Williams coach Sue

Hudson sent in Robin Ellett who took

charge of rebounding for the Ephs,

but the Northerners held fast on the

strength of Mary Eddy, going into the

lockerroom with a 15 point lead.

Coming on strong in the opening

minutes of the second half, the Ephs
went to a man to man press and

defense. Cutting the lead to nine

points, O'Brien hit two quick shots and
with the help of Wilson put the score at

49-40. Despite their increased control,

the Ephs were unable to keep up the

see EPHWOMEN page 3

followed Tanner in the scoring column
with 12 and 11 points, respectively.

The Wesleyan affair, which marked
the Cardinals' first victory over

Williams since 1972, was in no way a

fluke victory. The Cardinals are

currently cruising around the Con-

necticut stratosphere with a 10-2

record (including a 55-50 victory over

Tufts) and are very real threats to cop
both their first Little Three title since

1972 arid a post-season bid ..te.tte
Division Il-fll tourhament.
The Cardinals handed the Ephs

their first Little Three loss of the year
behind a patient, well-drilled offense

led by sophomore guard Jim Connery
and forward Keith Johns. With
Connery connecting on 9 of 13 shots

from the floor and Johns bulling his

way to 15 points inside, the Wesmen
jumped out to a 27-21 halftime lead

and then maintained their margin
throughout the second half. The Ephs
aided their hosts' cause by shooting a

miserable 26 per cent for the game.
Gerry Kelly paced Willianis with 14

points, while Tanner added U.

Joe Kolb ran a 9:24.2 two-mile to take

a first in Friday night's quadrangular
meet. (photoby Read)

Track whipped

by Springfield,

tops 2 others
by Frank Carr

The indoor track squad hosted a

quadrangular meet on Friday evening

and extended their season record to 5-

3 with wins over Lowell University

and Albany State. An awesome
Springfield group easily pocketed the

meet honors with an impressive 65

point performance. The Ephmen
recorded a tally of 31 followed closely

by Lowell with 26 points, while Albany

brought up the rear with a skeleton

team effort of 9 points.

Senior Rich Remmer returned from
the sunny Florida beaches after a

rather comfortable Winter (?) Study

and took a first place in the shot put by

an even? feet. The "Big Man" used a

Brian Oldfield type spin and
catapulted the ball on a journey of 53

feet to set a new college record. Jim
Holmes gave the Ephs a third place in

the pole vault with an U' effort, while

Jamie Rouse scored in the sand as he

leaped to fourth place in the triple

jump at 40' im". Rouse returned for

the high jump and added the final Eph
points in the field events, springing to

third at 5' 10".

Once again, captain Ken Leinbach

dominated the Tartan surface, win-

ning J^s third mile race in four at-

-.einbach traded the lead with

eld's Jim Young before

&ay for the victory at 4:20.8.

lis were not as successful when
the distance contested shrunk to 60

yards, but captain David Bass came
through with a fine effort, stopping the

watches at 6.6 for a fourth place

result.

The hosting athletes were shut out

in the 600 yard run but following that

event, the track became paved with

hurdles which allowed the Ephmen to

pick up a much needed six-point-

package. Freshman hurdler Vernon
Davis led the way as he knotted down

see TRACK page 3
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Classroom conservation

Williams begins energy probe
by Keron Walker and

David R. Ross
Director of Physical Plant Peter P.

Welanetz has announced that he is

conducting a study.of the efficiency of

College classroom buildings as part of

the continuing College Energy Con-
servation Program.
The study will consider the

feasibility of closing certain buildings

earlier and opening them later to cut

heating costs. To date, Williams has
consumed 33,000 more gallons of fuel

in the last five months than in the

"corresponding period last year (see

accompanying article).

Peter Welanetz

Many class room buildings are

,

already on a two-tiered heating

schedule according to Mechanical

Engineer John C. Holden. These

buildings have two thermostats one

set for 65 degrees and the other 60. or

even 50. A clock regulates which

thermostat setting will be used.

Besides closing some buildings

earlier, Welanetz has been con-

sidering other proposals which would

further trim costs. "It gets tougher

and tougher as we curtail costs to cut

them back anymore. Ob^'ious steps

would cause discomfort or would cost

a good deal to implement.

"We have studied the feasibility of a

computer controlled Environmental

control system, which would, from

one point, regulate the temperature of

several major buildings on the college

campus," Welanetz said. The system,

however, would cost about $200,000 to

introduce.

Another proposal would involve

installing large, slow-moving fans in

the ceilings of high buildings in order

to cause the re-circulatjon of warm, air

which has risen.

"It sounds far-fetched, but if things

keep going the way they have for the

past couple of years, we'll continue to

look at anything and everything,"

Welanetz said.

Holden indicated that several

conservation steps will probably
become economical in the next few

years. Splar heating units are "just

about to the point where you can get a

payout in under ten years" of use, he

said. Current plans for the proposed

music building extension to Chapin

Hall include arrangements for adding

a solar heating unit at a later date.

The heating system for the Sawyer

Library could also easily ac-

commodate a solar heating unit,

Welanetz said.

Both Welanetz and Holden agreed

that the biggest conservation savings

would come from changing attitudes

by those who use College buildings. In

a contest to cut electricity use in

residential housing, use was cut by

from nine per cent to 21 per cent for

the winning house (Perry-Bascom).

"The trouble with contests is that

they don't lead to permanent drops in

consumption," said Holden.

WelaneU noted that the goal is to

make people more energy conscious.

This is no easy task. The College

distributed to students, faculty and

staff an Energy Conservation Policy

statement with suggestions for con-

serving energy. Of a group of students

see CONSERVATION page S

Keller tightens meal

checking procedure
Stricter checking procedures,

necessitated by unauthorized use of

College dining rooms, will go into

effect at campus eating facilities in

the next few days.'"lt is too bad that

CC plans referendum

D. C. alums discuss careers
The Washington Alumni Association

and the Office of Career Counseling

will present two panels on "Careers in

Washington" in 105-6 Bronfman this

Saturday.

The day will begin at 9:30 with an

opening address "A Washington
Perspective" by John Anderson,
economics editor for the Washington

Post. Following that, at 10:30, par-

ticipating Williams Alumni from
Washington will give two panel

presentations. The Alumni will

discuss their careers in Washington

and how they got them. They will talk

about current opportunities in the

public and the private sectors in

Washington and what it is like to live

and work in the Capitol. These panels

will be repeated at 1:30 to give

everyone a chance to listen to all the

participants.

The panelists represent many fields

and perspectives from both the public

and private sectors. They are John W.

Anderson '50, Washington Post;

Richard W. Beckler '61, Department

of Justice; Robert P. Myers Jr. '60,

State Department; Jack Talmadge
'58, National Science Foundation; D.

Heyward Hamilton Jr. '60, Energy
Research and Development Ad-

ministration; A. Stephen Telkins Jr.

'62, U.S. Information Agency;
Brewster C. Rhoads '74, Coalition for

a New Foreign and Military Policy;

Radford J. Byerly Jr. '58,

Congressional Committee on Science

and Technology; Robert M. Gordon
'72, Congressional Budget Office;

Kirk White '60, Mayor's Office; and

Robert T. Francis II '60, Aide to

Congressman Studds, from the public

sector.

From the private sector Thomas H.

Fox '61, Volunteers in Technical

Assistance; Frank W. Lloyd III '63,

Citizens Communications Center;

Margaret E. Clark '72, Covington and

Burling Law; Randy McManus '73,

Law; Richard E. Verville '61, Law;

Charlotte L. Vaughan '75, NBC News;

Anne R. S. Rives '74, National

Geographic; and George L. Rebh '73,

freelance illustrator and political

cartoonist; will represent the

Washington Alumni this weekend.
After the panels the Alumni will be

at the Log to meet and talk with in-

terested students. Traditional

refreshments will be served, and all

are welcome.
The Office of Career Counseling

urges everyone to attend these panels.

Because of the political transition

this year, the Washington Alumni
should be especially interesting to

everyone.

The College Council approved the

final two articles of the proposed

constitution Wednesday night, and

voted an $185 appropriation to WHEW
for planned activities during the

upcoming Winter Carnival.

Article VIII of the proposed con-

stitution includes a provision

stipulating that council committees
may remove a member by a two-

thirds vote if he is guilty of

"malfeasance." Council members also

adopted an amendment by Don
Toumey that will allow the council to

expel student members of student-

faculty committees who fail to

regularly attend meetings.

Council members voted to hold a

referendum on the proposed con-

stitution during the third week of

February.

The council granted $185 of

WHEW's request of $200 to finance

activities at the Winter Carnival on

February 18-19. According to Harry

Kelly, who spoke for WHEW at the

meeting, the money will be used to

purchase 5 kegs and 7 cases of beer.

WHEW also requested $1500 for

other all-college activities, stipulating

that the money would not be used to

purchase alcoholic beverages. The

council delayed action on the request

pending consideration by the Finance

Committee.

Larry Mitchell announced that the

CEP has voted not to move the

deadline for papers in courses without

a final exam to the end of reading

period. The system currently

stipulates that such papers be turned

in by the final day,of class.

College escapes national fuel crisis
by David R.Ross

While record cold temperatures and

the resulting shortage of natural gas

have led to plant shutdowns and

school closings throughout the east

and midwest, Williams College is

surviving the crunch remarkably well

according to officials of Buildings and

Grounds.

Director of Physical^fetnt Peter P.

Welanetz cites the College's Energy

Conservation Program, instituted in

1971, as the principal factor lowering

theimpact of the energy crunch on the

College. Although degree-days have

increased about 15 per cent over the

past year, fuel consumption has risen

only five per cent. Degree-days

measures the difference between the

actual average daily temperature and

65 degrees. Thus, the statistic 1628

degree-days for this January means
that the average daily temperature

differed from 65 to 53; or the average

temperature for the month was about

12 degrees.

According to Mechanical Engineer

John C. Holden, who oversees College

energy use, there is little danger of

fuel curtailments -leading to a

disruption in College life this winter.

Rouf^ly 90 per cent of heat on campus

is supplied by the steam plant behind

Prospect House. The No. 6 fuel oil

used in the plant is in good supply in

this area. The College's fuel shortage

tank has a capacity of 400,000 gallons,

roughly one-third of yearly con-

sumption and more than enough to see

the College past a short loss of supply.

Nevertheless, the cold and rising

fuel prices have hit the College's fuel

bill. The price of No. 6 fuel oil today is

34 cents a gallon, up six cents over last

June. Thus, although fuel con-

sunipiion is up only 5 per cent, the

College's fuel bill has risen by a

substantially greater amount.

Surprisingly, the College's heating

situation is in better shape now than it

was last fall. The College used onYy

about 400 more gallons of fuel this

January than in January 1976. This

followed increases over the previous

year before of some 12,000 gallons in

September, 14,500 for November and

7,000 gallons for December.
Holden noted that factors other than

temperature will also effect fuel

consumption. Wind can be a major

cause of heat loss. In addition, major

seeENERGYpageS

The College heating plant groans under the strain of an unusually cold winter.

we have to go to a more aggressive,

more expensive system," said Ross

Keller, Director of Food Services."If

there is a problem, we have to control

it, and stop the dissipation of board

money."
The cheating seems to come from

three areas: non-boarding students,

recent alumni and guests. Keller

noted that "students complain until it

involves them and their guests."

No exact figures on such food

cheating are available, according to

Keller. "If we could count them, we
could control the problem." However,

Keller continued, "Judging from the

number of people caught, I would say

there is a substantial problem. We
have a gentle system. It's not hard-

nosed, and some people are taking

advantage of it."

To solve this problem, Keller said,

there is a "vast range of options,"

though at present Food Services will

simply "try to make the present

system work better." At Baxter, for

example, the checking procedure will

become more formalized, and people

will have to present their ID's at each

meal.

Row Houses, by their nature, pose a

separate difficulty. "Aside from
putting people at the door of each

dining room," said Keller, "there is

no real way of controlling each meal."

140 apply for

Junior Advisor
The Junior Advisor Selection

Committee received 140 applications

(95 men, 45 women) from the

sophomore class. Duff Anderson '77,

chairman of the committee, said, "We
will choose 23 female JAs as opposed

to 20 selected in 1976 and 28 male JAs,

a decrease of two from last year."

The committee consists of 17 seniors

and 8 juniors, all of whom are present

or former JAs, and three at large

members selected by the College

Council. Seniors were chosen to

represent the various entries of last

year. The total of 29 includes 18 men,

10 women, and Dean of Freshmen

Lauren Stevens, also a voting

member.
After a preliminary session on

Tuesday, January 25, the selection

procedure was finalized. Meeting at

least three times a week for two and

one-half hours beginning February 3,

Anderson expects the final decisions

to be made by the second week in

March.

Anderson believes the committee

members will work well together. He

stated that they are using "the basic

procedure from last year which

worked well . . and we're starting

see J A's pages
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Oakley oversees personnel

and curriculum as new dean

Pag* 3

Williams "is a fine old College with

a noble tradition," says Francis C.

Oalcley, a man who knows well the

definitions of old and noble. The new
Dean of the Faculty's specialty is

medieval history and thought. "I take

an old-fashioned view of the College as

a society of teachers and students,"

says the English-bom dean in a mild
^British accent.

But as Dean of the Faculty his

major concern is teachers. Oakley
says his primary focus is on
"recruiting and retaining the best

faculty within our (the College's)

means." He is concerned with the

"nature, quality and vitality" of the

faculty.

Oakley serves on the Committee on
Appointments and Promotions
(CAP), the committee which makes
recommendations to the Trustees on
appointment of new faculty members,
contract renewal decisions and tenure

decisions. The dean also said he plays

a role in deciding salaries for faculty

members.
A former chairman of the Com-

mittee on Educational Policy (CEP),
Oakley is now an ex officio member of

the committee. He said he sees

curriculum as his second major
responsibility. The dean said he plays

an important role when curriculum
comes into contact with staffing. It is

my concern when we have
"curricular ideas with no personnel"

who can handle them, he said.

Oakley said he views unfavorably a

movement in educational institutions

toward thinking in terms of three

constituencies, student, faculty and
administt'ation, with an adversary
relationship. Williams College is

"small enough to bring the three

closer together," the Oxford graduate

said.

The 45 year-old professor grew up in

Liverpool and lived in London and
Toronto before coming to the states.

He taught history and earned his PhD
at Yale before joining the Williams

faculty in 1961.

He is the author of four books in-

cluding Creation: The Impact of all

Idea, which he co-authored with

Philosophy professor Daniel
O'Connor.

Oakley said his new position will

probably reduce his opportunity for

scholarship, adding, however, that he

has tteen able to devote much of the

last year to scholarship. Oakley spent

the first four months of his year long

sabbatical finishing a book. During

the fall he was a visiting fellow in the

Yale history department doing
research. The former British Army
lieutenant also worked for four weeks
at the British Museum at Oxford.

Oakley replaced Neil Grabois as

Dean of the Faculty in January when
Grabois became Provost. As Dean of

the Faculty, he said he is satisfied

with the basic tenure process at

Williams. "It is a difficult one for

everyone concerned." Those making
decisions, he said, have the difficult

task of looking thirty years into the

future. c

Oakley cautioned, however, that the

tenure process is "not a closed system

set in concrete." "We'd like to keep

examining it if there are drawbacks."

One problem in recruiting and
holding faculty members is that rural

living can be lonely for single people

"even given the shortage jobs,"

Oakley said.

Oakley should know about the

loneliness of rural living. He lives in a
section of South Williamstown which
has no access to cable television. But
the Oakleys do have a horse that the

dean said he enjoys riding. He also

claims to enjoy cross country skiing,

skating, music and writing.

John Stalvey '77 schusses to the base of Mt. Greylock after conquering steep trails and bitter cold

on the courageous ascent to the summit.

Skiers deiy elements

Greylock challenges the brave
by Reed Zars

Many people think gymnasiums are

the place to run and golf courses the

place to ski. They are close, warm and
secure. The great thing about the

Berkshires is that there exists an
alternative yes in their very struc-

ture.

In the past week a strange collusion

occurred. An unlikely land of cross-

country skiers joined in an effort to

run with undaunted courage the

trailless flanks of our most prominent

peaks. In some cases, this involved

skiing all downhill, in some up and

then down, and in most up and down,
and down and up, and flat and down,
and ...

On January 27, with no loss of life,

limb, or equipment, Hugh Calkins,

John Stalvey, Henry Whittemore,
Dirk Hovorka and Reed Zars burned
off the Taconic crest and into the

valley of Williamstown at Triple R
Brook in an average time of 28:30:00.

The route is beautiful, falling

through thick forest, opening into a
large meadow, clinging to the steep

bank of a creek bed, and ending on a

frozen pond near Bee Hill Road. The
course is repeatable but the descent

Aruba thaws Ephs

Recently appointed Dean of Faculty,

Francis C. Oakley

At 1:37 a.m. Saturday morning,
emcee Tom Carey announced that

Will Noel '78 and Jackie Glanz '78 held

the winning Aruba ticket; by 7:30 they

were on their way from the J.F.K.

airport.

Prospect sold 156 tickets to the gala

affair. This number was short of the

goal and Noel estimated that the

house lost $100 to $200—"not as much
as expected." Noel, one of the night's

main organizers, had bought four

tickets because "until the last night of

sales, Aruba night was tenuous and I

wanted to help the house."

Glanz and Noel agreed, "We had a
great time at just the party." DriscoU
was turned into a miniature tropical

island replete with banana trees made
out of pillars, exotic drinks, and
Hawaiian music. Throughout the

night, ticket holders were eliminated

a few at a time until the last six were
announced all at once.

The first couple eliminated was
given a free pizza at Constantine's

while the first runners-up were each

given a bottle of Chivas. Those who
attended the ^arty came ap-

propriately attired in shorts, bathing

suits, and sunglasses.

The couple stayed at the Aruba
Sheraton and enjoyed 82 degree
weather in Aruba's "coldest" month.
They were given $200 spending money
which they used to see shows; they

went to casinos and toured the island

as well. Among the activities they

squeezed into three days were tennis,

snorkeling, sunning, sea-jeeping (like

snow-mobiling on water) and shop-

ping. The couple returned to

Williamstown late Tuesday night.

'Arubian Eph'

BONAIRE A Scuba Divers Dream
SPECIAL COLLEGE WEEKS

March 18-25 and/or March 25-ApriI 1

ONE WEEK from $385.05 to $489.70*

TWO WEEKS from $490.50 to $767.0;

(Non Divers $78 less per week)

Includes: Air fare, tax, transfers, room,

6 one- half day dive program, tank and

weights, services charges and tax on package items^

Ask aboiU the special "Learn to Dive" week

Caribbean College Weeks for Divers

For Details Call Sandy — (413) 458-9073 or Write i

The Waterline, P.O. Box 524, Williamstown, Mass. 01267

time will stand as long as skiers stick

to the golf course.

The same group, plus Jon Huss,

negotiated the Greylock massif

several days later. The trail was
steep, the conditions biting cold and

windy. Once at the summit, refuge

was taken in the WAMC radio shack

by arousing the operator who had

retired at six that morning.To our

surprise, this harmless communion
with warmth was to lead one of us to

the wills of the wind, unac-

commodated, on the summit of

Greylock. Luckily it was to be none of

us. The operator, newly awoken, was
to be spared for this fate.

As we prepared to leave for our

timed descent, the kindly operator

l>ecame more and more interested in

this strange rack of fools. Watching

the TV monitors all day was fun, but

here were some people involved in a

real experience. Yessiree. So he took

it upon himself to step out in his cotton

shirt and slippers, and witness the

preparations.

Caught in the fury of the wind and

the turbulent anticipation of a most

daring ski, someone in the group shut

the door to the shack. Everything

changed. I mean everything changed.

The operator, looking blandly around,

said not what he thought, but what he

knew; "I don't have my keys." It was
beautiful. I hate to say that, but it was.

So clean, so sharp, so perfectly op-

posite. Here we all stood with a "poor,

bare, fork'd animal" newly tran-

sformed from an electrical technician

of seconds ago. And it was colder than

a meat locker in August.

That was the best of the story, but it

continues. The windows were barred

with galvanized mesh, the door was

quarter inch steel, the walls; cinder

block and cement. Cold, cold glass,

steel, and cement. Quickly assessed,

our only hope was a ventilation hole

the size of a cinder block. It was
ridiculously small. We looked around

for the smallest member. Hugh eyed

us like a cornered animal, "Not me,

not me!" His cries went unheard,

some must sacrifice. Unfortunately,

his dimensions were not in

congruence with the Golden Mean and

he would not fit.

During this drama, the operator's

slippers were filling up with snow. He
had a pale countenance, and an

empty, cold look about him. (This

comes from staying up too late.)

Back at the hole, Zars was the next

victim. Little did his cohorts mind

when they heard the wool shirt ripping

or the screams from inside as his body

threatened to fell a $3000 oscilliscope

on a rolling table. Money was no

longer the ruler—time was. Through!

The oscilliscope was saved, the shirt

too (but for memories), and lastly,

the operator.

We made it down in 37 minutes.

Mount Greylock had reprieved a

condemned man. Those tracks are

covered, but many more are waiting

to be broken. Value lies in contrast. So

does death.
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Victor Hill performs

harpsichord works
Griffin Hall Concerts presents

Victor Hill in a harpsichord recital of

music by three lesser-known com-
posers tomorrow and Sunday
evenings at 8 p.m. The concert, held in

Room 3 of Griffin Hall, is free and
open to the public.

The program for the solo concert,

includes Johann Pachelbel's set of

variations on a German chorale and
the "Ciacona in F minor," called

Pachelbel's finest work, Georg Boh-

m's D major suite for harpsichord, in .

French overture style, and the in-

timate Suite 8 in F minor. The final

work in the first half is the noble

toccata which Bohm titled "Prelude,

Fugue, and Postlude."

The second half of the program is

devoted-to the French viola da gamba
player Antoine Forqueray. Six pieces

by this composer, as transcribed for

solo harpsichord by his son and
daughter-in-law, will be preceded and
foUowedJjy works composed in honor
of Forqueray by his contemporaries
Couperin and Duphly.

In commenting on the program. Hill

explained that although Pachelbel

and Bohm are often included under
the demeaning title of "predecessors

of Bach," they were both important

composers in their own right and
significant influences on Bach. "Both

seemed to reach their greatest heights

in F minor, a key that had great

tension because of the tuning systems
in use in the late 17th century. The
musical and emotional parallels

between the two Italian-style ciaconas

on the program are striking, and both

are pieces that wrap their dramatic

intensity in a cloak of intimacy."

Forqueray, on the other hand, is the

"Scriabin of the 18th century," a

composer of lush sonorities and
clashing chromatics, exploiting the

rich lower register of the harpsichord.

"This is music of passion and
exhuberance; it has the abandon of

Scarlatti coupled with the intricacy of

Couperin and Rameau."
"Although these composers are

justly described as lesser-known—the
public knows Pachelbel for one Canon
for strings and Bohm and Forqueray
scarcely at all—the music is first-rate

and deserves to be heard. I put these

composers- on a program by them-

selves precisely so that their music
wouldn't be presented as a sort of

interlude between works of the well-

known giants of the Baroque."
Informal commentary on the

composers and the works performed
will be provided by during the concert

by Hill in order to introduce the un-

familiar music.

Victor Hill will perform in a harpsichord recital

cert.

in Sunday's Griffin Hall Con-

Arts Council hosts workshops
The Northern Berkshire Council of

the Arts, in cooperation with The
Gallery at 85 Spring Street, will

present a free "Talents to Share"
workshop tomorrow as Frances
Donaldson of Pittsfield demonstrates
the art of Shaker tape weaving.

Donaldson will demonstrate her skills

using narrow woven cotton tape,

which the Shakers uSed to make
webbed chair seats. If there is in-

terest, a short course will be given in

two sessions. This workshop is part of

TV series review

'Roots' called gift to all Americans
Note: Williams College awarded

Haley with an honorary Doctor of

Letters Degree at Commencement

1975. The College commended Haley

stating, "Your remarkable literary

tour de force, The Autobiography of

Malcom X, was a triumph of both

listening and writing."

by Philip Cantelon

Nearly eight years ago I sat for over

three hours in one of Jesup Hall's

uncomfortable seats. If, as someone
once observed, your backside is the

best judge of the quality of a lecture,

this one rated the highest marks.

Indeed, the man and the topic were so

fascinating, there was nary a squirm.

The speaker was Alex Haley, author

of the Autobiography of Malcolm X. I

had been curious to hear Haley for he

had conducted one of the finest in-

terviews I had encountered, a con-

versation with George Lincoln Rock-

well published in Playboy Magazine.

What was surprising about that in-

terview was that Rockwell was the

head aryan of the American Nazi

Party and Haley was black. Haley had
pulled it off magnificently.

That evening in Jesup, Alex Haley

mentioned his newest project: he was
attempting to unlock the story of his

past by tracing his ancestors back to

Africa. The key, Haley told the crowd
that evening, consisted of several

words his aunt had told him on the

front porch of her home in Tennessee.

Kinte, known in the family history as

"The African," ko, and Kambay
Bulongo. And from these thin strands

Haley had woven together the fabric

of his family's history. He was the

historian as detective.

First he told us of tracing the family

name back to planters in Virginia one,

two, three, four, five, six

generations—to Kunta Kinte, "The
African." The words, he learned were
of Mandinka origin, ko meant guitar,

bulongo meant river: Kambay
Bulongo, the Gambia River. Hours in

the National Archives in Washington,

the Public Record Office in London
and the Maryland Archives led Haley

to the slave ship. Lord Ligonier,

which, most likely, had brought Kinte

to America in 1776. Then Haley made
the pilgrimmage back to the village of

Juffure on the Gambia. The cycle was
complete. Thus, the roots of his

family's past had been uncovered two

hundred years later. All this, Haley

promised, would result in a book

about his search for his ancestors, his

past.

Now Roots: The Saga of an
American Family has finally

emerged amidst novel fanfare, in-

cluding a television series. And while

it is not the book I thought Haley

would write (he entitled it Before This

Anger in 1969), it is a work which

rightfully enjoys a wide audience.

Haley has produced neither a

narrative history of his family nor an
historical novel in the Kenneth
Roberts, Mary Renault vein. Rather

he has written a non-fiction novel in

the tradition of John Hersey or

Truman Capote. Haley calls Roots

"faction"—fiction based on fact.

Certainly he intended his work to be

historically accurate. His research

has led him to most recent scholarship

on the institution of slavery from its

African origins to middle passage to

plantation life in the upper South. Yet
Haley goes beyond the traditional

historian—fictionalizing his family,

injecting an historical understanding

through his ancestors' conversations,

emotions, concerns.

Two aspects stand out. First, Haley

has demonstrated once again that he

is the most talented person in the

country in blending oral history

techniques with first-rate literature.

He cheats us on neither side. One can

quarrel with his use of historical

scholarship on slavery—his
characters are suddenly plunged into

conversation revealing the most
recent news on the slave grapevine,

including Toussaint, L'Overture,

Denmark Vesey, or Phyllis Wheatley

among others. The grapevine is so

good, Abraham Lincoln has a beard in

1860, just as he has begun to grow it.

Unfortunately, Haley awkwardly
pastes conversations into these

episodes, which place the family in

the larger historical picture.

But this is a small matter when
viewed with what Haley gives us.

Roots represents for blacks in

America what Oscar Handlin's The
Uprooted did for those Southern and
Central European immigrants of the

late 19th and early 20th century: a

place within the historical fabric of

the United States. And the titles, too,

should not be viewed as coincidental.

For black Americans, seeking a

usable past, African origins hold great

historical import, a bridge between

cultures, so brutally severed by the

middle passage and the white man's
world. The Uprooted did much the

same for those Russian, Polish, and
Italian immigrants. While these

Europeans were able to make the

choice to come to America, the

cultural shock for that first generation

was not unlike that experienced by

Kunta Kinte. According to Haley,

after being uprooted from Africa,

blacks had to rediscover their roots.

Thus Haley travels back in both time

and space to uncover the origins of his

family and, symk)olically, the roots of

most black Americans.
Finally, what Haley tells us is that

despite the horrors of slavery, the

family stayed together, passing down
from generation to generation its

history in the United States. He af-

firms Herbert Gutman's recent study

which argues that black family ties

were quite strong and not shattered by

slavery. Indeed, Haley also echoes

Melville Herskovitz's classic study of

thirty years ago. The Myth of the

Negro Past, in stressing the presence

and importance of Africanisms (i.e.,

key words, oral tradition) surviving in

his family. Roots is, then, an inT-~'

portant literary work not only of

historical research and oral tradition,

but it also serves as a representative

history of blacks in the United States.

As my colleague Professor Dickerson

points out, Roots is a marvelous
bicentennial gift to all Americans.

Philip Cantelon is a visiting lecturer

in the History department.

a series sponsored by the Northern

Berkshire Council of the Arts.

Theater Workshop
The Arts Council is also sponsoring

a Theatre Improvisation workshop for

adults with William White as the in-

structor. The class will stress the

improvisational aspects of theatre.

There will be impromptu skits and
exercises and perhaps a final per-

formance, if participants wish..

Anyone with or without experience is

welcortie.

White has taught both English and
music. He has extensive theatrical

experience in playwriting, acting,

directing and songwriting and has

taught theatre workshops at North

Adams State College, SUNY at

Stonybrook, Shoreham Public Schools

and North Adams Public Schools. His

radio play. The Boy Who Found
Christmas was performed this past

Christmas Eve on WMNB.
The class will meet on Wednesday

evenings beginning Fefruary 9, from
7:00 - 9:00 p.m. at a North Adams
location to be determined. Further
information regarding fees,

registration, and location can be

obtained from the Council office in

North Adams.

First WCFG film
The first Williams College Film

Group presentation of the Spring term

is Josef von Sternberg's 1930 film The
Blue Angel.

The film launched the career of

Marlene Dietrich as the incomparable

Lola Lola, a vulgar and sensual night

club singer who shatters the

respectability and self-importance of

an English professor played by Emil

Jannings. Particularly striking is the

characterization of the club (the Blue

Angel) as extremely dense and
jungle-like. It makes "Cabaret" seem
like a comparatively pleasant and

innocent place to be.

As all Williams Film Group
presentations, the film plays in

Bronfman on Saturday evening. The
Blue Angel will show at 7:30 p.m. and

9:30 p.m. tomorrow.

Takacs executes

technical works

with ease and

dazzling skill

by Valerie A. Sarantos

"He broke a string on the piano this

afternoon while practicing," said a

grinning Charles Joseph, of the

Williams miislt depiafttnent' before'

the third and final Young Artist Peter

TaKkcs undertook an extremely
difficult program in Thompson
Memorial Chapel. The thirty-year old

Rumanian-born pianist easily

executed some of the most technically

challenging piano literature ever

written, with dazzling authoritative

strength, flair, and control.

With never a dull moment from the

beginning of Beethoven to the final

notes of Chopin, Takacs exhibited his

abilities as a pianistic powerhouse.

Each note was crystal clear, rich in

tone, and never was there a muddled
glissando or a poor rendering of a

difficult passage.

After warming up on Beethoven's

Sechs Bagatellen, Op. 126, Takacs
spoke about the following Men-
delssohn Fantasy in F sharp minor.

Op. 28, describing it as having "wild

fingerwork". The pianist brilliantly

machine-gunned Mendelssohn in this

rarely performed piece with clean

chords and piercing runs. He seems to

thrive on this sort of playing.

Following an explanation of what he

called the most difficult 20th Century
piano piece, Trois Mouvements de

Petrouchka by Igor Stravinsky,
Takacs revealed a truly incredible

display of pianistic fireworks. Hands
moving so fast that they looked

blurry, the pianist played Stravinsky

in an appropriately percussive
manner.
Takacs concluded his impressive

program with Chopin's Twenty-four

Preludes, Op. 28. Carefully molding
the personality of each prelude, he

was consistently clear and strong, but

sometimes the strength obstructed

the characteristic, quietly in-

trospective Chopin melodies. That
reading however, is preferable to an
overly sappy, dramatic rendition

which can be damaging.

rTHE
SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

MEN!— WOMEN!

JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign. No experience required.

Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.

Summer job or career. Send $3.00

for information. SEAFAX, Dept.

FlO. Box 2049, Port Angeles,

Washington 98362.

The winner In our Prepack Drawing was Dorea
Ferris '79!

Thanks for participating

!

DCXUCI KMK mUMC

Have Your

NEW YORK TIMES
reserved every morning at fhe

Williams News Room
at 40% below the regular newsstand pricell

The following rates are available:
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Williams initiates energy program

There are six more weeks of winter as the groundhog saw his shadow Wed-
nesday.

FRESHMAN NIGHT
at

The Log
Tuesday, Feb. 8 9 p.m.— 12

Reduced rates on beer and wine for all nnembers of the Class

of '80. All others welcome—at regular prices.

Regular semester hours:

Tues. - Wed.
Thurs.
Fri. - Sat.

9 p.m. - 12 m.
9^rm. - 12:30 a.niT
9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Closed Sun. & AAon.

CONSERVATION from page 1

and secretaries contacted by the

Record only a few could name one or

two of \he suggested steps.

Acco!|ling to Holden, one of the

biggest difficulties in maintaining

conservation steps is getting feedback

on what is working and what is not.

For example, many students will

complain if they are not getting

enough heat, but few will complain if

-they are getting too much.
However, students, faculty and staff

have offered suggestions which have
been incorporated in the College's

Energy Conservation Program.
Following a suggestion by Reed Zars
'77, the College insulated the 400,000

gallon fuel tank. ( No. 6 fuel oil must be

heated to flow^ smoothly and burn.)

Williams has kept in close touch

with other colleges and institutions

which are concerned with the energy

problem and are developing methods
of conservation. But, according to

KING'S LIQUOR
STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Williamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458-5948

COME HBffl
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 5

OHM D2 loudspeakers

Nikl(a 5055 receiver

Kenwood 1033 turntable r-u^ nn
Audio Technica ATI IE cartridge O/u.UU

also: OHM E loudspeakers

Marantz 22158 receiver

Garrard 440M changer OfMI OO
with Pickering cartridge UOUailO

OHM C2 loudspeakers

Nikko TRM-800 integrated amplifier

NIkko FAM-800 stereo tuner

Philips GA 212 turntable OfV? 09
AudiaTechnicaAt13ea cartridge «nlr aO^

TO TECH HIFI
MAIN STREET, NORTH BENNINGTON, VT.

STOREWIDE SALE including products by

BIC
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Hoopsters upset Middlebury, 66-64
by Andy O'Donnell

Sisyphus should have had it this

good.

After rolling the proverbial ball up
the hill with no luck for 35 of the most
frustrating minutes that it has en-

dured this season, the varsity
' basketball team finally snuck over the

lop with just 22 ticks left on the clock

to post a thrilling 66-64 come from
behind victory over Middlebury

"Wednesday night before 600 reHeved
fans in the cozy confines of the Lasell

gymnasium.
The win, which evened the Ephs

record at 6-6, ended a brief two game
skid and erased memories of last

week's debacle with Trinity in which
Williams blew an eight point lead in

Athlete of the Week Martin Goldberg
'79.

Martin Goldberg is

Athlete-of-Week
As a result of his two strong vic-

tories over tough University of

Pennsylvania and Princeton op-

ponents, squash player Martin
Goldberg has been named Record
Athlete of Week. Goldberg, playing

No. 4, shut out his Quaker opponent in

the Ephs 6-3 win over Penn while

going on to "grab one of two Eph
victories against Princeton the

following day.

Honorable Mention—Senior shot

putter Rich Remmer returned to the

track circuit last Friday night to

smash the college shot put record with

a 53 foot heave.

Natator Phil Wild also receives an
honorable mention this week fpr his

outstanding performances isi the 400

yard medley and other races last

Saturday agaiijst Bowdoin. Wild,

splitting 49.2 and 48.5 in the anchor
position in the relays, also won the 100

yard free with a time of 49.1.

Emblem & Badge, Inc. America's
Largest Trophy Suppliers is

looking for a representative on

campus—CALL 401 331-5444 or

write for details to E & B, Attn: Bill

Melzer, 859 N. Main St., Prov., R.I.

02940.

the closing minutes of the second half

and eventually went on to lose in

overtime. This time around, however,

the Converse were on the other guy's

feet.

Principal architects of the triumph

were Mike Tanner, the kid with

Elmer's all over his hands and a jump
shot that could clear Thompson
Chapel, plus a frenetic Williams half

court trap press that gave the nor-

fnaliy methodieal and slow-pajced

Panther offense fits every time it

crossed halfcourt. With Tanner ex-

ploding for 12 points in the final seven

minutes and the press suddenly

disrupting the Panther's disciplined

style of play, things finally began to

get interesting as the second half drew
to a close.

Down 62-50 with 5:47 left in the

contest, the Ephs went into the press

and forced four Middlebury turnovers

quicker than you can say Zenon
Smotrycz" And as has been the case so

often this season for Williams, once

the defense got going, the long dor-

mant offense finally woke up. With

Tanner hitting nothing but" net and
with Matt Spangler chipping in with

two clutch buc|tets, the Ephs reeled

off 12 unanswered points to tie the

game at 62 with 2:19 remaining.

Tanner then hopped on down to

Spring Street's new telephone booth,

added a cape to his purple uniform,

and proceeded to mild manneredly
sew things up for Williams. He first

threw in a bomb from the right side to

catapult the Ephs into the lead for the

first time since late in the first half

and then answered a Kevin Kelleher
drive with his pa tented Sky Jumper to

put Williams ahead 6&64 with 0:22 left

on the clock. The Ephs then held their

breath and weathered two Panther
misses in the final seconds before

sending their visitors north with their

eighth loss in fifteen outings.

Tanner led all scorers with 22

points, hitting his last six shots from
the floor and finishing with an 11 for 16

shooting night. Gerry Kelly, who kept
Williams in the game through most of

the first half with 12 points, finished

with 18, while Brad Wolk and Spangler
wound up with 10 apiece.

A brief reminder: Williams hosts

two-thirds of Maine this weekend with

tonight's game against Bowdoin
starting at 7:00. Tomorrow AF-
TERNOON at 2:00 (note the unusual

time) the Ephs entertain Colby and
Ail-American Paul Harvey.

Brad Wolk passes as Mike Tanner and Bill Whelan look on Wednesday night.
Eph cagers came back in the last few minutes to upset Middlebury M to 64.

Ephs and Jeffs at top

in Little Tliree track tilt

Ephs outskate Huskies, 5-2
by Tim Layden

Overcoming the frigid tem-
peratures provided by the hosts'

outdoor rink, the Williams varsity

hockey team warmed up early and
coasted to a 5-2 win over the

University of Connecticut Tuesday
night. The win left the Ephs with an
overall record of 8-6, with a 4-6 mark
in the division.

But for Coach Bill McCormick's
skaters, it's out of the ice bath and into

the sauna this weekend as the Maine
version of Scylla and Charibidis

strolls into town for a weekend
doubleheader in Lansing Chapman
rink. The Ephs entertain powerful

Bowdoin Friday afternoon at 4, before

facing Colby Saturday at>he same
hour.

Against the 4-8 Huskies, Williams

got on the scoretward early, as senior

Rick Zeller continued his strong play

of late, registering a score just 37

seconds into the contest. Freshman
Jim Rooney and senior Jim Hield

assisted on the goal.

Bob Duffy's unassisted tally at 6:00

of the period gave Eph goalie Eddie
Weiss a 2-0 cushion before UConn's
Ron Kirtland brought the hosts within

one goal just 27 seconds later. Junior

Weiss was on the way to turning back
33 Huskie shots on route to his third

victory in the nets in as many tries.

Sophomore Chris Egizi, the team's
leading goal-getter, broke the game's
longest scoring drought with a 4 on 4

goal at 18:02 of the second period

which returned the two-goal bulge to

the Purple.

UConn winger Larry Langevin
netted the second home goal of the

game at 3:51 of the final period to

bring his team back within one, but a

pair of Williams goals later in the

same period sealed the win, the 10th

for the Ephs in 12 tries against the

Huskies.

Duffy scored from Peter Gonye and
Ben Heintz at 7:32 and Gonye scored

from Zeller on a power play goal at

13:59 to wrap up the Victory.

In Bowdoin, the Ephs will be facing

one of the strongest teams on the

schedule. The Polar Bears have
copped the ECAC Division IJ^fle in

each of past two seasotji^fid stand at

7-1 in the current campaign. Bowdoin
topped William&6-4 on their own home
ice a yea;:^go, and just last weekend
dropped'a heartbreaking 4-3 overtime

loss to powerful Merrimack.
Colby has been an easy mark for

Williams, as the Ephs have won each
of the past four contests against the

Mules. Under Coach Jack Kelly, a

one-time Colby mentor and now back
from the pro ranks, the school is at-

tempting to rebuild its program.
Judging from last weekend's stunning

upset of Northeastern, it appears that

Mr. Kelly is headed in the right

direction.

by Frank Carr
Once again it's "Little Three" time

on the Towne Fieldhouse tartan for

coach Dick Farley's track and
fielders. Tomorrow afternoon at 1:00

p.m.. Lord Jeffrey Amherst will

return to his "former residence" with

a basket of talent to wave^ tfhder the

nose of Uncle Ephraijpr^esleyan and
Trinity will also be'on hand to round

out the quadrangular contest, but will

likely t^^ a back seat when Eph and
Jeft^fesume their feud. According to

Farley, Amherst will present the

stiffest competition for the Ephmen,
with Wesleyan and Trinity supplying

enough athletes to spread the points

around more evenly.

The Little Three title in track,

unlike most other sports, can be

decided on the spot, in one afternoon.

The battle for this particular "Con-
ference Championship" has never

made the cover of "Track and Field

News", but this has never prevented

the Lord Jeffs from putting a pair of

Nikes on the manager of the Math
Team if he can fall far enough for-

ward to pick up a single "Little

Three" point in the long jump.
In order to retain its Little Three

crown, Williams must compensate for

a lack of depth by placing first in eight

key events. The weight events will

likely be a breeze, but most likely a

purple hurricane; look for Rich

Remjnei-'to win the shot put by at least

bis own body length and be sure to

watch out for a 35 lb. flying object

which will touch down in first place

after blasting. ,.off from a spinning

launch pad known as Larry 'Tanner,

Farley will count on Jamie Rouse
and Greg McAleenan to out distance

the field in the high jump and long

jump respectively, while 60 yard

hurdlers Ron White and Vernon Davis

should easily float to first and second

in that event.

Co-captain Ken Leinbach leads the

"conference" with clockings of 4:17.9

(mile) and 2:17,2 (1000 yd, run) and
his road running teammates Joe Kolb

and Frank Carr will bolster the Eph'
attack with a 1-2 purple punch in the 2

mile run,

Amherst has the ability to, counter

the Williams scoring flood by mopping
up with a powerful mile relay quartet,

a double threat in the pole vault and a

rather swift 6,5 second 60 yard dasher,

Farley may have a bit of trouble

keeping the Little Three crown on his

head but should receive enough

support from his athletes to retain the

"hardware" for another season.

Lady pucksters remain unavenged

.C^O^ .^

In an attempt to avenge an earlier 3-

loss at the hands of Middlebury, the

Williams women's ice hockey team
came ,up short Tuesday night, losing

to the Panthers 2-1.

Opening the scoring on a poor shot

at 13:07, the Middlebury line deflected

a centering pass behind Eph goalie

Byttie Miller. The Panthers went on to

dominate the remainder of the period,

with Miller and fellow defensemen

fighting to keep out post hitting shots.

With 4:26 left in the first period

forward Sarah Baldwin put one in for

the Ephs on a good play from behind.

Although Miller held off the still

dominating Panther line early in the

second period, she was replaced by

teammate Lisa Halperin who had

several fine stick saves in the game's

final minutes. The Panther pressure

proved too tough for Halperin

however, as the visiting line tucked

one in the side, going up 2-1 with only

1:50 left in period.

The early minutes of the third

period saw some better play for the

Ephs as Mary Fish skated well for the

team. As the Panthers took charge.

Halperin continued to keep the Ephs
in the contest, turning away strong

shots, including one blue line shot at

2:50.

Attempting to even the score, the

I

Ephs pulled Halperin but a last

minute penalty was the end for the

squad which managed to hold off a

Panther power play to end the game 2-

1.

Don Rice dribbles past Art Wilk in the Hopkins-Carter IMgame. (Oetlgen)

Ephlats' Party

The Ephlats will be having a

Concert Party with the Dartmouth

AIRES Sat., Feb. Sth at 8 p.m. in

Driscoll Lounge.

Admission, $1.25 at the door with
the famous Ephlats punch 'being

served.

""'*' lAA
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Residences convert

to studen t hou ses
by Stu Massad

"As soon as weather will permit and

contracts can be made" the College

will begin transforming Keck and
Woodbridge houses, former faculty

residences, intd student housing for

this fall at an estimated cost of

$75,000, according to Associate Dean
Cris T. Roosenraad.

The trustees decided on the change
last month because, said Roosenraad,

they recognized that additional

housing is "badly needed." This

year's large freshman class and the

probable loss of the use of Dewey
House in a year because of zoning

rules led administrators to look for

new housing. Roosenraad further

noted that the two houses are now
empty.

Although final decisions have yet to

be made. President John W. Chan-

dler, Roosenraad and Housing
Committee Co-chairman Sally Coney
said that Keck will probably go to the

Perry-Bascom housing group. It faces

Bascom across Stetson Court and will

hold 13 students. Roosenraad
remarked that the addition would
move the overflow from Perry-
Bascom, now housed in Currier,

closer to the main houses.

Woodbridge House is expected to

hold Garfield residents next year

while their house is renovated. Its 13-

person capacity will house most of

next year's Garfield seniors. "It

seems to me to be the only reasonable

way to house the members and keep
them together," Roosenraad said.

The permanent addition of Wood-
bridge to the Gar-Wood complex
might make excessive demands on

existing kitchen facilities,

Roosenraad noted. He and Coney
agreed that the house, located behind

the Faculty Club, might go to Spencer-

Brooks to replace Dewey House. The
Student Housing Committee will

make final decisions over the next few

weeks.

The change from faculty to student

housing will cost between $35,000 and

$40,000 for each house, Roosenraad
said. In Keck House, the garage will

be converted to permanent interior

space. Both houses must be brought

up to the standards of the state's

building code and the College's

building policy.

Roosenraad and Coney noted the

possibility of the College using small

frame houses like Keck and Wood-
bridge as co-op housing. In this, off-

board students would be able to live in

college housing while cooking their

own meals in house kitchens.

Roosenraad remarked that this would

not be done next year, though it might

be considered in the future to give

students an alternative between dorm
and off-campus living.

Woodbridge and Keck (I. to r.) are former faculty

residences being converted into student housing. Keck is

tentatively in the Perry-Bascom group. Woodbridge will

house Garfield residents ousted during renovation.

(photos by Read)

Architects interviewed

Art, music facilities to be enlarged
by Paul Thomas

The building committee in charge of

planning the proposed addition to

Lawrence Hall will begin interviewing

architects in March according to art

department chairman Whitney
Stoddard. The addition, which will

probably be located south of Goodrich

and Lawrence, will house art

facilities. No date has been set for the

start of construction.

The committee has been engaged

last semester In evaluating existing

art facilities and in formulating

recommendations for the new
structure. In a report released in

January, the committee outlined its

Levine details Carter energy policy
Natural gas shortages in the nor-

theast and midwest can be effectively

relieved b^ raising the regulated

interstate price of gas, giving south-

western producers a greater incentive

to sell to those hard-pressed states, a

top-level member of President Car-

ter's transition team told a Williams

College audience last night.

Ken Levine, who during the tran-

sition oversaw the Congressional

relations aspect of all federal

departments dealing with energy and

environment, said that intrastate gas

prices are unregulated, while in-

terstate prices are regulated by the

Federal Power Commission. As a

result, he said, there is a surplus of

natural gas in Texas, Oklahoma, and

other southwestern states as the

producers there, who own the

reserves, sell most of their gas in-

trastate, or refuse to produce all they

can, hoping for federal deregulation of

interstate prices.

Carter's Emergency Natural Gas

Legislation, approved last week by

Congress, is not meant to be a long-

term solution, Levine said. The
legislation empowers Carter to

allocate gas between interstate

pipelines, and gives the Federal

Power Commission authority to allow

states to purchase gas from south-

western producers at the-unregulated

intrastate price of about $2.25 per 1000

cubic feet. The regulated interstate

price is $1.42.

But Carter and the FPC only have

this power for 180 days, not enough to

make significant sales. Levin

claimed. Natural gas is usually sold

through long-term contracts.

One solution, which Levine said he

favored, though he didn't indicate

whether it was Carter's position, is to

have the FPC raise interstate prices

to a regulated level thit would ensure

producers "a reasonable rate of

return" without seriously disrupting

the economy. He didn't give any

figures on this could be done.

Another solution, Levine said,

would be to deregulate interstate

prices and then establish a windfall

tax on the 300 to 400 per cent profits

the producers would make. The tax

would offset partially the disruptions

to the economy caused by the

deregulation.

Levine, who headed Carter's

western Michigan campaign last fall,

said that the President's energy

program, to be released in late April

or early May, will stress conservation

rather than long term goals in

meeting the energy crisis.

Among the conservation programs

to be stressed will be the 65-degree

maximum in homes heated by natural

gas. Levine said that this program, in

effect for the past week, "has saved

more energy than was saved in the

two years of the Ford Ad-
ministration."

Long-term goals mentioned in the

program will probably be greater

uses of coal and solar energy and a

lesser emphasis on nuclear energy,

Levine said.

"It's not clear where the energy

policy of this Administration will go,

but the transition and high-level

people are pretty good appointments

from the consumer and en-

vironmental perspective," the

Harvard Law School graduate

claimed.

proposals. The report cited as

inadequacies in Lawrence the lack of

storage space, the absence of suf-

ficient space for display and for the

shipping and handling of visiting art

exhibitions, the limitations of the art

studio, and the need for art history

classrooms.

To remedy these deficiencies, the

report includes plans for two new
galleries, space for storage and
handling, a print room, an ar-

chitectural studio and drawing room,

a multi-purpose room, and the

enlargement of painting and senior

seminar rooms.

A figure for the cost of the building

has not been calculated, but Stoddard

estimated that it would cost "less

than two million". In keeping with the

policy set by the trustees, the project

will not get final, approval from the

board until enough money specifically

earmarked for the construction can be

raised. Most donations of this sort

come from alumni.

This past year, gifts intended for the

Lawrence addition have not been

forthcoming according to Director of

Development Willard Dickerson.

Although it was a "record year" for

the Alumni Fund, Dickerson noted,

money for the new construction has

been slow in arriving.

The architectural firms to be in-

terviewed in March have been sent

Freshman Inclusion

Mission Pork - toking o closer look
This is the first in a series of articles

describing each of the five housing

categories. Other housing categories

will be examined in future issues of the

RECORD.
by Peter Rintels

Mission Park grows on you. After

living there a while, the initial

drawbacks, specifically the small

rooms and the annoying blank, white

walls, become less annoying and

instead one begins to appreciate some
of its unique advantages, such as

never having to brave cold weather to

catch a meal.

I speak as an inhabitant of Mission

who did not first intend to live there,

but who, after having been cajoled

into it by some friends, has actually

come to like it.

From the outside. Mission Park

looks like, an elongated mass of

concrete and glass thi* might more
descriptively have been named
Mission Control. Its location is

moderately good: not as convenient to

Sawyer as the freshman quad or Leh-

man, but no worse off than the bulk of

' li
i,

^ .
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Opinion

CUL report doesn't say what the Residential House system is

by David R. Ross
After three semesters in the

making, the Committee's on Un-
dergraduate Life "Final Report on the

Residential House System" deserves
wide attention and discussion. The
report isolates major tensions, and
inequities in upperclass housing.
Unfortunately, the report does not

tiddt^s the RestdehtiaTHOuse syslerh

as such. I must confess to having
looked forward to an explanation of

just what this system which replaced

fraternities is and what it should be.

The CUL apparently assumed that

readers of the report would un-

derstand the basic form and goals of

the system, would agree with the CUL
that the system is "working well,"

and would agree that the few
prescriptions suggested in the report

would indeed lead to an improvement
in upperclass housing. That the first

assumption isn't true is the primary
weakness in this otherwise well

considered report.

Check the description of the

Residential House system in the

Student Handbook. It talks a lot about

faculty associates, but doesn't tell one
much about what it is like to live in

one of these "Houses." We all know
what fraternities (good or bad) are

like, can understand dorm living and
can come to understand the explicitly

defined quad systems of Harvard or

Yale. But, this Residential House
' system is a bastard child, born out of

the marriage of the wrenching
dismantling of fraternities and a
unique but bizarre scattering of

housing space on campus.

This system (and system may be

too kind a word) never developed a
real identity of its owa Many of the

tensions the CUL report notes are the

result of various students and faculty

members having different views of

what upperclass housing is. Some
Houses seem to want to be frats and
dorms jjl at the same time. ..

The Angevine Report, the report

which in 1962 represented the catalyst

for the long and rather bitter

dismantling of fraternities, declared

that the post-fraternity College should

"While the CUL report

addresses visible

problems with housing,

it fails to deal with

the nature of housing

and what housing

sfiou/d be." r
"organize a substantial part of the

total educational experience around
relatively small units where there can
be a blending of classroom life and a

life of conversation and discussion,

together with opportunity to find and
enjoy the values, disciplines and
pleasures of small-unit living, eating,

and social life."

The report suggested that campus
life would center around these small
units—each containing about 100

people—with space for dining.

Committee defines plagiarism
HONOR from page 1

case will be treated equitably.

Plagiarism appears in many varied

states and it is not always understood.

As explained by MacDonald, there are

four types:

The first is the most obvious, the

case when students, in taking notes

from a source, verbatim or in the

form of ideas, do not cite the source in

the paper, whether it is as a single

word, phrase, or thought.

The second form has often gone

unnoticed: self-plagiarism. Students

should receive permission from the

professor before using an earlier

paper as a source, and then footnote it

in their new paper.

In the sciences, there occasionally

is a problem with one student using

another's results. Again, footnotes are

necessary.

Finally, the committee hears cases

on exam cheating. Some academic
departments presently have students

sign the honor statement: "I have
neither given nor received aid in this

examination." Many professors in-

stitute alternate seating, but in very

large classes, physical size limits

their ability.

During a hearing, three-fourths of

the committee must be present, and a

vote of guilty by three-fourths of those

present is necessary for punishment.

The student has the right to be present

during the accuser's statement. The
student also has the right to present

his case in the absence of the accusor.

Punishments vary greatly, and the

committee has almost limitless power

ELROPE

. ,, , (800) 325-4867

® UnJrawel Chortcn .

In dealing them out. Dismissal is the

most extreme, and approval must
come from both Dean Berek and

President Chandler. Following this In

decreasing severity are suspension,

probation with and without restric-

tions, and a letter of censure.

studying and social activities

associated with each unit Upperclass
housing at Williams has not fulfilled

this vision. While the CUL report

addresses visible problems with
housing, it fails to deal with the nature

of housing and what housing should

be.

Either, the CotLoge .should Jwqrk io
tnove toward the system envisioned

by the Angevine Report or it should

stop giving lip-service to a non-

existent system and instead define the

system that has evolved.

While many of the CUL's
suggestions will improve upperclass

life at Williams, they should be seen

as short-range, pending a full-scale

reevaluation of housing at Williams.

This should be conducted as soon as

possible by an Angevine-type com-
mittee of students, faculty, alumni
and trustees.

A few points for the committee to

consider:
» » •

The strength and stability of a

House come from its^ menib^rs, not

from the house officers as the CUL
report seems to suggest. Too many
students fail to see their House as

something in which they have a stake.

Thus, in many Houses there is little

concern for .the appearance of the

House and for the welfare of other

House members. Too many students

perceive house officers and student

waiters as second class citizens-

people somehow chosen to serve the

rest of the House. Houses should work

as close, almost family-like units. For

example, all members should be

required to be waiters, help set up

parties and even do minor repairs and

cleaning around the House.
o « «

Overflow housing and the technical

affiliation of students living off-

campus with particular Houses should

end. It is unreasonable to expect

students of diverse backgrounds,

hving miles apart to "find and enjoy

DISCO

IS

COMING II

The Honor Code
The Honor Code covers all aspects of

academic honesty, including the writing
of papers and other course work as well
as all quizzes, hour tests, and
exanninations.

In written material, students are
expected to acknowledge the sources of

their work. Careful observance of ac
cepted standards of reference and at

tribution is required. The basic rules
are summarized below, but students are
advised to consult a recognized style
manual in order to avoid the possibility

of even unintentional plagiarism. While
literary honesty does not demand a
footnote on statements of common fact,

it does require that a student provide
clear footnotes or other appropriate
documentation and give credit in the
bibliography to ideas, interpretations,
and facts that particular sources have
contributed to the student's final work.

1) A direct quotation (whether a
single word or a phrase, sentence,
paragraph, or series of paragraphs)
must always be identified by quotation
marks, by indenting and single spacing,
or by reduced type size of the quoted
material, and a note must be used to

state the exact source.
2) A paraphrase of the work of

another must be acknowledged as such
by a note stating the source.

3) Indebtedness to the specific ideas
of others, or the summarizing of several

pages, even though expressed in dif-

ferent words, must be acknowledged by
a note stating the source.

4) Every instance of the use of
another student's laboratory reports,
computer programs, or other material
must be acknowledged by a note.

5) Even the use of a student's own
previous work must be acknowledged;
thus, a student must obtain the prior
permission of all instructors concerned
before submitting substantially the
same paper in more than one course.

Individual instructors will define how
standards of academic honesty apply to

their own courses or latraratories. They
may set any type of final examination or
hour test, ranging from closed txmk,
alternate seating classroom exercises
to open book, "take home"
examinations or papers, and any
requirements for laboratory exercises.
Some instructors encourage
cooperation between students but others
do not. It is the responsibility of each
student to determine what conduct is

appropriate in any course or
laboratory; students uncertain about a
particular situation should ask the in

structor or a member of the Student
Honor Committee. An open and highly
individualized system can only last as
long as both the students and the
Faculty work together to create a true
academic community,

the pleasures of small-unit Uving,

eating and social life" together.

• • •

The view that Houses consist of

various dominant and minority

groups which must constantly be

appeased should be tossed aside as an
unhelpful paradigm. Houses like

families shoald consist of (fivcne

individuals who despite

disagreements can get along and

work together. The CUL's apparent

belief that House officers can and

should be responsible for bringing

Houses together shows incredible

naivete. It is only the acceptance of

the rights and interests of others by

each individual that will lead to a

friction-free House. Without that

acceptance, the greatest diplomat in

the world could not- be a successful

House officer.

a n 9

The College cannot have the concept

of House autonomy both ways. As
much as possible the College would
like to see Houses police their own
daily lives. Yet, increasingly the

College is suggesting how social dues

should be spent, makihg rooming
changes without adequate con-

sultation with House members and
permitting the Food Services Budget
to dictate the eating and social at-

mosphere of houses. There is a

growing tendency for campus social

life to flow away from the Houses to

party interest groups such as All New
Stuff. The College Council is the

avenue the Administration uses for

discussing issues with students. It

might be more productive to use

faculty House Affiliates and House
meetings to take the student pulse on

campus issues.

I strongly disagree with the idea of

different levels of social dues. The
moment a House does this it legislates

the existence of different divisive

groups. Isolating women, blacks or

one-eyed New Yorkers as "groups"
requiring special treatment does little

to foster good intra-house relations.

It is somewhat difficult to maintain

that diverse living arrangements as

maintained at Williams have
widespread student acceptance when
some 120-140 people choose to live with

friends off-campus, when a larger

number seek to change Houses each

spring, and when the Record's society

editor reports that the highlight of the

campus's social life this weekend was
the TDX frat party in Pownal.

ST. VALENTINES DANCE
Come and Dance

To the Sounds 0/ The

BERKSHIRE
BIG BAND

(18 Piece Orchestra

tall In Love Again
It Will Happen To You

At Our St. Valentine's Dance

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1977
8:00 P.M. Admission $3.00

AT THE

Treadway

Williams Inn
Williamstown,Mass. (413) 458-9371

The College will someday come to

grips with the fact that there are

limits on the amount of diversity and
homogeneity of housing situations

Williams students are willing to ac-

cept I am confident that the CUL
realized that this is the principal

conflict lying behind many of the

tensions it isolated. However, this

issue was lost in the midst of the

CUL's attempts to create patchwork
solutions for problems which are

really merely symptomatic of more
fundamental tensions and un-

certainties in the Residential House
system.

David R. Rosa '77 is a contributing

editor of the RECORD and a mtmbtr
of Perry House.

A closer look of

AAission Park
MISSION from page 1

maximum crush on a bathroom at any
one time. Some suites have living

rooms. All of the rooms have
telephones and large picture windows.

In rooms with a northern exposure,

the large windows allow an im-

pressive view of the surrounding

mountains.

In addition to the food's being good,

it Is also very convenient. One never

has to go outside for It, and in this

respect it is unique.

Socially, Mission falls short of the

congenial atmosphere of the row
houses. The arrangement of suites,

most of which have their doors closed,

is not very conducive to incidental

trafficking with other members of

your house.

Of all the places one might apply for

upperclass housing. Mission Park is

by far the most known quantity. If

Included into one of the 3 park houses,

you'll know you have a single and
you'll have a good idea of its size and
shape.

WUIAIIS

>ai iams

presents
Sonos from {he ' current Broadwaij hlb

:

gt the Log
February 10,111^13

9 to 10pm

Tonight: Freshman Night
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Stetson harbors music memorabilia
by Gall Hupper

On some wintry weekday afternoon

when you find yourself with some free

time on your hands, walk over to

Stetson Hall. Go to the information

desk on the main floor and locate Tier

One. Now make your way to the

staircase which connects the old and
new wings of the building. Walk down
to Tier Three, make your way through

offices and classrooms to Tier Two,
and^pray .that you will find the

staircase that will deposit you onto

Tier One.

Assuming you have come this far,

walk down that staircase that blind

chance has led you to, then, at the

bottom, walk through the fire door

onto Tier One. If all is well you should

be standing before an imposing-

looking door covered with cartoons

and signs.

If you walk through that door you
will be transported into another time

and another place. You will im-

mediately be confronted by walls

covered by photographs, cabinets

filled with trophies, an unlikely

statuette of a very fat man, an old

banjo, and a miniature cream-colored

piano lettered "Bing", on top of which
the banjo lies. Walk further and you
will come upon two rooms- brimming
with manila folders, manila en-

velopes, some magazines, and a few
small tables, all neatly numbered,
catalogued, and in place.

The place you have reached is the

Whiteman collection, home of the

4,000 orchestrations with scores and
parts, the over 1,000 recordings, and
the endless memorabilia which make
up the largest existing collection of

the effects of Paul Whiteman, jazz

musician of the '20's and '30's.

Although best known for his numerous
tours across the United States and
Europe, as well as his 1924 per-

formance in New York of Gerschwin's

"Rhapsody in -B4ue", written

especially for "The King of Jazz",

Whiteman's musical career went far

beyond these. He played hotel

ballrooms and vaudeville circuits

across the country. His orchestras

played for numerous Broadway
shows. He was paid huge sums of

money for everything he did—from
$10,000 for a private party given by
the Prince of Wales, to $440,000 for the

Universal Pictures production, "The
King of Jazz." Collection Curator

WCFAA sets program
WCFM announced its spring

semester schedule this week, making
a number of changes in program-
ming. From 8:30 until midnight on

Sunday through Wednesday WCFM
will air progressive and con-

temporary rock, while after midnight

(1:00 on weekends) WCFM will

feature progressive and con-

temporary jazz and soul.

The WCFM news department is

.
making a major change. It will move
its half-hour news summary from 5:00

p.m. to 7:00. The new Seven O'clock

News will place a new emphasis on

news and events of the College and
community. The weekend edition of

the Seven O'Clock News (Friday and
Saturday) will be shortened to 15

' minutes. A new feature will be the

Williams Scoreboard, which will

provide a summary of all Williams

College sports each day. A regular

presentation of the Sunday news will

be opinion, and anyone from the

college or community who wishes to

express their opinion on any issue of

concern can do so at that time.

Special programs will be a very

important part of WCFM's
programming this semester, and will

be aired Sunday through Thursday
nights from 7:30-8:30 p.m. with other

times as well. What's New, Thursday
nights from 8:30 to 12, will present the

latest album releases, reviews and
information plus a special Album of

the Week at 10:00. In addition, on

Cabaret at Log
More fun is in store for Williams

College students and affiliates as the

Log presents the Williams Cabaret in

performance this Thursday through

Sunday evenings from 9 to 10 p.m.

Though the Cabaret usually

highlights the work of a single com-
poser, this one concentrates on songs

from the current Broadway hit

musicals A Chorus Line, Godspell,

Pippin, and The Magic Show, the

former written by Marvin Hamlisch,

the latter three by Steven Schwartz.

The Williams Cabaret, which has

performed earlier this year at the

Williams Inn, features Martha
Williamson, Gwen Nichols, Joe
Trimboli, and Skip Adams with Peter

Gloo at the piano and Doug Gernert on

drums.
Adams commented that the in-

formal setting of the Log is conducive

to the Cabaret's music and style, and
the show will be "an hour of en-

tertaining song and dance."

Wednesday and Thursday mornings
from 10-12 new albums will be played

in their entirety.

The Gospel Beat will be moved back
one hour from its present time to

begin at noon on Sunday afternoon. At

1:00 that afternoon Martha
Williamson will present Broadway
Baby!, one hour of the best of

Broadway show tunes. Following that

will be The Music of ... which
focuses on the history of a particular

artist each week. Also on Sunday,

from 7:30 to 8:30, Tim Treadway will

continue with Roots: An American
Music Perspective. This show brings

together a wide variety of music from
the American experience, such as

classic blues, and jazz, country,

calypso, gypsy, and others. Two
foreign language additions to the

WCFM schedule are Cajon de Sastre,

Monday 7:30-8 PM and Dingsbums.
(Thursday 7:30-8 PM beginning Feb.

10) programs produced in Spanish and

German (respectively) by the

cooperation of students and faculty

members.
Carl Johnson will continue to bring

the Williamstown community From
Ragtime to Swing (Wednesday, 7:30-

8:30 PM) and Dave Studenmund will

present the Hodgkins Hour (Tuesday,

7:30-8:30), a special production show
including radio drama and other

specially produced shows, and always
featuring the legendary Ephman
series (produced at WCFM in the late

1960's). Because WCFM is broad-

casting virtually all of the Williams

College basketball and hockey games,
both the Hodgkins Hour and From
Ragtime to Swing will begin on March
8 and 9. Also beginning that week will

be the People's Revolutionary Mid-

night Theater (Thursday 12-12:30

beginning March 10) produced in

cooperation with the BSU repertory

company. Ecological Forum
(alternate week beginning Feb. 14,

Monday 8-8:30) will present in-

terviews with knowledgeable people

in the ecological field.

Thursday nights at 8:00 the WCFM
Sports department will present
Sportstime. with interviews, features

and talk about the sports world.

Oldies! will be on Saturday night from

10 p.m. to I a.m. this semester.

WCFM will also present

KOLKTALK, a series of selected

folktales from around the world.

Produced by Dennis Doyon as a WSP
99, the KOLKTALK extends part of

the oral tradition of five cultures to

the Northern Berkshire radio

audience.

Irwin Shainman aptly termed
Whiteman "the biggest thing

around," during his time.

The secret of Whiteman's success

lay in several factors. Shainman
•emphasized the importance of the

musician's "nose for talent" and his

"ability to play"—Assistant Curator
Carl Johnson reported that Whiteman
usually paid his orchestras some two
or three times as much as did other

band leaders of the time. Also-

significant, said Johnson, were the

"skilled publicity men" Whiteman
hired. "They created for him the

image that earned him the title.
'

"The King of Jazz'."

Both Johnson and Shainman said

they felt, however, that the title is a

misnomer. Said Johnson, "The title Ke
much more richly deserved was 'The

King of Entertainment Music.'"
Certainly the present concept of jazz

hardly fits Whiteman's music.
Shainman felt that "the unusual thing

about Whiteman at the time was that

he took popular tunes and arranged
them for a small orchestra. At the

time everything that wasn't classical

music was 'jazz.' " Shainman agreed
that "entertainment music" was a far

more apt label than "jazz" for

Whiteman's music.

"Noone really understands why it is

that Williams received Whiteman's
effects," Shainman said. "One ex-

planation is that one of Whiteman's
public relations ladies had earlier

been secretary to Williams history

professor Tyler Dennett. So when
Whiteman's effects began to pile up, it

was suggested that Williams receive

them." The explanation to which

Johnson subscribed was that

Whiteman decided to give the

collection to an educational in-

stitution. "It happened that one of his

lawyers had two sons at Williams, so

Whiteman offered the collection to the

College." The collection arrived in full

in the late 1940's; according to

Shainman, "we still don't have it

entirely organized."

Both Johnson and Shainman em-
phasized that the collection is "a
working research facility." It is used

for papers and other projects by

students and members of the com-
munity; the curators also send
material to recording houses, authors,

and performers all over the world.

"We're pretty busy around here,"

says Johnson, who himself has
recently finished a report on
Whiteman's career. "But I enjoy it"

Johnson grew up in Whiteman's
heyday, and heard him play live. He
described the music as "slow and
easy to dance to ... the kind of thing

that middle-class, . middle-aged New
Yorkers, out for an evening of dan-

cing, would appreciate."

Durrenmatt's The Physicists opens this Thursday the 11th and continues on the

12th, and 17th-19th.

Boyd stages satire
The. Williams College Theatre's

production of Friedrich Durrenmatt's

The Physicists will open at the Adams
Memorial Theatre this Friday at

8:30 p.m. and continue Feb. 12, 17, 18,

and 19th. The modern comedy is an

early work of the Swiss playwright

whose other plays include The Visit,

The Marriage of Mr. Mississippi, and
Play Strindberg. As the pjay's

director, Gregory Boyd, explained,

"The Physicists is typical of

Durrenmatt; dealing with profound

moral questions in a highly satiric

manner. The play is full of savage and
bitter humor, unexpected plot turns

and sudden revelations. Durrenmatt
uses elements of the murder mystery,

the gangster melodrama, and the

espionage thriller to great comic

effect. The result is what one might

call a grotesque farce—comic and

disquieting at the same time."

The play is set in a lunatic asylum,

.

run by a hunchback female
psychiatrist and inhabited by only

three patients. Each of the inmates is

a nuclear physicist and each has a

peculiar delusion—one imagines
himself to be Sir Issac Newton,
another thinks he is Albert Einstein

and the third believes he is receiving

visions from King Solomon. The play

moves quickly through a series of

events ( including violent crime, sharp
reversals, and unexpected
discoveries) to an unusual climax.

Tickets are available at the AMT
Box Office, or by calling 458-3023.

Confesf lauds poefs
Poems are now being accepted for

the annual Academy of American
Poets Contest. The competition this

year at Williams will be judged by

Gregory Orr, author of two collections

of poetry. Burning the Empty Nests

(1973) and Gathering the Bones

Together (1975). Orr, who teaches at

the University of Virginia, will be at

Williams April 25 to give a reading of

his work.

A prize of $100 will be awarded to

the best poem or group of poems
written by a student. Manuscripts

should be submitted to Dene Lane in

the English Department Office. The
deadline is April 7. Contestants should

limit their submissions to no more
than five poems. Additional details

concerning the contest are available

Fremery gives concert
Phillip De Fremery, classical

guitarist, will perform this Friday at

8:30 p.m. in Jesup Hall auditorium as

part of the Thompson Concert scenes

sponsored by the Department of

Music. Admission is free.

The program will be John
Dowland's Forlorne Hope Fancy,

Francesco da Milano's Fantasia, J. S.

Bach's Chaconne. Jean Philippe

Rameau's Two Minuets, Francisco

Tarrega's Prelude No. 2 and No. 5 and

Marieta, Heitor Villa-Lobos' Etude
No. II and No. i and Prelude No. 4,

and Manuel de falla's The Miller's

Dance.

Teacher of numerous master
classes, de Fremery is currently

instructor of guitar at the five colleges

in the Connecticut Valley, Mount
Holyoke, Smith, Amherst, Hamp-
shire, and the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst.

in the English Department Office.

A winner (or winners, if there

should be a tie) and two or three

Honorable Mentions will be chosen,

and will be invited to participate in a

joint reading sponsored by the

English pepartment on Monday af-

ternoon. May 2.

In the past, the Williams winner had

been announced at commencement
and the deadline for entries was May
i. This year, the contest deadline and
the announcement are earlier thereby

giving the winner more recognition.

Williams is one of 82 colleges chosen

by the Academy to sponsor the con-

test.

Poetry Reading

There will be a poetry reading b-}

Lawrence Raab of the Department of

English Thursday at 8:00 p.m. in 3

Griffin. Raab, a native of Pittsfield, is

the author of two books of poems,

Mysteries of the Horizon and The
Collector of Cold Weather. His awards
include a Book-of-the-Month Club

Fellowship, a grant from the National

Endowment for the Arts, and the

Robert Frost Fellowship from the

Bread Loaf Writers' Conference. For

the three years before coming to

Williams he held a fellowship from the

University of Michigan Society of

Fellows. The poet Donald Justice has

said that Raab's style "is sure and

unwavering, and his lines, in their

flowing relaxations, suggest the

music of good expansive talk."

Free guitar recital

Phillip De Fremery, classical

guitarist, will give a free public

recital Friday at 8:30 p.m. in Jesup

Hall auditorium.

SALES TRAINEE
Career oppty with major finance planning

company attractively based Mid-NYC. Offers

intensified training in sales leading to sales

management. No prior experience necessary.

We will train you. Offers salary plus incen-

tives and fine company benefits for [jersonal

interview, send resume in confidence to:

Circle Financial Services
355 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY. 10017
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lowdoin, Colby slap skaters
by Tim Layden

'he Sioux should have been so kind

l^uster. Thoughts perhaps hngering

the mind of Williams hockey

ntor Bill McCormick following the

ekend's back-to-back losses to

wdoin (10-a) and Colby (4-3). The
verful Polar Bears pillaged and
ndered Chapman rink to the tune of

r first period goals, while the

proving Mules scrapped from
lind to net the game-winner with

rdvei" two inihiileS reriiaihing:'

'he Ephs thus drop to 8-8 on the

ison, including a 4-8 slate in

vision II. The two weekend losses

tually eliminated the Ephs from
it-season consideration, barring a

•feet finish.

'he haughty Bowdoin squad
oiled into Williamstown with two

aight division II crowns in their

;ket and a sparkling 7-1 slate for

6-77. The invaders from the North

ickly showed Williams why.
A'doin scored first at 10:16 of the

It period, and crammed three goals

into six minutes against Chuck
Cremens. Bowdoin outshot Williams,
22-7 in the opening period and 51-20 on
the game as goalie Mark Menzies was
seldom tested.

Williams pulled to within 4-1 on
junior Barney Walsh's first goal

following a long absence, but Bowdoin
later took leads of 8-1 and 9-2. Other
Williams goals were netted by senior

Brian Norris and junior Pete Elkind,

both in the fourth period. _
Tn'Colby7 Williams faced a squad

which was attempting an upgrading of

its schedule which was to take several

years under veteran coach Jack
Kelly. If the type of guttiness which
the Mules showed Saturday afternoon

in coming from two goals back is any
indication, the playoffs are not far off.

Williams came out flying early, and
grabbed a 1-0 lead on Rick Zeller's

goal which beat most of the late-

arriving basketball fans to the net.

Geoff Daley scored some six minutes
later to give the Ephs a two-goal

cushion. ~^--^

At 15:23, the visitors moved within

one goal following a scramble in front

of Ed Weiss, but Jim Hield's deflec-

tion two minutes later returned the

two-goal margin to the Purple.

A pair of Colby breakaways,
resulting in fine goals, evened the

count at 3-3 early in the final period.

Despite a third period dominated by

the Ephs, Colby managed to sneak out

a winner, as defenseman Larry

Sparks swiped a Williams clearing

passTand netted the game winner at

17:44. And the worst is yet to come,
as the Ephmen travel to the lion's den

(Achilles Rink) in Schenectady, N.Y.

to face the powerful Union Dutchmen.

Game time is 8 p.m. tomorrow. Rick Zeller and Chris Egizi harass this

the puck.

tumbling Polar Bear for possession of

(photo by Gledhill)

Skiers ready for Dartmouth winter carnival

pringfield nips splashers
SWIMMING from page 6

lie frosh .Tom Beckett went his

test 100 yards of the year at 50.1.

he crucial difference in the race

(eared to be in the pick-ups: the

remely well-drilled Chiefs made
ir exchanges ever so slightly faster

n the cautious Eph foursome,

he Ephs did a super job in bringing

own to the last event against last

r's number two team in New
jland and number five finisher in

NCAA Division II meet. Things

In't looked very promising earlier

the afternoon when the Maroons
1 raced to a 23-11 lead with wins in

h of the first four events. Only 2-3

shes in the 1000 and 50 and

licke's split in the 200 kept things

n getting too lopsided,

he Purple came back behind Todd

er's team high seventh individual

nt win of the year in the 200 yard

individual medley and Peter Howd's
second consecutive runner-up per-

formance in tha't event. Jeff EWckson
and Dave Thomson put the Ephs on

top, 27-25, with a one-two sweep of the

next event, the required diving.

Hoelzer and Piper salvaged a 2-3 in

the 200 butterfly before Wild's 100 free

win, but Springfield retrieved the lead

for good with a sweep of the 200

backstroke.

Then came the event that kept

Williams in the meet until the free

relay, the 500 freestyle. Stuart Deans
swam a strategically beautiful race,

hanging back early, grabbing the lead

after 400 yards and holding off the

dreaded kick of triple event New
England champ Mike McCombs.
McCombs, already a victor in the 1000

and 200 fly, finished second with

senior Duff Anderson half a second

behind.

The vai;sity ski team, in preparation

for the Upcoming carnival circuit

against Division I NCAA Champions
Dartmouth, and top ten teams Mid-

dlebury and UVM, has been involved

in a series of races during winter

study.

Competing In the tough Eastern Ski

Association Cup Race at Waterville

Valley N.H., Williams skier Andy
Mikell placed tenth ip a race which

included US ski team members. Eph's
Don Tarinelli and Roger Prevot also

had good showings for the squad,

placing sixteenth and twentieth

earlier this month.

In Tri-State action, team co-captain

Chris Welsh tucked his way to two

second place finishes at Jiminy Peak.

The women's alpine contingent, led

by Marty Epstein looked good this

past weekend at the Plymouth State

College carnival, although the team
has not been competing in BSA races.

The Nordic team has also been

busy, traveling to Salisbury, Con-

necticut where Scott Berry placed

second in Class B competition. Berry,

placing sixth earlier in January at

Middlebury, shows signs of im-

provement as do teammates Will Sch-

midt, Tom Dodds, and Andy Kelly.

The cross country team, led by Ann
Waters and Jeff Magoon, have met
the stiffest competition of any team.

After racing in the Dannon Yogurt

Invitational, Series^ the squad took

part in the Hanover Night Races with

Waters ajid Rachel Potter grabbing

eighth and tenth respectively. In the

men's division, co-captain Gary

James, returning to action after

having broken his arm, finished

sixteenth, trailed by Magoon in

twentieth.

The ski team traveled to the St.

Lawrence Carnival January 21 and 22

finishing well, as Schmidt grabbed
seventh in cross country competition,

Wally Chambers in seventeenth.

Trackmen take Little Three
TRACK from page i

any difference.

The two-mile runners continued

their tradition of being the scoring hot

spot of the Williams attack by
chalking up a fat nine point bulge. The
distance duo of Joe Kolb and Frank
Carr lowered Dick Farley's blood

pressure with first and second place

performances in the event. Kolb

strided to a^ relatively slow 9:36.5

followed by Carr's 9:45.7, while Steve

Polasky, after returning from-a WSP
in Michigan, cranked out a time of

10:02 for the no. 4 position. Dave
Seeger then sealed the Williams

victory with a tactical 2:22.5 first

place performance in the 1000 yard

run.

In the final event of the afternoon,

four Ephmen gave a mini-course to

their rivals entitled "How to Blow

Doors in the 1977 Little Three plus

One". Co-captain Dave Bass took care

of the lead off duties for the mile relay

quartet and handed off to Paul Untch

with a lead over the traditional trio.

Untch held on to the margin and gave

the stick to O'Reilly who stretched the

lead into a mammoth expanse of

green tartan. The comfortable margin

over the second place Amherst
quartet was then given to White who

added his own personal version of a

quarter mile anchor leg and crossed

the finish line in first with a 3:34.9

team clocking.

Williams closes out the dual meet

season next Saturday when it hosts

Westfield, Worcester and Fitchburg.

WCFAA Spring Program Schedule
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

7 a.iti.

12

1

:30

10 a.ir

THE GOSPEL BEA'^
with Judy Harley—and D»ve B^88
BROADWAY BABY
Martha Williamson

THE MUSIC OF. .

.

the history of 3

a featured artist

every week

Sppn^ Tom Helde

classical music,

its evolution since

the Renaissance

«« KOUTS:
AN AMERICAN

>1USIC PERSPECTH^
Wayne LiUey

3 a

contemporary

rock

'Paul Alexander

true country and

bluegrass with

country rock,

soft rock

and folk

Doug Frazier

mostly early and

contemporary

folk artists

The Meadows
with Bill Beckett

mostly light and

progressive rock

with a touch

of country

2 pi m.

).m.
Emily Glimp

mostly light

contemporary rock

Bill Jaume
classical music,

emphasis on music

from 1900-1950

THE SEVEN

FORUM
Howard Goodfrlenc

mlH light

Lew Mills

contemporary

jazz

progressive and

contemporary rock

Ron Adams

jazz, rhythm and

blues and disco

Tom Soybel

Bob Berry

light

contemporary
and Dixie rock

Margaret Graham

light and jazzy

through to

progressive rock

NEW ALBUM
RELEASES

in their entirety)

Phil Rice

progressive

rock and jazz

The
Brian Archambault

Radio Programme

light to moderate
rock, some disco

Mark Obert-thorn

classical music,

mainly from the

Romantic era

O'CLOCK
H(5DGK1NS HOUrI

(begins March 8)

Steve White and

John Svoboda
^alternating weeks)

progressive and

contemporary rock

On the Avenue

with Glenn Harris

contemporary soul,

jazz and r&b

Jeff Crawford

folk, ragtime

and blues

Richard Karells

moderate rock

and disco

Tom Cox

progressive rock

from straight

ahead to

electronics

Jerry Tone

country rock

—

easy listening

NEW ALBUM
RELEASES

(In their entirety)

Al Blakey

jazz ip.

Wlngful of Eyes

with Dev Palmer

rock with an

emphasis on .

electronics

Cap'n Easy

special morning

programming with

soft, easy music

Dr. 'zza

rock, blues and

folk rock,

generally slow

:nT"
Jeff Kovar

rock, from
folk-blues

-

country

to heavy metal

i. rii.

Saturday

Monica Mania

no rhyme
or reason?

(a variety)

i«-
Jeff Dickey

easy mixture of

progressive rock,

blues and jazz t?.

Eric Sundin and

Dan Powell

light rock with an

energetic upbeat o

Ken Girvetz

progressive rock

with jazz

flavor

Ron Ellgator 1 Peter Stark

classical music, 1 classical music

From the Renaissance with an emphaslsi
I o the 20th century

|
on Baroque 1

Larry Sisson

contemporary

and

progressive

rock

NEWS
FROM RAGTIME
TO SWING

;
begins March aX-

t
7:15j ZiEEEKEHir

UlNGSBl
erman,
SPORTSTIME!

Bruce Samms , WHAT'S NEW?
and Peter Green i the latest

(alternating weeks)
, ^,b„^ releases.

progressive and"
"HlbUM OF THE WEJEK,.,,,

contemporary rock reviews and

eiuio) Everything you

I
know is wrong!

from rock to

reggae, folk

and comedy

Information

Jazz, mainly

classical jazz

roots

e Disco Kid

disco—soulful

oldies— Latin,

12 African and

^._ ^...^ ^
Caribbean

Last Autumn's Drea n rhythms
progressive and *~^ "^

icontemporary jazz
' with some soul

r— r-— RtlUNIUHT THEATL'l:
Peter Davidson [(h^gina Mamh in)

Basin Street
with Jim Kaplan
mainstream jazz of
the bebop period

4 a. m.

Paul Stupin

soft L. A.

rock

UniTTON

Welcome to the

Lily Pad

with the Frog

rock

-4«-

OLDIES!

solid gold requests

from the 50 's and

60'8 with Hank
Korth and

Don Rice
The Night Ov/\^^
jazz for the
connoisseur

4 a. m.

la. n
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Hoops ters top Bowdoin,

Colby; up record to 8-6
, by Andy O'Oonnell

Their record now stands at 8-6, the

best it has been in oyer a year. And for

the second time this season they've

put together a three game win strealc.

But the good news ends there, for it's

going to talce a much better effort than

was displayed this past weekend if ttie

varsity basltetball team is going to

have any sort of success in a mur-

derous six game stretch that begins

tonight in Troy against R.P.I.

Playing just well enough to win in

each instance, the Ephs came from

behind in the second half Friday night

to tip a well-coached Bowdoin five 67-

63 and then eased past Colby 79-67

fourteen hours later.

Both games were marked by a

lethargic Williams soffense and an

uninspired defense which allowed two

teams that should have been run out of

Lasell to remain in the contests well

into the second halves until the crowd

finally got the Ephs sufficiently^f4r«d

up to deliver the death blow.

Against Bowdoin, for example, the

Ephs drifted through a first half that

saw the score tied eleven times before

a Brad Wolk tip-in sent Williams into

the locker room with a slim 34-32 lead.

The Polar Bears quickly asserted

themselves as the second half began,

running off ten straight points to take

a 47-38 lead and then controlling

matters through most of the half until^

Williams decided to get serious with

8 : 33 remaining and Bowdoin ahead 55-

With four different players scoring,

the Ephs ran off ten straight points to

finally forge into the lead, 59-55.

Gregg Fasulo responded with a pair of

hoops for Bowdoin, however, and it

was up to Matt Spangler to alertly

pick up a loose ball underneath and

put the Ephs into the lead for good.

Mike Tanner and Gerry Kelly then

wrapped things up for the Ephs with

some clutch free throw shooting in the

final two minutes.

Kelly and Spangler led the Ephs
with 15 points apiece, followed by

Tanner with 14. Bill Whelan chipped in

with 9 in a strong first half effort.

The script was almost the same
against Colby the following afternoon

as the Ephs again had trouble getting

their engines started in the first half.

Tom Balderston was the lone ex-

ception to the rule, coming off the

bench midway through the half to

pour in 14 points and give the Ephs a

34-28 halftime lead.

Balderston continued his out-

standing play in the second half,

combining with Tanner and Spangler

to ignite a 13-2 explosion that put the

Ephs in the driver's sefit for good, 57-

42, with 9:23 remaining. Balderston

finished with a season high 22 points,

while Kelly added 15, Tanner 14, and

Spaiigler 13.

Following tonight's game the Ephs
travel to Waltham Saturday night to

battle Brandeis, perhaps New
England's top Division III team at the

moment.

Lady cagers split 2
by Nancy Rhein

Psyched up and ready to repeat

Thursday night's 81-55 pounding of

Smith, the Williams women's
basketball team took over Lasell

prime time Saturday with visions of

grabbing one of those Ivy League
upsets that only occur in the "cozy

confines". But the dream soon turned

to a nightmare as Radcliffe's superior

outside shooting and effective man to

man defense paced the Cliffies or

Crimsonettes to a 76-58 victory over

the Ephs.

Although Radcliffe led throughout

the contest, the Ephs made it clear

that this game was not going to be a

repeat of last year's 60-29 blow-out, as

they came within four points midway
through the game.

The squad, on the strength of Leslie

Milne, Maggie O'Brien, and Lisa

Capaldini showed real hustle, but

turnovers and missed lay-ups cost the

team the game.

Moving to an early lead, the visitors

went ahead 20-9 keeping up the pace

throughout the period. Williams, in

zone, forced Radcliffe to go to the

outside, a situation which they used to

their benefit, as Radcliffe's freshman

New Mexican duo kept pumping them

in.

Down 32-15 at 5:38 coach Sue

Hudson sent in sophomore Louise Van
Dyck, still shining following an 11

point performance against Smith, to

Van Dyck, hitting 3 for 3 got the team
rolling and with Wilson and Milne,

brought the score to 38-32 at the half.

The momentum contmued into the

early going of the second half, as

Capaldini successfully shot the long

one to bring the Ephs within four at

16:14. But four was the closest the

Ephs would get, as Radcliffe put on

more pressure in their man to man,
forcing Williams turnovers.

Although Hudson attempted to

settle down the squad by sending in

frosh Jeannie Weeks and captain

Robin Ellett, it was too late for the

team, behind now by 16 points.

Hudson again tried for the inspiration

of Van Dyck, who could only manage
to hit the last shot to finish the contest

76-58.

Hot outside shooter Capaldini

played well for the Ephs grabbing 15

points and 14 rebounds to lead the

squad in both categories. O'Brien had

10 rebounds and 14 points while Milne

added the last big chunk with 12.

The sloppy plays and mistakes

which cost the team Saturday's

victory were nowhere to be seen

Thursday night as the Ephs crushed

Smith 81-55. This time it was O'Brien

who couldn't miss from the outside, or

from the inside for that matter, going

for 22 points. ^

Hitting the road tomorrow, the

squad, now 4-3 will meet Vassar and

then travel to Dartmouth Saturday

.

Forward Leigh Wilson goes up for a

lay-up, while Lisa Capaldini moves in

for a rebound. (photo by C. Read)

Two Ephs a leaping spelled trouble for the visitors from
Maine this Weekend. Tom Balderston netted 22 against the

Colby Mules, while Bard Wolk rebounded and tlpped-in

shots effectively against the Bowdoin Polar Bears.

(photos by C. Read, Gledhill)

Rocketmen smash Bowdoin, MIT
by Evan Bash

In just one trip to M.I.T. Saturday

the varsity squash team came away
with two wins and, no, those figures

are not part of some "new" math the

men at M.I.T. have come up with. The
Ephmen doubled their fun by way of

sweeping a triangular match in which

they routed both Bowdoin and M.I.T.

by identical 9-0 scores in the space of

only 3 hours.

By averting a letdown in the wake of

their strong showings a week ago,

Coach Dave Johnson's squad raised

their record to a lofty 8-3 mark.

Williams played steady, although not

outstanding, squash to propel

themselves into the final part,of what
may end up being their finest season

in years.

In the first match of the day the

Ephs were pitted against Bowdoin, a

team with only one man back from

last year. The Polar Bears were
strictly out of their environment on

the stuffy, 60 degree M.I.T. courts and

were easily taken advantage of as

Williams dropped but one game in the

match.

Captain Marc Reinhardt showed no

ill-effects from a muscle pull he

suffered last week as he and no. 2

Arnie Cogswell each breezed through

three game wins. Chip Lindquist won
easily after last week's close losses

and Athlete of the Week Martin

Goldberg showed them why with

another strong outing. Also playing

well and winning in three was no. 5

Pete Thayer, who moved up two spots

on the Eph ladder from last week.

Jim Little rebounded from his

recent slump with a victory in four

games. Tim Belk at no. 7 and Charlie

Haines at no. 8 both breezed through

their opposition while Jim Parsons

saw his first action of the year at no. 9

and proved the depth of the Eph squad

with an easy three game win.

Not even the finest engineers at

M.I.T. could have developed a plan to

keep Williams from victory. The Ephs
were now well adjusted to their host's

hot courts and the young M.I.T. team
wilted under Williams' continued

pressure.

Reinhardt and Lindquist proved

unbeatable again as each swept in

three easy games. Facing somewhat
stiffer competition, both Cogswell and
Goldberg surrendered a game en

route to their seemingly inevitable

victories. Thayer had no trouble

concluding his second rout and Little

finished off his man in three games
this time around.

Neither Belk nor Haines wanted to

be outdone by the other as each scored

in three games. Parsons concluded

the trouncing by winning in four.

Williams battles Army at West
Point today.

Eph runners win Little 3 title

by Frank Carr

In a close race for the Little Three

title, the Williams trackmen pulled

out victories in the final four events to

defeat Amherst by a ten point margin.

The Ephs retained the conference

crown with a 59 point total, followed

closely by the Lord Jeffs with 49, while

Trinity scored 21 points and Wesleyan
rounded out the Little Three plus One
with a skimpy 12 point effort.

Amherst grabbed the early lead in

the contest, taking 1-2 in the long jump
with Greg McAleenan netting two

points in third place. The Ephmen
bounced right back in the 35 lb. weight

throw, racking up 8 big ones to tie the

score at 10. Larry "Mongo" Tanner

easily took first place honors in the

event as he broke his own college

record in launching the weight on a 53'

1" journey. Rich Remmer added

three more points to Tanner's victory,

finishing second with a 45' "2" toss.

The Jeffs then constructed a five

point lead during the next two events

going 1 -2 in the pole vault and adding a

fourth in the triple jump. Sophomore
Mark Eckert' followed,the updraft of

the Amherst duo placiilg third in the

vault, while freshman Jamie Rouse

dented the sand pit at 40' 1^4" for third

place in the triple jump. Once again

the weight crew kept Williams in the

meet as Remmer and Jim DeSimone

Eph splashers lose to Springfield
by Dennis O'Shea

It took a pool record effort to do it,

but Springfield anchorman Jeff

Germain and his Maroon relaymates

held off Phil Wild and a hungry 400

freestyle relay quartet to smoke the

Williams' natators chances for a

second home pool upset of the Chiefs

in three years.

Germain held on to just about an
angstrom's worth of a nearly body

length long lead his colleagues had

whipped up before Wild went to work,

but a micron's as good as a mile when
it comes down to those seven points in

the final relay. Springfield took it, and
Coach Red Silvia's charges slipped

back downstate with the slimmest of

Score
Men's Basketball (B A)
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Inclusion discussed

Fewer to live off campus

w^
College Council is currently discussing election procedures. Seated are Dean
Eileen Julien, Vice President Randy Sturges,and President Steve Piltch.

(photo by Ceriek)

by Stu Massad
The Student Housing Committee

discussed Williams Health, Education

and Welfare (WHEW), freshman
inclusion and time limits for open

parties at Monday night's meeting.

Dan Felizberto, President of

WHEW, presented plans for funding

WHEW, which he said is now .ap-

proved by the Finance Committee fot

$750, subject to approval by the

council. (The CC approved the

CouhcTi ottocaTes $750 to WHEW
The College Council allocated $565

to WHEW Tuesday night, and passed

a resolution requesting that President

John Chandler eat at a major campus
dining hall at least once a week.

Council Vice-President Randy
Sturges discussed balloting

procedures for the referendum on the

proposed constitution, to be held

February 16. Copies of the con-

stitution are currently posted in all

residential houses and freshrlian.

entries. Sturges also mentioned that

the Eflections Committee would begin

its publicity drive for the March all-

college elections immediately after it

obtains the results of the referendum.

Treasurer Clarence Otis explained

that WHEW funding is contingent

upon matching contributions from

residential houses, including a

proposed $250 from the Freshman
Council, which would entail a donation

of 50 cents from each freshman. Mark
Lanier announced that the Freshman

Council would decide tonight.

According to Otis, WHEW will use

the $565 to sponsor all-college ac-

tivities at the Winter Carnival and
other major functions. The council

has already granted WHEW $200 for

non-alcoholic expenses at Winter
Carnival. The Council's constitution

stipulates that no council ap-

propriation may be used for the

purchase of alcoholic beveragesT"

Council members favored over-

whelmingly Don Toumey's resolution

to request that Chandler eat with

students at a major dining hall at least

once a week. In addition to increasing

Chandler's contact with the student

body, Tourney said, it would allow him

to "get an idea of how the food service

is run."

Finance Committee's recom-
mendation for the full funding on

Tuesday, night.) He announced that

his funding goal for this year is $1,300,

although he said he expects to reduce

(hat next year. Some $550 of this would

be assessed each house at a rate of 50

cents per dues-paying member.
He also described his plans for

WHEW this year, proposing to

organize five all-College mixers for

each housing group this spring, as

well as presenting activities over

Winter Carnival and Spring Weekend.
WHEW would use its entire treasury

to fund each mixer, guaranteeing to

refund money contributed by houses

and hoping to make a profit.

While the committee discussed

freshman inclusion and transfer,

some houses asked to have inequities

in the ratios of men and women and of

the different classes eliminated by
selecting freshmen and transferring

students. Associate Dean Cris

Redford fo receive degree
The Record learned from numerous

members, of the Honorary Degree
committee that actor Robert Redford
has t)een asked to come to Williams to

receive an honorary doctorate of

humane letters. Recipients are

required to attend the June com-
mencement in order to receive their

degree.

A representative from Redford's

Subcommittee hopes to

revive glass recycling
The subcommittee of the Com-

mittee on the Campus Environment
concerned with the College's par-

ticipation in the newspaper recycling

drive has drawn up plans to involve

Williams in an attempt to recycle

bottles and other glass.

The general success of the

Alumni Fund

exceeds goal

of $1.1 million
The Alumni Fund reached a total of

$1,111,897 this year, according to

Director of Annual Giving James R.

Briggs '60, a new college record. This

year's total is $11,000 over the goal of

$1.1 million, and $89,000 over last

year's amount.

The Fund, given by alumni,

parents, friends of the College, mad
corporate matching funds was
collected in a four-month campaign
ending January 31. It will pay 10 per

cent of the College's operating ex-

penses, and 10 per cent of the costs of

financial aid, said Briggs.

More than 58 per cent of all living

alumni contributed to the fund, he

added, the highest percentage ever,

and "possibly the best participation of

any college in the country." Eighty-

eight per cent of the class of 1932

participated, more than any other

class. The class of 1976, however, set a

new record for a recent graduating

class, with 56.96 per cent.

The Parents' Fund, collected from

parents of undergraduates and
alumni who did not themselves attend

Williams, totalled $95,989, short of the

goal of ten per cent of the entire

Alumni Fund, but still a college

record.

The class of 1942 contributed the

highest total, $64,610, of which half

was given by one member of the class

who matched the gifts of the

remainder of the class.

newspaper recycling program has led

Bryne Kelley and others to attempt to

establish a viable program for glass

collection. They are presently

cleaning six sheds for the purpose.

Julie O'Leary, another member of the

subcommittee, will co-ordinate the

collection with Williamstown officials

and the town conservation com-
mission.

"We began to clean the sheds during

winter study," Kelley said, "but the

project came to a halt when our

volunteers became involved in other

activities. The actual program is

proba"bly at a standstill until the

second semester gets in full swing and
people find the time to help."

The drive will be a campus-wide
campaign. According to Malinda
Bergamini, another member of the

committee and director of the fresh-

man participation in the newspaper
recycling program, Kelley will design

a logo for several permanent posters

which will be displayed in all the

residential houses.

Ralph lacuessa. General Foreman
of the College's physical plant,

commented on the success of the

newspaper collection. "So far we have

heard no complaints from the town.

Everything seenfs to be going ex-

tremely well"

The College Council will conduct

a referendum on the proposed new
constitution Wednesday, February
16, according to council vice-

president Randy Sturges. Ballots

win be placed in student mailboxes

Wednesday morning, and should

be returned to the ballot box out-

side the mailroom between 10 a.m.

and 1 p.m. or between 5 p.m. and 7

p.m. that same day. The Record

will publish the entire constitution

in the Tuesday, February 15. issue.

Copies of the constitution are

posted in all residential houses and

freshman entries.

New York press office told the North
Adams Transcript that though the

actor's schedule could not be con-

firmed this far in advance, that he

would attend commencement and
accept the degree.

The College will award the L.H.D.
degree in recognition of Redford's
"distinctive contributions to

American life and culture as an actor

and active proponent of en-

vironmental concerns," said the
spokesman.
College officials have been reluc-

tant to speak of the choice. As a

woman in'the President's office said,

"1 cannot confirm or deny the fact. I

can tell you we have not received

word whether he is coming." She
added that the College will not reveal

the names of honorary degree
recipients until "a few weeks before

commencement."
When asked to confirm the decision.

President John Chandler laughed and
said, "It is the practice of the College

not to discuss honorary degrees"
before the official announcement is

made. "Once one Ijegins to discuss

one recipient," he added, other such
discussions would inevitably follow.

Robert Redford

Redford's press agent, Lois Smith
was not available for comment,
although the agency's secretary was
apparently familiar with the

arrangements.

Redford has starred in several

films, including /\ll the President's

.Men. The Sting, and Kutch Cassidy

iiiul (lie Sundance Kid. Redford is also

an active environmentalist, serving

as a director of the Environmental

Defense Fund, Natural Resources

Defense Council, and the National

Wildlife Federation.

Roosenraad remarked that although

priorities can be set up in the random
selection process to do this, he thought

that using priorities would violate the

recommendations of the Committee
on Undergraduate Life to keep the

housing process random.
Roosenraad stated that the number

of students allowed to live off campus
next year might be limited to only "75

to 100," in contrast to approximately
140 this year. He and Charles Jankey,
director of student housing, cited

overhead costs and the need to open

"close to full" as limiting factors.

The fate of Woodbridge and Keck
houses, two former faculty residen-

ces, was referred to a subcommittee.

The subcommittee of Joe Kolb, Frank
Carr, Bronson Fargo and Glenn
Shannon will consider rearrangement
of house assignments in the housing

groups, made possible by the in-

troduction of Woodbridge and Keck to

the housing system.

Woodbridge House probably will

take Garfield residents next spring

while that house is being renovated.

The number of Garfield residents next

year should be close to the 13 that

Woodbridge can hold, so the house

should not be broken up. The sub-

committee will discuss how to house

these students in the fall, while

Garfield is still open.

Roosenraad noted that according to

the College's attorney, there may be

time restrictions on open parties

under the state's Alcoholic Beverage
Control Act. Williams residential

houses do not fall under any of the

classifications in the act, Roosenraad
said, and stated that the attorney is

trying to determine their status.

Parties held in commons areas

—

outdoors, in dining halls and between
houses and entries—probably have
time limitations, according to

Roosenraad. He emphasized that

private parties in rooms and suites

are not limited.

Committee members said that

limiting the 50-cent assessment for

WHEW to dues-paying house mem-
t)ers would decrease revenue by $300

to $400 under revenue acquired by
assessing the house 50 cents for each

house affiliate. The committee
postponed any decision on funding

WHEW until next week to allow

members to consult their houses.

Freshman Inclusion

Row houses radiate homey aura
This is the second of a series of five

articles which will focus on each

housing category open to freshmen in

the inclusion process. Last week the

RECORD ran a feature on Mission

Park.

by Andy O'Donnell

If you are a freshman and find that

you've never been in a row house,

don't worry— not many up-

perclassmen have either. In fact,

perhaps the most frequent comment
voiced by upperclassmen arriving at

a row house party is an extreme in-

credibility at the luxuriousness of the

surroundings. "If I had only known
these places were this nice when I was
a freshman," the ditty usually goes,

"why, you can bet that I would have
gone row house first choice."

In order to avoid the mistakes of

your less than learned elders, then,

don't rely on your roommate's
girlfriend's description of a former
boyfriend's spread over in Agard or

solely on propaganda such as this

article—take advantage of the touring

schedule set up by the Housing
Committee on Tuesday and Wed-
nesday evenings and find out first-

hand what these beloved brick

bastions are all about.

What you'll discover, with apologies

to Dodd and Tyler Hoiises, is the most
comfortable, the most diverse, and

the most opulent living ac-

commodations available on campus
couched in an atmosphere that's

extremely homey and which tends to

spoil you very quickly. If it's true that

Williams College is nothing more than

an overgrown country club, then the

row houses are its club houses.

Under this year's inclusion set-up,

four houses fall under the row house

aegis: Perpy-Bascom, Garfield-Wood,

Spencer-Brooks and Fort Hoosac.

With the exception of the Fort, all are

located in the western part of the

campus in the same area as the

see ROW HOUSES pageJ
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Gallery: Chapter Two
They all laughed when David Ross

sat down at the typewriter five

'months ago. "You're really not going

to write that article, are you?" they

asked somewhat incredulously.

"After all, just how important is a

byline to you?"
Ah, but David knew what he was

doing and early this week he received

his just rewards—he finally made it

into Gallery magazine.
Now Gallery is not one of your high

class skin magazines, as we explained

in some detail the last time we
touched upon this affair. On the porn

rack in the News Room on Spring

Street, for example, it's usually

tucked away on the upper shell along

with some of the more tasteless slick

Letters: Praise, thanks, criticism

Mead Fund at work

To the editor:

In 1951 Williams College received a

substantial gift from the Estate of

George J. Mead. Mr. Mead expressed

in his will an intention "that this gift

shall be used to improve the quality of

leadership and service in all branches

of government, whether Federal,

State or municipal, by encouraging

young people of reliability, good sense

and high purpose to enter with

adequate preparation those fields of

politics and constitutional govern-

ment upon which must rest the future

of this nation".

Last weekend's Careers in Public

Policy seminars, conducted by the

Washington Alumni Association, was
an ideal example of Mr. Mead's in-

tentions. The exchange between
undergraduates and public servants

which occurred can only serve to

increase interest in public careers.

Moreover, the enormous energy
devoted to the weekend by the alumni

and undergraduates, many of them
[larticipants in the Mead Summer
Intern Program, underscores the

serious commitment the Williams

community has made to public ser-

vice. The Mead Fund is proud to have
cosponsored such an event.

Mead Fund Committee
Philip L. Cantelon

Henry N.FIynt, Jr.

Gail L. Peek
Thomas H. Tietenberg

Hop's thanks

To the editor:

I have always liked and backed
Williams College, having been con-'

nected with it in one way or another
for years, this includes all depart-

ments and students.

At this time, I would like to thank,

one and all, for the concern and in-

News and Notes
from Career Counseling

CITIBANK INTERVIEWS IN-

CREASE
On Tues., Feb 15 Citibank will

have 3 (not 2 as originally

scheduled) recruiters at OCC.

The top 16 people on the waiting list

may now sign-up for this interview.

Don't miss the Monday night (7:30

PM) meeting at the Log with

Citibank.

SENIORS
1977 Company Recruiting

Monday, Feb. 14 at 12:30 PM is the

start of time sign-ups with com-

panies coming the week of Feb. 21-

25. Eligibility lists have been

posted at OCC for determination of

who may sign-up. The following

companies are included in Mon-

day's sign-up:

Chubb & Sons, Bankers Trust (4

schedules), Metropolitan Life,

Royal Globe Ins., Abraham &
Straus, Conn. Gen. Life Ins.,

Proctor& Gamble (2 schedules),

Morgan Guaranty Trust (2

schedules), Korvettes, Nor-

thwestern Mutual Ins., US Trust

(2 schedules), Midlantic Natl.

Bank, & Federal Energy Adm.

RECRUITING SIGN-UP
DEADLINE
Seniors who are eligible to signup
for interviews with recruiters must
do so or contact Katie Case at OCC
by 4:30 PM on Tuesdays. If slots

are not signed for by then, we will

then use the waiting list to fill the

empty slots. This means that you
must either sign-up or contact

Katie Case between 12:30 PM on
Mondays & 4:30 PM on Tuesdays,
or lose your slot on the schedule.

WOODROW WILSON TEACHER
FELLOWS
Applications for nomination as a
Woodrow Wilson Teacher Fellow
are due Feb. 20 to Sue Little at

OCC. Students interested in

teaching secondary public school

in N.J. and who are committed to

teaching careers are encouraged
to apply. The year internship is

salaried and graduate work the

following year is supported by the

Foundation.

THANKS to all the students who
helped in the planning of

WASHINGTON WEEKEND and
who hosted our visiting alumni

throughout the program.

WASHINGTON WEEKEND
TAPES are now available for your

listening pleasure in the OCC
Library. They include recordings

of John Anderson's address and the

three panel sessions.

CIVIL SERVICE RIDES
NEEDED
At least 3 Williams students need
rides to the Summer Civil Service

tests on Sat. Feb. 12. If you are

going and have room, please call

OCC at 2311. Thanks!

English awards

The English Department an-

nounces that May 2 will be the

deadline for two 1976-77 creative

writing contests. Material should

be submitted to the English
Department Office, Room 2.

Stetson.

—The Benjamin Wainwright
Award, of approximately $50, for

the best short story submitted.

—The Conger Prize of $100 for the

best journalistic work appearing

in an undergraduate publication.

Authors and editors of un-

dergraduate publications are

asked to submit entries. The
prize may be awarded to an

individual article or to an entire

issue.

Winners will be announced at

Commencement.

terest during my recent illness-

visitations, phone calls, letters and

cards. Especially 1 would pinpoint this

note of gratitude to the students, ( not

knowing all the names) individuals

and groups who took the time to stop

at the hospital making a hard time a

helluva lot easier to take.
Thanks,

George Hap Milne

—

Security

Plagiarism clarified

To the editor:

Concerning the article appearing in

the February 8 issue of The Williams

Record entitled "Honor Committee
defines plagiarism," there are two

sientences which require correction

"and clarification. The Honor Com-
mittee is making an effort to inform

the student body of the meanings and
implications of. the Statement of

Academic Honesty adopted 1971 and
found in the Student Handbook. As a

result we will be meeting with Fresh-

men by entries on Wednesday and

Thursday, February 16 and 17.

It is not necessary to receive per-

mission from a professor to use one's

own paper as a source, as stated in

The Record. However, a student's

own previous work, if used as a source

must be acknowledged and a student

must obtain permission of all in-

structors concerned before sub-

mitting substantially the same paper

in more than one course.

If any students have any questions

concerning the honor code, please feel

free to contact me or any of the other

members of the committee.

Thanks,

Donald Macdonald '77

Student Chairman, Honor Committee

Grammar crit

To the editor:

What is happening to the grammar
of the Record's reporters and editors?

In the article about WCFM in the

February 8 issue a portion reads:
"... and anyone from the college or

community who wishes to express

their opinion on any issue of concern
can do so at that time." This is

outlandish! And to make things worse
it happened just a fortnight ago as

well. In the article on the Robert
Morris mirror piece at Clark Art

Institute (Jan. 25) a passage reads in

part: ".
. . as the viewer moves

through the real space of their own
self-portrait . .

." It is ridiculous that

a Williams College student should

write such a bad piece of sixth grade
grammar, but more unthinkable that

an editor should miss it not once, but

twice.

Since the Record staff seems not to

understand simple rules of English,

perhaps I can refresh you: When
using a pronoun to replace a noun the

pronoun must agree with the noun
being replaced. For example, a

singular pronoun Is used for a singular

noun, and a plural pronoun for a

plural noun.

Jeff Kovar'80

offerings. Only Playboy, Penthouse,

Qui, and Hustler rate the bottom shelf.

"I'd imagine we sell 8 or 10 each of

the top shelf ones in the course of a

month," estimated Bill at the News
Room the other afternoon. "We
usually go through 150-200 of the

bottom shelf magazines, thpugh.

Hustler sells like hotcakes. We
usually can't keep enough in stock."

Now if porn can sell that well in

Willlamstown at $1.50 to $2.00 a shot,

you can imagine the busings it pulls

in at the Harvard Square newstand.

There's many a buck to be made in

this business, and with Hustler
publisher Larry Flynt currently. being

fitted for pinstripes and work pants,

there's an opening in the market to

capitalize on.

Therefore, while David helped
Gallery acquire some socially

redeeming value, I shelled out $1.75 in

an attempt tx> find out what the devil

he'd gotten himself into. I'll leave the

judgment to you.

Gallery comes encased in a white

wrapper that you have to break

through in order to get to the table of

contents. Symbolic, I guess, but a

nuisance. "The front cover is in-

credibly unappealing: a hazy picture

of a Latin American nymphomaniac
named Babette who "after today-
after tonight", we learn, "will know it

all." '
•

In the neighborhood of Babette's

right shoulder are four headlines

proclaiming Gallery exclusives.

"Learning the Ropes of Bondage"
reads one. "This is the truth," it

cautions, "though it may be stranger

than any fiction."

"Topless Clubs: The Men Behind
the Women" reads another offering,

but my favorite was "Exclusive In-'

terview: The World's Biggest Cocaine

Dealer."

"Breakfast was coffee, cigarettes,

and a snort of cocaine," the story

began. "After (Zachary) Snow poured
a second cup of coffee, lit his fifth

cigarette of the morning, assumed a

comfortable position in an overstuffed

chair, and said "Shoot", the interview

began." Wow.
Few other stories could match this

one, but a couple came close. This

month's winner of the amateur "Girl

Next Door" photo contest, for in-

stance, was Nancy K., a 19 year old

model from High Ridge, Missouri

who's secret desire is "to make a stag

fihn with my husband".'

Then there was a review of Lou
Reed's new album that began like

this: "Lou Reed stares at you from
the cover of this album, an ominous
presence, a threatening, decadent

thug with an intelligence sharp as a

switchblade knife, pointed as an
addict's hypodermic needle . . . His

arty, minimalist brand of rock has
acquired an almost demonic impetus,

intimitating that anyone—yes, even
you—might someday wind up hollow

as 'Sister Ray', strung out on the

deadly vitality of 'Heroin' . .
."

Finally, we have a piece entitled

"The Pity of the Fight Game",
written by Randy Neumann, formerly

the sixth ranked American
heavyweight boxer.

"People said things like 'Kid, you're

crazy! ' when they heard I was to take

on the champ of the Garden State

(Chuck Wepner)," Randy relates. "I

kicked the shit out of Chuck that night

and got the decision. He admitted that

I, beat him, but added that I didn't

have to bite his ear in the process. His

ear was bleeding, but I don't

remember biting it. That doesn't

mean that I definitely did not do it.

Over the years I became a dirty

fighter out of necessity. They did it to

me first." We understand^-Randy.

Where is David amidst all this

literary splendor? Why, in the back of

the magazine, flanked by an ad for a

new, ribbed-head condom and an
article on Irish Americans featuring

Cardinal Terence J. Cooke. Sym-
bolism, once again, I suppose.

Also writing are editors from
Vanderbilt, Notre Dame, and Tulane.

Each dutifully reports, as Gallery so

succinctly puts it, that "among top

status schools, selectivity does breed

ehtism". But if that sounds boring,

don't worry. Next month's Gallery is a

special issue devoted to "Sex in

America Today." That is, as opposed

to yesterday.

Committee awards fellowships
The Faculty Committee on Graduate Fellowships named six seniors to

graduate fellowships Monday, according to Director of Financial Aid Henry
N. Flynt, Jr.

Patricia A. Friedman and Saik-Chuan Kee won Horace F. Clark Prize

Fellowships, Susanna A. Lang and Steven F. White received Hubbard
Hutchinson Memorial Fellowships, the John Edmund Moody Fellowship
went to Ann L. Ingerson and A. Clayton Spencer wasj^iwarded the Carroll A.

Wilson Fellowship.

Republicans sponsor energy talk
Seymour Baron, a senior vice-president of Burns and Roe and nuclear

powerplant design expert, and J. W. Stryker, a radiation biophysicist

associated with Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group, will speak

on nuclear energy Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m. in Bronfman Auditorium. The
discussion, sponsored by the Williams Republican Club, will consist of 15

minute statements by Baron and Stryker followed by questions from
professors Stephen Blaha and Thomas Tietenberg and from the audience.

The discussion is open -to the public.

Democrats conduct food drive
The Williams ADA will sponsor a food drive in the Willlamstown com-

munity on Saturday, February 12. Volunteers from the College will collect

canned goods donated by local residents from 10-12 in the morning and 2-4 in

the afternoon. The proceeds of the food drive will be donated to Western

Massachusetts Labor Action to be placed in their Emergency Food Supply.

The February 12 food drive is being conducted to help restore WMLA
food reserves, which are currently low. All students interested in working on

the food drive may contact Cath Carpenter at 6387. \

Lehman Council seeks volunteers
The Lehman Service Council seeks more volunteers for 12 of its

programs, according to chairman Warren Pierce.

Pierce said the programs with a serious need for help are Psychiatric

Services, conducted in Northampton, and the North Adams Helpline.

Other service council projects includeWilliamstown and Bennington Big

Brother-Big Sister, Willlamstown Boys' Club, Sweetbrook Nursing Home,
Day Care Center, Berkshire Farm for Boys, Hydrotherapy, North Adams
Tutoring, ABC Tutoring and North Adams Nursing home.

Interested students may contact the chairperson of each project directly

or through the Lehman Service Council mail box (3205) before February IB.
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Survey discloses

campus attitudes
This article and tlie data presented

liere are tlie result of a RECORD
survey conducted in- December
dealing with sex, drugs and politics at

Williams. Thirty-eight per tent of the

student body responded to the survey.

The RECORD makes no pretensions

^a^out thig being a tUMsfcBUy sound
study or a definitive answer to the

question "What's happening on
campus." Nevertheless, we aslied you

and this is what you told us.

by John Rindlaub

It has been a lonely, cold winter.

You are tired of the mixer routine,

roadtripping, and the $30 phone call to

a home town honey. You look out the

window and sigh— it is snowing again

and you have found Williams not to be

the place for intimate companionship.

Do not despair. You are of a 45 per

cent minority of students who are

unsatisfied with their sex lives, and
although it is possible to spend four

years at Williams without having sex,

the odds are against it.

Thirty-twq ppr cent of the 351 male
respondents and 40 per cent of the 310

female respondents said they are still

virgins. Williams is thus about 10

percentage points away from the

sexual Utopia that Playboy discovered

on campuses nation-wide (26 per cent

of the males and 26 per cent of the

females still had more than then-

brains intact). A 55 per cent majority

of the respondents, however, said they

are satisfied with their sex lives, if not

their G.P.A.'s.

The survey revealed that 85 per cent

of the non-virgin male respondents

and 80 per cent of the female
respondents said they had sexual

intercourse in December. These
students are making it with their

companions either in monogamous
relationships (69 per cent of the

women and 42 per cent of the men had
a lifetime total of three or fewer

partners) or through an active, casual

sex life (33 per cent of the male non-

virgins and 17 per cent of the women
had six or more partners).

Sexual satisfaction was another

area probed by the survey . Sixty-nine

per cent of those students not

presently dating expressed
dissatisfaction with their sex lives. A
full 79 per cent of male non-virgins not

dating are dissatisfied (Jacqueline

Susan must be right: Once is Not
Enough). In contrast, 69 per cent of

those dating several people were
satisfied.

The majority of Williams non-

virgins are monogamous—they do not

sleep with more than one person a

month. These numbers support the

attitudes of the students. The vast

majority of them and those nation-

wide said they are willing to engage in

intercourse before the honeymoon. Of
women virgins, however, 30 per cent

said they will wait until marriage.

A small percentage of students said

they will make love at the drop of a

book (The Joy of Sex?). Three per

cent of the women and 5 per cent of the

men w/Mild go to bed with a casual

acquaintance (compared with 7 and 27

per cent nation-wide) . The majority of

men and women believe that love is

sufficient grounds for sex.

Both sexes at Williams agree
almost unanimously that women want
sex .as ... much as men. Williams
students disagree with equal
unanimity that "a woman should

never take the lead in sexual ac-

tivity." But why, if women are willing

to lead, are there still so many
virgins? According to Playboy, the

double standard has come to an end.

The Erotic Rights Amendment has

been passed on campus—the women
can and the men do not have to. Most
Williams students wait until they find

someone they like or love, and then

they take care of each other.

Conservatives need not fear that

doomsday is near as the moral fabric

of society—and Williams—unwinds. A
full 90 per cent disagree with the

statement "I hope to have an open
marriage which would include extra-

marital sex." AcrtBS the nation, onl^'

60 per cent of the college students

disagreed.

The survey suggests that those who
do have sex at Williams do so often.

Forty-five per cent of the male
respondents and 46 per cent of the

women have sexual intercourse at

least five times per month. As many
as 18 per cent of the men and 21 per

cent of the women boasted of an
across-the-bed-performance of 13-to-

24 times per month. A small group, 5

per cent of the men, claim to be real

sexual athletes, boasting of 25 times

per month. The women, with no one in

this category, are more modest.

Alcohol, the Big A, is supposedly on
the increase at Williams. The Com-
mittee on Undergraduate Life stated

that alcoholism may be a serious

problem (Record, Sept. 28). The
survey found, however, that very few
students drink daily. Most respon-
dents drink once a week, and 15 per
cent never drink. Men drink more
than women. For example, 23 per cent

of the men and only 12 per cent of the

women drink 2 or more times per
week.

Virgins have the highest percentage
of teetotalers at Williams—37 per cent

of the male and 63 per cent of the

female virgins never drink or drink

once in two weeks.

Marijuana does not even come close

to bottle feeding in popularity. As
many as 70 per cent of the women and
54 per cent of the men have never

tried pot, far more than the nation-

wide figures. ^
In general, the Record survey in-

dicates that the equality of the sexes is

not yet complete at Williams.

Nevertheless, there is reason to be

optimistic for the future. Admissions

is almost sex-blind and most of the 36

per cent of the students who still have
their virginity are going to lose to

someday.

Survey Responses
mr complete survey results, see the window of the RtcordoUice.

-ARE YOU A VIRGIN?-

Question Asked

Do you believe that women want sex

as much ashmen?

Do you believe that women should

never take the lead in sexual ac-

tivity?

Do you hope to have an open

marriage which would include ex-

tramarital sex?

Do you believe there has been a shift

towards conservative attitudes and

behavior on campus?

Are you optimistic about the future

of the United States?

Do you believe there is reason to

engage in protest demonstrations on

campus?

Male
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Mingus a mistake

ACEC lomenfs poor turnout for jazz

ACEC lost money during the Winter Study Jazz Series held at Chapin due to

apparent lack of student interest. (photo by Milne)

Musical auditions to be held
Cap and Bells and the Williams

College Department of Theatre will

hold auditions this Sunday and
Monday for the well known musical
Guys and Dolls to be presented by the

Williams College Theater at the

Adams Memorial Theater this spring.

The auditions are open to the public

and will be held on the mainstage of

the AMT.
Those interested should sign up at

theAMT box office for audition times.

The auditions themselves will be held

on Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m. and 7 to 9

p.m. and Monday from 7 to 11 p.m.

Jean-Bernard Bucky will direct the

musical.

The production calls for a cast of 17

men and 12 women. While Bucky said

that every role will be a singing one,

he added that there are only a few

parts which are difficult musically,

and encouraged everyone to audition.

Fred Penzel, the technical director of

the AMT also noted that he welcomes
anyone interested in any technical

aspect of the production.

Responsibility for music lies with

the Music Department. Irwin
Shainman will conduct the full or-

chestra of students and faculty, while

Stephen Dankner will assist as music
advisor and pianist.

by Andy Clark & Paul Uoren
Jazz music is one of the only true

American art forms. Beginning with

New Orleans ragtime, jazz quickly

spread to the bandhalls and clubs of

Kansas City, Chicago and New York.

As it grew it diversified, and now
encompasses musical styles ranging
from Benny Goodman to Herbie

Hancock. In the past few years, jazz

has grown in popularity to the point

wherQ, today it is beginning to

challenge rock as the predominant
musical form on the college campus.
Record stores that ten years ago were
primarily filled with rock and folk,

now display substantial collections of

jazz as well. Yet, as the recent jazz

series has shown, the state of jazz at

Williams has become uncertain.

Why did the jazz festival suffer in

popularity? According to Jim Bowe,
co-chairman of the All College En-
tertainment Committee (ACEC), the

general level of interest in music at

Williams is surprisingly low. "It's

very hard to sell a concert here.

People are reluctant to branch out of

their own interests and take a chance
on musicians they've never heard of."

Bowe explained that though the

recent Lionel Hampton concert was
an unqualified success as en-

teftainment, it lacked something of

the quality usually found in jazz

music. On the other hand, Bowe ad-

milted that the ACEC "probably

made a mistake in getting Mingus."

That show, which was considered

musically sound, seemed inaccessible

to the many who were less familiar

•with jazz. ' ^
-"^

His sentiments were echoed by
Williams Jazz Organization member
Ken Inchalik who emphasized the

complexity of jazz. He pointed out that

it "requires the listener's con-

centration. People want music to cook

or study by, but not to concentrate

on."

Even though the jazz series may not

have been as successful as in past

years, it is obvious that there is still

stubstantial interest in jazz here at

Williams. "The demand is here,"

commented Steve Robinson, leader of

the Williams Jazz Organization Big
Band. Robinson's group, along with

the Williams College Jazz Ensemble,
the ACEC jazz series, and WCFM,

Cello-piano sonata premieres
Cellist Douglas Moore and pianist

Paula Ennis will give a free public

recital this Sunday at 8:30 p.m. in the

Clark Art Institute auditorium.
Featured works will be Bach's Suite

No. 2 inD minor, Chopin's Sonata in G
minor. Op. 65, and Foote's Sonata in E
minor. Op. 78.

Highlight of the evening is the

Arthur Foote work in its New England
premiere and second world per-

formance. The Sonata, edited by
Moore, was written about 1913 by
Foote, who was a well-known Boston
composer of chamber music, songs.

keyboard music, and orchestra
works. Born in 1853, Foote studied at

Harvard and was the first important
American composer to receive his

entire musical training in the United

States. The Sonata was discovered in

manuscript, and extensive editorial

additions and corrections were
necessary to assemble a performing
edition. Moore played the world
premiere in Washington, D.C. in

October, 1976.

The Bach Suite for unaccompanied
cello was written about 1720. For
years it was considered primarily as a

Students perform in Studio VI
studio VI, one of a continuing series

of student recitals sponsored by the

Williams College Department of

Music, will be this Tuesday, February

15, at 4:00 p.m., in Thompson
Memorial Chapel. The free public

concert had originally been scheduled

in Chapin Hall.

Carol Beck '77, pianist, will play

Hindemith's Sonata No. 2 (massig

schnell and lebhart), and Olivia

Garfield '80 will play Chopin's piano

Nocturne in E flat Major. Jonathan
Hammond '80, will play three clarinet

solos by Stravinsky, and Carol Russell
'79, flutist, accompanied by Cheryl
Isaac '78, pianist, will perform a piece

by Rameau.
Two string students, both ac-

companied by Peggy Duesenberry
'80, will play: Mehnda-Carol Ballou
'79, has chosen Eccles' Viola Sonata,

while Michele Hahn '80 has selected

Beethoven's Romance in K for violin.

Finally, a group of sixteen students

under the direction of Tad Cavuoti '77,

will sing Buxtehude's In Duici Jubilo,

accompanied on the organ by Cavuoti.

WCFG Presents Hitchcock's

'Shadow of a Doubt'

Cellist DougTas B. Moore's recital,

with pianist Paula Ennis includes the

premiere of an Arthur Foote sonata.

(photo by Moone)

The WCFG presents Shadow of a

Uoubt Saturday in Bronfman with two

showings at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

The film is about Charlie Cokley

(Joseph Cotton) who comes to visit his

family in Santa Rosa. They welcome
him with open arms, but as the visit

progresses his niece (Teresa Wright)

t)egins to suspect that he is not so

innocent and good as he would want

them to believe. Throughout the film

Hitchcock draws several parallels

between the good niece and her

questionable uncle, challenging our

ability to distinguish good from evil.

The film reaches its peak in an ex-

cruciatingly suspenseful train-ride. Of

all the films that Hitchcock has made,
this remains one of his favorites.

Screenplay by Thorton Wilder.

study work, but in the late 1800's

Pablo Casals brought it to the at-

tention of concert-goers as an im-

portant performance work.

The Sonata in G minor was Chopin's

last completed work, written in 1846,

just before his separation from
George Sand. Although Chopin wrote
little music for instruments other than

the piano, he did compose several

works for the cello, perhaps because
his brother was an accomplished
cellist.

Paula Ennis, a native of Idaho, is a

graduate of Indiana University and
expects her Doctor of Music degree
from there this year. Her principal

piano teacher is Menaheim Pressler.

A member of the music faculty at

S.U.N.Y. -Albany, she has performed
extensively in the Albany-Troy-
Schenectady area.

Douglas Moore is an Assistant

Professor of Music at Williams
College and is well-known as a per-

former in the area. He is a graduate of

Indiana University, where he studied

with Fritz Magg, among others, and
has an M. M.from Catholic University,

where he expects to -receive his

D.M.A. this year. He is cellist in The
Williams Trio, as well as principal

cellist in the Berkshire Symphony and
the Albany Symphony Orchestra.

We're looking for a house in Williamstown to rent or buy. Prefer a

country setting with room to breathe. Large, older home would be just fine.

Would also consider swapping rental of 5-bedroom, 5-acre colonial in

Ridgefield, Conn, for same in this arfea. Call me in Troy, N.'V. at (518) 235-

6010 or in Connecticut at (203) 438-9027. Thanl^ you.

>>^

Next Friday night:

DISCO II

Don't miss it!

STEREO COMPONENTS

ALL MAJOR BRANDSAVAILABLE

LOWEST PRICES MEETOR

BEAT POLICY

CB's and Appliances too

Contact: Marti Ikehara

S.U. Box 1737

provide the major outlets for jazz on
campus. Robinson claimed that the

music department, except for an
occasional Winter Study Program,
has done very little in the area of jazz.

"The interest is here and is

significant," Robinson stated. "A one
semester course in jazz appreciation

could probably pack Chapin Hall."

Inchalik agreed that the effect of

such a course could be "monumen-
tal," and Bowe too felt that "people
would take that course," but
acknowledged that it would probably
have to be taught in conjunction with

another department (American
Civilization or Sociology for exam-
ple). Bowe, Inchalik and Robinson all

seemed convinced that a jazz ap-

preciation-history course should be an
integral part of the music curriculum.

According to music department
chairman Irwin Shainman, however,
it is "not as simple as it sounds. The
question is not whether we want jazz

or not, but what we want jazz instead

of. We're interested, but we have a

limited faculty." There are currently

five full time professors in the music
department, and Shainman believes

that even if another was added, it is

unlikely that the department would
choose a jazz specialist. "In order to

run any department, you've got to

play the strengths of the particular

faculty. Considering the amount of

student interest, it doesn't make
educational sense to use one sixth of

our faculty for jazz." Shainman ad-

ded, however, that an in-

terdisciplinary course on jazz could

conceivably be offered within the next
two or three years.

The future of jazz at Williams
clearly depends to a great extent on
student involvement. If students
demonstrate their interest in jazz by
supporting the Jazz Organizations and
attending the ACEC concerts, then

jazz could become a permanent fix-

ture at Williams.

FRAME SHOP GALLERY
MAIN STREET

WIUIAA^TOWN. MASS. 01267

PAINTINGS, ANTIQUES PRINTS

f^
THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORSWINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

>ill iams

Qis^
at

The Log
Fri., Sat., Sun. Feb. 11, 12,13

at9p.m. '

These three nigtits, the LOG will be open for business belore the show, at

8:30; during the show's intermission; and, following its conclusion, from 10

p.m. on.

coming up

SOPHOMORE NIGHT
Tues., Feb. 15

Hand Knit Columbian Sweaters

Peasant Tops

Appliqued Indian Skirts

Assorted

Gifts

Velveteen Skirts

Lee cord jeans

and jackets

"An International Bazaar"
63 Water St. Williamstown. Ma. 01267

Phone (413) 458-4305
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Row Houses thrive on culinary excellence
ROW HOUSES from page 1

Greylock quad and consequently
share the same location advantages
and disadvantages as^that quad—i.e.,

they enjoy a proximity to the AMT
and the Williams Inn but you'll have a

bit of a hike to reach Hopkins and
Griffin or the Log.

In addition to the male and female

house propers, each row house has a

number vf smaller, satellite houses

associated with it, such as Lambert,
Keck, Bewey; Susie Ho'pklns; and
Doughty. Although there is a great

deal of diversity within each row
house regarding both the number of

satellites and their proximity to the

house proper, in general they offer

even better living accommodations
than the house proper (especially for

women) and are regularly the choice

of many seniors.

Rooms in all of these houses feature

real wood and substantial amounts of

carpeting. In general, they vary from
adequate—i.e. the size of a Greylock
or Mission single— to practically

palatial, with the majority falUng into

the latter category. Once again, there

is great diversity from house to

house: Spencer has some large suites

as well as spacious singles. Perry has
unique walk-through double system.

Wood House offers the nicest singles

in the prettiest house on campus, and
the Fort and Agard have a wide
assortmehT' of singles with the

characteristic row house features of

slanted ceilings and odd shaped
windows.

In order to qualify for a shot at one
of these rooms as a junior or senior,

however, you must pay a year's due in

some of the poorer rooms in the

houses or in that much maligned and
much misunderstood creation called

West College. And this brings us to the

matter that has plagued every fresh-

Yo(j are cordially Invited to

FITCH HOUSE'S
ANNUALWINTER CARNIVAL

DISCO
EDITION NUMBERTWO

DISCO II will be held one vi/eek from tonight on Friday, February 18th.

Further details will be available next week.

Mark the date on your calendar and don't settle for a lesser imitation. After

all, there's only one Disco. And it is baaaad.

NOW AVAILABLE
The Zeta Psi Fraternity of North America,
having previously had a Chapter at Williams
College, continues its interest in this fine educa-
tional institution. Zeta Psi has available a

unique scholarship for qualified Williams stu-

dents honoring the memory of Lt. F. Kendall
Mitchell (U.S.N.R.), a Zeta Psi member of the

Williams College class of 1939, who lost his

life in World War II. Interested students

are encouraged to write to Zeta Psi's New
York Headquarters for information and an
application.

Zeta Psi Educational Foundation
500 Fifth Avenue, Suite 830
New York, New York 10036

1896
BEEF
HOUSE

Rout* 7. WllliMMlown, Mim.
413-46»«123
CloMd Mondays

WMhdayi 4:30 - 10:00
Sunday* 1:00-9:00

Featuring Piano Entartainment Saturdays, 8 -

Specializing in steaks, chicken & seafood

Largest Salad Bar in Berkshire County

SOUR HOUR IS BACK
5-7

Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri. & Sun.

11

J 1 I^a-JU-^

man considering row houses since the

day they took the fraternity letters off

the front door: where will I live

.sophomore year and what are my
chances of getting into the house later

on?
First, let's debunk a few myths that

have cropped up in this area. To begin

with, Currier Hall probably won't be

housing row house overflow next year.

And if you think West is a monstrosity,

you should visit Currier; sample^ Ji

CsdefrihiUbn of renovation, and count

your blessings.
"

Second, don't apply to Greylock or

Mission with the intention of tran-

sferring to a row house later on: the

transfer process is becoming in-

creasingly strict and the choice you

make in the next month will almost
surely stick for three years.

Third, don't apply Greylock or

Mission with the intention of breaking

up your three years there with a stint

in the quad as a JA: annually over 200

of you have the same idea and only 50

or so realize it.

'On the debit side

of the ledger,

row houses harbor

a dangerous tendency

towards isolation

on the part

of their members. "

Fourth, there are several good

points about West, not the least of

which is the fact that it provides

singles that start at the size of a

Greylock or Mission room and work
upwards. Furthermore, although
living in West can't make up for the

benefits of living in the house proper,

the close knot atmosphere of row
house living makes it imperative that

you know your fellow house members
well, particularly the ones in your

class, and in that sense living almost

solely with fellow sophomores in West
for a year is a definite plus.

While some women end up in

overflow housing, the overwhelming
majority of women get into the houses
as sophomores while the men must
"suffer" for a year. Everything more
than evens out when the men become
seniors, however, and many senior

men argue that they enjoyed the
diversity of living somewhere else

sophomore y^ar.— .,—-^— -- -

In addition to attractive rooms, row
houses have some ^f the most in-

credible "recreational" facilities on

campus. The Perry House tube room
is unparalleled on campus, as is the

Perry House library, the Wood House
dining room, the entire first floor of

Spencer House, or the fireplace in the

Agard living room. All of these are

ornate yet very dignified as well and
each lends a very distinct tone to the

row house experience.

Because of the freedom and leeway

afforded by such facilities (and also

the cooks, which we'll get to

momentarily), row houses have
become the showplace for a wide
variety of house parties, many of

which have become individual house

traditions over the years.

A homecomtng at Peri-y House, for

example, would not be Homecoming
without that house's annual lobster

dinner. Spring at the Fort would not

be complete without their annual
strawberry festival; fall in the

Berkshires without Spencer-Brooks'

apple hunt; April in Williamstown
without Perry's annual Perrifest;

football games without a GarWood
post game cocktail party; and winter

without a Spencer 3-D trivia contest.

More than anything else, however,

the pulse of row house life i$ found in

the dining rooms of each house and in

the cooks that work there. For to a

large extent, a row house's per-

sonality is a direct reflection of its

cook's personality and a close

relationship between individual house

members and their cook is usually the

norm.

West Package Store
Route 2 Between N.A. and Williamstown

16 oz. Ret

UTICA CLUB

CASE

$539

663-1081

• New Shipment 1975 German
Kabinett And Spatlese Wines

• Many Imported Wines at low

low prices

• We Carry

Vinifera Wine Bcaulieu

Vineyard

Contents

$1.50 Deposit

C. Krug

R. Mondavi

L. Martini

Wente Bros.

Monterey Vineyards

Paul Masson
Bully Hill

-Los Hermanos-
Christian Bros. Mirasscu

Sebastian!

Finest Wine Selection in the Area

We thought we had Problems

But some peoplegetall the breaks.

GETBACK ON YOUR

FEET SOON, FRED

The Carter House "Cast"

Each row house has one dining

room per complex. Perry House
members eat in Perry, for example;
Garfield members in Wood House;

Fort Hoosac members in the Fort;

and Spencer House members in

Brooks House. Almost all of the meals

are sit-down affairs with waiter

service. Attendance is small—30 to 50

people—and a unique family at-

mosphere results. Row house food has
-» reputation as the 1)csf on eaWpQTr"

(along with Dodd and Tyler) and row
house cooks pride themselves in their

ability to turn out special treats for

house memt>ers.

"In addition to

attractive rooms,

row houses have

some of the most
incredible

recreational' facilities

on campus ."

Because of the intimate dining room
set-up, however, newly included

freshmen often experience a difficult

adjustmenpproblem in the fall of their

sophomore year.* As you'll quickly

realize, everyone in the house already

knows each other while sophomores

only know the kids they entered the

inclusion process with and perhaps a

few of the other sophomores in the

house. To make it worse, you don't

have 300 people to choose from as your

dining partners as in Greylock.

On the debit side of the ledger, row
houses harbor a dangerous tendency

towards isolation on the part of their

members. Houses can become too

ingrown and you must constantly be

cognizant of the fact that as nice as

your house is, that it's just one of 15

and that there are a lot of kids at-

tending Williams other than the ones

in your house.

As a result, getting-to-know-you in a

row house takes a good deal of effort

and some patience on the part of

sophomores. Usually, you won't really

begin to feel at home until sometime
in October or November, and at times

it can be rather frustrating. If you

make the initial effort, however, and

keep at it, you'll eventually find a

number of seniors and juniors as well

as sophomores among your close

friends.

Skiers nab 4th
SKIERS from page 6

with a 13th place effort, followed by

Co-captain Gary James in 14th and

Alan Eusden finishing in 18th.

Saturday opened with the crucial

slalom race which, in the past, has

been a strong event for Williams. The
slalom team skied to a strong 4th

place team finish despite a

disqualification of Andy Mikell who
was in second place after the first run.

Leading the Eph charge which almost

knocked off third placing Middlebury,

was Donald Tarinelli in eleventh.

Tarinelli's fine performance in the

slalom marked the highest individual

Williams placing of the weekend.

Other slalom scorers were Roger
Prevot in fourteenth and Josh
Dembinski in nineteenth.

With the team well entrenched in

fourth place overall, it was up to the

jumpers to hold things together in the

final event. The jumpers totalled 50

points to ice the fourth place finish for

the Ephs, as they showed much im-

provement over previous outings.

Tom Dodds, Scott Berry and Will Sch-

midt scored for the Bphmen, with all

of them breaking into the top twenty:

With an excellent opening per-

formance under their belts, the purple

skiers will continue the 1977 Carnival

season with the Dartmouth Carnival

loday and tomorrow. The squad will

return to the purple valley next

weekend when they host the Williams

Carnival.

FOR SALE
Technics SU-7600 Amplifier

4\ watts, .2 per cent THD
In excellent condition

Contact: Marti Ikehara

S.U. 1737
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Lmion bombs
Eph icemen;

Lowell next
Coach Bill McCormick'8 Williams

skaters ran into a freight train known

as Union College Wednesday night in

Schenectady and came out on the

short end of an 11-3 count. Junior

Peter Gonye registered his first

Williams hat tridk, netting all three

Purple goals;
"

In running their season record to 16-

2, Union's pseudo-Division II hockey

team tallied five straight goals after

Williams had taken a 1-0 lead. The loss

dropped Williams to 8-9, including a 4-

9 slate in Division II. The Ephs face

another tough foe in Lowell Saturday

tiight in Boston.

RPI routs cagers

(Leit) Bob Daley. (Right) In last weekend's action against Bowdoin, Mike
Tanner fires from the Key while Gerry Kellylooks on, and Bob Duffy advances
the puck with Geoff Daley back protecting the point. (photos by Gledhill)

Squash Tufts 7-0, Radcliffe 5-2

Women's strength stuns opposition

by Andy O'Donnell

Thank goodness only two more

away games remain on this year's

varsity t>a8ketball schedule, for The

Road and our Ephs have not enjoyed

the most cordial relationship

imaginable this year.

Tuesday night Williams dropped its

sixth decision in seven road contests

as they fell to an average R.P.I, team
79-60. The loss dropped the Ephs'

record to »-7 and baited another

modest three game win streak.

The lackluster play that has

characterized Williams' past three

games once again plagued them
against R.P.I. With the Engineers'

Stever Dumas connecting for nine

points early in the first half, R.P.I,

jumped out to a quick 19-10 lead aqd

then capitalized on several careless

Williams turnovers and some good

board work by Dumas and center Ken
Kubiak to go into the locker at the half

up by a 37-29 count.

Williams was just as flat as the

second halt opened, managing just

two points in the first 6: 17 of the half

as R.P.I, breezed to a commanding 49-

31 lead. The Ephs crawled to within

thirteen, 55-42, with 6:08 remaining,

ixit the Engineers quickly turned on
their after burners and put the game
out of reach with four minutes left on

the clock.

Mike Tanner once again paced the

Eph attack with 18 points while Matt

Spaqgler chipped in .with J4.._.R.P.It

.

evened its record at 7-7 with the win.

Tomorrow night Williams travels to

Waltham to tackle a 10-S Brandeis

club that is currently ranked number
11 nationally among Division III

teams and is 9-1 against fellow

Division III clubs. The Judges lost to

Metro Six powerhouse Memphis State

by only 10 points (MS plays Louisville

and Cincinnati among others) and
stayed with George Washington,
currently 17-2- and number 7 in

Division III nationally, before losing

in the final five minutes.

The women's squash team, hitting

the road with a record that fails to

represent the true excellence of their

play, stunned Radcliffe and Tufts

Wednesday, winning 5-2 and 7-0.

Defeating their Ivy League op-

ponent, the women relied on the

strength of the bottom of the ladder as

the team's two losses came on the top

odd numbers, Jane Garvey at No. 1

and Becky Chase at No. 3. Garvey
lost in the fifth game to a tough op-

ponent while Chase fell in four. The
rest of the squad grabbed victories

with Janet Costikyan No. 2 and
Marcia Johnston No. 4 winning 3-1.

Numbers 5 and 6 Holly Boyer arid

Leigh Costikyan also won with

'

identical 3-0 scores. Barb Ernst at No.

7 iced the win for the team, going five

games for a victory.

Against Tufts in Boston as well, the

Ephs were unstoppable winning every

match 3-0 and demonstrating the

team's real strength.

Prior to the Boston match, the

women traveled to Philadelphia to

split that triangular contest. Against

Penn, Johnston at No. 4 and Boyer at

No. 5 shut-out their opponents. Fresh-

man Leslie Conant at No. 7 lost a

tough one in five games, while the

remainder of the ladder was more
easily defeated by Penn.

In the second half of the com-
petition, the racket-women blew
Franklin and Marshall right off of the

court dropping only one game all

afternoon.

Perhaps the quality of this year's

squad was best demonstrated at the

recent Howe Cup competition in New

Haven January 28-30. Competing in a

round robin tournament, Williams

finished fourth in the overall rating,

behind powerhouses Princeton, Yale

and Trinity. Winning their division

which included Vassar, Bowdoin,

Tufts and Middlebury, the Williams

top five played tremendously. Fresh-

man Becky Chase, who moves over

from the women's tennis courts,

really shone for the squad, shutting

out all of her opponents in the division

3-0, averaging victories of 15-5

throughout the tournament. No. 5

Boyer's winning ways were similar to

those of Chase's as she played well,

going 6-1 for the tournament, dropping

the only game to a tough Tiger op-

ponent in the final round. Boyer,

losing the Princeton match in the fifth

game on a score of 16-15 brought the

Ephs within one point of upsetting the

Tjgers, who won the naatdi 3-2. The
squad also lost to Trinity and Yale on

identical 4-1 scores, to help secure a

fourth place finish among 20 teams.

In division play, Williams shutout

Bowdoin and Tufts 5-0.

Roadtripping to Princeton

February 4 for another chance at the

Howe Cup victors, the Ephs were

again defeated by the Tigers, this

time 6-1. Costikyan, avenging her loss

in New Haven by defeating her No. 2

opponent 3-1. Once again, Chase at

No. 3 looked strong for Williams going

to five games before losing as did

Johnston.

Following very impressive per-

formances against Ivy League squads

who always present a tough

challenge, the racketwomen cannot

Wrestlers pinned twice
Traveling to Boston in anticipation

of a difficult meet with MIT, the

Williams wrestling squad met with

double trouble last Saturday as they

were handed dual defeats by

powerhouse University of Penn-
sylvania and MIT 33-6 and 27-15.

Eph Hal Zendle at 126 was the one

bright spot in the contest, winning

both his matches in his best form of

the season.Wrestling before Zendle,

Joe Carrese at 118 lost to both op-

ponents while the team went on to

forfeit 134 once again. Freshman
Mark Walsh looked strong against his

MIT man, tying the match, althoijgh

he went on to lose a close one to the

Quakers.

Hugo St. John, was forced to forfeit

his l58 class as he returned to the

injured list. The 158 class, which has

just been manned by senior Clarence

Young had two strong wrestlers who
went on to defeat the inexperienced

Young. Team co-captain Scott Conant

(167) in a good effort, also lost both

matches, as did Keith Passaretti at

177. Returning to the line-up after an

ankle injury, co-captain Jeff May
decisioneid his MIT opponent but could

not manage to defeat a strong Penn
wrestler. Once again, experienced

heavyweights did in Colin Hart

although he turned in a determined

effort against a 240 lb. Quaker,

k Tomorrow the winless Ephs take on

a strong Amherst team in their first

home contest of the year. Action

begins at 2:00 in Lasell.

be judged solely on their 5-3 record.

The steadily improving squad with

new coach Graham Hone '76 is

playing without the experience of

injured Marthla Cook, eighth in the

nation last year, who helped pace the

women to a third place national finish

last year.

Skiers win fourth at UVM
The men's ski team finished fourth

in the UVM Carnival last weekend,
giving Williams its highest major
carnival placing in the last three

years. The Ephmen moved closer to

Eph skiers are optimistic ^s they head for the Dartmouth Carnival this

weekend. Finishing fourth at UVM last weekend, the team now holds its highest

major carnival placing in the last three years. (photo by Kahane)

Army destroys favored Ephs

squash record falls to 8-4
by Evan Bash

To call it a disappointment would be

an ;understatement at best. At its

worst, Army's 6-3 dismemberment of

the favored Williams' varsity squash

team Tuesday at West Point takes the

edge off of what has been a fine season

to date as well as virtually erasing all

Eph hopes for a possible number three

ranking in the country.

The season record of Coach Dave
Johnson's squad tumbles along with

the team's spirits to an 8-4 mark with

two dual matches and the national

championships left to close out the

year.

Coach Johnson tried to prepare his

charges for the Cadet's tough,

"military mentality" on the courts;

give up on nothing and do not worry

about making friends with the op-

position. Army was in superb shape,

however, and Williams became un-

characteristically frustrated as

essentially all of their placements

were retrieved from the warm walls

of the courts.

The even numbered positions fought

it out first and they left the courts with

the outcome of the match up in the air,

the score being tied at two wins all.

Martin Golberg at no. 4 stretched his

personal winning streak to nine with a

3-0 sweep and no. 8 Charlie Haines put

on another strong showing to also win

3-0. The losses came at the second

position where Arnie Cogswell
couldn't get it together, falling 3-1,

and at no. 6 where Jim Little was
tripped by a strong attack 3-1.

With three matches still to play at

the bottom of the ladder, the Eph's

strength, the prospects for a close

Williams win were good. But when the

normally tough Pete Thayer (no. 5)

wasn't on his game and lost 3-0 as did

no. 7 Tim Belk 3-1, the Ephs had little

remaining chance for victory.

Captain Marc Reinhardt and Chip

Lindquist were accountable for the

last two losses as each dropped his

match in four games. Only no. 9 Jim
Parsons could salvage a Williams win

in the second flite.

Trinity awaits the Ephs after a

week's rest. . , - • '

B-ba//ers bounce Vassar

Led defense Jane Lester '77 positions the puc|i for a pass as left wing Liza Olsen

'78 looks on in Wednesday's home game against Dartmouth. The Ephwomen
pucksters fell 4-0 in play dominated by second team action on both sides. The

loss brings the skaters to a 2-S record as they sharpen up for Saturday's home
contest against Colgate. (phofo by C. Read)

Pullingoff a closeone, the Williams'

women's basketball team defeated

Vassar, Wednesday night, 57-55.

Forward Maggie O'Brien, demon-
strating characteristic poise and skill,

sunk the winning basket for the team
with : 16 left ip the game.
Ahead by four with two minutes left,

the Ephs were unable to hold their

lead, as Vassar tied it up with :26 left.

Following the O'Brien shot, Vassar
called a time out and attempted to

force overtime play with :04 left. The
hosts were unable to get off tht shot

however and the Ephs squeaked by.

Traveling to Poughkeepsie hardly

expecting a close game, the Ephs fell

victim to inconsistent officiating. The

refs, often missing traveling calls,

enabled Vassar to gain 15 points from

the charity stripe while the Ephs only

gained one point on a foul shot. In foul

trouble at halftime, high scoring

forwards Lisa Capaldini, Leigh

Wilson and O'Brien each had 3 fouls

entering the second half of the contest.

Leading 33-27, at the half as a result

of the first half fast breaking scoring

of Monica Grady, the Ephs were

dragged down by the slowness of the

Vassar squad. Sloppy plays and

turnovers began to wear down the

William's lead. Relying on O'Brien for

the majority of the team's 24 second

half points, the team was forced into

the outside shots and once again it was

O'Brien who was hot for the squad,

grabbing 23 points. O'Brien once

again led team scoring with Grady

adding 16.

the big three powers (Univ. of Ver-

mont, Dartmouth and Middlebury)

than they have in recent years as they

combined for a 41 point margin over

the 5th place team New England
College. Other finishers were UNH,
I^forwich, Univ. of Maine, Bates, St.

Lawrence and Harvard.

The team opened up the meet with a

fine showing in the Giant Slalom and
moved immediately into fourth place.

In this event, the Ephs were led by

sophomore Andy Mikell in 12th place

and Jr. Co-captain Chris Welch in

15th, while freshman Roger Prevot

also scored, finishing in the no. 24

position.

The first day ended with coach Bud
Fisher's squad holding a slim 4 point*

lead over NEC after the cross country

results were in. The cross country

skiers placed fifth as a team after

NEC edged in just ahead of them. Jeff

Magoon led the Williams contingent

see SKIERS page 5

Athlete of the Week Maggie O'Brien

(photo by Oettgen)

Maggie O'Brien is

Athlete of \Neek
Junior Maggie O'Brien of the

Williams women's basketball team

has been named this week's Record

Athlete of the Week after her stunning

performance against Vassar Wed-

nesday. O'Brien, hitting from outside

for a total of 23 points, enabled the

Ephs to squeak by Vassar 57-55 hitting

the last shot. O'Brien with 22 points

against Smith last week paced the

team to an 81-55 whitewashing of the

visitors from Northampton.

Honorable Mention—Larry Tanner,

junior member of coach Dick Farley's

track and field crew broke his own
college record in the 35 lb. weight

throw last Saturday. Tanner launched

the weight 53' 1" and picked up the

Little Three title in the process.

Hoopster Tom Balderston has also

been awarded an honorable mention

this week following his season high 22

points against Colby on Saturday.

Balderston's hot shooting paced the

squad to a 79-67 win over the Mules,

and capped off a three game win

streak for coach Curt Tongs cagers.
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Committee readies for Carnivol
by AnnMcCabe

Wihler Carnival actfvities are once

again jcontingent upon the weather,

Carnival chairman Scott (Buzz)

Imboden said Saturday.

Students and the Carnival com-
mittee worked Friday and Saturday

on the ski jump. If too much snow
melts at Berlin, slalom events will be

held at Brodie. Cross-country races

will be held at Savoy where the

temperature has remained lower and

it snowed Saturday night.

Last year the ski events and snow
sculptures were cancelled due to the

lack of snow. Carnival dates cannot be

changed in such cases due to

scheduled carnivals of other schools.

BrocUe will be used as an alternative

to Berlin Mountain for the downhill

races. Henry Whittemore, head of the

Tug-of-war is one of the nine events held at Poker Flats during Winter Carnival.

(photo by Read)

New CC rules modify semantics but

propose few revofutionary ideas
The proposed College Council

constitution coming up for student

approval tomorrow retains the

framework of the current con-

stitution, modifying the student

government through a series of ad-

ditions, deletions and revisions.

The document drafted by the By-

Laws' Committee and amended by the

council distinguishes itself from the

status quo by

( 1

)

codifying open meetings for CC
committees and subcommittees;

(2) establishing student, com-
mittees to parallel student^faculty

committees;
(3) setting more stringent ex-

pulsion procedures;

(4) replacing six at-large

representatives with two represen-

tatives elected from each of three

classes.

At least two-thirds of the students

returning ballots must vote "Yes" for

the revised constitution to become
law, Ballots will be placed in student

mailboxes tomorrow.

Major Features

The council addresses open
meetings in a section added to Article

IV (Meetings): "All meetings of any

Council committee or sub-committee

shall be open meetings, unless a two-

thirds majority of the committee or

sub-committee vote to close the

meeting. This action may only be

taken while that committee or sub-

committee is discussing a particular

individual or individuals." By-Laws
Committee chairman Stu Ginsberg

claimed this had been the policy, but it

wasn't always enforced.

The stated policy on CC meetings

changes from' "open to the student

body" to "open to the college com-

munity."

A seventh section added to Article

VI (Functions) sets up committees

"paralleling the student-faculty

policy committees." "Such com-
mittees shall solicit and organize

student opinion and present it to the

respective student-faculty com-
mittee." This clause, an amendment
offered on the council floor, provides

input into committees like the CEP
and CUL in addition to the student

members, Ginsberg said.

The new constitution changes the

rules for expulsion of CC represen-

tatives and CC committee members
and includes a procedure for

removing CC representatives to

student-faculty committees.

Article VII of the old document read

Any house on the Council which is

unrepresented without excuse for three

consecutive Council meetings will have its

representative expelled from the Council to

mhn's cross-country races, stated that

(here was a "good foot of hard packed

snow" on Saturday—a decrease of

about three feet in a few days.

Friday's events include women and

men's giant slalom at 8:45 and 11:30

a.m., and women and men's cross-

country at 1:30 and 3:00 (Savoy).

Saturday men and women will

compete simultaneously on a dual

slalom course from 8:45 to 11:30 a.m.

Jumping events will be held at 1:00

p.m. at Berlin. At 5:00 p.m., awards
will be given in Bronfman auditorium.

Admission will be charged to

Saturday's events "due to expenses."

Imboden said, "We apologize to

Williams students—try not to let that

dollar keep you away." The Winter

Carnival Program has a complete list

of the weekend's activities and in-

cludes directions to Berlin and Savoy.

Approximately 210 skiers will

participate from Dartmouth, Mid-

dlebury, UVM, UNH, Bates, Harvard,

St. Lawrence, New England College,

Colby-Sawyer, Cornell, and Jonathon

State.

be replaced by another representative from

that constituency.

The revised article states

If any College Council member is absent

from three consecutive meetings of the

Council, an automatic motion for expulsion

of that member will be considered by the

Council. A majority vote of the Council is

required for expulsion.

Under Article VIII (committees),

removal of a CC committee member
for malfeasance now requires two-

thirds vote of the committee or of the

council; previous regulations

stipulated approval by twth bodies.

A new section of this article allows

the CC to remove a member of a

student-faculty committee for

"failure to attend regular committee

meetings."

By replacing six at large

representatives with two represen-

tatives each from the sophomore,

see CONSTITUTION page S

The carnival committee needs

students to serve as gatekeepers, sald^

Imboden. The organizational meeting

is tomorrow at 7:15 in 106 Bronfman.
Others on the Committee include

Co-chairman Paul Alexander, Gay
Simington, (women's cross-country),

Rich Spicer (the Jump), and Bruce
Wilkinson (downhill races). Students

are also in charge of communications,

ski patrol, "person" power, scoring,

the program, and publicity.

Many of the Poler Flat activities

could well be held on mud rather than

snow and ice. Snow sculptures are

schedifled' to be judged Saturday

morning.

Friday events ^^^__
1 : 15 trike race

1:45 tray drag racing

2:15 toboggan race

2:30 tug-of-war on ice
,

2:45 funnelating

3:15 snow jousting

(one male and female team)

3:45 beer chugging

4:15 team volleyball finals

4:15 all-college spink finals

60 students invited to attend

''Special Scholars Weekend"
by Stu Massad

Some 60 of the "strongest can-

didates" for admission to the

Williams Class of 1981 will receive

invitations this week to visit the

campus February 24 through 26 and

experience Williams life in the Special

Scholars Weekend, according to

Admissions Director Philip Smith.

George Marcus, chairman of the

student-faculty Admissions Cbm^
mittee, said the invited high school

seniors have extremely good
academic records as well as other

strongly developed interests. He noted

that these students tend to be the most

sought after wherever they apply. The
weekend is intended to help attract

them to Williams, and many present

Freshman inclusion: Greylock

Quad planned for people who need people
by EricSundin

The upperclass housing choices at

Williams are neither entirely bad nor

entirely utopic. But the Greylock

Quadrangle combines many of the

positive aspects of other housing

alternatives into a very attractive

package.

The Greylock Quad is unsurpassed

in logical planning and elegance. The
red-brick and grey-concrete Bryant,

Hopkins, Carter and Gladden Houses

are pleasant sights for book-weary

students. The landscaped quad, with

its trees, bushes and grassy areas,

Bronfman to reduce hours
by Tim Wang

New energy conservation measures

will soon be implemented in the

science quad, according toX. Ballard

Pierce, Coordinator of thPferonfman

Science Center.

All science buildings will be closed

to student use from midnight to 6 a.m.

in an effort to reduce energy usage.

Students found in any of the science

buildings after 12:00 pm. will be

evicted from the premises, unless

granted special permission. Students

are also requested not to use lighted

classrooms for studying at any time.

Lighting will be cut back in many
areas of the science quad in order to

trim energy consumption.Desk lamps

will be substituted for overhead lights

whenever possible.

The number of hours that the

temperature is cut back to 55 degrees

will be increased. In the near future,

the thermostats in most of the

buildings will be turned down to 55

degrees at 6 p.m. at the present, this

temperature drop occurs at U : 00 p. m.

or 12:00 p.m. Rooms containing

plants, animals, or sensitive electrical

apparatus will be maintained at a

constant temperature by means of

separate temperature control. Heat

loss will also be diminished by closing

the drapes and blinds during the

night.

Most of the energy savings will

occur in Bronfman, as the science

center consumes twice as much
energy as the other four buildings

combined. The Bronfman Library,

which costs $1.25 an hour to light, will

be closed along with the rest of the

science buildings at 12:00 a.m. The

reserve room in Sawyer will stay open

until 2 a.m. in order to provide extra

study time.

Pierce expects a savings of 10 per

cent from last year's electricity and

steam expenditures. This should

amount to approximately $15,000, as

the science quad's energy costs run

around $150,000 a year.

seems an environment in itself. It is

perfect for athletic buffoonery (for

example, midnight football on the

Gladden House lawn) and reminiscent

of the Freshman Quad. Just step out

the door onto the north field and you

will find a cross-country ski area or

driving range all your own.

Greylock succeeds very well at

creating luxurious modern
surroundings. The spacious dining

hall has wood tables and chairs, wood
and slate floors and high ceilings,

different from the conjested

surroundings and ubiquitous plastic of

Mission Park's cafeteria. And
because the dining hall is separated

from the four houses, you will not

have to contend with the aroma of

Friday's fish in your room Sunday

morning.

Each of the Greylock houses has

from 60 to 120 members on its four or

five or six floors. Each house is self-

contained with a laundry room, T.V.

room, basement for ping-pong or

parties, a large living room with fire

place and piano, and a kitchenette for

late-night culinary experiments.

The room and suite arrangements

in Greylock are initially very con-

fusing. If accepted, you are assured of

a single; depending on the number of

desired roommates you can have a

double (2 singles) with an adjoining

small living room, or 4 singles with a

large living room. As a senior, you can

opt for a larger single.

The regular singles are not

especially capacious in Greylock, but

they are more logically conceived

than Mission singles. WhiK you will

not get lost, you are assured of not

getting an attic or closet-sized room

once used for diminutive servants.

The rooms and suites each have

Scandinavian simplicity in design and

function. The waffle-iron ceilings

might even let your decorative

imaginations run wild.

The large bay windows for each

room and living room afford

panaromic views of the mountains

and campus.
Greylock has its own homey aura in

see GREYLOCK pages

students have cited it as important in

their decision to matriculate here.

Of the 60 scholars invited. Smith
said he expects some 20 to 30 will

attend. In the past, he noted, some 30

per cent of the attending students

would accept admission. Smith based

his estimates on the results of similar

weekends held during the past six

years.

Marcus and President John
Chandler will address the scholars at

an introductory discussion the first

night. Student hosts will help the

visitors with meals and lodging. The
scholars may attend classes, with

their hosts or on their own, to follow

up their particular interests.

Smith and Marcus both emphasized

that expenses to the College will be

mostly for meals. The scholars are

not paid to come, Marcus remarked,

and they have to obtain their own
transportation.

Committee members Larry Mit-

chell and Larry Wu are seeking

student hosts for the scholars. Mit-

chell stated that hosts will have "no

real responsibility" for the visitors

beyond meals and lodging. He also

commented that he and Wu are asking

for sponsors through the Register and

individual contacts. Anyone in-

terested in being a host should coptact

Mitchell, Wu or Admissions.

Larry Hyde, the Harbinger o« Spring at Mission Park, celebrates the warm

wMther by catching »ome ray* (gamma, maybe) on Poker Flats.

(photo by Bacher)
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A Nice Dilemma
students face a tough choice tomorrow in voting on the

proposed College Council constitution. The choice is not bet-

ween a good constitution and a bad one. Rather students must
decide whether to ratify a College Council constitution which is

marginally better than the one currently in existence or reject

it in hopes of getting something better.

The proposed constitution is different from the existing one
in fairly minor ways. (There is an article on page 1 listing the

changes.) Improvements in the proposed constitution include

its provisions for:

1. an increase in sophomore representation resulting from
apportioning each upper class two at-large representatives.

(11,1)
2. setting a specific date for CC elections. (111,1)

3. the standardization and recording of by-laws concerning
procedural precedents and rules. (V)

4. the formation of CC committees which will solicit

student opinion and present it to student-faculty committees.

(VI,7)

5. a formalized, enforceable procedure regarding ex-

pulsion for non-attendance by CC representatives. (VII)

Clearly the proposed document is superior to the one in

existence. Yet, students should realize that they pay a price for

gaining these improvements. An overwhelming "yes" vote for

ttie proposed constitution cannot help but be interpreted by the

council as an endorsement of it. Thus, in accepting some minor
improvements, students will also be implying satisfaction with

boUi the proposed constitution and the activities of the Council.

By accepting this new constitution, students will likely forclose

any hope for another, and possibly far better, constitution for

several years to come.
On the other hand, there is no guarantee that a rejection of

the proposed constitution will move the council to draft another

one. The council has spent a good deal of time drafting and
debating the new constitution. It's rejection would likely end the

council's desire for constitutional reform and its search for a

raison d'etre.

A nice dilemma. May we suggest that 67 per cent of you
vote "yes", with, reservations, while the rest of you vote "no'

News and Notes
From Career Counseling

VICKS INTERVIEWS FOR
.lUNIORS
There is still time left to sign-up for

the Vick Summer Intern in-

terviews to be given on campus all

day tomorrow. Present yourself

with a resume to Katie Case first

thing in the morning.

Minority Career Expo '77

This three day fair in Boston on

Feb. 22-24 at the Copley Plaza

Hotel will allow minority students

to explore career possibilities with

a variety of companies and

organizations. More info, at OCC.

SENIORS
Any Seniors interested in applying

for a position at TASIS in Swit-

zerland and-or England should see

the Notebook for specif info.

Brandeis U. offers a Summer
Teaching Training Program for

Graduates and selected Seniors.

App. Deadline: April 15.

FRESHMEN & SOPHOMORE
WOMEN
Freshmen & Sophomore women
interested in the sciences are

encouraged to attend a conference

at Yale on March 5. See Dean
Mclntyre for details. Registration

is due by Feb. 18.

SUMMER JOB
Mahkeenac Boating Club, Lenox,

Mass. is looking for a Quar-

termaster-wife to take care of the

clubhouse, boats, and Saturday

luncheons for the season. See

SUMMER JOB NOTEBOOK.
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
Students interested in applying for

a summer internship in a

Washington agency should have
the application in (including an S
171) by March 1.

TEACHING
The Headmaster from the

Sacramento Country Day School

will be in Boston interviewing Feb.

27 - March 1.

Czarlst changes

To the editor,

Because food services at Williams
College are so improved over last

year, Food Czar Ross Keller has
returned to his arbitrary tactics of

"Food Service policy to change
without notice." We refer to the

events last Saturday at Greylock
Dining Hall in which after several

years of Saturday breakfast hours

from 8:06 a.m. to 9: 00 a.m., the hours

were changed without notice from
7:15 a.m. to 8:45 a.m.

The change ostensibly was to ac-

commodate early-risers. It only
served to prevent many persons from
having breakfast because they
arrived after 8:45 a.m. Where were
the early-risers who coerced Ross
Keller into changing the breakfast

hours? The kitchen staff agreed that

the change was ill-conceived because
very few people attended breakfast at

Greylock before 8:00 a.m. Why were
not Greylock residents consulted
before this change was made? At the

very least, we should ..have been
notified in advance of these changes.

Changes would have l)een better

directed toward the quality of the food

served and the imaginativeness of the

menu. Scott S. Davis 77
Joseph E. Cerbone '78

Paul E. Speer '78

Reporting criticized

Tot^To the editor,

I was happy to see that the Record

11-2-77, as the poll shows, is keeping

up with current issues with a front

page headline, "Subcommittee Hopes

to revive glass recycling," and the

excuse for an article that followed it.

My name is spelled Byrne Kelly but

that wasn't asked of me on 10-2-77

when a waking phone call (or was it a

dream) 'interview' took place.

Deduction and the tone of the quotes

implies my colleagues too must have

been 'interviewed' anonymously by

phone. All I recall is a woman's voice

and she gave her name in the

beginning, told me she was writing an

article on the newspaper recycling,

and then fired some questions. Did I

leave out chunks of my answers which

appear in direct quotes or is that you

Mr. ed.?

We're ndt even sure if glass

recycling is (as you put it) worth the

'viable' effort and energy it con-

sumes—it varies according to which

end-use function it is put to.

Your 'deadline' reporter did a poor

job and your editing should keep

things in check. I'd be happy to write

you some facts on the 'committee.'

Byrne H.Kelly '77

People's Inaugural

To the editor,

There is some reason to differ with

the attitude expressed by Charles L.

Hirsch in his recent article on the

Inauguration: proclaiming a

"People's Inaugural" does not

necessarily produce a "People's

Inaugural", and creating the image of

a humble and candid Administration

does more to serve the health of the

media ego than to inform the public of

any substantive issues of policy.

There is something beautiful and

compelling about a People's

Inaugural. It makes you feel like

personally taking part in it. The
United States, after all, has been

having People's Elections for years,

our economic system is based on

People's Enterprise, and every ten

years we immortalize ourselves in the

People's Census. It was only a matter

of time before the People took it into

their own hands to run the

Inauguration, too.

To prepare the proper sense of unity

and communion for the big day, the

People were offered a week of free

cultural events at various museums
and monuments in our nation's

capital. Many of these concerts,

readings, and dances were scheduled

between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. to remind
the People that most of them work
during the day to keep this country

great, and to show the Little People

that there are many lessons to be

learned about the Outside World while

still in school.

People tend to get tired by early

evening, even if this is their one trip

East from Prairie Village, so ad-

ditional events were scheduled to

begin at dinner time, when the

average worker feels most like at-

tending a clarinet concerto. The
People Who Run It ensured that as

many of their brethren as possible

would attend by publicizing starting

times, confirmable by a special

Inaugufation Information Telephone

Line, that were a mere hour behind

the actual starting times. "Oh-ho!"

People exclaimed as they mirthfully

ribbed each other, "A week's not long

enough! " All the tickets for the Union

Station (Visitor's Center) folk dance

were quickly given out, but many
People who early assured themselves

a place on the Station dance floor

chose not to utilize it, causing, for-t

tunately, no consternation at all to the

other People, who were told not to go

without a ticket.

The Inaugural Parade itself was a

wonderful mixture of People and

floats from all over the US, its neigh-

bors and'pdssessions. The large crowd
was curious and good-tempered: most

wanted to catch a glimpse of the

People's People, while hawkers sold

peanut butter and jelly sandwiches.

Problems were limited to one block of

the parade route: on 15 St. police

guided the barely circulating crowd
into the narrow space between the

wall and the grandstand. Tempers
flared and purse snatchers clawed for

an escape as the stands above

remained nearly empty, the $25-a-seat
' occupants discouraged . by the cold

and by the impatient parade mar-

shalls who made the marching bands

run by.

There was silence as the large,

reflective USA float sped by. We
looked at our brief reflection in the

letters". . . showing that it is you, the

American People, who are the USA!"
(We looked anxiously around—was
USA stamped on our foreheads?)

Whatever appeal that notion may
have was entirely lost thanks to its

presentation as a massive, garish

monument forced upon the People in a

vulgar display of self-adulation.

True, Carter has shown himself

adept at maintaining the style that

most of us (whether by choice or

necessity) observe in running our

daily lives: keeping personal staff size

to a manageable number, taking a

taxi (and not private transportation)

to work at the White House, and

travelling on foot up Pennsylvania

Avenue to assume the Presidency of

the United States. But style is not the

same as policy and the quarter of the

electorate that voted for Carter is not

in the White House any more than the

few who paid the price of attending a

People's Party. Perhaps the next step

is to call the Transitional Team the

Provisional People's Government.
It's only fitting for a Government of

People, and not of men. Sincerely,

Chris Mazzia '76

Washington. D.C.

Referendum- no
To the editor.

If the College Council needs a new
constitution, this is certainly not the

one. The document on which we will

vote tomorrow gives us a flawed

system of representation, and in-

credibly ambiguous language for a

few cosmetic advantages.

The reasons for changing from six

at-large representatives to two from
,,each of the upper classes, I aln told,

are to create smaller, more workable

constituencies and insure that each

class may express its views on issues

before the council.

One representative cannot possibly

represent 450 classmates any more
effectively than 1800 students. Both

groups are much too large.

Even more ludicrous is the notion

that a sophomore's ideas will differ

from those of a junior or a senior by

virtue of his class year. There is no

advantage to be gained from class

representation.

More to the point, as structured in

this constitution, at-large represen-

tation will create an in-grown
stagnant council because we elect

exactly two representatives from
each class. With the incumbent's

advantage, they are virtually assured

re-election until they graduate, so no
new people from these classes can get

onto the council.

Article III, section 4 is a master-

piece of ambiguity. My reading in-

dicates that sophomores, juniors and
seniors will each elect two
representatives to serve for the

foUowing year. This seems to mean
that next year's sopho(norc» vvUl not

be represented because, as freshmen

this year, they receive no vote and no

representatives. To add to the con-

fusion, the class of '77 appears to elect

two council members to represent

them after they graduate.

Article VI, section 7 establishes a
number of student committees to

parallel the student-faculty com-
mittees. Their purpose is to seek and
direct student opinion so that we have
maximum input into the committee
decisions. This is an admirable idea,

but it won't work. If the student

representatives on committees can't

determine student opinion now, how is

forming a conunittee going to solve

the\problem? It seems no one has sat

down to think this out yet. It's not a

bad idea, just another ineffective

addition to the College bureaucracy.

Just below that, in Article VII, the

council hopes to improve its expulsion

procedure. In the past no member has

been willing to sponsor a motion to

remove a delinquent council member.
By constitutionally requiring an
automatic motion, no one member
will be responsible for making a

motion, right? But who is going to

make this "automatic motion"?

Someoi^ must make a motion, albeit

automatic, and bear the responsibility

for expelling a fellow council mem-
ber. As a result, nothing gets done.

Our current constitution is not the

greatest, and clearly does need
revision. But this alternative has not

been completely thought out, and

contains an incredible number of

dumb mistakes (111,4 implicitly

prohibits sophomores from serving on

the council; 111,3 and 4 require elec-

tion by non-extant By-Laws; 111,5 and

6 are vague about vacancy
replacements, etc.) A "no" vote

tomorrow will indicate not approval of

our current disaster, but a protest

against the way the council is trying to

pass this shoddy document off on us.

Let's make thfem re-work this by

voting "no" on the CC referendum.

Chip Buckner '79

A.D.A. clarification

To the editor,

The representation of Williams

A.D.A. in Friday's Record article

"Democrats Conduct Food Drive"

was misleading?

Americans for Democratic Action is

a non-partisan liberal lobby

organization whose membership
extends into both political parties.

The Williams A.D.A. chapter which

I entered two years ago as a

registered Republican is similarly

non-partisan.

More importantly, the A.D.A.

defines and acts upon fundamental

issues including civil liberties, income

distribution, nuclear power, en-

vironment and defense vs. national

defense schemes. At Williams, A.D.A.

has lobbied against the representative

S-l Criminal Code, the B-1 Bomber,

the sale of "Dumb-Dumb" bullets and

has worked for Mass. tax reform, the

ERA, and bottle return legislation.

ADA has also worked with local

organizers to combat local unem-

ployment and poverty.

A.D.A. welcomes anyone, regar-

dless of party, who wants to fight for

progressive chsuige and to learn about

the need and role for activism at

Williams and beyond college life.

Cath Carpenter '78

President, Wllltams A.D.A

Correction
The sex survey results printed in

the last issue of the Record

reported that 31 per cent of the

Williams students responding had

intercourse more than 25 times a

month. The figure should have

been 3 per cent.
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Review

'Physicists' full of surprises
by Thomas Herwitz

It is a familiar process—the ticltets

ripped in half, the program given out,

the usher guiding you to your seat at

the AMT. Settled down you look up,

perhaps, at the stage and see a

cluttered scene—a table, lamp and

some chairs tumbled over, a body

sprawllhg on the floor and a nun in full

. -habit,. .. then . two, looking.

unquestionably on. That first surprise

is not the last the audience will

receive during the evening as the

Williams College Theater production

of Durrenmatt's The Physicists

progresses. The "comic melodrama"
continues at the AMT this Thursday,

Friday and Saturday.

The scene is set in the "Cherry

Orchard" sanatorium run by a hunch-

backed Fraulein Doktor whose main
patients are three physicists—one
who thinks he is Newton, another

Einstein, and a third who believes he

has visions of King Solomon. Partway
through the play, however, things

begin to unravel which give us a hint

that there is a little bit more going on

than meets the eye. Durrenmatt is

writing, with his early '60's cold war
mentality (Swiss though he is), a

political work about the responsibility

of the scientist in this nuclear age.

But Durrenmatt is, first of all, not

writing about politics. With The
Physicists he wanted to write a

modern day version of the myth of

Oedipus—a chain of events in which

the hero goes to great lengths to avoid

a disaster, yet everything he does only

makes its occurrence more certain. In

the end, though Mobius and the two
other physicists have agreed to keep

the great scientific knowledge out of

the public's grasp to prevent the

destruction of mankind, it turns out

the work has fallen into the hands of

the Hitleresque Doktor Van Zahnd
whose totalitarian rule will exploit it

to the harm of all mankind. The end is

certainly pessimistic, but not entirely

so, for most important in Durren-

matt's mind is what had to be said.

But all this talk of Oedipus, and
pessimism must be put aside. For the

beauty of Durrenmatt's "theater of

paradox" is that given a subject such

"The balance of

outrageous comedy
and performance

against the subtler

elements of detail

is exquisite.
"

as the one he chose to attack in this

play, his humor and ingenuity create

a theatrical piece which is the quin-

tessence of the tragicomic style; a

play (as Durrenmatt has become so

famous for) which entertains while it

is being viewed, but leaves the

audience with more than just a comic

morsel to chew over and swallow. His

work is-r-regardless of anything else—

extraordinarily funny. Director

Gregory Boyd, therefore, in light of

the somewhat archaic theme, made a

wise decision in emphasizing the

comic elements (though certainly the

universa lization of the theme to a

human responsibility as well as just a

scientist's is quite possible and ap-

propriate).

Once again, as this critic has had

the opportunity of saying so many
times before, the directorial genius of

Gregory Boyd ensures a certain

magic to whatever he seems to touch.

The balance of outrageous comedy
and performance against the subtler

elements of detail is exquisite; the

overstated Newton, the comic timing

which was for the most part so right,

the three knobby kneed lads with their

outlandish Beethoven; the in-

terweaving of suspense and humor,

the well concealed surprises, and

perhaps most important the mar-

velously structured sudden changes in

mood—whose ability to catch the

viewer off guard makes the impact all

the more forceful. Certainly due

credit must go to the playwright, but it

was the director's dramatic tools and

imagination which molded it so fit-

tingly and beautifully together.

John Feltch was quite funny in his

exaggerated and somewhat outlan-

dish manner as "Newton", his face

highly expressive, his presence
almost assured laughter was on its

way. Craig Elliott's "Einstein" was
less outspoken. In smaller roles, the

Mobius boys—Robert Berry, James
Stone, and Steven Rebarber—
snatched the audience's attention with

their synchronized antics while on

stage, the policemen-^particularly

"... the directorial

Gregory, whose talents are by now
unquestionable, managed not only to

overcome the difficulty but to lend

credence as well to the seriousness of

their outcries. Gregory's per-

formance, ^contained dramatic in-

tensity which was soberingly
meaningful and important. Rubino
demonstrated controlled charac-

leriiKitJon and_ climactic fury.

The settings, jointly conceived by
Jean-Bernard Bucky, Frederick

gen/us of Gregory Boyd Penzel, and Boyd used, for the first

time this year, a thrust stage. With a

ensures a certain
magic to whatever
he seems to touch."
Stephen Wertimer—were ap-

propriately comic in their somewhat
questionable and entirely tactless

ipvestigation, and the boxer at-

tendants were less than boxerly.

Kathy O'Reilly played reasonably
well in her first major role at the

AMT.
In the realm of difficult roles, one

category, no doubt, is that of a

straight character in a generally

cpmic play. Faced with this hardship

both Cecilia Rubino and Robert

huge da Vinci logo and illuminated

Roman numerals (to signify the

presence of the respective physicists)

in the background, the polished tile-

like circular floor and the rather stiff

furniture was convincingly sterile. It

had, though, a slick contemporary
feel and was highly attractive.

Martha Hally's costumes were
equally appealing and they once again
bring an added life to the production—
from the wonderfully matching boys'

clothing to the extravagant clothing

and wig which Newton wore. She has
played such an important part in each
of the Williams College Theater
productions since she arrived this fall.

Dance To Devastating Disco Delights

at

FITCH HOUSE'S
ANNUAL WINTER CARNIVAL

DISCO 77
Friday, February 18 9:30- 2:00 A.M.

GREYLOCK DINING HALL

4V2 hours of NON-STOP music (discs only)!

Funky, flashy, phenomenal light show!

20 l<egs of traditional refreshments!

100 gallons of soda & mixers!

BYOB-We'll provide all the fixings!

Music & OJ's courtesy of Big Apple Productions, N. Y.C.

!

Tickets -$1.75

Last year we had to turn away 100 people at the door, so get your tickets

ahead of time!

Tickets will be on sale at:

Baxter Mail Room, Wed.- Fri., 11-1

At the door, Friday night

Only a Limited Number of Tickets Will Be Sold

GET THEM WHILE THEY LAST!!

FUND RAISING MANAGEMENT
a new career for the

COLLEGE GRADUATE

Addlphi UNIVERSITY

in cooperation witli tlie National Center for Development Training

Thir* will bt 1 group oritntation

on Thuridiy, Miroti 3 at liOO

P.M. tt Mt. Halyoko Collogi, S.

Hidloyi Dwight Hill Room 200.

The program, the first of its

kind In the country to train

Individuals for leadarship in

this dynamic field, provides an
opportunity for collage gradu-
ates who wish a challenging
career.

Upcoming Courses:

DAY PROGRAMS:
June 13-Septeniber 2, 1977—Adalphi Campus

September 26-December 16, 1977—Adelphi Campus

EVENING PROGRAM:
April llOctober 1, 1977—Mid-Manhattan

For « (rot brochure ibout ttili caretr opportunity mall th* coupon balow:

Mama
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Double OT 'moral victory'

Brandeis tips cagers, 103-100
a pair of pesky guards with a

propensity for throwing them in from
the Mass. Pike.

This combination worked extremely

well for Brandeis coach Bob Brannum
in the early going as the Judges
erupted for 20 points in the first five

minutes of the game before Williams

had a chance to cross-examine.

_ With Tom Balderstpn .once, ag^in.,

coming off the bench to supply the

needed fire power, Matt Spangler

Ron White did .^is bit to give the Eph's mile relay quartet a close second in

Saturday's ^uaidra^gular meet. The trackman won the meet, moving from

fourthtotirstplace in the last four events. (photo by Read)

Track ends 1 1-3 season
withIquad-meet victory

t)y Frank Carr
In an exciting; wrap-up of the 1977

season, the W,illia;ns trackmen pulled

out three close victories on Saturday

to give coach Dick Farley a fine

record of Jl wins and 3 losses. With

only four fevents remaining, the Eph-
men were in last place in the

quadrangular contest, but individual

wins in three of those events gave the

squad a winning total of 45'/i points.

Following the purple cow path were
Worcester Sjtate with 34 points, Fit-

chburg St. right behind at 33 and
Westfield St. finishing in fourth with

28'/2 points.

Employing the muscles of Larry
Tanner and Rich Remmer, Williams

inched its way to a one point lead over

Fitchburg and Worcester after the

weight events. Tanner faced a rather

powerful opponent in the 35 lb. weight

throw and finished one inch behind the

winner with a 52' 2" heave. Remmer
added a third in the weight throw and

then notched a second place in the

shot put at 49' 10". Freshman Jim
Holmes closed out his rookie season

with a fine U' Pfsecond place vault,

but the Ephs were now one point

liehind the leader Worcester. The

margin began to widen even more,

and when Greg McAleenan and Jamie
Rouse had capped off the field events

with thirds in the long jump and high

jump respectively, the purple athletes

found themselves down on the third

rung of the ladder.

Co-captain Ken Leinbach tried to

inject a first place dose of points into

the anemic Eph total, but was
outkicked on the last lap of the mile

and finished second with a 4:20.2

clocking. Fellow co-captain Dave
Bass negotiated a fourth in the 60 yard

dash, followed by Terry O'Reilly's

third place tie in the 600 yard run, but

their efforts were not enough to keep
the Ephmen from falling into last

place, 6'/2 points behind the leader.

Junior Ron White, who should place

very high in the Easterns this

Saturday, continued his winning ways
in the 60 yd. hurdles, stopping the

watches at 7.8 seconds. Vernon Davis
grabbed the runner-up honors behind

White and Williams was back in

business with now only one-half point,

separating them from the first place

Worcester contingent. The next event

put the Ephs over the top, as Joe Kolb
see TRACK pages

by Andy O'Donnell

The record books will simply record

it as their eighth defeat in sixteen

outings, but the varsity basketball

team's 103-100 double overtime loss to

Brandeis Saturday night was in every

sense of the word a moral victory for

the Ephs. And it might also prove to

be just the medicine the doctor or-

dered to s.na,p th.e te«m. QHl of..its

recent slump.

After struggling through four

lackluster and lackadaisical per-

formances climaxed by last week's

thrashing at the hands of a so-so R.P.I

club, coach Tong's charges finally

performed with an intensity and

desire that's been missing since the

Amherst game.

The game should do a lot for the

Ephs' confidence, for they not only

demonstrated an ability to play well

on the road but they held their own
against a Brandeis club boasting

enough pogo sticks up front to give

Yale a go for its endowment funds and

Women hoopsters defeat Ddrfmouth
It was almost better than a home from the Tloor grabbing

asserting himself underneath, and
Andy Straka catching fire from the

outside, the Ephs clawed their way
back from a 28-14 deficit to go out at

the half down by six, 46-40.

Brandeis quickly upped the lead to

52-40 as the second half opened behind
the sensational play of junior forward
Joe Carter (17 first half points).

Williams lied things at £4 on a Mike.

see MEN'S B-BALL pages

Skaters hold off Colgate, 3-1
byBillBaldiga

Blythe Miller and Lisa Halperin

turned away all but one of 21 shots on

goal as the women's ice hockey team
outplayed a strong Colgate team, en

route to a 3-1 victory Saturday.

Relying on three first period goals and
tight defensive play, the Ephs
withstood a last minute barrage as

Colgate pulled their goalie in an effort

to tie the game.

game as supportive Ephs took lime

out from the Dartmouth Carnival

activities to watch a visiting Williams'

women's basketball team defeat the

Big Green 58-43, Saturday.

The squad really put it together,

adding the speed and eliminating the

mistakes which had almost cost them

last week's 57-55 victory over Vassar.

Shooting a strong 49 per cent from the

floor, the team was able to penetrate

Dartmouth's 2-3 defense getting off

the inside shots.

Moving to an early lead, the Ephs

gave the fans a treat putting the

recently dormant fast breaks and

aggressive offense back into action.

Frosh Monica Grady was back to her

old form in the first half play going for

twelve of her sixteen points early in

the game. The team worked
especially well together as forwards

Lisa Capaldini, Leigh Wilson, and

Maggie O'Brien grabbed the

rebounds, setting up the field goal

situations. Capaldini. leading in

rebounds with twelve, was also strong

from the Tloor grabbing fourteen

points.

Up by eighteen at the half, coach

Sue Hudson took out the starting

squad who had been presenting quite

a defensive challenge to the Big

Green. Going man to man only in

press situations, the Ephs were able to

hold their hosts with a 2-3 defense,

forcing outside shots. As it became
clear that the Ephs superior speed

had secured the victory, Hudson sent

O'Brien and Milne, each with eight

points, to the bench, allowing the

much improving second string to

handle Dartmouth for the remainder

of the half.

The squad, hoping to maintain the

good team effort and strong play, will

meet Mount Holyoke away, tonight at

7:30.

Betsy McGean set the tempo of the

game early as she skated in alone on
the Colgate net, only to have Sue
O'Donnel make a fine stick save.

Working in the corner, McGean got off

a crease pass which Jeannie Dugan
tipped by the startled O'Donnel, at

10:33. Two minutes later, Mary Fish

whistled a high shot into the top

corner of the net to create a 2-0

Williams lead.

Picking up the play, Colgate put

pressure on Miller in the Ephs' net,

only to have the quick skating Ephs
break out on breakaways and two-on-

ones. A minute later, it was Betsy

McGean who again led the break into

the Colgate zone. Not to be outdone on
this rush, she shifted by the defender

and sent a low hard shot under the

pads of O'Donnel. The period ended
with a fine shoulder save by Miller

and the Ephs sitting on a 3-0 lead.

The second and third periods were
not as free skating as the first, and the

Colgate women peppered the Eph net

with 15 shots. Colgate finally broke

through at 7:59 in the third period as

Sue Elkind put one behind Lisa

Halperin after a scramble in front.

Halperin went on to weather the

Colgate pressure in the final minutes

to secure the win for the team.

Coach Jim Ford praised the team's

effort against the tough Colgate squad.

Div. I Colgate mangles natators
by Dennis O'Shea and

Andy O'Donnell

When you go up against a team that

swims like an Indiana University

alumni squad, and you have to swim
them at their place, you usually

dream upset but almost always end up
having your doors blown off.

Well, Saturday afternoon Colgate

added the hinges, frames, and
mahogany paneling as well en route to

a 107-26 dusting of the Williams

varsity swimmers in Scenic

Hamilton, N.Y.

The Division I Red Raiders, 10th

place finishers in last year's Eastern

Seaboard meet, and this year's upset

victors over East Coast Conference

titlists Bucknell, combined incredible

depth with flashes of awesome speed

to bar the Ephs from winning a single

event and to monopolize first, second,

and third places in four events.

"Colgate is without question an

outstanding team," commented
losing coach Carl Samuelson, "so we
utilized the meet in preparation for

the New England Championships."

Three individual events were sub-

stituted for the medley relay which

usually opens the dual meet program,

and two others, the individual medley

and the freestyle relay, were doubled

in length to championship distances.

"We wanted to take advantage of

swimming in a great facility to

simulate conditions in the New
Englands and to provide the kind of

background that will help us there,"

Samuelson added. "Everyone did

much more very hard swimming than

we usually have the opportunity to

do" during the regular season.

Senior co-captain Duff Anderson,

for instance, swam well over a mile of

competitive yardage in a two hour

span.

Colgate is really the only team on

IheWilliams schedule with whom they

are not at all competitive, so Satur-

day's contest was a welcome op-

portunity to back off a bit from the

intensity of most meets and swim
loosely.

As a result there were few really

quick times, but Samuelson was
pleased that most Purple per-

formances were aggressive and well

swum, if not particularly fast.

"Some of our swimmers really took

their races out hard for the first time

this year," said the mermen's
mentor. "We'll really need that at the

New Englands." He pointed par-

ticularly to Don Cameron's fourth

place 200 backstroke, Stuart Dean's

second and third place distance

swims, and Dave Amlicke and Phil

Wild's two-three finish in the 200

freestyle as better races than the

times would indicate.

Freshman Todd Piper led a fine

effort in the 400 individual medley,

posting a 4:30.212 third place clocking

that's less than seven seconds from

the frosh record and last year's

winning time at the New Englands.

Peter Howd added a fourth, just eight

seconds behind his 13th place effort at

the league championships last season.
Rich Remmer helped fill out the wrestling team Saturday. (photo by Read)

Jeffs rob Purple Pail from grapplers

Scoreboard
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Students reject constitution

GG referendum foi Is

Republican club president Steve Aspis '79 watches J. W. Stryker attempt to

refute Seymour Baron's pro-nuclear energy arguments Tuesday niglit in

Bronfman.

Nuclear energy opponents

debate power alternatives
Nuclear energy advocate Seymour

Baron challenged opponent J. W.
Stryker's vision of a "Faustian
situation" with an argument for the

safety and economic feasibility of

nuclear power in a spirited debate

Tuesday night.

"Nuclear power costs one half to

one third as much as fossil fuel

energy," he said, "and the radiation

leakage is many thousands of times

less than governmental safety

standards. Sulphuric and nitrogenous

emissions from fossil fuels hover

around the maximum amount con-

sidered safe."

Stryker, a radiation biophysicist,

agreed that nuclear energy is an

alternative, but should not be con-

sidered paramount. "With changes in

lifestyle, we can boost our energy

efficiency so that with the develop-

ment of solar energy, no more nuclear

plants will be needed."

According to figures introduced by

Baron, a vice-president of Burns and

Roe, the firm which planned a fast-

breeder reactor in Tennessee,

present technology restricts the

payback on solar energy sources to as

much as forty or fifty years after they

become operable.

"With conservation, the projected

25 per cent increase in the use of

energy expected by 1985 can be cut

back to only 3 per cent. Supplies of

natural gas, oil and coal are never-

theless finite, The development of the

light water, fast-breeder reactor is the

most feasible alternative to present

power sources," said Baron.

Stryker expressed apprehension

about the spread of nuclear power to

underdeveloped countries.

Freshman inclusion

"Widespread nuclear power would
result in an increased possibility of

terrorism," he said.

Baron, while agreeing that other

alternatives must be studied before a

total commitment is made, said he

remains "a firm believer in the

constructive need for nuclear energy

and its safety." Baron reported that

"once in every two hundred reactor

years, there is the possibility of losing

one or two lives," in the coal mining

business, over 100,000 men have been

killed since the beginning of the

century."

Students rejected the proposed
College Council constitution in the all-

college referendum Wednesday. The
final tally 2-1 with 14 abstentions left

the proposal 52 votes short of the two-

thirds vote necessary for passage.

The total 392 votes accounted for a

miserable 23 per cent of the eligible

electorate.

Council members have many
theories explaining the loss. Most

blamed poor student attitude. This led

to a high rate of apathy, manifested in

the low turnout. By-Laws (the com-

mittee responsible fop .,drafting the

new constitution) ' Committee
Chairman Stu Ginsberg 77 suggested

that feeling was more anti-Council

than anti-constitution. "I doubt^jijost

of the students even read it," he said.

Dodd House representative Cliff

Mitchell "78 agreed, saying students

were tired of "referenda in general

and a College Council referendum in

particular"

Representatives also cited poor

publicity, a new voting system, low

voter education and "lukewarm"
coverage in the Kecord as reasons for

the defeat.

Whether the proposed changes will

die, or continue to be debated is still a

subject of contentions. Both sides

agree that Tuesday's CC meeting will

determine the fate of the innovations.

Mitchell predicted future council

reorganization would take place in the

By-Laws. These do not require

student approval; a simple majority

of the council puts them into effect.

Most representatives disagreed,

feeling that another referendum was

inevitable, whether m conjunction

with the elections in March, or at

some later date. At that time, Gin-

sberg noted, there is usually a big

reorganization and this is the time to

bring up such changes.

The Election committee put a ballot

in each student's mailbox, and then

left a committee member outside the

door to collect marked ballots. Many
students complained of the short

hours in which they could vote, an(J at

least one student voted twice using a

discarded ballot he found on the

mailroojn floor. Committee^chairman
Handy Sturges '77 was not available

for comment.

According to council vice-president

Randy Sturges, the defeat of the

proposed constitution does not

necessarily prevent the organization

of the parallel committees.

Transfer policy changes
The Housing committee agreed

Monday that it should minimize, if not

eliminate, any priorities built into the

computer program that will run the

transfer inclusion. "We should keep

the transfer policy as pure as

possible," Associate Dean Cris T.

Roosenraad recommended, adding

that "the process is new and it's going

to be controversial enough as it is."

New parallel committees proposed
by Bill Dahling

The College Council approved
Tuesday a statement by represen-

tative Mark L,anier which dispelled all

rumors of financial impropriety
concerning the Williams Republican

Club. The council also debated a

proposal for structuring the parallel

committees specified in the proposed

constitution.

Due to a "misunderstood decision"

and a "lack of communication" said

Lanier, the "stories of em-
bezzlement" had resulted from
"internal problems the club was
having." Meetings with club president

Steve Aspis and various club mem-
bers led to this conclusion, said

Lanier.

The treasurer's report noted that

CC funds had not been misused, and
that the club's books were in order.

The report suggested that these

allegations might have an effect on

the future funding process of all clubs

in general, but did not specify what
this effect might be. Cath Carpenter
stressed the usefulness of special

forms all organizations must submit

which detail all sources of financial

income.

Five members of the Elections

Committee submitted a proposal for

the organization of parallel com-
mittees, "shadowing" the existing

student-faculty committees to solicit

more student input, pursuant to Ar-

ticle VI, Sec. 7 of the proposed con-

stitution.

The proposal called for a Curricular

Review Committee to parallel the

CEP, a Campus Environment
Committee to parallel the CUL, and a

Standing Committee, from which
subcommittees paralleling the

remaining student-faculty com-
mittees would be chosen.

Harry Kelly summarized the

philosophy of the proposal saying,

"Those who make the policy should be

those who implement it."

The council resolved that election ot

student representatives to the CUL
and CEP would remain the same as

last year; these representatives

would be on the parallel committees.

Kelly and Goodell emphasized that

their proposal established a, linkage

which would require members to

actively solicit student opinion on

relevant issues, and in turn act on this

information in the form of concrete

proposals to the student-faculty

committees.

Fitch-Prospect

Berkshire Quad offers options
by Bob Fox

In the Berkshire Quad sit two

houses which have been variously

maligned in the inclusion groupings

the last few years and have been

continually labelled as "less than

desirable" housing. After two years,

Dodd has been combined more sen-

sibly with Tyler, which leaves Fitch

and Prospect in a category by

themselves—a combination which is

due as much to the layout of the

campus and the process of elimination

as it is to the similarities between

these houses.

The Berkshire Quad is located at the

east end of campus, with Fitch and

Prospect bounding the eastern and

southern sides of that quad. The
location is superb, with Sawyer,

Hopkins, Griffin and the shops on

Spring Street a two or three minute

walk and the Science Quad and Baxter

only a couple more. If you are a sports

fan, whether of football, baseball or

any winter sport, this is the place to

be. Weston Field, Lasell, the hockey

rink and the field house are so con-

venient that one tends to forget what

the walk from Mission Park is like

during January.

This location also has a unique

quality when compared to other up-

perclass housing. East and Fayer-

weather, which form the western side

of the quad, house one-fifth of the

freshman class and there is at least

the opportunity for upperclass-

pwesons to interact with this class

outside of Baxter Hall.

DriscoU Hall is the main dining hall

for these two houses and is only a very

short walk across a flagstone patio

from either house. Though the name
has been changed, (until a year ago

the facility was called Fitch-Prospect

Hall), Driscoll still suffers from ex-

cessive noise levels and certain

notoriously windy tables, caused by

poor ventilation patterns. On the

positive side, the quality and cariety

of food have Improved markedly over

the last three years and the salad bar

is one of the best on campus.

Upstairs from the dining hall is

Driscoll Lounge, a beautiful circular

room refurnished two years ago. The
twin fireplaces, warm interior and
comfortable furnishings provide the

perfect setting for house functions.

see INCLUSION page 3

The College Council has opened

self-nominations,- for elections in

March. Nominations must include:

name, class and office sought; and

be turned in to the Dean's office by

noon on February 28.

The offices for contention are:

—President

—Vice-President

—six at-large CC representatives

—one each memljer to the CEP
from each division

—one CEP member at-large

—one each members to the CUL
from the classes of '78, '79 and '80.

—two members to the Discipline

committee from the class of '78

—one each members to the

Discipline committee from the

classes of '79 and '80

;0'V

The committee voted to permit two

special groups of students to cir-

cumvent normal procedure in

changing their house affiliation.

Those displaced from over-included

houses and those who entered

Williams as upperclassmen will be

offered opportunities to transfer their

affiliation prior to other transfer

applicants.

The committee will allow displaced

students to transfer their affiliation to

their new residence or to maintain

their present affiliation and return to

the original house.

Other upperclass transfer students

will have the option of entering the

inclusion process with the freshman

class or maintaining their College

assigned affiliation.

The Housing Committee voted

Williams Health, Education, and
Welfare $550 from house treasuries, to

be assessed of each house according

to the total number of house affiliates,

not strictly dues-paying members as

WHEW president Dan Felizberto had

originally proposed to the committee.

WHEW also received $250 from the

Freshman Council treasury Sunday.
These funds will be spent on Winter

Carnival and Spring Weekend events

such as today's Poker Flats activities,

and on "other all-College affairs"

probably including spink and
volleyball tournaments and all-

College parties, said Felizberto.

In subsequent act on, the committee

accepted a proposal to co-educate

Brooks, a formerly female residential

unit belonging to Spencer-Brooks

House. House president Glenn

Shannon reported that Spencer-

Brooks member unanimously api-

proved the proposal.

The committee also approved sub-

committee recommendation- con-

cerning the affiliation of row house

satellite and overflow buildings. The

package included a proposal to switch

Lambert, a seven bed unit located on

Hoxsey Street, from Perry-Bascom to

Spencer-Brooks.

Joe Kolb, Perry House president,

told the committee that female

members of his house did not object

because they hoped to convert Perry's

rear wing to female occupancy. The

suggested reorganization has yet to

come before the committee for ap-

proval.

As predicted in the February 11

issue of the Record, the committee

assigned Keck to Perry-Bascom and

Woodbridge to Gar-Wood. Wood-
bridge will be affiliated with Gar-

Wood for one year only, during the

renovation of the Garfield facility In

future years, Woodbridge will

probably bouse men and women from

Spencer-Brooks House, enabling

Brooks to return to single-sex status,

according to Shannon.
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News and Notes
From Career Counseling

KOBVETTES CANCELLED
Korvettes, originally scheduled for

Thurs. Feb. 24 has CANCELLED
its visit. At this point the company
will welcome resumes from those

interested.

1977 RECRUITING FOR WEEK
OF February 28 - March 4

Time sign-ups for companies
coming the first week in March will

begin on Mon., Feb. 21 at 12:30 PM
and end on Tues., Feb. 22 at 4:3Q

PM. Checlc ^e eligibility lists

before you sign-up. Companies
coming include:

Banlc of N.Y. Armstrong Cork
(Tues, PM & Wed. AM),
Price Waterhouse, Peat,

Marwick, Mitchell, &
Bryn Mawr Allied

Health Program.

RECRUITING ADDITION
On Mon., March 7: AETNA LIFE
INSURANCE - GROUP DIVISION.
Sign-ups for Aetna will be on Mon.,

Feb. 28.

TIME, INC. ADDED TO
RECRUITING LIST
Time will be on campus Wed.,

March 9 to recruit for its mgt.

trainee program. Seniors in-

terested should leave names with

Katie Case by Thurs., Feb. 24 for

eligibility determination. Time
sign-ups will be on Mon., Feb. 28.

GIMBELS COMING TO LUNCH
On Thurs., Feb. 24 Gimbels wiU be

on campus to have lunch with any
interested seniors. If you would
like to participate, contact Katie
Case.

ATTENTION MINORITY
STUDENTS
Career Expo '77 will be held Feb.
22-24 at the Copley Plaza Hotel in

Boston for any interested minority

students wanting guidance and
placement with companies,
organizations, and graduate
schools.

RCA SPRING VACATION IN-

TERNSHIPS
Opportunities available for

counseling positions in group
homes and other facilities for

juvenile offenders through Job
Corps. See Peggy Sloans.

WESTERN RESERVE
ACADEMY ON CAMPUS
A representative from this Ohio

school will be interviewing for

math and biology-girls' athletic

positions on Fri., Feb. 25. Sign-up

immediately at OCC.

Letter: Sexism
To the editor:

On Monday night, we, the un-

dersigned, drafted a letter to the

editor which set forth our objections to

the events of the Dodd House Pan-

demonious Affair. Specifically, we
objected to the half-pri<ie admission
for women, the wet T-shirt contest,

and the go-go girl entertainment

because of their sexist nature. The
first, in effect, would buy female

attendance by attracting women at

reduced prices. The latter two would

require and feed on sexist attitudes

for the audience's enjoyment. Over
ninety (90) people signed our original

letter.

Many who signed commented that

the posters themselves were par-

ticularly offensive. Although further

inquiry revealed that the posters were
misleading (e.g. the "go-go girl"

entertainment included men) we
believe that they were an affront

because they attracted people for

sexist reasons.

We are pleased that Dodd House
reconsidered the character of the

party and we admire the flexibility of

the house officers in doing so. The wet
t-shirt contest was cancelled and the

admission fee was equalized for both

sexes. We hope this situation will not

arise again and we hope the party was
a success.

Sincerely,

Virginia Long
Karen Leaf

Elizabeth Wieman

^
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Berkshire Quad convenient
INCLUSION from page I

The greatest difficulty in describing

this inclusion group characterizing

the diverse housing accommodations.
Prospect, the more uniform of the two
houses, is divided into three entries

wliich are connected by bathrooms
and suites. The suites consist of four

interconnecting rooms, which can be
subdivided intp triples, doubles and
singles, each with its own door, an
arrangement that allows for as much
privacy as the members of the suite

desire. AH of the rooms have huge
windows which afford a clear view of

the surrojinding mountains. They
have well designed desk-study areas

and many have panelled walls.

The basement of Prospect has a

very large game room for pool and
ping pong, a social room—home of the

famed "JB Room" parties—a kit-

chen, and a large study room.

Fitch and Currier room
arrangements are not as easy to

describe as those in Prospect.

Beginning next year, Currier will no

longer serve as an overflow house for

Perry; nor will it house freshmen. The
entire building will be occupied by

Fitch House members resulting in a
slight increase in the number of house
affiliates.

It is important to stress the

flexibility inherent in Currier where
all of the rooms are located along

hallways'. The number of bedrooms
that, share, a living room can be
determined by house members before

room draw.

Fitph itself is divided into three

entries with rooms ranging from very

large corner singles to three-room

suites consisting of two small
bedrooms and a generous living room.

Along with more objective criteria

and room dimensions, the Berkshire

Quad promises many of those hard to

value intangibles.

Tss • 6hirt6

IW
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63 WATER STREET

Season records to date:

Hockey: home, 6 wins, 3 losses;

road, 2 wins, 7 losses. Basketball:

home, 8 wins, 1 loss; road, 1 win, 7

losses.

Explanation—as j'et unresolved.

Solution—well, here's where it gets

to be a little more fun. Let's examine
some of the possibilities.

Athletic Director Bob Peck could

arrange to have the entire schedules

of all athletic teams at Williams

played at home. Nah, I doubt either

Jerry Tarkanian or Ned Harkness
arranging such a deal is very likely.

O.K., let's put it in the hands of the

players to break the spell. Have
basketball co-captain and resident

miracle-worker Mike Tanner fitted

with a pair of ruby slippers. Then
have the frizzy-haired senior stand at

half-court, click his heels together

three times, while chanting, "There's

no place like home, there's no place

like . . .", ah, better not, even the

thought of Tanner Singing

"Somewhere Over the Rainbow"
hurts my eardrums.

How about this. Dim the lights in

Lansing Chapman Rink. Bring senior

goalie Chuck Cremens out on the ice

on an elegant palomino, strumming a

guitar and crooning the strains of

"Home on the Range." Probably

wouldn't work either; and besides, the

crew at the rink would not enjoy

cleaning you-know-what out of the

workings of the zamboni.

Perhaps assistant coaches Jim
Rodgers and Bob Peck should get

together and deliver an ancient

Layden on Sporfs

Athletes' lament:
road-trip blues

voodoo incantation over the DuFour
Prothers bus company to rid it of all

curses and assure all Eph teams of

wins on the road.

All kidding aside, it's basically been

ths rpad bliue^ which have prevented
the two major Williams winter sports

teams from attaining a record which
stretches very far above mediocrity.

Yet, at home, the squads have been a

match for anyone. Only Bill Mc-
Cormick's skaters' 10-3 drubbing at

the hands of powerful Bowdoin is an
example of a rout.

Williams isn't the only place this

has happened. Even after the

departure of John Wooden and the fall

from the top of the NCAA heap of the

UCLA basektball Bruins, the

perennial Pac-8 champs remained
nearly invincible at home.
Philadelphia's Flyers were outskated

and out-bullied to the NHL crown last

year by Montreal, but lost few times

on their own home ice.

In the case of the Williams

basketball team, one visit to Lasell

Gymnasium will help explain^ the

phenomenon. And one game in the

creaky, electric structure will turn an
opposing player into a nervous old

man. Witness the Middlebury squad
which is reportedly still suffering

stomach cramps from the apples it

choked on in the final minutes of a

winter study loss to Curt Tong's

cagers.

Lasell's hanging rafters and on-top-

ol-the-action bleachers make visiting

teams feel as though the Christians

had it good in facing just one lion at a

SUMMER JOBS: FIFTY STATE catalogue of over 2000

summer job employers (with application forms). Send $2 to:

SUMCHOICE, Box 645, State College, PA 16801.

.0^ J#

time. Imagine having to do battle with

five pumped-up basketball players

and stands full of some 800 lions,

foaming at the mouth and chanting

DEFENSE! DEFENSE!
The ancient cage is one. of the.

buildings which the school will

probably make obsolete in two or
three years. But, regardless of the

team stats good ole' Lasell gets three

sure assists this year, in the wins over
Yale, Middlebury, and Bowdoin. Let's

make sure it gets another one
tomorrow night against Wesleyan.
The problem is a little more difficult

to resolve in the case of the hockey
team. The lack of a preliminary frosh

or jayvee game always makes the

time from bus to face-off a little

shorter than in hoop, and this could be

part of the problem.

Whatever the reason, the fans in

Chapman Rink have helped the Ephs
to key wins over Boston State and
UMaSs, while being nqf.iceably absent

during tough losses to Bowdoin and
Colby. A full rink could spell upset

Friday night against the Middlebury
Panthers.

Fans of Williams, the winter's two

biggest sports have treated this

tiastion of academic excellence to

some real spine-tinglefs in the rink

and the gym. Warm up the vocal

chords for Friday and Saturday night,

and get ready to do some yelling.

McCormick's skaters have no
chance of a post-season berth, but a

good deal of pride is on the line after a

6-0 loss to Middlebury early in the

year. Watch for some good hitting,

Patch Mason and co. are rumored to

be fired up.

For Tong's cagers, Tuesday's
W.P.I. Contest takes them into their

biggest Little Three game of the year.

Wesleyan (a vastly improved 14-3

club) took the Kphs by ten in Mid-

dletown in January and the Ephs are

primed for revenge. Time to raise the

roof of Lasell. Tip-off is 8:00 Saturday
night. F'ace-off is tonight at 7:00. See
you there.

rTHE
SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

TONITE'S THE NIGHT//
FITCH HOUSE IN CONJUNCTION WITH BIG APPLE PRODUCTIONS, N.Y.C.

proudly presents: CHARLES DEE LEMON'S WINTER CARNIVAL

DISCO '77 An evening of Total Disco Entertainment!

Nonstop music for Wi hours

• Professional DJs courtesy of

Big Apple Productions, New York City

20 Kegs of traditional refreshments

• Dazzling Light Show

• Game Room

100 gallons of mixers and soda

• BYOB - bartenders provided

The action gets underway tonite, Friday, February 18th at 9:30 in Greylock Dining Hall

TICKETS WILL BE ON SALE AT THE DOOR - $ 1.75 per person
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Purple cagers gun down WPI

Matt Spangler had a total of 10 points

against WPI.

by Andy O'Donnell

Take a little Rollerball, toss in a few

Romans and some Christians, add a

dash of Custer's last stand, sprinkle in

a bit of the Alamo, and you'll begin to

approximate the flavor of tomorrow

night's Little Three showdown bet-

ween our own Ephs and a 15-3

Wesleyan club that is every bit as

good as its record indicates. Take

notes, Dodd House, for this promises

jlo be the definitive Pandemonious
Affair.

The stage was set for the 150th

meeting between the two schools

Wednesday night as Williams utilized

a 58-28 rebounding edge and a 27 point

performance by Andy Straka to up its

season record to 9-8 with an 89-77

triumph over W.P.I.

The Ephs will gladly put that win

behind them and concentrate on the

matters at hand, however, for simply

put, they are in a must-win situation

tomorrow night. Wesleyan is

currently 2-0 in Little Three play,

having defeated Williams (63-55) and

Amherst (55-51) earlier in the year.

Williams is 1-1, on the other hand,

while Amherst is 0-2. Each team has

two Little Three games remaining,

but a victory by Wesleyan tomorrow

night will clinch the Cardinals' first

Little Three crown since 1972. A loss

would leave all three clubs with a shot

at part of the title.

The remarkable thing about the

Wesleyan story this year is the fact

that only three players returned from

last year's dismal 5-15 team. But

Coach Herb Kenny has ably mixed

and matched some promising

sophomores and a pair of surgically

repaired veterans with that core of

leltermen to form a solid unit that is a

strong contenderfor a post season bid

to the ECAC Division 11-111 tour-

nament. The Cardinals won't impress

you with any individual skills but as a

unit Ihey are .definitely .a locce.Lo be

reckoned with.

On the other hand, the Cardinals

will have to contend with Lasell,

where Williams is 8-1 this season, and

another jam-packed crowd that has

been a major factor in those eight

triumphs. The situation is very

similar to this fall's football meeting

between tlie two schools -

As already noted, Williams notched

its eighth win at home Wednesday
night against W.P.I, and the rebound

statistics contain the story of the

game. Brad Wolk, 18 rebounds. Matt

Spangler, 13 rebounds, Tom
Balderston, 8 rebounds. W.P.I., team,

28 rebounds.

With the Williams frontline con-

trolling matters underneath and with

Andy Straka connecting on 12 of 20

shots from the floor, Williams raced to

a 43-37 halftime edge and then ex-

ploded for 12 unanswered points as the

second half opened to comfortably put

themselves in the driver's seat.

Mike Tanner followed Straka in the

scoring column with 16 points, while

Balderston, Wolk, and Spangler
complemented their rebound totals

with 12, 11, and 10 points respectively.

As Wolk's 18 rebounds attest, the

junior forward holds on to his caroms
rather than drop them, and this

reporter deserves to run three

suicides with a hundred pound
typewriter strapped to his back for

incorrectly reporting that Wolk didn't

control a cejbound in the closing,

seconds of the firsi overtime against

Brandeis last week. Wolk did indeed

control the bound and managed to put

up a last second shot that just missed.

Co-captain Mark Tanner racks up two

Wednesday against WPI^

Squashmen top Trinity

13 schools arrive for Carnival skiing
Over 200 men and women skiers

from 13 colleges throughout the East

will compete in the 39th annual

Williams Winter Carnival today and

tomorrow. The carnival, which was
cancelled last year due to warm
weather, is third of four Division I

competitions held every year in New
England.

The University of Vermont and

Dartmouth University, which finished

first and second respectively in the

first two carnivals hosted at each

school, are ranked as favorite in the

men's competition, while Middlebury

is a definite favorite in the women's
' events. Middlebury will be defending

its 1975 crown in both men's and
women's competition. Williams won
its own carnival officially for the only

time in 1950.

Dartmouth, Middlebury, New
Hampshire, Vermont, and -Williams

are entering both men's and women's
teams, while Bates, Maine New
England, Norwich and St. Lawrence
are entering only the men's com-
petition, and Colby-Sawyer, Johnson

State, Plymouth State, and Cornell

are competing in just women's events.

Ephmen finish fifth

The men's and women's giant

slalom and cross country events were
held earlier today, while tomorrow's

events include the men's and women's
slalom at 8:45 a.m. and men's jum-

ping at 1:00 p.m., both at Berlin

Mountain.

Williams finished fifth in both men
and women's competition in the

Dartmouth Winter Carnival last

week. The men placed behind Ver-

mont, Dartmouth, Middlebury, and

Northern Michigan, while the women
saw Middlebury win all three events

to upset Vermont; Dartmouth
finished third and New Hampshire
scored two points more than the Eph-
women to take fourth. Williams

finished fourth in the Vermont ski

carnival two weeks ago, behind

Vermont, Dartmouth and Mid-
dlebury.

Williams' Andy Mikell, who won two

slaloms and was All-East Div. 1 first-

team all-star last year, will face stiff

competition from Middlebury's John
Jacobs, who won the Dartmouth
Carnival slalom, and Dartmouth's

Jeff's Kahl, who won the Vermont
Carnival slalom. John Macomber of

Dartmouth, who competed last year

on the U.S. Ski team and won his alma
mater's giant slalom event this year,

is favored in that event.

Fisher favors Mikell

Williams men's ski coach Bud
Fisher will be looking to Mikell and

Josh Dembinski to rack up points in

the slalom and giant slalom. Mikell

and Dembinski placed 10th and 12th in

the Dartmouth slalom event, and 16th

and 25th in the giant slalom. Captain

Chris Welch placed 19th in the latter

event.

Sophomore Jeff Magoon, captain

Gary James, and NCAA qualifier

Willy Schmidt lead the nordic effort

for Williams. They finished 9th, 19th

and 20th, respectively, last weekend.

Schmidt, sophomore Tom Dodds and
junior Scott Berry form the jumping
contingent; Berry was 16th, Dodds
20th and Schmidt 32nd at Dartmouth.

"We continue to be fourth in the

East," Fisher says. "We're really

psyched about competing at home,
and should at least maintain our
fourth-place standing."

Women's ski coach Karen Fisher is

also gearing towards a fourth-place

finish this weekend. In their best

effort ever, the women tied for second

with New Hampshire in the slalom

last week, behind high finishes (5th,

11th, and 16th) from Marty Epstein,

Ashley Smith, and Marion Sherman.
The women finished a disappointing

7th in the giant slalom, with Epstein

posting an equally disappointing 13th,

but Fisher hopes to see a fifth in that

event this week.

The nordic crew finished 5th at

Dartmouth, even without the strength

of Anne Waters, a first team All-East

selection last year and sister of

Dartmouth cross country standout Ed
Waters. Rachel Potter came in 14th,

Ellen Toll 20th, and Gina Campoli,

23rd for Williams.

by Evan Bash
The varsity squash team showed a

flair for the dramatic Tuesday af-

ternoon by providing Trinity with a

glimpse of victory before suspen-

sefully snatching it away through a

come from behind 5-4 win. Williams'

record advances to 9-4 with only next

Tuesday's match versus Amherst
remaining on the schedule.

Coach Dave Johnson was worried

before the contest about the young
Trinity team's potential for repeating

Army's upset of the Ephs a week ago.

As the match developed he had every

right to be, for strong Trinity play and
occasional Williams' complacency
almost added up to disaster.

The odd positions played first and
Trinity came away holding a sur-

prising 3-2 edge. Chip Lindquist

started the Ephs off on the right foot

with an easy three game win and Jon
Saunders followed suit, winning 3-1 in

his first match at no. 9. Both captain

Marc Reinhardt and no. 7 Charlie

Haines appeared ready to almost put

the match on ice as each won their

first two games easily. They failed to

put their men away, however, and
Trinity received two important 3-2

wins. Pete Thayer never found his

stride and lost 3-0 at position five.

And so the match hung in the

balance as the evens took the court. At

that point. No. 4 Martin Goldberg ran

his winning streak to 10, meeting only

token resistance in a 3-0 victory. Not

quite so fortunate was Tim Belk at no.

7 as he dropped three straight close

games. With the score now at 4-3 for

Trinity, Jim Little pulled it all

together when he needed it most, for a

tough 3-2 win. Then no. 2 Arnie

Cogswell clinched the triumph just

moments later as he eked out the

fourth game 18-17 for a personal and
team victory.

Freshman Becky Chase (No. 3) readies a rail shottopace the Ephwomen tea 7-

victory over Dartmouth Wednesday. The netwomen also defeated Vassar

Wednesday, i-1. The victorious squad, now 8-3, easily shutout a weaker Smith

team 7-0^ on Monday.

Poolpeople pursue Utile 3,

New England championships

Join these road runners for the WRRC 24 Hour Relay organizational meeting,

Tuesday, February 22 at 4:30 p.m.

by Dennis O'Shea
A fifth straight Little Three crown is

the goal and the Wesleyan Cardinals

the obstacle as the Eph swimmers
celebrate Winter Carnival with their

third and final junket down 1-91 to

Connecticut tomorrow morning.

Wesleyan's hopes for an undisputed

Little Three title collapsed with a 61-52

loss to Amherst in the last relay

several weeks ago, but a Redbird
comeback in the season finale would
create a three-way deadlock and keep
the Ephs from outright possession of

Relayers meet
ATTENTION!!!! ALL 24 HOUR
RELAY ENTHUSIASTS: There will

be an important meeting in Mr.
Peck's office in Lasell Gym on
Tuesday, Feb. 22 at 4:30 for all those

interested in soliciting pledges for and
running in the 6th Annual Williams
Road Runners Club 24 Hour Charity

Relay. Mr. Peck requests that a

representative from each prospective

team attend the meeting plus any
individuals who are willing to aid in

the fund raising aspects of the event.

The Relay itself, will be held on
Saturday and Sunday, March 12 and
13. For further details, please contact

Mr. Peck or WRRC representatives

Frank Carr and Dan Sullivan.

the championship for the first time

since 1972.

Realistically, the Cardinals have

little chance to upset their northern

brethren, who knocked off the Lord
Jeffs 75-38 in the season's first outing.

Nine Eph Division III All-Americans

grace coach Carl Samuelson's roster;

Wes mentor Pat Callahan boasts but

one.

That one, though, is diving threat

Rick Dennett, 11th place finisher in

the one meter competition at last

year's small college NCAA's. With

Purple boardwalker Jeff Erickson out

of the water indefinitely with an ear

injury, it's up to freshmen Dave
Thomson and Greg Roux to thwart

Dennett's clear shot at a pair of diving

wins and 10 Cardinal points.

Wesleyan frosh distanceman Ed
Denton is Callahan's only other real

potential hotshot. Denton is ranked

five places but only four seconds

behind Purple paddler Stuart Deans
in the 1000 free New England listings,

and if he eats his Wheaties tomorrow
morning he'll give Deans a real run

for it in both the 1000 and the 500.

Women tackle NE's

The largest Williams contingent

ever made its way to the University of

Rhode Island for New England
Women's Swimming and Diving
Championships this afternoon and
tomorrow. Nine Williams women,
rather than the usual three or four,

are entered in this year's capstone to

regional women's swimming.

"We finished about in the middle

of the pack last year," noted coach

Carl Samuelson, "but it's very dif-

ficult to predict how much we'll be

able to improve on that this year."

The Ephwomen's improved depth and

the Ivy League's defection to their

own conference meet should be of

some help, but the Purples long lay-

off from competition since the end of

their 5-0 dual meet season in

November has to hurt.

As of this writing the final lineup

had not been set, but Nina Murphy is

expected to go the 50, 100 and 200 yard

tiackstroke, while Carol-Ann Smalley

handles the distance freestyle events.

Keron Walker and Joanna Monroe
will cover the butterfly, and Walker
will join Manila Pearsall in sprint and

middle distance freestyle and the

individual medley.

Samuelson will round out his entries

with captain Randall Morrow and Ann
Youngling in the sprints, Laurie

Norton in the diving and Sue Tuttle in

the breaststroke.
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4700 prospective freshmen apply
The Admissions Office ^received

approximately 4700 applications for

the Class of 1981, less than one per

cent shy of the 4735 from last year.

Philip Smith, Director of Admissions,

said that he had expected an even

greater drop from last year's total

because the Class of 1980 applicant

pool was the largest ever, .

From this sampling of high school

seniors, which Smith describes as a

"very strong group," the Admissions

Office has set the number 475 as the

target for the Class of '81. Last year,

the office found that 483 students

decided to matriculate, which led to

Council seeks nominations
The Elections Committee is ac-

cepting self-nominations for the

positions of College Council president,

vice-president, at-large represen-

tative, and for four positions on the

Committee on Educational Policy,

foiir on the Committee on Un-
dergraduate Life, and probably four

positions on the Honoi'^and Discipline

Committee, said Vice-president

Randy Sturges.

Self-nominations should be sub-

mitted to the Deans' Office by noon on

Tuesday March 1, added Sturges. The
Record will print the names of all

announced candidates for any of the

above offices.

According to Sturges, the election

will be conducted in residential houses

by house College Council represen-

tatives and among Freshmen by
freshman CC representatives in

Baxter.

Tom Oodds placed 13th in the jumping
at Berlin Mountain: More Winter

Carnival photos on page 3, carnival

skiing results on page 6. (Bacher)

Ergathon
The Williams College Boat Club

will begin its second annual 24-hour

Ergathon on Friday. When the

clock strikes 12.00 noon, Baxter
Hall will begin humming to the

tune of the crew's ergometer, that

infamous rowing machine. All of

the more than fifty oarsmen and
oarswomen will have their chances

to run up some big scores during

their two fifteen minute pieces.

These individual scores are im-

portant, as the contributions that

the participants are now soliciting

are based on the number of

revolutions that each person can

generate during his or her pieces.

The proceeds from this ergathon
will be used to defray the costs of

the spring trip to Washington. DC.

The president and vice-president,

w'ho Sturges described as "a link

between the student body and the

College," must be either sophomores
or juniors when elected. The president

presides at College Council meetings,

but does not vote except in the case of

a tie. The vice-president replaces the

president when the latter is unable to

carry out his duties, and is^hairman
of the Elections Committee. Students

will also select six at-large

representatives.

Students will elect one represen-

tative to the CEP from each academic
division and one at-large represen-

tative. Upperclass students will vote

for one from the division in which they

are a major or intend to major, and
for one at-large. Freshmen may vote

for and run for only the at-large

position. The CEP is charged with

recommending educational policy

such as degree and major
requirements, and oversees the

College curriculum.

Students will also select one at-large

representative to the CUL. In ad-

dition, members of the freshman,

sophomore, and junior classes will

also elect one representative from
their respective classes. The CUL is

responsible for all non-academic
aspects of student life, such as

parietal regulations and advising

services.

Freshman Inclusion

housing difficulties. The.p^centage«f
men was 57 per cent, while women
composed 43 per cent of the class of

'80. Smith said he expects from 55-60

per cent of the class of 1981 to be men.

Fortunately, there will be more
flexibility next year with the housing.

Renovations in Lehman and Fayer-

weather added several rooms last<

summer. These can be changed from
male to female as deemed necessary

, to fit the class.

' The number of black applicants fell

ten per cent from the 183 received last

year. This percentage. Smith warned,

is suspect statistically because very

small numbers are involved. He
stated that this not unexpected fall

reflects a three-year-old national

trend.

Williams admitted 161 early

decision students in D^ember. The
number of early decision acceptances

represents a larger percentage of the

entire projected class than last year.
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Performance Thursday

Marlboro music returns to Clark

Lehmanpaintings arrive
by Mimi David

As the Metropolitan Museum of Art

welcomed the collection from Robert

and Philip Lehman with the opening

of the Lehman Pavilion, the Williams

College museum of Art celebrates the

collection of Governor (class of 1899)

and Mrs. Herbert H. Lehman this

'week ' until February 28 upstairs at

Lawrence. Governor and Mrs. Leh-

man have generously divided their

collection of paintings between the

college museum and the Clark Art

Institute. A small group of mostly

French and some Dutch paintings,

two Chinese paintings and a few prints

and drawings will be on exhibiL It

sounds eclectic but there is a definite

unity and purpose to the show—more
than just a melange of nice pictures.

Franklin W. Robinson, new director

of the Williams College Museum of

Art, describes the exhibition as a

short "history of French painting in

the nineteenth century." One begins

with two works from the Barbizon

school of the 1850's by Jules Dupre and

Narcisse VirgileDiaz. The later proto-

or pre-impressionist period is

represented by the work of Charles-

Francois Daubigny and Henri Har-

pignies. Continuing the time sequence

with probably the most outstanding

painting in the exhibit, is the im-

pressionist work by Camille Pissaro

entitled, "On the Banks of the Oise,"

dated 1877. It is an interesting Pissaro

in that one senses his transition from
"large brushstrokes and palette knife

technique to small dots and hat-

chings." It is simply a beautiful

Impressionist painting with all the

romantic appeal of the French
countryside. Completing the French
history is a painting by Maximilien

Luce, a British post-Impressionist

painter and a friend of Pissaro's.

Robinson commented that to

remind us of "what's going on outside

FYance" there are two Dutch works.

One is by Anton Mauve, a teacher of

Van Gogh, and the other by Bernardus
Johannes Blommers. Two interesting

Chinese works of the late 18th-early

19th century are also on exhibit. One is

on silk, entitled "Two Ducks," and the

other on paper, entitled "Four Birds."

In general, there are relatively few
works on exhibit yet much to see and
much to learn.

The celebrated Music from
Marlboro musicians will return to the

northern Berkshires this Thursday at

8:30. Eight artists will comprise the

chamber music ensemble which will

perform works by Mozart, Schubert

and Hummel at the Clark Art In-

stitute. Students are admitted free.

The opening number, Mozart's

Quartet in F major for Oboe and
Strings, was written in January or

February of 1781, the period of

Idomeneo. Chamber music with oboe

is comparatively rare in the literature

and such pieces were usually written

with a particular oboist in mind. In

this instance he was Friedrich Ramm
of Munich, of whom it was said that no

one was able to approach him in

beauty, roundness and softness of

tone, , and trumpet-like depth of his

forte. This Thursday Rudolph Vrbsky
will be the featured oboist.

Schubert's String Trio in B-flat is

one of only two surviving string trios

by this composer, both in the key of B
flat: the first, in a single movement
dating from 1861, and this one, written

in 1817, complete in four movements.
To conclude the evening, Johann
Hummel's Septet in D minor will be

performed. Hummel, who lived with

Mozart for two years, was a brilliant

pianist and composer. This piece, his

best-known work, was first performed
in 1818. It opens with an allegro in

which the piano is given florid

passage-work. The melodic line is

Student Kim Verzyl to stage

own art exhibit in New York
If you were in Baxter Hall last

week, you may have wondered why
there were posters advertising an
upcoming art exhibit at a New York
museum. The posters were in fact

announcing an exhibit of the works of

Kim Greer Verzyl, a junior here at

Williams. Verzyl, a 21-year-old Art

History major, will open her exhibit at

the Nicholas Roerich Museum on

February 27. The museum which will

house her show until March 27 is

located at 319 West 107 Street in New
York City.

Verzyl describes her work as

"essentially figurative, coloristic and
expressionistic." Her 30 piece one-

woman show which she has spent 18

months preparing will display a wide

variety of her works. Unique among
these are her portraits of other artists.

Working from black and white

photographs, Verzyl has painted

portraits of such people as Dylan

Thomas, Patti Smith and Barbra
Streisand.

Although this will be Verzyl's third

one-woman show, it is her first in New
York City. "What I'm trying to do at

this point is give myself experience

and exposure," Verzyl explained. For
a young artist, a New York show is a

major accomplishment.

Verzyl will be present at the

Roerich museum for the opening of

her exhibit this Sunday afternoon

from 2:00 to 5:00. She emphasized that

anyone is invited to attend.

Dance Society

to perform new
work by Dewey
Tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Dodd

House Living Room, the Williams

College Dance Society will hold a

meeting open to all. Following the

meeting, the premiere studio per-

formance of Joy Anne Dewey's new
work "Quartet" will he given.

Dewey choreographed "Quartet" to

music composed by Stephen Dankner
in 1971 called "Dans un temps som-

bre". The taped performance of this

piece features Ronald Teco on violin,

Nadine Asin on alto flute, Denis

Smiley on bass clarinet, and Karen
Lindquist on Harp.

The dancers performing "Quartet"

are Julie B. Bermant '80, Judith A.

Dayton '79, Nina L. Girvetz '77, and

Margaret A. Herrman EX. Following

the performance refreshments will be

served.

Have a travel problem that you

cannot solve? Educational Flights

has, for 7 years, been helping

people in the academic community
get to Europe and the rest of the

world at minimum cost, with

maximum flexibility, and
minimum hassle. Call us, toll free,

at 800 223-5569.

NOW AVAILABLE
The Zeta Psi Fraternity of North America,

having previously had a Chapter at Williams

College, continues its interest in this fine educa-
tional institution. Zeta Psi has available a

unique scholarship for qualified Williams stu-

dents honoring the memory of Lt. F. Kendall
Mitchell (U.S.N.R.), a Zeta Psi member of the

Williams College class of 1939, who lost his

life in World War IL Interested students

are encouraged to write to Zeta Psi's New
York Headquarters for information and an
application.

Zeta Psi Educational Foundation
500 Fifth Avenue, Suite 830
New York, New York 10036

generally carried by the flute while

the horn comes to the fore in some
very difficult passages. The second

movement has a capricious feeling,

and the third movement is a set of

variations on a folk-like theme which

is introduced by the piano with the

other instruments gradually joining

in. After this quiet movement the

finale CvivaceJ is all the more im-

pressive. The viola leads off with a

short fugue subject, and then the

various instruments spell each other

in a fascinating give and take until

they reach the tempestuous ending.

The musicians who will perform

Thursday evening are: Beth Levin, a

pianist who has studied with Rudolf

Serkin and is now at the New England

Conservatory; Caroline Levine, a

violist who has had an active career in

the New York area; Daniel Phillips, a

violinist who was the recent winner of

the Bronze Medal of the Leipzig In-

ternational Competition and the 1976

Lisa Lancaster, cellist, will perform

works by Mozart, Schubert and
Hummel with the Music from
Marlboro ensemble this Thursday at

8:30 at the Clark Art Institute.

YounK Concert Artists International

Auditions; Julius Levine, a double
bass specialist, who has appeared as
guest artist with the Budapest,
Juilliard, Guarneri and Amadeus
String Quartets; Rudolf Vrbsky, an
oboist who has received many honors
and been a participant at the

Marlboro Music Festival since 1971;

Lisa. Lancaster, a cellist who has
performed widely in chamber music
concerts; Judith Mendenhall, a flutist

who has been heard in solo recitals

throughout the country; and Robert
Routch who has already had a very

distinguished career as a French horn

player, having performed as a soloist

and as a member of chamber groups

around the country.

Arts Council to

host fellowship

conference
The Northern Berkshire Council of

the Arts has announced that Susan

Channing and Jennifer Dowley will be

at the North Adams Sheraton Inn this

Friday at 4 P.M. to discuss the Artists

Fellowship Program of the

Massachusetts Arts and Humanities

Foundation. This is the state funded

program that awards fellowships of

$3,000 each to over 50 Massachusetts

artists annually. The categories that

the fellowships are awarded in are:

painting, printmaking, sculpture,

photography, poetry, fiction,

playwriting, choreography, music
composition, film and video.

There will be a 20 minute slide

presentation of some of the work done

by recipients. Marilyn and Bill

Giersbach of Williamstown, two
Fellowship recipients this year will

also be present. Application forms

will be available and can also be

obtained at the Council office. The
meeting is open to the public.

The Williams Band takes to the ice between periods of Friday's hockey game
against Middlebury.

Brandeis University

JACOB H IA^
INSTITUTE IN ISRAEL

A program of study

about historic and mod-
errn Israel for |uniors and

seniors

Earn 16

semester

credits per

Financial aid available

Application deadlines:

March 15

lor fall term or year program
(no language requirement)

November 15

tor spring term (elementary

Hebrew required)

For a brochure or further information, write:

Jacob Hiatt Institute

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
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Middlebury ices Purple
HOCKEY from page i

Ben Heintz at 17:23 to knot at 2-2.

With just eight seconds remaining

in the opening period, Middlebury

started a trend which was to continue

Co-captain Jeff May closes out the

regular season Saturday as the

grapplers dropped two matches to

Trinity and Norwich.

(photo by Gledhill)

throughout ttte game: last-second

goals. Tom O'Hara scored to give the

Panthers a lead which they were
never to relinquish.

Mark Babcock and Buzz Woodworth
scored within a minute of each other

to increase the Middlebury lead to 5-2

before Bob Duffy broke the scoring

drought on feeds from Barney Walsh
and John Bessone.

Sophomores Chip Hagy and Harris

picked up the final two Middlebury

goals of the period, each beating

Chuck Cremens in one-on-one

situations. The Purple's senior net-

minder totalled 30 saves on the night.

Zeller scored his second goal of the

night fifty-five seconds into the final

period on assists from Jim Rooney
and Jim Hield, but the tally only held

off the final Middlebury onslaught of

the game. Led by Bostwick's pair, the

visitors scored the game's last four

goals to set the final count at 11-4.

Williams returns to action Tuesday
night with a 7:30 home contest against

Division II foe Hamilton. The Con-

tinentals dropped Williams 8-7 on

their own home ice in early Decem-
h)er, but have been struggling since.

Williams has three games remaining,

with a .500 season riding on a clean

sweep.

Peter Gonye fires from in close against Middlebury while John Bessone watches for a rebound and

Chick Johnson converges from the ^;ight wing. (photo by Oettgen)

Ephs splash to 5th straight Little 3
SWIMMING from page i

Meanwhile, Peter Howd turned his

attention from the medley to the 100

freestyle, whigh he split with junior

sprinter R. J. Connelly. This set things

up for a Dave Amlicke-Phil Wild 1-2 in

Ask Procter& Gamble
what you can do

with your BA degree!

\bu could become the

advertising/marketing manager

forone of these P&G products!

Although only 5 are shown here, Procter &
Gannble makes more than 50 well-known,

well-advertised consumer brands.

For each brand, there is a small

management group, usually just 3 people,

totally responsible for planning, creating

and supervising everything that is done
to increase consumer acceptance of

their brand.

The group is headed by a Brand Manager, an

important level of management in our company.

Right now, we're looking for a few highly qualified

college seniors withthe potential to become
Brand Managers.

You would start at our Cincinnati headquarters as part

of a brand group for a specific brand, perhaps one
of those shown here. To help you learn quickly, your

Brand Manager would give you challenging assignments

of increasing responsibility in various key marketing

areas such as TV advertising, package design, special

promotions, budget planning and analysis, and

market research.

The emphasis would be on you, your ideas, your

ability to contribute. You'll be promoted on the basis

of merit alone. It's not uncommon to become a full

Brand Manager within 3-4 years.

Since you will begin to manage from the day

you join us, we're looking for "take charge" people

with outstanding records of leadership while in

college. "Superior academic achievement",

"innovative", "a record of being able to get things

done", and "good oral and written communi-

cations skills" are some of the words we
use to describe the people we want.

If this kind of work interests you and you think

you qualify, please send me your resume.

Ms. Sandy Moersdorf
The Procter & Gamble Cq.
Advertising Personnei
P.O. Box599— Dept.A
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201

An Equal Opporlunily Employer

V

the 200 backstroke that clinched the

visitors' win five events before the

seniors took their traditional season's

end dunking.

Tom and Bill Beckett, and Paul vom
Eigen and Chris Clark tallied the

other Eph sweeps in the 50-free and
200 breaststroke.

The natators closed the regular

season with a 5-4 mark that includes

wins over every Division III opponent.

and a pair of very, very close last

relay losses to a Division I and a

Division II team.

Maine, Southern and Springfield are

the popular favorites for the New
Englana title to be "tlecided at the

league championships next week, but

the Ephs proved with last year's

surprise third place finish just what a

shaved down, psyched up small

college can accomplish there.

Cagers stuff Cordinols
BASKETBALL from page 6

way t)ack to six, 47-41, with 9:02 left

and again (63-57) with just 1:30

remaining, but some clutch free throw

shooting by Kelly and Straka kept the

Cardinals from coming any closer.

Williams actually won the game

EUROPE -

.,„ (800) 325-4867

® Un:Travel Charters .

from the line, connecting on 15 of 22

attempts and enjoying the bonus

situation for the final five minutes of

the game. Wesleyan outshot the Ephs
from the floor, 30-28, but only visited

the line seven times in the game.
Assisting Straka in the scoring

column for Williams was Spangler

with 13 points and Kelly and Mike
Tanner with 10 apiece. Brad Wolk and

Spangler also hauled down 12

rebounds apiece.

In the preliminary game, the

Williams JV's chalked up their eighth

win in their last nine outings with a 61-

58 triumph over their Wesleyan
counterparts.

WOODROW WILSON
TKAC'HINC; INTERNSHIP

Any Seniors interested in being

nominated for the Woodrow Wilson

Teaching Internship should

present a resume to Sue Little by

tomorrow. The Internship involves

a year of paid teaching at a high

school in New Jersey and an all

expenses paid year of graduate

school in education the following

year. (Math & Science majors in

most demand).

SUMMER JOBS: FIFTY STATE catalogue of over 2000

sumnner job employers (with application forms). Send $2 to:

SUMCHOICE, Box 645, State College, PA 16801.

West Package Store
Route 2 Between N.A. and Williamstown 6«3-60B1

16oz. Ret

UTICA CLUB

CASE

$539
Contents

$1.50 Deposit

• New Shipment 1975 German
Kabinett And Spatlese Wines

• Many Imported Wines at low

low prices

« We Carry
Vinlfera Wine
Beaulleu Vineyard
C. Krug

R. Mondavi

L. Martini

Wente Bros.

Christian Bros.

Sebastian!
Monterey Vineyards

Paul Masson
Bully Hill

Los Hermanos-

Mirassou

Finest Wine Selection in the Area
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Cagers roast Cardinals, 71-64

to remain alive in Little Three
by Andy O'Donnell

To paraphrase what the folks at

Miller are wont to say: If you've got

the record, we've got the gym. Lasell

and its congregation of 900 faithful

once again weaving the magic spell

that has helped produce eight vic-

tories in nine home games this year,

the varsity^basketball team shot down
the high flying Cardinals of Wesfeyan
University Saturday night by a 71-64

count.

The Ephs will barely have time to

reload their guns with more Straka

bullets in time for tomorrow night's

home encounter with Division 11

powerhouse Hartford, easily the best

team to visit Lasell this season with

the possible exception of Yale.

But for the moment Coach Tong's

charges ipan savor the fact that

they've already equalled last season's

total number of victories (10) with

three games still left to play and also

the fact that they've now IHrowiiLitire

Three proceedings into a tizzy and
given Amherst a large say in the final

outcome.

At present, both Williams and
Wesleyan are 2-1 in Little Three action

while Amherst is 0-2. Both Williams

and Wesleyan, however, must close

out Little Three affairs at Amherst,

and there's no way Mr. Rehnquist and
company will allow this Saturday's

Williams-Amherst rematch to turn

,into another purple cupcake.

Amherst has yet to see a fellow

named Andy Straka, and you can be

sure Coach Rick Wilspn will be on the

phone to Wesleyan mentor Herb
Kenny following Straka's devastation

'of Kenny's club this weekend.
Coming off of 22 and 27 point per-

formances against Brandeis and
W.P.I, last week, Straka struck for a

game high 26 points this time around

(17 in the second half) while shooting

a solid 12 for 22 from the floor.

Straka and Gerry Kelly carried the

Williams offensive load in a slow

paced first half, combining for 15

points against the Wesleyan man-to-

marf to give Williams a precarious 25-

21 lead at the half.

That was just a warm-up compared
to the torrent of bombs the freshman
unleashed in the second half. Firing

away as if he were on commission
from the Defense Department, the

diminutive freshman opened the

second half by tossing in thrte

projectiles from the vicinity of

Thidwig's left antler to give Williams

its largest lead of the night, 31-23.

Matt Spangler also got into the act,

bulling his way inside for a couple of

rebound buckets to complement three

more of Straka's patented stutterstep,

pop, and swish efforts and up the Eph
margin to 43-29 and 12:33 remaining.

Wesleyan methodically inched its

see BASKETBALL page 5

Panthers bury skaters, 1 1 -4

Brad Wolk storms the lane against

Wesleyan, with Spangler moving in to

rebound and Tanner watching from
the corner. (photo by C. Read)

Skier Epstein is

Athlete of Week
Womeh's Alpine skier Marty

Epstein has been named Record
Athlete of the Week following her

outstanding performance in the

Williams' winter carnival giant

slalom and slalom events last

weekend. Epstein skied to a first place

in the slalom with a time of 80.31.

Epstein also gr.abbed second in the

giant slalom' trailing Middlebury

skier Sarah McNealus by 12-100 of a

second. Edging McNealus in the

alpine combined results, Epstein took

first place overall with a total time of

156.0.

Honorable Mention—Hurdler Ron
White has been awarded an honorable

mention as a result of his second place

performance at the Eastern Cham-
pionships on Saturday. The fleet-

footed junior, who has been a con-

sistent winner all season, had to ad-

just his stride to the relatively short

stretch of track (45 yards) but

recorded a swift 5.9 for the runner-up

spot.

by Tim Layden
Neither a Winter Carnival near-

capacity crowd of 1,800 nor all the

revenge motives in the world were
enough to cool off the red-hot Mid-
dlebury hockey Panthers as the in-

vaders from the northern wilds of

•Vermont skated to an easy 11-4 win
over Coach Bill McCormick's Eph-
men.
The loss dropped Williams to 8-11 on

the season, including a disappointing

4-11 slate in Division II. The Panthers
raised their overall mark to 12-6 with

the win, including nine wins in their

last ten tries.

The determined Ephs came out
flying early, and Rick Zeller got the

hosts on the board at 1:49 with an

unassisted goal. Jeff Doyle quickly

dispelled all notions that the Panthers
had left their game somewhere out-

side of Rutland, tying the game up
just five seconds later.

John Watson (son of Bowdoin
mentor Sid, and apparently the one

that got away) put Middlebury on top

at 14:23, but Brian Norris scored from I

see HOCKEY page 5
[

Raise record to 7-4

};, ,>.••: --'''--- \,^' "~^ym^';'--^

Carnival Results
Men's Results:

Slalom—UVM 84, Middlebury 63,
Dartmouth 56, Harvard 47, Williams 43,

NEC 43, St. Law. 43
Top Finlsties: Jan Demblnski 77. 9»
12th, Don Tarinelli 78.01 - 13th.

Giant Slalom—UVM 84, Dartmouth 58,

Middlebury 52, Wlillams 51

Top Finishes: Andrew Mikell 120.71 for

second place, Roger Prevat 127.93- 20th.

Individual Alpine Combined Results-
Don Tarinelii 258.09 10th, Jan Dem
binski 260.27 14th.

Cross Country—UVM 87, Middlebury 64,

Williams 63.

Top Finishes: Will Schmidt 50:12 - 7th,

Jeff Magoon 50:15 8th, Gary James
51:22 16th.

Jumping—UVM 81, Middlebury 73,

Dartmouth 67, UNH 63, Williams 50.

Top Finishes: Scott Berry 183.7 - 7th,

Tom Dodds 174 • 13th, Will Schmidt 141.9

24lh.

Individual Nordic Combined Results-
Will Schmidt 337.60 for second place.

Final Top Team Standings—UVM 336,
Middlebury 252, Dartmouth 236,
Wiiiiams 207, UNH 178, NEC 172.

Women's Results:
Slalom—Middlebury 67,' UVM 56,
Dartmouth 55, Williams 52.

Top Finishes: Marty Epstein 80.31

(total) for first place, Corrie Johnson
91.45 15th, Ashley Smith 91.77 16th.

Giant Slalom—Middlebury-»8:'UNH 54,

UVM 53, Wiiiiams 45
Top Finishes: Marty Epstein 78.13 for a
second place, Karen Ham 86.19 19th.

Individual Alpine Combined Results

—

Marty Epstein first with 156.0 combined
time, Corrie Johnson 14th, Ashley Smith
15th.

Cross Country Results—Middlebury 77,

UVM 65, Wiiiiams 55
Top Finishes: Rachel Potter 30:59 - 6th,
Ann Waters 31:58 - 13th, Ellen Toll 32:25
16th.

Final Top Team Standings: Middlebury
216, UVM 159, Dartmouth 155, Wiiiiams
154, UNH 121.

Women dunk North Adams

Athlete of the Week Marty Epstein.

When you go up against a team with

a guard who avera^s 30 points a

game, and you are coming off a poorly

played loss to a lifeless Holyoke

squad, and three of your starters have
three fouls as North Adams starts

mounting a serious second half of-

fense, it can make for a grim evening.

Grim, unless you can keep your poise

and pull off a cool comeback, as did

the Williams' women's basketball

team Thursday, defeating North
Adams 69-58.

Leslie Milne displayed a game
winning effort late in the second half

along with Lisa Capaldini, just as the

North Adams squad had succeeded in

cutting the Ephs substantial game
lead to one point.

Going into the game with a watchful

eye on 30 pointer Mary Ellen Murphy,
the hosts went ahead early as North

Adams just did not have the Eph's

offensive touch. Freshman Monica
Grady was especially accurate for the

team, hitting three-fourths of her

Swimmers swomp Wesleyan, 79-34
by Dennis O'Shea

This year's men's varsity swim-
ming schedule has looked just a little

bit like an itinerary for a Dufour
Brothers bus tour of Connecticut.

Previous stops at Storrs and New
Haven, coupled with a final relay loss

to U.Conn. and an all out stomping by
Southern Connecticut left the Eph
natators with nothing more than an
extreme allergic reaction for

anything even remotely related to

nutmeg, jai-alai and life insurance.

Things turned around this weekend,
though, as a Winter Carnival jaunt to

the Constitution State produced a

lopsided win and wrapped up a win-

ning season and a fifth consecutive

Little Three title.

Putting into practice the timeless

lesson, "Do unto others as got done to

you last week," the Ephs journeyed to

the southernmost tip of the Tiny

Triangle and made up for last

Saturday's 107-26 battering by Colgate

with a 79-34 taming of the Wesleyan
Cardinals.

With coach Carl Samuelson in

Rhode Island for the women's New
Englands, the Purple effort was

directed by coach emeritus Bob Muir,

who led the splashers to his thirty-first

consecutive Win over the Redbirds.

The first thirty came in a

distinguished 36 year Williams
coaching career that ended with his

retirement in 1966.

With another Little Three crown on

the line and everything to gain in

terms of good seed times for the New
Englands, the Muirmen let loose with

10 wins on a 13 event program and put

together six one-two sweeps. 'The

Cardinals' swimming hole is just

about as placid as Cape Horn in

hurricane season, but most Williams

performances were at least fair time-

wise and some were downright im-

pressive.

Junior Stuart Deans swam 20

seconds ahead of the field and second

place finisher Duff Anderson to take

the 1000 yard freestyle, then shook off

Wes ace distaticeman Ed Denton with

a 58.8 final 100 to nab the 500 free as

well. Wesleyan coach Pat Callahan

had held Denton out of the brutally

tiring 1000 to try and knock Deans off

in the later event, and entered him in

the 200 free instead. It was a good

idea, but Deans and 200 winner Phil

Wild weren't buying any.

Todd Piper led another 200 in-

dividual medley sweep, his fifth of the

year, but this time Bryan Volpp tilled

the second place slot with a 2:11.3

clocking three seconds faster than his

last varsity outing.

see SWIMMING page 5

shots early in the game. Grady and
junior Leigh Wilson used their fast-

break ability to its fullest, driving past

the slower NA squad.

At the other end of the court, luck

was robbing Murphy of points as her

shots circled the rim, falling down into

the lane. With Murphy missing. North
Adams rebounded and turned to

forward Annie Cramer to put them
through. Cramer combined with

Carolyn Sanford in an awesome duo
which began to eat up the Ephs lead in

the first half.

Attempting to stop the pair, the

Ephs called a full man to man press

and switched to one defense at half

court. Wilson and Grady, playing

tough ball for the team, soon found

themselves with three fouls apiece

late in the half.

Forward Capaldini then picked up
the pace for the Ephs, leading a drive

which sent the Ephs from 20-17 to 34-24

in four minutes.

Starting the second half with a

comfortable nine point lead, the Ephs
slacked off, failing to get the needed
rebounds which Sanford was so ably

sinking. Playing determined defense,

Wilson was soon tagged with her

fourth foul and the team was now
faced with a 48-47 lead, midway
through the period.

Despite her foul tally, Wilson stayed

in the game, as Grady, Capaldini, and
Maggie O'Brien took over, presenting

a triple threat to the visitors.

Capaldini, hitting from outside, Grady

grabbing the fast breaks, and
O'Brien, from all around, really

turned it on, securing a 58-52 lead.

Then it was Leslie Milne, grabbing
two, assisting Grady for two, and then

Capaldini for two. With the

momentum going and two minutes
left, Capaldini hit a foul shot and the

team put in the rebound for three

points, leaving O'Brien to finish it off,

and leaving North Adams and their 30

points out in the cold,,

Leading the scoring was Capaldini

with 15 while Grady and O'Brien

added 14 each. The defense-oriented

Milne had an unusually high 11 points

and Wilson had 12. Capaldini, showing
real improvement this season, also

led in rebounds, grabbing 12.

Earlier last week, the Ephs
precision play disappeared, as they

dropped a close one to Mt. Holyoke 59-

56. The Ephs, plagued by turnovers

kept throwing the ball away as their

host pressed on the tiny court. Unlike

the NA game, the squad could not

recover, setting their record at 7-4.

Scoreboard
Men's Varsity Basketball (10 B)

Feb. 19 Wesleyan 64, Williams 71

Top Scoring: Straka-26, Spangler 13,

Kelly 10, Tanner 10.

Feb. 16 WPI 77, Williams 89

Top Scoring: Straka 27, Tanner 16,

Balderston 12.

Men's Ice Hockey (8 11)

Feb. 18 Middlebury 11, Williams 4

Goals: Zeller 2, Norris 1, Duffy 1,

Women's Basketball (7 4)

Feb, 17 North Adams 58, Williams 69

Top Scoring: Capaldini 15, O'Brien 14,

Grady 14

Feb 15 Holyoke 58, Williams 56

Top Scoring: Wilson 17, O'Brien 12,

Grady 13

Men's Squash (9 4)
Feb. 15 Trinity 4, Williams 5

Women's Squash
Feb. 16 Dartmouth 0, Williams 7

Vassar 1, Williams 6

Feb. 14 Smith 0, Williams 7

Women's Ice Hockey
Feb. 19 RPI 1, Williams 3

Goals: Mary Fish 1, Liza Olsen 2

Men's Swimming (5 4)

Feb. 19 Wesleyan 34, Williams 79

(Fifth Straight Little Three Cham
pionship)

Women's Swimming
Feb. 19 Finished Sixth in Women's
New Englands

Leigh Wilson puts a shot up and over

the outstretched arms of a North

Adams State defender as Maggie
O'Brien (left) and Robin Ellett look

on. (photo by C. Read)

\
X
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Chandler announces division of Roper duties
Williams, Yale and the University

of Connecticut will jointly operate the

Roper Public Opinion Research
Center, Inc., starting in July,

President John W. Chandler an-

nounced at Wednesday's faculty

meeting. The center located in Stetson

Hall will retain a complete set of data

and will have access to future

acquisitions, he said.

The faculty approved the CEP's
curriculum revisions for next year.

Committee chairman George
Goethals remarked that the

curriculum was stable, featuring few

innovations. Dean of the College Peter

Berek informed the faculty of the

formation of a committee to study

Black students here.

Williams supported the Roper
Center from its founding in 1946 until

two and a half years ago, when the

College began reducing funding. Last

year the center contacted several

educational institutions about the

possibility of relocation; Yale and

UConn responded with a joint offer.

Williams will contribute $5000 a

year to the independent corporation,

the other schools will each supply

$15,000 and $15,000 worth of computer

time a year.

The functions of the Roper Center

will be split among the schools.

Williams will handle data suppliers,

summer prv>grams, publications,

indexing and cataloguing; UConn will

be the data processing center while

Yale will oversee the use of services.

Philip K. Hastings, currently the

President and Director of the center,

will direct activities here, Chandler

said. A new executive director will

locate at one of the other institutions.

The CEP curriculum proposals

included changes in major and Honors

programs, new courses and revised

courses. The faculty passed motions

for each academic division.

Speaking on Division I revisions.

Professor Edson Chick remarked that

there will be more 100 and 200-level

courses available. The German

department will offer an alternate

route to a major titled German
Studies, incorporating German
history, music, religion and
philosophy courses.

The Division II motion included

bracketing all History of Science

courses during Associate Professor

Donald deSeaver's leave of absence

and requiring an empirical methods

course for economics majors.

The ad hoc committee to study

Black students "has a potential for

improving the functioning of the

College," Berek said after the

meeting. The committee includes

Berek, seven faculty members and
eight students.

Piltch calls for CC goals
"The greatest obstacle to student

power at Williams is a lack of well-

defined goals," said College Council

President Steve Piltch in a Record
interview Tuesday.

"The council must define where it is

heading and what it wants to do," he

added, and should more actively seek

student input into that process.

"Students have the power to influence

events," claimed Piltch. "The
problem is to define goals" for that

power.

" council indulges in

too much nit picking "

Vice-president Randy Sturges

claimed that "students don't take the

council seriously, although it does

important things." Piltch suggested

that this was caused by the council

perceiving itself "as too important a

body." Struges said he felt that the

council was not taken seriously

because it indulged in too much "nit-

picking," and that concentration on

more important matters would result

in a more effective council.

Piltch described student input as

vital to a successful council, adding

that "council members have to realize

that before students will look at them

as a viable organization, they have to

be willing to solicit information.'-'

According to Piltch, "the only time

many students care about the council

is when it deals with something that

directly affects them, such as funding

organizations." Many important

issues with which the council deals

affect students only indirectly at first,

he added, causing then»,4o be less

interested than they should' be.

Piltch suggested that the new
College Council Institute parallel

committees to channel student input

into faculty committees, as specified

in the defeated constitution. He also

advised his successors to actively

seek opinion from students, faculty,

and administrators. Sturges
recommended that important council

and committee positions such as

treasurer and secretary be nominated
not only by written application but by
personal interview with the Elections

Committee.
Piltch did not see the council's

power as being interfered with by
other power centers such as
residential houses. "We need a good
deal of decentralization," said

Sturges, adding that such decen-

tralization facilitated the flow of

student opinion to the council.

Piltch said that while a president

"could get by" merely by presiding at

meetings, one of his major duties was
to act as a source of student opinion

for the administration. Sturges said

that he met with administrators two
or three times every two weeks, and
Piltch met with them "significantly

more often."

The greatest success of the council

this year was the improvement of

communication between It and the

students, and the streamlining of the

budgeting process, said Piltch, though
there is need for further improvement

.

Black review begins
Dean of the College Peter Berek presented the following

statement to the faculty Wednesday.

Beginning in the late 1960's Williams College undertook a

commitment to educating significant numbers of Black

undergraduates and to giving the history, culture and ex-

perience of Black people their deserved place in the

curricular and extra-curricular "life of the College. The
College's record in fulfilling its commitments includes both

successes and failures. In 1968 eleven Black men entered

Williams; in recent years entering classes have included

about forty Black men and women. While the College has

not made as much progress as it desired in attracting Black

faculty and staff, we have nine Black faculty and staff

members instead of one, as we had a decade ago. We have a

richer variety of course offerings relevant to the Black

experience in America and the world»than in the past, but at

the same time perhaps pay less attention to Black culture in

certain introductory-level courses than we did six or seven

years ago. While the College has made systematic efforts to

do an effective job of orientation and academic advising for

Black students, as for all students, it may well be that we
may have inadvertently let a situation develop on campus
that many Black students feel has hampered them in their

efforts to fulfill their potential for achievement, both in the

classroom and outside. —
Both Williams and the nation have changed since the late

sixties, and insensitivities towards one another's needs

have developed on the part of whites and blacks, students

and faculty alike. The reaccreditation review the College is

now undergoing offers a useful opportunity for us to assess

an academic environment affected by these insensitivities

and to explore the means by which we are attempting to

fulfill our commitment to educating Black students, to

making all students appropriately aware of the history and
culture of Black people, and to developing patterns of ex-

tracurricular life reflecting the pluralism of our student

body. With this goal in mind, I have asked the President to

appoint an ad hoc committee to study- the situation, both

academic and social, of Black students at Williams. This

committee's goal will be to suggest to relevant student-

faculty committees and administrative officers im-

provements in the College's counseling and advising

procedures and in its curricular and extracurricular

programs.

The faculty decided the fate of ttie Roper Center and voted

to accept the CEP course package at its meeting Wed-

nesday. Above/ Dean Berek and Provost Grabois discuss

a proposal while, below, President Chandler reads a

statement.

Keller cogitates insufficient increase,

problems in production control, costs

Applications
Applications for off-campus

housing are now available in the

Buildings and Grounds Service

Building opposite Weston Field.

The deadline for filing is 4:00 p.m.

Friday, March 4, 1977.

Forms will be accepted from all

upperclass students but the

Housing Committee will consider

applications by class, beginning

with those who entered with the

Class of 1978. Within each class,

permission will be granted on a

random basis.

Students presently living off-

campus must reapply. They are

not guaranteed an affirmative

decision. '^

For further information students

may conUct Jamie Barickman

(6794) or Sally Coney (2921), co-

chairmen of the Housing Com-

mittee.

This is the first in a series of articles

on Food Services. Future articles will

focus on food quality and menu
variation, student complaints,

communication between students and

food service, rebate policy and specific

mishaps this year.

by George Schutzer

Finances are tight in the Depart-

ment of Food Services, director Ross

Keller, admitted Wednesday. Keller

said the board rate increased only 2.7

per cent from 1975-76 to 1976-77, "a

percentage not sufficient to even meet

inflationary pressures." The situation,

is especially serious because of larger

selection and the addition of salad

bars, two major changes in dining

Gladden secedes
Gladden House voted last night to withdraw from the College Council.

House president MaryEllen Shea stated that the move was "to let people

know that we think the College Council has no power on campus." She said

the house would submit a letter to the Record and to CC President Steve

Piltch explaining the decision.

"We're calling for an open forum of students to discuss other alter-

natives. " Shea predicted that this forum would be conducted within the next

two weeks. "It won't do any good to withdraw from the CC without any other

alternative," she asserted.

The decision last night was unanimous, with an estimated 55 house

members voting. Both Shea and Gladden House Vice-President and ("C

Representative Marty Taft suggested withdrawing.

Outgoing CC President Steve Piltch was "not worried" with the

decision. "It's consistent with their vote in the referendum thai the CC is not

a viable organization, " he said. Piltch wondered if the house meant to say

that they were not interested in the funds that the council allocated.

Piltch suggested that the next administration should worry about it.

(^

room policy, Keller said.

Keller made his comments during a

90 minute interview with the Record,

covering such areas as food quality,

communications, rebate policy and

specific problems students have

perceived with Food Services.

The Food Service director said

efforts to control costs may explain

why some of the dining halls run out of

certain foods toward the end of meal

time. "We are getting into production

controls, " Keller said, explaining that

Food Services must estimate needs

and produce for these ap-

proximations. If a dining hall is

consistently over producing, Keller

said, there will be leftovers and there

are costs involved in preparing and

serving leftovers.

Keller noted that problems

naturally arise as cooks begin to work

in the direction of achieving

production controls. Part of the

problem involves difficulties in

estimating how many students will

eat in a particular dining hall at each

meal, Keller said.

Budget pressures are no greater at

the row house dining halls than at the

four major dining halls (Driscoll,

Baxter, Greylock and Mission Park),

the food service director said. A

couple of row houses are well over

budget as indicated by students from

Dodd House who report that their

cook, Peter Brazeau, has been under

pressure from Food Services to trim

expenditures. They also report that

row house unit manager Roy Clark

has been closely overseeing Dodd,

checking counts and watching

Brazeau.

Keller confirmed that some
pressure has been applied on Dodd's

cook to control costs. He said the costs

per student eating at Dodd House are

completely out of line, and that Dodd's

expenditures are well above the

budgeted amount.

Keller explained that budgets are

evaluated by comparing row houses

with row houses, expenditures this

year with expenditures last year and

expenditures this month with ex-

penditures last month.

The food service director declined

to suggest how costs could be cut at

Dodd House but announced that he

would not allow the menu to be

altered. Dodd House residents claim

that Keller has vetoed som6 of their

cook's efforts to control costs by

moves such as menu alterations.

One Dodd House resident compared

Clark's visits to those of a "gestapo

agent". The resident said that Clark

suggested portion limitations as a

means of cost control, but added that

see KELLER page 5
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"Durer through other eyes"

opens at Clark Art Institute

\^ St. Jerome In his Study, an etclied copy by Hieronymous
Hopfer (German, act. c 1520-c. 1550) after the famous
print by Albrecht Durer (German, 1471-1528), is on view

with the Durer original in the current exhibition "Durer
Through Other Eyes" at the Sterling and Francine Clark

Art Institute in Williamstown.

FRAME SHOP GALLERY

MAIN STREET

WILLJAA^STOWN. MASS 01267

PAINTINGS, ANTIQUES PRINTS

Have a travel problem that you
cannot solve? Educational Flights

has, for 7 years, been helping

people In the academic community
get to Europe and the rest of the

world at minimum cost, with

maximum flexibility, and
minimum hassle. Call us, toll-free,

at 800-223-5569.

R
Lrl

DO

teims
XUBIIOI
luiAwravN, luK I

Please pick up your textbooks soon ; we

are beginning to return overstocks

rTHE
SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINESBEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

"to /

TcKUVouT-linG'

cor'5teE"'
63 WATER STREET
/

1^ NOMINATED F^OR

\J ACADEMY AWARDS
r including

BEST PICTURE

BEST ACTOR, ACTRESS & DIRECTOR

CINEMA 1

DAILY 7:008.9: 15

Rt. 67A Bennington, Vt. (802) 442-8179

"Durer Through Other Eyes: His

Graphic Work Mirrored in Copies and
Forgeries of Three Centuries" is the

title of an exhibit which has just

opened at the Clark Art Institute and
will be on view until March 27. Almos"
fifty copies of Durer's prints are
exhibited side by side with the original

Durer engravings, etchings and
woodcuts, Some q( the copies. are
exceptionally skillful, requiring an
experienced eye to detect the few
minute variations. For example,
astonishingly deceptive copies were
produced by the Flemish engraver
Jan Wierix ( 1549-1615) , seven of whose
prints after Durer are included in the

exhibit. Other artists, such as the

German Jerome Hopfer (fl. 1520),

copied Durer's prints intending to

reproduce their basic compositions

rather than to duplicate line for line

the appearance of the originals.

Hopf^r's etched copies in particular

show an utter lack of regard for

Durer's masterful technique; his lines

look crude, thick and clumsy in

comparison to Durer's. About half of

the copies are by anonymous masters
and vary considerably in quality.

Some Qf Durer's most famous, prjjjts

are seen together with a number of

copies, for example, St. Jerome in His

Study, Adam and Eve, and MelancoUa.

"Durer Through Other Eyes" was
prepared by students in the Williams

College-Clark Art Institute Graduate
Program in the History of Art under

the direction of Professor Julius S.

Held two years ago and has been seen

at a number of educational in-

stitutions in this country.

Parks plays Bach
Anne Parks will play the complete

Clavierubung, Part III, popularly

known as the "German Organ Mass,"
by J. S. Bach, in a free public recital

this Sunday, at 8:36 p.m.. in Thompson
Memorial Chapel. The concert is

being sponsored by the department of

music.

Parks has given organ recitals in

ten different states from Maine to

Texas. A native of Washington, D.C.,

she began studying piano at the age of

four and first performed in a recital at

the age of five. She t)egan studying

organ and serving as a church
organist when she \yas only fourteen.

She has Since studied with Heinz
Arnold at Stephens College, with
Wayne Dirksen at the National
Cathedral, David Boe at Oberlin
College, and Grigg Fountain at

Northwestern University.

Now an Assistant Professor of

Music at the University of Michigan-
Dearborn, she had been College

Organist and Instructor in Music at

Tuskeege Institute and at Texas

Lutheran College

.

Slides, poems, drama, dance

Black AAovements
For several years. Black

Movements has been an annual bright

spot on the AMT stage—an en-

tertaining and professional produc-

tion of the highest caliber.

This year the theme of the show is

"Through Perilous Times We Have
Survived," with slides, original

poetry, dramatic scenes by William

Spriggs, and dance pieces

choreographed by Ralph Breedlove

and Jackie Wilson. The 12 member

cast will present a multi-media pic-

torial view of five periods of black

American history.

Produced by the Williams Black

Student Union and directed by Ralph
Breedlove, with lighting by New York
designer John Brown, Black
Movements will be performed
tomorrow night at 8 p.m. at the

Adams Memorial Theater. Tickets

are $1.00 and proceeds will be donated

to the ABC house in Williamstown.

HELP WANTED
COLORADO WYOMING MONTANA Summertime employees for dude
ranches, Natl. Parks, and U. S. Forest Service. For information and
directory send $3.00 to Outdoor Services Box 349 Cody, Wyoming 82414

KIM—
Contact Photographer.

Important.

413-663-9848

West Package Store
Route 2 Between N.A. and Williamstown 6«3-i081

16oz. Ret

UTICA CLUB

CASE

$5

• New Shipment 1975 German
Kabinett And Spatlese Wines

• Many Imported Wines at low

low prices

• We Carry
Vinifera Wine
Beaulieu Vineyard
C. Krug
R. Mondavi
L. Martini

Wente Bros.

Christian Bros.

Sebastiani
Monterey Vineyards

Paul Masson
Bully Hill

-Los Hermanos-

Mirassou

Finest Wine Selection in the Area
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Contents
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$W.000 deficit

Slow sales stymie snack bar
The snack bar will probably lose ten

thousand dollars this year, although

actual figures are iiot yet available,

according to Ross Keller, Director of

Food Services. The snack bar lost

about twenty thousand dollars last

year, he added.

Keller attributed the loss to the long

hours which the snack bar must
maintain, including times such as th6

dinner hour when demand is low. It

was also staffed for ten days in

December when businesis was slow,

Keller said.

Keller announced that he would not

consider an increase in board fees to

offset this year's losses. Nor will

prices be raised specifically to cover

the deficit. Keller noted, however,

that prices will continue to rise in

response as expenses do.

Keller projected revenues for this

year at about ninety five thousand
dollars; down from TaslJ*ear's gross of

slightly over one hundred thousand.

Expenses last year totaled ap-

proximately one hundred and twenty
two thousand dollars, while Keller

Not even the smiling face «>f Dana Belshe '79 can avert the losses looming over
the snack bar this year. Food Services' Director Ross Keller predicts the bar
will lose up to $10,000. (photo by Pawlick)

SPEED READING
COURSE TO

BE TAUGHT IN

NORTH ADAMS
The New England Reading Lab is offering their famous

speed reading course to a limited number of qualified people

here in the North Adams area. The average person who
completes this course can read 10 times faster, and with

substantially improved comprehension and better con-

centration.

This famous course has taught many thousands of people

to read over 1000 words per minute with the ability to un-

derstand and retain what they have read much more ef-

fectively. Average graduates can read most novels in lei^s

than one hour.

For complete details about this famous speed reading

course, be sure to attend one of the free one hour orientation

lectures that have been scheduled. These lectures are open to

the public, above age 13 (persons under 18 should be ac-

companied by a parent, if possible) and the course will be

explained in complete detail, including class schedules,

instruction procedures and a tuition that is much less than

similar courses.

These meetings will be held in the Fort Massachusetts

Hall, Price Chopper, State Road on Tuesday, March 1 at 6:30

p.m. and again at 8:30 p.m., Thursday, March 3 at 6:30 p.m.

and again at 8:30 p.m., Friday, March 4 at 6:30 p.m. and

again at 8:30 p.m., Saturday, March 5 at 2:30 p.m. Additional

meetings will be held at the Sheraton North Adams Inn, 40

Main Street on Wednesday, March 2 at 6:30 p.m. and again at

8:30 p.m., and TWO FINAL MEETINGS on Monday, March 7

at 6:30 p.m. and again at 8:30 p.m.

Classes are limited and class places will be filled on first

come-first serve basis only. Be sure to attend the earliest

meeting possible to insure a class place. Group rates are

available upon request.

Advertisement

estimated this year's costs at a total of

one hundred and five thousand
dollars.

"Sales are off," Keller admitted,

and steps are being taken to boost

them. Fobd Services will rely moreon
"student input" to determine what

items are offered. A Food Services

committee of students meets
regtilaHy to ' discuss reconi-

mendations for improvements and
additions to the menu. Keller revealed

that the snack bar may soon offer

Mexican food, and said the menu
would continue to be expanded. As
part of a "merchandising" campaign,

specials featuring combinations of

items sold together at a discount have

been introduced.

Costs will be cut whenever possible,

mainly through^ the use of student

employees, mope efficient work
schedules and general efforts to

"avoid waste." Keller added that

reducing expenses was a difficult

task.

An employee at the bar said that all

workers had been instructed to keep

portions uniform and "rigidly con-

trolled." Prices on two items, yogurt

and bagels, went up recently, she

added.

Keller defines
portion limits

KELLER from page 1

portion control would be difficult to

implement in a row house eating

environment where students place

food on their own plates.

Keller told the Record that portion

control includes how thick or thin

meats and cheeses are sliced as well

as the quantity of food on plates. He
said he has sent out a comprehensive

memorandum on portion control to

food service employees in an effort to

standardize portion size.

By giving students an "adequate"
portion first time through a line and
requiring them to come back for

seconds if they want more, waste and
costs can be minimized, Keller said.

Budget pressures have not

prevented Food Services from
making necessary capital ex-

penditures, Keller said, citing special

reserves which have been used for the

salad bar tables and a new cooking

unit at Fort Hoosac House,

In other cost related moves, Keller

admitted that cheddar cheese and
tomatoes are available less often at

salad bars.*The cost of tomatoes has

tripled, he said, noting that they would
continue to be served with submarine
sandwiches and bacon, lettuce and
tomato sandwiches. Cheddar cheese

is more expensive per pound than

meat.

Lights-stay on late in FernaM as Economics professors preparo for teaching.
Ovor-Mbscribod classes force extra work on dopartmantal staff.

(photo by Read)

New College policy regarding energy consarvation will prohibit students from
spending late nights studying in the Bronfman libraries. The lower level in

Sawyer is still open until 2 a.m. for those who need the timefor schootwork.

(photo by Read)

—WHSHlfB—
Low income housing projected

Through the efforts of the Williamstown Housing Authority, its citizens

advisory committee, and the Berkshire Housing Development-Corporation,
an apartment complex for the low income elderly will be built at the foot of

Southworth and Church Streets. According to George Harper, state ap-

pointee for the housing committee and retired Williams classics professor,

the project will be completed one year following the ground-breaking in

June.

Course guide plans finalized

Within a week or two, the Course Guide Committee will make final plans

for their Student Evaluation report. The committee, according to chairman
Sarah Baldwin '78, will then go before the Finance Committee of the College

Council and attempt to get these plans accepted and corresponding funds

approved.

The exact nature of the publication will depend on the quality of student

response. The decision to include numerical data, such as the percentage of

students who rated a course good, bad, or indifferent, in addition to sum-
maries of student comments will rest on the number of completed individual

questionnaires, which are still being collected. It may be that some courses

will have such data, while others with less response will include only

paraphrased comments.

I

%

Wnkdayt 4:30 -10:00
S«Mdev* 1:00-0:00

Featuring Piano Entertainment Saturdays, 8 •

Specializing in steaks, chicken & seafood
Largest Salad Bar in Berkshire County

SOUR HOUR IS BACK
5-7

Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri. & Sun.

11

Jl L X-

Anyone who wishes to donate

blood for Laureen Swanson '78

should call Pittsfield Chapter
House of the Red Cross (1-442-

1506). The House is open Tuesday

and Thursday from 2 to 8 p.m. and
appointments aVe recommended.
Please remind the attendant that

you wish the blood credited to

Laureen Swanson, Mere Point

Road, Brunswick, Maine.

ALL NEW STUFF

IS COMING

WLI-IHK
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Women swimmers take

sixth in New Englands
by Deenl* O'Shea

Nine College records tumbled as the

women's varsity swimmers nabbed
sixth place at the New England
Women's Swimming and Diving
Championships in Kingston, Rhode
Island last weekend. The Ephwomen
trailed fifth place New Hampshire by

only a point after the first session of

the two day meet, but \yitb a 220 point

total still Hropped 24 behind tlie

Wildcats during the second day's

action. Springfield, U.Cona, Southern

Conn., and Maine also topi>ed theEphs.

Sophomore Nina Murphy toppled

College standards in each of her six

events, finishing seventh, eighth and

ninth in the 50, 100 and 200

backstrokes, and swimming on two

seventh place relays, the 200 and 400

freestyle quartets. The 200 medley

took fifth.

Murphy now totals 24 College record

performances during her two year

career, including ten in individual

events. •

Joining her in all three relay swims
and netting a pair of individual event

records herself was freshman Keron
Walker, high point scorer for coach

Carl Samueison's squad with 63.

Team high fourth place finishes

dropped her own 100 individual

medley time by half a second and
Leslie Teel's three year old SO but-

terfly mark by nearly three-tenths.

Walker blew her turn in the SO

freestyle, but still finished fifth, only

two-tenths above another Teel record.

_ Joaniia Monroe and ^ Sue TutUe
rounded out a medley relay that

lopped 2.1 seconds off the existing

record, hel by the same foursoiq^ last

November at the Wellesley Relays.

Tuttle clobbered Sue Buck's 35.356

record with her fifth place 34.37

clocking, in the 50 breaststroke, and
went even faster in the relay. Monroe
placed ninth in both the 50 and 100

butterfly.

The .freestyle relays included

Marilla Pearsall and senior captain

Randall Morrow—the four knocked

over 1.5 seconds off the standing

marks. Pearsall finished tenth to

Carol-Ann Smalley's ninth in the 50

freestyle and IStli in the 100 free.

Morrow, Monroe, Tuttle and
Smalley also put together a ninth

place 400 medley relay.

The hockey Ephs' contest with Hamilton turned topsy-turvy

at this instant. Geoff Daley is in the net, the goalie is

scrambling back into position, and Peter ^nye is sear-

ching for the puck. (ph^by C. Read)

Amherst next

Hamilton overpowers icemen
Coach Bill McCormick's varsity

hockey squad saw its current losing

streak stretched to six games
Tuesday night in 10-4 loss to Division

II foe Hamilton. It was Hamilton's

second win over the Ephs this year.

The Continentals, in dropping
Williams' over-all record to 8-12,

Take Little Three

Racketmen smother Jeffs, 9-0
It's kind of like a kid beating up his

brother to take a toy and then never

giving it back. Amherst and
Wesleyan's varsity squash teams

must feel exactly that way as

Williams freely handed out the blows

to each in continuing what now seems
to be a perennial domination of the

Little Three squash scene, bullying

Amherst 9-0 on Tuesday after having

done the same to Wesleyan a month
ago.

The Little Three title caps what has

been a fine 10-4 season for Coach Dave
Johnson's hard working squad. It was
a campaign that saw the Ephs record

some outstanding wins while suffering

no really bad matches.

Amherst came out hungry, anxious

to prove that last year's shutout at the

hands of Williams was a fluke. But the

Ephs knew better and put together

some good play.

Captain Marc Reinhardt, playing in

his last dual match, left no doubt with

a well played 3-0 win. Arnie Cogswell

and Chip Lindquist met more
resistance, but triumphed 3-2 and 3-1

respectively. Playing yet another

strong match was Martin Goldberg as

he swept 3-0, while no. 5 Tim Belk

surrendered only one game in his last

match as an Eph.

Williams strength all year has been

a ladder seemingly as deep as the

Marianas Trench. Tuesday was no

different as the bottom four all

cruised to easy wins. Senior Charlie

Haines showed his experience with a

3-1 victory and no. 7 Jim Little

followed suit, winning by an identical

margin. Also putting on a strong

exhibition was Jon Saunders as he

rolled 3-0, leaving no. 9 Jim Parsons to

bring up the rear with a 3-1 win.

The top six Ephmen must now
continue to keep their bodies in shape

and their minds on squash in

preparation for the National

Collegiate Championships to be held

March 2-4 at Navy.

tallied four goals in the first period

and four more in the third. Williams

holds a 4-12 mark within the division.

The first Williams goal in the game
was scored by junior Barney Walsh,

assisted by fellow junior John
Bessone. Geoff Daley and Peter

Gonye and freshman Jim Rooney
each also tallied one goal.

Hamilton took only 35 shots on

Williams goalies Ed Weiss and Brooks

Fisher, yet ten of them found the

mark. Hamilton's defense allowed

Williams only 26 shots on the night.

The Ephs take to the road tonight to

attempt to snap the losing skein in a

Little Three contest with Amherst.

The Ephs have copped 22 straight

games in the Little Three, including 11

in a row over the Jeffs. Game 7:30.

Ergathon

The Williams College Boat Club
kicked off their second annual 24-

hour Ergathon today at noon. The
crew's infamous rowing machine,
the ergometer, will buzz through

the night as more than fifty oars-

men and oarswomen compete to

generate record-breaking numbers
of revolutions.

Individual scores will determine

the size of contributions which will

be used to defray the costs of the

spring trip to Washington, D.C.

Spectators are encouraged to

come cheer on the rowers in the

Baxter Lounge.

Members of the team will be

there to accept last minute con-

tributions.

Purple trackmen sixth In

Eastern Championships

Trinity hoopsters outshoot Ephwomen, 50-44
Those recently discussed road trip

blues struck again Wednesday, but

this time it was the Williams' women
who came up short on the road, losing

49-44 at Trinity.

The squad kept in the contest

throughout the first half, although it

was clear that the team game was off.

Two minutes into the half key player

Leigh Wilson left the game with an
injured knee, which may well keep
her out of tonight's contest with MIT.

Up by five at the half, the Ephs fell

apart in the following minutes,
although Robin Ellett played good ball

for the team. Ellett hit a season high

12 points, but returned to the bench

late in the half with her fifth foul. As a

result of somewhat questionable of-

ficiating, Leslie Milne and Maggie
O'Brien joined Ellett with five fouls.

Playing man to man press to con-

tain the Trinity offense, the Ephs were
forced to switch to zone defense due to

the foul situation allowing Trinity to

take the game.
Although Eph coach Sue Hudson

recognized the poor play of the squad

as a key to the loss, the officiating

caused concern for the coach who
feared further team injuries.

Hoping to end their season on a

better note, the Ephs will meet MIT
tonight at 7:30.

by Frank Carr

Coach Diclt Farley took an eight-

man Eph contingent to Tufts last

Saturday and recorded a very
respectable tie for sixth place at the

Eastern Championships. The purple

trackmen combined for a ten point

total in the large scale meet and

shared the number six position with

Worcester State and Springfield who
defeated the Ephs 65-31 earlier in the

season. Farley was extremely pleased

with till of the individual per-

Cagers edge Hartford, 93-89
by Andy O'Donnell

You can give the two guys in striped

shirts a couple of assists for this one.

Benefiting greatly from a tightly

officiated game that put it in the bonus

situation with a full 12:18 left in the

second half, the varsity basketball

team rode the foul line to its third win

in a row and tenth in eleven Lasell

outings with a choice 93-89 upset of the

Hartford Hawks Wednesday night.

The win upped Williams' record to

11-8 and set the stage for Saturday's

Little Three showdown with Amherst.

Hartford fell to a solid lB-8, but with

Assumption and Bridgeport now
breathing down its neck the loss may
spell the end of coach Gary
Palladino's plans for a bid to the post-

season Division II tournament.

Before we get to details of the game,

a brief commercial for the Amherst

battle. At present, this is how things

stand in the Little Three: Williams

and Wesleyan are 2-1 and Amherst is

0-2. A win by Williams Saturday night

guarantees the Ephs at least a piece of
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Gladden to lose CC funding;

Housing ComnriLtttee status sta
The secession of Gladden House

from the College Council will not

affecl its standing in the Housing

Committee, but will apparently result

in a waiver of CC appropriated funds

from the Student Activities Tax,

according to Associate Dean Cris

Roosenraad.

CEP in review:
Part I

by Chip Buckner

This is the first in a six article series

concerning the history of the Com-
mittee on Educational Policy oyer the

past five years.

The CEP is the faculty sub-

committee responsible for monitoring

the quality of education at Williams.

Although its proposals must be
reviewed by the faculty, the com-

mittee is the major innovator in the

college curriculum.

The thirteen member committee

consists of a chairman; one tenured

professor one non-tenured professor

and one student from each division;

one student elected at-large from the

student body, one freshman, and a

College Council representative.

Almost every activity at Williams

affects education in some way, and

thus falls under the jurisdiction of the

CEP. In any given meeting the

committee will evaluate new course

proposals (Chinese language and

Avian Biology), the calendar and

workload (5-5 or 4-W-4), the effect of

grades on learning, "educational

paternalisms"—the rules that protect

the student from learning through

error (the E-deficjency rule), and the

value of a liberal arts vs. a specialized

education.

At the heart of education at

Williams are the courses themselsres.

Early each spring the CEP reviews

each course taught here, screening

for changes and duplicatioh between

departments. From this the chairman

produces a "course package" of all

the curricular changes taking place at

Williams for the next year. The
package includes a list of courses,

with a summary of the changes and

rationale for differences, and details

proposed changes in the major or

honors requirements (covered in

parts n and III respectively). If the

CEP approves of the new course

package, it presents the package in

three separate motions (one for each

division) for the approval of tt)e

faculty.

The CEP prepared summaries of

some of the major changes in a memo
to faculty members on February 14.

Division I

Any discernable trend is "in the

direction of an emphasis on more

basic skills. Music, Classics, and—in

some respects—German, are

devoting more attention to sophomore

level, or intermediate work." The

English department has added,

revised, renumbered, and dropped a

significant number of courses;

German has added an alternate

"German Studies" route to the major,

but for the most part the curriculum

remains unchanged.

Division II

This division has very few changes for

1977. "Only Economics is changing

requirements for the major, the ad-

dition of an Empirical methods course

in place of one upper level elective

. . . Course changes that reflect

personnel changes are anticipated in

Anthropology, Economics, History,

Psychology and Religion."

Division III

The departments requested almost no

alterations, adding only two courses,

revising two more and dropping one.

"I don't see how Gladden'

s

secession can in any way affect its

role in the Housing Committee,"

Roosenraad remarked. "That com-

mittee is not a political body." He said

that he saw the secession a^ primarily

a political move and that Gladden was
still obligated to take part in the in-

clusion process and other functions

associated with the Housing Com-
mittee. "Gladden may choose not to

participate in discussion, but the

house continues to be a part of the

residential system," he said.

Secession from the council will

involve waiving Gladden's share of

the Student Activities Tax. The House
Maintenance Tax appropriated to

Gladden which is not distributed by

the CC, will not be affected by the

action.

"The College Council is the fun-

damental political element of the

student body," Roosenraad con-

tinued, "and Gladden is obviously

dissatisfied with it." Gladden will

propose a new organization,

somewhat along the lines of a town-

meeting as a future college governing

body. "I would ask those atGIadden to

explore the same type of body whic]i

has been instituted at Kirkland
college. It hasn't worked," he said.

Several other residential units have
reportedly considered Gladden's
action and will discuss it at future

house meetings. Peter Currie,

president of Ft. Hoosac, said, "Unless
Gladden can come up with a more
viable alternative, I cannot see other

houses following suit. The council has
received little student support this

year, and it cannot effect any changes
without it."

Gladden House President
MaryEUen Shea was not available for

comment.

CoIIege Counci
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Off-campus housing options vary
by Jane Adams

If you're lucky enough to be chosen
for off-campus housing, the question

remains, where? The Williamstown
housing market is limited but there

are enough options available to suit

almost any need.

Four forms of housing are
available: faculty homes, privately

rented hotnes^ apartments, and

45 rowers pulled two IS minute stints each on ttie ergometer from noon Friday

to noon Saturday to help raise money for ttie Crew team. (photo by Read

)

college-owned married-student
housing. Rent is competitive with the

college room rate of about one hun-

dred dollars per month. One real

estate agent commented, "We know
when the College has raised its

prices." Most housing offers only the

standard facilities: a stove and
refrigerator for cooking and essential

furniture throughout the house.

Finding out what's available can be

a student's greatest obstacle. Houses
seem to be passed on from one tenant

to the next through friends. and word
of mouth so that landlords find ad-

vertising unnecessary. Buildings and

Grounds has a list of students

presently off campus to consult. In the

case of faculty homes, many house

sitters were sought out by the

professor. The Dean's Office does

have a list of professors on leave for

the upcoming year. The important

thing is to start looking early.

The homes of faculty members on

sabbatical or leave of absence often

offer the most deluxe ac-

commodations but conveniences and
fringe benefits vary. The initial rent is

low, averaging about seventy-five to

eighty-five dollars per mohth per

person for a group of 3 or 4 people.

Utilities however, especially this

winter, can add an additional $1{K) to

each person's tab, though the cost

will drop significantly with the

warmer weather. Many households

attempt to offset high heating bills by

substituting wood for oil.

As with all off-campus housing the

greatest savings comes in food. One
student described it: "If costs are

shared, it is possible for each person

to eat outrageously well for about

sixty to sixty-five per cent of what

you'd pay at the College ($1000 per

year)."

The advantages of living in a

professor's home often include

washers and dryers and coordinated

furniture. The responsibility of

avoiding any damage above normal

wear and tear may be seen as a

disadvantage. "You have to be more
mellow," one student commented.
Outside of professor's homes, the

quality of housing generally drops

sharply to less well furnished and less

expensive houses. These houses are

usually rented by their owners for

about $110 per month per person in-

cluding all utilities. The rooms are

smaller than most professor's homes
and are often without the ac-

companying acreage. Location, as in

all off-campus housing, varies from

the isolation of Hopkins Forest which

makes a car a necessity, to the

proximity of the largely student

populated Water St. neighborhood.

Survey indicates drop in quality

Keller reacts to complaints about Food Services
This is the second in a series of

articles on food services.

by George Schutzer

'Ross Keller listed improvements in

food variety and selection, a

broadened salad bar, elimination of

m^nu predictability and improvement
in the internal management of Food
Services as his four major
achievements since becoming
Director of Food Services in July.

In spite of the changes the director

maintained he has made, Keller-

remains a target of student criticism.

In an extensive interview last

Wednesday with the Recoril, Keller

responded to some of the commonly
aired criticisms of Food Services.

In response to complaints that there

is inadequate communication bet-

ween his office and students, Keller

said that he meets with a food service

committee representing the large

dining halls every other week. "About

one-half dozen students per day drop

in" to see him with comments and

criticisnis, Keller said.

In addition, he claimed he has a

constant flow of information to him

through student employees and

regular food service staff.

The food chief admitted that he has

met with a committee of row house

stewards only three or four times

since September. Keller said that

although the meetings were well-

attended the stewards seemed less

interested than their large dining hall

counterparts.

As a result of a suggestion from the

large dining hall food service com-
mittee, Keller stated, lunch-type food

had been added to the Sunday mor-
ning brunch menu.

Also as a result of student

suggestion, the number of dessert

offerings at each meal has been

reduced to three, the food chief in-

dicated. Students have also

questioned the need for and the ex-

pense of offering ice cream at every

meal, Keller said.

Beginning in September dining halls

served four desserts including ice

cream at every meal. At that time,

Keller promised at least two main
entrees at each meal, one of which
would be vegetarian, and a larger

variety of food offerings.

At the urging of row house cooks

and officers, Keller reduced the

number of entrees served at row
house dinners to one.

Students who eat in row houses
claim that they often see only one

entree at lunch. Keller noted that

cooks are supposed to be offering two
entrees.

Food Quality

An informal Record survey of

students who eat in row houses and in

major dining halls indicated an

almost unanimous feeling that the

quality of food served had-, dropped

during January. Keller said there was

"nothing peculiar about January."

Students had suggested that the

removal of ham from the cold cut

platters for submarine sandwiches
was one indicator of a drop in food

quality. But Keller claimed that ham
had not been removed. The in-

structions given to cooks for

preparing the platters for submarines
for lunch the day of the interview did

not list ham as an item to be served.

Nor were cooks supplied with ham.
When Keller checked menus, he

found that roast beef was offered only

once during January and the first half

of February. Before Keller joined

Food Services, roast beef was a

Thursday night staple. He said that

one of his mandates was to decrease

menu predictability. Therefore, the

Thursday menu has been varied.

The variable Thursday menu has

drawn criticism from residential

house officers who find it difficult to

schedule guest meals, which are

formal sitdown meals with waiter

service. Keller announced he would

produce a list of suggested guest meal

dates covering the rest of the

semesters in order to reduce con-

fusion.

Row house students have claimed

that when two entrees were on the

dinner menu during January and

early February row houses were

serving the "cheaper" of the two.

Pointing to budget pressures, Keller

indicated that this was quite possible.

Keller admitted that there had been

one "horrendous" weekend in early

February. The food offerings for any

one of those days could have stood

alone, Keller said, but there were

three bad days in a row. Keller at-

tributed the error to chance.

Keller denied a suggestion that his

staff does not examine the weekly

menu as a whole and examine what

foods are served on consecutive days.

Yet, during the week of the in-

terview, students from row houses

reported that fish was the only entree

available at Wednesday night dinner

and at Friday night dinner. Chicken

was Monday night's only entree and a

turkey dish was Saturday night's only

entree. For some students Monday
night was the third consecutive night

of chicken, as chicken left over from

»M KELLER past 2
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Bell's poetry suggests strategy for finding self
stars Which See. SUrs Which Do Not
See

poems by Marvin Bell.

New York: Atheneum (1»77).

13.95 paper
[M. Bell will give a reading at

Williams on Thursday, March 3, at

8:00 p.m. in Driscoll Lounge.]

reviewed by Kate McCune
About nine years ago, I started to

read poetry and found an anthology

witli some poems by Marvin Bell in it,

along with Ms statement dh poetry

Bell said he writes "because it feels

good ... to change mylife." That

made a lot of sense to me then (and it

still does), so I read the poems. I

hated them—but I was twelve. While I

was busy turning twenty, Marvin Bell

was busy writing and teaching. Last

week, Atheneum released his fourth

lx>ok of poems, Stars Which See, Stars

Which Do Not See. We've both

changed in nine years.

This is a wonderful book. By that I

mean it inspires wonder; it makes you

listen to yourself. The style has a

simplicity and grace that I rarely find

in contemporary poetry. Bell is much
concerned with language— its

possibilities and its failures. In "To
No One in Particular," he discusses a

language more primal than the one we
speak. He asks, "Who will write down
this language? . . . Whose slow

mQydef'wttl^ disprove for all

time an alphabet meant to make
sense?" That is what Bell tries to do

with poetry, because poetry is neither

language nor thought but the space

between, where we can understand

what we can't elucidate.

To me, this ^s a distinctly mid-

western book. Plainspeaking is the

style, and an acceptance of the land

and of one's self is a major theme.

More and more, Bell finds a way to

define himself in terms of his wife, his

children, and the land. "Bits and
Pieces of Our Land" is a quiet, wise

poem that speaks of man's
relationship to the earth: "it will

become what you want it to be, and
then become all that it wanted you

to." He comes to define himself by his

family as well as the land, not out of

need, but out of the strength between

them all, "To Owptby'! is a beautifijl-

poem to his wife that integrates

nature and their love.

When Bell tries to locate himself,

the process is internal, not physical or
temporal. Several poems seem to

describe old photos. The writer looks

hard into the past to see if he, is there.

The most notable of these poems are
"Fresh News From the Past," which
captures the innocence of America at

the turn of the century.

If the poems in this book are a

strategy for locating one's self. Bell

succeeds; he finds himself in joy. It is

a joy that springs from grief, but he

doesn't stay with the sadness; he

believes "there will always come
another moment to be appreciated

because fading or crumbling."
Transience teaches joy.

It's always hard to say what poetry

Is, let alone if it's good or bad. Marvin

Bell once said that, for him, a good

test of a poem is "inexhaustibility"—

how many times you can come back to

it meaningfully. In SUrs. Bell cuts

through sentiment (more trick than

craft) with a clean^ spare diction that

finds its way through to emotion.

What he touches is the thing between

thought and language; it's poetry.

Pianist Joseph makes debut-

In fifth 'Music in the Round"

Ensemble 5tarts shakily, ends well
by Valerie A. Sarantos

In the cultural setting of the Clark

Art Institute, eight of the highly ac-

claimed Music From Marlboro
musicians returned to Williamstown

last Thursday evening to perform

chamber music works of the Classical

and Early Romantic periods. The
program consisted of Mozart|s
Quartet in F Major for Oboe and
Strings (1781) ; a String Trio No. 2 in B
Flat Major (1817) by Schubert; and
the indisputable highlight of the

evening, Hummel's Septet in D Minor,

Op. 74.

The ensemble got off to an e;c-

tremely shaky start with Mozart's

Quartet. Oboe, violin, viola, and cello

were unfortunately not a truly

cohesive group, largely owing to the

occasional choppiness and unclear

runs of Rudolph Vrbsky's oboe part.

Daniel Phillips, violin; Caroline

Levine, viola'i^nd Lisa Lancaster,

cello, displayecNth^ir individual

talents however, duriiig^e course of

SPEED READING
COURSE TO

BE TAUGHT IN

NORTH ADAMS
The New England Reading Lab is offering their famous

speed reading course to a hmited number of qualified people

here in the North Adams area. The average person who
completes this course can read 10 times faster, and with

substantially improved comprehension and better con-

centration.

This famous course has taught many thousands of people
to read over 1000 words per minute with the ability to un-

derstand and retain what they have read much more ef-

fectively. Average graduates can read most novels in less

than one hour.

For complete details about this famous speed reading

course, be sure to attend one of the free one hour orientation

lectures that have been scheduled. These lectures are open to

the public, above age 13 {persons under 18 should be ac-

companied by a parent, if possible) and the course will be

explained in complete detail, including class schedules,

instruction procedures and a tuition that is much less than

siniilar courses.

These meetings will be held in the Fort Massachusetts

Hall, Price Chopper, State Road on Tuesday, March 1 at 6:30

p.m. and again at 8:30 p.m., Thursday, March 3 at 6:30 p.m.

and again at 8^30 p.m., Friday, March 4 at 6:30 p.m. and

again at 8:30 p.m., Saturday, March 5 at 2:30 p.m. Additional

meetings will be held at the Sheraton North Adams Inn, 40

Main Street on Wednesday, March 2 at 6:30 p.m. and again at

8:30 p.m., and TWO FINAL MEETINGS on Monday, March 7

at 6:30 p.m. and again at 8:30 p.m.

Classes are limited and class places will be filled on first

come-first serve basis only. Be sure to attend the earliest

meeting possible to insure a class place. Group rates are

available upon request.

Advertisement

the piece. Lancaster was particularly

outstanding on cello.

Schubert's String Trio followed with

violin, viola, and cello; the per-

formers this time exhibiting more co-

operation among themselves. The
piece was impressively rendered

despite the distracting vehement
nasal gesticulations of the violinist on

every rest.

Pianist Beth Levin stole the show

with her marvelous keyboard vir-

tuosity in JohannNepomuk Hummel's
four-movement Septet. The quick-

paced composition was thoroughly

exciting, with all participants ap-

rently enjoying themselves. Joining

the>revious musicians for this piece

were Jbd^th Mendenhall, flute, and
Robert Route!}, French horn.

Music in the Round, the chamber
music series sponsored by the

Williams College Department .of

Music and directed by Julius Hegyi,

will give its fifth concert of the year
this Friday at 8:30 p.m., in Thompson
Memorial Chapel.

Two English composers and two
German composers are represented

on the program, which consists of

Benjamin Britten's Sonata in C for

cello and piano, Frank Bridge's

Rhapsody for two violins and viola,

Ferruccio Busoni's S<^nata Na 2 for

violin and piano, and Brahms' Trio,

Opus 8, in B Major, for violin, cello,

and piano.

For many people, the Brahms trio is

the most nearly perfect chamber
music work ever written; certainly, it

is immensely popular throughout the

music world. For this performance,

Charles Joseph, newest member of

the Williams College Department of

Music faculty, will make his public

debut as pianist in Williamstown,

replacing Stephen Dankner, who is on

leave this semester to concentrate on

his composing. Julius Hegyi, violinist,

and Douglas Moore, cellist, are' the

others in the trio.

In Busoni's Sonata, Hegyi will be

joined by pianist Kenneth Roberts,

alsq of the Williams music faculty.

Although Busoni lived well into the

twentieth century, much of his music
shows a definite combination of the

Classic influence with late Romantic
style.

British composer Frank Bridge,

who died in 1941, was a viola-player

and, for many years, a member of the

English String Quartet. He wrote a

great deal of chamber music for

strings, but this one-movement
Rhapsody is written for a rather

unusual combination of stringed in-

struments. Hegyi and Janet Rowe will

play violins, while Susan St. Amour
will be violist.

Benjamin Britten, who had been a

student of Bridge, wrote his Sonata in

C in 1961 for his good friend and cellist

Mstislav Rostropovich.

HELP WANTED
COLORADO WYOMINiv^ONTANA Summertime employees for dude
ranches, Natl. Parks, and^V, S. Forest Service. For information and
directory send $3.00 to Outdoor Services Box 349 Cody, Wyoming 82414

^

'^Stasis in

Darkness"
"Stasis in Darkness," an im-

provisational theater piece based

on the works of Sylvia Plath, will

be presented March 3, 4 and 5 at

8:30 p.m. in the AMT. The play is

directed by Dianne Thompson '77.

Seating is limited. Tickets will be

available at the Greylock entrance

of the theater.

Join riH\StmiffmlSunim(rSi{isi(7fh

Choose from a wide variety of introductory

and advanced courses taught by Stanford's

own distinguished faculty and guest

professors. Courses in such fields as:

I history / humanities / languages / sciences

mathematics I technology / social sciences

education I special programs and institutes

SlOAfOid
sumffler
sessioi
JumiO-AiimstB,

I Surround yourself with our unusually pleasant climate,

nearby beaches and redwoods, and enjoy the cultural

and recreational attractions of a great university and the

San Francisco Bay Area.

The Summer Visitor I'rograiii is open to undergraduate and
graduate students in good standing, persons aged 25 years or

over, and qualified high scliool students.

The application procedure is simple, and siinimer visitors nccti tipt

moot / the usual admissions ret]uirenients.

For your copy of our 1977 Summer Session Bulletin and an application

for admission, clip this -ad and mail to:
Stanford Summer Session

Stanford University

'

Stanford, CA 94305

(415)497-3109

is
Name

.

Address
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Despife loss fo Jeffs

Ephs prepare for post season play
by Andy O'Donncll

Bulletin: All of a sudden tonight's

Lasell encounter with a strong
Merchant Marine club has been
transformed from season finale to

tournament uiarm-up. And the folks

down in Amherst are going to be livid.

Late yesterday afternoon the

varsity basketball team received a

bid to compete in the post-season

ECACDivisionJI-UI tournament to be
held this weekend at a site which, as of

9:00 this morning, had not been
determined.

Traditionally, the top seeded team
hosts the affair, but Hartford declined

both a bid and the top seeding

yesterday, apparently still chagrined

at failing to receive a spot in the more
prestigious NCAA Division II tour-

nament.

Other teams accepting bids include

second seeded Quinnipiac and third

seeded Wesleyan.

Before Hartford pulled out,

Williams was scheduled to play

Quinnipiac, a very strong (16:10)

Division II team, while Wesleyan had
drawn Hartford. The tournament
committee will probably replace
Hartford by simply moving each
entry up one seed and adding a fourth

team, possibly Central Connecticut or

Amherst.
In any case, Williams will more

than likely square off against Quin-

nipiac this Friday evening. Since

there is no consolation round, the

Ephs must win Friday in order to play

again Saturday.

The bid marks the second time

Coach Curt Tong has guided his

charges into the ECAC tournament in

four years at the Williams helm.

Three winters ago the Ephs fell to

Brandeis in the first round of the

tournament in one of the more classic

"homer" games in recent memory.
The bid should go a long ways

towards removing some of tbe sting of

Saturday night's heartbreaking 61-54

loss to Amherst before a sellout crowd
at the new Arpherst gym.
Putting together its best effort of the

season, the Jeffs disappointed an

extremely large and endearingly pusy

contingent of Williams fans with a

solid team performance that boasted

a bevy of heroes other than Jim
Rehnquist.

The loss dropped Williams Little

Three record to 2-2 and kept alive

Amherst's hopes for a piece of the

crown. If the Jeffs beat Wesleyan
tonight, the Little Three ends up in a

Jhree way tieJiJVfisleyaii wins, the

Cardinals cop the title outright.

Presently, Wesleyan is 2-1 in league

play and Amherst 1-2.

For the second meeting in a row,

Rehnquist was not the controlling

factor In the game despite leading all

scorers with 14 points. Instead, coach
Rick Wilson turned to three unlikely

heroes who responded with a trio of

clutch f)erformances.

Neither Matt Martland or Dave
Protiva scored in the Ephs' 55-41 romp
over Amherst back in January, for

instance, yet this time around they

combined for 25 points. And Bill

Swiacki, who ha,dn't even started in

the first contest, this time dominated

the offensive boards and chipped in

with 10 points as well.

Williams trailed at the hilf, 32-26,

despite some strong play by Gerry

Kelly, but rallied behind three Andy
Straka bombs to surge into the lead,

35-34, as the second half opened. Four

hopes by Protiva put Amherst ahead

56-46, with just 2:22 remaining, but

some fast minute heroics by Mike.

Tanner closed the gap to 56-52 with

0:44 left. William? then forced a

Martland turnover but missed two

opportunities to narrow the margin to

two.A Rehnquist dunkwrapped things

up for Amherst. Tanner led Williams

with 13 points, followed by Kelly and

Straka with 12 apiece.

Gerry Kelly scrambles (or the. ball, wiltl Mike Tanner and Matt Spangler

converging and Brad Wolk watching from above, in Saturday's battle at

Amherst. (photo by Gledhill)

Women cagers pound MIT, 67-26
by Nancy Rhein

Finally putting it all together, the

offensive hustle and tight defense, the

Ephwomen finished it off big, blowing
MIT right off the court in a 67-26 rout

Friday night.

The Ephs went into the MIT contest

with determination, hoping to im-
prove on their poor play of late. That
drive combined with the squad's high

spirit, as a result of this week's
naming of Williams as second seed in

the upcoming invitational tour-

nament, to spark the Ephs to an easy
win.

Having lost their offensive punch on
the road, the Ephs quickly found it on

their lucky court, knocking MIT off its

feet in the early going. A 4-4 tie at

18:53 was the last glimmer of hope for

the visitors as the Ephs proceeded to

move from 10-8 to 20-8 in the span of

four minutes.

Senior Robin Ellett in her last

regular season game for Williams, led

the drive, grabbing rebounds to assist

Lisa Capaldini and Monica Grady.

Leslie Milne playing her usual tough

defense enabled the squad to hold MIT
at 8 points, while they added another

10 to their lead in the next few

minutes.

The skills of Lucy Bledsoe and
Jeannie Weeks later in the half moved

Six skiers qualify for Div. I NCAA's
Six Williams skiers qualified for the

Division I NCAA's at the Middlebury

. Carnival as the team placed a

disappointing 5th in the Eastern

Championships. Alpine skiers Chris

Welch, Andy Mikell, Donald Tarinelli,

and Josh Dembinski as well as cross

country skier Gary James and jumper

Scott Berry qualified for slots in the

national championships which will be

held at Winter Park, Colorado.

In the team totals at the Middlebury

Carnival - Eastern Championships,

Williams moved into a tight battle

with the University of New Hamp-
shire on the first day of competition.

The Ephs skied to fourth in the Giant

Slalom and held a slim five point lead

over UNH. The G.S. squad was led by

Andy Mikell in 12th and Chris Welch in

22nd. The next event, the cross

country, was run in tricky wax con-

ditions with some skiers running on

no-wax skis and some going with wax.

Gary James led the Ephs in this event

with a 12th place finish, followed by

Jeff Magoon in 19th and Will Schmidt

in 23rd. Schmidt and Magoon, both

seeking NCAA berths, did not make it

although both had outstanding season

records. In the team scoring,

Williams only managed to pick up one

more point on UNH to end the first day

with a six point lead over its opponent.

The second day opened with the

slalom, an event where do or die

seems to be the rule. The Ephmen, led

by Mikell, Tarinelli and Dembinski,

flashed through the first run to grab

3rd, 4th and 16th place. But Slalom is a

two-run-race and a bolt of lightning

struck on that all important second

run as Andy Mikell hooked a tip five

gates from the finish and flew off the

course. With the pressure now
mounting, Tarinelli had his finest day
of the year as he ignored the pressure

and skied to 6th place, the highest

Individual Williams placing of the

weekend. Dembinski, also in a

pressure situation, both for the team
score and NCAA qualification, cruised

to 14th for another good finish. When
the team scores were calculated,

however, Williams had dropped 10

points to UNH with the jumping event

next on the schedule.

The Williams flyers had never

beaten UNH in the event but

responded to the challenge as they

had their best day ever as individuals

and as a team. Unfortunately the

Ephs could not overtake UNH and
settled into fifth place in the overall

standings. The jumping squad was led

by senior Scott Berry who mpt the

NCAA qualifying standard in ninth

position. Berry recorded his finest

perfortnance as a ski jumper as he

was the fourth American in a field

dominated by Norwegian athletes.

Berry was followed by Tom Dodds in

18th and senior Will Schmidt who
capped off the weekend with an ex-

cellent 22nd place performance, after

missing the NCAA quahfying stan-

dard in the cross country competition.

The Ephmen now move to Colorado

with high hopes of placing in the top

ten at the nationals.

the team to a comfortable 39-16 lead

going into the lockeroom.

After that it was no contest as

Capaldini and Maggie O'Brien fired

away for the Ephs, taking the team to

a 61-22 lead early in the second half.

O'Brien, playing foul free, precision

ball was hitting well for the team,

while Capaldini managed the outside

shots to keep the squad well ahead.

The Ephs' bench, recovering from a

variety of leg injuries looked stronger

as they came in for the starting five

late in the half. In her first substantial

playing time of the season, Bledsoe

took control of the game, going for 6

points. She and Weeks combined with

Michele Johnson, Louise Van Dyck,

and Karyn Allison to hold the visitors

to 26 points.

Commenting on the game, Ephs'

coach Sue Hudson had nothing but

praise for the squad.

This weekend's tournament will

provide more of a challenge for the

spirited Ephs, as they meet seventh

ranked Emanuel, in first round play

Thursday night. Playing at Brandeis,

the Ephs will have tougher com-
petition In the single elimination play

as they must deal with their op-

ponent's man to man defense and full

court press—two strategies which

have cost the team several games in

this season's 8-5 record.

JV squash ends season 2-2

Scoreboard
Men's Basketball (II 9)

Feb. 26 - Amherst 61, Williams 54
Top Scoring: Tanner 13, Kelly
Straka 12

Feb. 23—Hartford 89, Williams 93
Top Scorer: Kelly 26

Men's Hockey (9 12)

Feb. 25—Amherst 2, Williams 4

Goals: Hield 7, Daubert 1, Johnson 1

Feb. 22—Hamilton 10, Williams 4

Goals: Walsh, Daley, Goyne, Rooney

14,

Women's Basketball (8 5)

Feb. 25—MIT 26, Williams 67

Top Scoring: O'Brien 20, Grady
Capaldini 12

Feb. 23—Trinity 49, Williams 44

Men's Squash (104)
Feb. 22—Amherst 0, Williams 9

Women's Squash
The Ephs returned from Penn Sunday
with a 4th place finish in the National
Intercollegiate Athletic Association
tournament.

We all know who they are. In

basketball they're called the sixth

man, In baseball the pinch-hitter. This

rare breed Is ready to help the star-

ters out at any time In any situation.

Now add the JV squash team to the

list. Like the sixth man and pinch-

hllter who have recently been getting

notice, It's time to recognize the hard

working JV. Laboring in obscurity

throughout the winter, this group, led

by coach Dave Johnson, was always

ready to help the varsity out in their

dally practices.

Compiling a record of 2-2, the

jayvees recorded wins over Harvard
and Middlebury while suffering losses

by one match to both Yale and Trinity.

Senior Mark Urken was the elder

Brandeis University

JACOB HIATT
INSTITUTE IN ISRAEL

A program ot stuidy

about historic and mocJ-

ern Israel tor )uniors and

seniors

Earn 16

semester

creidits per

Financial aid available

Application deadlines:

March 15

for fall term or year program

(no language requirement)

November 15

for spring term (elementary

Hebrew required)

For a brochure or further information, write.

Jacob Hiatt Institute

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

The Log

presents

Scott Lankford, '80

Singer and Songwriter

Wed., March 2 9 p.m.— 12 m.

statesman of the group, followed by

juniors Eric Pyenson and Evan Bash,

both of whom had respectable 2-2

personal records. Outdoing everyone,

however, was Peter Thomson with a

perfect 4-0 mark, while fellow soph

Doug Gernert had a fine 2-2 year.

Also working hard all winter to

Improve their games, the freshman

squad compiled a 5-5 season record.

Wally Miller and Mike Battey, the

only players to have held a squash

racquet before December, were one-

two on the ladder and had 6-4 and 5-5

match marks respectively. Vastly

Improved John McGovern (6-4) shows

good potential for the future along

with Miller and Battey. Rounding out

the top lour was John McDowell (5-5).

Other members of the team who
also demonstrated considerable

Improvement were: John Hammond,
Will Ballew, Wayne Eckerson and

Greg WItcher.

.... (800)325-4867

® Un;Trawcl Charters ,

Have a travel problem that you
ca/inot solve? Educational Flights

has, for 7 years, been helping

people in the academic community
get to Europe and the rest of the

world at minimum cost, with

maximum flexibility, and
minimum hassle. Call us, toll-free,

at 800 223 S569.
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Roper Center pools

with Yate^ yCpna
to improve occess
The expansion of the Roper Public

Opinion Research Center into a joint

system of operations involving

Williams, Yale, and'the University of

Connecticut will "greatly improve"
access to Roper data by Williams

faculty and students, according to

President John W. Chandler.

Under the new plan, the R^per
Center will transfer its data

processing operations to the

University of Connecticut, while Yale
will assume control of user's services.

Williams will maintain a complete set

of archives, and will have immediate
access to future data through a

computer terminal or taping system.

Williams will also tentatively oversee

Roper publicity operations, and
control the cataloging and indexing of

data.

Chandler cited inadequate com-
puter facilities as one reason for the

change in operations. "The Center's

potential wasn't being fully realized

here," he said. "With access to the

computer facilities of two major
research universities, resources will

be much more widely used, and data

distribution will be improved."

Chandler also observed that the new
system will help to "relieve some of

the financial burdens" imposed on

Williams to maintain the Roper
Center. Under the arrangement,
Williams will contribute $5,000 an-

nually to the Center, while Yale and

the University of Connecticut will

each provide a $15,000 grant and

$15,000 worth of computer time.

The new arrangement, effective as

of July 1, will convert the Roper
Center into a non-profit corporation

governed by a board of trustees

composed of members of the present

Roper Center board and an equal

number of representatives from each

of the three participating schools.

Chandler said he anticipates that the

transition process will take "at least a

year," during which time the Center

will continue to operate at Williams as

it has in the past.

Robert creates row

Presidential candidates
favor varrous changer

Don Toumty

All eight candidates for College

Council president interviewed by the

Record Tuesday and Wednesday
agreed that a .serious change in

student government at Williams was
needed. Proposals ranged from a

concerted effort to reinvigorate the

existing council to a call for abolition

of the CC altogether.

The candidates interviewed included

Jamie Barickman, Tom Herwitz,

'

Harry Kelly, Larry Mitchell, Dan
O'Connell, Tom Stone, Don Toumey,
and Michael Wolfson.

The candidates all said that the

present unrest among students as

indicated by the withdrawal of

Gladden House from the CC was
significant and agreed that the in-

creased student interest was good.

Only one candidate interpreted these

developments as an indication that

the council should be abolished.

Others recommended change short of

abolition, differing in the severity of

the change they advocated.

Most candidates saw the College

Council as a valuable means of

soliciting and transmitting student

opinion, a function which they felt the

Dan O'Connell

Sunday night at 10:30 PM,
WCFM will air a question and
answer interview \yith the can-

didates for College Council

President. Questioners will be Chip

Buckner, Joe Certx)ne, Jim Cohen,

Dave Forrester.

council could perform much more
effectively if reformed. These
reforms included open forums to

gather student opinion, an effort to

deal with more important issues in the

council, improved communication
with students through represen-

tatives, and restructuring of the

council itself.

Many candidates favored reform of

the budgeting process, such as

completing more of the process in the

spring and conducting a more
thorough continuous examination of

organization spending. Others ad-

vocated a directly elected finance

committee, bypassing the council

entirely.Some recommended acareful

review of the ACEC, indicating that

severe cuts and efficiencies could be

imposed.

Food quality has definitely

declined, according to some can-

didates. Others felt that the situation

has improved significantly under

Food Services Director Ross Keller.

Many said that more information

should be released to students, and
student opinion solicited, though

differing on how student opinion

should be transmitted. Some ad-

vocated open forums to gather student

opinion which would then be passed on

to the administration either directly

or through the council. Others
suggested the establishment of a

student-facultj' committee to replace

Keller.

Harry Kelly

Jamie Barickman

Council specifies valid election, endorses forum
The College Council voted to require

ballots from two-thirds of the student

body before validating the coming
election and to endorse the open
forum, sponsored next week by
protesting Gladden House, at a

special Wednesday night meeting.

According to .
Council President

Steve Piltch, the two-thirds
requirement had been only a

tradition. A motion from Bill Dahling,

passed 11 to 7, made the tradition a by-

law of the council, though council

members voiced concern over present

chances for a successful election.

Dahling cited the nee4 in light of

recent student concern, for an official

standard in evaluating the legitimacy

of elections. Elections Committee
Chairman Randy Sturges noted that

in previous elections the two-thirds

mdrk has been reached only with

effort. Ballots marked "abstention"

or voting for non-council offices will

count.

Council members also resolved to

supply ballots to members of houses

boycotting the election Monday and
Tuesday. Representatives from
Gladden and Perry houses declared

they would provide ballots to all house

members desiring to vote.

Freshman representative Cabby
Tennis proposed that the council

endorse the open forum planned by

Gladden House members for Wed-

nesday night. The forum is designed
to explore alternatives to the College

Council and to

participation in

decision-making.

increase student

government and

'The Way it Was . . . with Redford'
by John Rindlaub

The announcement has been made
and you've heard it repeated at least a

dozen times: Robert Redford, film

star and environmentalist, has been

asked to come to Williams in June to

receive an honorary degree at

commencement. But will he be here?

A woman in the President's office

said, "I can tell you that we have not

received word whether he is coming."

And if Redford breaks an engagement

with the College community it will not

be the first time.

In early June, 1972, film makers

began negotiating with the College,

resulting in a mutual agreement that

shooting for the film. The Way We
Were, would begin at Williams on

August 17 and would be completed by
September 31.

Bob Wiley, then coach of the

Williams crew selected 8 members to

appear with Redford in a racing

scene. The filming was delayed until

September 3. Realizing that only one-

third of the script was complete, the

College negated the contract; film

officia|ls were unable to meet the date

of completion.

The campus scenes were trans-

ferred to Union College in

Schenectady, New York and filming

did not begin until September 15.

Wiley was hired to teach Redford the

fundamentals of rowing since the

crew scene was still an integral part

of the movie.

Wiley became rather exhausted of

the procedure in that he would rise

each day, appear punctually at the 7

a.m. set call and find that Redford

would arrive at-best two and a half

hours later at best. "I would show up
at seven, and Redford usually rolled

up on his motorcycle at about nine-

thirty, apparently not ready to do

anything until about ten," Wiley told

The Record (October 3, 1972).

As a novice, the star found the

basics of oarsmanship difficult to

master. Because of Redford's

sporadic appearances on the set,

Wiley did not endow him with suf-

ficient knowledge of rowing. His own
experience, he said, "was reduced to

an all-expenses paid vacation to

, Schenectady."

'Everyone it seemed, was at the

anticlimactic filming of the race on

Lake Onota^in Pittsfield, including the

recently shorn crew team members
portraying the 30's small college jock

image. Yet there was a certain air of

uneasiness—something was lacking.

After a short time, it was realized that

the beloved hero of The Way We Were,

RR himself, was absent. He allegedly

was unable to make reservations to

fly from Albany to Pittsfield.

Given the ease with which Redford

mastered the physical art of rowing,

the veracity of this statement is

hardly dubious. Wiley believed that it

was not that Redford lacked en^

thusiasm for the film, but instead that

he had "too many things to do, and not

enough time to learn to row."

The filming went on anyway, with

Wiley acting as a stand in. On Sep-

tember 25, the long-awaited

shooting—constituting 3 minutes of

film and 9 hours and 15 miles of

rowing—took place. The ^lumni
rowers are probably still doubting

whether it was worth the sacrifice of

long locks and facial growths. Wiley

evaluated his experience: "I had

never thought of a movie as a facade

before ... the experience really was
a fraud. But it was educational

because I developed appreciation for

the delicacy of the illusion."

Is Redford's coming to receive a

degree at Williams just another

illusion, not worth the 40 inches of

Record space already sacrificed in his

vain? Will his PR people brief him
thoroughly in the arts of hand-shaking

and sheepskin-reception and has he

now learned how to book a plane? Can
he find his way to the lawn north of

Williams Hall, or will he once again

miss the boat? Given this uncertainty,

President Chandler's statement is

well-advised: "It is the practice of the

College not to discuss honorary

degrees before the official an-

nouncement is made."

Corrections
The page one story on Gladden

House erroneously reported that

the house's "withdrawal of its

representative" from the College

Councir'will apparently result in a
waiver of CC appropriated funds

from the Student Activities Tax."
The council does not appropriate

funds to the houses from the SAT.
The College returns $10 per student

at the outset of each term and an
additional $5 at the close from the

totally separate House Main-
tenance Tax. Gladden House will

not lose any of these funds.

Statements grouped under the

headline "Council Candidates" on
page two should have been at-

tributed to Tom Herwitz and Don
Toumey. The left column was
Herwitz's announcement; the right

column was Tourney's. Both
statements have been reprinted in

this issue.

Harlan Hanson, an ix-0«rman profottor who romain* In Williamttown, prunos

hit hornboam bushes during rocont good woathor. (photo by Chris Gillooly)
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Council Candidates
Herwitz Tourney Wolfson

^^ounci I Unrest^
^

The current student unrest concerning the College Council
is both useful and potentially harmful to student interests. The
activities of Gladden House, Perry House and various other
social units and groups have certainly been instrumental in

getting the message across that students are not satisfied with
the role of their student government. On the other hand, it

seems unlikely that such actions as secession from the council
or boycotting the upcoming election will work to replace the
current structure with anything more viable.

Take Gladden House, for instance. Gladden recently
decided to withdraw its representation from the College Council
and hold a campus-wide forum to discuss alternatives to the
Council. One might indeed admire Gladden's boldness if the
house had been active in trying to make the present council
work. Unfortunately, the Gladden House council representative
never spoke at council meetings and never told the council how
the members of Gladden felt during the entire period when the
council was evaluating its constitution and its role in campus
affairs.

In a letter to the editor (Record 3-1-77) the members of
Gladden state, "Lack of participation in student government
has been largely responsible for the mess we're now in." We
wonder why Gladden has turned in only a miserable 35 per cent
of its student course evaluation questionnaires.

The activities of Gladden House and other groups and
houses like them seem aimed at proving that the present
College Council is a joke. They may well succeed. Students who
believe that they can make a joke out of an institution one day
and use it, or a similar institution, to effect change the next day
are however sadly misled.

The candidates for College Council president seem to agree
on only one point—that students want more input into the
decision-making process at Williams. We believe that their
perceptions are accurate. Why, however, should the ad-
ministration take seriously student demands for more input
into decision-making if those channels which do exist are
neglected? We urge students to channel their frustrations into
constructive and realistic proposals for improving student
government.

"The spirit of change exists among
students; " Tom Herwitz '78 observed,

"Now is the time for action. That's

why I'nf running for College Council

President—to offer an alternative to

Williams students; to give people a

"^feal reason to vote next week."
Herwitz explained that he is running

in spite of the Gladden House action of

last week. "My own position is in

sympathy with the Gladden idealism.

But I think it is wrong to secede

without B workable alternative. The
College Council is not totally obsolete

and I reject the implications of its

dissolution without another arena for

student voice." Herwitz added that he
feels the real problem of the CC is that

it has no real clout with the ad-

ministration.

"I support whole heartedly the

Gladden House call for a school wide

forum to discuss the problem of

student government here," he added.

"But I am not so sure that the CC
should be completely abandoned."

As an outsider not bogged down by
previous allegences but with a good

deal of budgetary and organizational

experience as an editor of the Record
and President of WCFM Herwitz feels

he has the objectivity to effectively

change the situation for the better.

Herwitz added that besides the

general CC reforms he also has a

number of specific ideas to solve

major campus problems. For
example, he feels it is necessary that

student viewpoints are represented on

the CAP, and a number of the crucial

Trustee committees. "I see sore spots

in the areas of housing transfers, the

ACEC and other organizational

funding, and potential in the concept

of parallel committees."

"Students must have more say in the

matters that effect them most," he

continued. Only if we can help create

our own environment can a healthy

situation exist.

Letters: Boycott, candidates, meals
Perry-no majority

To the editor;

I wish to clarify a point made by

Brenda Flock '79, in her letter to the

Record dated March 1, 1977. As you

recall, Ms. Flock stated that the

members of Perry-Bascom House

present at the meeting held last

Sunday, February 27 voted by a two-

thirds majority to boycott the coming
College Council elections. I wish to

inform the readers that this two- thirds

majority consisted of twenty-one of

the thirty people present at that

meeting. Since there are ap-

proximately eighty-two people af-

iiliated with Perry-Bascom, the

outcome of this vote in no way reflects

the opinion of the majority of the

students associated with these houses.

Sincerely,

Patricia A. McElrath, '79

Paternalism

To the editor:

Your reporter's extrapolation of

what 1 said could have been ignored

but for her intolerable lack of man-
ners in telephoning me at midnight on

Sunday in order to misquote me. 1 did

say that Gladden's secession from the

College Council would be silly without

a specific alternative proposal, and I

asserted that the CC certainly doesn't

appear to have been a very effective

body this year. I did not preach

student support for the council: how
other students react towards college

politics is none of my business.

Now that the Gladden House
position has been publicized

(Viewpoint 3-1), it seems that the

problems of Williams paternalism go

deeper than just College Council. My
interest, especially as president of

Fort Hoosac House, is in seeing more
autonomy for the houses, e.g. in

governance of house staff and

physical plant. Wouldn't this extend
the educational value of the

residential aspect stressed by
Williams far beyond the present

simple social responsibilities of

houses?

Peter Currie '78

Withdrawal
To the editor:

I wish to formally withdraw my
name from the list of candidates for

College Council President.

The recent onslaught of student

criticism of the Council in the March 1

RKCORD has given me cause to

consider, and reconsider, the impact

of student opinion on the policy-

making process at Williams. As the

Perry-Bascom-Lambert decision to

boycott the coming election indicates,

a change in CC Presidents in no way
guarantees greater communication

between the Council and the student

body nor a more efficient means of

representing students' ideas. It only

assures a new face in campus politics,

and judging from the sentiments

expressed in the Letters to the Editor,

campus politics in their present form
mean damn little to many of us.

We are clamoring for a voice in the

everyday matters of student life

—

housing, food quality, faculty ap-

pointments, and similar areas of

concern. And it is nice to hear

students are finally upset enough to

vocalize their objections. The present

controversy over the CC proves that

we are not apathetic, as is often

charged, only frustrated in the face of

our "political" impotence.

Change is definitely needed, but it

must come from tielow—from the

voting representatives of the various

houses and classes and from opinions

aired at student forums—not from the

figurehead of a faltering institution of

"student" government.

Therefore, I have decided that my

sympathy for the positions voiced by
Gladden House, Perry, and Dave
Hansen et al, could be better put into

action if elected as a voting
representative of my House. The CC
as it now exists may not be an ef-

fective form of government, but at

least in a representative capacity, I

would have a say in the choice of

whatever viable alternatives are
proposed. I urge others who share my
viewpoints to consider giving up the

glamour which "CC President" will

lend to their transcripts in return for a

vote on the changes which are surely

pending.

And to those members of Gladden
House who are organizing the forum
for Wed^, March 2, 1 applaud you and
offer you my whole-hearted support.

Nancy L. Schimmel '78

Toumey endorsed
To the editor:

In the present contest for College

Council President, Don Toumey
provides a true alternative to the run-

of-the-mill candidate. While others

offer stock promises and carry on in a

pompous manner, Don offers new
approaches and refuses to take
himself seriously. But don't get us

wrong. Don doesn't believe that the

concept of student government is a

joke. Instead he understands both the

inherent limitations to student power
and the many untapped potentials for

that power.

Don has been a strong spokesman of

student interests: he has been an
active member of the Food Service

Committee and he fought the man-
datory I.D. check. His experience has

led him to propose a Food Service

Committee with real authority, and in

which students would have an equal

say with the administration and the

faculty.

Don Toumey is not another phony

see LETTERS pagaS

Let's face it: our CC is a farce aiid

Gladden deserves a medal for having
the guts to say so. All it does is divide

up the student activities tax. Most of

its meetings are devoted to a round
robbing of irrelevant, long-winded
harafigues innfcted upon us %tuture
politicians wHose voices are liked

more by themselves than by the rest

of us. I should know. (I am one of

them).

One semi-serious approach
suggested is putting the council out of

its misery. Actually, it's not an
unreasonable idea. But we are stuck

now with voting for a new group of

officers. Once elected, it will be the

duty of these people to discuss and
hopefully institute alternatives to the

present <non) systems of (not) run-

ning the student (non) government.

I run for this position because I wish

to offer an alternative to the normal
candidate. Mr. Kelly says, "The
greatest task facing the next

president will be the job 61 raising

students' consciousness of the council

as central to their lives here." The
College Council central to our
lives ! ? ! ? lam sure that Harry means
well, but who is he kidding? This is the

same tired approach taken by every

bright-eyed poli-sci major who ever

ran for the CC presidency. And, as

always, that statement will probably

be relegated to the back-burner once

its author is elected.

We cannot afford another president

who thinks he can reorganize this

school. We must be realistic. Students

just don't need a person who spends

every waking hour setting up parallel

committees to accomplish the Lord
knows what. What we need is a can-

didate who recognizes the council for

the joke that it is, and supplies a
much-needed punch line.

Michael Wolfson '78 announced his

candidacy for president of the College

Council. His running mate is Dave
Carroll '78.

"The College Council cannot
become a meaningful forum for

student opinfoh "in Its present iff

~

carnation. 'Open' meetings, more
committees, and 'consoiousness
raising' are all doomed to failure. The
CC is an^bstacle to the student body's
effective exercise of its legitimate'

power to influence 'administrative

decisions. The CC officially expresses

student views—does it really? How
hard does it try? How many people

know what, if anything, the CC does?

And how many times have we heard
the CC candidates promise to make
the CC a responsive, effecient, and
powerful body, only to have it bog
down in a morass of petty politics?

"The CC has had its chance and
failed. Now it is time to eliminate the

middleman, to give interested

students the power and the op-

portunity to work directly for their

own interests. Abolish the CC! The
president has the power effectively to

do that. He must now exercise that

power.

"We are not calling for any par-

ticular plan. We are calling for a

united vote against the CC. Once the

CC is abolished, realistic discussion of

alternatives can begin. It can begin at

an open assembly March 9 at 8 p.m. in

Room A of Currier Hall.

"We propose: Open monthly "Town
Meetings," Advance agenda.
Chairperson elected at prior meeting.

Finance Committee elected by direct
j

vote. Those seriously interested will!

form small groups to work directly onj
problems.'

'

Wolfson and Carroll are both taking

next year off. To ensure a totally opej
and free forum, they feel that after th

first"Town Meeting" there will be i

need for them to remain as officers.!

O'Connell
The next president of the College Council should: tell the student bodyl

regularly what the College Council is doing, insist that the council hold its

meetings at major dining halls at convenient hours, attend house meetings on

campus to explain and to be told what to do, appear over WCFM regularly to

announce council plans and ideas, tell students beforehand what will be

discussed, demand that student-faculty committee members report publicly to
|

the school, review fall funding and introduce a revolving door funding system,

open communications with other colleges and change the college council so that
|

every student can understand it and participate with it.

Long before these recent hassles, I told the council to stop debating ridiculous
j

points, stop forming subcommittees, stop delegating its work to others, and to
j

hold a forum-like meeting in a major dining hall.

Vote for a candidate who will change the college council to the way you want
it—not the way he wants it. Call me up. Give me a buzz. The number is in the

book. Vote student.

Stone
Only 23 per cent of the eligible student body voted in the recent referendum

on the proposed College Council Constitution. The council has been almost in-

visible to the student body, rarely announcing agenda, meeting in an obscure

part of the campus, and generally has been more interested in its own gyrations

than student opinion and concern. For these reasons, the basic structure of the

CC must be examined.
In the College Council's present state, it has shown itself barely able to do

the first of these functions and unable to do the rest. The Alternative? Change.

Tom Stone is running for CC President. His Plan? He will be at the forum held

by Gladden House next Wednesday, March 9, in Currier Hall. He is seizing upon

this opportunity to find out what kind of government the students want. He will

introduce, through the council, the form of Student government that is agreed

upon by the forum. This will be a form of government that is responsible to the

students, for it will be created by them. Only a forum can decide what kind of

government, we, the students of Williams College, want. Not a revised con-

stitution, not a small change in procedure here, a small change there, but an

entirely reworked council that is a council of the students, by the students, and

for the students.

Barickman
I feel the current disapproval of the college council by the student body is

entirely deserved. However, th* cries to scrap the council and, following

several open forums, devise an alternate structure is terribly foolish. If the

student body truly wants a greater role in the immediate government of the

college, that is to say, parity on student-faculty committees, or, at the extreme,

veto power on faculty resolutions, then our problem is an external one-
wrestling more power from the faculty—not an internal one. The student body

will only delay and inhibit any significant deahngs with the faculty by

restructuring the council. The structure isn't at fault, what is at fault, in my
opinion, is two things: 1) the current representatives, who are not doing

anything—they are not consulting their constituencies, and 2) the college

community's attitude toward the council. Realize what the council is—not

much. It has two or three important functions (notably funding) and is a

structure ready (if needed) to lobby for student rights with the faculty and

administration. Don't inflate the council's role, realize it for what it is. I feel

that I have this necessary attitude, one of realizing what the council is (not

much) and realizing its potential (only if students really want it to do more).
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Candidates discuss CC budget, legitimacy, reform
The following intirvUw of all an-

nounced candidatet for president of

the College Council wot conducted by
the RECORD on Tueiday and
Wedneeday.

Candidates were inttrviewed in

three groupt, with each group athed

five standard questions the responses

to which are reported below. Each
interview panel asked additional

independent questions the responses

to which are, in part, included in an

article on page ontr —-a^'-i- — -s-?^'

QUESTION 1

1. How do you feel about the

present unrest concerning the College

Council? How should the CC respond?

JAMIE BARICKMAN: It is good

that so much emotion and interest was
generated, but open forums are a

move in the wrong direction. The
College Council is an important

means of channeling student opinion,

and its elimination would be coun-

terproductive.

HARRY KELLY: The present

dissatisfaction is a real problem. The
answer is not restructuring the

council, though. Most decisions are

not made in the council, but in com-
mittees. We should concentrate on

penetration of student-faculty com-
mittees and achieving parity. A

/ ' permanent structure to keep pressure

on the adminstration is needed.

TOM HERWITZ: I reject the idea of

disbanding the CC. It is 9n Unrealistic

action which will probably lead to a

loss of student voice in College affairs.

The next administration, however,

should use the present unrest as a

force behind its dealings with the

College administration.

MICHAEL WOLFSON: The
present situation is an indication of

rising awareness that the College

Council is not responsive to student

needs. I propose a series of open

student forums to be run as town

meetings in place of the College

Council, in which all interested

students could participate.

LARRY MITCHELL: Gladden is

only hurting itself by seceding. If the

council is ineffective, we should take

steps to change it, not eliminate it. If

elected, I will try to reinvigorate the
council 80 that things get ac-

complished.

DON TOUMEV: I'm sorry Gladden
and Perry are acting in this manner,
since it will probably result in another

president being elected who is only

interested in making a name for

himself instead of doing something
constructive. Michael's plan is

unrealistic. I hope to retain the CC,
but shake it up qnd fqrce it to deal with

the issues.

DAN O'CONNELL: The feeling

which inspired the secession has been

building up all year, but needed the

election to bring it to the surface. The
council has been handling trivial and
mundane matters; it should be made
more visible and deal with more
important questions.

TOM STONE: The unrest is

justified, since the council has been
ineffective. Radical changes are
needed in its structure, and a student

forum would be a good way to gather

student ideas for revamping the CC.

QUESTION 2

2. Should the council pursue further

attempts at constitutional reform? U
so, in what direction?

BARICKMAN: I think it's

ridiculous to go through the whole

process again when it isn't necessary.

Parallel committees and tighter

language can be instituted through the

present constitution.

HERWITZ: The referendum failure

was a rejection by students of minor
changes. Parallel committees and
other reforms are possible within the

old constitution. We should wait to see

what reforms students want at the

forum on Wednesday and then make
changes.

KELLY: Constitution reform is not

an immediate need. Our priority is

rather to use the enthusiasm
generated by the present unrest to get

important things done and especially

to improve representation.

TOUMEY: Part of the problem is

the people on the CC, which might be

improved if houses recalled un-

satisfactory representatives. My
answer is the election of a president

who will get the council moving and
who will deal with student probienis.

WOLFSON: The problem ia not

reforming the council, but the council

itself. If it does not fulfill its function,

it should be abolished and replaced

with a government of town meetings

in which students participate directly.

MITCHELL: The primary fault U
with the council members. The
present constitution leaves much
nioiafor the council to act, but R can
do nothing unless members are in-

terested and seek out student opinion.

O'CONNELL: Students don't give a

damn about the constitution. The
major problem is the members
themselves. Parallel committees are

a joke; they are intended to do things

that the council itself should be doing.

STONE: Parallel committees
cannot be effective. The constitution

should be reformed radically ac-

cording to the wishes of the students

expressed in open forums.

QUESTION 3

3. What changes, if any, would you

make in the Student Activities Tax
allocation process?

HERWITZ: There should be a

serious effort at preliminary
budgeting in the spring. Final

allocations, however, should not be

made until the following fall, with the

process streamlined so that it could

proceed at a faster rate. The ACEC
should be carefully examined and
should in the future be run on a more
businesslike basis.

KELLY: The funding process

should be started early enough in the

spring to allow the Finance Com-
mittee to look over requests and begin

to establish priorities. The first place

to make cuts should be the ACEC.
BARICKMAN: We should -have a

spring budget for the ACEC only;

other organizations don't really need

one. Serious cuts need to be made in

ACEC spending, but otherwise I am
fairly pleased with the way funds are

presently allocated. A serious effort

should be made to solicit more student

opinion of the process.

WOLFSON: Funding is the only

thing the College Council does thaVJt
meaningful. Again, however, thm.
council is unnecessary and should be\
eliminated. Its budgeting duties

should be taken over by a finance

conunittee directly elected by the

students.

TOUMEY: The present budgeting

process is all ri{^, though more
money should l>e spent on concerts. I

would propose raising the Student
Activities Tax and Oien giving' a

ret>ate to students.

MITCHELL: Funding should take

place in the spring. I favor reform of

the ACEC, in particular an
examination of their procedures. I'm

not siu-e more money for concerts is

the answer, and I oppose any increase

in the SAT.
O'CONNELL: I'd like to see the

funding process changed It should be

staggered so that all funding isn't

done in the fall. There should be a

continuous evaluation of all funding.

STONE: The budgeting process

should be reformed, incorporating the

ideas which come out of the open
forums.

QUESTION 4

4. What do you think about Food
Services and what role should the

council play in maintaining food

quality?

HERWITZ: There area lot of things

I like and a lot of things I don't. Food
Services has overspent in the past and
we're suffering for it now. Food
Services is a business and has to be

run like one. I think Keller is very

open and does accept student
viewpoints, for example, student
initiated changes at Mission Park.

Information is sometimes a problem,

but I don't think Keller is completely

dictatorial.

BARICKMAN: We must first un-

derstand the effective input students

have already. Food Services is under
the direct control of Dean Roosenraad
and the College administration. It's a

business the College has to run. I'm

qot sure how concerned students

really are about setting Food Service

policy.
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Dance company to perform, teach
The Margalit Dance Theatre

Company will be in residency at

Williams Thursday through Saturday,

March 10-12. During its stay at the

College, the company will present

master classes, a lecture-

demonstration, open rehearsals, and
performances on Friday and Satur-

day nights. The Williamstown stop is

the first on an Eastern tour of the Los
Angeles based modern dance com-
pany.

. The Aden^orn Margalitr the

founder of the company, is a com-
bination of composer-choreographer.

singer-virtuoso drummer, and dan-

cer-actress. This former member of

the Inbal Dance Cqpipany of Israel

uses all of these elements in the

creation of her company's works,

integrating drama, mime, rhythm
and music with emotions and dance.

Martha Graham said of MargaUt,
"She never comes on the stage for me
to see her that tears do not come to my
eyes. She has a quality which is very,

very, very special. It is special

wherever a great being dofninated by
a passion comes to the stage."

The Margalit Dance Theatre

News and Notes
from Career Counseling

I!I77 Kecruiting Calendar

Sign-up for companies coming on

March 14 & 15 begins Mon. March 7 at

12:30 PM and ends Tues. March 8 at

4:30 P.M. Companies coming include:

Gimbels & Andover Companies
(Insurance underwriting trainees)

ANDOVER COMPANIES ADDED
TO SCHEDULE
Andover Companies is looking for

insurance underwriter trainees and
will be on campus Tues. March 15.

New York Life Ins. Co. LUNCH will be

on March 9. Please sign-up at OCC if

you plan to attend.

NYC INVESTMENT BANKING
training opportunity for Seniors. See
Peggy Sloane regarding forwarding of

resumes if interested.

PKE-LAW SOCIETY MEETING
IIECORDED
If anyone missed the Pre-Law
meeting last Monday, the session was
recorded and can be listened to at

OCC.

WILLIAMS CLUB SPRING BREAK
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP
On March 19 at The NYC Williams

Club, 24 E. 39th St. from 9:30 AM to 4

PM NYC Williams Alumni will

present job search workshops in

Advertising, Publishing, & Wall Street

Banking and Finance. The morning
will consist of panel discussions and
the afternoon centers on individual

interest group concerns. Those
alumni already scheduled to par-

ticipate include: James Heekin '71 &
Robert Judd '61 of J. Walter Thomp-
son, B. Purceli of McGraw Hill,

Cynthia Fletcher of Harper & Row,

Sam Bronfman '76 of Sports
Illustrated, Chapman Clark '56 of

Bache, Halsey Stuart, Inc., & Emillie

Fox Jackson '73 of Bankers Trust.

TEACHING
MIAMI VALLEY SCHOOL, Dayton,

Ohio will be on campus interviewing

for positions in social studies

( psychology, sociology, economics,

history, etc.), chemistry-physics,
biology, math, & art (studio,

photography, & history). Also
elementary level assistant aid. Tues.

March 15 Sign-up immediately at

OCC.

Company will begin its residency at

Williams Thursday, March 10, with

master classes at 3:30 p.m. in Lasell

Gymnasium, and a lecture-

demonstration at 8:30 p.m. In the

Adams Memorial Theatre (AMT).
Open rehearsals of the Company,

from noontoS p.m. Thursday; U a.m.

to 3 p.m. Friday, and 1-4 p.m.

Saturday, will be held at the AMT.
The program for the two per-

formances 8:30 p.m. Friday and

Saturday nights At theAMT will b^ the

same. Opening the program is

"Through the Gate of Aden," a solo by
Margalit depicting her experiences of

family life and growing up in this

country on the Red Sea. "Landscape"
follows, a company piece in which the

dancers metamorphasize into animal-

like forms to reveal the basic

emotions of a primitive world.

"Bessamin—The Beauty Without
Shoes" is an eastern version of the

Cinderella tale, and is again per-

formed by the whole company.
Margalit dances the solo "Birth of a

Drum." The program concludes with

"In the Beginning," a duet about

Adam and Eve.

Tickets may be obtained from the

AMT box office. There will be a

reception for the company im-

mediately following Saturday's
performance at the Faculty Club.

Keller given sample sandwich

Margalit Oved brings her modern dance troupe. The Margalit Dance Theater
Company, to Williams next week for a three day residency. The company will

give a master class, open rehearsals, a lecture-demonstration, and two full

performances. Tickets and information are available at the AMT box office.

Fifteen protest Dodd's new portion controls
by George Schutzer

Fifteen students marched into the

office of the Director of Food Ser-

vices, Monday, to protest the ap-

pearance of portion-controlled ham
and cheesp sandwiches at Dodd
House. The students presented the

director, Ross Keller, with a sample
sandwich from Monday's lunch.

After examining the sandwich and
talking with the group of students,

Keller apologized for the sandwich,

Dan Fox, a spokesman for the group,

said.

The Dodd Holise cook has been

under pressure recently to get his

budget in line because, according to

Keller, the Dodd House kitchen is over

budget. Keller had suggested one way
Dodd might be able to cut back on

expenditures was to instutute portion

control. Portion control involves

limiting the size of portions put on

plates as well as the size of slices of

meat and cheese, Keller had said.

Food Services had issued all cooks a

list of suggested portion sizes for

various foods. According to Dave
Levy, the leader of the group which
visited Keller, Monday was the first

time the Dodd cook had attempted to

follow the guidelines.

The guidelines called for % oz. of

ham, % oz. of cheese, '/4 oz. lettuce

and two three-sixteenths inch slices of

tomatoes for a ham and cheese

Reflections: Table Talk
by Rajendra Singh Khadka

Dinner time. Couple of us seated

around a table. Strangers. Seen each

other wandering about the campus
accidently. Bad food today. Con-

versation? Hesitant smiles, averted

faces and surreptious glances. Silence

very uncomfortable. We must talk.

Intelligent discourses, of course.

Name, how do you call yourself, or

rather how do others call you? No nick

name, huh? But all American kids,

good ones though, have cute nick

names. You come from Ohio?

California, myself. Nebraska. Far
out. Never been there myself. Oh, I

have. Cool.

Why Williams? 1 mean, you are

from Nebraska. Good school. Small,

rural, excellent academic standing,

safe (ha, ha), and Coed too! (more ha,

ha, ha). We are on that getting-to-

know-you trip.

So what are your courses? Haven't

decided. 1 am only a freshman.

Embarrassed laughter. Not to worry.

It is not a sin to be a frosh. We all were

once. I'm a Senior. Momentary
silence, looking grave and respon-

sible. Munching contemplatively. No,

I'm only a sophomore. No, haven't

decided my major yet. No, man, can't

tell you where to stay next year.

Depends what kind of a dude you are.

Well, being a Senior, I have tried

different housing situations. Per-

sonally, I would recommend row

houses. Private, quiet, an atmosphere

of homeliness, solidarity and
belonging. And atmosphere of quiet

intensity and dedication. Must be

marvelous to be a Senior and speak

like an oracle. Flawless description.

I am actually deciding upon Mission

Park. I really don't like to be part of

something specific. Limits me and

gives me a label, you know. It stems

from my philosophy of not being

dedicated. I am not even a socialist. I

haven't read Marx. I don't believe in

the Bible either. So Mission Park.

Concrete, bland, impersonal, im-

pervious and anonymous. Hope I get

in.

Goddamn cheeky frosh! Dared to

refute a Senior. No respect. Dignified

silence from the Senior.

Silence. It prolongs and mingles

with the deliberate slurps of soups and

clanks of cutlery. Becomes an at-

mosphere in itself. Nothing more to

say? Not possible. People sit with

each other every day every meal.

Surely, if they have relevant things to

say to each other every day, we must

too. We don't even know each other.

Would anybody like anything? Milk,

whole please. Coffee, black, one
sugar. "Tea, cream and four singers.

Ice cream? Cold water, with ice,

thanks. Can you manage all that?

Take my tray.

Are you going to a grad school after

this? Travel? Work? What you doing?

Irritated frown.

No, tired of school. No money to

travel, no work either. Bad jam. Live

with parents, I guess ... Do me a

favour. Don't ask me what the hell I

am gonna do after school cause I don't

khow. Drives me nuts. Silence, of

sympathy.
Times have changed. Times were

when a Williams liberal education

meant a good life. Well . . .

I will work for a while, work on my
Senior thesis. Shadowy smile. Then,

go down to the Apple and see niy girl.

Goes to NYU. Pre-med. I just love

pre-meds. I think they have to

sacrifice so much, like sunshine in

Spring . . . Shut up.

Summer? Jesus! You don't wanna
talk about summer. Hell, the snow

refuses to melt. Windy, cold, angry.

Trees are black, naked and obscene.

Gray, opaque, slush days. Turns you
off, man. How in the hell is one sup-

posed to study?

But I saw a woman in shorts

yesterday. Means nothing, or else a

hallucination. You must smoke a lot of

dope. Bad for the brains.

So how do you like Williams? I

thought you already asked that. See?

Effects of narcotics. Can't even

remember. Glad you came? Yeah,

good.

Gotta get going, guys. One o'clock

class. Physics lab.

Tell me, how many brothers and
sisters do you have?

Must move, gentlemen. Pleasure

meeting you all.

You bet. Forget it. All brothers. Any
sisters yourself? All married. Oh!

Don't you think the English prof., the

new one, is excellent?

He is lousy, and what is more, he is

not new either.

So long people. See you around.

Yeah, bye. Don't work too hard.

Would anyone like anything? Tea,

please. Bad for health. Too much
caffeine.You'llend updead of caffeine.

What do you think of death? Are you

trying to be heavy again? I don't think

of it. I gave up thinking a long time

ago.

Take it slow, but take it!

Will you please dump my cup?

Thank you. Bye. Empty table.

sandwich.

When the group brought the sample
sandwich to Keller, the director

volunteered to weigh the ingredients.

According to Levy and Fox, Keller

found the ham weighed between .5 and
.6 ounces, about one-third less than it

should have. Keller initially claimed

that was why the sandwich was
substandard. Fox said.

But Levy told Keller it is not a

question of being 50 per cent over or

under, "There should be five times as

much ham in there."

Row House unit manager, Roy
Clark, claimed there was a misprint

in the guidelines. A ham sandwich
should include 1% oz. of ham, he said.

According to Fox, Keller told the

group that he would like to allow them
to put more meat in their sandwiches,

but there are budget constraints.

According to Fox, Keller had earlier

offered to go to Dodd House to discuss

the budget problem. But the house

president, Al Gentry, declined the

offer because, according to Fox,

Gentry was not sure if Keller would be

well-received.
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More Letters;: error
LETTERS from pag* 2

politician. He is sincere about shaking

up the Council, and thereby making it

respond to student desires. He will not

become bogged down in Utopian

schemes, but will set realistic goals

and then set out to meet those goals.

We plan to vote for him because we
have confidence in his ability and

common sense. We hope you will join

us.
' '

' Sincerely,

Duff P. Anderson '77

PaulJ.Boyer'77
Bronson H. Fargo, Jr. '79

Peter B. Tattle '78

KING'S LIQUOt
STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Willlamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458-5948

Fund waiver

To the editor:

It was interesting to note in your
last issue. Dean Roosenraad's
response to Gladden House's
secession from the College Council

and the absence of any substantive

response from an elected council

spokesperson. According to your
article, Dean Roosenraad stated that

Gladden House will apparently suffera

waiver of CC funds because of its

secession. We are amazed that this

statement comes from the Dean's
Office and not the "student-run"
College Council itself. It was our

understanding that the major function

of the council is the "student-run"
allocation of funds.

Since Dean Roosenraad rather than
the student representatives has
spoken out on this matter, we urge
that he be appointed the next College

Council President and that we thereby

dispense with the elections. It's too

bad that it's too late for him to use it

on his grad school application.

Signed:

« Timothy Dunn

^ Donald Sprague
V Dana Huntington

Ed.: Perhaps th<; . correction

elsewhere in the issue will Iftjjj clarify

the situation. >^

SPEED READING

_ COURSE TO
BE TAUGHT IN

NORTH ADAMS

The New England Reading Lab is offering their famous

speed reading course to a Hmited number of qualified people

here in the North Adams area. The average person who

completes this course can read 10 times faster, and with

substantially improved comprehension and better con-

centration.

This famous course has taught many thousands of people

to read over 1000 words per minute with the ability to un-

derstand and retain what they have read much more ef-

fectively. Average graduates can read most novels in less

than one hour.

For complete details about this famous speed reading

course, be sure to attend one of the free one hour orientation

lectures that have been scheduled. These lectures are open to

the public, above age 13 (persons under 18 should be ac-

companied by a parent, if possible) and the course will be

explained in complete detail, including class schedules,

instruction procedures and a tuition that is much less than

similar courses.

These meetings will be held in the Fort Massachusetts

Hall, Price Chopper, State Road on Tuesday, March 1 at 6:30

p.m. and again at 8:30 p.m., Thursday, March 3 at 6:30 p.m.

and again at 8:30 p.m., Friday, March 4 at 6:30 p.m. and

again at 8: 30 p.m., Saturday, March 5 at 2:30 p.m. Additional

meetings will be held at the Sheraton North Adams Inn, 40

Main Street on Wednesday, March 2 at 6 :30 p.m. and again at

8 : 30 p.m. , and TWO FINAL MEETINGS on Monday, March 7

at 6:30 p.m. and again at 8:30 p.m.

Classes are limited and class places will be filled on first

come-first serve basis only. Be sure to attend the earliest

meeting possible to insure a class place. Group rates are

available upon request.

Advertisement

Viewpoint
.

Vote No for CC President
by David Forrester

Somehow this semester has brought

a change to Williams College. What
had been for two years at best a dying

spark has had some fresh air blown

into it, rekindling a flame of sorts.

Let's not let this flame die again.

The rebirth I speak of is one of

consciousness. We are, unhappily so,

the post-awareness generation. The

involvement and activity ,Uhat

highlighted the college years of our

older brothers and sisters retreated

into grade awareness, job hunting and

general apathy.

Who am I to condemn? Where was

my involvement? It probably was the

same place as many other students';

lost in a sense of hopelessness.

Then all of a sudden something

happened, nothing earthshaking: but

a tremor, foretelling more to come;

almost half the people who voted on a

proposed College Council Constitution

voted NO!. People by and large may
not have known what the proposed

constitution Said, but they realized

that there was a chance to say, "No,

we are not happy with the present

situation!" to the powers that are (or,

in the case of the College Council, the

powers that are not but should be).

Some people might say it was an

unimportant event because less than

25 per cent of the students voted.

However, the larger part of the

student body expressed its opinion by

not voting. Most importantly, a new
opinion was finally expressed, an
opinion against the status quo. This

event was soon followed by a house

secession from the College CouncU in

protest over the council's impotence.

These two events taken together

signaled a growing awareness dn this

campus of the powerlessness of the

students.
' A third major development oc-

curred earlier this week when a group
of students originated a petition drive

aimed at creating real student input

on this campus. This drive, enun-

ciated in the Record on Tuesday,

seeks to prove that students do care

and through caring can accomplish

something.

The timing of this movement is in

some ways good, and in some ways
bad. It could be bad if we let it become
just another College Council cam-
paign issue and fail to address the real

issues involved. If the administration

and faculty see 70-80 per cent of the

campus voting for any of the can-

didates for College Council President,

they will accept this as a statement of

support for the level of power (?) the

students now have. However, if a

sizeable number of students make the

effort to vote and write No! on the

ballot, then we will have a further

statement of the dissatisfaction of

students with the child-like role now
given the council by the ad-

We have new M. C. Escher posters

as v\fell as some fantasy prints

uuMuiowN, iua.•

ministration.

It is obvious that there is concern on

this campus about student input, but

at the moment there is a great deal of

confusion about what constitutes a

solution to the (Problem. Each of the

eight candidates for CC President has

ideas on how to solve the problem

ranging from "strong leadership" to

"revolutionize" to abolition of the

CMle^e Codnpil. Some of these ideaS"

'

are steps in the right direction but

they represent a misconception of the

problem. Williams College has a set

power structure—Trustees, Ad-
ministration, Faculty, and Com-
mittees—the problem is that students

are not a part of this power structure.

By trying to create or rebuild an
organization that is merely an in-

direct contributor to this structure we
lose the fight before we begin. We
must, as the petition mentioned
earlier asserts, demand represen-

tation in the actual power structure

that exists.

The question is not which can-

didate's ideas are best, but really if

any of their ideas are sufficient. We
must use the efforts of a vocal and

caring student body population to levy

pressure against the power structure

and, if we get that vocal participation

we can count on the media to make it

known outside of this campus.

A No! vote for College Council

President represents a claim to and a

desire for more student power on this

campus. A vote for any candidate will

merely perpetuate the "out in the

cold" kind of student representation

we now have.

David Forrester

WilUams.

a junior ai-

ZjliutsJa^ MARCH 10

^mm(^ WilliamJm
Main Street, Williamstown, Mass.

PRESENTS A NOSTALGIC

DIG DAnD BinCE

DANCING FROM
8 P. M. TO MIDNIGHT

$5.00 COVER PER PERSON

RESERVATIONS REQUESTED

PHONE (413) 458-9371

•'' 13-PIECE

playing the original

orrangements of

BENNY GOODMAN
GLENN MILLER

DUKE ELLINGTON

CHARLIE BARNETT
and other biggies of the

BIG BAND ERA
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B-ballers torpedo Merchant Marines, 90-72
by Andy O'Donnell

Now that the cozy confines of Lasell

,

have issued a parting farewell to

seniors Hester, Tanner, and Lockhart

with a 90-72 Cakewalk over the Mer-
chant Marine Academy Tuesday
night, it's time to get down to

business. Tournament business, that

is.

Tonight at 9:00 the varsity

basketball team squares off against

Little Three rival Wesleyan at Mid-

dletown in the opening round of the

ECAC Division II-III tournament.

Quinnipiac battles Stonehill in the

first game.
Wesleyan won the right to host the

tournament following Hartford's

abdication from the affair Monday
afternoon. Stonehill was then added to

the field and the seeding reshuffled,

with Wesleyan and Quinnipiac moving
up a notch and Stonehill slipping into

the third slot. Williams remained in

the fourth position throughout.

Stonehill and Quinnipiac are both

Division II schools while Williams and

Wesleyan belong to Division III.

Stonehill brings a deceiving 11-10

record into the affair, having played

seven Division I schools in addition to

compiling a 9-5 record against

Division II opponents. Quinnipiac is

16-11 and has a 70-68 win over Stonehill

already under its belt.

If comparative records are any
indication, Williams' should be able to

hold its own against either Division II

school should it reach Saturday's 8:00

finals. Stonehill lost to Hamilton and

beat Merchant Marine by almost

identical scores as Williams, while

Quinnipiac lost to Hartford by eight

and beJat Colby by thirty.

In order to reach the finals, though,

the-Epha first-have tageLpo^a. 16-5...

Wesleyan club that is still smarting

from Tuesday night's 77-50 loss to

Amherst. The defeat deprived the

Cardinals of sole possession of the

league crown and marked the second

time this school year that the Little

Three has ended in a three way tie.

Despite its glossy record, Wesleyan
is struggling at the moment, having
dropped three of its last six games (to

Batefi,.WiUiaois..aod Ainbec§U,9j

posting a ten game win streak.

Williams lost to the Cardinals 63-55 at

Middletown in January but came back

to post a 71-64 triumph at Lasell three

weieks later.

WCFM will broadcast tonight's

game starting at 8:55 and Saturday
night's finals at 7:55 if Williams ad-

vances that far.

Mike Tanner was the lone bright

SBOlJar .Williams ajaingt Merchant

Marine, going over the 20 point mark
for the eighth time this season as he

connected on 11 of 21 shots for a total

25 points.

Williams led at the half, 42-30, and
coasted throughout the second hiklf in

first gear without receiving any
argument from the Mariners. Andy
Straka followed Tanner into the

scoring column with 18 points, while

MaU^SBUSler chipped in with 13.

Merrimack overcomes
purple pucksters, 5-2

TheoH-campus IMteam holds the title after defeating Sage-WillJams,«to4.

Powerful Division II rival

Merrimack tallied the game's first

four goals Wednesday night and

coasted to a 5-2 over Coach Bill Mc-

cormick's Purple skaters in the

season finale for Williams. The Ephs

and senior goalie Chuch played one of

their more gutty games of the year in

succumbing to the playoff-bound

visitors. i|

The invading Merrimack squad

scored twice in the first period and

twice more in the second on Cremens,

adding the game's final tally in the

third. Williams goals were scored by

red-hot junior Peter Gonye and

White, Kolb pace Ephmen at New Englands;

Road Runners ready for Connecticut Marathon
by Frank Carr

The purple trackmen wrapped up

the indoor season last Saturday with

the New England Championships held

at the University of Connecticut.

Junior Ron White paced the four-man

Eph contingent with an excellent

fourth place effort in the 60 yard high

hurdles.

White placed first in the three trial

heats at a consistent 7.5 second

clocking. White felt he had a solid

chance for second place in the finals.

but banged the fourth hurdle and was
picked for 4th place out of a tightly

bunched pack. Coach Dick Farley was
pleased with White's season per-

formance as the junior hurdler won
four individual races, placed second
at the Easterns and also anchored the

mile relay quartet.

Joe Kolb also made the trip down to

UConn and recorded another ex-

cellent time in the two mile run.

Kolb's 9:11.0 brought him to fifth

place in the unseeded heat, just one

second off his best time and ten

seconds above the college record held

by Jay Haug '73. Rich Remmer (shot

put) and Larry Tanner (35 lb. weight

throw) rounded out the squad but did

not place in their respective events.

The inter-collegiate season is now
over for the trackmen, but by no

means have the runners stopped

training. This Sunday about a half-

dozen members of the Williams Road
Runners Club will compete in the

Connecticut A.A.U. Marathon

Championships. Last year, the WRRC
placed third in the team cpmpetition

as Tim Pritchard led the three-man-

team with a ninth place finish in 2

hours 39 minutes. Kolb was the in-

dividual winner in the 1976 race at

2:28:56, but ran under the banner of

the North Medford Club. By next week
these marathoners will be looking for

another long-distance challenge and
should find a more than adequate one
next Saturday in the Sixth Annual
24 hour Charity Relay.

Injury sets back ski team
Competing in its final WEISA

Carnival of the season, the women's
ski team finished with a disappointing

seventh place. The Ephs had hoped to

do better at the Middlebury carnival,

but top alpine skier Martha Epstein

was injured in the slalom race,

causing the team to forfeit the points

earned by Epstein's usual top five

finish.

The cross country contingent of the

team looked strong at Middlebury as

Ann Waters and Rachel Potter

finished 13th and 14th in their race.

Ellen Toll, grabbing 18th, was
f(^lowed by Gina Campoli in 24th, to

lead the Ephs to a fourth place finish

in the cross country event, ahead of

rival UVM.
Leading Williams in the alpine

races, Corrie Johnson finished 17th in

the giant slalom and 19th in the

slalom. Ashley Smith and Karen Ham
followed Johnson, with 22nd and 24th

place finishes.

Hoping to rebound tor a strong

finish this weekend at the EAIAW
Regional and WEISA Championship
meets, the Williams squad will join

New England top twelve teams in

Henniker, New Hampshire. A strong

finish by the Ephs will qualify in-

dividual skiers for the Nationals in

Stowe, Vermont March 12-13.

Student Meals on Sunday 10% Off

SZECHUAN
MANDARIN
SHANGHI STYLE

CHINESE FOODS

New Year Special

Feb. 17, 18

COCKTAIL BAR OPEN TO 1:00 AM

FACILITIES FOR WEDDINGS, BANQUETS
AND PARTIES

OPEN DAILY: 11:30-10:00

Rte. 2 Wllllamstown
Colonial Shopping Center

For ReMrvitions cari: 413-458-9396

FRI. & SAT. - LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 8- 1 AM

purple splashers
As a result of a disputed

disqualification in the 800 yd. relay

last night, the men's swimming
team holds a dismal 7th place with

23 points after Thursday's events

at the NE Championships.

The 880 yd. relay team was in 3rd

place when the third man for

UMaine went to the block early.

Ephman Phil Wild left the block

along with the favored team, two

laps too soon, although Wild was
not stopped by judges. Meet of-

ficials will review the

disqualification today, possibly

improving the team's poor stan-

ding.

In other events, Stuart Deans
swam to a 4 th place in the 1650 free

with a time of 17.8.818. Frosh Todd
Piper grabbed fifth in the 400 yd.

ind. medley, while teammate
Peter Howd came in 5 seconds

later for an 11th place.

sophomore center Chick Johnson,
both in the third period.

Williams closed out its 1976-77

campaign with an overall mark of 9-

13, including a disappointing 4-14 in

the ECAC's Division 11. The youthful

Ephs lost seven of their last eight

games, including three one-goal
decisions. Only a 4-2 win over
Amherst broke the skein.

For seniors Patch Mason, Cremens,
Jim Hield, Rick Zeller, and Brian

Norris, the Merrimack loss closed out

their Williams careers, and Mc-
Cormick can smile upon the return of

some 16 lettermen to his roster next

year, plus center Dan Sullivan, who
missed nearly his entire sophomore
season with a knee injury.

As_ Jor Merrimack, the tough
Division II perennial regular-season

kingpin, who have twice in a row lost

to Bowdoin in the tourney finals, it's

on to the play-offs. They are seeded

first in the 1977 tourney.

Merrimack will open the tourney

against number eight seed Elmira.

Other first parings include second-

seeded Army against surprising AIC;

third seed Bowdoin hosting Lowell;

and fourth Union facing off against

Salem State in the first round's

toughest matchup.

On the season, Williams faced six of

the tourney's eight teams, and
dropped close contests to two (AIC &
Lowell).

Organizers of the

Massachusetts

Basketball

tourney this

weekend at

Brandeis seeded

Williams second

in Division III

competition,

even, though the

Ephs should
compete in the

tougher Division

II play. Tour-

nament directors

failed to see their

mistake until it

,was too late to

change the lad-

der. Here in a

happier finish to

the season 's

Monica Grady,

pacing the Ephs

to a 67-26 victory

over MIT.

Have a travel problem that you
cannot solve? Educational Flights

has, for 7 years, been helping

people in the academic community
get to Europe and the rest of the

world at minimum cost, with

maximum flexibility, and
minimum hassle. Call us, toll-free,

at 800-223-5569.

(HurrV ^^prmq fiLong
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Critictil issues surround election

The Margatit Dance Theatre Company begins its three day residency here this

Thursday.

Roosenrood dispels

frosh housing rumors
by Randy Wang

Rejecting persistent rumors,
Associate Dean Cris T. Roosenraad
maintained that the freshman in-

clusion process is random. Any
"flukes" result from the small
numbers ^pf actual inclusion groups
involved, he insisted, adding that no
one has advantage.

Roosenraad explained that the only

information printed on a student's

computer card is his ID number,
name and sex. his list of choices, the

lowest ID number in his group, the

size of his group, and the number of

males in his group. Each house also

has a card which contains its name,
assigned number and housing
category, the number of men and
women needed, and a "fudge limit,"

which allows final house totals to be

adjusted slightly when necessary.

Each group is assigned a random
number between zero and one. The
computer selects the group with the

lowest random number and gives it its

first choice. The computer then

proceeds to the next lowest numbers,

giving as many first choices as

possible and setting aside any groups

which cannot be placed. After com-

pleting this first cycle, another round

is made and if possible, the remaining

groups get placed in their second

choices. Failing this, a third cycle

occurs.

This method, labelled First Choice

Maximization, has been successfully

used for the last several years, said

Roosenraad.

Last year, 82 per cent of the Class of

'79 received their first choices, and 15

per cent received their second

choices. Thus, statements such as,

"Everyone in my dorm got their first

choice" are believable, according to

Roosenraad. There are only about 150

inclusion groups, and about 115 will

get their first choices. Since small

numbers are being considered,

statistical summaries become
misleading, he added.

CEP In review: Part II

by Nancy Richman

According to College Council By-
Laws Committee Chairman Stu
Ginsberg, there is nothing in the

Constitution that prescribes a

definitive course of action to be tak^n

if the council fails to validate the

election on Wednesday night.

The council decided last Wednesday
not to validate the election unless at

least two-thirds of the student body
voted. This action was teiken in

response to "what the council per-

ceived to be the furor concerning its

role on campus," explained Bill

Dahling, who proposed the measure.

"I felt that it was important that the

validation of this election not be left

entirely to the opinion of the council,"

he said. In the past, no specific per-

centage has been required.

In addition, as Dean of the College

Peter Berek noted, not having a

validated Honor and Discipline

Committee and Committee on
Educational Pohcy for next year

would create serious problems, since

both are vital to the functioning of the

College.

According to College Council Vice-

President Randy Sturges,"We will get

the amount of votes that we need." He
explained that there is every in-

dication that "Gladden House will be

getting out the vote and Perry House

too." Also, he noted that "the chan-

neling 'df the dissent vote Me & 'NO'

vote expressed on the ballot," will

increase the total numbers of students

voting. Sturges further observed that

there are many more freshmen
running for positions this year and
that this may translate into an in-

creased percentage of the freshman
class voting.

A validated election this year might
also create other problems. The
question about what would happen if

one of the candidates elected was in

favor of abolishing the council while-*

the other supported its existence, is an

important one. Mike Wolfson noted,

for example, that if he were elected

along with a council supporter, he

would be able to prevent his vice-

president from calling meetings. He
explained that the Constitution only

permits the vice-presidents to preside

in the president's absence and
pledged that if he were elected, he

would attend meetings but would

refuse to call them to order.

Environmental committee

discusses heat monitoring
The College is examining the

possibility of monitoring heat use as

part of an energy conservation

program, according to Provost Neil

R. Grabois.

A group of four representatives

from the Committee on the Campus
Environment met with Grabois
February 24 to discuss a campus-wide

system for monitoring steam heat

distribution.

According to Assistant Professor of

Physics John W. Shelton, the

suggestion was a result of in-

dependent research done last year on

potential campus energy conservation

measures by other committee
members, seniors Reed Zars and
Byron Kelly, last year.

At present the lack of such a

monitoring system makes it im-

possible for the College to determine

how much heat is being used where at

a given time. Such information is

essential to an incentive-based heat

reduction campaign such as the

committee discussed at its meeting

February 14, as well as necessary to

any sort of heat regulatory program.

see ENERGY pages

by Chip Buckner
The concept of "the major: " what it

constitutes, and who should define it,

has been of significant interest to the

Committee on Educational Policy

over the past five years. The problem
is essentially one of a uniform college

standard versus the need for

departmental autonomy.
Five years ago the CEP advised

that the nine course rule be modified

to allow two parallel courses to count

as a departmental course. This would
create a "limited major—with em-
phasis," six courses within a student's

major and six more in related fields.

Changes and goals

The next mention of majors comes
at the end of 1973, when the committee
happily noted the decrease in single

route sequential majors, and at-

tributed it to changing faculty and
student needs.

The CEP also viewed the rise in

interdepartmental offerings as an

important factor in organizing new
areas of thought.

The next April, the committee of-

fered several significant changes for

the major. They expressed the goal of

a senior year culminating in an un-

derstanding of departmental cohesion

and methodology. To this end they

proposed that each department
prepare a guide of its courses,

showing interrelations and offering

counselling to majors and prospective

majors; and that each major
department require a senior seminar.

This course would be more com-
prehensive than the then required

"senior exercise because "students

know more and have thought more,

about their field than can possibly be

demonstrated in a brief major
examination exercise." The CEP then

recommended the exercise be

discontinued as a college-wide

requirement.

The Major exercise

According to the December 1973

CEP report, the senior major
examination has been subject of

"widespread dissatisfaction even
predating the 4-W-4" calender
initiated in 1967. Each department

see CEP page 3
William T. Fox

(photo by Steinway)

Neil R. Grabois

(photo by Lumbert)

Study in mythology: The Pre-Med
by Peter Rintels

As Gregor Samsa awoke one

morning from unsettling dreams, he

found himself in his bed turned into a

hopeless pre-med.

This line has yet to find its way into

any of the world's great literature, but

one suspects that if Franz Kafka were
a contemporary college student at one
of the more notorious pre-med
universities, it might well have. Pre-

med life approaches the status of a

Students seek tenure input
The Student Standing Committee on

Tenure will distribute a questionnaire

to students this spring to provide

meaningful student input into tenure

decisions.

Committee chairman Hervey
Mclver explained that the committee

"\yanted to give everyone a chance to

say something about all the faculty

members currently being considered

for tenure." He said that the problem

with the current procedure for

soliciting student input is that it is not

a uniform one.

Student input now enters into the

deliberations of the Committee on

Appointments and Promotions
as a part of depiartmental evaluations.

Student opinion is usually measured
numerically by the student course

evaluations surveys completed by
students at the end of each semester.

In contrast, the committee's
questionnaire is designed specifically

to be used for tenure decisions and it

will also provide the CAP* with a more
substantive analysis than the

numerical evaluations.

The committee intends to ask three

categories of questions. Mclver said

that the questionnaire will ask
students primarily to evaluate the

faculty member's teaching ability and
style of presentation. It will also try to

judge how interested the professor is

in the individual student's progress.

Students will also be asked to evaluate

the teacher's command of his

material although Mclver noted that

any judgement by students of faculty

proficiency in scholarship is at best,

inadequate.

Mclver explained that the com-
mittee intends to present a summary
of all their data to the CAP. He said

that he hoped that the questionnaire

would be repeated each year. After a

couple of years, Mclver speculated,

the information provided by each set

would become more valuable.

The committee intends to distribute

this year's questionnaire to all up-

perclassmen. Students will receive a

number of forms and will comment on

any non-tenured professors they feel

they can write about constructively.

Mclver said that he expects that the

questionnaire will be ready soon after

March break.

modern day myth, typified by endless

study, backstabbing competition, and
in general a manic pursuit of a high

GPA. The myth has been tapped by

Gary Trudeau to produce some of

Doonesbury's finer moments.

The Pre-med Myth

Judging from interviews with

several randomly chosen senior pre-

medical students, it appears that at

Williams the myth remains a myth
and nothing more. Pre-meds
acknowledge in general that there is

pressure and competition at Williams,

but say it is "generated from within"

and never takes on the antagonistic

character that often appears at other

schools.

In an average freshman class,

roughtly 20 per cent will indicate

interest in medicine. About 12 to 13 per

cent of these will actually go on to

apply to medical school. The weeding

out is usually a natural result of

students changing their career plans,

or discovering that they do not have

the science aptitude to become doc-

tors. Chairman of the Premedical

Committee, William Grant, justified

this weeding out process:

"Sometimes people wonder why
persons with strong social motives

don't make as good doctors as persons

with strong science backgrounds. This

is because medicine is definitely a

graduate science."

Moreover, for students interested in

medicine, medical school is not the

only route possible. A number of

students indicated that if they were
rejected by medical schools, they

would seek para-medical training, or

possibly go on to biology graduate

school and explore research op-

portunities.

All medical schools presently

require two semesters each of

biology, physics and English and four

semesters of chemistry. Some schools

require additional courses in biology

and chemistry and more recently in

psychology. Choice of a major is not

important, but roughly half of its

Williams pre-meds major in Division

III, reflecting an interest in science

concomitant with an interest in

medicine.

It is often claimed that students will

increase their chances of acceptance

in medical school by majoring outside

of the sciences, as a way of showing

their broader interest. Grant
dismissed this notion noting that

nationwide figures from 1973-A, in-,

dicate chemistry, biochemistry, and

physics majors fared better or as well

as humanities and social science

majors. What counts for medical

schools is not the choice of major, but

performance in the science courses

they require.

The Motives

Because the practice of medicine

see PRE-MED page 3
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Exotic winter study: Zen and physical movement
byEricSundln

Reverend John Eusden, the College

Chaplain and Prof, of Christian

Theology, and I had a talk about Zen

seated on tatami while drinking

herbal tea. ^
You have all come across the word

"Zen" at one time or another. Zen is,

according to Webster, "a Japanese

sect of MahayanaBuddhism that aims

at enlightenment by direct or intuition

::.,;^4hrough meditation." You then page

to "intuitiofi" to find "the power or

faculty of attaining direct knowledge

or cognition without evident rational

thought or inference." Finally, you

flip to "meditation" to discover "the

act or process of focusing one's

thoughts; a reflection or pondering."

Zen, then, achieves enlightenment by

direct non-ratipnal cognition by

focusing one's thoughts or by pon-

dering.

You are, unfortunately, still con-

fused. An image came to your mind of

a robe-clad Buddhist monk sitting in a

lotus position on a rice mat in some
distant, oriental land. This man is

considered a fanatic of an eccentric

religioo—a vestige of some past cult.

Zen, however, should not stir such

unfounded ideas. As Eusden's Winter
Study course in Zen has proven, Zen
need not be remote from life at

Williams. The Zen course. Religion 11,

focused primarily on the ex-

perimental values of physical

movement as applied to Zen. Within

that movement one may find a rhy-

thm, and a "goal" may be to utilize

one's twdy to express and appreciate

such a rhythm.

Obviously this simplification does

not do justice to the complexities of

^e religion, but nevertheless, Zen's

physical nature seems to provide for

the metaphysical part The Zen mind
is formed by the actual performance

of the "sutras," or discourses on the

Buddha, rather than deliberation on a

certain doctrine. And although the

Buddha is the paradigm, the practices

of Zen seem universally enjoyable.

Mr. Eusden is the Chaplain yet still

enjoys Za Zen, the practice <rf Zea
The simplicity of Zen is perhaps

what made Eusden's course so

valuable. "Not one class was

missed," Euiden Insisted, "even
though Uie schedule was vigorous and

day-consuming."

What exactly are the rewards of

ZaZen? Eusden explained that ZaZen
makes no claims at changing one's

life from good to better or providing

enlightenment. Zen is not prescribed

for a result, but rather its meaning is

found in the experience itself. The
action of Zen should l>e totally in-

dependent and spontaneous. Students

of Zen were justifiably irritated when
I inquired how Zen had affected their

lives.

The physical activity associated

with Zen takes many forms. During

Winter Study, thos^ were cross-

country skiing and swimming, both

indivi(iial and repetitive in nature.

There is a desire to become one with

the medium (the snow and water) and

to find a comfortable pace which will

promote movement without the

tension of conscious effort. Mr.

Eusden, for example, attributed his

completion of the 50 mile cross-

country ski race, held annually in

Sweden, to his application of Zen.

The myth of the Williams pre-med
PRE-MEDfrompag«l

has recently become so lucrative,

motives for entering the field are

frequently called into question, by

pre-meds and others. One pre-med

interviewed for this article even made
a point of saying that money was not a

factor in his deciding to enter the

field. One hears occasional mention of

"job security," but humanitarian

motives seem to play the greatest

role. Grant said, "The greater

majority (of pre-meds) are interested

in the health problems of society and
want to contribute. In the vast

majority of cases, I wouldn't question

the motives."

"The myth has been

tapped by Gary

Trudeau to produce

some oi Doonesbury's

iiner moments."

Many pre-meds at Williams come
from families of doctors, and others

developed an interest while doing

summer work in hospitals and other

clinical situations. Others chose

medicine after coming to Williams

and examining their interests and

career prospects. All see it as a

personally fulfilling career. Said Bob
Harryman, '77, "It's a job where you

can grow as you work—expand and

learn new things. You're constantly

seeing new people and relating to

them in an interesting way."

When motives are questioned by

people here, it is generally for fear of

naivete about what being a doctor is

really like and not avarice. Bill

Feeney, '77, said, "You see a lot of

kids without a realistic idea of being a

doctor. You see a very romantic view

of what's involved in medicine. I think

a lot of people don't get enough ex-

posure in hospitals to what's really

going on. It's not glamorous, it's a lot

of shit work." Moreover, Feeny

pointed out, that the grind gets worse

when you get to medical school.

"Medical school is a very ascetic life;

you have to really buckle down."

Pressure: Real of Imagined?

"There's much less pressure here,"

said Harryman. "I've heard stories of

sabotage and backstabbing at

Princeton, but it's not that way here.

All pre-meds are friends. I don't know

of anyone that has any enemies

among pre-med students." Students

WCFM Station meeting, for station

ihembers (ONLY), on limiting

opinions to a specified time—this

Friday at 7 p.m. in the Rathtkellar.

reported hearing similar stories about

Dartmouth and Rutgers, among
others.

Grant also held this view: "The pre-

med atmosphere here is very much
better than at some other institutions.

Interpersonal competition is low key.

Students here want to do their best

because it's a competitive situation."

Students here see the competition as

being against the "system" and not

against each other.

Thus, as Grant points out, you

almost never see a lack of cooperation

with other students among Williams

pre-meds. Pre-meds here freely loan

notes and discuss homework
assignments. Grant said. He
suggested that this might be in part

because Williams does not have a cut-

off point for pre-meds as do some
other schools, faced with a staggering

40 to SO per cent of their freshmen

class as declared pre-meds.

To think of getting into medical

school to the exclusion of all else is a

trap that pre-meds can easily fall into,

a fact which is recognized by the Pre-

med Advisory Committee and many
pre-meds themselves. According to

Joann Leone, '77, "You occasionally

see people too gung-ho about being

pre-med, but you shouldn't bank on it.

With some freshmen, it's like putting

blinders on a horse." The Pre-med
Advisory Committee booklet

"guideUnes for pre-medical students"

warns of this as well: "It is all too

easy for a student to become so

preoccupied with premedical courses,

doing well on exams and completing

applications to medical schools that

he or she completely loses sight of the

larger implications of what he or she

is doing . . . Medicine is not for

everyone, and you can make yourself

miserable trying to pretend you want

to be a doctor."

Jeff Lockhart, '77, observed that

this kind of grinding does not always

make for good doctors. "When a

person looks at books all the time,

what happens when he has to look at a

real person?"

For all the mystical aura which has

given rise to the pre-med stereotype of

the person who endlessly studies

nothing but science, people involved

with pre-meds claim that almost no

one fits this role. Grant in particular

criticized sharply the "college wide

mystique that pre-meds are nothing

but grinds and bookworms. The

average pre-med has as broad a

liberal arts background as any
student in the College." In addition,

Leone pointed out that "the pre-med

stereotype holds for anyone. The pre-

med stereotype is the same as the

Williams stereotype."

The Pre-med Committee

Pre-meds interviewed for this ar-

ticle were unanimous in their praise

for the pre-med faculty and
Premedical Committee for their help

and accessibility. Many pre-med
courses, such as organic chemistry,

are designed to defuse some of the ,

competitive atmosphere by not

grading on a curve. Students

therefore do not compete against each

other for the top grades in the class.

The Premedical Committee, now
headed by Grant, Chairman of

Biology, in the absence of professor

James Skinner, who is on sabbatical,

follows the progress of pre-med

students from their freshman year on.

In the spring of the junior year, the

committee synthesizes recom-
mendations provided by the applicant

and sends a committee recom-
mendation to medical schools. Ac-

cording to students who have been on

the medical school interview circuit,

Premedical Committee recom-
mendations are valued by medical

schools for their frankness.

Non-pre-meds at Williams, then,

need not fear the mythical fate of

Kafka's Gregor Samsa; waking up a

pre-med would leave most students

here little, if any the worse off than

they are now. But pre-med life is not

totally without elements of the

Kafkaesque, since after three years of

going through the pre-med lat>yrinth,

there is the final step of applying.

With medical schools (rften swamped
with upwards of twenty qualified

applicants for each position, a certain

amount of caprice is inevitable. Grant

said there are occasional "strange

cases of students with good records

not getting in." Feeny summed up the

process: "It all comes down to luck."

The psychotherapeutic value of Zen
is even more significant than its

pun>os« of physical timing during

physical activity. If performed
correctly, ZaZen should, through
purely physical activity, purify ones
mental processes and make one only .

aware of his own being, not other's. It

should create a feeling of bein^ seen

by the mind's eye from the outside, in

an almost trance-like suspension or .

libh-attachment.

Zen stresses the immediacy of the

action one is performing and the

immediacy of one's existence in the

medium in which he performs it—the

pool or the snow. There should be "one
time, one meeting" and nothing else

but the sloshing of the water or the

schussing of the snow and the body's

cooperation with them. You are what
you tire at that time and there are no

relative comparisons of past or

future; Zen is "everyday mind."

Eusden said he l>elieves there are

two levels of Zen, an individual and
group level. The individual level

varies infinitely—everyone is affected

differently. But he said that sitting or

working as a part of a group is unique.

The communal physical exertion

during Winter Study seemed to draw
the group together through a common
wholeness of purpose.

Discipline is indeed a large part of

Zen. There is discipline in sitting as

well as in the motion of sports ac-

tivities. I was impressed with the

discipline involved when I visited one

of the thrice weekly ZaZen meetings

at 7 am on the top floor of Hopkins.

There is a discipline of one's mind and
body in such "sitting ," which varies

from the lotus meditation position to

"kinhin," or walking in single file at

CEP examines requirements

The OPEN FORUM on student

government will be-heM WED-
NESDAY, March 9,jlrom 1-11 p.m.

in the North Dini<ig Room, BAX-
TER HALL.

CEPfrompagai
had to give an exercise of some sort,

but could determine the method "best

suited to its discipline."

In April 1975 the faculty voted to

incorporate the seminars into the

curriculum, and to make the major

exam optional.

"Options beyond the major"

Some students, the CEP recognized

would want to do more than the

traditional major. The committee

recommended that each department

offer at least one of three "options

beyond the major." They were: a

thesis option, essentially the same as

today's honors thesis; a specialization

option, either special study in a

particular area of the field along with

a "substantial" research or creative

project; or the course cluster option,

designed to allow horizontal as well as

vertical specialization in a fiekl,

analogous to the 1972 limited major.

The faculty did not vote to accept

these proposals.

The committee recommended that

a limited number of students who felt

their academic goals fell outside of

the College's traditional approach

should be allowed to contract a major.

The proposal, subsequently adopted

by the faculty, required the

prospective contractor to secure two

faculty advisors and to detail the

plans for his major.

various paces. Kinhin appears to

loosen muscles and joints for con-,

tinued sitting, and focuses attention

on how one has been walking for 20

odd years. All is done in complete

silence.

In sitting, one's "verltally noisy

head" should succumb to one's "non^

verbal gut" where no thought is en-

countered. One concentrates on body

posture, the different components ol-
breathing and one's inner movement
in relation to that breathing.

"Zen is, according to

Webster, 'a Japanese

sect of Mahayana

Buddhism that aims

at enlightenment by

direct Intuition

through meditation.'"

Eusden explained, "One should not

prevent thoughts from arising, but

dispense with them as soon as they do.

One should be empty-headed in order

to pull the plug and reach ground zero,

empty of thoughts, yet full of one's

existence at that moment, which will

never come again." ^

An experience such as ZaZen is

difficult to verbalize. In sitting,

walking or exercising, you are doing

something but thinking and saying

nothing. Yet you are not asleep. The
discipline arranges the day in an
easier-to-handle perspective and puts

variety into one's impression of

oneself.

Williams WSPers share

first-hand view of USSR
Members of the Winter Study "Back

in the U.S.S.R." met on Monday,
February 28, with guests to discuss

their experience in the Soviet Union.

The twenty-nine Williams par-

ticipants comprised about one-half of

a larger group, the New Efngland

Consortium of Colleges, which con-

tained contingents from the Five

College area and the University of

New Hampshire.

Monday's meeting began with brief

presentations by four panelists, who
described some of the problems and

pleasant surprises which they en-

countered during January. The dif-

ficulty faced by some with no Russian

language background was eased by

the hospitality and warmth of the

Soviet people.

Following a reception there was a

slide-show chronicling the three

weeks spent in Kiev, Leningrad and

Moscow. During this time the par-

ticipants entertained questions from

the guests, who were curious about

the Russian religious atmosphere and

evidence of political unrest. The
presentation ended with the consensus

that there is a great problem of

perspective when Westerners view

Soviet society. The students agreed

that they saw an aspect of Soviet life

which is different from our press

reports, concerned mainly with May
Day parades 2nd dissidents.

Jamit Spragins takss a break from Sawysr Library but cant get away from the

books, evsn In th* Snack Bar. (photo by Glllooly)
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'Stasis' montage masterful

Some of the members of the cast of "ProMntly Untitled," ttie new musical by

Martha Williamson with music by Marc Lichtman which premieres at Jesup

Hall Auditorium this Thursday. The play, which continues Friday and Saturday

evenings, is a bittersweet comedy about the art world. Tickets are available one

tiour before the sliow at the Jesup box office.

by TheoharU C. Theoharl*

"Stasis in Darluiess" a dramatic

rendition of poems from Sylvia

Plath's Ariel and scenes from her

novel The Bell Jar was given last

weekend in the Studio Theatre of the

Adams Memorial Theatre. It was
conceived and directed by Dianne
Thompson, and performed by Carol

Soybel, Nii^a Girvetz, Elizabeth
Beers, Ann Oberrender, and Ann
Eakland. The production was
mastetful: " more arfibitions, more
original, more intelligent, more
skillfully effective than any student

directed work tiere in four years.

The work was a montage—the
scene—Plath's mind at the moment of

her death, as she reviews her past To
open the show, the five actresses

converged from five comers of the

experimental theati'e, humming
eerily all the while, to form a tree.with

their arms and legs. CrawUng through

a space at the tree's bottom, Carol

Soybel spoke the first line of "Ehn",

"I know the bottom," she says, "I

know it with my great tap root" The

poem here is the subject of the drama,

not merely recited, but transformed,

rendered in a dramatic mode. This

transformation of poems into drama
was the technique of the production. It

did no violence to the sense of the

poems, but with penetrating con-

sistency focused very sharply the the-

matic and stxJisticjpwer of Plath's

verse.

That eerie hum, the drone of the

first scene was a symbol which

presented and articulated at once the

painful gruesome sounds of child-

birth, of sexual intercourse, of a

funeral dirge, of insane asylum
patients, of Plath's shock therapy,

and the mounting tension and im-

mensity of Plath's longing for love

and longing for death. The drone

peaked and stopped when Carol

Soybel thrust herself through the

Margalit exudes emotional strength
by Julie Bermant

The Margalit Dance Theater
Company which integrates drama,

mime, rhythm, and music with dance

will be in residency at Williams this

Thursday through Saturday. Its

founder Margalit Oved, now known
simply as Margalit, approaches her

works from all aspects of creation,

from composing and singing music to

choreographing, acting and dancing

the pieces. She has created her own
style developed from her Yemenite
heritage and from the rhythms and

lifestyles of Arabia, Africa, India, and

Spain.

Characteristic of her style is its

emotional impact qn the audience. As
the New York Times has stated,

"Margalit has the emotional strength

of a giant . . . How versatile this girl

|s! She can shift easily from the tragic

vein to the most engaging of high

comedy and to an equally appealing

lyric mood. Her voice is a remarkable

one for range and color and ex-

pressiveness and when she moves her

feet seem to be actually caressing the

floor."

Born and raised in a Yemenite
ghetto in Aden, Saudi Arabia,

Margalit began dancing at age twelve

with the Inbal Dance Company in

Israel and remained there for fifteen..

Violinist Forgo ^f"

to solo in third

Berkshire concert
The Berkshire Symphony, con-

ducted by Julius Hegyi, will give the

third concert of its current season this

Friday, at 8:30 p.m. in Chapin Hall.

Soloist will be Ernesto Fargo.

On the program are Benjamin Lees'

Passacaglia for Orchestra^ Franz

Berwald's Symphony in C Major
("Singuliere"); and Tschaikowsky's

Violin Concerto.

Franz Berwald was a Swedish

composer who lived from 1796 to 1868.

Although not appreciated during his

lifetime, his words enjoyed a revival

and deservedly high recognition in the

twentieth century. Unsuccessful in

earning his living as a musician, he

turned to several business ventures

which gave him enough wealth to

continue composing. He was the first

Swedish symphonist and the greatest

Swedish composer of the nineteenth

century. His Symphony "Singuliere,"

composed in 1845, is in three,

movements, with the scherzo an
episode in the slow movement.
Benjamin Lees wrote his

Passacaglia for Orchestra in 1975.

Although he was born in China, in

1924, he grew up in the United States

and ptudied at the University of

Southern California, winning coun-

tless fellowships and awards along the

way. His compositions are for nearly

all the common musical groups-
sonata for two pianos, choral work,

orchestral work, string quarter, piano

concerto, one-act opera, and the like.

His orchestral works have l)een

performed by nearly all the major

symphonies in North America.

years becoming its principal dancer
and performing throughout the world

with it. Her own recently formed
company has won unanimous critical

acclaim tx)th in the United States and
abroad.

The Friday performance program
which will be repeated Saturday,

includes these pieces: "Through the

Gate of Aden", "Landscape",
"Beauty Without Shoes", "The Birth

of a Drum", and "In the Beginning."

Anna Kisselgoff of Dance Magazine
described Margalit's performance in^

the autobiographical work "Through
the Gate of Aden". "Surrounded by
her drums—and gong," Kisselgoff

writes,
—"she sits in a leotard and red

turban and evokes the atmosphere of

an entire town and the warmth of her

family through descriptive vocalizing

and extraordinary facial expressions.

Within minutes she is transformed

from a flirtatious youth to her devout

father, rocking in prayer."

Wilma Salisbury of "Thl^ Plain

Dealer" said in "Landscape",
Margalit "created an eerie at-

mosphere with her wild animal-like

singing-shrieking-chanting and her

ferocious pounding on a metal box . .
<>

The residency begins this Thursday
with master classes, an exciting

amalgm of dance, theatrical

movement and drumming, 3:30 p.m.

Lasell Gym ($3.00*), and a lecture

demonstration in which Margalit

recalls her sources and how her work

.

has developed, 8:30 p.m., Adams
Memorial Theater ($2.50 •). Friday

includes an open rehearsal 11:00 a.m.

-3:00 p.m., A.M.T., and Performance

I, 8:30 p.m. ($4.50 adults* °, $3.50

children 12 and under) and Saturday,

an open rehearsal 1:00-4:00 p.m.,

A.M.T., and Performance ' II.

( 'Williams students admitted free of

charge, * * Williams students ad-

mitted for $2.00). Tickets available at

the A.M.T. box office (413-458-302^)

with the exception of the master
classes which are paid for at the door.

bottom of the elm, just as Plath's

agony peaked and stopped when she

died, by putting her head in an oven,

and breathing in the gas. This ac-

cretion of many meanings in one

symbol or image is a typical feature of

Plath's poetry. The actors, used

their own bodies and the hare ar-

chitecture of the experimental

theatre, windows and black caitons,

to create over and over dramatic

symbols and situations, that were at^-

once interpretations and recreations

of the symbols and images in Plath's

poems. These dramatic symbols were

narrative, plotting the progress of

Plath's life and career by highUghting

and symbolizing the cruelty and

grotesque intolerable harassment she

suffered at different stages in her life

as a Smith Girl, a member of the staff

of Mademoiselle, a victim of sadistic

and incompetent psychiatrists, and as

a scarred survivor of "the atrocity of

sunsets" shock treatments. In effect

wtiat Dianne Thompson and the five

actresses created was a long

dramatic poem on Plath. In the

second half of the production, which

included the shock treatment poem,

"Hanging Man," the hard Uberation

poem "Daddy" and the final

apotheosis of suicide "Lady Lazarus"

that dramatic poem was as searing,

difficult, and prepossessing as the

poetry of 't'lath herself. "Stasis in

Darkness" was a palimpsest, gouged

with harsh, shrieking lines, radiant

and scathing.

Chapin shows authors' letters
An important collection of

autographi^ letters from
distinguished nineteenth century

American and English authors has

been presented to the Chapin Library

by Mrs. Ellen Geer Sangster of

Bennington, Vermont. A special

display of these letters has been

arranged for exhibition from March 1

to^ in the Chapin Library.
'^ The majority of the letters are

addressed either to Julia Ward Howe
or her husband. Dr. Samuel Gridley

Howe, both of whom were well-known

reformers and humanitarians. They

were then given by Mrs. Howe to her

daughter-in-law, Fannie Gay Howe,

before 1910, and were later presented

to Mrs. Sangster.

Included in the group are letters

from Richard Henry Dana, Maria

Edgeworth, Ralph Waldo Emerson,

William Lloyd Garrison, Henry
James, Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, James Russell Lowell,

Oliver Wendell Holmes, and John

Greenleaf Whittier, among others.

Of particular interest is a long letter

from Thomas Carlyle to Dr. Howe,

who was the founder of the Perkins

Institute for the Blind in Boston, and a

penciled note meticulously composed
in square letters from Helen Keller to

Mrs. Howe—a touching tribute to the

famous humanitarian. There is also a

long letter to Joseph G. Cogswell of

Boston, boldly signed by Goethe, and
two letters from abolitionist John
Brown. One of these is written from
prison to the Rev. Thomas Wenworth
Higginson and dated November 4, 1859

(less than one month before Brown
was hanged). The other was written

from American House, Boston, on

March 4, 1858.

Various other items include letters

from Edwin Booth, the actor, James
Fenimore Cooper and James A.

Hamilton, son of President Alexander

Hamilton, who enclosed with his letter

a lock of his father's hair. There is a

brief note from John Quincy Adams to

his son, Charles F. Adams, and a
document attributed to Frederick

William III, King of Prussia, and
dated 10 November 1816.

.„ Dianne Thompson's production of "Statis in Darkness" from the poems of

.gi^ Sylvia Plath which played last weekend at the Studio Theater.

Music Department
and

Berfcshire Symphony

TQNl^ HT
K|A4A DAI^C^OWiK

sponsor cpncertsy^/j a

pi^nfb

-^\ol»tiist, v/i[h

f)iWo 1 .' \

Branms\^ien\awski)

CHARLOTTE
iri/a fr^^ubi

. FRIDAY at 8:30 In Chapin

THE BERKSHIRE SYMPHONY, Julius Hegyi,

and JJ^i^t^l«^i^WSl^^-(^1o3*«f""'^

TSCHAIKOWSKY: Violin Concerto

BENJAMIN LEES: Passacaglia for Orchestra

FRANZ BERWALS: Symphony "Singuliere"

free with Williams I. D. General admission: $2 at the door.

The Log
presents

Michele Cutsfdrth
WITH \

Bill Fleming, J. P. Abruscato

of the FREE TUMBLERS
Wed., Mar<;h 9 9 p.m.- 12 a.m.

Tonight —
Junior Night
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Committee investigates heat

monitoring equipment
ENERGY lrompi««1

Monetary incentives, possibly in-

volving retwtes to students in houses

conserving energy, such as the

committee discussed have been

"discussed briefly," said G^abois. He

claimed it was "wiser to determine

how effectively energy consumption

can be monitored" first before dealing

with incentives. He described

.monetary incentives as "not easy to

'do in the first place and not wise to do

in the second place." He said he

preferred to depend upon "educating

the community in the need for con-

servation." However, monetary in-

centives "have not been thoroughly

explored," added Grabois, and

refused to rule them out.

According to Grabois, the com-

mittee, represented by William T.

Fox, Edward Brust Professor of

Geology and Mineralogy, Assistant

Professor of Geology John L.

Dohrenwend, Shelton, and Zars
recommended that the College devise
its own monitoring equipment.
Shelton noted that commercial
equipment is extremely costly and
does not perform the functions the

College's heating system would
require.

Grabois, acting upon the com-
mittee'a recommendations wHI
research the feasibility of devising a
monitoring system in the Building and
Grounds or science departments'
shops. The project, according to

Grabois, would be a "very modest
business" and cost from $100-200. The
result would ideally be a system by
which the distribution of steam heat

could be monitored in a manner
similar to that by which electric

meters keep track of electrical con-

sumption

Ephs fall 52-42

John W. Shatton

BASKETBALL from pagt

«

snuck inside for an easy hoop on the

ensuing inbounds play to give the

Cardinals a 3»-36 lead with 1:47

remaining. All Williams could do was
foul and hope for the best, but the

Cardinals calmly hit 13 of 14 foul shots

during the filial 1:36 to seal their

seventeenth victory against just five

defeats.

"The loss W9S especially frustrating

in view of the fact that Williams had

succeeded in maintaining precarious

lead since late in the first half when

Squash ranks nationally
SQUASH from page*

lost a good match that really could

have gone either way, 3-1.

Martin Goldberg suffered in the 8

division from one of the numerous

tourney foul-ups as he was incorrectly

The SENIOR. CLASS would like to

thank all the Residential Houses

who so generously helped make the

"100 Days" party possible.

Interested in Money (and Advertising)?

THE WILLIAMS RECORD is looking

for a new AD MANAGER
call Scott Fenn (6524)

Middlebury College

Bread Loaf
School of English
58th Session/ June 29 - August 13, 1977

Programs leading to the Master of Arts and the more advanced Master of

Letters degrees earned in three or four summers and Programs in Continu-

ing Education in English and in Theatre.

COURSES in English, American, and Continental Literature; in Teaching

English; and in Creative and Performing Arts.

FACULTY
Sacvan Bercovitch, Columbia; Walker Gibson, Univ. of Massachusetts;

Laurence B. Holland, Johns Hopldns; A. Walton Litz, Princeton; Robert

Loper, Univ. of Washington; James V. Mirollo, Columbia; Alan Mokler,

Yale; Robert Pack, Middlebury; Daniel Seltzer, Princeton; John Wilders,

Worcester College, Oxford; Michael Wood, Columbia.

INFORMATION: Paul M. Cubeta, Director, Bread Loaf School of English,

Old Chapel - S, Middlebury, VT 05753

left unseeded. Facing a tougher draw,

Goldberg was tripped 3-1 in the third

roqnd by the division winner from

Western Ontario. Chip Lindquist

survived two rounds before he

dropped two oversets and, with them,

the match 3^.

Also having the misfortune of facing

a divisional winner was Tim Belk in

the C's. He fell 3-0 in the first round

and then went on to the consolations

where he won a match before being

eliminated. Charhe Haines suffered

the only true disappointment of the

weekend for the Ephs when he lost a 3-

2 heartbreaker to a Stoneybrook

player in the second round. Haines

figiired to finish higher, but his game
was hampered by the steamy Nt^y

courts.

ELRCPE ---

(800) 325-4867

® Un;7ravel Charters _

Gerry Kelly had rallied the Ephs from
a seven point deficit into a slim but

satisfying 21-18 halftime lead.

The Ephs hung on gamely in the

second half, using some superb inside

play by Brad Wolk (10 points, 11

rebounds, five for six from the floor)

to ease into a 27-22 lead and then

watching Wesleyan close the gap to

one on four occasions before two free

throws by PtaiUips finally tied things -

at 34 with 5:31 left.

The pressure began to build twenty

seconds later as Phillips stole the ball

with 5:10 left and Wesleyan coach

Herb Kenny decided to play cat and
mouse with the Ephs. Going into the

four corners offense with the

knowledge that both clubs were in the

bonus situation, Wesleyan ran the

clock down to0:28 aitd called time out.

The Cardinals then waited until just

five seconds were left in the game
before going to Malinowski, who
threw up an eighteen foot jumper
from the left side with two seconds

remaining. The shot was good but

Malinowski was called for travelUng

and time ran out before Williams

could get off a last second shot.

Kelly matched Wolk's 10 points

before fouling out in the overtime

period with two seconds left Spangler

pulled down 8 rebounds before fouling

out also.

Malinowski led all scorers with 18

points, followed by fellow co-captain

Phillips with 14. Williams outshot the

Cardinals 20-15 from the floor but the

game was decided on the foul line,
-

where Wesleyan hit 22 of 29 attempts

compared to Williams' 2 of 7.

Williams finishes the year with a

solid 12-10 record, no small feat for a

club boasting six underclassmen in its

first seven players.

Have a travel problem that you

cannot solve? Educational Flights

has, for 7 years, been helping

people In the academic community
get to Europe and the rest of the

world at minimum cost, with

maximum flexibility, and
minimum hassle. Call us, toll-free,

at 800-223-5569.

Study abroad with

Syracuse University 1977

Fall semester programs

FLORENCE Italian Languages and Literature, History, Fine

Arts, Humanities, Philosophy, Social Science.

MADRID Spanish Language and Literature, An-

thropology, Fine Arts, History, Political Science,

Social Science, Business-Management,
'^^

Education, Philosophy, Sociology, Theology.

STRASBOURG French Language and Literature, German
Language, History, Fine Arts, Religion, Political

Science, Social Science.

AMSTERDAM Dutch Language and Culture, Fine Arts, History,

Social Science, Economics, AAanagement, Social

Work, Human Development, Anthropology.

LONDON English, History, Fine Arts, Political Science,

Photography, Advertising, Newswrlting,

Drama, Art History, Studio Arts, Architecture,

Teacher Education.

MEXICO Spanish Language and Literature, Art, Geology,

Geography, Sociology, Political Science,

History, Anthropology.

ISRAEL Management Program with Liberal Arts elec-

lives.

• IT'S NOT TOO LATE. APPLY NOW
•FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
• NO LANGUAGE BACKGROUND NECESSARY
•SUAAAAER PROGRAMS OFFERING IN:

EAST AFRICA Sociology

FRANCE Architecture

ENGLAND Education

ENGLAND Film
IRELAND Geography SWITZERLAND Music

For further information anduvppllcation:

Syracuse University

Division of international Programs (Abroad)

335 Comstock Avenue - Room N
Syracuse, New Yorl( 13210

(315) 423-3471

ISRAEL
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Poolmen 3rd in New England

behind UMaine, Springfield
by DennU O'Shea

Last weekend's New England
Assoc, championships ended up very

much like last year's. Once again,

Springfield and Maine tussled for top

honors to the final event (la»t year it

was Maine by two, this time

Springfield by six) while the Ephmen
Scrambled in ahead of the rest of the

30 team field, 55 points behind the

Chiefs.

Again the Ephs clearly dominated

all other Division III schools. Sixth

place Bowdoin was the closest, 63

points behind Williams; Coast Guard
lagged 30 points further backr

A series of stunning performances

by junior sprinter Phil Wild lifted the

natators from their dismal seventh

place after disqualification of their 800

freestyle relay at the meet's opening

session. Wild blew by Southern
Connecticut's defending 100 freestyle

champ BillKrumm on the third length

of the finals of that event and wedged
open a half body length margin on the

fourth to win at 47.395, six-tenths of a

second faster than the college record.

He also anchored a pair of second
place relays, reeling off a descend-

ing series of splits that astounded the

entire league. The fastest, 45.6, was
nearly a second quicker than the

conference record for a 100 freestyle

from a flat start.

The bizzare relay disqualification

was triggered by Ron Poepisil, third

swimmer for Maine's first place

quartet, who miscalculated the

number of laps his second swimmer
had swum and stepped to the blocks

two lengths early. Confused, third legs

in most of the other Janes alJso stepj>ed

upi. The others including 2nd place

Springfield's Jeff Germain, in the lane

next to Maine, checked when Pospisil

dove on top of his team-

mate, but three lanes over and with

his team right on Springfield's heels.

Wild had to make a quick decision—

and made the wrong one.

"The measure of any team is their

response to adversity," commented
coach CarlSamuelson. "The 800 relay

was an adverse condition that might

have been the end of any team's

momentum, yet we were able to rise

above it all, and I really respect that."

Wild and the poolsters responded

with a torent of fine performances

that left them 26 points out of third

after Friday's events, put them 17

past Southern by the end and enabled

them to stifle a UConn comeback
effort by five points.

Stuart Deans knocked off his own
500 freestyle College record finishing

sixth after a fourth in the 1650 and a

10th in the 200, while Wild, Guy
Hoelzer, Dave AmUcke and Tom

Beckett toppled 3.3 seconds from the

400 free relay mark in a second place

finish to NE record holding UConn.
Freshman Todd Piper had a fine

first New Englands; posting fifth in

the 400 individual medley and 200 fly,

and a frosh recordsixth in the 200 i.m.

Atnlicke. and Pgn CsoueroiL nstted

second and third in the 100 back to

Maine's John Naber look-alike (and
swim alike) Jim Smoragiewicz, and
Paul vom Eigen and Chris Clark whip
kicked a 3-8 finish in the 200 breast-

stroke.

Bill and Tom Beckett and R. J.

Connelly finished fifth, seventh and
12th in the SO free, and Guy Hoelzer

took seventh to Piper's fifth in the 200

fly and frosh Jim Goffs sixth in the

100.

Peter Howd and Jordan Lewis
pulled in ninths in the 200 medley and
500 free respectively. Co-captain Duff

Anderson, swam the 1650, 200 fly and

500, notching tenths in the latter two.

Phil Wild receives first place award for the 100 freestyle as second placed Bill

Krumm (So. Conn.) and third place Gary Beale (U.Conn.) look on. (Farmakis)

Cordinols dunk purple in overtime

Eph skiers place third in

Vermont's Eastern Regionals
Relying on the strength and depth of

its cross country contingent, the

women's ski team raced to an out-

standing third place finish at the

Eastern Regionals last weekend. The
excellent WEAIAW finish which
resulted in the qualification of five

team members for the March 11-12

Nationals at Stowe, Vermont, was
even better than coach Karen Fisher

had expected.

Cross country leader Rachel Potter

qualified with nordic teammate Ellen

Toll and Ann Waters after strong

performances, March 4. Potter skied

to a fourth place finish on the 7.5

kilometer course, less than two
minutes off the winning time of 27:34.

Waters and Toll, placing 12th and 14th

to qualify for the Stowe competition,

assured Williams of an overall second

place finish overall in the regionals.

Ephs Gina Campoli and Sally

NewtoWn finished 21st and 28th in the

field of fifty in the strong Williams

showing.

Although alpine powerhouse Matty

Epstein was not at full strength for the

regionals, her performance earned

her an invitation to the nationals along

with Corrie Johnson.

In Friday's giant slalom com-

petition, Epstein finished ninth

despite the injury which had kept her

out of the recent Middlebury carnival.

Johnson and teammate Ashley Smith

also had good showings, finishing 29th

and 30th. Other top skiers adding to

Williams fifth place finish overall

were Linda Fano in 32nd and Karen

Ham in 39th.

Coming in sixth overall in the

slalom division, the Ephs alpine unit

was led by Epstein who finished

eighth. Johnson finished 14th while

Ham, Fano, and Sfnith placed 28th,

31st, and 33rd respectively for the

squad.

Middlebury grabbed the top ranking

overall in the regionals, the first to be

held for women in the East. Although

Williams repeated last year's per-

formance by finishing third, coach

Fisher was extremely pleased with its

performance, especially that of

Rachel Potter in cross country.

by Andy O'Donnell

Four months and four days of

steady improvement and gradual

maturation came to a frustrating end

in the leaky surroundings of the

Wesleyan field house Friday night as

the varsity basketball team suffered a

tough 52-42 overtime loss to top-

seeded Wesleyan in the opening round

of the ECAC Division II-III tour-

nament.

The win marked Wesleyan's second

triumph over Williams in three

meetings this year after finishing in a

regular season tie with Williams and
Amherst for the Little Three title.

Saturday night the Cardinals met
Quinipiac, a 64-61 victor over

Stonehill, in the tournament finals.

Quinipiac won, 63-62.

The game was by no means an

artistic success but was certainly a lot

closer than the final score indicates.

With both teams playing very
deliberately on offense and suffering

through atrocious shooting nights

(Williams shot 38 per cent, Wesleyan
29 per cent), neither club was able to

establish any control of the game.

Wesleyan's largest lead was 15-8

midway through the first half, for

instance, while Williams slipped into a

five point margin twice early in the

second half.

In the end, though, it was a bad case

of carelessness and tournament

inexperience that cost the Ephs a

berth in the finals.

After fighting their way to a 34-all

tie at the end of regulation time, the

Ephs fell apart in the five minute

overtime period, making key mental

errors at all the wrong moments on

which Wesleyan gladly capitalized.

Matt Spangler opened the period by

hitting a jumper to give Willianjs its

last lead of the game, 36-34, with 4:31

left. Steve Malinowski tied things for

Wesleyan a minute later with a

rebound bucket and then Jim Connery

was fouled and hit the front end of a

one and one to put Wesleyan ahead for

Annual 24-hour charity relay
by Frank Carr

Once again, the Williams Road
Runners Club 24 Hour Charity Relay

will bring over 200 runners, joggers,

plodders, etc. into Towne Fieldhouse

for a day of fun and fund raising. This

"day" will start at 10:00 a.m.

Saturday and end at 10:00 a.m.

Sunday. Participants on the 14 teams

will be looping around the tartan oval

for miles and dollars, as pledges are

being solicited on a per-mile basis.

The event, developed by Runners

World magazine, consists of a ten-

member relay squad who run suc-

cessive individual miles for the 24

hour period or until they drop from

muscle pulls, exhaustion, etc. With

The Williams Rdad Runner Club "A" Team ran 2M miles in last year's 24 tioor

relay. Tlie women's team set a world indoor record, running 211 miles.

(photo by Read)

the exception of the WRRC "A" team

and a few house teams, the groups on

Saturday will not follow the official 10-

man limit but go with a core of a dozen

or more, supplemented by "guest

milers" who will help to stretch the

rest period between miles.

Peter Farwell '73, the founder of

this unique campus event, is planning

to return for the 1977 edition and get a

look at the monster he created. Since

1972 the event has been used as a fund

raising project and last year over

$2,000 was collected from pledges.

Athletic Director Bob Peck is coor-

dinating the charity aspect of the

event and urges students and faculty

to pledge their favorite team this

week or come down to Towne
Fieldhouse during the mileage march
and support the runners with a few

cheers and a few cents (per mile of

course)

.

According to Peck, the pledge

dollars will go to the Williamstown

Day Care Center, the Boys Club, the

ABC Program and other local based

charities. Providing entertainment

for the runners and spectators will be

the Jazz Band, the Pipe Band, Peter

Wells and his highly acclaimed
"American Walkabout", and most
importantly a bake sale to provide

those much needed carbohydrates.

the first time since the six minute

mark of the first half, 37-36.

From here on in things became
nightmarish for the Ephs. First, Mike

Tanner and Andy Straka
simultaneously went for a Spangler

pass and lost the ball out of bounds.

Then, following a Malinowski free

throw miss, the ball deflected out of

bounds off Williams and Earl Phillips

see BASKETBALL page 5

Squash squads return

from national tourneys
Men

by Evan Bash
All in all, it was one very productive

weekend.
First, an abridged, six man version

of the varsity squash team partook in

the annual squash get-together known
as the National Championships and

garnered enough points in a fine

showing to tie for eighth. Then a poll

of the coaches present at the Naval

Academy tournament site properly

recognized the Ephs' outstanding

season record of 10-4 by voting the

squad to a fourth place ranking

nationally in dual meet competition,

Williams's highest placement in

twelve years.

To understand the discrepancy

between the two lofty rankings, one

need only examine this year's match

results to find that Coach Dave
Johnson's squad had the greatest

strength at the seven, eight, and nine

positions on the ladder. It takes a well

balanced team to win 10 matches,

however, as the elite six pointed out

with spirited performances.

Thirty teams played in the tour-

nament won by Western Ontario

University. The Canadian school was
followed by Princeton, Penn, and

Harvard. Army and Trinity tied for

fifth, while Stoneybrook inched in

ahead of Williams and Yale by '/z

point. In the dual meet rankings only

Princeton, Harvard and Penn out-

placed the Ephs.

Playing in the A division, Captain

Marc Reinhardt fared very well,

winning two matches before falling in

the round of sixteen. As has happened

all year, his conqueror was one of the

betterplayers in this country; this

time it was an eventual semi-finalist

from Western Ontario. Arnie Cogswell

made it to the second round where he

see SQUASH page S

Women
Senior Janet Costikyan is still

awaiting notification concerning her

national ranking as a result of her

play at the NCAA Squash tournament,

February 26. Costikyan paced

Williams to a fourth place finish at the

National Championships at the

University of Pennsylvania.

Ephs Jane Garvey, Laura Carson,

Becky Chase, and Costikyan, all

unseeded going into the tournament,

played a combination of regular and

consolation matches to secure a

strong finish behind powerhouses

Yale, Trinity, and Princeton.

On her way to a national ranking,

Costikyan won her first two matches

to qualify for the quarter-finals.

Playing the tournament's No. 4 seed,

Costikyan was defeated in three

games.
Junior Garvey, playing No. 1 for the

squad this season, won by default in

her first round match, but was fed into

the consolation round following her

loss in the second major round.

Garvey reached the quarter-finals of

the consolation play before being

eliminated in a good match. i

Freshman Becky Chase also had a

default in the first round and was fed

into the consolation round after a loss

in the second. Chase was defeated in

consolation play but went on to win the

consolation—consolation round of the

tournament. Freshman Chase's

outstanding play earned her the

tournament's Future Player award.

Playing her way to the quarter-

finals of the consolation round, Carson

won two matches before being

defeated by a tough opponent.

As a result of scoring which gives

points for victories in the consolation

and major rounds, the team, under

the guidance of coach Graham Hone,

earned the national ranking.

Scorebotird
Men's Hockey (9 13)

March 2 Merrimack 5, Williams 2

Goals: Gonye, Johnson

Men's Squash
March 4 6 Nationals at Navy
A division Mark Reinhart lost in 3rd

round
Arnie Cogswell lost in 2nd round
B division Chip Lindquist and Martin

Goldberg lost in 3rd round

C division Tim Belk lost in 1st round
Charlie Haines lost in 2nd round

Men's Basketball
March 4 S Wesleyan 52, Williams 42

Too Scoring: Kelly 10, Wolk 10

March 1 Merchant Marines 72,

Williams 90
Top Scoring: Tanner 25, Straka 18,

Spangler 13

CORRECTION: The March 1 issue of

the Record incorrectly identified John
McDowell as No. 4 on the freshman
squash team. Freshman Jon Hammond
held that ranking for the squad with a
record of 5 5.
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Dave Randolph '79gesticulates at the forum to discuss student government.
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Forum debates input, power
by Keren Walker and

Nancy Richman
Participants in the Gladden school-

wide forum resolved Wednesday night

to meet with faculty and CAP
members to discuss the tenuring

process and other major decision-

making routes at Williams.

Students expressed concern that

communication between faculty,

administration and the student body is

insufficient. Spokesmen from all

classes said that they were poorly

informed as to the way decisions are

made and proposed ^ further

discussions and meetings with the

faculty to remedy the situation.

Approximately ninety students

attended the meeting, along with four

representatives from the faculty and
the four deans of the College. "I might
have wished for a little greater par-

ticipation on the part ot the students,"

Victor Bell of Gladden said.

"However, there were many different

views aired. A larger group might not

have run so smoothly."

College Council President Steve'

75 obtain off-campus housing
by Stu Massad

The Student Housing Committee
finalized decisions on off-campus

living Monday night and passed a

reform of transfer procedure which

will be presented to the Committee on

Undergraduate Life Monday. The
Housing Committee also discussed

target figures for freshman inclusion

and equalizing male-female ratios in

houses.

Associate Dean Cris Roosenraad

read the names of 75 members of the

Class of '78 who will be allowed to live

off campus next year. The drop from

last year's figure, Roosenraad
acknowledged, will disappoint many
students, but he emphasized that

permission to live off-campus is a

"privilege," not an alternative to

residential housing.

Committee Co-Chairman Jamie
Barickman proposed a reform of the

transfer system which would process

upperclass transfers in freshman

inclusion. The proposal, Barickman

said, "would give upperclassmen a

significantly better chance of trans-

ferring to the Main Street row houses

and Dodd," but would reduce slightly

the chances of freshmen gaining their

first choice by increasing the com-

petition in the housing pool.

The proposal was amended to allow

houses to establish quotas for transfer

by class to keep class ratios in houses

even.

Roosenraad opposed the revision,

calling it a "fundamental change"

from CUL guidelines. The CUL report

issued this fall stated that the com-

mittee "endorsed the present practice

of granting House transfers after

freshman inclusion occurs."

The committee passed the proposal

11 to 8 and voted to send a delegation

to next Monday's meeting at the CUL
to discuss the proposal.

"I felt I just had to make some
attempt to rescue the transfer

system," Barickman said. He denied

that his proposal violated CUL
guidelines.

Roosenraad noted that up to 25

students, above the present figure of

75, may be granted off-campus per-

mission because of "private factors"

and special need. He declined to

define these factors, noting that the

committee had already approved

retaining these spaces for special

cases. He also assured members that

pressure from individual students

would not force the Dean to grant

permission to live off campus.
The drop in the number of students

permitted to live off campus, com-
bined with a drop in incoming ex-

change students from 50 to 30 and the

abnormal size of this year's freshman
class "does put the College where we
want it to be in terms of on campus
residents." He referred to the ad-

ministration's desire to open close to

full next fall. Roosenraad noted that

the size of next year's housing bills

see HOUSING page 3

Piltch observed that a large per-

centage of the people in attendance

were either members of the College

Council, or Gladden House affiliates.

Participants agreedi that the major
issue of the meeting was student in-

put, but there was some question as to

whether extant routes are adequate

but unused or inadequate. Student-

faculty parity on committees was
discussed; Michael Katz, a member
of the Faculty Steering Committee
reported that a sub-committee had
been formed to review the present

make-up of student-faculty com-
mittees.

Specific areas in which students

desired greater opportunity to par-

ticipate were the tenuring process,

admissions and the results of course

evaluations conducted by faculty. A
participant also noted that students

have little input into the general

academic policies which directly

affect students, such as double
majors, course dropping and taking a

year off from school.

Dean of the College Peter Berek

responded to questions concerning

student self-government and faculty-

student parity on committees. "There
exists the potential of conflict between

see FORUM page 3

Tom HerwJtz and Harry Kelly met
yesterday and today in a runoff

election for president of the College

Council. One thousand three hundred
forty-five students voted, or about 72

per cent of the College, according to

^ce-president Randy Sturges.

According to Sturges, voter turnout

was good in all houses except Perry,

only twenty of whose members voted,

and Gladden, whose participation was
under SO per cent. More than a quarter

of all "no" votes came from Dodd
House, he added.

This year's participation was the

best in several years, said Sturges.

"No" votes totalled 136, or ten per

cent of all votes cast. Sturges noted

that without them the election would

not have attained the two-thirds

total necessary for it to be valid.

Sturges was satisfied with the

participation, claiming that it would

,have been very difficult to achieve a

higher participation in a two-day

election considering the lack of

participation of Gladden and Perry
and the difficulty of getting off-

campus \ot^ in the allotted time.

Peter Friesen was elected vice-

president, Beth Geismar, Matthew
Spangler, Cabby Tennis, Jim Par-

sons, Sarah Mersereau, and Peter

Thayer won at-IBrge positions on the

CC. Molly Roach will be Division I

representative to the CEP Committee
on Educational Policy; Jane Garvey
and David Koenigsberg will compete
in a runoff for the Division II seat, and
Jeffrey Delisle and John Larabee will

nmoff for the Division III seat. Cath

Carpenter and Paul Goren will

compete for the CEP at-large spot.

Runoff elections for the Committee
on Undergraduate Life will be con-

ducted for the Class of 1978 between
Cordy Gould and Brent Shay, for the

Class of 1979 between Bill McCalpin
and Cathy Jackson, for the Class of

19^ between Carolyn Dye and Bart

Mitchell, and for the at-large seat

between Hans Giesecke and Lee
Davis.

Daniel Sullivan, Bill Dahling,

Douglas Orr and Cynthia Willoughby

won election to the Honor and
Discipline Committee, and a runoff

will be conducted for the Class of 1979

seat between Linda Scheffer and Paul

Rogers.

Tonight's election picks either Harry Kelly or Tom Herwitz to be CC prHident.

(photo by C.Rtead)

Students evaluate Food Service changes \

This is the last article in a three part

series discussing Food Services at

Williams. It focuses on improvements
irt Food Services as perceived by
students.

by George Schutzer

Salad bar. That is the word students

interviewed by the Record used most

In an effort to gattter student opinion

food services' Bob Rictiert started the

Napkin Board in the North Baxter

dining room. (photo by Oettgen)

often to describe the improvements in

Food Services since Ross Keller

became director eight months ago.

In fact, that was the only im-

provement many students cited.

Others listed the availability of ice

cream and soda at every meal, im-

provement in Sunday night meals and

the extension of dining hours on

Sunday nights as Keller's major

positive accomplishments.

Since September, salad bars at

lunch and dinner in all the dining halls

have included such items as olives,

carrots, celery, croutons, bacon bits,

cottage cheese, cucumbers and beans

in addition to lettuce and tomatoes.

Last year the salad tables usually

contained only a bowl of pre-tossed

salad.

Last school year the soda machines

were turned on for only one meal per

day. Now they are on at every meal.

Until late autumn Sunday dinner

hours were from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

Following student complaints about

long dinner lines, Keller ordered

dining halls to begin serving Sunday
dinners at 5 p.m. Earlier in the year,

he had changed the dinner hours in

Baxter Hall from 5:30-6:30 to 5-7 p.m.

In an interview with the Record,

Keller listed reduced menu predic-

tability and increased selection at

each meal as two of his major im-

provements, but few of the forty

students interviewed listed these as

improvements.

One student praised Keller for the

stricter approach food services has

taken toward checking of student

identification cards. "It really an-

noyed me to see (a student) eat for

free day after day," the student said.

Keller said that one of his goals as

food service director was to make
sure that all of a student's board

money is put to producing the best

possible meals for students during

regular dining hours. His in-

terpretation of this policy has angered

many students.

Athletes who can no longer get

rebates for meals they miss complain.

Perry House steward Andy O'Donnell

claims this policy may result in less

selectivity for students, because it

makes it difficult for a house to sub-

stitute a lobster dinner, for example,

for the item on the menu. Before

Keller joined Food Services, a house

which planned and paid for a lobster

dinner got a rebate for the meal not

served. The same was true of some
special events such as Fort Hoosac

House's Strawberry Festival.

Food Services is also now charging

for special services which it used to

provide for free. For example,

residential houses which ordered

party food through Food Services

used to pay only the cost of the food.

Now there is a minimum order size

and a charge of the labor involved in

preparing the order.

Keller claims that by doing this.

Food Services is charging groups for

the expenses they incur. Thus the

typical student is not paying for these

extra services out of his board money.

Students have argued that this

policy, in effect, isolates Food Ser-

vices from the College as a whole, that

decisions are made not in terms of

what is best for the College but what is

best for the students who eat regular
meals at regular times.

Keller denied that "Food Services

would like to isolate itself from the

College and the special and
educational needs of it." We just

believe that the $925 board fee should

be used exclusively for the food

students are served 20 times per

week, he insisted.

If this has resulted in a major
change from last year, however,

many students do not perceive it. The
most common responses to the

question, "What improvements in

food services have you noticed since

last year?" were "There is no net

improvement," and "I need time to

think."

Respondents who regularly, eat in

row houses often questioned,

"Changes for the better?" but then

cited some positive changes in the

major dining halls. These students

often limited their comments to the

large dining halls noting that food

quality and choice in the roW houses

has appeared to go down hill.

But some row house students did

describe Keller's major achievement

as elimination of the one meal per

week when the cook cleaned out the

refrigerator by serving exclusively

leftovers.

The only point that students seemed
in total agreement with was that the

tacos served at lunch Wednesday
were good and a welcome change.
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Energy Inertia
Energy issues have been controversial and well publicized

during the long cold winter. Peter Welanetz, Director of

Physical Plant, conducted a study on the efficiency of energy
use in classroom buildings. College Mechanical Engineer John
Holden has shown that solar heating units are likely to become
economical for some campus buildings in the next couple years.

The Committee on the Campus Environment discussed a
campus-wide energy conservation incentive program. The
College accepted the concept of linking summer research
grants to energy use reductions in Division III classrooms and
laboratories. Assistant Professor of Geology John Dohrenwend
proposed that students and residential houses receive rebates
for energy conservation. Provost Neil Grabois is researching
the feasibility of devising a system for monitoring steam heat
usage. Reed Zars and Bryne Kelly have done a good deal of

independent research on campus energy usage.
We urge college administrators, faculty and students not to

forget with the advent of warmer weather the importance of

energy conservation measures. The Williams community has
made some inroads into energy conservation. Student con-
sciousness of energy conservation has improved. As a result of

the steps already taken in the past few years the College saved
$200,000 this past year. Nevertheless, much remains to be done.
Many of the pro^jects undertaken to date have been exploratory
in nature. Their payoff can only come when they are im-
plemented as realistic energy conservation measures.

students celebrated the coming of spring weather last Wednesday in traditional

fashion—by turning the steps of Chapin Hall into a veritable beach for lounging,

studying and learning the art of frisbee. (photo by Oettgen)

News and Notes
SIGN-UP FOR THE WILLIAMS
CLUB SPRING BREAK JOB
SEARCH WORKSHOP
On Sat. March 19 at The Williams

Club, 24 E. 39th St from9:30AM to

4 PM NYC Williams Alumni will

present workshops in Advertising,

Publishing, and Wall Street

Banking & Finance. Alumni from

J. Walter Thompson, McGraw Hill,

Harper & Row, Sports Illustrated,

Banker's Trust, and Bache,
Halsey, Stuart, Inc. will be there.

PLEASE SIGN-UP AT THE
FRONT DESK AT OCC SO THAT
THE ALUMNI PLANNING THIS
EVENT WILL KNOW WHAT TO
EXPECT.

MANAGEMENT ADVISORY
SERVICES, INC. is looking for

computer engineers and
managers.
BURROUGHS WELLCOME CO.
is seeking candidates for its

pharmaceutical sales staff. See
Direct Application notebook.

FOCUS/Andy ODonnell

Notebook Scribblings
Time to clean out the basketball

notebook and resurrect two columns

that never made it into print due to

space considerations before my bus

leaves for Mars . . .

Perhaps the most interesting aspect

of last week's ECAC basketball

tournament involved the teams that

didn't make it. Springfield, 16-7

overall and 91-80 winners over

Williams earlier in the year, somehow
was left out of both the NCAA Division

II tournament and the ECAC affair,

while Central Connecticut, North

Adams State, and Amherst were also

left out in the cold by the ECAC.
The lack of a tournament bid

resulted in a minor brouhaha at

Amherst last week, where a tourn-

ament spot was considered a sure

thing following the Jeffs' back to back

defeats of Williams and Wesleyari, the

tournament's first and fourth seeds.

An article in the Amherst Student by

Jeff Klein entitled "How the ECAC
Shafted the Jeffs" reported that "the

most insulting and aggravating

aspect is that it appears there may
have been a conscious effort to ex-

clude Amherst" and quoted Williams

News Director Andrea Diehl as saying

"we were probably the most surprised

people of all. Neither the coach nor the

players expected this." . . .

Mike Tanner finished his varsity

basketball career with a total of 854

points in 66 games as a varsity player,

a career average of 12.8 points per

game . . .

All time Williams scoring leader

Harry Sheehy, continues his march
towards the NBA, going over the 40

point mark twice recently while

playing for the Athletes in Action East

squad. In one of those games Sheehy

went 21 for 24 from the field and 7 of B

from the line for a total of 48 points

against an AAU team boasting three

NBA draft picks . . ,

Amherst coach Rick Wilson ended

29 years at the Jeff helm last Wed-
nesday with a 110-69 rout of Norwich.

Amherst now joins Middlebury in the

market for a basketball coach . . .

Columbia lead the top-heavy 'league

with an average record of 17-7, the

best record among the remaining five

clubs is Harvard's woeful 7-15 mark.

Yale is a dismal 6-18 . .

.

Princeton is also enjoying a banner

year in squash and swimihing. The
New York Times reported Sunday
that the Tigers, 7-2 victors over

Williams in a dual match earlier this

year, defeated Harvard before over

1,000 fans a few weeks back at the ne^V

Jadwin courts. Labelled by the Times
as the "Cadillac" of squash faciUties,

the 12 courts were built in 1968 at a

cost of $15,000. Six of the twelve have

electronic scoreboards, while two seat

"You're driving on the highway from Reno fo

San Francisco when you suddenly start seeing

purple, pink, red and black cows attired in

masks and capes strewn along the highway."

Did anyone notice that all six Little

Three hoop games were won by the

home team this year?

Tonight's quiz: Name the Williams

player who scored goals against

Amherst this year in two different

sports. Answer below.

A glance at the Ivy league standings

reveals that Yale had even less

success in basketball with their fellow

league mates than they did with

Williams. While Princeton, Penn, and

Letters: Press, Dodd
Freedom of speech

To the editor:

I am not at all surprised that you

refused to print my article on Uganda
on the pretext of a technical fault. Is

this the liberal ideal of Freedom of

Speech and Expression?

Your action only goes to support, in

part, Stokey Carmichael's charge that

there is no Freedom of Speech in the

United States of America; " there are

only illusions of democracy." As a

student of this college, I should have

the right to express myself in the

student newspaper regardless of the

political opinion expressed, if freedom

of speech does indeed exist in this

institution. You have shown me and

some other students whose articles

you have refused to print in the past

that the democratic ideal of free

speech does not exist in this liberal

arts institution.

I believe that you and your editors

exercise dictatorial powers over the

college community, especially the

student body. You and your editors

are not elected by the student body,

and yet you claim to represent student

opinion. Your newspaper is supported

by student funds but your staff is not

accountable to the student body; you
dictate what goes into the paper and
what stays out. Such is the power you

and your clique wield on the campus,

as if it were a privately run

newspaper. The present system by
whicli you and your unelected editors

appoint the following year's chief

editor and staff leaves much to be

questioned in this procedure.

To remedy this dangerous situation,

I suggest that you and your staff

resign and that student elections be

held to fill out your positions. By so

doing the student body would get a

representative body on the Record
staff which in turn would be forced to

entertain a broader spectrum of

student opinions. This should make
the Record, now hardly worth calling

a newspaper, the intellectually

stimulating newspaper that ought to

exist in the liberal atmosphere of this

prestigious institution.

Yours Sincerely,

Nana Frimpond-Mensah, '77

If we wanted to be dictatorial we
wouldn't bother printing your letter.

Nana. It cost us $8.60. Perhaps if your
viewpoint had been in by the

prescribed deadline of 2:00 p.m. in

proper newspaper format, there

would have been i'oom reserved to run

it. We did not "refuse to print" your

viewpoint. Rather you were told that

it could not be run in that issue

because there were space problems

and because your Viewpoint con-

tained^footjiotes^While the RECORD
can in no way guarantee that all

unsolicited Viewpoints will be printed,

we do promise that none will be

rejected because of the particular

political opinion it expresses.—Ed.

Dodd cuisine
To the editor:

Recently, I had the pleasure of

forsaking the meager diet of the New
York City law student to return to

Williams and Dodd House for Winter

Carnival. As always, my appetite was
completely satisfied by chef Peter

Brazeau, with much help from Gary,

Evelyn, and Mrs. Brazeau. The
February 22 Record gave an accurate

description of Peter. The dining room
is the center of much of the Dodd
house social experience. It was truly a

pleasure for me (thought not always

for Pete) to work with him as steward

of Dodd House last year. Everyone in

Dodd House knows that Pete can

always be counted on for a good meal

and good conversation over a cup of

coffee when he gets a spare moment.

Pete has not always received the best

treatment from the College, but

anyone who saw him return to Dodd
House from the hospital for his

Amherst weekend feast in 1975, after

hurting his back that morning, knows
his total dedication to the members of

Dodd House.

Unfortunately, Ross Keller was not

there to see Pete that day. The article

on Food Services in the February 25

Record shows that the Department
does not seem to appreciate the hard

work Pete and the other row house

chefs put in. There have been rumors

in the past of the impending demise of

row house living at Williams. Now,
with or without official sanction, Food
Services is placing crippling pressure

on the heart of row house living, their

dining facilities. Eliminate row house

dining at Dodd, and you remove what
social cohesion a house that size can

possibly have. Row house living

shaped three of my years at Williams

in a very positive way. It would be a

great loss to the College if this one

small department could destroy a

unique and valuable part of the

Williams education.

Sincerely,

BUI Moehle '76

over 500 fans . . .

In swimming, meanwhile, the gap
betwieen small and major college

swimming was never so apparent
than at the Eastern seaboard
championships held last weekend,
where Colgate, a 107-26 demolisher of

Williams this year, could only manage
an eleventh place finish, 304 points

behind winner Princeton . . .

Memo to the Prospect Aruba
Committee: Perhaps John Havlicak
would like a ticket next year. Witness
the following quote from Hondo in a
recent Globe interview: "What I'd

like to do for the next couple of years

is^o be relatively free to do some of

the things that I haven't been able to

do because of basketball . . . It would
be nice to go to a warm climate, some
place like Aruba. Now I've never done
that'-'

Frats are entering a crucial phase
at Amherst, the Student reported

recently. "Amherst frats are
currently at the crossroads," read the

article's lead. The article reported

that while 68 per cent of freshman
men indicated a desire to join frats,

only 31 per cent of Amherst women
consented, with all but six women
expressing interest solely in three of

the Jeffs' ten frats.

Does anyone realize that in trans-

forming Garfield from 19 to 35 rooms
all party space will have been
eliminated from the house? Or doesn't

that matter anymore? Also, this chop
- up - big - rooms - into - more - smaller
- rooms for the hell of it approach to

recent renovations (witness Currier

and Bascom) really bewilders me . . .

A guy who deserves a huge pat on

the back is one Buzz Inboden, the

gregarious Winter Carnival czar who
organized the best Winter Carnival in

many a year three weeks back . . .

Of the five members of the theater

department, four have graduate
degrees from Carnegie-Mellon. And
now that the only non-CM member is

leaving, what kind of odds would

Nathan Detroit offer for the name on

her successors' graduate diploma?

One of the most likeable men to

grace Spring Street passed away a

few wedis ago. Seniors and juniors

will remember Bud Anderson as the

highly affable proprietor of St.

Pierre's Barber Shop, a gentleman

who really cared about Williams

College and its students . .

.

Quiz Answer: Chick Johnson, who
tallied gpals in the 3-2 soccer loss and

5-0 hockey win against Amherst . . .

Finally, a tidbit from the Globe of

two months back . . . You're driving

along the highway from Reno to San

Francisco when you suddenly start

seeing purple, pink, red, and black

cows attired in masks and capes

strewn along the highway. You
wonder, is thi^ a WGSO initiation or

the work of an Amherst alum heavily

into paint chips? Not necessarily.

According to the Globe, it is a

Celebration of Wonder ((ioW), the

work of San Francisco State

University art professor Mel Hen-

derson, who said his purpose in

erecting the life' size bovine cutouts

was to "delight and surprise".
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All-Star teams snub Ephs
* Avneuf^AiM MAMA ^LAYDENfrompafl0 4

hotbed of college hoop, Maine, we
come up with junior center-forward

Greg Fasulo from Bowdoin.

Moving* westward, Norwich
sophomore forward Joe Marciewicz is

the team's third member. Rounding

out the squad are a pair of Little Three

forwards, Jim Rehnquist of Amherst

(surprise! ) and Steve Malinowski of

WtlBleyan.

The purpose of this column is not to

question the abilities of any of these

players, check the ECAC scoring and
rebounding totals and they're all

there, or at least were supposed to be
at the start of the year. (The "all-

press release team", or the "all-box

score team").

The squad is basically a group of

run-and-gun, give-me-the-ball, fire-it-

Council validates election,

funds student course guide
In a move to increase student input

into tenure decisions, the College

Council voted to allocate funds for the

publication of a faculty evaluation

questionnaire. Representatives also

discussed the fate of the Student

Course Guide and the results of this

week's election.

Standing Committee Represen-

tative Hervey Mclver requested a

$100 allocation for the printing of a

faculty evaluation questionnaire that

would "give every student a chance to

comment on any junior faculty

member inside or outside the

department of his major or intended

field of study." Student responses to

the questionnaire would be' sum-

marized by the Standing Committee

Ride the Magic Bus

ta Albany Airport

Friday, March 18

Leave Chapin at

11:45- 12: 00 noon

and 5:00 pm
Return Sunday, April 3

8:00 PM nnaybe4:00pm
$5.00 each way

Info and reservations

call

Warren Pea rce 6431 or

Dave Rogers 2837.

and sent on to the CAP for its con-

sideration in tenure decisions.

Mclver's proposed format for the

questionnaire would involve having a
student first specifically define the

nature of his association with a
particular professor, and then
allowing him to comment on various
aspects of the professor's merit.

Students would be disked to sign their

names on the questionnaire, in order
to avoid what Mclver called "stupid
comments." Mclver added that all

names would remain confidential to

the Standing Committee.

Council members voted to accept a
recommendation from Treasurer
Clarence Otis to limit the budget of the

Course Guide Committee to $900. Otis'

recommendation also stipulates that

only courses which have a
registration of 10 or more students,

and in which at least 25 per cent of

course members have responded to

the questionnaire, should be included

in the Student Course Guide.

In other action at Wednesday
night's meeting. Cabby Tennis
reported that the CUL is discussing

the possibility of randomizing the

racial inclusion process for incoming

freshmen. The CUL also voted to

delete the clause on the freshman

rooming application allowing in-

coming students to specify preferred

extra-curricular activities. Tennis

explained that this clause "tended to

stray from raiidomness" and added

that it was "just padding for the racial

situation."

up-from-thirty, selfish basketball

players. If this is what comprises an

all-star, why didn't the coaches or

writers who voted on it just go all the

way and add the hero of the howitzer,

WPI's Rick Wheeler?

Between them, Marciewiez (strictly

all-ugly) and Harvey will take more
bad, forced shots in one game than

most players take in a season. Harvey
has twice come into Lasell Gym-
nasium with enough press clippings to

fill a briefcase and Williams fans are

still waiting for him to break 20.

Fasulo is a fine small-college for-

ward, but would not score 23-24 points

per game on a good team. He's

basically a big fish in small pond (or a

big Polar Bear on a small iceberg).

Malinowski is a physically imposing
6'3" forward who spent Oiree years

forcing up shots before reforming and
helping Wesleyan to a fine seasoa But
why reward 14.3 ppg. and reformation

when Mike Tanner hit nearly 19 a

game and accomphshed the same
type of thing with a bunch of un-

derclassmen.

Although he didn't live up to his

1975-76 year, Jim Rehnquist is an aU-

star by any standards, but one in five

isn't too hot. It's somewhat hard to

understand how a player the caliber of

Brandeis' Joe Carter, who, in the

word of Williams mentor Curt Tong
"devastated everybody," could have
been left off.

But let's fac^' it, this is a selfish

column. After seeing those names on

an all-star team, one has to wonder
why Gerry Kelly, Mike Tanner, and
Brad Wolk aren't mentioned.

Sure, the only statistical title Kelly

will ever win is for floor burns and the

only thing glamorous about Tanner is

his cute little moustache. Wolk never

gets 30 rebounds, just 15 every game,
and without accompanying slam
dunks. But these guys are Damn near

as good as anybody Williams sees all

year, and to see some of the

aforementioned gunners on all-star

teams ahead of them is ridiculous.

A compromise might be in order,

but any Division III all-star team 1

make up would start with Gerry

Kelly, and we'd settle from there.

Phil Wild

Athl«t«oftti«WMk

Athlete of Week
honors go to Wild

Natator Phil Wild grabs this week's
Athlete of tl;^ Week honors as a result

of his excellent performances at last

week's NE Championships. Breaking
the college record in the 100 yard free.

Wild pulled ahead by a half body
length on the fourth lap to win the race

in 47.395. Wild also anchored two
second place relays, with an in-

credible 45.6 split to knock a second
off the 100 yard free (flat sUrt)

conference record.

Rachel Potter earns an honorable

mention this week for her strong

showing at the Eastern Regionals last

weekend. Potter, headed for the

Nationals March 11, skied to a fourth

place finish in the 7.5 kilo, course, to

lead the Williams contingent.

75 allowed off campus
HOUSING from page 1

might be raised if the housing system

is not filled.

"The number of off-campus ap-

plicants from the Cl£^s of '79 is

heartwarming," Roosenraad said,

"because that's way down from last

year." Only 23 sophomores applied for

off-campus permission. Four
members from the Class of '80 also

applied for permission.

The committee began to calculate

the space that each house will have

available next year to house fresh-

men. Roosenraad remarked that

upperclass enrollment will total about

1350 next fall. House representatives

also set target figures to correct male
to female ratios, especially in Dodd
and the Mission Park houses, where

the ratio is greater than two to one.

Forum airs input, power
FORUM from page 1

the faculty and the students," he said

with regards to long-term policy, "but

the greatest power anyone can have is

the ability to persuade with good

reasons."

It was the concensus of those par-

ticipating that a single principle

would not alleviate the tension in the

many areas, discussed. One student

asked for a definition of Williams'

philosophy of education, maintaining

that it was necessary to have some
criteria to go on before attacking the

system.

Reactions to the meeting were

varied. While one participant ex-

pressed frustration that "nothing was
accomplished," others felt quite

differently. CC Representative Cath

General Election Results
President

175 Dan O'Connell '78 261 Tom Herwitz 78 (R)

188 Harry Kelly '78 (R) 96 Larry Mitchell '78

63 Michael Wolfson '78 79 Jamie Barickman '78

93 Don Tourney '78 33 Tom Stone '79

136 No Vice-President

384 Peter Friesen '78 (W) 193 Richard Abrams '78

154 Dave Carroll '78

At-large Representatives

271 Beth Geismar '80 (W) 197 Dawn Bedrosian '79

230 David Monnich '80 147 Christopher Jenkins '80

518 Matthew Spangler '79 (W) 378 Sarah Mersereau '80 (W)

122 Jeff Wright '80 143 Dave MacGregor '79

170 Jim Holmes '80 226 Stewart Read '78

217 Matthew Heineman '79 264 Bill Hutton '79

360 Cabby Tennis '80 (W)
287 Jim Parsons '78 (W)
149 Patricia McElrath '79

105 Andy Rinzler '78

566 Peter Thayer '78 (W)

258 Marlies Carruth '80
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Over 200 runnfers pull

all nighters tpmbrrow

-r^

by Frank Carr
The infectious distance running bug

is spreading outward from the hard

core track jocks as fourteen teams
will take part in tomorrow's Sixth

Annual Williams Road Runners Club

24 Hour Charity.Relay. The gun goes

off at 10:00 a.m. tomorrow and the

"dollars for distance" extravaganza

will begin. Over 200 runners will take

the "Towne Tartan Tour" with some
enthusiasts getting all too familiar

with the green substance before the 24

hours are up.

The Williams Road Runners ten-

man contingent is hoping to break the

270 mile mark and to do so they will

need a team average of about 5:20 per

mile. A 5:20 mile may seem quite

anemic next to John Walker's 3:49.4,

but it is fastei* than most Record
readers could go for a single mile and

besides, the WRRC maniacs will be

running about 28 of them. The team is

made up of seniors Tim Pritchard,

Gary James, Chris Flavin and Ed
Bacher; juniors Frank Carr and Joe

Kolb; sophomore Steve Polasky; plus

three hard core Alumni Peter Farwell

'73, Scott liUtrey '75 and Paul Skudder
•75.

TheWRRC squad will use only these

ten athletes and no "guest milers" in

order to comply with the official rules

and qualify for the national rankings

coordinated by Runners World
magazine. Other teams are en-

couraged to "go official" and use only

ten runners, but the WRRC cannot be

held responsible for inadvertent loss

of life. The remaining thirteen t^ms
are: the Striders of the Purple Valley

(faculty - staff - students - alumni -

administration), the Faculty

Veterans, Mt. Greylock H.S. Boys,

Mt. Greylock Girls, the County
Harriers (Mt. Greylock and Hoosac
Valley X-C runners), The Oapsangs
(Armstrong-Fiu:h), Spencer House,

Dodd Squad, rCoyotes", Williams-

Sage, C-Weeds, rTyler-Garwood and a

conglomerate team from the

Greylock Quad.

Renzi Lamb isjacting as the general

administrator at the Fieldhouse and is

expected to run a guest mile (without

cigar). Athletic Director Bob Peck
urges spectators to come down.
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Layden on sports

NCAA All -What?
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by Tim Layden
Any sports fan who is worth his

weight in Topps bubble gum has spent

the post season of his favorite sport

anxiously awaiting the release of the

"all-star team," hoping both to see his

own favorites on the squad and drool

over the impressive statistics of the

others who made it.

However, one could not call himself

a bona fide fanatic unless he has
contemplated suicide or the murder of

a close friend (who happens to follow

another team) over the selection of

the "wrong player" to a post-season

team. And after all, how often is any
all-star team "right?"

FRAME SHOP GALLERY
MAIN STREET

WILll*.AtSTOWN. MASS. 01257

PAINTINGS, ANTIQUES PRINTS

r"
THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

Middlebury College

Bread Loaf

58th Session/ June 29 - August 13. 1977

Programs leading to the Master of Arts anfl the more advanced Master of

Letters degrees earned in three or four summers and Programs in Continu-

ing Education in English and in Theatre.

COURSES in English, American, and Continental Literature; in Teaching
English; and in Creative and Performing Arts.

FACULTY
Sacvan Bercovitch, Columbia; Walker Gibson, Univ. of Massachusetts;
Laurence B. Holland, Johns Hopkins; A. Walton Litz, Princeton; Robert
Loper, Univ. of Washington; James, V. Mirollo, Co/umbia; Alan Mokler,
Yale; Robert Pack, Middlebury; Daniel Seltzer, Princeton; John Wilders,
Worcester College, Oxford; Michael Wood, Columbia.

INFORMATION: Paul M. Cubeta, Director, Bread Loaf School of English,

Old Chapel - S, Middlebury, VT 05753

Think about it Celtic fans. How
many New York enthusiasts were you
ready to mangle three or four years
ago when Walt Frazier was a

perennial all-star and you all knew Jo
Jo White was better? Pirate fans, for

how many years did you guys feel

Manny Sanguillen was a better all-

around player than Johnny Bench?
Just a couple of examples.

These, however, are minor blunders

..compared to the colossal atrocity

which appeared on the Scoreboan
page of the Boston Globe last Monday.
Under the alias of the "NCAA Division/

III, District I all-star team" appeared
the most absurd collection of names I

have every had the displeasure of

reading. The team was aptly dubbed
by Williams' resident golden quill of

basketball, Andy O'Donnell, as the

"All-reputation team." I've got some
other possible titles, but let's take a

look first.

To begin with, let me warn against

trying to find any guards on the team,

there aren't any. Let's start way up •

north with Colby College and junior

forward Paul Harvey. Moving south,

tmt not a hell of a lot, as we stay in that

sSPAf/.9P/i*?JS^.
t

Runners place

in Conn.'Thon
by Frank Carr

Seven members of the Williams

Road Runners Club qualified for the

April 18 Boston Marathon as the Club
traveled to Middletown last Sunday
for the annual "Conn. 'Thon."

Sophomore Steve Polasky led the

WRRC contingent with an excellent

time of 2 hrs. 46 min. Polasky finished

22nd in the field of over 200 runners

and looks set for a superb race at

Boston.

In his rookie attempt at the 26.2 mile

test of endurance, Rusty Anderson
cruised to a time of 2:54:58, easily

breaking the 3 hour Boston qualifying

standard. Marathon veteran Bert Saul

completed the trek in 2:55:30 for 41st

place, just one spot behind Anderson.

Junior Dan Riley produced a 2:56:39

in his first attehipt at the "classic

distance" with the pacing assistance

(for the last 21 mi.) of Joe Kolb.

Moving up one position from her
finish last year, Michelle Cutsforth

'garnered the runner-up spot in the

Women's Division at 3:19. Annie
Eldridge followed Michelle with a 3 :38

Skiers place 12th

in championship
y A five^man Williams contingent

d\ fin^l)edi2th out of 24 teams iat the

ir.'T*rC?A.A. men's championships at

Winter Park, Colorado. The Ephs,

with two points, were the last scoring

team in the standings.

Sophomore Don Tarinelli gathered

Williams' only points with a 22nd in

the slalom. Top alpine skier Andy
Mikell had a tough weekend, falling in

both the slalom and giant slalom.

Sophomore Josh Dembriski fell in the

slalom, while junior Chris Welch fell

in the giant slalom.

Senior Gary James finished 24th out

of 60 racers in the Nordic race, just

missing a scoring opportunity. In all

events, competitors had to finish in

the top third of the field to score points

.for the team.

(
HurrV ^pri7i3 fiCong .

COTTAGE"
Bouliqu*

hiSWHSm^^.

OPENING SALE I

Saturday, March 12

10:00 - 5:30

Toonerville Trolley

RECORDS

78 WATER STREET

10* OFF REGULAR
LP's & Tapes

1000 LPs $1.W-$2.W

67C 8. Up Sale

OPEN
MON-SAT ^:^:
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Most Frosh rank Greylock,

Dodd'Tyler os firsf choice
by Paul Thomas

Greylock was the most popular

housing choice for freshmen, followed

closely by Dodd-Tyler, according to

Associate Dean Cris T. Roosenraad.

Seventy-nine groups listed Greylock

first, seven more than Dodd-Tyler's

total of seventy-two.

The Row House category ranked

third in the number of first-choice

applications trailed at a distance by

Mission Park and the Berkshire Quad.

In addition, twenty-nine groups

opted for Row Houses, seven for

Mission Park and three for the

Berkshire Quad.
Roosenraad estimated that ap-

plicants who listed Greylock as their

first preference have about a fifty per

cent chance of getting in. Those who
picked Dodd-Tyler will face one in

three odds, steeper because this

category has fewer openings than

Greylock. Freshmen requesting Row
House rooming will probably receive

their first choice.

Roosenraad said that the number of

applications to Greylock was com-

parable with previous years. The tally

of people applying to Dodd is

"heavier" than it has been, possibly,

because it is no longer in the same
category with the Berkshire Quad, he

added. Row Houses were only slightly

more popular than Mission Park was
last year.

The exact numbers of individuals

applying to each category are not yet

available, Roosenraad said, adding

that the average group size was about

2.6 people.

The choices of fourteen freshipen

who did not submit housing form^ by

the ' deadline were not included in

these figures, Roosenraad said.

It is not known what percentage of

freshmen will receive their first or

second choices, Roosenraad said.

Almost no one in the Class of 1979 was i

placed in third choice housing, he

noted.

The inclusion program will be run

on the computer during spring break.

Freshmen should be informed of their

house affiliations when they return

from vacation.

Herwitz stresses

CC receptiveness

Last year's Course Guide question-

naire met an abrupt end in the paper

shredder. This year's is due out mid-

April.

Guide to appear in April,

evaluates 100 to 150 courses
This year's Studeint Course guide

should be ready for distribution a

week before registration, around
April 17, according to Course Guide
committee member Michael Lissack
'80.

The College Council reallocated $900

for the guide lasfTuesday, enabling

the Course Guide Committee to print

Committee drops 3-exam day
The Registrar's office will continue

to schedule exams on a two-per-day

basis following the Calendar and

Schedule Committee's rejection of a

three-per-day proposal. "The
problems in exam scheduling are still

manageable," said committee
chairman Paul G. Clark concluding,

"We can postpone the move to three a

day, at least for this spring."

Clark explained the rationale

behind the proposal which would

schedule exams at 8:30, 12:30, and

3:30 each day. "With a two-a-day

schedule, you can't eliminate exam
conflicts; with three-a-day you can,"

he said. Reducing the number of exam
conflicts would mean that fewer

students would have to remain on

campus until the last day of exams to

take make-ups and fewer instructors

would have to prepare make-up tests,

Clark added.

Fifty-two students faced exam

conflicts this fall, according to

statistics supplied by the Office of the

Registrar. Eighteen instructors were

forced to prepare make-ups due to

these conflicts. Using a three-per-day

exam schedule, there would have

been 14 conflicts and 7 faculty

members .would have written man-

datory make-ups, according to

Registrar George C. Howard.

Several committee members ob-

jected to the increased number of

students who would have two exams
in one day under an eighteen slot

system. "The educational value of

taking exams would be damaged "if

more students faced two exams in one

day," Craig Hallsteen '77 argued.

According to Howard's figures, 155

students had two exams in one day

last term. If a three-per-day schedule

had been implemented, this figure

would have been increased to 220,

Howard reported.

about 1900 copies for the members of

the Classes of '78, '79, '80, and '81.

The guide will review only those

courses which received at least five

respondents to the questionnaire

circulated by the committee. In ad-

dition, the course^must have had at

least ten students in the course itself

and at least 25 per cent of the students

in the course must have responded in

order for the course to be evaluated.

The committee received an overall

response of about 33 per cent on all

courses.

Although final figures are not

available, one member of the com-
mittee reported that between 100 and
150 courses met the above
reauirements.

"The first step toward any change is

getting information about the

problem. Right now there is a general

lack of information on campus about

major problems."

Newly elected College Council

President Tom Herwitz said that

getting information to students should

be the first problem the council deals

with. "The representatives must
really go out and do their job of

collecting and disseminating in-

formatioa"
Herwitz defeated tlarry Kelly in a

pan-off election Thursday and Friday,

522 votes to 421 votes. "I feel the fact

that I was an outsider had a lot to do

with my getting elected."

"I don't want to push my views on to

the CC," he maintained. "The most

important thing I can do is' to

represent things the students desire to

the administration. There are things I

want to do, but it isn't really the place

of the president to dictate."

In an interview Sunday, he said

another objective should be "chan-

neling the ideas and the impetus of the

Gladden House forum into the

council. There's no need to

separate the CC and the forum." He
claimed the council can achieve the

goals of the forum more effectively

because the council is more
representative of the student body.

"The CC was proved valid by the two-

thirds voting (in last week's elec-

tions)," he added. "The council

should not be abandoned or impinged

upon."

Discussing the visibility of the

council, he remarked, "The CC is not

an elitist body." People should realize

they can come to meetings and make
motions from the floor. Herwitz plans

to use the campus media to become
more visible. "I've always tried to be

open."

The new president's position on

various issues are outlineid below.

Student Course Guide: The course

guide serves a lot of valuable func-

tions, especially to incoming fresh-

men. The biggest problem right now is

getting them filled out, and the council

has got to work with the course guide

committee to get a better response

from the students. We've also got to be

aware of faculty viewpoints. Last

year's course guide really didn't do

justice to some courses and faculty,

and the faculty objections killed it.

Parallel Committees: Parallel

committees are a first step to getting

student opinion across to the ad-

ministration. They're an opportunity

for a more effective use of student

viewpoints. Students who want to

serve on the committees will probably

be asked to submit self-nominations

and be chosen by the council. "I'm not

ruling out a general schoolwide

election, but it is less probable."

Food Services: Nobody really knows
the details about food services.

Examining Ross Keller's books arc^,^,

essential, for we have no grounds to

say anything until we know about- the

budget.

In the interest of providing more
information to students, Ross
Keller, Director of Food Services,

will appear before the College

Council tonight at 9 p.m. in Griffin

3. As usual, the meeting is open,

and all those interested in

questioning Keller are urged to

attend. Tom Herwitz, the new CC president, officially assumes his post tonight

replacing Steve Piltcl). (photo by Read)

OIL vetoes Housing transfer policy
by Stu Massad

After two hours of debate with the

Housing Committee Monday, the

Committee on Undergraduate Life

A Long Night's Journey Into Day
by John Rindlaub

Sleeping Easily

The sun rises over your typewriter

with the last page of "Kant's

Epistemology" still in the carriage.

With some caffeine, illicit chemical

to WITH

THEE' BepdRE

THai DIEST...WE

DO NOT UI5H THY
UGllNESS IN HEA^
QpiTE Y^ I

or utter will power, you have

weathered one of the most dreaded of

all college experiences: the all-

nighter. There is still a half hour

before you must expound upon
existentialism in French class so you

take more stimulants. What wouldn't

you do for an hour of sleep?

With the test over, Ft. Lauderdale's

beaches suddenly don't seem so

distant, and you crawl into bed. You
are physically, mentally, and
emotionally tired, but your legs begin

to quiver and your eyelids to flutter.

The all-night hangover has set in so

you reach for the Sominex
careful, don't kill yourself.

Having abused your body all night,

natural sleep is important. Alcohol

and downers may seem natural but

they can mix with whatever you took

to stay up—even tea—to cause ex-

treme disorder.

Suppose, to use the extreme case,

you used speed to stay up and now
take barbituates to relax, you not only

chance the effects of these lethal

toxicants, but also the pernicious up-

down cycle that might take medical

aid to break. Mixing Valium, for

example, and speed, would be deadly.

see JOURNEY page 3

reaffirmed present transfer policy,

rejecting a change proposed by the

Housing Committee.

The present system, which will be
tried for the first time this year,

provides that transfer applications be
run randomly after freshman in-

clusion, maximizing freshman first

choice and shuffling transfers among
spaces opened by students tran-

sferring out. The Housing Committee
proposed that transfers be run ran-

domly with freshman inclusion, with

quotas for each house by class,

(decreasing the odds for freshman
first choice.! but opening spaces for

transfer into more popular houses.

CUL members cited a need for

continuity in house membership, a

desire to maximize freshman first

choices, and an emphasis on reasons

of social atmosphere, not physical

plant, for obtaining transfer as their

reasons for retaining the present

system. Members also noted that

greater risks in the present system
tend to prevent massive transfer,

increasing house stability, in-

terpersonal ties, and thus the

educational value of the residential

house system.

Major exam required again
In response to a Record article

declaring major examinations op-

tional, Dean Peter Berek said that at

the April 1975 faculty meeting "they

voted to make them compulsory."

The April 9, 1975 Record ran the

headline Senior major exams op-

tional, and the late William Gates,

^len chairman of the Committee on

Educational Policy, an opponent of

the compulsory exam said that,

although the faculty voted not to

abolish the exercise, "we're more
protective of departments that want

to continue major exams, but our

main point was accomplished."

The difference focuses on whether

the faculty legislation stipulating an

exercise that "may be incorporated in

or distinct from" the senior seminar
requires an exam in addition to the

seminar. Several departments, in-

cluding Economics and Psychology
have abandoned or made the exam
optional, while others stil) give an
exam.
CEP chairman George R. Goethals

noted in Monday's meeting that

because of the actions of these

departments the "exercise is optional,

this year anyway." One CEP
member called liie language "clearly

unclear" and another noted that "it

wasn't good legislation."

In tomorrow's faculty meeting the

CEP will recommend that no
department change its procedures

this year.
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'Presently Untitled' emerges with enthusiasm
by Thomas Hcrwltz

Thet'e was a new play in town last

weekend in the cramped auditorium

in Jesup Hall; not only was it brand

new, but it was also entirely .student

conceived and written—by Martha
Williamson and Marc Lichtman. Not

that that fact need be a qualifier, but

rather that itself is an impressive

accomplishment. The play—as a.

whole—did not have the student-

amateilrish feeling that is perhaps'the

greatest pitfall of works of its kind.

The enthusiasm, the interspersed wit,

and the wonderfully pleasant music

carried the musical over the rough

seas of its creative emergence.

Presently Untitled .... as the play

is called, is a rather scathing look at

the art world of "avant-garde" New
York and its galleries and social

surroundings—indeed the "business

of art" as certain elements of our

culture now see it. In a comic manner
it mocks the gross hypocrisy and

pretense of that art society. One
immediate problem is the tired and

already sapped field of modern art

jokes which the play at times un-

fortunately falls back to.

Certainly there were the rough

spots—the slow, lengthy scene bet-

ween the opening number and the first

Morgolit dances draw from tradition
by Nina Girvetz

Last Friday and Saturday nights at

the AMT, Margalit Oved (or was it

some tiny, dark, exotic bird—an
ancient spirit—a gazelle?) danced

into the center of the stage, stopped,

and looked out at all of us. A sly smile

broke across her face, and with a

piercing whoop and the crash of a

gong, she introduced us to her native

land, her history and her family. She

told us wonderful stories, she sang

"like a dove", like a sheep, like her

arable father, like the hot, burning

wind of Aden. Her voice was unique

and stunning.

Margalit's rhythmic, striking

choreography is a specijil mixture of

contemporary dance technique and
folk elements drawn from her Middle

eastern origins and training. The
pieces performed by her excellent

company of six dancers were unusual

and very exciting.

"Landscape", a dance that evoked

a primitive world of struggling

animals and harsh desert elements,

was intense, gripping, and well

executed. The intricate movement
bordered on frenzy—all the gestures

seemed to capture the very essence of

the animal or element being por-

trayed. Margalit sang the eerie score,

accompanying herself on drum and

tin can.

"Bessamim—The Beauty Without

Shoes", the Eastern counterpart to

our Cinderella story, was a funny.

ELRCPE

-

„,;,„„; (800) 325-4867

® Un:Travel Charters ,

colorful dance of wonderful
caricatures. The two dreadful,

screeching sisters were played with

gusto by Lula Washington and Sara
Elgart; they shrieked and vibrated

into all manner of comical con-

tortions. France Mayote once again

stood out as the wide-eyed, charming
saintly sister who tried so desperately

to set straight the total havoc the

other two took so much pleasure in

creating. Her almost Flamenco pas de
deux with handsome Chris Laabs (the

Spanish Prince) was made comical by
the ridiculously long train on her

white Spanish gown, and by their

delightfully expressive faces and
bodies. The bright, extravagant
costumes and set pieces fulfilled

perfectly the needs of the dancers and
created a wonderful fairytale at-

mosphere. The music and motion

integrated Spanish, Oriental and
Indian flavors with blunt, en-

tertaining, high energy antics.

Margalit returned to the stage by

herself, this time to chant a beautiful

Hebrew song "Sh'demati" as she beat

the floor like a drum. She then took up
the large clay drum and began to

caress and play it with her fingertips,

playing faster and faster until sud-

denly—another radiant, sly smile,

and, as if by magic, a tiny baby drum
was born out of the big one! (We
decided that thiswoman is a witch- an
imp- a wit.)

Her Adam and Eve story, the last

piece on the program, was danced by
Margalit herself and Chris Laabs, a

really fine dancer with a tremendous
flair for dramatic interpretation.

song; the cold ending which leaves

everything hanging; the inaudible

lyrics in a number of songs; and, at

times, some corny, standard musical

fare in jokes and actions. But there

were at the same time some
magnificent ideas and moments—full

of humor and laden with enthusiasm

and originality—and these parts made
the whole enjoyable and very wor-

thwhile. The "Ode to Jacques Porte"

brings to a cUmax the underlying

allusions to religion, the artist as

messiah, and the godliness of those

who can interpret the mysteries of

modern art (a nice allusion with

references scattered throu^out the

first act) . The number itself is a funny

mocking of a choral reading, singing

praise to the new "Messiah". The

plays structure was quite good; and a

number of the references and many of

the lines themselves were extremely

funny and rather ingenious as well.

Marc Lichtman's music was a high-

point of the play indeed. Lichtman has

demonstrated his ability for writing

highly appealing music before, and

this group of songs was no exception.

His favorite form is presenting in-

dividually a number of harmonic lines

and then tying them together to end

the song in a duo or trio. This works

quite well for the music though at

times the lyrics become garbled. His

music parodies and captures the

essence of certain musical styles—as

witnessed in the "Ode", "Come Back

to Greenwich", and "Doing a Little

Business with Friends". He has also

written two wonderful love songs in

"Waiting for You," and "In Autumn".

Chris Skudder has done a

magnificent job in decorating Jesup.

His settings, in fact, have shown that

Jesup is a useable space for theater.

Cramped as it is Skudder extended the

stage out into the hall to give a much
roomier atmosphere. The small Jesup

stage was transformed into an im-

pressive apartment scene. Also

notable was the elevator which helped

in the transition between scenes.

It is hard to single out actors for

performance. The casting was
generally quite good—though it is

always hard to find a mixture between

acting and singing in such a

production? David Barnes as a

natural, loose actor did a wonderful

job with Jake Porter. Some new

faces—Dave Studenmund, Liz Varley,

Fabienne Marsh among others were

quite good and were a welcome

change.

It was a new event. It had its

problems. But the fact that those

could be overcome and the good

aspects of the show could shine

through, made it an enjoyable

evening. Congratulations on the start

of a brand new thing.

A Long Night's Journey Into Day
JOURNEYfrompagei

And while these drugs might put you

out, they also eliminate crucial

"dream sleep" needed to feel fully

rested. Here are a few safe alter-

natives for paper-weary noc-

tambulists:
Folklore Sleep

The folk suggest "a warm drink

before bed" to cure insomnia, and

here they have something. Many
warm drinks produce a mild state of

low blood sugar and have a soothing,

somnolent effect.

Sleepiness also results after any

sud'den inpuf of sugar. On an empty
stomach, a Hershey bar will give you

an initial spurt of energy. But then the

rapid influx of sugar leads the body to

over-react in order to balance the

content of sugar. It withdraws more

sugar from your blood than was
consumed and you feel a quick drop in

energy.

Cocoa, coffee, and tea of the Salada

type will each lower the bluod sugar,

but because they also have caffeine,

the sedative effect is obscured. Those
who already have a partial tolerance

for caffeine may find that a cup of hot

coffee relaxes them because of the

blood sugar factor—a paradox that

surprises the no-caffeine people.

The solution for caffeine addicts

with all nighters ahead is to try high

protein foods like peanut butter, nuts,

seeds and fruit. That way you'll need

alot less coffee, and whatever else you

take, to keep the pencil going until

sunrise.

Study abroad .with

Syracuse University 1977

Fall semester programs

FLORENCE

MADRID

STRASBOURG

AMSTERDAM

LONDON

MEXICO

ISRAEL

Italian Languages and Literature, History, Fine

Arts, Humanities, Philosophy, Social Science.

Spanish Language and Literature, An-

thropology, Fine Arts, History, Political Science,

Social Science, Business-Management,
Education, Philosophy, Sociology, Theology.

French Language and Literature, German
Language, History, Fine Arts, Religion, Political

Science, Social Science.

Dutch Language and Culture, Fine Arts, History,

Social Science, Economics, Management, Social

Work, Human Development, Anthropology.

English, History, Fine Arts, Political Science,

Photography, Advertising, Newswriting,

Drama, Art History, Studio Arts, Architecture,

Teacher Education.

Spanish Language and Literature, Art, Geology,

Geography, Sociology, Political Science,

History, Anthropology.

Management Program with Liberal Arts elec

fives.

NOWIT'S NOT TOO LATE. APPLY
•FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
• NO LANGUAGE BACKGROUND NECESSARY

'SUMMER PROGRAMS OFFERING IN:

EAST AFRICA
FRANCE
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
IRELAND

Sociology

Architecture

Education

Film

Geography

ISRAEL
ITALY
ITALY
ITALY
SWITZERLAND

Geology

Fine Arts

Studio Art

Environmental Arts

Music

For further information and application:

Syracuse University

Division of International Programs (Abroad)

335 Comstock Avenue - Room N

Syracuse, New York 13210

(315)423-3471

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

Herbal Sleep

Insomniacs who cannot digest

warm milk should try herbal tea. Teas

made from spray plant, chamomile
and lady's slipper root make good

relaxants. As for the "lettuce opium,"

Korean Gingseng leaves, Damiana
leaves, and dozens of other herbal

"lows" available, suit yourself.

Warning: these may alter your
consciousness so that sleep is out of

the question.

If you are curious at>out the

notorious and illegal cannabis sativa

you can go to Alaska, the only state in

which it's legal to grow, buy, smoke
and give away marijuana— in your

own home, that is. At the turn of the

century, pot was labelled in U.S.

pharmacy texts as a legal

tranquilizer. It will still cure your

pains and put you to sleep, the only

unhealthy side effect being a jail

sentence.

Relaxing

After an all nighter, your body's

Have a travel problem that you
cannot solve? Educational Flights

has, for 7 years, been helping^

people in the academic community
get to Europe and the rest of the

world at minimum cost, with

maximum flexibility, and
minimum hassle. Xall us, toll-free,

at 800-223-5569.

natural time clock has been thrown

out of line. A good way to allow your

metabolism to redirect itself is to

practice muscle relaxation. Many
think that mental and physical

relaxation are two different things

when in fact they are two aspects of

the same thing. When you learnjtHe

art of relaxation basic to yoga, you

will find that your mind floats free of

stress as your body lies free of

muscle tension.

There are some things that don't

always work: ear wax, sleep records,

sleep lights, talking, Robert Redford

pillows, heated water beds and other

sleep gadgetry.

I like saunas (there is one at the

Treadway Inn) backrubs, and

lullabies. Anything is valid which

helps to soothe, and to let you shut off

the over-worked machine between

your ears. Tell yourself that tonight,

tomorrow and all of spring break the

sun will rise over your typewriter

without you.

FRAME SHOP GALLERY
,

MAIN STREET

WIlllAAASTOWN. MASS 01267

PAINTINGS, ANTIQUES PRIN'

.

Your chance to show off your tan

The Log

will be open

Sunday Night, April 3

9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

The Log closes for Spring Break ort

Friday, March 18

Chartered Bus
to Albany Airport

Friday March 18

at 11 :40 am and
4:45pnn leaves trom

steps of Chapin

RESERVATION
REQUESTED

Call Warren Pear 6431

Andy Krakauer t42«

Dave Rogers 2837

Maybe return Sunday April

call now if interested.

3rd
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Senate confirms Jorling appointment;
prof takes reins of major EPA division

Tom Jorling

by Nancy Richman
Thomas C. JorUng, Director of the

Center for Environmental Studies at

Williams and Associate Professor of

Environmental Studies, has been
named to a top position in the En-
vironmental Protection Agency.
Jorling will head one of the five major
divisions of the EPA as Assistant

Administrator fol^ Water and
Hazardous Materials.

Jorling's Senate confirmation and
jswearing in is expected to take |dace

within five weeks. After finishing the

semester at Williams, he will be on
leave of absence from the College.

Jorling was one of the four finalists

for the position of Head Ad-
ministrator. Doug Costle was ap-

pointed however, two months ago.

As head of the Office of Water and

Hazardous materials, Jorling's

responsibilities will involve such
highly visible issues as water
pollution controls, regulation of in-

dustrial waste, and the development

of new types of treatment plants.

Jorling's agency will also have to deal

with such timely problems as oil

spills, water shortages, dam building

and flood control. "Thereare very few
issues that this arm of the Agency
deals with that aren't controversial,"

Jorling observes.

Jorling explained that he decided to

accept the position because he "had
been responsible for much of the

recent legislation with regard to

environmental issues" and wanted
the opportunity to be able to oversee

its implementation;

Jorling sees his department's

Wb^ mnu
VOL. 90, NO. 44

l^teotj^
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principal challenge as a reeducation

of the American people toward human
waste. "In Western societies, there is

a repulsion toward human waste that

impedes an increasingly necessary

view of it aa a resource," Jorling says.

Jorling says his agency must
examine alternatives for treatment

plants, find new ways of recapturing

nutrients in the effluent, and work on
ways to recycle these nutrients into

the land. Jorling pointed out that

Muskegan County in Michigan has
implemented such a program and has
not only solved its waste disposal

problems, but has also made money
from the increased agricultural

production that the reclaimed wasie
products have made possible.

Jorling will be in a position to in-

fluence the largest public works

project in the country now, Waste
Water. Construction Grant Program.
His office is in charge of improving

the management of the $4.5 billion

that goes into the project and direc-

ting the way in which the money is

spent.

Jorling feels optimistic that the

'Honest' Inclusion satisfies 80% of '80
by Keren Walker

According to Associate Dean Cris T.

Roosenraad, four-fifths of the fresh-

man class received their first or

second choices in the upper class

housing inclusion process completed

during spring break; 11.6 per cent

were placed in their fourth or fifth

choices.

Over 60 per cent of the freshman
class, 304 people, listed one housing

category, the Berkshire Quad, as their

last choice for housing in the next

three years.

"When over half the cljiss chose one

group of the five as their laist choice, it

was inevitable that some were placed

there," Roosenraad said. "I think that

this year's procqss was successful,

and there have. also been positive

reactions from the CUL and the

Housing Committee," he added.

"It's difficult to compare this lot-

tery with those of previous years,"

Roosenraad continued. Last year, no

one received his fourth choice in

housing and only 5.4 per cent received

their third choice. "This year was not

less satisfactory, it was merely more
honest." Roosenraad went on to say

that the four categories used in

previous years obscured the choices

and prevented applicants from
clearly stating their preferences.

"In this particular lottery, we rated

success by the number of people who
received their first, second or third

choice," Roosenraad said- More than

88 per cent of the apfdicants met this

criterion.

Nine freshmen, in three groups,

applied to the Berkshire Quad as their

first choice. Of the 28 who this yeai

received their last choice in housing,

all (5.7 percent) were relegated to the

Berkshire Quad. Of the 29 (5.9 per

cent) who received their fourth

choice, nineteen drew either Fitch or

Prospect.

Roosenraad expressed concern that

physical distinctions like these were
the only criteria considered by fresh-

men. "The atmosphere of a house is

"The number of transfers out of,

say. Fitch is analogous to the number
of transfer requests out of the

Greylock Quad," Roosenraad said,

adding that this number is

"significantly lower than the number
of those to leave Mission Park."

Several students who have been

placed in the Berkshiije Quad against

their wishes have sin«e expressed

surprised satisfaction with their

Inclusion Statistics

Choices

/

1st 9 156 221 38 68

2nd 18 135 114 80 145

3rd 50 121 87 113 121

4th 111 64 56 147 114

5th 304 16 14 114 44

Results

1st 9 80 102 38 68 (60.4^)

2nd 6 49 41 (19.5pc)

3rd 11 31 ( 8.5pc)

4th 19 10 ( 5.9pc)

5th 28 ( 5.7pc)

determined by its social functions and
the people who live there," he said. He
added that both he and the CUL were

not willing to place as great an em-
phasis on physical plant as freshmen
appeared to, and that both he and the

committee were concerned rather

with upper class satisfaction in

"unpopular" houses.

more than four applied to Mission
than in previous years. Roosenraad
also noted that the popularity of

Mission Park has steadily increased

from year to year.

Roosenraad said also that those

small groups which wished to arrange
swaps in order to increase satisfaction

"without affecting the general
principle of diversity" should see him
as soon as possible.

EPA will become a more active

agency under the direction of the

Carter administratioa He observed

that "every instance that I have seen'

in the last several months in dealing

with government officials indicates

that they and the President are very

sincere about support for en-

vironmental protection and dedicated

to different ways of conceiving of

problems and solutions."

Jorling holds both an advanced
degree in Ecology and a law degree
and has used his combined degrees

several times before in Washington,
D.C. From 1960-72, be served as the

Minority Counsel for the Committee
on Public Works in the Senate. That
committee was responsible for most
of the laws under which the EPA now
works. For a year before that, he was
the Assistant General Counsel for the

Smithsonian Institute and from 1966-

68, he was the Attorney-Advisor for

the Solicitor's office of the Depart-

ment of the Interior. Jorling, 35 has
been at Williams since 1972.

Jorling participated in the in-

stitution of a special program and
Center for Environmental Studies at

Williams. Under his direction, the

center has grown to include three

major facilities: the Envbonmental
Analysis Laboratory which permits a

full range of chemical and physical

analyses of water, soil and biological

material; the Environmental
Documents Library: and a 1600 acre

woodland, the Hopkins Memorial
Forest, which is a living resource for a
wide variety of projects at Williams.

Henry Art, Assistant Director of

Research at the center, will assume
JorUng' s responsibilities at the center

next year.

Major exercise revised
The Committee on Educational

Policy virill recommend that the senior

major exercise be made optional at

the faculty meeting Wednesday. The
move came after the faculty voted 47-

37 to make the exercise optional "de
jure" rather than optional "de facto."

The committee will work on the

precise wording of a resolution at its

meeting Monday.
Despite the apparent mandate,

committee members are not sure that

their resolution will pass.

The CEP noted discrepancies
between the various departments and
resolved that it should do something.

Some departments offered com-
prehensive examinations, while other
required no extra work. When it

looked at the faculty legislation,

however, it could not decide what they

had originally iintended. Rather than
make an arbitrary interpretation, it

consulted the faculty.

According to the Gates Report, the

major exercise has been the subject of

"widespread dissatisfaction" for at

least the last ten years. Under the

late-William B. Gates' chairmanship
the committee sought first to prohibit

and then to make optional the major
exercise.

housing situation, Roosenraad noted.

Roosenraad recognized several

trends in this year's inclusion process.

First choice applications to Row
Houses were fewer than last year,

presumably because Dodd and Tyler,

which offer Row-House like ac-

commodations, were separated from
Fitch and Prospect Fewer groups of

Fuel budget stays intact

Kelly, Lissock win council posts
by Ray DeMeo

The College Council elected Wed-
nesday night. Junior Harry Kelly as

Treasurer and Freshman Mike
Lissack as Secretary for the 1977-78

school year. Representatives also

discussed entertainment alternatives

for Spring weekend, including the

possibility of an ACEC-organized

Spring concert.

Harry Kelly replaces Clarence Otis

as Treasurer after defeating Charles

Sanders for the post in a Council

election. Mike Lissack, running

unopposed, r^eived the Council's

unanimous approval as Secretary.

The Elections Committee recom-

mended Kelly, Lissack and Sanders

after interviewing and reviewing the

applications of several prospective

candidates for both offices.

The Council devoted a large

segment of Wednesday night's

meeting to the question of Spring

weekend entertainment. ACEC
Chairman Jim Bowe explained that a

Spring concert featuring a "major
band" would require a minimum
allocation of $2,500 from the treasury.

While many representatives were

enthusiastic with the idea of a major
Spring Concert, Treasurer Clarence

Otis noted that since only $3,200

remains in the treasury, and since

certain groups have allocations still

forthcoming, Bowe's request of $2,500

was "stretching it a little." The
Council defeated a motion by Don
Tourney to grant the desired amount
to the ACEC.

Members considered alternatives to

a major concert. Jeff Verney
suggested that the ACEC and WHEW
might combine forces to schedule a

dance concert featuring a major
band. WHEW is already funded to

provide Spring weekend en-

tertainment on a smaller scale. The
Council then accepted a motion from
Andy Goodell, calling for the ACEC
and WHEW to meet jointly with the

Finance Committee next week, and

for the two groups to arrive with

"concrete proposals" at the Council's

next meeting.

In discussion of ACEC financing,

Goodell criticized the "slowness" with

which the committee provided its

budgeting figures. Conceding this

point, Bowe pointed to a "lack of

coordination" in the college regarding

the organization of entertainment,

and suggested the possibility of

creating a paid "ombudsman" to

oversee financial proceedings.

Council President Tom Herwitz
supported this idea, and pointed to the

need of establishing an ACEC
business manager.
In other debate Wednesday night,

representatives accepted a motion
from Cliff Mitchell calling for

Director of Food Services Ross Keller

to "open his books" to the College

Council. Mitchell accused Keller of

"working entirely in the dark" in his

budgeting procedures. He was
prompted to his criticism by Don
Toumey's report that Keller had

denied the Food Service Committee
access to specific food budget data for

residential houses.

"At this point, unless we have some
unfortunate weather, we should be

able to come in within our operating

budget," said Director of Physical

Plant Peter Welanetz about heating

costs at Williams.

"We have had a considerably more
severe winter," Welanetz stated. He
noted that this winter had been 12 per

cent colder than last, with a 514

degree-day difference. He remarked

that unusually warm days last month

were too short to have affected the

overall trend.

Fuel consumption this year in-

creased less than 2 per cent, however,

from 968,951 gallons to 987,415 gallons,

even though the previous winter had

been slightly warmer than average.

Welanetz cited a variety of energy
conservation measures accounting for

the lower consumption. Overall costs

of heating went up this winter as the

price of fuel oil went from 27.8c to

33.5c per gallon. The increase had
been expected and budgeted for,

Welanetz said.

"I don't think any serious ideas

about energy conservation should k>e

overlooked," stated Welanetz. But, he
cautioned, "we have to be pretty

careful how we approach energy
conservation measures," as hasty

mistakes would be expensive. He
noted that his department has im-

plemented most of the "obvious"
conservation measures, and further

steps will require capital outlay.

Tom Herwitz announced that self-

nominations for the Finance Com-
mittee will remain open until noon on

Monday, ApiiLll. The Council will

elect new committee meml>ers at its

meeting on Wednesday, to t>e held in

Room C of Greylock.

TiM dials ami twHdiM In tha itaam plant halp monttv aMwiy i

clock. ^ (photo by Oattgen)
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A Cry for Reform
Now that the flurry of pohtical activity preceding spring

Jsreak has given way to concern over impending school work
and maintaining suntans, it is possible to put these events into

perspective.

So far, the political history of 1977 here features student

outrage over a CAP tenure decision ; the defeat of a CC con-

stitution referendum ; the secession of Gladden House from the

council; a swollen list of candidates for CC president with
campaign mottos ranging from "reform" to "revolt" to "who
cares?"; and a forum seeking a new form of student govern-
ment.

Although the political atmosphere on campus has returned
to normal, the events of the last three months spell out a general
dissatisfaction with student government at Williams. Some
important lessons emerged from this episode that new CG of-

ficers and committee members should consider as they settle

into their positions.

(1) No student consensus exists on the form and function

of student government. Gladden House's search for one alter-

native system that represents the entire student body is doomed
to failure, for the student body encompasses a vast range of

attitudes.

(2) The problem reformers should address is not how
representatives are selected, rather how delegates perceive
and carry out their functions. Gladden House complained that

members of the CC did not represent the students yet no new
selection process or structure guarantees improvement.
Reformers would be mo^e productiveby putting pressure on the
current system rather than looking for a new system.

(3) Students are finally becoming aware that student-
faculty committees hold more power than the College Council.
The committees have the authorization to make the major
changes. The council plays the important role of linking these
committees to the student body. A key to improving the council
is strengthening the links between the committees, the council

and the students.

(4) Dissatisfaction seems to stem from students' lack of

information about what is agoing on in the government here.
Students complain that they don't find out about a process until

it is too late. Both the studentsand the council are to blame for

the sense of powerlessness that results. Students need to take
greater initiative in understanding the procedures that

Williams uses; council representatives and com-
mitteemembers must share their knowledge with constituents.

Raising student awareness is a prerequisite for expanding
student power. .

The results of the presidential election reflect the prevailing

mood on campus. By electing Tom Herwitz, students have
rejected revolution and accepted reform from within.

Hopefully, this call for reform will not be forgotten as the events
of early 1977 fade from memory.

J.C.

News and Notes
From Career Counseling

SENIORS

Seniors who are accepting job

offers—please tell OCC! Not only

do we use the data (anonymously)

to keep informed of the market, but

we really are interested in knowing

what you will be doing next year.

FULL-TIME JOBS

Psychology Research Assistant at

the University of Nevada.

Towle Manufacturing Company in

Newburyport, MA has openings for

sales trainees.

IF YOU'RE LOOKING
FOR ANY KIND OF JOB

Continue to check notices in the

Direct Application, Summer Jobs,

Internships, and Time-Out

notebooks for announcements old

and new.

SUMMER INTERNSHIP
10-12 weeks at the Adirondack

Park Agency in Raybrook, N.Y.

working on a Study to establish

bicycle routes throughout the

Park. 2-3 volunteer openings for

those interested in History and-or

Natural Resources.

MUNICIPAL JOBS
IN NEW ENGLAND

The New England Municipal
Center in Durham, N.H. operates a

job l>ank that tries to match up

your resume with administrative,

professional, & technical openings

as they are requested from N.E.

municipalities. See Direct Ap-

plication Notebook.

FOCUS/Andy O'Donnell

What Price Division 1 ?

"No coach, no owner, no gtnaral

manager can control hiB destiny in the

pros. Ifyou like being a puppet, great.

Not me. If I am going to be blamed for

a decision, I want it to be my
decision."

., ^N«d Harkness... iiL .^i)»cU.

Illustrated. 2-7-77

It was his decision and he was

blamed for it, but the real loser may
well turn out to be the Union hockey

program that he worked so hard to

establish.

Three weeks ago, as Williams

students packed their bags for spring

vacation. Union hockey coach Ned
Harkness received a vacation of sorts

himself. Acting upon a letter received

from Williams President John
Chandler detailing an alledged

recruiting violation by Harkness,

Union President Thomas N. Bohner
slapped the high powered 58 year old

coach with a two- week suspension

from his coaching duties.

The suspension further compounded
an already volatile situation in

Schenectady and unleashed a flood of

newspaper publicity praising

Harkness' gung-ho attitude towards

winning and criticizing Williams'

behavior and the rules of the New
England Small College Athletic

Conference (NESCAC), to which both

Williams and Union belong and >vhose

rules Harkness was found to violate.

Few of the comments reflect a clear

understanding of the philosophy
behind the NESCAC, however, and

most revel in Harkness' success while

dismissing his violation as a minor

mistake that pales in light of his

"miraculous" (Bonner's term) 40-6-1

record at Union. Quite frankly, I find

this attitude extremely dismaying.

Last April Harkness visited a

Canadian youth at his home for the

purpose of explaining the financial aid

possibilities that exist at Union.

Williams officials learned of the visit

the following fall and notified then-

Vnion Athletics Director Tom Kir-

shner that such visits violated

NESCAC recruiting rules. Kirshner

approached Harkness about the

matter and also notified Bonner.

Harkness told both that there was no

truth to the allegation that he visited

the boy's home.

Two days after Union lost to

Merrimack in the finals of the ECAC
Division II tournament Bonner
received Chandler's letter. Harkness

was again questioned and this time

admitted both to the violation and to

an initial cover-up. Bonner then

suspended his coach pending review

of the matter with the executive

committee of the Union trustees.

"I lied, but I lied to save my
hockey program," Harkness told the

Albany Times-Union. "I lied to Dr.

Bonner, but I lied for a reason When
Dr. Bonner asked me if I had visited

the boy in the fall, I told him 'No, I

didn't' " But at that time in November
this was a hostile campus when it

came to Ned Harkness and the Union

College hockey team.

"So I weighed all the factors. If I

told Dr. Bonner the truth, my entire

hockey program would have been

ruptured. We would never have gotten

our season off the ground This way
they buried me, but they didn't bury

my season or my players. It was a

calculated risk, and I lost.

"I think the penalty was worse than

the crime, but so be it. It was
something wrong, but it wasn't
murder. I'll pay the price."

In each of his interviews, Harkness
continually emphasized his team's

success and his desire to enter

Division I as soon as possible. You
have to make a choice between a

winning program and rules that in-

terfere with the success of that

program, he seemed to be implying.

Letters: Coaches, new CC
Peck on CAP input

To the editor:

I should like to respond to the recent

letter by Chris Vogelsang in the

March 8 issue of the Williams Record.

Chris's letter is somewhat inac-

curate as there are three means by

which student input is received into

the department. The first is through

the informal contacts that students

have with "senior staff" which are

collected each year at the time that I

must write my CAP memo recom-
mendiflg department members for

continuing appointments. The second

opportunity is through a departmental

questionnaire which is handed out to

students in physical education
classes. The use of this questionnaire,

as is the case with the whole faculty, is

purely voluntary. A staff member
may use the questionnaire and may
share the results with the department
chairman if the staff member so

chooses. The third method which was
instituted this year is a method by
which the department chairman in-

terviews selected students. This past

fall I interviewed twenty-two (22)

students in connection with three staff

members whose contracts were to be
renewed or who had the possibility for

promotion. I believe this was a

thorough process as regards these

particular staff persons. The method
was found to be very helpful to the

department chairman in making
more definitive judgements about
staff persons.

Sincerely yours,

Robert R. Peck
Chairman, Department of

Physical Education

Kelly supports CC
To the editor:

After three weeks of difficult and
divisive campaigning, Tom Herwitz
has won a resounding victory as
president. He faces immediately two

enormous challenges: first, con-

vincing the administration of the need
for serious reform and second, con-

vincing the student body of the need
for unity and perseverance in the

students' rights movement here. It is

not going to be easy, this con-

frontation with the powers that be,

and Tom will require the support of us

all to face the challenges ahead.

We presently are divided into a

number of antagonistic groups: those

who want to reform the council as

their immediate goal, those who want
to radicalize the campus root-and-

branch, those who seek profound but

more modest change, and finally,

those who don't care. The nature of

people makes it hard to unite quickly

after hard opposition, but the facts are
that egotism in the form of non-

cooperation is unproductive and
unfair, especially to Tom, who has
worked hard for his victory. He won
fair and square and deserves our
support. None of us will ever be
completely satisfied, but the rules of

the game demand that we give him
our support nonetheless. Our
movement may fade like so many
here before, but if we forget our dif-

ferences and support Tom with our
advice and action, what we begin this

month will not be silenced easily.

I thank those people who supported
me; your votes of confidence are an
honor I won't ever forget. However,
defeat is no excuse for disappointment
and withdrawal. We must be true to

our votes to reform, and make the

election only a beginning. There are,

in the future, great benefits for us all,

but only if we cooperate. The ad-

ministration will only bend when
confronted by the anger of 1900

mobilized students. If we honor our
commitment made in our vote, then
the election's result should only steel

our determination. Tom Herwitz has
earned our support—let's bury our
differences and support with all our
strength the man we've elected
President.

Good luck, Tom!
Harry J. Kelly

And he found support m the press.

"I'm a competitor," he would
repeat. "I don't want to see the boy go
somewhere else when I'm recruiting.

Maybe if we'd had a 5-10 season,

everyone would have been happy."
"The athletic rules of the NESCAC

are .as ancient as the cornerstones of

their first buildings," wrote the

Albany paper.

"The suspension of Ned Harkness
represents everything that is

hypocritical, self-serving, and petty

about college athletics," wrote John
Powers in the Boston Globe. The
affair constitutes "a crossfire of

jealousy and greed that is quite un-

seemly for a conference— the
NESCAC—with such lofty prin-

ciples."

"Williams spent a year putting this

together," Harkness charged.

Nothing could be farther from the

truth. The trouble with such criticism

is that it views the NESCAC through
NCAA glasses. And the two don't

always dance to the same tune.

Point 1: Williams was not a tattle-

tale, as Powers implies The NESCAC
does not operate like the NCAA
regarding rule violations. It does not

hire investigators or conduct grand
jury extravaganzas.. Instead, it works
on a system of trust and honor in

which league schools are left to police

themselves.

If school A obtains information that

school B has violated an NESCAC
rule, for instance, it then relays that

information, even if somewhat
heresay, to the athletic department of

school B. The athletic director of B
then confers with the coaches of the

sport under question and reports back

to A. If B reports that he found no

evidence to support the allegation,

then his word is accepted and the

matter dropped. If he confirms the

allegation, the matter is reported

verbally to all NESCAC officials at

their annual meeting. Disposition of

the violation is left to the offending

school, however.

Point 2: Against this background, it

is clear that Harkness' real mistake

was not his violation of the NESCAC
rule but rather his cover-up of that

violation. There is evidence that he

was unaware of the rule initially. But
in lying to his president and athletic

director he put them in the unwitting

position of seriously misrepresenting

the case to fellow NESCAC schools

and effectively undermined trust both

in them and the conference.
The sad irony of the entire situation

is that Harkness achieved the success

he so dearly sought, but he may have

achieved it at the expense of his

hockey program. At the least, a grim

shadow hangs over his chances of

going Division I.

On the heels of the Harkness
suspension however. Union's Director

of Admissions resigned his post last

week after being suspended following

discovery of an "admissions
irregularity" reportedly involving a

freshman member of the hockey

team.

And following the Middlebury-
Union hockey game in January,

Middlebury President Olin Robison

decided to cancel hockey games with

Union "for the foreseeable future",

citing the "apparent incompatability

of philosophies and aims of policies

and programs" as the reason for his

"uncommon" move.
Late last week the trustee s

executive committee lifted Harkness'

suspension and recommended that

Union pull out of the NESCAC. Many
faculty members were reportedly

stunned at the committee's

statement, which mentioned neither

Harkness' suspension nor his lying. A
vote on the proposal Is due next week.

The Log committfee is now ac-

cepting applications for the

position of Log manager for the

1977^8 school year. Applications

are available at The Log during

regular evening hours and must be

completed and returned by Tues.,

April 19. Contact Gene Falk (2231)

for further information.
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fpoint: The truth about a Monster Enemy

.P. Stevens rebuttal
by Rick Lane

page on February 15, 1977,

a strongly worded but often

sly unqualified "Viewpoint"
or help in a nationwide
of J. P. Stevens textile

Most Williams students who
article probably finished it

>y the atrocities attributed to

Ifork based firm. Anyone who
an unconvincing lecture on
and the union movement in

given in the preceding week

iCTWU has acted

allous, impersonal,

lous *manner in its

isingly desperate

pts to organize-

Stevens & Co.

m representative who himself

er so much as been in the

luch less a textile factory—on
'hich he was so presumptuous
SB judgment—was certain to

he "Viewpoint" somewhat
1 and disappointed: offended

liams students might be ex-

to swallow such simplistic

nda "hook, line, and sinker;"

ippointed in the difficulty of

a straight story about the

)r at least a rebuttal dealing

ccurately. Currently weary of

nulled over pages of union and

y commentary, I shall only

ualify, correct, and put into

:tive the information
ily published here,

pansionistic nation clothes in

hetoric its efforts to increase

r and influence, and it creates

us, impersonal, malicious
of obstructions to that power
;nemy). The Amalgamated
; and Textile Workers Union
U), AFL-CIOhas itself acted

a manner in its attempt to

s J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc.,

a growing anti-union sen-

nationally—the percentage of

ntry's labor force belonging to

las dropged 12 per cent over

ast 20 years—and the

nally strong anti-union feeling

south. ACTWU's 14-year old

inst Stevens has become more
re desperate.

loral clothing is apparent as

an, in the words of one of its

ategy memoranda, seeks to

lit the Stevens name to the

and as the Union appeals to

s organizations for support,

ne crusader-union was forced

Kleral Court recently to pay

lion for deliberate destruction

lyser-Roth plant in Dayton,

ee. It was found guilty in 1974

National Labor Relations

NLRB) of refusing to meet

the bargaining agent

iting its own employees. In

her similar case, the Southen'

lion, acting as the bargaining

agent for AC^WU employees
denounced the Union's indifference to

its dues-paying members' concerns,

maintaining that, "The very union

which cries out for assistance from
the American Catholic Bishops
against an employer such as Farah
Manufacturing Company has turned

to tactics agaiflBt-itfi owp employees
which are analogous in every respect

to those it accuses Farah of em-
ploying." The Clothing and Textile

Workers Unions cracked Farah with a

consumer boycott in 1974. Now it

wants J. P. Stevens.

The available union literature seeks

in every way to depict J. P. Stevens as

a "Monster Eneiny." The summary
thereof presented on this page two
months ago contained many fallacies

and unqualified statements.

The article begins with a moving
statement by Boyd Leedon, a former
NLRB chairman. Mr. Leedon held his

position during the Eisenhower ad-

ministration. Any remark by him as

NLRB chairman would have to be

considered somewhat dated, to say

the least.

The article proceeds with its in-

dictment by declaring that "J. P.

Stevens busts unions, runs unsafe

factories, pays substandard wages,
and discriminates against black and
female employees." Completely
unqualified reference is made also to

federal convictions of price-fixings,

wiretapping of Union organizers, and
tax "evasion". The qualified evidence

includes the following:

—Whereas there have been 15

NLRB decisions against J. P. Stevens

in its history, there have been 18

Labor Board decisions against the

Union. Some unions have had, in-

cidentally, more NLRB rulings

against them in a year than Stevens

has had in its lifetime.

—The February 15 "Viewpoint"

stated that, "Cotton dust levels in

Stevens plants are three times the

Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) standard."

The available union literature itself

cites this as the case in only one of

Stevens 85 plants. Not unsensitive to

employee safety, Stevens has a major
program underway to meet the OSHA
requirements for cotton dust control

on the required schedule; meanwhile,

the Company provides respirators for

employees in critical areas. As to

noise levels, the problem is industry-

wide, and Stevens will continue to

supply employees with hearing

protection until machinery technology

is improved. Of the 41 industries in-

cluded in National Safety Council

evaluations, textiles rank fourth

safest in number of lost-time ac-

cidents. In lost-time accidents Stevens

stands consistently with the leaders of

the industry.

—The article printed here main-

tained that "Stevens wages are 30 per

cent below the national average of

$4.60 an hour." In fact, they are 13 per

cent below at $3.98 an hour.

—Allegations that it is Stevens

practice to discriminate against
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minorities and women seem quite

weak when viewed along with the

facts: Minorities comprised in 1976 23

per cent of Stevens work force as

opposed to 11 per cent of all employees

of manufacturing in general, ac-

cording to Bureau of Labor Statistics;

Stevens work force is 42 per cent

female, compared with 29 per cent in

manufacturing as a whole. It should

also be noted that J. P. Stevens, Inc.

has contributed to date nearly a

quarter of a million dollars to the

United Negro College Fund. Its

contributions date back to 1955.

—With regard to the 1964 price-

fixing conviction involving one

Stevens employee and employees of a

number of other companies making
industrial fiberglass products, the

government attorney handling the

case stated in court that Stevens

senior management did not have

knowledge of and had not approved

the actions of the employee involved.

With regard to the 1973 wiretapping

case involving two Stevens,employees

indicted for the bugging of a union

organizer's motel room, the U.S.

prosecuting attorneys neither alleged

nor implied that the company had
responsibility for it. The company
maintains in a statement to its

stockholders that it "did not know
about the incident prior to its oc-

currence, did not authorize or approve
it, and does not condone conduct of

that kind." Finally, with regard to the

charge of tax evasion, investigation

beyond Union literature shows that J.

P. Stevens has never been accused of

willful intent to avoid the payment of

Thus, as with most stories of UFO's,
phantoms, and creatures of the

dismal swamplands of the Carolinas,

the ACTWU tales about its new
Monster Enemy need to be scrutinized

carefully and viewed in their own
context, and in consideration of

ACTWU's ultimate power-centered

goals. Though Williams students are

'Minorities comprised

in 1976 23 percent of

Stevens work-force as

opposed to 11 percent

of all employees

in manufacturing in

general.

'

usually held to be liberal-minded, we
must not allow ourselves to be

regarded as naive and vulnerable to

pure propaganda from any side of an

argument. The February 15 article

calling for help in the boycott of J. P.

Stevens products appeals to our

naivete. Taking a moment to look at

the facts as they actually stand in

context, one sees that J. P. Stevens'

record is not lily-white but is not out of

line with that of the average "Fortune
500" corporation, which can hardly

produce anything without opening

itself to some sort of criticism.

A boycott of J. P. Stevens products,

for the advancement of the

Amalgamated Clothing and Textile

Workers Union—itself out of tune with

a "humane, civilized approach" to

industrial and employee relations—is

not justifiable.

Viewpoint: When will it all end?

Black basketball
by Tony Cornett

Recently, both of Williams College's

basketball teams ended their seasons.

As has been the case in all but one of

the past five seasons, the season

ended without there being a black

athlete on the varsity basketball

team. Why? If I were a white racist I

would say that the black athletes here

at Williams are not capable of

playing, but are still trying to par-

ticipate in the basketball program.
The general consensus of the cross-

section of people I have spoken with is

that black athletes here at Williams

who have tried, unsuccessfully, to

play basketball in the program have

been good enough and would have
played if circumstances were dif-

ferent (e.g. had they not been black).

This feeling is contrary to the belief

of the Williams College basketball

system. Their belief, as shown
through their selection of players and
recruiting process, is that black

athletes here are not capable of

playing, but should be allowed to

participate in the program anyway
(i.e. pick up warmups at half-time,

exist as practice personnel, and cheer

for an inferior white player on the

floor).

As a concerned black athlete who

became tired of participating in the

Williams College basketball system, I

can say that being black does in-

fluence one's status in the system.

Being black means that one's

mistakes are weighed more heavily

than those of white teammates. Two
of the most stressed components in

the Williams College basketball

system are team unity and team
contribution. I must say, it is very

difficult to contribute when being

scolded by a teammate is condoned by
the system.

As one can see, there is a main-

stream of hypocrisy within the system
which originates at the top. It is very

difficult for a coach to emphasize

unity among team members while

allowing a man's color to determine

the extent of playing time he receives.

It is obvious that this hypocritical

practice of the Williams College

basketball system must be stopped. If

these racist policies are allowed to

continue, pressure to change them
must be exerted on the system. If the

urgings of those concerned are

ignored by certain individuals in the

system, they should be removed from
their positions. Hopefully, the

revamped program will allow those

with the talent and desire to play

varsity basketball a fair chance.

Career discoveries program

spends break in Boston
"These trips are an attempt to add a

new dimension to our Career
Discoveries program," stated Office

of Career Counseling Director Mary
Margaret Sloane in describing the

latest of the job hunting field trips

sponsored by her office. For several

days during spring break twelve

TOOMERVILLE
TROLLEY

REeORK
78 Water St., Williamstown

For the harder-to-find album:

Dolphy "Last Data"

Kaggaa imports '

Rollins "Way Out Wait"
How to Ctianga a Flat TIrt

Batty Cartar

Jobn Martyn
Oiarlia Faathari

10-5:30AAon-Sat8iFri 'tills

Williams students plied the'streets of

Boston visiting corporations and
agencies involved in urban planning

and environmental affairs.

According to Sloane, the Boston

trip, and an earlier field trip to

Hartford which examined op-

portunities in business, were made
possible largely through the efforts of

alumni. She cited Halley Moriyama
'70, a senior planner at En-
vironmental Research and
Technology (ERT), as being in-

strumental in organizing the Boston

trip.

The corporations and agencies

visited by students in Boston included

ERT, Harbridge House, Boston
Edison, Office of State Planning,

Metropolitan Area Planning Council,

Boston Redevelqpment Authority and

Nature Conservancy.

One student remarked that while

the trip did not provide a ticket to job

opportunities it was highly useful in

provoking ideas and in getting advice

on how to go about getting a job in

planning. Another student suted,

"We found out that it's important to

t— OCC paga (iva
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Zen, surreal photos comprise exhibit
An exhibition of the photographs of

Ralph Eugene Meatyard opened at

the Williams College Museum of Art

Monday, April 4. The exhibit will

remain on view through April 25.

Spanning the years 1956-68, the 35

photographs chosen for the show
figure primarily from Meatyard's

work with Surreal and Zen images.

The prints in the exhibition were
developed by the photographer's son

Christopher, from his father's

negatives. The Meatyard family was
also involved in the selection of the

images for the show and the in-

formation for the catalogue which
accoinpanies the exhibition.

Meatyard, who died in 1972, was an
established member of the con-

temporary photographic world. His

work is represented in many major
photographic collections in America,
including the International Museum
of Photography at George Eastman

House, the Boston Museum of Fine
Arts, and the Metropolitan Museum of

Art. The photographer was a student

at Williams in 1943 as a member of the

Navy's V-12 program.

The exhibition and catalogue were
prepared by Susan D. Peters, a

student in the graduate program in

the History of Art at Williams College

and the Clark Art Institute.

Clark displays exhibit of fruit

and flower arrangements
An exhibition of decorative flower

and fruit arrangements has just

opened at the Clark Art Institute.

Consisting of forty-one prints,

drawings, and watercolors, the

colorful display demonstrates the

fascination creative people have felt

for fruit and flowers from the

seventeenth century to the modem
period. Artists of many nationalities

are represented: English, French,

<f,:^mir:^^

V^^:^ if^;^

This watercolor by Pierre Francois Le Grand (French, late 18th century) Is on
view at the Sterling and Franclne Clark Art Institute with the exhibition

"Decorative Flower and Fruit Arrangements," circulated by The Hunt In-

stitute for Botanical Documentation, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh.

Now in: 'The Sword of Shannara'

C021S
DoiuGi noK nou MC
'luiMonnm; luai MM

Billed as fhe successor

fo fhe Tolkein frllogyl

Cornell Law School

Undergraduate Prelaw Program
June 27 to August 9, 1977

A demanding six-week credit

program for college students

who want to learn what law

school is like.

futtlwirFor fuctb^ information write to Deputy
Dean J. T. Younger, Cornell Law School
Myron Taylor Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853

German, Japanese, Austrian, Dutch,

Czechoslovakian, and Americaa A
wide range of flowers is illustrated,

including camillias, mums, dahlias,

oleander, tulips, and roses, most of

which are displayed in bouquets. Of

particular interest are an
arrangement of South African
flowers, a contemporary Japanese
engraving of wild flowers, and a pair

of hand-colored mezzotints of two of

Jan van Huysum's exactingly detailed

paintings, one a flower piece, the

other a fruit piece.

This exhibition of fruit and flower

representations is being circulated by
the Hunt Institute for Botanical

Documentation of the Carnegie
Mellon University in Pittsburgh and
will be on view at the Clark Art In-

stitute through Afiril 24.

The MIddlebury College Activities Board is sponsoring Its Third Annual Folk

and Bluegrass Festival and Campatitionon^Anrll 29 and 30, 1977. All folk «nd-or

bluegrass musicians are welcome^^The contest) will be limited to the first 3S

performers to apply. There will be MOO in ,prlies awarded,

write to: Folk and Bluegrass Festival, Bo4 C2099, MIddlebury College, MId-

dlebury, Vt. 05253. \

Brooke named to head Clark
David S. Brooke, Director of the

Currier Gallery of Art in Manchester,

New Hampshire, has been appointed

Director of the Sterling and Francine

Clark Art Institute. Talcott M. Banks,

President of the Institute's Board of

Trustees, said the appointment will be

effective September l.^Bpooke suc-

ceeds George Heard Hamilton who
will retire June 30.

In commenting on Brooke's ap-

pointment, Banks said, "Shortly after

Hamilton announced his intention to

retire more than a year ago, the In-

stitute's Trustees began a search for

his successor that extended
throughout the United States and
abroad.

"We are delighted with David

Brook's appointment," Banks con-

tinued, "and we are confident he is the

person best qualified to provide the

distinguished leadership required for

the Institute's continued develop-

ment."
Brooke was bom in Walton-on-

Thames, Surrey, England, and at-'

tended the Charterhouse School in

England from 1944 to 1949. After

serving as a lieutenant in the British

Army and a member of the

Metropolitan Police of London, he

attended Harvard University, where
he received his A.B. in Fine Arts

magna cum laude in 1958. He was
awarded an M.A. from Harvard's

Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

in 1963.

Brooke took the Fogg Museum
Course while working on his master's

at Harvard and was the Assistant

Curator of the University Loan
Department of the Fogg for two years.

In 1963 he became the Assistant to the

Director of the Smith College Museum
of Art, and in 1965 the Curator of the

Art Gallery of Ontario. He has been
the Director of the Currier Gallery of

Art since 1968.

Plonetarium show continues
"The People," an astronomy

program about American Indian

concepts of the sky shown at the

Milham Planetarium in the Old

Hopkins Observatory will be extended

through the end of the college

Photos focus on houses
An exhibition of photographs of

recent New England houses is

currently on display in the Rotunda of

the Williams College Museum of Art.

The houses, the oldest of which dates

back ten years, were built and
designed by architects living in the

region. ^

The 17 houses shown were chosen

for the variety of locations, building

forms and types, and budgets. In-

cluded in the exhibition are

photographs of a Cape Cod house that

evokes the image of a fleet of sails, a

house slung from a pair of towers that

rises from the edge of a marsh, and

examples of high-density housing

clusters

.

semester due to unprecedented
popular demand. The program, which
originated in the fall and has been

extended twice already, will continue

showing Fridays at 7:30 p.m.

"The People" tells of myths and
poetry from 16 different Indian

nations. Its script was authenticated

by a team of Native Americans, an-

thropologists, and astronomers. The
show was developed by the Hansen
Planetarium of Salt Lake City under a

bicentennial grant from the National

Endowment for the Humanities.

The show, free and open to the

public, is completely booked on

Fridays through April 15. To reserve

seats for later in the spring, or to

arrange for private group or school

showings at other times, call 597-2188.

fhe. COHAGE ^Kirt

featuring

Laura Ashley fabrics.

Khaki and more . . ,

apre-S&v print" co1?i-oji ^Ktft/ ^^

63 Water street

Wllllamstown, Mass.
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Ruggtrs go for • stroll among tlit tulips
(photo by Oettgen)

IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO STUDY
NEXT FALL, NEXT SPRING, ALL YEAR

AT THE UNIVERSITIES OF

LONDON—PARIS—MADRID
ACADEMIC YEAR ABROAD

221 E. 50 St., NYC, NY 10022

WINNER OF 3 ACADEMY
AWARDS. BEST PICTURE,

Director & Film Editing

mPlMmM

WINNEROF4
ACADEMY AWARDS

Best Actor

Actress, Supporting

Actress, Screenplay

Rte. i7A

CINEMA I CINEMA2
7th week Heldover

7:008.9:15 7:158.9:30

BENNINGTON VERMONT Tel. (802) 442-8179

Where else can you stu(jy dance

and be In the undergraduate prelaw

progrann or fulfill a premed -

requirement and take a course in

transfer lithography with

interesting and exciting people

in a setting of hills, lakes,

gorges, and waterfalls?

Fulfill requirements, complete

courses in order to accelerate, or

simply take the tioie to study those

extraordinary things for which

you've never before had the time.

Request an Announcement and see

for yourself all the reasons why

we're where you should be this

summer.

Cornell University Summer Session,

111 Day Hall, Ithaca, New York 14853

-WHSHIIB—
65 file hbuse transfer applications
Associate Dean Oris T. Roosenraad told the Housing Com-

mittee Monday tiiat 65 students filed house transfer applications. "All

but 14 of the applicants listed Dodd-Tyler or Row Houses as their first

choice," Roosenraad said.

Roosenraad noted that the committee could grant the first choices of the

fourteen applications to the Berlcshire Quad, Greylock and Mission Parl( but

that the remainder of the applicants would most likely end up in their fourth

or fifth choice housing categories.

Roosenraad told the committee that he had informed the CUL of this

^pected outcome that afternooa Accordinglo the Deaa the CUL would not
permit the Housing Committee to use spaces presently reserved for trans-

fers to the College and exchange students for interhouse transfers. This

change would have enabled the committee to grant a greater number of first

and second choice transfer requests.
I

The transfers will be run on the computer this ^k'eek and the committee
will meet again next week to review the outcome.

Cantelon to teach in Japan
Philip L. Cantelon, Visiting Lecturer in History and Director, Williams

College Oral History Project, has won a Fulbright-Hays Senior Lectureship

to teach American history for 10 months in Japan. The award was made by
the Board of Foreign Scholarships and the Department of State, and an-

nounced by the Council for International Exchange of Scholars.

Under the exchange program, Cantelon will spend from April 1978 to

January 1979 lecturing on American history and contemporary American
civilization at universities in either Tokyo or on the southern island of

Kyushu. He will also consult with Japanese faculty on developing an
American studies curriculum.

The Fulbright-Hays awards were established by Congress jn 1%1 to

"increase the mutual understanding between people of the United States and
people of other countries" through the exchange of students, researchers,

educators and ci;eative artists.

Students receive research grants
Fifteen students under the direction of Henry Art have received a

research grant of $28,640 in the field of Interdisciplinary Sciences from
National Science Foundation's Undergraduate Research Projects Program.

Under the program, students work directly with faculty members in

scientific research. According to the foundation, the primary objective of the

program is to provide promising students with firsthand experience in the

research process.

Wilirams Co-op
- '

_- _ . ^

r'-- '"',

All Senilis rackets
^ 30%

off list price

From April 1 through June 14, you can fly roundtrip from

New York to Luxembourg for only $410.

That's $89 less than the youth fare you'd pay on any

other scheduled airline. (From Chicago you pay $458 and

save $103.) All pu have to do is be under the age of 24.

There are no booking restrictions. And no skimping on

meals or service. Because we give you the same service

you'd get from other airlines, "without the same high costs.

So, if you're not flying Icelandic to Europe, you're

spending more than you have to.

We'll give you the best deal.

Save^9onjet fiares

toEuropeandbook
anytimeyouwant.

I
Icelandic Airlines, Dept. #CN i

630 Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10020

I See your travel agent. Or call toil free: (800) 555-1212.

I Please send information on all Icelandic's low-cost fares to Europe.

I !

I

I

I _
I

City

j Farts »ub)«t liich»n«f and (piVl approval

Name

Address

Stale Zip

Icelandic
Lowest Jet fares to Europe of any scheduled airline.

OCC initlafes

job field trips
OCC from p«g« ttira*

contact people, not organizations,

regarding jobs. The trip gave us

names to contact regarding jobe in

Boston planning." He added that the

places which were visited provided

several different perspectives on
issues such as the environment. "At
Bostoii Edison we iistened..to fouc...

power systems engineers blame the

EPA for high electricity rates so it

wasn't as if we just went and talked to

a bunch of Granola freaks."

A third student stated that the trip

was most helpful in determining

whether or not one was interested in

going into a particular field. She noted
that it was highly useful to be able to

go straight from one organization to

the next. "We got an excellent op-

portunity to compare and contriist

jobs in the public and private sec-

tors." _

Several students provided more
critical comments regarding certain

aspects of the field trip. "At a a few
places we got really hyped presen-

tations", one student remarked.
Another stated, "We were mostly

interested in what you could do with a

BA and some of the presentations,

especially Boston Edison's, were just

too t^hnical."

FRAME SHOP GALLERY

MAIN STREET '

WIILIAMSTOWN MASS 01?67

PAINTINGS, ANTIQUES PRIN'

University of Paris- Sorbonne

SUNY-NEWPALTZ
PROGRAM
7tliYEAR

Undergraduates in philosophy and
related majors earn 30-32 credits In

regular Sorbonne (Paris IV)

courses. SUNY-Parls IV

agreement insures students avoid

cumbersome pre-inscrlption and
attend Paris IV, not provincial

universities. Director assists with

housing, -programs, studies.

Orientation, language review.

Sept. 15 - June 15. Estimated living,

airfare, tuition, fees: $3400 N.Y.

residents; $3900 others. Aol. P.

Charlson, Philosophy Dept., S.U.C.

New Paltz, New York 12561 (914)

257-2696

KING'S LIQUOR

STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Williamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458-5948

Have a travel problem that you
cannot solve? Educational Flights

has, for 7 years, been helping

people In the academic community
get to Europe and the rest of the

world at minimum cost, with

maximum flexibility, and
minimum hassle. Call us, toll-free,

at 800-223-5569.

SQUARE DANCE
at Bennington College

Bennington, Vt.
featuring

APPLEJACK BAND* CALLER
8:30-9:00 Beginners

9-11 Others
$1.00 ADMISSION BRINO I.D.
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Ephs take seventh in NCAA meet;
Wild breaks College records

April t, I»77

by Dennis O'Shea

^
College record performances in five

events netted the men's swim team a

seventh place in the NCAA Division

III Championships held at Oberlin

College just before spring break. The
natators placed swimmers in the top

six in six different events but still

finished lower than ever before in the

meet's three year history.

The Ephs weren't the only ones to

swallow a substantial drop. St.

Lawrence University slid to sixth

place, only three points above
Williams, with essentially the same
swimmers that won them the team
title last year. Bowdoin, fourth in 1976,

fell from the top ten this year.

' Division III swimming came of age
with impressive team performances
by team champion Johns Hopkins
University, winners of six individual

events. Occidental, who earned all

three relay titles, and third place

Kenyon College. -

"AS a team our performances were
very good, although it may not be

reflected in the place we finally got,"

said Coach Carl Samuelson. "Those

who made it into the top six last year

often didn't even make top twelve."

Junior Phil Wild once again

spearheaded the Williams effort He

notched a pair of College records with

a fourth in the 100 freestyle an event

he won at New Englands and a sixth in

th^ 50. Wild also uncorked another

incredible series of relay per-

formances, posting the Ephs' top

splits on the fourth place 400 medley
relay and the fifth place 800 free relay,

both .College standard smashing
quartets, as well as the third place400

free relay foursome.

Don Cameron led off the medley
relay and picked up the squad's top

individual event place with a third in

the 100 backstroke. Stuart Deans
nabbed a tenth in the 1650 and lowered

the College 500 freestyle mark for the

fifth time in his three year career to

score a twelfth place.

Deans also joined Wild, freshman

Dave Amlicke and senior co-captain

Duff Anderson on an 800 relay that

averaged two seconds per swimmer
faster than the record quartet of just

two years ago.

Junior Guy Hodzer and soph Peter

Howd teamed up with AmUcke and

Wild in the 400 free relay, while

Hoelzer and Chris tllark swam with

Wild and Cameron on the medley.

Amlicke's ninth in the 100

backstroke and junior Payl vom
Eigen's tenth in the 200 breaststroke

rounded out the Williams scoring.
Th« Eph laxmtn opan thair homa SMnon against Sprlngfiald Coltegt at 2:00

tomorrow on Cole Field.

Stickmeh sport 2-2 record in Florida tourney; lose opener
"We did about as we anticipated,

and we're where we should be,"

reported lacrosse coach Renzie Lamb
after the stickmen returned from
their siH-ing break junket to the

Suncoast Lacrosse Tournament in

Tampa, Florida sporting a 2-2 record.

The varsity ten returns to the hard

realities of Williamstown's infamous

Indian Winter tomorrow with a 2 p.m.

face off against Springfield College

at Cole Field.

"Everybody played well, even in

the losses, and nobody got injured,"

and that's Lamb's idea of a profitable

southern jaunt. The Ephs put it to

Kenyon, 13-2, and RPI, 13-6, but got

put to by St. Lawrence, 20-11, and Air

Force, 14-6.

Senior captain Jamie Taylor, an All-

New England midfield selection last

year, dented the nets seven times and
collected three assists over the four

game stretch to pace the Purple

scoring. Sophomore Peter Thomsen
and junior Todd Eckerson, Lamb's

top two returning attackmen and last

spring's assist specialists, picked up
nine and eight points respectively.

Eckerson poured in five scores
against Kenyon in the top single game
effort.

Junior Dick Goodtiody and senior

Dave Moffitt, rotating into the attack

slot left vacant by the graduation of

All-New England creaseman Phil

Hartigan, provided the trip's most
pleasant surprise. The pair appeared
in the lineup only spottily last year,

but made the most of their new op-

portunity in Florida, combining for

nine goals and five assists.

The Ephmen downed tomorrow's

opponents, 18-4, last spring, and the

Chiefs lost Ambrose Orlando, their top

player and an All-New England
selection, but a couple of hot freshman
recruits make Springfield something

of an unknown quantity.

Batmen ready for opener

The laxmen surrendered an
early 5-2 lead over C. W. Post,

dropped to a 9-5 half-time deficit

and finally lost Wednesday's
regular season road opener, 15.-12.

"We played well offensively, but

defensive mistakes cost us the

game," said Coach Lamb. "We
figured seven or eight of their goals

were caused by mental or physical

mistakes or failure to pick up a

ground ball."

Post had previously lost to Yale

by only two goals, and to Harvard
by only one, and last year out

swam the Ephs, 15-7, through a

Cole Field downpour. Todd
Eckerson led Williams scoring

Wednesday with a pair of goals and
four assists, while Peter Thomsen
poured in four scores and a feed.

Frosh Gus Nuzzolese picked up two

and two.

Williams varsity lightweight crew practices In Washington, D.C.'t reflectory pool in preparation for

The Provident Mutual Cup race held Saturday. (photo by Gledhill)

Men's crew takes lead in Penn race
by Wit McKay

The Williams Men's crew swept the

second annual Provident Mutual Cup
race last Saturday in Philadelphia.

After only two weeks of training on the

Potomac in Washington, Williams

soundly thrashed crews from
yillanova and Drexel.
^ The first race, the varsity

heavyweight, opened after a false

start involving a collision between the

Drexel crew and a U.Penn. boat

cruising up the course. On the re-start

Villanova took half-a-boat length lead.

Under-stroking them by about four or

five strokes, at a 30, the Eph heavies

stayed with them, then pulled even by

the thousand meter mark. Williams

took a three-quarter length lead and

then held off a Villanova sprint to win

by a couple of seats, with the slower

Drexel boat over a minute behind.

After picking up his first place

medal at the line Gavin Watson went

off to replace injured lightweight

stroke Ramsey Stabler for his second

race of the day. John Farmakis sitting

in the three seat of the heavies in

place of injured sophomore John Huss
also took off to join the Frosh eight for

liis second race ever.

In the next event, the strong

Williams lights took the lead from the

start at 31 strokes per minute com-
pared to Villanova's 35. The purple

paddlers powered their way to a

length and a half Victory over the

Wildcats at the end of the 2,000 meter
course, and once again Drexel was out

of contention. Low, long stroking is

the key to coach Brian Dawe's
unorthodox style of rowing. It proved
very successful last Fall, gaining

Williams two bronze medals in

Boston's Head of the Charles.

The Freshmen raced the last event,

and won over Drexel this time, with

Villanova further back. The Williams

Freshmen also under-stroked their

competition, rowing the race at a 31.

The crew races today against Holy

Cross at Worcester, and then takes on

Conn. College a week from Saturday

at Pittsfield.

Coming off the best southern trip

ever, the Williams tiaseball team is

ready to face RPI in Troy, Wednesday
at 3 pm in the Eph's season opener.

The Ephmen went 4-5 against some of

the top teams in the South in their two

weeks pre-season Florida warm-up.

"This is the best southern trip we've

ever had," Coach Jim Briggs said.

"And that's in terms of not only win-

loss record ability. This is just an
excellent ball club."

Top returnees from last year's 9-13

RPI team, hard hit by graduation, are

second basemen John Gotschall ( .244)

shortstop Bill Mansell (.300) and third

baseman Neal Carney (.303).

Only two Williams players will man
the same positions as they did on last

year's 11-5-1 squad, for the best team
record in 20 years. Catcher and

captain Tom Redden, the only senior

on the team, batted .390 last season.

Women's lacrosse readies
Although they did not join Sk rest of

Williams in sunny Florida, the

women's lacrosse squad has been
hard at work for three weeks in

preparation for • Wednesday's
scrimmage against Springfield.

Eleven upperclassmen return from
last year's squad along with veteran

coach Linda Wilkins. Wilkins unsure
^f Wednesday's line-up, will be
counting on last year's all New
England standouts Maggie O'Brien,

Marcie Holmes, Mary Fish and Marty
Taft in goal. Brent McKinley, Vivian

Patterson, PrisciUa Buckley, Dawn

Bedrosian, Sarah Baldwin, Cammie
McClellan, and Liz Alton are also

returning. ^

The outcome of. Springfield

scrimmage may not bp indicative of

the team's potential as the host

astroturf surface will sideUne Fish

and Holmes, guarding sensitive

knees.

Following their Wednesday
scrimmage the Ephs will have
another week to practice for their

season opener against Massachusetts,

Thursday, April 21.

.r«^ ™^
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cap's open forum discusses

role of student opinion ^

John Reich«rt, Francis Oakley, Nail Grabois, President Chandler, Stuart Crampton, and Pred

Greene (not pictured), members of CAP, met with students in an open forum last Thursday, (photo by Oettgen

)

Faculty to fill committee vacancies
The faculty will meet Wednesday to

nominate new members to vacancies

on the Committee on Appointments
and Promotions, and the Steering

Committee members will also con-

sider the Committee on Educational

Policy's revised legislation making
the major exercise optional for

graduation.

Professors John Reichert and
Stuart Crampton, representing
Divisions I and III respectively, will

end their CAP termis this year.

Reichert has been filling the position

of Professor Lawrence Graver, on
sabbatical for the 1976-77 school year,

while Crampton will be on leave next

year. The faculty has nominated six

people for each of the two positions.

On Wednesday, there will be a runoff

ballot where faculty members will

vote for one nominee for each post.

The three receiving the highest

number of votes from each division

will comprise a panel from which

President Chandler will select one

nominee for each vacancy.

As a reaction to discrepancies

between the policies of different

departments, the CEP recommended
to the faculty that the major exercise

be made optional. Under the present

legislation, the Exercise is required

for graduation. However, some
departments offer examinations to

fulfill this prerequisite, while others

incorporate it into the senior seminar

without demanding extra work. After

obtaining the faculty's consent, last

Wednesday, the CEP is currently in

the process of rewording the

legislation in order to establish the

optional status of the major exercise.

The faculty will vote on the revision on

Wednesday.
The faculty will elect' three new

members of the Steering Committee
to replace Professors Irwin Shainman
and Raymond Chang, whose terms

expire this semester, and Roger
Bolton, who will be on leave next year.

"Clear signals about how students

perceive a teacher are taken terribly

seriously," said Committee on Ap-

pointments and Promotions member
John Reichert in an open forum held

by the CAP last Thursday. The
members of the CAP—President John
Chandler, Dean of the Faculty
Francis Oakley, Provost Neil

Grabois, and Professors Stuart

Crampton, Fred Greene, and Reichert

discussed with students the role of the

CAP m the tenure process, the im-

portance of student opinion, and some
common misconceptions about the

tenure process.

Oakley noted that the belief that

"students make no systematic con-

tribution to the decisions on tenure" is

unfounded. Although student con-

tribution is diffuse, Oakley explained,

student Views are sought out in a

formal, systematic manner. Oakley

mentioned the cumulative data

gathered from the student

questionnaire, and the interviews of

students by department and program
chairmen. He pointed out that

departments making recom-
mendations on members up for

' tenure, are required to submit at the

^me time information on how student

opinion was arrived at. Departments

are free to choose the mode, but they

have to use some means of gathering

student opinion, or else the recom-

mendation is sent back.

Tenure deliberations are con-

fidential, but the details of the process

itself are not, said Oakley. This

confidentiality, he explained, is

necessary in order to make properly

informed decisions, and to protect

those on whom tenure decisions are

made. Putting in writing the reasons

for negative decisions might hurt

faculty members refused tenure in

finding new jobs, he said.

Visitors evaluate language program
Two review committees will at-

tempt to evaluate the efficiency,

cohesion and place of instruction in

Russian and the Romance languages
at Williams next Thursday, Friday

and Saturday.

The committees, which will consist

of professors in related fields at other_.

Committee seeks student input on tenure
The Student Standing Committee

distributed faculty tenure question-

naires to students Tuesday in an effort

to "increase direct student input to

the tenure decision-making process,"

said committee chairman Hervey

Mclver '77,

According to Mclver, the

questionnaire will be given out every

year in order to gather "valuable

cumulative information." Students

may return signed and completed

questionnaires to designated

collectors in each house or to a box in

the Baxter mail room. The results will

be summarized by the committee and

given to the Committee on Ap-

pointments and Promotions, the

faculty member being evaluated, and

his department chairman. If

necessary, complete responses will be

given to the CAP without the student

signatures.

Mclver described the questionnaire

as an effort to "allow every student to

voice his ideas about any professor

coming up for tenure in a way that will

be seriously considered by the CAP.
This'must be a uniform, responsible

and consistent process, going beyond

just random and majors -only input."

The committee asks that students

sign their responses, he said, "in the

hope that by having this done, we can

ensure that sincere and responsible

replies will be made." He emphasized

that only members of the Standing

Committee will see the signatures.

small liberal arts colleges, will make
no attempt to evaluate the quality of

teaching at Williams. According to

George Pistorius, Chairman of the

Department of Romanic languages,

the committees will merely put into

context the College's language in-

struction and give the departments

involved a sense of how they compare
to other schools.

"The evaluation was commissioned

by the administration and initiated by

both the administration and the

language departments. The purpose

of the study is to help us determine the

position of the Romance languages in

Division One offerings, and the

demand in general for language in-

struction in similar liberal arts

situations," Pistorius said.

Pistorius said that the evaluation

was the direct result of a self-study in

which all the members of both

departments participated.

Committee members will visit

various classes in the Romanic
language and Russian curricula and

discuss student reaction more in-

formally in meetings on Friday.

The faculty Steering Committee
will conduct an open forum with

students Thursday afternoon at 4

p.m. in Dodd House Living Room.
The committee is responsible for

channeling the flow of legislation

from committees to the faculty,

sets faculty meeting agendas, and

acts as an appeals board for

faculty members denied tenure,

according to chairman Irwin

Shainman.

Gardner discusses writing, teaching

Junior Advisers
The JA Selection Committee has

chosen 28 men and 23 women to

serve as Junior Advisors next

year, out of a pool of 95 men and 46

women. The Committee planned

for a freshman class of 470-480

students. According to committee

chairman Duff Anderson, all

candidates who were selected by

the committee have accepted,

which is "a first in the last decade

of JA selection."

The JA Selection Committee is

composed mainly of past and

present Junior Advisors. There are

28 people on the committee, in-

cluding 18 seniors, 7 juniors, 2 at-

large representatives, and Lauren

Stevens, Dean of Freshman.

JUNIOR
Tim Barrows
Bob Berry
Tom Cox
Chris Oiangelo
Tom Dodds
Bronson Fargo
Mike Gadson
Tom Gardner
Mark Gerry
Gregg Hartman
Peter Harty
G. B.jHutchinson
Lee Jackson
Jett Jenks
Joe Juster
Bob Kanell
Joe MaGuire
Bill McCalpin
Scott McLean
J. D. Miller
Tam Murray
Stan Parese
Larry Pensack
Mark Tefcek
Bill Webster
W^yne Wllklns
Victor Zerbino
Tad RoBcti

ADVISERS 1?77-7I

Cynthia Beal
Tricia Beckwith
Anne Calcagno

Mary Lou Cardwell
MimI David

Kathey Dread
Ginny Earll
Patty Hart

Hilary Hodgson
Diane Hughes

Barbara Hunter
Cathy Jackson

Betsy Jeffrey
Manette Jen

Kristen Johanson
Sue Klein

Sally Kraft
Leslie Milne

Renelda Pierce
Anne Salladin

Lucienne Sanchez
Kathy Sharpe

, Marty Taft

Novelist John Gardner teaches his

craft once a week at Williams to a

select group of creative writing

students. He is the author of Grendel

[Beowulf told from the monster's

point of view], The Sunlight

Dialogues, and the recent October

Light. He is 44 years old, was born in

Batavia, New York and has taught at

Southern Illinois Univ., Oberlin, and

Bennington College. The following has

been extracted from an interview in

his Stetson Hall office.

by Jonathan Sanoff

HOW DO YOU TEACH NOVEL
WRITING? Novel writing is really a

pretty late stage in the game. It's like

being able to write symphonies; you

have to write little songs first. The

first thing I do is to teach some
specifics about technique. Partly

through exercises, I show the way a

description is a piece of writing that's

not just a good description of a par-

ticular bam or street; it's also

charged with the emotion of the

person looking at it. One I used at

Williams was: describee barn as seen

by a man whose son has just been

killed in a war—don't mention the son,

the war or death. Then, you begin to

talk about the construction of forms

like a tale, fable and short story. You
build so that when you come to the

short story the writer is fuUy con-

scious of what's required of him.

Finally you arrive, Veady for the

novel.
^

DO YOU LIKE -TO TEACH?
Basically I like to teach people who

afe ready for me—for a real

professional writer. I hate spending

time teaching what is in effect High

School English. And I do that all the

time. HAVE YOUR STUDENTS
HERE BEEN READY FOR YOU?
Some of them have, some not. But

that's OK, it makes for a good class

mix.

WHAT'S YOUR CRITERIA FOR
JUDGING A PIECE OF
LITERATURE? First thing, is that it

has to be technically competent. If a

story's just plain incompetent it's

annoying and that distracts you.

Second, it has to be emotionally

honest. Third, I think the writer has to

be sane. A really fine piece of fiction

tells the truth, it's correct-congruent

with reality. If a writer, however
brilliant is wrong about the nature of

reality—WHAT DO YOU MEAN
BY REALITY?—The world, the

same thing you mean. Don't play

philosophy with me, the way the world

is. A lot of American fiction is

whining, cynical nihilistic fiction. It

says, "The world is a terrible place;

America is a shitty country." Those
people are mistaken. Samuel Beckett

is probably one of the greatest living

writers, except that he's mistaken too.

Every night he goes home to his wife,

with whom he has been living for

years. Putting his arms around her,

he says, "No meaning again today."

Well, that's foolish; the answer is

right there in his arms.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF
AMERICAN TASTE? America is

such a big country with many won-

derful and terrible things happening.

Of coursQ, any kind of taste that is

based on the capitalist notion of

selling things is going to be bad taste.

Commercial art is generally crap, and

most of America is commercial.

DO YOU WATCH A LOT OF TV?
I don't have time for it, but watch it

once in a while to know what people

are thinking. TV in my opinion is a

very minor art, like building sand

castles. Like movies, it's not the

powerful kind of art that fiction is.

PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR
NEWEST BOOK, "OCTOBER
LIGHT". I like the book. It's about

two old people who have a fight in

Vermont. An older brother who is kind

of a reactionary, and his little sister a

liberal, although not too liberal.

Within the novel there's sort of

another novel—a junky metaphysical

trash piece about smuggling in San
Francisco. The two connect in a literal

and symbolic way. The main novel is

about models. The old man has Ethan
Allan for a model and thinks

everybody should be like him. He
hasn't got a very good idea of Ethan

JohnOardiwr
(photo by Sanoff)

Allan, because all he hears about him

is myths. Everyone models his life on

something, and fictional characters

do influence lives. In fact the biggest

model for civilization is its myths, its

fictions. Once you establish the myth

of Jesus Christ you've got thousands

of people who are trying to live in a

certain way because they believe in

the myth.

What's my message? That's not

what art does. Art is unlike religion in

that it has no message; all art does is

to keep reexamining the questions and

get rid of the lies.

WHO READS YOUR BOOKS?
Basically, I think I'm read by the

middle class and I think I appeal to

the middle class. However com-

plicated the philosophical premises of

my novels may be, the stories do hold

an ordinary reader. The best of my
novels are really the simplest-like

Nickel MounUin. It's a mystical type

of novel, talking about spiritual and

material all the way through, but I

think it reads like a good story about

country people. The letters that I get

about it are mostly from very or-

dinary people.

WHAT'S THE CURRENT STATE
OF LITERATURE IN AMERICA?
It's all mediocre, up and down the

line. I think Saul Bellow is a very

mediocre writer despite the fact that

he-got the Nctoe] Prize. John Updike is

mistaken in His opinions— I think he's

morally perverse, although he doesn't

mean to be. I think Salinger who could

be the best going is simply not writing.

Gore Vidal is nothing and never has

been. Nabakov is just playing games

see GARDNER pa«* 3
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Housing Happiness
With the freshman inclusion and upperclass transfer

processes completed and the annual ritual of room draw im-
pending, it is perhaps an appropriate time to sum up some ideas
concerning housing at Williams.

We believe that the Committee on Undergraduate Life

(CUD has been unduly strict this year in limiting the amount of

choice students have regarding their housing. The CUL, largely

ignoring alternative proposals from the Housing Committee,
has fashioned a house transfer system which imposes rather a
large risk on students who wish to transfer houses.

While recognizing that the principle on which the present
campus housing system is built, that there is "educational
value" in maintaining diversity with each residential house,

has some validity, we believe that the,CUL has strayed too far

from attempting to keep students happy with their housing.

Housing seems to be one of several areas where student-faculty

committees have imposed a sort of educational paternalism by
assuming they know far better what experiences are
educationally valuable than do students themselves. This ap-
proach neglects the fact that individual students often do know
what is best for themselves and that people frequently learn

from making their own decisions and mistakes.

Where one lives, and with what group of people, un-

doubtedly has much to do with how much one enjoys and par-

ticipates in the Williams experience. The present system offers

a fair amount of choice at the end of the freshman year but little

after that. This ignores the fact that upperclass students

generally have a much better idea of where they would like to

live than do freshmen. We suspect that with a somewhat more
flexible transfer system, where students were pot encouraged
by the system to remain in housing situations which they
considered unpleasant, the benefits incurred from increased
student happiness would far outweigh any possible losses in

house diversity. Furthermore, as the CUL itself noted in its

January report, maximizing diversity within each house may
tend to cut down on diversity between houses. Thus an artificial

conformity exists which actually limits the diversity of social

atmospheres on campus and reduces the amount of choice
available to the individual students.

Co-op housing is an issue which we believe has received
insufficient attention this year. Considering the increasing
number of off-campus applications, the apparent availability of

buildings which are suitable for co-op housing (Sewall,

Woodbridge, Keck, Dewey and Lambert), and the "significant"

interest in co-op housing which a CUL survey found, a serious

study of the possibilities for co-op housing seems warranted. If

economic factors are at the root of present opposition to

alternative housing, students should be given these facts and
not plied with elaborate arguments about the educational value
of certain housing experiences relative to others. If the ad-
ministration or me CUL wants to rigorously define the on-

campus housing experience as the most valuable to us, how can
they justify allowing the College's enrollment to exceed the

availability of campus housing? Aren't all the people who are
allowed to get off-campus cheating themselves out of a true

Williams education?

Contrary to the rampant rumor which has been spreading fear among
this year's seniors, the Gul will not revert entirely back to the traditional

head and shoulders photographs of past generations.

The Senior section is to consist of two parts; a traditional head and

shoulder section, while candids and group shots will be spread throughout

the book, labeled and indexed.

There is no charge for the Studio shots or Yearbook staff photographers.

Also, seniors who wish to take their own pictures will be supplied with film

free of charge. Please sign up In the Mail Room. If you have any questions

call Debbie at 6104 or S.U. Box 2823.

Racism refuted

To the editor:

After four years of allegations about
racism in the Williams basketball

prograip, I cannot allow the most
recent charge to slip by without a
response. Tony Comett's "Viewpoint"
(April 8) bothers me deeply; not

be^useX thiak ther^ is an. ouiice ^<rf

'

Irutti in what he says, but because I

am afraid that if people hear the same
old story too many times, they might
actually start to believe it.

The problem with any charge of

racism is that it is difficult to refute.

People who really want to believe that

a person or an institution is racist will

perceive racism no matter how
mistaken that impression may be. For
those who have an open mind, though,

there are a few specifics which clearly

refute what Tony has to say.

The "Viewpoint" states that the

"Coach is allowing a man's color to

determine the extent of playing time
he receives." However, in Coach
Tong's first year here, he started a
black center (Les Ellison) over a

white center (Mike Rosten) who had
been a starter the season before. The
choice was based on who added more
to the success of the team; obviously

not, as Tony claims, on "the man's
color." The article also implies that

the basketball program does not

recruit blacks. This is patently false.

One need merely ask Coach Tong in

order to ascertain that he is recruiting

the best ballplayers he can find,

irrespective of race.

It is important to realize that the

racism charge may be somewhat of a

self-fulfilling prophecy. When black
ballplayers are told (as was Tony)
that the basketball program is racist,

there is a natural tendency for them to

see coaching decisions as racially-

linked. In turn, that encourages
blacks to quit the team; this then
becomes a source for further charges
of racism.

As a tremendous numl)er of people
on this campus can attest. Coach Tong
is a warm, open, and sensitive person.

The accusations of racism are nothing

more than cheap digs against his

character.

Sincerely yours,

Tim Hester '77

Honor violations

To the editor:

Within the past month, nearly half

of the students in an upper level

course were suspected to have
violated the Honor Code on a take

home exam. It would be safe to say

that gray areas In the Honor Code
accounted for most of this mess. As a

result, academic probation has

become a real possibility for some
unfortunate students in that class,

with compliments from the Honor
Code Committee. It is quite easy to

blame the criminals, but there are

inherent nebulous areas in the honor
'

cQdi« that might h£|y« nwde crimin^Js

of us aD.

With the existing code, it is

sometimes difficult to define a

violation. Exemplary passages are:

"A student who enrolls at the

college thereby agrees to respect and
acknowledge the research and ideas

of others in his or her work and to

abide by those regulations governing

work stipulated by the instructor."

"A paraphrase of the work of

another must be acknowledged as

such by a note stating the source."

Based on these "stipulations", the

Honor Code varies from course to

course on this campus; some require

the signature of Honor Code
statements while others allow com-
plete collaboration on a paper topic.

In most of my experiences at

Williams, most instructors have not

"stipulated" regulations at all, so the

student is left to decide. Even the

most strict "stipulations" will not

eliminate a vast gray area. Some take

home exams require a common
reference and it becomes ^nearly

impossible not to exchange in-

formation with your neighbor. Would
suggesting a helpful reference to

someone for a paper topic be a

violation? Suppose I ask my friend to

interpret my professor's in-

structions—would that be an in-

fraction? I am sure Williams would
like to foster healthy intellectual

interaction among students, but when
does this interaction turn into

plagiarism as defined above? How do
students decide what is common
knowledge or what constitutes a

roommate's brainstorm?

True, Williams has existed with this

honor code formany years and we are

all tempted to sweep this mess under
the rug. But our nebulous Honor Code
will continue to make most of us

unsuspecting criminals. Rather than

scouring for scapegoats, the Honor
Code Committee should recognize (or

correct) some basic predicaments in

the Honor Code and recognize that

certain tests and papers assigned on

this campus lead to those

predicaments.

Lawrence R. Wu '78

The "Record" will publish a news
article concerning the alleged honor

code violations after all individual

cases have been decided. Ei.

Editorial policies

To the editor:

In his letter printed in the March
eleventh Record, Mr. Mensah should

have addressed questions of editorial

policy, nof political t>rinciple What"
gets printed in the student paper of a

private college is not a question of

"Freedom of Speech." The editorial

policies of your publication are hardly

"cjictatorial" but they are timid

The Record is read by many in the

Williams commuiiity and is mailed to

over one thousand readers living all

around the United States. The paper

represents Williams College. It is a

means of informing and influencing

people who read it. It is "the paper of

record" from which the history of the

College will, in part, be constructed.

Mr. Mensah and others who
criticize the Record may un-

derestimate the challenge of at-

tending to all the mundane details that

add up to a decent paper. I am im-
pressed with the layout of the Record,

the fact that it is consistently full and
regularly issued (unlike the old

Record-Advocate). But I do not think

the editors should be satisfied with the

gains the paper has made.
The Record is distributed free to

over half its readership and reader

acceptance is therefore hard to gauge.

As best I can tell, most people on

campus are content with the sports

coverage, read the humorous and
controversial columns eagerly and
ignore the rest of the paper. Readers
constantly complain that the Record
is bland and uninteresting.

Your paper would be improved if

you started to actively solicit and
responsibly edit short (six hundred
word? ) articles of opinion. Any editor

half-worthy of the title can eliminate

such problems as footnotes (which

stymied you in the case of Mr. Men-
sah's article) with one stroke of a

pencil. An editor must trust his-

herself enough to confidently excise

words, sentences and even whole

paragraphs of submitted copy to

make it conform to the standards and
space considerations of the

publication. Your explanations of

your reluctance to print Mr. Mensah's
provocative analysis of the situation

in Uganda (I have read it) are nothing

but lame excuses. Your attitudes

reflect badly on the state of mind of

the entire Williams College com-
munity.

Roger Wilson, Jr.

Viewpoint

Students should augment power
Since this is the season for

resurrection, I propose that we raise

another issue from the dead-student

government at Williams College.

Students have expressed concern for

their lack of decision making in-

formation and voting power in the

Record, through the "No" CC
presidential votes, and at the Gladden

House and CAP forums. Student

government is not just a nostalgic

reenactment of the 1960s or a passing

fad.

The apparent central issue of the CC
elections (disbanding or restructuring

CC) clouded the more pressing issue:

procurement of student power on

campus. The March 4 editorial in the

Record justly stated, "The current

student unrest concerning College

Council is both useful and potentially

harmful to student interests ... it

seems unlikely that such actions as

succession from the council or

boycotting the upcoming election will

work to replace the current structure

with anything more viable." Un-
fortunately they did not add that this

unrest incUcates that a) something is

rotten in Denmark, b) we are

responsible for finding out what it is,

and c) student representation and
governing structures must be

renovated.

At the Gladden House fonlm, a

welcome advancement in campus
consciousness, the word input was

championed at the expense of the

more important concept-output.

Continued debate over input and

attitude alone merely perpetuate the

illusion of student government.
Students must reject their backseat

roles as advisors and consultants.

Real decision making power must be

backed by the right to vote.

However, before students can
propose a legitimate model for

restructuring governing bodies on

campus, we must gather com-
prehensive information from all in-

terests. Student directed action could

proceed as follows:

1) evaluate the present system

within each department and com-
mittee—consider in whose interests

decisions are made, by whom, and

within whose parameters

2) talk to students, faculty, and

administration involved with these

decisions and consider their

responsibilities and recommendations

3) hold additional forums with the

deans, trustees, and department
majors

4) model a new governing structure

in response to revealed inadequacies

5) publicize all findings and conduct

a student referendum
6) present the referendum results to

the faculty and administration

7) continue activism until

referendum's mandate is met by the

college

Specific areas of investigation

might include: a) the lack of student

representation on the Board of

Trustees, Comrtiittee on Academic
Standing, Committee on Academic
Appointments, and the faculty as the

major governing body in the Williams

College community, b) student

minority representation of 8 out of 14

"student faculty committees", and c)

electoral and policy making
procedures for college academic and

nonacademic departments and

committees. An understanding of the

system is a prerequisite for making it

work for us. Policy which students

must bring within the limits of their

comprehension and control extends

far beyond tenure to curriculum,

credit and grading systems, major

requirements, and alternative forms

of education.

Students on the College Council, the

remains of the Gladden House Forum,

and majors' committees need to

organize and address these issues and

report their findings to the student

, body soon. The administration should

be held accountable for its statement

in the Williams College Bulletin, "It is

the aim of Williams College to en-

courage among undergraduates a

sense of personal responsibility and

self government." Students must act

to make sure that this "sense" of

power is derived from fully informed

voting power. Sarah Thorne '77

V.
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Big Band leader Stan Rvbin to play

Stan Rubin, a new nam* in big bands, will pritstnt >il« "swing •r»" music
Friday at the Williams Inn.

by JeffMalioney

What is a Princeton pre-med, law
school graduate doing leading a Big
Band?
The answer to this question is given

by Stan Rubin who, with his 13 piece

big band, is to perform this Friday
night at the Williams Inn. Stan Rul)in

is one of the only new names in the big

band business since the decline of the

"swing era" late in the '40's.

However, St«n Rubin makes no at-

tempt at presehtingra new styK of

music, nor does he claim to play so-

called modern-jazz, or anything even
resembling rock music. Rather, he
and his orchestra are recreating and
preserving the great dance music
from America's own swing era (30's

and 40's).

For those unfamiliar with the music
of the era, parents may be the closest

source of information. Anyone over

forty surely has many memories of

hours of dancing to the exciting

clarinet of Benny Goodman, or the

romantic trumpet of Harry James.
The joy and exhilaration produced by

those bands was evidenced by
screaming teenagers, unable to keep

their feet still, as they were swinging

in the arms of their dancing partners.

But how did Stan Rubin get involved

in leading such a band in a time where
Disco Duck and other equally in-

novative tunes were being continually

pounded into our ears? The answer is

43 years long.

Stan Riibrh's birth coincided almost

exactly with the birth of the swing era.

For this reason, his early childhood

'»^SJ' I'lic when the great big band
leaders, like Goodman and James and
Glen Miller, Artie Shaw and Tommy
Dorsey were idolized by every
teenager throughout the country.

Rubin was one of their biggest fans;

he has l)een playing in big bands since

he was in sixth grade.

In college, he found that his musical

activities were taking a great deal of

time away from his studies. His band

was solidly booked throughout those

years. He fondly recalls when his

Princeton Dixieland band challenged

(and supposedly defeated) Williams'

own Spring Street Stompers to a battle

of the bands at Carnegie Hall in 1954.

In spite of his tremendous suc-

cesses, Rubin was rather reluctantto

drop his academics in ordei|pro.

become a full-time band leader. H^
seemed to be thirty years too late. In

l»72 however, he made the decision;

he finally decided that the preser-

vation of America's greatest music

was his "true love."

But what is Stan Rubin doing in

Williamstown? As he explains, he

began his career as a bandleader in

college, playing for strictly college

audiences and has recently

discovered, to his amazement, that

college audiences today are just as

receptive to his music as they ever

were. He is looking forward to his

Friday night performance.

Dodd art gallery benefits both artist and viewer
by Clint Willis

Visiting an art gallery, one often

feels compelled to take in as much
quantity as possible. The coun-

terproductive practice of seeing all

and appreciating none is often the

response to.this compulsion. It may
leave the gallery-goer with another

feeling; that he has wasted his time.

The Dodd House Art Gallery,

consisting of one small room, ad-

jacent to the Dodd House Living

Room, presents no such problem. It

was begun three years ago to provide

artists in the Williams community
with a place to exhibit their work.

According to Christ Noey '77, one of

the Gallery's directors, this type of

SALE
Linda Ronstadt LPs
New Bonnie Raitt

$3.99

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS
78 Water St., Williamstown

Open 10-5:30 Mon-Sat & Fri till 8

The Record Store

67 Spring Street rear

Opening Friday April 16

10:00

PRESENTED BY^

THE LOG
WILLI <kMS COLLEGE

ADMISSION : FREE III

9:30 RM.
SHURDAY

APRIL Ifc,l9n7

THE L06

space has been lacking for artists in

the community who were not studio

art majors at the college.

The various forms of art exhibited

at the Gallery in the past have in-

cluded water colors, photographs,

prints, macrame, and drawings.
Planned for this spring are oil pain-

tings, pottery, and a number of other

exhibits.

Kim Greer Verzyl whose exhibit,

"Recent Drawings", opened April 5 at

the gallery, also talked about the

Dodd gallery's purpose. She cited

several reasons why an artist might

wish to exhibit there.

A gallery also gets one's work off

the street, where the unrecognized are

often forced to shovi^ their art if they

want it seen and-or bought. According

to Verzyl, street exhibiting, which

exposes the artist to the remarks and

eyes of the unknowing, and worse the

uncaring, often make artists feel that

they are prostituting themselves and

their work.

Verzyl also spoke on a more
elemental level about how galleries

can serve the artist. Her art is both a

striving for a shared emotion with the

viewer, and an attempt at release of

some of the energies and emotions

within her. It is also an attempt to

express feelings, in a form which

others may lack the ability to express

them in, but which they need to see

express. Thus, the relationship bet-

ween the artist and the viewer can

become; a symbiotic one. The artist

uses his art as a release. Without the

viewer the release would go no further

than the canvas, the film, or the clay

with which the artist works, the

viewer gives the artist's release

meaning. Thus, the Dodd House
gallery, or any gallery, may serve a

key role for the artist who wants his

release to mean something to himself

and others.

WCFM presents inferview

with composer Middleton
An interview with Alain Middleton,

a unique and innovative composer will

be broadcasted on WCFM this

Tuesday night at 10:00 P.M. The in-

terview was conducted by Williams

Resident Composer Stephen Dankner
and covered much fascinating

ground, both historical and
theoretical.

Middleton attempts to create a

"new musical dino" He explains that

his work "intends to articulate a

musical discourse within the internal

structure of sound; that is, within the

fundamental changes to be heard in

the harmonies and frequency

modulations of sound. He utilizes

electronics in his work.

The 29-year-old artist was born in

Paris and received his education

there. He is currently composing
independently. He has performed in a

number of concerts in the past three

years throughout Europe and has

recently performed in New York City

and the Collal)orative in Bennington,

Vermont.

The interview will be aired along

with two of Middleton's complete

sound works as well as excerpts from

two others.

Gordnercommentson writing
GARDNER from page 1

all the time—he's just a cheap
diabolist. Who else is left? Walker
Percy is a dope.

I know very few magazines in

America whose stories are really

From April 1 through June 14, you can fly roundtrip from
New York to Luxembourg for only $410.

That's $89 less than the youth fare you'd pay on any
other scheduled airline. (From Chicago you pay $458 and

save $103.) All you have to do is be under ihe age of 24.

There are no booking restrictions. And.no skimping on
meals or service. Because we give yoii the same service

you'd get from other airlines, without the same high costs.

So, if you're not flying Icelandic to Europe, you're

spending more than you have to.

We'll give you the best deal.

Save^onjet £are§
toEuropeandbook
an^^timeyouwant.

I

Icelandic Airlines, Dept.ttCN
n

630 Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10020^ your travel agent. Or call toll free: (800) 555-1212.

j
Please send information on all Icelandic's low-cost fares to Europe, j

I Name '.

I
^ I

I
Address I

I
city Slate zIp |

I
Famtubject (i>chanRf and ititv't. appnivNl I

ledfaiicfic
Lowest Jet fares to Europe of any scheduled airline.

worth publishing. The "New Yorker"

story for example is really just trash

. . . just formula stories. But it's one

of the best in the country. Gordon

Leash is the editor of "Esquire".

There are times when he publishes

very well. It depends on financial

pressures at "Esquire". He publishes

a certain kind of writer when the

pressure's on. Like he goes for famous

names.

COULD YOU LOOK INTO THE
FUTURE OF YOUR CAREER?

I

don't think aboilTcareer. My friend

Ken Marrow in California is a painter.

He's got a barn full of paintings and he

doesn't even sell them. If someone

comes around he sells one; terrific, he

sells a painting..H.e's a good painter,

but he just lives painting. Ask Ken
Marrow about his career and he says,

"What career?, I'm a painter." And

I'm a writer, I just write.

WANTED: student or

Faculty member capable of

teaching Italian or Yiddish. Paying

position for one or two hours per

week.

Mike Rosenblum

8-?3l6 after 5 pm

IHave a travel problem that you

cannot solve? Educational Flights

has, for 7 years, been helping

people In the academic community
get to Europe and the rest of the

world at minimum cost, with

maximum flexibility, and
mlnimunn hassle. Call us, toll-free,

at 800 223 SM9.

./,
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Ephs stick Springfield;

face Elis Wednesday

The Purple laxmen fired a barrage of 56 shots on the Springfield goal, while the Chief attacl(men

could manage only 27. The Ephs hope to raise their regular-season record to 2-1 when they take on

Yale, ranked 6th in New England, tomorrow afternoon. (photo by Read)

by Nancy Rhein

Within minutes of opening their 1977

home season, the Ephs' scoring attack

was ^^Iready on the board and on their

way to an 18-2 trouncing of Springfield

Saturday. The downstate visitors'

hopes of avoiding a repeat per-

/ormance of last year's IM loss were,

quiclcly squelched tfy 'the ^phs'

powerful attack, ably manned by

Dave Moffitt, Peter Thomsen, Todd
Eckerson, and Dick Goodbody. The
foursome tallied 13 goals and 11

assists, as they dominated the

scoring, with the Eph midfield picking

up four goals.

Ttiis low percentage of middle

goals, according to Williams coach

Renzi Lamb, is less than ideal as it

UAAass, Army overcomie purple netmen
by Evanfiash

Florida had it all for the varsity

tennis team on their first spring trip

ever; sun, warmth and even two wins

in three matches.

Unfortunately, the squad's
propensity for winning matches has

temporarily been lost along with their

tans somewhere in Anita Bryant's

orange groves. In their first two

matches above the Mason-Dixon line,

Coach Dave Johnson's team has cqpic

up with exactly two less wins than

they had on the supposedly difficult

sunshine state circuit, falling just

short against the University of

Massachusetts 5ft on Wednesday and

then being gunned down by Army 6-3

at West Point on Saturday.

The Ephs are confident they can

Basebal^ers bomb RPI, 14-2
Coach Jim Briggs' varsity baseball

squad opened up regular season ac-

tion on Saturday with a 14-2 stomping

of R.P.I, in Troy. The Ephs' batting

stren^ lasted the full game, as the

team banged out 15 hits and scored in

five different innings, , including a six

run bulge in the 8th. Briggs was ex-

tremely pleased with his group's at-

the-plate statistics, and was likewise

impressed with the way the defense

held together throughout the contest.

The R.P.I, players, however, did not

lay down and die from the opening

pitch, but instead constructed a 2-1

lead by the end of four innings.

Williams bounced right back in the

fifth with a Roger McEniry double

setting up a three run rally. John
Friborg singled to bring McEniry
across the plate and gave his team-

mates a tie score at two apiece.

Friborg was not content to stand

around so he blazed a purple path

gpross the infield and arrived at

• second base with a successful steal to

his credit. Meanwhile, Scott

Harrington was at the plate looking at

pitches and eventually managed to

get on base with a walk. Freshman
Rick Walter then stepped into the

batter's box and proceeded to blast a

"two bagger", enabling Friborg and

Harrington to score. The Ephmen
ended the fifth inning with a 4-2 lead

and then put the game out of R.P.I.'s

reach with 10 runs in the next three

rounds at bat.

Walter had an excellent day at the

plate, picking up three hits and

driving in two runs, while speedster

John Friborg got on base in 5 of 6

attempts and stole three bases. Ken
Hollingswortii chalked up two hits and

drove in four runs and Bob LaBom-
bard added a pair of hits ( including a

double) and drove in three.

Junior hurler Steve Maier garnered

the win with a full nine inning effort

and allowed one earned run in the

process. Williams faces Trinity today

in Hartford.

recapture their winning form as soon

as they can shake the series of small,

nagging injuries and the slow starts of

last year's veterans that have so far

kept Williams from tasting victory. In

fact, the team has been led this year

by three newcomers who have scored

all seven of the season's points.

The campaign was opened against

UMass wiUi those newcomers not-

ching all three of the Eph's singles

victories. Sophomores Perry NelSon

and Tad Roach served notice they'll

have to be contended with for quite

awhile as they scored easy 6-4, 6-2 and
6-2, 6-4 wins respectively. No. 4 Evan
Bash also managed to start on the

right foot with a 6-2, 4-6, 6-3 victory.

After leading the team with two wins

down south, no. 1 Martin Goldberg

met a very strong player and fell 6-2,

6-1 while no. 2 Jim Parsons squan-

dered a second set lead, losing the set

7-6, and giving another match win to

UMass. Dean Gianakos, who at no. 5 is

waiting to break out of an early season

slump, dropped his match 6-2 in the

third set.

With the score tied at three,

Williams chances for a win looked

good as the doubles teams that had

won six of nine matches in Florida

took the courts. First off was the no. 1

team of Nelson and Gianakos, having

taken a 6-3, 6-1 beating from a tough

UMass team. Teaming up at no. 3,

Roach and Bash each recorded double

wins for the day with a 6-4, 6-3 win.

Women's crew opens season
The Williams Women's Crew opens

its racing season this Saturday with a

, home contest against Connecticut

College. On Sunday, the squad
completed the last of its scheduled

' brushes when it. rowed against a

Washington College boat which was
touring through the Northeast.

The women's squad, consisting this

year of both a lightweight and

heavyweight 'eight' (eight rowers
' plus coxswain), started its on-the-

water ttaining during its spring trip to

Washington, D.C. After one week on

the water both boats scrimmaged a

heavyweight eight from the

University of Virginia, at UVA. With

tx)th Williams boats understroking

UVA (the fewer strokes per minute

for a given speed the stronger the boat

is), the heavies easily proved to be the

fastest boat, with the lights just off

UVA's pace.

On the way north at the end of

spring vacation the squad stopped off

in Philadelphia: the lights scrim-

maged a University of Pennsylvania

lightweight boat while the heavies

scrimmaged Vesper Boat Club.

Although slower than the Vesper boat,

which boasted six Olympic veterans

from Montreal, the heavies turned in

an bxtremely solid, fast pierformance.

Tht lights, while staying even with U.

Penn on short pieces, were slightly off

the pace on longer pieces. The last

scrimmage of the season against

Washington College was held at

Stillwater, New York after a

frustrating week of short practices

held in wet, cold weather. Due to

illness and injury, only the

heavyweight boat rowed and again

they easily outmatched their op-

ponents.

Coach George Marcus is pleased

with the squad's progress up to this

point. Both boats are very young; only

five of 16 rowers are veterans from
last spring and four rowers. Sue
Laidlaw, Carol-Ann Smalley, Lisa

Capaldini and Mary Lue Ruch plus

both coxswains, Mary Anne Sondrini

and Dierdre Scher, stepped into a boat

for the first time in Washington.

Tuesday, April 12

"Memories of Underdevelopment"
4 and 8:30 P.M. Jesup Auditorium.
The award winning Cut>an fiim on
the 1959 revolution.
8 PM. 3 Griffin
The author Mitcheii Goodman will

speak on "Where Politics and
Culture Meet: Learning from the
Experience of the 1960's"

Wednesday, April 13

7:30 P.M. Ill Biology
The controversial feature film on
the Weather Underground
(Wheathermen), "Underground."
Sponsored by the Williams Action
Coalition
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FacuJty abolishes major grade,debates soaring library costs
by Scott Penn

...In seeming reaction to bureaucratic

red tape and semantic squabbles, the

faculty fundamentally altered the

College's position concerning the

.senior major exercise and major
grade in the most significant action at

last Wednesday's faculty meeting.

Amending almost beyond recognition

a motion from, the Committee on

Educational Policy (CEP), the

faculty decided that:

1. the College not require a senior

major exercise for the degree

2. departments and programs so

desiring be permitted to require that

their majors pass a senior major
exercise, to be specified as part of the

major program and to be reviewed by

the CEP and approved by the faculty

as part of the regular course package

3. the major grade be abolished

4. the above become effective with

the class of 1979

In effect, the passage of this motion

allows individual departments to

require a senior major exercise if they

so desire but divorces that exercise

from having an impact on a student's

transcript or graduation, except in

cases where the exercise is failed.

Failure of a required senior major
exercise can still be used by a

department to bar a student from

graduation but any passing grade will

not be used to compute a major grade
or recorded on a student's transcript.

Currently, the senior major exercise

(or the senior major course grade in

departments which don't require a

major exercise) constitutes one-fifth

of a student's major grade.

Several faculty members expressed

concern that the new rule turns the

senior major exercise into a joke and
will result in increased pressure from
students to do away with the major

exercise altogether. Others noted that

the major exercise grade could still

play an important role through

faculty recommendations.

In other action at the faculty

meeting, the Library Committee
reported on and the faculty discussed

the allocation of library budget funds.

The discussion focused on the

spiralling cost of njtriodicals and the

trade-off between purchases of books

and periodicals.

According to Nicholas Fersen,

chairman of the Library Committee,

the cost of periodicals has risen

astronomically in the past decade and

their purchase has resulted in a

decrease in book purchases.

Library Committee member
Charles Fuqua stated that the library

budget was subject to two major fiscal

pressures, the inflation rate and

j^change rate fluctuaiiftns. He noted

that the library spent over twice as

much on book and periodical

acquisitions in 1976 as it did in 1967 but

actually added fewer new titles.

Fuqua added that there was no reason

to expect the inflation of book and

periodical prices to slow and cited 16-

18j>er cent as their expected inflation

rate for next year.

"A critical issue is the mix between
book and periodical purchases,"
Fuqua said. He noted that books are a
one-time expenditure whereas
periodical subscriptions are a con-

Goodman looks back at 60's;

advocates 'survival politics'

Political activist, Mitchell Goodman discussed cultural and political conditions

in the sixties in a lecture Wednesday night.

by Scott Fenn
"Your roots lie in the '60s whether

you know it or not," stated Mitchell

Goodman, speaking on "Where
Politics and Culture Meet: Learning
from the experience of the '60s" last

Tuesday. "You're all products of the

1960's and it pains me to see that your
generation largely isn't aware of the

fact."

According to Goodman, the most
important lesson of the 1960s may
have been that culture and politics are

inseparable. "Real politics is rooted

in a culture. In a healthy society,

they're not separable. Unfortunately,

the politics of this country is mostly a

game," Goodman stated.

Goodman described his own most
important link with the 1960s as his

involvement in political trials. He Was
tried along with Dr. Benjamin Spock
and others on the charge of aiding and
abetting draft resistors. Goodman
argued that the government used a

number of different methods to quiet

troublemakers in the '60s.

"The Chicago police force,

cooperating with the FBI, came to

Fred Hampton's house like Nazis in

the night and murdered him,"
Goodman said. "In my case, he

continued, "because I'm white and
middle class they didn't use that

method. They tried to immobilize me
by hanging me up jn the courts. 'J

"Aggressive capital and corporate

abuses are the major problem with

this country today," argued Good-

man. "We live under monopoly
capitalism and that system is

becoming more and more interested

in controlling your mind. When you've

been processed by a control

mechanism, of which the school

system is an important part, you're

largely a slave," Goodman said.

Goodman ended his lecture-

discussion by stating that "the
capitalist system is very vulnerable to

people who hold certain positions in

the economic system." He called upon
students to get involved again in

"survival politics." According to

Goodman, the arms race and nuclear

energy are two contemporary
problems which are a good deal more
dangerous than was the Vietnam War.

tinuing and increasing expense which

require significant lead times to stop.

According to the Library Committee,

an increasing portion <tf the library

acquisition budget is being taken up
each year by periodicals, so that for

1976, periodicals accounted for 58.1

per cent of library purchases.

The issue of who benefits from book

purchases versus periodicals was also

commented on by several faculty

members. Lawrence Vankin,
Associate Professor of Biology,

argued that periodicals were used

extensively for student research
projects in Division III.

According to Fuqua, the Library

Committee, along with College

Librarian Lawrence Wikander, is

handling the current allocation

problem by restricting increases in

funding for periodicals to the amount
necessary to retain those which are

now being subscribed to.

The Library Committee is, in effect,

reallocating some funds from
periodicals to books in its budget

proposal for next year.

Transfers go smoothly
The freshman inclusion and housing

transfer processes went "more
smoothly this year than ever before,"

according to Associate Dean Cris T.

Roosenraad. Roosenraad's statement

came at last Monday's Housing

Committee meeting after the com-

mittee approved the results of the

housing transfer process.

According to Roosenraad, "very

roughly" 70 per cent of the 64 transfer

applicants received their first choice,

10 per cent their second, 10 per cent

their third and 10 per cent their fourth

options. No one was assigned to their

fifth choice. Approximately one-half

of the applications came from either

Mission Park or the Berkshire Quad.

Roosenraad told the committee that

this year's transfer process satisfied

more requests than expected. He
attributed the unexpected success to

the coincidence that the houses with

the most requests for transfer in-

clusion also had the highest number of

Council elects Fin Com, funds dance
The College Council allocated $500

to the ACEC Wednesday night for a

Spring dance concert scheduled for

May 13. Members also considered a

CUL plan for an introductory fresh-

man camping excursion, and heard
proposals from several students for

increasing student input into

educational policy.

The council's allocation to the

ACEC overruled a Finance Com-
mittee recommendation to limit the

concert allocation to $225. The added
_

grant will support the hiring of a

"quality band" at a cost of $800-1000,

according to Jeff Verney, who spoke

for the ACEC at the meeting. ACEC
Chairman Jim Bowe said he expects

the total cost of the dance concert to

be about $1800. In addition to the

council allocation, ticket sales, funds

from WHEW and the money
remaining in the ACEC budget should

cover the cost of the event, according

to Bowe.

CUL Representative Paul Goren
presented a plan for a pre-Freshman

Day camping "experience." Ac-

cording to Goren, the purpose* ,of the

proposal is to "further a sense of

College admits 19.3%

freshman unity" and offer an alter-

native to the "rush and hassles" of

Freshman Days. The council en-

dorsed the proposal, which will be

resubmitted to the CUL next week.

In later discussion Wednesday
night, Sarah Thorne asked the council

to undertake "a comprehensive study

of the power structure at Williams."

Thorne cited council committees,

faculty committees, and department

policies as areas in which "student

awareness and input should be in-

creased." "Our main interest is from

the point of view of our education,"

added Victor Bell. Gregory Weber
called for the creation of an open

committee to evaluate the formation

of educational policy. Council

members were generally receptive to

the plan, and voted to make the issues

the first order of business at next

week's meeting.

The Council approved the Elections

Committee's nominees for the 1977-78

Finance Committee. Elected were

John Duffield, Bernard Hutchinson,

David Koenigsberg, Mark Lanier,

Frank Pergolizzi, Stewart Read and

John Simpson. The council also

elected Andy Goodell and Sarah

Mersereau as temporary represen-

tatives to the CUL and Housing

Committee, respectively. Regular
elections for these two committees

are held next fall.

seniors. Without this coincidence the

transfer results "could have been a

disaster,'' Roosenraad
said. Roosenraad said that transfer

requests were run twice: once on a

one-in-one-out basis, and then under a

system which allowed houses to be

filled to capacity. The first method
naturally limits movement into a

popular housing category, while the

second often leaves gaps in the less

popular categories. For example,

under the second system, the final one

used, the only places not filled in a

house such as Dodd are those few

places reserved for exchange and
transfer students from other schools.

The committee, decided to form
three subcommittees to evaluate the

housing system on campus in

preparation for a report to the

Committee on Undergraduate Life

late in May.

One group will examine freshman
inclusion, focusing on how this year's

change in housing categories affected

that process. This sub-committee will

also assess the off-campus housing

situation. Roosenraad emphasized
that the committee must recognize

that off-campus living is an expedient

not viewed by the administration as

an alternative to residential housing.

Roosenraad indicated that there

would be "great receptivity to con-

crete proposals for co-op housing."

The Housing Committee and the

CUL will conduct an Open
Discussion on the transfer and

freshman inclusion processes,

Monday, April 18 at 7:30 p.m. in

Griffin 3.

Students are encouraged to voice

their opinions on these issues at the

meeting.

The Admissions Office will mail

letters of acceptance to 909 ap-

plicants, 19.3 per cent of the total

number of applications, according to

Director of Admissions Philip Smith.

He reported that the applicant pool

totalled 4705, 30 less than the total

number of applications received last

year.

Smith noted that the Admissions
office accepted over 100 fewer ap-

plicants than last year and that

subsequently, the smallest per-

centage of applicants accepted in

college history was recorded.

The Admissions office cut the

number of acceptances for men by 100

while reducing these for women by
only 16. Last year 670 men and 405

women received acceptances and this

year 520 men and 389 women were

accepted.

Smith noted, however, that this

year's applicant pool had the largest

number of women ever with 1910

applications filed by women—an
increase in 20 from last year. In

contrast, applications from men were

down by about 50; 2795 were received.

This meant that the ratio of per-

centage acceptances for the two sexes

remained about equal.

The Admissions office aims for a

freshman class totalling about 475,

according to Smith. The College

already accepted 76 men and 83

women under the early decision

program. Smith noted that this figure

was slightly larger than last year's.

Between January and March, 150

"outstanding" students were added to

the list of acceptances. The remainder

will receive their acceptance letters

by Monday.
Warm weather move* musidant outsMe for rehearMli.
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The Yale Daily News is updating its

college guide, "The Insider's Guide lo

the Colleges." It has solicited entrjes

from several students, including
yours truly. My fehown as a~wriler

reaches to New Haven in the South,

and up to Waterville in the North. On a

clear night they appreciate me in

Lauderdale. Anyway, it musn't have
been a clear day in Yalie-land,

because my description of our in-

stitution was rejected. Instead they're

printing the views of some transfer

from Vassar—which is like Good
Housekeeping asking Renee Richards
to write on "Growing Up Female."
Here is the rejected entry, in its en-

tirety.

FOCUS/Andy ODonnell

But can They play?
Charges of racism in athletics have

always left a sour taste in my mouth
in large part because they often

reflect an emotional reaction to a

situation rather than an informed
analysis of the facts. And that is just

the way Tony Corbett's "Viewpoint"
in last week's Record struck me—as
an emotional reaction by a freshman

basketball player which made some
extremely serious allegations yet

which failed to demonstrate an
adequate understanding of several

crucial factors concerning the

basketball program at Williams.

Actually, racist charges are nothing

new for basketball programs today,

be they on the high school or collegiate

level. Rare is the coach who hasn't

had su6h an allegation directed his

way from an upset player or, more
recently, has not, been asked to sign

statements from black organizations

on campus stating that he shall not

discriminate against blacks on his

team.

I suppose it is inevitable, therefore,

that such charges would crop up
sooner or later at Williams, where
blacks are in an admittedly un-

comfortable and disparate position

regarding athletic participation to

begin with. But I don't think that a

careful analysis of the basketball

program at Williams verifies such

charges and I'm positive that even a

passing association with the man that

heads that program—Curt Tong— is

enough to refute them entirely.

Since the I960's, when blacks began

to replace whites as the controlling

figures in collegiate and professional

sports, we have lived in a world where

being black has been synonomous
with being athletic. "Blacks have
dominated just two things in this

world," Al McGuire once quipped.

"Poverty and basketball". The result

has been that blacks are not just

expected to make basketball teams,

but also expected to excel on them.

Unfortunately, many blacks simply

don't have the athletic ability to do

either and charges of racism and
discrimination have cropped up as

frequent explanations for failures to

make a team or to play. It's tough to

watch black athletes from schools

such as Hamilton, Yale, Brandeis,

and Tufts come to Lasell, put on a

show, and then ask after the game
where all the brothers were for

Williams. And it's even tougher for

the SU to answer that there aren't any
good enough to play. That's the an-

swer of a "white racist", Tony says.

But the facts speak otherwise. In the

past four years, just seven blacks

have gone out for the varsity

JDasketball team, with five of them
trying out in the same year (1973-74).

Of this seven, four made the team.

Two started—Les Ellison and Regan
Miller—while a third. Sterling Kin-

sale, received a good deal of prime
time playing time. It seems clear to

mie that those who were qualified not

only made the team but played a great

News and Notes
From Career Counseling

JUNIORS—GET A JUMP ON
NEXT YEAR
HORNBLOWER & WEEKS-
HEMPHILL, r^OYES, INC., a Wall

Street brokerage and investment

firm, invites Juniors and in-

terested Seniors to the Log on

Wednesday, April 20 at 7:30 p.m.

for a presentation on Investment

Banking. Hornblower will be in-

terviewing seniors April 21 for an

entry-level position of Statistician.

See Katie Case for an interview

appointment.
BIOMEDICAL SUMMER IN-

TERNSHIP
The Long Island Jewish—Hillside
Medical Center Summer Research

Training Program in Biomedical

Sciences for undergraduate &
medical-dental students. June 13 -

August 19 DEADLINE: April 30.

See Summer Internship notebook.

SUMMER JOB
A Williamstown resident has just

asked OCC to notify students about

a summer cook & housecleaning

job for a single female or married

couple at Big Squam Lake in N.H.

See Jeff Wood if interested.

SENIORS—LAW SCHOOL AD-
MINISTRATIVE JOB
New York Law School has an
opening for an Administrative

Assistant to the Associate Dean.

The job will start immediately
after graduation. Salary is open.

See the Education section in the

Direct Application notebook on
how to apply.

INTERESTED IN STUDYING
PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS
THIS SUMMER?
Representatives from Boston
University's Public Com-
munication Institute will come to

campus on April 25 if enough
students are interested in enrolling

in the Institute this summer.
Course offerings include Print

Media & Editing, Writing for

Visual Media, & Media
Techniques. If interested, contact

Jeff Wood or leave your name at

the front^sk.
TEACHlM. INTERNSHIPS—
Hptchkiss Schv?l teaching in-

ternship for Theater Tech, French,

Spanish, or Biology. See '^paching

Internship file drawer. »

DATA GENERAL COMPAN"*
Boston, MA is looking for someone
to be a computer programmer in

its Treasury Dept. C«finputer

language (at least two), some
economics, and some finance is

desirable. On-the-job training

(including domestic & in-

ternational finance) with good

future prospects.

deal as well. Evidence of racism

completely eludes me.

The fact of the matter is that there

simply haven't been that many
qualified black basketball players at

Williams in the past four years. And
given the academic requirements of

Williams, its lack of any real

basketball reputation, the strict

recruiting rules of the NESCAC, and
the high-powered basketball

programs of the Ivies and Division II

and III schools like Hartford and
Hamilton, it is unrealistic to expect

that there should be that many.

The facts surrounding the

b)asketball program here at Williams

in no way support Tony's charges,

however, while the actions of Curt

Tong for the past four years lend them
even less credence. Racism is an ugly

word that leaves a nauseous stink

behind and has no place being linked

to the Williams basketball program.

WILLIAMS COLLEGE
WILLIAMSTOWN.
MASSACHUSETTS

MORGAN GUARANTY r 220-

BANKER'S TRUST: 570

ACME SALES TRAINEES: 800

WILLIAMS COLLEGE, nesUed in

the Berkshires of North Western

Massachusetts, ( right in the corner of

New York, Massachusetts, and
Vermont . . . Well, do you know
where Pittsfield is? How about

Albany? No, it's nowhere near Boston.

Forget it) is clearly one of the schools

in the Northeast. This tradition, like

many others which have been im-

bedded into the quagmire of a past

that Williams has accumulated since

its founding in 1593, is old, stubborn,

and resistant to change, despite

numerous letters to the editor. But

progress is not unknown here at

Williams, and the decision to go co-ed

in 1975 is indicative of this spirit of

"loosening-up."

The admission of women into

Williams has changed the place

noticeably. Instead of all guys in

classes, sometimes you have girls.

Also, some of the bathrooms in

Morgan have been altered for special

"female needs." Home Economics
has finally found a place in the

curriculum (Econ. 212: "The
Economics of Women's Work") and
the room at the Log which had been

set aside for black drinkers had to be

converted into a make-shift ladies

room. Other than these changes,

coeducation has yielded few major
social revolutions. And the Board of

Trustees are delighted that it worked
out exactly as they had planned.

While there is no indication of im-

provement on the hetero scene, our

be-closeted friends have made great

gains. The new "Homo-American
Studies" major was- considered a

great victory, although interested

students found the registration

procedure unnecessarily covert. More
^ins are expected in the future; and

as a sign on one optimist's door reads,

"When better men are made,
Williams men will make them."
Williams students have a diverse

'range''iDf interests and backgrounds.

And if you believe that one, listen to

these: "Emphasis is on the learning,

not the working." "Despite its

location, Williamstown receives very

little inclement weather." And . . .

"there is surprisingly little emphasis
on sports on campus."
The core of the Williams Apple, and

to many minds "the pits," is its

classes. Classes are small (45-65) and
since Williams is an undergraduate
institution, there is no threat of

classes led by insecure graduate
students. Insecure teachers are often
buoyed by cocky senior majors
whether they are in need of help or

not.

The Williams political scene is an
indicator of many things. Great

numbers of students supported ex-

president Ford in the last election,

which not only reveals their personal

roots, but might also address the root

of Williams' entire problem. It cer-

tainly signals the close of those crazy,

hazy, mace-y, days of the late 60's,

which occurred during Williams'
perpetual Berkshire slumber. It

might be noted here that the five-

college area, only 40 miles to our East,

refers to Williams as the "Brigadoon

of American Colleges."

The social life at Williams is the

cause of niuch undergraduate
discussion. On the other hand, too

much undergraduate discussion is

often blamed as the cause of the

miserable social life on campus. It is

this kind of dialectic thought that

makes Williams what it is; it is what it

has been made by what people say.

Now, where do al) of these imngs
lead us? My formulation is this: in

politics, social interaction, and even
sex, Williams students want three

things: sensibility, dependability, and
something in a nice mild beige. Like a
good pair of shoes. Or a subscription

to Newsweek. This is how they come
in, this is how they 4f^ve. And what
goes on in the middle is ... pretty

much the same. -
Not that Yale is much better . .

.

TONY SPAETH

Knight, Rosehblum and

Broad earn fellowships Letter:

Geo-biology
Seniors Michael Knight and Michael

Rosenblum have been awarded $7,000

grants from the Thomas J. Watson
Foundation for a year of independent

study abroad. In addition, senior

Robin Broad will travel to Asia as one

of fifteen college students selected

from a national pool for the Luce
Scholars Program.
Knight and Rosenblum were among

the 70 Watson Fellows chosen this

year from a field of 977 applicants.

Knight, an English and history major,

will spend next year studying theater

and oral tradition in Nigeria and
Ghana. He served as secretary of the

College Council, and as a member of

Gargoyle and the Black Student

Union. He has also been a student

member of the Afro-American Studies

Committee and a representative on

several selection committees for

administrative and faculty positions.

Knight acted in several college

theater productions, and he event-

ually hopes to work in the field of

theatrical producing, directing, and
acting.

Rosemblum will compile a

photographic documentary of the

lives of Jewish emigres in Israel,

France, Germany, Italy and Eastern

Europe. A history major, Rosenblum
took time out from his academic
career to spend a half year working
and living in different parts of the

United States, including several
farming and mining communities. He
has been an active member of the

photo club, and has served as a

teaching assistant for a photography
course. His photograph of history

professor Robert G. L. Waite will be
used in Waite's forthcoming book on

Hitler. Broad will join a group of

nine men and six women from
colleges in all major geographic

regions in the United States in the

Luce Scholars Program. The Scholars

will begin their year in Asia in the fall

of 1977. After a briefing in Princeton,

New Jersey and an orientation

program at the Chinese University in

Hong Kong, the participants will take

up assignments in Asia that the Luce
Foundation has selected for them on

the basis of their preparation and
career interests. Broad's intended

field of interest is public affairs and
energy policy.

The Thomas J. Watson Fellowship

is a national competition which
sponsors independent study and
travel abroad for graduates of among
50 priv.ite colleges and universities.

Fellows are selected for "their
commitment to their particular field

of interest and for their potential

leadership within it," according to

Daniel L. Arnaud, Executive Director

of the Foundation.

Since its establishment in 1936, the

Henry Luce Foundation has made
grants totalling $22 million for

philanthropic projects in the fields of

higher education, public affairs,

scholarly programs in East Asia, apd
theology. All Asian aspects of the

Luce Scholars Program are managed
by the Asia Foundation under a

cooperative arrangement with the

Luce Foundation. The Asia Foun-
dation is a non-profit, non-
governmental organization with an
extensive staff of field respresen-

tatives based throughoiit the Far
East.

To the editor:

As Geology majors concerned with

the co-mingling and confluence of the

sciences, we would like to applaud and
commend the most recent in-

terdisciplinary, cultural exchange
perpetrated upon the Williams
scientific community. We speak of the

inter-display case loan of biology's

stuffed toys and the priceless and
stimulating geology display effected

last Sunday night. This experience

has served to broaden our intellectual

horizons and made us realize that we
had fallen into a narrow and limited

educational track. We feel that this

presents a challenge to other

departments to undertake activities of

the nature in order that the lives of

more Williams students may be

similarly enriched.

R. Spicer '77

G. James '77

D. Hovorka '78

J. Nail '78

E. Need '78

A return to the year 1968 will be

presented this Monday night

starting at 10 p.m. via the WCFM
airwaves (91.9 F.M.) as a two hour

tape follows the music, mood, and

history of that year. Prepared as a

Winter Study Project during

January by Tom Herwitz, the tape

weaves together the major hap-

penings of the year: including the

rock music, the Presidential

campaign, assassinations, student

unrest, theater, television, fashion

and fads.
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Black committee formed
The committee on the academic and

social life of black students at

Williams has met regularly to discuss

admissions policy, academic coun-

selling, black-white relations, and JA
selection, according to committee
members Kathey Dread '79 and Dave
Libardi "77.

Dean of the College Peter Berek
was unsure what decisions the

committee might reach, or when they

would reach' seme «onclu«ion8. He
denied any specific problems to ac-

count for the committee's creation in

February, saying rather than it was
part of the re-accreditation procedure

examining major changes at the

College since the last re-accreditation

ten years ago.

According to Dread, the committee
formed because the Committee on

Academic Standing reviewed the

records of black students in a

proportion not consistent with their

numbers at Williams. One CAS
member concurred, commenting that

10 per cent of the student body

provided two-thirds of their cases.

Libardi agreed with Berek's
progress report, saying that they

"haven't decided what their goals

should be" yet and do not know when
they will have recommendations
ready.

One problem the students observed

was admissions policy. Admissions is

curtailing inner-city recruiting to

reduce its expenses, agreed Dread
and Libardi. The committee
recognizes that it is more "efficient to

go to prep and suburban schools to

search for students, but complains

that "the College has a commitment
to black people, and they live in the

inner-city. " Observed another mem-
ber, "we just want to get the best

students, black or white, and right

now we're getting the best white

ones."

Academic problems, the students

feel, tnight be solved by increased

counseling for black students. This

begins with careful selection of

"approachable" JA's in the freshman
year, and must continue with better

acadeihic counselling throughout the

upper class years.

Above: One of the virtues of • small

college education is the individual

attention given in seminars. Missy

McMahon '80, third row, tenth from
left, avirtly participates In the

Psychology 101 discussion in the In-

timate confines of the Bronfman
auditorium.

(photo by Oettgen)

Two ask decriminalization of

world's oldest profession'

Left: F. Burger '81

(photo by Gledhill)

Below: Williams is fortunate to have

some of the finest residence halls on

the east coast. Mark Lanier '80 and

Ben Cart '80 show off their quarters.

Light and airy, a room on tlie quad is

undoubtedly the finest for freshman
living.

(photo by Oettgen)

Wednesday night a member of the

Boston Prostitute's Union and
COYOTE (Call Off Your Old Tired

Ethics) spoke on the

decriminalization of prostitution. The
discussion was sponsored by the

Republican Club.

Stephen Louis, a member of

COYOTE gave a brief history of

prostitution, "the oldest profession."

He stated that the U.S. is one of a few

countries to still consider prostitutes

criminals even after a U.S. cpmmittee
recommended that prostitution no

longer be considered a crime in the

60' s. The speakers stressed that it is

one of a few victimless crimes.

Decriminalization means taking the

laws off the books—not legalization,

said Louis. Three common assump-
tions he feels ungrounded are 1.

prostitutes contribute to drug abuse,

2. organized crime is deeply involved,

and 3. prostitution accounts for much
of venereal disease.

Louis and Jane, a call-girl, feel

decriminalization would end roblsery

and assault of both prostitutes and

their clientele. As the laws now stand,

neither can safely go to police and

complain. Decriminalization might

end the need of prostitutes to have

pimps for protection.

Speaking for her cohorts, Jane said

tliey do not want federal regulations

which might force them into reporting

their income. Most prostitutes she

knows take good care of themselves

physically without any enforced

regulations. While she entered the

profession due to its flexible hours and

good pay, she said money was not

everyone's motive. While working the

streets she turned 5-6 tricks a night at

$20-30; now that she has an apartment

she has 3-4 customers at $30-50.

The discussion grew volatile in

Jesup as students, members of YAF,
the Republican Club, Newman
Association and Williams Women
opened fire on the representatives and

each other. Louis summed up his

personal feelings by stating that he

works for decriminalization to reduce

the negative side-effects not because

prostitution "is a great thing."

mtm
—-—li
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Playwright Shange
gives colloquium
The author of the Broadway play

"For Colored Girls Who Have Con-

sidered Suicide-When the Rainbow is

Enuf will be at Williams College

Tuesday, April I9th. Ntozake Shange
will conduct a colloquium dh "Poetry

as Theatre" at 4 p.m. in the Oriscoll

-'Lounge, and will read fromher poems
at 8 p.m. in Room 3 of Griffin Hall.

The events are open to the public.

,
Shange is a 28-year-old poet whose

"Colored Girls" has rocketed her into

prominence as the stage's newest
highly acclaimed playwright. The
choreopoem, as it is called, is a prose
and poetry exploration of the ex-

perience of black women that features

seven actresses; she was one of the

cast until recently.

Shange's play and her poems have a

strong feminist tone that is derived,

she said ii4 a New York Times in-

terview, from her life experiences.

"We have to demand the regularness

of being human; just stop saying

being black is a drag, it's really tough

and dipsadeedah, all of which is true,"

she said in the interview. "We have
always been people. We must be

allowed the right to be just regular

Joe Blow.
"

"I think we have been hving on so

little emotionally for so long that

somebody forgot that because you

never have it, don't mean you didn't

need it," she continued. "All I have to

deal with as a woman is the results of

the pressure on all of us."

Ntozake Shange, whose name was
given to her six years ago by two

South African friends and replaced

Paulette Williams, will appear at

Williams under the sponsorship of the

Afro-American Studies Committee,

the departments of English and

theatre, and Williams Women.
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UNH, So. Conn topple

Ephs in season debut
TRACK from paflt*

followed Leinbach were Jon
Rathgeber (4:37), Brian Harrison

(4:39), Mark Chaffee (4:40) and Steve

St. Clair (4:54). Ron White, one of

Farley's most consistent winners,

added five points to the Williams total

with a solid first place in the 120 yard

high hurdles. White floated over the

barriers for a comfortable win at 15.0

while Tom Selden finished out of the

scoring at 16.4.

The Ephmen were shut out in both

sprints plus the 440 yard dash and

intermediate hurdles, but picked up a

much needed five points in the 880.

Dave Seeger used his come from

behind kick to secure second place

with a 1:58.8 clocking, and Vin

Zinicola finished one place behind at

2:00.4. Backing up the two scorers

wfere Darren Wallace (2:03), Lee
Jackson (2:03) and Jeff Coombs
(2:06).

Frank Carr closed out the scoring

on the track as he added the final five
points of the day with a 14 :48.6 victory,

in the three mile run. Freshman Mike
Behrman followed Carr through the

first mile in 4:55 but then faded cut of

contention and crossed the finish

stripe at 15:49. Tomorrow a Williams
contingent will head down to the
UMass Relays for a taste of the top
New England competition. The
superb UMass track should give the

limners a good shot at qualifying for

the various post season bham-
pionships.

Have a travel problem that you

cannot solve? Educational Flights

has, for 7 years, been helping

people In the academic community

get to Europe and the rest of the

world at minimum cost, with

maximum flexibility, and

minimum hassle. Call us, toll-free,

at 800-223-5569.

Golf juggernaut primed for spring roll
by DaveTomaszek

The Williams varsity golf team, a

melange of battle-grizzled veterans,

returned from a rigorous southern

swing with thoughts of the decimation

to be loosed on spring opponents.

FRAME SHOP GALLERY

MAIN STREET

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS. 01267

PAINTINGS, ANTIQUES PRINTS

Blonde-maned co-captain Steve
Saunders enhanced his titan image
with the best scoring, both on the

course and at the Orlando Days' Inn.

These feats of dominance were made
possible by the absence of fellow

captain and college champion Dave
Tomaszek, who opted for two weeks
with the Polish aristocracy in lieu of

the southern insanity. Dan Katz'

number three fall position may be in

jeopardy: a second rendezvous with

Dr. Ellison's orthopedic knife could be

in the offing for the smooth

sophomore.

Sure to figure prominently are

seniors Chris Vogelsang, Charlie

Haines, and Barney Ireland.

Vogelsang, perennial NESCAC
tournament terror, must be counted

upon to fulfill his vast potential, while

Haines will depend upon legendary

physical prowess to overpower the

links. Ireland, wielding his Black

Beauty graphite shaft with the

aplomb of a medieval sorcerer, relies

upon his Augusta bred game and
acute ingenuity.

WINNER OF 3 ACADEMY
AWARDS. BEST PICTURE,

Director & Film Editing

HOI^HCf

WINNER0F4
ACADEMY AWARDS

Best Actor

Actress, Supporting"

Actress, Screenplay

CINEMA I

8th Week!
7:00 8.9:15

Mat. Sat. 8. Sun. 2:00

CINEMA II

3rd Week I

V4«l:15 8<9:30

Mat. Sat. & Sun. 2: 00

Rte. 67A BENNINGTON VERMONT Tel. (802) 442-8179

DANCE
featuring the Williams Jazz Ensemble

Greylock Dining Hall

Saturday, April 16, 9-1

Traditional refreshments

$1.00 at the door
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SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

PLAY

THE NUMBERS GAME

Massachusetts

State Lottery

Available in Williamstown

Only at the Spirit Shop

The talented crew of underclassmen

is led by junior, martini-drinking

Florida land excavator Doug
Chumbley, and sophomores Bill

Upton and Mike Lynch. This trio

showed signs of promising play down
south; all have a history of fine match
accomplishments. Further support

should come from a deep and skilled

group of freshmen, most notably Ed
Bousa and Marcel "Chip" Oudin, who
each distinguished themselves with

medal winning scores in fall matches.

Chris Holm, protege of the

aforementioned Sire Vogelsang, is

expected to play well if he can avoid

the inevitable female distractions that

materialize in his path. Dan Chap-

man, Bill Sprague, and assorted other

hopefuls old and new round out the

squad.

The varsity plays an ambitious

fourteen match schedule that includes

seven Division One powers. But coach

Rudy Goff, whose linksters have the

highest winning percentage of any

athletic team since the inception of

the sport at Williams in 1903 agrees

with intrepid mentor—manager Bill

Goodell, "If we play half as well as \<'e

look, nobody's going to touch us.

Laxmen fall to

Yale stickers
LAC ROSS E from pagt A

It was like that for the Ephs early in

the game: everything worked. Passes

found their mark, ground balls came
up in Purple sticks, Eli shots

caroomed harmlessly off the pipe, and

Lamb's defense cleared far more
effectively than they have all year.

But when the ceihng fell in it

brought the roof with it. Yale coach

Bob McHenry adjusted his offense to

Williams' sliding defensive style,

sticking one middle way out front so

the defenders couldn't back up on the

driving attackmen. The attackmen

weren't looking to score, though, and

their feeds to cutting middies on this

play produced at least three tallies.

Tomorrow Connecticut, the final

visitor in the current homestand,

turns up at 2:00 p.m.

t You can place your Shuffle

Desk at an infinite nunnber of

angles, simply by "shuf-

fling" the material inside the

pillow for maximum comfort

while reading, writing, «3WATER street
stretching or snacking $11.50. williamstown

COTT/lfiE m

West's Package Store
Route 2 Between N.A. and Williamstown 1^1.663-6081

1976 BEAUJOLAIS

Now In Stock Finest Vintage In Years

CHATEAU LAROSE-TRINTAUDON

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED BY "VINTAGE MAGAZINE"

16 oz Case

RETURNABLE

Ballantlne

or

UTICACLUB

$5.49
plus

$1.50

Deposit
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Elis overpower laxmen, 17-13
by Dennis O'Shea

For a long, long time, in fact until

nearly two minutes into the fourth

quarter, it looked like Williams might
just pull it off again. Fittingly, though,

it was attackman Andy Murr who
drove the left corner, and executed a

textbook dduble-jukestep-turn-and-

fire, to put Yale on top for good and
shatter Eph hopes for a second Cole

Field upset of the Elis in three

years** Fittingly; because Muff's

tally at 1:54 of the final canto capped
off a run of five straight third quarter

assists that kept the Elis, New
England's sixth ranked team, in the

ballgame until the ninth rated Purple
'scoring automaton ran smack into a
severe energy shortage. It was the

ninth lead change of the afternoon.

After the go-ahead tally midfielder

.Jim Graham scored twice, assisted by
Murr both times, and Yale's other two
attackmen got one apiece. Attackman
Dave Moffitt snapped an 18 minute
E[^ scoring drought with ten seconds
left. That cut the final deficit to 17-13.

Purple coach Renzie Lamb tabbed
midfield defense as the weak link in

the Williams effort. All seven Murr
feeds went to midfielders (four of

them to Graham), and, in all, Yale
middies put in 13 tallies.

"Anybody willing to move the ball

in the midfield scored," complained
Lamb. "W'e ran out of gas in the third

period, stopped being aggressive,

stopped talking, stopped moving."

The Eph offense pulled up short at

the same time ^nd an offensiye unit

that for 2V^ quarters had put together

the best show of crisp, precise passing

and aggressive cutting in four years

suddenly couldn't pick up the ball or

put it in a cutter's stick. For the

third time this spring the Ephmen
broke into double figures, but for the

first time it was the Purple middies

who did the bulk of the scoring,

leaving attackmen Todd Eckerson
and Peter Thomsen free to con-

centrate on controlling the ball and
finding the open man. Each put a pair

past tough Yale target Bob Izard, but,

even more importantly, they com-

bined for nine assists.

Early in the game, every Eph of-

fensive player knew just where to look

Williams crew (top) edged the Villanova University shell by one second to win
the featured race of the Provident Mutual Cup regatta in Varsity Heavyweight
Eight Race. y_

Irockmen openyA/ith

losses to So. Qonn, UNH
by Frank Carr

"It's going to be a long spring", said

Eph track coach Dick Farley after

opening day losses to both Southern

Connecticut and the University of

New Haven on Tuesday. "The Williams

trackmen scored in only 7 of 18 events

but did manage to avoid a winless

record by slipping past the host team
Westfield State. The Ephmen gar-

nered individual victories in a mere
four events, while Southern Conn,

monopolized the winner's stand with

ten first places.

Scoreboard
Varsity Baseball (2-0)

April 12 Trinity 7 • V»(illiams 13

Highlights—Hollingsworth 5 RBI's,

grand slam home run in 9th;

Harrington, McEniry, Kruetz each had
two runs.

April 9 RPI 2 "Vfilliams 14

Highlights—15 team hits; 6 runs in the

8th; Walters 3 hits, 2 RBI's; Friborg

stole 3 bases.

Varsity Lacrosse (1-2)

April 13 Yale 17 Williams 13

Goals: Nelson 3, Nuzzolese 2, Eckerson

2, Thomsen 2, AA. Murray 1, Taylor 1,

Goodbody 1, Moffitt 1

April 9 Springfield 2 . Williams 18

Goals: Goodbody S, Thomsen 5, Curran

1, Nuzzelese 1, T. Murray 1, Glynn 1,

Moffitt 3, Nelson 1.

Varsity Tennis (1-3)

April 13 Dartmouth 9 Williams

April 11 Union 1 - Williams 8

April 9 Army 6 Williams 3

April 6 UMass 5 - Wiiliams 4

Track (1-2)

April 12 Southern Connecticut 1st,

University of New Haven 2nd, Williams

3rd, and Westfield State 4th.

Women's Lacrosse
April 1 Scrimmage Springfield

Williams
Goals:

Captain Rich Remmer was the

leading Williams point-getter with a

total of eight in three events. Remmer
opened up with a 48 foot put to win the

shot and then at the close of the meet

he grabbed 3rd in the discus at 137

feet. In the hammer tiirow, Larry

Tanner's 155' 3" second place effort

paced the captain who recorded a 4th

place toss of 146' 9". There were no

purple points chalked up in^e jumps,

but sophomore Stan Parese gave an

excellent performance in the pole

vault, springing 12 feet in his first

collegiate track meet.

Ken Leinbach started off the run-

ning event scoring with a one mile

victory in 4:22.7. Leinbach followed a

slow early pace but blazed a 59.7 final

quarter for a fine opening day

clocking. The four purple shirts that

see TRACK page 5

for a loose stick, and that stick was
almost always there. Rather than

shooting, each made that one extra

pass to set up a quickstick goal that

got by Izard before he could turn to

see it.

For instance, Williams' tenth and
eleventh goals came off third period

fast breaks that left Eckerson with the

ball all alone high in the restraining

area. The junior attackman, who
spoffe a" five aissist per game avwage,'

turned immediately to the crease

where he found Thomsen and hat

tricker Collie Nelson.

Early in the contest middle Jamie
Taylor had scooped a bouncing
ground ball out near the midline, and

completed a spectacular blind over

the shoulder toss to Thomsen down
low. Thomsen dropped a perfect feed

to Eckerson on the backside and Izard

didn't have a prayer.

see LACROSSE page 5

Midfielder Jamie Ta^or (30) passes opponent Steve Potter in game which

Williams lost to Yale 13-17. (photo by Oettgen)

Netmen bomb Union, lose to Green
Some might call it a form of justice.

If that's true, the varsity tennis team
could have done with a little less

justice and a lot more wins on Wed-

nesday as they were dismantled by

Dartmouth 9-0 only two days after

thrashing Union 8-1.

The split gives the Ephs a 1-3 season

mark, a record that would not be

sorely missed should it be blown away
like so many tennis balls on the windy

Williams' courts. Coach Dave
Johnson must now rally his team as

they head into the middle part of the

season and prepare for several

traditionally close matches.

Williams was looking for its first

win of the year against Union, and the

team earned it with strong play down
the line. Af^ no. 1 singles, Martin
Goldberg^rrendered only two games
to a pletyer the Union coach before the

match had stated would go undefeated

Ahis year. Jim Parsons played a close

first set and then breezed through the

second for a good win, while no. 3

Perry Nelson took the opposite route

to get at the same result. Losing his

first match of the year was No. 4 Evan
Bash, but Tad Roach remained un-

defeated with a strong showing at no.

5. M itch Reiss then scored an easy win

Crew breezes by Holy Cross
by Tom Klumpp

The Williams oarsmen picked up

their fourth, fifth, and sixth straight

wins of the season as the heavy, light

and freshman boats breezed easily

past their Holy Cross opponents in

Worcester last Friday.

In the varsity event, the Eph
heavies exploded off the start into a

commanding six seat lead after only

ten strokes. Stroke Gavin Watson then

settled the boat down to an almost

leisurely 28 stroke per minute pace

while the weaker Holy Cross boat,

rowing at a 32, struggled un-

successfully to come back. The Ephs
crossed the 2000 meter finish line in

6:36, the best time of the day, winning

by 13 seconds.

The lights, facing a strong but

inexperienced JV squad, found

themselves half a length down after 'a

rough start in very choppy water.

They soon regained their form,

powering past the opposition for a 2

length lead at the 500 meter mark. The

Ephmen continued to pull away
steadily, finishing in 6:39, almost 30

seconds up.

The Holy Cross freshman cox,

apparently postulating that a crooked

path through smooth water is faster

than a straight route through the

chop, proceeded diagonally off the

start toward the shore's lee, leaving

V
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Trustees to face full agenda

The Trustees are meeting ttiis Friday and Saturday to discuss College finances

and building renovations. Can you pick out YOUR house's Trustee in this photo?

The Board of Trustees will meet
Friday and. Saturday, ta discuss the

financial status of the College, the

renovation of Chapin Hall and Gar-
field House, and honorary degrees
and faculty changes, according to

Francis H. Dewey, 3rd, secretary to

the Board of Trustees. In addition, the

trustee Committee on Campus Life

will meet Friday with the Committee
on Undergraduate Life to discuss

College issues, said Dewey.
House trustees will have dinner in

their respective residential houses on
Thursday, when possible, followed by
committee meetings pn Friday and a

meeting of the full Board of Trustees

on Saturday.

On Friday, the Budget and
Financial Planning Committee of the

Board will discuss how-to finance the

debt incurred by the construction of

Mission Parlt and the renovation of

Garfield and Morgan. There will also Committee, added Dewey.

be a "very preltjnin^^y discussion of Th» Conuniltae on Instruction will.

the idea of supplementing financial

aid with loans directly to parents",

said Dewey.
The renovation of Garfield House

and phase 2 of the Chapin Hall

renovation will occupy the Trustee
Committee on Buildings and Grounds.
The College investment managers,

George Johnson and Paul Miller, will

discuss the status of the endowment
and current economic conditions with

the trustee Committee on Finance

approve compensation for faculty,

and will discuss new appointments

and resignations.

The Committee on Degrees will

decide on a theme for next year's

convocation, and will approve
honorary degrees to be awarded at

convocation and at commencement.
The Development Committee and

the Society of Alumni will also meet

Friday to discuss fund raising the

Alumni Fund and the Capital Fund-

Major exercise optional

Students see Steering Committee
"We do a lot of talking and very little

acting," Faculty Steering Committee

member Gary Jacobsohn admitted to

students at an open forum Thursday.

Four members of the committee.

Professors Irwin Shainman, Michael

Katz, Roger Bolton, and Jacobsohn

met with students to discuss the

committee's relations with students,

faculty, and the student-faculty

committees. Steering Committee
members concurred that they exerted

httle direct influence on students in

their role as representatives of the

faculty.

Shainman reviewed the purposes of

the committee. "We manaige faculty

meetings by drawing up agendas," he

said. The committee also recom-

mends faculty members for student-

faculty committees, works with the

president on campus crises, and

represents the faculty in com-
pensation talks.

"We serve as aTorum for faculty

members who feel they need a vehicle

for complaint," Shainman added. He
called the field of appointments and

promotions the "most touchy" of the

committee's concerns. He explained

that although the committee
evaluates the procedures used in the

hiring and promoting process, they

make no value judgments.

Students attending the forum
criticized the committee's closed

meetings and the absence of student

representation. Committee members

argued that open meetings and

student representation would hinder

confidentiality in meetings.

Shainman said, "We're not trying to

hide from students; it's just that the

things we deal with rarely directly

affect students." Members recalled

meetings with former College Council

President Steve Piltch and various

student groups, emphasizing their

openness to student input. They did

not rule out future open forums to

gather student opinion.

Experts evaluate scope of

language department
Six experts on language instruction

spoke with students Friday to

determine their opinions of the scope

and effectiveness of the language

departments at Williams.

Both majors and students enrolled

in lower level courses discussed the

the

and

Committee applications available
The College Council is now ac-

cepting self-nominations for

various student and student-

faculty committees. The Election

Committee will make recom-

mendations to the council, who will

appoint members next week.

Applications are available at the

Dean's office, and the completed

forms should be returned there j>y

Friday, April 22. Appointees will

take over from present members
next fall, except in the case of the

already appointed Finance

Committee, which will take office

this spring.

Listed below are the open

committees with a short ex-

planation of their purposes and

functions.

ACEC—The All-College En-

tertainment Committee, con-

cerned with college-wide en-

tertainment.

Admissions— Reviews opera-

tions of present admissions

policies, organizes campus visits

for applicants in the. late winter

and early spring. Does not make
recommendations about can-

didates.

Afro-Aiherican Studies-
Attempts to develop full program:

course sequences, exchanges with

black schools, etc., which relate

to the black experience.

Athletics—Advises and consults

with the Director of Athletics on

matters involving athletics,

physical education and recreation.

By-Laws—Will compile all the

council rules and regulations;

updates the constitution; evaluates

the present structure as to its ef-

fectiveness, and makes recom-

mendation! for reform.

Calendar and Schedule—Makes
recommendations to the faculty

concerning the academic calendar

and the scheduling of classes.

Computer Services—Concerned

with their operation at the College.

Makes recommendations to the

faculty.

Evaluation Study—Concerned

with the ways of improving the

evaluation of instruction; provides

each semester with a standard

course evaluation questionnaire.

Faculty Committee—attends
faculty meetings and reports to the

College Council.

Financial aid—Will evaluate the

College policy on financial aid.

Also reviews employment op-

portunities for financial aid

students.

Library Committee—Consults
with and advises the College

Librarian on matters of library

policy, including the allocation of

the purchases budget among
departments.

Lecture—Schedules and
arranges for visiting lectures,

often in cooperation with depart-

ments and campus organizations.

Log—Reviews the operation of

the Log, and the applications of

prospective managers.

Physical Planning—Concerned

with the physical expansion plans

of the College; will make
recommendations as to the need of

certain.improvements in buildings

and grounds.

Standing Committee-
Concerned with the student

evaluation of faculty.

Winter Study-Organizes the

Winter Study Program, reviews 99

projects and funding, and for-

mulates educational and
txjdgetary policy.

variety of classes offered in

French, Spanish, German
Russian departments.

The directors of the discussions,

departmental heads from other small

liberal arts colleges around the

country, also tried to elicit comments

on enrollment figures and student

motivation for taking language

courses at a school like Williams.

One student commented on the

limited number of intermediate level

course offerings in one department.

Others stressed that there was not

enough emphasis on language itself

within any one department. "Too

often the language is viewed only as a

tool rather than a subject in itself.

There should probably be more ad-

vanced offerings in the spoken
language so that this aspect is not

lost," a language major said.

The meeting with students was part

of an overall evaluation of the

see LANGUAGES page 3

The faculty voted last Wednesday to

make the major exercise optional at

the discretion of departments because

departments were simply noT com-

plying with the old legislation, ac-

cording to George Geothals, chairman

of the Committee on Educational

Policy.

The old legislation required that

departments have a major exercise

either distinct from or incorporated in

the major seminar. Several depart-

ments, however, interpreted this to

mean that the seminar was equivalent

to the major exercise. In this case,

departments did not administer the

major exercise at all.

The optional, pass-fail major
exercises won't take effect until 1979,

Goethals explained, because those

departments which might want to

have a major exercise must have it

approved by the faculty, a process

which requires at least a year.

Goethals noted that next year,

however "most departments will see

that the major exercise is unravelling.

and count the seminar as the exer-

cise."

The new_Jegislation will greatly

reduce the number of departments
which use the major exercise, ac-

cording to Goethals. "Nobody is

taking the major exercise seriously

any more," he said. "The faculty

doesn't like it. The legislation comes
as close as anything could to

abolishing it."

The CEP did not recommend that

the major grade be abolished, but

Professor Thomas McGill proposed

an amendment to this aspect, from
the floor. Goethals explained that the

committee considered it unfair to

students to have a grade from a single

test recorded on their transcripts.

"The major grade gave you a place to

put the major exercise grade," said

Goethals.

McGill said that the major grade
was "not only a useless anachronism
but a nuisance as well. It comes so

late in a student's career that it is

completely meaningless."

Language instruction experts questioned, students at Weston Language Center
last week to determine the effectiveness of various departments.

(photo by Van OiiD

Education aid bill raises questions
by Peter Rintels

President Carter has introduced a

new aid-to-education package to

Congress which asks for $1 billion

more than former President Ford's

recommendation. The allocation plan,

however, has alarmed many
Congressmen who claim that it will

cost many working-class families the

chance to pay for their childrens'

education, and that allocations are

biased toward rural states.

Carter's request asks for $3.3 billion

in aid for the fiscal year beginning

October 1. It calls for increases in the

basic educational opportunity grant

program (BEOG), and the college

work-study program. It also restores

funding to the supplementary
educational opportunity grant

program (SEOG) which Ford had

planned to cut. Finally, Carter has

asked for an end to the direct student

loan program, fofwhich he has drawn
fire from legislators and
Massachusetts politicians.

Carter says he believes that the

increasing default rate on loans and

Increases in monies from other

sources has ended the need for the

program. Representative Carl

Perkins of Kentucky, chairman of the

House Education and Labor Com-
mittee, however, said that ending

direct student loans would mean that

"hundred of thousands of working

class families would probably have to

terminate the education of their

children."

Massachusetts Lieutenant
Governor Thomas P. O'Neill, III has

estimated that cutting the program

would cost Massachusetts students

over $16 million a year in loans.Direct

Student Loan funds, (along with

SEOG and work-study money) are

given directly to colleges to be

distributed as part of their normal

financial aid packages.

According to Director of Financial

Aid Henry N. Flynt, loss of the aid

money "as much as we're grateful for

it, would not put us out of business."

Williams receives approximately $26

to $28,000 in student loan funds,

barely IVi p^r cent of Williams' total

financial aid monies of $2 million.

Government loans are offered at 3 per

cent interest, as opposed to the nor-

mal rate of 7 per cent, so they are

generally assigned to the hardest

pressed families. If the money were

lost, Flynt said he expects it could be

made up from other sources.

Flynt, however, explained that this

is only true of Williams because the"

College has systematically set aside

endowment funds for financial aid.

Newer schools, particularly com-

munity colleges like North Adams
State, often have financial aid

programs based entirely on federal

money. Any cut in funding to these

institutions would be a serious blow.

The work-study funds are also

endangered by the Carter proposal.

Although the absolute amount of funds

see EDUCATION page 3

COLLEGE COUNCIL AGENDA
FOR TONIGHT IN GREYLOCK
1) Organization of a special

committee to study student input

into Student-Faculty committees;

and one to study student in-

volvement in departmental
committees. •

2) Organization of a special

committee to restructure the

ACEC.
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Choral Society presents Mendelssohn's Elijah
The Williams College Choral

Society, conducted by Kenneth
Roberts, will present Mendelssohn's

Elijah on Saturday, at 8:30 p.m. in

Chapih Hall. Soloists Betty Allen,

Berenice Bramson, William Parker,

and. Vinson Cole, the chorus of the

Emma Willard School in Troy, N.Y.,

directed by Russell Locke, ^and an

orchestra of 60 musicians will join the

Choral Society in the performance of

,this musicrdrama.
Elijah is one of the major oratorios

of the nineteenth century, and was
enormously popular throughout the

Englis(i empire and Germany.
Written in 1845-6, it was the last big

work composed by Mendelssohn, who
died in 1847 at the age of 38. WiUiam
Bartholomew translated the Scrip-

tural passages, originally compiled by

the German librettist in a skillful

selection from fifteen different books

of the Bible. Mendelssohn, who
hurriedly composed the work in order

to fulfill a commission from the city of

Birmingham, England, used the

opportunity to learn English while

working with Bartholomew and the

King James version of the Bible.

This oratorio includes six legends:

drought and famine; Elijah in exile;

Israel under King Ahab and worship

of false idols like Baal; the continuing

drought, despite Israel's repentance;
Elijah's flight and meeting Queen
jJezebel; and Elijah's sojourn on Mt.
Horeb. VarioMs selections from the
work are well known as individual

pieces, such as "He Watching over
Israel," "Life Thine Eyes," the

soprano's "Hear Ye, Israel," the
alto's "O Rest in the Lord," the
tenor's "If with all Your Hearts," and
the bass' "Lord God of Abraham,
IsaAc, Isreal."- -

The work is written in the con-

trapuntal or fugal style often
associated with Handel, and as such
was a sort of homage to the British

and their most famous choral master.
Mendelssohn specified certain parts

for children's voices, to be sung in this

performance by the sixty-five girls in

the Emma Willard School Chorus. At
times, they also sing with the hundred
mixed voices of the Williams Choral
Society. The soloists' roles as various

Old Testament figures are interwoven
with the choral sections, to create a

complete Biblical opera-drama.
Betty Allen, mezzo-soprano, has

fashioned an international career and
reputation out of a superb voice and
personality. Born in Ohio, she won a
scholarship to Tanglewood in the mid-
Fifties and was promptly
"discovered" by Leonard Bernstein,

Experts evaluate languages
LANGUAGE from Page 1

cohesion, efficiency and place of

language instruction at Williams.

The evaluation came as a result of

two reports by the CEP and . the

Romanic and Russian language

departments on the status of language

instruction at Williams. Chairman of

Romanic Languages, George
Pistorius said, "Bflth the ad-

ministration and the departments
initiated the evaluation in order to

give the College an idea of how we
stood in terms of other institutions on
this subject."

The Record Store
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who selected her to sing the solo part

in his Jeremiah Symphony. Allen

will be remembered locally for her

appearance with the Williams Choral

Society in Brahms' Alto Rhapsody
and in scenes from Virgil Thomson's
opera about -Susan B. Anthony,
"Mother of Us All."

The three other soloists are making
their first appearance in William-

stown this Spring. Berenice Bramson,

electrified the musical world four

years ago as an unheralded singer

making her debut in Carnegie Recital

Hall.

Vinson Cole, tenor, comes from
Kansas City and is already singing

important roles with the Philadelphia

and Santa Fe Opera companies and in

Europe, although he is still in his early

twenties.

WiUiam Parker, baritone, is. a

Cap and Bells presents the music of Jacques Brel from 11 p.m. to midnight at-

the Williams Inn, April 21-24. Pictured are Peter Miller, Ann Silvi, John Martin,

Marc Lichtman, and Gwen Seliger.

(photo by Read)
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native of Butler, Pennsylvania who
graduated from Princeton with a

degree in German languages, in the

remarkably short time since then, he

has won many prizes and awards.

Aid bill raises

questions
EDUCATION from page 1

for the program is likely to increase,

the formula foi| its distribution tends

to be biased toward rural states.

The formula is based in part on how
many children from a state come
from families with incomes of under

$3,000. Since public assistance is

higher than this in most industrial

states, funding is biased toward rural

areas. Until now, Massachusetts has

<pvercome the bias through Federal

discretionary funds, but the Carter

proposal calls for an end to these

funds, a plan that would cost the state

$9.6 million of its $19.1 million share of

the money.
Again, however, the effect on

Williams would be minor. The College

at present receives $34,000 under this

program, and should the proposed cut

go into effect, this would be reduced to

roughly $17,000. If the funds were not

made up from anywhere, it would cost

approximately 40 of the 200 students in

the program their jobs. Flynt again

held the possibility of this kind of cut

to be unlikely.

Carter's aid package is presently

under review by the House Sul)-

committee on Appropriations, and
chances appear good that the money
will be restored.

Smoke bomb
obscures Log
The Log may be the favorite

campus spot for getting bombed, but

this is the first time it's gone this far.

A smoke bomb was let off last

Saturday night at the Schlitz "Movie
Orgy" . No damage was caused except

a total blackening of the men's room
wall and a terrible smell.

At ten o'clock a particularly of-

fensive smell began to drift through

the back room by the bar, and one

patron said he wondered whether his

' drinking companion had been par-

ticularly uninhibited. Others to<A a

more serious view of the situation,

and, with a quick check out the win-

dow, saw thick smoke rolling through

the parking lot. Sometimes there is "a

policeman when you need one"—

a

cruising Williamstown Police car was
flagged down on Spring Street, and

they in turn called the Fire Depart-

ment. Together with Dave Trawick,

Log assistant manager, they searched

the Log and found a burnt-out military

issue smoke grenade resting on the

window sill of the men's room.

WILLIAMSTOWN
BLOODMOBILE DRIVE
Monday, Apr 1 1 25, 1977

First Congregational Church
10 A.M. -4 P.M.

WE WOULD APPRECIATE
YOUR HELP

WUIANS

Have a travel problem that you
cannot solve? Educational Flights

has, for 7 years, t>een helping

people In the academic community
get to Europe and the rest of the

world at minimum cost, with

maximum flexibility, and
minimum hassle. Call us, toll-free,

at 800 223 5569.
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Purple '9' takes two from
Bowdoin, 5-0 and 10-2

by Frank PergolUii

"Everything is starling to gel. The
team is really playing well together."

A happy Jim Briggs spoke those

words about his 4-1 baseball team
after their sweep of Saturday's twin

bill with Bowdoin. The double killing

made the weekend quite productive,

even wiLti Friday's thrilling 6-5 loss to

Colby.

Both wins were a combination of

strong hitting and solid pitching. The
first game saw Williams get only

seven hits, but make most of them
count, scoring five runs. Frank
Kreutz, with three hits and four runs

batted in, and Tom Redden, with two

hits, two walks, and three stolen

bases, led the offensive output for

Williams. Sophomore righthander
Tony Stall, scattering five hits while

striking out seven, was impressive in

shutting out the lackluster Polar-

Bears. Stall, complementing a strong

fast ball with a tricky curve, stifled

Tony Stahl threw a four-hit shut-out in the first half of the double-header against Bowdoin Saturday.

.^ (photo by Read)

Stickers outgufiUConn; face Union
by Nancy Rhein

It wasn't their best lacrosse, but

then it wasn't Yale either, so just an
ordinary effort was good enough to

enable the Williams stockmen to

defeat UConn 10-6 Saturday. Coming
off last Wednesday's 17-13 loss to

Yale, the Ephs lacked the crisp

passing and hustling play which had

kept them in the contest against the

Elis until the fourth quarter. UConn,
having challenged Yale in a 13-12 loss,

was also playing a let-down version of

its game as both teains looked, sloppy

early in the match, with Williams

netminder Bob Cowin taking

responsibility for keeping the Ephs in

the game.

With UConn threatening, according

to Williams coach Renzi Lamb, "Todd
Eckerson took it upon himself not to

let them beat us. His goals turned it

around" as Eckerson got the team
going. The junior attackman, with two
goals and three asists, put the Ephs
ahead in the (irst quarter on an
unassisted burn-it past-the goalie shot

off a sloppy UCpnn clear.

Middle captain Jamie Taylor also

looked good for the team, tying the

score in the first quarter off a feed

from Dick Goodbody. The Ephs'

midfield played well offensively,

going for three goals although the

middle defense was less effective,

giving up three goals and four assists

Norton elected ice-captain
Defenseman Jim Norton was

elected captain of the 1977-78

Williams College hockey team at

the team's annual awards banquet

last Tuesday evening.

Norton, a starting defenseman

since his freshman year, missed

the last eight games of the past

season and proved to be sorely

missed—Williams lost seven of the

eight games.
"He's a good feeder and has a

good point shot, and he's excellent

at breaking the puck out of the

zone," said Williams Coach Bill

McCormick. In his abbreviated

season, the six-foot, 170-pound

junior scored four goals and five

assists, and had a plus-seven

rating, the best on the team.

In the other awards presen-

tations, senior goaltender Chuck
Cremens was named Most
Valuable Player, senior winger
Brian Norris was chosen the Most
Improved Player, and sophomore
Seth "Chick" Johnson received the

Team Spirit award.

to the Conn mid-field.

UConn gunner Peter Murphy ted the

visitors charge on Cowin with three

goals and one assist with Cowin

picking off 18 strong shots. The Eph
defense, with Unger playing rough in

man-down situations, cleared ef-

fectively and steadily, feeding to the

squad's "on again-off again" offense.

Playing well in the second quarter,

Eckerson fed Gus Nuzzolese for a

super goal from outside before UConn
used a middle goal to make it 3-2.

Then Eckerson really took off, firing

several shots before connecting for an

unassisted tally with 5 minutes left.

Minutes later he added his second

with a somewhat less than pic-

turesque goal. Attackman Peter

Thomsen converted the Ephs power

play into a goal off of the stickof Dave
Moffitt as the team began to play

as they had against Yale.

With both teams playing more
aggressively in the third quarter, it

was up to Cowin to hold off UConn.

Murphy in a rare Conn attack play

scored early in the quarter, riling up

Eckerson for another feed to Nuz-

zolese to make it 8-3.

Following a UConn penalty in the

final minute of the third the Ephs
maintained the ball to begin the

quarter without a face-off. Failing to

score on the man-up advantage, the

team came baek as Goodbody hit

from Eckerson for the third run-up

goal for six advantages. Both squads

then slacked off, as UConn fired three

more past Cowin and Company before

Goodbody scored from Thomsen to

finish the match.

The Ephs; offense reached double

figures for the 4th time in four outings

this season despite UConn's nationally

recognized goalie (statistically). The

team, ninth in the New England

rankings last week will try to put

together the skills that are there to

improve that ranking this week.

The Ephs will need more than hard

hitting and a sloppy game this

Wednesday at 3:30 as they face an

"out for blood" Union squad. Union, in

the wake of the Ned Harkness hockey

recruiting controversy, may try to

overcome its grief over the coach's

suspension as they take on the Ephs.

Union, playing an uneventful NY
schedule, has always looked to beat

WiUiams, with this year no exception.

Provided the stickmen survive the

trip to Union's turf, they meet an even

better UMass squad Saturday on Cole

field.

the Bowdoin bats all afternoon. Stall,

in his first start ever at Williams, was
aided by two doubleplays turned over

by short stop Scott Harrington. Both

killed potential Bowdoin scoring

threats.

The second game was again a tale of

powerful Williams bats and strong

pitching. Pcank Kreutz, ScoU
Harrington, and Bob LaBombard led

the hit parade knocking in five, two,

and two runs respectively, and ac-

counting for seven of the Ephmen's
twelve hits among them. Junior Pete

Kastrinelis, was also impressive,

scattering four hits and giving up only

one earned run.

Sophomore Kreutz. was by far the

player of the weekend. He drove in

nine runs in the double-header, giving

him thirteen on the season. Stretching

back into his last three at bats against

Colby Friday, he has hit safely in his

last nine trips to the plate. This streak

brings his batting average to a torrid

.812, with thirteen hits in sixteen at

bats. The left fielder's powerful bat

has to have been a pleasant surprise

for coach Briggs.

Friday's game saw Williams come
back from a 6-0 deficit in the seventh

and eighth innings, only to leave the

tying run on third base in the bottom

of the ninth. The Ephmen showed a lot

of poise and enthusiasm, bouncing

back from a tough loss with a

doubleheader sweep. Junior Steve

Maier picked up the loss to Colby.

Today at 3 P.M. Williams opens the

Little Three season against the

Wesleyan Cardinals. A victory here

could get the Ephs on the road to the

first undisputed Little Three title in

some years.

Williams' Ultimate Frisbee

Club, in action this weekend, was
crushed by the University of New
Hampshire Saturday as the squad

went down in defeat 37-1. The
team, playing in an earlier match
last Wednesday, lost to RPI 51-22.

Ultimate Frisbee will play a full

schedule of matches this spring

with their next competition at

Hampshire this weekend for the

Little Three title.

Eph racketeers brain MIT, 8-1
by Evan Bash

The whizzes at MIT had their

calculators and slide rules

ready Saturday to keep track of what
they figured would be one of those

win-by-a-tie-breaker matches with the

^ Williams varsity tennis team. What
^•^ey hadn't figured on was that the

Ephs would put it all together on a

beautiful afternoon for tennis to short

circuit both those calculators and the

MIT team. Williams' 8-1 victory was
the second of the year against three

losses.

For the first time this year the

Ephs' singles play was at a level

Frank Kreutz

named athlete

of the week
Frank Kreutz, left fielder on the

varsity baseball team, has been

chosen as the Record Athlete of the

Week after driving in nine runs

against Bowdoin on Saturday. The
sophomgce slugger picked up three

hits and four R.B.I.'s in the first game
of the twin bill and drove in another

five in the second contest. Kreutz has

hit safely In his last nine at bats and

sports an extraordinary .812 average.

Honorable Mention—Junior Todd
Eckerson led the varsity lacrosse

team to a 10-6 victory over UConn on

Saturday with a total of 2 goals and 3

assists. The Eph attackman also fired

in two goals and combined with Peter

Thomsen for nine assists in last

Wednesday's battle with Yale.

Coach Dave Johnson expects. Martin

Goldberg adjusted well to MIT's slow

Har-Tru and scored a good 6-2, 6-3

win, while Jim Parsons slugged his

way to victory, 6-3, 6-3. Celebrating

his birthday before some hometown
fans no. 3 Perry Nelson didn't

disappoint anyone with a 7-5, 6-2

showing.

The second three Williams players

all took it to the limit to score three set

wins. Evan Bash came from behind in

the third to win 2-6, 6-2, 7-6 and Bill

Whelan's play was on a roller coaster

trip as he secured a 6-1, 2-6, 6-1 vic-

tory. At no, 5 Tad Roach overcame a

'>Wtfti'_\

.

bad court, a bad day, some fifth story

hecklers and his opponent in winning

6-3, 6-7, 6-2.

A revamped doubles line-up

provided the Ephs with their last two

wins of the day. Goldberg and Whelan,

up from the second spot, each made it

double wins for the day as they rolled

6-4, 7-6. The duo of Dean Gianakos and
Nelson found it tough going as they

fell 6-4, 6-3, but Parsons scored his

second win of the day as he teamed
with hard-charging Pete Friesen in a

new doubles combination to record a

6-2, 7-5 victory. Williams faces a tough

Harvard team at Cambridge today.

The stickmen's volatile game with UConn ended with a 10-6 win for the Ephs.

(photo by Doherty)

Crews battle wind, Conn

Frank Kreutz, altilete of the week
(photo by Read)

by Wit McKay
Last Saturday the Williams College

boat club raced Connecticut College

on Lake Onota in Pitlsfield. The lake,

only recently cleared of ice, was very

rough in a heavy direct cross wind,

causing trouble for almost all of the

crews.

The varsity lightweights handled

the wind best, because of their great

experience, and trounced the Conn.

College crew by over two lengths.

Conn. College was unable to boat a

heavyweight eight so the Williams

Heavies broke up into two fours, with

the middle four taking on Conn.'s

heavy four and the bow and stern

pairs racing a Freshman four. The
boat club doesn't own any fours so

they borrowed one from Conn.,
paddled up to the start and raced. It

was a somewhat absurd situation for

people who ha ve never rowed together

in a four, much less in a stiff

crosswind. The heavy four lost by
about ten seconds in over eight

minutes. The second Williams four

beat Conn, by twelve seconds, but

were fourteen seconds behind the time
of the first Williams four.

The Williams Freshmen were
unable to cope with the wind and were
beaten by a length and a half. The
wind can be a very important factor in

a race, as was demonstrated on
Saturday. An eight, which is sixty feet

long and \'2-2 feet wide can be blown
right over by a breeze, and the crew
that can row best (not necessarily

strongest) will win.

The Williams Women also suffered

from the wind, as the heavyweights
lost by around a length and a half,

while the lightweights (eight women
under 130 and averaging 125) lost by
about two lengths.

An abbreviated version of the

Williams Track Team travelled to

University of Massachusetts last

Saturday to compete with some of

the best runners in New England in

the UMass Relays. Although the

Ephs were missing many of their

top competitors, those who were

there managed to hold their own.

Junior weightman Larry Tanner

hurled the hammer to a new

personal best of 156 feet. Although

he didn't pick up any points he did

qualify for the NCAA Division III

National meet.

Vin Zinacolll, Kenny Leinbach,

Terry O'Reilly, and Dave Seeger

combined for a sub-eight minute

two mile relay, good for a second

place in the college division.

Leipbach, O'Reilly, Seeger, and

Dafi Sullivan then combined for a

distance medley team that took the

college division title.
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CC approves committee
to study student power
A proposal by Sarah Thorne to form

a committee to investigate student

power won the overwhelming ap-

proval of the College Council Tuesday
night.

'

According to Thorne, the committee

will "look at the structure of the

major bodies involved in decision-

making, and evaluate them as to the

student role in these bodies." She
specified individual departments,
student-faculty committees, faculty

meetings and committees, and the

administration as the four structures

that the committee will examine.

The committee will consist of in-

vestigating one of the four "power
structures." Two or three individuals

will be elected from the student body

to serve as general coordinators for

the subcommittees, responsible for

providing weekly progress reports to

the council. Any student may serve on
any of the subcommittees. Mem-
bership will be unlimited.

Council President Tom Herwitz saw
the investigation of student-faculty

committees as the new committees'

most important immediate charge,

since the faculty steering committee
is presently considering a reduction of

the number of faculty members
serving on these committees.

Mike Lissack reported that the

student course guide will not be ready

for distribution until Monday, due to

delays caused by typing problems.

Lissack's report produced dismay
from the two faculty members
present at the meeting, who were
concerned that faculty would not have
enough time to view the guide prior to

its distribution and prepare com-
ments, an arrangement agreed to by

the course guide committee. Assistant

Dean Ellen Julien commented that

"the faculty appreciates having
things done the way they planned it to

be done," and George Goethals
suggested postponing the guide until

next semester, "when you can do it

right." Don Tourney apologized for

the committee, but added that "the

guide is for students, and not faculty,"

and claimed that after reviewing

many of the sections, he did not an-

ticipate "angry letters from faculty

members."
Herwitz announced the formation of

a committee to "restructure the

guidelines" of the ACEC. According to

Herwitz, the organization "has shown

this year and in the past that it has

major problems." He also cited the

need for an ACEC business manager.

The council voted to form a com-

mittee composed of 1 member of last

year's ACEC, one member of the

present ACEC, members of the past

and present Finance Committee, and

one member of the College Council.

Andy Goodell reported that the CUL
has voted unanimously to accept a
proposal for a pilot "Freshman
camping experience." The plan calls

for a three-day campout and general
orientation session to be held on
Weston Field. The proposal will go to

the Dean's office for final approval.

Admissions Committee member
Larry Mitchell charged that the

committee has "done nothing all

year." Headded, "the irresponsibility

of student members has been ap-

palling." He cited an evaluation of the

applicant pool, an investigation of the

College's "image" and an in-

vestigation of the 10 per cent program
as several intended goals that the

committee has failed to fulfill.

Dan Rilay corracts Jim Hutching's tMt
Keller Plan. Introductory Physics will

year.

for Physics 131, now taugM under the

not be offered on the Keller Plan next

(photo by Oettgen)

Course guide to appear by Tuesday
Members of the Student Course

Guide Committee distributed copies

of the Course Guide to faculty

yesterday in order to elicit comments
which will be printed with the Guide.

The Course Guide, in its entirety will

be available to students Monday or
Tuesday.

According to an agreement reached
between committee chairman Sara
Baldwin and the administration last

year, the faculty retained the
privilege of reviewing the content and
format of the guide and adding their

own comments before the guide was
distributed to students. However, the

guide w^l be available to the faculty

for only two days. Deadlines make it

necessary to return faculty addenda

to the printer Saturday in order for the

entire guide to come out before

registration ends.

"It's somewhat disappointing that

the faculty won't have more time to go

over the course guide," Chairman of

the CEP Al Goethals remarked. He
suggested that tighter student

organization of the project might have

alleviated the present problem.

College Council President Tom
Herwitz said that the situation is

"unfortunate because the issue of a

student course guide is such a touchy

one on this campus."
Herwitz continued to say that he

was disturbed by the fact that the

usefulness of the guide might have
been compromised by its tardiness.

"However," he said, "this guide is

worthwhile in that it represents a
starting point for future course
guides. A guide is necessary at

Williams."

Herwitz explained that he saw three

alternatives to not publishing the

course guide at all. "'The committee
had to choose among not publishing,

publishing the Guide first and the

addenda later, publishing both
simultaneously, thus delaying its

distribution, and publishing without

the addenda at all, which would have
violated faculty-student agreement."
Herwitz urged Baldwin to hold up
distribution until the faculty addenda
could be incorporated in the guide.

Intro. Physics

no longer on -

Keller Plan
Despite its popularity, Physics 131,

132 "An Introduction to Physics," will

not be offered in the Keller plan

format next year. Physics Depart-

ment chairman Ballard Pierce ex-

plained that due to staff and textbook

problems, the self-paced system of

instruction would not be feasible for

the department to sponsor next year.

Pierce explained that the physics

department will be shorthanded, and
since the Keller plan takes a fair

amount of staff time, they would not

be able to afford it. He also noted that

the text which is currently being used

will be out of print next year and that

consequently the Physics department

must prepare a new syllabus.

In a Keller plan course, students

study the course material unit by unit

at their own pace, progressing from

one unit to the next by passing quizzes

on the material in that i^nit. Students

then take a comprehensive final

examination at the end of the course.

This year, students overwhelmingly

opted for the Keller plan course of

instruction. Pierce noted that only 9 or

10 out of 90 students chose the lecture

format instead.

Pierce said that students generally

do very well with the Keller plan,

noting that last term's median grade

was a B+.
Pierce was uncertain as to whether

the Keller plan would be reinstituted

in the near future. Economics 251 had
the Keller plan option last year but it

was discontinued, due to lack of in-

terest. The psychology department
however, still plans to offer

Psychology 101 in the fall on an in-

dividualized-instruction basis.

Housing committee, CUL air views

A triangular sculpture frames a

unique view of Thompson Chapel and

a lone student. (photo by Gillooly)

An open discussion sponsored by the

Housing Committee on Monday night

was sparsely attended and instead

became a discussion between
members of the Housing Committee
and members of the Committee on

Undergraduate Life.

The group talked primarily about

this year's housing transfer policies,

with two informal proposals offered

for consideration. Most members of

the Housing Committee said they felt

that- the transfer policies should be

made more liberal and provide op-

portunities for a greater number of

students. The risks involved in

transferring this year, one committee
member noted, "were just too great."

This year's stricter policy was in-

stituted as a result of a determination

by the CUL that there had been too

many transfers in the past and that

such a situation endangered House
unity. However, CUL members
agreed Monday night that transfer

policies might be modified to some
extent.

Housing Committee co-chairman
Jamie Barickman suggested that

Freshman inclusion and upper class

transfers be run simultaneously. Such
a move would increase substantially

the number of students desiring to

transfer by reducing the possible

costs of such a decision significantly.

It was the general concensus however
that this would encourage too many
requests for transfers and that the

least preferred housing groups would
be especially hard hit. Bart Mitchell

observed that there was danger that

places like the Berkshire Quad and
Mission Park would experience too

much of a turnover from year to year.

Housing Committee co-chairman

Sally Coney proposed that the group

consider a proposal whereby the

transfer application would be
modified. She suggested that up-

perclassmen be able to list their house

preference as opposed to their

housing-group preference. Coney
noted that a majority of the people

who desire to transfer usually have a

specific house in mind and that the

transfer policies should accommodate
this fact.

The CUL members responded that

they would indeed consider proposals

to reform the existing procedure.

Another suggestion was that transfers

be processed ai another time in the

school year and before freshmen
inclusion. Finally, there was a

suggestion to transform freshman
inclusion into a giant room draw.

Folk balances Log finances, secures cable TV
by AnnMcCabe

Applications for the job of Log manager are down this year

compared to past years; the deadline has been extended until

Tuesday, April 26. "People don't usually start senior year

thinking of it as a definite possibility," said Gene Falk, manager
during the past two years.

Falk, '75 became manager in the Log's third year of existence

thinking "it might be fun." As manager, he said knowledge of

bookkeeping is initially unimportant as it's easy to learn. He
feels the job requires "a lot of patience and a sense of humor."

In the past, sales records were kept only by the business office

and not looked at closely by the manager, said Falk. He began

keeping his own copies and discovered money could be saved.

For example, he found the Log was losing a substantial amount
on food; sales were barely covering costs without considering

the labor involved. Food was discontinued without causing any

real decrease in total sales.

Falk said he hopes the Log Committee will hire someone early

enough so that he can train them. "I didn't know what was in-

volved. No one told me or knew enough to explain," he said.

Thus last yeai*, the place ran itself with "his" help. This year

Falk said he feels he has had enough knowledge to run it as he

thinks it should be which is one reason "I stayed around."

Financially, the Log is seeing brighter days. In the past the

annual deficit has been $12-15000. So far this year there is a $1000

profit which Falk feels will be whittled away by the year's end
due to slow months. He hopes to finish even.

Innovations

Falk instituted class nights, fussball, and live entertainment
at the Log. Numbers have dwindled at class night, but the Log
still does better than average business on those nights. Falk
stated "having anything regular does not work as people get

tired of it."

Negotiations for a cable have finally been settled with the

town. A big T.V. will be set up in the side room for major
sporting events. Falk had been trying for years to obtain a cable
on his side of Spring Street.

The sound system also needs improvement and should be done
in the next year. Falk has been reticent to spend money as
"people only have a fixed amount of money they are going to

spend here." Total sales for this year substantiate this belief as
they are comparable to last year's despite the fact the Log is

open an hour a day less and has discontinued serving food.

The Log's large glass bill can be attributed to more than just

breakage. Falk would be glad to have items returned (perhaps
as a going-away present), especially the "lovely" wine glasses.

Alumni Approval

The Log was formerly the Alumni house. It is now jointly

occupied on big football weekends. The Alumni Association, as

Falk understands it, "is content with the operations of the place

as it is now." He feels a major victory has been scored as for

years alumni have threatened to revert the Log. A sign is to be

hung reading "The Log-Alumni House" to welcome alums.

Routine Life

Gene says life at the Log is fairly regular with incidents he

expects to occur at a bar. If students get too rowdy, a word to

them or their friends usually suffices to quiet them, but oc-

casionally some have to be thrown out

The aspect of his job Falk most dislikes is "getting rid of

people at closing time." The administration turned down his

request to ease up at closing. The Log is also strict about not

letting in anyone but College people due to an agreement be-

tween the College and the town.

Falk plans to tour Europe next September and apply to

business schools the following fall. He sums up his feelings

saying: "In general I've had a good time . . . The Record even

gave me the Junior Achivement award last year for running my
own business . . . which is a chance most graduates don't have.

I even laugh at the job myself, but it's a good opportunity."
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Race Relations
The Williams Record recognizes that racial relations are an

ugly problem in the Williams College community as well as in

American society in general. So would any five-year-old kid, of

any race, who has ever eaten lunch at Baxter Hall. We would
like to think of this newspaper as a useful vehicle for con-
structive commentary and deoate regarding crucial issues like

racism.
We earnestly hope that the recent outbreak of racial ac-

cusations and rebuttals which have filled the opinion page of the
last few issues of the Record will result in increased sensitivity

toward and understanding of racial antagonisms at Williams.
With this in mind, we welcome opinions concerning racial

problems and their solutions. At the same time, however, we
condemn uninformed and malicious finger-pointing or name-
calling.

In a Viewpoint published in the April 19 issue of the Record
Clarence Otis, Jr., stated, "... the majority of the people in the
Williams College community are nasty people. The Record
staff can count itself among that number." Otis goes on to claim
that the Record staff conspires to 'discriminate against
reporting the achievements of black athletes at Williams.

We reject Otis' accusation as uninformed and naive. Otis
notices a very real problem in Record coverage, that the
achievements of some talented and deserving black athletes
are not sufficiently covered or praised in the Record. Seeing
this, he immediately comes to the conclusion that the Record is

a racist rag put out by "nasty people" who conspire to down-
play the achievements of blacks.

Anyone who knows anything about the Record knows that

its level of disorganization tends to prohibit complicated
arrangements like conspiracies. Citing three instances where
the Record has blown its coverage of worthy black athletes
doesn't exactly show that the Record staff is racist. If it did,

Kujichagula and The Nu Awakening would have to be viewed as
paragons of racism.

Certainly our sports coverage is spotty and often unfair. It

has been for years, although we believe the situation is getting
better. Unfortunately for Otis' theory, however, we don't
discriminate neatly along racial lines. Rather, we outrage a
much larger segment of the Williams community by con-
sistently neglecting the achievements of the crews, the rugby
club, the women's ski teams, the women's squash team, the
volleyball team, the women's field hockey team and a host of

others. (Just read Nancy Rhein's sports Viewpoint on page 6 for

a fairly accurate account of how we butcher our sports

coverage of small teams.)
The point is that charges of "racism" are sometimes

emotional and superficial approaches to more subtle problems.
We doubt that "the majority of the people in the Williams
College community are nasty people" who spend their time
thinking up ways to discriminate against minorities. Yet we
sense that the feeling does exist, among both blacks and whites,

that race relations at Williams are rotten. Let's try to get at

what's wrong and find some answers. Let's approach the

problem, however, by getting at the facts and finding out what
peoples attitudes really are instead of by taking pot shots in the

dark.

Letters; campus racism, relay

i Priorities-racism

To the editor: -

When large portions of the black

and white communities here ignore

each other in their daily activity, and

when the single greatest black con-

tribution to American culture

receives so little sattenUon. from
students and faculty alike, why are we
still debating whether racism exists at

Williams?

Steve Robinson '79

Response to Long

To the editor:

In reference to Ronald Long's

letter, I think he made a mistake in

not being strong enough in contending

that racism permeates our society,

even at Williams.

The reason it is so hard for whites to

understand its subtleties is that we've

never been subjected to its

visciousness. Only the victims of a

bigoted or racist attitude can un-

derstand it. Especially today when

people are aware of it or at least don't

actively espouse it, the fact remains

that racism is deeply embedded in our

consciousnesses. What is lacking here

is a sensitivity to peoples' feelings.

Andy did not have one iota of malice

when he wrote his letter, but never the

less the racist attitude came through.

What made this clear to me is when I

read nis column and letter and I found

myself agreeing with him. But when I

read the vehement reaction to it I was

shocked because those letters spoke to

me and it dawned on me how blind I

was to understanding myself and how

such an attitude can affect others.

The objection to the tiasketball team
isn't valid. Coach Tong is not actively

promoting racism, he is a victim of it.

Just as I am, Andy is, Clarence is, and

Ronald is. The heightened awareness

about racial matters we all possess

makes it harder for us, as individuals

to see if we, personally, are guilty.

Clarence is right, we should admit it,

bring it out into the open. I look at him

and see a black person first, then

Clarence. I don't like to do it that way,

but it's there and it saddens me to

think my behavior affects him. It's not

a major aggression but it's the

cumulative affect of it upon the active

victim that matters.

Further, people are forced to play

roles, so that the black tries to

Open committee

students are being accepted to

the new College Council committee

investigating student decision

making power at Williams College.

Areas to be examined are 1)

departments, 2) student-faculty

committees. 3) faculty com-
mittees, and 4) administration. All

students willing to contribute their

time and knowledge in any of these

areas are encouraged to join the

committee. If Interested, submit

your name to S.U. Box 1970 by

Tuesday, April 26. The first

meeting will be Wednesday April

27 at 7:30 p.m. in Greylock A.

News and Notes
From Career Counseling

Camp Wyonegonick comes to

Campus M-M George Sudduth '59

will be at OCC on Tuesday April 26

from 3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. to in-

terview for summer camp coun-

seling positions in waterfront,

sailing, dramatics-dance, riding,

and arts-crafts. If you wish to talk

with them, sign-up on the clipboard

at OCC.
Public Communications Institute

Interviews

Two repiresentatives from the

Boston University Public Com-
munications Institute will be on

campus Monday April 25 at 11:00

a.m. to interview interested

students who might want to attend

this unique summer program. If

you wish to have an interview,

please sign-up at the front counter

of OCC,
GRADUATE STUDY
George Washington University

now has Legal Assistant, Land-

scape Architect Assistant, &
Publication Specialist Programs.
All programs are geared to the

college graduate and last one year

except for the Legal program
which is one semester.

University of Nevada—Reno has

sent us a list of fellowships offered

in their School of Mines, College of

Engineering, College of Education,

& Colleges of Business Adm., Arts

& Sciences, Home Economics, &
Agriculture.

INTERNSHIP
The National Science Foundation

announces Public Service Science

Residencies for Faculty with

doctorates and undergrad or grad

students with science or

engineering majors with at least

three years' study completed.
Application deadline: May 15. See

special notebook at OCC.

emulate Julius Erving or he comes to

Williams as a savior of blacks in

America rather than as a student out

to get an education. Blacks are then

grouped together, and like a self-

fulfilling prophesy they group

themselves together and the whites

group themselves together. Everyone

is aware of the black table in Baxter

Hall. Whites walk in and the first thing

they see is the black table. However, 1

have been told thai when a' black

walks in all he sees are the whites

sitting together. The point is not that

people hate each other, but sub-

conscious feelings exist for the black

or white man in dealing with each

other. Both reek of racism. The black

is a more obvious victim because he

isn't in the majority. It's easier for the

white person to hide from it.

People should be aware of their

prejudices, confront themselves,

think about it. It's not pleasant, it's

very ugly, very sad. Granted, blatant

racism of the Archie Bunker variety

isn't prevalent, but the subtle racism

can hurt just as much, if not more

because a person isn't even aware he

is doing it. Everybody open your eyes.

Treat your fellow person as an in-

dividual. It's easy to say it, but dif-

ficult to understand its implications.

We are victims of our heritage and

upbringing. It's a case of the sins of

the fathers being visited upon the sons

and if w^ try to realize it perhaps it

might change, at least a little.

Think about it.

/ Sincerely,

David Koenigsberg

Trying

To the editor:

I must admit that I have found the

recent letters and viewpoints on

"racism" to be interesting and
thought provoking (as I hope other

students have also.) More than

anything, I think they have made it

clear that there is a racial problem

that has been ignored on campus that

needs to be dealt with.

Personally, I do not think the major
racial problem is necessarily

prejudice.

For the past four years I ha^ve

noticed time and time again that most
blacks and whites on this campus are

able to interact with each other on a

one to one basis. But, once each is in a

group of his or her own race, the in-

teraction becomes tension-packed and

superficial at best. I'm not sure why
this happens, but I know it needs to be

discussed.

Clearly, the racial tension on this

campus is not one-sided. Anyone who
believes that it is not caused by both

blacks and whites is either not being

objective or is just plain naive.

Although 1 don't have an answer to the

problems, I think it's clear that it's

time to do more than admit the

problem exists; it's time to deal with
it.

In my mind, unless the situation is

openly discussed by blacks and whites

together we will continue to have
charges and countercharges of

racism. This could only lead to more
tension and resentment and would do
nothing to improve anyone's un-

derstanding of the situation. Let's y-y

tolinprdve the sifuafiori."; "

Sincerely,

Steve Piltch '77

Marathon thanks

To the editor:

On behalf of the Chapel Board, I

would like to thank everyone who
helped with and participated in the

sixth annual 24-hour relay marathon.

Deserving special thanks are Renzi

Lamb who took on the thankless tasks

of setting up the field house and
cleaning it up afterwards, Phil

Eagleburger and Nate Bekemeier
who donated their time and talent in

making posters advertising the

marathon, Ross Keller, who helped

keep the runners' blood sugar levels

up with a generous supply of food, and
the Brass Ensemble, Jazz Band and

Pipe Band who provided lots of music

to run by.

Now that the runners' bodies have
had a chance to recover from the

grueling festivity of the marathon,

most people will readily agree that

participating in the marathon is a lot

of fun as well as a character-building

experience! The marathon is not just

an exercise in aerobic masochism,

however. The money that was pledged

to the various teams that participated

will be distributed to several local

organizations. The Chapel Board
would like to allocate the money as

soon as possible— it would be much
appreciated if those people who have

not turned in their pledges do so as

soon as possible.

Thanks again for everyone's help.

Lisa Capaldini, '78.

Children's Day
The Lehman Service Council will

sponsor the second annual
Children's Day tomorrow from

10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Cole Field. The
event will consist of a day of

games, prizes, and a picnic for

children from the Williamstown

area. The Ephlats, Williams Jazz

Ensemble, and the Williams Pipe

Band will provide entertainment.

The council needs volunteers to

help cook and to organize games
for the children such as baseball,

soccer, and volleyball. Interested

persons may call Andy Masetti

(2933) or simply appear at Cole

Field during the day.

Reserve room to change hours
The reserve room will change the borrowing hours beginning Tuesday,

April 26. The hour "grace period" will be eliminated in favor of an extended

tx)rrowing time.

Reserve room supervisor Ray Lee gave two reasons for the change. First,

abolishing the "grace period" will give students a better indication of when

materials are due. Not all students, Lee said, "are aware of the hour of grace

and expect the books in when we say they're due, but then they have to wait an

hour." This, he asserted, gave students who knew the rule an advantage over

those who did not.

Secondly, Lee noted that making the books due an hour later was just an

admission of the inefficient way things now worked.

Lee said library administration decided on the change in anticipation of the

finals period. During exams, the extra demand confuses both the staff and the

borrowers over when things are due.

NEW SCHEDULE
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Ophuls' 'Memory of Justice' explores responsibility
Reviewed by Peter Hopkins

The fourth in a series of lectures

sponsored by the Lecture Committee
was presented last Tuesday evening

in Jesup Auditorium by the eminent
'^filmmaker Marcel Ophuls. Ophuls

is best known for his last film, "The
Sorrow and The Pity" a documentary
of the French resistance released in

1971 which evoked violent public and

.-JCEiticM .reactions both favQrableand

.

unfavorable. Ophuls, due to

Paramount's distribution policy, was
able to show only two reels of his new
film "The Memory of Justice", after

which showing he spoke about the

film, the critical reaction it has
received, and his attitudes and
theories about filmmaking.

"The Memory of Justice" is

not a film which everyone should see.

It is a film which reasonably in-

telligent individuals should see, those

who are willing to be entertained by

something which is different from the

ordinary mindless garbage which

Hollywood produces.

Perhaps the most significant thing

about "The Memory of Justice" is

that it is entertaining, it is fascinating.

It employs typical documentary
format—shots of archival footage

intercut with interviews of individuals

who were involved in the particular

subject of the documentary, in this

case the Nuremburg Trials. Yet

unlike most documentaries it

possesses a subtlety of attitude

towards its subject matter. The

viewer is confronted with the task of

asking questions and developing his

own attitudes rather than merely

reacting to a dominant dogmatic

theme.

The subject of the film is the

Nuremburg Trials, but the issue of the

film is the responsibility of the in-

dividual in society. The film portrays

individuals, not monsters. It

examines attitudes and not

documents. Interspersed throughout

the first t\yo reels is a long interview

with the former commander of the

German Navy, Karl Doenitz. It is a

telling sequence, where an old man
refuses to acknowledge any com-
plicity, guilt, or responsibility for the

atrocities committed by ^ the Third

Reich. Yet Doenitz was in a position of

responsibility, and the hesitations in

-his answers,- the contradictions he

finds himself in, and his lack of

composure indicate the tension and
turmoil which lie below the content of

his answers. The intercut footage of

the Nuremburg trials unfolds as a

counterpoint to the somewhat pathetic

but very human Doenitz.

The technique of counterpoint is

utilized throughout the film. The score

from a Fred Astaire picture, "Band-
wagon," is orchestrated with the

motion of the windshield wipers of

Ophul's car as he travels across

Germany tracking down ex-Nazis for

interviews. It is not a banal contrast.

It incidates not only the tension in-

volved in the decisions which in-

dividuals make, but that decisions are

made. It is difficult to judge the guilt

or innocence of a man, but life is such

that judgments must be made. The
footage of Nuremburg continues and
individuals are found guilty. The lives

of these convicts continue and they

must judge themselves.

The film has become controversial

on at least two counts. The first is a

significant issue. Despite the sub-

tleties of the film it does make the

statement that individuals are

responsible for their actions. This is

controversial and is intended to be so.

This is the issue with which the viewer

is supposed to find himself engaged.

The "Memory of Justice" has

generated a broad range of criticism,

ranging from those who find the idea

of free will unacceptable, to critics

who find the film's condemnation of

evil less than apparent. In view of this

spirited criticism the film has suc-

ceeded in creating an engagement.

The film's other controversial effect

is Ophul's use of stock cinematic

techniques to achieve certain effects,

even where this violates certain

"principles" of documentary film-

making which supposedly ensure the

authenticity of the film. But this is an
issue only to -those -who-don't un-

derstand filmmaking. Ophuls made
his feelings quite clear, on this point.

He considers the line between fiction

and non-fiction to be very fine. The
artist is attempting to convey his

impressions of reality. The medium of

filmmaking is artistic because it is

selective; it compresses time. The
entire Nuremtxirg trials cannot be

shown as they lasted nine months. As
soon its archival footage is edited, the

"truth", the reality of the temporal

framework is being altered. Ophul's

attempts to convey a feeling about

Nuremburg, and in this fashion, to

portray the impact«( the reality of the

trials. He feels justified in using the

art of filmmaking, where years of

history become months of research

which are boiled down into four and
one half hours, to evoke this reaction.

Ophuls is an individual who in-

corporates the rare combination of

being a master filmmaker who
possesses a sense of history tempered
by philosophical insight. He ad-

dressed his audience in much the

same way as his films. He was witty,

humorous, surprising and thoughtful;

he evokes reactions. In short he is a
rarity in a world of mass produced
vanilla people; His films are rarer
still, and demand to be seen not

because they express the Truth, or
make statements of social im-
portance, but because they show how
fragile and elusive these qualities are.

Future Shock : getting screwed by a computer
by Rajendra Singh Khadka

We were all sure that we would get

the best gal or guy. We had to. It was

something like going to fight in a war.

We all know that it is not going to be us

who are going to die. It is always

someone else. Of course, things do not

turn out that way.

I was really worried about the whole

thing. To sign or not to sign? I mean
what if the girl hated me the moment
she saw me, or knew who I was?

Would she be a learned liberal?

Perhaps she might turn out to be a

crypto-racist, and if she was a sub-

terranean bigot, would she treat me
kindly or cruelly? Both ways? You
know, "s-m" scene! ! The thought that

I might not like my date did not enter

my mind because, in the true Hindu
ascetic fashion, I am not troubled by
the pair of opposite passions.

Meaning, I do • not dislike anyone.

Anyway, that is what I like to think.

—WHSmtfs—
AAcGill receives renewal grant

Thomas E. McGill, Hales Professor and Chairman of the Psychology

Department at Williams, has^won a three-year renewal grant of about

$120,000 for continuation of a research project entitled "The Genetics and

Physiology of Behavioral Differences."

The grant was made by the Institute of General Medical Sciences of the

U.S. Public Health Service which has sponsored McGlll since 1960.

The project is concerned with genotypic and physiological differences

that produce variations in the behavior of animals, particularly laboratory

mice. Much of McGill's recent research has involved the effects of hormones

administered in infancy and in adulthood on the reproductive patterns of

various inbred strains of house mice.

Each year, several dozen Williams undergraduates participate in one or

more phases of the project as senior Honors students, juniors in independent

study courses, students doing special projects in courses taught by McGill,

and summer science trainees.

Forums on AGEC and Honor Code
The College Council will sponsor an open forum on the ACEC to solicit

student opinions and suggestions concerning the ACEC Tuesday, April 26 at

7:30 p.m. in Driscoll Lounge. The Honor and Discipline Committee will

sponsor an open (onim to gather opinion regarding the Honor Code Monday

at 4:30 in 12 Hopkins.

Michael Harrington

Chairman ofthe Socialist

Democratic Party

"A New Beginning lor

Socialism In Americo"

Colloquium 4:45 p.m. Driscoll

Lecture 8:30p.m. Jesup

FRIDAY, APRIL22

Robert Bauman

Rcpuhlican Congressman from
Maryland

former YAF National Chairman

"Congre» and Carter:

Cooperation or Confrontation?"

8:30p.m.- Jesup

MONDAY, APRIL 25

Thus, as I sat ruminating over this

far-out event called Future Shock, I

heard some nurd remark that he was
definitely gping to sign up because he
knew for sure that the whole affair

was just so cool, and it would just be

"dynamite." How he could be so cock-

sure beats me. Perhaps the whole
thing was a big hoax, or maybe a

publicity-stunt organized by the

WGSO.
Friday night, the night. How should

I dress? Since this was a far-out af-

fair, should I dress hippie style (no

underclothes, sandals and hairband
with a joint sticking out con-

spicuously). No, that wouldn't quite

do, especially if my date turned out to

be a real straight woman more at ease
clinking cocktail glasses at coun-

tryclubs in sheltered suburbia.
Preppie style? That would be nice,

except I don't really know how a

preppie is supposed to dress up, an
authentic preppie, I mean. So I

dressed in my regular manners—with
underclothes—and hoped I looked

decent.

Conversation: Should I talk about

philosophy or religion? Maybe
philosophy of religion. How about

books. Yes, literature is always a sure

bet to get the ball rolling. But would
Memoirs of a Madame be considered

literature? That was the last thing I

had read on my own. Politics, world

problems, women's lib? Oh well ....

I'd fake it all with my brilliant

bullshit, no matter what we ended up
talking about.

The moment I entered Greylock
dining hall, the first words I heard
were, "My gal stood me up. I wonder
what is wrong with me." That
sounded very ominous indeed. The
guy at the gate told me who my date

was and added that it was a

threesome. There was a malevolent

glint in his eyes as he explained that

there would be one girl and two guys.

My orthodox Hindu sensibilities were
understandably shocked. Was this

some kind of a kinky set up? Never-

theless, I ventured into the entrails of

uncertainty.

I grabbed a beer and started to

prowl around A guy came up to me

and said that he was my date. I had
this feeling I was in the wrong place.

Would he please explain? Yes, of

course, he and I were with the same
girl. And where was she? Hasn't

arrived, yet, he added hopefully. I

split and made for the dance floor.

Lots of new faces, especially

women. I walked up to one of them
and asked her if she would like to

dance. She shrugged. Now what the

hell did that mean? Maybe? She

walked to the floor and I followed her.

We danced. Rather, she danced. She

did those funky, sexy twirls and
swirls. As she danced, her expressions

alternated between contorted,

orgiastic facial tensions and beatific

smiles. I watched her, quite cap-

tivated, and swayed to the rhythm of

the music as a branch of a tree sways

to the motions of the wind. Maybe she

was a ballet dancer, or a belly dancer,

perhaps a dance major. So I asked her

if she was a dance major.

"Yes."

"You don't go to school here?

"No."

The dance ended. We retreated to a

corner. I asked her if she wanted

anything to drink. No. Long silence.

"You don't talk much, do you?"

from the girl. She sure got me there.

"No, I'm the silent type." from me,

modestly, with an air of quiet dignity

that I had seen some intellectuals

possess.

"But not the strong, silent type. You
know, silent types are usually the

awesome type. But that doesn't mean
that you are not strong. You know, it is

something like saying you are not

handsome, but that doesn't imply that

you are ugly, does it?" from the

female sophist. At this point, I would

have loved to break her neck if

there were no laws saying I couldn't.

"And your name?" I inquired still

very politely and in total command of

my passions, lalso had the right touch

of indifference. She looked at me very

suspiciously.

"You trying to pick me up? You
trying to pick me up? You??!"

( hahaha— hysterical laughter).

I suddenly felt as trampled and

unimportant as the beer on the floor. I

pleaded my innocence as I slowly

receded into the cacophonous crowd
to become another anonymous face

that everyone sees but nobody really

cares about. But even as I fell back
into the crowd, I offered her my
handkerchief so that she could wipe

her tears of happiness.

I downed two beers and tried to

recover my devastated ego. To
restore my confidence fully, I decided

to dance, even though the music was
pretty corny. I saw a woman leaning

against a wall, looking into the crowd
of dancers and tapping her foot to the

rhythm of the music. Her body
language indicated that she wanted to

dance.

"How 'bout, uh, a dance?" I said,

and flashed my Robert Redfordish

smile that I practice so constantly in

front of the bathroom mirror. She
looked me up and down, weighed my
question for a full sixty seconds,

looked me straight in my eyes (was
she stripping me mentally too), gave
me a seductive half-smile that sent

my blood pounding and said, "NO."
Very emphatically too.

My God! I had actually been
rejected. She said no to me. Who in the

hell does she think she is anyway? But
wait! Did anyone see me actually

getting rejected? Jesus! That would
be humiliating. I felt naked, exposed

and very much expendable. My
Redfordish smile dissolved into a
mask of outward calm indifference. I

turned around, slowly, and bumped
into someone . . .

I got screwed.

Wow! Where?
At the Future Shock.

How was it? Dynamite, huh?

As a matter of fact, it was really

bad. I never felt so bad.

That's too bad. Did you try any
funny stuff or something?
Nothing that I can think of. Except I

gave a lot of bullshit in the

questionnaire, but then, everybody
did the same too. a

Well, maybe that was'll. Cheer up.

Things could be worse.

That is true. Maybe the date got laid

in bed with the flu or something.

Perhaps he or she is dead.
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ADAMS MEMORIAL THEATRE 'Guys and Dolls" opens Thursday;

full orchestra accompanies show

'Guyt and Dolls,' based on short storlts by Damon Runyon, opens Thursday
tho 2yth at Ww Adams AAamorlal Theatra.

f?ev/ew

The American musical comedy
classic "Guys and Dolls" will be

presented by the Williams College

Theatre and Cap and l^ells at 8:30

p.m. from April 27 through May 2 at

the Adams Memorial Theatre. One of

the most memorable and acclaimed
milestones of the American musical

theatre, ."Guys and Dollsl' opmied
originally on Broadway in 1950, and
went on to play 1200 performances.

The production—based on short

stories by the foremost chronicler of

New York and Broadway, Damon
Runyon—confirmed composer-
lyricist Frank Loesser's reputation

among the top song-writers in the

land. "Guys and Dolls" alone contains

such well-known and appealing songs

Stuart
by Christopher Noey

We isolated and selected particular

qualities of reality or barely perceived

realms of experience. We used them to

explore the spirit of the land.

From The Fall, a prose poem by
Michell Stuart

The works by Michell Stuart on
exhibit at the Williams College Art

Museum until May 8 are landscapes of

a sort, derived from the artist's

California childhood. Stuart often

accompanied her engineer father into

the uninhabited deserts of the West,
and those' vast, arid expanses—not the

verdant and uneven terrain of

traditional landscape—inspired the

works presently being shown at

Lawrence Hall as part of the Williams
Artist-in-Residence program.

In her role as artist-in-residence

this month, Stuart will edition four

sensual
prints in the Goodrich Hall studio. She
may also participate in professor Tom
Krens' Modern Methods seminar, as
well as be available to students in

other studio art courses. Additionally,

Stuart is exploring local sites for

materials to incorporate into her

works, and she is writing a book that

is a kind of travelogue of the sites that

have played a part in the creation of

her works.

It is difficult to describe Stuart's art

any more specifically than as
"works," for they defy traditional art

historical classifications. In making
the larger pieces in the Gallery Nine

show, materials such as rocks or

debris from a given site were spread

on muslim-backed paper, oftentimes

at the site itself. The stones were
pounded against each other on the

paper, leaving a fine silt residue that

Stuart rubbed into the paper. The
finished work has neither any par-

Pianist Joseph to ploy

Schubert, modern works
Charles Joseph, pianist, will make

his Williamstown debut as recitalist

this Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. in Thompson
Memorial Chapel. The first half of the

program is devoted to twentieth

century piano works, while the second

half is Schubert's Sonata in B-flat^

Major, Opus posth.

Charles Joseph, assistant professor

of music, followed his undergraduate

work in music at the West Virginia

University with a master's degree

from the University of Illinois and a

doctorate at the University of Cin-

cinnati. In addition, he has earned a

certificate in theory and pianofromthe
Ecoles D'Art Americaines in Fon-

tainebleau, France. Some of his

teachers have been Nadia Boulanger,

Soulima Stravinsky, Paul Cooper, and

Jean Casadesus. A contributor to

American Music Teacher, Notes,

Clavier, and The New Braille

Musician, he has been awarded a

National Endowment for the Arts and

Humanities fellowship for post-

doctoral study at Harvard University

with the Bach scholar, Christoph

Wolff.

The twentieth century works are

Arnold Schoenberg's Drei Klavier-

stucke. Opus 11, Aaron Copland's

Piano Variations, Alberto Ginastera's

Suite de Danzas Criollas, and Paul

Cooper's Cycles. These four pieces,

written at intervals of approximately

twenty years, emphasize different

styles of piano writing in this century,

ranging from the early atonal ex-

periments of Schoenberg to the most

recent avant-garde technique of

aleatoric writing and working inside

the piano in Cooper's composition.

The Schoenberg and Copland works

are now recognized masterpieces of

twentieth century piano literature.
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ticular focus, nor any abrupt tonal

variations—visual effects that require

of Stuart great physical and mental

concentration. Combined with her

poundings, which leave a pitted

surface, this element of strain sym-
bolizes geological turmoil at work on

the land, and it belies one's more
immediate sensation, that of a

dispassionate yet sensuous texture.

This characteristic of dual, and
often contradictory, qualities being

simultaneously operative pervades
Stuart's work. For example, the

surface of Niagara II (1976) is com-
posed of crushed and polished shale,

giving it a dark gray sheen except

where interrupted by specks and
clusters of white wj^iere the paper has
been pitted by pounding the stones. Up
close, one inspects the particles of ore

as if through a jeweler's loupe, while

from further back the work resembles
a star map. One also finds this con-

commitance of microcosm and
macrocosm in Sayreville Strata

(1976), in which each of four pieces of

paper (varying in color from beige to

orange) convey both the minutia of

dirt particles and the vastness of the

strata from which these particles

came. The sensation of illimitable

layers of rock is a consequence of the

ample scale of the pieces of paper
(five feet by twelve feet), but

Sayreville Strata—nor any of the

other large works—can be described

as overpowering. Stuart avoids awing

the viewer on the one hand by ren-

dering the edges of the paper in

lighter tones, thereby inviting one's

eyes into the serried, all-over texture

gradually, not abruptly. Moreover,
the works are tacked to the walls

without frames or plates of glass that

might make than more aloof, and the

paper curls at the bottom, often onto

the gallery floor. The curl extends into

the viewer's space, in Stuart's words
"environmentalizing" the work such,

that the normal art-life boundary is*

blurred. By trying to en-

vironmentalize her works and by
avoiding illusionistic effects, the

see STUART pages

Have a travel problem that you
cannot solve? Educational Flights
has, for 7 years, been helping
people In the academic community
get to Europe and the rest of the
world at minimum cost, with
maximum flexibility, and
minimum hassle. Call us, toll-free,

at 800-223-5S49.

Cliarlas JoMpli, pianist, will maka his

Williamstown debut in a recital

Tuesday evening at 1:30 in Thompson
Memorial Chapel. The Schubert and

20lh century concert is free and open

to the public.

TONIGHT ^^ ^"^ WILLIAMS INN

NEXUS
JAZZ QUARTET

Al Blakey
Rob Comer

Lauren lossa

Bob AAontero

Friday, April 22 from 9 -

1

as "I've Never Been in Love Before,"

"Bushel and a Peck," and "Sit Down,
You're Rocking the Boat."

The book of "Guys and Dolls"

written by Jo Swerling and Abe
Burrows, is based on two stories of

Damon Runyon: "The Idylls of Sarah
Brown" and "Pick the Winner." A
double set of romantic leads, Nathan
Detroit and Miss Adelaide, and Sky
Masterson and Sarah Brown, confront

the comic tribulations of love among
the lowlife of Boardway. In the first

scene of the musical, Mastersdn tells

Nathan: "Guys like us ... we got to

remember that pleasant as a doll's

company may be, she must always
take second place to aces back to

back." By the end of the show, the

women triumph, the gamblers, are

domesticated, and the crap ^game
loses its two most prominent ex-

ponents. On the way the audience is

treated to a raffish and picturesque

underviews of Broadway life: gam-
blers, drunks, showgirls, police, and
the members of the Save-A-Soul

Mission. Newsweek's views of "Guys
and Dolls" as one of the "freshest,

funniest, and most likeable musicals
to appear In New York" has been j
borne out by its enduring popularity.'*

The Williams College Theatre Cap
and Bells production of "Gpys and
Dolls" will b« directed* by Jean- _^
Bernard Bucky, With choiwgraiphy
by Laurie Boyd, under the musical
direction of Irwin Shainman. Costume
Design is by Martha W. Rally, lighting

by Fred Penzel, and Laura Dankner is

handling the vocal preparation. The
Broadway setting has been designed

by Polly Wood, '75 and former
president of Cap and Bells.

The production will be supported by
a full student orchestra. Featured in

the cast of more than thirty actors-

singers-dancers are Stephen Wer-
timer as Nathan Detroit, Dianne
Thompson as Miss Adelaide, Robert
Gregory as Sky Masterson, and Betty
Agostino as Sarah Brown.
Tickets are available at the Adams

Memorial Theatre Box Office.

Mezzo-soprano Betty Allen along with soprano Berenice Bramson, baritone

William Parker, and tenor Vinson Cole, and the chorus of the Emma Willard

School all join the Williams Choral Society in a performance of AAendelssohn's

ELIJAHoratorio tomorrow evening at8:30 in Chapin Hall.

R

R
R

Get away from it all!

Now in stock: Travel Guides

and Road Atlasesenzi's
coiuGi MOK nou oc
auuatmm, turn, tarn

Williams College Choral Society

presents

Mendelssohn's ELIJAH
with

Orchestra

The Emma Willard School Chorus

SOLOISTS: Betty Allen, Berenice Bramson,
Vinson Cole, and William Parker

Kenneth Rotierts, Conductor

Saturday, April 23 8:30 PM
Chapin Hall

GENERAL ADMISSION -$2.00

FREE WITH WILLIAMS I.D.
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Joseph pldys Schubert
JOSEPHii>ornpa0t4

Opus II .wis Schoenberg's first

major «et bf piano pieces, and they

refaMmuch of the pianism of Brahms
despite their atonahty. Many of the

compositional techniques used later in

the century are foreshadowed in this

1909 work. Paul Cooper's Cycles was
written in 1969. The twelve short

pieces in the work exploit many new
ideas of piano writing, such as muting

the strings, -strumming Ihe strings

inside the instrument, and sounding

sympathetic vibrations of depressed

keys. Cycles won the 1969 Music

Teachers' National Association

Distinguished Composition Award for

Live &
Leorn
German
LooQuoge. Culture.

I Clvlllzotlon

Earn up to lO

undergrraduate or
graduate credits
In only 7 weeks at

the University of

New Hampshire.

June 27 to

August 12.

1977

German Sumnner School
of the Atlantic

RO. Box 400
Durham. NH 03824

its composer, who is composer-in-

residence at the Shepherd School of

Music at Rice University.

Aaron Copland's Variations, written

in 1930, is still recognized as one of ttf6

most significant American piand

compositions ever written. A set of

twenty variations on a four-note

theme, it treats the piano percussively

in a highly dissonant, biting manner.
Chiefly known as a>piano composer
4or- his- Sonata, Alberto Ginastera

wrote his suite of dances in 1946.

Although this set is seldom per-

formed, it is very representative of

the Argentinian style associated with

Ginastera, with an emphasis on
rhythm, vitality, economy of

material, and pianistic virtuosity.

Ginastera himself considers this work
his finest effort for keyboard.

Franz Schubert's Sonata in B-flat

Major was his last piano sonata and
one of the final works written before

the composer's death in 1828. It is one
of the largest sonatas of the I9th

century and a transcendental work of

unique individuality. It is regarded as

the best keyboard work of Schubert
and a monument of 19th-century

keyboard literature.

The snack bar is a good place for

people—watching on a warm spring

day. (photo by Glliooly)

The Record Store

NEW

VAN MORRISON
Special $3.99 -6.98 List

67 Spring St. Rear
Daily 10-5:30

Fridays til 8:00 P.M.
Master Charge Accepted

Tel. 458-5418

DISCO — DINNER

— CONCERT

LIVE FROM NEW YORK, CITY

James Blood Ulmer's Funk Connection. Formerly with

Ornette Coleman. International Cuisine with Mexican, Greek

and Indian Foods, and discotheque by Specialized Audio. At

Green Mountain Arts Collaborative, 198 North St., 9:00p.m.

Tickets $7.00 or M.OO in advance at Bennington Art Supply.

Juit a Rt-mindfr

MriilnlUnd Pr«M,

-the Ong^mftL

You can place your Shuffle

Desk at an infinite number of -^- iT'J-
angles, simply by "shut- UlM^ ftU
fling" the material inside the /%/\f1illl A#i •p
pillow for maximum comfort V#U * LnMgm^
while reading, writing, 63 water street
stretching or snacking $1 1 .50. williamstown
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Stuart

show strain, furmoil

FRAME SHOP GALLERY

MAIN STREET

WILIIAMSTOWM, MASS. 01267

PAINTINGS, ANTIQUES PRINTS
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pieces are perceived at some level as

"minimalist" objects that do not refer

beyond themselves to another place,

time, or state of mind. Again, Stuart

unites conflicting intentions on a

conceptual continuum (a word she

uses <rften>. For eaeh-of these works
functions both as an object that is

meant to share the viewer's spa^^'

conceptually as well as phy^eklty^

and as an object that relPtd^' outside

itself by evoking {Jje-'deserl terrain

undergoing geoMgllcal evolution.

Also iijfjided in the Gallery Nine

sho]f'at« several of Stuart's "books",

wtUch reiterate the themes found in

the large wall pieces, though on a

more compact, sculptural scale.

Works such as White Sands Strata

(1975) are constructed in book form,

but the "information" of any of its

leaves of hand-made paper is a

deposit of white sand (as well as the

story one imagines the book would tell

if it contained words). This book of

sand pages assumes a narrative

quality, and it becomes an analogue
for those moments when a history of

earthquakes, erosion, and glaciers

can be seen written across a terrain,

when time takes on a physical

presence.

- ^tua|*--tfckfH>wledge8 etenients*'«fr

Op«tt(al influence on her art, par-

ticularly in the way in which Far
Eastern artists, as she says, "have
respect for the materials, allowing

them to speak for themselves." In

Stuart's art, she attempts to establish

a rappQrt with her materials that

extends into an affinity with the land.

And unhierarchical, unintimidating

compositions aifd life itself.

The deadline for applications' for

the Log Manager's job has been
extended until next Tuesday, April

26. Applications are available at

the Log during regular evening

hours. For further information,

contact Gene Falk (2231).

LOWEST PRICE EUROPEAN FLIGHTS

We are serving the acadennic community with discount

travel abroad. Let us make your air travel arrangements.

Flexibility as to destination and departure saves you $

CALL US LAST

TOLL FREE 800-223-1722

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINESBEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

PLAY .

THE NUMBERS GAME

Massachusetts . .

-State Lottery

Available in Williamstown

Only at the Spirit Shop

WHEW & W.C.C. announce

The First Annual All-Campus

Capture The Barrel Game
To be played Saturday , April 23, 1977 from 6: 30 PM to 9: 30 PM

( Rematch on Spring Weekend

)

PURPLE TEAM GOLD TEAM
Greylock Quad.
Row Houses
Berkshire Quad

BOUNDARIES
Route 2

Mission Park

Dodd House
Tyler House
Off-Campus

Southworth Street

Hoosic River Park Street

play will start on poker flats where a white line will divide the field (Fresh-

men are included In upper class houses).

RULES
Each team will be defending their own 55 gallon barrel while trying to

locate and move the other team's barrel to the neutral zone. The barrels

must be in highly visible spot (you may NOT put It in anyone's room). If the

offensive team moves the barrel but does not get it to the neutral zone, the

defensive team must defend their barrel where it Is left.

Each team will be identified by their colored armbands (to be provided).

There will be no |alls. Instead if a player's armband is stolen he mutt return

to his home base and get another from his team checker, a referee. Violence

is strongly discouraged. It is expected that in group encounters the smaller

group will peaceably surrender their armbands.

Referees will be roaming the field to spot violations and generally that

all Is In keeping with a game spirit. Each house is asked to supply two

members to the ranks of the referees. WCC will also be supplying non-

partisan referees. Refs will meet at 2 p.m. In WOC Room on Saturday to

discuss their role etc.

SCORING
since it is possible that neither team will capture the other's barrel

scoring will also be based on the number of "casualties", or armbands that

need to be replaced. If no l>arrel Is Captured a team will b* awarded a draw,

moral victory, conditional victory, or unconditional victory. If the barrel Is

captured the victory may be ranked as Phyrrrlc, less-than-glorlous,

decisive, or an all-out triumph.
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Eph nine shuffle Cards, 3-2

Senior Colli* Nolton (picturMi) and follow midfioider Jamlo' Taylor will face

UMass., tti* ninth rankod squad in tho nation and tops in New England, without

linemate Cam McKee. Freshman John Glynn replaced McKeej whose injured

Icnee sidelines him for the season, during Wednesday's 12-4 root of Union.

Another frosh, Gus Nuizoiese, scored three times against the Dutchmen, who,

Taylor said, "weren't as good as we thought they'd be." The Ephs scored seven

unanswered first half goals, and led 10-1 early in the third period. According to

Taylor, the Ephmen will try out some special offensive plays designed for the

UMass defense in tomorrow's 2:00 p.m. tiff with the Minutemen at Cole Field.

(photo by Oettgen)

by Franli PergoUzzi

Clutch pitching, tight fielding,

timely hitting and a Httle luck spelled

the difference Tuesday as the

Williams ijaseball team edged Little

Three visitors Wesleyan, 3-2. The
game, played on sun soaked Weston
Field in a snappy two hours, was very

much up for grabs until the final out

as the young Ephmen, comihg into the

game ranked seventi} in New £aglaiul

Division Three listings, were put to

the test by the visitors from Mid-

dletown.

The first three innings saw rival

hurlers Steve Maier of Williams; and

Pat Kiley of Wesleyan, dispose of

their opponent's hitters in a fairly

orderly fashion. Wesleyan broke the

ice in the top of the fourth, building a

run around a walk to catcher Brad

Vanacore, a hit and run single by Jim
McGarry, sending Vanacore to third,

and a ground smash single to right

field by co-captain Sean McKeown,
scoring Vanacore. Wesleyan then

loaded the bases with two out, but

Maier induced third baseman Jeff

Binswanger to hit a harmless fly ball

.

Viewpoint:
Coping with Sports Bias

by Nancy Rhein

After several months of observation

and on the job training in the Record

sports office, the time has finally

come to emerge from the shadow of

Tim Layden's ever present cleat to

consider some recent criticisms of the

sports page.

Breeiking into a sports department

is no easy task, especially if you suffer

from the double handicap of being

both a burger and a woman. Lest you

nde me out completely, let me say

that I have had the best of coaches to

acquaint me with the ins and outs of

Eph sports trivia. Thanks to the help

and advice of old pros Tim Layden,

~^ndy O'Donnell, and Dennis O'Shea,

and a little practical experience, 1

now respecttheOdell dynasty, hate the

Jeffs, pus on Union, and feel cramped
in Lasell gymnasium. There is one

flaw in relying on these "been-around

journalists" however, as too many
Ephs have been blinded by the

glamour of football, basketball, ice

hockey, (and lacrosse for you
Easterners)

Looking beyond these giants to the

"lesser sports" and "women's
' sports" one soon realizes that the

alumni and journalistic bias towards

the biggies is not an indication of the

strength and talent of the remainder

of the Eph athletic program.
Unfortunately, one must turn to the

fine print of Scoreboard to discover

the true nature of Williams sports.

For it is in that box that the excellent

achievements of the smaller sports

are revealed. Last fall, the women's
—.r-^field hockey team, playing a tough

schedule, had an excellent season,

culminating in fine tournament play.

The women's swimming varsity went

undefeated in their dual meet season

and finished an unprecedented fifth at

the New England Championships, the

first of the small college teams. The

winter months saw matmen Jeff May
and Hal Zendle wrestling well, while

the team suffered defeat after defeat.

Meanwhile women's basketball was

doing great, losing a chance at the

state tourney by an official foul-up.

Volleyball was active and the

women's squash team was surprising

all at the Nationals at Penn. The ski

teams, in their best seasons in recent

years had a series of outstanding

carnival finishes.

Yes, it was quite a winter for

Williams' "other" sports, but our

readers and the spectators who never

get to those little sporting events,

would hardly know it. Despite efforts

to regularly cover women's sports and

wrestling, the sports page still lacks

complete coverage as a result of a

deficient number of correspondents.

Sadly enough with the spring season

getting underway, there still will be no

one to cover spring Rugby, much less

Williams sailing,^ women's track,

ultimate frisbee and other clubs with

unpublished schedules.

Although I have had a few months
experience now, I, and many other

Williams students, am still without

satisfaction when it comes to the

Record's coverage of the sports

program. The inability of the paper to

"get around" is merely a reflection of

a new-comer trying to conquer a big

sport bias with a small sports staff

and a readership oriented to the

"spectator" sports. But with your

help, and that of spring correspon-

dents Evan Bash, Wit McKay, Frank
Pergolizzi, and Tom Klump, not to

mention coaches and team members,
it will be possible to attain a goal of

expanded Record coverage of all

sports without discrimination. There
is hope, despite the odds. After all if a

female burger can break an all male
sports reporting tradition and wish

woe to Lord Jeffrey this soon, then I

guess just about anything is possible.

Nancy Rhein has been a sports editor

of the RECORD since January.

Tracksters challenge Panthers
The Williams Men's Track team

managed convincing wins over
Middlebury and Trinity on the victor's

home track Wednesday.
Junior weightman, Larry Tanner,

led off the day's event with an 168' toss

in the hammerthrow. The heave was
Tanner's personal best by 12 feet and
easily established a new school
record. Captain Rich Remmer backed
up Tanner with a second place in the

hammer and also came up big with a

victory in the shot put. Bob Duffy led a
1-3-4 Eph finish in the javelin with a

throw of 179'2".

The sprints, proved to be stronger

this week as Glenn Harris grabbed a

third in the 1(X) and Paul Untch
combined with Vernon Davis to finish

West's Package Store
Route 2 Between N.A. and Will iamstown Tel. 663-6081

1976BEAUJOLAIS
Now In Stock Finest Vintage in Years

CHATEAU LAROSE-TRINTAUDON
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16 oz Case

RETURNABLE
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or
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$5.49
plus

$1.50
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3-4 in the 220. Earlier, Davis had run a

strong race to win the 120 High

Hurdles in 15.8 seconds.

The distance events once again

provided a good deal of punch for the

Ephs as 23 points were racked up in

the three longest events. Dave Seegar

(158.2) and Vin Zinicola (200.5) gave

the team a 1-3 finish in the 880. Senior

distance man, Ken Leinbach easily

took the mile and was followed across

the line by Dan Sullivan and Mai-k

Chaffee in third and fourth, respec-

tively. Leinbach then moved up to the

3 mile and ran easily, tying with

freshman, Michael Behrman, for the

win.

The Williams women's track team
also competed Wednesday against a

limited squad from Middlebury.

Tricia Beckwith provided a fine

performance in winning the 440 in 63.4

and taking a second in the 880 with a

clocking of 2:28.2. Renelda Pierce was
the other big scorer for the team with

seconds in both the 100 and 226.

Wesleyan scored their second run in

the top of the fifth, as lead off hitter

Kevin Rose lined a single to left

center, then took second when cen-

terfielder John Friborg bobbled the

ball. Rose moved to third on a ground

ball to second and scored on a ground

ball to shortstop.

The Cardinals threatened to blow

the game wide open in the top of the

sixth aslhey built a bases loaded^ one

out situation around three singles. But

Eph hurler Maier bore down, and got

the tough Rose to pop to second
baseman Roger McEniry. Then
second baseman Frank LaMonaca
sent a sharp line drive towards left

field but shortstop Scott Harrington

speared the ball in mid air, getting the

Ephs out of serious trouble.

Wesleyan pitcher Pat Kiley had
been silently mowing down Williams'

batters through the first five innings

with the only hit to that point a single

by Bill Masse. In the bottom of the

sixth the Williams bats awoke long

enough to score three runs. McEniry
led off with a ground single through

the middle. Wesleyan first sacker Jim
McGarry then booted John Friborg's

hard grounder, putting Eph
ktaserunners at first and third with

none out. Things were stalled

momentarily as Scott Harrington hit a

short fly ball to left field, but fresh-

man Rick Walter drove in Williams'

first run with a line single to left field,

Bob LaBombard struck out and with

Williams still down 2-1, the deciding

play of the game occurred. Catcher

Tom Redden laced a soft line drive

just over the first baseman's head
that landed barely inside the right

field foul line, Friborg scored from
second, and Walter, showing fine

speed, scored all the way from first.

Redden, however, thinking the ball

was foul, had stopped just past first,

and made it to second only on the play

on Walter at the plate. The Wesleyan
coach argued vehemently for a few
moments but the-damage had been
done.

Wesleyan's hopes were briefly

ignited in the top of the ninth when
they loaded the bases with two out. but

Maier' s first pitch to Rob Sansone was
popped up near the Williams bench.

Catcher Redden came over and made
the play and Williams was 5-1 on the

season.

Women's rugby
With its big debut against Siena

scheduled for May 14, the women's
rugby team will begin practice

May 1. Women's rugby, is identical

to the men's game, with shortened

halves.

Following a week of observing

and executing non-contact rnen's

drills, the women will begin to

participate in their own scrim-

mages.
Interested female ruggers are

urged to attend the men's game
against Albany Law this Saturday

and contact John Greer (2961),

Ginny Doherty (2740), or Jim
Stewart (2984) for more in-

formation.

Netmen fall to Harvard;

face Tufts, Trinity next
by Evan Bash

Anyone who calls an 8-1 loss en-

couraging seems to be a prime can-

didate for the guys with the*white

jackets and large butterfly nets. Yet

Coach Dave Johnson and his varsity

Greg Collins '79 placed third in the

lonS lump with a leap of 20 'ft., 6"

during Wednesday's triangular meet
with Trinity and Middlebury.

(photo by Oettgen)
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tennis team are looking at Tuesday's
loss to Harvard just that way.

The reason for this apparent
cockeyed optimism stems from the

fact that the Ephs are finally getting

their games back in shape, even
though the final score against Eastern
League power Harvard doesn't reflect

the improvement. This resurgence

comes at the right time, for Williams
faces traditionally close matches with

both Tufts (home) and Trinity on
Saturday and Tuesday respectively.

Harvard, because of their unusual

strength, fielded a modified singles

line-up that lacked their two top

players. This was just fine with Eph
no. 1 Martin Goldberg as he scored

Williams' only point of th"e day with a

truly fine performance. Jim Parsons
also looked sharp although he lost just

enough key points to keep the match
from going his way. In the middle of

the line-up, Perry Nelson and Evan
Bash both played strongly but suc-

cumbed to tough opponents. Tad
Roach went three sets for the second

consecutive match but he could not

pull this one out, while Bill Whelan
was melted down by a player who was
really on fire.

The doubles saw Harvard pull out

their top rated team, and Goldberg

and Whelan almost gave the Crimson

duo more than they wanted, holding a

set point in the second set before

eventually dropping that set, and the

match, in a tie-breaker. The no. 2

team of Nelson and Dean Gianakos

featured some outstanding points,

although not quite enough from their

point of view. Pete Friesen and

Parsons were worn down by some
hard hitters in a good match.

Scoreboard
April 20

Men's Lacrosse (3 2)

April 20 Union 4 Williams 10

April 16 UConnt Wlllian^slO

Topscoring: Eckerson 2, Nuzzolese 2

Baseball (41)
April 19 Wesleyan 2

April 16 Bowdoln I

April 15 Colby 6

Tennis (2 4)

April 19 Harvard 8

April 16 MIT 1

Tract! (12)
April 20 T r

diebury Williams

Wllliams3
Wllliams4
WilliamsS

Williams 1

WilliamsS
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Trustees agree to start

new music facility in fall

College treasurer Francis H. Dewey ill watches as President John W. Chandler responds to Ray
Beyer of the News office. The President called the news conference to discuss trustee decisions from
their meeting over the weekend. (photo by Read)

The Board of Trustees approved
commencing construction of a new
music facility adjacent to Chapin
Hall, during the second of their

quarterly meetings in Williamslown,

this weeliend. The trustees also ap-

pointed five members to the Clark Art

Institute Board of Trustees, an-

nounced the expansion of the College's

Board of Trustees and renamed the

Keck house.

President John W. Chandler told the

RECORD Saturday that a bequest of

1.5 million enabled the College to

proceed with Phase II of the Chapin

Studies center on value of languages
by Keron Walker

"It's unrealistic to think that

manipulating the language depart-

ment will increase enrollment
significantly," said head of Romance
Languages George Pistorius last

week. "To change the status of

languages here, we would have to

change the attitude and goals of

Williams.

"I cannot believe that such a change
is desirable," he stated em-
phatically.

Two committees of language ex-

perts recently completed an
evaltiation of the Romance
Languages, German and Russian

Departments. Pistorius explained

that their basis of evaluation was not

enrollment figures, but rather, their

idea of the aims of language in-

struction in a small liberal arts en-

vironment.

"Of course, the specifics in each

department are different, but in

general the problems and goals are

related. Language at Williams is

invaluable in the framework of the

liberal arts college. No one language

is the perfect medium in which to

interpret experience. The aim is not to

compare values through systematic

evaluations, but to let a second culture

enrich an experience through

becoming a part of one's self.

"Language appeals to both ideas

and sensibilities," Pistorius con-

tinued. "It is not only a tool, but it

gives insight, through its own
structure and its literature, into the

perennial values and aspirations of

men. As is expected in liberal arts, the

purely practical aspects of studying a

language are not necessarily those

which make them worth studying."

The evaluation by a group of outside

experts was the result of an
agreement between the ad-

ministration and the language
departments last year. Pistorius

explained that the situation today

developed as a result of the ad-

ministration's "strict policy of

evaluating staff changes in terms of

enrollment."

When a Spanish professor resigned

two years ago, there was some
question as to whether or not he would
tje replaced for economic reasons.

Pistorius felt that cutting the Spanish

staff to two would severely limit the

quality of its offerings. He considers

the optimum staff size.

"We were never under any pressure

at all to reduce the number of our

professors, nor did we have to do
with two only for any amount of

see LANGUAGES page 2

project—construction of the music
building. The funds ^efe donated to

the College by thefts* of Belvidere

Brooks '10 who was^illed in action at

Villesavoye, France in 1918, and her

brother, Alan Rogers '09. The gift

comes short of the full building costs,

esthtiated at 2.1 million and the

$800,000 endowment needed for

maintaining the facility. "The College

decided to start construction now,

without the full amount, to get ahead
of rising rates of inflation," Chandler

said.

Contractors should begin con-

struction early in September with only

minor changes in the existing plans.

According to the president, the

building will not be air conditioned, as

originally intended, and the College

will consider adding energy saving

provisions to the design.

The trustees reappointed four

existing trustees of the Clark Art

Institute and added one new name to

the total list of nine. Lawrence K.

Miller, Casimir deRham, John E.

Sawyer, and John W. Chandler were

renamed to the position. The trustees

also appointed Gene S. Briggs,

Professor of Art at Harvard and, until

last summer. Director of the National

Gallery of Canada.

The number of term trustees will

increase from three to five following

see TRUSTEES page 2

Williams ranks fourth in

admissions selectivity
Williams ranked fourth in selec-

tivity among twelve comparable
colleges and universities in a survey

printed in the Amherst Student.

Amherst, Harvard and Bowdoin

accepted a smaller percentage of

applicants than Williams, according

to the survey. Amherst accepted 15

per cent, the smallest percentage in

the survey. Harvard and Bowdoin

each accepted 18 per cent, and

Williams accepted 19.3 per cJent. Both

the Williams and the Amherst per-

centages are record lows.

Williams' acceptance percentage

decreased from 21 per cent to 19.3 per

cent, more sharply than any of the

other four most selective colleges

except that of Amherst, which
decreased from 20 per cent to 15 per

cent. Harvard accepted 19 per cent of

all applicants last year, and Bowdoin

accepted 20 per cent.

Amherst admitted 580 out of 3800

applicants, down by 130 acceptances

from the previous year, while

Williams accepted 909 of 4705 ap-

plicants, a drop of 106 acceptances

from last year. The number of ac-

ceptances by Harvard and Bowdoin
did not change appreciably. .

Both Amherst and Williams have
decreased the target freshman class

size, thus allowing the number of

acceptances to be reduced. Williams'

expected freshman class size fell by 5

students, while Amherst's target

figure was reduced by 40 students.

COLLEGE
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To the editor:

Rick Lane's April 8 Viewpoint

contends that J. P. Stevens is a

wronged victim, not a corporate

victimizer of its employees. The facts

are otherwise:

Stevens Systematically Busts
Unions. Stevens has been convicted of

firing a total of 289 union supporters

for th*fr""ffctimis.~Th'e'"cbirfpahy

refused to bargain with a duly elected

union local at Roanoke Rapids, N.C. It

closed a Statesboro, Ga. plant rather

than bargain with the union local

there. These actions are all illegal.

Federal courts took the un-

precedented action of threatening

criminal contempt conviction of

Stevens executives. The courts have
awarded payment of $1.3 million in

back wages to workers fired for union

activities.

The Federal Fifth Circuit Court in

1969 accused Stevens of "classic,

albeit crude, unlawful labor prac-

tices." In July, 1976 Reed Johnston,

National Labor Relations Board
(NLRB) Regional Director in the

Southeast, slated:

Since on or about June 1963, and at

all times thereafter, (J. P. Stevens)

has engaged in a massive, multi-

state campaign to deny its em-
ployees their rights under the

The Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (06HA) ruled Stevens
had no adequate respirator program
to protect workers against brown
lung. OSHA needed to fine the com-
pany to force it to begin the respirator

program Lane mentions—and even
then Stevens refused to purchase
respirators the U.S. Public Health

Service recommended. Stevens has on

numerous occasions asked both OSHA
(National L«|bprReiatiotw) Act to en^ the North,CarolMOejarUneoiirf.--,^.

Grads do well in job market
"Williams graduates have fared

reasonably well despite the tight job

market over the last few years,"

according to a report by the Office of

Career Counseling which surveyed
career trends in the classes of '72

through '75.

The survey, with 453 respondents

from the four classes, or about a

quarter of all contacted, found a high

percentage of Williams grads going on

to professional post-graduate study.

Employment rates were high, and
satisfaction with the liberal arts

education was widespread.

"Recent grads are employed in a

variety of professional categories,"

the report said. Only four members of

the survey group were unemployed, a

.9 per cent rate. The report cautioned,

however, that "the percentage of

graduates underemployed could not

be determined from' the information."

"There are no measurable distinc-

tions between the types of em-
ployment patterns or graduate school

pursuits between the male and female
respondents," according to the survey
information. "This indicates that

women are employed at comparable
levels throughout the range of

professional occupations listed." That
range spanned engineering, medicine,

journalism, government and ac-

counting.

Almost two-thirds of all Williams

graduates entered post-graduate

education. Most Williams alumni

chose post-graduate programs in law,

business, medicine, or the arts and
sciences.

"The vast majority . . . offered

very strong support for their liberal

arts education in terms of preparation

for graduate school programs and-or

employment," the report announced.

Many cited training in critical

thinking and writing as most im-

portant in their Williams educations.

Trustees approve construction
TRUSTE ES from page 1

recent state government approval of a

request to expand the College's Board
of Trustees. Chandler explained that

the addition of two term trustees

would "provide an opportunity for

more diversity on the trustee board"
and, more specifically, would allow
for appointment of more women.
The College has yet to fill the

Horrington talks on socialism
HARRINGTON from page 1

She certainly does deserve credit for

that." But it is not a virtue to be

miserable, Harrington explained,

rejecting the protestant ethic's un-

conscious assumption that "one
demonstrates one's worth by suf-

fering."

"My vision is for a society where no

one suffers . . . We should socialize

a3d collectively pay for the

necessities of life. Not even the lazy

people should suffer.

"We are a changing civilization,"

he asserts. "We will get radical

movements. But we want them to be

working for us, not against us. My
plan—that social possibility is, I feel,

worth committing my life to."

positions. Chandler said, adding that

the appointments would be announced

in June or later. "The trustees are

under no obligation to fill all five

positions," he noted.

The trustees named the recently

acquired Keck home Chadbourne

House alter Paul A. Chadbourne who
served as president of the College

from 1872-1881, succeeding Mark
Hopkins. Chadbourne House which is

located in Stetson Court will house 13

affiliates of Perry-Bascom House

beginning next fall.

Chandler commented that Chad-

bourne was the last of the College's

former presidents to be recognized in

the name of a campus building.

Record investigation revealed,

however, that one president remains

unheralded—Zephaniah S. Moore,

who left Williams in 1821 to found

Amherst College.

NGWS and NotOS from career Counseling
TIME IS Of THE ESSENCE IN
APPLYING FOR TIME INC.
INTERNSHIPS
Sophomores & Juniors who plan to

apply for a Time Inc. Summer
Internship and have not already
done so should see Jeff Wood
immediately, as the College's
nominations and supporting
material must be in the hands of

Time Inc. by Monday May 2. This

means that material will be mailed
to Time on Friday April 29 (this

week). All applicants should
submit a 300 word statement of

interest & qualifications, resume,
and transcript to OCC by Wed.
April 27 (tomorrow).

FULL-TIME JOB OPENINGS
(See Direct Application Notebook)

WRIGHT LINE MEDIA
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS,
Worcester, MA. has openings in

field sales to the computer industry

(non technical).

W. W. NORTON & CO.
(Publishers), N.Y.C. are in-

terviewing for a College Traveler
to interview faculty for textbook

adoptions and publishable writing

projects. Start Aug. 1 and work in

South or Midwest. Car and expense

account with salary.

YOUNG & RUBICAM, Los
Angeles, CA has an immediat?

opening for an account coordinator

(entry level position). Good
organizational skills required. No
special major. Work in all aspects

of advertising. See Peggy Sloane

immediately.

Sunburst, Pleasantville, N.Y., a

medium sized educational

publishing firm has openings in

marketing & production. See
Communications tab.

Stale of Connecticut Mental Health

Services Assistant

Working supervisor in a mental

health center performing essential

clerical & service duties. See

Health tab.

Cornell University Medical College

is looking for biomedical computer
programmers. No previous

computer programming ex-

perience is necessary. See Health

tab.

For those who have or will have
taken the PACE by May 1977—

Federal career entry positions for

accountants, auditors, Internal

Revenue Agents, life sciences. See

Fed. Job Info, notebook in GOV.
section.

WANTED ON CAMPUS
The Athletic Dept is looking for a

student to do lettering and art

work. See Jeff Vennell at Lasell or

call 2366 if interested.

TEACHING OPENINGS
DARROW SCHOOL, New
Lebanon, N.Y. has openings in

English, Math, & Spanish.

Coaching is also desired.

Dana Hall School—Wellesley, MA,
Physics & Earth Science.

University School—Cleveland, OH,
Math (soccer).

Tabor Academy—Physics &
Coaching. For more info, see

TEACHING section notebooks.

INTERNSHIPS
The OKLAHOMA THEATER
CENTER Professional Intern

Program for Fall and Spring

semesters in acting, directing,

costuming. Technical, journalism,

or business management. Ap-

plication Deadline: April 30. See

Time-Out notebook in Reference
section.

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
Intern Program for those with a

graduate degree in economics,

agriculture, educational ad-

ministration, business, etc. Leads
to positions of increasing

responsibility in Asia, Africa,

Latin America, and The Near
East. 2 year program. See Federal

Job Information notebook in

GOVERNMENT section.

seek collective bargaining

representatives of their own
choosing . . . (Stevens) has

committed unfair labor practices of

unprecedented flagrancy and
magnitude.

I Stevens Discriminates Against

Blacks and Women. Only 7 per cent of

Stevens skilled blue-collar workers

and 3 per cent of white-collar

supervisors are black. Ninety-seven

per cent of blue-collar females hold

unskilled jobs (versus 69 per cent of

men); 87 per cent of white-collar

women are clerk-typists (versus 27

per cent of men). Federal courts have

twice convicted the company of willful

discrimination. One wonders if the

Stevens donations to the United Negro
College Fund Lane mentions were

motivated by any concern other than

a tax writeoff and good publicity.

Stevens Operates Unsafe,

Unhealthy Factories. Lane says

textiles are the fifth best industry in

terms of health and safety. The latest

( 1974) Bureau of Labor Statistics data

show textiles are the 33rd worst in-

dustry out of 48 in total recorded

accident and illness cases. Textiles

are 17th of 48 in lost work day cases,

36th in nonfatal cases resulting in no

lost workdays.

It is also necessary to look behind J.

P. Stevens' official statistics. The
company keeps injured workers in

plants to avoid "lost-time accidents."

Medical records for example show 71

worker injuries at Stevens' seven

Roanoke Rapids plants from August

to December 1974. For all of 1974

Stevens reports only seven lost-time

accidents at these factories.

Until the very recent past Stevens,

like all textile firms, refused to admit

that brown lung disease even existed.

This crippler, contracted from cotton

dust, may afflect 1 in 3 textile workers

during their lives.

Labor for postponement of safety

regulations.

Neither we of the Stevens boycott

nor Amalgamated Clothing and
Textile .Workers (ACTWU) officials

have claimed the ACTWU has never

made . mistake;. It is however un-

fortunate Mr. Lane has the im-

pression the union systematically

mistreats and exploits its members.
No union could long survive if it made
that its policy. I ask Mr. Lane
whether it is J. P. Stevens or the

Textile Workers Union which has a

fundamental economic incentive to

run roughshod over the health, safety,

and civil rights of Stevens workers.

Ron LanoUe '77

computer dating

To the editor.

Having no small measure of

responsibility for the Computer Date

Dance, I find myself obliged to

respond to Rajh's last article,

"Future Shock; Getting Screwed by a

Computer." (Record. 4-22-77)

1. Hopkins and Pratt House cannot

be held responsible for any insults

incurred by dancing with a Ben-

nington Girl (the "dance major" (rf

the seventh paragraph).

2. Had I realized that the decision

to wear underwear might cause such

anxiety, I would have incorporated a

question into the questionnaire

dealing with that particular topic. I

can only wonder what convulsions Mr.

Khadka must have suffered while

preparing for the Boxer Short Party.

Oh, the tortures of the sensitive . . .

3. Anyone who bills KtinS€ir as a

"true Hindu ascetic ... I am not

troubled by the pair of opposite

passions" can hardly complain about

getting a male and a female date. It

sounds right up his Hindu ascetic

alley. Tony Spaeth '77

Study probes languages
LANGUAGES from page 1

time," Pistorius assured the Record.

"The situation simply led to a study

by a CEP sub-committee on the

language programs in general. It was
up to the College to decide if it could

make the sacrifice—if it was con-

sidered as such—to keep minimal

staff numbers in underenroUed
departments in order to guarantee top

quality."

Pistorius explained that the

Language departments' desire was to

keep the study objective by not in-

volving themselves in it. "The sub-

committee consisted of three

professors—psychology, religion, and

biology teachers—and two students."

The language departments then

conducted self-studies to determine

the motivation, statistics and aims of

language instruction at Williams in

order to footnote the results of the

CEP report. Pistorius said that the

study was a matter-of-fact, objective

definition of the role of languages as

seen at Williams and that it detailed a

series of comparative studies on

enrollment figures.

"There was no action taken on the

basis of the CEP report; it was never

released to the faculty," Pistorius

commented. The Language depart-

ments suggested that an outside group

containing experts in language in-

struction evaluate the position of the

Williams departments, in order to

insure both objectivity and
familiarity.

According to Pistorius, students at

Williams are motivated to take

language and foreign literature

courses by a multitude of reasons that

vary from language to language. "For

example, the three major reasons

students here take French courses are

to improve their language skills, to

visit a French-speaking country at

some time, and to read French

literature in its original form, in that

order. Students take Spanish most

often because they wish to visit a

Spanish-speaking country."

Pistorius said that the average

teaching load of each teacher at

Williams was expected to be 96

students per five-course year, or 19.5

students per class. "The Romance
language departments are below this

average," he said.

However, enrollment in the

Romance languages overall is not in

the least below the average for other

departments. "Last year, 294 students

took Romance language courses

during the fall semester and 265

registered for them in the spring. In

the fall, eleven departments had

higher enrollment figures. Twelve

had lower. In the spring, these

statistics were the same.

"Last year, 29 registered as French

or Spanish majors, including those

who were double majors. This was
also about the median in terms of the

number of majors in other depart-

ments."

Pistorius went on to say that the size

of the department was appealing for

the increasing number of majors who
decided to follow a course of study in

Romance Languages. "Smaller

departments cater to more intimate

intellectual contact," he said. He
estimated that half those who were

French and Spanish majors had

chosen the department because of its

size.

Pistorius summed up language

instruction at Williams as "far from a

crisis." He reasserted that change in

the department purely to increase

enrollment would be contingent m a

change in the policy of Williams itself,

and that such a change was unlikely

and unnecessary.
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Wood returns to AMI"
onset design for *Guys'
Within the confusion and

tumultuous activity on the Adams
Memorial Theater stage, the set for

Guys and Dolls begins to talce form.

Piece by piece, and nail by nail, Polly

Wood '75 directed the set's con-

structioa After two years working in

the New York theater. Wood has

returned, to WUliams as $et designer

for the production.

Since her graduation two years ago.

Wood has worked in New York with a

number of top designers. In her own
words, she was initially an errand

girl," picking up valuable knowledge
and techniques on the job. She first

worked with Tony Walton on the

design for 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
and in five months, she went from
running errands to constructing set

models. Walton took her to

Philadelphia with the show "for my
education as well as my usefulness to

him." More recently. Wood worked on

the sets for Mike Nichols' new play

Annie and I Love My Wife.

Wood presently works free-lance as

a non-union assistant to set designers,

building models. The United Scenic

Artists conducts an annual exam for

entry into the union. Wood said she

hopes to join the union to avoid the

limitations imposed upon non-union

workers. Until she passes the exam,
she cannot becomea set designer for a

Broadway play, Wood explained. She
is not excluded from jobs in non-union

dinner theaters and off-off Broadway,
however.

While at Williams, Wood worked a

great deal on design and scenery as
well as doing a little acting. She
designed the sets for two Freshman
Revue» and for several cabarets.-

Wood also served as president of Cap
and Bells.

Wood said she considers the ad-

dition of a major great improvement
in theatre at Williams. She said she

thought the level of professionalism in

the faculty had also risen immensely.
"WilUams won't ever be like going to

acting school in New York City, which
isn't its function, but its gradually
coming up in preparing people for the

professional world."

Artifacts of ttie Dogon tribe of Mali are on display through
AAav 3V; ( photo by Read

)

Dogon art exhibit open
Passersby on the fifth floor of Stetson Hall will notice

that the display case there, until recently under con-

struction, has now been completed and occupied. Until

May 31 a collection of technological and ceremonial ar-

tifacts from the Dogon tribe of Mali will be on view in the

case. The exhibit, entitled "Art of the Dogon", was
prepared by Ben Heintz '79, with the sponsorship of the

Anthropology Department.
The collection includes granary doors and locks,

ceremonial bowls and trough, and forged iron jewelry and
sculpture. For the mosL part, the caryings sod fiiuces-

adornihg Ihe'pieces represent mythological motifs which
are discussed in the guide whicti accompanies the exhibit.

Herein, Heintz explains that Dogon art "is not made to be
hung on walls or placed on shelves to decorate the home.
It is expressive of the life they lead, their technology,

cosmology and culture as a whole."

The pieces in the collection have been loaned by the'"

Williams College Museum of Art and by Joseph and
Margaret Knopfelmacher of New York. This exhibit is the

first in a series of exhibits to be organized by the An-
thropology Department. Beginning next fall, there will be
four per year.

'Klaatu' skyrockets on Beatles rumor

Polly Wood
(photobyOettgen)

by Steve Case
When Capitol Records released an

album by a group called Klaatu last

August, the gimmick was anonymity.
The album cover lacked any names or

a picture, and nobody would say who
was In the "mystery^group." The
album was purchased by Capitol as a
completed master recording, and the

label agreed to release it because "of

the quality and commercial sound of

the music." Klaatu's manager, Frank
Davies, steadfastly refused to divulge

any information about the band,

claiming they wanted their music to

stand on its own merit. The album was
well-received by critics, but flopped

commercially, and everybody figured

that was the end of it.

It wasn't. Two months ago, Steve

Smith, an enterprising editorial

assistant for The Providence Journal,

wrote a feature called "Could Klaatu
Be The Beatles" which analyzed in

detail the group's music, name and
lyrics and pointed out numerous
possible hidden meanings. AM and
FM stations in the Providence area

began to play cuts from the album.
Phonecall response was ex-

traordinary, and local' record stores

quickly ran out of stock. Soon other

stations in the couiitry caught wind of
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what was happening, added the album

to playlists and music was being aired

and was selling strongly in major

markets across the country, and both

the album and a single entered the

national best-selle/ charts. At last

count, Klaatu, the 'album everyone

had given up on until the Beatle

rumors began, had sold 150,000 copies.

Orr to read works
Gregory Orr, author of two books

of poetry, will read from his work
Monday, April 25, at 4 p.m. in

DriscoU Lounge. The reading is

sponsored by the Williams College

English Department.

Even liefore the publication by

Harper & Row in 1973 of his first

book of poems, "Burning the

Empty Nests," Donald Hall called

Orr "the best young poet 1 know
about." John Unterecker wrote of

the "tiny ominous dramas" of

Orr's poems, that "resolve into

something like the significant

illogical events that take place in

dream. They are full of an un-

definable meaning, precise and

compelling, compact, powerful."

In 1975, Orr published his second

collection of poetry, "Gathering

the Bones Together." Orr, who
teaches at the University of

Virginia, has just received a

Guggenheim Grant.

Klaatu's music Is strikingly similar,

at times, to that of the Beatles circa

1967, the "Sgt. Pepper" period. Songs
such as "Sub-Rosa Speedway" and

"Doctor Marvello" contain all the

hallmarks of the "Beatle sound"—
guitar parts played backwards, sitar

solos, obscure lyrics delivered in a

nasal British accent, and a crisp drum
style. As a result, amateur sleuths

everywhere have been looking for

clues to Klaatu's identity, and have
discovered the following: The name
Klaatu was taken from the 1951

science-fiction movie "The Day The
Earth Stood Still." On Ringo Starr's

Goodnight Vienna album, the ex-

Beatle is seen on the cover standing

next to the spaceship from the movie,

and is dressed like the character

Klaatu. In the movie, when the

creature from space is asked where
he's from, he says "Venus and Mars"
(the title of one of Paul McCartney's
albums). Furthermore, when Mc-
Cartney left the stage in Boston last

summer during the "Wings Over
America" tour, he said, "See you

when the earth stands still." Beatle

fans hoping for a reunion have in-

terpreted these rather abstract fin-

dings to mean that Klaatu is the "Fab
Four" in a clever disguise.

The mystery continues, much to the

delight of the Capitol marketing staff.

Could the Beatles have evaded the

press and the public, headed for a

remote recording studio, cut an
album, and released the record under

a false name? Would Capitol fail to

capitalize on a Beatles re-grouping?

The answer to both questions is, of

course, no. Klaatu, quite simply, is not

the Beatles. That conclusion, though

not shared by an increasing number of

people, was offered by the one man
who knows for sure, Klaatu manager
Frank Davies. In a recent interview,

Davies explicitly denied that any of

the four ex-Beatles contributed

directly to the making of the Klaatu

album. And that denial, the first

Davies has issued with directness,

pretty well shoots down the delightful

speculation that Klaatu is the Beatles

reincarnate.

Kauffmann talks on film

ROOMMATE NEEDED

To share rent for house on Mar-
tha's vineyard, June 1 - Sept. 5.

Wall( to beach.

Details, call: ext. MSijor dlSt

Novelist, reviewer, film and drama
critic Stanley Kauffmann will lecture

on "Film in the Seventies" on

Tuesday, April 26, at 8 p.m. in the

Jesup Hall auditorium. Kauffmann's

talk is sponsored by the Williams

Lecture Committee as one. of its series

on "Film: Significance and
Possibilities."

Kauffmann, 70, began his career as

an actor and stage-manager with the

Washington Square Playeris. Since

1958, he has been active in criticism at

various times; as film and theater

criticjor^The New Republic," drama-
"critic of "'The New York Times," and

book reviewer, essayist and critic for

< other journals.

The author of seven novels and a

large number of short and long plays,

Kauffmann has also published three

collections of film criticism: "A
World on Film," "Figures of Light,"

and "Living Images." He is the

editor, with Bruce Henstell, of the

anthology "American Film Criticism:

From the Beginnings to 'Citizen

Kane';" his collected theater

criticism, "Persons of the Drama,"
was published in 1976.

3. Mi latnbioo it eervelio tutto lieto.

I piuxle my brain with a great deal of pleuure.

THE OLD BOOK SHOP
on Spring Street

abovk Renzl's College Book Store

Used.Old, Rare, CXjt of Print Books

OPEN 12 6 Phone: 458-5534

after 6 PM

1 Kt-"
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Three fie-breakers

Tennis tips Tufts

The Williams crews rowed to a series of victories over Little Three opponents Amherst and
Wesleyan. The freshman, woman and lightweight crews stroked past their opposition at Amherst.

The heavyweights fared less well, finishing 2Va seconds behind Wesleyan. (photo by Pelnert)

Batmen belt Union, 8-3
by Franl( Pergolizzi

Friday afternoon, in a game played

under threatening skies that were
soon to bless Williamstown with a

weekend long rain storm, the

Williams baseball team defeated the

Union Dutchmen, 8-3. The victory was
Williams' sixth on the season, and
their 47th over Union in a series that

began in 1881.

The game was not exactly a pit-

cher's duel. The Ephmen smacked
thirteen base hits, while the Union

hitters accounted for eleven, so the

victory cannot be explained as one in

which Williams outhit its opponent.

The vital statistics were runners left

on base; Union stranded thirteen

compared to Williams' seven; and
errors; the Dutchmen committed five

leading to three unearned runs for the

Ephmen, while Williams committed
just one harmless error.

Williams got on the board in the first

inning, scoring an unearned run, as

leadoff hitter John Friborg reached

first on an error by second baseman
David Grotz, stole second, went to

third on a fly ball to right, and scored

on Tom Redden's sacrifice fly to right.

In the second inning, the Eph's bats

exploded for five runs, all earned. The
Ephmen rapped eight base hits in a

row off Union pitcher, Charlie

Flanagan. Friborg, Redden, and Rick

Walter each knocked in a run, while

Scott Harrington drove in two with a

sharply hit line drive double to left.

Williams led 6-0, until the top of the

seventh. Each time the Dutchmen
threatened, Williams pitcher Tony
Stall, simply pitched himself out of

trouble. Stall only struck out five

batters, but he saved them for the

right moments, getting four of them
with runners in scoring position. Solid

fielding behind him, including a

doubleplay started by shortstop

Harrington, gave Stall whatever aid

he needed. Union had two men on with

none out three times, but never got a

runner past third.

In the seventh Stall finally faltered

and was belted for three runs. They
were the first runs he had given up all

year, after pitching thirteen con-

secutive scoreless innings. Union put

together a walk and four singles to

score three, before Fiery Mike
Martineau relieved Stall.

The E(^men scored an unearned
run in the seventh and eighth innings.

Martineau ran into a little trouble in

the eighth, pitched out of it, and then

set Union down with nothing across in

the ninth, to record his second save,

and preserve Stall's second victory.

The Eph attack was well balanced

with every starter but one reaching

base on a hit. Redden and Harrington

knocked in two runs apiece. Frank
Kreutz, even though he got two hits,

saw his batting average fall to .652.

The team batting average rose to .333,

with 77 hits in 231 at bats, an im-

pressive figure.

by Evan Bash
The tie-breaker. This relatively new

innovation in tennis often provides

more excitement than any new
Farrah Fawcett-Majors poster could.

Never has this excitement been more
in evidence than last Saturday, when
tbe.yaKiity AeiMMS, team swept three

tie-breakers, two of which decided the

final set of three set matches, in

downing a strong Tufts team 6-3.

The win puts Coach Dave Johnson
and his Ephs in serving range of a .500

season record for the first time this

year with a 3-4 mark. More im-

portantly, the big triumph over the

Jumbos indicates just how far

Williams has come since the season

began; Tufts had recently run over a

UMass team that had beaten the

young Ephs in their first match of the

spring.

Williams and Tufts battled their

way to a 3-3 stand-off after the singles,

leaving the match as undecided as a

young kid trying to choose one piece of

candy from the corner candy store.

Martin Goldberg thwarted a strong

Tufts drops laxwomen

Opening regular season play last

Thursday, the women's lacrosse

team now stands 0-2 suffering a 13-

3 loss to UMass April 21 while

losing to Tufts 8-5 Saturday.

In the Tufts loss veteran of-

fensive stars Mary Fish (2 goals),

Sarah Baldwin (I), Brent
McKinley (I), and Maggie O'Brien
(1) led the scoring for the Ephs
with goalie Marty Taf t grabbing 13

saves.

Against UMass the Ephs were
unable to cope with a confusing
zone although Fish, Baldwin, and
McKinley each had a goal. The
Record will take a closer look at

the team in this Friday's issue.

The UMass laxmen, ranked eighth nationally, overpowered the Ephs at Cole

Field Saturday. Though Williams scored first, the visitors responded twenty-

fold, beating the good guys 20-9. (photo by Read)

UMass licks lax - Ephs fall 20-9
by Nancy Rhein

The rest of New England thinks

they're crazy to go up against a

national powerhouse with dreams of

an upset year after year, but that

never stops the Williams lacrosse

team. With the number eight team in

the nation storming on to Cole Field

Saturday, the Eph's flicker of hope for

a win was quickly doused by the

University of Massachusetts attack,

as the visitors defeated the Ephs 20-9.

Frosh face-off specialist Gus
Nuzzolese opened the contest with a

tremendous unassisted tally from

outside 47 seconds into the game. The
Ephs lead lasted but a minute, as

Minutemen gunner Kevin Patterson

put in his first of 5 goals to tie the

score and put the Mass scoring

machine into action. Grabbing ground

balls and playing an incredible game
of give-and-go, the Mass attack went

^ >-<ir ,^ '-mi^^'jr».

Epti ruggers had a rough Little Three championship weekend in the mud. The

A-team fell to Amherst and Wesleyan 9-0 and 14-4 respectively. The B-side

provided the only bright spot beating Wesleyan 6-3 after succumbing to the Lord

Jeffs 16-0. (photo by Read)

from 3-1 to 7-1 in two minutes. Nuz-

zolese, interrupted the visitors

domit)ation, blasting one past an

excellent defense for the team's

second goal.

With a man-up advantage moments
later, the Redmen took but 7 seconds

to put it past Eph netminder Bob
Cowin. Cowin remained composed

throughout the Mass barrage as

UMass added a little variety to its

shots with a few blind-over-the-

shoulder ones which resulted in four

more first quarter goals.

Behind 11-2 with three quarters left

it was clear the Ephs, despite their

determination were unable to handle

the offensive accuracy of the Mass

squad. Williams coach Renzie Lamb
cited quickness as the key difference

between the squads as well as the

ability of the visitors to move the ball.

Mass went on to add nine more of their

national calibre goals to secure the

victory.

The stormy afternoon did have its

bright spots for the Ephs as Peter

Thomsen, Todd Eckerson, and Dick

Goodbody joined middle Jamie Taylor

for some determined lacrosse.

Thomsen converted a sloppy clear

attempt for an unassisted tally five

minutes into the second half.

Following two more Mass goals

Taylor fed fellow middle Colie Nelson

for the Ephs fourth goal before

scoring his own from Max Murray to

end the half 13-5.

Grabbing six in the first half, Cowin

had some excellent saves for the

squad as Mass outshot Williams while

picking up almost twice the Ephs's

ground balls.

The Minutemen defense was as

tough as their attack holding the Ephs
scoreless in the third quarter.

Williams' defense was less effective,

despite its effort, with Mass adding

five more before sidelining the

shooting stars for the fourth quarter.

The game then turned into a muddy
scramble for the ball with the Ephs
relying on goalie Bob Harryman to

watch the Red attack. Scoring his

second goal of the game, Thomsen
made it 20-6 with four minutes left.

Goodbody then responded with his

own from Eckerson, before Thomsen
completed his hat trick for the Eph's

eighth. Frosh Doug Gill finished the

scoring for the team hitting with : 18

left.

Meeting another tough opponent

Wednesday the Ephs will travel to

Hanover to take on Dartmouth.

comeback bid to win in one of those

third set tie-breakers, while no. 2 Jim
Parsons took the other third set tie-

breaker and victory by capturing the

absolute last point of the match at 4-4

in the tie-breaker. Feeling helpless

was Perry Nelson as his decent play

was rebuffed by sjipjjpQnent who has^
yet to come back to earth, and no. i

Evan Bash was handled similarly by a

player who touched down about ten

minutes ago. Tad Roach continued his

string of brilliant match per-

formances by scoring a quick two set

win. No. 6 Bill Whelan stroked his

way through the first set, but then his

opponent turned the tide to score an

impressive third set win.

Doubles proved to be Wil-

liams' savior as three wins
secured the match. The first team of

Goldberg and Whelan just over-

powered the opposition, while the no. 3

duo of Peter Friesen and Parsons had
a two set win. This left Dean Gianakos
and Nelson to mop things up, with a

first set 5-4 tie-breaker to lead the way
to a three set win.

Larry Tanner

named Record

athlete of week
Larry Tanner, junior member of the

varsity track team, has been selected

as the Record Athlete of the Week
following his school record breaking

performance in the hammer throw

last Wednesday. Tanner's toss of 168

feet surpassed Tom Lester's ('72) old

mark by a full 24 inches and was 12

feet further than his previous best.

The heave also qualifies him for the

Easterns and the Division III

Nationals.

Honorable Mention—No. 1 singles

player Martin Goldberg receives an

honorable mention this week, after his

winning performances over Harvard

and Tufts. Goldberg won the only

match in the Tennis team's 8-1 loss to

Eastern power Harvard, and on

Saturday he grabbed an individual

win plus a doubles victory with

partner Bill Whelan to give the Ephs a

6-3 triumph over Tufts.

Athlete of the Week Larry Tanner

(photo by Read)

The Williams Record
is looking for an

Ad Manager
salary & commission

freshman or sophomore preferred

Contact RON ADAMS (6552) Immediately
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Vandals broke into the dressing
rooms of the Adams Memorial
Theatre early Wednesday morning
and burned "a substantial number" of

costumes for the Williams College

Theatre-Cap & Bells production of

"Guys & Dolls," according to AMT
Director Jean-Bernard Bucky. Other
costumes for the production were
stolen at the same time, he added

Vandals burn costumes

A fire In the Adams Memorial Theater dressing room burned the costume* for Guys and Dolls. Insert

shows burn marks on the floor. (photos by Kruger)

ftr« WiUi
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The Wednesday performance went

on as scheduled, using rehearsal

costumes, said Bucky. Costume
Designer Martha Hally went to New
York Wednesday to obtain sup-

plementary costumes for the

remaining performances. ^

The break-in occurred after the

building was closed for the night,

according to Bucky. A security officer

checked the AMT at 12:30 a.m. and
found everything in order, said

. Securily^-Director Walter O'Brien..

Set Designer Polly Wood '75

discovered the break-in at 7:30 a.m.

and found both men's and women's
costumes in a burned pile on the floor

of the dressing room. The William-

stown Fire Department was called,

but the fire had burned itself out and
was only smoldering, said O'Brien.

The fire was not very large and was
never a major threat .to the building

itself, he added.

According to O'Brien, the

Williamstown Police are "in-

vestigating the possibility" of arson,

he added. "The building was
definitely locked, and there is no

evidence "of forced doors or win-

dows," said O'Brien. Both he and
Bucky agreed that since costumes
were stolen and others burned in a pile

on the floor, "it's clear that what
happened was intentional."

As of yesterday, O'Brien had no

individuals whom he suspected of

committing the break-in.

Bucky added that no other damage
was done to the building, and that no

one was injured during the fire. He
estimated that about half the

iiostumes. or parts of Ihern, were igst..

With the arrival of supplementary

costumes from New York, "things are

slowly coming together again," said

Bucky.

He could not estimate the actual

cost of the lost costumes, because so

much of the work was done by

volunteers, but commented that "two
and a half months' work by our

costumes people has been lost, and
you can't put a price on that."

O'Brien did not know how the

vandals entered the theatre. Ac-

cording to Bucky, security officers

were searching the steam tunnels

leading into the AMT basement for

evidence that that route was used.
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CC approves new ACEC structure
The College Council unanimously

adopted the recommendations of their

special committee to Restructuring

the ACEC on Wednesday night and
resolved that the reforms be instituted

immediately. The Council also en-

dorsed the recommendations of the

Elections Committee regarding the

appointment of student members to

three student-faculty committees.

Concerning the ACEC, the Council

made a number of significant

changes, the most important of which

was the idea of appointing a paid

%business manager for the

organization. The business manager
will be responsible for "publishing a

complete and accurate budget for

each concert immediately after each

concert and . . . coordinating the

ticket sales and monitoring all cash

flows and receipts and . . . serving as

an ex-officio member of the ACEC.
The business manager will be subject

to reappointment each term and have

to report directly to the Council.

Forum suggests altered ACEC
students attending the open forum

on the ACEC recommended opening

the committee's meetings to the

college community, and favored the

hiring of a full-time employee to

coordinate college entertainment

functions.

Nine students were present at the

forum, which was sponsored by the

College Council committee charged

with restructuring the ACEC. Other

issues raised included the possibility

of hiring a business manager for the

committee, decreasing its mem-

bership and giving it a new name "to

decrease the stigma attached," ac-

cording to Jeff Verney, chairman of

the restructuring committee.
Verney stressed the need for well-

publicized open meetings of the

ACEC, to give the committee "some
sense of what people are tooking for in

entertainment." ACEC Chairman Jim
Bowe acknowledged that the com-
mittee has a reputation as "an elitist

organization." He added, "maybe
when people get some conception of

see ACEC pages

All proposed performances will now
have to be approved by the College

Council, and funding will be on a

concert by concert basis. The new
procedure was explained as follows:

The ACEC would submit a list of

performers under consideration,

listed in order of preference. The
probably cost and the expected

drawing power of each group would

also be noted. The College Council's

approval of the list would be required

before any bids could be submitted by

the ACEC.
The ACEC will also be r^uired to

conduct surveys and open meetings on

campus so as to solicit the musical

preferences of students at Williams.

Finally, the Committee to Restruc-

ture the ACEC recommended the

creation of two new positions,

technical and publicity directors.

Herwitz commented that he was
pleased with the thoroughness and

speed with which the committee made
their recommendations. "The new
committee will be much more
businesslike and has a greater

potential for reflecting the desires of

the student body," he said.

Paul Rogers '79 speaks with John Svoboda

and Discipline committee meeting.

'79 and Ken Shaetz '78 at the Honor
(photo by Oettgen)

Pledges may reaffirm

college honor system
students may be required to sign an

honor pledge at the beginning of each

year starting this fall, Honor System
Committee Chairman Donald Mac-
Donald announced after an open

discussion Monday afternoon.

This stipulation was one of three

proposals intending to clarify and

strengthen the honor system debated

by committee members and a handful

The graying of the college campus
by John Rindlaub

The stuff of books suddenly became
a reality in a history class at Case
Western Reserve University. Ac-

cording to The Wall Street Journal, a

74-year-old member of the class began
reminiscing about his escape from
Nazi Germany in the 1930's.

A woman in her 40's, The Journal

added, recently earned her bachelor's

degree in sociology from Notre Dame
in Cleveland. She is now working on

her master of public administration

degree at Cle\^land State University.

Her new academic credentials have
won her a handsome promotion with

her job at Cleveland Municipal Court.

These are just two examples that

are part of a movement that is rapidly

changing the face of higher education

in America : college courses for adults

of 25 and over. The Journal said that

in 1975, 3.7 million adults registered

for college courses, or 34 per cent of

total college enrollments. This was a

huge jump from the 1.7 million

enrollment in 1970. The Census
Bureau estimates that by 1980, adults

could form 40 per cent of the total.

The movement has been inspired by
the colleges themselves. As the

enrollments of many schools drop,

they are operating at huge deficits.

After 34 straight years of enrollment

increases, The Journal said that last

fall the total flattened out at 11.3

million students. Colleges are at-

tempting to find alternative student

bodies to remain in operation.

This 'graying of campus' is coming
at a time when the number of

Americans over 25 is fast-increasing.

Educators calculate that the 18 to 24-

year-old population will drop after

1980, when the number of young adults

is expected to peak.

Of these adults who attend colleges.

many are going for the first time;

others are returning after a number of

years away from the campuses. High
unemployment is certainly causing
some adults to seek new skills. There
are also many women seeking entry to

the job market through college, as
well as middle-aged "retreats"
seeking a new career and retired

people seeking "enrichment."

If the prospect of having Mom, Dad
and maybe even Gran and Grampa
attending your 101 classes next
semester isn't inviting, don't despair.

Although many campuses will only be
able to survive by meeting the

demands of this "new clientele,"

Williams has just turned away 81 per

cent of its young applicants for next

fall.

News boss resigns

Andrea Dielil

(photo by Oettgen)

Andrea L. Diehl '75 has resigned as
College News Director to pursue a

career in journalism. Diehl, appointed

last July 20, will take an editing job

with the Philadelphia Daily News.
Ray Boyer, currently a radio and

TV consultant for the College, will

take over Diehl's responsibilities

through July 1, after which a more
permanent arrangement will be
made.
As News Director, Diehl was

responsible for all press releases for

the College, including announcements
of lecture series and other events,

performing arts, and all sporting

events at the College.

Diehl characterized her move as "a
very quick thing." The offer to work
for the paper, whose readership

numbers 250,000, "came out of the

blue ... I had to make a fast per-

sonal career decision." With the Daily

News, Diehl will be responsible for

editing the food seption, as well as

working on entertainment pieces,

reviews and features material.

"The College has been very good

about the whole thing," said Diehl. "I

hate to leave them in the lurch, but

..." According to Diehl, over 500

applications have been received from

people wishing to fill her spot.

Diehl graduated summa cum laude

from Williams with a double major in

the history of ideas and art history.

She then worked for the New Paper in

Philadelphia, serving as a senior

editor and feature writer This ven-

ture folded after six months.

Boyer, last year, left his position as

News Director of Pittsfield radio

station WBEC to set up his own
business.

of students and faculty during the 90

minute forum.

Currently, students sign a

statement that they have read and
agreed to the Honor Code before

freshman year. A similar document
would be distributed during
registration each September.

Participants in the open meeting

suggested two other courses of action:

asking instructors to distribute

specific guidelines for academic
honesty in each course and having a

statement of Honor Code regulations

accompany each graded exercise.

Professor William Moomaw
argued that these recommendations

would reduce cheating by "the person

who occasionally crosses the line."

MacDonald remarked that many
students had come to the committee

unsure about how the Honor Code

applied to specific assignments.

In supporting these measures,
committee members Ken Schoetz,

Dan Sullivan and John Svoboda
stressed the importance of raising

student awareness of the Honor Code.

Professor Robert Kozelka said that

no matter how many guidelines were
spelled out, students will still cheat,

citing alleged cheating on his Math 140

tests despite "explicit guidelines."

Although Professor Anson Piper
agreed with these measures, he

warned against too many guidelines.

"There are certain things we don't

need to state guidelines for." Com-
mittee member Craig Shaver
maintained that these would produce

too much paper work. "We should

realize what is expected out of us in

the course."

Although the committee and the

faculty have not voted on the yearly

pledge proposition, MacDonald told

the Record "I'm fairly positive this

will be enacted by fall." "I don't see

any problems with guidelines each
semester. There may be problems
with pledges on each test or paper."
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Mostly Praise
Just over three years ago Professor Gordon Winston, then

chairman of the Course Evaluation Study Committee, told the

RecordAdvocate that his committee had voted not to recom-
mend that students have access to the results of faculty course
evaluation questionnaires. A student on that committee stated

that the decision was made because "there was no hope" for

approval of such a recommendation by the faculty. Winston and
others suggested, however, that the students draw up,

distribute and tabulate their own questionnaires if they wished
to avoid a showdown with the faculty.

Last year, a student initiated course guide was produced
but after a few faculty members mumbled something about
lawsuits, the College Council consigned the half of the guide
containing verbal comments to the nearest paper shredder.

Well, a student run course guide, with verbal comments
intact, has finally come to pass and the people who made it

happen deserve to be praised. The guide itself is only mediocre.

Its biggest drawbacks were the significant number of courses it

didn't cover, the often insignificant number of completed
questionnaires which were returned and the late date at which
it was released. Nevertheless, the guide represents a step in the

right direction.

A student run course guide could potentially be highly

useful to students in choosing courses and instructors. In ad-

dition, the information in a student course guide, indirectly,

gives students a powerful voice in faculty promotion and tenure

proceedings. By giving students more information about in-

structors, a comprehensive guide will increase the ability of

students to "vote" for the best instructors each semester.

We applaud the efforts of the Student Course Guide Com-
mittee and urge the Council to take the necessary actions to

insure that next year's guide will be even better.

I first heard about The Book four

years ago. The syllabus simply said

"History 101 Lecture: R.G.L. Waite",

but my JA's knew better. "Don't miss

it," they warned, and I didn't When
the lecture was over I returned to my
roomiii trtterawe. "You haven't seen

anything yet," my JA's laughed.

"Wait until The Book comes out.

That'll really blow people away." ,

And so I've waited. And I've waited.

And I've waited some more. I've

watched John Toland on the

"Tomorrow" show, hoping to hear a

brief plug for one of his alma mater's

professors. I've read sections of

Toland's book, searching for an
elusive footnote offering a sneak

preview of a major historical

biography presently underway in the

Berkshires. And I've read the New
York Times Book Review reUgiously

each Sunday, sifting through a jungle

of Hitler-related books. And still no

Waite.

Until now, that is. Godot has finally

arrived. After 20 years of research

and revision. The Book is finally out

and due in Williamstown early next

week. Harper & Row have put

together a heavy ad ad campaign and
reviewers are busy preparing their

comments. "Hitler: The Psycho-

pathic God: A biography is officially

ready for public perusal. But if you
think that it will provide the definitive

solution to the riddle of Hitler, think

again, for Waite will be the first to

caution otherwise.

"The stress here falls on aspects of

Hitler's life and career which have

been neglected by previous

historians," Waite says in the preface

to the book. "My intention has not

been to write a complete life and

times of Hitler; this book is designed

not to replace but to complement
several fine biographies."

While the book may complement

some biographies, it is likely to set

many others on end, for Waite's ap-

proach to Hitler involves the use of a

relatively new and still very con-

troversial branch of history called

"psychohistory".

"I believe that the career of Adolph

Hitler raises questions that can be

answered neither by psychology nor

history working alone," Waite ex-

plains in his preface. "It seems to me
that Hitler must be seen at the same

time as bodt a menially deranged

human being and a consumately

skillful leader of high intelligence. To

treat him solely as a rational

statesman, as (A.J.P.) Taylor does,

or as an ambitious tyrant, as (Alan)

Bullock does, is to misjudge the

complexity of his personality and to

misunderstand a great deal of his

historical behavior."

* 7 believe that

the career of Adolph

Hitler raises questions

that can be answered

neither by psychology

nor history

working alone,
'

' Waite

explains in his preface.

In an attempt to explain what he

deemed irrational and inexplicable

acts by Hitler, therefore, Waite

consulted several specialists in the

field of pathological personalities,

among them the noted psychoanalyst

Erik Erikson. From these sessions

evolved the book's thesis.

"I differ from (other) historians,"

Waite explained, "because I proceed

from a fundamentally different

premise; namely, that Hitler was a

pathological personality whose career

cannot be understood without a

careful examination of his personal

life. Unaided, the traditional methods

of historical analysis and common
sense are inadequate to that task."

"Readers will find a good deal of

conjecture in this book, particularly in

the discussion of the vitally important

rirst years of Hitler's life and in the
effort to show how Hitler's

psychopathology may have influenced

his political actions," Waite is quick to

caution. "But in the end any
historian's efforts to reconstruct past
evwita and dead personaUties will

involve guesswork. As an act ot

imaginative reconstruction, his work
will remain fallible, flawed, and in-

complete."

As cognizant as Waite is of the

limitations and dangers of a
psychohistorical approach, and
though he cringes at the word
"psychohistorian", he defends the use
of the two disciplines in biographies of

figures such as Hitler against
criticisms such as those expressed by
Dr. Charles Strozier, editor of the

Psychohistory Review, in a recent
Newsweek article.

"The basic problem (with
psychohistory) is that we're trying to

apply a theory developed for clinical

purposes to indirect forms of

evidence, such as personal diaries and
information reported by others,"

Strozier claims.

"If psychology can be useful in

getting at some problems, let us use
it," counters Waite. "If other kinds of

analysis are more appropriate, let us
use them."

"In the search for Hitler, we are not

constrained to choose between clinical

psychology on the one hand and, say,

political history on the other. Our task

is rather to join hands in a cooperative

effort to find the most satisfying

explanation of the man and his times.

Thus psychology should be seen as a

supplement to other legitimate modes
of historical inquiry, not as a sub-

stitute for them. Psychology can be

helpful to the historian. More claim

than that should not be made—nor any
less."

One claim that must be made about

Waite's book, though, involves the

high quality of its prose, for it is both

very persuasive and totally

engrossing. And as Richard Sewall

was wont to say, it doesn't matter so

much if you're right or wrong so long-

as you're interesting.

leiiers: racism, the pill, and course guide
Racism I

To the editor:

My alumni subscription to the

Record, which has adorned my
mailbox since my graduation, has

afforded me a ringside view, from my
own personal box seat, of the ongoing

debates that ravage the quiet in-

tellectual community of the Purple

Valley. It truly is fascinating to peek

at the issues of the college where one

spent four years, now from the van-

tage point of an outsider. Especially

intruiging is the continuing volley of

racism allegations, with authors

expressing ideas in print which have

spanned the spectrum of heartfelt

... to ludicrous.

It isn't my intention to criticize the

articles, nor do I intend to infuse my
two cents with "snide comments,

innuendo, and a paternalistic at-

titude". Each article, however,

brought something to light, that is

indeed true on both sides of the fence:

we are chronically unable to grasp

and to fully understand where the

other party is coming from.

Let's examine this "racism" and

individually step back from our in-

tellectuality, our preconceptions, and

our well-honed Williams wits. Take a

look at someone you may know. Do
you like him or her, do you not, or are

you indifferent? Think of the reasons

why . . . the personal reasons.

Remember, we are not dealing in

demographics here, we are dealing

emotionally and between people. Do
we find ourselves thinking along the

following lines: "Well, he's sensitive,

humorous, intelligent, and responsive

. . . but, on the other hand, he is

Polish"?

Unfortunately, there are severe

undercurrents of fear and in-

timidation among groups not only in

Williamstown, but everywhere. How
else could something spark such

emotional reaction? Perhaps we can

try being totally honest with each

other, and deal with these fears,

finding the real reasons behind them
instead of using them as

weapons in a warfare of emotions,

wits, and intimidation. Perhaps the

steam may let out more slowly, in-

stead of boiling over so easily.

It's amazing how we can be so

objective and rational about so many
serious facets of our lives: hunger,

war, poverty, nuclear armageddon,

etc.; and then turn around and blow it

all over Racism . . . (and Basket-

ball?).

I hate to sound trite, but there are

reasons why we have heard the same
ol' thing over and over. Sometimes,

owning the sensitive egos that we do,

we have short fuses, and become
viiolently defensive when a comment
is worded incorrectly, and an in-

tention is possibly misread. Are we
really that unsure of ourselves and

our heritages that we are so easily

threatened?

Please don't equate this with a

lecture. I don't profess to be any

different, or any better than anyone

else. I certainly do not own a longer

fuse, and I am not saying that

anyone's feelings in this most ticklish

of matters are wrong. All I am saying

is that perhaps we should learn to look

before we leap into diatribes on the op-

ed page . . . to take a few moments to

attempt to see it through the other

guy's eyes . . . and not to lose our

humanity. Then, perhaps these pages

could be devoted to discussion of ideas

that may be of some benefit to us all,

instead of massaging salt in some
very tender places.

Sincerely,

Chuck Senatore '76

Racism II

To the editor:

Your editorial in the April 22 issue of

the Record missed the main point of

Mr. Otis' article. The basic point of

Mr. Otis' article was that given the

assumption that racism is a "nasty

attitude", "the majority of the people

in the Williams College Community
are nasty people." Now if his

assumption is accepted as fact, his

conclusion is certainly factual. What
you could have done was to question

his assumption and thereby rdtute his

conclusions. It is pathetic that some of

your staff w^l be getting degrees this

year when they have obviously missed
the basic elements of logic. How about

enrolling your staff in an introductory

logic course on campus?
Yours sincerely,

Ahmed Ibn Ben All

Pill problems

To the editor:

I would like to share with all

Williams people, but especially with

those having medical orientations, an
interesting thought concerning the use

of synthetic estrogens ("the pill") for

birth control in light of the recent

controversy over the possible ban on

saccharin.

From what we can deduce from
reports in the media, large doses of

saccharin might have a carcinogenic

effect on some humans. Because of

these conclusions there/ is a strong

possibility that saccharin will be
banned or at least restricted from
public sale. For years, however, the

medical profession has been aware of

significant evidence that synthetic

estrogens are strong carcinogen
candidates. Oral contraceptives have
also been linked with strokes,

pulmonary embolism, gall bladder

diseases and heart attacks. Although
some people scoff at the apparent

absurdity of some of the experiments

involving saccharin (500 soda pops

per day, etc. ) , the case with estrogens

doesn't seem so ridiculous: the

general action of estrogen is to

promote tissue growth, and estrogens

are known to effect almost every
tissue in the human body.

It appears all too likely to me that

the pill is still on the market primarily

because the male-dominated medical
profession is either consciously or
subconsciously willing to take risks

with female i^ysiology. Most females
are warned by their doctors of various

pill side effects, and fewer are

probably made aware o( the possible

carcinogenic effect Yet how many
women at Williams think that their

male doctors would allow these same
risks to be taken with their own
reproductive functioning? Imagine
the exact'pill counterpart existing for

males, and I think you would agree
that most men would abstain before

taking hi^ doses of a major
reproductive hormone whose long and
short range side effects are largely

unknown.
I am not going to become a doctor

(or a woman) some day, but for those

women at Williams who will be;

Protest! Perhaps science would

develop an. alternative to the pill

almost as "miraculously" fast as it

has found alternatives to other sub-

stances banned by the government.

Ken Leghorn '78

Guide thanks

To the editor:

On behalf of the Student Course

Guide Committee, I am happy to

report that our first, but hopefully not

last, issue was out in time for

registration. The committee regrets

any errors that may have appeared in

this issue. As I'm sure the Williams

community is aware, the guide was

beset with a number of problems this

year. Questionnaires were not

returned in adequate numbers and

our inexperience caught up with us in

the final few weeks before

registration. We hope that this issue of

the guide has shown what potential it

could have. If a course guide is to have

meaning, it requires the participation

of the students. Williams can have a

good student course guide. With

everyone's help, next year we will.

Hopefully this first guide has shown

that we really can
MikeUssack

Course Guide Committee member

'Unsung hero'

To the editor:

I'm pleased to see that after all

these years my brother Bill, "the

unsung hero," has finally received the

recognition he richly deserves. It's a

good thing he didn't go to Dart-

mouth. Gary Masse
Dartmouth '71
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Affluence «goes undercover with chic poverty look
by Bruce Dobiin

Out of the student movement of the

60's came a genuinely sincere interest

in the plight of the nation's poor,

underprivileged, and oppressed. Blue
jeans and long hair caught on quickly

as a sign of the protest, and a sym-
bolic representation of the

movement's fidelity with the poor.

Numerous new fads arose during the

period and one of the most visible on
«oll^ge campuses today is.the denim
revolution and the chic poverty look.

What is interesting to me are the

manifestations of this national
movement on the Williams campus.

If you really are poor, then being
parLof the new look is easy. Jeans are
all you can afford. But, if you have
money a different situation arises.

You can't just buy any old pair of blue

jeans. Instead, you have to trot on
down to the local boutique and buy the

$8.99 pair of jeans for $25.88. (Or you
could spent up to twelve dollars on a

pair of used jeans which were
probably broken in by an authen-

tically destitute individual who had to

sell more than the shirt off his

l)ack). Every one knows that if you
don't pay a lot for the clothes that you
wear, then they aren't any good. It

would be unthinkable to wear a denim
skirt or dress which wasn't tailor

made or failed to have the impressive

European cut and label. Sure, people

wear jeans around Williams, but how
many of them are ripped or dirty? ( Be
truthful now).

To complete the chic poverty outfit,

you must include the basic work shirt.

Even Jimmy Carter is teaching the

White House staff how to dress ac-

cordingto the tnood of the nation. As
at Williams, you learn that it's really

not the ordinary work shirt which
makes the outfit; it's an L. L. Beaner.

If your laundry hasn't come back
ttom the dry cleaners, it is per-

missable to substitute an alligator for

a bean.

What I find most interesting are the

little tip-offs which tell you that for

some reason you wouldn't believe you
were at Berkeley. I found it most
informative to note the smaller
details. Yes, the clothes can look quite

authentic, but observe the Kucci belt

with the silver earrings from Tif-

fanys. Or, look for the Dior scarf and
the gold ring from Cartiers. If these

details aren't a give away, then smell

the perfume. It's not Bonne Bell, but

Gevyche, and L'air du temps picked

^^^^^H
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Student singing groups from four New England colleges will perform at ttie annual Spring Jamboree
Saturday at 8 p.m. In Chapin Hall.

The Eptilats will host the Middlebury Misciiords, ttie Radcliffe Pitches, and the MIT Logarhythms.

Review

Thompson triumphs as a doll
by Martha A. Williamson

(Note: "Guys and Dolls", directed by

Jean-Bernard Bucky, opened Wed-
nesday night at the Adams Memorial
Theatre. This reviewer had the op-

portunity to attend not only opening

night but the final dress rehearsal

performance the previous night. The
following review results from ob-

servations drawn from both per-

formances.)

"Guys and Dolls" is a Broadway
musical fable and being such creates

bigger than life expectations of the

show which were met creatively and
enthusiastically but not always
successfully by the Williams College

Theatre production. The musical,

based on the tales of Damon Runyon,

deals with gambling guys and
Broadway dolls and has enough of a

plot to justify lots of fun, familiar

songs and doesn't try to say much
more than "anybody can fall in love."

Trouble is, in the case of Sky
Masterson (Bob Gregory) and Sister

Sarah (Betty Agostino) we never

really see much love bloom. Gregory

is a nice blend of arrogance and
charm but Miss Agostino doesn't

seem comfortable exploring her
character beyond the limits of

dialogue and basic blocking, leaving

little for Gregory to play to.

Chemistry really clicks, however,

between lovable Nathan Detroit

(Steve Wertimer) and his 14-year

fiancee Miss Adelaide (Dianne
Thompson) . Their scenes together are

priceless. Everything Dianne
Thompson touches in this show turns

to gold; her timing is always on target

and that voice is indescribable.

Michael Knight, Kevin O'Rourke,

Renzie Lamb, and Betsy Beers added
particularly nice individual touches.

Most at home on stage was Chuck
Hirsch, whose exuberant "Sit Down
You're Rocking the Boat" inspired the

strong chorus to their most exciting

number.
Solo assignments for the most part,

while performed adequately,

remained rather uninspired. An ex-

ception was Daniel O'Connor's

touching "More I Cannot Wish You."

Musical Moments that lacked Laurie

Boyd's choreography or Dianne

White wins
poets contesf

Steven White, '77 has been named
the winner of the Academy of

American Poets Contest at Williams.

This year, the Academy competition

was judged by Gregory Orr, who was

on campus April 25, reading from his

own work. Orr chose White and

named the following student poets for

Honorable Mention: Catherine Mc-

Cune, David Clement, Carol Croland

and Laurie Giemenza.

The winners will give a poetry

reading on Monday, May 2 at 4:00

p.m. in Driscoll Lounge. Each poet

will read for about ten minutes.

Thompson's sparkle inevitably suf-

fered from introverted and frequently

tedious recitals. The most memorable
musical numbers were Boyd's dance

sequences, specifically an hysterical

"Bushel and a Peck" by the Dolls, a

breath-taking Guys ballet in "Luck Be
a Lady", and a lively Havana ex-

travaganza which needed more
rehearsal but was brilliantly con-

ceived by the director as a coun-

terpoint to the dialogue.

Bucky's direction enjoys some
clearly brilliant and imaginative

moments, particularly in scenes in-

volving his crew of colorful gambling
characters. The men are sexy, sharp,

and energetic; Bucky has succeeded

in creating a deceptively simple

balance between each Guys' clearly

defined persona and the ease with

which they all work together as an
ensemble in difficult stylized

blocking. Their hasty midnight exit

from the Mission is perfection. Where

see GUYS AND DOLLS page 5

The great tunes of the jazz age

will be revived Saturday, April 13

on the Williams College campus by
the Williams Jazz Ensemble. The
concert, will be held from 1 to 3

p.m. in Chapin Hall.

The \yilliams Jazz Ensemble is

composed of 19 Williams College

students dedicated to keeping the

music of Duke Ellington, 'Sat-

chmo,' Benny Goodman and the

other kings of jazz alive on the

Williams campus. ^^
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Gyulo conducfs last

Berkshire Symphony
The Berkshire Symphony will

present the final concert of its current

season on Friday, April 29, at 8:30

p.m. in Chapin Hall, WiUianjstown.

Music director Julius Heg.yl' has in-

vited Hungarian cond^efor Horvath
Gyula to be guest pohductor for this

program of Listt's Les Preludes,

Kadaly's Hary Jaqos Suite, and
• BeethovCTi's'Symphony Nwfrin F
major. .

^ Horvath is a well-known and widely

respected Hungarian musician. He is

brttlf a violinist and a conductor.

liorvath studied at the Liszt Con-

servatory where he won high honors

ini violin performance. Early in his

career, he was given responsibility for

the music of an entire district in

Hungary and has since risen to his

present position of conductor of the

Sopron Symphony.

Liszt's Les Preludes is the or-

chestration of one of the Poetic

. Meditations of Lamartine. It shows

the love, storm-and-stress, pastorale

and finale of the Lamartine lines

which begin, "What is our life but a

series of preludes to that unknown

song, the first solemn note of which is

sounded by deat?"

Beethoven's Symphony No. 8, in F.

Major is sometimes considered to be

the most representative of Beethoven

the man.

Hary Janos Suite is a hymn to

Hungary. The initial piano glissand in

the work represents a sneeze, which

according to Hungarian tradition, is

often a signal that what follows may
not be stricly true. Hary Janos was a

real soldier who fought in the

Napoleonic wars, but he did not really

defeat the Napoleonic army
singlehandedly, «s he dreams in- the

fourth movement.

Griffin Hall Concerts at Williams

College closes the current season

with an all-Bach program
Saturday, April 30, at 8 p.m.

Victor Hill will open the program
with three short preludes and

fugues for harpsichord. Janet

Geroulo will then join him in the

Flute Sonata in E-flat. The first

half closes with the Capriccio that

Bach composed at the age of 19 for

a family gathering at Arnstadt, on

the occasion of his older brother's

departure with the army of King

Carl XII of Sweden.

For the second half of the

program, Geroulo will play the

Flute Sonata in B minor, and Hill

will offer the Prelude and Fugue in

E major from the second book of

the "Well-Tempered Clavier" and

the Toccata in D major.
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Set misses spirit
GUYS AND DOLLS from paga 4

the Guys are complimentary,
however, the Dolls are meant to be

competitive; although it is difficult to

differentiate occasionally between the

times they are in character and when

they simply lack polish and con-

centratioa But, as the chauvinist

sitting next to me said, "Who cares

about concentration when they can

look like THAT?!"
The set, designed by Polly Wood '75,

i^ a ilisappointment at first. Her

stunning backdrop suggests a

Manhattan spirit which remains

unrealized in the set which fails to

recall Broadway as much as Cat Fish

Row relocated to Blue Hawaii—an

albeit elaborate and impressive

structure—but Cat Fish Row just the

same. Overlooking the initial con-

ception, Wqpd has provided Bucky

with an extremely functional stage

which the director exploits to its

optimum potential with tight.

economical acting areas and ex-

traordinary scenes changes which
keep the show fast-paced and support
Budcy's reputation as a master of

transition.

Mention should be made of the

orchestra, under the direction of Irwin
Shainman. They seem to be having an
awful lot of fun down there in that hell-

hole orchestra pit, and in spite of an
occasional faulty entrance, they have
added a nice showy sound in a
thankless task. . .

The English department will

award two prizes for writing to

Williams Students this year. The
Wainwright Short Story Award of

$50 will go to the best un-

dergraduate short story submitted,

and the Conger Prize for Jour-

nalism of $100 will be awarded for

the best work appearing in an
undergraduate publication sub-

mitted. Entries should be sub-

mitted to the English department
in room 2, Stetson, by May 2, 1977.

Golfers add three wins
Varsity gold added three more

victims to its growing list last week,

downing Springfield, Siena, and
Trinity on April 25 at Taconic. The
match was a crucial test for coach

Rudy Gofrs Unksters, as Trinity

boasted its strongest team in years

and Springfield dealt the Ephs one of

their rare setbacks last year. But

Williams responded with a competent,

consistent team tally of 397 and a

comfortable victory on the cold, grey,

wet day. Co-ctiptains Steve Saunders

Crew dominates Little 3 on Conn River

^'

The Williams crews won three of

four races in a near sweep of the Little

Three championship on the Con-

necticut River near Amherst
Saturday.

The freshman eight started things

off as they moved out on the Amherst
and Wesleyan frosh early and never

looked back, amassing a 21 second
margin over Amherst while un-
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derstroking both their rivals to the

finish.

Next, the powerful varsity light-

weights, rowing ' as J.V. entries,

remained undefeated as they com-
pletely outclassed their opponents,

crossing the finish line 21 seconds

ahead of Wesleyan with Amherst
practically out of sight

The women's heavyweight eight

continued Williams' domination of the

rain-swept course as they stroked past
their Little Three opponents to grab
first place while the lightweight

women finished fourth in the field of

stronger heavyweights.

In the afternoon's final event the

varsity heavyweights placed a
disappointing second, 2^/i seconds
behind Wesleyan.

LOWEST PRICE EUROPEAN FLIGHTS

We are serving the academic community witli discount

travel abroad. Let us make your air travel arrangements.
Flexibility as to destination and departure saves you $

CALL US LAST

TOLL FREE 800-223-1722
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Where else can you study dance

and be in the undergraduate prelaw

program or fulfill a prenied

requirement and take a course in

transfer lithography with

interesting and exciting people

in a setting of hills, lakes,

gorges, and waterfalls?

Fulfill requirements, complete

courses in order to accelerate, or

simply take the time to study those

extraordinary things for which

you've never before had the time.

Request an Announcement and see

for yourself all the reasons why

we're where you should be this

sumnr»r.

Cornell University Summer Session,

111 Day Hall, Ithaca, New York 14853

M.S. In N.Y., M.D. In Italy
American pre-meds now have an exciting new way to de-

velop their careers— a unique biomedical graduate program
which combines:

• a one-year, 36-credit course at major New York colleges whteh

leads to a M.S. degree in medical biology or bacteriology and
health sciences, with

• preparation for admission beyond the first year to an Italian

medical school. Also veterinary medical school.

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION

Chartered by the Regents of the University of the State of New Vbrk

3 E. 54 St.. New Vbrk 10022 • (212) 832-2089

and Dave Tomaszek and inspired

senior Chris Vogelsang were all in the

70's, with Saunders copping the medal
at 76 and upholding Williams' pride by

keeping up with Trinity's

Bunyanesque 6'6", 235 lb. Bill Dodge
in a driving contest. Bill Upton and

Bill Sprague rounded out the usable

scoring (the top five of seven scores

count in varsity matches).

Last Saturday the team bumped off

Albany State but lost to a superb

Colgate squad in the miserable,

'driving ralii of upstate New York!"""

Williams' opener the day before saw
the team fire the lowest score in

recent history, a sparkling 383, in

obliterating Bates by 64 strokes.

Leading the carnage was soph Bill

Upton, who broke a personal slump
with a superb 72. Upton played so well

that the all time varsity single round

record was within his grasp until a

couple of unfortunate late bogies

denied his attempt to make history.

Saunders and Vogelsang each con-

tributed 75; Tomaszek, retarded by an
uncharactieristically poor putting

performance, managed 79. Senior

Barney Ireland added the fifth score,

an 82.

-The golfers travel to the Country

Club of BrookUne, two time US Open
site, to encounter powerhouses
Harvard and Holy Cross. The con-

tinued fine play of the three top

seniors, if bolstered by strong per-

formances from the potentially ex-

plosive remainder of the lineup, could

repeat last year's upset of these teams
and continue the Ephs' momentum
into the Little Three tournament on

Saturday of Parents' Weekend.

Committee creates

revamped ACEC
ACEC from page 1

the work load we face, they'll have a

httle more sympathy for what we're

trying to do."

Verney said that a cutback in ACEC
membership "will definitely go

through." "The committee really

needs to be tightened up and macte

into a viable unit," he claimed. In

order to offset the smaller mem-
bership, the committee proposes that

the ACEC offer free tickets to those

willing to help set up for concert

events, a policy that the committee

has followed in the past.

The restructuring committee will

consider hiring an "entertainment

manager" to be responsible for

coordinating and distributing in-

formation concerning college en-

tertainment functions. According to

Vemey, this full-time employee would

fulfill many of the duties now per-

formed by the news office.

Students favored recommending to

the College Council that the new
gymnasium planned for construction

be built so that it could serve as a

concert facility. The suggestion came
from Jim Bowe, who pointed out that

the Chapin Hall renovation will

substantially reduce the number of

seats available for a concert in that

building. The new gymnasium might

be built to be an acoustically feasible

site for a concert.

NEWLY RENOVATED

Spacious 5 rm apt (with balcony)

in center of N. Adams

Parking Available

Utilities Included

Available for

4 students at

$20 per week for each student

Available JULY lor SEPT. 1

Call «63-7156or 458-9093 after 2 p.m.

Have a travel problem that you
cannot solve? Educational Flights

has, for 7 years, t>een helping

people In the academic community
get to Europe and the rest of the

world at minimum cost, with

maximum flexibility, and
minimum hassle. Call us, toll-free,

at 800-223-5569.
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Women's lax posts two wins

Maggi* O'BrUn '71 flras toward ttia goal in tha Epht' 12-7 victory over AAount

Holyoko. (photo courtesy of Alice Marbach, AAount Holyoke Choragos.)

by Rex Coons

The Women's Lacrosse team began

its 8-game schedule with two tough

losses, but the skirted stickers

rebounded against Seven Sisters

opponents from Smith and Holyoke.

At home against Smith on Wednesday,

Linda Wilkins' team posted a 10-3 win

led by Maggi O'Brien's 6 goals and

Captain Mary Fish's hat trick. Val

Corning added .a_fioal wiiije Soph

netminder Mariy Talt was turning

back U shots. The Jayvees also

triumphed by a score of 11-2 as Leigh

Costikyan exploded for 7 goals. The

classy varsity act which features 4

returning all-New England selections

travels to Wesleyan on Saturday while

the J.V. is home against their new
Little Three sisters from Amherst.

Thesquad nabbed their first victory

on Monday against the Lyons from
Mount Holyoke College. The wet field

at Holyoke was complete with a lake

in front of one goal, but that didn't

deter a solid team effort in the 12-7

decision. Maggi O'Brien made like a

duck hunter over that pond as she

j>icked up 5 tallies. Mary Fish chipped

in with 3 and wings, Corning and
Baldwin each bagged 1. Defenseman
Cammie McClellan also scored on a

40-yard howitzer that started out as a

pass and eluded numerous sticks on

its way to the net. Marty Taft was her

proficient self in goal with 22 saves.

Ephs drop o heartbreaker to Amherst in ninth
by Frank Pergolizzi

It's the bottom of the ninth, the

score tied 4-4, the bases loaded with

two out, and Amherst pitcher Bill

Swiacki stepping into the batter's box

to face rival hurler Steve Maier.

Swiacki hits Maier's second pitch on

the ground right at second baseman
Roger McEniry. McEniry goes down
on one knee to field the ball. It bounces

off his chest, he picks the ball up,

starts to throw to second, changes his

mind and throws to first. The throw is

low and in the dirt, and according to

the umpire, pulled first baseman Ken
Hollingsworth off the base. Swiacki is

safe, the winning run scores, and
Amherst beats Williams 54.

A disappointing ending to a hard

fought struggle which saw the young
Ephmen come from behind twice to

finally tie the score going into the

ninth. The story of the game however,

can be found in the last column of the

box score under the heading "E",
Williams, who prior to this game had

been relatively flawless in the field,

committed seven errors, making
things rather difficult for the gutsy

Maier. The core ot the infield, short-

stop Scott Harrington with three, and
McEniry with two, accounted for five

of the errors.

Amherst opened ihe scoring in the

top of the first when Scott Harrington

made a poor throw to first on the back
end of a sure double play allowing Bob
Sternberg to score from third.

Williams came right back, scoring

three in the top of the third when Rick

Walter lined a bases loaded single to

right knocking in two runs. A third run

scored as righttielder Sternberg
mishandled the ball. Walter was
thrown out trying to take third on the

play at hopie. Williams led 3-1.

Maier was pitching strongly, giving

up only one more hit until the sixth

inning. Mark DeWaele led off the

inning with a line shot to center field.

John Friborg came running in trying

to make a shoestring catch, but the

ball got past him and DeWaele ended
up on third with a triple. Two base hits

and two throwing errors later,

Amherst had three more runs and was
ahead 4-3. Maier then took things in to

his own hands and retired the next

three hitters, striking out one and
getting the other two to fly out.

Williams tied the score in the top of

the eighth. Rick Walter led off with an

infield hit in the shortstop hole. He
went to second on a line smash by

Tom Redden that pitcher Swiacki was
able to knock down and throw Redden
out at first. Walter advanced to third

on a wild pitch and scored as third

baseman Rich Thompson booted Bob
LaBombard's grounder.

Then came the bottom of the ninth.

Maier got leadoff hitter Dave Jauss to

fly to left. Bob Sternberg received

Maier's first base on balls of the day

but Was thrown out stealing, shortstop

Harrington taking a fine throw from

catcher Redden and slapping the tag

on a sliding Sternberg. Maier then

walked the next hitter, Frank
Forgione. A perfectly executed hit

and run play put Amherst runners on

first and third. Coach Briggs then

elected to intentionally walk Jerry

Seppa, loading the bases. That set the

stage for the agonizing finish.

The loss puts Williams' record at 6-2

overall and 1-1 in the Little Three. It

was a game Williams should have
won, but they have to forget it and
concentrate on tough weekend foes.

Sports shorts:
frisbee skiing

Foregoing the National Tournament
to debut for the Williams parents, the

Eph's Ultimate Frisbee Organization,

UFO, will tackle Brandeis University

Saturday at 1:30, on the elementary
school field next to Mission Tennis

courts.

UFO comes off a strong showing
last weekend at Hampshire in which
the Williams squad combined with

Amherst for an unprecedented
Jeff win over the hosts.

Eph

Trinity outlasts Ephmen on courts
Tuesday's tennis marathon in-

volving Williams and Trinity has an

equivalent in pro-wrestling known as

the Battle Royale; stick some bodies

in a cage and wait as long as it takes

for one to emerge. The so called

"gentleman's game" produced
remarkably similar circumstances as

the two combatants waged a hotly

contested battle in the tight quarters

of Trinity's gym that lasted thru 6

(that's not a misprint) consecutive

hours of play, 5 tie-breakers (two of

which were in the final set of three set

matches), and 4 three set matches

before the Bantams stumbled away
with a 6-3 win.

The loss came as a disappointment

to Coach Dave Johnson and his squad

for it momentarily stalls their second-

half of the season comeback after a

slow start. However, under the un-

familiar conditions of tight playing

quarters, a slick "Tartan" playing

surface and marginal lobbying room
the Eph performance was admirable

at the very least.

The singles matches, which were
split 3-3, were for the most part as

tight as Elvis ever wore his pants.

Martin Goldberg pushed his fine

winning streak to four with a solid

three set win and no. 2 Jim Parsons

put together a strong third set to

secure Williams' second point. But

Perry Nelson was distracted by the

fast surface for a two set loss at no. 3,

while Evan Bash also fell in a close

two setter. Tad Roach and Bill Whelan
each experienced third set tie-

breakers. Roach overcoming cramps
to take his 5-3, and Whelan hanging on

to the end before succumbing 5-3.

By the time the doubles were played

the away from home disadvantage

and mental fatigue caused by con-

centrating under the conditions had
taken as much of a toll on the Ephs as

all the Trinity forehands. The no. 1

team of Goldberg and Whelan came
apart at the seams in the second after

losing a first set breaker, while the

second team of Dean Gianakos and
Nelson dropped a see-saw match.

Parsons and Peter Friesen lost

although they held serve all but twice.

Senior Chris Welch and junior Jeff

Magoon have been elected co-captains

of the 1978 Williams ski team. Welsh

who was also this year's alpine

captain had an impressive year for

the Ephs as he qualified for the NCAA
Division I Championship in Giant

Slalom and was the team's second

leading point scorer in the Giant

Slalom.

Magoon, a member of the carnival

cross-country team as a freshman and
sophomore, was the team's leading

point getter in cross country this

season as he skied to top ten finishes

in the Dartmouth and Williams
carnivals this past winter. He also

competed in the National Cham-
pionship in January.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY

RECORDS
78 Water Street

All regular 6.98 LPs $5.99

Tower of Power Live - 2.99

"Roxy Music" -2.99

Todd Rundgren "Faithful" -2.99

John Fahey "Days ...."- 2.49

Genesis Live- 1.99

McCoy Tyner "Asante" - 2.99

Chick Corea "Sundance" - 2.99

"Ray Wylie Hubbard and the

Cowboy Twinkles" - 1.99

10-5:30 MON-SAT.;FRI. to 8:00

sailing
The Williams Freshman sailing duo

of George Wilbanks and Anne Flocken

will travel to Yale this weekend to

Playing again under wet conditions

at home against Tufts, The Lady
elephants prevailed by a score of 8-5

as the Williams attack ground to a
sluggish halt amidst the well-

conditioned and game-tested Tufts

squad. Fish had 2 goals, while

O'Brien, McKinley, and Baldwin each
struck paydirt once. Taft stopped 13

shots.

^Against UMass the Lax ladies were
bifiiadied by the Tied' s zohe'deferise

and their razor-sharp passing attack.

While falling 13-3, the team displayed

an inability to clear the ball from their

zone and connect with goals while

Marty Taft was outstanding in goal

coming up with 18 fine saves.

Perhaps the best performance to

date occurred when the team jour-

neyed to scrimmage the Chiefs of

Springfield College April 13. On this

day, Williams was overwhelming as

they toppled the teepee dewellers on

their mod sod by a score of 16-5.

O'Brien pumped in 6 goals while

Bedrosian and Baldwin each copped
hat-tricks. McKinley added 2 to the

tally while Sneath and McClellan also

rippled the nets. Taft hauled in 20

saves and witnessed an overall solid

team performance at every position.

Pacing this year's squad are four

returning All-New England selections

including junior Captain Mary Fish.

compete in the 37th Annual In-

tercollegiate Sailing Association
North Eastern Freshman Cham-
pionship. Wilbanks and Flocken,

veterans of several difficult Regattas

this season will represent the A
division for the Ephs.

lacrosse
The defending New England

champs from Middlebury may not get

much sleep this week: they heard

yesterday about Williams taking

Dartmouth down to the wire, 12-11, on

Wednesday. The Panthers, losers to

the Big Green in a 20-10 wipeout

earlier in the season, take a chance on

a swim through the Cole Field Flood

Plain this Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. in

what should be a topflight tiff.

The Ephs returned from a 4-0 deficit

to lead the Green 12-11 late in the final

period, but then gave up two tallies

including an extra man goal. Four,

last ditch scoring thrusts failed,

among them a Jamie Taylor pipe shot

and a Gus Nuzzolese isolation drive.

Runners participate in

Boston's grueling marathon

Fresliman George T. Rossetter

follows through on a backhand on his

way to the net. (photo by Cettgen)

KING'S LIQUOR

STORE

Fine Wines

and

Liquors

Plenty of All Types Beer

Spring Street Wllliamstown

Ray Smith, Manager

Phone 458 5948

by Frank Carr

It is not often that 1,000,000 people

view a one-day sporting event in

which 3,400 athletes participate. It is

not often that an event as big as this

starts on a street as small as Hayden

Row in Hopkinton, Massachusetts.

Not often, just once a year on the third

Monday in April or Patriots Day as it

is called in Massachusetts. The day,

the event and the spirit combine to

form a spectacle known as the Boston

Marathon.

The 1977 version of the 26.2 mile

classic contained a record number of

starters including nineteen "decen-

dants" of Colonel Ephraim Williams.

It was a rather warm day for a

marathon (75 degrees at the start) but

17 of the Ephs did manage to finish. In

fact, among the 2900 finishers, one out

of every 170.6 was either an Alum,

coach or student from Williams.

Peter Farwell '73, the founder of the

Williams Road Runners Club, was the

first purple-shirted athlete to reach

the Prudential Center finish line and

was recorded at 2 hours 29 minutes

and 56 seconds for 58th place. Mark

Sisson '75 ran an excellent race and

also cracked the top 100 with a 2:32

clocking for 82nd place.

After traveling in from Cincinatti,

Ohio, Bob Clifford *76 tacked on

another 26 miles to his journey and

arrived in Boston at 2:38 p.m. On the

trip in from Ohio, Clifford picked up

the 12 noon connection in Hopkinton

and got off at the Pru in the 171st slot.

Senior Tim Pritchard and sophomore

Steve Polasky both tackled Boston for

the second time and ran through the

cheering lines of spectators for

clockings of 2:48 and 2:51 respec-

tively. Scott Lutrey '75 just made it

under the 3 hour qualifying barrier

with a time of 2:59, and classmate

Paul Skudder followed Lutrey with a

3:10 performance.

In the Women's division, Michelle

Cutsforth ran a superb race in

finishing 21st at 3 hours 9 minutes.

Cutsforth chopped ten minutes off her

'76 clocking and finished four places

higher than a year ago. Mary Hakala

challenged Boston for the first time

and came away with 44th place in a

swift 3:22. Gina Campoli was the third

female entrant from Williams but

dropped out with stomach problems

after 22 miles.

Six additional Boston rookies

trotted through the various suburban

towns and by 4:00 p.m. all six had

safely reached the steps of the

Prudential Center. Freshman Peter

Winn and senior Chris Flavin were

both clocked in 3 hrs. 12 min. and were

followed by Ed Bacher and Rusty

Anderson at 3:23 and 3:30 respec-

tively. Dan Riley followed with a 3:36

performance. After watching the race

for most of has life, Williams track

coach Dick Farley made an attempt

to conquer the distance and did so

with a time of 3 hours 56 minutes.

Topping off the Williams delegation

were Mike McGarr '75, who was

unable to finish and alumnus Tom
Gates who ran 3:20.
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Response to

faculty tenure

probe is poor
Response to the Student Standing

Committee's faculty tenure

questionnaires itiis year has been

weak, said committee chairman
Hervey Mclver, though he noted (hat

all questionnaires have not been

collated However, he still claimed

that response this year "will be a

help" in providing student input to the

faculty tenuring process.

After the committee collects the

questionnaires, Mclver said, they will

do "nothing more this year." The
College Council will select new
students for next year's six-member

committee soon, and next fall the new
group will compile written summaries
of the questionnaires for the 10 to IS

teachers up for tenure, he said. The
summaries will be given to the

Committee on Appointments and
Promotions (CAP) to give added

weight to student opinions on faculty

in the tenuring process, according to

Mclver.

He commented that this year's

response will be valuable as the

beginning of an ongoing process. The
questionnaire will be repeated an-

nually and the results collected in a

continuing file of student evaluations.

When a faculty comes up for tenure,

the file would be summarized and the

summary given to the CAP.

"We just want to provide a means
for students to express their views to

the CAP on faculty that come up for

tenure," Mclver said. He said he

expects that next year's committee

will repeat the questionnaire process

to provide the progressively larger

files on junior faculty. While

recognizing that the committee's

present work load is heavy, Mclver
said the committee may expand its

functions next year.

Committee names AAoore
to design gym/ art u nlfs^

by Lisa Hartigan
Charles W. Moore of the firms of

Moore, Graver, and Harper was
selected last week to be the architect

for both the new athletic facilities

adjacent to Lasell gymnasium and the

addition to Lawrence Hall. Moore was
chosen by both the athletic and the art

Building Committees from a group of

nine competitors.

Since the new structures are to be so

closely situated, the committees felt it

practical from economic and
aesthetic standpoints to hire the same
architect for both projects, according

to Whitney S. Stoddard, Chairman of

the Art Department. Both committees
independently came out in favor of

Moore anyway, Stoddard added.

Workihg out of Essex, Conn., Moore
is internationally known and has won

Architect Charles W. Moor* hat Immi selected to design the expansion of the

athletic and art facilities, the second of which is likely to fill ttils site.

(photo by Read)

CEP notes grade differentials
The Committee on Educational

Policy has prepared a report on

grading differentials between
divisions, courses and sections.

The report noted "significant, and

sometimes striking, differences

among divisions, departments, and

individual instructors within

departments. In mulli-section

courses, the average grades for in-

dividual sections sometimes varied

widely."

The grading sub-committee of the

CEP cautioned against jumping to

unwarranted conclusions. Many
differences, including the level of

difficulty, the amount of assigned

work, student motivation and the

instructor's grading policy all affect

grades. Even such factors as the class

hour and room might change
students' performances.

Although the committee "sees no

virtue in uniformity or homogeneity in

grading" it wishes to provoke intra-

departmental discussion to help

determine what policies affect

grades.

Only department and program
chairmen received the report.

To illustrate its point the committee

picked two course packages that a

freshman "might reasonably have

taken last fall."

Student i\

English 101

German 101

Music 101

Psychology 101

Student K

English 101

Hist. Ideas 101

Math 107

Chemistry 101

If two students earned the average

(mean) grades in each course,

Student A would have a GPA of 8.70,

and Student B would have a 7.25, a

difference of 33 percentiles of class

rank.

The report includes a second
example in which two freshmen take

the same four courses, but one ends up

in the highest grades section, and the

other in the lowest. For Art 101,

English 101, Math 107 and Political

Science 101 the high average is 8.54

and the lower, 6.67, approximately a

38 percentile difference.

It is of course, the report continues,

"extremely unlikely that a student

would be in the highest (or lowest)

graded sections of all his courses"

every year while at Williams. The
differences probably cancel each

other over four years, but "it is

disturbing" that a grade might be

affected by factors beyond the

student's control.

various awards for his work in this

country. The representatives from
Williams toured his low-cost housing

in New Haven and Middletown, Conn.,

housing for the elderly in New Haven,
and an armory partially heated by
solar energy in Norwich, Conn.

It is Moore's "commitment to the

careful research of the nature of the

problein, his willingness to listen to

our neMs, and his extraordinary

imagination" that make him par-

ticularly suited to the project, Stod-

dard said.

The first of a series of consultation

sessions with Moore is to be held next

week and he will meet with the joint

Art and Athletic Committees on May
13. The firm has already picked up all

available plans and elevations of the

site, which, according to Winthrop M.

Wassenar, Assistant Director of the

Physical Plant, may present some
difficulties due to its clay and rock

topographical composition. Wassenar
will act as the college representative

in dealing with the firm and will

eventually oversee construction

procedures.

Several prelimary solutions should

be available early next fall from

which a final plan will be formed

pending input from involved students

and faculty. The gymnasium facility

is to include a new basketball court

and swimming pool and there is a

possibility that the heating will be

partially supplied by solar energy.

Moore and some of his associates will

be in Williamstown during June and
July working on the project.

Students here will be given a chance
to participate in the design process

through Art 413, Architectural Design,

a course for which Moore served as

outside critic in the late forties. "The
designing of his building will be an

educational experience involving give

and take between the firm and the

people the project affects," explained

Stoddard.

MCAT's test pre-med brains, endurance, sanity
by Peter Rintels and

Kerin Walker
"I felt like a decapitated laboratory

guinea pig," said junior Jim Cohen
after emerging from a grueling eight

hours of taking the Medical College

Admissions Test (MCAT's) last

Saturday. The test is a major milepost

in the pre-meds' four year trek to

medical school. Results should be

back in about a month, and will be

used to supplement medical ap-

plications that junior pre-meds will

spend most of the summer preparing.

About eighty William^ Students took

the new eight-hour edition of the

Medical College Admission Test. The
1977 M-CAT included four basic parts,

which accounted for six and a third

hours of actual testing. The 135 minute

section dealing with science

knowledge consisted of basic

problems in physics, biology and
chemistry, followed by a section on

more abstract science problems in-

volving all three disciplines. Reading

Skills included questions on science-

oriented passages aiid the last part,

Quantitative Skills, tested the

student's ability to interpret charts,

tables and graphs.

Last years M-CAT involved three

and a half hours of actual testing in

five areas. The verbal section tested

vocabulary, and the sciencie, math
and general information portions of

the test were followed by another

section of experimental science

questions.

Jeffrey Boscamp, '77, indicated that

the new test appears to be an effort to

weight science knowledge more
heavily than previous tests. Boscamp,

an economics major, has been
studying the medical profession and,

at one point, influx of medical school

applicants and the number of

positions available to them. "There
were 42,624 applicants to med school

in 1974-1975," Boscamp said, "and

15,066 positions in the colleges. That's

35 per cent of the total number of

applicants. My guess Is that the new
test is designed to discriminate more
clearly in terms of science aptitude,"

among those who apply. A lot of

questions on the test dealt with topics

not covered in the courses and the

Keller plan was nol an effective way
of making students master the con-

cepts that were covered, they said.

"Not one person I know thought he did

well on the physics," said Joe Cerbone
'78, a pre-med who took Saturday's

test.

Most medical schools require two

semesters of introductory biology,

physics and English in addition to four

semesters of chemistry for admission.

A science major is not required, but

upper level division III courses are

definitely helpful in preparing for the

test. "The more science courses you

take, the better off you are," said

CertKMie.

But more than one's science

knowledge, it was one's endurance

that the eight hour exam tested By
the afternoon, fatigue overtook a lot of

students. Patty Lerwick described her

experience. "I know I wasn't thinking

as clearly in the afternoon as I was in

the morning. I know that there are a

number of questions on the quan-

titative part (given last) that I would

have answered differently if I hadn't

been so tired and thinking more
clearly." Emerging after five p.m.,

she said she was "kind of a basket

case."

The test, though high pressured,

apparently caused no breakdowns.
According to Hal Kramer, '78, "We all

kept our sense of humor throughout.

During the ten minute breaks we were
joking around and trying to cheer

each other up. No one really cracked

up." Afterwards, however, business

at pubs and liquor stores picked up
considerably.

Students taking the test generally

felt that Williams had prepared them
well for it, especially in chemistry.

Introductory biology courses ap-

parently left some gaps in the

knowledge that was expected on the

test, but these could be filled by taking

certain upper level courses,

especially Physiology (Biology 202),

Embryology (Biology 302), and
Genetics (Biology 203).

By contrast, students criticized

Physics introductory-pre-med physics

(Physics 131-132), taught in recent

years on the Keller pian.

Bob Rollini 'aottill iMt Itw Infamovi M-Cat ordeal ahead »l him assuming he chose* 11«e pFe-med reute.

(photo by Oettgen)
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Pianist Joseph's debut displays skill
by Valerie Sarantos

Last fall, a brand new Steinway

concert grand piano was donated to

Williams College, and performed on

by an outside visiting artist. Last

Tuesday evening in Thompson Chapel

at 8:30, Williams music professor

Charles Joseph sat down at this same
piano for his debut performance, and
proceeded to captivate, charm, and

^Ihrill^all those preienLwiUi, his un-

swerving confidence and pianistic

professionalism.

A very interesting program, the

first half of which was devoted to 20th

century works, was headed by Arnold
Schoenberg's Drei Klavierstucke
Opus 11, a hauntingly enigmatic

composition. Stroking the keys.

Joseph coaxed the smoothest, fullest

tone out of the instrument. Despite a

minor incident with the pedals, the

piece was clear and interesting with

some sparkling moments.
The next composition. Cycles (1969)

by Paul Cooper, was introduced by

Joseph himself, describing it as a

"compendium of new techniques".

Later he added, "do not be alarmed if

I reach inside and (duck a string".

Holding up the score, the pianist

explained that it was composed in

such a fashion that the performer may
combine its sections spontaneously.

At one point with one hand in the piano

and the other on the keyboard, Joseph

diligently exhibijted the contrast

between a muted plucking sound.

Guest conductor Gyulo gives

symphony dynannic character
by John Libertine

One of the oldest rules in the en-

tertainment field is to end a per-

formance with a big bang. Friday

night's Berkshire Symphony concert

in Chapin Hall certainly proved the

merit of that rule. Under the direction

of guest conductor Horvath Gyula, the

symphony gave a brilliant and in-

spired performance.

Starting the program with Lizt's

Les Preludes, Gyula exhibited his fine

control over the orchestra, never once
allowing the music or the orchestra to

run away with themselves. In this

way, all three—conductor, orchestra,

and music—.were one integrated and
perfect unit. With his broad and ex-

pansive gestures, Gyula created the

impression that the music came from
within him, that the orchestra was a

perfect extension of himself. He
handled the musical contrasts

beautifully, the transitions from harsh

to sweet, loud to soft, peaceful to

stormy all gracefully and naturally

executed, smoothly controlled.

The Hary Janos Suite by Kodaly
followed. Here, too the orchestra

revealed its integrated and almost

regimented character, each set of

instruments blending in an easy and
natural manner. With a dynamic and
lively finish, Gyula brought the first

half of the concert to a close.

After intermission, Gyula returned

to lead the orchestra in Beethoven's

Symphony No. 8, by far the high point

of the evening. Gyula kept his tight

rein on the orchestra,' the music crisp

and vibrant. Gyual took full ad-

vantage of Beethoven's music, with

its enticing and gripping emotional

character. He riveted the audience's

attention to the piece, leading them to

a rousing and exciting finish, ending

the concert with a smash and the

tumultuous applause of an ap-

preciative audience.

There could be no complaints over

such a flawless evening. Gyula and
the entire symphony are to be

congratulated for a magnificent and
inspiring performance.

AETNA LIFE & CASUALTY

50 Maple St.

Springfield

Nation's largest diversitied tinancial institution, Aetna Lite

& Casualty Is looking to expand Its sales force in Western
Massachusetts area.

Excellent training and career development potential

available within one of Aetna's finest agencies.

Please contact: JeHrey Partridge

District Manager
739-2591

which is made by placing the hand on

a string and playing its corresponding

key, and surrounding watery pedalled

notes also played on the keyboard.

Aaron Copeland's Piano Variations

(1930) were also well-executed, with

many instances where Joseph used

two fingers on a single key, drawing
the fullest possible tone from the

instrument.

JThe lugUijjit and conclusion of the

first half was Alberto Ginastera's

Suite de Danzas Criollas (1946). A
bright, humorous piece, Joseph
smiled his way through the driving

rhythms and intermittent teasing

tonal moments.
The second half of the program was

devoted totally to Romantic composer
Franz Schubert's Sonata in b-flat

Major. Opus posthumous. Truly
magical moments were in the quietly

intense Andante sostenuto movement,
and particularly in the playful con-

cluding Allegro, ma non troppo
movement.
Recently the father of twin girls,

Joseph dedicated his encore to them.

He appropriately played one of Robert

Schumann's most famous and
charming character pieces,

"Dreaming", from his Scenes of

Childhood, (1838).

"An Evening of Dance and Video", choreographed and directed by Joy Anne
Dewey comes to the Studio Theater of the AMT this Friday evening starting at

8:30 p.m.

The evening will see the premiere of a dance "Quartet" choreographed by
Dewey with a taped score composed by Stephen Dankner of the Music depart-

ment. Dancers will be Jacqueline Wilson, Judith Dayton, Julie Bermant and
Meg Herrman. Alison Morgan will also dance a solo which she choreographed

to music by Stravinsky.

There will be a showing of another version of "Quartet" choreographed for

video and filmed in the Robert Morris sculpture which was exhibited at the

Clark Art Institute earlier this year. The video version was also choreographed
and directed by Dewey and was filmed by Jon Stoltiberg. The evening will

conclude with an informal question and answer period about the works.

Dada/Surrealist exhibit at Clark
by Mimi David

Is there a popular association with

"group style words" like Abstract

Expressionism, Figurative Art, New
Realism, Pop Art, Conceptual Art,

and Photo-Realism? Are artists David
Smith, Jackson Pollock, Andy
Warhol, Robert Raushenberg, Jim
Dine, Robert Morris, and Christo

more familiar? Does the real smile of

recognition at "Modern Art" come
only upon viewing the pieces of art

themselves?
An exhibition of such huge can-

vases, photograph-like blow-ups, and
various constructions make up "The
Dada-Surrealist Heritage" which

opened today at the Clark Art In-

stitute. Professor Sam Hunter of

Princeton University delivered a

lecture on the subject.

The idea for the exhibition

originated in a graduate seminar in

art history taught by Professor
Hunter last spring. The exhibit deals

with "patterns of change and con-

tinuity in the art of the last three

decades which reflect in various

degrees the influence of Dada and
Surrealism." Thirty-six artists are

included in the show. All the works
have been lent to the exhibition

.

Some major works on view are

Claus Oldenberg's Soft Paytelephone

LOWEST PRICE EUROPEAN FLIGHTS

We are serving the academic community with discount
travel abroad. Let us malce your air travel arrangements.
Flexibility as to destination and departure saves you $

CALL US LAST

TOLL FREE 800-223-1722

From April 1 through June 14, you can fly roundtrip from
New York to Luxembourg for only $410.

That's $89 less than the youth fare you'd pay on any
other scheduled airline. (From Chicago you pay $458 thru

April 30 and $430 from May 1 thru June 14.) All you
have to do is be under the age of 26.

There are no b(X)king restrictions. We give you the same
service you'd get from other airlines, without the same high

costs. So, if you're not flying Icelandic to Europe, you're

spending more than you have to. We'll give you the best deal
on fares and on our New Horizon Escorted Tours, too.

Save ^89 onjet fares
to Europe and book
anytimeyouwant.

Icelandic Airlines. Dept. #CN
I m. Box 105. Wfest Hempstead, N.V 11,5,52

I
See your travel af?en(. ()r call toll free: (8(X)) ,555 1212.

Please send inf(imiation on Icelandic's low aist fares and New
' u.v..;.,,,^, ir.-.^.w«j X ../ L-

n

Horizon Esairted Tours of Europe.

Addr.

I
Lll> Sl;ili-

I
F.ircs subject In ihiiriRc ;ind Knvt .ippmx.il

Icelandic
Lowest Jet fares to Europe of any scheduled airline.

and Francis Bacon's Two Figures

with a Monkey. Representative of

Jasper Johns is a canvas dedicated to

the word "The," typical of Louise

Nevelson is a black construction

entitled Rain Forest, and a feature by

Tom Wesselman is a huge shaped
canvas of a smoker.

Dada and Surrealist films will be

screened in conjunction with the

exhibit on May 10 and May 31 at 7:30.

The Clark Art Institute will

present Gordon Bok, Ed Trickett

and Ann Mayo Muir in an evening

of their unique folk music at the

Institute Friday evening at 8 p.m.

The performers will also be

available for an informal

discussion of their work the next

morning at the Institute from II

a.m. to 12 noon. Admission is $2.00

for students.

Have a travel problem that you
cannot solve? Educational Flights

has, for 7 years, been helping

people In the academic community
get to Europe and the rest of the

world at minimum cost, with

maximum flexibility, and
minimum hassle. Call us, toll-free,

at 800-223-5569.

University of Paris-Sorbonne

Suny/New Paltz Program

7th Year

Undergraduates In

philosophy and related

majors earn 30-32 credits In

regular Sorbonne (Paris
IV) courses. SUNY-Parls
IV agreement insures

students avoid cumbersome
pre-lnscriptlon and attend

Paris IV, not provincial

universities. Director
assists with housing,
prog rams, studies.
Orientation, language
review. Sept 15 - June 15.

Estimated living, airfare,

tuition, fees: $3400 N.Y.

residents; $3900 others.

Prof. P. Charlson,

Philosophy Dept., S.U.C.

New Paltz, New York 12561.

(914) 257-2696.
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TrackJeffs spike Ephs, Cards

Spenc* Smith of Wetlvyan shadows Frank Carr tarly In the 3 mile. Carr want on
toclocka I4:49.8lirstplaceflnish, 16 seconds ahead of Smith, (photoby Read)

by Frank Carr

A Parents' Day crowd watched as

the Little Three outdoor track title

was removed from its three year

respite in the Purple Valley and

brought back over the mountains to

Amherst. The Lord Jeffs grabbed 11

first places in the Saturday afternoon

contest to score 88 points, with the

hosting Ephs following at 63 and the

y/^leyan Cardwais bringing vp.the

rear with 41. Coach Dick Farley's

tracksters were without the services

of captain Rich Remmer and top

hurdler Ron White and could only

manage a trio of individual victories.

Williams jumped out into the lead

afterthe first event with a Larry

Tanner first place in the hammer
throw. Tanner broke his own two-

week-old school record, launching the

Batters drop two to No. Adams
by Frank Pergolizzi

While bright skies returned to

Williamstown this weekend, the

situation of the Williams baseball

team still remains cloudy. They have
now lost three games in a row starting

with Tuesday's loss to Amherst and
ending, hopefully with Thursday's and

Friday's losses to North Adams State,

10-1, and 11-8. In both the first and last

loss, poor Williams fielding was
directly responsible for the loss.

Thursday's game, played at North

Adams was a rout from the bottom of

the first inning. The North Adams
Mohawks scored three runs in the

first, one in the second, and three

more in the third to take a com-

manding 7-0 lead. Freshman John

Carey, in his first starting role, was
belted for all seven runs including two

homerun blasts by Dan Carity and

Paul Wright. The sole bright spots for

Williams were shortstop Rick Walter,

who hit two for four with a run batted

in and was solid in the field; and relief

pitcher Mike Martineau, who was
effective in relief, silencing the

powerful Mohawk bats.

Friday's game was a much more
disappointing defeat. Williams saw a

6-1 lead evaporate into an 8-6 deficit,

Crews race Ivies, cadets
by C. Scott Stevenson

and Nick Lefferts

On Sunday, May 1, the Williams

varsity lightweight crew journeyed to

southern Connecticut to face light-

weights from Yale, Dartmouth, and

Rutgers on Yale's home course. For

the first time in its history, Williams

had an entry in an Ivy League boat

race. The crew, in a time of 6:26.8,

finished a close third to front runners

Rutgers (6:20.4) and Dartmouth over

the 2000 meter course. Yale finished 5

seconds back of Williams.

Conditions were almost perfect

when the crews broke from the

starting line. At the start, senior

stroke Ramsay Stabler had Williams

at 40 strokes per minute, but the other

crews were even higher. By the time

they had settjed into the race, the

Ephs found themselves about a length

behind the field, as Yale pulled out to

an early lead, but faded to the rear by

the 1000 meter mark. During the first

thousand, Williams hung tough and

pulled even with Dartmouth and

Rutgers, and a three boat race

emerged. Rutgers began an early

sprint with 700 meters to go, and left

Williams and Dartmouth behind. The
New Jersey eight finished a boat

length ahead of Dartmouth, while the

Williams sprint fell six seats short of

catching the Big Green rowers.

Williams' varsity heavyweight and

freshman crews met U.Mass and

perennial power Coast Guard on

Quaboag Pond in Ware, Mass.

Saturday. Both Williams crews lost

their betting shirts to Coast Guard but

the afternoon was not all disap-

pointment as the freshmen turned in

an impressive performance over the

slightly less than 2000 meter course,

coming .6 seconds away from up-

setting the powerful Cadets.

The varsity heavyweights met
disappointment as they couldn't quite

catch the U.Mass. eight at the finish

and placed third. The Ephs crossed

the line 3.4 seconds behind the

Minutemen and 16.5 seconds behind

the extremely tough Coast Guard.

then came back to tie the game in the

bottom of the ninth only^to leave the

winning run on third base with one

out. North Adams scored thrfee in the

top of the eleventh to win on the

strength of Carity's second homer of

the weekend, which sailed over the

newly installed fence in left field

Williams scored five runs in the

third on only two hits, but were aided

by three North Adams errors. Scott

Harrington knocked in two runs for

Williams. North Adams scored one in

the top of the sixth but Williams

matched it in the bottom of the inning

with Harrington knocking in his third

run. The seventh inning, however,

was, the turning point of the game.

North Adams scored six runs to take

the lead on four hits, while Williams

committed three errors in the inning.

North Adams scored again in the

top of the ninth to lead 8-6. Williams

tied the score in the bottom of the

ninth as Kreutz recorded his second

and third runs batted in of the contest

with a line drive double to left field.

The game went into the eleventh

with Mike Martineau pitching in relief

of starter Tom Albert. Martineau

retired the first two batters of the

inning but then three batters later

Dan Carity fired a three-run-homer to

give the Mohawks an 11-8 decision.

ball and chain a distance of 170' 10".

Freshman Jim DeSimone added a

fourth in the event and then followed

with a 3rd place, 42'2" performance in

the shot put. Bob Duffy kept the Eph-

men within a single point of the Jeffs

through the next two events, as he

notched the runnerup slot in both the

discus and the javelin. Duffy was
backed up in the javelin by John

Delilgrario whose spear touched

down in third place after a 164'4"

journey.

The purple fieldmen tallied 14 more
points in the jumping events but failed

to pick up any individudual wins. Stan

Parese and J im Holmes vaulted to 3rd

and 4th behind an Amherst duo, while

Greg McAleenan and Greg Collins

followed another Jeff with 2nd and 3rd

in the long jump. Collins also cleared

5' 10" for the no. 4 spot in the high

jump and freshman Jamie Rouse

jumped to second in the triple while

finishing one place ahead of Collins in

the high jump.

The Ephs opened up the running

events with a second place per-

formance in the 440 yard relay and

then shocked the crowd with a 1-2-3

sweep of the one mile run. Senior Ken

Both A and B teams of the Williams Rugby Club defeated their Harvard
counterparts. A side wonl2-9 with two field goals by Dave Levy and I try by Tom
Kondel. Bsidewon 11-9; Jamie Barickmanhad (2) tries. (photoby Doherty)

Leinbach travelled unchallenged to a

4:23.5 victory and was followed in by

Brian Harrison at 4:34.4 and Mark
Chaffee with a 4:35.0 clocking. In the

440 yard dash, Terry O'Reilly broke

up an Amherst sweep with a 52.3 third

place conclusion while Vernon Davis

topped the barriers in 15.6 for second

in the 120 yd. high hurdles.

Glenn Harris' fourth in the 100

accounted for the only purple point in

the short sprints, as the Ephfe were
shut out in the 220. Harris added two

more points, touring the 440 yard

hurdle route in 58.0 for third place. In

a close half-mile contest, Dave Seeger

used a home stretch kick to glide into

second at 2:01.9, while Vin Zinicola

halted the watchesat 2:02.1 for the no.

4 sloL

A trio of three milers capped off the

Williams scoring total with an 8 point,

1-3-4 effort. Junior Frank Carr led

from start to finish in the event and
broke the tape with a 90 yard lead and
a new Little Three meet record of

14:49.8. Leinbach returned to the

track after his comfortable mile win

and cruised into third at 15:24, while

freshman Mike Behrman nailed down
fourth place with a 15:32 clocking.

Purple laxmen split two
by Dennis O'Shea

The final full week of regular season

lacrosse play marks the Ephmen's

last opportunity to kick the win-some,

lose-some habit and assure them-

selves of a better than .500 season. The

Eph ten tangles with two-time

defending New England Small College

Champion Middlebury Wednesday at

4:00 p.m. on Cole Field, then returns

to Cole Saturday at 2:00 p.m. for a

Little Three title shoot-out with

Amherst.

The laxmen close out the year at

Harvard next Wednesday.

The Eph stickers salvaged a split of

last week's contests, as they had in

each of the previous three weeks,

after coming up just a goal short of an

upset of Dartmouth in Hanover
Wednesday. The Big Green, listed

fifth to Williams' eighth in last week's

New England poll, finessed their way
by the Ephs 12-11 fourth quarter lead

and stymied four last minute Purple

threats to nab the 13-12 squeaker.

Wesleyan provided last Saturday's

13-10 addition to the win column, but

not without damping Eph ex-

pectations of an easy afternoon. The
Ephmen rolled to a 10-1 bulge, then

collapsed amidst a Cardinal offensive

rebound and a slew of 20 servable

penalties.

Todd Eckerson, far away the Ephs'

assist leader and top point man,
poured in three goals and three

assists, against the Cards but Peter

Thomsen, the laxmen's top scorer was
on the sidelines nursing a sore

shoulder.

Wednesday's contest shapes up as

potentially one of the finest of the

year. Middlebury's Panthers have

been rated tops among the region's

college division squads all year long,

and dusted Wesleyan, 15-6, early in

the season, but fell to Dartmouth, 20-

10.

The Ephs' midfield defense was a

sore point with mentor Renzie Lamb
early in the season, and the Panthers

boast a couple of top middle hotshots

in Tom Callanan and Roy Heffernan.

Reports also indicate that Middlebury

has a talented attackman in A. J.

Fitzpa trick.

sports shorts sports shorts sp<

Women's Lacrosse
Linda Wilkins' lacrosse team

demolished Wesleyan on Saturday to

pick up their third straight win.

Wesleyan's zone defense looked

helpless against the pinpoint passing

of the Ephs as they outshot the Car-

dinelles 36 to 13. Maggi O'Brien again

led the scoring parade as she waltzed

past defenders all day and ended up

with 7 goals. Capt. Mary Fish plunked

in 4 as Val Corning and Dawn
Bedrosian added single tallies. First

Hone Brent McKinley scored two

quick goals, then took over in the nets

for goalie Marty Taft who had an

The Perfect Study Break:

The Log
presents

Pat Mulligan, Peter Miller

and Wendy Barnett

(on guitars, piano, and muitlpie voices)

playing folk, country, rock,

and odds and ends

Wed., April 4 9 pm - 12m

PLEASE NOTE
The Log will be closed Friday night due to house parties. It will be

open Saturday night for regular hours.

West's Package Store
Route 2 Between N.A. and Williamstown Tel. 663-6081

1976 BEAUJOLAIS

Now In Stock Finest Vintage in Years

CHATEAU LAROSE-TRINTAUDON

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED BY "VINTAGE MAGAZINE"

16 oz Case

RETURNABLE

Ballantine

or

UTICACLUB

$5.49
plus

$1.50

Deposit

ailing stomach. McKinley didn't take

long to readjust to the position and

came up with 6 saves. The J.V. team

put on a home show for the parents as

they trounced the Lady Jeffs of

Amherst 13-2. Leigh Costikyan got her

customary 7 goals; goalie IngersoU

stopped 10 shots.

Golf
The Williams' golfers ended

Amherst's two year domination of the

Little Three golf championship
Saturday, returning the title to its

historic home in the Purple Valley.

The inspired performance of senior

Barney Ireland, medalist with 77,

paced the Ephs to an easy 392-418-429

blasting of Amherst and Wesleyan.

The balanced scoring followed with

Charlie Haines and Ed Bousa at 78,

Chris Vogelsang at 79, and co-captain

Steve Saunders stumbling to 80.

The junior varsity continued un-

beaten, with a decisive victory over

Amherst. Prior to this, the JV
recorded easy decisions over Dean
Junior College and Hotchkiss.

Prospects for an outstanding, even

unbeaten season from the youngsters

seem secure.

mLumia

X'
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ACEC, Lecture and Log

Council selects '77-'78 eotnmittees^

Steve Bernheim '77 takes a trial run around the campus, on wheels.

The College Council approved new
members for the 1977-78 All College

Entertainment Committee, Lecture

and Log Committees Tuesday night,

and discussed charges of racism that

have recently provoked controversy

in the college community.
Representatives unanimously

accepted the Elections Committee's
nomination of freshman Steve Case as

the new ACEC chairman. Elections

Committee Chairman Pete Friesen

Regulations aid handicapped
The new regulations issued by the

Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare regarding handicapped
people will affect the College ac-

cording to Business Manager Shane
Riorden, although the extent and cost

of any changes is not yet known.
"No one here has seen a copy of the

actual regulations," said Riorden.

"I've only gotten watered down media
versions."

The regulations, implementing a
bill passed two years ago by Congress,
require that any educational in-

stitution receiving federal funds make
all programs accessible to han-

dicapped persons within 60 days of

June 1, and submit six months, a plan

outlining all necessary physical
changes on existing structures to

make them accessible to the han-

dicapped. Such changes are to be

made within three years, and all new
buildings and renovations must allow

access to the handicapped.

Last fall, Riorden estimated that

the bill would cost the College about

two million dollars in physical
changes. "Any true cost estimate will

have to wait until after a major
campus survey, which will probably

take place this summer. They will see

exactly what sort of changes we need

to make."

According to Riorden, the College

could accommodate a few han-

dicapped students by rescheduling

classes to accessible rooms and
counting on help from others for the

handicapped student. Large numbers

—WHSBfittB—
Balloon Day benefit

A galloon Day for the benefit of the Berkshire Division of the American
Heart Association will take place tomorrow as part of the Spring Weekend
activities. Funds raised will help support public education campaigns and
research statewide and nationally. College Council President Tom Herwitz

will be chairman of the event.

Update on Costume Vandalism
Following the destruction of costumes, Guys and Dolls opened in

rehearsal dress Friday. This came as a result of a unanimous vote of the cast

to continue with the show. Subsequent performances used costumes rented

in New York. Director Jean-Bernard Bucky praised the cast, saying they

"rallied extraordinarily well" following the incident. The audience, too,

reactedpositively. Their response was "very, very fine", he said.

Security Officer Walter O'Brien confirmed that the occurrence was an

"intentional burning." Security has questioned one-half of the cast for leads,

and will try to reach the remainder in the near future.

Pharaoh-Faucet Major Proposal
Registrar George C. Howard recommended that the Committee on

Educational Policy investigate the possibilities of a new major, dealing with

ancient Egyptian artifacts and monuments, along with their applications to

modern household plumbing. He suggested the Pharaoh-Faucet Major.

CEP Chairman George R. Goethals expressed interest and asked if the

committee could examine the major more carefully.

of handicapped students would be

more difficult to accommodate, he

said. There are presently no han-

dicapped students at Williams who
have been unable to manage their

situations, said Riorden.

"The Department of HEW defines a

handicapped person as "any person
who has a physical or mental im-

pairment which substantially limits

one or more major life activities" and
defines a qualified handicapped
person as one who "meets the

academic or technical standards
requisite to admission or participation

in the (federal aid) recipient's

education program or activity."

"We have to see that a handicapped
person has every opportunity that

anyone else does," said Riorden.

"Here at Williams, problems, if any,

can be worked out on a person-to-

person basis."

pointed out that Case has experience
as an assistant concert promoter and

a rock critic, and has established

contacts with such popular artists as

Aerosmith, Fleetwood Mac, and Peter

Frampton. The council also appointed

Lew Mills technical director, and
John Barker, Jim Parsons, John
Svoboda and Mark Tercek the

remaining members of the com-
mittee.

The discussion that dominated the

greater part of Tuesday night's

meeting centered largely around the

role of the Black Student Union. Some
members said that the BSU is a

source of division between blacks and
whites, including Larry Mitchell, who
stated, "the BSU may not tend to

promote racism, but it does promote
separation." Marcellus Blount
countered that the organization "fills

a void" for black students who do not

enjoy "traditional" college activities.

He mentioned specifically all-college

"beer blasts" which he claimed "do
not fit a black's conception of what a

party should be like." Marlies
Carruth added that the BSU helps to

overcome the "insecurity periods"

faced by black freshmen.

Several council members made a

distinction between racism and
separatism at Williams. Don Toumey
pointed out an apparent "lack of

socialization" between black and
white students. One example of

alleged separatism cited was the

tendency of many black students to sit

at a single large table in Baxter Hall.

Brian McDermott pointed out, "As

long as we're separated, we're not

going to be able to decide anything."

In other activity Tuesday night,

treasurer Harry Kelly discussed

alternatives for the use of Park Hall,

currently the home of the Center for

Environmental Studies. The building

will open up next year when the

Center moves to Kellogg House,

presently occupied by Chaplain John
A. Eusden. Kelly reported that the

College has proposed converting the

building into a crafts center, but he

claimed that the treasury would not

be able to support such a venture. He
suggested that the Finance Com-
mittee might float a loan to meet the

costs of installing crafts equipment in

the building and hiring a student

monitor to supervise the shop.

Another alternative, according to

Kelly, would be to expand the Free
University program over both

semesters and allow it to operate in

Park Hall.

Sarah Mersereau reported on a

proposal currently on the floor of the

Housing Committee to create three

co-op houses in the future. Students

participating in a co-op program
would perform their own cooking and

minor maintenance. The committee is

currently considering Dewey House

and two of the satellite Dodd House
buildings for future conversion to the

co-op program.

Elected to the Lecture committee

were Hugh Calkins, Laurie Bobbins,

Charlie Sanders and Don Toumey.
Serving on the Log Committee will be

Chip Buckner, Dan Bruns, Joe
Hurley, Ann McCabe, and Nancy
Schimmel.

Exum leaves Williams for Northwestern ;

College looks at ability to hold minorities
Assistant Professor William H.

Exum, acting chairman of the

Sociology Department and Program
Director of Afro-American Studies at

Williams, has accepted an offer to

teach at Northwestern University in

Illinois next year.

Exum will become an Associate

Professor of Sociology and Afro-

American Studies there next Sep-

tember.

Pool empties
The Muir swimming pool in

Lasell Gymnasium will be drained

Friday, May 13 for maintenance.

The Physical Education Depart-

ment warns anyone intending to

dive in the pool after hours that the

pool will be empty Friday.

"The offer was too good to turn

down," Exum commented. He said

that the contract was long term, with

various options for both Northwestern
and himself.

Exum is the third black teacher in

three years to leave Williams before

undergoing the tenure process. Ac-
cording to Dean of the Faculty

Francis Oakley, the trend can be

attributed to the increasing com-
petition among colleges for top flight

faculty.

Williams has a "firm and real

commitment" to building up the

number of minority professors at this

institution, Oakley said. "Williams

has appointed strong individuals

recently who are heavily competed
for," he continued. "We are

Evolution of the frisbee: the dynamic disc
by Michael Golden

Although its use in panning for gold

in California declined after the mid
1800's, the frisbee became popular.

Ingrid Bergman wore a cloth frisbee

for a hat in Casablanca, the Phantom
of the Opera wore a frisbee as a mask,

and Quasimodo's hump was a frisbee

in The Hunchback of Notre Dame.
The most acclaim, of course, has

come to frisbees in the area of

amusement and sport. In 1968,

Whammo came out with a plastic

frisbee, making the pie tins of

yesteryear obsolete. It so happened

that there, on the scene in southern

California, was our own Jay Shelton,

Assistant Professor of Physics. When
he purchased his first frisbee, he

became a member of the In-

ternational Frisbee Association and
also received notification of the first

frisbee competition to be held in the

Rose Bowl in the summer of 1968. He
and his partner, Steve Sewall, son of

English Professor Richard Sewall of

Yale, placed first and second at that

competition. Champion for three

consecutive years at a national

tournament in upper Michigan, he

attributes his success to four things.

"1 was an earlybird in the field, was a

pretty good athlete, took the whole

thing seriously, and worked and

practiced very hard," Shelton said.

Although each frisbee contest is

different, most of them have a

number of similar events. There are

events for distance, accuracy, style,

golf, M.T.A., T.R.C., ultimate frisbee,

and guts. While the first three are self-

explanatory, golf is like traditional

golf using a frisbee. M.T.A. stands for

maximum time aloft and is similar to

a boomerang shot. The throw is made
into a headwind, the frisbee must be

caught by it, and the winner is the

one whose throw stays in the air the

longest. T.R.C. is throw-run-catch,

and it is similar to M.T.A. but instead

of maximum time in the air, the ob-

ject is maximum distance, still with

the stipulation that each contestant

catches his own throw.

Ultimate frisbee is a field game
which is similar to soccer or lacrosse

in that it is continuously moving. The
difficulty lies in the fact that it is

illegal to run with the frisbee. Finally,

guts frisbee puts two five-man teams
fifteen yards apart and has them
throw the frisbee as hard as possible

in order to make the other team miss

it. It must be a catchable throw and

must be caught with one hand in free

air. Shelton said, "Boy, those things

are tough to catch."

The latest development in the

history of the frisbee is the com-
mencement of a frisbee club here at

Williams. Led by Byrne Kelly, a

senior, the frisbee enthusiasts con-

scientiously practice the field game of

ultimate frisbee. In addition, anyone

who walks anywhere on campus is

almost bound to be hit, or nearly

missed, by a flying round instrument,

sainted by enduring everything.

No one knows what the future has in

store for frisbees. Although their

function today is a far cry from their

original purpose, they are still an
integral part of society. Perhaps in a

few years, people will be riding

frisbees to the moon, or using them
strategically to fight the Backfire

bomber. Whatever develops in the

future, one thing cannot be denied:

frisbees are ubiquitous.

moderately successful in recruiting

minority faculty members. The
competition is strong nationwide."

"Our recent losses reflect the

strength of our appointments and the

teachers involved," Oakley said.

Oakley went on to state that

although there is an "active attempt

to recruit minority talent," there is

definitely no compromising Williams'

standards of education. However, the

fact that Williams is situated in an
overwhelmingly white community
does have some effect on the College's

success. "In this sense, Williams is in

a , poorer comparative position to

compete with other schools."

However, this is the only major area

in which Williams suffers, according

to Oakley.

Oakley went on to point out that the

rate at which minority students are

entering careers in academics is

increasing, but not at the same speed

as that at which such students enter

other professions. Apparently, this

serves to increase competition among
schools for minority appointments.

William H. Exum
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Honor. A Word.
The Honor Committee will soon be voting on whether or not

to endorse three proposals designed to clarify and increase
student awareness of the College honor code. The proposals are
that:

1. Students be required to sign an honor pledge at the
beginning of each college year.

2. Instructors be asked to distribute specific guidelines
concerning academic honesty for each course.

3. A statement of honor code regulations accompany
every graded exercise and students be required to sign an honor
pledge on each exercise.

Currently, students are asked (though not required) to sign
a statement before the bejginning of freshman year which says
that they have read and will abide by the honor code.

.

We believe that the second proposal is crucial, while the
first is marginally beneficial and the third is redundant and
insulting.

We suggest that there are two types of honor code violations
at this college—unintentional and intentional. Increasing
student awareness of honor code regulations and making take-
home test and paper guidelines explicit for each course could
probably insure that unintentional violations do not occur. On
the other hand, no amount of honor pledges, guidelines or other
paperwork is likely to deter the intentional cheating which
occurs.

Having students sign an honor pledge each year could, we
think, serve to significantly increase student awareness of the
fact that an honor code does exist without imposing severe
paperwork costs. Some students probably sign the honor pledge
hastily before coming to Williams and have forgotten what they
signed after several years at the College. A once-a-year
reminder probably coiddn't hurt.

The need for explicit guidelines is essential to the workings
of any honor system. Currently, some instructors encourage
group discussion on take-home exams and papers, others forbid
it and still others don't mention the subject. Such a com-
munication problem appears to have been at least partially to

blame for the recent charges of honor code violations con-
cerning a Chemistry 302 take-home exam. Instructors have a
responsibility to inform students at some point what the
guidelines are for written exercises in their course.

Printing honor code regulations on and having students
sign an honor pledge on all graded exercises is both insulting to

students and an unwanted addition to the already considerable
bureaucratic paperwork at the College. What is the point of

signing a statement at the beginning of each year if one must
also sign every graded exercise? It seems to us that proposals 1

and 2 can do quite an adequate job of reminding students about
the honor code. Proposal 3 is just honor code overkill and im-
plies that someone doesn't believe the statement that a student
signed at the beginning of the year. We can do without an honor
code based on alack of trust and a paternalistic attitude toward
students.

News and Notes from occ
PERMANENT JOB OPENINGS
(See Direct Application notebook)

Thorn McAn Shoe Company is

accepting applications from in-

terested seniors who would like to

become store managers. (See
Sales tab)

NATIONAL CITIZENS COM-
MITTEE FOR BROADCASTING
Chairman Nicholas Johnson seeks

a special assistant. $7,0(X) salary

for one year appointment. (See

Communications tab)

TEACHING
Berkshire School - Math
Hoosac School headmaster will be

on campus Wed., May 11 to in-

terview for Math-Physics, En-
viron. Science, Art & Drama - Sign
up at OCC.

HOUSING CLIPBOARD
Any students wishing to exchange
housing information can com-
municate their needs or offerings

by entering pertinent details on a

clipboard on the front counter at

OCC. (Information like apart-

ments for rent, graduate school

housing needed, etc.)

SUMMER
WORLD GAME '77 WORKSHOPS:
Planetary Planning Symposium
(June 19 to June 25) and Design

Science Laboratory (June 26 to

August 6) will be conducted in

Philadelphia. Folks like Buck-

minster Fuller are participating.

See Bulletin board.

Career Discovery Harvard
Harvard's Graduate School of

Design has sent us information &
applications for this six-week
program to interest un-

dergraduates in architecture and
landscape architecture. See
SUMMER section catalogue shelf.

American Youth Hoatels is looking

for summer group leaders for its

summer trip program. Must be 21

years. See Camps notebook in

SUMMER section.

The National Outdoor Leadership

School has just sent us its most up-

to-date information. See SUMMER
section.

PLEASE RETURN
QUESTIONNAIRE

FOCUS/Andy O'Donne//

Weekend Update
Good evening! Feature bout of tomorrow's sports

smorgasbord has to be the varsity baseball team's

doubleheader date with Amherst on Weston Field starting

at 1:00. As usual, the Jeffs are enjoying another banner

year on the diamond despite the fact that they lost their

top pitcher, Don Judd, two weeks ago due to bursitis in his

Currently ranked ninth in the New England Division III

polls, Amherst brings an eight game win streak and an 11-

3 record, to Williamstown. Much of their success is due to

Bill Swiacki, a starter on the football and basketball

teams, the top pitcher and one Of the leading hitters for the

baseball team.

Swiacki hurtled a 4-0 whitewash of AlC on Tuesday and
will probably pitch the first game tomorrow. Williams

needs at least a split in order to stay in serious contention

for a piece of the Little Three crown.

An up and down Amherst lacrosse team also comes to

town totnorrow hoping to repeat the scare they gave Renzi

Lamb's laxmen last spring. The Jeffs already own a 9-8

win over Wesleyan and lost to Middlebury by a close 14-10

score.

Sharing the Spring Weekend spotlight with the

Williams-Amherst contests is the women's lacrosse team,
which hosts the New England College Lacrosse Tour-

nament Saturday and Sunday at Cole Field.

« • ft

Things are in a state of limbo at Union College, where
the meeting of the trustees three weekends ago did little to

resolve the debate over whether or not to leave NESCAC
and enter Division I.

Faced with a 2-1 vote by the 23 member All-College

Senate, comprised of faculty and students, not to with-

draw from the conference following lengthy con-

sideration of the findings of a 79-page Task Force Report
on Athletics and also faced with support for a Division 1

move by Union President Thomas N. Bonner, the officers

of the board of trustees, the Union Alumni Council, and the

athletic department coaches, the trustees simply tabled a

motion to take Union out of the conference until further

study is made of the matter.

On the same afternoon that the trustees announced their

decision to postpone final action on the Division 1 question,

however, they also announced that Bonner had sub-

sequently offered his resignation and that they had
rejected it. Bonner then announced that he would continue

at least temporarily until the matter is finally decided.

A week before the trustees meeting Bonner had labelled

a charge from a faculty member of the Union admissions
committee stating that Bonner applied pressure on the

committee to accept certain hockey players with inferior

board scores as nothing but "baloney".

A graduate of Middlebury (whose president cancelled

all future hockey games with Union this past season

because "Union has chosen to re-enter college hockey
with a style and aggressiveness which we find unac-

ceptable"), Bonner has also been quoted as saying that

Ned Harkness was hired first and foremost to run Achilles

Rink, not build a hockey program.

"We hired Ned Harkness to run our skating rink. We
were looking for a man who could make it work. Get it

going. The hockey success came as a surprise. A |(ind of a

side benefit, you might aay^'
•

-'—
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Williams Athletic Director Robert Pedi has withdrawn
his name from consideration for the position of Athletic

Director at Harvard. Peck was named the search com-
mittee's first choice for the post after over 200 candidates

had been evaluated, but then withdrew before he was
formally offered the position when a good deal of

politicking by branches of the Harvard administration

took the decision out of the hands of the search committee
and transferred it to other departments intent on ap-

pointing their own candidate. Peck, who is on the first

year of a five year contract, said his chances of leaving

Williams were less than 50 per cent throughout the

process, and stated that he simply wanted to explore the

Harvard option and see what developed.

In related affairs, Middlebury appointed head
basketball coach Thomas Lawson as its new Athletic

Director succeeding the retiring Dick Colman.

And Amherst also got into the act, naming Peter J.

Gooding as its new Athletic Director and Bill Hixon as its

new basketball coach. Gooding succeeds Ben McCabe
while Hixon follows the legendary Rick Wilson.

« « 4.

Ralph Renzi reports that Robert G. L. Waite's new book

.on Hitler is selling like hotcakes. Renzi said that he's

already sold 42 books at $13.50 a shot, with over half of the

purchases coming from students. The most interesting

review of the book may shape up to be Alan Bullock's

piece for the New York Review of Books. Waite calls

Bullock's earlier biography of Hitler "superb" but also

states that he disagrees "completely" with Bullock's

contention that Hitler's personal life sheds little if any
light on his place in history.

• o »

Director of Financial Aid Henry Flynt said recently that

Williams is investigating a novel financial aid program
developed by Harvard.

Described in an article in Sunday's New York Times,

the program is aimed specifically at families with in-

comes of $15,000 to $60,000. Under the terms of these

"parent loan programs", colleges will allow parents to

pay their children's term bills in monthly installments

spread over six to eight years. Interest rates vary from 8

to 8% per cent.

Financing for the programs will come from endowment
or general operating funds of the colleges themselves and
will hopefully become self-sustaining. Harvard has

already put the program into practice, while Amherst,
Yale, Cornell, and Stanford plan programs next year.

Letters: responses to racism
disagreement

To the editor:

Mr. Ben Ali and I disagree on so

many specific issues that any attempt

to refute point by point his statement

in the May 3 issue of the Record would
be much too long to print. Moreover,

to begin disputing particulars would
very quickly lead us all to lose sight of

the essence of the problem being

discussed.

That essence, in the case of Mr. Ben
All's article, is his charge that various

groups and institutions are racist.

Here is the principal clash; this is the

crucial overview on which we
disagree. I am not convinced that

white mercenaries. Western jour-

nalism, high technology, American
society, or even capitalism are
responsible for racism. His

arguments, and those in other recent

diatribes on racism, do not move me.
This is not because I do not see, or

pretend not to see. I do recognize and
acknowledge the extensive problem of

racism—but the evidence which
compels me to do so is the evidence

that I find in myself, my own fears

and prejudices. Racism is not rooted

in any particular group or institution,

but in individuals. When I look for

racism at Williams College, I have to

look not at the Record or the Nu
Awakening, but rather into my own
heart—and I think that Mr. Ben Ali

will concede that he, and everyone
else here, must do the same. Each
individual one of us is a source of this

disease, no matter how much we
would like to shift the responsibility to

some abstract "them" like

"American society."

Individuals produce racism.

Therefore, racism can only be fought

meaningfully by individuals at its

source. This is nothing which we can

afford to leave for "the future leaders

of America" to solve; each of us has a

responsibility to examine and try to

understand and control the

unreasoning hatreds which lurk in the

depths of our own hearts.

To a certain extent, members of the

majority have an added responsibility

in that they often have more op-

portunity to translate their prejudices

into action. However, as a member of

that majority I also have the right to

question the reasons for existence of a

Black Student Union or a "self-

defined black newspaper." We tend to

accept these things because our

"liberal" ideology dwells on the past

guilt of the majority. But I, for one,

refuse to accept responsibility for the

"sins of the fathers;" 1 am respon-

sible for my feelings and my actions,

here and now, and I think that I have
the right to demand that others

exercise the same kind of respon-

sibility. Racism, though it may have

been "known to men since creation,"

is a problem of the present, so let's

deal with it in terms of the present.

That should be challenge enough.

Indeed, it may seem too much of a

challenge. To give up the illusion that

racism can be removed by defeating

some "enemy" or by implementing
some clever program, to recognize

that the fight against prejudice and
hatred has to be waged on four billion

separate battlefields every day,

means that hopes for an easy solution

must be abandoned. In fact, there

may never be a final victory—but I for

one am too damn proud to concede

that. I consider myself to be stronger

than my prejudices and I have the

same faith in other people. We may all

be racists, but the bonds which join us

as men are stronger—the source may
be ourselves, but so is the answer.

Jeffrey P. Trout '80

distortion

To the editor:

Ben All's Viewpoint of May 3 is

certainly a perspective. It is a per-

verted and distorted one, ignorant of

the situation, and one that aggravates

the problem. Let us make some at-

tempt to separate hateful dogma from

fact: "capitalism—racism of the poor

by the rich." Regardless of the

author's moral view of capitalism, it

is not racism. The poor are not a race:

this scourge transcends all boundaries

of race, afflicting men of all colors.

This is a beautiful illustration of what

makes racism so hard to combat: in

some instances, rhetorical ideology

confuses the real evil, distorting

men's thoughts and destroying their

power to understand and ultimately

appreciate their fellow men.

Christopher Skudder '77

logic part II

To the editor:

First table Brooks dining hall is

highly embarrassed and very anxious

to apologize for a misquotation of that

rudimentary rule of logic it claimed

that Mr. Ali had ignored. We had

meant to say that if the hypothesis is

false the "stiftement" (rather than

"conclusion") p implies q is

necessarily true. With this correction,

our rebuke of Mr. Ali stands. Our

thanks go out to Hank Korth and fans

of rigor everywhere.

Very truly yours.

First Table Brooks

.yr
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'Dominant force in dance'

Taylor residency starts Friday
The Williams College Dance Society

will conclude its series of dance

residencies on May 13-15 with the Paul

Taylor Dance Company. The com-"

pany was organized in 1955, was

recognized as one of the world's

foremost in 1973 and has continued to

grow in achievement and stature. It

^JwsilaaceiLin over two hundred cities

in the United ^tatM for "counlQess

college, university and civic groups

and has completed twenty-two foreign

tours. Also included in its

achievements, has been major
television exposure.

Paul Taylor has been a dominant

force in dance for over two decades.

He began his dance career in New
York after studying painting at

Syracuse University. Among his

teachers were Margaret Craske,

Martha Graham, and Anthony Tudor.

From 1955 to 1962 he was a soloist with

the Martha Graham Dance Company
and in 1959 he was a guest artist for

the New York City Ballet Company. In

1965, he was named "Dancer of the

Year" by London's Dance and
Dancers Magazine, was elected to

knighthood by the French government

ill' 1969, received the Festival of

Nations' International Award for

choreography, and has twice been a

recipient of ' the Guggenheim
Fellowship for Choreography. In 1%7,

FRAME SHOP GALLERY
MAIN STREET

WILIIAMSTOWN. MASS. 01267

PAINTINGS, ANTIQUES PRINTS

he was honored by the Capezio Dance
Award and has, through the years,

received many grants from the
National Endowment for the Arts and
New York State Council for the Arts.

Since the formation of his company,
Paul Taylor has choreographed over
seventy dances. Edwin Denby has
said, -"Wfat his Itas been dolng^ since
1969 is new in the sense that such
dance movement had not existed
before in the modem dance; the
technical as well as creative
discovery is his." His superb dancers
are quick and light, extremely agile,

and capable of the enorgious range he
demands of them. Some of the works
to be performed here are "Polaris",
"Esplanade", "Runes", and "Cloven
Kingdom". Chve Barnes describes
"Polaris" as an experihient in focus
and texture. The ballet is composed in

two parte in which the second half is

an exact repeat of the first—only the
cast, music, and lighUng have been
changed. "It is a curious effect," says
Barnes, "because given this changing
context, the very same dances take on
quite different shades of kinetic
significance."

In the three works, "Polaris",
"Esplanade", and "Cloven
Kingdom", Clive Barnes notes
Taylor's, "fluency and ability to

engage dancers in a special moment
of sensibility," and he suggeste that it

is, "perhaps the particular effect of

Mr. Taylor's choreography that it

exudes a sense of humor and
humanity. It has also an element of

seriousness that adds up to one of the
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most individual and important
statements in American Dance."

Robert Kimball of the New York Pott

explains that the title of Taylor's work
called "Runes" has to do with

hieroglyphics and secret messages
used to cast a spell. He descrilws it as

follows, "Under a full moon rising

siowly Qy«F. ,tb« 4arUy-JiL sfaige,

Taylor's dancers enact primeval,

spooky, rituals ... its music subtly

shifte mood from mystical to sinister

to rhapsodic." In this piece, Clive

Barnes feels Taylor uses an unusual

way of combining dance with drama.
He explains that, "an evening with

Paul Taylor is an intensely theatrical

experience . . . Taylor's dancers are

always people."

The residency program begins
Friday, May 13 at 3:30 p.m. with a
master class at the Lasell Gym-
nasium and at8:30 p.m. with a lecture

demonstration at the Adams
Memorial Theater, AMT, both free for

students. On Saturday, May 14,

Performance I will be given at 8:30

p.m. at the AMT and Performance II

will similarly follow the next night,

$2.00 for studente. The program for

Performance I includes "Public
Domain", "Polaris", and
"Esplanade" while Performance II

includes "Images" (World
Premiere), "Three Epitaphs",
"Runes", and "Cloven Kingdom".

The Paul Taylor Dance Company, recognized as one of the world's foremost
performing groups, will be In retidenceat the College from May 13-1S.

Viewpoint

Future role of the ACEC
by Steve Case

The ACEC may be the most con-

troversial organization at Williams.

In the past, students have consistently

expressed discontent with the quality

of groups booked, and the College

Council has complained of

misallocation of funds. In my opinion,

the new ACEC structure, adopted by

the council last week, will render

these complaints obsolete.

The major problem the ACEC has

encountered each year is a misin-

formed student body. The intent of

this article, then, is to set the record

straight and allow next year's ACEC
to start out on the right foot.

Let's start with the facts: ACEC
funds have been cut $5000 since 1973,

yet talent costs have doubled. Suffice

to say, this means the ACEC can't

book the type of groups it used to. This

year the ACEC Was budgeted $15,000.

Although that seems like a lot of

money, its peanuts in terms o( the

music business. The group Boston, for

example, grossed $140,000 in a recent

appearance. Obviously, Williams
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can't afford groups of this magnitude.

It sounds simple, but for some reasons

students fail to realize it. Every year,

students say that the ACEC used to

promote well-known groups, and go 6n^

to attack the committee for not"

maintaining the same booking policy.

Obviously, due to the skyrocketing

talent costs and cutbacks in ACEC
fuiids, it can't be done. Until students

accept this fact, thu ACEC will be
marred by apathy and inef-

fectiveness.

Students must adjust their attitudes

before the ACEC can adjust its

booking policy. Ideally, the ACEC
should book new, up-and-coming
talent, instead of second-^ate, over-

priced bands that a handful of people

have heard of but nobody really cares

much atiout. But the ACEC can't do
this unless students will respond,

because even if the group's out-

standing, the concert will be a failure

if only a few people show up.

This year, experts agree, there will

be no major breakouts of the sort we
experienced in 1976 (Frampton,
Boston, Fleetwood Mac, etc.) Instead,

a number of groups will break on a
regional, marginal basis. There are

dozens of relatively "unknown"—but
excellent—groups hovering on the

edges of national stardom. The ACEC
can—and will, with student support-
book these groups before they become
major attractions and their prices

skyrocket. Ticket prices for these

concerts would be low, and en-

tertainment value extraordinarily
high.

The ACEC has always had problems

determining the musical tastes of

Williams students. Basically, it has

been agreed that they don't have any.

But this doesn't help the ACEC much
in deciding what to book. To solve this

problem, a survey will be conducted

next week. Questionnaires will be

distributed in S.U. boxes, and the

results will be a major determinant of

ACEC booking policy.

Next year's ACEC recognizes its

role and limitations, and is willing to

contribute a lot of time and effort to

achieve its goal, which is, basically, to

please the students. If the students get

behind it with their support, it will be

very effective. Otherwise, it's doomed
to fail, and will eventually be

abolished.

Quite simply, its fate is in your

hands.

Steve Case was recently selected by

the College Council to head the ACEC
next year.
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Panthers rap purple lax, 1 8-5

Al Blakay daltnd* against Tom Stona't pats as ttia "skins" beat ttia "shirts" in

Ultimata Frisbaa Organization action. Brandeis forfaitad last Saturday.

(photo by C. Read)

Chiefs club Williams;

season record now 6-6
by Frank Pergolizzi

It was almost as bad as the UMass
Lacrosse game. Sunday afternoon a

strong Springfield College baseball

team invaded Weston Field and stung

the Ephmen with two embarrassing

defeats, 10-3, and 8-2. The losses were
the fourth and fifth in a row for

Williams and marked the lowpoint of

a week long slump that saw the Eph-
men make twenty errors in five

games while giving up 44 runs in the

same game span. Their record has

now dropped to 6-6.

Both games Sunday were
characterized by high scoring first

innings for the Springfield Chiefs. The
first game saw them score six runs on

five hits off starter and loser Steve

Maier, whose record now stands at 2-

3. Williams showed signs of

threatening midway through the

game, but they were quickly turned

off when centerfielder Scott Miller

made a diving catch of a Roger
McEniry line drive that the umpire
changed his call on three times. The
hit would have made the score 6-5.

Rick Walter continued his hot hitting

for the Ephs, going two for five with

two runs batted in.

The second game saw Springfield

score four runs in the first on four hits

and four walks by starting pitcher

Tony Stall. Williams got as close as 4-2

with runs in each the third and fourth

innings but Springfield scored four in

the top of the fifth to put things on ice.

Tony Stall was the loser and Paul

Barnes the winner. Brian Cox went

three for three for the Chiefs while

Scott Harrington had his best hitting

game of the year going three for four

with a run batted in.

Tomorrow Williams seeks to avenge

its April 26th loss to Amherst as the

Ephmen entertain the Lord Jeffs in a

big doubleheader on Weston Field

starting at 1 P.M. The Little Three

title is still up for grabs.

When senior captain Jamie Taylor

gathered in the. opening facedff,

galloped into the goal attack area and

pumped in a perfect feed to the crease

where senior attackman Dave Moffitt

waited to convert the quick stick goal,

only six seconds had elapsed and it

looked like it might be a very pleasant

afternoon at Cole Field.

When, at 6:25, driving middle Collie

-Nelso» parlayed a Todd Eckerson loft

into a net-denter and locked it up at 2-

2, Purple rooters were confident. The
Ephs had been getting off a lot of

shots, and Middlebury goalie Paul

Scheufle had lucked out, thieving a

couple of Dave Moffitt feeds.

When the Ephmen scored a third

time, a long 13 minutes and 41 seconds

later, the fans hung onto the hope that

Dick Goodbody's tally, scored when
Eckerson beat his man to the right

side of the goal and rerouted a Taylor

toss to Goodbody on the far side of the

crease, meant the Ephs were on their

way back from a 7-3 deficit.

They weren't.

In fact, Eph mentor Renzie Lamb
told his charges as they assembled on

the bench beneath the 18-5 final tally

glowing on the scoreboard, when the

Panthers play the brand of lacrosse

they played Wednesday there's no

way anybody is going to stop them.

"Today they were the best team we
played all year," Lamb said. "They
could've taken on UMass today."

The Panthers went bananas in the

second quarter, double teaming the

ball and constantly pressing, forcing

the locals into blown face offs,

abortive clears, dropped passes, short
passes, long passes and stupid passes.

The Mids burgled the ball on three
consecutive Williams extra man
plays.

And if you think that's bad, how

about three unassisted goals in 40

seconds durmg the third quarter?
Amherst knocked off Wesleyan 9-8,

and the Ephs followed suit, 13-10, last

Saturday. Jeff coach Peter Gooding
was on hand Wednesday to scout the

Ephs, and Lamb promises a
"dogfight" for the Little Three title,

on Cole Field tomorrow at 2:00 p.m.

New Yorkers trip Ephs
by Frank Carr

The men's varsity track team
closed out a rather disappointing dual

meet season on Tuesday, losing to

both Union and Albany State. The
Dutchmen garnered U first places for

an 83 point victory and Albany
followed closely with 71, while the

Ephs managed a lone pair of in-

dividual wins and finished third with

37 points.

Williams actually held the lead

early in the meet on the strength of

Larry Tanner and Jim DeSimone's 1-2

performance in the hammer throw.

Tanner blasted a 177 ft. 6 incher to

break his school record for the second

time and DeSimone followed al 108' 1 "

.

DeSimone also grabbed a second in

the shot put (42' 4%") and fourth in

the discus (108' 8") while Bob Duffy

sailed the disc 125' U'/i" for the

second individual Williams victory.

Duffy added three more points to the

team total with a second in the javelin

(178' 4") and John Dell'Erario tacked

on two more, placing third in the event

at 166' 8". Jamie Rouse (3rd in the

high jump—6') and Greg McAleenan
(4th in the long jump—19' 4'/*i") closed

out a respectable 25 point Williams

scoring total in the field events.

Once on the track, the Ephmen
found a mere dozen points with 4 pairs

of second, third and fourth place

finishes. Freshman Vernon "Tiger"

Davis negotiated the 120 yard high

hurdles in 16 flat for runnerup honors,

while the mile relay quartet of Paul

Untch, Vin Zinicola, Jeff Coombs and
Terry O'Reilly finished just behind

the winning Union foursome in a 3:34

clocking. Senior Ken Leinbach ran his

fastest mile time of the season with a

4:19.5 effort and wound up third in

back of Albany's Bill Mathis and
winner Kevin Scheuer from Union
who blazed to an Albany State track

record of 4:13.3. A Union duo paced
O'Reilly to a 2:03.0 third place in the

880, while Glenn Harris and Frank
Carr added fourths in the 100 yd dash

(10.2) and two mile (9:48.6) respec-

tively.

Racketeers swing into sixth at New Englands
Last weekend the varsity tennis

team took what's known in

presidential terms as a "working

vacation" as they ventured to

Amherst for a lot of work and a little

play at the New England cham-

pionships. The Ephs' hard work was

rewarded by a sixth place tie with

Trinity, behind winner Yale, Dart-

mouth, Harvard, Boston College and

Tufts, while the play served as a relief

from the grueling, sometimes four

match-a-day, format of the tour-

nament. With this fine showing under

their belt. Coach Dave Johnson and

sports shorts sports shorts...
SAILING
Freshman sailors George Wilbanks

and Anne Flocken placed Williams to

an outstanding finish at the 37th

Annual New England Sailing
Association Freshman Cup at Yale
last weekend. Wilbanks and Flocken,
racing in the B-division, coasted to a
second place finish as a result of

excellent sailing Sunday. The duo met
stiff competition in their division as
Tufts entered its A boat to grab first

place with 27 points, followed by the

Ephs with 33, and Yale with 47.

BIKING

Competing in its first race, the

Williams Road Racers hiked its way
to a strong finish last weekend in the

Berkshire Community College
Marathon. Freshman Roger Prevot
won the junior men's class, while

sophomore Peter Monsoi) raced to a

third place finish among 90 in the

senior men's division. Freshman
Wade Smith fared less well than

expected as he was plagued by

mechanical difficulties.

WOMEN'S SKIING
The women's ski team has selected

Rachel Potter and Marty Epstein as

captains of next year's squad. Potter

excelled in cross country competition

this season and fared well in the

Regionals. Epstein, captain of this

year's alpine contingent had an

outstanding year, finishing well at the

Williams carnival.

RUGBY
Last weekend the Williams rugby

team faced Harvard at the Smith

College annual Rugby weekend. The

Ephmen rallied from a 6-3 halftime

deficit to tie the match at 9-9. The
Ephs established control and Dave
Levy then booted what proved to be

the decisive penalty kick to beat the

Cantabs 12-9.

Track, Tennis, Basketball,

Athletic shoes

Authorized Dealer

ztrcadian shop
1 Water Street, Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458-3670
Doily 10 6. TKon. lO-f

his team returned home on Wed-
nesday to smother Wesleyan 9-0 and

virtually place the Little Three title

under there, too. The match for the

title remains to be played by Williams

this Saturday at Amherst.

The two place jump by the Ephs
from last year's eighth place finish

was marked by all-around good team
play and several outstanding per-

formances. Martin Goldberg and Tad
Roach particularly shined; Roach

capturing the "B" division con-

solation crown while Goldberg
matched his showing of last year by

reaching the semi-final round of the

"A" division.On his way to the semi's,

Goldberg avenged two earlier season

losses and managed to keep Williams

high up in team points. Roach played

an outstanding first round match only

to lose in a close third set to a fine

Dartmouth player. He was then fed

into the consolations where he rolled

through the field without losing a set.

The remaining four singles entrants

saw enough green to make any

leprechaun feel right at home as three

lost to players from Dartmouth. Jim
Parsons cruised through his first

round "A" match only to be derailed

in the second. In a similar situation

was Perry Nelson as he dropped a

close second round "B" match by

losing just a few big points too many.

Dean Gianakos returned to singles

play for the first time since early in

the season, only to lose a well played

second match by two tie-breakers.

Advancing well into the "C" draw,

Bill Whelan scored two wins before

being felled in a third set tie-breaker

by a Tufts opponent.

Doubles play was a bright spot for

the Ephs as Goldberg and Whelan
fought their way into the "A" semi-

final where Yale's brawn proved to be

too much for Williams' brain. The
"B" division team of Nelson and

Gianakos won a match before they

were also out-hit. Peter Friesen and

Parsons failed to get back at a Har-

vard duo for a previous loss after

winning their first round easily.

Against Wesleyan, Williams started

its "second season" in defense of the

Little Three title like a little kid who
has something and refuses to give any

of it away. The 9-0 shut-out was
Williams' first of the year.

Goldberg retained his tournament

form with a two set win, while Par-

sons looked strong in three sets. A
second set tie-breaker sealed a vic-

tory for Nelson and Evan Bash got

some exercise by also going three

sets. Roach, as usual, showed no

mercy as he won in straight sets,

while Whelan proved to be a good host

by surrendering one.

Highlighting the doubles action was
the successful return of Roach and

Bash. The nos. 1 and 2 duos of Gold-

Jim Parsons defeated his Wesleyan

opponent at No. 2 singles 6^, 4-6, 4-3.

(photo by Oettgen)

berg and Whelan and Nelson and

Gianakos won.

Laxwomen lose one
by Rex Coons

A three game win skein for the

Women's lacrosse team ended
Tuesday as it dropped a 6-5 decision at

Trinity.

With difficulty adjusting to the

hard, bouncy surface at Hartford, the

stickers fell behind 3-0 early in the

first half. They finally began to

overcome the sluggishness that

characterized this performance and

achieved a 4-4 deadlock at the in-

termission. The game was still tied at

5 goals apiece, until the Bantamettes

knocked home the game-winner with

a minute left.

X.^ ^"^
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Speakers detail African

apartheid, liberation
by Stu Massad

CoUistus Ndlovu of the Zimbabwean
African People's Union (ZAPU) and
Paul Pomphrey, director of the U.S.

Anti Apartheid Movement, spoke on
the future of liberation movements in

Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) and the role of

the U.S. in supporting apartheid in

South Africa Thursday in a talk

sponsored by the Williams Black
Student Union.

V Ndlovu, former delegate to the

Geneva talks on Rhodesia and now
ZAPU's North American represen-

tative, spoke on the future of Rhodesia
from a Zimbabwean guerilla's per-

spective. With the Portuguese with-

drawal from Africa, particularly from
Mozambique, Ndlovu'faid, the fall of

the Ian Smith government is

.
inevitable. He projected success for

the guerillas, now gaining in man-
power as blacks leave Rhodesia for

training camps in Zambia and
Mozambique, "within the next 18

months."
Ndlovu ruled out negotiation and

peaceful change in Rhodesia. He
characterized the Rhodesian
government as too entrenched in

apartheid to seek change, and
charged that instead it uses peace
overtures to split the African
movements at the bargaining table.

The proposals made by Secretary of

State Henry Kissinger for Rhodesian
settlement, calling for black majority

rule with certain posts reserved for

whites and an international fund to

reimburse losses by white refugees,

are racist and unacceptable because
they sharpen racial divisions and
compensate oppressors, not victims,

said Ndlovu. He criticized Kissinger

for not moving to settle the Rhodesian
problem until after the liberation

movements began to succeed.

"We are not fighting whites,"

Ndlovu said, "we are fighting a

system. He said the introduction of

token blacks into Rhodesian govern-

ment would not sufficiently alter

apartheid policies or what he called

the exploitation of black labor by
whites.

Ndlovu predicted the war would
'

escalate while the guerillas gain in

strength and unity, which he admitted
they now lack. He discounted the role

of Chinese, Russians and Cubans,
saying they served only as advisers
and trainers and would have no part in

actual fighting or the eventual poUcies
of a new regime.

Pomphrey focused on the role of

U.S. corporations in supporting
apartheid in South Africa. He noted

see SPEAKERS page 5
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Dewey House (pictured) and the Dodd satellites are being considered for option
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Lindsey to run Log next year
Claudia Linsey will serve as Log

manager for the '77-'78 school year.

According to Eva Grudin, Chairman
of the Log Committee, it was a "very
difficult decision" choosing her from

Claudia Lindsey, '77, will be the new
Log Manager. (photo by Oettgen)

a "very strong pool of applicants."

Lindsey saw her job not only as

business manager, but more im-

portantly as a public relations expert.

Her major objective, she said, will be

to establish a "wider clientele." More
people would come to the Log, she

asserted, if they knew of the varied

and flexible atmosphere. She likes the

changes and wants to make people

aware of the differences of the "lively

weekend crowd" as opposed to the

"quieter weeknight business" and the

radically different "vacation crowd."

As well as attracting varied student

groups, the new manager set getting

the faculty to the Log as a high

priority. To do this she plans to deal

directly with the staff rather go
through the students, since "Bring a
Professor" nights have not been
particularly successful in the past.

Originally, she said, faculty members
patronized the Log, but attendance

has fallen. She felt their interest

would pick up if they knew the people

at the Log were making an effort to

Gargoyle taps new members
"It's an honor, and some people

view it as an honor society," said

Lynn McConnell, co-president of

Gargoyle Society. But, she em-
phasized, Gargoyle is an increasingly

active, low-profile organization
working to present issues to the

College community.
Members tapped this spring were

selected from a large number of

qualified nominees, McConnell noted.

She claimed that Gargoyle is moving
outside traditional membership
choices, like editor of the Record and
captain of the football team, to select

from active students in alt sectors of

the campus community.
Gargoyle is changing, McConnell

said. The society, founded in 1895, and
until the late sixties was heavy with

tradition and ceremony. In 1967

members charged it with elitism, and
it began to liberalize. Women and

Newly Elected Gargoyles

Class of '78

Lisa Capaldini

Cathy Carpenter
Michael Crowley
Earl Childs

Anne Eldridge

Scott Fenn

Al Sentry

Tom Herwitz

Clifford Mitchell

Debbie Robinson
Charles Sanders

Marty Williams

Class of '79

Bronson Fargo Lee Jackson
Hilary Hodgeson Steve Rodgers
Kathy Jackson Sandy Sanchez

Jon Stalsberg

juniors were admitted in 1972, and
blacks began entering a few years

ago. "In the early seventies," said

McConnell, "it was just a white elitist

society. That's changing."

Gargoyle Society, which in the past

had been important in founding the

honors system. College Council,

student-faculty committees and the

Junior Adviser system, has not been

highly visible while it has changed,

McConnell remarked. This year, she

said, the group has tried to become a

forum for student debate, working
against student apathy on specific

issues. The society has met with the

trustees to question the College's

building plan and the effectiveness of

its financial aid program for middle-

class students. Gargoyle has written

letters to administrators on topics like

the institution of the central mail

room, none of which, McConnell said,

were answered.

McConnell saw Gargoyle's two open

discussions this year as highlights of

the group's activity. Last November,
the society hosted professors and
students to discuss the viability of the

American political system in

providing meaningful choice between
candidates. In January, Gargoyle

convened a forum on "What's Wrong
with Williams." McConnell said at-

tendance and debate at both

discussions were great because the

forum touched "a raw nerve on

campus."
"It's my anticipation that the group

next year will become more active,"

the co-president said. She looks to

next year's members "to found a

series of Gargoyle panels over the

next few years." She said she hopes
the society will become a forum for

student views and a channel to the

administration.

"This organization suffers from the

fact that we elect people active in

other organizations on campus,"
McConnell remarked. She said this

sometimes means members com-
mitted to other activities are unable to

devote adequate time to Gargoyle
meetings and programs. Student
apathy and lack of Gargoyle publicity

are other problems for the group, she
said.

accommodate them.

Lindsey felt no handicap in being

female. She thought that any
problems with rowdy clientele, were
not the result of malice, and that a few

words should calm most trouble

makers. "I'm not afraid to get in the

middle of things,' though" she said, if

the going should get rough.

She looked forward to special

promotions, such as class nights, and
televised sporting events to spark

interest and increase business over

the next year.

Lindsey saw the manager's job as a

once in a lifetime opportunity to run a

small business. She planned to make
this a short term job, leaving in a year

or two either for business school or to

get additional experience elsewhere.

Lindsey's selection pleased Log
Committee chairman Eva Grudin.

"Claudia is very charming and very

bright. She gets along with everyone,"

she said. The qualities Lindsey em-
bodied were both "good business

sense" and a "practical sense,"

Grudin noted. She knows the campus,
which will be important in making
quick managerial decisions, she said.

Grudin praised the abilities of

outgoing manager Gene Falk. "He's

done a fabulous job, he's been very

energetic and open to change," and
these have been very important to the

operation of the Log, she said.

Option houses

possible for

1978-79 year
A sub-committee of the Housing

Committee has proposed that some
current residential house satellite

buildings be converted to optioti

housing for 1978-79, according to

Housing Committee Co-chairman
Sally Coney. The proposal is "very,
very tentative, she said, and initially

involves only Dewey House and one of

the Dodd House satellites.

If the Committee on Undergraduate
Life approves the proposal next fall, it

will go to the Board of Trustees for

approval at their January meeting.

Option housing would be open to

juniors and seniors, and all students

involved would be entirely off board.

The College has suggested that it

might provide funds for the

enlargement of existing kitchen
facilities, said Coney. Each house
would have about ten to fifteen

residents.

Students living in the option housing
would be responsible for light

maintenance; no matrons or janitors

would be assigned.

Each person applying for option

housing would be assigned a random
number, with prospective seniors

being assigned numbers first. The
applicants would then form groups to

fill up the houses, the groups with the

lowest average number receiving

their preferences first. There would
therefore still be a random aspect of

the procedure but some selectivity in

the formation of groups would
remain, and would avoid the
possibility of fraternity-like groups
being formed, added Coney.
The decision to propose option

housing resulted from the increasing

number of students applying for off-

campus housing, she said. Option
housing is a compromise between off-

campus and on-campus, suggested
Coney. Those students living in the
option houses would retain an af-

filiation with a conventional
residential house to prevent their

becoming isolated. If all current
satellite buildings are converted to

option housing, the number of Main
Street row houses may be reduced,

said Coney.

Food service subsidies

aid senior dinner dance
Food Services will provide the food

for the Senior Dinner Dance at no cost

to seniors, according to Line Avery,

chairman of the Senior Dinner Dance
Committee.

Last year Food Services served the

dinner, but did not cover the costs of

the meal. Food Services did, however,

offer a $1.00 discount to everyone that

attended, which included seniors,

underclassmen, parents, and faculty.

This year. Food Services is sup-

plying the dinner entirely free of

charge to all seniors, including those

not on board. The costs of the meal for

the underclassmen, parents, and
faculty who will also attend the meal
will be paid for out of the $12.50 ad-

mission fee that is to be charged.

This admission fee also covers the

costs of tent rental, liquor, and a band.

Avery remarked that the sub-

sidizing of the dinner by Food Ser-

vices was entirely Food Services

Director Ross Keller's idea, and that

it was his way of saying farewell to the

Senior class. Keller explained that his

decision to pay for the meal came
about because he said he believed

"Food Services should be doing

something on behalf of seniors during

senior week. I feel this is something

the College should do and I have no
reservations about it."

Avery noted that the money saved

by Keller's decision to subsidize the

dinner would be used to increase the

liquor supply and hire a better band
for the dance.

The menu and the serving schedule

for the dinner will be determined

mainly by the Senior Dinner Dance
Committee. Neither Keller nor Avery
know exactly how much the dinner is

gojng to cost, although Keller noted

that "Food Services is planning to

keep a lid on it so that it doesn't cost

too much."
Roughly 400 to 450 seniors and

underclassmen are expected to attend

the dinner dance, according to Avery.

Kite Day

Kite Day will be held on Satur-

day AAay 14at liOOp.m. People are

invited to come fly Kites or just

watch on Cluett hill. About «0 kites

will be flown by students In the

Basic Design course.
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Co-op Option
After several years of discussion, co-op housing may

become a reality on the Williams College campus by fall 1978.

Although the proposal has just emerged from a housing com-
mittee subcommittee and faces scrutiny by the full committee,
the CUL and the trustees, the chances for adoption are ap-

parently good.
The major benefit of incorporating what the sub-committee

calls 'option' housing into the present system is that it may
reduce the number of people living off campus. Even the CUL
Final Report on the Residential Housing System, which op-

posed co-op housing, admitted, "The situation in which around
140 students are allowed to live off-campus is viewed with
concern by the committee." A CUL survey last spring showed
"a significant, although not overwhelming" interest in the

option alternative.

Conceivably, students dissatisfied with the residential

housing system who normally seek off-campus housing for

junior and senior year would take advantage of this option.

Even the staunchest defender of the residential system would
agree that keeping students physically associated with the

College in co-op houses contributes more to the desired at-

mosphere of the College than having students spread out all

over Williamstown.
The objection that option housing would reduce the

diversity of the housing system could bog down passage of this

proposal at the CUL or trustee level. Alttiough the small scale

experiment with option housing would not be a threat to the

status quo, the implications of this change could receive ex-

tensive debate.
The Record believes that the proposal submitted to the

housing committee successfully reconciles the principle of

randomness—the key to diversity—with the self-selection

required in forming a single housing unit.

Hopefully, the interest in this alternative will not be
dissipated over the summer months. Procuring option housing

for 1978 requires swift action this fall on the part of the housing
committee and the CUL. The Record suggests that both com-
mittees make this a top priority issue when the groups recon-

vene in September.

No Surprises
It is fun to have someone throw a surprise party for you. It

is entertaining to open a box of Cracker Jacks and see what
your surprise is. It is neither fun not entertaining, however, to

have the administration of a college drop major surprises in

your lap over the summer.
Last year, students were told right up until the end of the

school year that problems with Baxter Hall, seating and line

problems and space problems for freshman activities would be
explored and solved before any decision would be made con-
cerning a central mail service in Baxter. Yet, the decision was
made and implemented over the summer with little or no
chance for student input. The Record staff returned and found
that it no longer had an office. Individuals and organizations

reacted strongly against the administration decision but there

was little that could be done.

We don't want to return to Williams next year only to learn

that over the summer some one decided to remove the columns
from the front of Chapin Hall or close the row house dining

halls. It is the administration's responsibility to make
decisions. The summer break, however, should not be used as a

grace period where controversial decisions can be made
irrespective of the wishes of the College community.

\Letters: Racism continued
No error in logic

To the editor:

We wish to comment on the response to Ah's logic which
appeared in your May 3 issue.

It is not that Mr. Ah has erred in his logic but that he

need not state a "second hypothesis": it is a well known
fact ( for those who care to see) that the majority of people

at Williams, regardless of color, are racists. Trying to

jaake that facf a "hypothesis" will only be denjjing tbe.

truth. In effect, the writer(s) is a good example of what

'

Mr. Ali terms "the master who does not see or pretends

not to see." The writer(B) is certainly a liberal given the

majority of liberals on campus; pardon us, there are no

racists at Williams. The solution to this problem of

"blindness" might be a correct political education, which,

unfortunately, Williams College does not offer and the

American society tries its best to suppress.

—TariqAbduUaand^ .
-
i

-j: vi-„ •-"•^^-'^--s--"
-Bujjiy^nda Prasad."

Ali responds and elaborates
To the Editor;

Thank you for printing my last article and for the lively

and thoughtful responses it generated.

It is a great pity if the article conveyed the impression

that in the special case where the rich exploit the poor, the

poor constituted a particular ethnic group. In no way did

the article state or imply that poor people constituted a

specific ethnic group. It is when a person living in a

society where he is used to seeing the poor as
predominantly one specific ethnic group that any mention
of poor people reminds him of that specific ethnic group.

Such is a classic example of how society and environment
affects the individual's perception of things and people.

In Williams College, the average student is apt to think

of all blacks as being on financial aid or welfare. In just

the same manner, the blacks tend to think of all whites as

belonging to the jet set.

In the article, I raised the point that perhaps one may
object to the existence of a BSU or a black newspaper. Of

course, anyone can question the existence of a BSU or the

Jewish Union or country clubs. What is often forgotten is

that these organizations exist primarily because of the

racist factors inherent in this society and that but for the

racist factors, the need for unions on strict racial lines

would not arise.

Then comes the problem of "responsibility for the sins

of the fathers". Yes, one must accept responsibility for

the past sins of the fathers. Not only that one must accent

responsibility for the present guilt of the fathers insofar as

one continues to enjoy the fruits of those sins. Yes, one can
quickly deny responsibility for the sins of the fathers, but

does one refuse to accept the estates willed to him-her by

the fathers which are tainted with these sins. If the answer
is yes, then one may refuse to accept the responsibilities

of the "sins of the fathers."

Now comes the major question as to whether racism is

inherent in the individual as though one was born with it.

To borrow the idea of Stokley Carmichael and C.

Hamilton, racism must be defined into two categories:

institutional racism and inter-personal racism. Racism
inherent in the individual (if such a thing is possible)

would come under inter-personal relationship. To sub-

scribe to the belief that inter-personal racism is an
organic part of the individual is to yield to the forces of

reaction who entertain the notion that a particular race is

tiorn evil or that it is "The Devil."

In the majority of cases, one has to look at the problem
in terms that racism exists in the individual not for its own
sake but that it is precipitated by certain social, political

and economic factors. It is the knowledge that at the end
of the semester I'll head for the rat-infested ghetto while

most of my suite mates and friends will head for their

Viewpoint

plush suburbs which creates hatred in me towards them.

In this case also, my hatred is aroused by the fact that this

system allows the existence of ghettoes as well as

suburbs; it allows one man to lounge by the swimming
pool while others cool themselves in front of a broken fire

hydrant. At such times, I hate the white man. But my
hatred is the product of my environment. It is when people

of similar socio-economic class but of different ethnic

groups have to compete for jobs or housing that these

problems become manifested in racial terms.

Institutional racism, on the other hand, has little to do
with the individual. It exists within the socio-political and
economic structures of a society and about which an in-

dividual, regardless of his good intentions, can do little

unless he wishes to change the society. It is this in-

stitutional aspect which makes many people, such as the

liberal, unwilling accomplices in the racist and ex-

ploitative process of that particular system. A few
examples will suffice.

Many American youths were conscripted to fight a war
which was both genocidal and racist in character in Indo-

china (Gen. Westmoreland said that he was not con-

cerned about Vietnamese casualties because Asians did

not value life as much as Americans did) even though

many of these youths opposed the war.

Andy Young, the American representative to the U.N.,

calls the South African regime "illegitimate," but the

Carter administration thinks otherwise and hastens to

'clarify' Young's statements, as in so many other oc-

casions. Carter as the President necessarily approves of

the Southern African regimes of Rhodesia and South

Africa, but Carter as the individual is probably opposed to

them on his moral and human rights grounds, we hope.

Thus, the main point in all this is that it is not Viet-

namese against Americans, Jews against Arabs or blacks I

against whites, but it is the contradictions between the I

socio-political and economic systems which creates racial
J

awareness and bigotry, which are then activelyj

manifested by individuals. To further crystalize this

argument, I would like to say what the speaker on Southi

African problems said a couple of days ago when he gave
|

a lecture in Bronfman. He said that the guerillas in

Southern Africa are not fighting the White Men, but the

system created by these men that actively propagates

racism and discrimination because of the color of one's

skin. Thus, it is not possible to eradicate racism and other

forms of discrimination unless one is willing to eradicate

the system which consciously or unconsciously en-

courages such attitudes among the people.

ALUTACONTINUA!
Ahmed Ibn Ben Ali alias

Nana Fripong-Mensah with

Rajendra Singh^Khadka.

Student group investigates power
by Mark Leach, Eric Scheye, Greg Weber

Once upon a time a great commotion was heard in the

Purple Valley and there was great wailing and gnashing

of teeth. There was talk of strikes, of voting "NO", of

seceding from the College Council, of tearing the student

government up by its roots and starting afresh.

That was three months ago and things have quieted

down somewhat since then. Have you noticed?

The concern, however, about the students' place in the

decision-making processes at Williams has outlasted all

the faddy politicking, angry letters and hoopla. The
concern was first given constructive attention at the

forum held in Baxter Hall immediately after the College

Council elections. About one hundred people from the

Williams community attended the forum. Forty of these

people signed up to hold further meetings to discuss

decision-making at the College. The group met four times

by itself and also conducted open meetings with the CAP
and the Steering Committee.
Four weeks ago a proposal was drafted and sub-

sequently presented to the College Council which would

"create a College Council committee charged with the

investigation and evaluation of student decision-making

power at Williams College." The proposal was approved

one week later and on April 24 Uie first organizational

meeting was held The meeting was widely publicized on

posters and radio, and most of the twenty students who
attended are now actively engaged in th^ business of

investigating decision-making at Williams.

The committee works this way: By means of extensive

interviews with members of the student Ixxiy, the faculty

and the administration, we hope to get a total picture of all

the various decision-making processes at the College.

From this picture we hope to deduce the degree of student

access to information as it is presently found in these four

decision-making centers: 1) Individual departments, 2)

Student-Faoulty Committees, 3) Faculty Meetings and
Committees and 4) the Administration. Two sub-

committees, headed by John Raitt and Tom Stone, have

already begun investigating individual departments and
student-faculty committees. Next year two more sub-

committees will be established to look into decision-

making in the faculty meetings and committees and in the

administration.

One of the committee's primary objectives is to be

highly accessible and responsive to student concern and
input. To facilitate this accessibility, the committee is

recruiting people in every residential house on campus to

act as liaison representatives. Over a dozen of these

representatives have already been found and have held

meetings during this past week to solicit student input

during these formative days of the committee. Next year

every house will have a liaison representative to whom
students can speak about questions involving decision-

making at the College.

The response to the meetings already held by the Uaison

representatives in over half of the College houses has been

disappointing. Three months ago it seemed as if students

were dsking to take soilfe responsibility for the decisions

which affect their life at Williams, and we hope that that

perceived attitude was not just a passing fad This

committee should provide constructive expression for the

desire to understand and influence the powers which

affect us here. For those who do want to take some
responsibility for the decisions which affect them and who
feel that understanding the politics of the community in

which one lives is important^ we invite your help. We need

help conducting interviews, establishing the liaison

network and, above all, we need help to be in touch with

the concerns of all students. Input and insights from
graduating seniors is especially needed now. If you would

like to get involved during these next two weeks or if you

would like to plunge in next year, contact one of the

persons named below, or come to our next meeting in the

Wilson Room at 6:00 pm Wednesday.
Leach, Scheye and Weber are the Temporary Co-

ordinators of the decision-making investigation com-

mittee.
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Twenty-eight profs leave to do research, catch-up
Twenty-eight professors will be

taking all or part of next year off,

either on sabbaticals, leaves of ab-

sence or assistant professor leaves.

Included in this exodus are nearly half

of this year's department chairmen
and the entire history of science
department (Professor Donald deB.
Beaver). Some will be taking time off

to catch up on developments in their

fields, some tqdp research for article^,

and Iwoks, and soine' will be teaching
at other schools, either as a change of

pace or to supplement their incomes.
Tenured faculty are entitled to

sabbaticals of a semester once every
four years or of a full year once every
seven. They receive three quarters
pay from the college in either case.

Untenured faculty may be granted
one semester assistant professor
leaves at full pay if the College

believes that a research or creative

project merits it. Additionally, all

faculty may take leaves of absence
without support from the College.

Following is a partial list of what
some factilty will be doing in their

time off.

Laszlo Versenyi, professor of

philosophy and chairman of the

history of ideas program, will be
teaching at an as yet unnamed in-

stitution next year. Versenyi says he
will mosf likely be teaching the same
type of courses he teaches here, but is

going to another school because he
needs the money. He hopes to earn
enough on top of his three-quarter

Williams sabbatical pay to help him
put two children through college.

Professor Donald deB. Beaver,
chairman and sole member of the

history of science department, will be

doing research at Yale next year on

the growth of collaboration in science,

particularly in Napoleonic France
where it first appeared as a common
means of researching. Beaver plans

to work alone, although the idea came
out of a collaboration, he says. Being

the only member of his department,

Beaver was asked how he felt atwut

leaving the entire history of science

sequence bracketed in his wake. "The
department is divided about the

move," he says. "I have some
misgivings about taking an entire

year off. I hope in the future just to

take a semester off at a time."

take leaves

of absence

without support

from the college.

Raymond Chang and Harold
Warren of the chemistry department
will both be at Stanford next year.

Chang will be doing research in bio-

inorganlc chemistry, hoping to

discover how certain small molecules

are able to mimic the action of

hemoglobin in the blood Hemoglobin
is the protein which transports oxygen
from the lungs to the tissues. He also

plans to complete two books during

his leave, one on the structure of the

Chinese language, the other an in^

troductory chemistry text. Finally, he

plans to teach a course while there, in

order, he says, to "see what Stanford

students are like."

Warren will be a "visiting scholar"

at Stanford, although he is not quite

sure what the title entails. He plans to

take some graduate courses, make
some explorations of the current

Uterature, and possibly do some
writing while there. He also wants to

look at the organic chemistry course

taught at Stanford to "see what
they're doing with it."

Professor Don Gifford, the English

department's Joyce scholar, will be

spending time in England and Ireland

next year. While in Ireland he intends

to revise and <inlarge his annotations

si Jjoyce'8 Dul^lii^il. iajy) A Pffilriiit

of the Artist as a Young Man, and also

work on a monograph on the nature

and function of metaphor.

Professor Guilford Spencer,

chairman of the mathematics
department, will not be going

anywhere next year, but will establish

an "office hideaway" in Williamstown

to catch up <^on some reading and

pursue some interests that he has not

had time for because of his teaching

and administrative duties.

The sociology department is losing

its chairman. Professor Robert
Friedrichs, to Cambridge University

where he will be working on a book

about the sociology of the sociology of

religion. He also plans to do some
tutoring while there, but the book will

be his main focus, he says. Friedrich

also plans to present papers at two

conferences of the International

Sociological Association, one in

Sweden and the other in Hungary.

Professor Irving Shainman of the

music department plans to travel

around the world during his time off.

He hopes to do some lecturing at near

and far eastern universities, on his

way, most likely in the Philippines,

Thailand and Israel.

H. 'Ganse Little, chairman of the

religion department, will be studying

hermeneutical problems associated

with the metaphor in London next

year. He says he is "interested in

trying to get a sense of what people in

fields of philosophy, anthropology and

literary history are telling us about

the importance of metaphor in un-

derstanding creativity, interpretation

and imagination." He plans to do

Viewpoint

Respect and Selfishness
by EricSundin

Williams students are intelligent,

eloquent, and well-rounded Their

education is responsible for their

moral decency, as well as their

usefulness in society. Unfortunately,

the word respect seems to be missing

from their volcabularies. Another

word is too often put into practice-

selfishness. An education at Williams

implies "constructive introspection"

and "striving for personal

achieve»nent." Achievement and
improvement upon the "old ways"
are the cornerstones of the capitalist

system of the United States.

Tragically, respect falls victim to

disrespect which results from
selfishness.

Everyone would like to think of

themselves as "respectable" and

"decent." No one can ever be totally

"decent." The Williams student,

however, comes to find his eUte and

excellent Williams education as a

manifestation of respectability and

therefore erroneously concludes that

he is wholly respectable.

It doesn't really take much to

shatter this snobbish bubble. Williams

students are guilty of the same
sickness which permeates out society

as a whole. The crimes here may be

comparatively small, but in principle

they have the same root, namely

selfishness.

At Williams, "personal

achievement" has been perverted into

a selfish excuse to step on other people

or show disrespect. Like stealing

books off reserve shelves or from

other desks. Like cheating on tests.

Some people just don't respect the

rights of others: the right to a clean

campus, the right to property, the

right to quiet in the library to name a

few "rights." Trash is everywhere so

we need to hire vacumers and

janitors. Perhaps our noses should be

ground in the trash to prove a point.

Instead it is picked up, which absolves

us of our "sin." Eventually, WCFM

gets around to replacing stolen

records and equipment. Parking lot

scrapes are eventually repaired by

the unfortunate owner. (How do some
students merit driver's licenses)?

Sidewalk lamps are picked up off the

ground or rebent back to a vertical

position. Windows are replaced at

great costs. Photography Club

equipment can only be recovered by

re-purchasing. Money, even clothing,

is stolen from rooms, food from

refrigerators and books from hallway

storage boxes.

The point is not that the lesser the

crime, the less guilty one is. Ob-

viously, burning costumes is more
sick and more heinous an act than

stealing lab results. The point is that

students are taught to be competitive

and learn as much as they can and

have as much fun as they can. Un-

fortunately, despite the isolation of

Williamstown and the decency of its

students, the campus is still plagued

by the basic human, and maybe
American, tradition: selfishness.

Such small thefts and damages only

hint at the tip of the iceberg of

selfishness which grows instead of

diminishes as things get more ex-

pensive, time more rare, job openings

more scarce. The disrespect rolls on.

I don't mean to preach nor do 1

profess to even expect a solution. But

perhaps if people weren't quite so set

in their old ways, they could switch to

new tracks, correct tracks, on which

respect rules over disrespect.

Hopefully, such truth will reveal

itself and not be externally imposed

by negative law—punishment when

the damage is done. Any damage

must be resolved and reconstruction

must occur.

Central to the idea of disrespect and

damage is the problem of cheating at

Williams. The person who cheats

shows no respect for the person who is

honest. Ideally, everyone would agree

that honesty "is better than" lying.
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research in "several bodies of

literature" and make contact with

many of the prominent an-

thropological thinkers working in

England now.

The development of political

tolerance will be the subject of a study

by George Marcus of the political

science department next year.

Marcus will be staying on campus and
con^nuecuachiag women's crew, but
will not be teaching'. He expects his

research to consume the bulk of his

time. Marcus is waiting to hear from
the National Science Foundation
about a grant for the project, but says

"Foreign language

teachers should

go abroad as

often as possible

to 'recharge

their batteries.'
"

he will do the work using secondary

materials if the money is not apn

proved. He expects the entire project

to take two and a half years.

Nicholas Fersen of the Russian

department hopes to spend some time

with his family in Rome during the

first semester next year, but he says

his plans have not jelled He expects

to spend the second semester at his

Pownal, Vermont home working on

translations and planning new
courses.
Stuart Crampton, chairman of the

physics department, will work at MIT
next year on "bulk quantum effects on

hydrogen atoms at liquid helium
temperatures." Helium cooled to 2.6

degrees suddenly and inexplicably

changes from a vicious liquid to a
state of "superfludity". Crampton and
his research associates at MIT hope to

shed some light on the phenomenon by
using hydrogen, a simpler atom, in

experiments. "It's a long shot ex-

periment," says Crampton, "but we
can afford a long shot. And we are

bound to learn a lot even if it fails."

The project is expected to take

several years.

John Hyde, chairman of the Wstory
department plans to travel to Canada
and France to do research for course

materials. In Canada, he plans to visit

new historical sites to help him
"capture the flavor of Canadian life."

In France, he hopes to look at the

north and northwest regions which
have served as invasion routes often

in the past. Hyde is interested in the

mixture of cultures that has resulted.

Hyde also expects taspend some time

in Williamstown next year working on

new courses.

George Pistorius, chairman of the

romanic languages department will

be in Paris doing a stylistic study of

I9lh century French poetry. Pistorius

says he also wishes to return to

France to help him keep his French
current.

"Foreign language teachers should

go abroad as often as possible to

'recharge the batteries'. The
language is growing," he says.

Pistorius, who answered the phone on
departmental chairman business

several times during the interview,

gave another common reason for

taking a sabbatical. "I need it," he

said.
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Poetry has imagination, lacks craft
by Henry Ricks and
Jonathan §anoff

Student poetry is unlikely to usher

in a new age for the *fifien word. The
efforts of the Acadl^^ of American
Poets Contest winner Steveh White,

and the honorable mention designees

Laurie Giemza, David Clement, C^rol

Croland and Catherine McCune, will

.i.j»t {QifiS ug^tojefoTOyiate ovff views

on the possibilitii^ of language.

Nevertheless, the poetry has

praiseworthy qualities. It exhibits a

willingness to use everyday language

and objects, and a certain amount of

humor and playfulness. In matters of

craft, however, these poets are still

amateurs. They do not employ the

sound of language well and at times

the motive behind their line breaks is

a mystery. Each poet is best

examined individually.

The winner, Steven White, is

familiar to most people who read

student poetry on this campus. White

is notable principally for his constant

experimentation; so much so, that it

is difficult to discern a consistent

voice in this writing. He shows
creativity in his use of images, which

are often striking. In a "Mime's
Elegy" the voice tells us that "The
intimacy of silence-Lay siege to me."
or in "About My Invention" we are

directed to "the floor strewn with the

possibilities." Striking images are not

enough to create a poem, however
White sometimes deals images at

random as from a deck of cards. In

"Tatoo" there are three images: "the

sharp ships-of circumstances," "a

glass-of water," and "a pure-white

room." The last two images
strengthen each other, but the first

remains isolated. This randomness of

image weakens the poem, making it

seem fragmented. White's other

weakness is the use of "poetic punch

lines". At the end of "Tatoo" the voice

tells an unidentified listener: "We
both know-What indelible means,"

which is meant to sound ominous.

Another example is "Divination"

which ends:

"While the coin shines up

through murky water.

Guiding you like the

first pale star

Barely burning through

this night."

The problem with this practice is that

it cheapens the rest of the poem. We
ha ve a sense that the poem exists only

to lead us to the final lines.

The first of the honorable mentions

was Laurie Giezma whose poetry was
read by Rabb; the poet herself was ill

and could not attend. Giezma's poetry

is marked by a colorful imagination.

The speaker of "The First Chinese

Brother" is "from the country of

fireworks." This image alone would
be commonplace, but in conjunction

with the line, "I ... n»ver could say

No-to a child striking a book of

matches," and "Dead languages
sifting from the sky" it takes on

power. The obvious delight with which
Giezma writes, is infectious. She is not

as slick as White. The word "Then" is

the first in four lines of the third

stanza—a sin White would never

commit. Still the poetry is engaging.

David Clement's poetic indicia is

humor and common speech. For
example, "nice" is used twice in

"Amy in Africa." Normally, this word
is only cliche but in this poem's

context, where the speaker is a vague

and perplexed man a cliche is ap-

propriate. The poetry is unpolished

and also seems highly influenced by

Rabb; nevertheless it is often funny.

Carol Croland's poetry is quite

uneven. Her personal poems often

avoid the issues they attempt to deal

with by shifting imagistic vagueness.

Have a travel problem that you
cannot solve? Educational Flights

has, for 7 years, been helping

people In the academic community
get to Europe and the rest of the

world at minimum coif, with

maximum flexibility, and
minimum hassle. Call us, toll-free,

at 800-323-5M9.

In "Miriam," a poem about the poet's

grandmother, the first section suc-

cessfully employs realistic detail. The
second section moves from the

specific into the fantastic image of a

hospital room attacking the poet while

her grandmother dies. The death

itself is lost in the image; the ex-

perience is obscured rather than

reyealed. "On Henri Matisse's Por-

trait of Madame Matisse" Is another

poem which breaks down at the end.

Matisse adopts a dispassionate and
effective tone throughout the first four

stanzas. Disappointingly, the final

phrases use too many adjectives and
mood loses its earlier objectivity.

Both pieces begin strongly, but the

quality is not maintained.

story about a circus freak, in-

terspersed with quotes from Freaks

by Leslie Fiedler. The poem is suc-

cessful because it is complete

deception. We believe that McCune
has taken her material from an actual

book which describes real though

grotesque events. Yet, all this is pure

invention. A well controlled |>assage:

I ani gomeiim%s moved ^^^^vr-i..;^^

by the persistent trembling of a

landscape

or the specificity of a butterfly

whose twitching wing divides

and defines sunlight.

Now this way. Now that.

This poem reveals intelligent artifice

far superior to any of the poems.
The reading was chiefly notable for

two pleasant experiences, Laurie

Giezma's exotic imagination and
Catherine McCune's thoughtful in-

vention.

^. e^-A V.-.
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A MIME'S ELEGY

1 knew myself in a pool

Of light and let

The intimacy of silence

Lay siege to me. I opened
Onto the world like the

doors

To a high balcony.

Ric Nuccio's politica I science dais takes advantage of balmy waathtr.

(photo by Read)

Viewpoint: Respect and Selfishness

—Steven White
copyright 1977

The last honorable mention was
Catherine McCune. Many of Mc-
Cune's poems are marred by sen-

timentality. Her standout, though, is

"The Elephant Man—Robert Merrick

(1887-1927). It was one of the best

poems read, perhaps the best. It is a

VIEWPOINT from pages

The person who cheats is therefore

dishonestly selfish. (Everyone is

selfish). The honor code system at

Williams is an admirable effort to

strike at the conscience of those

dishonest people and not to strike

from over their shoulders during an

exam. Practically, however, the

system falls short. Even though the

cheater might get a better grade than

the honest student, it is a consolation

to know that he's wasting his own
education and that, perhaps, will

eventually catch up with him. Some
people may cheat so well that this

may only happen after Med or Grad
school if at all.

In a less drastic way disrespect also

flashes its nasty teeth: tlie word
'silence' seems to be an unknown in a

student's vocabulary. You almost
never hear it for any length of time in

Sawyer, as ironic as that fact is. With
the increased usage of the library at

the end of semester, the Reserve
Room sounds like the runways of JFK
airport, complete with turbo-prop

vocal cords. An occasional whispered
conversation or restrained laugh is

tolerable, but a library shouldn't have
to double as a cocktail lounge. Other
college libraries seem much quieter.

Why can't ours be?

What are the solutions? If I knew, I

could solve all the world's ills. A
police force and library gestapo
hardly seems the answer. The nasty
librarian in secondary school showed
us the meaning of respect by
"carrying a big stick." It is sad to

think that students here are not

beyond this level of maturity, and that

someone else has to wield power to

enforce such respect. What is so en-

ervating is the flurry of wisecrack
comments and profane language
which immediately follow someone's
attempt to tell them what silence and
respect for those who need to con-

centrate is.

Of course not everyone is to blame
for everything. We've all got to be a

little selfish in this society and at this

college to "get ahead." But disrespect

need not accompany this selfishness,

and the education we get here should

teach us this, if nothing else. Racism
and crime would not exist if it weren't

for disrespect. Perhaps such an ideal

society is unattainable—but what is so

difficult about having a quiet library,

a clean campus and a more honest

student body? We have so many
luxuries here at Williams so why don't

we show our appreciation through

respect??

Gar-Wood House presents

MASH
««A COCKEYED
MASTERPIECE!*'
— Joseph Morgensfern. Newsweek

Thursday night 7:30 & 9:30

-Bronfman
$1.00 ^r]

WDJUIIS

The Paul Taylor Dance Company, recognized as one of the world's foremost performing groups, will

be in residence at the College from May 13-15.

The Log
presents

Top Cat and the Nine Lives

(A student singing group, who sound a lot better than their name suggests)

performing barbershop, spiritual, drinking and popular tunes.

Wed., May 10 10:45 p.m.

Special added attraction: freshly baked soft pretzels—the kind you get on

New York streetcorners.

Th« Log will be open every night

from the end of classes until graduation
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The Record Store

The Beatles"

Live at the Hollywood Bowl $4.99

Live at the Star Club Hamburg Import (2 LPS) $10.48

DAILY 10-5:30

FRIDAYS TIL 0:00

Tel. 458-5418

MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED
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Green edges laxwomen, 9-8
by Rex Coons

A single goal made up the bitter

difference once again as Dartmouth

spilled the lady laxers 9-8 on Friday.

The Big Green threatened to turn the

game into a romp as it cruised to a 7-2

lead in the first half. Then, as against

Trinity on Tuesday, the team sud-

denly rallied after Sarah Baldwin

drew first blood following in-

termission. Instantly the Ephettes

quickened the pace and the attack unit

of McKinley, Fish and O'Brien began

making sharp, precise passes to find

the open shooters. The display

brought the moderate sized crowd to

life on this lazy afternoon and a

confused Green team found itself in a

tie at 8 goals apiece. But Lady Luck

intervened after an injury to

McKinley suspended play with five

minutes remaining. The delay,

followed by a missed penalty shot

swung the momentum t>ack to the

Hanover invaders. With only 30 ticks

of the clock to play, the deciding tally

slipped past goalminder Taft. Its

record now standing at 3-4, the team
concludes the season at Middlebury

on Wednesday.

Racketmen keep title

TENNIS from page 6

dejected Jeffs took to the doubles

where their clay-court games were no

match for Williams' controlled power.

The no. 1 duo of Goldberg and Whelan,

semi-finalists in last weekend's New
Englands, played the errorless tennis

expected of them in a 6-0, 6-0 win.

Perry Nelson and Gianakos won the

kind of match where the only thing in

doubt is the final score, 6-3, 6-4, while

Roach and Bash did it all in winning 6-

1, 6-0.

Women's volleyball

ends season with

four straight wins
The women's varsity volleyball

team completed their season with two

solid victories at a tri-meet in North

Adams on Monday, ending with a

winning record of 7 wins and 6 losses.

The squad defeated Union College in

two games, 15-9, 16-lS. It also beat

North Adams State in two games, 15-

10, 1,5-10. TJie victories were niore

substantial than The 'scoffe St 'flrsf

indicate because Coach Susan Hudson

put in all the JV players during these

games and in short, it was the

Williams JV that defeated the varsity

teams of the other two schools.

The volleyball team ended its

season with four straight victories-

marking the development of a strong

and well-coordinated squad. The
setting techniques of Leslie Ferguson

and Jenny Armstrong were consistent

throughout and made it possible for

some of the superior spiking

demonstrated by the other members
of the team. In addition, the serving of

Karen Dold and Lisa Marder was
consistently outstanding.

The final record does not

adequately express the strength of the

team explained Coach Susan Hudson.

Women's volleyball had a tough

schedule. Williams was rated as a

Division III team this year yet it

played primarily Division I teams

against whom it did extraordinarily

well. "I was extremely pleased with

the team's progress," said Hudson.

Make JEWELRY, BOWLS
& other Creative items

YOURSELF!

ENAMEL'
An easily learned skill consisting of fusing crystals tnto

copper, producing a glassy finish. Express your artistic

talents while making stylist goods.

classes are available

\ throughout the summer.

3 class hours a week 4 week sessions

$30

All Materials included

Starting week of June 6th

MON-SAT. ^-12 AM MWF7-10PM

For information & registration

Ca II Maureen McKeown 662-2642

From April 1 through June 14, you can fly roundtrip from

New York to Luxembourg for only $410.

That's $89 less than the youth fare you'd pay on any

other scheduled airline. (From Chicago you pay $458 thru

April 30 and $430 from May 1 thru June 14.) All you

have to do is be under the age of 26.

There are no booking restrictions. We give you the same

service you'd get from other airlines, without the same high

costs. So, if you're not flying Icelandic to Europe, you're

spendingmore than you have to. We'll give you the best deal

on fares and on our New Horizon Escorted Tours, too.

Save ^89 onjet fares
to Europeandbook
anytimeyouwant.

r,
Icelandic Airlines. Dept. #CN

I W). Box 105. Wtst Hempstead. N. Y. 11552

I
See VDUr travel agent. (> call loll free:(800» 55,5 1212.

Please send infoniiation on Icelandic's low-aist fares and New
Horizon Esa)rted Tours of Europe.

—\

N;niu'

Ad(1rc^>

I
Clly Stnic

I
F.ires subjeil to ch.inKe .nid liiivl .ippnu.il

/'ip

.J

Icelandic
Lowest Jet fares to Europe of any scheduled airline

—WHSHIIB—
Freshmen awarded RECORD promotions
Record editor Scott Fenn has announced the appointment of three

associate editors to the paper's staff. Nancy Richman, Ray DeMeo and Stu
Massad, all freshmen, have been promoted from staff reporters to associate

editors. The appointments are effective immediately.

According to Fenn, DeMeo and Massad will be working in the news
department while Richman will be concentrating primarily on arts. He
stated that the promotions were based on consistent and high-quality

reporting throughout the year. "These appointments are an attempt to get

our most promising reporters more heavily involved in the production of the

paper," said Fenft Headded; "Getting an associate editorship ts usually the

first step in moving up the Record hierarchy and brings both more freedom
and responsibility."

Colloge's ovolution outlined in book
Peter P. Welanetz, director of the college physical plant, has written a

section of a new book about college and university facilities.

The recently published book, "Campus Planning and Construction," by

Sam F. Brewster, Includes an entry by Welanetx entitled "Planning and

Construction at Williams College." It describes the evolution and expansion

of the college from 1793 to the present, and Includes plans for new con-

struction.

The Association of Physical Plant Administrators of Universities and

Colleges publishes the book. Welanetz was president of the organization in

1969 and 197S. He has directed the plant at Williams since 1951.

Irons to speak on the FBI
Peter Irons, a political scientist currently involved in a lawsuit over his

FBI files, will speak on "The FBI from the Hiss case to COINTELPRO:
Unlocking the Files" tomorrow night at 8 p.m. inRoomS, Griffin Hall.

Irons served a two-year prison term for violating the Selective Service

''Act. He has done five years of research on the Alger Hiss case, and has acted

as a consultant for a firm working on the case of Daniel Ellsberg and the

Pentagon Papers.

A second-year student at Harvard Law School, Irons currently teaches

at the Experimental College of Tufts University. He has taught previously at

Ohio State, Boston State and the University of Massachusetts. He holds a

Ph.D. in political science from Boston University.

LOWEST PRICE EUROPEAN FLIGHTS

We are serving the academic community with discount

travel abroad. Let us make your air travel arrangements.

Flexibility as to destination and departure saves you $

CALL US LAST

TOLL FREE 800-223-1722

West's Package Store
Route 2 Between N.A. and Williamstown Tel. 663-6081

1976 BEAUJOLAIS

Now In Stock Finest Vintage in Years

CHATEAU LAROSE-TRINTAUDON

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED BY "VINTAGE MAGAZINE"

16 oz Case

RETURNABLE

Ballantine

or

UTICACLUB

$5.49
plus

$1.50

Deposit

Track, Tennis, Basketball,

Athletic

shoes

by Nike

arcadian shop
1 Water Street, Williamstown, Mass. 01267

(413) 458-3670
Oyw Daily 1 HI ». Tliwr». !• til f

Trackmen go

to Easterns
by Frank Carr

A quartet of Williams trackmen

travelled to Westfield State College on

Saturday for the Eastern Track and

Field Championships and finished

well back in the field of over 20 teams

with a mere trio of team points. In-

juries, sickness and other assorted

factors reduced the Eph contingent to

about one-third of what it has been in

recent years.

The only Williams scorer in the

large scale meet was senior Ken
Leinbach who erased the school mile

record with a lifetime best of 4:12.8.

He easily captured third place just

three seconds behind winner John

Savoie from Providence. Leinbach's

next race will be at the N.C.A.A.

Division III Championships to be held

in East Grand Rapids, Michigan on

May 27-28.

Junior Larry Tanner made the

finals in the hammer throw but

finished one place out of the scoring in

6th. His longest heave of the day was

177 feet, just 6" below his school

record, and his series of throws was
consistently out around 170 feet.

Tanner will compete this Saturday in

the New Englands at UMass and then

join Leinbach for the Nationals in

Michigan.

Half-mile specialist Dave Seeger

toured the first lap of his qualifying

heat on the shoulder of eventual

winner Mick O'Shea, but the purple

strider's kick was not enough to stay

with the Irish Streak, as Seeger

missed the finals cut-off with a sixth

place conclusion. Seeger ran to a

personal best of 1:56.9 and smashed
his previous Westfield State track

record by one-tenth of a second

Junior Frank Carr also set a per-

sonal record, clipping .8 seconds off

his lifetime best in the three mile.

Carr's 14:32.0 performance brought

him to sixth place among a crowded

field of 20 runners.

Zimbabwean's on

African apartheid
SPEAKERS Irom pafl* 1

the strong motives of accessible

natural resources, cheap labor and

American tax incentives as reasons

for U.S. corporations branching into

South Africa. He claimed that these

moves exploit the apartheid policies

of South Africa and support the

government by paying South African

taxes. Pomphrey also criticized large

loans to South Africa from U.S. banks.
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Leinbach named
Athlete of Week
Ken Leinbach, miler on the varsity

track team, has been chosen as the

Record Athlete of the Week following

his excellent performance at the

Eastern Track and Field Cham-
pionships on Saturday. The senior

trackmen sprinted to a third place

finish in the large scale meet and

shattered the Williams outdoor record

of4:16.7, (setbyS. H. Orrinl966) with

a lifetime best of 4:12.8. Leinbach's

, cloclcing also J,untiis5«&„ tto io^loor

.

mark' of 4:12.9 held by Jay Haug '73,

for the fastest mile ever run by a

Williams student.

Honorable Mention—Vivian Pat-

terson, senior point on the women's
lacrosse team, has been awarded an
honorable mention after her selection

to the New England College squad.

Crew ends season on upbeat

Ken Leinbach, Athlete of the Week.
(photo by Read)

by David Hitchcock

Last Saturday at Onota Lake in

Pittsfield, Williams' heavyweight
crew nipped perennial powerhouse
Trinity by seven-tenths of a second to

win an extremely gutsy and hard
fought race. The victory carried an
especially satisfying flavor due to the

quality of the competition and
because it marked the first time a

Williams heavyweight boat had
beat«n Trinity. The WiUiMms. lights

weights powered past their

bewildered Maristand Trinity College

opponents to an easy 8 second win.

Having an off day in the choppy
water, the freshmen fell to Trinity by

a length.

The women's heavyweight and
lightweight eights apparently rowed

Top n Little 3

Laxmen crush Amherst, J 7-7
by Nancy Rhein

It's all a matter of really wanting it.

Coming off an 18-5 loss to Middlebury

Wednesday, the men's lacrosse team
used Panther like play to get what it

really wanted— a smashing 17-7

victory over Amherst and yet another

Little Three Crown for Eph mentor
Renzi Lamb and senior captain Jamie
Taylor. Although the Jeffs sported the

superior record and had ^a better

showing against defending NE champ
Middlebury, Williams was looking for

the win as eight seniors closed out

their Cole field careers.

It took but 57 seconds for the team to

get rolling as middle Colie Nelson

connected for an unassisted tally.

Minutes later Bob Hiltzik, in his first

goal of the season, made it 2-0 and it

was 10 minutes and many Bob Cowin-

saves later before the Jeffs got on the

board following a sloppy Eph clear.

Attackman John Glynn put one in at

:41 to give the Ephs a small lead going

into the second.

Determined to widen that margin,

Todd Eckerson and the midfields fed

and fired, scoring five within five

minutes. The team's scoring spree

was slashed midway tlirough the

period, as the squad was faced with a

three man disadvantage which
resulted in 2 Amherst goals. Ecker-

son, playing tough, rippled the Jeffs'

net, only not the ref's satisfaction as

the goal was disallowed. Refusing to

give up, Eckerson fed Taylor for a

goal.

Going into the third, the visitors had

Dick Goodbody cradles the ball safely away from an approaching Jeff defen-
seman. The Ephs took Amherst 17-7 and the Little Three this Saturday.

(photo by Oettgen)

Jeffs bomb Ephs twice
by Frank Pergolizzi

The dam broke Saturday afternoon

on Weston Field as Bill Swiacki, Jerry

Seppa, and company pounded out a

total of 28 hits, scoring 31 runs and
taking away any hopes the Ephmen
had of salvaging their season with a

Little Three title. The Williams slate

now stands at 6-9, as the Ephs have

suffered defeat in their last eight

games.
The first game saw Williams score

two runs in the third inning, to take a

lead that lasted until the fifth. Two
errors by Amherst, including one

where Ken HoUingsworth knocked the

ball loose from catcher Paul
Harasimowicz on a play at the plate,

helped Williams score.

Starter Steve Maier had looked

strong through the first four innings

but in the fifth, Amherst belled five

hits and sandwiched in a couple of

sacrifices to score four runs and take

a 4-2 lead. They scored two more in

the sixth on Bob Sternberg's homerun
to right center field and three more in

*he seventh.

Amherst pitcher Bill Swiacki was

having little problem with the

Williams hitters, yielding only two

hits. Williams scored once in the

seventh to make the final 9-3.

In the nightcap Williams again took

the early lead scoring a run in the first

as Scott Harrington walked, went to

second on a passed ball, stole third,

and scored on a passed ball.

Williams pitcher Tony Stall had also

looked strong for the first two innings.

Then, in the third. Stall walked three

men and Amherst rapped three base

hits to score four runs and jump out to

a lead that was never seriously

threatened. They scored three runs in

the fifth, seven in the sixth, one in the

seventh, two in the eighth and five in

the ninth. Williams got as close as 7-4

when Frank Kreutz hit a three run

homer to left center field, about the

only bright spot on the day for

Williams.

Wednesday Williams traveled to

Middlebury and bowed to the Pan-

thers, 3-0. Tom Albert was the losing

pitcher. The Ephmen finish out the

season Saturday with a doubleheader

against Wesleyan at Middletowa

hopes for a few quick goals to start a

comeback similar to that which had
taken the teams to a double overtime

last year. Frosh Glynn scored from

Peter Thomsen while Gus Nuzzolese

hit for the team's eleventh on a man
up play. Max Murray, in one of three

excellent goals, tallied at 9 minutes

Ijefore the game's paced slowed.

Senior goalie Bob Harryman and

senior defenders Bob Marquess, Scott

MacLachlan, and C.arlton Tucker took

over in the fourth for their final home
action. On offense, Dick Goodbody

scored twice and Doug Gill added one,

while senior Dave Moffitt connected

for Williams' last goal.

well, but were overcome by more
experienced Radcliffe crews. Since

Radcliffe is currently ranked first in

the nation, the results do not really

reflect the strength and fine style of

the women's boats this year.

Coming off a disastrous debacle

with Coast Guard the week t>efore, the

men's varsity heavies simply decided

they would not be beaten again.

Rowing into a moderate headwind
that made the 2,000 meter course-

appear 300 meters longer, the heavies

went all out at the start of the race to

find themselves ahead by a length

over both Trinity and Marist shortly

after the 500 meter mark. The strain

evidently took its toll as the other two
boats slowly crept up to the heavies,

whose stroke had slipped to a
relatively low 32. Providing the high

point of the day for the spectators and
a particularly hair-raising moment to

coach Brian Dawe, the Williams crew
took the stroke up in the last 500

meters to 36 per minute and called a

kamikaze sprint, pulling up by three

seats on the last 20 strokes, to beat

Trinity by a seat. The triumph tasted

sweet as Trinity boasted six of the

eight men who had won England's
prestigious Henley regatta last

summer.
There was never any doubt in the

lightweight race as they took an early

lead, letting the oarsmen comfortably
view the competitioa From a length

lead at the 1,000, the lights leisurely

widened the open water. Both Trinity

and Marist have top Ughtweight
crews, making Williams a good bet in

'-tjext^week's^TJad' Viir reg^ila,
generally recognized as the eastern

small college championships.
Trinity usually fields several

seasoned prep school rowers in their

freshman boat. However the Williams
freshmen are waiting for another
chance at Trinity during the Vail, as
they were hampered by several
boatstopping crabs (when the oar gets
caught in the water). Rowing below
their usual standards, the frosh lost to

Trinity by a length.

The women's lightweight crew
almost beat Radcliffe's second var-

sity boat, missing by .6 seconds. In the

heavyweight division, Radcliffe's first

and second boat won by 26 and 13

seconds respectively.

Women's track sets first season records

The lacrosse team has been

invited to compete as the No. 2 seed

in the Division II-III ECAC tour-

nament this weekend. The Ephs
will meet Tufts (7-5, with losses to

Amherst and Wesleyan) Friday at

3 on Cole Field. No. 1 Middlebury

will host No. 3 Mass Maritime
Friday, with the winner of that

match meeting the Tufts-Williams

victor on the lop seed's home field

Saturday.

Season No. 1 was quite a success for

the women's track team. Taking on

Middlebury and Amherst in tri-meet

action, the Ephwomen grabbed five

firsts, with the Panthers and Lady
Jeffs taking 4 and 1 top finishes.

Frosh Jane Golay got the team
jumping with a 4'6" winning leap in

the high jump. Amy Langston tossed

the javelin 86'4" for the Eph's second

field event win. The running events

were the highlight for the squad as

Renalda Pierce dashed to a first in the

100 yd. event with Michele Johnson

following her in at 12.9 for a second.

Frosh Vanessa Blowe picked up a

third in the 220 with a 29.5, her

season's best. Tricia Beckwith flew to

a 63.4 finish in the 440 with Mary
Hakala taking charge of the long

distance in a 5:35 mile.

Meeting tougher competition, the

Ephwomen turned in a determined

effort for a third place finish behind

Harvard and Dartmouth. Golay's 4'6"

earned her third while Beckwith had a

second in the 440. In the two mile frosh

Debbie Gregg rame in third, following

her fourth place in the mile. Pat
Strong led the Ephs field finish with a

fourth in the shot put and a fourth in

the javelia

Track coach Sue Hudson said she

was pleased with the team's per-

formance this season as many team
members showed great im-

provement as newcomers to the

sport. Hudson and her crew hope to

fare even better next year with an

expanded roster and schedule.

TRACK RECORDS-Women's

100 Yd - Renalda Pierce 12.0

220 Yd - Renalda Pierce 29.0

440 Yd - Patricia Beckwith 63.2

880 Yd - Patricia Beckwith 2:25

Mile - Mary Kakala 5:35

Two Mile - Debbie Gregg 12:26

440 Relay - Beckwith, Blowe,
Johnson, and Pierce 55.0

Long Jump - Sandy Sanchez 13'9"

Javelfii - Pat Strong 90'

Shot Put - Pat Strong 29'

Ephs keep tennis crown after smashing Jeffs
by Evan Bush

For a while things weren't going

quite as they were supposed to last

Saturday. There was Williams, the

heavy favorite to retain the Little

Three tennis title for the fifth con-

secutive year, deadlocked at 2-2 with a

mediocre, albeit scrappy, Amherst
team. But, as that old fellow

Anonymous once said, "When the

going gets tough, the tough gets

going." For the Ephs then reeled off

five consecutive wins for a 7-2 victory

which, when combined with an earlier

9-0 trouncing of Wesleyan, keeps the

Little Three crown in the heart of the

Berkshires for yet another year.

The win. Coach Dave Johnson's first

ever on the Amherst Courts as a

player or coach^ was Williams' fifth

against five losses and marks the first

time this season they have reached
the .500 plateau. Only today's match
against tough Colgate remains on the

schedule.

Amherst came out smoking in the

singles matches, showing as little

respect for the champion as did

Rocky. Leading the Ephs once again

was no. 1 Martin Goldberg who
recorded his sixth straight win 7-5, 6-0.

Dean Gianakos at no. 6 showed why
he's a master of Har-Tru courts as he

frolicked to a 6-2, 6-1 win. Williams

trouble came in the middle of the line-

up, as no. 4 Tad Roach lost only his

third match of the year 6-2, 6-0 and no.

5 Bill Whelan was slowed by the Har-

Tru to a 6-3, 6-2 defeat. The real

crusher to Amherst's hopes, however,

came with the score tied at 2-2 and
Jim Parsons (no. 2) and Evan Bash
(no. 3) involved in three set matches.

Bash put the Ephs in front to stay with

a come from behind 3-6, 6-0, 6-4 vic-

tory and Parsons followed soon after

with a nifty 6-7, (5-4 in the tie-breaker)

6-2, 6-3 performance.

The nails were now all but ham-
mered in Amherst's coffin as the

see TENNIS pages
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Young, Reisman to deliver
addresses at commencement

United Nations ambassador Andrew
Young

Social scientist David Riesman

Buda Bear brings trivia

!

Two a.m. The minutes drag wearily

on as words cliclc monotonously out of

the typewriter. There is no end in

sight. A classic all-nighter. Unless

You guessed it. Unless it's trivia

night, the most celebrated all-nighter

of all time. Buda Bear, taker of top

honors in last semester's contest, will

be in charge of the evening's

festivities.
by Special Correspondent

James D. Nail

All the available manpower of Buda
has been at work scouring the Six

Great Realms of Trivia: TV, Movies,

Comics, Sports, Advertising, and
Miscellany. The semester-long

process of choosing questions has just

recently been completed and the team
-is confident that the megatonnage
generated will take participants back

to the days of Dick Van Dyke, In-A-

Gadda-Da-Vida and Great Caesar's

Ghost faster than a pair of P. F.

Flyers.

A short stop will be made in those

days of study halls and hall passes,

college applications and the S.A.T.'s.

The third hour bonus will make
participants sweat again as they see

the once-forgotten circles ( to be filled

in with No. 2 pencil only) and the

sealed question booklet of the Trivia

Contest Admissions Test. Scores from

200 to 800 will be awarded for trivial

achievement.

The challenge round will also be

from the days of driver's education

and "It's Academic." Teams will be

asked to submit questions to Buda
Central where they will be screened

for megatonnage and placed in

numbered envelopes. When Buda
calls a team, the team will request an

envelope and Buda will ask them the

question. If they are stumped, the

team which submitted the question

will receive the points; if the team
answering the question shows their

collectively trivial minds to be un-

stumpable, they will, of course,

receive the points.

Buda Bear has been a power in

trivia for over two and one half years.

Their meteoric rise to the heights of

triviality began in the fall of 1974 when
as freshmen and rookie trivia-ists

they placed fifth. Showing the con-

sistent strength necessary Tor a good

team, they also placed fifth in the

following spring, both semesters
ranking as the top freshman team.

These early efforts were based in

Morgan Hall where Buda, dorm
mascot, guided the team. These two

strong showings marked the team as

one to watch in following contests.

And Buda continued its ascent; the

fall of 1975 saw them rise to third, the

following spring they rose to second,

behind the always"trivially powerful

Homo. Last fall they were not to be

denied again.

What team will earn the title "Most

Trivial Minds on Campus"? All

that remains is the waiting.

U.S. Ambassador to the United

Nations Andrew Young will give the

Baccalaureate address and social

scientist David Riesman will deliver

the Commencement address at

graduation ceremonies this June.

Young will speak in Chapin at 5:15

p.m. on June 4, and Riesman will

speak at 4:30 p.m. in Mission Park on
June 5.

President Jimmy Carter appointed
Young Ambassador to the UN on
January 30, 1977. Since that time.

Young has represented the United

States on several trips to southern

Africa and other parts of the world.

He has aroused considerable con-

troversy in recent months by com-
ments he has made on ambassadorial
missions.

Riesman has done several studies of

the higher education system in

America. In 1950 he published what he

calls "a psychoanalytic study of

society," A Lonely Crowd. He co-

authored.The Academic Revolution in

1968, an account of the development of

American colleges and universities.

He has also published several other

works on alternatives for higher

education, and is an advocate of

"competence-based education,"
which determines a student's aptitude

according to practical experience

rather than through examinations and
grading systems.

Riesman is currently involved with

curricular revision at Harvard, is a

member of the Task Force on College

Life, and is director of a graduate

seminar on higher education.

Young rose to prominence in the

I960's as a close associate of Dr.

Martin Luther King, Jr. and a leader

of the civil rights movement. He was
elected to the U.S. House of

Representatives from Georgia in 1972,

fromthe first black Congressman
Georgia in 101 years.

In Congress, Young was a member
of the Congressional Black Caucus,

the Democratic Study Group and the

Environmental Study Conference.

Young is a graduate of Howard
University and the Hartford

Theological Seminary, and is an or-

dained minister of the United Church

of Christ. He currently serves as an

official of the National Council of

Churches.

Countll creates committees;

clamps down on club funds
The College Council allocated $2,600

of its 1977-78 budget to finance a Fall

ACEC concert, and accepted proposed

formats for two committees to

parallel the activities of the CUL and
the CEP.
ACEC Chairman Steve Case an-

nounced plans Tuesday night to hold a

concert featuring a "new, up-and-

coming type of group," sometime
during the month of September. He
estimated total cost for the event in

the range of $5,000, including $3,500 for

the lead group and $500 for a warmup
band. Case specified that the event

Trustees add two
Massachusetts Governor Michael

Dukakis last month approved an
amendment to the College Laws
authorizing an increase in the size of

the Board of Trustees from twenty to

twenty-two members, according to

Francis H. Dewey III, Treasurer of

the College and secretary to the

Board. The move was intended

primarily to facilitate the ap-

pointment of more women.
The two newly created vacancies

will be filled by term trustees, who are

appointed for three years. The Board
currently has three term trustees, five

alumni trustees who serve for five

years, the remaining members being

designated permanent trustees and

appointed for fifteen years.

Under the present arrangement,
women have been excluded mainly
because of the scarcity of vacant

positions. Two women serve on the

Board at present. The new openings

will hopefully provide a more
balanced and representative Board in

the future.

Dewey said that possible candidates

to fill the places will be considered

between now and June when the new
appointments will be announced. The
nominating process is informal and
trustees may recommend anyone
whom they believe is qualified, he

added. Not all of the available places

however, need be filled. Dewey said

he expects at least one woman to be

appointed.

Seabrook: The nights Randolph spent in jail
"The main thing is the crowding.

There's no privacy," said Dave
Randolph '79, describing conditions at

the Concord armory in New Hamp-
shire. Randolph is being held for his

participation in the "occupation" of

the Seabrook nuclear power plant

construction site on May 1. He is being

held in lieu of $100 bail on a charge of

criminal trespassing, a misdemeanor.

Randolph says he will stay in jail

"until they let us all out on general

personal recognizance." Protesters

arrested along with Randolph at the

demonstration to stop construction of

the $2 billion atomic facility are

refusing bails of $100 to $500 in a

gesture termed "bail solidarity,"

which they hope will force the state of

New Hampshire to release all of them
on personal recognizance. According

to the National Guard, it is costing the

state nearly $20,000 a day to keep the

prisoners locked up in four National

Guard armories around the state, and

the cost has forced New Hampshire
governor Meldrim Thomson to ask

corporation and union help in paying

for it. Of 1,414 protesters arrested, 737

were still in jail last Tuesday.

Randolph is also awaiting the

outcome of two American Civil

Liberties Union suites charging that

the armory jails are "cruel and
inhuman" because they are grossly

overcrowded and that the arrests and

bonds being set are illegal.

Two other Williams students, Paul

Schneider '77 and Ross McConnell '80,

also took part in the protest. Mc-
Connell says he left when police and

National Guardsmen moved in to

make arrests Sunday afternoon (May
1). Schneider was arrested, but bailed

himself out to return and finish a

senibr thesis.

An alliance of environmental and

antinuclear groups calling itself the

Clamshell (for the damage thermal

pollution from Seabrook was expected

to cause the Seabrook clam flats)

began planning the "occupation" last

October and kept the New Hampshire
state government informed of their

plans all the way through. An earlier

occupation of the construction site last

August drew about 180 people. Sun-

day's drew an estimated 2000. In the

event of another occupation (which is

probable according to Clamshell
organizers) Randolph and McConnell

said they would return, while

Schneider said it would depend on the

circumstances.

The issues surrounding the nuclear

facility go beyond the dangers of

nuclear power, although these were

prominent in the protesters' reasons.

In addition, however, a town

referendum had opposed the plant,

but the local edict was overturned by

a two to one vote of the state licensing

commission, which gave the Public

Service Corporation of New Hamp-

shire to go-ahead on construction.

The EPA subsequently stopped

construction when they learned that

the plant had a woefully inadequate

cooling system that would in effect be

pumping hot water into the ocean.

Clamshell's preparation for the

occupation included training sessions

in non-violence, which Randolph and

Schneider attended. Clamshell sought

to prevent any confrontations with the

police and Governor Meldrim
Thomson and keep the focus of the

protest on nuclear power. Damage to

Nonetheless, Thomson branded the

demonstrations as a "cover for

terrorists" and threatened to call out

the National Guard if they came, a

promise he made good.

The following account of the protest

and the arrests was put together from
accounts of the Williams students

there.

Protesters arrived Saturday, April

30 with tents and supplies for 4 days.

Police stood by and moved fences to

let demonstrators onto the site.

Roughly 2000 people came, mostly

young, but a considerable number of

professional people as well. The
protesters had previously been

divided up into "affinity groups" of 20-

30 members. Each group had a

representative on the central council

which made decisions for the

demonstrators.

On Sunday at around 3:30 the state

police told protesters in' effect that

their "day of fun was over" and that

they had ha Ifan hour to either leave or

face arrest. Almost all chose to stay

and arrests began at around3:45 p.m.

and did not end until Monday mor-

ning.

Schneider was finally arrested at

4:30 Monday morning, and Randolph

not until 5:45 a.m.

When police announced that arrests

were going' to be made most

protesters gathered their things

together and went over to busses

waiting to take them to a National

Guard armory in Portsmouth. Many,

however, chose to "non-cooperate"

and went limp when police ap-

see CLAMSHELL page 3

would be a rock concert, but did not

indicate possible artists that might be

available. Council President Tom
Herwitz submitted a motion to

establish the Student Life a id Student

Education Committees, paralleling

the CUL and CEP, respectively. The
committees are designed to "allow for

further discussion of major
problems" confronting the CUL and

CEP. Herwitz added that they would

enable the members of the student-

faculty committees to "look at

problems without being swayed by

faculty viewpoints."

By a narrow margin, the Council

voted to require student organizations

to place all of their funds in the

business office. Business Manager
Shane Riorden originally proposed the

change in the interest.o^Jmcroying
bookkeeping procedures. The College

will provide organizations with all the

interest accrued on their accounts.

see COUNCIL page 2

485 freshmen join

the class of 1 98

1

men/women- 1.15
Four hundred eighty-five applicants

have accepted admission to the Class

of 1981, according to Admissions

Director Philip Smith. He expects a

class of about 475-480 next year after

allowing for a small reduction over

the summer.
According to Smith, 259 men and 226

women will enter Williams next year.

The difference is due to the excess of

applications by men ovef the ap-

plications by women. This reflects a

nationwide trend, he said. Although

admissions is sex-blind, a higher

percentage of women applicants than

men were accepted.

Most of the students Williams ac-

cepted and lost who went to Ivy

League colleges such as Harvard,

Yale and Princeton, said Smith.

No change in housing arrangements

will be necessary to accommodate the

Class of 1981, although the rooms in

Currier which were used for this

year's freshman class will not be

needed next year. This is just a return

to normal procedure, said Smith.

No entries will have to be changed

from male-occupied to female-

occupied, since adjustment of

basement rooms in Fayerweather and

Lehman can accommodate a swing of

10-15 students either way, according

to Smith.

The Class of 1981 is smaller than the

Class of 1980 was at the same time last

year. Smith attributed this to the

leduction of acceptances by the

College from 1015 to 909. He could not

say whether this lower level of ac-

ceptances would be maintained, citing

applicant pool characteristics as the

deciding factor in determining policy.

Eighteen applicants remain on the

waiting list for the summer and will

be contacted if too many of the

already Accepted applicants go

elsewhere.
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The end of a beginning — how did it all go?
byRaJendraS.Khadka

Yes, it is all over now. So how did it

all go? I am sure you learned a lot. If

you did not, something is wrong.
Maybe you can't handle the job next
year. You must admit that now you
understand what Zarathrustra really

said or why he said those things. Or
perhaps you can now decently analyze
the death of love or love of death in

contemporary fictioa Or how about
religion. Were you born again?? Come
on, you must have learned something.
After all, one year or so of intense

academic work that demands
dedication and commitment; and
after all, we are all intelligent.

Perhaps you are not *the academic
type. Who needs Hemingway or Plato
or Organic Chemistry, right? Right
6n! One more sucker. I'll recite a
requiem for you in some distant

future. Title: Let Us Now Praise
Those Who Didn't Make It After All—
Don't Blame Us!

Did you fall in love? Did you fall out

of love? Did you just make love? Did
you even learn to love—or lose? None
of these? Jesue kid! Think twice

before you decide to come back to

school next year. Wait! Perhaps there

is hope after all. Did you learn to

throw the frisbee? Yes, that's it! By
God! You must have learned to throw
the goddamned frisbee if nothing else.

What is that? Oh, you don't beheve in

UFO sport. Gee, that is too bad. For a
moment I thought you did make it

after all and I really thought you had
some chance. So you didn't know what
the hell was going on inside the

classes and what was going on outside

the classes. You are a lost case, if I

may pronounce a judgment upon you.

Strictly student criteria, you un-

derstand. Maybe the administration

will think otherwise, although your
academic record is not promising at

all, to saj' the least.

But hang on. I just thought of

something. Yes, kid, if you get this,

you will pass with flying colors. Yes, I

am talking about that weird-looking

cigarette—no it is not a Mexican
cigar—with the pernicious smell. By
your description of that 'thing' I can
already see that you are headed for

disaster. You mean you did not get

high at all? No, I understand you are a
down-to-earth personality, but still

... It seems there is nothing to tell

your folks back home after all, huh?
Oh, you will invent stories And give

the usual bull like in your papers at

Williams?? But friends are harder to

elude than pedantic professors, you
know.

How about friends? Surely you met
some terrific characters. They all

disliked you? Damn? There must be

at least one person who can at least

tolerate you, what do you say? For
example, the guy I saw you playing

pool with. Surely ... Oh, you guys
don't talk at all while playing, and you
still don't know what his middle initial

stands for. But that really is not very

important is it? You really don't know
anyone, huh? That is profound, kid

You have potential, it seems. Perhaps
you should become extremist-
conservative or leftist. Start

something like "Right On, Nbcon
Party," or "Ban Nixon Party." I am
sure in this manner by becoming
committed to a profound cause you
will meet people and have a

responsibility to bear. It is also a good
way to get into politics and rip people

off later on in your life, not to mention
fringe benefits like free trips abroad,

fact finding trips, and exotic gifts like

So long. Coach Johnson
How many people in this day and

age wear antiquated "Don Budge"
long white tennis pants? If you've
ever been to the squash or tennis

courts you'll know that's the way in

which, coach Johnson distinguishes

himself from his players. Dave's
youthful appearance has attracted

many young ladies to racquet sports
and has broken an equal number of

young hearts upon their discovering

that he was a married coach. Having
disguised himself as an excellent

squash and tennis player during his

undergraduate years at Williams,

coach Dave Johnson returned to the

College in the fall of 1975 to substitute

for Sean Sloane who left on a two year
sabbatical. Upon arriving at
Williams, Dave faced the difficult

challenge of introducing his "system"
to a group of veteran players.

There are many qualities which
make Dave a highly respected and
well-liked coach. First and foremost,
Dave cares about his players as in-

dividuals. He displays an equal
amount of respect and concern for

them regardless of their ability. The
nature of individual competition
inherent in racquet sports requires a
coach to be especially sensitive to the

psychological state of his players.

Dave both perceives and identifies

with the problems often faced in

competition. His capacity for un-

derstanding is continued off the court

as well. Players never hesitate to

come to him with their problems

knowing that he will be both open and
helpful.

Although squash and tennis are

individual sports, coach Johnson has

been able to instill a vital spirit of

unity among his players that con-

tributes both to the comraderie and
success of his teams. With this unity

has come a healthy competitive at-

titude as well as an enhanced en-

joyment of sports. Dave views his

players as a reflection on both

Williams and himself and therefore

will not tolerate ungentlemanly
conduct in competition. All of these

qualities have resulted in four seasons

of successful "class" teams.

During his tenure at Williams Dave
has led both a squash and tennis team
to their most outstanding seasons in

recent Williams history. His 1976

tennis team proved to be the top small

college squad in New England, while

the 1976-77 squash team was ranked

fourth in the country. In his brief two

years Dave has certainly gained the

respect of his coaching colleagues.

All of us who have worked with

Dave will sincerely miss his warm
and considerate personality. The
bonds of friendship we have formed
with him will transcend our years at

Williams. We wish him the best in the

future.

elephants and giraffes and necklaces

for your daughter and wife and
mistresses. "You are what you make
out of your life," courtesy of Salada

tea bag served in Baxter hall and
elsewher^. Salada tea philosophy

must have taught you something!

Think hard. You mean to tell me
that you really learned nothing.

Listen, that is gonna be a hard blow to

your parents who are chucking out six

grand and more just so you can learn

something. Imagine their shock
(heart attack! ) when you go home and
tell them that they sweated in their

air-conditioned offices somewhere in

the concrete jungles of the American
metropolis for nothing!

What, oh, you did pick up some tit-

bits. Like what? Yoga and TM. Listen,

that is no good. I mean, what the hell

are you gonna do with TM? Pack your
bags and hit the road to join the freaks

in the Himalayas. And let me tell you,

life there Is even more rouiUi.

How' about something more con-

crete? For example, let us see,

yeah, skiing? Did you ever learn to

ski. Feel that wind rushing past jrour

face and feel all 'flushed at the end of

the run? And if you ever make it to

Switzerland, you can ski on the Alps

and maybe run into the Shah of Iran or

others.

How about writing poetry and
drinking wine and feeling melancholy.

That sounds like a sure disaster, but

let me tell you, there is a future,

although precarious, I will admit, but

future nevertheless. Big money and
hob nobing with the who's-what-

where-and-why-and-how-come folks.

So think about that. And a guy like you
has the natural looks of a disillusioned

poet, no, "artist" is the word. So fake

it, if you can't make it. Just look

melancholic, drink cheap wine, read
Walt Whitman, Keats and write in-

significant things that look significant

and promising, avant gardish. Think
it over!
".

. . I'm only faking it

I'm not really making it . .
."

—Simon & Garfunkel

Viewpoint

ACEC reads to students
by Steve Case,

ACEC Chairman
The response to the ACEC

questionnaire was.phenomenal, and
although we don't yet have the final

results, I'd like to take this op-

portunity to respond to some of the

questions and comments of various

students.

1) "Musical tastes of students at

Williams are so diverse that you can't

please everyone, which is why I think

it would be better for you to have 6 or 7

concerts with lesser-known artists or
groups. That way, you're bound to hit

something for everyone." If everyone
had this attitude, the ACEC would be
the most popular organization on
campus. The problem, of course, is

that a lot of people don't, and until

they accept it the ACEC is going to

have problems.

2) "The Winter jazz series should

be dropped." PreUminary findings of

the ACEC survey indicate that jazz is

not as popular at Williams as we
thought. As a result, it is likely that

the jazz series will be dropped.
(Suffice to say, there will still be at

least one jazz concert per year, but it

will be treated like any other ACEC
event.)

3) "We can have good talent as it

breaks out onto the national scene if

we keep our eyes, ears, and minds
open." I agree wholeheartedly, and
that's precisely the policy which next

year's ACEC will be working under.

We'll be looking for new talent, and we
hope students will be receptive.

4) "You should put concerts in

different places then Chapin, such as
the hockey rink." There are very few
places on campus which are viable for

concerts. We're exploring the

possibilities, but I doubt we'll use the

hockey rink, because of the horrid

acoustics.

5) "Before finalizing any
agreement with a performing group,

you should obtain some feedback from
the student body concerning the in-

terest in the group." A provision of the

new ACEC rules requires that the

College Council approve a list of

possible groups before the ACEC can
even submit bids. We'd also like to

conduct surveys, and will when
possible. The problem is the tinje

restraints under which we operate-
often we have to get back to an agent
within 24 hours to tell him if we want
the group or not.

6) "There should be more en-

tertainment for blacks." If we have a

number of concerts ( say six or seven)

,

one will undoubtedly be in the soul-

disco vein. Otherwise, we will be

unable to fill this need, because the

survey indicated that it was not a

particularly popular musical form.

Needless to say, we'd like to please as

many people a^ possible, and we
recognize the d^il^ of all students.

7) "Try to get more funding from
the College Council." We have been

allocated $2600 for a September
concert. If the attendance at that

concert (which is tentatively set for

Friday the 16th) is high, and the

response is 'positive, the Council would
be likely to increase funds. If that first

concert flops, the ACEC is irf

jeopardy.

8) "Try to satisfy as wide a range

of musical tastes as possible

throughout the course of the year."

That's our goal, and if the student

body supports us, it will be realized.

9) "Don't give any credence to

turkeys who refuse to hear new music
from up-and-coming groups."
Because every student pays for the

ACEC through the student activity

tax, we try to give credence to

everybody, regardless of their

musical tastes.

10) "The ACEC has lacked sound
financial managsmenV in ' thd past.

This should be improved." A paid

student business manager will be

hired at the beginning of next year to

handle ACEC finances.

I was pleased with the response to

the questionnaire, but I hope that it

doesn't stop there. The ACEC wants to

hear your ideas, complaints,
suggestions, and questions throughout

the year.

They Write by Night

Adieu I

Dave Johnson '71, a departing
Williams tennis coach, is seen in his

younger days on his way to the New
Englands in 1970.

(photo from the Williams Record 5-5-

70)

EDITOR'S NOTE—Tony Spaeth did

not submit a completed column to the

RECORD for publication this week.

He apparently decided that he didn't

want to go out with a bang. The
following notes were found in Tony's

RECORD mailbox, however, and are

undoubtedly the work of the master
himself. We humbly offer them up for

public scrutiny in order to get the last

laugh on a columnist who has inspired

and mocked us all.

This is my last report on the campus
scene. I had intended to fade away
quietly and with dignity, and not to

write any more columns. I was

Clamshell Alliance strikes Seabrook
CLAMSHELL from page 1

preached. According to Randolph's
account, many of these people were
dragged roughly off the site while in

other cases, police would bend the

protester's wrist into his arm until he
came voluntarily.

In the armory where arrests were

being made, much of what went on

"seemed without coherent legal

pattern," according to a New York

Times report. Recounted Schneider,

"The judicial system is a farce. Some
people were being released im-

mediately on personal recognizance,

others are still being held." (As time

wore, the arresting judges began

releasing New Hampshire residents

on personal recognizance. Those that

refused it were shoved out of the

courtroom and released, according to

the Times. The Times also reported

that different judges were routinely

setting bond at $100 and $250)

Schneider summed up the experience

as "frustrating." Randolph deemed it

"brutal."

In a telephone interview with the

Record on Sunday, Randolph
described conditions at the Concord

armory as "crowded." "There is no

privacy," he said. ACLU lawyers filed

suit in Federal court last Monday
seeking release of the prisoners on the

grounds that the overcrowding was

"cruel and inhuman." As of Wed-

nesday, the suit was still pending.

Randolph has joined many other

prisoners in a fast protesting his

treatment by the legal system. "We
are not criminals," he said, adding

that "Laws of private properly are

absurd when you're talking about

nuclear power."

Spirits among the prisoners are
high and relations with the guards are
cordial. Originally the state had
manned guards from talking with

prisoners, but this rapidly broke
down, said Randolph, and now guards
will occasionally join in with
prisoner's songs, according to Ran-
dolph.

At this writing no one is sure when
Randolph and the other protesters are

going to be released. Originally, trial

dates had extended into November. A
member of Core Support, an arm of

Clamshell keeping track of persons

arrested in the demonstration, was
asked if this meant people might be

held until then, and replied, "If

Meldrin Thomson is as much of a

scumbag as people around here think

he is, it's possible." Because of the

cost of holding the prisoners.

however, trials are being pushed up.

People who had been tried already

have gotten sentences of from 15 days
and $100 fine to 120 days.

Randolph's status when he returns
to campus is uncertain, according to

Dean Cris Roosenraad. He said that a

call from the Record on Monday was
the first he had heard about a student
being in jail. He also said that there is

college policy on such cases and that

Randolph's disposition would be a

matter for the CAS. Roosenraad
himself, however, appealed un-

sympathetic, saying that "he
(Randolph) had made a decision

about how he feels his time should t>e

spent." Randolph, while recognizing

the possibility of failing his courses,

said that 'this (the protest) is much
more important."

banking on the adage, "How soon they

forget." But there are still several

friends of mine who insist on being

mentioned in at least one issue of THE
RECORD, and I find myself involved

in a ludicrous feud with Paul Stupin of

WCFM's PAUL STUPIN HOUR, and
cannot resist a few jabs. It irritates

me that he will get the last, squeaky-

pitched word.

Don Taylor, the chameleon-like

MEMBER of Garfield house, has

started paying dues to the snack bar.

He is frequently seen in one of the

booths along the South-side window,

his head thrown back in laughter.

Most often he is alone. Let that be a

lesson to all of my parasitic friends

who want mention in these pages.

Jackasses!

Everyone is buzzing with the newest

campus trend. It seems that you just

can't go anywhere without hearing

someone doing a Paul Stupin

imitation. Any mention of the word
"precipitation" (or even "rain" to the

less discriminating mimics) will eUcit

loud shouts of "LOVE THAT
WORD!!" And across campus
everyone is humming hilarious send-

ups of various Gordon Lightfoot tunes.

The prices at Colonial's are higher

than those at The Pizza House. Bear in

mind that they have identical menus,

are thirty yards apart, and are run by

the same Za Czar. We suspect some
sort of translation problems; or

perhaps . . .

Also, Kevin, the boy who works

there, is no longer Kevin. He is now
Albert. Oh boy oh boy oh boy.

A few words on The Record
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Writing is everything

Raab enjoys students, courses

Robert Starer composed Quartet which premlcret at Music In The Round
tonight at 8:30 in Thompson Memorial Chapel.

Larry Raab is a writer who btgan

teaching English at Williams last fall.

His two books of poems are Mysteries

of the Horizon and The Collector of

Cold Weather. The following are

excerpts from a conversation I had

with him April 30.

ON BEING A POET: If a poem is

successful, it may rescue for a

moment the way words Work. I thinli

the greatest poems have served to

rescue and renew the possibilities of

our language—the way we speali

when we try to speak most truthfully,

the way we tell each other what really

matters to us. In recent years-
through the Vietnam war, through

Watergate—we've seen how easily an
"official" language can rob words of

their meaning. Murder becomes
"protective reaction" or

Starer's quartet premieres tonight
A Quartet by Robert Starer, com-

missioned for Music in the Round by
Peter Kermani of Albany, N.Y. and
The Starr-Danforth Fund of the

Williams Music Department, will be

premiered at Music in the Round's
final concert of the season, tonight at

8:30 p.m. in Thompson Memorial
Chapel. The work, competed for piano

quartet, will be performed by Julius

Hegyi, violin; Susan St. Amour, viola;

Douglas Moore, cello; and Charlotte

Hegyi, piano.

Starer, a noted American com-
poser, was born in Vienna on January

8, 1924. He began playing the piano at

the age of four and was accepted at

theState Academy of Music at the age
of thirteen. In 1938, soon after the

German annexation of Austria, he left

Vienna, and continued his studies at

the Jerusalem Conservatoire of

Music. In 1947, Starer came to the

United States on a post-graduate

scholarship from the Juilliard School

of Music, and has been living in New

arts shorts
Chumbley to play
Prospect House will sponsor a

performance by twenty-two year

old Robert Chumbley, a scholar-

ship student at the Juilliard School,

Sunday at 8 p.m. in the Thompson
Chapel. Chumbley has played in

recital throughout the

Southeastern U.S. as well as in

Pennsylvania and Texas. His

appearances have included a

concert with the Miami Philhar-

monic. The recital will include

works by Aaron Copeland, Franz

Liszt, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

and Alexander Scriabin.

White's play
A new one-act play by Stephen

White '77, entitled "The Bone They
Bury" will be performed by "The
Collaborative" in Bennington from

May 19 through May 22.

The play is an original work

written in verse. It is based on the

classical myth of the two brothers,

Thyesles and Agreus, as told in

Seneca's "Thyestes." White was
recently awarded the American
Academy of Poets prize at

Williams.

Paul Taylor Schedule
Tonight: 8:30 p.m.— lecture

demonstration at the Adams
Memorial theatre, free for

students

Tomorrow: 8:30 p.m.—
Performance I at the AMT in-

cluding "Public Domain",
"Polaris," and "Esplanade" $2.00

for students

Sunday: 8:30 p.m.—Performance
II at the AMT including "Images,"

(World Premiere), "Three Ep-

titaphs," "Runes," and "Cloven

Kingdom," $2.00 for students.

FRAME SHOP GALLERY
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York City since then, becoming an
American citizen in 1957.

Among Starer's prizes and awards
are two Guggenheim Fellowships and
a Fulbright post-doctoral research
grant. His symphonic works have
been performed by major orchestras

throughout the world under such
eminent conductors as Mitropoulos,
Bernstein, Steinberg, and Leinsdorf,

His commissions include ballets for

CBS Television, National Educational
Television, "the "Dybbuk" for
Herbert Ross, and "Secular Games,"
"Samson Agonistes" and "Phaedra"

for Martha Graham, as well as an
opera in three acts, "Pantagleize,"
based on Michel de Ghelderode's play.

More than seventy of his compositions
have been published for a wide
variety of musical mediums.
Also on the program for Friday's

concert are Schubert's Quintet,
familiarly known as the "Trout"
Quintet, with the same performers
joined by David Cobb, bass, and Brah-
ms' Quintet, Opus 88, in F Major, for
two violins (Hegyi) and his daughter
Lisa, making her first appearance in

Music in the Round).

Sunshine Stage presents
Stravinsky's I'Histoire'

The Sunshine Stage will present a

special performance of Frank
Bessell's highly acclaimed production

of Stravinsky's "L'Histoire du Soldat"

(The Soldier's Tale) at the Clark Art

Institute Thurs., May i9 at 8:30 p.m.

The performance is being cospon-

sored by the Clark Art Institute and

the Northern Berkshire Council of the

Arts.

"L'Histoire du Soldat," which is

rarely given a full production com-

plete with actors, dancers and
musicians, was originally presented

in March at the Holliston Theatre in

Lenox, home of The Sunshine Stage. It

was held over for an extra per-

formance and subsequently brought

to the Pittsfidd and Taconic high

schools. The production features an

eight-member chamber orchestra.

drawn from area symphony or-

chestras, which performs on stage as

the drama unfolds.

Stravinsky wrote "L'Histoire," a

classic Faustian play with music,

while in exile in Switzerland during

World War I. As he composed the

music, known as one of his most

original works, he bought each in-

strument and taught himself to play

it. Drawing from a wide range of

sources including American ragtime,

Viennese waltz. Bach preludes and

chorales, Spanish pasodoble, and

Argentine tango, Stravinsky created

his instrumentation to achieve the

maximum range in each of the tim-

bres: clarinet-bassoon, trumpet-

trombone, violin-double bass.

Tickets will be available at the door.

Tickets are $2.50; $1.50 for students.

"defoliation." Lying becomes
"stonewalling." Innocence and guilt

are blurred into "deniabihty." The

poem, however fragile, stands against

this. The poem demands that we look

beyond what the words merely seem

to stand for, that we see what they

really mean, and that finally we all

refuse to submit to the pressures of

reducing the complexities of language

to a few signs that conveniently

pretend to mean whatever we may
want them to mean. The poem, of

course, is not a matter of life or death.

But the words of the poem, misused

and violated, always have that power.

So the best poems turn us away from

those easy, protective responses and

attitudes. They return us to ourselves,

to our whole sense of what might be

thought and said, and said truly. Then

the poem indeed does become, and not

metaphorically, a matter of life and

death.

OIV) BEING A POET AT
WILLIAMS: I wanted to teach at

Williams partly because I've always

wanted to teach at a small college in

New England. I really enjoyed being a

student at Middlebury College, and

felt 1 would like to leach at a similar

place, partly because I like that kind

of environment, partly because this

part of the country seems to me to be

my own landscape, and the one in

which I write the best.

Writers who teach inevitably have a

love-hate relationship with the in-

stitution that supports them. For-

tunately, I had four years of

fellowships—four years free to do

nothing but write—before I came
here. I have a sense of the way I write

without any outside demands. And, at

the monient anyway, I feel pretty

comfortable both teaching and
writing.

Of course I have to admit that it is

hard, maybe impossible, to try to

concentrate on a poem after a day of

reading twenty Freshman English

essays. You start hearing them in

your mind. It's a little like playing

Monopoly for a whole day. You can't

hope to dream of anything except

playing Monopoly. After reading

those essays, everything starts

sounding like a student essay. You
pick up a novel to escape and you start

correcting the punctuation.

\r^^ ^"^
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Viewpoint

WRG lacks openness
by Peter H.SUrk

An Open Letter to Steven Aspis,

President of the Williams Republican

Club, concerning the publication

LOYAL OPPOSITION.

Dear Steven,

As one who is a registered

Republican (for convenience) and
NOT a member of the Williams

Republican Club, I feel that as a

matter of conscience, the tactics used

in the Loyal OppoaiUon must be

questioned. A number of gross

distortions mar this publication to the

point of nausea. Examples:

1

)

Inconclusive data attempts to show
that students "adopt the liberal

views of their professors." Citing a

drop of those students holding

"largely conservative views"
between the ages of 17 and 21,

Loyal Opposition would have us

believe that the Political Science

Department and its. Marxist

Chairman are responsible for this

shift. Who cares if the depart-

mental chairman is a Marxist?

Does that affect his ability to

perform his duties? How could one
isolated study of a small New
England college possibly "prove"

the first contention? Ojther factors,

such as the longer exposure of the

21-year-olds to the "liberal" 1960's

are totally ignored.

2) Overt generalities like "In such an
atmosphere, a McGovernite
t>ecomes a moderate, a Carterite a

conservative, a Ford supporter a
reactionary, and a Reaganite
unthinlcable" referring to supposed

liberal-radical views of the

Political Science Department
members are totally uncalled for.

Where is the evidence to support

these contentions? A pseudo-poll

where response to broad topics

such as "Increase Welfare" are

given undue importance without

any legitimate qualifications. I'm
sure that Messrs. Harris, Roper,
and Gallup would be on the

unemployment line if they tried to

use such dubious data for their

polls.

3) Calling the National Commission
on the Observation of International

Women's Year sexist may be
legitimate, but patently irrelevant

because of the organization's
private status. Since, to my
knowledge, it does not receive

public funds, the organization has
no legal mandate to obey af-

firmative action edicts.

The examples could go on, but

further exposition is unnecessary. My
basic gripe is this: you are calling for

a more conservative faculty at a time

when the Republican Party is

floundering because of its limited

appeal to conservative elements.

Instead of regressing further, the

Republican Party and the Williams

Republican Club should broaden its

core of support to embrace liberals—

what is wrong with a free exchange of

ideas? Republican political

philosophy, as I understand it, should

ENCOURAGE debate of the issues

from within its ranks. Traditionally,

Republicans are champions of in-

dividual liberties—this picture has

been distorted in recent years because

elitists have gained the upper hand in

the party. We should strive to get

back to the GOP's original goal of less

government with more individual

liberty.

Steve, please don't delude yourself

into thinking that the Loyal Opposition

even remotely resembles Republican

viewpoints on a large scale. It is the

closemindedness that is shown in your

paper that put the Republican Party

in the dangerous straits that it is

today. We can take a cue from the

Democrats: they had their own

$200.00 weekly
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Colgate bounces tennis,

8-1 ; doubles play well

by Evan Bash
Tuesday's varsity tennis match

with Colgate was all planned to be a

grand send-off gift to departing Coach
Dave Johnson as well as provide a

final indication of just bow far the

Ephs have come since the season

opened. Only problem is, someone
must have lost Colgate's reminder
note along with the one that says it

isn't supposed to snow in May, for a

strong Red Raider's team barreled

into Williamstown like the snow that

preceded it by a day to repulse good

Senior golfer Barney Ireland displays

the form which led him to a tenth

place finish among 55 competitors at

the N.E.S.C.A.C. tournament on the

Taconic course last weekend. Ireland,

shooting an 83 in the one round

tourney, followed in Middlebury
llnksmen Jim Whitten and Andy
Goodenough with a 78 and 79 to take

1st and 2nd in fhe event.

(photo by Oettgen)

home team showing for an 8-1 victory.

This has been an ever improving 5-6

year for Williams and Coach Johnson

has been primarily responsible. He
kept the squad's hop«s up after a

shakey season start and provided the

encouragement and insight into the

game that were needed for- the

player's confidence, something

essential to their improvement. As a

result, the Ephs rightly hold high

hopes for next season when all team

members return.

The Williams' singles players were

at times as frustrated in their good

performance as someone caught in a

bureaucratic mess, for no matter

what they tried, victory was virtually

beyond reach. Martin Goldberg
particularly experienced this feeling

as he tried everything in losing 6-3, 6-

4, while Jim Parsons had things under

control before he stumbled late in the

second set and then fell 6-7, 7-5, 6-2.

No. 3 Evan Bash played a sound

match but it wasn't enough in a 6-4, 6-3

loss and Ted Roach lost 6-3, 6-3 as his

normally deft voUying deserted him.

Playing at no. 5, Bill Whelan felt a 6-3,

6-1 defeat at the hands of a tough

opponent. Facing one of the best no. 6

men seen all year, Dean Gianakos

took his lumps in a 6-2, 6-2 loss.

Hungry for wins in their last mat-

ches of the year, all three doubles

teams shook off the single's results to

play well. Goldberg and Whelan
managed to keep Williams from being

shut-out by scoring a 7-6 (5-4 in the tie-

breaker), 6-2 win. At no. 2, Dan
O'Connell made his long awaited

season debut after a winter injury and

teamed well with Perry Nelson as

they lost to a good team 6-2 in the third

set. Roach and Bash lost only their

second match of the year as they

couldn't hang on, losing 4-6, 6-2, 6-2.

See you on the courts this summer!

LOWEST PRICE EUROPEAN FLIGHTS

We are serving the academic community with discount

travel abroad. Let us make your air travel arrangements.

Flexibility as to destination and departure saves you $

CALL US LAST

TOLL FREE 800-223-1722

The Record Store
67 Spring Street Rear

End Of Term Sale!!!

May 14, 16, 17, 18 only

All $6.98 and $7.98

Now $4.59 and $5.29

Plus our 20 Featured

Albums

$3.99 and $4.99
Doily 10-5:30

Fridays til 8:00

T«l. 458-5418

Mastbr Charge Accepted

Janet Costikyan (73) and Kristen Johanson (34) via for position in tha Mid-
dlebury soccer game. The Ephlettes lost 0-1. (photo by Shiro)

Women's Soccer

Club ends season
by Cora Yang

The Williams women's varsity

soccer club was shorted out 0-1 by
Middlebury in overtime play in

Vermont on Tuesday. The Ephwomen
dominated the second half, with the

help of Jane Lester's power kicks,

Kate Burke's body, and Cora Yang's

rabid hypertension, much to the relief

of goalkeepers Blythe Miller and
Cindy Starborough. Coach VeimBB-
muttered profoundly on the sidelines,

"You have to score to wia" Un-

fortunately, offensemen Emily
Glimp, Laurie Jones, and Kristen

Johanson were stymied in their ef-

forts.

Baseball season disappoints fans
A 1977 baseball season that started

out so optimistically for the Williams

College baseball team has quickly

turned sour. From a 6-1 record before

the Amherst game April 26th, they

have lost their last nine games to drop

their record to a dismal 6-lU, mcluding

doubleheader losses to both

Springfield and Amherst.

The reasons for this decline are

numerous. An infield that was
flawless through the first seven

games suddenly turned into a sieve.

They not only committed fielding

errors, but mental errors, covering

bases inadequately, not backing up

throws, trying to make plays at home
that were impossible, allowing run-

ners to take an extra base, the list

could go on and on. Batting averages

that were phenomenal in the first

seven games have dropped
drastically, with Frank Kreutz
remaining the only consistent hitter.

The pitching, while still strong, has

not been 'able to withstand the

diminished run output and the in-

consistent defense.

But all these problems can probably

be attributed to one cause-
inexperience. Williams has only three

men in the starting lineup that played
last season, Tom Redden, Roger
McEniry, and Scott Harrington.
Harrington last season played center
field while this year is at shortstop.

The rest of the lineup are all first year
starters, and their inexperience has
hurt the Ephs.

But Coach Jim Briggs has reason to

t>e hopeful for next season. The only

starter graduating is catcher Redden.

The entire pitching staff returns along

with a solid core of young players

including Kreutz and freshman DH
Rick Walter, who also has been solid

at the plate all season.

Women end lox season 3-5
by Rex Coons

Women's Lacrosse finished a

season of ups and downs on a sour note

bowing out with an 8-4 loss at Mid-

dlebury. Linda Wilkins' stickers put

together a string of three wins at

midseason in compiling a 3-5 record.

Improvement was evident

everywhere as the team tripled its win

output from last year. The prospects

for next year are bright with the loss

of only three seniors off the varsity

and the arrival of potential stars from

an 8-2 Junior Varsity squad. Maggi

O'Brien led the squad in scoring with

32 gbals while Vivian Patterson was
named to the All-New England
Tournament team.

Middlebury jumped out to a 4-1 lead

and was never seriously threatened on

Good Luck on Finals—
Have a Nice Vacation!!
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Counselor needed for a residential camping program in Maine. Program
will extend from 6/25 to 8/18. Objective is to provide a therapeutic recreation

camping program tor emotionally disturbed adolescents.

Counselors will lead recreational activities and provide structure and

support for the campers. An excellent opportunity to gain experience in the

mental health field.

To apply write or call;

19 S. Waterloo Rd.

Devon, Penn. 19333

(215) 687-3000 ext. 384

The Devereux Foundation

An Equal Opportunity Employer

West's Package Store
Route 2 Between N.A. and Williamstown Tel. 663-6081

1976 BEAUJOLAIS
Now In Stock Finest Vintage in Years

CHATEAU LAROSE-TRINTAUDON

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED BY "VINTAGE MAGAZINE'

16 oz C^ase

RETURNABLE

Ballantlne

or
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$5.49
plus

$1.50

Deposit

Wednesday. Their small field helped

contain the wide-open passing attack

employed by Williams. Goals by Fish,

O'Brien, Baldwin and Scheffer were
not enough to offset the fired-up

Pantherettes. The Jayvees also had
their hands full in an 10-4 loss.

A season of high hopes fell short of

expectations as the team never
realized their full potential, /they

began to gel late in the year, losing

two one goal contests. One last ritual

remains as the women await the

annual scrimmage against Jimmy
Rodgers' J.V. men's juggernauts.

Women's Rugby
The women's rugby squad will

make its debut Saturday as the

Ephwomen take the field against

an experienced Siena Club. The
women's club, with two weeks
practice under its belt, will tackle

the female contingent of the New
York squad in an afternoon of

rugby beginning with the men's A-

game at 2 p.m. on Cole Field.

Have a travel problem that you

cannot solve? Educational Flights,

has, for 7 years, been helping

people in the academic community
get to Europe and the rest of the

world at minimum cost, with

maximum flexibility, and
minimum hassle. Call us, toll-free,

at 800-223-5569.

McOclland PnM,



472 receive degrees at commencement
Seventeen garner sumnna degrees
The College awarded 441 Bachelor of Arts degrees this

morning at its 188th Commencement. Harvard sociologist

David Reisman, delivered the commencement address Jo
the graduates, their parents, faculty and friends and to

crowds who attended the ceremony to see Robert Redford
- who sat on stage as an honorary degree recipient.

Seven students who completed the two-year master of

arts program in art history received degrees. Masters
degrees were also awarded to two graduate students in

biology and to 22 graduates of the one year program for

representatives from developing nations at the Center for

Development Economics.

Ann Ingerson, who ranked first in the Class of 1977 and
graduated with Honors in Economics and Highest Honors
in Philosophy, delivered the valedictorian address. A
member of Phi Beta Kappa and one of seventeen seniors

to graduate summa cum laude, Ingerson spoke on "Fear
and Trembling and the Stagnation of Learning." Anthony
Spaeth was the class speaker.

The 48 seniors who qualified for membership in Phi
Beta Kappa at the end of their junior j*ars elected

Frederick Lawrence as the Phi Beta-Klappa speaker.

Membership in the academic honor society grew to 110 as

62 additional seniors qualified at the end of this year.

Seniors who graduated in the top twenty-five per cent of

their class with a grade point average of above 9.0 on a

scale of 12 are eligible for Phi Beta Kappa. Seniors with a

GPA of 10.25 or greater graduate summa cum laude, those

with a GPA of between 9.25 and 10.24 graduate magna
cum laude. The cutoff for cum laude is 8.0 which is below

the College wide GPA.
In addition to the seventeen students who graduated

summa cum laude, 98 seniors graduated magna cum
laude and 188 graduated cum laude. Thirty-three students

graduated with "highest honors", two receiving honors in

two majors. Seventy seniors graduated with "honors."

The graduating class cpnsisted of 294 men and 147

women. The number of women more than doubled from
last year's total of 68 while the number of male graduates

fell by thirteen.

The College awarded honorary degrees to Anne L.

Armstrong, Lucia Chase, George Heard Hamilton, David
M. Pynchon, Robert Redford, Jon Stone, and Raul
Cardinal Silva. Baccalaureate speaker Andrew Young
and Reisman also received honorary degrees.
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Riesman says

managers yes,

litigants no
Social scientist David Riesman told

graduates -at Commencement that

"what we need are leaders who are

steeped in science and technology and
at the same time are capable of

managing the traffic jams created by

conflicting expectations in a large and

litigious society such as ours."

In order to meet the challenges of a

world facing dwindling resources and

the threat of nuclear war, the Harvard
professor said "it is more important

for the graduates of Williams to enter

large, entrepreneurial high-

technology corporations, many of

them multi-national, and large

organizations of all sorts, rather than

to seek the individualism and even in

academic life the anarchism of the

professions."

"How else are we to manage with

teamwork rather than by endless

litigation the tacit class conflicts

between the already afAuent who
want clean air, water, and porpoises,

as against the not yet affluent, who
would also like these amenities, but

for whom immediate jobs are more
important?"

Riesman acknowledged that many
graduates are "allergic" to large

corporations, but said that the "brain

drain" of gifted people into law and

medicine stems from the mistaken

belief that this leads to personal in-

dependence.

"The fact is," Riesman said, "that

most lawyers and doctors are subject

to the demands and expectations of

clients and colleagues at least as

imperative as would be the demands

in working for IBM or, as many
Williams College graduates did, for

Time magazine."

The ability to forge this new men-

tality assumes the absence of nuclear

war, Riesman stressed.

Riesman expressed confidence in

President Carter, however, stating

that the President has "dn all-

American faith that problems are

soluble and that they can be resolved

not only within but among nations by

being talked about candidly and

openly."

"If my view of human prospects is

dour," Riesman said, "I still regard

Spaceship Earth, though clearly

finile, as almost wholly unexplored

and surely not uninteresting."

Redford draws crowd

Chandler honors nine

David Riesman

Williams awarded nine honorary

degrees at its 188th commencement
this weeltend.

Aimong those receiving degrees
were the two graduation speakers,

David Riesman and Ambassador
Andrew Young. President John W.
Chandler presented a Doctor of

Letters degree to Mr. Riesman, the

Commencement speaker, this mor-
ning and a Doctor of Law degree to

Ambassador Young, who spoke at

Baccalaureate, yesterday evening.

Other recipients of degrees this

morning were Anne L- Armstrong and

First woman leads graduates

David M. Pynchon, Doctor of Laws;
Lucia Chase, Doctor of Fine Arts;

George Heard Hamilton, Doctor of

Letters; Monsignor Ra'uT Sff^'
Henriquez, Doctor of Divinity; and
Robert Redford and Jon Stone, Doctor
of Humane Letters.

David Riesman is one of the nation's

leading social scientists and a pioneer

in the study of American higher

education. In 1950 he published a

landmark book. The Lonely Crowd, a

study of the social character of

American society, and he is currently

involved with curricular revision at

Harvard. His Williams citation read
in part: "Because of your creative

scholarship, deep moral sensitivity,

and dedicated teaching, we have a

Five members of the Class of 1977

will be responsible for keeping the

graduating class ^together until it

returns to Williamstown in 1983 for its

fifth reunion. The class has also

picked students to fill four other

positions that do not entail duties after

commencement.
The four senior class officers

recently elected are Claudia Lindsey

(President), Tim Pritchard (Vice

President), Buzz Inboden
(Secretary) and Steve Christakos

(Treasurer). They will hold these

offices for five years. Lindsey is the

first woman elected President of a

graduating class.

The class agent, responsible for

soliciting monetary gifts from
classmates, will be selected soon by

Director of the Annual Giving James
R. Briggs '60. According to Director of

Alumni Relations R. Cragin Lewis '41,

the class agent has no fixed tern).

Class speaker Tony Spaeth, Class

Marshals Joninna Sadoff and Tom
Redden, Class Poet Steve White and
Class Historians Andy O'Donnell and
Polly Prentice have what Lewis called

"one shot assignments". All class

members voted for the first two

positions while the class officers

selected students to fill the more
latter roles.

The Class President and Vice

President preside over class

meetings, appoint officers such as

reunion chairman and recommend
classmates for such positions as

Alumni Trijstee and member of the

Executive Committee of the Society of

Alumni. The president also organizes

special class functions, such as
memorial ceremonies for dead class

members.
The Class Secretary gathers news

from classmates for the Alumni News
column of the Alumni Review. The
Class Treasurer, Lewis said, "is at

first more honorary than functional."

Christakos will collect money for

special class functions.

The Class Speaker joins the

Valedictorian and Phi Beta Kappa
Speaker in competing for the Dewey
Prize for the best student Com-
mencement address. The Class Poet

and Class Historians address the

graduates during Class Day. Class

Marshals lead their classmates in the

commencement procession." Athletic

standouts very often get this

position," Lewis said. Robert Redford

Secretary Buiz InlxKlen, Vice President Tim Pritchard, President Claudia

Lindsey, and Treasurer Steve Christakos know something we don't know.

richer understanding of ourselves and

our major cultural institutions, and a

more profound awareness of the

•^'^ffifeffRSt fiefiarbre us« a'^iiBcpE'"'

Andrew Young was appbtnted

United States Ambassador to the

United Nations on January 30 by

President Jimmy Carter. Prior to

becoming Ambassador, Young
worked with Martin Luther King Jr.

during the Civil Rights Movement. In

1972 he became the first black man in

101 years to be elected from Georgia

to the U.S. House of Representatives.

Williams honored him for "refusing to

be bound by the rigid canons of

diplomatic language and cutting

through to the heart of urgent issues

that confront this country in South

Africa and other parts of the world."

Robert Redford, leading film actor

and producer, is active in en-

vironmental and Indian affairs. He
also has spoken out for the Equal

Rights Amendment, has drawn
national attention for his efforts to

preserve the environment in Utah,

and has donated the proceeds of two of

his film premieres to Consumer
Action Now. "As both actor and

producer," his Williams citation read,

"you have been intrigued with the

influence of social pressures U)n

personal autonomy and character,\a

theme that is dominant in Downhill

Kacer, Jeremiah Johnson, The
Candidate, and All the President's

Men.
Monsignor Raul Silva Henriquez is

a Cardinal of the Roman Catholic

Church and Archbishop of Santiago,

Chile. The Cardinal is involved in

organizing educational and charitable

organizations in Chile and around the

world. Williams welcomed him "to

show our profound respect for the

courage and admiration you are

showing in speaking out against ex-

cesses from the political left and right

and in operating agencies to relieve

the injustices and suffering of victims

of political recriminatioa"

Jon Stone, a 1952 Williams

graduate, has won sue Enunies for his

work as executive producer-writer of

"Sesame Street." Before joining the

Children's Television Workshop,
Stone was the producer of "Captain

Kangaroo " and the "Childreti's Film

Festival." His Williams citation

tee HONORARY paff* 2
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Farewell
A number of the persons graduating today have made

important and lasting contributions to this newspaper. Andy
O'Donnell and Tony Spaeth have displayed insight and wit in

their weekly efforts as columnists this past year. The sports
page has flourished under the care of Dennis O'Shea. Andy
Kahane and Charlie Janson distinguished themselves as first-

rate photographers. Peter Jacobson brought organization and
humor to layout nights during his tenure as managing editor.

The trio of Ron Adams, Jeff Verney and Roger Wilson was
perhaps the most efficient business staff the Record has had in

a number of years and brought this newspaper back from near
financial collapse to relative prosperity.

Without belittling the contributions made by these and
other people, two of today's graduating seniors are largely
responsible for the existence of The Williams Record as an
ongoing concern. David Ross and George Schutzer joined the
Record-Advocate as freshmen, when tlie viability of that
newspaper was seriously in question. Both were promoted to

managing editors as sopiiomores where in the ensuing year and
one-half they assisted editor J. William Widing III in restruc-
turing the entire operation of the newspaper.

Together David and George wrote a stylebook which
codified the "rules of the game" under which this newspaper
still operates. Each has written a number of outstanding
journalistic features in addition to countless news articles and
editorials. They were largely responsible for changing the

name of this newspaper back to The Williams Record and
developing much of the layout style to which it still tenaciously
clings. In all of the vital areas on which the successful operation
of a newspaper depends—editorial, financial and personnel—
their influence has been pervasive. Even this past semester, as
ex-editors, they continued to produce a generous quantity of

both articles and useful suggestions. Perhaps fittingly, the

publication of this issue is due in no small measure to their

efforts.

Even while they both leave Williams, however, George to

brave the rigors of Yale Law and David to try his hand at

employment in the "real world", their influence on the Record
will remain behind. We thank them and wish them the best of

luck.

Turning Point
Although some may see it as the beginning of the future and

others the end of the past, graduation day marks a major
turning point for 441 students.

These students have contributed to the College in various

significant ways. Some have provided the academic excellence,

others the extracurricular efforts, still others the athletic talent

and some the party image which makes this place go. ,For some
leaving is easy, for others it is a difficult task.

For those who see growing class sizes, bad tenure

decisions, increased use of teaching assistants and heavier

workloads, graduation has come just in time.

For those who envision a more even male-female ratio,

better food, more complete^nusic facilities and good, young
professors, graduation arrives too early.

It is not surprising that students should leave Williams with

varying feeling^s. For those who have listened to the often heard
message that college constitutes the best years of your life-

enjoy them, leaving becomes difficult. But for those who have
studied and studied but not learned, escaping can only be a

relief even if there is a boyfriend to leave behind. For some
leaving becomes so difficult that they choose to remain in

Williamstown for another year. Others will escape Billsville

before this paper is distributed.

Whether a student leaves reluctantly or anxiously or with

mixed feelings, we give him the hearty congratulations he has
earned and deserves. At this major turning point it, becomes
especially important to encourage graduates to cherish the

past, anticipate the future, but to live the present.

To the editor:

Let The Buyer Beware
The introduction to the "Isl bi-

annual Williams College Student
Course Guide" states: . "It was felt

that the 'college grapevine' did not

provide students with adequate,
unbiased information with which to

make informed course selections. We
hope that students will find the in-

formation contained Ih thTs, fll^l and
unfortunately incomplete, Guide
helpful in choosing courses." This

intent is admirable and the people

who obviously devoted considerable

time and effort to the Guide are

deserving of praise. If, however, the

Guide is to survive as an accurate and
unbiased source of information
seri6us consideration should be given

to correcting several methodological

flaws inherent in the current version.

One commonly heard criticism of

the Guide is that the ratings for each

course are based upon the responses

of only a small sample of the students

(by my calculations, an average of

38.5 per cent of the students in each

course responded). From a statistical

point of view this argument is both

correct and incorrect. The argument
is incorrect in assuming that sample
sizes of 38.5 per cent cannot be

representative of the entire

population of students; they can.

After all, political preference polls,

which have an extremely high degree

of accuracy, typically sample less

than 1 per cent of the registered

voters. The argument, however, is

valid in assuming that a self-selected

or volunteer' sample of 38.5 per cent of

the students is not necessarily

representative. A well documented
effect in the psychological literature

indicates that people who volunteer to

participate in experiments or surveys

differ from those who are selected by

other means. In statistical terms,

samples comprised of volunteer

subjects tend to be biased; that is,

they do not necessarily represent the

entire population. Thus the possibility

exists that the responses of the

students who participated in the

course survey do not accurately

represent the opinions of all students.

Perhaps only students who'likedOie
course they had taken responded (the

overall positive flavor of the Guide,

with a -I- .7 as the average response on

"Rate the Overall Quality of In-

struction," suggests this may be the

case); perhaps it was some com-
bination of those who really liked the

course and those who didn't; perhaps

different courses or instructors got

different types of students respon-

ding. The critical point is that there is

no way to know. It is, of course,

possible to validate the current Guide
by randomly selecting a number of

courses and^sking all students who
took these courses to complete the

questionnaire. If the scores from all

students were positively correlated

(related) to the scores in the Guide,

then a strong case could be made for

the accuracy of the present version.

Unfortunately, this would have to be

done every semester and con-

sequently is not the best solution.

Rather, future Guides might ran-

domly select a percentage of the

students in each course and ask these

students to fill out the questionnaire.

Granted this is a tedious and time-

consuming procedure, but short of

getting nearly a 1(X) per cent response,

it is the only way to make the Guide
truly representative of the student's

feelings.

A second and less severe
methodological problem is the ap-

News & Notes
from Career Counseling

WHERE ARE VOU GOING?
SENIORS: Be sure to let us know
where you are headed after

Williams. Please fill out and hand
in the Destination Questionnaire

before you leave campus for the

last time.

KALL 1977 LSAT
Attention Seniors considering
taking the October LSAT—
DEADLINE for application is

September 8—write E.T.S. after

July 20 for a new application.

SUMMER JOBS OF
INTEREST TO SENIORS

(See Summer Jobs

notebook)

MARVELWOOD SCHOOL
SUMMER SCHOOL—
Boarding-Camp from end of June

to August 7. Looking for male to

teach English & Reading to 12-17

yr. olds. See Education tab.

WRITER-DESIGNER in Chester,

MA., wants to hire an assistant for

the summer doing research, model
building, outside maintenance, and
property sitting. Room & Board +
$50-week (maybe more) See
Journalism tab or Jeff Wood.

KULL-TIME OPENINGS
(See Direct

Application notebook)

CONN MUTUAL LIFE IN-

SURANCE Hartford, CT., has an

opening for a job analyst involving

the interviewing of employees to

assist them in rewriting their job

descriptions. Possible eligibility

for permanent position. Call Gail

Heiser at (203) 549-4111 im-

mediately as job beings June 13.

BERKSHIRE LEARNING
CENtIcr Pittsfield, MA., is

looking for a single person to do

counseling with adolescent males
with emotional problems. Salary

depends on room & board
arrangements. Send resume &
letters of rec. to Karen Smith, Box
1224, Pittsfield, MA. 01201 or call

(413) 442-5531.

IBM is looking for Seniors who
would like to be Systems Engineers

(data processing) in the New
York City area. See Peggy Sloane

if interested.

Other Full-Time Openings listed in

The Direct Application notebook

are Temple Barker & Sloane, Inc.

Boston & DC—Research Assistant

in management and economic
consulting.

National Citizens Committee on

Broadcasting seeks assistant to

work on national media reform for

one year.

GET YOUR COPY OF THE
STUDENT TRAVEL
CATALOGUE BEFORE YOU
LEAVE CAMPUS.

All Paid Subscriptions To

End With This Issue

To reorder:" Send $10 to Subscription Manager, Williams Record, Baxter

Hall, Williamstown, MA. 01267.

Subscriptions for the Class of 1975 end with this issue, also.

Members of the Class of 1974 who leave their address with the Alumni Office

will receive subscriptions courtesy of the Alumni Office.

parent inconsistency between the

numerical ratings and the written

description of each course. It is dif-

ficult to speculate as to the source of

this since the Guide does not (but

should) indicate how the descriptions

were compiled. For example, when
the Guide reports: ".

. . but some
students said . .

." does some mean
10 per cent, 25 per cent, or 75 per cent

of those" resporiding shared' this"
opinion? If, for example, it means 25

per cent of a sample of 3§.5 per cent of

the students in the course, then this

statement reflects the feelings of only

two students in a class of 25!

Nevertheless it could easily be
misconstrued as an accurate
representation of how the class

progressed. Some indication of how
the comments were tabulated as well

as the number of students making
each comment would be helpful.

It seems that whether or not the

Course Guide survives depends to a

large extent on whether or not the

users perceive it as useful, and
whether the users will perceive it as

useful will depend upon its accuracy.

Although correction of the

methodological problems in the first

Guide will require additional effort,

this seems to be a reasonable trade off

for increased accuracy.

Paul R. Solomon
Psychology Department

Nine receive

honor degrees

from College
HONORARY from page 1

honored him as a "schoolmaster to

millions of people of all ages who
delight in the antics of Grover, Mr.

Hooper, Gordon and Susan, Kermit

the Frog, Big Bird, and the Cookie

Monster while learning letters and

numbers as well as the moral lessons

of self-respect, tolerance and love of

neighbor, and cooperation."

Anne L. Armstrong served as

United States Ambassador to Great

Britain from February 1976 until

March 3 of this year. Before that

Armstrong was the first woman ever

to be named counsellor to the

President and Republican National

Commit leewoman. While counsellor,

Armstrong founded the first office of

Women's Programs in the White

House. Williams cited her for her

•long list of high-level political and

government appointments in which

you have worked for a larger presence

ior women in public life."

Since 1945 Lucia Chase has been co-

director of the American Ballet

Theatre, one p^ the most renowned

dance companies in the world. "More
Ihan any dther one person," her

citation read, "you have resolved this

country's ambivalence towards dance

by fulfilling your dream of making the

American Ballet Theatre an

authentically American national

institution."

George Heard Hamilton, director of

the Clark Art Institute, is retiring this

summer. He came to Williamstown

from the Yale art faculty and also was

professor of art at Williams from 1966

until 1975. In 1972 he became the first

director of the Williams graduate

program in the history of art.

Williams honored him for "a list of

splendid accomplishments that in-

cludes constructing a new building

that more than doubles the Institute's

capacity, founding and directing a

highly respected master's program in

art history, assembling a research

library of international distinction,

and creating a wide range of

programs that make the Institute's

resources more accessible to school

children and the general public."

David M. Pynchon, a 1950 Williams

graduate, has been the headmaster of

Deerfield Academy since 1968. Under

his direction, Deerfield has broadened

its educational and financial base and

Is recognized as one of the leading

private schools in the country

Williams cited Mr Pynchon as "a

recognized national leader in

.secondary education."
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Facuify hears commlffee

Report hits black admissions
The Committee on Black Students

at Williams urged a reallocation of

Admissions Office recruiting efforts

and discussed possible inadequacies
in the curriculum and in relations

between black students and white
faculty in a report to the faculty

May 25.

The cqpimittee, formed in Ma:
reportea on the progress of its

discussions this spring and outlined

target areas for discussion next fall.

Committee member Dennis
Dickerson, Assistant Professor of

History, stated that the committee
was concerned that Williams was
recruiting black students too ex-

clusively from preparatory and
country day schools and neglecting

inner-city areas.

Dean Peter Berek, chairman of the

committee, indicated in a Record
interview that the Committee
recognized that this bias arose from
the fact that a lower concentration of

academically strong students and
poor college guidance services in

inner city schools push up the costs of

recruiting. Nevertheless, a committee
memorandum to the Admissions
Committee suggesU that cost-benefit

calculations to date have
inadequately considered the need to

more accurately reflect the socio-

economic divisions of black society in

the Williams student body."'

"

Reporting the committee's ten-

tative conclusions on the curriculum.

Associate Professor of Ecottpmics
Earl L. McFarland, Jr. said there was
a need for "Afro-American ex-

periences and culture to be int^rated
into course curriculums where it

would be appropriate." He stressed

that such integration should take
place only in apprt^riate areas, but

that it might reduce the sense of

"foreigness" between black and white
students and help blacks feel less

isolated and alienated from the

Williams experience.

Ber«k indicated that the Committee
will continue to discuss how this in-

tegration should be implemented next

faU.

Seniors win Watson
and Fulbright awards
Two Williams seniors have been

awarded Thomas J. Watson
Fellowships for a year of independent
study and travel abroad Michael
Knight and Michael Rosenblum, who
will each receive grants of $7,000,

were among the 70 fellows chosen this

year from 977 applicants.

Knight, an English and history

major, will spend next year studying

theater and the oral tradition in

Nigeria and Ghana.An actor in some
Williams College Theatre produc-

tions. Knight has a long-range goal of

working in the theater, possibly as a

producer-director-actor.

Rosenblum will compile a

photographic documentary of the

lives of Jewish emigres in Israel,

France, Germany, Italy and Eastern
Europe. He has been an active

member of the photo club at Williams

and has been a teaching assistant for

G.uidelines to cuf confusion

Faculty sets honor rules
The faculty overwhelmingly voted

to endorse a proposal to require in-

structors to distribute specific

guidelines on academic honesty in all

courses. The approved plan is an
amended version of a proposal sub-

mitted by the student-faculty Honor
Code Committee at the faculty's final

meeting on May 25.

The proposal, as amended, requires

all instructors to distribute written

guidelines in each of their courses

reminding students of their obligation

to abide by the principles of the Honor
Code set forth in the Student Hand-
book and discussing the manner in

which the Honor Code applies to the

specific course. Instructors must
distribute a copy of these guidelines to

each student in all courses and to the

student chairman of the Honor Code
Committee at the beginning of each
semester.

According to Anson Piper, chair-

man of the Honor Committee, the

committee's proposal was made in

response to the obvious confusion

which existed this past year, on the

part of both students and faculty,

concerning the Honor Code. He noted

that the wide-spread proliferation of

exam options, especially involving

take-home exams, has led to a

situation where a number of students

are confused as to the nature and
application of the Honor Code.

The Honor Code Committee's
original proposal did not include the

clause refering students to the

statement about academic honesty in

the Student Handbook. A number of

faculty members voiced the concern

that the original proposal seemed to

imply that anything which an in-

structor did not explicitly ban would
be allowed. In its amended form, the

proposal assumes that all stipulations

concerning academic honesty which
are listed in the student handbook will

a photography course; his photograph
of Williams Professor Robert G. L.

Waite will be used for Waite's,book on
Hitler.

Lynn T. McConnell and Dinny Weed
have each received Fulbright awards,
also for a year of study abroad. Mc-
Connell will study early 19th century
Polish Romantic Literature,

associated with the University of

Warsaw. Weed will be enrolled at the

University of Geneva where she will

study psychology, specifically the

theories of Piaget.

McConnell and Weed were among
some thirty Williams students who
applied for the Fulbright Fellowships
through the College. Three of the

Williams applicants were nominated
by a national committee but only

McConnell and Weed were approved
by the specific countries to which they

applied.

apply unless otherwise noted by an
instructor.

Despite the broad support displayed

by the faculty for an individuaUzed

system, where all instructors are

allowed to set their own examination

ground rules, in the debate over the

proposal many faculty members
stressed the need for a greater

uniformity of guidelines than
currently exists.

The committee report also noted the

existence of "difficulties" in the

relations between black students and
white faculty creating obstacles to

learning. The report argued, "Black
students are frequently reluctant to

seek out faculty members for help and
to participate in class even when they

feel they have something to con-

tribute."

According to Berek, the need for a

co{nmittee on black students was
perceived in discussions among black

students and administrators last fall.

He told the faculty that relations

between faculty and black students
were the "single most important are
in which we needed to make some
progress."

Dickerson declared that the
following five items were at the top of

the committee's agenda for next
year: examine the College's tutorial

services, discuss charges of racism in

athletics, consider the Black Student
Union as an educational resource,

evaluate the relations between black

students and the Dean's Office, and
discuss social relations between black

and white students.

Faculty members of the committee
are Berek, Dickerson, McFarland, H.

William Oliver, Raymond W. Baker,
William H. Exum, Thomas E. McGill
and Dean Eileen Julien. Student
members are seniors Clarence Otis,

David Libardi, Cedrella Jones and
Michael Knight; junior Benjamin
Blakeney; sophomores Kathey Dread
and Howard Goodfriend; and fresh-

man Benjamin Skillom.

Berkshire Spring
(photos by Read)

College plans summer renovations
Students returning to campus next

fall can expect few major physical

changes, although officials of

Buildings and Grounds are expecting

a heavier load of renovation and
planning work than normal.

Last fall, the construction of a new
mailroom and the availability of new
student housing in Seeley House and
the basements of Lehman and
Fayerweather Halls received con-

siderable attention as a result of the

switch-over to a centralized student

mail system and the threat of over-

crowding of student housing at the

start of classes.

As of the end of May, College of-

ficials were expecting a small but

significant drop in the number of

students arriving next fall. Thus, it is

unlikely that summer construction

projects will have as great an impact
on students as last year.

Nevertheless, construction and
renovation work totaling over $200,000

will be completed over t|ie summer
and planning for several longer range
projects will continue.

"There's a lot of renovation work
going on that costs an awful lot, but

that no one really sees," said Director

of Physical Plant Peter Welanetz.

The transformation of Woodbridge
and Chadbourne Houses from faculty

to student housing are the most ex-

'pensive projects on Welanetz' agenda.

At $53,000 and $57,000 respectively, the

conversions will add space for 29

undergraduates.

Nearly $55,500 has been allocated

for improving fire and theft

prevention facilities in the Chapin
Library and Lawrence Hall (Williams

College Museum of Art).

Planning will continue for the new
Music Building to be built to the east

of Chapin Hall. Construction bids on
the building are expected to go out in

late August, with ground-breaking

scheduled for just after the start of

classes.

Director of Student Housing Charles

Jankey confirmed that renovations of

Garfield House will begin on schedule

in January. Nineteen students will be

housed there first semester. After

renovations are completed, the house

will have room for 33 students.

The increase in bed space is made
at the sacrifice of some social space,

particularly the old dining room,
which has been used for dances.

Jankey has agreed to renovate the

Wood House basement as a social

area.

Welanetz indicated that long range
planning for new art and physical

education facilities will continue.

Trustees discuss race relations
The Board of Trustees discussed

black-white relations, the use of

campus facilities in the face of rising

energy costs, and the future financial

integrity of the College in a series of

committee meetings this weekend.
The June Trustees' meeting has

traditionally been dominated by
Commencement related activities,

College Officials indicated. For
example, the Board of Trustees
formally confer the degrees on the

recommendation of the faculty.

Director of Physical Plant Peter
Welanetz warned the Buildings and
Grounds Committee of the im-
plications of rising energy costs for

the College over the next five years.

Although the College's Energy
Conservation Program was able to

hold energy costs within budget this ^
Winter despite the cold weather,

'

Welanetz declared that future savings

will require greater capital in-

vestments and may not be sufficient

against shortages and rising prices.

President John W. Chandler
described the goals of the newly
formed Facilities Utilization Com-
mittee. Chaired by Francis H. Dewey
III, Vice President for Administration

for the College and Secretary of the

Board of Trustees, the committee will

consider a wide range of issues

concerning the most efficient use of

campus buildings and land. College

officials indicated that there is a real

need to evaluate the existing physical

plant after the building boom
surrounding the expansion of

enrollment and with proposals for new
art and physical education facilities

coming up for consideration.

Other members of the newly formed
committee are Welanetz, Professors

William T. Fox and Whitney S.

Stoddard, Associate Dean Cris T.

Roosenraad, and Dirk van DijI '78.

Another student member will be

named before the fall.

The Budget and Financial Planning

Committee discussed a proposal to

pay the costs of the Mission Park
_housing complex and other costs

related to the expansion of enrollment

to 1850 through a low interest bond
issue. For the past seven years, the

College has carried the $6.2 million

outstanding from these construction

costs on its books as an "internal

loan," according to Dewey. Under
Massachusetts law, the College as a

nonprofit educational institution could

issue a bond underwritten by the

Massachusetts Health and
Educational Facilities Authority at

relatively low interest (under six per

cent) for a term of up to 30 years. No
decision on the proposal or on the

package of collateral to be used to

back the bond was made at the

meeting.

The Committee on Campus Life met
with the deans to discuss black-white

relations (particularly the on going

discussions of the student-faculty

Committee on Black Students at

Williams), undergraduate housing,

and the participation by small
numbers of students in fraternity

activities in violation of College

educational policy. Dean Peter Berdc

noted that this was a chance for the

committee to discuss issues in-

formally with the deans. During the

College year, the committee usually

meets somewhat formally with
groups of students.

In other business, the Committee on
Degrees began preliminary
discussion of possible honorary
degree recipients and speakers for

next year's Commencement; and the

Development Committee discussed

the final phases of the Capital Fund
for the 70's drive.

The Board of Trustees also ap-

proved several staff appointments for

next year.

Sigma Xi

The Williams College chapter of

Sigma Xi, the national science

honor society, initiated ten

graduating seniors as associate

members this weekend. Assistant

Professor of biology Lee C.

Drickamer presided at the short

initiation ceremony in the Bronf-

man Science Center at 11:00

Saturday morning.

According to Drickamer, full

membership in Sigma Xi is limited

to those completing doctoral

research in the sciences. However,
the society annually awards
associate membership to

graduating college students for

significant progress in un-

dergraduate research and
potential for meaningful future

research as exemplified by an

honors thesis or independent
research project.

Unlike Phi Beta Kappa,
associate members are elected by

a membership committee based on

nominations from each science

department. Membership is not

automatically linked to grade point

average and class rank. This

year's membership committee
consisted of Professor of Physics

Stuart J. B. Crampton, Ebenezer

Fitch Professor of Chemistry
Charles Compton, Thomas T. Read
Professor of Mathematics H.

William Oliver, Assistant

Professor of Psychology Hugh E.

Criswell, and Edward Brust
Professor of Geology and
Mineralogy William T. Fox.

Newly elected associate

members are:

Robert P. Comer, Peter D.

Hislop, Kevin M. Jones, Saik

Chuan Kee. John B. Kinney. HeMi
S. Phillips. LeiU V. M. SiukoU.

Richard C. Spiccr. Martin A.

Weinstock and Stephen F. Yate*.
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Eager faces, scarred faces: Year in review
bj'Pavid R.Ross

College years tend to follow cyclical patterns, with campus crises erupting

in inverse' proportion to the hiimbef"of ihidlefmsV papers, finals, gooff skiing

and foott>all games. Relatively little time need pass before obstinate ad-

ministrators, morally indignant students and winning or losing seasons fade
into a bland background.

One of the great strengths and curses of the Record is the fact that

chronicled events seem to take on that bland insigifnicant appearance a lot

sooner.

For the most part, though, it is the regular rhythms of college life that

quickly put even the most serious campus catastrophe into perspective. This
past year has been no exception.

A freshman class (497) eager faces7; a senior class (441 scarred faces)

graduated; and in the wings some 484 students waited to take their places next
fall. Somehow, an early crisp fall, the first really snowbound winter in years
and the arrival of August in May will frame more memories of the year than the

traumatic arrival of a new Director of Food Services, the heady, complex effort

to revitalize student government, and the frustratingly inadequate attempt to

come to grips with the lack of understanding among the races.

Yet, the year ran its idiosyncratic course:

Arriving: There were more hassles

than usual in finding people homes
this fall. Too many freshmen were
admitted, too few upperclassmen
withdrew and too many decided to

return. At one point, nearly 60

students above the "normal" 1855

were expected to descend on
Williamstown. The College survived

thanks to last minute withdrawals,

more off-campus housing and the use

of the north entry of Currier to house

freshmen.

As the hordes arrived, Mrs.
Marlowe and the Baxter mailroom
found a new home in the old TV room
and Record office, as all student mail

became centralized In Baxter.

September: By mid-September, the

long lunch lines at Baxter and the

desertion of Row House dining halls

that many had predicted would occur

as a result of the centralized mail

system had failed to appear as

chronic problems. Although the

mailroom continued to be congested

around noon for the rest of the year,

most students and administrators

came to agree that the move was an
unqualified success. Nevertheless, the

College Council voted to "express its

displeasure" that the centralized mall

system had been instituted over the

summer without consultation of

students and in the face of a CC
resolution against a centralized

system.

The existence of fraternities again

became an issue when Dean Peter

Berek announced that an organization

called the Adelphic Literary Society,

loosely affiliated with the Alpha Delta

Phi International fraternity, was
actively initiating members in

violation of the College's prohibition

against participation by un-

dergraduates In fraternities.

For a few days, the campus was
awash with rumors of rapes both on

and off campus. Neither the Record
nor College officials were able to

confirm the occurrence of any rapes

involving Williams students, and the

rumors soon died down. The College

and town began a campaign to in-

crease street lighting in and around
the campus and the Dean's Office

sponsored a guide to dealing with and
preventing rape.

The Committee. on Undergraduate
Life published a draft report on up-

perclass housing. Among the report's

conclusions was the charge that ex-

cessive use of alcohol for house social

functions was contributing to

alcoholism on campus. The report

also reaffirmed the principle of

housing diversity, but noted that

minorities (essentially everyone
except male beer drinkers) were not

getting their fair share of house social

activities.

October: The Board of Trustees voted

to "emphasize their resolute op-

position to efforts of fraternities to re-

establish themselves among Williams

un(;lergraduates. Including continuing

fraternity activity in and near
Williams . .

." The Adelphic Literary

Society had voted to disband several

weeks before the resolution was
passed. However, two fraternities,

TDX and KA, continued to operate out

of Pownal, Vermont, chapter houses

through the year.

An attempt by the Record to have a

reporter admitted to a meeting of the

Committee on Educational Policy

sparked a general debate on whether

student-faculty committee meetings

should be open to the College com-
munity. In November the faculty

voted to keep committee meetings

closed while allowing each committee
to open individual meetings "at their

own discretion."

Cynthia Krizack, a 17-year old Mt.

Greylock High School student,

disappeared after leaving her home to

study at the Sawyer Library. A full

scale search. In which many students

and townspeople participated, failed

to locate her in the Williamstown

area. Three weeks later, her

strangled body was found in the woods
near Pittsfleld.

Jimmy Carter (43.2 per cent)

defeated Gerald Ford (38.8 per cent)

in a mock campus election.

Criticism of policy changes by new
Director of Food Services Ross Keller

began to emerge. At first, Keller's

administration had been well

received. Wider food selection, a

liberal seconds pohcy, expansion of

salad bars, and an expanded
vegetarian menu received universal

praise. However, by mid-October,

members of Row Houses were
beginning to complain about a

deterioration in dining services there

anda lack of autonomy and flexibility

In planning and preparing meals.

November: The College Council

concluded its student activities tax

funding allocation process. Although

the process took no longer than In

previous years, it moved more
smoothly as the CC expanded the

number of meetings devoted to

considering Finance Committee
recommendations from two to five.

The most heated debates centered on

Back Talk (the need for two literary,

journalistic magazines), the Gul

( proposal to force students wanting to

receive the Gul to pay a nominal part

of the cost was defeated), and the

Dance Society (whose budget was
essentially a fait accompli as a result

of contractural obligations).

The football team finished a 4-4 year

Tom Herwitz examines the display o< cheese at Ken's Market in September.

Ken O'Neill's grocery market was replaced by a bank in the (all. Herwitz was
elected College Council president in AAarch. (photo by Read)

with a surprising Homecoming rout of

Wesleyan and a disappointing loss to

Amherst—the first in five years.

December: The Committee on Ap-

pointments and Promotions: tenure

recommendations sparked student

protests over the denial of tenure to

Assistant Professor of Economics
Thomas Tietenberg. Students also

criticized the "closed nature" of the

tenure decision process and charged

that student opinions were not given

adequate weight. The CAP agreed to

reconsider Its Tietenberg recom-
mendation following a petition signed

by 219 students but voted to leave its

negative recommendation un-

changed.

January: The Board of Trustees

approved the CAP's tenure recom-^

mendations, authorized a 7.7 per cent

hike in tuition and other term charges

for the next year and authorized the

renovation of Garfield House and the

conversion of two faculty residences

for student housing. The Garfield

renovations would raise housing

capacity from 19 to 35 students by

eliminating some common social

areas.

An attempt to sell Mt. Hope Farm to

a land trust—the Kellogg Plan-
received a fatal setback when tests

revealed that the soil could not handle

the sewage disposal needs of the up to

50 houses envisioned by the plan. Mt.

Hope is sparsely used by the College

and carries an annual net main-

tenance deficit of $100,000.

February: Students rejected a new
College Council constitution. The
proposed constitution differed in only

procedural details from that In effect.

The high "No" vote prompted
demands for the radical reform of

student government. Gladden House

formally withdrew from the CC and

sponsored an open forum to discuss

and propose better methods of getting

the voice of students into campus
decisions.

Despite the unusually long and cold

winter. College energy conservation

efforts kept the College within budget.

There was never any danger of fuel

shortages disrupting campus life.

Classrooms and laboratory buildings

were closed at night to lower heating

needs. Provost Neil Grabois approved

a plan linking summer research

grants to the reduction of electrical

consumption by Division HI buildings.

The cold weather was a real factor

In making Winter Carnival a success

after last year's thaw-inspired can-

cellation. Buzz Inboden '77 was
credited with organizing the

smoothest run Carnival in 2 years.

March: The election for CC president

became something of a referendum on

the future of student government. An
unusually large field of eight can-

didates represented a wide spectrum
including those advocating minor
reforms and those seeking abolition of

a formal student governing body. In

addition, there were campaigns to

vote No on the presidential ballot.

Although there was some question as

to what constituted a valid ballot,

nearly 72 per cent of the student body

filled In ballots (not significantly

lower than the turn out for elections in

previous years). Tom Herwitz '78

defeated Harry Kelly '78 In a runoff.

More significantly status quo and

reformist candidates clearly out-

polled candidates calling for radical

changes.

Complaints against Director

Keller's handling of Food Services

rose as the dining halls instituted

stricter ID checking and portion

control. A series of Record articles on

Food Services revealed that student

. attitude's toward Keller's policies

'\ varied widely—especially among
^-~ -dining - halls. Many studetnte,- par-

ticularly those using Driscoll dining

halls, continued to praise Keller's

innovations. Other students, par-

ticularly those eating at Dodd House

and the Row Houses, spoke bitterly of

Keller's ''inflexibility,
unreasonableness and aloofness."

April: The faculty voted to eliminate

the major ^rade and make the re-

quirement that seniors pass a major
exercise optional for each department

starting with the Class of '79.

Currently, performance on the major
exercise or "comp" constitutes one-

fifth of a student's major grade.

The Committee on Undergraduate
Life ex[>anded the housing categories

to five and made upperclass house

transfer applicants go through a

random inclusion process similar to

that used for freshmen. The five

categories (Fitch and Prospect, Dodd
and Tyler, Greylock, Mission Park,

and the Row Houses) better reflected

student preferences, since in the past

desirable and undesirable housing

had been linked in the same housing

category. Nearly 80 per cent of fresh-

men were placed in their first or

second choice housing category. The
transfer process went equally

smoothly— in large part because the

most desired houses coincidentally

had the largest number of seniors.

Growing out of a charge that blacks

were not given a fair chance to

compete on the basketball team, a

lengthy debate on racism at Williams

filled the Op-Ed page of the Record.

The debate was characterized by I

seeming inability of participants toi

fully understand each other. Morel
formally, an ad hoc committee]
worked through the spring to suggest

improvements in the academic en-

vironment of black students at

Williams.

Reacting to overacceptances last

year, the Admissions Office mailed

over 100 fewer letters of acceptance to

applicants for the Class of '81. The
College accepted only 19.3 per cent of

all applicants, placing Williams
fourth in the annual Amherst Student

poll of northeastern college selec-

tivity. As of the end of May, 484 of

those accepted indicated that they

would join the Class of '81 next fall—

a

number expected to drop to near 475

when classes start. Of these, 53.5 per

cent are men—the smallest per-

centage ever.

Leaving: On June 4, 1977, Claudia

Lindsey, President of the Class of '77,

dropped a pocket watch from the

tower of the Thompson Memorial

Chapel. It broke, indicating good luck

for the members of Williams' 188th

graduating class.
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Newly identified works
go on College display

An unusual small exhibit of newly
identified works from the Williams
College Art Museum's collection went
on display shortly before Com-
mencement activities began. The
exhibit will remain on display at least

through Reunion Weekend.
In one small case in the Blashfield

" Room bTLawrehceMall there are five

newly recognized works by 17th

century sculptors Francois du
Quesnoy and Georg Petel and painter
Nicolas Poussin.

The real* excitement of this small
show is a marble fragment recently

uncovered from the Museum's
storage holdings by newly appointed
Director Franklin Robinson. Lecturer
Sheila Somers Rinehart recognized
the fragment as a rejected first at-

tempt at a putto head for the

monument of Ferdinand van den
Eynde, whose tomb is in Rome's
church of Santa Maria dell'Anima. Du
Quesnoy executed the work in 1629.

Also by du Quesnoy is a small silver

sculpture ol« Christ Child. This is the
only known silver sculpture by this

artist.
„, ..

Two small bronze sculptured of putti

with goats in the exhibit are attributed

to Poussin, the great classics(l French
artist, who lived with the Flemish
sculptor du Quesnoy for the first four
years of his studies in Rome ( 1626-30)

.

In addition to these previously

unknown works is a sumptuous
Crucifix in ivory by the short-lived

Augsburg sculptor Georg Petel (1601-

34). Petel was a friend of Rubens, in

whose honor the Lawrence Hall
exhibit has been arranged.

-
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Graduates hear President, students

Prasidant John Chandler presents diploma to graduating senior. Professor
Rudolph (to Chandler's left) assists. Chandler addressed the senior class last
night.

Small college handles
national big-time press
In preparing for press coverage of

the graduation events this weekend,
the College tried to "preserve the

dignity of the events" while
recognizing that national figures

would be on campus, acting news
director Ray Boyer said.

Reporters covered last night's

Baccalhureate sermon delivered in

Chapin Hall from Baxter Hall where
the speech was transmitted by closed

circuit television.

The College provided a video pool

feed of the address for television

stations covering the speech.
Photographers and cameramen were
not permitted inside Chapin Hall

during the ceremony. News office

photographers provided newspapers
with rolls of unprocessed film im-

mediately following Andrew Young's
sermon . . .

In an advisory note to editors, the

College explained its reason for

keeping reporters out of Chapin Hall:

"There is limited seating in Chapin
and the college feels that it is im-

portant that parents be able to ac-

company graduating students during

the ceremony." Chapin Hall normally

seats 1100 persons. Each of the

graduates was provided with two

tickets to the Baccalaureate sermon.

This morning's commencement
exercises were open to the press.

Before the weekend, Boyer said he
expected local newspapers to cover

commencement but that Channel 22 in

Springfield was the only television

station to confirm its intent to cover

the weekend's events. Boyer said he

would be providing other area stations

with filmed reports of the graduation

activity.

Boyer said his office had been in

touch with the national news media
and that he expected that there would
be some national coverage of the

Baccalaureate sermon and the

awarding of honorary degrees.

Boyer said the College's attempt to

get news coverage of commencement
events would focus on spreading

material out rather than drawing

reporters to Williams.

He provided New England and
Albany area radio stations with radio

reports of last night's activities.

Prior to the weekend, Boyer said he

hoped national radio and press ser-

vices would also pick up news from
Williams.

In addition, the News Office sends
releases to the hometown newspapers
of graduating seniors.

Ingerson warns of

learning stagnation

Concern over opportunities missed

and the tendency to avoid going out on

a limb for personal beliefs were the

general themes of student addresses

at Williams' 188th Commencement
Exercises this morning. ,

Vale'diclorian Ann L. Ingerson
spoke on "Fear and Trembling and
the Stagnation of' Learning." She

argued that students seem to be afraid

to have an opinion. Even the most
successful students make too much
use of other people's thinking. Too few

student papers come to any con-

clusions.

College is a good time to try things

out, Ingerson stressed. Yet, many
students are so concerned about

grades that they refuse to take a

chance. But the heart of learning is

trying new things, taking chances,

and coming to grips with oneself

through occasional failures. Without

the willingness to dare to think new
thoughts, learning stagnates, she

concluded.

Ingerson graduated summa cum
laude receiving her degree with

honors in economics and highest

honors in philosophy. She was
awarded the Moody Graduate
Fellowship, which will enable her to

study for a master's degree in

Agricultural Economics at Oxford
University, England for the next two
years.

At Williams, she was a member of

the Student Advisory Committee on

Hiring for economics and the Com-
puter Services Committee. She was
manager of the men's cross country

and indoor and outdoor track team for

four years.

Phi Beta Kappa speaker, Frederick
M. Lawrence, entitled his speech
"Are You Talikin' to Me?"—

a

reference to a line of Robert De Niro's
in the movie Taxi Driver. Lawrence
attacked the notion that idealism and
pragmaticism are two exclusionary
concepts.

"The true pragmatist is the in-

dividual who can live in the present.

dream of a future, and is willing to

make his life the bridge between the

two," Lawrence said. "College must
be a time to critically analyze society,

not in spite of the fact that we are not

directly involved in it, but because of

this fact."

Lawrence was elected speaker by
the student members of the Williams
Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa. He is

student vice-president of that

honorary society. At Williams he
served as a junior advisor, president

of the Williams College Jewish
Association, co-senior manager of the

Choral Society and co-student leader
of the Marching Band. The political

economy major graduated magna
cum laude. He plans to study law and
economics at Yale University.

Before the speeches, Lawrence
received the William Bradford Turner
Citizenship Prize. T^ prize of $300 "is

awarded to the member of the

graduating class who, in the judgment
of the faculty and of the graduating

class, has best fulfilled one's

obligation to the College, to fellow

students, and to self." It is often

considered the highest honor a

Williams student can receive.

Anthony P. Spaeth delivered the

class speech entitled "Work in

Progress" with wit and abandon.
Spaeth added the subtitle "Parade of

Platitudes" to his, speech, which at-

tacked every Williams cliche known
to man. The Class Speaker is elected

by the senior class at the close of last

semester classes.

Spaeth graduated cum laude with a
double major in English and
philosophy. He has served as a con-

tributing editor and regular columnist
lor the Kecord for the past year.

Postgraduate plans are uncertain,

although he hopes to secure a position

with a Tokyo-based newspaper.

All three speakers were eligible for

the Dewey Prize. Founded by Francis
Henshaw Dewey of the Class of 1840,

the $75 prize is awarded to the

member of the graduating class who
presents the most creditable oration

in point of composition and delivery.

The judges this year were Williams
trustee Martha R. Wallace, David M.
Pynchon '50, and John Hawley
Roberts Professor of English, Don C.

Gilford.

Class Day recognizes prominent seniors
Over fifty members of the Class of

1977 of Williams College received

prizes or recognition for receiving

graduate fellowships at Class Day
exercises yesterday.

The prizes covered all academic
fields offeredat the College and were
awarded for speaking, writing and
overall excellence.

Class President Claudia Lindsey

presided over the ceremonies from
the East Entrance of the Sawyer
Library. She then stepped from the

podium for the traditional planting of

an ivy vine along the side of the

Library.

The Class History was presented by

two historians, Andrew B. O'Donnell

and Holland S. Prentice. Their
leisurely anecdotal account of the

class's four years was halted by
frequent laughter and applause.

Steven White, winner of the 1977

Academy of American Poets Contest

at Williams, read the Class Poem,
entitled "Farewell to Ivy." The poem,

in which White continually confused

his alma mater with his mistress,

declared plaintively at one point:

"She says I have to move out - She
says I'll only hear from her when she

needs money."
White, O'Donnell and Prentice had

been selected by the Class Officers.

The Class Day exercises ended as

Lindsey dropped a pocket watch' off

the tower of the Thompson Memorial
Chapel. Tradition has it that if the

watch breaks the graduating class

can expect good luck ahead. Reliable

sources close to the watch affirmed

that the watch did indeed break.

ORAOUATE FELLOWSHIPS

Horac* F. Clark Priu Fellowthip
Patricia Ann Friedman '77

Salk Chuan Kee '77

Francis Sessions Hutchins
Memorial Fellowship

David Arthur Libardi '77

Hubbard Hutchinson Memorial Fellowship

Susanna Alice Lang '77

Steven Forsythe White '77

John Edmund Moody Memorial Fellowship

Ann Louise Ingerson '77

Carroll A. Wilson Fellowship

Ava Clayton Spencer '77

PRIZES

Academy of American Poets Prize

Steven Forsythe White '77

John Sabin Adriance Prize
in Chemistry

John Borman Kinney '77

Benedict Prizes
In Biology

First Prize: Charles Robert Souliere, Jr. '77

Second Prize: Robert Clinton Fox '77

In French

First Prizes: Manuel Mathew Anes '77

Sunsanna Alice Lang '77.

Second Prizes: John Arthur GallucI '77

Susan Jane McCormick '77

In German
First Prize: Ava Clayton Spencer '77

Second Prize: Albert Jude Vaccaro '77

In Greek
First Prize: Donald Eugene Sprague '77

Second Prize: Kendall Arthur Glbbs '78

In History

First Prize: Grant Penney Guyer '77

Second Prize: Ava Clayton Spencer '77

In Latin

First Prize: James Aloysius Roe '77

Second Prize: Cornelius Joseph Murray III

'78

In Mathematics
Stephen William Daniel '79

William Nathaniel Whitney '79

Kenneth L. Brown Award in

American Studies

William Erskine Hoot '78

Sterling A. Brown Award
Cedrella Carol Jones '77

Canby Athletic Scholarship Prize

Jeffrey Taylor Lockhart '77

David Taggart Clark Prize in Latin

Michael Cornelius Lynch '79

Conant-Harrington Prize in Biology

Saik-Chuan Kee '77

Henry Rutgers Conger Memorial
Literary Prize

Andrew Burke O'Donnell '77

Doris deKeyserlingk Prize in Russian

Judith Ellen Deutsch '77

Garrett Wright DeVries
Memorial Prize in Spanish

William Jaume '77

Sherwood O. Dickerman Memorial Prize

Kathryn Lee McKay '80

Dwight Botanical Prize

Kathryn Ann Saterson '77

Gilbert W. Gabriel Memor'lal
Award in Drama

Dianne Alexandra Swift Thompson '77

Arthur B . Graves Essay Prizes

Art : Deborah Ann DePorter '77

Economics> Timothy Channing Hester '77

History: Grant Penney Guyer '77

Ava Clayton Spencer '77

Philosophy: Thomas Joseph Balch '77

Marcel Henri Pallais '77

Political Science: Lucy Steuart Gregg '77

Judith Helen Well '77

Laura Susan Weisel '77

Religion: Robert Laurence Ecklemann '77

Graves Printar Delivery of Essay

Michelle Jeanne Marie Aubert '77

Frederick C. Hagedorn, Jr. Prlie

Jeffrey Taylor Lockhart '77

Charles Robert Souliere, Jr. '77

C. David Harris, Jr.

Prize in Political Science

Robert Harold Harris '79

Vincent Frank Prada '78

Arthur C. Kaufmann Priia in Engliih

Rose Allen Ellis '77

Susanna Alice Lang '77

Lathers Prize and Medal
Clarence Otis, Jr. '77

Leverett Mears Prize in Chemistry

Jeffrey Taylor Lockhart '77

Charles Robert Souliere, Jr. '77

John W. Miller Prize in Philosophy

Gordon Clarence Frederic Beam '77

John Frederick Rathgeber '77

Richard Ager Newhall Book Prize
in European History

Jeffrey Penfield Trout '80

Rice Prizes in Classical Languages

In Greek

Carol Frances Relihan '77

In Latin

Christopher James Bonner '77

Royal Society of Arts Silver Medal
Nathan Elwood Bekemeler, special
student.

Bruce Sanderson Award for
E xcellence in Architecture

Stephen Fenner Douglass '77

Ruth Sanford Fellowship in Theatre

Cecilia Mary Rubino '80

Ruth Sanford Prize in Theatre

Peter Roald Bergethon '77

Sentinels of the Republic Prize

Michael Richard Beschloss '77

Edward Gould Shumway
Prize in English

Teresa Moore Whitman '77

Herbert R. Silverman Award
in American History

David Pennoyer Livermore '77

Howard P. StaMar Prize In Physics

Peter David HIslop '77

William Bradford Turner Prize
in American History

David Pennoyer Livermore '77

John William Thompson Webb IV '77

Banlamin B. Wainwright Award
Thomas Evan Gass '78

David A. Wells Prin
for Political Economy

Oavid Robinson Ross '77

Williams Black Student Union Grant

Michael Charles Knight '77

Chandler questions

growth potential

byNickCrisUano
President John W. Chandler told

graduates at Baccalaureate
yesterday that "the large question
before you now is whether the powers
you enjoy will be directed by personal

and tribal self-intereet or t^ sym-
pathies, commitments, and concerns
that range outward to include all

classes and conditions of people."

Asserting that "life for you has
been, by any objective measure, a
triumphal affair," Chandler said that

"your graduation from Williams is a
personal achievement that the great

majority of your contemporaries can
only envy."

But as graduates move away from
Williams, he adde4 "it will become
increasingly apparent to you that life

for most people on this planet contains

more tfagedy than triumph, more
failure than success, many more
problems than answers."

Chandler told the graduates that he
had no doubt they would continue to

grow intellectually. "Williams has
prepared you well to cope with

change, to solve problems, to express
yourself clearly and forcefully," he
said.

"The crucial question is whether
your moral life will undergo similar

growth," Chandler cautioned. "Will

yoiu- sympathies become deeper and
broader? Will your comprehension of

the unity of human destiny and the

interdependence of all life become
fuller? Life for you will almost cer-

tainly contain many pleasures. But
will you also know the joy which
comes from sharing the sufferings,

hopes and victories of others?"

Chandler concluded: "I hope you
will continue to see in Williams a
steady beacon when you need a sure

sense of direction and a place to which
you will return often and in which you
will always feel at home." „,

Fewer Williams

students this fall
The College will open with fewer

students next September than it

opened with last September, Dean
of the College Peter Berek
predicted.

Berek said his office is

monitoring more closely student

plans to take a year or two away
from Williams than it has in the

past.

Last year "two few" students

withdrew and "too many" decided

to return, leading to a larger

student body than the College

desired.

Berek said that although he

would like to get more accurate

estimates of the size of the College

earlier, the College wants to

preserve students' fi'^edom to

withdraw from the College and to

return when they are ready to do

so.

Too few students at Williams as

well as too many students can
cause problems, Berek noted.

When the College is under enrolled

potential revenue is lost.

Baccalaureate speaker Andrew
Young received an honorary Doctor of

Laws degree last night. President

Chandler declared, "Refusing to be
bound by the rigid canons of

diptomatic language, you are cutting

through to the heart of issues that

confront this country in South Africa

and other parts of the world."
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Archer, Compton, Jordan
retire from Williams faculty

H. Richard Archer

Charles Compton

Faculty members H. Richard Ar-
cher, Charles Compton and C.
Wallace Jordan, Jr. have announced
their retirements from the Williams
College faculty effective June 30.

Archer lias been Cjjstpdian flf the
Chapin Library—a collection of rare

books, prints and manuscripts—since
joining the faculty in 1957. Compton,
Ebenezer Fitch Professor of

Chemistry) came to Williams in 1946

and has served as chairman of the

chemistry department and of the

Premedical Committee. Jordan '37

has taught mathematics and com-
puter science here since 1946.

Archer, born in New Mexico in I91I,

received a B.A. degree in 1940 from
the University of California at

Berkeley, and a Ph.D. in 1954 from the

University of Chicago tlraduate
Library School. He was a research
assistant at the University of Chicago
Graduate Library School,
bibliographer and curator of graphic
arts at the University of California (at

Los Angeles) Clark Memorial Library
and librarian for R. R. Donnelly &
Sons before coming to Williams.

Archer has operated a private

printing service, the Hippogryph
Press, as a hobby since 1951. He said

he has printed many brochures and
posters for Chapin Library exhibits.

After retiring. Archer said he may
revise "Rare Book Collections" and
begin a study on private presses in

America in addition to lecturing,

writing articles, and printing.

Compton, born in 1915 in New
Jersey, attended Princeton Univer-

sity (B.A. 1940) and Yale University

(Ph.D. 1943). Before joining the

College as an Instructor in Chemistry,
he was a research associate with the

Manhattan District Project and a
chemist at American Cyanamid Corp.

Compton was promoted to Professor

of Chemistry in 1957 and held the title

of Halford R. Clark Professor of

Natural Science from 1967 until 1972,

when he was named Ebenezer Fitch

Professor of Chemistry.

Compton was chairman of the

chemistry (lepartment from 1964 until

1974 and was acting chairman this

year. He has served as secretary to

the faculty and as a member of the

Committee on Educational Policy

(CEP) and the Committee on Ap-
pointments and Promotions (CAP).
Compton's first book, "Introduction

to Chemistry," (1958) received
special commendation from the

American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science. He is currently

working on a book tentatively entitled

"Inside Chemistry," to be published

by McGraw-Hill. Compton's in-

vestigations in molecular spec-

troscopy have been supported by

grants from the Research Cor-

poration.

A native of Pittsfield,

Massachusetts, Jordan graduated
from Williams in 1937 and joined the

actuarial staff at the Connecticut

General Life Insurance Company.
Jordan was appointed to the Williams
faculty in 1946.

Jordan has served as director of

data processing, director of computer
services and acting registrar.

Professor Fred ("Astaire") Rudolph swings tothe beat of the Williams Cabaret
at the Senior Dinner Dance Thursday night. The farewell party to the class of

'77, held at Cluett Mansion, also featured an evening of dancing to the music of

the Striders.

4 from econ.

Eleven on faculty resign

NOW AVAILABLE
FOR FALL 1977

The Zeta Psi Fraternity of North America,
having previously had a Chapter at Williams
College, continues its interest in this fine edu-
cational institution. Zeta Psi has available a

unique scholarship for qualified Williams stu-

dents honoring the memory of Lt. F. Kendall
Mitchell (U.S.N.R.), a Zeta Psi member of the

Williams College class of 1939, who lost his

life in World War II. Interested students

are encouraged to write to Zeta Psi's New
York Headquarters for information and an
application.

Zeta Psi Educational Foundation
500 Fifth Avenue, Suite 830
New York, New York 10036

C. Wallace Jordan, Jr.

Eleven faculty members announced
resignations this spring according to a

list of names released by President
John W. Chandler after the spring

meeting of the Trustees. Of these

resignations, four will come from the

economics department while the

remaining seven are distributed

throughout the College's staff.

Thomas H. Tietenberg will leave his

position as Assistant Professor of

Economics at Williams to teach at

Colby College in Maine. Tietenberg
will continue to specialize in urban,

environmental and legal economics.
Randall Bartlett, Bettina Berch,

and Andrew T. Williams also

Assistant Professors in the economics
department will not return to the

College next fall. Both Bartlett and
Williams spent this year on leave.

Assistant Professor William H.

Exum, acting chairman of the

Sociology Department and Program
Director of Afro-American Studies at

Williams, accepted an offer to teach

at Northwestern University next year
and consequently announced his

resignation.

Assistant Professor of

Mathematics, William L. Green will

return to the Georgia Institute of

Technology where he taught for a

year before coming to Williams in

1975. Green will be involved in both

teaching and research in functional

analysis.

Janice L. Smith, Assistant Director

of Admissions, also announced her

resignation this spring. Smith said she

was unsure what she would be doing

next fall but noted that she planned to

work with Operation Cross Roads
Africa this summer on a project in

Antigua.

Other resignations included that of

Andrea L. Diehl, former News
Director who assumed an fediting job
with the Philadelphia Daily News, and
James C. Rodgers, Instructor in

Physical Education, who accepted a
teaching and coaching position at a
high school outside of Philadelphia.

David Rice, Assistant Professor of

Classics, left Williams at the end of

Winter Study to teach in the history

department of Davidson College in

North Carolina, and Kathleen A.

Foster resigned from her position as
Assistant Professor of Art at the close

of the spring semester.
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Seniors' plans vary
The Office of Career Counseling

presented a preliminary report to

President Chandler Thursday which

outlined the career plans of this year's

graduating class. According to the

report and the.projections of Director

of Career Counseling, Mary Margaret
Sioane, approximately one-third of

the Class of 1977 will enter em-
ployment and another third will be

enrolled in graduate study programs.

The fihal tHifd of the class remains
unsure of their career plans or still

awaits decisions on job or graduate

school applications.

Sioane emphasized that OCC's
figures were very tentative as they

represent information on only 260 of

the 441 members of the graduating

class. The statistics were compiled

from early returns of a survey

distributed to all seniors. "More
accurate figures should be available

next week when all of the question-

naires hopefully will be in," Sioane

said.

In the employment category,

education drew the largest number of

seniors of those responding to the

survey. Thirty-two of the 118 seniors

listed as being employed or seeking

employment for next year will be

working^n the field of education. Of

^'A

these 32 graduates, four will be

teaching in Japan under the auspices

of the Cook Program.
The preliminary figures indicated

that 28 seniors will be em|doyed in

finance, the second most popular

field. Banking in particular accounted

for twenty of the graduates pursuing

careers in finance.

Employment in government,
business and science was also

frequently ' noted" on" tfi* survey
responses.

The OCC report listed 128 seniors as

attending graduate schools next year,

the majority predictably in medicine

and law schools, Sioane noted. Thirty-

five seniors will attend medical

schools and an additional six will be

enrolled in veterinary, dental and

health services programs. The
preliminary statistics indicated that

only 32 graduates will attend law

school in the fall but Sioane predicted

that the number would almost double

during the summer.
Sloans noted that "a surprisingly

large number" of seniors intend to

pursue graduate study in computer
science. Six graduates will attend

business school and 22 will seek

graduate degrees in the arts and
sciences.

Professors and students mix at Fort Hoosac Houses annual Strawberry

Festival in May. (photo by Read)

Congratulations to the Class of 1977

The Frame Shop

Main Street Williamstown, Mass.

413-458-3486

CAP AND BELLS PRESENTS

WILLIAMS

WITH OUR

FROM

'^^tv

-S^jet^^

^l^'
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at the Williams Inn

Graduation Weekend June 3 and 4
1 10 to 11 p.m.

JonStoM Raul Cardinal Silvs OavM M. Pynchon

Honorary Degree Recipients

Gaorga H. Hamilton Anne L. Armstrong Lucia Chase

A iKatt for AH i^paBonB

DRUMMOND CLEANERS
Laundry & dry cleaning Spring Street 458-432 1

458-3625

Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass.

FINE FOOTWEAR AND LEATHER
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Ruggers impressive in two seasons;
graduating players open Icey spots

by Jamie Edwards and

John Greer

With impressive showings in both

the fall and spring seasons, the

Williams Rugby Club ended the year

with a 10-3-2 record. Dramatically

improved teamwork and a revitalized

attitude turned what was expected to

be a rebuilding year for the club into

one of its strongest ever.

With the momentum of a 6-1-1 fall

behind them, the Eph ruggers fared

almost as well during their more
rigorous spring schedule.

Highlighting the spring were come-
from-behind victories over Colgate

and Harvard, long time Purple
nemeses. In both games, the superior

play of the scrum„ led by Jim Stuart

and Bill O'Reilly, was decisive.

The Ephs' two losses of the spring

both came in one afternoon; both,

unfortunately at the hands of Little

Three rivals Amherst and Wesleyan.

Despite respectable showings in both

games, the Ephs were- hampered by

rain, mud, and iatigue from tte

previous day's victory over Albany
Law. Amherst was the strongest club

the Ephs faced all spring, and held

Williams scoreless for the first time in

ten meetings. The Williams B-side

salvaged what was left of a wet af-

ternoon, edging Wesleyan 6-3, and
tying for the Little Three B-side title.

Injuries particularly weakened the

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 1977!

KING'S LIQUOR STORE

SPRING STREET

line's offensive punch in the last

games of the spring season. While the

Ephs could depend on superior

scrumwork and Dave Levy's kicking

to outlast Springfield, 10-6, an unin-

spired effort resulted in a scoreless tie

with Siena in their final match.

After dropping their first match to

Columbia, 18r«, the JBpbs went ua-

defeated for the remainder of the fall,

scoring a total of 89 points to their

opponents' 26. Williams was a strong

second half team, coming from behind

in several contests, and ending the

season by blanking its last three

opponents, including arch rival

Amherst and Boston University, 27-0

Ejrfi victims.

Graduation will open several key

positions for next fall. Club Secretary

Jamie Edwards, a four year veteran,

will be vacating his spot at outside

along with hard-hitting Dave Libardi.

At wing, Byrne Kelly and Sam
Hanchett will bow out. Eph scrum will

be without the talents of Marshall

Partington and Buzz Inboden, or the

talented toes of kicker Dave Levy, the

team's leading scorer. Also opening

up is the scrum-half position, held this

year by team Captain John Greer.

Nevertheless, the Eph ruggers can
look forward to promising seasons

next year. Many established A-side

players will be returning in the fall,

and several consistent B-siders will be

moving up under the leadership of

newly-elected co-captains Dewey
Power and Jim Stuart.
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Phi Betes honor Stocking
The Williams College chapter of

Phi Beta Kappa, the national honor

fraternity, initiated 110 graduaUng

seniors and honored M(j^is

Professor of Rhetoric Fred H.

Stocking at its June meeting

Saturday morning at the Bronfman
Science Center.

Students with above a B-(- (9.0)

average and ranking in the top ten

per cent of their class are elected

to Phi Beta Kappa at the end of

their junior year. To be elected at

the end of his senior year, a student

must have at least a 9.0 average

and rank in the top quarter of his

class.

The cutoff point for Phi Beta

Kappa this year was a GPA of 9.26

on a scale of 12 this year (3.42 on a 4

point scale).

Because the Williams chapter of

Phi Beta Kappa was chartered

before the national chapter,

Williams is able to set its own
standards for election to Phi Beta

Kappa. The national standards are

more stringent.

The student members of the

Williams chapter honored Prof.

Stocking as a distinguished

member of the Williams faculty.

Student President William C. Sch-

midt cited Stocking for his gifted

teaching and service to the

College. Last year J. Clay Hunt,

retiring John Hawley Roberts

Professor of English, ,was so

honored.

Stocking was principal speaker

at the initiation ceremonies.

In other business, Schmidt an-

nounced that the chapter had voted

to donate the remainder of its 1976-

1977 treasury to the Robert L.

Gaudino Memorial Fund.

The fund was started in 1975 by

friends and former students of the

lata professor of Political Science,

to promote "experiential and
experimental" educational ex-

periences by Williams students,

according to Associate Provost

David A. Booth.

Booth is secretary of an advisory

council of Gaudino's former
students which administers the

fund. Booth stressed that the goal

of the fund was to offer incentives

for students and faculty to come up
with new educational ideas. This

spring, the fund helped to support

an urban studies program in New
York City sponsored by the

Political Science Department.
In addition to President Schmidt,

other student officers of the

Williams Chapter of Phi Beta

Kappa are Vice President

Frederick M. Lawrence and
Secretary-Treasurer Ann L.

Ingerson. They were elected by the

48 students elected to Phi Beta

Kappa after their Junior year.

As you start your new
lives, so do we!!

The River House Restaurant

EXCELLENT FOOD

123 Water Street

MARVELOUS ATMOSPHERE

„ 458-3975

Open From 4:30 - 10:00

BEST

OF

LUCK

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS
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Laxmen named all-stars

Middle Jamie Taylor (30), and attackmen Todd Eckerson (31) and Peter Thomsen (42) were named

to ttie AM-Snively Division squad along with defenseman Peter Unger. All New England an-

nouncements are expected shoiitlV'. (photo by Read)

Purple
Seniors Tom Redden and Joninna

Sadoff shared Williams College's

highest atMefic honors at the annual
Purpl^.-Key Athletic Banquet held

recently at Williams.

.' Redden won the Purple Key Trophy
for men, awarded to the senior let-

terman who "best exemplifies
leadership, team spirit, ability, and
character," while Sadoff won the

Purple Key trophy for women.
Both seniors had outstanding

athletic careers at Williams. Redden
was a three-year starter on the

football and baseball teams, and
captained both squads this past year.

A fullback in football, Redden proved
a key member of a team that com-
piled an 18-5-1 record and two Little

Three titles in the past three years. He
rushed for 954 yards, caught 57 passes

for another 584 yards, and scored 10

touchdowns. A catcher in baseball, he

batted .390 in 1976, when Williams

compiled its best record in 20 years. In

1977 he batted .370 as the only senior

on a young team, and earned the

Robert W. Johnston Award as most
valuable baseball player.

Sadoff has been the No. 1 singles

player for three years on a women's
tennis team that compiled a glittering

32-2 record and won the New England
title last fall.

According to women's tennis coach
Curt Tong, "The committee saw in

her not only an outstanding athlete but

a person who has distinguished

herself in other ways too." He cited

particularly her strong character.

awards seniors
capacity for growth, her leadership

and the respect and admiration she

has earned from her teammates.
Senior Ken Leinbach received the

WillardE. Hoyt, Jr. Memorial Award,
presented annually to the senior man
who best combines superior athletic

performance with academic ex-

cellence. A mathematics major,
Leinbach holds the Williams record in

the outdoor mile, and has qualified for

the Division III naticinal cham-
pionships later this month. He also

won the Anthony Plansky Award,
given to the top track athlete.

Senior Amy Kindwall won the first-

ever Class of 1925 prize, given to the

top woman-scholar athlete. Kindwall,

an economics major, was a co-captain

and one of the leading scorers on last

fall's field hockey team, which
compiled an 8-3 record.

Other awards included the

Belvidere Brooks Memorial Medal in

football to senior Dave Libardi; the

Michael D. Rakov Memorial Award
for the most improved lineman in

football to junior Peter Tuttle; the

Charles Dewoody Salmon Award to

the top sophomore in football to J^n
Thiel; the Fox Memorial Soccer

Trophy to senior Jim Hield; and the

Franklin F. Olmstead Award in cross

country to junior Joe Kolb.

Also, the Oswald Tower Award for

the most valuable basketball player to

seniors Mike Tanner and Tim Hester;

the Young-Jay Hockey Trophy, to

senior Ralph "Patch" Mason; the

Robert B. Muir Swimming Trophy to

senior Dennis O'Shea; the Leonard S.

Prince Memorial Award for the

outstanding freshman swimmer to

Dave Amlicke; the Paul B. Richard-

son Swimming Trophy for top point-

scorer to freshman Todd Piper; the J.

Edwin Bullock Wrestling Trophy to

senior Jeff May; the Squash Racquets
Prize to senior Mark Reinhardt; and
the Ralph J. Townserid Ski Trophy to

senior Gary James.
Also, the Lacrosse Award for the

outstanding player to junior Todd
Eckerson; the (5olf Trophy, for the

winner of the annual tournament, to

senior Dave Tomaszek; the Scribner

Memorial Tennis Trophy to junior

Jim Parsons; the Rockwood Tennis

Cup Prize for the winner of the singles

tournament, to sophomore Martin
Goldberg.

Senior captain Jamie Taylor and
juniors Todd Eckerson and Peter
Unger have been named first team
Snively Division All-Stars, varsity

lacrosse coach Reozie Lamb has
announced. Lamb added that

sophomore Peter Thomsen received

honorable mention.

Williams finished second in regular

season Snively Division competition

behind Middlebury. The division

Consists of mo6t of the better small
college teams in New England.

Taylor, a two-time All-New England
selection notched 14 goals and six

assists, second highest among
Williams middies and turned in

outstanding defensive play all season.

Attackman Eckerson led Purple
scoring with 18 goals and 47 assists,

did some double duty on midfield runs

and faceoffs and was named Most
Valuable Player.

Unger, a three year defensive

starter, consistently drew the op-

ponent's top attackman and has been
elected co-captain for next year along

with Eckerson. Thomsen, though
injured for nearly a third of the

season, poured in 28 goals and 16

assists from his attack slot.

"The 1977 Middlebury team is an
outstanding team and 13 goals better

than we are," quipped Lamb after the

Ephs second 13 point loss to Dennis
Daly's Panthers in 10 days. The
Middies walloped the Ephfi, 25-12 at

Middlebury May 14, to snag a third

consecutive New England College
Division tourney title and com-
plement an 18-5 regular season.

The Panthers rated fifth to WUIiams
tenth in the final New England
coaches' poll, clamped down early on
the prolific Eph offense and churned
up a 17-3 halftime bulge before letting

go. Eckerson managed three goals

and a. pair pi assists, whiU Thomsen

.

totaled one and three and Taylor
worked up two scores and a feed.

The Ephs earned their third shot in

five years at the tourney title they won
in 1973, toppling Colonial Division

champion Massachusetts Maritime,
17-5, in first round action in

Williamstown. Buccaneer goalie

Ralph Helms turned aside 22 shots,

but his defense offered him httle

support and the Eph attackmen were
hot all afternoon.

Thomsen stuffed six goals by
Helms, Eckerson fed successfully 7

times, and in all 11 Ephs scored or

assisted.

The Ephs 6-6 final record reflects

five losses to four top ten New
England schools, including a one goal

nip from number two Dartmouth and

a three goal loss to sixth listed Yale. It

also includes a fifth straight Little

Three championship, an upset win

over eighth ranked Connecticut and

six wins wjth an average margin of

better than eight goals apiece.

Men's crew set to depart

for Royal Henley Regatta
"If you're a Moslem you go to

Mecca; if you're an oarsman you go to

Henley," says men's crew coach

Brian Dawe, and that's exactly what
members of the Williams Boat Club

are planning to do.

Tomorrow and Tuesday what are

basically the varsity heavy and

lightweight boats, sprinkled liberally

with promising rowers from freshman

boats, will depart for England and a

month's intensive training for the

world famous Royal Henley Regatta.

The Henley, the oldest continuous

meet in rowing and the top annual

event in the sport, was created in the

lB40's and usually features the world's

best competition.

The Williams strokers will compete

in the Lady's Plate and the Thames
Cup, ranked second and third in

prestige of the four events slated for

eight man shells.

"If you have the time, opportunity

and ability, you just have to go to

Henley," explained Dawe. He noted

that a Trinity boat captured the

Lady's Plate last year and pointed out

that Williams has been extremely

competitive with the Bantams this

year for the first time ever.

The Henley runs on a gruelling,

match race format—a crew races

until beaten; finalists race five times

in four days over the mile and five-

sixteenths course.

The Williams lights settled for third

at the Dad Vail Eastern small college

championships after qualifying for

the finals a commanding first. The
paddlers lost five seconds on an early

crab, but made up enough water to

finish .6 seconds behind LaSalle and

only .1 behind Coast Guard.

The heavies failed to make the

finals, but won the petite finals

handily to finish seventh overall.

Sports Shorts: Williatns winds up the year
Baseball

The Ephs took the nightcap of a

doubleheader at Wesleyan May 14,

ending their season and a losing

streak that had been extended to ten

games with a one-run loss in the

opener.

"It was as good a season as we've

ever had, when you consider that the

guys refused to give up during that

streak," said Williams Coach Jim
Briggs, who' will be losing only one

starter from his young team. The
Ephs, with only three regulars

returning from last year's 11-5 squad,

Williams' best in 20 years, had raced

out to a 6-1 record before disaster

struck.

The Ephs earned their long-awaited

victory, a 6-1 decision, on the strength

of seven-hit pitching by sophomore
Tony Stall who raised his record to 3-2.

Stall did not allow the Cardinals a run

until their last at-bat in the seventh.

In the nine-inning opening game,
Williams ace Steve Maier suffered his

second one-run loss in Little Three

play when Wesleyan pushed across a

run in the bottom of the ninth to edge

the Ephs, 8-7. The Ephs, who during

the losing streak often found them-

selves playing catch-up ball, this lime

found themselves with leads of 5-1 and
7-^. but couldn't hold them.

In the Williams victory, Frank
Kreutz and catcher Tom Redden, the

team captain and only senior, each

had two hits to cap outstanding

seasons. Kreutz, a sophomore, batted

a phenomenal .492 (sixth in NCAA
Division III) and had 23 r.b.i.'s

(seventh). He walked 13 times and

struck out only once. Redden, recently

voted Williams' top male senior

athlete, finished at .370 with six

r.b.i.'s.

The doubleheader split at Wesleyan
leaves Williams with a 2-4 /record in

Little Three play. Wesleyan finished

at 2-3, while Amherst, won the title

with a 4-1 mark.

Golf
The Williams golfers completed an

outstanding 9-4 season May 12 when
they routed both Union and A.I.C. at

the Taconic Golf Course. The Eph-
men, at an even 400, finished 26

strokes ahead of Union and 80 in front

of the Yellowjackets. Senior Dave
Tomaszek and freshman Charles

Oudin paced Williams with 79s.

The match marked the Williams

finale for Tomaszek and fellow

seniors Steve Saunders, Chris

Vogelsang, and Barney Ireland.

Tennis
The Williams tennis team lost its

final match to Colgate last Tuesday, 8-

1, ending the team's chances for a

better-than-.500 season and spoiling

the farewell of Williams Coach Dave
Johnson, whose two-year stint as

interim tennis and squash coach

ended with the match.

"I knew when we started that we

would have a tought time finishing

dver.500, so we actually did all right,"

said Johnson. "And this team should

be stronger next year because
everyone will be returning."

Johnson's original pessimism
stemmed from the loss just prior to

the start of the season of his No. 1

doubles player and Nos. 2 and 3

singles players. But after losing their

first two matches to opponents they

had beaten last year, the Ephs fought

back to a 5-5 record before the Colgate

match, and finished a surprising sixth

at the New England championships.

No. 1 singles player Martin Gold-

berg and No. 4 Tad Roach led the

Ephs with 7-4 marks. The doubles

teams of Goldberg and Bill Whelan
and Roach and Evan Bash each had
six victories.

Women's crew
The women's lightweight eight

overhauled boats from MIT and Notre

Dame over the last 500 meters of the

finals to nab third place at the Eastern

Championships on Lake Quin-

sigimond in Worcester on May 15.

Their heavyweight teammates
knocked off seventh seeded Mount
Holyoke in the trials to qualify for the

petite (consolation) finals, finishing

fifth there and eleventh overall.

The lights, a young crew including

four freshmen and an inexperienced

junior exchange, clicked better than

they had all spring, rowing smoothly

by Penn and Radcliffe B in the early

going. They passed the Engineers and
Irish in a powerful final sprint, but

couldn't overtake first place Radcliffe

A or the runner-up Boston University

boat.

The heavies upset the Lyons with a

top performance in the trials and held

a sharp and smooth third place behind

Rutgers and Connecticut College

through the first 1000 meters of the

petite finals. Disaster struck in the

closing sprint as the boat floundered

through a series of mis-strokes.

Massachusetts and Brown sped by but

the Ephwomen held off Virginia to

salvage their eleventh place.

Yale nipped Radcliffe to capture the

heavyweight title.

Women's rugby
Sophomores Tricia Beckwith and

Judy Dayton each scored fast break

tries as the newly formed women's

rugby squad parlayed just two weeks

of practise into an 8-3 victory over

another first year side from Siena.

Beckwith broke six Siena tackles in

a 75 yard run late in the first half to

open the Eph scoring. Dayton's try

resulted from expert line passing

from Fullback Linda Collins, prop

RoslynSareyan and second row Cindy

Tuft in a play that men's captain John

Greer said "made the men's team

envious because of its superior team
work."

Women's captain Ginny Doherty

cited particularly alert play by Tufts

and Sareyan, two scrum players who

would normally not be involved in a

line pass play.

The ruggers stiffened defensively

after allowing a successful drop kick

early in the game. Early jitters

disappeared and the women put

together an impressive, organized

team performance.

Track
Junior weightman Larry Tanner

finished sixth in the hammer throw at

the NCAA Division III Track and

Field Championships held last

weekend at Calvin College in Grand
Rapids, Michigan. Tanner's 173 foot

heave left him just short of his own
College record, but landed him
recognition as a Division III All-

American. Tanner, Little Three
hammer titlist, also placed sixth at

the Easterns in early May.
Senior Captain Ken Leinbach

competed at 1500 meters, turning in a

3:54.8 clocking, exactly the metric

equivalent of his College record 4:12.8

time for the mile. Leinbach, winner of

the Little Three mile and third place

finisher at the Easterns, as well as

winner of the Hoyt Scholar-Athlete

Award, did not advance beyond the

trials in the stiffly competitive
National meet.

Track coach Dick Farley has also

announced that junior Frank C^arr has

been elected captain of next spring's

squad. Carr, a middle-distance
runner, is also president of Giir-Wood

House and co-sports editor of The
Record.
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Williams welcomes 480 frosh to Class of '81

\nn Ingerton's

raUdictoryaddress

Pear ond Loathing'
President Chandler, Trustees,
onored Guests, Members of the

acuity, Fellow Seniors, Parents and
fiends: Commencement is a time to

ilebrate the achievements of our

tllege years and to look forward to

iture successes. But I'll bet very few

us feel that gleeful confidence

hich this occasion is supposed to

spire. My failures, at least, seem
luch more important than my
:hievements. So at the risk of being

lou^t a pessimist, I'd like to teU you

}out my own major failure at

iliiams. It is a failure which could

SMiNGERSONpageS

46% of freshmen are women,
yields closest ratio ever

Ann ingtrson Tf addressed her clanmates last June on "Fear and Trembling
and the Stagnation of Learning." Ann, the class valedictorian, told of her
failures. Her speech, which is reprinted here, has • message for the Class of (i.

(photo by Tague)

Four hundred eighty new facee will

arrive from forty-three states and
around the world will descend on the

Village Beautiful to form WiUiams'
Class of '81.

The coincidence of Labor Day
Weekend and the start of Freshman
Days, the traditional social and
academic orienlalion period for fresh-

men, has meant the postponement of

the slai-t of classes to lliursday,

September 8 and forced most College

offices to remain open on Labor Day.
The 258 men arriving represent a 10

per cent drop from last year's en-

tering class, while the 222 women
represent a 5 per cent increase. The

\ guide to getting things done at Willioms
When you enter your room on the

rst day of college and discover

lere's no bed, what do you do? When
9u find yourself registered in linear

Igebra after barely struggling

irough last year's trigonometry,

hat do you do? When you want to

Larl a Chinese Pottery Club, what do

DU do? When you want a Singapore

ling that glows in the dark, what do
ou do?

While it's true that one man with

ilh can move mountains, finding a

lend with a bulldozer is faster. To
rery question there is an answer;
id you'll save yourself a lot of grief if

>u find someone who's already

issled through to it. -

Don't think your complaint or

iggestion isn't justified—it probably

. Don't think it will automatically be

salt with—it undoubtedly won't.

Stoic endurance won't ruffle any
alhers. Neither will it gel you a bed.

xplosive tantrums will be equally

effective. Hardly anyone does
ings out of malice here, although

ere is no known limit to stupidity.

Junior Advisers are usually the best

arling point for complaints, queries

id diatribes. While they have taken

I tests to prove their knowledge of

iliiams ("How many steps to the top

Hopkins Hall?"), or necessarily

ten chosen for their incisive in-

llects, JA's have the decided ad-

mtage nf having gone through the

ist's equivalent of the days aheiad—

he best years of your life."

A caution : One of the advantages of

JA over the information sheets

iblished under the College's aegis is

at he gives you a straight answer as

"This stinker" or "You shouldn't

iss that" or "You can get it cheaper

. .
." The danger is that you might

ke what he says as gospel. Keep in

ind that negative comments about a

alh course may effect more his or

ir lack of ability in the subject than

ly evil in the course.

A simple cure to such over
ipendence is getting ,U> know as

any people as possible. Up-
irclassmen are easier to get to know
an in the past, what with freshman
lusing extending well away from the

"eshman Quad, and are usually

lite friendly—maybe loo friendly.

Academically, the college has
signed you a faculty adviser to tell

u everything you never wani to

low about the Williams curriculum.
theory, he teaches courses in an
ea that interests you. He can
come a valuable ally at Williams
id even more valuable when you
«i references for grad school and
b applications. Certainly he is your
St hope in getting officialdDm to

cognize your desires.

On the other hand, he might teach a
mpletely different subjectandknpw
Ue of the courses you want to take.

Don't let him force you into any
decisions you don't want to make.
There is nothing to restrict you to the

wisdom of this one adviser.

Usually the best source of in-

formation on a course is the professor

teaching it. See him. Don't be scared

away by the course description. An
amazing revelation occurs when you

read that description after you've

flnished the course.

Many professors hesitate to take the

initiative in developing relations with

students. They sit in their offices and
wonder why no one visits them other

than around exams. The reason they

do so is a reluctance to intrude.

You have to do the intruding. The
results are usually rewarding. For

one, a professor c^n handle your
questions much mbre effectively

before the exam time crunch. Beyond
supplying recommendations later on,

friends on the faculty can often steer

ynu into summer job and study op-

portunities, particularly in the

sciences. On a less selfish plane,

faculty members tend to be in-

teresting people, especially when
removed from the classroom.

The power of the administration

(w|ial there is of it) is centralized in

the bean's office. Here you're likely to

find a quick and authoritative answer
1(1 your queries, even if it's "I don't

know." The point is that if they don't

know the answer, they are expected to

kntiw where to look for it.

As a freshman, you'll have the most
contact with Dean Stevens. Hardly a

disciplinarian (Ihey don't survive long

at WiUiams) he tends to expend much
energy making sure personal apple

carts are not upset. Although what

rules exist here are highly flexible,

it's easy to feel trapped in a given

course load or living situation.

Stevens has the power to miraculously

untrap you.

Williams is a haven for individuals.

Treat the whole thing as an ex-

periment. Ask questions. If you need a

favor, ask someone for it. He'll

probably surprise you by doing it.

All of this assumes that you get off

your bull and take the first step.

class is the most evenly matched in

the short history of coeducation at

Williams with 54 per cent men and 46

per cent womea Nineteen and one-

tenth per cent of the male applicants

and 20.4 per cent of the female ap-

plicants received letters of admission.

Forty-eight per cent of the man and
forty-seven per cent ot the women
acc^ted elected to attend this fall.

Philip F. Smith, director of ad-

missions at Williams, says the new
class is "slightly more diverse" than

in past years in that they come from a

wider variety of school backgrounds.

"Places that never popped up
before," says Smith, have contributed

students to the new freshman class.

Sixty-two per cent of the new students

are from 244 different high schools

across the nation, while 38 per cent

hail from either independent day
schools or private boarding schools.

While most of the students, about 65

per cent, come from the Middle

Atlantic and New England states, as

opposed to 72 per cent last year, more
than one-third of the new class comes
from other parts of the country and
from foreign nations.

According to Smith, interest in

Williams by students from the West,

Mid-West and South seems to be in-

creasing. "Challenge is often the word
they use to describe what they are

looking for in a school," says Smith,

adding- that the school's size, the

quality of its programs and a s«ise at

community, apparently influence

decisions to apply to Williams.

The dean's team: who's what in Hopkins Hall

PRESIDENT JOHN W. CHAN-
DLER will meet freshmen during

receptions at his house this week. The
president over-sees both the academic
and financial aspects of the College,

often meeting with alumni group* in

efforts to raise money to support the

College. He is an avid sports fan seen

at many home sports events.

DEAN OF THE FACULTY
FRANCIS C. OAKLEY represents

faiculty viewpoints in administrative

circles and has an important role in

the hiring, firing and promoting of

Williams faculty. A professor of

history, Oakley attended Oxford and
Yale. His soft English accent adds a

touch of elegance to faculty ineeiings.

ASSOCIATE DEAN CRIS T.

ROOSENRAAD handles relations

with the residential houses as well as

disciplinary problems. Admired by
many for his frankness, Roosenraad
is perhapis more radical than most of

the student body. There is no more
tireless worker in the administration.

Roosenraad joined the facuMy in 1969.

ASSOCIATE DEAN NANCY J. Mc-
INTIRE'S interests are exchange

and transfer students and women's
affairs. Appointed in 1970, Mclntire

was the first woman to occupy the

position of associate dean. She
graduated from New Hampshire and
Harvard and is a membo- of Phi Beta

Kappa.

PETER BEREK, DEAN OF THE
COLLEGE, is responsible for the day
to day operation of the school. For an

Amherst lad (clan of '61), he shows
unusual perception, subtlety, and
sensitivity. Berek is a flexible ad-

ministrator, but touches of the

English professor come through in his

articulate if turgid letters.

LAUREN R. STEVENS, DEAN OF
FRESHMEN, is the person whom
freshmen deal with most. Hardly the

disciplinarian, Stevens is a com-
pMsionate administrator whose goal

is (he elimination of hassles. A faculty

member since 1963, Stevens is

beginning his eighth year as dean of

freehmm.

ASSISTANT DEAN EILEEN
JULIEN is the administrative liaison

with the College Council and Finance

CJommitteeluid has a special interest

in minority affairs. Starting her third

year at Williams, Julien attended

Xavier College and the Univorsity ol

Wisconsin. She has served as an in-

structor in English.

heHhy n. flynt. associate
dean and director of
FINANCIAL AID coaches freslnwn

soccer for twenty years at WilUa^,
leading his teanu to seven LitUe

"Diree Utles.A 1947 Williams graduate,

Flynt has the thaidcless reapooBibffity

of making dedaionB on financial aid.
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In The Beginning
^to readers new to Williams and llie Williams Record,

^welcome! We are tlie campus newspaper of Williams College,

publi^^ng on Tuesdays and Fridays ttiroughout the academic
year. This introductory issue seelcs to hint at the variety that is

Williams. We hope its somewhat opinionated contents will

prove informative and occasionally useful.

Freshmen will quickly note that this editorial is yet another

pompous greeting. Neverthdess, our wish for good luck and a

productive four years is sincere.

Freshmen parents will probably find more time to read this

tissue than their offspring, who are c^tainly finding more than

enough to keep them busy. We hope we can count parents

among our readers in the future. The Record often becomes the

only source of news from the campus when letters falter.

Parents and freshmen (not to mention even more confused
College officials) are already caught in the madness of Fresh-
man Days—that time warp in which Williams suddenly evolves

from a map and catalog reference into a world that never
ceases to touch those who have once entered it. A confusion of

activities, faces, annoyances and too little sleep overwhelm
everyone until individuals suddenly find themselves cast in the

role of college students.

It gets quieter, but prol>ably no saner.

tL Go Your Own Way
Freshman year at Williams is an experience. It can consist

of waterfights in the quad, hikes up Pine Cobble, roadtripping,

and midnight trips for pizza at Constantine's. It can also consist

of a roommate that you can't stand, a class that you wish you
had never been talked into taking, a C- on your first English
paper and long nights in the library. One thing is certain,
however, your freshman year will be what you make it.

Lots of people will be telling you how to spend your first

year here soon. Your professors may tell you to learn how to

write. Your roommate may tell you to study hard so you can get
into med school. Your JA may tell you to relax and go to the
Log. Organizations, including the Record, will tell you to join.

You may justifiably be confused as to who you should believe.

We humbly offer one suggestion. Rather than doing what,
-someone else thinks would be good for you, why not set some
goals and go your own way. You'll never have a better chance.
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The Record returns triumphantly for yet another year of |oornall»tlc
prostitution! The next Issue will appear Friday, Sept, 9. Deadline for that
Issue will be Wednesday at 2:00 p.m. The following week, the Record will
commence regular publication on Its saml-weekly schedule. Issues will
appear at all dining halls before dinner on Tuesdays and Fridays. Deadlines
will be Sunday and Wednesday at 2:00 p.m. resoedlvely. Letters, comments
and unsolicited work are welcome, but editing rights are reserved.

Shopping In BlllsvUle

It's not quite Bloomingdales
If your pushy mother made you pore

over Ihe Yale Daily News' Insider's

Guide to Ihe College, you have un-

doubtedly been prepared for the fact

that the 300 yard-long row of stores

that line Spring Street is the nucleus of

the shopping district here. But the

people from New Haven neglected to

elaborate on the delights of a

Williamstown shopping spree.

Downtown Williamstown, (the

coUege is the subiirbah areia) has

something for everyone. You just

have to keep looking.

After all, a small town does have its

advantages. You can cash a check

from Peoria. Illinois almost anywhere

and the shopkeepers are, for the most

part, incredibly friendly and helpful.

Unfortunately, after examining the

town's commercial offerings, many
students feel they are being "ripped-

off." Often accustomed to a much
wider selection of goods and variety of

establishments, they claim that store

owners charge overly-high prices for

goods simply because they are in a

monopoly situation.

A year ago, the Record did a series

of comparison surveys of Spring

Street stores with stores outside the

immediate college area. The finding

was generally that, while prices may
be a bit higher than usual at some of

the student-frequented establish-

ments, it seems to be more a function

of the size and type of stores than an
effort by Williamstown merchants to

cairiialize on the student trade.

According to the survey, it is

profitable for students to buy health

items and school supplies at super-

markets or discount stores before

coming to school.

Health items at Hart's Pharmacists
on Spring Street, for example, may
sell for as much as 50 per cent over

supermarket prices but are com-
parable in cost to those at a North
Adams drugstore.

Edward N. Conroy, a part owner
and pharmacist at Hart's, said that

the greater volume of business done at

larger stores makes it possible for

them to have lower mark-ups on goods
than at small pharmacies.

Also, he explained, under
Massachusetts law a pharmacist
must be present at all times when a
drugstore is open. According ' to

Conroy, paying this professional,

along with prividing delivery service,

allowing charges, and maintaining an
adequate staff to provide good ser-

vice, raises the overhead of a small
business and forces prices up.

A similar situation exists con-

cerning school supplies. While prices

at Spring Street's McClelland Press
may seem high when compared to

those at Zayre's, they are not any
higher than at Lamb's Stationery

Store in North Adams.
Again, hi^ overhead costs and an

inability to buy in large quantities

were cited as reasons.

"We might buy a couple of dozen of

some item," explained employee
Marion Jammalo, "while Zayre's will

buy a couple of hundred dozen of this

item."

However, while a student may save
$.06 on ft Bic pen by shopping at

Zayre's, he will be unable to find a 10-

octave music notebook at the discount

store. Because there is little public
demand for this item, Zayre's does not

carry it while McClelland Press
stocks the item for the small group
who uses it.

A comparison of liquor prices

showed that, while wine prices vary

somewhat from store to store, those of

beer and hard liquor are pretty much
standardized.

Ray Smith, owner of King's Liquor

Store on Spring Street, said that

prices are based on a "Suggested

Minimum Consumer Resale Price

List" published bimonthly by the

State of Massachusetts. This

publication g[lve8 the --current

minimum price that. a store owner

must charge.

According to Smith, moat liquor

stores have their prices near this

baseline. He admitted that King's has

an advantage over other nearby

liquor stores because of its Spring

Street location. In general. King's

prices are somewhat higher than the

other stores'.

A more significant difference lies

between Massachusetts and Vermont

liquor prices. In Vermont, liquor

stores are state-owned and prices are

standardized. Under this system,

Vermont liquor prices are

significanUy lower than those in

Massachusetts. Cigarettes are priced

similarly. .,. , .

Last year, three new record stores

opened in Williamstown and all

provide good buys for the shopper who
is willing to take the time to go

through their discount racks.

Toonerville Trolley, which is located

on Water Street features an extensive

collection of mani^facturers' "cut-

outs". The Record Store has a

'Bargain Bin," and a' "Budget
Classical Selection" section an4
Discoveries offers "Super-Savings'

on many albums. It should be noted

that Discoveries also sells used LP'g

and that the management will buy

used records from students.

As far its food prices are concerned,

the limited amount that is sold in

Williamstown compares favorably

with the larger supermarkets which

are located further down Route 2: Tfie

Slippery Banaaa has fresh fruits and

vegetables, lots of cheese and crack

ers and Hagen-Dazs ice creaiq

Nearby, the bakery has good, inex-

pensive cookies and cakes and
homemade bread

There is a smattering of a few other

types of stores around. Goffs' and the

Arcadian Shop feature sporting goods

and clothing. Clothing boutiques in-

clude Penny's Place, House of Walsh,

The Cottage Boutique, and Country

Casuals. The Women's Exchange on

Cole Ayenue is Williamstown's et^

elusive thrift shop. The Willianfis dp*.

op offers all kinds of WiUiams
memorabilia in addition to its regular

stock, The Potter's Wheel has nice

jewelry, pottery and hand-blown glass

pieces. The Qountry Peddler offers

used furniture, however, it is located

on Route 2, a couple of miles dovm

towards North Adams. Salvatore!s

has shoes. The book stores, and tht

News Room and McClelland's

siationery^j store are all visited

frequenUy by Williams 'students.

Tom Harwitz stocks up on fruit at tha Slippery Banana. Tha Spring Stratt haiHIi

food stofM alto carries chats*, and tots of ttottric natural foods.

,' '. (photo by Read)

Career Counseling: see Jeff for jobs

THE OFFICE OF CAREER
COUiNSELING (OCC )

WELCOMES THE CLASS OF
1981 TO WILLIAMS

If you were not able to attend our

Freshman Open House today, an
introduction is in order. OCC,
Mears House, is the place to turn

when you want to investigate ^-
campus employment, summer
jobs & internships, time-out (time

off from Williams) opportunities,

and the choices open to you upon
graduation. Included in this ser-

vice will be workshops to help you
improve your job search & inter-

personal skills, self-understanding,

resume writing, and decision

making. It's never too early to

start working on these skills. In

order to keep up with the Career
Counseling goings on pay attention

to The Lephlet (our own monthly
newsletter), this column in the

Record, the OCC bulletin board in

Baxter HaU MaUroom, WCFM

(College radio station), and OCC
posters around campus. Whether

you want to look for a job, explore a

possible career, or just have

someone to bounce ideas off, we
hope to see you at Mears House

soon.

SUMMER JOB REPORTS
Each September OCC asks all

Williams students to fill out a

Summer Job Report Form. This

year they will be given out at

Registration. Please do us and

your fellow students a favor by

completing and handing yours in.

CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT
Any students wishing information

on the HOW, WHEN, & WHERE of

on-campus employment, see Jeff

Wood at OCC or caU 597-2321 for an

appointment. Financial ai(!

students will be given priority until

Sept. 17 for new or vacated jobs._

You may also sign up at OCC for

odd jobs.
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FM ear, TV eye
•0.3 WAMC, Albany-Outstanding

National Pubjjlc Radio affiliate,

superb classical nuisic most of the

day. From Albany Medical

College, the station broadcasts

many of the college lectures.

91. • WCFM, Williamalown—
Williams' own station broad-

casting a full range of music, news,

sports, and special programs from

7 a.m. to 2 a.m. Non-commercial

public broadcasting.

S5.9 WUPE—Woopie Radio from

Pitlsfield. Top 40 station with

music and DJ's taped in Califor-

nia; and with all the gimmicks.

lOO.i WMNB, North Adams—The
FM counterpart of the AM WMNB
(top forty) at 1230 plays dentisl

office music during the day,

classical at night.

107.5, WAAF, Worcester. New
fcnglahd's~Areunr'8rfflTon"WirR

somewhat laid back rock with a

popular learning - and good special

programming (including 2 unin-

terrupted brand riew albums at

mfdnight).

TV EYE

ON YOUR DIAL 2,WGBY(57)-.
PBS, Springfield. Mostly regular

Public Broadcasting fare, often on

delayed basis.

ON YOUR DIAL 3, WFSB-CBS,
Hartford. Network station with

some local flavor.

ON YOUR DIAL 4, WBZ-NBC,
Boston. Middle of the road Group
W station,

,

ON YOUR DIAL5, WCVB-ABC,
Boston. This is the big one in-

somniacs. S all night.

ON YOUR DIAL0,WRGB-NBC,
Schenectady.

ON YOUR DIAL ;WSBK'(«)-*
IND., Boston. Local type station.

Old movies and Sox and Bruins
coverage. Watch out for "Miracle
Siicer" ads.

ON YOUR DIAL 9, WHYN (40)-^

ABC, Springfield. When carrying

ABC, it's normal. Otherwise,
heavy on Gunimoke, Room 222,

and Mike making your day even if

you can't.

ON YOUR DIAL 10, WTEN-
CBS, Albany. Newscaster Dick
Woods couldn't hack it in

Providence, R.I.

ON YOUR DIAL 11, WPIX-
IND., New York, Owned by the

New York Daily News, Carries

Yankee games. And' ancient

programs.

ON YOUR DIAL 12, WWLP—
Greenfield. What can you expecl

from Greenfield.

The arts In Wiiliamstown

Culture comes to the country

Arfsbrhh Arfsbriefs

Auditions will be held for dancing and singing roles for the Williams College

Choral Society and Dance Society production of Franz Lehar's The Merry

Widow. The operetta will be presented November 17, 18, 19 at Chapin Hall and

will be directed and choreographed by Joy Anne Dewey and John K. Savacool.

The musical director will be KenneUii Roberts. Auditions for dancers will be

held in Chapin Hall on Thursday, September 8th and Friday, September 9th at

7:00 PM. Singing roles will be auditioned.in Chapin Hall on Wednesday, Sep-

tember 14that7:00 pm. Scores and scripts are available from Mrs. JeanDonati

in currier ^all, Williams College. .

The Williams College Daiice Society will hold its first meeting of the year

this Friday at 5 p.m. ih the Daiioe StticUo—second flopr of Lasell Gymnasium.
Those interested in all forms and aspects of dance are urged to attend the im-

portant planning meeting.

The Boys from the fioiot of Spring Street

Welcome Williams Students

MUFFLERS INSTALLED TIRES BATTERIES

m 64 stotuHt

Reliable Car Care

BRAKE SERVICE

100 Spring St.

Wiiliamstown

WHEEL BALANCING

ROAD SERVICE

We are as near

as your "^^^ phone

458-8269

byTomHerwitz
A long time ago, Williams College

decided that it would "not let its

geographical isolation from a cultural

center thwart its desire for cultural

enrichment. Since that lime, the ai'ts

have become mot-e and more
prominent and aubalantial in

Wiiliamstown.

World renowned Is the Clark Art

Instltutfr-Just a short walk out South

Street. The scope of the museums
holding Is great, though the Clark's

specialty is its collection of French
impressionist paintings. In fact, the

cenlermost room in the old building is

like a giant bon-bon box fidl of

Renoir's. A side hallway is covered

with Toulouse-Lautrec, Monet, Sisley,

Pissaro, and Degas. There are other

jooms with the French Salon artists,

the old Masters, the Americans and
gallerys for the many visiting

exhibitions which the Clark brings in.

But the Clark is not only a fine

rnuseum because of Us superb

collection—it is also a living museum
always bustling with activity. The
Clark sponsors throughout the year

(and mostly free to students) a

number of lectures, performing
groups, and films. Music from
Marlboro will be at the Clark agdin

this year to offer some of the finest

Chamber music in the country. The
Clark win also sponsor (among'other

things this fall) a weekly film series of

Kenneth Clark's Civilization.

The strength of Williams' own
Lawi*ence Museum lies not in the

excellence of individual pieces but in its

eclecticism. In the museum there are

one or two pieces to illustrate a wide

range of period or medium. .-To

illustrate a trend in art it is not

necessary to use the best but the

representative. Lawrence has pieces

from the Ibo tribe of Nigeria to

Winslow Horiier walercoloi^; from a

patchwork silk priest robe of the

Shihshu sect to Claus Oldenburg sofl

sculpture. Many of these are in hidden

nooks, ofien a search is necessary.

The museum along with the Art

department also sponsors lectures,

films, and visiting exhibitions. This

fall the museum will host an

exhibition of Charles Moore's ar-

chitectural plans, photographs by Ben

Shahn, the Mass. Arts and Humanities

competition winners, and a video

installation, among other exhibits.

The Student Art Gallery in Dodd

House is a small area where student

artwork can usually' be found on

display.

The perforniing arts at Williams

offer the opportunity to be both

audience and participant. The

Merct Cunningham ami Oanct ComiMny iMrformIng th*ir work of IM* tntmad

CANIfIELD. This troup* Is tchadukKl to appear her* in March a* part of <h«

Williams Collag* Dane* Socitty ooncart scrlM. Many muticians, films, plays

and art •xhibltiont will also b« ftatured in Wiiliamstown this yaar. SMth* ArH
prvviaw on this page.

Theater departme^nt {woduces several

mainstage productions each year at

the Adams Memorial Theater (AMT)
With the Theater major now a reality,

the department's production wing is

in full swing. Four main productions

will be staged this year directed by

members of the denartment. The

.Comedy of Errors, WaTtbig for Godot,

Chekhov's Three Sisters, and Behan's

The HosUge.
In addition about a dozen student

productions are staged in the Stu<Mo

Theater of the AMT. And, of course,

there is the Freshman Revue to start

off the year.

Music is another active area here.

The Berkshire Symphony (based at

Williams) performs several times a

year as does the Music in the Round
series of chamber music in Thompson
Chapel. The Choral Society and

student organized performances take

place fairly regularly throughout the

year. Outside performers are also

brought in through the auspices of the

Thompson Concert Series.

Popular music can be heard almost

as often with a number of major

concerts and a Jazz series during

Winter Study. Last year saw Arlo

Guilu-ie, J. Geils, Charlie Mingus, and

David Sancious among others. Folk

and blues singers can be seen almost

every weekend in the Rathskellar at

the Williams Coffee House and
student performers take over at the

Log, the British Maid, the Williams

Inn and other local nightspots.

One of the finest concert series at

the college is sponsored each year by

the Williams Dance Society. Each

year renowned dance troupes spend

xM
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SCHOOL BELLS

ARE RINGING
Now Is the tim* to mak* th«

most of your opportunKies.
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.
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First Aid Supplies A Complete

Medical Essentials S Per-
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^W 45»
40 Spring St.

Pharmacist*

458-57S7
Wllliomttown

two or three days in residence at

Williams. They give master classes,

lecture-demonstristlons, open
rehearsals, and full performances

allowing the dance enthusiast to

become totally absorbed in the in-

dividual company's theories,

techniques, and repertoire. These

residencies are also a perfect way to

introduce the glory of dance to the

newcomer.
This year, the Society brings

Meredith Mark - The House (next

week) , Merce Cunningham aiid Dance
Company in March, and Don Waganer

and Dancers in May. The Society will

also pre^nt, in conjunction, with

Kenneth Roberts and the Williams

Choral Society, Franz Lehar's The

Merry Widow— auditions are being

held this week.

Movies are varied and abundant in

the area with the WiUiams Film

Society showing popular second runs

every Friday in Bronfman (this year

some highlights include Play It Again

Sam, Scenes from a Marriage, Who's

Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, That's

Entertainment, Peter Pan, Nashville,

and Friu the Cat.)

There is a classic film festival on

Saturday nights sponsored by the

Williams Film Group with films of the

great masters Truffaut, Bergman,
Fellini, Antonioni, Da Sica and others.

"Hie Nickelodeon is an arts-repertory

theater on Spring Street with three

different classic movies a week
(monthly listings available at the

theater) and popular films are always

available in North Adams and PitUs-

field. Movies have become a big

activity for many houses and
organizations on campus, so often

there is a film ^very night of the week.

Big Mac
And if the urge comes to hit the true

urbs culturae—New York City, or the

Cambridge-Boston area—it is not loo

difficult. Either one is about the same
distance—three hours—and either

holds a iremendoiB amount in store

for those not familiar with the cities.

But never mind New York and

Boston. You'll find that as the year

starts rolling along, and the arts in

Wiiliamstown start nioving into high

gear, that the options right here at

your doorstep are out of this world.

..........

people keep

telling you to

quit OTioking

cigarettes

don't listen . .

.

they're

probably trying to

trick you

into

living «•

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY i
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Eating your heart out In the Purple Valley
If WUUamt hokk Irtie to tradiiion,

you will soon be or Just have l)een

audience to Whitney Stoddard's

legendary lecture "A Sense of Where

You Are" in which he tells a little bit

about the Williamstown area. Un-

fortunately, he doesn't tell you

anytl^Rg practical, like where the

good^ces to eat are.

Weil the good places to eat. if you're

game lo knowing, are in Paris and

-New-York. These places being

somewhat out of walking distance and

more than a healthy drive away

(particularly Paris); Williams

Students are forced to remain

satisfied with the lesser local fare.

Any assessment of the local

restatu'snts must be inade wjth the

Vital "sense of where you are" in

mind. You are in Williamstown,

Mass., a small, backwoods town of

pop. 5000. You are in the sticks, the

V boondocks. That is where you are.

-} And as a result, you are unlikely to

'find very much of what in more

^jpetTjopolitan areas parries the label

. of "true class."

j^ What you find instead are smaller,

"Tjiuieter places which have good

,,
plough not exotic food, friendly ser-

vice and very agreeable prices. You

. won't, in short, find anything as riuy

~;as Paris' Tour D'Argent here, but

.neither must you spend a tour

d'argent Wower of money) to find a

worthwhile diversion from the

,
campus dining halls.

_^ HIGH BUDGET APPHOACH
MILL ON THE FLOSS—8 miles

1 south of Williamstown on Route 7.

I Billed as an Old New England Inn

'!/ :with a French accent, the Mill has

•excellent food and service. One of the

: best restaurants in the area. If you're

:«'a seafood fan, don't miss the Coquilles

Saint Jacques. The place to go when
Mom and Dad are in town.

f THE RAIN BARREL-In Ben-

inington, it provides excellent dining

'With a Continental flair. Dress is

'.'Casual and the atmosphere not par-

^licularly attractive, but the food and
:V service more than compensate for

« this. Well worth the trip.

. THE SPRINGS—Route 7 south,

about 15 minutes from Williams
f towards Pillsfield—Another
vsTestaurant to save for a time when

-.r^*r i .... '

someone eUe is picking up the lab,

preferably a rich aunt or a room-

mate's parents. Good but predictable

food. Dinner includes a procession

of complimenlary extras including a

tasty cl|im appetizer, cheese bread

and an extensive relish tray. The

atmosphere leaves a bit to be

desired—the one large room doesn't

lend itself well to intimate dining.

THE 18M HOUSE—Route 2 south of

WillliftnB by about three miles—

Entering their second year under new

ownership, the steak house image

seems; to have gotten this Old-timer

back on its feet again. Nice rustic

atmosphere, salad bar, sour hours

and occasional live music.

LE COUNTRY RESTAURANT-
Perhaps its biggest plus is its location,

across from the Greylock Quad-
Outdoes all its competitors, with its

long and varied menu of enticing

enUres but expect long waits and high

prices. Favorites include Chicken

Divan and Veal Cazadora, two of the

medium priced dishes. When money

and calories are no object, the meal

inevitably begins with a half dozen

escargots and concludes with a

luscious kahlua parfait

LE JARDIN—For elegant dining

not many,, local restaurants can

surpass Le Jardin. Located 3 miles

south of Williams on Rt. 7, this lovely

restaurant commands a lofty view of

the surrounding countryside while

providing delicious food, and higher

prices accordingly. A Sunday bruQCh

is the specialty.

THE BLACKFRIAR'S TAVERN—
For enterprising diners willing to

make the trek past Bennington,

Vermont, this little restaurant located

in an old New England house is a

great spot. It's ideal for a kidnapping

party, because the person will never

know where he is being taken, and the

home-cooked food is moderately
jl>riced.

THE PUBLICK HOUSE-In North

Bennington, call for directions. The

best steak and salad place in the area.

Good steaks and fresh bread

THE BRITISH MAII>-On Route 2

just east of the Collie, it's a favorite

for Williams people. It's a com-
bination bar, restaurant and night

club tttablishment. (Unfortunately

this quaint country restaurant has

fallen in my estimation due to

repeated cases of horrendous ser-

vice.) The crepes, omelettes, salads

and sandwiches remain excellent,

however, and nothing is served that

isn't fresh. Open for Breakfast.

THE WILLIAMS INN—The food

and service do not match up to the

local competition. Drinks are ex-

pensive in the bar. but the sound of the

music played in the bar may be more

damaging than the dent drinks put in

one's wallet. We prefer the Maid.

LE BRASSERIE-In Bennington.

A classy British Maid, better food and

more expensive. A French flavor.

Worth the trip.

GOURMET EAST—Route 2, five

minutes east of Williams—As close as

you'll come to Chinatown in the

Purple Valley—the owners speak

English but only the basics. Un-

fortunately, the prices are more

typically Williamstown than Chinese

but the food is certainly not your

ordinary Baxter Hall fare.

THE TACONIC PARK—West of the

College, at the intersection of Routes 2

and 7—Rarely discussed among the

finer diners in the Williams set except

for its Friday night, an all you can eat

smorgasbord which is raved about.

THE RIVER HOUSE—just a few

minutes walk out Water Street, this

brand new restaurant offers a home

style atmosphere and cooking to go

with it. A salad bowl is brought to the

(aUe, just like home. Also caters to

vegetarians. Staff members who have

dined there give it good ratings.

MEDIUM BUDGET APPROACH
THE CAPTAIN'S TABLE-Just

south, of the College on Route 7.

Seafood 180 miles from the sea; the

food is carefully defrosted. Not our

favorite.

COZY CORNERS
RESTAURANT—North of the

College on Route 7. Good for beer,

spaghetti and reasonably priiced

pizza. Not a place to lake a date or

Mom and Dad, but an interesting

escape from Baxter.

DOLPH'S INFERNO—Cafeteria
style steak and salad bar. Reasonably

cheap. Informal. East of the College

on Route 2.

FOUR ACRES-Good food. Not the'

place to go for Parenls' Weekend, but

on most olher occasions, it is worthy

of aMslt.
HOWARD JOHNSON'S-Desplte

the national reputation of Howard

Johnson's, this is a restaurant that

will actually be highly recommended

by the local townspeople. The national

reputation of course is «b a place that

was so bad that not even the roaches

would go there for a meal, a place

where if you left a tip it was only out of

sympathy for the chef, who you knew

had to be handicapped. The
Williamstown Howard Johnson's

belies all of this. One need not be a

starving motorist on a lonely turnpike

to have an excuse for eating there. It

is clean, friendly, fast and most

surprisingly, good. Ask for the "Pine

Cobble" room.

STRONG STOMACH APPROACH
C^E—First za house on Spring

Street. Overpriced, undersized Greek

zas. Testy grinders. Owned by Con-

stantine.

COLONIAL PIZZA—Original home
of Constantine. Listen, if 'y«u want

Pizza, you've got no choice. Also, look

for the peculiar colonial pizza

trademark-which is almost worth

ordering a pizza to see. It is picture of

a colonial soldier on a horse delivering

a pizza. Unfortunately^ neither pizza

shop will deliver on horseback or

otherwise.

DIAU'S—Spring Street—A. little

high priced for a deli but unbeatable

for convenience especially when It

comes to combatting the poet library'

or, better yet, post Log munchies. You
name it, they'll make it but make sure

to allow plenty, of time for them to do

it. Stressea quality and variety. Onfij

specialty is the Icado •moolkle—j

avacado and cream cheese oo bagel,

DUNKIN' DONUTS—On Route 2 in

North Adams. Now here's a way to

fend off the munchies 24 hours a day.

BURGER CHEFiA-On Route 2. five.

minutes closer than McDonitld'a. Only

for those who cannot travel the exlrtf

five minutes. '

McDONALD'S-In North Adams. If

you've been to one, you've been to)

them all. .-^- -

KENTUCKY FRIED
CHICKEN- They, use the Ccdonel'sf

recipe with a little more than thei

usual amount of grease. Also fried

ribs. On Route 2. east of Ihe College.

Seldom a crowd.

FRIENDLY'S—More expensive

ttian the fast food joints, but much
more satisfying. Good ice cream.

Closes at midnight. On Route2, east of

town.

THE PURPLE I*UB-On Bank St,

For an evenufig snack, their sandwidi

is varied.

WEST END DELI—Definitely the

home of the best cold sandwiches ia

the area. On Route 2 just east of town,

see FOOD page 5

--=01 ;|F*ej .„
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Transportation

A pracflcol guide to escaping from school
Every year, hundreds of itiousjtnds

of lourisu "gel sway tnm i\ aU" by

coining l<i the Berkshires.

Thnreau referred lo Williams when

he said. "It Wduld be no small ad-

vantage if every college were thus

located ai the base of a mountain."

Williams comes fairly close to

Thnreau's ideal Inevitably, though,

everyone reaches a point where they

have to get out of here, whether tor a

reassuring whiff nf smog or torseelww

Bud tastes in Northampton.

Herewith some nolaliona on

major transportation options.

the

Fool: Given that the College lends

to encompass the heart of Williams-

town, walking is actually not a bad

option for daily transportation needs.

[The campus is within easy walking

distance of three shopping areas-

Spring St., Cole Ave. (by tiie railroad

tracks) and the Colonial Shopping

Center (about 15 minutes east on Rt.

2). However, In terms of getting to

Boston, it's definitely unattractive.

iillching: Granted that hitching is

vaguely illegal in many towns and

[Some states, many "young people"

'consider it the most viable way of

I

getting from one point to another.

Opponents point to the dangers: in-

stances of rape, robbery and murder
by drivers and hiiclihikers alike; the

fact that you know nothing about the

driving ability of a random driver;

and a possible run-in with the local

constabulary.

Train: Occasionally of an evening,

when the wind is right, you might hear

a freight train rumble away to the

north. So much for the rebirth of the

railroad in Williamstown.

But if you like train travel and can

get to Piilsfield or Albany, you may be

able to catch a train. A train leaves

Pittsfield each morning at 11:45 for

points east arriving in Boston at 3:40

p.m. The 6:32 p.m. train from Pitt-

sfield stops in Albany at 9:00, then

Utica, Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo,

Erie, Cleveland, Toledo, South Bend
and Chicago. You're better off if you

catch it in Albany because the train

must back into the Albany-Rensselaer

station making it a two hour ride.

Seven trains run from Albany to

Grand Central Station, New York,

each day. ''
-

For more information. Call Am-
irak: 800-523-5720.

Bus: Lest you despair that public

ransportation has totally ignored the

Purple Valley, it is always possible to

leave the drivjpg to them and take the

Ixis. You can thank Williamstown's

location—ttte norihwestemmost town

in MassachusellB, situated on two

vaguely major routes (2 and 7)—for
what service (here is. Interstate

Commerce Commission rules make it

more profitable for a busline not to

cross statelines, Hence, New
Englander runs buses at dreadfully

inconvenient hours lo Boston. These

buses as well as Vermont Transit's

New York-Burlinglon line slop on

Rouie 2 east of Currier Hall. Tickets

and schedules are available at the

sporting goods store ai the corner of

Routes 2 and 43.

As of September 7 Vermont Transit

and Greyhound bus lines will have
simplified their schedules. They
eliminate half of Ihe buses leaving

town. The remainder depart for

Piilsfield at 7:30 a.m. and 12:05 p.m.

From Piilsfield a rider may make
connections for virtually anywhere.

Check a schedule.

In the afierniNm Boston is six hours

via Worcester or five by way of

Springfield. The morning bus makes—
Ihe I rip in four and a half or six houirs,

r^pectively. The second bus, "the

slowboat to China" seems to stop in

every hick town in Connecticut at

least six hours after leaving

Williamstown.

Plane: Most Williams students fly

from Albany but there are two oilier

options. Bradley Inlernaiional Air-

port, located betwieen Harlford and

Springfield, does noi close as lifien

because of snoW. Command Airways

(499-0421) has four flights each day

from Piilsfield lo New York.

Unless y«iu've goi your own plane,

Harriman Airport, in North Adams is

almost useless.

Car: By far the mosi convenient and
quickest way of gelling anywhere Is

by car. If you own a car,

congratulations. Although the College

does much to discourage it, you've

made the right decision.

First, freshmen are forbidden cars

for Ihe first semester. Thereafter, you

may keep your car here,,but must pay
high registration fees and a

propensity of both the town and

College to ticket you for parking

anywhere but in your assigned lot—in

Ihe case of freshmen, ridicuUtusly

stuck beliind the tennis courts. Moei

drivers still feel that the convenience

of driving lUe car offsets the costs.

ThoM lucky Mwugh to hava a car find It Miy to get o«t •! the Purpto Valley.

Others must bravo the local train and but sorvico-^nd they dont got Itio girl.

Making yourself understood
grind—n.—onewlui studies too much.

A grind is one who studies during a

.hcime football game,

—v.—to study.

flce-rto get an A in ^,.

plu—An A plus is an A plu, but you'll

never see one.

t>ar—opposite of plu.

gut—an easy course

Places

Log—the campus pub. From
President Garfield's description of

llie perfect educational set up—
Mark Hopkins at one end of a log

and a student at the other end.

Amherst—a small liberal arts sch(Kil

in the Conneciicut Valley formed by

a runaway Williams president and

some kidnapped faculty. An inferior

outgrowth of Willian^s; the enemy.

The Skids—home of beautiful women
in the neighborhood of senior

citizens; Skidmore College in

Saratoga.

William and Mary—where everyone

back home thinks you go to college.

Spring Stree^—downtown Williams-

town. The'^campus is located in

suburban Williamstown.

The Nickelodeon—it's more like the

iwff-dollardeon now. The movie

I healer on Spring Street.

Billsville—where lownies live.

Williamstown.

lngerson:failure through ng
INGERSONfrompagol

stifle a lot of healthy curiosity and turn

education into a dull, repetitious task.

And it is that very failure which has

made me your valedictorian.

My first hint that I might have

missed something valuable in my four

years here came while I was
preparing this speech. I had gone

through eight or ten drafts, all

carefully buttressed with impressive

quotations, and following my paper-

writing habits of at least ten footnotes

per page. But a concerned friend

warned me that if I insisted on being

so "footnoty" I'd bore you all to tears.

With that comment, I fell the ground

crumble beneath my feel. What in the

world could I manage to say without

relying on the words of venerable

authorities?

The next hint came the following

day when my room-mate casually

inquired, "Ann, do you think the will is

the center of the self?". Never having

PRESEASON BOOT

SALE

Frye Boots 10% Off

Ladies - Pull-On & Zipper

Men's - Pull-On

faced that question quite so directly

before, I was at a loss for words. But

falling back on my philosophy

courses, I could answer, "Well, that

depends on who you listen lo. Now,

Neilzsche would say . .
." Bui she

wouldn't buy that. "I'm not interested

in what different philosophers said.

What do you think?". You can

imagine, I was somewhat bewildered.

Once again, left speechless without

footnotes.

Those two events suggested lo me
that maybe my academic life at

Willianjs wasn't all it could have been.

Even my thesis, an ideal opportunity

for expressing my own creative ideas,

vvas massively documented,

historically accurate—"safe"—as my
advisor put it. There you have my
confession of failure.

I have tried to be objective, lo

remain open to all viewpoints. Con-

scious of, my: ignor^nccv I have

refrained from drawing premature

conclusions. Organizing my non-

thoughts into orderly essays,

carefully worded and double-spaced,

has contributed to my delusions of

scholarly excellence. But at some
point, the avoidance of premature

conclusions developed into an

avoidance of any conclusions at all. In

short, I have spent my four years at

Williams becoming extremdy well-

documented, but liltle more.

Perlraps my real reason for refusing

to express personal opinions was not

my supposed fairness and objectivity.

I hesitated more out of intellectual

cowardice; avoiding any opinions that

could possibly be refuted. Rather than

be brilliant and original, I chose to be

safe. Imagine if all nf us were in such

a Slate of fear and trembling. Scholars

pouring carefully over each others'

words; collecting, annotating, sort-

ing, and synthesizing—busily run-

ning in intellectual circles. Good

exercise, perhaps. But when the

exercise becomes an end in itself,

learning stagnates; turns in on itself,

and ceases to grow. We merely stuff

more and more potentially valuable

information into brains thai have no

creative use for it. 'I'm sure everyone

woUld agree that the ideal scholar is

imaginative and personally involved

in his work. Yet here I am, apparently

an academic success, because of a

peculiar knack for manipulating

footnotes. Isn't something confused

here?

Fellow classmates: Williams has

given us a chance lo discover new
possibilit ies by seeking the opinions of

the most diverse authors. Bui it has

also given its a chance to think for

onrselves—to be radical, fanatical,

and eccentric; the worst con-

sequences of a mistake being a C or

two on our transcripts. I truly envy all

of you who accepted the risk that

comes with creativity; maybe lost an

occasional argument and (lie chance

to be valedictorian; but still came
back with a challenge next time

'round. For my fellow victims of fear

and irembling, all is not lost. After all,

I've aclUially gotten through this

entire speech without recourse lo a

single impressive quotation. I hope we
can all muster the courage to join our

radical, fanatical, and eccentric

classmates in taking those intellectual

risks that make education so exciting.

PITTSFI6LO

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY

RECORDS
7t Water St. 10:00-4:00 MON.-SAT.

The largest selection at

the right price. Special orders
quicklyfilled.

People

burgers—frosh burgers, also known
as freshmen, berivaiion unknown,

alumni—tJie fine breed who give the

money that keeps you here. Among
our finest are Magruder, Stein-

brenner and Helms of Watergate

fame.

EpI)—rhymes with chief. A Williams

student, a member of an athletic

team. From Ephraim Williams,

girls—they are called women at

Williams even if their older sisters

are Skidmore girls,

import—a non-Williams student who

is a dale for the'weekend.

Wally O—the campus hero fcir those of

us that like Adam 12 and Kojak's

hair, Walter O'Brien, chief of

security,

mairon—Ihe lady who cleans your

riMjm every week except if you call

Iter the maid, cleaning lady or

vacuum engineer.-,

lownie—a native of Williamstown.

Sometimes generalized to mean any

uncultured heathen who hasn't read

Plato, AristoUe or heard of James
MacGregor Burns.

Food

frappe or frost—what normal people

call a milk shake,

milkshake—better ask fora definition

before ordering,

za—a Billsville pizza tastefully

seasoned with grease.

grinders—those things abnormal
people call warm submarines and

mixed up persons call hoi heroes.

beavo—beer, cool ones, chillies,

brews.

Potpourri

demo—v.—to destroy, perhaps the

mosi popular activity . of sortie

Williams men. n.—demolition,

preppie shoes—white soled mocassins

worn by preppies and those who
wish Ihey were preppies,

pus—rhymes with bus. Demon-
strating various degrees of

animosity; verbal abuse.
,

hiking boots—brown high cuts worn

by Outing Club members and those

who think they are Outing Cli^b

members,
short—one who decides not to get shit-

faced when you decide he should,

shit -faced—drunk.

the mountains—what we greet with a

song and the song we greet them
with.

The Record —what most ad-

ministrators try lo keep their

comments off of, and the newspaper

that they usually get printed in

anyway. Often called tlie ReAd by

confused upperclassmen.

purple and gold—school colors. From
Ihe purple valley and golden sun.

cake—anything that isn't difficult.

Williams'
culinary

alternatives
POOOfrompagt4

PAPA CHARLIE'S DRIVE IN-
Wiihin walking distance, but more fun

in a car. Formerly an A fc W Root

Beer franchise. Papa Charlie has

everything from french fried

mushrooms to Greek salads with feta

cheese. Also good burgers, sand-

wiches 'and gallons of root beer.' Aad
car hops! Papa C. is a big Williams

fan. A place you can't mias.

\
N.
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Williams: an unlikely college in dn unlikely place
The Hoosic River valley of (he

Northern Berkshirw, "the middle of

no where," even today seems an

unlilcely place for a town, let alone a

"prestigious liberal arts college." It

was far more unlikely in the 1700s,

when access to the valley was limited

In an arduous trek over the Mohawk
Trail.

A survey of transportation options

in t*ie Purple Valtoy <see page 5)

indicates that things haven't evolved

all that much in 200 years. Now, only

the scenic beauty of the area justifies

settling here. During llie early 1700s,

the area was something of a frontier

and, lying across the Indian Path
from Lake Champlain to the Con-

necticut River vaUey, was strategic

militarily. A settlement in' West
Hoosic (as the township was (hen

called) also served to assert

Massachiiselts' claims against Dutch
settlers and later New York.

The area was first surveyed in 1739

by Ephraim Williapns Sr. and under

the impetus of Fort Massachusetts

(located where the Price Chopper on

Route 2 now stands) a settlement

began to grow in 1752. As far as the

College is concerned, Ephraim' Si's.

real claim to fame was faUiering

Ephraim Jr. and gelling him ap-

pointed commander of tlie string of

Western Massachusetts forts in-

clucUngFort Massachusetts. Although

Ephraim Jr. was apparently well-

regarded miliiarily, he goes down in

history for his defeats. In 1746, Fori

Massachusetts was captured and
burned while supposedly under his

command. On September 8, 17S5,

having led his men into an ambush ai

Lake George, N.Y., he ended up
getting himself killed for his troubles.

Shortly before, he had 'wriiten a will

providing funds for a "free school" to

be set up in West Hoosic on condition

that the name of the town be changed
to Williamstown. The will was not

quickly executed. In 1765, the town
was officially incorporated as

"Williams Town," although the

boundary dispute with New York was
not settled until 1787.

The General Court of

^
No Mils Is not a church, ifs Lasoll gymnasium. Don't miss Whitney Stoddard's
lecture "A Sense of Where You Are" to learn more about this and other campus
marvels.

Massachusetts incorporated "The
Trustees of the Donation of Ephraim

Williams, Esq. for Maintaining a Free

School in Williamstown" on March p,

1785 to use tlie $9157 that had ac-

cumulated in the estate. Yet, even this

massive sum wasn't sufficient for the

(ask and a lottery was required before

construction of West College could

begin in 1790. The opening of school

was delayed until Oct. 20, 1791 by a

failure to discover water on the land

around the building. (In fact, the

school had to rely on two springs at

the lower end of Spring St. for its

supply.) Despite local opposition,

Ephraim Williams' free school

became Williams College on June 22,

1793, as the ambitions of the school's

trustees and first president, Ebenezer
Filch, grew to exceed those of the

"founder."
,

The first Commencement was held

(curiously enough) on Sept. 2, 1795. Of

the four men receiving degrees, two

becaipe lawyers and two doctors

(percentages Career Counseling has
been unable to equal since.)

The free school consisted of an
Academy, with a yearly tuition of 35

shillings, and an English free school.

The free school did not survive the

formation of the College, although the

Academy continued as a prep school

for a few years.

The early trustees of the college

were heavily influenced by Yale and
were strict Congregalionalists. To
them, Williamstowns' isolation was
ideal for defending young minds from
Uniiarianism, which from its base at

Harvard was having a profound effect

on American higher education.

The trustees called for the following

curriculum for their new college: "In

the first year,—the English, Latin,

Greek, and French languages. In the

second,—the several languages in

part, Arithmetic, Geography,
Algebra, Geometry, Mensurations,

Comic Sections, Rhetoric and Logic.

In the third, -Trigonometry,
Navigation, Surveying, Natural
Philosophy, Astronomy, and
Chemistry. In the fourth year,—
Metaphysics, Ethics, History,
National Law, Civil Polity and
Theology."

In Dec. 1799, President Filch wrote
in his diary, "The college is in a

prosperous state. The students con-

tinue to be diligent and orderly. We
admitted twenty-four freshmen, and
have in all eighty-one members of

college."

However, this rosy picture was not

long lasting. The College was per-

WHAT'S WRONG WITH THIS PHOTO?

1. All file facial hair was alrbrushed In, excepf for the
gtrlt In fhe first row. ^«««rJ t

2. Th0 pmrson with the beer Is really Woodward and
Bernstein's "Deep Throat".

3. These people work for the Record, yet they are still

smiling I (Join Them)

The Record Plan
bring your smiling foce to tlie Rathskeller,

basement of Baxter Hall

MONDAY, SEPT. 12, 7:00 p.m.

petually in need of funds. The by and

large well educated faculty was

disgusted by the country bumpkins

Williams tended to attract.

Williamstown was viewed as a

hopeless location for a college and. by

(he second decade of (he nineteenth

century, the truste* devoted most of

their lime to seeking a suitable

location in the Connecticut River

valley to move the College. In 1821,

after failing to obtain permission from

the state to move, Williams' second

president, Zephaniah Swift Moore,

with half the students and faculty

marched over the Mohawk Trail to

found Amherst College and spawn one

of the oldest collegiate sports rivalry.

That Williams had a Commencement
that year is due in no small part to the

stirring speeches nf two seniors,

Emerson Davis and Erastus C.

Benedict, who urged their classmates

to "uphold the honor and reputation"

of the College.

Moore's successor at Williams,

Edward Door Griffin, succeeded in

developing an infusion of funds and an
expansion of (he enrollment. Although

the College did not achieve financial

security until the twentieth century, it

was able to fall back on stale aid and
forlimate if occasional donations to

the conservative religious (if non-

sectarian) institution.

Change has come slowly lo the

College, yet, if at any point in the

College's history a studenl could be

catapaulted forward two generations,

he would find the place ' barely

recognizable. (It is difficult to believe

that Williams was the incubator of

religious fervor that brought the

American missionary ^ movement lo

life.)

Although Williams has always
attracted talented educators (witness

President Mark Hopkins), it wasn't

until the presidency of James Phinney
Baxter (1937-61) that the College's

academic reputation really began to

grow. Since World War II, admissions
have become progressively more
selective.

The vocations and avocations of

alumni have varied greatly. Far
fewer graduates go into leaching and
the ministry than in the past. A recent

study indicates that Williams has the

highest ratio of graduates in executive

positions to enrollment of any other

undergraduate college. Yel, an in-

creasing nimiber of students are
seeking alternative job onwrtiinities

in such areas as graphics and the arts.

As elsewhere, the 1960s were a
(raimialic period for Williams. They

witnessed the largesi building

program in the College's history. The
abolition of fraternities was a bitter

issue on campus and among alumni.

The result was the development of an

almost unique residential "house"

system.

Student "activism" came late and

was short lived. The Afro-American

Society (forerunner of the Black

Student Union) took over Hopkins

Hall to present a list of demands and

(he College joined irt the Cambodia^

strike.

The most revolutionary change was

reserved for the 1970s. In 1971, the

College admitted its first freshman

class containing women. The
repercussions are still being felt,

although a student-faculty committee

concluded that the transition had been

made surprisingly smoothly.

llie town has changed as much as

the College, although it has grown
more slowly. In 1776, the population of

Williamstown was 1061. Today it

stands at 8247. The four graduates of

1795 compare with the 471 who
received degrees last June.

By and large relations between the.

town and College have been good,

although the College has never
completely lost '^'aristocratic" and

"egg-head" labels. At the College's

founding, many townspeople were

angered at losing their "free-school."

During the 19S0s bitter debate cen-

tered on the College's supposedly "left

wing" faculty and a proposal to

flouridale the town's water suppor^
by the College. . ^-'T

Williams is the sufigle largesi en^

ployer and landowner in Ihe town.

With its tremendous economic power,

the College has been forced lo bend

over backwards to avoid seeming lo

paternislically rape the region. Few
College or town decisions are made
without a discussion of the impact on

(he Other.

While town-gown relations are

always in flux, the decision of the

College to hall expansion of

enrollment and the present lull in

construction would seem lo usher in .a

more stable period.

DOirTLET

For free information, write to:

DRUNK DRIVER, box 2345
Rockville, Marylind 20852

The British Maid
Serves

BREAKFAST, LUNCH, SUPPEj

in a refreshingly different marfife

Full bar, patio Closed AAondays tj

State Rd. 458-4961

FREE DELIVERY 458-563ji<

TACONIC PACKAGE STORE, INC.

130 WATER ST.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS. 01267

Draft Beer Headquarters

Budweiser Vi Bar. Michelob %

Tuborg ^ Bar. Budweiser ^4

All Kegs and All Brands are about

$1.00 less than anyone els^ in town

OWNER Dick Solomon
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Photo essay: Bits of your future at Wiiliams
When (Ite wailress comes wtth your

>ider of BacontHirger, french fries

and a large root beer, she doesn't put

it on the table in front of you—she
hangs it on your wimlow. No, you're
not in a scene from American Grafitti.

Vou're at Papa Charlie's Drive In

which may become as much a part of

your Williams experience as final

exams and Art 101 floor plan. There
ire quite a few purple valley

curiosities which you will undoubtably

come to Icnow and love, and here's a

quick introduction to a few of them.

Conslantine (right going clock-

wise)—Za Czar . . . brings a little bit

of Greece (grease) to Spring Street. A
devoted entrepreneur, he diligently

keeps pace with the rising cost of

living and we believe that he is waging
a personal vendetta against the

American free enterprise system. We
like him and his personal jukebox

selection, anyway. Besides, he has a

monopoly on the pizza and grinder

market here, so we like to stay on his

good side.

LlquorK>r "traditional refreshments"

as they are called here. It comes in all

shapes and sizes—ranging from
Mogen-Oavid Mad-dog (20 per cent

Alcohol, 80 per cent u|iknown) for

$1.98 to the lAost expensive cham-
pagnes. Bars and liquor stores litter

the countryside in Massachusetts,

New York and Vermont.

Freibofers-LlnlQBS ypu live in \y«itern

Massachusetts or in some portions of

upstate New York and Vermont, you
have probably never tried this

definitive chocolate-chip cookie.

Unfortunately, Freihofers are only in

abundant supply at the Grand Union

which is about a fifteen minute walk
down Route 2. Those in the know gel

them at Tash's, a small grocery store

on Water Street.

Mrs. Charlotte Marlowe-The
matriarch of the mailroom. She

supervises mail distribution, collects

phone bills and coordinates the

student typing service. She has been

at Williams for seventeen years and

she's really nice and funny even

though her advice to freshman Isn't.

"Keep your phone bill current," she

advises, "and don't forget your
mailbox combination or lose your

key." "And have a good year," she

adds.

Papa'Charlle-Proprietor of the drive-

in of the same name which is located

on Route 2 next to the Grand Union.

He recommends the hamburgers and

the home-made baklava and comes to

talk to you while you wait for your

food. In his fifteen years in the

business, he reports, he's had only

good experiences with - college

students. Unfortunately, he's only

open from March through October,

callously leaving the area without a

french-fried mushroom supply during

the winter.

Campus politics

All quiet on the Willioms front
Williams has never had a highly

political reputation and probably

never will. It is fair to generalize that

Williams students are largely sym-
pathetic to the causes, and yet, too

content and otherwise occupied to

involve themselves. Nine years ago
The Underground Guide to Colleges

rated the Williams SDS chapter as
virtually nonexistent. From that high-

point the student body has followed

the national lead and sunk into the

political doldrums.

Even last year's presidential

election failed to generate much
political enthusiasm. On campus, a

mock election spurred little visible

campaigning, attracted few voters,

and revealed a mixed political

preference. (Carter beat Ford by
thirty-six votes.) Off campus, the

Americans for Democratic Action

worked for the Massachusetts
referenda while the Republicans
campaigned in New York.

The following list contains some of

the political organizations that sur-

faced last year and-or show promise

9f appearing during the next

academic year.

From right to left:

YOUNG AMERICANS FOR
FREEDOM: The small Williams

chapter sponsored a. speaker and-.a

movie early last year. They vanished

shortly thereafter.

TUESDAY FORUM: After the

GOP club split, two of the officers

formed a discussion group which
meets at the Log on Tuesday nights

(hence the name.) They invite

knowledgeable students, professors

and townspeople to discuss and drink

over political and economic events of

current interest. Though the group is

conservative, the discussions vary
over a wide range. Two of last year's

presentations were: Michael Mc-
Pherson—Milfm) Friedman and the

Ideas that won the Noble Prize, and
Kurt Tauber—Why Socialism has
,Failed in the United Stales.

WILLIAMS REPUBLICAN
CLUB: The club worked hard in a

mock election on campus last

November, and came close to pulling

an upsel viclory for former President

Ford. In the spring Ihey sponsored

panel discussions on Prostiiulion and

Nuclear Energy, using recognized

authorities to represent all sides.

Accusal ions of let hargy and rumors of

financial problems led to resignations

and schism. A new activist executive

board may get the group moving

again.

WILLIAMS DEMOCRATIC CLUB:
Rumors that this will form circulate

every spring. Check ii out.

WILLIAMS AMERICANS FOR
DEMOCRATIC ACTION: This is a

non-partisan group interested in

liberal ideas. Alitiough tliey endorsed

Jimmy Carter's presidential can-

didacy, the ADA is primarily cause-

oriented. The group initiated an anti-

Bl bomber petition drive, and spent

lime lobbying for the ERA, the

Massachusetts bottle bill and an

assortment of other causes. Various

personalities, including ADA National

Director Leon ShuU, spf)ke at the

Williams chapter last year under the

sponsorship of the local chapter.

STUDENTS FOR RADICAL
ALTERNATIVES: Members of the

apparently defunct Williams Hunger
Action Project and-or the Williams

Action Coalition are reported to have

formed this group. They maintain a

low profile, yet try to influence people

by introducing radical ideas rather

than through direct electoral in-

fluence.

Buying books eats bucks
Comfortable shoes are a necessity this week, as standing in lines to buy

books are a tradition as old as Whitney Stoddard's lecture on local ar-

chitecture. No matter how you've schemed to beat the rush, 50-to 100 people

will have come up with the same plan and arrived at Dewey's, Renzi's or the

Pooh Perplex before you did.

Neither Dewey's nor Renzi's, both located on Spring Street, carry texts

for all courses, so many shoppers will have to visit both stores to complete

their book collections. If you strategy is to arrive early, please note that the

stores open at 9 a.m. Renzi's allows students to place orders in advance and
pick them up several days later.

Be ready for a shock when you reach the cashier's desk. Those thin

paperbacks and article reprints have a habit of adding up to frightening

sums. According to a source quoted by Ralph Renzi, the average American
student spends $180 per year on books. In response to accusations that they

gouge students, both Renzi and Joe Dewey claimed last year that they have

'

no control over book prices. The prices on most textbooks are marked up 20

to 25 per cent
Purchasing used texts saves a bundle. Although used books occasionally

crop up in the pile you bought at Renzi's, the best place to look is the Pooh
Perplex. This student-operated enterprise, located in the basement of

Jessup Hall, buys books from students for one-third the cost and resells them

at one-half the original price. Since many students keep their books and

many courses change their reading lists from ye«r to year, don't expect

Pooh to fill your entire order. Pooh keeps irregular hours, so watch bulletin

boards closely, and don't wear heavy clothing when you go over to Jessup

since temperatures in the basement are hellish.

People who don't mind waiting several weeks to buy boioks can post want
ads in Baxter Hall in hopes of obtaining used books from upperclassmen.

Industrious upperclassmen frequently post "for sale" lists on the same
bulletin boards.

The condition of used books varies widely. Some look unopened (and

frequently are) while others abound with highlighted passages and notes in

the margins. These can be a bonus if you ate in a hurry to get through with

the reading assignment and head for the Log.

The Log, tht Coll«g« pub, opened Friday for thoM students and faculty who

arrived early. Tlie Log serve* beer and wine to "members ol The Wllliamt

College community" and their invited gu«kts. Manager Claudia LindMy '77

announced that it will remain open from f-PM to 1 AM throughout ttie week and

until 1:30 AM on Saturday.

The name "Log" come* from alumni James OarlieM't observation that tht

perfect teaching situation would be Mark Hopkins sitting on one end of a log,

and a student on the other. Hopkins and GarfieM are gone, but the student and

the Log are doing line.

This year the Log ii installing an Advent l«rg»4creen television for sports

and special events. Undsey expects to have It operational within the week, and

will pott a list of viewing timet and programt (to get your tuggettiont in) . Alto

on the agenda this year are more "Special NigMe" on which the Log offers

reduced pricet to various groupt. The Nrtt of that*, "Senior Night", offers

reduced pricet to members of the clatt of 71.

sterC'mj silver

and w-Karat goCd

braceitt

Jhe Potters Wheel

A Cra/t (jittery

open ieven days a. week
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Eph sports: What to expect from a Little Three tedm
by Tim Layden and Jim Cohen

Wetcome freshmeiv! Welcome lo

WUUamB College, home of the purple

mountains (which always appear to

be green), Ephmen and Ephwomen

(which is what you are, like it or not),

and one of the top small-college

athletic programs around (which tl»e

NCAA hasn't figured out yet.)

Finding yourself now in the midst of

unpacking yourselves from- .a

seemingly endless succession of

suitcases, think back on any non-

essentials you might have left behind

before making the trek to Williams.

Perhaps your string of garlic bulbs,

used to ward off overly demanding

Philosophy professors. Or maybe

yotir magnifying glass, which you

understand will be necessary after

10,000 pages of a 15,000-page week. Or

worse yet, could be you've left your

three-year-old lopsiders at home, and

how can anyone gel by with just two

pair of topsiders?

Well, put all these frivolous worries

aside, for you have no doubt forgotten

many trifles of greater value than

those mentioned on the above list.

For instance, very few freshmen

enter Williams College with a raccoon

coal and a Williams pennant; which

are, of course, necessary for at-

tendance at all home football games.

(Not lo mention a shoe horn for

squeezing people into Weston Field for

the Amherst or Wesleyan game.)

Another frequent absentee among

the belongings of an incoming fresh-

man is a s^t of earmuffs, vital for

retaining one's hearing- and sanity

when silting through a basketball

game in Lasell gym.

Starting to get the message? Good,

lei's continue the checklist. How about

your cohstruclion worker's hard hat

to protect yourself from flying hockey

pucks (and perhaps a few flying

hockey fans) during home hockey

contests in Chapman Rink? Didn't

think so.

All right, any unsuspecting fresh-

man could be forgiven for ,
nol

reaUzing that Williams actually does

possess an athletic program, with real

live learns and full schedules, but the

following items should not be missing

from any foollocker, suitcase, or other

travelling implement.

Sneakers, for use in playing every

intramural sport on campus," other

than hockey, and probably that, loo,

at times. Williams boasts an IM
program ranging from football lo ping

pong, and most of the student body

gets involved. Sneakers are needed

for most sports. Sorry preppies,

Walabee don't count.

A willingness to try and master the

' use of a lacrosse stick. A sport which

few Williams students play before

arriving on campus, lacrosse (or lax,

as il is more commonly referred to) is

— Inearlyas- prevalenL^.lima-lullet ii&-

baseball or football in most places.

A frisbee, or the ability lo throw

one. Williams draws only a small

portion of its student body from

California, but one wouldn't know il to

see the expertise with which some
ersatz beachcombers toss the frisbee

around. Have no fear, it's a technique

easily mastered.

Williams, contrary lo the

frightening descriptions rendered

forth in many of the publications

received by high school seniors

(highly competitive atmosphere,

etc.), is not merely a breeding ground

for future Einstelns. Oh, of course, the

academic load is there, but so are

many other things, and athletics are

something which cannot help but

become apart of any Williams

student's life.

Beginning with the fall, the

Williams football program stands on

its own merit, especially since the

arrival of head coach Bob Odell six

years ago. In his first five seasons ihe

football team snagged five straight

Little Three lilies, an unprecedented

feat. Following a 7-0-1 1975 season,

several students reminded Sports

Illustraied thai Williams could claim

a No. 1 national ranking based on

indirect wins over all teams except

Oklahoma. :' ;•-,.

A 16-0 whitewash at the hands of

Amherst last November dashed Ihe

Eph's hopes of a sixth crown; they

had to settle for a three-way tie and a
4-4 overall record.

Although the Amherst game is pver

i months away, upperclassmen have

begun rehearsing verbal abuse in-

tended to spw- the Lord Jeffs on to

Football is unquestionably the

number one spectator sport at

Williams, but if contact of the bone-

crushing type isn't your bag, soccer is

also a popular activity. Coach Jeff

Vennell's squad^have been consisteiji

winners capable of giving nationally

ranked teams like UConn a run for

their money. The varsity team seeks

revenge against Amherst for six

year's worth of defeats.

Cross-country runners pride

themselves on haying won seven

consecutive Little Three lilies and for

receiving a deafening round of ap-

plause from the Wellesley girls when

they pass by the school during Ihe

Boston marathon.

Other sports available lo men this

fall are golf, which boasts one of the

best college golf courses in the nation,

and rugby football, famous for its

parties and eating its dead.

Although Williams men still out-

number Williams women, the fall

sports schedule shows more women's

sports activities than men's. Women
compete against northeastern schools

in cross-country, field hockey, tennis,

swimming, soccer and volleyball.

Over the last three years, women's

learns have rolled up incredible won-

losl percentages and are slowly

receiving moreand more coverage in

the Record sports pages.

The fall semester nol only features

pw- -..«i. m-hMars havAbMH iMCk lor • w—k now under the watchful ty* ol Coach Odoll. Tht Eptis

IJ:rr.vC^' !^^^^^^ '-'«' ••"• '"'*«""• (pHotobyRead)

intercollegiate activity of some isort

on almost every day of the we*; bul

also clogs the athletic fields with

intramurals. Williams touch football

rules bears a striking resemblance lo

rugby; tennis, cross-counlry and golf

bring closet athletes out into the open.

"Winter" sports start regular season

play as early as Thanksgiving,

(winter itself usually arrives much

sooner) so the breather between the

two seasons is brief. The break allows

sports fans to watch the Ohio State-

Michigan football game wjthout

feeling guilty about missing campus

sports events.

Coach Jeff Venneli gets lnh» the action as the Eph hooters warm up for what

promises to be a victorious season.

The Log

Williams' own student pub
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9:00-1:00 Mon. thru Fri.

9:00-1:30 Sat.
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)W Honor Code
i fall, instructors will distribute

iiidelines on academic honesty to

udents in most courses, lliese

BUlalions result from an amended
oposal of the student-faculty Honor

Committee aj^oved by the

faculty last spring.

The faculty's plan requires all in-

structors to distribute written

lidelines reminding students oif their

bUgalion to abide l^ the principle of

lieHonor Code set forth in the Student

iidbook to each student in all their

and to the student chairman
the Honor Code Committee at the

eginning of each semester. These
Blructions will also deal with the

nner in which the Honor Code
applies to specific courses.

Guidelines will not be necessary for

|regularly scheduled examinations
liven in the conventional igtoUsroom

ines to be
setting, or for papers and laboratory
exercises done individually, provided
that the usual rules governing
academic honesty are observed.

According to Professor Anson C.

Piper, faculty chairman of the Honor
Code committee, the proposal is in-

tended to remove the confusion which
existed last year on the part of both
students and (acuity concerning the

Honor Code. He . noted that wide-
spread proliferation of exam options,

especially those involving take-home
exams, has led to confusion about the

nature and application of the Honor
Code.

"The faculty have been as re-

miss as students" in many in-

stances of Honor Code violations, said

Piper, since some faculty have not

made Code requirements clear to

students. Faculty will not be required

to give a copy of their Code
requirements to the Deans Office.

"We assume that when a professor

gives his guidelines to the dean, he
will also distribute them to his

students," said Piper.

Student Honor Committee Chair-

man Dan Sullivan said he expected
some professors to refuse to follow

give out honor guidelines, despite the
large majority who approved the plan
at last May's faculty meeting. If a
professor refuses to issue honor co<l(l

.

requirements to students, Sullivan

said he would talk to the professor and
attempt to find out his reasons.

The faculty also decided last spring

to require all students to reaffirm

their commitBicnt to the Statement of

Academic Hooetly by signing an
Honor Code pledge at the beginning of

each academic year.

A splrHad group from WIINams C t

NHJIits froshman singlnfl conltst.

tbo koa of tradlttonal rafroshmonlsJ

Worldwotch president addresses o

Laster R. Brown

"Food—Worldwide ProspecU" will

be the theme of the Fall Convocation

at Williams College, formally opening

the 1977-78 academic year tomorrow
at 11 a.m. in Chapin Hall.

Leslo- R. Brown, president and a
senior researcher with WorldWatch
Institute of Washington, D.C., will be

the Convocation qteaker and one oi

four persons who will receive

honorary degrees during the

ceremony. Williams College

President John W. Chandler will

award honorary Doctor of Laws
degrees to Brown, R. Hal Dean, and
£sther Peterson and an honorary

Doctor of Science degree to Dr.

George M. Woodwell.

'OOLF replaces

Frosh Days for '84
Another orientation hike by the'

l^illiams Orgairization for Outdoor

jving for Freshmen (WOO(.F) will

ead into the Berkshire yrilds after

nvocation tomorrow, enoburaged
praise given two previous, trip?.

Following months of planning,
|wenty freshmen—led bysfit iip-

erclassflnM—8{riit into thre(» groups
St weefcend '

foi threrdayriof hwng
the Bednlhire, TacoirtQaiid Green

(ounlains.,:' ;;:' .'''-^

Despite' i^ stings "niil - twisted'

, chill dawns and meatless,

fieals, freshmen and leaders were
nanimoas in their praise for the

fant pingram.
Two groiqia left Tiiesday afternoon

nr a <me-night«r. Tomorrow's hikers

return Sunday. The final trip,

ext weekend, is a two-night hike.

The idea for WOOLF was bom last

Ipring, when seven freshmen
lissatisfied with their Freshman
]>ays developed an alternative.

They first, went to lb«. Rev. John
pusden, then to Lauren Stevens, Dean
r Freshmen. The two agroed with the

ea, but told ||ie seven to ask Peter

Berek, Dean of the Collie, for final

(approval. j. ;

"That's where we met Hi lot of op-

position," said Tom Black '80.

Compromise and api»t>val from the

Committee for Undergraduate Life

persuaded Berek.

"One hundred people applied,"

Black said, "84 were accepted." Some
-17 upperclassmen are serving as-

leaders, he reported, about half of

them sophomores.
' IfOOlF received no finids from the

College, Black said, but did get $50

from last year's Freshman Council.

The three-night trip last weekend cost

each freshman $12.50, the one-

'nighters $7 and the two-nighters $10.

The cost of the trip included food,

shelter and a $4 membership in l))e

Williams Outing Club, which supplied

soBie fequiproeni.

,

L<»i^rB . idenUI);*!!^ several

we|la|tee8 in the iN«(|i;im after the

fiii^ m]^. Since dcpoaiU were not

required, some freshmen dropped out

theiliy of th^ trip. Dropouts forced

coasblidMiiMi «f Uite w««k's trip, from

lh«e to two groups.

Tonight at 8 p.m. in Jesup Hall, the

four will participate in a panel

discussion concerning the world food

problem. Norris. Phelps, a Willianw-

town dairy fanner who will talk

about the small farmer and his future

in the context of the dominance of

agribusiness, will join the panel as a

special member. Prof. Gordon C.

Winston of the Williams Economics
Department will moderate the

discussion.

Lester Brown is the author of

several books an^ numei^ou? articles

about global envi^nmental concerns,

Including a book lb be published soon
as "The Twenty-Ninth Day: Ac-

commodating Human Needs and
Numbers to the Earth's Resources."

The Worldwi^ ItM^lMttj^ private,

non-profit WashingtjsnrltMuijixesearch

institute devoted (6 the ftnftlytts of

emerging global issues. Recognized
as a leading authority on wo^ld food

problems. Brown holds de^grees in

agriculiura,.. economics and puUic

administration from Rutger
Maryland and Harvard. He is

member of numerous organizatio

concerned with global problems, i

been a Guest Scholar at the Asp
Institute and delivered the Nob
Symposium address in Stockholm
1974. His speech will, according

Chandler, "bring into sharp focus
,

topic that is attracting a growii

interest at Williams." This fall

college will begin a series

agricultural courses, one of which y

involve the problem of world fo

supplies.

Bcclplents' experiences broad
R. Hal Dean is the Chabman of th

Board and Chief Executive Officer i

the Ralston Purina Company of

Louis. During the past several yeaij

Dean has devoted much time to

problems of poverty, food, housii

education and drugs. He is a memfa
ot the President's Export Council i

is a trustee of the Conmiittee f«|

Economic Development.

35 new professors joii
The Board of Trustees has hired or

promoted 35 faculty members this

fall, including 17 new assistant

pi:ofessorsandien visiting professors.

Pali^ck Stewart, a specialist in

American art, and Edward EpfHng
fi-om Central Michigan University,

will join the art department as

assistBAt profosore.

Allen Taylor leavet his lectureship

at Berkeley to fill an assisunl

professorship in the chemistry
department.

The economics department filled

five positions. John Jurewitz from

Pomcma College; Robert Schneider,

completing projects in Cameroons,

Senegal and Haiti; William Slames
and Michael Wattleworth of Yale; and

Roberton Williams 9I Harvarfl take

assistant professorships.
'

Markes JohnsoA comes nr'* Uw(

geology departttlonl With a Ph.D.

from the University of Chicago earned

this summer.

Peter Andrews, a Dartmou
research assistant, and Kim Br
University of Wisconsin teach

assistant, have left their positions]

take assistant professorships witbl
math doparlment, -joiiUng

Gordon, who recently earned
Ph.D. from Dartmouth.

Ciary Kerkelts comes from nucle

physics research at Florida State I

the Williaflosphysics departmenU 1

The political Science departm^
gains David Colby, former assists

professor of political science at SUlj

Buffalo.

WhitUer College in California 1

Glenn Yocum to the Williams i

department. He earned Diploma)
Theology from Oxford in 1967.

Charles Payne joins the sooiok

department as assistant profe

.with degrees from Syracuse
Northwestern universities.

Myma Nachman will be assii

professor of music for one year.

College renovates residential buildings
The College renovated several
sidenlial buildings this summer,
lie observant eye will spot previously

nn-exisient paint, landscaping, and
van sotne outdoor sculpHireiMtween

and the library.

Woodbridge House, on the path to

jrreylodk, and Chadboume House,
r Bascom, now house students,

Iboume, formo-ly Keck, is now
tied by 15 men frort Perry-

sscom.

i Gar-Wood women moved into

roodbridge while the men reside in

fTood and OarfieM. Garfield House is

be converted next semester to

house 34 occupants instead of t,he

present 20. In order to expand the size

of rooms, bedrooms will be installed

on the first floor, doing away with

much of the , entertaining room. To
replace this lost spaoe, Gar-Wood has

been told the boemenl will, be

renovated. So ter only lights have

been installed; hoMfever. the College

plans to solve the floor's watness

problem by putting a sealant over the

tile to keep out moisture and then

adding a layer of concrete. The gtris

in Woodbridge will fvceivo.door-knobs

and phones sometime next week.

A new lounge, as yet unfurnished,

has replaced iw^' bedrbflfns in

Currier. Also in the Berkshire Quad,

the east entry of Pfaspeetvhaa been

carpeted as a possible remedy to the

house's noise problem. If this addition

diminishes sound, the whole house

will be carpeted.

Upon entering Mission Park's main

doors, a huge sign laying "Mission

Park" is visible, la the background of

the sign are the last names of

everyone who lived in the Park last

year <up 10 the letter "S"). The in-

dividual houses also have

supergraphics of their names on the

walls, the work of Penny Brewer 7«.

Om of Hie many chanvss In cat

tark.
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Danforth Graduate FQllowshjps
'

*

ft
'

Inquiries about the Danforth Graduate Pellowshipe, to be awarded by
the Danforth Foundation of St Louis, Missouri in A|X-il 1978, are invited,

according to the local campus representative, Prof Victor E. Hill, Depart-
ment of Mathematics, 205 Bronfman.

The Fdlowships are open to all qualified persons who have serious in-

terest Jn careers of teaching in colleges and universities, and who plan to

study for a Ph.D. in any field of study commop to the undergraduate liberal

airts curriculum in the United States.

Approximately 60-65 Fellowships will be awarded to college seniors who
are nominated by campus Liaison Officers. Another 35-40 awards will be
made to postbaccalaureate persons who apply directly to the Foundation.

Applicants for the baccalaureate awards must be college seniors and
may not have undertaken graduate level programs of study beyond their

college^level work. Williams seniors should contact their Department or

Programchairman if they would like to be considered for a nomination. The
deadline for the receipt of Williams caiididacies by the local committee is

October l.

The Danforth Foundation, eptablished by the late Mr. and Mrs. William

^H. Danforth in 1827, is a national, educational, philanthropic organization,

fidedicated to enhancing the humane dimensions of life. Activities of the

Foundation emphasize the theme of improving the quali^ of teaching and
learning.

A faculty selection committee will nominate four Williams candidates

for the Watson travelling fellowship by September 30 and three candidates

for the Luce fellowship by Octol>er 14. Informal meetings concerning the

fellowships will take place on Monday, September 12, at 2:30 p.m. in Jesup

for theWatson andMonday, September 19 at 4:00 p.m. in Driscoll Lounge for

uiOits biin^trititerestedf students riMuld see Dean Mclntyre,

Candidates for a Luce fellowship may include Wiiliams seniors,

^aduate students, recent graduates or junior faculty. The Fellowship is

intended to |»rovide internships and job placements in East and Southeast

Asia (excluding India) for candidates with defined career interests.

TV screen installed at Log
The new $2560 large television screen installed in the Log Sunday has

caused Log matiager Claudia Lindsey '77 to change some of the traditional

methods (rf operation. The stage area will be closed to patrons, since a

special silver film coats the screen and would be destroyed by finger prints.

Lindsey said she hopes the television will bring new people to the Log,

and increase busing among the regulars. -

She announced that the Log wiU open Sunday afternoons for televtsed

aporting events. Times and events will be posted atthe Log.

(JUNIOR SIZES l-ll)

109 Main St., Nortti Adams

flMMMTlONStromfaM I

BrooktaiiivaivlAboraWy lo be vislUpig

IMr^feesor in chemistry.
'

Harold McCulloch laavea a poal as

aiMisiant a( lite Latin Study Center at

the Univenity of Michigan to fill «

visiting professorship in the;€ilaassics

department.

John Hurd 11 coniea to the

economics (lepartmem with degrees

from Yale and U.I>enn.

Kebm ndkiinf wutbe-vMttng
lecturer in Spanish, coming from
teaching posts at Duke and the

University of Oregon.

Elizabeth and David Dodson Gray
will leach environmental studies. The
husband and wife earned aeveral

religion degrees and co-authored
three books.

Brenda Brock is the new assistant

director of admissions at Williams.

She holds a degree in African Studies.

Sculptor G. Timothy Cunard comes
from poets at the University of Con-

necticut and Ohio Stale to be lecturer

in arl this year.

Ronald Goebel will be an instructor

in physics and astronomy for a year.

Joel Stoehr will be designer at the

Adams Memorial Theatre and lec-

turer in theater for one year.

Judith Zimicki, former assistant

coach of the Dartmouth women's ski

team, is a new instructor in physical

education.

Frederick. W<sl fills a post in the

anthropology department. .

Retirements and seniority have
brought promolions to dghl Williams

professors.

J. Hodge Markgraf '52, chemistry

department chairman, assumed ihe

Ebenezer Fitch chemistry
professorship, held by fortner

chairman Charles Compton until his

June retirement.

Physics professor Fielding Brown
'47 replaces Markgraf as MacMillan

Prefeasor of Science.

Kibert Dalzeil Jr. has aasuined the

Ej^rairo Williami Profeaaonhlp in

American History, succeeding

Benjamin Labaree, leaving to direct

the joint WiUiama-MysUc Seaport

program in maritime studies.

Andrew Crider has become a full

professor of psychology. After studies

at Colgate, the University of

Wisco^fin'and Harvard, he came to

WiUiMM'MWMir-" «•- -.....-. V-.-'—
William lieWilt '61 will head the

biology department. He joined the

WiUiams faculty in liSJ-

Peter Berek, dean of the college

since 1975, was made professor of

EngUsh. The Amherst grad, who also

studied at Harvard, chairs the

Faculty Steering and Admissions

commillees.

Jeap Bernard .Bucky -becoqtis

professor of theater. He ttas laugM at

WlUIWns 8in6ti IW*.

James F. Skinner '61, a WilUama
faculty member since 1966, begins his

term as a full professor in the
chemistry department this fall.

Budget applicntions will be
available Monday and Tuesday
<Se^ ^ I3) in Dri^U Lougge at

7:30. iiu ciub officers should Att/etid

or see Harry Kelly if they wish, to

make a bid. At the meeting, the

Finance Comjmittee will explain

this year's policy and the budget

forms. Each club will be assigned a

Committee member with which V>

work.

Boyer heads News Office

Whycpt short?

AnnMriccM I

Hay Boyer, acting Director of the

WiUiams News Office since Andrea

Diehl's resignation last April, has

assumedpermanent responsibility for

the position.

Boyer, previously a radio and TV
publicity consultant for the College,

was News Director of >VBEC Radio

in PitUfield for two years before

beginning a news filming and
distributing business in Berkshire

County. Hft is a 1909 graduate of the

University of Delaware and received

his masters' degree in journalism

from Penn State in 1972.

According to Boyer, the duties of the

News Director involve correlating

College events and general sports

announcements, analyzing them for

their newsworthiness, and releasing

them in press-ready form to the ap-

propriate news agencies outside

Williams. Boyer himself writes many
of the articles available through the

News Office.

Boyer said that he intends to,,

broaden the scope of the Williams

News Office by releasing articles to a
variety of media. "It is especially

important that we make the effort to

publicize the things that are going

around on campus because Williams

is so isolated. I intend to pass news on

through radio, television, and the

press.

"This will be the key difference

between this and previous years'

The Log

open Sunday offternQon

1 :00

The afternoon's sports events will be

broadcast on our new

6' TV screen.

INDIA BEDSPREADS
ARE GOOD FOR
BEDSPREADS

—AND

DRAPES
WALL HANGINGS
TABLECLOTHS
MATERIAL
ETC.

CHAUFAUX'S CLOTHING
llEagltSt.

North Adams
LOWEST ntlCBS a LAROBST SELECTION

IN NORTHEEN EERKSHIRES

work, which focused mainly on print

rdeesee," he concluded.

Boyer's official duties as News
Director commenced last July.

Ray Beyer was raoantly appointed

parmanant Collaga News DIractoi-. Ha

hft baan acNng News Director since

Andrea Dlahl's resignation in A||irll.

BOOK
SALE

SCHOLARLY
PAPERBACKS

10«-25f-50f

HARDCOVER BOOKS
10% DISCOUNT

500Q BOOKS
NO DUPLICATE COPIES

THE

OLD BOOKSHOP
HOUSE OP WALSH BLDO.

flHIINO ST.

.W.
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artsbriefsartsbriefsdrts
Theatre auditions

P»g«a

Audltloas for tbe (irat WilUama
College Theater productions—
Shakespeare's The Comedy of Errors

and Bediett'4 Waltiag for Oedet
(which will play in repertory in mid
November)—will be held this Sunday,

and Monday from 7 to 11 p.m. on the

mainstage of the Adams Memorial
Theater. Scripts and audition times
(youmustbeseheduled>are«vailahle
in the theater office in the lobby of the

AMT.

Chopin exhibition
"Facade," ^.an exhibition which

opened in tbe Chapin Library this

Monday is based on the 10 names
inscribed on the facade of Stetson

Hall, the building which houses
Chapin LilMrary.

The names are those of ten of

history's most creative writers and
thinkers. Robert Volz, Custodian of

tbe collection of rare books,

manuscripts and prints which make
up Chapin Library, says the names
were chosen for the facade because of

the "creative depth" of the men and
"tb«9ir aUUty to influence future

writera and thlnken."

The exhibition Inchides great books

repretoitative of each of the ten

names. Volz says the major works of

the writers will be on dispiay in either

first editions or other significant

form.

Merry Widow
Auditions will be held for dancing

and singing roles for tbe Williams

College Choral Society and Dance
Society production of Franz Lehar's

The Merry Widow. The operetta will

be presented November 17, 18, 19 at

Chiipin Hall and will be directed and
choreographed by Joe Anne Dewey
and John K. Savacool. The musical

director will be Kenneth Roberts.

Auditions for dancers continue tonight

at 7 p.m. in Chapin Hall. Singing roles

will be auditioned in Chajiin HaU on

Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. Scores and
scripts are available from Jean
Donati °^n Currier Hall, Williams

College.

MerMith Menk pwferWilwg one of the many dance-theatre

works she wiH bring to WIIHamstown next week as (iw

lf77-mt Williams College Dance Society Concert Series

gets under way.

Dance Society begins

with Monk residency
The Williams College Dance Society will open ito ooo-

oert series this year with a resktaicy by Meredith Monk -

The House beginning on Se|>tember IS. Dance Instructor
Joy Ann Dewey explains that "this is a most unusual
company, led by one of the most idiosyncratic and com-
pelling performers and choreographers in the theater
today."

THE HOUSE residency includes a Master Class

workshop on Thursday in Lasell Gym at 3:30 p^m., an
open rehearsal on Friday at 1 p.m. in the AMT, and
performances Friday and Saturday evenings at tbe AMT.
Monk will present a vocal concert on Thursday evening at
8:30 at the Clark Art Institute. Ticket information for all

events is available at the AMT box office.

MerediUi Monk is a talented performer who is at once
an accomplished dancer, choreographer, composer and
singer. A graduate of Sarah Lawrence, she has created
more titan forty dance-theater-music works since 1864.

In 1968 Monk founded THE HOUSE, a company of
performers dedicated to an interdisciplinary approach to

performance. The company's members come from
varying badcgrounds in all of the arts.

As Deborah Jowltt of the Village Voice wrote, "It is

impossible to describe the richness of Monk's con-

ception—visually, aurally and intellectually. So much
happens in depth as well as in a linear manner that the

printed word cannot in any way convey the experience.

The layers of subject matter are astonishing.''

Achtvngi Achtvng I Hot gossip from German newsjixapers
The Record did not plan to establish

a Munich bureau this summer, but

decided to temporarily when one of its

reporters spent his summer working

there. He filed this report on the state

of the journalistic art there.

France is more famous for its

wines, but the grapevine is nowhere
healthier than in Germany. Gossip,

scandal, violence and sex fill many of

their daily newspapet^, newspapers

which make the New York Dally News
look like a Ford foundation report.

the legendary German efficiency

extends to seeing that anyone who
^ants a good dose of "inside in-

formation" on murders, orgies and

the private lives of celebrities is never

disappointed.

. Munich, where I spent three inmths
thu summer, has an impressive five

daily newspapers. Three of them are

scandal sheets. A very unscientific

sampling of people on Munich's

subways makeait appear that half to

three quarters ai Munich's newspaper

reading public . reads them. As a

result, they ^ are,;,; frequently

euphemistically dignified in

American newspapers as "mass
circulation dailies," a label which is

none too kind to the masses.

Out of fairness, it must be pointed

out that the other two Munich dailies

very dutifully r«port'important«vents

around the world and fill their

editorial pages with much erudite

commentary.
Unlike "news" newspapers,

scandal sheets have togo out of their

way to make their lead stories look

important for the simple reason that

they are not. German layout editors

have made this a high art.

The best way to see this is to stroll

past the Hofbrauhaus on a typical

day, where all five Mtmlch dailies

are displayed in metal bins, meeting

in head to head competition. The two

"news" newspapers have their

standard layouts in which the lead

story is located in the middle columns.

A modest headline quietiy announces

its contents, typically about the

Middle East or new tax proposals

^riromBG^-"-"- ''-', '-';—-
Scandal shtet headlines are, on the

otiier hand, far from quiet. If

newspapers could talk, these would be

shouting

The headlines typically occupy a

half page of a normal size (not

iaUjglid^, newspaper sheet. But the

German editors, tipparently con-

cetned that big print alone is not

sufficient to grab readf^ intention,

will underUne Uie headlfaie, msiiall:^ in

red ink. Worked into a passion, an

editor has been known to iise three

inch high red block lettering in a black

background. Another of'their favorite

devices is to enclose subheadllnes in

Mack arrows pointing at the main
headline.

If the New Yortc Times adopted this

layout style, you might see in

tomorrow's newspaper a headline

like: (white block print in a large

black arrow) Pressure on 0MB Chief

Increases; (Large black print, oc-

cupying half of front page and un-

derlined in red) New calls for Lances

resignatioa In Gemumy, however,

the story is invariably about a mur-

der, rape or somebody's love life.

The total irrelevancy of the scandal

sheet stories makes all this drum
beating all the niore impressive.

Typical was the treatment of the trial

of an aging actress, Ingrid van
^ Bergen, who shot her younger jet set

lover. It was the biggest sensation of

the summer in Mum6h and the story

virtually campled oq the front pages of

the scandal sheets for better than two

weeks..,

A more or less typical headline from

the Bild newspaper of ("The Lost

Honor of Katherina Blum" fame)

during the b*ial ran: Ingrid van

Ifergen's Daughter: (underlined in

Black) H^rr Judge, I want my
mommy back! (underlined in red).

On the day of the long awaited

verdict, the Bild hurled the following
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headline at its readers in white block

letters on a black background Ingrid

van Bergen - 7 long years - She closed

her eyes—her daughter cried.

Tfa« story of the trial is a master-

I^ece of dime store melodramatic
prose:

"The judge looked at Ingrid van
Bergen over the border of his gold

glasses. Then he said in a determined

voice:
" 'In the name of the peiH>le: The

accused is, on account of the death

blow, sentenced to seven years im-

prisonment.'

"It was 10:05 a.m. Ingrid van
Bergen in her black dress stared

tdankly forward. She closed her eyes,

her litUe daughter cried. Through the

window of the courtroom rays of sun

fell from a bright'Ifltte'^y.'itbVCfml'

with clouds."

My German is not perfect and that

last sentence could be wrong, but that

is what it appears to say. My theory is

that we are not supposed to un-

derstand what it means or in par-

ticular what it's doing there.

Irrelevancy is no problem to a Ger-

man editor. In fact, I think it's his

goal.

The Bild does make some con-

cessions to readers interested in

events of more lasting significance.

There is a small twx in the lower left-

hand comer of the front page under

the heading "News." On the day of the

van Bergen verdict, it was reported

0»at:

—1. More babies were bom in

Germany this year than last.

—2. Finance ministers from several

countries were planning to meet in

Paris about Uie fall of the ddlar.

—3. Miniskirts are the new rage in

mainland China.

—4. Eleven people were killed by
terrorists in Israel the day before.

-

—5. Hie Pope spoke out for unity

among believers the day before.

—6. "Toma" should be watched qo
television that evenim.
No "news" item gets more than a

sentence. Apparentiy the news isn't

important enough.

Summer in Munich is uaually a slow

time for the scandal slieeta, the Ingrid

van Bo-gen trial being an exceptioa

Editws call it the sauergiurkd or

"sour pickle" time.

A tour of the front page of the

Abendzeitung, another German
scandal daily on a typical aour pidd*
dAy yields the following information:

(main headline) 14 year old girl

murdered on first day of vacation

(subhead) brother in law strangled

her because she would not sleep with
him; 57 per cent of the Germans tUnk

"that ttoc'van Bergen*wkitenoe' i>'*lotf

low ; a new two Mark coin will appor;
There was a 90 km long trafficjam on
theAutobahn; Therewas a sex orgy in

a jail (details page 5); finally thereJa
a report and large picture of the

winner of an Abendzeitung sponsored

beau^ contest.

A few scattered ads comph^ tbe

pbintlessness.

Foreign news is not completdy
neglected. In the middle of August,

tiie Abendzeitung hit the stirects with

the banqer headline "President
Carter throws his son out of the

house." The story got half of the front

page with more detail promised in-

side.

The International Herald tt^bune,

the Paris-based Amirictn
newspaper, didn't mention the tfavy

until its back page, where it flbt a
paragraph hi a small society sewon.

I can forgive the German scandal

sheet, for clouding tbe facts abice

their stories are so irrelevant aiA'Way.

One tiling can be said in their nvor:
one is never Uie worse off for not

havhig read them.

BLUE GRASS at #ho wiuiams inn

SUNDAY— 8:00 PM BAND
September 11,1 977

Music Charge $1.00

WailAMS INN Wtlliomtfown 4$$'997l
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Optimism pr»voils

Eph gridders prepare for 77 season
by Tim Layden

The reign of King Eph I has finally

come to an end tell the doomiayav of

New England small college fDotball.

After five years on the top of the heap,

Bob Odell's juggernaut slipped to 4-4

last season and the total collapse into

the lower echelon is expected to come
iii"IW7.-'-^-^ --•'-*'- ^'^- --'ivt --•)»-.>*»" ,

Well, hold back your doberman
pinschers, Middlebury, call off those

vultures circling overhead Amherst.

Barring a plague of injuries like those

of a year ago and aided by the

development of eager freshmen and

sophomores, things should take a turn

for the belter on Weston Field this fall.

^Everybody's attitude has been

great," says head coach Bob Odell,

"we've got competition at almost

every position and lots of depth."

Odell hopes to return to the type of

success which marked his first five

years at the helm, in which his teams
compiled a glittering -34-5-1 record.

Eight starters return to an offense

which was riddled by early-season

injuries in 1976, yet only two, co-

captains l$coU Hacringlon and Herb
McCorniick seeln^' assured of'

emerging from pre%eason battles

with their jobs still intact.

McCormiCk is a glue-fingered split

end who set a thodern-day WiUiams
record last year Tvilh 40 catches. The
6'r'i 180-pounder will also see duty at

swingback. The quick and durable

Harrington will run from the tailback

spot in the I formation which Odell

hopes to iisie often this campaign.

Junior Ken Hollingsworth nailed

down a starting* spot late last

season by virtue of a pair of "are you

kidding me?" gt-abs in a barnburner

against Union, and brings his talents

back to a split end spot, giving the

Ephs a pair of formidable receivers.

Senior BiU>Miller is the dubV-

split end.

Junior Kurt Anderson struggle'

through a bout with mono during ttte

summer, and Inst some SO pounds in

the process. Senior lacrocse star Todd
Eckenon is battling AndMiKtn for the

final receiver spot, along wiih frosh

DaveOreaney.
Certainly not suffering from a

paucity of men to catch passes, all

that remains is for someone to get the

pigskin to them. Graduation cifiraed

Williams' all-time leading passer,

Don Wallace, leaving oft-injured

s^ior Bill Whelan and junior Greg
Collins in a dogfight for the job.

"A good quarterback is a necessity,

and I'm concerned about the

situation," says Odell. Whelan and
Collins, however, are both exceptional

athletes, playing more varsity sports

between them at Williams than
existed in the days of Benny Boynton;

It seems certain that whoev^ wins

the job will be more than adequate.

Freshmen Tim Connelly, Bob Lutz,

and Kevin Hinchey were also brought

back as quarterbacks, but seein

slightly green to' take over im-
mediately. "The experience of being

up with the varsity every day should

be good for them in the future,"

remarked Odell, "they're all going to

be good quarterbacks."

Joining Harrington in the backfield

will be a runaway freight train in

Riddells named Gus Nuzzolese. A
bruising 200-pound«r, Nuzzolese
started five games last year at

taill>a<ck, but moves back to his

natural fullback slot for his

sophomqre season. "Our opponents

will have^ respect Gus," said Odell,

"he's a heckuva back."

Behind Nuzzolese is freshman Jade
Clary, along with junior John

liilei- V«rn<iaUavi« U
tig Mi tailback aod

NiHMjld effDciively spell Harrington

when nec«saary, along with X>ave

Masucco and Charlie Thurston.

The offensive line, victims of a gang
mugging in last year's loss to

Amherst, T«pr«a«nls the flercaat

competition on (he squad. Joe
Magtrire replaced injured veteran

Lew Kitcbin last year, and now finds

liimself fighting sophomore Mike
Curran for his spot. Fellow soph Tom
Keller rounds out the center can-

didates.

Junior Bruce Wilson returns to one

starting guard spot, but must knock
off senior Brian Fales, who also

started a year ago. Ken Schoelz

should handSe the other side, backed

by Ted Tucd. Sophomore Dave
Johnson is the final guard.

20&-peund sophomore Jack Spound
is working to take D«ve Mailman's

tackle spot away, ahead ofai^phomore
Jim DeSimone. Juniors Steve Rogers,

a convert from defense, is fighting

Mark Xercek for the other tackle^^pot.

Junior defense backs Greg
McAleenan and Mark Eckert return

to anchor what should be a strong

defensive secondary. McAleenan,
according to Odell, "has all the moved
of (Cincinnati Bengal and ex-Williams

star) Scott Perry, land lacks only his

speed.'' Eckert, says the coach, is like

a small Labardi." Mike Walker and
Tony Turi back up the comers.
Mark Gerry, a talented ball-carrier

as afresbman, but injured a year ago,

moves to the defensive secondary,

and appears to have a comer job

nailed down. Sophomores Dave
Monich and John McGovem roiand out

the rover candidates. Jtmior Long
Ellis and hard-hitting Mtphdmore

CMOh CKDall antf AnafHniMIc nvt* 1«l«* sprnttm wiiM'Pmkdnt'kr Mm
fall sMSon. Tha taam plan* to improva upttiK laif yaal^ 4lMnMlnttHI M

(photo by Mcaellan)

Sophomore Dan Von Allmcn backs

Tuiae, while Ralph Spooner and
Bruce Kneuer bade Hart.

Odell seems to have found three

solid defensive ends in senior Mike
Masi, and sophomores Russ Gm and
Dan Towle. Jim Homes, Jim i^am-

noum, and Mark Bowne are also

fig)iting for eadapcia.

Odell and fellow coaches Farley,

Clarence Thomas, Joe Dailey, Ren2ie

Lamb and Rich Turi get a chance to

see just how well the preseason is

going Saturday when they entertain

New Haven College in a scrimmage tik

Williamstown.

"We really ifeed an outside foe,"

comments Oddl. The New Haven
squad carries some 90 players and
should be a physically big group.

Certaihly mistakes will be numerous
in the contest, but Odell will be looking

to settle some of the battles whidi
have t>een taking place on the practice

field, a big step toward establishing a

surling lineup. ..

So pessimists, hold your fire for a
few weekftallaast^lQt (he new.syMem

: sink iii ai^ watchiw^^Jiapp^. The
Ephs (ravel to riamiltan S<^mber
24, and then Middlebury comes to

tAwn. Should prove interesting.

Andy Krakauer are battling for the

surting safely spot under coach Dick

.

Farley. ^

Junior John Thid. : "ah excoQaot

football player." according to Odell,

was the club's leading tackier last

season, and brings a year's maturity

to one linebacker spot. Phil Shuman
returns from a semester among the

women of Wdlesley to earn the other

starling sjpot:

'

Senlof Frank Pergolizzi and junior

Jack Mortell join frosh Brian
Benedict and Mark Deiischle to round
out the liiiebacking crew. |ind>acking

has been an integral part of the

Williams defensive scheme since

Odell arrived and replacing: Jim
Spaulding, lost to graduation, seems
the key here. '

Co-captain Pete TuUle and Bill

Couch both return to starting tackle

positions, flanking junior Colin Hart,

who will attempt to fill (he gap left by
last year's "do^Tt-all" co-captain

Emraell Creahaa "You can't fill

Emmelt's shoes," lamented Odell,

"but Colin's vray tougb." s:

Rapidly-improving 'senior Milcc

Qemay-has found a home at defehSive

tadUie behind Couch, while senior

Larry Tanner is out for the first time.

TM

from

Nothing is harder to master than money management. Schools
teach economic theoiv and parents.pass on what they can. However,
experience is the best teacher. That's one reason First Agricultural

offers RrstCharge. Another is that FlrstCharge allows young adults to

establish a necessary bank reference and line of credtt to hdpthem
in the future.

Fir^harge is a fuU-service credit card. It's good witb hundreds
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application. At Rrsl Agricultural, we give you the credit you deserve.
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.
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-State.
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Brown points to shortages

in world food and energy

Shariff John Courtnty luds III* Williams PIpt Band and the SMior Clan to Convocation.

(photo by Oettgen)

Panel opens Convocation weekend
by Nancy Richman

"It's difficult to separate the food
problem from the challenge of con-

servation in general and government
in general," began Dr. George
Woodwell, Director of the Ecosystems
Center of the Woods Hole Marine
Biological Laboratory and one of the
five panelists at Friday's panel
discussion of "Food: World-Wide
Prospects." As Moderator Gordon
Winston explained, the panel mem-
bers were "ideally suited" to express
both "the global and the local

dimensions of the food problem."
The panel consisted of a local dairy

farmer named Morris Phelps, and the
four honorary degree recipients at

Saturday's convocation ceremony:
Esther Peterson, Special Adviser to

the President on Consumer Affairs,

Lester Brown, President of World-
watch Institute, Hal Dean, Board
Chairman and Chief Executive Of-

ficer of Ralslon-Purina, and Wood-
well.

Brown opened the discussion,

outlining the history of the world food

supply during the past half century.

He observed that "in the seventies, we
have seen, significantly, a
deterioration in that supply." He also

pointed out what he perceived to be an
increasingly regular cyclical

movement kom food shortages and
high prices to surpluses and
depressed prices. "We have to be

careful," he warned, "not to let this

boom-bust situation continue." "We
should take some land out of

production now," Brown advised.

Finally, Brown noted, "You can't

separate the food economy from the

energy problem." "High productivity

is an energy intensive process," he
said, "and we can clearly produce
more . . . But kl what price?"

Dean gave the private industry

prospective of the problem.
"Speaking for agri-business," he
began, "there is deep concern about

what we can do to help aU.ej/ijM^.)^

world food problem." "I don't think

that we can expect to transfer the

magnificent American system to third

and fourth World countries," Dean
said, "because political and economic
variances make that impossible. We
can feed the peoples of the world,

thou^. There are known methods
that can feed us for less cost and
provide belter nuurition."

"Beans, rice . . . fortification can
be put together," Dean continued.

Chandler awards 50 seniors

Phi Beta Kappa membership
President of the College John W.

Chandler announced the names of

fifty seniors elected to the Phi Beta

Kappa Society at Convocation
ceremonies Saturday.

The highest ten per cent of the class

of 1978 became eligible for mem-
bership last May when they met the

requirements for early admission to

the honor society in their junior years.

AH students elected to Phi Beta Kappa
this fall are candidates for a Bachelor

of Arts degree in '78 and have ac-

cumulated a grade point average

of higher than 9.75.

Although the size of the senior class

would warrant the election of only 47

students to the society, 3 more
seniors received the honor because of

a tie at the GPA cut-off point, ac-

cording to Registrar George Howard.

At the end of the senior year, a
second election takes place, in which
all those students both in the top

quarter of their class and having a
grade point average of 9.0 or above

become members of Phi Beta Kappa.

William George Antypas, Jr.
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Competence
Getting through the hassles that often mark the beginning

of a college year can be a traumatic experience. Ask anyone
who has returned from the summer to find thatJ'there was no
room at the inn" as happened to students from Boston College,
M.I.T., Tufts and othler New England colleges this year. In view
of the virtually unlimited possibility for screw-ups, WiUiams
administrators are to be congratulated on starting things off

right.

Registration this semester could only be characterized as
painless. Apparently the only students who suffered from the
experience were those who couldn't stop laughing at the pithy
jokes contained in their registration instructions.

Likewise, Food Services has managed to avoid some of the

Sirennial problems which have plagued the opening of campus
ning halls in the past. Long lines nave remained scarce with

the exception of Sunday dinner, where the decision not to allow
row house cookouts has caused crowding at some major dining
halls. In addition, long overdue structural improvements have
been made in some row house kitchens.

Convocation came off without a hitch. Not only was Lester
Brown's address well received by students and faculty, but
President Chandler's remarks about energy conservation, elm
trees and the renovation of Chapin showed a wUlingness to

confront important campus problems. Someone even had the
foresight to order enough robes for the entire senior class this

year.
Administrative competence isn't easy. Too often, even at a

jrelatively.sniidl.(^egeiike Williams, )^e rightJbandJiasn't got
any idea what the Feft hfiri3 is Boing. To college administrators
and staff whose efforts made our first week at Williams
bearable, we say thank-you.

Food for thought
Rarely has a Convocation address been so well attended

and received as Lester Brown's speech on worldwide food .

prospects. Students and faculty alike seemed to show more than
a polite interest in Brown's warnings about the limitations of

the earth's carrying capacity and the dangers embodied in

exponential growth rates. Heads nodded in agreement, rather
than boredom, as he noted that the world fish catch was
declining and that th6 amount of irrigated land would decrease
over the last quarter of this century. Few seemed surprised
when he attacked the American meat oriented diet and extolled

the virtues of cereal grains, fruits and vegetables.
When it was over, most observers agreed that they had

heard a fine speech by a distinguished scholar on an important
topic. We agree. Unfortunatelyv wensuspect that Brown's
message, like too many aspects of a Williams education, may
remain an intellectual exercise. As the honorary degree
recipients, facultv and a few students lunched at the Chandlers'
on roast beef, salmon and sherbet, it was hard to see the im-
pact. As students devoured "cube" steaks for dinner that night

it was once again hard to imagine that they remembered
Brown's words.

It seems that we're all guilty, to some extent, of intellectual

hypocrisy. We award Lester Brown an honorary degree for

what he says, but we're not willing to listen to his advice. Let's

just hope that the man we've honored as a scholar with a
message doesn't know a damn thing about worldwide food
prospects. Otherwise the 30th day may be upon us before we
realize that he was right.
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Gordon Winston (riflht) modaratas ttia Convocation Panal on food: Woridwido ProHwcts. Panaiiats

ara (I. to r.) Lastar Brown, R. Hal Daan, Norri* Ptiaipt, Estar Patarson and Oaorga Woodwali.

(photo by Oettgen)

Children's Museum
The Children's Museum of Williamstown located on School Street in

Grant School, has started an "After School Program" led by WiUiams
College students. According to Kate Wood, coordinator for the outreach

program, the Children's Museum is a perfect environment for Williams

College students to work directly with local children in an environment
conducive to creativity.

The museum welcomes students who enjoy directing outdoor science

workshops or coaching sports. College art studients can give workshops on
collage, doll-making, carpentry and pui^t-making. Architecture students

are already planning to build their own exhibit at the Children's Museum
under the sponsorship of Lee Hirsche. Child psychology students working

with professor Phoebe Cramer are going to use the museum as a child ob-

servation center. French, Spanish, and German are going to be taught twice

a week for ten weeks starting October 3. Computer and-or calculator

workshops could be given by math buffs. Performers are welcome to plan a

dance recital, small concert or cabaret for kids right in the museum's
exhibit space. Interested students can call the Children's Museum at 458-

3160.

Letter: Munich
To the editor:

We hardly need such a super-

ficial commentary upon a major
West German neiVspaper after the

appearance of "The Lost Honor of

Katherina Blum." The Williams

Record journalist enjoying himself

in fashionable Munich certainly

gave an adequate description of

the BILD-Zeitung's layout. To
icbnceiitrate merely oh tKe layout,

however, shows a dangerous lack

of perception on the part of the

Munich bureau chief. Instead of

emphasizing the graphics of the

BILD-Zeitung, perhaps the author

should have dealt with the un-

derlying editorial policy of the

paper, and condemned its

unquestioning support of reac-

tionary politics. Should we assume
that the Williams Record editors

are simply ignorant of the political

realities inherent in journalism—
or are they refraining from
discussing this more important
aspect as a consequence of what
has been up to how their well-

hidden political stance?

Gregory J. Flemming '78

Karia M. Johnsen '78

Lynn Steinberg '78

Michael StreiU ( eln Berliner)

QorrecWons

:

In the September 9 issue of the

I^ecord, it was erroneously

reported that the faculty decided to

require students to sign an Honor
Code pledge each year. This

decision actually came from the

Honor and Discipline Committee
and was not subject to faculty

approval.

A typographical error in that

story resulted in the sentence

"Faculty will not be required to

give a copy of their code
requirements to the Dean's Of-

fice." The statement should have
read"Faculty will now be required

»t

The headline "WOOLF replaces

Frosh Days for '84" should have
read "WOOLF replaces Frosh
Days for 84," referring to the

number of freshmen involved in

the program.

Peter Rintels's byline was
inadvertently omitted on the

feature story concerning German
newspapers.

Cofiyocof/on panel
ftilks about food

Panel from page 1

Peterson, who has served in three

administrations as well as in private

industry, spoke of the growing public

awareness of ihe food problem.

"There is most definitely a growing
awareness," she noted, "that what we
do as individuals has an effect

."

Norris Phelps illustrated the
drastic changes that New England
farm operators have been farced to

make in order lo survive. His cow
herd has increased in size

significantly over the years as well as
in productivity.

Woodwell described the ecological

side of the world food problem. "We
have lo determine," he said, "what is

happening in the total supply of

carbon fixed on earth. We must
maintain an environment that is

wholesome for living systems. That is

the problem of agriculture. If we're
going to preserve our resources, we're
going to have lo begin to modify our
methods.

"

College honors

four with degrees
DEGREES from |M«ia I

from the city lo the country. We must
turn, Brown urged, to ecologisls, not

economists, for guidance, as

ecologisls have "a bettei; un-

derstanding of the overall situation."

The Fall Convocation began with a

prayer led by the Reverend John

Eusden. President Chandler then

announced the names of the seniors

who were -elected lo the Phi Beta

Kappa Society.

Honorary Doctor of Laws degrees

went also lo Esther Peterson, Special

Assistant to the President ifor Con-

sumer Affairs, and to R. Hal

Dean, Chairman of the Board and

Chief Executive Officer of the Ralston

Purina Company.

Dr. George Masters Woodwell,

Director of the Ecosystems Center of

the Woods Hole Marine Biological

Laboratory, was then presented an

honorary Doctor of Science degree

Tom talks
he

TOMfrompagal

deal with issues effectively,

added.

Herwiiz called the concept Of parity

between faculty and studehls on

siudenl-faculiy committees, "sym-

bolic of student power," but was not

as concerned with numerical parity as

he was with ensuring a strong student

voice in College policy. He cited the

need for increased student input into

the committees of the various

academic departments, which he

claimed have been "sheltered from

student concern." He added, "As the

council begins to look into the

situation in student-faculty com-

miiiees, some changes may be

made."
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Convocation 1977

Convocation 1*77, as capturod In tlMM photographs by RECORD photo odttar

Han* Oottgan, markad thalMginnlng ofHm tnd.for mamlMrsofthoclau tK Ifji.

Esthor Potorson (uppor loft) rocolvod ono of four honorary doflroos awardad by
tht Prasldant and Trusttesof tho Collaoo. Lostor Brown (upptr right) delivarad

tht Convocation addross. Patar Barak (lowar iatt), drasssd In a crlmsoh and
black roba and a Ranalssanca cap, lad tlw studants Into Chapin Hall. Tha Daan
of Studants ahnouncad ttie namas of tho fifty studonh alactad to PW BUta Kappa
Society during tht ceramony. Foltowing Brown's spaach, tha faculty, sanlors

and visitors rost to sing "Tha Mountains" (towar cantai*). Barkshira County
Shariff John Courtnay '70, flankad by Williams Sacurity Dirador Waltor
CBrian (abova) haadad tha procassion. Courtnay, a familiar figura at (lani-

mancamantsand Canvocations^ was making his last appaaranca at j| WilHains

Collaga caramony as county shariff. His cry "Ood sava tha Commonwaaltn af

Massachusatts" closad tha Convocation.

TM

pney
FirstCharge

from
First Agriculturcil

Nothing is harder to master than money management. Schools
teach economic theory and parents pass on what they can. However,
experience Is the best teacher. That's one reason First Agricultural

offers FirstCharge. Another Is that FirstCharge allows young adults to ;

establish a necessary bank reference and line of credit to help them
In the future.

FirstCharge Is a full-service credit card. It's good with hundreds
of Berkshire merchants ... the same ones that honor Brst Aggie

Master Charge cards. The only difference is that FirstCharge Is not

valid outside the County. And remember, you receive 30 days
interest free with FirstCharge and up to 90 days interest free on
purchases over $ 100 with f)artlcipatlng merchants!

In the event you don't have a full-time job, a co-signer may be
required for your FirstCharge card. To get more information and
your application for FirstCharge, just return the coupon. Or stop in a

convenient First Agricultural office and ask for a FirstCharge

application. At First Agricultural, we give you the credit you deserve.

AgricuKural
Bank

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

MEI^BER F.D I.C

Please
send me
more information and an

application for FirstCharge

Name

Street Address.

Cny.

Return to First Agricultural Bank. FirstCharge E)cpt

.

99 West St . Pittsfield. Massacliusetts 01201
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M\\\ announces Concert series
Ten pcrformancM of •even

t<rogir«in$ have be«n annouoced for

tba ivn-ii BMBun di Griffin Hali

Conctrts at WiUlama CoU(«e by
Victor Hill, harpsichordist and
dircctot' of th« series.

Hill's three solo harpsichord
programs will include the complete
first book of Bach's "Well-Tempered
Clavier," with eight preludes and
fugues being given on the opening
concertR (Sept. 17 and 18) and the

remaindv divided between January
and FdMftiary recitals. The opening

qUfbts al«o include the first per-

temanoea in the NorthemBerkahires
of the Bach "Fourteen Canona,"
which only came to jlfll)t in 1974.

Violinist George m^ta, who is

chairman of the music department at

Skidmore College, will make his first

appearance at Williams on Oct. is and
16. He and Hijl will play music by
Italian, French, and German com-
posers on the Saturday evening and
Sunday afternoon of Freshman
Parents' Weekend.
Soprano -Judith Reicfaert and

baritone Daniel O'Connor return to

the series in an all-Schumann

program in April, including the

complete song-cydes "Frauenliebe
und Leben" and "DichterHebe," with

Victor Hill at the piano. This concert

will be given at Weston Language
Center.

At St. John's episcopal Church in

November, Polly Mattson Joins Hill

for a concert of music for two harp-

sichords. Flutist Janet Geroulo
returns to Griffin in April for a
program of music for flute and harp-

sichgrd, individuaUy and combined..^
Griffin Hall Concerts was

established in 1960 by Victor Hill, who
is also associate professor of

mathematics at Williams and
organist-choirmaster of St. John's
Episcopal Church in Williamstown.

All Griffin Hall Concerts begin at 8

p.ra. except for theSunday matinee on
Oct. 16 at 3 p.m. The Series is spon- ;•

sored by Williams College, and| the

public is invited to attend free of

charge.

College Council President Tom Herwitx (pictured above with Treasurer Harry
Kelly) iflvltas freshmen to attend a special meeting with him and other CC
executive officers aia pnn tomorrow In OrHfin Hall to discuss current Issues and
gain insight Into the 'functions of the CC.

'

»

Composer's life is film
"A Good Dissonance Like A Man,"

a filmed story of the life of American
.iqmiposer Charles Ives, will be shown
atit;00p.m.andagainat8:00p.m. Chi$

.Thursday in Bronfman Auditorium.

Sponsored by the Department of

Music* the shows are open to the

SAiti6 without charge. In a review of

e hiovie, the New York Times called

it "a serious, realistic motion picture

about Charles Ives, the maverick
American . . . but the hour-long,

color, 16 mm. film is not a dry
documentary, either.'.' .Members of

ue'^Ives fainilyahd^ine of the people

who touched his life are portrayed by
professional actors, and the scenes

Ciark Art to show

Otrrii$dtion"series
i«

An evening of mime, fine chamber
' music for woodwinds, a concert by a
troubadour, two film series, and
several lectures on art are (danned for

this fall at the Sterling and Francine
Clark Art Institute, Williamstown.

Kenneth Clark's famous and highly

praised film series "Civilisation: A
Personal View" wiU be the major film

offering for the faU. All thirteen

episodes will be shown twice, on
Fridays at 1:00 and refieated on
Sundays at 4:00, beginning Friday,

September 16. Besides the major
auditorium events there will also bea
new exhibit opening on November 1,

"One Hundred American Drawings
from the J. D. Hatch Collection,"

which is being shown in this country

for the first time. v.^v, .,

DIAU'S
SPRINOST.

™*"
2^1 SUN

. COME SEE OUR
NEW DELI SECTION

were shot at many actual locations.

There are taped interviews with

peoplewho knew Ives, drawn from the

oral history that Vivian Perlis made
for the Yale School of Music. In ad-

dition, some of Ives' music is played
in complete sections during the film.

Charles Ives was bom in 1874 in

Danbury, Connecticut, the son of town
bandleader George Ives, an original

and eccentric musical innovator.

Ives' music grew out of his en-

vironment, his father's experiments
in music, and his emotional in-

volvement in his New England life,

eventually evolving into the complex
tonalities for which he is so honored
tbda

There will be an opportunity to

see some of the land-use history of

the northern Berkshires in an
exMbit at the Hopkins Forest
Farm Museum during September
and October. The Farm Museum is

run through the Center for En-
vironmental Studies. The exhibit,

"People of the Hopkins Forest,"

runs through Nov. 1. There will be
no admission charge. Sunday, Oct.

2 will be Crafts Day at the

museum. Visitors between noon
and 4 p.m. will see demonstrations
of traditional and modern crafts as
well as cider pressing. The
Hopicins Forest Farm Museum is

on Northwest Hill Road in

Williamstown at the top of Bulkley
Street.

Thursday Master Class Workshop 3:30 p.ln., LaseU Gymnasium, free to

students
,

Thursday Meredith Monk Concert 8 :30 p.m., Clark Art Institute Auditorium,
free to students

Friday Open Rehearsal, 1:00 p.m., Adams Memorial Theatre, friee to

students

Friday Performance I, 8:30 p.m., Adams Memorial Theatre, 250 $2.00

student tickets _,,

Saturday Performance II, 8:30 p.m., Adams Memorial Theatre, 250 $2.00

student tickets

Tickets are available at theAdams Memorial Theatre box office.

Two groups kick off concert season
combining mellow and rock sounds

,
The All College Entertainment

Committee (ACEC) will open its 1977-

78 concert season this Friday at 8 p.m.
in Chapin Hall with the country-rock

miotic ofTlmberiiBe.

Timberline is a Denver based group
that has been performing since 1971.

After years of touring with larger

name acts such as Michael Murphy,
Blood Sweat and Tears, Lynard
Skynryd, the Ozark Mountain
Daredevils and the Nitty Gritty Dirt

Band, Timberline is releasing their

first altMim under the tutelage of

producer Bones Howe. Howe has
produced Tom Waits, the Association,

the Fifth Dimension, and the Mom-
mas and the Pom>as.
The new album has received a

tremendous response and they have
been called one of the new up and

coming groups, destined for glory.

"The group sounds very much like the

Eagles," said ACEC chairman Steve
Case, "and we expect them to be
extremely popular here."

Appearing along with Timberline

will be the rock sounds of Fast Annie.

Based in Winston-Salem, North
Carolina, the seven member hot rock

and roll group recently released their

single "Unsafe at Aiiy Speed."

Tickets to the concert are $3 w^th a

Williams ID and are available at

Baxter Hall and The Record Stwe on
Spring Street throughout the week.

Fast Annie brings i^eck and roll to Chapin this Friday as they open the TIM-
BEItLINE cancart far the first ACEC production of the year. Timberline Is an
Eagle-lika coMihry rode group.

THE
WTRAVEL STORE

41 Spring St., Williamstown 4S»37M

The Log

SENIOR NIGHT TUESDAY, SEPT. 13

Everyone Welcorirle, Discounts for Seniors

MICHELE CUTSFORtH WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 14

singing With Guitar and Dulcimer

STUDENTS WELCOME

COLONIAL PIZZA 52Sprinfl st

2 14}CATI0N$

C&E PIZZA 22 Spring St.

—THE BEST PIZZA IN THE AREA—

Small & large pizzas - delicious grinders & spaghetti

OPEN DAILY nam>sam-7daysaweek

We malte fresh dough daily

C A E. PIZZA SELLS ALL KINDS OF
tax

Incl.
SANDWICHES WITH CHEESE • $1.35

PRE^ DELIVERY TO COLLEGE ON ORDERS OF »15.00 OR MORE

•#>- 1 e BLi<vk.i e: COLONIAL 4IM«14 or 4M-M0*TELEPHONE:
^ 4 e - «M.7,

^ [oumen— EUtn &Conttantmu Att^gnot
J ..t
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Robmlng situations

Here, there artd everywhere
ky J«liii RlndUub

WillUiins studenis should con-

sider themselves lucky to have
room* on campus this fali. Hun-

dredt of Boston ar«a students are

housed in motels, nearby aitart-

ments, even a YMCA, according to

United Press Internatinnat, as

college officials who un-

derestimated enrollments
icramble to find temporary
Housing for ihem

f Now that you tiave a nxim al

Williams, what do you do with it?

Room decoration is a highly
personal art, with the only
restrictions on your creativity

being the ground rules dictated by
Buildings and Grounds. (Don't

expect to get away with dangling

your bed fropi the ceiling with

chains and inch-wide screws).

Once you've juggled furniture

around the way you want it, the

Williamslown area provides items,

both functional, decorative or both

to help you seltle in.

Look past the lawn furniture

outside the store, and the chairs;

rockers, and tables displayed in

(Jlie window, and you'll find useful

hems for dorm rooms at George N.

Hopkins Co. on Spring Street.

Hopkins has a good supply of desk

lamps, extension cords, lamp kits,

lamp shades, waste baskets, ex-

tension cords, glasses and small

appliances such as alarm clocks

(essential) and to(l^ pots (in

anticipation of aU-nl«^ters). There
jve larger items available in-

cluding towels, sheets, rugs,
blankets, and arm-rest bed pillows.

For the industrious decorator
who wants more elaborate fur-

nisl)lngB, there are unfinished
bookshelves, chairs and desks. The
Pnwnal View Barn just over ^he
Vermont line has aa excellent
supply of unfinished tables, desks
and shelves, and a showcase of

recliners. Across from Philips

General Store on Water Street is

Taconic Lumber where you can
buy. cinder blocks and wood to

make the cheapest bookshelves
around.

Even if you think your room is

perfect, you should pay a visit to

The Country Peddlar, located on
Route 2 in tKe red barn just before
the North Adams line. Amidst the

baby carriages, bowling balls,

books, records, and glasses, you'll

find,some expensive antiques, but
there are good buys on rugs,

chairs, and beds. Sandy, the
owner, will arrange to gel you a
used refrigerator from $25 to $M.
Bulletin boards are popular and

hard to come by. Try Lamb's
Stationery in North Adams, where
there is one for about $6. The
Mount Williams Greenhouse on
Route 2 has a vast selection of

plants, both hanging and sitting, at

reasonable prices.

Have Your

NEW YORK TIMES
reserved every morning at the

Williams News Room
at 40% below the regular newsstand price!!

The following rates are available:
'"
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Scrimmage uncovers
growing grid talenf

by Tim Laydes
• If there are two things which pre-

seaion footbaU scrimmages nearly

always produce, mistakes and our-

prisea would be a pair of iikdy

choices. Saturday's Williams-New
Haven encounter gave the smattering

of curious onlook«^ who lounged in

the Weston Field sunds a heapin'

helt)In' of both.

For the record, UNH tallied a pair

of field goals and two touchdowns to

the Ephs' two scores, but no official

count was kept in the contest. The
invaders had also scrimmaged
Thursday, dropping a 20-3 decision to

the Yale sub-varsity.

For miscues. Bob Odell's Ephmen
fumUed, dropped, and kicked the

football throughout much of the real

estate of Berkshire County-
something which could not have been
unexpected from a team which had
been practicing for slightly more than
a week.

For surprises, start wiUi a pair of

freshman quarterbacks. Bob Lutz and
Tim Connelly, who siiowed they're not

quite ready for demotion to the

playpen by moving the Purple ex-

tremely effectively, and continue

through some snappy holes opened by
a young offensive line stung earlier in

the week by the loss of junior Bruce
Wilson to a knee injury.

The Chargers from New Haven,
winners of just four games in their

first four years of varsity competition,

but bolstered by nearly twice as much
practice this summer as Williams,

used the right leg of Mike Bounman,
who booted a pair of first-half field

goals, for all the scoring in the first

half.

With Bill Whelan getting his first-

ever start at quarterback, Williams'

first pair of series were characterized

by slow-developing plays, most of

which were probably only a few days

out of the playbook. On the third series

of the summery afternoon, however,

Whelan got the hosts moving with a

nine-yard completion to Herb Mc-
Cormick.

With Guz Nuzzolese leading Scott

Harrington through nice holes

(courtesy messrs. Maguire and
Schoetz) Williams moved its newly-

unyielded I formation inside the New
Haven 40. The drive stalled five plays

later at the 34, but augers well for the

future of the I.

First-half defensive kudos are in

wder for sophomore end Russ Gee,

whose kamikaze weak side pressure is

reminiscent of Jack Coslello '75, and
certainly Greg McAleenan, who may
not be all-world yet, but certainly

knows how to stick people^ '

Frosh QB LuU (a Gabrielesque

0*4") looked quite poised in directing

theEphs from their <%ni 30 to the New
Haven 17, tossing perfect passes to

Bill Miller and Dave Masucco, before

bogging jlowD. Exciting fellow rookie

Connelly, a sneaky southpaw, turned

two heavy pass rushes into big gains,

completed a key toss to Kurt An-

dersm,^ and gavs to Jack.£la«y «»ver

Jay Skerry for the second Williams

six.

Greg Collins, not to be upstaf^,
hotfooted a 25-yard gain in the third

quarter, leaving Williams in scoring

position on the New Haven 18. Senior

tri-captain Scott Harrington scooted

through a proverbial mack truck hole

for the score.

Odell and his fellow coaches got

some fine play from sophomore end
Dan Towle, perfectly positioned

against the wishbone, and Colin Hart
continues rapid improvement in the

middle of the defensive line. A duo of

frosh linebackers, John Deuschle and
Brian Benedict worked well together,

also.

New Haven's first score of the game
came on a high arching prayer over

the head of the second-team Eph
secondary and the second on the last

play of the game, as the New
Havenites celebrated a scrimmage
win with the type of unnecessary

display one contes to expect from a

team which has won four times in four

years.

Odell and company wiU certainly

begin ironing out the wrinkles this

week, and somewhat fewer faces will

see the field this Friday afternoon

when the Purple ungle with Har-

vard's B team in Cambridge.

Speed tops list of soccer s skills
by Mark Pogue

The Grim Reaper of Graduation has
left a wide swath in the ranks of

Williams' 1077 Soccer Squad, bul

nobndy on Cole- Field this fall, from
Manager Dick Abrams to Coach
Jeffrey Vennell, is wearing black.

"The attitude out there is fantastic,

and the seniors in particular are

working very hard," says Vennell of

this fall's Ephbooters. "We've got the

materials to be very competitive this

year."

One of the materials Vennell refers

to—and will rely on—is speed.

Williams has already played four

scrimmages this fall, and in each
contest opponents at all points on the

field have been observed kicking at

after-images and lurehing at receding

purple jerseys. This quickness is most
pronounced along the Ephs' line of

attackers, where centerforward John
Friborg and trailer Henry Osborne,

who together accounted for 60 per cent

of Williams' goals in 1976, will return

to spark the offense. Look for

Osborne, a co-captain this fall, to

knock balls right past defenders;

watch Friborg catch up to them and
deal with the goalie one-on-one.

TheFriborg-Osborn^factory will be

flanked and fed by an equally fleet set

of wings, including Peter May,
Cameron "Cat" Ferrante, a^id

returning starter Perry Nelson.

Junior Henry Lee and sophomores
Ben Davidson and Andy Chase will

back the trailer and centerforward

slots.

Quickness and good individual ball

skills will allow the team to hedge

some bets and play more aggressively

than in past years. A large part of this

task will fall to the midfielders, and

especially to senior co-captain Teddy
Rouse, who will andior the Purple

centeriield and help control its short-

Cross country shoots for no-loss season
by Frank Carr

Coach Tony Plansky's varsity cross

country squad will be shooting for an
undefeated 1977 season on the

strength of a fleet trio of seniors. The
threesome of captain Dan Sullivan,

Frank Carr and Joe Kolb, have shown
a great deal of pre-season confidence

in the team's ability to improve upon
last year's 10-3 record, as well as the

4th and ISth place finishes at the

Easterns and New Englands.

Seniors Larry Wu, Hans Giesecke,

Slew Read and Cleve Thayer are back
ailet a fine '76 season, while Doug
Greeff and Dave Breuer return to the

team after a year sabbatical. Dan
Reilly is the only senior rookie on the

squad, but he is psyched and ready to

go after completing his first Boston
Marathon last April.

Junior Tom Schreck is back from a

semester in California, but un-

fortunately, his fellow classmate and
roadrunner Steve Polasky is spending

a year abroad at the London School of

Economics. Jon Miller will join with

Schreck to round out the rather

meager class of '79 contingent.

There will be eight entrees on the

sophomore menu with Coach Plan-

sky's favorite being Roadnmner a la

Mike Behrman. Rusty Anderson,

Steve St. Clair, Peter Winn, Garrick

Leonard, John Duffield and Rick Lane
will be vying for spots on the varsity

along with an excellent group of fresh-

men numbering 17 at the~

organizational meeting.

The Ephmen open up the season on

September 17 against R.P.I, at home.

A week later they face the Alumni at

home and then the travelling begins,

but unforiunalely aever slops. The

Ephs will have all the rest of their

meets away, including stops in

Burlington, Vt., New London, Conn,

and of course the city of Boston where

they will make three separate ex-

cursions over Franklin Park.

passing game. Rouse will team with_
junior Greg Hartman, who displayed

a penchant for cool thinking when the

action got hot in 1976. Dave Barra,

recovering from a summer knee in-

jury; Dave Corcoran, a reformed
football player; and Chick Johnson,

who can also play wing, comprise the

depth at halfback.

Graduation left the team with just

one experienced fullback, sweeper
Bruce Camilleri. Providing he rounds

into condition soon, "The Tenacious

One" should win the sweeper spot, but

applications are still being reviewed

for all three of the other backfield

positions. Peter Thayer could hav^ an

edge at right wing, and junior Jan
Dembinski looked "very good" in a

recent scrimmage, but Billy Kister,

Brian Smith, Tad Roach and Marcus

Smith (currently injured) are making

the final selection process difficult.

Vennell says he is "not worried" by

the backfield situation, but it ma^
prove to be the weakest cog in the Eph
machine. _
Senior Jay Loeffler, "The Doctor,"

has proven himself in two years of

play to be a first-rate goalkeeper.

Loeffler shut the door on Bates last

year in an important away match.

The Ephs are 1-0-3 in pre-season

action thus far.

Peinert becomes new crew codch
John C. Peinert has recently been

selected to head the crew program at

Williams College. Peinert, a 1970

Williams graduate who coached the

freshman crew during the 1976-77

school year, succeeds^ Brian Dawe
who has left Williams to assume a

coaching and teaching position at the

Brooks School in North Andover.

Peinert brings 10 years of rowing

experience and three years of

coaching experience to the Williams

rowing program.
After ihree years of Williams

rowing and summer rowing at Vesper

Boat Club in Philadelphia, Peinert

spent time in Washington, D.C.,

rowing for Potomac Boat Club.

Eventually he became a lightweight

single sculler.

He returned to Williamstown in the

fall of 1970 to coach freshman and
lightweight crews for the next two

years. After a four-year break from
coaching, he rejoined the Williams

crew staff last fall and boated a fresh-

man crew which rowed to a fourth-

place finish in the Dad Vail Regatta.

Last tprtng VMUlMitt' craw practiced (

Infl pond.

I WasMnflten.D.C't infamawt ^•flM^

(phofobyGledhlll)

the eastern small college cham-
pionships.

"I thhik it's time Williams wins the

Saratoga Oar at the Little Three,"

Peinert refriied wheij asked what the

coming season's goals will be. He was
referring to the trophy awarded to the

winner of the annual heavyweight

varsity boat race between traditional

rivals Williams, Wesleyan and
Amherst. Although Williams fresh-

men, lightweights and women have all

won their contests in the Little Three
Regatta for the past two years, the

heavyweight championship has
eluded the Ephmen since the three-

way contest began in 1969.

In addition to coaching crew,
Peinert has begun his own business

making fiberglass racing shells for

competitive rowing and is in the

process of developing fiberglass oars

and sculls. A native of Wilmington,

Del., he now resides in White Creek,

N.Y.,.'. .'• '-'--. \ :.'-: ::-'
:

Brian Norris, a 1977 graduate who
rowed for four years at Williams, will

assume Pelnert's former position as
freshman coach.

Prof. George Marcus wUl retnafai as

head women's coach; he will be

assisted this year by Anne Eisen-

menger, a 1976 Williams graduate

with four years of rowing experience

and some coaching practice gained

while coaching lightweight women in

the faU of 1976.

Williams Woimn^s Rugby Club beflim Its sacond saaiaii this fall; picturad is a

"scrum" In last yaar's game against Siamia . Collaga. Wiliiams won M.
Newcomart are wakoma to loin 4:00 p.m. practices on Colo Field.

(photo by Stone)

PITTSFIELD

SHOES FOR EVERY OCCASION:

BASS
HERMAN
CLOilir'

FRYE BOOTS
DUNHAM MOTS
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR

ALSO:
WRANGLER JEANS
MALE JEANS

All for both Guyt* Gals

Spring Street Telephone 458-362S
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Dorm service returns

Drummond will detiver
by Rudy Wang

Student complaints have brought
about a return to the traditional

method of linen delivery starting next
week, according to owner of the en-

terprise, Jim Drununond. Drummond
explained Wednesday afternoon,
following trial of a central exchange
systann, that "there were just too

many hassles."

Long walks from the Row Houses,

Gr«ylock, Mission Park and the

Berkshire Quad to the exchange
cotter in front of Chaptn Hall were the

major oomplaintL Aocustomed to the
convenience of dixrmitory delivery,

the approximately 650 users were
unenthusiastic about the change.
Unable to find a more suitaUe
location, Drummond decided to

return to the old system.

Security problems prompted im-
plementation of the "one-on-one"

exchange. Last year, many studeiuis

discovered that their linen had
disappeared between the exchange
and their retrieval of the box.

In order to minimize theft,

Drummond has changed the boxes

each year. Last year, several black

magic marker labelled boxes turned
up among the red labelled ones, an

attempt by some students to obtain

free linen. This year the service will

use bright orange labds.

Despite increased costs, linen rental

prices have not risen in the past three

years, Drummond surveyed linen

services at nearby institutions for

ideas on how to meet these cc«t8.

Dartmouth Universi^, the University

of MwiieBuseflir aT "XffiherBir"

Hamilton College and St Lawrence
University each provide laundry
services an on-campus room for

weekly excyinge At each of Tufts

University's residenUal houses, a

room within the house is provided.

The lack of such facilities at Williams

Ckillege has accentuated the present

difficulties, Drummond said.

Other possibilities, such as offering

several exchange locations, in effect,

an expansion of the unsuccessful

system, might be considered during

this year, according to Drununond,
but not in the near future.

The return to dormitory delivery

will lead to higher costs tlian under
the central exchange location. Unless

a cheaper alternative is found,
Drummond said that a price increase

oi one or two dollars should be ex-

pected next year.

Michael D. Bell, ofKm Enflllih deiMrtment, is the new faculty repretentative to

Colleoe Council.

GC permits concert bid

Woodbhdge, Chodbourne
to get phone service soon
Students in ^^oodbridge and

Chadboume houses will receive phone
service by the beginningitf qextjyeek.

accwding tq Busings Manager l^ne
Riordien, or the College, will rebate a

pordbn of their room fees for the time

they are deprived.

A spokeswoman for New England
Telephone and Tel^raph said that

engineers should complete changes in

the College's switching equipment
late this week, which will make it

possible to connect phones in both

houses early next wedc, Riorden said

Wednesday. "However, we are at the

mercy of the telephone company
here," he said.

The installation of 29 phones in the

Woodbridge and Chadboume units,

addition of phones in Dewey and
Seeley and the continued operation of

35 phones in Garfield until Jamuiry
have raised the number of telephones

above the capacity of the Cidlege's

switching equipment. Tlie equipment

is able to accommodate lioo student

and 400 faculty phones during the

year, according to Riorden.

"Last year, in preparation for what
we thought would be a tremendous
influx of students, Williams added 140

phones to Mission Park to eliminate

problems there," Riorden said. "That

eliioinated the 5-10 per cent
emergency switching capacity we
lik#d to leave on hand for just such

situations," he added.

"Unfortunately, we did not see the

addition of29 phones this year as a net

addition—which it is, at least in terms

of ; this semester," Riorden said.

"Next semeBter Garfield phones will

be disconnected and next year Dewey
and Seeley should be closed."

The telephone company will pay for

most of the modifications of the

college switching system, according

to Riorden, because company
equipment is involved. The phones for

Woodbridge and Chadboume are
prflMntiy in boxes, ready to be con-

nected. Numbers have alraedy been

aiaigned.

Riorden also said that the College's

telephone service consultants have
him that WilUama has "the

homrious student teie|ibone

system In the East" However, he
continued, NETAT has cautioned

WUUunt that present rates do not

encourage such a system except for

administrative purposes. They have
offered to study the system and
submit gltematiyes. .. ,.

Riorden said tbat he expects
Williams to continue with its present

phone service for several years

nevertheless.

byRayDeMeo
l^e College Council granted the All-

Coliege Entertainment Committee
permission to submit a bid for a major
concert act to appear this fall, and
elected new members to the Com-
mittee on Educational Policy, tlie

Committee on Undergraduate Life,

and the Elections COQUnittefii.iWed-

nesday night.

The ACEC 'has tentatively

scheduled Oct. 21 as the date for a

large-scale concert. Chairman Steve

Case announced that the committee

ttas arranged to bid for a national act.

The ACEC plans to stage 8 concerts

over the course of the school year,

including a dance concert to take

place over Homecoming weeken<i

Cas^ explamed that the commUtt__
couici not schiedule a inajor actdunhg
homecoming due to a lack of adequate

concert facilities.

The council elected new members to

Student attrition levels rise
Dean al the College Peter Berek

said that the number of people who
w^hdrew from Williams last year

rose substantially over the number
who withdrew in previous years. Tlie

number of transfer and exchange

students, however, fluctuated within

thdr norinal ranges.

Last year 122 students left Williams

as compared to the 97 who left during

1975-76. According to Berek, the

avo'age sopbcmiore class usually

numbers 12 fewer than its freshman

total; the average junior class, 27

smaller than its s(9homore class; and
the average senior class 9 fewer than

its previous year. This year's figures,

however, remain higher than the

avN'ages, Berek said.

Approximately SO transfers

matriculated at Williams this fall.

with a higher portion coming from
area community colleges than in

{H-evious years. Berek explained that,

for the past six to seven years, the

Admissions Office has aimed to make
the opportunities of the College more
widely available and to diversify the

studient body by accepting out-

standing transfers from community
colleges. J

The College deliCerately depressed

the number of exchanges to 36 to avoid

overcrowding, Berek said. Normal
figures run into the high forties and
fifties.

The number of Williams students on

exchange at other schools this fall

totals 67, a slight rise over last year.

An additional 27 will depart for the

second semester, while 15 are
scheduled to return.

two student-faculty and one council

committee. Beth G^smar, Brian

McDonmott, Joel Smith and Rich

Williams will serve on the council's

Elections Committee, and Smith will

be the new CUL representative.

Senior Larry Mitchell will continue on

the CEP this year.

Council President Tom Herwitz

reaffirmed' his desire to "finish up
what was left in the halfway stage last

year." In addition, he reported on the

Wednesday faculty meeting, in-

cluding the interim report of the

Committee on Black Stt-^ ,<nts at

Williams. Herwitz also t-iounced

that the council will elect members ol

newly created parallel com-
: I es during its next few meetings.

Contributors

tour campus

this weeJiend
The main contributors to the Capital

Fund For the Seventies and principal

fund raisers will visit Williams as

guests of the College this weekend.

They, and their spouses, will par-

ticipate in an infomud program in-

tended to show the College's a^
predation of their efforts and con-

tributions, said QoUege Director of

Development Willard Dickersoa

The participants will attend a guest

meal at a residential house tonight,

and will visit the Log-Alumni House
later in the evening T<miorraw, they

will tour various facilities built with

money raised in the Capital Fund
^ve. Later that day. Capital Fund
National Chairman and College

Trustee Preston S. Parish '41, College

President John W. Chandler and
Professor of Chemistry J. Hodge
Markgraf '52 will address the donors

and campaigners in Bnufman.

The CaiHtal Fund has passed the

$30,000,000 mark, with a projected

goal of $50,000,000 by the end of Uie

decade. According to Dickerson, the

funds raised in the campaign will be
used for major building promts, or

"capital purposes." The Capital

Fund, because it deals with large

sums of money and major projects,

requires outstanding efforts from
alumni, friends of the College and'

parents of students, said Dickeraon.

Security caught this lllegalty parked auto behind Maar* House in Its current

crackdown on "bootlegoers." (photo by Gledhlll)

Car registration

crackdown begins
byStuMassad

The college security department

began its ^antiHal attack on
unregistered motor v^icles parked

OB caqipus this week, ending a we«k-

Irnig Ig^race poiod by inouuUng a

tic^eti^'catnpaignigai^ omt«rs of

"biMOig' cars,

"bootleggers" across campus
attempt td hide unregistered aiitoa-ip

•scape the 1^0 regisiration Yei!

reqtiired by the College. The fee is

doiigned to offset th« cost of main-

takdng kits while discouraging use of

cars.

Payment of the registi^tion fee

buys a student a pufcuig space,

"unscheduled" patrdUiHB by<«eairity

police, Massachusetbi^'registratloti

and lot maintenance. Director of

Security Walter O'Brien said.

"Our big effort now is to see motor
vehicles properly reglatared," the

security chief said. Ti<±c(a now l>eing

isnied will be enforced "except for

eyteAtiktlBg circumstances," he
«m|>lliiirtted, to encourage
rtgutrnua.

**T^tfainK the fee is a, verynodest
charge for the overall oodt," com-

mented Shane Riorden, College

business manager. "It is a reasonaUe
figure,'' he said, including the cost of

buying and building kits, plowiitg,

repair and patrols.

Ahiiost 900 students have registered

motor vehicles, from cars to mopeds,

O'Brien reported, pouring nearty

$16,000 into college coffers.
' RkK-den could not deuil disbur-

sement of these monies. TWe CoU^e
absorbs car fees and fines, he saU,
paying for maintenance of parking

lots from its total income—indudiBg
tuition and application fees.

Last year the College took In $23,680

in "fees and fines," the business

manager said. The cost to the

Buildh^ snd Grounds Department

for keeping up ''lawns and avenues"

and to security for all patrols was
$199,ai5.

Riorden cited these expeoses as

major csr-related outlays, but said he

could not estimate how much went to

facilities for student autos, or wbetter

the inspme frtmi fees and fines

equalled the cost of student vehicles to

the College.
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The Agenda
Effecting student-oriented reforms at Williams is no easy

task. Frequently, of course, students can't agree on what it is

that needs to be done. At other times, however, there is a
^csonsensus among students about the need for change yet
"niotiiiag gets done anyway. Part of the problem undoubtedly
^results from the way "ttie system" at Williams is structured.
^ wot only do the faculty control a majority of votes on key
campus committees, but the leadership of student
organizations is subject to a yearly turnover.

We suggest that the key to getting more student reforms
instituted, however modest their nature, is to get a number of
student organizations to agree on an agenda. Rather than
having a dozen different organizations and committees all

ii work^ on different problems at>differenttimes, it «tire would
be nice to get some coordination.

The College Council would be the ideal vehicle for
establishing a Bst of important issues and coordinating various
organizations to work for change. Unfortunately, the CC track
record, doesn't exactly foster optimism. Last year that
.organization spent a sizeable chunk of its working year
,;4^ting its existence. We hope that the new council avoids a
similar fate and instead devotes its energies to the issues.
Exactly which issues should be dealt vnth this year is certainly

.la matter fw: debate but we believe that any CC agenda should
address the 'following issues.

1. ) Co-op housing—This item has been discussed, debated
and surveyed to the pomt of absurdity. It's awfully tough to find
students who are against the idea and the administration keeps
saying that it is looking into the situation, yet there still isn't
any co-op housing alternative at Williams. Why?

2.) Student course guide—Students have made some
progress on this front but more could be dohe. The faculty
wants students to participate in their course evaluation
procedure, yet students are denied access to the results. Then
when students a^ttempt their own version, faculty opposition
takes the form of non-recognition (not allowing student course
evaluation questionnaires to be filled out in-class as the faculty
course evaluations are) and criticism of the validity of the
statistics, in the student guide. Students should push for access
to the faculty questionnaire and official recognition of the
student guide.

3. ) Tenure-Students are virtually unanimous in agreeing,
that they should have more input into faculty tenure decisions.
The problem is complex and the Record has no solutions but
students must do everything possible to prevent further fiascos
of the Grudin, Perlin, Tietenberg variety.

4.) The situation of black students—Although it's doubtful
that a studcfnt consensus exists about the duficulties and
problems faced by black students at Williams, this item cer-
tainly deserves increased attention from student organizations.
Charges of racism surfaced last year. The Committee on Black
Students at Williams has published an "Interim Report" which
should provide the basis for further discussion and study.

5.) Energy Conservation—Tackling this problem should
be relatively easy since presumably student interests will
complement faculty and aiuninistration goals. The danger Uce
with apathy. The price, and perhaps even viability, of a
Williams education is greatly affected by energy costs. The
College has done the preliminary studies but inore energy
conservation steps could be implemented.
Certainly this list is incomplete. It doesn't even begin to

explore the mysteries involved m how Dean Roosenraad
decides who to let off-campus or why the Food Services budget
is so secret. Nor does it deal with the problems of budget reform
for campus political organizations and the need for altemlitive
board plans. Nevertheless, it's a start and we hope that students
can get together on these and other issues and push for reform.

Viewpoint

First Aid and emergencies
by Joha Rlndlaab

One of the ressona cited in the

Williama Student Handbooii for the

eight-quarter Physical Education
Requirement is "to provide students

the opportunity of developing sicills in

activities with survival implicatioos,

such as swiinming, life saving and
water safety." With that philosophy in

mind; students arerequired to pa«8 ft

swim test taken in the fall of Uieir

freshman year. Thoee failing to pass

the test must pass a basic swim
course. Every year much fuss is made
over the requirement, but certainly it

i» a valid one. All of us are apt to be

near a sizable body of water during

our stay at Williams. If we can't save

someone else's life, we can aX^Jeast

spare our own.

I never gave much thought to the

swim test, passed it, and proceeded to

take PE courses in tennis, squash and
. skiing. I had no problem with the

requirement which insisted thatT take

4wo quarters of a carry-on ^port.

Presumably, after all these

requirements which are. burdens to

many students, we can swim enough

to get ourselves out of deep water.

And we will presumably still be

looking slim and trim at forty-five.

I had never given the absence of a
first-aid course among PE offerings

any thought until Wednesday night

when a student had a coavulsion while

eating dinner at Greylock. For-

tunately, the head waiter was notified

immediately and a doctor arrived

within minutes. Luckiest of all, the

victim regained consciousness and is

now fine.

The incident t>rought home to me
that after two years at Williams, I

know practically nothtr^ ftbou) --first

aid. No one at our table would have
known how to handle the situation on

theirowa Had the student had a heart

attack, an epilectic or diabetic fit, and
had no help been available, who
knows what might have happened.

It seems logical and humane that

the College add a basic first-aid

course to its PE offerings, if not its

requirements. There already exists a

comprehensive water life saving
program, and the College should be

congratulated for it. tfet students Who
dislike spor^ still find then)>f|yes
taking trail crew or working around
requiremenU. Hopefully, a first aid
program would attract many students
and provide more important use of
our time and opportunity.

The naivete on the part of Williams
students about first-aid is not just a
eoUege problem^ The vast majortty-af-^

Americans do not know artificial

resuscitation; if they once did they
have forgotten it—not to mention how
to stop choking, or severe bleeding.

Hopefully, it won't take many more
accidents to illustrate the severity of
the problem. You may know about
everything from Hegelian dlalec-

ticism to why it snows, but can you
save your roommate's life (you may
not want to), your parent's, or
anybody else's?

Correction
The September 9 issue of the

Record contained some misin-

formation about the background of

two new members of the

Mathematics Department.
Peter Gordon Andrews, ap-

pointed assistant professor of

Mathematics, has just left the post

of John Wesley Young Research
Instructor at Dartmouth CoUege
which he has held for two years.

Kim B. Bruce, appointed
assistant professor of

Matl^sn^tipS'' i% .
the ., last, .

two
years has been instructor in

Mathematics at Princeton
University. Prior to that, he was
teaching assistant at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison,
where he was awarded a $500 prize

for outstanding teaching.

Overseas study competition to close
The 1978-79 competition for grants for graduate study abroad offered

under the Mutual Educational Exchange Program (Fulbright-Hays) and by
foreign governments, universities and private donors Will close shortly.

'

Most of the grants offered provide round-trip transportation, tuition and
maintenance for one academic year; a few provide internationii travel biHy
or a stipend intended as a partial grant-in-aid.

Candidates must be U.S. citizens at the time of application, Kold a
bachelor's degree or its equivalent by the beginning date of the grant, have
language ability commensurate with the demands of the proposed study
projects, and good health.

Application forms and further information for students currently

enrolled at Williams CoUege may be obtained from the campus Fulbright

Program Adviser David Tharp, who can be contacted at 7-2528 or 8-3750.

The deadline for filing applications on campus is October l!

LSAT course available
Ms. Dinny Taylor will offer a 9 hour, 3 evening workshop on Sept. 22, 26, & 29
to help participants prepare for the LSAT, The course will familiarize
students with the LSAT by analyzing the different types of questions and
time pressures one encounters when taking the test. After the\lvorksh(^one
should feel more comfortable during the actual test An optional elementary
math review will be included. The course fee is $12, payable at the first

meeting, for registration and materials. For course registration or further
informationcaUOCCat231l orMs. Taylorat.45»<8268.

Grant applications for CC subsidies
Additional grant applications for College Council subsidies will be

available outside the Student Activities Office in Baxter Hall. Groups who
have not been contacted by their monitors ought to obtain applications and
contact Harry Kelly (x-6675) for more details. Deadline for returning ap-
plications^Wednesday, Sept. 21 at 5p.m.

TREADWAY WILLIAMS INN

CREDIT CARD APPLICATION

Student Credit Card Charge Privileges

For Your Convenience ,

Have your parents establish a credit Umit for you

and enjoy charge privileges at the Williams Inn.

I NAME

i

lUit)
(MWdlcl

"1
Colkit AddrcK

I
Home Addno

' (Chy) (Sum (Zip Godt)

Home Plion* (Area Code)

MonlWy Bill To Be StBI To: Ntme

Sodil S«cuiit]r Number:

I
AddrOi

Sludehi Signature:

I authorize the Treadway Williams Inn to Issue a Student Credit Card to my sorvdauohter and igw
to accept full responsibility for all charges Incurred. ' ' • - »

CKEDIT LIMIT YOU'^WISH IMPOSED $ l

IPT9jni2

ISIin«ure (T firem w UtalGiiMtliu Rengiredi

MTt
NOTE; Credil C«d irill be milled loiiudem , Coll,,e Addrtn unlm oiIktvIw miimKd

STUDENT CREDIT CARD APPLICATION
Trtadway Williams inn Wi||i«insto^ Mass. 012«7 j
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Committee on Blacks lists interim data
Adminittrotion,

tiud^nH, foculty

ni«atur« progress

"The Williams community, like
other American communities, ia not

..inUBUnft to {trejudioea and pracUcM
whicti are so damaging to the
relations between biacks and whites,"
warned the CommiUee on Blade
Students at Williams in a receqUy
released memorandum based oil a
report to the faculty last May.
The committee was formed last

spring as a result of "a perception on
the part of students, faculty, and the
administration that we had not
achieved all the goals we had set" for
attracting black students to Williams,
according to Dean of the College Peter
Berek. The investigation was intended
to be "a look at our successes and
failures" in dealing with black-white
relations at Williams, he added.
The report discussed, and in some

cases recommended action to im-
prove relations between faculty and
black students. It also discussed
admissions policy and the need to

broaden curriculum.

The committee will discuss five

topics this fall in addition to the above
issues, said Berek. These will include
tutoring services, charges of racism
in the Athletics Department, the
Black Student Union (BSU) as "a
supportive academic resource,"
relations between the Deans' Office
and black students, and social
relations between black and white
students.

The committee met yesterday for

the first lime this year to organize and
to continue the study begun last year.
Berek emphasized that the committee
had no legislative function, but would
"approach other groups to lake ap-
propriate action."

The committee discussed faculty-
black student relations at greatest
length. The report suggested that

black studenU are reluctant to seek
help from white faculty, and,
correctly or not, perceive some while
faculty as having prejudiced attitudes

toward black students. It suggested
that this situation existed due to a lack
of sensitivity and understanding
between the groups.

The report recommended that in-

creased awareness of the problem and
increased sensitivity would be a first

step in solving the problem. It

proposed faculty initiative, depart-

ment meetings a'nd BSU efforts as
further solutions.

A discussion of admissions policy,

focusing on the need to maintain
social and economic diversity in the
black students admitted to Williams
also occupied .the committee. Their
report warned against inadvertently

restricting admission to black
students from upper or middle-class

backgrounds.

A failinre of the college curriculum
Xo reflect the black experience where
appropriate also concerned the

committee. The report promised that

the committee would pursue the

matter further during this year's

study.

The committee also expressed
concern over the difficulty of at-

tracting adequate numbers of

qualified black faculty.

Berek described the faculty reac-

tion as "extremely attentive and
interested," when he presented the
report in May. "The faculty was very

eager to learn what it could do," he
added.

The Board of Trustees discussed the

report at itis meeting in June, he said.

The trustees "perceived it as a matter
of concern," according to Berek, and
.were interested that the College deal

; with the problem.

"They felt that it was a matter to be

dealt with by the students, faculty and
,8dministration," said Berek, while

they saw their own role in such

'matters to be one of "general over-

,sight and review." Berek said he
knew of no direct action the trtistees

would normally take, other than to

insure that the overall policy of the

College is correct.

Tk* foUowing i» • mtmortuvium of
tht Commlttt* on Black Studmtt at

WiUiami which wa* lubmitud to th»

Facility thit (all. Tht Uxt (« lUrlvtd

from an infrim rtport of tht com-
mittt* which wai prtitnttd at tht

final faculty mttting latt May.

At a Faculty Meeting in May the

Committee on Black Students at

WUHainsreikirted on Its work during
the spring semester and its plans for

continuing discussions this fall. Many
members of the Faculty asked the
Committee to circulate a summary of
the report so they could consider its

observations and recommendations
more fully,, so we are distributing
them ip you at Ihe sUrt of this new
term.

Most of our report concerned two
topics: thecurriculum (an area where
we felt our discussions enabled us to

raise some questions but were not far
enough advanced to propose an-
swers), and the relations between
Faculty and Black sludenU (where
we make some recommendations for

action that we hope will be hdpful).
We also described our discussions

with members of the Admissions staff

and nur recommendation, in response
to these discussions, that WilBams
continue its commitment, affirmed by
vote of the faculty in December 1968,

to recruit and admit significant

numbers of academically qualified

black ftudents. We also asked that

consideration be given to assiu-ing

that the composition of the Black
student group at Williams reflect the
social and economic diversity of the
Black community in America. We
recognized that the decline in quality
of inner-city high schools and the
intense competition for a relatively

small pool of talented Black students
may make ii both difficult and un-
IM-oduclive for Williams to shift its

emphasis in recruiting Black can-
didates to such schools if (because of

limitations on Admissions staff travel
time) doing so would diminish our
chances of attracting Black students
from integrated suburban schools and
other sources that have proved most
fruitful in recent years. To help
achieve a desirable div«<siiy in our
Black student body the Committee
recommended expanding already-
existing efforts by the Admissions
Office to use Black alumni and
current undergraduates to assist in

attracting Black applicants. We also

encouraged the Admissions Office to

develop contacts in organizations

within the Black community-
churches, fraternal organizations,
etc.—as a way of reaching talented

potential applicants. Black students
on our committee offered their help,

both as undergraduates and alumni,
in the College's admissions efforts.

Beginning this fall we will discuss

the following topics:

»• -

We undersfand the

difflculfles that the

College faces In

recruiting and keeping

black faculty. . .

a. Examination of tutoring ser-

vices

b. Charges of racism^in the
Athletics Department

C. Discussion of the Black Student

Union as a supportive academic^
resource for Mack students^ ^

"

d. Discussions of the DeanL>€lfice
and its relations with bladk students

e. Social relations between black

and white students

The text of our reports on the

curriculum and student-faculty

relations follow.

Relations between
faculty and Black Stadent*

The Williams College oommunily,
like other American communities, is

not immune to the prejudices and
practices which are so damaging to

relations between biacks and whiles.

One concern of black students at

Williams is that the CaUi«e en-

courages them to believe Uwt the

faculty, unlike other roemben of

society, are above such fnjudkmt.
The question .of relation) between

faculty, especially white facuUy, and
Mack students was discuaaed by the

Caminitteo at great IcnfUi and in

more depth than any other aubrfed.

One of the principal benefUs of this

dIscuMion was an exteoiive exchange
of information: the faetdly learned a
lot about Mack students' 0|>iniana and
perceptions; black students learned a
lot about the white faculty's opinion

mapfOftHMU' "
It is clear Co the CommiUee that

there are difnculUcs and eirors in the
relations between white faculty and
Mack students which preaept serious
obstacles to learning for black
students. The sources of these dif-

ficulties are various: some are faults

of attitude, some of behavior; some,
perhaps most, are results of
misperceptions. We have tried to

identify several of the difficulties, as
perceived by black students on the one
hand, and by white faculty on the
other. Having examined them, we
have reason to believe that some
improvements can be made which
will increase learning opportunities
for black students as a whole, and at

the end of this report we make some
suggestions toward this end.

Iliere is one disturbing fact which
stands out from all the other
criticisms, opinions, and perceptions:
black students are reluctant to seek
out white faculty for help, even when
liiey know that they need academic
assistance; and they are reluctant to

participate in class discussions, even
when Ihey feel they have something to

contribute. Similar reluctance is fell

by many white students, but it seems
clear that ii is more wide-spread

not. There may be soow faculty wto
feel that a student is academically
inferior merely beeouse he's black;
there are certainly some foodty
whoae behavior gives this impreoaion
even if Ibey do Dot hold Ma view. The
effect d behavior at this atari is likely

to be increased by the presence in the
community of the prejudices referred
tojBl the beginnii^ of thto report. Jhe
'd^iJQige is also cauMMJnby l^e per-

ception—or misperception—by the
student, regardless the validity of the
opinions whkh he attributes to the
instructor.

We believe that awareness of the
difficulties just described, that sen-
sitivity to perceptions of others, is an
important first step in alleviating the
proMems and correcting the errors
which now exist. We believe that an
exchange of information and opinion
between all students and faculty,

similar to the exchange in our
Conunillee, would help to increase
this awareness. Optimism about the
outcome of such further exchange
varies wiUiin the Committee.

Finally, we venture to offer the
following specific suggestions as
means of initiating the kind of com-
mimication we have in mind.

1. Instructors should actively seek
out students who are doing poorly, to

offer advice and assistance, litis

iniiialive would let students know of

the instructor's concern. Contact of

this sort would be particularly helpful

to freshmen, and especially at the
lime of warnings, if notification were
made before warnings were officially

issued. (This practice would be
beneficial for both black and white

Black students are reluctant to seek out white

faculty for help, even when they know that

they need academic assistance.

among black studenU and has dif-

ferent origins. This disturbing
educational situation, important in

itself, has its causes in a combination'
nf attitudes and perceptions which
affect both academic and ex-
tracurricular life throughout the
campus. A summary of our
discussions of these matters follows.

A consensus of black student per-

ceptions of white faculty includes the

following criticisms:

1. White faculty think of black
students as academically inferior,

less intelligent, and unwilling to work.
One mark of ihis viewpoint which has
been nnied is an indication of surprise

by a white instructor when a black
student performs well.

2. White faculty sometimes appear
to be uncomfortable or uneasy or
indifferent or negative in the presence
of black students. We as a committee
feel that such behavior may be due to

lack of contact with blacks and a
resultant misunderstanding of black

styles, or to a fear of saying or doing
something to offend Mack students.

3. It is fell that sometimes a black
dimension or black insight is ignored
in a course in which it might, ap-

propriately be introduced.

4. White faculty appear to blacks
1(1 be unwilling to eniertain alter-

native ideas which reflect black
concerns. For example, they may
disregard black students' con-
tributions and impose penalties (that

ie,, lower grades) for papers on sub-
jects important to Mack students with
which the instructors may: be un-

familiar.

5. The tendency of white faculty to

think in stereotypes of black students

prevents consideration and treatment
as individuals. Because black
students are more conspicuous than
while students, professors may be
more likely to interpret the behavior
of a particular student as behavior

"typlcai of Macks" rather than that of

an iitdividual. In fact, it does appear
that snme faculty members feel that

Mack students frequeBtly akip cUas,
Mack students come late to class, and
Mack students are lardy in turning in

their assignments.

Like any set nf generalizations,

these crilieitms are true ia some
coses and false in others. There are

some black students who are absent

and tardy; there are some who are

dtudenls.)

2. Where appropriate, depart-
ments should organize meetings with
Mack majors lo, discuss curricular

mailers, advising services, and
morale of students.

3. The Williams Blade Student
Union should initiate informal
meetings in Mears House with
members of specific departments to

meet underclassmen. Upperdassmen
and majors could be instrumental in

organizing and conducting this kind of

meeting, which could provide op-

portunities for informal encounters-

On the Curriculum
The Committee has not yet

discussed curricular issues in as
much depth as we hope to when we
return lo this topic in the fall.

Nevertheless, some areas of concern
have been identified, and we are
iher^ore presenting a preliminary
report at this lime. <:>

Our major concern is the extent to

which the experience of black
Americans and other American
minorities is incorporated into the

college; curriculum. There are a
number of argimienls that favor
broadening the curriculum in this

dimension through a wider variety of

curricular offerings or through the

introduction of Afro-American
materials in courses focusing on
issues, problems, or themes directly

relevant to, or exemplified by, the

Afro-American experience.

Introducing Afro-American
materials in many courses is highly

justified wherever the Afro-American
experience has been an integral part
of ilie issues examined in the course—
for example in American politics,

music, art, history, or economics
onunes—or provides an especially

good illustration of major points being

nuMle. Such materials, when in-

tegrated into the couree, may well

serve to sensitize white students and
introduce them to varied aspects of

'the Afrn-American exparlence, the

role of blades in American society and
culture, and central issues facing

Macks and Amertean society as a

WbBlc.

This might help the relationship

between Mack and white students,

both in and out of the classroom, by
reducing the sense of "forelgnMas"^

fell by both groups about the other'

But of course this wauM depend

heavily on how theoe materials were
introduced, and an improved
relationship between black and white
StudenU should certainly not be aeon
as an inevitaMe outcome.
On the other hand, such increased

sensitivity and awareness seems to be
very much in spirit with what we
mean

,
by the phrase "liberal

..(^lisjips^"ji^il£m.l!Min»«dtliat

.

we are falling lo provide our studenU
with the best liberal education if the
great majority of them can graduate
without this kind of exposure.

Integration ' of Afro-American
materials hito courses where they ore
clearly aiipropriate might also help
make black studenU fed less isolated

and leaa alienated from many of their

courses, and hence from their
academic work and experiences at

Williams. It might help them perceive
white faculty and studenU, as well as
the content of their work, more
positively.

Put somewhat differently, the
ikilure lo indtide the experience of
Macks in America in coi»ses where it

is relevant and would add lo the
learning experience of all our students

reduces the relevance of such courses
in the eyes of black studenU and
adversely affects their academic
motivation.

It should be emphasised that we ore
not advocating the incBscriminale
introduction of Afro^Am^rlcan
materials into courses. Indeed,Wne
Mack StudenU expreosed that they
felt embarrassment and discomfort^
when instructors made apparently ad
hoc attempts lo introduce such
materials or commenU into courses
where they were not appropriate,

simply because there was a black
student in the dass^As a committee,
we are not certain about the
best way lo pursue what we fed is an
educationally valid goal. One
possibility that has been suggested as
a starting point woidd be for the

facuUy of the various departments in

the socUl sciences and hunumities lo

discuss ihis. issue in depattment
meetings, perhaps in consultation

with their majors, both black and
while, since we have argued that both

sUnd to gain educationally if A&^
American materials are integrated
into the appropriate courses.

Finally, -we offer a very brief

comment on the issue of blacktacully
at Williams. The conmient is bri^ qpl
because we feel that the issue is

.

unimportant, but precisely becaiae
there seems to be unanimity that it is

crudal. The committee did not debate
the value of having a significant

number of black faculty at Willianu.

Their presence as educators,
colleagues, counsellors, and role
models is clearly essential to the

White faculty appear

to blacks to be

unwilling to enfertairi

alternative Ideas

which reflect black

concerns.

educational health of the institution.

WeimdersUnd the difficulties that the

college faces in recruiting and
keeping Made faculty, so that all we
can do at this point is strongly urge

ihe ooiUt$9 to continue to give the

highest iwiority to Ihis area.

Raymond Baker, Political Science

Peter Berek, Chairman, English

and Dean
Benjamin Blakney '78

Dennis Dickeraon, History

Kathey Dread 19
WiUiam Exum, Sodology
Howard Goodfriend *?•

CedrdU Jones '77

Eileen Julien, French
African Literature and
Assistant Dean

Michae] Knight "77

DivM Ubardi 77
Earl M(farland. Economka
Thomas McGiO. Psychology
William Oliver, Malliematics

Clarence Otis, Jr. "77

Benjamin Skilkm 'W
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Plans several exhibitions *

Volz minds Chap!
by MimI David

Cbpper keys open the gmatl locks of

the inMt glass cases on whose shelves

are old books with their titles stamped
in gold on leather bindings. The
elegance of j^ Chapin Library, the

Williami} College collection of rare

bD<4{»i"^is overwhelming. It is a
' peiasure—the books as well as the

6oftI—a Tribute l6 the glories of the

libraries formerly in Lawrence and

Stetson Halls. The aura of the past is

preserved, in the books and in the

atmosphere, but more importantly—it

inspires use today.

With the appointment of a new
custodian, Robiert L. Volz, Chapin

Library will be guided by a new spirit.

Volz seems a refined, scholarly man
with a reserved yet pervading en-

thusiasm about rare books. His in-

terests range from opera to archi-

tecture and city-planning, and of

course—book collecting. He speaks

Latin and can use French, German,
and Italian in his cataloguing work.

Educated in Jesuit schools, he

received his Bachelor of Arts at

Miu-quelte University and his Masters

in Library Science at the University of

Wisconsin. Volz has been Special

reasures
attendance raise questions about the

purpose of such and goals of such an
institution? Mr. Volz's response: "It

Is not the books that are on trial."

Chapin Library is a distinct entity—

not part of Sawyer Library and the

other college libraries, its custodian

reports to the President of the College.

Robert L. Volz

Collections librarian at the Bowdoin

College Library and head of the

Department of Rare Books,
Manuscripts, and Archives at the

University of Rochester. As a
member vf professional societies,

Volz is director and treasurer of the

Manuscript Society and former
president of the Pejepscot Historical

Society-among numerous others.

As his first attempt to introduce

Williams students to the Chapin

Library, Volz sent a hand-signed

invitation to each member of the

freshman class for a reception held

this past Monday to view the current

exhibition of works by the men named
nn the plaques on the outside of the

Stetson Hall building. More than 450

invitations were mailed,. abMit 10

reply cards were received. What
accounts for this lack of response ? If

there is such a negligible audience, is

the event justified? Does a lack of

The strengths of its collection are

especially in American history from

Columbus to 1825, accounts written by

botanists and physicians and ob-

servers of social customs, as well as in

17lh century Mexican materials.

However, a major obstacle in many
rare books, is language. Much of the

material is written in Latin, English,

FYench, German or Dutch. Though

this renders the specific content

somewhat inaccessible, the wealth of

art throughout many of the books is

easily appreciated. Illuminated let-

ters and manuscripts, woodcut
illustrations, and engravings are often

found in such rare books. Many of the

books—simply by their existence-

provide an incredible thrill. For
example, one book currently on

exhibition is one of the first

publications of Aristotle's works—the
second book ever published at Oxford.

One really must visit the Chapin

Library to appreciate its collection.

tsbriefsartsbri

ACEC concert
Timberline will appear in con-

cert this evening at 8 p.m. in

Chapin Hall as the premiere event

of the ACEC's 1977-78 concert

season.

Appearing along with Tim-
berline will be the rock music of

Fast Annie. Concert tickets are $3.

Griffin reclto/
Victor HIH will open the tenth

season of his Griffin Hail Concerts

at Williams on Saturday and
Suitday, September 17 and 18, with

a program of harpsichord music by
Bach and Rameau. The public is

invited to attend free of charge.

The recital features the Northern

Berkshire premiere of the

"Fourteen Canons" by Bach, the

manuscript of which was only

found in 1974 in private ownership

in France. These short pieces are

based on the first part of the theme

that also serves as the basis of the

"Goldberg Variations." Hill's

arrangement is for two harp-

sichords; he will be assisted by

Polly Mattson.

The program also includes the

first eight preludes and fugues

from the "Well-Tempered Clavier,

Book 1."

Victor Hill is associate professor

of mathematics at Williams and
organist-choirmaster of St. John's

Episcopal Church in Williams-

town.

network of paths can look deceptively

desolate during class hours.

Have Your

NEW YORK TIMES
reserved every morning at the

Williams News Room
at 40% below the regular newsstand price!!

The following rates are available:
- .

-- i;..--;-.:r;i-- -
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CEP quesflons WSP, class

sizes, and grade differentials
TlM Committee on Educational

FUfcy opened the academic year

Aonday by outlining topics for

diacuuion in the coming weeks.

Chairman Gordon Winston
ealablished two roles for tlie com-
mittee and the issues that Ml under
each c«t«SQt7-
The "passive" duties of the com-

mittee entail the review of issues

brought before the committee. In-

cluded are: a steering committee
report investigating Winter Study

Projects and student time—whether
students should spend fourWSP terms

at Williams, or just two or three; the

possibility of "non-traditional"

language instruction—including
Italian, Chinese and Arabic; and an
International Cultural Association

proposal to include Williams in an
experiential education program-
learning about other places and en-

vironments through going and ex-

periencing them.

On the "active" side of committee
work, Winston suggested that the CEP
investigate: cUss sizes, both from the

departmental and student per-

spectives; grading policies—the

. differentials within and between
departments, and the reversing trend
of grade Jb{l«tioiu and whether
classes should extend into the 4 p.m.
to 6 p.m. activity period to allow
various activities, particularly
varsity sports, to begin before four

o'clock.

Winston emphasized that these

activities may prove fruitless and that

committee time may focus upon
unforeseen issues that evolve during
the year.

Before outlining the year, the

committee debated and elected to

admit a Record reporter to the

meeting. Last fall the CEP voted to

exclude all but committee members
but reversed the decision later in the

year.

Tha Mccar taalti scrimnMge UMass tomorrow. Last year's record stood 7-4-I.

(photo by Read)

Security seeks evaders

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY

RECORDS
7t Water St. 10:0M:MMON..SAT.

The largest selection at

the rightprice. Special orders
quicklyfilled.

CtWlC(We*rBtiini'5<w««er KEITH JARnCTT

^m

CAR from pogei

"We wanted not to subsidize student

cars while restrictmg the actual area

devoted to parkuig lots on campus,"
Provost Neil Grabojs said. A previous

provost set the present fee rate, with
these criteria in mind, Grabois
remarked.

DIAU'S DELI
SPRtNG STREET

OD«n "'WON-SAT
*»P»" 2-1 SUN

COME SEE OUR
NEW DELI SECTION

Several administrators said the

College's major (4>jective in setting

the $50 fee is to prevent student

demand for parking flrom covering the

Williams campus with blacktop.

O'Brien's campaign for autoimoUle

registration extends beyond the

bounds of the campus. "Right now
we're also very anxious to get off*

campus students to register their

cars," the security chief shid.

"It's required by law that if out-of-

state students lieep their vehicles in

the state they must be registered," be

painted out O'Brien added that

Massadhusetts diarges no fee for siich

registration.

Last year, O'Brien noted, his

depi^rtment issued some 530

i-egistration decals. He said he ex-

pects about the same number of

people to register cars ova* the course

of tills year.

Foculty r»c«iv«

Million Grant
for r«t*orch, pay

The faculty adopted what Dean of

Faculty FrancU C. Oakley caUed "the

first explicit deacription of terms of

service for members of the physical

education department" at its monthly
meeting Wednesday.

The three-page text outlining

posMntt, fringe MiiieffiS -tOiS t«viMr

procedures will be incorporated into

the faculty handbook. Because
physical education is not part of tlie

academic program, the terms of

employipent in that department differ

from those applied to the rest of the

faculty. The decision Wednesday
codified procedures that had already

been in use, Physical Education

Chairman Robert R. Peck noted.

During the 70-minute meeting,
President of the College John W.
Chandler announced that Williams

had received a (2S0,Q00 grant for

faculty development from the Andrew
Mellon Foundation. The grant "gives

support to faculty to devdop courses

in areas they are unfamiliar with"

and pays for t,wo assistant professor

leaves of abstoce and several

coUoquia.

The President also' noted that

results of the Cdlege's sdf-study,

dealing with the concept of

development without growth, would

be ready next week. The study whidi

was conducted last spring is part of

the accreditation procedures
Williams follows every ten years. The
approximately 260rpage document
&cuise8 student lUe as well as

curricular, and Qnandal aspects of

past ' and future development at

WiUiams.

In otiier business, the faculty cast

ballots to fill five positions on the

Panel of Six, which reviews
^ludlenged tenure decisions.

•y-r

bney
FirstCharge™

First AgriGultural
Nothing is l^arder to master than money management. Schools

teach economic theoiy and parents pass on what they can. However,
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Fleid hockey starfs with tourney
byNMcyl

Just how cenfldmt can flaki iMXikey

coach LJnda WUkins be aa ahe takes

the core of iast yaar's (-2 squad: an
•xperlenoed and poised goalie, a sure-

shooting forward line, and a rooter

which has essentially played together

under the veteran coach, and head^ to

Northampton for tomorrow's pre-

season tournament? Pretty confident

and almost certain of adding another
half dozen or sovictorttvtitwafiN^Nly
impressive three season record o4 32-

The powers that be have been kind

to the hockey team, snatching leading

scorer Shailah Stewart and her '76 co-

captain Amy Kindwall, and sidelining

Leigh Wilson but reuniting two
- midfielders, back from semesters oft,

with the remainder of the TO's starting

line-up.

Strong midfidd play, the key to last

year's victories, is a certainty again

this season as juniors Da^n
Bedrosian and Leslie (Flash) Milne

return to anchor at halfback. Seniors

4 Betsy Lyman and Priscilla Buckley,

Ifback in Willianutown, round out the

I experienced contingent along with

It^ellesley exchange Sue Wright.

.|^ Defensivdy, the steady play and
control that brought the team five

shut-outs last year is back and a year

older anil wiser as sanior Catnniie

McdeUah and sophomores Lee Ash
and Mimi DuMouchel reman the

defensive circle. DuMouchel returns

to the cage for the Epha, attampting to

improve on last season's exoeltent

(Ive regular season goals againat.

Despite appearances, the roster is

not identical to that of last year,

although Junior Sally Kraft will return

to spearhead the WUlianui offense,

fleidoi't "Ajtot' McCtaUand ' and ' Liza

Olaen v^ladd speed and stick-work to

make the crease attack even more
threatening. Senior Val Coming and
sophomore Monica Grady should be
seeing more varsity action this year.

Both forwards travelled as subs with

the team to the New England Fidd
Hockey Aaaociation Tournament at

last season's end and were named to

the All College squad following their

outstanding play.

This superior play and experience

should give the squad improved
chanj:e8 against traditional

poweriiouse Motut Holyoke in the

season opener S^tember 22. The
hosts have lost their four year varsity

goalkeeper lo graduation, a bright

light for the usually unsuccessful Eph
ofiense. A victory next Thursday will

take the team to two easy games
against Wesleyan and Trinity, handily

defeated »0 and44 last year. October
1 la I>d8y for the learn as it meets its

tougheal competition, Yale, for the

tirat time on Williams turf. The Ells

are sure to be t&e seaaon's highlight

.

The remainder of the schedule

includes tradilionals Skidmore,
Middlebury, and North Adams, with

thet«ain picking tq> Amherst .October

16 for the first varsity conipetitjkin

between the two schools.
Psychtdoglcal factors sitde, tArB|)As
should defeat their inexperienced
neighboring hoets, as their own talent

and depth should take them to yet

another in a series of winning seasons.

Hanf Giesacfcc, John OuffieM/ and Rick Lane (1. to r.) seen In action at Franklin

Park lastyaarWilllamt—RPI meet hers Saturday at 12:30 p.m.

The field hecfcey team prepares to Mitwr a preseason tournament wIttiS three
season record of tt-7-l. (photo b. <lead)

Lasf scrlmipage

Ephs take on Harvard's B
by TinLayden

"Juat like the last exhibition game
of t^jsaeason," is the manner in which
Coach Bob Odell describes this af-

ternoon's pre-season football tune-up

against the Harvard Crimson's B
team. The battle replaces last year's

nearHiseless Albany State struggle

and leaves the young Ephs just eight

days shy of their first reguMkr-season

test.

Odell and his fellow coaches have
been spinning their proverbial wheels
in quicksand for the early portion of

this week, as the films irf the New

Haven scrimmage, normally
available to the staff Sunday af-

ternoon, were stolen, and not viewed

by the coaches untU Wednesday.

"It was a typical first scrimmage,"
said Odell of the New Haven tussle,

"with a lot of mistakes and few bright

spots." The Harvard battle, however,

should be slightly different, as Odell

plans to "zero in on things little

more." Translation: look for the

regulars to play substantially more
than last week, the reserves having
had their look.

Williams escaped from the first pre-

season battle (tf the year relatively

unscathed, as only sophomore
noseguard Bruce Knuer (lost for jit_

Women netters^court
another winning season

by Evan Bash
All is normal in New England

women's tennis circles this fall as

everyone is out lo get Williams. Last

year's New England Tournament
champions and com{Mlers of an U-l
record, accustomed to l)eing chased
due to several recent outstanding

seasons, will have to work hard if they

want to remain queens of the court

following the graduation of eight

letter winners.

Coach Curl Tong believes the team
will be able lo more than bold their

own with seven returning let-

terwomen, although the depth that

won close matches in the past appears
to be missing. Compensating for this

weakness is the strength of the singles

positions as four sound singles players

return.

Latva Carson replaces last year's

outstanding no. l Joninna Sadoff as
team captain; Other returning singles

players smashing it out with Carson

for the top positions include junior

Amy Demoresl and 1976 won-
derchildren Becky Chase and Trudie
TenBrodte. Giving some depth to the

club will be Sherry Willcox, Sally

Kruse and Amy Sterling, all suc-

cessful doubles specialists in the past.

Coach Tong also figures lo use several

freshwomen among those players

rounding out the squad.

Williams' schedule is always one of

the toughest in New England.
Perennially strong Yale, the only
team lo defeat the Ephs in the past
three years, heads this season's list of

opponents. The racketwomen also

expect lough encounters with Trinity,

Springfield, Tufls, Middlebury and
Dartmouth.
TUfts>-^els the first shot of those

lining up forWilliams in the important
opener tomorrow in Boston when the

Eph's Sisterhood of Shotmakers will

be looking to make a few shots of their

own.

least five weeks with torn ankte
ligaments) sustained a serioua inju^.
The loolh-and-nail position battles

which had been raging on Cole Fidd
for nearly two weeks may have only
been more clouded by the scrimmage.
Should no clear starters emerge at

several positions in today's test, it's

gohig to be coin-flipping time for the

Purple's coaching staff.

Consider the following: two guards
must be chosen from among Keo
Schoetz, Jay Skerry, and Brian Fales^
a right-side tackle from Mark Tercek
and Steve Rogto; a quarterback
from among Bill Whelan, Greg
CoUins, and yes. Bob Lutz; and two
starting defensive ends from among
DanTowle, Mike Masi, and Russ Gee.
Heads I win, tails you lose.

Odell expects Harvard to dress a
pair of talented sophomore quar-
terbacks for the contest, hi^ly-
publicized Brian Buckley and Buike
St. John. "It should be a real good test

for our defensive secondary," com-
mented Odell. Dick Farley will

probably go with a foursome of Gr^
McAleenan, Mark Eckert, Mark
Gerry, and Long Ellis, with Andy
Krakauer and Mike Walker ready to

help out.

The tmit which Harvard will sen<)

out against the Ephs will be ^'the

second fifty," according to Odell, and
should certainly provide equal
competition lo that which Dartmouth
reserves offered in 1974 and 1975.

Whether an official score is kept or
not, the result of this one will tell a lot

about next Saturday in Clinton, New
York.

Packaae Store M
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^veroges rise after yeor's respite
The average grade-point average at

Williams resumed its upward climb in

the 1976-77 academic year, according
to David Booth, Associate Provost.
After a slight drop from 8.28 two years
ago, the average GPA rose last year
from 8.23 to 8.29, an all time high.

With the exception of the 1975-76

year, the college GPA has risen

steadily every year since 1964-65.

Since 1953, the average GPA has
moved from 6.60 to 8.29, for an
avcnfe annual Increaac of .073

^^Jiccording to the figures Booth has

compiled, only 14.7 per cent of the

grades given out at the College are

below B-. 31.7 per cent of all students

received grades of A- or higher, while

only 2.2 per cent received grades of

D+ and below, Booth added. "C's,

D's, and E's are a rare thing at this

school," he said, "and when a student

gets one, he considers it a real slap in

the face."

Booth suggested that the reliability

of grading should be questioned when
there are so few grades below B-.

Booth said he thought that the failure

to use the lower end of the grade scale

was disadvantaging students.

BecauH! C's are not used very often,

there is a wide range of performance
present in the B- range. "My concern

is not so much the rising grade-point

average, but that we're not making
the distinction that may be there,"

said Booth.

According to Booth, "very little has
been done about the grade rise." One
of the problems that Booth noted is

that the College doesn't have a
standard policy concerning the func-

tion of grades. Furthermore, he ob-

served that many of the faculty _.^/^
members are simply unaware of the

average grade that they give out.

Booth felt that grade reform is

inevitable, and that "when the change \ j .-

comes, it will be toward tougher 5^2
grading."
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m Timberline rocks Chopin
)X^

WCFM changes program
WCFM released its teH program

schedule this week, introducing a
number of innovations in its stereo
programming. From 8:30 p.m. to

11:30 p.m. daily WCFM will present
progressive and contemporary rock

„JUid experimental sound shows, and
from 11:30 p.m. to 3:00 a.m. Williams
College Radio will feature straight

ahead jazz, progressive jazz, and soul.

The WCFM news department will

present FIVE O'CLOCK NEWSVIEW
including both news summary, and
commentarys from station' personnel
and people from the College and
community.
THE NEW ALBUM REVIEW is

expanding to allow the airplay of IS

new albums a weefc in their entirety.

JTHE MUSIC Of . . ., A weekly
featured artist show, will air in (Kime
time on Sunday night, presenting

artists such as Bruce Springsteen, the

Crusaders, the Ramones and Gil

Scott-Heron.

WCFM will present most of its other

special programs from 7:30-8:30 p.m.

Monday through Thursday. WCFM
wiU go ON BROADWAY Monday
nights as Mark Cerbone presents tbe

best in Broadway show tunes.

Tuesday WCFM will present its two
foreign language programs,
DINGSBUM8 and COQ AU VIN.
produced by students and faculty

from the German and French
departments. Carl Johnson will return

Wednesdays, for his fifth year of

FROM RAGTIME TO SWING
featuring jazz of the 1930's and 1940's.

SPORTSTIME!, WCFM's national

and local sports feature show, will be

aired Thursday nights as well as NEW
PERSPECTIVE, an addition to the

schedule, which will exaiiwie national

and international events' and their

ramification from an uncohvehtional

perspective.

WCFM will broadcast all the

Williams College football games, with

coverage beginning at 1:20 for most
games. CONCERT HALL will be

aired from 5:30 to 7:30 Sunday-

Thursday, and LIVING IN THE
PAST (Oldies) will be oH Friday
nights from 8:30-11:30 p.m.

kyMkliselHealy
It was already • ;I0 on Friday night and Chapln H*US»*i

still more than halt empty: another typical WUIlams
concert. But by 8:45, something new was happenbif-- the
hall was filling, and when Steve Case, of the ACBC, sah)
IHrnberllne was coming out in ten minutes, the crowd
sUrted to clap rhythmically. Fast Aainle. the group which
was to appear along with Timberline, never arrived.

Meshes mellow yyjth loud
When Tinib«rUae finally came out on suge am played,

"I'um it Up," it was evident that they were much more
reminiscent to this reviewer of Dan Fogelberg than
anyone else (i.e. the Eagles). Initially, they played some
original, sort of mellow, tunes. The concert only started to

move when in the middle of "Love the One You're With,"
the group realized that the crowd wanted to stand up and
clap—"go crazy."

The long concert continued in this way^ soft original

tunes during which the crowd would sit back and wait,

then louder, more recognizable songs which would turn
loose the energy of the crowd Only a cynic wouldn't have
enjoyed it, but only a deaf man could have overlooked the
weaknesses.

^ TimberUne'^ original tunes show a decidedly John
Denver side which is evident more in the lyrics than the
music. A sample of the lyrics shows such lofty insights as
"Every time she changes you know she's beautiful . . .

she's beautiful," or "When I thiidc of you I think of sun-

shine ... Thinking of you's gonna get me through the
day-

Ignorance
Timberiine's greatest strength in the Chapin concert

was an ability to move easily from one type of music to

another. That versatility also proved to be their greatest
weakness, it underscored their inability to sustain energy
or subtlety in any one particular style. One has to wonder
how sincere a group is if they change from a song dealing
with a "natural high" in Colorado to a song called

"Travellin' Blues" drawn from a more earthy, gritty type
of experience. Timberline showed an ignorance of the
roots of the different types of music they played. For
example, one song introduced as a "Colorado shit-kickin'

music," turned out to be the Eagles' "Midnight Flyer," a

Los Angeles country rock tune.

Through the first half of the show, one could think
critically, but mostly—sit back and eiyoy the music. By
the evening's end, standing and clapping and having a
good time seemed most important, and that's what music
is all about.

The iMd sinflsr of Timberllns ptays to a
Fridity oonctrt in Chapin Hall.

crowd St ACEC's
(photo by Gast)

WCFM Program Schedule

!

Sunday Mondpiiy Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

12

7:30

9:30

11:30

3:00 i.m

7 a.m.

10 a.m.

"On the Avenue"
with

^enn Harris '

progressive

black music
including soul,

disso and jazz •

Concert Hall

with Tom Helde

emphasis on

piano works

S:3(

THE MUSIC OF. .

,

the history g-so

of a featured artist

every week

John Svoboda

contemporary rock

"My favorite

•Things" with

Peter Davidson
atz from classical

roots to free form

Peter Stark

light contemporary

and

progressive rock

Paid Stupin ^

light contemporary

rock

Leslie Fritz

and Emily Ollmp

light contemporary

rock

<~
Concert Hall

wrlth Mia Fisher

diverse selection

of recordings

ON BROADWAY
with Mark Cerbone

Bruce Sams

rock and roll

and new wave

"Walkin"

with

Ken Inchalik

straight ahead

jazz

"Angel

of the Morning'

with Bob Berry
and Tom Soybel

lig^t ccintemporary

and Dixie rock

^ Hans Giesecl^e

lijght oontempprary

rock

"Lumpy Gravy"

with Jimlwilch

from li^t

contemporary to

progressive rook

--FIVE

Concert Hall

with

Mark Obert-thorn

historic recordings

piNG8BXJMS(Germa i) FROM RAGTIME
COQ AU vm(Frencl ) TO SWING

Curt Oenhart

and Peter Green

contemporary and

progressive rock

"Pieces of Dreams
with

Michael Newman
from straight ahead

:o progressive jazz

Eric Sundin

li^t contemporary

rock

and blues

, THE
^NEW ALBUM
REVIEW

-, Andy Clark

llgjit contemporary

rock

Dr. 'zza

light contemporary

rock

O'CLOCK
Concert Hall with

Steven Llewellyn

Romantic, Baroque

and classical work

Andy Porth

diverse selection

of rock, folk,

~ blues, jazz,

"The Session"

with

Steve Robinson
straight ahead

jazz

Jeff Crawford
jazz,

tolk,

and blues

Paul Alexander

and Bill Beckett

(alternating weeks)

country,

country rock, g
and light rock

Dan Powell"

light rock with

a country flavor

Steve Alport

light contemporary

rock

NEWSVIEW

.

Concert Hall

with Ed Friedland

Romantic and

modern recordlngi

SPORTSTIME!
NEW PERSPECTIV :

"Progressive

Sounds"

with David J.

creative and

musual collections

<ii BPVWClS

Al Blakey

and Lew Mills

(altemating weeks)
from straight aheac

to progressive jazz

^̂
StevrHall

mostly

li^t and
progressiva rock

Greg Neville

light contemporary

rock

John Larabee

prog^ssive

and

contemporary rock

"Living in the

Past" (oldies)

50*8, 60 's, and

early 70's

Top 40

request show

"Just Me"
with

Anna Waring
jazz, rhythm and

blues and disco

Dirk Van DIJl

light

contem porary

rock

t3reg"We&r

strai^t ahead

jazz

Marty Pike

light contemporary

rock

Tom Cox

progressive

rock

Jeff Kovar

progressive

and

contemporary rock

"New Expressions!

with

Wayne Davis
progressive jazz &
»vante-garde music

X
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Willioms hosts dancers

>e excites audierice

Hill delights the crowd
by Kevin Hall

Professor Victor Hill of the

mathematics department launched

this year's series of Griffin Hall

Concerts last Saturday and Sunday
with a recital of harpsichord music by
Johann Sebastian Bach and Jean-

Philippe Rameau. Saturday evening a

full house responded enthusiastically

both to his masterly interpretations

and to the informal atmosphere which

he created by presenting his program
in a small hall and at a leisurely pace,

pausing to explain any aspects of the

music which might not have been

familiar to his audience.

The first half of the program was
devoted to the first eight preludes and
fugues of Bach's Well-Tempered
Clavier. The tWenty-four preludes and
fugues which constitute each book of

The Well-JTempered Clavier are

Bach's magnum opus for the

keyboard, and they display what is

probably the most skillful polyphonic

writing ever conceived.

The second half of the program

began with the first i:(ei-formance in

this area of the recently discovered

Fourteen CanonB of Bach. The canons
were based on the first eight bass

notes of the same aria on which the

famous Goldberg Variations were
structured. Hill himself arranged the

canons for two harpsichords, and he

was assisted on the second harp-

sichord by Polly Mattson. The two
preceded their performance by an
interesting and amusing demon-
stration of canon and its applications

using the tune of Three Blind Mice.

The program concluded with Hill

alone, playing Rameau's seven-
movement Suite In A Minor, the last

movement of which is a gavotte with

variations that Hill termed the harp-

sichordist's "gavotte of gavottes."

Troup*
Tht MtrtdUk Monh/Tkt Houit
n$id*ncy ineludtd a matttr eUu*
morhthop, a toto vocal conetrt, and
two ptrformanetB tntitltd,

"Parit/Vtnict" wMeh art nuiewtd
below.

by JiiUe Bermant
A taste of life from Paris and Venice

was brought to Williams College last

Friday and Saturday nights by the

MmfiUh M«ak • The Hovae dance-
theater company. The two pieces

"Paris-Venice" and "Venice," per-

formed both nights, were inspired by
Ravels to these cities and successfully

recreated impressions of the people

and their way of life. Meredith Monk
and her company dealt with feelings

and atmospheres in much the same
way that artists use surrealism in

painting: recognizable social

phenomena were presented with an
exaggerated twist against a fantastic

background.

"Paris" was introduced by a
'puppet' who poked her head through

red curtains and told the audience
what city they were about to ex-

perience—thus, the show within the

show began. The juxtaposition of the

culture of Parisian high society and
the folklore of Parisian immigrants
was wonderfully done through the

contrast of the 'concert pianist's'

performance with the reactions of the

immigrants to their wanderings in

Paris. Meredith Monk and Ping Chong
expressed these reactions through

various complex characterizations^

which included communication with

whispering sounds and a woman
wearing a moustache, The frequent

blackouts, used as transitions bet-

ween 8e<)|uences, sometimes detracted

from the flow of impressions that

included feelings of despair,

loneliness, old age and religious

strength but the sincerity and intense

concentration with which Meredith

Monk and Ping Chong performed kept

the audience entranced if not, at least

curious.

"Venice" was the more lively and

flamboyant of the two pieces. It was
rich in insights of Venetian culture

which was shown through con-

ventional symbols such as the lighted

candle in front of a statue of a saint

and the white-nmsked black figure of

death. The use of contrtwt was
especially successful in this piece

such as the scene where a group of

affluent frivolous socialites are

jovially singing a song with the theme,

"a man was made for the woman, and

the woman for a man," while at the

same time, a gondolier dies of a

coughing fit. The humor scattered

throughout the piece was particularly

good when "the pntttbs". a portly

woman with gojd sll|qi>er8 and billowy

rob«|, . pranced around the stage

greeting the auc^ence with a
welcoming "Oh hello!" Another
lawnorous.bart was the depiction of

foreign visitors and their reactions to

such novelties as salt, the telephone,

and Italian food.

"Venice" did not merely mirror

Venetian society ^iilthdti^ inahy

images seemed to come from
funhouse mirrors), it also commented
on it. For example,a card carrier held

four different signs on which were
written, "liar, gossip, voyeur, and
cheat*' pespectively,' itrlnie an
anonymous red-gloved hand
emerging from a curtain, p<nnted to

the guilty characters. The special

effects also enriched this piece; a
black dressed fijgure inspected
fragments of past societies by poin-

ting a flashlight at 'frozen' bodies

scattered throughout the dark stage

filled with mist from dry ice while at a

different point, the characters were
lost in a confused dark atmosphere
with taped sounds from an airport and
a flawing blue light traveling up and
down the back of the stage.

KING'S

LIQUOI^

STORE

5^ Spring Street

458-5948

/

Treadway Williams Inn

Join our Health Club

Enjoy the use of our Year 'round Indoor

Pool, Sauna and Exercise Equipment.

$3D!dO per semester.

Treadway Williams Inn

Main St.

Williamstown, Mass.

458-9371

HIKING BOOTS

By Ptabtana, Tecnica

& Vosqu*

ATHI.ETIC

SHOFS
By Niks

WAFFLE TRAINER
ELITE
OREiSON WAFFLE
ROADRUNNER

RACQUETTE
WIMBLEDON
NYLON CORTEZ
LEATHER CORTEZ

arcadian shop
HourM Mon.-Sat. 1*-«, Thura. 'Til

«

WATER STREET. WILLIAMSTOWN
4S8-3*70 J"

CLOTHING
Since 1 975

SWEATERS
CREWNECKS
TURTLENECKS
CARDIGANS
FASHION SWEATERS

FLANNELS
LONG SLEEVES

FROM:
BON HOMME
MONZINI

12 COLOR ASSORTMENT

S, M, L, XL

S, M, L, XL

LEVI
H.LS.

ELY

ALSO, CORDS FROM LEVI A VESTS

WITH OR WITHOUT FLEECE LINING

109 AAain St., Nortti Adams

M3-927*

Wesf Package Store
.Jtoute2 Between N.A.& Williamstown M3-6081

FINEST WINE SELECTION IN THE AREA

ESTATE BOTTLINGS FROM,
GERMANY A FRANCE

MANY CHAMPAGNES A
SPARKLING WINES

CALIFORNIA VARIETALS
AND JUG WINES

In Store Specials I

Case Discounts

If We Don't Carry
It, We'll Find

It!

BALLANTINE or UTICA CLUB BEER

16oz. Returnable Bottles

$C49 PER CASE

DEPOSIT 'Si.50

WINE IN

GALLONS
FROM

$399

Return This

Ad For

50c
discount on any

case of beer

GQOcf until Nov. I

West Variety Store • Open 7 days a week
SUNDAY A.M.
SPECIALI

-« FRESH DONUTS, ROLLS, BREAD, SESAME BREAD
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Williams hockey on top in fourney

Women's squad destroys Amlierst
by Nancy Rheln

If preseason scrimmages are any
indication of a team's readiness, then

the women's field hockey team is

ready to play following a spectacular

showing at Amherst Saturday. The
Ephwomen went to the round robin

toiirhey with a group oif talented

veteran players and returned grand
champs with an impressive 20-1 tally

after four games.

The squad got off to a good start

meeting Amherst's debuting varsity.

The inexperienced hosts, unaUe to

handle Sally Kraft and her equally

aggressive forward line were easily

shut-out 6-0. Early in the n^atch,

Williams' halfbacks set the stage for

the afternoon's play moving the ball

downfield to awaiting forwards.

Rotating inners Monica Grady, Edie

Thurber, and Val Coming, along with

Kraft, perched nearby the Amherst

goalkeeper and swooped in for five

Kraft goals and one Corning taUy.

Williams' defense saw its only

action for the day in the second game
as a strong Trinity offense scored on a

screened Mimi Dumouchel. The
defensive conclusion of the first half

was soon overcome as Dumouchel
went on to save eight while Grady (2)

and Kraft (1) put the Ephs ahead in

the second hail. Midfielders Leslie

Milne, Dawn Bedroaian, Priscilla

Buckley and Sue Wright kept control,

without the help of Betsy Lyman who
left the game after being struck with a

stick in the head.

Following the successful morning, a

slightly sluggish squad defeated

Smith on two goals by Monica Grady.

Wing Liza 01sen sent a beautiful

centering pass to Grady who pounded

it in for the fast break tally. Fullbacks

Lee Ash and Cammie McClellan along

with Kathy Spear looked great,

touching the ball only four times in the

match.

Meeting Tufts in the final game, the

Ephs rallied from a 1-0 haiftime score

to win N>, A tired Tufts group wasno
match for the well-tuned line as wings

Olsen and Anne McClelland set up
Kraft for four and Thurber and
Corning for two. Wellesley exchange

Sue Wright demonstrated more super

stickwork, stunning the Tufts goalie

with a waist-high flick on a penalty

shot.

With four decisive victories under
its belt, the team again travels down
the Mohawk Trail to Holyoke,
Thursday, looking to avenge last

year's 4-1 loss. Should Saturday's

performance be any indication, the

Ephwomen's first win over Holycdce is

finally within reach.

Women's FItM Hockey teams prepare to take on Mount Holyoke, Thursday,

with a successful prtsMSon boiand them. (photo by Read)

Eph ready for Hamilton
FOOTBALL from page «

Tri-captain Herb McCormick and
Ken HoUingsworth have done little to

disprove their rave pre-season
reviews. With Massucco and Scott

Harrington, the Ephs have four

dependable receivers. Todd Ek:kerson

appears to have won the tight end job.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY

RECORDS
78 Water St. 10:00-4:00 MON.-SAT.

The largest selection at

the rightprice. Special orders
quicklyfilled.

mmSk ^'

mtSiSi

with veteran Kurt Anderson ready.

Rookies Mike Curran and Jay Skerry,

continue to breathe down the necks ol

veterans Joe Maguire and Brian

Fales, who cling to theirJobs like the

Yankees to first place. AjUJour will

see action Saturday.

Odell is still not reacfy to choose a

single quarterback. Bill Whelan is a

steady senior with good skills, while

Greg Collins' foot speed and cannon
arm are valuable as well. "It's still a
tossup," quipped Odell, "we'll Just

have to see who grabs hcdd fir^t-^until

then, they'll split time."

WW^'

1975 HONDA
750F

2,000 miles, like

garaged; original

during winter.

new, always

,

owner, stored

$1500 45^938«

JOHN FILIPCZAK
40 Grace Ct.,Wmstn.

ipney
FirstChargei^. .

from
First Agricultural

Nothing is harder to master than money management. Schools

teach economic theory and parents pass on what they can. However,
experience is the best teacher. That's one reason First Agricultural

offers RrstCharge. Another is that FirstCharge allows young adults to

establish a necessary bank reference and line of credit to help them
In the future.

FirstCharge is a full-service credit card. It's good with hundreds
of Berkshire merchants. . . the same ones that honor First Aggie

Master Charge cards. The on/y difference is that RrstCharge is not

valid outside the County. And remember, you receive 30 days
interest free with FirstCharge and up to 90 days interest free on
purchases over $100 with participating merchants.

In the event you don't have a full-time job, a co-signer may be
required for your FirstCharge card. To get more information and
your application for FirstCharge, just return the coupon. Or stop in a

convenient First Agricultural office and ask for a FirstCharge

application. At First Agricultural, we give you the credit you deserve.

Bank P^SSSSMEMBER F.D I

C
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more information and an
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Eph cross country
demolishes Engineers

T«d RouM battiM for Mm ImII in last Saturday 'i shutout of UMass. (photo by Oettgen)

Kickers claim two shutouts
byMarkPogue

Williams' varsity soccer team
continued to run smoothly, recording

shutouts of the R.P.I. Engineers (1-0)

and the UMass Minutemen (2-0). Both

games were played on Cole Field.

In Monday's R.P.I, game, cen-

terforward John Friborg gave the

Ephbooters a 1-0 lead midway through

the first half when he brolte away into

the Engineer backfield and beat the

goalie with a kicic to the near post. A
clever play by junior John Ballan,-

made the goal stand up for the

remainder of the contest. When he

saw an R.P.I, shot headed toward an
unprotected part of the Purple net,

Ballan committed an intentional hand
ball to stop the goal and set up an
R.P.I, penalty kick. When the ap-

pointed Engineer flubbed from the

charity stripe the Ephs kept their lead

and took the game.
Beaten to the ball and doing far too

much individual dribbling, Williams

looked ragged in the first half of the

UMass game and were fortunate to

take a (M> halftime tie into the outdoor

Utclrer rflflm- Highly-touted UMass
froBh Ion Bogdaneris, and Tommy
Krutsoukos, teammates on the 1976

Quebec Select Eleven team, applied

heavy pressure on goalie Jay Loeffler.

Williams came off the second half

whistle passing short and used its

superior speed to gain control of the

action. With 22 minutes remaining in

the half, Teddy Rouse collected a

cms from fellow co-captain Henry
Osborne and rammed it into the

Minutemen goal. Thirty seconds later

it was 2-0 when Perry Nelson took

another nice feed from Osborne and
kicked it by frozen UMass keeper
Preston Kise.

by Frank Can-
Coach Tony Plansky'B starting

pistol sent the fleld dashing out of the

Science Quad and, for the first mile at

least, the lead group was an even

mixture of purple and red shirts. By
the end, though the Purple prevailed

and beat RPI 21-38. R.P.I. 's Paul

Hebert took the runners through a

4:50 first mile but then faded oiv the

.

first ascent up varsityhill behind Joe

Kolb and Frank Carr. Kolb took the

lead and moved easily across the

Taconic golf course.

Kolb and Carr opened up a com-
fortable lead on the return trip up
South Street and eased in the last half-

mile, tying for first in 26:05. Sullivan

and Schreck also crossed the finish

line together for fifth place with a

26:43 clocking. Sophomore Garrick

Leonard grabbed 7th place and beat in

R.P.I.'s third man with a 27:04 effort.

Mike Befarman toured the soggy

course in 37:41 for ninth place,

followed by transfer student Bud Bell

and senior Doug Greeff in Uth and
12th place respectively* R.P.I, then

put a quintet of runners through the

finish chute followed by Chuck An-

derson (18th), Dave Breuer (20th),

Peter Winn (2lBt) and Dan Riley

(2Srd).

The J.V. squad also opened the

season with a victodry, crushing R.P.I.

21-44. Freshman John McCammond
was the individual winner in a fine

time of 20:33 for the 3.8 mile course.

Phil Darrow's powerful kick over the
last 60 yards enabled him to hold off a
red shirted opponent tau\ pick up the

'

runner-up stick eight seconds behind
McCammond.
After one more Engineer managed

to coast across the finish line, the

Ephs purpled the Science Quad with a
string of six runners in a 24 second
span. Hans Giesecke, C^m Virrill, Pat
Dobson, Cleve Thayer, Rusty An-
derson and Mike Hill took Sth through
10th to put the victory safely in pur-
ple hands. Jon Miller ran 21:40 for

13th place and Ned Collins, Erik Oline

and Bob Tyler received their first

taste of coU^e competition, finishing

19th, 27tfa and 2»th respectively.

Purple gridders take Crimson 9-7
by Tim Layden

llie potential was all there. Har-

vard Stadium, vine-covered walls, the

ghost of Timothy Bottoms haunting

the u{^r rows of the stands. Cam-
bridge, Ryan O'Neal rolling in

imaginary snowbanks along the

sidewalks. And Williams College

(who?) rolling in for a scrimmage.

The script, however, called for a

slightly more businesslike at-

mosphere. The Ephs and Harvard's

non-travelling squad varsity players

were relegated to a practice field, and
the messy matters of preparing for

the 1977 season were to be attended to,

"We were much-improved over last

time out," said Head Coach Bob Odell

of the Purple's confidence-boosting 9-7

win over the Crimson. Playing

Linksmen'Spen against Yqle
The golf team opens its season this

afternoon against Yale on the Ephs'
own Taconic Ciolf Club. Leading the

team onto the fairways of battle will

be co-captains Bill Upton and Doug
(%umbley.

Sophomore Ed "Big" Bousa has
nailed down the number one spot for

the first match. His consistency and
revamped leg movement should keep
him near the top for the entire seasmi.

Junior Dan Katz, victimized by
crip^ing knee surgery last spring,

retwBs to -the line-up this fall.

Although he has not been hitting the

ball up to his old standard, Katz has

stayed near the top with nerves like a
safe-cracker on the putting greens.

Fighting for the remaining spots

will be junior John Goodrich,
sophomores Chris Holm, Marcel
Oudln and Bill Sprague, and freshman

Chris Malone. Holm spent his first

year on the team as a junior executive

in a Coral Gables strip-mining

company, but now seems ready to

make a strong bid at cracking the top

seven. Oudin and Malone while not

blessed with the natural flowing

power of Chumbley or Upton, will rely

on shot-making ability and con-

sistency to wear down the opposition.

Young Sprague, 1976 Exeter golf

captain, seems to be making a

comeback. The invisible swing of 1975

seems to have regained some of its old

tempo andSprague could ben force to^

be reckoned with in the future. Lastly,

fine Canadian amateur player John
Goodrich has the potential to be one of

the best players on the team.

Goodrich tied for second in the

op«iing qualifying, and if he con-

tinues to practice, there is no telling

what he can do.

primarily his first-line players for

three quarters of the contest, Odell's

troops operated much more smoothly
than in a loss to New Haven last

weekend and the team appears to be
on schedule for their rendezvous with
Hamilton Saturday in the season-

opener.

The second Williams drive of the

gloomy afternoon was initiated by
junior tackle Mark Tercek's hip in-

jury (apparently not serious), but
quickly took a turn for the bright when
soph Dave Massucco hauled in a Bill

Whelan toss, a la Willie Mays, along
the sideline.

Behind some fine blocking up front

(Jack Spound and Ken Schoetz putting

in their second straight good week),

Williams marched to the Harvard
five, where Whelan took over and
scooted in off the right side. Ken
Hollingsworth added the PAT.

Odell had hoped that Harvard would
be able to throw a pair of talented

quarterbacks at Williams, but
Crimson sophomore Burke St. John
threw a monkey wrench into things by
making the travelling squad. High
school whiz Brian Buckley never quite

got going, and despite what seems like

a fine arm, seems to be the victim of a
once over-zealous Boston area press

or his own ego.

The Eph secondary showed no
mercy, however, and seem to be tiie

backbone of what should be a tough

defensive unit. Mark Eckert and Greg
McAleenan continue toswarm the ball

like a pack of wolves, while educating

newcomers Mark Gerry and Long
Ellis at the same time. Eckert and
Gerry pilfered one pass each, with the

former coming close on at least two
others.

Jolm Thiel and Phil Shuman worked

well at the linebacker spots, with

Shuman flying through a huge gap to

sack Buckley for a jthird-quarter

safety as the quarterback grounded a

desperation toss to the five-yard

stripe. Frosh Brian Benedict also

made several fine hits in his one-

quarter stint at linebacker.

"It's starting to come together,"

remarked Odell, "we've never been

known to set the world on fire on of-

fense early in the season.
'

' The Purple

offense has been spotty; but whoi
they've been good, they've been

impressive.

see FOOTBALL page 5

MIcliellt Cutsfortli ttrMcs Into secoMI
place in the Williams Invitational

Cross Country meet heM Saturday,

(photo by Luclan

'"%... DRUMMOND LINEN RENTAL
ii
Starting Wednesday Sept. 2l8t we will start exchanging linen in the dorms as In the past.

i Please leave your soiled linens in your box on the bottom floor of Vour entry.

These will be replaced with clean linens between 9:00am and 3:00pm.

:"V^

i

We apologize for any inconvenience that you mcy/

have been caused with our proposed new system.
i tee* .--Wf t*-

-^
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CC changes ACEC
concert i3id procedu re

wmm*

Reversing a decision made last

spring by the All-College En-
tertainment ComniiUee restructuring

committee, the College Council voted
to abolish a re<)uirement that the

ACEC consult tiie council before

submitting a bid to obtain a concert

performer.

ACEC Oiairman Steve Case '80

proposed the change "in order to

make concert bookings easier." He
pointed out that booking agents often

require \Ads at a short notice, so that

conferring with the council before

each bid "would become a hassle."

Council members accepted the

proposal «nth an amendment from
Jim Parsons 78 that requires the.

ACEC to meet with the council before

actually sighing a contract.

Case has already submitted bids for

a concert performance on Oct. 21, i>ut

he declined to reveal the names of the

performers under consideration. The
ACEC has tentatively scheduled two
other concerts on November 11 and
December 7.

Council President Tom Herwitz
initially opposed Case's proposal,

saying, "I don't think that it's too

unreasonable that the council
somehow be notified before the ACEC
submits a bid." After the vote he
expressed regrets concerning the

council's decision. "I'm disappointed

when the council reverses itself on
past deci8i(ms, especially vtithout

really giving them a chance to work,"
he said.

Herwitz also reported on the

progress of ^iw .Student Power
Committee formed last spring to

investigate student roles in college-

decision-making processes. St^e
Rothstein '78 and Greg Weber f9 are

currently reorganizing the com-
mittee, which held only one meeting
last year. In addition, Gargoyle is now
investigating student roles within the

power structure of various academic
departments, and will report on its

findings soon.

Several council members
questioned the effectiveness of the

Student Power Committee, including

Don McCauley '78, who charged that a

"glut Of committees will only increase

student apathy. "Herwitz concluded:

"the thing needed most to encourage
interest in this project is the

leadership of the council."

College CouncU President Tom
Herwitz announced that the

deadline for self-nominations for

council committees will be Sept. 30

at 4 p.m. The council is also ac-

cepting self-nominations to the

Comnuttee on Undergraduate Life

and Committee on Educationar
Policy parallel committees, and
will elect repres^tatives to those

committees during its next few
meetings. Ground was broken this week as Phase Two of Chapin bsgan. (photo by Oettgen)

$2 million in rehovdtions?

Regulations will benefit handicapped
byJeffKovar

New federal regulations designed to

implement the Rehabilitation Act of

1973 which went into effect this

summer could have serious con-

sequences for the College. The
regulations require that every
building on cadipus be made ac-

cessible tp liandicapped persons

within thrfee years of June 1, 1977.

If interpreted literally, these

refpilations could force the CpUsge to

^spend 12 million on renovations or lose

all federal funds.

The Physical Facilities Committee,

chaired by Collie Treasurer Francis

H. Dewey III '41, will address this

legislation as its first order of

business in its opening meeting of the

academic year, next week.

The new legislation poses numerous,

questions for very little is known
about it. The legislation can be read at

Student conservation booklet
gives tips on recycling
' The Committee on the Campus
Environment published a booklet this

summer dealing with conservation as

it applies to students and Berkshire

County residents. "Hie booklet outlines

ways to cut down waste by combining

common sense and recycling

techniques.

The coounittee is a volunteer

organization of students and facidty

which studies environmental issues

and acts as an advisory committee to

the college administration, llie group

Tht On Campus Snvironmtnt
Committtt \OCBC] ia an active

voluntetr organization ptrforming
stvtral functions for tht eoUtgt

community. In addition to rtstarching

and studying ptrtintnt anvironmtntal

issues, wt act in an advisory capacity

to tht administration. Wt ovtrstt tht

tntrgy consirvation programs and the

rteyeling programs on campus.

also asf^ae^ energy conservation

and recycling programs at Williams

and monitors the work-study students

involved with them.

Conservation techniques for cans,

bottles, papers, plasdc, food, and

energy are the major topics covered

in the publication. Each sec&on in-

cludes numerous tips al>out how to

save energy and cut waste. Some
suggestions include:

1) Use a butane lighter instead of

matches since the lighter is clean and

efficient white the matches often end

up as litter:

2) Put a plastic->Vrapped brick in

toilet tanks to reduce the amount of

water used in flushing.

3) Avoid aerosol sprays.

4) Stay away ftrom overpackaged

food since 40 per cent of solid waste is

packaging.

The booklet also includes in-

formation about the extent of the

resource problems facing the country.

It says, for example, that U.S. per

capita consumption of paper in 1969

was 5731 pounds—tlie equivalent of 03

cords of wood. It also says a 36-inch

stack of old New York Times is equal

to one natural tree.

The booklet admits a logical

question might bewhy the booklet was
published at all since it might well

wind up as waste? The answer is that

If the conservation tips are followed, a

lot more will be saved than was used

to pass on the information. And if you
don't Hke It—recycle it.

Copies are available in the lobby of

Jesi^ Hall or the Center for En-

vironmenial SMlies.

its maximum effect (putting a
tremendous financial burd«i on the

College), or on a very practical level

(such as the existing Massachusetts
laws on this topic).

Ihe College is still waiting for the

Federal government to spell out the

pr^^ise regulations, so they can know

exactly where the College stands and
how to begin compliance.

It is still to early to predict what
might occur, Dewey said. Though
there is some confusion over the

precise meaning of the legislation,

Dewey expressed confidoice that

things will begin to get underway and

Federal ragutotions may require llw College to facilitate easy access lor tha

handicapped to all buiMings within three years. (photo by Gladhill)

start making sense when the com-
mittee convenes next week.

Peter Welanetz, Director of the

Physical Plant, reports that Buildings

and Grounds is presoitly working on
an "intense . . . inventory" of all

existing College structures. This

inventory wttl classify the buildings as

to their present status of compliance

with federal and state laws, The in-

ventory will then serve as a starting

point for Dewey and his committ^.
Ihe Massachusetts laws pertaining

to the handicapped are less stringent

than the federal ones. Afassachusetts

requires, for example, that if

remodeling of a building to ensure

access by handicapped persons would

cost more than SO per cent of its wprth

then that building ^yould not have to

comply with the regulations.

Ihe Comnionwealth also imfdies

that access by hapdicapped persons to

only the ground floor of a dormitory

constitutes compliance with the law.

The federal legislation, however,

states in effect that if a handicapped

person wanted to live on the fourth

floor of West Ck>llege, access would

have to be provided him by means of

an elevator.

The College h(q>es that full com-
%M REOUl^TIONS page 3

River House offers decor, plain food
by Sally Midgley

A fast-food joint, a large cafeteria, a

Jewish deli, or a restaurant with belly

dancers could have appeared on

Water Street this fall. These plans

were rejected, however, as a r^Iica

of an early American tavern became
the setting for a new eating spot in

town: the River House Restaurant.

Although Harry and Twanette
Garvey and Bob and Sandy Kaufman
were involved with developing Water

Street, they never intended to tun tlie

restaurant that the Garveys were

renovating. But after interviewing

prospective lessees who "lacked both

the sensitivity and the sensibility,"

Kaufman says, "to get what's needed

for the town," the two families formed

a partnership to run the restaurant

themselves.
The families wanted a restaurant

which would offer prices below the

higher-priced restaurants in the area,

yet whose quality would be com-
parable. They were looking for dishes

that would be "fresh, not firoxen,

cooked to order, and with no fancy

sauces," Kaufman says. "We were
tired of eating at places where there

was too much rich food, where we
came away feeling like stuffOd pigs."

Kaufman felt that a restaurant

apociallzlng in dishes which were

lightly seasoned and of high quality

would lill a void in Williamstown

dining.

Combining their ideas and the

cooks' capabilities, the Kaufmans and
the Garveys worked out a menu
specializing in fresh fish, salads, and
meat. Lunch (served from 11:30-2:00)

offers soups, salads, sandwiches,

quiches, and various specials with

prices ranging from $.80 for a house

salad to $4.25 for a shrimp salad plate.

Dinner (served trom 5:30-10:00) in-

cludes a variety of appetizers and
entrees which range tnxm spaghetti

(I4.2S) to filet migMn ($10.90).

A big fir^lace. Pewter sconces,

hurricane lamps, barn-board floors,

fresh flowers,^liwddered windows and

antique furniture create a warm early

New England atmosphere at the

River Hous«. A blackboard in the

comer of th« dining room advertizM

the special of the day and a dessert

table displays various pies and cakes

which also change dally. The
restaurant is small, seoting only 80

people in its dining room and bar-

lounge area.

"One of the most exciting aspecte of

running the restaurant has been

watdiing Water Street develop," s«y«

Sander Kaufman. ' 'The appearances of

the properties have greatly improved

since the initiation of various projects

in the area."

The opening of The Potter's Wheel
in 1970 began tlie development of

Water Street. The Kaufmans, along

with several other people, began

buying buildings to renovate. Kauf-

man says he hoped to "create a mood,

to develop a '24-hour' street," com-
patible to both residences and
businesses. The Garveys, hoping to

develop their contracting-

architectural designing business^ in

the Williamstown area, begikn

renovating the restaurant building in

November 1976. It opened for business

in June 1977.

A busy graduation weekend
preceded a strong summer, during

which the River House was patronized

mainly by theater-oriented people.

"The summer theatre festival

adopted us," Kaufman says, "and we
had a lot of tolerant frioids."

The ofwners are pleased with the

progress of the Rivet House, but feel

the changes they make need to be

more consistent. ""I1)e mood, at-

mosphere, style, and food compare
favorably with the restaurants in the

area," Kaufman says, 'isut we won't

be satisfied until we're the best

restaurant around."

f'^t
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'Tleming" letters on Bild and Blacks evoke resentment
Rebuttal # 1

To the editor:

Despite the broaidside attack of

Greg Fleming, Karla Johnsen, Lynn
Steinberg and Michael Streitz against

my artide on Munich netKr«|»pers, I

didn't bother replying at the time. In

the case of angry letters such as
theirs, it is usually pointless.

Since two of their letters have ap-

peared in the Record in as many
^^Keks, however, and there is a serious

danger of their becoming a per-

manent fixtia% in it, I ttought I'd

better expose these people before

anyone begins taking them too

seriously. Expose is not a word I

choose lightly either.

With regards to the Munich letter,

Mr. Fleming et al, were i^^j^gj^ to

denounce the BUd as they were to

employ its tactics in denouncing me.
Although there was no way any of

them could know who wrote the ar-

ticle (my by-line was accidentally left

off), this didn't stop them from
describing my life style in Munich. I

was the "Record journalist enjoying

himself in fashionable Munich."
Sounds pretty nice, huh? In fact, I

^pent three months there washing
dishes, menial work for menial
wages, living in a cramped crowded
$30-a-month room in one of the poorer

sections of the city. They then

suggested that "pertiaps" I "should"
have condemned the BUd'* pcditical

views. If by this they mean I "ought",

I can only reply that the point I was

trying to get across is that the Bild

and its like are silly and I took it for

granted that any political views they

expressed would be likewise, and I

didn't worry about them. To be

honest, I never found an editorial page
in any of them. Editorials have far too

much connection with important
events to be of interest to a scandal

slteet editor, or so I believe. In any
case, if by this "perhaps . . . should"

construction, they meant that, if

writing the article themselves, they

"would" have attacked the Bild's

politics, they are perfectly welcome to

the next time they take up the subject.

Wtiat's unfortunate here is that Mr.
Fleming et al. were on the verge of

making a valid point, but it was
drowned out by their chorus of

polemics.

I. wish I could say that much for

their most recent assault. They begin

by reproaching minority groups on
campus for not being willing to do
their revolutionary dirty work for

them ("At one time minority groups
held promise of being an anti-

captalist force . . . What little of that

(HTomise did exist at Williams has
obviously dried up"), then start

tossing around their pejoratives and
Marxist vocabulary like Msbees on a
Sunday afternoon. Williams is a
"discriminatory institution",
although we are handed this verdict

without so much as an indictment,

much less a trial. Maybe Wpliams is

discriminatory, but I think it is asking

too much that we should take it for

granted.

14 programs use campus for summer
Twenty-eight hundred pet^le participated in fourteen programs at

Williams over the summer. Associate Provost David Booth said the visitors

made seasonal layoffs unnecessary and helped cover building maintenance
costs.

According to security director Walter O'Brien, the campus was "busy"
but that the families were orderly, causing no problems.

^
Groups ranged from a tennis camp to "Foundations of Swedish

7>veaving" to "The American Studies for Executives" program.

CEP studies division requirement
The Committee on Educational Policy is studlying the patterns in which

students pick their courses to determine the need for a "General Education"

program. The problem area includes how wide a course distribution a liberal

arts education requires, and how best to insure that students take this

mixture. Committee members will sift through myriad statistics to see if

there is a problem and then deal with questions of free election versus in-

creased division requirements to achieve the goal

Geologist speaks on Adirondacks
Dr. Ingvar W. Isachsen of the New York State Geological Survey will

lecture on the "Geology of the Adirondacks" at 4 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 27 in

Room 105 of Clark Hall (geology building). A second lecture, also on
Tuesday, Sept. 27, will focus on recent small but measurable vertical

movements in the terrain of the Adirondacks and will be at 8 p.m. in Bronf-

man auditorium. The movements are unusual since they have been
measured in the geologically short time, about a centtoy, since railroads

have been in the region.

Since joining the New York State Geological Survey in 1958, Isachsen

IMS studied the petrology, structure, and economic geology of the Adiron-

dack region. He is a member of the U.S. Geological Survey and is adjunct

professor of geology at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and the State

University at Albany.

Next, the divine logos tells us that

we live in "a society which ultimately

cannot afford to mentally liberate its

members." -I ftm not sure what
"liberated" means here, but as far as
I can make out, it means thinking like

the authors. If so, the state of my
liberation is pretty obvious, and I

don't feel the need to apologize for it

either.

Moving right along, the authors

warn that the College is mistaken in

"expecting the socially deprived and
econpmically exploited to be
'academically qualified' " Regular
readers of the Record may recall that

it was a similar statement which
caused charges of racism to rain down
on Andy O'Donnell last year. To this I

would add that I think it is just as
humanitarian for the College to

refrain from encouraging students to

come here who will be ambushed by
the workload as it is for it to make
special efforts to seek out "disad-

vantaged" students who would truly

benefit from this school.

Finally, Mr. Fleming and his

friends conclude by reproaching
blacks for letting the^ student union

become "nothing more than a sup-

portive academic resource." Perhaps
I am just naive, but it is not at all clear

to me from this what the authors think

the role of the Black Student Unirni

should be. I will, however, hazard a
guess. Ilie proper role of the HSU
should be to bring down
"discriminatory," "hypocritical,"

"capitalist" Williams. As a white, I

am offended by this reasoning. Were I

Idack, I would be outraged

What kind of idiots do these people

-ttitdcminority students are to believe

that, after undergoing what I presume
in many cases to be substantial

flnancial hardship to come here, they

should want tobum the place down? If

there is going to be any "liberating"

around here, it is going to result from
students, disadvantaged or not,

coming to learn and understand the

problems of the poor and trading

ideas on their solution. It won't come
from the sloppy polemics and
dogmatic ideological frauds of Mr.
Fleming and his friends.

Mark Twain made the point best

when he wrote: "Loyalty to petrified

opinions never yet broke a chain or
freed a human soul in this world—and
never will!"

Peter RfaiteU

Rebuttd #2
To the editor:

Gregory Flemming et al.'s letter on
the sell-out of black students at

Williams shows that, while anti-

capitalism may have dried up here,

arrogance and assininity remain
alive and well.

Tbe writers denounce blacks for not

"opposing a discriminatory in-

sUtution like Williams " Armchair
radicaUam has seldom had more
ardent champions than Mr. Flem-
ming et al. I am reminded of Lewis

Lapham's last column in Harper's

Magazine, in which he tells of the

Park Avenue millionaire who, while

sampling the Chateau d'Yquem being

poured by his French butler, deplored

to his dinner guest the lack of

revolutionary social turmoil in the

country.

The rest of the letter is in-

comprehensible pseudo-Marxist gib-

berish. Perhaps a field trip to North
Adams, Mass. (for their information,

the next town over) or Wheeling, W.
Va. might afford the authors respite

,

from the dry rhetoric of political

science lectures, and provide them
with some insist into the very real

social problems which exist in the

United States. In the meantime,
gratuitous sniping at black students,

faculty and administration serves no
constructive purpose.

—Ted Stroll

Rebuttal #3
To the editor:

I'm addressing this letter to

Gregory Fleming and company in

reference to their letter to the editor

concerning black students (Sept. 20).

I find your letter distressing. I read

in it resentment and name calling,

and Rnd that these prevent you from
seeing anything beyond a contest

between two diametrically opposing

sides. You condemn Williams (College

as being discriminatory, as serving to

promote the privileged lives of

"several administrators and
academics," and as perpetuating a
capitalist system that "cannot affwd
to mentally liberate its' members."

'

What exactly did you come to

Williams for (surely you didn't think it

wasn't a private enterprise)? This is

not a rhetorical question. What are

your goals and how do you want to

pursue then? Incidentally, I am
aware that you, the writers, are white.

You labd as hypocritical the goal of

establishing a cUverse body of black

students while "expecting the

deprived and economically e:q>loited

to be 'academically qualifled.' " What
would you suggest? No academic
standaids? A different way of judging

academic promise? Dropping the idea

of establishing a diverse body of black

students? A different set of criteria

for admission altogether? Try
sticking your neck out and dare to

suggeil something that can be done at

WllUanu. I am not really interested in

how you would change that great

monolith called "society." Starting

small is more of a challenge.

The most disturbing thing about
your letter is that you talk about

human beings as parts of a
homogeneous group (such as "ad-
ministrators" and "blacks") rather

dun as individuals. One way of

promoting harmony among "groups"
ia to stop thinking ol peofde as soldiers

in armies engaged in war. Above all, I

cherish the fact that I am an in-

dividual.

BealamlnOrMta-'T*

Absentee ballots
To the editor:

As most of us know (and the Fresh-

men will soon come to realize), being

nestled in the tranquil, pastoral world

ot the BerkshireS has many beneflts—

as well as several drawbacks. One
unfortunate thing that seems to

happen to many of us here is that we
begin to lose touch with reality.

National or home-state news im-

fortunately must take a back seat to

Chaucer or Plato, lliis is not to

denigrate studying, but we become so

immersed in books that we un-

consciously neglect things that we are

obligated to do.

It is with this in mind that I would

like to address myself sepedfically to

the New Jersey and Virginia residents

on campus. Your states are the only

two in the nation with gubernatorial

elections this year. Let this serve as a

reminder: register to vote if you

already have not and obtain an ab-

sentee ballot application! Take a

minute or two and request either form

(or both) from your county clerk back

home. A simple postcard request mil

do. It is imperative that this be done

NOW or, due to time limitations, you

may forfeit your privilege to vote in

this election.

Many people fought a long, uphill

battle for the 18 year old vote—take
advantage of it. Exercise your right.

VOTE

!

Charles L. Hlrsch '80

Vice President

Williams College Republicans

__- VVCFM..
Special Programming
The Music Of . . . (Sundays at 7:M)

Sept. 25 - Bruce Springsteen

Oct. 2 - "Die CTrusaders

Oct. 9 - Earl Hines

Oct. 16 - Gil Scott-Heron

Oct 23 - Traffic - Steve Winwood
Nov. 6 - Aretha Franklin

Nov. 13 - "Punk Rock"
Nov. 20 - Blue (^ter Cult

Nov. 27 - George Duke

The New Album Review for Sep-

tember 26-30 (10-12 a.m.)

MONDAY
Kalapana-Katapana III

Bob Marley and the Wailers-

Exodus
BeBop Dduxe - Modem Music

TUESDAY
Ultravox!

Grateful Dead-Terrapin SUtion

Small Faces - Playmates

WEDNESDAY
Osantu
Billy Joel - The Stranger

The Crusaders - Free as the Wind

THURSDAY
Nektar - Magic is a ChUd
Chicago - Chicago XI

Odyssey

FRIDAY
Natural Life - All Music
Pat Metheny - Watercolors

John Coltrane - Afh>-Blu« Im-

pressions sides 3 and 4
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HowtKe Baxter food sago began
by David 8«rkln

Recent allegations by Amnesty
International that gastronomic
conditions in Baxter Hall consUtute a
fundamental violation of the human
rights of freshmen have drawn an
outraged response from many of the

partisans of that distinguished edifice.

Spring Street's famous pizza (most
chose the berries). After many years,

this practice of starving ihe freshman
class was finally exposed by
missionaries who penetrated the

snows of western Massachusetts and
reached Williamstown at the middle
of the nineteenth century.

A spirited defense is now building

which emphasizes the rich and varied
history of Baxter, a history well

deserving of a hearing in print.

,Few people at WiUiams can still

remember the dark days before
Baxter w^s built. At that time fresh-

men, in accordance with the' teachings

of Thoreau, were forced to laid for

themselves, living on wild berries and

Years of tireless work for college

supplied meals finally paid off when
the administration conceded its error

and adopted the missionary position.

Construction of Baxter soon began.

Original plans to model it on the

Parthenon had to be droiq>ed when no
one could remember ' what the

Athenian temple looked like. The
classics department was unavailable

for comment. The College and the ar-

chitects finally agreed upon Rouen
Cathedral as the ideal model, and the

building was erected In 29 minutes.

The opening of Baxter was
singularly inauspicious. Hundreds of

famistied freshmen milled around for

hours unaware that an oversight had
placed the dining rooms on the second
floor. Life soon settled down,
however, and meals ran especially

smoothly when students agreed to line

up rather than to rush at the <^K>d in

mob fashion.

The food in those early days was at

Oest predictable, consisting mainly of

bread, with an occasional com mitffln

or bagel. The reforms of the legen-

dary Mark Hopkins, however, had
already commenced. From the end of

his log, Hopkins had overseen sudi
innovations as plates, forks, and the

brilliant, but still mfsunderatood,

salad bars.

The golden days of Baxter now
began. Great men came from around
the. world to eat there. Marx
developed rainy of his' most con-

troversial theories over cottage
cheese, once remarking to James
Garfield, "Coca Ccda ... is the

opium of the people."

The 1920's were just as gay.

Hemingway hunted antelope in the

roerve dining room, but accidentally

bagged Gertrude Stein Instead,

precipitating a ban on elephant guns.

During these years the snack bar was
opened as a speakeasy with one of the

country's best floor shows. Al Capone
was a regular customer until he was
refused service for not having taken a
number. The 1930's brought changes
as students faced up to the adversity

of depression. President Roosevelt, in

machine and deveioped.a yslem ibr

using recycled paper in maihed
potatoes.

All this magnificence, though, has
not won universal acclaim for Bax|er.

Complaints still ring in the hallowed

hall, and students still desdrlbe the

meals in the words of a Williams

graduate of ISM, who wrote:

To eat, or not to eV: that is the

qiKBttOn: ' "" '"

Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to

one of his famous table-shJe dittts,

remarked; "The only thing we have to

fear is the food itself." The fight

against fascism was joined here too.

Refugee scientists from Germany
Invented the push-biitton milk

All locked in, all locked out, locked.
byJohnRindlaub

"Hello," she says. "Would you mind helpingme unlock my room? "

"Not at all," I answer in the affected tone of an experienced junior.

"Oh, you're a junior? You know, you're getting old," she says earnestly.

I never thought that at 20 1 was over the hill and yet she's right. Already the

campus seems so comfortably familiar I think I've never been away at all. Yet
good friends are everywhere but where I want them to be—abroad, at other

schools, picking apples, pumping oil. Still, my dorm is home and I call it that. I

love the warmth of a dozen familiar faces and the novelty and excitement of

forty new ones. Junior year has taken its toll, but its off to a great start until . . .

Friday morning, 8:30. It is hot and rainy. I'm out of bed in a flash to open a
window, but it's jammed, locked tight. Sweating madly, I run for the shower,

then lock my door and head for breakfast.

"Your I.D. please," she says.

"Sorry, I left it . .
." I'm forced to return to the room througji the rain.

"Damn," I'shbut, and kick ihyself. I've left the keys behTndtKe rdckeddbbi".' By
the timaSecurity comes and I find my I.D., breakfast is over and I'm late for

my 9 o'clock, class.

10:30, at Baxter Hall. I work my way through the crowds to my mail box.

I've forgotten my combination, and scramble frantically in my wallet for the

little pink slip of paper that has the numbers. When I find it, it's so worn from
countless trips through the washing-machine that I can't make anything out I

desperately grab the knob of the box, hoping I'll remember the numbers out of

habit. Praying- that some supernatural force will guide my fingers, I lessen my
grip. I ask for help from behind the high wall of boxes, and when I finally open

mine, I get a little scrap that says "You can't come to our O.D.A. party without

boxer shorts.
'

' I sigh, since I don' t wear boxers.

Noon at the library. I plan (o study a bit before lunch and head for my
books. The book locker is jammed tight, so I call Security, who calls Building

and Grounds, who force the door open. I've missed lUnch S(> I run to Con-

stantino's for a pizza.

After class, at the gym, I get a locker, but I've been given the wrong
combination. I return to the pit, exchange combos, and try again. Again it's

wrong. The third time I get 'lucky,' I change in a hurry and run to the tennis

courts.

I find a partner, but the courts are locked, so together we climb the fence. I

rip my pants and his racket gets caught on top, breaking a string. We sit down
discouraged.

After dinner, I proceed to the Record office to wHte this story, but it's

locked. The key is in the editor's mail box but I know I don't know his com-
bination if I don't know my own. Frustrated, I descend the steps to WCFM and
ask the DJ if there's any place on campus that isn't locked and he just stares at

me as if I'm really nuts. He mumbles something about a free country and John
Locke, so I take the hint and leave.

I decide to get away from campus for a healthy breath of fresh, tree, air. A
"bik'eride,"! decide,' and'head for the basement. MyTroht wheel is locked to the

bike rack and the rest ofmy bike has been 'borrowed.' On the verge of insanity,

I look for a Psychology Today magazine to console nie, but they are locked in

the Psych. Department secretary's office.

Now I'm more determined than ever to get away. I look for some tunnels

I've heard about, but they're locked. If I can't hide underground, I'll try above.

The chapel tower rushes to mind, but after groping in the dark and finding the

tower door, it, too, is locked.

Small wonder so many people are going away this weekend. It's now
growing dark and familiar tunes fill the air as Friday night parties take off. t

head for my car, wondering if Smith is all locked up, too, and whether everyone

down there wears boxers to parties. But I'm wondering in vain because the

car's locked and I've lost the key. All locked in, all locked out, I climb to my
room and lock the door.

suffer^

The slings and arrows of outrageoua

portions.

Or to take arms against a plate of

troubles.

And by opposing end them? To die:

to eat;

No more; and, by a fast to say we
end

The heartburn and the thousand

natural shocks

That freshmen swear at, 'tis a
^ consummation
Devoutly to be wish'd.

Government
to ask for changes

REGULATIONS from paga 1

pliance with the state regulations will

be considered sufficient for the

federal regulations, and has managed
to get verbal consent by state officials

approached with this suggestion.

Unfortqinately, when pressed tar a:

written statement, the officials

ddifihetf;
"•'" •'^' •'«'""—

^
«'

Administration officials have been
closely watching the courts for clues,

as to how strict the U.S. Government
will be in regulating the new statute.

Pacing outlays of moire than two
million dollar^ if all federal
regulations are complied with on one
hah<),.aad losing all Dept. of Health,

Education and Welfare monies if the
College is found in violation of the law
on the other, the Administration id

attempting to stay "somewhere in the

middle."

Wesf Package Store
Route 2 between N.A. & Williamstown 643-M8I

FINEST WINE SELECTION IN THE AkEA

ESTATE BOTTL'INGS FROM
GERMANY ft FRANCE

AAANY CHAMPAGNES ft

SPARKLING WINES

CALIFORNIA VARIETALS
AND JUG WINES

In Store Specials!

Case Discounts

If We Don't Carry

It, We'll Find

it!

BALLANTINE or UTICA CLUB BEER

16oz. Returnable Bottles

$C49 PER CASE

DEPOSIT -$1.50

WINE IN

GALLONS
FROM

$399

Return This

Ad For

SOc
discount on any

case of beer

Good until Nov. I

West Variety Store - Open 7 days a week
SUNDAY A.M. ^ pRESH DONUTS, ROLLS, BREAD, SESAME BREAD
SPECIAL!

STUDENTS WELCOME
"7 ', Tii

COLONIAI. PIZZA 52 Spring St

1 LOCATlbJMS

CM WZZA 22 Spring St

—THE BEST PIZZA IN THE AREA—

Small & large pizzas - delicious grinders & spagiietti

OPEN DAILY nam-Sam-ritaysawMk

We ifn&ke fresh dough daily

c«e piz2A iiCLLi all kinds of

«ANOWICHES WITH CHEESE $135
*•"

Incl.

FREE DELIVERY, TO COLLEGE ON ORDERS Of »I5.00 OR AAORE

TELEPHONE;
COLONIAL - 4SMI14 or «IMMt

C ft E 4IM(I71

[owitfin — Etitn S'ComtMtBiu AiUgmos ]
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'IDUB -J OpO«;' \;i^u§hat, not with 'Ei^orcist'

"Birth of a Nation
"

by Dm Frailer

Arclteology JOl "Folkways of the

Seventies" will meet Friday nl|bt in

&x«fin«n Auditorium at 7:00 and

0:00. This week's document is "The
Exorcist", providing welcome respite

from a we^ of rational thought.

This movie works—no small

compliment to the brutally efficient

director, WUliavi FriedUn. It works

like a roller coaster—relentlessly,

with raw ptwsical sensation mocUM
luy cmadSus tfibujtht. FriedKiii s^ys,

"There are only three reasons to

make a movie to make people laugh,

to make them cry, or to frighten

them." The evidence of his attitude

proves he believes it, and believes it in

spades.

Priedkin says that when he read

William Peter Blatty's book he

became physically ill and enjoyed the

IH-ocess. And I suppose tiiat it is fun to

be swept up by forces beyond our

control—it relieves us of any
respoDSibiUty. Ihe adult sophisticate

can laugh at the transparency of the

tricky special effects white totally

aware of their visceral Impact. In-

deed, without this gut-Jerking thrill

there isn't much else. The scares here

are effective but mechanical—raging

animal sounds, flyhig furniture, the

famous 360 degree pivot.

We can also enjoy the movie's

posture of high and serious

CathoUcism, but on the level of a

dhnenitore 3-D holy picture.

Filmmakers can have fun with

ctniiiiiei-ciaiized Tetlgloir-^^wltness

gothic horror comedies like

"Rosemary's Baby" and especially

Brian De Palma's gleefully sadistic

"Carrie". But the "Exorcist" is so

heavily ham-witted that we must

laugh at it, not with it. Such

shallowness to be pretending at

"apocalyptic vision" (Blatty's own

words!

)

So what if it doesn't even follow its

rules by not making evenown

rdigious kense. Asked why he enjoyed
dte film, a young man frankly con-

feasad that he "Uwk" believed in

"that sort of stuff." What sort of stuff?

A shrug q( the insignificance of huraan
knowledge.

His vagueness was at once touching,

pitiful, and to-the-point. Fuzzy-
thinkers are fair game for this sort of

old stuff, as they are for any
mysticism that explains sen-

selessness by saying that there's no
sach^ttilng as sense. -"''-" ^ "-

After playing it both ways with

Good vs. Evil, we hardly notice the

absence of real characters or feelings.

Blatty trots out the cliches: The gidlt-

ridden divorcee (Satan's chance), the

joking-but-saintty priests from
"Going My Way", the gruff Jewish
cop with a heart of gold. Cardboard
figures can elicit no feeling.

Enjoy the ride. Leave, your cares
behind, not to mention your mind.

Griffith film found historic, controversial
by Cari-Esta Albert

. "Birth of a Nation" is P- W, Grif-

fith's version of the Civil War. Thef

story revolves around a Yankee
family named the 'Stonemans and a

Confederate family named the

Camerons whose paths cross in the

aftermath of the war. Stoneman has

been sent down to set up a government

in the Cameron's hometown of

Piedmont. Love affairs develop
between the children of the two

families but these relationships are

threatened '. by the differing

philosophies of the nerthemers and
sodthemers.

, The movie examines the tensions

which were prevalent in the South in

the post-war period, Refusing to

accept the reality of emancipation,

the oldest Cameron boy initiates the

formation of ,the Ku Klux Klan. The
film climaxes in a battle between the

black militia and the Clansmen. One
sees both northern and southern

whites united against a "common
enemy."

Griffith's conception is blatantly

prejudicial in its display of blacks.

They are usually shown as either

drunk or ignorant, whereas the

Klansmen are portrayed as the

knights in whit^ armor—the saviors of

the south— approaching the besieged

city over the hill in a blaze of light.

There was much controversy when
the film was released; the NAACP
staged a very successful boycott.

GrURth'himselfjrespondedby writing

a parapltlet called "The Rise and iFall

of Free Speech in America."
Reviewers however, haUed the film

for its cinematic achievement.
Griffith hadmoved away from static

,

theatrical presentations.

This Saturday night, Reel Vintage will

present "The Birth of a Nation" at

7:30 in Bronfman Auditorium.

A COAT FOR ALL SEASONS

by SIERRA DESIGN
NORTH FACE
CAMP 7

fmrkm . . . M m*U»mi
all wvatkrr nmdiliont
. . Li»» »r Lumh.

arcadian shop
Oh* Wawr SirMt WilliMnttown. Mm.

413 - 4SS - 3670

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY

RECORDS
78 Water St., Wllllamstpwn

JAZZ LP'S $2.WI
:. ". ' 1 :.' ,

Oisxter Gordon "Our AA^n"

"Mingus AAoves"

Coltrane "Alternate Takes"
l3olphy "Jitterbug Waltz"

MJQwith Sonny Rollins

sdf

.

DOLPH'5 INFERNO
STEAK FISH CHICKEN

W/A Full Line of Sandwiches

STEAK DINNERS FROM $2.99

HAPPY HOUR DAILY SPAA -7PM in our Lounge

OPEN DAILY IIAAA- UNTIL

main street,.Will itimstown

458-4818

SLIPPKin is V s ^\ \

50 \ arieT

f^ n LVU ^\ i > wnn \-m r

CI

Horvesi

Cone ffldkes febrics people llvie Irr.

siO^
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Six comprise group

Sculptor donates works to college
f) Six wprkB by the prominent sculptor

Hert>ert"Berber were given to the

College last summer as a gift from
Ferber and his wife, Edith. The
welded sculptures, are permanently

displayed on the lawns north of the

Sawyer Library. The gift to the

College was announced by President

John W. Chandler who stated that tlie

?»'**»8ix sculptures add new vitality and
interest to a segment of tlie WiUiams
campus that is viewed daily by

THE WILUAMS
JAZZ ENSEMBLE

vylll t>e holding auditions on Chapin

stage Sunday, September 25 at 6: 30

pm and Wednesday, September 28

at 9:30 pm.

There are available positions for

(1) alto sax, (I) tenor sax, and (2)

trombones.

Those auditioning are requested to

come to auditions both nights.

AT THE
Congrsgotlonol

Church, Rt. 2 acroti from

Spring St.

SATURDAY 1000-4:00

SE^. 24

hundreds of members of the Williams
community."
Ferber's career as a sculptor spans

almost Ave decades. Bom in 1901, his

first exhibition was at the National

Academy of Design in New York in

1930. According to S. Lane Faison Jr.,

professor of art emeritus at Williams,

Ferber was a pioneer in welded
sculpture during the late 1940*8 iEirid

19S0's. His work broke away from the

tradition of carved or molded
sculpture. Examples are on display in

important art museums throughout

the world, including a piece
prominently placed in the garden of

the Museum of Modem Art in New
York eity. The College owns three

other works by Ferber, two of them in

the recently-donated Lawrence
Bloedel art collection.

"Sculpture is art in space," noted

Faison, who emphasized the

educational value of the Ferber

works. "It is meant to be walked
around. Passersby, especially in-

terested students, will learo to do just

that, and observe changing rhythms,

axes, emphdies, shifting lights and

shadows. To have a group, rather than

a single work, is all the more exciting,

particularly when it represents a

range of work by one of America's

most distinguished sculptors."

$50 REWARD

Silver Men's

Navajo Bracelet

UOST IN LIBRARY
MONDAY, SEPT. 19th

Anniversary present

trom Jamie.

It means a lotto me.

CALL
458-3159 on weekends
(212) 751-9630 (collect)

on weekdays

JIM HEEKIN
TORREY WOODS RD.
WILLIAMSTOWN

Why cpt short?

Ain«rkqn
CancerSocMyI

KING'S

LIQUOR

STORE

52 Spring Street

458-5948 Herbert Ferber's six sculptures have generitMl wkMy varying raictiom fMin

members ol the Collafle community. (photoby Bleezarde)

pney
FirstCh

from
First Agricultural

Nothing is harder to master than money management. Schools

teach economic theory and parents pass on what they can. However,
experience is the best teacher. That's one reason First Agricultural

offers FirstCharge. Another is that FirstCharge allows young adults to

establish a necessary bank reference and line of credit to help them
in the future.

FirstCharge is a full-service credit card. It's good with hundreds
of Berkshire merchants ... the same ones that honor First Aggie

Master Charge cards The on/y difference is th'Jit FirstCharge is not

valid outside the County. And remember, you receive 30 days

InterestJree with FirstCharge and up to 90 days Interest free on
purchases over $ 100 with participating merchants.

In the event you don't have a full-time job. a co-signer may be

required for your FirstCharge card. To get more information ^d
your application for RrstCharge. just return the coupon. Or stop in a

convenient First Agricultural office and ask for a FirstCharge

application. At Rrst Agricultural, we give you the credit you deserve.

First
AgricuKural

Bank
"

#'

I

I

I

i
m:
I

I

I

I

I

I

\

MEM6ERFDIC-

Please
send me
more information and an

application <ur FilrstCtiarge.

Nabte

Street Address

Citv

Return to Pint Agrlculturai Bank. FirstCharge Depl. .

09 West St Plttsfield. MassaclWsetts 01201
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Odell holds 38-9-1 record
A MKccMful coach, on any level and

in any afwrt, U bonod to accrue
memorie* and storlea enough to fill

any willing listener's spare hours for

weeks on end. The problem, however,
is that no coach ever t>ecanie suc-

ceaafid by telling stories of his past.

Precious time spent preparing to keep
a. brlUiw;! tvmi ioytct—JKiUican&
football mentor Bob Odell is no ex-

ception.

The drat words the six-year
Williams coach was able to drum up
on the verge of his lOOth career vic-

tory were, "time to get started on the

next 100, starting Saturday." Odell,

however, is only human, and the

thoughts of 100 gratifying victories

with countless dedicated players rose

to the surface.

"My most memorable wins? Well,

how about the most recent one—"
(last Novonber's shocking 34-7 upset

. MMoAty^a). "That was one of the

most gratifying wins I've ever been
associated with."

"It's very satisfying to have been
able to win that many," continued

Odell, "I feel honored that the kids

tiave been able to win that many." In

addition toiiis guttering 38-9-1 record
at Williams, Odell was 37-21 in eight

years at Bucknell, and 24-29-1 in a six-

year stint at Penn, his alma mater.
Odell recalls some of the other fine

wins his clubs hiave posted over the

last 18 years: a big upset of Harvard
'% his second year at Bucknell, and a
win over Princeton at Penn—the one
which earned him a watch from the

school, a wateh at which he proudly

glances for the winning score of the

game.
During the early 40's, Bob Odell,

was a 60-minute football player, the

kind your father tells you about, but

.titat you don't really believe ever
eaiisted. As what Grantland Ric6 once
called "as fine an all-around athlete

;
as I've every seen," Odell was named
to the AIJ-Axnerican team twice, and
was voted the top collie football

player in the country in 1943.

^Following a term aS backfield coach
afft^niversity of Wisconsin (during

whicnthe Badgers made a trip to the

Rose Bowl) Qdell was named head
coach at BiickndHn 1957. Three years
later, Odell and BuikqeU won the
Lambert Cup. Quite a jump^ ih>m
the 1957 squad which went 1-8J^a^g
only a winless team. "I beganto..

received, including twice being
named New England Small CoUege
Coach of the year (1971 and 1978), the

Purple Cow in Bob Odell emerges.
"The wins over Amherst in '71, '72,

and '73 were great ones," beams
Odell. "Those were all unbeaten
teams and that's the advantage of

having atraditional^ival like that."

Through all the wins whidi be has
achieved at four different schools,

however, the Bob Odell who seldom
emerges through the pages and pages
of endless bland pre and post-game
quotes is seen. To know that Bob Odell

is to understand the difference bet-

ween Williams and Ohio St.—«nd no,

it's not 60 points.

"Some coaches tell people to stay
out of the field," says Odell, "weU, if I

bad it to do all over again, I would do
exactly the same thing." Ttie 55-year-

old coach glances at his offlee wall,

where pictures of his captains hang
among the many trophies his squads
have won. "There are so many ex-

citing people who I've met and come
to know by having coached them here.

Look at those two ('71 captoins John
Murray, Bob Rutkowski), they're

both doctors now."
He continues along the wall,

reciting the names and memories of

his Williams captoins. "This summer
was Jim Baldwin's wedding up here,"

he gleams with the smile of someone
whose own son had just been married.

"The spectacular games stick out in

your mind," explained the coach,
"but most of the wins and losses fade.

What stays with you are the close

relationships that are built—you find

out alot about each other on the

football field. Kids at Williams are
just great, they play because they
want to play," says Odell, making it

easier to understand how someone
who was once the best player in the
land is able to come to a small,
academically-minded New England
College and seem so happy.
Odell announced to his squad before

the thrilling Wesleyan upset of a year
ago that that win would be his 100th—
and the Ephs got it for him, but it was
only his 99th. "Itwasa mistoke," says
Odell with a bit of gleam in his eye,

"but it worked." The perfect com-
l>ination of sentimentality and
ps)^che—perhaps the story of Bob
Odell tit Williams.

Tomorrow afternoon in Clinton,

assures Odell, but no coach gains 100
wins one game at a time; you can bet
Bob Odell ah-eady has Middlebury's
game plan churning away in his mtod.
Congratulations on the first 99, coach,
and good luck toward number 100 and
the next 100 after that. The Ephs are
lucky to have you around.

run over

Hotchkiss 31-26
The freshman cross country team

started off the season on Wednesday
with a 26-31 win over Hotchkiss on the

Lakeville, Conn, campus. John Mc-
Cammond won the 2.6 mile contest

with a 13:58 clocking followed by Phil

Darrow in second at 14:05. Cam Virrill

(14:44) and PatOobson (14:54) trailed

a pair of Hotchkiss harriers with a Sth

and 6th place conclusion respectivdy,

while Bob Tyler and Erik Oline

rounded out the scoring in 12th and
13th.

^tl»tl coach Bob Otfeirfwl^ a dlewing rwoni at Williams, Buckntll, and_^ •
-,

.
(photo by Tague)Penn

Hamilton opens football season,
underdogs to give Ephs good fight

wonder if this line of work was for ^T«w York, coach Odell begins his
me," chuckles Odell. quesMor another 100 wins, make that
Among all the honors which he has lOl wins><One game at a time,"

by llm Layden
Remember that little scrawny kid

on your street when you were about
twelve? You know, the kid everyone
from the bully of the neighborhood to

your younger brother used to beat up
or challenge to knock the chip off his

shoulder? And then, everyone hits age
fifteen or sixteen and the little shrimp
is just as big as everyone else and
nobody wants any part of him.

Hamilton's footba^ program was
always the whipping boy for all the

NESCAC schools. The ContinenUls
ran up a 23-game losing streak,

lasting through 1974, just one game
shy of the NCAA DlvisiMi III record.

When Rochester droK>ed Williams
from their schedule in 1976 "to go big

time" (after all, the Yellowjackets
had only lost to Williams 38-4 and 16-7

in '74 and '75), Hamilton was added to

the Ephs schedule. Chalk up a yearly
49-12 Williams win, said the ejqierts.

Not so fast, folks. Hamilton has
slowly and quietly built itself a very
respectable football team in the un-
civilized wilds of ainton. New York.
"Hamilton had not had a strong
football team in recent years," sajd
Williams mentor Bob Odell, "we had
seen them through films and Renzie
Lamb's scouting, and we were a little

Ruggers Start agdinst'Albany Law
The Williams Rugby FootbaU Hub

opens its schedule tomorrow with an
away contest against Albany Law.
Prospects for the year range from
good to excellent. The club has a
strong nucleus of experien6ed
veterans losing only four players from
last year's 10-3-2 club. John Greer,
Dave Levy, and Jamie Edwards were
lost with the graduating class, and
Dewey Power took a year off.

Last year's club posted one of the
fmest records in- recent years. After
losing the season's opener to
Columbia, the WRPC went on a 9
game undefeated streak marred only
by a 13-13 tie with Siena. The club's
high point was a 14-12 win over
Harvard. After losing two games in a
row, the club went on to win two then
end the season with a scoreless tie,

again with Siena.

BoMiMM ami Wonwn's R««by opm ttiairMason tonMrrow with away gamM at
Albany Uw. Pkturad It MMiwateyl pracKc* scHmmag* ef 1«w men's club
which posted a l»-3-J record last year. (photoby Gastl

Led by captoins Jim Stuart and
ally Boyer, the club has come a long

way in4ts two weeks of practice and
should be feady for tomorrow's game.
For this year, team size is not a
problem. 'The scruiin's.^erage weight
should run close to 2iS^^pound8. Al
Dalton, Jim HiitohinS, JinT^^tuart,
Charlie Davis, John Svoboda and Ken
(iuinn are all working hard for the A-
side positions. John Raitt, Victor Bell,

Paul Shorb, Carl Webster and BUly
O'Reilly will round out the remaining
positions. The line findSKWaUy Boyer,
Tom Kondel, Jack DuPre and Jim
Maxwell all returning from last year's
A-side. Jamie Barickman, Dave
O'ConneU and Vic Zerbino wiU fiU in

the line. Jen Dunn and Phil Herman
are battling it out for scrum half.

Numerous other returning veterans
and a group of freshmen round out the
squad and all wiU see some action.

A new addition to the club this year
is the full time participation of the
women's team. After winning their
only game last spring the women did a
good deal of organizing and presently
have a five game schedule for this
fall. Led by newly elected captains
Linda Collins and Sue Kraus, and with
the help of administrator Ginny
Doherty the club has been working
hard. Having lost several women to
other sports, they have the problem of
breaking in several newcomers. The
newcomers have a lot to learn but not
much time, as their lint guae is also
tomorrow against Albany Law.

overconfident going into last year's
game."

Paced by unknown sophomore (3reg

McAleenan's three thefts, the
Williams secondary picked off six

Mark LaFountain passes and sput-

tered offensively on route to a 14-6 win
which, according to Odell, "brought
us all t>dck to reality very quickly."

"They play a 6-2-3 attacking
defense," exfdained Odell, "and it's

very hard to run against." Tlie erratic

and wild (Continentals, not altogether

unlike the John McVicar-led
Westeyan units of the past two years,

blitzed on 34 of 78 plays against

Williams on Weston last year.

"We've got to make them respect

our fullback series," said Odell, "they
don't read at all, they just come, and it

drives you nuts." With fullback Gus
Nuzzolese leading the "I", Odell

hopes to surprise the hosts, and set up
quarterbacks Bill Whelan and Greg
Collins for attacks against the Con-
tinkntols skimpy threeKleep secon-

dary.

Herb McCk>rmick will stort at one
receiver spot for Odell, with Dave
Masucco in the slot. Ken
Hollingsworth will see his share of

time at split end, as well. And while
Hollingsworth wcm't make anyone
forget Lou Groza, the junior seems
more than adequate on PAT boots.

Across the offensive line for
Williams will be Jack Spound, Ken
Scboetz, Joe Maguire (with Mike
Curran), Brian Fales (Jay Skerry)
and Marj? Tercek or Steve Rogers.
Todd Eckerson will go at the tight end
spot, while Scott Harrington runs
fi-om the toilback position.

Obviously, Hamilton's passing
game was something less than im-
pressive last year, and Odell notes

that "they run ftom a spread offense

which creates some problems; but

they hurt themselves." The hosts' big
guns will almost certainly be
wingback Bill Romaine and transfer

Jack Koelbl, an ex Brown Bear, sans
fur.

TrI-captain Pete Tuttle, Colin Hart,
and Bill Couch (with Mike Bemay)
will stort across the front for

Williams, with Russ Ge^ and Mike
Masi (and Dan Towle) at the ends.

John Theil and Phil Shuman back the
hront wall, while McAleenan, Mark
Eckert, Long Ellis, and Mark Gerry
will be waiting to shoot down a few
LaFountoin ducks.

Game time for the season lidlifter is

2:00 p.m. with WCFM carrying the
game, beginning at 1:45.

Illustrious alumni
challenge track for

"Aluminum Bowl"
Tomorrow at noon, the Williams

Cross Country team hoste what could
be its toughest competition of the
season. Two of the visitors finished in

the top 100 in last April's world
famous Boston Marathon. Add to that

a 4:12 miler, a 9:01 two-miler plus
several members of the world record
24 hour relay squad and what do you
get? Tlie Univ. of Oregon X-C team?
The Florida Track aub? The New
Zealand Olympic Team? No! This
super squad consists of loyal athletes

who used to run through the

Bericshires in purple suite.

That's right! Hie Alumni cross
country team returns to the Purple
Valley tomorrow to toke on coaich

Tony Plansky's varsity for the prized
"Aluminum Bowl". The race will

start at noon in the Science Quad, and
there is a good chance it will continue

on Sunday morning when the Alums
and undergrads get together fbr an
"easy" 10 miles or so.

ALL SQUASH RACKETS

30% OFFIIST PRICE

Including The
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Chapin renoyisiUmJiegins
by Randy Wang

Construction of Phase Two of the

Chapin Hall renovation project began
last week. The addition, which will

house the music department, should

be completed by next fall, but will not

be fully functional until the 1979-80

school year. According to Chairman
of the Music Department Kenneth
Rot>ert8, the installation of new fur-

nishings and electronic equipment
and the transferral of the equipment
from Currier, Chapin and the Chapel
will account for the delay. Minimal
occupancy, will occur in one and one
half years, Roberts said, and for the

first time the department will be

housed under the same roof. "The
professors are 'breathing sighs of

relief,' " Roberts said.

The architectural firm Cambridge
Seven Associates, a spinoff from the

now defunct firm which built

Greylock and Bronfman Science
Center, designed the addition. David
Tiemey Jr., of Pittsfield, will do the

actual construction.

The plan calls for a three level

structure, Io<^ted on the east or

Sawyer Library side of Chapin. The
lower floor will house classrooms,

audio offices, listening rooms, storage

areas, and a library. Mechanical and
lavatory facilities for both buildings

also will be located in the bottom

story. The second level, or the main
floor, will contain a large lobby, a 270

seat i^cital and lecture hall, a 105 seat

choral and lecture hall, and a

rehearsal room for the orchestra and
ensembles. The upper floor will

provide balcony space, recordhig and
projection areas, and a visitor's

gallery.

The second level will connect with

the ground floor of Chapin through

two passageways, one in the front of

the complex,' the other towards the

rear. In a space between the addition

and the side of Chapin, the architects

have placed a small open courtyard.

The facade of the addition will be

scored concrete, intended to resemble

the stone foundation of Chapin, and to

suggest continuity between ttie' two
structures. The concrete will also

provide a visual break between the

brick of the library and Chapin's own
brick facade. The architects have
been careful to keep the height of the

addition in scale with the surrounding

buildings.

The acoustical facilities have been

designed by Paul Veneklassen, an
internationally acclaimed consulting

acoustics engineer. Though best

known on the west coast, his credits

include the refurbished Philharmonic

Hall in New York City, the Cleveland

Orchestra's summer and winter

homes, C.B.S City in Loe Angeles and
Phase I of Chapin Hall (the twenty

five practice rooms). Sophisticated

audio and visual equipment will be

installed in the recital hall so that

music and art classes, as well as

performers, will benefit from the

project.

Williams accepted contract bids for

the complex on September 2. The
signing of the contract one week later

climaxed four years of work by
the Buildings Committee, first

chaired by Irwin Shainman and now
by Kenneth Roberts. The College

approved the projected location and
design, and trustees then authorized

tee CHAPIN paga 3

The trustees met in January ta approve buiMing acMitions, ranovations and

tenure decisions. (photo by Janson)

Trustees will plan '78 college policies;

eight of nine committees meet Friday
The Board of Trustees will meet on

campus Friday and Saturday to

discuss a preliminary 1978 budget, the

possible nomination of a new trustee,

reports on additions to the physical

plant, according to College Treasurer

and Trustee Secretary Francis Dewey
III '41. The trustee Campus Life

Committee will also meet Thursday
with the Committee on Black Students

at, Williams, which is composed of

bdih students and faculty members,
he^dded; —„ ,.

Eight of the board's nine com-

mittees, which deal with the College's

financial situation, campus life, fund-

raising, academic policy, and
buildings and grounds, will convene
Friday. The full board will meet
Saturday morning Lt Mount Hope
Farm, when committee chairmen will

report on the previous day's
discussions.

Trustees will consider on Saturday

a tentative College budget for the

fiscal year beginning July 1, 1978. The
budget will be formally approved at

the January Board meeting, at which
time the board will also consider

tuition increases.

The trustees wilL"probably"
nominate an alternate to fill one of the

two existing trustee vacancies at the

full Board meeting. These two ad-

ditional trusteeships were created in

June 1977 when the board votied to

increase its size to facilitate the ad-

mittance of more women to the board.

There are currently two women
members.

According to Dewey the trustees
,

will be brought up to date on Phase II

of the Chapin Hall renovation." The

addition will cost $2.1 million, beyond
which $800,000 will be sought as en-

dowment for the maintenance Of

Chapin.

Dewey said that the board will be

informed Saturday that "architects

have been retained to prepgrte ten-

tative plans for expanded art and
athletic facilities." The trustees will

not deal with this proposed expansion

until sufficient funds for the project

have been procured. Dewey will also

repprt on the status of the -$7 million

bond issue that was arranged for the

Ctollege during the summer^ ,.^

News
Analysis:

Choral

problems

ccmcel

^Aerry
% Jk M flM« -tftl^ iKtf-i f^'--^--".Widow

by Mlmi David

The Merry Widow, an ambitious

project planned jointly by the Dance
Society, the Choral Society, and to a

lesser extent by the Romanic
Language Department, has been
cancelled as of September 22. An
operetta by Franz Lehar, The Merry
Widow production involved about 14

dancers, 42 choral members, and
numerous professionals including

soloists, costumers, set designers, and
symphony orchestra members.
Partly financed by an anonymous
donor. Music Department chairman
Kenneth Roberts stated that $1400 in

royalty fees is irretrievable and
monetary losses, to Dance Society

hav{e not yet been calculated.

Inspired by a successful Winter

Study project of about 4 or 5 years ago

performing Stravinsky's Les Noces,

this year's attempt at The Merry
Widow is a dramatic contrast. After

considerable ihquiry, it is still unclear

as to the exact reasons for specific

causes of the cancellation, however,

various important issues have been

raised.

Planning for ITie Merry Widow

began in May and continued through

the summer among faculty members
Joy Anne Dewey (dance), Kenneth
Roberts (chorus), and John K.

Savacool (Romanic Language). The
eariiest signs of difficulties emerged
August 30, when Dewey presented the

cast rehearsal schedule to Roberts.

According to Roberts, Dewpy's
schedule required 5 days per week
rehearsal for music people. With his

10 years experience, he argued that

students would not come five days per

week and predicted a "student

rebellion." At this time, Roberts

suggested that Dewey modify the

rehearsal plans.

On September 12, Roberts held a

meeting of the Choral Society in-

forming them of The Merry Widow
project. Though members of the

Choral Society managerial board had
heard of the project last May, ac-

cording to Marcy Holmes, the details

were not discussed-^in essence, this

was the first presentation to the

choral group of plans for The Merry
Widow. Roberts announced the 42

participating choral members and a

rehearsal schedule calling for a
commitment of 2 days per week with

the possibility of more as the

November performance date neared.

One of the choral section leaders

called it "an honor" to be selected and
said people seemed enthusiastic.

Dewey
did not take advice
September 20 was the first meeting

-of the entire cast (music, dance,

professionals) led by Savacool.

Dewey handed out the rehearsal

schedule, which according to Roberts,

was "exactly the same" as the one he

had earlier rejected. "Mrs. Dewey did

not take my advice," he said. The
schedule for musicians required

rehearsal every night of the week (14

hours total) bits and pieces of each

night—the last day of Fall break—and
the possibility of amendments every 2

weeks—according to one choral

section leader.

Almost immediately, "all hdl broke

out," said Roberts, and between

Tuesday evening and Wednesday
afternoon, 37 of the 42 choral par-

75% respond wifh honor guidelines

&

Dan Sullivan

(photo by Oettgen)

More than 75 per cent of the faculty

has filed forms specifying honor code

guidelines for their courses with the

Deans' Office to date, Dean of the

College Peter Berek said Friday.

However, few students have
received such statements in more
than one or two of their classes.

"Most faculty are relying on the

guidelines printed in the Student

Handbook," Berek explained, "and
have wminded students of the Honor
Code, or will do so at the time when
they assign their first written exer-

cises. The vast majority of the

statements. we have received are

based on the HancHbook; it is only in

certain situations involving take-

h6me exams and graded collaborative

projects that professors need to

specify further rules,"

Of the approximately ISO forms
distributed among the faculty. 111

have so far been returned completed
to the Deans' Office. Many, according

to Berek. represent composite
statements for all the courses in a

small department; others are in-

dividual statements by a certain

professor concerning a particular

course.

"I have t>een gratified by the faculty

response," Berek said. "It indicates

their immediate concern with the

honor code at Williams."

CSiairman of the Student Honor

Committee Dan Sullivan '78, said

Sunday that freshmen will be required

to sign the Honor Code sometime this

week. "This year we will initiate the

Honor Code for upperclassmen in

February, during registration and
every September thereafter," he said.

This schedule alleviates the problems

ofdistribution and collection involved

with Honor Code forms, he eiyilained.

Sullivan also said that the Student

Honor Committee would meet
sometime this week after the fresh-

men codes have been collected. "I've

heard varied reports about how
professors are distributing their

guidelines to studMts," he said, "and
we'd like to evaluate the system."

ticipants contacted him. Students

complained that it simply required too

much time ahd niany wished to drop

out. biscussioK among students

centercfd around it being too much to

put into a production starting at t^
beginning of the school year, conflicts

with earlier commitments to other

organizations knd academic
requirements. According to one
choral member, "there was real

anger—a student revolt."

In response to the numerous
complaints, Roberts called a meeting

of Savacool and of the choral par-

ticipants at 8:15 on Wednesday
evening before the entire cast

meeting. At this time, ohe of the

singers who described het-self as

"stunned" by the schedule, explained

the ensuing discussion. Many students

argued that they didn't have the time

and were not able to plan in advance

as they didn't know. Various alter-

.

natives were suggested, but there

seemed to be obstacles to most of

them. For example, the idea of

postponing llie Merry Widow to

Winter Study was negated by the fact

that "symphony orchestra members
would not risk their lives getting to

Williams from December to March,"

said a member of the managerial

board. The idea of reducing the size of

the chorus to just the number of in-

terested people and-or reducing the

rehearsal time from 5 to 3 days (one

more than really expected), were

being debated when the choral group

"marched" over to Lasell gym for a

whole cast meeting at 9:00.

Students split

in committment
What happened at the convention is

not totally clear. It appears that as

Roberts said, Dewey called her

schedule "optimum" and may have

been rec^tive to cutting music time

commitmnts. A choral section leader

stated, "she (Dewey) sounded eon-

*aaWiDOWpa««3
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Self nominations available

from Career Counseling
Graduate - - - -School IntervieM

Wed., Sept 28 - Baboon
Management (10AM - i2N)

'

Thurs., Sept. » - Georgetown U.
Law (3PM - 5PM)
LAST CALL FOR;: OlN CAMPUS
ODD JOBS
Friday, Sept. 30 will be th^ last day

.
to sign-ujifor the OFFICE ICELP ft

DRIVERS lists befdre they are
sent to all departments and offif%8

qn c^pus, Sign-up at the front

counter in the OCC Lobby.
The other part time jobs lists

(painting, babysitting, cleaning,

outdoor work, typing, bartending
(etc.), and Lephlet) will be kept
open throughout the semester but

if you want to be called for part

BUSINESS WORKSHOP
Seniors,^ Juniors interested in

MBA piro^ams and^ business

opportunities after gradhiation are
invited to a workshop at OCC,
Mears kbuse on Wed. Sept. 28 at

7:00 PM. TTie workshop will focus

, on methods fpr choosing aiid ap-

plying to various types of

programs and jobi. '

ADVANCE NOTICE
A representative from the

University of Southern Oalifor-

nia—TTie Graduate School (Los
Angeles) will be on canipus
MtMiday November U from 9 AM-
,12N to discuss masters & PhD.
programs in many fields

(humaiU^ca)jSigntU|{>>atJ(KX>.

To the editor:

In view of tbe nature of the several

respanaea to our iMen (on the Bttd-

Zeitung and the memorandum of the

Oaiiimlttee on Black Students at

Williams) which indicate a lack of

undorstanding of our poaition and
purposea in writing these -letters, we
would like to clarity th» following

points.

First; even -tkough hiatorically

blacks have been among those to

sttffA' iAosl froiiS'iitipnalist sociiety in

America, we did not and do not mean
to Imply that they therefore must be

expected to take the primary
responalbility for introducing change
into a system for ^hich all are equally

accountatde. Our ' first two letters

were merely prompted by two articles

in the Recortl, one of which happened
to ' be' about blade students at

Williams, but we apologize if this has
given rise to feelings in the black

community of being again the victim

of ;White' racism anijl patronage. Our
purpiiee is or^y t6 criticize the lack of

socialist activity which characterizes

most members of the college com-
munity and it is thus,^ by definition,

non-racist.
,.

Secondly, there is a distinction

between the critical analysis o{ a
situation and the proposing of positive

change. To deplare "Either con-

structive proposals or no criticism at

all
!

" is simply a convenient method of

repressing such unwelcome
criti^isrhl

Third, in the artificially isolated and
intellectually oriented atmosphere of

Williams College, we do consider it to

be an appropriate action to provide an
alternative to the standard Williams

viewpoint which never seriously

questions the status quo.

Fourth, the value of small-scale

improvements is not to be denied. But
those who insist that we must restrict

ourselves to making such
modifications are 8in>ply trying to

avoid reconstruction of the system as
a whole. No step can reasonably be
taken without keeping in mind the

complexj|i)l9^^l(^the entire American
higher ediKsitlontd system.

GG
by Nancy Richman

According to College Council Vice
President Peter Friesen, the Elec-

tions.. Cptnmittte will 1^ accepting

;a«l(«Qt](^iaaUon8: this week for the

.newly formed paraUel, committees of

ttie Committee on Undergraduate life

(CUL) and the Committee , on
Educational Policy (CEP).

,
"Weare looking for people who talk

a lot to other students and who are
willing to bring school policy issues

into their conversations," explained

Friesen. He said he believes that the

parallel committees can serve an
important purpose by "cutting down
m. all of the wasteful rubber-

stamping" that is often so indicative

of the role of student representation

now in CUL and CEP decisions.

As apin-oved by the College Council

last year, the two parallel conmiittees

are to l>e comprised (tf all of the

student members of the CUL and the

CEP as well as an equal number of

students who are to be selected

through a process of self-nomination.

"As long as there are more students

interested in working on the regular
committees than can be ac-
commodated, College Council
President Tom Herwitz explained,

"the council ought to make a special

s CEP, CUL subGoirimittees

r

effort to harness that interest and we
intend to do that with the parallel

committees." ; i
*

,

'
i

[
The pariiUel cohiinittees wfll [meet

weekly; a few days befofe the
respective CVh and CEP meetings
Whosie actions they aire designed to

augment. The concept of a parallel

committee, explained Friesen, "is

based on Uie idea that unless yoii are
prepared to discuss things in-

telltegently, you will not get anythbg
constructive done for the students and
will only succeed in doing busy work
for the administration."

Herwitz concurred. "I tteik," _he

said, "that the paraD'eT committees
will serve a number of important
purposes. As we see it, they have a
four-fold function. First oi all, they

should serve to generate further

student discussion about many of Uie

important issues confronting the
college community today and we'd
like to see these parallel committees
initiate discussions about matters
which are not currently being con-

sidered 'in either^ ttae,CUL or: the
Qgp •• ' ,;i:,- ', j.#'^ .-.1 ' '-

.
;' '

Also, the committee^ shotild ideally

serve to better inform the student

members of the regular committee, of

the (f^nions of. students th^ol)gho^t

the atjhpolf Herwiti; emphasized the
> iraportaiiici^ of "4his watchdog func-

tion." Filially Herjntz spoke of the
value of the committees "as a means
for a more fortalpilNb expression of

; greater student imput." .:

As Friesen explained; "It Jiji^e^

;

excessive, I know, to be fiorinilhg

another committee iHit esseittially 1

believe that we are streamlining tbe

process. It seems ironic but I think

that these committees \viU proyidefor
more productive studentput^pation
in both CUL and CEP decisions."

Friesen and Herwitz both had
specific items for the agendas of the
parallel committees. Hie committee
paralleling the CUL, suggested
Herwitz, should "take another look at

last year's CUL report." "Per-
sonally," he said, "I did not agree
with many.Of th|> findings with regard
to the eftectiv0nesS of the housing
situation here. I'll say, as I've said

before that it's not working. Although
there is a great degree of
heterogeneity in the houses, the

choices -of house activiti|es rarely

reflect'this. Often a smaO^nd more
homogeneous group within the house
directs its social functions. I think

therefore that we jhould be more
Jlqia^t.ln allo;iyin(( hd|i«it transfers.*'
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With these poihts in mind, we WMUd
like to submit for serious evaluation

the following characterizatloa* of our

educational system, quoted fh>m Ross
Wetzsteoo's article in the Augiat 2),

1*76 issue of the Village VOICE:
"Consider the goals and structure of

American . education, and the In-

cceasing disparity between professed

-aim and actual achievement:
" ^ Educational institutions profe«s

to be tike single moat democratizing

(hlluftnce in our sOcToty . . ."Wlitl?

actually perpetuating, and often

exacerbating, economic inequality^

social snobbery, andi racial injustice.

Education in this country seems to be

moving in two directions—elitist

universities training the uj^per middle

classes to become professionals, and
community eoUeges training the

lower middle clasaes to serve as

white-collar workers for the cor-

porations ; . . Merely changing, tbe

definition of th^ elite, and slightly

increasing the numbo- of those ad-

mitted into its ranks, is one of tbe

more appalling ways we decieve

ourselves into thinking we're creating

a classless society. >

" • Professing to provide a general

humanistic educaUot^ through the

curriculum-elective process, our
colleges actually provide little more
than pre-}ob training. The paradox of

the elective system instituted in the

second half of the 19th century is that

while it intended to broaden a
student's potential onxirtunities,' it

ended by narrowing his actual
choices; Tlius a humanistic goal

ultimately served economic pioposes.
" •Professing todevelop a capacity

for original thinking, .our ccdleges

merely impart information. It always
struckme as idiotic, for instance, that

our testing system if based largdy on
memory, as if one were to live the rest

of one's life, as one leads one's life in

the typical testing situation, without
the presence of books.
" • Professiiig to reach out for the

entire population, our colleges have
merely replaced ]^{!!/elit|8t image of

the well-edriM|j^|^,f^^mannered
gentleman 'with a pseudopopulist
image of ethnic gentility which
amounts to little more than
semiliteracy. Jefferson's natural
aristocrat has become a mere con-

sumer for the Knowledge Industry.

The cheapening of the degree, about
which we hear so much groaning, is

nothing compared to the debasing of

the intellectual life.

" • Professii^ to create a high-

minded, miitui^ supportive com-
munity of scholars, researchers,
teachers, administrators, iiid

Students, oiir colleges, in fact, have
created a cahhibalistic culture un-
matched even in the corporate juh^e
for envy, malice, and opportunism.
Student cheating is the tip of tbe

iceberg's tip-^what else can wtt-a-
pect in a ruthlessly competitive en-

vironment dominated by survival of

the fittest, piUing o( studrat against

student, by faculty contempt for boUi
the administration and the student
boity, by the graedy baltlefletd the

onoe-iianorable colDCe^ of tenure hes
beoooie? —
"Several aspects of the structure of

American higher education can be
held accountable for this debasement
of a once-honorable Ideal: To list but a
few:

" • To a degree unmatched by any
other coiihb^, our coDegesnre forced
to compete for students. The (Wadox
of the relative autonomy of higher
education in the United States is that

while it freed most institutions from
overt political control and allowed
them to develop innovative programs
almost at will, it also forced them'to
operate as private corporations in a
capitalist economy, to cater to their

clients precisely as if they ' were
selling a commodity ...

" • The undergraduate curriculum,
instead of being devised to serve the
general educational needs of tbe
student, is almost always controlled

by the needs of the graduate schools
or by the pressures of the donors
(whether alunmi or government).
Once more the client-placemept
'relationship (with undergradMQte
schods merely filling the personnel
needs of graduate schools and
business) siqiercedes tbe goal of

dc>mo<;ratic, liumanistic studies.

,

." • The; .concept of, tenure,
established to secure aca4emic
freedom, has turned into an academic
gravy train. Has anyone ever hearda
single t^Oher talk of toiure in terms
of intellectual independence rather
than financial security? Clearly some
method of combining security .vyith

«ccpwi^'#^y; has to be devis«l fpr

college teachers—considering the '

work cf some tenured professors, one
might even envisage educational
malpractice suits.

" • The conpept of aoademic
departments, whicli in the 19th cen-

tury both responded to and led to the

development) of ii«iw' fields ^f
knowledge (thle soc^aK 8ciefici»,

agriculture, engineering, etc.) may
now be leading us in tbe opiKsite
durection—toward fraginentatioh ^
knowledge and overspecialization at
the undergraduate level. In-
terdisciplinary courses, ^rhioij; beg^n
to flourish in many univo'sities in tlie

expansive 60's, have often been the
first courses. dropped in thjj.retrep-

ching70's.
, . ;

;. .

'^
"In short, it seems, that the

disparity between the goals Of our
educational institutions and th^r
actual achievenaents i^^as great as
that between the aspirations toward
democracy expressed by our Con-
stitution and the economic and racial

realities of our society."

Gregory FlemMIng
KarlaTdhnser.

Lynn Sleioberg

MiciiaelStrtita

ROTARY CLUB

OKTOBERFEST
FRIDAY, SEPT. 30

5 PM- 1AM

Bavarian Band & German Food

Unlimifed Kegs As Always

IPstcbwior Glass]

AT:
SHAPIRO CHEVROLET

UNION STREET
NORTH ADAMS
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f^Voa Tiim groups offer entertainment options
•^err

• le*. liiitl (hut

>« that out km
ia «iliic«tion."

"iTh«re'« nothing lo d«, " whines the
toped WiUianu ntuOmi. It is a
weakend nigm at 7:00 p.m. You've
already attap dinner. Moral or

Aft»,*'y'i'
'' '•MOBajMPevwH'your going

to tm^ Uk. The partiaa won't be
mttityt«t«rt«l torAoura. "What can I
do?'.' the student aaka hii;n8etf . "Go to
a movie! " anawers an annoying little

voice.

Tbere are three organizations
ahowlnglMmltregularly on or hear the
WilliamB cailtipu*. The Images
Theater Is the tiOnimerdal theater on
Spring Strwt. The Williams Film
Sdidety Show* general-interest films,
while Reel Vintages shows more
cerebral films at the same lowprice of
»1.

' >7h6'WUUam8Fiini Society presents
''filih»dnPHday MghtiB at7:00 and 9:30
Ijtim This Soa«yii non-profit, ob-
(ibung its fuhdi only thrtMigh ticket

firdceedS! Sfew^urt tUM, head of the
SodM'y; is^'ednfident that the $l ad-

' ittissitin piic^ would notM raised "In
the f<*esee4ble future."

'Artists represented in this year's
'Sdciety schedule include th6 Marx
Bl^thOrS, Clark Gable, and The
CiWiuire fr^ the Black Lagoon.
According to Stew, 500 pairs of 3-D

'^fnUK^IiWW'll)^ tWKtIfM tot -ilw

Creature. This will presumably
asaare that the monster's slight facial

insularities will leap out at the

audience—a marked contrast to
' Ftobert Bedford's carefully made-up
.<]imples. Stanley Kubrick's Clock-
work Orange, a film of rape and

. murder, will be shown on what Stew
" e«lled "pre-med night."

The observant, frugal student may

wind up aeaing every one of the
Society's fUma: "tbe drat three
people to give the correct anawar to
the trivia queatlon at the bottom of
each week's poater wiU be admitted
free," Stew eiplained. 'Since the
question concerns the prevkius week's
movie, a person could theoretically
spend just 91.00 (for the first film) and
get In free to all the others, by simply

You may want to ulce notes, tlKW«h,
80 check with yo«r date first.

"Our basic purpose is to provide
entertaining films at a reasonable
cost," Stew added, '"niereare at least

two rq>resentatives of the Society at

each film. We're always interested in

opinions concerning past and future
films."

"With the new projectors that have
been installed at Bronfman, the image
there is as good as that at the Images
theater," Stew insisted. He said that

last year's sound problems have been
corrected. (This reporter attended
one of the Society's recent films and
found the technical aspects
satisfactory, although it may have
been the company.)

The Images Cinema, formerly
Images at the Nickelodeon, is the
local theater in Williamstown. Three
different films are shown each week:
one on Sunday, Monday, and
'Tuesday; another on Wednesday and
Thursday; and still another Friday
and Saturday. Admission is $12.50.

The wide variety of films off««d is

a major advantage Images has over
student organizations. Pop-corn and
lemonade are on sale in the lobby,
something else the on-campus films
lack. The other plus is that the films
are often new releases.

"The films shown here are a mix-
ture of new films, and consistent

I'avdriles," said Blake McClenachan,

the theater'* manager. "Some U the
leas 'commerciar (Urns may even
have their area premiere here,"
McClenachan said that the a»4iun

prints projected at Images provide "a
much better ima«e than the l»-mro
prinu used by the student graupa."
The print* are also screened and
replaced if they are badly damaged,
something the student organisations

^don't.do.^
. ..:_"'

'^A new'sSiW^yii^ in-

stalled here soon," said Mc-
Clenachan. "We are definitely putting
in a stereo system, and we may even
go with Dolby. There aren't really
that many films in Dolby, but
somehow it makes everything else
sound better."

A box in the lobby is available for

suggestions. Those wishing to be
placed on the mailing list will receive
a monthly copy of the theater's

achwtul^if they place (hair name and
addreaa in the bot.

Monthly art exhiblu are on diaplay
in the lobby. Free coAes and tea ia

availablo, and the theater'^ at-
mosphera is decidedly informal. It's

aU part of McQenachait'* ceneral
philoaophy: "We try to make the
whole theater conducive to rel|ixing."

Reel Vintage, formerly the
Williams CoUage Film Group. i»4he
"high-brow" film group at Williams.
With a generally foreign-oriented

program of films presaatcd Saturday
nights a^7:30 p.m., Reel Vintage is

"not solely in the enteruinment
buaineas," according to Joanne
Spano, '78, co-head of th« group with
Ellen Gary, '78. '

,

The purpose of Reel V'intage la to

"exposea greater number of people to

more artistically-oriented films,"
Joanne said. "The films vni atiow can

be entertaining, aa well a* ca;ampies
of really well>done creative ex-
praaaian."

FHma to be ahown tachkb Ihoae
directed by AlfrW HltaAoodt, ChHMe
Chaplin, and Bualeir Kaaton, aknc
with lesser-known directora like
Fellini, WertmuUer. and Cocteauj

ptcauae same people enjoy Ught
entertainment on a Satisrday iKgAt.
BUen eoneeiM that itxairhe Inrd to

trahi youraelf to look at thcae fihns.

"As in any art form," she said,i' the
effort you expend ia usually well
worth it."

"In some respecU," observed Lord
Willis, "the fibn business is rather
like that prehistoric animal the
dinosaur, which apparently had two
brains, one in iU head, and one in its

rear." If you have nothing better to do
at the moment than ponder that quote,
why don't you go aee a movie? '

Merry Widow: time posed problems
WIDOW from pafla I definite people—a situation which Roberts argued that as more demands

vincing, but people didn't trust her.
Roberts said that "more and more
students were turned off." In an (kkn
to determine just how many students
would participate in the diorus,
Roberts asked each singer to place in

his box a written note telling the ex-

t^ion of his or her time conunitment
rather than putting the decision to a
vote which was the method advocated
by Dewey.

38 qut of the 42 choral participants
placed responses in Roberts' box.
IV>b«rts reports that the results were
"split down the middle:" there was a
group who would do "anything to keep
it alive," one thjit "may be willing to
go on," and one that "resigned from
the whole thing." According to
Roberts, those who were not willing to

participate included managers,
soloists, section leaders and seniors.
He explained that he was left with 19

in II

Ob-

project

begins
CHAPINfrompagal

construction once the CoU^e
tained the 2.1 million dollars.

Phase t of the project was com-
'.pleted last Thanksgiving, costing
i^^^nalcly 400,000. Theopenmgof
mMRMlQr-five practice rooms in the

'ItaHltient of Chapm was targeted for

mid-Septembei' of 1976 but late
delivery of materials delayed their

completion.

—Hie final phase, modernization of

Chapin's main floor, remains in the

early planning stages.

The College tnisteet meet hare this weekend. See Story, page I.

DO YOU KNOW?

VILLAGE COIFFURES

Specializes in haircutting

Charges $5 do for haircuts

Serves Men & Women

Has 4 highly qualified stylists

Is open Tues. & Thur. Eve & Mon. thru

Saturdays

is fbcdtdd fust off cofnpus at Southworth

& Main

4S8.t5tS
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Birth of a Nation-in Black and White
the screening Saturday night of D.

W.Griffith's "The Birth of a Nation"

was an extraordinary and eye-

opening experience. I was awed by

Griffith's power in tiis use o( the

mediuni, but also by the Williams

audience that watched the film, litis

was not the usual audience that turns

out on Saturday nights to see reper-

toire-type films (Being an avid

filmgoer myself, I have rarely missed

anyof this excellent series In my four

years here). This particular film,

however, was sponsored in part by the

campus Afro-American society, and
the black student body turned out in

impressive numbers, lliey were not

there for the same reason as I was. I

went to see "The Birth of a Nation" as

a student of fiUn and an ardent lover

of any story told in as passionate and
tectmically expert a voice as. Grif-

fith's. The blacks came, sitting

togetlier in silence in a groiq> on the

left side of the auditorium, for the

reason that Griffith, besides being a

pbwerfiil nimmak«- and storyteller,

was an extremely biased bigot whose
views may have severely hampered
the civil rights cause while he was
alive. The black students, by their

presence, and tlwir foreboding silence

(even in some of the truly funny

moments in the film) kept me from
indulging as I otiierwise would have in

this dangerous film.

The Black Man, according to

Griffith, Is an inferior creature who, if

given "equality", will usurp all power
from the helpless White Man, using

that power irresponsibly and striving

only to marry and abuse the lily-white

(lAUghters. of former slave-owners.

It's not that the Black Man is

inherently bad, it's just that he needs

his wise white master to show him Uie

way towards virtue. I see these as
Griffith's views, and I condemn them,

yet . a sense of shame and guilt

remains for crimes perpetrated by
my ancestors. But, were I alive then,

I'm not sure tliat I'd have had the

spiritual fortitude to rise above these

prevalent notions myself. As it is,

there is no physical way I have to

repay my fellow students who happen
to be black for the years of inhuman
breatment inflictfid on- them through -

views spread by men like Griffith, t

am at a loss.

But what measures can be taken

now, here at Williams, to prepare for

a future that will make Griffith's

views as obsolete as many of his then-

innovative camera techniques?
Certainly we are getting nowhere by
writing lottos each week to the

Record, accusing one another of

racist views, or denying that racism
exists. Certainly I would be a

hypocrite and a fool to try and side

IraLLIAIIS

with the blacks, insipidly saying, "I

understand what you've been
through." I can never understand

what torture the Black Man has been

made to feel, having been ti^ated for

over iOO years as being incapable of

holding valuable opinions or ideas. I

will never understand this because I

have never been made to feel it,

always being automatically given

advantages, just for being white.

What I can do, however,- is'-t©-

recognize the shame I should feel for

this great injustice, but not wallow in

it. All. Williams students have the

same obligation, whether they are

black or white, and that is the

(M>ligation to rise above the mistakes

of the past, to try and see with

unemotional eyes, the^horrors of the

present, like those in' South Africa,

and to educate ourselves to the fur-

thest possible extent towards solving

our future problems with good sense. Freshmen rehearse routines for the Frosh Rev'iM wHtm is stated tar OcV. 14iiit.
' f'-'' - '

1

^

Mlm^ dit0t en€hQfiits Clopk
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The mime-theater duet of Garbo
and Jillian broMght magic to the Clark

Art Institute last Friday night, with

their light-hearted entertainment

which included juggling, mime,
inagic tricks and acrobatics. The
show was particularly fun for children

who had probably never before seen

the jaded magic tricks which were
performed as Garbo and Jillian joined

separate metal rings and made a

pigeon disappear from inside a box.

But some of die mime was marvelous

such as the time when Garbo isolated

ills head and ribs and appeared to

have them moving independently of

his will and when both Garbo and
Jillian walked down non-existent

stairs. In a clever skit called the Chess

Game they acted as both the players

and the pieces.

Many variations of juggling were
performed which were enhanced by
funny facial expressions. Garbo
started by juggling three, four, and
then five balls in different patterns

Sl|^ &15

TUESDAY, SEPT. 27 SOPHOMORE NM3HT

Everyone welcome! Discountsfor card-carrying sophs.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 28 CHRIS BASKIM

Acoitstic Folk-Rock Music

SPECIAL INTRODUCTION TO WALKING COMFORT

FAMOLARE SHOES FOR MEN AND WOMEN
NOW $5.00 OFF REG. PRICE

FAMOLARE BOOTS FOR WOMEN
NOW $10.00 OFF REG. PRICE

TRY THE FAMOUS "GET THERE'S" BY FAMOLARE NOW.

PITTSFIELO

Op«n Thursdcy EvMings

and rhythms and thai Jillian joined

him so that the two were juggling

about seven balls between them. Then
Garbo, in a skit called "The Bug,"

kept finding and losing foam balls in

the air until finally a great stream of

them appeared to be coming out of his

mouth. Their humor was more suc-

cessful m the typical slapstick pieces

such as when Garbo tried to learn how
to ride a unicycle and when he and
Jillian decided to cook a "french

dish." •

'

The "French, dial}" a^iti.^as.y'on-

derful as Gambol aiK) <ijulian pLac^ a
cloth and a bottomless can over tJie

head of ayolunteer (rom the c^udifpce

and then, seemed to cpipbine an egg,

and ni|)k, and ^.^juwgar in the.^
from, .whic|»,,.(!i|j;i{r9pe(r<iit w^s
miraculously produced. Bits

. ,of

tumUing„ ^hich . inii^il^d^d G^^bo's
exciting no^t^aod flip§ find a/gibbon
dance,, were interspersed thj^o^ghoMt

the show whi^e cb|lcl-lik;e appefiTwas
ptea^ngjy charming.

SI [PPERY HAN V\ \

50 Varieties

Imported & Domestic

Cheese

STUDENTS W^LGOME

OY O

COLONIAL PIZZA 52 spring st

C&E PIZZA 22 Spring St.

—THE BEST PIZZA IN THE AREA—

Smail & large pizzas - delicious grfnders.& spaghetti

OPEN DAILY llam.lain',i:clMrs«WMli
: '•.;> F '»>''.

We matce fresh dough daily

: "
i -!iv . •.-^'ffei'H

CAE PIZZA SfLLS ALL KINO^ OF
X

Incl.
SANDWICHES WITH CHEESE - m't

FR^E DELIVERY TO, C0LL^GE0NQRpE|»S0Fj$15jCtt OR, MpRE

TELEPHONE: f.^'^.'^;-^"
-^
^'"^

[oum«n — &l«n &ConsttmtiH9 Aitagnos ]
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F#iir newcomers add to
depth of Tong's netters

« WIL-LIAAAS RECORD
Pi»0«S

TENNIS from p««««

be exact, are the freshmen that are
somewhat of a welcome problem for
Tong as he sorts out in what positions
to put this added team depth. Anne
Morria, Laura Goebel, Mary Tom
Higgs and Kristan Dale have per-
'iormed spotlesslyto date, not losing a
match.

Against Mt. Holyoke, Williams
needed all the depth it could muster,
losing the first three singles positions
to strong Holyoke opponents. Fine
performances by Sherry Willcox at

• No. four singles, Morris at No. five
and Amy Demorest at No. six got the

Ephwomen pointed in the right
direction as they all recorded gMd
wins.

^
The doubles teams secured tNe

victory as they didn't Aro^ a set.

Veterans Sally Kruse and Amy
SterUng teamed f<)r one win, while
JSeauir...Shenry. J^dman pli^ed with
Goebel for the second. Higgs and Dale
rounded out Williams' wins for the
day.

Wesleyan found out the hard way
that when it rains, it pours. Captain
Laura Carson (No. one) and No. two
Becky Chase won their matches
without losing a game, while Trudie
tenBroeke rolled 6-0, 6-3 at No. three.
Goebel switched to No. five singles
and won in three sets. The douUes
duos, with Edman and Willcox
teamed together, dropped only one
game. The women's cross-country Ivam fell to • mlglitler force, UMms., on Friday. (photo by OeHgen

)

Purple prepares for Middlebury squad
FOOTBALL Irom nan* « is iinfnmiliar »n him ro<u>i»!nn ^.....k « l «.. i. . ... '.

Number one Laura Carson practices
her groundstrokes.

(photo by OeHgen)

FOOTBALL from page 6

yard, »-play drive to qlose the gap to
14-12.

"Defensively, we didn't do
terribly," said Odell, "they didn't
throw any surprises at us, they just
-did a fine job blocking peoide."
Folloyiring a Scott Harrington punt,
Hamiltum moved to the Williams bne
in elev„en plays, aided strongly by a
very questionable pass interference
call against McAleenan in the end'
zone. Lati'ountain's oh&.]^rd sneak
gave Hamilton the lead and set up
Collins' heroics.

In at least one respect, the victory
was a psychic one for the Ephs, as tri-

captain Scott Harrington suffered
sb-ained knee ligaments and will be
out at least two weeks. Massucco
filled in admirably at a position which

is unfamiliar to him, receiving crash
courses from fellow soph Nuzzolese as
the huddles broke.

Ralph Spooner and Mike Masi both
shared defensive honors for the day
with McAleenan, while Mark Gerry
came up from the corner for several

fine stops. The junior also called on
his basketball winters of the past,
leaping to bat a desperation
LaFountain heave in the final
seconds.

But tiff now, OdeU and company
bead to the drawing board and search

for a game, plait for Jtliddlebury.

Romaine got US yards Satu)ri|ay. on^
oneguesses he's not the caliber of tilr.

Heffeman. Middjiebury striped poor
Colby 56-14 and are the only iPUrple foe
with a winning mark against Bob
OdeU, Blastoff: four days and
counting.

Women runners trim times, lose meet
Although Williams' runners cut as

mtich as 56 seconds off their previous
times, the women's cross country
team fell victim to a near sweep by
one of the hest squads in New
England, UMass, in their first dual
meet last Friday.

Senior Michele Cutsforth finished
fourth bel^ind three Massachusetts
runners with a 20:30 clocking for fte
3.2 mile course, 40 seconds below her
time at the Williams Invitational last

week. The winner of the event, Jane
Welzel, set a new course record with a
19:57. Trish Beckwith '79 and Lisa
Capaldini '78, tied for ^tb place
behind three more UMass women.
The final score was 17-44.

Coach Bud^^Pisher was tietaffi with
his team's performance in spite of the
overwhelming loss: ^'Everyone im-
proved her time by a great deal; in

fact, all of the first five finishers were
under the course record. UMass has

always beaten us, but they also

ch|Ueng(B us to ruA as well as we can
at any point in the season."

Tomorrow afternoon, Williams will

meet Middlebury at Middlebury for

what Fisbef believes will be a dose
match. The Middlebury team won the
NewEngland Wottxbn's Cross Country
ChampionshipBlttst fall and ha« Qihce

lost 00 one from its nucleus of top
runners. "*

First Agricultural
Nothing is harder to master thaajnoney management. Schools

teach economic theory and parents pass^ what they can. However,
experience is the best teacher That's one reason First Agricultural
offers RrstCharge. Another is that FirsfChargc aWs young adults to
establish a necessary bank reference and line of crcdittp help them
in the future. \^

RrstCharge is a full-service credit card. It's good with hundreds
of Berkshire mcrchamr. . . the same ones that honor First Aggie ^^.
Master Charge cards. The onlv difference is that RrstCharge is not "
valid outside the County. And remember, you receive 30 days
interest free with RrstCharge and up to 90 days interest free on
purchaswfi^over $ 1GO with participating merchants.

In the event you don't have a full-time job, a co-signer may be
required for your RrstCharge card. To get more information and
your application for RrstCharge. just return the coupon. Or stop in a
convenient Rrst Agricuitufa! office and ask for a RrstCharge
application. At Rrst Agricultural, we give you the credit you desen/c!

Agricultural
Bank
MEMB^FO.IC

Please
send me
more information and an

appHcation (or FifstCharge.

Name_

Street Addre*»_

City -Slate.

Return to FirM Agricuhural Bank. FintChatge Depi.

.

99M/euSn. PHwWd. Massacliusetls 01201
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Ephs slosh through to win:
victory over Hamilton marks Odell's 100th

by Tim Laydea
Start with truddoads of good 'ole

fashioned central New York mud, add
a daah of the theme from Rocky,

throw in some down-home guts and
determination, and pray iilce crazy

that the man upstairs is watching over

the guys in Purple and Gold and you
somehow jome up witji} a, tj^Uing
season opening victory for Williams.

"We didn't play weU at all," said

Head Coach Bob Odell after his

charges had gotten him the 100th

victory of his 19-year coaching career.

"But they hung together, and the

character of the team really came
through."

The 21-18 barnburner over the

Hamilton Continentals was played in

a miserable, steady rain on Stueben

Fieldi and saw the hosts throw a
j»uple of scares into the favored Ephs
before a pair of Dodd House juniors

reached into their respective bags of

tricks and ptilled out the win.

With just 1:92 remaining in ttie

game, Hamilton's jack-of-all-trades

junior Billy Romaine punted to Long
Ellis on the Hamilton 48. Quarterback
Greg Collins, in relief of senior Bill

Whelan "because he makes things

happen, and he can run," (Odell)

threw one incompletion before Dave
Massucco gained four on a sweep and
IS more on a facemasking call, the

first break the men in the zebra

costumes gave Williams all afternoon.

. Kenny HoUingswprth made a

fingertip grab of a Collins sideline

pass, moving the Ephs to the sixteen,

and a pair of Massucco carries put the

^ligskin on the seven yard-line. Collins

and company went from there without

a huddle and the stocky signal-caller

roll6d right while Hollingsworth made
an outside move and curled two yards
deep in the end zo|ie. The ball was on'

the numbers and- Williams had
escaped alive from a game which All

the numbers gave to the hosts.

lliey're not a l>ad football team at

all," said Odell of the beaten Con-

tinentals, "they took a lot away from
our offense with their stunting

^ defansar-lMlt-it aventtwUy-^oaMhem-
the game."

The two clubs battled first-game

nistiness and on uncharacteristically

cold and windy Septembo- day (In-

dians, how about a little summer,
huh?) through the early going. Both
clubs slogged up and down through

the sloi^y turf with only Romaine's
48-yard scamper in the first stanza

posing a threat to the goose eggs on
the scoreboard.

Hamilton finally got the wiitd at its

back in the second period and moved
from the Williams 44 into scoring

range with their second drive of the

game. With just 54 seconds remaining

in the half, Romaine followed the. left

side of the offensive line for a l-yard

score.

Junior cornerback Greg

McAleenan, who later ran his career

interception total against Tom
LaFountain to four, took the ensuing

kickoff on his own four, improvised a

fake reverse to Mark Gerry, bounced

off a horde of tacklers on the 20,

reversed his field and went up the left

sideline to knot the score.

HfiUijagswfttto Addtediije PAT.

As the weather and enthusiasm in

the stands continued utterly lousy,

Whelan took the Ephs to the seeming
breathe easier tally in the third

period. Hollingsworth hauled in a

short out and turned it upfield for a 27-

yard gain before Gus Nuzzolese

hammered over from the eight,

releasing the frustrations of running

into non-holes all day on an un-

suspecting Hamilton safety at the goal

line.

The Williaais acores, while ex-,

tending the Eph lead to 14-6, did not

erase the day's most glaring con-

sistency. Hamilton's offensive front

wall had opened up holes for Romaine
and fullback Mark Annunziatta all

day, and continued to do so on a 54-

see FOOTBALL page 5

Williams dafaatad Univarsity of Dublin «-l on Thursday.

(photo by Oettgen)

Dublin University foils to Willioms soccer 2-J
bylMarkPogue

Sporting a 5-0-3 pre-season mark,
their best attitude in years, and speed
enough to impress even Digs Devlin,

the Williams Soccer Players open a
new season tomorrow with a match at

Union (Allege. "I'm optimistic," says

Purple co-captain Teddy Rouse. "If

we can get ourselves mentally up for

this one we should do well."

Digs Devlin? An AU-Star forward

for the Dublin University Ponies, Digs

Devlin came to Williamstown last

Thursday when he and his mates
played a special scrimmage against

WilHams. "Your lads play a more
organized game than we do," Devlin

yVomen's^ iehnis smpsnes
Mt. Holyoke and V\/esleyan

byEvanBaiih
Last week's weather was isoggy

enough tomake normal tennis players

swap their double-knit warm-ups for

raincoats and sneakers for a pair of

flippers. But, as their 32-2 record over

the past three years suggests, the

women's varsity tennis team is

composed of anything but normal

idayers.

So, coach CXirt Tong's charges used

a short break in the weather to drowta

Mt. Holyoke 6-3 on Thin^ay before

Swamping Wesleyan 9-0 indoors on
Saturday. The Mt. Holyoke match
became Williams' season opener after

their scheduled debut against Tufts

was postponed because of rain. A
tentative make-up date of Octot>er 15

has been set.

Despite the Ephwomen's en-

couragingly quick start, coach Tong is

still trying to find the team's strongest

line-up. "This is the time of year when
we'd normally have our line-up set,"

said Tong after the Wesleyan match,
"but becaiise of aU the new faces
we're still searching."

These "new faces," four of them to

sea TENNIS paga 5

said after the Ephs had made off with

an easy 2-1 win. "The Americans have
no room to do their own thing on the

field—but blimey, they're fast

enough!"
Following a spotty first ten minutes,

the Ephbooters drew on their superior

size and strength to gain command of

.

the action. Midway through the half

forward John Friborg collected a
Peter May pass and fired a grounder

past Irish keeper Paddy Fahy for a 1-0

American lead. DuUin's vaunted

forward line, meanwhile—"TTie Pony
Express," as Devlin dubs it—was
limited to four first half shots on goal

by the Williams defense. After some
close competition for these backfield

slots Coach Jeff Vennell has decided

to open at Union with Jay Loeffler in

goal and Pete Thayer, Bill Kister, Tad
Roach and Bruce Camilleri at

fuUbai^.

In the second half some spectacular

individual efforts gained the Irish

better penetration, but Loeffler's net

was seriously threatened only once.

With 39:20 to play Williams made it 2-

when Greg Hartman took the last of

foiyr pinpoint passes and scored from
15 yards away. After Vennell installed

his second unit Doug Orr took over in

goal for Williams and made several

clutch saves before finally suc-

cumbing to a Devlin blast with one

second left.

Last Saturday, tallies by Chic

Johnson, Pete May, Hank Osborne,

Stu Taylor, and Ahdy CJiase powered
the undergrads to a 5-2 decision in the

annual Alumni rainout. Vennell said

his club played "fairly well" even

Women now 1-0-1

though it's "hard to get mentally into

an alumni game."

In tomorrow's game, look for the

Ephs to use their wing speed to cir-

cumvent Union's midfield strength,

and their size to Stay afoot amidst the

inevitable battering-ram tackles.

"Union is big and rough," Jeff Vennell

says. Game time is four o'clock.

Stickers stop Wesleyon
by Nancy Rhein

The rain was as steady as the

Williams shots on goal as the women's
field hockey team easily defeated

Wesleyan 4-0, Saturday. (Constantly

threatening the Cardinal cage with 39

shots on goal, Williams took early

control of the rain-soaked contest,

hardly allowing the visitors to test

Mimi DuMouchel in goal. Although

DuMouchel had three nice saves, the

fullbacks Lee Ash and Cammie Mc-
Clellan terminated the little offense

generated by Wesleyan.

Harriers capture Aluminum Bowl
Despite the rainy Williamstown

weather, 15 Alumni cross country

runners returned for the Fifth Annual
Aluminum Bowl last Saturday and
came within 7 points of beating the

varsity for the first time. The 26-33

score is the smallest margin of victory

ever for the varsity, while this year's

freshmen contingent was well back in

third place with 75 points.

Joe Kolb and Tom Schreck grabbed
the lead after the first mile and
splashed across the Taconic golf

course with Jay Haug '73 and Peter

Farwell '73 right behind. The varsity

duo hung onto first place and opened
up some daylight on the return grind

up.jSouth Street, eventually tying for

the.number one position at 19:16.

Further back, Frank Carr pulled

Wiliiahn* varsity cam* fn bafof% Hi« alumt—baraly—in Saturday's Aluminum
(photo by Oettgen)

ahead of Bob Clifford '76 and Haug in

the last mile and strutted into third in

19:22 for a 1-2-3 varsity sweep. Ctit-

ford crossed the line a half-dozen

seconds behind CSLtr, while Haug and
Farwell netted fifth and sixth for the

Alums. Phil Darrow topped the frosh

entants, as he toured the soggy 3.8

mile course in a fine time of 19:45 for

7th place.

After a seven mile race earlier in

the day, Mark Sisson '75 managed to

squeeze a bit more speed out of his

legs, finishing eighth with a 20:02

clocking. Sophomore Garrick
Leonard ran to a 9th place conclusion

just six seconds behind Sisson, while

Scott Lutrey 75 was awarded lOth

place with the varsity's fifth man,
Mike Behrman, 13 seconds behind in

nth.

Rounding out the scoring for the

freshmen were: John McCammond
( 18th ) , Pat Dobson ( 19th) , Ned CoUins
(26th) and Bob Tyler (34th). With
Kolb, Carr and varsity captain Dan
Sullivan joining the Alums for the '78

race, it looks as if the Aluminum Bowl
will be taken out of the youngsters'

hands for the first, time. Of course, the

seniors and Alums have been saying
that for the past five years.

Tomorrow, the Ephmen head north
to Middlebury for the first of nine

consecutive away meets, llie harriers

easily disposed of the Panthers last

fall in Williamstown, but Mid-
dlebury's course with ita rocks, roots

and Bwafflps.nuy give the visiting

Ephs some trouble.

The visitors were plagued by fouls

from the very first faceoff and the

Ephs ability to set up quickly on free

hits kept the pace \sp and the pressure

on. Minutes into the game, Sally Kraft

tapped one in to put the score 1-0 for

the half.

Halfbacks Priscilla Buckey, Sue
Wright, and Betsy Lyman executed

beautiful through shots but the pile-up

of Wesleyan players in the goalmouth

resulted in corner calls for most of-

fense drives.

The Williams line, admittedly weak
on comer play, failed to score on even

one of the numerous comer op-

portunities (34), the only negative

point of the game.
The lack of comer offense was

easily forgotten though, as Kraft

scored again early in the second half.

Following excellent team play,

Wellesley exchange Sue Wright tallied

on a penalty strcrice for the team 30

minutes into the half. Minutes later

she set up the last Williams goal on a

through pass to Inner Monica Grady.

Wright, an aggressive halfback,

displayed superior stickwork similar

to that of last Thursday's Holyoke

game which the Ephs tied, 2-2.

The Mount Holyoke match, played

under slightly betto- conditions to that

of Ck)le's swamp was a repeat of 1975's

2-2 tie, the closest the Ephs have come
to defeating the talented Holyoke

squad.

The hosts opened the South Hadley

match with a goal by superstar Milda

Castner. Williams came on strong in

the second half though, winning six

como^ but again unable to connect

for the tally. Inner Edie Thurber

finally tied it up on a coitering pass

from wing Liza Olsen with Grady
grabbing the go-ahead goal later.

With four minutes left in the contest,

the team was unable to set up quickly

enough to prevent an unexpected

Holyoke free hit from deflecting off

DuMouchel's pads and knotting the

score at 2-2.

The team, undefeated as yet, meets

Trinity in Hartford tomorrow with

newly dected cOH^pUins Lisa Olsen

and Cammie McClellan lookfaig to

repeat their -M praaeaaon victory

over Trinity.
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CC reverses

stance on
concert bids

Reversing Its recent declision, the
College Council voted unanimously to

require the ACEC to consult with the

Executive Committee of the Council
before bidding for a concert per-

fo^fner.

Treasurer Harry Kelly moved for

the change which abolishes the
ACEC's right to make bids in-

dependently, a right granted by the
council only two weeks ago. Claiming
that a bid is a "verbally binding
icontract," Kelly charged that the

previous decision "virtually gives the

chairman of the ACEC the power to

make a contract without any other
check." Council President Tom
Herwitz approved of the new rule, and
pointed out that in the event that the
ACEC had to make a bid on short

notice, the Executive Committee
would be able to meet itpimediately for

consultation.

ACEC President Steve Case "an-

nounced that Don McLean, who
achieved national recognition in 1970

with the hit song, "American Pie,"
will perform in a Chapin Hall concert

on Oct. 21. The ACEC had originally

bid for Nils Lofgrento perform on that

date, but withdrew from the bid when
Lofgren demanded more money. Case
estimated the total loss for the

McLean event at approximately
$1600.

Reporting for the Elections Com-
mittee, Vice President Peter Friesen

announced aMWintees to 8 com-
mUteesr Mwhiding the Course Guid^,

Area Studies and Finance Com-
mittees. The council also approved

the election of two Row House
representatives to the Food Services

Committee.
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Guest Meals or
What Eats Us

. If there is one thing that irritates students around here it's

the "little" administrative decisions that are made during the
summer which affect student lives and yet are made without
stuient infMit. Lastyear it was the decision to have a cen-
tralizedmaihroom. This year it's a change in guestmeal policy.

; TUe Thiursday hi^t guest meal was originally designed so
that students and faculn^ members could interact in a social
situatioi6^Md6'tff(he classroom. Iliat's not a bad idea. Over
.Uit^P^tf^W years, however, students have tended to use guest
meaDs as an occasion for meeting and socializing with students
from, other houses rather than an opportunity for getting to
know faculty. A Record editorial last semester acknowledged
that greater interaction between students and faculty at meals
would be highly desirable.

Unfortunately, some college administrators have decided
that the way to reverse this guest meal trend is to force all

staji^ept houses to have gtne^t meals 6n the same dates, rather
than allowing them to cnobse their own dates as they have^^in the
past. The logic apparently is that fewer students will be able to
attend guest meals at other houses and thus everyone will start
inviting faculty members instead. Associate Dean Cris
Roosenraad noted at the recent housing committee meeting
that guest meals were not designed as occasions for socializing
betweeastUdents and that's why the change was made.

Whitewe agriee with the administration's goal of increasing
sft«ideiit:%cultyihteraction at meals, we strongly disagree with
tiieir method. Attiempting to force students to invite faculty to
gii^^t:)i(ie.als.bylimitiiig alternatives is likely to cause more
problems thJan it solves. One Mission Park house piresident
stated that it would cause overcrowding problems if many
faculty members were invited to a guest meal at the Park under
the new system. Some row house stewards have complained
that the new policy will make it difficult to find waiters because
everycme wiU want to attend their own guest nifsal. Finally, do
we rea% waiitto make it more difficult fbr students to get to
know fiudoits from other houses? ^x^x^

Oiie sourcesaid that If students w«re too dissatisfied with
the new guest meal policy it would be changed back for second
semester. May we surest that Uie next time you invite your
favorite college administrator over for a meal mat you let him
or her know how you feel.

Moody, Wilson Fellowships avoilabie
Applications for Moody and Wilson Fellowships awarded to Williams

seniors for two years study at Oxford are available in the Financial Aid
Office. The deadline for apptications is November L

Reporter Jacoby to speak on 60's
Susan Jacoby, "& writer and reporter, will speak on "The 60's: Where we

were; where are we now?" at 8 p.m. Tuesday, October 4 in Griffin 3. The
lecture, sponsored by the Lecture Committee, will address some of the
atereotypes 8(nl. cliches about the sixties.

Gurrfently, Jacoby is completing a book on recent immigraUon called
The New Americans: Immigration in i»70's that will be published early next
year. In addition to two other books on the Soviet Union, Jacoby is a regular
•Joolributor to the New Vork Times Magailne, The Washington Post, and
SaCanlay Review.

Hunting Licenses to be issued
TheCei»ter for Environmental Studies is accepting;^pplications for deer

hunting perinita for use in the Ifopkins Memorial Forest
Only 100 permits will be laiued, and until Nov. 1, preference will be given

to residents in the Williamstown area. After Nov. 1, permits will be issued on
a first come, first served basis.

The HopkinsForest will be open to a maximum of 100 hunters from Dec.
5-10. Hunters must pay a $5 fee to the Center, agree to a list of regulations set
by the Center, and fill out a questionnaire on the deer population.

, , motive. Aa it now stands, a house with

Ff^^ hOUfe pOrtieS • poor kxaUon or physiovl plant

cannot hope to make a profit on a

To the editor:

Why not make all-Oollege parties

free? Having already held one auc-

cessful party of this type, we as Fitch

House officers have becaihe aware of

the inherent advantages of this type of

party. During the past years, few
houses have sponsored free parties.

Ttiis situation is understandable due
to th^ coat of a single house's spon-

soring a iiirge party. We feel that free

campusrwide social events sponsored

by several houaes should be the rule

rather than the exception. Moreover,
we feel that this goal is easily at-

tainable through a coordinated effort

of house social chairmen. The ad-

vantages are many:
1. It would allow for a well-

coordinated campus social calendar,

eliminating the possibility of having
five parties on one weekend and none
the next.

2. It would yield a more efficient

use of the amount of funds currently

being spent on parties.

3. Freshmen would no logger be
taken advantage of; when houses give

parties to which social members are

admitted free, they are heavily
subsidized by freshmen dollars. As
upperclassmen do not go to freshman
parties, there is no corresponding
transfra* of funds to the freshman
class.

4. It would make it easier for

houses to fund their own, small house
activities, while large parties would
be available to those who want them.

5. We are not discouraging the

competition that makes for better

parties. Each group of houses, would
still be motivated to give the best

party on a particular night. What
wouM be eliminaited is the profit

from Career

Counseling
ATTEND A CONFERENCE FOR
^,FR6E IlSf p.C.

,

,^^^

A conference ispoiisored by the

Foundation for Student Com-
munication, a student run
organization staffed by Princeton

undergraduates, will take place in

Washhigton, D.C. on Nov. 6-7. The
Foundation, "whose purpose is to

promote communication between
business people & college
students," is interested in paying
all expenses for each chosen
participant. I

The kind of lieople likely to be
chosen will bCv those who have
strong attitudes^ toward business
(pro or con or in between). The
conference will discuss business in

relation to government, the world
economy, and future growth. To
apply come to OCC or call x23ll by
Monday, Oct. 3 at 4:30 PM. Juniors
and sophomores urged to apply.

BUSINESS TOMORROW IV

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS: William
Simon, former Secretary of the
Treasury Robert Heilbroner,
Professor of Economics, The New
School

Panel l: The Role of the En-
trepreneur in the American
Society

.Panel 2: The Itelationsbip
Between Business and Govern-
ment
Pand 3: The R(rie of the

Multinational in the World
Economy

GRADUATE SCHOOLS COMING
TO OCC NEXT WEEK
Tues. Oct 4 - Duke Bus., Vah-
detbilt Law, & u. Michigan Law
Wfed. Oct. s ' Washington ft Lee
Law and Duke Law
Thurs. Oct. 6 - Boston College Law

If your interested in talking to

any of these school represen-
tatives, sign-up at OCC, Mean
House.

LAW iSCHOOL APPUCATION
WORKSHOP Will be held on
Thursday, Oct. 6 in Chemistry ai at
7:30 PM, Tom Holland, a 1977
Boston College Law grad. and past
chairtnan of BC's law student
admissions committee, will be at
the Workshop.

party, while others constantly do. We
feel that this situation is inequitable.

6. Moat important, free parties

would provide the greatest happiness

for ihe greatest number. (Apologies to

Jeremy Bentham).

We urge people to respond to these

ideas.

Slncerdy,

jLisNiiiin^yinl, President

Susan Galli, Vice President
MltcheitPortaoy, Social Chairman

Provost repiles
To the editor:

It was not my intention to give your

reporter the impression that I believe

grade reform to be "inevitable" at

Williams. It is well knovm that nothing

other than death and taxes is ever

inevitable. The grade inflation may
cease, or slow to a very small rate of

increase, because of "natural"
causes. Even if this does not occur, all

conceivable reforms appear to in-

volve some important effects that

many faculty and-or students would
deem unacceptable. In any case,

nothing within my experience at

Williams over the past half-decade

would indicate that we can expect
imminently a grade reform propteiil

meetings
The following is the schedule for the

Finance Committee's meeting to be
heldSunday, 2 October at 11:00 am in

the WILSON ROOM at GREYLOCK
DINING HALL. All students are in-

vited to these q>en meetings.

11:00 Meeting begins
11:15

. Purple Key SociB^
11:40 Adelphic Speaking Union
Noon Brunch

PUBUC ISSUES GROUPS

from the CEP cr from any other
authoritative group in the QtOtge.

DavMA.B«^
Aaaoclat«Piwort

12:30
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OCEC stresses recycling

what we *>, we do well. We should
handle the level of improvement we
Imvc time for before we move on to
another facet Of our plan."

According to" Fox, a volunteer
program behind the implementation
of the OCEC's plans wogld ^ "good
publicity." If work-stvidy students
handled the jSroject, they would have
tfl be paid. A sufficiently convincing

»rjgamgo.t..Bin>toininfr tb»jwd. for a
recycling program in the dining halls
might persuade the provost to allocate
money to hire extra studenU to wash
bottles and flatten cans; otherwise,
kitchen workers might lake on the
additional duties.

Fox supported a volunteer basis
because, "the idea of this committee
is to educate you for post-Williams
life. You will have to be responsible
for the environment in your own
hoihe." rte estimates that the job
would require one hour's work each
day.

The OCEC's goal of educating the
student body is a continuation of. one
of last year's projects. The cominittee
produced "Many Happy Returns," a

booklet containing tips for recycimg
and energy conservation in the
Williamstown area, and distributed it

to students and other interested

people. In spite of this, there was little

response.

"Environmental consciousness is

very low on campus," VanOot
reported. Students only rarely used
the recycling ^sheds available on
campus, and freshman member Ted
Wolf said that moat of the Clasa of 1961
do not know that tlw shed even exist.

Some years ago, the three major
dining halls, Mission Park, Baxter,
and Greylock, recycled paper, cans
and glass, but the programs were
discontinued when funds and interest

diminished.

In order to arouse interest, the
OCEC will schedule entry meetings in

many dorms to both inform and in-

spire students to practise recycling
and conservation methods.

However, as committee members
pointed " OUT, awaireness is "no
guarantee that students will 'par-

ticipate in any program. According to

one member, "We don't need ex-
perience; we need enthusiasm."

^&, \ Evdn cowg/r/s . .

.

Rn<rlM«i«y
OneOfTlicBqrs

MCAZZ71

BLUE GRASS

SUNDAY — 8:00 PM oANU
Back By Popular Demand

OCTOBER?, 1977
Music Charge $1.00

WILLIAMS INN Williamstown 458-9371

by Marcus Smith

Age improves flne wine, but Hne
rock sUrs? And speaking of sUrs,
doe« (he road to glamourdom really
empty Intoa cai-de-eac of exhaustion?
If you answered a sturdy "Yeah" and
desire to confirm your suspicions,
then tune in Roger Daltrey 's third solo
attempt, One Of Th<^j^,.
One Of Tlie Boys is in many ways a

disturbing album for those of us (all of
us?) who think of Daltrey first and
foremost as the gutsy, but often
tender lead singer of The Who. As an
exquisite mouthpiece for brooding
Peter Townsend. Daltrey hardly ever
seems to hit a wrong note or echo a
false sentiment. Away from Town-
send and The Who, and with a wide
variety of material (some of which he
has co-written), however. Mister
Daltrey becomes an inconsistent,

contradictory persona. Contradiction

*??5 be admirable and intciguint in
performers who have from the start

based their appeal on elusiveness and
self-effacing inconsistencies (e.g. Ray
Davies, David Bowie). In Daltrey 's

case, though, the contradictions are
temporal in origin and therefore
irreconcilable. Daltrey, in short,
wants his cake (the past splendour of
The Who) as well as his appetite (a
desire to break away from his role in
The Who and become a separate,
distinct performer). He craves a new
future, while at the same time refuses
to completely relinquish his past. The
net result is a less than cmvincing,
but not without a moment of

masterpiece.

This moment is "Avenging Annie",
an Andy Pratt song which Daltry has
fashioned into a classic in true Who
style. Daltrey has seldom sounded
better. The song is a showcase of his
vocal range, and its crescendoing
force is the quintessential Daltery, the
singer who sings every note as if it

were his last.

Elsewhere such characteristic
conviction on the part of Daltrey slips

'

away because of inert, inglorious

lyrics. The album's title track, for

instance, is so blaUntly in the
tradition of The Who as the
spokesgroup for frustrated, lower-
middle class English adolescents that
at best it is a poor copy and at its

James B. Pratt House and THE FORCE present
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wgnt a sad parody. Thirteen years
after "My Geoeratioo" and three
years after Qaadrephmia. a highly
autobiographical two record ex-
travagansa by The Who, lioea such as
"Haapaaks with a terrible stammer",
"He knows his generation", and "Fff-
f-frustration" certainly coma off as
being sUtic and triter-Besides, in the
early seventies the noW defunct Mott
The Hoople accomplisbed what a few
of the more interesting New Wave
bands are accomplishing now;
namely, defiance in a refreshing,

exciUng style. Daltrey, however, has
not accomplished this here by any
means—"Life on the dole ain't no
good for your soul" or "He knows he
don't have to be that good - To be a
real bad cat" are but two of many
examples in "One Of The Boys" in

which revolt has been turned into

cliche.

Such warmed-over sentiment seems
alllhe inore inexcusable in an album
which, contrary to its title, proves that

Daltrey is in fact no longer "one of the
boys". For starters, the siq>porting

cast reads like a Who's Who of British
Rock and includes the likes of Eric
Clapton, Mick Ronson, Alvin Lee (who
plays on "Avoiging Annie"), Paul
McCartney, ex-Zombies fUtA Argent
and Colin Blunstone, and fellow Who
member John Entwistle. But we can't
condemn a man by association, and
tKsides the tone of the songs do that.

"Parade'* deals with the standard
not-quite a star theme in a routine
way ("Ive never made the headlines
but I was in that scene"). Are we
suppose to feel sorry for poor old
Roger because his film career hasn't
put him up there with Burt Reyncrids
«• what?

"Satni And Lace"meantime is a
revealing picture of "the new
Oaltrey": self-centered and self-

pitying, cynical towards "his
generation", distanced from it. A
simple piano baUad,. "Satin And
Lace" is as beautiful as it is discon-

certing;
,

I've made it

I've played it

I've sang my songs
to please them

I've seen them falling

from the highest highs
They owned me
But they're lonely

They ended up,
with nothing

I took my chances
and I learnt to fly

Fly away
Such self-righteousness, moreover,

%
turns into complacency. "Qoii^ It All

Again", another simple, quiet song,
reveals real menUl paralysis, the
kind that comes from a preoccupation
with success and luxury:
Easy life Uke it alow
Now I've found
i the way togo . .

.

Easy Ufe don't

go too fast

It wasn't all the same
But ru do it again
And then there's "Leon", and again

Daltrey is all gushy and tender and
sentimental, but still trying to find
some lead in his silver-lined career
("Tomorrow I'll be in Amsterdam
... - Told him the road was sUl) as '

Tough as it was").
One Of The Boys, in other wan)s,.ia

a record that raises many deubts
about Daltrey, the man without
Townsend, and yet confirms the
clarity and precision of his singing.
It's also a subdued work musically,
with "Avenging Annie" and "One Of
The Boys" being the only fast-moving
nun^ers. An abnost adequate album
in spite of everything, it gete my vote
for Most Misleading Title of the Year.
After all. more "boys" are banging
away at their guiUrs in London town
than ever,

Oakley proposes

new approaches

in course divisions

CEPframpaaai

The Oakley proposal suggests
another approach to the subject.

First, a "great books" approach to

allow members of all classes,
divisions andd^rtments to read and
dicsuss on a range of books and topics,

each student bringing his personal
area of expertise into class.

The second part of his proposal is a
"Men and..MOTrtf'' co«r8e,lnv«*ich
Oakley suggestt the cluinSi&' a
"biographical approach" to ttie Study
of issues. For example, "the struggle
from heteronomy to parional
autonomy" through the study of such
figures as Socrates, Sir Tliomas
Moore, John Stuart Mill, Soren
Kiericegaard and Martin Lutber King.
The final approach. "M<klaa and

methods," might look at how history
is approached by, for Jnttgnce
geok)gists, economists, or iMsti, or
how a physicist and a lltertry critic

perceive a given event.

ClOTHING
Since 1 975

ADD FASHION SLACKS
Mmmt

FLANNEL SHIRTS

AND FINE FITTING

TURTLE NECKS

AND THE RESULT IS

JUST ONE F^^^STIC

,1- FALL OUTFIT FROM

CARLTON'S
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Thompson Series begins

with Orford String Quartet
The Orford String Quartet, direct

firom Canada, will inaugurate the

niompaoo Conocrt Series at Williams

College on Saturday, October l, 1977,

at 8:30 p.m. in CJiapin Hall. Sponsored

by the Williams College Music
Department, the Quartet will provide

music by two Canadian composers,

Sir Ernest MacMllIan and Harry
Freedman, as well as two Beethoven
quart«8. —^»*^-—-^ •——

^

The twelve year old Quartet boasts

four exceptional young musicians:

violinists Andrew Dawes and Kenneth
Perkins, vioUst Terence Helmer, and
cellist Marcel St-Cyr. The Quartet,

under the tutelage of Prof. Lorand
Fenyves, grew out of meetings at Les
Jeunesses Musicales'^summer camp

«iat Mount Orford, Qirebec. Its many
>'tour8 have spanned three continents,

J often under the auspices of the

'Canada Council and the Department
of External Affairs.

The Quartet teaches at the
University of Toronto's Faculty of

Music, where it has been "Quartet-in-

Residertce" since 1968, and devotes

much of its fre6 and summer time to

master classes and to working with

promising young string players. The
nQuartet has been the redpient of

I numerous awards, including the

$20,000 Molson Prize, presented by the

Canada Council to "recognize and
encourage outstanding contributions

in the arts, humanities or social

sciences."

Although their music is undoubtedly
international in appeal, there is a
distinctly Canadian flavor to the

ensemble. The Two Sketches for

Strings, by Sir Ernest MacMillan
(1893-1973), is based on French-

Canadian airs taken from the

collection. Folk Songs of French

Canada, edited by Barbeau and Sapir

and published by the Yale Press in

192S. MacMillan wrote two versions,

for orchestra (which Ozawa has

conducted for a Columbia recording)

and for string quartet. The first of the

two sketches traces the legend

of Christ disguised as a beggar; the

second depicts the busy life of the

Breton port of St. Malo, from where
"ihahy of Canada's early settTers,

including Jacques Cartier in 1534, had
come. MacMillan was the first

professor of music at the University of

Toronto and was for twenty-five years

the conductor of the Toronto Sym-
phony. He was probably the most
influential and best known Canadian

musician of his generation.

Although Harry Freedman was
bom in Poland, in 1922, Canadians

consider him one of their own. His

family went first to Alberta when he
was three years old, and then to

Manitoba, and all of his musical

training and background is

thcnroughly Canadian. For 24 years he

was English horn player in the

Toronto Symphony; and in 1949 he

was awarded a Tfinglewood
scholarship to study composition with

Messiaen and Copland. y
Freedman has written in vhrtually

every form, and his music shows the

change from his early tonal period to

later serial and chance elements of

style. Graphic 2, which will be

idayed at Williams, is one of a series

of pieces for different performing

media, all of them being aleatory.

This particular selection, written in

1972, calls for members of the quartet

to whisper, hum, and shout, as well as

using such instrumental devices as

oddly tuned strings, microtones, and
harmonic glissandi.

thePounVest..
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arcadian shop
OmWMsrttiwt militimtotm, Rtai.

41S -458.3870
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Williams College bepartment of Music

pre%er\\s

TERRY DWYER, Baritone

with

PAUIA ENNIS, Piono

>

music of Handel, Brahms, Debussy,

Ravel, and Verdi

Tuesday, October 4th, 8:30 p.m. J

Thompson Chapel, Wllliamstown

no admission charge

"Miss Alice Otase" by Henry WtoH

(American 1U2-1»U) it one of the

prints in the exhibition and sale

sponsored by the L«ketide Studio at

the Williams College Art Museum,
(credit: Lakeside Studio)

artsbriefsortsbrlefs
Hopkins Forest Farm Festival:

Date: Sunday, October 2; Time: 1:00

through dinner. From 1:00-4:00—^

crafts fair will be held including cioer

making led by Henry W. Art (Director

of the Center for Environmental

Studies), Henry N. Flynt Jr. (Director

of Financial Aid) demonstrating
shingle making, and other experts

explaining herbal recipes, em-
broidery and weaving.
Exhibition and Sale of a unique

selection of CHd Master, Modern
Master and Contemporary Prints:

I^^te: Tuesday October 4; Time:
10:00-4:00. Sponsored by the Lakeside

Studio under the auspices of Professor

Franklin W. Robinson and the

Williams College Museum of Art.

Film Review

Russell
Tonight the WiUiams Film Society

presents the first and only double bill

of the season. Women In Love and Tlie

Prime of Miss Jean Brodle are set in a

world far more alien to us than the

imaginative banality of SUr Wars-
Britain of the exotic, decadent 1930'8.

Both films are based on books, and the

deft screen adaptations point out the

dangers of giving flesh to literary

characters and aituAUons. .

The purely cinematic impact of Ken

Russell's Women In Love seems to

place that film far beyond its literary

reference or even its literary

meaning. The D. H. Lawrence novel of

two sisters and their lovers probes

their psychosexual insides in search

of essential selves, but Russell's

flamboyant, self-indulgent style

makes us suspect that the only self

he's concerned with is his own.

His later career justifies our

suspicions. He will develop this ex-

travagant, no-holds-barred cinematic

techniques beyond all seiise In

Wagnerian grotesques lilie Mahler

and Savage Messiah. It will then more

clearly mirror his conceptions, which

all tend to be lush, startling, and
impressionistic.

These later films are also totally

silly. Their theme is Russell's

egomanic infatuation with the

passions of the suffering artist as the

inspired idiot'Savante. But it doesn't

take a very keen sense of movie

history to peel the swirling excesses of

violent effect from Russell's stan«!e to

discern the genre he's working in—
Hollywood's pablumized 'biographies'

of tragic artists like Emile Zola and

Sador Onncay: melodramatic
schlock.

But Lawrence is oerhaps even

in
J30

Runoitproof, In Weaea la Lovcw he
stripped away reaUsttooonc^ptiooBof

character and rdatlonahlp to . reveal

awesome, inchoate life-forces. The
novel is perforce highly unrealistic;

Lawrence deidoys people against

incidents in often stunning sym-
bolism; and his dialogue is rich in

poetic resonance.

Whatever his fiults, K«n RUnell

cannot shoot a teacup! wltMut (rails ^

forming it into an emMem. Even this

is a fault-^>ut not here. Lawrence
wanted to transcend the com-
monplace by seeing in it a higher

order of reality. Russell tends to

destroy his movies ' by treating

everyday incidents ^s Truth
Revealed. But the liug scenes of

Women In Loye are supposed to be

exactly that. Even normal speech is

oddly epigrammatic and in-

sinuating—it soun^ Ulfe tlie Jupgian
subconscious.

, ;

It's most fortunate that Russell told

this to the cast, but unlikely—they

prottably ignored his orders and read

the book anyway. CMherwise, we'd be

hopelessly confused by the spectacle

.of some of the screen's finest actors

seeIN LOVE pages
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Screen versions of classics

dramatize decadence of 30's
rNLOVEfr«m|M9«4

not acting, but depicting. They doo't
develop or reapond normally—
instead, they give physical expression
to Lawrence's messianic discovery of
essential selves expressed in a
symbiosis of the blood-sex.
As Birkhi, the Lawrence-character,

)«n. 8At.W c»fl oyercwM Ws
itacfaed Irony only in lyric highs like

Ae celebrated 'plum' speech. But as
Gudrun and Gerald. Glenda Jackson
and OUver Reed take over the picture.

Jackson's poised self-control dispels
any notion that she is merely a normal
twenty-six year old woman—women
don't develop that much dignity

before forty, if ever. Her sex scenes
are not erotic in our sense of the word.
Instead, we see Lawrence's sense of

the word—terrible and violent en-

counter; mystical union.

Compared to RusseU's brayura,
BonaldNaame'a^ direction of The
Prime of Miss Jean Brodie seems

KING'S

LIQUOR

STORE

52 Spring Street

458-5948

timid and stultified. Jean Brodie. a
thirty year old spinster in chUl
Presbyterian Edinburgh, is

fanatically devoted to inspiring her
litUe girls, if not teaching them. In
Muriel Sparks' short novel, Miss
Brodie is a wry and witty caricature.
But given flesh by Jay Presson Allen's

geoectUy fiompetent scroeoplay, she
acquires a real and menacing
presence.

But that's precisely what makes
this movie stumble over itself. Maggie
Smith is too fine an actress to perform
this haughty, bizarre eccentric
without gahiing our sympathy; she's
rather like loyaUe crackpot Auntie
Mam^ with a brogue instead of a
drawl. Sie's the heroine, saying and
doing funny endearing things with
manic aplomb. There's only one way
to approach a role like this: vdOt
brisk, highly mannered*
outfiageousness. It's a slar turn for the
actress, a great show-role. ^
After rooting for Miss Jean for an

hour, we fmd out that those horrible
things people are saying about her are
really true; that she's not just a
harmless, deluded romantic; but a
snobbish and destructive egoist. She
says, "A guid begginin' makes a guid
endin'." Aye, if only the revairsse
didna hoold troo,

Hie Prime of Miss Jean Brodie
avoids the emptiness of a showcase
piece . . Neame gets excellent and
compelling performances frmn Gelia
Johnson and a flock of ingenuous bit

playors. (The titmouse of a secretary
brought it all back to me. Ah, school
days . . . ) And Robert Stephens' art
instructor, with whom Miss Brodie
once spent one night and fled, is

almost an intimate part of her fan-
tasy-world. Tellingly, he is the only
person not dommated by her.

PM«9

Scott Ferni attempts to block a Tim
Uyden pas* In the Pratt-Tyler IM
foottMll game. Pratt %mi ().

(photo by Buckner)

Coop study
OMpfremMVei

CoUege's philosophy of diversity in
housing.

"A coop housing system could run
at craaa-purpoaw with the residential
housing system," Jankey
acknowledged. Some students
suggested that cooip bowkig might
reUeve the growing demand for off-
campus housing, Roosenraad said he
felt coop housing would fill the
demands of ottier studentii (br in-
dependence and experience in cooking
their own meals and doing their own
maintenance.

Jankey commissioned Paul Shells
"76 to survey coop houshig at various
northeastern campuses over the
summer. He examined such schools
as Dartmouth, Trinity, Cornell,
Hamilton-Kirkland and Smith and
evolved a proposal for coop living at
Williams. "I think it's sensible,"
Jankey said, "but we're not

necessarily mdar^nf jU," y«t.

SbtUi' prapoaat foQUM dn.creating
coop houahig: organixation by the
Student Housing Committee,
meetings of interested students and
sdection of students and houses.

A hoiidiig4aibcQnunlt(M evolv«d a
more detailed plan last spriiv- ^
included a pilot program of 35 male
and female students remaining
associated with residential hoiaes,

...onvartlng two Oodd aataUlt* houses
m coop houses. Selection would Jbe
complex in an effbrt to include a
"random and diverse" membership
while insuring those selected would
form a cooperating group.

The Houshig Omunittee will spend
the next weeks evaluating and
modifyhig these proposals, in con-
junction with the CUL's coop houshig
subcommittee—chah^ by Asst. Prof.
Frances Kleinman—The CUL will
draft the final proposition fbr the
trustees.

"Every Man" con#0iTts s^seTofltefrns
by Todd Tucker

Every Man for Himself and God
Agabist Them All is one of the most
powerful films released in recent
years. "ITie film boldly confronts and
questions the value of the society it

portrays. Every Man is, m many ways
reminiscent of Tniffaut's nwister-
piece. The WUd ChUd, in that it

examuies both the life of an individual
and the culture which surrounds him.
Dfawtor Werner Herzog, one of the

major figures ui the German fihn
Renaissance, opens his movie with an
extremely lush imiage. We see a field
of grain blowing in the wind and these
first few frames constitute one of the
few truly beautiful free-standing
cinematographic sequences that I

have ever seen.

From this starting point, the story
moves quickly to its maul {riot: the life

of Kaspar Hauser ui the mid-

nineteenth century. Kasper Hawer,
heir apparent to the German throne,
had been imprisoned in a cellar fbr
fourteen years of his life. From the
age of three until seventeen, he had
not even been able to stand up. He had
no contact with other human beings.
Ifiain^ls.wjqre brought to him while
he slept. In short, Kaspar was
unaware of any reality other than his
own abject conditio.

When he became seventeen, Kaspar
was taught twtand and utter a single

sentence and then released and left hi

a village square. The movie mar-
velously portrays his confrontation

with various "civilizing" forces and
institutions.

Herzog's view <rf society is filled

with contempt. Taken from 'the

screammg that men call silence,'

Kaspar travels and learns many

things. Yet he feels detached
throughout and admits that he is only
happy in bed. When on display at an
upper class party, he is asked "What
was it like Uiside your cave?" He
replies that it is "better than it is out
here." The absurdity of soci^ is

manifested hi the social education
that Kaspar receives.

The part of Kaqtar is played with
understanding and sympathy by
Bnuo S. IThis acting role has been the
only one for this man whoee personal
life, in fact beara some resemblance
to that <a Kaspar Hauser. BrlinU ww
himself abandoned in his childhood
and his portrayal of Kaspar tfarOt^
his intellectual and spiritual
maturation oontahis a sense of dn-
derstfuxUng and sympi^thy which is

rarely communicated so effecttyely

by an actor.

from
First AgriGultural

Nothing is harder to master than money management. Schools
teach economic theoiy and parents pass on what they can. However
experience is the best teacher. That's one reason Rrst Agricultural

'^'^^
offers RrstChargc. Another is that FirstGhargc allows youngadults to
establish a necessary bank reference and line of credit to help them
in the future.

FirstCharge is a full-servipc credit card. It's good with hundreds
of Berkshire merchants ... the same ones that honor First Aggie
Master Charge cards. The onii/ difference is that FirstCharge is not
valid outside the County And remember, you receive 30 days
interest free with FirstCharge and up to 90 days interest free on
purchases over $100 with participating merchants.

In the event you don't have a full-time job, a co-signer may be
required foryourRrstCharge card. To get more information and
your application for FirstCharge, just return the coupon. Or stop in a
convenient First Agricultural office and ask for a FirstCharge
application. At First Agricultural, we give you the credit you deserve
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AAlddlebury comes to town

Panthers sport tough stats
kyTimLayden

The scenario is like samething out of

a Hollywood western, the sort that you

•ee on the late, late show and can't

understand how the good guys ever

won, much less always. Black Bart,

the fastest gun in New England, is

rollin' in on the noon train and he says

the^sheriff.JwUar. '.'go (oc his-guua".

Saturday afternoon, high noon will

come a little late, 2 p.m, to be exact,

just late enough to let Friday night's

pizzas and grinders give way to

lunch's hot dogs. And the bad guys

will t>e wearing white, with shiny

silver helmets, and boy are they good

!

•"On paper they're a superior

ioptball team," comments Bob Odell

on the 1977 version of the Middlebury

Panthers, "they're well-coached,

quick, fast; part of a very fine

program." 'The Vermonters cruised to

an impressive 7-1 mark last season,

- losing only to Trinity, and the word is

the Panthers are out for the big 8-0

this year.

Middlebury's fastest gunslingers

are a pair of made-to-order running

iMcks named Roy Heffeman and Jack
Dobek. Heffeman has received reams
of press copy in the last two seasons,

most of it merited by his over-

whehning stats, but Dobek is just as

good, simply not as publicized.

Junior quarterback Matt Winslow is

a sort of invisible team leader, who
'throws well enough," according to

(Mell, but whose main pui^se is to

feed the pigskin to Heffeman and
Dobek. The Panthers run from a
double tight end formation much of

the time, all the better to open holes

with.

Defensively, the Panther front

seven are all quick, talented veterans,

with all sorts of talent and experience.

Senior Bruce Johnson is the only

steadying influence in a young
secondary that could be Middlebury's

only weakness. Middleguard Terry
Quinn is a 6'3" 220-pounder whom
chief Williams scout likens to

Williams standouts Emmett Creahan
and J. C. Chandler.

Middlebury has scored just three

points against Williams in the last

eight quarters of play, even though

the last two contests have been in

Middlebury. Tlie Panthers broke loose

for 56 esisy ones in a rout of helpless

Colby last week—so another 3-0 game
seems unlikely, barring a monsoon, or

tidal wave, or aom« such natural

disaster.

Heffernan has been bruised, beaten,

and battered by the Ephs in two

games, getting IBI yards on 57

carries. The rugged two-sport star has

to.he hungipy lor a piece of Purple

scalp for his mantlepiece. Dobdc's

Williams stats are similarly

miniscule. He will undoubtedly be

wielding a tomahawk as well.

Okay Ephdom, there you have it.

Now all that remains is for the

Williams squad to jog down to Wesion
Field and toes their athletic sup-

porters out to the fifty-yard line and
head for cover, right. Sure, Bob Odell,

fresh from his 100th win and battling

the only team which holds a winning

record against him is going to roll

over and |4ay dead; a bunch of seniors

who have tasted an unbeaten season

(1975) are going to settle for an early-

season trouncing just because Mid-

dlebury is so good ; and those banshee,

workhorse sophomores, juniors, and
even freshman who helped beat

Hamilton against all odds are going to

give this one away.

BuUfeathers. For lack of a less polite

term. If last week's thriller in the rain

and mud of Hamilton is any indication

of, things to come, the 1977 version of

the Williams Ephmen is going to l>e

the type of team worth watching, the

type of team not to be overlooked.

"We must have a complete defense

turnaround," says Odell in

preparation for the tussle, "we keyed
very poorly last week, and we've
worked on it. " Linebackers John Thiol

and Phil Shuman will start for the

Ephs, backed by a secondary of Greg
McAleenan (defensive player of the

week), Mark Eckert, Mark Gerry,

and Long Ellis. With Bill Couch out,

Colin Hart moves to tackle, with

Ralph Spooner taking over at nose.

Pete Tuttle, Russ Gee, and Mike Masi
round oiit the defensive starters, and
frosh Brian Benedict expected to see a
good deal of time.

Odell "is still undecided as to who
he will start at quarterback," but

Greg Collins and Bill Whelan have
performed well and will both see

action. Gus Nuzzolese joins Dave
Massucco and Vernon Davis in the

backfield as Scott Harrington is out

ttirce to four weeks.

Slippery Ken Hollingsworth (of-

fensive player of the week) and Herb
McCormick anchor the receiving

corps, with Todd Eckerson, Jack
Spound, Jay Skerry, Ken Schoetz,

Steve Rogers, and Joe Maguire up
ftfonl.- - - ——_.--
Odell and Williams were faced with

an "impossible task" last year, in

powerful Wesleyan. Odell made a few
changes and presto, 34-7 Williams.

Middlebury is good, that's for certain.

But they simply aren't going to roll

into Williamstown and pillage Weston
Field, taking no prisoners. Whether
Odell pulls another rabbit out of his

hat and throws the book at Mid-
dlebury or the Ephs just get plain

fired-up, the fur will fly. If you had
only planned to go to the Amherst
game this year, rearrange your
schedule. Little Three or not, that's
going to b(i some football played

Saturday.

Williams Rugby's A-side defeatMl Allwny Uw •-«, B-side lost M, and Iha

women won I2r« despite the rain and mud last Saturday in Albany. The men
play at home tomorrow while the wonien go to Boston.

(photo by Doherty)

Lady pucksters trim Trinity, 7-4
by Nancy Rhein

Linda Wilkins and her winning field

hockey team stormed into Con-
necticut Wednesday gathering not

only a 7-4 win, but crucial momentum
going into Saturday's Yale match.

The Hrst quarter of the game was
dominated by the hosts as the Ephs

adjusted t^ the soggy, slow field.

Behind 2-0 after twelve minutes, the

Ephs came alive as Monica Grady
went in for an unassisted tally. Inner

Val Coming responded minutes later

scoring on a pass from Sally Kraft.

Then it was Grady again, this time

from Sue Wright, to close the half 3-2.

Purple harriers shutout

Middlebury in mud-run
by Frank Can-

As a prelude to tomorrow's
Williams-Middlebury football clash, a

group of eleven Ephmen pulled into

Middlebury, Vt. on Wednesday and
proceeded to demolish the of^xHing

Panthers in their own mud, No, coach

Bob Odell did not send his hungry
d-EPH-ense to draw some pre-game

blood, but instead the varsity cross

counti7 team decided to give the

Northerners a taste of Purple Power
before they even get near the

Berkshires. The Eph runners ac-

complished their mission by shutting

out Uie opposition 15-45.

Ranked nationally

Oarswoman to race on Charles
when Susan Tuttle '78 fastens her

oar in an oarlock and goes out to race

against 39 other women's crews at the

annual Head of the Charles Regatta in

Boston on Oct. 23, she will be racing

against several members of her most
recent team—the U.S. national squad.

Tuttie, Who rowed in the U.S. eight

in the World Rowing Championships

Suian "Tut" Tuttle 7« sits In her

Mission Park room In front of a Dutch

rowing calendar wtiicti tite purchased

thitSwmmer while in Amsterdam as a

member o( the U.S. woman's craw,

(photo by Gtedhill)

in Anulterdart Aug. 26 through 28, was

choseQ through a camp selection

process, during which coaches took 40

of the country's best female oars-

women and whittled that number

down to 10—an eight and two spares.

Although her boat finished seven out

of seven, Tuttle attributes the poor

performance to a lack of experience in

the boat, which included only one

veteran from the Olympic eight,

"I thought we would have done

much better than we did," she said,

explaining that the crew consistently

,
rowed better—and faster—in practice

than it did when {daced in high-
pressure racing situations.

For Tuttle, who has been rowing for

eight yiears (four at Middletown,

Contt., High School; four at Williams),

selection to the national team capped
two years of hard work. During her

sophomore year, "Tut" (as she is

known to teammates) trained twice a

day in an, almost-successful effort to

make the Olympic Squad. Last
summer the training paid off.

"It requires about two workouts a
day over the winter," she said when
asked her formula for success. "I saw
the gym so much last year," she

added with a grin.

In addition to rowing with the

Williams women when Lake Onota
was in its liquid state, Ti)tUe pursued

a variety of activities^, iiicludin^, but

not limited to, weightlifting, cross-

country skiing, rowing on the

ergometer, running and swimming.
(Iliis year, as in her sophomore and
junior years, she was the Williams*

women's number one breaststroker.)

Much of this work, of course, was
done along with members of the

Williams crew as part of that sport*!

regular training program.

That training program, done
religiously, and the technical rowing
training availalde at Williams were
sufficient to win her a berth on the

U.S. squad, Tuttle claimed.

If there is one difference between

rowing at Williams and rowing in the

national boat, she said, it is the degree

of competittvehesa of h«r fMlow

oarswomen.

Members of the national team,

Tuttle said, would often spend their

spare time with teammates from their

colleges or universities trying to

figure out what combination of

athletes would make each college's

boat fast enough to win the Eastern
Championships in May of 1978.

Will she try out for the 1978 national

team? Sue hesitates a moment and
answers with a "maytie." liie U.S.

Women's Olympic Committee is in a
sufficient state of disarray that no one
yet knows how the '78 boat will be
chosen, who will coach it, where it will

train or how much financial support

will be given to athletes for in-

ternational travel, she explained.

"I can't afford a summer like this

again," she stated. Out of an
estimated $700 to $800 in expenses,

Tuttie had to pay all but $150 and even

,
that check for $150 has not yet arrived

I

from
I

the Olympic. C^mntit^^i she

said.

But, if she makes the team this

year, Tuttie said she'd probably

continue training in an effort to make
th^ 1980 Olympic squad.

In addition to being a member hf the

TJ team, Tuttie was elected as a co-

captain of that squad while it was
training in Wisconsini

"My first job was to go get towels.

My second was to tell (coach) Jay
(Mimier) that we were too tired to

row seat races. My third was to ask
for another workout off," she
recalled.

A biology major, Tuttle plans to

pursue some career in that field but

has no definite plans for next year.
After all, she may be in New Zealand
rowing for the United States.

The race turned into a fun run after

a mile and one-half as purple harriers

Joe Kolb, Frank Carr, Dan Sullivan

and Tom Schreck coasted along in the

lead with a 60 yard margin over the

nearest opponent. Actually there were

two runners ahead of the foursome,

but they were from Plymouth State

whose team showed up much to the

surprise of the Ephs as well as the

uninformed Middlebury coach. The
Williams squad, however, was un-

concerned with these men in green

because they were officially racing

onty Middlebury. But, just to show
that they play no favorites the Eph-

men clobbered the Plymouth visitors

as well. -

The course, which "is great for

cross country skiing when it's covered

with a foot of snow", explained

Middlebury's Dusty McNichol, slowed

the purple foursome to a 28:56

clocking for the "somewhere around"

5 mile mud t>ath. Garrick Leonard

completed the shutout as he splashed

and slid into fifth place at 29:03.

McNichol followed Leonard and then

Mike Behrman entered the finish

chute, his mud covered Nikes driving

him to a seveiith place effort in 29 : 26.

After a Middl^niry trio completed

the day's tour, Bud Bell and Larry Wu
came home together in 11th, 41

seconds over the half-hour mark.

Rusty Anderson added a 14th at an
even 31 minutes, Jon Miller finished a

minute later in 17th, and another 60

seconds ticked off before Dan Riley

rounded out the purple placings in

20th.

€4 Soma's 7tMMmway ever Albany
M. antf R.P.I. MMnatday.

(photo by Johnson)

Later in the game, the team, which
failed to score on numerous corners
last week, began to convert its op-

portunities to goals. Edie Ttaurber

scored on a short comer from Liza

Olsen and within a minute Thurber set

up another comer goal, put in by
Kraft.

Williams stayed in control for the

rest of the match, with Thurber
connecting for the final tally with 1

second left. The 7-4 victory may be
just what the team needs going into

Saturday's contest against Yale. The
Ephs, winless against the Elis, will

take on their toughest competition at

11:30 as Yale makes its first visit to

Cole Field.

Sailors resurface
The Williams Sailing Team

astounded the eastern collegiate

racing circuit by posting an im-

pressive victory in a regatta held at

Tufts last Saturday.

Skippers John Hamniel and Jeb
Boucher, and Oew Mark Robinson
and Lisa Greene upset thirteen other

New England schools, including such

powerhouses as Yale, MIT, Harvard
and Tufts, by amassing the lowest

point total for the eight race series,

including two firsts and three seconds.

Williams' achievement seems even
more remarkable since the Team
races without the advantage of

practice and instruction, which the

other schools receive daily. The
Sailing Team and Yacht Club was
reorganized last year after a six year

absence and is presently seeking

funds for boats and practice facilities,

perhapejocatedJn PittsfMtL-

Golf squad swings

past Albany, RPI
The Williams College golf

juggemdtit outclassed squads from

Albany St. and R.P.I. Wednesday, as

the steady Eph linksters carded a

very respectable 395, beating Albany

St. by 21 shots and R.P.I, by 36.

Ed "Big" Bousa, Bill Upton, and

Dan KaU fired fine 78's in the difficult

weather. Bousa has been a steady

performer all year, and his score was

no surprise. On the other hand, golf

team members were ready to pur-

chase tombstones for the collapsing

Katz and Upton. However, both

employed psychocylwmetics to avoid

severe mental collapse and come in

with their fine showings.

Rounding out die scoring were

Marcel Oudin and Doug "King"

Chumbley. Oudin shot a steady 80,

while Chumbley capped his wildly

erratic round with a spectacular

birdie on the eighteenth hole, thrilling

the Williams gallery.

Had it not be«i for an unfortunate

train accident on the eighteenth hole.

Bill Sprague wouk) have figured

prominently in the scoring. Despite

the disaster, young Sprague shot 82.

and will be counted on for steady play

in the future.
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Trustees add Strickler, work with budget

Nawly appointMi
Strickltr '73

trust** Oian*

The Board of Trustees elected

Diana Hole Strickler -'79 tothe position

of term trustee at their fall meeting

Saturday, fllling one of two vacancies

created by the board in June.

Strickler, a student at Cqhnnbla
Uniyersily Graauate School of

Business and an- Alumni Ad-
ministrator of the Tyng Bequest,

begins her term immediately and will

serve until June 1980.

Hie trustees also discussed this

year's budget and the meeting
Thursday between the trustee

Committee on Campus Life and the

student-faculty Committee oti Black

Students at Williams, llie board also

ratified nineteen faculty and ad-

ministrative appointments and
promotions at its Saturday meeting.

According to College President

John w; Chandler, the trustees

discussed the issues raised by the

report to the faculty last June
(published in the September tt
Record) on black students at

Williams. The "key emphasis" of the

discussion was on curricular changes
to improve course offerings related to

black involvement in history, he
added.

Dean of the College Peter Berek
described the meeting between the

Committee on Black Students at

Williams and the Committee on

Camixis Life on Thursday as "a very
good and wide-ranging discussion" of

the issues raised by the report, as well

as questions to be studied by the

committee this year.

No specific solutions were proposed,

he said, through many speculative

ideas were discussed. The trustees

will receive regular progress reports

from the committee throughout the

year, added Berek.

Non-binding recommendations

Council finonciers continue talks
The Finance Committee decided

preliminary budget recomiQendations

for (tudepi organizations last Sunday.

First on the agenda was the Purple
Key Society. The committee ten-

tatively agreed upon a $400 budget.

The preliminary budget suggestion

for the Adelphic Speaking Union was
$235, for speaking contests.

The Americans for Democratic
Action (ADA) petitioned the Finance

Committee for a total of $420. The
ADA figured $350 of that total for the

seven guest lecturers they want and
ti)e remaining $70 for covering the

tAlra^Ums the organization has sought

Kr this year.

Williams Independents wanted $50

to spend on publicity needs. The group

has planned three panel discussions

involving local individuals who wiU
not charge, so more money was un-

necessary. The Finance Committee
consented to suggest a $40 budget to

the College Council.

Williams Republicans requested,

$500 for two major speakers, $100 (o

pay for a retired U.S. representative

to lecture and $30 for filins. The
Finance Committee's preliminary

decision was to suggest the full $30 for

the films and only half of the

remaining requested money. One of

the academic departments could
cover for the U.S. Representative's

fee, according to the Finance Com-
mittee. And should the Williams

Republicans, or any other group, still

feel in need of money to pay for

speakers the Finance Committee
suggested the Lecture Committee as a
source.

Last year, because of ambiguities in

the guidelines, political organizations

were not clear about what they could

do with^tha CC aUocationa. This year,

the terms are more specific. Ac-

cording to item six of the official

council guidelines, no money is to be
spent for political reasons. Cam-
paigning and leafletting fall under
that category, lecturers, do not.

The Finance Committee decided

$865 would be adequate to cover ex-

penditures for the magazines
Williams Women ^vantB to ort^sr for

thdr library and for their proposed

speakers.

The Conunittee re(K>mmende)i an
.

.$llQp0.rbU(dget.fpr the Xe$;ture Com-

mittee. Five thousand dollars would
go towards campus speakers
suggested by students or departments
and the remaining $3000 would be for

unrestricted uses.

The final organization to come
before the Finance Committee was
the Dance Society. The financiers

tentatively allocated $2800 for the

society's concert series. In addition,

$50 would be spent on stationery.

Both Berek and Chandler oom-
rhented that' the trustees saw their

role as one of general oversight and
encouraging "the faculty and ad-

ministration to do as good a job as

possible," in dealing with the issue,

rather than direct action.

The trustees have no specific

timetable for selecting a trustee to fill

the one remaining vacancy created

last June, said Chandler. "1116 board

feels it is "better. to make a strong

app<^tment than to meet any set

deadline," he added
According to Chandlo", specific

criteria for trustee selection are still

under discussion. A search committee
composed of trustees Martha Wallace

and Robert Genlesee '51 is currently

looking for candidates for the last

vacant position on the board. The next

appointment, will probably be a
woman, said Chandler.

In selecting a trustee, the board
looks for "personal qualities" such as
"overall maturity of judgment, a
capacity to stand back from issues

and look at them objectively, and
most importantly, an ability to devote

a significant amount of time to the

College."

He commented that Williams does

not appoint trustees for prestige

reasons, expecting instead "a very

high priority commitment" from
them.

The trustees also studied last week
the performance of the budget last

year and this year. Financial results

for the 1976-77 year are not certain

yet, but CoU^e Trea^wer Francis H.
Diewey III '41 estimated that the
College would "end up within a few
thousand dollars of breaking even."
Chandler commented that the

Colleges had to make some "small"
adjustments in this year's budget due
to "minor" changes in the number of

students attending the College. Such
adjustments are relatively com-
monplace, he added, and are not a
profajem.

He did not expect coming
demographic shifts reducing the
number of college studenU to affect

Williams. "We have such a large

safety margin here that it will not hurt

us significantly," he said.

The trustees will not discuss the

1978-70 budget until January, said

Chandler. He would not rule out the

possibility of a tuition increase at that

time for the 1978-79 year. "If inflation

worsens, a tuition Increase at some
point will be inevitable," he com-
mented.

The board also ratified a decision of

the faculty last month concerning
terms of employment of faculty in the

physical education department.

Chandler praised a proposed
exemption for educational institutions

from a bill now in Congress to outlaw
mandatory retirement contracts. He
commented that unless the College's

current mandatory retirement policy

is allowed to continue (which the

exemption would accomplish),
current financial and hiring plans

would be severely disrupted.

CC elects new committee
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Letters: BSU defense cftitlqgraile inflaffdfi nxpbsv
block prid*

TO the editor:

As a fledgling member of the

Williams College Black Student Union

I Icnow very little of its history or

accomplishments. Nevertheless, I

And myself here, at Williams, (or less

than a month and I can hardly express

the beauty I perceive in the very

existence of suchan organ^tion. Its

t)eauty is to be found in its pix>vi8ion oi

consistent intraracial comraderie,
something. I treasure very much in

this isolated, rural setting.

Perhaps one could legitimately call

the B.S.U. racist, militant, activist, or

separatist if one were dealing in

conventional American ideals, but

realities are seldom as clear cut and
simplistic as the idealistic concepts of

"equality" and "justice." One might
also remember that we haven't come
quite as far as we would like to think

we have come since the days of lyn-

chings and cross burnings. The
essence or the B.'S.U. manifests itself

in several forms but it is seldom, if

ever, laid out in terms that white

people can understand. I believe that

]usl ene word is

the unifying conn:]}! mai fius earned
the black man in Amvrica through

three hundred yean of perpetual

martyrdom, and continues to carry

him through the kind of hypocriticid

liberalism be encouotera on hundreds
of college campuses just like this one.

The wofd is, of course, prid«. '

It is difficult to explain to the white

liberal the cultural bond created by
the color of one'sskin, Uisdi||Qciilt6M'

me to explain to my white friends the

Inith and beauty I find in the "vulgar"
humor of Richard Pryor. It is difficult

for me to explain how a people can be
so oppressed and so wretched and yet

be as creative as any Renaissance
artist, as proud as any conquering
Roman emperor, and as noble as any
medieval monarch. As no white

scholar would admit, it is difficult to

convince people (even black people)

that Black African culture is per-

vasive in every aspect of western

civilization. But when I consider the

.

manifold contribution that my people

have made to this society the pride

just swells up within my breast to a
point where I could just burst Qut and
cry to the whole World, "^"Look at me, I

?It)c inilUaui^ X^CiC'otit
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Ca...

am bladt, I an beautiful, I am aUve, I

am important!"
But white America dOH not hear

my cries of )oy and aaguish. It is

deeply ingrained in the suboonsciou*

that we are still savages, stlU inferior,

still aiunials to be tmled as such. So
when I want to express my pride,

when I want si^port, when 1 need to

renew my cultural heritage and find

solace in its denial, where do I go? To
my white friends? I think not. As
altruistic and kind and well meaning
as they all are, they don't even
recognize the prejudice within
themselves. I truly believe that they

waiit (o aeaept mo (or what I am, U"
beb« bladt is a very real part of what

I am that is not really SO easy for them

to accept. So how can I share my
"biadmaia" with them and have

them understand? I love them all

dearly but I would be asking the

impossible.

We the black studenU of WUIlamB
College, need each other. We need to

remember who we are, what we are,

where w»Gama#am.«nd. most of all,,

what we must strive to be. An im*

portant part of the B.S.U. Is per-

ceiving the prejudice that exists and

deiving it the right to exist. But the

fsaentiail virtue u> %« found in our
onlty is the celebration of ounelv«s:
the fact that we are stiU black, we are
stiU beautiful, and, most of all, we are
stlU iwre. We mutt never let this be
forgotten.

AvoaWUUaass'Sl

infflatton

v/ewpo/nf:jhey left by day
by David Barnes

Now that the school year is a few
weeks old, let us take this opportunity

to assess some of the changes which
have taken place. We will not be

concerned with minor alterations

such as the Chapin extension; for this

article will concentrate on those

elements which will have nuijor ef-

fects upon the way of life at WiUiams.

For example, I was slightly disaip-

pointed when I returned to

Williianutown to learn that Con-

stantine, the infamous playboy pizza

magnate, had not bought Diau's Deli

or any one of our three record stores.

But I have been informed by a certain

illegal alien who is close to the 'Big C,'

that he plans to open the First

National Greek Orthodox Agricultural

Bank sometime this fall.

— Meanwhile, down at the Log,
Claudia Lindsey wai^ heard stating (in

between dances with members of the

Irish soccer team) that besides the

new T.V. screen, she did not intend to

disrupt the popular Gene Falk at-

mosphere. She did, however, deny all

reports that she had recently pur-

chased a pair of hom-rimmed giaises

Slid was trying to grow a beard.

What did you think of our new
cheerleaders' debut performance at

Saturday's fiasco? My sources in the

Williams Women's Organization told

me that they were very pleased to see

that the squad was not comprised of

cutesy girls with short skirts and 'big

American breasts'. But why stop

there? To avoid conflicts with any of

the college organizations, I propose

that an inter-racial squad <A bisexual

cheerleaders be formed, to be made
up both attractive and ugly people

(shwt skirts optional).

see VIEWPOINT page 3

To the editor:

Anwjriiistoc.tis.,»aiwrt VGn^
Inflation" aracle nlashed across the
froot page of the Recbriil for th^ fifth

straight year, I'm beginning to be
roiUfly amused. You see, a quick
analysis of the data presented in your
article shows that "grade inflation"

has been escalating at tta«

phenomenal rate of almost 0.6 par
cent per year for the last 24 years
(Jimmy Carter should be so lucky!)
Why, that's a veritable scandal! Just
think, if the proper authorities don't

move now to stomp out grade
escalation before it's too late, the
average grade of a WilUams studtot
will be a 12.0 in a mere 53 years! I

know the thought of this pressing
problem has been keeping my current
undergraduate friends away from
Sawyer in droves, and they will be
relieved to see that this very relevant

problem has been exposed in th^.

Record. I hope that the Record staff

keeps up the good work by next

documenting whiat a great deal all

WilUams undergra^tes have by
living within waMng distance of the

benevolent "Spring Street Mer-
chants." Until then ._.

.

Jack Jones t?
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TREADWAY WIUIAMS INN

CREDIT APPLICATION

student Crfli$iitJI|itd Charge Privileged

: For Your Convenience

Have your parents establish a credit llinit for you

and enjoy charge privileges qt the Williams Inn.

NAME (Lm) IPinil

I
(MMil|«)

Coll>(e Addnu

I

I
H«m AMnn (Sinn)

I
i

(CItj) ussr atpCaMr

>(fmt. fIniK lAm Ccdtl

I

HoMhl; 8111 Td B< Scnl To: Hunt

SmW SMViMy Mudtar:

Studtnl SilnMurr; DMC;

I authorize the Treadway Williams Inn to Issue a Student Credit Card to my soivaauahter and agree
to accept full responsibility for all charges incurred.

- 'i .

CREDIT LIMIT YOU WIJM IMPOSED I

ISI(iiMn« t>( Mtm or U|il Gwrtiin l)«||iliW)

NOTE: Cn4ltCtfd mm bt mUhI toModini'i CsHeft MAM tmit^MhtMu n^a«i«l

STUOINT CKROIT CARD APPLICATION

TrcMlway Wllliamt Inn Williamstowii, AAast. OiM?
—»»—'— ll(;ji"l ^iiMia

I •
^

>iliM
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Wlipt's n#w at th0 Ld^ or

Whot both Cloudio wrought?
bjrAiwMMTii

Every \VUII#ii» Itudent knows
about the Log. IfB the place you bMd
(or after tpendlng all night couped up
in a tiny cubicle in the library doing
calculuB. Or it'e the ptape where your
fun-loving roonunate drags you wh«
you're ready to hi( the sack. Perhaps
it's where your dearold dad, who stijj

wean his Oast of '%6 swealfd^,
socializes when Williams hosts
Amherst. Whatever the Log is, ow
thiug's for sure, you'U certainly end
up there more than once in the course
of the tiext eight months.
The Log is the scene of many

changes this fall. Most dramatic, of

course, is the addition of the big
screen. Bought on President Chan-
dler's orders, the screen, six.feet on
the diagonal, was insUlled hi the htahi

room. Althouf^ many people feared
television would destroy the at-

mosphere of the pub, manager
Claudia lindsey, TJ said it seems to

,

be working out well.

Lindsey admitted that when the

screen is on, it can tend to be
"mesmerizing." She is determined to

limit the amount of time when the

screen can be used to please students

who enjoy their beer without
television. Typically, the screen is

used only for big sporting events. A
television is available in the side room
for watching other programs, she

pointed out.

To accommodate the televised

sports schedule, the Log now opens on
&inday afternoons at l :00 p.m. and on
Monday nights for the weekly football

game. Lindsey said she hopes that the

extended hours will bring more
students to the Log more often.

"Hopefully, faculty and staff

members will visit more frequently,"

she added, "as the Log was created to

encourage interaction between all

members of the Cc^ege c<nnmunity."
Other changes at the Log are less

striking. This year, along with the

"specials" nights for certain classes

and residential housw. there will also

be a faculty-student night, when
discounts will be given to both part-

ners if they arrive together. New
brands of beer may be added, if

students nuke suggestions. Imported

boferJl «)«o a poMWility, but the lack

of adfM]uate refrigeration may keep
Williams from going truly in-

ternational. The Log will also con-

tinue, hi true Williams tradition, to

award a free pitcher of beer to fS
students on their 18th birthday.

Presently the b>g serves ohly snack
foods: pretcds, heer nuts, fritoe, etc.

Expandhig the food service to include

sandwidiee or other more sdistaqtial

itema, as it did some years ago, would
be impractical, Lindsey explabied.

Hie kitchen facilities are inadequate,

and the venture would probably lose

money as before. She does promise to

serve some speciality fbods, such as
soft pratzels'oi' hi^ dogs, on.certahi

occasions. These nights will be
publicized well in advance.

"Hie Log's expenditures and income
for 19W-77 came much closer to

meeting than in the past, according to

Lindsey. She attributed the lower

^'red" figure to Gene Palk's good
management of the past two years.

The Log is waging an all out cam-
paign to diversify its activities, in

hopes of involving more students,

Lindsey said. Its side TV room, which
has always been available for

meetings or parties, is now being

offered to freshman or upper class

houses entries for Sunday night

snacks. For more amlritious, or

simply hungrier entries, the entire

Log facility can be reserved for a pot

luck dinner. Lindsey concluded that

she is interested in students who could

perform for a night, since finding

suitable entertainment is always
difficult.

Viewpoint: v^ .-

They right by nite?
VIEWPOINT from page 2

Finally, Ross Kelleir, the head of

food services, . announced a
revolutionary new food plan today.

"JAie Keller Plan, as Ross calls it, is

very sfafnilar to its counterpart in the
psychology department. The baric

prjemise of this plan is that now a
student does not have to eat a meal
until he or she feels rea^ for it,

however, when that decision is Unade
the ENTIRE meal must be eaten. Ten
complete meals must be consumed by
the end of the Semester in order for

the student to be admitted to the final

guest meal which will be comprised of

random samples of previous menus.

Since the announcement, various

strategies on how to handle the new
plan have arisen. My advice is to wait

until the end of the semester and then

cram the ten meals down in rapid

succession, thus insuring that the

material will be fresh in your minds
(and stwnachs) for the final.

Wdl, that's all for now. Here's

hoping that yoin- news is good news,

but keeping in mind that no news is

good news, so here's hoping that your
news is no news.

DavM Barnes 'M has devoted his

college career to the study of fOnuir
RECORD hnmorlst Tony Spaeth's

cohimn "They Write by Night".
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Terry Dwyer, baritone—a recital in Thompaan Memorial Chapel at 8.30 p.m.

SelectioiriB l)y Handel, Brahms, Debussy, Ravel and VenU. Admission to free.

Martin Best, 'vTrnw^dwlbr^bSiy**—itl3^^
Admission is (1.00 with a Williams I.D.

Friday
Music in the Round, Pops Concert—in Thompson Memorial Chapel, 8:30 p.m.

Selections by Gershwin, Strauss and Beethoven. Admission is free for students.

GALLERIES
CUrk Art Institute

Kaleidoscope: Daily Life in America. A collection of PrinU, Photographs,

paintings and drawings on exhibit through October 23.

Williams College Museum of Art

Gallery 9—Photographs and plans of Professor Whitney Stoddard's excavation

at Psalmadi, France

The Rotunda—Massachusetts Arts and Humanities Foundation Winners.

Downstairs—Prints from the Museum's Collection

w i»
!
» mn—^^^Wi—^—»^—^11 ^—^—

^

Dwyer sings to
Terry Ow^, baritone, assisted,by

Pdula Ennis, piano, will perfiiHW w
Thompson Memorial Chapel this

evening at 8i3b p,m. Th^ p^p^m will

consist of three alias fttw G. F.

Handel's Vier Emste Gesange, Opus
No. 121 by Brahms, Trgis Cahns
Chansons de France by Debussy,

Ravel's Don Quichotte a Dniclnee,

and an aria by Verdi, Credo In ub Dio.

Dwyer, baritone, is a graduate of

Tridiana University's Sfchobt Of mu8lc

from which he holds a M.M. in vocal

performance. A resident of Albany,

N.Y. where he is a member of the

Capital Artists Opera Co., he is a voice

instructor at Union College,

SchenecUdy, N.Y., Hartwick College,

Oneonta, N.Y., and beginning this

fall at Williams College. This past

summer he was the bass soloist in

Cantata No. 140, Wachet Aaf by J. S.

Bach at the Aspen Music Festival and
has appeared as soloist under the

batons of Boris Goldovsky and Robert

Shaw. Aside from operatic ap-

..pelirkik** Ji« Oar.,=f?nMM«4;«i5
Boheme, Carmen, and The Teiaplnw

among others, be has given several

recitals in the upeUte New Yoitt area.

He will also appear as soloist In the

March 4th concert of Mozart's Mass
In C Minor with the Williams College

Choral Society.

Paula Ennis is a faculty member at

the State University of New York In

Albany, N.Y. where she is an in-

structor in piano. Likewise a eradwate

of Indiana University where she is

completing her Doctorate in Music in

piano, she is a student of Menahem
Pressler. A former Fulbright scholar,

she has performed extensively in up-

state New York and in several

western states. Last spring, she ap-

peared with cellist Douglas Mo(h%,

Associate Professor of Muslp at

Williams, in a recital at the Clark Art

Institute.

The concert this evening is spon-

sored by the Music Department and

there will be no admission fee.

Orford quartet plays for sparse Ctiapin crowd
by Peter Meyers

The Orford String Quartet
presented a typically balanced
program of 'old standbys' and newer
music last Saturday night in Chapin
Hall. Sandwiched between two
Beethoven quartets (No. 2 and No. 10)

were two pieces by two twentieth

century Canadian composers, Ernest
MacMUlan (1893-1973) and Harry
Freedman (1922- ). This pro-

grammatic technique, usually

intended to insure an audience for the

more 'difficult' music, was wasted in

this instance on a poor turnout. An
interesting aleatory effect was added
to the overall program with the in-

filtration of sounds from the Star

Wars party into all of the available

sonic spaces.

The quartet played quite well,

particularly after the warm-up
Beethoven, although I found them
somewhat cold at times. All four

players are skillful craftsmen ^ and
together may form an homogeneous
ensemble; with good group intonation

and an appealing approach to the

dynamics of voicing. The overall

ensemble dynamics felt somewhat
contrived to me, a notable exception

being the Freedman piece.

Ernest MacMillan's "Two sketches

for String Quartet on French
Canadian Tunes" (1926) is divided

into two movements; the first an
Andante tranquillo based on "Notre-

Seigneur &i pauvre", the sei:ohd an

Allegro cofi 8{Kbrito hased on "A Saint-

Malo^'. The Andante is essentially a

song-theme and elaborations—with

long, even phrases Which have been
carefully measured to maintain the

vocal quality of the tune. In a format

which is rhythmically and har-

monically somewhat static, Mac-
MUlan produces a gentle sense of

movement through variation of

texture.

After opening with a solo vs. ac-

companiment setting of the tune, the

other voices are developed gradually.

As the solo part moves from one in-

strument to another it is woven into an
increasingly contrapuntal texture,

reaching a climax with the 'cello in

the lead. The Allegro has the feel of a
quick contradance tune, and the

constructive concept is similar to that

of the Andante, except the primary

emphasis is now the metamorphosis
of a series of rhythmic overlays into a

more traditional quartet texture at

the end. The overall use of musical

materials is oriented towardis simple

polytonality, particularly with respect

to harmony; an approach which tends

to respect the source of the tune, at the

same time utiiijiing some of the

musical language of the time.

The Orford String QuartcHs repertoire Saturday irigM rangod <

to twontlelti contury Canadian composers:
Boothovon

STUDENTS WELCOME

COLONIAL PIZZA 52Spring%i^
2 LOCATIONS

C&E PIZZA 22 Spring St.

—THE BEST PIZZA IN THE AREA—

Small & large pizzas - delicious grinders & spaghetti

OPEN DAILY nam-3am-7daysawaok

We make fresli dough daily

•i*

Vitamin C Specials—

( HUDSON)

100—Vitamin C- ISO mg— .ft

UO—Vitamin C -]SOn)g—2.3*

too—Vitamin C - SCO mo—1 .M

UO—Vitamin C r 500 mg—4.0?

100—Vitamin C • 1000 mo—3.W

too—Vitamin C - 500 mo—3.W

(ULTRACEE- ^^^^
TIME RELEASE)

Harts

Pharmqjclpts' Inc.

40 Spring St.

Tel. 458-5757

C«E PIZZA SELLS ALL KINDS C^^

SANDWICHES WITH CHEESE - $135 md.

FREE DELIVERY TO COLLEGE ON ORDERS OF $15.00 OR MORE

TELEPHONE: COLONIAL - 4SM014 or 4St-MW

C & C - 450-«171

[oumen — EUen&Conttantmt Atn^gnos
]

'I 'I' y r-

KING'S

LIQUOR

52 Spring Street

4S»4Mt

Harry Freedman's "Graphic II for

String Quartet" (1972) is a through

composed piece on one movement.
Although rather simplistic in form,

the piece is a skillful conglomeration

of technique gleaned from a wide

range of sources; most notably, to my
ears, Bartok, Crumb and Xennakis. A
high degree of craftsmanship and an

open attitude tasource material is not

:

surprising from a student of

Messiaen; nor is a simplistic ap-

proach to form surprising from a

student of Copland. Freedman studied

with both. All things considered, the

piece worked quite well; while Jiot

speciitcular, it formed a comfortable

bond between the performers and the

audience.

Finally, Beethoven was his old

stalwart self, eliciting a chuckle from
Dr. Stephen Dankner (WiUiams'
resident disco composer) during the

Martin left, A TroubiMlor for Today,
will perform at the Clark Art InttHwio

Thursday night.

frpubador slng$

of Clark Inst.
A modem-day troubador, Martin

Best, will present ai concert of folk

songs, traditional ballads, song
cycles, etc. at the Clark Art Institute

on Thursday, October 6, at 8:00 p.m.

Martin Best's repertoire ranges

from the intense causae of the 12th

century troubadors through
Renaissance Europe to the wwld of

17th and 18th century guitar song to

present-day folk songf flamenco, and

Beatles melodies. His program this

Thursday is divided into five parts.

The first, entitle*}. The Seeds of Love:

The Troubador in Tradition, includes

works from England, Scotland,

Ireland, aiid .Kentucky. Ages of

Chivali7: The i|istorical Troubador

incorporates repr^^sentative music
fron^ the 12th to 18th centuries. Songs

by Joni Mitchell and Lennon-

McCartney form part oi^the section

called The Commercial Troubador.

The final two sections involve the

songs of Carl Mikael Bel)man (1740-

1795) and poems by Walterde la Mai^
set to music by Best.

^

Tickets for the performance cost

$1.00 for students, $2.50 for general

public, and are on sale at the Clark

Art Institute and at Harts' Bharmacy.

Classifieds
At last here's your chance to sell your car and find a new one, to dump the

blonde for the brunette down the hall, rent your apartment, or get a ride. The
Record will run classifieds at 20c per line for the first 3 lines and 15c for each
additional line. Next 2 issues only, buy one ad and get one free. You can't

losel Deadlines are 4:00 p.m. Wednesdays and Sundays. Total amount due
must accompany this form. AAall or bring In person ,|o Classifieds, The
Williams Record, Baxter Hall, Wllllamstown, Mass. 01267.

. :
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Soccer drops twot

P*«« s

IOCCCR4r«fflpM«*

some fingers on the shot, but the ball
hit one gMlpoet, richochet«d acmes to
the other one, and finally dribbled
onto paydirt.

"Up to this point play had been
fairly even," Coach Jeff VenneU
remarlced. "But after t|ut they began
to get aggreuive and mount more
attacks." Forward Friborg's con-
version of a Pete May pass made it 3-1

at the MflS'hiarkVbui wfih jusfaz
seconds in the half the Purple's iieart

was broken when Dutchman Mark
Decker parlayed a Williams defensive
lapse into Union's second score.

Ilie Dutchmen came out running in

Half II andproceeded to rorwrite the
book on Wtoning Through In-
timidation. Three fast goals aid Ms
of bruising play gave them a 5-3 lead
with 15:13 lefl. Henry Osborne an-
swered for Williams with a header at

5:30, b«it time ran out on the
frustrated Ephs before further
amends could be made,

Anotlier ^tm% i;an)«.at.tte. grjUae,
hands of the Middiebury Pantberamt
Saturday. With trailer Osborne
sidelined with injuries the Ephs
switched to a 3-forward, 3-halfback

formation, but midfield play suffered

anyway ^nd the good gi(ys were lucky

goines

Women's tennis 2-2
by Evan Bash

Wh6n a teatn* loses as nuny mat-
ches in one week as it lost in the past

three years combined, the prophecy of

Chicken Uttle might seem at hand.
But you won't find the women's
varsity tennis team and coach Curt
Tong scurrying for cover despite the

two 7-2 blows delivered by Trinity and
Yale last week, evening Williams'

record at 2-2.

Both Trinity and Yale fielded

seasoned teams with several out-

standing players. "The only way to

get better," said ToQg after the

Trinity struggle, "is to play these

good teams." The Ephwomen did loc*

better later in the week against Yale
with a showing Tong termed "the best

we've played all year."

Traditionally, the only loss Trinity

suffers in its season is to Williams.

The Bantoms were able to avenge last

year's 5-4 loss on the strength of three

returning exchange players and six

seniors overall. Although equally

skilled. Trinity's experience
dominated the match.
Williams dropped all six singles

matches, winning only one set. Friesh-

man No. six Laura Goebel captured

the first set of her match, only to be
outfought in the neict two, l-fi, 6-4, &4.
Ann Morris, the other freshman in the
top six at No. four, dropped her match
ft-2, 6-4i while No. three Trudie ten

Broeke was in her match for a time
before she succombed 7-6, &0.

Sally Knise and Amy Sterling,

remained undefeated at No. one
doubles with a 6-4, 7-5 victory. Also
scoring a hard earned win was the No.
three tedm of Kristan Dale-Mary Tom
Higgs as they hung on for a 2-«, 7-5, 6-2

triumph.

Yale possessed too much strength

and firepower for the E|^s to over-
come. Captain Laura Carson fell to a
top junior {dayer e-l, R-i. At No. two,

Becky Chase was dropped by a ranked
Floridian 6-0, 6-2, while Sherry
Wiilcox played Well but was over-

whelmed at j^ilo^ five.

As in the Trinity match, Williams'
two wins came in doubles. This time,

however, the No. two duo of Amy
Demorest-Sherry Edman won while
Rruse-Sterling suffered their first

defeat. A win at No. 3 left freshmen
Dale and Higgs undefeated on the
year.

to escaoe the first half with the score
knotted at 0.

Mfddlebitry's gamewinner came »
seconds into the second half. Chip
Dftttleday, a high school All-

American last fall, lofted a S5-yard
cross-pass at the Williams net.

Loeffler took a desperate backdive at

the ball, bMt it floated over his head
and into the sidk of the net. Awakened,
rather than stunned, by th^ s^jdeq

T8tr^e,lhe]Efplhbooter8 took command
and dominated second half action
when the inscrutable officials—"poor,
poor" in Vennell's judgment—weren't
halting it for some reason or other.

"We should have scored at least three
tim^," said Vennell. WUIiams came
dosest when Nelson 's head ball struck
the goalpost with eight seconds left.

STATS
Will -Union

Shots: W 15; U 20

Fouls W 6; U 6

WiU-MiddlelMry

Shots: W 20; M 23

Fouls: W 20, M 20

» i«t fraiNMl* MiMMMrydtfandM-n luHlwck
t llMyar l^okson. 'nwI'mnitrsMlged Williams i-o. (photo by Gledhlll)

Tigers destroy purple sqijad
FOOTBALL from pafl* «

on running plays to the outside was
outstanding. Ends Russ Gee and Mil^
Masi contained well, and Greg
McAleenan was all over the field, as
usual. Linebackers John Thiel and
Brain Benedict read Heffeman and
Dobbk to perfection, only to be burned
by Mr. Turner.

Offensively, it seems Williams was
hurt by a number of problems. First,

neither Greg Collins nor Bill Whelan,
while both working effectively enough
to avoid l>eing beaten out, has really

been able to win the quarterback job.

Second—Oddl, already buried under
ten seasons worth of injuries in the

past two, has lost one key performer

after another—the most recent
sophomore tackle Jack Spound with a
jammed knee, lliird—Youth. In a
word, the Ephs are ine]q>erienced,

causing mentid errors and fumbles to

come in bunches and at bad times.

Trailing 144 in the third period of
Saturday's contest, Williams came to

life behind CoUins and Whelan. The
Ephs penetrated into Middiebury
territ(M7 four straight times in the
stanza, only to fall victim to a pum-
ped-up liliddlebury front three. Even
with relatively untested Vernon David
and John Chance at setbacks, the
Ephs moved on the ground ef-

fectively.

Sc^phomdre ftillback Gus Nuziotese
ran straight through a whole bunch of
would-be tacklers, for nearly 60 yarda
in the first period alone. He's a i^ood

foundation for the offense, as the
fullback in' almost any type of set.

lite jury is colainly still out on the
WilUams Ephs of 1977, six games
rfemAin, with perhaps one weak op-

ponent (Bowdoin) in the lot. The
improving defense will need ad-
justments, with Mark Eckert, victim
of a knee injury, lost for the season.

Middleitury, like Hamilton the week
before, is history, Odell andhis Purfde
Cows must now look ahead to six

weelcs of learning and improving.
Trinity (2-0, of course) is next.

FiFsfcG

Nothing is harder to master than money management. Schools
teach economic theory arid parents pass on what they can. However,
experience is the best teacher. That's one reason Rrst Agricultural
offers RrstCharge. Another is that RrstCharge allows young adults to
establish a necessary bank reference and line of credit to help them
in the future.

RrstCharge is a full-service credit card. It's good with hundreds
of Berkshire merchants ... the same ones that honor Rrst Aggie
Master Charge cards. The on/y difference is that RrstCharge Is not
valid outside the County. And remember, ybu receive 30 days
interest free with RrstCharge and up to 90 daj^ Interest free on
purchases over $100 with participating merchants.

In the event you don't have a full-time job, a co-signer may be
required for your RrstCharge card. To get more Information and
your application for RrstCharge, just return the coupon Or stop in a
convenient Rrst Agricultural office and ask for a RrstCharge
application. At Rrst Agricultural, we give you the credit you deserve.

AgriGultLirai
Bank
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\.

MEMBER FD.1C

Please
send me
moire information and an

appbcaiion for FllrstCharge.
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Street Address-

Citv_ -State-

Return to First Agricultural Bank. RrstCharge Dept..

99 W«t St . PittsfleW. Mawacliusctts 01201
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Middlebury mauls Ephmen
byllBiLaydMi

tlni Middlebury poMjawloo at the

game: Bruce Johnson fields a Greg
McAleenan punt and races ali the way
down to the WiUiams 15. Given sudi

handsome fidd position, the Panthers

smash over Just four plays later, as

Paul Turner goes in from the two.

Second Middlebury score:

Following a Greg Collins fumble on

the Wttliani»22, the visitors take four

plays to sc<N'e on a 17-yard pass from
quarterback Matt Winslow to Jay
Moore.

Third Middlebury score: The in-

vaders flnd themselves in business at

the WiUiams 36, following a Long Ellis

fumble of a Roy Heffernan punt. Four

plays later Heffernan charges home

from the eight and the issue is settled.

Given that Middlebury, Very
possibly on the way to M, led only 7-0

at the naif and not cloee to getting an

offense untracked, the final score of

27-0 was not truly indicative of type of

game involved.

"They're one of the finest college

football teams we've ever played,"

lamented Bob Odell after the loss

"we Just made so many errors-f•*<<*-

Williams fumbled nine times in the

contest, losing four, and had two

passes intercepted by the hungry and

talented visitors.

The 4,000 or so faithful who braved

the rain and early autumn winds of

Weston Field Saturday came with a

curiosity as to how good Middlebury

Dave Massucco gelt nowhere n three Middlebury defeniemen converge on

him. The rest of the Williams offense was also unable to move, as it was shutout

27^. (photo by Oettgen)

really was, and if maybe Williams

was better than anyone thought. Only

one of those questions was answered

to any extent.

Certainly the Middlebury Ranthers

rate virith the Williams bandwagons of

'74, '75, and according to Odell, "it vtrill

take a heckuva game by somebody to

beat them." Heffernan and Jack

Oobek were to be the entire offense—

but along comes Paul Turner to

ramble for 120 yards, and what about

that defense!

Linebackers Duane Ford and Skip

D'Aliso must eat raw meat all week,

and then starve Friday. The Ephs are

still looking to block middleguard

Terry Quinn, and the secondary is

adequate enough to keep Coach

Mickey Heinecken from resorting to

grants-in-aid for Otter Valley Union

High School hotshots.

So, when all is said and done, and

the baseball team has cleaned up the

last Tango bottle from under the

Weston Field bleachers, the fact

remains: Middlebury is a damn good

team—but what about Williams. After

all, the score was Just 7-0 at the half

and could well have been 04. Big old

bad Middlebury was not blowing the

Ephs off the field by any means.

"We had a few individual break-

downs near the end of the game," said

Odell, "but I thought the defensive

coaches did ah outstanding job.

Middlebury knew they had been in a

ballgame." Indeed, following Mid-

dlebury 's opening opportunistic score,

the first half was a constant exchange

of punts.

The pursuit by the Williams defense

see FOOTBALL pages

The woman's teccer tMm (««hHe ierseys) picked up one ef tta few Wlillame

victories this weakend, beating Yale by a l-Oscor«. (photo by Gledhlll)

Booters bumped : twkr d*ni«d

•»ki

fale's women shoot past field hockey 4-0

byMarkPogue
Disappointment hung in the air

after the debut of Williams' varsity

soccer team last week. The Eph-

booters opened their season against

two teams they felt they could handle,

Union and Middlebury, and lost twice.

Narrowly. ,

Thursday's 5-4 losir at Union was an
especially Utter pill for the Purple to

swallow. Originally scheduled for

Wednesday, the game was called off

at the last minute when Williams

received a phone call from Union with

news that the field was unplayable.

Many of the players, sensing, Union's

move to be a retaliatory gesture for

Williams' prominent role in exposing

Union recruiting violations last year,

favored playing the match the next

day, although it crowded the schedule.

On Thursday, after a team vote, a

psyched squad of Ephmen traveled to

Union and ran into a Juggernaut.

Williams jumped out to a two-goal

lead before the game was 10 minutes

old. At 42:43 passes from Marcus

by Nancy Rhein

For the first time in two years, thwe
was real hope: a strong team, a home
field advantage, and momentum
building from the Trinity victory last

week. But, in the end it came down to

Yale's strength being Williams'

weakness as the field hockey team fell

to the mighty Elis, 4-0 Saturday.

Yale, a consistantly Superior team,

headed into Willi^mstown for the first

time ever, hoping to continue its

domination of the Eph-Eli series (3-2

in '76,4-2 in '75). Utilizing a powerful

crossing-drive strategy, the talented

visitors tallied on two picture perfect

crossing passes.

Mimi DuMouchel, in the cage for

the Ephs, was tremendous against the

threatening foes, turning away 25

shots. DuMouchel and fellow sofdi Lee

Ash were inspirational, especially as

the team fell behind 2-0 goinginlfrthe-

second half.

Within minutes of the first face-off,

Yale's forces were firing away, with

Williams half-back Leslie Milne
demonstrating a soccer style sliding

save to keep Yale scoreless. The
opponents then capitalized on a short

comer to go ahead by one, crushing

the Ephs hopes for an early lead.

Although both teams had 10 short

comer opportunities, Yale converted

on two for goals while the hosts just

couldn't put them in;- >

Lacking variety on free hits and
passing, the stampeding Eph offense

(13 goals in 3 games) ground to a halt

in the shut-out. Monica Grady and
Sally Kraft hustled on line, but ob-

stmctions and offsides nullified their

efforts. Inner Val Corning came close

to scoring in the first half, but not close

enough as 21 Williams shots were
picked off by an excellent Eli

gojdtender.

The Ephs came on strong in the

second half and a physical Yale squad

responded, resulting in a five minute

suspension of a Yale player. Despite a

man-up advantage, Williams was
unable to tap in the centering passes

from Liza Olsen, Edie Thurber, and

Sue Wright. As Grady fought at one

«>danidDuMouchel^at theother, Yale

fought all over and scored when
Williams couldn't; on comers and

crosses.

The 4-0 final was not representative

of the real contest as both teams were

evenly matched. But Yale's ability tc

make it count cost the hosts their first

chance for an upset. The Eplis next

game should be brighter as Skidmore

, s^ipe onto Cole Field Wednesday at 4.

Betsy Lyman battles a Yale opponent In Saturday's fleMHockey match.
--(phoHrbyOsttgen

)

Smith and John Friborg culminated In

a shot and score by wing Perry
Nelson. Minutes later Greg Hartman
hit a shot that popped off Dutchman
keeper Doug Crawford's chest and

flew over him into the goal.

At 31:46 Union got on the board

when an intentional hand ball by

'

Williams' Bruce Camilleri stopped a

sure goal but gave the D-men a

peoAlty kick. Purple minder Jay

Lpeffler laimched himself and got

see SOCCER page 5

Golfers hold onto

perfect 4^0 record

The overpowering purple golf

machine dnce again displayed its

awesome power with an 18 shot

drubbing of Middlebury, and a 48

stroke rout over Hamilton. Sporting a

perfect 4-0 record, the Eph linksters

are hungry for an undefeated season.

Sophomores Ed "Big" Bousa and

Marcel Oudin led the scoring parade

with outstanding 76's. On the overcast

afternoon in the lush Purple Valley,

Bousa rifled iron shots at the flag all

d^jr long, capping a specatacular

middle six holes with a tap-in birdie on

Ibe nionstrous 11th hole. Not Messed

with the overwhdming powor of

Bousa, Oudin picked apart the

Taconic Golf Club with the precision

of a cardiovascularthoracic surgeon,

paning the course into merciless

submission.

Junior Dan Katz addbd a fine 79 to

the Williams effort. Considering that

he is playing on the tattered wreckage

of once healthy legs, coach Rudy Goff

is pleased that Katz has made such a

continually solid contribution to the

team. Fellow junior Bill Upton sp«it a

wild day fighting the menacing pines

of the Berkshire forest. With arms of

band steel, Upton cut through

numerous obstjaieBWirwirteWaffn.

Runners wade past Albany

Joe Kolb: athlete of th6 week

Atlilete of the Week—Joe Kolb

(photo by Read)

CYoss Country runner Joe Kolb has

been chosen as the first Record

Athlete of the Week for the 1977 fall

. season following his individual victory

in the Albany State-Vermont meet
Saturday. The talented senior led the

Ephmen to a narrow 26-29 win over

Albany and to a Cutout of the Vn/l
CaUmounts. Kolb pulled out the

victory in the last haU-mile, marking
his fourth first place in as many races.

Honorable Mention—Sophomores
Ed Bousa and Marcel Oudin have

been awarded an honorable mention

this week as they led the golf team to

convincing wins over both Middlebury

and Hamilton. Bousa and Oudin both

fired 76's in the Saturday afternoon

match witb their one-two punch ex-

tending the Eph linksters' record to a

perfect 4-0.

Coach Tony Plansky's varsity

ruhherii spfiai^ed to their closest

victory in four years Saturday,

slipping past Albany State 26-29 on the

submerged. University of Vermont

golf course. UVM rounded out the tri-

meet but offered little competition,

struggling to third |dace with 56

points. With a mile to go the yellow

shirted Albany harriers had first

through fifth in the bag but the

determined Ephs fought to remain

undefeated and muscled past the

opponents for a 1^-6-7-8 winning

combination.

Over the first mile the lead pack
consisted of 20 yellow ahd green shirts

with Mike Behrman the lone purple

representative. The Ephs, however,

gradually infiltrated the ranks and
put four up front to match the Albany
Danes.

The Ephmen got ready to make
their move Just after the three mile

mark but a wrong turn by the leading

Albany runner sent the field in two

different directions and put the purple

harriers SO yards to the rear of their

opponents. While a Dane quintet

snuck around the wrong side of the

pond, the Ephs took the correct (and

longer) route and emerged from the

mix-up looking at five pairs of waffle

solea fading into the distance.

Not about to concede defeat and jog

in the last mile, especially when the

clovras up in front had cut the course,

Tom Schreck and Joe Kolb led the

chase and slowly began to pick off the

leaders. The runners popped back

through the hole in the bushes and

Kolb moved into first place on the loop

around the soccer fields. Schredc

sprinted his way into fourth and

Garrick Leonard was gunning for

home in sixth, but the victory was still

not assured for the Ephmen.

Kolb retained his lead^nd crossed

the finish line with a time of 26:32.

Schreck hdd on for fourth piac«' Just

six seconds in back of Kolb and

Leonard clocked 26:46 for a sixth

iriace conclusion. Sullivan and Carr

connpleted the foggy five miler in 7th

aiid 8th, recording 26:50 and 26:53

respectively.

Behrman was the sixth Williams

athlete through the fini^ flags, a$ the

Bear stopped the wstches at 27:2Bior

the number 17 spot. Hans Giesecke

(29:04), Bud Bell (29:05) and Rusty

Anderson (29:07) finished in a line and

gave the Ephs 25th through 27th. Jon

Miller and Dan Riley both creased at

30:10, running through the rain to tie

for 30th place.

Polo pounds Westfieid 25-6
Weetfleld State's wato- polo team

surfaced in Wllliamstown Friday

night to get in a little practice before

both teams start league play lata- this

season. However, only the Ephmen
and the opposing goalie hod a work-

out as Williams dunked Westfieid 3M.
The hosU grabbed control of the

game with the opening whistle,

scoring? goals to Westfleld's 2 in each

of the first ,two periods. Ahead 14-4 at

the hUf , the Bpbs dominated the third

periM as goalie Bill Baldip, with two

weeks eiqperience, allowed only one

Westfieid goal despite coodnuous

pressure. Stirong team play, good

passing, and even scoriiig resulted in

the easy victory for the squad.

Frosh Gordon Cliff was stupendous

tor tJhe Ephs, slamming in 8 goals as

team's high scorer. Veterans Glenn

Shannon, Brian McDermott, John

FOrmakis, and Joim Trapp each

tallied tivee witli Ouy Hodxer adding

two. Peter Hmnl and Keith BerryhUl

raandad oat the Morlng wift one goal

each.
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Frosh prepare for Parents

Frathman parante will Inumlata WlllianH naxt waakand for tltt annual Frash-
man Paranta' Waakand. (photo by McClellan)

by Christine Ross
Dean of Freshmen Lauren Stevens

projected that 700-750 parents,

siblings and relatives of freshmen will

arrive on campus next weekend
(October 14 and 15) for the 2Sth annual

Freshman Parents' Days.

Scheduled activities include a
cocktail party in each freshman en-

try, the Freshman Revue, a
discussion of the curriculum, a picnic

and numerous athletic contests. The
program is designed to show parents

what a Williams tuition buys and to

introduce them to roommates,
friends, faculty advisors and J.A.'s,

according to Stephens. Stevens said

he hopes ttiat the program, a com-
posite of traditional and new events,

will also "give them a good time."

The weekend is strategically

Co-op proposal seeks a consensus
The Oop Housing subcommittee of

the Student Housing Committee has
givoi itself ten days to devise a

proposal for some form of alternative

housing, which it will present to

students Oct. 17.

The subcommittee plans to h(dd an
open meeting for underclassmen
interested in living in cooperative .

housing a week from this Monday to

gather student reaction to a proposal

members have been molding the past

two weeks.

"We're going to need 30, 40, even 100

faces to get a consensus on this

thing," said Associate Dean Cris

Roosenraad at a subcommittee
meeting earlier this week.
The subcommittee is working on a

concrete proposal to give students a

base for comment at the upcoming
meeting. The group hopes to have a

viable proposal to present to the

Committee on Undergraduate Life

(CUD, a proposal with broad student

backing.

The CUL is chained with drawing

\jp the final plan for co-op housing at

Williams—sought by College

President J(4in CSiandler and the

trustees—which the trustees will

c^msider at their January meeting.

Much discussion in the sub-

committee centers on ilow to select

the students who will live in the

alternative housing units, or what the

committee refers to as "stocking the

houses." Committee chairman Sally

Coney '78 and Peter Currie '78, Fort
Hoosac House president, developed a

proposal last spring, and former Dodd
House president Paul Shiels *76

devised another for Buildings and
Grounds during the summer.
Glenn Shannon of Spencer Brooks

and Al Gentry of Dodd have presented

alternate proposals. Ilie proposals

range from complete randomness to

application by self-selected groups.

H*olth Career Panel

CAR£ER3 IN^UaENJliL
HEALTH PANELS Saj>#day,
October 8 in Bronfman A^torium
(that's tomorrow) Sd^ule:.
9AM—Keynote speech on Jobs In

Mental Health^-;^ National Per-

spective ^^
IPM—The Mental Health En-
vironment—Structure & Issues

3PM—The Practice of Mental
Health

Panelists are professionals from
the fields of Psychiatry,

Psychology, Social Work, Coun-

seling, Special Education, Ad-

ministration, & Government.

CC hears reports on maior
courses, yySP, and Gargoyle

In the CEP report, Larry Mitchell

announced that committee's concern

with the discovery that the number of

students taking courses outside of

their major departments has declined

in recent years. The CEP has

diacussed several possible remedies

for this situation, including the

restructuring of the division

requirement plan ieuid the creation of

"modes of inquiry courses" within

each department with a general

appeal to the interests of non-nuijors.

Don Tourney questioned the need for

having 101 courses as prerequisites

for taking upper-level courses in some
academic departments, claiming that

this requirement often "discourages"

non-majors from taking courses in

these departments. Associate Dean
Eileen Julien suggested the poasibiUty

of creating a number of 101 courses in

each department, from which the

student could choose depending on his

particular interest.

In other business, Don Tourney

suggested to the council that it look

into alternative methods of

distributing Lecture Committee
funds. Under the present system, each

academic department is allowed to

request individual funding fOr its

desired speakers. According to

Tourney, this process causes the funds

to be divided into ")100 to $600

I," while not aUowing enoosfa

money to contract "big-name
speakers." Associate Dean Julien

proposed a plan under which a certain

percentage of Lecture Committee
funds would be reserved for depart-

mental requests, while another
percentage would be used by the

committee to arrange larger-budget

lectures featuring well-known
speakers. The council agreed to take

up the matter in more detail at its next

meeting.

Reporting for the Winter Study

pommittee, Brenda Flock announced
that the Winter Study project booklet

will be available to students next

Wednesday. She commented that the

independent "99" projects proposed

so far "look excellent." Michael Bell,

the council's faculty representative,

added that student suggestions to the

committee in planning Winter Study

courses would be "wildly and .ot-

thiaiastically received"

Council President Herwits an-

nounced that Mike Crowley, president

of the Gargoyle Society, will present

Gargoyle's report on its investigation

of student roles in academic depart-

ments al the Council's next meeting,

to be held Wednesday night in Room C
of Greylock. Sally Coney will also be

present to report on the Housing

Committee's tirther progress with

U» option houBiiig {daa

A central problem in selection,

subcommittee members agree, is

balancing diversity and compatibility

within houses. Members also agree
that selection for co-op housing .will

have to take place before other spring

housing procedures—transfer, off-

campus living and freshman in-

clusion.

The committee also questioned

whether it should impose rigid

guidelines on the option houses. With
well defmed rules for structuring and
operating the houses, a random
selection process would work because
all the applicants would know what
they were "getting into," Roosenraad
explained. Without such guidelines,

students: entering the houses might
have to be self-selected to insure

adequate co-operation and com-
patibility.

Hie subcommittee's proposal will

most likely involve about 30 students

in a one-year trial of co-op housing.

The committee is presently con-

sidering using three houses, each with

from 7 to 12 beds. Lambert, Susy
Hopkins, Doughty, Sewall, Wood-
bridge and Goodrich—have been
targeted as possible co-op units.

All students in the program will be
off board, according to the current

committee plans. Co-op house
members would cook their ovra

meals—together or separately—and
do all minor maintenance chores.

"The subcommittee decided to close

the program to present freshmen. "I

think tiie College has a right to

demand of every student some con-

tact with the residential house
system," Roosenraad said.

,

scheduled, he said, at a lime when
"parents are anxious to see their

children again, and the kids have
begun to feel that they belong here."

The weekend also comes just before

Freshman Warnings are sent out, he

added. Moreover "October is a
beautiful time of year to see

Williamstown," he pointed out. "We
give them the leaves."

The Annual Parents' Day Program
on Satui'day morning will feature a

faculty panel moderated by Ckillege

President John Cliandler. History

Professor Russell Bostert, Art
Professor Zlrka Filipczak and
Chemistry Professor James Skinner

will discuss the curriculum's history,

as well as science and art at the

College.

Another highlight of the weekend
will be the Freshman Revue, which
has been in rehearsal for a month,

said Stevens. The production will run
both Friday and Saturday nights with

curtain time at 8:30 p.m.

Also scheduled for Friday night at

8:30 p.m., the Berkshire Symphony
will reattu'e Susan Hohenberg in the

Nielsen Clarinet Concerto, and will

present Fingal's Cave Overture by
Mendelssohn, and a Symphony 1^
Dvorak.

Other aspects of the Parents' Day
program are recent ionovationa. The
Parents' Council, a committee with

representatives from all four classes,

which advises the Dean about the

weekend, suggested that the reception

for parents at the Log should be
replaced by cocktail parties in each
entry. Their reasonihg, Stevens ex-

plained, is that "parents are more
concerned with meeting roommates,
J.A.'s, facility advisors and other

students lathe entry with whom their

child comes in daily contact," rather

than moving through a recq>tion line

to meet Chandler and administrators.

Starting Parents' Day on Friday

rather than Saturday is seen as

another positive change, as it enables

parents to attend classes Friday af-

ternoon and meet professors.

Parents' Days will "officially end
with the Parents' Program and buffet

picnic on Saturday afternoon," ac-

cording^ to Stevens, although stbietic

and cultural events of interest to

families will continue through Sunday
morning.

Financial Aid process could

change with new regulation
A new federal regulation requiring

that students seek loans from local

sources before they are eligible for

loans from colleges could effect minor
changes in -the financial aid

procedure, according to Director of

Financial Aid Henry Flynt.

The College is also considering a

supplementary financial aid program
which would grant loans to a student's

parents rather than to the student

himself.

State and bank loans are the two
sources which the applicant must
investigate before turning to the

College for a loan. These outside loans

would then be guaranteed and paid in

part under the Guaranteed Student

Loan Program offered by the federal

government. Outright grants by the

College, however, would not be af-

fected.

According to ..Flynt,- Jthe^ei-,

fectiveness of this law, which applied

to this year's freshman class, cannot

be judged yet. He did reveal, though,

that half of the freshmen who sought

outside loans did receive them. In the

future, however, oanpetilion for state

leans-will increase, very-litaiHrieod-

ing more students back to the college

for loans. "Ilierefore, Flynt thought

the ov^all effect of the l^islation

would be slight.

The Financial Aid Office has also

been studying Uie supplementary

I»-oposal that loans be given to the

parents, a system newly instituted at

severer major colleges, unlike the

present system of giving the direct

responsibility to the student, (hnrent

programs would continue, he added.

The Parent Loan Program would
not be based on need, and would

provide for a deferred payment
system for the parents, creating vvhat

Mr, Flynt termed "a banking system

.hexo'J at Williams. Flynt emphaaiTed
ttiough that swih a program' was
entirely "in the thinking stage."

Kleinman urges houses find

new uses for cultural funds

Don Mcl«an will bt apiiearlng on

Octotter 21 at Chayln Hall under th*

sponsorship M the ACEC. TIckal* go

on sale Octebar i* at Baxter Hall.

Acting as liaison between the

Deans' Office and students, English

Professor Frances Kleinman urged

house cultural representatives

Wednesday night to consider alter-

native uses for the 1300 in cultural

funds allotted annually to each house.

"We are making no attempt to

legislate the use of cultural funds,"

she said. "However, the college's

reaccreditation study committee
meeting, headed by Dean Berefc,

revealed last January that two thirds

of those interviewed were disaatiflfied

with the lack of diversity in traditional

'keg-centered' social events."

Kleinman said that, in the past,

' ultural funds have been used to

letray the cost of social activities

which followed the basic "beer and

tapes" program. "We are not con-

demning this practice," she said, "but

perhaps this type of party should not

be the Mrie focal point of house social

activity."

She urge house cultural chairmen to

Ixring up the ideas of minority in-

terests at their house meetings and to

coonSnate them with other houses to

ensure their success. "Take a chanoe

on them," she said; She also advised

houses to exploit faculty, student and
alumni sources of talent, which are

easily accessible and usually inex-

pensive.

Interaction among faculty and
students might also be fostered

through cultural programs which both

might attend, Kleinman said.

However, she commented, this social

interaction might be most easily

accomplished through the institution

of the guest meal.

"The original purpose of the guest

meal was to promote student-faculty

relations," she said, "and we hope to

emphasize this aspect by scheduling

guest meals for all houses
simultaneously."

A house receives a $300 allocation

each year for cultural purposes, plus a

(250 stipend which goesdlrectly to the

senior associate affiliated with each
house. Kleinman agreed with the

cultural chairmen that the stim was
not exorbitant. However, a future

raise in available funds might be

incentive for developing cohesive

plans for house cuHural events.
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Why Print It?
It is a newspaper's right, and indeed responsibility, to print

the news as accurately and as responsibly as possible. Un-
fortunately for editors, however, the distinction between what

--Hb news and what is not cannot always be crystal clear. In ad-
dition, there are times when the consequences that could result
from the Dublication of a story may be justly said to outweigh
the public^s right to know and a newspaper's duty to print.

A number of people will no doubt argue that the article
concerning a pot club at Tyler House (page 3) represents one or
both <M the situations mentioned above. Some will regard it as
"scandal" rather than news and others will protest that the
"costs" involved in the publication of the story—to students of
the College and to Williams' image—are greater than any
possible societal benefits.

We cannot ap-ee. While it is evident that many, probably
most, of the residents of Tyler did not fully understand the
possible implications of their actions, others clearly did. While
some house members took the entire episode as a joke, for
oth&rs it symbolized a fundamental moral statement about an
unjust law—an act of civil disobedience. We suggest that the
"?i»»ts'^ must indeed be high in order for a newspaper in a
demdcratic society to be justified in suppressing a newsworthy
mmt If it was clear that the Tyler action was nothing more
man a prank, then there would be little justification for
deeming it newsworthy. The actions of students attempting to
exfpress moral outrage at what they consider to be an unjust
law^Ji©Wev<rt-,itS'*i»;6vent that wci coasider to be more worthy of
Record coverage than most of the news reported in this
newspaper.

Oertainly there are a number of possible undesirable
consequences that could result from the publication of this
story. It iis possible, for instance, that state and local authorities
will react vigorously to the story under the assumption that
there is a "drufi problem" at Williams. In fact, all sources
suggest that ctug usage at the College has declined
significantly over the past decade and that Williams students
probably use less drugs than students at many other, more
urban, Easteni colleges. Another possible cost is an adverse
reaction by alunmi and parents affiliated with the College.
>? We do not perceive these "costs" as overriding and we
considermost of the arguments used to extoU them as specious.
The logical conclusion to the police harassment argument that
people should be able to break laws without even having to
consider the implications and possible consequences of their
actions. Likewise, the conclusion to the other argument is that
Williams parents and alumni aren't bright enough to take
things incontext and it would be better for everyone if they
were kept in the dark. We reject both arguments.

__^ The Record has printed articles in the past which do not
reflect well on WUliams. Rape, racism, fraternities and
financial bungling have been some of the more recent
{N'oblems. We feel that the publication of such events is im-
portant and has often led to a better understanding of the issues
involved. In the final analysis, we may be wrong but we can
only do what we think is right.

New Atbum Review
THE WCFM NEW ALBUM
REVIEW (October 10-14, It-U
a.m.)

Monday
Artful Dodger - Babes on Broad-
way
Phoebe Snow - Never Lettit^ Go
George Duke - Reach For It

Ttteaday

Keith Jarrett - Staircase

The Spy Who Loved Me (sound-
track)

'"Wednesday
Roger Dalirey - One of Uie Boys
Jay Ferguson - Thunder Inland

;' Tim WelBberg Band - TWB
Ttinrsday

Gene Harris - Tone Tantrum
Original Animals - Before We Were
So' Rudely Interrupted

Fool's Gold - Mr. Lucky ^^,

Friday

Airto - I'm Fine, How Are You?
Ralph Towner and Solstice - Sound
and Shadows
Chuck Mangione - Feels So Good

WCFM announced that it is adding
two special sports shows to its fall

program lineup. For national
sports fans, Dave Bennett and Jeff
Brinker will present NATIONAL
SPORTS WRAP-UP every Sunday
night at 11 : 15 p.m. Williams sports
fans can listen to Val Colville and
Linda Sheffer on WILLIAMS
SPORTS WRAP-UP every
Monday at 5: 15 p.m. and 11 : 15 p.m.
Both shows will feature in-depth

coverage of scores, standings and
the people and stories behind those
scores.

BSU iMue vl#w
To the Williams Community:

First and foremost, I want to

commend Xanthe Berry for having
enough conviction and pride to

publicly renounce her meml>ership to

the BSU. She has earned my respect

and support by putting herself in a
position where some blacks will

censure and possibly ostracize her.

Avon Williams has expressed the

opinion that the BSU is an institution,

a place where he can get

psychological support and renew his

cultural heritage. I agree that the

BSU fulfills an important need in this

respect and also as a "political" in-

stitution—initiating and supporting
events which are of significance to the

black movement which includes non-
blacks. In talking with my black
friends, I tiave come to understand
that they appreciate having a place
where they don't have to encounter

Finance meetings
The following is the schedule for

the Finance Committee's meeting
to be held Sunday, 9 October at

11:00 am in the Wilson Room at

GREYLOCK DINING HALL. All

students are invited to these open
meetings.

11:00 Meeting begins

11:15 Student 'Art Gallery

11:35 Pottery Ltd.

Noon Brunch

ENTERTAINMENT
12:30 CapandBells
12:55 Offeehouse
1:20 ACEC
1:50 WCFM
2:15 Break
2:30 Free University

2: 50 Jewish Association

3:10 Deliberations

Please contact Harry Kelly (x-

6675) for details.

FroiiiOCC
Graduate School Coming to OCC
Mon., Oct. 10: U. Chicago
Business, Columbia Law, Geo.
Wash. Law.

Tues., Oct. 11: Northwestern Law,
U Denver Business.

Thurs., Pet. 13: U Miami Law, U
Virginia Business.

ADVANCE NOTICE
Mr. Uchibori of the Cook School in

Japan will be coming to campus
this fall. Any interested candidates
who wish to teach English at Cook
should plan to see him. Contact
OCC for more details.

OCC ATTRACTIONS FOR NEXT
WEEK
Teaching & Social Services
Workshopon Wed, Oct. 12 at? PM
at Mears House.

Resume Workshop on Thure., Oct.
13 at 4 PM at Mears House.
FRESHMAN-PARENTS OPEN
HOUSE on Sat., Oct. 15 from 9 AM
to 11:30 AM at Mears House.

The GMAT application
DEADLINE for the Nov. 5 Test is

FRIDAY Oct. 14.

Senior Photos
Senior formal pictures for the

1978 Gul (Yearbook) will be taken
in the Williams Outing Club room
in Baxter Hall from Monday,
October 10 to Tuesday, October IB

between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. All

seniors should sign up for a time
slot, time slots are in five (5)

minute intervals and run
throughout the day. The sign up
sheet is in the mailroom in Baxter
Hall. Have them taken early to

avoid the rush. This will not be the
only picture a senior has in the
book and he will have the choice of

using the photographs taken or not.

There is no charge to the student,
so havte them taken now. Any
questions call Cammie Mcaellan
(2916), Jacquie Glanz (2914),
Ginny Doherty (2725) or Stew Read
(2961).

whites after being in a dan where

they are the only black student. But I

question Williams' intimation that

non-blacks automatically have
subconscious negative rascist at-

titudes. I think we all are consciously

aware of what our racial heritage is—

and shouldn't we be? However, we
need to not let our background-

iq>bringing lead to rascist attitudes.

Ilie BSU has a place in Williams

society— it provides psychological

.support lot black stiidenU «nd
promotes critical-analytical inquiry

into black issues at Williams and

elsewhere. But I don't think the BSU
should try to coerce all black students

to agree with their viewpoints or else

condemn them for expressing

viewpoints as an individual, and not

primarily as a black person.

MarUIkehara

All quiet on Quod?
To the editor:

I'm wriUng to make a slight
correction to Peter Meyer's review of
the Orford Quartet. It was not U»e Star
Wars party whose noise infUtrated
Chapin Hail and ruined an otherwise
magnificent performance. Rather it

was Uie work of a single rooms in
Williams and Sage whose stereo sets
were turned up terribly high and
whose speakers were set in the open
windows facing Chapin. With such an
onslaught, chamber music never liad
a chance.

Freshmen—accept your respon-
sibility! Don't pollute the outdoors.
Turn it up, but close the windows.

Douglas B. Moore
Assoc. Prof, of Music

—WHSHIIB—
Campus group addresses gay issues'

WGSO (the Williams Gay Support Organization) is a campus-wide group
whose dual purpose is to providie mutual support to gay students, faculty,
and staff and to serve as a resource for the entire Williams community.'
Originally formed in the spring of 1976 in response to a lecture presented
here by Elaine Noble, Massachusetts State Representative and Lesbian
human rights activist, the group is comprised of an equal number of women
and men of diverse academic and extracurricular backgrounds.

Homosexuality, both in society at large and at Williams, is according to
WGSO, a topic rarely, if ever, openly discussed. General ignorance, fear,
and insensitivity have prevented many from realizing that homosexuality is

a natural variant of human sexual expression. It is the intention of WGSO to
introduce a rational approach to a subject too often considered from a
prejudicial perspective. v

WGSO, often in collaboration with such other campus organizations as
Chapel Board, Williams Women, and the Lecture committee, sponsors a
variety of speakers, films, and panel discussions.

This year the organization plans to continue and expand upon its ac-
tivities of the past years. Information about meetings is available in the
Register and from WGSO, P.O. Box 103, Williamstown.

Mental health career panels
The sessions, which will be conducted tonight and during the day

tomorrow, are open to the public. At 7:30 p.m. tonight Dr. Mary Harper, a
representative from the Minority Center of tb? JN^tiof^l I,9flti^|/f oIMmtaJ,,
Health in Washington, D.C, will discuss minorities and womeii wotting in'

the U.S. Government. The talk will be in thp Driscoll Lounge.

Students revive English tutoring
In an effort to revive what former Williams coordinator Ron White

termed a "very successful" program, a group of Williams students is

presently working to re-institute a language tutoring service in North
Adams. The program is designed to provide members of the North Adams
Community with ii)struction in English and basic aspects of the American
culture.

Last year, over 40 Williams students participated in the project which
was administered on campus through the auspices of the Lehman Service
Council. In North Adams, the Northern Berkshire Educational Opportunity
Center handled administration and organization of the participants.

After an informational panel night, interested Williams students will be
asked to attend two or three workshops in which the fundamentals of
teaching English as a second language will be discussed. Students desiring
further information on the North Adams tutorial program are urged to call
6581. or 2733.

Perry sponsors lectures on future
A series of lecture-discussions entitled The Problem of the FuUire; Jias^

been announced by the Perry House Cultural chairman, Jeff Crawford. The
lecture series is being established with the hope of creating a forum for in-
formal discussion between studoits, faculty, and Williamstown residents.

The first Ulk will be held in the Perry House Library on Monday, Oc-
tober lOth at seven p.m. The first speakers will be Elizabeth and David
Dodson Gray, co^directors of the Bolton InsUtute in Wellesley, Mass. The
Utle of the talk will be "Growth and its ImplicaUons for the Future." Future
speakers will include Robert Schneider, Jay Shelton, Eari McFarland, and
Bill Moomaw.

The Record will run classWeds at 20c per line for the first 3 lines and 15c for
each additional line. Deadlines are 4:00 p.m. Wednesdays and Sundays.
Total amount due must accompany this form. Mall or bring In person to
Classifieds, Th* Williams Record, Baxter Hall, Wllllamstown, Mass. 01247.

NAME. PHONE.
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News Analy^ls/by Pefer RInU ^^
Gn]fR>KiV?Qkayi pot club, reneges under pressure
.,„||t„,«rob«M*i^d everything from
poU^Cfl^irpte^ to moral stan(l to jolie

Jo tewHi ai(i^tjoo, HowitwUl,^ ^
«mi.u»«4e^..^,,.,. ^,/ ,,

',,,:,
,

,. i;tl>^«n official v^l^fHouse''^
voted on September 22 to evtabUm
higher dues for ntemt^rs int^rMtwIin
forming a "pot club." According to

the jffofoaai, (he hou3^ was' 19 use
money

' Ifrdm"' the higher* duBB to

provide marijuana at hpOse functions
for those paying thism; Tyler had thus
taken the unprec6dent«(| st^ of

pubUcly goingjoh record as, 'sane-

,ti9nif)g ail iljl^l activity.
' La«t Wednesday, under sidbatantial

pressure from Hopkins Hall, Ihcluding

a promi^ to disband Tyl^r as a social

and .jpolitical unit unless, the. house
reversed its stand, the house voted to

^/^ind its earlier decision. Nq house
funds were actually speifijt, on
marijuana before-DirlBtiae reversed

, that those members of Tyler
.interested in having marijuana

lOuse functions would pay higher

les. The "pot surtax" would become
part of Tyler's normal house treasury

and expenditures for marijuana
would t)e made from it as for any
other item such as ^Icobol. The
amount of mon«y spent on marijuana,
however, would never exceed the

amount collected through the surtax.

Thus, people not paying the surtax

would in no way be subsidizing

marijuana use on the part of those

who were. The legal position of house

members opting not to take part

nonethless remains somewhat murky.
Graham also noted that the house as

a whole was not blind to the l^al
implications of what it was doing. He
said he offered the following as a
preamble to his proposal at the

meeting: "Commonwealth law states

Berefe' sfofetf ^i:|iphqf/ca//y fhai unless the

how^e jftepoa/^ /fs qc«on, the College would

i'^JM'^^l^ ficif^$bffJiiti Tyler as a social unit.

its decision. The days befo;r^ the

SfC^pnd vote saw a flurry of activity in

,W|^ich Deans ponferred with
.proptments flf the pot club to discuss
the implications of their actions and
with Record editors oh Ihe possible

repercussions of the story being niade

public.

'Aecwdihg to Bill' £^mith^' a Tyler
house member and proponent Of the
pot club idea, the proposal started out

;
as "kind of a joke" in an informal
conversation among soirie friraids.

"Once people started talking about
) it," he said, "it seemed like a good
thing."

John Graham, also a lyier house

i
member and perhaps the most vocal

I

'^^upporter of the club, said he intended

j
the proposal as a political protest. He

Lsaid he "purposely did tie the proposal

yf4» Tyler" and that he foresaw the

possibility of its resulting in drug
arrests on campus, but added that he
thought "the protest against the

unjust law is of greater importance."
On Thursday, September 15, Smith

first made the proposal at a Tyler
house meeting. According to

Graham's account, the Tyler house

j

president ignored Smith, so he made
I
the proposal again. The house then

r decided to vote on the matter at a

I

subsequent meeting the following

|-wtek.
^""

j

Between meetings, Graham says he

I
was actively lobbying for the proposal

I
in the halls of Tyler. He concedes,

{however, that while he reicoghized

j
that, should the action succeed, "it

' would be known" and that the College

I

could not ignore it, he did not always

I
point that out to other Tyler house

! memb«^ in discussions with them.
{'He won one vote, "he recalled, by
jjiuggesting to a house member that

!
she was too conservative and offering

i her a chance to show her liberalness

by voting 'for his proposal.

Yet while Graham stated tersely

that he was aware of the implications

of the action, Smith said he had not -

j
given it much thought. "I didn't an-

I

ticipatej^iituillr ^fiijcit]',''h«> said.

i^Asked what he thought might be the

j
College's response to a Record article

I on tbepotrdjit*, he replied, "I don't

Ltfaink the College would really come

f
"down. They might think they had to

I

... (but) I don't see any reason for

j
the CoBligEt 10 act tm hMiig as money

I. firom people not smoking is not ap-

propriated,"

According to dftthaa^'iK faww
I
there were enough votes to make the

' proposal pass nearly two days before

I

the house vote. Yet many members
i were surprised by the vote, mduding
I
the house officers, one of whom

I
described himself as "Veiy sur-

i
prised." Smith also said that he was

I
"happily surprised." Ilie fm^l vote

I
was 30 to ao in favor, with ap-

{
proximately 10 abstentions.

The wording of the proposal, as

I
Graham reported it to the Record,

I

was "that Tyler bay and distribute

I

marijuana at house functions (and

I thiU«ftlMM»lb^«*aM»Mtr«m*M be

! -tiWdilBC iLIHiejgoJMWl mwrnt. in

that you may not buy or hold or use

marijuana, and we are asking you to

say you disagree with the law."

But while Graham saw the mitial

vote as a political protest, it is

doubtful that many other members
who voted for the proposal saw it that

way. One person attending the
meeting, who asked not to be iden-

tified, Ascribed the debate as "light

hearted." "The house took it pretty

casually," he said. His reasons for

voting for the proposal were, he said,

"to offer a convenience to house
members—I didn't tiiink that there
was any harm in it."

Both this source and Graham agree
that when voting, most house mem-
bers did not fully consider all the

possible repercussions of their action,

such as possible involvement of the

Dean's office and tiie local police.

Graham said he had also reasoned
that the response of the authorities

might be muted by Uie fact that any
marijuana purchased would be owned
communally, that is by the house, and
would thereby Cloud the issue of just

who possessed it.

"I doubt," he said, "they would
arrest 76 students (lyier house's

membership) and take them to the

state penitentiary."

Smith said he had also expected the

response to be muted, mainly based
on the assumption that the College's

policy in the past has been one of

leniency. (In response to this

statement. Associate Dean Cris
Roosenraad pointed out that Williams
students have been arrested for drug
violations "within the last five years.

"

He refused to say how many.)
A source of some confusion after the

.meeting was whether or not the vote -

constituted an official house action,

mainly because the house president

was not present. Last Wednesday's
vote, and the threats from the Dean's
office on the consequences of not

rescinding the vote, clearly suggest
that it was.

The Record did not become involved
in the issue until a features writer,

who had heard of the vote at lunch,

asked Record editor Scott Fenn
whether it should be pursued as a
story. Fenn, a meml)er of Tyler house,

gave the go ahead to begin resear-

ching it in the middle of last week. He
did not act on it immediately he said
because, "as a house member i was
involved. I didn't feel that I was the

one who should report on it."

Before the paper went to press

Sunday for its "Tuesday edition, Berek
was reached at home for comment.
His response was to reiterate the

official position of the College Uiat

"use of marijuana or any illegal drug
is prohibited by state law and college

regulation. People who violate them
do so at their own peril." He also

warned, however, of the dangers of

such a story being made public,

suggesting that the hand of the local

police would almost certainly be
forced. Berek argued that tiie Tyler
action was probably more along the

lines of a prank, and not sufficientiy

newsworthy, especially when the

possible reactions to it were con-

sidered. He also stated that he was not

aware of the Tyler action before being
contacted by the Record.

That Sunday, after conferring with

Berek, Fenn decided to withhold the

story from Tuesday's edition. Berek,
lie said, "had warned that there could
be immense personal costs to the

people involved. At that time, I was
not sure that those people were aware
of those implications."

Later that evening, Fenn said he
conferred with the people who would
be most directly affected by Uie story
and found Uiat they were willing to

accept any dangers involved with the

publication of the story. "At least a
few house inembers construed this as
an act of civil disobedience," he
stated.

Mondaymorning, Berek was in>

formed \fy a Record retwrter that the

people who he had been most con-

cerned about did not appreciate his

efforts to silence the issue and that

research on the story was continuing,

with the possibility of publication

later in the week left open.

Throughout thedayrAsMeieteDaan
Roosenraad met with Tyler house
officers and memt>er8, some sum-
moned by the Dean, others at their

own instigation, to exchange in-

formation. According to Roosenraad,
he informed students of legally
prescribed penalties for marijuana
use at these meetines.
BoUi Roosenraad and Berek were

present at Tyler house dinner on
Tuesday night after receiving in-

vitations from house members to

attend dinner there and discuss the

issues with those involved.

At one table, the discussion ranged
fk-om terse statements by Berek on the

CrtUege's response to the "pot dub" to

philosophical discussions on the

nature of civil disobedience. Berek
stated emphatically that unless the

house repealed its action, the College

would be forced to disband lyier as a
social unit. This would mean that

Tyler would lose its College Council

representative, would no longer
receive funds of any kind from the

College, and would be barred from
holding any social events. "The
College," he said, "just can't tolerate

auipriM at the ooaU involved.
Informed vt the •dm)nfstr«tu»

reaction to the pot club and of tht
possible involvement of oulsidi
authorities, Tyicr met again Wad'
nesday night to reconsider its original

vote. Dean Roosenraad was present to

"act as a resource," and stay in-

'-fOrmed' of' tnc^ developnieiits; ^

The debate on the issue was much
more serious than at the previous
house meeting aiftd centered on the

moral lasues involved, specifically

whether or not the house should take
an official stand against marijuana
laws that many of the members
thought were unjust. The question was

,

then raised as to whether or not a
majority of Tyler members would be
justified in forcing the minority into

taking a stand on marijuana laws that

it did not subscribe to, particularly

when the minority would have to

suffer thesame consequences as those

who were, in effect, willing to martyr
themselves. t)ne member then"
suggestecl Itat with such issues in-

volved, nOthnig less than unaniniity
on the part of the house shoukl be
allowed. He argued that the house
should make unanimous any decision

to continue the pot club's existence, or
else consider the earlier resolution

rescinded. Graham, who had nrrnide

the original pot club proposal two
weeks previously, then formalized the

unanimity proposal into a motion,

which passed by a substantial margin.

The debate on the Issue was mu^h more

serious than at the previous house meeting

and centered on the moral issues.

it."

Another student argued that if

society's unjust laws were never
broken, tiien blacks would still be
riding in the back of buses in

Alabama. Berek pointed out that

In a surprising move, Graham th«i

declared himself against the pot dub
and abrupUy left the meetmg, thus

killing the proposal for which he had
been campid^ttng for three weeks.
The meeting thus aided without a vote

4here were other ways. of registering .on. the preposal.^ver ImiagfMm^ni
protests against laws one felt were
unjust that did not involve other
persons in illegal activities, such as
political pressure. None of tlie pot club
advocates speaking with Berek were
members of the National
Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML).
At another table, Roosenraad

discussed with house members the
legal intricacies and implications of
the lyier action. Students at this

table, while sympattietic to the moral
issues at hand, expressed great

According to Graham, he ended the

proposal in this manner in order to

prevent an official count from ever
being taken. "The house had gone
about as far as it was willing to,"

stated Graham, "and I attempted to

protect the mterests of those who were
unsympathetic to our cause while

minimizing our own losses."
Discussions with house members
after the meeting suggested that while
the original prqxMal still had some
support, it would have been defeated
by a fair margin if brought to a vote.

Joggers overrun Berkshire roadways
by Stacy Silverstein

Heavy breathing and steady foot-

steps are beating out a familiar rhy-
thm in Williamstown this fall. The
sounds of students j<^ng have
arrived, and are more prevalent than
ever before.

Avid joggers are tramping through
games of rugby and frisbee, picking

up converts everywhere. Williams
joggers indude the usual jocks-
tennis, hockey, soccer and ball

(photo by Gast)

players who are getting or keeping in

shape—and feverish ski bums praying
for an early snowfall.

But jogging is even attracting those,

who, until now, have kq)t their leg

muscles tightiy curled up in the

library. An outeider may have
questions about this fast-growing,

trotting community. Where is

everybody running? Why bother
running at all? How do I start if I

decide to try?

First, then, where are they all'

running? Any jogger with an ex'

plorer's spirit may of course Maze his
'

own trails. There are, however,
several established routes in the area
wiiere you may meet fellow joggers
any time of d#y or night. One popular

run follows Gale Road behind the

Taconic Golf Course. This residential

road intersects South Street just

beyond the CHark Art Museum and
Water Street at a point south of Route
2. Experienced joggers estimate the

loop to be a lit.tle more than three

miles in length,

Blair Road cuts off the left of Water
Street, about a mile and a half south of

Route 2. A run along this unpaved
route will lead you back to Route 2 in

the area of Grand Union. The final

stretch'^f the loop brings the total

distance to a healthy five miles.

A third route begins at the bottom of

Stone Hill Road on SouUi Street, about

one hundred yards beyond the CHarke.

Stone Hill begins as a wooded trail and
gradually opens into a farm road

scattered with bouses. You should be

aware that this route will not loop

back to campus.
One final route, popular among

Gr^lock residente, is the Bulkley

Street loop. Bulkley Street begins on
the left off Route 7, just north of the

campus. Following it west past
beautiful estates, you come to a fork

and take Northwest Hill road to the

left. Heading left again, you arrive at

the Williams Inn some two miles
later.

(photo by Cast)

You're convinced you should at

least give jogging a try so how do you
begin? The only essential equipment
consists of loosely fitting clothes and a
pair of running shoes. S3ipes must be
light, comfortable and should fit

closely. If you'd rather not subject

your new Tretorns to anything more
rugged than clay courts, or if you're

afraid the mud will discolor your new
basketball sneakers, you may still

have a futore in jogging.

Any sporting goods store carries a
line o( running shoes. At least one pair

should agree with your feet and your
budget. Popular brands (Adidas,
Puma, Nike) run from $15 to $30. The
extra investment for one of these

brands will pay off since the |4 canvas
pair at the Coop clearance sale will

put you on Uie road to iMn splits and
blisters.

After puffing your way through 2

miles of cramps and agonizing leg

throbs, maybe you're ready to hang
up those shoes. Don't despair. The
pain will subside as your muscles
attune Uiemselves to the new strain.

Soon you won't even think about your
running, and while your mind drifts to

more important subjects, you'll be
toning up muscles and trimming lieer

bulges. You'll also get to know
Williamstown, ita peaceful roads and
fresh air.

The most common reason for

joggmg at WUIiams is that it provides

an energy outlet. Unlike most sporU,
it places the emphasis on free, rhyth-

mic movement rather than precision.
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Music in the Round

Pops promise adventuro
by VeroM Fritch

MiMic in ike Rmind'* Second Annual
Pops Concert will take place this

evening at 8:30 p.m. in TtMimpaan
Memorial Chapel. Due to the WMcen
of last year's Pops Concert, Program
Director Julius Hegyi decided that

Thunder rumbles, Grail roars
Sataylt't Ray DISTANT THUNDER
\1973] wiU bt thewn on Saturday
night at 7:30 and 9t00 in BronpHon.

DIttMt ThHiider is the chlUing

vision of the perniciousness of war
silently exploding through a village

ignorant of its existence with as

deadly an effect . as on the actual

battlefield.

I The war planes flying over their

-teads seem like beautiful birds to the

village women at the outset of the

film, and WWII is only significant as it

affects the price of rice. Hie distant

thunder advances rapidly, however,
and the man made famine of 1943

shakes the lives of 5 million

Bengatese.

ru

—

^^,
Monty Python and tht Holy Orail
apptari tonight at 7:00 and 9:30 in

Bronfman Auditorium. Admi$»ion it

$1.00.
by Don Frailer

Don't coconuts migrate? We don't

think so. But couldn't they be flown in

by swallows? Which sub-species,
European or Asiatic? That's not the

9iestion at all—it's actually one
concerning the ratio of weight to

airspeed velocity. Yes, quite.

The above debate, as I recall, ex-
plains why the questors have coconuts
instead of horses in Monty Python and
Uie Holy Grail. As such, it adheres to

an exquisitely muddled brand of in-

terior logic familiar to fans of Monty
Python's Flying Circus and thdr last

FHQW
The only Brahmin in the village,

Ganga, who serves as priest, doctor,

and teacher is condescending towards
the villagers, using his position for

self serving en<&. War has no respect—^-fbr any aspect of civilizatibn. Star-

vation results from the increasing

shortages and prices of rice which
eventually disappear from the
market. Even the distinction between
untouchables and Brahmin is bluii-ed

t» the society degenerates into chaos
^d violence from fear and suffo-ing.

J^Satayit Ray's obvious fascination

^th the camera and film results in

'iunazingly beautiful scenes which
serve the dual purpose of emphasizing

jba. cQOtinuitv of life, the world's

*WWiiPro ' i^iw W kiW^uimii' 111 =

tgnorance of radical changes under
gon0 by some of its members. Vivid
pictures of butterflies, lizards, land-

scapes in sunset are interspersed

through the film and a young woman
(jiM beneath a venerable, mammoth
^ee—the film following her eyes to

>ir last vision of resplendent nature.

^Such endurance can be a source of

hope. Hunger drives everything else

out of the minds of some, as one
woman resorts to selling her body for

j^. She leaves for the city dissolved

into snibkey aura of light as Ganga's
wife watches, willing to starve rather

than betray her moral principles.

IronicaUy, 'the sufferings imposed by
pie war bridge some of the gaps
between the members of society.

Ganga, disregards the law against

contact with untouchables to provide

fW the cremation of the dead woman.
Once reluctant to feed a visitor from a
neighboring town he now accepts his

approaching family and recognizes

the evil of his own exploitation of the

community. The Inspiring silhouettes

of hands joining against a lit sky
throughout the film climax, as
Ganga's wife announces she is

jpregnant, with an increasing mass of

people in silhouette marching into the

screen—their future will be made
possible by the strength of the

newborn and of the newly unified.

nlm. And Now For Something
Completely Different. It might be
argued that this wasn't really a film at

all, just a series ofTV skits. What does
this make MP&theHG? An epic?

If so, the troupe has contributed

mightily to the vast corpus of critical

comment on the Arthurian Saga. But
this is highly unlikely. Instead,
directors Terry Gilliam and Terry
Jones must have dredged up their

surreal account of the overworked
legend from the collective sub-
conscious of generations of baffled

Western Civilization students. The
peasants are medieval Marxists, who
refer to the King of the Britons as the

"oppression inherent in the class

system." That's because Arthur,
played by either Graham Chapman,
John Cleese, Eric Idle, Michael Palln,

or one of the aforementioned Terrys,

is the only character in the scene not

wallowing in a morass of muck.
Muck, along with swallows, is oiie of

the recurrent thematic motifs we may
discern. But they all whirl by so fast

on this eleventh century merry-go-

round that all but the most tenacious

and grim scholars soon figure out that

the only ordering principle here is

sheer, manic disorder, and the only

theme is sheer, manic audacity. Only
the Flying Circus could get away with

a bloodthirsty bunny rabbit. Or
Scriptural reference to the ultimate

solution of its day, the "Hidy Hand
Grenade of Antioch."

Lest we lose a firm sense of time

and place, the quest is a jumble-shop

vision of the Middle Ages in popular

culture. It touches every base but

Ockham's Razor. Like Scholasticism:

Sir Tristram induces the earth to be

banana-shaped. The Hermetic
Tradition : Filthy serfs weigh a carrot-

nbsed witch against a duck. And
McHiastic Reform: Tonsured monks
twack their foreheads in penitent

unison. (To this very day I cannot
listen to Gregorian chant without

involuntarily recoiling between the

measures.)

Die film takes foolhardy, brazen
chances, and they don't always work.
But that's okay—we accept even the

brief moments of sanity because
Monty Python takes the whole absurd
venture even less seriously than we
do.
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SUNDAY — 8:00 PM •PAWU
Back By Popular Demand"

OCTOBER 9, 19^7
^

Music Charge $1.00

WILLIAMS INN Williamstown 458-9371

KING'S

LIQUOR

STORE

52 Spring Street

4».59A9

FRYE BOOTS
ARE REDUCED 10%

(EXCEPT LACE-UP)

UNTIL OCT. 15th

COME CHOOSE THE STYLE

YOU WANT NOW

PITTSPICLD

such an event should take place oh an

annual basis.

Hie Program will feature a new
Jazz-pop-rock composition by the

Williams Music Department's
StQ>ben Dankner. Titled Stevie In

Woii4erland, the ten-to-eleven minute

piece is scored for two violins, cello,

piano, clarinet in A, trumpet, trom-

bone, electric bass, and trap drums.

fa- preparing to compose the piece,

Mr. Dankner wanted "a different

form of expression" from that used in

his previous wwk, a "very massive"

sonata for Violoncello and piano.

Originally, he thought of writing an

oisemble arrangement of a Scott

Joplin rag similar to Gunther
Schuller's Redback Book. However,

during the summer, he decided that a

•qiJivaliAtt

symphonic form.

More traditional ihatrumentatian
will pi^all In two arrangements Air
string quartet. One ti Bridge's h«k-
dodderry Air. an /ip^ngUA folk SOQI,
and the otMr'tt « Ckoirge Qershwin
LuUabye.

The guest artist at FrldAy evening's
program will be Baritone Singer
Gontod Myer8,^ni|n(Uttr«rmiiisic at

Trenton State CoUejge and a former
New York Pro Musica member. He
will join with violM, cello and piano in

perfbrming three Beethoven songs.
Cellist Douglas Moore will also jobi

Myers in presenting a Sweet aiid^Sour

Suite for Baritone and VMoncello.
Richard's Til Enlensptegtl and

Jobanti'f W(^yr Bint mark the

MLl
composition incorporating the power
and drive of such contemporary

groups as Earth, Wind and Fire,

Tower of Power, Stevie Wonder, and
Headhunters was more what he was
looking for. The combination of

classical winds and strings with 20th

Century trap drums and bass guitar

should render a performance unlike

anything ever heard before in Music
in the Round. The single movement of

Stevie in Wonderland contains con-

trasting sections, giving it the

Strai^ Brothers' contribution to t^
concert. Til Eulensple^el is scortd'An-

violin—clarinet, horn, bassoon and
strbig bass, while Wiiiner Bint ih^

corporates a string quartet pli^s base.

Finally (though not neceiisarily

there on the program), the Music in

the R^d membeh will put on a
short skit representing "inside k hotel

restaurant," and featuring such
popular times as Stardnst, teoke
Gets in Your Eyes, and SopHUticated

Udy.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY

RECORDS
78 Water St., Williamstown

JAZZ LP's I2M!

PAUL DESMOND "Skylark"
HUBERT LAWS "Uwt ol Jaxz"
DEXTER eORDON^ f'DmNr Calling"

ELLINOTON - MINOUS - ROACH
OSCAR PETERSON * MILT JACKSQN

\ I'l
l I II

1920's PARTY

Garfield/Saturday/9 :00

1 .00 per person / 1 .50 p«r couple

'n:\Colonial Village Package Store

MONTHLY BEER SPECIAL

SCHLITZ 12oz. cans 6.39/case

Hiram Walker's Vodka «i6 gal. - 9.69

Hiram Walker's Gin V^ gal. - 9.99

. 'i,ii

Italian & Domestic Jug Wines

Portugiiese Fades Ro9||r^p9

WITH THIS AD50«CPPAMY«fcStOP»6ER ' sS)*
Cotonial Strapping Center Williamstown, MA. 45*4«05
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Rising costs cause PhasQ II plans to become pit
by David Sorkin

Myatery and controversy su^und
Phase Two of the Chapin Hall
renovation. A source within the
Building Committee, luiown only as
'*I>eep Throat," has now revealed that

rising costs have forced major ar-

chitectural changes. These
modifications involve a total aban-
donment of the idea of a building,

refdacingitinatead witba largeditch,'

in which such ecologically sound
materials as mud and straw would
supplant the <;ustomary cement and

The idea of a ditch is so ar-

chitecturally revolutionary that the
administration has tried to keep

matters as quiet as possible. After all,

spending 2.1 million dollars for a
music pit might be considered ex-
cessive by those Philistines who
always seem to spring up in these
situations. Thus, little fanfat« or
notice accompanied the ground
breaking. MOst students mistook the
earth moving equipment for several
more of the modern works of art

wMchnow adorn theTampus.andtme
Art History major was rudely sur-
prised when the bulldozer which he
w^ admiring suddenly began moving
straight towards him. Similarly the

jackhammers and explosions were
confused with new wave or "punk
rock" music.

In order to iHmBilii mauDlltv
opposition, the administration has
taken several steps. First, a large
fence was erected to prevent radical
opponents of the ditch from tying
themselves to Chapin HaU. More

iQiporUnt, however, Intamational
mwlc Opcrts have beeii bnH«ht In to

ataesa the plan's vlabDity. Pablo
Casals returned from the dead last

w«ek to tot the acouatles.

Critical reaction was generally

CHICAGO IS COMING

TO WILLIAMS

__ The Graduate School of Business of the University of

Chicago invites Williams students to hear alioutour MBA
and PhD programs. We particularly welcome students

interested in our growing program In Public and Non-

profit Management.

OCTOBER 10, 1977

See your Career Counseling Qffiiefor Details.

JraMMflttock tests out tlw naw pit. (photo6yOtttgen)

For Sale
CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE: Marantz 3200 Stereo
Preamp superb condition, under
warranty. Wood cabinet inel. 4160^

Pll. Tom 6654.

FOR SALE: 1 pair Nordica Astral
Slalom Ski Boots and Ipr.Red Look
Nevada N77 bindings. $45 each.
Call Tom - 6654
FOR SALE: 1 pr. Rossi 102's. 3
years old. Good Cond. Also small
speakers for car door. Best offer.

Ph. John 6652.

1 stand iip professional
microphone. Brand new, used only
twice. Asking J25, will dicker. Call
663-9417 aft. 5 pm
ROMANTICS AND OTHERS.
Order your firewood. Till 5 pm Sat.

for immediate delivery cordwood
$25 /& cord. Cyclery 458-8493.

1967 Pontiac Station Wagon. All
new parts. Call 458-3627.

Wanted
~WANTED:~Go«r^«sr^declHc'
typewriter and blow dryer. Call

6651.

Personal
Pat, are you still wearing white
athletic socks to bed? Helen, we
love yourR4W striped PJ 's. Molly,
cheer up. Cyn better work! Good
week«id all. JJJT & Co.
GEORGE: Your bound volume is

being held for $6,000 ransom
unless I get into Yale Law. Better
pay the $6000. D.M.
SWM desires sleazy blonde to hdp
fulfill fantasies. Send brief
description & picture to Ken - S.U.
Box 1785.

MAUEr
t«tt(»syoufroi

thegr«atouf(
"--ofpwvwsalwfj

This sturdy d>

tovj^rendjt^
vv^ing.Mul'
ln«}28S28tO'
At fine stores

poaitiva, witk ttM performance being
favorably compared with the London
Symphony's ran^itlon of C. F.
Brown's "Yard by Yard" at the Lo«
last January. Casaia was not ao
sangiane, however, and, after tha
concert, this reporter saw him trying
to get at Toacantei with his bow. Only,

several days axo. a more ambitious
ro^t was attempted when the

terkshire Syihpnony played
Tchaikovsky's MIX OveKare. Joe and
Frank got a little carried away at the
end, as blasting uaed to simulate a
cannon shot leveled most of Ciiapin

and caused many students in Sawyer
Library to fear that they had just been
transferred to the University of

Beirut.

Tlius, the building conunitlee Is by
no means on solid ground either

musically or architecturally, and
attacks seem to be building daily.

Finance Chairman Bert Lance
revealed yesterday that money had
not yet been raised for a large tar-

paulin needed for covering the ditch

when it rains, but Lance seemed fotrly

certain of being aUe to arrange a
lOKHnHore emtuuraiaiif still are
reports that the Hopkins Hall CUef of

Staff, Ephraim Haldeman, ordered
the architect's blueprints to be
dropped into Muir Pool while no one
was looking.

Where the controvert may end is

hard to say, but the admiidstration
has now gotten itsdf into a very daep
hole and may have to attempt drastic

remedies. Some are saying that a
total surrendo- is imminent in which a
return to more traditional designs w^
be effteted, but others, Deep Throat
included, have reason to believe that

Campus Security may kidnap tlie

ditdl, take it to Panama, and disguise
it as a cross-isthmus canal.

rBeefalo

OLPH'S

4 SB 48 I a

Cone makes fabrics people live ifr.

CLOTHING
Since 1975

HOLIDAY
SPECIALS

Fatigue Pants

20% Off

V'Neck Sweaters

$8.50

Flonnel Shirts

$6.95

MUNIOIISIZIS».||)

Suits 20%
Savings

St., Norlli Adams
M>-fS7«
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Football Preview
!4J

Ephs contest Trinity Bantams

LMli* Miht* goM for • scoop tMCtotf up by Lm Ash. Tho hockoy toam dofoatod

Skldmoro 3-0. (photo by Oettgen)

by Tim Layden
If tl»e LitUe Three were ever to

become the Little Poor (or would it be

the medium-sized four? ) the school to

round out the quartet would more than

likely be Trinity Cdlege. The Hart-

ford, Conn, school plays each of the

three teams in the conference, and
even closes its season out with a

contest Mgainat^Wealeyan eaeh year.

Now, while this information may
not have a bedc-uva lot to do with the

price of milk, butter, and eggs, it does

say a considerable amount about what
beating members of the tiny trium-

verate means to the Trinity Bantams.
It seems relatively safe. to guess

that anytime Trinity meets Amherst,

Wesleyan, or Williams, a little bit

extra is on the line. The Trinity teams
of the past three seasons have been

characterized by good size, cautious

Stickwomen clean-up on dry turf
:It was the first big Gole Field vic-

tory under the Ught, sunlight that is,

as a drip-dried women's field hockey

team 6asily defeated Skidmore 3-0

Wednesday. The rain stopped just

long enough to give the Ephs their

first chance this season to perform ihi

a hard, fast surface, a situation of

which Uie speedy squad quickly took

advantage.

Although the match was scoreless in

t)ie first half, Williams clearly

dominated as Sally Kraft and Monica'

Grady fast breaked but shot wide,

keeping the Skid defense on its toes.

Even defender Canunie McClellan

managed to keep the pressure on,

feeding an eager Williams' line.

Despite repeated comers and good

crossing passes from Liza Olsen and

Anne McClelland, the visitors goalie

hung tough, grabbing the needed

saves, Midway through the period

halfback Sue Wright got df a nice

driving shot on goal, but inch^ kept

the hosts off the board. With a minute

Frustration rules soccer
lots to the Big Green

byMarkPogue.
"It was blatant There Was no

q^estion. Tfaie official just missed it,

that's an."

coach Jeff Vennell's blunt

assessment erf the controversial play

rfjfiectec;!;the feelings of most who
witn6saed it. /there are 25 *minutes

rmaioing in Mhe game. The Ephs,

0DWfl| I-O tQ; Dartmouth, have the ball.

'They are at^lying^ pressure. Suddenly

midfielderGi^ Hariman has an open

shot at the Dairtinouth goal from 12

iirds out. Ah
;
oppAing fullback

^ges and the two go down in a heap.

|0 foul is called. Play continues.

^erybody groans. '

Variations on this theme of

'^stration seemed to plague the

liomet6wh Ephs hi Tuesday's 1-0 loss

to the Big Green of Hanover. Dart-

mouth, luibeaten and fifth-rankeid in

New England, called on goalie Lyman
Missimer to make just four saves ui

the contest. Williams, still unable or

unwilling to work the field laterally,

was backed up on defense for most of

the first half and half of the second.

The Big Green's winning goal came
at 23 : 25 of the first half when wing Ted
Gordon retrieved a mis-kicked

Dartmouth ball in the left comer and

grounded a centering pass to whom it

might concern. Along came
so|4u>more lineman Dave Hansmann,
playing his first game for the Dart-

mouth varsity. Hansmann swept the

ball into a corner of the net before

goalie Jay Lofeffler had time to react.

"We didn't play with any aggression

or enthusiasm until after the missed

call," lamented Vennell after the

game. "And the statistics tell the

story; we took 17 shots but only four

were saved. We just weren't getting

the ball to the goal." Part of the

Purple's impotence in the last two

games is attributable to the limited

playing time of trailer Henry
Osborne. Osborne, injured in the

Union game, saw some action at wing

on Tuesday but, as Vennell says, "he

belongs in the middle of the field,

where he can have the hall."

The victory improves Dartmouth

record to 4-0-1. Williams, now and

three, travels to Trinity tomorrow for

an 11:^ match.

left in the half, fellow midfielder

Leslie Milne crossed a beautiful

passing drive, an old Yale tactic, but

the Ephs' rush was unsuccessful.

The frustrated offense came out

fighting in the second round with

sophomore Grady opening the scoring

following a determined effort.

Keeping up the aggressive shooting,

center Sally Kraft slammed one ai,

this time on the inside of the Skidmore

goal. Its efforts rewarded, the team
remained m control with defenders

Lee Ash, McClellan and Mimi
Dumouchel seeing little action. Mc-
Clellan made up for her boredom
however, scoring on a mce shot from

the cu:cle to give the squad the ex-

pected win and another victory going

into Tuesday's Middlebury match.

Oetpita an Implretf effort in the

quaomlre at Fokvr Plats last

Saturday, the Williams Ultimate

FrltbM Or9«Atiatldn lost to AAM-

Idlebwry by a tcara of l»-io. T>m oama
^wat vicwtd at # moral victory by tht

WillianM tMRi, roboiHHtliHI from a

humiliating defoat at tiM twrnb of RPl
on th* provioin waaktnd.

,' Middtabury w« raady for flw

Igama, tliair first, and a strong toanfi

idrovo and Mtcn^lH^ to Wllllamt In

time to wako tlioir opponontt,

jfHerally, |utt bofort noon. TIm game
Iwa*. underway tlwrtty aftor one and

wa* playod with tho intonto com-

ipottttvo spirit which makos UHimato
PrItlMt m mcWJig »|t#ctafor «port.

All tMi tpoctalWB a«Mptotf to this fact

ita a pott-gamo group inlwrviow.

ALL SQUASH RACKETS

30% OFF LIST PRICE

Including The

New 70 -f Rackets

[Includ. our exclusivefree Purph Cow racket cover]

WILLIAMS

CO-OP
COME SEB WHY EVERYBODY

IS TRYING TO KEEP UP WltH US.

but effective offense tactic*, and a

tough, opportunistic defenae.

A v/eek ago, the Williams grid squad

faced a Middlebury unit which had

mustered just three pomts against the

Ephs in two full games. This weekend,

the Purple finds the tables turned,

having managed only a lone Kevin

Cramer field goal in the season

opened two mmmm age, acbieviiig«

3-3 tie for Williams, and ruimng an

otherwise perfect season.

Junior quarterback Mike Foye has

filled the air with footballs in Trinity's

first two victories. The 6'3" 185-

pounder has thrown 39 times, com-

pleting Id for three touchdowns,

despite meeting a pair of Maine teams

(Bowdoin and Bates) in the rain. With

Williams roverback Mark Eckert out

for the season with a knee injury,

Foye can be expected to put pressure

on the young Eph secondary. Andy
Krakaeur will fill in for Eckert

Paul Votze and converted quar-

terback Rob ClafUn have rushed for a

combined total of 122 yards in

Trinity's two wtas (21-7 over Bowdoin

and 14-7 over Bates) to head an

anemic nmning game. The Bantams
have scored 28 of their 35 points in the

second half, trailing in both games at

intermission.

The contest comes for Trinity on

homecoming weekend, which should

insure a Jesse field packed with

thirsty Bantam alums. There is,

however, one little intangible. Next

week, Trinity faces Middlebury up in

the wilds of Vermont. The Bantams
topped Middlebury last season,

keeping the losers from an unbeaten

season. With Trmity hoping to repeat

its role against the Panthers,

Wiljiams Coach Bob Odell and
company could catch the Bantams
looking ahead.

On the Eph side of the ledger, the

game could isest be described as "out

of the fire and into the frying pan." In

other words, Williams will certainly

not see a team with Middlebuiy's

overall talent the rest of the year, but

Trinity is clooe. Ranked number ten in

ECAC Division III, Trinity won its

first five kwt year, then fell apart,

crumbling completely in a 45-0 loaa lo

Wesleyaa
Dave Massucco's expulsion from

the Middlebury contest was just a

game misconduct, andibasophomore
will be in the backfield Saturday.

Vernon Davis and Gus Nuzzolese will

join quarterbacks Bill Whelan and

Greg Collins for Odell. Ken
HoUmgsworth and tri-captam Herb

McCormick will alternate at split end,

with offensive player of the week Todd

Eckerson handlhig the split end

duties.

Sophomore Jack Spound's knee

injury in the loss to Middlebury was

apparently not serious, and he'll go

tomorrow, along with Kenny Schoetz,

Mike Curran, Jay Skerry, and Steve

Rogers on the offensive line.

Greg McAleenan, all over the field

against Middlebury, remams at one

comerback, along with Mark Gerry,

Long Ellis, and Krakaeur, for the

suddenly very thin defensive backing

crew. John Thiol (13 tackles and 11

assists against Middlebury) and
Brian Benedict will start at

linebacker. RusS Gee, Mike Masi,

Pete Tuttle, Colin Hart, and Ralph

Spooner compose the Ephs' front line.

The words sophomore,

inexperienced, young learning, all

seem to be coming up with great

rejgularity when discussing the '77

Eph grid squad. With that in mind,

Williams can only get better as the

season {Hrogresses. Bob Odell is

building for the future with some
talented underclassmen, spiced with ft

few veterans. The remaining gamor
show perhaps one breather, and it'i

going to be a tough class load for tho

education of the youngsters. Class

number two is Saturday in Hartford at

1:30.

Netwomen regain top form

as team shuts out Skidmore
Venting their frustrations after last

week's two consecutive losses like any

good team should, the women's tennis

team picked on Skidmore for a 94i

shutout Wednesday.

Suffering through last week was
quite similar to getting your wisdom
teeth pulled: it was a pain in the fanny

to go through, but you know you'll be

much better off for it in the long run.

Williams has shown it is much better

off for the previous week's excellent

competition as the team's level of play

has risen considerably since the first

loss.

Captain Laura Carson and No. three

Trudie ten Broeke are good examples

of this fmer iday as each performed at

the top of her game in easy wins for

both. Becky Cliase was overpowering

m a 6-0, 6-1 victory, while No. six

Laura Goebel also lost only one game,

6-1, 8-0. Playing steadily at No. four,

Ann Morris rolled 6-3, 6-1, and Sherry

Willcox managed to hold on for a 6-2,

7-6 wm at No. five.

Coach Curt Tong, still searching for

his team's strongest line-up, ex-

perimented at No. one doubles with

SallyKmse and Amy Demorest. In an

up and down match they prevailed 6^,

1-6, 6-3. The other new team of Sherry

Edman-Amy Sterling looked strong 6-

4, 6-1. Mary Tom Higgs and Kristah

Dale won 6-1, 6-1.

Bocky Chaio 'Mhad a «4, 4-1 victory

Wodnosday when the notters shutout

Skldmoro. (photo by C. Read)

WHAT'S IN

A GAME?"

3M BOOKSHELF—Adult - Strategy Games
|

Avalon Hill - War Games I

Starship Troopers - AAan vs AAonster

King Maker - War of the Roses i

Kriespiel - Military Chess Game
MasterMInd Awarded Game of the Year

Duell - A Game that uses the Ultimate Weapon !

Othello - A Minute to Leatn a Lifetime to AAaster

Fourslght - A Game of the Future

V Chess - Backgammon
Passout Party Games
Pachlnko
Carrom
Mind Bending - PuzzKm

DICKORYDOCK
Open Thurt. 'tint PM

45 Eagle St. Ol-tro North Adams
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Pasachoff hunts eclipse

joins Pocific expedition
by Helen Prakelt

Prof. Jay M. Pasachoff, Director of

Hopkins Observatory, will conduct

major experiments on board a ship in

the mid-Pacific tomorrow during the

total eclipse of the sun. Pasachoff is

leading a joint expedition from
Williams and The Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory, Loe Alamos,

New Mexico.

"We had a very interesting time in

Kenya during the June, 1973 eclipse

and are anticipating another exciting

expedition," Pasachoff said. "The
conditions will be very different since

well be at sea instead of solid earth.

SoTeeping our insfiriimehts poinled at

the sun is a major problem for us."

Ilie WiUiams group includes three

students, seniors Daniel Bruns, Gavin

Watson and Stewart Read. J. Phil

iScUerer, an optical physicist at

Textronix, Inc., and Dennis di Cicco,

Assistant Editorofthe magazine' 'Sky

and Telescope" and former
laboratory instructor at Williams, will

also join the Williams contingent.

Pasachoff said that the students

have been of tremendous assistance to

Wm in preparing for the experiments.

"They have really become the experts

on how the equipment works. Dan and

Gavin will be actually operating the

equipmoit on board the ship and will

bousing the data for theh-th^es."

lliey are bringing about two tons of

equipment to carry out their ob-

servational studies. Two of the ex-

periments will be done on inertial

guidance platforms. ThiB will keep the

telescopes always pointing toward the

same point in the sky, independent of

ttie ship's rocking. "But", Pasachoff

remarked, "we have more pieces of

equipment than inertial guidance

platforms, so we are trying various

ways to keep our images steady."

The experiments will be done on

board the TSS Fairsea, which will be

located about 2000 kilometers south of

Los Angeles and 2000 kilometers west

of Mexico, the best position to see the

solar eclipse, llie Fairsea is one of

two 900 passenger cnyse ships being

sent to view the eclipse under the

auspices of Adler Planetarium in

Chicago. Pasachoff will lecture on

solar astronomy to those on board the

Fairsea, most of whom will not be

professional s<;lenti8ts.

Two of the major experiments to be

done by the expedition involve studies

of the ion known as Iron Xin which

has the strongest radiation known in

either the visible or infrared part of

the sun's coronal spectrum. This

radiation is only visible during a total

eclipse and has been studied very

Utile up until now because the Iron

xm ions are in thejnfrared spectrum

where filni techniques camiblbe uSsed.

Tlie first experiment will scan the

spectrum as often as 50 times a second

using an electronical device

developed by Schierer at Textronix.

TTie information will be recorded

digitally on a micropressor develc^ied

by Bryce Babcock of Williams. After

analysis, the data will be used to map
the distribution of electron density in

the solar corona.

The second Iron XIII experiment

will gather data to yield informaticm

about the distribution of the magnetic

field in the corona, and the third ex-

periment will photograi^i the sun's

corona in the infrared with a special

camera.

The scientists on the ship are

veteran eclipse obsmrers. Pasachoff

has observed seven solar eclipses,

including expeditions in Mexico in

1970 and Africa in 1973. They predict a

•M ECLIPSE MS* 3

Astroii . . jfessor Jay PasachoHimM to Kwi^a for HHMk^Uiaim soMi- •clips* •xpodWon in 1*73.

This w««k he toads a BHwp1^ a »ln»li*r Mptdltloii lipoin rtip board mW-flii Nellie.

CC hears Gargoyle finds
byStuMassad,.

The Ck>llege Council will begin to

formulate guidelines governing

student input into departmental
decisions this week after Michael

Crowley '78 presents the findings of a

recent Gargoyle investigation.

Crowley heads a five-member
subcommittee of Gargoyle which has

been^ examining departrnpntal

F'manciets trim budgets
The Finance Committee voted

Sunday to recommend a $17,000

allocation to the ACEC in the College

Council, a $1,500 compromise between

the $15,500 the ACEC received last

year and Chairman Steve Case's

$18,500 preliminary budget.

"The ACEC may conceivably

receive more later on in the year,"

tlio finance commlH** iti**to w*«kiy to s«t racommtndatlont for Coltofl*

allocation of th* StMtont Aetivniat Tax. (photo by C. Read)

Diaz decries capitalism
The current free-enterprise com-

.petitive world market is neither truly

;ftree (w competitive, Yale Professor

Carlos Alejandro-Diaz told a Center

for Development Economics audience

Thursday.

The world market, is governed by

free enterprise methods at present,

set up in this manner so Oiat the

competition between sellers for

control of the market would keep

prices steady and at a fair level.

However, Diaz pointed out that most

products are so specialized that there

is no truly "open" market.

Often the companies that are selling

the goods are either the same or

closely affiliated with the companies

that buy the prodilcU. Iliis is possible

because of the lexistence of many
trananational corporatioiB. Some U.S.

based corporations^ for example
serve two or three countries

simultaneously.

The less developed countries

(LDC's) that are beginning to emerge

into the economic worid such as Bratil

and Mexico have begun to realize the

importance oi controlling the com-

panie« that deal in resources native to

thdr lands, said Diaz.

An example he cited of tM taief-

ficiency of the present market was the

sale of copper. There are two copper

prices, one for intra-company sales

and 1 much larger one for inter-

company sales. The double standard

makes joining the world market very

difficult for small companies.

At present many LDC's are

borrowing much more money than

M*DIAZpao*3

committee meml)er Marlies Carruth

said. "However, at the moment, we
are deahng with a very strict budget

and we have to cut where we can."

Chairman Harry Kelly, who has

acted as the monitor of WCFM
finances for the past year, recom-

mended that the radio station receive

$7,850, as opposed to its (U-eliminary

request for $10,326. According to a

committee member, WCFM is asking

money for equipment which the

council feels the College itself should

subsidize.

The Coffee House proposed a budget

of $4,650 to cover the decorations and

refreshments at 15 «oiicerls

throughout the year. The Committee

advised petitioners to cut their

schedule to 14 events and voted to

recommend a $4,100 allocation to the

College Council. The Free University

requested $160, with which the

Committee agreed, along with a IdOO

budget projected by the Jewish

Association.

The preliminary Student Art

Gallery budget was cut from $290 to

$145, with the added recommendation
that each house be asked to contribute

$15 from its cultural funds for the

gallery's upkeep. Cap and Bells

requested $5,000, which included $900

to sponsor a touring company. The
Committee implied that if the

organization makes a separate

request for the same purpose at a

later date, funds may be allocated,

but at present, agreed to recommend
$3,900 for the year.

Pottery, Ltd. asked for and received

endorsement on their projected $650

budget.

Chip Buckner. representing the

Tuesday Forum, went before the

Finance Committee to request a $0

allocation. Members voted

unanimously to recommend this

proposal to the College Council.

Next Sunday the Finance Com-
mittee will consider the preliminary

applications of the Record and the

yearbook.

structures for integrating student

input into ' decisions affecting

students.

Each of the subcommittee's five

members has investigated some five

departments, Crowl^ said, talking to

chairmen and "looking for an
organized formal structure for a

student advisory committee within

the major, rather than on an ad hoc_

basis."

The members have ctdlected in-

formation on how advisory com-

mittees are organized in departments,

where they exist and how mandated
student input is collected in depart-

ments without formal advisory

committees.

"We do feel that where it's possible

it would be preferable to have some
structure to these committees rather

than having students come in at

random, Crowley said. He noted that

many of the smaller departments-

such as Classics—are able to gather

input at informal meetings with all

majors.

College Council President Tom
Herwitz, elected last spring on the

promise of increasing student in-

volvement in decision-making on

campus, said he sees Gargoyle's

investigation as a positive step, along

with such actions as the creationjif

parallel committees.

Crowley said that while the

Gargoyle group has not moved l>eyond

collecting information, it could
suggest models for departmraits that

need to create student advisory

committees.

Herwitz said the College Council

will attempt to ctimpile sets of

guid^inefl for gatboing student input

and the types of departmental affairs

requiring input, picking up on

Gargoyle's lead.

"What we're interested ih-is getting

students involved," Herwitz said, with

"vnSir knowh routes for students to

jti^ly comments. He added that a

knowledge of where input comes from

is important in eyalujiting it.

"We're not saying that Uio'O should

be standardized committees for each

departaient, but there should be some
manner of \opai," H«rwitz com-

moited. "
,

"DqiMurtments have never been the

focus (tf student input," the College

Council president remarked. He said

student government needs to expand

into departmental areas—hiring,
curriculum and policy—"in some sort

of organized manner."
The College Council will turn most

of the work (rf drawing up guideUnes

to the Student Education CiHnmittee

(SEC), paridlel to the Committee on

Educational Policy, according to

Herwitz. He added that the SEC
-ttieetings are open and said the

(College Council plans to hold an open

„forum on student powo- later this

semeater.

"I'm not sure—because not all the

facts have come in—that there need to

bedianges," Herwitz coaduded, "but

there Is room for suggestions."

Tax bill may end deductions

for bequests to colleges
byJeffK«var

Suggested changes in the tax laws

affecting deductible gifts to charitable

organizations, possibly including

colleges have educational Institutions

such as Williams concerned.

Proposals being considered by

President Carter as part of his new

tax reform package tPClvde

legislation to wipe out dr graatiQr

reduce existing Ux deductions fOr

gifts to charity.

According to College Business

Manager Shane Riorden such

legislation would be great cause fOr

concern due to the enormOus
dependence the College has on such

gifts. If bequests were not to be

classified as Ux deductible, he said,

"the incentive (for giving) would be

greatly reduced." '
\

However, the prospect* of tadh a

radical change getting through

Congress are quite slim due to the

tronig lobbying power laisecbariUes

can bring to bear, Riorden main-

tained. The chuhges, \^en Carter

finally unveils them, will probably be

more closely related to the Idee of a

minimum tax.

Hie minimum taxation scheme

would require each eligible person to

|iay some base tax no matter how

much credit in deductions he claims.

The College Is also presently

engaged in a legal battle over the

deftoiltlon of earned taxable income a*

opposed to non-taxable benefits,

Williams is how disputing the totamal

Revenue Service classification of

taxable remuneration in three dif-

ferent matters.

Hie first of these is the IRS in-

sistence that professors who eat free

at house guest meals should hav«

«e* FACULTYMiss
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> 1967 Pontiac SUUon Wagon. All
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HAPPY Birthday Cynthia and
Beth. Williams E loves you to

death.

T^hr Pot Club
To the editor:

As a concerned member of the

student body and a member of Tyler

House, I feel that some personal

observations on the Tyler Pot aub
affair are in order. Peter Rintels'

article accurately documents the

activities at Tyler over the past few

weeks but fails, in my opinion, to

accurately reflect the^ croas' tides of

opinion among house members and

especially those of the major
proponents of the issue.

The initial attitude of many house

members is accurately reflected by

the article. Many members did treat it

as a lark or as yet another con-

venience to be provided by the house.

Furthermore, Graham campaigned

for the issue on this basis. The

proponents claim of moral motivation

was not, in my opinion, apparent to

most members. That the implications

of the vote later shocked many
members should not be overly em-

phasized. The issue was sold on a

superficial basis and was treated so

until Monday, Oct. 3 when the Deans
came to dinner. It should be added
that until this date knowledge of the

Administrations' interest in the

matter was limited to a small group.

The transition in house members'
attitudes clearly occurred at dinner

on Oct. 3. Private conversation among
those aw^re of the Administrations'

interest showed great concern over

the matter and careful analysis of the

costs and benefits not only of those

directly involved, but also Uiose of the

student body and of the College as an

institution. The emphasis on morality

and recognition of the act as one ot

civil disobedience was not, as one may
infer from the article, a righteous

stance suddenly assumed by those

directly involved, but one that was, at

the very least, consistent with the

position of many of those in favor of

the proposal. That this aspect was
raised at the meeting of Oct. 5 by
several members—who were not

directly involved, and who had voted

in favor of the original proposal on

this basis, substantiates this point.

Opinion changes following dinner

were not limited to that of the

minority standing on a moral plat-

form while the majority was
bulldozed into retraction of the vote by
the threat of no more parties. The
Deans were reasonable and yet while

not sympathetic, it was clear their

paramount concern was that we
understand the implica^ons of our

vote. Although rumors may fly con-

cerning what was said over dinner,

the resentment generated by some
exchanges stemmed from the am-
biguity of the position of the Deans at

Intricocies hinder

ethics petition drive
Tfie'maiii~pr6Blem Invrolved til a

public initiative petition drive for

ethics legislation is that "you can't

reduce it to a simple slogan," due to

the complexity of the issues involved,

ex{dained Jay Hedlund of Common
Cause.

Hedlund, from the organization's

Boston office, and Morgan Downey
from the national office spoke on

Wednesday ih Driscoll ilall about the

Common Cause initiative petition

drive and the provisions it contains.

The major provisions of the petition

include formation of an independent

state ethics commission and full

financial disclosure by all elected

state and county officials and top

appointed officials.

Hedlund and Downey claimed that,

with full financial disclosure, citizens

could if they chose vote against part-

time legislators with substantial

businesses on the side. People would
also be more aware of any potential

conflict of interest.

The lecture was sponsored by the

Williams Americans for Democratic
Action, some members of which are

planning a campaign to get signatures

for the Common Cause petition.

Under the terms of the petition,

officials would not have to disclose the

exact amount of outside income, just

Ito source and amount within certain

ranges.

dinner; wen) they acting in their

official capacity, or as Interested

parties? House members were, in my
opinion, well-informed and not unduly

pressured by the Administration.

"Hie majority of members were, in

my opinion, primarily concerned with

their own skin. Although many were

as the Record stated, "sympathetic

with the nioral issue," the likelihood

ofdisbanding Tyler as a social unit and

of police rummaging through their

drawers^vaa^f greater importance to

thoae less-idealistically motivated.

Nor should this attitude be con-

demned. Rather, I would remind

members of this college that the

Willlamstown Police may feel

obligated to take action. It is likely, in

my opinion, that some searches may
take place, that Security will no

longer occasionally overlook smoking

in public, and that the College will

take some form of disciplinary action

against those found using pot. lliese

are real costs that all, to some degree,

will pay.

Although I do not believe the

significance of Graham's actions at

the meeting of Oct. 5 are as am-
biguous as they seem in the article, I

da not feel it would beproper focme.to

comment further. I do, however,

share the opinion with other members
that it was a shame that the issue was
not brought to a full vote. One of the

advantages of the unanimity
resolution was, in my opinion, to allow

house members to vote on the prin-

ciple of the matter without regard to

possible disciplinary action. Far from

being treated fli[H>antly, the reaction

of the house to the meeting demon-
strated to me the seriousness with

which the majority of members
treated the issue.

The result of the vote has absolved

Tyler from responsibiUty insofar as

the College is concerned. The
Record's publication of the article

places, at least to a degree, a

responsibility on all of us. The
question to be answered personally is

not whether pot should be legalized,

not if it was prc^r for.some students,

to raise the issue in this manner, and
not whether the Record acted

properly in publishing this ariUe.
The question is; in my opiniwiu
members of a commimity, are we
going to condemn others for exer-
cising their right of free speech and to

political recourse? True, the
publication of the article may lead to

some inconveniences. True, the issue
is, at its worst, assinine. At its heart,
however, is the matter of being willing
to bear the costs of having those
rights. Can we, in this light, honestly
calUhe proponents' actions—however
improper in the light of the law,
wrong, or the Record's publication of

the article ill-considered? t do not
believe we may, but it is up to each
one of us to decide.

BUI SchulM '78

Lecture Commfffee
To the editor:

In the October 7th issue of the
Record, my comments on the Lecture
committee's funding procedures,
made at the College Council meeting
last Wednesday, were reported in a
manner which might lead one to

misunderstand my point, llie present
manner of allocating Lecture Com-
mittee, funds does allow enough Jo.
contract "big name" speakers, but it

does Umit their number. My remarks
were an attempt to solicit the opinions

of Council members on the question of

whether the Lecture committee
should continue to devote a large

proportion of its funds to stqpporting

the efforts of departments and
organizations to bring spealcera to,

Williams,
. an alternative which

divides the funds into small chunks, or

whether it should devote itself to

bringing more "big names", but

fewer speakers, to Williams. I was not

suggesting an alternative to the

Lecture Committee.
Let me take this opportunity to

solicit the opinions of all students on
this question, and oa the more
mundane, but more important issue of

just who the Lecture committee
should invite and-or fund.

0!oaald4.^Toumey
Prospect College Council Rep

and Lecture CommitteeMember

W\^t Hag

All week on the big screen

The World Series

Also introducing Log Dogs
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Student debate revived
byMkhMlMsUick

Vn» Atftlplitc S^MBkiog Union lus
resurfcOBd at WUUbiiu witk new plaiu
and energiea idUsr a year of dor-

numcy. "Collage d«ba<« i*. fiying,

especially at Ivy League coUecta,
becauw It is choking on iu cfwn

Uroeture," said Jeff Trout, captain of
detwte. With thU In mind, the revived
ASU plans to adopt a more informal
^proadi to debate, in which student
interest receives prierity.

According taWmiir^t^ ASU wDl
emphasize that the forensic art can be
pleasurable and can offer much to the
individual. Trout noted with distaste

that many campuses have turOed
debate into an expensive, time con-
suming and competitive sport
directed towards college prestige. At
Williams, however, the Union 'v^ not
aim at the national circuit, but rather
at the development of local par-
ticipation,

The I^inance t:ommittee has
primarily recommended a 1200 grant
to the ASU, Trout saidv and the group
thus teels ready to set plans in motion.
Troiit and Pn^ident of the Union,
Michael Qolden, will hold ah
organizational meeting on October tV.N^ an imnu^ate goal, the Union
intends to rdnstate the freshnuui
speaking contest, where each fresh-

man entry selects a representative to

speak on a common topic. Although lK>

definite subject has been chosen, one
possibility is "Why Aiqherst is the

best college in New England." The
event obviously tends toward tlw
facetloua, drawing mare laughter
than philosophical reflection. In the
past, the audlcoc^ has often been as
witty, or wItUer, than the speah«rs
themselves.

Future projects also include an all-

campus oratorical competition and
debates on contemporary iaaues with
three or four other colleges. Realizing
the value of healthy rivalry, the Union
may arranged^batce within^ietjiMe
Tliree. The format would incorporate
both team debate and individual

events.

A team usually consists of two
people who speak to a specific topic, of

national or common interest, in a

specified amount of time. Persuasive,

informational, extemporaneous,
interpretive and after dinner speeches
characterize individual events. In-

terpretive speaking involves the
recital of a literary passage in which
voice intonation and selection of

material count the most.

After dinner speaking, also an
obscure facet of oral competition,

supposedly originated with Mark
Twain. In this event, the speaker
delivers^ humorous and sometimes^
outrageous material in a serious,

matter-of-fact manner. Trout recalled

a presentation wher6 the speaker
proposed that stuttering could be
cured by eliminatihg "s" from the

English language. An "s" at the

^ Eyan cov^ ir Is
by AlarcusSmith

Another Night Time Flight

Bine

MCA Records PIG-22M

^Another Night Time JFllght"

"pWes to be just another offering by
just another four-man British band.

Co-produced by Elton John (whose
name curiously appears only on the

record label, as if in a futile attempt to

escape blame), Blue is Badfinnger at

its Mandest, lOcc at their most inr

nocuous. ,

To put it another way, Blue is all

surface and no substance. The songs
on ^.N.T.F. are as pleasant as they

are plain, as smooth as they are

uninspiring. Blue can carry a fairly

good tune, but by failing to inject any
semblance of emotion or affect, theyv

by comparison, make Barry Manilow
pine like Bryan Fetty or wail like

Robert Plant.

The lyrics, moreover, are so cliche-

ridden that I find mysdf longing for

some words of wisdom from Kiss (at

least Kiss sings with a conviction that

conviction is for saps). Adding insult

to injury (cluch^ best describe

cliches). Blue seems to know no

bounds when it comes to banality and
triteness. Every song on the album is

filled with fourth grade rhymes, fifth

grade yearning, and sixth grade self-

pity, llie traditional "loVe is blue (pun
int^ded), woe is me" syndrome
anno^in|ly persists. "I'm Alone", for

instance, provides us with this bit of

profundity: x"Things never last-
Seems the die^s.been cast."

The playing too is equally

passio^^. Steady acoustic guitars

and keyboards provide an adequately

average background behind Blue's

correct, but stale harmonics, and
almost every song conjures upHbe
conventional rock and roll pattern df

solo.5inging, followed by an up-tempo

drumbeat, leading quickly into a

chorus or refrain.

Blue, in other words, is plain, in-

significant AM puli^—the kind of

mu^ic you play to a gitl to show her
you're a "nice guy" tor lis it "good
guy"?); the mellow yellow nirvana

topic of "laid-back" fireside evenings

in which "sweet nothings" are as

vacuous as they are mellifluous.

"Fantasy", the second cut on side

one, informs us: "Ihis story's often

told. About a man whose love's gone
cold." Just substitute group and
music and you get Another Night
Time Flight. Or, to quote Blue again
(admittedly, unfairly out of context)

in the quasi-religious epiphanic
schaltz of "I Understand," "I fall

asleep." You will too.

Full college credit

Winter Term pro-

jects in Human Ecology; Busi-

ness Administration, Art, Government,

History, Ecology of Wetlands, Political

Leadership, Theatre Production, Elemen-

tary Education, Music, Chemistry and many
others, even projects InEurope.

For details contact yourcampus
January Term Coordinator or

Dr. Stanley Chesnut

Eckerd College

St. Petersburg, Florkk; 33733

ST. P BURG, t-LUKlDA

Waterfights: Part II

Steve Jacksan If was tiM last wtnnar
of ttia freshman spaaMng contatt. TIm
newly reorganlisd Adelphic SpMUng
Union promitas to tpontor aavaral

sMCh centasts in the coming year.

(photo by Mihe)

beginning ol^ a ^rord woidd be
l»^nounced as a "q," and at the end of

a word as a "b." In the middle of the

word, substitution would be arbitrary.

The speaker then proceeded to recite

Hamlet's "To l>e or not to be" qpeech
inthibqtyle.

Lecturer questions
market economy

DIAZ from page 1

many economists feel they canrepay.
If the capital market eventually

decides that LDC debt has been built

on poor economic judgment, banks
and companies may try to pull out of

LDC's suddenly and a catastrophe

similar to the Great Crash of 1929

might result, said Diaz.

The debts of private countries have
been growing steadily for the past ten

years but at a much accelerated rate

over the last four or five. Diaz pointed

out that the lending of money has
b^ome "de-politicized," meaning

. socialist countries have no difficulty

in borrowing from non-socialist

nations such as the United States.

The new order proposed by the

LDC's might not, in Diaz's opinion

bring the world market up to a
desirable state of efficiency. Some
sort of change is in order, though, and
the LJDC demands might provide a
needed decentralizatipn of economic
power.

He also pointed out that the plans

would only aid the strongest fifty per

cent of the LDC's without helping the

poorest developing states. And due to

income distribution disparities within

LDC's, a new order would probably

only aid the wealthier part of each
nation's population.

byJ«ka8<ieor

Last week'! controversial article

looksd at soma of the oomptax and
divem reaaans behind the Dresiman
watar fights. This week's artide
axplans the ramiftcatiooa of water
fl|^ vU a vis modem urtMniied
man, and describes what happens
when theory is put into practice.

Despite the fact that water fighU
seem a confused melee to obesrvers
andMNUtisipanU alike, It Ukos lotof

pla^iing to successfully execute a
raid. Unfortunately, people still run
into u-ees. In any case, one entry has
gone so far as to appoint a Director of

Subversive Activities. This would-be
CIA director outlined his tasks with

the confidence of a man who knows his

business.

"I have four main duties," he said

solemnly. "Conceive, co-ordinate,
direct, and execute." He also claimed
that at the time of the Morgan raid, he
was unaware that there were females
living in Morgan Mid-East and Mid-
West.

Hie women who live in Morgan
know they live there, though, and they
had a good deal to say about the late-

night Incursions of "those guys" from
the Quad.
"The first time I heard about water

fights," one woman said, "was when
there was water coming under my
dow." She proceeded to give a vivid

account of the pandemonium
surrounding a raid.

"A bunch of boys came over . .

.

carousing . . . I was in the bathroom
and all of a sudden the door shook

. . . Loud noises . . . running up and
down the stairs." Her voice became
more resonant as her excitement over
the raid grew. "There we were in our
nightgowns," she added quickly,
putting her hand on my knee, "and in

come these boys . . . They had
bandana scarves on," she continued,

"and they were yelling and screaming
and singing 'Happy Birthday.'

"

Another woman from Morgan
described her initial experience as
follows: "I was innocently standing

there," she said, "and then I was
innocently wet."

A return raid upon the ciUixrits was
staged. "We had perfume and
powder," said a participant. "We left

our scent." This raid too was chaotic.

"The image I remember best,"

recalled one young lady, "was when I

turned around and saw twelve
screaming girls in a cloud of baby
powder."

Those in Williams and Sage con-

sider the raids on Morgan, Fayer-
weather, and Lehman mere skir-

mishes, with the main battle raging

across the Quad. Williams has four

men's entries while Sage has but two.

Napoleon, however, claimed that "the

moral is to the physical as three is to

one." The men at Sage helieve in the

power of positive thinking.

"We've annihilated them aU," _one

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL

MBA PROGRAM

An Admissions Representative from

Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration

will be on campus

Monday, October 17, 1977
f

to meet with students interested in

the two-year MBA Program
^^jxaut-

Contact the

Career Planning and Placement Center

for more details and to sign up for

an information session.

Harvard Business School is committed to

the principle of equal educational opportunity

and evaluates ca(ididates without regard to

race, sex, cfeed or national origin.

Inhabitant of Ssge inalatsd. "Ws'we
vaaouUhsd Ihsm." Brsto vs. brswn Is

anotter area where Sags fsels It

posB«nw an ad«ntage. "What we
U^ in manpower," he coitlnosd,

"we make vp tor with brilliant tac-

tical maneuvers." Not wlahing to

discount the efforts of Safe C, a girl's

entry of unususl baistsrauancss. the

budding Talleyrand said that "the
Sage girls have been very hdptUl."
p^ -WfiPtag. *nn provl*!s !>uM-
ferent lecture of female participation.

"The Williams girls," he said, "jwt
run around like they don't know
what's going on."

Non-particlpatlon seems cloaely
linked to a lack of awareness about
the near-diurnal deluges that take

place. "I don't know anything atwut
the water fights," cooed ohe belle.

"Oh, I'm not the one you want to talk

to about the water fights," apologized

another. "I didn't want to get in-

volved," replied one apathist, "it
wet."

Sage C provides an interesting

contrast. Proclaimed by ohe
inhabitant to be "the rowdiest girls'

entry," Sage C boaata excdli^t

participation and confident leader-

ship. "Im the leader?" squealed their

potentate. "I'm the boss?" she
gasped, and she f^ back into her

chair in disbelief.

Those who are to survive In the

world of water fights must constantly

be on their guard. One night, the

occupants of Sage E and F strolled

confidently across the Quad to

WiUiamii. Pillows in hand, th^ began
to taunt those inside. "No water, Just

pillows!" they shouted defiantly into

the night. Utilizing the' inter-

connecting basement corridors of

Williams, the entire dorm's male
contingent massed in one entry. In one
shrieking banzai charge, they
swooped down upon the would-be

pillow fighters and thoroughly doused
them.

The rough-and-tumble give-and-
take of cut-and-thrust water-fighting

continues. So does the annoying use of

IpftppaiMJj^pd?;^ Brt the^ns of

those involved for tne nitun are of
^

interest to all.

"No comment," replied one
student,

"No comment," responded another.

"We're waiting for the snowball
season," answered a third.

"I'm never going to talk to the press
again," said a fourth, "because they

write down everything you aay."

Overall, one can only say that the

situation remains fluid

Pasachoff goes

eclipse hunting
ECLIPSE from page I

75 per cent chance of dear weather
for this eclipse: "Still,'' F^dioff
admitted, "even though the ship can
maneuver a bit, we are very depen-
dent on the weathor. That's a hazard
that eclipse observers have to get

used to."

Students, faculty and staff at

Williams can observe U per cent of

the solar eclipse from the observing

dedc of Thompson Physical Lab. It

will be open from 4:4S p.m. to S:4S

p.m., the period of time that the

eclipse will be visible fafi WUliams
town.

KING'S

LIQUOR

STORE

51 iprUt9 StrMt

4S«4NI
>^.
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Freshman Revue's three shoW9«im«?

deemed less hectic, more polished

MUSIC
Friday—Berkshire Symphony, Concert One. Mendelssohn, Nielson, Dvorak.
Chapin Hall. 8:30 p.m.
Satiirday—Griffin Hall Conc«^, Victor Hill and George Green: Baroque music
for violin and harpsichord. Rooms, Griffin HalL 8 p.m.

Lectures and colloquia
Wednesday—An interpretation of eight summers of excavation of the Abbey of

Psabnodi in southern France by Prof. Whitney Stoddard. Room 10, Lawrence
Hall. 4:30 p.m.

—An illustrated presentation by The Reverend Thomas Egan, S.J.,

director, National Shrine of North American Martyrs: "The Early Catholic

History of the Northeastern States". Room D, Greylock. 6:4S p.m.

—"The Self Embodiment of God" by Thomas J. J. Altizer, chairman.
Religion Dept., State University of New York-Stony Brook. Room 3, Griffin

. Hall. 7:30 p.m.

Thursdiiy-Physics-Astronomy Colloquium, "Heavy Quark Dynamics" by

Thomas Appelquist, Yale University. Room 214, Physics. 4 p.m.

—"Saving the life that is your own: The importance of models in the Ar-

tist's life" by Alice Walker, poet, essayist. Room 3, Griffin Hall. 4 p.m. Poetry

Reading from his own work at 8 p.m.

—IBM Lecture by Prof. Julian Jaynes, Psychology Dept, Princeton

University: "The Nature and Origin of Consciousness". Room 111, Biology. 8

p.m.

Friday—IBM Lecture by Prof. Julian Jaynes: "The Consequences of Con-

sciousness." Room 300, Bronfman. 10 a.m.

,. —Chemistry Colloquium, SeniorResearch Projects. Room 19, Chemistry. 4

"^.m.'
•—-•'---<;•'•-'---.

—Lecture by Sir Roger Stevens, "Safavid Persia through European Eyes.
'

'

8 p.m.

FILMS AND SHOWS
(All films at Bronfman unless otherwise stated)

Wednesday—"The Wild Child" (French, 1970). 4and7:30 p.m.

Thursday—Freshman Revue, Jesup, 8:30 p.m,

Friday—"Scenes From a Marriage" (Swedish, 1974) $1.00 admission. 7 and 10

p.m.

—Milham Planetarium Show, "The Loneliness Factor." Reservations 597-

2188. Hopkins Observatory, Main St 7:30 p.m.

by Sewty VonMosdulaker

Each ye^r, the Fr«ahmap Revue
gets a little bit more polished. Its

general purpose, according to Artistic

Director Kevin O'Rourke, is to in-

troduce the freshmen to theater at

Williams. This year's show will be

opening Thursday and continuing

through Freshman Parents'

WeAftid. It' conslsfs 6t three in-

dividual shows, each with a different

director and separate casts. This has

allowed for more rehearsal time, says

O'Rourke and has made it easier for

the performers. O'Rourke's job has

been to take what the three directors

have done and make it into a viable

production that works as a whole.

The technical aspects of the Revue

are much more ambitious than they

have been in past years. Phil Lippell,

the show's stage manager has im-

inroved Jesup Auditorium by in-

stalling a temporary raised stage,

which extends out from the main

stage. "We needed a larger stage in

order to use a larger cast" explains

Lippell, "and a stage which comes out

into the Auditorium brings the show

closer to the audience. There is

seating on all three sides of the

platform which allows for an even

trade-off between the balcony and the

lower level and this creates an in-

teresting perspective. for the per-

formers to work with.''

The show itself consists of a short

one-act comedy called The Still Alarm
by George Kaufmann, a serious play

by Jerome Lawrence called Live

Spelled Backwards, and an original

hour-long musical written by Martha
Williamson, '77, and Marc Lichtman,
'78, called The Regulars.

The Still Alarm, as its director Rob
Baker puts it, "embodies all of the

elements of the neo-Marxist com-
mentary on the empiricist-positivist

conflict" It ia a play about a burning

hotel in which the people seem
unaware of the necessity ot im-

mediate action although they are fully

aware of the raging fire. "The play,"

says Baker should certainly not be

taken too seriously. George fCauf-

mann himself, undoubtedly was
laughing as be wrote it"

Jon Stolzberg Ts dii-Mtlng the

second play which is called Live

Spelled Backwards. He, along with

the other directors is "surprised and

pleased at the acting potential of this

year's freshmen." His actors have

"responded with imagination and

given the character great depth."

Stolzberg remained close-mouthed

atMHit the nature of his play because

he said that it is best seen with an open

mind. The show, he says, is a "good

choice for a freshman Revue because

it is extremely dramatic and takes a

lot out of the performers."

Martha Williamson, who graduated

last June, is back to work^aatbJUarc

Lichtman on her fifth Freshman
Revue at Williams. She and Lichtman

produced two musicals together last

year. Her show, she says, is "unlike

other Revues in that it is a challenge

for the freshmen."
"We're not writing a show that we

consider to be tailored for the Revue.

We're writing a show for its own sake

rather than expecting first year

college students to be incapable of

putting out as much as more ex-

perienced per-formers . . . and
they're giving a lot more than they

thought they had to give."

The Regulars is based on a concept

of "systematic schizophrenia"—the

belief that every human being has

different programs in mind on how to

act with different people—and this is

dramatized by a scene in a singles bar

SMREVUEpagtS

Richard
weekend'

B*ss«r ralnarw for

s Freshman Revwe.
this

(photo by Gattf

^ First Agricultural
Nothing is harder to master than money management. Schools

teach economic theory and parents pass on what they can. However,
experience is the best teacher. That's one reason First Agricultural

offers FirstCharge. Another is that FirstChargc allows young adults to

establish a necessary bank reference and line of credit to help them
in the future.

FirstChargc is a full-service credit card. It's good with hurxlreds

of Berkshire merchants ... the same ones that honor First Aggie
Master Charge cards. The on/y difference is that FirstChargc is not
valid outside the County. And fernefnber, you receive 30 days
interest free with FirstCharge and up to 90 days interest free on
purchases over $100 with participating merchants.

In the event you don't have a futl-time job, a co-signer may be
required for your FirstCharge card. To get more information and
your application for FirstCharge, just return the coupori. Or stop in a
convenient First Agricultural office and ask for a FiistCfiargc

application. At First Agricultural, we give you the credit you deserve.

First
Agricultijral

Bank
"

MEMBER FD I.C

Please
send me
more Inlormation and an

application for FilTstCharge

Street Address-

City _Sla(.

First Agricultural Bank. FifstCiwrgeOept

.

99 West St.. PntsfkM. MassacliuM'tts 01201
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Carfer emphasizes human rights
hy MatUiew Pauley '81

After thirty-thrtw wMk> under what
om* might call the (lecitiv«, others

the Idealistic, yet nearly all the

unusual Presidency of Jimmy Carter,

let us take a pause from our mid-
summer contemplations to reflect for

a moment on what has taken place

and where, if anywhere, the new
Captain of the Ship ofStaiCto use a
trite phrase, is leading us.

To this date, the Carter foreign

policy can be summed up in two
words—human rights. On this pretext,

the President has based nearly all

negotiations with foreign powers and,

particularly, with the Soviet Union.

Human rights is a vague, quixotic

term that reminds one of the

Declaration of Independence aiid is

one of those stock phrases that is

repeated on the Fourth of July amid
the boom of resounding fireworks. Of
course it does form the basis of our
society, and if the Constitution and the

~~rBi\l of Rights stand for anything, they
stand for this affirmation of individual

liberty. Yet, George Kennan, our
former Ambassador to Russia, is

right when he calls any attempt to

spread democracy through this world
liargely futile. Realistically,

democracy is a rare breed of

government which few nations on this

globe could probably tolerate—at

least not all at once. Hence the idea of

America leading the glorious crusade
to promote democracy across this

planet is nauseating, since it reminds
one not only of the pragmatic im-
possibility of such a proposal but also

of the idealism of Woodrow Wilson in

his dreams for a League of Nations.

Of course, the Republican Senators

including Henry Cabot Lodge who
vigorously opposed Wilson's plan did

so on the grounds that it would force

. us to accept the role of the protector of

world peace, the guardian of

democracy, America rejected the

I League, -and- ushered^ iH the.

i^lationism of the 1920's. But since

World War 11, America has come to

the realization that isolationism at the

expense of our international interests

is expensive, foolish, and illusionary.

America cannot afford to allow any
foreign ideology incompatible widi

our own to spread its influence

throughout the rest of the world.

Wars of containment have fallen out

of favor, thanks to the Viet Nam War,
but American foreign policy from
Truman to Nixon was essentially

based on the idea of containing

communism within its already

existing boundaries. In the Wake of

the Vietnam debacle, this policy was
._shunned and a new outlook called

detente formed from the visions of Dr.

Henry Kissinger. For nearly eight

^—years, America relaxed as cold war
tensions eased and as friction with the

Soviets came to an apparent halt.

Nixon promised us peace for

"generations to come," as he and
Kissinger plotted the detente
stratagem. Jimmy Carter came into a

^hite House that had been dominated

hy this internationalism, and abruptly

changed the whole outlook of the

foreign policy. His statement about

human rights and his accusations

aimed, at least indirectly, at Leonid
Brezhnev, the party boos of the

Kremlin, have put the Russians on the

defensive. Perhaps more important in

analyzing the Carter foreign policy Is

a liSsson to us of what we havehar-
bored in our minds for the past

decade. Only now is the full extent of

the illusion under which we were
laboring during the Kissinger years

becoming blatantly obvious. We
adopted phony internationalism,
while playing the role of dumb
isolationists who not only refused to

come to grips with the reality of the

international situation, but created

for ourselves a dream cloud of

glorious crusading for peace.
America is in a far worse position

today—military and in prestige—than

she was in 1969 and for that horrible

truth wehave only to blame the naive
Mr. Nixon and his clever Richelieu.

Across the globe, we are now seeing
the repercussions of what the Nixon-
Kissinger-Ford foreign policy has
wreaked on us. In Africa, in the

Middle-East, in Europe, we have
allowed the Soviet Union to gain

enormous ground. We have also

allowed the U.S.S.R. to outstrip us in

nearly every military capacity. In

short, we have opened ourselves,

defenseless to a vast and un-

sympathetic enemy. We are in no

position at pr^ent. for instance, to

make the firm stand that John Ken-
nedy finally made in regard to the

Cuban missile crisis. We have wasted
valuable time talking about
illusionary dreams of world peace
while Russia has armed and spread
her influence. As Winston Churchill

put it, "For \ve shall do it in the end.

We shall sure do it. But how much
bardcr our toil, for every day's

delay."

Therefore, rather than being
illusionary and idealistic. Carter's

foreign policy is a step in the right

direction because it forces the

Russians on the defensive and tries to

equalize the inbalance that has grown
with every passing year and which the

Kissinger admirers have dismissed as
necessary for world peace. Carter

must watch his idealism however.
Like a fire it may run rampant to

spread conflagration and result in the

United States taking on too much and
leading a crlisade to make the peoples^

of all nations free and give them
happier lives. Although such
philosophy is inticing, it makes
ungainly foreign policy. As a facade
from which to force a retraction of the

Soviet gains resulting from "detente"

and even as a good and accurate

image to convey to the outside world
that America is ready and willing to

fight for its principals, the human
rights ideal is justifiable. But never as
a motive for involving American lives

in the affairs of other nations except
when in our national interest.

Tax reform affects faculty
FACULTYfrompagal

those meals taxed as income. The
College maintains that guest meals
are an essential part of the

educational program at Williams and
should not be taxed.

If the College loses its fight faculty

guesr riiealS' WHPprobiSbly not be
discontinued, but the bookkeeping

procedures, Riorden said, would be
quite a burden.

Another dispute concerns the exact
dollar value of meals eaten by em-
ployees in College dining halls.

Riorden said he sees a compromise
coming with a very sUght increase in

the value of the meals. Hie effect, he
said, will only consist of "pennies".

The College will increase its Social

Security payments and employees
will also bear slightly higher Federal

Income Tax deductions.

The final concern being argued by
the College's lawyers in Boston wiUi

the IRS is over College-sponsored

second mortgages for faculty. The
IRS maintains that the interest rates

offered are far too low for what is

generally considered a very high risk

loan. The College in tprn points to the

fact that it has not had a foreclosure in

the last ten years and offers the

rnortgages only as a service to the

faculty.

A compromise will have to be

reached, Riorden admitted.

something which will probably force

the interest rates above 10 per cent.

However, he points out, this will ac-

tually increase the amount of

deductions affected faculty can claim

on their tax returns. Though the IRS
will hot get a significant increase in

taxes, it insists the change is

necessary according to its policy of

"uniformity of practice".

In recent years as the IRS has
narrowed its definition of taxable

income there was some concern that

the faculty children's scholarship

fund would be lost as an untaited

benefit. The fund helps pay the costs

of higher education to children of

many College employees. However,

after intense pressure by many
groups affected by similar restric-

tions, the IRS cancelled some of its

boldest reclassifications, the fund

being among them.

The existing l^al stru^le over

definitions of taxable income are not a

serious issue to Williams, Riorden

continued. In fact, it is "more an
irritant" than anything else. Since the

serious questions such as the faculty

children's scholarship fund have been

dropped by the IRS, and since the

President's proposed tax changes
have not yet been precisely for-

mulated, there is little immediate
concern.

Fall foliao* bringi tourists from all over Ntw EitflaMl. Thotigh tlM sun rartly

shorn. wtMn it did this tr«« behind Baxter shimmarad a brilliant yaliow.

TAA enriches being
bySallyMidgelyand

Ann Morris

"Everyone should transcend if they

hope to be normal human beings."

This statement, made by Tran-
scendental Meditation (TM) in-

,

structor Christopher Curren, typifies

the emotion commonly found among
meditators, especially those who
practice TM.
Various types of meditation have

been practiced for thousands of years,

but with Maharishi Mahesh Yogi's

recent development of "tran-

scending," the popularity of

meditation has soared. TM, as op-

posed to other forms of meditation,

involves no concentration. Instead,

spontaneous thoughts lead the mind to

a higher level of consciousness.

Ultimately, a state of total inner

alertness; mental integrity, and
freedom froihstress. At this point, the

meditator expioriences the deepest

possible form of rest, as his metabolic

rate^iJecreases apprbximatdy 14 per~

esol — .^ l/!v ^,„,..^ .

After two introductory lectures and
a personal interview, the student is

assigned his "mantra". "The msinhra is

a meaningless sound, taken fronithe

Sanskrit language. It is continually

repeated during meditation, and takes

the mind to a state of pure con-

sciousness. The average meditation

period is twenty minutes, during

which time experiences vary ac-

cording to the individual. Aftonvards,

the meditator feels alert, refreshed,

and rested.

Minimizing the agitation of the

mind is another benefit of TM.
Meditation tends to remove one's

"inner dialogue," that voice which
verbalizes conscious though in one's

mind. The absence of this voice allows

one to absorb images without
processing them and thus become
more tolerant of other people. Another

result of meditation is the nor-

malization of tine nervous system,

relieving stress and tension.

A number of Williams students

meditate regularly, and advocate the

application of TM to college life.

Junior Melinda Ballou claims that
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meditation has increased her con-

—

centration, and improved her ability

to study. "TM has made a big dif-

ference in my jlfe," Melinda says. "I

can't imagine how I got along without

it." She pohits out, however, that

meditating yields no immediate
revelation. "The improvement In

one's life occurs over a period of

time."

Many people feel that they cannot

afford to set aside two twenty miijiute

periods each day for meditation.

Lauren losa, another Williams
student who practices TM, points out

a flaw in this common (q;>inion. She

argues that TM, by improving her

concentration, has helped her use her

time much more effectively. It has

also helped her deal with social

iwessures, she says. However, "TM is

not a Band-Aid," she is careful to add.

The technique is not intended as an
escape route, but rather as a source of

confidence in dealing with problems.

TM increases the possibilities of

"achieving harmonious and
meaningful relationships with

people," says freshman Chris Knight.

Having practiced meditation for little

more than a year, Chris comments he

already finds hiniself more confident,

and less apt to "wear masks and play

gain^es." His thinking has become,

iiicr^singly organized and clear, he
adds, and. he has assumed a much
more positive attitude towards life.

Chris has f6tind other diverse pluses

in meditation, such as a decreased

need for sleep. Forty minutes of TM
per day allow him to exist easily on 2-3

hours less sleep at tiight. Fur-

thermore, meditation has improved
his performance in athletics, t^, both

decreasing bis reaction time and
relieving physical tension, A stronjl^^

believer in TM, Chris concludes he

"would recommend this to anyone
who wants to improve the quaUty of

their life."

The Internafiohiil Meditation

Society (PitUfield) plans to offer TM
instructional programs periodically

at Williams. The program consists of 2

introductory lectures, a personal

interview, private instruction, and 3

seminar-discussion meetings. The
student fee it $85.

Revue challenges

frosh partfctpants

REVUE from fw«t 4 '

where the characters are

"socUUzhig."

Lichtman's music, as always, is

exciting and entertaining as he

creates a variety of moods. There is a

song about a hooker in which the

singer bemoans her situation and a

humorous number entitled "Letter to

my Love" which is sung by a

frustrated lover. The final lumber is

strikhig and emotloneUy involving

and it serves as an Imprcnive finale

to the Revue

"We are more serious about the

Revue this year,"coacludeaO'Rout1ce.

"It is a Uttle less hectic and
disorganized than in the past and
we're usinc good scripu inataad of

inside jokes and raunchy humor."
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Ephs trample Trinity 28-0
by Tiro LaydMi

Kftmeooming weekend on the

Trinity College campua, along with

the celebration of 100 years of foott>all

for the Bantanu, with students and

alums readying for the post-game

ballyhoo after their cocky roosters

trounced poor old Williams. The
biggest party in Hartford Saturday,

however, came on Jeasee Field, as

BiV Whelan and the Williams offense

uncortced a CIS'yard machlnt^ iiAd

routed the highly-touted hosts 28-0.

With many a worthy scribe com-

posing eulogies for the 1977 Ephs, Bob
Odell's youthful squad resurrected a

passing attadi which had supposedly

been left in Don Wallace's footlocker,

and jumped to a 21-0 first half lead,

while pilfering five Trinity tosses on

route to the first Williams shutout

since a 13-0 blantdng of Bowdoin last

year.

"They thought they were gonna

handle us," said Williams mentor

Odell, "it was a heckuya win for us."

Odell's pregame strategy of putting

4iU4¥helan at quarterbacfc^o;setae

things down, then put Greg (Collins)

in when the situation called fw him,"

looked like a stroke of genius as'

Whelan played the game of his life,

throwing for nearly 250 yards and

three touchdowns.

Sophomore halfback Dave
Massucco hauled in a perfectly

thrown Whelan bomb on the second

Williams possession of the game,

racing in for a 82-yard score.

^Massucco made the grab at arms
length, two steps beyond a Trinity

cornerback reporte^y recovering in

the burn treatment unit of a Hartford

.jhospital.

This completion was the first «rf

fifte«i for senior Whelan, while

Massucco picked up the first of his two

touchdowns. The latter also

spearheaded the Williams running

game via the overland route with a

style which would make Rod Mllburn

jealous and gives coaches grey hairs.

"We ran tte double slot (formation)

I, most (tf the afternoon," explained

Odell, "the openings were there, so we
took 'em." Indeed the highly-touted

Trinity squad took the field with a

group of defensive backs who were

rumored to hit like a ton (rf bricks, and

turned out to play pass defense like a

ton of bricks, as well.

I
Soph Backs Key

,„^^

. Williams' fettaccini ba<4fliftt33
i- Massucco and fellow soph Gus Nuz-

zolese put together a pair of runs for

the second Eph score. Nuzzolese

>. broke a couple tackles at the line of

scrimmage and rambled to the

Trinity u (or 5B yards. Massucco
sUppwi off the left aide bshind Bob
VanDore and Kenny Schoetx un-

touched for the score. Ken
Hollingsworth added the PAT.
Whelan floated a pretty spiral to

Hollingsworth \n the Ic^t comer of the

end lone oo the very next Eph
possession to pad the Williams

cushion and send a stunned Trinity

team iojio the ,ltDcker.rMBL.Xtjwiflt»

down. /

Throughout the DRY afternoon,

while Whelan and company were

conducting an all-out tditzkrieg on the

scoreboard, the Williaras defense was
stifling a Trinity passing attack which

more closely resembled a garnet
ultimate frisbee. Running from Colin

Hart and Ralph Spooner occupied

much of Trinity signal-caller Mike

Foye's time, wMIe throwing to Greg
McAleenan consumed most of what

was left.

McAleenan Grabs Three

McAleenan picked off three of

Foye's tosses, including a diving grab

in the Williams end zone, directly

from the paws of slippery Pat Mc-
Namara and preventing a touchdown.

It was McAleenan's fifth steal of the

young season, and it seems only a

matter of time before opposing teams
start throwing anywhere but where he

is, a la Scott Perry.

Linebackers John Thiol and Phil

Shuman each collared a Foye toss.

Shaman's off a nice drop into yet

another McNamara route. The final

Williams linebacker, impressive frosh

Brian Benedict found the gaps in the

Trinity offensive line to his liking on

several occasions for tackles at or

behind tite line of scrimmage.
Whelan pumped Hollingsworth on a

square out and lofted a completion

down the sideline which the junior

pass catcher tightroped and hung on

to for a 48-yard gain leading to the

final Eph score. A 26-yard toss to

Hollingsworth and a 13-yard scoring

toss to Whelan's roommate and fellow

senior Bill Miller brought the count to

28^.

Besides Miller, Massucco and
Hollingsworth, Herb McCormick,
Todd Eckerson, John Del'Erario, and
Nuzzolese aU caught passes from
Whelan and Collins, presenting an
impressive arsenal of receivers for

future Eph opponents. "Now," says

Odell, "all we have to do is get our

running game together."

Williams also got a fine headhunting

performance out of sophomore special

teams man John McGovem, who
made several initial hits on kickoffs,

and one teeth-rattling hit on a pass

Sailors suffer af 420 regatta
r The Williams Sailing Team at-

'jitended the 420 Invitational Regatta

this weekend and suffered a loss. With
heavy winds increasing to 3S m.p.h.,

the racing was grueling.

With a fifteenth in A division and a
tenth in B division the team finished

13th out of 16 schools. National

powerhouse Tufts was first followed

jiby Yale, U.R.I., and Coast Guard.

A division was sailed by freshmen
Scott Page and Spiro Rombotis. B
division had the second year team of

George Wilbanks and Ann Flocken

sailing. Strong starts and fast upwind
l^s early in the day gave this pair two
thirds, but inconsistency led to a
gloomy day all around. Needless to

say, practice facilities could do
nothing but help the team.

reception in the fourth period.

On the dark side of the ledger,

Williams has lost sophoouire tackle

Jack Spound with a disk>cated ankle.

He is expected to be out for the season,

and will be replaced by VanDore, who
played the entire junior varsity game
Friday, before working most of the

varsity contest. Tri-captain Pete

Tuttle sprained his left ankle and will

be 9Ut at teast a wjeek. Mike^emay
filled in more than adequately

Saturday. ,

Williams, now at 2-1 on the current

season, returns for a two-week
homestand Saturday, the first game a

tussle with the Polar Bears from
Bowdoin. The Bears broke into the

win column Saturday with victory

over W.P.I., and have never beaten

Williams ulnder OdeU.
The Military Moo Cow mardilng band mardiad to its second vtctory In what
will probably be Its umptsenth undefMted season at Trinity. (photo by Oast)

Trinity liands hooters third shut out
by Mark Pogue

Shots on goal: 20 for us, eight for

theffir Comer kicks: nine here, four

there. Goalie saves: three by us, 16 by
them. Goals: one for them, and that

was all it took for the Trinity Bantams
to beat Williams' frustrated Ephmen
in soccer action at Hartford last

Saturday.

The grim defeat marked the third

consecutive 1-0 shutout of the Eph-

scoreless drought to an incredible four

hours and 35 minutes of playing time.

What accounts for the Ephs' im-

potence? "We're getting the ball

downfield well," Purple analyst J^
Vennell believes, "but we're not

aggressive enough in the penalty

area. It's the little things—dribUing

too long, passing off late—that are

hurting us."

Williams blasted off to a strong

start in the Trinity game and had
faooters, and lengthened the club's Bantam netminder Jason Waugh

Women racqueteers

ace Springfield, 9-0
by Evan Bash

The women's tennis team
metamorphosed into a merciless

group of gangsters Saturday, firing

tennis balls around like bullets on a

chilly October afternoon to put a

sound Springfield team on ice 9-0.

If the Ephwomen's performance
was any kind of an indication as to just

how much they are improving, only

the left side of Williams' 4-2 record

seems likely to change as the season

moves on. "We've still got our hands
full," said coach Curt Tong after the

match, in reference to the Eph's
remaining matches. He cannot,

however, help but be encouraged by a

showing that saw very few games
dropped to a Springfield group that

was stronger than the one that lost to

Williams 6-3 last year.

The tone of the match was set at the

No. one singles position, where
captain-Laura Carson played a snttart

game to best a player that had won at

No. one last year, 6-1, 6-2. Becky
Chase settled an old score for Carson
as she thrashed an opponent who had
beaten Laura last year 6-3, 6-0, while

No. three Trudie ten Broeke was
sharp in a 6-0, 6-2 win. Ann Morris

posted a double bagel victory, 6-0, 6-0

and fellow freshman Laura Goebel
triumphed 6-2, 6-4. Sherry Willcox

scored a moral as well as actual

victory when she beat Springfield's

No. two player, who arrived late to the

match, in three sets.

All the doubles teams continued to

look impressive as they now have lost

only two matches between them. Sally

Kruse and Amy Demorest dominated
the net for an easy 6-0, 6-0 shutout.

Sherry Edman and Amy Sterling had
a little more trouble, but they

(n'evailedfora6-4,6-4 win. Remaining
as the only undefeated players on the

team were Mary Tom Higgs and
Kristan Dale in a 6-2, 6-0 rout

Trudie tm Broalce (No. 3) handily

defeated her opponent «-o, *-2 as

Williams shutout Spring!laW f-0.

under the gun almost from the outset.

Yet time and again Williams c^oases

labeled "Score Me" passed all the

way through the Bantam penalty area

without being touched by a second

Bphmaa "I've never seen so many
balls make it through the goal mouth
area like that," volunteered referee

Cale Antyr at the half. "Wow."

The Ephbooters, quicker and more
skilled than Trinity, maintained a
general control of the action in the

second half, but could not solve

Waugh's net Rockets by Greg Hart-

man and Henry Osborne, who is back

at trailer, were neatly defused by the

cool junior. In WilUams' defensive

quarter, meanwhile, an inspired

Bruce Camilleri was wasting Bantam
attackers like flies in the course (rf

playing what Vennell termed "the

best game at swe^>er I've seen at

Williams."

The Bantams' game clincher came
off a comer kick with 39:48 left in the

game. The comer, long and high,

smacked off the chest of Bantam star

-Bill Dodge and nestled at the feet of

teammate Bob Madding. Madding
rammed the bell home from 20 yards

out before Loeffler even saw the ball.

QB Whelan named
athlete of week
Quarterback Bill Whelan of the

varsity football team has been
selected as the Record Athlete of

the Week following his superb

aerial performance which led the

Ephmen to a 28-0 victory over Trinity.

The senior QB launched the pigskin 27

times for 15 completions and three

touchdovras. The Bantam secondary

was virtually helpless under the

barrage of passes as the Wi^n
airshow flew for 248 yards.

Honorable Mention—Micbele
Cutsforth, the number one runner on
the women's cross coimtry team,

receives an honorable mention this

wedc for her first place finish in the

University of Vermont-Dartmouth tri-

meet Saturday.

Men and Women harriers win tri-meet

^ Wllllami womMi's soccer rolled ever Mount Holyolie lasl weak 4-1. The Eph-
' Woman dominated offentlvehr shooting on goal 22 timet t* their oppenent't S.

Scoring for the purple wrm Sara Reynolds, Melitsa Mechem, Maggie O'Brien

and EHubelh Roatsol. (photo by Johnson)

M»n shut out Trinity
The Williams cross country team remained the only

unbeaten fall team and in the process ran its victory

string to six last Saturday. Traveling to Hartford the team
made short work of both Trinity and Union. Despite the

absence of Frank Can who had to stay in Williamstown

to take the LSAT's,the Purple Wave managed to shut out

Trinity 15-45 and beat Union 20-39.

In a highly uncharacteristic move Joe Kolb bolted for

the lead at the start and by the half mile mark Kolb, Tom
Schreck, Dan Sullivan, Garrick Leonard, and Mike
Behrman mnning as a pack, opened a sizable lead on the

rest of the field. The group managed to break away from
everyone except Union's Kevin Scheuer who caught the

Purple Wave about two miles into the race. This padi

stayed together until, with less than a half mile to go
Scheuer, a fine trade runner (4:09 mile) started to breidc

away. Rather than race Scheuer the Eph contingent

stayed together for a five way tie tar second place and
easy wins over both opponents. The group^s lie at 2S:28

was not far off the course record and was quite respec-

table considering the team had been training through the

meet. The next Eph to finish was Buddy Bell, and

although he couldn't match the speed he managed on th^,-

way down the Pike, he did run a stray 26:45 for tenth

place. Following Buddy were Larry Wu. fourteenth

(27:09), Hans Giesecke, seventeenth (27:30), Rusty An-

derson, eighteenth (27:37).

The next race for the team Is the NESCAC this Saturday

at Amherst

Wom«n avttng» UVM lost

WUlianis runiinn avenged an early leaaon km hi style

as the Women's Cmes Country team swept the top three

places and coasted to a victory in a triangular meet with

the University of Vermont and Dartmouth Saturday.

Michele Cutsforth, consistently the squad's top runner,

and junior Trish Bedcwith flanked Cyane Gresham, who
fan an excelient race and finished second. All three

rounded the 3.2 miles in under 21 minutes, comfortably

near the 19:S7 course record.

Lisa Capaldini placed fifth for WiUiams, whUe fredh

man Lisa Kirschner pulled up eighth. After losing to the

same squad in the September WilUams Invitational, the

team overwhehned Vermont 19-43 and Dartmouth

brought up the rear with a lethargic 77.

With Albany's forfeit last Wednesday, the wim over

Vermont and Dartmouth advance the seaaon's recerd to

13-4. According to coach Robert Fisher, WiUiams will now
ready itsdf for the Small College IpvttationBl at Amherst

next Weekend. One week later, the team will return to the

N«wp Sngland ChaiapionUpc wberaFifher hopea H can
duplicate last year's outstanding thfa^jjtry^ftdah.
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In South AfNca, ^thereby rejecting

petitions of orer half the student body
and some Amherst faculty. The
decision was the latest development in

an issue that h4l»h^een hotly debated in

the five-college '4rea in the past

months. Both Hampahire College and
the Univenitjr of Massachusetts have
sold their holdhigs in corporations

involved in South Africa,

Petitions circulated at Amherst last

spring asked that Qie college use its

proxy votes to prenure corporations

into withdrawing their operations

from South AfHca. If after two years

the corporation failed to show
progress in that direction, the college

was to sell its holdings in it, according

to the petitions.

The Amherst Tn^tees made their

decision after meeting last Friday
"With leaders from the Amherst Action

Coalition and the Amherst South

African Support group. According to

the Amherst. Student, one o^-'the

arguments raised was that of "en-

couraging the trend among colleges

toward usinjguinves^ment policies to

register public protest against in-

vestment poli/^." Between 80 and 100

student supporters of the divestiture

petitions picketed oiitside the meeting
for roughly i^ hofir^

TIk Amhent tristees justified their

actiona in ajKUMf^n?pt rdeased after

the meeting |li).ivMch they asserted

that it was bettei;Jlpr corporations to

try and alleviftcl^ the effects of

apartheid througbfrogressive actions

than to "require ttie immediate and
outright withdrawal of capital and
employment' opportunities which
would result iiti a special hardship to

black South Afi-icans."

In South Africa

ki vithl ««t

fb'SoUth'ii

Irefusai to hold' stock in compaMeit
based in, or whose major business is

with South AfHca and a pledge to

oppose shareholder resolutions

favoring new loans or renewals of

loans to the Vorster regime. Ihey also

said they would expect corporations

there to eliminate "practices which
sustain apartheid" and would sell

their stock in companies not com-
plying with these instructions "within

a reasoaable amount of time."

The Amherst Student responded
editorially to the trustee action by
calling it "unacceptable." The paper
fdt that the situation of South African

blacks was more likely to be improved
corporate withdrawal to destabilize

the Vorster regime ' than by
progressive actions by non-South

African concerns. "If the Trustees

really believe that these

(progressive) practices are enough to

spefl the end of apartheid, they are

only kidding themselves," the

editorial said. According to David
Moore, co-editor in chief of the

Student, the trustees have merely

agreed to apply a "code of corporate

conduct," which was adopted several

years ago. "Many students are
fhistrated that the college won't take

an active role," he said.

. Both the University of

I
fekiustfa<ibl^lit» and I^amnahire

I

(^MthMe jdiveete^, th«*»tdva» .<^

; fln^ufU^^^ in So^ti fW^ b\

I
tftefplisi'year^ ih« ^amliflhire attion

fOllo^|ed a student take over of the

administration building, in the wake
of which the cirilege sold all of its stock

holdings.

Treawrer of the College, Francis

Dewey UI said he did not know how
much money Williams had in com-
panies dealing with South Africa.

According to Dewey, the College owns
no stock in corporations whose main
business is there, but it does own stock

in some major corporations such as

ITT and Exxon with minor operations

in the country.

The College, Dewey said, has no

written code of corporate conduct

similar to Amherst's, but it has just

recently, after a lapse of several

years resubscribed to an information

service which permits social and
political activities of corporations.

Both the financial officers of the

College and the Trustee finance

committee are "very conscious" of

the College's moral obligations in

making investments, he said. He
added that Williams has not taken any
action on the South African problem to

date, but that if it disagreed with a
corporation's policies on that issue,

Williams might write a letter to the

management rather than take action

through proxy voting, which he ter-

med "ineffective."

The OrAys illMtrata

series.

talk on the ftttera at Mm firtt of Perry'f lecture

(photo by Oeftgen)

Dodson Grays indugurate

Perry lecture series on future
The Perry House lecture series,

paid for by house cultural funds, on
"The Problem of the Future" began
Tuesday night when Elizabeth and
David Dodson Gray,, co-directors of

the Bolton Institute, spoke on
"Growth and Its Imj^iciations for the

Future."
'

The first in a series of five lecture-

discussions, the talk served as an
overview, covering ee(M|emic growth.

Committee sets c?6-6p forum
In a planning meeting Monday the

Student Housing Committee ham-
mered out a proposal for co-op

housii^ to presoit to students for

criticism this Monday. While evading
the question of which houses to take

Irish writer teaches fiction
by Julie Bermant

"Can you love an a{^le?" An Irish

ballad beginii with these words which

visiting professor Tom Maclntyre
envisions as the title of his next play.

Maclntyre, whe is teaching the fall

semester jSetion-writing course at

Williams, saytfhiB play will address

itself to the qiiiestilon, "Have you the

bourage to readh for the apple on the

tree when yoa jfee the apple ripe and
beckoning?" Am^g Us published

works are several plays, a novel,

short stories, trakislations of Gaelic

poetry and a jpolltical documentary.

Maclntyre, who is of Irish birth, has
taught Englishtela translation of Irish

literature int^nhittently in the United

Statesandhiwl^n writing since 1964.

Because Irewra it a poor country and
thus, no selHMis writer can support

himself thei*f^|r(>m the pen alone,"

he says itliiMiMli a tradition for Irish

IMafMI. (DftotobvOettotn)

writos to come and teach in

American schools.

Although Maclntyre says he has
always felt that he would like to write,

he tried to avoid writing at the

beginning of ; his career and ex-

perimented With other professions

including teaching. Why was he

reluctant to id^dop his inherent

desire into a: <:areer? He replied,

"Because peo^lk have a natural in-

clination to avoid what we conceive as

weighty responsibilities."

When asked what subjects he writes

about, Maclntyre answered,
"whatever it is that I sense is driving

me mad," or in other words, whatever
becomes an obsession. Although he

has not been formally educated in the

theater, he has a passionate interest

in it and so prefers wirting plays. He
says an obsession for the dramatic is

characteristic of the Irish people,

"lliey have had theater training from
the cradle and niust dramatize every

second in order to contest with their

feeling of living in a lost country."

I&s aim is to form images and hot

strong plots when he writes plays and
it is the written works themselves not

their productions that motivate him to

create them. Several of his plays,

however, have been produced in

Dublin. He has become involved in

their rehearsals and has been pleased

with the performances. Two of his

plays entiUed "Jack Be Nimble" and
"Eye-Winker Tom^Tlnker," *ere
inspired by nursery rhymes which he

ays are "full of theater."

Maclntyre has taught at Uie
University of Michigan ahd a Jtmit
prepsthool and win be teaching at

Oberlin College next semester. He wiU
be givhig another reading on October
W.

for co-op housing, the group agreed on

a selection process for assigning

students to the houses, fees, affiUation

and coeducation.

The committee planned Monday's
meeting to help them evaluate student

interest in a co-op program and to

acquaint students with others in-

terested in the co-op plan who may be
their future house-mates.

The proposed selection process,

devised by Dodd House president Al

Gentry '78, divides the co-op house

pool in two: in one house students

would apply as a self-selected,

capacity group, while in the other

spaces would be filled by individuals

and small groups.

Applications for co-op housing
v^oidd be handled in February—
before off-campus and transfer

decisions. Decisions would be made
randomly by computer for both ap-

plication processes.

Co^p house members would be

responsiblefor damages to the houses

and woulif do minor maintenance and
cleaning. Major maintenance and
kitchen inspections would be per-

formed by the College. Members will

be required to pay full room fee

despite the slight reduction in

jciiiiitorial service.

While retaining affiliation with their

present residential houses, eligible to

attend guest meals and other func-

tions paid for by student activities

taxes, co-op house memt>ers would be

allowed to request a $10 refund from
their houses on forfeit of their

eligibility. Residential houses would

The Student Housing Committee
will sponsor an open meeting for

all student interested in alter:

natives to tht^' upperciass
residential housing systei!n,

Monday, Octoljer 17 at 7:30 p.m. ii>

the Makepeace Itoom. The com;
mittee will present its preliminary

proposal for coH^pierative housing

and will ask for Mq^ikises to tM
proposal and gene|ial<i^mments on
housing altematiyweift Williams,

have the right to refUsejthe refund, as

is now the case^<|jifiiB off-campus

residents who makelhe'same request.

The committee deo|iied that the

randomness of the selection process

and the varying (|9(ppasitions of

applicant groups iNtiiliS make exact

sex ratios in the cMp houses im-

(••co-o(kM«>

energy, population and food,

pollution, and resources.

The Grays said they beUeve that

any approach to the problem of

growth must include a study of all the

above factors m^ich they claimed are

inextricably interrelated.

As they described their 0x>wth
statistics and explanative poster
boards, one could not help but feel a

sense of impending doom. According
to the Grays, itJw,MatW...t)H>iifji»lily...

the U.S., does not change its lifestyle

drastically, our reserves of oil, coal,

and other minerals could be nearly

exhausted by the year 2000.

The Grays used exponential growth

figures to explain how "what seems
remote today may be near a crucial

stage." Too often, they stated, society

do«s not begin to act until the crucitd

stage.

If oil consumption continues to

increase at the present rate, the

Grays stated that by the year 2000,

only one-fourth of known reserves will

be left, Presently, 29S billion of the 916

billion barrels of known world oil have
been used, one-half of this amount
since 1965.

The United States, said the Gi'ays,

has traditionally vieWed '. the

population-food problem as one of

too many people in other countries

like India and Asia. The populous

countries retort that though they have
more people, they eat less of foods like

beef, which cost more in terms of time

and energy.

What can be done? The Grays
suggest imitating nature's cyclical

ener^ systems in our industries,

making the quantity and quaUty of

energy meet the use, and drastically

changing our eating and Uving habits.

Gargoyle studies student power
Mike. Crowley "TS presented the

College Council with the results of

Gargoyle's probe of student power
within academic departments
Wednesday night, and represen-

tatives discussed at length means of

redefining and strengthening the

Council's role in the college com-
munity.

In the course of its investigation.

Gargoyle interviewed department
chairmen in order to discover the

specific means through which their

departmente obtain student input. The
inquiry covered all but Six of tht..

academic d^rtin«int&. Crowiey*L

reported that systens>va(y,aocoFding

to department, depending on the

numbor of majors included and the

decision of the department ibhaimnan.

He claimed that tl|« Student Liaiscn

Committee of tbe^ifttUtioal Sdaaoe
department appeared "the most
successful as far as student input is

concerned."

Some Council manfibers o^greaMd
concern with tite pa*«t of department

chairmen to deteniadne the role of

student input, indudbig Joel Smith
'79, who stated, "if a department

chairman doesn't want to bear
student opinions, then/he's not really

obliged to provide rora committee."

Don Toumey .^78 criticised the

"faalkani»tioa"'Of <lep«rtiiHn4» lih

their differing means of ktVafktg
student opinions.

Claimii^ that' "College Council

meetings are riot Interesting or ef-

fective," Council Presid^t Tom
'itarwfts initiated a discussion of

means of improving the metttods and

fuDctioiiing of that reprcsentathre

bo<ty . "I don't feel thkt we're getting a

aense of bow the student bo^ feels hi

the course of these meetiii|pK," Her-

wits continued. -r

Other business Wedneaiio^ nigtat

inclnded the treasurer's l^^ort, tai

wMch Harry KeUyaimuvMS Ihat the

Council's revenaes are sulllclent to

accommodate total SAT aUocaticn

requests to date. H0 ^ecified,

,,hq;<H|ver, that the figwas.tfp not in

dnds ibMnd late bi4pt tt^quosu.

and alao a fMXKMEOOO < "htAr" that

WiU remain in the trmmwy.
\^
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'Back Talk' strives for

polWcai relB¥Qnce
by Stacy Sllversteln

"Back Talk" magazine begins its'

third year with goals set at

broadening the scope ot its con-

tributors, its readers, and the base of

its articles. Although originally in-

stituted as a medium of Black ex-

pression, the magazine now welcomes
sulMniasien» from the entire «tudaat-

body and (<|culty.

The editorial sUff of "Back Talk",

headed by flonald White, is resisting

pressure l»;combine with the larger

and better known magazine, "Pique"-

They feel that the existence of two

separate publications allows for more
variety and' more participation.

Rosters o( each magazine's con-

tributors contain very few overlap-

ping names.
"Back Talk" differs from "Pique"

in that it stresses more economic and
political subjects. Whereas com-
munity-oriented events would be
covercid by Pi^ue, Back Talk editors

Students ready

Course Guidf
TTie Student Course,^ Guide Cont-~

mittee is currently pt^eparing the
Spring Student Course Guide for

publication this fall.

The committee met Tuesday night

to count the questionnaires that were
received at the end of last term. They
noted that the response was much
smaller than the response for the first

" Course Guide.
The committee decided to adhere to

last year's editorial decision and will

maintain its standards of statistical

significance. The' Course Guide will

address only those courses which the

committee feels have had an adequate
,'i*esponse. Specifically, twenty to

ftWenty-five per cent of a given class

<=niust respond in order foji the course
w Bi ^nciudetf in theguide;''' •-- '

*' The committee is considering the

\^ssibility of |||k-issuing Course Guide
^estionnaires. However, they noted
that there are a number of difficulties

liWith that proposal. The past senior

/->^ass would be unable to participate
'- !iand more importantly, such a decision

v'might distort the results.

'>,' The committee also discussed plans
for the future. They discussed at

length many possible ways in which
^they could go about distributing the

jiuestionnaires for this term. The
,^ committee members noted the need
.pfor better collection of the completed
questionnaires and discussed possible

.incentives for individuals who do
.complete them. They also noted the

javerall ' necessity for better
organization.

The committee also decided to—-examine the questions which were
jasked on last year's questionnaire and—^possibly propoeie clanges in that

respect.

offer the exampMthat "an article on

contemporary Marxism would settle

in our magazine."

One upcoming "Back Talk" issue

will include an assay on "The New
Philosophers" movement in Prance

which may soon challeqje the impact

of existentialiam all o^er the world.

The magazine ala» lUffeaj to feature

the work of established p<)ets. The
poetry of James Kilgore and Alice

Walker will probably appear in the

issue to be released in late October.

Another possible innovation is the

addition of an editorial page designed

to create continuous debates between

the magazine and its readers.

Back Talk editors are also working

on the sponsorship of other events.

They plan to repeat their Student

Poetry Reading which last year

featured eight students and attracted

an audience of over one hundred. The
formation of a political forum is also

beidg considered.

These innovations should result in

the growth of "Back Talk", both as a

literary magazine and as a sponsor of

related activities, according to its

editors. The "editors feel that their

changes ^1 help to "broaden the

scope and relevance of Back Talk at

yiruiiams".

WCFM presents

WCPM NE# AIADM REVIEW
(October 17-21, 10^2 a.nn.)

MONDAY
Gil Scott-Heron - Bridges

Leo Sayer - Thunder in my Heart

Julian Priester and Marine
Intrusion - Polarization

TUESDAY --^

Herb Pedersen - Sandman

Gato Barbieri - Ruby, Ruby

The Blackbyrds - Action

WEDNESDAY
Joan Armatrading - Show Some
Emotion

Kansas - Poiiit of No Return

Randy Newman - Little Criminals

THURSDAY
Teruo Nakamura - Manhattan
Special

Dave Logging - One Way

'

TidSet

T

o

Paradise ; ;'

"

Jimmy Smith - It's Necessary

FRIDAY
V.S.O.P. - The Quintet

Paul Winter - Earthdance

WCFM will present six hours of the

music and poetry of Gil Scott-

Heron this Sunday night, October

16, at 7:30 p.m.

The first segment of THIRD
WORLD REPORT will be
broadcast Sunday, October 16 at

noon, and will be rebroadcast

Wed October 19 at 8:30 p.m.

»U !
..

'
I

. ^

^Tbc iDilliam? XKetoti^
Edtter

Scott Fenn

Entered as second class postal matter Nov. 27, WU af ttie post otflce In North
Adams, MA., and reentered at Williamstown, MA,, Marcti 3, )»73 under ttie act of
March 3, 1879. Second class postage paid at Williamstown, MA., 01247. Subscription
.price Is $10 per year. Subscription orders, undeliverable copies and change of address
notices, and other correspondence should be addressed to the newspaper at Baxter
Hall, Williams College, Williamstown, MA. 01267. Phone 4)3>597.2400.

A COAT FOR ALL SEASONS

by SIERRA DESIGN
NORTH FACE
CAMP 7

4 ttH»ikh 4»M$m04
pmrkm . f* wtlcpmt

- Lfn •r L»mh

arcadian shop
Ofw Want Sirwt Wtlliwn^lpwn, Maa.

41S «S« MTO

Notes from Career Counseling
OCC EVENTS COMING UP
SOON:

Sat., Oct. IS - Open bouse for

Freshmen & Paraits, Mears, 9-

11:30 AM.

Man., Oct. 17 - Opportunities for

Minorities in Business School with

Tim Armour from Harvard
Business School, BSU Library, 7

PM.

Tues., Oct. 18 - Mock Law School
Class with Professor Anthony
Davis, New York Law School,

Chemistry 21, 7:30 PM.
Wed., Oct. l» - Where do I Begin
General Career Workshop, Mears,
7 PM.

Thurs.. Oct. 20 - Job Opportunities

in Asia with Peter Frost (History

Dept.) & John Eusden (Religion

Dept.), Mears, 7:30 P.M.

Fri., Oct. 21 - Foreign Service

Exam application de,{^dline is

today for the Dec. 12 test (only

given once a^^eariJSequired if

PaVty Abuse
• ^'

^

To the editors - ,

I wish to register my objections to

the excess of partying going on at this

college.

Recently, on one weekoid, we had
the Star Wars party, featuring

unlimited beer, and on the same night,

a Fitch House party which advertised

"More kegs than have ever been

drunk on this campus before." Now
we are informed that Tyler House is

dncouraging the use of marijuana. I

question whether this altering of

consciousness is conducive to a liberal

arts education.

Education being the reason that we
are here at Williams, I object to the

social pressures being imposed on
students to drink ahd smoke grass.

Furthermore, I object to my college

fees going to social houses, whose
main function seems to be throwing

beer blasts. It is the responsibility of

the Williams Ck>llege administration

tir discourage this behavior and to

encourage the development of

responsible citizens.

Sncerely,

Thomas A. KaliqMW '80

Correction
The Finance Committee has

allowed the Adelphic Speaking
Union only $2S0, not the reported

$1200, and the organizational
meeting was held on October 11,

not the 17.

KING'S

LIQUOR

STORE

52.S|)ring Strett

45«-5M«

applying for Foreign Service Of-

ficer or Foreign Service In-

formation Officer positions.

Booklets available at OCC.

Sat.. Oct. 22 - Graduate Studies &
Professional Schools Workshops
(Law, Business, & related fields)

with current alumni in grad
schools. First workshop at 9:30 AM
and repeated at il AM, Greylock A
& C. —r^-:-~-~:-T-r--—.T:-

Teach Englilh in Japan . 6ook
School Here
On Oct. 21 (Friday) represen-
tatives from the Cook School
(Japan), Mr. Nagai-san & Damian
Rinaldi '76, will hold a group
meeting for all interested from ii

AM-12 Noon. There will be in-

dividual interviews from 1 PM -

4:30 PM. Sign up for both at OCC.

GRADUATE SCHOOL
RECRUITERS COMING NEXT
WEEK:
Mon., Oct. IT - Fletcher School of

Law and'TJiplomacy (Tufts),

Harvard Business, Drew
Theological & Graduate School.

Tues., Oct. 18 - Woodrow Wilson

School of Public & International

Affairs (Princeton).

Thurs.. Oct. 20 --^Northwestern

Business, Tuck Business (Dart-

ntiouth), Rutgers Business.

Mr. William Frisbee from COR-
NELL'S Department of Consumer
Economics & Housing will be on

campus to interview interested

students on W^.T^Oct.l9^Sign.4ip
at OCC. V, v>J
¥T:LL/0WSHIP~^iNFORMATldl^
ARRIVED AT OCC: (Fellowship

Notebooks in OCC Library)

Marshall Memorial Fund for Study
in Denmark—up to $5000.
DEADLINE: Nov. 1.

Scholar Incentive Awards for
Study in Scandinavia—Up to $5000
for beginning grad. study.
DEADLINE: Dec. 1.

National Science Foundation
Fellowships

For work leading to masters or Ph-
D degrees Stipend of $3900.

DEADLINE: Dec. 1. AU applicanU
must take GRE's by Dec. 10.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
Fellowships DEADLINE: January
13, 1978.

Booklet describing GRANTS FOR
GRADUATE STUDY ABROAD
offered by forei^ governments,
universities, and private groups.

Johnson & Johnson Leadership
Award for Minority Students—

2

year full support grant at the

Graduate School of Management,
Northwestern U. DEADLINE:
Jan. 16, 78.

Mailliard Teaching Fellowship &
Samual Carpenter Fellowship
(Taft School) $5000 stipend plus

room-board & services.

DEADLINE: Feb. 10, 1978 (Ap-

plication & interview).

JUNIORS - SOPHOMORES -

FRESHMEN!!!
Madamoiselle Guest Editorships

Nov. 1 is the DEADLINE for the

first assignment in this two part

competition that could result in you
working for Madamoiselle next

summer. See OCC SUMMER
section.

POSTI'nON AVAILABLE
Assistant General Manager -

Campground. Point Sabago ml

Sabago Lake, sothem Maine, has a
full resort program that requires

coordination of all financial and
administration activities. Some
experience wanted. Send resume
to: Point Sebago, Casco, Maine
04015, Attention: General
Manager.

TESTS —-^

NAtioinal Secruity Ag<incy

l>rofessional Qualification Test

DEADLINE is Nov. 5 for receipt of

registration forms for Nov. 19 test.

Math & language students who
score well in test will receive in-

vitations to interview for next

Spring.

ADVANCE NOTICE
During FALL BREAK _thB
Williams dub of New York City

will hold informal discussions oih

Job Hunting Jii Contacts in Ad-
vertising, Publishing, Insurance,

and the Arts. These sessions will be

held on Mon., Oct. 31 from 5-7 PM.

The Record will run clatsHisd* at 20c per line for the first 3 lines and ISc for

each additional line. Deadlines are 4:00 p.m. Wednesdays and Sundays.
Total amount due must accompany this form. Mall or bring In person to

Classifieds, The Williams Record, Baxter Hail, Williamstown, AAass. 01267.

PLEASE NOTE: fVInt Ad in grid below exactly as it is to read including

spaces and punctuation. The heavy black lines on the grid indicele the end of

a line in print. Any overrun should be cownted as a full line In figuring cost.

NAME.

ADDRESS

AD TO READ AS FOLLOWS:

PHONE. - I

TOTAL ENCLOSED.
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Symphony opens seo$on

tonight with o triple billing

Ri9*S

byEdPriedUnd
Hie Berkshire Symphony opens its

thirty-third season with a coocert
tonight at 8:30 in Chapin Hall. Hie
orchestra, conducted by musical
director Julius Hegyi, will perform
three works, Felix Mendelsohn's The
Hebrides Overture (Fingal's Cave),
Curl Nielsen's aarinet Concerto with

'^^Sasan Hohenberg as soloist and Aii-
t(^ Dvorak's l^niphony No. 8 in G
MaJ«r, op. 88.

Mendelsohn wrote The Hebrides
Overture in 1830 when he was twenty-
one. The composer had visited the
Hebrides Islands the previous year,
and had begi^ii to sketch the work at
that time. TTie Overture is one of the
moot popular pieces that Mendelsohn
ever wrote. Richard Wagner hailed it

as "one of the most beautiful works of
music we have." The rich and hee
rbythni of the piece gives it the warm
nostalgflc feeling of a landscape
painting.

Carl Nielsen planned to write a
concerto for each of the woodwind
instruments, but completed only a
flute and clarinet concerto before his

death in 1931. The Clarinet Concerto
(1928) is something of a rarity among
Nielsen's later works, as it begins and
ends in the same key. The piece, in

one movement, is an aggressive and
biting work. It is scored for a string

orchestra, two bassoons, two horns
and a side drum.
Susan Hohenberg, the soloist, is a

member of both the Albany and
JBerkshire Symphonies and of the
Music in the Round series at Williainsr
She is a graduateofSmlth Collie and

earned a Master ofMusic decree from
the Manhattan School of Music. In
•dditfoa, she has studied at the Paris
Conservatory and has studied with
and worked for Nadia Boulanger in
France.

The full orcbetfra coneiudes
tonight's program with Dvorak's
Symphpijy No. 8 in G Major, -ttis
piece was written in 1889, four years
before the composer wrote his best
known work, the Symphony No. •
"From the New World." The Eighth
Symphony is rich in melodic and
harmonic material.

Admission is J2.00. Williams
students with I.D.'sare admitted tree.

Film explores conflict

befween love, anarchy

Cliirinetist SuHH t^rtwiifcerB solos at

tontghfs Bwitshire SymplMMy.

LOVft ASD ANAHCHY. wHtttn and
dirtcfd by Una WtrtmuUtr wiU bt
§houin at Bronfman audttoriunt tkU
Saturday night at 7:30 and 9:90. .

In 1990 a man named Tunin arrives
at a bordellotn Rotn^. He has come to

kiU Benito Mussolini. Hot; is the
beginning of )he battle between
Love—and Anarchy. It's outcome is a
foregone conclusion.

The movie begin* with Tunin, who
incensed by the Fascist murder of a
beloved anarchist friend, makes

Don McLean shares the 'Pie'
The Williams All-College En-
tertainment Committee will aponaor
"AN EVENING WITH DON
McLEAN" at Chapin HaU on Friday,
October 21. Tickets for Williams
students are $3 in advance l$4 at the
door] and are available daily starting
Tuesday from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
at Baxter HaU. Oeneral admission
tickets are $4 in advance, $6 at the
door, and are available at The Record
Store in Williamstown.

Describing Don McLean's music is

like trying to contain an underground
stream.

From the beginning, his music has
flowed across all the boundaries and
wreaked havoc on the neat
pigeonholes that make up musical
categories. Efforts to typecast

CLASSIFIEDS
For Sale

MARANTZ 1060 Amp. 20Hz -

20,000 Hz 0.5 per cent THD. Ex-
cellent Condition. Orig. Price $240 -

Now $150. Call Steve 6150.

Personal
WANTED—A construction site for

one unused erector set—Contact
the Felto

IN SEARCH OF the foot-long hot
dog. Suite 22, Bryant.

SUITE 22. we've got it-Suite 25.

HAPPY BIRTIjIDAY to Todd
Sbwe. Wow—- 19 years . . . thinik

puberty will arrive this year, or
will we have to wait a few more?—
A secret admirer.

JEFF— I've heard the talk—But
Where's the action?—Susie

McLean are doomed to failure; he is a
musician with oyer 3,000 songs of

every type in his performing reper-
toire.

When "American Pie" came out, be
broke the rules spectacularly with a
nine-minute folk song that became a
rock and roll anthem and the most-
played record of 1971. (According to

station WABC in New York, it was
also No. 2 in 1972). When he proceeded
to follow the unfoUowable with
"Vincent," an even bigger In-

ternational hit, more people began to

discern the reasons for his universal
appeal. When both Perry Como and
Elvis Presley recorded McLean's'
"And I Love You So," and both ver-
sibhs were hits, music experts were
baffled.

McLean toured America and
abroad constantly, and was a major,
sell-out attraction wherever he ap-
peared. In England, the New Musical
Express wrote: "He's a magnificent
performer, and the overwhelming
ovation he received was well-
deserved." Performing at the
Troubador in Los Angeles, he stunned
singer Lori Lieberman with his ar-

tistry. She rushed back to teU
songwriters Norman Gimbel and
Charles Fox, and they in turn wrote
"Killing Me SofUy With His Song."
"Hie tribute to McLean was an enor-
mous international hit for Roberta
Flack.

Singer Don McLean appears at
Chapin next Friday. Tickets go on sale
Tuesday.

Study Abrood with Syracuse Univ»rtrty

Spring Semester Programs
FLORENCE

MADRID

STRASBOURG

AMSTERDAM

LONDON

Italian Language and Literature, HIatory
Humanities, Political Science, Social Science

Fine Arts/

Spanish Language and Literature, Public Communications,
Fine Arts, History, Poilfleat Science, Anthropology, Social
Science, Business-Management, Education, Philo«o|>hy>
Sociology, Theology

French, Language and Literature, German Language,
History, Fine Arts, Religion, Political Science, Social Science

Dutch Language and Culture, Fine Arts, History, Social
Science, Economics, Social Work, Human Development,
Anthropology

English, History, Fine Arts, Political Science, Television and
Radio, International Communications and Public Affairs
Reporting, Drama, Art History, Studio Arts

• APP1.Y-NOW _ —-
• FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
• NO LANGUAGE BACKGROUND NECESSARY
• COST IS COMPARABLE TO A "dEMESTBR ON SYRACUSE
UNIVERSITY'S CAMPUS "

Forfurther Information and application:

Syracuse University

Division of international Programs Abroad
335 Comstocic Avenue
Syracuse, New Yorit 13210 (315) 423-3471

WINES

WINES
WINES

WE HAVE MORE

WE SELL MORE

WE CARE MORE

West Package Store

Rt. 2 Between N A A Williomstown

663-6081

contact with an Mtl-faadst fniup.
They teach him to shoot and then•end
him to Salome, « sympathizer (and
prostitute), who houses him at the
Bordello until the day of the scheduled
assassination. During his stay with
Salome, Ttudn falls tn love with
another prostitute, TVipolina, who
tries to convince him to abandon his
plan.

Lina Wertrouller uses a similar
approach to Peilini's in her unique,
vibrant portrayal of characters on
film. The stark framing at the land-

scape of Fascist Italy intensifies the
oppressive situation that is

manifested in the film.

There is a relation in WertmuUer's
work, between the statements made
in Love and Anarchy and her other
films. Her philosophy, that "lite is

shit," is espoused tqr characters in all

the films, Paul Zimmerman feels that
this movie states that "theaodal
passion of revolution is incompatible
with the self-consuming passion of

romantic love." I think WertmuUer's
argument goes deeper than this; she
seems to be saying that political ^^d
social action is futile and that the only
recourse is to love. For Tunin bdieves
that the plan to kill D Duce will effect

his tramtformation from a nobody into

a man. He has had enough-he will

stand iq> to tyranny, yet he fails.

WertmuUer's apparently
chauvinistic pm-trayal of woman*s
ultimate loyalty to love is her af-

firmation that it is the only way to fill

the void of our ineffectual existence.

Love does not obstruct anarchy.

The jarring momentum of this film
has resulted in the confusion of some
critics as to whether this is a political

or romantic film, and they see its

ending as unjustified and sen-
sationalist. Yet, I feel the personal
narrative style of the film, which is

interrupted by the rhythm of Oie final,

brutal scenes it is mandated by
Wqtmuller'a virion.'She' neems 4e be
saying that the statement inherent in

Tunin's political act will be erased in

time. In WertmuUer's eyes, Tunin
ultimatdy is nothing and his death for

a principle will not elevate him. it wiU
only serve to deny him the one op-

portunity that he has for fulflllmeht—
the chance to love.

R0octiont sought

to co-op propoisol

,

choices discussod
C^4>Pfroinj^fl

possible to iAs&tutei^ Members agreed
that maximum and minimum quotas
might beset. --^

"Hie selection of hwnes raiaed
greatest ddbate in last JMaiiday's

meeting, as different house presidents

cited reasons why their satdUte
houses should not be converted for use

. as coK>p houses.

"The row houses here are g(ring to

have to bear the brunt of this," said

Associate Dean Cris Rooaenraad.
Only the row houses and Dodd contain

houses small and yet weU enoii^
equipped to sustain a coop group, the

comniittee agreed.

Committee monbers requested that

Roosenraad speak to College
president John Chandler about con-

verttng Dewey Hsuie to temporary
ctHip housing. The CoUege now plans
to remove Dewey from the student

houiing-pool when its zoning variance

runa out at the end of this year.

Members argued that Dewey would
provide co-op housing without
creating resentment among the row
houMs by removing sateUitea from
residential house*.

Sally Coney It, committee co-

chairman, advised membera that the

Committee on Undergraduate Ufe is

waiting for the Housing Committee
proposal before moving ahead on an
intoisive study of coKip housing.

"Right now it's pretty much ly to ua,"

she aaid. "In the long run, that may
not be the case," she added, referring

to the CUL's final authority over

propoaals on houaing.
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.but the tuH^s what counts

Maine Bears look tough on paper

Tht grlddari fac* Bowdoln this

Saturday; Coach Odall gives last tips.

(photo by Oettgen)

by Tim Layden
Last weekend in Hartford, Con-

necticut, Whelan, Massucco
Hollingsworth, Thiel, McAleenan, anc

the whole Purfde Gang confoundec

the experts by ripping apart a solid

Trinity team, 28^. This week, the

objective is to keep the

prognoeticators happy as pigs in a

poke by beating the Bowdoin
Penguins, er, Polar Bears.

"Man for man, they're as good a

football team as we are," says

Wniiams Head Coach Bob Odell of the

invaders from the northern wilds of

Maine. Indeed, Bowdoin has always

brought adequate teams to the

Berkshires, but despite good siz&and

a controlled ptiack, winning teams
have been a rarity for Bowd(rin and

Coach Jim Lentz.

"I've always been impressed with

their fundamentals," said Odell,

M!d4lebury edgt^s lietwbmen
by Evan Bash

You know the old saying, "Close

only counts with tiddlywinks and atom
bombs." Well, the women's tennis

team was unfortunately playing with

neither Tuesday as they lost by one
point to a strong Middlebu^y squad 5-

4. The heartbreaking defeat was
Williams' third against four wins.

The crucial poinl occurred in the

fifth singles .match where Sherry

Willcox had bqttled the Panthers'

Abbe Semel to a 4-4 tie in the best of

nine point tiebreaker that was to

decide their three set match. After a
good rally, Willcox hit long over the

baseline to give Semel the match 2-6,

!$r4i 7-6. No. two Becky Chase was also

i<9v«-come by a 5-4 tiebreaker, this one

sooming in the middle set of a hard
-luck 2-6, 7-6, 7-5 defeat.

Willcox's match was not the last one
to finish (Chase and the second

.doubles team came off almost
-^nudtaneously), but even if 4t had
^Ifeen last; WlUiams could actually

-ipoint to the top three singles positions

( as contributing most to the loss. AH
.season the Ephs have faced out-

taUnding competition at those
:^itions. Tuesday saw things un-

fortunately hold true to. form as No.
one Laura Carson and No. three

l^die ten Broeke played well but

:W«re just overwhelmed.
.- It was actually a freshman day tbr

Williams as frosh accounted for tiiree

wins. Ann Morris won 6-3, 6-2 and
Laura Gbebel rolled to a 6-0, 6-2

triumph. The capable third doubles

duo of Kristan Dale and Mary Tom
Higgs remained unbeaten 4-6, 6-0, 6-2,

while a fifth freshman^ Mary Simp-
son, performed well in her first

match, teaming with Sally Kruse to

drop a tight 5-7, 6-1, 6-3 decision at No.

one doubles. Sherry Edman and Amy
Sterling recorded the Ephs fourth win,

4-6,6-4,6-3.

"th^'re n^t a big play ttsam, but they

always come up with something

different." Por Bowdoin, this yaar's

something different is the conspicuous

lack of the school's all-time leading

rusher, Jim Soule, cut from the Dallas

Cowboys in late August.

Soule was Mr. inside, Mr. outside,

Mr. pass-catchar, and Mf wyiitntettt

manager for the Polar Mars for four

seasons, and without him, Bowdoin

must rely on senior quarterback Jay

Pensavalle to lead their offense.

Rip Kinkel (his name alone makes
him worth watching) and tough Dave
Seward start at the running backs for

. Bowdoin, but the main man of the

Polar Bears in senior offensive tackle

Steve McCalwi McCabe is a pro

prospect and one of the top offensive

linemen in New England. His mission

Saturday is to make Ck>lin Hart, Ralph
Spooner, and Mike Bemay give up
football arid turn to a life of good will

and love. *<

The Bowdoin defense plays in a

conventional 5-2 alignment, switching

to a 6-1 in running situations and have
been unimpressive in the '77 cam-
paign. The northerners yielded 33

points to a very good Amherst team
and 21 to Trinity, while surrendering

28 to W.P.I., and still winning.

Injuries are one of the major stories

of the week, and for that matter, of the

entire season for Odell and Williams.

Senior defettsive tackle Peter TXittle

has been lost for two weeks with a

sprained anlde, and will be replaced

by Bemay Saturday, and offensive

tackel Jack Spound is out for the

season with a severe ankle injury. Bob
VanDore replaces him, with Mike
Curran now at tackle and ready for

action.-: ....^,,..„.w. , .-^...^,...^^^:,-.-

Offensivdy, Scott Harrington may
be ready for the contest, but, says

Odell, "we don't want to use him
before he's ready and have him
reinjure it." Massucco will certainly

man one of the halfback spots, while

Bill Whelan and Gus Nuzzolese, off

flne Trinity games, get the nod from

Odell.

Ken Schoetz, Joe ^aguire. Jay

Skeiry,. Steve Rogers and VanDore
will be on the offensive line

.

In Herb McCormick, Ken
HoUin^worth, Bill Miller and Todd
Edcersoit; Whelan has four Sdlid

Receivers to look for against the

youthful Bowdoin secondary.

Gee and Mike Masi both played
strong games against Trinity, and
Dan Towie is also ready for duty at

either tackle or end Saturday for the

rapidly thinning defensive corps.

Spooner, Bemay, and Hart will be
chasing Pensavalle around the Purple
Valley when he throws, as the senior

has hit on just 36 passes in the last two
years.

John Thiel copped his third

defensive player of the week in two

seasons for tWs Trinity performance,

sharing the honor with Greg
McAleenan, who pilfered three

aerials. Brian Benedict shares
Itnebacking duties with Thiel, while

Andy Krakauer, Mark Gerry, and

Umg EUlis round. out. the defejwive

starters.

Bowdoin is one of three teams who
have never beaten a Bob Odell-

coached Williams team, the other two

being Wesleyan and Union, yet the

Polar Bears are always stubborn

enoui^ to make it dose, losing 13^,

22-7 (leading 7-6 at the half), 10-7, and
10-6 in the past four tries. The visitors

may not have enough on paper to beat

Williams Saturday, but don't look for

any roUts, it's usually close.

NOTICE
Second quarter Physical

Education registration will begin
on October 10 and continue through
Octob«' 20, 1977. Report to the

Physical Education Office, Laseil

Gymnasium between the hours of

9:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Modilay
thm Priday for r^istratioli.

Golfers falter on back nine
The Williams Ctollege golf team

finally suffered its first loss of the

season ; a bitter 396-407 loss to a highly
touted Springfield squad.

After the first nine holes of play, the

.E^^ were administering their usual
drubbing, deseeding on the un-
familiar Hampden Country Club like

Gengis Khan and his Mongol Hordes.
Unfortunately, all except one Eph
golfer collapsed on the back nine,

handing the match to a thankful

Springfield coach.

The lone bri^t spot for Williams
was young Bill Sprague who fired a
spectacular, medal-winning 75.

With junior playing partner Dan
Katz acting as his exorcist, young

Sprague avoided a train accident,

staking iron shots on the flftg all day
with the consistency of a Bulova

Accutron. Unfortunately for Katz the

price of exorcism was aii 85,

highlighted by a horrendous, crip-

pling, quadruple bogey 7 on the 196

yard 12th hole.

Playing in the number one spot, Ed
"Big" Boiisa was <:t^istng along m
overdrive as late as the thirteenth

hole. In an uncharacteristic manner,
Bouisa's wheels fell off and he turned a
possible 72 into a mind-blowing 80.

Senior co-captain Doug Chumbley

Panthers nip stickers

suffered a similar fate. After a solid 37

on t|)e front nine, Chumbley began

Mowing the ball off the world en route

to a disappointing 83.

Junior co-captain Bill Upton, while

playing many stretches of solid,

consistent golf, Suffered two inex-

plicable triple bogey disasters on the

incoming nine, contributing an 84 to

the futile Williams effort. Finally,

Marcel Oudin, one of the steadiest

performers on the team, hit the ball

sideways as he ballooned to an 85.

The Eph linksters will now have to

regroup if they are to have any chance

for an upset over Yale in the last

match of the seasoq. 0>ach Rudy
Goff's squad will take on the Elis at

the Taconic Golf Club on October 16.

Marcel Oudin shot IS as the Ephs

suffered their first kiss to Sprinflflekj.

(photo by Johnson)

-.^-^The Williams Rugby Club fell to 1-2

this season after a 14 to 7 loss to Siena

Saturday. The club won its first game
8^) over Albany Law but was shut out

by Colgate the next week 4-0. In the

Albany game, Tom Kondel scored the

opening try in the first half with Peter

Brooks getting an insurance try

midway through the second half.

The Colgate game was marked by
fierce hitting and evenly matched
play with one lucky break on a long

kick making the difference for the

Red Raiders. The Siena match was a

letdown as the team fought back after

falling behind early, butsaw the game
slip away in the second half. Failure

to capitalize on good scoring chances

was the deciding factor in the loss for
' '^e Ephs. Die B-side, after losing its

'^flrst two games, came up with an
impressive 20-13 win against Siena.

Rounding out the club, also with a 1

and 2 record, are the women. After a

12-0 shutout of Albany Law the women
Higgers ran into some trouble and^

-'dtt>pped two straight. The club was
outeiaibed by a very strong Beantown
squad and then fell to Siena 12-0. The
team has been hurt by the loss of

captain Linda Collins with an injured

knee. A decision to cancel a second

game against another strong Boston

club leaves the women with one game
remaining, a November 5 rematch

VSaimt Siena on Cole Field.

. by Nancy Rhein •

Defeat No. 2 came unexpectedly

Tuesday for the women's field hockey
team. The well-tuned lines were out of

' step on the sawdust covered fieldi-and

Witit our sluggish defense tospiirttkem

on tlie Middlebury stickers *'^w"i
their chance and nipped Wiliiaihs 4-'3:

The Ephs, used to a feeding attack

(halfbacks and wings feed and for-

wards stuff it down the opponent's

throat), seemed to choke against the

speedy Middjebury line, despite

takihg an early lead. Halfbapk Sue

Wright opened the scoring for

Williams on a comer pass from wing

Anne McClelland. Wipiih minutes

though, the tone of the game changed
with Middlebury taking over, giving

goalie Mimi Dumouchel a grueling

test. Kising to the occasion
Dumouchel grabbed fifteeil saves for

a super effort in the cage. But per-

severance paid off for the hosts as the

Panthers line broke through to knot

the score at one.

Ilie second half saw more spurts of

offense for Williams as forwards Sally

Kraft and Monica Grady were up to

par with a powerful giv&'and-go at-

tack. A quick Panther shot made it 2-1

before Kraft tied it on a picture'

perfect goal from Grady. Middlebury

again took command for a 3-2 lead and
Kraft punched in another, this time

from Dawn Bedrosian who was
shifted from halfback to inner toward

the end of the game. The final minutes

saw extreme pressure by the Ephs as

Linda Wilkins' squad really turned it

dn.~Butffpm«d«!p within the dust,

Middlebury emerged with the ball,

breaking downfleld to put one past

Dumouchel's determined pads.

Lacking strong performances all over

the field the team was unable to

prevent the unexpected defeat,

despite outstanding performances by
DUnrouchel, Grady, and Kraft.

Hie future looks brighter for the

squad as they travel to Amherst

Saturday for their first conquest of the

JetTh debuting varsity at 10 a.m.

Colonial Village Package Stora

MONTHLY BCIIt SPECIAL

SCHLITZ 12oz. ?qn» 6.39/case
s ' 11- .--.

Hiram Walker's Vodka Vi gal. - 9,69

j,nQiA- '^ Hiram WaUcer's Gin Va gal .- 9.99

Italian & Domastip Jug Wines

Portuguese Fados Rosi - $2.19

WITHTHIS AOS0«OfIP AMYOWE 0PB6ER ^^p^'JJj^

Colonial Shopp^ Catifer VVItiiamttown, MA. 45«-4M5

ALL SQUASH RACKETS

30% OFF UST PRICEfp
Including The

New 70 -f Rackets

[Includ, our Mecltuhmjrte PurpU Cow racktt cover]

WILLIAMS
CO-OP

COME SEE WHY tVERYBODY
IS TRYING TO KEEP UP WITH US.
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4owfi'9owii ponols
The Williams Independents will

Openthelr three-part town-gown panel
series Thursday at 8 p.m. with a
discussion of College security ^nd its

effects on Willianistown in tl|ie J^sup
Auditorium.

Hie series is "the direct product of a
brain-storming session at our first

meeting," said Williams In-

dependents spokesman Michael
Lissack, and will provide a forum for
viewpoints from students, ad-
ministrators and townspeople on
town-College interactions.

"We hope to drive the point brane
that there is a town out there, and that

the town is a separate entity from the
College," Uiaack said. "It's the
service project to the Williams
community of the Williams In-

dependents," he added.

The secpnd panel, Oct. 27, will focus
on the economic impact of ttie College

OP the Williamstown area. Speakers
-will include College Provost Neil

Grabois, Professor of Economics
Gordon Winston, bookstore owner
Ralph Renzi and other townsmen.
The series closes Nov. 8 with a

diwussion of social life in Williams-
town. Titled "Music, PuUtabs and
Pizza," the panel will feature pizza
czar Constantine Anagnos, Log
manager Claudia Linds^ '77, an
Images spokesman, Steve Case '80 of

the All-College Entertainment
Committee, Assoc. Dean Cris
Roosenraad and the Rev. Moore of the

Williamstown Atethodist Church.

WILLIAMS OCTOBER II. 1977

Ann Maine '11 eHtrt "special frethman partnh' WMkend prices" at Mm freshman quad's Eph's

Used Car Lot. The signsr,apparently Inspired by the influx of visitor's cars, appeared sometime
during the Wiillams-Bowdein football game Saturday. Ann denied any involvement with the lot's

creation. (photo by Cast)

Moneymen continue budget cuts
llie Finance Committee continued

to mete out preliminary budget
recommendations after discussing the

fiscal proposals of six campus
organizations, including the Record,
Sunday.

, The possibiUty ttiat the Record
might cut costs considerably by
switching printers led Chairman of

the Committee Harry Kelly to

recommend that business manager

.M-ic.'^r!- Alice Walk

Mike Bdirman and editor-in-chief

Scott Fenn operate within a budget of

$12,000. They had requested a m,268
allocation.

Kelly expressed concern for the

"valid" reasons the Record opposed

the cut, and recognized the problems
that the Finance Committee position

might create. According to the

committee, however, "they are
outweighed by the benefits" of a piiOOO

sayings.

spooks hero
by Kathy Schwant

Alice Walker, an aspiring young
black woman writer visited Williams
last lliursday to speak on the subject

of her art. Entitled "Saving the life

that i$ Your Own; The Impwtance of

Models in the Artist's Life," the

lecture entailed aspects of her
development as a writer and her
views of her development as a writer

and her views on black literature in

America.

Walker began by emphasizing Uiat

the kind of books she writes are the

ikind which she would like to reiad,

simple, yet sound philosophy fOr any
writer. She feels obligated to present

storierof good example; those which
can offer to her people a hope for

'ft-eedom, creativity, and growth.

Yet, as Walker noted, the most
important prerequisite for a writer is

to fall back on one's personal ex-

periences. We must, she says, write

about our inner sense in order to find

true meaning. We must avoid the

trendiness and flash of what society

deems is fasiiionable. Therefore, as
Walker concludes, a writer must use

his or her past as a reference. From
this realm, should a writer choose her

models.

»
This view is tied in with Walker's

view of the qdit in Americui
literature between black and white.

According to Walker, it seems that the

pessimistic, existentialist mode of

artistic expression for white authors

is a reflection of their cosmic guilt.

They've struggled against nothing

and therefore enjoy an empty success.

A black writer, on the other hand is

driven to convey his sense of rage and
struggle. Consequently, black
literature becomes highly moralistic

and idealistic for it is an expression of

that plight.

Walker does indeed express a sense

of rage and struggle in her writing, as
a poetry reading later Thursday ntght

showed. The focus of her stories and
poetry are on characters trapped in a

er
web of opposition . and apathy.
Walker's philosophy about using one's

past as a reference also becomes
clear. Her stories are centered in the

rural south where she gre\V up and she

focuses on characters that she has
drawn from friends and family.

background
Alice Walker is a poet, novelist,

short-story writer and essayist. Her
books of poetry are Once (1968) and
Revolutionary Petunias (1973). Three
new poems appeared in the Sup-
plement on Black Poets in The
American Poetry Review (January^

February 1977). She has published two

novels—The Third Life of Grange
Copeland (1970) and Meridiati

( 1976)—as well as a collection of short

stories—In Love & Trouble: Stories of

Black Women (1974). An uticollected

short story—"A Sudden Trip Home in

the Spring" (1971)—has been an-

thologized in Black-Eyed Susans t

Classic Stories By and About BlacI
Women (1975) edited by Mary Helen
Washington.

Alice Walker's numerous essays

have appeared most frequently In Ms.
magazine, for which she is a con-^

suiting editor. She was bom (1944)

and raisied in Eatonton, Georgia
where her father was a sharecropper

and her inother "ialwred beside—not
behii^d—my father in the fields."

Moving accounts of her respective

parents are presented in "In Search of

Our Mothers' Gardens" and in

"Secrets of the New Cuba." Alice

Walker, who taught one of the flrst

courses on black women writers, has
also published in Ms. an essay on Zora

Neale Hurston—author of Their Eyes
Were Watching God (1937)—and is

now editing a Zora Neale Hurston

reader. The interview of Alice Walker
in interviews with Black Writers

(1973) edited by John O'Brieh
provides a useful context for her

work.

Alice Walker is currently teaching a
course at Yale and has been awarded

Alice Walker

a Guggenheim Fiellow&hip for 1978. A
display of Alice Walker's writing has
been set up in the entrance to Sawyer
Library.

WARNING

To love a man wholly

loVeeliim < ;•

feet first

head down
eyes cold

^

closed

in depression.

It is too easy to love

a iurfer

white eyes

godliness & '

bronze

in the bright sun.

THE BLACK PRINCE

Very proud

he barriy asked directions

to a nearby

hotel

but no
tired-eyed

little village chief

should spend his

first night

in chilly London
alone.

The Finance Committee will decide

the final Record budget recom-
mendation at. their next meeting

Sunday at 12:30 in the Wilson Room at

Greylock, and Kelly urged students to

attend and offer their opinions.

The Williams Gay Support
Organization petitioned for $1200, for

speakers, films and a newsletter, $450

more than its budget last year. The
Finance Committee voted to

recommend a $995 allocation to the

College Council. Hie Williams Action
Coalition asked for $1800 to finance

speakers and films; the committee
endorsed a $725 budget.

The committee agreed to the $2400

request' of Backtalk and responded to

Pique's petition for $3500 in funds to

pay for three 48-page issues by ad-

vising the magazine to cut its issues to

an average 44-pages in length. The
final recommendation will be $^i50.

The International Club asked for $1500

to pay for speakers and club events;

the committee recommended $1100,

above last year's $1000 budget.

Consideration of the Gul's

IM-eliminary budget and that of the

Equestrian Club was deferred until

next week. At that time the Lehman
Service Council, the Hunger Action

Program and the French and German
Language Clubs will come before the

Finance Committee to present their

CC Courso Guido
Hie College Council will discuss

(he student course guide tomorrow
night at 9 p.m. in Griffin Hall,

according to CC President Tom
Herwitz.

Now SEC porollols

^Cdmmltroriiir^

Educational Policy

.
byRayDeMee

, The newly formed Student Education
Comimittee, composed entirely of

students and designed to parallel the

activities of the CEP, will begin
operation with an investigation of
results of the Gargoyle report on
student roles in academic departments.
According to Larry Mitchell, College

C^ncil representative to the CEP and
chairman of the Student Education
Committee, the SEC's most important
function will be to communicate a
"specialized knowledge of the issues"

to the student body and the College

Council. "It's the best way to keep the

council informed and representative,"

added Mitchell. The committee will be
compcped of student representatives of

all three academic divisions, in ad-

dition to the student members of the

CEP.
Mitchell cited a variety of

possibilities for action on the Gargoyle
report, including attending meetings of

student departmental committees and
making an historical study of student

participation in the academic depart-

ments. He added, however, that "the
Gargoyle investigation is not really

within the committee's jurisdiction."

"It's not our responsibility to set up
liaison committees," Mitchell stressed.

"Tliat responsibility lies with the

majors within the department, and the

effectiveness of the committees
depends on their wiUingness to push."

Mitchell cited "general education"
courses as another "item of immediate
attention" for the SEC. General
education ' refers to the creation of

courses within each department with

"generalized, interdisciplinary ap-
peal" to attract the interest of non-
majors. Mitchell suggested a revision

of the division requirements system as
another method of "inducing students

to broaden the scope of their field of
study." According to Mitchell, other

issues of concern will be a re-evailuation

of the Winter Study program and a
review of the grading memorandum
circulated by the CEP last spring.

Mitchell admitted that he had
initially opposed the concept of parallel

committees. "Ideally, its a function the

council should perform," he said. He
pointed out, however, that the SEC
serves a valuable purpose in "allowing

students to develc^ their own ideas in

an atmosphere in which they can shape
their own ideas." "llie success or

failure is going to boil down to the in-

dividual members, and whether or not

they can make a sincere effort to get to

the student body."

The CES will conduct open fwums
beginning next semester, "when some
of the issues have beoi soUdified,"

according to Mitchell.

M fWS Y99n9 nNWRfflf rOVW fflMHVy ^HINVv WSnffIS W fno MMM 9f OIM IMIMI

clapping While Susie tteys and Avon WIIHamt sH at the bar,M ttirae MMltr tlie

talao impfMsion that tltey are stawad. (photo by P. Bucfcnar)
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Bakke backlash
Over the past few months, civU rights leaders, politicians

^^d educators have framed many arguments against a
Supreme Court decision favoring Allen Bakke in the caSe of The
Regents of the Universitv of Califwnia v. Allen Bakke. The
Record does not consider what the case calls "reverse
discrimination" unconstitutional. If the U.S. Supreme Court
upholds the judgment of the California Supreme Court, the
consequences will be felt even at Williams.

Since 1963, Williams has reserved 10 per cent of its fresh-

man openings for students who, according to former College
President John E. Sawyer, "might not ordinarily have been
admitted on prevailing formal criteria."

(Statistically, students admitted in this program average 75

points below their classmates on the SAT.) The Admissions
office uses a series of non-quantitative criteria—such as ex-

tracurricular strengths, strong recommendations and special

academic flair—to evaluate potential 10 per centers.

The value of this program is unquestionable. In the winter
1976 edition of the Williams Alumni Review, Director of Ad-
missions Philip Smith virrote, "In extracurricidar areas, 10 per
^'^nt students w^re n\bst visible in major leadership positions
'\

. . During a decade when college campuses went from 'silent'

^to turbulent back to quiet again, most 10 per cent
students were sensible, participatmg citizens on the side of

evolutionary change, eager to obtain the benefits of an
education." Although some Williams students frequently
portray their peers as uniformly bland, these complaints would
mtensify significantly if the College made all admissions
decisions based on test scores and high school grades.

Unfortunately, it appears that Williams is just as
vulnerable as the University of California if the medical school
admissions program is judged unconstitutional. Although 10 per
cent students do not comprise identifiable minority groups,
they are selected. Smith wrote, "on the basis of criteria dif-

ferent from prevailing quantitative indicies." Several
frightening scenarios can be concocted in view of Supreme
Court agreement With Bakke. Conceivably, an applicant
rejected by Williams could sue on the grounds that reserving a
specified number of places for less qualified applicants is un-
constitutional. Alternatively, the 10 per cent prc^ram could be
quietly phased out and admissions based solely on quantitative
criteria to circumvent charges by some applicant that he was

' rejected in favor of a "less qualified" one. X
Both the minority admissions program at the University of

California Medical School at Davis and the 10 per cent program
have important social value. Training minority physicians may
be the best solution to the problem of undersijpply of doctors
serving minority populations. The lO^per cent program
epitomizes a positive trend in higher education: the movement
away from a(unissions based on grade^and scores alone, which
tends to exclude members of minorities and students skilled in

areas that are not reflected by these criteria.

The Record believes th^t the social values of special ad-
missions programs overshadow the "unfairness" Bakke argues
they contain. We urge the courts and the society to reject the

principles embodied in Bakke's suit based on the tragic im-
plications of a favorable decision as well as the fundamental
weakness of the reverse discrimination argument.

-J.C.
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Viewpoint - continued

The United States Supreme Court
VIEWPOINT from |M|« 1

treatment a> a groiq> regardless of

personal qualities. I stand flrmiy
behind the merit system under which
each competitiMr is judged as an in-

dividual with special skills and
qualifications. I simply cannot un-
derstand how anyone can rationalize

espousing any quota system for any
purpose."

It is slightly easier for a student to

enter through the minorities program
but there is still a great deal of

competition. The overall percentage
of applicants who were accepted is

approximately 30 per cent while about
SS per cent of the minority applicants
were admitted. Of the 16 students
accepted by Davis the year that
Bakke was rejected, 13 have been
successful in completing school with
no difficulties. This is approximately
the same rate of success minorities
Students have achieved across the
country. The general rate for com-

pletion is close to 98 per cent.

It is also possiUe that the Siyreme
Court could rule in favor of Bakke but
in such a way as to limit the ap-
plication of this ruling only to the UC
Davis Medical School Program. Its

program was to aid disadvantaged
students gain admissions to the
medical school, but it never once
admitted a white student through this

altemate route. Ttils Is one of the
major reasons the California State
Supreme Court ruled this program to

be unconstitutional. Bakke claimed
that this type of program violated his
rights under the 14th amendment
which guarantees equal protection
under the law.

The Court could also restrict its

judgment to institutions which receive
federal funds, and this would avoid
any broader applications of their

decision to affect other recruiting

pro-ams and hiring practices outside

Jjf these youps.

i^llQj^l^
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Thursday—Poetry and Music, Williams and Bennington, Garfield House living
room. 8 p.m.
LECTURES AND COLLOQUIA
Thursday—Panel Discussion: "Security: the College and the Community"
Jesup 8 p.m.

—"Policy Analysis: The Core of Planning" Edgar 0. Edwards, Ford
Foundation. Center for Development Economics. 8 p.m.

—The Women's Colloquium, "Heroism and the 'Gtood Guy' Fallacy in

Sophocles' Ajax", Prof. Meredith Hoppin, Classics Dept. Dodd House Living
Room. 4 p.m.

Friday-' 'Policy Cases in Kenya'
' , Edgar 0. Edwards. Center for Development

Economics. 11 a.m.

—Chemistry Colloquium, Senior Projects. Room 19, Chemistry. 4p.m.
MOVIES AND SHOWS
(All movies are shown in Bronfman auditorium unless otherwise stated)
Wednesday—"La Symphonie Pastorale" (French). Weston 4 p.m. (To be
repeated Thursday at 7:30 p.m.)

—"Missiles of October" (CBS Documentary, 1974) 7:30 p.m.
—Fantasia Mttthematica: 3 Films of general mathematical'interest. Room

105, Bronfman. 8 p.m.

WINES
WINES
WINE^

WEHAVEIMORE

WE SELL MORE

A fourth option would be to uphold
the university and limit appn>val of

only this one program, judging that

their admiMions policy did not con-
stitute a strict quota. There was a
year when the special admissions
program did not admit 16 students
even though the places were
available, and there was no lower
limit on the number of students it was
10 iBcceiit: Itwould daim (hat whites
were not prevented from using this

option, even though they were not

admitted.

Because of the complexity of this

case and the broad ramifications of

any Supreme Court decision, most
Omgressmen, Senators and public
officials are shying away from any
comments. Those who favor af-

firmative action, but who may
question the legality of quotas, are
afraid that a decision against the

Davis Medical School program will

hinder attempts in all other areas to

benefit minorities were there has been
past discrimination.

The Supreme Court may hand down
their verdict in the next few weeks, or
it may take several months before the

final vote tally and written decisions

are made public. Until then, there will

be many people eagerly waiting a
decision. The court's decision could
certainly effect the Williams 10 per
cent plan and similar programs in

housing and education throu^out the

country. As (X>ngressman Abner Mlk-
va of Illinois concluded, "The line

between affirmative action and a
reprehensible quota system is a thin

one, and one can hope that- the

Supreme Ck>urt can shed some light on
how to find our way through 'this

thicket."

Bruce Doblin, a senior, is currently .

working in Washington for his local

CKjngressman of Illinois. Ha was lucky
enough to meet a clerk who works in

the Marshal's office of the Supreme
Court, who got him in to hear the
Bakke case argued.

Letter: cortoon in question
To tba editor:

Although the conttnt of ths
IUc9rdup to this point has left me
unmoved, the cartoon oo peg* > of

the SeptMnkier 13 issue conoemlng
the decision by Peter Harty, junior

adviser for my entry, to leave
school is too mindless to let by
withoutcomment As I am sure the
editorial staff and cartoonist Jake
Prescott must now realize, print-

ing a cartoon on such a topic is

l>eneath ih6 boundaries of a
professional journalistic editorial

attitude. But more important,
however, is the human element
involved.

As an individual who has lived

across the hall from Mr. Harty for

the past 6 weeks and who has
talked with him about his decision

in the days preceding his d^>ar-

ture, I think I can assure the

college community that the
decision was much more than a
case of "getting high and feeling

guilty about not bookin'."

But since I also believe that Mr.
Harty's rights of privacy and
dignity have already been trails-

gressed enough, I won't go into

^he details of the discussions that

be had with me and the other
members of the entry concerning
the decision. However, J can say
that the decision was bksed on a

serious self-evaluation and that the

action of leaving waft tMsed on his

own persooal beliefs and vahies.

Therefore, regardless of the intent

of the cartoonist, to reduce Mr.
Harty's decision to the level por-

trayed in the cartoon for reading
by individuals who may know
nothing of the motives and con-
victions underlying Mr. Harty's
decision is grossly unfair and a
vioUuionflf his individual ioMgrity.
Perhaps it is simply a

manifestation of the blandiiess of

our times that audi a commentary
would appear, yet I cannot
reconcile the fact that at a school of

Williams' caUber, the cartoonist

and editors of the student
newspaper have nothing better to

do than to single out such an action

of individuality for public display

and for the sake of what is osten-

sibly humor. Bruce Palmer '81

We agree with you that Jake
Prescott'* cartoon woe in poor
taste if associated with any specific

individual. Unfortunately, we did

not know that the'cartoon referred

to Peter Harty until you told us.

RECORD cartoonists are con-

sidered columnists and their

opinions do not in any way reflect

the opinions of the RECORD
editorial board or staff. Ed.

Greene guests af Griffin
byKevbiHaU

Harpsichordist Victor Hill and guest
violinist George Greene, chairman of

the music department at Skidmore
College, presented the second in this

year's series of Griffin Hall concerts

over the weekend The program
began with a short set of variations by
Marini entitled Romanesca, one of the

first works ever published for violin;

this piece was followed by sonatas (k

Leclair, Locatelli, Bach, and Tartini.

The violin was very much to the fore

in the Leclair, Locatelli, and Tartini

works, which were all influenced by
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the seventeenth-century Italian school

of violin playing and are some of the

first virtuoso tour-de-forces written

for the instrument. Greene played
them with the requisite technical

assurance and unflagging rhythmic
verve. Especially enjoyable was the

Tartini "Devil's Trill" sonata, which
was supposedly inspired by a dream
of the composer in which Satan ap-
peared as a violinist. Greene used his

own arrangement and cadenza, which
are more faithful to the composer's
original conception than the versions

currently in vogue.

Hill had his chance to shine in the
Bach E Major Sonata, in which the

harpsichord is not subservient to the

violin but plays an equal part in

weaving the richly polyphonic tex-

ture. It was certainly the niusical

highpoint of the evening, and both
performers contributed their most
inspired playing.

Hill and Gre«ie concluded with two
enthusiastically received encores by
the rather eccentric Italian composer
Veracini.
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Bowdoin foils late charge 23-21

Kwiny Holllngtworth (tl) macit ImpoMlbl* catchM all afttrnoon, b«it couMn't
quit* put tha sama away misting two last minuta (laW goals. Williams lost 2)-

]>!• , (photo by Cast)

Trio runs to NESCAC fop ten
As a warm-up to the October 29

Eastern Cross Country Cham-
jpionships, the Williams harriers

^mpeted against nine New England
pUeges Saturday and placed three

finners in the top ten to fmish ahead
bf all but one opponent. Although an
official team champion was not an-

nounced, the five-man Bates College

contingent topped the New England
Small College Athletic Conference

(NESCAC) field with 23 points
followed by the Ephmen with 56 arid

Amherst with 97. The individual

winner of the NESCAC meet was Greg
Peters of Bates, who traversed the

muddy 4.8 mile course in 24:13.

As the Ephs had expected, the Bates

crew shot out at the start with its

^K booters record

trnpressive double victory

ky Tim LaydM
W)io ever decided how far apart the

uprights of a football goalpost should

be, anyway? What possible harm
could a few more inches of width have

done? Perhaps those were among the

questions drifting through the minds
of the disconsolate Williams football

team as Ken Hollingsworth's 29-yard

field goal attempt with l : 45 remaining

in the game missed by the length of a

frog hair and left the Ephs on the short

end of a 23-21 iipe'et loss to the Bowdoin

Polar Bears.

HoUingsworth and tri-captain Herb
McCormiclc spearheaded a furious

fourth-quarter Williams comeback
with several super catches of Bill

Whelan aerials, including a

number one man Paul Oparowski, last

year's NESCAC winner, grabbing the

early lead-

Jpe. KoJfe: chas^ Oparowski
throughout the early part of the race
along with Bowdoin's Bruce Freme
and a host of other Bates harriers. The
runners scaled a steep hill and passed
the two mile mark at just under 10
minutes as Kolb and Frank Can-
continued to battle witif their op-

ponents in red. Carr passed Kolb just
after the three mile mark and took-off

in pursuit of Amherst's top man, Gr^
Merhar.

Carr eventually moved into sixth

place and was chased over the last

Finding an offense to go along with
its already strong defense Williams
soccer recorded two big victories

against visitors from Maine Friday
afternoon. The Ephs pulled out a
thrilling overtime victory over Bates,
4-3 and followed it up the next morning
with an impressive 2-0 shutout of the
Polar Bears from Bowdoin. Williams'
record now stands at 2-4 on the season.

In an attempt to generate s6me
scoring punch Coach Jeff Vennell

juggled the lineup slightly, a strategy

which obviously paid off. Greg
Hartman, moved from halfback to

striker scored two big goals while

~^-4ohn Friborg, switched to wing,

r^ponded with one. However it was
Perry Nelson who initially broke the

j scoring dt;pugbt;--

Trailing 1-0 at halftimeas a result of

.Bates super-frosh Bill Bradford, the
_4Ephs seemed destined to lose their

'fifth straight match. Although they
managed to get off numerous good
shots, the Bobcat goalie just wouldn't

.
allow the ball in the net. Nelson finally

overcame the jinx that had prevented
^e hooters from scoring in over five

hours of game time by ramming one
home nine minutes into the second
half. Their confidence restored,
Williams relentlessly pummelled
netminder Jim Hill. The final tally

showed 33 shots for Williams com-
pared to 7 for Bates. But Bates'
conversion factor was somewhat
higher. With just 0:52 remaining
forward Mike Lugli offset a Friborg
goal that had seemingly assured the
Ephs a victory in regulation time.,

'StiMined.the Williams players barely

stemmed two Bobcat thrusts in the

remaining moments as the second

half ended in a 2-2 deadlock. The fact

that college rules call for two ten

minute overtime periods instead of a
sudden death was very fortunate as
the Bobcats pounced on an early

opportunity in the first overtime and
converted it into a score. However^
from that point on^ it was all Oreg
Hartman. Scant seconds into the

second period he tied it up again with
{

a slight assist from Nelson, and
minutes later rammed one so hard the

goalkeeper never -had the opportunity

to take a step.

Saturday's game proved to be much
more of a defensive effort. Carried by
the superior play of goalie Doug Orr
and fullback Bruce "The Spoiler"

Camilleri, all Bowdoin attempts \yere

thwarted. Ptdar Bear Jim Kennedy
also did a fine job manning the nets,

but was unable to contain a fired up
Efh offense. Perry Nelson tallied lat^

in the first half, and John Friborg
greased one by early in the second to

account for the Williams scoring.

mile of trails by a hungry pair of (you

guessed it!) Bates boys.The senior

harrier came out of the woods with a

comfortable lead over the duo in red

but he was still ten yards behind

Amherst's number one runner. Can-

was able to accelerate past Merhar on

the macadam surface and then held

his lead across the final stretch of

grass to finish 5th in the 09 runner

field with a 24:34 clocking. Schreck

also broke 25 minutes as he entered

the finish chute in ninth place at 24 : 56.

Kolb crossed the line just two seconds

in back of Schreck for a tenth place

performance.

Leonard and Behrman completed
the course on either side of Amherst's
Bill Sayres. with the purple pair

netting ISth (25:08) and 17th (25:11)

respectively. Despite his un-

cooperative limbs, Sullivan still

cracked the top twenty with a
nineteenth place effort in 25:18.

Sophomore Bud Bell arrived at

Amherst just before the start and 27

minutes and 12 seconds after the gun
went off he was awarded S6th place in

his first NESCAC competition.

Manry OsborMa manauvars past a

Bowdoin defandar. Williams won 2-0.

(photo by Johnson)

Netwomen ace Jeffs, UVM

w

by Evan Bash
The women's tennis teams of both

the University of Vermont and
Amherst visited Williamstown for th^

first time ever this weekeiid, and the

best either schopl could come away
with was pleasant memories' of the

Berkshire foliage as the Ephs scored

two good wins, beating Amherst 8-1 on-

Friday and Vermont 5-2 the next day.

With onl)^^|hree matches remaining.

ojprien top NESOI^ X-C
Hattteam scores been recorded, the

Williams women's team would have
run away with thft 9-team New
England Small College Cross Country

Championships last weekend at

Amberst.

Team leader Michele Cutsforth,

wlio has consistently recorded top

fijalshes for the Williams contingent in'

dual meets, rounded the three inile

course in 18:37 to take sixth place.

Cyane Gresham, Trish Beckwith and
senior Lisa Capaldini, who ran an

exceptional race, finished ninth, tenth

and eleventh, within nine seconds of

each other. Lisa Kirschner and Corrie

Johnson rounded out the Williams

effort in 24th and 29th place,

respectively, among (he 47 atarters.

The six Williamrr^i^^i^. took the

first quarter out fast in uMt; to avoid

puddles alortg the familiar course.

After being caked together for the

first two miles of the muddy run,

Chitsforth picked up the pace and
edged into sixth, yvher^ she remained
for the duration.

Next Sunday Williams will par-

ticipate in the New England Cham-
pionships on well-known UMass turf.

CJoach Robert Fisher said he believes

the meet will be a massive battle

between Middlebury and UMass for

the championship. Although starter

Lisa Capaldini will be missing from
the Williams lineup, Fisher believes

his squad can hold off UVM for a top-

three finish.

Williams upped its record to 6-3.

Entering the Vermont match coach

CuTl Tong was rightly concerned by
the visitors three scholarship players

and several comparative scores that

forebode trouble. But the E|^s played

thekindof tennis they are capable of,

especially in the important first few
singles positions, to record what was
something of an upset.

Captain Laura Carson succumbed
to a fine player 7-5, 6-4, but No. four

Ann Morris came right back for

Williams, playing with a lot of con-

fidence in a 6-1, 6-0 win. Bedtf Chase
could probably be the third l^ked
player in Minnesota if she wanted, as

she routed the third best player in that

statj^, 6-2, 6-0. Also turning iii fine

perflDrrnances were Trudie ten Broeke
witii a hard fought A-«, 6-2, 6-2 victory

am) No. five Sherry Willcox, who
scored the clincher, 4-6, 6-2, 6-S.

In doubles action Sally Kruse and
Amy Demorest suffered a close 6-7, 6-

2, 6-4 defeat, while Mary Tom Higgs
and Kristan Dale still haven't lost this

season as they rolled 7-5, 6-4.

Amherst's developing tennis

program is not yet strong enough to

compete with the Ephs' skill Julia

Weyerhauser-Denise Harvey and
Jane Goldfarb-Laura Katz played

doubles for the first time and won.

HoUingsworth fouitiHtown catob and
dive for a first down «|rfaicb may have
convinced a bewikkred linaainau to

swear off pre-game tacoa for life.

"Very few people would have had
the presence of mind to do wh^ he
did," said Eph mentor Bob Odell of

HoUiBgBwortii's prab, on which the

Junior stretched nearly headlong to

make the catch, reacted instantly and
dove ahead of the sticks for the first

down, setting up the fleM goal at'

tempt. A desperation 39-yard attempt

by HoUingsworth as time expired was
set up by a McCormick over-the-

shoulder grab which rivals anything

Lou Piniella has done recently, but the

kick drifted wide.

Ihe upset was the first-ever win fOr

Bowdoin over Bob Odell, and kept the

Ephs winless on Weston Field in 1977.

"Bowdoin is a very fine offensive

blocking team," said Odell, "and they

exploited some of our potential

weaknesses very well." Indeed, while

Williams had a couple shots at ptdUng
it out of the fire in the closing mintiies,

the first half, and much of the gloomy
afternoon belonged to the hungry
invaders.

Polar Bear backs Tom Sciolla (only

a frosh with a very bright future) and
Rip Kinkel (too bad his last name
wasn't "Torn", or "CJord," or even
"City") ran behind tHg Steve McCabe
effectively for the first 24 minutes,

each scoring once for the smoothly-

directed offense of quarterback Jay
Pensavalle.

Mike Masi pounced on a Kinkel

fumble on the Bear five, with Gus
Nuzzolese ("just an outstanding
game": Odell) slamming over from
the two. Greg Collins debuted
auspiciously at tailback with 44 yards
rushing several nice blocks and an
option pass to Bill Whelan which led to

the second Williams score: Dave

Massucco's S-yard scamper just

before the half.

llie visitors uwd s per^MUii foul

call against Willianw on Hie aeoood
half Uckoff as a sinncboard to their

Anal acore of the game, after Alfie

Hinuneirich's 30-yard field goat had
sent them into the dreaaing rooou a
16-14 leader. Penaavalle boot-legi«d

21 yards to the Eph 12 and then towed
to a wide open Rich Newman in the

nUddleof Iheendsone, as tfae Purple
seooadary seemed to have croeaed
itself somewhere.
With Whelan in the midat of another

fine passing performance, (is for 28,

223 yards) and the Eph defense stif-

fening behind once-benched Phil
Shuman and John Ihiel, Williams
gave the 2000 or so Purple Cows in the

stands a barnburner to keep them
warm for the last nine minutes.

A 23-yard completion to McCormick
and a big gkiner to Collins on a screen

were both nullified by penalties to

keep Williams from winning the game
aftor the latter had dipped vrwrfhmi
the oAe at 6:M;it<rc|we1he gap to two
points. Bowdoin punter Peter
Geanelis set up the Collins score by
playing hot potato with a punt snap on

his own 13.

"Our guys came within a whisker,"

said Odell, "I'm reaUy proud of the

way they didn't quit." The young and
exciting Ephs have already provided

their followers with a seaaon's worth
of excitement, and with IJfll Whelan's
rediscovered passing attack, the

spectacular play of HoUingmorth
and, as of Saturday, Herb Mc-
Cormick, they're not out of any game.
The "D" has shown they can be good
or . . . well, anyone who was there

Saturday knows the rejoinder. Hiis

week is Tufts, a 21-7 victor last year,

but an inexperienced 1-3 this seatMiB.

It's the last home game befdre

Amherst. "Nuff said?"

UFO flies over New Haven
The Willialls Ultimate Frilbee

Organization, playing in ankle-

deep mud, defeated the University

of New Haven 19-12 Saturday.

After an initial rush of points by
New Haven, the WUFO tightened

its defense and quickly overtook its

opponents with a steady offense.

' gaining a 12-4 lead by halftime.

Williams dominated the second
half despite an occasional rally by
New Haven, and as the clock ran
out, the WUFO claimed ite first

other-than-normal victory, and left

the field chomping at the bit for

Amherst and Wesleyan.

Field hockey gmbs Little 3
by Nancy Rhein

When the women's field hockey
team went into its first Little lliree

championship, it removed any
doubt as to who is numt>er one around
these parts by shutting out its meager
opponents. The finishing. tPtKh to

September's 4-0 roasting of the

Cardinals came Saturday as the Ephs
royally dethroned Lord Jeffery's

better half, to fly home with the Little

lliree Crown. Although the hiall was
deep within the mud of Amhmt's
field, the Ephs managed to scoo|^ it

: out for 18 shots and a 2-0 shutout of the

debuting Amberst team. Following a
half of total domination, the squad
saw less action as a geared^p
Williams line just got stuck in the

mud.
Not a trace of last week's lack of

Gr09 Hartman is

Athlete of Week
Greg Hartman, center forward on

the varsity soccer team has been
chosen as the Record Athlete of the

Week after his superb two goal per-

formance against Bates on Friday.

Hartman rammed home two scores in

the overtime period to give the Eph-
men a 4-3 squeaker over the visiting

Bobcats.

"I'm very pleased with his play at

center forward," 'commented coach
Jeff Venndl, after the mentor shifted

Hartman from halfback to the bxtnt

line position. The pair against Bates
makes Hartman the Ephs' leading

scorer with 3 goals apd one assist.

Honorable Mention—Tennis doubles

partners Mary Tom HIggs and
Kristan Dale won 7-5, 6^ over UVM
Saturday and sport a perfect ^4t

record on the mtmmk

precision and team play remained as

the Williams squad took the field.

With ten minutes gone, Sally Kraft

sent in a comer shot only to have it

rebound out to the awaiting stick of

Val Coming. Wings Anne McClelland

and Liza Olsoi were hitting thf_

centering passes as 8 tough halfbadt^

Offensie of Betsy Lyman, Dawn
Bedrosian, andPriscilla Buckley ke|i

:

the presstu-e on. As the half wound-

down, inner Mdnica Giifdy caughk

another rebound to make it 2-0.

Hie Ephs went on to contnd the rest

of the game but incredible conditions

kept the score at an unrepresentative

2-0. Fullbacks Cammie McClellan and

Lee Ashliardly touched the ball, while

Mimi Dtimouchel in the cage had but

one save in the contest.

Oreg Hartman-AHiMe el Hw tMsah.

<|)ho1«byOettg«n)
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25 per cent return poll

Student Course Guide lails
llie Student Course Guide for spring

semestN' 1978 will not be published

this year, according to Don Toumey,
chairman of the College Council

Course Guide Committee.
At the Wednesday night College

Council meeting Toumey explained

that only 25 per cent of the students

polled returned the course guide poll.

Because of this small response,

statistics could be compiled on only 58

course sections. Toumey felt "the

course guide would not be very in-

formative" if based on such a small

input of student opinion.

In the future the committee plans to

be "more aggressive" in soliciting

student opinion for the course guide.

Also, rather than distributing the

questionnaire through the campus

WGSO discusses gay
rights and Williams
The Williams Gay Support

Organization addressed itself to the

question of whether the college should
add a written statement of non-

discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation to its admissions policy at

the Organization's first open meeting
Tuesday night.

l^e purpose of the meeting, ac-

cording to the moderators, was to

"raise the consciousness of the

Williams community by presenting

gay rights in the context of human
rights," while still upholding the

GSO's re^nsibiiity to those mem-
bers who wished to.^ remain
anonymous.
The large QM|6ber of participants in

the open ne^Ui^ tried to assess the

rdiinifications m such a move on the

college's part. "It would, by bringing

the matter into the open, make it less

of an issue," one said. "It would be to

Williams' credit to make such a

liberal step."

"The niove mi^t aMridte alumni

and future applicants who would

Finance Committee
tillering schedule
^fbt following is the schedule for

tii^ Finance Committee Meeting to

be held on SUNDAY, 23 October at

10:00 in the WILSON ROOM at

Greylock Dining Hall. This
meeting will include the final

mark-up of the Budget before its

submission to the College Council

and all students are invited to

attend.

10:00 Gulmensian
10:30 Lehman Service Council

10 : 45 Language Clubs

11:05 Horse Riding aub
ll; FINAL MARK-UP

(Members of the various groups
can, if time permits, present ad-

ditional arguments. We will be as

quick as possible.)

11:15 Final Deliberations

Noon Brunch
12 : 30 Deliberations Continue

question the proportion of the gay

population at Williams," another said.

In answer to a direct question from
the floor, members were unable to

cite specific examples of

discrimination within the college

community. A question concerning

the need for such a statement was
raised.

"It is necessary," a GSO member
said. "(Like the GSO, it would tend to

support the gay population in its own
struggle.

"There is a paranoia here, both on
ttie part of the gays and the straights,

which is almost impossible to deal

with now," he continued. "It's a

paradox. Most straights are

threatened by those who admit
they're gay, aiid gays are condemned
to secrecy because most are not

strong enough to overcome their own
paranoia about this effect and admit-

to being gay. That's where the support

of such organizations as the GSO and
a statement like the one proposed are

in\portant. Only openness can raise

the level of consciousness in the

community."

"residential organization," Faculty

Adviser Michael Bell suggested that

the committee "use the College

academic organization." lliis would
entail making either professors or

students in each class respi^sibie fgr

the questionnaires.

Toumey argued that the low
response rate to the poll—40 pkir cent

last fall—"does not mean that it is not

useful." In fact, the course guide

statistics from last fall "coincided

very closely with those obtained from
the course questionnaires used by the

faculty."

The Coiincll members were divided

on the issue of keeping student

opinions, a^ expressed in the

questionnaire, confidential. Larry
Mitchell '78 indicated that "it is im-

portant that the course guide have the

support of the faculty." Provided that

adequate warning was given to

students, "it would be a relatively

harmless way of gaining faculty

support."

As a matter of general principle.

Bell stated that "the course guide

should ideally get to the substance of

courses" and not merely rate the

teacher's ability as an entertainer.

Reporting on an ad hoc meeting

held Saturday, Bill Richmond '79

suggested several "procedural

changes designed to make the College

Council a "stronger and more positive

influence." He urged that com-
prehensive committee briefs, fully

outlining alt aspects of the issues

before the Council, be distributed to

members before each meeting. In this

way the^ College Council would not

have to deal with Vpicayune com-
mittee reports" at its weekly
meetings.

Freshmen in Lehman >Mk reiaas* from Chapin ocmttructlMi't tkla-affactt.

(photo by P. flucknar)

Open meeting generates

ideas on co-op proposal
by Lisa Hartigan

The Student Housing Committee
presented a proposal for a one-year

experiment in co-operative living to

interested students at an open
meeting Monday night. Six satellite

houses, presently affiliated with row
houses, are under consideration for

use as option houses next year. About
thirty-five students attended the

meeting and a majority expressed

interest in the proposal, while voicing

criticism of its structure.

"We feel that there is a definite

desireiotalternative housing, but one
of our greatest fears is that we will

design a proposal in which no one is

interested. W6 therefore need student

Projects cut troth^xiafalogue
The list of 1978 Winter Study

projects, released after a delay last

Friday, indicates little departure

from the types of courses offered in

past years, with a few popular courses

being repeated. The Record, however,

^received the following list of WSP's
that reportedly were not submitted in

time to be included, in the catalogue.

PSYCH 15: "The Unconscious
State—how to attain it." Defhied as

"subject does not respond when
pinched." Theory and application of

board to head, drunken Stupors, deep
sleeps, and an independent project.

Concurrent problem of amnesia
discussed, unless forgotten about.

POLI SCI 18: War Game^great
battles of all time will be reenacted on

campus, using snow as weapons.

WSP future in danger?
Two student members of the

Committee on EMucational Policy

fear for the future of Winter Study.

According to Jeff Delisle '78 and
Larry Mitchell '78 and CEP is now
investigating the possibilities of

reducing faculty time commitments
during the January term.

The alternatives include: l)

voluntary WSP for students and
faculty; 2) reducing permitted WSP
participation, probably to two or three

during a four year career; and 3)

reducing facul^ for WSP causing

fewer, but larger, classes.

Mitchell, the College Council
representative, observed that

students at other institutions "almost

invariably" disliked interim terms
similar to the proposed changes. Part

of the value, he explained, came from
having all of your fri«ids back to take

some time to relax and enjoy

Williams.

Delisle, the Division 3 represen-

Utive, said that the CEP faculty

concurred that they needed a block of

time during the year in which to

pursue scholarship, that this extra

time would develop a better faculty,

and would assist in attracting new
applicants. He warned, however, that

"there is a danger in examining
Winter Study from this narrow view.

The CEP mustn't begin cutting this

program without considering the

ramification to the whole."

Agreeing, Mitchell noted that with

the current situation, Williams en-

joyed a flne faculty, but that WSP
attracted students. A loss of WSP, he
feared, would remove an advantage of

Williams and cause a drop in the

quality of the applicant pool.

Concluding, Delisle said that the

faculty assured the CEP that they

would consider every aspect of the

January term, but he worried at the

trend of some people to continue to

"whittle away at Winter Study until it

no longer represented a valid

educational experience."

Tactics and weapons will increase in

sophistication until the demolition of

Currier Hall in the final week by a
giant "A-snowball."

HISTORY OF PERVERSION:
Strange sexual phenomena, handled

with so much taste, sophistication and
clinical style that students will rarely

understand what is being discussed.

Topics include informal sex (not

requiring coat and tie). Guest lecturer

from Intercourse, Pennsylvania.

JANITORIAL SPECIAL: Pen
Maintenance—how to care for and
maintain pens with flair. First week:

starting clogged ball-points.

Progressing to pig pens, state and
federal pens, six pens, pen guins.

Guest lecturers from Pen State.

PHILO 11: Basic Philosophical

Arguments—questions plaguing

mankind since someone was fool

enough to worry about them will be

decided once and for all through in-

formal field trips. Class will buy a

chicken to prove that it predates the

egg (or, buy and hatch an ^g to prove
that it predates chicken). The second

trip will be into the woods to listen for

falling trees.

ES 12: Hunting—student will

become familiar with most familiar

types of hunts: Hunt's catsup, Easter

egg hunts, wild goose chases, looking

for contact lenses, searches and
seizures. Guest lecturer from^Hunter
College and field trip to Hinitington,

N.Y.

PSYCH 16: Origins ofJLajiguage—
recent linguistic anthropological

evidence proves that the first

speaking race was a race of insect

eaters from North Jersey, the area

which is now called Summit. People

here invented speech so that they

could warn each other about which

bugs were poisonous or unpalatable.

This explains the confusion, even
today, over the words "etymdogy"
and "entomology."

VMIIIamt IMsman hcM* dltcanions

Monday. UM Msnday parHdMirt*
Williams to AMIrmatlva Action.

oovarad topics from social ralatians at
(photo by C. Rtad)

feedback," said Housing Committee
(^airman Sally Coney 78.

Students criticized the adequacy of

the kitchen facilities involved, the size

of the groups to be assigned to each
house, and the equity of the selection

process. Ilie most concern, however,

was that the loss of the satellite houses

would affect the viability of the row
houses involved.

The satellites under consideration.

Doughty, Goodrich, Lambert, Sewall,

Susie Hopkins and Woodbridge, house

between seven and thirteen students

each. Three of these buildings would
become. "option bouses" next year
under the current proposal.

Students would be able to apply for

co-op housing either in groups
desioied to fill an entire house or in

smauer groi4>s of one to three.

Applicants and an>licant groups will

be randomly selected by computer.

Some students criticized the

proposal for not giving preference to

seniors. Others argued class priorities

would inhibit the formation of groups

composed of members from both tbe

senior and junior classes.

The committee placed no restric-

tions on coeducation in the houses

other than provisions regarding
separate bathroom facilities

necessary to meet Massachusetts

state laws.

Colle9e names

scholarship fund

for alumnus Jayne
Ilie College has announced the

establishment of a scholarship fund at

Williams in memory of David W.
Jayne III '58.

"The scholarship fund is part of the

David W. Jayne Memorial Trust, llie

remaining portion of the Trust will

provide for the education of Jayne 's

children and a trust fund for the

Columbia Graduate School of Jour-

nalism, which Jayne attended.

Jayne, a' senior producer of ABC
News, was killed in a plane crash on
September 23 in Amman, Jordan

while on assignment for ABC News.
The Memorial Trust will be ad-

ministered by an executive com-
mittee chaired by ABC newscasters

Harry Reasoner and Barbara
Walters. Other members of the

executive committee are newscasters

Howard K. Smith, Walter Cronkite.

John Chancellor, and Dan Rather,

D^ of the Columbia Graduate

School of Journalism Elie Abel, and

Ccdlege President John W. ChancBer.

Donors to the Trust may designate

to which of the three areas of the Trust

they wish their contributions to go:

Williams, Columbia, or the education

of Jayne's children.
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FinComm Folly MoHroom waite

Letters: waste, Record's budget

We believe that Harry Kelly and some, but not all, members of the

College Council finance committeie are suffering from a number of

delusions concerning the /?«<;on/ 'i budget for 1977-78. That committee,
whose open letter is printed elsewhere on this page, has approved a

"talking figure" of SI 2,000 for the Record's budget, representing a

S4,268 cut from our request. We shall attempt to outline these delusions.

ZWiMWfifl—Thecommittee's fetter indicates that a majority of its

members think that the ' 'costs" involved in the /?ecor^remaining with its

present printer in North Adams outweigh the benefits. We suggest that

they are wrqng for the following reasons, among others.

1.) Some of the monetary savings which the committee expects that

the Record would incur are purely illusory. The price quote which the

committee was given and which it made its calculations from was for 2500
copies of each issue. The Record press run is currently 3500 copies, ap-

proximately 1850 of which are mailed to subscribers. This discrepancy
alone would probably reduce Mr. Kelly's "$8000 a year' ' savings by over

$1200 a year. /?e<;or</ transportation costs and phone hijls would also rise

significantly. There would be some not insignificant costs involved in

switching to a new mailing system as well. Finally, if the quality of the

newspaper declined, as we suggest it would, subscription revenues could be
expected to fall in the future.

2.) There are non-monetary costs involved in switching printers

which the committee hasn't even considered. Perhaps Mr. Kelly or

anothetiinance rommitteemembecwould like to tell iis what the dollar

cost is on the need for i?ecor</personnel to drive to Pittsfield and back twice

a week, at night, over often dangerously icy roads. Or perhaps they would
like to inform us of what the dollar cost is of neglecting the College's

responsibility to be a part of, and support, the North Adams community.
We choose not to place a monetary value on such issues but suggest that

they are indeed "costs" that musf be considered.

3.) Switching to the new printer would involve some loss of control by

the Recordovex what actually appears in the paper. Experience with other

newspapers that are laid out in Pittsfield and printed in Springfield suggests

that there would be a substantial increase in communication problems,

typographical errors and in the use of ' 'filler' ' material which is never seen

by personnel affiliated with the Record.

4.) The layout and printing procedures which the Record wovXd need

to employ would greatly reduce the Record 'sah'iiky to cover late-breaking

stories and events. In effect. Record hte copy deadlines would be moved up
by a day. This would mean that any events which happened on Sunday
night or Monday would not normally make the Wednesday issue.

Similarly, events taking place on Wednesday night or Thursday (including

College Council meetings) would not make the Friday issue.

5.) The distances involved and the difficulties in getting to

..WiUiamstowfijin thg<jwjuater wctuid probably, involyed^lsiys,in g^tfingthe
paper back from the printer.

6.) Our visits over a period of several years to the middleman operation

in Pittsfield, where the layout of the paper would be done, have convinced

us that it suffers from some serious manpower and equipment deficiencies.

Cheap materials and cluttered work areas are the rule. In addition, a

telephone survey of other newspapers connected with the Pittsfield

operation which we did last year found a lack of complete satisfaction with

the quality of the work done.

7.) The risks involved in switching would be high. If a contract was
signed with the new printer, the /?«(;ofi/ would lose much of its ability to

demand a quality product. If a contract was not signed, nothing would
prevent large price increases over the next few years after the Record had
actually switched printers.

8.) We are generally quite satisfied with the services that Lamb
Printing currently provides.

Delusion #2—We believe that Mr. Kelly and other members of the

finance committee are deluded to think that they are better qualified to

judge the "costs" and "benefits" involved in switching printers than are

Record editors. Three successive Record editorial boards have examined
the "new printer"jJwt the committee keeps referring to and all have
reached the conclusion that a switch would be unwise. These efforts,

carried out over the last three years, have involved letters, telephone

conversations with other newspapers and a number of trips to Pittsfield by
Recorde^toTS, layout specialists and photographers. Now however, based

on one letter to CC president Tom Herwitz last summer and one 45 minute
visit to Pittsfield by Mr. Kelly, the finance committee thinks it can more
accurately assess the "costs" and "benefits" involved than can the

Record. Nonsense.' Perhaps Mr. Kelly's experience with the printing of

The Spirit of '7S qualifies him as an expert, but we doubt it.

Delusion fi—Somehow, the finance committee seems to think that if

the Record budget is cut $4,268 that we will then agree that a switch in

printers is best. This is certainly not tl^e case. The College Council can

indeed cut the Record budget but the Record editorial board will decide

lyhere those cuts are made. While we cannot speak for future editorial

boards, this administration has already decided that a cut in the Record

budget will result in fewer issues, not a switch in printers. A cut of

$4,268, as the committee recommends, would thus have the effect of

eliminating about 1 5 of the 30 issues planned for Winter Study and second

semester. (The CC cut itself would eliminate about 10 issues but the

resulting drop in Record td revenues would probably eliminate five more.)

Thus, the question that faces Kelly and his financiers, afld ultimately

the the College Council itself, is this : would you like 1 5 more issues of the

Recordu a cost of $2.16 per student (15c per issue per student) during

second semester or would you rather allocate that money elsewhere? In

pondering this question, the finance committee would be well-advised to

remember that expenditures on the Record serve to lower the costs of

virtually every other organization on this campus. For insunce, we
calculate that last year the College Council elections alone received about

$350 worth of coverage in the Record.

We suggest that the students show up Sunday, as the finance com-
mittee has asked, and help the committee make its decision.

To the editor:

The nuiUbox distribution of the

"correction" for Monday evening

events published in the Register was a

flagrant waste of paper— it makes me
SICK!! Didn't the distributor think

the same purpose could be ac-

complished in other ways? There are

many alternatives, all of which could

be adopted and still eliminate this

disgusting display of WASTE. A few

prominent signs in the mailroom,

notification by phone of the JA's and
House presidents who could then

make the announcement or make a

sign in their residences, having
WCFM broadcast the correction—

a

combination of these steps would have
been sufficient.

Exhibiting a similar lack of regard

for paper conservation was the

following day's handout about Don
McLean. The print took up only half of

a page so why couldn't TWO notices

have been printed on each 8'/4" x 11"

sheet? When are we going to bring a

halt to this insensitive utilization of

our resources?
While I have everybody's attention,

I would like to encourage all of you to

throw your junk mail (such as these

notices) into the boxes located at both

ends of the Baxter Mailroom, and-or

the boxes in the lobby of Bronfman.
Thank you.

Marti Ikehara

Kelly's heroes
To the editor:

An open letter to the students.

As is mentioned elsewhere in this

paper, the Finance Committee ap-

Notes from OCC
Grad. School Recruiters coming to

OCC next week

Thurs., Oct. 27 - Cornell Law, 9AM-
12N.

Something to go to over Fall Break
WHAT DIFFERENCE CAN AN
MBA MAKE?
A forum on this very topic spon-

sored by the Graduate
Management Admission Council

willbeheldonThurs.-Sat, Oct. 27-

29, at The Roosevelt Hotel in New
York City. Admission is free.

More information at OCC.

WILLIAMS CLUB OFFERINGS
OVER FALL BREAK
On Monday, Oct. 31 (Halloween),

the New York City Willianis Club

will hold informal discussions on

Job Hunting & Contacts in AD-
VERTISING, PUBLISHING,
FINANCE, St the ARTS from 5-7

PM.

PACE APPLICATIONS ARE IN
Professional & Administrative
Career Examination (PACE)
information ttas just-been received

from the Federal Government
about tests in January and April of

next year. Pick up your copy at

OCC.

ANDOVER SUMMER TEACHING
INTERNSHIP
Applications & program in^

formation to teach at Andover in

Summer 1978 is now available at

OCC in the TEACHING file drawer
of OCC Library. Application
deadline is Feb. 18, 1978.

FULL TIME JOB OPENINGS
Core Laboratories, Inc. of Dallas,

Texas is looking for Hydrocarbon
Well Logger to Operate and
maintain a mobile field lab to

facilitate detection of oil or gas.

See Direct Application notebook in

OCC Library or write: Box 47547,

Dallas, Texas 75247, Attn. Mr.

Wayne Sealey.

The EXPERIMENT IN IN-
TERNATIONAL LIVING offers

Group Leadership Positions in

thirty countries leading high school

or college age groups traveling

abroad for semester or summer
programs. ApplMation
DEADLINE: Dec. 1. Must be 21

years of age or older. See 1978

Internship notebook in SUMMER
section of OCC Library.

proved an initial "talking figure" for

The Williams Record's budget of

$12,000. This represents a >4000 cut

from the editors' request. Because of

the possible Implications of this cut,

the Finance Committee wishes to

solicit the campus' feeligg on the

problem through this medium.
First, some financial details i^e

necessary. The present cost of

publishing the Record is about $27,000,

representing a six per cent increase
' over last year's costs. Another printer

has suggested he could do the job for a

total cost of about $18,000, or about 33

per cent less. After the Record's other

revenues are appUed to the costs, the

bill at the present printer would be

alxMit $16,000, to be borne by the

students from the student activities

tax. The costs at the new printer

would be about $8,000. However,
because several issues have already

been produced at the present firm's

press, we estimate the total bill for

printing the Record this year would

come to about $10,500. We reached our

figure of $12,000 by adding an ad-

ditional $1,500 to cover the cost of

additional pages, graphics and any
transition costs incurred in the switch-

over process. We must emphasize that

this is not our final figure, merely a

"talking figure" for future,

deliberations.

We hope the Record will suggest its

reasons for opposing this change.

Their concerns are -valid and received

every possible consido'ation. These

Correction
The October 14 issue of the

Record incorrectly stated that tfie

College had recently "resub-
scribed to an information service

which permits social and political

activities of corporations," in an
article On the deposition of stocks

and investment tied to South
Africa. The sentence should have
read "monitors social and political

activities." We regret the error.

concerns include the Inconvenience of

switching to a new pubHsher, the

much stricter deadline of the new
publisher, the possible loss of direct

control over the printing of the Record
and the danger cf delivery delays
between Williamslown and the new
publisher's plant in Springfield. These
concerns merit great regard;
however, it is our opinion that they are
outweighed by the benefits which a
new printer coidd_offer. For example,rn-, ,

we estimate a savings of $4000 this

year alone—enough money to pay for

the Outing Club's canoes, the Student

Course Guide and a touring company
for Cap and Bells. Over four years, the

savings could amount to $8,000 yearly,

or a total of $32,000—twice the cost of a
new FM control board at WCFM. A
yearly savings of $8,000 would amount
to 7 per cent of the (College Council's

budget. Even if the new publisher

raised his costs considerably in future

years, it is doubtful he would exceed
the costs of the present publisher^

whose prices have escalated at 6 per
cent yearly in recent years.

In our eyes, the issue resolves

around several important questions:

is the cost of maintiaining the present

firm's convenience and quality worth
the benefit to the Record? Our answer
was no; we feel tliat the net benefit to

the Record is not worth the cost, a cost

bornelin large part by the students. Is

the benefit in savings worth the in-

convenience, possible loss in printing

quality and possible delivery delays

incurred at a new printer? Our feeling

was that the benefit here exceeded tfie

cost; that in fact, because the Record
staff never tried to run a trial edition

at the new printer, any statement

about possible quality losses remains
problematical, at best. What is ttte

College's relation to -the present

printer, who curr^itly handles a

number of College accounts, ob-

viously at large expense? Our feeling

is that this question of involvement

see LETTERS page 3

'^au^spasii

Senaior Julian Bond speaks Monday
Georgia State Senator Julian Bond, a veteran of the civil rights

movement and Vietnam war protest will speak Monday, Oct. 24 at 8 p.m. in

Chapin Hall. Bond will talk about the current political scene in America.
Bond is one of the founders of the Committee on Appeal for Human^

Rights (COAHR) and the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC). During the late sixties he was elected to the Georgia House of

Representatives, but was barred by the Georgia legislators from assuming
fiis seat. A ruling by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1967 reversed the situation

and Bond went on to serve four terms as a state representative in Georgia.

china invifes 20 from Williams to visit

The People's Republic of China has invited a group of twenty Williams

students, faculty and community residents to visit China in January. The
invitation came in response to a letter written to the Chinese by Michael

Lissack '80 in August.

The 16-day trip would include visits to Kwangchow, Shanghai, Wusih^
Nanking and Peking. Interested persons may obtain further information

from Lissack or from Prof. Peter Frost, or by attending a meeting to discuss

the trip on Monday at 4 : 15 p.m. in the Makepeace Room inGreylock.

Enteman '59 to be Bowdoin President
Willard F. Enteman '59 will be the next president of Bowdoin College,

the Board of Trustees of Bowdoin announced recently. Enteman, currently

Provost of Union College, will take office in July.

Bowdoin considered more than 300 candidates before selecting En-
teman, according to the Bowdoin Alumni Office. Enteman graduated from
Williams with honors in phiioeophy, received an M.B.A. from Harvard and a

Ph.D. from Boston University.
'

He taught at Wheaton College for seven years and at Union from 1970 to

date.
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The word from Meor's

Business seeks the vocal,

liferafe and responsible
by JoUe Bermant

Sooner or later, most of us will drag

ourselves over to Mears House on

Park Street for matters more serious

than the Greek frat letters over the

door would indicate. The Office of

Career Counseling is there to help us
break out of our liberal arts cocoons
and ease us into the world of jobs.

Peggy Sloane, the director of the

OCC, offered some advice to help

make the transition smoother. She
stresses the importance of developing

and doing well in academic and non-

academic interests regardless of the

areas in which they lie. She says that

besides looking for these charac-

teristics, business employers prefer

those who have good writing and

speaking abilities, and who are

responsible and outgoing. Doing well

in any field is more important for

entering m^t graduate schools

outside the specific major a student

Ipursues.

It is a false assumption that we
must aim for particular careers while

we are in college. Sloane said that

deciding what you like to do is the

most important thing. Later in life we
can figure out how to go about doing it.

Although she predicts that about 70

per cent of the Class of '77 will enter

graduate school in the next five years,

Sloane says that some graduates

orefer to first check the job market or

"fo travel before continuing with their

formal education.

Banking is a popular starting point

in the job market because many firms

provide management training

programs that prepare students for

other fields as well. Accounting,

which provides exposurs to all ptaaaes

and types of buainoMas, is aiao

popular because many accounting

firms hire graduates and then put

them through schools that provide an
MBA (Masters of Business Ad-

ministration) and-or a CPA (Certified

Public Accountant) diploma. Small

businesses and retail or wholesale

firms interest some, while a smaller

percentage of graduates are in-

terested in working for the creative

arts in acting or technical theater, for

art galleries, in dance, or with

television broadcasting, or ad-

vertising.

Last year was the first year that the

OCC was able to accumulate close to

accurate information about the

previous graduating class. The office

has developed a list of statistics

showing the percentage of last year's

seniors who are employed or are

looking for employment in specific

fields and a list of the percentages of

those who entered specific types of

graduate schools. In addition, there is

a composite list of the graduates and
their majors compared with their

present occupations.

Information about the Glass of '77

along with an abundance of material

about' graduate schools and em-
ployment are available in the OCC
library and all students are oi-

couraged to talk with any of the staff

members. Students interested in law

schools or government occupations

can talk to Cynthia Thomas, in

business schools and businesis jobs to

Peggy Sloane, and in social service,

teaching and on-campus or summer
employment to Jeff Wood.

CLOTHING
"OUTER WEAR' Since 1 975
Men's Wool Dress Coats • Wool Jackets

• Leather Jackets • Tr«nclicoats

• Bubblecoat • Down Parkas • Down Vests

• And Many More.

109 Main Street

North A<l*ins

663-9876

This Is The Time to Stock Up on Warm ftyles lor Yow
Winter Wardrobe. Shop Today for Best Selection.

Letters -Kelly on allocations, Bakke
LETTERSIrompagtl

needs further study, as an issue in-

dependent of the Record's budget, as

does the issue of the economic impact

of switching from a local printer to a

Springfield firm. Our final opinion

was that it was not worth $4000 this

year—and potentially -a great deal

more in the future—to maintain the

current producer's account. The cost

to the students far exceeds the cost to

the Record. A great savings can pe
made. , X^—
Our decision is neither final nor

unanimous. In fact, those of us who
voted for the cut had separate reasons

for our decisions. It was our feeling,

however, that just as the Record has a

proper regard for its product, so we
are responsible for our duty. Iliat

duty is to produce a budget ifor the

College Council which is based on

sound information and reflects the

greatest savings where savings ban be

made with regard for the interest of

all. Justifiability is our maW criteria

and in our opinion, we couldiiot justify

giving the Record $4000 which it does

not vitally need, when many othfer

groups have seen their budgets

substantially cut by us. bi the final

analysis, however, the proof is in the

printing. All of our decisions remain

tentative, until more information can

be solicited. That is why we feel that

much more discussion is necrtsary

before a final budget is sent to the

College Council. Our meetings are

open; the Record's budget will

receive its final action next Sunday at

12:30 in the Wilson Room at Greylock.

We hope that those who feel strongly

about the issue will share their

opinions with us then. Only then Can

we reach a responsible decision which

is fair to the Record and to the

students, whose money is our

responsibility. Please come and help

us.

Sincerely,

Harry Kelly, Chairman
Dave Koenigsberg

Mafiunler
JohnDanield

Frank Pergollnl

John Simpson

_;l^i MarllesCamrth
Dean Eileen Julien

Coach Reniie Lamb
—The Finance Committee

The "prettnt coat of publishing the

RECORD" is not, at you buiicat*.

$27,000 but rather $33,777. Our

projected printing coiti for thU year

are around $27,000. Ed.

Views on Bakke
To the editor:

It appears that you liave- fun-

damental misconceptions about the

US Supreme Court, the Bakke case,

and issues that special admissions

programs raise. The duty of the

Supreme Court is to interpret laws

and lower court decisions to develop a
consistent social and legal framework
for American life. Popular opinion

does not determine Constitutionality;

a majority decision in tlte Court does.

Specifically in the Bakke case, you

indicate that "social values of special

admissions programs overshadow the

'unfairness' that Bakke argues they

contain." This is absurd. How can you
determine the social values and the

social costs? It is always difficult to

X-COUNTRY

SKI

PACKAGES

FREE MOUNTING
FREE BASE PREP

Total Suflg. Packagt
RatafI Prica Price

ASNES MARKA $ 98.00 $ 79.95

ASNES TURLANGRENN 113.00 99.50

ROSSIGNOL TOURING AR 113.00 99.50

ROSSiGNOL CARIBOU 140.00 125.00

FISCHER EUROPA 137.00 123.00

FISCHER STEP 147.00 129.95

TRAK TREMBLANT 148.50 135.00

OTHERS: (P«*»e« Priea May Vary WWi
BootSalacltoii)

/« SEASON: Waxing Clinics ; Private and
Group Instruction; Rentals

arcadian
shop

Mowrai Men.-Sst. ia-«. Tttun. 'til*

WilllMiMtown 4M^7« WaterSt,

balance the rights of society against

the rights of an individual, "rhis is no

simple task for the Supreme Court,

much leia an editor pressed by a

deadline. In Olmatead v. U.S. the

Court held that only a threat to the

state's existence constitutes

justification for abrogation of an
individual's rights in favor of the

rights of societ}^. Are you telling us

that the 'security of this nation is

threatened in the absence of special

admissions programs?

The special admissions program at

U.C. Davis ^as some social value buU.

that does not necessarily ovrashadow*

unfaimeas to Bakke and oOi&ra like

him. In fact, the program was the

epitome of reverse discrimination,

solely concerned with filling of

minority quotas. Because of the

stringent special enrollment

minimums, many of the minority

students admitted were unequivocaUy

unqualified. Clearly, this is

discriminatory against the more
qualified white applicant wl)d is^not

admitted because of the color
"^ '

skin.

The UC Davis program deals wH
minority students who, according

studies done by the University
'^

California, are generally not as we|
qualified as their white counterpar

Qualification for medical scUiSol

should be det^mined solely by grades,

test 8c«rMi and ' practical

background. It seems to us that the

social value of medical schools is to

turn out the best doctors possible.

Furthermore, a study by the AMA
indicated that 85 per cent of minority

admissions students do not return to

urban centers for private practice.

We believe in equal opportunity for

all American citizens. However^ no

justification exists for achieving it at

the expense of others and at the ex-

pense of the quality of our pursuits.

The gravest mistake this country

could make would be to rush head-

long into this predicament without

careful consideration.

Robert Scbwartt '81 it

Steven Sugarman '81

CLASSIFIEDS
For Sai«

LAFAYETTE 2-4 CH. Rec«lv«r,

can play 2 diff. programs simult.

list SS20, sell S17S; spkrs, Utah 12"

3-way w-horn, twMter, tl25 pc.;

$250 both, or bast off. - must idl -

n««d %. Tom 6716.

Lost
»2S REWARDfoi?r«tum Of parking

lot sign belonging to First

Congregational Church. Contact

Church Office 8-4273.

Portoiiol
INTO Oral Hyglana? Ut RJ put

your faca In pleca.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TrIshI Lova,

Morgan - Middit - East.

ARE you into Buttarscotch,

whipped cream, and cherries?

Coma createwHh ma. Call Stan the

Man.
CONORATULATIONS to the hava-

not with hands from the raat of the

hava-nots of tha physical world.

HURTINOr R. J.. DMD will fill

your cavity.

WANTED.- Data tor concert

tonlgM. Two log* acoaptad but four

praforrad. Call Carl B. at 2873.

MARTH/^-lt was great. A bargain

at any prioal Thanks ao much.

MattH.
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DeBroca Spins charming

tale In 'King of Hearts'

Clark Director plflns

Brooke sees
by Scott Hoot.

What is a former London cop, who
always dreamed of b«coming a music

hall performer, doing in WUllams-

town? Well, he is the new Director of

the aark Art Institute, David S.

Brooke, and he replaced George H.

Hamilton in that capacity last month.

Brooke is English, and a trendsetter

of the early 1960'8. Well ahead of the

times, he took time off between

seooAdary sdiool and university—not

a timid year but a full two and one-

half year hitch in the British Army.
He was stationed as an MP (not

member of parliament) in the Bowe
Street section of London (the heart of

the city—the theatre district,

Picadilly). He valued the opportunity

to become acquainted in depth with

"this fascinating section", and it was
only with great hesitation that he 1^
his police duties to cross the Atlantic

to study Art History at Harvard on a
scholarship.

Which naturally leads one to wonder
where the interest in art developed?

As a child he was a "hanger around in

antique shops and museums, a
collector of everything, and an in-

ventor of complicated machines that

never quite worked." He grew up in a
"family of projects," and, in fact, his

Harvard scholarship was a project set

up well in advance by the American
side of his family during the

nineteenth coitury. After completing

his B.A. he stayed at Harvard for his

PhD, speciallaing in^-vighteenth and
nineteenth century art, particularly

British. At the same time he served as

an Assistant Curator of Loans at the

Fogg Museum. He says he owes his

love of painting to Boston and its

riches, having spent an "awful lot of

Tuesday evenings in the Museum of

Pine Arts." It was in 1961 that he first

visited the Clark, remembering being

struck by the "grandness and beauty

of the art mirtvred in the sUBTOunding

landscape."

llie Smith College Art Gallery was
the scene of his first "real" job in the

mi|seum world, as Assistant Curator

of the Collection. From there he

became Curator of the Art Gallery of

Ontario in Toronto, serving from 1965

to 1968. Another radical change of

scenery accon^panied his move to

Manchester, NewHampshire in 1968

where he was Curator of the Currier

The WtlUtmi FUm SocUty prtuntt

"King ofMoqrf" tonight in Bronfman

Auditoriumi at 7 omf 9. AdmU$ion U
$1.

by Don Frailer

"If we weren't crazy we'd all be in-

sane."

I

—A Popular Song
If the AitlhMpoloe' Dopartmentchpngts

paintings in new light
Gallery, the position he left to come to

<he Cterk.

Though similar in size to the Clark,

the Currier presented "an entirdy

different set of possibilities and
problems." Ciurier was a Manchester

banker who left a small core of local

decorative arts, "well-chosen"
variety of ipedieval to modern
paintings, and a large endowment
which provided funds for acquisitions.

Bnxdie's major goal was to stimulate

community interest in Manchester's

onty major gallery. It serves no

university, is not located in a pic-

David S. Brook*/ New Director of the

Clark Art Institute, (photo by Read)

turesque setting and its attendance

(30,000 per year) is well below that of

the Clark (approximately 100,000).

What the two have in commmi is the

eccentric tastes of their benefactors

and their individuality, concepts in

which Brooke delights when applied to

museums.
Why did hecome to the Clark? "It is

bigger, more distinguished, presents

greater challenges, and there are

more knowledgeable people with

whom to share ideas". He had added
his own interpretation to the Currier—

"any museum needs a vitality derived

from rotation." For the moment he is

still feeling his way around the Clark,

with the onus of double duties. Charles

Cunningham, Chief CXirator at the

Clark also retired this year, and
Brooke is temporarily filling that post

as wdl. He is also a Lecturer in Art,

and will teach his first course, a

Winter Study, "The Profile of an Art

MusewAr' lti January,
Brooke [dans to emphasize his

duties relating to the collection. A

Cap and •Ih, Inc. pratonts the WlHtomi Cakarel CompMy wHh an Informal

avanln* of "WIna, Woman, antf Sang" In tha RaMiskallar, Baxter Hall, Satiir-

4ay, Ocfober M, at ii:M p.m. Th* Cabartt faaturas Owan Nichols '7t and

Martlu Williamson Tf with Marc Lichtman 71 at ttw plana. WIna rafreslimantt

will ba avallaMa.

rearrangement of the galleries to

show "the paintings in a new' light,

and to give Uiem a chance at dialogue

with different neighbors" is

prominent on his agenda. The Clark is

a building of idiosyncratic spaces, and

Brooke feels no gallery should be

permanently labded "French" or

"American." He would also like to

increase the number of puUications

and exhibitions originating at the

Clark, making fuller use of the

graduate students. He is, not sur-

prisingly, encouraging gifts, a

problem at the Clark since it is

stamped with one man's name.
Strengthening and widening the

parameters of the Clark's taste and

views, particularly with the

acquisition of local pieces is another

objective. "Constant acquisition is

necessary to any museum's ex-

citement level and vitality."

A sense of humor anda grain of salt

are Brooke's professed keys to a
museum's success. He stressed

concern that the staff not take itself

too seriously; that the Clark not only

be the scene of rarified lectures (m
soaring verticality and the pulvinated

frieze, but seek to attract the un-

tai^ed local population unaware of

the "absolute delight and visual

knockout" so close to home.
Brooke will be acting out his fan-

tasies on the (Hark stage later this fall

when he presents "The Magic Lanton
Show," a bit of Monty Pythonesque
nineteenth century song and dance.

had a class called "Crb8»<^tural

Indices: World War I to Vietnam."

King of Hearto would most certainly

head the syllabus.

It's no mistake that King of Hearti

has a devout cult following from

C:ambrldge' to Berkeley. When it

appeared in th^ art-houses in 1968, this

filffl'Waa a parable for an Antecica

expressing itself with napalm.

Director Phillipe DeBroca ap-

proaches his films with an almost

playful enthusiasm, and we can feel

his joy between every frame of this

one. He tells is charming fairy-tale so

well that people somehow confuse it

with political satire.

The inmates of the local asylum

have taken over a deserted French

town to be blown up at midnight, and

Alan Bates is the befuddled Scottish

Private Cliarles Plumpick sent to find

the bomb. But the new citizens don't

care—why should they? They're

enjoying themselves more than did"

any flower children.

DeBroca has whipped up an at-

tractive bit of inconsequential fluff.

George Delenie's lilting and sparkling

music suspends the delightful goings-

on outside of time and the real,

murderous world.

Meanwhile, the reluctant emissary
.

from that world is crowned by the

inmates and engaged to the tight-rope

dancer Coquelicot, a spindly and

winume Genevieve Bujold.

But the armies of both sides rudely

interrupt their magical spell, and the

gentle inmates, with their wisdom-of-

the-ages, retreat to take refuge in

their safe and non-violent enclave.

That sounds nice, doesn't it? It

could be a commime in Vermont,

vegetarian by economics instead of

culture. Burrowing in makes sense, be

it in an asylum, a commune, or

WiUiamstown. It keeps you from

getting hurt. And if the real world

were only that sim^e, it too would be

as healthy and playful as King of

Heiirts.

tsbriefsartsbriefscirtsbriefsart

Stocking lecture

Fred Stocking will repeat his

faculty lecture of last spring at the

Clark Art Institute this Sunday, Oc-

tober 23, at 2 p.m. The lecture is en-

titled "A Victorian Folly, Being a

Slightly Modifled Repetition of a

Faculty Lecture on the Albert

Memorial Delivered on March 3,

1977," and is brought back by popular

demand.
Stocking is the Mwris Professor of

Rhetoric at Williams. He received his

doctorate, from the University of

Michigan in 1946, has been at Williams

since 1939, Chairman <^the English

Department 1963-66, t)nd has held

many distinguished acadmhic ap-

pointments at other ihstilutions. His

lecture on Sunday, October 23, at 2

p.m., will be free and open to the

public.

Mc Lean tonight

Dm McLean, one of the most ac-

claimed singer-songwriters of the

past decade, will be appearing in

Chapin Hall tonight at 8. A limited

number of tickets are still tvaOabie,

and will be sold at Chapin starting at

7:15.

McLean's appearance at Williams

winds up a series of well-received

concerts throughout the Northeast,

incltxling a four-show stint aX The
Bottom Line in New York this past

weekend. According to ACEC
Chairman Steve Case, "McLean {days

when he wants to, wbfire he wants to,

for as much as he wants to. He's

familiar with Williams—he lives two

hours away—and wanted to play here,

which is why we were able to get him
at an affordable fee."

McLean's eighth album, Prime
Time, was released this week by

Arista Records amidst rave reviews.

Singer-songwriter Scott Lankford

will open the show, which is being

staged by the All-College En-
tertainment Committee. All seats are

general admission, and doors open at

7:30.

This Saturday night from » to is p.m.
in the Rathskallar, th* Williams

community will have the unhiua

opportunity to sa* DavM MIsch. WhoT
David MIschI All seriousness aslda,

David MIschT-who owes his publicity

ajgant $u and'makas no claim to being

a superior bowler—Is a comedian, the

first to appear In con|unction wHIi the

Williamt Coffeehouse In a long time.

Armed with a guitar, a Sony tap*

recorder, "Somervllle" (never mind),

and at least a thr«* hour r*p«rtoir* of

parodies, surreal advtntur* taks,

satlras, and health hints, Mlsch

promises (or his press relsas*-m*dia

blitz does, anyway) to dania his

audience with slides of his family (no

proiacfDr), a mock anthropology
lecture on giant pygmies, and other

fun things.

"To call my act the salvatkm of

Wastern CIviliiation as w* know it

would ba a vast overstatamant,"

Mlsch says. "But If It will gat ma
bookings, I'll us* it."

At th« Bend on Spring Street

P.O. Box 473

Wiltiamttown, Mass. 01 267

41j3-4Se-5437

KING'S

LIQUOR

STORE

S2 Spring StrMt

456-SUt

The Record wilt run classifieds at 30c per line for the first 3 lines and 15c fol-

each additional line. Deadlines are 4:00 p.m. Wednesdays and Sundays.

Total amount due must accompany this form. Mail or bring In person to

Classifieds, The Williams Record, Baxter Hall, WiUiamstown, Mass. 01267.

PLEASE NOTE: THE ORID BELOW IS A FORMAT DIFFERENT
THAN THE PREVIOUS ONE. Each line on the grid Indicates a line in

print. Print ad In grid below EXACTLY as It Is to read Including spaces and

punctuation, One letter overrun Is allowed beyond a line on th* grid. Any

overrun beyond this should b* counted as a full lln* in figuring cost.
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CATHY

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

(Monday)

SAMBO

'il, EvflLn cowgirls . .

.

Klaatu
HOfM

by M«fCH»Smith !^
Klaatu achieved notoriety lasi year

as the "perhaps they're the Beatles"

group. Their first album displayed a

highly polished, highly produced
sound containing smooth, clear solo

singing, tight harmonies, complex

construction, controlled electric

guitars, and camp humor—all of

which made analogies to Sgt. Pep-

per't undtrstandable, if not plausible.

Unfortunately, Klaatu has stripped

off the mystery themselves with their

new album, Hope. Gone is the high-

spiritedness of "California Jam."
Gone is the crisp rock of "True Life

Hero." What remains instead is truly

eclectic music. Hhe tightness and
quick vitality of the first album has

been replaced by #low, MratclMd^ut
compositions of. ^n extremely
misguided nature. Violins, inriMMrt
organs and harpsichorfls, sappy
dasaical filler, sound effects, con-

nived childishness, intergalactic

iilMactiolsm—all this and more make
Hope a record of pure kitcfa, of "art

rodt" gone wrong. tncorporatint| all

THE DEAN OF : :i

SUGGESTS ALL STUDENTS IMPROVE THEIR
READING. WRITING. AND PUNTING

Fellow Beer Persons, life is full of problems.

Fortunately, as your Dean of Beer, I am full of

answers. For example, many problems ce(n be

avoided with good reading skills. Such as

"Danger Wild Boar Ahead:'

Many others can be avoided through good
writirig skills. Such as "Dear Mom, Send Cash!'

However, some problems require more.

Some problems require special attention.

Such as "Good evening. Officer. What can

do for you?"
That is why, in addition to the fine arts

of reading and writing, I recommend you

master the fine art of punting. Preferably

with either foot. That is" also why 1 am
offering $5.00 off the suggested retail

price of an official, intercollegiate-

quality IDUaOTi football, with the

Schlitz emblem. So you can

practice. (Besides, no one would
be interested if I offered $5.00

off on lip balm.) Class

dismissed.

AHDSMn£UP1OiSU00
THE SUGCES1ED RCIAIL PRKE
OmOAL UMlMnfrOOTBALL
NOWONiytl4J9S

ind order with check or mortey order payable to:

Schlitz "Dean of Beei^
Post Office Box 9448
St. Paul. Minnesota 55194

Sch|Uzlnt«collegiate-QualltyFoo<(MiU(«)@$14.9Seadi.

Schlttz "Dean of Beer" Athlelk: Jeney<«) In sizeC*)

MOHAWK BEVERAGES, INC

Pittsfield, Mastachus«ttt

O It77 Jm. SchRu BmAng Co.. MltvaukK. Wto 53201

Quxi^v (small, medium. large..«(tT»-larBc) at $4.50 each.

$_ Total enclosed -includes «hlppiita and handling.

Address.

Offer wohl ivhere prohibited twlaw.
Allow 4 weeks for shipment. OKer expires March 1, 197S.

the OMumd of aeU-ctnwioualy or-

chMtrat«d -"pop" music, KlaaUi's

now Mund ili im {>r>>t<Mii inuK mk it is

Much of thfB new album i» juxl

simply uolistenable (even during a

first listen). "Long live Politzania!"

'is 9:06 of inane pomp and dischor-

dance that only Klaatu's Immediate
itin evM love. "Prelude" offers us a

mish-mash of brass JMndishness and

film credit clanidal music witii

electric guitar interludes (Mozart

would cringe). "The Loneliest Of

Creatures" displays the group's

operatic singing "talents" (Freddy

Mercuries they're not, and that's not a

compliment to Freddy either).

"Around The Universe In Eighty

Days" is perhaps Klaatu's answer to

"Space Oddity" and The Moody
Blues, and a real oddity it is. Com-
plete with an embarrassingly trite

poetic renditton (the kind of thing

we'd try to overlook with The

Moodles), the song is a classic

example of grandt^se, pseudo-epic

naivete. A definite "Oh Wow!" song.

Klaatu, in short, has apparently

resumed "the search for the lost

chord"—without the success of their

predecessors. A talented bunch, they

have let "cosmic" quirkiness ex-

tinguish their rock instincts, allowed

their creative abilities such a free

reign that the result is irksome,

(NTganized chaos.

"For what appears sheer gran-

diosity let no legacy remain ('Lang

Live Politzania!')." Klaatu's lyrics

have never been more appropriate.

Let's just hope their next hope heeds

such advice. '

Wallabee:
The original

and sUll
the greatest
Some years ago, Claries of

England introduced a shoe
so unique for its comfort and
styling, that it revolutionized

the casual slK>e business. We
caUed it the Wdlabee. Over-

night it became a huge suc>

cess. And its popiilarity has
continued to grow over the

yeare. If youVe never tried on
a pair of our wonderful Waila-

tiees, do it soon. Find out
what all the fuss is about.

Made by skilled hands the woild

MM'tAUtflM
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Golfers defeat division T Vole

ccptaim Sm Tultto ami Svumiw Khm |«ln John Reynolds and
his mon't hoavywalght oight* in ttia highlight of tho tell varsity crow laaton,
Boston's prostlglous Haatf of tho Oiarlos raco.

On a beaatiful Sunday afternoon in

the lush confines of the Purple Valley,

seven swaggering Titans luiUing from
Yale University arrived to do iMttle at

the Eph linksters own prestigious,

aweaome, ever-so-challenging e.sso

nionster layout, Taconic''G<df club.

After the first nine holes of play, the

heavily favored Yale squad found

thems^ves in deep trouble. The
Williams golfers, sporting a flashy 4-1,

record conjured up images of Achilles

as he spoke to Lykaafi, the Trojan In

the Iliad: "So you die also, what is all

the commotion about it." Indeed,

Williams ended the season at 5-1,

crush-Yale by 24 shots in a staggering

407-431 triumph.

Grabbing medalist honors for the

second time this season, Marcel Oudin

balanced a collapsing swing with the

touch and precision of a bomb squad
specialist. His 79 was a fine score,

because at this time in the season, the

condition of the fairways and putting

greens have begun to deteriorate.

Right behind Marcel, junior Dan Katz

contributed an 80 to the Williams

effort. Although Katz began to show

signs of psydiological abemtloos
with shanks on the thirteenth and
fifteenth h<4es, he managed to hang on

for the completion of an otherwiae

solid round.

Playii^ in the number one spot for

the first time, young BUI Sprague,

1977 Williams College Golf Cham-
pionship victor, continued his

resurgence with a respectable 82.

Young Sprague fought a balky putter

most of the day, but his now im-

pressive ball striking abiUty , a^fded by

wrists which are a wonder of natural

selection, allowed him to remain only

three strokes off the medal pace.

Senior co-captain Doug Chumbley
began the day with his golf balls ex-

ploding off the dubface like shells

from a 30-30 Howitzer. Unfortunately,

Chumbley did not keep pace with his

early hole heroics but still flnished

with a good score of 82. Coach Rudy
Goff is especially pleased with

Chumbley 's performance this year,

because he has emerged from two

years of oblivion to become a con-

sistent pcrioniMr on the taani.

Rounding out the aooring, Ed "Big"
Bouaa added ao M. Some lUnga are

inexplicable, and so it is with Hg's M.
It could have bean the beartbreaUng
letdown of the estni bole semi-ftaial

loM to Young Sprague in the OoUege
Championship. Possibly the leg action

waa out of synchronism or his head
was moving too much. Whatever the

cause, nothing can make ua forget

Bousa's fine play throughout the

mt^ortty of the keeson. The 1075 New
England ' Junior Champion will

uiquestionaUy be back.

Althot«h neither BiU Upton's 85 or

Chris Malone's 80 counted in the

scoring, both displayed stretches of

impressive shotmaking, and will be

looked to for big things in the spring.

In looking over the season, Rudy
Goff was very proud of the teams
outstanding 5-1 record. The Eph
linksters are relatively inex-

perienced, and the total collapse on
the second nine holes against

Springfield will not likely haiq;)en

again.

Jumbos big in size, thin on experience
by Tim Layden

A little less than a year ago. Tufts'

school mascot, a huge, stuffed

remembrance of, famous circus

elephant Jumbo, was destroyed in a
fire which gutted the Medford,
Massachusetts University's Student

Union. Judging from the appearance

of football coach Paul Pawlak's 1977

roster, the institution's grid program
should be able to offer several

possible replacements for Jumbo
along their front offensive and
defensive lines.

"They're probably the biggfsst team
we've played since I've been here,"

said Williams Head Coach Bob Odell

of the invading Jumbos. Indeed, the

Tufts interior lines bear a strong

resemblance to elephants, lacking

only trunks and a craving for peanuts

(the jury is still out on whether or not

they fear mice; if so, Odell might well

start one at linebacker).

Tufts lost 17 lettermen to

graduation, including running back
Tim Whelan and quarterback Bob
Berluti. In sophomore Chris Connors

(245 yards in a 21-17 loss to Norwich),

Pawlak seems to have adequately

replaced Berluti, but replacing
Whelan, the school's all-time leading

ground-gainer, is impossible.

Racketwomen
bop Smithies

by Evan Bash
The women's tennis team took a

confident first step in its journey
toward the pot of gold that beckons
from down the road of this week's
action, easily handling Smith 8-1 for

Williams' third victory in a row and
seventh in ten decisions.

Step two in the voyage came
yesterday against Union, concluding

the Ephs longest winning streak of the

season. But the real riches lie at

Amherst in the New England Tour-

nament that will be held there this

weekend. Although Williams does not

have the same type of ov»powering
team that swept its way to the

Tournament championship last year,

coach Curt Tong feels that the fine

play the squad has produced of late

points toward another good tour-

nament performance.

Against Smith, captain Laura
Carion and Becky Chase both prepped
for their singles assignments at

Amherst with well played wins.

Trudie ten Broeke triumphed 7-5, 7-5

and Sherry Willcox, who will be
playing doubles with ten Broeke in the

tournament, won 6-1, 6-2. Freshmen
stars Ann Morris add Laura Goebel
both shone with easy victories. In

doubles, Amherst-bound Amy
Demorest and Sally Kruse won, as did

Mary Tom Higgs and Kristan Dal*.

iOnly the makeshift team of Sborry
BAman-Laura Katz lost for the Ephs.

The 1-3 Jumbos, conquerors only of

winless Hamilton, are hoping to get

outstanding play from their front

lines, while allowing their inex-

perienced skill players to gather
valuable playing time. The unit

topped Hamilton 30-20, but has suf-

fered losses to Wesleyan (la^),

Middlebury (41-0) and Norwich.

All-east tackle Mike Kelly, a 235-

pounder, anchors a veteran offensive

line, while a pair of whales, Terry
Richards (250) and Mark Buben (240)

are the stalwarts of the Tufts

defensive front. "They beat you with

brute strength and awkwardness,"
says Odell, "they aren't real quick, or
they'd be at Harvard."

Obviously, for Williams, the game
plan will be to play "Jack" and try to

get to the bottom of the beanstalk

before the big old giaiit gets you first.

Translation: take advantage of the

slow Tufts linemdn with the outside

and passing games. "We don't an-

ticipate beating them inside,"

remarked Odell, "our plan is to get

outside on them, and then throw it."

A busy afternoon seems in store for

Bill Whelan and favorite targets Ken
HoUingsworth and Herb McCormick,
a duo all set for another matinee
performance of "The Flying Burritto

Brothers." Tri-captain Scott

Harrington will return to a starting

tailback spot, alongside Dave
Massucco, with Gr^ Collins ready.

Gus Nuzzolese the squad's offensive

player of the week, goes at fullback,

and Todd Eckerson is the tight end.

FreshmairBolrVanDore was moved
to offensive tackle in the Trinity game
as a desperation measure after Jack
Spound was injured. VanDore has
made the best of his chance and hung
on to a starting job. Steve Rogers is

the other ^offensive tackle, with Jay
Skerry and Ken Schoetz at the guards
and Joe Maguire snapping.

The Williams defensive unit is

beginning to look like an ^isode from
the 4077 M-A-S-H, with both starting

tackles and a key roverback all out

with injuries. Pete Tuttle (ankle) is

probably not ready this week, Bill

Couch (ankle, again) reinjured
himself in practice Tuesday and is

doubtful, as well, and rover Mark
Eckert, of course, was lost for the

season in the Middlebury loss.

"(Dan) Towle and (Colin) Hart did

a respectable job, said Odell, in

reference to the battle of the trenches

last week against Bowdoin pro

ivospect Steve McC^be. The duo will

flank frosh Brian Benedict on the

defensive line Saturday, as Ralph
Spooner will miss at least one game
with, yup, you guessed it, an ankle

injury.

Russ Gee and Mike Masi go at the

end spots while John Thiel and Phil

Shuman are the linebackers. Shuman,
apparently soundly beaten out by

Benedict in the second game of the

season, came off the bench in the

latter stages of the Bowdoin game and
threw his body around the turf to the

tune of 24 "thud" points (outstanding

for one half) and defensive player of

the week honors. Andy Krakauer,

Mark G«rry, Long EUis, and Greg
McAleenan will start in Dick Farley's

secondary.

The Tufts game is the final home
contest until "you-know-who" rolls in

for the season finale. If the Ephs hold

true to form it'll be atwther spine-

tingler on Weston Field at 1:30.

Water Polo
It's water polo weekend Friday

and Saturday at Muir Pool as
Boston College and UNH surface

fbr a conference tourney against

Williams. The Ephmen, sporting a
1-1 conference record and a 3-3

mark overall, move into action

against titrated BC Friday at

8:15, with a conference match
between two other squads to

follow. The polo players take on
UNH Saturday at 9 a.m. hoping for

!

a repeat ofOctobers, 1441 duiddng
of the easterners.

Although Williams lost a tou{^ 8-

6 decision to Amherst last Friday,

the team hopes to rebound for two
more conference wins this

weekrad.

Women open swim season
The women's varsity swim team

opens its fourth season in Muir Pool
tonight against Middlebury at 6:00

with a lineup that boasts depth, talent

and very few—if any—weakhesses.
Co-captains Anne Youngling and

Nina Murphy, sophomore Keron

RtcMtt freshman soccw acMon saw a tirtd RPI squad handily doteatad by
VWIIiams S-1 for Mw foam's first victory at homa, and Its fourth agalmt four

lotsos to data. (photo by C. Read)

Walker, Sue Tuttle, and Joanna
Monroe return from a successful

seasoh which culminated in their

outstanding fifth place finish at the

New England CJiampionships last

year. Murphy and Walker have a

piece ' of Ave college records each

covering backstroke, free, fly and
sprint relays events. Tuttlet' is the

current breaststroke record holder,

while Monroe and Youngling add
depth in the flys and freestyles.

Despite the loss of distance

swimmers Marilla Pearsall and Carol

Ann Smalley, the team has no

weaknesses in the 200 and 500 events.

Upcoming freshmen Katharine
Pearsall, who is very capable of

following in her sister's footsteps,

Molly Murphy and Linda Reid will

cover these remaining freestyle races

and will round cfit Coach Carl

Samuelson's entries in the

backstrokes and IM. Senior Carol

Buck wiU also try her hand at^the IM
and butterfly after a year's absence

from the team.
llieonly possible problems could be

the diving and breaststroke events.

Tuttle will not b^ available for the

Middlebury meet, while diver Laurie

Norton and Mary Southworth
returned to Conn. College this fall.

Grady's hot trick powers
purple post Smith, 6-1
The sun finally shining, the

women's field hockey team blazed
over Smith Tuesday 6-1 in yet another

win for the victorious Little Three
Champions. Smith's hope for that

elusive first win over the Ephs was
quickly laid to rest as sophomore
sticker Monica Grady grabbed a hat

trick to give the visitors an early lead.

Grady, reaching the peak of her

performance this season according to

coach Linda Wilkins, connected for

the First goal off a comer rebound
twdve minutes into the game. Ten
minutes later it was Grady again, this

time on a solo dodge-and-drive play
fi-om the fifty for the awesome tally, It

was but fiveminulea before Grady felt

the urge again, thus completing her

triple threat. IMIecting Grady's goal,

inner Val (doming made it 4-0, two
minutes later.Co-captain Liza Olsen,

despite strong play, was continually

frustrated at the goal.

Ihe second half was less eventful
for the squad as they scored only two
goals to Smith's one. Sally Kraft

opened the scoring before Smith
flnal^ got on the board with a cen-

tering pass from wing. The remainder
of the half saw the ball rally at mid-
field with the Ephs' halfback con-

tingent of Dawn Bedrosian, lioslie

Milne, and Sue Wright hanging tot^.
Williams' perseverance paid off

though as Coming scored again to

make it 6-1 Anally.

Williams now 5-2-1, meets
traditional rival North Adams
Tuesday on Cole Field. Ihe cross
town contest pits an experienced
Williams squad against the peren-

nially psyched Stale squad at 3 pjn.
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Budgefs ready fdr CC floor
A somewhat frazzled Finance

Committee ground through final

deliberations on the budgets of 40
student organizations funded by tite

Student Activities Tax Sunday, ready
now to present their findings to the

College Council Nov. 3.

The committee wound up its fall

session with a $5,500 "buffer" fund
held in the treasury to give the council

room to malce additions to its

proposals and to take care of minor
ovemuis in activities budgets.

Several groups received increases

in recommended allocations in

Sunday's meeting. The Outing Club
was raised $1,200 to purchase two
canoes, with the stipulation that

membership dues increase next year.

The Lecture Committee's proposal
was upped $900 to help fund a resident

performance to $4,800. The Rugby
Club is slated for an extra $167 for

insurance mandated by, but not paid
for, by the College.

Crowds at recent concerts have
reduced expected deficits- for the
ACEC, and the Finance Committee
has cut its proposed allocation some
$3,000, to $15,500. The Williams Cof-

feehouse has provisionally cut $245, to

$3,855. The Baroquen Recorders
group was not funded, since its $75
request is being met by concert
proceeds.

The Itecord's budget was cut to

$13,000 from a $16,000 request. Ac-
cording to Finance CommiUf

Bond judges experiment

chairman Harry Kelly, this "i^
require economy" from the Record

staff. The committee cut $2,200

requested for a commencement issue,

claiming the College should fund it.

Scott Fenn, Record editor-in-chief,

countered ttwt chances for receiving

this funding are doidbtful at. present.

An $800 x:ut could be met' by
decreasing the size of a few issues, he

said, but a $3,000 drop would require

the elimination of some issues,

possibly during Winter Study. The
final decision on these allocations will

come in the College Council. '

•

The council should finish its t^viiew

of allocations by Nov. 17, Kelly said.

He added that the Finance Committee
will continue its work, monitoring

student activities, redrafting its

guidelines and preparing an aniiual

report next semester.

New Committee on Student

Life parallels the GOL
The Committee on Student Life

(CSL) will investigate remedies for

"a lack of diversity and coordination"

in college social activities, according

to Joel Smith '79, chairman of the

newly formed parallel committee.

"Hie CSL, a student committee
created this year to parallel the work
of the Committee on Undergraduate

Life, met for the first time. According

to Smith, members agreed that there

is a "real problem with social life at

Williams." "Social events haven't

been spread out that well, and they've

tended to be very similar," he pointed

out.

"The CSL discussed forming a

committee composed of house social

chairmen that would meet
periodically to allow houses to

coordinate activities and to avoid

scheduling similar social functions on

the same weekend. Smith also

suggested, the printing up of a house

social calendar for this purpose. The
committee will meet with house

presidents next week in order to ob-

tain their viewpoints on the issue.

According to Smith, the CSL's first

investigation will be "an intensive,

effort." "It's better to get one thing

done right off than to worry about a lot

of things without getting anything

accomplished." he declared. Later

this year, the committee will probe

such issues as freshman housing, the

junior advisory system, and the ab-

sence of the WHEW, which sponsored

Winter Carnival and Spring Weekend
last year.

The major purpose of the CSL is to

"solidify student opinion" on the

issues that concern the CUL, ac-

cording to Smith. He cited a lack of

time as one factor limiting the CUL in

its efforts, and also pointed out that (Hi

the CUL, a student-faculty com-
mittee, "the faculty may not be as

concerned with acting on a specific

issue as the students are." "I think

we're going to make progress in areas

that wouldn't have been attacked by
the CUL." Smith added.

Smith acknowledged that he was
initially "a little vrorried" about the

CSL's future. "1 really wasn't sure

why we were here," he admitted.

After the first meeting, however, he

assessed the cdmmittee's attitude as

"very enthusiastic." "People came in

right off with ideas," he said. "Right

now, things look pretty optimistic."

The CSL is composed of 12 mem-
bers, including the seven student

members of the CUL. The five other

students recently electeid to the

committee are John Barker '78,

Carrie Brown '80, Steve Davidson '80,

Al Gentry '78, and Lisa Hartigan '79.

Unless it is stemmed soon, the

"slow slide from benign concern to

malignant neglect" will cancel 200

years of effort in the natiie of human
rights, according to Georgian state

senator JuUan Bond.

Bond told a large audience in

Chapin Hall last night that although

the American experiment in

democracy was flawed in its con-

ception by denying women and blacks

a voice in government, the human
rights movement of the 1960's has

made them equal before the law.

However, he continued, equality of

condition does not necessarily imply

equality of result.

"We cannot understand the events

of the recent past even thouj^ we
have lived through them," (fe said.

The gains of minority groups have
been important, but much more must
be accomplished before the

democratic experiement is a success.

Bond outlined a program based on

more equitable redistribution of in-

come and wealth, full employment,
"cradle to grave" educational op-

portunities and social control of

monopolies and services which would
secure a more tenable economic

future for the United States.

"We have got to learn that suf-

ficiency for those at the bottom will

not deny security to those in the

middle," he explained. "The
movehient of the 60's has failed to

sustain and expand itself in this

respect."

"The Carter administration is

sensitive to criticism," Bond said,

implying that further gains in the area
of human rights might be forth-

coming. "It is the squeaky wheel
which gets the grease, Already Carter

has revised a welfare reform system
which looks as though it would be an
effective beginning to more change."

"However, it is always risky to

discuss, the future at 9II," he con-

cluded.*
,

WCFM
decries cuts

The management of WCFM
announced Wednesday night ,it

could not continue to broadcast on

a full time basis if it did not receive

more money than the amount
tentatively approved by^ the

Com-CoUege Council's Finance
mittee.

,,
Aging equipment that now

necessitates expensive repairs and
the {increasing cost of replacing

equipment combined with the

Finance Committee's refusal to

grant the station more money have
put WCFM on the verge of finan-

cial collapse, according to WCFM
News Director Joe Avdlar.

WCFM originally requested
about $13,000 from the Committee.

This request was pared down to

$10,326 for strictly day-to-day
operational expenses. The Com-
mittee approved a budget of $7800,

an increase of $300 from last year.'s

budget.

"It just comes down to money,"
he said. "We need more for day-to-

day-operations. If we don't get

more money all our programming
will suffer and the frills and extra

programming will disappear."

College panel airs security concerns
"People aren't aware of the

possibility of bad things happening in

Williamstown," suinmed up Mellnda

Ballou '79, Williams Women
representative at the Panel

Discussion on "Security: Ihe College

and the Community" last Thursday.

The panel also included
representatives from Security,

Buildings and Grounds, the In-

firmary, and Glenn Shannon '78,

president of Spencer House.

The discussion, was poorly attended

by students, the first of a series of

three discussions sponsored by the

Williams Independents on "Down
from the Ivory Tower: Williamstown

and the College." The audience
consisted mostly of townspeople who
live in t^c immediate vicinity of the

Williams campus.

Ballou, speaking as a trained rape

crisis counselor, said that there is an

"attitude of complacency which ought

to be dispelled" on campus and in the

community. People, she said, seem to

think that assault, rape, and even

robbery do not occur at WiUiams.
However, they do happett, she

asserted. She urged students to

exercise a reasonable amount of

caution by locking their doors, calling

for a Security escort if it is lAe at

night and above all to tell friends that

they are coming so that they are

expected. We must recognize that "we
are afraid to be afraid," she said.

Walter C. O'Brien, Director of

Security, declared that the students

need to take an active rde in assisting

security officers to prevent break-ins

and vandalism. He said that Williams

Olwin Sh«nnon,Dr. Robert Oeodell.Su* $trtd, RaipA lacvttM, Mellnda Balloo

•nd Walter O'BriMi address the ralationthipi of the town. The Collect and

security. (photo by Oettgen)

students should be alerted to watch
out for and report to Security any
strangers in college buildings or any
sudden problems or property defects.

The General Foreman of Buildings

and Grounds, Ralph W. lacuessa,

spoke of the approximately $88,000

spent on outdoor lighting im-
provements to the campus in the last

fifteen years. He, too, called for

student and faculty cooperation

saying that B & G had to be notified if

lights were not working since

maintenance crews do not work at

night.

Dr. Robert A. Goodell, Director of

Health, spoke positively about health-

related incidents at the College.

"Assaults are very rare," he assert-

ed, while also confirming that the

Infirmary had never had a reported

case of rape. When there are

emergencies those at the scene have
generally seemed to handle the

situations very well, he said.

Shannon brought up a recent case

involving the breaking and entering of

a student's room to point out that

"wrong-doing " does occur at

Williams. He maintained that if

students want to be treated as adults

they should take that seriously in their

relations with Security and the

Williamstown police. If caught
"bending the rules." students should

not be allowed to fall back on the

excuse. "I'm a college student," he

said.

In addressing the similar problem

of intra-CoUege burglary, lacuessa

said that the College tries to deal with

such cases internally. He said that

thore have been expulsions in the

past, and that often a student would

rather face a court than be called in to

the Dean's office and risk "blowing

his whole Ufe if he has to leave school

here."

Questions from the audience cen-

tered around complaints of excess

noise late at night by residents of

Southworth St., near Dodd House, and

lack of adequate lighting on parts of

campus, chiefly around the Science

Quad. O'Brien assured the audience

that one call to Security will usually

suffice to get loud music turned down.

One common problem Williams-

town residents face, one member of

the audience said, is that if something

is amiss people just throw up their

hands and say, "Oh, its the college!"

They need to take a more active role

in bringing problems to light, she said.

A spokesman for the Williams In-

dependents expressed afterwards that

he was sorry there had not been too

much interest in this subject. "We
hope," he said, "that the future panels

will attract more turnout."

The next panel will be on
"Economics: TTie Purple meets the

Green " and will t>e held this lliuraday

night Oct. 27. at 8:00 A.M. in Jentp

Hall. .
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Th« move of tli« Pkotagoo and the

Carter AdminUtration to press for a
development of the new MX (missile

exiwrimental) is already ioiitlag

mt^or debates over defense strategy

and is likely to influence ttte future of

SALT and, more important, the entire

American ptaUosopfay of nuclear war.

, Opponents of the new super-weapon

claim that it would badly upset the

SALT agreements. Morepver, they

attack the new weapon on the grounds
that it would, as The New York Times
pointed out in a recent editorial,

"profoundly change American

Letter: Course guide fails?
To the editor

The words "fail" and "failure" used
to describe the condition of our
student course guide this year prompt
me to say a few words of my own. 1

would like to call attention to the fact

that failure on the part of the course
guide committee is just as much a
foilure of and for the entire student
body. It isn't surprising that the CEP
reports that Williams students are
becoming increasingly more reluc-

tant to take courses which are not in

their departments. lUs matter is past
being a minor concern. The faculty
and administration are already
talking niMHit increasing the number
of division requirements for the

purpose of restoring the "liberality"

^to this institution. The course guide,
'as a positive means of student input
into educational policy, could be a
'means to avoid faculty recourse to

^coerdon.
' Let me 'explain. Now that the
College Council has expanded com-
,mittee membership to virtually
anyone who wants to participate, it

.

mi^t be better to entitle it the Course
Guide Oi^nization. As such it can
benefit from an increase in manpower
and then, perhaps, an increase in

investigative scope. Right now its

addition to the numerical data offered

in the last guides the current one can

tap some of the more useful subjective

sources of information. For instance,

the Guide can focus on departments in

conjunction with the courses in order

to give students a clearer picture of

what it means to l>e taking one par-

ticular course within the larger

discipline that a department or
division embraces. It can focus on
course syllabi and emphasize dif-

ferences between cotuses, i.e., text-

book vs. documents or survey vs. in

depth orientation. It can describe a
professor's propensity to lecture and
the style and emphasis of those lec-

tures. Innovation should be the

essence of the Guide's approach this

year. Even more than data return, the

Guide could use additional ideas. I

suggest that a Guide which sends its

memb«% out to interview professors,

talk to students, arid think will be a

,

considerably more interesting
organization to belong to thanpne full

of mere data-chasers, ^y^ '

If the Guide is sucpesmil Williams

students would fetfr less to cross

department^^'^oundaries And
professojpa' wouldn't have to coerce

^^w^Mtdents to take their classes. An
^^.{Miiosphere of cooperation betweoi

'»tMiehtiai«>iireinered%ileiTV>beginv^»^ students, and faculty could develop

which would make courses at

Williams more varied and worth-

while.

Hie professor's fear of the course
guide is not of the publication of

course assessments but rather
inaccurate and vindictive

assessments. Ihere is a difference

between a student's private grade and
a published statement that a certain

professor is a boring person. A wider
emphasis will give less dynamic,
professors a chance to redeem tKe

public image of their course bjrgtving

the studied material a jmig not

allowable in tiie stan^sfi'd course

catalogue and by/i^ealing In-

teresting things^^^ioout their own
pursuits and r^a^rch.

If the couRse guide proceeds in this

way I raimot help but think that the

numerical data input, as a result of

ipereased student interest, will in turn

increase. There are very few students

that I have talked to who wouldn't be
willing to help in some form of serious

assessment of their major depart-

ment. Any success which the Guide
attains will spring from the efforts of

the students to benefit themselves.

Sincerdy,

Peter Friesen

CO Vice President

er: Prison pen-pal
.To the edit!

L
- 1 am.presently incarcerated h«'e at

i|^--^Correctional Medical and
^/'fimception Center, and since the onset

^^ my incarceration I haven't had the

occasion to receive a visit nor a
soothing volume of personal mail and
as a result I find I am a very lonely

man.
I tend to be a rather philosophical

individual and I enjoy relating with

other people a great deal. I find that to

be a rather tedious task within the

confines of this drab environmei^t.

My name is Ronald Maxwell; I am
28 years old and a scorpio. My in-

terests include modeling, music,
philosophy, and creative writing. I am
from Shaker Heights, Ohio. I would
like to get to know you, and hope that

perhaps we mi^t share an idea, a
smile and perhaps a bit of wisdom.

If you would elect to make the lonely

days of a seemingly forgotten man a
little brighter, please write to me. I

will answer all letters.

Ronald Maxwell
P.O. Box 511, No. 140-S58

Columbiis, Ohio 43216

strategic potioy an(i increase ttie risk

that a diplomatic eclsls might
escalate to nuclear war." Because the

MX has up to 14 nuclear warheads

compared with 3 for the minuteman,

our most advanced nuclear weapon at

present, and because of its greater

accuracy, it would give the UnHad
States the power to destroy a vmiX
majority of Soviet missiles in a first

strike. Some say that the Russians, in

an extreme situation, ^ould be

tempted to strike us first rather than

run the risk of having their vulnerable

land missiles be destroyed by tlie

powerful MX. Opponents of the MX
claim that the United States should

not spend the 30 billion dollars

necessary for the project, a sura that

would cancel out any savings from our

decision to halt production of the pi-'

Bomber, and should instead.>cibh-

centrate on our submarine missiles

which are mobile and, o^(!ourse, less

expensive to mainta|nr.'^

Nevertheless, th«r two innovations

offered by the^MX-mobility and in-

creased o^e'nsive capacity—are
occasion^ by drastic changes in the

nuclepr' developments of the Soviet

Uipdn. The Air Force now reports that

ytHe Russians have developed in-
'
creasingly accurate ICBM's capable

of destroying, in one blow, a sub-

stantial proportion of the present

stationary American missile force.

Our silos though "hardened" and
reinforced might not be able to

withstand a massive attack. Many
spokesmen avow categorically that

the American missile system as it

stands is in no danger from a Russian

first strike. But how are we to know
how far the Russians are advanced in

their offensive nuclear weapons? As it

is, we must assume that they can wipe

out a significantly large portion of our

missile force. By providing a moving
Urget, the MX would be very difficult

to destroy. Hence, it would virtually

insure that a great percentage of our

missiles would survive a Russian first

strike. Such an assurance would then

give us greater power to retaliate.

Hie policy of the United States nntil

recently has required only enough
second strike nuclear weapons to

inflict a considerable degree of

damage on the Soviets, a policy

commensurate with MacNamara's
idea of assured destruction. The
Carter Administration, however, has.

said that our retoliatory forces must
be able "to reterd significantly the

ability, of the USSR to recover from a
nuclear exchange and riegain the

status of a twentieth century miUtory
and industrial power." Such stiffer

requirements for the second-strike

force make it almost imperative thut
we W able to piWct a ajgiiQGBiit
proportion of our missiles from a
Soviet first strike.

The greater offensive capacity of
the MX would make it possible to hit

more targeU in the Soviet Union. Such
power would match recent Soviet
strides that have allegedly increased
their protection and therefore their
survivability. In short then, the MX^^
would per;nit us to saf^u^rdi enouijir
missiles from a Soviet assault^tfUs to
inflict heavy damage on tjteif missiles
sites—enough damage to destroy
them as a viabli^superpower.

Opponents ofIhe MX ate correct in

assuming-that the new weapon would
drasti<!uly change the nature of
Dudear war since it would make it

possible for one superpower to vir-

tually destroy the other in one blow.
Yet, consider the possibility that the
Russians might b^iin development of
this secret weapoa Should we allow
them to add this massive missile to
their arsenal at a time when they
have already outstripped us in con-
ventional missile force and ABM's?
Rather^han promote war, the new
missile would assure that the
Russians would not be able to destroy
us in one blow. With regard to SALT,
true our possession of the weapon
would retml negotiations on several
issues. But, it would give us a strong

bargaining position without vyhicli we
would find ourselves increasingly

subservient to the Soviets. And which
is more importont, the future of SALT
or the security of t)ie United States?

In this nuclear era, the MX, though
a terrible weapon, is absolutdy
essential if we are to keep our parity

with the Soviets. To allow them to

develop increasingly superior
weapons and to do nothing ourselves

because it would upset our
negotiaUms—negotiations which they

have obviously not let interfere with
their military plans—would be virtual

suicide. The American people and the

Congress must realize that the MX is

a necessary item for protection, for

only -through doterrtat strengtbitah

global wars be avoided.

American
Cancer
Society

We want
to cure cancer

in your lifetime.
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Arts Council

WILLIAMS RECORD

Sponsors Jjizz

historyconcort
.
TAe Northern Berkshire Council oT

the Art* announced today that it will

sponsor an evening of Jau with the
Berklee College of Muiic'a All-
Faculty Orchestra. Tlif two hour
concert entitled,' Jazz 1776-1976:

America's JOO Year History ot Jazz
Will be held in the Mount Greylock
Aegional High School Auditorium on
^Saturday, October 29, 1977 b^inning
at 7 P.M. The presentation will trace
American jazz from its earliest roots

through to contemporary jazz styles.

Every important period of jazz
history will be examined, dating back
to field songs and African drum
music. Sonne of the artists whose
works will be covered are Leadbelly,
Scott Joplin, Glenn Miller, John

. Coltrane and Count Basic., The en-
semble, will indude, among others
Larry McGhee and Ted Pease. All

have extensive professional ex-
perience playing for the likes of Duke
Ellington, Woody Herman, Buddy
Rich and Lionel Hampton.

The concert is partially funded by
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Council on the Arts 4 Humanities.

.Tickets will be available at the
N^Council office, 40 Main Street,

Sheraton North Adams Inn. Tickets
are $3.00 adults, ll.so students and
senior citizens with proper I.D. & $2.50
for N.B.C.A. members.

j£e^

Energy group forms
byChrUUaellMt

To combat high energy bUla and to

ooosarve quickly dwIodUng energy
raHuroes, CoUege President John W.
Ckandler announced that an Energy
ConaervaUon Committee will study
energy use at the College and
recommend ways to decrease energy
oonsumptkHi.

ButldLog and Grounds has already
taken several large steps toward
energy conservation in past years.

Classics Professor Charles Fuqua,
chairman of the student-faculty

committee explained, "^ost of the

easy things have ah-eady been done.

However, if we can effect what seems
a minimal change in energy use or
prevent any growth or creepage in the

use of power, it will result in

tremendous avoided costs."

TheEnergy Conservation Committee
hopes to decrease energy use after

thoroughly analyzing energy con-
sumption at the College, reviewing
existing policies and finally, making
recommendations for adjustments in

energy consumption. These recom-
mendations, which Fuqua projects
will be only in preliminary form by
the end of the semester, will cover two

nutjor areas. First, they will Initiate

programs to heighten student
awarcDcas of the energy problem.

Seqand, they will work with the

Physical Facilities Committee
(presently making recommendations
to comply with Massachusetts' law
requiring access to public buildings

by the handicapped) to coordinate

recommendations for making
buildings economize further on
energy! ' They . will inveetigatet- ac-

cording to Fw|ua,"'whether thore are
-any buildings that are sewers for

energy, and if they can be improved."

Fuqua has done energy studies for

the College before. Faculty members
Hank Art and Lee Drickamer and
student members Tom Black '80 and
Malinda Bergamini '80 were also

chosen for their previous interest in

energy conservation. Ross Kdler of

Food Services and John Holden of

Buildings and Grounds join the

committee to add the insights of

supervisors of agencies which use a
large amount of power. Fuqua ex-

plained that the committee will be

"continuous," both to maintain
student awareness and to extend this

year's work on a "tremendously big

problem."

Jorling returns home

Chapin Hall (photo by Gasf)

Thomas Jorling, Diredtor of the
Center of Environmental Studies on
leave of absence, returned to

WlUianutown last Friday to discuss

some of his responsibilities for this

year. He presently heads the Office of

Water and Hazardous Materials, one
of the five major divisions of the

William^ ond Bennington join in arts session
byJ.S. Sanoff

Only a small student audience
assembled in Garfield House last

'Thursday to samide the current state

Of college culture at the second
Bennington-Willianis joiht per-
4Brmtu>£a,^ Eiva > ipoeU < .and vfcwfl

musicians from the two colleges,

invited to celebrate here by Mark
Truran of Williams and Robin Bowie
of BenningU»)i, offered an intriguing

evening of generally new art. Jake
Raskob, guitar player, entertained

,
with light songs and inventions while
the group settled on sofas and drank
wine in the dark wood dahiie tuill that

was the scene of the event '

'

Around 8:30 Mark casually In-

froduc6d the proceedings, and asked
one of the visitors to, b^tn. John
DieboU, a lean and serious poling man
dressed in dark clothes, took the

reader's iseat in Uie front cf the room.

j
After a -pause, he recited in a

I deliberate voice, occasionally looking

up from his text to search his

listeners' faces for their reactioaTwo
of his poems "God Rooted Anger" and
"Arjsen to Wander" seem to be allied

efforts. Both cbncem men alone on a
journey in rough desolate country: in

I

the first the subjiect is a farmer hiking

through ominously flooded ground one
day away from his wife and home, in

. _*?.?',*^'*' <l>e narrator ap;^rently

an exile or homeless figure half drifts,

half is mysteriously ' "lifted" into

"slow migrations" in the mountains of

Dorsetshire, England. Another point

in common is the sense of ordeal. The
farmer is the target of divine "anger"
Wbich.mAkes. itself .manifest in the

flooding river, "aimed wildly from
heU." His hands will "not be pocketed
for days - Nor will they niove to touch
his wife tonight" In "Arjsen to

Wander" the narrator is pulled from
his |»mp bed-roll by unattached
hands that steal his "heart or my
heart - and hid it - beneath the summit
of West Mountaia" His poetry is <d

the modem style. 'The situations are
unexplained, actidns are fragmentary
and uncaused. Its images are often in

the surrealist vein, with trees seen as
made of bones a common vision. The
impulse is toward obscurity. The
general lack of sonorous verse is,

however, partly made up for in this

fine onomatopoetic description of the

farmer, "Tucking between cows his

bqots suck and slip - suck and slip

where there aren't banks ..."
Dieboll's poetry with the separation of

its characters, wilderness settings,

and elusive meaning might be ex-

plained as the artistic venting of a
tn-ooding private fury or passion.

Perhaps he is telling us of his personal

demons. The audience listened.
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Mark Truran went next, amiably
reading two translations from turn of

the century German poets and
selections by grade school children.

"The End of the World" by Jakob von
Hoddis matter-of-factly portrays the
modem world gone awry. "From an
executive's pointy head, a hat is flying
- The steam locomotives are falling off

the bridges." "De Profundis" by
Georg TrakI is very literally ren-

dered:

It's the stubble field,

in which a black

rain falls.

It's the brown tree,

that stands alone.

It's the hissing wind,

that circles empty huts.

This evening is sad.

The moon, stars, earth and people
figure largely and simply in the work
of Truran's child authors. "I see the
moon and the stars. - 1 see clouds and
Urds ... I see grandma arid grand-
pa eating lasagna and meatballs and
bread," writes Barbara in the thh-d

grade. Nearly everyone is attracted to

children's work. And clearly Truran Is

too, but as an adult sharing children's

poetry with other adults he makes,
perhaps inevitably, their words sound
too heavy, too portentous.

Luch McKnee, a slight woman from
Old Bennington who was asked by the

students to read with them, stood to

read her poetic ad(bresses. Her woric

relies on artful picturesque
descriptions. McKnee's "Zoo" is filled

with "ribald monkeys," and "great
lions, domestic beyond conception."

In "Fiesta," "With buzz and zig zag -

SEAGRAMS;
. 1.75 Liter

10.W

KING'S

LIQUOR

STORE

52 Spring Strctt
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Bees cut August heat." Both poems
have IftmentaUe tag lines, though;

"Zoo's" is ''We take what we can;"
in "Fiesta" there is "A slice for

everyone." In "The 'Trespassing" we
are again offered attractfve words, "a
serpentine of yodeling panthers . .

.

Lighting walls 'thir'^Byiiliiiitlne

iridescence." Nevertheless I

hungered for more emotion and
musicatity in her verve.

In his sneakers, Andy Teirstein

bounced up to be the middle act of the

evening. In unaccompanied voice, he
sang an ode to Greenwich village life

called "The Final Glass" composed
by Dave Vaii Ronk to be the closing

time finale at a bar The Sacred Gin
Mill. Th«i, using guitar, violin and
viola he played a bluegrass number, a
footapping walkhig song, "Keep it

Clean," and a seaman's ballad to

ladies. Teirstein's performance
earned him the first applause of the

evening. He was a grinning bciy in the

company of rather more grave men
and women,
Peter Filkins was the second of the

Williams poets, and he too read a
piece by children. In this case it was a
poetic list by Nicholas and Nicole of

what "You can eat - You can't eat" A
section of it reads.

You can eat sap.

But ya can't eat seqUlns.

Can ya eat quinces?

As I said before, children's verses

are fun, but it's hard fw grownups to

read them well. Of his own poetry

"The Midget King" was the most
attractive. The image of a miniature

king at the end of a long reign and
dynasty is well invoked:

Down through the years

the fine line

of your past

has come to this:

two tiny shoes
and a heart which grumbles.

see POETRY irtge 4

Environmental Protection Agency.
J orling's appointment to this

position last year came partially as a
result of his efforts for recent

legislation concerning environmental
issues. He is finding, however, that

about 75 per cent of his time must be
spent filtering throu^ the red tape
charactc^tic of federal agenices.

Only the remainii^ 2S per cent is

actually devoted to, practical en-

vironmental research.

Still, Jorling is enthusiastic about
the work beiiig done by the EPA. One
major topic of research concerns the

future of our sewage systems. Within
his division, methods of disinfecting

and recycling sewage water are now
under inv£sti«atioaM.Siudi«s.,ini5)lM)e

disturbances in the water quality

below the earth's surface.

Controversies on the subject of

pollution controls pose comidicated
problems for Jorling. Although He
supports the preservation of the en-

vironment, he must constantly con-

sider the adverse effects of control

policies. What should be done about a
factory that is at the same time
polluting and prospering? If the EPA
shuts it down because of its threat to

the environment, it must face the

subsequent uneinploymeht of the

workers. According to Jorling,

pollution control laws in the United
States seem very lax in comparison to

foreign countries.

In forming spoliation control
policies, theEPA has had to tackle the

problem of pricing humari lives. They
have actually created a .graph
detemdning the amount of money
that should be spent to save a life.

Specific an)ount> have been suggested

as the worth ot one man. Jorling

stresses that good judgment is more
valuable than scientific genius in

making these decisions.

Before his appointment to the EPA,
Jorling held other positions in

Washington, D.C. He served as the

Attorney-Advisor for the Solicitor's

Office of the Department of the In-

terior from 1966^. He spent the

following year as the Assistant

General Counsel for the Smithsonian

Institute. From 1969-72, he worked as

the Minority Counsel for the Com-
mittee on Public Works in the Senate,

which drew up most of the laws now
controlling the EPA.
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MartlH WIINbimm wnI Okvm NklMlt aini In Catarat "WIm, WfomM and
wig." (photo by Oettgcn)

Viewpoint: Thank you

Martha Williamson
byDavMA.BaroM

When I heard that 'Bunny' (as

Martha WUUanuons' friends caU her
for no apparent reason) was returning

to direct part of the Freshman Revue
this fall, I inunediately assumed that

she had finally finished writing
'Presently Untitled', a musical which
was performed last year, and was
gohig to present the completed ver-

sion as her contribution to this year's

production. But Martlia surprised us
once again with 'The Regulars', an
hour musical about lonely pe<H;)le in a
crazy singles bar, or was it about
crazy pe(4>le in a lonely singles bar?

In any case, it wasan interesting show
%at had an ending of its very own. It

iiras the fifth revue that Martha was
Ijnvolved with, and the third musical
Which she wrote with that short,

hoarded piano player. Marc (with a
C) Lichtman. The beauty of working
in a Williamson show is that she has a
great amount of consideration for her

<^st. She knows how easy it is for an
actor to get bogged down with a vast

script so Martha staggers her
''^tnhution of lines; the beginning of

a speech is given to the actor in the

first few weeks of r^earsal, and
sometime shortly before opening
night the remainder of the lines are

handed out. This revolutionary Ap-

proach to directing leaves a great deal

Homecoming concert

of time to the development and per-

fection of one's character through

improvisation, a device which Martha

vahies highly, and depends upon

heavily. Another aspect of Martha's

involvement with the stage is that she

was always eager to give those who
had never performed before a chance

to get in front of an audience and to

make complete fools of themselves.

Some have never forgiven her for this,

but others, like myself, owe their

entire acting careers to it More than

anythuig else, Martha Williamson has

been responsible for making today's

theatre misfits into tomorrow's

theatre misfits, in some cases she has

even been known to make today's

stars, tomorrow's misfits.

W^ this weekend an er^ came to

an end as Martha made her second

and final (?) farewell in a cabaret

entitled, 'Wine, Women, and Song'.

The wine was twenty-five cents but

the women were worth a million as

Martha and Gwen Nichols gave a
grand performance. Thesongs ranged
from standards, to Sodheim, to

Lichtman-Williamson originals, and
to an audience participation version of

'Day by Day' which closed the show
after two encores. A ^>od time was
had by all—thanks Martha, for

everything. Love, Christian Jason -

Jake Porter - David,

ACEG signs two grpvps
ACEC Chairman Steve Case an-

nounced that Che^p Trick has been
signed to perform here on
Homecoming Wedcend Cheap Trick

has become the most talk^-about
new rock 'n' roll band in the country,

and recently completed lengthy tours

with Kiss, Foreigner, and Styx. The
jjand's stage show is lively, humorgus.

and very entertaining.

Also on the Homecoming concert
bill is Kalapana, a contemporary soft-

rock group from Hawaii. The band
recently broke box-office records set

l^ Bitdn John and the Rolling Stones
by grossing over $300,000 in a single

con£ert appearance in Honolulu.

McLeon, Lankfford

impress crowd
Slnger-Mogwrtter Don McLean entertabed 850 people

with Ms musical artistry at Chapin Hall last Friday nl^L
McLean mixed old favorites such as "American Pie,"

"Vincent," "And I LoveYou So," and "Dreidel" with new
material from his recently-released eighth album.

Though McLean's performance indicated that his

musicianship and song-writing are of rather mediocre

giigUjty. his ability u> captivate the «udi«oce and in- ..

corporate them into his get substantiated McLean's
reputation as a first-rate entertainer.

Scott Lankford '80 opened theshow with a well-paced 30-

minute set, and almost upstaged McLean. Lankford, a
popular attraction at coffeehouses, was in complete
control of the crowd from the moment he stepped on
stage. He blended humorous pieces such as the "Vassar
Hygiene Song" with standards like "Classical Gas,"
"Circle Song" and the "Theme from Beverly HUlbilUes."

All in all, the McLean-Lankford bill was an entertaining

evening of mellow music.

Financially, the concert was a major success. Orginally

budgeted to lose $1600, the actual loss was estimated at

$700. In addition, the concert was a success in that it

catered to often-ignored non-rock fans. N

Poetry at m^
idms

POETRY from page 3

The king is regarded as quite queer
by his . subjects, and his courtiers

complain idly. We expect to find that

privately the half-mad potentate
nourishes a heartbroken ideal or some
lost dream. Instead, we learn that he
is merely "indifferent" and intends to

ding to power until overthrown.
Perhaps this fantasy is all too factual?

Marylou Meriam read the best

original work of the evening In a
mythological piece about Arethusa a

forest huntress slie creates a tender

image; Arethusa "slept alone - In

thickets where deer had matted the

grass - Leaving it plush, rounded by
their ponderous bulk." Two poems
which lack such visual richness, but
are nevertheless full of so|4>i8tocated

observations of the development and
dissolution of a love affair are "Facts
AlxHit Romance" and its companion
piece "More Facts About Romance."
The Second poem's first stanza finds

the affair at contradictory
equilibrium:

Ko, more epiphanies are not

Havuig reached balance, bloomed
Bemg fragrant, lush, yet unripe.

This situation of limited con-
tentment is then upset on the day
"that tree trunk - swayed to the
roots." Meriam's conclusion is that
thehr alliance is ended by "wanting
more" In her poems, Meriam does
thuigs well, but separately. If she
could com1>ine imagery without
knowhig precision in matters of love,

it would be a potent advance.

At th« Clark
lliursday^Music From Marlboro, Concert one. SelecUons by Beethov^
Grunod,andMozarLAdmis8ion$3.00; Free foirstudiratB^ 8:30 p.m.
Friday—"Civilization", i»rt seven. Free. 1 p.nn. To be repeated Sunday at 4

p.m.

L«ctur«s
Wednesdby—"College Chaplaincy: Ministry m the Flesh" Sr. Anna Marie,
Kane, S.S.J., Cha(dain, Holy Cross College. Makepeace Room, Greylock Dinuig
Hall, 6:45 p.m.

'

—"Perspectives on World Food Problems" Robert R. Schneider, aWh.
Prof, ofEconomics, Williams. Perry House Library, '/p.jn.

'

—"How Many Angels can Dance on the Head of a Needle", Victor Klee,
Univ. ofWashington. IBM Lecture. Room 106, Bronfman, 8 p.m.

Thursday—"Some Unsolved Problems From Projective Geometry", Victor
Klee. Room 106, Bronfman, 4 p.m.

—"Economics: The Purple Meets the Green" Second in Series of "Dovin
From the Ivory Tower: Williamstown and the College." Jesup, 8 p.m. ;<

".:»Wf '-rif.. --. ' '

...,fr- «.-:' 1 ^

FUhfit and Shows
(All films are shown in Bronfman unless stated otherwise) '

Tuesday—Kevin O'RoUrke performs Samuel Beckett's "Krapp's Last Tape"
7:30 in "X" theatre at the AMT. —
Wednesday—"TheCandidate" (American, 1972). $1,007 and9:30p.m. '

Thursday—"From Here to Eternity" (American, 1953) $1.00. 7 and 9:30 p/|n.

Friday—"Play Misfy for Me." (American, 197li) $l.g0i7.awl9:30p.m; .^—
—Masquerade Ball at the Faculty Club. All Faculty and Students invited.

For tickets and iipfo call Children's Museum, 4584160 ,

GET READY TO SKI .

GOFF'S SPORTS
SPRING ST.

ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE GYM"

TIRED of "Freshman Livhig":

WANTED: Two female room-
mates to share luxurious Dodd
House suite. Terms are ne-

gotiable. CaU Chico or Conrad at

XB016. The decision of the judges is

final.

WANTED: Four rubber thimbles.
Call Tooy, Steve, Peter, bavtd
2844.

WANTED) Applesauce Heiress to

fulfill fantasies. Call JB (JV).

iaulck.«ti2«<3^ ,; :,-

MENl—WOJMEN!
JOBSl, ON piU>S! American.

Foreign. No experience required.

Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.

Summer job or career. Send $3.00

for information. SEAFAX, Dept.

F-1, Box 2049, Port Angeles.
Washiagtoo 98362. ,,,. . ,

n lull J I I

The Record will run classifieds at 20c per line for the first 3 lines and 15c foi

each additional line. Deadlines ar* 4:00 p.qi. WednesdJiys and Sundays
Total amount due must accompany this form. Mall br bring In person ti

Classifieds, The Williams Record, Baxtor Hall, Williamstown, AAass. 01267
^' ''','

• tl.

'

PLEASE NOTE; THE GRID BELOW IS ^A FORMAT DIFFERENTf
THAN THE PREVIOUS ONE. Each line on the grid Indicates a line in

print. Print ad In grid below EXACTLY as It Is to read Including spaces and
punctuation. One lettor overrun Is allowed lieyond a line on the grid- Any
overrun beyond tMs should bt counted as a full line In figuring cost

r
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I
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PHONE
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/fWWomen place eighth

at New England's

n^i

ktyEv«aBHh
Ask any tucceMful coach, from

Woody Hayea to Walter Matthou (Bad
Neva Bean) , what one of the toughest

thing* todo in sport* la, and he'* likely

to Bcspond "defending any cham-
liionabip you've wod." Some of the

w(KMR's l«nato team found out how
true that is this weekend, as the

defending champions, lackijig the

strength that won the title last year,

fou^t to an eighth place finish out of

the forty-six teams competing for the

New England Tournament cham-
pionfhip won Sunday by Dartmouth.
Assessing Williams' performance,

coach Curt Tong was pleased, saying
"we went as far in the tournament as
we could have hoped." The tour-

nament format allowed for two
singles and two doubles entries from
each team, and all the Eph's entrants

played about as well as they are

capable.

In firstrotmd sijogles action, ciqitain

Laura Carson lost a heartbreaking

decision as Springfield's Robin Rich,
the sixth seed and a player Carson had
scored a dual match victory over,

captured a third set tiebreaker to

advance. {Entering the consolation

toumameiit, Carson moved through to

the semi-finals before she was
upended. -

Becky Chaae almost pulled off a
gre«t upset in the second round, as she

^ttled Trinity's tio. one and the third

seed in the tourney, Wendy Jennings,

through three sets before faltering in

a great effort.

Both of the Eph's doubles teams
advanced to the round of sixteen by
winning two matches before being

knocked off. Amy Demorest and Sally

Kniie wbi|>peda good UCOnn team in

the actcoiid round, then found the going
tougher as they fell to a duo from
UMass. The combination of Trudie ten

Broeke and Sherry Willcox, teamed
for the first time, had a good tour-

nament, eventually losing to a Mid-
dlebiiry duo.

Mawfcars of Mm NMIIiaaM OcMmumad tor • rwaiaii awicart tvar ttw ^

parHcipatad in tha alww at Josii|». phoibbyOsltta»n)

Women set school records, X-C
team «places 4th in New England's
Cyane Gresham cut more than sixty

seconds off her best three mile time

Sunday as she led Williams to an
impressive fourth place flnish among
25 teams at the New England
Women's Cross Country Cham-

APPRENTICE
IN NEW YORK WITH
OP PROFESSIONALS
FOR
CREDIT

If you are a college student preparing for a career in the visual or performing arts, here

is a unique opportunity to earn 1 2 credits while gaining practical work experience as

an apprentice to a distinguished New York professional, loin students from over 25

state&and 45 colleges jAcho have fourrd the Arts Apprenticeshjp_Program a mg«t_en-

riching and valuable experience. Appreriticeshlps can be arranged based on Individ-

ual experience and interest and include:

PAINTINC/SCUIFTURE/PRINTMAKING/CINEMA
GRAPHIC DESIGN/PHOTOGRAPHY/VIDEO-TELEVISION
MUSEUM-GALLERY WORK/INTERIOR DESIGN/THEATRE

• Discover, up frgnt, how successful professionals function in the most competitive

and provocative city in the world.

• Venture beyond the classroom environment to preview your field by actually work-

ing in a demanding professional environment.

• Enjoy an exciting semester in New York — arts and communications capital of the

world — with its museums, galleries, cinema, theatres.

• Audit, free, two courses from among the more than 1 ,000 offered by Parsons and The

New School, whose faculties include an impressive roster of New York's top profes-

sionals. (Except summer.)

Tuition: $1 ,250 for 1 2 credit hours in fall and spring;

$750 for 6 credit hours in summer.

For more information, mail the coupon below or call collect (212) 741-8975

I

I
I
I
I
I

I

V

Director of Speciil Programs

Ptrsons School of Design

66 fifth Avenue, New York. NY. 1001

1

Please send me more information about the

Parsons/NewSchoolArlsApprenticeshipsPfogram.

t am interested In theO Spring O Summer
a Fall semester.
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PARSONS
Myarea of inlerest is.

Name_______
Address

scHOG
City/State/Zip- DF DESIGN

A Division of the New School

pionships.

Gresham, who led the pack after the

first third of a mile, finished thir-

teenth behind the fastest group of

runners ever to participate in the

championships. Her time of 17:54 was
the first sub-lS-minute clocking for

any Williams runner. She trailed the

winner by little more than a minute.

"lliree years ago, the winner of the,

New Englands won the event with an
18:90," coach Bud Fisher commented.
"This year, three of our runners were
below that. It's amazing how the

competition has improved in such a

short time. It's incredilde."

Michele Cutsforth was the second

Williams finisher in isth, as aha also

ran to a personal recoid at 18:10.

Trisb Beckwith, Lisa Kirschner and
Marty Epstein rounded out the team
effort with ^xcdlent races and 2Mh,
3Sth, and 36th i^cea of 250 starters,

respectively. Williams held onto a

strong lead over nemesis UVt, tnit

could not manage to challenge Har-

vard, ,yMa88 or BUddlebury, tMni

finished 1-2^.

Next Wednesday, the team will

come up against Wctsleyan and
Amherst in a somewhat anti-climactic

Little Three Championship Meet.

According to Fisher, "if we show up,

we will most likely win."

Tufts hands Ephs third home defeat
carrier an rll show you Iznr Lang),

carried the b|jl on 22 of Tviia! last a
plays and helped seal the ^^^^,
win over Williams in aa many yfears^

A Whelan rainmaker idown the

FOOTBALL from paga <

the game, a youthful re-creation of a

pudgy Sonny Jurgensen named
Dennis Works was inserted into the

Tufts lineup. And he managed to hang
onto the ball for enough of the second

half to prevent Williams from
mounting an offensive surge.

Tailback Mike Band, who rushed for

108 yards on 41 carries (show me
someone who can't get 100 yards on 41

sideline to McCormick made thiqgs

exciting, but the dock ran ij|o«^.

Aside from Whelan's throwing,

Nuzzolese was the prime Williams

offensive weapon, with 60 yards on 16

carries.

Vi «inlrintMMrt niti •anrrll >n rrnttrtfl'-rffr

ALL SQUASH RACKETS

30%OFFLISTI>R|jg|,,„,„

Includri^THfe f

New 70+ Rackets

[Includ. our exclusivefne Purple Cow racket cover]

WILLIAMS

CO-OP
COME SEE WHY EVERYBODY

IS TRYING TO KEEP UP WITH US.

WINES

WINES
WINES

WE HAVE MORE

WE SELL MORE

WE CARE MORE

West Package Store

Rt. 2 B«tw*«n N A A Wllllamstown

463^601

1

Jbe.

V,i^
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Runners now 10-0

Purple wave wins two tri-meets
by Frank Csrr

ItiB WUliams croes country runners

swept tKe flmt three place* in last

Wednesday's match scoring 24 points,

with Coast Guard in second at 41 and
WPI third at 63. Joe Kolb negotiated

the 4.8 mile Coast Guard course in

23:07 for first place, while Frank Carr
posted a time of 23: 18 to finish second.

Tom Schreck outkicked runners from
WPI and CG in ihe final 300 meters
and clocked 23:22 to cap off the sweep.

llie Ephmen locked up the victory

with senior Dan Sullivan in eighth

place and freshman Phil Darrow, in

his first varsity race, showing superb
form with a tenth place effort.

Kolb and Carr continued to

dominate the New England cross

country circuit with another 1-2

performance against MIT-Tufts
Saturday. It was certainly a day for

seniors, as Sullivan followed Kolb and
Carr for a 1-2-3 loss of '78 per-

formance, llie Williams harriers

scored a low 18 points for the tri-raeet

victory, followed by MIT with 50 and
Tufts at the rear with 63.

At the start, Barry Bayus of MIT

took the lead with Kolb on his tail and
Carr alone in third. Just before three

miles, Kolb passed Bayus and Just

after three miles Carr did the same.
Kolb lengthened his lead over the

remaining part of the course and
coasted into the winner's circle with a

25: 13 clocking for the five mile course.

Carr sprinted into the runner-up spot

at 25:26 and Sullivan followed twenty

seconds later.
^...... .- . -

The purple flood continued with

super frosh Phil Darrow blasting

down the final half-mile stretch for a

25:54 clocking and fifth place, while

sophomores Mike Behrman and
Garrick Leonard finished 7th and 8th

with times of 26:11 and 26:20.

Junior Toiii Schreck had an off day
on the Franklin Park course and
flnished 16th, while Dave Breuer

rounded out the varsity field in 24th

place.

The junior varsity squad, now 4-0,

clobbered the Boston opponents by
similar scores, despite a wrong turn

by three of its top runners. The Eph-

men fought to gain back the lost

yardage and althou^ a Tufts runner

won the contest, a trio of purple cows
captured second through fourth and
helped bring the squad to a 24 point

victory. MIT followed In second with

53 and Tufts was last again with 61

points.

Hans Geisecke (16:85), Steve St.

aair (16:57) and Larry Wu (16:50)

combined for the sweep and Rusty
Anderson split a pair of MIT harriers

fbr sixth place at 17:11. Jon Miller

traversed the 3.1 mile course in 17:30

for ninth place and John Mc-
Cammond, who fell way back after

that unfortunate wrong turn, followed

in tenth with a 17:31 clocking. Frosh
burgers Pat Dobson (17:37) and Ned
Collins (17:41) both flnished ahead of

Tufts second man in Uth and 12th

respectively.

Rounding ^M a spectacular J.V.

effort were Dan Riley in 14th (17:56),

Bob Tyler in 22nd (19:20) and Erik

Oline finishing in 26th at 21:28.

The Wonwn's VarsHy vollayltali 1«am Is 14-1 In tlMlr sacond MMon. Saturday

th«y won a tri-matt which InclMiid Brtdgaport, a PE maiors' bastlen. (Johnson)

Volleyball sports 14-1 record

3 boats make Charles top 1

. The Williams crew travelled to Boston over the weekend and placed boats

in the top ten in three categories at the prestigious Head of the Charles rac^.,,

The winding, three mile Charles River course handled over 3,()6o com-

petitors on Sunday, with 40 boats racing in each division.

The women's eight rowed to seventh place in their division with a time of

19:49.3. "It was a great performance," commented coach George Marcus,

"we were hoping for the top fifteen—this greatly exceded our expectations."

The women's four also had an excellent race, finishing sixth at 21:00.2

behind four veteran clubs and one college (FIT).

Senior Ken Leghorn glided to a fourth place finish in the novice singles,

John Peinert (the men's coach) captured 16th in the lightweight singles, the

men's elite eight stroked to 23rd in a 17:04.6 clocking and the men's light four,

completed the course in 20:28 for 30th place. ^ _^^

Tfte women's varsity voUeybaU
teamtoasts a 14^ record Ausfar with

a game against Russell Sage
remaining. Coached by Sue Hudson-
Hamblin and captained by senior

Leslie Ferguson, the team has played

with remarkable consistency and
ability. A large part of its success is

due to the influx of talented freshman
players both on the varsity and J.V.

levels.

Cathy Gemert is an excellent setter.

Other starting varsity freshmen are

hard-spiking Sue Gilmore and
Laurene Von Klan. Rounding out the

remaining varsity starters are
Ferguson, junior Sue Jacquin, who
has been with the team since its

Tufts muscles gridders, 9-7
byTimLayden

It probably woulcin't come as a
great surprise to anyone if Bob Odell

opted for an all-road schedule next

'

season,, or; perhaps began playing

hotne games in North Adams or up at

Mt. Greylock High School, anywhere
but Weston Field. Saturday's 9-7 loss

to Tufts was the Ephs' third straight

at home this season, and left Williams

at 2-3 on the 1977 season.

The Purple have now suffered back-

to-back two-point defeats. Last week
it was a field goal attempt which came
heartbreakingly close, this week it

was two punt snaps which went
astray, and resulted in all nine of

Tufts points.

It seems unfortunate enough that

the past two losses have been nail

,^biting-ly close, but it leaves an even

(^easier feeling in the {Ht of one's

stomach when the two players most
critically involved in the final

decisions are two of the most unselfish

. and dedicated individuals, jm the

squad.

Last week, spirited split end Ken
HoUingsworth was typically super all

afternoon, but his potential game-
winning field goal bounced otf 4he
right upright. And with tri-captaih

Pete TuUle out with an ankle injbry,

sophomore halfback Dave MasSUcco
was forced into duty snapping punts,

for the past two games.

Massucco, son of theWRI mentor, is

a hard-working halfback, who catches

passes, blocks, and runs with the

football equally well. Two of his snaps
Saturday ' sailed over . Greg
McAleenan's head, one left the

visitors on the three-yard-line, the

other went through the end zone for

the decisive safety. "He's come out

here every day and practiced it," said

Odell of Massucco,' "there's not a
more conscientious kid on the team."
It's tough enough to lose two straight

by such tiny margins, but when such
class people as Ken HoUingsworth and
Dave Massucco are branded with

goats' horns, defeat becomes almost
unbearable.

The story behind the headlines

Saturday was a big, and "not as slow
as everybody thought" Tufts front

defensive line, "Their big men up
front just teed off on our offensive

line, and pretty much dominated us,"

explained Odell. Bill Whelan managed
124 yards on eleven completions, but
was under strong pressure all day
long.

A facemask penalty against Tufts,

while attempting to wrestle Gus
Nuzzolese to the ground (apparently

the only way to st*^ the big

sophomore) and a Herb McCormick
''reach-for-the-sky" catch set up the

first and only Williams score of the

game on the initial play of the secMid

quarter. Whelan flipped a Z4-yard

scoring strike to Massucco on a poet

pattern through the middle of the

Tufts defense. HoUingsworth booted

his tenth PAT without a miss for a 7^
WiUiams lead.

Tufts found itself mired id a simple,

ineffective offense throughout the

first half, as the maikeshift Bfrfi front

three of Brian Benedict, Colin Hart,

and Dan Towle throttled the Jumbo
running game. The invaders however,

pounced on the first errant snap at the

Williams three, and Mike Band scored

from the two with 1 :25 left in the first

half.

Thanks to a shoulder injury suffered

by starting quarterback Chris Con-

nors, which may have been the most
effective Tufts offensive maneuver of

IM FOOTBALL page 5

beglRDlng, and sophomore Lisa
Marder.

The team's winning record is also

due to the depth and strength of its

bench. Sue Laidlaw's height is

valuable in blocking while fellow

sophomore Karen Dold contributes to

the offensive end of the game with her
hard-driving serves. Another fresh-

man, Rachel AUber, gives the setting

department a competent back-up.

Tile J.V.'s 1-3 record does not reaUy
give a good indication of the team's
ability. Most of the matches have gone
the fuU three games with WUliams
coming up on the short end m the

stick. Co-captained by junior Ma'nette

Jen and sophomore De-De Plantier,

the team has been constantly im-
proving, exhibiting increasmg unity.

Again, freshman players have been
an asset.

Ann Holm's setting abiUty, along
with Debbie Hurtt's strong serving

tjind Evelyn Melher's aU-around play,

have kept the J.V. matches extremely
close. Laurie IngersoU, probably the

next varsity setter and Pam George, a
good spiker and server, provide the

team with stability. Juniors Michele

'

Johnson and Lyn Paquette have
improved immensely over the course
of the season and combined with the

formidable serving of Dana
Mulvaney, make a solid, consistent,

trio. Another sophomore, Lucy
Buchen, was sidelined with an early

ankle injury but wiU be back on the

squad in time for the next' game.
The varsity's only loss came on the

first day of the season against a strong

Springfield College team. In its

subsequent matches, the varsity has

Women's swim team
swam|rs1W^^^^

Williams quarttrback till Whelan scramblat out of troubit and looks downdoM
for a rocoivor In Saturday's t-7 loos to Tuft*. Eph blockor is froth tackle Bob
Van Dora (M). ( photo by Oettgen)

Williams swept eight of fourteto

events and one coUege record fell

Friday night as the women's swim
team trounced Middlebury in its

opening meet, 85-37.

Ck>-captains Nina Murphy, and Anne
Youngling, sophomcH-e Keron Walker,

and freshmen MoUy Murphy and
Katherine PearsaU accounted for the

majority of WiUiams points. The team
of N. Murphy, Walker, Joanna
Monroe, and Youngling combined to

run away with the 200 Medley Relay,

while Murphy was back in the pool

after ten minutes to take first in the

200 IM and a second in the 500

Freestyle later in the meet.

PearsaU and Molly Murphy swept
all four of the freestyle events bet-

ween them, with PearsaU first in the

200 and 500 events and Murphy win-

ning the SO and 100. Murphy and
another freshman, Linda Reed were
also members of the prevaUing 400

Freestyle Relay with Walker and
Youngling.

Walker trimmed a tenth of a second
off her own coUege record in the 50 Fly

with a 28.4. Along with performances
in the two relay events, she managed
a second in the 100 backstroke.

Veterans Carol Buck and Monroe
sparkled in the fly events, while

Hilary Hodgeson came flvm behind to

nip a Middlebury opponent for first in

the 100 breaststroke. Freshman Anne
Strook took second in the diving event

after a balk cost her an almost certain

victory.

The Ephwomen will face Mt.

Holyoke and Wellesley in their next

meet on Nov^ber 4.

virtuaUy annihilated its opponenU.
The vanquished are: UNH, Western
New England, AIC, Fitchburg, UVM,
Green ML. Faith, Union, North
Adams, Albany, and Mr. Holyoke. If

the varsity maintains its nearly un-

blemished record, it is quite possible

the team wiU quidify for the MAIAW
tournament November 12-13 at Salem
5tate.

Wat^ poto bows

to B.C., beots UNH
Tlte Williams water polo team split

a pair at games during last weekend's
tournament at Muir Pool. Boston

CoUege, ranked third in Eastern
United States play, poured in a|x

second period goals to defeat the Ep^
12-4 Friday night. Scoring t^f

WiUiams against the Terriers were
Mike Feltes, Brian McDermot||
Gordon aiff, and Bob Kraus. Ev^ib

though they lost the game, the E|^-
men demonstrated fine passing
between their forwards coupled with a
strong defensive effort in holding B.C.

to 12 goals.

Led by Mark Roche's 6 goals,

WiUiams came back to crush a tired

UNH squad Saturday morning, 28-4.

Sporting balanced scoring and a weU
coordinated passing attack, the Ephs
struck eai;ly and often in ui^ing their

conference mark to 2-3. According to

player Mike Feltes, "with the defense

putting in a strong effort throughout

the tournament, the forwards were
able to display better baU control than

in the past."

In addition to the fine effort by
Roche, Feltes threw in five taUies and

Gordon Cliff four w,hile MUie Murphy,
Bob Kraus and Glen Shannon got

.three apiece and Guy Hodier and
Brian McDermott each scored twice.

Led bj^John Trapp, the defensive

corps of Keith BerryhiU, Sandy Pike,

Ben Gruder and BiU Baldiga showed

much improvement in tuning up for

the upcoming championship tour-

nament.

FoUowing two wedcs off, the Eph
polomen wiU lrav«;l to the University

of Connecticut for the New England

Championshipe of the weekend of

November 4 and 5.

Reynolds named Athlete of the Week
Sara Reynolds, halfback on the

women's soccer team has been
selected as the Record Athlete of the

Week following h«- hat trick in the

Tufts game last weekend. Reynolds'

three goals drove the Ephs to a 7-1 win

over the Jumbos and extended the

team's record to a perfect 6-0 mark.
"She has been an invaluable player

for the team," commented coach

Judy Zimicki. "There are only a

couple players in our league that can

play as weU as Sara."

Honorable Mention—Junior cross,

country runner Cyane Gresham has
been awarded an honorable mention
this week as she placed 13th in a field

of 390 starters at the New England
Women's Cross Country Cham-
pioRships. Gresham sliced over ~a

minute off her beat three mile time hi

leadhig WUliams to a fourth fAad
finish in the 25 team meet.

Sarah RoyiwMt, athtott of tht wook.

Mock* a goal In Itio most rocont (ecctr

gam*. ~ (ptwto by Ottgen)
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Council presses for

higher Record budget

iMtt Thursday, paiM mamlMrt (fram left) Nail Orabali, Ralph Ranzi, Randy Wang, Stuart Couttar,

and Gordon Winston axprassad views on town-Collogaaconomic intaractlons.

Following extensive debate
Thursday evening, the College

Council voted 17 to S to reject the

Finance Committee's proposed 1S77-

78 Record grant of $13,000.

As a result of this reversal, the

grant will be resubmitted to the

Council after further review by the

Committee.

Opposition to the $3268 cut in the.

Record's requested allocation focused

on two issues: whose obligation it is to

pay for its Commencement issue in

June and the validity of the Finance

Committee's decision to compel the

newspaper to' reduce its operating

costs by $1000.

By refusing to pay for the Record's

Commencement issue, the Committee
hoped to make it necessary for the

College to absorb the cost of the issue

Panel sees town -College mutualism
The economic interaction of

WiUiamstown and the College formed

the basis of a panel discussion on

Th(irsday, October 27, sponsored by

the Williams Independehts. While all

members of the panel agreed that the

College and the town are "inex-

tricably connected," each presented a
different perspective on ttus in-

terrelationship.

Participants in the program, the

second in the series "Down from the

Ivory Tower," included Neil Graboist

Provost of the College, Ralph Renzi
'43, owner of Renzi's Bo^tore,
speal(ing as both a merchant and a

member of the community, Stuart

Coulter '80, student at Williams and

resident of WiUiamstown, and Gordon
Wirptoh, Professor o^ Economics.

,. The presence of the College creates

a definite influx of money into the

WiUiamstown area, through the

money spent by the students and by

the College itself, according to

Grabois. Building contracts, main-

tenance funds, and employment all

help increase the wealth at the region.

The number of employeesat Williams

has grown from 480 in 1964 to about 750

in 1V76, an increase that has me^nt
'more tax's revenues for the town,

Grabois said. The College' is also a

large taxpayer, since it is assessed for

all buildings and properties not used

directly for educational purposes. The
total tax contribution by the College

approaches $180,000 a year, according

to Grabois. In fact, he added Williams

pays more than it is assessed. Grabois

pointed out, however, that by its

beautiful setting and othecjteatuces,

the town helps the College by making
it more attractive.

Renzi acknowledged the depen-

dence of the town on the College for

both commerce and revenues. He also

stressed that cooperation between the

College and the town would produce

the best results for both. WiUi plans

for a new gym that could alter the

appearance of Spring Street, it is

essential that a joint planning com-
mittee study the problem of

-A

restructuring the shopping area.

Federal grants are a possibility, said

Renzi.

Renzi thought that the College has
been ovcsr-generous toward the town
with its facilities. With the recent

expansion of the college enrollment,

the facilities have become overtaxes,

and the town has not had as great

access to college properties as it had
in the past. WiUiamstown, which
never had any need to build its own
facilities, now finds itself in a
predicament.

Stuart. GfHili&c, '80, however, said

that as a resident of the town, be

made Uttle use of the coUege facilities

and, in fact, did not realize they were
open to town residents. He said he felt

that the town and the CoUege often

form two distinct social worlds,

although they depend on each other

economically.

Professor Winston, puUing together

the statements of the others on the

panel, said that WiUiamstown abd the

College form an 'Sncredibly combined
and integrated" economy. He said he

beUeves that it would be almost im-

possible to imagine either the CoUege
or the town not drastically different if

the other did not exist

in question. According to Finanw^
Committee Chairman Harry KeUy,

"If we step in and take a firnt stand,

(hen the CoUege niay have to assume
the cost of the June issue." The
Record, howevo', must plan on either

not printing a Commencement issue,

since no itioney has been provided for

it, orreducing the number of pages in

Ata regular issues in order to save

sufficient funds for the June issue.

The Committee's denial of an ad-

ditional $1000 to compel the Record to

economize was termed "arbitrary"

by Assistant Dean EUeen JuUen,

faculty adviser to the Council.

"Although I was at the Finance

Committee meeting," she said, "I

don't understand why
|

$1000 >*as the

perfect amount to cut." ', Kelly

maintained that this reduction would

only result in a shrinkage in the size of

the Record of only three pages each

month. Scott Fenn, Record Editor-in-

Chief, pointed out that this would "cut

our advertisement revenues,':'

necessitating a further decrease in the

size of future issues.

Pique faced a College CouncU graiU

reduction of $200. It originally

requested. $3500 to defray its total

expenses of approximately $4700. The

CouncU agreed to supply BackTalk

with the fuU $3400 it requested.

Likewise the Gulielmenslan received

the $9500 that it iniUally sought. The
Boat Club crew wiU receive $4000

toward its total projected costs of

$30,000 for 1977-78. The Outing and
Riding Clubs received grants of $395$

and $25 respectively •

Carter pledges enforcement of '55'

byJohnRindlaub
Roadtripping may be half the fun,

but President Carter is determined

that you won't be able to get there in

half the time. CBers might put it this

way: "Wateh out for the Big Smokey
who is shooting for the Double-

Nickel."

School year change is hypothetical
by Christine Ross

Clarifying recent concern over

possible cutback or elimination of

Winter. Study, Committee on

EducatioiialP.olicy Chairman Gordon

Winston explained that the con-

troversy stems from discussions

about modifying the school year

which are still at a "l^ely
hypothetical" stage.

I

''The questionwas raised whether it

inakes sense for Williams to have a

tignificantly longer school year than

other institutions." He continued,

"We're curious about the costs and
benefits of having a longer school year

(han most colleges we're competing

With."

Winston pointed out, however, that

the CEP has no jurisdiction in this

matter. His committee can only

qonsider the foUow-up question: if we
shorten the year, how best can we do

it?

"The question of modifying the

school year has simply been raised for

discussion," he emphasized. "No
decisions have been made one way or

the other."

However, he asserted that the costs

of a longer school year "should not be

ignored," as they affect the faculty,

the CoUege and the students. Energy
bills, loss of free time and loss of a

substantial earning perfod for

students are just a few of the costs of

maintaining the school year at its

present length.' These costs should be

explored and weighed against their

Drama seminars offered
The Arts department of the Record in conjunction with Professors

Graver and Carr of the English Department is offering two brief seminars in

the art of writing a drama review. The seminars will include two groups of

five students each.

One group wiU meet with Arthur J. Carr to discuss Shakespeare's

Comedy of Errors. The other group will meet with Lawrence Graver to

discuss Beckett's Wailing for Godot. Each group wiU meet twice—once
before the first production of the play ( before November 9 or 10) and once on

the Friday November 11 (after the first performance). '

The goal of the first meeting is to discuss the nature of critical drama
review and its application to the specific play to be reviewed. The students

will attend the first performance of the play and will participate in a foUow-

up discussion. Each participant is expected to write a review; one revieu'

from each group will be published. The idea of the program is to increase

student understanding and appreciation of the art of drama reviewing as

weU as giving each student the opportunity to write a critical review.

If you are interested in participating, please contact Mtmi David ( phone

Na 6225, Box 1614).

corresponding benefits in order to

determine whether the College

calendar should be modified.

Winston emphasized that the length

of the school year, and not Winter
Study, is Under scrutiny. Illustrating

this point, he cited a CEP study of last

year which gave overwhelming
support to WSP as an educationaUy

profitable way to spend a month,

given the length of the school year.

Winter Study Committee Chairman
WiUiam Grant backed this assertion

with an assessment of faculty opinion

on WSP. "A certain sizeable faction

feels it is extremely worthwhUe,

another sizeable faction has never

been very happy with WSP and never

wiU be, and there is a residual who go

'

along with 'it because it's there."

Grant explained, ""In the context of

the overall Williams curriculum,
Winter Study provides a balance."

However, if the year is shortened, a
decision which Winston feels would be

reached only after a considerable

period of study, survey and debate,

then the CEP would be asked to

recommend various modifications in

the calendar. Winston said he feels

that in this case, WSP would probably

face alteration. He explained, "It

seems unlikely that Winter Study

would be protected whUe we cut two
weeks off each semester."

If WSP is cut back, Grant said he
fears that the quality of the program
will suffer. "The present WSP works,

but is a very delicately balanced piece

of machinery. Any major alteration

Would destroy this balance, and would

e^^eIftually lead to its demise."

This highway lingo warns those of

us behind the wheel that Carter is

determined to enforce the 55 miles per

hour speed limit vigorously. (Or "the

Double-Nickel." "Snuricey" is a state

trooper.)

According to an article in Tlie

Christian Science Monitor (Tues.,

Oct. 25) the administration's goal is to

haveBS out of every 100 vehicles on the

nation's highways traveUng below 55

m.p.h. by 1985. HopefuUy, we wiU aU
haye graduated from Williams by
then, but the implications of Carter's

goal will be felt immediately.

Only 30 per cent of American
drivers cruise under the limit on

cross-country interstates, according

to a recently completed report or-

dered by President Carter. In ac-

cepting the report, The Monitor says

the White House sets in motion the

foUowing controls against lead-footed

coUege cruisers:

States which are lax in enforcement

of 55 m.p.h. speed Umits—or those

that are s^jngent—wiU be punished or

rewarded through smaU amounts of

the $7 biUion of annual U.S. highway
aid.

States prone to a high number of

speeders will be asked by the US
Department on Transportation
(D.O.T.). to divert $30 million In

already-authorized safety funds
towards beefing up police radar

patrols next year. Congress wUl be

asked to approve $30-$50 million a

year specificaily for the patrols

beginning in 1960.

Increased advertising, examples

set by drivers complying with the law,

and speeches by pubUc officials will

try to raUy pubUc support for the 55

m.p.h. speed limit.

States ranked

TheDOT report ranks sUtes on how
well they are complying with the

limit. The 10 worst ar« Wyoming,
Connecticut, North Dakota, Maine,

New Mexico, Texas, Georgia,

Arizona, Utah, and Nevada. The 10

best for the first half ol 1977 were New

York, New Jersey, Colorado,

Louisiana, Idaho, Hawaii, Virginia,

Oregon, Minnesoto, and Idaho.

According to officials, the number
of vehicles going over 60 m.p.h. has

been cut in half nationwide since the

law went into effect in January, 1974,

This trend contributes to about half of

the 21 per cent drop in fatolities since

the Arab oU embargo. The numtter of

speeding tickets during the same
period has nearly doubled.

Average speeds are climbing again,

forcing Carter to caU for action. So far

in 1977, only 10 states have an average

speid below 55 m.p.h., compared to 16

to 1976.

If the 85 per cent compliance is

achieved, US oil usage would be cut by

2 per cent by 1965, or one-fifth of

Carter's goal of a 10 per cent reduc-

tion by 1965. .WUliams roadtrippers

might do weU to heed the 1976 cam-

paign slogan: "It's a law you can live

with." It may take you an hour and a

half to get to Skidmore driving under

the "Double-Nickel" but you may
save more than just gas nickels ^i the

process.

Julian Bond, OmtiIm statu sMMlui^

•pehu at Chapta Octobur 2S. Ppr •

cloMr look at t<M contunt of liis

tpuuch, sue tlia Viewpoint, page t.
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-WHS Hllfi—
Dukakis to conduct No. Adams town meeting

Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis will conduct a "Governor's
town meeting" in North Adams on Friday, November 11 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Drury High School.

Dukakis has conducted such meetings twice monthly since January,
1975. The meeting, which he described as "a candid discussion of state and
local issues," will consist of opening remarks by Dukakis followed by
questions and comments from the audience.

Green Mountain Race Track may close

Green Mountain Racetrack, in Pownal, Vermont, may close after the
season which ended Sunday, according to track officials. Timothy Rooney , a
spokesman for the family which owns the track, described the past season as
"terrible" and described track losses as "a substantial amount of money."

The track is the only pari-mutual racetrack in Vermont and is owned by
the Arthur Rooney family of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The Rooneys also

!q)|WIW»tfeitW(tkii;i«i|rri;Wa4,'Ww York and Pennsylvania, in addition to
owning the Pittsburgh Steelers of the National Football League.

News & Notes
^jFROM CAREER COUNSELING

Grad. School Representatives coming
to OCC next week:
Mon.. Nov. 7: Albany Law (AM), USC
Grad. Sch. (AM), Suffolk Law (PM).

Tues., Nov. 8: US Marine Corps (10-

2), Wharton (U Penn Bus.), Stanford
Business.

Tliurs., Nov. lO^ NYU Bus., Carnegie-
Mellon Grad. Sch.

OCC Events for next week:

Wed.. Nov. 9—Mead Government
Internship meeting for interested
Juniors & Sophomores. The Mead
program was designed to encourage
qualified Williams students to seek
Federal, State, and Municipal
government summer jobs. Ap-
plications available at the meeting
and are due on Nov. 23 by 12 Noon.
Meeting at OCC, Mears. 4 PM.
Thur*.. Nov. lO-^pportunities in

Banking presentation by represen-
tatives of Morgan Guaranty Trust
from NYC. OCC, Mears. 2 PM.
Thurs., Nov. i»—Resume Workshop
for those interested in improving
resume writing skills. OCC, Mears.
»:30 PM (every Thurs. thia month)

A REMINDER!
TTie OCC resource library is open on
Saturday mornings from 9 : 30AM to 12

Noon to students, faculty staff, and
alumni.

FELLOWSHIP INFORMATION (See
Fellowship notebook)

Mass. SUte Federation of Wemen't
Cluba 1978 scholarships to Mass.
residenu for graduate studies and
studies abroad DEADLINE: March 1,

1978.

<3

Graduate Fellowships in Special
Education at SUNY-Albany. $2000
stipend -t-waiver of tuition and fees.

DEADLINES: Nov. 15 for programs
starUng January 23, 1978 and March
15, 1978 for starting on August 28, 1978.

U.S. Army Health Professions
Seholarsfaips pay tuition, bodes, & fees

-I- a monthly stipend to students of

medicine, optometry, or veterinary
medicine.

To the editor:

So, The Dean of Beer Suggests All

Students Improve Their Reading,

Writing, and Punting? Well, Williams

Women suggests that The Record
have more respect for the women on
campus than to run such blatantly

sexist advertisements as the Mohawk
B*v«rag« Beerspread in the October

21 issue. That ad \^s an insult to the

intelligence of everyone on this

campus, but was especially insulting

to women. If this is the means The
Record chooses to obtain its monies,

then perhaps a cutback in the number
of issues would not be a bad thing.

What woman wants to be subjected to

further instances of sexism and ex-

ploitation?

We recommend that The Record
take a stance on this political issue

which is in keeping with the

newspaper of a supposedly intelligent,

cultured and aware student body.

Williams Women

Passions

FULL TIME JOBS
Monroe Correctional Institute of

Monroe, Mass. is seeking a certified

secondary school teacher to do GED
test prepping, 'adult basic education,
and special interest education. This is

part time (9 weeks) work in the
evenings. $7-hr. Send resume to:

MCI - Monroe
RFD Box 168

Readsboro, VT. 05350

Attn. Gary Lecuper

To the editor:

Having taken a furtive glance at the

new display in the lobby of Sawyer, I

now see the truth of that old defitiition

.of a library: a place for those who
burn with a passion for knowledge.
Without too much difficulty I c^n now
envision this scene between a lover

and his lass: "What a glorious night!

The moon is veiled by clouds, the stars

are so close you could embrace them,
and the playful breeze sets a man's
fancy to notions of love—shall we
study at Sawyer?" Actually, it's in-

conceivable what they're teaching in

library science these days.

John Bledsoe
Staff member, Clark Art Library

Bakke & pre-meds

To the editor:

I do not wish to write a letter core-

cerning the intricabies of the Bakke
case. Regardless of how the Supreme
Court decision goes, it will have major
impact on admissions practices of all

professional schools. Some of the

consequences of the decision may^be
beneficial and some may be
deleterious to the society as a whole. I

do, however, want to take exception to

the views on the Bakke case ex-

pressed by two members of the fresh-

man class, views which appear to be
held by a substantial number of

premedical students.

The statement that "qualification

for medical school should be deter-

mined solely by grades, test scores
and practical background," is based
on the fallacious assumption that the

best students make the best doctors.

The grading and testing process is

unequal of itself. There are wide
variations in level of difficulty and in

evaluation procedures among courses
at this college. There are even greater
variations from college to college.

The MCAT examination is the sole

attempt at putting all applicants on an
equal footing. It is a short answer
examination akin to college boards
and has not been found to correlate
with medical school performance in

the past, as it has little in common
with diagnostic ability and clinical

insight. Finally, "practical ex-

perience" usually means working in a

laboratory or hospital during the

summer, an opportunity which is far

more accessible to the offspring of

physicians. Such students also benefit

unequally from letters of recom-

mendation written by their parental

contacts in the medical field.

One should look at the question of

admissions in a different light. In any

applicant poo) to medical school there

are far more academically qualified

students applying than can be ad-

mitted. Naturally some level of

academic competence should be
required. Generally undergraduate

record and motivation are the best

indicators of success in the academic
aspects of medical education which
are the focus of the first 18-24 months
of the medical curriculum. The
remainder of medical training, i.e.

last 2-2^1,^ years of medical school and
3-5 years of residency, takes place at

bedside and in the clinic. It is there

that other factors such as einotional

stability, powers of observation, in-

sight, intuition, judgment, ability to

relate to others, humility, compassion
and self-awareness coupled with an
ability to use basic medical
knowledge distinguish the best

physicians from the body mechanics.

The study by the AMA, which in-

dicated that 85 per cent of Minority

admissions students do not return to

urban centers for private practice, is

cited by the authors of the Bakke
letter as proof of the fact that minority

admissions have not produced desired

results. On the contrary, there is a

surplus of physicians in private urban
specialty practices (more
psychiatrists in Boston than in all of

Great Britain, for instance) and a
dearth of primary care physicians in

rural settings and in public service.

Only one-third of Americans have
medical insurance and adequate
resources to pay for routine care;

approximately one-third are
Medicaid eligible and the remaining
one-third have very minimal
coverage and resour.ti9$t.Mr,.~i'00,\i-

coverage at all. It does no good for a
doctor, minority or otherwise, to set

up a private practice in an inner city

ghetto or an impoverished rural area
where no one can afford to use his-her

services. Although Blacks have a far

higher rate of high blood pressure and
heart attacks than Whites, a car-

diologist in private,practice charging
the going rate of $50 per visit caniibt

make a living in Harlem but can on
the upper Eastside!

If a physician wants to help to make
medical care available to minorities,

he-she should join a neighborhood
health center, a store-front clinic, the
staff of a university medical center, of

a city hospital, a health maintenance
organization, or the Public Health
Service at comparatively modest
salary. Apparently that is what 8Sper

cent of minority students do, and it is

precisely what is needed until we as a
nation are willing to address the
problem more broadly with some
form of guaranteed health coverage
for all our people.

MargotS.Moomaw

Sports-yellow tone

To the editor:

Even as a loyal Eph fan, I have to
protest Tim Layden's October 21
preview of the Tufts football game.
His yellow journalism displayed an
arrogant condescension that is in-

tolerable.- The tone of the article,

including quotes from Coach Odell,

was offensive. No one will deny the
fine quality of a Williams education,
but this hardly entitles a Williams
reporter to deride another college
with low blows and cheap shots.

Whatever happened to the
Shakespearean and Melvillean
tradition of elevating the stature of the
opponent to glorify the hero's
struggle?

AnnFlocken'80

Rev. Lee ho^ts

service

Suoday, Nov. 6, there will be^

worship service held in Driscoll

lounge. The service is being
sponsored under the auspices of

theBSU, and will be conducted by
the Reverend John W. Lee, whg is a
graduate of the Boston University
School of Iheology, and is

currently the pastor of Israel AME
Church in Albany, New York,
which is the oldest Black church in

upstate New York (1828). The
service will begin promptly at 3:15

p.m.

..»(>(;?

m^ SPIRIT^
SHOP

LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Willlamstown

Phone 458-3704

WALKING & HIKING

BOOTS
By

• VASQUE

• FABIANO

• TECNICA

TO GET YOU THERE
AND BACK COMFORTABLY

arcadian
shop

RMrt: MM.-tal. Il-I; Tk«ri. Till I

WalwSlrMi
WiNiMitl««ii

4M-M10
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Viewpoint: Bond debates racial problehls,xipdf3
Tin ProbUm. of tlu tw*ntf*th ctntury

i» tht probltm of iHt color Un*—llu
relation of tht darhtr to tS* Ughttr
racat of mtn tn AiUt and African/ in

Anurk* 4nd tht uia^B of tkt Ua.
T/i* SoiOt of Black Folk

W.B,DuB«U

by CbarlesF. Sander*

JulianrBond cfime lo WiUiamstown
last Monday night and gave the
community a speech that had deep
implications. In his usual style of

> deliverance. Bond was direct, aubtJe,

|:| and captivating. He spoke of current

I and past events irf a light that many of

Fug have never seen or turn away from.
Bond talked atxnit the gains that

blacks and other minorities had made
in the 1950's and 1960's; the freedom to

sit and ride where they wish, the right

to vote, and the right to attend in-

tegrated schools. He emphasized that

blacks were given the equality and
rights that were naturally accorded to

all Americans when our democratic
nation was conceive4 except, then
blacks were not considered
Americans but as either property or
three-fifths of a man. Bond then
discussed how the gains made either

..do not exist now or have taken ad-
verse forms. The Vietnam War was
one catalyst in that it absorbed money
that roi^t have gone to programs
beneficial to minorities such as the
Community Action Program or to the
Office of Equal Opportunity. With the

last of Vietnam came eight yean of

"callousness in the Capitol and
carelesanesa to the people," the

Republican era in the While House. In
this era, Bond said we had "60 per
cent national pullback in aoeial aei^

vlCM," elimination and cutbacks in

anat like Model CiUes and CAP
programs, and student kwns.

Despite the fact that we now have a
Democratic administration in the

White House, Bond seems to feel that

the regressive state of blacks and all

of America is going to continue Bond
criticized Carter for waiting until the
fall of his first year to attempt to think

seriously about an "urban policy";

his inability to come up with a solid,

viable welfare program; and for not

showing any "direction" in helping to

solve these problem areas.

Bond was justified in his criticism of

the Carter administration, especially

when taking into account the way
Carter attained office. Bond cited the

facts that 91 per cent of the black
electorate voted for Carter, giving
him a margin of victory, in thirteen

states which "accounted for 216 of 270

electoral votes needed to win." The
people and regions most instrumental
in electing Carter are recdving the
least service from him. However, I

feel that people may have misin-
terpreted Bond's statement that
"Black Americans achieved the
height of their political maturity," by
electing Carter himself. It was the

i h

Stanford MBA
The Stanford MBA Program is a two-yaar general

inanagement course of studies designed for men and
women wtw wish to develop managsment dcills to

meet the broad responsitiilities required in both the

(irhrate and p^blic sectors today and in the future.

TI^E STANFORD UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Stanford, CalHorriia 94306

COMING TO CAMPUS
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8

A representative of the Stanford Graduate School of

Business will be on campus to discuss with interested

students the exceptional educational opportunity of

the Stanford MBA Program.

Appointments may be made through

The Offica of Career Counseling

CoMm^A^
CLOTHING
Since 1975

Levis

CORDS - straight leg
1. flairs - at least

IS different colors

OENIMS
St flairs

straight lag
prewashad

[sizes 25-42/30-36
'

' length]

DENIM li CORDUROY
JACKETS A VESTS

Uned • Unllnod

SHIRT* $, AA, L., XL- Wide
Aial. Of n*M» «• Check*

(•ANATILA dress pants &
suit ceerdlnatas

RLTt A aucklat
Arriving • Wallets, pocket
Books, li Ski Hat*

'^^<^^' 109 Main Street North Adams

663«9276

solidarity and the instrumenUI role of

Black AmericBn's voting power that

promoted Bond's statement

Bond also addreaaed the Bakke caoe
saying the case oould enable "friend
and foe to get together for legal ac-
tion" to curtail the black people's
chances of advancement Bond feels

there are probably "racially
motivated quota ' systems" in the
admissions process but only as a
result of a "racially motivated"
society. He feels the Bakke issue is not
one of affirmative action buta "racial
one".

Finding bis speech, Bond stated

what he feels is needed to solve our
ever-present problems
1. an income and wealth
redistribution

2. real full employment and
negative income tax

3. a complete, viable educational

system

4. free or low-cost health care
financed by the U.S. Treasury, not

private insurance companies

5. governmental ownership of vital

services.

Despite Bond's optimism, certain

statements cannot be looked
favorably upon such as: "blacks are

integrated by law, segregated . by
fact;" "blacks have seen oppoeite

ends of theseesaw since Lincoln's 1863

Emancipation Proclamation", and
blacka are the "permanent un-
derclass." Bond said that situations

will change through "time, thought

and organization," but just how long

will it take, will it be for Uie better,

and is it worth it?

In his criticisms of the civil and
human rights movements of the 60's,

Bond seemed to be analyzing the

situation from a distance. Whatever
the shortcomings of these

movements, Bond is also personally

responsible and accountable. His
activities have involved him too deep
into these sensitive areas, and now is

not the time for him to become
disengaged.

Bond also left ul' tli(Kikintr^'*Wfial

lies in the future for this prominent
state Senator from Georgia?" He lost

the bid to become Executive Director

of Uie NAACP. Running for the
mayoralty of AUahU would be
political suicide until Mayoard
Jackson steps dowa What Is poaaible
is Bond's running for U.N. Am-
bassador Andrew Young's former
congressional seat and maybe af-

terwards seckii« to live in a UtUe
white house in the he^rj^ of

Washington, D.C. At this time we
must realize that Julian Bond is a
politician first, one Uiat America
needs, and a leader second

Water Street profile

Firemen answer
1 1 00 calls every year

byJohnSetear
"I want to be a fireman,'' 1S what

many children respond to the
patronizing question, "And what do
you want to be when you grow up,

dear?" Although many of us have
changed our answer by now, those

who still entertain thoughts of heroic

deeds will be happy to know there

exists a volunteer Hre department in

WiUiamstown.
Located on Water Street, the

department possesses four trucks,

ranging in year ofmake from 1949 to a
decade later. A 100-f t. a«rial ladder

truck will soon join the force. The
department is supported by a tax

assessment of $2.00 per $1,000 real

estate value.

The WiUiamstown Fire Department
consists of one full-time employee,
Mr. Gordon Noble, and 35 vohmteers
who are paid by the hour. "I answer
the phone, drive the first truck, and

©If? iCHg (Nov 8)

Next Tuesday is faculty/staff night.

Invite someone now
before the rush

Representative

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTI^ERN CALIFORNIA
totwoncaihpus

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7

Oraduato study information • all fialds of

Lattars, Arts A Sciancas

Special ampdasisonMm Humanities

Contact Office of Career Counseling

EPHLATS CONCERT PARTY
with the

WHEATON WHIMS
TONIGHT

8:00 p.m.

Driscoll Lounge

$1.25 at door
Tradlflonal re/reshmenfs served

The Record will rxiv classifieds at 20c per line for the first 3 linos aitd ISc for

each additional lino. Deadlines are 4:00 p.m. Wednesdays and Sundays.

Total amount due must accpmpany this form. AAall or tiring In person to

Classifieds, The Williams Racord, Baxter Hall, WiUiamstown, Mass. 01247.

NAME^ PHONE

ADDRESS. .TOTAL ENCLOSED.

AD
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Mvsic In fhe Round

Trio featured at Thompson
by Vernon Pritch

The Third Concert of Music In the

RuMiid's 1977-78 chamber music series

will feature poet-Romantic Era
compositions by Johannes Brahms,
Bela Bartoli, and Dimitri
Shostakovich. It is scheduled for

Friday evening, November 4, at 8:30

p.m. in Thompson Memorial Chbpel.

Brahms composed his Clartmt
Quintet in B minor. Opus lis, in the

summer of 1891. It is the last of Hie 24

chamber music works. Brahnia
wrote over a period of more than forty

years.

The Clarinet. Quintet (made up (ft.

one clarinet, two violins, one viola and
one violoncello) contains four

movements: 1, Allegro, 2, Adagio, 3,

Andantino and Presto, and 4, Theme
and Variations plus Coda. The two
sections of the third movement relate

to each other thematically, although

in contrasting tempos. The fourth

movement consists of an initial theme
and its development through five

symmetrically balanced variations.

Coffeehouse
This Saturday evening from 9-12

Williams Coffeehouse presents

John Danduran and Chris Kleeman
playing tradTtional, original and
funky favorites. Also appearing

with them will be Michelle Cuts-

forth. As always, admission is

free.

The Coda combines the main themes

of the first and fourth movements,
thus giving the entire composition a

cyclic finality.

Although Brahms intended the

clarinet to Junction as one of five

equal individuals in the Quintet, he

made full use of the technical and
tonal possibilities of the woodwind
testrumenr. In hU book Chamber
Musk, Homer Ulrich describes.

Brahms' Opus US as "exquisitely
' retrained" and "noble, yet lyrically

melodlus".

Violinists Julius and Lisa Hegyi,

Violiat Susan St. Amour, Cellist

Douglas Moore and Clarinetist Susan

. Hohenberg, will combine to render the
^

iQuintet. ^ •
.

Bela Bartdc's Violin and Piano
Sonata No. 1 was composed in 1921.

Although designated as being in C
sharp minor, it roams freely through

tonalities and dissonances which are

hard to place in any one key. In the

second of three movements, Bartotc

combined C natural in the violin witn

a simultaneous C Sharp tonaUty in the

piano, F sharp in one instrument with

F natural in the other, and so on.

The first movement possesses a
sonata-allegro form, although it is less

distinct than those of the Classicists

like Mozart and early Beethoven. The
middle movement is ternary in

structure, while the finale in-

corporates a rondo. There is little

exchange of thematic material bet-

ween violin and piano during the

progress of the work. Bartok was

more intent on producing interesting

new, and often dissonant soooritieB,

than on concerning himself with

details of harmonic progression.

Julius and Lisa Hegyi will perform

this Sonata on violin and piano,

respectively.

Dimitri Shostakovich's second work
for violin, violoncello and piano, is

alto « 20th century ww*.-
Shostakovich composed the E Minor
Piano Trio, Opus 67, in memory of a

deceased friend, musicologist Ivan
Sollerinsky. The Trio's early for-

boding gloom r^lects the still-raging

World War U, but resolves into a
noble, grand finale. Punctuated by
occasional sharp dissonances and
tonaMty outside of any single key
signature, the Trio as a whole is more
stable and harmonically consonant

than the above-mentioned Bartok

Sonata. The Trio's four movements
are: 1, Andante Moderate, 2, Scherzo,

3, Largo, and 4, Allegretto. Hegyi,

Moore and Joseph (pianist) will

render the E minor Trio.

The Williams Trio, Douglas Moore, callo, Charles Joa^, plaiM, «nd Jullu*

Hagyl, violin, will play in the Music in the Rovnd chamber music concert on
Friday, November 4, at 8:30 p.m. in ThomiMon Memorial Chapel, Wllllams-
town.

Brooks forces humor in 'Saddles'

Dakan to give song recital
TERRY DAKAN, a special student

at Williams, will give a free, public

song recital on Monday, November 7,

at 4:30 p.m. in the lounge of Weston
Language Center. She will be assisted

at the piano by Stei^en Dankner,
Assistant Professor in the Williams

Music Department, which is spon-

soring the event

The program will contain selections

' i^ Brahms, Verdi, Brel, Meredith
Willson, Comden & Green, Leonard
Bernstein, Jule Styne, and Bob
Merrill, as well as social satire pieces

whose origins are obscure. This "very
mixed t>ag" is an attempt to tie

together the wide variety of musical

styles Dakan has worked with in the

past year6.

Dakan comes to Williams from
Wauwatoea, Wisconsin via New Yorit

City, where she v/mked for ten years
as a singer-comedienne. In television

she was featured on the Merv Griffin,

Garry Moore, and Ed Sullivan shows
and, for a season, as lead comedienne
on the David Frost Revue. Most
recently, she starred in the television

movie "Luv Boat."
In theatre Dakan followed the

musical comedy vein. Some of ttie

roles she played in stock and regional

theatre were Agnes Gooch in

"Mame," Winifred in "Once Upon a

Mattress," Ella in "The Bells are

Ringing," and Polly Peachum in

"Threepenny Opera." On Broadway,
she stood by and went on for Mimi
Hines in the starring role cf "Funny
Girl." She explored political and
sodalsatire as a memtier of the revue
cast of Julius Monk's "Four in Hand"
and has been in one movie, "Up the

Sandbox." Finally, adds Dakan,
"Least memorable but most lucrative

were over forty television com-
mercials, selling everything from
toilet bowl cleaner to McDonald's
Hamburgers."

BUuing SaddUt will 6« ihown
tonight in Bronfman Auditorium at 7

and 9:30. Admission is tl.

by Dan Frazier
Noone will walk away from Blazing

Saddles muttering okays all the way
to Colonial. When faced with the sheer
brazen effrontery of a cutup like Mel
Brooks, only two responses are
possible: crazed, helpless cackling or

a mildly amused disapprobation—

both embarrassing.

All movies ask a certain com-
mitment of us. That's in the nature of

artifice—the audiences acceptance of

the artist's premises. But to realize a
return on the investment of $1 and two
hours, we must first swallow the

outrageous condition given that Mel
Brooks' is a Comic Genius. If you can
buy this, you'll not only enjoy yourself

but probably laugh yourself silly, and
feel silly for being taken in.

But that's not too hard, even for an
audience of finely honed critical

minds. Behind every frame, there's

the presence of Mel Brooks groping

for the jugular: "This is funny, so

laugh, you goy schmuck, LAUGH!!"
The first five minutes (H-omise a

well-aimed satire of the John Ford
Monument Valley Western (already a
self-caricature, on the order of Billy

Carter). After Frankie Laine's cliche-

ridden, whiplash-punctuated theme
song, a gang of black railroad workers
are goaded into a "good ol' fashioned

nigger work song," they glide into

slickly harmonized Cole Porter. From

ACECsponsors Kalapana
Kfilapana will be appearing with

Cheap Trick at Chapin Hall on Friday,

November 11. Tickets are $3 In ad-

vance, $5 at the door, and go on sale

Monday at Baxter Hall. Due to

limited seating, only Williams
students and their guests will be

admitted to this Homecoming event.

On the south shore of the Big Island

of Hawaii, there is a beach known as

Kalapana. It is a black sand beach

and is unique for that reason. Through

sun, wind, and the constant washing of

waves, the l>each has maintained its

unique identity for thousands of years.

Now there is a new Kalapana.

What is unusual about the new
Kalapana is that its music comes out

of Hawaii, but not in the traditional

style. Don Ho they're not; Kalapana is

as contemporary as a quad sound
system. Kalapana is versatile in a
wide range of musical styles; their

music utlUsea luih fouivpart har-

Kalapana will appear WlMi Cheap Trick at Chapin Hemecoffling weekend on
PrMay, Nov. II.

monies over jazz-rock-acoustic in-

strumentation. As the influential

music trade magazine Cashbox has
written, Kalapana "may sound like

Hall & Oates, the L.A. Ex|»^e8s, or

America, but they still manage to

inject their own individual per-

sonality. The front line harmonizes

beautifully and the l>and ha8 no dif-

ficulty delivering their material
which runs the gamut from electric to

acoustic with tinges of jazz and pop."

Since forming in 1974, Kalapana has

quickly become the most popular

group in Hawaii's entertainment
history. All three of their albums have
topped the charts, and the demand for

live appearances has been over-

whelming. In June of 1976, Kalapana
sold out three nights at the Waikiki

Shell, breaking box-office records set

by Elton John and the Rolling Stones.

Six months later, they grossed over

$300,0(X) in a single appearance at the

Aloha Stadium in Honolulu.

Kalapana has also become a major
attraction in California. They've sold

out dates in Santa Monica and
Berkeley, and at the University oif

Southern California and U.C. Irvine.

Last night, Kalapana packed Royce
Hall on the UCLA campus.
Kalapana's Williams appearance on

November ll marks their East Coast

concert detnit The band is receiving

co-headline status, and will be per-

forming a fultlength set.

then it's all downhill.

The unsteady plot, concerning a

modem dude (Cleavon Little) as an
Old West sheriff, promises racial

humor that's never delivered. Never
mind that, Little's too nice a guy in the

first place—Brooks obviously has
other things in mind. His movie
quickly disintegrates into a sloppy

pastiche of old vaudeville gags, old

burlesque routines, old assortion-of-

Jewishness jokes, and even old

Groucho bits that don't work. It's like

we're overhearing the comics' con-

vention breaking up at every gag in

the bock: "217.936." It's not supposed
to be funny, just strident.

We're also embarrassed for the

actors fed into this comedy of chaos,

especially for Madaline Kahn, whose
loopy Marlene Dietrich act outclasses

Brooks' intentions. Only Gene Wilder
escapes. In a film overcharged with

breakneck manic intensity, his

dreamy, bemused gunslitiger seems
played at half speed; reflective,

wondering how his manager got him
involved in such a mess.

And why shouldn't he? He shares

with us the knowledge that Blazfaig

Saddles is doomed to collapse under
its awesome absurdist pretensions.

For Brooks, irreverence is its own
reward. We're supposed to chuckle

and chick lovingly over his dirty-

minded-Uttle-boy antics, because he's

so darned cute, whatever he does. He
even puts iiimself in the film's cast;

Paul^|Cael(iubbed,|iim its 'mascot'.

Mel Brooks' talents are
diametrically opposed to those of a
director. We love him for the wild;

irresponsible zaniness of The Critics,

his records, and TV appearances. But
that's the problem—he cmjoys himself

so much that he destroys his own
material. He's too busy laughing at

himself.
j

Some time ago, Diderot spoke of an
obvious but often ignored aspect of

performance: the performer must be
able to look at his material objectively

if he'wants to move his audUence. A
work of genius will result when Mel
Brooks finally catches on.

Clark hosts Hatch collection
"One Hundred American Drawings

from the John Davis Hatch Collec-

tion," which has been exhibited in

England, France, and Ireland for the

past two years, makes its first

American debut in an exhibition

which opened Tuesday at the Clark

Art Institute. The drawings range in

date from 1700 to 1910.

Included in the earliest Pre-
Revolutignary period are works by
Copley, Btenjamin West, and John
Greenwood. Copley's original
drawing for the painting The Death of

the Earl of Chatham in the Tate
Gallery, London, is in the exhibition,

as is West's study for his iwinting
George III Aasuming Royal Power fai

1789.

Thomas Sully's original small
observations of General Lafayette,

made in 1825 for the full-length

portrait in City Hall, Philadelphia, are
also shown. Of the four Winslow
Homer examples, one is a drawing of

the 1870s from the painting Breezing

Up; two are from the Civil War
period; and one is of his rural New
England. Thomas Cole, represented
in the selection by four items, has a

superb small round drawing of The
Cross in the Wilderness.

The chronological survey ends witii

a free-line study of the Head of Jean
by George Bellows used for his

painting EUnor, Jean and Anne in the

Albright-Knox Gallery in Buffalo, and
a brilliant early self-portrait by
Marsden Hartley.

John Davis Hatch, museum ad-

ministrator and American art
historian, first began collecting
drawings by American artists in 1929.

In 1936 his collection was shown in a
pioneering exhibit at the Phillips

Memorial Gallery in Washington,
D.C. and it travelled thereafter under
the American Federation of Arts for

three years for showing in museums
throu^out the United States.

In 196S the distinguished Remf
brandtschdarJakob Rosenberg, with

S. Lane Faison, Jr., then Professor of

Art at Williams, selected forty-six

drawings to form an exhibit 150 Years
of American Drawings which was
circulated to four major institutions.

Ten years later Winslow Ames of the

Univmity of Rhode Island selected

six^^Hotho: -dfawings froHi ilatch's

collection to make up a group entitled

American Face and Figure as an
exhibit planned to tour New England
State Universities. The examples for

this Bicentennial survey of one
hundred drawings were selected by
John Wilmerding, then at Dartmouth
College.

The exhibition will remain on view
at the Institute through January 15.

A Gantleman by John Singleton

Copley is in the exhibition which
opened Tuesday at tho Clark.
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Wesleyan grldders look for first win over Odell
FOOTBALL from pag* «

half, yet the win showed signs of an

Epb recovery, Ju«t in time for the

Uttle Three.

Wesleyan, you see, cannot win the

Little Three and no matter what the

season records say, this is a whole

new baUgante and Williams has a

clean slate. The Eph offense rolled up

4S5 yards against Union, moving with

equal effectiveness on the ground and

through the air.

Bill Whelai) threw for a strategic ItO
yards and three touchdowns, and the
Eph coaches must be wondering what
that senior would be like if h% hadn't
missed nearly two full seasons with
injuries. Fullback Nuzzolese netted 63
yards and three touchdowns and tri-

captain Scptt Harrington returned to

the lineup to pick up 97 yards and his

first score of the season.

"We're getting better," said Odell,

"Harrington really added a spice to

our offense." On the dark side of the

ledger, soph Dave Massucco, who
caught a 46-yard scoring pass from
Whelan and rushed for 71 yards, has a

sprained ankle and will not start.

Greg Collins will go in Massucco's
place.

Steve Rogers has a charley horse at

.^e.t^^e sppt ^nd may be replaced

by Mike Curran. The rest of an of-

fensive line which played a superb
game againsUlUnion will remain in-

tact. Offensive-player-of-the-week Joe
Maguire is the center, flanked by any
t\yo of Ken Schoetz, Jay Skerry and
Brian Pales with froeh Bob VanDore
continuing an outstanding relief job at

the other tackle spot.

Ken Hollingsworth and Todd
jgckersoncfiinbiDiHl for nine catches
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and will ittart at the receiver spots.

Herb McCormick relnjured a ham-
string this week. "If deeire Is

Enough," says Odell, "he'll play," but

he lists the tri-caplain as doutHful.

Sophomore Russ Gee and senior

Mike Masi are the men on center

stage Saturday, playing the crucial

defensive end positions and trying to

contain the Cards' outside speed. Tri-

-oaptain Pete Tuttle, Brian SaMdict^
and Colin Hart are the front three,

with Dan Towle ready in the bullpen.

John Thiel picked off a Union pass

and played battering ram for 21 yards

and a touchdown, and will join fellow

junior Phil Shuman at the linet>acker

spots. Greg McAleenan, Mark Gerry
(a pretty TD-saving deflection) Long
Ellis (tUs first career interception)

and Andy Krakauer round out the

defense.

Two weeks ago, Wesleyan and
Amherst went at each other like a

couple of alley cats. "We're gonna
play with a lot of emotion," says

Odell, "it'll be an adrenaline game."
All that "electricity" Curt Gowdy,
Jim McKay, and Brent Mussberger
are always talking about is already

there.

Booters top Chiefs,

deadlo^ Crimson
SOCCER from pag* «

keeper Doug Orr and the referee

allowed the score. Williams erupted in

disbelief. "No, the ref didn't blow his

whistle," quipped Berkshire Eagle
reporter Mike Meserole. "But he
really did blow the call."

Williams rallied after this incident

and began to rain soccer balls on
Crimson netminder Freddie Herold.

With 1:25 left in the first half fast-

improving Greg Hartman cut the gap
to 2-1 with a 12-yard toeball. At 29:58

of the second half Hartman tied the

game on an amazing 28-yard
screamer that skimmed off the
stomach of a Harvard fullback, off the

crossbar and into the goal. Two
minutes later Pvrp^^Sim Wliitj

Osborne put the Ephs on to0, 3-2

.

With fans roaring and darkness
descending it seemed as if the Purple
had the Crimson whipped for the third

consecutive year, but a supreme
effort by Harvard's Nelson knotted
the score with 12 : 47 left. As goalie On-
punched away one head-high shot.

Nelson leaped into the ball and headed
it back over Orr and into the net. "A
great, courageous goal" said
Williams mentor Vennell. The twff

schools called it a 3-3 draw when
neither could score in two twilight

overtime sessions. i;,

Williams was typically slow out of

the blocks in Saturday's rugged
match against Springfield, and fell

behind six minutes into the battle

when Hong Kong native Joe Yung
pushed home a shot from seven yards
out. Only after 20 miiiutes of the half

had elapsed did the Ephs keep the ball

on the ground against the bigger
Chiefs, but even then some wild
shooting killed several picturebook
scoring opportunities.

Supported by Jay Loeffler's strong

goalwork, Williams iced the game in

the second half on goals by Ted Rouse,

Hartman, and Perry Nelson. Vennell

bestowed praise 6n the play of his

reserves, citing Dave Barra in par-

ticular for a "super job" of filling in

for the sidelined Osborne

KING'S
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5-1 Cardinals gu^r for Ephs
byTlniLayden

There's a funny story unfolding

down in Middletown, Connecticut.

Head football Coach Bill MacDermott
is rumored to have ignored thoughts

that the loss of four-year quarterback

Brad Vapacore and the entire Car-

dinal secondary would wreck his

building process and turn the 76 5-3

Cards into a loser, and that the 1S77

WeslQran squad is 5-1?

!

Oh, and here's Anotha* little ^ece of

gossip out of card-town (just call me
Rona Barrett). Weeleyan, 4-2 and
gunning for their first Little Three
title since 1970 before losing to

Williams 34-7 (34-7?) last November,
feels that the Ephs and the ever-

scheming Bob Odell caught them with
Qieir drawers down and simply pulled

off a lucky wia
Had enough? Okay, here's some

more juicy little potpourri. Wesleyan
is one of two teams (Union being the

other) which has never beaten Odell,

and the Cards havecome close enough
the last three tries to contemplate
pulling their beaks out. Trailing 21-16

early in the fourth quarter in '74, a
couple of late TD tosses to Bob
fMiirphy '76 kiUed the Redbirds. In '75,

Dave Parker '76 hauled in a 13-yard

scoring toss froiitpon Wallace to kill a

young and hungry Cardinal eleven.

And last year, ah, last year.

Odell, with an-injury-riddled
William* squad, saw himaelf poten-

tiaiO' outclassed by the Redbirds. He
insUtutied a double split end offeiwe

and Wallace tossed some 43 passes,

four tot {(Hichdowns and the big win.

Vanac^e Was the losii« pitcher for

the fourth tinte and MacDermott now
stands at (H versus Odell.

All history lessons asidc^ ibe 1977

Wesleyan Cardinals are much, much
better than anyone expected. "This
will be the best Wesleyan team we've
faced at Williams," says a respectful

Odell, "it should be a real enthusiastic

game." Wesleyan was a heavy un-

derdog to Amherst two weeks ago and
lost only 16-14, in a game, according to

Odell "Wesleyan should've won."
John Papa, a placekicker and

punter for the Birds the past three

seasons, quarterbacks MacDermott's
charges, and does an adequate job.

His main task is getting the ball to a
paiir of very talented running backs,

Dennis Robuison and Bob Latessa.

Robinwn, according to Odell, "is

the fastest player we've come up
against this year." The swift junior

broke a 5S-yard punt return against

the Ephs two autumns ago, and likes

to run wide bebiod the crisp bk)cking

of classmate Lataata. "Wealeyan is a

team with a lot of speed," saya Odell,

which is somewhat akin to saying that

Woody Hayea likes to establish a

ground game.
Defensively, a pair of economy-

sized linebackers. Matt Hoey and Neil

Fitzgerald, make up for their lack of

size by hitUng wildly aqd covering

huge cbiMiks (if grouiKt AU-American
defensive end John McVicar "is an
ornery son of a gun" according to

Odell. After watching McVicar
pummel Gus Nuzzolese in the end
zone about a half hour after a score

last fall, one feels that the 6-4, 220-

poundo' is from another time: the

mesozoit era.

After a pair of sub-par pet-

formances at home against Bowdoin
and Tufts, the Williams Ephmen got

just what the doctor ordered last

Saturday in Schenectady. N.Y., two

teaspoons of Union Dutchmen and
plenty of offense and defense. The 45-

22 romp could have been 63-14 if

fumble-itis tiadn't set in in the second
sa« FOOTBALL page 5

Henry OibonM pop kicks in last

3-1.

k's game against Harvarrt—which an
(photo by Oettgen)

Booters tie Harvard, scalp Chiefs
byMarkPogue

Williams' red-hot soccer ensemble
fueled its midseason revival last week
with a comeback tie against Harvard
(3-3) and a knock-down triumph over
Springfield (3-1). The decisions ex-

tended the team's streak of un-

defeated play to four games and
improved the 1977 ledger to 3-4rl with

five games left. (Wednesday, U-Conn
snapped the streak with a 3-2 victory

in overtime.)

Harvard hypersoph Lee Nelson
(brother of Purple wing Perry) put on
a spectacular display of offensive

soccer in Tuesday's Crimson thriller,

bagging his eighth, ninth, and tenth

goals on the year to neutralize three

Stickers tip North Adams 2- 1

Km Leghorn rowed far a fo«nrth in novloa singles at the Charles Regatta. Three
other Williams beats placed In top ten of their division.

Once a year, the North Adams fidd

hockey team crosses town determined

to defy the odds and defeat traditional

rival Williams College. Four years of

losses and a history of superior

Williams squads has not discouraged

the perennially psyched state squad.

This year North Adams came within

one goal of grabbing that coveted first

win. Defensive play designed to block

the sure-shooting Williams line was
successful until sophomore Monica
Grady overcame the crowded con-

Harriers take 3rd at Easterns
Four Williams runners were

selected to the All East Cdlege Cross

Country Team as the Eph^n ran to a
third place finish at the 24-team
Eastern Championships Saturday. A
powerful Bates College team won the

large scale meet with 79 points

followed by last year's winner
Brandeis in second at 92 points and the

Ephs who were close behind with 108.

"I've seen a lot of them", com-
mented coach Tony Plansky about 46

years worth of Williams cross country

teams, "but this is the best group I've

ever had." Indeed, Saturday's third

place finish is the best Eastern per-

formance ever for a Williams team.
Senior Frank Can* led the purjde

wave with a medal-winning llth place

performance among the field of 170

New England athletes. Carr ch(9ped
40 seconds off his previous best time

at Franklin Park and shattered the 25

minute barrier with a 24:43 clocking.

A trio of Williams harriers placed

20th, 21st and 22nd giving Plansky a

quartet of AU-East selectees and an
eleven point margin over the fourth

|dace Southern Conn, squad. Tom
Schreck clocked 24:59 for the five mile

grass and macadam course while

MfteBehrman ran the best race of his

Williams career in 25:01 and Joe Kolb
capped off the scoring punch with a
time of 25:02.

Team captahi Dan Sullivan ran his

last collegiate race at Franklin Park
in a personal best 25:17 for the

number 34 spot and Garrick Leonard
crossed the line in 53rd place, as he

also recorded a personal best of 25:39.

Freshman Phil Darrow rounded out

the seven-man Eph contingent with an
excellent time of 25:49 for 60th place.

The junior varsity runners also had
a profitable day in Boston, as Larry
Wu's 26:24 twelfth place performance
led the group to a fourth place finish

overall. Freshman John McCammond
followed Wu in I5th place at 26:34

while Hans Geisecke toured the five

mile course in 26:58 for the number 26

position. Steve St. Clair entered the

finish chute in 31st place just eight

seconds over the 27 minute marie and
Pat Dobson followed six places later

at 27:21, While Buddy Bell and Jon
Miller recorded times of 27:51 and
28:18 respectively.

ditions, gunning in two goals to clinch

the 2-1 victory for the hosts.

North Adams came out fighting,

determined to avenge last year's five

goal shut-out. Williams usual well-

tuned halfback-forward scoring

machine endured some mechanical
difficulties throughout most of the

first half as bunching NA players

were caught in the sweeping
momentum of the E|As line. After 25

minutes of play which saw thwarted

comers, blocked up drives and a "hit

the post" near miss for Williams,

Monica Grady finally tallied for the

frustrated Ephs. Grady's first goal

was just what the fighting NA squad
needed. Within three minutes the

Staters put one past goalie Mimi
Dumouchel.
The second half saw Williams

spread out its passing attack looking

for a hole in the tiring NA defense.

Halfbacks Leslie Milne and Sue
Wright struggled to score but it was
Grady who managed to get on the

right end of a centering pass for the

host's second tally. The Ephs went on

to dominate the rest of the game as

the NA goalie lucked out repeated

shots on goal. — - ~

After scoring on its only shot of the

first half North Adams was unable to

maintain that percentage, as net-

minder Dumouchel picked off four

second half attempts.

iDwardaCBV
ferNon-Accoondng

Graduates
This is a unique fifteen-month, sixteen-course program

for graduates in the liberal arts, social sciences and
other non-accounting disclplirws.

It consists of six months of study of the bastes
of accounting; then three months of Internship in a
public accounting firm, putting theory into practice;

then another six months of intensive study.

Entering the program isn't easy: The competition

is keen. But when you graduate, you'll have the degree
of Master of Science in Accounting, and you'll be ready

for ttte CPA examinatton—and a rewarding career.

Forfurther informatkxi, pleasewrHeto
Professor Joseph Golemme, Graduate Sctiool of

Professional Accounting, Northeastern University.

360 Huntington Avenue. Boston. Mass. 02115.
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Dartmouth edges netwomen
by Evan Bash

Before the Williams and Dartmouth
women's tennis teams took to the

courts last Thursday in Hanover, a
ceremony was held to present the

hosts and their star {rfayer with

trophies commemorating their

respective New Bn^nd Tournament
team and individual champiodBhipe.
Naturally, this ceremony was not

very popular with the Ephs, last

year's champs, who went on to show
their disafiproval of the Big Green's
entertainment by giving the champs a
real scare before falling 6-3. Williams'

best (and last) performance of the

year left them with a fine 8-4 record
and pleasant dreams for the next few
seasons as half of this season's

starters were freshman or
sophomores.

If the presentations or the fact that

it was their last match didn't get

coach CurtTong's crew fired up, then

Becky (Phase's heroics certainly did.

Chase, playing at No. one singles for

the first time this year, pulled off a

remarkable upaet as she dominated

Pam Bamholzer, the New England
singles champ, in a 6-3, 6-2 victory.

Laura Goebel followed with a strong

performance for a tough 6-3, 4-6, 6-4

win, but, despite some fine (day, the

Ephs were unable to win another

singles match.

Captain Laura Carson, playhig the

last match of her strong college

career, dropped a 7-S, 6-3 decision at

No. two singles and Trudie ten Broeke
was overwhelmed 6-2, 6-0. In a result

unbefitting the good year she's had,

Ann Morris fell 6-3, 6-4 at Na four,

while, in one of the day's pivotal en-

counters, Mary Simpson's valiant

effort was not enough in a 6-2, 1-6, 6-4

km.
Two doubles victories secured

Dartmouth's wm. Amy Demorest and
Sally Kruse lost Williams' second
dose, three set match, as their good
play met with solid resistance in a 3-6,

6-1, 6^ defeat. Teamed together for

the first time. Amy Sterling and
Sherry Willcox won 6-2, 6-4, KrisUn
Dale and Mary Tom Higgs lost for the

first time this year, 6-2, 7-5.

Williams markers. Playing ati

"English style" game of hitting long

and then running after tlie ball.

Harvard gained contG^l of the early

action when the EphbootefiB were slow

in asserting their own short game
amidst these tactics. At 21:15 Nelson

tallied his first goal off a feed from
Columbian freshperson Alberto
Villar.

Controversy ex|doded when Nelson

scored off a comer kidi 15 minutes

later. Soccer rulebooks require comer
kicks to be preceded by a whistle from
each referee, but it appeared that only

one had sounded when Harvard wing
Matty Boyer let his fly. The Eph-
booters, half motionless, watched as

Nelson took a what-the-hell shot off

Boyer's premature release. The ball

squirmed through the arms of Purple

see SOCCER pages

Nuzzolese named
athlete of week
Gus Nuzzolese, sophomore fullback

on the varsity football team has been
diosen as the Record Athlete of the

Week after a superb three-touchdown

performance against Union Saturday.

The powerful sophomore rushed for 83

yards, scored two six-pointers on the

ground and added anoUier TD with a

grab of a Bill Whelan pass. Nuz-

zdese's contribution of 18 points led

the Ephmen to a 45-22 slaughter of the

Dutchmen and evened the squad's^

record at 3-3. y :

Honorable Mention—Frank Carr,

seniw on the men's cross country

team, receives an honwable mention

thisweek fbllowuvglusinedaPwimflng

eleventh place effort in the Eastern

Intercollegiate championships
Saturday in Boetoa Carr was the first

Williams fhiisher in the 170 runner

field and he averaged just over 4:57

per mile for a 24:43 five mile

clocking—the second fastest ever by

an Ephman on the Franldin Park
cou rse.The seniorharrierwas selected

to the All East team in pacing the

Ephs to a third i^ce finish in the 24-

team meet.

' njy i j iii f riijiyg---
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Problems fhwart guide
by Ray DeMeo

"The Course Guide needn't create

an adversary relationship between
students and faculty," according to

College Council President Tom
Herwitz. "But it won't work if it treats

courses and teachers like contemner

products." Since its inception two
years ago, the Course Guide com-
mittee has worlied to produce what its

chairman Don Toumey calls "a valid

guide, that provides an objective

measure of how students feel about

their courses." Tourney conceded,

however, that "there are some people

who really think that the guide is

detrimental to the Williams ex-

perience." ,

The Course Guide Committee's
l^dBt recent move has come in the

Interest of improving student
response to the course

,
guide

questionnaire. Faculty members
received letters Wedt^esday
requesting that they allow students to

fill out a portion of the questionnaire

during the class period at the end of

the semester. According to the letter,

the new procedure "would lead to a
near 100 per cent response rate" from
students, and consequently make the

published guide more "useful to

teachers and students alike." CEP
Chairman Gordon Winston agrees

with the idea "in principle," but

pointed out that there might be a
"problem with time," since faculty

customarily hand out their own course

evaluation questionnaires at the end
of the semester. Dean of Faculty

Francis Oakley recognized "the
students right to make the request,"

but added, that the decision to

distribute the guide "should be up to

the individual faculty member."
In the interests of avoiding "conflict

between students and faculty" the

committee has decided to exempt
courses taught by first year teachers

from review in the guide. Toumey
stressed the need for allowing new
faculty "a process of accUmation,"

and added, "they shouldn't have to

have the course guide looking over

their shoulders." Oakley supported

the m^sure as a means of allowing

new teachers to "develop their own
style."

In its letter to the faculty, the

Course Guide Copunittee stressed its

concern "for insuring that the guide

does not detfa'ct from the unique

faculty-student relationship here at

Williams/' However, George

Goethals, former CEP chairman and
last year's faculty representative to

the College Council, claims that

"public course evaluations can do real

damage." "They make the faculty

uptight, and there is a heavy cost in

terms of openness and trust." Oakley
shares some of Goethals' reseiv

vations, pointing out that the

evaluation process "may contribute

to a polarization" of students and
' faculty. Referring to the 20 per cent

response rate obtained on the' last

Course Guide Questionnaire, he ad-

ded, "student participation seems to

indicate a lack of interest in the

guide."

Tom Herwitz sees "a lack of in-

terest and understanding" as the

major factor hindering the success of

the course guide. "We've got to get

more student participation ,^ in

order to make the thing "WorChwhile,

or the faculty will hesitate to accept

it," he stressed. Herwitz proposed

that faculty members be allowed to

w'rite their own course descriptions in

addition to student evaluations in the

Guide. "The Course Guide can be

expanded to become a good, in-

teresting and helpful thing fpr both

students and faculty," he said.

Council vice-president Peter
Friesen called the present course

guide format "a flood of- bound data

that tends to overwhelm rather than

interest." He proposed to allow
questionnaires for different depart-

ments to be distributed separately

and dealt jvit^ on an individual basis-

He-{>roposed that the guide examine
individual professors' backgrounds,

including recently published articles,

syllabi and class formats. Und^r this

system, Friesen claims, "less
dynamic professors" would have an
opportunity to be represented in the

guide.

While stressing a need for "sen-

sitivity for faculty concerns," in the

course guide. Friesen added, "a
faculty member should be a public

creature." He conceded, however,

that "if the assessments made are
rash and not well-planned, it could

well damage faculty-student

relations." Tom Herwitz states, "It's

going to take a period of nurturing

before this thing can gain full ac-

ceptance with -either- «tudent& or
faculty." He added, however, that
' 'students are going to have to take the

initiative on this thing, even if some
faculty disagree."

Phi Beta Kappa

sponsors pone/

on Bakk9 Issues

and Implleatlons
The College community wrestled

with the issues and implications of the

Bakke case as representatives of the

faculty, administration and students

presented opinions and fielded

questions at the year's first Phi Beta
Kappa panel Sunday in Dodd House.
Vincent Barnett led Political

Science Asst. Prof. Gary Jacobsohn,

Provost Neil Grabois, Admissions
Director Philip Smith and Dan

M« PANEL page 2

Three panslltts littrni to tti* dciwt* over the Bakke cat* at Dotfd Housa on
Sunday. (photo by Gast)

Smith speculates oh pool of early decision

dpplicqnts and Barron's rating
Director of Admissions Philip

Smith, said he expects an, increase in

the number (rf Early Decision ap-

plications, due November 15.

For the past ten years, the College

has accepted just over 30 per cent of

the incoming class through the early

decision process. This year the

College will accept slightly fewer. By
this method. Smith explained, the

College will be able "to respond to the

strength of the pool" next spring.

Signs of an increase are the number of

Williamstown interviews this fall, and
the requests for applications.

Smith also said that the College will

have its Barron's Guide selectivity

rating, reviewed for next fall. The
ratings are changed every two years,

and are based strictly on College

Board scores. Williams fell last time

from "most highly selective" to

"highly selective," with Math-Verbal

averages of 660/625-630, below the

650/650 border.

Smith criticized the arbitrary

nature of the rating, explaining that

much more is involved in the selec-

tivity of a college than just board

scores. Accepting less than 20 per cent

of its applicants last year, Williams is

one of the rhtost selective colleges in

the country. In addition, some
colleges rated more selective than

Williams by Barron's have lower
board scores, "if you believe what the

N.Y. Times prints about Stanford,"

Smith said.

Smith noted that the Williams's

board score averages have declined

slightly, along with the national

averages, but added that "it's nothing

major,"

ADA solicits petition signatures
by Sue Luciano

By the end of this month, Common
Cause must have a minimum of 55,000

signatures in order to get financial

disclosure ethics legislation for state

and local officials on the

Massachusetts ballot next year.

Without these signatures, it will be

postponed indefinitely...

Julia McNamee '80 of the
Williams chapter of Americans
for Democratic Action said the

org^^ation hopes to gather ap-

proximately 1,000 signatures in the

Williamstown and Pittsfield area. On
election day groups of students will go

into Pittsfield to canvass. For the

next two weekends students will

canvass in shopping centers and
outside churches.

~ McNamee said that tlur petition

campaign is important because it

gives students a chance to get in-

volved in the political process rather

than just talk, as tends to happen

in college political organizations. It

would also limit gifts fromlobbyists to

legislators and create an ethics

commission for the state.

Massachusetts is one of only 11 states

in the country without ethics
legislation of some kind.

If Common Cause is successful in its

initiative drive, Masaacbuaetts
citizens will vote next November on a

bill containing provisions for full

financial disclosure for all elected

state a^nd county official and top

appointed officials.

Bomo wins at Amherst trivia
byTomSoybel

To all those near and dear to Trivia,

let it be known that on Saturday,
November 5, a small but hearty band
of Williams gamesters crossed into

the Valley of Amherst and there

matched wits (or lack thereof) with
their Brethren Acfoss the Motintains.

Let it also be known that these Brave
Lads, from the team known as BOMO,
did triumph over said Brethren in the

Second Semi-Annual Amherst Trivia

Quiz. Displaying great gusto in the

field of importantly meaningless
studies. „.

Williams whips Wesleyan: Jeffs next
by Tim Layden

For fans of Williams College foot-

ball, the scene at the conclusion of last

Saturday's Little Three opener
against Wesleyan was beautifully

ironic In the background, the aging

Wesleyan field house, with the words
"Waste Williams '77" painted on the

roof. In the foreground, Eph Hiead

Coach Bob Odell jogs off the field with

an ear-to-ear-grin on his face and the

game ball under his arm.

"This was a very, very, satisfying

win," said Odell of his 12th LitUe
Three triumph in 13 tries. It was the

Ephs' seventh win over Wesleyan in

as many tries under Odell, and
somewhere on the Middletown, Conn.

Om NHZMlan (a) M an mwmamt Spk tnm4 altMk, taMnt tss yr4t in U carries. William*
relM up II points allowing on 7ior upaat victory ovar Uttia Thraa rival Watlayan. (photo by Glodhill)

campus, there must be a bunch of

senior football players about ready to

hire A witch doctor—perhaps a little

voodoo will someday remove the

"Williams hex."

A year ago, Wesleyan rolled into

Billsville 4-2 and heavy favorites to

cop their first Little Three crown
since 1970, and Odell threw an un-

familiar double slot formation at the

Cards, trouncing them 34-7.

Saturday's upset (the Cards were
13-point favorites according to

peerless Boston Globe prognosticator

Jeff Sagarin) was a second straight

tribute to the pre-game planning of

Odell. Expecting the Cards to prep for

Bill Whelan's aerial arsenal, Odell

sent his charges out in a full house
"three yards and a cloud of dust"

offense and rolled up 239 ground yards
(Woody would be proud).

"We did well over at Union with the

straight T," explained Odell, "so we
decided to go with it against them,
since we knew they'd be ready for our

passing attack." The Eph attack

forced Wesleyan's unorthodox
scrambling defense, and particulariy

saa FOOTBALL pa«o«

Premier BOMO Mot Gardner led a

representative squad from his

renowned Williams team that in-

cluded both long time trivia diebards

as well as rookies culled from the'

freshman class, and with the support

of some Amherst sympathizers, this

ambitious party ot sixteen gave the

large Amherst dorm teams a run for

their money. Starting from the second

hour, theBOMO's led the competition -

all through the six hour contest and
finished in first place by a margin of

seven (MS'lSBrpoiiits over the runner=
up teams James Plus Four, the

"defending champion, and Avaloa

Along the road to victory the

BOMO's had to leap such hurdles as:

"Who are the six members of the

Paper Chase study group?", and
"What are the eij^t vegetables in V-8

Juice?", in addition to contemplating

Jay Berwanger's place in the Trivia

Hall of Fame. Numerous calls back to

Berkshire County were necessary

throughout the evening, including

appeals for help from Price Cheaper
of North Adams and Williams' own
James MacGregor Bums, who helped

BOMO grapple with Convention '72

trivialities. In vivid displays of last

minute pigment, the BOMO's also

consulted Bradlee International

Airport and the University of

Massachusetts radio station.

In keeping with the idea that Trivia

is its own reward, the generous

BOMO's left their first place prize (a

half keg of beer and seven large

cheese pizzas) behind with their

Amherst hosts and compatriots.

Amherst Trivia nuU Dave Darrow
and Lou Bloomfield, who ran the

professional and competitive cootesL

expressed their appreciation for

BOMO's Inspired gamesmanship, but

alao said at the close of the contest:

"We hope you guys don't come down
here and dean ua out again next

year."
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EdIfoHal

Capital fund
Interesting questions are raised by the CC finance com-

mittee's recommendation that $1,122 of this year's Student

Activity Tax (SAT) funds be set aside to establish a capital fund
for future WCFM capital expenditures. The logic of the

decision, according to one committee member, is that by
having students set aside such an amount each year, after

several years the radio station will be able to replace some of its

aging equipment—particularly the staticm control board. Ap-
parently the finance committee feels that spreading the costs of

such equipment over several years is better than making one
large expenditure in any ^ven year.

We applaud the committee's efforts to plan ahead but we
hope the committee has examined the implications of its action.

In effect, the committee is allocating SAt funds from the

present student body to a project which will benefit foture
student bodies. SAT funds over the next few years will be held
aside to make a capital investment which will benefit many
future Williams stuaents but not those who are actually paying
for that investment. One could argue that there is no reason
Why present students should be using SAT funds to subsidize the
activities of future students.

Of course, there's some truth to the notion that some
previous group of students at the College has subsidized the

existing student body. Th« present student body, for instance,
has benefitted from aWCFM control board which it did not help

Few would contest the need for replacing aging WCFM
equipment and such institutions as the Outing Club truck. The
point is that the burden for replacing such equipment should not

keep faUing on those lucky students who iuist happen to be
around when the equipment wears out. Tne Coimcil should
attempt to set up a capital fund which doesn't involve in-

tertemporal subsidies. Each year, the Council could set aside

an amount which would just cover the depreciation on capital

gcyods siich as the WCFM control board and the Outing Club
truck.

, Perhaps the finance committee's suggestion—that the next
several classes of Williams students buy a WCFM control board
for future classes—is a necessary evil at this point because no
money has been allocated in previous years to cover
depreciation expenses. Nevertheless, we urge the Council to

take actions which will correct this situation in the future by
establishing a permanent depreciation fund.

".-, J'^'i.V-^i-'
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!WHS CHEfS
Psychohlstory discussion pon»l

The history department will sponsor a panel discassion on "Psycho-

History and Great Men" inJesupHallatSp.m. on Thursday.

Participants will be three College professors—Dudley W. R. Bahlman,
speaking on William E. Gladstone, James MacGregor Bums, on Franklin D.

Roosevelt, andltobert G. L. Waite, on Adolf Hitler. The moderator will be
Russell H. Boetert, chairman of the history department.

The discussion is open to the public. A question period will follow the

presentation t^ members of the panel.

'

Ski and skot» sat«
The Pine Cobble Sctiool Is soliciUng new and used sports equipment and

clothing for their annual Ski and Skate Sale on Friday, November 18 and
Saturday, November 19.

Articles may be donated outright or sold on consignment For articles on

consignment, 60 per cent of the proceeds will go to the contributor and 40 per

cent will go to Uie school scholarship fund.

Sellers and donors may bring articles to the school during school hours,

8:15 ;a.m. to 3 |>.in.

Music, Pull Tabs and Pizza dabatad
The last in the Williams Independents series of panel discussions will be

held tonight in Jesup at 8 p.m. Featuring pizza czar Constantine Anagnos,

Log manager Claudia Llndsey, Tom Kondel '7^ of Prospect House, and other

representatives of the College and town communities, the panel will focus on

"Social Life: Music, PullTabs, and Pizza."

China program f»atur*s spaakar Abroms
The WilUami Chlaa Program will be featuring Charles Abrams,

Chairman, China Trade Corporation as their speaker Friday, at 4 p.m. in the

Spencer Living Room. Mr. Abrams who has been to China 19 times, will

speak on the potential benefiU to the College from the China WSP trip.

Ihb at us. Wbea It's tlntc to laugh,

on Saddles review >«"«>^vrtt <»viwvn%rj w^w^ww
WUilamL7Haka'«l

To tbe editor:

I am writing in respooae to tbe

r«view (?) on the movie Blasiag

Saddles, written (?) by Don Frazier. I

feel it necessary to stipulate

beforehand that I do not normally do

such things. If someone writea a lousy

review of a movie, I ignore it. What's

more, I don't feel myself toH»e
anywhere near the expert I would

need to be in order to comment on tbe

cinema at large.

In this case, however, an exception

must be made. Mr. Prazio- has not

merely tried to cram his inane

opinions of theatre down our throats;

he has attempted to insult a comic

movie. In my opinion, the con-

sequences are considerable.

We at Williams are hard put with

our studies, and the quality of work we
should be striving toward keeps us in

a serious mood most of the time. In

short, people don't get too much
chance to just sit t>ack and lavgh

around here. It is very seldom that we
are given the opportunity to relax and

enjoy a funny movie iilstead d pulling

an all-nighter for Classics, while

suffering from caffeine withdrawal

symptoms. On Friday night (Nov.

4th), we finally had such a chance.

So along comes Mr. Frazier, a

magna cum -laude among Devil's

advocates everywhere. He tells us to

give it up, that this movie leaves us

but two, very unattractive

possibilities. He goes on to suggest

that the show is a nightmare of

complicated sub-plots and double-

meanings. Utilizing all the Ivy League

idiocy at his disposal, he seems to

conclude that Saddles is not really a

truly funny movie, but in reaUty a

very ttadly made serious movie.

Mr. Frazier, where do you go to

school? Blazing Saddles has nothing

to do with "racial humor", the

"Comic Genius" of Mel Brooks, or

"dirty-mind.fl*little-boy-antics". Blaz-

ing Saddles is a funny movie.

Period. It's purpose is to make you

laugh, and Brooiks has thrown in the

kitchen sink to accomplish this. Look,

life is tough enough without some
critic (?) with nothing to do throwing

Bakke: ftovnd II

To the editor:

In their recent letter to the Record

coooamlng the case of Bakke va. tbe

Ui^versity of California, Messn. Sdi-

wartz 'and Sugarman 'claim that

"many of the minority students ad-

mitted were unequivocally

unqualified" and that this is "clearly"

diacriminatory against "the more
qualified white applicant who is not

admitted because of the color of his

skin." Such statements reflect

misconceptions about the medical

school admission process, and should

not be allowed to pass unchallenged.

The essence of Bakke's argument is

that he is "better qualified" than the

minority students, because of a higher

GAP and MCAT score. Schwartz and
Sugarman (as well as the California

Supreme Court) do not question this

premise, but has Bakke in fact

shown that he is better qualified?

Consider:

1. There is absolutely no proven

correlation between GPA's and

MCAT scores and subsequent
performance. A large study of 1088

students over 14 years at the UCSF
School of Medicine concluded that

there is no relationship l)etween

those scores and performance in

medical school, and comparisons

between test scores and later

performance as a physician have

resulted in similar conclusions.

2. The best indicator of future per-

formance as a physician is the

medical student's performance in

third- and fourth-year clinical

clerkships.

3. A 197S Study at the U.C.-San Diego
School of Medicine indicated that

minority students admitted under

their special admissions program
performed as well as their

I classmates during clinical

clerkships.

If the Supreme Court accepts

Bakke's argument, medical schools

will have no choice but to rely in-

craulngly on "objective'' factors

sue!) as QPA'a and MCAT acores..

"nMre is no quastton that objective

tastB are inberenUy biased against

minoritlsa, but b«yood that, Uiey tfBnd

to work against the humane, em-
pathetic, and broadly-educateid ap-

plicant. Public criticism of the

medical profession rightly (ocuses on
the lack of such qualities, and an
increased emphasis on "objective

jMton in tba.artmiiainBs-procaaa will

hardly strengthen the profession.

Instead, it will likely result in a
profession that is increasingly in^ al

applying its vast resources and
knowledge to the medical problems of

individual human beings.

Finally, Schwartz and Sugarman
assert that many of the minority

students admitted were
"unequivocally unqualified". Such a

statement implies that the problem is

clear-cut: "unqualified" applicants

are being accepted and "qualified"

applicants rejected, solely because of

race. In fact, the great majority of the

applicant pool—black and white,

accepted and rejected— is highly

qualified, in tbe sense of being in-

tellectually capable of succeeding in

medical school. The problem is not

one of "qualified" versus
"unqualified", but rather of society's

allocation of the scarce resource of

medical education. The hi0i level of'

public subsidy for medical education

gives society, through the university,

the right and duty to admit a class,

that will best fulfill society's goals.

Certainly one of these goals should be

to provide medical services to

minority communities. It seems
lo^cal on the part of the university to

assume that capable but disad-

vantaged minority students, because

of their life experience as members of

a minority group, are best qualified to

help society meet this imp<Htant goal

In the words of legal scholar Charles

Lawrence, "Bakke does not have an
equal protection argument; he was
not excluded because of the color of

his skiif, but. because the

others who cbula do ihd^iob T)ifttt*K*'

Sincerely,

"rhomas J. Gates '78

Harvard Medical School

Campus panel debates the Bakke case
PANEL front pagal

Perkins 78 in presenting facts and

opinions on the implications of the

Bakke case for Williams and the

country.

"A quota can never be benign from

a constitutional point of view if it

deprives an individual of a con-

stitutional right," said Jacbbsohn,

commenting on the legal aspects of

the case. Quotas established on the

basis of race ^ione are illegal, he

argued, because race is an arbitrary

criterion glossing over other dif-

ferences between individuals.

Considerations of social need like

those embodied in affirmative action

programs can be carried out legally,

he said, by taking race as one factor of

many. "Objective meritocratic

qualifications need not be all that is

considered," he added.

Perkins said the Bakke case
reflected American ideology and
social sUxicture. He criticized the

ideal of "equality of opportunity" as

requiring equality of condition before

providing equitable treatn^ent to all

members of society, a prerequisite he

said is lacking for disadvantaged

Americaro.

Thequota system, Perkins claimed,

tends to propagate, not alleviate, the

class system in American society. It

tends to stigmatize those admitted

under it as inferior to students ad-

mitted on merit alone. A quota

system's foundation in race tends to

further minimize its usefulness.

The emphasis in the Bakke case on
test scores and grade point averages
as reflections of ability was the focus

of Smith's concern in the discussion.

"I think it would be absolutely en-

nervating to an institution to have to

depend only on scores," he said

Smith cited a correlation between
test scores and parental income by
which dependence on test scores alone
would restrict admission to more
competitive colleges and universities

the privilege of children from
wealthier families, closing out those

from disadvantaged backgrounds.

Williams has no quotas. Smith said,

but admitted the College uses
"targets" in filling positions. The
targets are set for non-white ethnic

groups and women to obtain a

"critical mass" of individuals

necessary for the functioning of a

group.

Smith also speculated on the effect a

Supreme Court ruling in favor of

Bakke might have on graduate ad-

missions policies. Ai^lications by

minority students to competitive

schools—already dropping—would

fall further, he said, and admissions

boards would be more rautious In

assessing minority ap{dications.

Grabois objected to quota systems

on ttie basis of its arbitrariness,

charging that any quota can be too low

if more qualified applicants apply

under it than are accepted, or too high

if it causes unqualified applicants to

gain acceptance.

Discussion after the panel's

presentation centered around Uie

social implications that Perkins

raised A central criticism of quota

systems was their emphasis on race,

in effect discriminating against

disadvantaged whites in favor of

wealthy bladu in some cases and

defeating the goals of ttie system.

The Adventures of Che* Ahmad (super-sfudeni)
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Godot, GOmedy~$hare themes

OiiN antf Oogo MtM*^ to sm hi WinicmC pnOwMmt of temiwl BMfcclfs
Waiting for Godttt. Mrformaiioa >f»lll bt Navambar It, U, U and tain tlMAMT.

by Dan Frailer
Wednesday through Thuraday of thr

next two weelcs, Williamstheatre
presents a repertory program,
Reflections Routines, Juxtaposing
Shakespeare's Comedy of Errtvs and
Samuel Beckett's Waiting for Godot.

Directors Gregory Boyd and Jean-
Bernard Bucky envision their

productions as "a duet, a completion
of - each wtthln' the otherr an -ejt-

pioration into expressions of the
comic vision in drama." As Budcy
continued, "We're doing these plays
in repertory in the hope that they will

reflect common themes and forms.
These could be seen as hiformed by
archaic comic roots deep within the
nature of comedy onstage."

One theme shared by the texts is

that of a dual human nature.

Shakespeare found this element in the

classical farce from which he derived
Comedy of Errors, he el&borated its

Two harpsichprd program

V. Hill and P, Mattson enliven Baroque
by John Libertine

Last Thursday evening, Griffin Hall

Concerts moved to St. John's
Episcopal Church to present a concert

of music for two harpsichords by
Polly Mattsdn and Victor Hill. Though
the repertoire for two harpsichords is

quite small bebause of the logistical

problems in the Baroque period, the

f^ pieces available are rich and
varied. As played by Hill andMattson,

.they are beautiful.

The concert began with a short

sonata by Pasquini. Pasquini wrote
only the outlines of his melodies in his

original scores; thus. Hill and Matt-

son presented their own lively

arrangement The work was weU
played, but it Was so short that it took

a few moments for the audieiice to

realize that the piece was over.

Several works on the program were
rescored from their original because
of the lack of original pieces. Otie such
piece was the Bach Concerto in C
minor, minus the strings originally

included. As Hill said, "This is a low-

budget series."

To end the first part of the program,
Hill and Mattson played Hill's own
arrangement ofone of Handel's Wafer

r .
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Music suites. They treated the piece

as a keyboard work, ornamenting
freely. The effect was delightful.

After the intermisaion, Hill and
Mattson returned to play pieces by
Kameau and Couperin. Each played a
solo piece in the Couperin, in which
the beginning allemande is one of the

few works scored for two harp-

sichords.

Hill and Mattson ended the program
as all programs should be ended—
with a bang. According to Hill, the

Bach Concerto in C major is "the

jewel of the repertoire." He also

called it a "trapeze act, with each
player dove-tailing into the other."

The piece, as Hill pointed out, may be
"abysmally difficult to play," but
they played it beautifully and the
audience was most receptive. As an
encore. Hill and Mattson played the
Sinfonia from Handel's Solomon,
populariy Itnown as The Arrival of the

Queen of Sheba.

In addition to playing. Hill ))refaced

each work with a capsule history of

thswork and its composer. Not only
does it add to the informal air of the
concert, but it is a great method of

imparting abscure knowledge to an
interested audience. A Griffin Hall
Concert is an enjoyable and enriching
way of spending an evening.

Cheap Trick cancels,

concert bill to change
cheap Trick, oi'iginally scheduled

to appear along with Kalapana in

Friday's Homecoming concert, has
been forced to postpone their Williams
appearance, according to ACEC
Chairman Steve Case. Case was in-

formed of the band's cancellation late

Friday afternoon, and immediately
iiegan negotiations to replace the

group. '"Ironically," he t«»ld the
Record, "a group we tried to get all

along now looks like it may be
available." An official announcement
wil( be made tbmorrow by way of

flyers distributed to Baxter
mailboxes.

The featured attraction, Kalapana,
will still appear. Kalapana, Hawaii's

premiere contemporary rock group,

Jsone'of the few band's working today .

which can blend rowdy rock 'n' toU
with soft acoustic ballads. ;

Case is aware that some students

are skeptical .about Kalapana.
"They're saying, 'Last year we had J.

Geils—who is Kalapana?' But I'm
positive that anyone who goes to the

show will love it Kalapana is an

extraoi^dinary live band, and they're

very psyched to play for

Homecoming. They know what people

want, and they're going to deliver."

Cheap Trick's caneellation resulted

from a commitment to perform on the

nationally-televised "Don Kirschner's

Hock Concert." The tiand's record

company had booked them to appear
on the show, which is viewed by 25

million people, and filming was set for

lliuiyday evening in Los Angeles.

Despite. „the efforts. of the gi:dup's

managers and the ACEC , there was,

according to Case, ''absolutely no way
wecould change the filming date, and*;

absolutely no way we could get the

band's equipment from L.A. to

WiUiamstown in time for the show."
Cheap Trick was reportedly upset

about the decision to postpone, as it

was the first cancellation in^the band's

history. Cheap Trick has agreed to

perform at Williams in mid-January
prior to embarking on a European
tour.

Tickets for the Kalapana condert go

on sale tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. in

Baxter Hall, and are $3.00 in advance.
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already complex plot by adding a

second pair of twins to tlie Antipholus

duo. The resulting confusion weaves
an intricate web of mistaken in-

dentities into a harmonious conclusion

of personal relationships; and a

deepened understanding of life follows

each character's encounter with the
irrational.

Watting for Godot contrasts
Vl(tWlnU- agathst'Estragon, and ihon
both against the couple Lucky and
Pozzo. Bucky perceives these
relationships as complementary, for

"taken by himself, each character is

somehow incomplete, not-whole. But
together they constitut,e multifaceted
indentities."

Both comedies provide ample oi>-

portunity for the broadest sori of

knbckatg^t farce—in fict, thiey must
be played that way ^f their
playwrights' and directors' con-
ceptions are to bear fruit The comic
action in Comedy of Errors, however,
is not mere double-take-i^MtpratfisB;'

Beneath the surface ^/impact,

Shakespeare^s comedy can iuuminate
deeper reaches ofthe humanWtuation
and condition. Antipholus yearns to

find liimself; his desire pervades the
entire flay^ and powers Its charac-
ters' search for sdf even through that

senseless and irrational void
described by Derek Traverti as "the
comic nightmare."

Blatant stage-comedy works in

quite a different way for Waiting for

Godot. An existential theme hardly
required Weak treatment—this play is

overripe with the conventions at

slapstick, vaudeville and music hall

routines. Yet the "low" comedy of

action and language attains the tragic

resonance of metaphysical irony. For
Bucky, Godot is "luppening inside

Comedy, a Comedy-turned insideout,

reflecting upon itself within another

framework." Boyd adds, "two dif-

ferent orden of reality are played
against each other. Godot is played gn
the abandoned set of Comedy, where
one order of reality has already been
undermined."
In plays thus conceived, pain

shatters pi'econceptions. In Comedy
of Errors, the Antipholus twins thrash
wildly in a world made senseless, and
are finally ffeed to see theniiselves

more clearly In relation to that world.

But in Godot, the only preconceptions
are those held by the audience. The
play mocks our most basic assump-
tions of consistency in time, apace,

and memory.
Bucky warns us of the literary

approach to Godot taken by critics-

responding to the play's significanoe-

as dramatic literature. Rather he
says, its evolution should consist of its

values as they exist solely In the

performance. "There's a great deal of

'recaived wisdom' about the play, all

«fa^d'«' its muat -clean oat-^w^ >

heads before we can begin to atscept'

the work on its own merits—you know,

the tramps lost in the Masted heath.

The text itself, however, doesn't say
anything at all about this. Look at the

first page: "A country road. A tree."

That's all. We don't even know if they

are tramps or PhD.'."

The directors have been working

closely, coordinating their produc-

tions around central points of

reference. Their i^ys hav« evolved

symbiotically. "What's imporUnt,"
Bucky reflects, "Is to Bcrupulously

avoid being tied tocdncrete notions of

what the final product should look

like. Instead, retain the artistiC'

conception, the idea behind what'

you're doing. If you always keep it in

mind, it will pervade all aspects of the

production process, and the finiti'

product will take care of itself." '

'

THEATER
Wednesday—"The Comedy of Errors", Adams Memorial TheatcK^i 8«30l!

(Repeated Friday)

Thursday—"Waiting for Godot", AMT, 8:30. (Repeated Saturday)
Admission is 7&c to both plays together with ID.

AT THE CLARK
Tufsday—"RMggles of Red Gap" First in a series of Charles. Laughton Films,
Clark Auditorium, 7:30 p.m. Admission II..

Wednesday—A concert by Ann CarteK^ox of English aongs, Clark Auditorium.
Admission Free to Students.

Friday-A concert by pianist ViiiceM Matlotti. Clarit Auditorium, 8:30 p.m.
Admission $1 to students.

LECTURES AND COLLOQUIA
Wednesday—"TheSacrament of ^enan<!e",TlieJUvereiid Joseph M. ChampUnv
Makepeace Room, 7 p.m.

—"The Art of Erasure: Post^Modemist Poetry", Richard Hbward. Drisct^
Lounge, 4 p.ni. ," " j

Thursday—Woifien's Colloquium. ^'Sex and Violence in the Nibehiiigenlled",'
Sara Roche-Gerstein. Weston, 4 p.m.

—"Psycho-History and Great Men", Dudley W. R. Bablman on William E.
Gladstone, James MacGregor Bums on F. D. Roosevelt, and Robert Walte on
Adolf Hitler. Jesup, 8 p.m.—"Chemicals and Cancer", Matthew Me8elson^£ca(Baigt_a(_MatunLi
Science at Harvard. Room Ul, Biology, 8 p.m.
FILMS

(All films are $1 andare in Bronfman unless stated otherwise)

ThHrsday-r"SiBging in the Rain", 4, 7, 9 p.ta.

Friday—"West Side Story", 7 and 9:30 p.ffl.

Saturday—"Blackmail" and "Young and Innocent", 7:30 p.m.

Paul Whiteman Orchestra
radio show LP's available
An album set of three LP records

from the music Paul Whiteman and
His Orchestra played on major radio

shows in the SO's and 40's has just been
produced by M. F. Productions in

cooperation with the Whiteman
Collection at Williams College. In-

cluded in the two>hour playing time
are selections ranging from simple

dance tunes like "Limehouse Blues"
and "After You've Gone" to such
major concert works as George
Genhwln'a "Cuban Overttnf«" and
"Rhapsody in Blue".

The music is taken from the many
studio transcriptlonB that were in-

cluded In Whlteman's gift of his

musical-memorabilia to WilUama
College prior to his death in 1917. The
liner notes are by Carl Johnson,

Acting Curator of the Whitanian

CoHecUon. TiUed PAUL WHIICMAN
<M. F. Records 94748X), the album is

avattable by asail from the PubUataai*

Central Bureau, 1 Champion Avenue,
Avenel, NJ., 07131, at a cost of $9.89'.
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\ Evdn cowgirls
Even CoWglrIf Gd Tlw Blue*
By Tom Robblns
BanUm Booki, Itn

After fiv« years as arts editor for a

Seattle newspaper, Tom Robbins
called in "well," never again to return

to his desk. Now, after two novels,

Another Roadside Attraction and
Even Cowgirls Get The Blues, he is

fast becoming another cult figure for

the America's quirky "new fiction,"

Joining the ranks of such authors as

""Pyhbtert, Bartheiihe, KotUaW aad
Bartb.

Even Cowgirls Get The Blues.

Bobbins' second novel, published in

April of 1976, is plain and simply a joy

to read. Amusing but revealing,

sordonic but insightful, laughable but

sombre, Cowgirls is reminiscent of

I^hchon's Gravity's Rainbow of a few
years ago with respect to its episodic

structure and intricate interwoven
patterns. In fact, there is even a blurb

by Pynchon himself to preface
Cowgirls, and if you're not acquainted
with the^ now almost legendary her-

mitic existence of Mr. Pynchon, let's

just say that it's like Howard Hughes
showing for the Super Bowl.

Say9 a friend to Pynchon of

Cowgirls, "I'm reading it slow. I don't

want it to end." High praise indeed,

and very appropriate. Cowgirls is

indeed the sort of book one wants to

read slowly, carefully, From the

"Single Cell preface" ("For its ex-

pertise as a passenger, as well as for

its near-perfect resolution of sexual
tension, the amoeba ... is hereby
proclaimed the official mascot of

Even Cowgirls Get the Blues") to its

CMiduding "Special Bonus Parable"
l^ jar of vinc^r, "the emblem of.

life," tastes "sour" to Confucius,
"bitter" to Buddah, "Yuk" to Jesus,

but "sweet" to the novel's
protagopist), this, is a novel written

with meticulous cai-e. Friends of

Robbins report in fact ttiat the author
niay spend a whole.day perfecting a
single paragraph.

}!* ' "
J And such care has payed off. At

times Cowgirls reads like a com-
pendium of astute, whimsical, and
brooding observations about the way
we live ample enough to fill, or at least

make a good start for, a quote book.

Right from the start, for instance,

Robbins intriguingly posits; "It is

questionable . . . whether success is

an adequate response to life. SutKwss
can eliminate as many options as
failure." Or, to give another of many
glowing sentences, this one provided

by"Dr. Robbins", a renegade
psychiatrist, when advising a patient

desiring to overcome his irrespon-

sibility: "The man who ccpsiders

himself 'responsible' has not honestly

exammed his motives.

'

And this is what author Robbins
does in Cowgirls. He examines
motives, poses questions, about the
individual, about the quality of his life

which the rules of society often

determine. Chink, licentious sage and
mystic, warns us, "survival Isn't

important. What matters is how you
survive."

But lest you too soon conclude that

Cowgirls is another homely book of

wisdom for the masses, another ar-

ticulate Kung Fu episoide, let it be
understood that Robbins is a zany,

frivolously funny, and grimly ironic

storyteller. Sissy Hankshaw, the

novel's protagonist, is a small town
girl of beauty and independence who
possesses as God's gift enormous
thumbs, thumbs which make her a
freak, an outcast, and an infamoMS
hitchhiker. From Virginia to

Manhattan to the Badlands, Sissy

hitchhikes, lives, and learns.

Freedom is her creed. "There's just

one thing in life better than happiness
and that's freedom," she says at one
point.

Closest to her are The CountesS, a
homosexual feminine hygiene
magnate (Sissy models as The
Countess' "Yoni Yum-Dew Girl");

Bonanza Jellybean, forewoman of

Rubber Rose, "the only all-girl ranch
in the West" (set up by The Countess
as "sort of a tribute to the women of

America who • have cooperated in

eliminating their order"); Julian
Mohawk, asthmatic Indian, Yale
graduate, and "Peter Maxish" water
colourist, contracted for The Coun-
tess' latest ad campaign; Chink, with
whom Sissy shares knowledge (and
herself^ ; and Dr. Robbins, who also is

attracted to Sissy's vitality and
freshness. In short, if this book bores'

you, go back to the den and watch
Monday night football.

'rtirdugh it all, Sissy shines. Unlike

the likes of a Dean Moriorti (On The
Road) or real life Ken Kesey (The
Electric Cool Aid Add Test) , Sissy is a

wanderer who, as perhaps only a
woman can, intuits her purpose ("I'm
not looking for «nything. I've found
something . . . Hitchhiking.") Sissy

thouj^ finds more than this, for her

Treed^m is a" freedom of rMpoo^
slbility, sensitivity, and selflessness,

Her decision to marry Julian Mohawk
epitomizes this. "AH of a sudden there

was somebody who needed me. For
the first time in my life, I was needed.

It was a powerful attraction." So
explains Sissy, a woman who has
overcome her "thumb handicap" and
become an emblem for individuality,

sanity, and compassion. As she tells

The Countess:

"It's the people who have been
deformed by society that I feel sorry

for, for we can live with nature's

experiments, and if they aren't too

vile turn them to our advantage. But
social deformity is sneaky and in-

visible; it makes peo|de into mon-
sters—or mice."

Sissy's "deformity," moreover, is

put to clever use by Robbins, as he
again and again illustrates how the

thumb (the "normal"-sized one, that

is) has been "the comer stpne of

civilization," that which distinguishes

man from the primates, and thereby
sets us up plerfectly for Chink's vision

of what might have been: "A tribe of

Big Thumbs would relate to the en-

vironment in very special ways. It

would have to rely on its wits and
senses. It would have to live with the

animals—and plants—as virtual

equals. It's extremely pleasant to me
to think about a tribe of physical
eccentrics living peacefully with
animals and plants, learning their

languages, and perhaps paying, them
the respiect they deservei'Vy^^ h.

You've heard it before, but take a
look around you, and maybe, just

maybe you could stand to hear it

again in an imaginative, suspecting
way. And if you have the time, read
Cowgirls. Perhaps you'll even come to

Dr. Robbins'conclusion; "I believe in

everything; nothing is sacred—

I

believe In nothing; everything is

sacred."

Gdno joins the Baxter kitchen staff

Kraftycoolc offers a burger Melight'
by Julie Bermant

Have you ever noticed that Baxter

Hall cook with the outlandish but fun,

brightly-colored outfits? Well, there's

""xmore than appearance that sets

Everett Geno apart from the crowds.

Late August, he was recognized as one

of fifty-four finalists in the nationwide

Kraft Creative (Cheeseburger Contest.

-^ The only restrictions the con-

testants had to follow were that the

recipes made were to be for a 4ish of

twelve in the form of a burger, ilsing

any kind of meat along with some
Kraft products. Geno'? creation,

"Apple and Spice, Pork Delight,"

consisted of a pork patty with a slice

of apple sprinkled with cinnamon on

top, over which was a piece of Kraft

cheese and some miracle whip—all

inside a regtiUir hamburger bun.

Genb's initial success has en-

couraged him to participate in

another contest sponsored by the

Pineapple Growers of Hawaii, The
prizes include a week's trip to Hawaii
for all thirty-six finalists ^8 well as

$5,000 for second prize winners and

f10,000 for first prize winners. Con-
testants may enter recipes under
three different categories: salads,

main dishes, and desserts. Finalists

will be chosen for their achievements
in only one of the categories. Geno
says he has already entered two
dessert recipes and is now working on
a main dish. The contest ends in

December but results will probably

pai be known until late spring.

Geno started working in the food
business as a dishwasher, but after

being trained for three years by the

head chef of the Springs Restaurant in

New Ashf6rd, Mass., the

Massachusetts Department of Labor
certified him as a chef. He continued

working at the Springs for two years,

six days a week and extra on holidays.

Desiring more time to be with his wife

and to develop outside interests such
as painting, he sought a less

demanding^ job. Geno has been at

Williams for a year and a half and
even though he had to accept a
significant decrease in his salary, he
has been satisfied with the new
balance between work and leisure

time. ^^

Geno has4>een painting seriously^fdr

the last five years, working with pen
and ink, acrylics, and oils. He thinks

about what he paints every day even
when he can't find time to paint. One
of his moet recent accomplishments
was the completion of a 10' by 4' mural
of Williamstown which will be
displayed in the Williamstown
Savingjs Bank. The mural shows a
view of the town from Blair Road and
partly included the church steeples

and the smoking stack from the

heating plant. He prefers painting

what he sees as reaUstically as
possible. Commercial art such as
greeting cards and book illustrations

also interests him and despite bad
luck in his first attempts to enter this

field, he continues to persist in trying.

• His artistic talents are shown in the

outfits he designs and which his wife

sews. Last year his costume consisted

of white hats with embroidered
vegetables, but they soon proved to be
unesidting. His latest style resembles
a Russian cossack attire, complete
with a 5 inch high cylindrical hat and a
vest with two rectangular panels that

faU over the thighs and two color-

coordinated pockets. His collection

includes matching hats and pockets in

orange, blue, and green, with a red
one in the making. You caii't pniiss

Geno when you go through the Baxter
line, so be sure to congratulate him on
his Kraft contest victory.

Solar scieiffish return
by Helen Prakelt

Prof. Jay M. Pasachoff, Director of

Hopkins Observatory, has returned to

Williamstown after travelling to the

mid-Pacific by ship to conduct ex-

periments during the total eclipse

October 12.

"We had a very exciting time,

although it was touch and go about

clear weather" Pasachoff said. A
tropical storm in the East Pacific

produced three days of cloudy
weather prior to the eclipse. A
meteorologist on board kept close

communication with the satellite

center in California and received

hourly photographs from the GOES
satellite. They predicted that holes

would appear in a certain place in the

clouds, so the ship changed direction

and travelled at full speed to get to

that place before the eclipse started.

The ship arrived two hours before the

eclipse to find th^t there was indeed a
hole in the ciotids.

The group had clear observing for

the beginning of the eclipse: the in-

struments worked' well and they
received high quality data. But thirty

seconds into the total phase, clouds

began to drift into the hole and the

experiments stopped soon afterward.

Pasachoff said that by that time

they had most of the data that they

Wfinted. "We subsequently learned.,

that the ground based locations in

South America in the £one of totality

had cloudy weather and had not seen

the eclipse. The 1,700 passengers
aboard the two ships and the 100 crew
members were the only people in the
world to observe it/' > [ ; : ./,_'

The Williams College experiments
Involved spectra so they did not
require long exposure to the eclipse.

But the experiments run by the
Williams expedition's colleagues from
Los Alamos, California did not fqre as
well because they needed the entire

two minutes and 37 seconds to com-
plete their sequenceof observations^

All the reBuUft'<wiU;J>«. published
jointly.;-:- .-v :- ,.. .

Seniors Dan Bruns, Gavin Watson
and Steward Read were all vital to the

operation of the experiments. Bruns
and Watson are working now, to

reduce the data for their senior

theses.

"Before I left, I started4o arrange
for a special sequence of photos of the

progress of the solar eclipse across:

the eiu-th to be taken by the GOES
satellite," Pasachoff added.
Arrangements were finished by the

National Science Foundation EcUpse
coordination on the morning of the

eclipse. The photos will arrive at

Williams soon, and will be available to

the students.

The first attempt to experiment o»a
solar eclipse from aboard ship was a .

success, and trips are planned for

future solar eclipses in 1979 and 1980.

As Pasachoff claimed, "Once you've
seen an ecUpse, you always want tO;

come back for anoUber,'! -Hi'^'Or
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It's back to basics time at

Southern Vermont College
kyJ«teRtai41aub

tt'» back to the basics at Southern
Vermoot CQllege. South of Rte. 9 and
west of Rte. 7 in Qenninjgtoo, SVC is

tucked away on the wooded slope of

Mffunt Anthony. Thomas Gee,
preaident for just over a year, has
controlled the siihool's soaring delH
andi. completely revised Iti
curriculum, emphasizing a "core" o(
basic courses.

A large tudor mansion has been the
home of SVC since it was purchased
from the Order of the Holy Cross and
St. Joseph's College in l»74. The
residence was part of the estate of

Edward Everett, who in 1920 owned
the world's largest private apple
orchard, now Southern Vermont
Orchards.

Patterned after the English-
Norman mansions of the I4th century,
the ivy-covered building has been
entirely renovated. Classrooms oc-

- cupy the 10 master bedrooms on the
second floor. The third floor works as
a dorm for 45 women. They sunbathe
on the roof with a view of the Dome
and the Bennington Battle Monument.
Men boarders live in the former

Monument Inn. bought in 1973. There
are 450 students attending the private
college, many of them day students
from the Bennington area.

Looking like the descendant of the
Kennedy "Camelot" that he is,

President Gee sat back in his winged
chair and desoribed his philosophy of

education. He said current economic

coodiUons have taken their toll on
today's studente. Their main interest
is in acquiring their first job, and they
want a program with career orien-
tation. But Gee added that the
definition of career ortentAttOfi Ms
changed. "Now it's to prepare
studen|ts for a lifetime of work, as
opiMsed to preparation for a job."
Bee insisted that studente should be

prepared to change fields several
times during their work life because
of the changing world and because
most students do not end up doing
what they studied in school.

"The notion that a career college

education differs from a Uberal
education is no longer valid," he said.

He said he feels that technical schools
and liberal schools will start to look
alike, since lieifher provides^ the
necessary tools for today's changing
job market.

Students, Gee said, are not entirely

happy with the changes he has made
in the curriculum. To them he says:
"We will give you what you want, but
we will also give you what we think
you need.""

That, of course, is a turnaround for

college administrators. During the
student revolt of the late '60's, Gee
argues that the students gained too
much control, and he said declining

enrollments in the last few years have
led colleges to take a marketplace
approach to students and education.

Some courses listed in catalogues are
designed to make college "fun" and

make students "happy" with their
college experience.

Student apathy and a reverse swing
of the pendulum has been based,

acwsrding to G«i^ "m the noUon th«t
college skills won't get^ou a job, that

they aren't relevant to getting a job."

Southern Vermont Cdlege, Gee
said, is attempting to rekindle student

interest by "making a college

education more exciting and relevant,

while at the same time insisting on a
broad general education."

Under Gee's plan, each of the

college's four bachelor degree
programs—accounting, management,
human services and environmental
sciences—will have a core of courses

representing tlie three R's. 25 per cent

of the program consists of courses in

math, En^h, history, sociology and
philosophy. In associate degree
programs, basic courses amount to 33

per cent of the curriculum.

SVC's biggest" ; program" fs

management, in which a student can
choose an emphasis in business ad-

ministration, environmental studies,

communication, criminal justice or

health services\ Gee said this enabled
SVC to strenthen the management
core courses without having to

develop an entire health management
or communication miaiagement
department, for example.

The core courses of philosophy,

sociology, history and English will

also be made more relevant to

careers, according to Gee. English,

for instance, may concentrate on
report writing. "If you're a manager
and you can't write a report, you will

never advance," Gee said.

Gee said- that aside from the

philosophical' reasons for the new
curriculum at SVC, the evidence that

students are not as well prepared for

coltege as in the past has been the

main impetus for the return to basics.

Judging from the number of friz-

bees flying in the flagstone courtyard,

the college experience can still be
"fun" in spite of a return to basics.

Cardihals sfifle soccer
byMarkPagiw

WUUams' hopes for ite first un-
disputed Little Three Soccer
Championship since 1871 were
quietly shelved for another year on
Saturday after the Purple ftU to

Wesleyan, l-O. The Cardinals'
hiitout—the fourth against the
Ephs this yeai^-raises their record
to 7-3-1; Williams sinks to S-«-L

It was nother case of missed
bpporfiihfties. The Bphbobters
outehot Wesleyan, 22-lS, but were
again done in by failing to make
their good scoring chances pay off.

Six different Ephs took 13 shots on
goal in the second half alone, for

example, but Cardinal keeper Dan
Brugioni was rarely forced.to leave
his feet in saving them. "Ihe shots
we reaUy hit well," remarked
Coach Jeffrey Vennell when it was
over, "we hit wide."
Fast and furious first-half action

produced several deep breaks into

each team's backfield, but with
Jay- Loeffler iff^OBl WfllteHB
easily held ite own. At the 17:54

mark, though, confusion arose as a
Cardinal chip wafted across the

pei^ity area. Loeffler and BUI
Kister both went up for the ball but
lost out when Cardimi forward
Stan Hamilton took a son-of-

blubber leap and outheaded
everyone. The ball looped into the
goal and the score was 1-0,

Senior co-captain Hdnfy
Osborne—"the best player on the
field," in Vennell's mind—worked
tirelessly in the secpnd half to tfye
WDUanui control of the midfield.

Aa the Ephs' defense stiffened

action gra<hially drifted toward the
Cardhial goal, but wave after

Purple wave came crashtog to

nought when shots went
everywhere but in. When time ran
out it was still 1-0.

The Purple hooters joumied to

Boston this afternoon for a 3:00
make-up match with the Jumboa of

Tufts. The remamder. of the week
will be devoted entirely to

preparation for the second soccer
season—Williams versus Amherst
ar Cole Field on SaiuraiSy.
Williams soccer has not tasted
victory against the Lord Jeffs (in

regular-season play) since 1968,

X-C wins its eighth straight
X-Cfrompase4

respectively. Freshman Lisa Kir-

schner ran to a fine time of 19:42 and
fmished eighth between two Wesleyan
runners and Lisa Greene (25:05) and
Trish Beckwith (25:10) rounded out
the championship squad in tenth and
eleventh.

The Ri|en's varsity won ite eighth

straight tiUe as the Ephs scored 25

points^with Amherst in second at 46

and Wesleyan taking third with 66
points. The tri-meet marked the close

of the regular season for the Purple
harriers who finished with a perfect
12-0 record. The victory gave veteran
coach Tony Plansky his 18th Little

Three title and his second undefeated
season in the last three years.

Senior Frank Carr was the in-

dividual winner iU the cmitest as H&
24:42 clocking matched the second
fastest time ever on the 4.9 mile
Wesleyan course. Carr led from start

to finish in the race and crossed the
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Purplepummel the Cardinals
FOOT«ALLfromp«««l

wUdman (tbat's his poaition, not an
editorializatioo) John McVicar to play

a balanced line.

Junior linebacicer John Thiel, who
has rebounded spectacularly from a

shaky middle three games of the year

with two fine performances in row,

pilfered a John Papa pass in the first

quarter to set up the first score.

Greg Collins turned a power play to

the outside and outran the Wesleyan
'secondary to the flag for a 6-0 lead,

with Ken Hollingsworth adding the

PAT. The play was designed to go
inside l>ehind Kenny Schoetz and Bob
VanDore, but the speedy Collins took

what the Cards gave him, and waved
goodbye to the Redbirds' secondary.

The stunned Wesleyan crowd
f^{homecoming, as usual) of 6,500

watched as the teams traded punts

through the remaindo* of the half,

with the Ephs taking their 7-0 lead into

the dressing room at intermission.

While Wesleyan's indescribably

annoying^ 6-4 costumed Cardinal
entertained the masses with
numerous squawks and repeated
wing-flapping, Coach Bill Mac-
Dermott made sopie adjustments to

get his team back into the game

.

Cardinal - speedster Dennis
Robinson had picked up just 19 yards

in the first half, and another 190 back

and forth from sideline to sideline.

Ma^ermott liencbed the junior, and,

to counteract the Eph pursuit, began
running Bob Latena straight up the

middle and tossing outs to tight end
Paul Nel»oa The result was a

sustained drive and a tie game on a 5-

yard toss to Nelsoa Papa, who does

everything but sell programs for the

Cards, added the tying extra point
The single We8j^#a^gring.j(lrive,

however, was the only defensive lapse

for Williams all aftemooa The front

line of Colin Hart, Brian Benedict, and
Pete Tuttle, jammed up the line of

scrimmage fQr much of game. Theil's

interception was his third of the year,

while Phil Shuman's steal was his

second.

Williams took over the ball with just

under four minutes remaining in the

third quarter and launched a game-
winning drive which serves as a
splendid commentdry on the

Williama-Wesleyan series of the past

seven years. The Cards seem to have
outstanding personnel and ^ood
coaching, yet they cannot win big

games. The winning score came on a
clutch, methodical 67-yard drive,

using up some seven minutes of clock.

Gus Nuzzolese, who had his finest

day at Williams with 135 yards on 23

carries, twice dived over the top of the

heap, Mel Farr style, for fourth-down

Cross country captures

three Little Three titles
by Frank Carr

^.. Williams brought three Little Three

titles back from Wesleyan Wed-
nesday, as the cross country runners

crushed their traditional rivals. Three

Little Three titles? Of course!

.. The junior varsity runners started

off the festivities by capturing the

'first two individual places and the

team title, the women followed with a

third through sixth place sweep for a

10 point margin over runner-up

;
wesleyan and the men's varsi^

brought the warm aftmioon to a

climax in winning its eighth straight

Little Three crown.

„_> Despite a wrong turn by a group of

'j.V.'ers, Williams took the first race

iOf the day with 35 points followed by

'JAmherst with 40 and Wesleyan wiUi

;47. Freshmen Phil Darrow and Cam
-~^ VirriU finished 1-Z, clocking 16:20 and

-^6:56 respectively for the 3.2 mile

,^^'«ourse. Pat Dobson (17:11), Rusty

. Anderson (17:28) and Basil Briggs

(18:05) added 7th, 11th andl4th for the

winning 35 point total.

Erik Olihe (18:08) and Dave Breuer
(18:25) yrere the sixth and seventh

finishers for the Ephmen in 15th and
18th place overall. John McCammond,
Hans Geisecke and Ned Collins ended
up running an extra six-t6nth8 of a

mile after getting lost earlier and
crossed the finish line in 21st, 22nd and
23rd.

Coach Bud Fisher's women
trampled the host Cardinals 24^3
while Amherst was unable to field a

full squad. Marina Buckley of

Amherst set a 3.2 mile course of 17:57

in capturing the individual title, but

the depth of the Ephs gave them a
clear victory in the team race.

Michelle Cutsforth and Cyane
Gresham led the women with a tie for

third at 18:29, while Lisa Capaldlni

and Marty Epstein followed in 5th and
6th with clockings of 19:03 and 19:13

•••X-CpagaS

first downs, and Scott Harrington

scooted around the right sidq and
inside ttie flag for the winning score,

HoUingsworth's PAT attempt was
wide to the right, but of no importance

to the final outcome.

Greg McAleenan took matters into

his own hpnda in the closing minutes,

stifling one Wesleyan chance by

depositing a punt on the Cards' three,

with Todd Eckerson smothering the

ball before it rolled in. After the hosts

had fought out to their own 26, Papa
tried to throw deep to Tim Fitzgerald,

but McAleenan, performing without a

net, stole the ball from Fitzgerald's

pocket, sealing the victory.

Kudos are in order for the Williams

special teams, who held Wesleyan
without a big gainer, which had been
the Cards' ' specialty in previous

games. Kurt Anderson and Brian
Fales, a couple of 170-pound
heavyweights who had been benched
for much of the season after starting

in '76, both played substantially and
well. And <rf course, BiHWhelan, wBo
called his own game, according to

Odeli; "did a helluva Job."

So "with all of Wesleyan's glittering

early-season romps, their fine 5-1

record, and talk of the spoiler role, it

will all come down to Willianu-

Amherst next Saturday on Weston
Field. Amherst prepped for the

meeting by trouncing Trinity 49-14

and are looking for their first outright

title since 1968. With the prospects for

a super football game such as they

are, the 9,000 or so folks Weston Field

is alleged to seat should be com-
fortable by about noon. Perhaps the

Lord whats-their-names could be

tought the "WiUiams Hex."

Wrong. (photo tiyGledhlll)

QB iUlly Wiialan (11) followa Mm btocking of Orag
Harrington (21) to i^ 13-7 victory over Waslayan.

Collins (•) and ScoH
(photo by Gledhlll)

Men's tennis sees action in ECAC
by Evan Bash

Although the women grabbed all the

tennis headlines this fall, the men's
tennis team was in action, too, ven-

turing to the ECAC tournament at

Princeton early in October and
dominating play in the recently

completed all-college singles and
mixed doubles championships.

Coach Sean Sloane, back to guide

the men after a two year absence
from Williams to earn a masters
degree, put the Ephs through daily

practices, even though the team has
no niatches until the spring. The daily

workouts served to organize a line-up

and prepare for the ECAC's. Sloane

M^omen's soccer devastates foe: 7-0-1
I
I
The Women's soccer club, under

~toach Judy Zimicki, wound up its 1977

season with a 4-1 victory over Smith

^jn October 27 for an Impressive 7-0-1

record.

The season began with a tight game
against Yale on the Williams J.V.

field. Nancy Osborne scored the single

goal of the game in the fourth quarter

to defeat the former Eastern champs
V 1-0.

The Ephwomen went on to whip
Mount Holyoke 4-1 the next week,

firing 22 shots on goal to Holyoke's 5.

Betsy Roessel scored in the first

quarter and Sara Reynolds, Maggie
O'Brieri and Melissa Mechem each
kicked one into the net in the second
half. The club then travelled to Vassar
and won 2-1. Scoring against' the,pink

and gray wer^ Laurie Jones and Sai'a

Reynoftte. ,

Two days l^ter jReyriolds scored

again in a game against Castleton

Stale. Alex Pagon and Alex Smith
nllied thre^ times between ithenf to

give the purple hooters a 4-3 victory.

In an aWay gante At Middlebury,

which many members of the olub

Considered to be the nkoat important

game of the seasto, the Ephwomen
fought a grueling battle and topped

the Panthers l-O. Laurie Jones
provided the lone goal in the club's

fifth victory.

In the next contest the club rolled

over Tufts 7-1, sending off 40 shots on

goal to their opponents' 4. Julie Ermt,
Reynolds, Pagon and Allison Djerf

provided the points while goalie Boop
TabeU stood idle much of the game.

The purple finally met its match
against Harvard's Crimson as the

contest ended in a l-l tie. Betsy

Roessel scored the goalfbr tlie Ephs
in the third quarter and the Harvard
squad replied with a score in the final

period. The game went into double

overtime but neither team was able to

break the tie.

The game against Smith, which had

beenoostponed twice due to rain, was
the fmal match for Zimicki's hooters,

^borne and Pagon each scored once

while Reynolds added two points to

finish the season as the team's leading '

scorer. ,

During the course of the season, the

squad scored a total of 24 goals, while

a strong defense held the opponents to

a mere eight points.

eventually todc a group of seven to the

tournament which featured Prin-

ceton, Yale and Columbia, the best

teams in the East.

With such a strong field, Williams
found the, first round singles play
tough, as the squad's six represen-

tatives were upended. Martin Gold-

berg came the closest to victory,

losing to the tourney's No. two seed
after being ahead 5-2 in the third set.

Goldberg, the only player to win a set

from this seed up to the finals, then
went on to capture th^ consolation

tournament for first round, "A"
division losers. Evan Bash also found
the consolations to his liking as he
conquered the field in the "C"
division. Jim Parsons, Dan O'Connell,
Peter Friesen and Mitch Reiss were
the Ephs' other four singles entrants.

Williams scored its only first round
victory of the tournament in the "C"
doubles division, where Dean
Gianakos, brought along as a doubles
spe<61alist, proved his worth as he
teamed with Bash for a win. All was

for naught, however, as the duo was
soundly defeated by the division

winners in the next round. Goldberg
proved his dominance of the con-

solations as he took his second title,

combining with Parsons to sweep the

"A" '8. O'ConrieU and Friesen lost a
close first round match againsta good
team, then went on to the "B" con-

solation finals. All in all, the Ephs
were satisfied by this performance
and are eagerly awaiting what could

be an outstanding spring season.

Play was true to form in the college

singles championship as it was
dominated by team members. In the

finals, Goldberg won his third con-

secutive Rockwood Tennis Cup title,

beating Parsons 6-4, 6-1. ;»,
- W

There was some exciting action in

the mixed doubles draw, with Bei^y
Chase and Goldberg topping the field.

They downed Laura Carson and
Parsons 6-4, 6-4 in the finals to secure

the Harry F. Wolf Memorial cham-
pionship.

li

Mermaids edge Mount

Holyoke and Wellesley

Lauri* Jonas manaiivart tttrough tha Harvard dtftmtor*, at Carrie Redllch
followt baliiml. Tha two squadt itattlad to a i-i tit, ttie only biamith on Mm
otharwisa parfact 7-«-i racord tha woman »portad tliit season.

- :Vjrij:iptJiiliiMi|iiwiiiji.iiii
(photo by Oattgen)

Although a number would have
preferred to swim their races iii the

infirmary, the women's swim 'team
.' nipped a s^ong Mount Holyoke club at
• Holyoke f*'riday, 99-87. Wellesliy, the

; thinl team in the meet trailed With 54.

Williams led throughout the meet,

but only secured the team win in the

final event, the 200 free r«lay. Fresh-

men Molly Murphy and Linda Reed
teamed up with the less-than-healthy

duo of Keron Walker and co-captain

Nin& Murphy for a 1:48 effort, less

than a second slower than the curretat

college record.

Senior Sue Tuttle, swimming in her

first meet of the Reason, not only

managed a fast breastroke leg for the

prevailing medley relay team of N.

Murphy, Tuttle, Joanna Monroe, and
Reed, but also copped the 50 and 100

breastrokes in uncomfortably close but

rather eliciting races. Reed took a

first in the SO free and a second in the

100 yard event

Nina Murphy avenged a second

place in the 50 back and held onto a
slim lead to squeak by two Holyoke

swiitimers in the 100 yard backstroke.

Besides her leg of the free relay,

Keron Walker swam and won the 100

i.m., and 50 fly, although uni

protest.

Once again, flreflfankn : Katlwrine

Pearsall was victo'i'iMis ito the

distance freestyle event, after a cloae

loss to a Mt. Holyoke freestyler in the

200. Senior Carol Buck kept up ber

reputation in the i.m. and (ly events,

finishing with a second and two thirds.

Williams wUl face UMasa for the

first time under dual meet clr-

cumstancek one week from Wed-
nesday, Nov. 16, at 7:00 p.m. With the

recovery of ihoet of the team, (he

R}eet should l>e among the exdiing

aquatic events ever scheduled in Ifuir

pool.
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Shftlton l«ctur«s on
th«^^|luol nature
of nuclear energy
"The fact that there haven't been

toy nuclear accidents in the past few
years shouldn't make you feel that

there can't be any," said Professor
Jay Shelton. "You can't know with
enough certainty that nuclear power
is going to be safe."

Shetton voiced these views in a
lecture Tuesday night, sponsored by
Perry 'House entitled "Nuclear
Power: Pros and Cons." He compared
midear power with various other

sources of energy, most notably solar

power and fossil fuels (i.e. coal and
oil).

tutting nuclear power against fossil

fuels as an energy source, Shelton
pointed out that the known en-

vironmental hazards of the latter are
"tremendous." In defense of nuclear
energy, he stated that if radioactive

emissions from reactors worldwide
were to reach the maximum limit

currently allowed by the Atomic
Energy Commission, average human
life expectancy might decline by "a
matter of hours to days," which he
described as "a trivial insult." He
added, however, that the potential

hazards of a major nuclear accident
would be great, pointing out that a

typical reactor contains a level of

radioactivity equivalent to that of "a
thousand small nuclear bombs."
Shelton also stated that unlike fossil

fuel pollutants, radioactivity will

remain in the environment for long
periods of time.

Shelton foresaw radioactive waste
disposal iiroblems ^s another
potential danger of nuclear power. He
noted the impossibility of maintaining
an "absolutely safe" storage system
fbr wastes. He estimated that if all the

radioactive waste currently under
sUaaige were to be accidentally

released at a uniform level world-
wide, average human life expectancy
might decline by seven years for a
period of 10,000 years.

While emphasizing that "the people
involved in the nuclear industry are
terribly conscientious," Shelton cited

a number of "unknowable dangers"
involved with nuclear power, in-

cluding the possibility of accidents

caused by natural disasters or
through sabotage. He referred to

nuclear "blackmail" as "a very
serious problem." He also pointed out
that breeder reactors, which have not

yet been developed for commercial
use, are "much more complicated and
dangerous" than ordinary reactors.

After examining the potenUal en-

vironmental tiazards of the three

major potential energy sources,
Shelton concluded that solar energy
was "the best option for the future."

On Tuesday Nov. 15 at 7:00 p.m., the

Perry House Lecture Series continues

with Earl McFarland, Professor of

Economics, speaking on economic
development in the Third World.

Council approves 9 more budgets

Jay Shtlton, profettor of Physics,

gave a tectur* on nuclMr wiwrgy at

Perry Tiitsday. (photo by Cast)

The College Council approved 1977-

78 budget appropriations Tuesday for

nine campus organizations: the
Williams Action Coalition, Americans
for Democratic Action, Williams
Independents, Williams Gay Support
Organization, Williams Republicans,
Williams Women, Lecture Com-
mittee, Waterpolo Club and Men's
Volleyball Club.

By a vote of 12-10, the CC approved
the WGSO budget of $975. The in-

creased size of its budget sparked
ransiderable debate although the
allocatimi had been cut |22S. Harry
Kelly, Chairman of the Finance
Committee, defended the Com-
mittee's grant saying, "the WGSO
lecture program has been very suc-

cessful in the past." The speakers it

has chosen have generally attracted

large audjences.

A nearly uniuiimouB council vote
denied the WAC sixty per cent of its

originally requested allocation. The
Finance Committee reduced the
Action Coalition's speakers budget to

$500 from $1200.

The ADA, "a lobbying self-

education group," vrill receive $370.

The budgets of both the ADA and the
Williams Republicans, which
received $330, include fsoo for

speakers and lecturers. The Council
designated $875 for the budget of

Williams Women, another piiblic

issues group.

- Tn a 17-9 decision, the CC chose to

approve a Water polo allocaHbh of

$376 with no sut>sidy for meals at away
matches. Brian McDermott strongly

opposed this move saying, "food is an
essential for the team unlike the
refreshments served by other clubs.

Budget decreases 'CFM' program dlversiiy
According to WCFM Program

Director David Breuer, the cuts in

funding proposed by the Finance
Committee will hurt the radio
station's capacity to provide diver-

sified programming.
The Finance Committee pared

approximately $1500 from the radio

station's initial request of $10,000,

proposing instead an annual budget of

$8350. According to WCFM President

Peter Green however, that figure is

grossly inadequate. "We're going to

require everything we ^sked for,"

Green said, "in order to maintain our
present operations."

Green spoke of the need to replace

stolen and aging equipment. The
$10,000, he said, is not intended for

capital expenses. Rather, as he ex-

plained, "it is necessary for the

upkeep of our* technical equipment."
Specifically, the Finance Com-

mittee cut two sets of headphones, one
microphone boom, travelling ex-
penses for the sports broadcasters, a
phonolog, money for back-ordering of

a laGge number of record albums, and
the allocation for the station phone
biU.

As Breuer explained, microphones
seem to present a formidable
problem. Without the headsets for the

sports-casters, the station must

dispateh the niicrqphohe it normally
uses for production. Consequently, as
Breuer observed, tho'e has been a
deterioration in the quality (rf that

microphone and furthermore, as
Green noted, the now commonfdace
situation of having three sports-

casters huddled over one microphone
at the away games cannot continue.

Another problem concerns tiie need
for a microphone boom at the station

qews desk.

iSreen supported however the

committee's idea for an ongoing

depreciation fund which would
provide for a new board for the $tati(m

every ten years.

Waierpoio players should not be taxed
for the meals they miss."

According to John Simpson of the

Finance Committee, "It is a policy (A

the committee not to pay for food.'!

Kelly admitted that this politiy,

however, "has not always been en>

forced in the past." He went on to say
that "it is technically the Food Ser-

vice's responsibility to provide these

funds, not Council's."

The Lecture Committee will receive

$8500 this year. By Finance Com-
jnittee stipulation, $5500 is to be used
"for ventures biitiated by otiier

groups, i.e., faculty, departments,
and student organizations." "Ilie

Council also voted to give the

Williams Independents $40;

Don Tourney, charged that tile

Finance Committee "feels it has tp

cut" budget requests for each
organization. Simpson explained that

the committee "started with a zero-
' based budget and ttien added only

thosetunds that could be justified."

According to Kelly, "inevitably
something of the artotrary . wiU j>e

presj^tln every decision we makeJ'

Lamb 71 becomes
No. Adorns mayor

Richard Lamb '71 won election to

the position of mayor of North
Adams Tuesday. Lamb, president

of Lamb Paper Co. in North
Adams, won by moro than a 1050
vote margin out of a total vote
exceeding 7100.

WCFM held elections for

positions on its Board of Directors

last Wednesday night.

Steve Jackson, former Business

Manager of WCFM. was elected

Station President on a platform of

increasing station funds through

appealing to new sources. John
Svoboda was elected,. Station

Manager.
Larry Sisson was elected

Program Director and promised to

increase WCFM's quality. Joe
Avellar was re-elected News
Director with Gregg Neville.

Also elected were:

Peter Stark - Production
Director-- =-— -

Ed Mills - Student Engineer
Jeff Brinker, Dave Bennett -

Sports Directors

BiU B&kett - Music Director

Tom Cox an&^teve Case - Music
Staff

Curt Denhart - Personnel
Director

Steve Yavner - Public Relations

Director

Tom Helde - Classical Music
Director

Don Perry - Business Manager
These positions will begome

effective January 1st.

Town panel discusses social life

Dearth of NET lines impede
long-distance calls past 1 1 pm
Students who make th^ long

distance phone calls after 11 p.m. will

continue to be frustrated by the lack of

open outside lines for some time,

according to College Business
Manager Shane Riorden.

Riorden said that he spoke to a
representetive of the New Englanf!

Telephone and Telegraph Company
after a Williams switehboard operator

called his attention to students'

continued complaints. According to

the NET&T office in Pittsfield, a
survey was recently made of the

telephone traffic in WlUiamstown and
North Adams during low-rate long

distance time slots. Hie results of the

study indicated a definite need for

more long distance trunks, or wires,

in the area.

"The problem is not one with the

college centrex system," Riorden
said, "The extra lines would be in-

stelled by the phone coinlpany, at its

coat. In that case, it's anybody's guess
as' to when the improvements will be
made."
RiordM speculated that the low

rates late in' the evening probably

account for the sudden jamming of

lines, but said that he "had no idea

what would suddenly make the

problem crop upthis year"as opposed
to previously.

"Our uses of leisure time are a
perfect example of the marvelous
intertwining of a smatll college and a
small town," Associate Dean Cris

Roosenraad stated at Tuesday's panel
discussion, "Social Life: Music, Pull

Tabs and Pizza."

Last in a series of Williams In-

dependents' panel discussions en-

titled, "Down From the Ivory Towet;
Williamstown-and the College,"
Tuesday's discussion focused on the

College's relationship with the town in

regard to the diverse social activities

offered by both groups.

Panel members and the audience,

which included a smattering of

Williamstown residents, contributed

views on the positive and negative

aspects of this relationship and
suggested ways to improve social

events and alleviate problans bet-

ween the College and town which
arises from social activities.

Roosenraad, presenting a general

overview of the College-town
relationship, said, "Ttie nature of the

College and the town are fun-

damentally intertwined." Williams-

. town provides the College with many
services, including bookstores, food

establishments and bars, while the

College provides the town with ac-

tivities, facilities and patronage in

return.

On-campus activities received
extensive discussion—since, as
Roosenraad explained, "The social

scene on campus has become com-
petitive, but has become diverse,

since Williams opened to women.
Before, the numt)er of students who
stayed on campus during weekends
could not support a wide range of

social activities.''

House activiUe*

House activities compose a major
portion of the social events, and the

expansion of social activities have
contributed to making the house
social chainnan's duties more dif-

ficult, accortiing to Prospect House
Social Chairman Tom Kondel "TS.

"You must plan ahead to avoid the

conflict of several parties on one
weekend, and come up with crazy
gimmicks, like the Star Wars party, to

draw students to your party." Another
problem he cited was advertising an
admission price for a party, to which
another house may respond by
sponsoring a party the same nigbt, but

charging one dollar less.

"We need more ccmimunication
between houses to stop these
problems. We shouldn't have them on
a campus this size." Panel moderator
Mike Lissack '80, president of

Williams Independents, then com-
mented that a group composed of the

social chairmen of each house will

form a committee over Winter Study
to solve the problem of coordinating

the social activities of these 15

autonomous institutions.

Other problems resulting from
house activities include noise, van-
dajismi and a drain on busing at the
Log while houses sponsor parties.

Lissack explain^ that noise and
vandalism are not too severe, as each
house's by-laws provide that
everything be shut off by 1 :00 a.m. on
Friday and 2:00 a.m. On Saturday
nights.

An alternative to campus parties

which provokes some controversy
among townspeople is the Log.
Manager Claudia Lindsey '77, ex-
plained that the Log is "a place to

gather in an informal atmosphereany
night of the week," and thus, is ''a

valuable asset to college life."

However, its situation in a co)n-
mercial and residential area creates
tensions with members of the com-
munity.

"We do have a problem with
rowdiness, but it is, to a certain ex-
tent, exaggerated.'- Explaining that

students are well informed of the
problem, and they have arranged to

have security outside the Log at

closing time, she stated, "The
problem has been dealt with as well as

One town resident asked why the
college bar could not be located on
campus. Roosenraad explained that

in addition to there being no other

available building, "If the Spring St.

area had an environment totally out of

character with a college pub at-

mosphere, we would not have located
it there. But the street is still com-
mercial, even at 3 and 4 a.m."

•es SOCIAL LIFE page 5

Tom lUiMM, CrM ReesMnMl. MNie Usssch, PsmI 0«r«ii, Rev. Rokert Mcairri,'

Steve Ckst an4 Cieetfia Undsey served st members of tlie Panel entHierf

"Ptiatr A>H Teks «M leer." (photo by Gest)
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by M«r> McCord
The Williams Hunger Action

Project in conjunction with Oxfam-
America, is calling for the members
of the Williams community to abstain

from solid food on Friday November
18 in support of the nationwide "Past
for .a World .Harvest." This call is

made with the belief that the most
enduring form of raised social con-

sciousness is constituted by an active,

intelligent change in ^personal
lifestyle—a change based on the kind
of critical awareness and human
empathy that this fast attempts to

dramatize.

What is an approfM-iate response to

the fact that hundereds of thousands

of people, both in the United States

and overseas, can not afford enough

food to sustain a normal healthy life?

The answer is not at all clear, but it is

clear that 1,800 Williams students not

eating. for one day an<l ^^.dipg the

money saved to development projects

is not by itself going to make major

changes in the way either rich or poor

people live.

So why fast?

First, we feel that the money raised

will not be insignificant. Food ser-

Letters: sexist sallies, balance re Bakke
8akke:4!)uciiity vs Cotegery^ ^ind to soxism

To the editor:

Despite the fact that Mr. Gates attends medical school, he ehjoys cutting

dowh its admission process because it selects unqualified candidates who in his

.opinion qualify on "objective" criteria. Perhaps he should rethink his medical

career and let another "more qualified" student become a doctor.

The only point that I can agree on is that minority students are not

"unequivocably unqualified," as we hastily indicated, but that they are lesser

quaimed. He skirts around the race problem entirely by attacking current

admissions procedures. Who is he fooling? Maybe the admissions process

should not be based on scores and grades only, b«^ nowhere in his response does

,
be name a medical school which uses other criteria for their white applicant

--gpool. Only minority students are entitled to this privilege and that's a denial pf

Ulth Amendment protection.
" ^^ ' - '>^"^ 'C-

'

Take a look at the issue from the medical schools view. They would be

tiaking a major risk to suddenly shift to a system in which all students were
evaluated primarily on non-traditional standards. How is a college supposed to

select the entire applicant group out of a hodge-podge of Russian Lit. inajors

;who emptied bed-pans and a collection of social science majors who can't stand

'the unequal distribution of doct(»^? There have to be some minimum standards

of medical aptitude but drawing the line will create the same problem all over.

And what happens to the serious white student who scores well on the MCAT,
gets good grades and seriously wants to study medicine? Should he be excluded

'9i-ofH]/ii}i^^y6f»^MI6Kb^ati!se'hetlo«sn't have a glowing personality? What if h<

can't impress an interviewer that he doesn't care about success, but that he
- only wants to help welfare patients? What if he had the potential to discover a

cure for cancer? Would this be a fair admissions process from a social point of

view?

Then Mr. Gates has the nerve to claim that Bakke is unqualified on thel

basis of Mr. Gates' own standards. I am inclined to agree with many of the

points he lists; unfortunately, they are irrelevant to the Constitutional issue at

Itand. Only the standards of the U.C. Davis School of Medicine are important

.and, on the basis of those, Bakke was as or better qualified than many of the

students admitted under the special admissions program. Gates toots legal

scholar Charles Lawrence's argument that Bakke was not excluded, but that

others "could do the job better." What and who this refers to is unclear. If

anything, it may go against much of what Gates claims. Let us assume, as

Gates does, that all those admitted to Davis' Medical School are highly

qualified. Why then does the medical school have to have a separate ad-

missions program? There are only two answers. Either they are not as

qualified, in which case Bakke does have a legitimate Constitutional claim, or

Uie percentage of most-highly qualified students is out of proportion to that of

black and white populations. I doubt that as this self-appointed judge of human
potential, Mr. Lawrence, indicates, the students were able to do the job better.

If the proportions are out of line, then it is a case of high-school and college

preparation. This becomes an entirely different issue. With the increased

Federal aid to colleges and secondary schools, those percentages have steadily

come into line. Thecritical question becomes: why can't we just wait? I realize

that there are social ills in our inner cities, but why should we ameliorate them
with artificial means? We have cheapened the struggle of minorities to "make
it" by artificially elevating them to a point of equality. When and where does

this end? How will minorities react to the dismantling of special admissions

programs when they are able to stand on their own feet? WiH that falling out

create more of a violent reaction then the current problems facing medical

schools?

It is interesting to note that immigrants who lived in worse conditions than

in our inner cities today never rioted for special programs. They worked within

the system. Perhaps the programs and promises of Lyndon Johnson's Great

Society elevated exp^tations to the point that minorities are no longer willing

to wait and work within the system. Have we institutionalized a system where

the best and brightest don't succeed in order to keep minorities at bay? I am not

advocating an application of Social Darwinism, but let's be honest with our-

selves for a change. Gates claims that current admissipns procedures and
standards are creating an undesirable "batch" of doctoi%. Doesn't he realize

that special admissions programs will toughen-up the competition for whites

even more, as fewer spaces are available? Is this the type of process that be

favors? I sincerely doubt iL but his defense of special programs only exacer-

bates what he terms as an intolerable situation. '''

.

Whites who see themselves as fit to achieve and are continiiajfiydeiited their

chance will react just as violently as blacks in the sixties Miho saw no o|h

portunity for improvement Perhaps we should move to a balanced system

before it's too late. If the political process continues to ne^ect and abuse the

white middle-class, this is certainly a facet, then the resulting clamor will

create a greater crisis than any denial of admissions to minorities ever was.

Respectfully,

Robert M. Schwaru

To the editor:

To you, Che cream of the crop, (he

educated, the enlightened and aware
of the Williams community, whose
exceptional backgrounds or out-

standing peHormance has allowed

you to make it one more step on your

path to success:

Please explain tome how you can be

so incorrigibly blind. Somehow I

prefer the adjective blind to

misogynous simply tecause I bull-

headedly insist in believing in the

advam:ement or educability of people

at large. I am beginning to believe

that that is my mistake, not my
feminist or radical tendencies which I

have so often been told were im-

practical, irrational, or simply
meaningless.

Do you realize what you are im-

plying when you sing your rugby

songs about gang-bangs or fucking

corpses? When you merely laugh at a

woman selling beer with silicone

e, .. br?ifflte ..Jtod.^beljaMitsIJWven...ja^ ,

throw a blown-up mannekSn

'

(womannekin?) with blood on her

underwear into the reserve room?
Can you see nothing beyond the im-

mediacy of your security and con-

formity with your peers in a small,

isolated, "liberal arts college in the

Berkshires" to the symbolism and
greater tneaning of your actions in the

world .at large?

I am increasingly amazed—or is

alarmed a better word—with how
little it takes to be considered radical

here. It has been brought to my at-

tention that Williams Women is often

misconstrued as being a lesbian

organization. Suppose this were
true—considering above-mentioned
incidences and attitudes what do you
see as the rational alternative? Don't
you consider it a little sad that in an
enlightened community such as this

WGSO finds it necessary to keep their

n>eetings confidential? How many of

you are offended by or jiervously

gifl^le at the Peer Health Counseling
display at the Hbrary? Why is

fepinisni or actiA^sia.a dirty word to

so many of you?

At one time I considered myself
open-minded. However, it becomes
increasingly apparent to me that

there is a certain lack of in-

trospection, prevalent on this campus,
that I find totally incomprehensible.

Asking people to change may be a bit

presumptuous, but could you at least

try to look at and listen to yourselves?

With hope and trepidation,

Judy Nitchie '79

Event deplored

To the editor:

I would like to make public my
protest to a disgusting display that

took place^on Monday night in the

library. A group of sophomore boys
entered the reserve room and sang a
song atHMit road tripping and screwing
women, referring to "dumb Holyoke
women" among other things. Not only
were the words to the song crass and
lewd, but these boys carried a blown
up woman doll dressed in underwear
stained with blood. They threw this

woman down the steps of the reserve

room as a crowd gathered below.

Some people applauded when they

finished. <

Later when I confronted one student

who ran up the stairs to accompany
his "friends", he said, "come on, it

was my entry." I am sick and tired of

drunken boys singing obscene songs

about women's reproductive organs

and screwing women under the guise

of male comradery and entry unity.

Williams College is almost 50 per cent

women now and such a performance

is an unconscionable affront to the

women here. In addition, it was of-

fensive to the men who do not want to

be Associated with that perverse

image of maleness. I am tired of

laughing at actions that degrade us

all.

Yard by yard we fight our way . . .

Sincerely,

Valerie A. Andersen '78

Disgusting Display

To the editor:

We would like to express our disgust

with the incident that occurred last

Monday night, November 7, in the

reserve room of Sawyer library. It

concerned several male menibo-sof
the student body who, together, totally

insulted and offended the women of

this campus. Through the vulgar use

of an obscenely dressed inflatable

doll, and the degrading references

made to the female anatomy, they

typified the lack of respect that

Williams women receive on this

campus. It is obvious that no level of

communication and understanding
will be achieved until we all have Jthe

common decency to respect one
another. Such incidents not only serve
to destroy the unity of the College, but

infringe upori our rights as human
beings. Therefore, the demeaning
nature of public vulgarities and in-

sults directed towards Williams
women .should not be tolerated.

Very sincerely.

Deb Martindale

Lesley Wang

vices will give a $2.20 refund for each
student who agrees to fast. Half of this
money will be sent through Oxfam to

projects in the Third World which are
assisting small farmers and landless
peasants address what the local
population feels are its most pressing
ngeds. The cause pf hunger isiwvertv,
and, as Oxfam recognizes, any lasting
solution will require more than just
giving food to hungry children. The
other half of the money raised will go
to the Eastern Farmworkers
association (EFWA). EFWA is an
organization of unemployed and low-
income people, mostly farm-workers,
in Suffolk County, Long Island. They
are working to improye the living

conditions of their members through a
number of benefits programs, in-

cluding a free health clinic, free legal
advice, and emergency food and
clothing projects.

The second reason for the last is"
that we feel an appropriate response
requires more from us than just

sending our money to others and
asking them to deal with the problem
while we continue life as usual. The
way we live our lives is not in-

dependent of how others live theirs.

The complex economic, political and
social forces which sustain our
lifestyles, also sustain the kind of

poverty which deprives millions of

people of an adequate diet. In calling

for a. "raised social consciousness"
we do not mean to dictate conclusions,

but we are insisting that as members
of the Williams College community we
come to terms with the broader iin-

plications of the lifestyle we lead here,

and will lead after we leavthere. We .

hope that this fast will begin the kind
of critical, discussion and reflection

that are the foundation of any lasting

change.

Sign up tables for the fast will be set

up at major dining halls during dinner
Friday Nov. 11, dinner Sunday Nov.
13, and lunehiAfitl dinner Monday Noi.
14 and Tuesday Nov. 15th. All pledges
must be in by 7:30 p.m. Tuesday.
There will also be an envelope for

pledges outside the student activities

office in Baxter.

There will also be a panel discussion

at 6 p.m. on Friday in Dodd House
Living Room, on what kind of long

term involvement is effective, and
possible for us to participate in.

Audition
Auditions for a live broadcast of

Samuel Beckett's radio play "All

That Fall" will be held Mon. Nov.

14 from 4:15-6:15 and from 7:15-

10:00 and Wed. Nov. 16 from>:15-
6:15 in the WCFM Produdion
Studio in-the basement of Bi^r
Hall. Those who want a resi^rved

time may sigh Up On the studio

door, but anyone who walks in will

be 'given an audition as time

permits. If there are any questions

or problems, contact Jon Stolz-

berg, SU pox 1953 or at 597-6053.

Treadway Williams Iiin

On theVatag* Oretn, WUUamstown ' Phon* l4J8V'iS8^S7r

ART DECO SEXTET
SWINGING DIXIELAND

NOVEMBER 1 1 & 1

2

PUB LOUNGE

MUSIC CHARGE $1.00
..-JlL'/'
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GraduU 8<kMI Re«r«lter«
coming lo OCC nest week:
Tuet,, Nov. IS • Brown. MAT
Program

,

Wed.. Nov. 16 - U Pe^ Uw
Thur«., Nov. 17.- UVA Law
FYi., Nov, 18 - pplumhia Biwinew &
DutM) HmIUi Ad|in.

OCC Special Eventa For Next
Week

Mon., Nov. 14 - Jimiora Summer
Job it Intemaiiip WorltBhop. Mears
House, 7 PM. Student speakers
who had internships last sununer
at Jadcson Lab (Bio-medical),
Vick Chemical Sales, Historic
Deerfield, and Northfield-Mt.
Hermon (teaching) will be there.

Thurs., Nov. 17 - Procter & Gamble
Pre-Recruiting Meetings for
Seniors It Juniors:

3:30 PM—Resume Workshop . .

.

Find out what a business feels is

important to be included in your
resume.^

5:30 PM—Ohmer for interested
Juniors & Seniors with P & G.
Contact OCC for place:

6:30 PM—Seminar: Careers In

Sales Management, Wears House.

PRINCETON SUMMER ABROAD
PROGRAM
Anyone withgood French language
ability who would like to work m
France next summer should

ftoolMt Jeff Wood-PiiyUia Gold-
berg at OCC or Professor ^ivacool

.

Williams has done well in this
program in past y«an.
DEADLINE: Dec. 15, 77, ,

MEAD APPLICATION
DEADLINE
Due at Mears House by Wed., Nov.
23 at It Noon. Applications
•vaaable m-tbe OOC Lobby. -^-

FELLOWSHIPS. ETC.
Boiton CoUege Dept. of EducatkM
offers internships for those wishing
to pursue an MAT or MSI.
DEADLINE: Mar. IS.

Phillips Exeter Teching Fellaws
gives room-board + (4500 for 1

year worth of supervised teaching.
Apply before Feb. 1. AppUcations
at OCC. Equal Opportunity
Publications. Inc. gives free
resume services to women and
minority graduates. . Forms
available at OCC ^^ -—.

FULL TIME JOB FOR DEC.
GRAD
Chubb Group of Insurance Cos. has
January openings for 12-15 un-
derwriting trainees for its C!om-
mercial Property Dept. You would
start on January 30, 1978. See the
Finance tabjrfjbr^Direct Ap-
plication C notebook in
REFERENCE section of OCC
Library.

ASSORTMENT OF 20 CALENDARS

From Sierra Club to Spiderman

and other Fauna and Flora

Petitions protest

Record editors suppress ad
uw aw

Colonial Village Package Store
Colonial $liopping Confer, Wllliamstown

SEAGRAM'S 7
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t 4.»f

The Record editorial board voted
Wednesday night to cancel the third

ScUitz Beer "Dean of Beer" ad-
vertisement. The Record printed
advertisements featuring a woman
named Siglinda SteinfuUer on October
25 and November 4 and was scheduled
to run a third advertisement
Novembw 18.

Dowar's White Label Scotch

sa-V^Qt. Rag. $10.49

Monthly Beer Special

Badwelsw $4.39 case

CMtiHVS^
CLOTHlN<
Since 1975

cvN%^

^r^fT

cvô

covvt<^^

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES'BEEII

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole A>e.

Williamstowit

Phone 458-3704

Editor-in-chief Scott Fenn an-
nounced that "TIk editorial board
tonight agreed that it would not run
the last in a series of three SchliU beer
advertisements on the basis of the fact

that a sizeable number of students and
faculty on this campus were offended
by the ad and felt it was demeaning to

women.

"In addition the editorial board
agreed to hold an open meeting in the
future in which Record ad pidicy could
be discussed."

Two members of the board and the
advertising manager met with two
membersofWilliams Women Monday
night to discuss the ad. The Record
stated that the editorial board would
meet at dinner Wednesday to decide
bow to deal with the ads. At that
meeting the board did not reach a
consensus whether the third ad should
be printed or cancelled, but instructed
the advertising manager to seek an
alternative Schlitz beer ad for the
November 18 issue.

The editor-in-chief and the
managbig editors returned to the
newHMpor ofTice to fhid it occupied by

approximately fifty students waiting
to hear the board's decision. When
Fenn announced that the paper would
not reach a decision on the ad until the
advertishig manager had looked hito

alternatives, the group remabied,
demanding Uiat the editorial board
ben the ad they deemed sexist.

chief with a seriQs of petitions signed
by students and faculty oppoehig the
ad. Valerie Andenm '78 handed Fenn
a mimeographed statement inclu<Ung
two demands: that the Record "not
print the turd in Uk series of 'Dean of
Beers' ads and do not accept this ad
agabi," and that Uie paper state an
advertising policy to all pfospei^ve
advertisers daimhig that ffiie Itebord
will "not accept ads of a aie^t
nature."

After discussing sexism and the
rights of a mhwrity for about 45
munites, the editorial board left the
office to confer.

When they returned, Fenn an-
noimced the decision to suppraia the
ad and to discuss ad policy in an open
meeting.

mni BOOT SALE AT

rv*

A8^
109 Midii Straet Nor^ Adams

663-9276

PITTSFIELD
,U **. H 'Ji

Selected Styles and Colors:

Values To $70.00

Now Reduced $49.95 to $55.00
'( fc-£S -^i.

MATCHING

HAPPY HOMECOMING

FRYE
BAC3S

AVAILABLE

GO WILLIAMS!
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Homecoming Concert

Kalopana, Stanky Brown perform

Local sculptor's show opens
This afternoon, "George Rickey:

Drawings for Sculpture" opened at

the Williams College Museum of Art
with a reception for the artist. The
exhibition is comprised of thirty-five

drawings and four sculptures by this

internationally-known kinetic
sculptor (from the WilliamstoWn
area).

The drawings included in the
exhibition were made by the artist as
studies for his kinetic work. Tliey

range from rapid sketches to

carefully detailed technical
"working" drawings, from notations

of ideas to be explored in sculpture to

calculated plans for the execution of a
commissioned work.

In the catalogue written by Lucinda
A. Barnes, a graduate art student at

Clark Art Institute, the nature of

Rickey's drawings and their relation

lb his kinetic sculpture is discussed.

"As studies which explore esthetic

problems and work out technical

considerations, Rickey's drawings for

sculpture enable one to see ideas

come to the surface, develop, undergo
modifications, and be transformed
into finished works. The drawings
offer within a limited space a unique

fli^ff Kif&dks df

American authors

exhibit at Chapin
A showing of first books by

American authors is featured in an
exl^ibit which runs through December
9 dt the Chapin Library on the

Williams College Campus.
Twenty-six authors, including

William CuUen Bryant, Stephen
Crane, T. S. Elliot, Nathaniel
Hawthorne, Mark Twain and Walt
Whitman are represented by their

earliest separate publicatitms.
Another nine authors will be
represented by their first books.

According to Robert L. Volz,

Custodian of the Chapin Library,

earliest separate publications and
first books are quite rare since they

were written before an author had
established a literary reput«ticm.

Publishing costs of first books, for

example, may well have been covered
by Ihe author himself or by friends

and family.

The exhibition has been prepared as

a tribute to the late John S. Van E.
Kone '28, a leading rare book dealer in

New York City.

The exhibition is free and open to

the public.

KING'S

LIQUOR

STORE

Si Spring StrMt

45t-Sf4t

opportunity to see the evolution ^nd
scope of his work in sculpture, while

they simultaneously document the

process through which the. works were
created."

A collection of drawings by a
renowned sculptor is a rare sort (rf

exhibition and provides the unusual
opportunity for the viewer to share in

the artist's progressing vision of his

work. The Rickey exhibition extends
through December 11.

KaUpaita,: Hawaii's premiere
contemporary rock band, will be the

featured attraction in tonight's

Homecoming concert at Chapin Hall.

Tickets will be available at the door

starting at 7:15, and are $3.00 for

Williams students and their guests.

Doors open at 7:30, and the concert

will begin at 8:00.

Kalapana's appearance tnarks their

official East Coast concert debut. The
group has broken box office records in

Hawaii set by Elton John and the

Rolling Stones, and have also become
a major West Coast attraction (last

Thursday, they sold at Royce Hall at

UCLA at $6.50 at seat.) Kalapana has
been receiving considerable airplay in

the Northeast (WWOM-FM in Albany
featured the group on Monday night),

and radio stations in both
Massachusetts and New York have
contacted the ACEC and are sending

representaliv^_to coyer; the event. _

. Also appearing is the Stanky Brown
Group, a six-piece rock 'n roll band
whicli has recently completed tours

with Kansas, Renaissance, New
Riders, and the Doobie Brothers.

WNEW, New York's largett radio

station, recently selected Stanky
Brown as one of the three mo6t
popular new bands. The group has two

albums under their belt, with a third

scheduled to be recorded soon.

Ironically, the ACEC had contacted

Stanky Brown weeks ago, before

Cheap Trick was even considered.

Treasure was originally announced,as

Trick's replacement, but when it was
learned that Stanky Brown was
available after all, they were, ac-

cording to ACEC Chairman Steve

Case, "signed within minutes."

According to Case, "A lot of

sftidehlfy^em to'be under thel|lusion

that this is ^ cheap concert for us to

stage, ah<) that we're out to mqke
money." Case explained that for—
'sound Ic lights alone, this prodtictjon

cost $1000. Even if we sell oiit; w«*U
lose money on the concert."

"As a reSiilt bf the Cheap, trick
postponement," Case added, "public

opiniQB 9f the ACEC has reached aii**»^

all-tirifplow. After ti;is concert, I think

you'Ufind that it will hit an allTtime

high, The people who attend are going
*

to love it,a^ the people who don't are

going to reg^r^t it. Either way we'll

coiine.fHit ahead"

Tonight at Clark

AAorlotti gives concert
American pianist Vincent Marlotti

has played to standing^vations^from

enthusiastic audiences in Europe,

South America, Canada, and the

United States. He will perform at the

Clark Art Institute tonight at|8:30. The
program will range from the classical

composers to the romantics, and from

Clark presents Laughton films
Charles Laughton's most famous

screen chJitacterizations will be

,
featured in a series of fl^^e successive

Tuesday-evening films to be
presented from November 8 to

December 6 at the Clark Art Institute.

The films illustrate Laughton's
amazing performance range, his

acting ability, and his versatility, and
range in date from 1935 (Ruggles of

Red Gap) to 1957 (Witness for the

Proseculion). Admission will be $1. A
complete schedule of the films
follows:

Nov. 8 aL7:30 Ruggles of Rad Cap (1935; 90
min.) Directed by Leo McCarey, with
Mary Boland, Charles Ruggles, and Zasu
Pitts. Laugtiton, who won a New York
Film Critics Award for Best Actor for this
performance, plays a ramrod butler in

the Old West in this knocViabout comedy.

Nov. IS at 7:30 Rembrandt (1936; 84 min.)
Directed by Alexander Korda, with Elsa
Lanchester and' Gertrude Lawrence.
Laughton is impressive in this realistic
biography of the Dutch master.

Nov. 22 at 7:30 Hunchback of Notre Dame
(1939; 115 min.) Directed by William
Dieterle, with Maureen O'Hara, Cedric
Harwicke, Edmond O'Brien. Laughton,
playing the hunchbacked tieliringer in

medieval Paris, turns in a heart-
wrenching performance in this
dramatization of the Victor Hugo classic.

Nov. 29 at 7:30 Witness tor the Prosecution
(1957; 1U min.) Directed by Billy Wilder,
with Marlene Dietrich, Tyrone Power,
and Elsa Lanchester. This is an effective
London courtroom drama based on an
Agatha Christie story, with Laughton as
the defense attorney. , .,> ,f..-

.

.

Dec. 6 at 7:30 The Private Life of Hanry
VI tl . (1»3»; n min.) Directed by
Alexander Korda, with Elsa Lanchester,
AAerle Oberon. Laughton's wonderfully
robust Henry won him an Academy
Award for this performance.

a Bach prelude and fugue.as. trkn-

scribe4^J»y J"ranz liszt-jto SariiueL

Barber'si&)nata for Pia(io. Schubert's

Impromptu in E-flat m^jor and two
preludes by (Sabriel Faure are on the

prolan). ^8 well, "Die fampus Ap-
passionata Sonata in F-minor by
Beethoven will be a feature presen-

tation; Cho|rin's Ballade in F-minor is

also included.

Vincent Marlotti, presently on the

faculty of the Hartt College of Mu^ic
in Connecticut, studied with the

renowned French pedagogue Isadore

Philippe .and; the Russian virtuoso.

Simon Barere. Later studies were at

the Mannes College of Music in New
York, where he subsequently taught.

Admission to this evening's concert

at the Clark will be $1 for students and
$2 for. thegeneral public.

Charles Uiughton in "The Hunchiwck of Notre Dame," to be screened Tuesday,
November 22, at 7: 30, at the Clark Art Institute.

'
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Rescue team searches for students
by David Sorkln Dickaviw haw luion mistok-^. r». n>k^» i._..» u^. .^ i i_ nby David Borkln

In recent weeln, several WUliams
students have mysteriously disap-
peared into the confines of Sawyer
Library, and reliable sources believe
that they may still be there.

In an attempt to recover these
young men and women, The WUliams
Record, has dispatched a rescue
expedUion. This expedition, which
hopes to continue long enough to be
accepted as a student initiated Winter
Study Project, is now conducting a
book-to-book search in the reading
room. Although many of the pith
helmet-clad searchers, snooping
around with magnifying glasses and

pickaxes, have been mistaken for
librarians or overly lealbus members
of the honor and discipline committee,
their quest continues unabated.

No one knows exactly what has
happened to the missing students but

several theories prevail. One holds
that these students accidentally en-

tered emergency exit corridors and
were tod feml»rra8sed to use the

phones to call security. Biology and
psychology professors were called in

and testified that with a few candy
bars and a deck of playing ciards such
students could hold out for weeks, but

this explanation remains tenuous at

best.

Others have been propounding the
view that some freshmen, sitting in

the bi-level carrels for the first time,
were overcome by claustrophobia and
became unable to move. This reac-
tion, reminiscent of being in a
spaceship for the first time, has been
well documented by researchers who
report unexplained cravings for Tang
among students hi the readltig rooitt.

Unfortunately, aerial reconnaissance
flights by college U2's have turned up
no missing students, although several
thermonuclear missiles were foun(l in
Qie political science section.

Investigators are, thus, coming to

the conclusion that the students may

Town-student panel debates effects
X , 'V ,^» 1 1 viler ^"^ instance, I

ot community on College social life z^iVxt'S
SOCIAL LIFE from panel

Unlike, any other lown^ establish-

ments, she explained, "the Log is a
business and a service and we often

extend ourselves beyond what a
sensible business wOuld undertake."
.Einally, Roosenraad commented,
"On the few occasions when there has
been an inappropriate interaction

with patrons of the Log and neighbors,

college security and the town police

have tried to make an immediate
response."

Coffee House

"One of the most relaxing at-

mospheres you can find on campus,"
the Coffee House provides free live

professional entertainment on most
Saturday nights, according to Coffee
House co-manager Paul Goren '80.

Students have the opportunity to

perfbrm before a live audience as the
warm-up acts before the show. All

performers, including students, are
paid through the Coffee ' House's
budget from the College Council.

ACEC
Steve Case, ACEC chairman, ex-

plained that ACEC attempts to ac-.

commodate-all^ musical -teetcs- by
scheduling more concerts with dif-

ferent types of music. Although,

because of their limited budget, this

forces them to book primarily new
groups. Case feels that this does not

detract fi^om the quality of the con-

cert. ','People consider groups they

haven't heard of as 'not good' " he
explained. "But th^se groups try

harder to put on a good concert

because they aren't well known."

However, Chapin Hall's capacity is

the ACEC's "main problem." Since if

seats only 1,000* Case said, "It limits

the groups you can get."

In a^ddition to these t>n<caihpus

activities, the college community
directly^ interacts ;with the town
community thrdugK activities
sponsored by town residents.

.^ Church option

Rev. Robert Moore of the United
Methodist Church described the ways
that students involve themselves in^

"activities beyond services."

Sttldents teach Sunday school, lead
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ateadten shop

be in Sawyer, as one aecurity man
-•tfxirted, "for purpoaes of or relating
to study." Thla presenU many un-
foreaaen difficulties. A simple rescue
may no longer be posalble, and
students may have to be convinced to
come out. Last, week, for instance,
loud speaker trucks rumbled throii^
the fourth floor blaring constant
reitilniters that fall break did not
apply to one's posterior. This tactic

snapped the concentration of several
of the more prominent students, in-

cluding Harry "Stacks" Shack, head
of the All College Study Committee,
wA Bob "Biblio" Brown, captain of
the Metaphysics Team.
Nevertheless, many have not been

found, and there is much that the
student in the street can do to help. If,

for instance, the layman spots
between volumes II

Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire, emergency action

mwf Jje . necessary. Mouth-to^XK^ehurchi«nittrproB.wm;,^g^ru^j;t,ft;, ^^ -he necessary. Mouth.to4»ok

anTbelong to several religious and
^Muscitation is usually unsuccessful,

r^ai/».oi., «»iii^f»j „_«„_i_..i only causing the victim to become

Once a rapport has been
esubliahed, the student may be
coaxed down from his carrel or deak.
At this point, a good idea might be to
feed him some apple sauce or chicken
soup. Under no circumstances should
the student be brought to Baxter Hall,
litis has been known to prodUQe a
condition reafinWing ^l)ie..J>e|MU
among thoee whoae natural reaittanoe
to such disbea as SlNMiiah rice or pork
cutlet has broken down. Other actions
that can be taken to free the MlS'a
(Missing in Sawyer) include writing
to your congressman, buying bumper
stickers, and boycotting grapes.

There is also the hope (ed. note: the

article ends here, remaining un-
completed since the author's
mysterious disappearance in Sawyer
on November l. Any information

concerning the whereabouts of the

aiillhor or any of the mining should be
sesStTtSf"

' -" ""

religiously affiliated organizations

Rev. Moore summed up the college-

community interaction in religious

affairs with, "Churches provide the

opportunity to participate in religious

activities beyOnd services, and
students contribute to all of them."

Town Businesses

Hie inanagers of two business

establishments on Spring St. em-
phasized the importance of student

patronage. Pizza parlor manager
Constantine Anagnos bought his
second establishment because "there
wasn't enough space in Colonial Pizza

to satisfy the weekend crowds."
Images Cinema manager Black
McClenachan stated emphatically,

"we couldn't exist without the
College." However, the theater does
not cater to the college community at

the exclusion of town residents. "We
are flexible enough to take . care of

most peoples' tastes."

more obdurate. A sympathetic
opening such as, "I hear that Gibbon
is at the Log tonight," or "Et tu,

Brute?" is much more appropriate.

Footballers r

for favored

Missuig Author Offer
c /o The Williami Record

This offer is void where prohibited by
law).

Jeffs
FOOTBALL from pafle <

before and will play the right guard
spot. Joe Maguire, Kenny Schoetz,
Bob VanDore, and Steve Rogers,
along with tight ends Todd Eckerson
and Kurt Anderson will open the holes
for the Purple backs.

The job of containing Newman will
fall principally in the hands of
defensive ends Mike Masi and Russ
Gee, along with the terrible trio of

The Record will rur classifieds at 20c per line for the first 3 lines and lie for
each additional line. Deadlines ^r^ 4:00 p.m. Wednesdays and Sundays.
Total amount due must accompany this form. Mall or bring In person to
Classifieds, The Williams Record, Baxter Hall, Wllliamstown, AAass. 01247.

PLEASE NCITE: Each line at\ the grid Indicates a line in print. Print ad in

grid below EXACTLY jss it is to read including spaces and punctuation. One
letter overrun is allowed beyond a line on the grid. Any overrun beyond this
should be counted as a fuinine In figuring cost.

NAME.
I

I
ADORESS.^.

PHONE

Pete Tuttle, Brian Benedict, and Colhi

Hart. John Thiol and Phil Shuman,
with six interceptions between them,
will back the defoisive front wall.

Greg Wallenda, er, McAleenan, and
Mark Gerry are the Purple corners,

with Andy Krakauer at, rover, and
Long Ellis at safety.

Hie whole season has come down to

1:30 on Weston Field, mutta-ings of

"there's no tomorrow," or "this is fbr

the whole _baU »t.*aiiJ' Jtifi,^
necessary.

GOAL POST LAW Chapter 2M Swtlon 104-
A (Mau. General Laws) statM: "Whoever
willfully and without right destroys, Injures
or removes a goal post on a football field
shall be punished by a fine of not l«s* than
fifty nor more than two-hundred dollars."

, TOTAL ENCLOSED.

AD TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
lines

1

2

laconic Package Store

130 Water Wllliamstown
Tel. 458-5634

DRAFT

/3N /
CENTER

SEAGRAMS 7

1.7S Liter

10.f*9

Lost
LOST: A 10-month old German
Shepard on campus Nov. 8. An-
swers to the name of Hobo.
Wearing North Adams tags and
chain collar. Please call M3-M13.

Services
TYPINO. $.50 a page. Specialty
last minute help. Convenient
location. Call Ellen 458-4413.

BENNINGTON Domestic Agency
offering maid service & live-in

baby-sitting. Call 802 442-8356.

For Sale
1*73 PORSCHE. Excellent con-
dition. Must sacrifice - S1200. Great
for DatesI Call 597-2825.

Personal ^
HAPPY BIRTHDAY WHTPS
LOVE Brat

HELP Freshman women. Can't

live without music. Have a broken
Lhtyd's stereo. Can you fix it7 Call

X«341.

DEAR CARL. THE KITTEN
LOVED THE CONCERT, BUT
WHY IS IT WALKING SO FUN-
NY? Your friends, Tony, PeM,
Dave and Steve. BYOP

DEAR eUTHV, Woold like to meet
you, call me. Flower

M-ln the event that e no longer
equals mc2, your syntax errors v%
all cleared up & the crime rate has
gone down, the waves A I will be
waiting. Call me at SHOVENAR.
Love --T

FOR SALE: Pregnant kitten.

Champion sired. Call Carl 2873

WHEN tie mat Lisa
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Gridders meet favored J^ffs

Data: Novtmter IS, 1f7S WMtMi Flald. : Amkarst.
(photo by KItllk)

by Tim taydea
For anyone who is truly fed right up

to here with all chat tallc about

Williams-Amherst, traditional

rivalries, the Little Three, and all tbe

that other stuff; and for anyone who's

plum sick of hearing just how im-

portant one little 'ale football game
is—well, there's only one place for you
to ^ Saturday, and it ain't hovering

"over "a "BotUe <rf Peplo-BlsmofItr rid

yourself of gridiron indigestion—it's

down on the bleachers of Weston

Field.

This Saturday at 1:30, tbe lean and

hungry (actually not so lean) Amherst

L«rd Jeffs roll into Williamstown

Jumbo victory psyches soccermen
by Mark Pogue

Mr. Jeff Vennell is no svanger to

the summits of Fame and Glory. In

his seven-year reign as soccer coach
~ "atWUtiamb Vennell has: tuiiied outran

undefeated team (1971). He has

coached an All-American player

(John Buehler 13). He has captured

the Eastern College Athletic Con-

ference soccer championship-^ 1972).

But there's still a yawning open

space on the top of Vennell's dresser,

and the trophy that belongs here will

read "We Defeated Amherstf" Jeff

"Vennell, you see, has never beaten the

Lord Jeffs in a regular season game.

Williams, believe it or not, has beaten

*»Jts rival only once ( 1970) since the turn

of the decade, twice ( 1969,70) since the

year of the Superball (1965), and 14

.i;;times since the annual series began 56

years ago. Today soccer is the only

sport in which Amherst regularly,

whips its Northern founder, and it is

largely for this reason that

tomorrow's game on Cole Field

Iheans so much to Vennell and his

players. The Ephmen want to win it.

Bad.
Williams picked up some important

emotional momentum on Tuesday by

erasing the Tufts Jumbos, 4-0. Ankle-

deep floodwaters forced the teams to

play on a mammoth 65,000 sq. ft.

alternate playing field, but the in-

creased roinping room only em-

phasized the Ephbooters' superior

speed and ball skills. At 30:55 trailer

Henry Osborne converted a penalty

HncktoputtheJumsdownone, Fifteen

minutes later Greg Hartman made it

2-0 when his knee-high fastball caught

Tufts goalie John Rosiana toppling

helplessly into the mud.

In the second half Tufts regrouped

and began to knock on Williams' door,

but sophomore goalminder Doug Orr

came up with three clutch saves to

preserve the lead. "Orr didn't make a

mistake all day," Vennell synopsized.

"His judgment in knowing when to

hold the line and when to come out

was excellent." Hie score went to 3-0,

meanwhile, when John Friborg cut off

a Tufts goal kick and redirected it into

the Tufts net. With 9:09 left in the

game Greg Hartman became the

second-leading single-season soccer

scorer in Williams history when he

walloped home his ninth goal of the

year. With a four-goal bulge Vennell

cleared his bench and thoughts were

turned to tomorrow's showdown.

Amherst "t»mes to Williamstown

with a 2-6-} record, but years of ex-

perience show that numbers mean
nothing in the year-end game of

games. The Lord Jeffs were 0-8-1 last

year before stunning the Ephs with a

victory in double overtime. This year

they p)ay the same short, controlled

game as Williams does, and will not

hesitate to fire on goal from 25 yards

and out. "Man for man it's very even,

although we^mighthav« better in-

dividual skills at micffield," says

Vennell." Co-captain Phil Thornton,

whose ICBM from the wing killed

Williams in 1975, will spearhead the

Jeffs' four-forward offense; in the

backfiel<l co<:aptain Phil Scott, who's

friendly when he^out of bounds, will

be busy helping defeiiH freshman

Larkin Glazebrook'^s net.

The Ephmen will open in their

normal 4-2-4 alignment, and they will

be ready to play. "It's gonna be an

intense game, but we're gonna be

psyched," predicts fullback Bruce

Camilleri. "Amherst has dominated

this too long. Fri and I would really

like to win this," says halfback Ted

Rouse. "If we can convert our op-

portunities," ventures Vennell's oft-

disappointed .Voice of Experience

more cautiously, "we can win. And
it's alwiiys nice to beat your rival."

It's always nice—especially after a

six year drought. And if Jeff Vennell

and his Ephmen could possibly need

one more incentive for winning
tomorrow's soccer game, let the

record show that the next goal

Amherst scores will be its 100th

against Williams since 1921.

looking for their flrst outright Little

Three champiOQshlp since IMS, and

their first win in WtUianutown since

just slightly after tbe day James
Phinney Baxter got his first driver'^

license. U you've never liked the

savagery and violence (or the

pageantry and .color) of college

football, tomorrow is the time to

learn. For about the sixth time in

C<»cfi""BbB Odeira seven y«irii at

Williams, the Ephs enter the Amherst

game decided underdogs. Amherst is

a fine S-M on the season, while the

Purple Cows are 4-3, Everyone, ex-

cept of course, "the experts", knows

that only two inches of goal post and

two yards of turf separate Williams

from 6-1, but after Saturday, 5-3 would

taste just as good.

"We're smartin' from this year, and

we're smartin' from last year at

Aniherst," says Odell, "and now

we're lying in the weeds waiting for

them." AinBeftit struggled to a a-&

mar¥6efore TiarGAMinaBrfalI,T»ul

put it all together for a \M shutout of

a Williams team emotionally drained

from a 34-7 rout of favored Wesleyan.

"We're in a better position than we
were last year," remarks Odell, "I

think we beat Wesleyan too easily last

fall. This year we played good, soUd

football against them, and our at-

titude heading into Amherst is much
better,"

' The Lord Jeff eleven Williams will

be facing tomorrow afternoon is one of

the best in recent years. TTie only

Purple polomen

face Jeffs tonight

The Williams Water Polo Team
closes out the fall season with a

game tonight against Amherst.

Kicking off Homecoming, the Ephs
are looking to avenge an 8-6 loss

suffered earlier this year at

Amherst. Water Polo action starts

at 6:30 in Muir Pool, an exciting

way to begin a great weekend.

Layden: 'The Walk Back to Cole Field House'
by Tim Layden

Tlie logic of the situation is un-

mistaloible. How Jeff Sagarin of the

Boston Globe could make Williams 10-

point to underdogs to Amherst is

'beyond me. After all, haven't all of

Williams football victories come on

homecoming Saturdays? And isn't

this weekend homecoming in the

Purple Valley? Face it, Williams does-

not lose homecoming games. -

The Ephs are 0-3 at home this year,

|but none of those was against

^Amherst. No, Bob Odell hasn't 'gone

Sailors race

(for trophies
The week-end before Fall Break,

— the sailing team competed in the

i Smith Trophy at M.I.T. and pla<^ ith
' overall out of 20 schools. George

Wilbanks and Ann Flocken placed 1st

in A division: Rob Craig, and Ann
Maine placed 15th in B division.

M.I.T., Coast Guard, and Tufts filled

the top three places overall.

The weekend of fall break, tliel team
competed for the Schell Trophy, the

most prestigioiB regatta of the fall.

llie competition was tough and the

team did not fair as well as hoped;

finishing 13th overall out of 14 schools,

Jeb Boucher and Lisa Greene got d
slow start Sat., but improved Sun. to

flnish 10th in A division. John Hammel
.and alternate deorge Wilbanks with

|crew Mark Robinson got blown the

:wrong way, finishing 13th in B
^division.

With the fall racing finished, the

team eagerly anticipates a winning

spring season. A few team members
plan to bring their own boats to school

in hopes of some practice when the

lakes thaw out in late March or April.

running to George Steinbrenner or

some equally illustrious alumnus and

asked for gold jerseys (ala Notre

Dame) and the Ephmen aren't even

going to wear white. Saturday af-

'^ternoon is a time to take it to an

Amherst team which has been on easy

street all year, and show them what

life is like in the ghetto.

Rumor has it that four of Amherst's

five wins came so easily and were out

of reach so early that the Jeffs were

scheduling classes for Saturday af-

ternoons after 3:00. The Amherst

offense s'ill thinks "catch-up ball" is

some sort of new and exciting food

fight.

No, seriously, just becapse Coach

Jim Ostendarp was seen cowering

under a bench in the closing minutes

of his team's 16-14 squeaker over

Wesleyan with his hands cupped in

- ft-ont of his face saying "tell me when

it's over," doesn't mean that they

aren't a gutty fourth-quarter team.

Actually, the point of all this is that

1{»77 has been, in terms of wins and

losses, a very successful year for

Amherst. They've won five, lost just

one, and tied one. Yet, they were very

lucky to beat Wesleyan (a blocked

field goal In the final two minutes), if

the A.I.C. 14-14 tic had lasted another

quarter they'd have lost badly, and

Uie Springfield loss was a flukey mud
bath, in which the rain may have

saved the Lord Jeffs from a more
severe defeat. If Williams keeps the

invaders from the East from jumping

out early, it'll come down to who has

the bigger heart, and Williams has

been pumping gallons of adrenalin all

autumn long.

Tho-e were rumors that A.B.C.

wanted to put Williams-Amherst on

the tube as a regional telecast. There

were rumors ttiat Amherst nixed the

deal for "philosophical" reasons,

which is hunky-dory. I don't know it

the thought of seeing Colih Hart roll

his eyes back on regional television is

terribly exciting, anyway. But, I

wonder what the Amherst players

think? I know what the Williams

players think of the rumor, and it ain't

too nice.

Senior offensive guard Brian Fales

recalls something Carmen Palladino

'76 once said: "everybody wants to

win thelast game of his life.
'

' Well, for

at least eleven Williams seniors,

Saturday's is the last game of their

lives. It's been ftree years since

Williams-Amherst was for 'the

outright championship of the Little

Three, and it's been nine years since

Amherst beat Williams here on
Weston Field.

Oh. and there's another pretty good

reason why the Purple Cows hive to

win tomorrow. Whenever a Williams

team beats Amherst here, the players

Ephs trdvei to Nationals
Tomorrow the unseated varsity

cross country team will ctose out its

season at the NCAA Division III

Championships in Cleveland. Seniors

Frank Carr, Joe Kolb and Dan
Sullivan, junior Tom Schreck and

sophomores Mike^ Behrman and
Garrick Leonard will be battling

teams from Maine (Bates) to

California (Occidental) in this la^
scale meet.

Coach Tony Plansky is quite certain

the squad can top its 1975 19(h piac«

finishand secure a position among the

best ten teams in the country. The
toughest eastern competition for the

Ephmen will be provided by Brandeis

and arch rival Bates, while a boat of

midwestem schools, including North

Central and Tri-State, will give the

purple harriers some new faces to

challenge.

walk to Cole Field House to shower,

change, iand celebrate. What happens

if Williams loses? Well, nobody reaUy

knjows what to do, so Williams

naturally has to win, or else call

someone from the class of '68 and ask

them what to do.

So, it's pretty obvious that the

players have all the inspiration they

need to win the Little Three tomorrow

afternoon. All that's left \s for about

1,900 or so other folks to do their part

toward making sure all those

homecoming parties are victory

celebrations. Wesleyan had a bonfire;

Massachusetts doesn't allow such

mischief. They had buttons printed

up, it's too late for all that. How about

this: we'll settle for about 1,500 or

more Williams students arriving at

Weston Field at about 12:30, going

NUTS when the Ephs hit the turf.

Walker named
We«k's athlete

This week's Record Athlete of the

Week is sophomore swimmer Keroit

Walker who placed first in three

evtnte last Friday against Mount

Holyoke and Wellesley. Walker won
the 100 yd. individual medley in

1:05.3, took the 50 yd. fly in a time of

28.8 and clocked a swift 2S.2 split m
th« winning 200 yard freestyle relay.

With the aid of her three firsts, the

Eph mermaids racked up 99 points to

top Holyoke with tn points and

WeUestey with 54.

HONORABLE MENtlON-
Sophomore soccer goalie Doug Orr

receives honorable mention for his 44
shutout of the Tufts Jumbos Tuesday,

fai'^lliro* startf thU sMaon Orr has

shutout Tufts and Bowdoin (2-0) and

tied Harvard (»4). "Doug didn't

nMke a single mistake in the Tufts

game," said Ooacb Jeff VennaH.

blemishes on their record are a tie

with A.I.C. (14-14) and a dose loss to

Springfield (»«). Since TufU has

already corqc^ the market oo
"Jumbo," AmhcMt will have to settle

for "Hippo," but no matter how you

slice it, tbe '77 Jeffs are big,

Williams chief scout Renzie Lamb
calls Amherst signal-caller Mike
Newman "the best .quarterback

Williams has faced all year," and
indeed the slippery senior not only has

a fine arm and good speed, but stays

in the pocket ^bout as often as T.C.U.

beats Texas, and moves in ice, mud,
and snow like a waterbug. He's the

biggest problem we've got," says

Odell, "without him they'd be
nowhere near as dangerous."

Newman's favorite target is a 6-7

giraffe in Purple stripes named BiH

Swiacki, a marvelous athlete who has

helped beat ^illiams in football,

basektball, and baseball. Two years

agoScottPerry fwho?) toyed withtl

sophomore Swiacki. Greg McAleenan
will try to do the same tomorrow,

against a veteran Swiacki.

Steve Hurwitz and converted

qviarterback Mark Manning are

Newman's other receivers, with the

Jeff ground game centering around

Bill Sternberg and Mark Newton. The

Jeffs are a passing team which relies

on the big play and an early lead;

Williams' objective Saturday is to

prevent both, and put the pressure on

Amherst's as yet untested intestinal

fortitude (e.g.-gute).

In Mike Healy, Amherst has a

thunderfooted field goal kicker who
has knocked home four three-pointers

from outside the 40, and this is a big

edge. His 47-yarder beat Wesleyan, 16-

14. "We just can't give them good field

position," comments Odell, "our

special teams have to play well." If

Wesleyan is an indication, that should

be no problem, llie Cards had no puiit

returns, and averaged only 7 yards on

kickoff returns.

Linebackers Doug Moses and Sean

Clancy (a prospect as a defensive

back) key the Amherst defense. At 180

pounds, defensive end Ralph Knode is

the smallest Jeff defender. "I don't

know how he got in there," says

Lamb, "I think they carry him onto

the field at the start of the game." The
Lord Jeffs gamble on defense, and

have been pretty successful, with

numerous stunts and blitzes.

The Williams full house was 33's

(Nuzzolese) over 8's (Collins) last

weekend, and quarterback Bill

Whelan and Odell plan to use it some

more this week. Nuzzolese and Collins

will he joincid by Scott Harrington

and, if he's healthy, Dave Massucco in

the backfield. Herb McC!ormick and

KenUoUingsworth have caught 24 and

12 passes, respectively and are

Wbelan's favorite outside targets.

Sophomore Jay Skerry injured a

knee Tuesday and will miss the game.

Senior Brian Fales has.be^i here

see FOOTBALL pages

Kara* Waller '»
(photo by C.
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Dukakis ripostes on abortion,

local economic development
by Nancy Richman

"This IB a special event for me," began Governor Michael Dukakis at the opening of Friday

evening's town meeting at Drury High School in North Adams. "We've been holding these town
meetings for almost two years now," Dukakis continued, "and this 19 the first area that we've had
an opportunity to come back to."

Dukakis responded to questions from the audience about a number of the important issues

confronting the state and the northern Berkshire area today.

One issue of major concern was the possibility of the economic revitalization of the area.

Dukakis spoke of his administration's efforts to improve the economic climate of the state as a

whole and noted that over 200,000 more Massachusetts residents were working today than were
working a couple of years ago. Still, Dukakis observed, much work remains to be done.

He spoke of the need for "an aggressive state government" working in cor^unction with "gopd
local leadership" in order to seek improvements. Dukakis observed that the state's joint efforts

with the city of North Adams had resulted in a "good, comprehensive plan for the revitalization of

the downtown area."

The governor noted that his administration is currently involved in similar negotiations con-

cerning downtown Pittsfield. He reported that he personally had recently been in communication
with executives from J. C. Penney and Jordan Marsh and that he anticipated that the major
department stores would be deciding shortly whether they will establish outlets in this area.

Dukakis also spoke of the need to attract more businesses and industry to the state. As one
woman at the meeting observed, "at least in North Adams, it seems as if the only alternatives to
employment with the Sprague Electric Company here are the government sponsored CETA
(Comprehensive Employment and Training Act) positions."

Area residents also expressed concern about the prospects for th« development and im-
provement of Route 8. Dukakis assured them that "the era of massive mulU-billion dollar highway
projects is over" and that his administration would strive to develop the more essential arteries of

transportation. He noted however that the completion of 1-90 was tWe top interstate priority but
stated that he expected that major plans would be formulated for Route 8 during the next year or so,

"We're also interested in rail access to this area too," the Governor explained.

The most controversial topic of discussion by far in Friday's meeting concerned the allocation
of state funds for abortion. Dukakis had recently vetoed a proposal f6r pay increases to state em-
ployees because attached to the bill was a rider which would have prohibited the use of state money
for this purpose.

As Dukakis told a "Pro-life" -supporter, "This is indeed a very difficult issue for everyone
concerned. Biit I think that it is essential that we can debate this issue as ah issue. I think that those

legislators in the State House who feel strongly about this are hurting their cause by tacking it onto
other badly needed programs."

Dukakis, however, went on to say that he personally supported the allocation of state funds for >

abortions. He said that he thought that the original Supreme Court decision which acknowledged a
-"mmni^s rij^t to decide for herselfwhether or not she wanted an abortiort Was a good one

As Dukakis cimtinued, "I do not understand how we can say to poor women that we're going tu

have two separate systems. The recentSupreme Court decision, I think, establishes a dual standard
and I, in good conscience, would not want to establish that same standard in the Commonwealth."

Dukakis discussed a number of other important issues. He spoke of his opposition to the

proposed establishment of casino gambling in the state. Instead, as he explained, "we have to

concentrate on doing the kind of basic development job here that Uterallyhas not been done fur

many years." The governor explained that his reluctance to support the establishment of casinos

wasnotinconsistentwithhisprevioussupportof the state lottery. "I really have to admit," hesaid,

"that I don't believe that there is anything unethical or morally wrong about it. I just believe that

the more that you have, the more opportunities there are for 'funny business.'"

Dukakis also expressed his support for the right of state employees to unionize. He spoke about

the need for Massachusetts localities to take advantage of the federally funded free breakfast

program. He insisted on the importance of adequate citizen input in the allocation process of federal

and state funds for human services. He talked about "the legitimate community concern about the

pre-release facilities" located throughout the state yet noted their crucial importance as a part of a

constructive correctional system. Finally, Dukakis spoke about an ongoing study examining the

problems of the present structure of the state's higher education system, noting the need for greater

coordination between the state universities, the state colleges, and the community colleges.

Williams coriwrback Mark GM-ry slaps parfactly In front of Amhartft Mark Monning for a third-

quarter intercaption. It was on* of fiv* Williams intorcoptions In the 21-13 upiot of tiM Lord Jtffa.

(photo tiyOettgen)

Ephs upset Jeffs 21-13
by Tim Layden

AU the proper omens were there Saturday. It

was homecoming, and Williams never loses on

hdmecoming. The varsity soccer team beat the

Amherst Lord Jeffs, which they never do. The
frosh football team lost to their Amherst

counterparts, an occurrence which has

preceded a varsity triumph several hours later

three times in four years. There was really no

way the Eph gridders were to lose on Saturday

November 12, 1977. '.

:
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Expert addresses China WSP
Charles Abrams, chairman of the China Trade Corporation and recently described as "one of

the pioneer Americans" in the People's Republic of China, spoke before a group of students in the

Spencer House living room. The talk was held in conjunction with the "Williams in China" WSP
headed by Prof. John Eusden, Prof. Peter Frost and Michael Lissack '80 and involving a group of 17

students. ^^ . . i !

Abrams, a businessman who has visited mainland China* 19 times, described that dotihtry as
"structured like the target corporation in the world." He claimed that his company acts as China's
"external marketing arm" in the United States. The China Trade Corporation, which has cultivated

trade relations with China for the last f)ve years, markets silk goods, sporting goods and som6
alcoholic beverages.

According to Abrams, the goal of the Chinese is "to make life better for each other." He ex-

plained that the primary aim of the government in 1949 was to establish agricultural self-

sufficiency, and afterwards undertake industrial development. Because of this policy, he claimed,

"thePRC is only about six years into its industrial boom."
Abrams described the Chinese educational system as the "backbone of the society." He

compared Chinese schools to "discipline-oriented" American parochial schools. While he em^
phasized differences between American and Chinese college life, he declared that the "thoughts

and activities" of students in the two countries are "nearly identical."

Regarding China's leasing of the port of Hong Kong to Great Britain, Abrams described the late

Mao Tse Tung as "one of the smartest businessmen ever." He speculated that China would
probably renew the lease, which expires in 1997, because "the PRC cannot manage Hong Kong as

well as the international community is doing now."
Abrams compared the sensation of entering China from Hong Kong to "stepping into another

world." He added that since visitors were allowed to walk aroiind freely in Chinese cities,

suggesting that the Williams group try to spend "as much free time as possible with the people."

Review: Hats off to Godot
by David Olsher

My hat is off to Williamstheatre's

outstanding production of Waiting for

Godot Jean-Bernard Bucky's half of

the "Reflections-Routines" repertory,

currently showing at Adams
Memorial Theater, is rich with

esoteric signs, echoes and salutes to

its sister production Comedy of

Errors and to the comic traditions

from which productions draw. The

beauty of this Godot production is the

way it seems to grow out of its words,

as though it had always been a part of

Samuel Beckett's play.

When Waiting for Godot was first

performed in 1953, the play became
the subject of much controversy.

Large portions of the early audiences

walked out after the first act. Some
critics maintained that Godot was not

a play, because it had no conventional

plot liiey charged that it was a play

in which nothing happened. Almost
twenty five years later. Waiting for

Godot is widely accepted as one of tlie

greatest andmost influential {days of

our time. —•" "

It is precisely the way in wtiidi

nothing happens as Estragon and

Vladimir bide their time waiting for

"mister Godot" to arrive that makes
the play what it is. They ramble
through the day posing as this,

playing at that, quarrelling, always
fighting off boredom and despair. Into

this discontinuous banter, Beckett

threaded echoes of literature and
religion, word play, and theatrical

routines in rhythmsmore like musical

composition than a play.

Director Bucky and the five acton
have created an evening dense with

inventive theatrical business, and

«M OODOT pao« 3

Review: slapstick Shakespearean comedy
by Don Fratier

They forgot the seltzfr bottle. They

also missed the floppy size 38 shoes,

the hand buzzer, and the squirting

boutonniere; but little else. A
Williamstheatre company directed by

Gregory Boyd celebrates the

Shakespearean nonsense of Comedy
of Errors in the joyful if excesaive

styles of Mack Sennett, the Marx
Brothers, and Hollywood's Golden

Age of silent movies. I understate--

those sources serve the production as

a central motif, but ringmaster Boyd
goes much further. He draws on the

whole of American comedic tradition

to illuminate the essential afamirdity

pervading Shakespeare's earlier

comedies.

Gushy, melodramatic piano ac-

companies slide-projected titles, and
we're back in tlie nickelodeon in time

for the Francis X. Bushman Beau
Gesle. As the Duke of Syracuse, Eric

Kuzmuk cuts a sinister figure of an

exotic French Foreign Legion mar-
tinet, and condemns Aegeon in rich,

rounded Continental tones making
Ricardo Montalban sound like an
Omaha Rotarian Oaig Elliot per-

forms Aegeon 's speech ( the longest by
W.S.) as Pauline emperiled by an
overanxious firing squad. From the

onset, we know they aren't going to

shoot—we're familiar with that

convention, the Dangling Execution—
but still, we enjoy watching how the

scene works on us anyway. The actors

know this, and they milk us for every

drop of mock-pathos. Aegeon's long-

windedness is played as tear-jerker,

as deathbed grandstanding, even to

the insistent, concluding couplet after

we've already heart! quite enough

from him.

2 of EphemiB, (Antiphoius) and his

servant Dromlo arrive in Syracuse,

which, unb^nuwnst to them, just

happens to be the hometown of their

long-lost identical twins. Ilie first

•MCIIIIOIItMte>
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Physicist Fowler speaks
ProfessorWilliam A. Fowler, a nationally acclaimed physicist, will give

a lecture entitled "The Ag6 of Chemical Elements, the Galaxy and the

Universe." The talk is sponsored by the Hopkins Observatory and the IBM
Lecture Grant, and will take place tomorrow at 8 p.n^, in Bronfman
Auditorium.

Fowler who is Institute Professor of Physics at the California Institute of

Technology, has received a number of medals and awards, including the

President's Medal For Merit, Columbia's Barnard Medal, the American
Physical Society's Tom W. Bonner Prize and the National Medal of Science.

He was president of the American Physical Society in 1976, and is a member
of the National Academy of Sciences.

In addition to his lecture, Fowler will sponsor a colloquium for the

Physics and Astronomy Departments at 4 p.m. tomorrow in the Thompson
Physics Laboratory. The title of his discussion will tie "The Case of the

Missing Solar Neutrinos.

Friday fast
The College Register incorrectly listed Thursday, November 17 as the

dayior the Fast for a World Harvest and the panel discussion "Perspectives
on the World Food situation and Individual Citizen Response." Both events
occur Friday.

The Register also stated erroneously that part of the proceeds from the

fast would go to the Western Massachusetts Labor Action. The Eastern
Farmworkers Association will be receiving money.

Procter & Gamble schedule change
' FROMCAREER C0UN8EUNG

Thursday Nov. 17,P & G representatives will participate in the 3:30 p.m.
Resume Woricshop and present a 7 p.m. Seminar on Opportunities in Sales

Management. Both events take place at Mears House. There will be no
dinner withP & G which was scheduled for 5:30 p:ra. The Seminar time had
been originally scheduled at 6:30 p.m. and was changed to 7 p.m.

Wanted :freshmjOri orators
TheAdelphic Speaking Union will sponsOT a Freshman Speaking Contest

Thursday at 8 p.m. in Jesup Hall. All freshmen are invited to participate in

the extemporaneous speaking. Spectators from all classes may attend. The
Adelphic Speaking Union will award a keg of beer or its equivalent to the
winning freshman.

No newspaper ibould concede to the

demaitds of a group purely because

the group claims it siwuld influence

advertising or editorial policies by

virtue of an indirect financial input

into the paper. For an editorial board

to agree to such demands com-
promises some of the moat sacred

principles of journalism. For a group

to make such demands is an in-

dication they do not understand the

role of a newspaper in free society.

A niBWspaper is not free if it can be

required to accept the vision of the

world professed by a vested interest

group. An editorial board unham-
pered by vested interests in anything

besides journalism is the only group
capable of establishing policies.

Readers may deem some of these

decisions right and other decisions

wrong. Readers have the right to

comment and criticize in the paper

itself. Readers never have the

authority to demand
I made a mistake Wednesday night.

When confronted by a mob making
tlemantls, I wavered. 1 did not com-
promise my own beliefs. I still do not

and never will consider the Schlitz ads

sexist; as I stated several days before

this confrontation, I found the ads
slightly offensive to me and very

offensive to some members of the

community. My decision Wednesday
night reflected weighing various

rights and responsibilities.

But by making my decision under

the circumstances I was confronted

with does represent a compromise of

my beliefs with the freedom of the

press. In retrospect, I should not

have remained in the office during the

occupation. I should not have listened

to or spoken to anybody in that mob
until the office had been cleared and
the Record layout staff allowed to

work unhindered. I hope that my
comrades on the editorial board share
my hindsight.

The Record is now committed to an
open meeting to discuss the ad-

vertising policy the newspaper should

adopt. I agree that the editorial board
should have a statement . that it

provides to prospective advertisers

reserving the right tosuppress certain

advertisements. I am grateful to the

group occupying our office for

pointing out this need.

I will submit and support the

following statement to be adopted as

Record advertising policy.

"The editorial board of the

Record reserves the right to suppress

any advertisements they consider

offensive to portions of the Williams

College community."
Please note that I do not spell out

iff
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wlnt spectflcally constitutes olfensive

advertising. I do tMs for two reasons.

First, I do not believe it is poaslbie to

compile a list of all offensive

elements, and I do not believe the

Record should be bound by any list.

More important, though, I am
purposely vague in order to secure for

this or any future editorial board the

right to examine an advertisement

without being subjected to mob
demands. An editonal board has a
responsibility to listen to any group or

any person that contends that an ad is

'offensive. Tl^s opinion should be

considered seriously in the

deliberations of the board. But I do not

wttit to see the newspaper office

occupied by a mob demanding that
the journal remove any ad-
vertisement that shows a female body
because the Record is'committeed in
its advertising policy to suppress
"sexist" advertising.

I want this editorial board to affirm,
and all members of the Collet
community to accept, the right of an
editorial board to act as it se^- fit

within its own guidelines. If the
community is not willing to permit an
editorial board these freedoms, I

recommend that the board cease
publication of the Record. No editorial

board should have to function, or can
function, under such restraints.

Letters: Sex and Sex
Relax

To the editor:
. ^ -

I am very disturbed to see

that such an uproar has been

caused^ by two recent incidwits on
campus, the "sili'cone-breasted" beer

advertisement in the Record and the

library incident ofMonday night, Nov.

7. The advertisement was designed to

sell'lieer, and to do it in the best way
possible. Agreed, it was directed at

the male population, but they drink

the most beer. Viewing the ad as

sexist says something about Williams

women, and I am very sorry to say

this, but it reflects a very prude at-

titude. Perhaps those concerned
should boycott a certain beer, not an
advertisement.

As for the library incident, I can see

how suchj a prank can offend many ot

the wom^n heire, but the fact that it

created such a disturbance on campus
is disheartening. The days of the

practical prank are gone; either a

display must conform to certain rules

or tiot occur at all. I am sorry that

Miss Anderson was upset by a song

that almost won the Purple Key fresh-

man outing last year; most people

I've seen enjoyed it. Radical ten-

dencies have virtually disappeared;

cries of "sexist" ring the streets.

C'mon, women (and I only mean some
of you) get off your high chair. Relax,
laugh at yourselves once in a while,

and don't get so^ptij^t over an^tlflig

that doe9B*r^onfimn to your ex-

pectations of genteel behavior.

Sincerely, Marcel Oudin

The dean
To the editor:

Re: The dean of Beers
Big Tetons

Wonder who named them
the Grand Tetons
Must have been an

itinerant Mormon—
maybe-
hallucinating.

Whoever it was
envisioned pairs enough
for plenty of pimps, a
hard-up whore's

nightinare.

Whoever it

was
liked chests as hairy as

Arafat's

and Fedrico
Fellini. Fabienne Marsh
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Poet puzzles crowd
by Ann Morris

Richard Howard, a Pulitzer prize

winning poet, spoke at Williams
'Wednesday, and left most of those

who heard him with more questions

than answers. Both a major con-

temporary American poet and
distinguished translator^ Howard is

an internationally laiown Literary

figure. His book of poetry, "Untitled

Subjects," won him the Pulitzer Prize

in 1970, while in 1974, he was
nominated for a National Book Award
for another book, "Two-Part In-

ventions." Howard is also known for

his critical studies of American
poetry; studies from whi(;h his

Williams lecture, "The Art of

Erasure: Post Modernist Poetry," is

certainly derived.

Howard both lectured on con-

temporary poetry and read from his

own works. It was his lecture,

however, that raised the greatest

number of questions. It was con-

cerned with the aesthetic theory of

erasure, a popular theory in recent

years. That art must first destroy,

undo, and erase, liefore it can truly

create provides the basis for the

theory. Howard, seeming to advocate
this principle, told his audience that

art, "like Rodin," must "collaborate

with catastrophe," and eliminate the

"nothing that is there."

Quoting William Carlos Williams

and Wallace Stevens, Howard con-

tinued to apply his theory to modem
poetry, explaining that for the first

time in 3000 years, poetry has the

chance to break away from its

tradition of resolving, unifying, and
clarifying. Now it can become an art

of "unmaking" and "undoing." This

change would transform poetry into

total art, transcending imagination.
Moving to a discussion of prose,

Howard became increasingly
negative, calling prose nothing more
than "Satanic heresy; the impulse of

a fallen world." Since it accounts for

change and the passage of time, he
stated, "pros^ is not true." Poetry,
however, is always true, for it is

timeless, needing no chronology. But
modern poetry is often not poetry,

Howard pointed out; it has become
prose. Ironically, he left the
definitions of poetry and prose un-
clear, leaving his audiaice alone to

comprehend unresolved fragments.
If the reader of this article seems

confused, he is not alone. Admittedly
both students and professors were
perplexed by his remarks', and his

attitude towards the audience th-

warted any questions. Uiidoubtedly

condescending, he appeared to feel

that even being in Williamstown was
somewhat amusing. Doing hiis best to

assert his own sophistication and his

audience's provinciality, he referred
to the Cezanne exhibit in New York as
if he, like Prometheus, carried the

flame which would enlighten the
Williamstown hicks. His pompous
tone made the audience wonder which
floated higher above their heads; his

remarks or his ego.

The assortment of references which
he repeatedly dragged into his speech
seemed to lack either impUcit or
accountable unity. That his forced

intellectualism served to castrate, not

to clarify, aesthetic values became
the greatest paradox of his lecture.

Richard Howard did prove his own
adeptness at the art of erasure, as the

main points of his speech disappeared

behind a facade of arrogance.

DISCOVERIES
New and Used Albums

Af'/f'jlfli SENNHEJSER HEAOPHONBS^

BLANKTAPES: MAXELL, MEMOREX,
BASF, SCOTCH, AMPEX, TDK

Rftcord Care Products

^1 Spdng Street Td. 4584826
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bout of mistaken Identity prove* to the

innocent. wbil«-clad Antipbolua that

he is in a "town full of cozenage", a-

Bwarm with bizarre 'Mysterious

Figures'. A sulking dagger-
brandiahing Arab and his cohorts lurk

about the set, creating an atmosphere
of eerie absurdity; at first ridiculoua,

. but edging iot» terribl* and aem«les«
nightmare.

As the Antipholus and Dromio
twins, Earl Childs and James Stone
switch character as well as costume.
Child's transformations are most
remarkable, from earnest, moon-
struck awe to the insufferable
strutting bravado of the swash-
buckling bon vivant. With nostrils

flaring over a pencil-thin mustache,
his Antipholus of Syracuse parodies

every arch, twitching matinee idol

whoever swung off a balustrade. He's
Zorro, Scaramouche, and Valentino;

all by way of Maria Montez.

Jim Stone's Dromio of Ephesus
comes from the1|iie-in-face school of

vaudeville, but is mostly a one-man
Marx festival, with a bowler and an
endless supply of carrots. Harpo
would be pleased. Stone's wildly

stylized gaits, poses, and punch lines

make a cartoon of his character—for
this play, highly appropriate.

The only people not burlesqued in

such fashion are the shrewish wife to

Antipholus of Syracuse, Adriana, and
her glitzy, cynically chic sister,

Luciana. Cecilia Riril>ino's Adriana
comes on like high^ ludicrous,
tragedy; luxuriating in her woe and
her boa. Rubino displays Virtuoso
conimand of Shakespeare's language
demonstrated best in her final speech,
a feat of vocal dexterity. Adriana's
wailing intensity seldom relents; she
is a frenzied, frazzle-brained mockery
of wifely virtue. Meanwhile, Carolyn
McCormack's Luciana poses
langorously, a la Jean Harlow—
world-weary, wise to all the
surrounding fbment.

Her consternation when wooed by
the Antipholus she wrongly supposes
to be her sister's husband is loomed
over by Robert Baker's Clown. In a
potentially awkward scene, Boyd
maintains the production's prevailing

conception; we see even normal,
tranquil scenes to be incongruous and
weird within a larger context of

irrationality.

These few gentler moments,
however, cannot possibly be as in-

teresting or fun as the increasingly

intricate and convoluted scramblings

ol the Antipholi and Droniioe. Finally,

amid climactic crescendo* of Stephen
Dankner's witty score, a Keystone
Kops-style chase scene reconciles all,

although as Boyd admits, "There's no
big epiphany." Once again, a cotnedic
convention hoary witit age, a
traditional routine, works on us
precisely because it reflects, as Bucky
predicted, "archaic comic roots" and
can work only if the audience
recognizes them^as we must They've
notlieen fresh since Pearl Harbor, but
we enjoy the self-mockery with which
they're delivered. The ironic
presentation of comic material breaks
down our normal, artificial responses.
We laugh at the ancient gags for very
much the same reasons we laugh at

Wailing fwr GedM-mt bocuae of

some vague, intrinsic 'funmnew'
residing in the text, but because, m
Didi nys. of the way they're done. In
OMnedy of Errors, they're done with
blatancy, split-second timing, spirited

and poliahed ensemble Interaction,

and a mastery of language difficult fbr

most undergraduates—qualities
recurring in Waitiag for Godot. Ob-
vious similarities in both plays'

conceptions on comedy undercut the

apparent incongruity of the Reflec-
tions./ Routines program. Taken
together. Comedy of Errors and
Wailing for Oodot destroy our
preconceptions about the nature of

comedy and ultimately reveal
comedy itself as illivory.

Review:

Godot worth waiting for
OODOT from page I

delicate comedy routines. Vladimir
and Estragon, often described as
vagabonds or clowns, in this

production take on the life of a
Metaphysical Marx Brothers or an
Existential Laurel and Hardy. They
entertain themselves by performing,

though at each comic turn they are

aware of the emptiness of thdr ef-

forts.

There isno reality behind the posing

,

and playing of these two comecUans.
Even their despair is played at and
dissolves in an InstanL Kevin
O'Rourke and Bob Gregory are
brilliant not only in the execution of

their comic routines, but in their

masterful ability to switch on and off

as ccHnic ciphers with no tangible

character behind them. Artifice in-

terrupts artifice again and again,

until the audience is left with nothing

to hang its hat on.

John B. Lloyd and Robert E. Berry
are^ongly disquieting as Pozzo, the

dainty Nazi of a vampire and Lucky,
his cadaverous performing
vallet.HenryRinehart isappropriately
nondescript as the boy. All three

characters wander through the empty
world of Vladimir and Estragon,
clothed in the ruins of civilization, and
leaving the two men again alone
waiting for "their man" Go6h>t.

The nature of the link between
Comedy of Errors and Godot is not

clear from seeing one of the two
productions alone. Only when you see

both with the comic routines shared
by the two main characters of Godot

The Williams Outing Club presents:

RIVER RUNNING IN PERU

A Slideshow and talk by Ellen Toll (77)

on the first successful run on a South

American River. Full of Fast Water,

' Foam, Thrills and Fun

Wed, Nov. 15 - 730 p.m.

TBI 111

Services

BENNINGTON Domestic Agency
offering maid service & live-In

tMby-slttlng. Call 802 442-8356.

TYPINO. $.50 a page. Specialty,

last minute help. Convenient
location. Call Ellen 458-4413.

Ho fried to please her

Treadway Williams Inn
On the Vaiag* OrttK, WiUiatnttown Phon* \41S\ 468-9371

JAMES THOMPSON
CLASSICAL & SPANISH GUITAR

Thursday, November 17

PUB LOUNGE 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

and the two main characters of

Comedy take on their full meaniag.

But the fUm motif overtly revealed in

Comedly can easily be seen in the
routines Vladimir and Estragon are
constantly going through in Qodot,
goidg so far as a fun fight right out of a
Westera

A much more essential connection

between Comedy and Godot is that—
the country road to which Vladimir
and Esbragon have come is the

abandoned set of Comedy. However,
in Godot—the audience becomes quite

involved in the stage setting. The two
characters, Vladimir and Estragon,
are in a theater, lliey discover the

audience in front of thiem, and speak
to the people watching at various

points during the play.

Bucky has even taken the audience
further into the nonnally sq;»ra^
artifice of the play. At one point a
Stagehand gets caught up in one of

Vladimir and Estragon's games (to

start over) and brings d«wo the
curtaia The stage manager shouts
across the theater "Get that curtain
up" and the stagehands bring it up so
the (day can go oa \ .

The result is a ehilUng evening,

empty with a million bits and pieoe*
and routines from aimoat
everywhere, which add up to notUng.
Simply, these men wait for someone
who never arrives, and we hi the
audience wait along with them. If

there is anything to fault in this ridiiy

conceived and masterfully integrated

production, It would have to be that

Vladimirand Estragon are too good at

entertaining themselves. Though th«y
are doing nothing, it would be more
persuasive if they were not ahraya so
siKcearful atit.

Every detail of this production is to

be commended, from the bowler hats

to the shadow-like set covering and
the beautiful lighting effects of

nightfall and an unnaturally ap-
pearing moon.

When the final curtain fell, the two
pair of legs protruded, fracturing once
more the division b^een play and
audience. I was unsettled to find my
evening at the theatre was spent

waiting for "Godot" and that I may
spend my life returning to such
evenings in the hope of finding him.

KING'S

LIQUOR

STORE
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First half domination seals Little 3 title
FOOTBALL from pafl* I

On paper, the game was a football

expert's dream. The strategy was
simple to map. In order for Williams

to pull off the upset of the fall and
claim their sixth Little Three title in

seven years they would have to ex-

plode through the air, scoring often,

with tricks and gimmicks. Ha! Why
' not just take the ball on the ground,

^=-«rtk* in directly the faces of the

Amherst defenders, and control the

game for nearly the entire first three

quarters?

To call the Epha' 21-13 upset victory

(but don't anyone dare tell the players
it was an upset! ) amazing would be to

greatly understate the case. Two
weeks ago last place in the Little

Three was not only a possibility, but
very likely. Two games, 34 points, and
a lifetime's worth of guts later, the

1977 Williams Ephs rest comfortably
on top of the heap with a hard-earped
5-3 record and all sorts (rf bright

prospects for the future.

"We knew we had to keep them
from scoring the first two or three

Grtg McAlMiun it Anally hauted down afttr picking off an orrant Amhorst
—rial- (photo by Oettgen)

fiooters blast Jeffs, 2 -I
byMarkPogiie

h "Hiere was a light in DaveBarra's
-eyes as he floated around the Dodd
House party Saturday night. "I just

hit the ceiling when it happened," the

junior said of his goal that helped the

Ephs beat Amherst. "My whole

family was there watching it. Man!—
I'm still way, way up there."

The exultant Barra spoke for all of

the Williams Ephbooters following

their 2-1 conquest of the Lord Jeffs on

Saturday. It had been seven years

since Williams beat Ainherst on the

soccer field. The triumph marked
coach Jeff Vennell's first regular

season win ever over the Jeffs, and it

transformed a generally frustrating

year for the Purple into something

almost satisfying. The College's 54th

soccer team concludes its season with

a 5-6-1 mark; Amherst finishes at 2-7-

l.

""^f:. Williams blasted off to one of its

best starts of the year and had
Amherst bottled up for the first 20

minutes Of the half. Ephbooters ran

rampant in the Jeff backfield during

this period, but erratic shots on the

end of pretty passing series—

a

problem the 1977 hooters neyer really

mastered—cost them at least two

-easy^oals. Amherst, following these

scares, regrouped and began to move
with its own pass-and-run game.

^^^^^^^iThey gained confidence when they

saw us missing," said Vennell, "and
they really camb to life near half-

time." Purple goalie Jay Loeffler,

playing a deliberate but authoritative

game, held the fort and the half epded
scoreless. " « ^n;-...

The schools played evenly off the

second-half whistle ahd traded deep

Ihreats as time ticked away. In an
^fort to break the strategical logjam

dapper Amherst coach Peter Goodiiig

played a YSrifety of trailers—ranging

from 5' 'Z'* spe^dmites to 6' 6" lopers—
but nothing afforded more than spotty

penetration. Vennell, meanwhile,
' urged his charges to advance the ball

across midfield sooner, since the Jeffs

were finding time to clog their back-

field with t>odies at the first sign of an

Eph threat.

At 24:59 Barra broke the deadlock

and brought the shivering throng to its

' i feet when he tapped home a Pete May
feed from five yards out. Ten minutes

later it was 2-0, as John Friborg chest-

trapped Perry Nelson's pass, turned,

and pasted the ball in the light comer
of the Jeff net.

Still Vennell refused to smile. He
remembered that in 1976 Amherst
trailed 1-0 before wrecking the Ephs

vin overtinie, and a similar nightmare

seemed about to unfold when Lord

Jeff forward Chris Linscott scored on

a diving head shot 62 seconds after

Priborg's goal.

But time ran out on the Amhersts in

1977, and when it was over the Ephs
danced off the field with arms raised

in triumph. "I'm pleased," said Jeff

Vennell afterward with monumental
understatement. "I'm pleased we
finally beat 'em."

"It's great," said Dave Barra with

that shine in his eyes. "It's just the

greatest feeling." You got a sense that

the Williams Ephbooters, no matter
how they said it, were happy to have
beaten Amherst. It had b<^n a long,

long time.

Oreg Hartman tries to slip past on* of

Amherst's more physical doi^ondtrt

during the Epli's 2-1 win.

'_^ (photo t)yOetfgen)

times they had the football," said

Williams Coach Bob Odell. Amherst,

in fact, was so unimpreasive on their

first three possessions of the game
that Coach Jim Ostendarp must have

been ready to put in a call for Freddie

Scott, Jean Pugett, or even Jim
Rhenquist for offensive help. While

the Purple defense was shutting off

the Jeffs (Pete Tuyie sacking Mike
Newman for a 26-yard loss after -

playing"Me andMyShadoW'withhim
from the line of scrimmage), the

offense was getting on the board.

The Ephs took over on their own 47,

and on the Amherst 43 on their two

opening drives, and with a pair of

inspired efforts, steamrolled the Jeffs

as if they were so many Hamilton
Continentals or Union Dutchmen.
Greg Collins slipped off tackle from

the Jeff three for the first score, and
Kenny Hollingsworth brought the

noisy throng of 8,500 to its feet with a

27-yard field goal and a 9-0 lead.

Newman and halfback Bob Stern-

berg cut out the middle man (punter

Paul Harasimowicz) on the final i^y
of the first quarter, botching an ex-

diange and giving Williams the

pigskin on the Jeff 35. Tri-captain

Scott Harrington picked up 17 yards

on the drive, with Gus Nuzzolese

leaping over the top from the one for

the touchdown. Hollingsworth's PAT
left Williams on top 16-0, as the

Amherst players and alums sat

stunned and quiet and the Eph fans

uncorked a little firewater and started

plotting the downfall of the goalposts.

The stories of Mike Newman's
quickness of foot are legendary. The
senior, conquerer of Williams once

now in three tries, went down under
Brian Benedict and Phil Shuman in

his own end zone at the 8:52 mark of

the second quarter. Whatever
Clarence Thomas and Rich Turi

designed for the interior line and ends

againet Newman's scrambling, it was
woricing, just like everything else

Williams did this day.

The Williams game plan was
superb. The halftime score could have

easily been 35-0, as the Ephs
threatened three times without

scoring and th«..invaders never got

close. "At times they just didn't have

enough, people, to. defend, us," said

Odell. Not to mention the offensive

line of Joe Maguire, Brian Fales,

Kenny Schoetz, Steve Rogers, and
Bob VanDore which had an out-

standing game. •

Hollingsworth thunderfooted a 40-

yard field goal to close out Williams'

scoring with nine minutes still

remaining in the third quarter. "It

just shows what adrenalin can do,"

said the junior. At the close of the

third stanza, however, Newman and
company tightened the corks on

Williams' victory champagne.

Nevirman set up TD tosses to Pete

Neilson and Art Hyde with bombs to

Mark Manning and despite a two-

point conversion attempt which
failed, Amherst trailed by only 21-13

with 1:55 remaining. Kicker Tom
Abendroth executed a textbook ootide

kick, and his mates, all on one side of

the kick scooped it up and visions of

21-21 danced, in everyone's head
On first down, liowevcr, Newman

sealed his own fate, tossing an in-

terception, as Greg McAleenan
deflected a pass to Long Ellis. It was
Ellis' second interception of the game
and the Ephs' fifth, McAleena, Thiol,

and Mark Gerry getting one each.

Champagne, with a scoop of Little

Thre^ champions leaves^, a very
satisfying taste in the mouths of the

Williams Ephs. "It's been a tough
season," said Odell, "and this is a
very pleasing win" It's over now and
a bunch of very big-hearted in-

dividuals can smile all winter—they
beat Amherst

Tho Mfllllamt offonto doligMad Hms* north and lone fans with lO second qumrtwr
points plus 3 more In the third quarter. Tht purpit doftns* coaxod a socond-

quartor safety from the harassed Jeff offenso as wall. (photo by Oettgen)

Seesaw season ends on upswing
by Tim Layden

For the 1977 Williams football team,

the rollercoaster ride which began
under a scorching sun last August is

now over. And through injuries,

inexperience, and a couple incredible

breaks, the Ephs emerged sometime
late Saturday afternoon champions of

the Little Three for the sixth time in

the last seven years. fr

The '77 pre-season saw Bob Odell's

young Ephs (only eleven seniors) lose

starting offensive guard Bruce Wilson

for the year with a knee injury. Jack
Spound, Scott Harrington, Jay Skerry,

Mark Eckert, and Pete Tuttle

followed Wilson to sick bay at various

potnts^4n-4he season, yet the Ephs
Survived. ^

A heart-stopping 21-18 win over a
Hamilton team which was to win but

one game all year opened the season,

followed by a crushing loss to Mid-

dlebury and an equally crushing win
over Trinity- A pair of very disap-

Ephs dunk Jeff polomen
by Bill Baldiga

The Williams water polo club

provided the first homecoming
weekend win as the Ephs drowned the

Jeffs Friday night, 15-13. Although
Amherst fought to the buzzer,
Williams scored when it had to and
protected its early lead.

Mike Murphy led the balanced
scoring attack as he brought the

crowd to its feet with his first of four

goals. John Trapp and (^rdon dliff

followed with three each, while Mike
Feltes, Guy Hoelzer, Brian Mc-
Dermott, Bob Kraus and Mark Roche
hammered in single goals to give
Williams the victory.

Taking a quick 3-0 lead, Williams
managed to hold onto the three goal

margin until the fourth quarter. In the

final period the Jeffs, led by Snow's
seven goals, came out firing and ciit

the lead to a single point. Defenseman
John Trapp then broke up the left side

of the pool and powered a shot through
the Amherst goalie mid-way through
the period to give the Ephmen a little

breathing room. With a minute left in

the contest, senior Mike Murphy
rocketed two to the lower left-hand

comer of the Jeffs' net to clincb^the

first Little Three victory bt the

weekend.
During pre-game ceremonies,

seniors Hoelzer, Roche, Murphy,
Feltes and Glenn Shannon were
honored for their contributions to

Williams water polo. Special tribute

was paid to Sandy Pike for his en-

thusiasm and dedication to the game
as he was presented with the flrst

annual Dennis R. O'Shea Trophy.

On the preceding weekend,
Williams participated in the New
England Water Polo Championships
at the University of Southern Con-

necticut. Although finishing sixth, the

team played extremely well against

some of the top N.E. squads.

Bob Kraus had a fine tournament
with five goals, froeh Gordie Oiff put

in four scores and Brian McDermott
added three to the Eph cause. Murphy
threw in a couple, while Trapp,

Hoelzer and Roche rounded out the

scoring with one goal apiece.

pointing losses to traditional door-

mats Bowdoin and Tufts brought the

tide to its low point, then a big win
over at Union had an entire campus
wondering what would happen in the

Little Three, with Amherst and
Wesleyan both supposedly loaded.

A wise gambler would have bet the

Ephs even money to go 0-2 in the

triumverate. A foolish one would have
said 1-1. The undisputed title? Not this

year; no way, pal. Wesleyan was a 12-

point favorite and Amherst 10.

Needless to say, neither beat the

spread.

The Wesleyan win was another

piece of Odell's planning genius. He
puHed the straight T backfield oanrf
the dark ages and ran the ball down
the Cardinals' throat for a hard-

eamed 13-7 win and a shot at Amherst

.

1977, however, was the year of the

Lord Jeff, said the experts. Their only

loss was to powerful Springfield, and
their brilliant senior quarterback

Mike Newman was healthy for an
entire season for the first time. If you

thought Little Big Horn was a rout,

stop by Williams-Amherst Saturday

seemed the general consensus.

Then something very funny hap-

pened. Williams showed tip. for the

game, and they didn't just throw their

jocks on the field and surrender. The
gutty Purple Cows scored 18 points in

the first half, running through

Amherst like Jim Beam through a

thirsty alumnus. Gus Nuzzolese (625

yards on the year) and Greg Collins

got touchdowns. Ken Hollingsworth

got a field goal, and half the Williams

defense got a safety, and it was
suddenly very obvious this Williams

team not only came to play, but came
to win.

Amherst came back, at least

enough to keep everybody interested.

But it was just one of those days, just

one of those teams. All season long the

Ephs have been a team one doesn't

leave for a hot dog on. They were

exciting, explosive, and at times, a.

darnri good test for the nerves of a
loyal fan.

"It's b€ien_stoug}i season," said Bob
OdelfthrougTi'a' smile hie'll probably

wear till next August, "but this is a

great bunch of kids; they worked hard

at it." After those mid-season losses,

the Ephs could have rolled over and

played dead, start rebuilding. Un-uh,

for eleven seniors and a whole bunch

of hungry underclassmen, now was
not too soon to start atoning, and the

Little "Hiree trophy is back in

Williamstown.

"Team of destiny" is a phrase

which gets thrown around a lot. Well,

if there was ever a team it truly fits,

this is it.

Al Dolton looks for an of«n laamiMatt oii Ma way to a IM A-tidi win evor

4mh«r>t. Tho B-tido ruggort woro not to graclout, trouncing titoir guottt ia.4.

(photo by Johnton)
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Couficil reviews 17 more budgets
by Tim Jooes

As a result of nearly six tvpurg of

debate Monday and Tuesday nights,

the College Council voted on Finance

Committee grants for 17 campus
organizations. At the behest of the

College Council, the Finance Com-
mittee will reconsider the budgets for

'

WCFKi, the proposed WCFM Capital

Fund, Rugby Football, and the Dance

Society.

V During this week's meetings, the CC
also voted to reduce the All-College

Entertainment Committee's budget to

HS.SOO from $18,500. Dave
Koenigsberg of the Finance Com-
mittee told the council, "In effect, we
have cut them on^ concert." Several

council members suggested that this

concert be omitted during Winter

Study. Cap and Bells will receive

$4800, virtually the entire sum it

requested. The Lehman Service
Council suffered a small cut to $4500.

Acting independently of the Finance
Committee, the council cut $50 from
the Williams Coffee House budget,

leaving it with $3805 for the year.

Ultimate Frisbee and Sailing received

$212 and $280 respectively.

.Other allocations approved in-

^uded: Adelphic Speaking Union,

$253; Free University, $160, In-

ternational Club, $1000; Jewish
Association, $900; Language Clubs,

$400; Newman Association, $800; Pipe

Band, $300; Pottery, Ltd., $650;

Purple Key, $400; and the Student Art

Gallery, $290. The council restored $75

to the Williams Hunger Action Ptroject

and gave no funds to the Baroquen

Recorders.

WFCM representatives Dave
Breuer and Steve Jackson strongly

opposed the station's $8350 grant.

WFCM had initially requested $13,000.

It later reduced this figure to $10,595.

The Finance Committee cut of $2246

entailed the abandonment of plans to

buy such items as a phonolog, to be

used for record back ordering, a mike
boom, two accordion booms, $800

worth of new albums, two headsets,

and a tape recorder. According to

Finance Committee Chairman Harry

Kelly, "the loss of these items will not

impair WCFM's ability to remain on

the air." ^
Dave Breuer, Program Director,

stated that the proposed budget would

"cut WCFM down to a level where it

will survive, but not progress."

Tom Herwitz, CC President,

directed questioning toward the "fat"

in the radio station's yearly ex-

penditures. He criticized the station's

budgeting of $372 for postage, $450 for

general office supplies, and $810 for

long-distance telephone calls.

It is often necessary for up to three

announcers to share one mike due to

the theft of two microphones last year.

Several council members expressed

dissatisfaction with current WCFM
programming. "I think you're putting

on too much music that people don't

like," sai0 Joel Smith '79 of Hopkins

House. Jackson responded that

WCFM "is not solely for the en-

tertainment of the College." Brewer
claimed that' WCFM could lose iU

FCC license if it "refuses to respond to

people outside the College" who are

nevertheless within its broadcasting

range.

WCFM'S .5'Community Ascertainment" mMtinfl 4rtw taw ttiHtenti from tlwir

studies. Pictured are Station Manager Lew Mills and Ray OtMeo,
(photo by P. Buckner)

WCFM seeks communal input

Policy change: applicants can

receive December rejection
-ri^Xyver 500 students completed early

decision applications to the Gass of

1982 by Tuesday's deadline, according
to the Admissians Office.

Admissions Director Phil Smith
explained s^ policy change, instituted

this year, which allows the College to

reject applicants in December. "Until

now, we would defer everyone until

the April decision date. Now, a can-

didate who is completely out of the

running will be rejected in Decem-
ber." Smith added, however, "I've

found Very few who fall into that

category."

Overall, Smith is "impressed with

the caliber" of applicants, which
complicates the task of choosing a

maximum of 150, or 30 per cent of the

projected class of 480

.

Each year, the Admissions Office_

receives about 550 applications, of

which slightly more than 50 per cent

are from women. Smith sets no
particular quotas for. male or female
admissions. -^ —

.
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Smith said that, "A person who is

overwhelmingly strong in one area,

has a very strong school record, over

jBOOjwtJhe college boards aOjdstt»n&
personal performance In ex-

tracurricular or community ac-

tivities" has the best chance for early

admission. Explaining his heavy
reliance on board scores as a tool for

discriminating between early decision

candidates. Smith stated, "We won't

accept a student unless he is clearly in

the outstanding group."

Occasionally, however, a position

may be filled in December, which the

Admissions office wishes in April

could be filled by a more hi^y
qualified regular applicant. "Over the

years, we've had that feeling more
than once," Smith commented.
A majority of the early decision

candidates visited the College for an
interview, which Smith feels helps the

student decide whether to apply, and

helps, the Admissions Office decide

-wlMther- to-.admit- the. student.

Despite the failure to attract par-

ticipants in a "Community Ascer-

tainment" meeting Monday night,

WCFM President Peter Green '78

claimed that the station will continue

to make an effort to "adopt new
programming oriented toward
community issues."

The meeting, which had previously

been advertised in the North Adams
Transcript, was designed to deter-

mine the "pressing problems" of the

WCFM service area, according to

Green. Referring to the lack of at-

tendance, Green theorized that

"Williamstown community members
attach a low priority to community
affairs. It's difficult to ascertain

• community opinion •'*hen the con>-

munity offers no opinion.'* Station

Manager Lew • Mills '78 added,
however, that the apparent lack of

interest would not "hamper efforts to

direct programming toward the

community."
According to Green, the meeting

was held in compliance with an FCC
"suggestion." He explained that the

FCC has recently increased the level

of community programming expected

of stations like WCFM which are

educational in nature and "don't

really do anything for the com-
munity." Green pointed out, however,

that WCFM's "Concert Hall"
program is "kept on (My because of

community interest," and also cited a
''high local interest in sports

'programming." The stations's license-

is up for renewal next month.

Open forum to discuss

campus 'sexism'issues
The Dean's OTflce will sponsor an

open forum Monday night to discuss

relations between the sexes at

Williams, llie forum, to be conducted

at 7:30 in Dodd House, is an occasion

for students to discuss incidents and

issues with eadi other and the ad-

ministration.

Dean of the College Peter Berek

said the fonmi is largely an outgrowth

of "a disciplinSffy infraction which

violated the College's idea of proper

conduct and created an Offensive

disturbance oLp4»ee in the reserve

room." Berek added that "such

disturbances are not something
students can do with impunity."

Berek stated that similar incidents

have been dealt with on an individual

basis through the Dean's Office and
the Discipline Committee. The forum,

besides providing ihe campus a
chance to discuss male-female
relations, arises from the College's

commitment to insure that students

can conduct their affairs without

being disturbed or intimidated, ac-

cording to Berek.-

Excluding Vermont

Liquor prices vary only siiglifly
by John Simon

A Record survey of liquor prices in

the Williamstown and North Adams
ana reveals negligible differences in

prke levels among the five stores

compared. Beer prices are in general

highly standardized, while wine and
liquor prices may vary from store to

store. Because price levels are

dependent upon wholesale (ates, the

claim that local merchants take

advantage of the college trade by
charging higher prices is unjustified.

Ray Smith, owner of King's Liquor

Store on Spring Street, explained that

liquor prices are based on the bi-

monthly state publication "Suggested
Minimum Conatmier Resale Price

List." Most liquor stores in the area

have their prices near the suggested

minimum. King's, however, has an

advantage due to its Spring Street

location; the comparative price list

shows that the stare has slighUy

higher prices than others. But if

you're in a jam and need some money.

King's will casha five dollar check for

any student.

The management of West Package

Store refused to give a price list,

feeling it is difficult to make price

comparisons at any one time due to

sales and specials. One salesman

claimed that with the coming holiday

season, the various specials run by

local liquor stores will make it dif-

ficult to determine which store has the

lowest price on any given item. West

Package Store usually lists iU current

specials in Record ads.

Upon walking into the Spirit shop,

one notices two differences between

this Store and the others. First of all,

the prices for beer and wine are

posted. Secondly, unlike most of the

local liquor stores, with the exception

of King's, the Spirit Shop stores wine

correctly. Friendly salesmen and full

delivery service complete the Spirit

Shop's advantages.

In Vermont, liquor stores are state

owned, and thus prices are stan-

dardized. Even though the state

publishes a liquor price list, it

frequently runs specials for store

operators. Those who purchase during

these sales are able to pass the

savings on to the consumer, thus

accounting for some of the price

variations.

As a result of the state system,

Vermont liquor prices are generally

lower than those in Massachusetts.

According to an em(doyee of West
Package Store, local establishments

have little choice in pricing since they

must keep within a competitive range

and abide by the laws for minimum
pricing.

Students are therefore paying high

liquor prices mainly because of

Massachusetts guidelines and not

because they live in a college com-
munity. With Vermont only three

miles up the road, however, it would
be unwise for local stores to set their

prices well beyond the minimum
retail price allowed by law.

WCFM is currently conducting a
telephone survey of 100 area residents

in another effort to "determine
community problems." According to

Green, the survey has already pin-

pointed "a lack of industry and em-
ployment" as a primary concern. The
station will also conduct interviews of

20-30 "local leaders" to obtain their

views on community programming
possibilities.

Faculty consider

general education

curriculum goals
General education, energy con-

sumption and the implications of new
copyright laws were the major items

on the agenda at last Wednesday's
faculty meeting.

Gordon Winston, chairman of the

Committee on Educational Policy

<CEP), gave a preliminary report of

the CEP's inclinations regarding the

changing of the general education

component of the curriculum. Winston

defined general education^ as "the

degree of structure in the non-major
portion of the curriculum" and said

that there was currently on the CEP
"some enthusiasm for what an in-

crease in that structure could do."

Winston, along with other faculty

members .oh the CEP, noted that the

liberal arts education consisted of

both "depth"—or specialization as

janbodied in the major requirement—
and "breadth"'—as embodied in

various types of general education

programs.

Jim Wood, also speaking for the

DEP, stated that the purpose of

.-general education requirements is to

"provide a unified intellectual ex-

perience or common educational

background." He noted that the

present Williams curriculum comes

•• FACULTY paaaS

Grabois vies for

presidency of

Hoverford College
Neil R. Grabois, Provost of the

College, has been named as one of

four finalists in the search for the

President at Haverford College In

Haverford, Pennsylvania, ac-

cording to Paul Zuchman, editor of

the Haverford News.*
Grabois, a Professor of

Mathematics, received his

bachelor's degree at Swarthmore
and his doctorate at the University

of Pennsylvania. He has been at

Williams since 1963.

•"Rie Provost confirmed the fact

that Haverford had notified him of

Ms standing as a finalist.
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by John Seatar

Simply put, a 99 project is an op-

portunity for students to break out of

traditional conceptions of

"education" and do whatever they

please, in the sometimes dubious

name of academic freedom. .

Science 99*8 are the most varied of

Uirlot. '"Urea Production in Rats" ^ is

typical of some of the more boring

titles. Perhaps because most science

projects seem to lack creativity,

however, those that do not are truly

different. "Chemistry Magic" is the

concoction of a would-be Merlin who

wishes "to investigate some of the

experiments and demonstrations of a

magical ... nature." "The Tao of

Physics" is an attempt to relate

Eastern philosophies with the modern

fundamental principles of physics.

Although Physical Education might

seem a less intellectual field than

•eeience, the projects there do not lack

high-sounding titles. "Physiology of

the Knee," "Coaching Theory," and

'The Physical and Psychological

Effects of Shaving Down" would suit

the title page of any reputable journal.

It is important to point out at this time

Nominees announced for

Record autonomy Watson, Luce fellowships
mm'm^ -mm-^m -^ •»» •» - • .^^ - - ^ j^^ Williams Selection Commiftees sources of marUal idealisi

that all the prefects herein mentioned

have been approved.

Interitships at Rolling Stone
magazine and Representative Mo
Udall's office, as well as law and
medical Internships—in Bermuda-
will occupy the month of Januairy for

some. r

Fi>r ihe- {craftaman, "Cahinel
Making and Design" is available. So
is a course in "Maple Sugaring." And
yes, several people are doing weaving
projects.

Finally, there is a class of projects

whose titles alone provide all the

explanation possible. WhUe "Ger-

many on Skis" is a contender for best

title, the undisputed winner has to be

O Vrede Tabaka. Don't ask fne: I only

work here.

-^ Oaemiseonception appearsin^everal of t(>day'sJ,ietters.Ja

the E4itor which should perhaps be commented on. This is the

idea that because that Record is a college newspaper, funded in

part by money from a student activities tax, that it is somehow
not an "independent" newspaper but rather an organ of the

College or its student body.

If the intent of such comments is to suggest that members
of the Record editorial board should be conscious of, and open
to, the comments, criticisms and suggestions of the members of

the CoUeg« community, then the point is exceedingly well

taken. Few situations could be worse than for an organization
like the Record, which, in some sense, speaks for the college

commimity as a whole, to be run by a group of people who are
totally unresponsive to the needs and desires of that com-
munity.

On the other hand, this newspaper is not now, and nevei Inll

be, a democratic institution. The rimning of a newspaper is not
simply a numbers game and Record policy decisions are not
going to be made by a campus "show of hands." This, we
suggest, protects the interests of a number of minorities on this

campus more than it abuses therinterests of soihe imagined
majority.

Even more annoying is the argument—found in several of

today's letters—that Record editors are obligated to cater to

those interests which make financial contribijtions to the paper.
I^tihisiwere the'ea8©,"then presumably SChlitZ' Brewing Com-
pany would have 22 times as much influence on Record policy

as any given student at the College. Fortunately, this is not the

case.

No, in the final analysis. Record editors are responsible to

their consciences and their sense of what is right, not to the

n^ajority of some constituency, or the financial supporters ofthe
tiielwspaper. in cases where the decisions of Record editors are
wrong, they should be cajoled and harangued and subjected to

"consciousness-raising" sessions until they see the light, but
the integrity of their decisions must be respected.

The Williams Selection Committees

for the Thomas J. Watson Fello\»;ship

and the Henry- Lae& Foundation

Fellowship have nominated five,

seniors and two recent graduates, the

Dean's Office announced.

The Watson nominees are Scott

Hoot, Kenneth Leghorn, Thomas
Gass, and Sheila Sullivan. They will

compete with 172 candidates from SO

other institutions. Each year the

Watson Foundation chooses 70

graduating seniors for a year of in-

dependent study^and travel abroad.

Scott Hoot plans an investigation of

"open-air" re-created museums in

Europe and Scandinavia; Ken
Leghorn hopes to observe how the

extreme arctic environment affects

life in non-native communities ' of

Canada's Northwest Territories;

Thorn Gass will investigate individual

sources of martial idealism and its

effects on personal and societal

relationships in Japan and Isreal; and

Sheila Sullivan plans to study

nationalism in Ireland in the seventies

and its relation to the literary-mythic

tradition of Ireland.

The Luce nominees are Eric

Lascheyer '78, Mary Ellen Win-

ninghoff '75, and Daniel Hanley '71.

These candidates will compete with

177 other nominees for fifteen job

internships and placements in Asia.

The fellowship is intended for students

with well defined career interests and

with no previous exposure to Asian

studies. Dah Hanley has just com-

pleted his medical residency, Ellie

Winninghoff is an equity securities

merchandiser, and Eric Laschever is

-planning a career in ocean
management.

This Will be the last

Record" before
Thanksgiving break.

Th9 next issue of the

"Record" will appear

on Tuesday Nov. 29. The
deadline for copy will be
Sunday Nov. 27 at 2:00.

From Career Counseling

The editorial board of The Williams Record
cordially invites interested members of the College

community to an open meeting to discuss the

formation of a Record ad policy. The meeting will

be held on Tuesday, Nov. 29 In the Baxter Hail

lounge.

OCC EVENTS SCHEDULE
FOR NEXTWEEK

Mon., Nov. 21 - Government Job-

Application Workshppf 3:30 PM,
Mears House.- :<

OCC will be closed on Friday, Nov. 25

and Sat., Nov. 26 in addition to

Thanksgiving day, Nov. 24.

SENIORS APPLYING FOR
GOVERNMENT JOBSIf you just

think you might want to apply for a

Federal job or are definitely ap-'

plying, take the PACE in January

, on the earliest date you can. The
word from an alumni in D.C. is that

January test lakers could have

Civil Service Register priority over

those who lake the test in April. If

this turns out to be true,you want to

be totally prepared. Come to next

Monday's Government Workshop
for more details on applying to

Federal Jobs.

MEAD GOVERNMENT SUMMER
INTERNSHIPS
The government summer internship

program sponsored by the Mead Fund
is designed to encourage qualified

stlidents to seek a summer experience

working in Federal, State, or

Municipal government. A faculty

committee selects Juniors, from any

major and a limited number ctf

Sophomores. Since the program does

not provide a specific working
situation, the candiAtes are con-

sidered on the basis of interest and
motivation to seek out such an op-

portunity. Applications are now
available at OCC. See Cynthia
Thomas for further information.

DEADLINE: November 23 (Noon) at

OCC.

Concert attendance— -,--
,

To the editor:

There are about 1800 students here:

.

at Williams. There were about 350

people at the Stanky Brown-Kalapana

concert Homecoming Weekend.
Where was everybody? Granted a few

hundred went to the play or the movie

but that leaves over 1000 people who
did nothing for those three hours.

Those same people are probably the

ones who complain about the concerts

we do get and say "I've never heard of

them, why should I go?" Well maybe
that's all the more reason to go. If we
get bands that everyone has heard of

like Fleetwood Mac etc., the ACEC
would go under. We can't afford them
because we can't sell enough tickets

with our limited facilities. If people

come to the concerts we do get, which

have been as good as ainy, the ACEC
would make more monejr, or 1 should

say, lose less. Then we could get,

along with the up and coming bands, a

well known band to attract all the

narrow minded cynics among us. A
'

little support goes a long way and I

think it's time this college turned off

Boston and opened its ears to

something new and different.

Matt Cole

Hello, i'^ MelvJle C. Uitmote, Mvw+itfog

])iKctorc>f -rt* 5<*W8. -BuMhj Gx twnf
gone WtfluiK ihi 'eo'f, uihtkifH^/\y
off'c« ^T a chuoW* ,^ of your Uer^

LmK H» *t He£ WL

*he voluff!«>QSh«ss of »* r»M:? If So wai^be

ijoM ill Shauld ii>tss hoM u*\«(frafiwl^J to

luofMCn iy 38/uT Miafcf. -_/

TMs cartMH kyimSmw tfMS rw» rallaclttM •fficlal opinion of ItM RecORD cditartel koard
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Letters: reaction to sexism, viewpoint
'Record' re$ponstbility

To the editor:

We are writing this tetter in response to Jim Cohen's
"Viewpoint" in Tuesday's issue of the Record.

There are two major issues in our criticiun. First, there is

Qie question of how responsive a college newspaper should be to

"^ft constituency and, utMtHty, 'tiie''concem^flf andsm itself.

Although our primary interest in this letter lies with the first

point, we hope that the college community, and especially Cohen
and other members of the editorial board, will not lose sight of

the larger question of the implicit acceptance and practice of

sexism at Williams. The Schlitz ads were only one manifestation

of this problem; the reserve room incident and Marcel Oudin's
letter are further revelations of the underlying sexist attitude of

many members of this community.
We were part of the group occupying the Record office and

stepping on the "most sacred principles of journalism". First

we would like to make clear our resentment of Cohen's per-

jorative useof the word "mob" in his article. Our group was not

a "large disorderly crowd" or "a criminal set" (as defined by
JVebater's dictionary) but rather a peaceful, well-behaved,

orderly and voluntary association of concerned men and women
who made their wishes (demands, if you will) known to the

editorial staff.
"^

It is inappropriate to call upon the "moat sacred prindplea

of Joumallun" end "tirewliiin of the pnm" mhm talking about

an «dv«rtiseiMiit. tlw MVpr«Mkm ofan offiHNivt and Msiat «d
does not «onrtttiite • violation of the ft«ed>m of the praaa •Ince it

does not limit any disseminatiqa of infomutioa, We did not

demand the elimination of all Sdilits ads, but rather the sub-

stitution of a non-aexist one.

You sUte the y«u "do not believe the Recard should be
bound by any list (of offensive elements)" and that the editorial

board should wt'*withln its own tstdfeMnaa" md^houM «ol
have to function under any "restraints". Granted, an editarial

board has the right to exercise contni over the form and content

of the paper it preaents. But does tUs exempt the board from
responsibility to the conununity at large? Should not the Record
be a reflection of students' interests, in other words, of the

constituency which it represents? This question is especially

pertinent since the paper is fundni by all students' activities tax

rather than individual subscriptions. The WiUiams student can
make his or her feelings or demands known through.a letter to

the editor, which imposes no restrtctionB on the editorial board

and to which the board does not have to supply an answer. But
what about a more active form of involvement, i.e. the "mob" to

which you refer? Apparently you see this as only a "restraint"

and therefore reserve for die board alone the right to bring

about change. You put yourself in a position in which the board
becomes the ultimate, judges and actors in a process which
should include the posslUUty of active input by other members
of the Williams community. Ihis active option is especially

tmimrtanl in light of the fact that leas extreme means of ex-

la-owion—letters, petitions and conftfences-ware largely

ignored by the board
You propose that the board adoot «fi advertising policy, as

. we believe you shouki. Buthowenme oommiHiity beassnrod of

the fairness tat Impteroentatian of such a policy when you write

such slatementa as, "I still da not and never will ooiulder tlie

SchliU ads sexist". (Emphssis added.) This represents a

iMrrow attMude and iaek ef the flexibility whieh yen tmim
promised to follow in ywr editorial decision.

Finally, a brief interjection about sexlani. Recognizing th«t

all definitions of aexism are subjective, we would nevertheless

like to present our view. The mere presence of a female body

does notoonsUtute aexism. It is the exploitation of sexuality, in

this case depicting women as sexual objecU only, that is of-

fensive. Schlite Is uaing sex in their ads. not the product's in-

trinsic merits, to attract readera and to sell the beer. Moreover,

their ads cater to men at the expenae of women, and more
txroadly is offensive to human dignity.

Unless the editorial board and the majority of the college

commudlty come to recognize the blatant, explicit sexism in

advertisements such as the Schlitz ones, we question whether

they will perceive the more subtle sexism present in other ads

and in the Williams conununity.
Signed,

JnlieRawl'TS
VicbyFlembig'n

Pervasive attitudes

To the editor:

To the Williams community:
Ireact with dismay, disbelief, frustration, and outrage to the letter of Marcel Oudin concerning

the beer advertisements and library incident that have caused "such an uproar" at Williams in

recent weeks. I say it's about time that something cause an uproar on this campus of complacency,

where blatant instances of sexism are tacitly condoned by the majority of the college community,

e views expressed by Mr. Oudin are typical of that "relax, don't-get-so-upset-over-nothing
'

%ttitude which merely serves to suppress vital issues that need to t>e dealt with at Williams, but that

most of us choose to ignore. It's not those few irate women that need to get off their "high chair," -

but rather the apathetic and insensitive Ixilk of people who fail to see that a serious problem of

sexism exists at this school. .7-::;,
--

Inadvertently, it would seem, Mr. Oudin gets to the heart of the beer ad issue. The ads are in<-

deed directed toward men, especially lascivious and unimaginative ones, who are turned on by the

mere sight of a woman used soldy as a sexual object. Is it a "prude (sic) attitude" to resent the

total objectification of a himian being? Just l)ecause this may be the "best way" to sell beer in

terms of advertising expediency, it does not follow that this is the way beer should be sold. Although

there is little we can do at this point to affect general advertising policies in society at large, we can

make an effort on the home frmt. It is for this reason that I strongly urge the Record editors to

adopt a policy of reftising to print sexist ads.

The library incident was a much more extreme, ugly, and perverse display of sexism (or should

- s* I say misogyny? ) . How can anyone consider this a mere "practical prank"? What are you saying,

"^Slr. "Oudin, that a woman should be able to laugh at a representation of her bleeding from the

repeated phallic attacks of drunken males? To condone such a vulgar display is to fail to consider

the feelings of those to whom it is a direct, personal offense.

.Moreover, I fear that the library incident may be indicative of a deeper, more pervasive at-

titude of men toward women at Williams. To me that particular act suggests many men's fear and

resentment of the wom«i here (combined with a certain sexual frustration). Those "radical ten-

dencies," the disappearance of which Mr. Oudin bemoans, I call reactionary. I can not relate to this

i^entiment: many of my closest friends at Williams are strong feminists, and I see nothing

f'flireatening about them. What I do see and feel in them is warmth, awareness, and an earnest

'^searching for humanity in interpersonal relations.

.i,-,, I wish I were mistaken in my impression that most people here at least tacitly condone the

Clexism that festers and thrives at Williams. I wish that the fact that the song sung in the library

J
most took first prize on PurpleKey night were not symptomatic of a wider social sickness. I leave

to you all to prove me wrong.
Sincerely,

Bill Fleming '78

Sincere apology t
the editor:

Re: The infamous library insult to humanity in general, women in particular.

Editor: Tell me, Paul, what was in your mind when you wrote those mystical lyrics to HeHer

lelter?----- - - — ....„,. ,.,..:,

Paul M.: Actually, I was tryin' to write a song that would inspire 'orrible bloody mass murder.

I ( from "Beat the Meatles", National Lampoon, Nov. 77)

; Entirely too much has been said and done over the incidents of Monday night in the reserve

room, lliere needs to bea serious look at these incidents once and for all. Here are the facts as I see

Biem:

1. The song-True, it did come in second in the Purple Key Night songfest. It lost out to a song

presented by a group of girls' entries whose song was festooned with many such non-sexist phrases

as "You short balls" and the like. Interestingly, many of those same mature, adult women now see

it fit to sign petitions decrying sexism at Williams. Have they suddenly seen the error of their ways

and repent for their acts? Or do they dismiss the whole incident as a fodiish act to inspire "entry

mity" or some other such familiar phrase? Hmmm ..

.

8. The doll-True, this was a bad move. The doll was received as a gag-ln-extremely-poor-taste-

gftat a drunken birthday celebration prior to the incident. She was discolored (i.e. the "newly-

taped" undies) when she was involved in another insult to human rights, a punch and donut war. It

was not intended that she look molested and-or bleeding. She was not brutally kicked down the

stairs- SexistSallysailedovertherailinanairof festive jovially. (She is inflatable).

3. The intent, already. We did not go over to the library with the intent of offending anyone but

merrty to enlighten the otherwise mundane existence of the Monday Ni|^l Reserve Squad. We

lid very well have swig a song about mooses or GeraldFord or whatever but we diAi't all know

words. We intended no offei^, symbolic or otherwise. If we bad intended any such political-

statement, we would of course have formed a committee to organize a potion and write

isty letters-to-the-editors. j . . ,

Corinthians 7:7 tells us that even wise men, when oppressed, can do crazy and irrational acts.

.^e effect of phony liberalism and activism for iU own sake so prevalent on this campus is op-

prealive, to say the least. There is a clear reason for the same group of people who write letters to

the editor appearing on every committee. These are the blind souls who Uve in their little Berkshire

neveNieter land whe thb* that Student Committees on Campus Life and the like are not the

vcordlless, clwwnnarabulatory farces they are. Then there are the fblks who are wise to the system

4|id are out bwily racking tg> brownie-points fbr their gradechool transcrlpU in order to beat out aU

Uteotherratsintherace ... aU to the name of decency and equality. And bullshit.

TO those rare sensilivt aoulcwho were sincerely offended, I give a sinoere apology and hope you

alin make it oiilln the real world. To thoseoutraged souls who ar««n«rely btowipg off steam. I invite

'SB^y •»» •!> replies to come to me personaUy, as all this apace is expenrtve for the RecM^ and could

^i better (tted tohave Ross KeUer explain the origins ofTuna Bumstead^ llie Staging SlckiefleaiSt

Jeffrey O. Stewart 'M

A few oBservaflons

To the editor:

For all It's worth, I woidd like to offer a few observations on the recent controversy surrounding

the Dean ofBeer ad I am glad to see that thead got cancelled—there's no question but that it deeply

offended and imulted a lot of people on this campus—but I don't think that dther Willianu Women
or the Record particularly dlAbigulshed itself in the process that led up to that cancellation;

My major gripewith Williams Women is that thdr initial reaction to the publication of the Dean
of Beer ad was not that of sin orgHninition seriously trying to prevent the publication of offensive

material, but of one hidulging itself in some good old feshioned righteous indignation. Their letter of

a week and a half ago, while expressing a genuiiie feeling of offense, at the ad, ended with a savage

and arrogant attack on the paper. Remarkably, Qi^ did not attack Schlits or the Mohawk Beverage

Confipany; equally worthy targeta from their point of view. They reacted in the tone of an
organization witn an ax to grmd.

By doing that, they immediately put the Record in a position where they could not cancel the ad
without appearing to have bowed to pressure from an interest gnup. If Williams Women's goal was
genuindy to get the ad removed, this was the worst possiue tactic. This was evident from
Managing Editor Jim Cohen's comments in last Tuesday's RMord. It was wrong, he argued, for the

Record to compromise "the mtet sacf«d principles of joumaDsm" simply t« meet the demands of a
campus organization.

But it the Record was encouraged to develop this kind of a siege mentality, it is not to their

credit that they actually developed one and let it obscure their view of the issues. The paper con-

fused knuckling under to Williams Women with canceling the ad strictly on the merits of the case
fMrt»nctiHng1head;Thatcase;as{Meit;lsthslttbeMunnecessarliytoffendedm«iypeople,'altM
deeply, and it reinforced a view ofwomen that many women find degrading. The Recard could have
acknowledged these arguments without bowing to WiUiams Women.

Ihe Recerd, like any responsible newspaper, must remain dedicated to the "sacred principles

of journalism," but it must be wary of becoming too dedicated to them and insensitive to the needs
of the campus. Williams Women should also guard against being insensitive to the people whose
attitudes it is attempting to shape. It is not in their interest to have their reactions looked upon by
the campus, or by the newspaper, as merely perfUnctory posturing instead of rational arguments
for their cause. Peter Rhitels

We can assure yen that the majority of the RECORD edUftrial banrd cancelled the ad "on the

merits of the case," not for any other reason. Ed. «a> . it
;'

,1 ; —Z. III iOi '11"
Virfii ii iViMM I ill I ;, i

Ivory tower complacency

To the editor:

Ihe Record is busy defending its honiir ; ite mythical image of itself as a responsible Journal

upholding First Amendment Freedoms—in our "free society." The concerned students (women

and men) and faculty members that sat-in in the Record office last week are now being portrayed

as an angry "mob" (in the Nov. 11 issue they were just a "group") foaming at the mouth about

offended sensibilities (la-de^lah). Meanwhile, one Williams male elects himself spokesman fbr a

policy of ivory-tower complacency. Let's keep it loose, you guys are no fun, you women are

"prudes. " Strong fedingi are flowing and the essential argument is lost.

I hate to spoilJim Cohen's societal illusions, but today we are tiot fine - justice is a convenience

for those that can afford it - oppression and alienation are facts of life, not just concepts we

academics debate in our more esoteric moments. Ihat ad was representative of an oppressive

inhumane view of women and wonien's function in our society. "That ad reduced "woman" to

"object^" and "man" to "consumer." "Woman" through die media and on the streets is evaluated

as somuch choice meat in ^rious revealiiw packages. This sex-fbr-sale seems to me to be middle-

class pornography and not sexual liberation. Liberation hnplies there is equality between two

partners, and real choice, in that there are no stereotypical roles each person miat conform to.

Finally, the pnlesten (I am one of them) were not concerned with the dubious matter of

"genteel behavior" but ofasserting human values. In the course of the sit-in we did not scream, set

fires, spill pig's bkiod, throw typewriters or reporters out windows, rather, we stated our position,

discussed it rationally, and stood strong by our principles : itwas an act of civil disobedience.

Does the silent majority on this campus possess a "sense of Justice," do they hear us and listen,

read our letters and understand? Is it a topic for dinnertable discussion - a Joke - a lot of noise? (In

the words of Beqjamhi Braddach.) You got me. Cheryl leell

Vote, UMoss bon'
To tlie editor:

Your readers might be interested in knowing

that the student newspapers at Yale and the

University of Mass. at Araiwrat, also cancelled

the"Dean of Beer" ads under protest. Doc* this

mean. Marcel Oudin. ttiat tfne thouaands of

students there are prudes too?

Sfaicerely,

Valerie Andersen •7«

Not offended
- - - *— -

—

' '

To the editor:

I, on the other hand, was offended neither by

the Dean of Beets nor the Ubraiy incident

Keren Walker, St

Open meeting
To the editor:

For being offended by the explicit use of a

female bodytoaell beer, I am a prude. For being

offended and alarmed by derogatory lyrics and
symbolically violant language and behavior, I

lack a sense of humor and am childish. Ap-

parently, I am expected to appreciate that "boys

will be boys" at Williams CcAlege. Perhaps those

members of the community who share the

ophiiona of the author of die recent letter to the

editor will tell me more at the open meeting

Monday nights 7;»7>:m. in Dodd House?
Sincerely,

NsncyJ.M«Mlre
Aseec latePean

iLlTTIIItpateS
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Cdse tells homecoming sogo
by John Libertine

Hie Homecoming Concert fiasco

began with the cancellation of the

Music Department's production of

TTie Merry Widow early this fall,

according to Steve Case '80, chairman
of the ACEC.
Ihe ACEC learned last summer

that it could not have a Homecoming
concert in Chapin because the opera

Who's afraid

pfWoolf-
ivory rites

'- byDonFrazier

The Williams Film Society will

show the film version of "Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolff" Friday,

November 18 in the Bonfman
Auditorium at 7 and 9:30 p.m.

Edward Albee, so the myth goes,

drew the inspiration for Who's Afraid
of Virginia Woolf? from the faculty

parties he attended here in the '50's.

While wetiy tu guess wliu's supposed^

to be who (and we all have our pet
theories), Albee's play works on
levels of meaning transcending the
literal. He transforms an evening of

sophisticated cruelty and wit in the
ivory tower into a raging Strind-

bergian fantasy; a surreal and gaudy
ritual excorcising American ideals of

ambition and Success.

The stronger a stage play, the
greater the difficulty ii) transferring it

to film. Mike Nichols tries to play
cinematographer with the few outdoor
scenes, but gladly most of the action
occurs in a single indoor set, and the
more strictly theatrical virtues of

performance and pyrotechnics
triumph intact.

Nichols wisely allows full rein to

Richard Burton as George, the failed

and inadequate history professor, and
Elizabeth Taylor as Martha, his
floozy, castrating wife. The camera
pries into them indecently, capturing
George's quality of sensitive self-

disgust and an overweight Taylor
Ix-imming with bile and Electral
frustrations.

Their epic conflict begans after a
party. It is an indulgent, humiliation
of a new, hoUow bio instructor, played
by George Segal, and his silly child-

bride, a buck-toothed Sandy Dennis.
Reality and illusion, however, soon
swirl into an all-night battle of

overwhelming rage. George and
Martha <aptly named) exchange
incessant ruthless invective; each
incisive barb is honed by twenty years
of mutual, self-dependent sadism.
They maintain an incredible and
unbelievable pitch of savage and
ironic hostility. All of this is fueled by
a flood of alcohol. Their capacities,

like their passions, are superhuman.
Enmity has become the only way they
can deal with each other, and they
And endless variations in the ways
they rip each other's defenses to

shreds.

Beyond exposing their own failures

and recriminations, George and
Martha also reveal their guests'
secret guilt. As cold dawn arrives, an
eerie Genet-like ritual elevates the

nightmare into allegory. Who's Afraid
of Virginia Woolf? retains the impact
of compelling and immediate drama.

was scheduled at that time. The
subsequent cancellation gave the
ACEC four week's notice to prepare a
concert for that date.

However, the ACEC was able to

book both Kalapana and Cheap Trick
' and prepare advance publicity about
a month before Homecoming. Cheap
Trick cancelled on Friday, October 4
to take advantage of an opportunity to

appear on Don Kirschner's television

program in Los Angeles. Ihis gave
the ACEC a week to find another band.

Ihfe committee found Treasure, but
on the Wednesday before the concert,
the group broke up and cancelled.
Ironically, Stanky Brown became
available; this group had been the
suggestion of several members of the
ACEC in September.

According to Case, if the ACEC
had known in July that there would be

a concert on October 21, there would
not have been any problems. As he
exptaihed, the ACEC could have
signed the Nitty Gritty Dirt-Band, if

they had known what the concert date
would be during the summer. There
would have been enough time
available for advance publicity and
the ACEC could have worked around
the opera. The extra time would have
insured a better prepared concert and
a much better turnout. The ACEC was
rushed because of the music depart-

ment's decision^ said Case.

"The epncert was pretty well
received, but we could have done a lot

better given more time," Case said.

The reaction of the audience seemed
split; some thought Kalapana was not

rowdy enough for a Homecoming
concert and others thought it was one
of the best bands they had ever heard.

Auditions for Three Sisters
Auditions for the Williams theatre production of THREE SISTERS by

Anton Chekhov will take place at the Adams Memorial Theatre on Monday
and Tuesday, November 28 and 29, from 7:30 to 11:00 p.m. Rehearsals
begin January 3 and wyi be schediJedla>afternoori.and evening hours.

Register with the Tlieatre Department Secretary at the A.M.T. Box
Office for the particular' half hour you wish to appear within the general
audition times. Participation in the Williams theatre is open to all members
of the College community.

Those interested in Stage Management and Technical positions should
contact the Technical Director, Mr. Penzel.

Production dates are February 17, 18, 23, 24, and 25.

ALL SQUASH RACKETS

30% OFF UST PRICE

Including The
„._ Ne^ 7o-|_ Rackets
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David Bowie
"Heroes"

RCA AFLI-2U2

by M. Smith

As the "chameleon" of con-
temporary music, David Bowie has
always been full of changes. On his

latest album, "Heroes", though,
- confirmation proves ultimately to be
the word for the work. For starters,

Bowie continues his long-time
collaboration with the aloof Eno. The
result, as in Bowie's previous record,

/ Low, is almost a full side of eerie,

distant instrumentals with Eno on
synthesizers, keyboards, and "guitar

treatments". From Gothic horror
show melodrama to gentle, but ill-at-

ease Eastern detachment ranges the

music, producing, as one of the titles

puts it, a real "sense of doubt." But
enough comment on this by a musical
illiterate (i.e. rock critic). On to the

"sOhgs".

Instrumentals aside, "Heroes" is an
intriguing album for the Bowie fan,

giving him glimpses of the old and the

new Bowie. Lyrically and structurally

the six songs here are bare, stripped

down, pathetically simple. Emotions
are grim, pleading, resigned. An
austere feeling pervades. A glimpse
at some of the titles ("Blackout",

"Beauty and the Beast", "Sons of the

Silent Age") or the haunting black
and white cover photo of Bowie cer-

tainly tip us off that, to say the least,

all's not well. At their best, the songs
confirm Bowie as the extremist poet-

singer-social critics. At their worst,
they make us wonder whether Bowie's
terseness is merely a reflection of his

supposedly growing contempt for

commercial music and his com-
mercial audience

.

But is it rock 'n' roll? Yes, but not
the kind which transformed a cultist

kook into a hip middle class kiddie
hero. The days«f Ziggy and Alladin
Sane, as Bowie hiniself has con-
tiiiualljt told^nterviewers, are over.
The tone of the songs is more akin to

the jumbled, distorted, abrasive style

of Bowie's second album. The Man
Who Sold The World, while the focus
continues on Rowie's theatrical,
almost nightclubbish, singing with a
chaotic and "thick" background of

supporting vocals and instruments

behind him (SUtloa To SUthw). In
short, Bowie here is often cold, often
impassioned, but seldom "catchy".
After a few listens, "Sons of The

Silent Age" emerges as the best track
on the album, with the title track,
"Heroes", a close second. "Sons" is

Bowie the true pessimist, the true
cynic on the verge of his "rock 'n' roll

suicida". A slaw, chilling nuntba>4ir"'
which good use is made of the
saxophone by Bowie, "Sons" alter-

nates between extreme alienation and
desperate sentimentality:

The Sons of the Silent age
stand on platforms blank looks and

no books ...

pick up in bars but cry only once
make love only once but dream and

dream ...

Baby I'll never let you go
All I see is all I know
Let's find another way down.
"Heroes" is in the vein of true love

versus the false world. A simple song
with simple lyrics, it is, unlike most of
the album, very melodic, yet is flawed
by its persistent length. Note too the
qualifying quotations around the title,

as the realist and the pessimist in the
end endure: -^

We caa,be Heroes |-'

We're nothing "ft

And nothing will help us 2k_
Maybe we're lying ' ;

Then you better not stay ^^
But we could be safer "^^

Just for one day. ..

'*;,=•;

The rest for the most part is a frenzy* |'

of distorted guitars, wailing and af-j¥
fectation by Bowie, and condensedrf"
imagery, bordering quite often on the?;
nonsensical, fbr which Bowie ha»il
become famous for. And the themes: «

too are disquieOng. "Joe the Lion",l|
with its get drunk and buy a gun motif, i',|:

could be the theme song for the movie, ?!''

Joe. "Beauty and the Beast" tells us,;;;f

"There's Slaughter in Uie Air."^;~
"Blackout" 's plea, "get me somel?
protection - get me ofiC the streets", cf-
take on an all too familiar truth in thlsr
the year of the New York blackout. .la.

"Heroes"? An ironic title for a grimi ;

and rather dischordant album. Bpwie,^
;'

"The Man Who Sold The World", i&f
back, and like Richard Hell's "Blackcl;
Generation" oi (iurrent New Wave-^K
fame, "He can take it or leave iQ*
anytime." ^'^^'"
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Letters: reactions to sexism I
Law to affect reserve copies

LCTTERtfrvrnp*!*^

Open your eyes
To the editor:

Of course Mar(^ Oudln thinks of

women who are shocked and
dismayed by events of recent weeks
as having a "very prude" attitude. Of
course he sees these incidents as
offensive 'only"to "a sirialf coterie of

radical feminists; it's common for

people of his mien to close ranks and
feet that their attitude reflects a more
tolerant and reasoned approach to

this sort of trash.

His poor grammar notwithstanding,

Oudin probably expressed the sen-

timents of many in this intellectual

hothouse. Sexism is so much a part of

their lives that they have to gloss over
the gross and demettning outcome of

their thought, llie first requisite of

"liberal" learning, an open mind, is

something lost m them.
So disturbance is disheartening,

Miircel? I suppose it is to the com-
placent, the sleepwalkers on this

campus.
Open your eyes; there are. women

and men here who understand that

violent degradation of any of us hurts
all of us. Your complacency and
"relaxation," Marcel, is the foun-

dation upon which all sexism, racism,

etc., is built. Until we all realize this,

liberal education isn't worth a damn.
Gordon Hardy '78

OUR newspaper
To the editor:

I would like to express my support

for all those who felt that the recent

beer ads have no place in the issues of

The Williams Record. In the first

place, it must be stressed that your
paper is not subject to the usual
canons of journalistic independence.
Your paper prints on its front page the

name and seal of our college. It ac-

cepts what I gather is free office space
in Baxter at a certain cost to us all.

Most importantly, it supports itself in

part by a considerable amount of

money allocated . from mandatory
student tax funds. Like it or not, you
are thus a semi-official organ of this

educational institution required by the

aid that you accept to be present and
to listen to groups who feel that their

aid to you is being abused.

As such, you ought to be LcnniniKMi

to the educational objectives ol hu-
theriqg human freedom. Surely this

meam not only refuung ads that exUd
Q>e Nazi Final Solution or portr*y
Blacks as chiflleas, but also not in-

sisting that <aa one of your letter

writers puts it) women ought to have
"a sense of huipor" when an ad-

.vei^iaemeotporttayatbcia-M littte

more than people in hot r

have a nice set of knockei
The obligations of hnmao decency,

in sum, at times run afoul of the

concept of pure tolerance. Dangerous
though that concept Riay be,' the
perpetuation of insults t«^one'4uU our
people represents ah even grater
danger to the achievement of the
legitimate goals of oi(r College
newspaper.

PeterFroflt

Associate Professor

Hakala traverses

Greek Marathon
Mary Hakala "TS, «1io is studying

at the University of Oslo in Norway
this year, traveled to Greece In

early November and placed third

among the women and 127th
overall in the Greek Marathon. The
42 kilometer race was run from
Marathon to Athens with 1,500

runners competing.

Hakala ran an excellent time Of,

3:08.25 and received a mecjlal and
two certificates for her per-
formance. The event was run on an
asphalt course in high tem-
peratures and is the site of the

original "marathon" run, In 490

B.C., Phiddipides "invented" the

race by running from the Plains of

Marathon to Athens to proclaim
victory over the Persians. Uiy^

fortunat^y, Phiddipides jreceiyM
no Gatorade along th^ wtfiy''^ to

protect him from the high tem-
peratures and after reaching
Athens, he died.

CUSTOM WOBK
ORIGINAL DESIGNS

Wed.-Sat. lOam-Spm
Coloniol Shofjplng CcnMr
Wllllomilown, AAon. 01267

Belts

Wallets

l-eather Jewelry

Many small gift Items

etc.

^- " '-'-'- ' •

FACULTY from

close to being a "completely free

curriculum" and that more rigorous
general oducatlon requirements could
take a number of forms, including
language requirements, stricter
dtstrflxition requirements or required
general education courses.

Winston said a survey would be
.distributed to faculty members |n the
(lisii f^'days on the question'^

I education.

Energy

. In other business, Charles Fuqua
reiMrted on the actions of the month-
,old Energy Conservation Committee
which he chairs. Fuqua outlined the

committee's four part program which
begins with a definition of the energy
problem at Williams. In the second
stage, the committee will conduct a
detailed review of current energy
policy, Fuqua said. The committee
will then recommend changes in

energy ^consumption policy, intended

for implementation this year. The
fourth stage will address what Fuqua
described as "a need to create con-
tinued and continuing awareness of

energy consumption at Williams."

Describing the scale of energy

expenditures at Williams, Fuqua
noted that "5 per cent of the college

budget went to energy costs last year
and SO per cent of the student board
bill goes to energy."

Fuqua said that the committee must
assume annual energy price increases
of 10 per cent in determining the

prospects for controling energy costs

and consumption on campus.

Fuqua's report was folloVfed by a
discussion 0( the new copyright
legislation which will go into effect in

January. Lawrence E. Wikander,
College Librarian, told the faculty

that "multiple copies for classroom
use are okay under the new laws,

according to the fair-use principle."

Faculty members may duplicate
copyri^t works outside of the library,

for classroom use, and may distribute

copies to students in class. "The
library, however, is prohibited tnm
making multiple copies of copyright

works or dtstrtbutihg ihultlple

copies," he explained. In terms of its

application to Williams, Wikander
noted that the new legislation will

mean that only a single copy of a
reproduced work can be placed on
reserve in Sawyer.

What really happened
LAYOENfr«m|>aa««

"It would have been an op-
portunity to show the quality
programs we have at the two
schools," explained Peck, "we've got
bright kids, a spirited and unique
rivalry, and good feeling between the
school." The Williams athletic
director is certainly not dissatisfied

with what the schools have without
television, but notes that "I think we
missed a wonderful opportunity to

display a fine academic-athletic
setting."

On the philosophical level, it

comes down to this; Williams was

The Record will TUP classifieds at 20c per line for the first 3 lines and 15c for
each additional line. Deadlines are 4:00 p.m. Wednesdays and Sundays.
Total amount due most accompany this form. Mail or bring In person to
Classifieds, The Williams Record, Baxter Hall, Wllllamstown, Mass. 01247.

PLEASE NOTE: Each line on the grid indicates a line in print. Print ad In
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should be counted as a fyli line In figuring cost. .,
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Purple ruggers end year

with victories over Jeffs

Jim Stuart divat into tha andzona lor a try naar Ilia

wbi.ovar Amhartt.
and of tha first half In last Saturday's 'A' sida l9-»

(photo by Johnson)

The Willianu Rugby Football dub
saw its season come to a happy ending

Saturday, beating the Aniherst club

twice. The A-side got by the Jeffs 10-9

while the B's trounced their foes 18-4.

Spurred on by an Amherst refusal to

play for shirts, the A's jumped out to

an early &0 lead after a try and extra

point by Tom Kondel. Two field goals

and a drop kicic by the Amherst kicker

put all of the opponents' points en the

board in the middle of the flrst half.

Good line play and strong scrum
pressure set the stage for a floe goal

line penalty play and a try by captain

Jim Stuart. That brought the half to a
close with the final 10-9 score already

on the board.

The second half was played almost
entirely in the Amherst half of the

field. With the scrum controlling the

ball much of the time, Kondel kept the

opposite scrum half from gettinig the

balV to the line and various Aitlherat

attempts at offense were easily

stifled. WUliams remained in control

until the end of the contest, with only a
determined Amherst ..defej^..
prav«nting~ miM^ purple points from
reaching the scoreboard.

Vne B-side closed out a fine season

by going undefeated in its last five

games. In Saturday's 18-4 rout of the

Lord Jeffs, Williams dominated (day

from the start giving the visitors Uttle

room to work. Strong scrum and line

work kept the B's on top the entire

game.
Tries by Vic Zerbino and two by

Yashi Belash, along with three extra

points by Zerbino markedttip scoring

for Williams.

Runners piace I8fh at DlvW Nationals ; 2Wack top 1 00
by Frank Carr

The William)! cross country runners
closed out their best season ever
Saturday, placing 18th at the National

Championships in Cleveland. Fifty-

two of the best Division III schools in

the country were on hand for the race
as the 410 entrants were welcomed to

Cleveland by a thr^e-inch snowfall on
Friday night.

The blanket of snow turned into a
sea of niud once the race started and
.consequently the times were slowed

drastically. Dale Kramer of Carelton

College, who was the individual

winner for the second year in a row,

ran 24 : 56 in the ice andmud of the 1976

race but, this year he was slowed to

25:44 for the same 8,000 meter course.

Despite the snow and freezing

>temperatures, two California schools

(Occidental and Humboldt State)

finished first and second, so it seemed

fitting enough that a Californian

should lead the Williams harriers.

Junior Tom Schreck flew into

Cleveland on Thursday night after

passing up the 10 hour drive to get

some work done and he kept right on

flying after the starting pistol went off

on Saturday. Schreck went out fast at

the start to avoid the mass of nmners
and he was able to keep his place in

the front pack as his Vt" spikes gave
him adequate traction in the messy
conditions. After hitting the two mile

at 9:30, he hung with the pack through

the back section of the course and then

outkicked the third man from
Brandeis and Bates for 53rd place

overall.

Schreck's time for the course

(which was 51 yards short of 5 miles)

was 27:08, and although it was quite a

bit slower than his 24:59 five-mile

clocking from the Easterns he was

very happy with his performance.

Senior Frank Carr was the second

Williams runner to complete the

course, as he just cracked into the

national tgp 100 with a 99th place

effort. Carr ran his last collegiate

cross country race in a time of 27:30.

Sophomore Mike Behrman followed

just 18 seconds in back of C^rr, but

with several runners finishing every

second he crossed the line as the

number 147 runner. Joe Kolb was
right behind Behrman in 153rd place,

recording a time of 27:55.

Team captain Dan Sullivan found

himself face-down on the ground after

a stampede-hke start, but the senior

harrier managed t^ quickly get back
in the race and mtike up the lost

yardage. Sullivan passed over 150

runners along the route and came
home in 267th at 29:22. Garrick
Leonard completed the six-man
purple contingent, running 29: 53 in his

first NCAA race for 325th place. Both
Sullivan and Leonard finished the

actual race in a little over 28 minutes,

but because of a massive traffic jam
in the finish chute their. times'wOre
boosted over a minute each.

UAAass sinks waterwomen

JHlorrington wins athlete honor

Athlete of the Wttk: Scott Harrington

Scott Harrington, senior halfback

on the varsity football team, has been
chosen as the Record Athlete of the

Week after his outstanding game
against Amherst Saturday. The senior

tri-captain rushed for 99 yards on 20

carries and caught three passes for

another 47 yards. Harrington, after

missing four games due to a knee
injury, returned to the line-up to score

the winning touchdown in the

Wesleyan game and then sparked the

Ephs to a 21-13 victory over Amherst
for undisputed possesslibn of the Little

Three crown.

HONORABLE MENTION—Tom
Kondel and Yashi Belash of the men's

rugby team receive honorable
mention this week as their efforts

gave the WRFC two victories over

Amherst. Kondel's try and extra point

led the Aside to a 10-9 win, while

Belash 's pair of tries brought the B-

side to 18-4 trouncing of the Jeffs.

The women's swim team lacked its

early-season liveliness Wednesday
night as it dropped its first dual meet
of the season to UMass, 76-55.

UMass held Williams to five vic-

tories in the fourteen-event meet,

while itself sweeping four events and
both relays. Senior Sue Tuttle ac-

counted for two of Williams' wins in

the breaststroke events, clocking a

fast 34.9 in the 50 and a 1:19.4 in the

100.

Joanna Monroe wa^ also unaffected

by the general pallor hanging over the

team. She won the 50 fly in 29.4, her

best time so far this season, and
placed third in the 100 yd. event.

Keren Walker also claimed two first

in the 100 individual medley and the 50

freestyle before succumbing to the

continuing illness which has dogged
her for the past three weeks. Fresh-

i|ien Katherine Pearsall and Linda
Reed each took two seconds apiece,

losing close races in the 200 and 500

freestyle events and the two back
strokes, respectively.

Sarah Mann swam an excellent race

in the second heat of the 500 freestyle,

just nipping her UMass competition

on the last lap.

While at this time last year the

swimming season was virtually over
for the Ephwomen, there remain five

more meets for Coach Samuelson's

team before the New England
Swimming and Diving Championships
February, The Saturday after

Thanksgiving vacation the mermaiids

will travel to Amha^t with the men's
varsity to help it open its season

against a perennially weak Amherst
squad. The last home meet before

February is against a strong Smith

team on December 7.

Joanna Monro* won the SO fly in 29.4, her best time of the saason In Wadnecday't with UMau. (photo by Oattgan)

Williams-Amherst-A.B.C: what really happened?
'' by Tim Layden

While the excitement of an outstanding football game
between two ancient rivals, one stacked, and the other rolling,

descended upon the campus last week, it was accompanied by a
rapidly snowballing and mind-boggling rumor. As of late

Monday evening, much of the campus had become aware of the

possibility of A.B.C. broadcasting the Williams-Amherst game
on regional television.

Visions of slow motion, stop action, yellow banners, and "up
close and personal" were conjured up in the heads of all tube-

mongering Ephmen and women. And the players; well, Greg
McAleenan was practicing saying "East Grand Rapids,

Michigan," all night. Perhaps Jim Lampley will even be on the

sidelines, thought the Williams coeds.

An already enthusiastic Williams campus seemed on cloud

10 at the prospect of seeing Purple Cows, marching bands, and
Weston Field on the tube. All hopes, however, were dashed as
^quickly as they appeared sometime early Tuesday afternoon

when Williams athletic director Bob Peck informed A.B.C.
regional media chief Donn Bernstein that "the two schools were
unable to get together on the deal," and that A.B.C. would not be
allowed to televise the game.

Since Williams was to be the host school for the telecast, the

final decision had to come from here. There was no blame at-

tached to either institution in the message Peck delivered to

Bernstein. Rumors of an even harsher nature, however, soon

began to fly. Their jist was that Williams had approved the

telecast, but that the neighborly Lord Jeffs had nixed the idea.

It i> unneeessary to describe the disappointment which

those individual close to the team, players, fans, or otherwise,

felt. The decision, of course, was not without its virtues. Coach

Bob Odell used the decision as a psyche for his charges, and it

would not be foolish to suggest that the thoughts that Am-
herst "kept us off T.V." helped contribute to the 21-13 upset win.

Bernstein related that the original terms laid down by the

network called for the starting time to be moved 40 minutes, to

12:50. A later compromise of 1:20 was agreed upon. Just two

cameras, with no slow motion, would be used. Rick Forzano, of

Navy and Detroit Lion coaching fame, would join with one of the

network's younger play-by-play men in the booth. The host

school would receive froini6,000 to $8,000, and the visitors 60 per

cent of that.

Why Williams-Amherst? A.B.C. has a contractural com-
mitment with the N.C.A.A. to televise three regular-season

Division III games. "We felt that if Williams-Amherst doesn't

represent Division HI football," explained Bernstein from his

New York office, "nothing doas; that's why we chose the game.
Two network outlets, one in Springfield, Mass. and the other in

Albany, N.Y. would have carried the telecast, making it ac-

tually somewhat less than regional.

Peter Gooding, first-year athletic director at Amherst
granted a statement to the Amherst Student following con-

sultation with college president John William Ward. Hie
resulting story appeared as a page one lead story two days

before the game and was headed "Ward Punts Williams T.V.

dloverage." For all who desired an admission that Amherst's

was the decision to turn down the telecast, the story is adequate

proof.

Acting as spokesman for the school, Gooding outlined a

series of reasons for the decision, ranging from Williams' being

"only lukewarm" on the idea to the more critical issues, the

"philosophical" ones everyone was talking about. "The image

of the school would be distorted," related Gooding. According to

the Student, (hooding mentioned that A.B.C. could portray

Amherst in such a way such as to compromise the schod's

values of low-key athletics and its emphasis on academics.

Now, A.B.C. is a professional organization, viewed by the

average sports fan on Monday night professional football

games, and the major college cliushes. It seems Gooding feared

being portrayed unfairly by the network, Or perhaps overrun

by swarming crews of technicians. The network, however,

seems to have a good deal more confidence in its ability to

convey the image of the schools it presents.

"We are responsive and sensitive to the image of Division

III football," explained Bernstein, "we have no intention of

attempting to portray it as Division I or II; we respect the in-

stitutions involved and their students." Bernstein also noted

that the network's philosophy and understanding was
thoroughly ex{dained to Gooding, but that he still "expressed

certain reservations." Gooding stated in the Student interview

that he found A.B.C.'s "whole attitude unsatisfactory."

"Sure, we were willing to go ahead," said Peck, but we
didn't want to twist Amherst's arm." Peck admitted that he

"understands their reasons," but seems to feel that the positive

factors which would have resulted from such exposure would

have far outweighed the problems expressed by Amiierst.

tas LAYDEN Mfl«S



Copyright law

will curtail

Reserve works

at Sawyer

Sawyer Library will (k-asUcally cut

back its supply of articles on reserve

when a federal, copyright law talws

effect January 1, according to

Librarian Lawrence Wikander. The
new l^w wiU alJow.ri^rodtKtiaa of

single copies, but prohibits librules

from making multiple copies of

materials without written permission
from the copyright owner.
The law, which was passed in Oc-

tober 1876, is "very restrictive,"

according to Wikander. He suggested
that professors "should try to retreat

under the umbrella of paragraph 107,

the 'fair use' clause, wheiwver they

Previously, "fair use" was a gen-

Uaman's agreamant, assianlng that a
person could (jjuotc a certain apwuqt
of oopyrifbfeyi. nuUArlal without
permiwiiM. tttfwevfr, the n««r Aattite

, will rastrie^t "fair use" to purposes of

/'criticism, comment, news reporting,

teaching, scholarship or reaearch,"

allow a limited amount of the work to

be reproduced and consider the effect

of multiple copies on the potential

market for the work. By invoking this

"umbrella," professors can make
multiple copies if they, rather than

the library, distribute them to

students.

The law also broadens the definition

of copyrighted materials, protecting

them from the moment of their

cnattan tMUtW yaars aftw the death
of the autinr.

UDder the law, reaarve malarial*
win J»e limitad to items publiahed
before 1921, (the date of the original

copyright laws), works written by
professors at thU college and articles

which indicate that permission is

granted for unlimited xeroxing.

Wikander described several options
that could be followed after January 1.

"The college administration, in this

case. President Chandler, could tell us
to continue as before." However, he
dismissed this alternative, as, "they
do not seem dis]>oeed to do (tola.".

Swarthmore Coilege, which also has
an extensive reserve system, follows

a piM Bimiipr to (Ms, as Wikandsr
described, "They have filing CMea
with multiple cofiies of oopyrigbted

material, but the Ubrary pretemk
they don't know these cases are

there."

Smith College's policy is to en-

ooiirage students to make their Qwa_
oapiea of single articles on reserve.

Clearly, however, compliance with
the law will sharply diminish reserve
materials. Wikander stated, "After
January 1, we won't have multiple
copies for reserve that are outside the

public domain. Wa will stay wilh-tba—
one copy until some other law comes
down aUowing multiple copies."
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400 attend forum on sexism

Along wHh many ottiars, Linda Van Waas It and JaH Trout 'M spoke out on

saxisffl at Williams. Baginning wMi tho "Dean ol Bear's" ad and an Incidont

involving a scantllly cloNiod inflatable female doll In the library, discussion

and argvmant cover a wide rang* of topics. (photos by Osttgen)

Over 400 people crowded into

Baxter Hall on the Monday night

before Thanksgiving break to attend

the forum on sexism and the general

concern expressed at that meeting
was the need to promote a greater

degree of sensitivity on campus for

women's rights.

The two events of the preceding

week—the "Dean of Beers" ad and
the library incident—served
primarily as a starting point for a
more generalized discussion of the

problem of sexism here.

"The advent of coeduation at

Williams has had little effect on the

functioning of this school, " began the

forum's organizers in their opening
statement. "Williams today remains
essentially a school for men."
Among the specific reforms ad-

vocated in that opening statement
-Were proposals to eliminate .the

single-sex freshman entry system, to

review the JA selection procedure,

and to demand that the Deans' Office

take a more active role in condemning
blatantly sexist practices.

In response, Dean Berek spoke
about his office's handling of the

students who were involved in the

incident in the library. "SO long as I

was dealing with a disciplinary

Peer health center expands
health care and counseling

by Julie Bermant

Peer Health Ooimseling has in-

creased awareness of its services this

fall through the distribution of in-

formation about the group, including

llie liames of the counselors and their

phone numbers, and the "Con-
traceptive of the Week" display in

Sawyer Library.

The idea of forming a student

organization that could provide in-

formation and help on sex-related

problems and health care began four

years ago, when some students ap-

proached Kristina Beatty, at the

gynecological service of the' in-

firmary. They felt there was a need
for an intermediary group of peers

who could offer advice and answer
questions that students might desire

before or after going to the infirmary.

Beatty. who had been a full-time

family planning counselor, offered to

teach a course in order to train the

students to become peer health

counselors.

One of the first accomplishments of

Peer Health Counseling was the

creation of the "Williams Guide to

Health and Sex" which has been

distributed in freshman entriea for the

past three years. Last year, the group
tried having a counselor available in

the waiting room of the gynecological

clinic in order to answer 'ijt^tions

that students might have, but it was
genefdliy felt that the area wa^hot
condOcWe to open discussions. Few
people asked questions and thM$ who
did usually wanted to know the prices

of various Contraceptives. "The group
has discontinued hayihg a counselor

in the clinic this year,-but it plans to

place there a list ot the prices of

contraceptives available in the area.

The group \#as' also responsibte for

showing a filtn about contraceptive

methods. Entitlecl.(^"ip[ope is not a
Method," the 'Ql«b was shown
semimonthly last ygar. Because the

audience was so small each time, the

film will be shown once oyer Winter
Study and again next semester, ^-
pecting larger audiences.

The group says it also holds

meetings with the neWly appoints
Junior Advisors and with freshman
enb-ies each year. This year par-

ticularly, the group has visited almost
all the freshmen entries and talked

about the gynecological services
offere<f at the infirmary, major
methods of birth control, and in-

formation about the group itself. In
the pest, the established counselor,

Eleanor Hamilton, has given a talk

about non-verbal communication and
her personal experiences as a

Tho •ditorlal Iward of The WNNams Record cordially Invilos Interested

mombori of tho Collogo community to an opon maotlng to discuss the for-

mation of a Rocord ad policy. Tho nrtootln^wllt be hold tonight in the Baxter
Hall lounge, at 7:30 p.m.

counselor. The group says it hopes to

bring another speaker to the campus
this year.

The most recognized function of the

group is the two hour session (3-5 p,m.

on Fridays) that Beatty makes
available at the , Women's Center

located in the Center for En-
vironmental Studies. In addition to

prpviding contraceptive information

and counseling, she offers free

preghancy tests. Many students
prefer taking the tests from her rather

than at the infirmary because the

results are given right away and
because there is a stronger feding of

confidentiality.

-A course concerning anatomy,
reproduction, human sexual response,

forms of contraceptives, and general

physical health is taught by Peer
Health Counseling. Offered once each
semester and over Winter Study, it is

composed of eight two'hour sessions.

The first four deal with information

about aspects of sexuality and the last

four provide training on counseling

primarily through role playing games
in which students are presented with

situations similar to those that Beatty

has encountered during her ex-

perience as a counselor.

Beatty has taught all the courses,

but this Winter Study two of the peer

health counselors, Sher Berggren and
Stephen Daniel, will be offering the

course as part of the Free University

program. The sessions involving

counseling training are not required,

MdKIR pages

matter," he said, "I felt that it was
my job to remain silent. However, 1

think that we can join in deploring

that incident and look towards
creating a Williams College where
things like this don't happen."
(Allege President John Chandler

affirmed the fact that "^yiMiams
CkiUege does have an obligation to

educate its members. "Our
graduates have a multiplier effect in

our society," he said, "and I agree

that we should be doing more con-

sciousness raising here." Chandler

said that he would like to see more
women's studies courses at tl)e school

and he noted the need fOFmore women
on the faculty- and board of trustees.

Participants at the forum however
expressed concern that the sexist

attitudes liere emanated not from
administrative negligence but from
the- students themsfilves. ..Aa -ooe

person observed, "It's a problem of

student attitudes and it's harder to

change." "The key word here is

consciousness," said another student.

"And how much can one individual

do?" asked a third speaker. "Every
time that I want to speak out about it,

people view me as a ptditical

statement." - - ^
Participants agreed that there was

"and we have to

more compassion for

was general

a need for greater tolerance of dif-

fering opihions on campus. Some
individuals believed that sexism was
not a problem at Williams. "It seems
thiat people on all sides of this issue

have a 'holier than thou' attitude,"

one person observed,

have a little

others."

Although there

agreement that the forum itself had
served a constructive purpose, there

was apprehension as to whether the

ideas expressed at the meeting would

be translated into action. College

C^ncil President Tom Herwitz noted

the virtual disappearance of student

activism in the aftermath of last

year's Gladden House forum on

student power. He said he hoped that

the forum on sexism would be

remembered. Another participant

observed that, "this has been one qLo;..
the greatest educational experiencer'

that I've had here. What scares the

hell out of me is my feeling that come
tomorrow, nothing will be done."

One senior was more optimistic.

"There are so many people here," he

noticed, "and conditions here have
changed. The Williams Collie that I

knew four years ago was a lot moni
intolerant."

'

Open letter of apology
An open letter to the Williams College

Community:
. We, the students responsible for the

incident in the reserve room on
November 7, apologize to any and all

who were offended by our actions. We
did not intend to degrade the women
of this campus. Our actions were not a

premedjtated attempt to insult

anyone. The incident was the result of

a surprise birthday party which ad-

mittedly got out of hand while

breaking up. We realize that our

actions were offensive to many and
we apologize.

Bill Gonzalez Chip Oudin

Tom Johnson Carlos Peay
Paul Kwietniak Mark Walden

Tom Morel! PierreWoiig

.
1

I !i i
l
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Committed to present

results of energy studtf
The Energy Conservation Com-

mittee will present a report on energy

use and conservation to the College

C^ouncil tomorrow night.

According to Charles Fuqua,
chairman, the committee's primary

job is to "create a sense of awareness
. . . that traditional assumptions of

energy consumption have to go by the

board."

The committee has three functions:

first, to study energy usage on

campus on a total scale; second, to

review current conservation
recommendations; and finally, to

recommend additional or substitutive

proposals. Ilie past several months
have been spent examining statistical

data abd determining their validity.

The committee will make no

recommendations Wednesday night,

but the bulk of the research, ac-

cording tb Fuqua, has been com-
pleted. The* major difficulty, he said,

was in dealing with buildings wttoae

ages vary as much as two hindred
years.

lYte committee plans to make some

preliminary recommendations to thV
faculty next month, and the rest

during January, said Fuqua. '

Fuqua emphasized that the com^
mittee is dealing with sums of money,
affecting both tuition and salaries.

The College spent about $800,000 on

energy last year, the equivalent of

about 11 per cent of tuition revenue, or

approximately $400 per student. The
committee's goal is to hold energy
coets steady.

In compiling the data, the com-

mittee spoke to the major energy

users on campus to discover their

needs. Among them were the Athletic

Department, especially regarding

Towne Field Hduse and Chapman
Rink; the stience departmenU;
Charles Jankey, Director of Student

Housing; and Francis Dewey III '41,

chairman of the Physical Facilities

Clommitlee.

According to Fuqua, the ECXI had

considered various Incentives to

graupa in order to reduce usage, but

no specific proposals have been

formulated yet.
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Jim Cohen's Viewpoint on
newspaper "freedom" and "in"

dependence" (Record. Nov. IS) is an

incredible statement of philosophy for

the managing editor of a student

newspaper. One would almost think

from his reaction that the "in;

dependence" of the Record in its

newswriting and editorial writing had

been challenged by the students of

Williams College. Unfortunately, in

my 3W years at Williams I have seen

considerably more pressure put on

Record "journalism" by member? of

the Williams College administration

and faculty than by the students of

Williams College. There has yet to be

a serious challenge by the students to

the Record's lack of independent

joum^ism.
According to its ownership report,

the Williams Record is owned by "The

Studento of Williams College", and

therefore ultimate control reits (it the

student body. It is not a matter of

"financial interest", but of ownership,

which means control. Jim Cohen can

talk about abstract concepts of

"freedom of the press", and to some
extent an editorial board has this

freedom, but it must remember that

any editorial board or editor is

ultimately accountable (6 those who
own the paper even in societies with

"freedom of the press". In the case of

newspapers in the U.S., editors can be

fired by the owners for executing

policies out of line with the owners'

wishes, and are usually hired in the

first place because of their agreement

with the owners. The Record's con-

tention in its November 18 editorial

that it "in some sefifse speaks for the

college community as a whole",

ignores' once again the fact that the

Record is a student newspaper which

should be operated in the interests-of

•tudents. not onljet^fltthP WilJi^Da

Letters: More responses on sexism,

Collrge "Community" in which
sUJftonts have very little power. Tlic

Record editors are just beginning to

be called to account by the student

body for their policy (or non-policy) in

the area of advertising. When wil) the

student body wake up, and call them
to account for their journalistic and
e<|>torial. ppJIties, iflT-lftdLthwwO?

FinaUy, Jim Cohen's rthreat " ijflt to

publish the Record under cir-
cumstances in which the current
editorial board .or its appointed,
successor does not retain control isno
threat ai all. If the Record decides to

cease publishing, it will only hurt the
current sUff members of the Record
(presumably it will hurt them) and
the Williams College administration,
who,|u)ye receive<^,^d will probably
co^itinue to receive, excellent
coverage and non-coverage of their
activities and- non-activities at

WUliani&:Cel|ege.

jsing
Berek publicizes ,his investigation

I
I I J ii i ii-

To the editor: '

Between the time of the deplorable

sexist disturbance in the Reserve
Room of Sawyer Library and "tti^tr-

sday, November 17, my respon-

sibilities as Dean of the College made
me. an investigator and judge of an
alleged disciplinary infraction) So
long as I was fulfilling these

responsibilities, simple fairness
precluded my making any private-—

ihuch less public—judgements until ,

my investigation was complete, the

alleged perpi|l§rtoBs of the incident

identified, ueir -guilt or innocence

assessed, and appropriate
disciplinary penalties meted out. The
judgement I made rested on an in-

stituUcj^ifil ,,pefceg^ipn of wh^t con^

stitutes ac'cepiatfe " "contiucif " iSt'

'

Williams College, not on the urgings of

any group of students or faculty. Once
these disciplinary issues were
resolved, I felt free to speak oiit, as I

<lid at the open meeting on November
il and as I am doing in this letter, v,
i Of course there is sexism at '

iVillianni.just as there exists here

racism.- ABti-SemHism, prejudice

against gay men and women, ^d
other forms of narrowmindedness. and
intolerdnbc. Williams draws nii^f of

its students and faculty from' the

United^ States, and they bring' with

them both laudable and blameworthy
ideas ^n4 attitudes reflecting those

Syiriptom not prank
'^

To the editor:

As.women faculty members, we
would like to express our concern and
shock at the incident which occurred

in the reserve room of the library on

Monday evOiing, 7 November. We are

* even more dismayed by the ad- •

ministration's failure to condemn the

incident publicly and immediately^

Their long silence amounts to support

{or such sexist t>ehavioi;. r-
:

; We are also angefed by the

Record's failure to report the event in

a regular news story. By failing to do

so, the newspaper has abdicated its

primary responsibility to inform -this

community of significant events. The
decision not to report a sexist incident

speaks as loudly as a decision to

publish a sexist advertisement. .

: The silence of The Record and the

Mministration proves that the library

imiident was not an isolated prank but

the symptom of a pervasive and
disturbing insensitivity to women on

this campus. ..;),< :«

Sincerely yours,

Marcella MaiiarelU, Brooke Larson
Sarah RDche<4>«r*tein

Carol McGuirk. Lynda Bundtzen.

Meredith Hoppin. Sarah Stage,

Gail Peek, Sherron Knopp.

BcUy Colford.

GllllaaFeeley-Harnik.

Fran Kleinmaa, Eva V. Grndln,

Barbara Nadel.

Eunice Smith. jMnnc Rosinskl.

existilig in American society today,

including such deplorable ones as

these. But there are also at Williams

many men' and women, including

students, faculty, and staff, who
resolutely oppose sexism and other

forms of bigotry.

By its policies and actions, Williams

College strives to create a community
in which men and women can fulfill

their potential to the best of their

abilities, unfettered by the prejudices

of others. Of course the College op-

poses sexism, as it opposes racism

and otheV forms of Ugotry. As an

educational institution, we make our

opposition known not merely by public

proclamation but by trying to develop

policies and practices, both academic
and tocial, which try to sensitize

students and other members of the

community to the nature of sexual

prejudice and to ways of diminishing

its impact at Williams and. in the long

run, on the larger society of which we
are a part.

I believe the College community
took a useful step towards reaching

these goals by the open meeting in

Baxter Hall on Monday, November 21.

I and my colleagues in the Dean's

Office participated in the'planhln|{

and sponsorship of that meeting and
in many other discussions with groups

and individuals between the time of

the Reserve Room incident and
Thanksgiving recess. We urged JA's',

College Council members. House
Presidents, and other students in a
position to have an impact on their

peers to attend. We expect to continiie

working with men and wonrten of good
will to find ways of building at

Williams a community more in^,*

telligent, sensitive, and humane."
On November 18 1 received a copy of

a letter to the Editor of the Record

Chandler details administration's handling of ^incident'
W«W edl'(6t»y '" •">! •I -'Ki-.'urj^u

During the Baxter Hall forum on

sexism at Williams Dean Berek

recounted the administration's ac-

tions in response to the incident in the

library reserve room that deeply

offended many members of the

Williams- community, myself in-

cluded. This letter is for the benefit of

;those who did not attend the i
open

meeting and is Intended for the fur-

ther purpose of answering the charge

that the administration did not

reispond adequately to the libraiy-

incident. —

Thfe reseryfe room episode occurred

on the evening of November 7 and
came to the attention of Dean Berek

and other administrative officers on

November 10 shortly after their

return from a two-day trip on college

business. It took several ddys to

conduct a fair investigation-

interviewing witnesses, sorting out

conflicting accounts, interviewing

those responsible, and finally arriving

at an> appropriate disciplinary

response. The period of investigation

overlapped the faculty meeting on

November 16, and Dean Berek and I

decided that a statement on that

occasion would not be proper in view
of the pending disciplinary hearing.

On Thursday, November 17

disciplinary action was taken against

all the individuals involved. In a front-

page story in the Noveml)er 18 issue of

the Record Dean Berek commented
on the seriousness of the offense and

called attention to the forthcoming

open forum on sexism of which the

Deans' Office was a sponsor.

A lengthy series of developments in

recent years demonstrates this

College's firm commitment to being a

community in which a diverse group
of women and men can grow and learn

in an atmosphere of mutual support,

respect and tolerance. Those
developments have come against a

riistoricai backgrotiiid in which less

than ten years ago Williams had no

women students or trustees and only

two women faculty members. The
offense in the library was a serious

violation of conditions of community
that many of. us have worked hard to

promote, and I deeply regret it. The
College's response t<x>k proper ac-

count of the rights of all concerned. I

believe it also underscores our
commitment to aWilliams in which
men and women feel equally at home.

'Sincerely yours,

John W. Chandler

signed by eighteen of my Fa,culty

colleagues. Only one of the signers of

that letter had spoken to me inquiring

about my actions as Dean with
respect to the Reserve Rqon) in-

cident; her conversation occurred on
the date of the letter itself. The
assumption stated by the first

paragraph of the letter-^hat ''long

silence amounts to support for such
sexist behavior"—is as illogical as it

is insulting. I place a high value on

fair-min^ied investigation of fact^ anjd

wish the signers of that letter : had
done so as well.

Sincerelyyoors,

. . .
Peter Berek

Dean of (he College
' *-

Dicfiiptprny seen' 1

Redder deplores Schlitz advertisement suppressldff

To the editor:

At the outset, please let me make it

dear that I am the father of John
Libertine '80 and that tpy views do

NOT necessarily reflect fiia in any
way. :';-.-...

As a 25 year veteran advertising

man, I was shocked and chagrined to

see your Editorial Board suppress this

bear^ as rtsfiorted in you^ November
u fisue. Our system of i^ovemment
allows sufficient means of expressing

disapproval atnl dissenting opinkM
without resdrting to outright cim-

sorship. And make na mistake, ^hni

are by this act putting yodinMlve* in

the position of censors.

I have no quahns about letting

women express themselves on issues

they coasider important to them. But

when they resoirt to the type of

pressure which obviously brought
about this censorship, they are putting

themselves in the very same shoes as

those they criticize. Iliey are, in

essence, aligning themselves with the

book-burners, the secret societies and
the do-gooders who somehow seem to

be so much wiser than the rest of us
that they can dictate our morals, our

ethics . . . our very thinking.

It is time someone pointed out that

the emperor has no clothes. I defy

anyone tocome up with a concensus of

what constitutes "acceptable" sex

... or dress ... or morals in

general. Yes, th«y have the right to

protest. I maintain th«y do NOT have
the right to sup|)reU.

Worse, I strangty urge the Editorial

Board to consider what they are
doing. By giving in ta one pressure

group, they are abrogating the rights

of other people. Some of us (yes,

Virginia) actually like to see a comely
maiden (properly dressed or other-

wise) used as an attention getting

device. If you want to go so far as to

say this takes away from the model as
a person, go ahead. But say it in^he
ri^t way. For example, editorially on
by a paid advertising response. Even
if those of us who have no objection tp
this type of ad are in the miapritf <and
I don't think we are) we have li|ie'right'

to run that type of ad.

I urge you re-consider and run the
third insertion as originally intended.

Sincerely,

JotanA.UbertInc

To the editor: „
Despite repeated remarks .to the :

contrary last Monday night at the

mass discussion, I cannot believe that

the issues of sexism and human rights

on the Williams College campus
belofig essentially to any one group—
stuiJtents. in pariicular. Thiey a^e

pervasive concerns that necessarily

involve every individual within the

community. _,

iE>espite a generally high' level ofjj
j

Student self-commitmenl and per---'

sonal honesty, a frustrating

dichotomy developed at the meeting

.

between the studi^ts ai^d.a group of

administrators who very con-

spicuously huddled together in the

corner ofthe room. When they spoke il

was a collective voice,. The President

of the College centered a needless

defense on tiie innovative policy of

actively searching out lyomen for the

Board of Trustees and fair honorary

degrees. The Dean of the College'(and

it apipeared that thejre is, indeed, only

one Dean—or " did they - agree

beforehand to consolidate their

power?) consistently threw the

burden .back: to students,

disassociating the adnxihUlrjtipn

from any leadership role.

I saw no evidence that John

- Chandler. Peter BerekrOr any of their

ass^iates. attended that meeting.

Apparently they are too concerned

with maintaining their facade of

authority to shed their protective

cocoons. Nothing could do more to

create an open, tolerant atmosphere

on this campus than for persons in

positions of power to show individual

concern, to reveal a few personal

thoughts. Instead they persist in

perpetuating a basic distrust, afraid. I

sdt>pa»e, that we will prey on any such

demonstrations of weakness.

Sco(IHool'78

. ^ NOTICE
TM« TiWPlay forum mmH wlf»

Prof. Jam** M. Bum* to discus*

Osrtw-, Ford, R»B»an and politic*

In n» l^tC* at Itw Loo tonight at

9:30. Pl««*« eonw.
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Counseling center grows
PEKRfrwn^M*!

in order to become a counselor but
are, encouraiiedl. Berggrm uid
that the experience ol counaeUng is

good for an individual because it helps
one in dealing with his or her own
personal relationships and in
developing sensitivity. Only about ten
people took the course last year, but
this year there has been a marked
increase. Fourteen new people are
ejtpedted to hecotne members of the
group this semester.

Peer Health Counseling has. tried
primarily to provide information and
to bring people's feelings about
sexuality out into the open. According
to Berggren, the group has a great
one-tOHme counseling potential, but
few people have recognized this. By
becoming more active in the college
community, the group says it hopes to
develop this awareness. The group
says it can help those people who feel

intimidated by the doctors at the
inllnnaijL or those, wbo^^need ad-

ditional information or instruction

after uf«ng the infirmary. Uut year,
the ffoup made the AdMiniatratfon
and infirmary |iware of a disliked,

gynecologist who h^s since been fired.

The group claims that they have
received positive feedback on thp

"Contraceptive of the Week" display
in the library, which shocked some at

first. Originally, the display was
proposed for the infirmary, but the

group wa« deoied permissMHito set it

up there. The present location has
increased awareness oi the group in

all liav^ of the college community
iocIiii4ing alumni and prospective

students with thei;- parents.

The group tries to avoid taking

p^cular stands on issues because
members insist that its chief goal is to

help stud^ts make tbe^r own va(ue
Judgments and decisions according to
their personal needs. It says it hopes
that more people will be willing to

seek help and develop their awareness
of the importance of such concerns in

>t.e<>itoie.----
------

'

NEWS & NOTES
FROMCARJEERC0UN8|:aNQ %

GRAD SCHOOL REPRESEN-
TATIVES COMING TO OCC
NEXT WEEK:
Wed., Dec. 7 ^ Stanford Law:
Williani Keogh, Assoc. Dean will

Jiave a groUp-meeting at 3 PM,
Mears.

CHANGE IN COOPERS &
LYdhAND SCHEDULE
Wednesday, November 30. 2.00 PM
- Presentation: Opportunities In
Accounting

AND
P & L representative will be at

PCCvtUI ,4:30 Rllcto mk wtfa
i^-studftiSi, ^

.

, /i' ^ :. J^ ^*
'?

THERJE WILL BE NO I^UNCH
MEETING AT 12 N AS
PREVIOUSLY SCHEDULED.
Yale School of prganizaliori &
Management
OCC just received a letter from
this school which says that it would
welcome, students' requests for ,

information. APPLICATION
DEADLINE; March I, 1978. The
emphasis at Yale is to train both
public and private managers. The
latest brochure is in the Yale file in

the Business School filing cabinet.

» aooK nou inc.
ritminTOWN. him. »ii«y.

Finally the Roger Oeion book

Is back In $toekl

Stop by af Renzl's and see.

The Record will run classifieds at 20c p^ line for the first 3 lines and 15c for
each addfflonal line. Deadlines are 4:00 p.m. Wednesdays and Sundays.
Total amount due must accompany this form. AAail or bring In person to
Classifieds, The Williams Record, Baxter Hall, Willlamstown, AAass. 01267.

I

-fLEASt NOTE: Each line on the grid Indlcatm a line in print. Print ad In
grid, below EXACTLY as It Is to read Including spaces and punctuation. One
letter overrun Is allowed beyond a line on the gridi An/ overrun beyond this
should be counted asa full line In figuring cost.

NAME^ PHONE

I ADDRESS. TOTAL Enclosed.

I AD TO READ AS FOLLOWS:

I
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Hoopsters op6h Thursdoy

versus Hamilton at home

•kctbcll opens Thuraday against Hamilton. Tony's squad loolcs to improvo
last yoar's H-10 rocord. (photo by C. Read)

by frank PergeUxii

Tbe WiUiams basliietball team opens
its season this Thuraday against a
powerful NESCAC opponent, the
Hamilton Continentals. Gametime is 8
p.m. in Lasell Gymnasium. .

This year's edition of the Williams
-team stands a good chance to improve
on last year's 12-10 record and sub*
sequent ECAC playoff berth. Last
year the Ephmen started slow, losing

four of their first six, then went on to

win ninextf their last fifteen, including
upset wins over Yale and Hartford,

before bowing to Wesleyan in the

ECAC Division U-III tournament 5^42
in overtime. Ilie Ephs were especially

tough at Lasell, winning eleven and
losing one, and hold a nine gam^e
winning streak at home. They have
lost only one starter, Mike Tanner,
last year's leading scorer, and feature

a probable starting five with a
combined ten years varisty ex-
perience, though only two are seniors.

Leading Williams this year will be
captain Brad Wolk,^ a 6-5 center who
led Williams in field goal percentage
(55.6) and rebound average (8.7)

while scoring 10.3 ppg, fourth best on
the team. "Brad is a strong defensive
player, and I expect him to be a fine

captain," says Oach Curt Tong.

Joining Wolk on the front line will be
rugged 6-4 junior Matt Spangler (8.3

rpg), who is heading into his third

varsity season, and 6-5 senior Tom
Balderston. Balderston (53.4 fg pet.)

performed well in a sixth man role

Squash squad aspires to Nationals
by Elvan Bash

:f
"One of the best kept secrets on

:campus" is coach Sean Sloane's

idescription of the notoriety the men's
'{Squash team's rise to national
eminence received last year, when the

laquad capped a 10-4 season with a

-itourth place national ranking. Now,
with this secret laid open before us,

'the racketmen have no intention of

islipping back into obscurity, as this

'year's team may very well be better

than last year's. A good indication as
to juSt how well the Ephs will do this

season may come Friday in their

season opener against always tough'

^Navy (Noon starting time at home).
' "We have a very strong team," says
Sloane, "one dapaUe of defending, if

not bettering, our position in the

country." The hopes for Williams'

success lie in the strength the squad
seems to have in each position on the

ladder, prompting Sloane to remark,
j"Overall. this is the best team we've
ihad siBce I've been here in terms of

llkill and attitude."

~;^~ Leading the Purple this winter is

^captain and No. 1 Arnie Cogswell, who
<had one of the team's better seasons
last year. CKip Lindquist and Martin
.jGoldberg both return from ex-
ceptional performances in their first

'year and figure to do vyell again at

Nos. 2 and 3.

/ As an indication of the team's depth,

the remainder of the varsity positions

and players seem freely

terchangeable. Senior Peter Thayer
may very well lead this lower

grouping, but he will be hard pressed

all season. Mitch Reiss and Jon
Saunders, both juniors, are rapidly

improving and big things are ex-

pected of them, while seniors Jim
Parsons and Jim Little have the ex-

perience and shots needed to win.

Peter Thomsen and Evan Bash round
out this group who should see plenty of

action.

Friday's high noon showdown with

Navy promises to be an exciting

match, for the Middies have eight

starters back from last year's squad
that well remembers a 6-3 beating

dished out by the Ephs, Navy plays a
retrieving type game, attempting to

wear down their opponents. Williams
has worked hard all preseason and the

racketmen feel they will prevail in a
close match.

All the matches (except Nos. 1 and
3) will begin at 12:00 in the Laselle

courts. So grab a quick lunch and
come down and ei\}oy what should be
some great squash.

Despite verbal handicop

frosh Sardo wins Iceg
by David Sorkin

Recent reports that many freshmen
are now entering Williams with in-

sufficieiit speaking skills were put on
the line Thursday, November 17, at

the Adelphic Union's Freshman
Speaking Cbntest.

--. ^ *>.
;

From the same podium that

William Jennings Bryan edged Henny
Youngman in the famous Class of '61

contest, silver voiced orators of the

Class of 1981 vied for the renowned
"Stanley Keg" of traditional refresh-

ments. For those who have been
fortunate enough never to have at-,

tended this event, the basic idea is to

Aftm- lis lourtli place linitli at ItatioMit int tpring, ttie sqiwsli squad ioolit

taward Navy atitsflrit conquest on tiw patti towards anollMr national ranking.

deUver a four minute impromptu
speech, while fending off the abuse of

hecklers, some of whom have been

specially imported from the Wrigley

Field bleachers for their skills in

vituperation.

Many of the favored speakers

cracked under this intense pressure,

and coming out of the pack to take the

title was a virtual unknown, Michael

Sardo. Sardo, of Sage E, was bom in

the Bronx but overcame this han-

dicap, teaching himself English by
candlelight. "While the other kids

were out playing stickball and
stealing hubcaps," Sardo reminisced,

"I was memorizing Hamlet and
Masters and Johnson. I'm just glad it

all paid off." Showing remarkable
poise, Sardo called into question the

worth of one of his detractor's con-

ceptions, and delivered a moving
speech about his most embarrassing
moment., i

A close ruiincNJ|>' was Lehman's
Arun Swamy. Swamy, whose topic

was the desirability oif a dress code,

faltered near the end and resorted to

the usually successful rhetorical

device of expounding' in his native

Indian. (Nehru used this technique

often and to great effect while at

Cambridge.) The judges, however,

were unswayed, and even an attempt

to eat the question paper could not put

the speech twck on track.

For reasons of space and tact, none
of the other speeches will be con-

sidered here. Those who want to see

this unique spectacle, will have to

"wait 'till next year" when the

Churchills of the aaas of 1982 will be
exhibited.

last season. Juniors Jim Betti and Jeff

Brinker, and sophomore Bill Lobrer
are expected to be valuable additions

to the front line corps.

The backcourt returns intact fh>m
last season. Junior Gary Kelly, a two

year starter, was Wlluams' second
highest scorer (13.2 |i)}g) and was
named to the third Division III all star

team. Kelly's hustle and defensive

ability were key factors in maity of

last year's victories. Joining Kelly

will be sophomore Andy Straka, a
good ball handler and effective long

range shooter. Straka averaged 10.5

points a game last season. Varsity

football quarterback Bill Whelan will

All in as backup to these two. Junior

Jeff Hammond and sophomore Joe

Flaherty, round out the backcourt
troops.

"I'm quietly optimistic about the

coming season," says Coach Tong.
"We have an experienced team and
more depth than last season. If we can
slay heathy, it could be a satisfying^
year."

-=».«->

The Ephs have four games before
Christmas break. After the Hamilton
game, an equally tough TufU team
comes into Williamstown for a
Saturday night game. The following

Tuesday Williams travels to North-
field, Vermont to play Norwich an4 ,

finish the pre-yuletide campaign at /
home against Connecticut College two
days later, the first day of reading
period.

Volleyball excells: 16-3
The women's vdleyball teaih closed

out its season on Novemtier 12 in

Salem with a third place finish in the

Massachusetts Association of In-

tercollegiate Athletics for Women
(MAIAW) volleyball tournament. The
team's overall placing matched its

seeding of third in division II of the

tournament and the women emerged
from the weekend of play with an
impreteive 16-3 season record.

Playing exceptionally well,

Williams won in the first round of the
' tournament, beating the University of

Lowell 15-3, 15-11. In the second round,

however, Uie teanf could not over-

come the strong home court ad-

vantage of its opponent, Salem State.

;As a reeuit, Wi|li|UTis' 'strong points
such as serving and spiking suffered.

The team put up a good fl^ but lost

15-1, 16-14

Williams entered another major
tournament, tjve Massachusetts!
Quadrangle, earlier in the season and

;

beat its three opponents to capture the
title. The E|As topped the Univ. of

Bridgeport 15-7, 15-3, the Univ. of

Maine, Orono 15-11, 15-12, 17-15, and
the Uiiiv. of Massachusetts 15-10, 15-3,

15-7.

The junior varsity members did not
pick up a major tournament win but
did end their season on a high note as
they easily defeated the varsity squad
of North Adams State, 15-7, 15-11, 15-5.

Wliiiamt twoman'S volieyfeoli cappad an outstanding l«-> soison wiHi a ttdrd

place finish at tlw Division II Mass. Assoc, ol IntorColiaglata Athlstlcs for

Woman, dafaating U. ol Lowali bofort succumbing to Saiam State.

. (phpto by Johnson)

Tonight: Tues., Nov. 29

Row House Night
DItcounU U>t r9Bid»nH of Fpri-Agani, Forry-

Baseom, Oar-Wood'^ahd $pene#r-Broofcs

Tomorrow: Wed., Nov. 30

Chris Baslcin
Acousffc folk'rock music
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CC petitions gjiministration
by Tkii Jones

The CoUege Council voted Wed-
nesday evening to endorse two
raaohitions stating its opposition to

discrimination on tlie basis of sexual
orientatioa In addition, ttw Council
voted to approve revised Finance
Committee budgets for the Rugby
team, the Record, and WCTM.
The first of the two anti-

discrimination resolutions, both in-

troduced by Ted Stroll '78, solicits

from the faculty. Trustees, and Ad-
'jblnistration, in particular, a

r—statranent "condemniiig the praetioe
<jf sexism, racism, and homophobia."
The second resolution calls upon the

Tnlstetes to modify the "official noo-
discrimination>dicy" of the College,

thereby prdhibiting discrimination
based on sexual orientation via
educational policies.

StroU stated that the "Dean's Office

will only support political

organizations on campus (like the

WGSO) in private. We must try to

make the Administration take a
public stand in support vi them." He
emphasized that it is important for the

Administration not only to state that it

onposes these forms of discrimination

but that it also "does not believe in

them."
Those In opposition to the

resolutions expressed the fear that

they rq>reBeiit a form of restriction

upon free expression of ideas and
opinions. Jeff Trout '80 maintained
that these resolutions are "saying that

certain ideas, not actions, will not be
tolerated on this campus. We cannot
afford to take a position whereby we
ivtU be^intderant for the purpose of

siqppoeedly promoting tolerance."

Don Toumey '78 elaborated: "We

seem to want to create a climate here

that will not tolerate criticism of the

organizations in questioa" Toumey
also challenged the resolution's at-

tribution of sexual orientation

discrimination to ignorance. "It is not

a question of ignorance, but of values.

Knowledge does not matt«:."

Usa Capaldini '78, one of nearly

fifty spectators attending the

meeting, claimed that the resolutions

ultimately stand for "human dignity

and respect of human values—this
includes not discriminating against

Ummw who are gayior Black. ^
The Council voted to remove one

pert of the first resdution, which
stated that the Council deplored "the

unwillingness of the c«dlege Ad-
ministration to contribute adequately

to the flght against sexism." College

Council President Tom Herwitz urged

that the Council strike the statement,

claiming that the Administration had
done much toward ameliorating the

pmUem. "They may not be per
forming in the way you'd like but ttiey

are tiandling it in the way they deem
best in the long run," be added.

Julia Ayala of the Black Student
Union and Harry Kelly '78 both
criticized the resolutions' failure to

name specific areas where redress is

necessary. Kelly pointed out that the
"letters in the Record have already
... put the CoUege on record as
being against these forms of

discrimination. The Student Life
Committee should draw up specific

TtscismBiseadsQiate.''

In response to a proposal that these

resolutions be presented to the student

body-in a referendum,^ Stroll charged
that the Council was "shirking its

responsibility as a legislative body to

take a stand." In defense of his second
resolution, he noted that Harvard,
UCLA, and other educational in-

iMCOUNCILpaflsS
Tad Stroll presents his resolutions to Council.

(ptwtobyOottBen)

'Bought' papers found unthreatening
by Peter Rintels and Snsan Matthews

In the early I970's, higher education

faced a serious challenge from
cmnmerdsl. term i»per companies.
Students were, and in many places

still are, purchasing prewritten term
papers at a cost of $2 to $6 a page to

submit for courses.

In 1972, founders of term paper
companies claimed that ttie demand
for their product far outstripped the

siq>ply and that ttiey wer» only

waiting for more writers so they could

increase their business.

RESOLUTION I

Rteogniztng that a ttatamtnt it not an answer to probltms, the Council

uses thii resolution as a starting point to demonstrate its concern over the

problem of inter-group relationships present at WiUiams. The Council hereby

states its intention to involve itself in the ongoing process of introducing

eoncrite proposals for the solution of these problems.

The Students of Williams College,

1. CONDEMNING the recent unfortunate and demeaning sexist incident in

tiie College Library;

2. REALIZING that this and other incidents, which may have been ac-

ceptable in times past, no longer are so;

3. RECOGNIZING that such incidents and the attitude behind them debase

the entire College community and tend to bring the College into disrepute

tnm within and without;

4. BELIEVING that sexiam and other forms of prejudice are deeply rooted

. proMems whose solution can only be brou^t about through the united

efforts of students, faculty and the administration; and
- Through their representatives on th^ College Council, ~ -^

5. AFFIRM their support for College organizations, including but not

limited to Williams Women, the Williams Black Student Union, the

Williams Gay Support Organization and others, in their attempt to

conquer ignorance and prejudice which is damaging to the CoUege and
the College community; and

6. CALL UPON the Administration, Faculty & Trustees to assume their

proper respoosiUUties to the CoUege community, (a) by issuing a

statemei)t condemning the practice of sexism, racism and homophobia

and other formfi of prejudice which are injurious to and tend to lessoi the

dignity of persons or groups at Williams CoUege; and (b) by issuing a

statement in support of the efforts of those organizations named in (5)

above whose aim it Is to eradicate prejudice through the education of the

WUliams comnnmity.

7. Upon ad<9tion, one copy of this resolution shaU be delivered to each

responsible officer in the administration of the CoUege, a second to the

Faculty for announcement at its ffext regular meeting, and a thb^ to the

Trustees of WUliams CoUege.

RESOLUTION II

The students of WUUams CoUege,

BELIEVING that no person at WUliams Ccdlege should be discriminated

against by reason td his sexual orientation,

Through their representatives on the CoUege Council,

URGE Uie Trustees of WiUiams CoUege to modify the official non-

discrimination statement of the College ; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, that the CouncU request that the official non-discrimination

poUcy of WUUams CoUege be modified as foUows:

WUliams CoUege does not discriminate on the basis of sex, race, creed,

color, handicap, national origin or sexnal ericntaHon in admission of

students, educational poUcies, scholarships and loans, housing, athletics,

employment and other activities; however, the CoUege makes such

disUnctions on the basis of sex in admissions as are consistent with its

educational poUcy and with ap|riicable gDvemroent legisiaUoa

Today the industry is winding down,
partly because many states have
legislated them out of business, and
partly for reasons that the stiU

existing companier do not—tin»-
derstand.

But the problem of commerciaUy
bought term papers, even at its peak,

never causeid serious cmcem at

Williams. Many professors and ad-

ministrators said they tiad not even
thought about it until contacted by the

Professor Anson C. Piper, faculty

chairman of the Honor Committee,
said that in his 40 years with the

CoUege as both teacher and student

"This never seems to have surfaced.

It's not something the faculty has
been talking about." y

Professor Henry Bruton, Chairman
of the Economics Department, said

that he has seen "not a hint" that

commercially prepared papers had
been turned in to his department—

a

typical faculty response to Record
inquiries.

Most persons questioned admitted
to the possibiUty that suet activity was
going on, and some even considered it

likely. "Probably somewhere out of

these 1900 students there may be one
or two who are doing this (submitting

bought term papers)," said Piper. No
documented cases, however, have
ever been brought before either the

Deans or the Honor Ck>mmittee.

Why not? One reason cited by many
faculty is that WiUiams students are

basically honest people with a firm

commitment to their own education.

Said Associate Dean Cris T.

Roosenraad, "I have been impressed
with the honesty of the student body
here in comparison with other places
I've taught." Piper also voiced this

view. "1have a gut feeling that we are
fortunate in having students who are
not only good as students but who are

good people. They come from
responsible backgrounds and they are

serious about getting an- education."

Several professors at Williams
suggested another deterrent which
might keep students from ordering

-

commercial term papers. In many
courses, the paper topics are too

specific to be found in a catalog of

prepared term papers.

Dean of the CoUege Peter Berek
cited StiU more reasons for the ab-

sence of bought term paper activity.

One was the size of WUliams. "Small
schools*have an inherent advantage,"
he said. At big universities, tiie Dean

.

said, paper? may be read by TA's or
grad students, whereas here a student

is more lUcely to know a professor

personaUy. Changes in style are more
likely to t>e noticed, he pointed out,

and close student-faculty relations

diminnrii the temptation to chert;

Berek also mentioned the College's

"luck" in being located in a smaU
town. There is not "sub-culture here

see TERM PAPERS pages

Grad arrested as art thief

Ronald Valerin '77 was arrested (m
November 21 for aUegedly stealing

works of art from several museums.
Police found sixty-cme works in his

home, including objects from the

Dayton Art Institute, the Cincinnati

Art Museum and the CkiUege Museum.
Tbe WiUianis pieces were smaU

objects totaUing less than $10,000 in

value, including an ancient Roman
ring, a photograph by Lewis Hine, a
poster by R. B. lOtaj and a Schwitters

collage and painting Frank W.
Robinson, CoUege Museum Director

said that all the art works have been

recovered in good condition.

Valmn worked as a museum guard

during his senior year and continued

into the summer, untU Saturday July

2. Valerin expressed unhappiness with

the job, so he and Robinson agreed
that he would not continue work after

the second. On Sunday Robinson
discovered several objects missing
and tried to reach Valerin, who had
left ^arUer in the day.

Although he notified the WiUiams-
town Police within the day, Robinson
did not contact the Ohio police or FBI
because he was "in the process" of

recovering the art through mutual
friends of Valerin's.

Questioned on musemn security «>

Robinson emphasized that "We're not
an easy mark," adding that "Our only
problem is, how to guard the guards."

Valerin lias entered a plea of not
guilty. He graduated from Williams
as an English major, cum laudfe in

1877.

Gay Task Force's co-head discusses

progress, movement s antagonists
by Xanthe Berry

In a consciousness raising meeting,

co-director of the National Gay Task
Force (NGTF), Bruce Voeller

discussed some' of the injustices he

claimed were forced upon the

homosexual portion of society by the

media and government.

The audience, composed of

students, faculty meml>er8, Berkshire

Community Gay Coalition members
and other interested individuals was
attentive to Voeller. The talk began on

a relatively positive note with VoeUer
noting that, "All movements take a

long time. You cai^only moveso far so

fast." In his opinion,^ change tnm
gays and their right; being a taboo

subject on aU levels, especiaUy the

media, to being . the controversial

topic it Is today in only six or seven

yean is commendable.

According to Voeller one of NGTF's
main undertakings is to eradicate the

myths surrounding the homosexual
person. The most apparent and
devastating myth is that

homosexuaUty is a disease. UntU
December 1973 the American
Psychological Association termed the

Ufe style as such. The United States

PubUc Health Service stiU does. A
group of people categorized as sick

faces such problems as being expeUed
from ttie armed forces, being barred

from immigrating to this country, and
being legaUy discriminated against in

Ute job and housing markets. VoeUer
related that Army priests are

required to break the confidentiality

of a confession when gayness is

confessed.

Experiments comparing non-

clinical heterosexuals to non-clinical

homosexuals have been conducted in

order to dispel the belief that gays
are different from straights. As the

Gay society suspected, no internal

differences were found. The existence

of' external differences, such as the

stereo-typical lisp and limp wrist is

also contrived. VoeUer quoted the

statistic that the chances are twenty

to one that the effeminate man is not

homosexual. Further emphaaiztaig the

fact that homosexuals do not look or

act any differentiy except in their

preference for same sex lovers,

Vwdlcr repeatedly suted that, "Ten
per cent of the pa|>ulation is gay. Ten.

per cent of the people in this room are

gay. Ten per cent of the faculty at

Williams is gay." He adiM proudly,

"We are the only minority that is

present in every walk of life."

•aoVOeLLBRiWH)
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Letters: commentary continues on sexism charges
Teaching the art of critical analysis Recent revelation

To the editor:

An Open Letter to the WUliams Community:
We might ali agree that one of Williams' primary functions aa an institution

jpf development is to teach its students to critically analyzea situation and come
to a "proper" conclusioa The importance ot this can not be underestimated for

our lives are merely a long series ot different situations from which we make
decisions.

To the editor:

We the undersigned memben of the

east entry of Prospect House would

like to extend hearty thanks to all

those who have contributed to our

very recent revelatioa Throughout

our extended stay at Williams we
Yet the ability to evaluate and criticize assumes a much higher level of have simply assumed that we were,

understanding when one moves from theory to people. I feel that often a producl

of the educated mind is to see people and ideas as one and the same, ie., as

objects. How easy it is for the Williams environment to breed this mentality; of

seeing others as an object, to class them as a "grind" or a "preppy" or a

"football player" or a "potsmoker." The only thing in life that is important is

not what people do but how they treat others in the process of doing it. The most

Intelligent person in the world who treats another person as his inferior is a

worm.
Williams graduates do and always will hold positions where they, to a

certain extent, control the lives of others: Yet any worldly success, i.e. the

accumulation of the Almighty Dollar, that does not at the same time bring

people together will only bring each of us one step closer toward destruction.

The N.Y. Yankees are Baseball World Champions. Yet as a team they are

despicable. The monetary gain by those associated with the team in no way can

justify or repair the damages to the hearts and souls of many of the (dayers.

Any championship woU when the people involved can not stand the sight of one

another is not worth the ink that is used to write the following day's headlines.

To be educated is useless. To use one's education to bring those around us to

a deeper understanding and appreciation of one another is to discover one's

true worth.
Sincerely,

Tom Redden
Iiumisano, Japan

Male reaction td' women's liberation

To the editor;

People have thrown around a lot of angry statements in the past few weeks

about sexism on campus. Many women reacted with shock and anger when

members of my freshman entry created a spectacle in the reserve room. I can

understand why the women were upset, but I would like'~to attempt an ex-

planation of "sexism."

We, and I mean men, are bom into a society that pushes us ahead. We all, to

scmie degree, were a smashing success in high school. Looked up to and ad-

ed, we considered women to be equal, but it was an equality that we. for the

most part, granted to them. Society still expects women to serve men, to be our

fitools, helpers and satisfiers of lust So off we go to Williams where few women
Vfit the "cheerleader" concept. Women here are strong-willed, success-oriented

and not willing to be somebody's tool. So how do we react? With fear, anger and

longing. We are afraid of these "emasculating" women, angry that they don't

bend to our wills and yet still long for a caress. Quite frankly, many of us are

confused. And for many men there exist deep sexual emotions which they

'^nnotfade. We don't know how to deal with women. What the bell do they

, want? Why aren't they more friendly? Why are they so up-tight?

Sexism does not stem from wickedness. It comes from the clash of

historical and societal concepts of women with the reality of the modem
womaa The modern man is adrift. Hedoesn'f know how to reconcile the reality

of the liberated woman with his own fears and upbringing. Oppression does not

just affect the oppressed. The "oppressor" also pays a price in fear and pain.

This pain is real and calls for sensitivity and understanding, rather than

recriminations and anger.
]

"
' Bnice D. GoerUch '80

Alum views tradition of bawdiness
To the editor:

I thou^t I had heard it all. As a member of the first freshman class of

women at Williams, I graduated with a negligible amount of naivete. Ask any
alumnus about the all male Carter House of 1972—shooting moons to any
available "coed" at parties, Sunday afternoon of Carnival week-end spent

turning their snow sculpture yellow by whizzing on it, a spring bachelor party

whose details are unprintable. Ask a senior if he remembers the Rope-A-Dope

party of 1975 that kept% of the Greylock quad up all night By that spring I was
so immune that I fell ri^t to sleep as they carried on just outside my window. I

even missed the famous 20 minute soliloquy on oralsex. -
:

Bawdiness will always remain an active part of Williams College life. I

know the tradition. My uncle and father are alumni as are my husl>and, Harry,

and his father. Harry and his friends were no angels, but they had this ex-

pression I'll never forget—"There's always somebody who takes it one step too

far." Creative humor is a sign of superior intelligence, a quality all Williams

people think they possess. But, creative genius can become peryerted under the

influence of the group and alcohol.

The November Uth issue of the Record printed three letters regarding the

nude doll and drunk sophomores in the reserve room affair. I never wrote a

letter to the Record as a student but 3,000 miles and 2'/^ years away from

Williams, I find the paper one of the few links with the college. Maybe I should

not have waited so long. It seems the more certain behavior is tolerated the

more the limits are tested. You have four short years at Williams, the decades

beyond are only memories told in stories to new friends, and someday, children.

If these sophomores keep it up, their "stories" will need so much censoring that

fteir experiences will appear as meaningless to their future listeners as they do

to me now.

Sincerely,

Connie DurreilSkeehy '75

Editor

Scott Fann

Manafllng Editors

Bill Dahling, Jim Cohen, Sally Coney

for the most part healthy and well

adjusted college students. However,

we were startled to discover from the

reams and reams of material

presently available on the subject,

that we are afflicted with a chronic

disorder.

The symptoms of this ailment are

many and quite diverse. They include

drinking large quantities of SchliU on

weekends, laughing at dirty jokes,

looking at beautifiil women, listening

to loud soul music and participating in

an occasional "fraternity-type

prank." The reason why these

symptoms went so long without being

detected is that all along we didn't

mind laughing at ourselves a little. We
only hope that this letter will be

printed so that others like ourselves

will realize their plight. Thank you all

once again.

Forever indebted,

BobDlTniglla'78

LlewKHcbiB'78
ToddEck«rson'78
Vini^ziBicola'7>

AIDalton'78

Robert HUtzOi '79

Denny Rood '7»

Scott OdeU '78

Bill Masse '78

Sexism clarified

To the editor:

I am dismayed by people's per-

ceptions of " sexism" of late. Since no

one can agree on its d^inition I will

not^ to offer mine, but it seems to

me that that one ugly word,

"Sexism!" has been used too loosely.

When a well-qualified woman walks

intomy office looking for an executive

position and I put her in the typing

pool, I am guilty of sexual

discrimination, and this is undeniably

wrong.

When I go on a road trip and look at

a pretty blonde and think, "Boy, look

at that dumb blonde", I am guilty of

stereotyping. This too is undeniably

wrong.

When I open my copy of the Record

and admire the Dean of Beers, or

when I whistle at a pretty girl, I am
guilty of neither vt the above. My
reaction is natural, a result not of

societal influences but of my God-

given hormones. I am not being

wxist, I am eqjoyiog my aexaality. I

am not reiegattng Gk)ria or any other

woman to secondary status. I am a

liberated man, and my fellow

ttberated mm and I can both treat

women as people and appreciate the

differences between the aexes.

A liberated businessman can "think

evil thoughts" about an attractive

woman, but five minutes later deal

with that same woman as an equal at

the board meeting. A liberated rugby

player can join in a hearty chorus of

"Four and Twenty Virgins" at a

nigby party, but in the chem lab he

has no trouble dealing with his female

lab partner. There is no con-

tradiction; a liberated man can havie

his cake and eat it too.

Sexuality is not a necessary partner

with discrimination and stereotyping.

I see nothing wrong with thinking,

telking, or laugbting about it (with

proper considerations of time and

place). The attempt by soi^e to have

us liberated men ignpw the feHiale

anatomy is doomed to faUurei it is a

perverse endeavor.

Vive la difference!

Jeffrey D.DeUsle '78

Student action

To the editor:

Some major criticism has been

directed at the faculty and ad-

ministration in the recent sexism

discussion at Baxter Hall and in Scott

Hoot's letter to the editor (Nov. 29,

1977). Criticism focuses on the ad-

' ministration's lack of leadership in

the college commimity. It also ad-

dresses the supposed unwillingness of

many professors and administrators

to take a public and personal stance

on controversial issueswhich cottc^ro

Williams College.

What this indicates is that students

fear taking affirmative action on their

own behalf. For if one is unable to

respond to certain situations himself,

he must rely on guidance from others.

The recent sexism and human rights

discussion demonstrated that

Williams students do evaluate and
make judgments on crucial topics.

Yet few will attempt to act upon their

indep«ident judgments within the

Williams environment As one in-

dividual observed, "this has been one

of the greatest educational ex-

periences that I've had here. What
sd^res the hell out of me is my feeling

that come tomorrow, nothing will be
done."

Many students claim that through

our actiora we have no powvr to in-

fluence the •dminlstration, fkoilty , or
college environment in goneraL Tliey
point out the political weakness of the
College CoundL Yet this poUtical
weakness is the fault of the student

body. Ideally, the College Council
should express and act upon the

desires of (be student body. Un-
fortunately, the Council hardly
receives the student support it needs
to function as a lAeans to student

power. Oui^ lack of control in the
running of this college is the
neceaaary result of our own political

apathy.

If Williams students are to

rationalize and keep a "layed back"
perspective on all controversial
issues, or if we simply remain inac-

tive against attitudes and college

policies which may adversely effect

us, then the primary persons
responsiUe for the continuation of

these undesirable attitudes and
policies are students.

DaveAniUdke'St

Women supporteid

To the editor:

To the women at WiiUa^, and
especially to letter writers, Judy
Nitchie, Valerie A. Anderson, Deb
Martindale, and Lesley Wang. I want
you to know that beyond vour small
community at Williams therels a very

large one ofwomen everywhere which
wholdeartedly supports you.

Hurray for your unequivocal
rejection of acts . which degrade
women! Keep your courage and

sensitivity and don't be discouraged

by those like Marcel Oudin who will

try to further put you doWn by last

gasp cliches. Be heartened that your

(Ejections are not radical when seen

in larger perspective, they are the

timely, sensitive, reasonable ob-

jections of any feeling person who
stends for equality and openness
between the sexes.

KatherineK.Shelton

CAREER COUNSELING
A series of 7 conferences in Seattle,

WAS, Philadelphia, PA, Lyn-
chburg, VA, (>olumbus, OH, Jersey

City, NJ, EvansvQIe, IN, & New
Haven, CT will be held over the

Christmas Imlidays. If you wish to

attend the one in your area to learn

about employment opportunities in

your region, consult Uie posters on

the Lobby Bulletinboard at OCC.

Viewpoint

Free exchange of ideas

Entcrad as second class postal matter Nov. i\ 1944 at Ih* po*t office In North
Adams, MA., and reentered at Wllllamstown, MA., Marcti 3, 1973 under ttie act of

Marcti 3, 1179. Second class postage paid at Wllllamstown, MA., 01M7. Sutiscrlptlon

price is JIO per year. Sutiscriptian Orders, undeliverable copies and ctiange 01 acMrats
notices, and other corrnpandence should be addressed to the newspaper at Baxter
Hall. Williams Colleae, Wllllamitown, ma., 01267. Phone 413 »7-^«aO.

byChipBuckner'79
As I filled out the Mead Internship Application (doub-

tlessly a futile exercise) one seemingly innocuous

question struck me in a peculiar way. I was to list "two
faculty members who know something of (my)
qualifications ..." Simple, but for me it posed special

proUems.
I regard human beings as fallible creatures, and ob-

serve that those who govern us have gone out of their way
to prove their humanity. For that reason I advocate a
small government so that individual people may make
their own decisiolns, rather than have a strong govern-

ment where a (Congress or a majority impoaes its

mlstekes upon everyone. This, coupled with a belief that

an efficient system which produces more for everyone, is

superior to an equity-based system which through in-

centive loss produces less for everyone—identical por-

tions, but less, labels me as "a conservative" or

"classical liberal" if you will. I once asked a political

science professor where I could find a conservative

faculty member to talk with. He referred me to the

Physical Education office. Although I harbor great

respect for our coaching staff, their recommendation
would mean very litUe on an application for a Govern-
ment Internship. This reflection led me to the very im-

portant question, with whom coukl I discuss what I

believe?

Last year I tried to answer that question through the

Political Science Department. I asked the department
chairman about what I perceived to be a problem. He
asked me first if I wanted a quote of conservative

professors (trying, I suspect to argue ttiat a quote would
force the school to hire incompetents,) but as I detest

quotas, goals, targeu or any such nonsense regarding
race, sex, ideology or anything else, I demurred, eluding

the trap. After I tried the old "I feel an educational need"
argument he told me that this was not a problem, but that

if it were, there was no solution, because he knew of no
qualified conservatives who had applied here. (I was

tempted to observe that if by "qualified" you mean
"liberal" then of course no "conservative" will qualify,)^

At alater date the good prctfessor explained that he knew
of none not because they did not exist but rather that the

application process did not reveal ideological preferen-

ces.

Undaunted, I tried again. On election night at Professor

J. M. Bums' home I watched the returns wiUi my Political

Science 215 class and several members of the Political

Science Department Ford supporters being a definite

minority, when Uie former President carried a state, I

was one of very few who cheered. My Political Science 101

professor, (not Bums) apparaiUy annoyed by the dissent

asked me why I supported President Ford. When I told

him, he informed me that my beliefs were the result of

childish insecurity and tiwt I was a fooL

Is thb eoUghtened academic the man to speak >itli

when I seek gutdanoeT Clearly the PoUtical Sdence

Department is no place for a conservative.

Anti-conservatives are not however, limited to the

teachers. Once at a cocktail party, a dean told me that he

had heard "disturbing tilings" about me. Was I, he

queried, really as conservative as everyone said?* 'Ad-

mitting that yes, I probably was, he proceeded to argue,

albeit in jest that since people tend to become more

liberal as they progress through college, there is a

relation between liberal-inteUigent and conservative-

ignorant He laughed. Since I hoped he wasn't serious, I

laughed, too. Ha ha.

I realize that this has come a long way from my original

problem, (who do I put on the blank, ) but it strikes me as a

very grave concern. In my case there are certain people

wiUi whom I just don't telk politics. (I have no intention,

for instance, of ever taking anoititer political science

course.) It's a shame, because I enjoy politics and couM

benefit greatly from telking with Uieae people, but it's just

not worth it

So niuch for the "fi<ee exchange of ideaa" goal of a

liberal arts education,

f
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WIewpoihf nnx
Something rotten in Williamstown

by Dvuid L. Perry II '71

I am Dol normally given to writing

letters to editors or extensive
viewpoints for publication; and many
of my friends will attest that I bold

some very strong beliefs that cok)ld be
called enlightened conservatism. I am
also not given to frequent outbursts or
venting my spleen in public. But today
1 feel that I must break from that

moid and e]q>ress what I perceive to

be major threats to the social fabric of

Williams College.

There are two incidents which have
occurred ^lis year which ^eem to

point towards drastic alterations in

the perception of what college life

should be on this campus on the part

of the Administration and a few vocal

student groups. I am sure that many
people are aware of these incidents,

but let me br^fly mention them here.

First, just recently a group of women
staged a sit-in at the offices of the

Williams Record, demonstrating
against sexism in a beer id that many
men looked fondly upon. 5 he result is

that the Record, bowing under
pressure, took the ad out and agreed

to have an open meetmg to, discuss

!<

N«wi aiid Notes
FROM CAREER COUNSELING
GRAD SCHOOL REPRESEN-
TATIVES COMING TO OCC
NEXT WEEK:
Wed.. Dec. 7 • Stanford Law (last

school to visit)

SPECIAL OCC EVENT NEXT
WEEK
On Campus Company Interviewing

Orientation Meeting for Seniors

who intend to interview in Feb.-

Mar. 11 AM in the OCC Library,

Mears, on Thursday Dee. 8.

FEDERAL RECRUITING DAY
AT UNMASS
A Minority Career Day sponsored

by the U.S. Civil Service Com-
mission and the UMass Placement
Office will be held in Amherst at

4>MewmaQ„Qe»)ter'fi'om 9 AM to 5
PM. Any interested students
wishing a ride should, contact

Cynthia Thomas at OCC. The
conference takes place on Tue.,

Dec. 6.

I

Reoml editorial policy. Tte wieond
incident is still unfolding. In this case

a group of intoxicated young men
sang a re-written version of Yard-By-

Yard on the steps of the reserve room
accompanied by a life-size doll.

Rather than perceive the stimt for

what it was—an irrational act conu
mitted t>y a bunch of irrational,

drunken men, that looked pretty

funny tosome observers and probably

relieved the tensions of more than a

few people who learned to laugh again

as a result of their stunt—these men
have beep called to the Deans' Office

and are faciiijg an uncertain future.

To me, these incidents and the

responses to them point towards an

indentity-crisis for the College, a

fundamental insecurity in the per-

sonal identities ot a number of in-

dividuals on this campus, and a
general inability or unwillingness to

laugh at ourselves. In other words, it

would seem that either Williams has

lost its collective sanity or else it has

forgotten what it means to have a
sense of proportionality. Neither

speaks well of our microK:asm of

society.

The Identity-Crisis ot Williams
College

The incidents speak well of the fact

that what to many students may seem
part of the ordinary, everyday
goings—On at Williams are not seen

as sudi by the administration.. Their

views of "good old Williams" are

affected by their isolation from the

students that go to their college and
the social lifes that they lead, and by
the rosey tint that time has placed on

their recollections of their college

lives many many years past. To them,

Williams la a idace of very serious

students constantly working to un-

cover the truths of their generation

from that of past generations. In the

course of these endeavors, Williams

students are ever rational, ever

reasonable, ever questioning. They
are mature young men and women,
adults waiting to take their places of

leadership in this society. Iliis is what
Williams is about, it says so in the

catalog, and therefore it must be true.

The fact is that the real Williams is

made up of serious students; serious

CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED

WANTED: House to rent from
around Jan. 1 to at least Aug. 1;

within 15 miles of Williamstown;

responsible tenant; please contact

V. Gimbel, 29 Sherman St.,

Cambridge, MA. 02138. (617) 547-

2011.

SINGLE or double boarding

arrangements wanted In New York

City during Winter Study. Ofters,

Ideas—Wendy 6610 Cora 2803.

"SEiRV»C£S
SNOW SHOVELING anywhere
within wAlktng distance of

Williams. You provide shovel.

Laura x6263 -^

BENNINGTON (lomestic Age>«cy

offering maid service & live-In

babyslttlilig. Call W2 442-8356.

fOR SALE
NEW 8i USED Cameras, stereos,

typewriters fully guaranteed.

—Student DiscountI—
Claire's Photo Supply, 26 Eagle St.,

N.A. 663-8134.

PERSONALS
FREE-FLOATING Trivial minds:

Bring your megatons to Buda Bear
(Fall '76 Champs). Buda's lair will

again be our traditional home. Call

Cohen, Nail or need for dope
(Figuratively).

FOR $5 per week Williamstown

mother will nag you to get cracking

for finals.. Write "Nag from The
Hag" PC Box 4, WllllamstowQt

AAass. Guaranteed or you lose <S.

IT'S after t-Day, P. It's over It's

over, now. And NGHF.—

J

RANDY "Shakespeare" Rudlslll,

thou hast a poor sense of humeri

Righteously, S,U 3009.

BRILLIANT Young Producer-

Director needs actresses with

"open" minds for stimulating

cinematic undertaking. Prospects

will be "couched" In secrecy.

Please call Steve at 6150.

OVERSTOCK SALE

CAPRICORN ROCK
INCLUDING:

SUPRAPHON
CLASSICAL
Including:

ALLMAN BROTHERS 12.99-3.99

WET WILLIE 82.99

VOLUNTEER JAM 82.99

BEETH. STRING QUARTETS 41p's 18.99

BACH CHORAL IMtELUDES 2lp's 94.99

MENDELSSOHN SYMPHONY No. 1 82.99

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS
7S Water St. 4S«-S22f

in the sense of not wanting to waste

the educational opportunities made
available to Oiem here, ttie students

are by and large quUe mature but

they are also at an agewhen rebelling

against getting older is a real oc-

currence and fear of impending adult

responsittilities is great. The students

here are not always rational,

reasonhig, and ever questioning. They
set drunk with enough tlrequeiM^ that

the best times they can recall are

usually when they have been drunk;

they are sometimes obscene in public

and often in private ; they are given at

times to emotional outbursts befitting

a twelve year old; they are natural-

born pranksters and border on
childishness from time to time; and
sometimes they do things that em-
barrass them and make them wish

they had never gotten up that mor-

ning. In other words, ttie students here

are very, very human, and for that I

thank God.

The views that predominate in

Hopkins Hall about life at Williams

are not the facts that daily show up in

class drunk, high, or not at all. There

is a wide gulf between the Williams

Myth and the Williams Reality, and

the over-reactions expressed by the

isidministration in the two cases

mentioned are quite revealing. If

allowed to go uncorrected, their

misperceptions about Williams will

lead these administrators to make life

here stiff and unl>earable. They will

create an atmosphere here that will

make the pranks we pull, the drunken

escapades we have, tiie old food riots,

the water fights, the goal-post stunts

on A'mherst We^end unacceptable in

terms of their perceptions. Ihey will

make this campus tense, serious

without remorse; and barren i>f the^

spirit that IS >V>lli3"^B today. This will

certainly be a cold slap in the face for

many of us and totcdly change the

whole tenor of the "Williams Ex-

perience".

The Personal Identity - Crisis of

Williams Students

All the- incidents speak well to the

identity crisis that many students are

experiencing at this |$oiint in their

lives. I am told that because of 'the

prank pulled upon him a student here

actually felt that his life was in

danger! It would appear that a

number of women are still struggling

to deftaie wfw tiiey are and what they
are, and their angst baa caused them
to feel put-up-on and beaten down by
sexist males. They bandy about the

words "sexism" and "sexist" with as
much frequency as some blacha, also

suffering from an kfentity crisis,

bandied about the words "racism"
and "racist" earlier this year. It

would also seem that these same
women are so insecure in their

womanhood that they felt incensed at

an inflatable doll being held aloft by a
group of Rugb^-rejects, singing a
song that expresses their own in-

securities about their manhood.
If people were truly knowledgeable

about who they were, what they were
about, and what they wanted from
life, then they would probably not feel

so paranoid and outraged t>y events
whose motivations are neither the

cause of foment, paranoia and
outrage. They would never feel

threatened by rugby songs,
pranksters, and women with 40 D-cyp
breasts. The fact that their mental
houses are in such disarray causes us
all such grief. I am not about to offer a
prescription for these problems, but if

the diagnosis is correct, the solution

seems clear—KNOW THY SELF.
When we can honestly say that we do
know ourselves, then perhaps we can
all live less tortured lives, and maybe
we can be more understanding and
accommodating of those times when
we seemAo loose our heads a little and
do some really dumb things.

The Loss of our Ability to Laugh at

Ourselves

The last incident is the real clin-

cher. It shows that as a group, we
Williams students can no longer take

humor in such a farcical scene as a
group of guys, drunk off their rears,

stumbling around on the steps of the

reserve room with a life size doll and
singing a ribald song. I've seen people

read the uncensored version of the

Canterbury Tales blush and then

laugh at some of the passages, but

should Ihty . condenm . Cbaucep? Of
course not! We take the Tales in the

light in which they were offei^—as
funny and bawdy vignettes of life in

16th century England. What the

library incident shows us is that we
have all learned our Psychology lot

and English 101 only too well—looking
for thehidden meanings behind thing^

when perhaps mna was acfually in-

tended. Like people Irainad tofind evil

wherever it lays, we nnd exactly what
we are looking for. When we k>ok for

evidences of aexiam on campus, we
will interpret everything in the li^t of

what it is we seek, and we shall find

sexism.

Fm nor sure what makes a rugby
song so funny, but I admit I find many
of tbe'lyricB amusing and the tunes

catchy. I'll also admit there is a time
and a place for them and that the

reserve room is not the place, And if

the stunt had been done by a bunch of

rational, sober deviants well then

perhaps I might be a little upset. But I

have learned never to take a drunken
man seriously and never to expect
cogent rational betiavior from him.
Thus I tend to t>e less judgemental of

what these guys did and to excuse it

for they knew not wtiat they were
doing. They meant no harm by what
they did, and I'm sure that everyone
of them feels not just a little em-
barrassed by what took place. I'rp

equally sure that none of them is the

type to go around doing this kind of

thing with any frequency. So why all

the heat and righteous indignatioR?

Why call in the Deans? You'd think

that these guys had yelled fire in a

crowded room.
If this kind of attitude attends to all

such stunts, then I really do fear tbr

this college and its students. The
reactions should be consistent with

the spirit of the acts committed. But

tacking someone to the wall over an

inflatable doll:, GOD we are a

hopeless lot! We should laugh more
and do more things that will make us

laugh. If this is what being Serious

entatlsJhMi by-jove I hope never to be

that serious!

So there. I've done it at last, I've

said what I believe to my partial

satisfaction. Essentially what I see

around me these days is a campus
which has lost sight of its real nature,

of its basic decency, and of its sense of

proportion. I see tJ»«e/WbP,.VWWlto'
to make their morality our morality. I

See insecure people over-

compensating for that insecurity. And
I see blind men leading this campus
down a blind alley to a dead end. And
because of these visions, I am afraid

for this place and for those who must
come after us.

Voeller ainis 1^ myth erasure
VOELLER from page 1

The ten per cent figure was derived

from the Kinsey study which found

that 13 per cent of the men and seven

per cent of the women asked, ad-

mitted to having gay tendencies.

The false homosexual image
projected through television and
movies is of great concern to NGTF,
because of the number of people it

affects. Until about three years ago

the few gays present in movies either

went crazy, committed suicide or died

in unlikely accidents. This is no longer

true. Voeller specifically commended
Norman Lear for his tactful portrayal

ot a homosexual couple on "Mary
Hartman, Mary Hartiiuui." Going

into great detail, Voeller explained

what NGTF did to prevent the airing

A WOnONO SHOP

CUSTOM WOBK
ORIGINAL DESIGNS

Wed.-Sat. 10am -5pm
Coleniol Sh«pptng C^ftHr

Wllliomilown. Mow. 01167

4l3-4i«.9a9«

Belts

WatleH
Loatttar Jewelry

Many small gift Items

•tc.

THE HEBREW UMVOtSTTY
OFXRUSALBM
1978/79 PROGRAMS

FOR AMERICAN STUDENTS
Q ONE YEA8 NHWRMI-fot colltge MpltonKKet and iuslort.

Courses taught in feotti Hebrew and English.
'

n MtlRM STUOKS-fot college transfer students toward

B.A. and B.Sc. degrees.

n HADUATI STUSjCS-Masler's. Doctoral and Visiting

Graduate programs.

GMMtHR COURSES-glven In English.

_ PLtASe CHECK OESIREO PHOOHAM _____
For Application and Inloimatlon, write:

Ollice ot Aca<t«mic Allairs.

American Friends of The Hebrew Univerilt*

II East 69 SI . New York. NY. 10021 • (212) 472-WI3

of a television program deemed of-

fensive by the gay community. After

first appealing to the network, the gay
organization wrote the companies

scheduled to advertise during the

program. All the first string ad-

vertisers withdrew their support, as

did the second string advertisers and

nearly two thirds df tlie last choice

back-up advertisers.

Big businesses have recently begun
to show support for the gay rights

movement by including stotements to

that effect in their company policy

statement.

At present NGTF is in the process of

meeting with each government
department.

A common complaint expressed by

opponenU of gay rights is that

homosexuals may attack the children

in their neighborhoods. This, Voeller

pointed out, was stotistically false.

Eleven out of every twelve sex crimes

committed against children occur

between heterosexual men and little

39

Name _
Addreti.

During the question and answer

period that followed the lecture one

woman mentioned the fhistration she

felt when trying to discuss gay righU

with the Williams admtaiistration and

studenU alike. People demanded

specific examples of discrimihatory

incidenU which shecotild not produce,

but still she felt discrimination, if only

in an overall attitude, exisU. Voeller

si«ge8ted that the next time some one

tells her that the Williams community

is receptive to gays she should ask

them to wear a gay support button on

campus for a day. It is his prediction

that they won't, and his hope that they

will realize the reason they won't is

the uncpmfortablc feeling that

homoaexuals live with every day.
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Oydi CriMr '75 (en keyboard) and band gava tha Rathtkallar crowd two axcallant tatt of |au
Saturday. (photo by Doherty)

Jazz review

Criners
_:4x. by DaveFrank& Peter Gloo

—T^— Those present in the basement of

Baxter on Saturday, November 19,

were treated to the finest small-

combo jazz Williams has seen in a

long time. Clyde Criner '75 and 'Miller

Magic' played two long sets to a

?j>BCked house. In general, "the band

blew the roof off."

'Miller Magic', composed of Clyde

Criner on keyboards, Hal Miller on

drums, Brubby Taylor on percussion,
" "0eorge Sessum on bjiss, and Gary

Keller on tenor sax, opened up with

two jazz-rock tunes and then brought

on vocalist Shirley Hairston for the

Ellington ballad "Solitude". Ms.
——-r^airston delighted the crowd with her

unique style, as she jumped fleetly

'over large intervals and Gary Keller's

Ijabx solo made it clear to the audience
'

fliat they were in for an evening of

ferious jazz.

t The second set opened with Sonny
Rollins' bebop' tune "St. Thomas."
Keller, who has played with Lionel

Hampton's band in N.Y.C., displayed

•: Incredible musicianship, playing the

'Mogic pocks house
Taylor's percussion background. Few
Jazz musicians have the ability to

play an improvised solo with har-

monic accompaniment. Ms. Hairston

returned to mellow out thie crowd with

an intensely mystical John Coltrane

composition from the early '60's,

"Naima". Then Criner, who has been

^t the New England Conservatory

^ince he graduated from Williams,

enraptured the standing - room -

only crowd with two original

compositions: "Smitty's House

Radio drama Mon.
On Monday, Decembers, at 8:30

p.m., WCFM will air a live per-

formance of Samuel Beckett's

radio drama "All That Fall,"

directed by Jon Stolzberg '79, and
sponsored by Cap and Bells, Inc.

liie cast includes Cecilia Rubino
'80, Robert Gregory '78, John
Goodrich '80, Peter Wimberger '80,

Byron Walker '80, Craig Elliot '79,

Fran Civardi '81, and Susan Von
.^j>gsi)a^^a:w-. .,....„..,

Party", inspired by his uncle's big

feet, and the "Tlmbrook Stomp",

dedicated to his grandmother in

Albany.

Criner's gospel-jazz-funk style sets

. him apart from most of today's

pianists. He plays the piano per-

cussively and is thus able to in-

vigorate his audience without

background accompaniment, The
interplay between Criner's gurgling

electronic paraphernalia and George
Sessum's fretless bass was truly

magical. There was an uncanny
wordless communion between the two
musicians. i|

What was remarkable about the

"evening's performance was that there

was something for everyone. Few
bands have the versatility to play both

jazz-rock and traditional standards.

The Rathskeller crowd gave 'Miller

Magic' a standing ovation after they

finished with Chic Corea's "500 Miles

High." In our opinion, ACEC should

take note—the Williams community
witnessed some real magic in the

Rathskeller Saturday night.

\
'•

THE RECORD STORE
"DISCOUNT RECORDINGS II

20 TOP SELLING ALBUMS

$3.99 AND $4.99
")\!,S;.-:'-»^'

EMOREX BLANK TAPE AND RECORD CARE PRODUCTS

MUSIC
WATTS

DUST BUG
CHILDREN'S

RECORDS

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

MAXELL
CASSETTE

TAPE
'S^

PFANSTIEHL
DIAMOND
NEEDLES

COMPLIMENTARY GIFT WRAPPING

BARGAIN BIN SPECIALS

ROCK, JAZZ, FOLK, CLASSICAL

FROM $1.99

67 Spring St.

R«ar

458-5418

Williamstown

Doily 10-5:30

Most*r Chorg*

First Chorg«

Clark Art to honor Rubens
Th« great Flemish artist Peter Paul

Rubens was born in 1577. To com-

memorate the 400th anniversary of his

birth, the Sterling and Francine Clark

Art Institute is scheduling for Friday

and Saturday, December 2 and 3, a

series of lectures, a film, and the

opening of a small exhibition entitled

"A Tribute to Rubens." The complete

schedule follows:

Fr., Dec, 2, 8:00, Ucture: "Rubens

and his Social Context" by. Zii»a

Filipczak, "Professor of Art""^

Sat, Dec. 3, 3:30, Film: "Rubens at

Liberty" (color, i»73, 30 min.)

Sat., Dec. 3, 4:30, Lecture:
"Rubens' Approach to Ancient
Themes" by Julhis S. Held. ,

Sat., Dec. 3, 5:30, Reception for the
exMbitloni "A Tribute to Rubens"._
The exhlbiUon from the Institute's

collection, with loans from the
Williams College Museum of Art and a
private collector, will feature several

paintings, a number of drawings,
prints after the master, and dn '

'-example of Ruben's book dertgit"/^'"

Tribute to Rubens" will remain on
view through February 19, 1978.

ACEC signs Jazz Quartet
The Gary Burton Quartet, one of the

most respected groups in the jazz

genre, will perform at Williams on

January 9, according to ACEC
Chairman Steve Case.

The Burton Quartet was formed in

1967, and was one of the first groups to

combine sophisticated forms of rock

music with the improvisational in-

tricacies of jazz. Their popularity with

audiences in t>oth jazz clubs and

concert halls, and their success on the

charts both in Billboard and the polls

m Downbeat testify to their wldd
appeal.

Gary Burton has revolutionized the

technical and musical poesibilities of

the jazz; his four-mallet mastery of

the instrument has literally set a new\
standard of performance for vibed. A
The ACEC will stage two other

^

concerts during Winter Study; one
will be a rock show, and the other "a
special event in the folk vein," ac-

cording to Case. Both concerts will be
announced soon.

Donee students to display work
Beth Popik and Mia Baird, the two students in the Independent Studyj

Course, The Materials and Methods of Dance Composition, will present an'

informal showing of their coursework on Friday, December 9 at 4:30 p.m. at!

the Williams Dance Studio. -

Each student will present two solos which explore and solve giveni

problems of composition. An additional group work-in-progress may bij

performed. One of the solos results from an exploration of theABA form and'

uses an Allemande by G. F. Handel for musical collaboratioa The other solo^^

is an exploration of "chance" methods of composing and utilizes movement;
found in paintings, illustrations and i^otographs chosen in a variety of ways'

by the students. These "movements" are then structured according to if.

series of concepts and questions dealt with in the course. , 'i

Refreshments will be served. -•
mj-'

The Record will run classifieds at 20c per line for the first 3 lines and ISc for

each additional line. Deadlines are 4:00 p.m. Wednesdays and Suhdaysi.

Total amount due must accompany this form. Mall or bring in person t9

Classifieds, The Williams Record, Baxter Hall, Williamstown, AAass. 012671

PLEASE. NOTE: Each line on the grid Indicates a line In print. Print ad In

grid below EXACTLY as It is to read Including spaces and punctuation. One

letter overrun is allowed beyond a line on the grid. Any overrun beyond this

should be counted as a full line In figuring cost. I

NAME^ PHONE

ADDRESS. TOTAL ENCLOSED.

AD TO READ AS FOLLOWS:

tt

Brandeis University

JACOB HIATT
INSTITUTE IN ISRAEL
What does it offer you?
• a semester of study )n Israel in ttie Fall term

• coursework in Englisti on the political, ecorxxnic and
social devebpment of Israel and In its language,

history and archaeology

• a strong program of Hebrew language study

• important internship opfbortunlttes in social service

agencies in Jerusalem

• field trips, study trips, interviews with prominent

Israelis, a kibbutz visit

• financial aid is availotjle

Application deadline: Match 15

For further Information, see your Study

Abroad advisor or write:

Office of Interrxjtional FYogroms
Brandeis University

Woltham, Massachusetts GC154
(617) 647-2422

An equoi opcxxtunitv/ottltinative oction urtverstv
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Commercial term paper racket loses impetus
TSRM PAl>CRSIr«m p«f« I

like you find at Berkeley ... no
flosting popuUtion of people who have
no formal connection with the

CoUage." llxMgb Bcrek did not know
It, OM laaue of a Baifcal^y ooUege
newipaper contained three a<b for

term paper companies; two of them
were located in the Berkelqr area,

and the third was a mail order

company based in Los Angeles.

9li»mall order company, Research
Assistance, Inc., attempted to olace

an ad in the Record this September
Record editor-in<hief Scott Fenn
rejected the ad. Fenn noted, "Hie ad
was dearly an incitement to unethical
acta and as such naming it wauM have
bean out of ke*|>iiig %vith the editorial

policy of the RM»rd". "We saw no
reason to tempt people," Fenn said,

adding that the Record had refused to

print the same ad last year.

Many other Northeastern small
coHeges, however, did run the ad,

including the Amherst Statfent. the

Smith Sophlaa. and the Bales Student.

David Moore, oo-editor-in-chief of the

Stodeat, said his paper ran the ad
because the editors felt that the ad-

vertiaing department abouMI be in-

dependent of the editorial board. The
Stndeni canoelled the ad beCnre
running all of its installments, he said,

because term paper companies have a
history of not paying their bills for

advertising. At Smith, a negative

reaction from tlie'ctiHege community
caused the SepUan editora to cancel

RING DAY

Save $5.00

Off

Regular Price

FREE

Genuine
Gemstone
Regular

$10.00 Value

These special offers

are available on
ArtCarved RING DAY only.

Time: 9-3

Place: Renzl's Bookstore

Date: Dec. 8th

RING DAY
That's when the ArtCarved representative will be here

to help you select your custom-made college jewelry.

It's also the day you can charge your ArtCarved

college jewelry on Master Charge or BankAmericard.

College jewelry by

/IKR^RVED World-famous for diamond and wedding rings.

the ad after one installment.

A major blow was dealt to the

Massachusetts term paper b-affic in

1973, when the state responded to

complaints from coUeges in the

Boaton-Cambridge area 1^ outlawing
term paper companies. Research
Assistance has successfully
challenged a similar law in Califbmia
on First Amendment grounds.
Although the Maaaachusetts statute

rutins Intact, term paper com-
panies in the Boeton^Iambridge area
are still sporadically active. Two
months ago Boston Univo^ty filed a
complaint with the Attorney
General's office about a term paper
company operating nearby.
Berek said that the College would

come down hard on any student

caught banding in a bought term
paper. He or she "would not long be a
student at Williams C(rilege," The
Dean said.

Some colleges, however, take a
more lenient view. Barbara Leandar,
Associate Dean of Boston University's

OoUege of Liberal Arts, said Otat

students caught handing in bought
papers as their own would receive an
P for that particular course.

Students willing to accept the risks,

however, would probably find com-
mercially prepared papers a poor
investment, llie Record submitted

papers written by Research
Anistance, Inc. to Professor Michael
Bell of the English Department and to"

Professor MarkTaylor of the Rdigion
Dq>artm«it for evaluation.

The papers, which arrived by mail
four days after a telephone order was
placed, were pbotooopiea of the
original, and therefore would require
re-typing by a student wishing to pass
off the work as his own. Numerous
typographical errors, as well as
errortf of spelling and basic grammar
demanded correction. Tlie papers cost

three dollars a page and came with
bibliographies and footnotes.

Bell read a paper comparing the

themes found in HMcklekerry Fiaa
and Tom Sawyer, and Taylor graded
me comparing St. Augustine's and
Soren Kierkegaard's conception of

God, According to the instructors,

neither of the papers would receive a
grade higher than a "C."
"This paper is awful," said Bdl of

the paper which was marred by liites

such aa "The river was a land of

promise" and "Tom ... is a rather
more surface diaracter 66j6ctivdy,
than Huck." The paper was "sloppy in

punctuation and grotesquely abstract
in terminology," Bell commented.
Taylor criticised the Augustine and

Kierkegaard paper as having "no
focus, no central organization and no
consistently argued thesis. It is rare to

get a paper this poor." He also said,

"Ninety-nine per cent of the papers I

get would be strongo- than this one."

Non-discriminatory

policy sought
COUNCILffwnpagsl

stitutions have added an anti-sexua^

orientation amendment to their
bylaws. The Council voted 14-S in

favor of the first resolution. Its

counterpart, dtarected to the Trustees,
carried IM. The referendum propoaal
was rejected.

The Finance Committee resul>-

mitted three budgets to the Council,

all of which were approved. These
new allocations included the
enlargement of WCFM's budget by
-ISIO, making its total , approved,
allocation $8880. The WCFM Capital
Fund will receive the money
remaining in the buffer fund at the
end of the school year. At present the

buffer fund contains appraxinutdy
I40QO. The Record will receive $15,100,

this sum includes fUnds sufficient to

cover the cost of the 1977 com-
mencement issue but not this spring's

commencement issue. The ai^roved
Rugby team budget for the year
stands at |l9at.

Hopkins Forost restricted to licensed hunters
Officials at the Center for Environmental Studies are reminding deer

hunters tiut the Hopkins Memorial Forest in Willianutown will be dosed to
the public from Dec. 9 through Dec. 11, the deer hunting season. Access to
the forest wiU be available only to the 100 persoqs who bold deer hunting
permits issued by the Center.

Record prices staples
by Sally Mldgley

Williams students who are un-

satisfied with cafeteria food have a
limited selection of grocery stores to

patronise. Stores within easy walking
distance often have high prices and a
small selection of goods.

Tlie Slippery Banana (Spring
Street) and Tash's-6rocerier<Water
Street) are the moat conveniently

located stores but carry only basic

items in small padcages, thus causing
the price per unit to be somewhat
higher than other stores in the area.

Eddie's Market, located on Cole
Avenue, is slightly further away, but
stocks a more varied inventory of

groceries and household items.

If you like to walk and don't have a
long grocery list, it is worOiwMle to go
to the Grand Union, located ap-

proximately one mOe away on Route
2. Prioea are lower and the selection it

one of the best in the immediate area.

Cumberland Farms is right in front of

the Grand Union. Its prices are often

higher than those in the stores

mentioned above, and the variety of

goods is limited. Cumberiand Farms,
however, is oj^en on Sundays and
dghtly until lO-convenient hours if

you miss the 8 to S hours of the other

stores.

To shop at PriceChopper it is best to

have a car since it is located about
five miles from the campus. Although
the store lives up to its name, gas
costs must also be taken into con-

sideration. The biggest advantage of

Price Chopper over other store* is

that it is opeti 24 hours a day, so that

late-night muncUes can be purchased
at any hour.

MILK V, eallon
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Five qualify for Boston Marathon
by Frank Carr

The Williams Road Runners Club

(WRRC) broke into the fall marathon
circuit in force Sunday, as seven

members of the club competed in the

Philadelphia Marathon. Five WRRC
runners qualified for the prestigious

Boston Marathon by cracking the

three hour standard (three and one-

half hours for women) and a trio of

Ephs finished in the top 50 of the 300-

"runner fleW:-^ - • -i—-^- ---''

The three-loop 26.2 thite course

started at a boathouse in back of the

Philadelphia Art Museum and
followed along the Schuylkill River.

The surface was primarily concrete

sidewalk but occasional patches of ice

did provide some variety for the.

rwners. Although the thermometer
wks hovering around 32 degrees, and
consequeptly slowed the times, the

Ephs were given inspiration by
running~~p&3t the "Rocky Balboa

Staircase" on each loop.

Soi^omore Bob Ericson, running in

Jiis first marathc^i. Fed the WRRC
contingent wfth a 2:46.45 clocking for

'20th place. Ericson has not run any
intercollegiate races for Williams, but

his training for crew and high school

track experience propelled him to an
excellent rookie performance at the

"classic distance".

Rusty Anderson Track Star was the

second Williams finisher as he ran his

fastest 'thon ever at 2:49.30. Anderson

completed the.jdistance in 30th place,

but felt the effects of the cold. "It was
an agonizing race. I was tight the

whole way."
The flat course was much to the

liking of senior Hans Giesecke and he

showed his appreciation with a fine

2:52 performance for 44th place.

Fellow senior Dan Riley earned the

4ght to join Giesecke (and a few

thousand other runners) at the April

17 Boston Marathon by clocking a
2:55.38 on the Philly course.

"The wind and cold were a big

factor", commented Riley, "the
course was nice but if it was warmer I

think I could have run sub-2:50."

Riley can certainly expect to find a
warmer climate at Boston as tem-
peratures were in the 70's last year.

"It was fun . . . sort of," explained

-junior Trish Beckwith after her initial

marathon attempt. "I was hoping to

qualify for Boston (break 3:30), but I

had no idea what I could do." Beck-

with easily fulfilled her hopes with a
superb effort of 3 hrs., 19 min. and she

finished fourth in the women's
division just 4 minutes behind the

winner.

Garrick Leonard and Steve St. Clair

challenged the 26 mile event for the

first time but developed some
technical difficulties alor^ the way
and were unable to finish. After the

first few miles Leonard was leading

the purple contingent but he en-

countered lower leg problems and
dropped out after ttie first loop.

Leonard has now set his sights on the

John W. English Marathon which wilt

be held in Middletown, Connecticut on

March 5.

St. Clair was an invaluable pacing

aid to Anderson throughout most of

the race but was forced out of the race

to take care of his blisters. St. Clair

will get another chance at the "Conn
Thon" to acquire an invitation to

make the pilgrimage to the m^ca of

distance running— Hopkinton,
Massachusetts.

Barney Walsh ami Bob Canno (Mt) battle \wlth Amhartt in iut yvar't Bam*.
Tomorrow tiio varsity ikatara opon the rtflular toason with gamos aBalnai
Anihorst and Wosleyan In AUddlotown, Conn.

Eph icers open with Little 3 meet

Cron Country

Center

Steve St. Clair and Hans Glesacko

(right) approach the finish of a five

mile race In cross country action

earlier this fall. On Sunday the pair

moved up to 24 miles at tlw

Phiiadetphia Marathon.

by Mark Pogue
The Williams varsity hockey team,

hoping to rebound from a 9-13 showing
in 1976-77, opens its 72nd season this

weekend with games against Amherst
and Wesleyan at Middletown, Con-

necticut. Wesleyan, the cold record

shows, has never beaten the Ephs in

13 tries; Amherst is 2-18 over the last

11 years of play.

Veteran rink watchers confide that

this year's Purple icers can score—
and be scored upon. Coach Bill Mc-
Cprmick brings to the ice a load of

offensive talent which will certainly

better last year's average production

of 3.8 goals a game, but the icers'

defense -remains a chilling question

mark. Four of the Purple's six

defensemen are untried freshmen,

and "until these players get the acid

test against outside competition,"

McCormick warns, "our defensive

prospects are uncertain."

The good news begins with junior

assistant captain Dan Sullivan, who is

skating well again after missing last

year with a knee injury. Sullivan, who
led the team in scoring as a freshman,

will center on Williams' first line for

wings Cliris Egizi ("he's a scorer,"

says McCormick) and Peter Gonye
("can really motor"). Egizi and
Gonye combined for 42 points last

year, but the red light should continue

to burn while they're off the ice.

Williams' second line, totaling 555

pounds and 10 years' varsity ex-

perience, is formidable. Seniors Geoff

"Blade" Daley ("aggressive, wiry"),

Barney Walsh ("playing his best

hockey ever"), aodJBob Duffy, a
converted defenseman, will see
steady action on the second scoring

shift.

Freshman Dick Flood, soph Jim
Rooney, and Chic Johnson (assistant

hockey captain as well as soccer co-

SKIS, BOOTS,
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"^CCfSSORIES.
by:

Fischer, Rossignol,

Bonna, Asnes,

Trdk, Elan

ALL skis offered

in a package

LAY AWAY NOW

RENTALS

arcadian
shop
1 Water Street

Wiliiamstown, Mass.

413 - 458 - 3670

captain) compose the Ephskater's
third wave, and will be backed by
Dave Phalen, John Bessone, and
Brooks Tanner. All four lines will see
action in the tournament this

weekend.
In its defensive quarter Williams

will open with freshman Joe Merrill

("coming along well") and four-year

standout Jim Norton. Norton, fast and
sure with the stick, is captain of the
team and will be called on to help
stabilize the many youngsters making
the transition to college-level

defensive hockey. Freshperson TonT
Resor ("coming along") and
soplmmore Jim Daul)ert ("steady")
will back the starting pair; fresb-

people John Starr and Pete Barbaresi
will provide third-level support.

Unflappable senior Ed "Ice" Weiss
returns in goal for the skaters, and he
has looked strong in pre-season ac-.

tion. Weiss saved 177 out of 208 shots

at him last year on the way to com-
piling a 5.4 goals allowed per game
average. Still another freshman, Mike
Moulton, will back Weiss. "I won't

hesitate to use Moulton," says Mc-
Ck)rmick. "He and Weiss make a good
tandem in goal."

Watch for the youthful Purple icers

to tighten up their forechecking this

winter, to play with more
aggressiveness, and to improve on
last year's awful 4-13 recofd within

Division II. And watch for goals. "I

think we're slightly better now than
we were at this point last year," says

McCormick of his 22nd squad of ice

warriors. "We've got better depth,

and that has to help us."

Williams opens its home season on
December 6 against A.I.C.

Paddle tennis

championship held
The American Platform Tennis

Association (APTA) invited Williams

paddle tennis players to enter the flrst

National Intercollegiate Platform

Tennis Championships. Any two-

person team may enter.

'The tournament will be held

December 27 and 28 (raindate

December 29) in Princeton, N.J. An
entry fee of $30 per team (payable to

APTA) covers luncheon for all

players on Tuesday and surviving

contestants on Wednesday. Housing at

a nominal fee will be provided if

requested.

Entry forms can be obtained from

your athletic director's office or by

calling Miles Dumont (609-924-9247) or

Susie McCabe (609-924-6122.) Deadline

is December 15. No entries will be

accepted by telephone or without an

entry fee.

Tlieftar
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President responds to i^solutions
bylUyDcMeo

"We have all '/along been taking

action and responding to issues of

discrimination," said College
President John W. Chandler. "I don't

think there should be any doubt about
our stand. " While he said he wished to

"signal support" for groups and in-

dividuals concerned with eradicating

prejudice, Chandler opposed a change
in official college policy to include a
statement of non-discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation.——:(E5iandler responded to the two

resolutions approved by th^ College

Council Wediiesday night in a lett^ to

Council President Tom Herwitz
published in this issue of the Record.

Chandler called the statement "a

means of reassuring the Williams

community on the college's stand."

While emphasizing that he could not

speak for ttie trustees on the matter,

Chandler responded negatively to the

second of the council resolutions,

which calls on the trustees to modify

the College's official non-

discrimination statement to cover

non-discrimination on the basis of

Mr. Thomas R. Herwitz, President

Hie College Council

Williams College

Williainstown, Massachusetts 01267

Dear Tom:
Thank you for '|lie copies of the resolutions adopted by the College

Council at its meeting of November 30.

I am pleased that the College Council has affirmed a position that

Williams College has held in the past and continues to hold Williams ifieeds

the efforts of the College Council and other campus groups in creating a

community of learning marked by tolerance and respect for personal dif-

ferences and preferences. The resolutions represent a positive step in

condemning such tragically commonplace prejudices as racism and sexism,

all of which express fear, insensitivity and ignorance.

I can assure the College Council and the rest of the Williams community

that the College does not inquire into or take into account the sexual orien-

tation of persons who apply for admission or employment, nor does it dif- ,

ferentiateits treatment of students and employees according to their sexual

orientation. The contents of the notice regarding discrimination carried

in official Williams publications are stipulated by law. It would be a mistake

to load into that statement references to the large body of college-

determined practices and procedures that govern the official behavior of the

various administrative officers and faculty of the College.

The concerns expressed in the two resolutions will be brought to the.

attention of the Trustees. They will receive copito of theresolutiotis and the

officers of the Gargoyle Society have been asked to provide an opportunity to

discuss these concerns in the arrangements they are making for the nieeting

of the Trustee Committee on Campus Life on January 26.

A college educates and influences in many ways. I recall the pride I took

as ah undergraduate in my insitution's motto. Pro Humanltate. The goal we
should be striving for as individuals and as a college is that simple in

definition. I hope we can continue to work together for the most effective

means of achieving this shared ideal.

Sincerely yours,
' John W. Chandler

Record appoinfs staff
Itecoid editor Scott Fenn has an-

nounced the appointment of the

editorial board for 1978. The new
appointments were made by the

outgoing Record editorial board and
become effective in January.

Chip Buckner '79 has been named
editor-in-chief of the Record for next

yeaiu-David MacGregor and Ann
McCabe, both juniors, have been

appointed executive editor and
production editor, respectively. Keron
Walker '80 and Nancy Richman '80

will serve .as managing editors.

Together with Buckner, these four

persons will constitute the new
Record editorial board, the official

decision-making body of the paper.

The following departmental editors

were also announced. Ray DeMeo '80

recovM* from tlH

vkiws pap^r wad attack. Editor

Scan Fom Ta will couhmI Mt mk-
OMa*r, CM|i BwckiMr 7f on ttw

warfclno* of Tha RECORD.

will be news editor. John Rindlaub '79

has been reappointed as features

editor. Mimi David '79 will continue as

arts editor. Nancy Rhein '80 will edit

the sports department. Hans Oettgen,

Charlie Gledhill and Chris Read, all

sophomores, will continue as
photography editors.

Fenn also announced-'-thfltt-no

changes were made in, the Record

business staff, where Michael

Behrman '80 continues as business

manager.
All four members of the past year's

editorial board are seniors and are

retiring. Editor Scott Fenn, along with

managing editors Bill Dahling, Sally

Coney and Jim Cohen, will serve as

contributing editors during the spring

semester. Also leaving is senior

Frank Carr, who departs as sports

editor of the paper but will continue to

serve as a contributing editor in that

department.

Buckner joined the Record in the

spring of 1976 as a features reporter

after having served as a co-editor of

Beph Burger—a newsletter published

by freshmen of the class of '79. He was
promoted to associate editor in the

news department after his first

semester with the Record and has

served as a layout editor for the past

year.

"Chip was chosen as editor largely

because of the diversity of ex-

periences he's had in his last two

years with the paper." said Fenn. "He
proved that he could handle both the

editorial and production aspects of the

paper competently," Fenn stated,

"and we knew that he was someone
who could both lead and motivate

others." Fenn added, "I think that

•MRECORD^nol

"sexual orientation." He explained

that the present statement reflects the

college's "legal obligations," and that

it should not be used to "take a

political stand." According to

Chandler, the proposed change would
commit the College to a "support of

the efforts of national organizations

working toward the passage of certain

types of legislation," and thus "im-

pair the capacity of the institution to

do its educational job." "We don't

want to create a disequilibrium tliat

will disturb our function as an
educational institution," he added.

Ted Stroll '78, the council

representative who introduced the

two non-discrimination resolutions,

declared that the administration is

"obviously very concerned" about the

issues involved. He added, however,

that "it's also obvious that they don't

want to make any controversial

moves." Stroll said that he was
"disappointed in the administration's

attitude" regarding the change in the

non-discrimination statement. "It's

an extremely conservative view for

any institution to take," he declared.

Stroll had not yet read Chandler's

letter to Herwitz when contacted by
the Record.

Carl Goodman '79 of the WGSO
seconded Stroll's views, pointing Out

that a policy of non-discrimination

against homosexuals is "not a

FInCom wrap'Up

political statement but a statement in

favor of human rights." "Being a
homosexual carries a stigma In

society," he explained. "Most gay
people here have a pervasive fear tliat

they're going to be ostracized or

discriminated against." Goodman
cited 15 educational institutions that

have recently modified their official

policies in support of gay rights, in-

cluding Harvard, Cornell and UCLA!':

""The college should be proud to take

this actaon," he declared. Goodman
added that the WGSO will attempt to

establish "lines of communication""
with the administration and trustees

in support of the official change.
Susan Coffee '78, another WGSO
member, said that the organization

anticipates "massive suppori" for the

measure from students and faculty.

"We're very optimistic that the

trustees are going to pass this," she

added.

Council President Tom Herwitz

agreed that the College has "made its

stand clear" on discrimination Issues.

However, while he sympathized with

the administration's attitude toward a
modification of its non-discriminatimi

policy, he stressed the need for "an
official recognition" of the rights of

homosexuals at Williams. Herwitz

suggested that the Council might seek
faculty support in favor of the

proposed change.

SAT allocations tighten
byStuMassad

The College Council Finance
Committee has been "somewhat
tighter" in allocating funds to student

activities in an effort to hold down the

Student Activities Tax (SAT) in the

face of rising requests, according to

committee chairman Harry Kelly '78.

With $106,000 in SAT monies coming
in this year—including $4,000 carried

over from last year—requests totaled

some $109,000, plus $8,300 for a buffer

fund, and College Council and course

guide expenses, Kelly said. SAT
funds have remained fairly stable

over the past two years, Kelly

remarked, because the student

population has remained fairly

constant. Funds decreased slightly

this year because of a smaller fresh-

man class:

"I would like to see them stay

constant," Kelly commented,
"because I don't think we should raise

our Student Activities Tax just

because student demands have in-

creased. In the long run, I think the

tax is going to have to increase," he
added, citing inflation. as a factor in

forcing an increase.

Kelly said he expects to have a
"buffer zone" of around $2,400 after

the College Council completes final

allocations. The buffer is used to bail

out organizations which run into a
deficit and to compensate for

bookkeeping mistakes.

"I think people are really playing

with fire if Uiey get much t)elow

$2,400," Kelly warned. He named the

budgets of WCFM and the Record as

central to maintaining the buffer

baseline. He added that the Finance
Committee will ratify most College

Council recommendations on
allocations, though possibly under

proteSL ^ —
Kelly also noted that the Finance

Committee will prepare a final

recommendation on changing the SAT
before billing decisions are made for

next year.

J.Cliyllimt

James Clay Hunt,

English professor,

dies in his home
James Clay Hunt, retired professor

of English died at his Williamstown

home Thursday night after a long,

period of illness. Memorial services
.

were hel,d yesterday at Tliompson
Chapel for the professor of 3p years.

He was 62.

Hunt was born in Lexington,
Kentucky. He received his BA and
Ma. in English from the University of

Kentucky, and his PhD from Johns
Hopkins University in 1941.

Before coming to Williams in 1941,

Hunt taught English at Wayne State

University for three years. He left

Williams four years to serve in the

Navy during World War n.

Hunt taught courses in Dante,

Shakespeare, Elizabethean literature,

and early 20th century poetry. In 1971

he was granted a John Hawley
Roberts Professorship from the

college. After retiring in 1976 due to

illness, he wrote a book on Milton that

was recently completed.

President John W. Chandler told the

Boston Globe that Hunt taught
students "how to use their minds with

joy, honesty, and rigor. He was a
dynamic and brilliant teacher who
was devoted to his students, faithful to

his scholarly tasks and deeply loyal to

Williams College throughout his 30

years."

John F. Reichert, chairman of the

English department, remembered
Hunt's . awesome memory:
"Everything he knew he seemed to

know by heart. His special loves

outside of literature and intellectual

history were music and ballet. He
could watch a performance of a ballet

that he had not seen performed for 20

years and compare the two per-

formances, movement for.movement,
gesture for gesture."

Socialist-feminist speaks out on the FBI

and its infringements upon women's rights
Marcia Gallo described the growth

of FBI "dirty tricks" against the

Women's Liberation Movement and

called for a strong defense of the

rights women have acquired, since

she claimed "there is no reason to

believe the government has ended

these tactics."

Gallo, N.Y. Socialist Party can-

didate for the U.S. Senate in 1978,

delivered this message during "The

FBI and the Women's Movement," a

lecture co-sponsored by the Williams

Women, the Action Coalition and the

Lecture Committee last Thursday.

While the FBI's infiltration and

surveillance of both civil rights and

anti-war movements over the past IS

years has received extensive

coverage, their parallel attack

against the Women's Movement has

come to light only in the pdst few

months, she said.

Gallo explained that FBI Director J.

Edgar Hoover perceived the Women's
Liberation Movement as a threat

because he felt they might
"collaborate with Blacks, Indians,

and other oppressed groups, become
radical or socialist, or reach out to

women in other countries."

Consequently, according to Gallo,

he sent a memo to his agents to "find

out who's behind the conspiracy," or,

to identify the leaders of the Women's
Liberation Movement. "Every
woman involved in demonstrations,

conferences, picket lines or other

forms of self- or group-expression

between 1969 and 1973 was the target

of FBI surveillance," Gallo revealed.

Bugging, taking down names and
license plates and pumping women for

information were not the only sur-

veillance tactics the FBI employed,

claimed Gallo. One document targets

the Women's movement for "special

attention." According to Gallo, the

FBI used the term to ref^r to

burglaries, poison pen letters and

other "dirty tricks" tactics against

civil rights and anti-war groups, so

she said it is reasonable to believe the

women's movement received similar

treatment.

In 1972, the FBI published a
document, "Exploitation of the

Women's Movement by the Socialist

Worker's Party." an example of

linking the organization with

Communism.

Although FBI and CIA espionage

measures have been exposed and
their directors maintain that they no

longer use them. Gallo said she feels

that "there is no reason to believe the

government has ended these tactics."

Admissions
The Admissions Office will

sponsor visits by students to their

alma mater high schools over

Christmas vacation. Students

interested in participating may
attend an informational meeting

tonight at 4 p.m. in Greylock C.
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Peer Health corrections
To the editor:

As coordiiuitor of Williams Peer
Hiealth Counseling, I wish to correct—
=—Oir libertine
To the editor:

I am writing in response to Mr. John
Libertine, Sr.'s letter to the editor of

29 November.
His point that the Schlitz beer ad

should be run because there are some
people who like to see advertisements
of that type, has some validity in that

some of thbae who objected to it did so

for rather moralistic, prudish
reasons. They felt that women should

not be presented as sex objects, as it is

"demeaning". 1 disagree—I feel that

it is only demeaning when women
alone, rather than men and women
together, are presented sexually.

What I do strongly resent in that

adVettisi^metit is the implied notion

that the reader, and therefore the

target, is a man. I would have found

that advertisement perfectly

delightful had the model been ami-in-

arm with a very cool, "macho" man. I

am offended that Schlitz or their

advertising agency thinks that women

several errors which appeared in the
Nov. 29 Record article about our
organization.

First, the headUne wa« misleading:

"J*eaF heeltii centtf expandr health

care and counseling." There is no
peer health center (although many
resources are available at the
Women's Center). We do not offer

health care or general health coun-

seUng—this is a misconception which
recurred throughout the article. We
do provide information and coun-
seling regarding contraception,
sexuality, relationships, and
gynecological problems. We have not
expanded our counseling; rather, we
have expanded the scope of the work
we do (to include the (fisplay case in

the library, for example).

The article stated that students

wishing to become counselors are
encouraged, but not required, to

participate in counseling trainmg
sessions. This is false. Counselors

must actively participate In training.

Only students who take the course

solely for their own information are

not required to attend role-playing

sessicms.

I expressed the opinion that

counseling training is conducive to an

To the editor:

The College Council meeting of Nov. 30 enacted two
reac^utions. The first urged the authorities of the college

to condemn fir^dice. The secwid resolution recom-
mended amending the equal-opportunity clause in the

college bulletin to Include homoeexuals. Since these were
matters of general interest, a sizeable group of supporters

of the resohition was present. They contributed a lot to the

council's discussion. A small handful of them (after a
while it seemed like a hundred of them) channelled the

discussion with their expressions of approval and
disapproval. They hooted bigoted speakers and applauded

enlightened ones. The council was quickly given to un-

derstand exacUy what was expected of us.

This tactic worked spectacularly well to push the second

resolution through. Homosexuali^ is a sensitive issue at

the best of times. With laughter and theatrical moans the

peanut gallery quickly stifled the det>ate. The resolution

passed easily. I think it would have passed as eiasily

without its most vocal supporters.

The council was bulldozed into voicing a humane and
enli^tened position. Ridicule and noise were wielded

deftiy and with noble intent. However, uncritical op-

probrium can be turned to other purposes. A tew amy
redneck homophobe sexist racists might have swayed us
in another direction-

do not drink beer. This type of scacism ^^ ^ _^ „ >„„„. . ^ .„ _„
Qithaifif"dHdM(tti''% 'U^mk"''At' individual's 9^wtti and sensitivity, it
every turn. Women drive the family jg not the counseling itself which
car more than men do—why do we see

so many automobile advertisements
with female models in evening gowns
draped over the car's hood? I realize

that the psychological rationale
behind the use of sexually suggestive

female models to sell products to

which' questions of sexuality are not

related is that men will see the ad-

vertisement and think, "I will have
her if I buy this product," and women
will Uiink, "I will be like her if I buy
this product." That, however, leads us
to the problem of the perpetual use ot

woman rather than man as symbol,
which is sexism at its deepest level,

and is not really the issue here.

My last thought on his letter con-

cerns its tone. I found it patronizing

and in itself righteous, which is in-

teresting in light of his comments tm
those who "somehow seem to be so

much wiser than the rest of us that

they can dictate our morals, our
ethics, ... our very thinking."

Throu^out his letter he used a
copywriUng rather than an expository

style of writing, which shows that he
does not regard us, that is, the

editiMial board of the Record or the

student . readership, as eqiials to

engage m a factual or logical

argument We are, instead, to him,

"targets" to be "exposed" to hiS

"campaign". His letter might have
been taken much more seriously if he
had not used the forms he did. I would
advise Mr. Libertine to read the

letters to the editor in major
newspapers, or even some of those

that have been run hi the Record of

recent weeka—he will find a more
suitable modd.

Shicerely,

GinnyDoherty'Tf

provides a debutante counselor with

the first opportunities to devek>p this

all-imp<n1ant sensitivity, as the ar-

ticle implied.
*

Fhially, the article stated that the

Peer Health Counselors were denied
permission to set up the "Con-
tiraceptive of the Week" display hi the

uifurmary. This is incorrect We did

not even request such permission.

The Peer Health Counselors ap-

preciate Record coverage. But we are

a group which handles matters which
can be extremely personal and im-

portant, and we felt it necessary to

provide a more accurate portrayal of

the organization than was presented

ui the recent article.

Sincerely yourit,

Sheryll Beirggren '79

It is wrong to ridicule homosexuals. It is also wrong to

ridicule Don Toumey, when he asks questtona that trouble

hhn. To raise the questloni Doo raiaad took an ex-

traordinary amount of courage and an unusual taste for

the fray, because the atmoaphere of the me«ting was
artificially charged against "higotad". viewpoints.

PeitapvDon was uneniif^tenedand uni«eliali« p'§ik If

the vagueness of the "sexual orientation" clause WauM
open the door to all kinds of undesirable people. Tlie same
thought occurred to me. I did not bring it up because I did

notexpect to be reassured or educated The atmosphm of

the meeting made it clear that the first hapless

homophobe to speak up would be laughed out of court

Homophobia is a very perceptive term, but thoe« who
use it often forget what it means. Homophobes are afraid,

notdumb or cruel. Right now some very important values

are beuig expanded in their application to. groups who
deserve theirpirotectioa Pernicious corollaries tosoajeof
these values are behig discredited. This is a big change
and a salutary change, bu( for some it is quite a wrench. It

is a situation of insecurity and derisive laughter fails to

confront this very real emotional state. Judy Nitchie

made a good point at the forum on sexism when she said

that her feelings remahi in spite of all the eloquence and
amusement of glib sexists. Feelings nujst be dealt with,

Avhetber they be uidignation at sexual abasement or
something as anachronistic—and genuine—as fei^: of

people who used to be called perverted.

In order to represent its constituents at Williams, the

college Council must weigh alternatives and gather in-

formatioa As a council member, I should have come
away from the debate with an Understanding of the

proUems faced by Williams students and the minorities

Uiey oppress. Instead, I left the meeting thinktaift "What a
buhch of assholes these fern Wabm^.tmi^tJit^^lffl^l^^
tivists are." This feeUng was surely fm unesCanuhed

emotional reaction, grossly unfair to the niaJiiMty dl

cooler heads among the resolutions' supporters/ Yet
animosity is the most lasting effect of coercive tactics like

those ttiat were used Wednesday night. Jeering .and

laughter may be highly effective, and are pirobably Pretty

exhilarating. But jeers and ridiciile h^tup tempersjDti^

draw lines of battle. Turning discussioninto a war iigtiliat

stuiddity misses the pohit Adversary relation^ps

frustrate the aim of m^sdres like these resoluoImB,

which is to make race, gender and sexuality mattensof

indifference.

BrfainSniith'79 .

Shedd
Gar-Wood CC ivprasantaHva Larry MHchfifl '71.

Mitcheii
-^

To the editor:

I must express my disappointment in the resolution

passed by the College Council Wednesday night While I

fully endorse the spirit of tiiat resolution, that ia, the

dignity of all persons and equality of their civil rights, if is

written in such a manner that it abrogates those very
rights which it purports to acknowledge. The lack of

specificity or definition, particularly of the term sexism,
leaves open a number of interpretations of the resolution

which would be contrary to its spirit In addition, the

wholesale condemnation of certain ideas which was
implicit in the document intrinsically denies its intehticms.

A simple and straight-forward affirmation of all human
rights would have been far more an>r<^riate.

Larry Mitchell '78

CC Rep.—Gar-Wood House

,To the editor:

Would some enlightened person please define the term
"sexism" for me? 9

I understand that the College Council recently passed tl-

:

resolution cpndemnbig sexism at Williams anC hideed, '

suicewe atWilliams do represent the future leaders d our
society, at least symbolically throughout America and the

world. I assume that shice a definition was considered so
obvious thati contrary to all normal procedures hi draft-

ing such resolutions and despite objections from two or
three members of the Council who are obviously as
ignorant as I, one was not hichided hi Uie resohition it

would not be a difficult and time-(;oasuming task for

someone (perhaps one of the suppdrtws of the afore-

mentioned resolution) to provide an answer to my
;

question. ; -1

I make my request because "sexist" has such a nasty.

Godawful ring to it tiiat I certahily don't want to be one.

But how can I avoid pitfblls that I may beunawareof?
Sinnnly,
JeffSliedd

t^K&mm- î FtM(res*-*JTmmNG ag

\4?l

Corrections
In the November 29 issue of the

Record. Zirka Filipczak was
inadvertently left off the list of

faculty memt>er8 signing a letter

admonishing the Record and the

incident in the reserve room.

Renelda Pierce, not Julia >^la
as printed, spoke for BSU at last

week's CC meeting.

\'*l (UAllY <iwD Vou're: All «E(!H.

Aft ofFAlY t.HfSr/OR,,t'r«'C
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Trivia fests TV, sports bufis
Thu is tbe time at year wbm all of

m are trying to uae every wakins
minute we have to lt> fulkat «xfent:

raading, typing, writing, drawing,

and, in every form, tudylng. But
remember all of thoie long hours ytM
wasted in troot of the lube watching

siqierchicken (whose real name is

Henry Cabot Henouae the III), Johnny
Quest (wHb Hadji, Bandit, and Race
Bannon), Fractured Fairy Tales
(wltt Edward 'Everett Hortion as

narrator), and Dudley Do-Right,

instead of doing your home-work? Or
the Justice League of America comic

books you used to read instead of

geography?

Those were not wasted hours, and

you'll have you- chance to display

yow powers for racaUiiig all the in-

credibly unimportant (acts gained in

the 23rd semi-annual bonafide
Williams College Trivia Coatcat on

Wednesday, December 7 Cram mid-
night to 8:00 a.m. on WCFM. General

Morgasm (a hybrid mixture of

General Bumble and Morgasm), the

reigning masters of Trivia, will call

the shots from Trivia Central in the

WCFM studios, with^ ({uestions

ranging from Star Wars to Star Trek,

Rocky to Rocket J. Squirrel, and Soap
to Soupy Sales. It was finally decided

that this year's theme iHU be: "1977-

Star Wars, Sexism, Oglinda, and
Sadat."

CLASSIFIEDS
.WANTED

WANTCO: House to rwit from
around Jan. 1 to at least Aug. \i

WIMtIn 19 mllat of Wllllamstown;

,rasponsll>le tenant; ptaasa opptact

tVr"6lim»l/» Sherman- St. r

CtmbrldBe, AAA. 02138. W7) 547

MiWrV* USED Cameras, staroos,

typewrNars fully guaranteed.

—St)wlant DisceuntI—
Cliilre's ^oto Supply, 26 Eagia St.,

N.A. <^-8l34.

l.PMkSONALS
WHAT Is happanlng to our woman

folk? Sincerely, F.A.B.

BUDA Baar wants you for trivia

'77. Buda's lair Is back at last

year's location. No experience

ne«d«d. Save for abllHy to pluck

facts^ out of- dim past from
AAagatons to AAlnutae Buda has It

alll

AArt. Guano Is now "Chop your
Mother"! (Hey, Ifs not like we're
trying to be the center of attention

or anything). AAaet Wed. ntte in

West as we stomp ttw campus In

Trivial—AAel.

TRIVIA Buffs: Play fot" Cheesy
Moose named Sue. CallAlx4M2.

\0 2-;

j yd ^i^.

BERKSHIRE SYMPHONY
Julius Hogyi, conductor

Guitar concertos by Vllla-Lobos

and Castelnuovo-tedesco

kwith Robert Guthrie, guitarist

C. M. Von Weber: Symptiony No. 1

R/msky-Korsokov: Caprlcclo Espagnol

FRIDAYi PECEMBER 9th «t 8:30 p.m. in

CHAPIN HALL, WILLiAMSTOWN

free to ev^i^fi^'wHh a Williams 1.0.;

general admission: $2.00

The conteal setup is farailiar to all

but freshmen: a question will be
asked (i.e. What is the Ikometown of

Frank Burns on M.A.S.H.?) followed

by a aong (i.e. "Wooly-Bully" by Sam
the Sham and the Pharohs). Con-
testants will have the duratwn of the

song to call in the name of the song
and its artist (worth 1 point) plus ttie

answer to the question. (In this, case,

Fort Wayne, Indiana . . . RAH!)
Also inchided will t>e mega-bonuses,
hour-lMnuses, super-bonuses, and, as

Santa used to say, "some surprises."

So get together with friends, phones,
beer (caffeine?) and gather art>und
the radio on Wednesday night-

Walkar '88, ProductiMi EtfNer Am AAaCato 19 and Managing
Richman '88. Not pictursd: ExacvKve KdHar OavaMacOrager'Tt.

Naaey

Record announces new staff
RECOROfrem page I

Chip's forays into campus politics on
the CEP, as house president, and
elsewhere will serve him in good stead

in his tenure as editor and I have
coofidence that the Record will

prMper under his guidance."

MacGregor joined the paper in the

fall of 1975, serving as a reporter in

the news department. He was named
associate editor in that department in

February 1976 and became news
editor a year ago. MacGregor edited

bis high school literary magazine—
Tbe llioniasaaian. "David has been
one of the most conscientious and

hard working individuals on the staff

this year and we think we've given
him a position where his editing

talents can be most fully utilized,"

stated Fenn. "We hope that he'll be

intimately involved Jn writing
editorials, soliciting op-eds and
maintaining quality control in the

content of the paper."

McCabe, who edited her high school

paper, SilhoueUe, joined the Record in

the fall of her freshman year as a
news reporter and layout assistant.

She advanced to associate editor in

the news department and was ap-

pointed layout editor a year ago.

NEW YEAR'S EVE IN CALrFORNIA
Celabrata-the new year with a west coast Williams bash for students and

^ racMit gradS. Lots of food and frtendi with an open bar and poolslda
dancing under the stars of breathtaking Pasadena. Ail this and more with
Skip Adams 76 and other displaced grads as your hosts. ^

ts student* $10 grads (we assume you have a job by now). Send a ctiecK or RSVP to:

Skip 2W S. Euclid Ave., Pasadena, Calif, f1101

Home: (J13) 793-Z7M Bus: (213) 578-7920

Biandeis University

JACOB HIAH
INSTITUTE IN ISRAEL
W»Kitdoestto(torvou?
• a semester of study In Israel In itie Rd temi

• coursevirark In EngNsh on the poWteol. economic and
social devetopment of Israel and m Its language,

history and archaeotogy

• a strong program of Hebrew language study

• Important intemst^ opportunities In social service

agencies In Jerusalem

• field trips, study trips, Inten/lews with prominent

Israelis, a idbixitz visit

• financid aid Is civalalaie

AppNcoHon (Jeodii*: March IS

For h/ther inltormatloa see you study

Abroad advisor or write:

Office of Memotlonol (Yogroms
erorxjeis university

Woittwra Massachusetts 02154 ._

(617) 647-2422

An equal oopoftirttv/arftmaftv* action irJvwiltv

B
L

E

A
T

SpriiHlSt.

BY JESS BELL

HARTS' PHARMACISTS
4SM757

According tq Fann, **Ann has always
been oHe of thoae people who wa^
willing to take up the slack when
others didn't come through. The
Record desperately needs her talents

in tbe area of layout," Fenn^Uted, —

-

Richman and Walker both joined
the paper in September 1976 as news
reporters. Both were promoted t(>

associate editor in the spring of tli^ir

freshman year. This past semester,
Richman co-edited the arts dq>art-

ment wtiile Walker assisted with
layout and continued in news.
Walker served as editor of her high

school paper, tlie John Burroughs
World, and has spent several sum-
mers wcnrking as a reporter. Richman
was editorial chairman of tbe Phillips

Academy Phillipian. Feiin noted,

"These two sophomores have been a
tremendous asset to the paper and
will bring unique skills to their new
positions. Together, they'll be in.

charge of the day-to-day operation df

the newspaper and I expect that

they're going to shake things up a
bit." Fenn added that he thought that
the fresh ideas brought by Walker and
Richman would blend well vrith those
of some of the older faces on the staff

.

DeMeo joined the Record in the fall

(rf his fresiiman year as a news
reporter^ aiM was- proaaated>.t«H'
associate editor last spring. "Ray is a
talented news writer and we expect
him to run a solid news operation,"
Fenn said.

Rindlaub begins his second term as
features editor, having been ap-
pointed a year ago. Fenn commented,
"John has really come into his own as
features editor and the qualify of his

department continues to improve."
David joined tlie Record as an arts

reporter in the fall of 1975. She worked
as an associate editor in that

departnient and co-edited it this past
semester. "Mimi has a flair for the

arts," Fenn said, "and we think that

she'll get the Record arts department
into some areas of the campus arts ^
scene that .we iuiven't linanaged to

cover before."

Rhein joined the Record as a sports
^

.

rqwrter last year. After co^iting the

department for a period last year, she.

now assumes full control of tbe

department. "Nancy should help
broaden the perspective of our sports

coverage," Fenn stated.

Oettgen, Gledhill and Read continue
as photography editors, all having
served as staff photographers in past
years. "These three guys really know
their business," Fenn stated. "Our
photography department has got
more talent than we know how to

use," he ackled.

Rid* the

^ Magic feus

\\y fowMffrom

Albany Airport

M.MWdiway

For mora
Information call

Warren Psar at

fftlM-
Aii4y Krakauar

at«fM

Rssarvatlons requirednew

/
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MtM BfodcttiiiflHMrWrmlnTlw Rath»toll«- tomorrow night.

Project reveals College slpng
One hundred lists of twenty words

each circulated on campus last week
in a Linguistics experiment to

determine th6 extent of Williams own
slang vocabulary and how it

cn-iginated.

Tom Helde, '80, processed 200

examples of typical Williams slang
through the computer to produce the
lists which members of thb course in

Introductory Linguistics introduced to

100 informants to determine the

popularity of each word and the

common background of those who
used it. Kach word appeared on ten

lists.

"To qualify as Williams slang,"
-"-Itelde said, "five of the teii people

asked about each word had to have
heard or used it at and only at

Williams." The original 200 examples
came solely from members of the

class, who represented a more or less

random sample of the college com-
munity. Apparently more than 20 met
this criteria.

The most commonly known
Williams slang is the single word
"burger," which refers to any and all

members of the freshman class at any
given time. The most popular activity
in "Binsville" is that of booking, or
grinding, closely followed by getting
juiced, or "ozoned," on "traditional
refreshments" and " 'za-ing out," in

that order.

According to Professor Truett
Gates, the project grew out of an
examination of the tendency of groups
of people to develop a specialized
vocabulary which then identifies its

members with that group. At
Williams, slang seems to spread via
three sources: the Junior Advisor, the
residential housing unit, or the
publications on campus, including the
Reiord and the radio station. The life-

span of a slang word depends on its

aural appeal, the popularity and
communality of the experience it

describes and the importance or
notoriety of a smgleBvent with which
the word is associated.

For example, slang having to do
with the recent events described as
"setist" has either sprung up anew,
or other words previously applying to

different situations have been ex-

panded to include these cir-

cumstances in their meanings.
Discussion has been called "short"—
lacking or inadequate—and those who
advocate sexism themselves are
"short" or, in extreme cases, "in-

flatable."

Helde said that he has run Into
problems attempting to localize ex-
pressions because of the sketchy data

r"
THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORSWINES-BEER
Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

he has received from informants. "We
wanted to associate words with a
certain house, a JA's house, an extra
curricular activity, or a certain

athletic team, but we didn't get
enough to go on," he said.

"Either the origin of the words is too

diverse to trace, or they catch on too

quickly to pin down their beginnings,"
Helde explained.

Then, of course, there are the words
for which no one group will admit to

originating, or those which are so old

that no one can recall where or when
they were first heard. Shakespeare
students will continue to "pus on B-
bar Berek" for his real- or imagined-
propensity to give that grade;
"muffin brains" will always take
"rocks for jocks" to get out of their

division three requirements, "ran-
dom" characters will lurk around the

phone booth on Spring Street, and
"geeks" will spend the rest of their

lives in the "libes" sheaving—writing
long, voluminous papers.

Coffeehouse
artist comes
The Williams Coffeehouse and the

ACEC present Jaime Brockett this

Wednesday night from 9-12 in the

Rathskeller, a good idea for the time
between the end of the semester and
Trivia night.

Brockett Is a veteran of the College

Coffeehouse circuit. He has played on
bills with artists such as Joan Baez,

Doc Watson. Paul Butterfield Blues

Band, Stephen Stills and Billy Joel.

Brockett has been described "as an
adept musician, playing 6 and 12

string guitar, dulcimer, banjo and
autoharp. He sings material ranging
from quiet, melodic love songs to

political satire. Brockett integrates
his singing with instrumentals and an
ever fascinating stream of talk on
most any subject that comes to mind.

Dancers^erform

indepWhcient study

Beth Popik and Mia Baird will

present The Materials and Methods of

Dance Composition this Friday af-

ternoon at 4:30 in the Dance Studio of

Lasell Gymnasium. The performance
is the culmination of their in-

dependent study course in "Dance
Composition'' taught by Joy-Anne
Dewey,

Each student will present two solos

which must solve various problems of

composition. The first problem in-

volves a dance in the pre-classic form
done to the music of G. F. Handel's
"Allemande." The dancer must state

a theme and use only specific

variations and repetitions of it-
introducing no new material. The
second problem entails a dance
based on random photographs.—

^

Th« Btrfcthirt Symphonio proMirts Robert CiufHHt, an owtvtoiidliti^^'yottntt

auitarlst, this Friday night at 1:30 In Chapin Hall. Outhrio hM bom.Mca«r«y^
and taught by such groats as Andros Sogovia, Calodpijlo Rbinorb, Jaui ilhra,
and Alirio Diai. Furthor, In 1974, a reader'* poll of the OuifarPlayersMlk^itihe
voted him one of the world's five leading guitarists.' v'^ :

:
,'

Outhrie will play Vliia-Lobos' Concerto for Gufifjif and di^aiMrji tnd
Castelnuovo-Tedesco's Concerto for Ouitar and Or^hesfra.lnM M^U^re airnif
will play RImsky-Korsakov's Capriccio Espagnoland Carl iyVprI* y«i WMer't
Symphony No. 1. At usual, Julius Hegyi it the muticai diihecter'airti ewiductor.

Tickets at n.od are available at the door or from Harts' bt'ugt, Sbrind
Street in Wiiliamttown. .

r •_;

DOWN PARKAS A VESTS
By North tatm. Camp 7.

Sl«rra D*signi A Clan S

fvicA^ C^tUtu
'o-'SSr

areadiaiv
shop

Hour*: Men. -Sat. 10-6, Thur*. 'til 9

Water Street, Wllliam*town

458-3670

BEST WISHES

FOR A
I

HAPPY HOLIDAY SEAS

TO STUDENTS, FACU^V.

AND STAFF AT WILLIAMS
" ',-'''

MOUNTAIN VIEW RESTAURANT
NORTH ADAMS

Presents the newest Rock sensation

In the Berkshlres—

FOOTLOOSE

Friday, December 30 • 9-1 a.m.

Cover charge $1.50

with Student ID $1.00

(proper ID required at door

)

58 Wheeler Ave. N. Adorns

Williams College Chapel

Christmas 1977

AN ITALIAN CHRISTMAS

Readings and carols; choral music by members of

Williams Choral Society; traditional Christmas music by
chamber orchestra, music of Gorelli, AAanfredIni, Toreili,

Respighi, Gabriell, Verdi, and Puccini. Service led by Rev.
John Eusden, ChapfalH, and Prof, kehrtetli Roberts,
Organist and Choirmaster.

Sunday, December 11th,

at 4:00 and 7:30 p>mi

Orchestral prelude begins at

3:50 and 7t20p.m.

w«(

THOMPSON MEMORIAL CHAPEL,
WILLIAMSTOWN

no flckclt reqvirad) everybody «Mlce<tM
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L#ft0r: EMridge/Gass
Alumni Review piques Pique
To the wUtor;

DcMlUne prMiurw prompt baity deciBiom, and editorial mistakct are

caiUy made ia ttae pr«c«u. Certainly we've been guilty of many ounelves. But
we're presently faced with a "carelew oversight" that we find difficult to taJie

lightly. The current isaue of the Abunai Review contains an article by Sheila

Sullivan '79 called "The Return of an Old-Fasbioned SpeUbinder." This article

was originaUy published in the Oct. 1076 issue of Pique under the title "From
AefchytaMLtafid.Wjao: Ar!iirtrait«f£Uctoi4S«w«lL''N«ltbM^ nor tbe.
editors of PlfM wer^notified by the Ahimai Review coneeming their intention

to use ttie article.

Tbearticlebas k>een edited to half its original and intended length. A closii«

sentence, not the author's own, has been added. Tbe editor's preface malces the

article appear to have been written this year, specifically for the Alnmal
Review, Such unauthorized tampering with an author's material demonstrates
a flagrant vi(^tion of journalistic ethics. Worse yet, we can only regard the

fkilure of the Alumni Review to credit Pique as the original publisher as an
inexcusable act of crit>bing.

Perhaps we are partly at fault for not having copyrighted Pique. In the

past, we've avoided a copyright for a variety of reasons. Now it seems this

decision was unwifla Buthow unfortunate thatwe must be forced to a copyright

by a careless act <rf plagiarism from within our own community—and by a
puUicatipn as bitfily regarded as the Alumni Review.

1W« iviUxettat this indd^ was ntit maliciously intended. Yet we are

troubled by thenotion that the Alunuii Review forgot to contact either Sheila or

Pique, ne^ected to ask our permission to reprint the article, and overlooked

Pique's rightful byline credit. We asic Uiat a public statement of apology,

correcting this mistake, be printed in the next Alumni Review.

FoundoRllw nowempfy dlsptey case whkh hwnad Pmt
HeaNIi CowRselHnfl's "Contraceptive of the Week."

L«tf«r: Kolopet
To ttie adlKir:

I would liln to commend the C(Jlc«a Council on Its

reomt r«Mlutlan ilaliBC that WUUjuim CMI(«e doH nM
diaerimlnite on the baais of aexual orientatioa. although I

Buatatelt that homophobia, which I take to be Um fear of
going home, doea not appear a big threat to ma. Tbomw
Wolfe wrote a great aovci about it, for thooe In the odtegs
community who would like to raiae their ooaBclouansgaca.
However, this reaolutiaa will prove a great victory for
those of us with unusual sexual prtfcrences; we have been
forced to Ude kng enough.
Furthermore, in order for this to be more than Just an
nptr-'geatuni, those of m who havii 'practiced aur

preference so long in secrecy must grab the bull by the
horns and come out of the closet—or, in my case, in out of
the barnyard. After ruminating over the situation, it

seems utterly ridicukws to assume that this open-minded-
community will not accept and understand my orientation
toward large hoofed quadrupeds. I would like, for the
convenience of those who have been so long persecuted
the way I have, to go public; I invite aU interasted
students to attend the organizational meeting of theWBAS
(Williams Bovine Appreciation Society) on Sunday, Dec.
18, 6:30 p.m. in the Currier Hall Lounge. Lovers of lesser
cattle are also welcome.

Up the Purple Cow!
Thomas A. Kalapos'Se

Letter^ Bell blasts boys
Sincerely, AnBcEMridge'78 Thorn Gass '78 Co-Editors, Pique

Freshman Council
presents

Preishindn Chri$tiii|is Doiiili

featuring "Whirlwind'

Wednesday, December 7

9-1 a.nfi.

Semi-formal

Mission Parle

MASTER IN PUBLIC POLICY

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Application Cteadiine: Jan. 15, 1978

Interdisciplinary program—economics, quanlltatlve and analytic

methods, political analysis, and public management—as preparation for

a career In public service. Academic rigor plus real-world applications.

Outstanding academic credentials required.

VM-ite:

Kennedy School of Government
Harvard University

Cambridge, Mass. 02138

\t*iChA/tm-6^
HING17

Vests

AllAvailabh at Carlton's

To the editor:

Some of your letter-writers

(December 2) seem incapable of

making basic distinctions or even of

using their pronouns properly. These
correspondents—all of them male-
allude with lofty regret to "a general

inability or unwillingness to laugh at

ourselves." (Emphasis added.)
Really now, folks, who's been
laughing at himself? And who's been
objecting towhom? Apparently things

just have to be spelled out: What is

going on is that there are women (and
men) who find it unacceptable when
men sing songs, play pranks, run ads,

or otherwise laugh in ways that

degrade women. This is the issue;

those who favor the latter sort of

conduct should openly admit it, and
not hide behind their blurred logic and
bad grammar.
Messrs. Perry et al. may laugh at

themselves all they want. We all look

forward to their emulating Woody
AUea Let's have a few comic routines

about their sexual weaknesses, or
about their days as virgins! I'm in-

clined to suspect, however, that not a
single one of them would feel amused
ifa sizeaUe group of men (or women)
were to bop into Sawyer Library and
then sing funny songs that mention
him and mock his sexuality; still less

would he be pleased if a life-size ef-

figy, bearing some resemblance to his

face and physique, were to be tossed

down the stairs, visibly bespattered

with Gallo wine. Oh, I know, I know,
lots of fdks here would find it all

vastly amusing. But would Mr. Perry
and the other letter-writers?

Back in 1962, when I was a food
server for a West Coast frat, I used to

hear the "brothers" sing racist songs
just before dinner every evening. (For
adash of variety, they occasionally

intoned a prurient strain too.) Among
my fellow servers there was a black
freshman who eventually quit the job
in sheer disgust Poor guy, he just

lacked flie ability to, well, you know,

laugh at himself. Tsk Tsk. But at least
those white frat-boys were hroad-"^"
minded enough to do Us laughing for
Wn>- « .

Sincerely,

GeneH. BeU
Assistant Profeosor

Christmas services
at Thompson
The traditknal Christmas services

of lessons and carols will be presented

this coming Sunday, Deceintwr 11, at

4:00 and at 7:30, in the lliompson
Memorial CSiapel. The theme for this

year is "An Italian Ovistmas".

Readers from the College and
community join the College Chaplain,
Rev. John Eusden, in leading the
service, and the congregation is in-

vited to join the choir in singing
traditional carols in both English and
Italian. The orchestra will begin a
prelude approximately ten minutes
before the BUct of the servira.

* *. THE RECORD STORE
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Kelly sparks Purple to a

spectacular win over Tufts

'IMatt Spangltr turnad tht momantum to flow with tht Epiu who boat Tufts M-M
Wi Sotwftloy.

^

(photo by Oettgen)

Kelly hooks athlete of week
Tlie first Record Athlete of the Week

for the winter sports season is junior

Gerry Kelly who led the varsity

basketball team to a 69-58 comeback
>»in over the Tufts Jumbos Saturday.

The junior guard poured in 29 points,

20 of which he scored in the second

half. Kelly added seven assists with

precise passing and in defensive

statistics, he broke up Jumbo scoring

attempts by stealing the ball eleven

times.

Honorable Mention—Senior hockey
player Bob Duffy has been awarded
an honorable mention after his hat

trick against Wesleyan Friday night.

Duffy was switched from defense to

the front line and he quickly showed
his ability to score as he paced the

Ephmen to an 8-2 victory over the

Cards.

Stu Deans, senior captain of the

men's swim team also receives an
honorable mention as he captured two
individual victories in the Ephs' 61-52

win against Amherst. Deans took the

1000 yard freestyle in 10:32.3 and
outswam the competition in the 500

with a 5:04 clocking.

by Frank Pergolidl

The magic came back. After

deserting Williams Thursday night

against Hamilton, the little bit o'

magic of Lasell gym returned
Saturday night. With its help the Ephs
were able to come back ftxim an n
point deficit to defeat Tufts 69-58.

After Thursday's loss to Hamilton the

victory was crucial, as Tufts and
Hamilton were two of the toughest, if

not the toughest, teams Williams will

play this year.

Coach Curt Tong knew that his

young team would have to play at its

very best to beat the tough Hamilton
Continentals. The Ephs stayed close

for the first five minutes of the game,
then Hamilton ran off two streaks of

ten and six unanswered points and
wentinto the lock^ romn at halftime

ahettdby 14, 37-23.

Forced to settle for bad shots due to

the tough Hamilton defense, Williams
shot only 38 per cent from the field.

Indicative of the kind of night it was,
Gerry Kelly hit on only six of twenty-
four shots. Senior Bill Whelan led the

Ephs with 13 points. Cedric Oliver led

Hamilton with 23.

Saturday night the story was Gerry
Kelly. The junior guard came to play,

scoring 29 points (20 in the second

half). He also had eleven steals and
seven assists, two of thoseleadipg to

key baskets late in the game that

Sealed the victory.

Williams led at halftime 25-22, but

early in the second half Tufts got

rolling. An offensive foul call against

Matt Spangler turned the momentum

Ephs don skates, drub

Wesleyori, drop to Jeffs

G«rry KtHy: 29 points, 11 steals, 7

assists. AwMoms.

Williams' Purple icers got their

season off to a .500 start this weekend,
trouncing tournament host Wesleyan,
8-2, before dropping a 5-4 decision to

the Amherst Lord Jeffs. The Ephs'
victory over the Cardinals was their

14th in as many games between the

two colleges; Amherst's win was its

third over the Purple since 1987.

Converted defenseman Bob Duffy

wasted little time in demonstratmg
his enthusiasm for offensive hockey
Friday night, racking up a quick hat
trick to lead the Ephs on their easy
way. Williams Coach William Mc-
Cormick praised senior cageguard Ed
Weiss for a "good job" in the contest,

and large clumps of Purple goals

frustrated the Cardinals all the more.
Two tallies by center Dan Sullivan

and one each by Joey_M.errill, Bamy
Walsh, and Blade Daley kept the

statisticians busy.

"We got a little complacent" was
McCormick's assessment of the

Ephskaters' surprising loss to

Amherst the next day. Williams

cnzi's
COLUCi BOOK STORE INC.
WILLIAMSTOWN. MAIS. OlMT

It's your last chance for

Inexpensive books during our

publishers' overstock sale

(ideal Christmas giftsi)

started slowly,and trailed by as little

as 3-0 in the second period only

because of Some sparkling work by
goalie Mike Moulton. The speedy Lord
Jeffs, inspired by frosh phenom John
Greer, controlled the puck for minutes

at a time before the Ephs got rolling

late in the first period. -

Williams crept up to 3-2 on goals by
Sullivan and Rick Flood in the middle
session, but these were quickly
neutralized by Greer's third score and
a high hummer by Amherst wing Paul
Howes. To this the Ephs responded

with a torrent of third period shots

that left them, when the final horn

moaned, one goal short. "We pep-

pered the heck out of their goalie but

couldn't put it in," lamented Mc-
(ktrmick afterwards. "That is a much-
improved Amherst team. 11>e Greer
boy is going to be a good one."

If you drain that glass of milk and
finish up your pie there's still time to

see the icers in action tonight. The
home hockey season kicks off in

Lansing Chapman rink at 7:30 against

the A.I.C. Buccaneers. The Bucks, led

by All-American forward Tom Mullin,

are big, quick, and potent. "Our first

job," says the Ephs' mentor, "will be
to control their scoring."

around. The rim suddenly closed on

Williams, as Tufts got their fast break
game going and scored 14 of the next

16 points. With Tufts up by 11, Tom
Balderston broke the ice with an in-

side jumper and Kelly followed with a

layupto cut the lead toT. After;yohn

Caragiorgis brought the lead back up

to nine, the magic suddenly hit

Williams, lliey scored nine straight,

tying the score on Brad Wolk's foul

shot. Bill Gorra put Tufts back on top

but Kelly answered him with ivJumper
to even things up. Down by 1, Kelly hit

two jump shots. Guard Andy Straka

stole the ball and layed it in, and

followed with another basket on a
jumper. Then Kelly fed Jeff Brinker
a perfect inbounds pass for ten
unanswered points for Williams and a
nine point lead. Tufts went into a full

court press to try to get back in the
game; bill never got closer than 7.

Wiiliams travels to Norwich tonight
as they seek to break the jinx that

plagued them on the road last season
as they wonbniy one game outside of
their Lasell home. Thursday the Ephs
meet Connecticut College in
Williamstown. Game time is an early
7:00.

Racketmen squash Navy
for second time in 24 years

byEvanBash
It may be impossible to predict a

season's performance on the strength
of just one match, but when that one
match is against Navy, and you've
soundly licked them 7-2, one thing is

assured: this year's men's squash
team will be ready to play with
anybody.

For those who are keeping count,

Friday's win over the Middies was
only William's second in twenty-four

years (the first came last year), and
more importantly,- the Ephs really

dominated Navy with plenty of touch,

endurance and guts.

Yet perhaps the most pleasing

aspect of the victory to coach Sean
Sloane wa& that the Purple line-up

appears to have no weak spots. Not

only is there good depth to the ladder,

but it also looks like the Ephs will be

solid in the middle and upper reaches

of the ladder where they are usually

weaker.

Defeat was dealt out quickly to

Navy as the racketmen swept the first

five matches to finish. Chip Lind-

quist, playing in the No. 2 position,

never let his opponent into their briirf

three game match, while No.^x Jon
Saunders was simply overpowering in

his three game win. Dropping the first

game, No. five Jim Parsons
rebounded to win the next three

easily. Jim Little used his deft touch
shots perfectly for a four game vic-

tory at No. seven, and Evan Bash (No.

nine) secured the triumph for

Williams as he came back from being
down two games to win in five.

Mitch Reiss survived a 14-11 deficit

in the fifth game to score an exciting

victory, while No. eight Peter Thayer
lost his fourth game by only one point

en route to a tough loss in five games.
Eph captain and No. one Amie
Cogswell was done in by an off day
and a quick-as-a-cat opponent in three

games, Martin Goldberg scored
William's final win at No. three, as he
extended his winning streak that

stretches over two seasons to twelve

straight.

Ilie racketmen will now try to

somehow sustain a bit of momentum
and stay sharp over vacation as they

must next face Princeton, the second
ranked team in the country last year,

oh Jflimiary 6.

No. 4 Mitck ftviss won an mcltinfl 5-«*in« match as Williams bisat Navy lor tiM

second time In 24 years. (photo by Osttgan)
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EPHLATS
in o Christmas celebration

Wednesday, Dec. 7

10 pm - 12 am

Swimmers slip by Jeffs in opener
The Men's varsity swim team took

its first step towards a sixth con-

secutive Little Three (Championship

Saturdfiy afternoon by defeating

Amherst in its opening meet of the

season, 61-52.

In an encore performance, the

Williams women trimmed their

counterparts, 73-40, to extend their

record to 3-1 on the season.

Distanceman and captain of the

Men's team Stu Deans accounted for

two of Williams' nine victories in the

men's meet, taking the 1000 and 500 in

good early-season times of 10:32.3 and
5:04. Paul Vom Eigen and soph Brian

Volpp swept the 200 Breaststroke and

Keith Berryhill anchored the vic-

torious 400 Medley Relay which in-

cluded Vom Eigen, David Amiicke,

and Guy Hoelzer and won the 100 free

in 50.75. Hoelzer also won the 200 Fly

in a respectable 2:06.5.

Phil Wild, New England champ in

the 100 free-style last season, battled

an Amherst opponent to the wall in the

200 Freestyle, but got the win with a

1:53.7. Tom BeckeU reesublished

himself as a premiere sprinter for the

Ephmen with a 22.5 first in the SO

Free.

In the women's meet, co-captain

Nina Murphy displayed her ability as

a triple ttireat butterflyer, distance

and sprint freestyler, coming up with

three seconds and three personal l)esl

times in the 500 Free (5:49.3), 100 Fly

( 1 :07.5), and a quick 26.5 split SO Free
in the 200 Free Relay. The breast-

stroking combination of Seniors Sue
TutQe and Cindy Harvey accounted

for two «f Williama' six one-two

finishes, taking both the 100 and W
yard events. Freshman Kyle Doherty

backed them tip in both events.

Each member of the prevailing 200

Medley Relay doubled up with a win in

at least one other event. TutUe swept

the breaststrokes; Carol Buck won tte

lOO Individual Medley, Joaniila

Monroe claimed the SO Fly , andKem
Walker took the 100 Free befbre

splitting her first 8ub-2S.O so free in

Oie MO free Relay. Linda Reed was
also a douUe victor in the 50 and 100

backstrokes, while fellow freshman
Katherine Pearsall clocked her lieit

this season with 5:40.2 in t|^ 500.

Tomorrow at 4:00 the men will take

on U Connecticut in the Muir Pool
after which the women will face a

very strong arch-rival team from
Smith at 7:00 p.m.



abet Soup beats Bomo to capture trivia
The triviality of Alpiut>et Soup

jpeigned supreme laat month, with the

team worlcing out of Hopkins House
beating tlie perennial powers, an
alumni team and assorted aspirants

to the trivia throne.

Several members of "The Soup"
have already begi^h to collect bits and
pieces of random knowledge from
Star Wars and Close Encounters. The
team is psyched for the Spring and
promises to provide one of the best

contests in re^eQt yeacs.

Alphabet Soup organized as a fresh-

man team last year, incorporating

JA's and students from the quad as

well as several faculty members. This

was the team's third Trivia effort

Alphabet Soup and Bomo pulled

away from the pack early in the

contest, with Alphabet Soup slightly

ahead the entire evening. A
spokesman for Bomo remarked that

hie was "glad to see the soup get their

day in the sun."

Twelve O'clock High, strengthened

by a merger with Wingnuts and by

defecting Buda Bears, vaulted from
seventh place to third, 50 Jgpints

behind Bomo.
--'«--

Dan Bruns, a member of the fourth

place Knights of Nee, vowed to try

catching Bomo and Twelve O'clock

High next spring. Despite a disastrous

second hour, they finished only five

points behind Twelve O'clock High.

A band of alumni returned to

challenge a younger generation of

trivia players, adopting Qte name of

Green Gee. This team finished fifth.

Defections, ilbiesses and drunken
stupors hampered Buda Bear, a
power since its inception and a winner
last December. Buda struggled to

maintain respectability, finishing

sixth. By (be fifth hpui; the.nflCmally-.

mobbed Buda's Lair was nearly

deseried. «

Maximus Draught, a freshman
team holed up in Lehman, finished hi

l^tr^ J^^^xrtit
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seventh place, only seven points away
from Buda Bear.

General Morgasm, the product of a
Spring 1977 merger between General
Bumble and Morgasm. produced the

contest. Paying homage to a trivia

giant who led teams to victory over
the last sue years, General Morgasm
proclaimed the trivia fest "The Gene
Palk Memorial Contest."

Much to General Morgasm's
dismay, most teams rushed off ^
Sawyer Library to oWairi the ansWefto
the first superbonus. The producers of

the contest asked participants to list

all the prime time TV programs of-

fered by the three major networks in

October 1967. Unfortunately, the

library was still open, so trivia

players ravenged the Microfilmed
New York Times TV pages from that

month.

Many teams used the same ap-

proach on the second hour bonus,

which demanded the prices for a

series of McDonald's food items.

Although General Morgasm waited

until the McDonald's in North Adams'
was closed to announce the bonus, the

team didn't realize that the building's

interior lights would be on all night. A

Buda Bear who drove over to check
the price list remariied that Williama

students were swarming all over Big
Mac's. They were soon Joined by a
Nortlr Adams policeinaa

I
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idlfotlal On pnejudice
At its last meeting the faculty rejected a

College Council proposal to amend me anti-

discrimination clause in the catalog to read
"Williams does not discriminate on the basis
of sex, race, creed, color, handicap, national
origin, or sexual orientation ..."

This resolution had several problems.
First it attempted to force the College to adopt
an official position on the controversial issue
of gay rights, and thus dictate what Williams
students think, of dangerous abrogation of the
free exchange of ideas process needed at a
liberal arts college. Secondly, the Council
attacked the symptom, prejudice, rather than
the problem. Though well intentioned, the CC
compounded the situatibn it attempted to

solve.

In his letter to CC President Herwitz,
President Chandler observed that prejudice is

an expression of "fear, insensitivity and
ignorance." Neither condemnation nor
resolutions can eradicate prejudice, instead
we must strive to eliminate its roots. Let's use

education and calm discussion to eliminate
the causes of prejudice instead of engaging in

the futile attempt to legislate morality.
The CC's attempt to outlaw prejudice, if

successful, would have perpetuated it. By
banning prejudice, they close the debate.
Instead of^ healthy discussion in which we can
dispel fear and ignorance, prejudice will
remain hidden and unchallenged.

Condemning those people who hold a
particular notion, making them appear eyii»i&~-
counlerprodiictive. Erecting further barriers
between people serves only to make
discussion more difficult. Ostracizing par-
ticular individuals increases their fear. Since
fear contributes to prejudice this tactic fur-

ther exacerbates the problem.
A cynic might argue that refusing to

outlaw prejudice allows it to continue. Such a
refusal also, however, permits it to disappear.
The responsibility for determining which
occurs belongs to all of us, not just to the
College Council or the faculty.]i, ,1 we must strive to euminate its roots. Let's use College Council or the faculty.

jChjandier disputed on non-discrimination statement claims
^ byKenBertoch'78

During those hectic final weeks of

last semester, students from the

Thursday Night Coalition and the

Williams Gay Support Organization

sought support for addition of the

term "sexual orientation" to the

college's official nondiscrimination

statement.

"^^^^The response on the part of the

College Council and the Faculty was
..encouraging. The Council passed a

..resolution endorsing the "sexual
orientation" language by a vote of 18-

--^i At the December 14 faculty

meeting, the same motion lost by a

vote of 68-40, but only after President

Chandler made clear his adamant
opposition to the proposal. The sup-

port of 40 faculty members in the face

of such strenuous opposition is en-

couraging. Moreover, it was good that

the faculty gave the subject a long,

serious hearing.

, Unfortunately,, the response on the

part of the Administration has been
. less laudable. While taking a public

posture of helpfulness, they have
sought to subvert the gay rights

initiative and shroud the issue in a veil

of legalisms.

This lack of good faith was exem-
plified by President Chandler's
opening oration at the faculty

meeting. The speech contained many
points, and much of it sounded like a

list of charges against those of us

involved in supporting the motion. In

charging that we had "consistently

misled" the faculty, he sought to

translate some honest mistakes on our

part (along with some of his own
misinformation) into a conspiracy.

I had hoped to gain a copy of the

typed transcript of Uie President's

remarks so that a point by point

response could be made. I was almost

able to gain a copy from the news
office. However, I was told that I

could not have the transcript. Instead,

I was given an edited "press version"

of. the remarks. I would rather .not

deal with the sanitized version, which
is significanUy different from the

Letter-Touber rebuts
To the editor:

In the Record of December 2, 1977

Chip Buckner '79 raised questions

regarding the hiring policies of the

Political Science Department that

merit a response. The College is an
Equal Opportunity-Affirmative Ac-

tion Employer. This policy, naturally,

is binding on every department.

Equal opportunity for us means that

we provide equality of employment
opportunity to all applicants for a

staff opening. And though the relevant

Federal and State Laws speak in this

connection only of barring

discrimination basied upoii ~sex,

national origin, race and creed in the

narrow sense of religion, the Political

Science Department also remains

adamanUy "creed-blind" in the wider

soise that includes political creeds.

Lest we leave ourselves open to un-

deserved praise by liberals, let me
hasten to add that, we couldn't be

anything but "creed'blind" since, as

Chip coixecUy reported, "the ap-

plication process (does) not reveal

ideological preferences."

A little over a year ago, when Chip
and his political friends urged me to

hire a "conservative," I was,
therefore, able to assure them that

any "conservative" political scientist,

responding to our job announcement,
would receive from us an absolutely

fair, because "creed-blind," review of

his-her credentials. But what Chip and
his friends in the instant and earlier

airing of this issue have persistenUy

failed to publicize was my offer to give

to interested students the names of

well-known and highly respected
conservative political scientists in

major graduate schools, so that our

students could make doubly certain

that no potential candidate was being

overlooked. I have to report that

neither Chip Buckner nor any of his

colleagues ever called for that list of

names.

The Political Science Department in

its faculty and Majors, in its classes

and its students, has a place for

everyone interested in' politics,

r^ardless of ideological preferences.

After all, Chip, look at me.

Sincerely yours,

Kurt P. Tauber
Chairman

©tj? iCag
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Tues. January 10 Junior Night

Discounts for card-carrying juniors

Wed. January 1

1

HAPPY HOUR 4pm-6pm
Every Wednesday this month

Hot spiced wine available all month

actual speech.

There has been considerable con-

troversy over the carefulness of the

wording of the present non-
discrimination statement. Initially,

Dean Berek led us to believe that the

'^'^tement is strictly mandated by
law. (He later tried to convince the

College Council of the same .thing.) It

would be dangerous, it was said, to

mix other elements into such a tighUy-

dictated statement.

However, a brief look at statements

of other colleges indicates that the

statements vary greatly. Williams'

three-paragraph statement contrasts

with one-sentence statements by
schools such as the University of

Massachusetts and Middlebury.

Moreover, the nondiscrimination

categories vary. The Williams
statement includes "Sex," "race,"

"creed," "color," "handicap," and
"national origin." Some schools use
"religion" instead of "creed" and
others, such as Mount Holyoke, in-

clude neither category. Boston
University adds "age" and "marital

or parental status.*' Tufts includes

"ethnic origin." New York University

includes "sexual orientation." These
statements all apparently meet legal

requirements. Nevertheless, the

Administration continues to stress the

sacrosanct nature of the Williams

statement'

Lou Mathis, Public Affairs Ad-
ministrator of the Office of Civil

Rights at H.E.W., has stated that the

College's statement already exceeds

legal requirements because the word
"creed" is not required. President

Chandler disputed this in his

statement, noting that Title VII of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964 as amended
forbids discrimination in employment
based on religion. Secondly, he cited

the Massachusetts Fair Educational

Practices Act that forbids

discrimination on grounds of religion

and creed.

If the College is being so careful,

one wonders why creed was used

instead of religion even though
religion is used in both statutes while

creed was used in only one. One also

wonders why Colleges such as Mount
Holyoke don't include either category.

The answer appears when one

realizes how President Chandler is

subtly obfuscating the law. While it is

true that both cited passages ban

discrimination as President Chandler

said, they do not require non-

discrimination statements in the

catalog. The Labor Department
regulations that implement Title VII

include only one section on "notices to

employees" (29 CFR 1601.27). This

section includes nothing about a

nondiscrimination statement.

Chapter 151C of the Massachusetts

General Laws similarly forbids

discrimination. If the Massachusetts

Commission Against Discrimination

has any regulations stipulating that a

statement is required, it is not on file

in Hopkins Hall. Since Dean Berek

wrote the school's nondiscrimination

poUcy^ it is especially interesting that

there is no copy on file in the Dean's

office.

In fact, the College only started

including a nondiscrimination
statement in the catalog io response. to

H.E.W. regulations adopted in 1975 to

end sex discrimination in educational

institutions receiving federal aid

(45CFR 86). These regulations

specifically require a college

receiving federal money to include

prominently a statement of non-

discrimination on the basis of sex "in

each announcement, bulletin, catalog,

or application form which the college

makes available to students, em-
ployees, and others" (45 CFR 86.9b).

More recent regulations on non-

discrimination on the basis of han-

dicap require a similar statement

(45CFR 84.8b).

One would think that if the College

were taking such care to meet the

supposed requirements of IJctlv VII

(which deals with employment) in

catalog statements aimed at ad-

missions applicants, the College
would take care to cover all the bases

on employment application forms.

However, an employment application

form picked up from Business
Manager Shane Riorden contained no

nondiscrimination statement as
specifically required in the sex
nondiscrimination regulation cited

earlier (45 CFR 86.9b).

The regulations require the College

not to make "preemployment inquiry

as to the marital status of an applicant

for employment." The Williams

Mead interns named
The Mead Fund Committee selected

18 juniors and one sophomore to

participate in the 1978 Summer Intern

Program in Government.

The interns will work this summer
in various government offices. Iliey

will also participate in seminars
during the summer to discuss

government work and hear outside

speakers.

Interns receive $800 to defray living

expenses and enable them to work in

volunteer jobs or for Iqw wages.

The program is financed by a gift

from George Mead in 1951 to "im-
prove the quality of leadership and

service in all branches of govern-
ment."

The Mead Fund Committee has
selected the following sophomores
and juniors to participate in the 1978

Summer Intern Program in Govern-
ment:

John S. Adams '79, David Alan
Barra '79, David J. Bennett '79, Simon
B. "Chip" Buckner '79, Miriam David
'79, Fred Elia '79, Brenda M. Flock
'79, Michael Gadson '79, Michael L.

Golden IH '79, Augustin J. Hinkson
'80, Diane L. Hughes '79, Lorrie D.
Lewis '79, Stephen Magee '79, Robert
G. Murphy "79, Daniel E. Powell '79,

Anne W. Salladin '79, Joel B. Smith
'79, Patricia L. Strong '79, Theodore
Tucci '7».

eniployment application does inquire

as to whether the applicant is single,

married, or engaged (45 CFR 86.60).

These first two regulations have been

in effect since July, 1975.

Finally, the College asks that

"physical defects or chronic

ailments" be listed on the application

form, despite a regulation requiring

that information on the medical

condition of an applicant be "collected

and maintained on separate forms"

(45 CFR 84.14d).

The Administration has not been as

careful in their nondiscrimination

policies as they suddenly appeared to

be when the gay rights initiative came
up. The arguments as to the sanctity

of the College's statement seem to be

grounded more in legal

rationalization rather than legal

necessity.

In the next issue I will deal with

several other topics raised at the

faculty meeting.
. >^,,!.

\\
'•'

OCC News

and Notes
SCHEDULE FOR WEEK OF
MON., JAN. 9

Monday, January 9

HIRING HINTS PANEL - Dodd -

7:30 PM. Participating personnel

managers:
—Peter Veruki, Dir., College

Relations, Bethlehem Steel Corp.

—Marilyn Maleska, Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity, American
Broadcasting Co. (ABC)
—John Corridon, Dir. of College

Relations, W. R. Grace & Co.

—Virginia Snedecor, Personnel
Depf:7Time,~lnc.

—David Wilcox, Management
Employment Coordinator, New
England Telephone.
—Brooke Larson, Moderator.

Tuesday, January 10

SMALL GROUP MOCK' IN-

TERVIEWS - Mears - 9 AM - Noon.

Practice interviews and critiques

with Peter Veruki, Marilyn
Maleska, John Corridon, &
Virginia Snedecor. Required sign

up can be done all day Monday at

OCC & at Monday night Hiring

Hints panel.

Wednesday, January II

MANAGEMENT CONSULTING -

Greylock D - 11 AM. A discussion

with John Lesher '56 of Booz Allen

& Hamilton.

LIFE-WORK PLANNING
WORKSHOP - Makepeace - 1:30

PM. Last of the four workshops

open to newcomers. Topic this

week is "Skills Identification."

Thursday, January 12

FILM: 12:00 HIGH - Bronfman
Aud. - Noon. Starring Gregory

Peck in a WW II epic that

highllghu the different

management-leadership styles in a

flying squadron.

/^
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Oary Burfon

Jazz giant to play
Jazz giant Gary Burton will appear with his Quartet at

Chapin Hall on Monday, January 9, at 8:00 p.m. Tickets
(or the ahow are $3.00 for students and $5.00 for all others.

Burton has changed the world's concept of the technical

and musical possibilities of the vibes with his four-mallet

mastery of the instrument. He has consistently been
recognized by polls as the top performer on the vit>e8 and
one of the most outstanding talents in contemporary jazz.

The Quartet, formed in 1967, was one of the first groups
to combine the sophisticated forms of rock with the im-
fTovisational intricacies of Jazz: Refferring to this jazi-

rock fusion, Time s^id that Burton "made it work
beautifully" and New Yorker called it a "miracle."
Gary Burton will be the only jazz artist to appear at

Williams this year. In the past, the ACEC has sponsored
three jazz concerts during Winter Study, but this year the

organization, accorduig to chairman Steve Case, has
opted for "quality over quahtity."

Tickets will be available at major dining halls on
Sunday night, and at Baxter Hall from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00

p.m. on Monday. If any tickets remain, they will be sold at

the door starting at 7:30.

B-ball eager to meet Beavers

Gary Burton

Trumpeter to open concert series
WALTER CHESNXJT, trumpeter,

will open the "Young Artists Concert

Series" at Williams College on
Tuesday, January 10, at 8:30 p.m. in

Thompson Memorial Chapel. The
program will include Suite for

Trumpet by Orlando Gibbons,
Trumpet Concerto by J. N. Hummel,
Haydn's Concerto for Trumpet, and
Concert Etude by Alexander
Goedicke.

Chesnut is an Associate Professor of

Music at the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst, teaching

applied trumpet and directing the

University Wind Ensemble, as well ai
playing in the faculty brass quintet.

He has appeared at Williams on
several occasions, the most recent of

which was for the performance of the

Bach B Minor Mass.

He has been a member of seven
symphony orchestras and was
principal trumpet in the Springfield

Symphony Orchestra for six years. He
has toured Europe as soloist, con-

ductor, and performer, and was guest

soloist with the Boston Pope Or-

chestra under Arthur FietOer in

October, 1975. A virtuoso performer

on the entire range of trumpet sizes,

Mr. Chesnut will play the C trumpet,

the E** trumpet, and the B" trumpet
in his Williamstown concert

Dorothy Ornest, an Associate
Professor in Music at the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst, will

accompany Chesnut on the piano. She
holds a degree in voice and piano from
the Eastman School of Music and the

University of Michigaa

The three Young Artists concerts,

sponsored by the Williams Music
Department, are free of charge and
open to all.

by Frank PerKoliui

The Williams Basketball team
resumes season play Friday night in

Lasell Gym against Bat>son College in

a 7:30 game.
Babson, for those unfamiliar with

the school, is located in Wellesley,

Massachusetts, and has a sUrong

athletic program, especially in soccer

and basketball. The school is meeting
WiUiams on the courl for the first Ome
ever. The Beavers are only 3-3 on the

season, but their losses have l>een at

the hands of the top two teams in New
England Div. 11; Merrimack and
Springfield; and the second ranked
team in Div. Ill, Brandeis. Their

victories have come against Bentley,

Bowdoin, and Bates. For those who
think this game will be another

Connecticut College yawner—forget
it.

The Beavers are led by 6-^7 senior

center Chris Johnson and 6-4

sophomore forward Jay Nelson.
Though hampered by an injury,

Johnson leads the Beavers in scoring,

averaging 16 points a game. Nelson, a

second year player, is mrnragim ts
points along willi B rebound* per

game, playing the forward spot and
filling in for Johnson at center.

Coach Curt Tong will stay with the

same lineup that has outscored ita

opponents 77.25 ppg to 63.75 in four

games. Gerry Kelly, with 16 points per

game and Matt Spangler with IS

points and 9.5 rebounds per game,
have both been named to I>JLv. II|

ECAC Weekly Honor Rolls. Andy
Straka (9.0 ppg), captain Brad Wolk
(7.0 points and 8.0 rebounds per

game), and Tom Balderston (8.0 ppg)
round out the starting five. Junior

forward Jim Betti, sidelined for the

first part of the season, returns to

action and will add depth to the

Williams' bench.

The Ephmen were ranked 12th in

the December 15th New England
Division III poll and could move up
several notches with victories in the

next few games aiid full houses both

nights could make the difference. A
packed and noisy Lasell Gym is

nothing ^bort of a- snakepit for op-

posing t^ms.

Track hosts quad meet

Concerts highlight musical weekend
Hill holds 100th recital

Victor Hill will present his 100th,

Griffin Hall Concert on Saturday,

January 7, at 8 pm. Hill will play

works by Bach and Scarlatti, in-

cluding the middle third (Preludes

and Fugues 9-16) of the Well-

Tempered Clavier, Book 1. Also, Hill

will play twelve sonatas by Domenico
Scarlatti, whose works have been

called the "the glamor pieces of the

repertoire." Admission is free.

Klokken bells ring
The Klokken Ringers from the New

Hackensack Reformed Chiu'ch in

Wappingers Fall, New York, will

present a concert in Thompson
Memorial Chapel on Sunday, Jan. 8,

at 4:00 p.m.

The Klokken Ringers is composed of

nine high school students under the

direction of Betty Garee. The group
will play several familiar works,

including Bizet's L'Arlesienne Suite,

as well as pieces composed
specifically for handbells. Four
ringers will occasionally accompany
the others on the flute, clarinet,

chimes, and percussioa

The Williams concert is sponsored

by the Music Dept. in conjunction with

Prof. Douglas Moore's Winter Study

class in bell ringing. Admission is

free.

Film salutes symphony
"Great Orchestras: The Boston

Symphony" will be shown at the Clark

Art Institute Sunday, January 8, at

3:00. This acclaimed 55 minute film,

produced by.Jan Engelman of the

BBC, will feature the BSO playing

excerpts from works by Brahms,
Ives, and Berlioz as well as the

Beethoven Violin Concerto with Isaac

Stern. _.

Also included in the film are parts of

a Boston Pops concert and a rehearsal

by the Boston Symphony Chamber
Players. Thomas D. Perry, Jr.,

Executive Director of the BSO, will

introduce the film. Admission is free.

by Frank Carr
Coach Dick Farley's varsity track

team opens the season tomorrow with

a quad-meet at Towne Fieldhouse.

Hamilton, Fitchburg and Westfield

will provide the competition, as the

field events start at 1 PM with the

running events following at 2:30.

Farley favors the Westfield squad
for the team title on the strength of

their weightmen and distance run-

ners. Westfield's Healy has thrown 60

feet in the 35 lb. weight and finished

third in the hammer throw at the

NCAA Div. Ill Championships last

spring, while Kevin Crowley and'Mtn
McGilloway show two-mile bests of

9:05 and 9:20 respectively.

Farley will rely on a strong hurdle

and distancecrew to counter the three

visitors, but the addition of the 440, 880

and two mile relay to the schedule of

events (by NCAA proclamation) will

definitely hurt the Ephs Who are weak
in these middle-distance races. Tri-

captain Ron White and Vernon Davis
should have an easy time going 1-2 in

the hurdles, while distancemen Phil

Darrow, Dan Sullivan, Tom Schreck,

Frank Carr, tri-capt Joe Kolb and
Mike Behrman should pick up a
substantial batch of points in the 1000,

mile, and 2-mile.

Tri-captain Larry Tanner out-threw

Westfield's Healy just three weeks
ago at the UVM Invitational and will

look for another win tomwrow. Other
proven point-getters for the Ephs
include Terry O'Reilly and Lee
Jackson in the 600.

A) JEAN-PIERRE

TELEMANN
TWEU^BVNIASIES

TOR FLUTE

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY

RECORDS
78 Water St., Wllliamsiown

OdytMv Rampal LPtS2.99
Grateful Dead "Man Hotel" S2.99

Grateful Dead "Steal Your Face" $3.99

new JonI Mitchell double LP S7.49

Charlie Parker double LP S3.49

(griffin Mali (HomtttB

at VilUama (tniWgit

VICTOR HILL
Harpsichord

BACH: Eight Preludes and Fugues
(WTC'I, NOS.9-H)

SCARLATTI: Twelve Sonatas

Saturday and Sunday

January 7-8, 1978

8 p.m.

HELP!
Winter sfudy migrations, promotions and the

semi<innual pruning of deadwood have left us short

staffed. If you can use a pencil, pen, scissors or a

camera, we need you. You've got some time. We've got

a new staff. Let's get together and talk about it.

Record office at 8:00 Monday night.

immediate openings in:

t!|EWS FEATURES

PHQTOGRAPHY SPORTS

PRODUCTION ARTS
_::k_
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Icemen lose 3-2 hearfbreakeF;
Oswego fakes tourney crown

by Tim Layden
It bae been written somewhere that

« tie is not unlilie liissing one's sister.

If that is the case then there might

well be a group of Williams players

who would prefer the company of

their female siblings to Saturday's

heartbreaking 3«2 overtime losr^o

Oswego St. in the finals of the

Williams Holiday Hockey Tour-

nament
The Division H invaders from

Western New York successfully

defended their tourney crown, playing

in front of a crowd treated to more
than the customary amount of

suspense through a scoreless third

period by the lack of a functional

scoreboard clock. Oswego freshman

Al Styckiewicz slapped a bouncing

puck past Williams netminder Eddie

Weiss at 4:23 of the extra s^sion.

Williams season record drops to 2-3

with the loss with all three of their

defeats being one goal decisions.

The team skated through a cautious

first period before Williams seldom-

used fourth line broke the ice.

Sophomore Dave Phalen turned the

tsick. on. assists -from- John Bessooe

and Brooks Tanner, knocking a low

rebound past the Oswego goalie.

The visitors power play, which

tallied both of its regulation time

goals needed only 14 seconds on the

ice to tie the game at 8:55 of the

second stanza.

Williams junior Dan Sullivan

countered at 13:54 to give the Ephs
their final lead of the night, with an

unassisted boomer from the left slot.

Preston's povyer play effort just three

minutes later proved the final tally

until Styckiewicz' game winner.

Through the scoreless third frame
goaitenders Mike Shevlin and Weiss
were nothing short of magnificent

with the former slapping away
Williams attempts in three separate

power plays, including screening

efforts by Peter Gonye and Jim
Oaubert.

Friday evening Williams defeated

University of New Haven 6-5 with

junior forward Chris Egizi leading the

night with two goals. Captain Jim
Norton opened the scoring which later

knotted at 2-2. Following a goal Jim
Rooney, Egizi tallied, only to have
New Haven make it ^3. Chick

Johnson then cut the margin to 5-4.

Ten minutes of quiet play elapsed

before Gonye and Egizi blanked the

NH goalie to ice the l^ph's victory.

Williams hockey drops to 2-3 after our overtime lots to Osweflo In the Williams

Holiday Hockey Tournament. Williams advanced to the finals after defeating

the University of New Haven «-S. (Photoby Oettgen)

Winter sports teams head into extensive weekend action
Ski teams

Witha nice l^nket of snow beneath

them, the ski teams zips off to New
Hampshire this weekend for their first

action of the upcoming season.

The women's squad, under the

direction of new coach Judith Zimicki,

should da well in the alpine events

largely as a result of the skill of AU-

American Marty Epstein. Returning

"veterans Corrie Johnson and Ashley

Smith should be right behind Epstein

along with frosh Julia Ernst and

Kathy Lane.

Nordic expert Rachel Potter and

sophomore Cathy Allen, coming off an

injury last year, hope to bring top

scores from this we^end's events at

Middlebury, while the Alpine division

competes at the Regional FIS in Mt-

Cranmore, NH.
The men's contingent also looks

strong in the alpine events, according

to coach Bud Fisher. Captain Chris

Welch and juniors Andy Mikell, Don
Tarinelli, and Joe Dembrinki are

among the alpine talents returning

from the NCAA competition last year.

Jumpers Tomm Dodds and Andy
Kelly along with newcomer Jeff

Hastings comprise the strongest

jumping division in recent years.

Nordic captain Jeff Magoon leads an
inexperienced cross country group.

Men's swimming
Coach Carl Samuelson's core of

excellent swimmers returns to Muir

Pool tomorrow at 2 to dunk Hamilton

College and extend the team's season

record to 3-0.

Captain Stuart Deans and seniors

Guy Hoelzer, Phil Wild, Paul Vom
Eigen, and junior Don Cameron look

stronger than ever as top contenders

in individual events and were key
factors in the team's exciting victory

over UConn on Dec. 7. Hoelzer \yill

take on the butterfly responsibilities

along with soph Todd Piper while

Wild, New England's 100 Freestyle

will occupy himself with the freestyle

sprints. Sophomore sprinter Tom
Beckett is also back along with junior

Brian McDermott and a much im-

proved Brian Volpe. Soph All-

American Dave Amliclce joins

Cameron in the backstroke while

Deans looks to clean up in the distance

events for the strong team.

Wrestling

Rqcketmen to face ranking teams
by Evan Bash ^

I The last time a Williams' team had

ft legitimate shot at a national

~ISiampionship must have been l>ack

around the time Benny Boynton was
roaming over the gridiron for the

Purple early in this century. So what's

with the men's squash team, fourth

ranked in the country last season and

^possessing both the. talent and op-

Jnrtunity to go all the way to the top

^is year?

'in their only match of the season to

Sate, the Ei^ showcased their talent

KING'S
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4S8-5948
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Lowest Prices in Town
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134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

with a 7-2 thrashing of Navy. Coach
Sean Sloane's squad get another

opportunity in the next five days when
they face both Princeton and Har-

vard, the nations' numbers one and
two teams last year. The Princeton

match was played away this af-

ternoon; Harvard travels to

Williamstown on Tuesday at4:00 p.m.

Although Williams has won only one

of the last thirty encounters with both

Princeton and Harvard, the racket-

men have already shown that past

failures do not faze them. The victory

over the Middies was only the second

for an Eph team in t\yenty-three

years.

Against Harvard and Princeton,

Williams will be counting not only on

talent and depth, but also the ability to

handle the pressure, one which comes
with experience in well over two years

of varsity play per man. Captain

Arnie Cogswell, Chip Lindquist,

Martin Goldberg and Mitch Reiss will

be facing some of the best players in

North America, while Jim Parsons,

Jon Saunders, Jim Little, Peter

Thayer and Evan Bash all need big

days if the Ephs are to pull off the

upsets.

Williams' wrestlers open round two

of ttieir season tomorrow as they

grapple with Coast Guard at 2 in

Lasell. Looking to improve last year's

dismal l-ll record, captain Hal Zendle

(126) leads a stronger team into a

season highlighted by five home
matches.

Returning lettermen Joe Carrese

(118) and Mark Walsh (150) should

perform consistently for the squad as

their experience makes them tough

contenders. Newcomers Tim
Williams (118), John Turi (126), Scott

Frost (142), and Steve Cox (134)

lx>lster the team's lightweight hopes

coming off excellent starts in the

team's fall competition. Steve Cox
(132) looks strong with one pin against

a Plymouth State opponent already

under his belt. Middleweights John
Fasano (158) and Brian Plitt, who
leaves the squash courts this season,

should grab some points as the team
takes on highly conditioned Coast

Guard.

The heavyweights pose the only

question for Williams with the 177 spot

still open. Charlie Davis (190) makes
his comeback after two seasoqs while

former high school wrestler Jim
Stiuirt takes on tlie heavyweight

responsibility.

Women's B-ball

With a Little Three Championship

up for grabs for the first time ever

women's basketball coach Sue
Hudson-Hamblin and a core of

returning veterans are confident as

they head into an expanded schedule

next Wednesday.
Five healthy letterwomen join

forces with nine freshmen as the team
looks to improve last year's 8-S

record. Leading scorers co-captain

Maggie O'Brien (13 pts.) and
sophomore Monica Grady (12 pts.)

are back to spark the Ephs' offense.

Senior Anne Youngling, at full

strength, will be grabbing the

rebounds while another steady senior

Lisa Capaldini (8 pts.) returns for

what should be a good year. Junior

Leslie Milne is back for another

season of play-breaking and excellent

defensive performances.

THE RECORD STORE
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"
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(Now through January 14th)

6.98 & 7.98 LPS— 33% off!
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FREE MOUNTING
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^fjecelue tenure j^commendatlon
by David MacGregor

The Commillee on Appointments
and Promotions has recommended
that the Board of Trustees grant

tenure to three assistant professors

and deny it to two others.

Raymond Balcer, Zirka Filipczalc,

and Charles Karelis '66 received

favorable recommendations, and
Thomas Koppenheffer and Joanne
Rosinski received unfavorable
recommendations from the CAP. This

information was confirmed by the

Record. The list is not complete.

The Board of Trustees wiU vote on
these recommendations on January
28. Tenure is not official until the

trustees have voted, and they have the

authority to reverse a CAP recom-
mendation. In practice, however, the

(nistees virtually never reverse such

a recommendation.
According to several trustees, their

role is to supervise the decision-

making process and to intervene only

if-the tenure decision process itself is

unsatisfactory. The board "would
face a rebellion of the faculty" if they

attempted to intervene in an in-

dividual case, said one trustee. The
faculty is far better qualified to make
individual decisions than the trustees,

he added.

The CAP makes tenure recom-
mendations annually based on
recommendations by individual

departments, plus any additional

information that CAP decides is

necessary. A CAP reversal of a

departmental recommendation "is

unusual, but it happens," said Dean of

the Faculty Francis Oakley.

The CAP consists of, one tenured

professor from each division, the

provost, the dean of the faculty, and
the president. Faculty may appeal

decisions to the Steering Committee,

which is composed of one tenured and
one non-tenured faculty member from
each division.

The departments iand the CAP
weigh three factors in making
recommendations, explained Oakley.

These are teaching ability, scholarly

development, and involvement In the

College community.
Of these, "the greatest emphasis is

on effective teaching," said Oakley.

Closely related to this is scholarly

development, he added.

College policy requires that each
department's report on a faculty

member include an evaluation of

student opinion of his teaching ef-

fectiveness. This may takethe form of

a quantitative questionnaire, in-

terviews with students, nonr
quantitative student evaluations,

unsolicited student comments, or any
combmalion of these methods.

Most departments use a com-
bination of student surveys and in-

terviews by senior department faculty

with student majors and non-majors.

Some also contact recent alumni, he
added.

There is "some uneasiness" among
faculty about purely quantitative

surveys, but their value as one source

of student opinion is accepted by most
faculty, said Oakley. Use of student

interviews is on the increase, he

noted. ^

The faculty voted two years ago that

no department may require faculty to

use a course questionnaire. 'Iliat

resolution did not affect the College

policy requiring some form of student

opinion, however.

Scholarly development is clearly

"linked with the maintenance at

Williams of a high quality and in-

tellectually active faculty." explained

Oakley. This is inextricably related to

teaching effectiveness, he added.

In assessing scholarly development,

the CAP relies primarily on close

readings of an individual professor's

research by colleagues

knowledgeable in the field and on

observation of his performance in

colloquia, paper readings, and other

scholarly efforts, said Oakley.

This assessment looks especially at

the individual's intellectual capacity

and ability to "follow through" a
given project, he explained. Building

a reputation for Williams as a
research institution "is not a goal,"

according to Oakley.

The CAP has not consciously
ignored student evaluation of

scholarly development, said Oakley;

students have rarely offered such
evaluations. He noted, however, that

students would not be as qualified as
faculty to judge scholarly develop-

ment, especially in the more
sophisticated fields. He emphasized
that a widespi-ead student opinion that

a professor did not know his field

would be "very worrisome," and
would prompt a careful study of both

his scholarship and his ability to

convey his knowledge to students.

Attltlant Proftscors Raymond
Bakw, Zirfca Filipcuk, and ClMrles

KarcHt 'M r«c«<v«d favorabi* twiur*

rtoommefldationt from th« Com-
mittM on Appolntmtntt and
Promotiont. Th«. Board of Trutta«i

will ratify lh«M appoiirtrntnts at its

January matting.

Trustees return to discuss tuition,

tenure and co-op liousing issues
The trustees of Williams College

will return to campus Jan. 26 for two
days of discussion and votes op tuition

increases for next year, a coop
housing proposal and tenure
recommendations.

A meeting of the trustees' Com-
mittee on Campus Life with Gargoyle

Society follows guest meals on the

first night. Gargoyle members hope to

discuss gay righU 8t9i,ejB^nts aqd
indirect investirtent in Soutti Africa

with the trustees.

According to Thomas Dewey,
treasurer of the College, a meeting on
the following day of members of

budget and finance committees will

be held to examine the need for a

tuition increase next year, and to

discuss how large an increase to

assess if one is needed.

The trustees also will examine the

tenure recommendations of the

College's Committee on Academic
Policy. Ratification of the decisions-

three faculty members have so far

been approved and three rejected—is

expected.

The student-faculty Committee on
Undergraduate Life will present its

revised proposal on coop housing over

the we^end. The proposal has been
changed to allow present sophomores
to apply for the program with seniors.

If the proposal is approved, com-
mittee members will begin organizing

application procedures shortly.

Dewey added that he will be
working with the trustees over the

weekend in drawing up next year's

budget,, discussing other aspects of

funding and endowment besides
tuition.

The trustees will again look at ways
to cut energy expenses this January,
as eold weather continues to eat 4nto

the heating budget. They will meet
with representatives from Buildings

and Grounds Jaa 27.

Meetings with President Chandler,

the deans, and the faculty fill out the

trustees' schedule.

Free UniversHy cdleets talent

Instructor In cardle-pufimmary r««Mctt«fion dcmonttrattt

ttclmiqiM on tb« clatt dummy.

Elements from the Williamstown

culture, counterculture, underground

and underworld gathered in Williams

classrooms this week to kick off Free

University '78, the fruit of the

organized mayhem of last week's

sign-up in Greylock dining hall.

Organized by Sue Shellenberger '78

and Jim Coben '79, Free University

this year brings together instructors

from the college and Berkshire
community to teach 51 courses
ranging from religion to roadtripping,

country dancing to prison reform.

Of the 500 students at the meeting,

328 enrolled in a jitterbugging course

led by Cam Ferrante '78 and Bob
Berry '79. Such interest led the in-

structors to split the class into two
sections. Ballroom dancing drew
nearly 150 applicants, and many were
turned away. Other dance courses

—

the hustle and tap and folk dance-
were also popular, Shellenberger

said.

Crafts courses drew well. Camera
buffs flocked to a $35 course in 35 mm
work, and dozens signed up for

cooking classes, from vegetarian to

food service experimentation.

Knitting, sewing, dying and paper
folding brought various responses.

Tobacco chewing and massage
courses^offer relaxing alternatives to

busy January social life. But despite

shifting attitudes toward social life

among some students, two courses in

the Williams traditions of mixology
and roadtripping attracted traditional

strong responses.

"We have a great time," gushed
Chip Buckner '79, Instructor in

mixology. Of 140 people who originally

signed up for the course, 70 eventually

showed up. divided into two sections.

"Nobody leaves until all the alcohol is

gone," Buckner added, saying
everyone drinks two to five cocktails

three nights a week.

Roadtrippers met Sunday to discuss

Council to reconvene after 7 committees meet
Cdlege Council reconvenes Wed-

nesday to regroup and review
following a week's recess when
members broke into seven com-
mittees toexaminecampus issues and

problems.

After last week's meeting, post-

poned because of conflicts and at-

tended by only 15 members,
representatives scattered to study

groups and council and student-

faculty committees.

The five-member Freshman Life

Committee, coordinated by Sue Galli

'78, scheduled an open meeting for

month's end to discuss ways at

strengthening or altering Freshman
Days, the JA system, the entry

system, freshman social Hfe and
faculty advisers.

The Elections Committee plans' an
effort to increase involvement in

Council committees and activities.

The group, headed by council vice-

president Peter Friesen '78, hopes to

explain to students the procedures for

election and selection to committees

and press for changes.

Hie Student-faculty Departmental
Committee has made its preliminary

report to the Council and plans to

continue work on increasing student

input into academic departments in

the areas of curriculum change and
tenure decisions.

Over winter recess the Admissions

Committee began a program of in-

volving students in high school

recruitment. More than 40 students

participated in the program, offering

information and peer impressions on
life at Williams. The committee (rians

to expand the initial project next fall

to high schools other than the alma
maters of present students.

The Finance Committee met
Sunday to discuss ways of improving
guidelines for financing student
organizations. It plans an open
meeting this spring to examine this

and look into alternatives to raising

the student activities tax.

Don Perry '79 has been selected as

new hedd of Williams Health,

Education and Welfare, according to

the Elections Committee. Perry will

be in charge of organizing and
coordinating all-coUege events for

Winter Carnival and Spring Weekend.

The Social Coordinating Committee
is extending its efforts to develop

closer contact between houses in

developing social events. Friesen said

committee members Doug Greeff '78

and Steve Davidson '80 hope to get

houses together to avoid conflicts, and
increase the number and variety of

parties held on campus.

Friesen attributed low attendance

at last week's meeting to conflicting

interests and said that an organized

effort had been made to get council

members to attend. But several new
house representatives said they had

not been contacted beforehand and

did not know of the council's new
work.

their Wednesday trip to Skidmore.

Instructors discussed their im-

pressions of roadtripping experiences

at different colleges and explained the

nature of roadtripping. "We're going

there partying,' ' explained Jeff Delisle

'78, "not to pick up girls."

A third of the campus should be

running, climbing, hiking, swimming,
juggling, birding and freezing if

enrollment in sports and outdoor

courses holds through the month. Ken
Leghorn's thesis experiment in cold

tolerance caught more than two dozen

students who volunteered to spend an

hour shivering in a SO degree F.

chamber in Bronfman. Bicycle

maintenance was oversubscribed.

More cerebral courses in religion,

prison reform, native American
studies, space possibilities, con-

traception and sexuality and sign

language brought together students

hoping to move beyond the wild realm

of the Purple Valley during January.

Despite expected attrition as

scheduling conflicts arose, response

during the first week has been good.

"We were really pleased with the

enthusiasm," Shellenberger said. "No
courses were forced to cancel because

of lack of interest."

COME WATCH THE

SUPER BOWL
ON THE

BIG SCREEN
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Privacy-purposeful or perverse?
la two weeks, the trustees will ratify the tenure

reconunendatloiis it the Committee on Appointments and

PronuttoM. Until then those committee recon-

mendattons will be kept alficlally secret. Imfivldual

faculty will be discouraged both by tradition and ad-

ministration preference from announcing their own

favorable or unfavorable decisions. As a result, students

wUl have no certain knowledge of their professon' fates

until untenured Faculty depart and tenured faculty are

officially promoted a year and a half after the decision.

This secrecy is defended by the claims that CAP
recommendations are not final decisions, that tenure

decisions do not directly concern students, that faculty

privacy must be preserved, and that it is "in bad taste" to

announce tenure decisions. These arguments are at best

dubious and at worst farcical.

The argument that CAP recommendations should not be

announced because they are not decisions makes no
sense. Several trustees have repeatedly described their

nde as one of overseeing the tenure process as a whole,

not reversing individual CAP recommendations.

De^ite claims to the contrary, students are affected

significantly by tenura dedaions. It Is the students who

will take courses from a poor professor who is tenured and

will miss the learning es.pertence of a good one who la

denied it. They have a right to know with whom they -will

have to deal in the future.

Any attempt to preserve the privacy of tenure dedaions

is futile. Such decisions inevitably leak out, wbetiw they

are aunounced or not. Official secrecy mdy sWs the

spread of information and promotes rumor and un-

certainty. -
,- '

..--»....,„..-,-.,-......,. ...K—-..

,

It isalM interesting to notethat, whOeOe privacjr of the

tenure decision is carefully guarded, a group of students

before the Discipline Committee were "strongly en-

couraged" to vrrite and sign a letter of apology for their

misdeed, despite the "privacy" of disciplinary

proceedings.

It is time that students be informed adequately and

promptly of decisions that affect their education. Since

the facts inevitably come out, albeit slowly and

unreliably, announcement of tenure dedstons when made
would sacrifice little real privacy, and would make the

ideas of honesty and openness less of a Joke. DJI.

Studenis redcrfoiaculiy decision, editorial
Coffey

To the editor:

It was with feelings of great anger
and frustration that I listened to

President Chandler's speech at the

December 14th faculty meeting. In a

20-minute admonition to the faculty,

Mr. Chandler denounced in the

strongest terms the proposed
amendment to the non-discrimination

policy of the (^llege.

Using arguments that were often

incorrect as well as improper, and
allowing the four students present

virtually no opportunity to respond to

his charges, Mr. Chandler unjustly

presented the efforts of WGSO and
other groups as part of a conspiracy to

misinform and misdirect the faculty.

In fact, as a matter of courtesy and in

order to avoid misunderstandings,

WGSO has long been in fairly close

contact with members of the ad-

ministration and with a number of

professors.

Unfortunately, the administration

did not accord us the same con-

sideration. No administration
member ever contacted us (as we had
requested them to do) for clarification

of apparent confusions in the

statement we distributed to all faculty

memhers-=clarification which a

simple phone call would have
provided. Instead, the Ad-
ministration, at the faculty meeting

itself, presented its objections to the

proposed amendment as an angry and
unjust denunciation of the activities

and intentions of WGSO and other

involved student groups.

I^would like to emphasize, again,

that it has never been the intention of

WGSO to mislead any member or

bod^ of the college community.
Rather, it has always been our view

that an accurate understanding of

both the costs and benefits involved in

this issue would insure the adoption of

the amendment. Mr. Chandler
himself perhaps feared that a
clarification of the issues would
decrease support for the position of

the Administration—it was he who, at

the faculty meeting, succeeded in

obscuring important issues in a tangle

of leaglisms and in misleading the

faculty on many other points.

Many arguments presented at the

faculty meeting require response. I

will leave a detailed discussion to Ken
Bertsch ; however, in all fairness, both

to Williams students and to the

National Gay Task Force, I would like

to reply to one of Mr. Chandler's mwe
preposterous allegations. The
President argued rather heatedly that

WGSO and other concerned student

groups have been manipulated and
exploited to dangerous ends by the

National Gay Task Force. This

charge, totally untrue, was perhaps

construed from the fact that we ob-

tained initial information regarding

several college and corporate non-

discrimination policies through
NGTF, and from the coincidental fact

that Dr. Bruce Voeller of NGTF
lectured here in November. During

Dr. Voeller's visit we never, so far as I

recall, discussed the question of the

proposed amendment, nor have we
had any contact with NGTF since that

time.

Finally, despite the considerable

pressure exerted to insure the defeat

of the amendment, 40 faculty mem-
bers expressed their disagreement

with the Administration. This is in-

deed encouraging. As both the faculty

and students now realize, themor^l
victory was ours. Susan Coffey, '78

Stroll

To the editor:

I was elated by the moral victory

won at the December 14 Faculty

meeting. Forty Faculty members
voted to include sexual orientation in

the College's nondiscrimination

policy. Considering the circumstances

under which the Faculty dealt with

the issue, the vote was a remarkable

and commendable show of support for

human rights.

One impediment to an outright

victory was that the administration

virtually ran the "Faculty" meeting.

President Chandler chaired it and
administrators were stationed

strategically around the room. I don't

know how many other college

faculties countenance this violation of

their academic freedom. At the

Uhivei^ity of California, where my
father teaches, the notion of the ad-

ministration running faculty meetings

would be anathema—a Violation of the

fundamental separation of powers

among Regents, faculty and ad-

ministration.

President Chandler's opening salvo

thus put enormous pressure on the

Faculty to reject Professor Baker's

courageously offered proposal.

Chandler's hostile barrage was laced

with inaccuracies and conspicuous for

its omissions. It characterized the

manner in which the administraticm

has approached the gay-rights

initiative from the beginning. Had
Chandler spent some time consulting

with students about the amendment,
and less time calling around the

continent in a desperate and largely

futile attempt to find petty flaws in the

argument for "sexual orientation," he

might have found, himself in a

stronger position. Or at least a

respectable one.

Much of the delMte itself centered

on allegations that the term "sexual

orientation" was unclear. Professor

Bamett read a list of sexual

deviations that would have to' be

suffered should Williams modify its

nondiscrimination policy. I am
convinced that while some professors

may have t>een sincere in their con-

cern over this issue, it was used

largely to disguise the fact that the

true debate was over a moral, not

legal, issue. If the wording were ob-

jectionably vague, it would be easy to

define it elsewhere for legal purposes.

Any lawyer could do it in ten minutes.

That this was not the real concern of

most of those voting against the

motion was made manifest by their

sutMequent endorsement of President

Chandler's own statement, which

referred to "sexual orientation."

Apparently the President's statement

was completely innocuous, while an

official College statement would in-

vite "bestiality," "necrophilia" and

"group sex on the front lawn."

Perhaps I am being unfairly harsh.

To prove me so, I hope that one of

those apostles of enlightened

liberalism who claim they "regret-

tably" could not vote for the amend-

ment due to its vagueness will rein-

troduce it at the next Faculty

meeting. Apparently "sexual

orientation" was a safe bet with New
York City's lawyers, since Mfiyor

Koch used that language in stating

New York's new nondiscrimination

policy.

If the same distinguished in-

terpreters of our nation's Constitution

had spent one-fifth the time looking

for a way to incorporate the offending

clause as they did rationalizing

against it, the McClelland Press

would soon be resetting type for next

year's modified catalogue statement.

The reasons for their failure to do this

are known but to them. Nobody openly

contravenes that Williams would be a

better place for this change.

Despite the failure of a few to

engage in the moral leadership

demanded by their positions, the 40-68

vote was highly encouraging-
reminiscent of Eugene McCarthy's 42

per cent return in the 1968 New
Hampshire primary. I am confident

that a future Faculty, less confused by

trivial legal arguments and allowed to

meet as an independent body, will

accord "sexual orientation" its

proper place in the Williams College

catalogue. That is, if the Trustees do

not preempt the Faculty of that honor

first. —Ted Stroll

Short

To the editor;

The recommendation of the Jan. 6

editorial that we strive to eliminate

the causes of prejudice ("fear, in-

sensitivity, and ignorance") is an

inspiring one. I agree that education

and calm discussion can help, and

look forward to Mr. Buckner's

leadership in this area. Endorsement

of the proposed clause by the faculty

would have been part of that

educational process.

In fact, the only effect on students

would have been education by
example, since the clause would not

affect the rights of students to think,

speak out, and act as they please

(within the hmits of "good conduct"

as described in the Student Hand-

book.) Only discriminatory acts by

the College would have been

prohibited.

Thus, the writer's statements that

the proposal would "dictate what

Williams students think," "legislate

morality" and so on are false and

misleading. Are these things even

possible?

The editorial complained that the

proposed clause "CondemnCs) those

people who hold a particular notion.''

The statement of course condemns no

one explicitly; condemnation is not its

purpose. But if the price of protecting

the rights of any historically op-

pressed group is some discomfort to

the sensitive imaginations of those

who feel they are being implicitly

criticized, then that is the price we
must pay. Would Mr. Buckner have

opposed the 15th Amendment as

condemning racists and inhibiting

debate?

Advocating an attack on the roots of

prejudice but not on immediate

discriminatory actions is a front for

inaction and tacit acceptance of the

statusquo. "Permit it to disappear" is

Mr. Buckner's cure for prejudice and
discrimination. But it is only willful

human action that changes the world,

not the ticking away of time.

PaulShorb'78

Andersen
To the editor:

In the past few months I have
personally encountered a few students

who have assaulted me vert>ally as I

walked near them. Iliese persons

would make comments about me and

the Williams Women Organization

(now the Williams Feminist Alliance)

of which I am one pf the coordinators.

I assume their hostility came to the

surface in light of the recent publicity

alxMjt sexism at Williams. Normally I

would not bother to make these

painful incidents public, but after

your editorial of Jan. 6 called "On
Prejudice" and after all the talk about

how diversity can work at Williams, I

can not resist.

The Record editorial urges us to

"use education and calm discussion to

eliminate the causes of prejudice

instead of engaging in the futile at-

tempts to legislate morality". Your
'-«ditorial somehow suggests that

legislation is not needed to eradicate

prejudice because the environment

itself has the capacity to discourage

fear, insensitivity, and ignorance to

"permit (prejudice) to disappear". I

disagree. After my experiences I have
little faith that some students at

Williams have the capacity to tolerate

individuals whose political beliefs

may differ from their own. Respon-

ding solely by personal action does

little good when one is insulted when
she takes a stand. In order for

education or discussion to influence

people's behavior, a supportive en-

vironment must first be created for

the persons who do take risks in at-

tempting to communicate their

beliefs.

If some students here are unable to

deal with others as individuals instead

of stereotypes, how can a supportive

environment ever be created?
Sometimes delil>erate policy such as
proposed in the recent College Council

resolution on sexism and homophobia,

must be made in order to publicly

recognize and articulate conflict so

that when individuals act they do not

feel alone. Policy, even in the form of

words, can stimulate a supportive

environment so that persons will then

be compelled to discourage prejudice

in their personal lives. Everytlting

does not "just work out", especially

when there are pockets of students

who are hostile to diverse opinions.

Silence, ii^difference, and lack of

action by both students and ad-

ministrators makes one an ac-

complice to the status quo.

Valerie A. Andersen *78

Capaldini
To the editor:

Your editorial concerning the

faculty's rejection of the gay rights

amendment to the collie's non-

discrimination policy ("On
Prejudice") was based on not

acknowledging the critical distinction

between a neutral statement of non-

discrimination and an affirmative

statement of approbation.

The editorial argued that the

college's taking "an official position"

on the issue of gay rights would

preclude reasoned debate on this

important issue of human rights. This

would be true had the content of the

amendment been something to the

effect of "Williaihs Cbllege

'

unequivocably supports the gay rights

movement and thus will not tolerate

any alternative viewpoints on this

issue on the part of its faculty, staff, or

students."

Instead the amendment is actually

an affirmation of the institutional

neutrality that is absolutely essential

for the "healthy discussion" that your

editorial so strongly advocates. A
statement of non-discrimination is

merely what it purports to be—

a

refusal to discriminate either for or

against a group of individuals. If an

institution proclaims to its members
that it feels a responsibility to remain

neutral on an issue, it can hardly be

concluded that the institution is

"legislating morality" or dictating a

specific position to its members.

Perhaps the confusion olLj_
statement of non-discrimination with

a statement of approbation stems

from falsely equating the refiisal to

discriminate against those who have

traditionally been discriminated

against with actually approving of or

fostering the activities of that group of

individuals.

In an ideal world we would not need

any guarantees of neutrality. Indeed,

because at the moment at least,

redheads, orange juice drinkers, and

ice skaters are not discriminated

against, there is no need to confirm

that they are not and will not be

discriminated against. On the other

hand, homosexuals have been and will

continue to be discriminated against

by many individuals and institutions.

In awareness of and in response to the

pervasive nexus of attitudinal and

institutional discriminatory practices

that are generally lodged against gay

individuals, it is the responsibility of

any institution concerned with

upholding neutrality to forthrightly

state its unswerving dedication to

enlightened indifference.

To put it bluntly, those who support

the amendment merely ask the

college to sUte that "Williams College

doesn't care whether a person is gay"

and thus to confirm that it does very

much care about maintaining an

environment in wiiich individuals

may freely arrive at self-determined

moral positions, t's* CapaMlai, 1»
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Bertsch rebuts Chandler
by Ken Bei-iscb '78

In the last issue of the Record, I

cited the Administration's capricious

use erf the law to demonstrate its lack

of good faith in, dealing with student

supporters of the "sexual orientation"

claiae. In this article, I will deal

briefly with several other issues

raised by President Chandler at the

faculty meeting.

The President questioned the use of

the term "sexual orientation". In

support of the President's doubts,

Prof. Barnett provided a laundry list

of deviant activity that might be

sanctioned at Williams should the

< motion be adopted. A simple solution

tiirtiuld be to define the term. The
Berkeley, California noh-

diBcrimination law defines sexual

orientation "as the choice of sexual

partner according to gender."

"Sexual orientation" and "sexual

preference" are the terms used in

civic and corporatie non-

discrintintition policies. Orientation is

a better word because it does not

involve a judgment as to how the

predilection was arrived at. Most
recently, Mayor Koch of New York
used: 'Asexual orieittation" in stating

the nondiscrimination policy that he

Intends to implement.

President Chandler wonders if

"sexual orientation" refers to

behavior. It doesn't. Orientation

refers to cpndition, not action. It

seems unlikely that judges will

redefine the word after centuries of

use just to allow deviant behavior at

Williams.

The President charged that no other

academic institution or corporation

has adopted a policy similar to that

being proposed at the faculty meeting.

That is not true. The President

siJecifically contended that New York
University had no such policy. That

was shown to be untrue at the faculty

meeting when Tom Herwitz pulled out

his copy of the current NYU Law
School Bulletin, which does ihdeed

contain a riondiscriminatidn

"Sawmennrompleie with the "sexual

orientation" reference.

While we may have misread a letter

from the Avon Products company,
American Telephone and Telegraph is

quite explicit. According to Chairman

of the Board John deButts. the

company has a "publicly enunciated

^licy barring discrimination against

homosexuals in hiring and ein-

pioyment."
t should emphasize that the

proponents of the sexual orientation

clause have also made errors in this

regard, and the President's

niisstatements may not have been

intentional.

However, the President cannot

escape responsibility for his use of a

classic Nixonian tactic in strongly

suggesting that the National Gay Task

Force was behind the student

initiative. Surprising as it may seem,

the fact is that students at Williams

w^e intelligent enough to think this

up all on their own. without the

leadership of outside agitetors. The

Students Interested In The
Wllllanu-ln-MystIc Proflram for

next fall or spring semesters

shewtd see Dean Mclntlre. The

•pplicatlon deadline is February

fO, 1971. ProtSMor LalMrM will be

•t Wllltams on Janeary if to

dISCUM the program.

NGTF has on request provided only

lists of colleges, cities and cor-

porations that have some sort of

nondiscrimination stand on sexual

orientation.

Tlie President fears that we will

align ourselves with a national

political movement if we agree as a

matter of policy not to discriminate.

That is true to the same degree as

would have been true if we had ac-

cepted and promoted the application

of Blacks and Jews before it became
widely acceptable to do so. Are out-

side political conditions a reason to

alter our dedication toward creating a

humane community within the

College?

It is unfortunate that the Ad-

ministration has forced the debate into

an argument over legalisms. What
is really at stake here is a moral issue.

Traditional societal attitudes toward

homosexuals have brought an

enormous emotional cost, both in

society as a whole and within the

College. It is time not only for in-

dividuals but also for "Institutions,

which do so much to set the context for

individual action, to move in a for-

thright manner to create an at-

mosphere of tolerance and respect for

human dignity. It is also time for the

Administration of this College to deal

in good faith with students bearing

serious policy initiatives.

Sherlock Holmes observed, in

response to Watson's oontplaint that

his deductions were obvious, "The
world is full «f obvious things which no
one ever bothers to QbMrve." As the

new chairman of^e College's Energy
Conservatian Committee, I've got to

lake under my wing (tra, la) a

collection of obvious things which few
of us want to be bothered to observe.

Through the good offices of the

Record, I have permission to produce

(with iuck) some obvious remarks,
about energy use on the campus, a'
chance fbr the English Department to

practice their literary criticism on a

colleague across the street, and one
cold hard (block that metaphor) fact

at the end to serve as a basis for future

thoughts. This consciousness-raising

effort (my consciousness has been

raised so high that some mornings I

can barely reach it) is really only a

drop in the budget, but We have to

start somewhere.
Most of the facts are courtesy of

Professor C. Fuqua, the retiring

chairman (he's not all that retiring) of

the committee, whose herculean

efforts and extensive reports were

hindered only by his difficulty in

finding a calculator which displays its

resulCN in Roman numerals. This

week you get two facts for the price of

one. Until I became chairman of the

committee, I didn't even know who
was on it. So, Fact One: Those in-

volved since last fall are Henry Art

(Environmental Studies), Malinda

Bergamini ('80), Thomas Black ('80),

Lee Drickamer (Biology), John
Holden (B&G), Ross Keller-
secretary— (Food Service), and
Charles Fuque (retired); plus.

•tarting now, Edwina Cruise
(RuBsianl and myself (Matiw). We
are all receptive to suggettkms,

complaints, observations, help, or

long-term appointments in

Washington. Pleaiae do not call if your
rad^tor is not working (or over-

working). But general observations

and notes about too many lights on,

too few drapes pulled, clandestine

electric beaters, too much hot air in

lectures (well, I guess we'd better

sUpAat oae>, or anj^ of yow own pot

concerns and ideas can be r^yed
through your friendly neighborhood
committee member. It's not quite

clear what we can do about some of

these things, since the committee's

mandate is more specific than its

Vov/en, but we can at least l>e a focus

of information.

The question "Is one less light bulb

worth the effort?" will be the subject

of a later column. At the moment we
are just getting this phase of, the

committee's work off the ipad.

Whether it will become a successliil

lanndr or simply a flight of fancy

remains to be seen. Given an ap-

propriate response (or even not given

an appropriate response) to this

Madiaon Avenue aspect of the com-
mittee's duties, we look to have a
general open meeting on energy
towards the end of the month. IImm of

you ( like me) who find open meetings
a drag can stay home. Those of you

(also like me) who feel that "Darken
the comer where you are," is a
minimal kind of reaponae to con-

tinuing energy problems abould at

least come and heckle the chairman.

tivfj, .«s p(on>J4eii. FAct Xvyo; The
College's energy costs in 1976-77 were,
as near as makes no difference,

$700,000 in an $18 million budget. I can
get as tricky with statistics as the next

person (even more tricky), but this

fact has a simple English translation:

In terms of tuition income, about one
student in ten is going up the stack at

the heating plant. While there may be
some students I would like to see

assigned just such a fate, it surely

would be a better use of resources to

have them built into a new building or
even (you should excuse the ex-

pression > served up in the dining

halls. See you in the stack.

Prof. R. Koielka

DIAU'S DELI
SPRING STREET

open 11-lMON-SAT
2-1 SUN

NOW 7 KINDS OF BAGELSI
-garlic< onion, poppyseed,

pumpernickel, sesame
seed, salt, and plain

The Record will run classifieds at 20c per line for the first 3 lines and 15c for

each additional line. Deadlines are 4:00 p.m. Wednesdays and Sundays.

Total amount due must accompany this form. AAall or bring In person to

Classifieds, The Williams Record, Baxter Hall, Wllliamstown, AAass. 01267.
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TUESDAY, JANUARY 17

SOPHOMORE NIGHT
Discounts for cqrd-cqrrying sophomores

•,;!'i^;.<f

WEDNESDAY/ JANUARY 18^

HAPPY HOUR 4-6 pm

Hot Spiced Wine avaiioble : .

.i),i,|i|. M;i; i ltM 'l it. ' 1 ,1, '|i| . i iMi ii M ii ,iim. ,.„nM '

laconic Package Store

130 Water Williomstown

Tel. 458-5634

BEER

CENTER

FUtt GAttONS^Of^VINf^

ONLY $3.99

ALL SQUASH RACKETS

30% OFF UST PRICE

Including The

New 70+ Rackets

[Includ. our excliuiv*frte Purple Cow rochet cover]

GO-OP
COME SEE WHY EVERYBODY

IS TRYING TO KEEP UP WITH US.
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Hill plays 100th
by John Libertine

Flair, panache, and a good deal of

fun marked last Saturday's lOOIh

GrUfin Hall Concert with Victor HIU,

harpsichordist and part-time math
professor. Hill played to a wildly

enthusiastic audience of about ITS,

both Saturday and again when he

repeated the concert on Sunday.

TTie history of the Griffin Hall

concerts goes back 12 years to Hill's

musical debut at Williams with the

music department, when he played

Bach's Art of the Fugue. For two

years, be gave several solo recitals

and played with a chamber group.

After receiving his harpsichord in

1968, Hill inaugurated the Griffin Hall

Concert Series.

Money for the first season came
from the donation of, 6 residential

houses' cultural funds. The following

year, the college gave Hill a yearly

budget. Since then, Hill has continued

to give 8 to 10 yearly concerts in

Griflin.

Hill chose Room 3, Griffin because

its give was perfect for Baroque

, music, which, because of its intimacy,

fwiuirfs an intimate atmosphere. The
room also h^s good acoustics; the

soumI is perfect for performer and
audi«|ice alike. Griffin remains
perfect acaoadcally even when the

room is half full. Hill packed the house

"^>both nights, which had a drawback:
' "a full house spoils the acoustics," he

explained.

Hill specializes in Baroque music
for several reasons. He is a ' 17th

century enthusiast, and enjoys the

music of the period. Bach seems to be

. the favorite with his audiences, but he

believes that Bach's lesaer-known

contemporaries, such as Bohm, are

Just as important. The muaic alao

appeals to Hill's senses as a

mathematician. Baroque music has
its foundations in mathematics; just

ask anyone who has ever written a
fugue.

Hill started his study of music with

the piano at age 4. He gave his first

-conoart while in kindergarten^ The
transition to the harpsichord began in

1961, while Hill was studying with

Alice Ehlars. Soon after, he studied

with Gustave Leonhardt, and alao

studied the organ.

In addition to his Williams concerts.

Hill also gives many concerts on tours

both in the U.S. and in Eurofke. He has
played in Germany, France, and
Italy. Closer to home, he has played at

Middlebury, Skidmore, Amherst, and
Franklin and Marshall. Recently, Hill

received an invitation to play with the

Leubeck Chamber Orchestra in

Europe this sfHing, but he turned it

down. "Having classes does put a
restriction on my playing," he said.

Hill also gives a concert every
summer at the dark Art Museum. He
says that the auditorium is the "nicest

stage I've ever played on."

Hill likes to vary his repertoire,

rarely playing the same program
more than 3 or 4 times. He does,

however, like to play certain, im-

portant works like Bach's Goldberg
Variations every four years at Griffin.

Hill seemed reticent when asked
about programming next year's
concerts. He did say that he had
planned them and that his audiences

should be pleased. When asked to

elaborate. Hill merely smiled, slyly.

'Most Importont Voice'
to return to Williams
Acclaimed singer-songwriter Jesse

Winchester, a Williams graduate, will
' appear at Chapin Hall on Wednesday,

!
.j^nuary-25. Winchester, "the^njost

l^irhportant voice of o\ir''ii(Ade'"ic-'

i cording to Rolling Stone, graduated in

!..1966, but has never returned to the

campus.
Tickets are $3.00 fbr Williams

students and faculty and $6.00 for the

general public, and go on sale Friday

the 20th. An early sell-out is predicted.

Winchester's return home to

Memphis last March after mQre than
ten years in Canada was, according to

..Jftssigi '>. very .emotional moment."
THe*^ WilHdm§^ ' homecoming is ex-

pected to be equally emotional.
"Jesse wanted to come back and
play," according to ACEC chairman
Steve Case, "so a mini-tour of New
England was organized around the

Williams date. It's more than a
concert—it's an event."

YOU ARE INVITED TO A .

WINTER SPORT FASHION SHOW
At the River House Restaurant

on Water Street

by Fitch Home

Wednesday, January 18

7:30 pan.

Admission Free Door Prizes

The Sponsoring WiUiamstmrn MerchanU are:

Arcadian Shop

Cottage III

GHintry Casuals

Goff's Sports

House of Walsh

Salvatore's

Village Coifiurcs

Widen Leather Shop

Williams Inn Country Store

Victor Hill

Wattar Chastnut is pictured hare

during his suparb concert last

Tutsday •veniirg- in Thompson
Chapal. Chastnut played works of

Gibbons, Hummel, Haydn, Goadicka,

and Handal to an ecstatic audience.

Photo by Oettgen

Quartet solos shine
Hie Gary Burton Quartet played a

fine concert in Chapin Hall last

Monday night. Burton came to the

Williams campus with Gary Chafee on

drums, trumpeter Tiger Okoahl, and
the renowned bassist, Steve Swaillow.

The quartet's performance was
consistently exciting and listenable.

Solos were well-conceived and
executed, complete statements which

elicited spnnteniinua.wptoits^ evisa

from those not familiar with jazz

etiquette.

Gary Burton lived up to his

reputation as a top vibist. His playing

was masterfully simple, fresh and

pretty. Both his solo performances

(without the rest of the quartet) were

fantastic—high points of the concert.

Tiger Okoshi, the trumpeter, played

with a warm, brassy sound that was a

major factor in the concert's success.

His soloing was usually good, oc-

casionally brilliant. His solo on Keith

Jarret's tune. Coral, was one of the

best of the night.

Steve Swallow drove the quartet

With fluid and energetic lines. Un-

fortunately, however, a substantial

portion of his solo work was lost to

Chapin 's muddy acoustics.

This band sounded really good. In

ensemble sections, the balance was
perfect. All members of the band
played with taste and creativity

throughout. The musicians soloed

with the idea of maintaining this level

of taste and creativity. There was
virtually no technique used for its own
sake, and no "showoffy" behavior by

any member, just a lot of beautiful

music.

The music this band plays was
described in the Jan. 6 Record as jazz-

rock fusion. This is an unfortunate

term, frequently meaning rock with

horns, containing no elements ol jazz.

However, this term does not describe

the music of the Gary Burton quartet.

Their music was jazz, and it eontainad

no elements of rock that I could

discon. I can't help my impreatioa

that the music was described as such
a fusion in an effort to boost at-

tendance at the concert (Since
everyone knows that no one likes Jaa^
let's call it jazz-rock, and maybe vw
can sell it).

The ACEC's performance in regard
to the Gary Burton concert left

something to be desired, however.

The remark attributed to Steve Case
in the Jan. 6 Record, choosing

"quality over quantity" in chooaing

the quartet was inaccurate, if com-
plimentary. Case is not in a position to

say tliaTGary Burton's music is better

than that of Charles Mingus, Lionel

Hampton, and David Sancious (a true

jazz-rock fusion artist).

Publicity was scant for this concert.

Chapin Hall was at most two-thirds

full. Posters went up only a few days
before the concert. It appeared that

the ACEC felt that jazz could not be
sold, make only a half-hearted at-

tempt to sell it, and (ailed. So, you see,

jazz cannot be sold.

I am happy to report that even
people whose prefo-ence I know to be
some sort of rock were listening, and
enjoying the concert. The audiencfi,

was responsive to the players. There
is a pectiliar sort of presence that good
improvisors have around them, and L
think the audience felt it as a whole,'

especially from Burton and Swallow.

At the end of the concert, the audience
gave the band a well deserved stan-

ding ovation. Steve Robinson '79

fr

College hosts assorted arts
Mime

Trent Arterberry, an unusually
talented mime, will bring his silent

magic to the Adams Memorial
Theater on Thursday, January 19, at

8:00 p.m.

Arterberry will hold a demon-
stration class at 4:00 p.tp. on the day
of the show. The class is open to all

Williams students and will be held in^-

the AMT basement.

Trent's approach to mime is

anything but conventional. As a
promotional stunt for an upcoming
concert at the University of New
Hampshire, he appeared between
periods at a hockey game, and 4000

raving fans were brought to silence.

Last January, Arterberry performed
at Chapin Hall along with Charles
Mingus, and received a standing
ovation.

Arterberry is featured on both

album covers of the Pousette-Dart
Band, and frequently performs with

Now is the time fo l»rowse. . .

While we're clearing out Winter Study

books ond stocking

second semester books.
enzi's
COIUCI lOOK STOM INC
WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS. 6IHT

STUDENTS WELCOME

COLONIAL PIZZA E.,?i^''^TN'Lm.

C&E PIZZA 22 Spring St.

Small & large pizzas - delicious grinders & spaghetti

OPEN DAILY nam -lam -7daysa weak*

We mal(e fresh dotjgh daily
i'

ALL KINDS OF SANDWICHES WITH CHEESE $135
tax

Inci.

X.

them. He has made several television

appearances, and was the first non-;

musical act to appear at nationally-^

recognized concert clubs such as tbe^^'

Bottom Line and the OUar Door.
The show is being co-sponsored by^

theACEC and Cap & Bells. Admission
';

is $1.50; seating is limited so plan to t
arrive early.

Photogrophy
Hie Williams College Museum of -

Art will house an exhibition of color

photographs by Cary Wasserman, a :

free-lance photographer from :

Cambridge, Mass., during the month
of January.

The 45 photographs in the collection '^

range in subject matter from the
'

documentary to the surreal. During
,:

;

the past 7 years, Wasserman's work
|

has been on display frequently in
'

Boston and Cambridge. Several of his .;
>

photographs are contained in ',

collections of the Museum ofFine Arts - j

in Boston, The Smith College Museum
of Art, juii. the Portlands (

Museinn of Art.

Flutist
Flutist Pamela Guidetti will present

the second in the Young Artists

Concerts series on Monday, Jan. 16, at

8:30 at "Hiompson Memorial Chapel.
Guidetti will be accompanied at the

piano by Elaine Greenfield. Works on
the program include sonatas by
Platti, Piston, and Dutilleux, and
fantasies by Telemann, Georges-Hue,
and Bozza. Admission is free.

Guidetti graduated from Indiana
University and is now on the faculty at

Johnson State College in Vermont.
Last year, she won the Concert Artists

Guild Award, and she has been a
soloist with the Colorado Philhar-

monic and the Springfield Symphony.

Music in the Round
Music in the fUxmd will preseht its

fourth concot of the season this

Friday, Jan. 13, at 8:30 in Thompson
Chapel. As a change of pace, Friday's

concert has no experimental music on
the program, llie program includes

Mozart's Trio in C Major played by
the Williams Trio, Bartok's Siring

Quartet No. S, and Faure's Quartet,

Op. IS. All three works are well-known
and well-loved chamber works, and
ought to appeal to a variety of tastes.

Admission is free to holders of

Williams ID cards.
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Fr0$hman $far$ In two ev«fi#s

Trackmen leap to 3-0 slate
byPr«MkC«rr

In an awesome display of scoring

power, the varsity track team won
four of the last five events for a 66 to

5Vh come-from-behind victory over
Filchburg Saturday. The Ephs' early

season record jumped quickly to 3-0 as
the purple tracksters also topped a

33'/i point effort by Westfield State

and a 22 point total by Hamilton to

capture the quadrangular meet. •'

The bulk of the purple points were
supplied by the middle distance and
distance runners with a total of 37

being chalked up in five events.

Freshman Phil Oarrow recorded

convincing wins in two of these

events, taking the mile in 4:23.5 and
returning with a 2:01 victory in the

880. Darrow followed Dan Sullivan's

early lead in the mile and then took off

and built up a comfortable winning

margin, while in the 880 he chased
' Westfield's Kevin Crowley over the

' last three laps and kicked past his

opponent for the win.

"My goal for the mile was to run in

the low 4:20*8", commented Darrow
after the race. "I felt good during the

mile and I had a lot left for the 880, but

I definitely need to do more speed-

work."
Junior Tom Schreck also had an

excellent day on the track as be

"followed Darrow with a second place

in the mile at 4:26.7 and then captured

first place in the 1000 yard run with a
2:23.2 clocking. Dan Sullivan added a

fourth place 4:29.5 effort behind

Schreck in the mile, while Darrell

Wallace backed up the junior in the

1000, finishing third in a fine 2:24.7.

Freslunan Jim Suhr gave the ^phs a
solid 1-2 class of '81 punch in the 880,

clod^ng 2:05.7 for third place.

The distance duo of Joe Kolb and
Frank Carr ran away from the field in

the two mile and captured first and
second respectively, icolb parlayed an
early lead into an effortless 9:34.2,

Carr completed the 18 tap Tartan tour

in 9:50.7 and frosh John McCammond
had an excellent rookie performance
at 10:07.4 for the number four spot.

Williams had a bit of trouble in the

sprints as they were shut out in the 60

and 440 yard dashes, but a Williams

victory in one of the sprint races was
never in doubt. Senior tri-captain Ron
White embarrassed the competition in

the 60 high hurdle trials and in the

finals he sliced them apart like a
machete through a ripe banant>: White
dashed to a 7.5 second victory, just 2

tenths-of-a-second off the college

record. Terry O'Reilly added three

more points in the dashes with a
second place 1:17.5 performance in

the 600.

Tri-captain Uirry Tanner faced

some tough competition in the 35 lb.

weight throw and his 51'5" heave
could net him only second place.

Tanner donated another point to the

Eph cause with a fourth place iii the

shot put at 38'11", in back of Jim
DeSimone's 4r5" third place effort.

Junior Greg McAleenan uncorked

an outstanding 31 ''/i" leap in the long

jump for first place hraiors in that

event, whil« Mark Gerry also scored

in the sand as his 40'1V4" triple Jump
performance earned him a second

place finish. Stan Parese and Scott

Mayfield added the final points in the

field events with second and third in

the pole vault.

The Williams mile relay quartet of

Greg^ McAleenan, Paul Untch, Terry =

O'Reilly and Bob Tyler was unable to

keep up with the squads from
Hamilton and Fitchburg and settled

into third for a 3:39.2 clocking. The

meet then concluded with the two mile

relay, but in this event it was Williams

all the way. Dan Sullivan led off and
opened up a lead which just grew and

grew as Lee Jackson, Cal Schnure,

and Jeff Coombs provided the fuel for

an 8:09.8 vict(»7.

Tomorrow, coach Dick Farley takes

his squad to Boston for a meet with the

perenially tough MIT Engineers.

Tri-captain Ron Whlta Iwrdlaf past VMraMaW, Fitchburfl and Hamilton as tltt

Purpla Squad mova toward anottiar outstanding laason. Tliay currantly stand 3-

•. = (phglpbyC. Read)

Nordic squad especially sfrong

Skiers show well in four races

Women's squash stomps foe
by Mary Tom Higgs

The Williams Women's Squash
team opened its season Saturday,

under the direction of new coach

Renzi Lamb as they stomped both

MjrtdlieJft.UIX ..»M .SMdmore in

astounding 7-0 victories. "Hie women
proved their superiority over the two

teams by conceding only five out of

forty-seven games, all of which were
lost to the Middlebury rivals.

Travelling without tiieir captain and
top player Jime Garvey were Laura

CarsOn,' Beckie Chase, Leigh
Costikan, Marcia Johnston, freshmen

Pam Hansen and Mary Tom Higgs,

Roslyn Sareyan, and Kristin

Johanson, who alternated with

Sareyan in the No. 7 position to play

Skidmore.

While most of the matches ran

smoothly in Williams' favor, there

were two noticeably exciting matches
fought by Costikan and Hansen at

positions No. 3 and No. 5 respectively.

After losing the first game and win-

ning the next two, Costikan conceded

one more game before capturing the

fifth and final one 15-11. Hansen led 2-0

going into the third game, and lost the

following two games in 15^]^, 14-15

tiebreakers. Operating witir an in-

jured knee incurred in the flnal point

of the third game, Hansen managed to

take the last game 15-9, leaving

Middlebury with no wins against a
Williams team.

l^e women now look ahead to a

challenging match against Yale on

January 21.

The men's ski team opened Its

competitive season this pas,t weekend
fresh from an extensive'^ week of

training in Williamstown during the

last week of Christmas vacation.

Six members of the men's Alpine

team, Chris Welsh, Andy Mikell,

Donald Tarinelli, Josh Dembrinski,

Roger Prevot and Peter Mongon all

qualified for the first FIS Regional

Race of the year in Bristol, N.Y. The
most noteworthy performance came
from Mikell with a 10th place finish in

the Giant Slalom. Dembrinski was in

6 th place after the first run of the

Slalom but joined most of his team-

mates as he fell on the second.

Coach Bud Fisher's Nordic skiers

journeyed to Middlebury, Putney and
Rraitlphom, ., -Verniont. The.. Nordic,

skiers showed sofne excellent per-

formances but the team's lack of

depth was also evident. Nordic cap-

tain Jeff Magoon placed sixth in a
tough field at the Middlebury 15 km
cross country that included one

current and one former member of

the National team. Freshman Dave
Richards in his first attempt at the

longer 15 km race placed 14th in what

Fisher thought was a strong showing.

Two days later the cross country

skiers were back in action at Putney

in another 15 km race. Magoon again

KING'S

LIQUOR

STORE

52 Spring Street

4S8-594*

r"
THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
UQUORS-WINESBEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY

RECORDS
78 Water St., Williamstown

GARY BURTON LPs

an$i.MoiNlo«r

regular discount prica, and
afawGopiatof
"GoodVlbafat

$2.99

British Maid Restaurant

For Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

On Tuesday, Jon. 17 w« start our

full wintor dinnor monu, tpoclollzing In

English Roosts- Boof, Lomb, Copons, otc.

with oil tho trimmings.

Open 7:30 o.m. • 2:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m. • 10:00 p.m.

-^Closed Sunday at 1:00 p.m.

and all day Monday

led the Ephs with another 6th place

finish while Richards pulled in tenth.

Freshman Dennis Desroches, after

breaking and then adjusting to a pair

(rf skis had hishest race of the year,

placing 25th.

The Ephs jumpers ventured to

Brattleboro Saturday for a weekend of

competition on the 80 m Harris Hill.

Freshman Jeff Hastings had two

excellent days of competition as he

won the Jr. A class both days, placed

5th on Saturday and 6th overall on

Sunday. Junior Tom Dodds also had
his best day ever as he had 3 of 4

competitive jumps over the 200 foot

mark.
This coming weekend the Alpine

team can be seen in action at

Bousquet Saturday and Jiminy Peak
Sunday. The Jumpers will travel to

Berlin to test their abilities on the

longest jump in the East while the

cross country races will journey to

Hanover for the annual Hanover
relays.

The Record
is looking for an

Ad Manager
salary & commission

freshman or sophomore preferred

Contact Mike Behrman (2974) Immediately

PARKAS & VESTS

Selected Parkas on Sale

By North Face, Camp 7.

and Sierra Designs

arcadian
shop

laftiBaw. tttH4|Hw».Tl|l
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Hoopsfers

beat

Babson

byFraikPcrfallul
In two typical LaseU Gym Ihrillera,

the Williams College Basketball team
came away with a split, beating
Babson College Friday night, <fr«S,

and losing to Springfield CoU«|e
Tuesday, S7-58.

Williams led all the way against

Babson but poor foul shooting in the

closing moments made the game
closer than it really should have been.

An U point lead melted to two mostly
due to the failure of Williams to

convert Babson's due or die fouls into

points. Both Gerry Kelly and Brad
Wolk missed one and ones that could

have let Coach CuriTong breathe a bit

easier at the finish

The key to the victory lay in the

speed and overall quickness of the

Th« key to victory

Icy simply

in the speed of the

smaller team.

smaller Williams team. Guards Andy
Straka and Kelly constantly harassed
Babson ball handlers. On offense,

Williams relied mostly on outside

shooting lo exploit the visitor's inside

zone with man to man on the guards.

Kelly was high scorer with 18 poioti.

Straka and frosh Dean Ahlberg
followed with 10 apiece. Center Brad
Wolk and forward Malt Spangler were
especially lough on the defensive

boards.

The Springfield game was a
beartbreaker that the Chiefs won with

clutch foul shooting and tough defense

in the closing seconds. With 31 seconds

remaining and Williams down by
three, junior guard Jeff Hammond hit

a jumper to narrow the margin to one
with Williams immediately calling

tiieir last time out. Coaeh Tong in-

serted sophomore Bill Lohrer into the

lineup and he immediately responded

by stealing the Springfield inbounds
pass at the foul Une. With the clock
ticking away* Williams was simply
unable to get off a shot and lost the

bdll as the buzzer sounded.

The Bplimea miised Kelly who sat
out the gMne with a sprained right
ankle. He leads Willlanu in scoring
with 16.2 polnU per game. Andy
Straka (14) and Dean AUVberf (U)
took up some of the slack. However,
center Brad Wolk was held scoretefls.

Williams led 32-SO at the half but
didn't score a hoop until s^ minutes
had passed in the second stanza.
Springfield went into a four comers
offense with v/i minutes remaining
and ate up a minute on the dock
before^ WUliams cp/ntoitted a foul.

FinaDy. Springfield's Don Lemieux
hit both ends of three clutch one and
one stilus tions that eventually won
the game.

Williams travels to Kings Point
Saturday and Tuesday to New Haven
to meet the Yale University Bulldogs.

Icemen lose 6-5 heartbreaker;
2 suspended for next game^

The Purple puckars did it again Wednesday with thdr fifth one-goa I loss, fa lling

to Norwich 7-«. (photo by Oettgen)

byMarkPogue
The Heartbreak Kids lost another

emotional and hard-fought hockey
game Saturday night, falling to the

Hamilton Continentals by a 6-5 count.

The Purple leers, now 3-4 on the

season, have absorbed all four of their

losses by a single goal.

"The second period out there was
our Waterloo," lamented Williams

Coach Bill McCormick after the

remains of a game-ending, bench-
clearing brawl had been cleared from
the Lansing Chapman ice. "We should
have blown them out of the rink in the

first period, then it all fell apart in the

second." The Purple played its best

hockey of the night in the opening
session, outshooting Hamilton, 14-11,

and stifling the vaunted "Canadian

Racquetmen dump Fordham, fall to Princeton
by Evan Bash

With visions of a major upset

dancing alluringly in their heads, the

members of the men's squash team
journeyed to Princeton Friday, to test

their luck against the nation's number
one ranked Tigers. The Ephs left

Princeton with visions still in their

beads, but, unlike the dreams they

came with, these were images drawn
from the sobbering reality of the

magnificent, and at times mystical,

shotmaking ability Princeton used in

upending Williams 8-1.

On Saturday, the Ephs stopped off

at Fordham on their way back to the

Berkshires just long enough to pfove

that they are still a cut above most

teams, as the Rams were victimized

9-0.

Coach Sean Sloane's racketmen,

owners of a 2-1 season record, all

played well against their Princeton

opponents and showed basically the
same racket skills and court savvy as
did the hosts. The Tigers just did

everything a little bit better, and, in

the tradition of all great teams, took

advantage of every opportunity that

presented itself.

Pete Thayer took the only match of

the day for Williams with a gutsy five

game win in the no. eight position. Jon
Saunders hustled around the court to

win one game at no. 6, while no. nine

Evan Bash also managed to squeeze
out one game from the stingy Prin-

ceton line-up. The rest of the Eph's
squad lost in three straight games,
with captain Arnie Cogswell falling to

the national amateur champion and
no. two Chip Lindquist bowing to an
equally talented foe.

Saturday's match against Fordham
saw the Ephs lose no games and give

up double figures in any one game

only twice in the match.

Martin Goldberg imparted some of

what he learned the day before at

Princeton to his hapless Ram op-

ponent, while no. four Mitch Reiss and

no. five Jim Parsons never lost

control in their easy three game wins.

Jim Little took low point honors for

the day. as in two consecutive games
he yielded only two points.

Wrestlers suffer loss
before large crowd

by Wayne Eckerson

The Williams College Wrestling

_team suffered a 41-9 loss Ip^ well-_

balanced Coast Guard squad before a

large crowd at Lasell Gymnasium last

Saturday.

Captain Hal Zendle and
heavyweight Jim Stuart secured

Williams' only victories despite fine

performances exhibited by each Eph
wrestler. '

Zendle. who has been annoyed by

some minor injuries, grabbed a five

point lead early in his 12S lb. match.

He then held his opponent at bay long

eitough -40 pull out an exciting 7-6

decision.

"I'm giad they're

fighting for our

country. .

Senior Jim Stuart perked up a

somewhat despondent Williams'

cheering section when he pinned his

opponent after just 19 seconds had
elapsed in the second period. On the

whistle Stuart gained 'a quick two-

point reversal and without hesitating.

he clamped his surprised opponent in

a bear-hug clasp which secondstaferi

resulted in Williams* only pifi of the

day.

"The remaining Eph wrestlers

showed considerable poise against

their highly touted Coast Guard op-

ponents. 118 pounder Joe C^rrese

dominated most of his match but

wound up on the short side of a 8-3

-jieciaion. _^_i__
A pair of exciting frosh wrestlers.

Steve Cox (134 pounds) and Scott

Frost ( 140 pounds) performed well in

defeat. Both succumbed by superior

decision scores. : <

The Coast Guard wrestlers shot

down sophomores Mark Walch. Brian
Plitt. and John Fasano. and Senior

Charley Davis in the upper-middle
weight classes. The only wrestler here
to escape a "back-flattener" was
Mark Walch who managed a 14-1

decisicin.

Despite the rugged beating his

wrestlers suffered, Coach Joe Daley
was generally pleased withhis team's
performance. He commented. 'Our

kids really hung in there, this was one
of the best Coast Guard teams I have
ever seen and our kids gave them a
nm for their money in every match."
The Coast Guard team is ranked

highly in New England. Its well-

precisioned skills and superb physical

conditioning led one Williams'
spectator to comment. "I'm glad

they're fighting for our country!"

Tlie Williams' record currently

stands at 0-3. Its previous two losses

came at the hands of Hartford 29-26

and Plymouth State 40-18 in a pre-

Christmas tournament which
Williams hosted.

The Eph wrestler's next match pits

them against Worcester Polytechnic

Institute at Lasell Gymnasium on

January 14 at i:00.

V/llliams squash tiad tlwlr hopai of

glory set back this waek, 7-2 and S-l.

Mermen prevail
byDaveAmiicke

A rested Hamilton swim team entered Muir Pool ex-
pecting an upset of the aquatic Ephmea Their New
Year's resolution went unfulfilled and the Men's Swim
Team stormed tojts third victory of the season, 67-46.

Hamiltonmade livings close in the early stages of the
meet with a narrow loss lo the Medley Relay team of Dave
Amlicke, Paul Vom ^igen, Guy Hoelzer, and freshmaii
Keith Berryhill, and wins ,it^^Jbolh the 1000 and 50 freestyle

events. The momentum shifted quickly, however, as the
ever consistent Todd Piper and fellow IM'er Peter Howd
swept to a 1-2 finish in the 200 IM. Greg Roux scored the
first diving victory of his college career and the Williams
lead was never again in doubt.

Super-sprinter Phil Wild sparkled in two come-from-
behind races, winning bolh the 200 and 100 freestyle.

Amlicke and Vom Eigen also triumphed in their

specialties with fine early season times. The premiere
performance of the meet came from Guy Hoelzer who
sped lo a 2:03 clocking in the 200 butterfly. The time is one
of the fastest in New England to dale.

The Williams swimmers displayed their depth and
balance in all events. They captured the majority of

second and thirO places. Freshman Gordon Cliff and Soph
Brian Volpp were particularly strohg in their retpective
eyents.

Southern Connecticut arrives in the Berkshires next
weekend for one of the classic swimming malch-ups in

New England. The Ephs will be attempting to avenge last

year's loss in what should be an exciting confrontation.

Ephs bow
to Harvard

by Evan Bash
A confident Harvard men's

squash team arrived in William-

stown Tuesday expecting a light

workout, but, instead, the nation's

second ranked squad had to battle

for every point before prevailing 7-

2 over Williams. The Ephs are now
2-2 on the season.

Chip JLindquist treated a large,

enthusiastic crowd to a stunning

upset, as he outdueled the ninth

ranked collegian of Iwo years ago
in an exciting five game win.

Fighting back from a two game
deficit, Martin Goldberg also

scored a great 3-2 victi^. Captain

Arnie Cogswell fell ^-0 lo the

current sixth best player in the

world, Michael Desaulniers, while

coach Sean Sloane's other
racketmen all were in their

matches, managing lo caplure at

least one game at every position.

Combine" of Len Thomas and Mark
Coley. An eight-footer by Barney
Walsh and some handy glovework by
Purple goalie Ed Weiss left things at

1-1 after the first period.

Then someone whispered "Open
Sesame" to the Purple. A 2-1

Hamilton lead was nullified on a
spectacular backwards, through-the-

legs shot by Peter Gonye, but then the

Continentals roared away with a four-

goal burst in one eight-minute stretch.

One shot bounced off Walsh's leg and
into the Williams net. Two scores

came on Hamilton power plays. With
15:16 left in the third period Mark
Valley beat Weiss on a breakaway and
things looked hopeless. ''Seive!

Seive!" chanted the visitor's fans as
the scoreboard moved to 6-2.

Suddenly, Williams got mad. At
12 : 53 sophomore Jim Rooney scored a
shorthanded goal for the Ephs when
he fooled Continental goidie Fred
Caswell with a pretty "Here it isn't"

move off a breakaway. At 7:03, with

Hamilton a man down after com-
mitting a wild high sticking penalty,

Dan Sullivati scored his sixth goal of

the season to bring the Ephs to within

6-4.

Tempers on both sides began to heat

up in the game's waning moments
when a fuse problem in Williams'

clock gave the Purple some badly-

needed extt^ seconcte. Blade "Geoff"^

Daley poked one more goal in for

Williams with :07 on the clock, and
that was the end of the scoring.

It wasn't the end of the action,

though . Before anyone knew what was
happening Williams' Bob Duffy and
Hamilton's Bob Bauer had exchanged
slugs, prompting both teams to pour
onto the ice with fists balled Cooler

heads prevailed, though^ and the ice_

was cleaned. Under ECAC
regulations. Duffy and Bauer will be
suspended from their next game for

fighting.

TlM owtttandinfl Eph twlmmtn tm|i HMRlltM,
third nautical ncmnis Hamilton «7-4«.



CpmmiHee studies Chaplaincy at WlHlams

Coll«9« dwpWn John EvttfM

The CommittM on the Chaplaincy

has begun to study the chaplaincy and

to interview candidates to replace the

Rev. John Eusden when he leaves the

post at the end of the year. College

President John Chandler said that he
hopes the con^mittee will have
"someone ready to go in Septeml)er."

A primary purpose of the group will

be to define the role of a College

chaplain at Williams. To aid in

developing a plan for a restructiving,.

And who will replace Berek?
Peter Berel( will go on sabbatical

next fall, leaving his position as dean

of the College temporarily vacant,

and his fellow-administrators have

opened the search for a replacement.

Selection of a replacement can-

didate should be completed sometime

next week, according to President

John Chandler. Chandler is Working

with the deans, individual faculty and
the faculty Steering Committee in

choosing a new dean.

Chandler said he will be seeking

Oaan o( the College Peter Berek

student input in selecting a

replacement deaa Members of the

Thursday Group, a student
organization, already have moved
individually to begin lobbying for

faculty members they would like to

see appointed to the aditaihistrator's

post.

Student input would not be con-

sidered, Chandler stated, until after

the administration had selected a

tentative candidate. "I don't want a

general election," Chandler said.

Provost Neil Grabois is working

with Chandler in selecting a new dean
of the College. He has been working

with students from the Thursday
Group seeking to provide input to the

process, and according to the

students, has suggested they present

individual suggestions.
Once opinion has .been compiled

from administrators, faculty and
students and a candidate selected by
President Chandler, the trustees will

meet to ratify the decision.

Berek has been a professor of

English at Williams since 1967. He
succeeded Grabois to the dean's post

some four years ago.

the committee' is consulting 'th>

Chapel Board, the Jewish Association,

the" Newman Association, the
Williams Christian Fellowship and
local clergy. They are holding an open
meeting to discuss the cha|4aincy

with all interested people, soliciting

the opinions of the community at

large, in DriscoU Lounge Tuesday
January 24 at 7:00 p.m.

After they decide what the College

needSj committee members will begin

to interview candidates fur the job.

The College chaplaincy is a part

time job, so the school must give some
thought as to what he will do in the

remainder of his time. Chandler said

that the new chaplain would probably
not be a member of the Religion

department, as it l» fully staffed. He
"could" teach in another department,
take a part-time administrative job,

or Work outside the campus for half of

each day, the President said.

Chandler said that Eusden told him
"a long time ago" that he intended to

give up the chaplaincy at the end of

this academic year in order to teach.

The committee consists of Dean
Nancy Mclntire and Professor Mark
Taylois c<Kehairmen; P«>fBssor8
Lawrence S. Graver, Daniel D.
O'Connor, Dennis C. Dickerson and
Mrs. Judith Vennell. The student

members are Lisa Capaldini '78,

Elizabeth Cutler '80, Steven Pecorini
'80

, Susan Shellenberger '78, Stephen
Smith '79 and Hichard Usatine '78.

Energy Contstt
The Deans and the College Energy

Committee announced an energy
conservation contest between
residential units to begin January 35

The contest will run for one month,
and the winner will be the unit using

the least electricity relative to the

same period last year The winning
house will receive an additional ISO

for their cultural funds.

A second contest with another $50

prize will run from March 25 to April
25._- .,;.. ....-.=-..---.-- —
The contest will group all members

of a residential group together. Perry
and Bascom, for instance will count as

single building. Freshmen will

compete by building rather than by
entry.
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Students urge stock guidelines
by Randy Wang

Disturbed by recent activities

overseas and on campus, tte Thurs-
day Night Coalition (TNC) has
proposed strict guidelines for College

investments in South Africa and
begun circulating petitions for "the

Shop and guide confront council
Wednesday's College Council

meeting included reports from the

Finance, Course Guide, and Elections

Committees, as well as a wood-
working shop proposal from Dean'
Eileen Julien.

Harry Kelly, chairman of the.

Finance Committee, presented the

council with a list of five areas of

interest for future discussion. These
topics included new scheduling
procedures to allow the Finance
Committee to present its proposed

budget allocations in mid-October

rather than mid-November as is

presently the case. In acWition, Kelly

recommended consideration of the

following: that more Council mem-
bers be included- on the Finance
Committee; that all College

publications, like the Record, allow

competitive bidding for their printing

contracts each year; that the number
of College athletic teams be reduced

for economy; and that the Student

__Activities Tax-he raised
Elections Committee Chairman

Peter Friesen reported on the ten-

page booklet .currently .being
prepared to explain the role of the

committees on campus in which

students have input. He expects it to

be ready for distribution in February.

The need for this report, which covers

approximately 20 committees, arose,

according to College Council
President Tom Herwitz, because "we
have not been getting many ap-

plications for committee positions.

People don't know what the various

committees are." Via this summary
of the time requirements and the

issues that these committees deal

with, "We hope to raise the level of

student participation in these

organizations," said Herwitz.

Paul Shorb '78 expects two fifths of

the courses offered at Willianas to be
covered in the fall 1978 course guide.

This is approximately the same
number that were included in last

year's guide. Shorb mentioned that he

had had difficulty getting adequate

participation from the houses.

Council members were asked by

Dean Eileen Julien to determine

student ' interest in a propoaed

woodworking shop to be located in the

basement of Greylock. "The College's

carpenters are presently concerned

for the safety of students using the

sophisticated tools at Buildings and
Grounds," saidOean Julien. Thct^hop

will cost $20,000, half of which will be

paid by the College. The rest of the

cost must be borne by the students.

Marcellus Blount "80 and Chris

Jenkins '80, both College Council

members, will fill vacancies in the

Elections Committee created by the

departures of Brian McDermotl '79

and Rich Williams '79. _ - _

inclusion of the sexual orientation

clause in the College's discrimination

policy," according to Ken Bertsch '78,

of the WGSO.
Members of Gargoyle and the TNC

will meet with the trustees on these

issues Jan. 26, he said.

Of the College's forty million dollars

in stockholdings, twenty-five per cent

is in corporations with operations in

South Africa. The first proposal by the

TNC sets requirements which those

firms must meet within two years: the

provision of equal benefits for equal

work; the support of the development
of labor unions; the establishment of a

satisfactory minimum wage; and an
increas'elii the number of non-whites

in training programs and responsible

jobs.

In addition, the iroposal would
require the corporations to take the

following actions within sbc months:

to cease all operations in illegally

occupied Namibia; to cease further

sales of equipment to the South
African government; and to cease

further loans to the South African

government and South African
companies. If these guidelines are not

met, the proposal calls for the publicly

announced divestiture of the College's

holdings.

The first proposal also requires the

College to vote its proxies in support

of shareholder policies which ad-

vocate a moratorium on investment,

the withdrawal of investment, or

disclosure of corporate activity in

South Africa. The same would apply

to proposals ending the extension of

credit to the South African govern-

ment or South African companies.

The second proposal urges the

establishment of an investment
committee, composed of three College

Council appointed students, two
faculty members, the Treasurer of the

College, and one trustee, to "deal with

the moral obligations involved in

investment making."

They also would be responsible for

writing an overall investment policy

for the College; developing and imr

plementing specific policy for

questions brought to the committee;
enforcing policy; and voting all

shareholder proposals.

Thirty-one corporations would be

affected by these policy changes. Two
examples, noted Bertsch, are IBM
Cwrp. and Sperry Rand Corpi., which
sell computers to the government
which, he charged, are used solely to

keep track of blacks.

Such activity would cease under the

new guidelines, or the College would
sell its shares in the companies. The
decision on the two proposals will be
made in March. ^-

The Thursday Night Coalition also

is circulating a gay rights petition

through the residential House system,

stating "We the undersigned, as

members of House, support

the inclusion of the sexual orientation

clause in the College's non-

discrimination policy." The clause

itself would be added after the terms

"race, creed, or color" in the college

catalQg.ue,

TNC supporters have met only

moderate opposition in gathering

signatures. Students unwilling to

actively support gay non-

discrimination do sign the petition.

Supporters expect nearly 50 per cent

response.

Nobel laureate to talk

Expwrtt in Mm martial arls prMantad • Kanitt dtmonttraNdn In tha Oreylcck

Dining Hall tost Wadnwday. Carter Houm cyMitral lundt spontorwt the evrnt.
'-r-^ tphoto by Holder)

^otes rafe Sprtng St. best seUersu \nfi

by Peter Rintels

When students don't buy text books,

what do they buy? According to

Spring Street bookstore owners,
J.R.R. Tolkien's The Silmarillion is

the hardcover student bestseller

After that, popular soft cover choices

vary widely from store to store, with

The Joy of Sex by Alex Comfort and
Our Bodies, Ourselves by the Boston
Women's Collective the only top ten

listings common to both stores.

Joseph Dewey and Ralph Renzi

each estimated that non-lextbooks

(books not sold specifically for a

course at Williams) make up ap-

proximately a third of their

businesses and of that third, about

half is with students. Although the

claim is frequently heard that people,

and students In particular, do not

read as much, neither store has

noticed a decline in leisure book

purchases by students. However
George Coussoule. who works at

Renzi's, observed that "It seem£ that

students used to browse more."

He and Renzi suggested that

declining interest in books might be

the result of higher book prices and

the fact that the reading lists for many
Williams courses are quite long. The
"paperback revolution," said Renii,

has done a lot to increase the number
of books students are expected to buy

for courses.

The two stores disagreed sub-

stantially on the effect of best seller

lists in molding student tastes. Renzi

said that it virtually dominates them.

"The New York Times is all powerful.

They (students) look at the bestseller

list and buy what's there." He noted a

few exceptions, such as Even
Cowgirls Get the Blaes, by Tom
Robbins, which has done well by word
of mouth. He estimates the book to be

his third bestseller to students.

Chris Cassel, who works at

Dewey's, found on the contrary "no
correlation" between student tastes

and the New York Times list, although

he said that there was certainly some
ContlRiMd on page )

On Tuesday, January 24th at 7:30

pm. Dr. George Wald will speak on

"Life in the Universe" in Chapin Hall.

The talk, a well-balanced presentation

of Dr. Wald's scientific and activist

political ideology and most likely will

be the most exciting and thought

provoking lecture given at Williams

this year.

Dr. Wald, bom In 1906, received his

Ph.D. in 1932 from Columbia
University, and upon graduation was
awarded a National Research Council

Fellowship in Biology. He spent the

first year of the fellowship working in

the laboratory of Otto Warburg in

Berlin where Dr. Wald became the

first person to identify Vitamin A in

the retina of the eye.

Dr. Wald has been a professor at

Harvard University in Cambridge
since 1934. He received the Higgins

Chair in Biology in 1968. Among his

many other awards and prizes. Dr.

Wald was awarded the Nobel Prite in

Physiology or Medicine in December
of 1967. He was also e^cted to the

National Academy of Science in 1960

and to the American Philosophical

Society in 1958. Dr. Wald has also

received honorary degrees from
many colleges in the United States

and Europe. In addition, he is a

member of the American Society of

Biological Chemists, the Optical

S<>ciety of America, the Association

for Research in Opthalmology and the

American Chemical Society^

Nobal Prix* wlnn«r Dr. 0«org* WtM
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Letters:

New dean;

Film

S-OCiety —-«-

injustice .

Appointment Input

To the editor:

Although It is no secret, many
Willi^^ms College students do not

reali|e that Dean Berek is on leave for

the academic year 1978-79. Moreover,

numy students and faculty are not

aware of the college's procedure for

selecting new deans. Unlike larger

schools, Williams makes ap-

pointments from the already existing

faculty. Theoretically this means that

any professor is eligible to fill the

position. President Chandler reviews

"suggestioris made by various' mem-
bers of the faculty and administration

and presents his final choices before

the board of trustees who then make a

definite decision. There is neither a

preceAent (or student input into ad-

Viewpoinf Who pays Vorster? You do
Originally written as an article, this

piece appears as a Viewpoint due to

the political orientation of the Record

editwiaTslaTr

Twenty-six million people live in

South Africa today. Only four million,

ail of them white, are citizens. The
r.three million men and women

classified as "Coloured" (mixed
race) and"Indian" (Asian) fall into a
nebulous non-citizen category, while

the nineteen million Africans are
considered outright foreigners. The

—Africans were bom in South Africa,

^ew up in South Africa, work in South
Africa and will die in South Africa—
but they are black, and thus

"foreigners". Only whites have the

rights of citizens in South Africa. Only
whites can exercise political power
and organize economic power.
Africans cannot vote, buy or sell land,

own factories, or mobilize their

strength as workers in recognized

trade unions. They have been stripped

of all power. They have no control

over their lives or their future.

In response to the oppressive
pp^cies of, the South African govern-

ment and particularly in light of the

most recent development in the

continuing struggle for majority rule,

a movement to isolate South Africa

from the international community has
been growing. In this country,
political and economic actions against

the racist South African regime have
been spearheaded by universities,

colleges, churches and labour
^organizations nationwide.

I Throu^out the past year there

Have been student protests at more
than twenty schools, including
Princeton, Cornell, Amherst, the

University of Wisconsin, and the

University of Massachusetts. Hun-
dreds of students have been arrested

at Stanford and at several campuses
of the University of California system
for staging sit-ins to protest the

univ^^ities' investment links to South
Africa. The Attorney General of the

State of Wisconsin has ruled that the

University of Wisconsin's investments

in corporations operating in South
Africa violate a state law prohibiting

the regents of the university from
investment in corporations which
practice or condone discrimination.

He recommended that the university

begin divesting itself of the stock.

The University of Massachusetts
has divested itself of its stock in

corporations in South Africa. The
mounting attacks against the South
African government have cast a cloud

of uncertainty on what was formerly

considered a highly attractive in-

vestment climate. As a result the rate

of investment has declined con-

siderably. In response to this decline,

some American corporations have
adopted the "Sullivan Principles,"

Which are:

1. Non-segr^ation of the races in

all eating, comfort and work facilities.

2. Equal and fair employment
practices for all employees.

3. Equal pay for all employees
doing equal or comparable work for

the same period of time.

4. Initiation and development of

training programs that will prepare,

in subatantial mimbere, Blacks and
other non-whites for suparViaory,

administrative, and clerical and
technical jobs.

5. Increasing the number of

Blacks and other non-whites in

management and supervisory
positions. ;

6. Improving the quality of em-
ployees' lives outside the work en-

vironment in such areas as housing,

transportation, schooling, recreation

and health facilities.

These were designed to define a
progressive role for the business

community in terms of employment
practices, in the hopes that their

example would carry over to legal and
social structures as well.

In the abstract, the principles make
unobjectional reading. The catch lies

in what they exclude rather than in

what they include. Discrimination

against Blacks caused by apartheid is

not due solely to issues of hiring and
wages; apartheid is embedded in the

socio-economic structure of the South
African state. The Sullivan Principles

make no demands for any change in

the fundamental structure of the

South African state; thus the effect of

the principles on the quality of life of

South African Blacks will be minimal.

The fact that the Sullivan Principles

were endorsed by the South African

government gives a clear indication

as to how far they fall short of

presenting any challenge to apar-

theid. The short-comings of the

Sullivan Principles are evident even
when viewed only in terms, of wages
and employment practices. The
following are examples of practices

which effectively thwart any
modifying effect the Sullivan Prin-

ciples may have on employment
conditions:

a) Work redefinition and job

fragmentation, or breaking up a

skilled process into unskilled parts in

order to create "new" lower-paying

job categories for Black workers

make "equal pay for equal work" a

meaningless slogan because Blacks

do not have access to equal work.

b) Black and white workers
already work alongside one another

on the shop floor and the law does not

explicitly bar an African worker from
supervising whites, but white trade

union prejudice has barred this

practice as effectively as any law.

Black trade unions, while not being

explicitly illegal in South Africa are

nonetheless rendered powerless by
the racist policies that permeate other

aspects of the society. These include

restrictions on an African's mobility

as well as limitations on the number of

Africans allowed to meet at any one
time. ^

'

c) Because African workers have
no political power and no union

recognition they are forced to accept

the white South African definition of

fairness. There can be no equaUty of

opportunity where one group of

workers is denied the right to effective

trade union organization.

It should be clear at this point that

the modification of working conditions

is insignificant in the absence of a

commitment to changing the laws and
customs that support apartheid. It

must be fully understood that

Africans are not struggling and dying

to reform or improve apartheid. "They

want nothing less the total abolition of

the system. To propose change that

calls for anything less than the

complete reformation of the social

and political systems has proven time

and ti|ne again to be irrelevant and
ineffectual.

The responsibility for instituting

change in this grossly unequal system
is in the hands of the parties tno8t

directly involved. For the Williams

College community the question of

positive and direct action is a relevant

one. To an ever-increasing degree

those of enlightened opinion the world

over are demanding an end to

apartheid and its supporters. As the

opposition to the crimes of apartheid

grows it will fciecome impossible for

the Williams community to justify its

current attitude of benign neglect,

particularly in light of the supportive

role the College's investments play in

sustaining the system of apartheid.

Williams has approximately $10

million invested in corporations which
are now active in South Africa. In

additiottvio direct involvement with

corporations, the College also has an
established relationship with
American banks which are the major
contributors offinance capital to the

South African government. The value

of the monetary connection between
Williams and these banks was not
available at the time of tliis writing,

but it is highly probableJhM the total

value of Williams's Sou^ African
connection exceeds the $10 million. At
present, two corporations that have
significant investments in South
Africa are represented on the
Williams Board of Trustees by

William S. Sneath of Union Carbide

Corporation and Preston S. Parrish of

the Upjohn Corporation. Both are

members of the board of directors of

theircofpofations and therefore have
access to direct channels of influence

that could yield significant results in

forging policies that would lead to

progressive changes in South Africa.

On campus there is a small but

growing number of students who are
becoming cognizant of the existence

and implicatiops of the College's

investment liniks to South Africa.

Some of these students, in an effort to

address the issue, have drawn up a set

of proposals for corporate conduct.

These proposals, which are modeled
after the corporate codes of conduct
set by the European Economic
Community go further than the
Sullivan Principles. They provide an
effective base from which cor-

porations will be able to meet their

responsibilities to progressive change
in South Africa. (See article on page
one)

A difference of crucial importance
in the investment policy proposals is

the second provision of proposal one
which calls for the legal development
and recognition of African labor

unions. Also important is the

provision concerning Namibia.

Within the next two weeks there will

be a petition campaign in an effort to

gain support from the college com-
munity for these proposals.

ministrative appointments, nor a
formal channel through wUcb
students can present ideas and
suggestions. However, you can make
an appointment to see either Provoat
Grabois or President Chandler and
offer your ideas on who would make a
good dean or what type of person you
feel would best fill the dean's position.

Mr. Grabois has pointed out that in

all fairness to non-tenured faculty
selections are restricted to those
faculty who already have tenure.
Otherwise professors coming up for

tenure would be evaluated on the
basis, of their administrative work
rather than on their teaching ability.

Also, the President and the Provost
are interested more in w)jat qualities

students believe would enable
someone to become an effective dean
instead of merely a list of names. The
Provost has requested that
suggestions be kept on a personal,
individual basis to avoid a
politicization of the selection process.
The dean of students is a powerful

position. It is an office which requires
intricate interactions among ad-
ministration, faculty, and students.

The trustees' appointment - affects

every student. If you have ideas or
suggestions on the issue, I urge you to

share them with Mr. Grabois or
President Chandler immediately and
make your views as students known
where it counts. Molly Wilson

for the Thursday Night Group

Reel trouble
To the editor:

At the recent Williams Film Society

showing of Alfred Hitchcock's
"Psycho" a very important and
"classic" scene was chopped off one

of the reels. Although the loss of the

scene did not greatly hinder our un-

derstanding of the plot line, the ab-

sence of the staircase scene with the

detective did leave some confusion as

to the fate of our friend and took

something away from the film. The
viewers were deprived of a look at one

of the great scenes in movie history. I

think it is the responsibility of the

Williams Film Society and any
organization sponsoring a film to be

sure that what they show is the whole

film, not a butchered copy. Films are

edited in such a way that the pieces fit

together to form a whole (hopefully).

It is an injustice to the viewers to

misrepresent a film as was done last

Friday with "Psycho." MattCole'80

Career Counseling news and notes
LISLE FELLOWSHIP LUNCH

On Monday, Jan. 23 a represen-
tative from Lisle Fellowship, Inc.,

an international-intercultural

education program with living-

learning field work experiences
around the world, will have lunch
with anyone wishing information
on the Lisle program. Please sign-

up at OCC on the clipboard on the
lobby counter.

FULL TIME JOB
OPENINGS

(See Direct Application notebook
in the OCC Resource Library)

The Provident Natkmal Bank of

Philadelphia will be hiring several

commercial banking officers from
1978 grads and is now accepting

resumes. (See Finance tab).

The Fort Worth (Texas) Coantry
Day School has listed 1978-79

faculty needs for middle school

History & Math, Third grade,

Physical Ed. & Athletic Dir., &
Varsity Football Coach. (See
Private School Openings notebook
in TEACHING section).

HELP KIDS newsletter has listed

66 openings in 28 states for

positions in the field of child

welfare. (See Social Service tab).

ATTENTION SENIORS WHO
ARE INTERVIEWING AT OCC

An up-to-date list of all companies

recruiting at Williams in Feb. &
March is now available to look at in

Mears House. Please use this list to

draw up your priority list (which

will be used to schedule ap-

pohitments) which is due at OCC
on Wed, F«b. 1.

CAREER DISCOVERY TAPES
AVAILABLE
Tape recordings of all the evening

sessions are available at OCC for

your listening pleasure. Video

tapes were also made of the mock

interview seuions.
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Career Counseling ends managerial discussion series
Career Counseling closed down its

January career discovery series last

night, ending three weeks of panels,

discussions and interviews that

brought businessmen and executives

to Williams from across the country.

Students aiming for managerial
slots in the halls of IBM, CBS and
Zerox met yesterday with alumni and
managers from various New Eingl^nd

health, arts and recreation
buainesMS. ,...,c^t^- •»

Representatives from the New York
Yankees, Planned Parenthood,
museums, a hospital and a racetrack

together discussed the intricacies of

management in their fields.

A highlight to last week's program
was a panel on hiring tips. Virginia

Snedecor of Time, Inc., compared the

job application process to preparing a

senior paper, and the job interview to

a "sales process."

In these and other ways, students

are more familiar than they realize

with the techniques of impressing

employers, agreed Snedecor, Dave
Wilcox of New England Telephone

and Jack Corridon of W. R. Grace and
Co., as they gave tips on resumes.

"We are looking for a very strong

beghinerwho has some evidence of

across-the-board strength," Snedecor

explained, praising the liberal arts

preparation of Williams students.

The series, which began Jan. 3 with

"The World of Management," was
heavily biased to careers in

management. Over the month, Career

Counseling led meetings on consulting

SciFK poetry rate among

mglQ^ bB$t sellers
Continued from page 1

overlap such as The Joy of Sex.

Among his bestsellers were The
Woodburner's Encyclopedia by Jay
Shelton of the physics department
here, and How to Buy an Elephant, by
^ohn Krasuz, which Cassel described

as an "oddball collection of facts."

The New York Times lists neither of

; As a category, SciFi-Fantasy is

-<Renzi's fastest selling, apparently

spurred on by the movie success of

Star Wars and Close Encounters of the

Third Kind. "Any bode based on a

movie is a guaranteed best seller,"

Renzi said, adding that many of them
are simply like "monarch notes of the

film." His top selling paperback is a

book version of Star Wars. The hard-

cover bestseller at both bookstores is

J.R.R. Tolkien's fantasy The
Silmarillion, the success of which has

boosted interest (i.e. sales) in other

Tolkien books and in fantasy books in

general.

Dewey's has benefitted less from
the renewed SciFi-Fantasy interest

because it stocks far fewer books in

that category. According to Cassell,

the store leans more toward "soft-

cover art books and poetry." Poetry
sales have picked up, he said,

probably owing to Lawrence Raab's
presence on campus. "He has quite a
following," Cassel said.

Other categories that Renzi
reported to be selling well were
"current lifestyle" books, including

books dealing with the women's
movement such as Our Bodies,
Ourselves; "pop psychology", such as

Your Erroneous Zones (which
Coussoule described as "just crap");

"life and death" books, and area in

which interest has grown largely as a
result of Raymond Moody's bestseller

Life After Life; Humor books,

especially cartoons from the New
Yorker and Doonesbury, although not

the old masters like Thurber, Ben-
chley and Perelmah; mysteries; and
poetry.

Bestselling titles

At Renzi's

StarlWi^s

Passages

Even Cowgirls Get the Blues

Trinity

-5. Raise the Titanic -~— '

-^uv :)

6. Looking for Mr. GoodbAr. '

7. The Hobbit
-i^^— -:

8. The Joy of Sex

9. Our Bodies, Ourselves

10. Complete Book of Running

At Dewey's - ,

1. The Silmarillion

2. The Woodburners' Encyclopedia

3. How to Buy an Elephant

4. As the Kid Goes for Broke

v^--(A Ooonesbury book)

<5. The Psychopathic God: Adolph Hitler

The Joy of Sex

Our Bodies, Ourselves

On Death and Dying

Roots

Trinity
.(..

NOTE: Both bookstores emphasized that these lists are subjective and only

approximations. Also, Renzi's list applies to softcover books only; he

reports, however, that The Silmarillion Is doing extremely well In hard

cover.

Prospect presents

annual Aruba night
'Suffering from frostbitten ex-

tremities? Not looking forward to 30

days of below-freezing weather in

February? Still searching for the

perfect party? Prospect House gives

you a therapeutic alternative. On the

night of January 26th, they will

present their second annual Arut>a

night.

From 9 : 00 to 2 : 00 there will be a full

open bar and an ample ^pply of

exotic tropical drinks (a)j . . . Pina

Coladas). Imagine also dancing to the

hypnotic strains of South Seas music.

But that's not all! Each ticket gives

you a chance far the trip of a lifetime

... an all-expenae paid trip for two

to Aruba in the Dutch West Indies off

the coast of Venezuela.

The winning couple will depart

shortly after the party for their five

day stay at the Amba-Sheraton Hotel

and Casino. As an added bonus,

Prospect House will throw in 1200

spending money. The lucky winners

will spend their days in 80 degree

temperatures, swimming, snorkeling,

sailing, golfing, playing tennis, and of

course basking in the sun.

Last year Prospect sold 156 tickets

to the gala affair, losing about $150 on

the evening. Will Noel, '78 and Jackie

Glanz, '78 were announced as winners

after all other ticket holders had been

eliminated.

Tickets are now on sale in the four

major dining hails during dinner.

and business, communications, arts,

health, sports and teaching

management.
Alumni from Hartford insurance

firms met Monday to outline qualities

and preparations that their cor-

porations look for in aspiring em-
ployees. Tom Anathan '66 and Rod
Dimock '68 of Aetna and Hans

Halligan '59, Jim Pilgrim '60 and Jeff

Vemey '77 of Connecticut General

Life met with Howard Smith '51 to

discuss qualifications, jobs, and
hiring.

Other alumni from the Class of "77

returned to analyze their experiences

in finding careers in the present job

market Jan. 5 and 6. They analyzed

their liberal arts prepsrations and
new job experiences and gave hints on
ways of finding Jobs today.

Hans Biesecke '78 helped fellow

undergraduates learn the keys to the

interview, as he staged a mock in-

terview for a teaching post with Ted
Childs '51 of the Salisbury School
Tuesday.

Participants in tha OCC Insurance panel dl»cussion in th« Dodd House living room included alumni
and students. (photo by Gledhlll)

Winter Study classes travel to JslYC
by Sally Midgley

Over 35 Williams students from the

Advertising and Stock Market Winter

Study classes descended upon the

Williams Club in New Yoi^k last

Thursday morning. The students
travelled to the city to view the actual

environments of their subjects under
study.

The Advertising class, taught by
Prof. Ralph Bradburd, first visited

the prominent Doyle, Dane, and
Bembach ad agency on Madison
Avenue. Identifying themselves as the

. "Nobody-does-it- better agency,"
DDiB has many well-known clients

including Volkswagen, Polaroid,

American Airlines, and Mobil Oil.

After jokingly being instructed not

to mention the "Tickle" commercial
(a DDB campaign which was
nominated as the year's worst), the

class was shown a series of various

TV commercials created by DDB.
Following this viewing, ah informal

panel of Walter Gorino, Account
Supervisor, and Lee Epsteen and
Diane TuU, Creative Directors, gave .

first-hand insight into the work of an
ad agency.

The panel explained the various

steps involved in making an ad,

placingparticular emphasis on DDB's
unique concept in which the art

director and the writer work together

for the initial brainstorming. The
panel answered questions about
subjects including public relations,

cartoon characters, and cigarette

itdvertising^ and discussed Nielsen'

ratings. "They're too important to

us," Gorino said, "but what else is

there?" —~—
The class then toured the DDB

headquarters. While observing the

video department, several students

were video-taped as they 'rehearsed'

an ad for American Airlines. The,

audio and control rooms were also

open for viewing.

Students were let loose Thursday

night to visit NYC relatives or

acquaintances, dine at Mama Leone's

or McDonald's, stay out all night at

Times Square, or simply sleep at the

Williams Club. Students scattered,

but a large contingent congregated at

Wednesday's, a well-known disco.

With the price of a pitcher of beer at

$7.00, it was a sober crowd.

After an uncomfortable night of

camping on the carpet on the 3rd floor

of the Williams Club, the Advertising

class visited the offices of the National

Association of Broadcasters. A short

presentation by Gerry Lansner and
outlined the responsibilities of the

N.A.B., which deal with advertising

almost exclusively. A large part of the

meeting entailed a discussion of

contraceptive advertising on TV.
Lansner said that the question of

whether contraceptive ad-

vertisements should be broadcast had
become an important issue currently

confronting the N.A.B. Asked what

they thought, students varied widely
on this question, ranging from thd§&

oppossed to contraceptive ads based
on religious grounds to those in favor
based on educational needs,

Kate Moody, a member of Action
for Children's Television (ACT)
talked to the class about children's

advertising on Friday afternoon. A
strong opponent of such advertising.

Moody claimed "There should be
separate structures offered to them
(children)." Stating that the average
child sees 300-400 commercials a
week. Moody advocates that "all

advertising to children is unfair

t)ecause children can't Withstand tiie

pursuading techniques of a Madison
Avenue ad agency." The questions

and controversies within advertising

are clearly evident to Williams
students as a result of their trip to

New York City.

Tues. Jan, 24

Freshman Night
Discounts for card carrying freshmen

Wed. Jan. 25
HAPPY HOUR 4-6 pm

Hot Spiced Wine available "

tjearn how to play the aooufHc guiTar

—picking techniques

^~T7~ -^harmony theory

—experienced teacher

Reasonable rates

$5 an hour

CONTACT:
Jake Ratkob
S.U. Box 1883

Tel.a-S2U

X

Treadway Williams Inn
and

Mark Hopkins Houi^js
present

the

SECOND ANNUAL
GONG SHOW

hosted by the Willlams Octet

Treadway Williams Inn

Tuesday, January 24, 1978
8:30 p.m.

Prizes
HmMi and Leisure Club AAembartMp

attlMWflllhinMinn

Cash prize of $25.00
1 CMnplimantary Orlnkt p«- person in Itto act

Special Student Drink Prices

Interested performers call: 597-2908

or write S.U. Box 1416, S.U. Box 2110
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Flutist presents exciting, varied concert
Flutist Pamela Guidetti presented

an exciting concert last Monday
evening in Thompson Memorial
Chapel. Throughout the concert

Guidetti, with her fine rausicaiity,

amazed her audience with a fast and
accurate technique. Her program
achieved a varied representation of

the flute repertoire.

Flutist Pamala Cuidatti

(photo by Flnegold)

French Hornist
Peter Gordon,

^ French hornist of the

JL^ Boston Symphony,

*ip^ and Christopher
O'Riley, pianist, will

give the third and
final concert- of the

r-m^y 1978 Young Artists

^^ Series at 8:30 p.m. on
Monday, January 23,

in Thompson
Memorial Chapel.

Admission is free.

Works ' on the

program are
Beethoven's Sonata in K, Opus 17 for

Horn and Piano; En Foret by Bozza;

Hindemith's Sonata for Alto Horn In

E^ and Piano; Romance, Opus 67, by
Saint-Saens; and Mozart's Concerto

No. 2 in E »

^ Peter Gordon, growing up in a large

and very musical family, began
studying piano at the age of five and,

after a few years with the violin,

switched to French horn at thirteen.

He has been associated with the

Philadelphia Chamber Orchestra, the

Symphony of the New World, the

Metropolitan Opera Orchestra, the

Royal Ballet and Stuttgart Ballet.

Aulos plays Bach
O^The Aulos Ensemble will play a

oimcert of works by Johan Sebastian

Bach and sons this Saturday night,

Jan. 21, at the Clark Art Museum at

8:30 p.m. The performers will be

using historically accurate
reproductions of the type of in-

struments used by Bach and his sons

during the Baroque and Early
: Classical periods. '

"

Guidetti opened the concert with a

charming sonata by Giovanni Platti.

Her tone was both sweet and rich; a

lively and, at times, playful in-

terpretation set a joyful mood. The
solo Sonate by C.P.E. Bach followed,

her interpretation leaning towards

Romanticism. GuidetU's supple tone

and control were particularly evident

during the difficult slow movement.
Georges Hue^g "FahUisft.~Wltll Its

movingly lyrical style, was precisely

played.

Guidetti played the Sonata by

Walter Piston, a moat demanding
piece, with bravura, displaying a

powerful low register that projected

distinctly. Elaine Greenfield, the

pianist, played with feeling and a
sensitivity to the flute. The following

piece. Image by Bozza, contrasted

weH with theforce and-movement of

the Piston Sonata.

Guidetti ended her concert with the

very difficult Sonatine by OutiUeux.

This piece exploited both the high and
low registers, and the tongued
passages were played movingly and
with elan. Throughout her per-

formance, Guidetti displayed an
accothplished and virtuistic approach
to her music. The audience justly

rewarded her with warm applause.

Fourth Music in the Round delights

listeners with difficult Bartok work

Naw quartat violinist Mary Van
CIttert lolned Julius Hagyi and the

ottier mambars of the quartet in a

virtuoso parformanca at tha Music In

tha Round concart last Friday.

(photoby Oettgen)

Music in the Round presented its

fourth concert of the season last

Friday night to the warm applause of

an enthralled audience. Included on

this fine program were works by
Bartok, Mozart, and Faure.
Friday's concert boasted a new

addition to the chamber group, Mary
Van Citters, a new violinist. Van
Citters gave a wonderful performance
with the group, and it is hoped that she

will become a permanent feature in

future concerts.

The concert began with a terrific

performance of Bartok's Quartet No.

5. Like all of Bartok's quartets, this

piece is composed of extremely dif-

ficult music for the players. Virtuoso

technique is all important to the piece.

The quartet, composed of Julius Hegyi
and Van Citters on the violin, Susan
St. Amour, viola, and Douglas Moore,

cello, may have made a few small

errors here and there; but on the

whole, they gave a fabulous per-
'

formance of a most difficult and
challenging work.

The Williams Trio, composed of

Hegyi, Moore, and Charles Joseph,

piano, continued the concert with a

performance of Mozart's Trio in C
Major. Mozarfs trios, coinpared to

his quartets and quintets, are
relatively unknown works in the

repertoire, which, on the basis of this

performance, is a shame. The piece is

wonderful. One must take notice of ^

Joseph at the piano; he stood ouf^
throughout the piece with his dazzling

keywork. He plays Mozart beautifully^^_

and obviously has a great liking for^^

the composer and his works. ^
After a brief intermission, the-,

concert concluded with a fine peiv-i;;.-

formance of FauTe's Quartet Op. 15.^

Taken as a whole, the evening was a ,

;

delight and should not have been^^
missed. ^^

Ev(in COWgfrfe . . . Talking Heads are talking to you $

Entire Stbck
of Down
Parkas

on Sale

Talking Heads. Live The Main Point,

Bryn Mawr, Pa. New Year's Eve, '77

Countless "unknowns" have ap-

peared at Bryn Mawr's Main Point,

later to become stars. Almost every

name folk singer from Joni Mitchell to

Jackson Browne has played this cozy,

suburban Philadelphia club. Oc-

casionally auspicious rock per-

formers show up (Bruce Springstein

once let loose on a grand total of

thirteen). Ushering in the new year

with one of New York's leading New
Wave bands. Talking Heads .should
prove to be another memorable
moment in the Point's rich history.

More importantly, the New Wavers
like Talking Heads, Elvis Costello,

The Jam, and The Sex Pistols point to

the beginning of a new era in pop-

rock; a reunion of styles which made
the Beatles and their proteges" the

mania of the sixties, and which will

make "popular music" a very slip-

pery term for program managers of

AM stations to gr^sp'in the next few
years.

Talking Heads is not a punk band.

What tliey are is much more difficult

to say. The group exudes an intriguing

tentativeness, occupying ^perhaps a

middle ground between the "velvet"

New York underground and the

popular music of today. Visually

reminiscent of the Shindig days of the

mid-sixties, emotionally a cool

reflection of the placid seventies, and
musically a subtle, original blend of

rock, pop, and traces of disco to ring

in the eighties with, Talking Heads

both perplexes and delights. Watching
the Heads is like listening to rock 'n'

roll caught in some kind of time warp
where past, present, and future merge
and converge. The music sounds
familiar but distant, first a bit off-

beat, yet soon quite danceable. Maybe
the initial impact is akin to listening to

Roxy Music or Patti Smith for the first

time. Maybe not. Talking Heads
appeals to people of all ages, striking

fancies instinctively.

The New Year's Eve show opens
with "Love Goes To Building-On
Fire," the Heads first single, and the

sound is as lush and clear as it is on
vinyl, yet fuller, David Brynne on

keyboards and drummer Chris Franz

.,.-.: Remember our Package Dealt

Drop off your list of courses, not later than Saturday,

Jan. 28. The winner drawn will get, free, all the

textbooks we have ordered for his classes.

/juc^eem.

"Sim iimy

^tir

Cimp 7

Cascade 1
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Injury-laden track tedm succumbs
Pa0t s

by Phil Darrow
A Williams track team riddled by

injuries and sickness met with defeat

for the first time tltis season at the

hands of the MIT Engineers last

Saturday. The Ephs stayed close the

whole way, but could not match MIT's

imposing' depth, llie final score was
75-60, a margin of only one event.

WUtiams was without the services

of star hurdler and tri-captain Ron
"White, sidelined with a strained kn««r

and several other key performers. As

coach Dick Farley noted, the lost

depth was crucial since "we had the

same number of first place finishes,

but six less second placers. That was

the only difference in scoring."

j^pite the loss there were some

vet7 strong individual efforts. In the

field events, tri-captain Larry Tanner

showed why he is considered a top

contender in New England in the 35 lb.

weight throw. After nearly mowing

down two of his skinnier teammates

with an errant toss, the burly senior

got mad, wound up and promptly

heaved the brass for a new school

record of 56' S'/i". Though two

Engineers had been holding onto a

narrow lead, the final outcome was in

no doubt as the margin of vict«My was

a remarkable three feet. The throw

was also a meet and fieldhouse record

for Tanner.

The Ephs also came through in the

other field events. Senior Greg
McAleenan and frosh Dave Durell

took first and third in the long jump
with distances of ao' 8^4" and 20' 8"

respectively. Tanner stepped back
into the ring to take second in the shot

put at 42' 7'/4". Jim DeSimone was
right behind in third with a put (rf 41'

S'/ii". Jim Rouse also netted a third in

the trii^ jump, touching down at 39'

61/4". Finally, the Ephs scored a

shutout in the pole vault as the MIT
man failed to clear opening height.

Jim Holmes took first at 12' 0", and
Scott Mayfield checked in at ll'O'* for

second.

Williams looked very tough in the

two spring races. Although Vernon
Davis has been overshadowed
somewhat by his senior teammate in

the hurdles, he showed his own ex-

cellent skill by blowing out the

competition. His time for the shor-
tened SO yard event was a flashy 6.8

seconds. In the SO yard dash, Glenn

Harris smok^ to a convincing first,

also in 5.8. He was followed by frosh

decathlete Dee Reeves in second for a

decisive scoring edge.

The Ephs had trouble in the middle

distances, managing only three thirds

in three events. Paul Uncth clocked a

57.6 440 on the miserable track, and
Bob Tyler was just edged out by two
Engineers in the 600, still turning in a

fine 1:20.9 for the dirt surface and
tight turns. Phil Darrow got dusted in

the 880 to round out a middle distance

effort that could see improvement.
The longer races were once again a

strong point for Williams. Darrell

Wallace ran a very smooth 2:26 in the

1000 to take second. In a slow mile

with a blasting finish, Phil Darrow
and Dan Sullivan teamed up for a first

and third with 4:29 and 4:32 respec-

tively. Tri-captain Joe Kolb and
Frank Carr also came in first and

thirjd in their two mile, as Kolb
followed MIT ace Barry Bayus until

the final lap and then fried him with a

scorching kick. Kolb's time was 9:39,

again excellent for the track, with the

sneezing Carr cruising in at 9:53. In

the final event, Sullivan showed

Alpine skiers lead in local sweep

(photo by C. Read)

another tremendous kick in his anchor
leg of the two mile relay which left

MIT stunned despite their win.

The Tracksters will travel to Union

tonight where they hope to regain

momentum and beef up - their 3-1

record.

The Williams men's ski team moved
into the second week of the season
with its usual smorgasbord of activity

in New Ashford, Mass., Hanover, and
Berlin, N.H.

The Alpiners dominated local

racing activity at Bousquet and
Jiminy Peak as Andy Mikell, Donald
Tarinelli, and Jan Dembinski led a 1,

'2, 3, sweep of the slalom at Bousquet
Ski Area on Saturday. Sunday at

Jiminy Peak a Williams Duo of Roger
Prevot and Chris Welch swept 1st and

second place in a Giant Slalom at

Jiminy Peak. They were followed by
Donald Tarinelli in 4th.

The cross country skiers journeyed

to Hanover, N.H. for the Hanover
Relays, where Jeff Magoon led off the

first leg for the Williams number one

team and cruised in in sixth place. He
was the first collegiate skier to finish

this leg and only the 2nd non U.S Ski

Team member in. Magoon was
followed by Peter Wells who kept the

teamin seventh place as they finished

the third collegiate team bahind
Dartmouth and U.N.H. Also skiing

individually good legs for the Ephs
were Dennis Desroches, and Rob
Craig.

The jumpers traveled to the 80

meter tower in Berlin, N.H. and again

freshman Jeff Hastings showed he is

capable of jumping with the best in

the country. Hastings along with two
U.S. Ski Team members was in the

top 3 in the Jr. A Class and in the top

Cross-country skiing becoming increasingly popular

eight overall in a field which not only

included U.S. and Canadian National

team member? but two members of

the Austrian National Team.

Although most of the team moves to

Easton, N.Y. next weekend in the St.

Lawrence Carnival, Andy Mikell will

be skiing at Burke Mountain in the

North America Ski Trophy Series and
Jeff Hastings will travel to Laconia,

N.H. for a 70-meter international ski

jumping meet.

by John Rindlaub

Cross-country skiing is the fastest

growing winter sport in the country,

and with the Old Farmer'^ Almanac
predicting a January as snowy as last

year's but warmer, the sport has

already taken off at Williams.

The high cost of energy needed to

create good snow conditions for

downhill skiing and to move skiers up

the slopes has brought the average

cost of a weekday lift ticket in Ver-

mont to$13.00. in response to the price

increase, many people are hopping

onto their x-country skis and heading

for the wooded trails nearest their

homes rather than driving north to

battle long lift lines.

Downhill skiing is still highly

popular among students and at $50.00

for a midweek pass at Brodie

Mountain, it's not a bad buy. But

Brodie is no Breckenridge and many
students have decided to ski x-country

on weekdays and save the more
challenging mountains—Stratton,
Snow, Killington and Sugarbusb—for
the weekends.

Much of the appeal of this Scan-
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PLEASE return Blue North Face
down Jacket taken Monday after 6

p.m. Notes'in pocket valuable only

to owner.' Grant Parker SU 2931.

No questions asked.

GOOD LUCK HOCKEY. Oh, and
Happy late, AAr. Duffy! Special

luck and enjoyl Love, B.B.

NEEDED: Van, Truck or station

wagon w^)r w-o driver for moving
services tomorrow. Call 2751 Lisa.

dinavian pastime i^ being able to ski

ri^t out your door, anywhere there is

snow. Williamstown offers a range of

possibilities enabling both the novice

and expert to enjoy touring in the

Berkshires.

TheTaconic Golf Course is the ideal

spot for beginners. Its gentle terrain

will let you get the feel for your skis

and master the basic techniques.

Night skiing is also possible, since the

course is relatively flat and free of

rocks and roots.

The trails of Hopkins Forest offer a

more scenic trip and ensure any skier

a good workout. Take Bulkley Street

north until you come to the forest.

Then just follow the trail signs and
blazes. As you enter the forest, the

left-hand side of the trails is reserved

for x-country skiing.

The R.R.R. Brooks Trail in

Williamstown ascends a beautiful

brook valley to Petersburg Pass, and
is 2.8 miles long. To reach the eastern

end, take Rt. 7 south from William-

stowii for about one quarter mile.

Turn right onto Bee Hill Road and

park on the left after the first bridge.

The Hopper Trail in South

WilliamsVswn (4 miles) should be

avoided when it is icy or ciijsty huT
with substantial new snow it is

suitable for intermediates. Turn left

onto Hopper Road 2>/^ miles south on

RL 43, at the entrance to ML Hope
Farm. Continue for a mile, turn left at

a fork, then drive another half mile to

Haley's farm. The trail begins 100

yards beyond the second gate.

The Williams Cross-Country loop in

Savoy Mountain and Florida State

Forests (4'/i miles) is suitable for

beginners. It is marked on the right by

red flags. For longer downhill runs, it

is best to ski the trail counter-

clockwise. Take Rt. 2 east about 4

miles, turn right onto Shaft Road.

Continue to North Pond Recreation

Area. The trail begins on thf left. For
a shorter loop, try the Spruce Hill

TraiK^'w miles) which is marked by a

sign at the sharp turn on Shaft Road.

For longer trips, southern Vermont
offers many trails. Intermediate and
advanced skiers might want to try the

Dome Trail in Pownal <6 miles round

trip) and novices, the Broad Brook

Trail(8 miles). The Outing Club trail

Guide has directions,

Stratton and Mt Snow offer a total

of 37 miles of trails as well as downhill

skiing. But experienced skiers agree

it is best to stay clear of these spots on

weekends, unless you enjoy paying for

your skiing (about $2.00) or sharing

your trails with dozens of others.

The Outing Club usually arranges a

x-country trip or two for those

students who wish to combine their

interests in campmg and skiing. The
woe also provides x-country touring

for PE credit

Don't let x-country ski technique

bug you. If you want you can invent

your own technique. But as for any
sport there is a theory about what
works best. Since the 1950's, the

emphasis has been on the "diagonal

technique"-^the skiing stride where
your arms and legs alternate. When
you ski, just as when you walk, your

left arm and right leg come forward

together, then your right arm and
your left leg. If you can walk, then

you're off to a great start. The biggest

difference between you and>the exr.

ports is a little matter of conditioning.

The botdogs can ski at full speed for

more than thirty miles.

Skiers come on strong

Crbu^ovhtry skier Hogli Calkim
braves wind and abominable snow-

men to daffloflttrate the art of

noniic navigation, (photo by Oettgen)

Members of both the women's
alpine and nordic ski teams had
successful races last weekend, with

the alpine team dominating the field

in a pair of local Tri-State Qualifying

races, and the nordic team showing

strength in the Hanover Relays in

Hanover, N.H.

Freshman Julie Ernst of the alpine

team put together two strong runs to

win the slalom, held at Bousquet Ski

Area, with Kathy Lane, also a fresh-

man, taking third, Corrie Johnson

fourth, and Alexandra Smith sixth:

Williams team members swept the

giant slalom, held at Jiminy Peak,

with captain Marty Epstein finishing

first Julie Ernst second, Kathy Lane

third, and Ashley Smith fifth.

The two teams travel together to

their first carnival, at St. Lawrence

University Friday and Saturday.

In the Hanover Relays, Cathy Allen

skied an outstanding second leg of her

three-person team, which included

captain Rachel Potter and freshman

Cindy Drinkwater. After her run, they

stood in sixth place, eventually

finishing ISth, still respectable in the

field of 30 te[ims.

Cathy AUen provided the out-

standing performance of the women's
nordic team, skiing the second leg of

the first relay team, which also in-

cluded captain Rachel Potter and

freshman Cindy Drinkwater. After

her run they stood In sixth plaee,

eventually finishing 15th, still

respectable out of the field ct 30

teams. Franny Todd and Polly

Morrow, both in their first year <tf

nordic competition, also had strong

individual races, on the second relay

team which finished 23rd, despite the

binding .problems which troubled

leader Janet Lavin.
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Icemen ddge Holy Cross
by Tim Layden

B« it ever so humble, there's no

place like Ihe road—wail a minute,

that's not quite right. At least it may
not be quite right in the lyrics of a

commonly sung American melody,

but the Williams CoUege Varsity

hockey team showed Saturday night

on the campus of Holy Cross College

that there is certainly some basis for

truth in the statement.

Ji^-.MiU*i^^ ~

Tk* l^turiMd it •IWNNI l«tt Saturday and WON « game by one goal, beating

Holy CroM in an away match, 2-1. Thay play Watlayan tomorrow afternoon

(4:00) In laming Chapman rink. (photoby Cast)

AAermen sunk b)^

Southern Conn,
by Dave Amiicke

The losers in any sporting event are

rarely satisfied. Nevertheless, the

Men's Swim Team could hot be

displeased with its exciting, "down-to-

the-wire" 57-56 loss to Southern

Connecticut before a large crowd in

Muir Pool.

The Williams team recorded one of

its finest dual meet efforts in many
years. Each race was a formidable

challenge for all contestants and

several races were decided by less

than a half-second margin.

Williams jumped off to a quick lead

after the Medley Relay team of Don
Cameron, Paul Vom Eigen, Guy
Hoelzer, and Phil Wild overwhelmed

their opponents. Cameron's per-

formance was particularly awe-

inspiring as he blasted to a S6.2 split,

nearly 5 seconds ahead pf his closest

competitor. Stuart Deans swam a

§frQHg rflpp in thP IflOP freestyle and

igs^n in the 500 freestyle but was
defeated in both by a strong con-

tingent of Southern Corai. distance

freestylers. "
.

The third event of the afternoon was

the 200 freestyle. The lead changed

hands several times as Dave Amiicke

was narrowly touched-out at the finish

and clocked a fast 1:48. Explosive

performances by sprinters Tom
Seckett and R. J. Connelly i-esulted in

a 1-2 sweep of the 50 freestyle and

gave Williams a narrow lead over

Southern Conn.

After the diving that point spread

had been considerably lessened.

Flyer's Guy Hoelzer and Todd Piper

ponded by sweeping the 200 but-

terfly. Piper never faded from his

initial pace and passed his surprised

opponents yards from the waH for the

important second place. Phil Wild

wasted all opponents in his 100

freestyle triumph and freshman

Gordon Cliff followed up with his first

collegiate swim victory as he churned

to a swift 2:07 200 yd. backstroke.

Despite an admirable effort from

Paul Vom Eigen, Southern Conn, won

the 200 breastroke and first and

second place triumphs in the diving

ensured their meet victory. The 400

freestyle relay team of Heolzer,

Amiicke, Cameron and Wild won the

final event leaving the swim team one

point short of a fourth consecutive

win.

The Williams swimmers travel

away now for a series of meets before

returning home in February to face

Division I Colgate.

On paper, the Eph's chances for

pulling off a big upset in the contest

seemed slim, indeed. Coacli Bill

McCormick's charges had dropped a

pair of heartbreaking onergoal losses

on their home ice, consistently

yielding demoralizing goals, and
playing and losing with enough
emotion to fill five seasons. Putting it

all together on the road, against 8-2

Holy Cross, fresh from a 7-6 upset of

Middlebury and earlier conquerors of

Williams Holiday champX>j»w«go-St.,

seemed unlikely. _
Yet, through the wave of some

magic wand, Williams arrived safely

through a brutal snowstorm, and
played like a team possessed. Purple-

clad defensemen were seldom out of

position, and offensively, the Ephs
played a little opportunist hockey of

their own. The biggest key of all,

however, was the outstanding play of

sophomore transfer goalie Mike
Moulton, who turned away all but one
of the Crusaders' 34 shots in a stun-

ning 2-1 Williams victory.

The now 4-S Ephmen battled Holy

Cross through a scoreless first period

in the spacious Hart Recreation

Center. Both freshman center Matt St.

Onge and senior Barney Walsh had

good scoring opportunities in the

stanza, but Crusader goalie Jim
Stuart twice bit the ice for saves.

Moulton registered ten saves in the

period, one bordering on the spec-

tacular, kicking a drive from the right

boards away,and pcefiacviag Jb&iie.

.

Coach McCormick has either
proven a genius or motivator through
reverse psychology this season by the

results he has gotten from his fourth-

line players. Dave Phalen picked up a
crucial goal in the Oswego game, and
John Bessone and Brooks Tanner
each pumped home breakaways in the

Norwich loss. For Saturday's contest

junior Chris Egizi's season-long
scoring slump (with a fine New Haven
game being 4he only exception) was
rewarded with a fourth-line berth.

Egizi answered with a pretty
breakaway goal over Stuart's left

shoulder for a 1-0 Williams lead. Eph
players are reportedly now standing

in line for fourth-line duty.

Steady Jim Daubert, a charter

member of the All-red-faced team,

made several fine defensive plays in

the period and Moulton turned away
11 more shots as the fired-up Ephs
headed down the stretch with a t-0

lead.

The hosts knotted the contest at 8:43

of the final period as John Fulchino

skated down the right wing tniards

and fired a centering pass in front of

Moulton. The disc deflected off a

defensenuin's skate and into the net

for the tying goal. It was tlie type of

heartbreaking goal which had hurt

Williaou so often in the past, and Eph
fans might have put their hands over

their ^yes and waited for Holy Cross

to tally the next four goals.

Not quite, said the Williams goon

line of Bob Duffy, Geoff Daley and

Walsh. Nine seconds after the tying

goal, Daley sent Duffy in on Stuart,

and the intimidating senior, returning

from a one-game suspension for being

a naughty boy, slipped the puck

through the netminder's legs for ttw

game-winner.

Moulton turned away nine Holy

Cross shots in the final ten minutes o(

the game. It was only his second start

of the season, the first being that upset

loss to Amherst early in the season.

Though the play of Williams's defense

was super in front of Moulton, the

sophomore netminder played like he's

been waiting since Decemt>er to show
his real skills.

Wednesday evening Williams took

the gaudiest socks north of the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers to Middlebury for

another key Division II test.

Tomorrow it's Division III Wesleyan

in Lansing Chapman Rink. Note the

revised 4 :00 starting time for that one.

Women's basketball

Tough Yale team dunks women

Shooting only 26 per cant frein the floor, ttie Ephs fell victim to a powerful Yale

team 70-45. - (photoby Holder)

Grapplers pinned by strong W.P.I, squad

Wrestlers beat Albany State 28-27.

"It's the best win I've had since

I've been coaching Williams

Wrestling," exclaimed Coach Joe

Dailey, after his team staged a

thrilling 28-27 come-from-behind

upset of Albany State at Lasell

Gymnasium this Tuesday.

Heavyweight Jim Stewart

performed the heroics that gave

Williams its thrilling victory,

providing needed points to pull off

an upset with a pin at 4:30 in the

second period.

Carl Webster's victory in the 177

pound weight class was the key to

Williams' upset victory. After the

Eph lightweights rolled up a 16-6

lead, it was clear that the team's

weakest link, the middle and upper

weight classes, had to come
through with a wia Webster's pin

in the second period sent the Ephs
ahead in the match 22-21 and kept

alive the hope of an upset.

by Wayne Eckerson

W.P.I, decisively defeated the

Williams' Wrestling team 46-4 last

Saturday at Lasell Gymnasium. This

loss gives the Ephs a slow-starting 0-4

record.

Captain Hal Zendle captured
Williams' only points in his 126 pound

bout. A Stubborn W.P.I, wrestler

frustrated Zendle's attempts to chalk

up a fia and six points for his squad.

He settled instead for a 12-2 deciision.

From thereon in it wflS all W.P.I.

Fivellph wrestlers suffered pins and
two lost by superior decisions.

Freshman Steve Cox gave a gutsy

performance in the 134 pound class.

He faced one of W.P.I.'s top wrestlers

and fought out of several difficult

pinning holds.

The other half of the starting Fresh-

man contingent, Scott Frost, also did

not die easily. He fell behind 4-0 in the

first period and was unable to make
up the deficit. The final score was 10-5.

In the closest match of the day,

Mark Walch dropped a tough 12-9

decision. Walch could not summon
enough energy in the third period to

convert his two-point reversal into a

five point' reversal—near fall com-

bination that Would have sent the bout

into overtinie. \

The match marks the second time

that Coach Joe Dailey's troops have

lost by rather lopsided scores.

However, Coach Dailey can't help but

have mixed emotions. "We are in the

toughest part of our schedule right

now," Daley commented "Coast

Guard, W.P.I, and Albany, who we
wrestle on Tuesday, are some of the

top Division 3 teams in the nation.

They do a lot of recruiting, unlike us."

It seems as if the team has a new
attitude if not a winning record. Last

year, Williams' ket most of its

matches before any wrestlers stepped

on a mat because the team failed to

fill most of the weight classes. A good

Freshman turnout, and some on-

campus recruiting by Coach Dailey

has boosted the squad's size.

"The situation is so much better,

this year," says 118P pounder Joe

Carrese. "Last year we couldn't even

practice because we only had eight

guys."

A determined Williams' women's
basketball team lost the Battle of the

Boards Wednesday night, surren-

dering 70-45 to Yale University before

a large crowd at Lasell gym.

Taking on one of the season's

toughest squads for their home
opener, the Ephwomen were unable to

hit the shots or salvage the offensive

rebounds to keep the score close.

Missing 70 shots for a dismal 26 per

cent from the floor, the powerful

Williams scoring machine was unable

to get in gear, suffering from the same
lack of accuracy that cost them last

week's 66-60 loss to Skidmore.

A strong Yale squad took control

from the tap, putting an effective

double post on the base line. The Elis

then picked off the outside shot,

feeding to fast-breaking guards to

keep their score climbing.

Down 11 points at the half, Williams

opened the second stanza with two key

steals by Leslie Milne and Mdiiica

Grady to come within nine. Full court

presses and a variety of zone defenses

were unable to stop the sure-shooting

Yale offense, who kept gunning them
in from the inside. Yale center Bar-

bara Leibowitz (18 pts) led a 13-4 spurt

to put theEphwomen out of reach with

ten minutes left

Eph center Maggie O'Brien led the

scoring for Williams with 16 points

and four steals on the evening. Grady

and forward Lisa Capaldini followed

with 8 points each while defensive

stalwart Leslie Milne hit seven.

Although co-captain Anne Youngling

had a cold shooting night, she looked

good for defensive play breaking for

the Ephwomen.

Williams, now 0-2, look to capture

part one of the first Little Three

Women's Basketball Championship as

they host Wesleyan University

Monday night in Lasell gym at 7 pm.

Correction
In the Record editorial of

January 13, the fourth sentence of

the first paragraph should have

read, "As a result, students will

have no certain knowledge of their

professors' fates until untenured

faculty depart after the decision,"

not "As a result . . . and tenured

faculty are promoted a year and a

half after the decision." Positive

tenure decisions, but not negative

ones, are announced after the

trustees vote.

Also, the disciplinary proceeding

referred to as "before the

Discipline Committee" was dealt

with by the Deans' Office and

never reached the Discipline

Committee, the Record has

learned ^ '

'AMWrMtHngsq^lDttlMtwMhtoapMitrfiil W.P.I. 1Mm.AhM|i,

Move Cox (right), compottng in the 1M-Ib. cUss, puts in a valiant, a«*H toting

' (photo by Holder)
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Draconian measures?

--Trustees tackle sexism otWj IMoms
by Buck Simon

After long deliberatioa the trustees

have decided what to do with sexism
at Williams. President John Chandler
announced that beginning with the

class of 1983 Williams will no longer

accept women into the freshman
class. The announcement followed a

trustee meeting yesterday. Un-
confirmed reports show that Skid-

more College offered a $5 million gift

to Williams contingent upon this

-decision. ^^~

- An interview with members of^ie»-iu:oblem
trustees produced several reasons for

the change. "Look, boys will be boys,

they're not going to change. We didn't

have problems with sexism before we
-lldmitted women," remarked trustee

Aleiiander Fetters '58. "So the sim-

too many of them, and they're all

housewives anyway."
Dean of the College Peter Berek

expressed confidence that once
women were eliminated from
Williams the sexism issue would be
defused. "Then we'll be able to return

to more serious issues such as light

bulb theft."

President John Chandler com-
mented that several other colleges

across the country which he had
contacted by phone had dealt with the

of sexism in a similar

manner. Ted Stroll '78 refuted that

claim, stating that he had maintained

a tap on Chandler's telephone since

December and had recorded no such
telephone calls.

As the news of the possible change
in admissions policy travelled the

student grapevine, Rex Coons was
beseiged with requests to offer his

roadtripping' winter study as a credit

course for the second semester. Ac-
tually, request isn't exactly the word
for it, said Coons. "These six guys
came up to me outside of Wood—I
think they were rugby players—and
ihreatened to slit my threat if I didn't

offer it Strangest thing I've ever
seen."

RECORD iournalists Oav« MacOragor and Jim Cohm atttnd the TrustM newt

briefing on sexism. (photo by ftAonet)

plest way to eliminate the problem
was to get rid of the girls."

The newest trustee, Diana Strickler

^3, liked the decision. "Flike having
power over men," she said, "and now
fve got lots of them."
. "Women shouldn't be in college

anyway/' another trustee concurred.
A woman belongs in one of two

places, the kitchen or the ..." She

Chandler undergoes religious conversion
Following in the celebrated foot-

steps of Hustler publisher Larry Flynt

and former Nixon- aide Chai'les

(Chuckles) Colson, College President

John Chandler has gotten religion and
been born again into Christianity,

according to informed sources in the

administration.

Mrs. Chandler confirmed the

'broke off, and asked that her name not

. . jbe used in the article.

I
The reaction was not unanimous.

Another trustee said, "We've been
saying 'women are here to stay' for i
years, and now we've reversed our-

selves. I think we should have gone all

.female." : ,,.
_ ,—|- Committee W, ' the faculty com-

mittee on hiring women and
minorities branded the action as

^p^tsexist." They had proposed that the

ftrustees make Williams a female

,
,
college, a non-sexist alternative.

Many administrators were elated

with the news. Now the College need -
~ -inot adhere to the Title IX

["guidelines" on women's athletics or

. ! hiring. "We will save an incredible

sum on paperwork alone," exclaimed
Treasurer Francis Dewey. He further

commented that the College en-

dowment would receive an incredible

injection from the policy change. "All

those alums who held onto their

checks will mail them in now," he

smiled. When asked about female
alumnae he said, "Naw, there aren't

John Chandler
(photo by Picasso)

report, saying "I got the feeling he
had undergone some sort of rebirth

experience^whenire started babbling

baby talk about two weeks ago. It was
really touch and go for a while, but

we've been working hard and have
him back up to about a college level

education." The President's wife

added, "He used to teach a religion

course called The Search for the

Historical Jesus. I guess he found

him." ,

The Religion department was
unavailable for comment on the con-

version as its entire membership fell

on the floor in fits of hysterical

laughter on hearing the news from a

Record reporter; entire that is except

for Professor and College Chaplain

John Eusden, who said a brief prayer
for the President before returning to

his zazeri.
"

The President himself was in-

terviewed in his office and quizzed on
what changes he thought his con-

version would bring to the campus. "I

think we could pep up this campus a

little and especially faculty meetings.

Faculty meetings are the most boring

things in the world, with the possible

exception of a Jimmy Carter energy

speech. I think we might see a lot

moremusic."^The President then rose

from his desk, danced out of his office

and on to the sidewalk in front of

Hopkins Hall singing hymns and
spirituals.

Chased down again by the Record
interviewer, the President was asked
if he foresaw any other changes. "I'd

like to see a return to some old time

religion," Chandler said. Did that

mean compulsory church going
again? "I mean old time religion," the

President said. "How do orgies grab
you?"

The Religion Department was
asked for its reaction to this latest

comment and this time showed
considerably more interest; again all

eJcceprfiusdenrwho oncemore said a

brief prayer for the President and
rfeturned to his zazen. The interest

faded after a short time, however, and
the department again fell into fits of

hysterical laughter.

Pressed for a statement, Professor

Mark C. Taylor regained his com-
posure long enough to say, "From a

New grading emerges

from joint CUL/CEP effort

jTown police

Ijog big game
iln liead hunt

« » You Pee I Report • *

At an afternoon news conference

'held today Williamstown police chief

Joseph Zoito announced that after a

three month undercover investigation

his honchos had finally cracked the

notorious "Tyler Pot Club" and

arrested its ringleader. John
("Patton") Graham—alias "John-

ny"—was dragged from his dribbling

waterbeiil in the wee hours of the

morning and arrested on charges of

distributing the evil weed on the

'Williams campus, according to an

observer named Harmony.
"At first we thought that Graham

was merely a front because our in-

formers told us that even the wimpiest

bong hit would send him into un-

controllable coughing spasms," Zoito

stated, "but later we learned that it

was all an act."

According to Zoito, Graham con-

trolled an elaborate distribution

network in the Williamstown area.

Zoito noted, "He apparently stored

the stuff in a recently constructed

bam in the town of Florida and then

forced innocent Tylerites to peddle his

wares." Zoito added that several

ingenious methods were utilized to

•aaTYLERpagaS

by Bucky Simon
The Committees on Educational

Policy and Undergraduate Life have
joined forces to attack the grading
problem. The combined group has
designed a policy guaranteed to solve

many problems inherent in the—present structure.

-^The flaws of the current system,
said CEP Chairman Gordon Winston
are threefold. He cited grade in-

flation, differentials between
departments, and differentials bet-

ween sections of a multisection course
as the biggest problems.

Bob Bell of the CUL added that

though the CEP.was good at defining

problems, the CUL bad solutions.

Maintaining that diversity is the best

way to handle every questiop dealing

with students the CUL came up with

the elegantly simple random grading

proposal.

"We'll run it like house affiliation,"

he said. At the end of his first

semester each freshman will apply to

one of five grading groups—A, B, C,

D, or E. He may apply alone or in

groups of up to three other
classmates. (Up to six if he opts for

the fourth group "D.") The computer
then assigns each group a random
number, and then allots the freshmen
to each group based on their number.
In this way everyone has an equal

chance of getting his first choice

grade group.

He did not think everyone would

apply to the "A" group. "That's

where the strategy comes in," he said.

If you get bumped from the first group

then there will probably be enough

people applying for B's and C's as first

choices that they'll end up with their

fourth or fifth choice.

Once in a particular grade group the

CUL expects the "plus" and "minus"
grades to go in a procedure like room
draw. "Seniors will probably draw
first," Beir said, "followed by the

underclassmen. We want to leave this

to the individual group as much as
possible. We envision squatter's
rights, transfers drawing after the

class, and all sorts of little problems,
but we want to foster group'
autonomy.".

Transfers could be sticky, Beir
admitted, but he thought that the new
system adopted by the Housing
Committee would work for them as
well. Students wanting out of their

group would be guaranteed the op-

portunity, but the committee would
examine their applications only after

freshman grade draw.

CEP members stress that the entire

process is random, so differences

between courses and sections will be
insignificant. Against the argument
that scholarship will decline, CEP
member Larry Mitchell '78 argued
that on the contrary students work
entirely for the joy of excellence, and
so this will have no effect. He added
that this cures the grade inflation

problem in that the College can open
more places in one group at the ex-

pense of another to alter the College-

wide average.

file proposal goes to the faculty

next week, where the committee
members suspect it will pass easily. It

will come before the Trustees in

spring, and will become effective with

the next school year.

strictly phenomenologlcal view, the

President's conversion involves a
complexification of ontorogical'""

relationalities promoted by an in-

breaking futurity. ButTuhdamfentally,"
I think, the man's blown a fuse."

Taylor added that the

phenomenologlcal view was probably

best from Stone Hill, and not bad from
Pine Cobble and a few places on theF'~

Taconic Golf Course. He concluded by.

dropping the names of three major
religious philosophers of the twentieth

century.

Phones at the News Office have
been ringing constantly as word of the

President's conversion has spread to.

parents and alumni. The Office hasP
been telling callers that only peopl^

who have read War and PeacB,'^

will understand the tine mining <il|.

Chandler's change of heart, figuring!'

that that will keep alumni checks

coming in for at least another three

years.

Dean of the College Peter Berdt,

could not be reached for comment. Ail

aide said that he was out looking f6i«'

work.

thVCEP mullt ovar its grading propoul. Will tha thit hit tha fa(i at tha gradat

hit tha computarT (photoby Van Gogh)

Tha CUL mullt ovar its grading propotal. Will tha compvtar hit tha ihit at tlia

fan hitt tha gradatT (photo by Renoir)
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Frequently we at the Record art accused of taking ourselves too seriously.

Sonrtetlmes In reporting the news that becomes necessary. This Is to prove
that we can have fun, too. The events reported In this edition are all fic-

tional. They have not happened. Any resemblance to real people or events Is

purely co-incidental, sort of. We hope you en|oy reading this as much as we
did putting It together for you.

Interesfed In Study Abroad?
AppUcattons now being accepted for the

PAUL RICOEUR
School of Suspicion

78 Rue do Montoli
Paris, France

For details contact Prof. Mark Taylor,

Dept. of Religion

A cheer for the CAP
Hurrah for the Committee on Appointments and

Promotions. Once again they have shown that order and wiser
heads are better than young impressionable minds when it

jtomes_io making tough tenure decisioiis.

Too often the studfent's mind sways with the unimportant
considerations of personality or teaching ability. If it were left

to us the College would have nothing but popular teachers!
Horrors! Thank you CAP for interferring and setting matters
aright.

Take the illusive goal of education. WhyIs the college here?
Is it to educate undergraduates or the faculty? A student would
probably make the mistake of opting for the former alternative,

whereas a faculty committee obviously sees things in their

proper light, offermg tenure to those who write the.articles that

educate faculty members at other institutions.

The CAP acknowledges three categories in which it rates

untenured professors: (1) teaching ability, (2) scholarly work,
and (3) other considerations. It is time we brought the "other"
category to light. The committee raises a number of important
questions. "Does the candidate attend the Congregational
Church?" "Do^ he atteijd faculty club parties?" "Has he
purchased a home?""I)oes he open his mouth at faculty

meetings?" The latter two are the clinchers. If an unwary
assistant professor does either, then ZAP, he's out on his ear.

Finally we come to the viability of student decisions. Look
at the winners we've made recently: pro-sexual orientation,

Herwitz for CC President, and anti-Dean of Beer. Do we want
the irrationality responsible for these fiascoes having a say in

who teaches here? Of course not.

So once again, thank you, CAP, for ignoring us. Continue in

your merry way, doing what's best for . . .?

Freedom of the press?
This was originally an editorial, but the reactionary policy

of the editors censored it.

Letters: to the editor.
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Even Horndogs.
bySmitty

Fleetwood M«c
comes loWUIiam*

*Dead' is^iie rises before campus
Legends come and go in the rock 'n

roll world, especiallv at Williams
College. First it was QAehp Trick, but
now the penultimate! ACEC Chair-
man Steve Case announced today that

Fleetwood Mac, "a big name group
with great looking women," will play
Chapin early this spring, March 24.

Asked why the Mac has con-
descended to play Williams, Case
curtly explained tliat the group needs
•'new challehges After aft," he
elaborated, "we all know the average
Williams student would rather neck or
play backgammon than go see a
concert. Fleetwood knows this and
they're viewing the whole thing as a
test." As drummer and group-
manager Mick Fleetwood put it, "If
we can sell out Williams, we'll be
psyched to tour the Humalayas,
maybe even Mississippi."

Case though, is confident the show
will sell out, given the right hype. Said
Case, "We'll do a really thorough
promo job on this one: radio, posters,

wedgies, the works. Oh, and a lot of

my relatives from Hawaii are visiting

me that weekend"
Another "angle" Case mentioned as

a possibility to boost ticket sales was
the computer-date approach.. If

adopted, singles would be assigned to

adjacent seats with sexual preference
as the main seating criterion. "Extra
males", Case regretted, "will un-
fortunately have to sit in the aisles,"

The move to get Fleetwood Mac
dates back to last summer and Case's

Hawaii pineapple plantation. There a

group of Williams rugger's, searching

the islands for new talent, spotted two
lathy females swimming in the buff.

The polaroid pictures that ensued
reached the handsof yoliiig Case. He
immediately contacted Warner
Brothers (Fleetwood's record label)

suggesting that Columbia and CapitoK
might be "very interested" in us;hg

said pictures for bootleg albums:

Stevie Nick's Williams /'con-
nection" also has facilitated the

negotiations. Until recentli^ his step

brother, who attended Williams,
working his way through school as an
inflatable doll mercltandiser.

But can Fleetwood Mac be a pleaser

at Williams? I think they can. True,

the group has had its problems of late.

They get a lof ofAM air-play and they

sing a lot ofooy-girl songs some might
find off^sive. Nonetheless, rumour
has it that they've been priming up a
few Linda Rondstadt and J. Geils

tunes just for Williams. And besides

they are Hawaii's top attraction!

Down but not out after their defeat

on the gay rights issue tit a recent
faculty meeting, campus liberals are
regrouping for a new barrage. The
new issue is disci'imination against
dead people.

"1 don't kno)v the exact statistics,"

said Ted StroU, "but I wouldn't be
surprised if their were more dead
people in this country thanHive
people. But how many do you see on

the Faculty and.student body?, r^ )^..
to see Chandler explain his way out of

'

that one."

Stroll, who was not speaking for any
campus organization but just "sdme
concerned students", pointed out that

traditionally dead people have been
lax about defending their rights and
interests. "They've been a pretty

silent majority, there's no doubt about
that," Stroll said. But, he believes,

Williams can and ought to move into

the vanguard in defending "dead
rights."

He and other students are drawing
up a proposal for the Faculty and
Trustees asking that the catalogue's

non-discrimination statement be
amended to include non-
discrimination on the basis "state of

animation,"

"Chandler and the trustees will

probably object that a statement like

Hill and Roberts join for musical fireworks
by Ludwig Van

Victor Hill and Kenneth Roberts

announced today that they will give a

joint concert early in April. This

announcement comes after months of

secret negotiations between the Math
and Music Departments, through an

unnamed intermediary known only as

Deep Bass.

Although Roberts has not given a
solo concert in a good many years,

both parties report that they are

secure in'' their knowledge of the

other's ability.

- The program for the concert in-

cludes several works of PDQ Bach:
The Echo Sonata for two unfriendly

Groups of instruments rescored for

piano and harpsichord; and the newly

discovered Sonata for Harpsichord

:
versus Piano. Several more works, as

yet undecided, will also be on the

program.

Roberts reports that he is very

excited aboiit the concerts. "I have

^wanted to have a concert with Victor

for years." he said, "but in the past'

our schedules have alwaj^s conflicted.

Now, at least, the two of us can get

together, and I'm really looking

forward to it.'-

Hill, too, is pleased with the concert,

coming as it does from a suggestion of

his own from about a year ago. "I

wantedKen and myself to do a special

concert last year in honor of our an-

niversaries as musicians. Most people

don't realize it, but Ken and I started

performing at about the same time.

Since the two of us have such similar

tastes in music, a joint concert

seemed natural. Unfortunately, the

time element just wouldn't allow it.

But, at least now we can do something
together: As the saying-goes, beMer
late than never."

At one point during the negotiations,

a dispute over the concert's location

nearly caused the cancellation of the

concert. Hill preferred Griffin Hall

and Roberts wanted the Chapel. After

hours of debate, a compromise was
settled upon. The concert will be held

in the main ^m of^Lasel! Gym-
nasium.

Anxious Professor Roberts prtparei

for upcoming concert.

(photo by Manet)

VVSP China trip ends in tragedy (?)
Only nineteen of the twenty

Williams students and faculty

members who went to the People's

Republic of China for Winter Study
will return for second semester
classes next week.

i!'.; Michael R. Lissack, '80, cp-planner
"^ the excursion, will remain in

Peking for an indefinite length of time

pending a police investigation of the

circumstances which led to Michael's

abduction and mysterious return to a
hotel room in that city.

According to members of the group,

Lissack was reported missing early

on the morning of January 12 when
Jeff Kovar, '80, entered Lissack's

room to find it ransacked.

"There Was a large hole bored

through the east wall," Kovar said,

"perhaps four feet in diameter.

Furniture was overturned. Windows
broken. I reached up to light one of the

lamps, but the bulbs were missing.

The phone was off the hook. And
Michael was gone."

Kovar also said that he and
members of the group became con-

Disciplinarions convene
by Mac David

The Discipline Committee will hear
the case of two students caught put-

ting Sugar Frosted Flakes in granola

packages, according to an inorganic

Record source.

"We view this as completely
unacceptable behavior," wailed Dean
of the College Peter Berek. "Students

have a right to uncontaminated
granola, and the infringement of that

right by a small minority of

prejudiced, insensitive Tony-the-
Tiger fans can not be tolerated."

The Sugar Frosted Flake incident

took place last week at 4 a.m. The
perpetrators slipped into dining halls

across the College, opening granola

packages and filling them with Sugar
Frosted Flakes. The crime was not

reported for several days, and
anonymous granola eating sources
have revealed that they were keeping
the switch secret until they finished

all the Sugar Frosted Flakes.

Berek refused to name the con-

spirators, citing the secrecy of

disciplinary proceedings. "However,
we have encouraged them to publish a

letter of apology in the Record," he

added,

Berek told the Record that a group
of concerned students were forming

the Williams Granola Support
Organization to fight prejudice and
support granola eaters who could not

discuss their problems with non-

granola eaters.

The Prospect House Dry Cereal

Coalition announced its support for

the action, commenting that, "It's

that much less cereal for the wets to

put milk oa"
"I'm glad to see the subversive

granola movement resisted by this

courageous group. However, it would
have been more impressive if they

had burned the stuff," praised a

source who asked only to be identified

as Crazy George of the Lissack for

President Committee.

vinced that foul play was involved

when they found Lissacks' personal
set of silver wear scattered about the

bathroom. "He never went anywhere
without them," sobbed Nancy Rich-

man, '80, who said she was shocked by
the tragedy.

In a communique received Monday
morning, however, the Chiifese

government informed Williams
College that Lissack had been
returned to his hotel room sometime
over the weekend but would remain in

Peking for an undetermined length of

time. According to the com-
mimication, Lissack had requested a
bodyguard and legal aid in order to

pursue justice "at any cost."

Chinese officials have offered ex-

tensive remunerations both to Lissadc

and the U.S. government if he leaves

China within the next 24 hours.

that means that Williams will have to

accept applications from clearly
inanimate things like rocks or Jerry
Ford," said Stroll. "But the way the
present statement is worded, the
College is obligated to consider things
like tree, masses, algae and what not.

And besides, they could always define
'state of aninwtion' elsewhere to refer

to whether a human being is alive or
not"

r-;riJ-,^35X^"

Professor Frances Oakley, Dean of

the Faculty and also its affirmative

action officer, said that the issue of

dead people had been raised before

but that qualified dead teachers are

difficult to find. "Our affirmative

action program is l>ased on the

number of Ph.D's produced by par-

ticular groups during a year, and dead
people have traditionally been low

producers of Ph.D.'s. I guess
academia is not an attractive career

for dead people right now."

Tyler pots club?

Director (tf Admission Phillip Smith
stated that "if qualified dead ap-

plicants apply, we certainly wouldn't

hesitate to admit t))An, but ttiey just

aren't''applying here. And of course

we can't lower our standards jiist to

admit dead students." He did,

however, raise the possibility of ac-

cepting a dead applicant or two under

the ten-per-cent program. "We wish

we had more dead applicants," he

.aid. "Lguess we Just don't have. slv.

very good reputation among them."
Stroll suggested that bringing more

dead people on campus would help
improve the diversity of the student

body, and add new intellectual per-

spectives. He even raised the
possibility of a dead studies program.
When it was pointed out that the

religion department was offering a
winter study death and dying, StroU
replied, "It's not the same thing. It's

like a man teaching a women's studies

course. It's just not the same thing."

Police cut supply
TYLERfr«mpa9t1

transport the marijuana around
campus including a fake leg splint, a
violin case and floppy hats.

Although Zoito refused to comment
on how his agents had managed to

infiltrate the pot club, another source
stated that the case had been broken
largely due to the efforts of an un-

dercover agent known only as "Boo."

Speaking on behalf of the College,

Dean Peter Berek announced that

Tyler House would be disbanded as a
social unit as a result of the pot club

arrest. "That pot club was one of the
few really popular social activities at

Tyler," Berek gushed, "and now that

it's gone I see no reason for Tyler to

exist. " Associate Dean Christy
Ro6senraad claimed however that his

own efforts had been instrumental in

closing the house. "I've been pissed
off ever since Graham cut off my
supply," Roosenraad barked, "and I

thought this might pressure him into

rethinking that decisioa"

Graham, contacted by a Record
reporter in his jail cell, said that no

amount of intimidation could convince

him to sell again to Roosenraad.

"That turkey thought he could toy

with my off-campus application,"

Graham mumbled, "but I'll show him
who he's dealing with."

According to Zoito, Graham's
arrest squashed the drug ring com-
pletely. Sources at Tyler, however,
argued that Zoito was uninformed.
"Graham was just a peon," said one
senior who refused to give his name
but said his initials were L.C.D. "As
long as I'm around there will continue
to be a pot club," this source claimed,
"Because I do more pots at Tyler than
anyone. Just ask Rabes."
Another senior known as IB com-

mented, "We sacrificed Graham to
take the heat off but the club will

continue ds uSuat'V/^ figur^fl^ifwas
the punky thing to do."

Catman could not be reached for

comment.

Trustees meet demands
by Woodstock

In a somewhat unexpected move
this morning, a spokeswoman for the

College trustees announced that the

trustees had unanimously voted to

accept all of Gargoyle's .recom-
mendation$ concerning campus af-

fairs. Among the measures endorsed
by the trustees were recom-
mendations calling for a non-
discriminatory sexual orientation
clause in the College catalog, the

divestiture of the College's stock
holdings in corporations which do
business in South Africa and the

elimination of sexist and racist
college practices,

"We endorsed the sexual orien-

tation proposal even though the

faculty rejected it," stated Diana
Strickler '73, "because we thought the

Williams faculty didn't know much
about sex anyway."

Another trustee commented, "We
perceive our role as one of taking an
active part in the affairs of this

college. We're not willing to just sit

around and rubberstamp decisions

"Oargoyltr Why I «ar«ovl« witk UttariMtwic* a dsy," fulpt trvttM Al Pt(t«r

shortly before bolng shot by memtort of th« honor society.

(photo by Rembrandt)

made by thosewho are less competent
than us."

Speaking on the South Africa
[nroposal, trustee Williams S. Sneath
of Union Carbide Corporation noted,

"I'm pleased as punch that the

trustees have finally come to their

senses regarding this mess in South
Africa. I've been pushing for years
now to get Williams to dump its Union
Carbide stock but no one would listen

to me." PrestonS. Parrish, a member
of the board of directors at Upjohn
Corporation, added, "It's nice to see

that the tnistees aren't overly con-
cerned with the Alnughty Buck. For
awhile it appeared that some of our
younger contemporaries hadn't heard
about corporate social respon-
sibility."

In a news conference held after the
trustee visit. President John W.
Chandler said, "The entire ad-
ministration seemed pleased that the

trustees had overturned the faculty's

decision regarding the sexual
orientation clause." He added
sheepishly, "Please don't print this

but Peter Berek was jumping up and
down on his desk and squealing with
glee when he heard about the trustee

decision."

Other faculty members were ap-

parently shocked and chagrined by
the trustee move, however, Sam
Rosenberg and Rick Nuccio, among
others, issued a statement calling the

trustee divestiture decision a "fascist.

Commie, pinko, ploy aimed at un-

dermining the necessary and
l^itimate economic underpinnings of

the capitalist system which made our
counti7 great." Ray Baker, ap-

parently perturbed by the trustees'

endorsement of the sexual orientation

clause, added, "I don't know where
those jokers got their silly ideas from
but it must be due to outside agitation

because the enlightened students and
faculty here damn well don't support

any of this bunk."
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Garfield becomes a prison
byAndy Valeri

The trustees approved today a

proposal to convert the Garfield

House into a detention center for

incorrigible sexists, the Record
learned today.

The renovation began secretly a

year ago, but was not announced
pending final approval by the

trustees.

The plan was originally proposed by

a now defunct women's'Drganization.

Dean of the College Peter Berek

commented that until he beard of the

proposal, he had been considering

various fates for Garfield House, and

was negotiating with the National

Organization of Women, who wanted

to purchase the house as a national

headquarters building. "Turning
Garfield into a pen for all those sexists

won't be quite as profitable, but the

idea has promise," he gloated.

Berek also hinted that Garfield

Detention Center could be used to

house other incorrijibles such as the

light bulb syndicate and the inflatible

doll monopoly." The Justice

Department Antitrust . Division has

been looking into tHe latter case,"

revealed Berek.

Director of Student Housing and
Sexist Detention Charles Jankey told

the Record that most of the cells are
completed now. and lack only bars
and locks. He estimated that the first

sexists would be moved in by early

March.
A Discipline Committee spokesman

also hailed the renovation as "an
opportunity tor lis to start nailing

people to the wall instead of just

giving them this worthless
disciplinary probation bit."

Associate Dean Christ E.

Roosenraad told a Record reporter

that the conversion was the conclusion

of a process that began three years

ago when the Class of 1978 was in-

cluded in upper class housing.

"We chose those men in the Class of

1978 that displayed the greatest

tendency toward sexism, and placed
them all in Gar-Wood House. We
figured that they couldn't do any
harm out in the boondocks and would
all be in one place once Garfield

Detention Center was completed. We

continued the procedure for the

Classes of 1979 and 1980," sneered
Roosenraad
Roosenraad chuckled when eon-

fronted with the fact that the inclusion

process is random. "You didn't ac-

tually believe that garbage Jankey's
been telling you, did you? " scoffed the

housing czar.

Several members of the house

waadered if Garfield Detention Centmr
would be coeducational. "Since
sexism has been outlawed, I'd hope
that the Center would not be restricted

to incorrigibles of one gender," said

the File '78, a Gar-Wood incorrigible.

"We've been had 1"

A tubcommlttee of a now dtfunct womm'i organiullon dItcussM plans for

Garfield house. (photo by DaVlncO

Wesleyan whips Williams 20-1
by Ohet Ahmad,
Super Student

The Williams College men's varsity

hockey team jubilantly left the ice

after last Saturday's game, thinking

they had just won an awesomely
convincing 20-1 victory over the

hapless Wesleyan Cardinals. But
those same smiling faces were staring

in disbelief only moments later. as
Coach McCormick gave them the bad
news: ^he always shifty Cardinals had
done it again; they had deviously (but

nonetheless successfully) beaten the

Ephmen on a technicality.

It seems that the Wesleyan goalie,

JoeSivve, skated into position in front

of the Williams goal at the start of the

game. And for the- next three periods

the Ephmen proceeded to erroneously

poundtwenty goals past him. "I knew

it was too good to be true," said a

frustrated McCormick after the

game. "I guess I should have
suspected something when their

goalie (Sivve) skated out with tape

covering the eye-holes of his mask."
Wesleyan's "best laid plan"

however did momentarily falter early

in the second period when a Wesleyan
reserve player, who apparently was in

the can during the pre-game strategy

session, dumped a goal past the

Williams goalie, into what was in fact

his own net. After the goat the

Wesleyan goalie was banging his stick

on the ice; not out of joy, but out of

frustration for having lost the shutout.

This is the third consecutive game
the Cardinals have won from the Ephs
through chicanery. Earlier this

season the Cardinals shut Williams

out 1-0. In that game the shutout was
attributable to someone's stealing the
red colored goal-indicator bolb from
behind the Wesleyan net. In their last

meeting of last year, Wesleyan had »
plexiglass shield installed in front of

their goal, and the Zambone operator
undetectedly switched the shield
between periods.

Despite the bitter loss, one Ephman
skated his way into the record books.
Matthew St. Onge, the freshman
standout who scored five goals, broke
his personal record, (which was
previously four,) the Williams team
record, the ritik record, the Little

Three record, the E.C.A.C. record,

and the national and world records for

the most goals scored into his own net

by a skater, without an attempt on his

life by a fan.

Athlete of the Week Don Tourney '78 (fourth from left) displayed fine form in

Driscoll food fight. (photo by Michelangelo)M fight. (photo by Michelangelo) ^m^^^* tk ^* • a I I

Afhleie of the Week NESCAC introduces new rule
Senior Don Tourney, known to his

friends as "The Tool", has been

named Record Athlete of the Week for

his dazzling display of athletic

prowess ai Driscoll Dining Hall last

Saturday. Toumey single-handedly

led a massive retaliatory strike

against the murderous horde of Fitch-

Prospect at a devastating food fight

launched at his person. Toumey
allegedly fought for his honor and his

manhood, after being verbally

castrated by his peers for refusing to

eat his Wheaties with milk.
"^ Tourney emerged victorious after a

long and furious battle which left

Driscoll all but devastated. Standing

proudly atop tuna bumstead and
chicken cutlet encrusted bodies,

Toumey was heard to declare, "Take
that, you fascist wussies!!" .Lynn
Collins, president of Prospect House,

while proud of Tourney's victory, had
a few misgivings: "Who's going to

clean up all this?"

, Honorable Mention: Jeff Stewart

for his display of superhiaman
stamina with his pel inflatable doll,

and Don Perry and Scott Ketcham for

their taxing contribution to the

renovation of Garfield. Better luck

next time, guys.

for small college basketball games

Editors ledk 'lique"
Managing editors of the Record

Keron Walker and Nancy Richman
have announced thai they will^eek
funds from the College Council to

finance an alternative weekly news
.Journal, tentatively called "Lique'I,

which will begin publishing next

semester.

. , "We were dissatisfied with the

irresponsible reporting and editing

policy of the Record," Richman said.

"Any newspaper that knuckles under
to the pressures of lobbying groups
like the Williams Women—excuse me,
the Williams Feminist Alliance—
hasn't the character necessary to

satisfy such a demanding campus as

that of Williams."

According to Walker, the new paper
will attempt to capture readership

with innovative layout and interesting

new columnists. "We will print on

triangular paper, and make it our

policy only to use round photographs.

As for content, we have employed Jeff

Stewart ( formerly class '80) to write a

column called "Reserve rooms not

required" and we will also carry a

weekly feature enljlled "Short Shits"

in which members of the college

community will have a chance to

publicly pus on one another."^^,..—

The name "Lique" was chosen in a

campus-wide contest from among the

most blatantly offensive suggestions.

"We wanted to make sure that

someone would pay attention to us,"

Walker said, "and the only important

happenings on campus seemed to be

tarred with that epithet. Dean Berek
has requested that we write a letter of

apology in the first issue and ad-

vertise an open forum to discuss the >

matter, but besides that, we have
encountered no trouble."

When asked of the Record's reac-

tion to the defection of two top-

eschelon executives, Editor Chip
Buckner remarked, "Aw, they were
just straw dogs anyway. Besides,

'Lique' will go under in less than one
issue. Women don't know how to

manage money."

by Peter B. Lipstz

"Basketball is entertainment. It

should therefore be exciting—to in-

crease crowds, not depressing." With
these words, Robert Peck introduced

the Home Court Cheat Rule to the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) at its annual
meeting last week in Boston.

Most of the other participants at the

conference quickly supported Peck's
plan. The seventy delegates voted to

enact the new rule immediately. "It
' should create a better atmosphere at

the small colleges." Peck pointed out,

"No one likes to see the home team
lose."

The rule is designed to guarantee a
home4eam victory, while still keeping
the game exciting. The game itself

will go on as usual, until ther^ are only

two seconds left. At that* ^ime, there

will be an official tiniJPbut s6^ that

each team can plan itS^inal strategy.

The clock then alternates between two
and one seconds until the home team
takes the lead. "This would allow the

home team to always make a
dramatic finale,"- said Peck.

An interesting offshoot of the rule is

that the home court advantage is

given only to schools belonging to the

NESCAC. Because Union does not

participate in NESCAC events, it will

not be given the home court ad-

vantage in its game against Williams
next Saturday.

While discussing the new rule with

the Williams basketball staff, Robert
Peck also pointed out that we played
far too many NESCAC teams. "We
need more diversity," he said. Next
year's schedule includes such exciting

teams as North Carolina State

( played at home) , and fewer NESCAC
teams on the road. Coach Tong tells us

to expect a fantastic season.

The rule was enacted January 18th,

which means it should have been in

effect during last Saturday night's

game against Brandeis. Coach Tong
was surprised when he realized, as did

the rest of the Williams team, that the

two uninformed officials at the game
would not allow Williams anotKei*

chance at the basket. "So really we
won," Tong affirmed, "and we'll

carry that game as a victory oh our

record books. '-fcf

TheB-ballers plan another exciting

victory tonight against Trinity.

College shifts endowment-no
more S. African investments

by Fleet Scribbler

President John Chandler announced
today that the CoUege will sell aU its

holdings in corporations with

operations in South Africa. Chandler

characterized the decision as "a

respAose to widespread student

criticism of College investment in an

immoral racist regime."

After lengthy deliberation, the

Board of Trustees decided to invest

the entire proceeds of the sale in Chile

due to the absence of racial bias on the

part of the Chilean government.

"General Pinochet has shown a

commendable lack of race prejudice

in the treatment of his people," said

Chandler. "Unlike the reprehensible

racist regijne of John Vorster, the

Pinochet regime oppresses all races

equally."

The trustees also considerted in-

vesting in Cambodia, which Chandler

described as "a society completely

free of race prejudice." He com-

mented, however, that a group of

trustees sent to Cambodia to searcH

for investment opportunities has not

reported back yet. "We assume th^
were so impressed by their ex-

perience in Cambodia that they were

unable to tear themselves dWay long

enough to report their findings."

A group of students from the Friday

Night Coalition announced their in-

tention to go to Cambodia to in-

vestigate. "We suspect the trustee

committee has discovered some
immoral investment opportunity

which they are trying to keep secret.

We intend to uncover it," said a

coalition spokeshumanoid.

Chandler praised the Chilean

government for its progressive voting

and citizenship policies. "In South

Africa, only a nfiinority holds full

citizenship and voting rights. In Chil«,

on the other hand, the entire nation

holds all the rights and privileges of

Chilean citizenship, and is permitted

to vote in General Pinochet's

decennial elections," he commented.

Road rally

Tbe winning entry Bob Event (ptiotoby Raphael)

Wood House's roadlripping Free
University culminated in a road rally

to Skidmore last night. The winning

entry. Bob Evans '78 completed the

run toSaratoga Sprj-.^a in less than 45

minutes, eclipsing the old record by 10

minutes.

Like the previous record holder

Jack Maitland, Evans decided that a

straight line was the shortest distance

between two points, and drove across

rather than around the frozen

Saratoga reservoir. Three other cars

attempted to follow Evans across, but

his engine melted the ice behind him,

making the journey increasingly

treacherous. The names of the other

drivers are being withheld until next

of kin are notified

Organizer Jeff Delisle commented
on the interest in his program. "We
knew some guys were hard core, but

this guy Evam, well, he was hard up."
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Frosh days forum meets
by Sue Luciano

«»>««.Al«n op«iv forum Jan-22 todiBcuss

Freshman Days, students focused on

Purple Key Night and WOOLF trips

as they expressed dissatisfaction with

theway freshman days are run now to

Dean of Freshman Lauren Stevens

and members of the College Council's

committee on freshman year.

Linda Smith, president of Purple

Key Society, said the group recently

voted to eliminate the freshman

singing contests. A final vote on the

subject will come at an upcoming
Purple Key meeting.

Others at the forum expressed

(Ussatisfaction with all of Purple Key
Night. The alternative many favored

>yas to have each organization set up a

booth in the field house some time

chu-ing Freshman Days and allow

freshmen to go throu^ and talk to

representatives from groups.

Stevens said he felt the freshman
singing contest was valuable in

promoting entry unity.

Tom Black"')JO, tw^anlzer for the

'

Williams Organization for Outdoor

Living for Freshmen (WOOLF), said

that while the program's opening last

fall had drawn praise, t>ecause of

administrative pressures there would

not be an outing before Freshman
Days this year as last

Stevens said he felt one group

arriving before another could con-

tribute to divisiveness within the

freshman class. Many trip par-

ticipants spoke up to deny the trips

had creat^ divisions. They spoke of

the trips as their most valuable ex-

perience during their first days at

Williams, an alternative to the keg

party in the Quad.

The forum was the fruit of the

College Council's committee on the

freshman year. The group cooi^

dinated by Galli and moderated by JA
Chris DiAngelo '79, will report to the

council soon. ~:
-

Trustees raise fees

CHARLES ROSEN, famed pianist

and music educator, will give a free

lecture at Williams College on Feb. 3

at 8:30. Rosen will also present a

concert In Chapin on Feb 4 at 8:30.

by Dave MacGregor
Tire Board of Trustees appointed

Madeleine Korbel Albright to a three-

year term as trustee, promoted three

faculty members to associate

professor with tenure, and approved a

$450 increase in tuition and fees at

their quarterly meeting last wedt.

The board also approved a budget

for the 1978-79 year and formed a

committee to advise them on voting

the College's stock proxies on
proposals "relating to social issues,"

President John Chandler announced
Wednesday.
The trustees ratifi^ tlw recom-

mendations of IHeTaciIty <!^ommittee

on Appointments and Promotions that

Assistant Professors Raymond
Baker, Zirka Filipczak, and Charles

Karelis '66 be promoted to associate

professors with tenure, effective July

1, 1979.

The 1978-79 budget will total $19.6

million, said College Treasurer
Francis Dewey in '41. This year's

budget, will show a small ad-

tnlnis t ratlvfrsurplus of around |7000,

he added.

Tuition
The increase in tuition and fees was

prompted by continued inflationary,

pressures, said Chandler, including

faculty and staff salaries, supply

costs, and energy costs, which have-

climbed 118 per cent in the past five

years. Over that period, the cost of

attending Williams has risen at ap-

proximately the same rate as the-

consumer price index. This year's

increase is significantly less than tlie

increase in average family income.

Chandler noted:

Stocks
The Advisory Committee on

Shareholder Proposals "will study

shareholder proposals relating to

social issues and iidvise the tpistee

Finance Committee on voting stock

proxies," explained Chandler.- The
sa« TRUSTEES page 2

News analysis r - --

Gargoyle approaches trustees on stocks, sexism
J»yScottFenn

In an atmosphere which ranged
from cordial bantering to terse

debate, members of the Gargoyle

Society—along with representatives

from the Williams Feminist Alliance,

the Thursday Night Coalition, the

Williams Gay Support Organization

and the Committee on Black
Students—met with a group of

trustees last week to discuss campus
issues and problems.

Prior to the meeting. Gargoyle liad

decided to use its annual meeting with

the trustees to address three major
issues which had surfaced during the

Fall semester—the inclusion of a

sexual orientation clause in the

College's non-discrimination policy.

New law ups

frtinimum wage

campus-wide
by Ann McCal>e

On November l, 1977, President

(!;arter signed legislation raising

minimum wage as of January 1, 1978

through 1981. This January, the

minimum vi'age went From $2:30 to

$2.65 an hour. Under the Fair Labor

Standards Act (commonly known as

the "MacDonald" law), educational

and non-profit institutions can pay

less than minimum wage so long as

they pay no less than 85 per cent of

minimum wage or $2.26.

The main effect of Carter's

initiative is a $0.10 across the board

increase of the payroll. Those for-

merly earning $2.10 to $2.25 now earn

$2.26 on the basic pay scale. The
largest employer, dining halls, pur-

suant to a minimum wage policy,

upped wages to $2.69. Not all student

employers on campus followed suit

though all increased wages at least 10

cents.

Student library and museum
supervisors are among the highest

paid ($3.10). The library has three

positions: clerk, specialist (post

freshman year), and supervisor.

These positions augment hourly pay

respectively from $2.35 as do other

positions based on seniority around

campus. Technical workers are now
paid $2.70, non-technical $2.50.

Monitors, clerical workers, and
switchboard operators, who sit at a

desk and can theoretically do

homework, now receive $2.45. an

increase from $2.25. Security

monitors' pay amounts to $2.50 an

hour.
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sexism at Williams and the College's

investment pqlicy with respect to

South Africa.

Speaking to the sexual orientation

issue. Gargoyle member Lisa

Capaldini outlined the College

Council's endorsement of the need for

a sexual orientation clause and the

Faculty's subsequent rejection of the

proposal. "People keep asking why
this needs to be done," Capaldini

stated, "bqtthl? real question is 'Why
shouldn't we do this?' " She added,

"All we're asking the College to do is

to publicly state that it is neutral with

regard to the issue of an individual's

sexual preference."

Responding to Gargoyle's call for

trustee action. Trustee Martha R.

Wallace questioned the need for

formal administrative actioa "If

there'iS a problem here," Wallace

stated, "you need a public relations

movement among yourselves but not

a statement from us that couldn't

really carry any weight."

Capaldini, countering this

reasoning, argued, "the legalistic

approach can affect attitudinal

change." She stated that a public and
of(icial assurance that the College did

not discriminate with respect to

sexual preference would be legally

binding and would serve^ as 'a
"catalytic agent" in promoting
tolerance in the Williams community.
Capaldini cited the 13th, 14th and 15th

amendments to the Constitution—

those which insured blacks of their

civil rights after the Civil War—as an
instance where legal action helped

catalyze social change.
.

Trustee Robert J. Geniessee noted

that he was concerned about the

potential impact that such a

statement might have on the College's

image to prospective applicants.

Another trustee added, "By putting

this in we'd be opening up the College

to a plethora of potential problems."

Addressing the issue of sexism at

Williams, Valerie Andersen of the

WFA spoke in support of a seven point

proposal which that group had drawn
up and Gargoyle had^endorsed. The
proposal called for:

1.) a concerted effort to hire and

promote qualified women professors

and administrators;

2. ) the separation of the position of

Affirmative Action officer from the

Dean of the Faculty's responsibilities;

3.) curriculum changes in the

form of the addition material by and

about women to courses at all levels;

4.) expanded opportunities for

older continuing education students;

5.) the hiring of a female
gynecologist;

6.) the implementation of Co-ed

freshman entries; and
7.) the inclusion of the sexual

orientation^ clause ip the College's

non-discrimination policy.

Trustee reaction to the Feminist

Alliance's presentation centered

almost exclusively on the question of

the need for a separate Affirmative

Action officer. Trustee E. Wayne
Wilkins said, "I don't understand the

logic of having an Affirmative Action

officer who isn't on the faculty

because such a person would have no

authority." Trustee Charles H. Mott

echoed this view stating, "You're

going to get the issue sidetracked if

you take it away from the top

management people.'-

Representatives from the WFA
argued that the present situation,

where the Dean of the Faculty also

served as the Affirmative Action

officer, was conducive to conflicts of

interest. They also noted that a

separation of the position "would

allow Williams to really look for

qualified people instead of just

playing a numbers game."
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Sophs propose co-ed frosh dorms
Personal adjustment problems

prompted Sally Brown '80 and Eric

Scheye '80 to devise the Morgan
Experiment, a proposal which would

introduce a co-ed entry system for a

limited number of freshmen Uving in

Morgan Hall next year. The Com-

mittee on Undergraduate Life is

expected to consider the proposal-

later this Spring.

"The present entry system,

although desirable for many, can be

seen as restrictive in a social sense,"

explainedScheye and Brown. "Not all

students feel comfortable in an all-

male or all-female dormitory where

great emphasis is placed on entry

unity and interaction with members of

the opposite sex," they continue.

"We feel that the initial pressures to

'meet people' could be relieved more
easily in a co-ed entry."

Specifically, the experiment would
involve the placement of an equal
number of men and women in each
entry who would live on alternating

floors in the dormitory. This would
facilitate compliance with
Massachusetts State law which
requires separate bathroom facilities

explained Brown who feels that

"Morgan Hall is a desirable location

for the experiment." She noted that

"in conducting this experiment in a
large, centrally located dorm rather

than a smaller more isolated building

such as Lehman, we anticipate that

other students will be able to chart the

progress of the entries."

"The present entry system can be
viewed as one of the college in-

stitutions which perpetuates certain

sexual stereotypes," observed Scheye

and Brown. "By integrating Morgan
Hall and creating a more natural

living situation, we would hope that

some of the traditional sexual

stereotypes might disappear.

"In general, we feel that tension

between the Sexes' would be relieved,"

they continued. "This alternative

might also benefit the college

economically," Brown adde^ "as

damage bills resulting from watei^

fights would be reduced as less drastic

courses for interaction would be

available."

Wald outlines hi'sfory of universe
"The planets are the dead ashes of

this universe. But we and the stars—

we're alive."

So Dr. George Wald, 1967 Nobel
prize winner and retired Harvard

professor, tied life on earth to the life

of the universe in his lecture before a

full Chapin Hall audience Jan. 23.

With "no way to prove that ex-

traterrestrial life exists, Wald first

outlined the requirements for life:

water, moderate temperatures,
available carbon. Then he argued that

since there appear to be a billion

planets capable of supporting life,

odds are high that it has evolved

elsewhere in the universe.

Wald went on to tell the life history

of the universe, from the "Big Bang"
that cosmologists believe gave it birth

to its present expansion into infinity.

He also speculated on the lives of

stars, and traced their lives from
genesis as coalescing hydrogen clouds

to their ends as black holes.

Narrowing his examination of life in

the universe to earth, Wald recounted

current theories on the evolution of

life here, from bacteria in the

"organic soup" of primitive oceans to

social man.
Wald discounted the divine creation

theory, claiming life evolved by

natural selection. "The whole process

is one of editing, rather than

authorship," he said

Definding his extrapolation of the

beginnings of life on earth to all life in

the cosmos, Wald said that while tlie

basic requirements for life must he

the same everywhere, the course of

evolution is probably unk]ue on each

planet "I think we are the only

human beings as a species in the

universe,'^ he added.

The end of Wald's lecture and the

questions following in both Chapin and
Dodd House shifted the focus of the

talk from a description of life to the

Nobel prize winner's exhortations to

defend life on earth and students'

reactions to his exhortations.

Questions continued past midnight.

"Begin to live politically," argued
Wald, as he urged listeners to unite

against the proliferation of nuclear

power and atomic weapons. "Now
we're told we can't live without

nuclear power," he said. "We can't

live with it"

Speaking on the problems of nuclear

power and the chances for nuclear

holocaust Wald said, "It's not my
problem—I've had my life." He added

angrily, "If you're such fools as to

allow this to happen to you, you

deserve it"

Oas^lt* popvlar damand, c«.«tf

•Iwwars would imI ba Inclwdad In tho

Morgan axpartmant.

Photo by AAarc Johnson
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Letters: Trustees er)dorse amendment

South Africa

To the editor:

In an effort to dissuade students

from signing the petition concerning

Williams' investment policy in South

Africa, a short quotation by Richard

Lyman, President of Stanford
University, was recently placed in

many students' S.U. box«s. The gist of

-•thequote was that if Williams were to

-

use its investments in South African

corporations as. leverage to influence

'South African politics, the college

would become a "partisan social

agent" and not a "forum of free

debate and research of issues."

The distributor of the short note

failed to realize that talcing a passive

role and continuing to support cor-

porations which are discriminating

against Blacksiis. in itself, a form of

political involvement. In this case, a

Second womor) becomes trustee
TRUSTEES from pagal

committee will consist of two faculty

members, two students, Dewey,
Provost Neil Grabois, and "one or
two" alumni. ChancQer will select the

members in consultation with the

faculty Steering Committee and the

College Council.

The trustees also discussed several

proposals by the Williams Feminist

Alliance concerning sexism.
However, said Chandler, the trustees

felt that the problem "should be

handled at the faculty and ad-

ministrative level," and that the

board should not intervene directly.

New Trustee
Albright, a 1959 graduate of

Wellesley College, received a Ph.D.

pretnotions

For three years, beginning July 1, 1978
Lillian Bostert, now Part-time Instructor, to Part-time Lecturer Iri Physical

Education." — - , .,^,

Carol Ann Paul, now Part-time Instructor, to Part-time Lecturer in Biology.

For one yaar, beginning July 1, 1978
Patricia Krouse, now Part-time Instructor, to Part-time Lecturer In Art.

Rcappointmants
For four years, beginning July 1, 1978

Milton J . Bates Assistant Professor of English
Dean W. Chandler Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Glen S. Jeansonne Assistant Professor of History
[}aniel A. Kleier Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Sherron E. Knopp Assistant Professor of English
David J. Langston Assistant Professor of English
Richard A. Nuccio Assistant Professor of Political Science
A. Mead Over Assistant Professor of Economics
Samuel Rosenberg Assistant Professor of Economics
Marlanna Torgovnicit Assistant Professor of English
Carl I . Van Ouyne Assistant Professor of Economics

For three years, beginning July 1, 1978
Gregory Boyd Assistant Professor of Theatre
Eleanor R. Brown Part-time Lecturer in Biology
Richard J . Farley Assistant Professor of Physical Education
Manuel Pinkelstein Part-time Lecturer In Chemistry
Eva U . Grudin Part-time Lecturer In Art
Eileen Julien Part-time Lecturer In English and French

For two years, beginning July 1, 1978
Frederick Penzel Lecturei^ in Theatre

For one year, beginning July 1, 1978

Art
Rafael A. Fernandez, Part-time Lecturer
Whitney S. Stoddard, Visiting Professor following his retirement (630-78)

Biology Taber Allison, Instructor

Chemistry John S. RiccI, Jr., Visiting Assistant Professor
Economics

Joseph Anderson, Assistant Professor

Physical Education
Susan l-ludson-Hamblln, Instructor

Terrence Meagher, Instructor

Judith Zimickl, Instructor

Psychology
Bruce W. Godfrey, Assistant Professor

Theatre ,

Martha Hally, Part-time Instructor"

For the first semester, 1978-79
Ursula Lopenzlna, Part-time Instructor In German-Russian
Nicole Oesroslers, Part-time Lecturer in Romanic Languages ,. '

Sabtwtlcal Leaves
Far the academic year 197879
__„ Piter Berek, Professor- of English i —

-

George R. Goethals, II, Associate Professor of Psychology
Robert M. Kozelka, Professor of Mathematics
Earl L. McFariand, Jr., Associate Professor of Economics

For the first semester, 1978 79
Edson M. Cliick, Professor of German

For the first semester, 1978-79

Richard O. Rouse, Jr., Mary A. and William Wirt Warren Professor of Psychology

For the second semester, 1978-79

Michael D. Bell, Associate Professor of English
Andrew Crider, Professor of Psychology
Victor E. Hill, Associate Professor of Mathematics
Franklin W. Robinson, Associate Professor of Art
Gordon C. Winston, Orrin Sage Professor of Political Economy

For the period April 1, 1971 to June 30, 1979

Paul G. Clark, David A. Wells Professor of Political Economy, to have a leave of

absence. One semester to be a sabbatical leave.

The sabbatical leave for the academic year 1978-79 which was voted In October,
1974 for Professor Frederick Rudolph, will be taken during the first semesters of the

years 1978-79 and 1979-80.

Leaves of Absence

For tlie academic year 1978-79 .^
Marcella Mazzarelii, Assistant Professor oNAnthropology
Samuel Rosenberg, Assistant Professor of Economics

For the first semester, 1978-79
Fielding Brown, Charles L. MacMlllan Professor of Physics
James M. Burns, Woodrow Wilson Professor of Government
Stuart B. Crampton, Professor of Physics
Joy Anne Dewey, Assistant Professor of Physical Education
Zirka Z. Fillpczak, Assistant Professor of Art
Richard W. Krouse, Assistant Professor of Political Science

For «n« semester of the academic year 1978-79, to be followed by a onesemesler leave
of absence.

Milton J. Bates, Assistant Professor of English
Glen S. Jeansonne, Asslst^n* Professor of History
Daniel A. Kleier, Assistant Professor of Chemistry
David J. Langston, Assistant Professor of English
Joanne Roslnski, Assistant Professor of Biology

For one semeMkr of the academic year 1978-79.

Marlanna Torgovnlck, Assistant Professor of English

For the secand semester, 1978-79

Stephen Blaha, Assistant Professor of Physics
John D. Lathrop, Assistant Professor of Astronomy
Richard A. Nuccio, Assistant Professor of Political Science
David A. Tharp, Assistant Professor of History

from Columbia in 1976. She is chief

legislative assistant to Sen. Edmund
S. Muskie, and is married to Joseph
Albright '58.

Chandler confirmed the trustees'

policy of increasing the number of

women on the board. He added that

Albright's background in government
would be especially advantageous to

the College with the federal govern-

ment ."looming large" in the

managing of the College. Her ex-

perience in Washington would also be
useful, with large numbers of

Williams students seeking careers in

the federal government, Chandler
noted.

He commented that, while Albright

was not an alumnus, her interest in

the College was great, and she was
prepared to devote the necessary

amount of time to trustee duties. "She
is undoubtedly busy, as are all the

trustees, but we have discussed the

matter and are convinced there will

be no problem," stated Chandler.

Albright, unlike most of the

trustees, does not have a corporate or

financial background. Chandler
agreed that the board, in its new
appointments, intended to diversify

the career backgrounds of its

members.

The second phase of the Chapin Hall

renovation is about one month behind

schedule, Dewey revealed. He said he

expected the construction to be
completed by the fall deadline, or

would be at most a few weeks late.

The third phase of the renovation is

not under active consideration at this

time, he added, but is part of the

College's "longer term" plans.

retyual to act oonatimUs a stance in

favor of maintaining Qte status qua It

would be hypocritical to verbally

denounce racism and other forms oiF

injustice while similtaneously giving

them financial support As Williams

has already made a aubatantial

amount of investment in these co^
porations, the college is already in-

volved. It is necessary to ' decide

whether that involvement will con-

tinue to be in a form which supports

the apartheid systeiti, or one wJWcb
improves the conditions under whicly

Black South Africans live, and as

rational human beings, members of

the Williams College community must
stop ignoring the problem.

Michael HIU '80

Jim Levlnsohn '80

Tauber rebuff
To the editor:

From an educational point of view, I

have some difficulty understanding

the PoUtical Science department's

"creed-blind" policy outlined in Prof.

Tauber's letter of January 6.

Surely when the Political Science

department searches for a person to

fill a vacancy within the department,

it is looking for the best teacher-

scholar that it can find to fill the

opening. One would expect that if

Professors Greene, Brown and Baker
left, the department would look for the

best teachers-scholars it could find in

thearea of international relations, not

in political science in general. The
department se^s to fill holes.

•The absence of a conservative from
the political science department is an
educational hole. As I learned this

year by taking a Constitutional Law
course from a conservative, classes

taught by liberal professors who
discuss conservative doctrines are
inadequate substitutes for the in-

tellectual challenges produced in a
class which slants in the direction of a
professor's conservative ideology. A
devil's advocate is no substitution for

the animal itself.

At least one other department on the

Williams campus, has, I believe,

recognized this to be the case. The
Economics department during my
four years at Williams made an effort

to find and hire a Marxist and a

University of Chicago economist
I can see no reason to stretch the

principle of equal opportunity to

ideological preference when the result

is the denial of important educational

experiences to liberals and con-

servatives alike.

I would not expect the department
to seek a balance in ideology or to hire

a less than competent conservative.

However, the department's attitudes

toward hiring lead me to wonder if

they explain in part the growing

from Career Counseling
WILLIAMS WASHINGTON
-WEEKEND
The Saturday, Febw 4 Schedule

9:30 - "Several Perspectives Toward
A National Energy Policy"—
Bronfman AUd.

10:30 - "Living & Working In

Washington"—Bronfman.

1:30 - "A Closer Look At 'Job Op-

portunities In Washington"—
Bronfman.

3:00 - Open House at the Log.

The Sunday. Feb. 5 Schedule

11:30 - Department of Energy Pre-

Recruiting Brunch—The Wilson

Room, Greylock.

Washington Weekend is presented by
the Washington Alumni Association

and co-sponsored by OCC and the

Mead Fund Committee.

COMPANY RECRUITING STARTS
MONDAY
All seniors by now should know what
companies they are eligible to sign-up

for and should have handed in the

appropriate number of resumes. If

you don't know or haven't done it,

please come to OCC as soon as

possible. Sign-ups for next week's
companies started at 12: 15 today.

Space will be reserved for eligible

Seniors until Tues., Feb. 7 at 12:15

PM. Monday, Feb. 6 at 12:15 PM Will

begin sign-ups for the week beginning
Feb. 13. Reserved space for eligibles

ends on Wed., .Feb. 8 at 12:15 PM.
When eligibility reserve space ends,

waiting list Seniors may sign-up in

any available time slots.

COMPANIES COMING IN THE
NEXT 2 WEEKS
Week beginning Mon., Feb. 8:

Tiies. 7 - Bankers Trust
Wed. 8 - Cummins Engine and
Metropolitan Life.

Thurs. 9 - 1st National Bank of Boston
& Unionmutual Ins.

Fri. 10 - Cleary Trading.

Week beginning Man., Feb. 13:

Mon. 13 - Aetna Life & Casualty.

Tues. 14 - Midlantic Nat Bank, Harris
Trust 1st Nat. Bank of Chicago.

Wed. 13 - Morgan Guaranty.
Thurs. 16 - Bank of New York,
Manufacturers Hanover Trust &
Conn. Bank & Trust

SPECIAL RECRUITING SESSIONS
An IBM representative will be at the
Log for informal discussion about
IBM on Tues., Feb. 7 at 7 PM.

A representative from Cnmmln*
Engine Company will also talk with
interested students at the Log on
Tues., Feb. 7 at 9 PM.

number of Economics and political

Economy majors relative to Political

Scitece majon at WUliama over the

last half decade.

George J. Schuuer '77

Trustees

To the editor:

I am writing at the request of the

Trustees to report that we have
tboroughly reviewed the aequeoce at

campus events relative to the

proposed amendment to the College's

official nondiscrimination statement.

We are grateful to Gargoyle for the

thoughtful and articulate manner in

which the subject was presented to the

Campus Life Committee Thursday
evening.

The Trustees have asked me to

inform you that they endorse the

response of President Chandler to the

College Council resolution which
urged such an amendment and sup-

port the action taken by the Faculty in

its meeting on December 14, 1977.

We assure you of the continuing

interest of the Trustees in helping to

maintain at Williams an environment

of respect and tolerance for a diverse

community of students, faculty and

sUff.

Sincerely,

E. Wayne Wilkina, Jr.. M.D.
Chairman, Campus LifeComm.

Movie news
To the editor:

I would like to thank Matt Cole tot

information regarding the crucial

scene that had been spliced out of

Psycho. Until having read his letter I

was not aware of the problem. The
company has been informed of the

misrepresentation; we were all led to

expect the "uncut" version. The Film
Society deals only with reputable film

companies, who pride themselves in

providing fine prints. Both their

reputations and ours rest on over^

coming the problem of pirated

"clasaic'/MScenes such as in Psycho.

"The Film Society will be opening

membership to all interested students

at a February meeting We invite

everyone to atten4 especially those

with ideas of how the Film Society

may t>est fulfill its resp<HisibiUties to

the College Community. In any event,

I hope that film goers wiU continue to

inform the Film Society workers when
any problems arise with any
showings.

I would also like to take this op-

portunity to remind everyone of the

new lottery which any Williams

student can wia The lottery began on
Tuesday. (Posters announcing the

lottery have been posted all over

campus.) For each film a new list of

one-hundred student I.D. numbers,

chosen randomly by a computer
program, will be posted outside

Bronfman Auditorium. To discover if

you area winner simply come to the

Auditorium before the show with your

I.D. and check the list. If your number
was selected, you win free admission

to the film. Since the computer chose

the numbers totally at random, some
numbers may appear two or even

three times in the same week. If this

should happen to you, you win not only

admission to the movie, but also your

choice of either our Moviegoer Special

(six tickets normally sold for $5.) or

our Cinema Connaisseur Deluxe
(fourteen tickets normally sold for

$10.)

If you happen to win on a night when
we have a "full house" and don't get a

seat just let the Film Society member
who is taking tickets know within

twenty minutes of the show and you

will be given a ticket which can be

used to see any other Williams Film

Society film.

If you have any suggestions or

questions, feel free to contact me or

any other Williams Film Society

member.
Patty Murray

Spoof response
To the editor:

Unfortunately (?) they made me an
offer I couldn't refuse.

MikeLiasack
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Interest groups, Gargoyle debate with trustees
0AROOYLEfromM««l

Concerning the issue of Williams'

investments in corporations doing
business in South Africa, Gargoyle
member Steve Horton outlined the

nature and extent of the College's

holdings in corporations involved in

South Africa and presented the
trustees with two proposals. The two
proposals, supported by the Thursday

Night ©oalition and more than 50©
student signatures, called for the

acceptance of seven corporate con-

duct guidelines by all corporations

with South African interests which
Williams invested in and the

establishment ot an investment
committee to oversee the C<dlege's

investment policy.

Responding to the first proposal's

call for the public divestiture of in-

vestments in corporations which
failed to comply with the seven
guidelines, several trustees spoke

about the ineffectiveness of the

divestiture route and its costs to the

College. Trustee Mott, Chairman of

the Trustee Finance Committee, said

that while he and his colleagues were
sympathetic to the South African

problem, "there probably is not any

CLASSIFIEDS
Personal

Jobs on Ships! American.

Foreign. No Experience Required.

Worldwide Travel. Excellent Pay.

Summer Job or Career. Send $3.00

for information. SEAFAX, Dept.

P-1, Box 2049, Port Angeles,

Washington, 90362.

To the women of Sage B: Thank

you for a wonderful stay. You are

all terrific people. The pictures

came out great ...

For Sale

Queensized waterbed. Natural

Knotty Pine frame and pe(iestal.

Aqua heater, mattress and liner.

Ciall after 6:00 664-9273.

way to deal with this problem through

the investment meolwnlsm."

Gargoyle member Scott Fenn
challenged this position arguing that

"our present investment policy

doesn't seem to take into account a

moral factor at all" He cited

evidence about what a number of

other educational institutions were

doing to cope with the problem.

QuestioHOd about what Williams had

done in the past few years to express

its concern about social issues to

corporations, Mott said tliat the

College did vote on some shareholder

resohitions and had written a letter to

one company six or seven years ago-

Trustee W. L. Hadley Griffin

commented that "the social good that

they (American corporations) have
accomplished in our country alone

would make divestiture wrong and
immoral" Trustee Wallace added,

"If you bump out the progressive

Anterican corporations > tbetd - than

you're just going to get less

progressive European and North
American corporations."

Counteriqg the trustee's concern for

a high rate of return on College in*

vestments, Thursday Night Coalition

member Ken Bertsch noted that the

College was not involved in the

lucrative dope trade and stated, "I

would hope immoraUty isn't justified

just because we can get a good return

on it."

Thursday Night Coalition member
Ben Blakoey suggjtslwd that if ..the

trustees were really concerned about

the situation in South Africa then

progress could be made. "I think we

can begin aomMUing ri^t htn gtvea

the extensive business connections

that this board has," Blakney saki.

"What you say would be heard and
would have an impact in the business

community," he added.

After a-short progress report by the

Committee on Black Students,

Gargoyle co-chairperson Charles

Sanderscndad themMtiogwitha plea

for continued communication and
interaction between students, faculty

members and trustees.

ladorvadora' - community pulse via Sawyer
As we at WUUamt look at a ntw

year, we are being looked at by a new
eye. It f$ called LADORVADORA.
and compels a visit to its display (n

Sawyer Library. We spoke to Thorn

Oats '78, the Oz 1>ehlnd Ladorvadora,

to ferret out the ferment that gave it

birth and distribute the diet for its

nurture.

Inquisitor: The prominei^ce of

Ladorvadora suggests you could

hardly have done it alone.

Gass: President Chandler and Mr.
Wickander also put their backs into

it, as did the College Council. They
had the sense of history, the vision,

and the enthusiasm to lift Labor-
vadora off the ground.

Inqu: What is Ladorvadora?

Gass: It's a spigot in the trunk of

Williams' myths—the trunk in

which the juice flows, not the one

buried under dust and hat-boxes—

and it will tap a legend

Inqu: So you see it as something

bound up with Williams? ,

Gass: What?
Inqu: Ladorvadora.

Gass: Nice name' ... It would be

wonderful if Ladorvadora were to

spring up in Shea Stadium, Snd the

Boston Commons, and by the Tomb
of the Unknown Soldier, but in

Williamstown is its most fertile soil.

Inqu; Why is that? ;,

|tudent wages rise

Wilder new law
MINIMUM yVAGE from Pg.l

The college employs roughly 950 or

half the student bodies: 565 dining hall

workers, 443 miscellaneous, 173 work-

study, and 118 teaching assistants.

The latter are paid $300 for 10 hours a

week a semester. Jeff Wood of OCC
said that every penny increase in

wage necessitates a $1000 increase in

the student payroll. Thus, the $0.10

increase will cause the payroll to go

up to $310,000.

Over the summer, student wages
will be hiked further in anticipation of

the 1979 jump to $2,90.

Gass: 'There's a trace element that

Induces the growth of heavy paper
sheets printed in Bank Script

Inqu: Who has been doing the

calligraphy?

Gass: Melissa Talarico, a student at

Berkshire Community College.

Inqu: Will you elaborate as to why
Ladorvadora is particularly suited

to Williams?

Gass: At Williams, we liv6 in a society

ringed in myth, and it's upon myths
that the Williams Experience rests.

We're surrounded by the Purple

Myths; the Log stands in tribute to

Mark Hopkins, buried on campus
along with Ephraim Williams. Tlie

Amherst rivalry is a propelling

myth. The whole College settles into

a mythic frame to think that in a 184

year old tradition, we need only

stroll past the portraits of thirteen

men to arrive at the first President,

Ebenezer Fitch. •

Inqu: So in other words, if Oallas-

Fortworth were hyphenated by a

strong common tradition, we might
see Ladorvadora there?

Gass: And if your grandmother had—
-s, she'd be your grandfather.

Inqu: Is there to be a narrative line

throughout Ladorvadora?

Gass: No, Each piece is to be a gem.

. Inqu: Do you think the space

limitation will be restraining?
,

. .

ENTIRE STOCK OF
DOWN PARKAS ON SALE

SAVE 40%
ON RIBSTOP PARKAS & VESTS
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ALL SQUASH RACKETS

30% OFF LIST PRICE

Including The

New 70+ -Rackets

[Incltui. our exclusivefree Purple Cow racket cover]

WILLIAMS

CO-OP
COME SEE WHY EVERYBODY

IS TRYING TO KEEP UP WITH US.

Gass: Especially to the many epic

poets in the area. But a lot can
flower in a restricted form, the

sonnet for example, or the ballet, or
the bullfight.

Inqu: Who is creating these
molecules?

Gass: Ladorvadora is a pulse of the

greater Williams community; the

students, faculty, staff, towns-

people, and alumni are all si>part ti

this myth. I'm sure that different

cliques will discover Ladorvadora
at times, as an elegant forum for

allegories of pressing concerns.'

Whs* a terrific chronicle.
Inqu: What should people do with

their "molecules"?
Gass: Get them to the mailroom, the

box marked Ladorvadora.
Inqu: Where do the stories go each
week after they're displayed?

Gass: They are catalogued as part of

the Library, and set in the

Williamsiana Collection in Stetson

Hall. Also there, will be a book with

typed copies of the texts and on the

facing pages the author's name and
any biography or commentary hit *

would like to make. The first three
stories, that appeared over Winter
Study, will be repeated next week,
two days each.

Inqu: Do you think of Ladorvadora as
a clock?

Gass: How about an ever receeding

canvas?
Inqii: Like a clock?

Gass; Exdctly. It will certainly be
inore penetrating than The History
of Billboards, and Nudes Through
the Ages, which try to give some
sort of spirit of the times ...

Inqu: Don't you think time will

eventually destroy Ladorvadora?

Gass: In an indirect way, by turning

the sun to iron. In the meantime,
Ladorvadora can cheat time. Its

Realnfi has its own rhythm, 'h,'

metabolism slower than ours. It will

have fresh recollections of what Will

be irretrievable in our memory.
Inqu: What will be the end of

Ladorvadora?
Gass: What will be the end of

recorded time?
•Third person singular neuter
pronoun.

British Maid Restaurant

For Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

Restaurant Now Open

Our Lounge will re-open on Friday, Feb. 10

with MILLER MA6IC

HOURS: 7:30a.m. -2:00p.m.

6:00p.m. -10:00p.m.

Sunday: Breakfastonly8:00a.m.- 1:00p.m.

Closed all dayManday

Yaie
summer term
28 may to IS auguit

IntcrdJKiplinary curriculum designed and taught
by the Yale College Faculty

The Yale summer term is open to qualified studenu who have
completed at least one semester of degree work in college..

Humanities

The Dramatic Experience
The Roots of Modern Culture:

Europe, 1870-1920

Ethics

lTiln»,

Images of Greece and Rome
in Western civilization

Srftith Art

I
(Paul Melktn Centre, London)

I

Social Sciancei

Problems of Literacy

Social Change and
Modernization
Politics of Divided Societies

Problems of
Organizational Bureaucracy

The Information Revolution in

the Non-Experimental Sciences

Jointly sponsored programs
In the HumattlM* and
Sodsl SdentM

Vtfomen^ Studies

The Fabric of Culture

Natural Sci«nc«s

The Nature of

Sdentiflc Thought
Genetics and Biochemistry

Chemical Engineering

EaA canter offMt eounei
which are not ratotad to the

intardifdplinary program*
of study: English Prose Style:

Principles and Practice, Advanced
French Composition and
Conversation, Financial Aceunting,

mtioductien to Statistical Methods,
mathematia, physics, diemlstnii

andUologyc

AppMcaiien Information:

Summer Term Admissions

1S02A Yale Station Wi
NewHavena06S20

201 432-4224
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Reknown, local talent to perform
Charles rosen
CIvu-les Rosen, a major figure in the

musical and intellectual world today,

will give a lecture-recital in Chapin

Hall this evening at 8:30. Tomorrow,
also at 8:30 p.m. in Chapin, he will

give a Thompson Concert of piano

works by SchubeK (SonaU ' in C
Minor), Chopin (Nocturnea), and

lecture entfUed, "Fragmentation of

lixNinoiooiMIt Century Compooorf.^-^.-.-^

Internationally celebrated as a

pianist, he is also acclaimed as a

writer in the field of musical history

and analysis. As a recording artist, he

has numerous and unusual works to

his credit, and as a teacher and lec-

turer, he has served music education

in notable universities in America and
abroad.

Bom in New York City in 1927,

Rosen displayed both talent and in-

terest in music at an early age,

leaving the Juilliard School of Music
when he was eleven to become a pupil

of Moriz Rosenthal, himself a student

of Franz Liszt, and Mme. Rosenthal.

He worked in composition and theory

with Karl Weigl. Rosen is enormously
popular both at home and abroad. In

1974, enthusiastic critics wrote from
England: "Charles Rosen is not just a

pianist, but a musical thinker: his

playing proclaims that fact no less

than his writing." Following a 1975

appearance as one of several prin-

cipal participants in the New Zealand

Arts Festival, he was re^engaged for a

three-week series of concerts in

Auckland. ^ .

Rosen's book, "The Classical Style:

Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven," was
published by Viking Press in 1971 and
revealed another facet of his talent.

Rosen's literary pursuit has continued

vigorously with recent publications of

"Arnold Schoenberg" and "Music-
Public and Private, 1750 to 18S0" and

in "The Sonata Form".

Rosen's recordings make an im-
pressive list: on the Columbia
Masterworks label, he recorded all of

the Boulez Piano Works at the in-

vitation of Pierre Boulez, music
director of the New York Philhar
monic, the last six Beethoven Sonatas,

which The New York Timet called "a

set any pianist would be Justly proud
of having made," Stravinsky's
"Movements for Piano and Or-
chestra" and EUiott Carter's "Double
Concerto"—both at the composers'

invitations.

The lecture on Friday, sponsored

jointly by the Lecture Committee and
the Music Department of Williams

College, is free. There will be a charge

of $2.00 at the door for the Thompson
Concert on Saturday.

Judith reichert, james quitslund
Judith Reichert, soprano, and

James Quitslund, pianist, will present

a program of songs by Fran Schub^t
and Hugo Wolf Sunday, Feb. S at 3

p.m. in DriscoU Lounge. The recital,

sponsored by Carter, Dennett and
Gladden Houses, will begin with a

brief discussion of 19th century
German song. Works which follow will

be sung in German, with English

translations provided. The concert is

free and open to the public. An in-

formal reception follows the concert.

Reichert and Quitslund performed

together in 1976 at Williams and at

The Ancram Opera House in Ancram,
N.Y. Reichert sings regularly in the

Griffin Hall Concert Series and is a

member of the Berkshire Lyric

Theater. Her most recent engagement

was a series during December of 16

performances of operetta at Ancram.

Quitslund, formerly Assistant

Professor, of German at Williams, is

Director of Continuing Education at

Harvard University.

''Chop Your Motbar," a comedic review of sketches written and dirscttd l>y

Craig Elliot '79 will be presented In the Studio Theatre of the AMI tonight and
tomorrow at 1:00 p.m. Tickets are available V^-hour before the porformancet.

Singer Winchester talks of life, Williams
Jesse Winchester has been doing a

lot of returning home these days. Ever
since he first returned to the United
States last spring, he has been touring

this country not only as a singer but

also as a returning draft evader. To
his audiences he is a hero as both. The
concert represented Winchester's
return to Williamstown—his home
during four years until his graduation

in 1966.

But just as his return to the U.S. was
more of a tour than a homecoming for

the expatriate who is now legally as

well as spiritually a Canadian citizen,

Rich Petrucci won the drawing

for freo books—
,^ Renzi's

COUIGI BOOK STORE INC.

lUIAMSTOWN. MASS. OI3<7

try again next year!

Treadway Williams Inn
On the Village Oreen, WdUamatown Phone [413] 468-9371

DISCO

—Wednesday, -February ^f

9 P.M. -1A.M.

Have Your

NEW YORK TIMES
reserved every morning at the

Williams News Room
at 40% below the regular newsstand pricell

The following rates are available:

Weekdays (Mon.-Frl.)

Weekdays (Mon.-Sat.)

Weekdays & Sundays
Sundays only

Spring Term

$ 9.45

11.25

26.25

15.00

AAake arrangemcfits at the Williams News Room

and at the same time check our School Supplies

Please note that there will be no on-campus delivery this year.

his visit to Williams was an enjoyable

rather than a joyous occasioa "There
is some sentimental value in this trip,

but the tour wasn't ba^ed around that.

Economic considerations un-

fortunately came first," Winchester

told the Record.

Tall and wiry, wearing forest green

Levi corduroys and cowboy boots,

February 4-5

Winchester was soft spoken off stage

and statuesque under the lights. Only
his face expressed his feelings—his

eyes widened and almost seemed to

burst every time his music spoke of

fear or loneliness or love.

Reminiscence is the heart and soul of

his music—for people and places of

his real or imagined past: Mississippi,

Women's Art Festival held
This weekend, Saturday and Sun-

day, the Feminist Alliance will

sponsor a Women's Arts Festival.

The festival was conceived and
planned by Lauren lossa '79 who saw
a need for the female artists,

musicians, and poets of the com-
munity and on campus to ttecome
more aware of each other's
achievements.

The schedule of events includes

more than 20 exhibitions of arts and
crafts, a variety of workshops, and
several pierformances of music and
dance. All of the exhibitions and most
of the performances will be held in

Griffin Hall. The festival is free and
open to the public.

The festival will begin Saturday
morning at 10 a.m. Featured during

the day will be jewelry-making,
tapestry weaving, and quilting

workshops. Several area craftsmen
will discusVhow to estabUsh an arts

business at 2 p.m. Also, there will be
vocal musical selections and poetry

readings.

More music will be heard Sunday
beginning at 1 p.m. Selections include

works from "The Three-penny
Opera", a piano recital in the Chapel,

flute duets, a trio for clarinet, horn,

and viola, and guitar pieces. Also on
Sunday will be a puppetry demon-
stration and poetry readings. The
festival will end Sunday evening with

dance performances in the Lasell

Gym Squash Courts beginning at 8:30

p.m. Works performed will be
choreographed by Beth Popik '79 and
Joy Dewey.
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NAME. PHONE

ADDRESS^ •"""^Tr"" .TOTAL ENCLOSED.

AD: TO REAP AS FOLLOWS: lines
I

TOONERVILLE TROUEY RECORDS
12« Water Street, Williamitown

OPEN10-«MON-$AT

ALBUM BARGAINS
Jimmy Cliff "StruHllni" <**
Merley "Mrth" (double) l.tt

Chi«ftantNe.4-«iach 2.tt

CAwli* ParkM- (double) 1.4*

NOW IN STOCK

Coilecfor's LPs by PattI Smith,
OMd, Claptoti.atc.

Also 2nd SemMter music
ceurMHitMlnot.

Yankee Lady, or Bowling Green.

His concert was {deasing but without

any stirprises.

Wihchester's voice carries the
show. He even slowed down the old
ballads to accentuatfe their strength.

His band is really just a group of

backup musicians, only seldom
striking out on their own. Winchester
is deliberate about everything he
does.

^ During the concert,. Winchester
shared a few of his thoughts about
Williams. "It's a funny feeling being
here tonight. I graduated in 1966. If

that should worry you, take comfort in

the knowledge that I was a very in-

different student," he u»ld his
audience. Upon discovering his

yearbook picture taped to the piano,

Winchester spoke of a friend who had
come tiackstage after a Central Park
concert this. summer in New York.
"This friend oi mine, Mike
Burroughs, was at the bottom of the

class here. Now he's a criminal
lawyer in New York operating under
the principle ttiat 'it takes one to know
one.'J asked him if he ever sees any of

•

the old Williams boys. He said, 'yeah,

Jesse, I see them all the time—th^
were assholes then and they are
assholes noW."

It was the part of Williams that one
experiences outside the classroom
that Winchester remembers most. He
put together a series of little bands
with other students. They played rock
and roll at Freshman mixers and
fraternity dances. He also did some
writing while at coU^e. But it is the
region itself Which he eiyoyed and
misses most of all. "I love New
England," he said. "I like the area,

and the NeW England culture—the
Yankee culture. It took mea long time
to get used to it I think it is one of my
fdvorite parts of the US. It's civilized,

that's what I like about it. It has a
history. Time does good things for

towns."

He also gets the alumni review now,
which he didn't before this summer.
"They called up my wife when I was
out," he remembers. "They asked if I

wanted to get it, and my wife said

yes." I would have said no 't»use I

would think it was plea^/or funds for

the alumni fund. Which it was.

"But there was something about me
in iL It said that there was a singer

named Jesse Winchester, who
everyone would probably remember
as James Winchester and all of that.

And it said that you would probably
like his music. With that I felt I really

,

had to give them some money."
It is nice to be back in the U.S., but

'

Winchester still loves his new found a

Canada. "We just don't have thS'l

money or the people to make as much '^

mischief as the Americans even if we '\

Wanted to," he states simply. "Peoplf t^

up there are live-and-let-live oriented '^

Northern people seem to have a
'

rational outlook toward things."

Jesse Winchester js very much a
man living in the present. And for the

present he is working on music for his

next album, and dancing his legs off (0 I

RhvmlM Man. i
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Wrestlers

top tri-meet
by Wayne Eckenon

Five double victories spearheaded
tlreWUliams' Wreatling team's awaep
of R.P.I, and Norwich in a triangular

match held in Lasell Gymnashuf
Saturday.

Williams edged out Norwich 28-36

and overwhelmed R.P.I. 34-14. The
wins marit Williams' third con-
secutive,victory and sets itB records
3-4.

Joe Carrese, Hal Zendle, Scott
Frost, Mark Walch, and Brian Plitt

each registered double victories for

Williams. Charlie Davis and Carl
Webster split their matches.
Brian Blitt's double victory in the

169 pound class was a welcome suiv

prise for the Williams' team. Plitt's

victories were his first of the season.

He also had the only double pin per-

formance of the afternoon.

Coach Joe Dailey commented, "Our
upset of Albany and the two wins
today have given the team a shot of

much needed confidence." Coach
Dailey hopes the team's string of

victories continues against Western
New England College and M.I.T. next
week.

Women thrash Vassor hoopsters
Proving that a good bench is a key

to any successful basketball team,
Williams' coach Sue Hudson-Hamblin
called on every player on her women's
basketball team to lend a hand in the

EphwomeQ's 73-29 thrashing of

Vassar Monday night

Williams jumped to an 11-4 lead and
used the remainder of the game to

integrate less experienced players

into the Ephs' running style of play-
never looJcihg back at the slower

Vassar squad. Led by the pinpoint

passing of Leslie Milne and the drive

of high scorer Monica Grady (16 pts.)

the Ephwomen repeatedly took the

ball to the hoop and wore out their

visitors with a bench of talented

players.

Captain Anne Youngling and soph The rebounding sideshow featuring
AAoflica Grady, shown herf In prac- forwards Lisa Capaldini and Anne
flee, were key factors In Williams' 73- Youngling expanded to three rings
2* thrashing ol Vassar Monday night, last night as Leigh Wilson came dU

the bench^to join the senior duo. Onoe
in control of the boards, the starters

turned the ball over to fast-breaking

Grady and Milne, who were back oo
the marii following a poor showing at

UVM last weekend.

Comfortably ahead by 16 points

twelve minutes into the contest, coadi
Hamblin called in her fearsome fresh-

men Laurene Von Klan and Roberta
Tabell who went for 9 and 6 points

apiece. Von Klan was hungry on'the
Vassar boards demonstrating the

rebounding skill that made her stand

out in the team's only other win to

date, over Wesleyaa As in that vic-

tory, Williams scoring drive came off

the bench, last night accounting forJ5
of the team's 73 points.

Williams showed no mercy to

Vassar's tiring nine man lineup,

playing a full court zone trap in the

opening minutes ol the second half to

keep the pressure oa Alex Pagar and
Mooica Grady were awesome on the

defensive maneuver, stealing three

passes for six points withhi 90

seconds.

A 2S point margin has separated

Williams and its opponents in four of

six contests this season, with the Eph-
women on the losii^ end twice, for a 2-

4 record overall This weekend could

find4befip|»«n the wrongendof4hat
spread again as Uiey head Eastbound
to tangle with Tufts University and
RadcUffe in a weekend of tough

competition.

Student Course Guide
questionnaires must be turned in
on Monday, Feb. 6, or they cannot
he considered for the forthcoming
issue. They can be given to Guide
representatives in each residential

'

house.

The European
Campinglour.

It's an entirely

different trip.
This IS not your typical tour ol

the Continent. No lancy hotels

No regimented itineraries

It s for those who want to explore

the land, see the sights, get close to

the people
You II enioy the stimulating exper

lence ot carrtping out and traveling

through Europe by motorcoach.
And you II share the fun and

excitement with an internationally

mixed group ot men and women.
You can choose from a diverse

selection ol unusual and exciting

tours. That last from three weeks to

a little nrtore than two months
Fmd-oiJt-moreltrBaltyis^

a different trip

Cily.Sl«ieZip___ : .^.^

Mart to your travel ager^ or ly^k Advvnture*
3 E 541h St . New Yorli. N Y 10022
(2121 751-3250

In cooperation with

NAT Eurotours. Lid . London CP

Now Available!

—-Wostarn Union

TELEORAPHIC MONEY ORDERS

458-5759

Hai^s Pharmacists, inc.

40 SPRING STREET

I

Valentine's Day
Cards

CilrtHitMMieaMIMc

McCielland'f

Spring Str««t

IBMImrites
WilliamsSUxlents
toitsCateer
InformationCenter

Tuesday, February 7,1978
from 7:00-8:30f^
InTheLog

This willbe an opportunity to meet informally with a representative from

IBM's Data FYocessing Division to discuss careers in:

MarketingandSystems Engineering
Ifyou are unable to attend this session, please contact the placement

office for additional information or write to: Mr J. Balassone, IBM
Corporation, One Citicorp Center 153 East 53rd Street, New \brk,

NY 10022.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Hi/«k1«r1sbw to Icemen mm
l|)on't bother calling them the

Heartbreak Kids anymore. Williams'

varsity Icemen, in posting two vic-

tories and a loss on its rugged Winter
Break hockey agenda, demonstrated
to friend and foe alike that it doesn't

intend to accept any more pats on the

back for nice efforts in narrowly lost

causes. This team is starting to gel,

and it demands far more of itself than

a good effort in defeat.

Tuesday'*
.
7-3 confluesi of the

Connecticut Huskies, the Purple's

fourth win in its last six outings,

provided Williamstown loyalists a

good view of the recharged Ephmen.
UConn took advantage of the Purple

Cows' chronic first-period sleepiness

and assumed a 2-1 lead on two easy

shovel shots past a helpless Mike
Moulton. Sophomore Jim Rooney
notched Williams' only first-stanza

score when he deflected Tom Hoberl's

knee-high centering pass intA the

UConn net.

The heavy Huskies made it 3-1 in the

middle period and fans began to

mutter in their scarves. They'd seen it

many times before— if the Ephs held

to form, it seemed, they'd probably

stage a great catch-up rally that

would leave Utem one goal short when
time expired.

The Purples did stage that patented

Jale . rally . against . Connectkut
(Williams has scored over 40 per cent

of its goals in the third period this

season), but this time there was a

difference. The defense stiffened and
didn't let go. Ephs swarmed on

Huskies who dared circle behind

Moulton's cage. Williams scored six

off victorious the fans were cheering

loudly agaia
What's gotten into the Ephs? A

large share of the credit must go to

sophomore goalie Mike Moulton, who
has won the first-string pofiition away
from Ed Weiss. Moulton has been
simply great since coming off the

bench three weeks ago, winning four

of five games, earning the ECAC
Honor Roll distinction, and lowering

his goals-againsL averag£L.ta a cool
3.00. "He's red-hot for us now," says
Williams mentor Bill McCormick.
Moulton got the Ephs off to a happy

start on their crucial roadtrip to

Maine last weekend, turning back 18

shots by the Mules to score an easy
7-4 win. Williams, once again, had to

straight times in the final 30 minuted ' rally from a two-goal deficit to take

on assorted shots by Chic Johnson < 2)

,

Rooney, Dan Sullivan, Joey Merrill

and John Bessone. When they skated

Racketmfen rout MIT 8-1
byEvanBasb

The men's squash team, missing
four first-string players who were
being rested, routed M.I.T. 8-1 in a

match played in Williamstown
Saturday. It was the Ephs fourth win
of the season against three losses, and
gives the racketmen some needed
momentum as they prepare for two
important matches this week with

Arnie Cogswell runs circles around a
Dartmouth opponent.

Photo by Chris Read

Dartmouth and Army.
Dominating virtually every match,

the Ephs outclassed the visitors with
superior shotmaking and the court

experience gained from previous

matches against fine Princeton,
Harvard and Yale teams.
Coach Sean Sloane's decision to rest

some of his regulars did not harm
Williams as three of the four

replacements used in the contest

came through with victories. Peter
Thomsen, playing in the no. six

position, and no. nine Bill.Whitney
both blanked their opponents 3-0. No.
seven Wally Miller jumped out in

front 2-0 and then held off a strong

comeback to win 3-2, while Dave
Simpson lost the Eph's sole match of

the day 3-1 at the eighth spot.

For the Williams regulars that did

play the afternoon was a relief from
the usual top-flite competition.
Captain Arnie Cogswell swept to a 3-0

triumph and Chip Lindquist and
Martin Goldberg followed by identical

scores. Jim Parsons and Jon Saun-
ders rounded out Williams' victories

with 3-1 wins.

The Ephs anticipate a close struggle

with Dartmouth at Hanover, as the

Big Green look to avenge several

close losses to Williams in the past few
years. Army perenially has a strong

team, and in this match it will be the

Ephs seeking revenge for last year's

disappointing loss to the Cadets.

the game, but came through nicely on
two each by Geoff Daley and Pete
Gonye.

Saturday night was the Big One
against Division II chief executive

Bowdoin ( 12-1 ). McCormick elected to

go with Weiss against the Polar
Bears, explaining that "Bowdoin is a
rapid-fire, peppery team and Eddie is

stronger in that kind of situation."

Weiss and the Purple Wave put on a

strong showing against the heavily-

favored hosts, fighting back from a 4-1

deficit to tie the game at 5 before

tiring at the finish to lose 9-6. Weiss
turned in 19 saves, his counterpart

Rob Menzies 30.

Women pucksters outshoot

Union in second period
by Mary Kate Shea

After a sluggish start, the Williams

College women's ice hockey team
came on strong to defeat Union

-CollegeJJ jLete^4.n_WUJiamstown.
Leading by only a goal at the end of

the, first period, the Ephs turned on
their offense, scoring 3 goals in both

the second and third periods to make
the dose., contest a rout

Spphomore Becky Webber drew
first blood for Williams early in the

first period.

Williams began its scoring splurge

shortly after the 12 minute mark in the

second period, registering 3 quick

goals, 2 of which were short-handed.

Co-captain senior Liza Olsen flipped

the puck past the goalie's glove hand.

Sophomore Cyn Willoughby pushed
the puck in and Webber tallied he^

second goal of the evening; these two
scores followed a hooking penalty to

teammate Priscilla Buckley. With
less than a minute left in the second
period, goalie Lisa Halperin's shut out

was broken as Gwen Young tapped
the puck past the sprawled Williams
goalie, to put Union on the scoreboard.

In the third period, the Ephs con-

tinued their attack on the Union net

and racked up three more goals
before the contest ended Senior
Priscilla Buckley lifted a shot past the

goalie while her classmate, Cindy
Hill, directed an errant pass into the

net, slipping the puck under a

collapsed Union net-minder. Fresh-

man Julia Weyerhauser scored on a

rebound from her own shot.

Williams tight defense kept the puck
in the offensive zone for most of the

game. The Eph attack outshot its

opponents by a 4-1 margin and
Halperin had to turn away only 8

Union shots in the course of the

contest. In the 3 games played bet-

vveen the women'sice-hoekey squads
from these two schools, Williams has
outscored Union 25-1.

Field contenders did not fare as well

as distance runner Dan Sullivan, who
captured the mile In 4:20.3 in the tri-

meet against Springfield and LoweM
last weekend. Williams took third with

42 poinTs behind Lowelh 47Vk, and
Springfield, SlVi.

Score I

Photo by Holder

Hoopsters rally belatedly

;

Panthers edge Ephs, 56-54
by Frank Pergolizzi

Playing the worst first half of

basketball a team possibly could, the

Williams basketball team rallied in

the second half, but all was for

naught, as a last second jump shot by
Middlebury'S Peter Murray from
thirty five feet gave the Panthers a 56-

54 victory over Williams in a game
played at Middlebury's Memorial
Fieldhouse.

With the score tied at 54 all and 1:50

remaining. Panther coach Tom
Lawson went into a stall offense to

play for the last shot. The possession
was set up by an offensive rebound by
Kevin Kelleher on the second leg of a
one and one situation by Mike
Waggett. Calling two time outs at the
nineteen second mark, Lawson
elected to put the sophomore Murray
into the lineup. He is the designated
long range shooter for the Panthers,
but hadn't seen any prior playing time
in the second half. Williams Coach
Curt Tong countered with a man to

man defense. Murray got the ball with

14 seconds remaining, and with Bill

Whelan covering him like a blanket,

drove to the corner, and threw up a

shot. The ball went through with 1

second remaining. Williams im-
mediately called time out but could do
nothing on a full court inbounds pass

to Andy Straka. The first half was a

complete disaster. Totally inadequate

on offense and lackluster on defense,

Williams went into the locker room
with only 23 points and a ten point

deficit. The Ephs shot 22 per cent from
the floor and were outrebounded 24-10.

Somehow €oaeh Tong inspired-hii
troops in the locker room as there was

a different team in the purple

uniforms in the second half. Using a

full court press and a new found team
offense, Williams ran off a 13-2 steak

to take a 36-35 lead at the fourteen

minute mark. From there the game
was on a seesaw, with Williams
leading by four only once (49-45).

The Ephmen are now 5-7 on the

season, having lost six of their last

seven. They travel to Wesleyan for a
7:30 game Saturday night, as they

seek to break the road jinx that has
plagued them for two years. HopefiiUy

some Little ThreeAction will get them
rolling.

Tom Balderston goes up

. againstjrandeii^

Photo by Holder

Single strengths result in 2 swim team wins
Men*s ^ .*^[,^nh,^mnro TnAA X>ir\air ciiiom u/hnf C*naMi r*at*l fiamiiAla/\n fkinlrc oiuim fontn tlilin/1<ifA/1 hMen's

Freshman Bill Kelly clinched a
splashing Williams victory over
Bowdoin with a spectacular win in the

required diving event as the swim
team fought down to the wire in a 65-48

decision in Maine last Saturday.

Ail-American Phil Wild and
backstroker Don Cameron led the

Ephmen with three victories each, but

Bowdoin was still within striking

distance until Kelly and sophomore
Gregg Roux took first and third in the

event right before the final relay. Guy
Hoelzer, Dave Amlicke, Cameron and
Wild teamed up for the last race to

add another seven points to the divers'

cushion.

Williams swept two events during
the meet to Bowdoin's single one-two
event. The Beckett twins, Tom and
Bill, placed first and second
respectively in the 50 yard sprint,

while Cameron and Amlicke were the

winning one-two combination in the

200 backstroke.

Senior Paul VomEigen lost a close

race to the reigning New England
champion in the 200 breaststroke, but

recorded his best time of the year,

2:17.8.

Sophomore Todd Piper swam
strong 1000 freestyle and 200 butterfly

races, picking up a third for Williams
in each. Another sophomore, Brian
Volpp, took a second in the 200 I.M.

and a third in the 200 breaststroke.

Tomorrow the Ephmen will meet
Springfield College in Springfield for

what Coach Carl Samuelson thinks

will be a close, exciting match.

Women's
Although a lack of divers im-

mediately Set Williams at a sixteen

point disadvantage, the women's

Senior all-American Guy Haelxer look second in the 300 fly at Bowdoin.

swim team thundered back with

victories in all but one event to whip
Bowdoin 77-52 in Maine Saturday.

Linda Reed and KeronWalker had a

share in four wins apiece for the Eph-

women, as Reed captured the SO and
100 backstroke and led off both vic-

torious relays. Walker took the 100

and 50 frees and the 50 fly in Williams

record time of 28.2 before siditting a

fast 24.9 in the 200 Free relay.

Senior Sue Tuttle claimed both

breaststroke events while junior

Hilary Hodgeson took a second and a

third respectively in the 100 and 50

yard events of that stroke.

Co-captain of the team Nina Mu^
phy also swam legs of both relays and

ran away with the lOO I.M. before

being touched out for first in the 100

Fly. one of the few close races of the

meet. Freshman distant^ swimmer
Katherine Pearsall added two more
Williams victories in the 500 and 200

yard freestyle races, witha fa8t5:35.2

clocking in th9 SOO.

Williams will meet Tufts in Muir
Pool for the final dual meet of ttae

season tonight at 6:00.



O'Connor to serve as Dean of College
Daniel O'Connor, currehtly

chairman of the Philoeopby depart-

ment, will serve as Dean of the

College when Peter Berek takes

sabbatical leave in July. President

Chandler asked Professor O'Connor to

accept the job Friday night after

having consulted the faculty Steering

Committee and the Committee on

Appointments and Promotions.

The selection also involved a

number of students assembled by

College Council Pretldsot Tom
Herwitz and the deans' office,

Chandler said.

The Dean-designate views himself
as "kind of an oil to keep tbe

machinery moving." He said that be
intends to act "in some way as an
advocate for the students," but
primarily as a mediator between
students, the faculty and the ad-

ministration. The key, he believes is

"to operate between groups and en-

courage their common interests."

O'Connor sees his new position as
one in which he "will have the chance
to have a greater impact on both the

curriculum and campus life." His

past hivolvement includes stints on
the Committees on Educational
Policy aiid Undergraduate Life.

On the subject of academics
O'Connor hopes to "do something to

raise the intellectual level of tbe

Wb^
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curriculum, particularly of tiie fresh^

man year."

O'Connor holds a great love for the

arts. He has performed operas with

Ken Roberts, dozens of concerts with

Victor HUl, ballets with Joy Dewey
and a play with Bernard Bucky. He
would like to "see more students

involved in the arts." The town, he

noted, can seem very isolated and this

would be one clear way to counteract

that. He has not yet formulated any
specific proK»6Mt8. " — -'«—

Since coming to Williams in 1961

O'Connor has served on the CEP,
CUL, WSP, Freshman Year and
Discipline committees. He founded
the History of Ideas program in 1970.

He holds a B.A. from the University

of Detroit (1955) and was a Fulbright

Scholar at the University of Munster,
West Germany (1955-7). His advanced
degrees include an M.A. at the

University of Toronto (1958) and a
Ph.D. at Yale (1961).

hington alums return for annual forums

Philosophy Oapartmtnt chairman
Danlal O'Connor will raplaca P*ttr
Barak as Oaan of tha Colioga.

"The opportunity to do good, the

opportunity to do well, and the op-

portunity to exercise power or be near
those who do" were cited by Robert
M. Dunn '60, Professor of Economics
at George Washington University and
a consultant in international finance,

as the main attractions Washington
offers recent college graduates.

Dunn opened the panel discussion,

"Several Perspectives Toward
National Energy Policy," Saturday
morning at 9 a.m., Icicking off the

office of Career Counseling'

s

"Washington Weekend."
The panel provided a view of the

diversity of Washington jobs

available. All the panelists had jobs

related to national energy policy. The

panel was designed to show what the

participants did, rather than to

discuss what national energy policy, is

or should be.

The panelists had jobs approaching

the energy question from several

perspectives. Jim Bowe '77 and Kirk

Rehaiid '75 both work for the

Department of Energy. Bowe works
in the Office of Administrative
Review applying energy regulations

to specific cases. Renaud works in the

Solar Energy Office awarding
government contracts. Ronald
Lanoue '77 is an energy assistant to

Senator Charles Percy. Lanoue helps

with amendments and legislation,

handles constituents and lobbyists,

and writes floor speeches-

Representatives from two non-
profit organizations were also in-

cluded on the panel. Virginia Drewry
'75 works for the Institute for Local

Self Reliance, an urban oriented

community economic development
group. Thomas H. Fox '61,

president of the Washington Alumni
Association, works for another non-

profit organization, Volunteers in

Technical Assistance.

John L. Walcott '71 and PhUip T.

Walters '64 represented the field <rf

journalism. Walcott is economic
coirespondent for Newsweek and
Walters is a CBS television

correspondent. Walters recom-
mended not going from college to

Washington. He said, "The thought of

going from the happy purple valley to

the Potomac River is like going from
Knoxberry Farm to Disneyland."

Panel discussion

Although "Living and Working in

Washington" was the title of the panel

discussion that followed the panel on -

natural energy during OCC's
Washington Weekend, the event might
iiave been more aptly named, "How to

Find Work—In Washington or

anywhere ielsei."

Several panelists suggested that

Newsbriefs

enrolling in a one-year masters
degree program can greatly enhance

the chances of landing an interesting

and profitable job. John Walcott

disagreed, claiming that the best way
to break into the field of journalism is

to work the unglamorous beat of a

small-town newspaper.

The entire panel concurred em-
phatically in endorsing one job

hunting tip: contacting Williams
alumni for assistance in finding work.

According to on6 panelist, alumni are

"always delighted" to help out.

Speakers, grants, honors
Indian to speak

Philip Waltars, '64, (L) a CBS newsman, and John Walcott, '71 (R), a correspondent for Newsweok
Magazirte, were membars of the Washington Weekend panel. (photos by Oettgen)

Council readies committee guide
Ladorvadora, Dance Society receive funding
The Elections Committee will

distribute a guidebook of campus
committees to College Council

members by early this week, ac-

cording to Vice-President Peter
Friesen. Part of the report, sum-
marizing the activities of the various

committees, will go to all students. It

will provide them with a "catalogue to

use in deciding whether to apply for

committee memberships," said

Friesen.

Friesen made the announcement at

the Council's most recent meeting on

Jan. 24. According to Friesen, the

report also contains a proposal

suggesting that next year's Elections

Committee require each of its

members to oversee the activities of

several council committees. "This is

one of the most effective ways for the

CC to become more in touch with its

committess." he explained. "People

will also be encouraged to work

harder."

Friesen added that next fall, the

Elections Committee will again

submit in advance a list of all com-

mittee applicants to the council. This

enables representatives to evaluate

more effectively the experience of

people seeking committee positions.

By becoming involved in the actual

selection process, the council will be

able to act as more than a mere
"rubber stamp" for Elections

Committee decisions, Friesen ex-

plained.

In other action, the council ap-

proved tbe Finance Committee's 1140

appropriation for Ladorvadora, a

serialized mythology created by
Thomas Gass "Ta and currently on
display in the library. This sum will be

sufficient to fund 10 ''molearies^'tw

brief stories. Originally Gass sought

$215 to cover the cost of sixteen

stories. He referred to this ap-

propriation as "cautious funding."

"The council's generosity is matched
by its timidity," Gass ccmimented. He
said he plans to appeal to the council

again later in the spring when, he

clainu, "the success of Laddrvadora
will make them more enthusiastic

supporters of it."

Council representatives voted to

provide the Dance Society with
adequate funds for two performances

«ponsored by "the Massachusetts
Endowment for the Arts, to be held in

February and March of 1979.

The Finance Committee is

currently preparing a final report of

its total 1977-78 SAT allocations. The
committee's total outlays approached

$100,000. Treasurer Harry Kelly said

he hopes to include in tiie report a

stu^ of the committee's SAT ex-

penditures over the past three years.

David Honyoust, leader of the

Oneida Iroquois Warrior Society, will

discuss native awareness and con-

temporary American Indian
movements with Williams students at

7:30 p.m. Thursday in 106 Bronfman.
Based in central New York, the

Warrior Society is dedicated to

diplomatic action which members feel

is necessary to preserve the identity

of the Oneida nation in the face of

encroaching popular culture.

Honyoust's public talk is part of the

Free University course entitled

Native American Studies, taught by

Ron ReidrHamel of the Berkshire's

Native Rights Advocacy. Hamel has
also arranged a lecture symposium
for Williams in conjunction with the

Sociology Department, which is

tentatively scheduled for April.

Science grant
Dr. Fielding Brown, a physics

professor and visiting scientist at

Lauren Iosm '79, above, conceived and planned Mia
Woman's Arts Festival, a program of more than 20

exhibitions of arts and crafts displayed last weokand in

Griffin Hall. At far left, spectators watch a quilting

demonstration; right, a photography exhittit by Julie

Rand '78; and baktw, a dance performance in a squash
court. (photos by Doughty)

M.I.T., has received a $59,000 grant

from the National Science Foundation

to study new applications of lasers.

Brown's study is entitled "Coherent

Far Infrared Sources and, Nonlinear

Processes."

The purpose of the project is to find

new and (Ufferent sources of infrared

power—and- radiation -for-eeieBlifio^

purposes. Brown will study the

properiies of solid substances under
radiation from powerful far infrared

lasers. To perform the experiments he
will design and build new lasers which
will use heavy water.

Dr. Brown will conduct the study

wMe on a year's sabbatical at the

Research Lal>oratory of Electronics

at M.I.T.

Oakley elected

to church council

Francis C. Oakley, Dean of the

Faculty and a professor of history,

has been elected to a three-year term

on the Executive Council of the

American Catholic Historical

Association, which focuses on church

history and related subjects m both

the United States 'and abroadT It

'

publishes the "Catholic Historical

Review," which began in 1915.

Oakley's most recent works in the

field of religion include an article on

the Papacy published in the 1974

edition of the "Encyclopedia
Britannica" and a book published in

1969 entitled "Council over Pope?
Towards an Interim Ecclesiology.''

Oakley was elected to the Executive

Council of the Catholic Historical

Association late in December at its

58th annual meeting.
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Tirrttng, tenure,

and trustees
Over the weekend President Chandler selected Professor

Daniel O'Connor to replace Peter Berek as Dean of the College.
The process is amazingly like a tenure decision. The President
will take his name to the trustees in April, they will deliberate
and then decide whether they should approve the appointment.

,„^,. .
The appointment of a dean is of major importance to the

ncollege. The question of whether a specific professor gets
tenure shrinks to insignificance in comparison. Yet the
President will announce the appointment of Mr. O'Connor
before the trustees meet, and he will not release the names of
faculty members granted tenure until formal approval, weeks
after the original decision of the Committee on Appointments
and Promotions (CAP). Why? Because, they would have you
believe, although the President's word is adequate for major
decisions, the trustees might elect to reverse the mere minutae
of a tenure recommendation, as tenure recommendations are
not final decisions.

Who do they think they are fooling? When the President and
the CAP make a decision, the students know the trustees will
approve. The faculty knows the trustees will approve. The
administration knows the trustees will approve. The trustees
Jcnow the trustees will^apj)rpve,_HMl„one of the trustees-ad-
mitted he voted for whatever the President recommended.

The students want to know who will not be returning, so why
not just give us the CAP recommendations and let us plan our
schedules so we can take courses with professors before they
leave? It means more to the students, and certainly must be
less controversial among the faculty and administration.

South Africa
To the editor:

With regard to the recent con-
troversy over Williams' endowment
being invested in corporations with
operations in South Africa, I have a
few comments I would like to share
with your readers. While I agree that
concern over the potitical situation in

South Africa is justified on moral
^«round8, I feeJ that ihvestmenr
decisions should be made on economic
rather than moral or social grounds.
A college endowment is not the

appropriate vehicle through which to
try and force political change. Moral
and social issues might come into play
when the corporations in question are
themselves guilty of discrimination,
but this is not really the case we are
concerned with. Rather than med-
dling with Williams' investments, I

suggest registering concern by
writing Congressmen and-or directors

of corporations with dealings in South
Africa. Williams College is not at
fault, so why should the College's
investments be constrained in a
manner which could financially hurt
Williams?

To illustrate the absurdity
of the proposed stock guidelines
for the College's investments, let

me use IBM stock as an ex-

ample. At jresent IBM stock is the

largest single equity holding in the
Williams endowment. The only
problem is in the company's
willingness to sell its products to
South Africa. These sales represent
{M-obably no more than .1 per cent of
IBM's $18 billion in revenues
worldwide. Nonetheless Williams
would have to sell this stock.

Proponents of the guidelines would
now respond that there are plenty'of

other investments, so why should this

matter? Well, apparently both of

Williams' investment managers feel

IBM is an excellent stock for the
College to hold. To sell IBM stock
would be to go against the recom-
mendations of investment experts.
Obviously there can be a cost
associated with such action. For
example Williams might h^ve sold all

of its IBM stock in January of 1976 and
invested in other securities. Since this

time IBM's stock price has fallen

about 4 per cent while the Dow Jones
Industrial Average is off 23 per cent.

Holding other stocks might well have
cost an added 19 per cent loss. Con-
sidering that Willijams holds about
$3.1 million in IBM shares, the added
loss would have amounted to around
$589,000 or $327 per student. I ask you,
is it worth $327 to you to know that
Williams College has divested itself of

stock in a company which has a small
part of its sales to South Africa?

If backers of the stock guidelines
jUll feel that stock should^ be sold-in

companies merely on account of their

operating in South Africa, I have one
final question. What do they expect to

gain by having the College sell this

stock? Perhaps the College will be
hurt financially, but let us assume this

won't happen. Will the multi-billion

dollar companies in which Williams
invests be hurt? Perhaps the stocks

will become depressed for a day or

two as Williams liquidates its

holdings, but any long term effects

would be negligible. If the stock

guideline proponents' ultimate goal is

to work for changes in South Africa,

there certainly must be a more direct

and effective mechanism than forcing

Williams to rearrange its endowment
portfolio.

Melville H.Iretand Jr. '77

IBM Protest

To the editor:

Concerned students will picket the

IBM recruitment meeting at Dodd
tonight (Tuesday) at 7:00 to protem
IBM's involvement in South Africa.

PUring this month, many com-
panies involved in support of the South
Africa apartheid system will be
recruiting on the Williams campus.
IBM has been especially guilty of

support for this racist system by its

provision of computers to the South
African Departments of Prisons and
Defense. Blacks are required by law
to carry a passbook—a personal file

which allows the government to

monitor the bearer's every move. The
IBM computers are used by the

security police in the otherwise im-

possible administration of the
passbook-laws.

Because IBM South Africa "is

profitable and has a potential for
future growth," IBM assumes no
responsibility for restricting use of its

equipment
IBM controls SO per cent of the

computer market in South Africa. The
technological sophistication that it

and other American companies
provide to South Africa could not be
gained elsewhere. This further sup-
ports the system of apartheid that
violates the fuijdamental hunuui _

rights of the vast majority of South
Africa's population.

Join us in protesting IBM's role in

South Africa.

Sincerely,

Ben Blakney& Mary McCord
(for)

The Thursday Night Coalltloa

Woolf and unity

To the editor:

I do not understand how, on the one
hand, Dean Stevens can advocate
abolition of the WOOLF program
because he claims it may contribute
to divisiveness within the freshman
class, and then turn around and
support the freshman singing contest
in the name of "entry unity". What is

more divisive to the freshman class as
a whole than "entry unity"?

Sincerely,

Peter Green '78

Viewpoint

Assessing higher learning
by Mitchell Reiss

Having completed two and a half

years of my college education, it is

perhaps to be expected that I should
examine the process of my education
up to this point. However, it is perhaps
not to be expected that I should
possess serious reservations con-
cerning the degree of success^ in this

project.

It goes without saying that Williams
possesses an extraordinary academic
reputation as well asan interested and
articulate faculty. So then, what is the
rub? It is one of dissatisfaction. At the
back ofmy mind, there is the constant
and nagging feeling of dissatisfaction

with my education, dissatisfaction air

the system that is shaping my mind
into a design I neither desire nor can
alter.

At Williams we are given books to
read, papers to write, ideas to
memorize. The books are by the noted
experts in their fields, and we
dutifully underline the relevant
passages. Enough books and we have
an amorphous conglomeration of
what are labelled "concepts", to be
reshaped, rechanneled, and rewritten
in your basic 1,000 word not - to - ex-
ceed -^ftve^^^Tjages essay

In this process, intelligence, usually
a term hard to define, takes on con-
crete characteristics. The "in-
telligent" person is the one who reads
his material, takes class notes, ex-
tracts the relevant passages, and
organizes it well on his essay or
examination. Undoubtedly this in-

dividual is conscientious and hard

Notes from Career Counseling: Campus interview schedule
PART-TIME JOB SION-UP inrtiratpe .ho nM.r,ho.. „f ;„_ i:._u .„ ,^u „ .. _ . .PART-TIME JOB SIGN-UP
The sign-up lists for part-time jobs
around campus and the
Wllliamstown area will be
replaced for Spring Semester. If

you would like to be on call for

babysitting, bartending, cleaning,

office help, driving, outdoor work,
painting, typing, andLephlet work,
sign-up in the blue notebook on the

front counter at OCC. The Drivers
and Office Help lists will be sent to

all faculty, departments, and of-

fices on campus.
DEADLINE: Wednesday, Feb. 15.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEW
SCHEDULE AS OF 2-3-78

There will be changes in this

schedule, additions, cancellations

and date changes. If you will be
taking part in the interviewing you
must check our column in the

Record and keep in touch with the

office. The number in parentheses

indicates the number of in
terviewerseach firm is planning to

send.

ed. note: This is not a complete list.

Please consult OCC for late-Feb.

and March schedule.

Feb. 13 - Aetna Life & Casualty ( 1

)

Feb. 7 - Bankers Trust (4), NY,
financial management training in

commercial banking, money
market, trust investment and
administration, investment
research.

Feb. 16 - The Bank of New York
(2), NY, commercial lending
training program for one of four
divisions, metropolitan, national
and special industries, in-

ternational, credit and corporate
financial services.

Feb. 10 - Cleary Trading Company
(1), Boston, training program in

commodity option brokerage.

Feb. 16 - The Connecticut Bank &
Trust Company (1), Hartford,
trust, branch, operations, credit
analysis.

Feb. 9 - First National Bank of

Boston (2), Boston, management
trainee positions in audit, com-
mercial banking, EDP, finance,

international and retail division.

Feb. 14 - First National Bank of
Chicago (2), Chicago, IL, First

Scholar Program-MBA study and
on the job assignments.

Feb. 14 - Harris Bank (2),<:hicago,
IL, management program-project
oriented department assignments,
seminars.

Feb. 8 - Cummins Engine Company
(1 or 2), Columbus, IN, Liberal
Arts people who want to work 1-2

years in one of the following areas
before graduate school:
manufacturing-operations, per-
sonnel.

Feb. 16 - Manufacturers Hanover
Trust Company (2), NY,
management training in in-
ternational, commercial, lending,
marketing^ operations, national
commercial lending and
correspondent banking.

Feb. 8 - Metropolitan Life (1),

nationwide, sales representative,
sales management.

Feb. 14 - Midlantic National Bank
(1), New Jersey, management
training in major banking
departments.

Feb. 15 - Morgan Guaranty Trust
Company (3), NY, commercial
bank training program then places
in national banking, international,
treasurers division, investment
research and corporate research.

Feb. 9 - Unionmutual (i), sales
representative trainee for group
and individual programs in
brokerage market.

working, one whostudies a great deal.

(Perhaps the very word "study" is at

the core of the problem.) And at
Williams College the student is amply
rewarded for these efforts.

But where is there room in this

system for creative or independent
thought? Where is there room for the
person who actually takes the time to

think? The person who is dissatisfied

by the relative ease at which one
consumes the material and then
vomits it back up, in an organized
manner of ccHirse, is left feeling un-
fulfilled, a possessor of a Pyrrhic A or
B.

At every turn, the real

student, not the one

who studies, but the

one who thinks.

Is frustrated.

Too much of what passes for

learning, and what is passed off as
knowledge at Williams, is in reality a

.type of transitory enlightenment of

the basest kind, to be used, spit out,

and then forgotten. The professor is

pleased because he has covered the

course material set forth in the

syllabus, the student is pleased
because he has received a grade
commensurate with his ability to act

within this system, the parents are
pleased that their little Johnny or
Joan is really LEARNING something,
and the administration is pleased that

the college is turning out educated
young men and women into society.

If this be education, let me have
none of it! Where is unique, individual

thinking, yes, actual thinking? At
every turn the real student, not the

one who studies, but the one who
thinks, is frustrated. Creativity is

stifled, his or her intelligence is

stifled, and eventually the student is

stifled

Certainly it is not easy to get people

to think, especially those who haven't

had to do too much of it. It's damn
frustrating, and would most definitely

take a tremendous and sincere effort

on the part of the faculty. And no less

would be demanded from the student

body.

Is the goal worthy of the attempt? I

believe so, Given the make-up of the

college community, is it possible? I

don't know. But as long as Williams
College would like to be thought of as
an institution for higher learning, and
not as a vocational school for doctors,

lawyers, and bankers, then it must be

committed to this attempt

\
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Mystic Seaport semester beckons seafaring students
by Carol Newcorab'»4» A«M* fr«m ««.rl»,„.i»a .i«. ^i,.--. n^., n...-j »..j __j .....j. „„_ . . ^.by Carol Newconib 'm

Mystic Seaport. The name alone bas
a romantic ring to it. On a crisp

Hutumn afternoon as the wind shifts to

tmj northeast, a heavy fog envelopes
the town, obscuring from a land-

lubber's ytew the towering masts of

the Seaport's whaling ships. Only the
lighthouse beacon pierces the mist.
On the river, a lobster fisherman
religiously donna his foutwe^ther
gear," wKile ihsi^e the Budcin^m
house a warm afternoon snack is

being prepared in the coals of the
morning fire' according to an 18th
century recipe. (At the Spouter Inn.

Charlie Zacchardy, the Seaport's 93
year-old living relic, retells his past
adventures.)

Aside from experiencing the charm
this Seaport setting provides, par
ticipants in the Mystic-Williams
program have the challenge of hard-
core academics. Prof. Benjamin
Labaree, formerly Ephraim Williams
Professor of American History,
directs the program and teaches
history and seminar classes.

Maritime literature, oceanography
and-i)r marine ecology complete the
schedule. Courses are brought to life

by the Seaport and the surrounding
area as students have immediate
access to historical artifacts, nearby
beaches, oceanographic facilities, and
libraries. Despite the unacademic air

of the Seaport, Connecticut College,

the University of Rhode Island, the

Coast Guard Academy and Woods
Hole provide ample reaources. The
Seaport library coaUins an excellent

collection of primary historical
sources, Portuguese maps, and
maritime literature.

In each course, the student is

required to do individual research on
topics of his own choosing. This
provides the opportunity for English,

-hiatoryr and science' majors to in-

vestigate the influences of the see on a
wide range of subjects. By no means
is the program geared only towards
oceanographers or historians. It is the

perfect opportunity to explore a
specific interest, and perha|^ broaden
the scope of any previous studies by
including the sea as a relevant factor.^^ _ ""= <Jiuycioiiy VI niiuuc isianu, iiie mciumng uie sea as a rei

The Mercury Column: Spectrum
Adlai Stevenson is Quoted as savine P,.«f^»„, r> v .- «:_.i .Adlai Stevenson is quoted as saying

that he did not find it necessary to be
serious about serious things. Any
resemblance between Stevenson and
me is purely inconceivabletut In that,

at least, we can agree. The local

humorists writes E. B. White, is

always mistrusted; gaiety represents
truth in sheep's clothing. But so much
has been said about energy problems
being the moral equivalent of war J^at
the stridency begins to wear tlun.

^ ,
Last week's fact was that, taking

tMitions vis-a-vis the College's energy

j^ expeiises, abput one student in ten
goes up the stack at the heating plant.

Perhaps the way to dramatize this is

,._ to choose, like Shirley Jackson's
Lottery, an actual student every other
day to make the trip. Historical note:

^ When I came here, then-President
Baxter remarked that one assistant

professor a year went up the stack. It

may or may not be worth recalling
^ that a ) an assistant professor's salary

was then about $6000 and b) the

professor caused more- air pollution

than today's students do—the College
" burned coal. Actually, more than one
—assistant professor must have been

lost that way. I recall that fuel oil then

^ (20 years ago) \yas less than 17 cents
per gaflon, one-third' of the present
price. And even with fewer buildings

( no Bronfman, no Mission Impossible,
" no Prospect, no Dodd, a quite dif-

ferent Greylock), the energy costs

were certainly more than.$6000.

Now statistics can be used to

deceive (incroyable!) as well as to

_^ illumine, and none of us (I hope) is

willing to sustain an equivalence

1 between energy costs and waste.
Some energy costs should be allocated

to food service (preparation), some to

the instructional budget (classrooms
and laboratories), some to ad-
ministration (the lights bum late in

; Hopkins Hall). Thus one may avoid
the crisis mentality by observing
cgrrectly that muchjof our energy cost

: is inherent in the operation; that we
; are not trying to emulate the monk in

J—-the TV advertisement whose superior
Ji expects him to produce 500

jl_^ manuscript copies with a quill pen by
candlelight. Where do we find a viable

compromise stand between the
Chicken Littles ("The sky is

falling!") and the Candides ( "Things
are for the best in this best of all

possible worlds.")?

Valentine's Day
Cards

McCleiland's

Spring Str««t

Professor C. Fuqua's final energy
report to President Chandler
estimates that we could save 5-8 per
cent -•« -our energy expenses,
presumably without affecting the
quality of campus life. He also
estimates that energy costs will rise,

on the average, 10 per cent per year.
Putting these two figures together
leaves us in the position of the
southerner who reported to his
commanding officer, during the Civil
War, "Due to the lay of the land, they
are retreating forwards while we are
advancing^ backwards." Never-
theless, no matter where we come
down in the Chicken Little-Candide
spectrum, it is clearly worth our while
to keep as many students as possible
outside the stack.

I am the first to admit that the
Energy Committee has no sure-fire
way to do this. If we had such a way
we would sell it to Washington, where
they need all the help they can get.

Hence this column, hence the open
meetings of the committee, hence the

articulation of the committee's work
with that of the Physical Facilities
Study Committee, and hence all of

thosg Qther helices.
^

I promised an energy fact each
week, but this one is more a top-of-the-

head estimate. Given that the bead it

came ofniielbp of was attached to C.
Fuqua, and given his thoroughness in

many other computations, I am
willing to award it the degree of

honorary fact, with all of the rights,

honors, and privileges appertaining
thereto. I asked him, "How much
would we save per year if we dropped
all of the campus .temperatures i

degrees ?" His reply: "About $4 per
student." Now two or three lines of

algebra sufficetoabow a saving of 4 X
1900 equals $7500. In an $18 million
budget, that's the smallest crisis

response visible to the nkked eye.

Note: The first open meeting of the
Energy Committee will be held
Thursday 26 Jan. at 3:30 in 200
Bronfman.

BobKozelka

Correction
The names of the authors of the

Viewpoint, "Who Pays Vorster?
You do." in the Jan. 20 Record
were inadvertantly omitted. The
authors are Ben Blakney '78, Steve
Horton '78, and Peter Meyers '79.

R
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COLUGE BOOK STOB£ INC
WItUAMSTOWN. MASS 01J«

Remember— Friday tlie 10th

at5:30isthedeadline
for returning texts . . .

Treadway Williams Inn
On the Village Oreen, WUliamatown Phone [413] 468-9371

Wednesday; February 8

9 P. M. - 1 A. M

Seaport woikere with firat-hand

experience in their fields leach
maritime skills courses, Including
boat building, boat repairs, sailing,

rigging and celestial navigation. For
tta%^vice, the sailing course in-

tr«MUces one to the elementary
aspects of maritime maneuverability.
For the experienced sailor, celestial

navigation or boat repairs offers a
novelty. For the adventurous; tl»
Groton YMCA teaches a course in
scuba diving.

Living arrangements are simple
but adequate. Students live in small
houses just a five minute walk from
the library where classes are held.

They do their own cooking, planning
and shopping. The challenge of living

so closely in such a small group is one
not faced in college dorm life, and it is

an important aspect of the semester.
(I suggest investing in Peg Bracken's
The 1 Hate to Cook Book* ) Despite the
gnawing fear the "That guy can't cook
more than a hard-boiled egg and a
hamburger—and I'm a vegetarian!"
the meals were refreshing compared
to Baxter's usual.

Halfway through theT«Hatei7^we^
left books and household choreS

behind and escaped to sea for a mttk.
On board the schooner "Wcatward,"
we were responsible for sailing the
vessel, and in our spare time we
conducted scientific experimenU,
including Ugging sharfca. eatimating
krUl populations, and meaauring the
water conditiaos as they chatted with
our location, The mates were our
teachers during that time. Tvflce a
day they gave lectures oin topics
ranging from marine mammals to
celestial folklore. Our illusions of a
free and easy sailor's life were
shattered—we came away with the
appropriate nickname "leeward
railera."

As an escape from academics, the
Mystic-Williams program is a failure.
As exposure to the sea and the
knowledge man has gained from it,

the program more than satisfies the
appetite of the hungriest scholar. Be
your interest in a career involving the
sea, or merely in an attempt to
diversify four years of college, the
semester is an invigorating period.
The deadline for applications for the

fall or spring semesters of 1978-79 is

Tebruary 10, 1978, in the Dean's of-

fice.
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ALL SQUASH RACKETS

30% OFF LIST PRICE

Inciuding The

New 70 -f Rackets

[Includ. our exclusivefree Purple Cow racket cover]
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CO-OP

COME SEE WHY EVERYBODY
IS TRYING TO KEEP UP WITH l^
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Pianist Rosen delights audience
with an impressive performance

Soprano Judith Roichart tfiHi* to tho •ccomponlmmt of pianist Jamos Ouit-
alimd In their recital last Sunday In Driscoll Lounga. ( photo by Oettgen

)

Come to a Christian Science Lecture

OPEN TO ALL
entitled

"RIDING EASY IN THE HARNESS"

by Mr, Thomas McClain, C.S.B.

ofChlcago,lll.

by John Libertine
Charles Rosen, pianist, amazed and

delighted his Chapin Hall listeners
last Saturday night with his dazzling
display of keyboard virtuosity. Rosen
played works by Chopin, Schubert,
and Schumann to a receptive
audience.

Rosen began his concert with two
Nocturnes by Frederic Chopin, in

which he proved himself an able in-

terpreter of the composer. However,
one got the feeling that the pieces
could have benefited from a lighter

touch. The following Schubert piece
showed that he did indeed have such
an impressive lightness. (Actually,
what he really needed was George
Sand sitting next to him).

Rosen next played the Sonata in C
minor byFranz Schubert to a slighfly^

over-enthusiastic audience who ap-
plauded just a bit too soon in the final

movement. This little faux-pas did

nothing to deter Rosen from giving a
masterful performance of the sonata.
This piece showed just how effective

his lighter touch could be.

After a short intermission, Rosen
returned to perform his piece de
resistance, the Pavi^isbundlertame
By Robert Schumann. His In-

terpretation of the 18 movements,
contrasting between loud and soft,

lively and somber, humor and
sobriety, was superb. Rosen said in

his lecture the night before his concert
that Schumann was one of his favorite

composers. After sitting through his

concert, one could see the love and life

that Rosen attempts to infUse into his
playing.

Rosen's performance met with
universal praise from his listenere,

After the Schumann piece and encore,
Chapin Hall exploded with thunderous
applause. It was an impressive and
unforgettable concert.

PtMHt Charlts Roim acfcnowM«as
th« applauso afttr his virtuoso por-
formanca at Chapin Hall on Saturday
night.

First student talent album to be released

Question and Answer Period Will Follow

JiMPM. FtmiirY%vni Joiup Hall Auditorium

Qli|0 Slog

Tuesday, Feb.7 Greylock Night

Discounts for residents of the Greylock Quod

Wednesday, Feb.8 Magic

With Michael Anton 78

Performance at 10:30 p m

Williams College is about to burst
into big time music, with the March
release of the first album ever of
Williams College talent. The album,
recorded in January in the WCFM
production studio, and in a makeshift
studio in the basement of Chapin Hall,
is a collection of twelve songs, all

performed by Williams students. Acts
featured on the album include the
Ephlats, Williams Octet, Jazz En-
semble, Scott Lankford, Andy Kelly
and Company, The Library Incident,
and Eric Pyenson's bluegrass duo.
A first for Williams College, credit

for initiating the effort to produce the
album goes to the ACEC's Steve Case.
Although not a formal ACEC project,
Case took charge of contacting record
companies, organizing the talent on
campus, and promoting the album.
Also instrumental in 'the album's
recording was sophomore Bill
Beckett, who worked as a sound
engineer. Beckett, aided by Stephen
Benben, a near-professional studying
sound engineering at Ferdonia State
University, used sophisticated
equipment to work with such complex

CROSS COUNTRY
SKI SALE

Fisher Europa
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72.00 57.60

Fisher SL 95.00 76.00
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^^

SKIS, BOOTS, POLES, BINDINGS
10-40% OFF

techniques as overdubbing. Many of
the musicians had difficulty in
adapting to the professional
techniques, Beckett said, but that had
been expected The purpdse of the
album was not to make money (all

they hope to do is break even), nor to
hit the top twenty, but to gain ex-
perience in recording, while
discovering, or furthering, musical
talent at Williams. "One thing's for
sure," Beckett concluded, "everyone
learned a lot this first time."
With more talent and material this

year than could have been possibly
used, Beckett says he looks forward to
a big future for the album in years to
come. Next year he hopes to increase
the number of original songs from
four to twelve. In addition, artists will
also be jeeded, as plans are being
made for* a student designed album
cover. Beckett envisions the annual
cutting of the album becoming "an art
event."

A musician's perspective, needless
to say, differs from that of a sound
engineer. Andy Kelly, lead singer and
guitarist for the eight member band
Andy Kelly and Company, described
many of the problems that arose in the
recording. "Very unorganized," he
called it, as his band had to record
between the hardly conducive hours of
1:00 and 5:00 A.M., in a thrown
together studio in the basement of
Chapin Hall. But even though the
recording was inconvenient and
uncomfortable, the band was able to
perform two of Kelly's own numbers,
"Mexican Heartbreak," and "Never
Too Late." Kelly can't help but say
^hat "it was a RoodiiCTperience,

especially for anyone who wants to go
into a career in music." As for him-
self, having played guitar for 12 years;
been in bands for eight years, and
performed at an untold number tf^^:

guest meals, parties, house functions,
and coffee houses at Williams, Kelly
says he can't see a caisier^ musid.
"Well, may be just fdta- a wWle," he
smiles., ^-""vj "">

Another twelve-year guitariisr
featured on the album is sophomore
Scott Lankford. He performed two
songs, his own "Sentimental Jou^
neyman" and the traditional
collegiate "Vassar Hygiene Song."
Lankford, like Kelly, sees no musical
career ahead. "I'm not wildly am-
bitious," he says. "Right now I'm just
interested in doing things at
Williams." Some of those things ia-

dude running the Baxter coffee'
houses, managing concerts, and, of
course, writing music.
The album, still untitled, is now

being pressed; the release date is set
for early March. A promotional coffee
house, presenting'all the acts on the
album, will be held prior to its release.
Seven hundred fifty copies of the
album, recorded under Case and
Beckett's own label, "FKirple Cow
Recording," have been ordered. They
will be sold to students, alumni, and
local residents for four to five dollars
apiece. Williams students, though
many may not know it, have already
heard the album. It was played as
students arrived to see Jesse Win-
chester and again during the in-

termission of the concert. For those
who knew to listen, it sounded like a
smashing^ success.
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Salem State frustrates Icemen

f»9»S

by Mark Pogue
"If we can play them even for one

period, we should be able to do it for 60
minutes. They're obviously a strong
team, but I was still a little disap-
pointed with our play overall."
So spolce Williams Coach Bill Mc-

Cormiclc following his team's 5-3

home loss to Division U power Salem
State Saturday night The defeat
lowered the Epihs' season mark to 7-6

and, more importantly, it looaeoad
their white-knuckled clutch on eighth

place in the Division II West stan-
dings. Only the top eight teams wiU be
eligible for the post-season playoffs.

The hometown fam did their utmost
to get Williams off to an un-
characteristically fast start Saturday,
coming up with a shaky but stlrrii^ a
cappella version of "Our National
Anthem" when the machine that
normally plays the tape broke down.
Williams got the message, and
jumped off to its bes^ atait in several
weeks. It had to, because the 17-4

Women play squash tourney

Salem state. Division II powerhouse, overcame Williams Satvr^y flight $-3,
loosening the Ephs hold on eighth place. (photo by Holder)

The Williams Women's Squash
team participated in the sixth annual
Howe Cup Squash Tournament,
staged in the Yale University courts
this weekend. Eight Williams women,
including, JaneGarvey, Becky Chase,
Laura Carson, Marcia Johnston, and
Pam Hansen,—faced the Radcliffe_ . _ . ' " iK..«.wuTr.u.uBr; j-gm Hansen,—faced the Radcliffe

Women hoopsters win one, lose one
Although it has been said that vmi umoiran,* u^a o_ »..,^ii._i (i_4 i.-» ^ ......Although it has been said that you

win a few and you lose a few, the
Williams' women's basketball team
would just as soon win a few more,
following a weekend of play which put
them 3-5 on the seasdn. Williams
headed east Friday to defeat Tufts
University 67-46 only to suffer another
big loss this time to Radcliffe, 66-39,

Saturday.

Against Radcliffe, Williams played
a strong game in the first half, staying
within nine pSints at midgame. But
missed shots in the second stanza cost
the Ephwomen the chance to pull of
the upset. Williams worked well
against the Crimson 2-1-2 but t>nce
inside they were unable to get the shot
off. Playing inside, Williams saw little

use for their perfected outside shot,
which had been so accurate in the
Tufts victory. Hitting a meager 6 for
24 in the second stanza the visitors
were outplayed 35-17, although coach
Hamblin's crew were threatening on
the boards, four rebounds behind
Radcliffe's tall ho6psters. Late in the
game Radcliffe's top scorers were in
foul trouble, but Williams' inability to
connect on the free throws put the
game out of reach.

Offensive leader Maggie O'Brien
(10 pts.) also led on rebounds gral>-

bing 13. Forward Sue Wright, seeing
her first action for Williams this

weekend, had an excellent first half
going 2 for 2 on the free throw line,

stealing three, and picking off eight
rebounds. Williams ran a fast break
successfully due to the speed of
Monica Grady with 10 points for the
contest.

In the Tufts match the Ephwomen
never let up, smashing their hosts 67-

46. Shooting an improved 48 per cent
from the floor, Williams took an early
lead keeping Tufts out of range for the
rest of the game. Once again it was
O'Brien and Grady leading the

scoring with 12 and ii points apiece
O'Brien also dominated on the boards,
grabbing 12 rebounds while Sue
Wright had 7 in her debut
Although the team record indicates

a rather gloomy season, the Eph-
wwnen are looking to brighten their
stance tonight as they take on
Amherst College for the second half of
the first Little Three Women's
Basketball championship. Williams,
having defeated Wesleyan earlier this
season meet the debuting Lord Jeffs
at 7 p.m. in Amherst.

women first in one division's com-
petition for the cup, winning 3-2. Later
that afternoon they easily downed
Wellesley in a stunning 5-0 triumph,
pushed further ahead beating John
Hopkins 4-1.

With only one thought in mind-
bringing home that Howe Cup—the
women started play on Sunday
against Yale, but their hopeful
dreams were shattered as they lost 3-

2; Chase won by default and Hansen
bulldogged to grasp an 18-15, 8-15, 13-

16, 15-11, 15-12 win over her opponent.

Worse was yet to come, however,
when Williams faced Princeton Only
one game out of five matched was to'
be claimed by Williams as they were
beaten, and the score was a
discouraging 5-0. With Princeton and
Yale finishmg No. 1 and No. 2
respectively, Williams captured third
place in a very conmiendable per-
formance.

Vikings came out playing a Itard and
fast brand of hockey that left the
Purple no room for error.

After six minutes of foat akattog,
sharp passing, and thunderous
checking, Salem's Mike Clasby sipped
in the puck off a faceoff to make it 1-4).

Williams answered with three good
shots of its own—including a point-

blank blast by Dan Sullivaa—but
nothing much bothered Jay Palladlno,
the hett gstfte to TJIvtelon It "We
knew he was tough; maybe we tried to

make our shots too fine,"
hypothesised McCormick.
Fiery John Bolduc made it 2-0 for

Salem when he ripped down the right
wing and worked a two-on-two glve-

and-go past the Purple defense.
Williams, unable to convert on any of

four first-period power jdays, con-
tinued to play well, and seemed
content to take a two-goal deficit into
the locker room after the first period.

But Salem's Bill Ril«y was tireless.

The eagerbeaver frosh swept up a
rolling puck at the blue line, drove,
and scored as the buzzer sounded. "I
distinctively saw the puck not over the
goal line when the buzzer went off,"

said McCwmick. The refs disagreed,
and counted the goal. 3-0.

Hard-working Geoff Daley got
Williams on the board at 2:14 of the
middle session, but the Vikes came
back with two of their own to make it

5-1. This set the stage for "The
Williams Comeback," also known as
Period Three. In the final stanza Pete
Gonye and Sullivan tallied for the
ho8ts,the Ephs could come no closer.

\ CLASSrFlEDS

Personal

Jobs on Ships! American.
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F-1, Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington, 98362.
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IBMInvites
WMKamsStudents

InfonxiationCenter

Do you suffer from the
Guest Meal Gap?

What is there to do
between dinner and
those 9 o'clock parties?
Well,

announces new guest
meal hours. This
Thursday, Feb. 9, we
will be opening at 7:30
in the hopes of

alleviating some of

those Guest A^al Gap
Blues.

Tuesday February219^B\
fromWO'S^PM
ThTTrntog '~'~~~'

This willbe an opportunity to meet informally with a representative from
IBM's Data Processing Division to discuss careers in:

MarketingandSystems Engineering
Ifyou are unable to attend this session, please contact the placement
office for additional information or wnte to: Mr J. Balassone. IBM
Corporation, One Citicorp Center. 153 East 53rd Street, New \brk

NY 10022.

An Equal Opporlumiy Employvr
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Wesleyan nips Hoopsters
by Frank Pergotiiii

Middletown, Ct —
Suffering their fourth loes by two

points or less, the Williams basketball

team blew an eight point lead and lost

to Wesleyan Saturday night, 61-59 in

overtime. Wesleyan's John Majewski
hit two foul shots with two seconds left

In the overtime to lift the Cardinals to

victory. The game was the opetfer in

Little Three Action for Williams.

Williams led by four with 26 seconds

left in regulation time but Wesleyan's
Tim Schroyer hit both ends of a one
and one, narrowing the gap to two.

When Williams tried to run the clodc

down, Wesleyan fouled Andy Straka.

The sophomore guard missed the

shot, and Wesleyan grabbed the

rebound. John Francis fed Majewski
under the basket for the tying shot

with two seconds left.

The overtime saw only six points

scored as both teams played
deliberate offenses. Wesleyan won the

iapi ran off a minute, ttien missed

their shot. Williams ate up two

minutes on the clock, but lost the ball

as Matt Spangler and Gerry Kelly

were called for traveling as they

fought each other for an offensive

rebound. Wesleyan's Mike Rierra hit

two foul shots at the 1:22 mark, but

Kelly came right back with a jump
shot with one minute remaining.

Wesleyan ran the clock down to six

seconds and was forced to call timeout

when the referee thought someone on
the bench had signalled to stop the

clock. Majewski got the ball on the

inbounds, dribbled, and threw up a

desperation shot that fell no where
-near the basket. But the referee's arm
was up in the air, signalling another

last second loss for the hard luck

purple cagers. A closing shot by Tom
Balderston was blocked as the buzzer

sounded.

The first half saw both teams trade

eight point spurts, with Williams

going into the locker room up by one,

29-28. Schroyer had been hurting

Williams early as he scored ten of

Wesleyan's first twelve points.

Williams then went to a box and one

defense, putting Straka on Schroyer^

_

and effectively shut him Si for thie

rest of the night Meanwhile, the Bphs
were shooting 60 per cent from the

floor, by far their best halftime

percentage.

It was a tough loss for Williams, as

it was a game that they had in their

hip pockets. The game marked the

end of a four game road tri[H-a trip

that has turned the season from
success to frustration. The Ephmen
are now 5-8 and return home Wed-
nesday night as CI«ik University

invades Lasell Gym.
Nam*
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Faculty pressure may alter

present winter study projects
The Winter Study Program may be

considerably altered as a result of

several proposals slated to go before

the faculty at their next meeting.

Larry Mitchell '78 informed the

College Council of the proposed
Winter Study changes at its meeting
Wednesday, February 8. In addition,

Beth Geismar of the Elections
Committee disclosed the names of

seven newly selected members of the

Junior Advisor Selection Committee.

Mitchell, a member of the Com-
mittee on Educational Policy,

outlined four different proposals,

forwarded by the Faculty Steering

Committee, that would change the

structui-e of Winter Study. These

suggested alterations include a

reduction in the number of Winter

Studies during which faculty must
-teach from two out of three to either

one out of two or one out of three; or a

relaxation of the present requirement

that students participate in four

winter studies; or a voluntary
program in January whereby faculty

who chose to teach would receive

additional pay.

"Faculty feel they do not have

oiough time for their studies. In

addition, Williams professors believe

they are spending three more weeks

teaching than their colleagues at

other colleges," Mitchell exfdained.

With faculty participation in Winter
Study at its present level, 100 courses

are offered each Winter Study and
there are an average of 18 students in

each class. Mitchell has calculated

that with faculty teaching one out of

three Winter Studies only 50 courses

would be offered and average class
- size would rise to 36 students.

Faculty advisor Michael Bell ex-

(dained another cause for faculty

discontent which centers around the

sentiment that, "Winter Study
courses ought to have a syllabus and a

work load comparable to regular

semesters." A.t present, he said,

"There's a discrepancy between
faculty preparation for class and
student preparation." For this reason
some faculty see their time as being

used unproductively. A reduced
teaching requirement during Winter
Study "will cool a lot of faculty

dissatisfaction that could otherwise

destroy the whole Winter Study
Program," Bell added.

The names of the seven new
members of the JA Selection Com-
mittee,' chosen by the Elections

Committee, were announced by Beth
Geismar '80. From a group of 14

applicants the following were
selected: . Carolyn Brown '80,

Jonathan Burbank '78, Harold Levene
'79, Perry Nelson '79, Sheila Sullivan

'78, John Svoboda '79, and Anna
Waring '78.

Chris DiAngelo, the Purple Key
Society's new president, told the

Council that Purple Key Night and the

freshman singing contest will be
redesigned next year in response to

recent criticism. Also, during Fresh-
manDays next year, which have been
extended to four days. Purple Key
plans to sponsor a series of mini-

seminars on "current liews storres,

and thought provoking movies and
books, for instance, with the hope of

presenting a more balanced social-

academic first impression of

Williams," DiAngelo said.

Purple Key Society elects officers

WFA bemoans trustee

action on recent proposah
The Williams Feminist Alliance

expressed dissatisfaction with the

Trustees' response to the seven-point

proposal tv at it recently presented.

The group tet Monday ni^t at 7

o'clock.

Valerie Andersen '78, one of the

group's coordinators, complained that

the trustees had ignored the alliance's

proposals, which suggested various

means of enhancing the role of women
at Williams. "The Trustees did not tell

us anything," she charged. "We had
to read about their decision which was
to do nothing, in the Berkshire

Eagle," Another . Coordinator,
Maryellen Shea '78, suggested an
"informal" meeting with President

-Chandler- 1» "understand why the

trustees acted as they did."

The Feminist Alliance wrote
Chandler a letter airing their Com-
plaints last Friday. According to

Dorothy Kirkpatrick, Chandler's
secretary, the {wesident's answering

letter will explain in detail why the

Alliance's proposal was so handled.

Kirkpatrick pointed out, however,

that the proposal had been presented

to the trustees without previous

warning. "The trustees don't make
snap judgments on small campus
concerns," she added. "Those
decisions are left to the college

.community."
Another item on the group's agenda

is a boycott of Nestle and its affiliates.

Nestle's antagonists claim that the

company has pushed its powdered
milk substitute on third world
mothers without providing them with

sufficient information on the

deficiencies of the formula. The Food
Service currently uses Nestle brand
cocoa mix in all major dining halls.

Unfortunately for boycotting pur-

poses, the college bought enough of

the mix to last the entire school year.

The Alliance is also investigating

the possibility of creating courses

devoted to women's studies. Several

members talked of initiating such a

course dealing with feminist theory;

specific details were not presented.

The Purple Key Society elected

Chris Diangelo '79 as its President for

1978 Monday night at the monthly
meeting. The organization also

elected Steven Davidson '80 as its new
Vice President-Treasurer and Marcia
Leous '79 as new Secretary.

The three assumed their new
positions at the close of the meeting,

which served as an organizational

session to kick off the new year. The
meeting also included elections of new
committee chairpersons and the

"State of theXey" message, a brief

recount of last year's activities by
former president Linda Smith
'78. The Purple Key night was a

topic -ot much discussion at the

meeting. The event was attacked by
both the Deans and the Thursday
Coalition for the "objectionable"
nature of skits staged by some of the

clubs, and finalists in the singing

contest Because Purple Key Night

was generally considered to be a

useful exposure to the organizations

on Campus, the group decided to

preserve it in its present format, but

with two modifications. First, all

clubs participating will be notified

that the president of their

organization will be responsible to the

Deans for what is presented in their

skit, and second. Purple Key Night

will be moved forward to the final

night of Freshman Days, allowing

UmeiorgEoups torehearse their skits

for the Deans and the president of

Purple Key.

Several were, attacked because

some .presentations were "ob-
jectionable," as a means to promote
entry unity and give freshmen an
opportunity to get acquainted. Purple

Key will continue discussion and
decide the future of the contest at

their next meeting.-^ :-^—-
Pierre Wong '80 and Greg Roux '80

were elected to head the committee
which organizes canipus tours with

the Admissions Office. Byron Walker
'80 and Sue Luciano '81 will handle
overnight, another method of

familiarizing prospective freshmen
with the college.

Purple Key also helps the ad-

ministration to coordinate Parents'

Weekend, both for upperclassmen in

the spring and for freshmen in the fall.

Lee Shack^ford '80 will chair the

committee which provides ushers.

Guide out by April

stuffs envelopes and hands out

materials to parents during the two
weekends.

Burr Hubbell '80 will prepare the

sports program during this year and
Shawn Burdick '81 will spend this

summer in Williamstown soliciting

ads and collecting the pictures needed

to assemble next year's face book.

After summarizing the activities

Purple Key sponsored last year,

Linda Smith left next year's president

with some traditional "sage advice."

She suggested that they hold more
meetings and improve organization.

Response increases
The course guide for fall courses

should be out by April, in time for pre-

registration, according to Don
Toumey '78, chairman of the Course

Guide Committee. He views the

results with "guarded optimism" as

all questionnaires have not been

returned.

The collection network this year

was a dual system, including classes

and residential houses. Those
professors who approved of having

the guide filled out in class allotted

time just prior to reading period. For
the remaining courses, the committee

organized collectors foreach house.

The two systems produced ap-

proximately equal ainounts of

completed questionnaires, although

both also had several problems.

The committee did not have time to

pursue reluctant professors, as it was
organized late into the fall semester.

As a result, many courses could not be

evaluated in cl^. Toumey. felt that

Fish addresses the misunderstood
by Sharon Nelson

In spite of the impossible traveling

conditions on Tuesday evening.

Professor Stanley Fish of Johns
Hopkins University arrived only 25

minutes late to deliver his lecture

entitled, "Normal Circumstances,
Literal Language, Direct Speech
Acts, the Ordinary, the Everyday, the

Obvious, What Goes Without Saying,

and Other Special Cases."

Fish, who received his Ap. from
the University of Pennsylvafnia, '59;

his Ph.D. from Yale, '62; and is the

author of several influential books on

Sixteenth and Seventeenth century

poetry, opened his lecture t>y quoting

the first seven words 6f a song by

Randy Newman. The lyrics read,

"Short people have no reason to live."

The Song, which has been banned in

Boston and been the target of a

general outcry elsewhere, is the

victim of misunderstanding, ac-

cording to Fish. What Newman was in

fact trying to convey was an attack on

all discrimination and prejudice,

using the ludicrous example of

StantoyPlili

(photo by Johnson)

believing that short people are not fit

to live to illustrate his point. The

problem, said Fish, is how can one tell

what an author means by a sentence

or text. In other words, is there a

literal meaning of a sentence which is

immutable and subject to only one

interpretation? The answer, ac-

cording to Fish, is no. Any sentence or

text is always subject to in-

terpretation, though the in-

terpretation may be so "onUnary"
and "obvious" that the reader is

unaware that he is making any in-

terpretation at all. The word
"literal," according to Fish can have

different meanings depending on the

context or situatioa

To illustrate his point. Fish cited an

example involving a sign on the door

of the John Hopkins University Chib

which reads: PRIVATE MEMBERS
ONLY. To some, the "obvious" or

"literal" meaning is clearly that only

members of the club may enter. Fish,

however, asked several other people

what the phrase literally meant and
received several answers including,

"Only those who are secretly and not

publicly members of this club may
enter it," or along other lines, "Only

the genitalia of members may enter,"

or still further, "Only genitalia may
enter."

"It (the sign) can only mean one

thing," Fish explained, "but that one

thing is not always the same."

"

Subsequently, Fish stated that he

did not recognize the existence of

ambiguous sentences because by

doing so, he would imply that there

are some sentences that "always and

only mean one thing; " an implication

which he contends is false.

"I am not saying that sentences

always have more than one

meaning," Fish concludes, "but that

the sentence which is perceived as

having only one meaning will not

always have the same one"

the house collection took too long, that

a more concentrated effort would
have produced better results.

The dual system also created

confusion for some, who could, not

remember if they had or had not filled

out a questionnaire in class. In ad-

dition, some students never got any
questionnaires in their'mailboxes.

The experience gained by the young
committee, though, will be useful for

next semester's guide. Lacking a

Winter Study buffer period after

finals, the committee last, year was
unable to produce a guide for spAng
courses. ToUmey says that the

committee will ask for the permission

of professors earlier, and have an
intensive house collection.

Graduating students will be in-

dividually pursued during their senior

week. He also suggested the

possibility of passing out question-

naires at dining halls and at the Log.

The future looks good for the guide,

according to Toumey. With ex-

perience in collection, the committee

should obtain higher response rates.

As it becomes accepted by the College

community, he added, reluctant

professors may change their point of

view.

Science grants

skewed towards

energy efficiency

Students from Williams amd other

area colleges have begun applying for

National Science Foundation (NSF)
grants for six research projects to be

conducted around Williamstown this

summer.
The Center for Environnientat

Studies (CES) is sponsoring the

grants, which offer a $900 tax-free

stipend to students conducting
research in Berkshire County for JO

weeks this sununer. The projects are

open to students who have not

previously participated in NSF
projtets.

tM ENERGY ORANTSpg. 4
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In Germany, wfc«n fh« ^dlfor run$ out of

Ouincy Adamt Wagataff

Wag$iaff appointed

fi«w Coihgm diman

The inside track on next year's new
Dean is that Professor Quincy Adams
Wagstaff, formerly of Huxley College,

will be taking thrhelm of the ad-
ministration. -^ According to

anonymous source Cris Roosenraad,
the decision was reached in a smoked
filled room at two o'clock in the

morning. "We were hashing the thing

out at a poker game at Chandler's,"

said Roo&Araad, "when we finally hit

on Wa^taff's name to break a
deadliick. Chandler said he was a
dis^ihguished scholar. Well, he cer-

tfnly can be distinguished from any

now$ copy, ho calls If the flmo of SOUT rlCKIeS
W. I came mto thia college to get myiciwlar I've ever met"

Roosenraad said he wasn't sure

what a Dean with a grease{Mint

mustache, greasepaint eyebrows,
everpresent cigar, and Wagstaff's

peculiar gait would do for the image of

the College. "Berek looks like your
typical refugee from Harvard Square,

but this guy Wagstaff looks like

something out of the Marx Brothers.

Actually, though, the change won't be

that great V«Fy few people know it,

but Berek's beard is actually a
greasepaint beard. It's very well done

and you can hardly tell," be said.

In anticipation of the announcement
of his appointment, Wagstaff was
interviewed by the Record.

Q. Professor Wagstaff, why are you
coming to Williams?

son out of it. I remember the d«y he

left to come here, a mere boy and a

beardless youth. I kissed them both

goodbye.

Q, You're coming to a campus that

has been grappUng with the problem

of sexism recently. How do you feel

about that?

W. The only problem I have with

sexism is that it's three letters too

long. As Dean of this College I can

state that my door will always be open

to any woman who wants to come ia

Of course, 1 can't promise that getting

out will be that easy.

Q. How about gay rights?

W. I know young people. They want

gaiety, laughter, they want to ha-

cha-cha, and that suits me fine. The

Letters: freshman life, South Korea
Freshman days

To the Editor of the Record:

The Freshman Days Forum (22

January), developed an exciting idea,

which went unreported in the Record.

Sue Galli suggested asking up-

perclassmen if they would like to

serve as discussion leaders, either

during Freshman Days or thereafter.

Freshmen would sign up for the topics

that interested them. I think the idea

is excellent and others at the meeting
were equally enthusiastic.

Incidentally, a positive value of the

freshman song contest, as I men-
tioned at the meeting, is that

preparing for it gives people in an
Entry a chance to get to know one
another. In addition, unlike the ac-

tivities' presentation. Purple Key can
control the song contest through the

auditions. On the other hand, it may
be necessary to drop the song contest

so that Purple Key can demonstrate
its seriousness about changing the

tone of Purple Key Night.

Finally, involving the WOOLF
proposals: it seems to have slipped

from people's attention, but WOOLF
was endorsed by the CUL and will be

an official part of Freshman Days
next fall. (Last fall it had a temporary
status as an extracurricular activity.)

The WOOLF proposers are disap-

pointed that the CUL stipulated that

the outdoor orientation not take place

before Freshman Days, but this

feeling should not obscure the fact-

that WOOLF proved itself to be an
exciting and successful venture.

Lauren R. Stevens

Dean of Freshmen

Why rejection?

To the editor:

We have read Dr. Wilkihs' fetter

notifying the student body that the

Trustees have rejected the College

Council proposal to include "sexual

orientation" in the college's non-

discrimination statement We are

disappointed that Dr. Wilkins did not

choose to inform us of the reasons for

that rejection.

The only rationale that we have
heard from the President's office for

the Trustee action is that the term
"sexual orientation" caused con-

fusion. If this was indeed your
reasoning, we find it difficult to

believe that those of you who attended

the Gargoyle meeting were listening.

You may recall that we suggested two
simple, clear solutions to the problem.

The first suggestion was to include a

"Whereas" clause elsewhere in the

ThE

r.
i

r

fcoji am I ever pJucKid

for tW5 courjeilcofiM^ic

De»elofim«r\t U E,i«*w* _
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college's general body of laws. This
statement would make the intent of

the language clear and thus preclude

possible judicial misinterpretation.

Such a statement would be a short,

straightforward phrase to the effect of

"Whereas Williams College does not

discriminate against heterosexual,

homosexual, or bisexual employees,

faculty, or students, it has included a

'sexual orientation' clause in its of-

ficial nondiscrimination statement."

This option was suggested by a

prominent attorney.

An even simpler solution would be

to define sexual orientation right in

the nondiscrimination statement as

"choice of sexual partner according to

gender."

We had assumed that the

definitional objection had been
dispensed with. If there are other, as

yet unstated reasons why you chose to

reject the student proposal, it is only

common courtesy that we be allowed

to hear them.
- J(enBertsch<for)

The Thursday Night Coalition

Whose festival ?
To the editor:

Why did this weekend's events at

Griffin Hall and elsewhere on campus
have to be called a Women's Arts

Festival?

Jonathon Scott '81

Taking action

To the editor:

Many students and members of the

Williamstown community were
disappointed with Dr. George Wald's

lecture of January 24 because,

although he encouraged many to

begin to take their lives and their fates

into their own hands, Dr. Wald did not

offer any specifics as to how to

overcome the pervasive feeling of

helplessness which many of us feel.

Well, now there is something that we
can do. I quote in part from a letter

that I recently received from Dr.

Wald:

I have just received and am
sending to you a list of political

prisoners in South Korea that is

thoroughly up to date . . . The
request— it comes from
Hiroshima— is to write a letter to all

of these people. Why write those

letters? Because they could save

those people's lives. The contents of

the letter hardly matters.The point is

that the government knows that it is

being watched, and that people are

concerned. It is most important that

such mail come from Americans.

I have made copies of the South

Korean prisoner list Anyone in^

terested in obtainifig a copy of the list,

or more information, should contact

me at either S.U. Box 2404 or at 597-

6548.

Dr. Wald also enclosed the names of

several organizations and agencies

concerned with disarmament and
nuclear power. Again, for more in-

formation, contact me.
Make yourself heard—do

something!
- RoMnPineo'7g

Richard Archer:

In Memorium
To the editor:

The wonderful pleasure of my
sabbatical stop in the Middle East was
severely jolted by the tragic news of

the death of my old friend and
colleague of long years, Richard

Archer, recently retired Librarian of

the Chapin Liln-ary of Rare Books.

Archer was one of those quiet people

who may not have been known by a

large' number of undergraduates, but

I can assure you that in many foreign

countries if the name of Williams

College is known at all it is often

through the reputation of that library,

which he did much to enhance.

Archer was a man of impeccable

taste who knew printing as a historian

and able practitioner. He raised the

typographical quality of the College's

catalogues, programs and brochures

and fought a long, and alas, losing,

battle to make campus posters at-

tractive and readable.

Sure, he was an expert on food,

wine, travel, jazz, old cars and how to

select the perfect wife, but most
important of all he was an excellent

teacher and a fine gentleman. He was
a loyal friend who loved the College

andworked tirelessly for it-He will be

greatly missed.

Irwin Shainman
Professor of Music

Jerusalem

Frosh housing
To the editor:

As a current junior advisor who has
become increasingly reflective in

regard to the College's policy con-

cerning the freshman year, I would
like to respond to the proposal by Ms.

Brown and Mr. Scheye, the "Morgan
Experiment."
Ms. Brown and Mr. Scheye are, I

believe, fundamentally correct in

assigning at least part of the blame
for "traditional sexual stereotypes"

which exist at Williams to the present

^ X mttn tKlt ii the
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freshman housing system. Freshmen

of both sexes have remaHced to me
that the single-sex entries (and en-

tries are especially singled out, as

opposed to the floor arrangement in

Fayerweather and East) encourage

more distance between the sexes than

might be beneficial. As one freshman

woman put it, "you can't just 'drop in'

on a guy on the third floor of

Williams." This same freshman noted

that in her opinion, living situations

such as those enjoyed by Mission Park

r^idents would prove to be far more
valuable experiences for freshmen.

However, the "Morgan Ex-
periment," although in the spirit of

coping with these problems, misses a

very significant point: any such

"sexual stereotypes" exist as a

campus-wide phenomenon. In-

stituting a reform such as this on the

level of a few entries, or even all of

Morgan, could not prove successful.

Ms. Brown claims that "the

progress of the experimental entries"

could be charted throughout the year.

"Progress" is itself here a

questionable word, especially if it

refers to these students' not falling

prey to'sexual stereotyping while does

the rest of the class of '82. The
measurement of such an intangible

atmosphere would prove difficult

It would also seem that the "fish-

bowl" effect would be very strong in

such a situation. The freshmen in

those few entries would not be

unaware that their experience was
indeed an experiment, and might tend

to see the more traditional living

arrangement for freshmen as the

norm, and would feel compelled to

adopt the same stereotypes held by
the rest of their class.

Ms. Brown and Mr. Scheye's hope
that "some of the traditional sexual

stereotypes might disappear" with

the proposal seems to me somewhat
unrealisjtic. The problem allegedly

affects everyone in all four classes,

and cannot be solved even in part by a
token reshuffling effort in Morgan
HaU.

Chrte DiAngelo '79

flrat thing I'd do to insure that is to

ban all Beiyiion films from being
shown within twenty miles of thia

place. V,-

Q. What kind of courses are you going
to teach?

W. I'll be doing a course on the role of

the circus geek in ancient history, just

up to the time of Socrates. I'll only be
dealing with the pre-socratic geeks.

Now as for how difficult, it will

probably be a gut. But not an ordinary^-

gut a superior gut. It'll be a gut above
the rest I may get into philosophy and
prove the unknowability of

knowledge. Then all the students can
go home and I'll take the tuition and
flee to Canada where I'll wear a
disguise and take on a new identity!

I'll use a pseudonym and buy new
pseudo-clothes to go with it

Q. Can you tell us something about

your educational background?

W. I lived a depraved childhood. I

went to the school of hard knocks..

Then my father joined the army and -

we moved to Kentucky, where I went
to the school ofFort Knox. From there

it was like a dream come true and I

went to college. I was on the footbaU

team and wanted to play quarterbadc,

but I spent most of my time playing

flat on my back. I was an eager

student and started off doing well, but

then my grades began going down hill.

For the last two years I was on a
twenty per cent downhill grade.

Q. What did you do after that?

W. I went out west and decided to

stake my fortune on ranching. Soon I

was up to my ears in debt from
stockingmy ranch with buffalo. Yes, I

ran up quite a buffalo bill. But that

didn't work out so I switched to sugar

farming and began raising cane. That

didn't work out either, so I decided to

stock the ranch with yaks, because

you know what yaks reproduce like^

Q. What?

W. Yaks, and don't you forget it Soon-
there were yaks all over. It reminds of

this place. Yak, yak, yak where ever

you go.

Q. What prompted you to give all that

up?

W. I've always had a place in my
heart for learning. Out west, I would
spend quiet evenings reading Homer
on the range. Then one day academia
called and wouldn't you know it? It

called collect. But I couldn't say na At
heart I'm just an academia nut ..^Z-

Q. What do you expect to do when your

tenure here as dean is over?

W. I suppose I'll just go back to my
Yaks and sodomy.

Q. Sodomy?

W. Yes,\ I'll have one yak on the right

sodomy, and another yak on the left.

Together we'll watch ttie son rise, the

sun set and the television set Or
better yet I'll read some books.

Professor Wagstaff will beTaSSg
over the Deanship at the beginning of

next year.

A. C. Akmed
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'Reel film portrays social rigidity

Effi Britst [1974], dirtcted by Raintr

Wemtr Fa$»bindtr, wiU 6« fAown by

Be*l Vintagt in Bronfman auditorium

tomorrow night at 7:30 and 9:30.

"Many who have an idea of their

piissibilities and needs neverthelegs

accept the prevailing order in the way
they act, and thereby confirm and

strengthen it absolutely." Beginning

here, R. W. Fassbinder's Elti Briest

portrays the destructlvenew -of a
society which consigns to its members
a role that allows no one individual

choice.

The title character, Effi Briest, is

the vibrant and somewhat wild

daughter of a turn of the century

bourgeois German couple. At
seventeen, she is promised in

marriage to a social-climbing con-

cillor, Instetter, who is twenty years

her senior and who was once her

mother's suitor. Following their

OWio State philosophy

professor joins department

marriage, Innatetter Ukes Effi to his

rustic Baltic bam»-the locale of a
fated love affair for Effi. Six years
after they leave the Baltic, Instetter

discovers this past fiasco; when be
does, Effi is forced to leave her home
and child and is rejected by her

parents. Her expulsion lasts until she

becomes seriously ill and is allowed to

return home.
The plot shows Fassbinder's con-

cern with the rights of air people, in

particular, women's rights. Effi

Briest is trapped by an identity which
has been enforced upon her and
subsequently condemns her. She feels

no guilt about her actions, only fear

and finally resignation at the reaction

of others.

Effi Briest is based on a fontane
novel. The actors are seen through
mirrors as though they are engaged in

self-introspection. This world of

mirrors is shaded, distorted by

screens and veils, and the action,

viewed through doors and tight

frames, materializes the restrictions

placed on identity by society. The
static camera takes are emphasized;

as in the scene of Effi moving in and

out on a swing while the camera
remains still. When the camera does

move— it seems to depart from the

direction of the characters—as if it

knew they would rather fo^aoother^
"way.

-'"""" ''-'"'" ""
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Effi is afraid "that one's life can

become so formal that one becomes
formless," like the ghosts Instetter

often talks about to intimidate her. In

Effi Briest. the true ghosts consist of

the iniquitous socialization of the

community which denies one his

autonomy from society.

The 1-74 daiK* tvtirt h«M In a squash room provod to b« tho most Mghly at-

tMidad ovant in last wetkond's arts lastlval. (photo by Doughty)

Festival receives mixed response

Jonathan Schonsheck will be a

Visiting Lecturer in Philosophy this

semester. He teaches a course en-

titled the Philosophy of Law as well as

a section of Philosophy lOlS.

Schonsheck's courses were
originally designated to be taught by
Professor Nathaniel Lawrence, ac-

cording to Daniel O'Connor, chairman
if the Philosophy Department.
Lawrence had to reduce his course

load in order to prepare material for

the Senior course in Environmental

Studies which he will teach next year,

O'Connor added. Lawrence is working

under the auspices of the Mellon

Foundation. The foundation provides

funds for faculty members who do

research in preparation to offer new
xourses.

Schonsheck comes to Williams

from Ohio State University where he

recently completed work on his

second Master's Degree. ^ iSe

graduated from Valpariso University

CLASSIFIEDS
Personal

Jobs on Ships 1 American.
Foreign. No Experience Required.

Worldwide Travel. Excellent Pay.

Sunrimer Job or Career. Send $3.00

for information. SEAFAX, Dept.

F-1, Box 2049, Port Angeles,

Washington, 98362.

Dr. Dan: Congrats! Only the

good die young. What's the answer
to the question, BP?

To CAA—perhaps this Is not the

right forum for yoor adulterous

message.

WANT EDI Drivers for cross-

country YAK races. Experienced

bhfyneeS apply. YAKRAK, Box

333, Tibet.

For Rent

2Vj Rm apt partially furnished,

all utilities, A.C., pool, parking. 2

miles from campus. $225 per mo.
4SB-3864.

Valentine's Day
Cards

McCleliond's

Spring Str*«t

in 1971, and from there went to the

University of Dayton. He received his

first Master's degree from Dayton in

1973.

Schonsheck's specialty is the

philosophy of law. He took courses at

the Ohio State Law School while also

studying philosophy. Schonsheck said

that he was particularly interested in

the areas of criminal law and
jurisprudence.

Schonsheck taught at the University

of Dayton and at Ohio State while a
graduate student He observed that

one difference between Ohio State and
Williams was that at Williams "the'

students are uniformly quite good".

Such consistent quality could serve to

make teaching both easier and
potentially more difficult, he added.

TOKiGHT

WSP in China
Impressions and discussion

«: 30 pm -3 Griffin

sponsored by Chapel Board

by Ann Morris

The Women's Arts Festival,

designed as an opportunity for

Williams and community women to

present their work without com-
petition with established male artists,

met with mixed response last

weekend.

Student turnout was disappointing,

according to festival mastermind
Lauren lossa, but community feed-

back and participation was "ex-

citing."

Sponsored by the Williams Feminist

Alliance, the festival featured craft

and art exhibits, various demon-
strations and workshops, and both

music and dance performances. More
than twenty students showed their

work, joined by several artists from
Williamstown, North Adams, and
other nearby communities. The
classrooms of Griffin Hall were used

for the exhibitions; its halls for in-

formal guitar playing and singing;

Thompson Chapel for a piano recital;

and the squash courts for a dance

presentation.

This is the first year of such an
event.-Organizer. lossa explains, thitt,

originally, the festival was intended

for Williams students only, but an

announcement in the Register drew

response from community women.
The arts are "thriving" in the

Berkshires, lossa points out, but few

Williams students realize it. Students

from Coreer Counseling
COMPANIES COMING WEEK OF
Feb. 20

Mon. 20 - Chubb & Procter &
Gamble

Tue. 21 - Arther Anderson, Coopers

& Lybrand, Procter& Gamble, and

UARCO.

Wed. 22 - Citibank, Irving Trust,

and Price Waterhouse.

Thu. 23 - Abraham & Straus, Aetna,

and Connecticut- GeneraHfl-
surance.

Fri. 24 - Chemical Bank & U.S.

Trust.

Sign-ups by eligible Seniors for

these companies start on Mon.,

Feb. 13 at 12:15 PM. Waitlisters

may start to sign-up on Wed., Feb.

15 at 12:15 PM if there are

available timeslots on a first come-

first served basis.

RECBUI'nNG NOTE( Pay careful

attention to dates that "snowed

out" companies are rescheduled.

If you aren't sure, come to OCC.

CHEMICAL BANK will hold an
informational meeting for

Minority students on Monday, Feb.

13 in Bascom House Living Room
at 7 PM.
CAREER EXPO '78 FOR
MINORITIES will be held in

Boston Feb. 15-17. Freshmen -

Senior minority students are

\yelcome to explore job op-

portunities^ More inforrrialfoh at

OCC or OCC-Baxter Bulletin

^°"'** SUMMER JOB
The National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration of U.S.

DepL of Transportation has just

sent us a summer job notification.

Application Deadline: Feb. IS.

TAPES AVAILABLE
All sessions of the highly suc-

cessful Washington Weekend
panels are available for listening

at OCC.

^ SFEOAL a4m '""' k
Williams College Day

of

Jimlny Peak

Wednesday. February 15, 1978

Day. Twilight or Night

Lift tickets — only $2 each

Current iD required

think the area is dull and dry, she

says, but only because there is so little

Interaction between the college and
the community. The festival was
successful in it showed students this

large amount of local talent, while

providing an enthusiastic community
women with a rare chance to show off

their art.

Not only are students unaware of

artistic talent in the Williamstown
community, lossa argues, but they do
not see the amount of female artistic

ability on campus. This may be
because of the lack of a strong interest

in the arts at Williams, she suggests,

or maybe it is a further manifestation

of sexism present on campus. lossa

says she had hoped the festival would
demonstrate to the whole student

body that art is still alive at Williams,

and that many talented female
students are involved in it. She regrets

that "most of the students who came
did _sg because they had friends

participating."

Although the exhibits were not as

well attended as had been hoped, the

Sunday night dance performances in

the squash courts drew crowds. Three
separate dances were performed, the

longest and most complex being "1-74,

A Simple Process," a dance
choreographed by° Joy Dewey,
director of the Dance Department.

Modem improvisational dance, "1-74,

A Simple Process" emphasized the

dimensions of space and time,

through the use of different shaped

boxes, the walls of the squash court,

recited numbers, and a film. The
dance, open to various in-

terpretations, seemed to center
around themes of communication,
human interaction, and frustration

when these are impossible.

Coppella Antique to sing Senfl
"The Williams Cappella Antiqua will present a selection of music by the

Renaissance composer Ludwig'^nfl on Tuesday, February 14, at 4:^ p.m. in

the Tefft Rotunda of Lawrence Hall.

The group, consisting of six singers and a small ensemble of Renaissance

instruments, will be directed by Stephen Keyl '78.

Ludwig Senfl (1490-1543) wrote much church music but is most famous for

his secular songs in the German language. He is regarded as one of the first

great composers to write music in a vernacular language.

Refreshments will be served following the concert.

° Coffeehouse opens with Jazz
The Williams Coffeehouse opens its second semester season of live

entertainment tonight from 9-12 in the Rathskellar of Baxter. Featured will be

"Asylum"—a four man jazz quartet. Gus Nuzzolese '80 on the piano will

precede the quartet. Admission is free.

TONIGHT!
CONCERT PARTY

EpfiTats

and

The Mt. Holyolce V-8's

Driscoll Lounge

8 p.m. $1.25 ot the door

Traditional

Refreshment!

im COP SHOP
precision hairstyting for all of you

allptoses ofcoloring [//•«««]
and

permamtnt waving

$2 discount for students witti ID

NUU

call for appointment Spring Street 458-9167
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In Stowe carnival

X'Country leads team
The men's ski team, after a rocky

start in the jumping and Giant Slalom
pulled into a strong fifth place finish

at the University of Vermont winter
carnival this weekend The Ephs were
beaten by host Vermont, Dartmouth,
Middlebury, and UNH.
In the leadoff event at Middlebury,

the Ephs jumping squad of Jeff

:iiastiDgs. TomDadds, andAndy Kelly
was only able to find one good jump
each in three attempts. This led to a
sixth place finish in the event and put
the Ephs 14 points behind UNH whom
they had hoped to battle for fourth

place.

The events of Friday moved to

Stowe where the cross country and
Giant Slalom were held. Under ideal

conditions and very close times the

Alpine squad of Andy Mikell, Don
Tarinelli, Jan Dembinski, Chris
Welsh, and Roger Prevot did not seem
tohave th6 edge they had liopeffforTs

Mikell was 12th, with TarineUi 23rd

and Dembinski 24th. These placings

gave the Ephs sixth {dace in this event
as well.

The afternoon following the G.S.,

the cross country ski group of Jeff

Magoon, Peter Wells, Rob Craig and
Dennis Desroaches took to the tracks

in hopes of changing the sixth place
trend. The afternoon saw what was to

be the best Williams individual

jiacing of the weekend as co-captain

Magoon skied the strongest race of his

career placing fifth. The fifth place
long with a 19th by Desroaches and a

^rd by Wells was enough to place
Williams fifth in the event and fifth for

the three events.

With the Ephs now 30 points behind
UNH but stronger in fifth, the slalom
skiers took over with the hope of

narrowing the gap if not overtaking
the New Hampshirites.

The slalom skis did well, finishing in

their best team placing of the

weekend—third—due to the .strength

of a lOth by Mikell, a 14th by Dem-
binski and a 19th by Tarinelli. This
finish narrowed the gap on UNH but

did not close it as the Ephs wound up
fifth.

Williams, which placed fourth in

last year's UVM carnival, hopes to

improve on this finish tomorrow as
th^ Irav«l^ to Dartmouth. —

—

In Either weekend competition, the

jum()ers skied in the Eastern jumping
Championships in Salisbury, Conn.
The meet was won by UVM's Roger
Holden but second place, the longest

jump of the day belonged to freshman
jumper Jeff Hastings. Hastings
jumped 62 and 64.5 meters on his way
to second place. He became the first

Williams skier to hold or equal a hill

record.

Jlout©-twa ic©^ k Ings

SophomorM Jim OaulMrt (4) and Oavld nwUn 02), display thair finassa on

tha Ic*. Varsity dafMlMl North Adams Stat* In a crucial Division II game
Tutsday night.

Pucksters take crucial game
by Mark Pogue

The scene Tuesday was Viet Nam
Veterans' Memorial Skating Rink and
the event was the first hockey game
ever played between the Williams

Ephmen and the North Adams State

Mohawks. The result was a 7-5 win for

Williams and the coveted "Route "Two

Ice King" trophy that goes with it.

It was not just another hockey

game. Local brag^ng rights were at

stake, of course—pride which for

years had remained untested as a

result of the two schools' traditional

policy of mutual disregard. Both
teams needed another notch in the win

column. With the regular season

drawing to a close soon and only eight

playoff spots available in each of

Division II's two conferences, tenth-

place North Adams (4-6 in Division II

before the game) and eighth-place

riie Record will run classifieds at 20c per line for the first 3 lines and ISc for

each additional line. Deadlines are 4:00 p.m. Wednesdays and Sundays.
Total amount due must accompany this form. Mall or bring In person to

Classifieds, The Williams Record, Baxter Hall, Wllllamstown, A/\ass. 01267.
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Pomphrey and Ndlovu
talk about South Africa
^aul Pomphrey, an American

political organizer, and Dr. Callistus

Ndlovu, chief UN representative of

the Zimbabwe African People's Union
(ZAPU), began the Black Student

Union's "Focus on South Africa"

month Friday night. Both speakers

emphasized the continuing reality of

racist oppression and the need to

combat it both in the United States

and in South Africa.

Pomphrey the opening speaker, was
a former member of, several activist

groups, including the United Farm
Workers and the Black panthers. He
expressed disillusionment with
American domestic and foreign

policy, commenting that, "the history

of this country is not like I learned at

school."

The American past and present is

full of examples ol immoral policies,

he charged, primarily conceived and
implemented by powerful multi-

national corporations. "Due to hlige

profit, being made by these cor-

porations, the United States is the

largest supplier of arms to fascist

states of any country in the world

today," Pomphrey said. Pomphrey
charged that the U.S. is currently

"exporting the technology of

plutoniun, repression, and torture,"

while the American people are kept

unaware.

"There is a long struggle ahead of

us," Pomphrey emphasized. Unified

effort, which succeeded in ending the

Vietnam War, is again necessary to

end racist oppresEtion, he said. It must
be made less profitable for huge
corporations to "maim and kill people

around the world." He charged the

American people to "put an end to

their ignorance" and not allow the

government to continue to support

racist regimes such as South Africa.

The U.S. helps to support fascist,

racist regimes too consistently for it

to be accidental, Pomphrey con-

cludecH and interest groups are the

only ones profiting from the ex-

'ploitation.

Ndlovu, who arrived late due to poor

driving conditions, offered an in-

sider's view of the revolutionary

movement now active in Rhodesia

.(Zimbabwe). He described the

I
present isituation as one of civil war.

Ndlovu emphasized that the war was
a "last resort," noting the un-

successful 1975 talks at Victoria Falls

between Rhodesian Prime Minister

,Ian Smith and members, including

-himself, of ZAPU. He emphatically

stressed that this was a war not

against white peo|de but against the

existing system of racist oppression.

Ndlovu maintained the need for a
pragmatic approach to the anti-

racism struggle. In response to one
question, he explained the acceptance

of Soviet aid in light of the fact that no
African liberation movement has
succeeded without such help. Victory

is ZAPU's "supreme objective," he

claimed, one to which "all other

considerations are sulx>rdinate." If

ZAPU attains power, he added,

Zimbabwe would notbecome a puppet
of any superpower and it would,

"prefer mismanagement of affairs to

being managed by anybody." Citing

the futility of purely symbolic actions

and support, Ndlovu, concluded his

speech with a plea for material relief

for Rhodesian refugees.

During a question and answer
period, the two speakers enumerated
four steps Williams students could

take to help end racist nile In southern

Africa. They stressed strongly the

need for a campaign of material

support to benefit persons displaced

during the fighting. Both also urged

students to keep abceast of current

developments, and to organize
discussions of the issue on campus.
The petition " and investment
divestiture drive which the BSU is

currently conductingwas encouraged,

but the speakers called it less pei^

tinent to the immediate demands of

the situation.

A spokesman for the B.S.U. said

that the organization was pleased by

the number of people who attended,

although it had anticipated a larger

turnout. The B.S.U. plans more events

for next month with the goal of

"educating the Williamstown com-
munity" to the specifics of the South

African situation.

Fund drive tops record

Paul Pomphrey, formtr mamlMr «i

th« Black Panthtrt, accused tht

UnIM Statts ol supporting racist

rtgimas In touthorn Alrica and
swggastad ways Williams studants

couM htip promota diangt In tha

region.

(photo by Gledhlll)

The S7th Alumni Fund Drivie has
become the most successful in the

history of the College, according to

Jim Briggs, Director of Annual
Giving. Contributions totaled

$1,168,038.24, more than (56.000 above
the previous record. And for the first

time, contributions came from more
than 60 per cent of all living alumni.

Briggs said the high percentage of

alunmi participation in the four
month campaign will keep the school

among the national leaders in alumni

giving. Sixty per cent participation

was a major goal of this year's drive.

Just four years^ ago participation _

stood at jiist over S3 per cent Each
year since then the percentage has

increased, steadily upward, reaching

a total of 58.5 per cent last year. This

year's 60.69 per cent participation

may be enough to make the Williams

drive the most successful in the nation

in terms of alumni participation.

Dartmouth, the perennial leader in

the category, last June reported

alumni participation of 60.3 per cent.

The Class of 1929 had the highest

percentage of alumni contributions

with 88.14 per cent. Following closely

was the Class of 1932 with 85.71 per

cent. Briggs commented that he was
"especially pleased" with the en-

thusiasm shown by members of the

last ten graduating classes, whose

combined patrtlcipiltlbrilo^jjtoff ovW""
57 per cent.

Along with new records for the

amount raised and the percentage of

alumni participation, the fund drive

hit a new peak in the amount of cor-

porate matching gifts with $104,433,

the first time the Alumni Fund
matching grants went over $100,000.

In addition, 657 non-alumni parents of

Williams students gave $94,398.

The chairman of the Alumni Fund
campaign was Andrew D. Heineman,

a 1950 Williams graduateand a lawyer

in New York City. He was supported
by four vice-chairmen wJbo woriced-

with 66 class agents, a host of

associate agents and a parent com-
mittee.

The contributions to Williams in the

Alunuii Fund Drive represent alwut

ten per cent of the school's

educational budget

In other financial developments.

Director of Development Willard

Dickerson reports that the college

Capital Fund for the seventies has

reached the $32 million mark as of

January; 1977. In contrast with a

report he gave earlier in the school -

year, Dickerson was optimistic

concerning the drive's progrera. "The
faucets just opened up in December,"
he commented. The goal of the Capital

Fund is $50 million by 1980.

Staff proposes woodworking shop
How many students would use a

woodworking shop if it were set up in

the basement of Greylock Dining Hall,

and how much are students willing to

pay for the convenience of such a

facQity? These two questions will be

the focus of discussion Wednesday
night as the Finance Committee
presents the College Council with a

detailed proposal for a woodworking

shop that would be open to students

and faculty.

The proposal for the shop originated

with a number of college officials who
felt that there Was a demand for a

woodworking facijity based on the

number of students who are currently

using the carpentry shop in Buildings

and Grounds. The Buildings and
Grounds Department has raised

concern over this issue because the

college carpentry shop is not designed

Jacobsohn relates science and law
Professor of Political Science, Gary

L. Jacobsohn, explored the

relationship between scientific ad-

vance and the judicial system in a

lecture entitled "Science and the

Constitution, the Fallibility of

Progress," the second in a series of

seven Faculty Lectures.

Jacobsohn discussed the uses and
inherent problems with respect to

scientific information as an aid to

court decisions. Several controversial

cases were cited where a scientific

basis was used in place of legal

standards. As Jacobsohn said, "The
Underlying principles of science and
Constitutionalism are different." The

case of Buck vs. Bell demonstrated

this situation. In this case, a girl was
sterilized without her consent in the

effort to end a genetic line where
inbecUity was present Jacobsohn
enlightened his audience by revealing

that such recognized members of the

judiciary as Holmes and Brandeis

decided in favor of the scientific

viewpoint in this case. Jacobsohn

noted that the scientific information

used in formulating this decision was
"questionable," and he said a

problem exists in the "faith of judges

in the reliability of scientific

evidence."

The Brown vs. Board of Education

case was referred to as another

example of the misconceptions of

scientific principles. Jacobsohn noted

that the judges in this case did make
the acceptable decision that separate

but equal facilities were con-

stitutionally unfair. However, he
emphasized that the basis upon which

this judgement was made was clearly

not the best method. Psychological

studies were used by the judges.

Jacobsohn concluded that the use of

science has its merits in the judicial

system, but added that it should only

be used "secondary" to such
democratic princii^es as dUe process

of law.

to handle private student projects.

Dean Eileen Julien presented the

proposal for the construction of the

shop to the Finance Committee of the

College Council in October, of 1977.

The facility's projected costs are

estimated at close to $20,000 for initial

construction and equipment, and an
additional $10,000 per year to cover

regular maintenance and pay the

salaries of qualified personnel to be oo

hand to assist students. The costs ar«

not rigid, and could be lowered by

cutting the hours that the proposed

shop would be open.

According to Finance Committee
Chairman Harry Kelly '78, there is

"no effective way to judge student

interest" in the proposed wood shop.

He claims that a referendum on the

proposal would not be a valid gauge of

interest, since students mi^t be

inclined to favor the project without

considering its costs and their long-

range implications. Personally, Kelly

opposes the measure, which he claims

would require an initial outlay of

anywhere from $2000 to $2500, which is

currenUy some WVi per cent of the

Finance Committee's total SAT
allocations budget

i/ons, figers and bears • Oh, my I

Wizard of Oz to bewitch Winter Carnival days

Last ytar's «vlniiln« WInttr Carnival mow Kwlptura was tiM Laliman

mastvrplacc, "Horton Copa a Braw." TN 1*71 Carnival tiMma I* "Tha Wlurd
of Ot". (photo by GItdhlll)

by Don Perry
"We would like to accomplish the

complete transformation of Williams

College from current reality to that

larger and more intriguing realm of

Fantasy, said Don Perry '79, chair-

man of Williams Health, Education,

and Welfare Committee in describing

the schedule of events planned for

Winter Carnival 1978.

The carnival officially begins on

Thursday, Feb. 16 at 4:15 p.m. when
the first ski will be thrown from the

balcony of Baxter Hall. A Carnival

flag will be raised and a brief message

from the President of the United

States, Franklin Delano Roosevelt,

will provide inspiration for the gala

weekend. Afterwards, dozens of

helium-filled balloons will be released

in a rainbow of color to usher in the

1978 Winter Carnival.

The real action begins on Friday,

when WHEW sponsors traditional

events at Poker Flats, beginning at 1

p.ra. In keeping with the Wizard of Oz

theme, some of the events will have

unusualtwists; includingtheGet-Toto-

to-the-Sheriff Race, in which teams

must negotiate a number of obstacles

while tricycling on ice; the Kansas

Traying Meet which includes, the

Dust Bowl Relay, which calls on

teams to not only imy downhill, but

uphill as well; the Twister, more
commonly known as the funnelating

event; Munchkin Building, in which

teams must build a four-foot high

munchkin with a discernible face and

body (short people covered with snow

do not count) ; and the Wizard-of-Oz, a

massive free-for-all up Cardiac Hill,

not unlike the ever popular King-Of-

the-Hill.

Following these events, the action

will move to (iie hockey rink at 4 pm,

where the freshman class will take on

all upperclassmen in the first annual

Homer T. Philobert Cup Tug-0-War

Championships. The Faculty wil] then

take on the House AU-Stars in the

Golden Broomball Tourney. Each
house and freshman entry is urged to

send their best broomball player to

challenge these tired old men of tlie

ice, in this exacting and exciting

sport

WHEW's "Welcome to Hard Times,

Warm Beer, . . . AND OZ" party-

extraordinaire closes out the day with

rock and roll provided by "Manakin."

The affair is set to begin at 9:30 p.m.

in Oreylock Dining Hall (mixers and
traditional refreshments will be
provided). Perry says "dress will

hopefully reflect the style of the

period."

On Saturday, WHEW will provide

bus service to the WOC Ski Events at

Berlin Mountain. Buses will leave

from Chapin at 12, 12:30, and 1 p.nL,

and return from Berlin at 3, 3:30, and
4 p.m.
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Winter Study —
— Worth Saving

Williams' Winter Study Period (WSP) is a valuable ad-

dition to the College curriculum. The strength of Williams'

January term rests on its support by the students and the

faculty. Nonetheless, the faculty Steering Committee and the

-HSommittee on - Educational Policy are investigating the
possibility of weakening the valuable January term.

"The attack on winter study is threefold. 1) Williams has a
longer academic year than comparable colleges, although the

annual pay is the same or lower than at these other institutions,

"liiough few faculty members complain for themselves, they
claim that this tends to discourage other people for applying to

the faculty. 2) Students look at WSP as a recess, instead of as

regular school. Why, some faculty ask, should we spend long

hours preparing a course that no one will take seriously? 3) The
faculty commitment to WSP cuts into valuable research time.

If the faculty spent more hours in research and less in winter
study courses, then they would be better educators during the

--jsemester;
Proponents of change concede that a reduction in faculty

commitment, holding student time constant, will necessarily

result in larger classes. This, they argue is the unavoidable cost

of their improved system.
The first objection has some merit. If our faculty is indeed

underpaid we should look for some method of compensation.
The claim that this may drive away top notch faculty is not

necessarily valid. Our faculty underrates itself if it believes this

Js the case, for certainly ours is among the finest in the nation,.

ieven if Williams does not pay top dollar. There must be
something more here. Perhaps the intimate sense of com-
munity between students and faculty draws people to

Williamstown. If this is the case, it is fortunate that Williams

does not have the highest salaries, for this encourages the

sociable scholar at the expense of the mercenary, whose

Presence would quickly undermine the special relationship we
ave here.

To th6 second objection there is no simple answer. Building

snowmen, skiing andf partying are more fun than studying. The
more relaxed atmosphere of the WSP is conducive to play. On
the other hand, the release from pressure also enables a student

to take a course in a field in which he knows very little, without

the fear of a low grade. It allows him to concentrate on rounding

out his education rather than his GPA. Students probably
should study harder, but making classes larger surely is not the

way to accomplish this.

(Granted, tne proposals have two methods of reducing
student involvement as well. Both are totally unacceptable.

Option No. 1 calls for a forced WSP off campus. The problem at

other colleges is that with such a large segment of the campus
gone, WSP becomes a dreary month. Option No.2 calls for

voluntary participation with "financial incentives." In other

words the WSP educational experience becomes a rich man's
option. Neither of these alternatives have worked successfully

elsewhere.)
On the third point, obviously the additional time-off could

contribute to scholarly research. This might in fact make a
professor a better educator. But how much? The proposals as

they now stand would add an extra month or two of time every
six years. When taken in conjunction with the fact that the

faculty periodically take a semester or year of sabbatical leave

^&r this same reason, the marginal benefit of a month seems
mighty insignificant.

The faculty conceived WSP ten years ago to enable students

to concentrate on a specific problern with a professor for a
month. It quickly developed into a system wherein a student

could learn about areas outside his area of expertise. These
were and are valuable educational goals. Fortunately the

matter is now in the hands of the Committee on Educational
Policy. If they resolve the matter on those grounds, Williams
will maintain the strong program of education during the month
of January. - -^ ,.. .-

Treadway Williams Inn
On the VUlagt Orttn, WaUam$town Phon* [413] 468-9371

BIRDCAGE DISCO

Thursday, February J6

9 P.M. -1A.M.

Sour Pickles
Thorn Gass, '78, (which may seem

kind of old for a college student) is

quite correct in saying that Williams
is a school founded on myths. Many
people don't know, for example, that

the existence of President Chandler is

a inyth, dreamed up many years ago
when the trustees couldn't agree on a

candidate the last time the

Presidency was up for grabs. What
actually happens is that senior faculty

members pass around a John
Chandler suit and take turns playing

him at faculty meetings, panel
discussions and so forth to create the

familiar persona. In fact one of the

unpublished tenure criteria these

days is whether or npt the suit fits.

But dissatisfied with the static

nature of this traditional stock of

Williams myth (none of which has

South African connections—

I

checked), Mr. Gass has decided to

add one of his own: Ladorvadora.

I'm not sure Gass or anyone else

realizes what kind of monster he has

let loose on this campus. What we
have here is a real crisis and no doubt

it won't be long before,

American IJntemational Pictures

presents

THE MYTH THAT ATE NEW YORK
Scene: Midafternooa A grey haired

reference librarian is flUing a routine

request for materials from the

Williamsiana collectioa A peculiar

sound can be heard from behind the

locked door leading to the materials,

but the librarian ignores it and tries

his keys on the lock. It turns freely;

the door, however, remains jammed
shut. Finally he forces it open and is

immediately engulfed by an immense
mi)lecule which seizes him like a huge

digestive enzyme. He is gone before

he can produce a sound. Moments
later, we hear a gentle burp

CUT TO: The display case for

Ladorvadora in the library. The
camera pans across lines from the

latest installment, including a

description of a grey-haired men-

dicant appearing as a background

figure.

CUT TO: Late evening. Professor

Linda Sanders, sandy haired and

thirtyish, is in her Stetson office

working over a stack of Homer papers

from her classics class. The only light

source is her desk lamp, which gives

the office an eerie, half-illuminated

tetters : life; I ungs

Ivory Crypt
To the editor:

The degree to which the student

body functions in a vacuum in

Williamstown has never before been

driven home to me quite so succinctly.

Having kept up on the latest goings-

on, via the Record, (which I ap-

preciate your sending me), I am
amazed at the amount of energy and

passion being expended over the

"sexuality and sexual orientation"

question. I am even more amazed, in

ligBt of the fact that I have followed

this "controversy" while travelling

across South Asia. While surrounded

by disease, pestilence, privation and

hunger (on a level I was once unable

to even imagine), I see that the

luminaries of American society, those

sterling minds in Williamstown, are

concerning themselves (endlessly)

over pure trivia.

The colossal waste of effort, of in-

telligence, of time is just appalling. If

only the energy being expended on

such a useless matter could be har-

nessed to do something productive. In

India, in Afghanistan, people are

literally starving to death, as they go

to sleep on the streets each night.

While we have the pptenlia' to do

something, the recent Records in-

dicate to me what we choose to do

instead. What a waste!!! I once

thought that Williams College was an

Ivory Tower. Today I realize I was
wrong. It is instead, an Ivory Crypt.

Michael Rosenblum '77

. .
.?" It goes like this:

Man No. 1: "Hi! Mind if I smoke?"
Man No. 2: "Sure. Mind if I fart? I

tried to give it up, but I just couldn't

handle it."

Recently, public places have in-

creasingly come to be protected from
such discourtesy by our brothers in

law-making offices. Classrooms, like

restaurants and trains and movie
theatres and museums, are shared by

smokers and non-smokers alike. I

presume, therefore, that the

classroom is just as much a public

place as the others. Could we., as a

college, prove our progressiveness in

social justice, for those of us in the

fresh air cult as well as for those of the

gay persuasion? If the college already

maintains a policy, maybe those who
aren't aware of it should be alerted,

and we'll all breathe a little easier.

Carol Newcomb

pallor. The door is ajar, and the

hinges creak softly as it is slowly

forced open by a creeping, softly

glowing ooze. She turns toward the

source of the noise, starts momen-
tarily, then watches trance like as the

-ooae climbs up- her bookcase and
begins devouring books on Greek and
Roman myth. Homer, the Aeneid and

others. She hurriedly dials security.

CUT TO: The basement of Hopkins

Hall. A sleepy switchboard operator

answers the call.

Switch board operator: Security.

(Voice of Professor Sanders): Hello,

this is Professor Sanders in 508

Stetsoa I'm working late in my office

tonight and just a few moments ago
some strange ooze crept in and began
devouring my bookcase.

Operator: (incredulously) A what
began what?

Sanders: It's this strange ooze. It just

came in and went straight for the

mythology. It seems to be leaving the

philosophy and criticism alone, but

... no it's going for that noW toa

Operator: Can you describe this ooze?

Sanders: It's very amorphous but I

think I can make out a small scene
taking place in it. It looks like a group
of troglodytes with funtiy beards and
pointed ears are sitting around a fire

discussing allegorical symbolism The
Joy of Sex. I know that sounds crazy,

but . . . Just a moment; now it's

no! no! ... it's ..

.

A scream is heard and the line goes

dead. The operator stares at the

switchboard a moment, then turns to

the radio.

Operator: Base to cruiser . . .

CUT TO: Daytime. The camera pans

over another installment of Lador-

vadora. In the scene being described,

a group of troglodytes with funny

beards and pointed ears, along with

one sandy-haired, thirtyish professoi-

of classics, is sitting around a fire

discussing allegorical symbolism in

The Joy of Sex.

THE MYTH THAT ATE NEW
YORK CITY will be continued next

week.

Peter Rintels

Smoking
To the editor:

Perhaps you could clarify cmce and
for all (if that is possible in this era)

the official Williams College smoking
policy. I am greatly distrubed about

having to suffer through up to two

hours in smokey classrooms, where
teacher and-or students nonchalantly

light up and puff away, while the non-

smoking majority silently gags. Steve

Martin, budding comedian and-or

public speaker (in the uncommon
sense of the term), drew an accurate

parallel in his sketch "Mind If I

SUMMER JOBS
FREE Fifty Statt Summar Em-
ployment Directory. Sand a

stairipMl> saH-addrMSMl, buiiiwu
tiz* Mivtiop* to: SUMCHOICE,
Box 530-S, Statt Coll«fl«, PA. 1M01.

JOBSONSHIPSI
American. Foreign. No ex-

perience required. Excellent pay.

Worldwide Travel. Summer job or

career. Send $3.00 for Information.

SEAFAX, Dept. F 1, Box 2049, Port

An|l»le*, Washington 9S363.
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Concert features rock'n'roll

with Joy, Yvonne, Fotomoker
The ACEC will kick of Winter

Carnival Weekend on Thursday night

with a triple-bill concert at Chapin
Hall. The concert features Jay
Ferguson and Yvonne Elliman, both
current hitmakers, plus a special

guest rock 'n' roll band.

Jay^F^awson fe. cun^ntly.riding
high on the charts with his hit

"Thunder Island." Ferguson led two
of rock's classic bands, Spirit and Jo
Jo Gunne, and has two solo albums. In

concert, he's a lively, piano-pounding

rock 'n' roller. According to the Los
Angeles Free Press, "Ted Nugent
may well be the madman of the

guitar, but it can and will be said that

Jay Ferguson is his counterpart when
it comes to keyboards."

Yvonne Elliman starred as Mary
Magdalene in the original cast (tf

"Jesus Christ Superstar,"' and, sang
the hit "I Don't Know How To Love
Him." She has toured and recorded

with Eric Clapton as a featured

performer. She has five solo albums,

and had two Top 40 hits last summer:

"Love Me" and "Hello Stranger."
Elliman's appearance at Williams
coincides with the release of her latest

album, "Night Flight, ' which con-
tains the hit "If I Can't Have You"
(the song also appears on the sound-
track for "Saturday Night Fever")
.Fotomaker, a Jiard-driving rock 'n'

roll band which recently signed with
Atlantic Records for »2-lnillion, will

appear as a special guest. The group
is comprised of Dino Danelli, Gene
Cornish, Wally Bryson, L,ex Marches!
and Frankie Vinci. All five are
seasoned musicians (Cornish and
Danelli were founding members of the
Rascals, and Bryson was the lead
guitarist for the Raspberries.) The
New York Post recently wrote: "Ever
hear of Fotomaker? You will, believe
me, you will."

The concert will begin promptly at

7:30 p.m. Tickets are still available,

and are $4.00 for Williams students

($5.00 for the general public) and are
on sale at The Record Store ( on Spring
Street) and Baxter Hall (from U tol ).

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

STEREO COMPONENTS:
Lowest prices anywhere—over SO

major brands. Fully guaranteed.

Call Barry at i64-9437 after 6 p.m.

FOR RENT
2V3 room 9pt. partially furnished,

all utilities, A.C. pool, parking. 2

miles from campus. $225 per. mo.
458-3844.

PERSONAL

AA—Happy Valentine's Day!' Just

wanted to say thanks for a fan-

tastic No. 1. Don't you see enough
movies? AAeetyou in the S.B. Love,

T.

To CC, LC, BH, MK, LS: Happy
Valentine's Day I From Room 2,

out in the boondocks.

it's snowing in Bryant House I

Anyone interested in joining the
Bryant House Cocaine Club call

Brad or Cari--2873.

Billy—Are you busy? P.V. Doc-
Are you turning me down? B.F.
J.W.—How's your wad? L.A.Y.

Gd ikg wei hng W-M Into S&M
desires tail W-M OR F dean into

same. Call Phil—6M2.

Mr. Duffy: Parturlunt montes,
nascetur ridlcuius mus. La B.

Happy Valentine's Day to all my
copkle-munchlng friends,—SVyS

(Classified forms available in

Record office.)

RUNNING SHOES
Adidas

Nike

New Balance

Broolcs

WILLIAMS

CO-OP
COME SEE WHY EVERYBODY

IS TRYING TO KEEP UP WITH US:

Coed for the y\/eekend

Entries exchange JA's
by Sally Midgley

On a seemingly ordinary Friday
night during Winter Study, Tom Cox
and Tom Gardner, J.A.'s in Williams
D, walked into Baxter Hall,

surrounded by five or six girls from
Morgan Mid-West. Adorned in red T-

shirts Jejtered "Morgan Mid-Weat-
Where the girls are the best," the two
were quickly bombarded with food
and Jokingly called traitors. This was
the first public advertisement of the
J. A. weekend exchange between
Morgan MW and Williams D.

The idea of a J.A. swap originated

with a visitor from Union College,

where the Resident Advisor exchange
is an annual campus-wide tradition.

Morgan M id-Westers picked up on the
idea and planned to switch J.A.'s with
Williams D.
Betsy Jeffrey and Mary Lou Card-

well, J.A:'s in Morgan MW, arrived at

Williams D ready for action. They
were greeted by a quiet entry and a
"Welcome" sign on the door. After
dinner, however, they returned to a
room strewn with magazines and dog
biscuits. "There wasn't an inch of

floor space," said Betsy. The visiting

J.A. 's were then given complimentary
toilet paper and more dog biscuits,

which they were forced to eat. Terry
Henaghan's room service was
hospitably offered to them.

Comparing their new and old J.A.'s,

Williams D members began their

traditional Friday night activities to

see if Betsy and Mary Lou could

surpass Tom and Tom in hard-core

partying. Forced to have a beer at all

times, Mary Lou said," 'No' was not an
acceptable answer. Those guys were
relentless." The visiting J.A,'s were
later priviiftged with a private per-

formance by "The Four Tips." This

oddly clad group of Freshmen have
since become famous for their own
disco dance called "The Yank."
After proving themselves as new

J.A.'s, Betsy and Mary Lou were
finally allowed to sleep for the

remainder of the night. Woken up Ity

room service, they enjoyed a
nourishing breakfast in bed: stale

beer from the night before and
Cheerios, followed by a fresh beer and
a dog biscuit

The weekend continued in similar

fashion for the Morgan MW J.A.'s in

Williams D. "I'd love to have guys in

the entry," said Betsy. "We really

became good buddies. It was a dif-

ferent experience."

Wearing the Morgan MW T-shirts to

Baxter was "the most embarrassing
part of the weekend," said Tom
Gardner. Overlooking that incident,

both J.A.'s from Williams D claimed
"We got the better end of the deal. It

was definitely a good idea." Morgan
Mid-Westers also did do their share of

Marge Tkal
hours:

Wed-Frl 10-5

Sat 10-3

A WOBKINO
SHOP

Belts, Wallets.

Many Small Gift Items

CUSTOM WORK
ORIGINAL DESIGNS

45 Spring St.

(over the Slippery Banana)
Willlamstown, AAass.

4S8-4W8

destniction: a toilet-papered room,
perfumed gym bags, alarm clocks set

at 20 minute intervals, and beds filled

with dog food. "The demo* were in-

credible," commented Tom Gardner.

Friday night the visiting J.Ar's were
escorted to the Williams Inn. "The
.ratio wa? great," said Tpni Cpx^ At 4

a.m. Saturday morning, Debbie
Hailey and Roe Noce paid a nocturnal

visit to Tom and Tom. "I screamed—
it scared the hell out of me," admitted

Tom Gardner. Saturday afternoon the

J.A.'s attended the Varsity women's
hockey game "to support the girls in

our entry," Tom Cox said.

A late-night party and a raid on the

Tyler House kitchen were the

highlights of Morgan MW action

Saturday night. A 4:30 a.m. attack of

the munchies drove the J.A.'s and a

group of Mid-Westers on a search for

food. Unable to find the donut man in

Baxter, the contingent journeyed to

Tyler. "We were like vultures looking

for food," Jackie Logan said. The
exchange was enthusiastically ac-

cepted by the majority. "Mary Lou
and Betsy are very agreeable
people," said Yoshi Belash. "They
never said 'no.' We taught them a
lot" Terri Henaghan admitted, "We
miss them now. We're ready to have
them back. This time we'll party
more." Overall consensus in Williams
D was that the Morgan MW J.A.'s are
"definitely more heavyweights than
Tom and Tom."

©t|0 Slog

TUESDAY, Feb. J4 M/ss/on Park Night

Discounts for residents of

Mission Park

Wednesday, Feb. 15

Michele Cutsforth

Performing on guitar and dulcimer

The European
CampingTour.

It's an entirely

different trip.
This IS no! your lypical tour o\

the ConlinenI No fancy holels

No (agimenled nmsraries

l( 9 lor Ihose who want lo explore

(tie land -see the sight*- get cioae lo- •

Ihe people

, Vou tl enjoy the stimulaling exper

lence ol camping oui and traveling

through Europe by molorcoach
And you II share the lun and

excitement with an iniernalionally

mixed group ol men and women
You can choose from a diverse

selection ol unusual and extmng
louts That last from three weeks to

a little more than two months
Find out more II really is_,

a different trip

City Sttie Zip

Mail 10 youi travel agent or lytk Aflvtntur.a

3 £ Mth St New YorK N V 10022
12121 7SI 3250

mctwpeidtion wiiti

, ^^AT Eurptours Lid . Lo«don -

_CP,

CROSS COUNTRY SKI
Suggested

Retail

72.00Fisher Europa

Fisher SL 95.00

SALE
Sale

Prke

57.60

76.00

Trak Tremblant 83.50 66.80

Asnes Diamondglide 70.00 42.00

"AND MANY OTHERS SIMILARLY REDUCED"

SKIS, BOOTS, V
POLES, BINDINGS .

10-40% OFF
Woolrich Knickers

Lifa Knickers

Gloves

Parkas, Vests

20% OFF
33% OFF
20% OFF
20-40% OFF

arcadian shop
1 Water Street Willlamstown, Mass. 458 - 3670

Brandeis Unh^ersHy

JACOB HIATT
INSTITUTE IN ISRAEL
What does it offer you?
• a semester of study in Israel in ttie Fdl term

• courseworl< in Englisii on the pditicd, econprnic and
social development of Israel and in its lonaljage,

history and archaeology /

• a strong program of Hebrew language/Study

• Important internship opportunities in Sfxki sen/ice

agencies in Jerusalem

• field trips, study trips. Interviews wjth prominent

Israelis, a kibbutz visit /
• financial dd Is available /

Application deodHne: March )fi

For furttier irTformotkxi, see^ your study

Abroad advisor or wrtte;

Office of JnfemqtiiDnal FYogranrw

Brandeis Uhiv«irilty

Wdtfyam, Mgfeochusetts 02154
*4z2(617) 647-2'

An equal opf»rf<\ri^V/OtfU(Tvj\rv» cx;ton untvetsity
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BIghf advance to Basterns

Trackmen clinch season

Ong Collin* Tf MkM m«h lump In latt wttkwid't trI-mMt. Th* Spin suMW
both WMtfield and Woreottar In both lloW and running avanti.Cphoto by Holder)

Hoopi5ters' time elapses

OS Ctarke wins 59-51
An insufficient warm-up cost the

Williams women's basketball team

another loss Friday night, this time at

the hands of Division III Clarke

University. The Ephwomen, following

an abbreviated ten minute pre-game

drill, took the remainder of the first

half to get rolling, losing the contest

-^51 after trailing 14 points at

midgame. The contest then turned

into what might have been a "come
,.lrom behind victory" according to

I
Williams coach Sue Hud-

Json-Hamblin for "given three or four
' more minutes we would have won."

"Thr90 or four more

minufes and we would

ihave won. .
."

^ ^
Coming onto the tartan court for an

expected victory, Williams suffered

through a dismal first half, going for

only 6 of 28 from the floor. Although

, the squad had a slightly better

I
average from the foul line, Clarke was

1 hot in the first half, making the shots

} which have brought them to a 12-1

season record.

Ready to roll in the second half,

Williams came on strong, led by

guard Monica Grady who racked up 19

points in the contest. The Ephwomen
outscored their hosts 36-30 in the

second half as the squad lifted their

percentage to 37 per cent from the

floor. Co^captain Maggie O'Brien saw
a good second stanza with 12 points

while frosh Cathy Gemert sank three

baskets along with Leslie Milne who
also had 6 points. On the boards, Anne
Youngling retained possession of her

rebounding crown, pulling down 14 in

a performance which pleaised

Hamblin.

, Midway through the season,

Williams stands 4-5 l&oking ahead to

Tuesday's contest with 'Mount
Holyoke and onto Dartmouth
Thursday, also at 7 pm in Lasell

gymnasium. The Ephwomen hope to

repeat last year's upset of Dartmouth,

although several new Green hoopsters

will make the challenge tougher.

According to coach Hamblin, should

Williams "put our offense together

shooting wise", eliminating the forced

shot situation in which they are now
trapped, the remainder of the season

will be bright, with the squad

qualifying for Division II tournament

play at the season's end.

In their final regular-season meet of

the year, the Williams College Track-

men thrashed both Westfield and
Worcester State to close out the

schedule with a 10-5 record. The meet
was never in doubt, as the Epbs
displayed a balanced attack in the

field and running events. Seven
seniors also turned in some fine in-

dividual performances in their last

meet at Williams.

In the field events, senior tri-

captain Larry Tanner again
dominated the weight throw, out-

distancing his nearest opponent by
13'. Tanner's season will continue

Saturday, as he has qualified for the

Division III Easterns. In the shot put,

Jim Desimone finished with a strong

second, followed directly by Tanner.

Senior Greg McAleenan took his usual

first in the long jump with 21'6", with

Dave Durrell in fourth at lO'll".

McAleenan will also go to the

Easterns. The pole vaulters made
another strong showing as Scott

Mayfield, Jim Holmes and Dee
Reeves took 2-3-4 respectively.

McAleenan returned to take two

fourths in the triple jump and high

jump to close out the field scoring.

The Ephs were absolutely

devastating on the track, as they held

a 70-17-13 edge. In the mile, Phil

Darrow and Mike Behrman went 1-2

with 4:19 and 4:34. The 60 yard hu^
diet went just as easily to Williams as

senior tri-captain Ron White raced to

a relaxed first in 7.7. Vernon Davis

was again right behind with 8.0. Both

meii will be competing Saturday.

Durrell came back in the 440 to take

second in 54.2, while senior Paul

Untch grabbed a thh^ m his last in-

do<H- race withSS.O.
-^-*""«-^*—---

Senior Terry O'Reilly led a string of

four Ephs to the tape in the 600.

O'Reilly finished with 1:17.8, followed

by Lee Jackson, Bob Tyler and Calvin

Schnure, all finishing the year with

personal bests in the event Reeves,

Davis and Al Gentry teamed up for a

1-2-4 finish in the 60, as did Tom
Schreck, Darrell Wallace and Jeff

Coombs in the 880. Though Schreck

qualified for the Easterns in the event,

he will run the mile instead, joined by

Darrow and Dan Sullivan. After

Darrow returned for a second in the

1000, the two-milers moved onto the

track led by seniors Joe Kolb and

Frank Carr. These two were not

happy with their final times, yet they

destroyed the competition with an

easy 1-2 finish. Frosh John Mc-

Camraond grabbed a fourth in the

event Tri-captain Kolb will r\m the

two-mile Saturday.

In the relays, Durrell, . Untch,

O'Reilly and White teamed for an

excellent 3:35 in the mile and an easy

first The Two mile composed of

Wallace, Jackson, Schnure and
Schreck settled for second, but a team
has qualified and will be entered

Saturday.

While eight trackmen will go on to

the Easterns and possibly the more
competitive New Englands, the

remainder of the squad will break -for

an intermediate training period while

preparing for what promises to be a

successful outdoor seasoa

Diver Bill Kelly took third in both ol

his events at Colflat* outclass tiie

Ephmen, tt-42, latt Saturday.

Wresflers frounce Trinify
by Wayne Eckerson

'

Williams College Wrestling team
soundly trounced Trinity by a 32-15

score last Saturday at Trinity. The
win avenges last year's 33-15 loss and

boosts Williams record to 4-6, its best

in several seasons.

"It was a really good win to have

before the Little Three Tournament,"

says Captain Hal Zendle. "We know
we have a good chance to bring the

Purple Pail back to Williams."

Zendle backed up his optimism with

a 27-2 thrashing of his 118 pound op-

ponent. He now boasts a 10-0 record

and is Williams' best prospect in the

upcoming New England Tournament.

Williams' domination in the lower

classes continued as it grabbed four

consecutive victories after Zendle's

bout. Two Trinity forfeits in the upper

weight classes insured a Williams'

victory.

Rick Goodell defeated Trinity's

captain 6-2 and is unbeaten (2-0) since

he replaced Hal Zendle in the 126

pound weight class. Steve Cox has

rebounded off a mid-winter slump to

win his last two matches. Cox eked out

a 7-6 decision in the 134 pound weigjjt

class.

Scott Frost registered the only pin

of the afternoon. His win marks his

fifth victory in six matches. In the 150

pound weight class Mark Walch
improved his personal record to 5-5 by

scoring a 7^3 decision.

Williams will face a strong

Wesleyan team and an injury depleted

Amherst squad in the Little Three

Tournament which will be held at

Wesleyan this Saturday.

Dartmouth carnival fifth

disappoints Eph siciers

Jeffs, Clarke beat hoopsters
by Frank Pergolizzi

I
Before an SRO crowd at Amherst's

tAlumni Gymnasium, the Amherst

College basketball team used a second

half explosion to defeat Williams, 63-

V The second half opened with the

JLord Jeffs leading by five, 29-24. When
•guards Calvin Malone and Mark
Martland found they had left their

shooting touch in the locker room,

^toskets by Williams' Gerry Kelly and
bean Ahlberg cut the margin to one.

After Malone finally swished one

through, a foul shot by Matt Spangler

and a basket by Ahlberg tied the score

at 31 with 14:50 remaining. This was
the turning point of the game.

With Amherst unable to score

consistently, Williams had four op-

portunities to take the lead, and

perhaps swing around the momentum
enou^ to change the coimplexion of

the game. But each attempt resulted

in a missed shot or a turnover. The

Lord Jeffs regained their touch and

baskets by Martland and Bill Swiacki

put them up by four. A few minutes

later, leading by six, 48-42, Amherst

ran off six consecutive points to seal

the victory. The finishing touch was a

driving dunk by center Dan Griffin

that brought the crowd to its feet and

drove the final nail into the Williams'

coffui.

The first half was closely idayed,

with Amherst once opening up a seven

point lead. Malone and Martland

seemed to have radar in their shots,

but Kelly and Ahlberg managed to

keep Williams in the game. At the «id

of the half Williams got back in the

game using a half court press that

forced Amherst into mistakes. Kelly

had a chance to cut the margin to one

just before the intermission but was^^ :iiimiH»irii ii urm i

called for an offensive foul while

driving the lane. Amherst took 'the

ball down the court and Griffin con-

nected at the buzzer to make it a five

point margin compared to one.

Williams missed guard Andy
Straka, who had just left the in-

firmary after a bout with the flu. The
sophomore did see some action, but

was ineffective. Without Straka,

averaging 12.7 ppg, the Ephmen in

effect had only one scoring guard on

the floor. This hurt them offensively,

as Amherst could concentrate their

defense on Kelly, without the threat of

another shooter working with him.

Williams has lost six in a row, eight

of their last nine, and their first two

Little Three contests. They must get

back on the winning track Wednesday

at W.P.I, before Saturday's Winter

Carnival rematch with Wesleyan. The

score: Williams

Name B F P
Kelly 6 2 14

Wolk 3 17
Spangler 6 1 13

Whelan 1 2

Ahlberg 5 10

Flaherty 10 2

Totals



Winter Carnival begins today
The top collegiate skiers in the

Northeast gathered at Williams this

weekend for the annual Winter
Carnival. While ski racing and
jumping are a highlight of the

weekend, there will be a host of oth^r

activities tied into the Carnival, add-

ing up to the busiest three days of the

winter at Williams.

St^clents in residential houses are at

work on ice sculptures, a traditional

part of the Carnival festivities. This

-year the theme is the "Wizard of Or."

Huge mounds of snow piled up in front

of the residential houses will be

converted into characters like the

Straw Man, the Tin Man, and the

Wicked Witch of the West, Judging

begins tomorrow morning.

Williams Health, Education, and

Welfare will sponsor an all-College

party tonight at 9:30 in Greylock on

the theme, "Welcome to Hard Times,

Warm Beer, ... and OZ." Music will

be by "Manakin," and admission is

$1. Appropriate costumes are en-

couraged, and prizes will be awarded

Jto" the b^t costume.

, The Social Co-ordinating Com-

mittee is sponsoring an aU-CpUege

party, "A Beatlemania Ex-
travaganza," in Mission Park at 9

p.m. tonight. Music will be provided

by "Walrus," and admission is $1.

About 20 men's and women's ski

teams are on campus for the Winter

Carnival skiing competition. In ad-

dition to teams from Williams, there

are skiers from schools including the

University of Vermont, Dartmouth,
Harvard and Middlebury. Ski action

began this morning at 8;4S'a.m, wfth

the women's giant slalom, followed by
the men's slalom at 11 a.m. The
racing events take place on Berlin

Mountain.

Cross country ski racing events

followed this afternoon with the

women's races at 1:45 and the men's

at 3 p.m. The cross country action was
in the Savoy State Forest near Route

116 southeast of Adams, Mass.

The men's and women's slalom

races will begin tomorrow morning at

9 at Berlin Mountain Ski jumping will

be at 1 p.m. with a'$l fee for students

and $1.50 for non-students. Saturday

afternoon a bus will run from Chapin

Hall to Berlin Mountain for the ski

jumping. The buses will leave at noon,

12:30 and 1 p.m., returning at 3 p.m.,

3:30 and 4 p.m. The bus ride will cost

ll.for students and $1.50 for non-

students.

The list of other things to do during

the Carnival weekend shows almost

non-stop activity ranging from other

sporting events to theatre produc-

tions, films and concerts.

Those who prefer indoor activity

may ehjo'y the wnnamstTieatre
Production of Anton Chekhov's
"Three Sisters." There will be per-

formances tonight and tomorrow
evenings at 8:30 in the Adams
Memorial Theatre. ^
Athletic events include a hockey

game tonight at 7:30 against Mid-

dlebury in the Chapman rink.

Tomorrow evening the basketball

team plays Wesleyan in the Lasell

Gym at 8. The men's squash team is at

home at 2 p.m. against Williams

alumni. The women's squash team
plays Penn at 11 a.m. The women's
club hockey team4sho8tr*to Dart-

mouth at noon on Saturday.

Skiiumps wtli^w only 9n« oTth* many •vmIs schMltilMl ScliMrday on Borlln

Mountain. Racing boflins at 1:45 with tho Woman's Oiant Stolom.

Panel on homosexuality

explores current dilemmas
byKredXhys

"Homosexuals are as sick as
heterosexuals", according to Dr.

Richard Ford, a psychoanalyst at the

Austen-Riggs Center and one of the

members of Monday night's patiel

entitled "Homosexuality: Current
Perspectives and Future Im-
plications."

The panel, which was sponsored by
Phi Beta Kappa and organized by
Peter Sachs '79 and Lilli Scheye '78,

dealt with issues including

relationship between the Church and
homosexuals, the causes and the

nature of homosexuality, the causes of

homophobia and the treatment of

' iKiinusCiXualtf bytfae law:

Ford said that there was no well-

eslablished psychological ideology

concerning homosexuality. He
pointed out, however, that there was a

general consensus that: "the
homosexual pattern is not biologically

or genetically favored". Ford quoted

Freud's description of homosexuality

as a "variation of sexual functions

had entered into its refusal to condone

homosexuality. He continued to say

that the Christian ideal is to "live

what we are" and that homosexuals
are capable of love. According to

Moore, homosexuals "learn to think of

themselves as being sick. We force

promiscuous forms of relationships."

Barnett cited the fact that a wide

range of laws impose serious con-

straints on homosexuals. "The law

does not do what the law should do in

civil rights generally", he said. He
added, however, that laws against

homosexuals, are being struck down
by the courts as unconstitutional on
the basis of equal protection under the

lavi', and as a protection of privacy.

In response to a question from
Kenneth A. Bertsch '78 about the

proposed sexual orientation clause in

the College's non-discrimination

statement Barnett called the essential

problem "vague language!" Barnett

claimed that his proposal that more
specific language be used was
rejected. When Bertsch asked Barnett

if he would take it upon himself to

fhc
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CC subsidy defrays Carnival cost

produced by a certain arrest in sexual introduce a motion with more specific

development".

The Rev Jerry Heslinga of the

Baptist Church of Williamstowii,

emphasized a need for compassion

and humility, warning of the danger of

applying labels. "The Church must
be repentent," he added. "We have
created homophobia." He pointed out,

however, that he believed that

—heterosexuality isGod's intentiontoT

sexuality." When another panelist,

the Rev. Robert Moore of the United

Methodist Church of Williamstown,

pointed out that the New Testament

made no niention of homosexuality,

Heslinga replied that it also made no

mention of nuclear warfare.

Moore admitted that he did not

favor the position of his church on the

issue, saying that homophobic fears

language at the next faculty meeting

he was cut off on the grounds that the

panel had not been intended to discuss

homosexuality at Williams or be a

forum for political issues.

The WHEW obtained an $810 sub-

sidy from the College Council Wed-
nesday night to cover a portion of its

anticipated Winter Carnival ex-

penses. In addition, Sarah Mersereau
'80 explained to the Council the

schedule for residential housing
applications.

John Duffield of the Finance
Committee informed the Council that

the $810 grant will be used to pay
.

Winter Carnival expenditures on
public relations, entertainment and
refreshments at tonight's dance, and
transportation to the ski events.

Finance Committee Chairman Harry
Kelly mentioned that this allocation to

WHEW virill reduce the SAT buffer

fund to $3500.

Concern was expressed by BonniOj
Schindel of Prospect that the Social

Coordinating Committee (SCO is

billing each residential house $50 to

defray the cost of its dance in Mission

Park tonight. Similarly, several
representatives were dismayed that

two large parties are both scheduled

for tonight. Jeff Wright of Tyler ex-

plained that the SCC, at a previous

meeting, "wrongly formed the im-

pression that the house social

chairmen agreed to the idea of a
second party on Carnival Weekend"
and that they would support it with

house funds.

According to housing represen-

tative Sarah Mersereau, option

housing, commonly referred to as co-

op housing, was recently given tacit

approval by the Housing Committee
and the Committee on Undergraduate
Life. Those interested in this form of

housing should attend the Housing
Committee meeting in the Makepeace
Room of Greylock, Monday at 7:30
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164 seek JA positions

Elections

The Elections Committee an-

nounced today that self

nominations are open for a number
of College offices. Interested

parties .should leave name and
office sought in the dean's office.

Cf: President, Vice-President and

six at-large representatives.

CKP: one representative from

each major division and one ai-

large.

crC: one representative from

each clasK and one ai-large.

Honor and Discipline Committee:

two representatives from eacli

class.

The deadline for applications is 4

p.m. March 1. The elections are

March 6 and 7.

Tht Rov. Jtrry Hotlinga (L) of the Williamstown Baptist Church and tho Rov.

Robort Mooro (R) of tho Methodist Unitarian Church traded barbs at Monday
nighfs panel ditcuttion ontitled "Homosoxuality, Curront Porcpoctiyos and
Future Implicetions." (photo by Doughty)

One hundred sixty-four sophomores
have applied to become Junior Ad-
visors for incoming freshmen next

fall, the largest number to do so in the

College's history, according to Lauren
Stevens, Dean of Freshmen. The total

includes 106 men and 57 women.
Stevens said that 2iB men and 23

women will be chosen this year to

serve as J.A.s. In addition, a small

number of applicants will be placed on
a waiting list as alternates. Last year,

92 men and 45 women filed ap-

pljcations --for Junior Advisor
positions.

Two possible explanations for the

record number of applications were
offered by Bronson Fargo, President

of this year's J.A.s. Some people

apply because they had good ex-

periences as freshmen and want to

emulate their formeir J.A.s. Others

desire to become Junior Advisors

because they had unpleasant
relationships with their J.A.s and wish

to help incoining freshmen avoid

similar problems.

Junior Advisors are selected by a

committee composed of eight student

volunteers, five current J.A. 9, twenty-

one seniors and the Dean of Fresh-

men. The J.A. application consists of

a personal statement written by the

applicant and a recommendation

Imminent WSP change not forseen
by Lisa Hartlgan

"Any proposals for changes in the

present Winter Study format lie at

least one-and-a-half years ahead of

where we are now," stated Prof.

Gordon C. Winston, chairman of the

Committee on Educational Policy

(CEP).
Gary Jacobsohn, chairman of the

faculty Steering Committee, agreed

with Winston that no changes in

Winter Study are imminent. "There

are no proposals, as such, for any

changes in the Winter Study
program," he emphasized.

Explaining the source of recent

concern about possible change in the

Winter Study program, Winston said,

"Questions have merely been raised

concerning the sharp differences in

our teaching schedule and those of

schools we normally compare with

Williams, such as Amherst,
Wesleyan. and Swarthmore."
The Steering Committee presented

those quest ions to the CEP in the form
of a one-page paper outlining several

possible alternatives to the present

system, including a reduction in the

number of Winter Study courses

taught by faculty from the present two

of three to either one of two or one of

three. Other alternatives are a

relaxation of the present requirement

that students participate in four

Winter Studies and a voluntary

January program that would offer

professors additional salary for

teaching.

Representative Jane Garv^ '78

explained that the CEP would con-

sider the implications of changes in

the present Winter Study format m a

result of the Steering Commitiee's

•eeWSPpofleJ

from both a peer and a former J.A. All

applications are first read aloud to the

committee as a whole. Next, each

applicant is represented individually

by a member of the committee, and
some are then eliminated by a vote.

Those chosen randomly from the pool

of remaining applicants will be next

year's Junior Advisors.

Stevens and Fargo both rejected the

teeJAspegeS

Number opplyifig

for admission falls

by Randy Wang
According to Philip Smith, Director

of Admissions, the Admissions office

has received about 4450 applications

this year, a drop of 5 per cent from

'

last year. Regardless of the slight

reduction in the number of applicants.

Smith still expects that the College

will end up with the largest number of

applications for small colleges.

'The number of female applicants

remained essentially constant at 1900,

a drop of perhaps one per cent this

year from last Male applications

dropped from 2800 in 1977 to about 2550

(his year.

Smith expressed no surprise at the

overall decline in applications, since

numbers have been high for the past

few years. In addition, he noted, the

national population of ei^iteen year

olds is on the decline.

This Decembw, the college ac-

cepted 145 out of 529 candidates

through the Early Decision process,

down from 161 last year. The drop was
deUberate, claimed Smith, in order to

provide "leeway" for the regular

admissions system.

This year, for the first tiine,

outright rejections were sent out to

one hundred Early Decision can-

didates. Smith explained that he felt

that this was a fairer, more orderly

system, and added that it would be

continued in the future.
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Letters: Investment policy, W$P, and 'Junta'

Divestiture

To the editor:

Concerning the letter by Melville

Ireland '77 (Feb. 7) on the college's

endowment investments Ih firms with

operations in South Africa, 1 was

outraged at Mr. Ireland's distorted

economic model and disregard for his

fellow man.
Mr. Ireland hastbe amazing ability

to draw an economic model that

totally neglects any "moral or social"

influences. Ever since men have

cooperated in a social sense, the

survival of an individual has been

interwoven with those around him.

Constraints on the immediate and

harmful, self-centered, impulses of

men have developed in every «oi!iety.

These constraints, in the form of

political frameworks and religious

morala, were the way men com-

municated to each other their sen-

Isibility regarding thoughtless actions.

Today we witness, on a world-wide

scale, the breakinj down of this type

of communication. Diplomats,

philosophers, political scientists,

theologians and politicians are con-

stantly attempting to patch this

communication gap, or to institute

more viable methods. On the other

hand, I believe Mr. Ireland—and he is

by no means alone— is exploiting this

communication gap. He simply picks

--end chooses, according to his personal

and financial goals, to whom he wants

to admit a social responsibility. Mr.

Ireland is able then to sit back and

watch South African, blacks suffer

under the tyrannical and terrorist rule

of the white minority with "no hard

feelings". At the same time, he

justifies indirect co-conspiracy of the

President, the trustees and the entire

faculty and student body with cor-

porations supporting the South

African white minority, which ex-

ploits a horrendousiy Iinequal and

unjust factor market.

What of Mr. Ireland's proposal to

seek more "direct and effective

mechanism(8)" to bring about a

South African state with fewer
inequalities and less internal suf-

fering? He suggests "registering

concern by writing Congressmen and-

or dtrectowtrf ajrpor»tton».**- In a
slightly different context, I would like

to pose the same question that Mr.

Ireland asks. Will the multi-billion

dollar companies in which Williams

invests be hurt? I can assure you that

they will not. South Africa is a

valuable economic partner to cor-

porations with interest there, and they

are not about to change this profitable

relationship. It is a result of the

simple economic model that Mr.

Ireland proposes, and I find it at fault.

At the risk of contradicting Mr.

Ireland's obvious knowledge of the

stock market, I believe that Williams'

endowment investments in cor-

porations involved in supporting

South Africa's present minority

regime could be worked out of the

portfolio without considerable losses.

The same wisfe investors who
recommend the present portfolio

could most likely rearrange the en-

dowment portfolio over a few years

with a very limited loss.

The well being of humanity being

the unquestionable goal of education

at Williams seems to indicate that

everyone here would take issue with

the personal involvement implied by

our investments in corporations

supporting the injustices that run

rampant in South Africa. The
argument of the necessity for secure

financial investments in the existing

world economic system will doubtless

Staff Promotions
Record Editor Chip Buckner recently announced the

jttraaoy^g^^i^r^uLstaff repQi;ters to Associate Editor. Buckner
nSmea John tabertine '80, Stu Massad '80, Tim Jones '81, Sally

Midgely '81, Anne Morris '81, and Randy Wang '80 in his ap-

pointments.
Libertine, Buckner explained^ served as acting Arts Editor

during winter study and did an "outstanding job." Stu Massad
also assumed department editor responsibilities during the

month of January and was promoted as a result of his "good
work" in News.

Randy Wang and Tim Jones, both Record staff news
reporters have l^en, as Buckner explained, "the backbone of

that department." Sally Midgely and Ann Morris have been
active in the arts and features departments where, according to

Buckner, "we've especially been needing new talent."

Associate editors normally continue writing on a regular

basis although they are given the added responsibility of editing

copy. The news editors expressed satisfaction witti their ap-

-pointments although Libertine noted that his new-found fame
became trying at times." "My quiet study hours are now being

perpetually interrupted by auto^aph seekers," he complained.
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regular school year by students of Williams College, Opinions expressed In Letters to
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be the final stand for the ultra-ratioaal

cloae-minded busineasmaa I open my
argument by saying that in the

present world economic system which
promotes a disregard for mankind, I

find no security. Even if the college

were to eventually achieve financial

alienation with firms interested in

South Africa, we would all still be

equally involved in the problems of

the injustices to humanity taking

place there. The first steps towards a

world in which every man may live an
active, fulfilling life seems, though, to

iie a cessation in supporting such

injustices as are found today in South

Africa.

George Rivers Wllbanks '80

Mitchell corrects
To the editor:

I would like to clarify some of the

issues reported in last Friday's article

on Winter Study.

First, and most important, are two

corrections. I was quoted as saying:

"Faculty feel they do not have enough

time for their studies. In addition,

Williams professors l)elieve they are

spending three more weeks teaching

than their colleagues at other

colleges." It is unfortunate that the

reporter chose to describe this as the

major argument, for it does a great

disservice to a large majority of the

faculty. In fact, I said that this was the

context in which the issue was first

raised on the CEP last Spring and this

Fall. While it is true that at least one

faculty member sees this as the major

issue, it has come before the CEP, and

will come before the faculty, as an

educational issue, for it is in some of

the educational aspects of Winter

Study that some faculty members
perceive problems.

The second correction concerns a

quote by Michael Bell which, taken

out of context, totally misrepresents

the position which he took at the

College Council meeting. Bell said:

"WjnterStudy courses ought to have a

syllabus and a work load comparable

to regular semesters." In so saying,

however, he was merely describing

Winter Study as it was.a«"'ginaHy

intended to be. In fact, he supported a

very different point of view, and spoke

out in favor of many of the aspects of

our present Winter Study.

The reason I brought the issue to

Council last week was because of the

unfortunate manner in which it was
presented to the CEP the preceding

Monday. The chairman handed out an

outline of the proposal and informed

us that it was urgent that we discuss it

at our next, already overloaded

meeting, as it was to come up for

discussion at the next faculty

meeting. The student members of the

committee were, naturally somewhat
alarmed, and as College Council

representative on the CEP I felt it was
my duty to inform the Council of the

issue. In subsequent discussion with

Dean Berek I- was reassttred that the

consideration ofany alterations would

be a fairly long and^ thoughtful

process, and that the,faculty, at the

next meeting, wouk^only be informed

of the fact thM the CEP was
discussing it.

Let me then take this opportunity to

ask students and faculty who have

ideas regarding this subject to please

see any of the CEP representatives

over the next few weeks as discussion

continues on this important issue.

Only if this is done can the CEP act as

a productive, enlightened forum to

promote the k>e8t interests of the

college.

Larry Mitchell '78

Member, CEP^

WSP proposal ^

To the editor:

Larry Mitchell's calculation that

the offering of 100 Winter Study

courses means an average of 18

students per class is obviously in-

correct; it ignores the fact that a

substantial number of students do99's

for WSP. Hence" the reduction of

course offerings to 50 would not raise

theaverage class size to 36 as Mitchell

suggested. This miscalculation does

however, suggest an alternative

solution to the WSP problem.

If each student was required to

undertake at least one 99 during her or

his college career, the required

number of faculty teaching courses

would be substantially reduced.

Furthermore, such a requirement

would be desirable in that it en-

courages individual intellectual

creativity, something that few
courses at Williams truly encourage.

Granted, such a requirement would
require more faculty time (as ad-

visors) than the proposals suggested

already. It would, however, maintain

the hi^ly desirable features of WSP,
something the other proposals cannot
do.

Wayne Davis

Mini-seminors
To the editor:

I am afraid that I did not make
myself very clearly understood in ray

remarks to the College Council last

Wednesday in regard to the propooed

"mini-seminars" idea. The
suggestion was, as Dean Stevens'

letter pointed out, made by Sue Galli

'78, Mfl. not_^.X)lMLJ'JVE!?.Jtey
Society.

The Key has, at present, no plans

regarding the sponsoring of such

seminars. However, I am sure that we
would not be unresponsive to such a

proposition, and would be more than

willing to help in any way we could.

Chris DIAngelo '78

for Purple Key

Friday group
To the editor:

' """

So far this year, Williams has been

rocked by controversies: newspaper

advertisements, library pranks,

sexism, homophobia, and the Purple

Key Night controversy to name but a

few. Leading the debate on all of these

issues has been the job of that

mysterious and mystical

organization—the Thursday Night

Coalition. Who are those courageous

souls, and how have they managed to

reach a position of such prominence

that the Administration quakes when
their very name is mentioned? Could

it be that the TNC'ers (or for those

who prefer more pronounceable
acronyms, the Tinkers) are the real

power elite of Williams College?

In order to avoid further study of the

pressing questions facing Williams

enumerated above, we wish to an-

nounce the formation of a new campus
organization: the Friday Morning
Junta. Lest any come to the false

conclusion that its members are

apathetic ignoramuses who could not

care less about the issues raised by

the Tinkers, the Friday Morning
Junta had adopted the following

'

motto: "We care enough to think it's J

stupid." So if you are tired of the

proto-puritans who find newspaper
ads which show girls in bikinis "ob-

jectionable," write to the Friday

Morning Junta care of its secret S.U.

Box No. 2492. Naturally your name
will be kept confidential Defecting

Tinkers are welcome.
sincerely.

Will Noel '78 Don Tourney '78

Jeff Coombs '80 Chris Evensen '78

Douglas ChumUey '78

From Career Counseling
NEXT RECRUITING

SIGN-UP
Recruiters coming week beginning

Mon., Feb. 27 are:

Mon.„Feb.._2L-_Cargill, Ernst &
Ernst, and Marsh & MH^nnan
Tue., Feb. 28 - Bankers Trust and

Sacremento CounUry Day Sch.

Wed., Mar. 1 - Andover Companies,

Armstrong Cork, Hartford

National Bank.

Tha, Mar. 2 - Peat Marwick
Mitchell, Armstrong Cork, Royal

Globe, and National Bank of North

America.

Sign-up for these recruiters starts

at 12:15 PM on Mon., Feb. 20.

CAROLINA ACnON COMING TO
WILLIAMS
Any Seniors or Juniors interested

in professional community
organizing in North Carolina
should sign-up to have an interview

with Carolina Action. They are

looking for college graduates for

full-time positions and un-

dergraduates for summer
positions. This is a good op-

portunity to get involved with

socio-poliiicaT woirR. More in=

formation at OCC.

ENVIRONMENTAL JOBS AND
INTERNSHIPS
A representative from the En-
vironmental Intern Program
(through the Mass. Audubon
Society), Jerry Tone, will be at

OCCfrom9:30-.U:30AM, Monday,
February 20 to talk with any in-

terested students. He comes
bearing hews of many summer and
full-time openings in California,

New England, and the Midwest.

LIKE WORK PLANNING STARTS
NEXT WEEK
Jeff Wood and Phyllis Goldberg
are again offering a four week ( two
hour per week) Life-Work Plan-

ning Workshop for all Interested

members of the Williams Com-
munity. The first session is ten-

tatively scheduled for Wed., Feb.

22. At the moment we have only

heard from -a few interested

students and need more par-

ticipants. If you are at all in-

terested, please talk to Jeff or

Phyllis before the 22nd The four

sessions will concentrate on im-

proving your knowledge of skills

and values as well as decision

making and goal setting.

SENIORS! PLEASE REPORT
OFFERS TO OCC
Job hunting success of the class of

1978 is not only measured by that

one job you accept, but by all the

job and salary offers you receive.

So, please let OCC know whenever

you are made an offer including

the salary. Good luck in getting

that offer you just can't refuse.

gut yiw do"^ "urt)««tanii.'

^i^'i 100,000

' - — -^ito
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Flu becomes mild epidemic

Without fresh snow, the camput and Routa 2 adopt gray. Icy tonMi -

(photos by 6ast)

Co-op applications ready
COUNCIL from page 1

p.m. Applications for co-op housing

-«an be obtained at B and G on Mon-

day.

Mersereau also outlined the

catertddrfbf appltcatibn to residential

houses in March. Requests for option

housing must be handed in by March

6; those^for off campus housing must

be submitted by March 13. House

transfer and freshman inclusion

applications will be processed after

March 13.

Next weelc the Council will review

plan^ for a campus woodworking

shop, as well as hear reports from the

CUL and Course Guide and Student

Life Committees.

Record number apply to be JA's

Dr. Robert A. Goodell, Jr.. director

of health, said Tuesday that Williams

has been experiencing a mild in-

fluenza epidemic for six to eight

weeks with only a temporary drop olf

a few wedis ago.

Usually, the Infirmary sees one or

two sick people a day. In the last eight

weeks, eight to ten people have sought

attention daily.

Goodell was unable to specify the

speeific straia as it- tak<B

"sophisticated studies and weeks to

learn the final answer." The epidemic

afflicting many students behaves like

influenza, stated Goodell, as it is a

viral chest infection in the bronchial

tubes, accompanied by fever, cough,

sore throat, and hoarseness. He added'

the campus influenza was relatively

mild in spite of what some students

may say^ it could be worse.

The infirmary-can hdd 20 people "if

pushed;" at this time it has about IS

students. So far, no one has been

turned away said Goodell, though they

have been discouraged to come to the

infirmary unless quite ill.' Students

have been sent to the North Adams
Hospital for reasons not flu-related.

The flu has affected the whole

eastern coast. Sports events like the

Amherst and UMass hockey games

WSP attitudes

annoy faculty

WSP from page n

concern for faculty interests.

Jacobsohn said that he presently

does not know the extent <rf faculty

discontent with the January program,

but that h^ has received complaints

from individual professors. Williams'

teaching schedule averages one

month longer than that of comparable

academic institutions, and Jacobsohn

commented that the matter
"deserved looking into." —
Jacobsohn said he realizes students

are sensitive about preserving Winter

Study as it is and there is a strong

possibility that, after a more thorough

investigation of the matter, no

alterations will be made in the present

format.

have been cancelled. The Tufts swim
team brought only half a team as a
result of the epidemic. Goodell
describes our flu as "pokey and

consistent" not explosive." North

Adams State is ad eacample of the

latter; the doctor there saw SO

patients in one hour Monday.

—MHSHUB—
Archaeologist Leakey speaks Monday

. ...,Dx.Macy Leakey, a renowned archaeologist who participated iatbf
discovery of the oldest traces of man on earth, will speak of her findings

Monday night at 8 p.m. in Jesup Hall Auditorium.

Mary Leakey is the wife of the late Louis S. B. Leakey, who gained in-

ternational fame for his discoveries in Africa of traces of prehistoric man.

ExcavaUon sites at the Olduvai Gorge and Laetolil have yielded skeleton

fragments dated at between 3.5 and 3.7 million years old. Since the death of

her husband, Mary Leakey has led expedition) to Laetolil and supervises the

field team at Oduvai.

.^ The Leakey lecture is sponsored by the Anthropology Department, the

Laboratory of Prehistoric Archaeology and the Lecture Committee.

Poli Sci Review holds essay contest
An essay contest has been organized by the Political Science Review

editorial board to spur interest in the Review which is tentatively scheduled

to be published this spring.

All students are invited to submit papers pertaining to political science,

economics, or history. No contest theme has been selected. Likewise, there

are no limits on article length. The winning articles will be chosen on the

basis of content and grammatical precision.

The deadline for all articles is March 1; papelrs may be left with the

Political Science Secretary. Any student desiring more information is urged

to attend one of the editorial board meetings held Wednesday evenings at

6:00 in Greylock A.

OLPH'S

WEEKEND SPECIALS

Prime Rib

Peppei

J.A.t from page 1

notion that the committee is looking

for one specific type of Junior Ad-

visor. According to Stevens, the most

important traits in a potential J.A. are

the willingness to make an effort to

develop relationships with frrahmen

in the entry, and to be what he termed

"approafhTible '. Fargo said he was
pleased that so many sophomores had

filed applications because it insured a

diverse group to choose from.

The committee should finish the

selection process before spring

vacation, according to Stevens.

CROSS-COUNTRY CITIZENS' RACE

^10 KILOMETRES

Sunday, February 19th, 1:00 p.m.

Taconic Golf Course

Registration begins 1 1 : 30AM at race site

COST: $2.00

Awards ceremony follows at Log

1st prizes: (Men) Dinner for 2 at the British A/teld

(Women) Dinner for 2 at the Country Restaurant

SPONSORED BY WILLIAMSfOLLEOE BOAT CLUB

-T

%\^ '§xiiK%^ iHai^

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

ASYLUM
(Last time Together)

now featuring pitchers of

bloody marys and mimosa

with Sunday brunch

/

PARSONS
INPARIS
This summer you can study in ftuis with ftrsons School

of Design aid cam nine academic credits.

ri'hesoven^cck pr\>f{ram provides students with an

t^)pi>rtunity to draw upon the rich hcrit<\j»e ofart and

design only IMris can offer A maK>r resiMjrce this summer

will \yc The Ibrnpidini International G?nter li>r the Arts,

the woriii s most exciting new museum. Ilxcursiiwslo

ix>ints outside 1 *aris aa* alsi> ixut of the proiiram. All

ctHu-s*.«s cany fhnv civdits aiul incluifc? fainting. Museum

Painting. Drawing. Visual Conceits. l"ashioi\ Semiiw.

'llv WriterAmong Artists, I'lvnch History-. Histoiy of

Aahitecture. Interioi^iand IX?corative Aits.'Hw Metli-

eval .Mind as sivn in Ut>niaivst)ue aru.1 ( iothic Architectuiv

and Scul|)tuiv./V<\demy and AvtTnt (iaale.tind I'rcm-h

I A\ngu<ige

The entia' program, including nine studio arvd/t>rlil)eral

arts ca*dits. a>und trip <\ir faa\ <ux\>mmodations with

ba-akfast Rir sewn weeks will ciwt $l.(j(K).

For moa* infi>mvUii>n and an aiiplicatiun mail the
'

coupon below or call (22) 741-8J)I6

* muaoNStamutis
I PiMWMSclMMlalDMigB

OB KAh AivniKv Nv*YoHi N Y Will

IVffirwmI nv.' dn awliuiiKvi iml KhIIkt infanrwiliiinvn Ihc

rtrHMW in l%T* sommcr si-sHHiii

.

PARSONS

OPDESKiN^cw^»-^_ ,.. - ^ Dlv«ion<<TheN«.School

Namr .

AtUivHs.
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*'Three Sisters" opens on Friday

Visiting wifh the Prozorovs
by Thom Gait

Russians do not say, "We're going

to see a production of The Three

Sisien," but, "We're going to visit

with tlK Prozorov's tonight." "That is

the greatest thing anyone can say

about a play," said Gregory Boyd,
' tlirector ofthe upcoming visit with the

Prozorov sisters.

The title, like The Godfather,

doesn't quite tell the story. "It's the

most 'family' of plays," Boyd ex-

plained. "It's about fourteen people."

Chekhov fretted a delicate lace whose
threads and whose spaces equally

amaze. "If you look for a plot, you

won't find one. If you look for events,

they all take place offstage.

Everything you need to know is there,

but not as exposition."

Three Sisters is not a show for a

^spotlight; characters carry their own
can^p. ^The play "counts on you
sedng all the people, all the time,"

which is lost, Boyd pointed out, in the

movie adaptations and in reading. His

task has been to mix and modulate, to

"create an atmosphere where the

family can happen ... To khow
these characters, it's "important to see

who's listening to whom as opposed to

who's speaking." This makes ex-

traordinary demands on the actors.

It's easy to act when you have lines,"

said Stanislavsky, "the test of a great

actor is to be able to listen well."

*'And," added Boyd, "to not listen

well."

I admit to taking far less care in

rending Stanislavsky's words than did

Gr^ Boyd in rendering Chekhov's.

Professor Nick Fersen wrote a

translation against which Boyd
measured about eleven others. The
play is virtually uncut "Everything is

important." "In approaching Three

Sisters, if you've got a knife in one

hand, you need a stethoscope in the

other. Every line is so close to the

heart." Boyd forced a shrug at the

Inevitable loss (^"th&million and one

literary jokes." Just as Godot plays

with lines from the Bible, Shelley,

Milton, Shakespeare ... so Three

Sisters gathers and undercuts much of

Russian literature.

Overheard in the lobby after

Stanislavsky's initial production in

1901:

"What's all the fuss? They're three

intelligent upper class women. If they

want to get to Moscow, why don't they

buy a train ticket?"

"Ah. But you can't buy a ticket to

this Moscow."
"You could call this play, Waiting

for Moscow," suggested Boyd.

After watching the play in

rehearsal, I expect radiance in the

lobby. Each character has quiet

access to a churning enthusiasm, and
Boyd's direction is confident and
unintrusive. Thft hands of this en-

semble are strong enough to hold the

piece lightly.

"Some people have a 'received'

notion of what is Chekhovian." Boyd
pronounced the last word as if a

doctor had stuck a tongue depressor

down his throat and said, "Open wide
and say Chekh-ohhh-vian." "A
Chekhovian play, they think, is

something turgid with lots of pauses.

Chekhovian acting, sentimental with

lots of breastbeating. But the play is

full of life, comedy--Everything!"
Chekhov wrote in a letter to Olga

Knipper, who played in the original

production (and then married
Chekhov), "Don't make a mournful

face in a sinf^eact. Angry, yes, butnot

mournful. People who have borne

grief in their hearts for a long time

and are used to it only whistle and
often sink into thought"

Ibsen, called the father of modem
drama, "wrote about people

naturalistically. Chekhov writes

about people with love. He never

makes judgments. Everything is

contradicted, almost every line." As
Boyd spoke, I just then began to write

down what he had said at the start of

our conversation, "It's the most
beautiful play I've directed. And it has

the most in it. At every rehearsal new
discoveries are made."
Chekhov is one of those geniuses

like Shakespeare or Browning or

Henry Miller, who can let his

characters peer with their own eyes.

He only wrote six full length plays,

four are pillars of Drama. "Despite

the Cherry Orchard, being one of the
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moat significant symbols of theater,

Three Sisters is richer in symbolism,

more intricate, more subtle, more-
give me a word . .

." Boyd continued,

"A play like Comedy of Errors lends

itself to a lot of stuff. With Three

Sisters we're trying to conjure from it

what sound Is there."

The music metaphor is often ap-

plied to Chekhov. Chew them up and
swallow most plays, and ttie crises

which propel them will lay stem in the

stomach like stepping stones. Three
Sisters travels by tone.

A visit with the Prozorov's, their

friends, loves, and servants, is like a

concert by the Modern Jazz Quartet.

If you like, you may listen only to the

. string bass. It is unexpectedly clear

and lyrical. The vibes, equally

distinct, are no less empiiasized than

the piano, which is easily listened to

alone or with percussion. Put together

any combination or concentrate on

what John Lewis is laying down with

his right hand. The greatest joy of all

is finally to sit back and take it all

together.

Richard Archer

THREESISTERS, Anton Chfktrav's flrsat drama of lives In trantition, will be

parformed by Wlliiamsthaatrt February 17, il, 23, 24, and 2S at the Adams
Memorial Theatre on the Williams Collaga campus. Tickets may be resarvad at

ttM A.M.T. Box Office (4S«-3023) botwoan 12:00 noon and 5:00 p.m. waokdayi.

Performances are at 0:30 p.m.

Tribute paid to former librarian
H. Richard Archer, Librarian

Emeritus of the Chapin Library, died

Thursday, January 19, 1978, in Boston.

He was sixty-six.

For four years Archer worked at the

College Book Co. and the Argonaut
Book Shop in Los Angeles, before

earning his B.A. andM.A.L.S. degrees
from the University of California,

Berkeley. In 1944 he was appointed
supervising bibliographer of the
William Andrews Clark Memorial
Library (UCLA), and in 1952 became
curator of graphic arts in the special

collections division of the UCLA
Library. In 1954 Archer became
librarian for R. R. Donnelley & Sons in

Chicago, and that same year earned

his doctorate in library science from

the University of Chicago.

Archer succeeded Thomas R.

Adams as Chapin Librarian in 1957.

Substantial growth occurred during

the twenty years of his custodianship,

reflecting in many instances Archer's

special interest in English and
American literature and the graphic

arts.

«lPreview: Bergmdh's "Smiles
byDonFrazler

The now-famous still of exaltant

lovers proclaiming: "This is the life—

there's none better!" focuses the light

comedy Smiles of a Summer Night

upon Uie wistful melancholy at its

core. In removing a series of romantic

sketches to a lushly appointed tum-of-

the-century setting, Ingmar Bergman
transforms ribald boudoir farce into

an exquisitely stylized comedy of

carnality.

The film's fbi de siecle visual

richness emphasizes love's easy and
capricious oscillations between
sublimity and ridiculousness. Or as

said by moonstruck Anne (Harriet

Andersson) as she joyfully chooses a

dress for the theater: "The white one!

It's suitable for laughter or tears."

Odd we've come to think warily of

Bergman's exclusively cinematic
sensibility, for Smiles is a broadly

theatrical work, betraying its

director's early, well-hidden career in

the theater. He subtly imbues the film

with an ethereal, translucent beauty;

scenes of transient love are elusive

pipe-dreams in tones of unearthly

sensuality. Bergman rigorously

maintains this conception throughout

the film. The lovers' illusions never
verge into reality, but stay where they

belong, in fantasy.

Bergman's conception of character

and situation are equally theatrical:

In Smiles life is a fleeting and brittle if

well-burnished procession of masks,
subterfuges, roles, and stagey coin-

cidences.

Only later would Bergman try to

mold the actors of his magnificent

repertory troupe into the figments

peopling his imagination and visions.

He elicited compelling performances

from every member of a massively

talented cast; all are fully-fleshed

and—passioned. Spirited dialogue and
interaction sparkle along with the

brilliant precision of these fully

confident stage actors. Only the most
sensitive ensemble acting can weave
a (x-operly convoluted mesh of con-

flicting desires and intentions, and
Bergman's actors intimately sense

the marrow of each other's bones.

Eva Dahlbeck plays Desiree, the

statuesque heroine of other Bergman
comedies, spanning the gap between

enthusiastic ingenuous innocence, and
a wistful autumnal acceptance. Her
unhappily married target, Engerman
(Gunnar Bjornstrand) wanders
through similar levels of emotional

and erotic complexity. He personally

realized the film's theme, love as a

series of exciting if haphazard
imaginative leaps. The entire cast

breathes vervy life into the entire

range of Bergman's erotic spectrum.

Reel Vintage present* Ingmar
Bergman't "Smiles of a Summer
Night" in Bronfman Auditorium at

7:30 and 9:30 on Saturday night.
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Archer had been visiting lecturer at

the library schools of Simmons
College and the universities of

Oklahoma, Southern California,

Michigan, Illinois, and SUNY-Albany,
and in 1967 shared the Clark Library

Seminar lectureship with Ward
Ritchie. He was also the author or
editor of many articles and reviews in

his two areas of professional interest,

fine printing and rare books.

A devoted amateur printer. Archer
operated his Hippogryph Press since

1951, and in 1957 was given the Award
of Merit from the Society of
Typographic Arts. Upon bts~
retirement in June 1977, friends and,

associates established at the 'Chapin
Library the H. Richard Archer Book
Fund for the acquisition of choice
examples of 20tb-century printing.

Music in Round

presents Brahms,

Hiller, and Ravel
MUSIC IN THE ROUND, the

chamber music series sponsored by
the Williams Music Department, will

give its fifth concert tonight,

February 24th, at 8:30 p.m. in

Thompson Memorial ChapeL
Hie music on the program spans

just over a century of composition,

from Brahms' Sextet, Opus 18 in B^
Major, written in 1860, to Lejaren

Hiller's 1970 Sonata No. 3 for Violin

and Piano, with the magnificent

Ravel Trio coming in between, having

been composed in 1915.

The Williams Trio, Julius Hegyi,

violin; Douglas Moore, Cello; and
Charles Joseph piano, wiU poform
the Ravel work which Hegyi
unhesitatingly calls "the granddaddy

of all trios."

Lejaren Hiller has studied piano,

oboe, and composition, the latter with

such notables as Milton Babbitt and

Roger Sessions. Although he worked

as a chemist, he always composed; in

1957 wrote The Illiac Suite, the first

computer music. He Is now Professor

of Music at S.U.N.Y.-Buffalo.

'Hostage' ouditions

Auditions for Brendan Behan's

musical satire THE HOSTAGE
will be held on Sunday and Mon-

day, February 19 and 20 from 7:30

to 11:00 PM on the main stage of

AMT. Performances of THE
HOSTAGE WiU be April 21, 22, 27

28, and 20.

Auditions are open to all

members of the WUIiams College

community. Thoae trying out must

sign for audition times in the

production office of the Theatre

Department (in the lobby of the

A.M.T. where scripts will be

available on two-hour loan).
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Davidson's photo show
weaves subject, style

by GInny Doherty

"Six and Other Work", a show of

photographs by Ben Davidson '80,

opened Tuesday night at the Dodd
House Student Art Gallery. The core

of the show is (4iotographs illustrating

the creative activities of six students.

Ben gives us images which are

beautiful in themselves, and which

becbme fas^ttaling when his in-

terweaving of subject and the style in

which it is presented is understood.

Each set of photographs of a subject is

conceived so differently that they

might almost be the work of separate

photographers. The photograph of a

saxophone player, Complete, is a soft,

curvy, grainy picture, and the

superimposition of the saxophone's

silhouette upon the player's face is a

very thoughtful relation of the

musician to his instrument.

To compare this to Enchanted

Rings, a set of two photographs of a

and harshly lit in an almost
threatening way.
The variation in styles, however,

causes a lack of unity in the show, in

that the ideas and styles of each set of

photographs do not bear much
relation to each other. The unity to be
found is a more personal one, that of

Ben's deyelpRtntint as a photographer
working with people and the
illustration of an idea. There is a
casual kind of randomness to many of

the photographs—some of the images
were planned in advance, but many
evolved out of an almost subconscious

process—a process that he hopes can
be seen in each image. The show will

continue through February 2lst

Ephwomen swimat regional championships

wfraUer, shows^en's complete in

volvement in each of the subjects—he

again gives us a totally personal

perception of the subject, one which is

not prejudiced by his perceptions of

others. The "enchanted ring" is the

wrestling ring, and the enchantment

lies in the precise geometry and the

personal contact implied in wrestling.

In the first of the two, the wrestler

stands alone under an almost magical

light which dehcately defines his

body. In the second he is wrestling,

and the two bodes flow, merging into

one, breaking out of that enchanted

ring with their movement. The other

I*otographs also show "style" as

defined by subject; the singer is a

broken up, changing rhythmn, the

artist is almost "drawn" with light,

thcweaver is a series of patterns, the

rock climber is straightforward and

clear, and the filmmaker is strongly

In spite of a one day postponement
because of snow, the New England
Women's Swimming and Diving
Championships get underway tonight

at Boston College with Coach Carl
Samuelson's squad of fourteen Vying

for honors among almost 40 teams and
more than 600 swimmers.
Top individual contenders for the

E(^women, who suffered only one
loss during season dual meet com-
petition, include sophomore Keren
Walker, co-captain Nina Murphy, Sue

Tuttle and freshmen Katherine
Pearsall, Linda Reed and Molly

Murphy, Walker, who has qualified

for six events at the Small College

Nationals in Atlanta next month, will

swim freestyle, butterfly and in-

dividual medley events at the New
Englands, along with several strong

relays Samuelson has put together.

Nina Murphy, utility swimmer in

virtually every event during the

regular season, will add additional

strength to Williams' relays and the

uud's
COIUGI BOOK STORE INC.

WIUIAMSTOWN. MASS. OIliT

If you've been buying your books piecemeal,

finish gettingthem soon.

Overstocks will be returned to the

publishers shortly . . .

individual backstroke events. Tuttle

will take on breaststroke races, while

Pearsall, Reed and Molly Murphy ^yiU

split their talent betweoi relays and
the freestyle events. Reed will also

swim backstroke.

The extended three day meet will

provide top competition from area

colleges, universities and Ivy league

swimmers. According to co-captain

Murphy, a place among the top ten

teams would be excellent for the

Williams contingent. "And it would be

some consolation for missing whiler

carnival," she added.

Bm OavMaon's photo oxhlbH is on

display at Oa«M. (photo by C. Road)
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Ski teams host Winter Carnival
Men aim at

fourth in ten
WiUiama is hoeting ten Division I

schools for the skiing events at its

Winter Carnival this weekend. Coach

„_ Bud Fisher's 9quad hopes to leap from
their fifth place finishes at the two
previous carnivals to surpass habitual

fourth place finisher University of

New Hampshire.
Participating in the festivities are

the Universities of Vermont, New
Hampshire and Maine; Dartmouth,
Middlebury, New England College,

Bates, SL Lawrence and Harvard.
This comprises the finest skiers on the

eastern intercollegiate circuit, in-

cluding two members of the U.S. Ski

team.
The events began this morning with

the Giant Slalom on Berlin Mountain.
This, said Coach Fischer, was the key
event of the carnival So far, this has
been our weakest event and one of

their strongest. "We must be dose to

or better (than UNH) to have a shot at

fourth," he said.

UVM'8 Scott Light and Neal Mc-
Nealus are the favorites for the Giant

Slalom. Each of the two skiers have
won the event at one of the previous

jamivals. Williams' Andy Mikell '79

idaced second here last year and
should be vei7 competitive this

weekend. Following Mikell for the

Sphmen will be Donald TarinelU,

Chris Welch, Josh Dembinski and
Roger Prevot.

-r- This afternoon the cross-country

squad vaults into actioa If Co-captain

Jeff Magoon recovers from the flu, he
will fight with Mark Wagner of UVM
for the lead. Wagner, a member of the

U.S. Ski Team won both of the car-

_jiivals already held this year. Magoon
holds a fifth and an eighth in earlier

competition and should improve his

time on his home ground.

Howie Bean of UNH wiU probably
complete the winning trio, but right

behind him will be the rest of the

-Williams contingent. Peter Wells, Rob
Craig and David Richards round out

the powerful Eph squad
The Slalom, Fischer said, may well

Wpmen hope to better fourth

Both man and women ski teams hope to battar tliair

places tills waakand.

be the turning event of the carnival. It

is a shorter race than the Giant
Slalom, the gates are shorter and
closer together, requiring faster
turns. The teams anticipate a number
of falls. The squad that keeps the most
skiers on their feet might well win. So
far, Williams has excelled here.

Donald Tarinelli and Andy Mikell, the

,,
coach said, could crack the top five.

Josh Dembinski has shown "flashes of

brilliance" at earlier carnivals, and
Chris Welch and Roger Prevot will

round out what Fischer calls

Williams' strongest event.

The jumpers take off tomorrow
afternoon at one. Two Norwegian
exchanges, Roger Helden and Kari
-Herji hold the favored positions for

UVM. "No dark horse" Jeff Hastings

will, the coach says, stay right with

them for Williams. Hastings placed

fourth at Dartmouth and then second
at Salisbury, the New England
jumping championships, where he
tied the hill record, Tom Dodds has
looked excellent in practice, and
should get everything together for a
good afternoon on his home hill Andy
Kelly will put on a good show to finish

up the E|^ team.

Coach Fischer has not been happy
with the team's performance thus far.

"Fifth place,"he said, "is like kissing

your sister, there's no excitement in

it. If we don't get fourth, well . .

."

and fourth racpactiva

The Williams women's alpine and
cross-country ski teams hope to break
out of their fourth-place rut into the
top three, skiing on their home snow.
Williams will be hosting six other
Division I. ski. teams Friday and
Saturday at Berlin Mountain.
National champions Middelbury and
Dartmouth will l>e here, as well as the
Universities of Vermont, New
Hampshire, Maine at Orono, and
Colby-Sawyer College. Three Division
I teams, Harvard, Johnson State, and
St. Lawrence University will miss the
Williams Carnival, thus shortening
the field from 50 to 35 in each event.

But the competition will be unaffected
The slalom has consistently been

the team's best event, and they hope

Women's basketball

Ephs blast Mt. Holyoke

Ephwomen stymie Vassor

rackets, record now 5?1
The women's squash team defeated

Jthe Vassar College team 5-2

'

Wesnesday afternoon, nioving the
Williams season record ahead to 5-1.

Though only four of the regular top
seven varsity players competed, the
team dropped only sue games total

while winning The other seventeen.

Beckie Chase, Laura Carson, and
Marcia Johnston, playing in the

highest positions, won easily at 3-0.

Also winning 3-0 was Elizabeth Shorb,
filling the nuniber five slot. The only

other victor for Williams was Ros
Sareyan who conceded one game
before winning 3-1. The longest match
of the day was endured by Trudie Ten-
broeke. In the course of five games,
all of which ended in tie breakers,

Ten-broeke lost 2-3. Rickey Harvey at

number seven lost in three games.
The varsity team will be playing

again at full force this coming
weekend when they meet Penn-
sylvania on Satun&y at 11 a.m. and

Harvard on Sunday at 2 p.m. Both
matches will be at home.

While it wasn't exactly the St.

Valentine's Day massacre, the

Williams women's basketball team
pulled off a key victory Tuesday night,

manhandling Mount Holyoke College,

70-49.

The Ephwomen came out slowly as
the first few minutes saw a point-foi^

point trade between the two squads.

Holyoke center Shauma Doyle quickly

established her dominance under the

boards, picking off offensiverebounds
and picking apart Williams zone

defense with her turnaround jump
shot. The 5-11 center ran up 16 points

in the first half before finding herself

in foul trouble as the second stanza

began. With Holyoke's only real

threat on the bench, Williams moved
out ahead, amassing a 21 point lead

from a nine point half time margin.

The slimly leading Williams squad
dropped behind by one midway
through the first period despite the

strong play of seniors Anne Youngling
and Lisa Capaldini. Frosh Cathy
Gemert then came in to take control

of the Eph's go-ahead game hitting

two free throws to put Williams up 22-

20. Gemert then responded again

when called upon a minute later to

keep the two point margin following a

Doyle connectioa Co-captain Maggie
O'Brien (16 pts.) tallied up part of her

game high total in the next five

jninutes pacing the Williams offense

to a 37-28 halftime lead.

Tightening its defense in the second
half, Williams proceeded to pick off

After a disappointing loss to

Wesleyan last Saturday, the women's
ice hockey team bounced back,
evening its record at 4-4 with a 7-2

trounce over Colgate University.

Williams dominated the opening
period scoring 4 goals against a
disorganized Colgate defense. Sharp
passing from the onset of the ccmtest

resulted in 2 quick Eph goals as
senior Priscilla Buckley scored on a
pass from her classmate, Liza Olsen,

at the 2:00 mark. Two minutes later,

Olsen registered another assist as she

connected with freshman Sarah
Behrer for a goal. With 8 minutes

Mfaman'i lea hocfcay handily trowncad Colaata 7-2.

(photo by CRaad)

remaining in the period, freshman
Julia Weyerhauser made it 3-0 for

Williams with a score assisted by

defenseman Jane Goldfarb. Behrer

tft^llied her second goal of the evening

a minute later on a pass from
Buckley.

In the second stanza, Williams

slowed down and rested on its 4-goal

lead But with one minute left in the

period, Colgate struck, breaking
goalie Lisa Halperin's shut out with a

screen shot goal.

The final period of play saw the

Williams attack come alive again with

3 more goals. Defenseman Sue Stred

picked up a loose puck and put it over

the Colgate goalie's shoulder for the

score at 2:34 into the period. With 4

minutes left in the game, Colgate got

on the scoreboard again on a

breakaway shot that went between

Halperin's legs. Within the next

minute of play, the Ephs tallied 2

quick goals. Weyerhauser got her

second of the game tapping in the

retxHind from a Mary Fish shot On
the final goal of the contest, Behrer
passed to Olsen who scored on a
screen shot.

Williams goalie Lisa Halperin had a

spectacular night in the net,

registering 22 saves and stopping

several- Colgate breakaway drives.

The Ephs next contest is against

Dartmouth at home on Sat., Feb. 18,

at 12 P.M.

Holyoke's tired shots for the majority
of their 36 team rebounds. O'Brien led

in the rebounding game with nine,

while Sue Wright, in strong play late

in the second half had five as she ran
the Eph's closing minute offense.

Williams on the strength of O'Brien,

Youngling (12 pts.) and guard Monica
Grady (14 pts.) moved way out
midway through the second to secure
the much needed win. -: ;

-^

The victory put the Ephwomen 5-5

on the season headed into last night's

contest with Dartmouth College.

to repeat their first place ^^
formance of two weeks ago at the

UVM carnival. Captain Marty Ep-
stein's carnival results so far tlui

season in the slalom include a first, a

second, two thirds, and a sixth.These
indicate that she stands in good
position to place in the top three in

that event Freshman Julie Ernst is

also a strong pouibility for a top

finish in the slalom since she, too,

consistently places at the top of the

field with Marty. Another freshman,

Kathy Lane, is likely to place in the

top ten, as is Ashley Smith. Corrie

Johnson, rounding out the carnival

team, also expects to finish well
AltlMUgh the slalom has been the

alpine team's better event, they ex-

pect to ski comparably in the giant

slalom Friday. They have (he ad-

vantage of competing on their own
Berlin Mounti^jn, the steepest college

ski slope of the carnival circuit. The
same 35 women who compete in the

slalom ski in the giant slalom.

The nordtt team, made up entirely

of carnival team rookies, has finished

fifth the past two wedcends at Dart-

moutl) and UVM. Led by sophomore
Cathy Allen, they hope to better that

Friday. Freshman Cindy Drinkwater,

who has continued to improve her
performances over the season, is

another top nordic hope. Juniors Sara
Reynolds and Franny Todd, and
senior Carrie Redlich, should place

near Cindy, skiing on theirhome track

at Savoy State Forest

Lady ice pucksters stand

evejt ofter 7-2 Colgate victory

Monica Grady and Uia CapaMIni helped ttia toam dataat Mt. Holyoka Tuesday.

(photo by CRaad)

Racketmen down Trinity
by Evan Bash

First it was the flu, then it was the
snow, and then it was the ... no,

wait, the men's squash team finally

got to play a match after a two week
layoff during which matches were
both cancelled and postponed by this

winter's two great faux pas. Given the
diance to play, they showed that, boy,
can they ever play, as Trinity found
out in an 8-1 loss to the Ephs Wed-
nesday in Hartford. It was Williams
sucth win of the season in nine
decisions and extends their modest,
albeit growing, winning streak to
three matches.

After a cancellation by Army (flu)

and a postponement with Tufts
(snow), coach Sean Sloane found
fantastic new ways to amuse his team
with imaginative round-robins. These
diversions kept the Ephs sharp,
however, as they showed almost no

effects of the layoff against Trinity.

Martin Goldberg and Evan Bash got

Williams off to a quick start with easy

3-0 wins in the first two matches of the

afternoon. Captain Amie Cogswell

then showed admirable fortitude

when he sprained his ankle at 10-14 in

the fourth game only to take the game
17-14 and the match S-1. Mitch Reiss

also played a gutsy match with his

tender wrist in a 3-0 triumph.

The Ephs clinched the match on the

strength of two, five-game wins. Jim
Parsons took the first as he managed
to hold on after taking a 2-1 lead, and

Pete Thayer strolled to victory when
he found his form after trailing 2-1.

Jim Little also took a 3-2 match with

his ubiquitous touch shots, while Chip

Lindquist rounded out the wina with a

strong 3-0 showing.

The racketmen take on an
illustrious Alumni team tomorrow at

1:00 and face Tufts (away) Mondays
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Gail, skill mix at Pc
by Altai MorrU

"Are you O.K.?" an amazed

spectator asRed; "It looKed like you

landed on your head" "I did," said

the victim of a Cardiac Hill wipe out,

"but it's no great loss." The craziness

of Poker Flats had descended on Cole

Field once again.

A traditional Winter Carnival event,

'^Poker Flats" is the annual site of

some of the wildest winter games

Williams College has seen. This year

the activities centered on the Carnival

theme of "The Wizard pf Oz." Games

included a tricycle race on Cole Pond,

where the winner had to be "the first

to get Toto to the sheriff;" King of the

Hill, where the winner had to

"master" Cardiac HQl for three

minutes; various solo and group

traying races, and an unplanned

event, inner tube jumping. Less

competitive students, or perhaps just

lazier ones, chose beer drinking and

snowball fighting instead

Cardiac Hill, the steep incline

behind Cole Field House, held most of

Friday's excitement There, students

alone, or in lines of up to five, boarded

familiar red trays and sped down the

icy slope. Freshman Sarah Smith took

first place in the distance competition,

and won a case of beer of her choice.
" "Thlf'lwtitf lUbthg cofhpetliion,

ctMrdinator Don Perry explained was
a "spontaneous" event. Finding
plastic trays hard on the backside,

several students opted for a large, soft

inner tube. The tube's cushioning
ability lost some of its effect,

however, as the jump at the bottom of

the hill threw all three students up in

the air and down on the not-so-soft ice.

One spectator commented that the

only solution was that they should "tie

themselves to the inner tube." But the

advice was unnecessary; no one
seemed to mind the wipe-outs. In fact,

the only participant that minded was
the inner tube itself, which finally

popped after an hour of runs down
Cardiac HUL
Although several other events, such

as funnelating and ."snowperson^
building, had beeil planned, the King
of the Hill competition was the last of

the organized games. Also staged on
Cardiac Hill, this contest pitted two
teams of five against each other, with

each member trying to reach and
remain at the top of the hill. Filled

with tackling, wrestling, and tugging.

j£oming fhi& weekend
..ijj'ii

" ' /
—»

Admissions plays host

fo special students^
The Admissions Committee has

invited sixty-five of the "most
promising" candidates from the Class

of 1982 applicant pool to attend a

Special Scholars Weekend February

23 through 25, according to Committee

Chairman J. Hodge Markgraf.

The Admissions Office has spon-

sored Special Scholars Weekends for

the last seven years. According to

Director of Admissions Philip Smith,

the event is designed to encourage

"the very, very, best students" to

consider Williams over the Ivy

League schools. "We thought that if

we gave these people the opportunity

to got to classes and meet students

and faculty, they would prefer

Williams" he asserted. Smith
estimates that some 30-40 per cent of

the students attending Special

Scholars Weekend will eventually

choose to attend Williams,

w Thursday night will feature a<|)anel

discussion in which Professors

SherronKnopp, William Moomaw and

Mark Taylor will discuss their fields

of professional interest The purpose

of the event, according to Markgraf, is

"to try give an informal glimpse of

faculty that we have here, and give

the students an idea of what to expect

in terms of a classroom situatioa"

On Friday, students will attend

classes with their student hosts, or

visit with professors, according to

individual interests. That evening, the

group will have a pizza reunion with

their student hosts and faculty

members.

Last year, about 20 of the invited

students actually attended Special

Scholars Weekend. Because of mail

delays, Smith is not certain how many
will actually make the trip this year,

but he estimates the number at 25.

Ambteur 'pro' Plin

George Plimpton, the Harvarc

graduate who has boxed with Archie

Moore, played percussion for the New
York Philharmonic, pitched an all

star game in Yankee Stadium, anc

played quarterback for the Detroii

Lions, will talk of his exploits tonighi

at 8 p.m. in Jesup Hall Auditorium

Plimpton claims that inside of hin

is the curiosity of a five^year-old boy:

he delights in life's "wonderful anc

unusual". Although his career is i

"professional amateur" is noted mos
for its memorable failures, Plimptoi

asserts, "People need me to fail . . .

it reassures them."

Plimpton is the author of severa

successful books, including "Papei

Lion," on his experiences with th<

Detroit Lions; "Bogey Man," i

chronicle of his escapades on th«

professional golf tour; and "Shadov

Box," on the world of prize fighting

TiMM K3 Comps were part of Saturday's *l«lom events.
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what it meant to be cold, as he slid

down the hill with his shirt half torn
off from the wresUing. Later Smythe
joked, "Actually I'm an
exhibitionist." For their efforts, four

teams were awarded cases of beer.

Included was a team of Williams F
girls, who proved that next year the

name "King or Queen of the Hill"

might not be a bad idea.

By 3 : 30 the games had disintegrated

into mass snowball fighting, hot

chocolate drinking, and doughnut
eating. The craziness of Poker Flats
was put' away until next year.

'Kinfl«fth«HIU'drtwvoclftroosip«ctator«at Paktt Flat«,HpKlally wInhiMm

tvent became co-cd. (^hoto by Doughty)
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"Basically," said Dean Cris T.

Roosenrdad, head of campus housing,

"inclusion is the process of attaching

a label—the residential house—to
every freshman." The ntjechanics of

this process are fairly simple.

Just before Spring Break, a fresh-

man must decide two things about his

upper-class lifestyle: where he would

like to live and with whom. The final

resolution of the former is up to a

computer, but the latter is completely

up to the applicant.

Up to four people may apply for

inclusion on. the same card. Every

rule has an exception, of course, and

in this case the exception is Mission

Park. If this option is a first choice,

seven lovers of polygonally-shaped

rooms may apply together.

On each card the group will list the

five housing alternatives—Greylock,

Dodd-Tyler, Row Houses, Mission

Park, and Fitch-Prospect—from one

to five in order of preference.

"The charge of the faculty," says

Roosenraad. "is to accomplish the

limpton to speak

labelling proc^sm a way
courages diversity.'

Associate Dean stated, "is to use a

computer to generate random
numbers."
The cards are fed in, with each

group on one card. Each card is

assigned a randomly-chosen nunvber.

Althoug^h everything that follows

occurs within the computer's circuits,

it is easiest to understand if one views

the groups as a stack of cards. The

cards are lined up from lowest to

highest according to the assigned

number, with the lowest number

getting preference. Now the actual

selection of housing begins.

"The Student Housing Coihmittee

has decided that first-choice

maximization is what we should aim

for," said Roosenraad. Groups are

assigned their first choice down the

line until a card is reached whose

first-choice housing is filled. That

caW is immediately set aside. The

process continues down the line,

filling as many first choices as

possible.

At the end of this first round, about

60 per cent of the applicants have

received their iirst choice. , There jg

also a group of cards whose first"

choices were not filled. These go

through the process of assigning

numbers once again. All possible

second choices are filled. Last year,

about 20 per cent of those who applied

received their second choice. The

process continues with third, fourth.

and fifth choices until everyone has

>^asgignpd a hnusinK group.

•This somewhat convoluted method

means that as many people as

possible get their first choice. Rather

than fill some second choices, befmre

everyone has had a chance to get their

most favored housing group, this

method is used. Roosenraad ex-

plained that the decision to use this

system of housing assignment was

made by the Housing Committee. He
said it is based on the idea that, "first-

choice preferences are fairly strong."

From a strategic point of view, this

means! that no fancy maneuvering—

putting a first choice second, hoping

that a written first (Jioice will be

filled—will help. All anyone can do is

to put down his choices and hope for

the best. ^

Houses within a housinig group are

drawn at random. Rooms within a

house are handled by the house of-

ficers. Although everyone on the same
card will be assigned the same house,

from then on, the administration steps

out of the picture. "l

The assignments are posted in thfe

mailroom after; Spring Break,

assuring dinner-table conversation

for the next sevearal nights. And there

is even consolation for those who
receive ^leir. last choice: the op-

portunity to sulk' in privacy. "To our

knowledge," says Roosenraad, "no

other college has such a high pen-

centage—over ninety per cent—of

single rooms for upperclassmen."

Student elections approoch

George Plimpton

Students interested in running iji

the College elections this Mai'ch

might be interested in the following

descriptions of the offices.

College Council President chairs

CC meetings, controls its agenda,

acts as the major sppkegman for

student concerns, and thus must

understand the issues and struc-

ture of every student organization;.

Vice President serves as Chairman

of the Election Committee which

selects, either;, dU-ectly or in-

direcly.all The meifibers serving

on College committees, must:

understand each committee's

function, and. fills in for the

'President which requires art up-to-,

d^tP understanding of campus'

happenings.

Ai-large Council Members attend'

^aU council meetinjgs. Since they

represent no patficular con-

see COMNCIL|»afle 2

Residents ski in race for boat ciub
by Nick Lefferts '80

Over a hundred people, mostly area

residents, descended on the Taconic

Golf Course Sunday afternoon to

participate in the annual citizen's

cross country ski race sponsored by

the WiUiams College Boat Club.

Despite the large number of outside

entrants Williams racers finished on

top among both men and women.

Jeff Magoon, junior captain ol the

Williams cross country team, turned

in the 4ay's fastest time, covering the

approximately seven kilometer

course in 20:15. Freshman Janet

Lavin, also a member of the cross

country squad, led the women with a

30:07 dotting.' Magoon and Lavin,

however, remained relatively

anonymous in victory as their Purple

ski-team status excluded them from

consideration as "citizens" and

neither was eligible for prizes.

In the awards ceremony at the Log

which followed the race, prizes were

awarded in each of 12 age and sex

categories. Bob Schneider of the

Williams Economics Department

grabbed first place among men 31-45

and finished a strong seventh overall

with a time of 24:25. Karen Fisher

(35:31), wife of Purple ski coach Bud

Fishfer, also took fifsl in her age

category. Local racers topped eacli of

the other categories with Kristian

Sullivan, age 3, a t>articular favorite

of the crowd.

A 6pe£iaiilE.iSe VP,.8Jv(W.tP..'>|.

fastest man and woman "citizen"

skiiers from Williams. A pair of Fresh-

men, Ned Collins and Anne Stroodi,

took the awards. Collins (26:46) made
off with dinner for two at the British

Maid while Stroock (40:39) pocketed a

gift certificate' from the Country

Restaurant. The afternoon's ^prizes

ranged from comic books to butter^

rum flavored lip protector as Master

of Ceremonies Peter .Wells '79

demonstrated a striking' im-

personation Of Dqti Pardb,

Pt'pceeds ffoih the race will go to

help support thfe Williams creiic. The
Purple oarsmen and women are

subsidized only partly by the College

and must rely on outside sources for a

^signi.fi,cant portion of their f.unding.
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Council, studonMoculty committee

positions open In coming elections

COUNCILfromiwggi
sUtuence, they should be sensitive

to all campus trends and interests.

TheCommiUecon
Educational Policy

The Committee on Educational

Policy is a student-faculty group

charged with overseeing the

curriculum and educational policy

of the college. The committee

consists of six students and seven

faculty members, with one of the

faculty members serving as

chairman.

The time commitment for CEP
members varies between two and

four hours per week. Roughly

speakitig, the time is divided

between a two hour committee

meeting, a one hour sub-committee

meeting, and an hour of outside

reading. Reading of faculty

memoranda, past CEP reports,

and the results of faculty

questionnaires is required of all

committee members.
CEP (meetings range from the

controversial and exciting issues of

winter study and grading to the

more mundane concerns of general

"education and class size.

Elections Committee —
Commluee on Undergraduate Life

There are four positions open on

the Conunlttee for Undergraduate

Life (CUD. One member from

each class, '79, '80, and '81, and one

at-large member from any class

will be elected. The CUL deals with

issues such as housing and a

review of the Junior Advisor

system, and a major topic for next

fall will be health services on

campus. The CUL meets every

week or every two weeks. There is

equal student-faculty represen-

tation on the committee. The CUL
plays a very important role in the

non-academic aspects of student

life; the committee's suggestions

and decisions are a major source of

input in college affairs.

The Honor and Discipline

Committees

Students are elected to both the

Honor and Discipline Committees.

The same students serve on both

committees. The Honor Committee
deals with violations of the Honor

Code, assessing the guilt or in-

nocence of an accused student and

determining punishment. Only

students vote on this conunittee.

The Discipline Committee
handles any misconduct on the

part of a student that would

warrant punishment. The com-

mittee votes on whether a case

should be heard, the guilt or in-

nocence, and the appropriate

punishment. Both students and

faculty vote on all decisions.

Meetings for both committees

a^re irregular, as they can only

meet when cases are brought to

them.

TtagcyFiHOP
precision hairstyling for all' of you

allphases ofcoloring \Henna\
and-

permanent waving

^2 discount for studonts with ID

Spring Street, Williamstown

c^ll for appointment
458-9167

\
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Sour Pickles

by Peter Rlntela

At 5:00 last Tuesday I walked into

the Record office and found Chip

Buckner (his name appears on the

masthead under editor) perusing the

latest edition of this hack-sheet. He

looked up from it and said to me,

"They cut a paragraph from your

...column.'' =-*' .-.f. -^-..~-i-L---H"-'-^--

'That's nice," I rq)Ued. I was

searching for a witty way of saying I

was pissed off, but couldn't find one,

so 1 had to resort to being sap

castically good natured

"No it's not," Chip said. "It's the

paragraph in which you explain what

you're doing a parody of. It doesn't

make any sense now."

He wasn't kidding either.

With that in mind, back to the

promised conclusion to The Myth That

Ate New York City, but first let me
explain what it Is all about Last week

I was explaining how Thom Gass,

dissatisfied with the traditional stock

of Williams myth, was adding one of

his own: Ladorvadora. It is no or-

dinary myth, however.

In the paragraph that got cut, Gass

warned that "Ladorvadora . . . shall

swell unbound in Williamsiana.

Ladorvadora is hungry, it's alive." He

also mentioned that new "molecules"

of the myth "first eddy in the

mailroom."

From there, we went into the 1950'

s

American International monster

movie scenario of "The Myth That Ate

New York City." As of last week, the

myth had swelled beyond William-

siana and engulfed a librarian and a

classics professor, both of whom

subsequently appeared as characters

in later "molecules" of Ladorvadora.

And now if the idea hasn't been kUled

by this tedious tplanation of it, »t's

move forward with the story.

SCENE: The Dean's office. After

the disappearance of two more

professors and one faculty secreUry,

Jtetspfl l>as been evacuated and

closed. The campus is told that

structural weaknesses have been

detected, but rumors circulate. The

audience, of course, knows the truth.

The Dean of the CoUege (who is

supposed to be fictitious, but

recognizable as someone in real life,

so we will give him an appropriate

name), a Mr. Peter Monckton, is

meeting in a tense session with other

Deahs and the Chairman of the

English Department.

Monckton: What have we got so far?

Frank Oxford (Dean of the Faculty)

:

A librarian, three professors and a

faculty secretary, all disappeared

from Stetson within three days of each

other. Those are definitely the work of

Ladorvadora. There are a few other

disappearances we're not sure of.

Also, there've been some strange

occurrences in the mailroom and the

mailroom employees say they're

afraid to go in there now. There's been

no mail service for two weeks. We
have a real crisis on our hands.

Monckton: What's become of this

Gass guy?

Oxford: He appears to have fled the

campus after the first disappearance.

We're trying to track him down now.

Monckton: Whatwe need is a weapon.

from Career Counseling
SUMMER JOBS WITH
CAROLINA ACTION
A representative from this North

Carolina social action group will be

interviewing any interested

students who would like to have a

summer job in fund raising. Sign

up at OCC. Interviews will take

place on Friday, Feb. 24.

CITIBANK INFORMATION
SESSION AT LOG
Tonight, Feb. 21 Citibank will hold

an informal information session

with those Seniors signed-up for an

interview or on the waiting list and

any others interested in banking, in

lieu of breakfast. The session will

be held at the Log at 7 PM.

ADVANCED LAW NOTICE FOR
JUNIORS
There will be a Junior Law
Orientation meeting on Mon,

March 6 at Mears House at 4 PM.
The meeting is open to others in-

terested in law school procedures.

LIFE/WORK PLANNING
WORKSHOP
There is still room in this Springs

Life-Work Planning Workshop. If

you would like to join us this week,

contact Jeff Wood or Phyllis

Goldberg. _

ATTENTION TEACHER" CAN-
DIDATES.!!!!!!!

The Sacremento Country Day
School will be interviewing at OCC
on the afternoon of Tues, Feb. 28. If

you are interested in any of thf;

positions that have appeared in

Teacher Openings notebook,

please sign-up at OCC for an in-

terview. '

The Dean of the Faculty at the

Purnell School (New Jersejf)

would like to talk to any Seniors

interested in the positions outlines

in the notebooks at OCC. Please

conUct Jeff.Wood if interested.

TWO FULL-TIME JOB OP-
PORTUNI'HES
An award winning New England

magazine" is looking for an ad-

vertising sales representative.

This is an ehtry level position

dealing with customer service and

sale of advertising space. If in-

terested see the Direct Application

notebook in OCC library

A public opinion and marketing

research company seeks a senior

who might want to join this

Stamford. CT firm as a market

researcher. Background in

Psychology and Statistics is

desired. See Direct Application

notebook.

PRICE WATERH0U8E IN-^

FORMATION SESSION
Tonight, Feb. 21 Price Waterhouse

will hold an information meeting

for interested students at 7 PM at

Mears House. All Seniors signed-

up for interviews or on the waiting

list are expected. This session is in

lieu of breakfast. P W is a major
national accounting firm.

Don't we hav« any weapons against

this thing?

Professor Shakespeare (Chairman of

the English Department) : We' ve been

working hard on that sir, but so far

nothing seems to work. Members of

my department have been publishing

scathing reviews of it everywhere we
canr-the Record, Pique, Backtalk,

Ibul no reaction. We've also been

encouraging English majors to

criticize its epic structure at dinner

table conversations and moments of

idle chit-chat Nothing there, too.

Ladorvadora is still swelling unbound.

Monckton: (Solemnly) There's only

one thing left to da (He picks up the

telephone on his desk) Get me the

President.

(Voice of secretary over the phone)

:

Who is it?

Monckton: Whadaya mean who is it

.

It's Dean Monckton,

Voice: No, I mean the President

Who's playing him this week?

Monckton: Oh. It's the French guy in}

biology, Professor DeGaUstone.

CUT TO: Two weeks later. In the

intervening time, Ladorvadora tan
attacked Sawyer, engulfing a number^
of students. By now the entire library

is gone and in new molecules al the

myth, now displayed in Baxter,

Troglodytes are commenting on the

wonderful new collection of books that

has appeared in the land of Ouzo.

Also, the army has been called in

and we are now watching a fierce

battle being waged with tanks,

missiles, and flame throwers. The
myth, however, continues to swell

unbound and the army's losses begin

to mount
CUT TO: The field office of Genera)

Brickbat Outside are batUe noises.

He is with the Deans.

Brickbat: (to the Deans) We got

losses everywhere. Nothing seems to

work against this myth a' yours.

(Pause) There don't seem but one

way out of this. The pen may be

mightier than the sword, the missiles

and the flamethrowers, but it ain't

mightier than our damn nukes!

Monckton: Wait a moment I have an

idea. (He grabs the nearest

telephone). Give me Tom Herwitz,

Class of '78 fast (This is a fictitious

Tom Herwitz, not to be confused witlt-

the real one.) Tom, Dean Monckton

here. How long would it take you to

ram a resolution through the CoUege

Council cutting off the funds for

Ladorvadora? A couple of days?

Good, do it!

Well the rest is history. (Don't asli

me what the part before this was. I'm

afraid to think about it) Penniless,

Ladorvadora shrinks into oblivion and

the world is safe again for democracy

and the liberal arts educatioa

Carnival thanks

To the editor,

Well, it's Sunday; skies are blue,

and this year's Winter Carnival is

over.

I would like to deeply thank aU those

that worked so hard on the many

facets of the weekend, from snow

sculptors to gatdieepers. Everyone

did a super job. I hope all had as much

fun as I did.

Paul Alexander

1S78 Winter Carnival ChalnasD
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Kim Verzyl discusses new art

Psg*. a

byMkrkTcrceh
Kim Veriyl ii a WiUiams senior and

a succewful artlai. Kim has had
several one-women showa including
one last February at New York's
Nicholas Roerich Museum.
Last year, she was commissioned

by the college to build a sculpture (see
photograph) at Hopkins Forest in the
memory of Thomas Harty. Asked
about the sculpture she explained,
"It's called 'Echoes of an Era' and I

feel it's my major artistic ac-
complishment I had. been collecting
artifacts for it for three years and it

took essentially all summer to build.

It never actually stood until I got ii out
to theforest. I couldn't believe it when
I saw it—it's huge."

Kim noted that the Williamstown
area has always held a special in-

terest for her because of its farming
heritage, and that it makes the perfect

setting for this type of sculpture, "it

just fits in so nicely with the moon
bam and it looks gorgeous with the
snow all over it," she said. "The
sculpture is all rusted and it's meant
Ho ^^lst soHhat it keeps turning^-

. 'iftati . vjK-r.-iaaKr.-i-.

A sculpture by Kim Verxyl '71

ferent colors— it will never be the
same. I go out tliere and look at it and
1 just have to smile."
When asked about what kind of role

her Williams education has played in
her development as an artist, Kim
explained, "I've been painUng since I
was tea So I always knew the artistic
thing was there. I wanted a liberal
arts education because it's hard to
make It as an artist-I wanted
something to fall back on. It's worked
to make me much more awa^t; top
Ever siftce r could walk" I've been
dragged to museums and galleries so
Ive always been really aware of
contemporary art, but studying it, and
oeing able to appreciate it and ui>-
dersund it has come about through
Williams and my art history major.

In terms of my studio art, my
instructor, Craig Dennis, really en-
courages twentieth century, non-
figurative types of imagery. This sort
of modern sensibiUty has made me
feel secure in going about the type of
imagery that I want to do and to
question the more traditional tyoesjrf
ones I had been doing . . My
paintings, for example, are sUghtly
impressionistic and very color-
oriented and they have sold very well
I like my painting and I eiyoy doing it^
out I ve never really been com-
fortable with it. In my studio courses
here I ve found the medium that I'm
most comfortable with and that is
printmaking. I value my Williams
education then, in terms of developine
a sensibility."

Mention of her paintings prompted
Kim to speak of subject matter
"Basically I paint people-artists,
writers, and people I know. I work
with photographs a lot; I saw a poster
of Patty Smith once and it was saying,
"paint me", sol did and it became my
favorite painting.

"When Tom Harty died I was
working on a painting of Dylan
Thomas and it turned into a portrait of
Tommy. It doesn't look like either of
them really; it was just an emotional
outpouring of my grief. I got a lot of
passion out. Art can be a real release
that way. One of my favorite artists
says, 'Art is to ease the pain.'

"

At this point Kim's plans include
applications for fellowships and to
graduate programs in studio art. "I'd

Mke to totally involve myaelf in my
work for a year without any financial
worries. What I'd really like to do is

stained glass; I've already made
some plans for it, but it's a
monumental art which you Just can
not do if you don't have the money
behind you."

Witha heavy academic work load, a
thesis to be written, and plans to make
for next year. Kim doubts she will find
the time to do a show on campus this
year. '.'I might do a printmaking shew
though," she said. "Working for a
show is really nice because you have^
goal and you are trying to amass all
the work together with a certain kind
of theme, and therefore you have
something to aim at— I eryoy it."

Hulton 'W, and Emily Ororaman Ii will appMr In

Thur.d.'y'^.^! ^Tl"!.^ ^"^ *'•••'•• ''•^^•««"«» will b. httd onThur«l.y, iF^day and Saturday. (photo by 0»tl««,)

Boyds Sisfer—despjate, unified

Museum obtains plaque
by Mitchell Portnoy

Behind the closed office doors of any
museum—is a scene of activities
involving intrigue, excitement and
even legality. Although the offices of
the Williams College Museum of Art
are rarely closed, and in fact, all its

decisions are both reputable and
unhidden—the unappreciated art of
museum acquisition proceeds.
The methods by which a museum

acquires its permanent collection for
display is a fascinating subject. Whole
exhibitions have been organized
around this theme such as the one at
theMeu-opolitan Museum of Art (New
York) a few years ago. It is now a rare
institution that does not publish a
periodic, detailed "Recent
Acquisitions Bulletin" or present a
similarly titled public exhibition.

It is true that our alumni, the
primary source for gifts, have been
^proportionately generous in their
museum donations for decades. But
ihe personal gifts of even the most
weU-educated and tasteful group of
wnors simply cannot fill the ex-
panding and often specific needs of a
college museum-one that must
encompass the arts of no less than the

*^ Some objects must be bought,
/ous, for a small museum like ours,

*'th a relatively low acquisition
"Wdget, each piece must be rigorously
screened and carefully chosen. What
"len does Franklin Robinson, the
museum director, his staff and
«[rators. his colleagues and in-
crested students, look for when
""Ming such a decision about a piece
tnat has been offered to us for sale?
'irst and foremost, the liard-to-

S!h'u'"'°" '^ """"^ » <=«»

nT^.""* '*'™ » "»e piece? Is it

^>^l^ damaged? Is U over
"Stored? But this is not all! They

must question an object's cost, its

power and beauty, and how it "fits"

into the museum's collection as a
whole. Yet our museum has an ad-
ditional function which is often not
understood. It is primarily a teaching
museum so, like any other college

facility, it must meet the needs of a
faculty and demanding student body
who are both interested in effectively

teaching and learning about art from
original objects whenever possible.
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Hindu plaque. (photo by Oettgen)

by Don Frazler
For Thornton Wilder, "There's so much life in life

"

Anton Chekhov agrees, and adds, "That's precisely the
problem." In Three Sisters, the commonplace comforts of
day-to-day living smother dreams-and nightmares alike, -

and occasionally mere whimpers of existence echo
through layers of "devastaUng triviality." In this play
nothing much happens; the desolation is unspectacular
and inexorable.

You see? Already I'm interpreUng the play while I'm
supposed to be reviewing it. And that is the strength of this
weekend's Williamstheatre production in the AMT. We
get one of the finest plays ever written presented with
sensitivity and truth, its myriad meanings intact ad-
mitting our interpretations without insistence.
And this is no minor achievement To reach it director

Gregory Boyd had to overcome reams of critical wisdom
our expectations of portentious Siberian gloom, and his
own demonstrated penchant for thestriking and bizarre
theatrical effect His Sisters proves that a great play
needn't insist on any specific interpretation.
Three Sisters' long history of abuse at the self-indulgent

whims of careerist directors gains a weekend's respite
Boyd's hand has shaped the text into its natural contours
without obtruding; and the finished work is seamless
Consider that notorious acid. test, the Act I luncheon in the
Prozorov dining room. Most directors can't resist the
possibilities for imaginative Kazanian stage business
afforded by a fully set Uble and thirteen energetic
characters. What restraint!

Setting designed by Joel Stoehr and lit by Frederick
Penzel take active roles in the audience's mind. Light
especially is a palpable presence we don't notice because
It s so right for the mood of each scene. Like the in-
troductory tableau of the three women at home- I've
never seen such a beautiful balance of decorum and
cheer. Penzel bathes the stage in a soft yet radiant
sunlight which neither bleaches out the set nor turns the
actors yellow (the usual fate of stage suns). The doomed
beauty of the Prozorov home and family conceals the
ominous dread lurking ahead; both are ripe for the axe.

I carft (and shouldn't) talk about the play and its scenic
production separately, so finely meshed are the two.
Candles flicker out one by one, embers iii a dying holocast
Velvet blue twilight staves off an empty black night, then
yields. Irina's cry. is swallowed by a world fading into dry
rot, the doctor's eyes retract into shadowed pits. A birch
forest encloses the actors like prison bars.
The stage of Three Sisters is a "peopled wound." It's

thickly clotted with lives; blasted, or petty. But the effect
is, paradoxically, not fragmentation but unity. We notice
how people are alike instead of how they differ.

Just marshalling such a large cast in cramped quarters
would tax the Times Square traffic cop. but Boyd turned
the trick so gracefully i hardly noUced the probFem
scenes. All difficult blocking patterns were resolved with
cunning and the actors' talent for motivating arbitrary
movement.
Elliptical plays like Three Sisters make hash of the

perennial rehearsal quesUon; "Do I play it as comedy or
tragedy?" We can't figure out if the characters are
supposed to be laughable or pitiable. Such as Capt.
Solyony, a comic figure who hates and kills. John Feltch
doesn't decide for us: He wrenches his mouth into an
obscene sneer; he struts, blusters, and lurks. But when he
speaks privately to rival Baron Tusenbach (Earl Childs)
whom he cruelly baits in public, he is shy and vulnerable
for as long as he can hold back the bile,

John Bedford Lloyd's Vershinin postures himself as the
embodiment of noble high-mindedness to balance his
actual life of mundanity. He calls his lofty sentiment
"philosophy" and expounds with the dogmatic smallness
of a Richard Nixon. We see why the imaginative Masha
falls in love with him: he's a blank slate for her desperate
illusions. Prima-donnas play only the beautiful and vir-

tuous, but Lloyd's brave enough to tackle unattractive
roles and even do what demands the most guts: find a
personal connection with the characters' limitations.

But the most limited member of the Prozorov circle is

Kulygia Masha's babbittic husband. While he could've
been that stock figure of ridicule, the prig cuckhold,
Robert Berry Jr. is hardly comic—he's scarey, a suc-

cessful cipher with a watch-chain, whose fastidiously

maintained appearances hide a void.

And so is Ann Eaklund as Audrey's fiance Natasha,

though her smile may be slightly ajar. Only the iron grip

of directorial suasion could keep people this shallow from
night to night.

Andfey Prozonov, perhaps the most coniplex role,
forces R^^ert Gregory to radically depart from type. His
Andrey squifims uneasily. Shuffles disconsolately gazes
glassy-eyed—Sajl that's in the first act. Andrey lives in his
dead father's shadow, ancKJregory's found a new, spaisd-
out pallor. He's drained himself of all intensity to play a
man whose soul hfc gone flaccid. With more control, he
might be able to^««Wi for the worm-like state of the last
act Instead of stflffjMbut there.

The three si^^^H obviously lived on the same
wavelength for 8i^^al>e.a?!s. The respond to each other
on a pre-conscioi]iy[evelSsC<tmmunicating an inner
Prozorov-language. WJCvHaey do^peak, their innocent
words carry a mysteriotk JsMo «f syblic messages. As
Irina, Jennifer White Oa^gsp$& a stunning trans-
formation from fresh-faced iniM^QKi^to weary, resolute
faith in that vague better life the pS^^tK for lack of a
better word, Moscow. I swear she phySv^^ages by the
end of the play: her step falls heavy^^r forehead
recedes, her jaw grows set and haggard:
Her oldest sixter, Olga, starts out old, her shoulders

stooped from the parental responsibility she inherited.
But she is the tenderest, the most trusting and sensitive of
the sisters. And fair game. What Ruth Hutton lacks in
years she makes up in passionate belief. A difficult-to-find
role, her Olga oscillates between girlish charm and a
schoolmarm's primness before settling into a serene and
poignant spinsterhood.

Not so Masha. The married sister is the arUste, the most
refined of all, whose desperate boredom and loneliness
propel her to the earthbound Vershinin. The lovers hardly
talk; their words hold each other at bay. And Masha is
easily the most formidable person in provincial Russia.
To Cecilia Rubino she is Tiger Woman, and lunches on
artillery officers.

No one can watch the cast of Three Sisters work
together for three and a half hours without being struck by
the troupe's dedication and enthusiasm, and a sort of
Prozorov-feeling among the cast members. But that's
wrong, only the members of the family should be bond so
closely, otherwise we lose the tension between the
greenhouse and the cold winds outside. Servants Craig
Elliot. Emily Grossman. Trish O'Rourke and Cassandra
Tchen; Lieutenants Stephan Bowers and Hudson Plumb
and even Nicholas Person as Doctor Chebutykin all share
in the warm communality onstage;
The play might be called inconclusive, open-ended. As

indeed it is. The sisters' tragedies dissolve into an
autumnal heaviness, but not despair. Defeat at the hands
of a Nastasha means nothing, and the sisters' spirited
goodness never once quavers. The production focused our
concern not on itself or a pithy message we can scrawl on
our programs before filing out, but upon the troubling and
unanswerable questions^aUhe-plajt*s_heart --

Arts Briefs
LoFevre to recite poetry

Adam LeFevre, a recent Williams graduate, will give a
poetry reading Friday, February 24 at 4:00 in Driscoll
Lounge—sponsored by the English Department.
LeFevre's first collection of poems, Everything AH At
Once, will be published by Wesieyan University Press this
spring. ^",

Benefit concert V^
The WiUiams Octet, Jaa Ensemble, and Ephlats will

give a benefit concert Thursday. Feb 23 to help fund the
Williamstown Public School's sixth grade class trip to
Mystic Seaport. The concert is at 8:00 p.m. in the Clark
Art's Auditorium. $1.00 at door.

Garbo films at Clark
Greta Garbo was the supersUr of the 1920s and 308.

Four of her most important films will be brought to the
Sterling and Francine Clark Art Institute on SuniJlBy af-
ternoons. The 3:00 p.m. Sunday films at the Clark ^U be
as follows:

Feb. 26 - Queen Christina (1933)

Mar. 5 - Ninotchka (1939)

Mar. 19 - Anna Karenina (1935)

Tickets, at $1 each and $.75 for children, are available
both at Hart's Pharmacy and at the Institute In adranee
and at the door.
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WINTER CARNIVAL '78

a phofo essay of people, places and

evenfs during Williams' Winter

CarnMol February 16-18, 1978.
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Winter carnival banner.
Bicycle and sled (Doughty).
"Oz", Gladden House's third

place snow sculpture. Melting
witch, the freshman quad's
third place sculpture. Robin
Pineo 78 and the "King of the

Forest," Carter House s third

place effort (Doughty). Dodd
House's winning entry, the

"Emerald City—Parsons
house is buried in there
somewhere. "Bring me the

girl, and the little dog. too,"

Wood House's second con-

secutive second place finish,

(other photos by Oettgen)

This page, left to right, top to

bottom.

Ski jumper. Trayer^^ shortly

before she wipes out at the
bottom of "Cardiac Hill"
(Doughty). Cross-country
skier, a madman. Wally
Bryson of Fotomaker, at the

ACEC concert. Traying train,

a suicide squad (Doughty).
"King of the HiU" at Poker
flats (Doughty). The slalom at
Berlin mountain. Yvonne
EUiman at the ACEC concert,

(other photos by Oettgen).
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Women faculty feel 'maleness' of Williams
WiUUm* hot long had troubh at--

traeting and katping good womtn
faculty. ThU artieU ia part on* of a
two part atria* that look$ at tha

woman faculty and eonsidtra thttr

pareaptiona, thair diacontanta, and
aoma of tha waya thty and tha ad-

minialrution art working to improva
tha atmoaphara for tham hara.

ll> J>.MerRi|l(els

While women now make up roughly

42 per cent of the Williams student

bo<i^, they make up only 14.B per cent
of its faculty. In the aftermath of the

notorious "library incident" of last

November, which evoked a letter

signed by eighteen of the women
faculty critical of the administration's

handling of it, interest has t>een

sparked throughout the faculty and
administration in the particular
problems faced by women faculty at

WiUiams.
The administration has long been

aWare that Williamstown is not an
especially hospitable place for

women, especially single women, to

come and settle down The faculty

handbook notes that, "the special

problems of Williamstown as a

community both for single individual

and married couples where both
spouses seek professional fulfillment

make it possible that women will

leave Williams voluntarily at a higher

rate than men." ^^
The college has just

not changed that

white male power

structure. - Grudln

This prediction has been borne out

by statistics supplied by Professor

Francis Oakley, Dean <rf the Faculty.

According to Oakley, the resignation

rate (i.e. rate of faculty leaving for

reas<ms other than termination of

contract by the college) since 1967 has
been 26.2 per cent for men and 30.4 per

cent for women. The difference said

Oakley is "not enormous, but it's

there. It's enough for me to worry
about, anyway."
Oakley pointed out, however, that a

number of resignations occurred
when a faculty member is denied

tenure and decides to leave without

finishing out the extra year mi his or

her contract A more telling statistic

ia the number of resignations oc-

curring before a faculty member
comes up for tenure, which (again

since 1967 ) for men is 62.9 per cent and

for women 92.8 per cent

But while th? problems faced by

women faculty have been with the

College Since it began hiring women in

significant numbers in 1972, the

events of last semester have caused ai

surge of interest and discussion

While the problems have been with

the College since it began hiring

women in significant numbers in 1972,

the events of last semester have
prompted many women faculty to

take a harder look at the professional

and social climate that Williams of-

fers them and to air their discontents.

The library incident, said Assistant

Professor Sarah Stage, acted as a

"catalyst" to bring women together

and give them some awareness as a
group. Said Assistant Professor
Brooke Larson, "We began to see that

our perceptions were very similar."

One result of the greater interest

has been an increase in attendance at

meetings of Committee W, a faculty

"lobbying group" for the interests of

women and minorities. According to

Assistant Dean Nancy Maclntyre and
Ms. Sarah McFarland, who co-chair

the group, the number of women
taking part at the meetings has
doubled since last November.
Many of the problems faced by

women are inherent in Williams'

setting— the isolation and the

smallness. Professionally, problems
can arise from the relatively small
research library here compared with
a larger school, and the lack of nearby
professional colleagues to discuss

one's subject with. Stage pointed out

that since she is the only person here
teaching women's studies, she must
go elsewhere to keep in touch with her
field, which can entail considerable

effort and travel time. Said Assistant

Professor Eva Grudin, "You can't

count on having colleagues at schools
nearby With whom you can talk."

Such contacts can be "release valves

for pressure," she said. Socially, the

problem is one familiar to many
students, namely that Williamstown
can be boring. The situation is

exacerbated by the fact that
Williamstown is a veiy "married"
community and offers a social life for

single people that can be awkward
and uninteresting.

Many say they feel the school has an
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institutional and traditional bias. For
many women faculty the main
problem is that they are working at a

school which they feel still retains its

traditional white-male character

despite having gone co-ed five years

aga
"Williams when it went co-ed," said

Grudin, "did change'ln certain ways

to accommodate women students. I

tbink . „ they^^ are^ ^ continually

reevaluating ways' '

ot making
Williams a better place for coeds.

Junior faculty and

women's problems

are mixed up

together. - Oakley

Williams has changed not at all in its

political structure since they've ac-

cepted women faculty members. The
College has just not changed that

white male power structure since

women faculty have come. They (the

women faculty) have been expected to

fit into a traditional framework."

Professor Lynda Bundtzen termed
it an "institutional ossification."

"Williams is a very mannered place,"

she said. Mannered, she added,

usually means treating people like

gentlemen.

The maleness of Williams is felt by
women in a number of ways, some
subtle, some not so subtle. While being

interviewed in the faculty lounge in

Stetson, Assistant Professor Sarah
Roche-Gerstein was asked how she
felt it and simply pointed to a portrait

of a stem, grey "scholarly" looking

man which dominated one of the

lounge's walls. Many women feel that

the archetype of the distinguished

scholar and good teacher is something
like that portrait, and that women
faculty do not fit into the mold. One
place it shows up is in the classroom,

where they feel that students are

looking for thekind of authority figure

that they do not want to play.

"The kind of authority figure

students expect in a classroom here is

a male figure," said Roche-Gerstein.

"I had a lot of problems my first

semester teaching here since people

were unaccustomed to seeing a

womaa I felt I had to spend a lot of

-energy ... to counteract it by saying
'I refuse to be an authority figure.' I

walked into it not expecting it. I never
felt it at UCLA or Pitzer (where she
had taught previously)."

Assistant Professor Meredith
Hoppin voiced the same sentiment
"My feeling is that if you're a woman,
"you have to be brash to establish

credibiUty. Assertiveness is admired
here more than elsewhere." A
number of other women faculty ex-

ivessed similar views.

Many have also found biases among
the male faculty working against
them. According to Grudin, when she
first began teaching here in 1971, she
encountered a great deal of overt
sexism. "In those days," she said,

"male members of the faculty were
very willing to articulate their
prejudices against women as serious

professionals, and open in their at-

tempts to joke about it It became
more and more rare after 1973 to hear
these things." She does not however,
feel that that development has meant
an end to biased attitudes toward
women. "Although faculty women
rarely hear these slurs any longer, I

don't for a minute believe that these
biases have disappeared. Behavior
changes before attitudes."

She described an incident which
occurred more recently in which she
was the only woman on a particular
faculty subcommittee. When the
subcommittee had finished drafting
its report, its chairman asked if she
would type it "I was speechless," she
uld. "I could only drop my jaw and
•putter out 'no.' "Sheaddedthat"we
(women) are often besieged by this

kind of prejudice. I shouldn't have to

defend myself all the time. It's so
enervating."

No one else interviewed described
overt sexism in terms as strong as

Grudin's, but a number did express

the feeling that as women they felt it

was more difficult to be taken

seriously as schol«r8 and also to

relate well to their male coOeagues.

Part of the problem in this regard,

however, is that most of the women
here are members of the junior

faculty and it is often difficult to single

out either sex or lack of seniority as a

source of aUeMtion. _,.^,„

"Junior faculty problems and
women's problems are all mixed up
together," said Oakley. "That's not to

say they (women's problems) are not

there, but just that they are very

difficult to sort out"
One way in which the two feelings

get merged is in the feeling of some
junior women faculty that they are

being judged for tenure not only on
academic performance, but also on
how well they mix socially, and they

feel themselves at a social disad-

vantage to their male colleagues.

"Your professional and social life

are merged here," explained LarsoiT

"You do a lot of you relating to senior

faculty members, people who are
judging you, over sherry. A lot of

women find that is a difficult milieu in

which to reinforce ties to other

members of the department"
She and a number of other women

faculty also spoke of a "locker room
syndrome," that is, the fact that a
considerable amount of faculty
socializing is done through athletics,

something from which they feel

themselves excluded.

Finally, the maleness of Williams
manifests itself for many women
simply in the lopsided sex ratios cm
the faculty. At present, 14.8 per cent of

the Williams faculty is female and
only 3,6 per cent of its lenursd f«t>uliy

Conjpared (o many similar 8cho<(k;
the College is not doing that poorly

'

Many women, however, come from
graduate schools or tetching jobs at
colleges where the dii|Mrity is much
less or non-existent and are surprised
to suddenly find themselves in such a
minority.

If you're a woman,

you have to be

brash to establish

credibility. -Hoppin

"Going through grad school," said
Hoppin, "I didn't think of myself as a
woman but as a classicist and an j

anthropologist. When I got here is|

whenJ started looking at myself as «|
womaa You stand out around here."^
The dearth of women in the seniorl

ranks exacerbates the problem.!
Junior women faculty come here aDdl
find no "visible" distinguished woraerij

scholars who might act as "role

models" for them. In addition, thel
small number of senior womenf
contributes to a generally low

scholarly profile for women faculty i„,.

carapiis. The Womens' Colloquia isai^
attempt to raise that profile, saidM
Hwpin. p'-. ^

,

Part two of thia artiela will look at-'^..

aoma of tha ways woman faculty ondS-
adminiatratora are 'aeeking lolutionaM
to the problema thay have idantified.'^>^f:

I

The Mercury Column:
Motivation f

E. B. White writes in his Letters that the reason there is so much activity in

Maine in the winter is that, given the rigors of the climate, people are afraid to

stand still. It is certainly dangerous to stand sUU in front of the Bronfman
library doors. With the hall lights out to save.energy, it is so dark that one runs

the risk of being in collision with an exciting professor who forgot to put on his

I

glasses. Does this gloom really save enough to be worth the risk; is the game.
~

worth the (unburned) candle? If all of the students puUed the drapes on their

dorm windows before leaving for vacation, would the energy saved due to less

heat loss exceed the energy expended in the pulling? Should the campus tem-

peratures be dropped l degree, if the resulting saving is only $4 per student per

year?

Thequestion before the house today is: Assuming that the answer to each of.' -

the above questions is yes, how might we best get appropriate steps taken?

Those of us in Bronfman were told last year that we would be allowed as extra

research funds any money saved in energy costs. I have no idea how effective;

.

this ploy was, since mathematicians rarely get such funds. (How much does '.

just plain thought cost?) Suppose, indeed, that all of us could be convinced to
•'

operate under a 1 degree temperature drop. Would we do it for $4? $8? Do I hear

112? The committee is exploring both the carrot and the stick approaches to

energy saving. I must admit to some ambivalence about our chances of success 7

with either method. I have difficulty getting my own children to turn off unused 'h

lights at home, since they neither pay the utility bills now would they realize, ^f

any savings on such bills. Even if I did pass on, say , $1 a month to each of them, 'T
would that create the requisite sense of urgency? Somehow I doubt it.

My own feeUngs about the traditional WiUiams prize, either in money «
equivalent keg, are sharpened by my not being a beer-drinker. My reaction to

tuition rebates, as a dues-paying father of children in college, is a hopeless

resignation towards ever-increasing term bills. Also I find it difficult to imagine

a no-fault energy conservation program: Who left that light on? Who fell asleep

in the shower? Who forgot to close the window? Long years ago my dander rose

when, in grade school, the whole class was kept from recess because of the
^

behavior of a few students. Some combination of carrot and stick seems in- ]
.,

dicated, and the committee welcomes all insights into what might be effective, f
'"

Let's keep in mind where in this ball-park we are. If the energy costs last

year were $700,000 and we could save 5-8 per cent, we're talking about roughly

$20-25 per student, or Vi of 1 per cent of your term bill. Suppose we split the

savings: half to the College and half to the student. Now we're back to the II.

per month mentioned above. Put that way. it doesn't make a very strong in-

centive to conserve. But in a house of SO students, $50(^400 is at least a basis for

some constructive thought Of course, not all of that saving can be realized by

an individual house, many of which are not big users of energy compared to, ..^

say, Bronfman or the hockey rink. Assuming that energy use can be monitored |

"

per house, what amount of money would move you to actiixi? Suppose excMii

use was to t>e deducted from house fund8?Now what kind of money will raise tblf

vigilantes? »100? $500? Do I hear more? (I hope not

)

This is not a problem that admits an immediate solution, nor one that can >|

be arrived at by abstract thought. Sherlock Holmes says several times that it is

a capital mistake to theorize in advance of the data. To get such data, (he

committee is considering a set of student monitors to estimate how much could

be saved in each campus building. This bothers me; it smacks too much of Big

,

Brother (Sister? ) watching us. But I see no other way to get the kind of hard

information we need.

Our fact for this week comes from an article in Yale Scientific Magazine by

Don Scroggin, erstwhile member of the WiUiams chemistry department He

reports (p. 11, April 1977) that "If the U.S. had used the energy conservation

measures proved effective in Sweden, our energy conaumptioa in 1971 would

have been reduced 26 to 40 per cent" And If It is said by a faculty member-
even an eratwhile one— It must be true. Mu88entlt^____,

imPI BobKoseOu
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WeekehH Sports Roundup I

Women's swimming
Six college records fell, two were

created and the women's swim team

brought its first New England champion

back to WilUanu Sunday night after

participating in the New England

Women's Swimming and Diving Cham-

pionships at Boston College over winter

carnival weekend.

- ^pbomoresKeroaJV^Uua:^.undefeated

in Williams dual meet competition during

the season, became • the 1977-78 New
England champion in two events, the 50

butterfly and the 50 freestyle. Both times,

27.47 and 25.16 respectively, bettered

college records by more than .7 of a

second. Walkei' also took fourth in the 100

individual medley in Williams record time

of 1:04.57.

Senior Sue Tuttle ended her college

swimming career by cracking her own

school record in the 50 breaststroke as she

finished sixth in 32.24. She then returned to

swim the breaststroke leg of the ninth

place 400 medley relay team including

Linda Reed, Nina Murphy and Molly

Murphy. The relay knocked a full second

off its qualifying time of a 4 ; 31 .3 to finish in

4:30.3, another Williams record.

Katherine Pearsall and Chantel Cleland

swam Williams' first recorded 1650

freestyle races Friday night. Pearsall

placed 16th with a 19:49 and Cleland, 25th,

with a 21:30. Pearsall's time and that of

the seventh place 800 free relay team of

Murphy, Murphy, Reed and Walker,

8:39.7, automatically become college

records because the events have never

before been attempted by Williams

swimmers.

The 200 free relay team of Reed, Mur-

phy, Buck and Walker also broke the

previous 1:47.33 college record with a

1:46.89 ninth place performance on

Saturday night.

Overall team results of the meet have

been delayed indefinitely pending a

decision by the National Committee of

Women's College Athletics on a protest

against Williams' swimmers' par-

ticipation in individual events Sunday.
Williams was in ninth place among 38

teams after Saturday's events with 121.S

iwints.

Men's swimming
A depleted Wesleyan squad consisting

of only 7 members proved to be no ob-

stacle for the Williams men's swimming
team as it captured the Little Three title

with a 79-16 trouncing of the Cardinals.

Williams opened with a win by the 400
medley relay team of Dave Amlicke,
Brian Volpp, Jim Goff and Phil Wild, and
went on to take first place in every event.

The Ephmen swept first and second
places in 5 races—Marc Johnson and
Keith Berryhill finished 1-2 in the 200 free,

Bill Beckett and Robert Connelly took the

50 free, Don Cameron and Peter Howd
swept the 200 individual medley, and
Johnson and Adams secured tlie top two
spots in the 500 free.

The Cardinals put up no competitionJn^
the diving allowing Gregg Roux afid Bill

Kelly to place first and second. Gordon
Cliff copped the 200 butterfly. In the 100

free, Tom Beckett swam to a first place
with Phil Ward clocking an unofficial time
in the event. Amlicke and Brian Mc-
Dermott captured firsts for Williams in

the 200 t>ack and breast respectively. The
Ephs finished the meet with a win in the

400 free relay by Hoelzer, Cole, Goff and
Wild
Ephs look forward now to the New

Englands, which will be held in

Springfield on March 2-4.

24-hour ergothon

The Williams College Boat Club is

preparing once again to row their way to

Washington, D.C., by sponsoring the

annual 24-hour ergathon in Baxter Hall,

February 25-26. Both the men's and
women's crews are collecting pledges

from friends and supporters to help offset^

the costs of the squad's spring training

trip to Washington.

For the uninitiated, the Ergathon
features all the members o( th^ men's and
women's crews, including coxswaku,
rowing two fllteen minute pieces on the
ergometer, which is moved from the gym
to the Baxter Lounge. The ergometer
simulates the oarsperson's rowing
situation; it is a machine comprised of a
seat and an oar hooked up to a wheel and
dials that measure efficiency.

Women's hockey
A tremendous comeback effort sUrting

midway through the third period fell just

short as time ran out for the women's ice

hockey team, and Dartmouth College won
4-3. The loss puts the Ephs record at 4-S

with three games remaining.

Dartmouth came out fighting, scoring

at 5 : 22 on a slapshot that was deflected off

another fonvbrd's skate. Six minutes
later the Indians tallied again as a shot
was flipped by Eph goalie Blythe Miller.

Dartmouth's strong defense kept
Williams forward line from mounting any
kind of attack in the (^lening period.

During the second stanza, the two
squads played to a standstill^ neither

team being able to cap its offenfjf^ drives

with a goal.

The visitor's lead increased with a score

on a slapshot from the blue line with six

minutes gone in the third period. Midway
through the period, Dartmouth scored

again, virtually securing their victory.

Williams, however, was not about to go
down without a fight. At 10:22, freshman
Sarah Behrer taUied on a pass from her
classmate, defenseman Bcmnie Foster.

With just 4 minutes remaining in the

contest, senior Mary Fish cut the Indian's

lead with a score assisted by frosh Julia

Weyerhauser. Williams "never say die"

attitude paid off when, at the 1:13 mark,
Fish and Weyerhauser combined for the

assist on a Sarah Baldwin goal. With one
minute remaining, coach Scott

Harrington pulled the goalie, but it was to

ho avail. Sophomore Blythe Miller put on

a i^enomenal performance in the goal

stopping total «t SS Dartmouth slwU.
Miller's play kept the Epte iwyched and
bar afforta ware lirfectlaus aa itie apaited
the entire t«am, indiMUag th« forwards as
well aa her fellow defcnaetnen.

Tha women's hockey team looks to even
Its record at Colgate oo Feb. 24.

Wrestling
Wmianis' fiopea tor a Little Three

Wreatling title and a .SOO record were
shattered this wedwnd as the Eph
grappters fell to the tournament cham-
pions Wesleyan 37-11 and Amherst 42-18.

Willianu finishes the season with a 4-8

record
The only bright spots for Williams were

the performances of Captain Hal Zendle

and freshman Scott Frost. Zendle drew a
forfeit against Amherst and walloped his

Wesleyan opponent 17-S to finteh his

regular season with an unblemished 12-0

record and a Little Three title in the 118

pound class.

Scott Frost ended his first season as a
Williams' wrestler with a bang, scoring

two pins to capture the 134 pound Little

Three title. Frost shook off some early

season freshman jitters and then won
seven out of his last eight matches to post

a 7-5 overall record. His winning spree

entitles him to accompany Zendle to the

New England this Saturday.

Coach Joe Dailey was displeased with

his team's third place finish. He added,

"Wesleyan was really tough; they have
an exoulent program this year, However,

I thought we could have taken Amherst,

since they gave us 12 points on forfeits."

Zendle hopes to better his fifth place
finish in the New Englands last year.

Zendle will most likely be seeded third in

what Dailey says is "an extremely tough
118 pound weight class. Dailey added that

Zendle should be more ready this year
than he was for last year's tournament in

which he was seeded first. "We moved
him down to 118 earlier this year so he
could have more time to get comfortable
at the lower weight."

'

',

Hindu plaque arrives at museurfi
PLAQUE from page 3

Currently on view is a large Indian

temple plaque (see photo) which is the

museum's most recent purchase. It is

part of a vast assemblage of such
sculpture that originally covered the

entirety of a Hin^u temple—although
the specific temple or location or

exact date can only be intuitively

determined. It is identified as being

from Khajuraho and the 11th century.

The plaque depicts a rearing sardula

(pronounced shar-jula), a mythical
leonine animal fighting with two
smaller beings. Symbolically it

relates to Hindu concepts of life-

energy, but the complete iconography
has not yet been discovered.

Why was this work nought and how
was the decision made? After asking
almost all applicable professors both
at the college and the Clark Art In-

stitute then listening to student
opinions—it was decided that this was
a perfect piece in terms of quality,

beauty and educational applicability.

It's cost was high—virtually the entire

acquisition budget for one year. It is

the museum's own "Juan de Pareja"

(the reknowned acquisition of the

Metropolitan Museum of Art).

Yet two more points are important

to consider. Since the Clark does not

collect oriental art, as a pendant in-

stitution—it becomes the respon-

sibility of the college art museum.
More importantly, Indian art is taught

by the world-reknowned, full-time

orientalist—Professor Milo C. Beach.

The museum needs real art to com-
plement his fascinating, oriental

courses.

A moral of the story might be-
come to themuseum to see this'newly-

acquired piece. If you have an
.opinion, tell the director who would be

more than happy to discuss this or any
past or future acquisitions.

f{j]? ICtig

Fitch - Prospect - Dodd - Tyler Night

Discjounts for residents of the four houses

Tuesday, February 21

Yale College Summer Term
May 28 -August 15

Attention Pre-Med Students
study at Yale this summer and complete a year of

lecture and lab In:

Organic Chamlatry

Qanaral Chamlatry

Ganaral Physics

Plua a unique opportunity for Science Majors. An

integrated approach to the study of

:

GENETICS AND BIOCHEMISTRY

For further information about summer term course

offerings write or call:

Sumnwr Tarm Admlsaiona

1502A Yale Station »C

New Haven, CT 06520

(203) 432-4229

Treadway Williams Inn
On the VUlagt Green, WaUantBtown Phone [413] 458-9371

BIRDCAGE DISCO

thunday, February 23

9 P. M. - 1 A.M
lili II 1i Iriiii ; III i^^S

Colonial Village Package Store

Tuborg Beer

rag.7,<oaMM

now only $6.29 • cat*

(12 oz. cans)

SPECIALS ON

59.2oz.bottl«sof

Saagram's 7

Hiram Walkar't Gin ami Vodka

'^ beer with thU coupon \

(axoapt Tuborg special)

SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNTS far QUANTITY PURCHASES

Cokmial Shopping Cantor
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Jumper Andy Kelly '60 takes flight, (photo by Oettgen)

Panthers push pucksters

^jtieighth place Div II mark
byMarkPogue

Middlebury's bl^ck-clad hockey
Panthers did their biest^to -wreck the

; Carnival mood at Williams las|

. |Yiday, pinning a convincing 7'-2 loss

on the Purple before a near-capacity

.audience at Lansing Chapman Rink.

The decision dropped the Ephs'

season record to 8-9 and. cut them
adrift from their eighth-place hideout

in Division II's Western Conference.

Now Williams has just three games in

which to climb back among the top

eight in order to make the Division II

playoffs.

"We didn't score when we had the

chances too early," opined Williams

Coach Bill McCormick. "We started

very well and then trailed off." Both

teams skated off to fast starts and had

the fans clapping after some sharp

passes and Iward-jolting checks. With

just 2:09 gone in the game Williams

wing Chris Egizi made it 1-0 when he

rebounded Tom Resor's errant shot

and blasted the puck into a half-open

cage. The Ephs had at l^t two more
easy chances in the ensuing mordents

but came up empty-handed.

Enter the Panthers. At the 4:20

mark, with hard-working Purple

goalie Ed Weiss screened behind a

black forest of Middlebury players,

Panther captain Alan Fitzpatrick let

loose a 35-foot blue-liner that streaked

like a scared mouse through ice

skates, sticks, and bodies before

ending up in the net. Three minutes

later, with Williams 20 secwids away
from killing a Panther power play,

Mike O'Hara took passes from John

Watson and Chip Hagy and beat Weiss

from 10. feet out. The same trio of

But lose to Smithies

Middies collaborated for a score three

minutes later to leave things at 3-1

after one period.

Middlebury stuffed in two scores at

the beginning of the second period to

put the game out of reach. Williams

got a power play goal from Chic

Johnson at the&:27 mark, but the Cats

came ba<;k with two in the third to

raise the Count to 7-2. In the last

stanza, the Eplinnen had three con-

secutive power plays but could get off

only eight total shots on goal. On the

season, oi^n^nts have spent .40 more

minutes in the penalty boi^-Jthan

Williams players have, yet the Purple

has converted fewer power plays than

opponents.

Williams plays at Hamilton tonight.

Then it will give up a scheduled home
game against Salem in order to play

Western Conference rival UMass at

Amherst on Friday.

Women skiers take third,

Men place fifth in Carnival
hiofiors go to UVM, AAiddlebury, Dcirtmouth

Mens skiing Women's skiing

Despite strong showings in all evenU. the Williams The women's ski team provided a combination of su-ong

menTski team was uns^le to improve on its last two individual performances and a few ^te ortunate ones,

carnivalshSShng to a fifth Jlace finish in its own eventually taking third in the weekend's Winter CarnivftL

carnival activities this weekend. Although Eph coach Bud

Fisher had hoped to place fourth on the strength of slalom

experts Donald Tarinelli, Josh Dembrinski, and Andy

Mikell, a host of outstanding skiers from UVM pulled off

the needed times to capture yet another first place vic-

tory. UVM, aided by Karston Midvell's cross country win,

Scott Light's second place giant slalom finish, and Kary

Herje's winning jump, ran up 322 points in the overall

competition with Middlebury coming in second with 266.

Dartmouth, grabbing a win in the slalom by Tim Iteo

placed third with 215 points, while New Hampshire took

the coveted fourth place position away from WUliams with

a score of 202.5.

The Williams team tallied 167 points as a result of

consistent finishes in the individual slalom events. In the

giant slalorii, Andy Mikell skied to a ninth place spot to

secure a fourth place finish in the team men's giant

slalom.
.

The team's expectations for a strong showing m the

slalom event were lost though in a poor eighth place out of

ten overall. Don Tarinelli was the bright spot for

Williams, skiing to a fifth place finish with a time of 75.53.

In the jumping events Jeff Hastings of Williams had

another afternoon of good jumps with a fifth place finish

that put the team in sixth in team jumping.

With Vermont the favorite going into the carnival,

Williams had set their sights on a fourth place finish and a

win over University of New Hampshire. Despite the much

needed fourth in the giant slalom, the win was put out of

reach by the team's slalom results.

The men's team will have another chance to improve

that fifth place finish this weekend as they, take off for

Middlebury's winter carnival activities with a crew of

determined skiers.

•The University of Vermont was the upset winner over

second place Middlebury College.

Alpine captein Marty Epstein's victory in Friday's

giant slalom was the highlight of the alpine team's results.

She had the fastest times on each of her two runs, for a

combined time .70 seconds ahead of the next finisher.

Freshmen Julie Ernst and Kathy Lane also placed well,

Julie skiing to sixth place and Kathy ending up in nth

place. Ashley Smith had two good runs, finishing I9th.

Williams took second in the giant slalom, their strongest

showing in that event this year. Thlrty-'five women from

seven colleges competed.

In the cross-country competition, Cathy Alien had one of

her best races of the season, placing ninth with a time of

30 : 57 on the 7.5 kilometer course. She was just 2 : 38 behind

the winner, national team member Liz Carey of Mid-

dlebury. Junior Sara Reynolds finished 18th, also a good

race, with Carrie Redlich 21st, Janet Lavin 24th, and

Franny Todd 25th. Williams wound up in fourth place in

the cross-country.

Going into Saturday's slalom, the event that had so far

been the team's strongest, Williams stood in third place,

within reach of Middlebury. After the first of two runs,

Marty Epstein and Julie Ernst stood -in first and second,

with Kathy Lane not far behind in fifth, and Corrie

Johnson in 13th. But the run was misfortunate for the

team, with the major exception of Kathy Lane, who

fmished fifth. Everyone else skied off the course or fell.

Williams only placed sixth in the slalom, but because of

their earlier results they were able to hold third place in

the final team standings.

Next weekend the women travel to Middlebury, hoping

to pull together all their best performances for that

EAIAW championship competition.

Ephmeri destroy Cards 71 -3P^
by Frank PergoUzzi

All season long the Williams

basketball team had been playing

good defense. Their problem had been

scoring. "We're just not getting the

kind of point production needed to win

consistently," said Coach Curt Tong

Saturday afternoon before the

Wesleyan game. That evening the

Ephmen got their offensive machine

rolling, but didn't forget the other half

of their game.""Tlje result was a

convincing 71-37 tT<)uncing of a

UPenn raquettes vpsjH
The Williams' women's varsity

squash team defeated the Universi^

of Pennsylvania 6-1 Saturday on the

Eph's home courts.

Four ot the six wins for Williams

lasted only three games, with the

longest and closest match played by

Mary Tom Higgs, in an effort to

secure a victory at the Number four

position. After winning the first two

games 15-9, 15-11, Higgs conceded two

games, both at 15-6. In the fifth and

final game, and trailing 8-5, she fought

her way back in a neck-and-neck

battle to win 15-12.

Laura Carson, Jane Gary«y,
Marcia Johnston, and Kristen

Johanson all won 3-0 with relative

easie. Ros Sareyan, playing at

Number six, won 3-1 after losing the

second game and clinching the final

game in a 16-13 tie-breaker. The only

loss incurred by Williams was in the

top position, where Beckie Chase lost

a well fought match, 3-0.

The women hope to improve their

present 6-1 record for the season

Wednesday at home, as they meet
both "Trinity and Tufts Colleges.

Women dribblers upsef Green
It was a weekend of upsets for the

Williams women's basketl>all team as

the squad kicked off Winter Carnival

with an unexpected 53-40 win over

Dartmouth, only to go down to defeat

at Smith College Saturday, 61-56.

Against Smith, the Ephwomen fell

behind by 14 points early in the first

half before managing a comeback
which brought them to 26-33 at

midgame. Williams and its hosts

traded baskets for the remainder of

the half until, as coach Sue Hadson-

Hamblin looted,, "the game was
decided in the last 40 seconds." Down
by one, Williams fouled an accurate

Smith hoopster who grabbed two from

the foul line. The Ephs then fouled

a||ain allowing Smith two more to ice

Oie five point upset.

Despite the unexpected loss, coach

Hudson-Hamblin had nothing bitt

praise for the play of Monica Grady

and Anne Youngling. Grady hit 19

points, grabbed 3 rebounds, and

picked off 3 steals in an afternoon of

"errorless play". Co-captain Anne

Youngling played another in a series

of strong games with 18 points, 10

rebounds, and a steal for Williams.

On the strength of its defense, last

Thursday, Williams pulled to a 14-2

lead midway through the first half on

its way to defeating Dartmouth 53-40.

The opening moments of the contest

were tentative as the taller Dart-

mouth squad was held scoreless with

WUlianu taking a three point lead

from the foul line. Anne Youngling

then came out rebounding for

Williams turning the momentum on

for the hosts four minutes Into the

contest As the offense warmed, the

Eph's defense was red hot, as Leslie

Milne stole four and tapped away
countless others. Milne connected for

Williams' first basket in a steal-and-

shoot play that put Williams up 5-0.

Following the sensational first half,

Williams offense lost their mark going

1 for 19 in the opening minutes of the

second half. A tight 1-3-1 defense held

Dartmouth to within nine points

before Williams fired up again on the

shotmaking of Youngling (14) and
O'Brien (16).

Williams met Amherst College last

night at Amherst in the deciding

contest for the first Women's
basketball Little Three title.

Wesleyan team the Ephmen had lost

to earlier this season.

Williams broke out of the starting

gate quickly, scoring the first six

points of the game. Matt Spangler,

Dean Ahlberg, and Gerry Kelly each

contributing two points. With

Spangler hitting everything in sight,

Williams maintained a six point lead,

going Into the locker room ahead 25-

19. Good patient offense and tough

zone defense had the Winter Carnival

crowd hoping that this would not be a

repeat of the Clark game.

Scoring six of the first eight points

of the half, Williams went up by ten,

31-21. Wesleyan went to a full court

man press In an attempt to break the

rhytiun of the Williams offense. With

the scol-e 38-29, the Ephs ran off nine

consecutiveppints widening the gap to

eighteen. Nevfer letting the pressure

stop on offense, Williams continued to

play tough defense. "The second string

even ran off a ten point itrg&lt to end

the game.
Defensively, the Ephs put on a

textbook clinic of how to play zone

defense. Williams had been averaging

more points a game than their op-

ponents, even with a 5-10 record.

Powerful offensive teams have come
intoLasell and been lucky to get away
with 60 points. Saturday night the

Ephmen were just plain stingy.

Playing zone all the way, they allowed

Wesleyan to take only 36 shots;

A Brad Wolk, Kelly, Spangler,

Ahlberg, or Andy Straka was con-

stantly knocking the ball away or

grabbing a Wesleyan pass out of mid-

air. Wesleyan' s center Seth Kreisberg

had been averaging fifteen points a

game. He was held to one field goal.

An indication of bow good the defense

was is that the Cardinals were allowed

only six attempts from the free throw
line. The best measure of any defense

is points allowed, and 37 points stands

up against the toughest of critics.

Offensively, the key to the Williams

game Is patience. Saturday they

executed almost perfectly, passing

the ball and waiting for a good shot.

The Ephmen were 28-56 from the

field—a solid 50 per cent. Three
starters were in double figures:

Spangler with 19, Ahlt>erg with 13, and
Kelly with 12.

The win was sweet revenge for

Williams. They had lost to Wesleyan

February 4 when they blew an eight

point lead and lost with two seconds

left in overtime, Saturday, the Eph-

men dominated Wesleyan in every

phase of the game.
The victory also marks the end of a

six game losing streak—a streak that

has brought much frustration and

disappointment. "Now we know what

kind of team we can be. Hopefully this

will get lis rolling," said a smiling

Curt Tong after the game.

The store:
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Carnival party plan?^5SfllS
by S(u Massad

diMf-oiganizers of Williams social

event* have begun quratibning the

powera and functions of two all-

csBipus social groups, Williams

Health, Education and Welfare

(WHEW) and the Social Coordinating

Committee (SCO after analyzing the

success of Winter Carnival.

"As far as I'm concerned, WHEW is

really an anachronism," said Don
Perry "VS. He caUed WHEW's han-

dling of the Poker Flats events and

last Friday's party "Immensely
successful." But he said that the

organization duplicates functions

performed by the. SCC, a fact em-

phasized by the successful

Beallemania party sponsored by the

later organization in Mission Park

Dining Hall Friday night

Perry claimed that the SCC alone

could have organized two parties for

Winter Carnival, and either the SCC
or the Outing Club's Activities

which he also heads
IHO Jifee Pxikfif FJal^

Committee,
could have
events.

Despite receipts of only some $350

GrTyloS WHeX
"''' '"^'^'^

ureyiocK, WHEW remained within

We probably are going to be
returning money to them," Perrv
commented. -

'ij-

Attendance was a problem at
WHEW's party. AlthoughSdenS
passed the gates, some 300 of th«ecame after n:30p.m, when the SCO's
Beatlemania party closed its doors

WHEW members claimed that their
party was successful after the uso
p.m. inrush. TheSCC's Mission Park
I»rty, whzle much more successful
than WHEW's in drawing people, has
a controversial history and still
unresolved funding problems.

Initially, the schiedule of evening
events for the weekend was to include

AUrf u"!ll,^'
">«" sponsored byMark JiopkiM House onThursday

•Ught with (he APPP „
'""•""'

Friday nl^t^Toll'w'^'byT wVw
sSule'r'^^'^^^-f-^!^
^^h. p ^. '*"**'' '"' Thursday

with WHEW to attempt to work joinOy
at organizing a mixer.

^
inhi^Q*"

'?''*>'"««on with Steve Case,
John Svoboda said, "I decided that a
Beatle band with substantial apjLl
migh beanicedrawfortheFriTy
all college mixer. TheACEC agreed to

seePARTYMIXUPpg.2
The audlMKt thoroughly Mioyv^Nl

Plimpton recalls his exp/i
singular "participatory j

'

Guide to be published
The Course Guide evaluation of last

fall's courses will definitely be
publfehed during spring semester. In
addition, the Course Guide Committee
czar, Don Toumey, said it will cover
more courses than its predecessor.

Tourney's report was followed at

Wednesday's College Council meeting
by debate on a proposed student
woodworking shop and an explanation
of the Social Coordinating Com-
mittee's involvement in the
Beatlemania dance, held during
Winter Carnival. ,' •

.

According to Toumey, the Course
Guide will include information on "46
per cent of the courses we originally

intended to include." Last year the
guide was able to Cover only 40 per
cent of the courses it had wished to
review, Paul Shorb '78 added.
Moreover, each course will be
covered in more detail than it was last
year.

The guide is not able to effectively
evaluate more courses because there
is, Toumey said, "a sense of cynicism
about it—people feel it's not going to
come out." He vowed that in the
future the guide will come out every
semester and will attempt to cover
more courses in an effort to build
confidence in it. "The key to the

see COUNCIL page 5

Leakey discusses her work

_

George Plimpton, popular writer
participatory journalist" and folk-

hero, spoke about his experiences to a
packed Jesup Hall audience Tuesday
night.

'

Plimpton told of his exploits
playing football with the Detroit
Lions, basketball with the Boston
t-eltics, boxing against light-
heavyweight champion Archie Moore
and touring Canada as a soloist with
the New York Philharmonic Or-
chestra.

Plimpton's presentation consisted
of a series of autobiographical
anecdotes and jokes. He offered two
explanations for his habit of at-
tempting various professional sports.
On one hand, he saw it as a means of
getting close to the subject about
which he intends to write. His more
compelling motivation, however, was
a desire to fulfill a common fantasy of
American males: the chance to play

with a professional sports team. Pl|
The audience joined Plimpton in toj

laughing at his comic athletic per-
formances. In one of many anecdotes,
Plimpton told of how he played during
the final minutes of a Boston Celtics
basketball game. Celtic coach Bill
Russell, thinking the game was lost
substituted Plimpton for Johii
Havlicek. Miraculously, the Boston
team proceeded to narrow the margin to I
from fifteen points down to only three w/
with 45 seconds left in the game. At
this point, with victory again in sight,

Report from
stresses imp

by Paul Thomas
"Our plan was to construct an

outline of a sequence of prehistoric
cultures," distinguished an-
thropologist Mary Leakey told a
capacity crowd in Jesup Auditorium
oilMonday night, describing her work
at Olduvai Gorge and Laetolil in
Tanzania in East Africa. Olduvai
Goi^e has become, as Mrs. Leakey
put it, a "hous^old word". The gorgem first explored by a German
nutterfly collector in I9U who found
some fossils. A German expedition
wasdfepatched to the area in 1913, but
WoridWar I intervened and the effort
"WBtelved. Olduvai lay undisturbed
"nti Mrs. Leakey's late husband,
UHiis Leakey, arrived in 1931. Three"
months work yielded numerous fossUs
"no stone tools. Mary Leakey went to

'vai ifi 1935. Among her personal
vements was the discovery of
'^ins of a specimen of Zin-

'JWi*. an early hominid. The
'^ also uncovered there one ofm complete campsites of early
*y?i" found.

"^ '!ie fossils and artifacts at
re preserved by volcanic
>vered the area after the
upUon of local volcanoes.

The deposits at the Gorge range in age
from two million to three hundred
thousand years old. The site is divided
into four strata or beds. The first Ijed

is the oldest, and contains remains of

two distinct types of hominids. Zin-

janlhropus, was probably slightly

more advanced than a modern day
chimpanzee. He was a vegetarian,

and used his teeth to fashion tools

from branches. The Leakeys have
found parts of his skull.

Zinjanthropus lived virtually side

by side with another hon^inid called

Homo habllus. Homo habilus was
about four feet tall. He made stone

tools, SnA indeed, "tool boxes", ac-

tually gatherings of up to seven dif-

ferent types of tools, have been found

George Plimpton

(photo by Doughty)

Faculty votes to revise

Latin Honors standards

«^ of the late an-
tellted of expMlltioni

Following an executive session

devoted to a discussion of salaries, the

faculty meeting convened on Wed-

nesday to consider an agenda con-

sisting primarily of routine actions.

The faculty did however vote to

revise the standards for graduation

with Latin honors and as a result of

their decision, the qualifying grade

point averages have been sub-

stantially increased. Whereas

members of the class of '78 with

GPA's of 8.00-9.24, 9.25-10.24, and

10.25-12.00 will graduate cum laude,

magna cum laude, and summa cum

laude respectively, underclassmen

will need to have averages of 9.0O-9.74,

9.74-10.24, and 10.25-12.00 to receive

the same distinctions at their

graduations.

As CEP Chairman Gordon Winston

explained, due to the dispropor-

tionately large number of students

that have . been graduating with

honors in recent years, for the

remainder of the class, "it becomes

not Latin Honor but rather English

dishonor." Winston noted that 70 per

cent of the class of '77 received their

degrees cum laude.

These new standards will remain,

Winston explained unless an annual

review by the Registrar's office

discloses that over 40 per cent of the

members of a graduating class have

qualified for honors. Moreover, as the

faculty determined, only 14 per cent of

any given class should graduate

magna cum laude and only 10 people

should graduate with highest honors.

Another matter of interest which

was discussed at the faculty meeting

concerned what President Chandler

termed the request "for a rather

massive divestiture of college

holdings."

Chandler announced that the

Trustees had authorized the creation

of an advisory committee on

sharehojding. The committee will

consist of James Coben '79, Marlies

Camith '80, Professors Peek and

Sheehan, Provost Grabois and 2

alumni.

The upcoming annual Finance
Committee report features two major
problems: delays in allocating funds
and inefficiencies in reviewing fund-
ing requests, according to its

chairman, Harry Kelly.

Student Activities Tax allocations,
completed by the Finance Committee
December 10, should have been
finished by mid-November, he said.
The delay Inconvenienced many
organizations, which are guaranteed
only 10 per cent of their previous
allocation until a new grant is ap-
proved. Due to the uncertainty, these
organizations were either unable to
schedule activities or forced to risk
over-spending.

This week the Finance Committee
discussed possible recommendations
to be included in the report. One
suggestion called for a January-to-
January budget, as opposed to the
present organization on the basis of
the academic year. Also opposed was
the break-up of the committee into
two functionally spearate groups,
which would meet only for final

decisions. Ultimately, both proposals
were rejected.

Finance Committee member John
Simpson suggested that to speed up
the funding process, the committee
might require groups seeking funds to
fill out more detailed reports, thus
making less questioning necessary
during hearings. Kelly emphasized
that the College Council needs to

/
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Carnival party plans conflict

FEBRUARY 24, 1W«

Chief organizers of Williams social
events have begun questioning the
powers and functions of two aU-
campus social groups, Williams
Health, Education and Welfare
(WHEW) and the Social Coordinating
Committee (SCO after analyzing the
success of Winter Carnival.
"As far as I'm concerned, WHEW is

really an anachronism," said Don
Perry 79. He called WHEW's han-
dling of the Poker Flats events and
last Friday's party "Immensely
successful." But he said that the
organization duplicates functions
performed by the SCC, a fact em-
phasized by the successful
Beatlemania party sponsored by the
later organization in Mission Parit
Dining Hall Friday night
Perry claimed that the SCC alone

could have organized two parties for
Winter Carnival, and either the SCC
or the Outing Club's Activities

CofflftiUtee.- WhietTHr also heads
could have run the Poker Plats
events.

Despite receipts of only some $390
from its Friday night party, in

Greylock, WHEW remained within
the budget set by the College Council.
"We probably are going to be
returning money to them," Perry
commented.
Attendance was a problem at

WHEW's party. Although 350 students
passed the gates, some 300 of these
cameafterllrSO p.m., when theSCC's
Beatlemania party closed its doors.
The former party began at 9:30 p.m.
WHEW members claimed that their
party was successful after the 11:30
p.m. inrush. TheSCC's Mission Park
party, while much more successful
than WHEW's in drawing people, has
a controversial history and still

unresolved funding problems.
Initially, the schedule of evening

events for the weekend was to include

an all college mixer sponsored by
Mark Hopkins House on Thursday
night with the ACEC concert on
Friday night followed by a WHEW
party. When the ACEC was forced to
schedule the concert for Thursday
night, Hopkins House got together
withWHEW to attempt to work jointly
at organizing a mixer.
After collaboration with Steve Case,

John Svoboda said, "I decided that a
Beatle band with substantial appeal
might be a nice draw for the Friday
all college mixer. The ACEC agreed to

seePARTYMIX-UPp8.2

Plimpton recalls his exploits as a
singular "participatory journalist"

Guide to be published
The Course Guide evaluation of last

fall's courses will definitely be
published during spring semester. In
addition, the Course Guide Committee
czar, Don Toumey, said it will cover
more courses than its predecessor.
Toumey's report was followed at
Wednesday's College Council meeting
by debate on a proposed student
woodworking shop and an explanation
of the Social Coordinating Com-
nyttee's involvement in the
Beatlemania dance held during
IWiiter Carnival.

According to Toumey, the Course
Guide will include information on "46
per cent of the courses we originally

intended to include." Last year the
guide was able to cover only 40 per
cent of the courses it had wished to
review, Paul Shorb '78 added.
Moreover, each course will be
covered in more detail than it was last

year.

The guide is not able to effectively

evaluate more courses because there
is, Toumey said, "a sense of cynicism
about it—people feel it's not going to
come out." He vowed that in the
future the guide will come out every
semester suid will attempt to cover
more courses in an effort to build
confidence in it. "The key to the

see COUNCIL page 5

Leakey discusses her work

George Plimpton, popular writer,
"participatory journalist" and folk-

hero, spoke about his experiences to a
packj^ Jesup Hall audience Tuesday
night.

Plimpton told of his exploits
playing football with the Detroit
Lions, basketball with the Boston
Celtics, boxing against light-
heavyweight champion Archie Moore,
and touring Canada as a soloistT^ivith

the New York Philharmonic Or-
chestra.

Plimpton's presentation consisted
of a series of autobiographical
anecdotes and jokes. He offered two
explanations for his habit of at-

tempting various professional sports.
On one hand, he saw it as a means of
getting close to the subject about
which he intends to write. His more
compelling motivation, however, was
a desire to fulfill a common fantasy of
American males: the chance to play

with a professional sports team
The audience joined Plimpton in

laughing at his comic athletic per-
formances. In one of many anecdotes,
Plimpton told of how he pjayed during
the final minutes of a Boston Celtics
basketball game. Celtic coach Bill

Russell, thinking the game was lost,

substituted Plimpton for John
Havlicek. Miraculously, the Boston
team proceeded to narrow the margin
from fifteen points down to only three
with 45 seconds left in the game. At
this point, with victory again in sight.

Plimpton was taken out, having never
touched the ball. The Celtics lost.

During a question period at the end
of his speech, Plimpton made several
observations concerning the
psychology of the athlete. The
predominant characteristic he noted
was a tremendous fear of humiliation
What next for George Plimpton?

"Something sedentary," was his reply
to that query. He mentioned that he
was considering a stint at professional
chess and playing for a rock group for
his next exploits.

Report frojn Fin Com
stresses improvements

by Paul Thomas
"Our plan was to construct an

outline of a sequence of prehistoric
cultures," distinguished an-
thropologist Mary Leakey told a
capacity crowd.in Jesup Auditorium
on Monday night, describing her work
at Olduvai Gorge and Laetolil in

Tanzania in East Africa. Olduvai
Gorge has become, as Mrs. Leakey
put it, a "household word". The gorge
was first explored by a German
butterfly coUector in 1911 who found
some fossils. A German expedition
was dispatched to the area in 1913, but
WoildWar I intervened and the effort
was shelved. Olduvai lay undisturbed
until Mrs. Leakey's late husband,
Louis Leakey, arrived in 1931. Three
months work yielded numerous fossils

and stone tools. Mary Leakey went to
Olduvai ift 1935. Among her personal
achievements was the discovery of
the remains of a specimen of Zin-
janthropus. an early hominid. The
Leakeys also uncovered there one of
the most complete campsites of early
man ever found

All of the fossils and artifacts at
Olduvai were preserved by volcanic
ash that covered the area after the
periodic eruption of local volcanoes.

The deposits at the Gorge range in age
from two million to three hundred
thousand years old. The site is divided
into four strata or beds.l'he first bbd
is the oldest, and contains remains of

two distinct types of hominids. Zin-

janihropus, was probably slightly
more advanced than a modem day
chimpanzee. He was a vegetarian,
and used his teeth to fashion tools

from branches. The Leakeys have
found parts of his skull.

Zinjanlhropus lived virtually side
by side with another hominid called
Homo habilus. Homo habilus was
about four feef tall. He made stone
tools, and indeed, "tool boxes", ac-
tually gatherings of up to seven dif-

ferent types of tools, have been found.

George Plimpton

(photo by Doughty)

Faculty votes to revise
Latin Honors standards

Mary Lttkvf, wHa af

mropolooM, taUrad of

lit* an-

MpadititMis

Following an executive session
devoted to a discussion of salaries, the
faculty meeting convened on Wed-
nesday to consider an agenda con-
sisting primarily of routine actions.

The faculty did however, vote to
revise the standards for graduation
with Latin honors and as a result of
their decision, the qualifying grade
point averages have been sub-
stantially increased. Whereas
members of the class of '78 with
GPA's of 8.00-9.24, 9.25-10.24, and
10.25-12.00 will graduate cum 'laude,
magna cum laude, and gumma cam
laude respectively, underclassmen
will need to have averages of 9.00-9.74,

9.74-10.24, and 10.25-12.00 to receive
the same distinctions at their
graduations.

As CEP Chairman Gordon Winston
explained, due to the dispropor-
tionately large number of students
that have been graduating with
honors in recent years, for the
remainder of the class, "it becomes
not Latin Honor but rather English

dishonor." Winston noted that 70 per
cent of the class of '77 received their
degrees cum laude.

These new standards will remain,
Winston explained unless an annual
review by the Registrar's office

discloses that over 40 per cent of the

members of a graduating class have
qualified for honors. Moreover, as the
faculty determined, only 14 per cent of

any given class should graduate
magna cum laude and only 10 people
should graduate with highest honors.

Another matter of interest which
was discussed at the faculty meeting
concerned what President Chandler
.termed the request "for a rather
massive divestiture of college
holdings."

Chandler announced that the
Trustees had authorized the creation
of an advisory committee on
shareholding. The committee will

consist of James Coben '79, Marlies
Carruth '80, Professors Peek and
Sheehan. Provoat Grabois and 2
alumni.

The upcoming annual Finance
Committee report features two major
problems: delays in allocating funds
and inefficiencfes in reviewing fund-

j

ing requests, according to its

I

chairman, Harry Kelly.

Student Activities Tax allocations,

completed by the Finance Committee
December 10, should have been
finished by mid-November, he said.

The delay inconvenienced many
organizations, which are guaranteed
only 10 per cent of their previous
allocation until a new grant is ap-
proved. Due to the uncertainty, these
organizations were either unable to
schedule activities or forced to risk
over-spending.

This week the Finance Committee
discussed possible recommendations
to be included in the report. One
suggestion calledfor a Jajiiia?y-to-

January budget, as opposed to the
present organization on the basis of
the academic year. Also opposed was
the break-up of the committee into
two functionally spearate groups,
which would meet only for final

decisions. Ultimately, both proposals
were rejc'cted.

Finance Committee member John
Simpson suggested that to speed up
the funding process, the committee
might require groups seeking funds to
fill out more detailed reports, thus
making less questioning necessary
during hearings. Kelly emphasized
that the College Council needs to

y

tighten up the deadline for funding
requests to four we^s.
SimjBon noted that the Student

Activities Tax for next year cannot be
raised, as tuition and other costs for
next year have been finalized. Kelly
stated, though, that there should be no
unusual hardships for groups seeking
funds. The report suggests two c<m-
ditions on which the SAT might be
raised: first, if cutbacks in key ac-
tivities become necessary; and
second, if new and worthwhile
committees cannot get funding. The
tax has been constant at $56 for the
past few years, which is

"remarkable," according to Kelly,

considering the effects of inflation.

The Committee is considering add-
ing either a freshman or a CC
representative to its membership.
Kelly asserted that a freshman,
despite his or her inexperience, could
"better serve the interests" of his
class. A CC member, on the other
hand, would strengthen the Com-
mittee's ties to the council. In either
case, said Kelly, the added person
Would help to reduce the individual

burden members share in the
monitoring of budgets.

The report supports the creation of

new sports clubs. The added expense
of perhaps »300 or more per year,
Kelly stated, does not justify ar-
bitrarily committing future Finance
Committees a policy of banning new
groups.

. mcturMtThi» waak'i frathman tnciwien •tory covers tha OoM-Tylar traupinfl.
It Oodtf houM, formerly tha Wllliamt Inn. Saa pat* S lar ttary.

(photo by Finagold)
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Upgrading Honors Madubutl touches Black nerves
' ^^ ^^ bv AumiBiin Mlnkiuin BUick BtudenU at Williams, ithauld "Whatever haDnens he

The inevitable hawened at Wednesday afternoon's Faculty
meeting—a proposal to change Grade Point Average
requirements for Latin Honors passed almost uia^mously,
effective beginning with the class of 1^9. (Cum U(ude will now
require 9.0; Magna 9.75; and Summa 10.5.)

Though inevitable, as almost three-fourths of every class

was graduating with honors, the change comes at a most un-

i»ropitious time for juniors who receive httle warning. The
ormer 8.0 to 9.0 range, in which so many of us hover, will no
longer win kudos from family, friends, or ei|iployers. Con-
sidering that the honor conferred* Ijad in actuality become
minimal and that the absence of such honors had become
humiliating, the change cannot be deplored.

Steepening the requisited restores some integrity and true
honor to those so recognized. Grade inflation, a. phenomenon
common to most schools, nowadays, is thus "combatted."
(Dean's List is now subject to similar scrutiny.)

Even though students entering Williams had begun to

expect at least Cum Laude, was the faculty wholly justified in

springing this change upon the unsuspectmg members of the

dass of '79, a year earlier than proposed by the Committee on
Educational Policy? Many students will answer affirmatively

as Latin Honors will cease to be mere token citations.
A.M.

Letters: health, wealth, stealth
homosexual practices if not ex-

perimentation.

Either the contents, or the preface

claim of being written "straight-

forward and in no way to advocate
any particular course of action" needs
to be changed. ,

«

v. Heslinger

Williamstown

No advocacy?
To the editor:

I recently read the "Williams Guide
to Health and Sex." It was good to see
so much information clearly

presented. However, I was disap-

pointed that two issues, abortion and
homosexuality, were treated in a way
that contradicted the aim of this

booklet to be, "straight forward and in

no way to advocate any particular

course of action."

One paragraph is given to "If you
decide to continue your pregnancy
..." Four and a half pages are given

to abortion informatioa To at least

appear objective the writers could

have used the words fetus / baby and
terminate your pregnancy / kill your
unborn child, interchangeably
throughout the four and a half pages.

' Alas, though the writiSI gave in-

formation on the Supreme Court

decision they avoided the side of the

abortion issue that asks "when in

pregnancy does a fetus become a

baby?"
Finally, though the various types of

abortions available were described, as

were the "usual" effects on the

woman; tiowhere did they explain

how each method affected the

fetus /baby.

In the sexual preference section the

^^riters started by mentioning the Gay
organization on campus and went on

to "^ex plain'' justify?
homosexuality,, except again for one
paragraph, the lafft one. A sexual

preference sumiitary written

primarily about homosexuality is at

the very least advocating
wholehearted acceptance "of ^

Ireland endorsal

To the editor:

In my opinion, Melville H. Ireland,

Jr. '77 has written a very intelligent

article about the Williams In-

vestments in South Africa in the

February 7th issue.

I strongly endorse all his statements

and hope our president, trustees, and
investment committee have read this

article.

RobertM. Pyle'27

Banner missing
To the editor:

Last week sometime after the

opening ceremony of Wintrer Carnival,

some immature and inconsiderate

person "borrowed" the purple cow
emblazoned Winter Carnival banner,

which is pictured in a photo in last

Tuesday's Record. This banner took a

great deal of time and effort to

produce and is not only a lasting

memento of Carnival '78 but can also

be used again and as such is a public

possession of the Williams Com-
munity. So, I would encourage the

person who knows of the banner's

whereabouts to return it or inform

Paul Alexander, 1978 Winter Carnival

Chairman.
a woe member
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by Aiiguatin Hbikium

'On Monday night, I came to Griffin

Hall anticipating a poetry reading by

Haki R. Madubuti (Don U Lee). In-

stead, i heard the moat inspiring and
refreshing lecture I have heard at

Williams. HeInched sensitive nerves
by asserting th^ Blackness wanes as

Black students experience four years

at Williams and other "white elitist"

institutions. We are not aware of the

subtle acculturation process, he said.

As a consequence, we "gradtiate with

vocations but we lose our Blackness—
our cultural purity." Essentially,

Madubuti stated, we leave Williams to

service white people's interests.

He touched my nerves because I

have found I have to shed my
Williams verl>osity in order to com-
municate when I go "home". I wonder
why people in Brownsville are not as

friendly. I feel vulnerable when I go

home. I think that every nigger I see

at the next corner is going to get ma I

ask why Black people can't keep their

projects clean.

Madubiti opened a perspective I

could not see or thist no one would dare

attempt to open for me in my
seclusion at Willianns. He charged

that virtually all "life-giving" and
"life-saving" decisions that affect

Blacks, regarding housing, education,

food and clothing, are made by
whites. "This is the most subtle form
of scientific slavery," he concluded.

"A people's ability to make and carry

out decisions in their own best interest

will soon die out if their minds and
bodies are not constantly trained and
conditioned to function such a self-

determining level."

Blacks in America, Madubuti
contended, "have moved from
wearing the original slave dress of

butt-naked with chains to the more
accepted tie and shirt or skirt and
blouse. Many drive big cars and some
live in large houses or condominiums
and have what most people consider

'good' jobs. However, for the majority

of Black people, the. economic,
political, and cultural status has yet to

change to any degree commensurate
with that of the society at large."

He suggested that all responsible

Black intellectuals, including those

Black students at Williams, ithould

Study and work hard, directing all

their energies towards the develop-

ment of Black people. Furthermore,

he said, they must always remain
aware of the acculturhtion process in

which they are involved.

Madubuti's personal conunitment

to the Black community is a dedicated

one. He is one of the founders and
editors of the Third World Press,

editor of Black Books Bulletin,

Director of the Institute of Positive

Education in Chicago, and was a poet

in residence at Howard University for

seven years. Also concerned with

racial injustices outside the United

States, the poet explained that

"Whatever happens here will have
serious overtones for the rest of the
hemisphere and the world ... If we
are able to challenge cffectlyely Uie
United States and reduce or eliminate
its racist and imperialistic Influence
here, we will be aiding all oUier
liberation movements."
As I left 3 Griffin, I remembered

Madubuti's strongest words; we are
here at Williams because Williams
was forced to accept us. Black people
paid A precious price for os'lobe
bve—their lives. We must never be
humble and never beg, but always
remember that our ultimate reality is

that we are black. All else is super-
ficial.

Parties clashed on Friday
PARTY MIX-UP from pg. 1

kick in funds for the band; hence an
ACEC-Hopkins House-WHEW affair

began to evolve."

Svoboda explains that on Thursday,

February 9, Don Perry and he

discussed "the financial and logistical

matters of the party" and that Perry

warmly received the idea of the

Beatle band and the triple sponsor

idea. Svoboda says that he informed

Perry that he needed approval for the

go ahead to sign the band and that

Perry agreed to call Bronson Fargo
who was coordinator of the WHEW
end of the party to inform him a band
had been found. No further contact

was made that night, hence. Walrus
was signed.

On Monday, Feb. 13, Svoboda
learned that Bronson Fargo had
signed the group Mannakin on
Thursday, Feb. 9th, and that Fargo
had not been informed by Don Perry
of the intent to sign Walrus: two bands
were signed for one party.

At dinner Monday night, Hopkins
House, with persuasion from WHEW,
decided it was in tbe^best interest, of

the campus to proceed with one band
and let the WHEW (M-oceed with

Mannakin alone. Both Hopkins House
and the WHEW were satisfied with
this agreement, yet the SCC was to

decide otherwise on Tuesday night.

Steve Case '80 said an SCC meeting
led to the renewal of the Beatlemania

contract. The SCC decided to hold a

party to complement the WHEW
party, claiming that one party could

not support all the students on Friday
night. The band previously signed for

Hopkins was suggested and approved,

and Case renewed the contract

In the end, the SCC s party cost

11300. "Right now," Case said, "we're

at the break-even point" According to

Case, when the SCC approved its

party, the house social chairmen who
make up the committee pledged $50
each to defray the costs oS the party.

Social chairmen at the meeting
have, disagreed about the exact
financial arrangement reached.

Last week only four houses had
committed funds. Eventually ten did,

but Case and the SCC may yet end up
with a deficit.

The SCC's party was popular:

security guards forced organizers to

close the doors after 11 p.m. "We had-^?:^

to send people over to Greylock,"

Case recalls. Not everyone left; Case
claims some evaded the guards at the

entrance. "They forged stamps and
sneaked through windows," he said.

In retrospect. Case questioned the

function of the SCC, acknowledging its

worth but doubting its power. "If the

house social chairmen don't have the

power to contribute $50 for a party,"
he stressed, "it's kind of ridiculous,

because that makes the SCC
relatively powerless."

from Career Counseling
RKCRUITERS COMING TO OCC
THE WEEK OF MONDAY, MAR.
li

Mon., Mar. 6 - Career Buildings

(employment counseling), Conn.

Mutual Life.

Tue., Mar. 7 - Northern Trust,

Dept. of Energy.

Wed., Mar. 8 - Hornblower, Weeks,
Noyes, Trask.'fr*"'

Thii., Mar. 9 - GE, Quaker Oats.

Sign-up starts on Monday, Feb. 27.

PUHNELL SCHOOL ON CAMPUS
:m
The Dean of Studies at the Purnell

School, PottersviUe, N.J. will be at

OCC on Tuesday, March 14. He will

m interviewing for teaching

positions in Art, Drama, Spanish,

and Social Studies. Any interested

single women or married couples

are encouraged to apply (Purnell

is an all girls boarding school) by
signing-up at OCC and submitting

a resume to Jeff Wood by Mon.,

March 6.

LAST CHANCE TO REGISTER
FOR FEDERAL PACE EXAM
Tues., Feb. 28 is the last day tb^t

postmarked applications for the

April PACE will be accepted by the

Civil Service Commission. Vou
must take the PACE if you want to

work for the Federal government.
Application forms are available at

OCC.

ROLLING STONE SUMMER &
FALL TERM COLLEGE INTERN
PROGRAM
{tolling Stone Magazine is offering

seven journalism internships to

Juniors, Seniors, or Grad students

interested in advertising,

marketing, art & production,,

circulation, and editorial writing.

These internships are for either

Summer or Fall. All apjriications

should be received by,^arch 6.

INFORMATION SESSIONS WITH
IBM & PEAT, MARWICK, MIT-
CHELL
On Wed., March 1 Peat, Marwick,

Mitchell will have an information

session at 7 PM at Mears House.

On Thurs.. March 2 IBM will hold

its informational meeting at Dodd

House at 7:30 PM. Any Seniors

signed-up to interview with these

companies are expected to attend

and any interested others are

welcome.

JOB OP-GOVERNMENT
PORTUNITIES
The Civil Service Commission is

now accepting applications for

tJ.S. Border Patrol Agents, U.S,

Customs Patrol Officers,

E^cators, and Ciftl Engineers. If

,,y6u are interested, see the red

federal careers notebook in the

GOVERNMENT section of the

OCC Resource Library.

SUMMER ENVIRONMENTAL
INTERNSHIPS
Applications for the Lower Great
Lakes and New England-New York
Environmental Intern Program
are now available at OCC. They
are located in the application

drawer to the right of the fireplace

in the OCC Library. DEADLINE:
March 15.

Trit L

^"Stuoirfl' Dim I"*

rtvi»Mfli
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Women faculty discuss their status on campus
Thii it tAf ncond artlclt in a two part

ttridi looking at (At womtn faculty at

WUUam:
ky Peter RtiiteUi

The probleiRB faced by women
faculty at Williams have been with the

College for a long time, although the

events of last semester, the library

incident in particular, acted as a
catalyst to focus attention on them.
Moreover^-awareness of the problems
does not end at the borders of the

campus. >v

"When I was being considered for a
job here," said Professor Brooke
Larson," I was told by many people

that it was a very white, male place

and that it hadn't changed very

much."
Feelings such as these have con-

tributed to a higher attrition rate of

women faculty here compared to the

faculty as a whole and are un-

doubtedly making it more difficult for

Williams to hire talented women
scholars. The situation has generated

enough concern among women
faculty and the administration that

both are working to find solutions to

the problems they see.

Womra faculty are working to

improve conditions here through the

auspices of Committee W. Committee
W is an offshoot of the American
Association of University Professors

(AAUP), a prcrfessional organization

for college teachers, and was set up to

deal with the problems of women and
minorities in academia. A statement

prepared by Assistant Dean Nancy
MacIntyreandMs. Sarah McFarland,

ijWho co-chair theCommiltee, says that

|t "acts as a lobbying group ... to

>' bring to the attention of the ad-

^.ministration problems that affect,

yomen and minorities and to exer^

ressure to correct discriminab

ractices." It is very loo8ely^«f

vith the Williams Feminist Ailiance

Jformerly Williams Women).
I^The Committee is presently pressing

iie administration to J^ring more
yomen to Williams at b6tli the junior

pnd senior faculty lev^s;' although the

Question of senior ajppointments has

een a, sticky one/"within the group,

pome of the junior faculty on the

ommittee do ^ot feel that the ad-

vantage of immediately increasing

he number 6t senior women here is

vorth the r,isk to their own chances of

etting tenure.

The etdministratim, for its part, is

|eluc|ant to make senior ap-
'

Dintirnents of ai\y kind, preferring

instead to "tenure through the

ranks;" that is, appoint the College's

own junior faculty to senior slots. In

the last ten years, it has made only

eight senior appointments, including

one black and one woman, although

another woman was offered one of the

positions and turned it down, ac-

cording to Dean of the Faculty

Francis Oakley. The rejected offer

raises thie additional problem that

senior women are difficult to attract

here. For one thing, women eligible

for senior appointments would have

come out of graduate school at a time

when the numt)er of women relative to

men getting advanced degrees was
considerably lower than it is today. In

(^Mfilflfcg
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Photographs of Pfizer Lime, Inc.

This Saturday, Fab. 15, Itia Williams Coffeahousa will prasa^t Mlctiaal Kally

Blanciiard In concart, parforming hit own unlqua linion of lolk and |au music.
Ttta shew will kIckoH at 9 pm with frashman Polly Morrow on guitar, followad
Immadlataly at 10 pm by Michaal Kally Blanchard. As always, admission to tha
Rathskaliar Is fraa.

by Jay Richard UlBlaso

"Lime is chalky; when you work In a

lime factory It's always like winter.

Lime covers everything. It's funny;

though It looks like snow it's not
cold."—Pfiier Lime employee

Over the course of five months
Jeffrey Murray, '79, recorded his

impressions of Pfizer Lime Inc. in

Adams Massachusetts. His
Photographs are now on exhilHtion in

Gallery Nine at the Williams College

Museum of Art. Densely packed with

information, the photographs are the

culmination of a close association

with the lime company.
For the first few weeks of his con-

jointment with Pfizer, Murray was
shown about the plant by various

employees, donning a iiard hat and
ear protection gear when necessary,

in an attempt to gain an insight into

the operation of the plant and the

confidence of the company's workers.

Chorus to perform *Grand Moss'
"The Williams College Choral

Society will perform Mozart's Grand
Mass in C Minor, KrV. 427, in its major
Spring concert, at 8:30 p.m. on
Saturday, March 4, in Thompson
Memorial Chapel, Williamstown.
Admission is free with Williams LD.
Sixty men and women and con-

ductor Kenneth Roberts, of Williams
College, have invited a Festival Or-

chestra of thirty musicians from
Boston and soloists Benita Valente,

soprano; Jane Bucci, soprano; Jon
Humphrey, tenor; and Terry Dwyer,
baritone, to jpin them in this major
work.

Mozart, composing in the years

1782-3, never truly completed his

Mass, although it is far more ex-

tensive in conception than "ny other

Mozart work of a similar type, calling

:
in places for a five-part, or even an
eight-part chorus. Unusually sweet
and tenderly nostalgic, Mozart wrote

this work to fulfill his vow to write a
Mass for a perfomance b^ his wife,

bonstanze, in ^Iz^ur^ Such ad-

jectives as "majestic," "solemn,"
"dazzling," "moving," and
"exquisite" abound in the literature

about the Mass.

Benita Valente won the

Metropolitan Opera Auditions in the

early 1960's and since then has en-

joyed an impressively successful

career. The Williamstown audience

will have known her from her ap-

pearances at Tanglewood, Marlboro,

Saratoga, and the Boston Symphmy-
In addition, she ^as opened Lincoln

Center's Mostly iMozart Festival for

two successive seasons, and is a
frequent soloist at Caramoor and
Aspen as well as with major sym-
phmiy orchestras across the nation.

Her performances at the Metropolitan

Opera are consistently met with

universal praise. Her song recordings

on the Columbia label are ac-

companied by Rudolf Serkin, also well

known to local music-lovers.

Of a recent appearance with the

Philadelphia Orchestra under Claudio

Abbado at Carnegie Hall, the New

York Times critic Donal Henahan
wrote of Miss Valente's "beautifully

simple and simply beautiful singing of

the "Et incarnatus est" from (the

Mozart Mass) ... she voiced the

extroverted, bravura manner that

most sopranos favor who can
negotiate the notes at all, and spun the

piece out in roulades of pure, gentle

and unforced tone . .
." The New

York Post last month reported that

"Miss Valente was able to surmount
even the most relentless high register

with ease."

The three other soloists for this

concert are all well known to concert-

goers in this area. All three, Ms.

Bucci, Mr. Humphrey, and Mr.
Dwyer, have appeared at Williams

College in earlier performances.

Alums maintain school ties

Soprano Bmtta Valanta Is one of tha

sohiists In tha upcoming Grand Mass
(Mozart) to b* parfermad March 4 by
tha Choral Society.

by Stacy Sllverstein

Wiljiams may be isolated in its

secluded Berkshire niche, but it hasn't
been forgotten. Lifelines of alumni
communication tie the campus to

members of a nationwide Williams
community. The importance of such a
strong Alumni Society reveals itself to

students when they begin to plan for

life after Williamstown.
In almost all major cities, alumni

are available for student needs,

particularly in conjunction with the

Office of Career Counseling. A Con-
tact Network of alumni career
representatives extends across the
country for the benefit of Williams
people spending time in an unfamiliar
area. Peggy Sloane, Director of the
OCC, stressed that they are "willing
to help and genuinely interested in the
students."

In the past, students have gained
-valuable exposure to fields of interest
by meeting with alumni. OCC will help
organize a "99" Winter Study ex-

temship in which undergraduates
may learn from on-the-job ob-
servations. Externships may also be
arranged for the summer.

(griffin Hall (KonrpilB

at WiUiatna (talWi^t

ViaORHiLL
Harpsichord

BACH: Eight Preludes and Fugues

(WTC-1. NOS.17'24) -|y,..:

Works of Chambonnleres,
Boehm, 5wee//nck

Saturday Evienmg Only

February 25, 1978

Alumni career counseling and
exposure also takes place throughout

theyear on campus. Every January, a
group of recent graduates visit the ^

College to discuss their experiences.

The OCC sponsors Washington
Weekend in February. This year,

twenty alumni came to report on
opportunities that await politically-

oriented students, especially seniors.

Alumni recruiting , from .various

businesses make an important con-

tribution to job-seeking seniors. They
often notify the OCC of openings for

positions in their companies and in-

terview eligible students, and
welcome visiting students. Sloane and
an alumnus organized a trip to Boston
last spring for those interested in city

planning and environmental
research.

Behind the$e alumni functions

benefitting the student, the
framework of the organization
provides a unifying strength. Cragin
Lewis '41, Secretary of the Alumni
Society, claims that the most
distinguishing quality about the

Society is that "they want very much
to help the College and the un-

dergraduates." The last fund drive,

he continued, yielded an unmatched
percentage of participation, over 60

per cent, which "says something
about how graduates feel about the

place."

Besides the career aid that they

provide, alumni play a major part in .

College policy making. In this area,

disputes between the Alumni Society

and the Board of Trustees remain at a

remarkably low level. Since alumni

fill all but two spots on the Board,

"they are not two separate groups but

two interlocking groups," according

to Lewis. No serious divisions within

the Society have occurred since

alumni with financial interest in

fraternities tried to fight for their

perpetuation.

Recently, the Alumni Society has
refused to take stands on con-

troversial issues. Concerning the

questions of sexism and the sexual

orientation clause, they have left the

policy decision to on-campua ad-

ministrators. Trustee decisions are

usually reflective of Alumni Society

opinions.

He hoped to photograph m Uie plant in

as unobtrusive a manner as possible.

Much to his credit, Murray suc-

ceeded. The shots of the Pfizer em-
ployees are intimate portrayals cf

their working situations. The
straightforward manner of these

photographs is disarming. One is

pressed into the world of Pfizer Lime
with a shove.

The major portion of the exhibition

concentrates not on the employees

themselveis, but on their ac-

couterments—the wondrous forms to

be found in industrial machinery and

in the phantasmagorical landscape of

the factory landscape. Murray tias

said that he sought not to produce a

documentary series of "life and work
at Pfizer," but to use the site as a focal

point for exploring the possibilities of

the medium of photography.

To this end he has included a

number of studies of the Pfizer plant

in its environment^ photographing the

building under varied lighting con-

ditions. In much the same way as

Monet's studies of the cathedral at

Rouen are an examination of the

quality of light on texture and an
exploration of the painter's medium,
Murray's stills of the factory skyline

speak about the nature of the

I^iotographic medium, and of its

capabilities to function as pure
photography. Documentation of the

site is secondary to an interest in

establishing an expressive com-
munication about the nature of light

as perceived by the camera and
conv^ed by the print.

Yet in as far as Murray retains an
academic approach to photography,

one cannot overlook the documen-
tary aspect of the exhibition. Over and
over again one sees the massive
forms—stacks oi lime bags, heavy-
duty machineiy, block-like buildings,

etc.—that comprise the Pfizer land-

scape. It is a limited vocabulary Of

forms but one with which Murray is

able to impart the tlninder of the

Pfizer plant. His photograph of a man
walking between two enormous stacks
of packaged lime conveys not only the

conditions of the factory, but the in-

significance of a single man's
strength in the face of modern
technology; it is a frightening scene to

bear witness to.

Perhaps most striking about
Murray's photographs is the technical

expertise he has -broughtto each print.

The employment of Ansel Adams'
zone system—a complex theory
relating luminance to exposure—has
given a vibrance to Murray's work.
Though not consistently in command
of Adams' technique, when he is, the

results are staggering. His
photograph of the Pfizer plant at

night, the security lights shining

through the rising lime dust, recalls

Adams' 1941 Moonrise in both com-
position and sentiment

Photos by Jen Murray Whose show on
industrial Adams Is currently In

Gallery Nine of the Williams Collega

Museum of Art.

The only flaw with the present

group of photographs is the inclusion

of shots lifted from the work of other

photographers. Whereas Walker's
attention to the details of Southern
life provided insight into rural

existence, Murray's close
examination of trucks and doors add
little to our understanding of ther
Pfizer environment; they are too

obviously derived from "Aperature"
reproductions.

It is a difficult leap to go from ar-

tistic imitation to creative innovation,

yet in the work of Jeffrey Murray we
are able to see just that. He appears to

us, in his ^olographs of Pfizer, to be
in the process of just such a leap.

Murray is a young artist who . is

quickly defining an articulate style of

his own.
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Dodd-Tyler: camaraderie as well as diversity
Coun9 GuldB

COUNCIL Irom

by DMigla* Ellis

The Dodd-Tyler housing group was
(ormed last year as an attempt to

reduce the major disparities within

the old housing categories by
removing the incongruous houses
from Fitch-Prospect-Dodd group and
the row houses. These two houses

have many similarities in spite of

their different ^origins. Both are

basically row houses in that they have
sit-down dinners, large and luxurious

common areas, and consist almost
exclusively of single rooms.

One of the biggest pluses of Dodd-,

Tyler is the dining situation Despite

Roas Keller's attempts to sabotage

Row House dining, excellent fare can
still be found here. Chefs Peter

Brazeau of Dodd and John Raby of

Tyler both do outstanding jobs and
house members have developed fierce

loyalties to them.

But unlike the row houses, all

members of Dodd or Tyler live in the

house of an immediately adjacent

building; there is no overflow to West
College.

Here the similarities between Dodd
and Tyler end. Tyler was one ot the

old Frat Houses, but had a modem
brick Annex added to it a few years

aga Most sophomores live in the

Annex, which consists entirely of

single rooms with a bathroom shared
between each pair of bedrooms. The
rooms are small (though larger than

any Mission Park or Greylock room)
and, with cindei>block walls, require

a good bit of imagination to deconte.

Due to thin walls, noise can be a

problem.

In Tyler proper, the rooms are more
elaborate. They feature hardwood
floors, white plasterboard or barn-

wood walls, and in many cases,

fhreplaces. In both Tyler and the

Annex, the rooms with the view of the

mountains .are preferred.

Many freshmen question the

desirability of living in Tyler due to its

relative isolation from the rest of

campus. True, it is a good 5-10 minute

walk to get to class or to Baxter, but

most members take it in stride. In

I house of Tyler is hare taan from the back in a warmtr season. The
annex is to the left.

The Record will run classifieds at 20c per line for the first 3)ine&and 15c for

each additional line. Deadlines are 4:00 p.m. Wednesdays and Sundays.
Total amount due must accompany this form. AAail or bring In person to
Classifieds, The Williams Record, Baxter Hall, Willlamstown, Mass. 01267.

NAME. PHONE

I
ADDRESS. , TOTAL ENCLOSEb.

AD TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
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L'll three champs

Women outhoop Trinity

RPI won TiMcday'* g«m* ««-«0.

(photo by Holder)

The WlllUnu women's basketball
team dosed out its home season
Wednesd^iy afternoon, smashing
Trinity College 64-28. The lop-sided

contest was the Hnal home match for

four Williams seniors, including four
year teammates Anne Youngling,
Maggie O'Brien. Lisa Capaldini, and
Leslie Ferguson. Co-captains
Youngling and O'Brien and forward
Capaldini finished out their four year
Williams careers as they led the team
to the strong victory over Trinity.

Earlier this week the threesome
provided the scoring power needed to

capture the first Little Three
Women's Basketball Championship as
the team defeated Amherst College
&2-36.

Against Trinity, the Ephwomen
moved to a seven point lead before a
dozen missed baskets and lucky

RPicQOfiefatacIcStuns EpJis
by Frank Pergolizxi

In a performance that can at best be
labelled disappointing, the Williams
basketball team was unable to hold a
thirteen point half-time lead and lost

toR.P.L, 68^.

Wolk with tea
Williams is now 6-11 and loses any

chance of finishing above .&5 on the

season. They have a big weekend
coming up with three road games in

four days: Kings Point on Friday,
Drew University on Saturday, and
Wwcester Polytech on Monday.

Trinity shots narrowed the gap to oite

point. Midway through the first ball

Williams led 9-6 when Youngling
turned it on—grabbing rebounds,

sinking foul shots, and connecting on
the lay-ups to put Williams up 1&-9.

Youngling, who led team scoring with
14 points, provided the much needed
inspiration as Williams pulled out to a
17-13 half time lead. r" " '

The second stanza saw Youngling,
Capaldini and junior Leslie Milne hold
the visitors scoreless for eight
minutes as they ran the score to a 20

point lead. Freshmen Laurene Von
Klan and Mary Kate Shea, in limited

play, were on the mark for Williams
going for 7 and 6 points each. Frosh
Boop Tabell, Alex Pagon, and Cathy
Gemert each had two points as they
kept the momentum going for

Williams late in the half. Sophomore
Jeanne Weeks (2 pts.) came in one
defense for Williams along with
Ferguson (2 pts.l, holding Trinify-to

13 second half points. Sue Wright
exemplified the team's rebounding
skill as the Ephwomen outrebounded
their opponents 47-19.

The Williams squad, looking for an
invitation to the Massachusetts
Women's Basketball tournament,
tackle MIT Saturday in Boston in the

first to two final away matches.
The Ephmen came out of the locket-

room at half-time leading 41-28. Bill

Mansell got his teanunates rolling r^ i

S^Etl^ee^te'^ntiraSri Pucksteps loss to Homilton
court man press in an attempt to force i , • i. . .

places team m dire straitsWilliams into turnovers. Initially

Williams was able to break the press,

but as the score got closer the

Williams offense disentegrated.

R.P.I. , asserting their height ad-

vantage, were blocking nearly every

shot the Ephmen attempted, and
converting many of the blocked shots

into easy, fast-break layups. With
Williams leading 51-44, Bill Schwitter

;
connected on a three point play that

i
started the Engineers on a fourteen

point spurt that pitted them ahead,

58-51.

In a year that has been filled with
close, last niinute loeaits, Williams
lacked the confiden<% to comeback.

I

For all intents and purposes, when

I
Mike Chapman put R.P.I, ahead with

ia layup, the game was over. With
many fans at the Plimpton lecture,

- Oie Ephmen just could not stpp the

Engineer's momentum

The Ephmen scored the first six

points of the game. Williams led by as
much as eighteen (30-12), running a
patient offense, taking good shots, and
hitting them (56 per cent in the first

half). When the second half started,

however, there was a different team
in the white uniforms.

Dave Mehalick and Steve Duma led

RJ>.I. with fourteen points apiece,

while Mansell had ten. Gerry Kelly

led Williams with fourteen, followed

by Andy Straka with twelve, and Brad

Div. Ill Easterns

byMarfcPogue
Now is the time for all good

Williams hockey fans to come to the

aid of their team. Don't step on
cracks. Avoid black cats. Pray. The
Hamilton Continentals dealt the
Purple Brothers a painful 9-5 Division

II defeat in Clinton, N.Y. last Tuesday
night, and it has put the Ephs' noble

quest for gaining the post-season

playoffs in desperate straits.

The top eight teams in Division Il's

^Western Conference will make the

playoffs. Willianis, with division

matches against UMass and for^

midable Merrimack left, is presently

crouching in 10th place with a 6-9

division record. Buffalo State rests in

ninth at 9-10. UMass, with games
against Williams^ No. Adams, and
Salem State left, occupies the coveted

eighth-place slot with an8-8-l mark. Is

there any way for the Ephs to squeeze

into the playoffs?

It is possible—barely. It seems
certain that Buffalo will win its one
remaining game against Union.
Williams can finish at 8-9 by winning
its last two and, assuming UMass
succumbs to 17-4 Salem, can sub-

merge the Massmen to a final 9-10-1

mark at best. _

"Qualification for Division II and
III playoffs is not based solely on
division records," saysDave Hartford

of the ECAC. "We take into account

the number of games, strength of

opponents, and other factors. If

Williams beats Merrimack, things

could get interesting."

Williams ran into a juggernaut in

the Hamilton game. The Continentals,

in the course of pummeling Purple
goalie Mike Moulton with 58 shots,

edged out to a 5-3 lead after tWo
periods, let Williams come up to 6-5,

then poured it on in the back half of

the last stanza with four fast goals. "I

should have had a few of those that got

through," said Moulton. "But our

defensive coverage did get pretty

weak at times. A lot of us weren't
feeling well—you should have heard
the hacking while the coach was
trying to talk in the lodcer room
fcletween periods."

In the Continental game the ephs
were led by Peter Gonye, who
registered a hat trick to raise his

team-leading goal count to IS; Tom
Resor, who picked up two assists to

raise his team-leading assist total to

26; and Dan Sullivan, whose five

assists raised his season point total to

29. Moulton's 47 saves gives him 229 on
the season and moves his save per-

centage-to 88.4,

Faceoff for tonight's crucial game
at UMass is at 8:00. If you love your
hockey Ephmen, say a little prayer.

Track gorners top ten status
by Phil Darrow

Last. §j8llurday at Southern Con-
necticut the Williams winter track-

men competed in the Division III

Easterns and came away with top ten
status in the 27 team field. All seven
who qualified and who were able to

perform matched or exceeded their

l)est performances of the season in the

peak event. Four also qualified for the

more prestigious New Englands this

weekend at Harvard, though injuries

could cut the contingent in half.

In the field events, a best effort

meant a new school record for Larry
. Tanner in the 35 lb. weight throw, as
he tossed the brass 57'3", This at-

]
tempt garnered a fifth place for

1
Tanner, and outdistanced the old

( record by over I'/i feet Tanner

I

travels to Harvard tonight to prepare

I

for the biggest cannoM In tbe etiat

^ Competing tomorrow.
The other two performers in the

field events were Greg McAleenan,
who grabbed another tough fifth with
a leap of 2r6", and froah Scott

Mayfield, who missed a chance of

placing in the pole vault after clearing
13'6" and having his pole knock the

bar down. Both closed the season by
matching their persmial bests for the

year. .
.,;; ,,

Injuries and sickness pared the

running squad drastically. Miler Tom
Schreck succumbed to the flu and
could not make the trip, and hurdler

Vernon Davis was held back by a

sore leg. Even more frustrating was
the experience of captain and ace
hurdler Ron White, who made the trip

and easily beat his opponents in the

trials but was unable to finish because
of a pull in his right leg. White and
Davis l>oth have already qualified for

the New England meet, but whether
they will be able to compete remains
doubtful

In the distances, Williams looked
excellent in spite of being hampered
by competing in the unseeded heats.

Two-miler Joe Koib finished the

Mason with a victory in his heat and a
year best of 9:2&-<loubly impressive

considering the absence of the seeded
heat's faster pace setters. In the mile,

Phil Darrow and Dan Sullivan went 1-

2 in their heat, and actually placed 5-7

overall despite there being nine

"faster" runners in the seeded heat.

Darrow's time of 4 : 16.2 enables him to

advance to the New Englands, while

Sullivan finished with a 4:20.9, just olf

his best

In the final event, a two-mile relay,

Williams grabbed a third. The squad

sorely missed Schreck, but Joe Kolb
came back for a brilliant substitute

performance in the second leg after

getting the hand^off from Terry
O'Reilly. Sullivan and Darrow also

returned for the third and fourth legs,

bringing the stick home in 8:04.1 for a
season best.

Tbte individual strengths displayed

at the Easterns demonstrated that

Williams will be a tough customer in

the outdoor season, when the solid

core from the indoor squad is

augmented by new blood.

Anne Youngling '78, co-captain of womon's batkoNMll, had a victorious last

gamo against Trinity Wednesday. (photo by FInegold)

Racketmen beat Tufts
by Evan Bash

Usually, when a squash team ex-

pects to win a match 9-0 and then

proceeds to do so, there is perishingly

little for it to remark upon the next

day. And such certainly would have
been the case for coach Sean Sloane's

racketmen in Monday's shutout of

Tufts at Amherst, had it not been for

an Amherst student newspaper article

the Ephs managed to secure at the

site of the match
The article extravagantly lauded

the Amherst squash team, and, since

Williams meets the Lord Jeffs

Saturday in a match that will decide

the Little Three championship, its

contents interested the Ephs.
Amherst, it seems, has recently

scored upset wins over Trinity and
Dartmouth while riding the crest of an
eight match winning streak. Several

Williams' team members feel these

facts may make Amherst believe they

have a chance to beat the defending

Little Three chainp Ephs. These
members also seem to feel insulted

that Amherst would believe such a

thing, all of which should make for a
pretty exciting season ending match.
The action (and there'll be plenty of

it) starts at 2:00 p.m. Saturday in the

Lasell courts.

Williams' easy win over Tufts was
played at Atnherst because the

original meeting between the two
teams had beeivsnowed out and Tufts

had played a regularly scheduled

match against the Jeffs earlier

Monday afternoon. (For comparative
score freaks, the result of that match
was Amherst 8, Tufts 1). It was the

Ephs fourth win in a row and ups their

season record to 7-3.

No one lost a game for Williams,

and tbe Tufts players only oc-

casionally managed to cradi into

double figures in any one game. Jim
Parsons and Jim Little breezed to

wins, while Martin Goldberg swept to

his twentieth win in the last twenty-

one matches. Also scoring notable

victories were Peter Thomsen at no.

eight (moved up from na ten) and
David Simpson at no. nine, as he

scored his first varsity triumph ever.

Raquettes defeat Tufts
The Williams Women's Varsity

squash team defeated the Trinity

College players 4-3, and topped Tufts

University 7-0 in a tri-meet Wed-
nesday afternoon.

In the first match against Tufts, the

women conceded only three ,.games

out of ? total of twenty-three. All five

of the top players won easily 3-0, but

numbers six and seven, Kristen

Johanson and Laura Katz, had a bit

more trouble. Katz lost the opening
game bef<H<e gmng on to win the next

three. Johanson, after winning the

first two games and losing the third

and fourth, took the fifth game in a
Close 17-16 tie-breaker, clinching the 7-

win for Williams.

Trinity competition was much
keener, as is apparent in the fact that

only one match, which was played by
Number five Marcia Johnston, was

won in three games. Two of the

remaining three wins took four

games, and the fourth went all the

way to five games.
Jane Garvey overcame her Trinity

opponent 15-10, 17-14, 15-9, but only

after losing the first game 8-15y

Playing at Number four, Mary Tom
Higgs proceeded along similar lines

with a 3-1 win. Laura Carson won the

deciding game of her five game match
15-7, to add a fourth and necessary win
on thescore board for Wilirams. While

Carson won 15-9, 8-15, 15-13, 11-15, 15-7

at Number two. Number one Beckie

Chase fought through close match but

lost to a tough Trinity competitor in

four games. Also bowing to TriniQr

were Katz, winning only one game,
and Johanson.

Williams' victories over Tufts, and

Trinity, proved its stre^ngth. ,

'n»mmm'* tHinmikHun d«tMt«d l>ot«i Xrimty and TilM in tMtr frt-mMt on
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Group investigates divestiture
by Jeff Kovar

As the issue of divestiture of the
Collie's stock holdings in cor-
porations with investments in South
Africa heats up, the Thursday Night
Coalition has set up a subcommittee to

coordinate activities aimed at
educating the college community to

what Steve Horton '78, calls "the facts
of racism in South Africa."
Horton heads the investments

subcommittee, which consists ofm—jibouL_iwenty membersr inchiding
Raymond Baker, associate professor
of political science. The group intends
to formulate plans of action for the
upcoming months.
The first event planned is a panel

discussion tomorrow night, jointly
sponsored by the Black Student Union
and Phi Beta Kappa, entitled,
"Williams and South Africa: What's
the Connection? The Case for
Divestiture." The panel includes
students and faculty members and
will begin at 8 pm in the Dodd House
Living Room.
The immediate goal of the sub-

committee on divestiture, according
to Horton, is to prepare the campus to
take a stand on the issues involving

So. African exile

speaks at College
Exiled political activist Sipho

_
Buthelezi addressed some 50 students

J and faculty Saturday on his view of
'^ the' "black liberation struggle" in

South Africa, one in a continuing
series of speakers and movies the
Williams Black Student Union
(WBSU) is ushig to raise campus
consciousness on problems in South
Africa.

Buthelezi is former general
secretary of the Black People's
Convention, an organization he
characterized as "dedicated to
liberating the black oppressed." He
was forced to leave South Africa in

1974 for his political activities after
being banned.

The exile opened his lecture with the
"history of struggle" by black South
Africans, from the arrival of the

i Dutch in 1692 to the present. He split

-—the history into three phases: wars of
resistance against colonizers, non-
violent "protest struggle" from the
founding of the Union of South Africa
to the 1960 Sharpeville riots and "wars
of liberation" since then, as the South
African government has increased
restrictions.

"Armed struggle is a high form of
political struggle," Buthelezi argued.
He claimed Afiicans are fighting for

political rights, not material gain;
"People take up arms in order to .

secure and guarantee political ob-
jecUves."

Buthelezi admitted that economic
sanctions might not crush apartheid,
but said it could push "the seemingly
impenetrable force of Afrikanerdom
into negotiation."

"In the end, they will lose
everything," Buthelezi declared
about multinational ''corporations
doing business in South Africa, incited
by current large profits. He added
that Africans are fighting to be free
"from imperialist nations, namely the
United States," as well as fh)m
apartheid.

Ben Blakeney '78, a coordinator of
the WBSU series, declared that the
pro^am's niomentum "is picking up
rapidly." "We're developing a solid

core of people," he said.

A panel discussion tomorrow at 7
p.m. will be a "key component" in the
series' attempt to inform the College
community on the issues of South
Africa.

apartheid in, South Africa, and
Williams' role in supporting the
country's white minority regime with
College-owned stacks.

The subcommittee, and the Thur-
sday Night Coalition, have worked
closely with the Black Student Union
on the issue. In January, the Board of

Trustees was presented with signed
petitions and proposals for a plan of

divestiture. According to Horton, this

was the first time that the Trustees
had ever been presented with a moral
side to the issue of investment
practices. Before, the issue had
seemed strictly economic.
The stance of the Trustees on the

issue demonstrates that "Williams is

light-years behind other institutions,"

stated Horton. Across the nation, state
universities such as the University of

Wisconsin and Ohio University have
completely divested their portfolios of

stocks in companies with South
African holdings, he said.

TTie movement has been weaker in

private colleges; holding larger en-

dowments, the schools offer more
resistance, owing to the greater loss

*

involved. Antioch College and Har-
vard University, though, have lately

taken some steps towards divestiture.

Coordinating its efforts with the
Thursday Night Coalition sub-
committee is a faculty group formed
around the same issue. Headed by
Prof. Baker, it serves as a vehicle for
putting more direct pressure on
faculty members and the Ad-
ministration.

HHforton stated that there would be
additional activities this Spring
designed to accommodate all in-

terested persons. The list includes
writing letters to congressmen,
manning tables at a rally, and making
phone calls, with a very strong
possibility of a mass demonstration on
campus.
Horton explained that there is a

feeling of frustration among many
people active in the fight for
divestiture, having exhausted all

possible channels with the Trustees
and the Administration. "You can
count on action," he said, "when IBM
comes to .WiH'ams for its recruiting
presentatiftn." Previously planned
activities against IBM had been called
off when company representatives
were unable to get to Williams during
the recent blizzard.

A crew heM a 24-hour ErBathon from Saturday to Sunday noon to holp sponcor
the spring broak training trip to Washington..,.

(photo by Johnson)

Afro-Am studies offers ''Renaissance''

Sipho Butheloii, an
activist, spoke on the'

strugglo."

exiled poiitical

'black liberation

(photo by Cast)

by Lisa Hartigan
Associate Professor of English

Melvin Dixon will teach a sen^inar on
the "Harlem Renaissance" beginning
next fell. The course will be part of (he
curriculum of both the English and
Afro-American Studies departments,
and will highlight the literary, artistic

and musical revival of Harlem in the
1920's and I930's.

Dixon's course deals with a period
that saw the emergence of Harlem as
a black community, as Southern
blacks moved northward to pursue
better job opportunities and to escape
"Jim Crow" prejudice. The
cultural opportunities offered by New
York's fine arts institutions, literary

Rebbitzen roots Jews
Rebbitzen (the title given to the wife

oif a rabbi) Esther Jungreis, a
prominent Jewish spokeswoman, will
give a talk in DriscoU Lounge,
Wednesday, at 7:30.

Mrs. Jungreis is the founder of a
Jewish revivalist movement called
"Hineni." The movement claims a
following of 17,000 with offices in

Israel, Los Angeles, Miami, and
Brooklyn. She has twice filled New
York's Madison Square Garden and
has appeared ori many television talk

shows
A survivor of the Bergen-Belsen

concentration^»mpr Jungreis^ fled to
Switzerland and later, to the U.S.
Her father was the chief orthodox

rabbi of Hungary. In addition, the
Hungreis lineage has supposedly been
traced back as far as the biblical King
David.

The lecture, sponsored by the
Jewish Association and the Chapel
Board, is entiUed, "Awake, Israel:
Finding Jewish Roots."

establishments and night life provided
the setting for the growth of a
"Harlem Renaissance," according to

Dixon. This cultural phenomenon is

distinguished in the work of authoiSt.
such as Richard Wright and Langston
Hughes and jazz singer Bessie Smith.

In addition to cultural
achievements, the course will
document the b^innings of a racial
spirit during the period that formed
the beginnings of the black con-
sciousness movement, according to

Dixon. Dixon expects to limit
enrollment in the course to a select

group of 12 students with "an intense
interest" in Afro-American studies.

Each student will be responsible for a
research project, designed to con-
centrate on some aspect of the
Harlem Renaissance applicable to the
student's other studies. Dixon also
plans a trip to Harlem to visit in-

stitutions that have preserved
material from the 1920's and 1930'8,

including the Studio Museum of
Harlem. Dixon expressed concern
mec-the lack of interest faOMouu.the.
Williams campus towards Afro-
American studies in general. He
claimed that courses in this depart-
ment provide an element missing
from many courses at Williams, and
serve to reshape attitudes toward
black culture by providing an
"unavailable perspective." He denies
that Afro-American studies courses
are not academically viable, and that
they are difficult for' non-whites to
come to terms with, two attitudes
which he has found prevalent here.
According to Dixon, the courses can
provide an "element of un-
derstanding" that becomes necessary
once students leave the ac^emic
environment.

notice
Self nominations for student elections close tomorrow at 4:06 pm. If you

intend to run for College CouncU President or Vice President, for the
Committees on EducaUonal Policy, Undergraduate Life, or the Honor and
Discipline Committee, be sure to get your name, class and the office for
which you intend to run turned into the Dean's office before the deadline.

The Record invites candidates for College Council office to submit an
eightmch (400 word) statement as their platforms for publication in the next
issue.

Flu breaks out anew, hits even harder
Hie flu epidemic that has caused Th«a»rninnrinfiii<»<'>t>fko>i.ooi»..- . i-^ _Hie flu epidemic that has caused

closings of several colleges reached
new heights this past week here. StUI
more students fell victim to the
familiar symptoms: fever, body
aches, and a sore throat. Despite the
degree of general discomfort it has
produced, however, the ilhiess has not
curtailed any major college activities.

Dr. Robert Goodell, Director of the
College Health Service, reports that at
the peak of this recent outbreak of
influenza 50-60 patients per day
visited the infirmary for treatment.
Of these students, some 80 per cent
are diagnosed as having the flu. Many
patients have stayed overnight at the
infirmary to receive personal care,
and this past week Dr. Goodell spoke
of a "daily census of 12-14" bed-ridden
patients compared to a "Don-
epidemic" tally of one or two.
Students coming to the Infirmary who
are able to convalesce in their rooms
have been asked to do so in order to
keep the beds available for the worst.

The strain of influoiza that has been
affecting so many students results in a
fever, sore throat, aches and pains,
and "ultimately some degree of

cough." GoodeU pointed out that this

present influenza strain is of a milder
variety than some others of the past.

Students presently suffering from
the flu's effects might wonder how a
flu outbreak could be any worse.

Hofwever, Goodell mentioned that the
College experienced a far more
severe outbreak of influenza in 1957.

At that time, Baxter Hall was utilized

to augment the infirmary's facilities.

MwMirts kavo fiodnd to tlw InNmiarv wMi ttis 'ito" In bicrMsod aumkm Nm past t«M wMfes.
OespH^HatatloRS by doctors and admbiMralsrs Htat Hm bug is mlM, maay studMito tava •>.
PM-toncsd onovgh bodily poin to romain bodHiddM tor a tow days. Wtoll, tlwy say this fto has a

». '=«^»*i*'>-'-««»=™™r-=5E:. (pttoto by C tU»>t)
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Letters: latin honors, trustees vs. students
Revision of Honors

To the editor:

I'd like to express my disappointment over the recent (acuity decisioa to

revise the standards for graduation with Latin Honors (Record • Fdk. M>.

The rationale for making the change, it was said, was that " dispropor-

tionately large number of students have been graduating with honors in recent

years" due to presumed grade inflation or a myriad of other excuses. But the

point has been made—though not emphasized as much as it should b»-that

perhaps recent graduates have in fact worked harder and are deserving el the

recognition they receive. Considering the stiffening competition to. get into

Williams in recent years due to a record number of applications, plus the

shrinking job market for graduates after they get out, it's entirely plausible

that more recent graduates have been more achievement-oriented than those of

the past. To suppose that increasing grade point averages are due merely to an

easing of grading standards is an insult to those students who still believe that

the grades you receive reflect the amount of work you put into a course (a

relationship that is being increasingly overlooked).

There are those who belittle the mere adding of a few Latin words on the

diplomas of graduating seniors. But if this rationale holds true, why does an

athlete strive for a ribbon? And why does an actor labor for an Oscar? And for

what reason could an entertainer possibly want applause? These and other

examples are equally "meaningless" yet they represent much more than their

face value—they're goals struggled for through long hours of hard work,

sacrifice, and self-discipline. And the addition of "cum laude" or better is no

lessofJKoalto strive for, As a matter (;>ffactj in an insUtution

as being "academically oriented" it is one of the surprisingly few honors a non-

athlete can work towards.

And finally, consider the relatively small—but significant—number of juniors

who have had the rules changed on them while the game is still being played.

(Would you lengthen the lOO-yard-dash course to 110 yards in the middle of a

race? ) The injustice done to them is certainly not on the level of most issues

raised at Williams and it can't be described in any harsher terms than "un-

fortunate". But it is a defeat nonetheless, and perhaps indicative of a growing

sentiment against achievement-oriented students, a characteristic which is

amazingly enough being looked upon as a negative quality rather than the

positive attribute it is.

This issue does not warrant any sit-ins, resolutions, or prolonged letter-

writing debates. I've written this letter to point out that the recent faculty

decision caused at least one student to be disappointed, disheartened, and, in a

sense, disillusioned.

Dave Bennett '79

Honors change retroactive

To the editor:
'

I was totally amazed when I read of the faculty's decision to raise the

qualifying grade point averages for honors. The unfairness of this decision is

simply shocking. If the faculty truly wished to "raise the standards", why did

they not simply decide to grade "harder"? Whose "fault" are high grades,

anyway?
Most unfair, though, is the application of these new standards to the class of

1979. A major revision such as this should take effect with a class that has not

yet entered Williams; at least they Will know what they are facing from their

Freshman year.

I can only assume that the "logic" for this decision ran something like this:

"students only do enough work to get an 8.0" or "a great number of students

graduate wiUi honors, therefore the standards are too low." God forbid

Williams be discovered to contain that totally alien and infamous institution of

"grade inflation."

So what will the effects be? For one thing, students in the Classes of '79 and

'80, especially those who had counted on graduating with certain honorSj may
now find those honors wretched from their grasp. The new standards make it

almost impossible for any junior with an average between 7.5 and 8.5 to

graduate with honors. A junior with an 8.5 as of now would need an A- in every

course this semester and next year. An 8.0 junior would need half A's and half

A-'s—both unlikely possibilities. And these are people who are ahready above

the present cum ulde cut-off. For all intents and purposes, the faculty has

passed a retroactive standard.

It would seem, then, that this ruling may have the opposite effect of what

was Intended. Studeits wUl see these goals as hcjpelessly out of reach and will

consequenUy not wo»k as "hard". For even the faculty must realize that there

are a few students herp who are at least partially motivated by mere grades.
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Social structure and attitudes

To the editon-— - - — ^_^-— ....^—.^^ -

The caption of the photograph of Mary Leakey ( Feb. 24) spoils an otherwise

dignified description of the Leakey's work. By identifying Mary Leakfey as "the

wife of the late anthropologist," you use a sexist descripUon which distorts the

family nature pf the expeditions and Mary Leakey's personal contributions to

the family's achievements.

Sexism lies deeply imbedded in both our conception of and description of

interpersonal relations. As "enlightened" students we often feel that we have

removed the cloud of sexist ideas from our minds, yet we are foolish to think

that thousands of years of bias and distortion have not left subtle but pervasive

marks on our language, our social structures, and our personal behavior.

We believe that these covert linguistic biases are much more pernicious

than publicly elaborated prejudices. On this point, we must disagree with M.

Rosenbloom '76 who decries the Thursday Night Coalition's concern with gay

rights while people are starving and dying in South Asia. To eradicate the

severe problems facing South Asia and the rest of the world, we must formally

deal with the attitudes towards humaxudignity that structure social relation-

ships which create and extend material problems. Just as with sexism, racism,

or homophobia, legislation is necessary but not sufficient to remove deep-

seated prejudices. Neither financial aid nor ideological analyses are alone

sufficient; analysis and practice must co-determine each other.

Finally, we believe that it is harmful to all "causes" to separate the Issues

of homophobia, sexism, racism, and imperialism for they are all aspects of the

same problem—attitudes and actions which express self-serving egoism rather

than liberating, community consciousness.

Gregory S. Weber '79

ElsaWaUgoit'Sl

S tudent input lacking

To the editor:

Last fall students from a number of campus organizations (Williams Action

Coalition, Williams Feminist Alliance, Americans for Democratic Action,

Williams Gay Support Organization, Williams Black Student Union, Williams

Hunger Action Project) and other unaffiliated members of the Community

gathered together in the Dodd House living room to form a coalition which

would be able to focus more effectively on social concerns, particularly human

righU and student power. Since then, we have been dubbed the Thursday Night

Coalition by the Record, and have channeled our energies into such issues as

sexism, investment links to South Africa, the housing system, the sexual

orientation clause, and dean selection.

We are not the "power elite" at Williams. The pathetic lack of student power

is one of our primary concerns. It is perfectly clear to us that the "President

and Trustees of Williams College" are in control. The College Council's sexual

orientation proposal, which we actively supported, was defeated by both the

faculty and the trustees, partly because they were misled by statements made

by President Chandler. Despite almost 700 signatures in support of our South

Africa proposals, the administration and trustees ignored the content of the

proposals. The trustees, without consulting students, formed a toothless ad-

visory committee merely to consider how college proxies should be voted. The

Feminist Alliance's proposals to the trustees were also ignored. We learned

about the non-decision through an article in the Berkshire Eagle! The lack of

common courtesy on the part of both the "President and irustees of Williams

College" is typical and indicative of their low esteem for student opinion and

intelligence.

Dean Berek claims that students' formal power should be limited

because we are here for orJy 4 years. We would like to remind him that deans

come and go, too. The administration seems to hope that warm weather and the

graduation of some members of the Thursday Night Coalition will diffuse

student activism. We intend to prove them wrong.

If you have any concerns which you feel that the coalition should address,

weekly meetings,jire held in the Dodd living room on Thursday evenings at 10

p.m. Suggestions 6r comments can be left in S.U. Box 2042.

Prohumanitate,
The Thursday Night Coalition

©Iff Cog

Tuesday, Feb. 28 Freshman Night

Discounts for card-carrying freshmen

Wed., March 1 Russ Hardy 78

performing on guitar 9 to 12 pm

OPEN WGSO
MEETING

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY Itth

Wtaton language Center French Room
(Second Floor)

At 8:00 PM
ttwlann from the 'SSO will pcrtenally ipeak alMut beino say at WMllams.
Topics such as oppreulen, unity witliin Itie Group, and wDy It's Important to
come aut as being s*y will be spoken about.

All Administration, Peculty, StaH and Students are Invited.

WAC rejects

trustee plans
To the editor:

The Winiams Action Coalition

recommends that the student
members of the Trustees' investment

advisory committee refuse to par-

ticipate for the following reasons. The
committee guidelines do not address

theissues that Gargoyle outlined in its

petition to the trustees. Rather than

examine college investment policy

with regard to the college's ownership

of companies doing business in South

Africa, the trustees' committee is

charged with studying shareholder

resolutions made at stockholder

meetings. No mention is made of the

South Africa issue;

In addition, no acknowledgement

was made to the people who initiated

the proposal as to what action the

Trustees intended to take upon its

consideration. The student members
were chosen without consultation of

those concerned with the issue, nor

did the trustees enter into dialogue

with informed people about the

guidelines for the commitfee.

Therefore the present committee as

it stands should be rejected in favor of

creating an Investment policy

committee along the lines proposed to

the trustees by Gargoyle at their

January meeting.

David KoenigBlierg

Williams Action Coalition

from OCC
The Dept. of Energy will be

recruiting at OCC on Tues., March
7 for full time job openings in the

Office of Administrative Review.

WED., MARCH 1 IS LAST DAY
FOR ODD JOB SIGN-UP

Conn. Mutual Life Ins. Co. is ac-

cepting resumes for its Actuarial

Program. (See Direct App.)

SUMMER
Dept. of Defense Federal Summer
Intern program allows Williams to

nominate two Juniors or Seniors

who are Economics majors, in top

one-third of class, who have a

strong interest in defense planning

and analysis. See Jeff, Phyllis, or

Cynthia for more info. App.

Deadline: Friday, March 3.

Dept. of Energy is looking for an

economic research and clerical

worker. (See Govern, tab of 1978

Internship notebodc).

Carolfaia Action in North Carolina

is offering $I05-week for field

canvassers. See Public Service.

Boston University School of

Communications is sending a

representative to OCC on Moti.,

March 13 from 10 A.M. - Noon. She

will be explaining the Summer
Public Communications Institute

programs . Sign-up at OCC.

Auditions for the Aspen Music
Festival's Conducting Program
will take place in NYC on April 18

and applications are to be received

by March 27 for this full tuition

scholarship.

6A^^Afilfi/^

ON THE CORNER
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Readers find 'Pique' more journalistic than literary
The following <« a cooperativt nvltw
of PIQUE. Clint Willh analytta the

political content, Jonathan Sanoff the

poetry and fiction, and Mimi David
the artworh.

politics
Gordon Hardy's essay is a helpful

summary and commentary on the

major events and issues involved in

'the struggle of the last few months
against sexism and homophobia at

Williams. Happily, it makes few
pretensions to being what it is

essentially not: a socio-political

commentary with any relevance to

American society outside of Williams.

And as contexts for social action,

Williams and society differ

significantly.

Hardy begins his essay with the

observation that "the small town

politics of this college has quarantined

its participants from the 'realities' of

the so-called real world." Yet, he

Tnaintains, the issues involved have

struck the Williams community with

"a sense ... of history."

Reading his essay, one is struck

rather by a sense of isolation from

history. This feeling is reinforced by

Lisa Capaldini's article later in the

issue. How do the events described

and the issues raised relate to our

piece of "history," that is,, to the

broad social context within in which

we live?

There are plenty of women and

homosexuals within that context, and

plenty of sexists and homophobiacs.

But before the motto Gordon proposes

for Williams, Pro Humanitate, can

Jxecome that of Williams students and
soon to be alumni, the issues of poor

versus rich, ignorant versus

educated, powerful versus powerless,

and alienated versus fulfilled, as well

as others, must be confronted by those

students. Unfortunately, it is the

nature of the institution that these

issues are and will remain peripheral

to social struggle at Williams.

Capaldini and Vincent Prada are

able to draw conclusions about social

theory and struggle which could be of

use to all kinds of movements for

social change. At the same time, they

attempt to raise the consciouness of

their readers, and this, of course is the

first requisite for such struggle. But

unless our activists and their readers

are conscious of the limitations

inherent in tiieir focus oh Williams,

thejstruggle will cease for them when
they leave its hallowed halls. The
lessons, which the essayists are

simultaneously learning and passing

on, will be lost.

If the advocates of gay and women's
rights "have, after all, wanted
nothing but a better alma mater," as

Hardy maintains, they may have

acquired what they wanted. That's

debatable. If they have wanted more,

they'll have to keep struggling.

—Despite that latit; uncharacteristic

excerpt, it 'i& to be gleaned from the

^says of Hardy, Capaldini, and

Prada, Chris DiAngelo's interview

with Steve, the report in illiteracy in

the Berkshires, and Ken Bertsch's

commentary on South Africa, that

they want much, much more.

poetry and fiction
With their February issue, the

editors of Pique have broken with

tradition, placing a new emphasis on

reportage. Thirteoi articles of im-

pressionistic journalism labeled

"commentary" and "opinion" arfe the

core of its contents. The dominance of

creative writing, which sustained

Pique's image as a literary magazine,

has ended. Just five poems and two
short stories have been published

under this new restriction and re-

orientation.

Of the five poems, four capitalize on

well known material as the basis for

their experiments. In "Lot's Salty

Blues" by Pat Mulligan and
"Rapunzel Revisited" by Fabienne

Marsh, a fable is reworked through
the creation of a novel voice for the

central character. Marilyn Bennett in

"llie Master and Margerita" builds a
fantasy from Henri (lousseau's

painting "The Dream." Illusion

collides with harsh reality as a
character declares, "I anr alone. I

hate this city." A second of Bennett's

poems, "Beginner's Mind," im-

itates the slowness of Oriental

verse. "Cherry Tree" by alumnus Jeff

Nicholas pictures an original incident

of boys swinging on the branches of a
tree to shake down its fruit.

The Pique poems relate sim|de

scenes in unadorned, declarative

prose-poetry style. With the exceptidft

of "The Master and Margerita" and
several misleading phrases scattered

throughout the other poems, this new
work is free from obscurity or private

meanings. Besides laudable direct-

ness, other poetic charms are
neglected. The tone color and ap-

propriateness of words has received

scant attention. The lines breaks in

the poems are arbitrary. Rhyme is

absent, as is humor, as such.

Peter Filkins' very short story "My
Crime" is an ominous variant on TOm
Sawyer and the broken cookie jar.

Here a young child breaks mother's

bottle of perfume and is locked in a

room as punishment. Through the

window the prisoner sees the mother
collapse. "Jumped to the door
yanking wild at the knob. Solid and
menacing, it held."

"Out of the Night" by Leigh Wilson

is a psychological romance of the Old

South. Thomas Jackson a rebellious,

prideful and poor aristocrat is vic-

timized by his relatives. His only

solace is his daughter, whom te
makes promise never to grow up. The
story shows how this bargain has
burdened "the child Catherine
trapped .in the old face" long af-

terwards. Her past is a recurring

nightmare.

It is the mother's sudden stroke that

activates the horror in Filkins' simple

tale. Wilson writes a more com-
plicated story, building a relationship

tetween father and daughter of

dependency and devotion. The
daughter is hysterically loyal to the

past. The reader has seen a character

revealed, but there are no new en-

tanglements that push the character
of Catherine forward. She is frozen, as
is the story, in the contemplation of

the past. "The Pique stories were

CLASSIFIEDS
Lost:

Brown plastic key ring. It says

"California Is^ for tovart,?' If-

found, Call 458-9281 or 6844, or put

In SU Box 1752. Thanksl
For Rent:

Two Furnished Apartments.

81 Hoxsey Street

458-3264.

No Pets

1

)

3 rooms 8i bath

2) 4 rooms 8i tMth

To be rented either July 1 or

Sept. 1

Personals

Caron - Old I leav« my un-

derwear In your room the other

night?

Love, GIB
Dear Snow White,

Happy Birthday I

Love,

Dopey

Bring Your Wedding to Arlington, Vermont
Lei us spoil you witli:

Rural while steeple churches

An historic country inn, and rustic log cabins with fireplaces

along a cool trout stream for your wedding parly and guests

Reception and gourmet catering for 150

^ife*a»_

For infomnalion call or write:

The Arlington Inn

Arlington, Vermont 0S250
Tele: 802-375*532

entertaining examples of student

fiction. One hopes that the authors will

devehip more substantial contingent

action in the future.

artwork
TTie artwork in Pique represenU a

change from earlier editions, in the

use of the art rather than the type of

art presented. More drawings and
photographs have been used as
illustrations than for their aesthetic

value. Illustration, however, is an art

in itself and is a difficult task for any
magazine. Some of the illustrations in

Pique work well, evoking the theme or

the mood of the narrative they ac-

company via a depiction of a
character or of a scene. lYiough in

some cases, it seems an exercise in

perceptive editing, matching art with
writing.

David RoUert's cartoon on the cover
is the best piece of art in the

magazine. It is a powerful
statement—and fits comfortably with

the first article, "In Search of the

Mdral Minimum," and sets the social-

political tone of the magazine. Rollert

combines wit with a sophisticated

intellect in a solid cartoon drawing.
Andrew Yang's drawings, includ«l

with "I must not, cannot respond" by
Mark Roche, work well with the ar-

ticle in evoking the image of a
brooding, insane Hoelderlin; though
there is no indication this was the

initial intent. The picture of the man
resting his head cm his palm is a
marvelous drawing composed of light.

feathery lines in an open and
sitggeative space, llie photograph Iky

Jeff Murray appearing above Joh;.

Lloyd's "Doing the Rounds"—goes
well with the vibrant, somewhat
overwhelming sense of New York City

one feels in the article. Though suc-

cessful in its evocation of the mood—
the photograph suggests a still from

"Taxi Driver," and thus lacks

originality. '
"

Edward Mills's charcoal drawing

with Vincent Prada's "Behind the

Arguments" may be a good

visualization of the depths bdiind the

issues—but does not stand on its own
as a drawing. Its shading is a bit too

coarse, conflicting with the

smoothness inherent in the medium. A
more harmonious illustration is the

knapsack by Everett Geno, joined to

Mairk Pogue's article "Entering
Algeria." It is a delicate line drawing

placed subtly amidst the dry rolling

hills which could easily be Algeria.

' Below Filkins's piece entitled "My
Crime", Laurie Bolten's watercolor is

clearly intended as an artistic ac-

companiment to the narrative.

Though it clearly reminds one of the

"prisoner . . . measur(ing) his

boarders"—'the harsh vertical blacks

and whites of the panes and curtains

suggesting jail bars—the element of

"escape" implied in the narrative—is
missing from the view of the clothes-

line in the backyard.

The art which accompanies "Out of

the Night" and "Stiff Necks and

Hidden Faces" are two of the less

wonderful drawtags hn this issue.

They do not contribute much as
illustrations, but more importantly,

they are not particularly outstanding

works of art. One notes a similar

problem with the photographs, the six

photos in "Eagle Street Shuffle,"

"From this Place: Sights and Sounds
Part II," and "Loving Lucy"'Mu% not

Artistic photbgraphs and aire hot

student work, rather they are func-

tional and serve as blunt illustration

only. They seem to occupy space that

more rightly belongs to student ar-

tistic endeavors.

However, there are tfn, but
redeeming, samples of student art.

Quhru Necipoglu's evocation of

Brueghel is a blithe, well-designed

and enjoyable piece. Yang's two
studies in pottery and bones—are
unusual works, sensitive though a bit

bizzare. The study comparing the

form of the fire hydrant and the

capital of the byildia&Jiy-Ruudl-Yeh
is a strong artistic composition and an
unusual use of the given environment.

Dick Goodbody's one birch tree is set

in a marvelousiy rich textural

background—thou^ It seems as if the

contrasts in the tone did not print well,

a problem noticed in Dick Doughty 's

photo of the skyscrapers as well.

ITiough plagued with the difficulty

of printing drawings and
photographs—the. art In Pique
provides much visual entertainment

though ample room for improvement.

Ask Procter& Gamble
what you can do

with your BA degree!

\6ii could become the

advertising/marketing manager

for one of these P&G products!

Although only 5 are shown here, Procter &
Gamble makes more than 50 well-known,

well-advertised consumer brands.

For each brand, there is a small

management group, usually just 3 people,

totally responsible for planning, creating

and supervising everything that Is done
to Increase consumer acceptance of

their brand.

The group is headed by a Brand Manager, an
Important level of management in our company.

Right now, we'teteoking for a few highly qualified

college seniors with the potential to become
Brand Managers.

You would start at our Cincinnati headquarters as part

of a brand group for a specific brand, perhaps one
of those shown here. To help you learn quickly, your

Brand Manager would give you challenging assignments

of increasing responsibility in various key marketing

areas such as TV advertising, package design, special

promotions, budget.planning and analysis, and
market research.

The emphasis would be on you, your ideas, your

ability to conthbute. You'll be promoted on the basis

of merit alone. It's not uncommon to become a full

Brand Manager within 3-4 years.

Since you will begin to manage from the day
you join us, we're looking for "take charge" people

with outstanding records of leadership while in

college. "Superior academic achievement",

"innovative", "a record of being able to get things

done", and "good oral and written communi-
cations skills" are some of the words we
use to describe the people we want.

If this kind of work interests you and you think

you qualify, please send me your resume.

Mr. Richard Mitclwll

Th* Prodar & QambI* Co.
Advertising PcraorHWl
P.O.BokS«9— DM>t.A
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201

An Equat Opporlunlty Employat
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lose to Kings Foinf

Hoopsters scrape by Drew, 69-68

\
Th« women's squash team dafeatad

Harvard but fall to Princaton.

by Frank Pergoliul
One thing the 1977-78 basketball

season has not lacked is excitement.
Coach Curt Tong and his charges had
to live through two more last second
thrillers over the weekend as the Eph-
men split games with Kings Point and
Drew, losing to Kings Point 59-57 on
FYiday and coming back to defeat
Drew 69^ on Saturday..

Friday's game was a classic case of

the difficulties of traveling four hours
to play a game. Williams did not wake
up until the second half when Gerry
Kelly stit them rolling. The junior

guard scored seven quick points, and
along with a bucket by Andy Straka
lifted the Ephmen from a three point

halftime deficit (31-28) to a two point

lead, Kings Point scored the next six

points, but never led by more than
five. With the Mariners leading 57-55

Brad Wolk was' fouled. The senior
center ignored two Kings Point time
outs and hit both shots to tie the score.
With 7 seconds remaining Kings

Point took a sbpt that bounced up and
went over the backboard and the
referee gave the ball to the home
team. Then as the buzzer sounded,
Kelly was called for a foul. Mike
Ennis hit both shots and Coach Tong
was left wondering how a foul could be
called if time had run out.

At Drew, Williams finally came out
on the right end of a thriller, as Matt
Spangler hit a jump shot with two
seconds remaining that provided the
margin of victory.

Wiliiaros trailed throughout the

game until the 1:40 mark when Kelly
hit Ahlberg all alone under the basket
for an easy layup that put Williams
ahead 65-64.

With 38 seconds remaining and the

Ephmen leading 67-66, Bill Whelan
stepped to the foul line for a one and
one situation th^t could have s^led
the victory; however, Whelan missed
the shot and Drew grabbed the
rebound. John Rubino put the
Rangers back ahead with 22 seconds

remaining, 68-«7. After Williams
called time-out, Kelly brought the ball

upcourt and with time running out
found Spangler open in the corner for

the winning basket.

Spangler led Williams with 20 points

(16 in the second half), followed by
Kelly with 17 and Ahlberg with 10.

Rick FriedmanJf4.,Jljr«W- with
nineteen.

The Ephmen journeyed to W.P.I.
last night and finish the season at
home Saturday against Amherst at 8.

Ski feam takes fifth at Middlebury

Win ranks Ephwomen third
In an eventful weekend, the

women's Varsity squash team
defeated the Harvard women 5-2

Sunday, yet lost on the previous day to

the F>rinceton 5-2.

In Saturday's competition at home
against Princeton, the number one
team in the country, only Jane Garvey
and Mary Tom Higgs managed to top

their opponents. Garvey, playing

number three, won 3-1, taking the

fourth game with a startling 15-3

score. Playing before a full gallery,

Higgs went all the way to five games,
including two tie-breakers, to clinch

thie suspense-filled match 11-15, 18-17,

15-13, 8-15, 15-11.

Sunday, Williams matched talents

with Harvard at home. One of the

shortest, but certainly the most
significant wins came when no. l

Beckie Chase, defeated her opponent,
seeded fifth in the upcoming
natioflals, in three games.
Laura Carson played in another full

fivegame match. Once down 2-1 at the

break, Carson came back to win 3-2.

Also winning for WiHiams were
Garvey and Higgs in 3-0 matches, and
Marcia Johnston in a tight^S-1 match,
taking the final game in a 16-14 tie-

breaker.

Coach Renzie Lamb was especially

pleased with Sunday's performance
and outcome, for the victory over
Harvard puts Williams in a very
strong third place ranking in the

country. Thursday afternoon they

face Number two, Vale, at home, in

the last match of the '78 season.

Williams will host the Women's In-

tercoU^iate Nationals this weekend.

It's 24 hour relay

time again, as avid

ru;iners, college
celebrities and just

plain ordinary folks

man the track to raise

funds for local

Williamstown

charities including

ABC and Boys' giub.

Teams interested in

I
participating in the

aiinual relay March
11-12 must attend a
meeting Wednesday
at 5:30 in Robert
Peck's athletic office.

The weekend was one of ups and
downs for the Williams College Ski
Team as they placed fifth this past
weekend at the 47th annual Mid-
dlebury Winter Carnival, in Mid-
dlebury, Vt.

Ja the Giant Slalom held -Friday
morning the team got off to a slow
start when the top Williams finisher

was Andy Mikell in 20th. The af-

ternoon showed what the team could
really do as they took second to UVM
in the slalom. Don Tarinelli, Andy
Mikell and Jan Debinski were 6th, 7th

and 15th for the teams best slalom
finish of the year. "Impressive" was
the word coach Charles Goodrich used
to describe the team's effort.

The last carnival of

the season brings out

some of the Ephs'

best performances. . .

In the cross country held Saturday
morning Jeff Magoon took 4th, posting

a time of 48.03 minutes for the fifteen

kilometer course. He was just a
minute off the winning time of Kar-
sten Midvedi from UVM. Dave
"Hunk" Richards and Robi Craig
were the next Williams finishers in

22nd and 27th.

Some 2,000 people ,watched the

jumping competition which was held

at the Middlebury College Snow Qowl.

For Williams, Jeff Hastings was fifth,

Tom Dodds 24th and Andy Kelly 31st.

Middlebury was the last carnival
stop of the season, and overall it was
one of the Ephs best showings. Some
of the Williams team will be com-
petlffg this coming weekend (March 1-

4) in the NCAA's to be held at Cannon
Mt., in Franconia, N.H.

The purple pucksters pulled througli in bvartima Saturday night, dafNting tht
JaHs 5-4 with a shot by Jim Roonay. (photo by Johnson)

Women cagers devastate MIT,

unable to compete in state tourney

Amhersf bows, 8-i

The Williams women's basketball

team put another tally in the victory
column Saturday defeating MIT 62-38

at the technicians' home court. The
Ephwomen moved to an early lead,

turning over the responsibility for the

win to the freshman firepower.

Frosh Alix Pagon came off the
bench to go to the middle for Williams,

earning the praise of coach Sue

Hudson-Hamblin for her game. Pagon
went for nine points and two steals in a
powerful performance for Williams.
The game began in the same

manner Williams has come to expect
as senior co-captains Anne Youngling
and Maggie O'Brien drove the team to

a wide margin over their hosts.

O'Brien, with 14 points, worked the
offense, \yhile Youngling pulled dovm

Racketjrr^ Little Three Championship
by Evan Bash

There may be only one better way
for most Williams' teams to end their

season than by beating Amherst; cap
the season by absolutely destroying

Amherst. The men's squash team
followed the more preferable route

Saturday, wallopping the Lord Jeffs 8-

1 in Williamstown, to keep the Little

Three title in the Purple Valley for yet

another year. In addition, the victory,

Williams' fifth in a row and eighth in

eleven decisions, secures a probable

fifth place national ranking in the

season ending intercollegiate poll.

All week before the match the Ephs
received stories that extolled the

Amherst squad and mentioned that

the Jeffs just might have a chance
against high-flying Williams. As the

match developed, though, it quickly

became obvious that any "chance"
Amherst had referred to their hope for

gaining one point, so completely did

Williams dominate the action.

Using their superior shotmaking

and court sense to the utmost, the
Ephs lost only five games all af-

ternoon. Captain Amie Cogswell put
on a flne exhibition for the benefit of

his freshman opponent in a 3-0 win,
while Martin Goldberg, playing in the
number three position, recorded a 3-0

triumph for his twenty-second win in

his last twenty-three appearances.
Jim Parsons 3-0 victory left his foe
looking shell-shocked, and no. five

Jim Little needed a warm-up game
before finding his way to a 3-0 win.

RUNNING SHOES
Adidos New Bolonce

Nike
j|*ya^

Brookt

WILLIAMS

CO-OP
COME SEE WHY EVERYBODY

IS TRYING TO KEEP UP V^ITH US.

f^
THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-pEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quality Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

Meanwhile, no. two CJiip Lindquist,

suffering sorely from the flu, made
really a remarkable showing despite a
3-1 loss.

The rest of the Ephs won without
much difficulty. No. six Peter Thayer
worked his opponent over in a 3-0

victory, while Evan Bash also won 3-0.

Jon Saunders cruised to a very quick
triumph 3-0. With Williams usual no.

four, Mitch Reiss, out of action with a
bum wrist, Pete Thomsen was called
into action and he responded with a
good 3-1 win at no. nine.

So ends one of the most successful
Eph squash seasons in a while, there
being no "bad" losses included in the
three defeats by Princeton, Harvard
and Yale. The lop six racketmen now
have a week to prepare for the
nationals at Princeton, March 3-5.

the ^el^ounds and mainstayed the
Ephs' ddSn^e. Junior Leslie Milne
looked good at guard stealing four and
going 2 for 3 from the floor. Once the
starters had sparked the team on its

way to a 39-16 halftime lead, coach
Hamblin turned the contest over to the
freshmen.

In the second stanza, MIT came out
with a revised man-to-man defense
that kept them within one of Williams
second half scoring. Sue Gilmore
pulled down five rebounds to lead
freshman rebounding while WellesI^
exchange Sue Wright (8 pts.) and
Pagon spearheaded the Williams

offense.

The Ephwomen close out their

season tonight at North Adams State

College as the two cros? town squads
meet in their annual rivalry. Last
year North Adams was defeated 69-50

at the hands vi the same groiq) of

Williams' hoopsters.

Although Williams had hoped for an
invitation to the Massachusetts State
women's basketball tournament, a
mix-up with the affadavit deadlines
has forced Williams to remain out of
the competition for another year.

Despite efforts by coach Hamblin to

correct the paperwork confusion the
team will not participate, thus
removing any hopes for state honors
for seniors Youngling, O'Brien and
Capaldini.

BROWN UNIVERSITY
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING

Applications now being acceptad
for admission and financial aid In

Secondary English

and
Social StudiM

1977 PLACEMENT RECORD 95 %
Address Inquiries to:

The Gradwat* Sclwol

Brown Unlvartlty

PrDVManc*,ill«Mia
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College elections to be held on Monday

Bronson Fargo

The College Council President is one
of the single most influential students
at Williams, For that reason his

opinions are important to the student
body. The Williams Record spoke with
the candidates and has compiled a
synopsis of their qualifications and
views on various topics.

Bronson Fargo '7» is a member of

Gargoyle, served a term as Fitch
house president and is currently
president of the junior advisers. He
has not served on the College Council
and admits that serving as its

president will be "a learning ex-

perience" for him.
John Svoboda '79 has served two

terms both as Hopkins house
president and as a representative on
the Honor and Discipline Committee.
He has spent time on the Political

Economy Advisory Committee, the
JA selection committee, the ACEC,
with the Lehman Service Council and
the Boys' Club. He manages both
WCFM and varsity basketball. He,
too, is an outsider to the council.

College Council and Student Power
Fargo: The CC is the voice of the

student body. It represents their

views to the faculty and the ad-
ministration. Discussion in outside
groups is fine, but the final action
must take place in the council.

When the students have a grievance
the council should initiate forums.

In some cases compromise may be
necessary. On the sexual orientation
issue the students and the ad-
ministration have very different
attitudes. One side battering its head
against the other gets, no one
anywhere.

Svoboda: ftie council certainly can
focus student concern. It would be
unfortunate, however, if the CC had to

articulate the student position on
every issue. Frequently non-council
members have more expertise or
dedication to a particular issue and
can therefore discuss it more
thoroughly than could a council
member. The council should treat
organizations such as the Thursday
Night Coalition as an "independent
subcommittee," let it hash out the
points, and then make a recom-
mendation to the council. Then the
council can speak to the ad-
ministration for them.

Sexual Orientation

Svoboda: The purpose of all the
discussion was to raise objective
consciousness-to point out the lack of
sensitivity some people displayed
toward homosexuals^A positive
transformation of viewpoint has taken
place.

On the more specific question of

including a "sexual orientation"
clause in the handbook, I am per-
sonally ambivalent.

Fargo: Although the issue is cer-

tainly not (lead, we've reached an
impasse with the faculty and ad-
ministration. If we are to pass
anything we must compromise, and
try to adopt a new statement that does
not dilute our original purpose.

Divestiture i'

• Fargo: We all have a social

responsibility to do something about
the plight of black South Africans.
Whether we should use the College to

achieve these ends is a touchy
question. We need to investigate the
costs of divestiture to the endowment
and the value of the College's proxy
voting before deciding whether to sell

our stocks in companies who invest in

South Africa.

I endorse Gargoyle's second
proposal—urging the corporations to

adopt the Sullivan principles or
humane activity rather than tati-

mediate divestiture.

Svoboda: Although this is an im-
portant question, the council is not
ready to debate the issue. We should
rely on the expertise of other groups
such as the Thursday Night Coalition
to articulate the stands on these
issues. Only then can the CC take
action.

Changes in the College Coancil

Svoboda: The most important
things is to carry CC debates into the
residential houses. No structural
change can accomplish this.

Fai-go: Structurally we need to

change the funding process. It goes on
too long.

Four candidates completed
interviews with the Record. Chris
Dianjelo '79 and Rich Williams '79

subsequently removed themselves
from consideration.

Thursday Night Coalition pressures Chandler
byAnnMorris betw(>f>n atiiriontc <in>i ty„>. aa tho r>nnoao>o i„^i, „» „_ « n :_ :j . !_i_. _j ..

-^ by Ann Morris
"Williams College is a moral en-

terprise," President John W. Chan-
dler told representatives of the
Thursday Night Coalition (TNC) in a
meeting on Wednesday. The two hour
meeting between President Chandler,
Dean Oakley, and nine students Was
organized by the TNC to discuss the
issues of student power, the proposed
sexual orientation clause, and the
South African divestiture question.
Twenty five other students, mostly
members of the TNC, gathered out-
side the President's office before the
meeting to show support for TNC

.—proposals and representatives,

The Thursday Night Coalition is a
recently formed group of student
organizations made up of the Williams
Feminist Alliance, the Black Student
Union, Americans for Democratic
Action, the Gay Support Organization,
and the AVilliams Action Coalition.

"We're trying to get the Ad-
"Hiinistration to take^ us seriously,"

explained member Wayne Davis.

Chandler agreed to three TNC
proposals: to press for TNC meetings
with the Trustees' Campus Life and
Finance Committees in April, and to

work of setting up regular open
meetings between himself and
students. Lack of communication

between students and the Ad
ministration was agreed to be a, major
problem, one that was leading to
general misunderstanding. "I've
learned some things that will help me
to communicate more effectively,"
said Chandler in summing up the
meeting.

Concerning investment policy, the
TNC expressed dissatisfactipn over

the College's lack of an overall in-

vestment policy, its investments in

companies operating in South Africa,
and the recently created shareholder
committee. Chandler cleared up some
misconceptions when he explained the
committee's function: to make
proposals on investment policy,
possibly including the alternative of
divestiture, to the Trustees. The

president maintained his anti-
divestiture stand, however, saying
that only $100,000 of Williams' in-

vestments are actually tied up in

South Africa, TNC's Steve Hall agreed
that, although the monetary effects of
a Williams divestiture would be in-
significant, the actioh would have a
"demonstration effect" for other
institutions.

The overriding issue of the
discussion concerned what TNC
members called "bad faith," lack of

Administration respect and
recognition of student opinion. The
TNC sees no attenipts by the Ad-

ministration to "treat students as
responsible individuals," said Davis.
Citing as examples of this "bad
faith," TNC .members charged
Chandler with misrepresenting, or at
least obscuring, the facts on the
sexual orientation clause at the
December fft'culty meeting, and of
neglecting student input in forming
committees on dean selection and
shareholder proposals. Also men-
tioned as a sign of "bad faith" was
the lack of a written response from the
Trustees concerning TNC proposals.
In reiterating his three sided

Continued on Page3

CC extends elections deadline

Pr«sid«nt John Chandler met with members of the Thursday Night Coalition
Wadnetday afternoon to discuss collage policy on saxism, sexual oriantatlon,
and South Africa. To hit right is Wayne Davis '79. (photos by Doughty)

Panel discusses stock divestiture
by Todd Tucker

"We have something of a respon-

sibility laid upon us. The measure of

this is to speak with our teeth and
withdraw financial support from U.S.

companies who are blind to what they

are doing in South Africa." This
remark was made by College
Chaplain John Eusden who, along
with Political Science professor
Raymond Baker and History
professor Timothy Weiskel, served on
a panel which maintained that

Williams should sell its holdings in

corpwations doing business in South
Africa.

Following the readhig of a letter

from the WBSU which rejected the

Investment Advisory Committee as
insufficient and a brief description of

thesystem of apartheid, Prof. Weiskel
provided a brief history of the

development of South African policy.

He went on to play a tape of Donald
Woods, exiled South African
newspaper editor. The Woods tape

provided an Insider's view of the

situation. Woods insisted that "strong
initiatives" were necessary and
mentioned the desirability of

"economic measures." According to

the journalist, the fact that, "Blacks
have decided in favor of the symbolic
blow against apartheid," is sufficient

reason to withdraw economic support.

John Eusden emphasized the moral
obligation he felt the College had in

the world at large. He maintained that
the ide^i of equal opportunity for all is

a major tenet at the liberal arts
philosophy.

Raymond Baker presented an
overview of recent developments on
the South African political scene.

Baker stressed the mia^erous and
repressive nature of the Vorster
regime saying, "There is nothing
unusual about the death of Steve Biko
at the hands of South African police."

The late revolutionary leader's
statement that, "America is free to

decide what price South Afkica must
pay for maintaining obnoxious
policies," was emphasized,

llie format changed to an open

forum with the advent of a question
period. Treasurer of the College
Francis H. Dewey conceded that

Williams is, "... behind a number of
other institutions in dealing with the
South African issue." He promised
that serious attention will be directed
toward dealing with this question.

In answering one question dealing
with the effect divestiture would have.
Prof. Baker noted that Vorster's
government was concerned with what
Western educational institutions think

of it. Baker insisted that the selling of

South Africa-related stocks would
deal a severe psychological blow to a
regime whicH thinks it has the support
of most Americans.

In response to the observation that

divestiture could incur financial
losses on the college. Prof. Eusd«i
noted that, "Moral standards which
involve human rights require the
taking of some risks,"

The purpose of Wednesday night's
program was to cogently present the
arguments in favor of divestiture and
stimulate student interest and debate.

The College Council voted 19-3

Wednesday to accept two self-
nominations for the position of Council
president for 1978-79 which were
submitted several hours past the
designated cutoff time. At the meeting
Chris Diangelo '79 withdrew his
candidacy when he learned that
fellow-JA Bronson Fargo '79 would
also be running. He has asked that his
supporters vote for Fargo,Other items
brought to the flew included the
faculty's Latin Honors revisions and
the Finance Committee's wood-
working shop poll.

Intense debate preceded the
Council's decision to include the two
late nominations on next week's
ballot. Ted Stroll '78 declared that
"anyone who decides to enter at the
last minute must be doing it on a
whim" and is acting "frivolously," He
went on to say that he would be "very
disappointed" if the Council chose to

extend the application deadline to

include the two late entries as well as
others who express interest in the
near future. In view of the fact that
only two individuals declared their
candidacies before the Wednesday
deadline, Beth Geismar of the
Elections Committee said, "There has
not been enough diversity in the
people running for office this year.
This need for diversity outweighs
respect for deadlines."

College Council SecreUry Michael
Lissak urged that the application date
be extended until Monday. "If these
people decided to commit themselves
late because they heard there were
only two people running," Lissak said,

"then there may be others who would
like to do so."

Outgoing Council President Tom
Herwitz commented that, "This year

has been very unusual in terms of CC
nominations. There has not been a
declaring of issues weeks in ad-
vance." He pointed out that the people
running have no "really good op-
portunities left to make their views-
known" since there will only be one
issue of the Record before the elec-
tions Monday and Tuesday.
The faculty's change of the Latin

Honors standards was questioned by
Ted Tucci '79. However, his
suggestion that the Council "take a
course of action to show its

displeasure with the way the decision
was reached" met with limited
response. '/,

A woodworking shop poll to be in-

cluded on the Collie Council election

ballot was approved by the CC
members.

Election Special

On Sunday, March 5, at 10:00

PM, WCFM will air a special live

detiate between the candidates for

President and Vice-Presid«it of

the College Council.

The Special Broadcast will

feature statements by each of the

Candidates, questions from a
selected panel, as well as a general

debate.

Don Perry will moderate the

hour-long special broadcast.

Housing Deadlines

Applications for Option (Co-op)
housing close Monday, March 6 at 4

p.m.

The Off-campus deadline is

Friday, March 10.

Address questions and com-
pialiits to The Dean's Office.
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Latin Logic
Where and when to draw the line on grades for Latin distinctions at

graduation has caused heated debate. Both the students and faculty have
.excellent reasons for inaugurating or postponing a change in the standards.
On the side of change we hear that too many students graduate with
distinction, thus undermining the integrity of Williams' honors. Raising the

Sades required for cum, magna cum and summa cum laude will restrict

e number attaining the honor, making it meaningful.
Given the desirability of upgrading ttie standard, two factors govern

the timing. First, the injustice ofchanging the rules part way through, and
second, the necessity of immediacy. In the first case, no one argues that an
immediate change is fair. A junior working for a B (8.0) average all through
Williams suddenly learns that this is no longer sufficient. He must have a
B+ (9.0) to attain cum ^ude. But to pull his average to 9.0 he must earn a
10.67 (A) for his remaining three semesters.

The second argument runs that once the College admits that 8.0 is no
longer honors work, it is ridiculous to continue awarding cum laude to those
with a B average. (Those of us who fall between an 8.0 and a 9.0 find this less
than compelling.)

The faculty needs to adopt a system that incorporates both criteria to

the fullest degree. It must raise the standards, yet not change the rules on
previously completed work. Since theirs does not, we ^fer the following
compromise.

To attain cum laude, for every semester u^toand^including Fall 1977 a^
student must earn an 8.0. For each semester from Spring 1978 onward he
must earn a 9.0. Therefore, a junior must carry five semesters of 8.0 and
three semesters of 9.0, for a cumulative average of 8.375. A freshman, on the
other hand, must earn one semester of 8.0, and seven of 9.0, or 8.875. Stan-
dards for magna cum laude would work the same way, substituting 9.25 and
9.75 for 8.0 and 9,0, respectively.

The advantage of such a system is that it applies the new higher stan-
dard to all students immediately, instead of ignoring seniors and nailing

underclassmen. At the same time it does not act to penalize people for the
work they have done at what was honors level when they completed it.
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Panel

elucidates

gay feelings,

pressures and

social sti^na

byCkriilUM*
"When you sUnd up awl have self-

respect, others raspeet you." Many
WGSO members voiced this sen-
timent at their second open meeting
this year Tuesday night.

Those who contributed to the
discussion stated that accepting and
expressing homoeexual (eellnfti is a
process of understanding and
becoming aware of one's self. One
person commented, "TTie most im-
portant thing is that I can look at

myself now and be free to love myself
and to Ipv^ other pwple.'L >...^_

WGSO members held U^t people
are neither completely homosexual or
heterosexual, but rather that their

^ft

Vice-Presidential Statements
Continued from Page 2

Byron Walker
Divestiture, sexism, discrimination

based on sexual orientation, and
questions of race relations have
touched our lives this year, arousing a
new consciousness. We bay&.^b^
confronted by the demands of a
constanOy changing society virhich

requires that we analyze and re-
examine our perspectives and at-
titudes on these and other issues.

Throughout all of this I remained
reserved and like most students here
just plain unconcerned.

In examining the effectiveness of
our campus government to respond
to, guide, and effect change, I became
more aware of an apparent want of
motivation and initiative. There
seems also to be a complacent at-

titude toward challenging un-
favorable and unacceptable decisions
made on student objections and
suggestions by the administration.
Consider the recent divestiture
question and the apparent
acquiescent acceptance of the
Trustees' advisory committee; a
committee which as rqiorted to us
had no student input neither in its

formation nor its compositi<»i.

I do not intend, now or at any time,
to make-promisee which I have no
hope of fulfilling. I will only say that I

will endeavor to represent you and
articulate your needs, wants and
desires

Peter Stark
Why run for Vice President? Isn't it

a non-job which has importance only
when the President is unable to attaid

meetings?'Not exactly. While it is true

that the VP steps in only occasionally,

his-her position on the Elections

Committee is vital if qualified

members of CC committees, par-

ticularly FinCom, are to be found. Up
to now, Elections Committee hearings

have been held largely in secret to

protect applicants from undeserved
abuse. Unfortunately, this process

also limits the amount of student

input. It is in the best interests of both

the Council and the Student Body as a
whole to open up the selection process
in a way that would allow for input,

yet still respect the interests of those

applying for the job.

Do not be fooled by lofty, dogmatic,
or unrealistic promises. I am not a
miracle worker-^da not «xpect any
dramatic changes in the way that tt^

Council is being run. A goal that is

achievable, however, is one that

allows the Council to be a true forum
for student interests.

My experience as Production
Director of WCFM and as a sit-in CC
Represofitative on several occasions
has brought me into contact with
people of all persuasions.

Above all, I hope to be a-political, in

the sense that machinations and
gimmicks are not the way to do
business, on the CC, or anywhere else.

If given the opportunity to be CC Vice
President, I will try in every way
possible to fulfill the trust that will be
put in me.

Chris Jenkins
The office of College Council Vice

President serves much the same
function as does the vice presidency in

any elected body. Any attempts to

portray the vice presidency as a
position of political strength, or as the
aegis of sweeping reform, are utterly

groundless. In purely pragmatic
terms, the College Council Vice
Presidency demands working
political experience, and a high
degree of personal reliability. That is

all. It is a job for which I am qualified.

The chief responsibility of the
Collegg CowciJ Vice, President is the
chairmanship of the Elections
Committee. I am currently a member
of that committee, and the only vice
presidential candidate with a working
knowledge of that important body.
Further, I possess a perfect record of

attendance as a house representative,

and formerly as a Freshman
representative, to the College Council.

My qualifications meet those of the

office, and I am proud to offer myself
as a candidate.

feelings lie in a "spectrum" ranging
between the two ejctrvmet. Oqe
member exprassed this assumption in

another way, arguing that, "a
bisexual reiationehip is ntore natural"
than limiting physical affectlan to a
single sex, but whether a person
openly acts on his emotions depends
on social and political pressures.

One participant held that society

accepts the sexual discrimination as a
matter of course, to the point where
homosexuals can lose their Jobs or be
taken to court. However, according to

WilUamstown attorney Julie Kop-
penheffer, sodomy is "a crime that is

not often prosecuted," and only two
homosexuals in the past six years
have lost their jobs. Mrs. Kop-
penheffo- concluded that it is "not a
general rule" to be fired for being
gay.

The stories of three panelists vividly

depicted Uie social ostracism that

homosexuals experience. Bill, a
senior, said he had not yet "come out"
to his parents or to several of his close
friends because he is afraid of how
they would react. "Gays are not the

same as other minorities," he said.

"BecBiiBe they can hide it, they must
fight their ovm fear of coming out, as
well as society's pressures."
However, in "coming out," he feels he
is "becoming more aware of himself"
and thus increasing his self-respect

and happiness.

Tracy explained that slie noticed

her natural attraction to women at

addeacence. but was confuaed
becauw every authority she knew
said boiinosexuBlity was wrong. She
therefore "left it to fantasy^' untU she
became so depressed that her
parents' cooatant questions finally

prompted her to "come out" to them.
"My problems began when I started
being honest," the explained. Her
parenU, shocked at her revelation,

sent her to a psychologist who told her
that homosexiulity is "sick and un-

A..-—

-

Rosemary "came out" through
feminism, which taught her that she
was "attracted to women in a sexual

way. could express it and it was
beautiful." She concluded,
"Lesbianiflm is an important part of
my feminlaffl."

EmotionB ran high after this speech
and one woman added that true
feminists are lesbians, since true
feminists see man as the oppresaor in
a patriarchal, male^irlented society.
One person contended that a woman
who has sexual relations with a man is

giving up her most viUl energies to

"the enemy." Another person spoke
up at this point to caution her that

beinfgay is mere emotionai than Her
political theory made it sound,
declarii^, "You don't choose to be «

gay. It's a feeling."

Coalition
Continued from Page

)

argument against the sexual orien-

tation clause, Chandler spoke of the

legal impreciseness of the clause, the

College's policy of political neutrality,

and the lack of a national consensus of

gay rights. "But I did not intend to

mislead," said Chandler, referring to

the December faculty meeting.
Several students and faculty mem-
bers who were present at that

meeting, however, state that Chan-
dler's 20 minute speech at the

beginning of the meeting further

confused the issue from them.
Because of this, the TNC proposes
that the clause should be reintroduced

at the March faculty meeting, where
equal time should be given.

Dean Oakley responded to the

in'oposal of a popular vote to select the

deans by calling Williams a
"voluntary community, not a political

democracy." Decisions must be baaed
on quality in such a system he said,

not just popular appeal. Oakley's

presence at the meeting was a source
of controversy atihe fneeting, asihe'
TNC had asked to meet with Chandler
alone. Having first agreed to such
terms, the President later insisted on
having one other administrative
figure present.

Timothy Mlilakal, John Ewtden, David KoianlgslMro, and Raymoml •aJcer
w«-e on tha divastltura panel Wednesday night. (photot>y Holder)

Marge Tkal
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Sat 10-3
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^G'Rourke stages bizarre Ubu Roi
Who says an eighty-two year old

pUy can't sUrt a good brawl? We'll
find out tonight at 8:30 in the AMT's
Studio Theater when Kevin O'Rourke
'78 resurrects Alfred Jarry'g Ulra Roi.
Tickets for the only two perfornuuices
will be available free at the Greylock
entrance an hour before curtain
tonight and tomorrow, but are "ex-
tremely limited."

Ubu Roi is less a play than a staged
{ihenonienon. Ite gross and rapacious
hero, Pa Ubu, is a Punch-and-Judy
guignol caricature, and its locale is

Poland ("That is," Jarry explains,

"Nowhere.") If it is the undeniable
masterpiece of its kind, it is also the
only one of its kind. It is "pure
theater," poised somewhere between
a schoolboy prank and a Prank Zappa
Xoncert.

;
Jarry wrote the play as a parody of

a boyhood schoolmaster far more
grotesque than Pa Ubu, But the
audience of 11 December 1896; found
the spectacle offensive «iough; it

pr»voked lualaiived pandemooimn,
arousing disgust, awe, and fir«nzy.

Accordhig to plan, Jarry himself

has been described as an "avant-

garde Donald Duck," but he was
much more : a one-man theater of the

surreal. In fin-d^-siecle Prance he out-

bizarred the bizarre, shamelessly
flouting every convention of his day
and several that hadn't yet occurred.

Jarry'a life was his salf-dubbed art

of "Pataphysics," a world where man
merged into mechanism, con-

sciousness into alcoholic

hallucination, and fish stories into

truth. His gradual suicide finally

succeeded at age thirty-four, an ab-
dication of mere biological survival in

favor of the dream-fiction his life had
become.
That relentlessly excessive life

destroyed the distinctions between art

and artifice by treating all bdiavior

'as a mask, an essential lie. "In order
to be understood every man must lie,

80 every falsehood is indifferent to

him. It is his only way of ev«r
reaching another."

thus, the social being AlAred Jarry

was a dizzying succession of masks
ranging from bicycle racer to

blasphemous prophet, from burlesque

mannequin to sage lecturer. He could

commit no non-absurd act: when
i^ked for a liglit (du feu), he politely

discharged a huge revolver beneath

the astonished pedestrian's cigarette,

murmuring "Voila."

Since Jarry's script is so indefinite,

each director has tremendous latitude

rrdecidlng how the play can best live

for his audience. Whatever form
0'IV>urke's Ubu takes, it is bound to

be true to Jarry's outrageous spirit.

Orange: Alex in Kubrickland

Alfrad Jarry's absurdist fare* will bo
prasantMl this Friday and Saturday In

the Studio Thaahre of tha A.IM.T.

Correction- Sisters

In the recent Williamstheatre

production of "Three Sisters", Tim
Surgenor performed the duties of

fly crew.

"COUNTRY INN WITH

OLD WORLD CHARM"

15 Minutesfrom the Campus

ftte. 43 Staphantown, N.Y. 121M

SOC from Mass. border

(S1t)733.MM

Tha Wittiamt Film Society prettntt

"A Clockwork Orange" tonight in

Bronfman Auditorium at 7:00 and
9:30. Admisiion is $1,

by Don Frazier

Ihis isn't quite what Gene Kelly had
in mind. Stanley Kubrick's A Clock-
word Orange rips "Singin' in the

Rain," Beethoven, and other of our
time's great artistic achieven^ents out
of their cultural context and grafts

them onto his own vision of a
malignant future.

Kubrick's film preserves the wit,

detachment, and symmetrical
coolness of Anthony Burgess' novel,

complete with bis Nabokovian
Russian-inspired slang Cdevotchka'

for 'chick,' 'malchik' for 'dude').

Hero Alex is the MacLAihanesque
Savagjp. Bright and engaging
Malcolm MacDowell struts and pouts

like a 1990's Mick Jagger. His Alex
has wholly ingested the result of

today's confusion of kitsch, art, and
culture. He and his ammoral thugs
equip themselves with the flotsam of a
degenerate civilization—bowler hats,

symphonies—and have no will or

capacity to connect with the world
they pillage: "It's funny how the

colors of the real world only seem real

when you viddy them on the screen."

Why should Alex bother? He embodies
it.

England of the near future (bobbies

wear the monogram of Elizabeth II)

looks like the welfare-state gone
cancerous. Today's glistening but

sterile concrete architecture has
become dowdy and graffitied, ar-

tifacts of the twentieth century have
been cut loose from any meaning or

function. Alex gets high to PurceB,
rumbles to Rossini, and debauches to

"William Tell,"—all eerily ommous
when filtered through Walter Carlos'

synthesizer.

Concern for Art pervades Kubrick's
work obliquely ^2001) or blatantly

(Barry Lyndon). He filmed Oi'ange \a

the pop-art mausoleum of the dead
Victorian aesthetic: Art for Moral
Uplift, and all that's left are varying

NIKE RUNNING SHOES

Elita

LO-IOM

WaHIa Trainm-

• Oceana

• Oregon WaHIa

UdyWaHlaTrainar

—«nd many others—
starting at SIMS

Hiking Shorts haw just arrived I

arcadian shop
HOURS 1M Dally Thurt niflMt:30

Water Street, Williamtfown 4S8-3«70

degrees of taste. In the Korova milk-
bar, garish Playboy femkins dispense
mesc-laced milk from nipple-taps;

when Alex attacks the Ca.i Woman
with a huge Arpian rocking phallus

she screams "That's an important

work of art!"

But what really turns Alex on is

bored gratuitous violence. He, like

Nazis weeping over Wagner while

stoking the ovens, transforms all/

powerful sensations (the Bible,

Ludwig's 9th) into masturbation
fantasies of blood, flame, and rapine.

When rehabilitated by Skinnerian

behavior modification techniques,
Alex loses his libido, his charm, his

love for Beethoven and his breakfast.

Drained of all passion, he cannot

survive, and tlirough this Kubrick
means to ask: "Is it worth it?" But his

movie has been so glossy, inhuman,

and distant—albeit interestuig and

visually stunning—that we can't

really care.

MacDowell's talented supporting

cast finds the proper style of odd

futuristic familiarity, among them

Patrick Magee (Marat-Sade) and the

future Darth Vadar (guess who?).

None can overshadow MacDowell,

who'll someday get a chance to act

once he breaks out of his dead-end-

kid- on-the-make type. I wish him
luck.

TIckals for Ptrformanca No. 204 are
on sale at AMI.

Merce Cunningham Dance Co.

to reside, perform on campus

Winners of the vanCllbum piano

contest, Votapek (above) and Toradze
(below) wilt play soki recitals on

TuMiday and Friday eytnings (/March

7 and 10).

Merce Cunningham and Dance
Company, performers known for

taking modem dance in unusual new
directions, will be in the Berkshires

March 9, 10, and 11 for a three-day

residency co-sponsored by Williams

and Pittsfield Public Schools. The
three days in the Berkshires will be

the final stop in a five-week residency

in Massachusetts begun early in

Pebruary.
Joy Dewey, director of dance at

Williams, says Cunningham has been
a leader in dance for more than three

decades, experimenting, teaching,
writing, choreographing and dancing.

Cunningham characteristically works
with other artists, including sculptors,

painters, filmmakers and musicians,

out of the belief that contemporary
dance must collaborate with other

contemporary arts. Recording to

Dewey, the most startling of Caa-

ningham's innovations came when he
severed . the traditimud reliance of

dancers on music out of the conviction

that dancing is self-sufficient, in-

dependent of story, theme, decor or

costuming.

Cunningham describes "Per-
formance Event" as an "idea_
originally prompted by our being
presented with an unusual performing
area . . . 'stage' not equipped nor
allowing for conventional
arrangements of musicians, lighting,

exits and entrances. These 'Events'
consist of complete dances, excerpts
from the repertory, and new
sequences arranged for the particular
place, to allow for, not so much an
evening ofdances as the experience of

dance."

The dance company will stay at

Williams during their three days in

the Berkshires. On Saturday, March
11, the dance focus will conduct

"Performance Event No. 204," at 8:30

Saturday evening in Lasell Gym-
-nasiumr — ;

v. -;-;.—-

Arts Briefs
Choral Society Concert

The Williams College Choral
Society will present the Mozart Grand
Mass in C minor Saturday, March 4,

at 8:30 p.m., in Thompson Chapel.
Admission is free to Williams ID
holders. ^ _ _^_i_-_ -

Kenneth Roberts conducts the
Mozart C^ioir of the Choral Society
and the Pestival Orchestra of Boston,
Robert Brinks, concertmaster.
Soloists in the concert include Benita
Valente, soprano; Jane Bucci,
soprano; Jon Humphrey, tenor; and

When it comes to the look and the
feel of a great racing shoe, it doesn't
matter whether you're on the tracic or in

the classroom . . . and the Moscow 80
by Osaga Is the top-of-the-llne

In ^ood looks and good running.
Our new multi-studded running

shoe, with the cushion bottom
design and flared heel, is the

finest shoe ever made
for a foot . . . truly an

athletic shoe that

goes welt with
running togs

or khaki

jeans.

A4oscow'80
$22.95

Terry Dwyer, baritone. All members
of the Williams Community are in-

vited to attend.

Creative writing contest

The English Department announces
that 1 May 1978 will be the deadline for

_two-1977-78 creative writing contests.

Material should be submitted to the

English Department Office, Room 2,

Stetson.

—The Benjamin Wainwright Award,
of approximately $40, for the best

short story submitted.

—The Conger Prize of $125 for the best

journalistic work appearing in an
undergraduate pubhcation. Authors
and editors of undergraduate
publications are asked to submit
entries. The prize may be awarded to

an individual article or to an entire

issue.

Winners will be announced at

Commencement.

Cap & Bells election

Clap and Bells, the student theatre

organization, recently held elections

for the 1978 term. Members of the new
executive board are: Jim Kaplan,
President; Bob Berry and Mitchell

Katz, Vice-Presidents; Tom Soybel,

Treasurer; Jenny Wagner,
Secretary; and Rob Baker, Jim Stone
and Susie vonMoschzisker, Members-
at-Large.

Projects in the works for the
organization include a Cabaret in

early-March, a spring musical in mid-
April, an experimental student
production to be announced later Oils

semester and events now in the

ptauming stages ftor next year.
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Greylock-
b>J«liiiRind|«ub

UpperclasB housing options at
Williams range trom the distant row
houses to congested Mission Park.
While still not Utopian, the Greylocic
Quad combines many conveniences of
other housing alternatives into one of
the most attractive (uclugv^....,
Unsurpassed in rational design and

elegance, the red-brick and grey-
concrete Bryant, Hopkins, Carter,
and Gladden Houses are welcome
sights to book-weary students. The
landscaped quad of trees, bushes and
grassy areas seems a self-contained

environment reminiscent of the
Freshman Quad. It is ideal for buf-
foonery of all kinds; in the spring it is

transformed into a sea of frisbees,

balls, dogs, and students. Step out into

the North field and there is a private
driving range, or in winter, a cross-

country ski area.

_ Greylock succeeds in creating
luxurious, modern surroundings. The
spacious dining hall with its high
ceilings is furnished with wooden
tables and chairs on wooden and slate

floors, contrasting with the
claustrophobic sterility of Mission
Park's cafeteria. Because it is

separated from the houses, you won't
have to deal with the smell of Friday's
tuna bumstead lingering in your room
Sunday morning. f'

Each Greylock house has from 60 to

120 members on its four, five or six
floors. The houses are self-sufficient

units, complete with laundry room,
T.V. room, basement for ping-pong,
fussball, and parties, a large living

room with fireplace and piano, and a
kitchenette for late night culinary
concoctions.

The room and suite arrangements
are initially confusing; visitors have
been known to have trouble finding
their friend's residence. Applicants
are guaranteed a single upon ac-
ceptance; d^peflding on thejuimbw of

WILLIAMS RECORD
P«B«J<

roammates desired, suites consist of a
double (2 singles) with an adjoining
living room, or four singles with a
larger living room. These suites of
four vary considerably in shape
within and ammg the houses, For
juniors and seniors, larger singles are

-J>u«Uable. ..^^...«^..,>i.

"Hie regular singles are not overly
capacious, but they have a feeling of
Scandinavian logic in design and
funcUon that is absent in Mission
Park. Rectangular, with walls of
brick and white plasterboard, they
look great with hanging plants and
dark cork bulletin boards. And the ^g
carton ceilings will send decorative
imaginations running wild. The high,
wide bay windows of tech room and
living room offer panoramic views of
the mountains and an ideal lookout on
the quad.

There is a degree <rf house unity,
encouraged by their physical
separation, that creates a unique
homey aura in each house. The suites
all have adjoining living rooms and
hallways, allowing for casual social
activity when the dividing doors are
open. Doors may be closed, and the
sound proofing between suites is

enough to shield all but the loudest
stereos.

Similarly, each house has its own
separate dining area (the Carter and
Gladden House sections are not
distinct), reducing noise and a feeling
of being one in a mass of millions.

While the dining is undeniably
cafeteria-style, Greylock's salad bar
has improved. Food is always served
with a smile and guest meals, com-
plete with white Ublecloth and can-
dlelight, are especially elegant.
Unlike the row houses, diversity in

seating is an option at each meal. The
dining arrangement creates a more
Baxter-like community, achieving
house identity without house isolation.

Not the least of Greylock's ad-

package
vantages is its location. Baxter,
Weston, and Bronfman are all within
easy walking distance. Most con-
venient of all is the proximity of the
Williams Inn where Greylockers often
congregate for a swim, sauna, or
drink. Nearby Greylock parking
meanii no more 10-mtnoti^ walks to the
car to avoid a fifteen minute walk to

Spring Street. The AMT is right next
door, and the Clark Art Institute jiBt
down the road. Brick adds warmth toKm typical Oreytock llvlnf room.

(photo by Doughty)\ pnoTo oy uougnry )

Johnston meets challenge of subfect
bV Tom Sovlwl Ms Inhnot^n'. «k«t„„ u.' -t .. , . . .

'
' ' .'<byTomSoybel

Of all photographic subjects, the
physically handicapped present
perhaps the greatest challenge both to

the photographer and the viewer.
Marcia Johnston has met the
challenge beautifully in her recently
opened show of photographs taken at
the Human Resources Center of Long
Island, New York.

Ms. Johnston's photographs of
handicapped children focus on per-
sonalities ratho- than exploiting the
pathos of the clinical setting. Each
picture is a closely framed portrait,

stressing the child as subject. The
child is always shown in interaction,
either with another person or more
frequently with the photographer,
gazing directly into the camera. The
result of Ms. Johnston's close focus on
the child is an intimacy that com-
pletely overrides the sense of horror
one usually feels at the sight of a child
in a wheelchair.

Ms. Johnston's technical skill and
this collection of such carefully

Marcia Johnston's show focused on
tiandicapped children.

finished prints is a rarity among
student work: the variety of texture
and tone is perfectly manipulated t6

suit each picture,. The lack of

scratches or dust in her prints is

testinumy to her dark-room skill qnd
contribttteB—MnJi'nirotArty

^
to the

"'

professional appearance of her work.
On the whole, the show rewards the

viewer with Ms. Johnston's sensitivity

in treating a difficult subject. By
insisting on viewing the handicapped
child as an individual personality
rather than as « patllent, she brings us
close to people we seldom know, and
toward whom our reactions are so
often stifled by institutional settings!

FOR SALE CLASSIFIEDS
stereo Components—lowest 6472.

prices anywhere—over 50 major
brands. Fully guaranteed. Call

Barry at 664-9437 after 6 p.m.

TECHNICS SA 5160 Receiver: 25
WVatts per channel, excellent
condition. List $235, selling for
$150. Call Paul at 2760.

LOST
Rockwell SIR Calculator with
brown case. RewardI Please call

6662.

Small Gold I.D. bracelet with the
name Lauren. If found please call

PERSONALS
La B. I miss you. La Duff
AAanetteski:

How ya doing? You're so cute I

JOBS YOU NEVER KNEW ABOUT
Tree Psychoioglsts: Properly
trained psychologists urgently
needed for tree patients. Major
care centers, piecework wages
available. Write JYNKA, Box 333.

New York.
Classified forms available in

Record office.
'

SUNDAY MONDAY
WCFM Spring Program Schedule

10

a

12

TUESDAY

with Peter Stark

light

contemporary

rode

f On Broadway i^

[with Mark Cerbond

Jade Mortell

Big-band j|

Jazz

"Monday Morning'!" "Singing All Day"
with Steve Alpert

light

contemporary

rock

Carole-Anne Tyler

Soul and disco

3

"Horizons" -•

with David Fowle

Progressions

in jazz 2

and rock

The
Music

Of...

Steve Colella

rock, folk,

and fiuik

Concert Hall j^^
with Tom Helde

Varied

selections

7:30 .

8 jNew Perspective3

Jeff Crawforck

Jazz,

Blues,

and BeBop

"My Deal"
John Svoboda

Contemporary
Rock

Marty Pike

Contemporary

rock

Concert Hall with

Todd Rowe
Contemporary
recordings

Hans Giesecke

light
|2f

contemporary ^

rock

WEDNESDAY
"Angel of the

Morning" with

Bob Berry and
Toir, Soybel

light rock

THURSDAY FRIDAY

Kate Stone

light rock

Bob Pickel

Contemporary
rock and

country

11

Morning Call } Morning Call with
with Steve Case,

Larry SIsson

Contemporary

Rock
Sue Haueknecht
Contewporaiy roclo

Michael Newman
Jazz and
soul

SATURDAY

Nancy Rosenbaum
COntempbraxy rock

Curt Denhart

Contemporary

rock

Sharon

with "Sunshine'

light

rock

The
Gospel Beat

Concert Hall with

Mark Obert-Thorn

Historic

recordings

Romantic, Baroque little-known classics Rock

Country with Daisy

and Merle

"Progressive

Sounds" With

David J.

"Just Me"
with

Amta Waring

GROUCHO

I

f/treiA/4\fdt

Steve Hall

late-60's/early 70

rock classics

±
Midnight

Tomorrow^' with

Bemle Oakley

Progressive and

Claasloal rock

Premier
Tom Cox

Progressive

Rock tt Roll

NEWSVIEW 92

Concert Hall with

Steve Llewellyn

Classical works
From Ragtime
to SwinK

The
Mysterious

traveller" with

8 Wayne Davis
Excursions into

Progressive and

Avant-garde

Jazz

Dr. Zza

light

contemporary St

progressive

rock

Emily Glimp
light

contemporary

^rock

Tom Mlerswa
light

contemporary
rock

Curt McMullsn
and Jsjr Laibold
Progressive rock
with some folk

to

"Anything that's

Rock & Roll"

with Andy Clark

Contemporary
rock

->

Concert Hall witli

Alan Green
Mark Dermer
Contemporary

historical works '

"On the Avenue"
with

Glenn Harris

Progressive black
music including

sOul, disco, and

jazz,

Tom Walsh
Soft rock

and some Jazz

GROUCHO II jpaul stupln 's All>
SP0RT8TIME! \mt Countdown!

I
Top go It^'s

Album

"Search

and Destroy"

Bruce
Sams

New Wave
and

REAL Rock b Roll

OLDIES!
with Bill Beckett
[and a cast of

thousands)

(request show>

"Mono In dtereb"

ivith Mono Davtdsoi

£lCC^roAic and
Hard Rock

"Lumpy Gravy" [ Jeff Kovar
with Jim Wilch Progressive and
Contemporary > contemporary

Rock ' rock

Mark Cerbone

light

rock

CLASSIC LP
Pano Pliotis

Rock, blues,

•ndjBzz-rock

i

11
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Ephs cage WPI, Amherst showdown set
by Frank PergoliHl

^The 1977-78 college basketball

sesson is rapidly drawing to a close.

As far as anyone connected with

Williams sports is concerned, there's

only one way to finish any season-

beating Amherst. Victories over our

famed rivals from the four college and

one nursery area, can bring a grand

closing touch to any season. Saturday

night at i o'clock.-iJi.Laiieil Gym-
nasium brings exactly that op-

portunity to the Williams basketball

team.

'The Bph$ hoved lived

through ffce mosf

frustrating of seasons

but they ore scoring

pokfts. fdaylng ..."

The Ephmen have lived through the

most frustrating of seasons, but are

coming off three games that should

put thenri in the right mood for

Amherst. Playing their most con-

sistent, ball since before Christmas,

theEphmen are, in Ck>ach Curt Tong's

words, "ready to make this season

just a bit more satisfying."

Over the weekend Williams had
three tough road games and they

emerged with flying colors. Friday,

night they had a game taken away
from them by two terrible officials,

losing to Kings Point. MK&7. The
Mariners were awarded two foul shots

with no time remaining. Saturday the

Ephs pulled out a last second thriller

of their own, beating Drew, 69-68, on a

basket by Matt Spangler with two

seconds left. Spangler scored twenty

in that game and eighteen Monday
night when Williams soundly defeated

W.P.I. , 70-«2.

Along with Spangler, Gerry Kelly is

his old self again, scoring twenty

against Kings Point, seventeen

against Drew, and sixteen against

W.P.I. Brad Wolk and Dean Ahlberg

are holding steady at nine and six

points a game respectively. Tom
Balderston is averaging five ppg and

even Bill Whelan is getting into the

act, scoring nine against W.P.I. On
the boards Spangler and Wolk have to

stop Amherst's Bill Swiacki, Dan
Griffin, and Walter Johnson. Spangler

grabbed . twelve rebounds against

W.P.I.

Williams is scoring points, playing

defense, and looking like a team for

the first time in a long while. They are

ready to avenge the earlier drubbing

they received at the hands of Lord

Jeffrey. <

It won't be easy though. Amherst, 2-

8 on January 26, just had a six game
winning streak ended with losses to

Coast Guard (53-38) and Wesleyan

(66-57). Wesleyan clinched the Little

Three title with that win, so nothing

more is at stake tomorrow than pride.

The man that Williams has to stop is

Bill Swiacki. The senior forward is the

Jeff's leading scorer, putting in 17.5

points and grabbing 7 rebounds a
game. He scored eighteen in the first

game.

"... defense and

looking like a team

for the first time In a

long while."

Complementing Swiacki is 6-8

center Dan Griffin. The lanky
sophomore should be a prime target

for the fans all night. He is averaging

10.7 points and 7.5 rebounds a game.
Mark Martland (10.3 ppg), Walter

With loss to N. A. State

jBhn^ ( leading rebounder with 7.8 a
game), and Calvin Malone (9.9 ppg)
round out the starting five. Tony
McAdoo and Mike Hopkins are flrst

off the bench Amherst is coached by
24 year old David Hixqn. This is his

first gfime in Lasell—make him
rememlj|er it.

So much for scouting reports—let's
get down to the game. Lasell will be
packed but get there early ifyou wJUli.,

a seat, for a large contingent of

Amherst faithful is expected.
Williams was humiliated in Amherst
and they'd love to do the same here.

The Tteams are evenly matched—
don't expect a blowout similar to

Wesleyan. My pick is: Williams 65 -

Amherst 52.

ATTENTION: Students and
Faculty. There will be an Open
Furum concerning athletics at

Williams to be held in the Dodd
House livinji room on Wednesday.
March 8 at 7:30 PM.

Beth Gerry Kelly and Matt Spangler

garnered 20 points against King's

Point, and u against WPI
(photo by Holder)

Women hoopsters finish 9-7

Sixty four top squash

competitors

representing 25

schools will travel to

Williams this
weekend to par-

ticipate in the

Women's
Intercollegiate

National Squash
Championship.

Competition began

today at 12: 15 with

the 32 match ok>enlng

round.

quarterfinals

will ^be^Jheld Satur-

day, with fhe^seml's

at 9:30 Sunday, ^JN>^
followed by the linal^
match at 1 p.m.

The Williams women's basketball

team ended its season Tuesday night,

losing to cross town rival North
Adams State College 39-44. The
unexpected loss came at the hands of

North Adams' hoopster Carolyn
Sanford who hit a tremendous 23

points from the middle to crush

Williams' hopes for a win.

The cold shooting nights of the Eph-

women's past games were nothing

compared to the deep freeze suffered

by the squad in the first half of the

local contest; Shooting a dismal 23 per

cent from the floor, Williams was
unable to make anything go in.

Twelve steals resulted in only four

points for the team, fast breaks ended

in missed lay-ups, and rebounds

rarely in a field goal.

Williams' co-captains Anne
Youngling and Maggie O'Brien,

usually combining for two dozen

points and rebounds were also off;

with Youngling grabbing her share of

the rebounds (14) but shooting only 1

for 12 from the floor. O'Brien led team
^-^Cpring with 14 points although her

percentage was down to 43 per cent.

Soph Mohiea^Grady had 5 points for

Williams before an injury put the

fastbreaking guard on the sidelines.

The local feud saw North Adams
come out shooting, feeding passes to

Sanford who singlehandedly ran up 18

of North Adams' 20 first half points,

for an incredible offensive per-

formance. Williams, despite good
moves couldn't put anything in, going

down by four at midgame.
The second half was somewhat

better for the visitprs, but North

Adams' ability to get the rebounds

and make them count, held the

margin. Williams defensive play
managed to contain the hosts' guards
who usually average 20 points a lame,
but their own meager 33 per cent from
the floor kept the victory out of reach.

The loss puts the Ephwomen at 9-7

for the year in a season that had a few
more losses than expected, but was
marked with continually fine per-

formances by the Ephs's top five:

Youngling, O'Brien, Grady, Lisa
Capaldini, and Leslie Milne.

Loss to Panthers ends

women's hockey season
It was a defensive struggle all game

long as a flu-ridden Williams women's
hockey team succumbed to an
aggressive Middlebury College team
2-0.

In both the opening and closing

periods, the two squads played to a

standstill; both sides took numerous
shots on goal, but neither was able to

Pucksfers' most recent loss means no playoffs
by Mark Pogue

It was like leading the Indianapolis

500 for 490 miles and then getting a flat

tire. With 21 seconds remaining in the

second period last Tuesday night, the

Williams hockey team led the

powerful Merrimack Warriors, 2-1.

The Ephs knew that they could gain a
Division 11 playoff spot if and only if

they beat the 17-8 Warriors, and they

were meeting the challenge by
playing their best hockey of the

season.

Then the worst thing possible

happened. Williams' sophomore
goalie MikeMoulton, who had already

turned back 32 shots in the course of

some superb netplay, injured his

kneecap as he executed a spectacular

split save of Warrior Fred Scudder's

blast from 15 feet away. The puck
bounced straight out and was slam-

med home by Merrimack's John
Walker, tying the game, but the

damage had already been done.

MoulCon lay helpless on the ice and
had to be taken out of the game. In the

third period, the Warriors rammed
four goals by Williams and goalie Ed
Weiss to dash all Williams hopes of

gaining the play-offs. The Ephs finish

the season at 10-U.

>Gt BOOK STOKC INC
lUIAMSTOWN. MASS. OIMT

" Tired of textbooks?

It's not too early to pick up

some "free-reading" material for

Spring break . . .

RUNNING SHOES
Adidas New Bglonce

Nik« Brooks

WILLIAMS

CO-OP
COME SEE WHY EVERYBODY

IS TRYING TO KEEP UP WITH US.

Williams, though ranked in tenth

place in Division II's Western Con-

ference, had been presented with the

chance to make the playoffs following

a meeting of the EGAC's Playoff

Committee in Boston last Saturday. In

light of the Purple's 6-4 win over

UMass Friday night and its relatively

difficult schedule, the Committee
ruled, Williams should be given at

least a sporting chance to gain the

playoffs. The scheduled game against

Merrimack was deemed an adequate

test of the Ephs' mettle.

Freshman Matt St. Onge got

Williams off to a good start when he
took Chris Egizi's pass and uncorked
a shot that fooled Canadian Gilles

Moffet, Merrimack's premier
goalkeeper. The hosts came back on a

score by Scudder at 18:27 of the same
period. Chic Johnson put Williams up
2-1 when he converted another Egizi

feed at 12:46 of the middle period, but

Merrimacic applied increasing

piressure towa'rd the end of the stanza

and tied the game on the play in which

Moulton was hurt, At that point, the

referees cleared the ice and tacked

the remaining 21 seconds onto the

start of the third period.

Dougherty, O'SuUivan, Toomey and

Lawler racked up scores for the

winners in the final period, but the

barrage could do nothing to obscure

the strong showing by Williams. And
with a strong nucleus of talented

young players expected to return for

the Purple leers next season, Coach

Bill McCormick should find plenty of

ways to forget any disappointment in

the 1977-78 finish.

rally for a score. Middlebury's
aggressive attack and sharp
stickhandling ability forced Williams

to play a defensive game for the better

part of the contest. The first line

defense of co-captain Marty Taft and

Jeanne Dugan defended the Williams

net stalwartly, as did fellow defen-

semen Bonnie Foster and Sue Stred.

Goalie play was key in Williams shut-

.

out of its opponent in these two

periods.

The second period saw Williams

defensive efforts go down the drain as

Middlebury got on the scoreboard

with a shorthanded goal at five

minutes into the stanza. The score

came on a breakaway shot that was
lifted bverHalpertn's shoulder as she

went for the save. Williams pounded

away at the Middlebury goalie, but

just could not slip the puck by her.

Middlebury tallied again at 17:04 on a

shot that snuck through Halperin's

pads.

With 1:30 remaining in the game,

Williams coach Scott Harrington

pulled Miller from the goal. The Ephs

launched a final attack, but the drive

fell short as time ran out.

The contest marked the end of

Williams 1977-78 women's hockey

season at 5-6.

FOR SALE

1974 AUDI - 100LS

Four doorysun roof, ntvir brakas,

new battery, Tuff-Kote undwcoat,

no rost. Supw comHtion. M,000

miles. Current book value. In-

cluding automatic transmission, is

tMtSt. Will tacrlfica at SUM. Call

owner at 45I-31M.

In thttr iMt9am« of tlw smmii. women'* hockey team lost to MUMMury 2- fc

(photoby Eskew)
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New controversy questions
necessity of the JA system

Mitsion Park may hava itaannoyinfl drawbacks,but it grows on you.

Frosh inclusion series

The Park - tubs and odd angles
by Peter Rintels

Mission Park grows on you. After
living there a while, the initial

drawbacks, speciflcally the small
rooms and the annoying blank, white
walls, become less annoying. Instead,

^ One begins to appreciate some of its

unique advantages, such as never
having to brave cold weather to catch
a meal.

I speak as an inhabitant of Mission
Park who did not at first intend to live

there but after having been cajoled
into it by some friends, has actually

come (0 like it.

From the outside, Mission Park
looks like an elongated mass of

concrete and glass that might more
descriptively have been named
Mission Control. Its location is

moderately good; not as convenient to

Sawyer as the Freshmian quad or Leh-
man, but no worse off than the bulk of

upperclass housing in this respect.

The science quad is about a ten

minute walk.

Mission Park rooms all share one
thing in common-^ize, or more ac-

curately, a lack of it. One of the first

challenges of moving in the fall is to

arrange the furniture in such a way sO

as to take advantage of every cubic

inch of the living space.

Shuffling furniture about is com-
plicated by the one thing Mission Park
rooms don't have in common—shape.

Some have as many as four right

angles, others have none at all,

shaped instead like irregular

hexagons.
, .„

Another disadvantage of Mission is

its drabness on the inside. No building
I have seen at Williams seems to

suffer so much from a sterile

modernity as does Mission..Prom the
concrete stairwells (some of which
were painted as part of an art WSP a
few years ago) to the white walls and
ceiling of t>Oth suite hallways and
rooms, there is a remarkable bland-
ness to the surroundings. One ad-
vantage of the modernity, however, is

quiet rooms. The walls have been
soundproofed, making it very easy to

study in your room. Big parties

downstairs do not bother people
grinding upstairs.

Rooms come in suites of foiu*, five

and seven, so that seven is the

maximum crush on a bathroom at any

by Randy Wang
With the Junior Adviser selection

process well underway, new con-
troversy has arisen over the function

and necessity of the J.A. system.
Invited to present their views,
speakers, before the Committee on
Undergraduate Life (CUD have
offered thoughts ranging from
feelings of satisfaction to cries for

reform or even abolition of the present

arrangement.

Opponents of the selection process
have claimed that the procedure is

"self-perpetuating," if the group
choosing JA's is not "representative."
Presently the selection committee
consists of eight at large members,
five JA's from the junior class, and
approximately 15 JA's from the senior

class. The at large members, a new
addition, theoretically offer views
different from those of the JA
majority.

Art Lecturer Eva Grudin, a
member of the CUL, said she feels

that the fundamental issue transcends
the JA system and focuses directly on
the College itself, where "the students

are particularly passive." JA's, ac-

cording to Grudin, are "just another
syndrome ... of students not being
given enough independence." The
College prolongs adolescence and
"groupiness" with an "overly
paternalistic system."

Grudin admitted that residential

advisers are necessary for incoming

Stevens cited a freshman poll on the
JA system taken last year as evidence
for his claims. Of the 94 responses, 95-

90 per cent favored "«itry unity." The
personal essays of JA candidates
echoed this sentiment; those
criticizing their JA's often felt that
one or both did not demonstrate
enough entry interest.

One alternative to the present
system would be to break up fresh-

man housing, and apportion the in-

coming freshman class among the

upperclass houses. Phil Darrow '81, of

the CUL, opposed the suggestion, and
stressing the advantage of forming
"horizontal friendships with peoide
I'll graduate with," and developing
other friendships during later years.

However, Darrow said he hopes to see
a revision in the JA selection process
to "de-emphasize the status of the
JA."
The selection of JA's this year

differs from earlier methods by in-

cluding an "element of randomness."
The procedure involves three major
phases. First, all application material

is read aloud, discussed, and then

voted on as "hold or reject." The
committee then divides into small
groups to give individual applications

more serious discussion. At the point

"where it becomes difficult to make
distinctions," Crowley explained, the

names are pooled and chosen ran-

domly. The names of those selected

will be disclosed before spring break.

one time. All of the 4W)ms have .fccghm«n, hiit-jmiri cht. f«.is ths t JA's
telephones and large picture windows.
In rooms with a northern exposure,
thewindows allow an impressive view
Of the surrounding mountains.

Socially, Mission falls short of the

congenial atmosphere of the row
houses. The arrangement of suites,

most Qf which have their doors closed,

is not very conducive to incidental

trafficBng with other merhbers of

your house. But there are the frequent
rec-room parties, and the dining hall

serving all Mission Park residents

allows easy social interaction among
houses. So for those of you who like to

know what they're getting, you can't

beat Mission Park.

"take on too much importance as
models, and (that) they are not in-

tellectual models." Students, Grudin
charged, "try too hard to please
others, and subjugate part of them-
selves."

Dean of Freshmen Lauren Stevens
took issue with Grudin's stand. The
entry, according toStevens. is similar
to an educational institution, offering

support to freshmen as they "work out
friction." Most students enjoy having
'entry unity,' he continued, provided
they can define it themselves.
Students should be "free to maintain
their individuality while relating to

the sub-group."

Dtmohstratdrs raad an IBM Vtca^rtsidonfs statamant bffore last Thursday's
-tflW wti ullHiwil iii— l liig aftWddThrniBrsday NlBHt CealWoii organizadiha
protastars. In tha forefront stand Al Blaknay and fttar Mayers.

(photo by Doughty),

TNC protests session

Election 'irregularities ' reduce field
When the Elections Committee

tallies the results this evening, either

John Svoboda or Bronson Fargo will

become the new College Council

President. Originally, two other
candidates had entered the race.

Chris Diangelo '79 and Rich Williams
'79 withdrew on Wednesday evening,

in part because of what they con-

sidered election irregularities.

Neither Fargo nor Svoboda had
submitted their nominations by the

advertised deadline.

Herwitz denied that he liad^sked
either candidate to run. "I have very
little interest in the election," he said.

He had, he admitted, encouraged a
number of students several days
before the deadline.

Diangelo said that he tried to talk
his roommate, Bronson Fargo out of

running. "Two JA's from the same
entry shouldn't run against each
other.

'

' he said. At first he said he told

"78.

the

Ross Kollar, Director of Food Sorvlcas, rocantly founded ttea Baxtor Hall Hot
Dog House, a lunch-Nina altarnativa for on-board students In the basamant.
No anneuncofliant pracadad tt«a opening yat ttta number of dog-munchars has
airaady lumped. (photo by C. Read)

Tom Herwitz that he did not object to

more candidates, but that he later

reconsidered, and spoke to his
campaign manager Ted Stroll

Stroll advised that he oppose
extension at the council meeting.

At the council meeting the
representatives decided that they,

would allow the two additional can-
didates to run in (n-der to promote
"diversity." "I was angry, more than
I should have been," Diangelo said in

retrospect. "The candidates had a
week to submit their names. I don't
like the idea that they waited to see
who else would run."

At the meeting Diangelo wrote a
note saying that he would withdraw
and gave it to Stroll to give to Herwitz
afterwards. "I didn't want to make it

appear as a threat, so I didn't tell

them (I would withdraw) until after

the meeting." "One of us would have
to leave the race," he said, "and I

knew Bronson wasn't going to" He
concluded, saying, "what they need is

a man of integrity, and under these
circumstances, a man of integrity

wouldn't run."

Hich Williams withdrew, he said,

for two reasons. On one hand he had
promised to withdraw if more can-
didates had filed, and on the other, he
thought the council had acted in bad
faith, He did not hear from a council

member about what had happened
until Thursday night when he called

Herwitz.

by Sue Luciano
Demonstrators carrying placards

reading "IBM: Out of South Africa"

and Similar slogans filled Dodd House
living room during an IBM recruiting

session Thursday, March 2. The
Thursday Night Coalition (TNC)
organized the demonstration to

protest the corporation's, involvement
in South Africa.

Before the recruiting session began,
a TNC representative read a
statement quoting an IBM vice-

president as saying that IBM did

business with the approval of the U.S.

government. The State Department
feels that American companies should

remain in South Africa to help im-
prove pay scales and working con-

ditions.

The statement continued, "This
defense of IBM's behavior in South
Africa is inadequate. All blacks are
required to carry a passbook, a
personal file which allows the
government to monitor the bearer's

every move. Computers, supplied
largely by IBM, are used by the

security police in the otherwise im-
possible task df administering
passbook laws.

Furthermore, by its technological

and economic support of the apartheid
system, IBM is providing tacit ap-
proval of the oppressive racist reality

of South African life. This tacit ap-
proval is part of the sustaining force

which denies 85 per cent of South
Africa's population essential human
rights."

"nie demonstrators did not disturb
th'6 recruiting session itself and, for

the most part, filed quietly out as the
slide show and discussion began.

Correction
Although many members belong

to both groups, the Williams Black
Student Union does not belong to

the Thursday Night Coalition as
reported in the last issue.

WHS HICK
Poetry Contest

Entries are currently being accepted ttx the annual Academy of
American Poets Contest. The competition this year at Williams will be
judged by Adam LeFevre, author <rf Everything All At Once, a collection of
poems soon to be published by Wesleyan University Press. Mr. LeFevre
graduated from Williams in 1972, and recently returned to give a reading
here.

A prize of $100 will be awarded to the best poem or group of poems sub-
mitted by a student Manuscripts (of no more than five poems) should be
submitted to Mrs. Lane in the English Department Office no later than April
7. Further details are available from Mrs. Lane or from Lawrence Raab.

Counseling Service
A Student Support Group recently formed as an informed paychological

counseling unit droigned to "offer help in emotionally critical situations."

The group will locate in a small room adjacent to the Infirmary's waitii^
room.

The student counseling service will have an open bouse Thursday,
March 9 at 7:30 p.m. After that time services wiU be available from noon
until midnight.
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Experts

Mercury Column

A man of integrity

would not run
••Many students have charged the College Council of being weak, powerless
and ineffective. The problems it had in pushing the "sexual orientation"

phrase into the College handbook left us wondering if it had anv real use.

The next administration would have to build the image at the College
Council. That would have been a pretty tough job. This last fiasco, however,
has removed the doubts from our mind. The CC is hopeless.
Reopening the nominations to accommodate two late applicants was

ridiculous. What reason was there for not getting one's name in on time?
Were the candidates too busy with other activities, were they forgetful, was
it too much trouble to get by Hopkins Hall sometime during the week?
Maybe they just had not given it enough thought during the week and the
last two hours after the deadline convinced them they could do the job?
The council demonstrated that it does nottake its own deadlines seriously

.

The two late-filing candidates showed that they do not take the council
seriously. If these people refuse to take the council seriously, why should the
faculty, the administration or the trustees?
Former candidate Chris Diangelo voiced a concern echoed by many: to

restore faith, the council needs a man of integrity, but under these cir-

cumstances, a man of integrity would not run. What hope does that leave for

building an effective council for this coming year?

Viewpoint

A talk wi
Our roving reporter was recently granted an

interview with President Jimmy Carter, on
the question ofSouth African racial policy and
potential United States action in opposition

thereof. Mr. Carter is known throughout the

world as an active crusader in the cause of
civil rights and human dignity.

by Larry Mitchell

Q: Mr. Carter, we know of your personal

opposition to the South African policy of

apartheid. Do you anticipate any action to

complement your feelings?

A: As you know, ,the government of South

Africa is an oppressive racist regime, and, in

consultation with U.N. Ambassador Young
and my lovely wife Roslyn, and of course my
mama, I have developed a program of both

personal and federal action.

Q: Would you be so kind as to outline some of

these?

A: Certainly. First, I have decided to give up
my vacatlonson St. Simon's Island.

Q: why is that sir?

A: Well, my major activities'down there are

sailing and swimming, both of which involve

the Atlantic Ocean. Now we all know that the

Atlantic touches both South Africa and the

eastern United States. In partaking of that

water, in any form, I feel that I am personally

being touched by the South African racist

regime. Therefore I have itecided to divest

myself of South African seawater.

Q: Given that logic sir you will have to give up
bathing in all sea water, because as you know
the oceans of the world are interconnected.

A: That's right—I hadn't thought of that. Oh

th
well. Amy prefers Camp David anyway.

Q: Anything else?

A: Well, I have also decided to carry a

parasol, as I wish to divest my self of the

same sunlight that reaches the Republic of

South Africa.

Q: What about breathing?

A: Top U.S. scientists have personally

assured me that air is fully dissipated^bytlw

time it reaches here from South Africa.

Besides, if wind conditions are right, that air

may well blow east towards the Soviet Union.

Q: That's' a very interesting point.

A: Thank you. Now, I have also asked my
lovely wife Roslyn to divest herself of her

diamond wedding ring, as it is likely that her

diamond was mined in racially oppressed

South Africa. j;

Q: With all due respect sir, don't you realize

that someone else is sure to buy it?

A: Well at least it won't be oamy conscience.

And I could use some more liquid capital.

This job gets expensive.

I have also decided to sell all the gold in

Fort Knox and put the United States on a soft

currency, as our gold was mined in the

Republic of South Africa.

Q: But sir, won't that cause rampant in-

flation, displace workers, ruin old people and
leave children starving. It might even bring

economic warfare, or worse. Can't you see

what it will do to world economy, not to

mention our own??

A: Economy hell. Weire , talking about
morals!!
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Mr. Dool«y (Plnksy Peter Dunne) haa the

proper opinion of political debalea, faculty

meetii^p, and term papers: "A half truth,

like a half brick, goes furthest in an

argument." He is not maligning expert

testimony, only agreeing with Sherlock

H(dmes that tiie force of evidence depends on

one's point of view. Our visiting experts for

this week, Don Scroggin, Robert Solow, and
Lester Brown, have differing points of view.

Those of you who were able to filter last

fall's convocation through the public address

system of Chapin Hall may remember Lester

Brown's opening analogy. A pond contains

water lilies which multiply in such a way that

the fraction of the pond's surface covered by
them doubles every day. If the pond is only

half covered on the 29th day, when will it be

completely covered? The answer is the 30th

day, and the burden of Brown's remarks was
that the world in general and the U.S. in

particular have reached this penultimate day
both from an ecological and from an energy
standpoint. Sound grim? He intended it to.

Some of you with longer memories may
recall Robert Solow speaking on energy in

Jesup Hall one evening a year or two ago. He
took an economist's view (nor surprisingly,

since he is one at M.I.T.) of the energy and
ecology future. He pointed out that it is quite

incorrect to say "There will be no more oil, or

copper, or food, or whatever by year X." "The

correct statement involves considerations of

the technology of recovery and of cost-benefit

analysis. There's plenty of copper, if the price

structure made it worthwhile to dig it.

There's plenty of oil, in shale and elsewhere,

if the technological problems which go hand-

in-hand with the retum-on-capital problems
could be overcome. Tliere's (denty of fbod

potentially available; it's only the
distribution system which runs aground on
the shoals of economic realities.

Brown brings to my mind the clock on the

front of the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists,

which was set at 11:55 for many years to

convey the message that time was running

out. Not long ago they turned it back a few
minutes to reflect their satisfaction with some
political agreements. (I always liked Winnie

the Pooh'B ch>ck, which stopped at S minutes

to eleven some weeks ago, so that it was
always time for a UtUe something.) Solow, on

the other hand, calls up a vision of five pounds

of spinach noodles ; I hope he doesn't take that

vision personaUy. I'm thinking of all those

things which one gets from the food coK>p in

large quantities to save money in the long

run. In the short run, however, we may have
what th*. eoonomiata call, a caabrflow

problem : We may not be able to meet the next

house payment. To these two desperate views

add Scroggin's 25-40 per cent potential energy

savings, from last week, and stir vigorously.

The result is that old Czechoslovakian

proverb I just made up: We didn't do as well

as we expected to, iHit then, we never thought

we would.

What this is all leading up to at Williams (in

case you were wondering) is a College policy

on capital expenses for energy conservation.

At present such expenses are authorized only

if they can be amortized in a 3-5 year period.

English translation: I can have a desk lamp
in my office, rather than use the overhead

lights, if the cost of the lamp doesn't exceed

three times the yearly expense of rxuming the

overheads. P.S.: I still had to buy my own
lamp. Tlius we could save a lot of heat by
weatherstripping and otherwise sealing, e.g.,

Lasell gym. The return on sudi capital,

however, would be only a few per cent per

year. (There are the spinach noodles again.)

Nevertheless, it would certainly make sense

to do this before Solow's brave new world of

economical purification of mine tailings

since, under that scenario, energy will cost a

good bit more than it does now. Indeed, the

scenario I get from many sources, experts

and just plain guesstimators, is that we have

at most a lO-year period of moderate energy

increases followed by another precipitous rise

in costs similar to that in 1974-75.

We even have a "visiting" fact this week:

Our Minneapolis correspondent informs me
that an adult, sitting still, delivers 400

B.T.U.S per hour of radiated body heat. I'm
all for more body heat. Hoping you are the

same. BobKoielka

tetters: divestiture, TNC

/

Student reps' stand

In reference to requests that the student
representatives of the Shareholder Com-
mittee not take their seats, we (rffer the

following; . , —_x:. —„..,.

1) At a point in time when student proposals
come back unread and a dialogue between
students and trustees is nonexistant (this, in

fact, is an essential issue of the divestiture

question), we view the Shareholder Com-
mittee—no matter how tightly defined its

purpose seems by title—as a starting point for

continuous discussion. For this reason, we
intend to go to the first meetings.

2) Complaints addressing the manner in

which the committee was formed—without
consultation of the concerned student
organizations—are valid ones. They addr«e
the much wider issue of the nature of student
participation on committees and the
precedential selection process. But the fact

that the committee was created, and its

members chosen without student input does
not mean it is now an unchangeable structure.

As it appears now, the orientation, limits on
the issues to be discussed, and even the
compositicm of the committee membership
have not t>een irreversibly defined.

We wish to explore the possibility for

modification of the committee to ac-

commodate the demands of student groups
already committed and working on the Issue

of divesture. A refusal to participate even in

exploring the potential of the committee does
not seem appropriate.

3) Above all, we are interested In the creation

of a working committee that is receptive to

and su|^)orted by the student body. If the
existing shareholder committee cannot be so
we will have no qualms abour resigning and
encouraging the same of any other student
nominee. But we are not prepared to make
that judgment until after the first meeting.

4) TTie primary concern is the establishment
of an effective forum for discussion but also
for action. It is not unexpected that the
trustees do not openly and happily grant the
call for divestiture. We hope the trustees will

not be surprised when students do not react
favorably to a committee and administration
Uiat is not responsive to student beliefs and
commitments.
Our decision to take our appointed seau is

nota blanket expression ofour support for the

Advisory committee as it stands. Rather, we
go to participate with the hope of initiating a
forum in which all of the interested parties

can participate.

Student committee appointees.

,...,.. Jin? !P*!I**R '7!'.

Miirlies Carrutii '(Mr

re TNC
To the editors:

Bravo! I say. Bravo! The Thursday Night

Coalition has truly seen the light at the end of

the long, dank, convoluted tunnel known as

Wall Street. The TNC's demand for

divestiture of blatanUy racist stock cer-

tificates held by our own Williams College

demonstrates a crystal clear perception of-

the proper moral obligation of intelligent and
enli^tened human beings.

Divestiture, however, should not come to a
halt after a few shares of IBM stock have
passed through capitalist hands on the slimy

floor of the New York Stock Exchange! I call

for the TNC to carry out full divestiture! The
TNC should lead the Williams community in

full divestiture of the very institution which

"direcUy and indirecUy supports violent

racism in Southern Africa." Ilie February 28

TNC Bnllelin lists four institutions of higher

learning which have takoi a stand against

racism and so it is to these fine institutions

which the TNC must move. The address of

one of those institutions is listed below for the

convenience of the "enlightened" members of

the Williams community:
Admissions Office

Transfer Application Dept.

Harvard University

Cambridge, Mass. 02138

Again, I commend the TNC for their efforts

and I urge all interested students to follow

them to Harvard or the other schools which

have divested themselves of all South African

related stocks such as IBM, Citicorp and
Manufacturers Hanover Trust. Personally, I

would move to Cambridge tomorrow but alas

I am a senior and I must remain at my
present address for the next few weeks so I

can check my mailbox for call-back in-

terviews from IBM, Citicorp and Manufac-

turers Hanover Trust. Good-bye TNC and
good luck. i

Pr«nkJ.Carr*7S
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Chorus presents Grand Mass
by Jim Ladovicl

Suturday evening saw the Thomp-
son Memorial Chapel suffused with

brilliant light and music as the

Williams College Choral Society
performed Mozart's Grand Mass in C
Minor. K.V. 427. The sixty-voice choir,

under the direction of Kenneth
Roberts, was accompanied in its

major concert of the spring season by
the Festival Orchestra of Boston, and
soloists Benita Valante, soprano;

Jane Bucci, soprano; Jon Humphry,
tenor; and Terry Dwyer, baritone.

One of Mozart's glorious com-
positions, this moving mass ranks

second among the church works only

to the "Requiem"—written in the

final year$ of his life. The mass, as we
now have it, is incomplete; a Kyrle,

Gloria, Sanctus, Benedictus and
Credo—"et homo factus est." Parts of

the Credo have been lost, while

Mozart never wrote an Agnus. Despite

the fragmentation, the work is ex-

tensive, requiring the use of five and
eight part choruses in places, and
featuring a seven part Gloria which

alternates between solo and choral

movements. Composed for no specific

commission or liturgical purpose, it is

too long to be used in an actual ser-

vice. As religious concert music,

however, it provides an excellent

opportunity for a chorus to display its

range, timbre, and spirit.

The performance was thrilling.

even edifying, from the first soprano
statement of "Kyrie eleison" to the
final full "Amen". The chorus was
well-prepared and exuberant.
Mozart's debt to Bach and Handel was
apparent as the polyphonic and
driving aspecU of this music seemed
to be what Kenneth Roberts chose to

emphasize.

This approach worked because of
the acoustics of the Chapel and the
chorus. The sopranos did not over-
whelm the altos, nor did the bass
drown out the tenors; in short, the
chorus was admirably balanced.
Rather than emphasizing the lyrical
aspects of the soprano line, Roberts
treated them as the upper part of a
polytonal structure in which each
voice was equally important.
The opening Kyrle was marked by a

tenseness and electricity which
probably reflected the nervousness of
some student singers that added to the
sincerity of the plea Kyrie eleison. It

was in the Gloria that the Chorus
began to hit full stride, and it was one
of the highlights of the prograVn-
along with parts of the Credo and the
Sanctus.

Benita Valente was featured
soprano soloist, and shone especially
in the Et incamatus est, which Mozart
originally wrote for performance by
his wife. The other soloists also
contributed to the concert—especially
Jon Humphrey, the tenor. The shame
of it all was that there was not more

Jarry Lives I
by Don Frazler

Captain Kangaroo must be spinning

in his grave. Last weekend's
production of Ubu Roi brought our
pre-adolescent fantasies out of those

musty closets of the right-brain we
nailed up and forgot when we got old

enough for more adult concerns of

dating strategy, the SAT's, and
resumes. Director Kevin O'Rourke's
not-unnostalgic spectacle is his en-

thusiastic jglebration of the trium-

phant Id, Jafry's'^ript as an
elementary-school pageant free of

teacherly restraint.

The cast's abundant energy and
swell by far made up for their inex-

perience. Jim Stone's Pa Ubu
visualizes the most blasphemous
dreams of self-aggrandizement
possible for a sans-coulotte of seven

Too numerous to mention, the zany
assortment of Polish nobles and
peasants capture the spirit of a rowdy,
naughty rugby song, and not a little of

its physicality.

And that's really the only way to

pull off a farce like this, O'Rourke
knows it, and gives his cast a whole
toybox full of shameless theatrical

gimmicks to play with. The most
effective bits of outrageous staging

91^ ,his 'quotations' from recent
theater history (Boyd's Baal. Can-
dide). Robert Baker's Horse thrusted

spasms of giggling into the ribs of

everybody who'd seen Equus: A
brilliant touch, one of many.

The company, garbed in costume
designer Jake Prescott's Pre-School
Expressionism, acted in appropriate

cj . .,, „ , . . cartoon style. Their many scenes of
msneAsU^:P«ttyfaca,aswe_sawinA knockabout violeftce come mor« from
Comedy of Errors, is molded for

comedy; and he uses it for hilarious

cross-eyed effect. He picks his nose in

rapt concentration, zest, and delight.

We see a child's visionary un-

selfconsciousness imagine, then
animate the most bizarre crew of

super heroes, circus geeks, and adult-

caricatures I've seen since Saturday
mornings before the cartoons got
wholesome.
Pa Ubu's_ mind teems with the

popular culture images swarming in

the collective unconscious of the
American Kid. His wife. Ma Ubu
(Susan Von Moschzisker ) , is a Jocosta
in Capri pants, claWing the air and
prancing like a detergent-commercial
housewife on speed. Frederic G.
Barr's Captain McNure (pronounced
without the 'c'—get it? ) springs out of

the funnies pot-bellied and leotarded,

Ubu's idea of martial omnipotence.
And Avon Williams' Wenceslas-Tzar
embodies political power as seen on
the ABC News: shrewd, corpulant,
and Texan.

Mannix or Batman than Straw Dogs.
They are over-burgeoning with life,

infusing Ubu Roi with the amateurish
sense of fun Jarry intended.

Because of them, O'Rourke's Ubu is

among the liveliest theatrical events
I've seen here. His reach is so broad,

his actors such raw gems, that we
readily excuse the flaws afflicting this

Student production. The critic might
say that we weren't sufficiently

outraged, merely entertained by self-

indulgent little-kid grossness, and that

ill-executed comic bits slowed down
the play's breakneck pace at times,

seeming to happen for their own sake.

He might even add that if the play is

supposed to be Pa Ubu's fantasy, the

characters in it should never verge
into independent existence, as they

often seem to.

But the reviewer can look beyond
such scnq>les. If they constitute

failure, I'd rather enjoy such failure

than sit through a less interestufig

success.

material for lb* lanor «nd ban
soloist, both in fine votoe.

Intenperaed batwaon the Olarla
and the Cr«d» Um chorus performed a
very early work of Mourt's, "God Is

our refti0e and tirength" K.V. 20

(1765) written when he was 9, Also

interpoUited were the "Ave Maria"
K.V. SM, and the late and (amoua
"Ave, Verum Corpua" K.V. 618, which
gave the listener the opportunity of

compiuing a very late wort of

Mozart's with an earlier hymn. The
"Masonic Funeral Music," K.V. 477

(1788) was played as a prelude to the

mass. These additional pieces, whose
presence was perhaps liturgicaUy

dubious, nevertheless, rounded off the

program very nicely—contributing to

a full and enjoyable evening.

"nie Festival Orchettra of estan acnmpanM Mm Wliilams Omral loctoty In

Its maior concert of ttie seaton. Toffather, they presented tlie Moiart Grand
Mass under the direction of Kannoth Roberts. (photo by Barranco)

Musical diversity to be found this week with

both Williams cabaret and two jpiano concerts
Cabaret time

On Friday and Saturday night at 8
P.M. in the Log and on Sunday night

at 9 P.M. in the Williams Inn, the

Williams Cabaret will present its first

revue of the season. Following tne

tradition of featuring the music of a
specific composer, the Cabaret will

perform the music of Marc Lichtman,
a senior at Williams. Lichtman has
composed the music to three original

musicals produced by Cap and Bells,

and this Cabaret presents hi^ights
from the three shoWs.

The music runs the gamut from
rock to folk, to more traditional show
music, to spoofs on 18th century opera
and Bach chorales. All in all, a wide
variety of styles will be performed by
the six member team featuring

veterans, Gwen Nichols, Joe Trim-
boli, Nancy Gray and newcomers.
Chuck Hirsh, Robert Duke and Diane
Hovenesian. The singers will be ac-

companied by Doug Gernert on drums
and Marc Lichtman on piano.

Jim Stone and Susie Von IMot-

chzisker portrayed Pa and Ma Ubu in

Kevin O'Rourke's rendition of Ubu
Roi. (photo by Read)

CLASSIFIED
PERSONALS
Sweet Sender of a Snoopy Valen-

tine, please come to Carier guest

meal Thursday. Owight.

f^
THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINESBEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quality Discounts

134 Cole Ave.

Wiiiiamstown

Phone 458-3704

im CUPmm
precision halrstyling for all of you

allphases of;ciiloring [Henna]
and

permanent waving

$2 discount for studonts with ID

Spring Street, Wiiiiamstown
call for appointment

458-9167

Choreography is by Beth Popik and
lyrics to the music are written by
Martha Williamson "77.

Admission is free but seating is on a
first-come, first-serve basis and will

be very limited.

VanCliburn
pianists arrive

Two winners in one of the world's

major piano competitions, the "Van
Clibum," will be on the Williams
campus this week. Alexander Toradze
will play a free solo recital tonight and
Ralph Votapek will be soloist with the

Berkshire Symphony on Friday,
March 10. Both concerts are at 8:30

p.m. in Chapin Hall, Wiiiiamstown.

Ralph Votapek was the Grand Prize

winner in the first Van Clibum In-

ternational Competition held in 1962,

skyrocketing him to wocid
prominence and starting his suc-

cessful career with a $10,000 prize and
a string of solo contracts. Last Sep-
tember, at the fifth Van Cliburn
competition in Fort Worth, l^nas,

Bring Your Wedding to Arlingtoii, Vermont
Let us spoil you with;

Rural wliite steeple cliurches

An historic country inn, and rustic log cabins with fireplaces
along a cool trout stream for your wedding party and guests
Reception and gourmet catering for ISO

— -Forlnformatlon calterwiflte:
'

Alexander Tm-adze was awarded the
Silver Medal second prize. For
tonight, he has prepared a tremen-
dously challenging program of music
by Shostakovitch, Beethoven,
Prokofiev, Liszt, Scarlatti, and
Stravinsky.

Votapek will play Prokofiev's Piano
Concerto No. 2 with the Berkshire
Symphony, llie orchestra alone will

play A Colour Symphony by Arthur
Bliss and Berlioz' The Corsair.
Votapek is the only American ever to

win the Grand Prize in a Van Clibum
competition.

Alexander Toradze was bom in the
U.S.S.R. twenty-five years ago and
made his first professional public
appearance at the age of nine in a
commemorative concert in Tbilisi in

honor of Vury Gagarin and man's first

space flight. He studied at Paliashvili
School of Music, Tbilisi Conservatory,
and the Moscow Conservatory, where
he is now in the Graduate School. He
has performed as solDist with sym-
phonies in Russia.

The Arlington Inn
Arlington, Vermont 05250
Tele: 802-375-6532

Marge Tkal

hours:

Wed-Frl 10-5

Sat 10-3

wonoNG
SHOP

Belts. Wallets^

Many Small Gift Iti

CUSTOBI^ORK
ORIGINAL DESIGNS

/ttlerlngSt.
(owttrthe Slippery Banana)

'-'' Wiiiiamstown, Atoss.

4Sa-MN

introducing '

WILLIAMS COLLEGE NITES

iki From 4-10 pm on FRIDAY NITES

for only $1,001 I I

open to all students, faculty, etc. with ID

end

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Friday a Saturday nite*

•tthe FIREWATER LOUNGE
tl cover Cherge

111 at

Mt. Raimer
on Rt. 2. Just 10 minutes aAayt
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Amharst lot«t. 50-40

KeWy hits for 22 as Jeffs shrink from boards
by Frank Pergollzzi

^iMd be«n a long and^rustrating

gcwBrrfocWilliama' G«i^/Kelly. The
junior guaM -started the season

strongly, but the day prior to the

Springfield game he injured an ankle

in practice. For over a month the

Gerry Kelly on the court was not the

player Williams' fans had grown
accustonned to see. Hje started to

regain his touch on a three game road

trip last weekend, but Saturday night

against Amherst he was truly the

Kelly of old.

Kelly shot 10-13 from ihe floor,

icwcd 22 points, and provided the

offensive leadership that Williams

had lacked for a large part of the

season. The result: a convincing 50-40

I victory over arch-rival Amherst.

Kelly scored Williams' first five

points, but Amherst center Dan
Griffin matched him hoop for hoop.

Williams went ahead by four on-a^

jump shot by Matt Spangler, but Bill

Swiacki and Calvin Malone combined

^ tie the score at 15.

Williams' coach Curt Tong was now
faced with a big proble;m. There was a

whistle being blown on practically

every play and both sides had key
players in foul trouble. Kelly, Matt

Spangler, and Brad Wolk had three

each for Williams, while Swiacki and

Malone had three for Amherst. With

Spangler and Wolk on the bench,

Amherst had an outstanding height

advantage.

With 6: 18 showing on the clock and
Williams ahead 21-20, Tong went to a
stall to keep the ball from Amherst.
The Ephmen ran off nearly four

minutes, but the strategy backfired

when Andy Straka missed a one and
one opportunity. Griffin was fouled on

the rebound, and he hit both shots to

put the Lord Jeffs up by one. WiUianu
came back again with a deliberate

Offfense and this time threw the ball

away. Walter Johnson hit a one and
one for the Jeffs and Malone a jumper
at the buzzer to make the halftime

score 26-21 in favor of Amherst.

Williams came out of the locker

ratun hot. and right away Kelly cut the

lead to three. With the score at 30-27.

KeUy hit two baaketa to put WiUianu
up top, 31-90. That was the start of a
thirteen point streak, eight by KeUy.
that ended with Williams ahead 40-30.

Williams held Swiacki, previously

averaging 17.5 ppg to only three. Wolk

and Spangler did a good job of

neutralizing Amherst's big men

.

Ephmen snatch second
from NE swim giants

Gerry Kelly (left) and Brad Wolk (right) ltd the Eph's oHensive against

Amherst Saturday night. (photos by Holder)

Wpmen's squash nicked by Yqle,
season 9-3, third In country

Prior to the nationals, the women's
team met Yale at home Thursday
night, losing 4-3. The loss put Williams

third in the country behind Princeton

and Yale, with the Ephwomen
completing the 1978 season with a 0-3

record. "

Winning for Williams in four games
each were No. two Laura Carson and
No. four Mary Tom Higgs. Also

scoring for the Ephs was Marcia
Joiinston, No. five. Johnston utilized

her devastating forecourt game to win
in three short games.
Playing in the top position, Beckie

Chase had a close match against her
Yale opponent, second seed in the

Intercollegiate squash tournament
last weekend. Chase's score was 15-17,

9-15, 15-14, 12-15. Both captain Jane
Garvey and Ros Sareyan lost in three

well played games. Kristen Johanson

lost in four^ames, conceding the No.

seven position to Yale.

Now that Williams has finished its

scheduled intercollegiate play for

1978, it can be proud of a 9-3 record,

with losses to only Princeton, Yale,

and Dartmouth.
Nationals After Yale

For the second year in a row, Gail

Ramsay of Penn State University has
won the Women's Squash In-

tercollegiate National Championship.
In the tournament played at Williams,

Ramsay fought back a determined
challenge by Liz Munson of Yale
Sunday afternoon to win the title.

Ramsay was the top seed going into

the three-day tournament w'hile

Klunson was the number two seed.

Ramsay earned her spot in the

finiils wiUi a semi-final win over the

number four seed, Kirk Cameron of

Davidson (15-9, 15-12, 15-5). Munson's
shot at the championship eame on the

strength of a semi-final victory over
Kris Kinney of Princeton.

There were 64 players from 25

different schools in the tournament.
The team trophy was won by Prince-

ton with Yale in second place.

The player who advanced furthest

for the host school, Williams, was
Jane Garvey, a senior from Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, who advanced to the

quarter-final round of the main
tournament. The other members of

the Williams team, Becky C3iase,

Laiira Carson and Mary Tom Higgs
all began the tournament ,with

opening-round wins, only to lose in the

second round. But all three did well

enough in the consolation tour-

naments to give the Eph women third

place in the overall team standings.

by KeroB Walker
When seventeen men decide

simultaneously to pierce their ears

and shave their scalps, they are either

forming an absurd^iew r^Igious cult

or preparing to snatch secondjdace^
from a field of much larger-^but

much less imaginative^teams
competing in the New England
Swimming and Diving Cham-
pionships, last weekend.

Coach Carl Samuelson's rabid
squad rolled up a total of 304 points

before the final relay, sufficient to

throw defending champion
Springfield College, at that time
trailing Williams by IV^ points, into

paralyzed'shock for the only race in

which they could hope to redeem
themselves. When the dust cleared

after the 400 Free Relay, the Ephmen
had beaten everyone but meet winner
UMaine in college record time of

3:09.5. Williams finished vrith 338

The Eptis beaf

Springfleid for 2nd in

the last heat of the

last event on the

last day

points, ahead of Springfield with 333

and fourth place Southern Con-
necticut, 289. Division I Maine out-

distanced the 30-team field by more
than 300 points, cruising to first place

over the three day meet with 675.

Five other college records fell and
nine Ephs qualified for the Division

III Nationals at Grinnell March 17, 18

Eacqueteers4ie Dartmouth for 6th at Nationals
by Evan Bash

A little bad luck and a whole lot of

good squash combined as vital

ingredients this past weekend when
the men's squash team garnered a

{'sixth place tie in the team competition

at the National Intercollegiate Squash

Racquets As^cpiation championships

held at Princeton. The Ephs finished

in a tie with Dartmouth, a squad the

ritcketmen defeated - earlier in the

year in a dual match, while Princeton

walked off with the team title.

Also announced at the cham<
[Monships was Williams' fifth place

Runners hit the road in
24 - hour charity relay
What has 400 legs, runs in circles for

24 hours and raises money for

^charitable causes? Why, it's none

I
other than the Williams Road Runners

*^>Glub24 Hour Charity Relay, an annual
! event which attracts top-caliber

college runners, weekend joggers and
everyone else in-between and will be
,held this Saturday and Sunday, at

Towne Fieldhouse on the Williams
campus.

This day-long extravaganza,

brot^t to the Berkshires in 1973 by

WRRC founder Peter Farwell, is

perhaps the largest 24 hour relay

carnival in the country as 13 teams

will line up for the 10 a.m. start. Most

of the teams in the WRRC relay will

use 15 or more runners with "guest

milers" stopping by throughout the

day to provide a longer rest for the

core runners.

The WRRC "A" team, current

holders of the world indoor record,

will go with just 10 men this year, but

are aiming for survival instead of

records this time around. Joining

them on the track will be a projected

total of 200 runners.

national ranking based on the

season's dual matches.

The plethora of good squash in the

tournament was accountable to the

strong field of entrants in all three of

the tournament's divisions. In fact,

Williams got a close-up look at all the

talent as some bad luck in the draws
forced no less than four Ephmen to

face either the first or second seed in

their division in an early round.

With the tough competition, it took a

sound team effort in the early rounds

to score most of the points needed for

the high finish. Captain Arnie
Cogswell, who entered the tourney

with a shot at an individual national

ranking, won a round before he was
ousted by the tenth seed in a good
match. Oiip Lindquist drew the

eventual champion, Micliael

Desualniers of Harvard, in the first

round and, lost 3-0. He then went on to

the finals of the consolations, securing

valuable points for the Ephs.

Martin Goldberg and Jim Parsons
had the best showings. Goldberg, the

third seed in his division, lost in the

quarterfinals to the division champ,
while Parsons won two matches
before putting up a good fight in a 3-1

loss to the first seed.

Jim Little played tremendous
squash against his second seeded
opponent in the second round only to

lose 3-1, and Evan Bash, playing for

the injured Mitch Reiss, lost in the

same round to the first seed.

J.V. Basketball

Defeats Amherst

66-57. Thil "Wizard

of Williams"

Does it Again!
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Panel ponders

physiod plant,

post-season play
Following a precedent established

last year, the Student-Faculty
Committee on Athletics held an open

forum in the Dodd House living room
Wednesday night. About forty

students and faculty showed up to

have their questions about sports at

Williams answered.

_In response to observations thgt the

..-Weight room was overcrowded, dirty

and cold, Director of Athletics Robert
Peck proposed several im-
provements. Among these was the

purchase of a new Universal machine
along with more "loose weights". The
facility may be relocated in space now
allocated to the men's locker room.

The ultimate solution to the problem
of inadequate weight-room is, ac-

cording to Peck, the construction of a
new gym. In accordance with a

"'

Trustee policy, the college must have
sufficient funds to pay for endow the

building before construction can even
begin. As a result, there will be no new
major athletic facility built in the near
future.

One major area of discussion
centered around college regulations

prohibiting team participation in post-

season competitions Such as bowl
games. At present, no team may
participate in post-season tour-

naments or games although in-

dividuals remain eligible. This dif-

ferentiation stems from the College's

membership in the New England
Small College Athletic Conference

(NECSAC). This regulatory
organization, which has ten members,
is designed to "insure athletic com-
petition between like colleges" and'

make such competition is compatible

with the academic workload at these

institutions. The conference forbids

most post-season play and, "chances

_are slini„ that the rule will be

changed," according to Peck.

The Athletic Department's com-
mitment to the development of female

sports was reinterated at the forum.

Director Peck stated that there has

been a, "moratorium called on

developing new male sports until

parity with female sports has been

reached." He went on to maintain that

Continued on Page 6

GC validates election,

12 run-offs Ma

Bronson Fargo '7S
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Letters: TNC, Sou/h Africa, thank yous, and CC
Coalition withdraws/

group rejection

To the editor;

The South A^ica Subcommittee of the

Thursday Night Coalition has withdrawn its

rejection of th« new investment policy
committee created by the Board of Trustees.

We are pleased to see that the name and the
mandate of the committee has changed from
an "Advisory Committee on Shareholder
Proposals" to the "Advisory Committee on
Shareholder Responsibility." We have been
assured by President Chandler that the
committee is authorized torecommend any (

the whole range of options available in regar
to our South Africa-related investments,
includes the option of divestiture.

In another change, a third student pqi^ition

has been created on the committee. St
interested in holding that position/should
contact Tom Herwitz early this wadkend.

We would like to add that w/ are still

disappointed with the original fbrmatlon of
this committee. The President /nd Trustees
should have worked with students in the
actual creation of the committee in the first
pl#e. Nevertheless, we are willing to work
with what is now an acceptable committee on
investment policy.

Sincerely,

Ken Bertscb,

for the South Africa

,.._;_-,,,, Subcommittee of the
' thnrsday Night Coalition

Self/3ivestiture
To the editor,

lliose students and faculty members who
are calling art the college to divest its holdiiogs
in Ameriuin corporations with operations in
South Mnca are asking Williams to make a
justifiable sacrifice for a very worthy cause,
one tMt cries out for action from all con-
cemja human beings. It is important that

of us who are advocating ihis action
exAmine our own lives, to see if we can make
ersonal sacrifices that will indicate to the
rustees of this college that we are very

'serious about this issue. It is crucial that we
draw the moral implications of our beliefs
back to ourselves.

In this spirit, I would like to call upon all

those who demand appropriate college
divestiture to examine their own financial
holdings. There are many Williams students
who own stock in these same U.S. companies.
It is only right and fair that we freely and
publicly do ourselves w^t we have insisted
that the college must |!o. Furthermore, real
sacrifice on the part of interested individuals
can forcefully indicate the urgency of our
demands. / Stephen C. Magee '19

So. Af^ca problem
To the editor:

A hell of a 1^ of activity, with widespread
support, hasjaken place recently concerning
the issue cff Williams' relationship to the
racist reginhe in South Africa. Films, letters,

demonstrpions, lectures, petitions, meetings
with Prudent Chandler and the trustees—all

Partial Electioti Results
College Council

Prasldent

426 Bronson Fargo '79

435 John Svoboda 79
9 Chris OlAngelo
7 Eric Schene
2 Richmond Williams

Vlc«-Pr«sMtnt

282 Christopher Jenkins 'SO

62 Mike Lissack '80

172 Peter Stark '80

~2SS Byron Walker '80

At-torge

322 Jon Ballph '79

260 Basil Brlggs '8]

569 Beth Gelsmar '80

391 Dunrelth Kelly '80

400 Janet Lavin '61

286 John McCammond '81

.353 .Darrell McWhorter '81. .,

460 Randy Wang '80

304 Avon Williams '81

267 Kevin Welber '81

Commltta
Undergraduate Ufa

'79

21 Tannis Fdx
93 Bill AAcO^lpIn

92 Anne Salladin

47 Jeftrey J. Schratz

29 Tony /Stall

'W
71 Jotiithan Brougham
79 Carrie Brown
SO s/uce Goerlich
85 Eiavid AAonnlch

si Bill Holt

30 IKim Kelling

76 Anne Ricketson

56 Margo Stiassnl

28 Susan Williams

At-larga

212 Chris Diangelo '79

-,157 Betsey Jeffrey '79

^^: Ann wtcum 'TV

88 Mark K. Schmidt '80

94 Theodore Tucci '79

108 Phil Darrow '81

Honor and Discipline Commlttaa

'n

51 Dawn Bedroslen
51 Alt>ef t Pa Leon

,

20 Fred koopersteln
79 Lisa Halperin
63 Barbara Hayton
58 Virginia Earl
108 Paul Rogers
54 Marty Taft

105 Eric Blornlund
82 Stephen Coldla
93 Meiyisa Mechem

79 Christei Albritton

28 Marcos Artipuero
14 Peter Britton

64 Gary Cole

38 Ted Cypiot

35 Morgan Dudley
51 Bob Hershey
36 Scott Kapnick
2V Splro R. Romtxitls
56 Billy Skelly

61 David Sorkin

Commlttaa on
Educational Policy

At-Larga
19 Peter Britton '81

79 Mimi David '79

69 Wayne Davis '79

38 John Finegoid '81

25 John Goodrich '80

38 Tim Jones '81

161 Sara Mersereau '80

45 Sally Midgely '81

36 Lynne E. Rowley '81

73 David W. Schartz '81

54 Kathy Schwartz '80

209 Joel Smith '79

57 Frederic G. R. Thys '80

Division I

32 Jeff Brinker '79

39 Susan Klein '79

22 Dana Mulvany '80

77..Tad l^oach '79

34 Anita Cook '80

Division 11

34 Charles Anderson '79

69 Paul Goren '80

ips Bart Mitchell '80

58^ancy Richman '80

18 Elizabeth Russell '79

30 Jeff Trout '80

84 Greg Weber '79

55 Steven Werbtll '79

Division III

54 Sheryli Berggren '79

40 Russell (CaTheif '79

44 Conrad Llies '80

67 Andrew Masetti '79

34 William Whitney '79
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of these have been utUiied by an ever-

growing segment of the student body to ex-

press its concern over Williams' financial ties

to apartheid.

Now we are told, however, that the problem
of what to do about the College's more than
ten million dollar investment in corporations
with operations in South Africa is being
handled by an advisory Shareholder Com-
mittee, where students are represented. Ttie

administration and those always numerous
"let's wocl|(, within the system" types assure
us that if we would only sit back and relax and
let the new committee do its work, then the

problem will be solved.

Unfortunately, this plan of action (or rather
inaction) has little relevance to myself and
4dp or 80 other seniors who look forward to

graduating in June. By the time that the

Shareholder Committee can study the issue

and make a recommendation, and probably
before the Trustee Finance Committee can
decide what action (or more probably,
inaction) to take on that recommendation, we
will have graduated.

I'm sure that the administration and
trustees are quite pleased at the thought that
if they can only stall the South Africa
divestiture question for a few short months
that summer and the graduation of seniors

will effectively stop much of the support for

divestiture on campus. They need only think

about the effects of summer on last spring's
"student power" movement to assure
themselves of the correctness of such a
strategy.

In an effort to' help remedy this situation,

and insure that concerned seniors will indeed
be able to make their opinions count no
matter how long the committees stall, the
following petition will soon be circulated:

We, the undersigned members of the
class of 1978, acknowledging that South
African apartheid is immoral, and wishing
to divorce ourselves from financial, and
hence moral, support of that regime,
hereby pledge that we will NEVER make a
financial donation or contribution to
Williams College until it agrees to divest its

holdings in corporations involved in South
Africa. We will, however, lend what support
we are able to any fund which is established
to cover the costs of divestiture.

It's somewhat unfortunate that at least
some of the trustees of the College can only
understand economics. Nevertheless, since
recent months have suggested tliat this is

the case, we must be prepared to talk in

their language. If the College refuses to do
what is right "because it costs alot of
money," we must insure that k costs even
more to do what is wrong.
The act that this pledge is directed to

seniors is not' meant to suggest tfaat other
classes should not be involved. In fact, I

would urge other classes to circulate their
own pledges just as I will support an effort
to involve the Alumni classes. It would be a
shame to see Williams, which has one of the
highest Alumni-Alumnae participation
rates in the country, lose that position
because it was afraid to oppose oppression.

Scott A. Fenn

Student paradox
To the editor:

As a humane man I am appalled at apar-
theid, and at the oppressive Vorster regime
which perpetrate it, I feel that all American
companies should leave South Africa , in order
to effectually choke the country's economy, •

cripple the illegitimate r^ime, and facilitate

the inevitable revolution.

In every article I have read on the subject
of divestiture of Williams South African
stocks, however, I tiave noticed a glaring
lack: they never mention what good it will do
South Africa. The fact is that divestiture will

do no good. If Williams is willing to sell, there
will be plenty of available buyers. Williams
will lose on the exchange, but the companies
won't be hurt. Even if Williams were to rip up
its stock and toss it into the wind it wouldn't
hurt the companies. They will remain in

South Africa because it is lucrative to

remain; tlie company loses zero revenue if

Williams sells.

It will be argued ttiat the important issue
isn't financial, but symtoyc. WiUiSTOS^ieultL
dissociate itself completely from an
organization which aids tite Vorster r^ime.
My answer to these people is that your ovm
symbolic association with these companies
(via buying) is more justified. Will you refuse
use of the photocopiers in the library? Will

you refuse to buy any chromium products? If

not, you are a hypocrite. If so, you have a
higher sense of moral responsibility than I.

JeffDelisle'78

CCs power

G.P.A. perspective
To the editor; —

It is an old assumption that brilliance in a
professor will rarely combine with a concern
for being fair to his students.

I believe that true brilliance goes hand in
hand with a sense of fairness. And, I am sure
that our faculty will prove my belief to be
correct.

Stewart J. Menking '79

Publicity lacking
To the editor:

I tliink that the publicity surrounding the
college elections has been lamentably poor.
The Register of the past two weeks makes no
mention of nominations deadlines (though
these seemed to bend a bit anyway when
pressed) or even of the elections themselves.
Posters, at least at Mission, were down well
before the end of February. The lack of good
candidates for several posts is in part due to
lack of publicity—only in part, of course.

. DonWeber'7»

Sixth grade thanks

To the editor:

Your most recent editorial about the
ineffectiveness of the College Council is an
excellent example of irresponsible jour-
nalism. For this opinion, I cite two examples:

1) You state that the Council's failure in

getting the sexual orientation clause in the
handbook "left us wondering if it had any real
use." What were you expecting, a coup d'etat
against the trustees? Regardless of where one
stands on the issues, it is obvious that the
Council's "ineffectiveness" stems from the
Administration's refusal to consider it as an
influrntial body. How can you criticize it for
not pushing through a clause that was op-
posed by both the faculty and the trustees.
That would be equivalent to Belgium "for-
cing" a nuclear arms treaty on the United
States and Russia.

2) Your editorial claims that the Council's
acceptance of the two late nominations
proves that it is "hopeless". At the same
time, however, you fail to mention the main
reason why the nominations were accepttti.
The four P.M. Wednesday time has never
been regarded as a deadline. It was merely
requested that they be submitted by then. It

has been the precedent of previous Councils
to accept nominations up until the ballots are
typed up. The matter would not have even
been brought up if not for the protests of the
original candidates (and campaign
managers). That fact that the two late
nominations were accepted by a vote of 19-3

only further points to the insignificance of the
entire affair. That The Record should con-
sider it the "final judgment" on the council is

ridiculous. To present this opinion at election
time, however, is offensive. Instead of en-
dorsing the need for intelligent voting to a
student body that seems to pick candidates
for their dimples, you are simply making a
cheap shot that can only increase apathy at a
time when it can cripple what little power we
have already been granted.

Kevin Welber
Freshman Representative

Support thank-you
To the editor:

I would like to thank all of my supporters in
the recent (X election. Although wedidn't win
the post, running the campaign with a simple,
realistic frankness was a victory in itself.

. Peter Stark

TakiB a plane

To the editor:

We would like to thank the following people
for being in the benefit concert for the sixth
grade trip to Mystic: The Williams Octet, the
Jazz Ensemble, and the Ephlats. A special
thanks goes to Mike Crowley '78 for
suggesting and putting together the concert.
Our goal was made $250 less.

llie Sixth Grade students
and teachers of Williams-
town elementary schools.

To the editor:

As usual the ride board in Baxter is covered
with pleas to "take me to NYC please!" I

shudder to think how many people end up
paying $16 to ride that wretched bus.
There is a better way. Command Airways

can fly students on standby from PitUfield to

LaGuardia or Kennedy for only $20. The flight

is just one hour, and it's fun to fly low over the
Berkshires. Taconics and Long Island Sound.
I have found the extra $4 to be worth the
difference.

—Ted Stroll
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RECRUITERS COMING THE WEEK
OF MON., MARCH 13

Mon. 13 - Northwestern Mutual Ins.
and Boston University Summer
School of Communications.

Tue. 14 - Leo Burnett USA and Purnell
School (NJ)

ATTENUPJVAIA. INTERVIEWING
— SENIORS— r^ — -,

On Monday, March 13 there will be a
meeting on SECOND INTERVIEWS
at OCC at 7 PM. This will be a question
and answer session on what to expect
during a second interview.

ROLLING STONE DEADLINE
EXTENDED
The previous March 6 deadline for

volunteer Summer and Fall in-
ternship applications with Rolling
Stone Magazine in NYC has been
extended about one week. If anyone is

still interested in applying, please see
Jeff or Phyllis.

PREPARATION FOR THE APRIL 15

LSAT
Ms. Dinny Taylor will offer a 9 hour (3

evening) LSAT workshop wi April 4, 6,

& 11. The workshop will help students
familiarize themselves with the

_ different types of questions and time
pressures one encounters taking the
test. An optional elementary math
section will be included. "Hie fee is $10
for registration and $2.50 for

^materials. For more information or to

register call Ms. Taylor (8-«268) or
OCC."-^^

DEADLINE FOR THE APRIL IS
LSAT APPLICATION IS THURS-
DAY. MARCH 15. V

Seniors! ... Please RECYCLE Pre-
Law Handbooks at OCC ^-

from Career Counseling
Any Senfor who has a copy of the Pre-
Law Handbook is urged to bring it in
to OCC to be recycled to Juniors and
others. Thanks.
INTERNATIONAL WORK-STUDY-
TRAVEL ABROAD INFORMATION
Jeff Wood just came back from a
conference in Boston with the Council
on International Education Ex-
change. He brought back much in-

formation on summer charter flights
to Europe; travel within Europe,
Asia, & the Middle East; Summer
work abroad in Britain, Ireland,
France, & Germany; ac-
commodations abroad; and study
abroad. OCC has acquired many
books and pamphlets on these sub-
jects. For more info., see Jeff Wood.

LAST CHANCE FOR LIFE-WORK
PLANNING ._„„:
Due to the fact that only 4 students
expressed an interest in the Spring
Life-Work Planning workshops before
Spring Vacation, the sessions have
been cancelled. If any students would
like to have any sessions after the
Vacation, please contact Phyllis or
Jeff. This is your last chance to get
some L-W Planning in '77- '78.

NYPIRG COMMUNITY
ORGANIZING
ONE YEAR TRAINING PROGRAM
The New York Public Research Group
in Albany is offering a supervised
training program from June 1, 1978 to

May 31, 1979. A stipend of room,
board, plus $10 a week and benefits is

included. The program hopefully
teaches you how to "build power for

social justice in poor and moderate
income neighborhoods." See Time-
Out or Graduate Internship

Editorial

Congratulations Dr^Delisle

>"

TEACHING INTERN PROGRAM (MAT)
COLGATE UNIVERSITY

•92% PLACEMENT RECORD
Forget what you have heard atxxjt the tjght iob market for

teachers. Superior teachers are still in demand and MAT
gfjtduates are very successful in obtaining teaching positions. If

you have a good undergraduate record and a desire to teach,
write or call for more information:

Director ofthe Teaching Intern Program
Colgate university

Hamtlton, New York 13346

*.x^ ^5)824^1(X)0EKt 256

*Cf 36,«^jOenfs v»ho sought positions in leaching or a related

field ']X year; 33 received at least one offer of employment.

WEST PACKAGE STORE
663-6081

on Route 2 between N. Adams
& Williamstown

PETRI WINE
Burgundy Chablls

VIn Rose Pink Chablls

$3.99 gallon I

BALLENTINEBECR
16 oz. Ret. BottiM

fust $5,491

(plusdaposif)

50c discount

on any case of t>«er

Just bring In this ad I

It's hwel

WINE NEWSLETTER
ask for a copy I

notebooks.

There is still room to sign-up for in-

terviews with the Boston University
Summer School of Communications
representatives coming to OCC on
Monday, March 13.

SLIMMER INTERNSHIPS
U.S. Department of Energy is coming
to OCC to recruit for a Summer
Economic Research Assistant
position in Washington. If interested
sign-up at OCC.

National Planning Association of
Wash., D.C. is offering an internship
with its Joint Committee on Public
Pensions. If interested, see Cynthia
Thomas at OCC.

THE GREAT COMMUNICATIONS
RACE
Tlie Art Directors Club of Boston will

sponsor a "day long educational
exposition on advertising, media,
publishing, etc." on March 23 at
Bunker Hill Community College. See
OCC bulletin board for registration

info.

PART-TIME
INSURANCE JOB

Metropolitan Life offers an un-
dergraduate training program to

introduce would-be life and health
insurance managers to the trade. See
Phyllis Goldberg if interested;

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
THIS SUMMER

An organic vegetable farm in Eastern
Mass. wants a stand and field worker.
(See Miscellaneous tab in 1978
Summer Internship notebook).

FULL-TIME OPENING
A BcKton^ area_ managerneiit and
economic consulting firm is now
accepting resumes from Seniors and
Alumni for Research Assistants in its

ENERGY and ENVIRONMENT
GROUP. If interested, see En-
vironmental tab of Direct Application
notebook at OCC. -'—

'

—«HSBHfB—
WCFM newsman Neville at D.C. conference

GffjU NevUle ». was among « group of atudent radio and newspaper
journalists invited to Washington, D.C. fora doM look at the workings of the
executive branch of government, includii« an interview with President
Carter.

_
The students spent Friday, March 3, in Wa8toii«ton for a day of briefings

by members of the White House staff. The key event of the day came late in
the morning when PresidenUal Press Aide Midge Ctistanxa introduced
President farter.

Carter answered questions on a variety of topics including the SALT
negotiations, abortion, the ERA and the coal strike, NeviUe called Carter
"Perceptive m his answers, and polite with the obvious inexperience of
his questioners, " "His words had a ring of sincerity,

'
' he acMed. Carter spent

more than an hour with the students.

Bryant, East, Williams: energy winners
Associate Dean Cris Roosenraad announced March 6 that Bryant House,

East College, and Williams Hall were co-winners of the electricity con-
servation contest held during February. All three housing units decreased
their electricity consumption by 25 per cent for the month. $25 will be
awarded to each winner.

According to Roosenraad, the^ree residential houses as a group used
substantially less electrical wattage during February 1978 than during the
same month in 1977. A second energy-saving contest will be held from March
25 to April 25.

Professor Beatty awarded fellowship
Joseph Beatty, Assistant Professor of Philosophy, has been awarded a

fellowship for the year 1978-79 at the National Humanities Center, Research
Triangle Park, North Carolina. The Center has announced fifteen awards in
the national competition for its initial year of operation. Center Fellows
pursue their own scholariy projecU and participate in small in-

terdisciplinary seminars. Professor Beatty will take part in a seminar en-
titled "Ideals of Education." His research project bears the title "Towards a
Rational Justification of Moral Principles."

Financial Aid filing deadlines announced
All students, including those currently receiving financial aid from

Williams, who wish to be considered for scholarship and loan assistance for
the coming college year should pick up forms before spring vacation.

Applications and further information availabile in Mr. FlynPs office in
Hopkins Hall. Filing Deadlines: April 15 for parents' form, May 12 for
students' form.

H|? Hog
Friday and Saturday, March 10 and 11

8:00

The Williams Cabaret

Bob Duke

Cyoug^Gemert

Nancy Gray

Chuck Hirsch

Diane Hovenslan

Marc Lithtmcm

Gwen Nichols

Joe Trimboll

performing the music of Marc Lichtman 78

CLEARANCE ! ! l

CAR STEREO UNITS AND SPEAKERS

Any floor c^emp and in-stock models —
come on in & talk price !

^ — we carry 7 bronds of car speakers —

All phases of stereo rapair

done on premises

—2 skilled technicians—
—Free estimates

—

802-447-0518

4.

^driving home for Spring braak?

TIM FUZZ.BU5TER II

the newest Pujzbuster I

"don't get caught Wtthouf It I

"

only $1M.OO reg.Sl39.

5*"

BIC

« —remember—
w« carry dozens of brand name •quipment

Niclucllng

> Jensen • Hitachi • Marantz • TEAC
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Cliburn silver medalist
Atorch 10. \m

Pianist electrifies Chapin Hall
by Mark A. Obert-Thorn m«,o a^^iu^u^^^ » #,!.-_.. _ .by Mark A. Obert-Thorn

TaeaOay night uw Chapin Hall
^ectrified by pianlsUc pyrotechnlca
the likes of which are seldom seen, as
Alexander Toradze, a silver medal
winner in the 1»77 Van Cliburn Piano
Competitioii, presented a solo recital.

The twenty-five year old Russian
virtuoso, who has been described by
pianist Lili Kraus as one who is able to

play like an animal or like an angel,
chose a widely varied program
designed to spotlight his more feral
mien.

The program, as might have been
expected, leaned heavily toward
Russian composers. It opened with a
heaven-storming performance of the
Shostakovich Prelude and Fugue in D-
Flal Major. The piano shook from the
force of Toradze's driving bass line,

and continued shaking throughout
most of the recital. His reading of
Prokofiev's Sonata No. 7 in B-Flat
Major, Op. 83 showed (in the Allegro

ynquieto) that just when the audience
did not think he could

more decibellage from Chapin's
besieged Steinway, he could play
louder still. Toradze's hands in the
Precipitate were but a blur, as he
delivered a performance of
astounding accuracy and rhythmical
propulsion.

Only in the Stravinsky Peirouchka
excerpts, which closed the program,
did Toradze falter, and then only by a
surfeit of that immense vitality which
had carried the evening along up to
that point. The "Russian Dance" was
taken at an absurdly fast tempo, one
which precluded any attempt at total
accuracy. Indeed, for several
measures, it was impossible to tell

musically what was going on;
everything was lost in a jumble of
notes. The Russian managed to pull
himself together in the "Petrouchka's
House" movement, and "The
Shrovetide Fair" ended the selections
with his customary virtuosity.

Interspersed between the Russian
works were compositions by
Beethoven, Liszt, and Scarlatti.

Toradze gave Beethoven's late Sonata
ill E Major. Op. 109 a romantic,
almost an impressionistic, reading,
with cascades of undulating sound. It

was mostly a poetic performance,
although it was marred by some in-

distinctness (due in part to overuse of
the pedal), and by some overlong,
overdone arpeggios in the slower
parts of the variations.

Liszt's Variations on a llienie by
Bach were played to true Lisztian
perfection, with surges of power
alternating with moments of the
starkest simplicity, while the Two
Sonatas in D-Minor by Scarlatti
elicited a depth of emotional feeling
which belied their simplicity.

CWIlrt Meort antf PtoNlst Oankntr will ptrform Dmknar'i SONATA
pramiart). Bach, and BiMt In thalr Sunday afttrnoon concert at ffie Clark.

Dankner sonata will premiere here
Douglas Moore, cellist and Stephen

Dankner, pianist, will premiere
Daskner's Sonala for Viotoncello and
Piano at 3:00 p.m. Sunday, March 12,
in the Clark Art Institute Auditorium.
The public recital is free. Also on the
program are works by Creston (Suite
for Violoncello and Piano, Op. 68), J.
S. Bach (Suite Number 5 in C Minor.
BWV 1011), and Biggs (Invention for
Cello and Tape).

Inspired by the "dark, brooding
opening for solo contrabassoon and
double-basses" in Ravel's Piano
Concerto for the Left Hand, the three-
movement work utilizes unorthodox
sounds. The first movement, "De
Profundis," surrounds increasing
tension and speed with a slow, sombre
beginning and echoing quiet at the
end. The second, after some unusual

Dankner, an alumnus from Juilliard
School of Music, is an accomplished
perfoinier of a wide variety of
keyboard music and instruments; he
won a BMI Student Composer Award
in 1968, then went on to gather several

other important awards in com-
position. His published compositions
include a String Quartet, a Symphony,
and miscellaneous chamber works.
His Symphony was performed in Alice
Tally Hall by the Juilliard Orchestra.

Alts Briefs

Alaxandar Toradz* awed hit Chapin audianca Tuesday night with hit
pyrotechnics. Tonight at • p.m., another Van Cliburn winner, Ralph Votapak,
W"l •PPtar w|thJht,9arKiihlra Sy^nphflny In Chitpto- (photo by Gledhlll)

the three-movement

work utilizes

unorthodox sounds"

Coffeehouse
The Williams Coffeehouse will

present Artie Traum, one of the most
sensitive and intelligent songwriters
in American today, this Saturday (not
Friday as announced in the Register),
9 p.m. to midnight.

The San Francisco Examiner
described Traum as "A brilliant
original guitarist, with flashes of
Django Reinhardt and Doc Watson."
An evening with Artie Traum is one
not to be missed.
Also appearing are Peter Friesen

'78 and Eric Pyenson '78 playing
Bluegrass.

iwtt arrived I

corduroy and cotton

HIKING AND RUNNING
SHORTS

Men't A Women't tizet

arcadian shop

kinds of playing from both piano and
cello, ends with a piano cadenzai
leading to the final movement, which
starts tumultuously, then decelerates
into an Immobile resolution.

Moore is the winner of numerous
awards and an alumnus of much
performing experience. He is

currently cellist with The WiUiams
TVio, assisting artist in the Music in
the Round chamber music series, and
principal cellist with the Albany
Symphony and the Berkshire Sym-
phony.

Studio IX
The Music Department will sponsor

Studio IX Monday, March 13, at 4 p.m.
in Chapin Hall. This Studio is the ninth
in a series of student music recitals.
The concert is free and open to th6
public.

Works on the program include Six
Rumanian Folk Dances by Bartok
performed by Kenneth Leghorn i7S,

violin, and Kate Gridley '78, piano,
and Beethoven's Piano Sonata, Op. 22
by Ann Congleton.

The Brass Ensemble, directed by

3fulltt*B Mmit Btfop
Band and Orchestral Instruments

Sales* Services
Your KEWAI Keyboard Dealer

NEW & USED GUITARS -BRAND NAMES

GEMEINHARDT
World's finest flutes & piccolos ^'

145 North St., Bennington, Vt. 802-442-4977

introducing

WILLIAMS COLLEGE NITES

Ski From 4-10 pm on FRIDAY NITES

for only $1,001 I 1

open fo ail ttudentt, faculty, etc. with ID

mA

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Friday A Satlirdaynltat

•"•••FIREWATER LOUNGE
n cover charge

'""
Mt. Raimer

on Rt. 2. Jutt 10 minutes away I

Peter Knott, will play works by
Calvert antl Shaw, and a string en-
semble conducted by Masuo
Nishibayashi '78 will play Orchestral
Suite No. 2 by Bach.

Photos by Morgan
The Photography of Barbara

Morgan, an exhibition of dance pic-
tures will open at Lawrence Hall,
Thursday, March 9, at 7 p.m. Coffee
and Sherry will be served. Dancers
with the Merce Cunningham and
Dance Company will be special guests
at the opening.

Two graduate art history majors,
Leonard Amico and Stephen Edidin,
prepared the exhibition. Also on
display will be part of the set for
"Travelogues" by - Robert
Rauchenberg.

Knight, Death and the Devil, a tsu
engraving by AlbrM:ht Dvr«r It

featured in the exhibition "Durtr and
hit Three Matter Engravlngt" at the
Clark Art Institute.

CLASSIFIED
Peraonalt:

Beep's the best I I miss yoo,
dummy-«nd so does Mr. Bill.

Helen still can't find the shower,
lonesco waits for you, too. Love,
love. Yogi the frirzy.

Very Lonely Williams ttudant
abroiad wanti mall. Write to:

BOB KRAUS
c/o Frau Dietl

Singerstratse 8

A-1010Wien,Auttrla

Mr. Duffy: SI vis pi«oem, para
ballum.

LaB.

Oh Fifl: HIdel It's poodle seaton.

—Pierre

O: Pteeeeeeehlllll

—

N

Joe and Duffer

HAPPY BIRTHDAYS

Clattified formt available in

Record Office.
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Sour Pickles

Proiptct HouM overlooks tht Borklhlra quad and is the social counterpart of
Fitch HouM.

( photo by F Inegold

)

Frosh inclusion series

Quad offers advantages
The Berkshire Quad housing option,

made up of Prospect and Fitch House,
is seldom taken seriously by freshmen
considering inclusion. This bad name
is undeserved, according to most
residents, who tell of the pleasantly
surprised reactions of many first-time

visitors.

—JProspect House, the more modem
of the two houses, offers single rooms
to each of its residents. Included in

these are 12 two room doubles with
adjoining doors. Half of the room have
walk-in closets, each with a double
dresser and mirror; the rooms
without walk-in cl^osets are larger. All
of the rooms feature picture windows
with a beautiful view of the moun-
tains.

Other advantages of "Pro" House
include the in-famous J-B room, a
spacious and quiet study room, a
centrally located TV room, a game
room with a ping pong table, a
kitchen, a laundry room, and a piano.
The house also has access to DriscoU
Lounge, where pre-guest meal
cocktail parties are held.

(ibuse inembers eat at DriscoH
Dining Hall, the smallest of the major
dining halls. Its variety of food and its

personal service combine to provide
the advantages of both row houses and
the large dining halls. Freshmen are
invited to an open house on Sunday
afternoon March 12. Refreshments
and tour guides will be in the J-B room
all afternoon.

Fitch House, composed of both
Fitch and Currier Halls, is centrally
located opposite East and Fayer-
weather in the Berkshire Quad. While
several rooming arrangements exist,
all residents have their own rooms. In
Currier, singles, two-room doubles,
and four-room triples are situated in

hallways on three floors. Fitch offers
singles and three-room doubles
arranged in three entries. While all

rooms are spacious, north and south
entries are particularly noteworthy.
All rooms in the north entry are huge
singles, and living rooms in the south
all feature fireplaces.

Downstairs in Fitch is the exotic, L-
shaped Tiger's Den. Complete with
T.V., bar, and kitchenette, the Tiger's

CONGRATS

Clautita!

ROOM FOR RENT

Spring or FallTwm
NMrCwrtpu*

CALL: 4SM1I9

"COUNTRY INN WITH
OLD WORLD CHARM"

If Minutesfrom tbm Campus

Rtt. 4) StapitMtown, N.Y. IIIM

SM* from Mats, kontor

Den provides the house with a great
place for parties and events. Also
downstairs is the rec room with pool
and ping pong tables. Sliding glass
doors open onto the Fitch patio and
volleyball court. Rounding out the
house facilities is the Currier living
room, where residents spend time
reading the N.Y. Times or just

socializing. Fitch House members
also eat at Driscoll Dining Hall, and
share the Lounge with Prospect
House

Thoughts after an
Evening with Chekhov
What is the meaning of this silly,

sordid existence? What ar« we to
understand from it all? Father
Potemkin would reassure us with his
religion, but how can he say God
exisU in a world of death, suffering
and eight o'clock classes?
And why is happiness so alien to

me? So much joy I see in the faces of
others, and last night I watched as
Uncle Vladimir got big laughs at the
party with his lampshade bit. Of
course Sister Vasha said it was silly,

that Sonya was perfectly right in
setting his hair on fire so his head
would look more like a candle. How
the guests were in stitches! Yet to me
it all seemed so strange.

Perhaps life is all a dream and I

don't exist. I asked brother Nikolai
once what he thought of the idea that
nothing existed and that it was all a
dream. He said he wished he were
dreaming me so that when he woke up
I would go away. Then he boxed my
ears. Nikolai was never one for
philosophical discussions.

Still the thought haunts me and I am
sure of only dne thing; that if I don't
eyist. someone who does is running up

large gambling debu in my name.
And where will we be 200 yean from

now? What a silly question it

sometimes seems. In 200 years we will
all be dead, what idiot doesn't know
that? But how shall I be remembered?
Is all of humanity doomed to run
hither and tither. tither and hither
until our tongues are tied up in knots?
Are we like the migratory birds who
fly south for the winter, get one look at
the prices at the Caspian sea resorts,
and turn right around and come north
again—always moving but never
going anywhere? Is existence really
so meaningless, so fleeting, or is it as
Dr. Smobiikov has intimated so often
in our long private conversations and
I am simply being an asshole again?
Vanya arrives tomorrow from

Moscow. She will be bringing new
boots and a. down vest from L. L.
Beansky for Nikolai since he has been
accepted as a professor at the
University and dress standards Uiere
are very strict.

She is beautiful and I love her, but I

do not think she knows. When she

R
Renzi's

COLLEGE BOOK STORE INC
WIUIAMSTOWN. MASS. Ot2<T

If you still haven't gotten all your books-
do sosoon!

We'll be returning ovetrstock's to the
publishers during Spring break . .

.

^.

Introducifig
* adistiii^iidKd
fceiaiidlclilnlivlio
liasliieaii$M«'

toanthosecofifiudiig

Tlie bird you see here is known
asaPuCbi. A smal. thout^tlul

resident of Iceland. One < If the
first things younj; I'uffins

learn to do is By Icelandic.
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visited last month, my family thr«w a
greatparty and I tried then to teU her,
but when I pulled her aside, she could
only Ulk about my mother's
guacamole dip. "What wonderful
guacamole dip this is," I can still

remember her say. For three Htiura
she praised the guacamole dip.

I Uiink she is an idiot, but still I love
her, and I don't know why. Nikolai
says it is because I am an idiot too.

Ha! Just because his paper on the
comparative physiology of frogs and
insurance salesmen has been so
widely praised at the University,
suddenly he thinks he knows so much:

Tomorrow for sure, I will tell Vanya
my feelings. This afternoon Mrs.
Romanovitch came with starUing
news. She said that there were rumors
of a plot to assassinate the czar, but
that Tourney had managed to escape.

Ah, but what side shows these things
are in the play that is life. I hope Mr.
Chekhov gets my note telling him Utat

I will break his neck.

Peter Rintelsovltch

RUNNING SHOES
Adidar Nttw^oloiic«

Nik« Brooks

WILLIAMS

CO-OP
COME SEE WHY EVERYBODY

IS TRYING TO KEEP UP WITH US.

rr

^

>';

MkanglerthinksAmericans
sfwulcl get wliat ttwypay for.
(And MM'ra doing soowAing ibout it4

L/

k

Everything a jean should be . .

.

excellent fit, comfort, expert

tailoring and style details

like flare legs plus swing

pockets. All this plus

something extra . . , rugged

"No-Fault" 100% cotton

14oz, denim with

Sanfor-Set».ltwill

wash cleaner and dry

ready to wear

without puckers

or wrinkles,

never shrink

out of size.

Navy

ONLY 1S.M

CORDS ONLY
1S.9S

WrenwmtMr the "W" «^ j< tilant

%AiW »>,?>,
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the Best Athletes of Winter
Men's Baskefball

In a season marked by close tosses

and home court victories over

Wesleyan and Amherst, Gerry Kelly

and IVlatl Spanglcr stand out as top

contributors to this year's basketball

season.

Kelly, even though sidelined with'an

ankle injury for three games, was
only 8 points behind Matt Sftangler in

total points, although he was the

leading scorer, averaging 13.9 a

game. Kelly came on strong at end of

season, averaging 19 in the last four

games, climaxing with 22 against

Amherst. Early in s^soo he was
named to ECAC Honor Roll for 29

point performance against Tufts.

Unlike the injured Kelly, Matt

^ngler was a solid performer all

season long, and the second leading

scorer (12.3) behind Kelly. He was
also the leading rebounder, grabbing

7.2 a game. Matt was named to ECAC
Honor Roll for games against Nor-

wich and Connecticut College early in

the season. He also finished strong

averaging IS points for the last three

games while grabbing U rebounds a

game for the same period.

Men's Squash
Every successful team demands a

leader ,
someonewhecan^instiU spirit,

and an outstanding player. Few teams

are fortunate enough to have one

member provide all these qualities,

but men's squash captain and no. one

player Arnie Cogswell supplied all

Arnie Cogswell '78

Cphiaito by C. Read)

Men's Hockey
In the 1977-78 season sioph. Mike

Moulton provided Williams with some
of the finest goaitending it has had in

several years. He came off the bench
midway through the season and.

proceeded to rack up 298 saves, a 4.00

goals-ajgainst average, and two
assiste to boot Motilibn was the only

Ephman selected for the ECAC's
weekly Division II Honor Roll, and
had his finest hour in the Purple's

make-or-lM-eak season finale against

powerful Merrimack. In that game,
Moulton stopped 32 of 34 shots before

an injury forced him out of the game
late in the second period. .

Dan Sullivan, a junior center, was
the team's best all-around player. He
scored 14 goals and 18 assists and led

the team in shots attempted. Sullivan,

jan auwistant. cap played

strong defense throughout the season,

and he appeared in flcst-line action in

every one of Williams 21 games.

Senior Peter Gonye, the team's

fastest skater, took scoring honors in

1977-78. The forward racked up 17

goals and 19 assists, including two hat

tricks. Gonye tallied three goals

against Hflmilton and two against

UMass to keep the Ephs' {dayoff

hopes alive until the last game of the

season.

this and an intangible something
extra for the fifth place nationally

ranked Ephmen.
Cogswell managed to keep the

racketmen's morale high after some
early season losses to the best teams
in the country. Following some tough

losses to the top players in the nation

in these matches, Cogswell came on to

have an excellent last half of the

season with five wins in a row. His

. season record is so strong that there is

, a chance he will be ranked among the

year's top ten collegians.

- Going into the season, there was one
thing the members of the squash team
were agreed upon; Martin Goldberg
will not lose at the no. three position.

Only a loss in the match against no.

one ranked Princeton kept this

prognostication from being the truth,

as Goldberg completed the year with

an U-l record, the best compiled by
any Ephman.
Over the last two years Goldberg

has amassed the best winning per-

centage ever for a racketman in the

upper echelons of the ladder. His

success can most be attributed to the

extra hours of work he puts in after

practice as well as the fact that he
very simply hates to lose.

Goldberg advanced to the quar-

terfinals of the B division at the

National Intercollegiate tournament
where he was defeated by the even-

tual champion.

Women's skiing

Two members of the women's ski

team must be craisidered the out-

standing athletes of the team: Marty
Epstein, captain and a senior, and
Julie Ernst, a freshiAan. The two
supplied the .team's top finishes

throuj^out the carnival season, both

always placing among the first ten in

at least one of the two alpine even^.
Epstein's finest results include her

victory in the Williams carnival giant

slalom and a sixth place in the

University of Vermont giant slalom.

Also, in the slalom, her strongest

event, she placed third in two races

and sixth in two races.

Ernst captured one sixth and one
seventh place in the giant slalom, and
she had a third, a fourth, and an
eighth place in the slalom.

Epstein and Ernst, along with

ftreshman Kathy Lane, are in New
Mexico with coach Judy Zimicki this

week to compete in the women's
national collegiate championships.

Women Pucksters

AtonspaiiBtor 7t
(photo by Holder)

Senior Liia Olsen detervea much
not only for her perfonnanc* as

oo-captain of the women's cli4> hockey
team this season, but also for the time
and effort she has put Into

establishing women's hockey as a
bona fide club sport. Having play6d in

high school, Liza brought with her to

Williams her enthusiasm for the game
of hockey. She has been involved with

the sport since her arrival at

Williams. Liza played in P.E. classes

her first two years here, then during

her junior year, she co-founded the

women's club team (complete with

intercollegiate schedule) along with

Jane Lester '77.

During the Ephs 5-6 season, Uza
scored 5 goals, making her the team's

second leading scorer.

No hockey team can survive by
playing offense alone, and the

woman'* hockey team is no exception.

Junior Marty Taft, co^aptain of this

year's squad and leading scorer on

defense last season, did not score any

goals this season, but this did not

lessen by any means her importance

to the team's defensive efforts.

A strong skater, Taft possesses the

instincts of a defenseman; she can do
it all—poke check, block shots, clear

the puck from the defensive zone to

initiate the offense. Her consistent

performance and knowledge of the

game of hockey inspired and aided

her fellow defensemen throughout the

season.

Women Hoopsfers

Mm's hochay fInMMri niirtli in Ha «vMon.
(photo by Johnson)

The women's basketball season,

played by unexpected losses and
disqualification from the

Massachusetts tournament, did have

Gropplers
The Williams wrestling squad

earned its best record in recent years

this season, quite a finish for four year

top vtrrestler and team captain Hal

Zendle. Zendle, having pinned down a

third place New England finish,

travelMl to Illinois last weekend to

compete in the Division III NCAA
tournament. Zendle returned to

Williamstown with an eighth place

ranking in the nation's 118 lb. class.

Zendle, pulling off importaVit victories

all season long, fell short of Ail-

American honors, but, as coach
Dailey noted "did a fantastic job,"

placing higher in the final standings

than any New England wrestler who
qualified for the nationals.

Men's skiing

Five Williams skiers: Andy Mikell,

Don Tarinelli, Josh Dembrinski, Jeff

Magoon, and Jeff Hastings, having

brought the Eph's ski team to ex-

cellent carnival finishes led the team
to a tenth place finish if! the NCAA,
competition last weekend.

Tarinelli, with a 15th place finish in

the slalom was a top contender all

season, along with Mikell who finished

35th in the giant slalom. For the

jumpers, Frosh Jeff Hastings had a

14th place finish that iced his season,

which included a new jumping record

for Williams.

Cross country expert Magoon
placed 16th in the nationals, ham-
pered by a spectator's interference in

his top performance. Magoon an-

chored the Ephwomen's- nordie

division this season as a consistent top

finisher.

Women's Squash
The women's squash team finished

a successful season clinching a third

place ranking at the national women's
intercollegiate squash tournament
last weekend. Team performance this

season was highlighted by depth

throughout the ladder, with two young
squash players shining on the courts

for Williams. Sophomore Becky
Chase, well known for her tennis skill,

and frosh Mary Tom Higgs. stood out

among the many strong players as a

result of their determined per-

formances against tough opponents

.Yale and Harvard. Both Chase and
Higgs won opening round matches at

the nationals, losing their second

match to finish well in the consolation

round.

Against Harvard, Chase defeated

her nationally seeded opponent for an
outstanding performance for

Williams. C^ase, meeting one of many
formidable foes in her Yale match,
lost a close one to her strong opponent.

Team newcomer Higgs had an
outstanding season compiling the

largest winning streak for the squad.

Higgs was one of three victors for

Williams against Yale

its bright spots due by and large to the

consistent play of co-captains Maggie
O'Brien and Anne Youngling.
O'Brien, leading the scoring in almost
every contest, could always be
counted on for over a dozen points and
strong offensive play. Her coolness on
the court and team leadership
throughout the season made her an
unquestionable asset to the squad.

Youngling, back from a knee injury

which kept her sidelined last year was
also a regular offensive leader for the

Ephwomen, in addition to her role as
the top rebounder for the squad.

Youngling's ability to turn the game
around by providing a much needed
spark to the team's play was key
again and again all season.

Anna YovngUnfl 7a ;

(photo by FInagold)

Swimming
A psyched and shaved men's

swimming team swam to an out-

standing second place finish at the

New England's last weekend, partly

on the strength of co-captain Paul
Voin Eigen. Vom Eigen, consistent

winner over the 6-2 season, took two
thirds in the 100 and 200 breaststroke

at the New Englands. The senior co-

captain also grabbed second in the 400

MR for a new Williams record of

3:33.3 to go along with his record of

1:01.7 in the 100.

Sophomore Brian Voipp sliced

seconds off his best times at the New
Englands as he finished in the top 16 in

three events. Ilie excellent finish at

the competition was the culmination

of a developing season for Volpp who
consistently bettered his personal

times throughout the season.

Women's swim team members look

to two jack-of-all-trades, coH:aptain

Nina Murphy and sophomore Keron
Walker, as they finished with a

decisive 6-1 record. Mttuphy swam
virtually every event, which brought

her a variety of first place finishes.

She placed in the top 16 of every event

at NE including her contribution to a
2nd place record setting 800 FR and
ninth place record setting 400 Mr.

Walker, NE champion in the 50 free

and 50 fly reigns siq>reme as queen (rf

women's swimming with ten record

breaking performances this season.

Athletics forum
Continued from Page 1

this goal bad been nearly achieved.

The result has been the formation of

club sports which, get little 6indiD£
from the Athletic Department and are

left to find other sources of financial

siq)port.

Several students proposed the

establishment of a regular means by
which students could evaluate
coaches. Such a device, it was
decided, would have to be left up to the

discretion of the individual coach and
would follow the general format of

classroom evaluations.

A request that hair-dryers be
provided in the men's locker room
was met with a promise tbatihey
would be purchased.

Members of the Athletic Committee
stressed that it should be an avenue of

communication for student queries

and requests. All of its meetitigs are

open and will, in the future, be an-

nounced in the Register.

Track

Despite the loss of the Little Three
crown, therie were bright spots for the
Williams indoor track team this

season as PWI Darrow. Lany Tanner,
and Ron White had strong season for

the squad.

Frosh Darrow, ttie team's mile
specialist, ran a 4:14 race at the New
Englands for his best time of the year,
two seconds off the Williams record
time. Darrow in his first effort at the
N.E. placed fifth for the Ephmen.
Senior Larry Tanner '78 mastered

Williams 35 lb. weight throw breaking
his own record three times this winter
in duel meet competition. Tanner's
throw of 57'3" took him all the way to

a fifth place finish at the Easterns.

Although White's season ended in a
pulled muscle following the trials at

the Easterns, the 60 yard hurdle- was
ranked among the top contenders for

the Easterns. One of the Ephs's tri-

captains, White was a consistent

performer in regular competition.

Karaa WilMr was Ma snly «Mmaii

twfmmer to • to tiM natianals.

(photo by Johnson)
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'Non-college visitors" attend

Party turns into town brawl
Billed as "an experience you'll

never forget," last Saturday's St.

Patrick's Day parly at Greylock
Dining Hall ironically fulfilled its

prediction as College security, in

agreement with the party's sponsors,

closed down the celebration at mid-
night, an hour before planned.

i An altercation in the nearby
rking lot, at about n ;00, prompted"

the premature closure, according to

.Associate Dean Cris T. Roosenraad.
"Earlier, at approximately 10:30' a
scuffle took place inside the dining

hall, but security quickly suppressed
the incident.

Witnesses to the party attributed

the unusual raucousness to the

numerous uninvited non-College
visitors in attendance. "I don't know
anyone here," became the universal

conversation-opener.

"Parties Inc.," a group of students

who sponsored the event, emphasized
that the concatenation of incidents

was "completely unexpected." One
member of the group noted that the

non-College visitors arrived before

9:00, the scheduled opening time, and
before security had arrived.

No problems occurred before 10:30,

according to witnesses, and security

put down the later isolated distur-

bances. A broken pane of glass in a
downstairs door appeared to be the

only damage resulting from the party.

Some vandalism to cars was reported,

but no persons at the party have been
implicated.

—Worrow-flouse of Smith College,

and two additional groups of BmiVti

women aided In the funding of the St.

Patrick's Day celebration. "We
wanted to further social interaction

and have a good party," said one
member of 'Parties Inc.,' who felt

"upset" over the actual oiutcome.

"The group had planned what they

had intended to be "fun and different"

events, such as an Irish Jig Dance and
a "Colleen contest," in which a panel

of judges would have picked out the

most beautiful girl in attendance. The
disturbances prevented those and
other events from taking place.

Roosenraad praised the "fine

cooperation from (College) students"

in assisting security in clearing up the

disturbances. He sees the occurrences

last Saturday as having no effect on

any future Greylock Dining Hall

parties.

Parties Inc. formed out of a group of

students who wanted to "improve the

quality of parties on campus," The
numerous "gimmicks" originally

planned for the celebration, and the

co-sponsorship with the Smith women
were attempts at this goal.

'I'he various rifiembers stated that

they felt "disappointed " and
"apologize to Williams^- .and' «tbeFT-

invited students" for the early

closing. Spencer, of the Spencer-Brooks category, it one of four row house groups. Row
houses offer a more homey atmosphere than most campus housing. (FInegold)

Last of inclusion series

Row houses - luxury and distance

BdJier organizes faculty

committee on divestiture
Williams Faculty and Staff for

divestiture, a committee organized by
Assistant Professor Raymond Baker
to "lobby and attempt to influence

decision-makers at Williams in favor

of South African divestiture," met for

the first time last Tuesday night to set

up a governing board and organize a

number of special subcommittees to

deal with specific issues.

He received 25 positive responses,

which he caHed "a good indication^

that the faculty feel that divestiture is

the appropriate thing to do." About 17

were present at the group's first

meeting.

The Row Houses, one of the five

upperclassmen housing options, offer

unique advantages of privacy and
close-knit communities. The Row
Houses include four separate housing

units: Spencer-Brooks, Perry-
Bascom, Fort Hoosac, and Gar-Wood.
Bach of these units includes a varied

number of buildings associated with .

the main house.

Spencer-Brooks (includes Wood-
bridge) places most of its sophomores
in West College (used for Row House
overflow), where the majority of

rooms are singles. However,
sophomores associated with Spencer-

Brooks are allowed to use the

facilities of the main houses: a study

with a fireplace and a large living

room in Spencer; the dining hall, TV
room, a living room with a fireplace

and piano in. Brooks, and the kitchen

facilities in Woodbridge.

The spacious rooms of toch house
which are assigned to juniors and
seniors can compensate for the year
spent in West.

A member of Perry-Bascom (which

includes Chadbourne) claims that the

house is an active spot with numerous
social events. Perry, where most
activities are located, sponsors big

parties during the three major
weekends'of the year. Perry houses 14

men in the main part and eight women
in the wing; all rooms are two-room
doubles. Basconti is single-sex by
floor, with 13 women and six men all

in singles. Chadbourne is also single-

sex by floor, with U men and four

women in a combination of singles

and doubles. All Perry-Ba§C0'in

members eat at Perry, whjich has a

living room, library, largeTV room,
fooz-ball, and pool talile.

Fort Hoosac includes two co-ed

houses ( Agard and Doughty) and two

single-sex houses (Fort Hoosac
for men and Susie Hopklqs for

women).

Gar-Wood, the smallest living unit,

consists of Garfield and Wood Houses.

Although traditionally single-sex,

house members are beginning to

discuss the possibility of co-education

next year.

Present renovation of Garfield, to

be completed before Qi^, fall, will

create 33 singles and a double.

One Of the majn advantages of the

Row Houses is their close, homey
atmosphere. All houses serve sit-down

dinners every night, and their small
size encourages close friendships

among hSuse members.
"~"—"~

"

Rothstein '78 runs for House seat
The newly-formed faculty com:,

mittee will work closely with the

Thursday Night Coalition's anti-

apartheid group, headed by Steve

Horton '79. Among its immediate
plans are a meeting with the Trustees'

shareholder's committee (the

creation of an on-campus information

center of S6uth Africa) and a second

panel discussion on divestiture, to be

held sometime in the spring. A sub-

committee headed by Charles Payne
will undertake a nation-wide coor-

dinating—effort with other anti-

apartheid groups.

'The governing board of the faculty

group is composed of Professor John
Eusden. Assistant Professors

Raymond Baker, Melvin Dixon and

Charles Payne, and Thea Erickson,

wife of Assistant Professor Peter

Erickson. Other faculty members
directly involved with the organizing

of activities are Robert Jackall, Rick

Nuccio, Tim Weiskel and Robert

- JBeck: ^ _
Baker, the conTmilleC*s instigator,

sent letters to all faculty members
requesting support for its formation.

Election results

byjChrisRov- , r. .

While many observe "the system"
around them, discover its faults, and
criticize it, few commit themselves to

correct those faults. Steve Rothstein
'79 from Brookline, Mass. is the ex-

ception. He plans to run for the State

Legislature this fall in order to im-

plement ideas which will help both

Brookline and other communities in

the state facing similar problems.

Last week: Rothstein was elected to a

position on the Village Council.

Public transit, -education," tax
reform, urban development and the

elderly are issues which Rothstein

regards as of special concern to

himself, and his region. "I think an
official should spend some time on
issues which affect his or her con-

stituents directly," he stressed.

Rothstein is carrying a full load of

courses this semester, but since two of

these are an independent study
project and a senior thesis, his hours

are flexible enough to permit him to

spend four or five days per week in

Bi'ookline. There he attends meetings

with influential individuals, writes

Fargo becomes CC president
Bronson Fargo defeated John

Svuboda in the run-off elections held

for College Council presidency last

Thursday and Friday. Fargo tallied

508 total votes to Svoboda's 469, a

difference of 39 votes. Upperclassmen

voted 361-347 for Svoboda; freshmen

161-108 for Fargo.

In the contest for vice-president,

Cfiris Jenkins outpolled his fellow

sophomore Byron Walker 472-397.

At-large members of Council are

Jon Ballon. Beth Geismar. 80.

Dunreith Kelly '80, Janet Lavin '81.

Darrell McWhorter '81, and Randy

Wang '80.

Joel Smith '79 was elected as al-

large member of the Corhmittee on

Educational Policy. Tad Roach. Bart

Mitchel. and Andy Masetti won run-

offs for CEP Division I, 11. and HI
posts. In other nin-offs. Bill McCalpin
'79. Carrie Brown '80. and Anne
Ricketson '81 * became class

representatives on the Committee on

Undergraduate Life with Chris

Diangelo '79 as at-large.

New members of the Honor and
Discipline Committee are Lisa

Halperin '79. Paul Rogers '79, Eric

Bjornlund '80. David Sorkin '81, and
Christel Alhritton "81

letters to the editor of the local paper
articulating his stand on different

issues, stuffs envelopes, and holds

fund raisers. Since he has not yet

officially announced his candidacy, he
limits' his cam))aigning to making
contacts and meeting with town
organizations and activists. He has
found from his experiences in political

life thus far that "there are a lot of

good people, interested people and a

lot of potential for positive change."

This summer's campaign is ^-_,
"treffiely"mipbrlant, as he prepares! for

the democratic primary September
19. In the predominantly democratic
town of Brookline, this primary is

"tantamount to the election" in

November. He will run against an
incumbent and another challenger for

a two-year term.

Rothstein is not a political novice.

His experience ranges from a job aS

'

legislative assistant at the State

House to assisting the campaigns of

Senator Edward Kennedy and Birch

Bayh. In addition, he topped the ticket

last week in a seven-way race for fiye

seats to become town meeting
representative for Brookline.

The 21-year-old Rothstein
recognizes that his youth may be a

handicap in the campaign. If elected,

he will not be the youngest to sit in the

Massachusetts House, since a few
individuals in past years were 19- at

the time of election. Rothstein s

recent ^aduation from college may
be an advantage as some of his ideas

for community and state im-
provements are based on his

research. He is presently researching

urban transportation policy for his

senior project and Suggested that he

might introduce legislation to Im^

prove the Boston transit system if

elected.

Rothstein views the most positive

aspect of being involved in politics, as

"a combination of working with

people and being able to make some -

small changes." Because he enjoys

working with people, he rarely

dislikes his campaign duties, but

those he does dislike he regards as

"tools to the end."

Rothstein regrets that politics has
taken him away from the college and
his friends, but he points out that it

has also given him the opportunity to

meet people in public affairs, to work
toward improving his community and
his state^.to-hegin a .career and-to
learh more about himself. The most
eliciting part of his campaign ex-

perience will be, he decided, "when I

win;"

Steve Retl«stcin 7t i* ruMilng for

AAass. Stat* House representative this

fall from Brookline, a suburb of

Boston.

Stud^it housing update

inclusion
Freshnlan inclusion lists will not l)e

ready until the Friday after Spring

break, Dean Cris T- Roosenraad said

Monday. The Housing Committee, for

a number of reasons, could not set

targets for inclusion at its meeting

yesterday, so the computer will be

unable to assign freshmen to up-

perclass houses.

One of the problems, Roosenraad

said, was that the JA selection

committee had not chosen next year's

JAs yet. Since they did not know what

houses would have extra rooms, the

Housing Committee could not assign

the spacM to freshmen.

Transfers
The Committee on Undergraduate

Life (CUL) approved a Housing

Committee proposal to allow inler-

house transfers to rank the fifteen

houses to which they would like to

move. In the past transfers have only

been able to list the four or five fresh-

man inclusion groups.

One of the attractive features of ;fhe

new proposal, Roosenraad said, was
that it allowed people to choose houses

on other than architectural grounds.

Now. transfers will be able to choose a

house because of physical location, or

the number of affiliates instead. More
appealing to the CUL, this system

maintains the element of "risk" in-

corporated in the current plan.- An
upperclassmen applying to transfer

may list his present house -anywhere

in his list of priorities, or may omit it

altogether. If he fails to get into one of

his preferred houses, there Is no

guarantee that he will return to his

current house.

Coop housing

.

Nine groups of seven students ap-

plied to live coop lii Lambert house

next year. The CUL tried to fill

Goodrich house with groups of two,

three or four students. The house

holds eleven, but only seven people

applied. The CUL has yet to decide

whether to return Goodrich to the

Dodd group, or allow Lambert's

unsuccessful applicants to apply there

for co-operative living.
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The Mercury Column

The old
Todav is Tom Herwitz's last day as Collie Council President. He took

coptrolof th^CXXin the^termath of the Gladden F<n-um on student power.
At that time Gladden had seceded from the council to protest student im-
potence in initiating change in the College. A major part of the problem
resulted from the CC's decision to react to administrative decisions rather
than to confront the College with its own innovations.

Under his leadership, the CC has reversed the situation, presenting the
faculty and administrators with a student viewpoint and forcing them to

react to us instead.

TJie issue of sexual orientatipn and the non-discrimination clause of the
handbook is a prime example. Though we do not necessarily agree with the

aim, the method was superlative. The council proposed a course of action

and brought it to the faculty, to the President and, via Gargoyle, to the

trustees. In each case the College reacted to the students on uie students'

terms.
Whether the students have increased their influence, or whether the

council represents a majority of the students is open to debate. On balance,

though, we applaud the trend toward activity along with the interest and
concern it has generated.

We praise our dynamic CC President for his role in this, and hope he
enjoys the vast quantities of leisure time he will inherit at the termination of

his official duties.

"Is one of your jobs to write that hutnor

column?" I was asked after I took over the

job of Energy Czar. The question came out

sounding faintly accusatory, as though I had
been caught grading quizzes to the base 12.

So: This week no humor, but instead a

collection of legitimate exceptions to our

energy-saving ideas and directives. The
names have been suppressed to protect the

innocent. "

In response to continued pleas to turn out

unneeded lights, one student observed that

lights were left on in the house living rooms
for the safety of those coming in late. Agreed.

We do that in our house, too: One upstairs and
one down, each a 7>'2 watt bulb. But please

turn them ALL OUT when you leave for

vacation,

One Bronfman scientist allowed as how
turning off unused equipment was not always

the most conservation-minded thing to do. He
has a cooling device lor heating, I forget

which) that uses more energy to get to

operating temperature if started up each

morning than if left running all night. Agreed.

I have yet to hear of any appliance which

requires less energy when left on, unused, all

spring vacation. TURN YOURS OFF.
I am informed that paintings in the art

museum are adversely affected by wide
temperature fluctuations, so that it is im-

portant to keep night-time temperatures

rather higher than elsewhere on the campus.

Agreed. I?you are leaving valuable paintings

in your room over vacation, papal dispen-

sations are available from the Energy Czar.

A faculty member whose office is full of

plants keeps his trfinds open all night. He
remarks that he will close them when his

office temperature ceases to be 10 degrees

higher than that in his house. Agreed. It is as
hard for people to work in overheated as in

underheated areas. But check your ther-

-mostats and turn them DOWN while no one is

there.

A student who livels in an "older" (tran-

slation: ramshackle) dormitory remarks that

it is hard to get excited about one extra light

bulb when the snow is blowing in around the

window frames. Agreed. Also agreed that it is

impossible to justify a 65 degree thermostat

setting to a secretary sitting in an "older"

office building when the temperature at floor

level is only 55 degrees and drafty. Don't

shoot the piano player (as the sign read in the

Yukon bar), he's doing the best he can. We
keep trying.

'

To reinforce the above, here isachilling ^

(sic) fact to last you through vacation: A
glass window 25 feet square emits the energy
equivalent of 11 KWH on a 20 degree day.

PLEASE PULL THE CURTAINS in your
room before you leave for Florida. If you all

come back sporting a good sunburn, we can
shut down the heating plant in April, which is

one of the six winter months in Williamstown.

Bob Kozelka

Sour Pickles

and the new
As Herwitz and company move out of office, Bronson Fargo '79 and

Chris Jenkins '80 will move in as College Council President and Vice-

President. They inherit an active council and myriad issues which will

greatly affect student life. If they can continue to lead student opinion they

will overcome the questions of legitimacy raised last week and build a
strong council for their successors next year.

We hope Fargo and Jenkins can do this. We think they can. At the last

trustee meeting Fargo and Gargoyle demonstrated their grip on the issues

that confront the campus. Jenkins, complements Fargo's relative inex-

perience in dealings with the council. He brings better than a year of CC
sigrvice and kiiow-how to his post. Together they have the unusual op-

portunity to smooth the transition periodbetween administrations—we hope
Fargo will take advantage of Jenkins' skills, especially in the early weeks.
The important part of Fargo's job will be to get student opinion taken

seriously inside Hopkins Hall. He must convince the administration that the

CC is the voice of the students. To do that he must first convince the students

ttiat the CC can articulate the demands of all the students, and not just for a
collection of vocal minorities. This will require sustained super-human
effort if tihiey are to pull it off. Gk)od luck Bron and Chris.

No flu blues

with blessed penny
by Peter Rintels

During the recent flu epidemic, the

situation was hardly one of misery loving

company. As far as I could tell, misery had
more company than it could stand, and I

sometimes began to feel left out because I

remained healthy during it.

What, you may be wondering, was my
secret? ( You may also be wondering why, if it

works so well, did I keep it a secret? Well stop

asking so many questions so I can get on with

this story. ) The reason I stayed healthy is that

a Philadelphia palm reader, a certain Sister

Rachel, blessed my penny: The story behind

this is as follows.

The Fridiay of >feinteir earhival weekend
some friends of mine and I were in

Philadelphia doing one of my favorite things

in big cities of that sort: leaving. As we were
driving along an unknown sidestreet, we
passed a small store front with a sign in-

dicating that it was a walk-in palm reading

parlor. Our curiosity got the best of us, so we
immediately parked and in no time found

ourselves shelling out two dollare apiece^

find out about our past, present, future, and
whatever else we had any questions about.

We all found ourselves being told discon-

certingly true things about our pasts and the

usual wonderful news about our futures.

When she got finished with my palm. Sister

Rachel told me to take out a penny, which she

blessed and insisted would now give me good

luck. Judging from what happened after I

returned to Williams that night, she knew
what she was talking about. That evening I

got into the film society show friee tMcause my
ID number matched Uieir computer list and

Saturday I doubled my money at Winter

Carnival casino. On top of that, I did not, and
still have not, caught the flu.

So that is how I managed to stay healthy

this past month, and I think this story pretty

well puts the lie to Dean Derek's contention

last month that "there are no magitial cures

Tor the flii.
"^ Indeed there are, and anyone

with two dollars can go down to Philadelphia

and buy one.

Speaking of Dean Berek, his statement that

he would look kindly on requests for extension

from anyone who got sick during the epidemic

has. I am told, led some enterprising students

to offer to infect anyone who stayed healthy

but mJEinaged to get behind anyway. The price

is ten dollars.

Letters: Trustees seek input in policy-mQking
real bias

To the editor:

In their zeal to see justice done Elisa

Waingort and Gregory Weber (Feb. 28), have

taken it upon themselves to extend the

province of their specific and legitimate

complaints to a point approaching absurdity.

To object to the Record characterizing Mary
Leakey as "the wife of the late an-

thropologist," though valid, is petty and

irrelevant—all the statement does is establish

a connection with a more familiar figure. To
then take the quantum leap, in a progression I

did not quite follow, from "covert linguistic

biases," to a discussion of poverty in poor

countries, and to |dace the two issues (if the

preceding protest can be dignified by such a

term) on the same level of magnitude betrays

both ignorance of these conditions and faculty

logic.

Both as a citizen of India and as a person

who has lived in several underdeveloped

countries in Africa and Asia I can only be

amazed that Elisa and Gregory should

presume to link relatively insignificant gripes

to perhaps the most important problem

facing mankind today. It almost seems as if

the very vocal minority that makes up the
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mentioned in the letter) has become so used
to the idea of espousing "liberal" causes that

it has lost the facility of distinguishing bet-

ween them, a circumstance that can only hurt

them and those they purport to be trying to

help. Finally, for these individuals to

characterize themselves as "enlightened

students" represents the height of pretension

and is an insult to those members of the

student body who disagree with their views—
an example, perhaps, of the "self-serving

egoism" which they deplore in the letter.

Arun Swamy '81

thanks, good luck
To the editor:

I wish to express my gratitude to those who
supported me in this past week's election. I

appreciate your effort. I also wish to extend

congratulations and best wishes to the team
of Fargo and Jenkins, and all others elected to

office this past week. Byron F. Walker 'S»

correct perspective

To the editor:

In the past few days, conservatives have
been commenting about the issue of

divestiture. These observations, such as
Larry Mitchell's piece in the Record, have
been sarcastic and mocking. Clearly the TNC
is not being taken seriously—which is a

shame from both the conservative and liberal

vintage points. If the anti-divestiture people

simply sit on their rears and tell dirty jokes

about the TNC, the administration will not

have heard a coherent, student, ahti-

divestiture position and given the dynamics of

college politics, there is the chance that the

administration would agree to sell off our

South African stocks.

Secondly, lam saddened that, for some, the

issue of South Africa has become a joke.

Questions of moral and political respon-

sibility may seem uproarious to us here in the

Land of the Wallabee, but the oppressed and
the poor might not have our sense of wit. It is

not as if I am not willing to be mocked, God
knows there are plenty of reasons to do so, I

just feel that debate on a high plane would be

preferable for all, even if not desired by my
conservative friends. Bruce Goerlicb *80

opinions desired

To the editor:
"'

Our committee is icheduled to hear

presentations on Investor responsibilities

soon by the Anti-Apartheid Coalition (TNC)

and by Professor Baker's faculty group.

We hope also to hear from those of you who
feel these groups do not represent your point

of view on these complex issues. Make your

opinions known to the committee by con-

tacting me at 2421.

Francis H, Dewey.
3rd Secretary

Advisory Committee on

Shareholder Rctpoasibilllies
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Merce Cunningham puts his *best foot forword'

Mtrct Cunningham and Danct
Company anttiralted tha auditnca

htra Saturday night.

by Jalle Bermant
Upon receiving a WilUamB College

citation for his significant con-

tribution to dance, Merce Cun-
ningham recited an anecdote of his

mother's advice: put your best foot

forward,—and that's exactly what he

and his( company did in their per-

formance here last Saturday night.

Hie lower tyaslcetlwll court in Lasell

Gymnasium was transformed into a

dance ^veht. Bodies clad ih shiny grey

suits reflected the stage lights as they

moved to a background of electronic

sounds. The performance billed as

"not so much an evening of dances as

the experience of dance," was
composed of excerpts from Cun-

ningham's repertoire chosen
especially to suit the space in Lasell

gym.

Kastle's opera 'Deseret' will

be presented here tonight
Tonight at 8:00, Leonard Kastle's

opera, "Deseret," will be presented in

liiompson Memorial Chapel. The
three-act work—which is slightly cut

for this performance, will run 2Vi

hours including intermission. Six

professional opera singers from New
York will be accompanied by Andrew
Clarke (Kastle's longtime
collaborator) on the organ and by
Kastle himself on the piano, rather

than the usual 80-piece orchestra.

Admission is free.

The opera will be performed in

Pittsfield and then later in March at

the Alice TuUy Hall in New York City.

Thanks to the benefit on an
anonymous patron of arts in the

Berkshires—seventeen years after Its

premiere on nationwide television on

New Year's Day 1961, "Deseret" is

coming back. In fact, these produc-

tions will be taped and broadcast over
public television.

"Deseret" is based on an incident in

the life of Brigham Young, founder of

the Mormon Empire in Utah, whose
capital (now Salt Lake City) was
named Deseret. An eighteen-year-old

girl, Ann-Louisa, comes to Deseret to

become Young's 25th and last wife.

Before the wedding, however, she

meets and falls in love with a Union
Army captain who has come to solicit

Civil War funds from the Mormons.
Torn between the sixty year old man
her parents have chosen for her and
the young officer, she decides to place

duty before love. At that point. Young,
remembering how God stopped

Abraham from sacrificing his son,

releases her from her vow and she

becomes free to marry her true love.

As the curtain falls. Young and his

first wife promise each other they Will

always "go together."

As evident from its story,

"Deseret" is a romantic opera. It

draws on Mormon hymns for its

themes and is unabashedly melodic

and conservative in fts harmonies.

The love theme and the set piece

typically associated with such an

opera, for example—the love duet

between Ann-Louisa and the captain,

are plentiful. As Kastle says, "The

opera is very old-fashioned. I think

when it was done it was ahead of its

time. I had C Major chords (the

simplest chords in the harmony) and
that wasn't chic then. I think now that

has worn off. The garbage that passes

for modern music has gone on since

1920 and it's had its chance. The opera

is old-fashioned in the best sense, in

that if you're writing music that will

communicate, you'rie old-fashioned."

, Due to numerous . financial and
other difficulties, the revival of

"Deseret" has had some problems

ilPPjjning into existence; we are for-

tunate to be able to see it tiere, live,

tonight.

Cunningham'B innovative principle

serves as the basis of his

cfaoreography. It is the concept that

dance' should be enjoyed for the

movement's sake alone, without the

added effects of plot, symlMriism, or

specified moods. Hie choreography
does not even stem from the music. In

fact, it is the other way around. The
music is added to the movement and
is improvised differently at each

performance. As one dancer phrased

it, "I only hear the music when I'm

not moving. It is enough to just con-

centrate on the dancing."

But for the audience it is different.

The music does create moods and can

make the same movement appear
totally different. "It is just like

everyday life," says Merce Cun-

ningham. "The same gestures have
various meanings at different times."

The electronic music was supervised

by John Cage, At times it was soft like

the wind or underwater gurgles and at

other times, it snorted, groaned or

grew harsh, making piercing

screams.

As the musicians played with the

sounds—the dancers played with the

movement, for each other as well as

for the audience. They paused to

watch each other perform and then

switched to fighting for the audience's

attention by each doing different

movements. Ensembles were jux-

taposed against solos, duets, and

trioe. The combinations were infinite.

Outbursts of sharp, crystal clear,

quick motions were alternated with

slower more somber ones. There were
ingenious moments where in a
seemingly frenzied crowd of dancers
no person ever bumped into another,

Merce Chinningham's solos were
fascinating. He played with the
energy in his body, starting with a
movement in one part and then

allowing it to travel in quick rhythmic
successions throughout the rest of his

body. His sharp head movements
were like the alert twitching of a

Cabaret Review

Van Clibum Ralph Votapofc appoarod

with the Berkshire Symphony in

Chapin Friday.

RIDE THE AAAGIC BUS

TO AND FROM ALBANY AIRPORT

LEAVING: Friday March 17

8AM&4PM

RETURNING: Sunday April 2

3:30PM8i7PM

ONLYW

RESERVATIONS REQUIRED

Andy Krakauer

«M1

Warrofl Pwir
(M2

f^
THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
IIQUORSWINESBEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

280 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

TENNIS! TENNISI TENNIS!

It's that time again . • •

ALL TENNIS RACQUET
FRAMES

30% OFF LIST PRICE

WILLIAMS
CO-OP

COME SEE WHY EVERYBODY
IS TRYING TO KEEP UP WITH US.

WILLIAMS COLLEGE NITES

Ski From 4-10 pm on FRIDAY NITES

for only $1.00! i I

open to all students, faculty, etc. with I

D

and

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Friday ft Saturday nltos

•tih. FIREWATER LOUNGE
llcovorchargt

all at

Mt. Raimer
on Rt. 2. Just 10 mlnutos away I

nervous bird, whlla hia dMp c«i-

centration exuded a feeling of total

control. His dance was a continuous

pattern of different movementa and
games which were executed with such

enthusiasm and energy that ttoe

carefully planned choreography
looked more like a celobration of

spontaneity.

Both Cunningham, «nd WUliam
Como, Editor-in-Ciiief of Dance
MaKaiine and Alter Dark, well

deserved the citations Williams

College honored them with after the

performance.

A salute to Lichtman
by Steven Robinson

> One of the things we do least

frequently at Williams is salute one of

our own. Apart from Athlete of the

Week, how often do we, as a student

body, stand up and cheer for a

colleague who has achieved
something really extraordinary?
Happily, we have abundant cause to

cheer about the latest from the

Williams Cabaret, The Music of Marc
Lichtman '78.

The performance was great, all the

way through, no exceptions. The
singing by all members of the cast

was inspired, but it was the quality of

the music they sang that made the

show so special. As I listened to the

Saturday night performance, I had to

keep reminding myself that this

terrific music had been vtritten by a
Williams student. It all sounded like

songs from the original cast album of

some famous musical, the title of

Which I could not remember. It was
Marc's night.

The process of becoming a good

mwicitoi ii, in part, the process of

becoming ever more sensistive, in-

creasing one's ability to respond more
fully in one's playing or listening. As I

slowly undergo this process, I fmd
that I respond emotionally to a
melody, improvised solo, or per-

formance of extraordinary merit.

Marc's music does that to me. It is i

stunningly beautiful music, and has
the capacity to reach anyone.

Rumor has it that there is a prize

given every year to an outstanding

student artist at Williams. I'm sure

many talented people deserve such a
prize, but I wonder how many of them
have won it as completely as Marc
has. Marc has brought joy to those

who have listened to his music. Those
lucky enough to have played with him
know him to be one of the best

musicians on campus, and we have
learned much from him. There is no
one more deserving.

LOG MANAGER
Applications for tHe position of Log
manager will be available from
Claudia Lindsey after spring

break. Completed applications are

due April 17.

CLASSIFIED

Alas, Alas, the Pottery Studio Is

now without a scale. Would
whoever borrowed It please return

it? We need It for glazes.

0)

JjfVhere else cen you study poetry

and be in the undet^gliiijete pra^
program or fulfill a pramed

requirement and take a course in

transfer iittx)graphy with

interesting and SMCiting people

in a setting of hills, lakes, *

gorgss, and waterfalls?

Fulfill requiremsnts, complete

courses in order to accelerate, or

simply take the time to study those

extraordinary things for vMdh
you've never t)efor» had the time.

Request an Announcsmsnt and sse

for yourself all the masons why

we're where you shoukJ t>s this

summer.

Cornell University Summer Session,

111 Day Hall, Ithaca, NewYortc 14863
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Outdi$tqncing eight teams
Atarch 14, nn

Roadrunners top 24 hour reloy
by Scott Lutrey

At 10:15 Sunday morning Renzie
Lamb and his cleanup crew were the
entire population of Towne Field
House. But for the preceding twenty-
four hours the field house was the

tumultuous home of the Seventh
Annual Williams Road Runners Club
24 Hour Relay. Nine teams of runners
sped over 2004 miles around the oval
track with spectators, entertainment,
and resting runners milling about the
infield adding to the spectacle.

As expected the Roadrunners won
their own relay, travelling 259 miles,

234 yards during the affair; a modest
performance resulting from a very
low key, eye to survival approach this

time through. The ten man, no guest
miling, team averaged 5:33.4 a carry
for 25 sessions apiece with the baton.

Despite oversized teams and guest
milers the other eight teams ran less

and looked worse Sunday morning as
^alUmce again att^ted to the severity
of the event. The Faculty Vets were
the best of the rest with a 235+ mile
performance (6:08 a mile). Then
followed Ft. Hoosac-Wood at 233%
16:10), Mount Greylock boys 224

(6:26), Frosh Quad 222 (6:29),

Spencer-Brooks 215 (6:42). ODA 213
(6:46), Striders of the Purple Valley
202 (7:07), and Mount Greylock girls

201 (7:20). Some fine talent was
displayed on these squads, and Mike
Behrman as Roadrunner ,iieir ap-
parent will have to do some recruiting
for his team next year in line with the
last minute pirating of Dan Riley from
Spencer-Brooks- in return for the
promise of an unsuspecting freshman
for the midnight shift.

Ed Bacher '77 led off the
Roadrunner effort with an eminently
sensible and commendably cautious
5:59 first mile, a sober approach that
lasted with occasional abberations
until the final hour when enthusiasm
overcame exhaustion and a string of
five miles were run in 5:00 and below.
For the most severe abberation of the
early going Mike Behrman won the
"Tom Cleaver Idiot Award" with a
4:51 second mile. In the final

celebraUon Joe Kolb looked a shoe-in
for the "Peter Farwell What me
tired? Award" with a record breaking
4:43 final mile before Frank Carr
sprinted a truly insane 4:38 to grasp
the honors; Frank's effort also being
the quickest of the entire night. And

spreading his effort over the entire

Relay Dan Riley ran away with the

"Scott Lutrey Track Monopolist
Award" by spending 2 hours, 32

minutes, and 48 seconds in carrying
the baton over the course of the Relay,
a full two seconds longer than Dan
Sullivan. Other, less honored
Roadrunners were Scott Lutrey '75,

back for his seventh retey, Pat
Dobson (winner of the "Stan Fri

Diamond in the Rough Award"), Phil

Darrow, and Peter Farwell '73, who
can be held accountable for all of the

above having founded the Relay.

What with Renzie's clean up crew
having done their thing and the crowd
at the whirlpool thinning out by now.
Relay 78 can now be consigned to the
dead past with excuses to many still

sore muscles and the collecting of
pledges now in full swing. The teams
were fewer this year (down from
thirteen^ the «rowd a bit less
congested, the Roadrunner effort

appreciably weaker, but it was the
Relay and a true celebration of the joy
of running. Besides, where else will

four separate concerts: the Ephlats,
the Williams Octet, the Pipe Band,
and the Jazz Ensemble, come to you?

Have a nice vacation!

<» MDoft rmiu INC
HUAmrowN. KAU- umt

Oomell Law School

Undergraduate Prelaw Program
dunfti2to Jut]r2s; iSTT

A demanding six-week cradit

program for college students
who want to learn what law

school Is like.

For further Information write to Deputy
Dean J. T. Younger, Cornell Law School
2S8 Myron Taylor Hall, Ithaca. NY 14863

Baseball anticipates better season
by Frank PergolizzI

The 1978 edition of the Williams
College baseball team will rely upon
experience, speed, and depth in an
effort to improve last year's 7-11

mark. The 1977 season saw Williams
win six of its first seven games, then
lose ten in a row. With seven returning
starters, this could possibly be the

best team since Jim Briggs became
coach in 1974.

Good baseball teams are usually
strong up the middle, from the cat-

cher to center field. This year's squad
seems to fit the bill. Behind the plate

will be junior Mike Krikorian.

Krihfirmn spent last spring in Europe)
missing the 1977 season, and may take
a while to get back in form. "If Mike
can match his playing of two year's
ago, I'll have no worries about the

catcher's spot," says coach Briggs.

Backing up Krikorian will be junior

Bob Kanell and John Thiel. Thiel, a
linebacker on the football team, is out
for baseball for the first time in

college and has impressed" Briggs
with his preseason play. ,

The pitching staff, while not
overpowering, will be' more than
adequate. Headed by senior Steve
Maier, it features a solid core of

returning veterans. Senior Pete
Kastrinelis, juniors Tony Stall and
Toni Albert, and sophomore John
Carey will all see plenty of action. The
mainstay of the bullpen is senior Mike
Martineau.

Captain Roger McEniry will fill the

second base slot for the third con-
secutive season. "Roger is a tough
hitter and excellent on the double
play," says Briggs. The shortstop
position will be a battle between Scott

Harrington '78 and Rick Walter '80.

Harrington played centerfield two
years ago, shortstop last season, and
will probably see action at both
positions this year. Walter was the DH
last season, batting .324.

The spearhead of an excellent

defensive outfield is senior John
Friborg '78. The speedy centerfielder

led the team in stolen bases (12) last

season, and was op base 60 per cent of

the time, batting in the leadoff ^pot.

The corner positions in the infield

will both be filled by returning star-

ters. Bob LaBombard '78 will handle
the hot corner; behind him is Joe
Flaherty '80. Ken Hollingsworth '79 at

first base will be backed up by pit-

chers Tom Albert and John Carey.

The two remaining outfielders are
also retumiiig starters. The right

fielder will be senior Bill Masse. Left

field will be occupied by junior Frank
Kreutz. Kreutz hit a phenomenal .492

last season and is in Briggs' words,
"the best hitter I've seen at

Williams." The powerful junior also

knocked in 23 runs last year and at one
point ran off a streak of nine con-

secutive base hits. Rich Puccoj will

back up Kreutz and Masse.
The DH position mostly handled by

Walter last season, will be filled by
many faces this year. With many
quality players sitting on the bench,
Briggs will put the DH position open to

the hottest bat at the time.

"We hope this will be onie of our
better seasons," says Briggs. "If our
seniors hold up, we have enough
experience and depth to give our
opponents some worries." '

'
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They take you across the ancient
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Yale hosts conference

EHvestiture groups so to forum

DieK Gregory, wall known as a popular comadian and spaakar on a wide variety
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Political activist Dick
Gregory speaks tonight

byJimCoben
The Williams Student Anti-

Apartheid Coalition and Williams
Faculty and Staff for Divestiture
respectively sent ten and four
representatives to a conference at
Yale University dealing with
liberation struggles in Southern
Africa. Tlie conference, which lasted
from March 31 to April 2, was
organized by the Northeast
Committee for the Liberation of South
Africa, ji gmip _made up of
representatives from ten New
England colleges, as well as the
American Committee on Africa
(ACOA), and the American Friends
Service Committee.

sentatives, and spokespeople for
international lobby groups were
unanimous in their call for
disengagement of U.S. corporate and
bank interests from S. Africa.
Jennifer Davis, research director

for the ACOA, detailed the history of
U.S. corporate involvement in South
Africa. She stressed the implausibility
of claims by individual corporations

that they can be a pr<)|res8ive force in

S. African politics. Support for the

apartheid policies of the Vorster
regime far outweighs the modest
gains corporations can offer the

limited number of blacks they
employi according to Davis.

Tim Smith, a director of the

Interfaith Center, a religiously

Continued on Page 4

Coimcil debates on honors,
proposes change for '80 claiSis

Over 400 people from colleges all , rmDose the

iJick Gregory, a man widely known
as a comedian but who prefers the
description ''freelance
humanitarian," will speak in Chapin
Hall tonight at 8 p.m. The speech will

cover a wide range of human affairs,

seen from Gregory's standpoint as a
human rights activist, social satirist

and political analyst.

In the early sixties, Gregory
established a reputation as a popular
comedian. He capitalized on this fame
to help advance humanitarian causes,
participating in virtually every major
human rights demonstration in the

country. He gave numerous benefit
performances for civil rights groups
and later, during the Vietnam protest
era, for anti-war protesters.

Political activism cost Gregory
over a million dollars in cancelled
bookings, travel expenses and legal
fees. He also spent considerable
amounts of time in jail, twice serving
'©-day sentences for his part in

demonstrations. He has used
extended fasting to call attention to

his humanitarian causes and once ran
the. .800 miles from Chicago to

Washington, DC. to call attention to

world hunger.

• ne

over the nation came to New Haven to

participate in educational workshops,
panel discussions, films and cultural
events focusing on South African
affairs. The program was organized
to mobilize opposition to , U.S.
involvement in South Africa,
coordinate support for black majority
rule and establish a regional
communication network to unite the
divestiture campaigns already begun
at many colleges in the United States.

Representatives of black liberation

movements in Mambia, Rhodesia,
and South Africa gave detailed
histories of the struggles in their

homelands and expressed satisfaction

that American campuses and
community organizations were finally

beginning to express solidarity with
the cause they have been
championing for many years. African
black leaders, church repre-

The Park exemplifies energy waste
hvr 6ae>alB AhaIaII r\_ _ i,_._> I 'j _..-•i ....by Sarah Austell

Four years ago the United States
was going through an "energy crisis"
in which every individual was asked
to conserve as much energy as
possible. ^Iow, in 1978, with energy
shortages as serious as ever, we're
apt^o speak of the "energy crisis" in
the past tense. One look at Mission
Park is convincing and one would
think it never even happened.

Winston's theory leads

him to Princeton in 78
', Economics Professor Gordon C.
Winston hasbeenjoamed a Member of
the Institute for Advanced Study in

Princeton, N.J. for the 1978-79
academic year. At the Institute

Winston will exp^d work he has done
over the past ten years on the theory
of industrial production by applying it

to the economic theory of how people
spend their time, including what he
calls "the new home economics."
Winston says his concentration at

the Institute for Advanced Study will
involve a reformulation of the theory
of how people spend their time. That
theory, says Winston, starts with a
mathematical model and its

application to home, family;
consumer and worker decisions. A
relatively new branch of economics
developed at the University of
Chicago and Columbia University, it

emphasizes economic factors in
household decisions like work,
marriage, and divorce. According to
Winston, a clear picture of the
economics of how peoplaspend their
time will provide a valuable tool for
persons forming industrial policy.

During the past decade, Winston
has intensively studied the question of
why industrialists choose to operate
their plants for only part of the day,
this diminishing production capacity.
"Maybe you pay a premium for
people to work in the middle of the
night," says Winston, "but you pay a
premium to shut down, too."

On a typical day in late February or
early March, it is a common sight to

see curtains billowing out of the open
windows at Mission Park. At the same
time, the individual thermostats in

those rooms are turned up, the heat
switched on and the doors to the
hallways wide open. This system of
"air conditioning" is a costly one.

Last year the cost of heating the

96,000 square feet of space in Mission,
including the dining hall, was $66,000
for two million kilowatt hours of heat.
In other words, it cost 69c per square
foot to heat a building which houses
296 people. At Greylock, the coist was
163,317 to heat 13.'5,417 square feet, or
47c per square foot in a complex which
houses 287 people. This large
discrepancy has many causes.

First, the Miteion Park building
itself has drawbaclcS. Built at a time
when the cost of elecmc heating was
half of what it is now, rfejjdacing the
steam tunnels from Williabis Hall
seemed an impractical, x^and
expensive, alternative. Electric heat
made sense in that year, but today thfet

College is paying for it. Other energy
wasting features of Mission Park

include the massive single-thickness

plate glass windows in the dining hall

and in each individual suite, all

uninsulated.

Even With these 'airchifecturai

problems. Mission has what could in

effect be called a defense mechanism
against wasted energy. This device is

called a "loadshedder", a metering
structure whose purpose is to

measure both straight energy
consumption in terms of hours, and
demand consumption, the rate of

consumption over any given 15 minute
interval. The meter which measures
demand consumption makes^ it

possible to compare the demand at

different times of the day, as energy
demand varies immensely over a 24

hour period.

Since power companies scale their

prices based on peak demand,
charging more for electricity used
during peak hours, this meter could be
a helpful tool in conservation. The
load-shedder itself helps to conserve
enefgy; when demand reaches
maximum it cuts off the beat in up to

' half Of Mission, for an interval of 30

Conflnuedon Page 4

The College Council has formally
recommended to the Committee on
Educational Policy that it vote to

new Latin Honors
standards on the sophomore class. To
date the faculty has mandated that
GPA requirements for honors be
increased beginning with the class of
'79. If the CEP votes to accept this

proposal it will be presented to the
faculty at their meeting April 19.

At the Wednesday night CC meeting
Larry Mitchell of the CEP clarified

the Latin Honors issue. He pointed out
that the CEP originally advised that

the faculty make the changes
effective beginning with the class of
'80. The decision to apply the new
standards to the junior class as well
was unexpectedly made at a faculty

meeting in mid-February.

Says Mitchell, "we all agree that

the junior class has been treated

unfairly." However, he added, "It

doesn't make sense that people doing
less than average work should get
honors." Later he described
graduation with honors as
"meaningless and trivial."

Jane Garvey, also of the CEP,
mentioned that "the faculty seem to

think the whole thing is fairly absurd.
By a vote of two to one, they were,
against hearing about Latin Honors
again."

The "retroactive nature" of the
faculty's decision particularly
angered Jon Ballan '79. "I don't think
the rules of the game should be
changed in the middle," he argued.
Harry Kelly of the Finance
Committee also opposed the present
Latin Honors standards, but for
different reasons. "I don't believe
honors should be determined by the
number of people who get them," he
said. "It should be done on the basis of
merit."

''Presently honors are basically
worthless and create embarrassment
for the students" who are included in
the minority who do not receive them,
Dean Peter Berek said. "Honors are
onljLa way of escaping dishonor." He
went on to say that he did not believe
that students are studying that much
harder than they did ten years ago,
thereby not justifying the terrific rise
in grades since then.

Berrigan I addresses arms race
The Rev. Daniel Berrigan, a Jesuit priest who drew national attention

for his work against the Vietnam War, will address the issue of the nuclear
arms race tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the upper room of the St John's Parish
House on Park Street.

Father Berrigan is a leading spokesman against the nuclear arms
buildup. He was a vigorous opponent of the Vietnam War, and in 1967 was
arrested in Catonville, Maryland, along with his brother Phihp, for
protesting the draft. After a celebrated trial and several months as a fugitive
from the FBI, he served a two-year prison term. Since his release from jail.

Father Berrigan has lived in New York City, lecturing, writing, and con-
tinuing his work against violence.

Pure Prairie League slated Spring Weekend
Pure Prairie League will kick off Spring Weekend on Thursday, May 4,

with a concert in Chapin Hall. The appearance will coincide with the release
of the group's seventh album. The RCA recording artists have had a string of
hits, including "Amie " and "Two Lane Highway."

Pure Prairie League is one of the top concert attractions in the North-
east. Recent box office reports are indicative of the group's popularity
According to PERFORMANCE (magazine), P.P.L. played for more than
4000 people on March 6 in Utica. New York, and the concert grossed $22,000.
Three days later in Binghamton, the attendance was 6404 and the gross
$33,000.

ACEC Chairman St6ve Case hopes to gross $5800 on the concert, given
the 1000 seats in Chapin Hall and ticket prices of $5.50. He declared that the
ACEC received a "good deal" in booking the group, but added that the
organization expecte to lose "several thousand dollar^" after all costs are
paid.

Program on, Iroquois begins
A medley of films and a pair of speakers will highlight the Sociology

Department's "Long House People, " a program on the culture and Con-
temporary politics of the Iroquois beginning tomorrow at 1 p.m. in Room 1

Griffin Hall.

Richard Chrisjohn, an Oneida artisan, will exhibit his works during the
T^ogram. He also is a diplomat for the Iroquois nation, and was invited to the
recent U.N. convention on Native Americans in Geneva, Switz.

ak)i\A Honyoust is another Oneida leader, head of the Oneida's Warrior
SocietyTUe is active in his nation's drive to gain title to some 100,000 acres of
land in cerftul New York allegedly granted them under treaty. Honyoust,
who visited WVhams in February, will discuss native awareness and con-
temporary Ameh^n Indian movements.

Organized by K^QHamel of the Berkshirs Native Rights Advocacy, the
program also is being heUin association with Asst. Prof. Charles Payne's
Sociology 202 and 206 clal^.
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Who pays for divestiture?
by G. Bernard Hutchinson

Martin Luther King, Jr., is a pastor 10 years

dead; a black giant betrayed by dwarves of

envy, hate armed missionaries of Thor.

Martin Luther King, Jr., non-violent
demonstrator, lived in the 10 years now dead
age of my ignorance. Youth, a time of in-

nocence for middle America, but for the blk

soul it is a time of pain-agonized hopes of

relief/Truth is suffering: fantasy dominates
every facet of your thought process, no reality

(except the realities of no affluence, pover-

ty); you dream of being Willie Mays, white
Superman-Hercules, anti-hero Jesse James.
In this time of civil rights protestations civil

rights are of no concern outside the

classroom, only mid-day dreams.
I was supposed to evolve into the blk

Brainiac 5, black-intellect super-genius. Ten
years ago, as many of us were I was caught
up in the musical rifts of irresponsible youth.

Ten years past I was ignorant of an ex-

ceptional black man, multi-rhythmic orator,

^caughtupinleadinga multi-racial movement
for the abolition of unhumanity operating in

the white power structure of America. He was
an unviolent man, non-reactionary; his un-

violent nature was disturbed by an unfeeling

bullet that could not shatter his soul, but

unerringly pierce his life-spirit

I was supposed to become a blk Brainiac 5,

a blk scholar; but I am angered by my own
late scholarship in Black (my own) history.

How many of us know Black-American
history? Even those, as I. who have gone to all

black institutions faiiled to receive a
significant smattering of the subject. My
history has been suppressed, to serve \yhat

purpose? Why does America tolerate a

megalomanic, egocentric, chauvinistic super-

capitalist such as John Kockefeller, who
continues to spew forth his ideological germ
warfare, while it exorably demands the

clandestine niurder of Martin Luther King?
If one accepts the argument that blk history

is negative American history, a history of

neglection and suppression and reactionary

repression, has not been taught, then one
must wonder. There are lingering effects

from the slavery tradition, and to teach the

black something that might elicit negative

responses' or ah unwanted amount of race

pride, is undesirable and possibly dangerous.

This refers back to the question of who feels

threatened and of what. Since whites have
power then it must be the continued control of

it that obsesses them.

But what is this power? In America it is the

ability to out-achieve your neighbor, to gain

power over him through playing the game of

capitalism better than he does. This set-up

implies a number of things of which caste is

one. To perpetuate the American caste

system?! This may be one of the great
motivating factors in all of untaught
American history.

The black man is bottom on the totem pole

(the Indian is buried beneath it); this is the

tradition. I argue that if one if mistaught this

and kept ignorant of its historical effects in

perspective, there will be a number who will

accept and acquiesce to this American
tautology. Without a heritage to fortify him,

the black man is more susceptible to the

better manipulators of American capitalism.

The systematic non-teaching of blk

history

erodes pride

erodes

purpose determination

erodes

the black American as blk

makittghim
Afro-Saxon,

History IB gone.
Armed with a concept of multi-racial

American history and (lie role of class in our
society as the way of life, we, as blk

Americans would have known that the

establishment and the populace would never
allow the development of a movement that

would break this great chain of class. Society

cuts off the bead of these invading organs to
- ietthebody die. Kingwas a doomed man.

What is the history we have not been
Uught? Daniel H. Williams, a black

doctor, performed the first successful heart

operation; Dr. Drew, innovator of plasma and
the blood bank, died from loss of blood due to

a car accident when he was refused ad-

mittance to a white hospital; William Monroe
Trotter, an associate of W.E.B. DuBois, was
the early-1900's precursor to the militants of

the sixties; and Lewis Latimer, a black man,
invented the first incandescent light bulb.

These are instances I know; what are the

others?

Looking thrpu^ history back to DuBois, a
man who pushed for blk solidarity and self-

help, I see myself as a member of the in-

tellectual elite, that talented tenth who go to

college and graduate and lead the race. Well,

that tenth has been graduating for 65 years

now, but where are they going? Where is

America going to let any blk leader take Afro-

Saxons?
Martin Luther King, Jr., assumed a moral

consciousness on the part of white America.
How could he when history recounted with

facts the insensitivlty of whites to biks, an
almost barbaristic cult of applied
xenophobia.

Besides his myopic view of white con-

sciousness, Martin Luther King, Jr., failed to

note class distinctions. His entire philosophy

of human rights was an egalitarian demand
for the abolition of classes or racial distinc-

tions. Although you get a degree of liberal

middle class guilt and a few hedging con-

cessions from the conservatives, you do not

get radical change. In his prophetic vision

King must have overlooked the historically

ingrained habit of racism; racism had
become institutionalized.

It sounds as if King, too, had been a victim

of untaught history and his own moral myopia
for good ... his optimism for the insurgence

of good in everyone. Maybe I'm a bit critical;

I've tried to be, but even giants have flaws, if

not they would never fall prey to dwarves.

In the aftermath of his assasinatioh Martin

Luther King, Jr. has ascended to another
realm, to a plane more sublime. Blk

American history is devoid of a demagogue or

any man of suture; in tWs time after King,

we've recqgnized what we lost.

A move towards Malcolm X and separatism
surges across the blk community. This is an
age of racial intolerance veiled behind a

higher standard of living, greater numbers in

college, and more laws on the books. King
ameliorated our pain by trying to instill a love

supreme in us all whether you Were blk or

white. He knew of our sufferings and the pain

that came from our history which wasn't

taught, but he wanted us to transcend the

petty, to become blk giants ourselves.

We failed.

The antithesis of Malcolm is no more to be
heard orating blk debts to blk history,

America's debt to bIks, everyone's debt to his

brother. Those after me will not be in the

aftermath of Martin L. King, Jr., but will read

about him, in those un-history books that

never I'efl the whole story and never convey
the man.
With the passing of the blk giant Thor h&s

castrated my love for America.
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Kudos

To the editor:

Augustin Hinkson's article on Haki R.

Maduburi (2/24) is the best I've seen in the

Record this year. His comments renew my
confidence that Black students at Williams
will continue to think about real concerns and
_keep the jnore-superficial aspects of their

college experience in proper perspective.

Clarence Otis, Jr. '77

Ever noticehow hard it is to get people to vote

in a College Council election?

Sincerely,

Steve Saunders '77

Computers

Kudos?

To the editor:

Normally I would not write the Record
because in four years (and one year after

graduation) I have only found criticism for

your articles which cover the useless

banterings of college Council, idiots and the

self-named "elite".

However, on this occasion I see fit to praise

you highly for finally qoming to your senses

and acknowledging the worthlessness of the

College Council and anybody who runs for it.

To the editor:

'Wie Computer Services Committee, of

which I am a student member, is currently in

the process ofchoosing a computer which will-

replace Williams' present computers. Since
this will represent a purchase of about half a
million dollars' worth of equipment and
services, I feel that the student body should
have a chance to provide some input before
the decision is made in early April.

The committee is currently leaning towards
one of the following five computer systems:
an IBM 370/138; a Digital Equipment Corp.

Decsystem 20; a Sperry-Univac llOO/E; a
Xerox (made by Honeywell) Sigma 5; and a
Harris Corp. 135/6. I would appreciate

knowing about any feeling any students might
have regarding Williams' choice of one of

these computer systems.

Sincerely,

Stephen Daniel '79

Student Support Group
To the editor:

The Student Support group is a diverse
group of students who are actively gaining
experience in different aspects of counseling
through both formal and informal activities.

We aim towards finding the community
within our own group and using our
experiences as a base to expand this sense of
community to all students on the Williams
College campus. We wish to emphasize the
values of compassion and sensitivity in all of
our encounters with others.

We have three main functions. First, we
offer a supplement to the psychological
services presently available at the school.
Though we do not presume to call ourselves
counselors in any grand sense, we feel we can
offer help in emotionally critical situations by
providing compassionate, uninvolved
availability from the perspective of peers. As
students we most likely share experiences
and feelings similar to those seeking help.
Secondly, we are available more casually

for talking, either on a one-shot or an
extended basis in non-crisis situations. This,
in combination with activities such as open
workshops and the organization of small
support or consciousness-raising groups, we

feel is important to activating the concept of

an expanding sense of community. We
maintain complete confidentiality in all

interchanges.

Finally, we wish to be a group in ourselves,

hopefully to expand at the beginning of each

new semester or set of formal training

workshops. Through maintaining a somewhat
stable inner group those directly involved in

the group have the opportunity to develop a

sense of what each other individual there has

to offer and to be a part of an intense

experience in interaction. In addition, we
have a core responsible for the technical

working of the collective.

Our location is the small room off of the

waiting room at the inFirmary. We are open

twdve hours per day—from twelve noon until

midnight. During these hours there is at least

one person directly available at the

infirmary, and alhe has access to referrals of

additional people in the collective as well as

alternate resources in the area.

ElliabeUi Cutter

Greg Weber

Jndy Niichie

Karcti Eppler

Student Boppori Group
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Music in Round ends season tonight

rtf WillUms Trio •! Jullut H««yl, violln, Dowglat Moort, mIIo, and CharlMy
Joseph, piano, will play works by Dvoralc, Danfcner.and Badings tonight.

Schumann love songs performed
Griffin Hall Concerts will move to

Weston Language Center for a
program of songs by Robert
Schumann on Sunday, April 9, at 8
p.m. All of the works date from 1840,
the year of Schumann's courtship and
marriage to the pianist Clara Wieck.
At this time the composer produced
many love songs that have become
some of his most highly admired
works. Admission is free and open to
the public.

Judith Reichert, soprano, will open
the program with three selections
from Schumann's first collection
"Myrthen". She will then perform the
cycle "Frauenliebe und Leben",
which tells of a woman's life and love
from betrothal, through marriage and
the birth of the first child, to the death
of her husband.
Daniel O'Connor, baritone, will

present the cycle "Dichterliebe",
which recounts a springtime love that
leads to disappointment and despair..
The work closes with a piano postlude
that recalls the poet's summer walk in

a garden, where he seeks consolation
among the flowers.

Victor Hill, director of Griffin Hall

ELROPE

Concerts, will be at the Bechstein
piano. All of the songs will be
performed in the original German,
but English translations will be
provided.

Music in the Round conclude! iU
1977-78 season tonight at 8:30 p.m. in

ItMoipMin Memorial Chapel. The
|rop*am inciudea Dvorak's "Dumky"
Trio. Mozart's Quartet in E flat.

Dankner's Trio, and Badings' Octet.

Admission is free with Williams I.D.

The Williams Trio, Julius Hegyi,
violin, Douglas Moore, cello, and
Charles Joseph, piano, will play the
Dvorak work, a favan(|» chamber
music work. The dumka is a Slavic
folk song form, and ip its quixotic,

narrative character, it weaves from
melancholy to sudden bursts of
exuberance and back again.
Hegyl, Moore, and violist Susan St.

Amour will follow with Stephen
Dankner's Trio. Dankner describes
the 1971 trio as "virtuosically scored
for the three instruments," written in

one relatively short movement. The
first of the two sections in' the
movement begins slowly and lyrically

and then leads directly into a fast

section which utilizes the original

lyrical mood as well as agitated ideas
derived from the opening.

The instrumentation of Henk
Badings' Octet is the same as that of

Schubert's well-known octet: two
violins, viola, cello, bass, clarinet,

bassoon, and French horn. Hegyi, an

expert in chamber music literature as
well as performance, says ttiat he
knows of only these two pieces written
for that combination of instruments,
and, while the Schubert work was
written some 150 years before the
contemporary Dutchman wrote his,

the latter is, says Hegyi, "just as
engaging" as Schubert's. Playing this

final offering will be Hegyi and his

daughter Lisa on violin, St. Amour,
Moore, David Cobb on bass, and
Susaq^.Hqiwnberg, clarinet; Stephen
Watt, bassoon; and William
Zsembery. hoi;n. Hohenberg and
Zsembery occupy the principal chair
of ifaeir sections in the Albany
Symphony Orchestra, and Walt is

principal bassoonist of the Berkshire
Symphony.

(hiiHll

im^
'Distance Runner' criticizes

boy's reformatory life

cccitcniij

(800) 325-4867

® Un:Travel Charters -

Miller postponed
The Williams Coffeehouse Is

sorry to announce that the return

of Clyde Criner and Miller Magic,
originally scheduled for Saturday,

April 8, has been postponed until

early May. Clyde was called

unexpectedly to go on a West Coast

Tour.

THE LONG DISTANCE RUN
NEB", sponsored by Reel Vintage,

will be shown tomorrow night at 7:30
in Bronfman auditorium.

by S|>iro Roiiibolis

Tony Richardson, maker of the well

known box office success "Tom
Jones." directed and produced
'Loneliness of the Long Distance
Runner" in 1962. It is the story of an
18-year-old youth, Colin, the product
of a slum environment who is senl to

reform school where he becomes the

top runner and the best bet in a race
against a private school. Starting

from this very simple plot,

Richardson sketches a black-and-

white caricature of Colin s life in the

detention center. Colin, or No. 993, is

plagued by memories of his earlier

vagabond experiences and the death
of his father.

A typical lower-income class
London lad. Colin reminds one of

Oliver Twist as he and his" friend

wander aimlessly in the London
streets. They steal a car and try to

break into a factory which results in

Colin's arrest and incarceration. In

the reform school, Colin emerges as
the model inmate and becomes the

superintendent's favorite due to his

obedience and athletic skills.

Richardson focuses his criticisra-on-i-

the inefficient mode of operation of

the reformatory. The officials of the

center seem to be more interested in

the outcome of the cross-country race
and the center's reputation than with
the rehabilitation of the inmates.
Centuries of British educational
principles are brought forward under
Richardson's camera, exposing their

inability to reform the boys through
traditional methods such as whipping
and military discipline. The
reformatory turns out to be a
traumatic experience for many of the

inmates, in spite the superintendent's

efforts "to channel their aggression
into athletic activities".

Using Alan Sillitoe's novel as a basis
for the screenplay. Richardson misses
an excellent chance to make a strong
criticism of the British reform
system. Instead, he seems to wander
between Colin's previous experiences
and his efforts to become a top runner.
The film's direction is brilliant in a
few sequences, like the "disturbance"
in the dining halls, or the punishment
of Stacey. the ''absconder:" Walter
Lassaly's photography is extremely
successful in conveying both the

atmosphere of the detention center as
well as the uncertainty plaguing
Colin's existence.

Where else can you sttxJy poetry

and be in the undergraduate prelaw

program or fulfill a premed

requirement and take a course in

transfer lithography with

interesting and exciting people

in a setting of hills, litos,

gorges, and waterfalls?

Fulfill requirements, complete
courses in order to aooelerate, or

simply take the time to study those

extraordinary tNngs for which

you've never l)efore.had the time.

Request an Announcement and see
for yourself all the reasons why
we're where you should be this

- summer. "

Comeil University Summer Session,

111 OayHall, Ithaca, New Yori(14863

STUDENT STEREO SYSIIMS SALE!
COMPACT SYSTEMS

Lafayette AM-FAA, with turntable & speakers
Sal* Price: $104.95 (rag. $129.95)

* Lafayette AM-FAA, with 8-track, turntable, & speakers
SalePrlca:'$1«S.9S (reg. $199.95)

• Lafayette AAA-FAA, with Cassette, turntable & speakers
Saia Price: $119.95 (reg. $229.95)

(all sale prices availabia with slvdant IDonly I)

COMPONENT SYSTEMS SALES
Systems start as low as $225

and still enjoy your 10 % student discoonti

dust bring your Williams Ctoltega ID)

ir if BONUS ^ •
FREE TV GAAAEforthe

first 3 studtnts purchasing any Stereo System

—remember—
we carry,<ioz«ns of brand name equipment

Including

BIC • JensMi • Hitachi • AAarantz • TEAC

•STr^'fl^BW-

1C SnnN STiCEr. IBMHinmi VBMONT - K-MT^
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Pique, Back Talk editors discuss status
hy Peter Rlntols

Back in the spring of 1975, Pique

made its first appearance at Williams

and like all nascent publications, it

started off struggling to build a
reputation and win the necessary

College Council funds to keep it going.

It was the underdog, trying to gain a

foothold on campus alongside of the

ViestAblished" student publicatioiu.„

wliich at that time consisted of the

Record-Advocate (which has since

become simply the 'Record) and the

now defunct literary magazine,
Knockabout.

Today, this is roughly the position in

which Back Talk finds itself. Back
Talk editor Ron White has been

working hard thijs_y««r.to. upsra.de the.

magazine's quality. "I was not

impressed with last year," he said.

"We needed a good year this year. In

order to compete effectively we had to

come out with something good."

Moreover, he adds, "I think we did

it."

When asked about Back Talk, Pique
editor Anne Eldridge finds it ironic

that Back Talk is now looked upon as

the "underdog" newcomer and Pique
as the "established" publication.

Eldridge joined Pique in the fall of

1975, her sophomore year, and can
still remember the early struggles

with the Finance committee for

funding. She finds it disconcerting

that people tend to forget that part

of Pique's history and look upon it "as

if it had always been around."
Competition between the magazines

is low-key and both editors think it Is

healthy insofar as it exists. "We try to

downplay the competition," explained
White, "but it is healthy. It keeps us
both on our toes. Plus, I think it

enhances quality." White added that

knowing that there is another
.magaziioe around encourages him to

keep his "ear to the ground" for good
pieces when they appear. Eldridge
concurred, saying "I think any kind of

competition is probably healthy."

One reason that competition is low-

key is that both editors find they are

getting plenty of good quality writing.

Back Talk printed one out Of three

-submissions 4or its 1 ast - issue
according to White, and he says that

be is generally very pleased with the

quality of the work his magazine is

receiving. The number of submissions

accepted by Pique varies from issue

to issue and alscTbetween categories

of writing. Poetry acceptances have
been as low as on^ in ten and fiction is

generally at around one in three.

Journalism acceptances, said

Eldridge, tend to be higher since

Journalism, is usually solicited and
can be rewritten if necessary to iron

out problems of style and clarity.

One place where the competition

does make a difference is in the

funding. The Finance Committee
must each year decide to what degree

it wishes to support the magazines. At

14 go to S. African panel
Continued from Page 1

oriented organization calling for the

acceptance of social and moral
responsibility by corporation

shareholders, described the growing

call for divestiture on college

campuses as "an important

statement of solidarity." Smith went

High energy losses

found in Mission
Continued from Page 1

minutes or less. But the load-shedder

can't stop the energy waste by
students.

Residents of Mission do not hesitate

to talk about the energy waste. People

often open \yindows without lowering

their thermostats at night, or open

their doors into the hallway of a suite

and "air condition" their suitemates'

rooms so that those thermostats have
to be turned up. Ilie outside doors,

which tiave a tendency to stick open,

also add to the waste of energy.

This waste, caused either by
unawareness or simple carelessness,

has reached extravagant proportions

>for a generation raised on the "energy

on to say that even the most
conservative churches within South
Africa are urging foreign investors to

limit their future investment and
cease expansion. Speaking directly to

an argument raised by trustees on
campuses where the divestment
debate is currently in process. Smith
suggested that analysis claiming a
college should be non-pol;tical was
"fatally flawed." He suggested that

ownership of stock in a company
active in South Africa is by itself a

political statement.

Nana Sheshibe, a S. African exile

and graduate student at UMass
conducted a workshop discussing the

effects of apartheid on black women.
She described destructiveness of

apartheid traditional values of JFamily,

and land for the African woman.
The Anti-Apartheid Coalition has

planned a variety of divestiture-

oriented activities for the remainder

of the school year. Among these are

educational workshops to be held in

both freshman dormitories and
upperclass houses, guerilla theatre,

and a demonstration in favor of

divestiture when the trustees visit the

Icrisis"
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Job leads

and notes

from OCQ̂
ATTENTION SOPHOMORES! !

!

How do you know what major to

pick? If you'd like some help, there

willbe a What can I do with a
' major in . . .? Workshop on

Thursday, April 13 at 4:00 PM In

OCC Library, Mears House.

VOLUNTEER YOUR PARENTS
On the Saturday of Parents'

Weekend, April 29, OCC wiU hold

special CAREER PANELS with

participating parents. If any
students think that their parents

would enjoy sharing life-work

styles with Williams students,

please contact Peggy Sloane at

OCC.

FULL-TIME JOB LEADS
Computer Programing firm in

Boston looking for programmer-
analyst and systems-analyst.

' Expa-ience and knowledge with

certain languages and computers
necessary. (Science tab)

Independence, MO Isokinetic

exercise equipment manufacturer

and sales organization wants
college grads with background in

physical education and-or business

CLASSIFIEDS

NOTICE TO ALL
CLASSIFIED USERS:

Starting April 7, classified will be
run on FRIDAYS ONLY.

Drop off classifieds, WITH
PAYMENT, In the Record office

before Wednesday afternoons .

FOR SALE
Stereo Components—lowest

prices anywhere—over 50 major
brands. Fully guaranteed. Call

Barry at 664-9437 after 6 p.m.

Business Opportunities

KsMpirHunarea Stuffing

Envelopes already stamped &
addressed. Free supplies, send

self-addressed, stamped envelope

to:

ROEL
5005 Old AAldlothian Pike
Suite 64

Richmond, Virginia 23224

Wantwi

Agent for Songwriter. Contact

Dave at 458-3634.

Personals:

Need help staying out of love?

Write INAMORATI ANONYAAOUS
at S.U. 2030

Roland:

Rendez-vous a minuit ce soir.

Alone at lastl XXX
—La Belle Dame

Welcome back to "The Florida

Bunchi"-

Doit in

th«dorki

eficouraged by your looBl

Energy Conservation

Committee

for regional salet repa. (Sales lab)

Mass. Fair ^hare in Boston has
openings for experienced
organizers and researchers and
Irataees (want to learn
organizing). MFS has a special

organizer training program.
(Social Service tab)

New Jersey independent school

consulting company looking for

applicants who would like to join a

consulting team working on trustee

reorganization, long-range
planning, and school publications-

fund rkiping. (Education tab)

Biology stockroom technician at

quality Maine odlege. (Science

tab)

Maine college looking for women's
athletic coach. No teaching.

(Education tab)

North Shore MA firm needs an
order processing supervisor with

some computer knowledge-
experience. (Business
Management tab)

Temple. Barker & Sloane, Inc., a

management and consulting

'

company in Wellesley, MA, has

ix'seiii"'cfi assistant (wsiirdnso^

in its energy ' and environment

groiq). D^ree in economics or

applied math preferred. This firm

expressed a desire for Williams

applicants. (Environmental tab)

SUMMER OPPORTUNI-HES
Williamstown resident wants
experienced sailor to crew on a C &
C - 29 from 6-30 to 9-6. (see red

Summer Jobs notebook under
Athletic-Clubs tab)

General Manager for small
housecleaning, lawn maintenance,

catering service on Martha's
Vineyard needed, (see Parks &
Resorts tab of red Summer Jobs
notebook)

SUMMERCAMP
RECRUITERS HERE

Carol & George Sudduth '59 of

Wyonegonic Camp, Denmark. ME
will be at OCC on Wed., April 12 to

interview for waterfront director

(must be 21 with VVSI

certification), trip leader (must be

21 with backpacking and camping
experience), and more. Check out

the Wyonegonic catalogue and
sign-up at OCC.

TWO CONFERENCES
COMING UP

1. American Marketing
Association Is sponsoring a College

Career Conference on Sat., April 15

in NYC. Cost: 16. Hear speakers on
market research, product
management, industrial &
international marketing,
advertising, and sales. If

interested, sign-up at OCC.

2. Learning Tomorrows
Clonference at UMass-Amherst will

discuss the future of education and
general societal development.
Speakers like Mohammad Ali,

Buckminster Fuller, Jonathan
Kozol. Ivan Illich, Kenneth Clark,

Sidney Simon, and Harvey
Scribner. April 18-21. See j^taf on
OCC-Baxter Bulletin Board for

more details.

Stanford PUBLISHING COURSE
is offered to outstanding college

grads who want to learn more
about the publishing profession.

Workshops and seminars on
editing, design, production,
advertising, marketing, sales,

management, and finance. From
July 9 to 22. APPLICATION
DEADLINE : _^pri! 15. ISee
Summer Gra(iuate Study box in

SUMMER section.

ESSAY COMPETITION
The Percival Wood Clement Essay
Competition - 1978. Subject: ERA,
Equal Rights for Women: Do we
need the new amendment? Could
the 14th amendment suffice? A
5000 word typewritten essay is due
at Vale University on April 15.

1st Prize $1100.

2nd Prize $ 800.

3rd Prize $ 600.

4th Prize $ 500.

For more details see poster on OCC
Baxter Bulletin Board.

OCC Resource Library Open
Saturday AM Students, alumni,

faculty, and staff will be able to use

the OCC Resource Library from
9:30 AM to Noon on Saturdays
between weeks classes are in

session the rest of this Spring.

CAMPUS SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

For students interested in summer
employment in Williamstown the

Genter for Environmental Studies

'4ias two openings" for Research
Assistants for which it is now
accepting appli«ations. One person

SPRING WEEKEND

A TIME TO

WARM UP TO WELLESLEY
APRIL 21 23 - WELLESLEY COLLEGE

The Record will run classified* at 20c per line for the first 3 lines and 15c for

each additional line. Deadlines are 4:00 p.m. Wednesdays and Sundays.
.Total. amountdue^miatJiccompany this form. /Mali or brlng.in person to

Classifieds, The Williams Record, Baxter Hall, Williamstown, Mass. 01267.

j
NAME

,

I
ADDRESS^

PHONE

.TOTAL ENCLOSED.
I

I AD TO READ AS FOLLOWS.

I

I
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Netmen whip Vassar 8- J in opener

Captain Jim Parsons d«f*at«d his Vassar oppontnt Wednasday afternoon.

(photo by Gledhlll)

Laxwomen anticipate better

season due to experience
by Mary Kate Shea

Experience certainly is not lacking

in this year's women's varsity

lacrosse team as U lettermen,

including nine seniors, are returning

to form the nucleus of coach Linda
Wilkins' squad. Wilkins expects that,

barring injuries, the team should

improve on last year's 3-5 season

record.

The attack will be led by a group of

seasoned players. Sally Kruse, back
at Williams after a semester abroad,

should provide added scoring punch
having moved from the center to the

Sirat home position. Kruse's
Consistency in catching and throwing

tuid her height should give the Bphs
an advantage in front of the goal on
attack. Junior Sue Wright, who will be
playing at the center or attack wing
spot, will be a valuable addition to'the

team while at Williams on exchange
from Wellesley.

Seniors Mary Fish and Maggi
O'Brien, playing at second and third

home respectively, have experienced

knee trouble during the pre-season,

but bdth are expected to be ready for

the start of the season.

Marty Taft, a junior with two years

of varsity experience, will again

handle the tough assignment of

directing the defense from the goalie

Spot. Coach Wilkins has high hopes for

Taft and says, "She's looking stronger

now than she ever has at the

-^Jtieginning of the se^ison-" . Aaother
'player to look for on defense is

sophomore Anne Sneath, Sneath

played on the varsity as a fresfhman

and Wilkins says that she is again

"doing a dynamite job at cover

point."

Following spring break, the squad
has been scrimmaging daily in

preparation for this Saturday's
scrimmage day at Smith College. At
Smith, the team will face squads
from Yale, Dartmouth, University Df
Vermont, Smith and Amherst in

abbreviated games consisting of 20-

minute halves.

Women's varsity lacrosse opens its

season with the first leg of thie Little

Three at Amherst on April 18. Wilkins

feels that "things look very promising

for the Little Three." Judging by the

experience and talent of the members
of this year's team, there is no reason
why women's lacrosse should not cop
another women's Little Three title.

by Evan Bash
Take one plethora of depth, a

repletion of experience and add talent

to taste, mix well and then let simmer
through a week of hard preseason
practice. Having followed this tennis

gourmet's recipe to a tee, the men's
tennis (earn believes the makings of a
strong season have been brewed.
Wednesday's 8-1 whupping of Vassar
did nothing to dispel this feeling.

With nine of last year's eleven
lettermen returning, the confidence

bestowed by both a sixth place Hnish
in the New England tournament last

season and five consecutive Little

Three titles, and plenty of emphasis
being placed on the dominating serve
and volley type game, considerable

improvement on last year's 6-6 record
seems assured. Coach Sean Sloane
also has his charges working hard on
doubles. Close matches are often

decided by the squad with stronger

doubles teams.

llie Ephs opened the season against
Vassar by swee|Hng through the

singles without losing a set. Martin
Goldberg, playing in the no. one spot

for the third straight year, showed
he'll be as tough as ever in an easy
win. Returning to the starting line-up

after missing most of last year with an
injury, no. two Dan O'Connell had a
shiaky start before settling down to

record a good win. Captain Jim
Parsons set a good example for his

teammates in crushing his opponent,

while no. four Peter Friesen
overwhelmed his foe ih two quick sets.

Freahman Allen Barnes, playing
some fine tennis, showed he'll be a
force to be reckoned with for four

years in a strong victory, anfi no. six

Evan Bash won easily in two sets.

Pressing these top six singles

playera are the other returning
players from last year. Mitch Reiss

and Alan Wall are eager for chances

to get into the line-up, as are the

renowned doubles players Tad Roach,

Bill Whelan (both of whom played

singles 1^ year) and Dean Gianakos.

"Hie fim real teet for the racketmen

comes tomorrow as they host always

strong Army at 2;00 p.m.

Crevv: wjarms up In p, C.
by Nick Ufferts

Nearly 60 oarsmen and women from
the Williams crew spent their spring

vacations in Washington, D.C., rowing
on the Potomac River in preparation

for their spring schedule of races. A
total of six eights (eight-oared racing

shells) made the trip south with the

men's and women's squads boating

three eights apiece.

The Purple crews took advantage of

the spring-like conditions to get in as

much work as possible, with double

sessions on the water the daily routine

during the crewS' two weeks in

Washington. The Eph rowers also

sharpened their skills in "brushes"
(rowing jargon for scrimmages) with

local crews before heading home to

the still-frozen climes of

Williamstown.

The men 's' crews were scheduled to

open their schedule in Philadelphia

last Saturday against Villanova and
LaSalle, but rough water forced the

cancellation of the races. The varsity

eight revealed some good speed in a
series of brushes that afternoon as

they dominated Villanova and dueled

evenly with a perennially fast LaSalle

boat. The brushes on the rough water
pointed up Williams' need for

continued style work as the Purple
eight repeatedly lost seats to LaSalle

when it hit bad water. The women's
crews gave generally encouraging
performances in their brushes with U.
of Penn., Rutgers and Vesper Boat
Club of Philadelphia.

The Williams crew riormally row
out of their l>oathouse on Pittsfield's

Onota Lake, but until Onota is free of

ice the crews will make the 40-niile

(oneway) trip to the Hudson River at

Stillwater, N.Y. to practice.

Tliis season the men's program is

boating a varsity eight and heavy and
lightweight freshmen eights, while the

women's program boasts heavy, light

and novice eights. Both squads have a
full schedule of races this spring, with

the men pointing for a strong finish at

the Dad Vail Regatta («mall college

championships) in Philadelphia May
15 and 16. The same weekend the

women's Eastern Championships will

be held on Onota Lake, providing a
showcase for some of the finest

vvomen's crews in the nation.

Laxteam has the talent but loses opener
Though the Williams Lacrosse team

dropped its Williamstown opener to C.

W. Post of Long Island )ll-5 last

Wednesday by the target margin in

the two teams three years of con-

frontation. Coach Renzi Lamb and
Captains Pete Unger and Todd
Eckerson were not downcast,
disparaging, or even abusive to the

refs; rather, they were quite en-

couraging and optimistic. In a post-

game huddle Eckerson commented,
"This is the best Williams team I've

been on. Everyone hustled and never
gave up. Things just didn't turn our

way today."

Nothing's turned Williams' way in

tb,afirsLfiaLlf. It seemed asif Willianas,

week sojourn in sunny Florida where
it participated in the Sun Coast

Lacrosse Tournament worked against

Williams' ability in the Berkshires.

Williams was only able to maintain

possession for less than six minutes in

the entire thirty minute half.

Despite its inability to generate an

offense in the first half, Williams
remained close: 3-2 at the end of the

first quarter and 6-4 at the half. Only
several clutch saves by Williams
sophomore goalie Bob Cowin
prevented C. W. Post from opening up
a large lead.

In the second he^lf, Williams
recuperated somewhat, and behind

the spirited play of Freshman Brian
Benedict began to consistently

penetrate the C. W. Post defense.

Attackmen Eckerson, Dick Good-
body, and Peter Thomsen fired a
barrage of shots only tobe repeatedly

refused goals by the C. W. Post goalie

Ron Blaufarb'. In the second half
Blaufarbnetted ig QfJiis

allowed only one goal

Williams' inability to capitalize on
extra-man situations and stop C. W.
Posts' man-up attempts proved to be
another decisive factor in the game.
Williams failed to capitalize on any of

C. W. Posts' nine infractions, while C.

W. Post connected on five of ten op-

portunities.

Overall, Lamb is pleased. "We are

as far along at this point in the season

than we ever have been. There is a
good attitude."

GOALS—Pete Thomsen, Gus Nuz-
zolese, Dick Goodbody, Pete Bar-
baresi, Tam Murray

ASSISTS-
Benedict

-Todd Eckerson 2, Brian

Men's NCAA
swimming

As spring break got underway, the

Williams College men's swim team
captured seventh place in the NCAA
Division III National (^ampionships
with six Williams swimmers earning
All-American honors.

The strength of the Williams team
was in the 400-yard medley relay and
the 400-yard freestyle relay, capturing

second place in both events. Head
Coach Carl Samuelson describes the

races as "nose to nose the whole
way." Johns Hopkins University,

team winner at the Nationals, won the

medley relay while Occidental
College, a California school, nosed out

Williams in the free-style relay.

"nxe members of the Williams
medley relay team, all of whom won
All-America honors for their

performance, were Don Cameron,
Paul vom Bigen, Guy Hoelzer, and
Phil Wild. The freestyle relay team
was composed of Hoelzer, Wild,

Cameron and Dave Amlicke.

Otber performances that earned
All-America honors for Williams
swimmers included 8th place in the 50-

yard freestyle by Bill Beckett and l2th

place by Wild, who also picked up a

Vtb-piaee fiaiab in the too freestyle.

Hoelzer captured 7th place in the 100-

yard butterfly, Cameron took 3i;d in

the 100-yard backstroke, and vom
Eigen was 10th in the 200-yard

breaststroke. Swimmers finishing in

the top twelve in their events at the

Nationals are named All-Americans.

Baseball Captains

Juniors Gerry Kelly and Matt
Spangler have been elected, co-

captains of the 1978-79 Williams

College Basketball team.

Kelly was hampered by an ankle

injury for a major part of the seaton,

but still led Williams in scoring with

an average of 13.9 points per game.
Even though he did not play in three

games due to the injury, he was
second on the team in total points

scored, trailing Spangler by eight.

Kelly was named to the Eastern

Collegiate Athletic Conference
(ECAC) Division III Weekly Honor
Roll for his 29 point performance in a

victory over Tatta University.

Spangler led Williams in

rebounding with a 7.2 average, and
was second in scoring behind Kelly,

hitting 12.3 points per game. He was
also named to the ECAC Honor Roll

for his performances in victories

against Norwich University and
Connecticut (College.

Kelly and Spangltf were elected by

theiir' teammates at the close of the

1977-78 season that saw Williams

finish with a record of 9-12.

Women's NCAA
swimming

Williams sophomore Keron Walker
earned All-American honors in two
events at the Division II National

Women's Collegiate Swimming
Championships held priw to spring

break.

The honors cap a swim season for

Walker that saw her win the New
England Championships in her two
key events, the 50-yard freestyle and
50-yard butterfly. Her achievements
make her the first woman swimmer
from Williams to win the title of All-

American.

At the Nationals, Walker captured
8th place in the 50 freestyle with a
time of 25.55 seconds and fifth in the 50

iHitterfly with a time of 27.34 seconds.

The winner of bothevents, KarenLinck
of East Slroudsburg State College in

East Stroudsburg, Pa., is the national

record holder in both events. Less
than one-point-five seconds separated

Walker from I^nck in each race.

Walker's time in the butterfly broke
her own Williams College record. In

all she holds seven Williams
swimming records, four in individual

events and three in relays.

Season Preview

Led by co-captains Pete Unger and
Todd Eckerson, Coach Renzie Lamb's
lacrosse team at Williams is intent on

improving on last year's frustrating 6-

6 season. 1977 was a season mai:ked by
an abundance of talent, but an
inability to win|he big games. In 1978,

however, the Williams stickmen have
plenty of experienced returnees.

Eckerson and Unger are the center

of Williams"^ strength. Both were All-

New England and All-Snively last

year. Unger starred on defense while

Eckerson sparked the offense. In

NCAA Division II-III statistics,

Eckerson was fifth in assists (47) and
eleventh In total points (65). His assist

total is the best in Williams lacrosse

history.

Joining Eckerson on attack will be

junior Pete Thomsen (28 goals, 16

assists last year) and senior Dick
Goodbody, a strmg addition to an
attack group which generated over

half of all Williams' points last year.

On call are John O'Herron, Wayne
Eckerson and Paul Rodgers.

Williams will field a revitalized

midfield corps this year. Senior Mark

Murray, who sat out last season with
injuries, will be joined by sophomore
Doug Gill and freshman Brian
Benedict. Equally strong is a line

composed of junior Tam Murray and
sophomores Gus Nuzzolese and John
Glynn. Mike Bemay, Alec Ramsay,
Pete Barbaresi and John Moore add
considerable depth and should see
plenty of action.

Unger will lead a relatively young
defensive unit. Russ Gee, Mike
Curran, Jeff Murray and Jeff
Seymour are all vying for the two
open spots. Bob Cowin returns to the

goal, backed up by freshman Bill

Childs.

The stickmen lost to C. W. Post

Wednesday but hope to crush
Springfield tomorrow.

photo by Oettgen

Batters train in tropics
by Frank Pergolizzi

The Williams baseball team spent

spring vacation in Florida preparing
for the 1978 season. Although Williams
won only three of nine games, coach
Jim Briggs was more than satisfied

with the performance of his team,
especially overall defensive play.

Standing out was first baseman Ken
Hollingsworth who batted .484 and
handled his position like a pro. "Ken
has mastered first base," said Briggs.

While Roger McEniry has a solid

hold on second base, shortstop and
third base will be platoon positions to

begin the regular season. Rick Walt^
( .483) and Scott Harrington (7 RBI's)
both played well. Walter is bothsred
by a sol* arm, so Harrington will start

out at shortstop, until Walter recovers

and Harrington moves into the

outfield.

Joe Flaherty and Bob LaBombard,
both hitting over .300 down South, will

alternate at third base and will also

see DH Action.

The pitching had its troubles

without reliever Mike Martineau.

Tony Stall, John Carey, and Steve

Maier head what could
,
be an

outstanding staff.

Unlike previous years Briggs used

the trip to get his whole team ready

and put winning secondary; the

results were more than satisiactory.

"I'm pleased with everybody's
progress."

Williams played R.P.I, yesterday in

Troy. Saturday the Ephmen journey

to Springfield for a doubleheader.
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Capacity crowd attentive

as Gregory blasts government

Oanivl Mrrlaan advocatid tttTabolttion of prisons and nucloar arms Pritfay
night. He also discussad colloctlva communttlos, thraa of which ho has
established.

t
(photo by deGiovanna)

by Todd Tuclier ^"My nation, 24 hours a cby, is

plotting to kill me, not for\doing
wrong, but for doing right," Dick
Gregory claimed to a capacity crowd
at Chapin Hall Friday night.

After a humorous, though often
biting, prelude, Gregory's speech
jumped from subject to subject
exposing what he perceives to be the
conspiratorial workings of the United
States Government, or in his words,
"a handful of manipulators."
A large segment of his speech was

devoted to the assassinations which

Berrigan talk focuses on nuclear capabilities
by Chris Ross

"Hie Rev. Daniel Berrigan, Jesuit

priest, poet and political activisit,

shared his ideas about the nuclear
arms race, ideal communities, and
achieving "sanity" in our society in

an informal discussion last Friday
night. Berrigan called for a
recognition of the "fwces pushing us
against the wall—those that are

draining our spirituality and drawing
people away from each other," and of

the destructive capacity of nuclear
power.

Berrigan said he believes that the

United States should destroy its

nuclear weapons, explaining, "life

\today is risky ifwe disarm and risky if

we<ontinuei)s we have, but I feel that

the latter risk is greater." He
extended this view to also oppose the

use of nuclear power for energy
purposes, saying, "To protect these

nuclear plants against human malice
or error will take a Fascist level of

power."
Berrigan claimed that "the search

9. for non-violent alternatives should be

.„,based on cjQmmunlty,.", Jle,_bas-
established three communities in the

East, th^ Great Lakes area and the

West coast, operated on a collective

basis. "We share everything—
resources, income, childcare,"

Berrigan explained.

Berrigan said that ideal

communities can survive only on the
fringes of society. "If you want to save
some precious part of yourself," he
said, "don't buy into the culture." The
collective must not totally isolate

itself, however. "We have not

abandoned the cities," Berrigan
noted. In his words, "we connect with
the poverty areas of the cities and
with nuclear crimes."

Berrigan discussed his views on
rehabilitation, which he described as
"a long word about nothing." From
his dealings with prisoners, and his

own experiences as an inmate, he has
been convinced that prisons should be
abolished. He asserted, "I have never
seen anyone improved by being
locked up. Our children may live to

see the day when prisons are seen as
anti-human as slums, draft board
centers and gas chambers," he
{M-edictefl.

-.^ ._

Berrigan predicted that many
students from the college will fill

powerful or influential positions in the

future. "TTie possibility of their

exercising that authority in a new way
or in the same old way is a haunting
one," he speculated.

The Deans' Office released the

names of those who will be junior

advisors to the class of 1982. They
"'*

Elizabefh Abijot __J
Warna Bellamy
Karin Best
Marcellus Blount
Jonathan Brougtiatn
Josepti Carrese ~—, --

Chantal Cleland
Sandra Coclirane
Steptien Colella
Anita Cook
Stuart Coulter
Robert Cowin
Mictiael Curran
Heather Dayton
Martha Donovan
Jeanne Dugan
Jeffrey Dunri
Elisabeth Geistnar

Monica Grady
Ronald Hayden
Elizabeth Hayes
Michael Hill

Augustin Hinkson
James Holmes
Thomas Johnson
Thomas Keelan
Mark Lanier
Susan Leary
Bruce Lemoine
Stephen Leous
Barbara Lyons
Lisa Marder
Bartholomew Mitchell

David AAonnlch
John Moore
Ann Oberrender

Robert PIcKel
Laura Pitts

Dena Randolph
Steven Rebartxr
Patricia Rellly
Nancy RIchman
Stephen St. Clair
Jill Simon
Benfamln Skillom
Anne Sneath
David Sterling
Frederic Thys
Van Townsend
John Wallace
Jeanne Weeks
AAark White
Steven Yavner i..

Advisor to AUende speaks tomorrow
Edward Boorstein, a former economic advisor to the Chilean govern-

ment, will speak on his experiences working in the Chilean Socialist,
government of Salvador AUende tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in, Room 3 of
Griffin Hall.

Boorsteiff is theauthor of "ABende's Chile" and "The Econiiffiic

Transformation of Cuba." He has worked for the Federal Reserve Board,
U;S. military government in West Germany, and Cuba's Ministry of Foreign
Commerce. While in Cuba, he was a close associate of Che Guevarra.

Boorstein's talk is sponsored by the Williams Action Coalition, the Area
Studies Committee, and the Economics Department

Case and Beckett plan disco party

Sophomores Steve Case and Bill Beckett, who staged the popular
Beatlemania party during Winter Carnival, will sponsor a "multi^medra
disco extravaganza" during Spring weekend called "Night Fever." The
event will be held in the Mission Park Dining Hall on Friday, May 5.

The Beatlemania production set Williams party attendance records.
Within an hour after its opening. Security closed the party and turned
hundreds away. For "Night Fever," Case and Beckett have consulted
disco experts in New York and rented lights and special effects valued at
several thousand dollars, "Case hopes to be able to obtain sponsorships for
the event from "one or two" residential houses.

Williamstown power shut off

Massachusetts Electric Co. shut off Williamstown power Saturday
morning from 2:00 to 3:00 a.m. in order to replace insulators at the Walley

Bridge transfer station.

According to the North Adams Ti-anscript, "suspicious damage" caused

the main line at the station to trip out Friday morning; the suddenness of the

trouble precluded widespread notification of students.

In memoriam

Luther Stearns Mansfield
Luther Steams Mansfield, professor emeritus of American histtfy and

literature at Williams and a nationally recognized authority on Herman
Melville, died Thursday, April 6, at the Sweetbrook Nursing Home where he
had been a resident for several years.

Mansfield was a former president of the New England American Studied
Association and national president of the Melville Society. He was awarded
an honorary lifetime membership in that Society in 1969. He had written and
edited several books and numerous reviews and articles about Melville and
his writings.

Mansfield joined the Williams College English faculty in 1936, was
named a professor of history and literature in 1947, and retired in 1971.
During Worid War II he Uught mathematics and theory of flight in military
training programs at Williams. He was also the co-founder of the American
Civilization program in 1940.

have haunted this country since the

early 1960'8. Gregory produced
numerous pieces of evidence, most of

it obtained through the Freedom of

Information Act, which intimated FBI
complicity in both the Kennedy and
King shootings. This evidence
included FBI memoranda from early
November, 1963 giving the time and
(dace of President Kennedy's death
later that month. -

After enumerating several
unanswered questions regarding the

deaths of Martin Luther King, Jr. and
Robert F. Kennedy, Gregoiy held up
two letters written by J. Edgar
Hoover to the FBI's Chicago field

office. These communications
instructed the agents there to

"neutralize Gregory by an
'untraceable' means."

Many of the govern-

ment's actions make

''Hitler look like

Mickey Mouse.

"

Throughout the evening, Gregory
attacked the U.S. Government. While
claiming to protect freedom, Gregory
charged, many of its actions would
"make Hitler look like Mickey
Mouse." As examples, he cited
alleged nerve gas tests in the subways
of New York City and the injection of a
cancer virus into thousands of

children, whose parents thought it

was a polio vaccine.

Memhers of the U.S. Army were
moved into an atomic blast area, he

noted with horror, to test the effects of

radiation. All Army records of these
men have been " mysteriously

destroyed, Gregory said.

Even nature is not immune to the

tamperings of the government,
Gregory asserted. He called the

audience's attention to the bizarre

weather patterns of the past few years
'and stated, "If I say weather
modification exists, they (the

government) know I can prove it."

Dick Gregory did not present a
mood of total despair. His statement,

repeated several times, that: "I don't

believewe have gone beyond the point

of no return, but we're approaching it

fast," indicated that America's
situation is not hopeless.

Africa, he said, will dominate the

American consciousness for the next

decade. Though the possibility of a
major African war exists, he
maintained that there are non-violent

means of bringing about change,

especially with regard to the white

supremacist regimes of southern

Africa. .

Frosh assigned

future housing
According to Associate Dean Cris T.

Roosenraad, over nine-tenths of the
freshman class received their first or
second choices in the upper class
inclusion process; the remaining 7.3

per cent came by their third and
fourth choices. No group received
its fifth' choice. r -— -

The increases over last year in

preferences for Mission Park and the
Berkshire Quad as second choice
accounted for the unusually
satisfactory results, explained
Roosenraad. The overwhelming
preference for Greylock, though,
echoed past statistics.

SeelNCCOSIOW; PKecf

Constantine relocates Colonial
by Sharon Nelson

Colonial Pizza, the goal of many a
late night hunger trek, is no longer at

its familiar address of 50 Spring
Street. Pizza addicts need not fear,

however, for they can still sample the

famed Colonial ciiisiife at its new
location on 22 Spring Street, the

former home of C&E Pizza.

Recently, the lease expired at 50

Spring Street. After being denied a
five-year renewal lease, Colonial's

owner, Constantine Agnanos, moved
the pizza parlor to its new address.

Since Colonial is the only pizza
franchise in Williamstown, some
students feel that Constantine's prices
are artificially high. The Greek
merchant claims, however, that he
will "never be a monopoly." I could
charge $10 per pizza but I don't. If

ingredients go up. then prices will go

up," hetleclai^-- -

The saga of Constantine is an
intriguing one. Bom 40 years ago in

Greece, he resided in his homeland
until graduation from high school,

after which he continued his education

at the" University of Munich. After

working several years in Germany,
Constantine decided to come to the

United SUtes.

He opened his first pizza parlor in

Amherst, Massachusetts almost a
decade ago. Soon he opened a Colonial

Pizza franchise in North Adams.
Then, in 1972, he came to SO Spring

Street in Williamstown, thus adding
another link to the expanding chain of

Colonial pizzerias. Last year,
Constantine added the 22 Spring

Street location (formerly called the

Pizza House) which became C^E
Pizza.

Constantine, inlamoui ^Ina cur, reoMitly nwvatf Nte Celontel PItsa »f M
Spring Street, to 22 S|irins Street, formerly CAE Piiia. He was refwied a

renewal lease.
'*'
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Viewpoints

Divestiture's Victims

Letter : no c iduse needed
To the editor:

The Uilk of the inclusion of the "sexual
orientation" clause in the College's anti-

discrimination policy seems to have died out

or gone underground. Was the inclusion of the

phrase reintroduced at the March faculty

meeting, as the TNC proposed in the Record
of March 3? If so, with what results?

On consideration of the implications of the

clause, I've decided that its inclusion, with

whatever concurrent clarifying legalisms,

would be a mistake serving only to obscure
the College's true policy in the admission of

students. I strongly agree that students, if

qualified, should indeed be admitted to the

College regardless of their sexual orientation.

But the purpose of a non-discrimination

statement is not to insure representation in

the student body of every group listed in the

statement, rather it is to state unequivocally

that no one will be denied admission because
of sex, race, creed, or sexual orientation.

Even this does not serve as an indication of

who the College will admit.

There are better ways of conveying the true

intention of admissions policy than adding a
clause to the present policy for each group
who feels its members are overlooked or

discriminated against in admissions.

Northwestern University is one institution

which has decided to simplify policy in order
to clarify its true intentions: "Northwestern
University is Non-Discriminatory in its

admission policy."

This statement indicates the direction I feel

admissions statements must take, though it is

not without obvious problems. Certainly

Northwestern does not admit every
applicant—it does indeed discriminate in its

admissions. Discrimination is based on high
school performance, personal qualities of

each applicant as assessed by the admissions
committee, and so on. These things will

always be the true determinants in college

admissions, and I doubt whether anyone will

argue this point. "Hie best admissions policy

statement will be that which states the
criteria actually employed by the admissions
committee. These criteria must of necessity

remain ambiguous. I Suggest that Williams
adopt the admissions statement: "Williams
College discriminates only on the basis of an
assessment of each candidate's personal
accomplishment." This avoids the necessity
of legalistic terms and the increasing
complexity of the present statement, yetUt
expresses the essential true character of
Williams College admissions.

Ted Wolf '81

To the Editor,

From a distance (and by that I mean
through week-old R«c«r4*) it has been
difficult to measure the significance and
staying power of the debate over South Africa

and stock divestiture. Now that a student-

faculty committee hug been formed and the

issue institutionalized, the debate will

certainly remain before the Williams
community for months to come. ( Whedfier the

Issue will become deradicalized and fade

from daily conversation, as most
administrators hope and assume and some
students fear, remains to be seen.)

Ilie professional managers of Williams'

endowment have been directed to optimize

the return on College investments (by

judiciously mixing high yield and security

goals). Presumably, the current College

portfolio will lead to the highest secure rate of

return these professionals can design.

Thus, any move to artibrarily change the

portfolio will have one of two results: Either

there are other portfolios which will generate

the same rate of return or the growth and-or

income of the endowment will fall.

If the College decides that the present

portfolio is socially irresponsible, it must
offer its professional advisors social

guidelines and, if the second above result

pertoins, must state the degree to which it is

willing to sacrifice future endowment income
for present investments in social good.

However, we should keep in mind that this

sacrifice is essentially a tox on or transfer of

wealth from future students and their

families Cwho will have to make up the

reduced endowment income in higher tuition

or fewer services).

This is not necessarily bad. After all, the

College "steals" money from future students

whenever it uses endowment generated funds

(as it is now doing to keep tuition from rising

any faster).

Yet, I believe it is important to keep in mind
that use of Williams' endowment for social

good (e.g. divestiture) imposes potential

costs not on the College as an institution, but

on future students (and on underclassmen,
for thait matter). For current students to

demand future students to make financial

sacrifices for social good, current students

are obligated to demonstrate a willingness to

from OCC If tlie Court Favors Bal^ke
LAST CALL FOR WORKSHOP
On Thursday, April 13 OCC will run a What

.—-_Gan I Do With A Major In .;.? Workshop for
"

: Sophomores who would like to investigate the
relationship between majors and careers. 4
PM, Mears House.

SUMMER HOUSING IN D.C.

Information has just come in from
Georgetown U. in Wash., D.C. that dorinitory

space is available over the summer. Check
out the rates at OCC.

APRIL 15 PACE TRANSPORTATION
If you are in need of a ride to the PACE on
Sat., April 15 or have room in your car for

others, stop by OCC and let us know.

JOBS & FELLOWSHIPS
A Boston management consulting firm has an

entry-level position open for a research

associate, (see Bus. Mgt. tab)

Traineeships in Special Education graduate

program at Rhode Island (College provides

tuition, fees, and a stipend, (see Fellowship

book - Education tab)

The Environmentol Protection Agency has

just opened up an undetermined number of

new jobs in about 20 categories. Minimum
starting salary is $12,336 and you must be on

the Civil Service Commission's register of

eligibles (took PACE). See EPA file

SUMMER JOBS ON LAKE GEORGE
Williams alumnus with summer residence on
an island in Lake George wants resident

caretaker for June, July, and August. Room-
board plus 100 dollars-week. For more details

see red Summer Jobs notebook in SUMMER
section of OCC Library. (Parks and Resorts
tab)

by Peter H.Stark A decision favoring Bakke will indeed
"Unite Against Racism! March on affect the way some social programs will be

Washington to 'Overturn the Bakke administered—that is certain, but the net
Decision!" Huh? Did I miss something while
on Spring Break? Reassuringly, I later found
out that the Supreme Court had not released
its decision—once again my power to scan the
New York Times could be trusted ...

This column is bound to offend some people,

and for that, I am truly sorry. I am even
violating a cardinal rule about re-hashing
issues after they were thoroughly covered in

the sacred pages of the Record last fall.'

However,... this little stunt to somehow
influence the Court's decision cannot be
ignored—especially when it brings up that

tlirty word called Racism.
One could go into a long discourse about the

function of the Supreme CkMirt to be detached
from public opinion and dispose of cases
brought before it only on points of

Constitutional Law. It is the role of Congress
to convert sentiments into legislation when
and where appropriate—enough on this

subject. As it is, the Court in all likelihood

decided the case of Bakke weeks ago, and is in

the flnal process of writing and revising its

opinion.

The Court has three options—it may affirm
the California Supreme Court's decision
favoring Bakke. it may overturn the
judgment, or it may vacate opinion entirely,

sending the case back to the state courts.

To those who I have talked to

knowledgeable on planned march, organizers
expect the last option to be the Courts
decision—and thus, they reason, Bakke will

have won. By this same logic. Affirmative
Action will have been destroyed, and Racism,
in one form or another, will be "legalized."

Th* wnilamt RKord Is an independent jovmal published semi-weekly during the regular school
year by students of Williams College. Opinions expressed in Letters to the Editor, V lewpoints and regular
columns of the Record do not necessirlly represent the opinions of the Record. Unless signed, editorials
represent the opinions of the editor-ln-ehlef.

Entered as second class postal matter Now, 27, )9*« at the post office In North Adams, AAa. and reoitered
at Williamstown, Ma., March 3, 1973 under the act of March 3, U79. Second class poelage paid at
Willlamstown, 01247. Subscription price is $10.00 per year. Subscription orders, undeliverable copies and
change of addresses and other correspondence should be addressed to the newspaper at Baxter Hall
Williams College, Williamstown, Ma. 012*7.

effects need not be negative. Ihe cause for

Affirmative Action's main intent, that of

assuring that there is equal opportunity for

women and ' minorities to get into (for

example) graduate school, will not be
damaged in the slightest way. By removing
quotas and double standards, there will be
equal opportunities given to all applicants,

regardless of race, creed, sex. If anything,
the Court's Affirmation of the Bakke decision

on (presumably) XlVth Amendment grounds
will reinforce the provision that no p^srson will

be denied equal protection of the laws.
- Yes, there is still a serious question of what
to do about certain cultural disadvantages in

the education of minority groups. To this,

there is no simple solution—ideally, any
imbalance of one's lack of educational access
should have been corrected before graduate
school level, so that there could be more
lenience given to undergraduate programs,
as far as admissions selectivity is concerned.
My stance is not racist. Rather, it is one

based upon principles: certain programs
designed to counteract imbalances and
injustices by utilizing the same evils that
were originally denounced, are inherently
wrong. We are fools if we believe that three
hundred years of oppression may be
ov«xome by the impositions of legitimized
discriminations.

It is claimed that not much has changed for

minorities since the Civil Rights Movement.
If anything, the resentment caused by
reverse discrimination overbalances the good
intent of Great Society edicts. The promotion
of understanding is the first step necessary
for the elimination of certain inequalities.

Regretfully, I am not aware of any specific
programs which would accomplish this goal
in the near future.

The lack of any viable alternatives,

however, should not be a carte blanche for
plunging headlong into programs which are
structurally hypocritical. Unless this next
decade is to be as unproductive as the past
one in promoting social well-being, the
misguided aspects of Affirmative Action
programs must be corrected—NOW.

make similar sacrifices.

My suspicion is that most students are not

willing to moke such sacrifices. (Whether the

College should force than to as a matter of

educational policy is an interesting topic for

debate.) My additional suspicion is that

future students and their iamilies will 4>ot be
overly enthusiastic about future sacrifices

that have been contracted for them today.

(I wonder if the College Council would be
willing to guarantee to pay the College any
income it loses from divestiture. Perhaps the

membership of the Thursday Night Coalition

will pool their resources for such a
guarantee,)/

I've been referring to divestiture as use of

the endowment for a social good, i.e. aiding

South African blacks. However, the
divestiture debate is actually unclear on this

point. Some divestiture proponents argue
more out of a desire to keep Williams and its

students from living off of tainted mon^—
surplus value stolen from South African
blacks—than with any real prospect of
improving the conditions of those
disenfranchised South Africans.

Such blood money arguments smack of

holier-than-thou-ism. However, if one accepts

the validity of the concept, surely one can
derive a list of equally morally repugnant
activities engaged in by firms in which
Williams owns stock. Some examples: firms

doing business in or with Chile, firms trading

with the Soviet Union, firms which fail to

abide by the convention boycott of ERA
supporters, and all Japanese firms (Japan
has been leading the continuing slaughter of

whales and dolphins).

Is money made in South AMca more
tainted than that made in Saudi Arabia
(where women have fewer rights than
camels), in other African countries (where
discrimination involves one black tribe

against another), or in the United States

(where firms and citizens are not required to

pay the fair costs of energy and of pollution)?

Ignoring the blood money aspects of

divestiture, one is left with divestiture as a
vehicle for social good. Now to that end, I've

read that South Africa's is a relatively strong
economy, that oil is its only major trade
dependency, and that Iran supplies most of
South Africa's oil. Given the Shah's record on
human rights, I don't see how an economic
boycott (toward which divestiture is

presumably an interim step) could be
successful. However, I don't know much
about the self-sufficiency of the South African
economy; so, let's assume that divestiture

might have a positive effect.

If Williams chooses to use its endowment
for social good, would divestiture represent
the greatest social good for the buck, to put it

crudely? As an alternative, Williams could
invest funds in risky employment-
generating ventures in the poverty-stricken

Berkshires; it could invest in struggling

minority-owned inner city firms; it could

donate some of its endowment to

philanthropic foundations (After all, they've
been donating to Williams for years). Or,
closer to home, Williams could increase its

allocations for financial aid, raise the

Admissions Office's budget for minority
recruiting, or hire more, senior women
faculty. ^
The newly formed "endowment"

committee should consider such alternatives

to divestiture in debating whether and to what
extent Williams' endowment should be used
for anything other than optimizing fUtore

income.

The danger in this sort of debate, I have
been reminded, is that it may lead to a form of

quietism: We might spend so much time
debating which good burden to take up that

we take up none. On the other hand, having
watched the rise and fall of WmPIRG,
teamster lettuce, and Ox-Fam as burning
campus social issues, I'd view a little moral
introspection—at least as far as allocation of

resources is concerned—as a good thing.

Additional questions raised by the

divestiture debate also deserve further

consideration by the College community:
What can and should Williams do to foster a

sense of social responsibility among students

(and faculty, for that matter)?
Is it possible for meaningful issues to be

discussed oq campus without administrators
viewing students as immature, importunate
creatures with very limited attention spans
and without students viewing administrators

as pompous, paternalistic and self-serving?

David R. Ross '77

David Rois '77 dautloptd hit

pontifical talentt as an editor of tht

RECORD Many moont ago.
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Viewpoint

Why applications decreased
by Miclmel Uiaack

They are burning the midnight oil

this week in Mather House preparing
to admit the class of '82. The next

week will find almost a hundred eager
"accepts" scurrying about campus
trying to decide If this is "their

' school." The Aprildecisiwi date is

about perfect for the Williams
calendar. Spring is in the air, and
thoughts can turn to plans for the

future.
What is disturbing, however, is that

the number of minority students on

campus has decreased along with the

number of Jewish students. The
question is, why? Is it that Williams

impression of being "not such a nice
place after all." If so, the problem
could be larger than it appears.
Applications did go down this year,
after several years of setting new
records. What image do we project of

Williams? _ , V . _ . ,

~WKen fwas^sRing'a smaff rnlli^
outside of New England over break, I

asked the admissions director what he
felt was the major difference between
Williams and his school. "Morals and
values," was the answer. When
sexism and racism have been leading
campus issues for two years in a row,
is it any real wonder that we may
project an image of operating in a

"Wllhams experience," rather than
just the "freshman exp^ence".

What Williams is is what csdi
accepted candidate has to decide. So
do we. For Williams to project the

.i'PcUi?.of aplace they wJU want to go
to and feel a part of, it has to be a
place that w« want to feel a part of.

Bridging the gap between
upperclassmen and freshman,
restoring a sense of values and
morals, and a sense of pride, can go a
long way to making the class of '82

feel at home.
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Students share musical

talents In various recitals

Marc Lichtman gives presentation

Music In the Round ««v« its sixth concert Friday concluding the Mason with the Williams Trio.
Julius Hegyi, violin, and Douglas Moore, cello, were loined tyf, Sfisan St. Amour viola, for the
Dankner Trio. ,^i> (photo by Oettgen)

Miller Dai;k

now at

W(\t Hag

r

by Miml David
The story of the young and inspired

musician struggling with the

understanding and mastery of his

art—is often an unsung story here in

the Purple Valley. However, this

we^lf—ofi Thursday and Friday
afternoons—the individual Williams
students will be sharing their talent

with us.

• • •

Anne Shullenberger, a senior
FYencii major and a voice student will

give a recital of French songs this

Ttiursday at4:00 in Weston Language
Center. Her choice of songs
represents the works of famous
composers who have set well-known
FYench poetry to music.

The first section is by Faure, a 19th

century French romantic composer,
jffio has written the musical
accompaniment to poems by Hugo
and Leconte de Lisle. The poems of

Max Jacob have been set to music by
the 20th century composer Poulenc.

These are quite unusual works in that

Grants to be offered serious violin students
A total of $5,000 in music grants will

be awarded to "students of serious
music" in the Sixth Annual Financial
Federal Savings and Loan Association
Mux Musical Association. The
category for competition this year is

the violin. Students between 17 and 28
who have studied at an accredited
music school or HSve had private

instruction with a recognized teacher
are eligible. Ten applicants will be
chosen to audition before a board of

three international judges on October
13 of this year. Two finalists selected

at the audition will perform in the

final competition, a public concert,

with the 75 piece Fiana Financial
Federal Showcase Symphony

Orchestra on October 15. The Grand
Prize winner will receive $4,000 and
the second prize winner, $1,500.

Students interested in the

competition should write to Joseph P.

Naughton, Competition Director,

Financial Federal Savings and Loan
Association, 8991 S.W. 107 Avenue,

Miami, Florida, 33176, by September.

.OLLK.f IHKIK firtlKF INC.

tlLlAHStoWN MASS nilAT

Try our special rates on

film processing

Now $5 OFF I

Suede: was $23.95

NOW $18.95

Canvas was I $14^95

NOW $9.95

ROYAL PLUS
LOCUT

(Suede Leather

and canvas)

SHEET MUSIC

POP FOLIOS^
ALBUM BOOKS

JOG ON IN!

so TOP HOT SINGLE SHEETS
Night Fovei • Stayin' Alive • Lay Down Solly

Love Is Thickar Then Wotar • Du$t In The Wind

PERSONALITY FOLIOS

Chicago Complete.* Seoli t Crofit • Stavia Wonder
Fleetwood Mac • Croiby, Stills. Nash t Young

Electric light Orchestra * Linda Rotistadt

Borry Monilow • Plus Mora

24 hour call-in service

for

Sheet Muilc Information

and truest*

458-3040

PianoShop
Repairs, Tuning
Wr« SEMVICI wlMt w« Mill

In RICKERT'S ALLEY behind the Wemeii'* Exchange

Cole Avenue, Willlamstown

1-45M040

~4 to 5 :3« Daily - All day Sat. - Evenings by Appt.

Richard Wilbur, pulitzer winning American poet, gave an impressive reading

of his workThursday night in Griffin. (photo by Oettgen)

,<ft^ SPEND FALL 1978

S<iO In

^^ MADRID or FLORENCE
^ with

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

* Variety of courses offered.

* Financial aid available.

* No language prerequisites.

' * Ifs not too late — apply now.
SUMMER PROGRAMS IN EUROPE-ISRAEL-KENYA
For more information and Application contact:

5VRACU5E UniUERSITV
DMSion OP inTERnflTionpL

PROGRflmS PBROfiD
335 Comslock Avenue • Room "N"
Syracuse. New York 13210

Telephone
(315)423-3471

the poetry is bizarre, the music dif-

ficult,—and it is an unusual, selection.

The final section is somewhat popular

contemporary French music. The
poems by Jacques Prevert are part of

the musical works by Kosma which
hive also beerf sUhg Uy Yvfig'

Montand. This French music is

romantic, melodious and light—and
should provide the listener with a
similar experience.

. • •

For those more interested in an
analytic approach to music combining
the cognitive psychology of Ulric

Neisser with the music of John Cage
and the like—you may choose to hear
Mark LIchtman's music major
presentation also on Thursday
afternoon at 4:15 in Currier Hall-
room A. Lichtman will be lecturing as

well as playing recordings of thiB

pieces he is discussing. The talk is

entitled, "Analysis by Synthesis." The
title actually refers to a type of

cognitive psychology which proposes

a theory to explain the ways in which
we analyze and incorporate specific

stimuli in the world around us. It is

usually applied to our visual

perception, yet in his talk, Lichtman
uses it to analyze problems in musical
perception. He presents various
musical works: John Cage's "Four
minutes and thirty-three seconds,"

Lutoslawski's "Three poems by Henri
Michaux," and "Structures" by
^ulez as case studies to stq>poFt his

argument about psychology and
music. These musical selections all

pose similar problems for the listener

and Lichtman employs psychology of

perception to help understand why
these problems arise. Though the oral

report is intended for the music
faculty (as an oral exam required for

each music major) it should be a talk

of interest to many students.

Student music continued on Friday*

afternoon with the Studio X recital.

Studio X, one of a series of recitals by
Williams College students, will be
presented this Friday at 4:00 in

Thompson Memorial Chapel.

Various student musicians will

perform. The pianists include Julie

Kosarin '80, David More '81, Ann
Cohiileton, Kate* Gridley 78, and
Sarah Doerschuk '81, and the

composers represented are Chopin,

Scarlafti, Ravel, Debussy, and
Haydn.
Susan Perry '81, horn, and Steven

Rebarber '80, piano, will present a
piano reduction of Mozart's Horn
Quintet. Nancy Gray '78, mezzo-
soprano, accompanied by Kate
Gridley, will sing pieces by Schubert,

Schumann, and J. S. Bach. Jeff

Mahoney '78, witt j^ay *is--own
composition, "Three Movements in

Search of Atonality" on the clarinet.

Cpntact Lens Wearers
Save money on your brand name
hard and. soft lens supplies. Send
for free Illustrated catalog.

.

CONTACT LENS
SUPPLY CENTER
341 E. Camelback

Phoenix, Arinma 15012

Study
in Italy

Next Fall
Barbieri Center/Rome Campus

S|M>nsored By

TRINITY COLLEGE
Office of Educational Services

Hartford, Conn. 06106

Art

History

Literature

Art History

Sept 7 ' Dec 15

Application Deadline:April 14
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Griffin concert moves

successfully to Weston
Griffin Halt Concerts moved to

Weston Language Center last Sunday
night for a program of lieder by
Robert Schumann. Pianist Victor Hill

accompanied Judith Reichert
»oprMt»,- 4n-» -perfonnftnce -of
Kraucnlifbe und-lelwn and Oaniel
O'Connor, baritone, in the cycle
Dichterliebe. The performances met
with voluble approval from the
audience.

Reichert gave a superb rendering of
the Frauenliebe proving her mastery
over her vocal range. Her firm control
lent the pieces a clarity and precision
difficult to achieve in most concert
situations. She has a perfect lieder
voice, firm yet delicate, able to instill

wide ranges of emotion and feeling
into the listener.

Alter a short intermistrion.

have trouble in sustaining sound at the

end of melodic lines. This is by no
means a chronic situation. A majority
of the separate songs in the cycle were
of the highest quality, and his

-perforfnaneeeveraii«an only-berated
as excellent.

Reichert and O'Connor returned to

the stage together at the end of the

concert for two encore duets by
Mendelssohn. They sang these
marvelous pieces beautifully, their

voices interweaving easily and
ingratiatingly. Together, Reichert
and O'Connor can do no wrong. The
only problem was that they ended so
quickly. Like Oliver with his porridge,

the audience could only beg for more.

Paots

Marela Jelinston captured tht txprtttion of this cMM In tti« Sllp|>*ry ancna.
For the month of April, a 15 piece photo exhibit by Johnston I* displayed in
Images Cinema acrots the street.

O'Cdhhor" retuFiied^ with" HilT to

perform the Dichterliebe. O'Connor
gave a weaker rendition than did
Reichert. His control over his voice
falters a bit as reaches to the upper
ranges of his register and he seems to

Museum shows posters

An exhibition of American war
posters is on view, now through April
27. in the Rotunda of the Williams
College Museum of Art. The twenty-
four posters, selected from the
Museum's permanent collection,

represent the volunteer efforts of the

nation's foremost illustrators and
mural painters, including Joseph
Pennell, James Montgomery Flagg,
Kenyon Cox, and J. C. Leyendecker.

LaxMs split Smith serimiiiages
by Mary Kate Shea

A group of eighteen lacrosse
players, members of the Williams
College women's varsity and J.V.
teams, participated in a scrimmage
day at Smith College on April 8. The
squad played three abbreviated
games consisting of 20-mihute,
instead of regulation 25-minute,
halves.

Williams faced Yale in its first

contest of the day and came away
with a resounding 7-1 win. Everyone
on attack got into the scoring act as
first home Sally Kruse registered a
goal and three assists and both second
home Mary Fish and third home Sue
Wright tallied a goal and an assist.

The attack wings accounted for the
majority of Williams scoring as Val
Corning and Sarah Baldwin each

scored twice.

In their second game, the Ephs
played an impressive game tieing a
strong Dartmouth squad 2-2. Kruse
had another strong game as she put in

both of Williams goals. Goalie Marty
Taft turned in a strong performance
blocking numerous shots and stopping

several Dartmouth breakaways by
coming out of the goal to stick check
the oncoming attack player.

The final scrimmage of the
afternoon saw the University of

Vermont outscore a cold and
somewhat tired Williams squad 4-1.

The Ephs lone score came from
Corning at attack wing. DesiHte the
outcome of the contest, the Williams
defense, led by two freshmen, defense
wing Anne Ricketson and cover point
Joy Rotch, performed admirably.

Williams' performance at the Smith
scrimmage day proved that the squad
is capable of competing with the best

college teams in the area.

Siena kept

scoreless by

rugby women
TheWomen's rugby team opened its

spring season with an ^0 victory

against j>erenniaj foe Siena College.
ITie match remained scoreless until

the second half when Jeanne Weeks,
assisted by sUnd-off Linda Collins,

followed in her kick for the first try of
the day. Wing Kim Jenkins added the
next four points with a 30 yard run.

Excellent scrum work and the
added efforts of new team members
consistently held back Siena who
defeated the ruggers in the fall. About
14 veterans of the two previous
seasons are joined this spring by half
a dozen enthusiastic tyros.

The women's team is a year old this

spring. It was organized last year by
John Greer '77 and Ginny Doherty 78.
Sue Kraus and Linda Collins were
elected co-captains this fall. This
team hopes to better the fall record of
1-2, and if Saturday is any indication,
the fast line and ever-improving
scrum will carry the young team to

further victories.

This weekend the women go to

Brown University for a wedcend
tournament against Yale, Dartmouth,
Brown, Siena, Smith and Albany Law.
The following weekend the women
face Albany Law at home whom they
bverwhelmed in the rain this fall.

Exclusively at

WILLIAMS
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Congratulations!

Now what?
You «n wofh 9 to 5 tof (he man. or you can work (ulitifne tor mantund
The MEACE CORPS and VISTA oMer you a real atieinatiwe that could be the most

rewarding experience ot your itfe

In the PEACE CORPS you can go where your skills and trammg are needed You
can live m a new land speak a new language. And be adopted by a new people

VISTA offers you the opportunity to help people right here in this country.

whether it's In lh« troubled ghetto, the mountains ol Appaiachia. or in your own
communtly.

If you want lo do somethmg really important. cons'Oer the PEACE CORPS or

VTSTA . . because you CAN make all the difference m the world

PEACE CORPS and VISTA r«crull«rs will feM conducting Inltr-

vl«ws with graduating sanlora on Thursday. April 20 In Iho
placamont offica.

COME IN AND DISCUSS VOUR FUTURE.
WE'LL SHOW YOU HOW TO USE THAT DIPLOMA

Seniors and gr«o tludenis shouMi »ign up (or intvrviewft m th« Ptacemerx Office

M

Ask Procters Gamble
what you can do

__ with your BA degree!

\bu could become the

advertislng/inarketing manager
forone of these B8tG ptoduc^
Although only 5 are shown here, Procter &
Gamble makes more than 50 well-known,
well-advertised consumer brands.

For each brand, there Is a small
management group, usually just 3 people,
totally responsible for planning, creating
and supervising everything that is done
to increase consumer acceptance of

their brand.

The group is headed by a Brand Manager,/a\i
important level of management in our company.
Right now, we're looking for a few highly qualified

•

college seniors with the potential to become
Brand Managers.

You would start at our Cincinnati headquarters as part
of a brand group for a specific brand, perhaps one
of those shown here. To help you learn quickly, your
Brand Manager would give you challenging assignments
of increasing responsibility in various key marketing
areas such as TV advertising, package design, special
promotions, budget planning and analysis, and
market research.

The emphasis would be on you, your ideas, your
ability to contribute. You'll be promoted on the basis
of merit alone. It's not uncommon to become a full

Brand Manager within 3-4 years.

Since you will. begin to manage from the day
you join us, we're looking for "take charge" people
with outstanding records of leadership while in

college. "Superior academic achievement",
"innovative", "a record of being able to get things
done", and "good oral and written communi-
cations skills" are some of the words we
use to describe the people we want.

If this kind of work interests you and you think

you qualify, please send me your resume.

Mr. Richard MltcMI
Tlw ProctM' ft Qamtol* Co.
Adwrtiaing Pcraomwl
P.O.BOX599— DapLA
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201

An Equal Opportunity Employar
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Loxmen beat Springfield

in disappointing play
by Wayne Eckerson

"We played sloppy," said lacrosse

Coach Renzi Lamb after his team
downed a gritty Springfield squad 14-7

on Saturday. "We failed to maintain

the same intensity we exhibited in last

Wednasday'&.guae. against

.

C. W-
Post."

Tliough the Williams players did not

live up to Lamb's or their own
expectations they were never
seriously threatened by Springfield as

Brian Benedict's two tallies in the

first period put the Ephs ahead for

good.

"We didn't execute the

fundamentals," said Lamb. "We
couldn't pass, catch, or pick up
ground balls." Lamb then pointed out

that these problems were the

symptoms of a mental letdown. "We
thought that because we played well

against G, W. Poet we could come
down here and romp," he said.

Ihe Williams laxmen did have
several bright spots, most notably the

twenty^save performance of goalie

Bob Cowin. Cowin repeatedly
thwarted numerous Springfield

scoring opportunities in the first half

and singlehandedly kept the contest

from becoming close. "Cowin has
been really hot," says Lamb. "He has

covered up some offensive flaws."

The offense finally began to roll

behind the one-two scoring punch of

Pete Thomsen and Todd Eckerson.

After the first quarter the two
attackmen figured in on all but two
scoring plays. Thomsen poued in five

goals, ijnd added three assists,

Eckerson claimed seven assists, five

of which were to Thomsen, and one
goal. Midfielders Gus Nuzzolese and
Brian Benedict scored three and two
respectively, while Dick Goodbody,
Pete Barbaresi, and John Glynn each

scored once.

Goalie Cowin iMraised the play of his

defensemen Pete Unger, Jeff Murray,
and Mike Curran. "They made it a lot;

easier for me," he said.

Williams meets Yale at New Haven
on Wednesday.

Itr^^ason's first

Racketmen rout Army

Ths mtirt t*nn1» l»am cfMntd up
Army this WMkmd. No. S Allan

BarnM '81 extcutss an ovwhMd.
(photo by Oetlgefl)

by Evan Baih
Ttie men's tennis team passed their

first test of the young season with

flying colors Saturday, brushing off a

capable Army team 9-0 in Lansing

Chapman Rink.

The unsurprising victory came with

unexpected ease. The Ephs delighted

a sizable and enthusiastic crowd of

onlookers by suppressing the

anticipated close duel between the two
teams as they swept the afternoon's

six singles matches.

Martin Goldberg, established the

tone of the match at the no. one

position, using a variety of shots to

keep his opponent off balance in a

straight set win. Scoring the easiest

victory of the day with an
overwhelming performance was no.

four Peter Priesen. Captain Jim
Parsons gave a gutty showing at no.

three, coming from behind in both sets

befpre recording a two set triumph.

In fact, Williams often appeared to

want the match more than Army, as

evidenced by the Eph's trio of three

set wins. Dan O'ConneU fought back
from the brink of defeat, winning the

deciding set 6-4 after being down 4-1.

Surviving a game in which his

opponent was serving for the match at

5-4 in the third, no. five Allen Barnes
captured the next three games to take
the match. In the leA^t suspenseful osf

the three setters, no. six Evan Bash
won the deciding set 6-3.

As bad as things were for Army in

the singles, they only got worse, for

Williams disarmed the Cadets doubles
teams with the loss of only one set.

Goldberg and Parsons played well as
the no. one team in a strong two set

win, while Dean Gianakos teamed
with Bash for an equally impressive
display at no. three. Capping off the

Ephs remarkable day was the hot duo
of Alan Wall and Friesen. They took
their three set match with a 6-0

shutout in the third, a fitting ending tot

the netmen's shutout.

Wednesday the Ephs travel to

Dartmouth for what may be a pivotal

match in the season. ^

Sports inquiry: NESCAC governs post-season piay
by Nancy Rhein

Athletic programs at Williams and
other small New England colleges

governed by NESCAC policy seem to

run along smoothly fh>m year to year,

until a team emerges as a potential

candidate for NCAA post-season play.

Whether it's hockey at Bowdoin or

Middlebury, or basketball at Tufts or

Hamilton, the question is the same:
Why isn't the talented team able to

participate in tournaments beyond
those sponsored by the Eastern

Collegiate Athletic Conference
(ECAC) or related organizations?

The answer for many schools lies in

voluntary participation in the seven
year old New England Small College

Athletic Conference organization.

NESCAC forbids post season play for

team sports. Williams' ban however,

spans the 17 years since a faculty

decision in 1961 to su|^rt the

unofficial Little Three agreement
avoiding post Season play.

Ttie reasoning behind Williams'

rule, later adopted by NESCAC,
centers around "... the boomerang
effect of faculty reactions to added

costs, extended seasons and time
away from campus, and increased

recruiting pressures," according to

former college president John
Sawyer. The ban caused changes in

the athletic programs at several

schools which joined the conference in

1971. Although these schools had to

revise recruiting, scouting and post

season rules, Williams' policies were
unaffected.

College rules on post season play

date back to a five college conference,

the Pentagonal, organized to discuss

standards for academics and athletics

at Williams, Wesleyan, Amherst,
Bowdoin, and Dartmouth 30 years

ago. In an effort to define the ideal

athletic program within an academic
setting, the presidents of the colleges

adopted various regulations, already

in existence at the Little Three
colleges, which were more strict than

national rules. With the exception of

Dartmouth, which later joined the Ivy

League, the schools enthusiastically

supported their philosophy^with an
eye toward convincing other colleges

of its benefits. They hoped to create a
small college conference, an idea

which was unable to get off the ground
for 15 years.

The philosophy was not questioned

at Williams, until an outstanding

Williams basketball team captured

the 1961 New England regionals. It

looked like a strong contender in the

NCAA's then "college" division

Sports editor Nancy

Rhein explains some

background on

NESCAC philosophy

and Williams'

involvement in it.

tournament. Voting to keep the post

season ban, the faculty feared
involvement in commercialized
athletics. It expressed concernfor the

team pressure on an athlete to

compete in tournaments, and
foregoing his academics interests.

During the 60's the Little Diree held

fast to their regulations, finally

reaching an agreement with 8 other

schools to form NESCAC in 1971.

NESCAC philosophy and structure

has since changed little, although

ECAC tournament play is now
permitted and Union College has
withdrawn.

Occasionally an outstanding team
crops up at NESCAC school and
students call for revision of the post-

season rule. Many object to the

injustice of permitting members of

individual team sports, i.e.,

swimming and squash, to participate

in the tournaments. This participation

is justified by which "lesser
expense," has come under fire

recently as more individuals qualify

for NCAA tournaments. Individual

coinpetition on the NCAA level has
become almost, if not more, as

expensive as team participation.

Beyond the economics of the

situation, behind the rationale

permitting individuals to participate

in national competition is that each

person may freely weigh academic
demands. Ideally, he is not pressured

into an extended commitment at an
NCAA tournament by team
encouragement.

Although NESCAC athletic

directors and college presidents

recognize objections, they are
unlikely to change post-season ruling,

according to Williams' athletic

director Bob Peck. In the unlikely

event that a school withdraws from
the conference to compete in post-

season play, the decision to

participate still rests In the hands of

the faculty and administration of that

school. Peck not only sees Williams'

faculty members continuing to

support the ban on post-season play,

but he also sees no chance of

Williams' leaving the conference.

"NESCAC is super for Williams

College," he said, as the advantages
of the organization, including

attractiveness of schedules, game
limitations, elimination of season

overlap, and recruiting and scoring

regulations have created a conference

which acts in concert—resulting in a

strong reputation for principled

competitive athletics for the NESCAC
colleges.

Golf vets plan repeat of one-loss season

Ed Bows* '», yns Htm England
Junior Champion is rtprMcntatlvt «rf

Itia golf team's talant.

The awesome Williams College Golf

Machine Is readying Itself for the

upcoming season. Already the

possessor of an almost unbelievable

497 wins, the team with the best

winning percentage in Williams
College history anticipates at least a
duplication of last fall's 5-1 record.

To prepare for combat with such
Division 1 powers as Dartmouth,
Harvard, and Holy Cross, Coach Rudy
Goff and his charges spent ten days In

Sea Island, Georgia and Orlando,

Florida honing their games to razor-

sharp perfection. In the qualifying

which took place over the last two
days of the trip, most of the top

positions went to seasoned veterans,

with a few surprises from some
illustrious names of the past.

In first position, Mike Lynch, a

highly-tooted freshman performer
three years ago, reemerged from the

golfing dead and a semester in Rome
to grab the top spot. Hopefully,

Lynch's solid, methodical approach to

shotmaking will eliminate the

inconsistency which has plagued him
for the last two years.

Bill Upton, one of the most
physically gifted members of the

team, used his big swing to produce

the finest golf of the trip. At Island

Club, Upton avoided numerous
hazards and psychological self-

destruction, bringing the monster to

its knees with a remarkable 77.

Tying for third were Dan Katz, Ed
"Big" Bousa, and Marcel Oudin.

While suffering in the depths of this

bewildering slump and pondering an
early release from life's miseries.

Batters defeat RPI, split games
with Div. II powerhouse Springfield

by Frank Pergoliizi

llie Williams baseball team split a
doubleheader with Division II power
Springfield Saturday afternoon,
winning the first game 3-2 and losing

the second 7-2. Early last week
Williams beat R.P.I. -5-3.

In Saturday's first game, Williams
broke a l-l tie in the 4th innbig on a

single by Bob Labombard. The
eventual winning run scored when the

ball eluded the Springfield
centerfielder.

Junior righthander Tony Stall was
the victor, striking out seven, while

going all the way.

In the second game, Springfield got

to starter Steve Maier early, scoring

six rtms in the first four innings.

Defense spelled the difference as

Williams committed four errors,

while Springfield turned three

doubleplays.

In Thuraday's game Williams fell

behind 3-0 after the third Inning.

Williams fought back to tie the score

and went ahead in the top of the

eighth. Frank Kreutz reached first on

a single, then stole second and third.

Bill Masse drove him home with a

base hit.

Masse was the hitting star on the

day, going 3-4 with a double and RBI.

Kreutz knocked In two runs. Williams

stole six bases, with Kreutz
accounting for three of the thefts.

John Carey started for the Ephmen,
but was relieved by Tom Albert in the

sixth. Albert shut out the Engineers

the rest of the way, striking out six.

Williams is now 2-1 on the season.

The Ephmen's home opener is

scheduled for Tuesday afternoon at 3

p.m. as the Trinity College Bantams
invade Weston Field.

Katz stepped upon the twelfth hole of

the Island Club. Sensing that the

planets and stars were aligned in

perfect configuration, Katz put a left-

sided move on the ball and sent the
devilish white spheroid rocketing into

the cup for the first hole-in-one in the

history of the trip. This moment
marked the beginning of Katz's return

to mental health, and In the latter part

of the trip he began to show some of

the consistency which has generally

marked his game in the past.

Ed "Big" Bousa, the 1975 New
England Junior Champion began
reassembling the powerful game
which made him the early season
terror of the fall. Fellow Super-soph
Marcel Oudin distinguished himself

with a 79 at Arnold Palmer's
extremely challenging Bay Hill Club.

Occupying sixth and seventh
positions were Oiris Holm and Young
Bill Sprague. Although Holm's rocky
past has been marked by grav^ tee-

ball troubles, he seems to be hitting

the ball stralghter, After a hot start,

Sprague. 1977 College Champion,
suffered through an unfortunate
malady called hitting the ball

sideways but after making some
adjustments, he seems ready to

employ his talent for an assault on the
New England golfing world.

The southern qualifying will only
count if the weather does not permit a
qualifier at Taconic. Even if they are
left out of the first match, look for co-

captain Doug "King" Chumbley, John
Goodrich, Chris "Moses" Malone and
John Wallace to crack the starting

lineup. They will provide the depth to

keep Williams atop the bevy of hungry

teams hankering to knock off the

perennial power.

With all of this available talent.

Coach Goff hopes for the team to

equal or better the 5-1 record of the

fall. Through solid swing mechanics

and the maintenance of mental
equanimity, there Is not much doubt

that It can.

I97a-7f Financial Aid—All fresh-

men as well as new sophomore and
junior applicants are required to

attend one of the Tuesday or

Thursday meetings in Hopkins

Hall before the end of April. Refer

to Instructions everyone should

have picked up In Mr. Flynfs of-

fice by now.

SUMMER STUDY IN

NEW YORK CITY

Columbia University offers over

350 undergraduate, graduate and

professional school courses. Write

for bulletin: Summer Session,

Columbia University 102C Low
Library, N.Y., N.Y, 10027
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Anti-Apartheid Coalition

sponsors daily silent vigil
The Williams College Anti-

Apartheid Coalition, in an attempt to

"raise student and administrative
awareness," is currently sponsoring
daily ten minute silent "memorial"
demonstrations, designed to

commemorate blacks who have died
in the South African liberation
strugfle.

At 12:^20 P.M Monday through
Friday, the group meets on the steps
of Hopkins Hall. Some 30 to 40
students and faculty members are
assembling there each day, to hold a
silent procession either at Hopkins or
at a more visible location, such as the

Baxter Hall area.

Gordon Hardy, 78, a co~ordinator of

the event, says that the memorial is

intended to emphasize the coalition's

feeling that financial stq^wrt of

corporations operating in South
Africa is "more than a political

issue." Hardy encourages all students

who support divestiture to join in the

demonstration; "People are
watching, listening, and

College considers

new computer
The Computer Services Committee

is currently evaluating five different

altepnatiyes
. for new computer

systems. Associate Provost David
Booth, who heads the committee,
stated that the group is prepared to

advise the purchase of a system
costing up to $600,000.

The committee will choose one of

the five systems at their meeting
tomorrow, and will then submit their

decision to Provost Neil Grato^^ who
will make a recommendation to the

Trustees at their next meeting on
April 21. Booth emphasized that

"there is no guarantee that this will be

funded."

"I think that Williams is quite

backward in terms of the computer
facilities it> offers its students," said

Booth. At present Williams owns two
computers: a Xerox^^SO and an IBM

SM COMPUTERpage 3

understanding that these questions

are not yet closed," Hardy concluded.

The ten minute memorials will

continue until the Trustees meeting at

Williams on tlje week-end of April

21st. At that time the Anti-Apartheid

Coalition hopes to re-introduce the

question of divestiture that was
dismissed by the Trustees at their last

meeting. The group promises further

demonstrations, and will announce
final plans at the meeting of the

Thursday Night Coalition.

The Anti-Apartheid Coalition stages its daily ten-minute memorial, a silent demonstration held every
weekday at 12:20 p.m. (photos by Oettgen)

Thurow, Rudolph speak on value of liberal arts
A capacity crowd crammed Room 3

of Griffin Hall Monday night to hear
Lester Thurow '60 and Fred Rudolph
'42 talk on the question, "The
Williams Education and 'Doing
Good: ' What's It All Worth Anyhow?"
Mike Lissack '80 kicked off the

discussion by relating a charge from
an admissions officer at a small
liberal arts college who said, "From
what I understand about Williams,
they don't have any morals or
values."
Thurow, an award-winning

economist at MIT, and Rudolph,
chairman of the American
Civilization Department, spoke on
diverse topics including grades,
money-making and good works in

attempting to respond to this

assertion.

Thurow spoke about the vafue of a
liberal arts education. He said it gives
the student an appreciation of

different modes of thought. He was
not sure this education would work
towards "doing good," however, and
he admitted he was not sure what a
Williams education had done for

himself. "Nobody knows whether
ping to Winfams is" g61iig''to change
the amount of good you're going to

do," he added-
Education is "90 per cent them and

10 per cent Williams," the economist
said. He told the audience he is not

convinced that college is where valuers

are imparted. Instead, he said,
college gives a student a place to ask
questions and get them answered.
Rudolph cited distinguished

Williams alumni, to illustrate his

contention that Williams has always
turned out people interested in "doing
good." Each took imagination and
intelligence from Williams and as a
result of their Williams education, he
said, were "liberated from
provincialism, ignorance and
prejudice."

The ultimate test of a liberal arts

education, Rudolph claimed, is the

question "What would I be worth to

myself if no one wants to hire me?"
Thurow and Rudolph said they felt

that the student body is le^ naive
than when they attended Williams.

"We had an incredibly naive
optimism," Thurow said. "We
thought we could re-create the
world." He said he has learned since

then how hard it is to move society but

warned, "it is easy toget too cynical."

Questions from the audience
centered around a fear that Williams
is not "real" enough. Rudolph
contended that Williams sufficiently

represents many minorities in its

student body, and has thus come to

have a closer affiliation with the
relatives of modern society.

Council supports 'media' committee
Communication, or lack of it,

between the College Council and the
student body was a major topic at the

Council meeting Wednesday night.

Matters of board plan
modifications, Latin Honors
developments, and the election of a
Treasurer also arose for discOsSienr^

Ted Jucci 'Va of Pratt House,
proposed the creation a "College
Council Public Relations Staff,
subsequently approved in a modified
form. TheStaff is intended to improve
media coverage and student
knowledge of Council activities. Tucci

^expressed dissat isfactiQji over JBccard,
treainient of Council meetings but
emphasized that the Staff would only
supplement regular media resources.

' The proposal, as accepted, calls for

a Staff of three Council members,
including a chairman, and one person
each to work with the Record and
WCFM. The Staff will produce radio

public service announcements and a
regular 'College Council News
Column" reporting on meetings and
issues before the Council. Staff

members will work closely with

UVcoid editors and WCFM
Tucci explained.

Several Council members
questioned the need for such a Staff.

"It is the Record's job to gather and

report campus news." objected
Rands' Wang '«0, and he added, "it is

important thai the Record remain
autonomous."

In other business, the Council

elected John Simpson '79 as its next

Treasurer succeeding Harry Kelly

J7H^ Applications for the position of

Secretary to the Council are still being

evaluated by the Elections
Committee. Sue Laidlaw '80 of Gar-
Wood was selected as the Council's

representative to the newly formed
Committee to Evaluate Winter Study.

The CEP will also be taking the
Council's proposal to make new Latin
Honors standards effective beginning
with the Class of '80, rather than '79 as
originally specified, to theiaculty foiL^.
consideration. The faculty has said it

will not reconsider its decision, but
Professor Gordon Winston of the CEP

see COUNCIL on Pages

Council members listen as Larry Mitchell speaks.

(photo by (Solder)

Log deficit defrays under Lindsey

Soma ofV* taal Nw,iNqKiiii^ran«e plans.

by Ann McCabe
Under current manager Claudia

Lindsey '77, the Log has cut some
costs and the former deficit. At the

end of February, the difference

between total expenditures and sales

was $4500 less than last year at this

time; Lindsey projects a total deficit

of $1000-1500, a marked improvement
over past years.

The Log has upped sales by 23 per

cent and attendance by 8 per cent

from last year. While repairs and
replacements are down $2200 from '77,

costs for sundries (paper and-

glassware) have increasied by $250.

Lindsey attributes this rise to the

price of glassware which has
"skyrocketed". '>Breakage is bound
to happen," she explained

According to Lindsey, Williams
students buy Miller beer in the

greatest quantity, with Tuborg Gold
and Michelob following in popularity.

Lite beer was introduced successfully

this year; and Schlitz discarded.

Miller dark beer is a popular new
addition.

The big screen installed in the main
room has- been "a crowd-pleaser",

admitted Lindsey, who televises big

sports events, "Saturday Night Live,"

and some special programs. She flnds

that movies do not work well as the

Log lacks the "proper theatre

atmosphere."

Lincteey has attempted to introduce

Deadline for Log manager

applications extended

llie deadline for Log manager
applications has been extended to

Wednesday. April 19. Forms are

available from Claudia Lindsey at

the Log, and are due at the Dean's

Office by 4:00 p.m. The L^g
Committee wants to have a wide

pool from which to choose the next

manager.

S-?!

some variation in the Log's
entertainment schedule. While
Wednesday is usually the night for

live performances, Tuesday Is

"specials" night. Both house and
class nights have been "very
popular" this year. One innovation,

"guest meal gap," has "failed to get

off the ground. " apcording to Lindsey.

Lindsey is "very glad" to have
stayed in Wtlliamstown and says,

"With a sense of humor and a grain &f

salt, it has been a great experience."
She took two introductory accounting
courses at North Adams State due to

her business interests. As she has had
an offer from Stanford business
school, she is presently weighing the

benefits of the east and west coast.

Asked if she had had any major
problems, Lindsey said no, though the

Irish soccer team caused a minor
commotion with its "singing, dancing,

and exuberant international

relations."
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Faculty and staff prepare
resolution for divestiture

TA* following it a ntolutlon prtpand by WiUUtmi CoUtgt Faculty ant Staff for
Divntiturt. Tilt rttolution, along with a two-page brltftxplatntng th» situation in South Africa
and Witltami Colltgt'a rolt in tht "pattern of corporate hypocrity and tacit support of the white
South African regime," waa sent to all Williams faculty and staff last Wednesday, with an
attached form requesting support. The briefcondemns the college 's Investments in corporations
doing business in South Africa, The group plans to present the posposal to the Trustees when
they meet at Williams on April 21. The group A^ placed pertinent material in the library which
it feels should be read by students. ^-.^

Williams is involved in this pattern of corporate hypocrisy and tacit support of the White
South African regime. Through the investments it holds in corporations doing considerable

business in South Africa, Williams is making a statement to the public at large—a statement
which jeopardizes the human values for which it has stood with such conviction in the past. We
recognize that those who have been entrusted with the primary responsibility for the financial

security of the college are under pressure to resist any change in investment policies, but their

long-term and higher responsibility to Williams College is to ensure its continued integrity as
an institution of free and humane learning.

As members of the faculty and staff we have been entrusted with the primary respon-
sibility to continue this humane tradition, but the task is not ours alone. Indeed we can only
undertake that responsibility effectively in an institution which through its corporate decisions

acts in such a way as to support the educational ideals we espouse. Frequently, students learn

more from the deliberate actions of those around them than from principles enunciated in

abstract form only.

Clearly this places a particular responsibility upon those entrusted with decisions about
the corporate well-being of the institution. Financial concerns have not been in the past and
cannot be in the future the sole relevant concern of college and university officers, lest

decisions in this realm vitiate more fundamental ideals. The privilege of a liberal education

cannot be purchased by the fruits of systematic exploitation of the black people of South Africa.

Williams College has a tradition of expression of moral concern for national and in-

ternational issues. During the Vietnam War, President Sawyer joined other college and
university presidents in an open letter to President Nixon condemning the Cambodian in-

vasion. The college gave official support to students, faculty, and staff engaged in projects of

protest during the "moratorium" of 1970. The college appointed a delegation of students, junior

and senior faculty, and trustees to visit Washington as a group lobbying^ against the war.

During the civil ri^ts crisis of the 1960's, the Williaims administration supported those faculty

and students who worked with the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and Martin

Luther King, Jr., in Montgomery, Birmingham, and Selma. Williams has given its support,

financial and moral, to campus groups who have been concerned with Black-white relations in^

the U.S.

To proceed now as if the college's financial well-being were the only concern would be to

heighten and endorse a level of institutional hypocrisy inimical to the task of humane learning.

Williams cannot reasonably continue to claim in the future that it stands for this tradition if it

abdicates its institutional responsibility in this realm. In short, as faculty and staff it is our

firm belief that Williams College will seriously compromise its educational mission as a liberal

arts institution if it continues to act in tacit support of the South African regime.

It is out of our deep sense of commitment to these values that we therefore call upon the

Trustees to undertake the following actions in their role as the ultimate guardians of the

Williams tradition:

' ^ Resolution for Action

a. Commit Williams College to the goal of withdrawal from South Africa of those corporations

in which itnow owns ^tpck, and further, make no new investments in corporations operating

in Soutli Africa!

b. Introduce shareholder proposals calling for immediate corporate withdrawal from South
Africa.

c. Vote Williams' proxies in support of all shareholder proposals seeking the following cor-

porate acts: I

1. Withdrawal of current corporate operations in South Africa.

2. Prevention of further corporate expansion in South Africa.

3. Provision of informatiLpn aboutM
d. Beginning with the Spring of 1978, if two consecutive shareholder proposals fail to bring

about the withdrawal of a given corporation from South Africa, have Williams divest itself of

^ all its stock in that corporation.

e. Cooperate with other groups and institutions (e.g. Interfaith Center on Corporate Respon-
sibility) in concerted action to attain the goals stated above.

f. Make public Williams' commitments as stated above, and all steps taken to further these

commitments.
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from Career Counseling
ATTEN-nON ALLJUNIORS! !

!

Want to get a jump on all that career planning

work that you will be doing next year? OCC is

offering a What Do I Do Now? Workshop for

all Juniors who would like to learn about what
can be done during the rest of Spring

Semester and over the summer to make life

easier during 1978-1979. Come to the OCC
Library, Mears House, 4 PM on Thursday,
April 20.

LAST SUMMERJOB WORKSHOP
Anyone still looking for a summer job will

have this one last chance to join a group

meeting on summer job strategy, resource

research, and resume & letter writing^ at

Mears House, 4 PM, Wednesday, April 19.

EDUCATION
Full time teaching positions in Math and
Chemistry-Environmental Sciences at
Millbrook Academy, N.Y. 9-12 grds. boarding
and day school, (see Teacher Opening
notebooks in TEACHING section).

Colgate MAT Program to visit Williams on
April 20 at 10:30 AM. Contact Jeff Wood if

interested in nteeting and talking.
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Roosenraad comment clarified

Contrary to an inadvertent comment made by Associate Dean Cris Roosenraad, fresh-

man entries next year .will not be structured entirely on a coeducational basis.

Roosenraad made that assertion at a Ford Hoosac House meeting on coeducation last

Tuesday night. Dean of Freshman Lauren Stevens, however, speaking for the CUL,
declared that this is "definitely not going to happen." The College does plan to make entries

in Morgan Hall coeducational on an experimental basis, but has no plans for extending the

experiment to any other buildings.

New Junior Advisors elect officers

The new Junior Advisors met Wednesday night and elected Beth Geismar President

and Mark Lanier vice-president for next year. The JA's also drew for rooms.

CEP will osk faculty to reconsider honors change

The Committee on Educational Policy (CEP), following the College Council's recom-
mendation, will ask the faculty to reconsider the requirements for Latin Honors.

The council asked the CEP to resubmit its original proposal to raise the necessary
grade average from 8.0 to 9.0 effective with the class of 1980. At its February meeting the
faailfyamehdisd the CEP tiibtidn W make ^^t^^^

Dean of Faculty Peter Berek was pleased with the CEP's decision. Berek said he was
"especially proud" of the student members of the CEP who informed the discussion and
offered opinions and suggestions to the council.

ACEC co-signs Pouset^e Dart Band

The Pousette Dart Band will join Pure Prairie League on stage for the Spring Weekend
Concert, Thursday May 4, at 8 p.m. in Chapin Hall, according to Steve Case '80, chairman of
the ACEC. . „

"Amnesia," "What Can I Say," and "Country Line," highlight the group's repertoire.
Their fourth album, should be released close to the day of the concert, according to Case,

Tickets will cost six dollars for students, andeight dollars for others. These revenues
should pay for »6,000 of the $11,000 expenses; the ACEC budget has $5,000 left to cover the
remaining costs.

Witcher '80 recollects King in Washington Post

The Washington Post recently printed a front-page article written by Gregory Witcher
'80. The story, which appeared in the April 4 edition of the newspaper, dealt with Witcher's
personal recollections of the death of the Rev. Martin LutherKing, Jr.

Witcher is on leave from Williams during the 1977-78 academic year, and is presently
working as a copy aide for the Post. His article relates his experiences as a youth growing
up in racially tense south Washington, D.C. Witcher was 9 years old at the time of King's
death. Speaking of King, Witcher declares in the final sentence of his article, "10 years after
his death I share Jiis dream and have learned to accept the anxiety that is bom of op-
portunity. Call it opportunity cost."

WOOLF seeks leaders for September trip

The Williams Organization for- Outdoor Living (WOOLF), an organization which
sponsored a series of camping trips for freshmen during and after Freshman Days last fall,

is currently looking for group leaders for trips next September.
Students interested in becoming leaders should attend a WOOLF organizational

meeting Monday, April 17 at 7 p.m. According to program coordinator Paul Goren '80,

potential leaders should have some outdoor experience, and must be willing to become
certified in first aid.

Last chance for Senior photos
Seniors who need portraits for the yearbook have one last opportunity to get them taken.

The photographer will be in the WOC reading room from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday next week. This is the last chance for those who want their pictures re-done or who
missed him previously.

Roadtrippers claim record
DanAdkin8on'79, Larry Mitcheir7B, JohnRainey '78 and Vic Zerbino '79 claim

that they have made the longest road trip in Williams' history. They drove to the University
of Virginia, via Goucher College, for "Easter's Weekend."
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'How to' an old musical showcase
by l>oa Kraiier

Somehow we have forgotten our
great musical comedies. A once
vibrant American art form has
succumbed to the grim high-
seriousness of the theater-asArt
establishment on one side; and the
cynical commercialism of Broadway
hucksters on the other. Now that the
great old film musicals on the late

show have been replaced by re-runs of

"Kojak," the only place we can enjoy
the romantic (if somewhat silly) high
spirits of the form are the local high
school or suburban dinner theaters.

Or in Jesup Hall, where Cap and

Bells presents The How to Musical
Itftut' tonight and tomorrow at 8:30

for admission of tt.(M). Director Will

Mat land Weiss '72 and his production

staff have assembled musical
numbers from over thirty-five shows,
ranging from the glossy recent past of

A Lmic NiKhl Music
and Pippin to the vaudeville
theatricality of Annie Get Your Gun,
from the urbane lyrical, facility of

Stephen Sondheim and Cole Porter to

tHe' cTdyihg"" sfentimentairsm of

Rodgers and Hammerstein.

The How To Musical Revue, then, is

a historical showcase of musical

1
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LAFAYETT RADIO
ELECTRONICS
ASSOCIATE STORE

105 South Street Bemwigton. Vermont - 8IKI-447-0652

BEST SHORT SUBJECT AWARD

Hie Winner isi

PIPSQUEAK
SPEAKERS FREE

WHh llM puPQhaM of any
LAfayatto Racaivar axcapt 1515

BEST RePRODUCTION OF THE HOUSE AWARD

The Winner Is. ^

Criterion

BEST DIRECTION AWARD

Split Declsioni

DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLES from...

JVC and SONY
COMES wrrH free cartridge during

THE AWARDS

3002 Hell Air-Motion TransformerSpeakere
Noimally 220J6

During the *1QQ95Award Banquet

BEST VIDEO EFFECTS

The Winner Is

iVlAGNAVOX..
19" COLOR TV

NonvMHy 429.94

in Honor of
It's Winning...

$36900
BEST SHORT SUBJECT VIDEO EFFECTS

The Winner Is.

MAGNAVOX
13" COLOR TV 4050

moo Blow ^289^^

II

BEST SOUND EFFECTS IN CATEGORY OF RECEIVERS
The Winner Is.

126WMIBP
SlndSEA

Normally 659.95 NOW

JVC 600

95
BEST SOUND EFFECTS IN CATEGORY OF TURNTABLES

The Winner Is.

JVCQL7
.QUARTZ LOCK TURNTABLE

Normally 299.95

NOW *259.95
£UI&j

t^^

BEST SOUND EFFECTS IN CATEGORY OF SPEAKERS

A Split Decision.

ACOUSTI-PHASE
and ADVANCE SPEAKERS

Buy Ona and Gat if• Eacort at

/l PRICE SAVINGS
WnniiMfcMUMi •IWMii

BEST SOUND EFFECTS IN CATEGORY 0> TAPE RECORDERS

The Winner Is.

LAFAYETTE RK D/200
ItomMly 199J6

NOW ON SALE 15416

BEST OUTDOOR AUTOMATED PRODUCTION

The Winner is. «% m mmmm^^ m^^.
SANYO 488

Auto reversing locking fast fonward and rewind in dash AM/FM
Cassette. PLUS Jmwm CmuM tpMlMra. Entire tystwn in
stalled.

Umitad
Produdion

BEST MAJOR PRODUCTION

The Winner Is.

I

uUNT VFETTA4660
INTEIIQRATED AMP

The okJ full sound of tubes with electronic technology

pfus Sony Tuner ST 48S0p/(/s the Sony PS5 Quartz locl<

direct drive turntable with an ADC QLM 36 cartridge,

topped off with a pair of FRIED model Q full range

bookshelf speakers.

Buy Itw TunrtaMi wd Speainn and get the tunar frea

SYSTIM WOKTH WEU OVER M,0aO WTTH THE
TUWEHmgygM

240
,if ynii inwtflll ityntinwtf

iBiCST^S a

YOU TOO, CM Mdv

:

Gift From Ut To YohI

$1.00 RESATb
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Track drops

opener; record

set by Tanner
The Williams College men's track

team opened its outdoor season

Tuesday with losses to Westfield

State, New Haven and Southern

Connecticut. Although the final team
finish was a disappointment, the Epbs
had a few strong individual

performances and stayed fairly close

to the competition, which has been

outdoors for two weeks.

Larry Tanner had a superb opening

day, as he tossed the hammer I81'6"

for his best throw ever and a new
school record. The only other winner

for the Ephs was Tom Schreck, who
grabbed the three mile by hanging

easily with the leader until the last lap

and then moving easily ahead to a 30

yard margin of victory. Williams was
again generally strong in the distance

events and most field events, but still

lacked depth in general.

The Ephs will travel to Mlddlebury

on Saturday, hoping to redeem
themselves against a Panther team
which has experienced similar

problems with depth and even worse

weather.

Batters comeback, stop

Trinity Bantams 6-4

Lee Jackson "79 sprlhti alMad at v track ma«t.
(photo by Holder)

Yale slips past men's lacrosse
by Nancy Rhein

Although it is always nice to be on
the winning end of a one point lead,

sometimes it's just not in the stars.

Despite a promising three goal third

period margin, the men's lacrosse

team was held scoreless in the fourth

quarter, losing an 11-10 heartbreaker
to Yale, Wednesday in New Haven.
The Ephmen, coming off a loss over

Springfield last week were lookirtg to

get the ball rolling as they head into

the meat of their schedule. Coming
out strong, the Williams offense

assented itself early on, with Brian
Benedict opening the scoring with an
unaaaisted tally at :39. Williams,

following a goal by Peter Thomsen
and two fed from Todd Eckerson to

Mark Murray outscored Yale 4-3 in

the first quarter. Benedict added
another in the second period, but

Yale's two tallies tied it up at the half,

with the Ephmen determined to take

the win.

Regrouping at the half , the Williams

offensecame out shooting going up 10-

8 after an opening goal by Tam
Murray. Dick Goodbody, Gus
Nuzzelese, thomsen and Murray each
added one more security goal as

Williams eased ahead of Yale. The
hosts, looking to preserve their

superior stand over Williams in the

New England lacrosse rankings

switched to a zone defense in the

fourth quarter and the Williams

scoring machine ground to a halt.

Turning their attention to Bob Cowin
in goal, the Elis tied the score as the

clock ran down. Yale's offensive

power; Brian Matthews, had five

goals for the hosts as the offensive

pressure mounted. Although Williams

sophomore goalie had seventeen
saves and a strong game for the

visitors, Yale slipped in one last goal

to clinch the win, spoiling the taste of

victory for the Ephmen.
Standing 1-2, Williams turns to

Connecticut Saturday prior to

Wednesday's highly anticipated
Union match-up on Cole Field at 4 pm.

by Frank Pergoliizi

A fly baU double to deep left field by
shortstop Scott Harrington spelled the
difference yesterday as the baseball
team defeated Trinity College, 6-4.

Harrington's shot was the highlight of
a comeback that saw Williams
overtake a 4-1 deficit.

Williams opened t1i« scoring mffie^
bottom of the first on a double by DH
Rick Walter and a single by first

baseman Ken Holltngsworth.

Trinity came back with three runs
in the second. Three walks by
Williams starter Pete Kastrinelis

loaded the bases. A suicide squeeze
and a double by catcher Bill

McCandless brought the runs home.
The Bantams added another run in the

fourth when Kastrinelis walked left

fielder Roger Moreau. He stole

second, went to third on a ground out

and scored on a single by second
baseman Jim Smith.

Williams got to Trinity pitcher

Mark Spencer in the ^ifth: Walter
tripled to deep left field and scored
when the relay throw was off target.

After Harrington filed out,

Hollingsworth walked, stole second,

and scored on a single by left fielder

Frank Kreutz. This narrowed the

score to 4-3.

Bob Labombard opened the sixth

with a single, sending Spencer to the

showers. Roger McEniry bunted
Labombard to second. A bunt single

by John Friborg put runners on first

and third. Labombard scored the

tying run on a wild pitch by reliever

Mike Goss. Rick Walter walked,
setting the stage for Harrington's
blast to the left field bleachers.

Kastrinelis had settled down and at

one point retired nine consecutive
batters. When the senior righthander

tired, junior Tom Albert came in and
went on to pitch three innings of

hitlees relief. It was Albert's first save
of the season.

Except for Trinity's one big inning,

>yilli9!M_contr9l^d the jj?me.. _'j\fe
got bdiind and didh't lose our poise,"

said coach Jim Briggs. He was
especially pleased with his team's
defensive play, especially the infield,

which handled 27 chances without an
error.

Williams is now 3-1 on the season.

The Ephmen journey to Medford
Saturday for a doubleheader against

Tufts.

WILLIAMS

Name Pos AB R H RBI
Frlboro
Walter
Harrington "



Trustees accept

two proposals but

reject bank proxy

of advisory

committee

The Trustees have considered proxy

"Xote recommendations from the

Advisory Committee on Shareholder

Responsibilities, accepting two and
rejecting one. as students again began

to question the cwnmillee's validity.

The group, according to its

secretary, College Treasurer Francis
Dewey UI, considered 36 proxies and
voted in three cases to support

shareholders proposals against
management positions. According to

committee member Marlies Carruth
'80. the votes were close.

The committee recommended the

College ask the First Chicago Bank to

give detailed infonnation on its loans

in South Afric^ and "the contribution

of each loan to the well-being of the

black majority."

"rtie trustees rejected the advice,

agreeing with management that

divulging this would breach the

confidentiality owed customers.

Dewey also noted First Chicago has
made no loans to "South A{(rica's

IHiblic sector" since iir7«.

The Trustees accepted their

committee's recommendations to ask

General Electric "to evaluate the

human rights situation in any country

with which a contract is being

contemplated." declining "any sale to

a country which does not meet
minimal standards." Carruth said

such a proposal would effectively

restrict GB's international trade in

arms systems.

Also accepted was a proxy calling

.jon -Union Cacbtde to '-'make nofurther

investment nor expand its

operations ' in South Africa until the

government there commits itself to

ending apartheid. The Trustees

rejected management objection that

"corporate pplicy must follow U.S,
government policy," . •

Student memt)er8 on the advisory
committee, including Carruth and
Jacqueline Wilson '79, would not
interpret the Trustees' actions as
signalling general receptiveness or
rejection of the committee. Carruth
noted that she did not find the
Trustees receptive to students, but
that she felt the presence of Dewey
and other administrators on the
committee lent force to its

recommendations,
- Meanwhile, Tnembefsr "'6! tM"
Thursday Night Coalition and the

Williams Black Student Union, which
were withholding endorsement of the
Advisory committee pending the

reception of its first

recommendations, claim that trustee

rejection of the First Chicago proxy
negates the force tof agreement with

the other two votes and destroys the

credibility of the committee.

Dewey noted that the advisory

committee still Is authorized "to

propose shareholder resolutions or

even a divestment of specific stocks."

Students argue that in light of the

initial trustee response this authority

is meaningless.

Wilson argued that the committee's

self-imposed policy of not revealing

*1t8rfec6mmendan(>ns' until after the

Trustees have made their decisions

impairs the committee'!
responsiveness to students and
faculty and should be abandoned.
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'Hostage' preview

Irish civil war goes bawdy
Williamstheatre actors in rehearsal for Brendan Behan's musical satire
THE HOSTAGE. The final production of the current season opens Friday,
April 21st at 8:30 p.m. at the Adams Memorial Theatre, with additional

performances April 22nd, 27th, 28th, and 29th.

by James Stone

When Brendan Behan's The
HosiaKo played on Broadway. Behan,
who was In the audience every night.

would jump up on stage, light a cigar.

Ex-advisor to AUende attacks

CIA's 'fascist' Chilean involvement
by Stu Massad

Edward Boorstein, former
economic advisor to the Chilean

government of Salvador AUende,

attacked the . CIA for allegedly

formenting the 1973 military coup in

Chile and warned against a similar

"threat of fascism in the U.S.," when

he addressed an audience of 50 people

Wednesday.
The bulk of Boorstein's two-hour

lecture involved the history of the

AUende government, from its election

in 1970 to its overthrow in 1973. He
detailed covert CIA operations which
have been revealed through
investigations and leaks.

Boorstein charged that the CIA
organized rightest, opposition to

AUende, inciting and- funding-Cittlean—

riots and strikes, as well as the

successful coup. He claimed the CIA
activity was ordered by former
President Nixon and then-Secretary

of State Henry Kissinger.

The economist argued that U.S.

Scientist explains laser fusion
by Jeff Trout

Laser-triggered nuclear fusion is

available now as a fuel source for

conventional fission reactors,

according to Dr. M. J. Lubin, of the

Laboratory of Laser Energetics at the

University of Rochester, and within

several years can be harnessed to

generate electricity directly.

Lubin expressed enthusiasm for the

'Approach to harnessing the power of

the sun here on earth" in his talk at

Thompson Biology Center last

Tuesday.

Dr. Lubin outlined staggering

applications for laser fusion. With

systems currently in use or under

construction, nuclear waste from
light-water reaftors (such as provide

much of New England's electricity)

can be reprocessed into fissionable

fuel, thus adding 100 or 150 years to

our current uranium supplies.' This

system totally eliminates the need for

Anti-Apartheid

speakers

:

THURS.: -Michael Clark, of Inter-

faith ' Center for Corporate
Responsibility, "Profits and
Apartheid," time and place to be

announced. Candlelight Vigil—7:d0

p.m. Faulty House.

FRL:—John Gunnemann. prof, of

Christian Ethics. Vale Divinity

School, "Ethical Questions in

South African Investment,". 8:0Q

p.m.. Griffin Hall, room 3._

SAT.:—Rally—Chapin Hall. 2:00

p.m. with representatives from
student and national groups.

Speakers are sponsored by the

Lecture Committee. Other
programs are sponsored by the

Williams Anti-Apartheid Coalition

(WAAC)
TT"

burying nuclear fission waste
products because there would not be

any. Moreover, fusion itself is an
incredible safe technique: a chain

reaction is impossible because of the

very nature of nuclear fusion; thus, no

explosion need be feared.

Lubin contrasted these advantages
with other proposals for so-called

breeder reactors which, would also

help get rid of radioactive waste, but

are much more complex and
dangerous.

The two current fusion reactors in

America just about break even in

terms of energy output. However,
Lubin pointed out that the energy
potential of each nuclear fuel pellet, a

.1 miUimeter sphere of deuterium, is

equal to that of a barrel of oil. What
that means, he explained, Is that A
500:1 return of energy is possible on a

fuel source as limitless as the seas of

earth.

He tempered the enthusiasm
generated by these predictions with a
detailed description of ' the
engineering problems still to be
resolved, most of them involving

increasing the power and efficiency of

the laser apparatus. "Basically, it's

all done, with mirrors," he quipped.

His conclusion was that these
difficulties could be overcome, and
that within thirty years, fusion

reactors could be generating much of

our electrical power.

policy-makers mounted "an invisible

blockade" against socialist Chile on
the world money market which
produced chaotic inflation and
shortages in the Chilean economy.

^Ibfisg^ actions ,..55.y. _ Bporstein,

thwarted the attempts of the AUende
government to reform the Chilean

economy and society. He claimed that

the socialists retained popular
support until the coup, which he said

was organized by the military and
"bourgeois."

Boorstein, who witnessed the last

days .of the AUende government,
' described the time as one of social

chaos, marked by riots which he
claimed were fomented by the CIA.

When the coup came, Boorstein

escaped to the Mexican Embassy's
protection.

"They needed fascism in Chile, and
they still need it," said the self-

pr6claimed Marxist-Leninist, trying

to explain wby^U.S. officials would
suppoi;t the overthrow of an elected

government. "That's why President

Carter only fights for human rights on

a superficial level." he added, noting

that Carter recently met with Chilean

dictator Augusto Pinochet in

Washington.

and say. "I love the stage, because it's

the only place in the theatre where I

can smoke." In the spirit of the late

Mr. Behan. Williamstheatre presents

Till', llusiaKe this weekend (Friday

and Saturday nights at 8:30) and next

( April 27, 28, 29) on the mainstage of

the Adams Memorial Theatre.

The play is described as a "musical
satire ". The targets of its satire are

the various participants and
bystanders in the Irish civil war and
the war in Northern Ireland: no

Englishman or Irishman, Nationalist

or Loyalist, Protestant or Chatholic is

Spared in the sweep of Behan's wit.

And that is what is most important

_about. The BoMsi^er^thqugJi jTiuch of

its content is political, the play's real

intent is to ridicule anyone and
anything inhuman, and thereby
affirm and revel in humanity. An
atmoephere of warm and a bit

strange, but very human humans, is

repeatedly violated by the intrusion of

.outsiders whose doctrines, dogmas,
and loyalties haye rendered them
somewhat Silly.

At the first cast meeting of the

present production. Director Jean-
Bernard Bucky described the play as

a series or "good lines, good gags, and
compelling juxtapositions." The play

is structured so that every action or

sentiment is immediately undercut by
the next—Behan nevCT permits his

play the luxury of taking itself as

seriously as some of his characters

view themselves. This structure
determines many of Mr. Bucky 's

directorial choices.

The play was intentionally

rehearsed in fairly small sections, so -

that each scene, each bit, became its

own entity at first. The first full run-

thru was not until a week before

opening, but whatever disjointed

feeling was present at first was
overcome by the actors' natural

instinct to provide a consistent motive
force behind their characters. Mr.

Bucky's biggest challenge was to

modulate the bits to make a consistent

atmospheric base while preventing

them from settling together and
getting "sticky" and melodramatic.
The music is the most useful tool of

this strategy: it works not only to

intensify moods and illustrate

character, but also to break the mood
and the illusion of character. The
songs jump outside the play, jarring

the audience into objectivity. "We're
on stage and glad to be here" is what
they seem to say. The lyrics Behan
adds to the familiar Irish folk

melodies are satiric masterworks.
Tlic Hostage, all intellectualisms

aside, is a fun and bawdy play about
fun and bawdy people. What makes
them real and important is their

struggle to stay that way in a world

—

that often takes itself too seriously.

*Lady' plays tonight
The Williams Feminist Alliance and

the English department will sponsor
the feminist play, "Who's a Lady,"
tonight at 8 : 30 p.m . in the Rathskeller.

Written by Annette Miller and
directed by Helaine Witkind, the play ;

deals with topics which include"^
romance, s^uction, motherhood,
marriage, courtship and sexism. The
play includes songs by Paul Anka,
Bertold Brecht, John Kander and
Sandy Wilson with sketches on
feminism by Jules Feiffer, Judith

Viorst, Tennessee Williams and J. D.
Salinger.

Party leads to property damage
by Ann McCabo

On Saturday night, AprU 8, a small
party in Mission Park resulted in

considerable damage to a Pratt

Suite's living room and the adjacent

bedroom.

The damage apparently began in

the living room with members of the

Three Row Houses vote

to remain single sex

party throwing furniture out of the

window about 2 :00a.m. In order to see

the results of this caper, several

people went into the adjacent

bedroom, which was vacant at the

time. Upon returning about 3:00 a.m.,

he found the living room devoid of its

former contents and his room in

shambles. His stereo, skis, and

Afro-American
Studies meeting

The Afro-American Studies
Program will host an open house
Thursday. April 20. in the

Makepeace Room iGreylock) from
4-6:00 p.m. AH students interested

in the concentration or the

program's courses are welcome.

Fort Hoosac. Perry-Bascom and
Garfield Wood Houses will all

maintain single sex houses within

their residential units, during the 1978-

79 school year. The decisions are

based on votes taken in each house

last week.
f

In order to convert to a co-

educational system, a majority of

both the men and the women in the

four Row Houses would have had to

vote their approval, in accordance

with a ruling by the Committee on
Undergraduate Life,

"Most of the debate stems from
inequalities in the physical plant,"

stressed Associate Dean Cris

Roosenraad. chairman of the Housing
Committee. Roosenraad has
advocated an enclave system, with

designated sections within each
building reserved for single-sex

accommodations, as a possible

alternative to the present system of

single-sex housing.

shelves had been damaged; his

typewriter in Uie living room had been
stepped on. (The freshman moved into

the' suite about six weeks ago.)

About 20 students were involved.

According to all Record sources, no
malicious intent provoked ' the
inetu-iated group who has agreed to

pay for damages.
ColloKe Regulations state that

"students are expected to behave
{Responsibly in their use of alcohol."

Failure to comply with regulations or
to conform to "generally accepted
standards of conduct" can result in

probation, suspension or dismissal.

Deans Roosenraad and Mclntire
acted as "fact-finders" in the

incident, interviewing most of those

involved. (Not all members of the

party were students; some were
alumnae.)

Tliough the destruction of property
is not a novel occurrence, the Mission

Park episode is unique as the privacy
of a third party was violated.

The extent and scope of disciplinary

action is being decided.
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Letters: Jeans Day, Mission Park, Rothstein
Jeans dilemma

To the editor,

Contrary to the literature of last Friday's
demonstration for gay rights, blue jeans do
not make a humanitarian: one also requires a
conscience. Personally. I was upset by the

form which the "Jeans Day" demonstration

took, simply because I refused to seriously

damage my conscience by squeezing^it into a

mold wjliiclijl did.w)kfiL^^.-_,^,v,
I would never deny the effectiveness or

legitimacy of a demonstration such as "Jeans
Day" when it is conducted within a group of

people who share a strong conviction. But
when such an effort is forced upon an entire

college community, it becomes a
manipulation: people are pi^shed into one of

only two classifications when they may. not

(and in all probability do not) belong to

either. This manipiilation was particularly

horrendous ip Friday's demonstration

because those responsible chose to label the
jean-wearers as "humanists " who were
"supportive of their friends " If I chose not to
wear jeans, then what labels apply to me?

Tlie issue of gay rights deserves more than
tills sort of band wagon technique. It is not a
black and white problem that can be resolved
by simple determination. Being aware of the
delicate moral and personal conflicts
involved in developing a view of this issue. I

can't see how the staging of such either-or
"defnoftstrailong as fast Friday's can do
anyttring but make people more
uncomfortab^.

William A. Clark '80

Jeans' blues
To the editor,

As I reflect on last week's Jeans Day. I am
forced to conclude that the event was a
mistake on the part of the WGSO. But it was a

IheJslew Math
19m + 8w = 2« + 9w
How many M's does it take to equal anew?
Answer: 17m = w
The members of two main street row houses learned lessons in algebra and
political science when they "voted" to remain single sex over the weekend.
The Deans (not the Housing Committee) ruled that any change would
require the concurrence of a majority of each sex. One of the goals of co-
educational living was to have been to heal the factionalism felt within the
Houses. Unfortunately, the very voting system emphasized separation and
drove the sexes apart.

The proposals failed in both Garwood, Perry-Bascom, GarWood voted
19 men and 8 wom«i in favor, 2 men and 9 women against. For Perry-

-Bascom, the figures were 13 men and 6 women in favor, 1 and 9 against.
Although resp<ectively 71 and 66per cent of the houses favored the change, it

failed.

Williams students are very concerned with the rights of the minority but
sometimes losesightof the rights of the majority. Is tyranny of the minority
any less oppressive than tyranny of the majority?

At any rate, the vote has been taken. Future Action may move toward
one of four possible outcomes.

I. keep all the houses single sex. If we leave things the way they are,
two-thirds of each house is unsatisfied with the result. The house leadership
is in the impossible position of having to enforce the minority will. (The
Garwood president has refused to do so and has suspended room draw until
the bouse reaches an agreeable result.)

II. Declare both houses co-ed. Cynics in each house feel that this is more
than a vote between single sex and co-ed living. Although some of the men
claim they wish to end the notoriety of being the best frat on campus and the
women claim a need for "sistership", many discount this altruism. The
same voices that called for the end pf the fraternities in the fall now cry for
"sisterhood." "House, unity" has been replaced by a demand for sexual
segregation. What has caused the turn around?

. .=, W^ single sex living do use that as
their: chief criterion, we believe that there are selfish motives, too. Very
simply, the women's houses, Bascom and Wood are better places to live
than Perry or Garfield. Is it merely coincidence that these are the only two
places on campus where anything approaching a majority of the women
wish to live in smgle se? buildings. We fliink not.

(On the other sidepf the coin, this phenomenon is not limited to women.
In Fort Hoosac, where the men have superior living facilities, it is alleged

i^that they vote for the status quo. If so, they are behaving as the women in
Bascom and Woodbridge . . . looking out for themselves above everyone
else.)

III. Preserve single sex housinff. somewhere. It is possible that there is

a moderate-sized group of men and-or women who wish to live that way. If

so, the College should provide adequate facilities. Clearly, however, there is

insufficient demand to justify making two of the nicest row houses all
female. Can we put these women together in one house somewhere, so that
they may have their single-sex houses without forcing others to live that
way? In other words, make either Bascom or Wood female, but not both.

(Another idea, Prospect has a shortage of upperdassmen, one entry
would satisfy the entire demand for single sex living, or put them with the
men in Fort Hoosac.)

IV. Start over. All decisions jmade thus far act on the assumptions that
(1) men and women are adversaries arid must be treated separately, and
(2) since the newly included freshmen are not smart enough to decide
whether they would rather live in a co-educational or a singly sexed house,
the wise upperdassmen rpust decide for them. The former is self-fulfilling.
The latter is ridiculous.

,

The best solution ^would be one last secret ballot that does not
discriminate on the basis or sex, age, class or anything else. Because it is an
important issue, the house may require (as does the faculty on "important
issues" ) a consensus of 60 per cent before taking action on any change.

The present segregation has caused impossible social problems in the
houses. The majorities recognize this and are trying to change. The Deans,
the Housing Committee and the individual house members must decide to
do what is right.

mistake for a very pleasant reason.

Many members of the community may be
aware that Jeans Day is not new. At a large
number of campuses across the country, gay
organizations have sponsored such gay
support days. However, on most of the
campuses, the gay rights movement has been
in an early stage of development. Usually,
most people have not worn jeans, to the
Surprise of no one. The important thing and
the noticeable thing was Jhe people \yho did
wear jeans—those who would go out on 'a limb
and risk ridicule to support their friends."

At Williams, however, we have come too far

for that. Recently, especially within the past
year, the Williams community has become
sensitive to gay rights and to gays. This is not
to say that we have become fully aware of,

respectful of, and dedicated to human rights.

Those of us in the WGSO are immodest
enough to take much of the credit for this

progress. However, the thanks really has to

go to all the community members who have
miade the effort to open their hearts and
minds to overcome age-old prejudice.

Most people did wear jeans on Jeans Day.
And this, paradoxically, is the problein. The
people who stood out were those who would
not wear jeans. Students, in particular, had to

go out on a limb to express their nonsupport
for gays—indeed, to express their bigotry-
due to the coercive influence of the

humanistic majority. Not that jeans-wearers
weren't noticed. It was especially gratifying
that a number of people who have been our
occasional political adversaries this year,
including Dean Peter Berek, did express
support by wearing jeans.

Unfortunately, some of us in the WGSO
were left with only bitter and sad feelings for

friends who were not yet prepared to accept
us. After a year of maximum effort, this

really hurt. And because of that, Jeans Day
left several of us more demoralized than

gratified.

I would emphasize again that our
disappointment with some was simply a
function of the support of many. The Williams
conmiunity deserves a sincere thanks for

making the Jeans Day concept obsolete.

—Ken Bertsch '78

Unchecked vandals
To Cris T. Roosenraad, Dean of Housing,
Walter C. O'Brien, Chief of Security, and
Students of Williams College

To the editor,

For some reason, Mission Park appears to

be rather susceptible.

No ^ther building, including dormitories, is

the tfirget of such blatant disrespect for
property and the labors of the 6 & G
personnel who Strive to keep It deari;"
This weekend Mission Park residents once

again a\yoke to a now familiar scene. Sunday
morning arrived with the usual rubbish
distributed freely throughout the corridor,

posters strewn about, and the main bulletin

board ripped from the wall.

This "petty" vandalism has exhibited itself

frequently during the year, sometimes being
anything but petty. We have seea severiU
pinball machines damaged or replaced, Coke
and candy machines smashed, and even the
removal of ceilings and wall , accompanied by
broken glass in doors.

We would like to know what kind of effort is

being made to halt such activity, or to find the
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persons responsible and compel them to

make reparations. It is clear that this sort of

thing can only contribute to higher costs, and,

quite frankly, we hale to see our fur^ds going
towards cleaning up after irrespionsible,

immature individuaKs).

We feel confident that we speak for many of

the residents of the Park in openly
condemning these acts and the person! s)

involved, and we strongly urge that direct

steps be taken (if tbeyjiave no( alreA()|y b^sea. .^

initiated) to curtail the "activity". Since the

appearance of Mission Park reflects on each
and every one of its residents, we also feel

that it Is the students' obligation to cooperate
with the college to discourage further

incidents.

Chrislopher W, Read, '80

Arthur H. Eskew. '80

Charles F. Gledhill, -80

llans C. Oettgen, '80

Support Rothstein

To the editor.

On Thursday, April 20, there will be a fund-
raising wine and cheese party for Steve
Rothstein, class of '78. Steve is running for
Mass. state representative from Brookline.
Defining himself as a progressive liberal,

Steve is particularly interested in promoting
a stronger ethics code, a graduated income
tax, and more use of public facilities.

Steve has limited himself to spending $7000
on his campaign. He strongly ^)elieves that no
candidate can be impartial to benefactors
who contribute large sums to his campaign.
Therefore he is making every effort to accept
as many small contributions as possible.

Steve is one of few graduating seniors who
is putting into practice that which he has
learned in theory at Williams. So far the
response to his invitations has been
encouraging, and I urge mOre of his
classmates and friends to back him in his
enthusiastic endeavor. Steve has already
received much political support from his
constituents and politically active contacts in

Brookline. However, he will need the
financial support from such fund-raising
activities as this "Riursday's cocktail party in

order to make his campaign a success. For
Information 'bh^bbtaihift^ tikM& bffll 'ibfe/ '

'

Hurley (6666) or Lauren Glass (2780).

Lauren Glass '79 /

from O.C.C. |

LAST CALL FOR JUNIOR WORKSHOP
JUNIORS! OCC's What Do I Do Now?
Workshop, Thursday, April 20, Mears House,
Tvm:

" '" -,.......,...-..-

The LAST SUMMER JOB WORKSHOP of
1977-1978 will be held on Wed,, April 19 at 4 PM
in OCC.

PEACE CORPS and VISTA representative
will be on caimpus on Thursday, April 20. The
interview schedule is full at the moment but if

you would like to be on the Waiting list or at
least talk with ACTION over hinch, sign-up at
OCC.

On Thursday, April 20 Jennie Baumbach of
the Colgate MAT will be at OCC from 10:30
AM to Noon. If you would like to talk with her,
see Jeff Wood immediately.

Committee a force
This past week, the Trustees rejected a

proposal made by the Trustees' Advisory
Committee on Shareholder Responsibility.

The proposal wasn't extreme or radical.

Williams wouldn't have made any great
moral decision or threatened itself in any
economic way. The proposal simply called for

the college to use its First National Bank of
Chicago stock proxy to ask bank management
to disclose all the bank's loans to the South
African government. The use of our proxy in

such a manner would have been an
information seeking move. In no way would
the college have made a step towards
divestiture, however, we would have simply
chosen to know more about our indirect
support of the South African regime. With
such information, our decision for or against
divestiture would have been better based on
the realities of the situation. The college
would not have been hurt by seeking for

knowledge. That is, aftar all, what we are
about.

As usual, the Trustees failed to state their
reasons for the rejection of a proposal from a
committee that they themselves created. I

am forced to conclude Uiat if they will not pay

attention to this committee on such a mild
proposal, they will not ever pay any attention
to it. In all probability, the advisory
committee is not being taken seriously by
anybody. As first conceived, it wouldn't have
had the power to recommend any policy on
investment; only after threats of a large
demonstration, did the administration allow
the committee to study not just proxies, but
also the political and moral implications of
our investments. And if the Trustees won't
listen to the committee's proxy suggestions,
they won't respond to it at all. The committee
is a sham, a farc^ and a joke, played at the
expense of students. And if it was conceived
as an attempt to appease concerned students,
the committee has failed totally.

Sentiment on campus for divestiture is not
being taken seriously. Students have
committed themselves to working through
the proper channels. We have negotiated in

good faith and have received a committee
that commands no respect from anyone, and
has no authority over anything. What
alternatives do students have when we act in

the proper manner and are ignored? What
would they have us do?

Bmce D. Goertich 'M
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STEREO CLEARANCE SALE
This week only, get these great buys on fanrious brands of Audio Equipment.

$ 74

$119

SA5500.II 15 watt per chanel Stereo Amplifier . $103
SA6500- 1

1 30 watt per chanel Stereo Amplifier . $119
SA7500-II 45 watt per chanel Stereo Amplifier . . $170
SA8500-II 60 watt per chanel Stereo Amplifier . . . $219
TX5500-II AM-FM Stereo Tuner $10^
TX6500-II AM-FAA Stereo Tuner $137
SX450 15 watt per chanel Stereo Receiver «i«
PL112D Belt Drive Turntable

"receiver $159

PLllZD Belt Drive Automatic Turntable
Cartridges for above Turntables—One half price
CTF2121 Front Load Cassette Deck w-Dolby $145
CTF7272 Front Load Cassette Deck w- Dolby $239
CTF8282 Front Load Cassette Deck w-Dolby $290
CTF9191 Front Load Cassette Deck w-Dolby .*. . $348

TEAC
AlOO Front Load Cassette Deck w-Dolby «i/7
A170S Top Load Cassette Deck w-Dolby 1\a7
A400 Front Load Cassette Deck w-Dolby Ioaa
A3300 Reel-Reel Tape Deck w-lO" Capacity "..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.['.'.'..

$523

SHERWOOD
7210A 30 watt per chanel Stereo Receiver $176
7910A 60 watt per chanel Stereo Receivec-.;,-.!!^!^^!!!! !111_$273

DUAL
502 Belt Drive Single Play Turntable w-Cartridge $ 99
510 Belt Drive Single Play Turntable w-Cartridge $124
1237 Single-AAultipJe w-Auto Stop, Cartridge $120
1241 Single-Multiple w-Auto Stop, Cartridge $153
1245 Single-Multiple w-Auto Stopr Cartridge ....... .... - $203

GARRARD
GTIO Belt Drive, Autb^AAanual w-Cartrldge
GT15 Belt Drive, Auto-Manual w-Cartridge.

SONY
Elcaset-Large Cassette Deck w-reel-reel quality

$ 70

$90

$538

XP57A

XP62A

XP75A
3"

XP95A

RSI 060
RS1080

FISHER
2 Way Speakers (8" woofer, 2" tweeter) $ 45

(20 watts max.)
2 Way Speakers (10" woofer, 3" tweeter)

(30 watts max.) $ 55
3 Way Speakers (12" woofer, 5" midrange,
tweeter) (50 watts max) ...' $70
3 Way Speakers (15" woofer, 5" midrange
3" tweeter) (60 watts max) $ 95
125 watts per chanel Stereo Receiver $459
170 watts per chanel Stereo Receiver $599

EPI
Model 250 Speaker (125 watts max) $160

All Sales Cash or Credit Card and Final Quantities Limited on
Many Models, So hurry.

Full Warranties on All Equipment

Complete Servjce Faculties on the premises

SPRING CLEARANCE
ON

LENSES, ELECTRONIC FLASH UNITS, LIGHT METERS
• SAVE 30% ON^U VmTAR LENSES-

Wide angle, teiephoto & zoom.
Avalloble In Canon, Konica, Universal Thread, & Minoltd Mounts.

• SAVE 40% ON ALL ViVITAR-TX LENSES-

24mm wide angle to 90mm-230mm zoom.
Available in Canon, Konica, Nikon, Universal Thread. & Minolta Mounts.

• SAVE 35% ON ALL YASHICA LENSES W/YASHICA/CONTAX MOUNT.
24 mm to 500mm, All focal lengths.

• SAVE 40% ON LARGE SELECTION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER & CHEMICALS.

• 30% OFF ON FAMOUS GOSSEN LIGHT METERS
G«t a Gossen for as little as $22.75

• VIVITAR & SUNPAK Electronic Flosh Units « Accessories REDUCED 30-40%

Yoshico FR body w/F1.9 Lens • $265.00

w/FI.4- $299.99

Power winder ft Pro grid for obove $110. for both
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Two hoais glide by

Ptrhaps if h* had shavtd tfown . . . Bryant, Hqm* took top honors in tha

Intramural Swim maot last Thuriday. Sponcar Broolct and East-

Fayarweattiar-Lahman finiiliatf tacond and third in tha combinad men's and

woman's scoring. (photo by Johnson)

Netmen shutout M)T
by Evan Bash

Spring may be a little late in coming
to the Berkshires, but by all

indications the men's tennis team has
' definitely arrived. The EphS swept all

,
six singles matches for the fourth time

this season fis they deprogrammed
M.I.T. 9-0 on Saturday. It was the

third, shutout of the year fdr the

racketmen and raises their season

; record to 4-1. >

Forced inside of Lansing-Chapman
rink because of the snow, Williams

nonetheless chilled M.I.T. with

steadily fine play that prevented the
' Engineers fl-om winning a set in the

match. Coach Sean S16ane's

racketmen have now accomplished
this feat for the third time this year.

Williams singles play has been
particularly sharp all season, with the

netmen becoming equally adept at

playing from either the backcourt or

the net. Martin Goldberg, filling the

no. one position, and no. two Dan
O'Connell won by identical 6-2, 6-1

scores. Captain Jim Parsons recorded

a-Q-S, 6-1 victory, and no. four Peter

Friesen needed a second set

tiebreaker to win his match. Evan

Bash triumphed 7-5, 6-4 at no. five,

while Mitchell Reiss rolled to a 6-2, 6-1

victory.

M.I.T. could fare no better in the

doubles as Williams won with similar

ease. The hard work the Ephs have

put into the doubles appears to be

paying off, the racketmen having had

fine doubles performances for the

past week.

The Ephs hosted Harvard this

afteriioon.

Women's Crew
The women's crews made valiant,

but unsuccessful efforts against

Conne;cticut College boats on

Saturday in New London, Conn. A tall

wind was with them but luck was not

as all three Williams boats finished

within several seconds of the

Connecticut crews in the 1500 meter

race downstream the Thames River.

"The Novlce'boat stirtied off Slfrohg.
"

but caught "crabs " early on (oars

were caught in the water) , slowing the

boat down, throwing oiff their rhythm.

The varsity boat, stroked by co-

captaiii of last year's U.S. National

women's crew Sue Tuttle, came the

closesf to victory, losing Iv only one-

tenth of a second. CoacK George

Marcus, less-than-pleased with his

boat's performance, said, "We rowed

terribly."

The lightweight boat, stroked by

captain L,isa Capaldini, remained

within several "seats"

-ifpproximately faur feet) of the

Connecticut junior varsity women
throughout the race, but was not able

to catch them despite a strong sprint

at the end.

Next Saturday Williams meets
Little Three rivals Wesleyan and

Amherst in Middletown, Conn.

Men's Crew
by Nick Lefferts '80

The Williams varsity men's crew

opened its racing season with a

victory over Connecticut College on

the Thames River in New London
Saturday. The Purple oarsmen rowed
the 200U meter, wind-swept course in

6:12. ten seconds end open water

ahead of the Connecticut College boat.

A sloppy start left the Williams

eight four seats down as it settled to

its racing cadence of 32 strokes per

minute in the rough water. By the 60O-,

meter mark, Williams began to move
as £0X6Wain Molly Burchell guided

her oarsmen through the Conn, eight

to a boat-length lead at 1000 meters.

the Purple crew increased its lead the

remainder of the course, winnjing by
over a length.

The varisty eight is stroked (the

stroke sets the pace and the other

oarsmen follow him) by Peter "Easy"
Wells. Behind Wells, in the seven seat,

is Captain John Reynolds; at six is

David Hitchcock; five. Cabby Tennis;

four, Steve Leaf; three, Sloane Graff;

two, John Farmakis; bow, Nick
Lefferts.

The heavyweight froeh showed they

were ready for their first race and the

stormy conditions as they di|^|;K>sed of

their Conn, opponents. The Purple

Calves pulled away at 500 meters and
finished with a winning margin of

seven seconds..The lightweight frosb,

fell victim to technical problems and
rough water as they lost to Conn.

Junior-Varsity Lightweights.

The crews will travel to Middletown
Saturday where they will row against

Amherst and Wesleyan. Coach John
Peinert's varsity oarsmen will try and
bring home William)!' first Saratoga

Oar Trophy, symbolic of Little Three
rowing supremacy.

Stickmen defeat UConn,

Union tomorrow
It was an afternoon of ups and

downs for the men's lacrosse team
Saturday as they came from behind to

defeat a strong University of

Connecticut team 9-7 at UConn.

Although Williams moved to an

early lead following Conn's opening

goal, the hosts capitalized on a few

Eph penalties in the second period to

narrow the margin to 5-4 at the half.

UConn then came on full power in the

Gresham takes 5th in Relays
Junior distance runner Cyane

Gresham was the only Ephwoman to

place in an event at the UMass Relays

Saturday afternoon in Amherst.

Baiters drop

double header

to Tuffs
The Williams baseball team, after

• jumping out to a 3-1 lead in both

games, dropped both ends ojF a

dpul>leheader to "Tufts, 16-6 and 4-3.

Iiv the first game Williams led. 3-2,

when in the bottom of the fourth

starting pitcher Steve Maier ran into

control problems. Tufts ended up

scoring five runs in the fourth to go

ahead 7-3. Coupled with a seven run

sixth inning, the Jumbos dealt the

,
Ephmen a convincing 16-6 loss.

A Scott Harrington homerun helped

Williams jump out to another 3-1 lead

in the second game. Tufts scored in

: the fourth to cut the lead to one. Paul

Bard homered for Tufts in the bottom
' of the sixth to tie the score. Tufts won
the game in the bottom of the seventh

, when center fielder John Friborg lost

Bard's fly ball in the late inning

darkness.

j Sophomore John Carey went 6 one-

third innings and picked up his first

loss of the season. Maier's record now
stands at 0-2.

Williams is now 3-3 on the season.

The Ephmen travel to Wesleyan

Tuesday afternoon for their first 1978

Little "Hiree contest.

Tha floH ttam mat with pro Arnold Palmar ovwr spring break.

Gresham, a cross-country runner in

the fall season, took fifth in the two

mile run, with a college record 11:26.

Winner Jan Merill of the New England

Athletic Club cropped several seconds

off the American women's record,

finishing in 9:49.

Over Iwenty-five women s teams,

including college squads, athletic

clubs, A.A.U. teams and a few high

school runners, participated in the

meet, along with an equal number of

men's teams.
Williams Coach Susan Hudson-

Hamblin said that Gresham 's run was
definitely the club's best this season.

She looks for Gresham in the distance

events, senior RobiftPinel in sprints

and hurdles, andlmother ex-cross

country veteran, Trish BeckwiUi; 4o

place well in the New England

Women's Track Championships next

Sunday. Beckwith, who is recovering

from an ankle injury, will compete In

the 440 and 880.

third period as the Williams Stickmen

were lax in guarding their lead. The
substantial gj^ound ball advantage
(21^9 1st (Period, 69-49 game) and

superior first quarter shooting faded

for the Ephmen as they lost command
over the game. Behind 7-6 following

three Conn goals, Peter Thomsen tied

it up for Williams and the visitors

came back to life, shutting out UConn
in the fourth period after two final,

goals by Dick Goodbody.
Despite the midgame letdown, the

Ephmen played well, defeating the

tough Conn squad, possessors of a

coveted win over Middlebury earlier

this season. Strong stickwork and an

aggressive attack enabled Williams to

capture the lead, while Eph goalie

Bob Cowin ( 15 saves) kept UConn out

of the nets, and his team in the game,
with several important sayes.

)

Midfielder John Glynn and face-off
'

experts Brian Benedict and GuS I

Nuzzolese had especially strong ;

games for Williams.

Leading the scoring was Thomsen
with 3 goals and 2 assists. Goodbody

was right behind Thomsen in the stats

with three goals. Benedict, Nuzzolese,

and Tam Murray each had one in the

contest while Todd Eckerson
continued his dominance in the assist

category with Another two in

Saturday's match. M^rk Murray alB(>

had an assist fdr Williams.

The team next meets Union

Wednesday at 4 pm on Cole Field,

looking for a repeat of last year's

victory and win No. 3 on the season.

rTHE
SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORSWINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

280 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

©l|? ICag
Tu«sdoy, April 18 Senior Night

Thursday, April 20 Guest Meal Gap
7 pm

"AAichele's at The Log" 9 to 12pm

Michele Cutsforth 78
performing on guitar and dulcimer

hours: Wed.-Fri.

Sat. 10-3

"10% DISCOUNT on all

purchaMS A orders totaling $10.

With this Ad -April 19-22.

CUSTOM WORK
ORIGINAL DESIGNS

7 ~~B»IftrWaT1eTir
Many Small Gift Itams

45 Spring St. (over the Slippery Banana)

Williamstown, Mass. 458-5898

An invaluable aid to young Amer

THE NEW GUIDE
TO STUDYABROAD

107P -1070 rHifir-n

ik JLC^JifPMk

PHOTO EXHIBIT

at

JIMINY PEAK

on

May 20-21, 1971

Dally -1 to 4 p.m.

Is. antrance fa* Includes:

B«*r, chMse & wine party

Nature photography claMes

Developing techniques

Equipment advisory

Display critique'

Entries limited

-

contact Immediately

(413) 7SM431 or 4St-Sni ext. 22

ewerly Stain,

MarkeMnt Department
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Two boats glide by U Conn

Perhaps if he had shaved down . . . Bryant, Howe took top honors In the

Intramural Swim meet last Thursday. Spencer Brooks and East-

i Fayerweather-Lehman finished second and third in the combined men's and
' women's scoring. (photo by Johnson)

Netmen shutout MIT
by Evan Bash

Spring may be a little late in coming
to the Berkshires, biit by all

indications the men's tennis team has

ttefinitely arrived. The Efdis swept all

.
six singles matches for the fourth time

this season as they deprogrammed
,
M.I.T. 9-0 oh Saturday. It was the

tt)ird~ shutout of the year for the

'racketmen and raises their season

: record to 4-1. ,, "
>^^

Forced inside of Lansing-Chapman
rink because of the snow, Williams

nonetheless chilled M.I.T. with

steadily fine play that prevented the

: Engineers from winning a Set in the

match. Coach Sean Sloane's

racketmen have now accomplished
this feat for the third time this year.

Williams singles play has be6n
particularly sharp all season, with the

netmen becoming equally adept at

playing from either the backcourt or

the net. Martin Goldberg, filling the

no. one position, and no. two Dan
O'Connell won by identical 6-2, 6-1

scoreS. Captain Jim Parsons recorded

aQ-3, 6^1 victory, and no. four Peter

Friesen needed a second set

tiebreaker to win his match. Evan

Bash triumphed 7-5, 6-4 at no. five,

While Mitchell Reiss rolled to a 6-2, 6-1

victory.

M.I.T. could fare no better in the

doubles as Williams won with similar

ease. The hard work the Ephs have

put into the doubles appears to be

paying off, the i"8cketmen having had

fine doubles perfohnances for the

past week.

The Ephs hosted Harvard this

afternoon.

Women's Crew
The women's crews made valiant,

but unsuccessful efforts against
Conne;cticut College boats on
Saturday in New London, Conn. A tail

wind was ^ttb Ihem but luck was not

AS ail three Williams boats finished

within several seconds of the

Connecticut crews in the 1500 meter

race downstream the Thames River.

-"The Novice' boat startedoff "strong,

but caught 'crabs" early on {pars

were caught in the water) , slowing the

boat down, throwing off their rhythm.

The varsity boat, stroked by co-

captain of last year's U.S. National

women's crew Sue Tuttle, came the

closest to victory, losing by only one-

tenth of a second. Coacli George

Marcus, iess-than-pleased with his

boat's performance, said, "We rowed

terribly."

The lightweight boat, stroked by

captain Lisa Capaldini, remained

within several "seats"
(approximately four feet) of the

Connecticut junior . varsity women
throughout the race, but was not able

to catch them despite a strong sprint

at the end.

Next Saturday Williams meets

Little Three rivals Wesleyan and

Amherst in Middletown, Conn.

Men's Crew
byNickLefferts'80

The Williams varSity men's crew

opened its racing season with a

victory over Connecticut College on

the Thames River in New London

Saturday. The Purple oarsmen rowed
the 2000 meter, wind-swept course in

6:12. ten seconds and open water

ahead of the Connecticut College boat.

A sloppy start left the Williams

eight (our seats down as it settled to

its racing cadence of 32 strokes per

minute in the rough water. By the 600-

meter mark, Williams began to move

..as jdoxfewaJR^Jvioiiy . Burch<?ii guided
her oarsmen through the Conn, eight

to a boat-length lead at 1000 meters.

The Purple crew increased its lead the

remainder of the course, winning by

over a length.

The varisty eight is stroked (the

stroke set^the pace and the other-

oarsmen follow him ) by Peter "Easy"
Wells. Behind Wells, in the seven seat,

is Captain John Reynolds; at six is

David Hitchcock; Ave, Cabby Tennis;

four, Steve Leaf; three, Sloane Graff;

two, John Farmakis; bow, Nick
Lefferts.

The heavyweight froeh showed they

were ready for their first race and the

stormy conditions as they disposed of

their Conn, opponents. The Punde
Calves pulled away at 500 meters and
finished with a winning margin of

seven seconds, The lightweight (rosh,

fell victim to technical problems and
rough water as they lost to Conn.
Junior-Varsity Lightweights.

The crews will travel to Middletown
Saturday where they will row against

Amherst and Wesleyan. Coach John
Peinert's varsity oarsmen will try and
bring home Williams' first Saratoga
Oar Trophy, symbolic of Little Three
rowing supremacy. <

defeat UConn,
face Union tomorrow

It was an afternoon of ups and
downs for the men's lacrosse team
Saturday as they came from behind to

defeat a strong University of

Connecticut team 9-7 at UConn.

Although Williams moved to an

early lead following Conn's opening

goal, the hosts capitalized on a few

Eph penalties in the second period to

narrow the margin to 5-4 at the half.

UConn then came on full power in the

Gresham takes 5th in Relays
Junior distance runner Cyane

Gresham was the only Ephwoman to

place in an event at the UMass Relays

Saturday afternoon in Amherst.

Batters drop

double header

to Tufts
The Williams baseball team, after

jumping out to a 3-1 lead in both

games, dropped both ends of a

doubleheader to
,
"Tufts, 16-6 and 43.

In- the first game Williams led 3-2,

when in the bottom of the fourth

starting pitcher Steve Mai er ran into

control problems. Tufts ended up

scoring five runs in the fourth to go

ahead 7-3. Coupled with a seven run

sixth inning, the Jumbos dealt the

,
Ephmen a convincing 16-6 loss.

'

A Scott Harrington homerun helped

Williams jump out to another 3-1 lead

in the second game. Tufts scored in

: the fourth to cut the lead to one. Paul

Bard homered for Tufts in the bottom
'

of the sixth to tie the score. Tufts won
the game in the bottom of the seventh

when center fielder John Friborg lost

Bard's fly ball in the late inning

darkness.

< Sophomore John Carey went 6 one-

third innings and picked up his first

loss of the season. Maier's record now
stands at 0-2.

Williams is now 3-3 on the season.

The Ephmen travel to Wesleyan

; Tuesday afternoon for their first 1978

• Little Three contest.

Gresham, a cross-country runner in

the fall season, took fifth in the two

mile run, with a college record 11:26.

Winner Jan Merill of the New England
Athletic Club cropped several seconds

off the American women's record,

finishing in 9:49.

Over twenty-five women's teams,

including college squads, athletic

clubs, A.A.U. teams and a few high

school runners, partici()ated in the

meet, along with- an equal number of

men's teams.
Williams Coach Susan Hudson-

Hambijn said that Gresham 's run was
definitely the club's best this season.

She looks fo^Gresham in the'distance

events, senior RdbiijJPinel in sprints

and hurdles, and another ex-cross

country veteran;Trish Beckwith; to

place well in the New England

Women's Track Championships iie^t

third period as the Williams sticktneh

were lax in guarding their lead. The
substantial ground ball advantage
(21-9 1st period, 69-49 game) and
superior first quarter shooting faded

for the Ephmen as they lost command
over the game. Behind 7-6 following

three Conn goals, Peter Thomsen tied

it up for Williams and the visitors

came back to life, shutting out UConn ,

in the fourth period after two fina^

goals by Dick Goodbody.
Despite the midgame letdown, the

Ephmen played well, defeating the

tough Conn squad, possessors of a

coveted win over Middlebury earlier
\

this season. Strong stickwork and an
'

aggressive attack enabled Williams to

capture the lead, while Eph goalie

Bob Cowin (15 saves) kept UConn out

of the nets, and his team in the game,
with several important saves.

Midfielder John Glynn and face-off

experts Brian Benedict and Gus
Nuzzolese had especially strong

games for Williams.

Leading the scoring was Thomsen
with 3 goals and 2 assists. Goodbody
was right behind Thomsen in the stats

with three goals. Benedict, Nuzzolesei
j

and Tam Murray each had one in the

contest while Todd Eckerson
continued his dominance in the assist

category with another two in

.

Saturday^s:mat^hrMark Murray also-

had an assist for Williams.

The team next meets Union

The golf team met with pro Arnold Palmer over spring break.

Sunday. Beckwith, who is recoveringXWednesday at 4 pm on Cole Field,

from an ankle injury, wiH compete in looking for a repeat of last year's

the 440 and 880. • victoi^ and win No. 3 on the season.

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

280 Cole Ave.

WiliiamstQWH

Phone 458-3704

Tuesdoy, April 18

Wk
Senior Night

Thursday, April 2(X Gueit Meal Gap
7 piii

"Michele's at The Log" 9 to 12pm

Michele Cutsforth 78
performing on guitar and dulcimer

i
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OLD

NEW

The people of post-Libera'tion China
consider themselves in many ways to be a
new people. One of the more popular books
explaining China to the outside world, and
long a favorite within the People's
Republic, is LIU Ching, Builders of a New
Life, first published just before the

Cultural Revolution in 1964 and then
republished in 1977 at tl(b official end of
that period of upheaval. In it. Chinese

Given millions to rtbuiM tha Chinese navy, the last

empress of China had this Marbla Boat erected at her
summer palace in Peking instead. Her retreat is now a
public park.

A pagoda located in a park

on the outskirts of the city

of Wusih.

The ancestral temple of

Fushan has become a

museum for the people.

proudly speak of new organization in

communities, industry, education,
farming, production, and, of course,

political views. The religious views
associated with Taoism, Cbnfusianism,
Buddhism, Islam, and Christianity are
viewed as superstitions; they are also

understood by many Chinese to be linked
with the oppressive tactics of previous
ruling classes in China. The "persecution
of the people" by Buddhism in Tibet was
cited over and again to us as the reason for

the takeover of that "autonomous region,"
Likewise, classical art, with its all too

frequent connection with Taoist and
Confucian aphorisms and thought, is

connnected with religious superstition and
with the social elitism and privilege which
made such art possible.

I remember particularly a lunch-time
conversation at the Tali Peoples'
Commune with one of our guides. Miss Yu,
a graduate graduate who had taken
advanced work in English language and
literature and who wanted to know more
about our group. We began with names
and the last ones mentioned were th6 two

'

Peters. Miss Vu said, "Oh, yes, I know
Peter; it stands in your language for
rock." My colleague Peter Frost replied
slowly, "Well, you know it also stands for

the first disciple of Jesus Christ," and a
silence followed.

"Who?" said Miss Yu, in that quizzical,

friendly way of the Chinese.
Peter, digging deep into his neglected

religious past, said more: "Jesus is

thought be many of our people to have
come from God." Another silence.
"What?" said Miss Yu. Then Peter used
the word "Shang Ti", a phrase used by
nineteenth century missionaries to
express God or Spirit, saying that Jesus
was thought to have come from Shang Ti.

Miss Yu had heard of Shang Ti, but she
said, "How could a person come from
Shang Ti ; Shang Ti is alone or just there—
and to come from?" She had not only not
heard of Jesus Christ—in connection with

St. Peter, or Peter Frost, or anything

else—but the very idea that Christians

have about an incarnation or a "coming
from" she was incapable of
understanding. In fact, as future
conversations indicated, sjxfh thinking

would indeed by superstitious and time
spent on such speculation would be
useless.

We inquired in Peking about a famous
Roman Catholic church and an
ecumenical Protestant church and
discovered that there was no point in

"visiting these churches^ because services

were held periodically. We were told that

at the Catholic Church, the only service

held this year was a small Christmas eve
gathering at which a choir of Chinese
singers, recruited only the day before, and
"entertained the foreigners".

Traditional martial arts art still popular as "group" activity in China. This group is part of a much
iargar on* which gathered aach morning in front of our hotel In Shanghai to perform Tai Chi. Such
scanas were common every morning in Shanghai.

For Socialist culture to prosper, we must
conscientiously carry out the policies of
"letting a hundred flowers blossom and a
hundred schools of thought contend," of
"making the past serve the present and
things foreign serve China," and of
"weeding through the old to bring forth the

new."

11th Nat 'I Congress of the CCP.

All the Buddhist temples which we
visited—and others which I asked about—
no longer function in any way as religious

institutions. The relics and statues have
tieen removed in most instances. In Peking
there is "thought to be," as our guide put
it, one old Chinese Buddhist priest who still

maintains a small temple—but no one has
seen him recently!

However, as a student of classical

Chinese religions I was more interested in

what remained of Taoism and
Confucianism. One day, as four of us were
wandering around the riverfront section of

Shanghai, we came upon a Taoist temple
compound. I could tell that the buildings

had been used for Taoist worship and
gatherings because of the characters

carved high up on the dJQOiis and on the

stone of the buildings. They were also

unmistakably Taoist because of the
dragon carvings on the roof and a

particular form of dragon symmetry used
in ancient Taoist temples. Of course, they
were no longer being used for traditional

purposes. Instead the doors of the

compound were open into the spacious
inner courtyards and several signs were
posted saying, "Recitation Hall for Maoist
Doctrine" and "Open Space for all the

People."

We noted the stress of recreational use of

religious buildings everywhere.-Ata very
famous temple, in Forshan, just outside

Kwangchow, known to Chinese historians

and art lovers, the courtyard is in constant

use by soccer players and rope skippers.

The special buildings which used to house
documents and texts are now museums
featuring contemporary Chinese people's
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with the New Order
art. At Forshan there is a spectacular
statue known as the "Taoist Buddha." It

was at Forshan that the teaching of the
Way and teaching of the Buddha co-existed

for a long time in Chinese history. They
produced a confluence of doctrine and
religious understanding. The statue is still

there, hidden in an unlighted part of the
main hall, displaying the combination of

' the traditions for which Forshan is

famous—ah Indian type Buddha sitting in

meditation with suggestions of lotus leaves
as a cushion, but clearly a Chinese face,

hair arrangement, and hand positioning.

Our guide, of course, said nothing about -.

the fascinatiiig religious baclcground of thefwS'

statue; instead, it was described to us in

terms of its height, breadth, and weight.

Nor were there any description made to

us of the bronze and gold carvings in this

temple which depicted, very clearly,

scenes from th^ Analects of Confucius,
displaying traditional Chinese virtues.

Once again, as we rushed by them on our
toiir, only physical qualities were pointed

out.

Perhaps the clearest break with the

Confucian past is in the treatment of

death. We did not see any cemeteries in

China; we saw no private memorials; and
we witnessed no funerals or mournings.

Traditionally, according to the teachings

of Confucius and also of Lao tzu mourning
was a sacred duty for the members of a
family. But one discussion in the small

house of a commune family clarified the

present situation. Our hostess was a widow
and as the conversation progressed, I felt

comfortable enough to ask her about the

death of her husband and where he was
buried and whether or not there was a
ceremony. She explained that he was not

buried on the commune. His body had been
taken to a central crematorium in Peking
where his ashes are in a small box in an
elaborate drawer system.

When I asked once more about a
ceremony or a memorial at the commune
with family and friends, she replied,

"There was no time ; we had to get baekto •

work. " After Liberation, she explained, all

tombstones and private memorials were
ground up and the materials used for

building and road construction. In fact, the

University of National Minorities which
we visited in Peking was actually built on a
large cemetery.

is; REMNANTS OF THE PAST
But no culture can be as new as the

Chinese proclaim themselves to be, nor

can the past of a nation be completely

buried. Taoism and Confucianism,

ispccially , continueHn transmuted and
redirected form—to be part of their

homeland. The effort in China to combine
ancient Chinese medicine with Western

forms of treatment and, especially,

surgery is only possible because of

previous Taoist writings about "the body's

internal medicine of relaxation and

fluidity" and because of Taoist teachings

about herbs. Tfie points on the body used

for acupuncture are those points of

pressure, massage, and "consciousness"

used over the centuries by Taoists and

displayed in their charts. When today's

Chinese speak of the value of being

physical and mixing labor with the

intellectual process, they are repeating an

ancient Taoist stress upon participating

actively in work and production-

becoming dirty with the soil, immersed in

the water, and bodily involved in all

pursuits. \
Tai chi, an ancient form of exercilse

" stressing slow movement, stretching, and

fluidity, is practiced individually and in

large groups in public parks, porches, and

rooftops. People do this ancient Taoist

exercise before bicycling to work or

catching their bus, after lunch, and

oftentimes before retiring at night.

Several of us joined Tai chi "classes" on

the river bank in Shanghai during our

mornings in that city and I wondered how
many of those participating in the exercise

were aware of the rootage in the Tao Te
Ching, particularly chapter 76, dealing

with life and suppleness: "A person is born

gentle and weak . . . green plants are

tender and filled with sap . . . the stiff and

unbending is the disciple of death. The

gentle and yielding is the disciple of life."

And there are many traces, even

influences, of Confucianism among
present day Chinese. The Confucian 11,

meaning procedure, rite, or ceremony, is

exhibited in so many ways through the

formalities of contemporary Chinese

social custom. The Confucian concern fop

family, and the social uni^ strength that

derives from a respect and. honoring of

members, is very pronounced—we noticed

this especially in the communes. There is

the pride in a neighborhood committee, a

factory production schedule, a commune
record, all of which point to the local

"village pride" or prior Confucian days.

Moreover, Confucius always cited models

for those who would attempt to live

according to his teaching of virtue

No longer, of course, are the ancient

emperor figures of Yaoand Shun cited, but

rather the models of Tai chai, an

exemplary commune with staggering

agricultural production and Tai Ching, a

model industrial oil field area which

overcame unbelievable obstacles to

achieve a high proficiency. And, of course,

various individuals in post-Liberation

China are singled out as models and

written about almost incessantly. A new

model, much in the media, is Chen Jing-

run, known as "a dedicated

mathematician" and an exemplar for all

intellectuals.

We noticed the prevalence of an ancioit

Confucian virture known as shu or

reciprocity. Giving, sharing, sacrificing

were not only talked about, but were
Continued on Page 12

A huge bronit lion guards tht witranct to Mm "For-

bMdtn aty" in Peking, which was one* tha impwial

palaca.

Lining tha road which taadt to tha tombs of ttM Ming
EmjMriirs ara nui^^ sculptorM.

Tha OrMt Wall of China, undying symbol of tha

nation's past.
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TherCommune:

Collective Security
Three "Responsible Members of

the Revolutionary Committee"
burst into applause as we tumble off

the bus and they usher us upstairs

into the reception room for our

"brief introduction" to the Tali

Peoples' Commune which lies on the,-

outskirts of the city of Kwangchow.
I duly record in my notebook

massive amounts of statistics; the

specificity of information gleaned

from this visit will only be matched
at dtie other time during the trip

when I find myself writing down the

exact dimensions of each and every

pier supporting the Nanking Bridge.

Still, we all find ourselves

marvelling at the progress which

has evidently been made here in

terms of agricultural production and
we can't help but be impressed by

the detertnipation and fierce pride of

the people who are telling us about

We are told that under
Kuomintang direction, droughts and
famine were comnion but now
because of improved water
conservation techniques, the

productive capacity of the area has

increased three-fold. "Over two
hundred commune members here

are engaged in scientific farming

and we are determined to expand
our mechanization. We still must
bend our back in our work and we
are determined to change that phase

as soon as possible," Mr. Li

explains.

"The standard of living in the

commune is also rising. Most of the

families have private savings. They

have purchased wristwatches,
bicycles and radio sets . . . and
since 1968, the cooperative medical
system has been realized ....

. . . and there are television sets in

the culture rooms of the production

brigade."

What struck me most about the
communes which we visited was the
practicality of their organization
given the current status of the

continuing socialist revolution. The
Chinese have determined that

collectivization is to be a slow and
gradual process. At the present

stage, commune members have
small plots for private use and can

go in for some domestic side-line

occupations. Their incomes, bank
savings, houses and other means of

livelihood are privately owned and
protected by the state. The
production team is the basic ac-

counting unit in the commune. In

other words, it organizes production

and distribution of income, handles

its own accounting and is respon-

sible for its own profits or losses. As
conditions gradually develop and
presumably as the requisite political

consciousness is attained, the

current basic ownership at the

production team level will switch to

that at the production brigade level

and then to the commune level,

eventually passing over to socialist

state ownership.

"We still have a lot of work to do,"
Mr. Li explains. "Collectivization

must proceed and we want to

develop a more diversified

economy.

Nancy RIchman

In tha gariten just

outside of tha

communa's
pharmacy Mr. LI

points out tha

various plants

and herbs from
which the homa-
made madiclna*

are axtracted.
Madam Chineta

madicina,
explains,

mixture
Wastarn
traditional

techniquat.

is

ha
a

of
nd

According to ttia

T«ir "l^ioplTf^
Communa, "tha
lifablood of our

agricultura it tha

afflciant con-
sarvation of
watar." A com-
plax irrigation

lystam

crisscrosses tha

arabia land In

China. At Tali,

there is a huga
aqueduct which
anabias watar to

be distributed

where it Is most
headed. It it

boasted that
"droughts no
longer affect us at
severely at they

did whan the

Kuomintang ware

in control."
School children

worked on the
weekends to help

terrace the land

on this and on
other communes.

Vatectomlat and hysterectomies
were performad In this "operating

r90,m". Tha Chinese tpoka proudly

0f impi'bvttf Mrth control oh a

national tea la.

A tractor and a horte-drawn cart pats aach other on tha

roada of tha Northaatt Protparlty Commune. On tha

outskirts of Paking during tlia winter, farming It tharply

curtailed. People work In commune owned Industry at thit

time. ~ ^

The Chlnete are determined to put an and to "ttoop
labor" at they call it. However, membert of the
Northeatt Prosperity Commune, like this woman,
will have to continue to tend to the ducks which form
an integral part of the communa't economy.
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A laborer works on an Oriental rug

in a small factory.

The quality and efficiency of eich
production teams' work as well as
their attitudes towards their work
are evaluated weekly on this factory
chart.

"Our Workers are Tough"
Chinese Youths "learn to love

labor" at school. At factories their

parents practice it.

Adults in China work a 48 hour
week and are also expected to

devote 4 to 5 hours for extra political

study and work meetings. Within the

factories most salaries lie on an
eight step scale ranging from $34 to

$85 a month. Salaries, like other

facets of a worker's life, are

determined in conjunction with
fellow workers in the production

brigade or team.

Co-workers in the same area or

unit of production meet about twice

a week to discuss working condition,

quotas, goals, and many aspects of

what we would consider the
worker's private lives. Home life

and attitudes towards workers or
working seem to affect output, and
so are a part of one's coworkers
concerns. Together production team
members work to find a solution or
ease a troubled path.

In solving problems or working to

meet new challenges, constant
reference is made to the oppressive
days of the past and the
improvements which have taken
place throughout the country "under

The workers in this factory do not seem to mind what would be poor
working conditions by American standards. The atmosphere was
relaxed. Workers were able to take occasional breaks for tea or for
cigarettes when they wished. Nevertheless, they worked diligently.

This man is working in tub-nro degN* tmnperatures in a quarry which it located necr Mm OrMt
Wall of China.

the wise leadership of Chairman
Hua." Yet the present leadership

has called for faster change and
more immediate progress. Workers
must produce more, but working
conditions within the factories have
changed little in twenty years. The
new goal is "to catch up with the

most advanced units at home and
abroad."
Steps have been taken to eliminate

"bending of the back" and stoop
labor; safety conditions have
improved. However, most factories

have working conditions intolerable

to "soft" American standards. "Our
workers are tough," said our chief
guide.

Progress and the importance of

the "permanent revolution" help to

keep the workers motivated. "The
continuing battle to build a Socialist

world" is fought in the factories and
on the communes. To help keep
them striving, model laborers are

held up as examples to the workers.

A small red flag flies beside their

place. Fellow worker^ "emulate the

models and so made another great

contribution to output and
progress," according to our guides.

This competition (although "there is

no competition in China," said our
guide, "just sharing of talents"),

has no effect on a worker's salary. It

serves to motivate him through his

sense of pride and self respect

instead.

While Chinese laborers may not

have a choice about where or what
kind of work they do, they do receive

many benefits which exceed those of

their American counterparts,

Health care is covered for 80 per

cent of the costs, with the workers

paying less than $8 a year. The
factory also provides security and a

sense of community. Social '

activities in many places we visited

centered about the production team.

"And of course our production

brigade has a T.V." said one worker.

Time off with pay, should relatives

visit from out of town, is also

available. Vacations are rare, but

each worker gets the opportunity to

spend one month in the

countryside—although the month is

spent working the fields.

.

Security and pride in one's work
mix well with the Chinese
compulsion for progress, in which
each worker feels he plays a vital

role. "Working to bui'a a
better China, to perfect the world for

Socialism," the Chinese factory

worker lives his life fulfilled.

—Michael UsMck
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At communes and residential areas we Irequentiy broke

into smaller groups to talk to families and to get a closer

feel for everyday life. This woman went on to tell us that

before Liberation, she had worked as a chambermaid for

a capitalist while her husband pulled a rickshaw; she then

described how much happier and secure her life is now.

These two older men in a park were

photographed at a distance on the

fir^ day of our trip. People ran

away from us when we tried to take

their pictures and the guides got

upset with our rude behavior.

Shopping, by necessity, is a daily activity in

China due to the lack of refrigeration. Each
morning, the small shops specialixing in teas,

fruits, meats and vegetables are bustling with

pe6ple wielding baskets and sacks which they

will fill with the day's fare.

"I think I should talk about the people
The woman doing the morning

chores outside of her home on a

commune in Peking has chosen to be

a housewife. We were told that most

of the younger women decide to

work in the fields so that they can

provide a second source of income

for their families. The work for them

is less strenuous than the work for

the men and women are permitted to

retire five years earlier. An older

woman told us that she spent her

time sewing clothes for her grand-

children.

An elderly shopkeeper is enjoying a

rare moment of serenity. He is

usually seen working at a hurried

pace and serving the customers who
flock here to buy his highly valued

tangerines. The fruit was probably

grown on one of the nearby com-

munes which provide the city of

Shanghai with all of the produce that

the people need. Although we were

served a disproportionate amount Of

protein at all of our meals, we
discovered that the maiorlty of

people in China rarely eat meat. We
noticed that our guide Fu returned

one day from a visit with his

brother's family with a fifty pound

sackful of grain.

In the lake resort town of Wusih, we
spotted this man fishing in much the

same way as his ancestors probably

had centuries ago. Wusih was the

only rural area that we visited; the

hotel there was situated on what had
once been an ancient Confucian

retreat and the government was in

the process of restoring it. On the

large lake vMkh was the principal

feature of the town, we saw
traditional Chinese junks emerging
out of the thick fog. —

^

The proximity of this scene should not betray the

inaccessibility of this sort of street life to us. Our

location on the seventh and highest floor of our

hotel was just one symbol of the differential

treatment we were given which continually kept

us at an observer's distance. We were told, for

example that we could not eat at a restaurant

while Chinese were there and we decided to

forego our efforts to escape the hotel cuisine.

From perches such as this, we were able

however to get some candid perspectives on the

unstructured time of the people.
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people make civHizatiom Imerestin^^^^
As Bob Hatch wrote, "I can't tell

you what I thought of China for my
overall impressions stem from such

diverse experiences. I think that I

should talk about the people because
it is the people who make different

civilizations interesting. While we
went to China hoping to experience

some of the life of her people, once in

China, we were just observers whose
very presence disrupted normal life.

The language barrier was the

greatest drawback during the trip.

It narrowed the field of people that

we were able to talk to to a mere
dozen or so interpreters, assigned to

us at various times during our stay.

So 1 must say that the visual

experience of just being there and
watching everyone is what I

remember most vividly.

The masses of people,

everywhere, all the time, is

inconceivable to those who have not

been there and is what sticks in my
mind most whenever I think of

China. One day a 11 of the streets

are packed with bicyclists, going

both ways, impeding traffic and
oblivious to everything except for

the few feet in front of their
bicycle . . .

•

A dedicated teacher spent a lot of time on ttilt

honeybee costunte for this little girl. We were often

deligjiited by ttie plays and scenarios performed for our

benefit by the school children in the kindergartens.

"One day we performed a dramatic rendition of "Old

Mac Donald" to a roomful of stupified children. At the

end, they remembered to clap.

Left: From early morning until late in the evening, the

streets and stores of Shanghai overflowed with people.

Bicycle riders collided as they tried to avoid vegetable

carts and other obstacles in their path.

Below Left: Our guides pose for a picture. Fu is on the

far right and Wang is next to him. Fu was a man of

some importance in the travel service and Wang, who
also worked for the travel service was a Party

member. Fu reported that he too had applied for

membership.

Below Right: The Chinese were very curious about

foreigners in general and us in particular. When we
walked down the stre^ we drew an enormous amount
of attention and stopping to tie a shoe or to load a

camera usually could be counted on to attract a small

crowd. Responses to our smiles and Chinese hellos

-varied from stone cold evasions to appreciative

laughter and a hello in exchange. We were a major

attraction as we tried on clothes In the Peoples'

Department stores.

tn the harbor ai iihanghai, activity is dominated by

both modern steamers and Chinese junks.

Dressed according to the dictates of Peking fashion,

this gentleman models a navy and green outfit.

Mao stands for posterity under the

Nanking Bridge which is considered

by the Chinese to be one of their

finest technological ac-

complishments. The bridge spans

the Yangtze river and its completion

symbolized the linkage of the nor-

thern and southern parts of the

nation.
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Education:

r=rr33: RET

Teaching dedication and usefulness
The universaiization of education

has been an important goai of the

Chinese Communist government.

Prior to Liberation, the majority of

people were preoccupied with

making a living, and only the sons

and daughters of the ruling elite and

ihe bourgeoisie could afford either

the time or the money to obtain a

formal education. The majority of

people were illiterate. Since 1949, the

government has launched a

campaign to extend education to all

citizens of the country. Their

original goal was to provide primary

education for all children, and to

combat illiteracy among the

workers and peasants. They seem to

have succeeded, although the

quality of education apparently

varies throughout the country, and

they are now moving towards

providing universal middle and high

school education also. Entrance to

the universities is still selective. The
Cultural Revolution beginning in

1966 was a set -back to higher

education as the schools were closed

down for a number of years. They

are still on the road to recovery.

How iM got 10 tchoet.

Much of the progress in education

is due to the Chinese conception of

education as extending toi all areas
of society. Education is not limited

to school studies. Education occurs
in the factories, on the communes, in

the neighborhood committees, and
around IheJamily table. It is-not

necessary, the Chinese reason, to

build a fancy school or buy
thousands of books or provide
expensive equipment. There was a
noticeable lack of these things in the

schools that we visited lyit the

students were no less willing or

capable to learn. Classrooms were
furnished with necessities, the only

decorations being portraits of Mao
Tse-tung and Hua Kuo-feng and in

the upper levels there might also be
portraits of Marx, Engels, Lenin,

and Stalin. In the colder areas there

would be some sort of heating a
stove perhaps in the center of the

classroom.—but the windows were
always left open and the students

were always bundled in layers of

clothing. Of course the' American
visitors were always cold.

Studies are similar to what one

might find in the United States-
language, mathematics, science,

art, music, physical education and
foreign languages. But what is

evident in all of the school-related

activities, is political and ideological

training. Schools . teach the

importance of-dedication- te the

revolution, the necessity of a

concern for others and of working

together, and emphasize that

obstacles have and can be overcome
with the proper socialist

consciousness. There are models to

be emulated, whether they be
national heroes or a member of the

class that has done an exemplary
deed. Ideology must be a part of

everyday life, not an abstraction to

be forgotten upon leaving the

classroom, the Chinese reason.

The same applies to book-learning

as a whole. Theory divorced from
practice is meaningless. In the old

society there was an intellectual

elite which held a privileged

position. The Communists have
attempted to break down the

division bewteen physical and
mental work and to remove the

intellectuals from their special

position. Students are expected to

spend a part of their time in useful

labor. This, it is supposed, will keep

them in contact with the masses and
improve their consciousness. It will

provide them with practical

—experience t»nd an- opportunity-to

apply the principles which they have
studied. It also provides an extra

source of man-power in the society.

The students may work in school

shops or near-by factories and
communes. We even observed some
kindergarteners working in a small

garden at their school, weeding and
eatering their plants.

Some people call it

•"brainwashing". or
-indoctrination", or "thought

control". I sometimes wonder if we
aren't Mibject to the same kinds of

influence in our own system. The
main difference seems to be that the

Chinese have set their objective.

They know what kind of society they

hope to create. And their

educational system is designed to

reach that end. They seem to be

successful. —PiperOrton

Included In a book entitled "Little Red Guards," this story

Illustrates the themes we heard again and again in the

kindergartens and primary schools. Approximately one
third of the children in each elementary school class are

designated by their teachers as "little red guards" and
are supposed to serve as models of emulation for the rest

of the class. The select few who retain the honor

throughout their school career will most likely become
Party members in the future. The children, we are told,

are motivated by such a system and the teachers assert

that discipline is not a major problem in China because of

this. A school leader further observed that order is

maintalhed because "the teactiers tell storias abAit lire

good leaders and also know that they too must let a
shining example for the children."

10
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At the Yehteng Road Kindergarten, we are greeted by a group of itudents who lead us into the
school. Thirty two adults staH the daycare center of 2«0 children whose ages range from three
to seven years old. Parents are able to drop their children off here before they go to woric and
picl( them up after they return. The tuition is approximately six dollars per year. Language
skills ace stressed and the children are taught to speak both Cantonese and IMandarin. Ac-
tivities include singing, dancing, lumping rope and swimming. We sit in on a class of six year-
olds where the children are sitting perfectly still and looking straight ahead at a classmate who
is reciting the story of the Tortoise and the Hare.

At Fu-tan University, we were told that the aim of

education is "to promote intellectual, physical and
moral development." Established in 1*05, the
University has fourteen departments and there are
approximately 3,000 members of th* student body.
We visit an English class and listen as they recite

that "the proclamation of Nixon's China visit

surprised the whole world."

One kindergarten featured a small vegetable

garden where the children could Wbrk. Throughout

the Chinese school system, the importance of work

is stressed. One middle school had a small factory

on campus and at Futan University, we were told

that students spend two weeks out of every year

working on a commune in the countryside.

A geometry class meet* for a forty-five minute period at "The East it Red" middle school in

Nanking. Over 2,000 students attend here for a five year course of study.

11
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The acrobatic shows were ex-

tremely popular with Chinese

audiences. This balancing routine

was featured along wHh animal

acts.

Minority themes dominated the song

and dance revues. This is a Tibetan

folic dance performed with

traditional miisic and costumes.

Entertaining the Americans
In 01)6 People's Revolutionary

Opera, the- etory proceeded as

follows:

A Cassacli woman is elected as the

leader of her production unit but her

husband becomes jealous of her and

consorts with some unsavory types

to blemish her exemplary record.

They sell off the bales of hay that

belong to the team and when the

culprits are discovered, the wife is

angered but as any ideal citizen, she

is more concerned with running the

perfect production brigade than with

her foolish husband. In the end, the

husband refuses to partic ipatejn ihe_

second conspiratorial plan to let the

baby lambs freeze to death and he

realizes what a mistake he has made
and returns to aid and reinforce all

the good that his wife has done. The

lesson is obviously that a woman is

as qualified as a man and that

cooperation and hard work are
necessary to ensure the juiccess of

the continuing revolution.

Current political themes
dominated all of the operas, movies
and song and dance revues that we
saw at night and the shows usually

emphasized third-world and
national minority themes. We heard
"A tribute to Chou En Lai" sung to

an accordion accompaniment and
we heard "Old Man River

"

performed in Chinese by men in

grey Mao suits.

As we grew to be able to anticipate

each night's j)rogram as the

Chinese, we perceived were able to

do, we began to watch to see what

kinds of things were particularly

popular with the audience. There

were oohs and ahs when the curtains

opened to present gaily clad women
in colorful Mongolian costumes.

Especially well received also was an

.'frotk"..African dance firttiiring

slight gyrations of the pelvis. And
Mr. Fu. our distinguished guide of

thirty-five loved the slapstick

routines of the clowns at ttie

acrobatic shows.

The first night however, as we
clapped loudly after the opening

Aumber from our front-row seats,

we noticed self-consciously that no

one else was joining us. The Chinese

only clap when they particularly like

something. They reason that

because the actor forms as integral

a part of the society as the field

worker wh6~is sitting In the' tenth ^

row, it would be inappropriate to

acknowledge him and not the

worker. "Everyone in China," Miss

Yu told me, "knows that they are

appreciated."

—Nancy Richman

Popular demand inspired a trip to see the pandas at the Peking Zoo.
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China's Old and

New
Continued from Page 3

actually in evidence. "There are no

privately owned automobiles in China, but-

there is no law against such ownership.

But, as many Chinese explained to us, it

would not be fair for individuals to own
automobiles for such ownership would

place the owners above those who could

not afford such a luxury. Furthermore, the

production of automobiles would divert the

production needs of present China and

destroy the common front which is needed

to move ahead in the realm of the true

needs of the people.

Present day China is not without deep

symbols which are also religious in

character. During our last few days we
became conscious of these symbols in

Peking at Tien an Mien Square, and,

especially at Chairman Mao's tomb. We
entered the massive, dignified building in

a ritual. We tool our hats off, left cameras

and tape recorders elsewhere, entered

silently loiir abreast find walked by Mao'« -

statue and then the glass encased body

itself. We sensed that most Chinese—and

even some of us—^vere coming close to the

power of China by this ritual. We were as

Mercea Eliade reminds us, "returning to

the founding." A pervasive myth about the

vision of the new China was made more

vivid. We sensed the psychic and religious

combination of taboo and mana—we could

only linger for a moment by tbe_ encased^^

body of Mao and then had to move on and

we were both attracted and repelled by the

distorted body. The visit to the tomb had,

clearly, an iltimacy for many Chinese, and

a sense of depth for many of us.

—John Eusden
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Trustees formulate future plans
llie 22-inember Board of Trustees

assembled on campus last night

beginning numerous conferences
which will continue through tomorrow
afternoon concerning many aspects of

College life. Of particular interest was
last night's meeting loetween the

Trustee Campus Life Committee and
campus groups concerned about
apartheid and divestiture.

Council re-elects

Lissack as Secretary

After a^ debate that-weighed the

representative and technical aspects
of the position, the College Council
Wednesday ni^t, reelected Michael
Lissack '80 as its Secretary. The
Council rejected aa Elections
Committee recommendation that

Chris Diangelo '79 be named to the

post to succeed Lissack. The duties of

the Secretary include handling
Council correspondence, taking
minutes at meetings, managing the

CC office, in addition to being a voting

member of the Council and so-ving on
its Executive committee.

Vice President Chris Jenkins '80

reported that the faculty has agreed to

make the new Latin Honors standards

effective b^inning with the Class of

'80 rather than "TO as originally

specified. He added that the move was
an act of "good faith" toward the

Council. TTie faculty voted previously

not- to reconsider the Latin Honors
issue after making its initial decision.

The^C endorsed the Food Services

Committee's revised board plan,
described to the Council last week.
The plan would allow students to omit
breakfast - from their eating
arrangements with a saving of one
hundred dollars in board fees. Dean
Eileen Julien cautioned, however,
that despite the Council's approval of

the proposal, it would probably not be

implemented.

Joel Smith '79 clarified the GUL's
position on coed accommodations in

Row Houses, llie CUL, following a

similar ruling by Dean Cris T.

Roosenraad, has stipulated that Fort

Hoosac, Gar-Wood, and Perry-
Bascom must maintain single-sex

buildings until a majority of both men
and women are in favor of coed living

arrangements.

According to Dean Peter Berek,
who organized the Campus Life

Committee conference, there will be
representatives present from the

Anti-Apartheid Coalition, the Faculty
Group for Divestiture, a group
opposing divestiture, and the
Executive Committee of the College
Council. In addition to discussion of

divestiture, the Council
representatives will brief the Trustees
on the Latin Honors situation and the

arts at Williams. Berek suggested
that this meeting is an example of

"student input into^C^iege^dechriorr--

making. "- ^—

The Campus Life Committee's
Thursday night meeting, held four
times each year when the Trustees
gather on campus, is routinely
organized by Berek. He asked the
Council and the Advisory Committee
on Shareholder Responsibilities to

select the groups that were present.

Overall, at least 20 students attended
it. "It is premature," Berek stated,

"to expect "tiie Trustees to have any

reaction (to the divestiture issue on
campus). This is a chance for them to

be better informed."

The remainder of the Trustees'
agenda tor the weekend differs
considerably from its format in other
years. "This meeting is unusual,"
said Trustee Secretary and College
Treasurer Francis H. Dewey III,

"because it deals with long-range
concerns rather than with the day-to-

day operation of the campus." For
this reason five "plenary planning

sessions" wer.e held today. 1^ topics

~df discussion at these sessions
included: "Some Speculative Looks
into the Future, Alumni and Public
Relations, and Student Life."

The Buildings and Grounds and
Budget and Financial Planning
Committees voted on a
recommendation Friday morning
concerning the purchase of a new
computer.

Saturday morning the full Board
will convene at Mount Hope Farn* to

review the results of committee
meetings held the previous day.

The Purple Kay Society voted recently to cancti next i

Coniett.

Purple Key votes to

Freshman singing co
The Purple Key society voted to

abolish the freshman singing contest

for next year, last Sunday night.

Instead, on Purple Key Night, there

will be opportunities for freshman

Class of '79 exempt

Faculty revises Latin Honors standards
The faculty voted to roll back the

change in Latin Honors requirements
to affect the class of 1980 instead of the

class of 1979 at its meeting
Wednesday. Committee on
Educational Policy(CEP) Chairman
Gordon Winston made the motion to

rescind the action taken at the

February meeting; it passed by a
hand vote 72-14. A motion to make the

requirement of a 9.0 grade average
necessary for graduation cum laude

for theplass of 1980 passed on a voice

vote.

Winston outlined the history of the

change. The CEP originally proposed

The College Council, Winston
continued, debated the matter, and
reached the conclusion that the

original CEP motion was the best

compromise of immediacy and
fairness.
' Dean Peter Berek praised the

College Council and, the student

niembers of the CEP. Through their

"reasoned, careful, thoughtful . .

.

arguments" they persuaded the

Council to move from asking that the

change take place in 1982 to 1980. The
students, Berek said, feel that they

have gone at least half way to meet
the faculty, and "if we want the

that the faculty raise standardsvfor stu(tents tp actjyhat.way^ vye.s^^

cum laude from 8.0 to 9.0 effective 'hat way."

with the current sophomores. It was,
he said, a compromise between
changing immediately, and waiting

until 1982, when all students presently

enrolled had left. When this motion
reached the faculty in February the

body amended it to take effect as
soon as possible.

Professor MacAlister Brown asked
"how long do we want to go along with

a ridiculous standard?" He observed

that the., number of students
graduating with honors had reached
outlandish proportion through no fault

of the faculty's, but that if it voted to

lower the standards for the class of

1979 it would be "ridiculous hot by
inadvertance, but through design."

He jokingly asked if the faculty would
like to confer degrees "cum
syitipathia" for those who did not

receive cum laude.

Cath Carpenter '78 who at the

February faculty meeting advocated
making the change for the class of
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Dewey releases statement on

Taylor receives grant from

the Guggenheim Foundation
Mark C. Taylor, assistant professor

of Religion, has been awarded a grant

by the John Simon Guggenheim
Memorial Foundation which he will

tise to support a year of study at

universities in .Denmark and
Germany.
Taylor is one of 292 scholars

receiving this year's Guggenheim

Mark Taylor, AuMant Prvteuor «f

Rcllflton Ms rccalvMl a grant for

Fellowships, chosen from a field of

more than 3,000 applicants.

The topic of Taylor's work under the

grant will be "A Comparative
Analysis of the Philosophical and
Theological Positions of Hegel and
Kierkegaard." Taylor says he wjir^o"
the bulk of his study at the

Kierkegaard Institute of the

University of Copenhagen in

Denmark, the Hegel Archive iat Ruhr
University in Germany, and at the

University of Heidelberg.

Taylor's studies will build on work
done for his book "Kierkegaard's
Pseudonymous Authorship: A Study
of Time and the Self," published in

1V7S, which Tayfor describes as an
exploration dt the Danish
Theologian's "interpretation of the

stages of development of individual

selfhood."

At Williams since 1973, Taylor

earned a B. A. from Wesleyan
University in 1968 and a Ph.D. from
Harvard University in 1973.

In addition . to working as a

Guggenheim Fellow, Taylor will

lecture at the University of Aarhus in

Denmark as part of the school's 50th

anniversary. He is one of three forAgn
lecturers who will speak on
Kierkegaard.

A statement from Francis H. Dewey
3rd. Secretary of the Williams
Trustees and Secretary of the
Advisory Committee on Shareholder
Responsibilities, summing up recent
actions taken in connection with stock

owned by the^^oltegei

Created by vote of the Williams
Trustees in January and appointed by
the Presidetit, the Advisory
Committee on Shareholder
Responsibilities is authorized to

propose shareholder resolutions or
letters to corporate management or a
general statement of investment
principles or even a divestment of

specific stocks. In the course of its

first half-dozen meetings, however,
whether to vote stock proxies for or
against management positions
became the most pressing issue

before it.

To date the committee has
considered 36 possible proxy votes. In
three cases it recommended that the
College-owned shares be voted in

favor of shareholder proposals and
against management positions. The
three cases in brief:

General Electric Share Owner
Proposal No. • asked G.E. to

"evaluate the human rights situation

in any country with which a contract

is contemplated" and to "decline any
sale to a countiy which does not meet

. . . minimal standards." The G.E.
Directors opposed this idea as
"inappropriate," but our Advisory
Committee recommended a vote in

fevor of it.

First Chicago Corp. Proposal No. 3
(from two stockhoMers) aaked for

detailed information on the bank's
loans in South Africa and "the

contribution of each loaii ... to the

well-being of the black majority."

Management said this would breach
the confidentiality owed its

customers—and besides, no loans had
been made to South Africa's public

sector since December 1976. But our
Advisory Committee recommended
that the Williams shares be voted in

support of this proposal.

Union Carbide Stockholder
Pro|M»sal No. 5 called on the

corporation to "make no further

investment nor expand its

operations" in South Africa until that

country's government commits itself

to ending apartheid. Management
objected on grounds that "corporate

policy must follow U.S. Government

policy, and nol
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Lehman Council sponsors \

Baseball, volleyball, and "The
biggest game of musical chairs in

Berkshire County" are a few of the

activities that will highlight the

Lehman Service Council's "Kid's

Day," according to Council chairman
Andy Masetti '79. The Jazz Band and
Pipe Band will also be on bapd for the

event, which takes place tomorrow at

Cole Field.

"Kid's Day" first took place in the

Spring of 1975 at the instigation of

Masetti, who perceived that "there

was not enough for younger children

to do in this town, llie Northern
Berkshire area is geared for the

activities of college students and older

people, he poi
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Viewpoint:

Who's to blame?
by P^ler Green

The members of Perry-Bascom and Gar-

Wood houses who had their desires to

coeducate denied must be careful not to place

the blame on the minority who voted against

the proposal. The blame must be placed upon
a set of Rules conceived in the Deans' office

and rubber-stamped by the C.U.L.

(Committee on Undergraduate Life).

TTie presidents of the affectecllibuseswere

not consulted in the establishment of these

Rules, nor even informed that such Rules
were being considered. The reader might see
this as indicative of a lack of respect. Many of

the house presidents saw it the same way.

The Housing Committee, consisting of the

15 house presidents and several other

members, expressed serious reservations

with the Deans' office dictum. The Presidents

of Perry-Bascom and Gar-Wood vigorously

fought its implementation. Alas, it was to no
avail, and the proposals to coeducate the'

houses failed under the new Rules, though
better than two-thirds of each house
supported coeducation.

Both (H-esidents went to the C.U.L. last

Monday to protest the Rules that were forced

upon their houses. Both presidents left, as the

meeting went into "executive session",

shaking their heads and chuckling at the

prospect that the C.U.L. might go against the

D^ns' office. The C.U.L. .upheld the Deans'

office Rules.

Did I hear you asking why the C.U.L was
deciding this housing issue and not the

Housing Committee? You say that the house

presidents probably know a lot more about

housing issues than the C.U.L. or Deans'

office? You contend that you'd rather have a

group of house presidents, with a known
constituency and the respect of it, make such

a decision? I'm sorry, you'll have to speak

louder, no one is listening.

There were two guidelines that the Deans'
office used in drafting The Rules. First they

wanted to protect the rights of the minority,

and second, as long as it was consistent with

the first, they wanted the will of the majority

to be realized. No one disagreed with these

goals. Unfortunately, these goals were lost

sight of as the C.U.L. and the Deans' office

zealously fought to keep The Rules
untarnished. When the C.U.L. discussed the

issue on Monday, no one asked whether the
rights of the minority were violated. Instead

they argued for an hour ai\d a half as to

whether or not the rules had been followed.

When the C.U.L. decjted to ^keejp the two
houses single-sex' tliey did so' because the
Rules, which they reaffirmed, dictated that.

The threat of tyranny of the majority is

very real at this school, and the Deans' office

is right in working to prevent it. But in these
two cases, no one on Uie minority side

indicated that they would have felt tyrannized
had the proposals passed. Even if they had,
the Deans' office said it could easily meet the

needs of such individuals by placing them in a
preferable rooming situation. So whatever
happened to the goal of realizing the desires

of the majority if the rights of the minority
are protected?

For the sake of the sanctity of a set of Rules,
'

two-thirds of each house will be living in a
rooming situation they did not want. Though
it might be contended that the outcome of the

issue will cause serious internal divisions

within the houses, this need not be the case.

Both sides of the proposal in both Perry-
Bascom and Gar-Wood houses can now unite. ... . .

They can unite against the fact that a VlBWpOint'.
decision-making process was handed down to

them against their will from somewhere
above.

Granted, all decision making power cannot
lie within the houses. However, one would
hope that such decrees would be made in

consultation with the affected students,

rather than by a committee containing no row
house members, or by a deans' office

containing minimal students.

The habit of invoking doctrines upon
students by certain entities without consent or

consultation of the students affected cannot

continue.
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Rethinking Divestiture

Peter Green is president of Perry-Bascom
house.

by Charles Karelis

I'm writing as someone who has strongly
opposed apartheid ever since I learned about
it more than fifteen years ago. I've

proselytized about it, and over the years I

have argued about it with dozens of white
South Africans. I've written my senator.
To recite even such a modest record

doubtless seems smug. I do it because I want
to dispute an assumption which is being urged
on us all: that to question divestiture is to be
unconcerned about apartheid and indifferent
to human rights.

Viewpoint:

The Best Defense
by Jeffrey Trout

America is nothing, as a nation, if it does

not stand for the principles of human dignity

and liberty. Diversity, tolerance, freedom of

choice and expressifti—these are the essence

of the American polity, the principles

embraced by Thomas Jefferson's Declaration

-of Independence, Abraham Lincoln's

6ettysburg Address, and Franklin
Roosevelt's Four Freedoms. To attack or

undermine the application of these ideas is

the most fearful and dangerous threat to our
being as a nation. Liberty is the course of^

each American's individual security, and the

defense of liberty is—or should be—the chief

criteria of our national security.

The question which we must ask ourselves

is whether our current pursuit of a narrow,

THintarily-oriented concept of national

security does not run counter to our deeper,

more fundamental interests. In short, are
missiles, covert operations, and the National

Security Council compatible with liberty?

Clearly, they are not. We waste precious

resources on defense, thus limiting our
options and our ability to establish, for our

own people and for peoples throughout the

world, those minimum standards of basic

welfare necessary to dignity and freedom.

The secrecy and chicanery involved in the

operation of our present defense and
intelligence establishment undermine not

only democratic choice, but personal liberty,

bothliere and abroMrBift rh(wt of all, the

spirit of conformity and self-righteousness

which pervades a government claiming the

absolute standard of national security does
more than serve to shield Watergate-like

offenses; it infects our whole society with a
sickness of which McCarthyism was only the

most virulent- form. Thirty-two years ago,

GeorgeKennan, the noted Americanstateman,
warned that the greatest danger America
faced in the Cold War was of becoming like

the repressive, totalitarian states to which we
were opposed. In many ways this prophesy

has been too well fulfilled.

The tragedy of contemporary American
politics is the confusion which exists about
principles and labels a confusion which has
caused "patriotism" to become a dirty word
in both the Republican and Democratic
parties. Most people (even you, perhaps?)
would find it almost impossible to believe that

a conservative Republican like myself could

advocate nuclear disarmament, human
rights, a negative income tax, and non-

military foreign aid. But these are

conservative positions—they come directly

from the essence of the American Dream,
peace and human dignity. It is this dream, not
any particular political or economic system,
whicEcbhServalivesseek to^p^

this vision, a vision born of a radical

revolution two hundred years ago and still

unfulfilled today, that patriots have
struggled. Indeed, the true measure of

patriotism in America is the willingness to

fight for reform consistent with the values of

liberty, to oppose the hypocritical deeds .of a
federal government choking on its own
bureaucracy and ideological intolerance.

When viewed in this light, our society seems
to have a wealth of patriots. The tragedy,

however, is that most of them don't realize

-that they love their country;
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Clothes Day
To the editor.

In keeping with its overall policy of rational

and intelligent discussion of the serious

afflictions plaguing Williams College, the

Friday Morning Junta calls on all those who
think the "Hiursday Night Coalition is a waste
of time to wear clothes this Tuesday. It is

important that all true humanists join in this

statement to the campus community and to

the world. By wearing clothes on 'Tuesday,

you, the student or faculty member, will be
making a clear and unequivocal stand on this

important issue.

We cannot overemphasize how important it

is that we all join in in this effort. To
paraphrase a recent letter to the Record, we
must see to it that it is the people who do not

wear clothes on Tuesday who stand ouL Let
us hope that our courageous Dean will lead

(his effort by wearing clothes. If he does, we
believe that the Friday Morning Junta will

have been vindicated.

So. remember Clothes Day, Tuesday, Aplil

2Sth.

Sincerely,

D»n Tourney '78

John P. Connelly '78

Jeffrey E. Coombi '80

Charles R.WUiiami '78

Divestiture may be the moral duty of the
trustees of Williams College. But the
published arguments of the "Williams
College Faculty and Staff for Divestiture,"
together with my own reading on South
Africa, leave me very far from persuaded
that this is so.

The trouble is that, evaluating the situation

from Willlamstown, one can't know, <or even
have good grounds for thinking, that

economic disruption in South Africa would
make things better rather than worse for the
black majority. Many acknowledged experts
say economic disruption would help. (One is

quoted in the WCFSD position paper.) Other
acknowledged experts say economic
disruption would be harmful. For instance,

the black South African newspaper editor

Percy Quoboza, a hero of the anti-apartheid

movement who recently spent five months in

jail for his political views, writes in Time
(April 17, 1978) as follows:

Driven into a corner, the Afrikaner will

take up afms and will leave a. trail of

destruction all along the way. What is more,
he will leave this country in chaos and ruin.

A bloody racial confrontation is what we
are all battling to avoid, and I believe deep

in my heart that we can succeed ... To
impose economic sanctions on South Africa

would be to acknowledge total

abandonment of a peaceful and negotiated

settlement. What is more, the creation of

economic chaos here would expedite the

very thing we are all trying desperately to

avoid: a bloody racial confrontation. (My
emphasis.)

Given that we in Williamstown don't have
good grounds for thinking that divestiture

would improve rather than worsen the South

African situation, we have to look squarely at

the effects divestiture Would have in

Williamstown itself.

Surely it's illogical to admit ignorance

about divestiture's likely effects in South

Africa and then say that it would be an
idealistic gesture which would have an
educational benefit as such. You can't teach

goodness by example unless there's reason to

think that your exemplary gestures are
actually going to help people instead (rf hurt

them.

Leaving aside the "idealistic gesture"

norm, what other effects would divestiture

have in Williamstown? There is evidence that

the educational goals of the College would be

endangered by divestiture's price-tag. I am
certainly no expert on these things but might
not choices have to be made between cutting

scholarships, raising tuition (thus putting

Williams beyond the reach of some middle-

income families), and cutting faculty raises

( thus making it harder for the Collie to hire

and keep good teachers)? Maybe not. Maybe
there's so much fat in the present budget that

none of these undesirable things would be

necessary. But if there is fat in the budget

now, proponents of divestiture still have to

show that it would be better used in financing

divestiture than In, say, increasing present

scholarship aid.

Mr. Kartlia it an Atii$tant

Professor of Philotophy at Williams.
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WmCHEl^
Poetry Winners

Laurie Giemza 7* and Charles Merzbacher '80 have been named co-
winners of the annual Academy of American Poets Contest at Williams. The
Winners and (our students cited for Honorable Mention—Alison Morgan '79,

Mark Truran '79, Dwayne Freeman '79 and Marilyn Bennett '79—will read
from their work Thursday, April 27 at 4:00 p.m. in Driscoll Lounge. The
reading is sponsored by the English Department.

The contest was judged by a Williams graduate, Adam LeFevre 72
author ol a book of poems entitled Everything All At Once, just published by
Wesleyan University Press.
r-.- 1.14 poem«^Mei«e«ttbmitte«^by3SH8twtent«-in-thteyear** c<Mnpet»tJofrat"
Williams.

Faculty for Divestiture

According to Richard Nuccio, Asst. Professor of Political Science, 43
faculty and staff members have endorsed the Faculty and Staff for

Divestiture proposal as of April 18, surpassing the committee's goal of 40
signatures.

An additional ten members indicated a desire for more information,
while one individual came out explicitly against the proposal. Nuccio ex-

plained that the body of supporters includes "senior faculty members and
people who may be in the Administration next year. '

'

The proposal was printed in the April 14 issue of the Record. The com-
mittee believes that the college "will seriously compromise its educational
mission as a liberal arts institution if it continues to act in tacit support of the

South African regime."

CUL affirms decision

On Monday, the Committee on Undergraduate Life <CUL) affirmed the
procedure outlined by the Dean's Office specifying that a majority of both
sexes is needed to change the make-up of row houses. Pursuant to this

decision, the CUL did not overturn either Garwood or Perry Bascom's
decision to remain single-sex. CUL Chairman Robert Bell said, "I tliink we
have to be particularly careful to protect the rights of the minority," adding
that the men in the houses raise legitimate issues.

President of GarWood, Chip Buckner, said, "The decision was un-
popular with the house but it's b^n made. Now it is our job to make it work."
He feels CUL should "start now on ground rules for next year."

"People in the house are the very upset with the decision-making
process," said Perry-Bascom President Peter Green '78. Several have
refused to participate in room draw. Green lamented the lack of input from
presidents in the policy making process. Though Green foresees the house as
going coed next year (since the most of the incoming sophomores desire it),

he feels the policy will "unfortunately" remain about the same.

Mercury Column: Statistics
"Nor will any science do the job—it

must be a science as simple and
materialistic as the subject can
possibly admit. It must be a science of

statistics and not of ideas." So wrote
Lionel Trilling on the Kinsey Report.
What follows are some statistics and
at least one idea. Use them in good
health.

For reasons physicists will be glad
to ejfplain tfr you.-r B.T.t). is at the
same time a measure of heat and a
measure of energy. The N.Y. TIMES
(26 March) reports that in 1976 U.S.

industrial companies used about 20.5

million billion B.T.U.s of energy. That
sounds like a whole lot to me, but the

article's main thrust had to do with

increased energy efficiency in

industry. To wit: In 1947 U.S.

manufacturers used 59.900 B.T.U.s to

produce one <1974) dollar of output:

by 1975 the figure had declined to

:)9.900. Good for them, I guess.

In an effort to see. how we as, Sf

college are doing in this regard, we
need to take into account the growth in

the student body and in the physical

plant, as well as changes in severity of

winters. The following table gives a
cost index and a heat index (decimal
points suppressed, as in the cost-of-

living index). The cost index gives

energy costs per student per square
foot per degree day. The heat Index

gives the same computation for

B.T.U.s rather than dollars

The relative sizes of the sets of

numbers across years and with each
other are what is important.

The TIMES article goes on to say
that industry is paying about twice as
much for energy, in constant dollars,

as it did in 1971. 1 have not figured the
Consumer Price Index in here

Cone mokes fbbrics people live in.
I CONE MIUS 1 1440 SROAOWW NEW KWK N V lOOli

because a) I'm not sure that's what
the TIMES used since b> energy costs

have risen at a rate quite different

from the general inflation level.

Dividing cost index by heat index

gives a 3-fold rise; factoring in the

declined by nearly 50 per cent. This
speaks to the constructive actions

already taken by Buildings and
Grounds and explains why this

committee seems to be concerned
with such niggling items as extra

Year 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 I974-7S 197S-76 197«-77

Costlwle*,,. , .2210 2420
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How to Review—^shbws how
by John Llbertinv

Take a group of extremely talented!

singers, a selection of the finest show
tunes ever written, and a typical

sugary sweet musical cliche for a plot

to tie everything together and what do
we get? We get what we got last

weekend in Jesup auditorium: The
How To Musical Review. Playing to

packed audiences, the Review came
off a smashing success as one of the

finest and most important musical
^^events tit WilMams in quite a while.

TTie music was perfect. Peter Gloo
is to be congratulated for his superb
musical arrangements. The hard
work which obviously went into the

harmonizations bore plentiful and
exquisite fruit. The harmonic
accompaniment to "I Left My Heart
at the Sttige-Door Canteen" was
especially memorable.
Congratulations Peter.

Director Will Weiss and
Choreographer Beth Popik did
incredible work with the ensemble.

Weiss worked at getting each member
,,'n.flit the cast to produce at his best,,

eijtly. The large amount of

I of it flawless, evidences a

lot of time and hard work on the part
of Popik. The dancing was expert and
visually exciting. Both Weiss and
Popik did terrific jobs.

If one examines the individual acts
in the show, one can only marvel at

the powerful raw talent in the cast.

Individuals excelled without
destroying the unity of the whole
group. From the opening "Wilkomen"
to the closing "The Closing Number",
the cast exuded a sparkling vitality

and set af high level of excellence that

never diminished for a moment
during the entire evening.

The program included various
works from a hundred years of

musical theater, each a guaranteed
winner, made even more successful in

the hands of the cast. The works ran
the gamut from the poignant "I Wish I

were a Lion Tamer" to the slapstick

"You're the Top"; from the touching
and powerful "Can't Help Loving That
Man" to the ridiculous "Brush up
your Shakespeare"; from the
nauseatingly sentimental "The
Party's Over"' to the blatantly
offensive "Sodomy".
Generally, the staging of each piece

worked to full advantage.
Unfortunately , in a few isolated cases,
problems arose. The song
"Tomorrow" from Annie was toUlly
upstaged by the introduction of a
human Sandy, Annie's dog. The dog,
unfortunately, detracted from a very
touching and poignant song. On the
other hand, the staging of "I Left My

,
Heart at the Stage-Door Canteen' ' was
brilliant, witli the girl of the song off-

stage, gorging herself out of misery
over being left by "the singer of the
song. Overlooking such small errors,

the production was first-rate and of

stellar quality.

The members of the cast, drawn
from all four classes, are all relatively

new faces to the Williams stage. Yet
the excellent quality and talent of the

cast suggests the college has a large
untapped source of musical talent just

waiting to be released. Unfortunately,
the musical seems to occupy a very
low spot on the totem in theater.

Siri Soicol

singer Andy Robinson will appear at the Rathskeller on Saturday night from
9:00 until 11:30 p.m. ,

Pianist WOWS audience with Mozart

The "How to Musical Revue
original sketches.

' included songs from many famous musicals and

^. ^ ,^_<photp by Johnson)

by Gene H.Bell
A sparse audience in lliompson

Memorial Chapel last Sunday
listened, astounded, to a young
pianist whose name, Siri Jan Sokol, is

almost as striking as her artistry. Ms.
Sokol, a Swarthmore alumna, is

currently a graduate student in music
at SUNY-Binghamton. The concert
was sponsored by Prospect House.
Ms. Sokol's lengthy, demanding

program seldom lost force or feeling.

Probably her best playing came in the

Mozart G Major Sonata. This much-
played piece sounded as fresh as if it

were just discovered. Ms. Sokol

played each movement as one long

uninterrupted phrase, with a liberal

use of pedal that—miraculously—
never resulted in blurring. Her right

hand glided through Mozart's runs
with a marvelously buoyant lilt and a
crisp, steady movement. The six-

t

PRESENTING A SUPER CAR MUSICAL

DISPLAY THAT CAN BE HEARD

AROUND THE WORLD!

5f offering such lines as Sanyo, JIL, IDI,

Lafoy^tte, Fioneer and many others.

4 Oar Speakers including Jensen, Sanyo,

Head, Grundigand the mighty

Pip-Speak from Lafayette.

If you want power, how about Royal Sound? They have In-

troduced a 40-watt integrated amp & a graphic equalizer.

chords and chroifiatics in the opening
allegro were particularly sweet and
luscious. It was some of the loveliest.

Mozart playing yet heard.

Somewhat less satisfactory was her
account of Beethoven's opus 110. This
sonata is the old master at his most
broodingly subjective, even
idiosyncratic. Only a seasoned, fully-

developed pianist can do justice to the

work's unprecedented meanderings.
Ms. Sokol was a bit uneven—the A flat

minor ariosusang beautifully, and her
crescendo repetition of the G Major
chords was breathtaking in its effect.

On the other hand, Beethoven's
freer, more eccentric passages—they
look and even sound like a genius's

inspired doodlings—did not come off

improvisatory enough; she seemed
unwilling to let herself go. More
seriously, the final fugue lacked a
clear sense of growth and focus. The

Coffeehouse
This Saturday, April 22, the

Williams Coffeehouse will present
singer-songwriter Andy Robinson in

concert in the Rathskellar from 9 until

11:30 P.M. Also appearing will be
Purple Cow Recording Artist Scott
Lankford, one :of the featured
performers on the seen to be released
album, "The Best of Williams".

Robinson began singing
professionally while still a student at
the University of Colorado in Boulder,
appearing with Judy Collins, Odetta,
Eric Andersen, and others. Their
encouragement led Andy to New
York, where he met Janis Ian, who
produced his first album, "Patterns of
Reality" on the Phillips label. A series
of college tours in the east and
midwest followed the release of
Robinson's second album, "Break Out
of the City." on Janus Records.

Robinson is a popular and steady
performer who has recently played
concert dates with George Benson;
Leo Kottke; David Bromber; Maria'
Muldaur; Bonnie Raitt; Livingston
Taylor; Fairport Convention; The
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band; Blood, Sweat,
and Tears; and Janis Ian. Noted for
his wit and entertainment, Andy
accompanies himself with six and
twelve string guitars. His songs run
from album favorites like "Ballad of a
Summer Girl," "Party Ball," and
"Dance Zarina," to new originals like

"Livin' for the Seventies," "Mind
Reader," and "Sunshine Rider."

So stop up and see the best sound oround

RAOfO
Elf TTRnwins

mtt
m souTM smcT, KNNWGTON. vBwmvr - mwma

Fumlslted 2BR apt. for rent in

Harvard Square area. Summer
1*71. »iso a month. Contact Sydney
Case, '7«, at «i7-354-ll2f.
Retertnce* requested.

Columbia l>nlverslty offers over
3S0 undergraduate, graduate and
professional school courses. Write
for bulletin: Summer Session,
Columbia University lOJC Low
Library, N.Y., N.Y, 10027

one moment in the afternoon when
Ms. Sokol seemed not in control came
in the Trio to the Scherzo—

a

movement which otherwise displayed
admirable drive and energy. Ms.
Sokol will no doubt arrive in time at a
more organic conception of this

redoubtable work.

Sokol capped an already impressive
afternoon with Schumann's
Kreisleriana. Like much of the great
Romantic's piano music, this piece
gets rather long-winded and diffuse—
and yet Ms. Sokol made it hang
together. The slow movements were
appropriately dreamy and„
introspective, while the fast sections"

had a stormy intensity, like a Turner
painting. Even her pauses between
the dark hues of the actual
movements seemed expressive. No
encores were given, unfortunately as
the audience—was hoping to hear how
Ms. Sokol handles, say, a Chopin waltz
or some folksy Bartok.

"The Prospect House sponsorship
was a fine idea. (Cultural
chairpersons take note.) Somewhere
here or out there are numerous young
talents seeking public exposure;
many a youngs instrumentalist would
find it a plus to appear at a place like

Williams. By courting artists other
than the established stars, the latter

of whom the Administration will

always bring, the houses can help
expand College cultural life. If the
student houses at Yale can produce
Figaro or even give the world
premiere of a Debussy opera, then
certainly the Williams Houses can
invite young artists of the caliber of

Siri, Jfln.SokoL ,-

Dance-Drama
CENci, a dahce-drania created to

please French playwright Antonin
Artaud, will be performed at 8:30
P.M. on April 27, 28, 29 on a specially

constructed arena stage in the Towne
Field House. It has been conceived,
staged, and choreographed by John K.
Savacool and Joy Anne Dewey. Marc
Lichtman '78 composed and will

conduct.

Ilie dance-drama deals with one of

the scandals in late Renaissance
Rome, a story which was later used by
Percy Bysthe Shelley for a five-act

tragedy. In 1935, Artaud used the
Shelley version as a basis for a new
play for his Theatre de la Cruaute in

Paris. The Dance Society hasUken its

material from Artaud's play.

Tickets on sole
Tickets for the Spring: Weekend

concert featuring Pure Prairie
League and the PousettC'Dart Band
will go on sale Monday at Baxter Hall
at 11 :00 a.m. Admission for the May 4

concert is |e.00 for Williams students
and $8.00 for others.

r
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"Masculine Feminine"

Vintage film unveils confusion
Spontortd by Rttl Vintag*.

Bronfman auditorium, Saiiirriay at
7:30.

by Spiro Roiiiboti*

Jean-Luc Goddard's "Masculine
Feminine" (1965) impressed the
audiences in the 1966 New York Film
Festival with its unusual structure

himself, "this generation could be
called the generation of Marx and
Coca-Cola", meaning that their lives'^

are an unconventional blend of
socialism and the typical western way
of living. This unorthodox mix renders
Paul's life a loose collection of
political activism leading nowhere.

and its new mode of conveying the with no dominating motive, Paul, just
tlirectDi^s viewS^ to the public. A ' ' •-••••- * '^'-^

typical Goddard creation, "Masculine
Feminine" is a vague and elusive film

when Paul witnesses the killing of a
man by his jealous wife.

The flow of the story is random and
accompanied by seemingly unrelated
gags, such as the sequence in which
Paul and his friends witness Brigitte

Bardot discussing a screenplay with a
director- in a Parisian cafe. For the

i*aww5 yievyer. such stunts seegt

The Wlllitms Octtt In conlunclion with th« Ephlatt, tht Jau Enscmbit and
other student groups will be iMtured on an album which will b« released on
April je. From left to right, the Octet members are Bmi Cart, Paul Robinson,
Bill Hahn, Kevin Weist, Mike BaHey, Ted Route, Chuck Hirsch and Charlie
**'•*"''"• (photo by Ooherty

)

Purple album to be released
"The Best of Williams—1978," an

album featuring 14 songs by seven

-Student groups,-wUl-be-r«l<

Purple Cow Records on Friday, April

28. The artists include Scott Lankford,

the Williams Octet, Library Incident,

Pyenson-Friesen, the Ephlats, Andy
Kelly Band, and the Jazz Ensemble.
The album was professionally

recorded in January for the Purple
Cow label, which is owned by
sophomores Steve Case and Bill

Beckett. The fourteen songs on the LP
were selected, according to Case, "to

please a wide variety of musical
tastes. There's a lot more diversity

than I ever expected." One of the

selections, Lankford's "River Song,"
has been chosen as the theme for an
upcoming PBS-TV special.

The album will sell for $5.00, but

students can purchase it at the

reduced rate of $4.00 until May 6.

Sevenhundi^fed and fifty copies were
pressed.

Case and Beckett are already
planning a second volume, to be
recorded next January. "We're
looking for everything on the next one
to be original," Case said, "from the

songs to the artwork." Auditions will

be held in the fall, and Beckett

CLASSIFIEDS
F9R SALE
STEREO Components—lowest
prices anywhere—over 50 major
brands. Fully guaranteed. Call

Barry at 664-9437 after 6 p.m.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
$35.00 per hundred stuffing en-

velopes already stamped and
addressed. Free supplies, send

self-addressed, stamped envelope

o: ROEL
5005 Old Midlothian Pike

Suite 64

Richmond, Va. 23224

WANTED
AGENT for Songwriter. Contact

Dave at 458-3634.

Room Wanted for Summer. Call

AAatt at 597-6219.

PERSONALS
Obituary: Perry House. Born

1880. Died 4-15-78, from lack of

social interaction. May It rest In

peace.

Roland: Same time, same place
tonight. I really had a bang of a
time last Friday I

La Belle Dame

Mona: Turkey scraps and drp
skny before graduation G.

Tomsorlal consultants: Chez
Tom and St. Bob seek persons In

need of haircut. No charge. Call

X6020 for appointments. "We
groom good head."

Dear Chaser,

I'm sorry you had to pull out a
hair too soon. Stop by and we will

work It out. Wanda

HI BInkyllll

FIfl: OOoboO La LA P\trtn

Galoshes; When it ralni It

pours.—

M

Needed: 2 Roommate* for off-

campus house next year. Next to

Inn. M or F. Call Phil—6032,
seong—6031, Wayne—6382.

expressed a desire that students plan
ahead, and write and arrange their

-sumniM. •

that focuses on the life of Paul (Jean-
Pierre L,eaud), a young Parisian who
tries to untangle his confused
attitudes about sex, politics and in the
very end, his own existence.

For Goddard. Paul is

representative of the ^disillusioned

generation of the late 1960's which was
responsible for the student unrest of

1968 that shook the Gaullist
establishment in France to its

chases Madeleine (ChanTal Goyal, ar'^immata-Tal in relation to the film's
singer, who manipulates him for h^ plot; but are just Goddards peculiar
own pleasure. ^ way of depicting the atmosphere in

•'-- which Paul is living. This tectuiique isGoddard became interested in the
progressive urban French youth from
the dawn of his career. One of his first

films, "Tout les Garcons oppellent
Patrick" (1954), dealt with exactly the
same material in a much more
concise form. Goddard's technique
borrows freely from Djiga Vertov's
notion of "cinema verite" (true

cinema) as in the scene where Paul
subjects a girl to a lengthy interview

foundattofls. To quote Goddara * ivtii»a»e occupies the whole frame or

the same one that Goddard uses in

"Pierrot le Fou" that he made six

months later.

This unusual manner of using

,

human types as the instruments of

conveying the film-makers' views in

an insistently specified film, arises
out of Goddard's notion that
"Philosophers and film-makers share
a view that belongs to a whole
generation-'. ~^—

Mooiatameeimg ^8.

SELECTING THE
PROPERGEAR
The Buscstf label is where it

all begins. Note
the snowy,
LCra^gy peaks

fflixed

thereto.
They
are
the
'moun-
tains.

,„ .„_wlp
r(cniaxethe mbiiii-

taineer. And this is
an ad. The subject of
which is selecting the*
proper gear for
mountaineering.
(It all fits to-

gether so nicely,
doesn't it?)

First and msh:..-

foremost, you'll
need to pop the
mountain top. For
this task, faithAil moun
taineers use a chvirch
key. Secular moun-
taineers use a bottle
opener. Don't be con-
fusedty these antics
with semantics. «Just
rememher, the opener is
your primary tool. Be
true to it and it will he
truetoyoa

Second, ch(X)se a
glass. Here the options
hecome immense.
German steins, hand-

blown pilseners,
oldjelhrjars,

that
little

.:t.i5a
X<i*}

(church key used by
ftlthftil inountaLnoers.

)

^Mr. Boffomug you've
had since third gmde,

^ ye

Be adventurous.
Experiment. Most

movrntaJneers have a
personal preference. You'll
develop one too.

Food is next. Proper
mountaineering, not
to mention proper nutri-
tion, requires a smorgas-
bord selection of snacks.
Some mountaineers
have suffered from a
potato chip dflfldenpy,

a pretzel tmqaJanoe or
other serious dietaiy de-
fects. Plan ahead.

.Comfort is crucial. Ifyou
mountaineer In

public, pick
apadded
bar stool,

preferabjy
one that
spins
(to facili-

tate admir-
ing the

sceneiy).At
home, a com-

fortable chair or sofawUl
do. Ekde ofthumb: if it

feels good,and the police
don'tseem to mind, doit,

''

Then turn on the
tube or spin a tune or
crack a ^)odbook.The
choice is strictly
betWBen*you and the
dominant hemisphere
ofyourbrain Ofcourse,
some mountaineers
say the smooth, re-
freshing taste ofBusch

is entertainment enou^.
^And thankgo"

.
ley do,because

'it's an excellent
conclusion

(Ciomfort is oniclal ) i

fim

^'S«>.<--1

I®

Don't just reach for a beer. I IHead for the mountains.
Anh«iis«f-BuKh tnc Si Lou«« Mo
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Cow/n mak9s 20 savs

Laxmen pound Union in rain
April showers bring May flowers,

the saying goes, but the Williams

College Lacrosse team picked its

flowers early by soundly trouncing

Union College 13-7 in fte ch-izzling rain

at Cole Field Wednesday.
The Williams attack of Todd

was "a very good win under the
conditions."

A drizzling rain prevailed moat of

the afternoon causing the sloppy
playing conditions which hampered
Williams play somewhat.
Dick Goodbody and Brian Benedict

Eckerson, Pete Thomsen, and Dick scored Williayis' two fit^t goals, but it

Goodbody combined for ten goals and was not until b:40 of the first period

eight assists to lead the Ephmen to when Todd Eckerson converted on a
what head coach Renzi Lamb said Peter Thomsen feed that Williams

Wesleyan dumps Eph nine
by Frank Pergolizzi

In the opening round of Little Three

action for both teams, the Wesleyan
University baseball team defeated

Williams yesterday, 3-1.

Williams opened the scoring with a

run in the first inning. Shortstop Scott

Harrington singled and scored when
Frank Kreutz hit a ground ball

through the shortstop's legs that found

its way into the left-center field gap.

Wesleyan scored two runs in the

fourth to take the lead. A single and
two walks by Williams' pitcher Tony
Stall loaded the bases. The tying run

scored on a fielder's choice by first

baseman Tom Dwyer. Shortstop Mark
Anderson singled in the go ahead run.

The Cardinals picked up an
insurance run in the bottom of the fifth

on a homerun by Bob Latessa.

Williams had a chance to tie the

game in the top of the seventh|. But
with the bases loaded, pinch hitter

John Thiel hit a sharp line drive right

at the left fielder.

BobCoolen went all the4vay for the

victory. The sophomore lefthander

aided his own cause by picking off

four Williams' baserunners.

Williams is now 3-4 overall and 0-1 in

the Little Three. The Ephmen resume
action Friday afternoon in

Schenectady against the Union
College Dutchmen and entertain
Bat^s College Saturday in

Williamstown at 12 noon.

finally got untracked and pulled away
from Union (or good.

Williams scored thres other timea in

the first period to take a comfortable

6-2 l«ad. Union didn't threaten the rest

of the game.

Williams goalie Bob Cowin
contihued'liia oiutstahding play. He
effectively shut off Union's outside

shooting and grabbed twenty saves

total. Williams' defense of Pete

Unger, Pete Santry, Ralph Murray,

and Russ Gee, aided Cowin by holding

Union's attack to just one goal.

Williams faces a perennially strong

Massachusetts squad this Saturday at

Amherst. Coach Lamb is fairly

optimistic despite his team's winless

record against Massachusetts. He
said, "Wecattwin but we will have to

play up to and above our potential."
Men's lacrosse dtfaatad Unkm a sound 13 to 7 Wadnasday.— (photo by Oettgan

)

Purple rocWeJsWrfHarvard 6-3
by Evan Bash

A pleasant spring day in the Purple

Valley almost turned into disaster for

the Harvard men's tennis team on

Tuesday, but the Crimson managed to

pull out some tough tennis when they

needed it, edging out the Ephmen 6-3.

Despite the final score, Williams'

scare of Harvard proved coach Sean
Sloane's racketmen are a legitimate

New England power.

Usually Harvard handles the Ephs
easily, but exceptional individual

performances by Martin Goldberg
and Captain Jim Parsons served to

keep this year's contest close. After

Wild card berth with 36-18 record

Men's Volleyball qualifies for regionals
Unbeknownst to the vast majority of

people in tlie Williams college

community, the Men's Volleyball Club

does exist. Last Saturday, the team
ended their regular season play at

Westfield State College, qualifying for

the New England League
Championships on Sunday, April 23 at

Boston University. Competing in the

tough Northern Division of the league,

the ballbangers compiled an
impressive 36-18 record, earning a

wild card berth in the post-season

tournament.

Although inconsistency plagued the

squad during the middle of the season,

the team is on the upswing, and should

put on a istrong performance in their

third consecutive trip to the

championships. "The length of the

season may have caused us to peak
too early", said Junior Captain Rick
"Pound-That-Puppy" Moog "but I

think that we have a good chance to do
well in Boston." 'nie reasons for such
high hopes are the Overall balance and
depth of the team.

The hitting prowess of Senior Dan
Rudolph, who terrorizes opponents

with his irretrievable spikes, has been

a driving force behind the climb oiit of

mid-season doldrums, as have the

quick reflexes and excellent game
sense of classmate Bill Fleming, who
often came up with outstanding digs

at crucial times. "I brought the

Cartesian method of volleyball to

Williams," Bill remarked, "and I

think it has helped the underclassmen

on the squad immensely."

Two sophomores who obviously

haye benefitted from this tutelage are

Jeff Graham (known league-wide for

his primal screams and floor-

shattering spikes) and John
"Fingers" Larose, whose
unpredictable back sets always keep

opponents on their tg^. Both, have_

been selected to play in the league AH-.;.

Star game, the first. time that two

players from Williams have received

that honbr. Martijn Schouteri, another

member of the class of '80, has

provided steady play throughout the

season. Affectionately known as "the

Flying Dutchman" to his teammates,

Schouten's shrewd service returns

tend to bewilder foes, as do his timely

dinks.

Despite being plagued by injuries

for much of the season, Dave
"Beanblossom" Furlow dominated
net play with his long reach and
unusual leaping style. His Dillonesque

air and mystical insight were
valuable pressure-easing assets

during tense matches. The mere
physical presence of Ent-like Frosh C.

J. Pietzner brought many a would-be

competitor to the floor. So did his

awesome blocking ability. During his

first season, C. J. progressed
amazingly well, as did all of the first-

year players. Juniors Mark Lewy and
Chris Clark have been welcome
additions to the squad. Lewy's driving

ability, both on and off the court, got.

the team's adreneline going, and
Clark's unique "windmill" spike was
an offensive asset. As the third setter

on the team, Freshman Troy Blander
used his beach-ball savvy to the

team's l^enefit, and his consistent

bumping often steadied the team.

Although the team has done well all

season long, a strong performance at

B.U. would make the four month long

season all the more successful.

the singles, Williams was still alive in

the match, trailing by only 4-2. With
the pressure on in the doubles,

Harvard's third team came through
with some fine play to clinch the

victory.

Goldberg pulled what he termed
"one of the best wins of my life" when
he beat Harvard's no. one player 6-3,

2-6, 7-5 in a tense, close battle. Captain
Parsons had it all going, making some
great shots in a 6-4, 7-6 victory.

Dan O'Conneil and Peter Friesen
also had strong showings, although

both fell just a little short, O'Conneil

losing 7-5, 6-4 and Friesen dropping a
6-1, 6-7, 6-3 decision. Allen Barnes had
an off day in a 6-4, 6-0 loss, and Evan
Bash was blown out, 6-2, 6-0.

Williams was confidoit going into

the doubles. that they could win all

three and pull out the match.
However, the Crimson's third team
played superb doubles to beat Alan
Wall and Peter Friesen 6-4, 6-2 to close

the Ephs out. Goldberg and Parsons
and the no. two duo of Tad Roach and
Barnes halted their matches at one set

apiece due to darkness.

Williams takes its 4-2 record to

Tufts tomorrow.

Laxwomen's burst

thwarts Lady Jeffs

Tha Woman's Rugby Club placad fifth In Its first tournamaht Bt Brown this

weakand. Tha afkhwoman's scrum "rucks" (left) (photo by Doherty)

In Brown tournament

Women ruggers finish 5fh
The Women's Rugby team placed

fifth in the First Annual New England
Collegiate Women's Rugby
Tournament held at Brown University
last weekend. Matches between the

eight teams, Albany Law, Brown,
Cornell, MIT, Siena, UConn,
Williams, and Yale Were selected by
draw, with the top six teams (decided

by match play on Saturday)
competing three times. Williams drew
MIT in the first round.

The Williams team held its own but

in several cases were overpowered by
their outsized rivals

i
MIT defeated

them 16-0 and went on to place second
overall. Hie second round was a lot

more enjoyable as the team beat Yale
4-0. The try was scored by the extra

efforts of the scrum. Sue Kraus.

Lesley Bryer, t^yndy Tufts, Margie

OIney. Lee Shackleford, Jane Ingalls

and TonI Ceckler, who pushed stand-

off Linda Collins over the end line.

On Sunday, the women faced a
combined Siena-Albany Law team in

the game for third place.
Frustratingly, the Williams team lost

8-4 to the same team that it had beaten
the weekend liefore. The one try was
scored on a break away run by Linda
Collins. This gave Williams an overall

fifth in the tournament. Throughout
the tourney the team was plagued by
minor injuries but with the aid of our
sponsor Genesse Oeam Ale these

were soon forgotten-

Tomorrow the team has its first

home game against Albany Law; Co-

Captain Sue Kraus expects an
exciting game—so be there!

by Mary Kale Shea

Sparked by Sally kruse's six-goal

performance and "determined
defense" on the part of the entire

squad, the Williams women's varsity

lacrosse team captured the first leg of

the Little Three in its season opener,

trouncing Amherst 12-4.

Williams t6ok a while to warm up in

the contest, leading the Lord Jeffs 5-3

at halftime. As the offense gained

confidence and the defense tightened

up, the Ephs proceeded to outscore

Amherst by a 7-1 margin in the second

half. Kruse's scoring splurge was
complemented by two scores apiece

from second home Mary Fish, third

home Sue Wright and center Priscilla

Buckley.

Despite the high score's indication

that Williams' performance was
solely an offensive one, the squad's

"determined defense" was the key to

its wide margin of victory. The Eph
offense concentrated on strohg
defensive play In addition to its goal-

scoring chores, and the use of the

double team by the defense caused
many Amherst turnovers. Goalie
Marty Taft had a good afternoon in

the net, stopping 10-14 Amherst shots

she handled.

Women's lax faces the Jumbos at

Tufts this Saturday and then takes on

Mt. Holyoke at Cole Field on April 25

in varsity and J.V. contests starting at

4 P.M.

Woman'* lacrosse dslaated Amharst

12-4 at home on Tussday.

Rugby men split pair
Coming off an 18-7 loss to

Dartmouth two weeks ago, the

Williams Rugby Club managed a split

in two home matches this past

weekend. The Club defeated Albany
Medical 10-6 Saturday, then lost a

close game with Berkshire Rugby
Club Sunday 8-7. The B-side lost to

Dartmouth 10-0 and to Albany, while

defeating Berkshire 11-4.

The Dartmouth game was marked
by close even play for all but the

opening twenty minutes of the contest.

Williams fell behind 14-3 as both

teams went on to manage only one try

each in the remaining 60 minutes. The
scrum had good day against the

bigger and more experienced
Dartmouth club.

Against Albany, the club again fell

behind but managed two second half

tries to pull off the victory. Colin Hart

and Tom Kondel scored the tries.

Captains Jini Stewart and Wally

Boyer and wing forward Paul Shorb
all played exceptional games.

Although Sunday's game looked like

a repeat of Albany, Williams fell

behind despite a field goal and a try by

Jack DuPre. The club had numerous
scoring opportunities but were again

plagued by an inability to score from
in dose.

In the B-side game, Jeff Dunn and
hooker David Weyerhauser each had
one try in the 11-4 victory.

The Club next meets Albany Law
tomorrow, returning to Gole Field

Parents' weekend for a match against

Union.



Trustees promise to consider action against apartheid in So. Africa
« by Dtfvid MucGregor
The Board of Trusteea is coromited

to seriously consider any action,

including shareholder proposals and
selective divestiture, igainst
apartheid in South Africa "consistent

with the l>est interests of the College,"

several members of the board
promised at a press conference

' Saturday.

The trustees did not commit
themselves to taking any specific

^JKtion at this time, butnoted ^hat ttie-

College has taken "» new direction"

in voting for certain shareholder

proposals against management, and
will continue to do so, where
appropriate.

Trustee Campus Life Committee
Chairman Wayne Wilkins '41

described a meeting between students

and the trustee Campus Life
Committee Thursday night as
"exceptionally useful and
informative," adding that he and
other trustees were "dismayed that

atudents did not realize" that the
trustees are as concerned about South

Africa, and the American role there,

as they are.

President John Chandler
commented on the trustee itnpression

that students and trustees were

agreed in opposing apartheid, but

disagreed on what Williams can or

should do about it.

Executive Committee Chairman
William Curtiss '40 contended that

American corporations as a group are

a powerful force for positive change in

South Africa, citing several black

leaders in the U.S. and South Africa as

supporting that view.

Trustees William Sneath '47

(chairman of Union Carbide) and
Preston Parish '41 (vice chairman of

Upjohn), both of whose firms operate

in South Africa, told students at the

Thursday meeting that they felt their

companies could do more to improve
conditions in South Africa by
remaining than by withdrawing. "You
can either withdoaw from the world or

you^can wpiii to. improve it," said

Sneath, "I would rather work to

improve it."

Finance' Committee Chairman
Charles Mott 'S3 noted that the Coltege

has not traditionally voted stodt

proxies against management, but on

the advice of the Advisory Committee
on Shareholder responsibility the

College voted against management on

two proposals. He claimed that in

most cases, attempting to influence

corporate behavior by shareholder

proposals was more likely to be

productive than divestiture. He also

said the trustees would consider

see TRUSTEES, page 3
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Some ISO people gathered in front ol Chapin Hall Saturday afternoon from I iM
until 5:00 while faculty and students spoke against apartheid and for

divestiture. ''^v, * (photo by Johnson)
"

,. %,

Students eather in front of

Chapin for divestiture rally

by Fred Thys
"The US multinationals are parties

to racial oppression", Raymond
Baker, Assistant Professor of

Political Science, told the 2S0 people

gathered in front of Chapin last

Saturday. The crowd had rartlied to

protest Williams inv^estments in

companies with ihterests in South

Africa. * '
;

Bajcer was responditig' to the

taratention that w eawpailles sfo

playing a progressive role in South

Africa. He cited black South African

insistence that ecmomic sanctions

against the racist r-^gime can only cut

off support for institutionalized

oppression in that country. If US
mitftinationals withdrew from South

Africa, Baker said, only 0.4 per cent of

the black labor force would be directly

affected.

Baker quot^ from the Clarli report

on South Africa saying that US
multinationals "have made no

significant impSct on relaxing

apartheid." The report concluded that

US multinationals are. parties to,

racial oppression in South Africa.

Baker explained thft South Africa

could be singled out for attack

because it is the only country in the

world where a racial minority holds

the ever-tightening reins of power by

which they can legally sanction the

economic, social and political

oppression of the majority.

Addressing the suggestion that

Williams be wary of getting involved

in economic sanctions against South

Africa, Baker pointed out that

"through our portfolio we> have

already acted."

Timothy Weiskel, Assistant

Professor of History, received a

standing ovation for his speech

denouncing "ignorance, indifference

and inUmidation" as the three evils on

this campus which must be overcome

if any action toward divestiture is to

eventually be taken by the trustees.

Weiskel cited the 1000 signatures on

the petition calling for divestiture and

the 40 to SO faculty members In

support of the measure as proofs that

the demand no longer comes from a

minority.

Steve Horton '78, representing the

Anti-Apartheid Coaliti•I^^ warned
those calling for divestiture that "it is

important to understand the people

you^are dealing vvjth." He quotedjojie^

of the Trustee as saying: "I am
convinced that what my company is

doing in South Africa is right."

Kenneth Karston, a white South

African exile, characterized the

Vorster regime as one headed by a

man who has never divorced himself

from his pro-Nazi tendencies and

which "will stop at nothing to

suppress dissent":

Oth^r speakers at the rally included

Ben Blakney '78, David Langston,

Assistant Professor of English,

Richard Nuccio, Assistant Professor

of Political Science, Robert Peck,

head of the Physical Education
Department, and Sarah Wilson, a

fr&hman representing the Feminist

Alliance.

Trustees relate divestiture feelings
President John Chandler release4^ this response on

Saturday by six trustees to the concerns about South

Africa expressed by students in a meeting with trustees

Thursday night. Chandler emphasized that the authors

are responding as individuals, but added that the letter

"represents the general sentiment of the board."

To the editor:

As trustees of the College and members of the Com-
mittee on Campus Life, we participated in the meeting

last Thursday evening with some students and faculty to

discuss, among other subjects, the question of the

divestiture by Williams of its holdings of securities of

corporations doing business in South Africa. We write to

communicate with those in the Williams community who
were not able to attend Thursday's meeting.

The vigil was dignified and effective. The presen-

tations to us at the meeting were thoughtful and im-

pressive. The intensity and sincerity of feelings was
obvious. Although these observations are necessarily

personal, the racist policies of the South African

government are as abhorrent to the trustees as to the

rest of the Williams community. On the evil of the South

African system,-there can be and was no disagreement

between us and others at the meeting. We also agree that

we and all people of good-will should work to end these

racist policies. We do not believe, however, that to op-

pose divestiture is to support apartheid. The discussion

properly focused on whether and how the Williams in-

vestment portfolio should be used to achieve that ob-

jective.

Some urged divestiture upon us as the only moral

course. Others^though a minority at least of those

present at the meeting—opposed divestiture as an

unrealistic measure. Still others urged us to use the

voting power of the Williams share holdings to influence

Corporations to withdraw from, or curtail their activities

in, South Africa. Those positions and others advanced at

the meeting have merit On the other hand, there is

genuine disagreement—even among black South

Africans—as to the desirability of the more enlightened

U.S. companies withdrawing from South Africa.

Our duty, which is extremely difficult, is to find the

proper balance between our moral outrage and the in-

terests of the College. In the words of Harvard's Ad-

visory Committee on Shareholder Responsibility with

respect to South Africa, we are "bound both as a matter

of law and of moral responsibility to use ( the funds of the

College) for the purposes for which they wer'e intended."

We support the Advisory Committee on Shareholder

Responsibilities, and we await its recommendations.

For the present, we are personally persuaded that we
can best assist South African blacks, and most im-

portantly also honor our obligations to Williams, by

continuing to support and encourage progressive actions

in South Africa by U.S. corporations in which the College

holds shares. The influence of colleges like Williams on

these issues can be appreciable, but we believe at this

time that total divestiture is not the best^ means o£

exerting our influence. Our judgment is based in^iwip

upon our personal knowledge and study of the facfS ^
South African life. We will monitor that situation and the

activities there of corporations in which the College is a

shareholder. Measured use of the voting power of our

holdings is an aspect of our effort to support enlightened

corporate conduct We may, as we havein the past,

communicate our views directly to management We
will gladly work with those at Williams who propose

other kinds of action addressed to ending the misery in

South Africa.

What we cannot do is jeopardize the financial strength

of the College. As we believe the Thursday meeting

demonstrated, there is much agreement between us and

others at Williams despite the complexity J)f the issue.

Theareas Of disagreement, ai^ important But, we are

willing to discuss these issues with those who represent

all points of view on the Williams campus. We will

continue to ponder the suggestions made to us, and to

act finally, in what we sincerely believe to be the best

interests of this great College.

Sincerely,

Edward L. Stanley

Francis T. Vincent, Jr.

E.Wayne Wilkins. Jr.

Alexander L. Fetter

W.L.Hadley Griffin

Charles H. Mott

Lecturers address US involvemeiitinSa Africa
Gunnenman

seeks change
Professor John Gunnenman of the

Yale Divinity School stated that U.S.

corporate policies involving South

Africa can best be molded by

shareholder pressure rather than

immediate divestiture. The speaker

addressed a small group hi Griffin

Hall Friday night.

Gunneman advised against

outright divestiture because it would

involve liquidating the college's only

source of leverage against the

companies in question. A "symbolic

withdrawal" in which Williams acted

as a precedent-maker would have few

advantages, he said. "It might cause

a big splash, but When it's over you've

lost what little power you had
originally."

Gunnenman recommended a

systematic method of pressuring the

corporations to change their policies

using, for example, projEy votes, as an
alternative to divestiture. This,

method would bring about more
permanent results in the long run, he

felt.

Gunnenman emphasized that

Williams has a responsibiUty to exert

leverage on the policies of the

corporation in which it holds stock. "If

efifective power is present, but is not

used, it is an abdication of

responsibility and share holders'

ri^ts," he stated.

t«« LECTURES, page 3

984 accepted for class of '82
According to PhiUp Smith, Director

of Admissions, 984 candidates have

been accepted to the class of 198i2 from
a field of 4463 applicants. As 4700

applied in 1977, the figures indicate an

overall decline of 5 per cent from last

year.

' Smith speculates that the decrease

occurred in the lower castes of the

applicant pool, as the overall group

appeared stronger than last year's. In

addition, only one less high school was
represented this year, as compared to

1977.

Smith aims for a class size of 490, up
10 from last year. As the number of

uppwr classmen spending a year away
is increasing, Smith hopes to fill the

gap with freshmen.

Slight increases occurred in the

numbers of applications from
foreigno-s, Hispanics, and Orientals,

while the number of black applicants

declined sli{^Uy. Overall, there were
eight per cent fewer male and one per

cent fewer female applicants.

Last December, 142 Early Decision

candidates were accepted from a

group of 529. During January and
February, the admissions office

accepted 164 of the most promising
candidates from the regular
admissions pool.

In the Ivy League, Smith stated,

numt>ers of appUcations are higher

than last year. As these schools are

accepting more candidates early,

they may be discouraging
applications to comparable schools

such as Williams, according to Smith.

Though applications to Amherst are

up to 4100, Williams remains the most
popular of the Little Three in terms of

numbers. Wesleyan's appUcant pool

declined from last year.

Over «•• student* aMMnbtad eiitiMt ttaFacvNy Clab last lliun^y nlilit to

hoM "Candtailght vigil" protesting Wllltamt' investment* In South African

corporationi. inside, Tru*tMS Iward from (tudent group* including aupporters

and opponent* of div«*titur*. The vigil wa* *pon«orMl by ItM Thurtday NigM
Coalmen. (photo by Doughty)
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Chandler on investment
SiatemenI i>y (Iw President at tkc Faculty

Meeting of April It, 1978

In view of the large amount of time and

attention now being devoted to the question of

the College's investment policies and
practices, especially as they relate to South

Africa, I want to make a few comments.

The focus of the discussion on campus so far

has been largely on South Africa, and that is

entirely appropriate. But the discussion is

also very much about Williams College. The
information about Williams' investments and

^

how they relate to'Soutfi Africa is piiblic

information, and the Advisory Committee is

Advisory committee
Excerpts from a Utter to Lawrence B. Urbano,

chairman of the Advisory Committee on

Shareholder Reapontibilitiea. President

Chandler seta a change for the Committee.

. . . Because the Trustees are legally

responsible for the College's financial assets

and for its economic stabiUty and well-being,

they must finally decide—through the

Finance Committee—how to vote the shares

of stock held by Williams. They must also

retain authority over any other actions taken
in the name of the College designed to

influence the behavior or pdicies of

companies whose stock the College owns.

Tliose responsible for the endowment
attempt to provide a sturdy and stable

economic base to enable the College to carry

out its educational mission. The preeminent
social good served by Williams is the

education of its students, and that must
remain the service to which it devotes its

resources and energies. Consistent with that

view of its mission, the College must avoid

unwise financial risks in its investments. But
if a company's policies or activi^es clearly

involve intentional or avoidable major injury

to the social well-being, it is also the right and
responsibility of the College as a stock owner
to consider what steps it might take to alter

the company's behavior.

Shareholder resolutions are frequently used
to influence company policies and practices,

and a special task of your committee will be
to recommend to the "Trustees how to vote the

Williams stock shares on resolutions. It is also

within the authority of the committee to

propose - resolutions of its own for

consideration by the Trustees. There may be'

other instances in which the committee will

decide that a letter to management would be
the most effective instrument Any such

letters would, of course, have to be approved

by the Trustees.

An important question is whether the

committee- should attempt to formulate a

general statement of principles dealing with

social and nioral considerations relating to

investment. Such a task is within the purview

of the committee. It is understood, of course,

that for any statement to become College

policy it would require Trustee approval.

Much recent campus discussion has
focused on divestiture of College shares of

stocks, especially shares in companies with

connections to South Africa. Your committee
is not foreclosed from studying and
recommending'divestiture as one alternative

But I hope that any such study will deal with

the question of what the legitimate social and
political objectives of the College's

endowment policy are beyond the promotion

of the immediate educational and economic

interests of the College. And who should

decide which social and political objectives

are directly sought through the

instrumentality of investment actions? What
risks or costs is it a{q>ropriate to subject the

College to in taking investment actions for

non-economic reasons?

I hope that the committee in its

deliberations will consult broadly within the

College community and that it will become
the body through which students, faculty,

staff and alumni will direct their views and
concerns about investment responsibility to

the Trustees.

The kinds of questions your committee will

be considering are inherently difficult, and
they are even more difficult when an

institution depends heavily on its endowment
Williams is in the fortunate and unusual

position of being able to count on its

endowment for more than twenty-five per

cent of the income for its educational and
general budget. Thus the performance of the

' endowment has an important relationship to

the level of tuition the College charges, the

salaries it is able to pay, the financial aid it

can offer its students, and the general quality

of its programs. And in view of the fact that

the endowment has been built largely through

gifts from alumni and other friends of the

College, how it is managed and the policies

that govern it may have a substantial

influence on the attitudes of those on whom
the College depends for financial support

studying that information carefully and will

consider the question of how Williams
depends on its endowment and how particular

decisions and policies concerning the
endo\yment are likely to affect the present

condition and future prospects of Williams. I

' hope the larger Williams community will

consider the same questions and that those
who have views and opinions wiU air them
both openly and to the Advisory Committee.

I want to turn more particularly now to the

work and responsibility of tfje Advisop
• Committee on SHafelioTder Responsitili'tles

which was established a few wedcs ago and
which has been quite busy since then.

Wnilams' responsibilities

The establishment of this committee
recognizes that the College bears some
responsibility for the 1>diavior of the

companies in which it invests, and the

function of the Advisory Committee is to

monitor that behavior and advise the Trustee

Finance Committee on actions designed to

influence the behavior of companies in more
socially desirable directions. With respect

specifically to South Africa, we certainly

should express repugnance and horror at the

apartheid system and all the suffering and
wijustice it inflicts. And we should insist that

companies in which the College holds stock do

all they can in their practices and policies to

promote justice, decency, and fair and equal

treatment. ; !

Reasonable and decent people do and will

disagree on how joest to 4chieve such ends.

For that reason there will tx! disagreement on

some of the shareholder resolutions which

aim at social improvements in South Africa

and elsewhere. Tie Trustee Finance
Committee has followed the recommendation
of the Advisory Committee in two instances.

It did not follow its advice on how to vote the

College's shares on the other stockholder

resolutioa It was made clear from the outset

that the Advisory Coiqoiittee's function was
to ihake recommendtitions and that the

Trustees will and must i-etain final authority

over an area in which their responsibilities

are large and important Unfortunately, some
persons are now repudiating the Advisory

Committee and claiming that the structure

for making decisions lacks credibility

because the Trustees failed to adopt one
reeomnvendation. I. find: that argument
difficult to follow. The Advisory Committee is

working well. The Trustees are. taking its

recommendations seriously, but there will

undoubtedly continue to be some
disagreements. It would be strange were
disagreements not to occur. I appeal for

support for this reasonable and fair way of

reaching decisions on difficult and important

questions.

Some other considerations

Despite all the argumiftnts and demands on

the subject of South African investments the

debate has really not been joined on some
fundamental questions. In particular ttiete

needs to be close analytical and dispassionate

examination and discussion of the range of

assumptions and implications in some of the

actions which the College is being urged to

take. J am particularly concerned that much
of the discussion seems to siiggest that to

question or oppose divestment is to support

apartheid. That equation simply will not

stand inspection, and I hope it will not gain

enough credibiUty to inhibit free and open

discussioa

In the midst of the present debate and the

passionate atmosphere in which it is

occurring I hope all of us will remember that

an institution that is chartered and designed

to promote learning makes its fundamental

contribution to desirable social change by

educating its students, thereby enlarging

their capacity and^ we hope, their desire to

serve the needs of humanity. Education is a

preeminent social good, and the resources

and energy of this institution must be devoted

to serving its educational mission. The
College is, of course, an institutional citizen.

It has responsibilities in the area of

investment and in other areas as well. And
one must sadly confess that a college is

inevitably implicated in many of the wrongs

of the world. To be a part of the human scene

at all is to be implicated in many wrongs. But
we must make clear distinctions between

What is appropriate for us as individuals and

private citizens and what is appropriate for

the College by way of responding to the

wrongs and needs of the wider world. Even
those who would like to see Williams attempt

to end all economic involvement with South

Africa wiU recognize how difficult it is for an

individual consumer in this society to avoid

such involvement. The kinds of sacrifices and

risks that appear to be unreasonable for

individuals who would prefer to have no

involvement in South Africa suggest that an

institution as complicated as a college would

have even greater difficulty in completely

cutting its ties with every unjust economic
and political reality of a world that is as

interdependent as' this one.

Political actions

It is, of course, not possible to make sharp
and clear distinctions between the College's

ethical responsibilities as an investor and the

political actions appropriate to the exercise of

those responsibilities. I am concerned,

however, that some are demanding that the

College adopt political jpurposes that go well

beyond what I regard as appropriate

expression of its responsibilities as an
investor. As members of this college

community—as faculty members, students,

alumni, and trustees— we hold many
different views about political objectives,

priorities, and tactics. We must preserve an
atmosphere in which such disagreements can

be fully debated and expressed. And in order

for the College to function as an educational

institution it must be free of political turmoil

and tugging over whose political instrument it

will be and whose political purposes it will

serve. As numerous examplee throughout the

world illustrate, an atmosphere of serious

learning does not flourish in a politicized

college or university.

Role of the trustees

The trustees will be on the campus this

weekend, and they will again be devoting

attention to the topic of the College's position

as an ethical investor as well as many other

serious topics. In particular, they wish to

examine some issues relating to the long-

term plans and prospects for Williams. The
Trustees are a group of able, decent, and
humane men and women who devote their

services to the College not wily freely but at

considerably sacrifice to themselves. They
are glad to render this service, and the

College very much needs the assistance of

custodians and advisors who are able to view

the institution with some detachment and in

the contest of the commitment to maintain

and augment its strength and its capacity to

serve both the present and future needs of its

students and faculty and the larger society of

which it is a part. As theTrustees and I look at

the ethical investment and other issues it is

important for us to maintain a perspective

which recognizes that the future will have its

imperatives that will be no less compelling

than the imperatives of the present In

responding to the imperatives and needs that

are brought forth by the present generation of

memtters of the Williams community we
must avoid making the fortunes of future

generations of students and faculty the

hostage of decisions that favor too exclusively

the demands of the present That ig a difficult

perspective to maintain, but it is absolutely

essential that it be maintained.

News and note$|
Entry level publishing position beginning

May 15. Dan Farley '73, College Marketing
Manager, Viking-Penguin Books, needs an
assistant to do clerical and administrative

work. Good training for trade or text

particularly in sales-marketing. See Direct

Application notebook.

Saturday afternoon 3: 00 Parents' Weekend,
visit Career Counseling and talk to The PAC
(Parent Advisers on Careers). Parents in the

fields <tf law, education, health, finance,

international trade, marketing, library

science, psychiatry, music-book publishing,

real estate, housing-community
development etc. 4 : 00 a Dual Careers Special
will explore the problems of managing
careers when there are two of you.

Refreshments served. Drop by and pick up
some advice and contacts.

Landmark Communications wiU interview

on campus Monday, May 1 for positions as

reporters on their newspapers in Virginia,

North Carolina, Kentucky, and California.

Sign up at OCC.

letters

;

reappointment

To the editor:

At the April 22 rally against South African

Apartheid, Professor T. C. Welskel suggested

that the administration has subtly threatened

the reappointment of junior faculty members
because they support the movement for the

withdrawal of U.S. corporate involvement in

South Africa, - . .. . . ;,.-^. -.„

Professor Weiskel, a junior faculty

member, is the dniy professor of African

History at Williams. African History plays an
essential role in my education at Williams as I

am Black and I am a concentrator in the Afro-

American Studies Program. I trust that the

decision on his reappointment will be t>ased

on an honest evaluation of his scholarship and
his teaching and not on his stand against

South African Apartheid.

In any event, the decision will reflect the

administration's commitment to cultivate a

meaningful Afro-American Studies Program.
Augustin J. Hinkson '80

^ Roman orgy

To the editor:

A most disgusting event todc place in

Mission Park this past Saturday evening-a

Roman Orgy.

Since I live in Mission Park I had the

misfortune of seeing and smelling this event

Because the food was prepared by Food
Services in lieu of our regular meal, with our

board money, and took place in the halls of

my dormitory, I feel that I have the right and

the responsibility to voice this protest

Two years ago the Roman Orgy was held in

the Mission Park dining hall. Since the cost of

cleaning and repairing the rug was so great,

this year the Orgy was held in the main
corridor. Somehow this made it difficult to

avoid, so upon returning from eating

elsewhere I sto^ted to watch. Food was flying

through the air and the floor was covered witti

chicken, oranges, olives and bread.

Some of the Romans were unfriendly and
proceeded to pummel the glass that I was
standing behind with oranges. However, not

all of the participants were so rude and

violent, and I iijiagine that some of them felt

guilty about the waste of food.

Maybe lOO'people were there and food was
prepared for 300. But this was no problem
since throwing food seemed to be one of the

main attractions. In fact, plates were
forbidden to add to the fun.

As I stood there smelling the stench of

spilled wine and wasted food I kept asking

myself how the College ever permitted this

event to occur. Could they have thought that

this would only be a bunch of college students

having a good time? Did they not see that this

Roman Orgy would undoubtedly encourage

the wasting of food along with acts of drunken

violence? Did they not realize that it would

interfere with students' access to their own
living quarters?

The fact that it was scheduled on the day
after a Ccrflegewide fast two years ago and
during Passover this year makes me question

the sensitivity of those involved in the

planning; I hope the Administration sees

that it must put a stop to this Mission Park
tradition. And I know that when I say this, I

am expressing the sentiments of the

members of the Mission Park Dining Room
staff.

RichUs«tine'78

praise

To the editor:

I hope I speak for many in applauding Mr.
Charles Karelis for adding a humanitarian
voice of reason to the cacophony already

being raised over the divestiture issue.

Very truly yours,

Kenneth Inchalik '79
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'Cenci'-' reenacts Shelley's Roman scandal
"Theatre, real theatre," wrote

Antonin Artaud, "is like the plague."

It suddenly confronts the spectator

with an incomprehensible experience

designed to destroy his habitual

manner of evaluating human deeds,

To please Artaud, the Williams

"WorM War I posters" will b* on view
in ttie Williams College Museum of

Art until April 27.

(photo by Gtedhill)

College Dance Society has chosen to

perform CENCI, which, according to

director John K. Savacool, should be
"strange, beautiful, slightly shocldng,
and utterly atworbing."

CENCI will be performed at 8:30
P.M. on April 27, 28 and 29 on a
specially constructed stage in the

Towne Field House. It has been
conceived, staged, and
.cboreograpbed.by.Joy.Anne Daw«y^
and John K. Savacool, and re-enacts

one of the scandals of late

Renaissance Rome. There are more
than SO people involved in the

production. Including faculty,

students and townspeople. The
original music score was composed
and will be conducted by Marc
Lichtman '78.

CENCI is, in all respects, an
experimental play; it takes an
Elizabethan melodrama written by
Percy Bysse Shelley and treats it as a
surrealist myth. In doing so, the

Williams College Dance Society pays^

homage to some of Artaud's theatrical

theories and prophetic notions.

Artaud viewed dramatic art as an
amalgam of music, dance, and myth,
with only minimal attention given to

the traditionally privileged element of

language. With this in mind, 95 per

cent of the words in the original

Artaud play have been suppressed,

and some scenes are treated as

rituals, others as procestiooals or

dances. In addition, western theatre,

according to Artaud, should serve its

original function in classical Greek
theatre of a ritual for exorcising the

dark forces behind "civilized"

behavior. To please Artaud, Savacool

and Dewey have taken the scandal of

.FrAiKeBfift.Cenci .(who. murde» hi&

sons, rapes his daughter, and is then

murdered by his wife and children),

and have treated it as a product of an
heroic outburst of more than human
energy. CENCI is the product of a
very Neitzschean protest against the

constraints in which we are obliged to

live; the character of Francesco
Cenci is portrayed as beyond good and
l>eyond evil, in an amoral worl()/^

Both Dewey and Savacool agree

that CKNCI Is the most challenging

production they have undertaken. Not
only have they produced a drama
which employs some avant-garde

dramatic theories, but they have
choaen to perform it in the Towne
Field House, a place not intended for

theatre. Thus they have been forced to

"think In other categories", which

WQUldalso have pleased Artaud.

It is the directors' hope that the

spectator, too will be forced to "think
in other categories", l)oth during and
after the drama. CENCI is meant to

serve as an "agent provocateur" by
"disorienting" the spectator with a
new view of human morals and deeds,

CENCI may make him ill at ease, but

fascinated by this condiUoa

CencI, an experimental rantHtlon of a
Roman Renaissance scandal tiiis

Thursday, Friday and Saturday at
S: 30 In the FleM House.

(photo by Gledhill)

ClsLvk calls to sever trade relations

Trustees explain stands
TRUSTEESfrompagel

proposing shareholder resultions if

the advisory committee
recommended them.

Trustee Martha Wallace told

students Thursday that she had been

to South Africa several times in the

last five years and had noticed "a
remarkable improvement" in the

economic condition of black South

Africans affected by American
employment. Some of these

improvements have been in violation

of South African law, she added. In

response to charges that the number
of people so affected was small, due to

the small number of people employed

by U.S. firms, Mott responded that the

effect of a U.S. withdrawal would

therefore also be small.

Sneath conceded that the political

situation in South Africa has worsened
in the past year, despite economic
improvements, but claimed that

political reforms could not be brought

«bout in the near future-by American
corporate action. Several trustees told

the Thursday meeting that such
political reforms could better be
promoted by U.S. government action,

and suggested that individual trustees

and students write letters to

government figures urging them to

take political action. Chandler, who
was not present at the Thursday

Reed to read from work
Ishmael Reed, novelist and poet,

will give a reading from his works oh

Thursday, April 27, at 8 p.m. in 3

Griffin.

Reed is the author of the novels The
Free-Laiice Pallbearers, Yellow Back
Radio Broke Down, Mumbo Jumbo,
Flight to Canada, and two books of

poetry, Chattanooga and Conjure. His

most recent book is a collection of

essays, Shrovetide in Old New
Orleans. In 1975 his fiction received

the I«jational Institute of Arts and
Letters Award.
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lor
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indrtqutsti
4S»-ie4t

Piano Shop
W« SERVICE what w« icll

4te5-36, oM^yte* tvAnlnff* Oy opp i

meeting, stated that several trustees

are already closely involved in

organizations dedicated to combating
apartheid and pressuring the U.S.

government to take further action.

Mott also argued that divestiture as
a general policy would have severe
implications for the financial well-

being of the College, and therefore

would violate the fiduciary
responsibility of the trustees to future

Williams students and faculty. "Half
of the Fortune 100 firms have some
operations in South Africa, however
small, and a blanket divestiture would
put an extremely severe constraint on
our investment managers."
He said the trustees have a legal

and moral obligation to preserve the

financial viability of the College for

future generations, and cannot
jeopardize that viability to pressure

South Africa.

Michael Clark outlined ways in

which United States-based

mutinational corporations presently

support theSouth African government
in his lecture on "Profits and
Apartheid" following last Thursday's

candlelight vigil.

According to Clark, 300 U.S.

corporations have $1.7 billion

presoitly invested in South Africa, an
amount which constitutes 17 per cent

of South Africa's net foreign

investment In addition, he said, a

total of 6,000 U.S. companies have
"some sort of trading relationship

with South Africa," although no more
than one per cent of the overall assets,

sales and profits of any U.S. company
are derived from that country.

Among the indirect methods of US
support of the present South African

regime he cited the lending of money,
the paying of taxes, and the supplying

of strategic materials. Both the black

majority and the white minority

recognize the importance of the role

CORRECTION:
in the bird's Inc. stereo clearance
sale advertisement in the 4-18-78

Issue, the heading PIONEER was
omitted from the first column of

Items. The first 14 Items In the left

column are PIONEER products

Tickets are now on sale for

SEVENTH ANNUAL
SPRING JAMBOREE

Dartmouth Aires

Conn. Coif«90 Connchords

Tufts Boelzobubs

Willioms Ephlots

Chapin Hall

$at., April 2fth,t p.m.

Tickets: $1.25 In advance

$1.50 at the door

»i BERKSHIRE SYMPHOA^y
Julius Hegyl, conductor

Liszt: Battle of the Huns
Brahms: Violin Concerto

Daniel Phillips, soloist

Beethoven: Symphony No. 7

FRIDAY, APRIL 28 at 8:30 p.m.

CHAPIN HALL

General admission: $2. at the door

FREE WITH WILLIAMS ID

that the corporations play, Clark

stated. "The question is, will

Americans realize this?"

Clark stated that American
corporations need to sever all trade

relations which support the South

AfHcan government. ^'TRe"' moral
r^ponsibility of the companies in

South Africa cannot be weighed by
total wages, working conditions or

whether they segregate their

washrooms," he emphasized.
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Crews sweep Little 3 races
M0n$

tMn'i crew wattts Wtitoyan. All six crew boats swampad LIttIa Thrta op-
ponent* in Middletown this weekend. (photoby Ericson)

The WiUlams College Boat Chib
stole the show as they won every event
they entered Saturday in Little Three
competition on the Connecticut River
in Middletown.
The Williams varsity men's crew

made history as it rowed past
Amherst and Wesleyan to win ka first

Little Three rowing chamDkM0) aind
the Saratoga Oar TrjmBT THe
Saratoga Oar is given annuany to the
winner of the varsity boat race
between Williams, Wesleyan and
Amherst. A Williams crew has not
won the Trophy since it was donated
in 1968.

As expected, the race was a duel

Williams batters beat Bates Bobcats
by Frank Pergolizzi

Despite giving up four unearned
runs in the last two innings, the

Williams College baseball team held

on to defeat Bates College Saturday, 7-

6.

Pete Kastrinelis started for
Williams and ran into early trouble. In

the top of the second inning, he found
himself in a bases loaded, none out

situation, the result of two singles and
a walk. However, the senior
righthander induced the next two
batters to ground the ball back to him,
forcing two runners at the plate.

The Ephmen came back with two
runs in the bottom half of the third

inning. DH Rick Walter led off with a
double to left center field. First

baseman Ken Hollingsworth was Wt
by pitcher Dave Casey, putting
runners on first and second. Walter
and Hollingsworth worked a double
steal, allowing Walter to score on a
subsequent Casey wile! pitch.

Hollingsworth scored on a fielder's

choice by right fielder Bill Masse.
The Bobcats tied the score in the

next inning. DH Dave Farris walked,
went to second on a single by catcher
Al Cook, third on a walk to Gabree,
and scored on a fly ball to right by
Spotts.

Casey and Albert settled down and

the score remained tied until the sixth

ihning.

The Ephmen added two more in the

seventh. Walter singled, but was
thrown out attempting to steal.

Shortstop Scott Harrington followed

with a bloop single to left. He went to

second on a fielder's choice by
Hollingsworth and scored on a triple

by left fielder Frank Kreutz,

Labombard knocked in Kreutz with a
ground single to left.

Albert was .feezing along when
three Williams errors in the top of the

eighth allowed Bates to tie the score.

Second baseman Jim Bazzano
walked. Cook hit a ground ball to deep
shortstop that was fielded cleanly by
Harrington. He made a long throw in

an attempt to nail Cook at firsti

Bazzano tried to take third on tlie

throw, but Hollingsworth had alertly

fired the ball to Labombard The third

sacker misplayed the throw allowing

Bazzano to score and Cook to reach

third. Cook scored when right fielder

Masse dropped a line drive by
Gabree. Gabree later scored on a
single by left fielder Bob Asensio. The
three unearned Bates runs tied the

score at 5. .

Williams bounced right back with

two runs in the bottom of the inning.

McEniry led off with a single but was
out at second when Williams was

again unable to sacrifice bunt
successfully. John Friborg reached
first on the attempted sacrifice.

Emri^k hit Walter with a pitch,

putting runners at first and second.
Friborg and Walter worked a double
steal and Friborg scored on a bad
throw to third by Cook. Walter scored
on a double to deep Jeft by
Hollingsworth.

Sophomore John Carey was on the
mound for the top of the ninth. Carey
walked leadoff hitter Pugatch.
Harrington threw out first baseman
Gary Page on a slow ground ball up
the middle. Pugatch tried to take third
on the throw to first. Hollingsworth's
throw again had the runner beat but
Pugatch knocked the ball out of
Labombard's glove and scored on the
error. That made the score 7-6,

Williams. When shortstop Greg Zabel
doubled to left field, Williams' coach
Jim Briggs brought in senior right
bander Steve Maier. Maier walked the
first batter. But with the tying and go
ahead runs on base, Maier got
Bazzano to look at a third strike and
Cook to fly out to right field.

Albert picked up the win, making
his record 2-0. The junior righthander
went 52-3 Innings, giving up four hits
and four runs (three unearned).
Albert had previously been unscored
upon, but his ERA Is still at a low 0.69.

Eph strckmen fall to U of AA laxers
by Wayne Eckerson

A sunny day brought a large crowd
to the slopes surrounding University
of Massachusetts' lacrosse field to see
theMinutemen ease past the Williams
College stickmen 18-11.

The Williams laxmen were anxious
to pull off a first-time victory agaltBt
Coach Dick Garber's rebuilding
squad. Garber graduated several All-

Aro^rlcan players and his team has
dropped below last year's high

Jumbos tie women's lax team
Three quick goals within the first

ten minutes of play and a 4-2 halftlme
lead were not enough for the women's
lacrosse team as Tufts fought back in

the second half to ^secure a 5-5 tie.

First home Sally Kruse tallfedtwice
and second home Mary Fish added a
score before the Jumbos got on the
scoreboard with a goal at 12 minutes
into the half. Sarah Baldwin, on attack
wing, extended Williams lead to three
goals before Tufts narrowed the
margin to two with five minutes left in

the half.

The Williams defense continued to
work well together in the second half,

yet Tufts managed to slip in three
goals within the first eight minutes of

the period. The defensive squad of

third man Dawn Bedrosian, cover
point Joy Rotch, point Marcy Holmes
and goalie Marty Taft tightened up to

hold Tufts scoreless for the remainder
of the contest.

Down 5-4 with eight minutes left to

play, Williams came back to tie the
game on a goal by third home Sue
Wright. The Ephs pressed TuftS
defense in an effort to score the
winning goal, but they couldn't quite

do it as several shots In the closing
minutes of play went wide of the goal.

The Williams wom«i's lacrosse
team hopes to Improve on Its li-i

record when It travels to Smith for a 3
P.M. game this Thursday.

r"
THE
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Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

ranking among Division 1 schools.

Williams' high hopes were smashied
early. Capitalizing on several errors,

Massachusetts rolled up a resounding
7-1 first quarter lead which swelled to
12-2 at half-time.

Massachusetts seized upon
Williams' little mistakes—missed
ground balls, bad passes, sloppy team
defense, and unnecessary penalties—
which have been overlooked against
less preclsloned teams.

The second half saw a reversal of
Williams' first half performance.
Williams outscored MassachusettsM
total andj5-2 In the fourth quarter.

"We finally started to move
offensively, control loose balls, and
successfully clear the ball," said
Coach Renzl Lamb. "We need to

continue that type of play In our
remaining games."
Pete Thomsen and John Glynn

contributed most to Williams late

rally. Thomsen pitched In four goals
and added one assist, while John
Glynn scored a career high three
goals.

STUDENTS WANTED

PART TIME - MORNINGS ONLY

Accepting Applications for STUDENT REPS, to deliver the
MORNING and SUNDAY GLOBE in their DORMS on
CAMPUS this FALL.

GOOD EXTRA INCOME

For information please write to:

Frank Tibbetts

Circulation Dept.

THE BOSTON GLOBE
Boston, AAA 02107

between WiUiama and Wesleyan.
Amhent fad«d early. The two crews
Jumped out together and were even a«
they settled into the 2000 meter race
on the raln-swoUen river. After
trading seata for 500 meters the
Williams eight began to move through
the Wesleyan boat, anticipating the
Cardinal's perennially fast sprint.

Passing the looo meter mark, the
Purple oarsmen pulled out to a boat-
length lead. WlthWOiheters ten In ISe
race, coxswain Molly Burchell called
the stroke rating "up two" to counter
the Wesleyan sprint. As the two crews
pounded toward the finish, the
Cardinal boat took back several seats
but could not pull it out, as Coach John
Peinert's oarsmen finished In 5:34
with a comfortable four-second
margin.

The Purple freshmen continued
Williams' Little Three dominance In

that category as Coach Brian Norrls'
'78 heavy and lightweight crews both
rowed to convincing wins. The
heavyweights powered their way past
the Amherst and Wesleyan frosh and
never looked back as they finished
with a length of open water on the
Cardinal frosh, with Amherst a
distant third. .

Women's
Williams Women's Varsity boat has

held the Elizabeth B. Neal Trophy
since its initiation in 1975 and was not
about to give It up in Little Three

competition this Saturday,

The WiUiama eight began behind
the Wesleyan boat on the staggered
start, but caught it in only ten strokes.

TheAmherst Jeffs faded back into the
Connecticut river even faster, The
Ephwomen steadily took seats away
from the Wesleyan boat
By the first 1000 meters of the 2000

meter event, Williams commanded a
boatlength and a half lead over
Wwleyan. The vaTSItjrflntshed In a'
fast 6:11.2 time.*-^
Williams provided the only real

competition of the day against their
own women's crews. The Williams
novices gave their fellow varsity
lightweights a run for their money in a
race against the Wesleyan novices.
Both Williams boats started off the
2000 meter event strongly, waving
their oars goodbye to the Wesleyan
froehwomen. The staggered start
gave the Williams lights a lead which
they refused to give up.

Throughout the first 1000 meters the
lights held a two to three seat lead

while the novices threatened them
with every stroke. After the first half

of the race the lights steadily gained
while the novices steadily walned. The
lightweight eight "broke through the

novices"- (passing the entire boat)

around the 150O meter mark. Cox'n
Cindy Goheen called for a sprint from
her mean and lean crew near the end
in order to increase the margin of

victory.

Tufts upsets Netmen 6-3
by Evan Bash

Just when it looked like the men's
tennis team was flying high, a gust of

wind and Tufts brought the racketmen
fluttering helplessly to the ground in a
6-3 upset Saturday.

Like rain in a football game, wind
serves as neutralizer in a tennis

match. When the netmen failed to

adjust their games to the conditions as
the Tufts players did, the advantage
went to the Jumbos.
Williams hung tough in the singles,

trailing only 4-2. With the three
doubles matches to be played, the

Purple still had a good chance to take
the contest. But Tufts again delivered

In the doubles as they had in the

singles, securing the upset
Only Martin Goldberg and Evan

Bash managed victories In the
singles. Goidbcirg, undoubtedly the

Ephs most consistent performer,
played a strong match In an easy 6-2,

6-2 triumph. Using an attacking game,
Bash secured a 6-1, 7-5 win at the fifth

position.

Stymied at the other spots, captain
Jim Parsons took the only other set

for Williams in the singles. Captain
Jim fell just short with a 6-3 loss In the

third, while Dan O'Connell and Allen

Barnes lost by 6-4, 6-1 scores. Peter
Frlesen never got his touch In a 6-1, 6-0

loss. '

Williams' doubles have been strong
all year, but Saturday just wasn't to

be the Eph's day. After Goldberg and
Parsons captured the first match 6-4,

6-2 In a strong show, to narrow the

match score to 4-3, things looked
brighter. But Mitch Relss and Bash, in

their first match in the line-up,

dropped a tough one, 7-6, 6-1, to give
theJumbos the match. Tad Roach and
Barnes capped the afternoon in an
unfortunately fitting way, losing ftfl in

the third.

This afternoon the Ephs faced
Trinity, and this weekend coach Sean
Sloane's squad travels to Amherst for

the New England tournament.

Tu«s., April 25 Freshman Night

Wed., April 26 folk-rock music

Wendy Barnett

Peter Miller

Pat Mulligan

Bert Snow

9 to 12 pm

Tifli Cyp SHOP
precision hairstyiing for all of you

allphases ofcoloring [Htnna]
and

permanent waving

$2 discount for studontt with ID

spring Strest, Williamstown
ca 1 1 for appointment

458-9167
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Winter Stu4yC<^itt(^
by Tim Jones

The Winter Study Review
Committee, described by its

chairman William Grant, professor of

biology, as "proceeding with all

dispatch, but also with a low profile,"

began its investigation of the College's

January term at its first meeting
Tuesday.

"Under no circumstances will

Winter Study 1979 be changed. The
Faculty has already voted on the

calendar for the upcoming year so it's

locked in," Grant stated. The

the seniors, she stated, "because they

have had four Winter Studies here."

Sanchez and the other student

members of the committee, Susan
Laidlaw '80 and Joel Smith '79, have
arranged for College Council house
representatives to poll the seniors.

The class of '78 will be asked to

describe Winter Study's weaknesses
and strengths and to outline ways in

which it can be improved.

The Faculty will also be questioned

about Winter Study during the next
few weeks. In addition to delineating

ffl>iiWOJJI^^t,th|s. tim^ is^intfillLJ)il-.ih£_programls-.-drawback» and
preventing the circulation of rumors
about its future decisions. Grant
emphasized that at this point
"members of the committee have no
idea what oi(r 4mi^1 recommendation
will be."

Before any conclusions are reached,
the committee will solicit opinions
from^the College community. The
committee decided early this week
that the senior class should be polled

before graduation on their feelings

regarding Winter Study, said
committee member Lucienne
Sanchez '79. It is important to canvass

attributes, they will be asked to relate

their own feelings on courses they
have taught and the student response
to them. The present freshmen,
sophomore, and junior classes will be
asked to complete questionnaires next
fall.

"If we decide that changes should
be made," Grant said, "I would hope
that we could have a recommendation
(for changes in Winter Study 1980) on
the President's desk by the end of the

fall semester."

The Winter Study Review
Committee was created in March at

the urging of the Faculty Steering
Committee. It was put together,

according to committee member
Gary Jacobsohn, professor of political

science, in response to faculty
"dissatisfaction" with Winter Study
as it currently stands. "Clearly there
are problems" with the program, he
said. Winter Study is also overseen by
another student-faculty committee
with predominantly administrative
responsibilities.

The six faculty appo;inted to the
committee by the President are:

Jean-Bernard Bucky, Grant, Sherron-
Knopp, Jacobsohn. Paul Solomon, and
John Stambaugh. Us ex-officio
members are David Booth, R. Cragin
Lewis, Robert I^ck, and Philip Smith.

Signs similar to tliit one in til* Freshman Quad have sprung up arwMi campus
in wake of tiie ongoing dlvattiture dabatas. (photo by Holder)

Clamshell Alliance holds workshop

Survey shows drinking plays
important role on campuses
Less than five per cent of New

England college students abstain
from drinking, according to the April
1978 newsletter of the Medical
Foundation, Ihc. This finding
emerged from the Foundation's
Survey of drinking and related factors

among students in 34 colleges and
universities in New England.
Another finding was that male

collegians drink more often and in

larger quantities than women and
become intoxicated more frequently,

the statistics indicated that male
students, unlike females, drink more
frequently as th^ progress through
college.

The large majority of both sexes,

according to the survey, began to

drink before entering college. Their
drinking level in high school is the

strongest indication of how much they
will drink in college.

The report also suggested that

"pressure to do well in school is felt by
the students to be their greatest

problem."

Regular drinking (at least weekly),

ch'inking in sizeable amounts, and
drunkenness were found to be not at

all uncommon. Other findings
i;included that beer is the favorite

alcoholic beverge of New England
male collegians, but not of the

women; there is a relationship
between drinking and smoking
cigarettes, and a strong relationship

between drinking and use of

marijuana and illicit drugs.

The Foundation's director of

research. Dr. Henry Wechsler
reported that women usually drink in

small groups of both sexes or with one
person of the opposite sex while men
are as likely to drink in groups of men
only as in mixed company. Wechsler
added that women who drink
frequently and in large quantities

report more personal and social

problems than abstainers or
occasional drinkers; this tendency
though was less evident among men.
The Foundation's survey, when

compared to a national survey
conducteid by Robert Straus and
Seldon D. Bacon in 1950, suggests that

today's students are drinking more
oftoi and in larger quantities than
their counterparts did a generation
ago.

In 19S6, according to the Straus and
Bacon study, 20 per cent of college

men and 40 per cent of college women
considered themselves abstainers. In

addition, the report indicated that 21

per cent of the men and 35 per cent of

the \yomen had their first drink in

college. The Medical Foundation's

survey indicates that about 90 per cent

of both sexes had their first drink

before collie. ,

The Foundation's aim IMjIl to

discover the extent of drinkir^, ^he
social context of its use, reasons for

drinkii^, problems associated with

drinking, and stresses experienced by
students, among other items.

The sample colleges located in five

of the New England states,

represented ^tate- and private
universities and colleges in urban,
suburban, and rural settings, both co-

educational and all-women colleges,

and large- and small-sized colleges.

The study sample included 10,500

students, with more than 7,000
students (72 per cent) completing the

15-page questionnaire. Participation

was voluntary, and procedures to

safeguard anonymity and the
confidentiality of responses were
described to the students.

by Stu Massad
Clamshell Alliance, the coalition of

anti-nuclear groups from throughout
New England, brought its "no nukes"
message to Berkshire County with a
"Non-violence Training Workshop"
Sunday at Dodd House.

The workshop, whic:h provided
training in "organized non-violence as
a tool for social change," is a
prerequisite for Clamshell's June 24

occupation of the nuclear power site

being constructed in Seabrook; N.H.
There organizers expect that some

10,000 occupiers from throughout the

Northeast will face arrest and
dispersal by gas, fire hoses, police

dogs and mounted troopers, as well as
arrest. All trainees,^ while not
required to commit themselves to

occupation, received tips on how to

resist dispersal without provoking
police.

Trainees were taught:

To resist a charging dog, huddle in a
tight group. To resist arrest, go limp.

In j^il, refuse bail, since bail

discriminates against the poor. Keep
calm, and try to persuade-everyone^
police, workers, media and bystan-

ders—to oppose nuclear power.
Williams students joined with area

residents and students from North
Adams State for the workshop. Four
trainers, all veterans of last year's
Seabrook occupation where over 1,000

were arrested, mingled thephiloso(diy

of non-violence with tips on tactics.

The trainers described the history

of passive resistance as used by war

activists, the heritage of Gandhi and
King.

Training techniques ranged from a
movie and slide show to discussion

and massage. In a role playing session

near the end of the workshop, trainers

and trainees as police and occu|$iers

practiced their passive resistance

skills. -- '

Trainers explained in detail

Clamshell's innovation on the
traditional theory of non-violence, the

"affinity group." Groups are
organized around common interests

or geographical origin and number
around 20. They are designed to give

members coolness and confidence in

crisis, and to provide an

organizational unit with medic,
moderator and media coordinator.

Clamshell, trainers emphasized, is

not merely a push to end the nuclear
age. They claimed it is a drive for a
new "decentralized society" based on
non-violence, consensus and respect

for the individual.

The workshop was the first of its

kind in Berkshire County. The
trainers, who came to WiUiamstown
from other Western Massachusetts
icommunities, promised to return to

hold other workshops in North Adams
and Pittsfield. In addition) Greg
Weber and Stu Massad are organizing
another workshop for Williams before
final exanls begin.

appoints 4 committees
The College Council elected the

memberships of five CC committees
Wednesday night. The Council
accepted Elections Committee
recommendations in each case.

Elected to the All College
EntertalnmentComtHitfeeweife Steve
Case '80 (co-chairman), John Svoboda
'79 (co-chairman), David Weinman
•ai, Keith Scott '81, Bill Webster '79,

David Monnich '80, and Janet Lavin
'81.

New Finance Committee members
are Sally Midgley '81, Matthew
Heineman '79, Darrell McWhorter '81,

Mark Lanier '80, Michael Rayder '81,

Alex Fort "79, and Diana Durivage '80.

Selected for the Admissions
resisters, suffragistf and civU rights Conunitt^ wero Britu.iii^4^|tf^i

Students enlarge monitor services
by Stacy Silverstein

In the wake <rf last year's murder
and rape scares. Campus Security

instituted the Student Monitor Service

to meet a growing demand for campus
protection.

"When things don't happen, you are

being productive," says Walter
O'Brien, Director of Security. He said

he considers the monitors to be "of

invaluable assistance" to the small
full time security force of men. Their

IKimary function is to serve as a late

night escort service, but the monitors

have helped out in other situations as

well. When trouble arose with a group
of high school students from Pitts-

field, Security called for the
assistance of the monitors. The
combined strength of officers and
monitors brought the fighting under

control and prevented a near-riot.

Other duties are less dramatic but

equally important. They include

parking lot stake-outs following

streaks of vandalism and general

campus surveillance. In the beginning

of the year, monitors often focused on

Freshman Quad activities, an-

ticipating outbreaks of water fights.

A closer rapport between the

students and the Security Department

is another source of satisfaction for

Mr. O'Briea The monitors seem to

share this feeling. Frank Pergolizzi,
'78 commented that among students,
there is a "new respect for the full

time men." He was also pleased to

discover that Security has "a real

concern for the welfare of the student
body."

Of the six student monitors—Brian
Fales, Colin Hart, Bill Pursche, John
McGovem, Gary Hutchinson, and
Frank Pergolizzi—two will be
graduating in June. Several students
have already placed their names on a
waiting list for those two positions. In
choosing new monitors, O'Brien will

give first priority to students already
holding jobs in the Security Depart-
ment.

This year's monitors are all male,
but O'Brien mentioned that he'd "be
only too happy to hire girls." So far,

however, the women that he has
spoken to have objected to the late

hours of the job.

Security hopes to expand the hours

and responsibilities of the student

monitors. They already provide
much-needed assistance to the

Department, but according to

O'Brien, "they could be used even
more."

Vicky Fleming '79, Marcia Leous '79,

John Coleman '81, Janet Allaire '80,

and Sandra Polin '80.

New members of the Career
Counseling Committee are: Anne
Salladin '79, Sandra V._ Cochrane ,'80,

.

Patricia Clark '80, Kathleen Oram '81,

Jennifer Macintyre '80, John Adams
'79, and Scott Kapnick '81.

The four heavily contested positions
on the Lecture Committee will be
filled by: William Ballew '80, Peter
Winn '80, Scott Kapnick '81, and Gary
Cole '81.

A debate followed the
recommendations to the Lecture
Committee. Several representatives

voiced feelings that the application

process was an inadequate way to

evaluate nominees for some
committees. Elections Committee
members and others defended the

system currently in use, saying that it

facilitated objectivity and fairness in

the selection process. Dean Eileen

Julien expressed concern that a
woman had not been named to the

Lecture Committee, and endorsed the

consideration of factors other than the

application essay in the evaluation of

applicants.

Sarah Mersereau '80 of the Housing
Corhmittee confirmed the accuracy of

a recent Record article which dubbed
that body a "rubber stamp for the

Dean's Office."

Carolyn Dye '80 was elected as
CC representative to the Housing
Committee to succeed Mersereau,
who is no longer on the Council.

€HSCIlCr>
The Trustee Buildings and Grounds and Budget and Finangial Planning

Committees voted Friday to consider further the purchase of a new com-
puter. At their June meeting the trustees will decide which of the two
systems already approved by the Computer Services Committee will be
bought
"Some of the trustees offered to let the College use their corporations'

expertise (in the computer field) to evaluate the two remaining vendors,"
said Trustee Secretary and College Treasurer Francis H. Dewey HI. The
new computer, he added, should be installed by the end of 1978.

PARENTS ADVISE STUDENTS
ON CAREERS DURING
PARENTS' WEEKEND Saturday,
April 29, thirty parents will advise

students in career areas of Arts,

Communications, Law, Business,

Education, Medicine, and Com-
munity Affairs. Informal
discussions will start at 3 PM and a
panel on Dual Careers will start at

4 PM at Mears House. The career
sessions are sponsored by OCC in

cooperation by the Pre-Law
Society, Pre-Medical Committee,
and the Feminist Alliance.

^
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L9tt«rs: legal, moral Issues, ids and road trips

divctt?

To the editor:

It WB8 a moving, even a beautiful sight to

see the silent vigil the other night about the

faculty club, the candles and the sign:

DIVEST. My doubts about the vigil stem from
my inability to understand the reasoning

behind it. Suppose we do "divest." Stock

certificates do n(M^ii,araund i|i Wall Street

offices unowned. If we sell someone else will

buy—someone who is not likely to be
interested in South Africa and will vote with

the management on proxy questions. Will we
have helped the people in Soweto?

Just for argument, let me propose the

opposite course: try to persuade the College

to become actively concerned in South Africa.

To invest in companies that do business there,

to consider, through the present Advisory
Committee or its successor, what impact,

good and bad, such companies can have, to

vote the stock carefully, consistently,

intelligently. Williams has not much leverage

with its holdings. What if many colleges and
universities became involved? Or labor
unions with their enormous pension funds?

Such a course would not succeed overnight.

People would have to keep at it, analyzing and
persuading. There are no fast, easy solutions

to complex problems. Candlelight vigils,

though uplifting, do not suggest to me the

stubborn, patient, molecular work which
slowly turns societies around. Rather, they

suggest to me: "How cruel, how bad. Let us

get as far away as possible. Divest, remove,
exit, quit, then we won't have to do anything
more."

What bothers me is that the leaders of the

divestiture movement must have thought

about all this and concluded that the easy
course is in fact the best one. Could we have
the reasoning explained to us? I don't want to

hear anything aBoiit morality. Morality is a
boring and static concept that smells of self-

righteousness and blacklists and arbitrary

censorship. I note that the organization

cayihg for divestiture calls itself the Anti-

Apartheid Coalition. If opposition to

apartheid is equated to favoring of

divestiture, then what is opposition to

divestiture?

I would like to hear exactly bow divestiture

is going to work to the advantage of Black
people in South Africa. As far as I can
understand, this is the only important
question. For the sake of argument I have
suggested another, more obvioiis cxnirse,

even though one can make quite strong

arguments against it. Isn't it time to turn off

the apparatus of persuasion—or coercion-
until the community has had a chance to

rfsgch a rational consensus? Then perhaps
people could stop persuading and get to work.

David Park
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vigil dilemma
To the editor:

I was one of the many students last

Thursday evening who hadn't wanted to

attend the candlelight vigil sponsored by the

Williams Anti-Apartheid Coalition.

Like many others who've questioned

divestiture, IVe struggled with balancing the

^onomic reasons against the moral ones.

One can't simply reduce the solution "to,

"Well, it's morally right that we divest and

that's all that matters". If the answer was

that easy, we wouldn't have a problem.

Whether we like it or not, it's the trustees who
make the final decision and they are viewing

us as idealistic kids who haven't yet had a

chance to see what a jungle the real world is.

Therefore, it is crucial that they understand

that those who support divestiture also know
completely why they support divestiture. This

doesn't come through in any mass
demonstration.

But I attended the vigil anyway, not

because I was responding to peer pressure,

but because I couldn't not go. After hearing

more economic reasons why Williams should

stoy in South Africa ttuin would seem
possible, 1 nonetheless l>elieve that we should

divest. My feelings come not as a result of the

emotioiial stories, the stimulating speeches or

the dedication of so many concerned students,

although all these factors helped increase my
awareness. But I cannot deny that the

situation in South Africa is wrong, and by

investing in corporations that are working
there, Williams is symbolically sanctioning

oppression.

It's important, then, that everyone on
campus attend the activities supporting

divestiture and that they understand why
they are doing so. It's frustrating enough to be
a college student anyway because it seems as
though there's so little one can do, But let's at

least take advantage of the small power that

we do have. The trustees aren't stupid; they
know that this is a growing movement across
the nation. If they still choose not to withdraw
from South Africa, it will no longer be just the

students who are living in Williams' ivory

tower.

Carolyn Dye '80

bullchit

To the editor:

I have two questions for Ross Keller.

Why do I, a board contract holder well-

known by checkers at Driscoll, have to sign a
chit when I forget my id. while row house
diners arefl't even asked to produce one?
And Why must the CbllSge pay for

personalized blue chits when the least

expelisive and most practical solution to meal
stealing is to just take a closer look at the

i.d.'s of those who are unknown to checkers?
I eagerly await justification . . .

Name withheld for

fear of association

with Don Toumey

genocide
To the editor:

From Monday's New York Times, about
refugees who escaped from Vietnam by boat:

"For 18 days they bobbed helplessly . .

On the sixth night, a freighter stopped 20 feet
away, For three hours, enough time to check
with a home office by radio, the ship sat there
while the refugees shouted and pleaded and
the crew looked down from the decks in

silence. Then the engines started and the
freighter pulled away.

" 'We were all prepared to die,' Miss
Nguyen said, 'but we weren't prepared for all

the suffering.' Twice a day each refugee ate
one spoonful of rice. They trapped rainwater
in raincoats but when it ran out, they drank
the children's urine. Ship after ship passed,
ignoring shouts and even a fire . .

.

"On the teth day they caught some small
fish and shared them. On the 18th day Miss
Nguyen's 9-year-old sister died. On the 19th
day fier ll-year-old brother died. She said:
"They were so hungry, you know, and thirsty
and we were all wet all the time and they just
grew quiet and died.'

"On the 20th day, a Greek ship, the Krios,
became the 23rd vessel to pass. 'We didn't
even wave,' said Mr. Nguyen. 'We just
watched it go and then went inside to die.'

"/y little later, however, the Krios returned
to rescue them. Crewmen donated clothing
and food. The ship radioed requests for
asylum to Taiwan and the Philippines but was
refused. A call to the United States Naval
base at Subic Bay in the Philippines went
unanswered. And Japan refused to take the
refugees until Greece promised to accept
them if no one else would."

Fortunately, tiw United States hw agreed
to let in the boat people. But how can we let

this go on so quietly? It la all very nice to

condemn apartheid in South Africa, but it is

wrong—morally wrong—to emphasize that

while not paying due attention to the

thousands of Vietnamese adrift in the ocean
or the millions of Cambodians who have
recently been murdered in their country,

We wonder how the world could have let the
Holocaust happen. What are we doing now in

the face of genocide In bur tlm*T
Jay M. Pasachoff

Associate Professor of Astronomy

Road trip record
To the editor:

In full recognition of the effort Messers
Adkinson, Mitchell, Rainey and Zerbino made
in what they claim to be "the longest road trip

in Williams history," (Record 4-14-78) I feel

obliged to call this and your attention to the
fact that their trip to Goucher and the
University of Virginia was exceeded many
times in the late 1930*8 by a group who often
journeyed to Sweet Briar College, which is at
least 60 miles beyond Charlottesville. I don't
recall all the names of those intrepid

voyageurs (long before turnpikes and the
interstate highway system ) , but they include
John Gilleth '40, Win Todd '40, Arch
Knowlton '40, Bob Smith '40, Bob Cave '40,

Steve Botsford '41, and me.
And can anyone match the trip which

included Al Bedford '41 and John Newcombe
'41, who decided to pass up the after-dinner

demi-tasse at the Alpha Delt House and
"drive down for a cup of coffee," a trip that

took them to New York City where they
dutifully drank a cup of coffee and then
returned to Williamstown? This trip,

fortunately, did not include me.
Willard D. Dickerson '40

Bokke
To the editor:

In his column on the Bakke decision Peter
Stark notes that his opinions will inevitably

"offend some people." My reaction to his

article was to sit back and wonder how he
could exhibit such blindness and insensitivity

to the fundamental issues of the court battle.

Stark refers to certain "principles" which
he fears may be compromised should the

Supreme Court legitimate Affirmative Action

programs. A more fundamental question is,

"Who will be hurt if Bakke is victorious?"

The answer is no surprise. The very people
who have suffered oppression and been
denied opportunities for advancement
because of their race, sex or religion will

continue to be slighted.

One must ask Mr. Stark and those who join

with him in the current uproar over quotas
why they were silent when quotos were used
to insure an abundance of places for

privileged groups—historically White Anglo-

Saxon Protestant Males.

Mr. Stark goes on' to state that, "We are
fools if we believe that three hundred years of

jopiM-ession may l)e overcome by the

imposition of legitimized discriminations."

The real fools are those who truly believe the

effects of past oppression will ever be
overcome without the use of Affirmative

Action. Given the ingrown nature of college

admissions, for example, meaningful change
will take generations unless legally

expedited. Witness the advantoge alumni
children have in the admissions game, the

referees of which are often alums themselves.

Unfortunate as it may be, the only way to

iM-ing about an end to sexism and racism and
to realize the goal of an egalitorian society

put forth in the Constitution is through

Affirmative Action.

Finally, Mr. Stork mentions the resentment

generated by "reverse discrimination." Who
will feel resentment? Certainly it will not be

the woman or the black or the native

American, etc., who is given a fair chance or

compensated for past wrongs. The only

resentment I can forsee is on the part of those

people who will miss their oversized portion

of the pie and will cease to enjoy the unfair

advantages of the past. UnderstamMng will

come about when those who have been given a
chance to obtain meaningful positions in the

societol hierarchy show their basic humanity
in dealing with all human beings. If future

generations can bear witoess to the diver»ity

of ethnic groups which administer and serve

as models in America, then understanding

will be promoted.
Mr. Stark and those who agree with him

would do well to think in terms of human
misery instead of the protection of abstract

principles; which have in the past benefitted

them to the detriment of outsiders.

IMUO. Tucker '81
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Viewpoint pro:

Close Encounters
wifh the Trustees

con:

Now is the time for all

to aid . , . their college
Students'were great; the (acuity was great;

and the weather was great; what more could

we ask for. The WAAC (Williams Anti-

Apartheid Coalition) has had as its main
purpose the organizing of the Williams

student body. Other activities have included

the gathering of information and discussions

with the Trustees. Each of these tactics has

proven successful in raising the conscience of

the college community.
Students have expressed their growing

knowledge of the oppressive regime in South

Africa by actively supporting WAAC initiated

proposals. Over 800 signatures have been

collected on the petition started by the TNC
last January. The candle-light vigil drew over

500 concerned students. The daily vigils have
averaged over SO students and on two
occasions over 100 of us marched in protest of

the racist South African regime. The rally on

Saturday drew over 300 students and proved
to be one of our most successful events by

providing students with enough information

and action to keep the South African issue

alive in the talk of students for some time to

come. What more can be asked of the students

except that we must continue to strengthen

our position by bringing South Africa out of

our talk and onto the streets.

Consciousness raising has also occurred

among the Trustees. They now acknowledge

that Williams College has a responsibility as

an investor in the corporations of the United

States. Student pressure was instrumental in

the creation of the Investment Advisory

Committee. The Committee has
recommended that the Trustees vote against

management on three South African related

proxies. The Trustees felt fit to accept this

advice on only two of these votes. Finally, and
most importantly, the Trustees, with a few

exceptions, generally underrated the reality

of the direct link that Williams College

investment has to the oppressive South

African regime. This acquiescence is

minimal considering that 500 students and
faculty drowned out the Trustee meeting

discussion in the Faculty Club with chants of

"Out Now!"
The, Trustees have continued to deny the

seriousness of Uie racist, family breaking,

murderous, and morally deplete actions by

the South African government. Furthermore,

they attempt to deny that American capital,

technology and taxes play a roll in Supporting

the apartheid state. They accept that in the

past United States corporations invested in

South Africa without regard to the racist

implications of this policy. They refuse to

even consider the possibility that

corporations are unable to work within South

Africa for the economic benefit of the black

population. They forget the fact that

corporations have been claiming progressive

action since the early 1970's and nothing has

been accomplished. They also don't

understand that U.S. corporations can't have

a widespread social impact when they only

employ 0.2 per cent of the blacks in South

Africa. This .2 per cent of Africans employed

by U.S; corporations , is meaningless

compared to the damage done to Africans by

the $2.5 billion dollars of U.S. money
supporting that regime. When asked what

specific steps have been taken by U.S.

corporations to improve the lot of the black

South African, Mr. Sneath, the Chairman of

the Board and Chief of Operations of Union

Carbide, Mr. Parish, Vice-Chairman of the

Board of Upjohn Chemicals, and ofher

influential Trustees were silent.

The trustees also have stated that they

prefer to work with the established channels

of the U.S. government and foreign policy

apparatus. Yet when pressed on this point Mr.

Sneath, clearly among the more influential of

the trustees, stated that he was against trade

embargos! It is the sentiment(s) of many
within WAAC that Mr. Sneath's vision and his

conscience is being clouded by the fact of the

new Union Carbide plant on the border of

Transkei South Africa.

In all the Trustees exhibited Uieir gross

lack of commitment in working towards a

progressive solution to the problem of the

social harm of our investments. They

continuously claimed that they were unable to

act as a unified group on this matter. This the

WAAC cannot accept. As an organization with

diverse membership we have always been

able to discuss and hash out proposals so that

collective action is possible and we question

the competency of an administrative group

that claims to be unable to do this. Few
organizations require a unanimous concensus

before acting and we wonder how these

people have reached their positions of

influence and power without working out

differences amongst themselves. This claim

in light of their overwhelming inactivity can

only be viewed as a thinly disguised ploy.

Case in point : the Trustees claim to have been

working on the issue for close to six years, yet

they have done and thus accomplished

virtually nothing. Who are they fooling?

The WAAC expresses sincere and warm
gratitude to all meihbers of the College

community who have voiced their awareness

and concern about the College's support of

Apartheid. Unlike those many who profess

concern we have chosen to act and our unity

and hard work has done much to advance the

cause of freedom and self-delerminatin for

black South Africans. The progress we have

made must be safeguarded, but WAAC is

confident that concerned members of the

community will continue to fight wtiat the

international community has defined as

"Apartheid's crimes against humanity".

Williams Anti-Apartheid

Coalition

The time has come (or thoie ot m who are

fed up with the jeering rabble of

demonstrators and protestors to take to the

field of battle. No longs' can we allow the

Williams Anti-Aparthei4 Coalition to gb

unchallenged. In case you haven't heard the

news, God did not
. i^M a^JponojB9!x , oo

.

morality to anyone.

As a constituent of, what I hope is, the more
rational element on campus, the silent

majority, I believe that obe CAN be

passionately against the South African

regime, passionately against apartheid, and

passionately against supporting that regime

and its system and at the same time, be

passionately against divestiture without

being a racist, and without being morally

insensiUve. The two positions are not

mutually exclusive.

I believe that we can all agree that

apartheid is wrong—indeed, morally

reprehensible. And if that is the case, why do

pro;

Change or Hypocrisy
I'm glad to see tliat the trustees of the

College have come out in favor of corporate

responsibility. They state in their letter to the

editor of April 25 that, "Measured use of the

voting power of our holdings is an aspect of

our effort to support enlightened corporate

conduct." Unfortunately, this statement is

incompatible with the reality of what the

College has been doing in recent years and
weeks.

IBM: A Case Study

Last Monday, IBM held its annual

siiareholder meeting to consider and discuss

a resolution from its stockholders about its

corporate activities. This year, IBM was
asked by some of its shareholders to consider

a resolution concerning its sales of computers

to repressive governments in South America.

The resolution asked IBM to act to insure that

the company's products are not used in the

abridgement of human rights and asks the

company to initiate an investigation in

Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Uraguay to

assess whether its computers are being used

to aid police repression or to abridge human
rights.

Williams is a major holder of IBM stock.

The College's portfolio contains $1,446,000

worth Of IBM common stock according to the

"Williams College Report of the Treasurer

For the Year Ended Jun^ao, 1977."

Sometime within the past two weeks, a

decision was' made on whether Williams

would vote its IBM stock in favor of the above

resolution or against it. The Shareholder

Advisory Committee did not even consider

the IBM resolution. Members of that

committee told me ttiat it was not their intent,

and indeed it was not within their capability,

to systematically handle the College's

shareholder resolutions this year. Rather,

they had selected a few resolutions to

consider-and ignored the rest.

Because the Shareholder Advisory

Committee took no action on the IBM
resolution, as it has not takoi action on about

90 per cent of this year's resolutions,

Treasurer Dewey voted Williams' IBM
shares. They were voted in favor of

management and against the resolution

asking IBM to stop selling computers to

repressive governments.

ITie IBM resolution failed. Virtually all

such resolutions do. (In fact, no resolution has

ever passed which has not been favored by

management.) Institutions like Williams are

one of the reasons why, despite their rhetoric

about supporting "enlightened corporate

conduct."

The General Picture

If the case of IBM were an isolated incident,

then there would be little to complain about.

Unfortunately, it is not. Trustee Finance

Committee Chairman Charles Mott '53 noted

last weekend that the College has not

traditionally voted stock proxies against

management. That's a pretty innocuous

statement until one realizes what it means. It

means that in 1976, for instance:

;.] WiUiam$ voted againit a rtBolution

discouraging Otneral Motor* from

expanding its operations in Chile until

specific conditions were met.

2.) WiUiams voted against a resolution

requesting Motorola to report to its

shareholders on the worhing conditions

in the company's faeilities in South

Korea and on its relations with the

Korean government.

S.] WUUams voted against a resolution

requesting Union Carbide to stop

importing chrome from Rhodesia until

economic sanctions on that country

voted by the United Nations had been

Ufted.

4.\ Williams voted against a resolution

ashing IBM to report on its operations

in South Africa and Namibia.

S. ] Williams voted against a resolution

ashing Bristol-Myers to disclose in-

formation on its infant formula s(Ues.

6.] Williams voted against resolutions

to Ford, General Motors and Exxon
requesting them to report on the

political contributions they made
overseas.

7.\ Williams voted against a resolution

asking Oeneral Electric to report on all

the adverse environmental impacts of

the B-1 bomber.

(Treasurer Dewey confirmed these

allegations noting, however, ttiat in some
instances Williams may not have actually

voted its proxies because U.S. Trust Company
did not bother to send him some of Williams'

proxies. Instead, nominees from that bank's

trust department probably voted Williams

shares against these resolutions.)

This is just a sampling of how Williams has

been using its portfolio to "support

enlightened corporate conduct." Dewey
stated that Williams has voted against

management only once in the past five years.

That means that the College has been voting

against resolutions supporting affirmative

action, equal employment opportunities for

women and political nonpartisanship as well.

Well, I suppose that one could argue that

what is past is done with and there is no use

crying over spilled milk (or in our case, over

dead babies who were fed diluted infant

formula milk.) After all, the trustees have

-now gone publicly on record as saying that

they will "minotor" the activities of

corporations in which the College is a

shareholder. Everything is now being taken

care of; or is it?

1 wonder how the College will vote on the

resolution to ITT coming up soon asking that

nice c<Hi)oration what the hell it's been doing

in Chile. I wonder how the College will vote on

the resolution coming up asking Exxon to

affirm its political nonpartisanship. I wonder

how the College will vote on the resolution

coming up asking Ford to disclose

information about any former government

employees it has employed or reUined in top

management positions.

The Shareholder Advisory Committee is

not, at this time, planning to consider these or

the other upcoming resolutions. Members of

that committee maintain, perhaps rightly,

that their chief task now must be to set

guidelines for what next year's Shareholder

Advisory Committee will do. Unfortunately,

the inaction of the committee on a resolution

is being taken by the administration and

trustees as an endorsement of voting in favor

of management.
It seems to me that the trustees have a

responsibility to, at the very least, deal with

this issue in a straightforward manner. If

they want to argue that Willianu can best

influence corporate behavior by holding on to

its stocks in corporations which have strayed

from the straight and narrow path, then they

better be able to demonstrate that Williams it

Uiing its voting power on the side of

progressive change. The alternative is

hypocrity.

BcoUFem

we iteed a group calling itself the Williams

Anti-Apartheid Coalition? There la no one

here that must be pressured into abhorring

apartheid. It comes naturally for truly

concerned humanitarians everywhere—at

home and abroad, in churches and corporate

iMWrdr^"** Xbe mocality^ or rather lack of

morality, of apartheid is not at issue.

What is at issue, in the last analysis, is the

means by which we can effectualize <Hir

common goal—the fall of the South African

regime and the end to tyranny of the black

majority by a small and rabid minority. And
if we can all agree that means is the question,

not ends, then we should also be able to agree

to the proposition that means is not a moral

issue, but rather, is a question of mechanics.

And mechanical questions, such as how does
' one proceed from A to B, are answered by

considering the efficacy, ^ficiency, and cost

involved in using one means as opposed to

another. Divestiture is but one means, and a

very questionable means at best, of achieving

our desired goal. It is not the only means, and

for the Williams Anti-Apartheid Coalition to

Insinuate the contrary, and to couch that

insinuation in terms o( a moral law, is

tantamount to insinuating that "If you're not

with us on divestiture, then you're a racist."

Only madmen "reason" with such a paucity

of reason.

If Williams College is to take a formal

position on which means is best to pursue our

common moral goal, then let us hope that

informed dicsussion on the pros and cons will

result in a wise choice, that takes into

consideration, not only the passions of today,

but the ability of Williams to pursue its

mission in the world tomorrow, as well. If

Williams College must take a stand, and I'm :

not so sure that it must, then let us hope that

the stand we take does not alienate those

whose hearts are in disagreement; indeed, let

us hope that the stand we take is one on which

an informed and democratic community can
agree is, in fact, most effective in

successfully achieving our common end. If

Williams College is to take a stand, then I

hope to God it is made by reasonable men And
women, and not by jeering mobs and sign-

carrying moralists.

If you are in agreement with the sentiments

expressed above, let your position be known
to the faculty, administration, and trustees of

Williams College. Write letters to them or to

the Record, do anything except let the

Williamff> Anti-Apartheid Coalition cow you
into submission and make you a slave to their

conception of morality. If you are morally

opposed to apartheid and are against

divestiture, then by God come out of your

closets now, while there is still a chance to

preserve debate and the free exchange of

ideas among democratically inclined

rationalists everywhere.

DonaM L. Perry. II

from OCC ^
JOB INTERVIEWS AND OPENINGS
SIGN-UP FOR PUBLISHING AND
TEACHING INTERVIEWS NEXT WEEK
There are still places left for interview

times with Landmark Communications

(beginning reporter in Norfolk or

Roanoke, VA or Greensboro, NO coming

on Monday, May 1 and (or Readak

(teachers of developmental reading

programs in private schools in Northeast,

Canada, and Europe) interviewing on May
2. Sign-up on Sat. morning or first thing

Monday morning.

An IBM LaboMtory in New York State is

hiring technfCal program writers for

production of publications that meet the

information requirements of the users of

IBM products. IBM is particularly looking

for Fall-Winter-Sprii« graduates who are

U.S. atizerfe or have Permanent Visas.

(See Direct Application notebook,

Communications tab)

TEACHING: The Rectory School,

Pomfret, CT is looking for English and

Math teachers (no experience necessary)

and an English Dept. Head (experience

necessary). See Teacher Opening

notebooks or Ulk to Jeff Wood

GOVERNMENT: U.S. Civil Service

Commission announces late breaking

positions available as bank or association

auditors, oceanographcrs. social workers,

agricultural commodity graders, and

more, (see Direct Application book. Gov.

tab)
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The Hostage

What about getting from one gag to the next?

by Dob Fituler

It must have been one of those

nights.

Any live performance risks a
ragged night now and then. That
danger infuses the theater with an
excitement we can't get from movies

"orTV . Plays liKe The Hostage require

a live and crackling circuit between
the stage and the audience to brealc

down the barriers Ixitween belief and
artifice. And when the circuit shorts,

as it did at the premiere of Jean-
Bernard Bucky's production at the

AMT on Friday night, we can't figure

out why: faulty artistic conception,

sloppy execution, or simply the

vicissitudes of opening nights.

Brendan Behan's play doesn't fit

neatly into any one style of

performance. It juggles realism,
absurdity, and music hall

-entertainment with Irish post-

Revolutionary politics. We see a
shifting series of masks, each one
ripped aside only to reveal another.

Appropriately, Bucky doesn't provide

an answer. For him, the lodging-house

is part myth and part Finnnian
McLonerghan, complete with
leprechaun stories and Irish whiskey,
part modern-day PLO terrorism, and
part Brechtian didactic musical
stage.

Such a play, then, demands an
uncommon confidence and precision

in performance if it is to evoke the

complex reactions playwright and
director intended. But when the

company's characters falter and they

are unsure of their relationship to the

audience, the effect isn't ambiguity,

or even hoUowness—it is simply
confusion.

In The Hostage, memories of a
heroic struggle have congealed into

self-indulgent delusion; and Bucky's
i^xlaTed version heightens a lurking

sense of metaphysical absurdity. The
revolution is not real; it is a godot

more worthy than most. For the

house's equally unreal inhabitants, it

is a state of mind.
Unaccountably, many of the actors

in this boldly theatrical play seemed
to think of their characters as flesh-

and-blood people with believable
pasts and motives. Anybody who's
seen Oklahoma knows that real people

do not pivot to the audience and burst

into song. Musicals need spirited and
joyous entertainers to do t,hat. -The^^

very best moments of Friday's
uneven performance were the most
brazen: when the menage-d-trois of

Earl Childs, John Feltch, and Kevin
O'Rourke wail into "We're Here

. Because We're Queer," we enjoy
them so 'Inuch because they're

enjoying themselves.

Too few of the actors could ignite a
similar enthusiasm. The entire first

act labored under an unbearable
turgidity. The energy level of a
narcolepsy ward. The jolly music-hall

vivance of Dorothy's Cafe. The play
may be, as Bucky says, "a series of

gags," but what al>out getting from
one gag to the next? Ev«i a musical

comedy with a serious theme needs
crisp and bright pacing. After Act I

had been safely interred, moments of

reaction and transition still lasted

split-seconds too long, long enough to

betray the cast's discomfort and
confirm our own.

The shame of it is the loss of

iwtentially' effective performances, a

loss more plainful in some cases than

others. The central duo of Robert

Gregory as Pat and Fran Civardi as

M^ Dillon, bravely attempting a

dialect American kids know only from
Barry Fitzgerald movies, eventually

find out where the audience is and
bawl out IRA ballads the lustier the

better. Namesake Stephan Bowers
gives boyish UK soldier Leslie more
life than has the rest of the cast put

together. He finds the right acting

style for this play: a delicate and
energetic balance of two-dimensional

Wood Dancer, • wBcaMnitrumental due, will be performing In canctrt tonighl
In the Rathskeller beginning at * p.m. Also appearing at • o'clock will be.

sophomore guitarist Mike Hill.

Music Notes
Myma Nachman

Actors MIchele Corbeil and Stephen Bowers rehearse a light moment from
Brendan Behan's music satire, THE HOSTAGE. The last Willlamstheatre
production of this season finish with performances tonight and tomorrow.

song-and-dance and the fervence of a
real characti^r if not its credibility.

The most delightful relationship

onstage, (in fact, the only one that

really works), is the guilt-ridden pair

of priggish Miss Gilchrist and
pompous Mr. Mulleady. Cecilia

Rubino and Gregory Boyd relish the

play's most outrageous lines as

zestfully as they do their entire

performances. When Mulleady
mutters and boasts ("my second

cousin was a Kilkenny from Kilcock")

in the frayed whispiness of a boggy
civil servant gone to seed, his pallid

jowls quiver like old jello.

But the best part belongs to Rubino
as the frowsy "sociable worker"
whose straight-laced primness
dissolves into gushes of drunken self-

recrimination and latent sensuality.

She proves again that two-

dimensional characters can be as

compelling as more fully-rounded

ones, and certainly more flamlx)yant.

Every part of her bpdy, every
gesture, and response, is

consummately and spontaneously
Miss Gilchrist, from gimpy ankles to

facial features sharp enough to cut

stone.

Among a large cast, John Lloyd

gives his customary workmanlike
performance, this time as Monsewer,
the constipated and dyspeptic relic of

the pre-1918 Sinn Fein. If only he and
the rest of the cast could give
themselves over entirely to the

audience and the acting ensemble, we
might see The Hostage approach its

director's conception. I'm unsure, but

I plan to find out.

Dwyer and Ennis will perform

major 19th century vocal works
Baritone TeVry Dwyer and Pianist

Paula Ennis will give a free public

recital on Saturday, April 29th at 8:30

p.m. in Thompson Memorial Chapel,

Williamstown. The concert is one of

many special events planned for the

parents' Weekend at Williams.

The program includes four songs

each by John Dowland, by Faure, and
by Hugo Wolf, two by Modest
Mussorgsky, and Schumann's
Liederkreis, Op 39. Except for

Dowland, whose songs were written in

the very early part of the seventeenth

,

century, the works all represent

major nineteenth century composers
for the voice, from England, France,

Austria, Russia, and Germany,
respectively. The Liederkreis (words
for which were written by
Eichendorff) is a collection of twelve

songs composed immediately
following an idyllic fortnight in Berlin

enjoyed by Schumann and Clara, who
would become his wife \a.teT in that

year, 1840.

Dwyer is a graduate of Indiana

University's school of music from
which he holds a M.M. in vocal

performance and is currently a
restd«)t of Albany, N.Y. where he is a
member of the Capital Artists Opera

i.ia a voice instructor at Union

College, Schenectady, N.V., HartwicK

OUege, Oneonta, N.Y., and at

Williams. This past summer he was
the bass soloist at the Aspen Music

Festival and has appeared as soloist

under the batons of Boris Goldovsky

and Robert Shaw. Aside from operatic

appearances in Der Freischutz, La
Boheme, Carmen, and The Telephone

among others, he has given several

recitals in upstate New York. He
made his debut recital in

WiUlafhstown in October, and was a

soloist in the Williams Choral

Society's performance of Mozart's

Grand Mass last month.

Paula Ennis is on the piano faculty

at S.U.N.Y.-Albany. A studept of

Menahem Pressler and a f6rmer
Fulbri^t scholar, she is completing
her Doctorate in Music in piano.

Among her many concert
appearances are her recital with

Dwyer in October and with Douglas
Mowe at Williams last year.

w

TOMORROW NIGHT!

SPRING JAMBOREE
Dartmouth Aires

Conn. Collogo Cotinchordt

Tuftt Boolzobubs

Williams Ephlots

Chapin Hall

Sat., April )fth,g p.m.

Tickets; $1.25 In advance

Si .50 at the door

Myma Nachman, piaiiist, will give a free public recital on Tuesday, May
2. at 8:30 p.m. in Thompson Memorial Chapel. The program indudta J. S.

Bach's Partite No. 4 in D MaJor.^^W^V. 828, Robert "ScHumann*s'Fat
tasiestucke. Op. 12, and Franz Schubert's Sonata in A Major, Op. Posth

Nachman, Visiting Assistant Professor of Music at Williams this year, is a
native of New York City. She has been active as a performer, teacher, and
musicologist. She received a Master of Musical Arts degree in piano from the

Yale School of Music where she is completing a performance doctorate. She has
also done advanced work in musicology at the City University of New York
Graduate Center, where she is in the Ph.D. program in music history. The
recipient of several awards, including the Ellsworth Grumman Scholarship, the

Lado Award, and the Charles H. Ditson Award, Nachman has performed
throughout the east coast and in the midwest in solo and chamber music
programs at such places as Carnegie Recital Hall, Lincoln Center, the New
York Historical Society, New York University, and Brooklyn OQllege.

Griffin Hall Concerts
The tenth season of Griffin Hall Concerts at Williams College will conclude

on Saturday, April 29, at 8 p.m., with a program of music for flute and harp-

sichord performed by Janet Geroulo and Victor^HiU. Admission is free and
open to the public.

The concert opens with- the Handel "Sonata in G major" for flute and
harpsichord and closes with the work in which Miss Geroulo made her debut in

1969, the Bach "Sonata in E minor." She will also perform a fantasia by
Telemann for solo flute.

Hill, the founder and director of Griffin Hall Concerts, will present harp-

sichord music by three composers. Included are a set Ol variations by
Pachelbel on the "Passion chorale" made famous by Bach, the "Suite in A
minor" of Henry Purcell, and a selection of short pieces by Purceli's student
Jeremiah Clarke.

Janet Geroulo is a graduate of Mount Greylock Regional High School and,
in medical technology, of North Adams State College.

Berkshire Symphony
The Berkshire Symphony, under the baton of Julius Hegyi, will present its

final concert of the season Friday night at 8:30 p.m. in Chapin Hall. Violinist

Daniel Phillips will play Brahms Concerto in D. Major, Op. 77 with the or-

chestra. The concert is free with College ID.

In addition to the Brahms concerto, the program includes Befithoveh's

Symphony No. 7 in A Major and Liszt's TonePoem The Battle of the Huns.

Daniel Phillips, still injiis early twenties, plays like "a mature violinist and
musician," according to the N.Y. Times review following his New York debut.

Last year, after his graduation from The Juilliard School, he won the Young
Concert Artists International Auditions and then the Bronze Medal of the

Leipzig International Bach Competition in Germany. When only IS, he had won
the Kosziuszko Foundation's Wieniawski Prize.

The Battle of the Huns, finished in 1857 when Liszt was in his mid-forties,

was inspired by a mural painted by Kaulbach, which depicts Christianity's

triumph over paganism. Less well known than Les Preludes and the Hungarian
Rhapsodies, this highly pictorial work dictates that "the whole coloring must at

first be very sombre and all the instruments like spectres in tone."

, Brahms tiad written only one concerto, one for piano twenty years earlier, -

before he composed his D Major Violin Concerto in 1878. In three movements,
the work is a display piece for the soloist's artistry, but is at the same time an

ideal partnership of violin and orchestra. Brahms conducted the premiere

performance in which Joachim, his good friend and great Hungarian violoinist,

was soloist. One music historian has counted sixteen different cadenzas through

the 100 years since that performance, but Joachim's remains the accepted one.

(grtmn Hall (HaatfttB

at ViUiatna (0oUp9r

Janet GeroulO/ flute

Victor HilMiarpsichord

Flute works by Bach, Haixiei, Telemann

Harpsichord nriuslcof Pachelbel, Purcell, Clarke

Saturday, April 29

8 p.m.

Griffin Hall
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A layman's gvlde to Division III

by Peter RinteU
A large number of Division I and II

people, I. have found, would rather
walk into a TNC meeting with a
"Made in South Africa" T-shirt than

^ s0 fpftt on the science Qued. Well, it

hardly seems right that so many
people will leave Williams without
some idea of what takes place on the
south side of Main Street, so I grabbed
my notebook last week and set about
finding -out what kind of research
projects the people over there are up
to.

In the Psychology Department,
which is not really Division III, but
close enough for our purpose.
Professor McGill is doing research
into animal behavior, in particular

mammalian sexual responses. His

latest piiper, "Copulation in History
Professors" will soon be published by
a leading journal.

Professor Criswell, a physiological

psychologist, is investigating the
effects' of varfous'UnigB' sociT'lis

alcohol on the brain and behavior. "I

do most of my research on evenings
and wedcends," explained Criswell,

"and I find it very stimulating,

euphoric almost. I've also had many
enjoyable collaborations with
students and colleagues."

Professor Goethals is a social

psychologist who is interested in non-
verbal forms of communication. His
plans right now call for lus research to

culminate in a translation of the

Complete Works of Freud into body

language. He is also int«rest«d in

creative displays of displeasure and is

investigating the possibility that a
recently discovered pre-Colombian
Aztec custom of stuffmg tuna into the

-earsofpMple they did not like may^
an instinctoid form of behavior that in

modem times is repressed in infancy.

I was going to pursue the point further

with him when he produced a can of

tuna from his desk and I took that as
my clue to leave.

In other on-going work in

psychology. Professor Crider, the

abnormal psychologist, is being
studied by other members of the

department.

In the biology department.
Professor Dewitt conducted me on a

tour of the research facilities. We first

passed a neurophysiology lab where
Professor Woodcock was doing
research on the nervous system. The
nervous system, explained DeWitt, is

hierarcharly; ordered like a ptene
system with the brain as the
switchboard. Woodcock's r^ults, he
said, showed that people planning on
using their nervous system heavily
should do so after 11 :00 p.m. when the
rates are lower.

We then passed a locked door, which
he said was a stalled project in

biogenesis. "We're still waiting for a
key piece of biological material and
an electrical storm to complete the

,

project," he said. "By the way, what
size hat do you wear?"

"A seven, why?"
"Oh no reason. Just curious."

Dewitt also led me past a plant

physiology lab where Professor

.Bosinski was at work under a...

commission from a cereal company to

create a hybrid strain of rice, which
when you puff it and add it to milk
snaps, crackles, pops and sings the

national anthem. "She's up to the

third verse," said Dewitt, "and should
be done by the end of the year."
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE
STEREO Components—lowest
prices anywhere—over 50 major
brands. Fully guaranteed. Call

Barry at 664-9437 after 6 p.m.

1963 PORSCHE 356B In good,

condition offered by Williams
graduate. Body just reconditioned.

$4,000 or best offer. 413-634-5535.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
$3S.0O per hundred stuffing en-

velopes already stamped and
addressed. Free supplies, send
self-addressed, stamped envelope
o: ROEU

5005 Old Midlothian Pike
Suite 64

Richmond, Va. 23224

WANTED
AGENT for Songwriter. Contact
Pave at 458-3634.

SUMMER ROOMMATES wanted
for beautiful 6-bedroom house next

to Treadway. Call Donna Im-

mediately at 6497, after 11:30 p.m.

PERSONALS

AAona: Chicken scraps were as
much fun as turkey. G.

Congratulations to B.B. and the

cut for effectively destroying

thejr own credibility.

Disgustedly - a Perry House
advocate of Common Sense

MA BELLE GRENOUILLE:
Je t'alme detout mon cbeur. Tu es

mon rouflafla tout doux et ma
Lionne jolle.

Baisersdeton

Gros matou - xxoo

La Belle Dame:
AAore of the same! Wowl . . Roland

1 WANTTO BUY
USEDFURNITURE

Leaving the area?

I'll pay cash foC: dressers, single

beds, desks, living room furniture.

Moves, refrigerators .

Call:
i

Mr. Girard at

4S8-8(»8

SHEET MUSIC
POP FOLIOS
ALBUM BOOKS

• 50 TOP HOT
SINGLE SHEETS

• PERSONALITY
FOLIOS

• ALBUMS
24 hour cell-In ttrvie*

(or
Sheet Music Information

and request!
45*4(Ma

Piano Shop
W* SERVICE wliolwa tell

1 IP S 30 all day i<"
. "•0'"«>W OPP <

i») Un.rroi,e( CliarK-.

Mbiiataiiieermg^S

METHODOLOGY

Mountameertog, a^ aU but the chronically migtnlbfffiea knowris mtStil tHT-
science and the art of drinking Busch Beer. It begins by heading for the mountains

"
( I.e.

,
a quickjaunt to your favorite package emporium or

wateringhole ) and ends by downing the mountains ( i e
slow slaking swaUows of the brew that is Busch ).^ However, between those two points lies a vast area
of personal peccadilloes sometimes called technique
and sometimes ca^ed.methods
your major). Hence, this ad. ^ Sipping vs. chugging.
Both have their merits, of course. But generally speak-
ing, except for cases of extreme thirst or a leaJdng
glass, sipping is the more prudent practice for serious.
sustained mountaineering. H Next.

can't be prohibited ( this is, after all, a free country ), they are
frowned upon. Please be advised that purity Is a virtue, and the
natural refreshment of Busch is best uncon^romisied

*3I Finally, there's the issue of containers. Good taste dictates a
glass be used But bad planning sometimes prevents that. Ifyou
fmd yourself forced to drink from the can,you should minimize
this breach of etiquette. Be formal. Simply let your little finger
stick out stiflOy ( see Fig. 4 ). Happy Mountaineering!

the proper posi-

tion. Some
swear by sit-

ting; others by
standing. Suffice it to say that the most successful
mountaineers are flexible, so you'll find
both sitters and standers.^ "
( Except on New Year's Eve,
when it's almost impossible
to find a sitter ) cff Which
brings us to additives. Occar^
sionaUy a neophyte will
sprinkle salt in his Busch;
others mix in tomato juice; |
and a few on the radical
fririge will even add egg.
While these manlpiilatioi

Don't just reach fisr abeer.BUSOCHead fbr the inountain&
tAntt*ut*r<Bo*ch irK St Lau>« Mo
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Trvstees make appointments
The trustees voted Saturday to

appoint Prof. Daniel O'Connor, Dean
of the College, effective July 1. Asst.

Prof. Dean Chandler vvill be an
Assistant Dean.
Willard Dickerson will become

Executive Director of Development,
responsible for long-range planning of

fund-raising, and John Pritchard will

replace Dickerson as Director of

Development, responsiblefor the diy-

to-day administration of the

development effort.

Frederick Copeland, retiring Dean

of Admissions, will become a Part-

time Associate in Admissions. The
Admissions Office will add Erik

Bert^lsen as an Assistant Director, deirtionstration of both solidarity and
/outrage. We certainly expect that

Dean Berek, Professor O'Connor, and

Much Inui been writt«n in the past

year about the discrimination
suffered by Williams women, blacks,

and homosexuals. In this emerging
spirit of reform, I think it's time that

the most blatantly institutionalized

and readily apparent form of bigotry

was unmasked. It is a sad but

undeniable fact that those who happen
to have lower IQ's are openly
oppressed by the administration, the

-factrtty; and ~the admissions
department at Williams.

Such open and covert forms of anti-

intellectual bigotry must be put to an
end. An effort has already been made
to have a statement inserted in the

"Handbook" stating that, "Williams
College does not discriminate on the

l>asis of race, creed, sex, sexual
preference, or intellectual capacity,"
but resistance from the
administration and the trustees was
so entrenched that the proposal was
quickly tabled as soon as the older

members of the board recovered from
spasmodic fits of mocking laughter.

--

In the face of such opposition, I am
requesting all members of the college

community who support the less

intelligent among us to wei- "cut-

offs" on Tuesday, May 2, as a

Ai • (Inal lymboi of hope for those

like mytdf who have faced the

humlliaUon of "coming out of the

closet," I offer this bit of musical
inspiration;

"SMART PEOPLE"
Smart people got no reason

Snuurt people got no reason

Smart people got no reason to live

They've got little brpwn noees

And big GPA's
"" """ "

Bed's in the library

Been there for days

niey use big words

But their minds are so slow

You got to speak in FORTRAN
Just to say hello

Well I don't want no smart people

'round me.

Smart people are just the same as you
and-I

Wont partial credit until the day they
die

(It's a wonderful world)

Smart people got nobody

Smart people got nobody

Smart people got nobody to love

They've got fourteen calculators

Ten slide rules

iitey're taking all Uie places

In the graduate schools

They've got big thick glasses

And little beady eyes

Great big foreheads

And no sex lives

Well I don't want no smart peo{de
'round here.

ProHumUitas.
Scott Laiddord '80

Musicians from Africa to perform

The trustees also appointed Eileen

Julien Assistant Professor of

Romanic Languages, Charles Dew
Professor of History, and reappointed

James Ogilvy Visiting Associate
Professor of Philosophy, Timothy
Cunard Lecturer in Art, and Julius

Hegyi Lecturer in Music, Conductor
and Violinist in residence.

President Chandler will bare their

legs to show their unflaggingly liberal

concern for the cause of tolerance

amidst diversity here at Williams. In

addition, a silent vigil will be held

each night at 10:45 PM outside the

library to dramatize concern for the

mentally impoverished.

On Tuesday, May 2, Williams
College will host the Batourou Sekou
Kouyate Griots under the

sponsorship of the Afro-American
Study Program, the Black Student

Union and the Anthropology
Department. The musicians have
come to the States from Mali, West
Africa, where they are well-known
and respected' performers. In

traditional Africa the griot was an
oral genealogist, historian, and praise

singer—an important and festive

figure on all special occasions. On
Tuesday evening the griots will

demonstrate their art, singing tales

and praise songs and playing the kora,

an African instrument akin to our
guitar and harp. All are welcome.
May 2, Driscoll Lounge, 7:30 p.m.

Water polo hpsts tournament

The son and temperatures

of this week convinced

sunbathers, frisbee throwers,

teams, and ijiiaid gronpies that

spring has finally arrived.

Spring photos by Marc Johnson,

Baseball by Charlie Gladhill

The Williams Water Polo club hosts
its annual spring tournament this

^^^kend, taking on a tough Trinity

^oup at n p.m. Friday, prior to the
season wrap-up against RPI Saturday
at ^ a.m. in Muir Pool. The RPI game
win be the final game for Williams
seniors Guy Hoelzer, Mike Feltes,

Mike Murphy and Mark Roche.

The Ephmen tuned up for

tomorrow's tournament by trOuncing

Westfield State 13-7 last Saturday.
Behind 2-1 early in the game,
Williams scored 5 second period goals
to put away the improved state squad.
Hoelzer sneaked in four goals, with
Murphy also hitUng the mark four
times. Roche hit the corner for 2 while
Gordon Cliff, Brian McDermott and
Peter Howd each supplied one goal, in

the Eph's first spring victory.

The Mercury Column
Joseph Wood Krutch write? that 'jThe charge most to be brought against

New England is not Puritanism but February." The charge of the present
Energy Conservation Committee was to identify areas of College life where
eiiergy conservatidh was possible and ajpp?bpriatie; We have 3one that, a^^
report will go to the administration and to the faculty. Its focus is on credibility

and motivation: "Maybe there is a problem, but it's not my problem." Here are-^

two excerpts from that report.

1. Students are not necessarily the most difficult constituency to reach
but, being the largest, are of first importance. In the long run, indoctrination of
incoming freshmen is the only puiusible procedure. This committee is focusing
on next year's J.A.'s now, with suggestions and invitations for cooperation. For
iipperclassmen, house managers are the natural overseers: They are paid to
make sure that the house isin order. We have met or will meet with house
managers, house presidents, and J.A.'s. The committee must continue to do
this, if for no other reason (butthere are other reasons) than to remind these
people that they are models for the other students. Whether they like it or not
they are models and, lacking better ones (no offensie intended), they must form
our cadre for the great leap forward into energy awareness.

Yale awarded $500 to the house doing best in electricity conservation during
Feb. and March. We promoted two monthly contests on electricity, each with a
$25 prize. (The heating plant is not set up to monitor heat to individual houses.)
The students reacted interestingly: They found the electric usage problem '

"Mickey Mouse" compared to heat loss. "This is where credibility gets into the
act, and why credibility and motivation are two sides of the same problem. If

students are convinced that the College is doing its collective part in energy
conservation, it becomes easier to get them to do their individual parts. (This
observation is not restricted to students, but because they are transient it

probably hits with more force. ) Contrariwise, if we can motivate a large subset
of individuals their collective actions establish credibility for the whole
operation and establish appropriate culture patterns, even among those who
might not otherwise be so motivated (Again, this observation is not only per-
tinent to students.)

2. We call upon the administration, in conjunction with this com-
mittee, to promote and publicize a rise in the discomfort index on the campus.
No matter how much the Qollege community practices conservation, we will

eventually reach a point corresponding to "pollution overload." This is a
technical term in ecology which refers to the practical upper limit of pollution
control: The point where ecological cleansing produces more pollution than is

cleansed. There are (s-actical upper limits to energy conservation—as E. B,
White says, "There is a limit beyond which you cannot push beauty because of
the lines it leaves in the face." We must all be ready to be more uncomfortable
than we are now, conservation or no. We cannot sit in our offices - classrooms '

dormitories in oiir shirtsleeves without paying an exorbitant cost The com-
mittee has already voted that all thermostats be turned down to 65 degrees. The
administration should make clear, and this committee will support, a new
standard of discomfort, unpalatable as that may sound. We must all be made to
realize that, even if money were no object (which It is!), winter in the
Berkshires involves a certain amount of just plain being cold and dark.

That last paragraph reflects the ideology (if such there be) of the Energy
Conservation Committee report. My pergonal ideology should be clear after
these almost-periodic columns. In the words of the Paris graffito: "Je suis
Marxiste—tendance Groucho." «. w». ».

BooKocelka
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458-3368

Have you ever tasted

real Danish pastry ?

Try it at

The Danish Tearoom
on Spring Street

We are open Wednesday throu/^h Saturday,

1:30 -5 p.m.

^

Fri., April 28
Linda Ronstadt Evening
Steve Colella 79 Ellen Foley 78
Mary Donahue 78 John Graubert 78

Eric Pyenson 78
and various guest artists

10 to 11:30 p.m.

Sdt., April 29
The Williams Octet

10 p.m.

SERVICE ! ! !

— K you got it, we fix it!
—

• All brands of equipment repaired

• Average repair time just 3 days

• Reasonable rates

It doesn't matter where you bought it— we'll fix it!

WARM WEATHER?
We have

SHORTS
SHORTS
SHORTS
SHORTS

and More Shorts!

Come in and see!

arcadianshop
458-3670

Hours: 10-6 Daily; Thurs. night 'til 8: 30 I

Water Street, Wiiliamstown J

WEST PACKAGE STORE
663-6081

on Route 2 between N. Adorns

& Wiiliamstown

-<;ENESEE BEER
12 oz cons or bottles

$5.49 cose

~-PIELS' REAL DRAFT BEER
1 2 oz cans

$5.49 case

50* off on any cote of boor

JUST BRING IN THIS ADi

Student discount: holf in effect

Take It Home Working!

RADIO
EIFCTRONICS

166 SOUm SIREEr, BBWNGnM. VERMGNT - «B-M7«SZ

Ask Procter &. Gamble
what you can do

with your BA degree!

\bu could become the

advertising/marketing manner
forone of these P&G products!

Although only 5 are shown here, Procter &
Gamble makes more than 50 well-known,
well-advertised consumer brands.

For each brand, there Is a small
management group, usually just 3 people,
totally responsible for planning, creating
and supervising everything that Is done
to increase consumer acceptance of

their brand. ' .

The group is headed by a Brand Manager, an
important level of management in our company.

Right now, we're looking for a few highly qualified

college seniors with the potential to become
Brand Managers.

You would start at our Cincinnati headquarters as part

of a brand group for a specific brand, perhaps one
of those shown here. To help you learn quickly, your
Brand Manager would give you challenging assignments
of increasing responsibility in various key marketing --.

areas such as TV advertising, package design, special
promotions, budget planning and analysis, and
market research.

The emphasis would be on you, your ideas, your
ability to contribute. You'll be promoted on the basis
of merit alone. It's not uncommon to become a full

Brand Manager within 3-4 years.

Since you will begin to manage from the day
you join us, we're looking for "take charge" people
with outstanding records of leadership while In

college. "Superior academic achievement",
"innovative", "a record of t)eing able to get things

done", and "good oral and written communi-
cations skills" are some of the words we
use to describe the people we want.

If this kind of work interests you and you think

you qualify, please send me your resume.

Mr. Richard MltdMll
Tlw Proctor A Oambto Co.

P.O.BoiSM—DMtA
dnehmatl, Ohio 4^01

An Equal Opfmrtunlly Employar
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Swiacki fans 1 2 for Amherst

Wommi's tocrosM dvfeattd Mt.

opponent in th« UMats game.
Holyoke 17-1 Tuesday. Mary Fich chtckt an

(photo by Gledhlll)

Lacrosse bows to Big Green
- by Nancy Rheitt

Dartmouth's Big Green Machine
rolled into Williamstown Wednesday,

and coming off the momentum of a
three goal lead, churned by the

Williams 'men's lacrosse team 15-9.

The visitors asserted their strength

early on, putting one past Williams'

goalie Bob Cowin 45 secQpds into the

match. Dartmouth made it 3-0 before

a stagnant Eph offense could get on

the board with a minute left in the first

quarter. Todd Eckersoh went in

unassisted to get Williams started, but

Dartmouth was unwilling to lose the

three goal lead and put in one more
with :47 left to go up 4-1.

Williams first serious offensive

thrtot came in the early going of the

second stanza with frosh Brian
Benedict firing in an unassisted tally

49 seconds into the period. Whilg the

visitors sat out on a slashing penalty,

Tam Murray took a feed from Peter

Thomsen to put Williams within one
with twelve minutes left in the half.

Williams offensive spurt was
smothered quickly though, as

Dartmouth fired in four more goals to

put it 8-3 for the half.

As the second half began,
Dartmouth added fuel to the fire,

runnittg the score to 11-3 as a dazed
Williams squad stood by. The visitors

ability to grab the ground balls and to

keep the offense moving made the Big

Green seem' unstoppable—until

attackman Dick Goodbody threw a

kink into the well-tuned Dartmouth

machine. Goodbody scored first with 5

minutes left in the third, and thea

repeated his unassisted tally two

minutes later. Thomsen then got in on

the action, assisting in Goodbody's

ttird goal within the next minute.

Following a Dartmouth time out to

regain composure, the visitors scored .^

again to put Williams down by six.

Dartmouth kept that lead as the two
squads traded goals in the fourth

quarter. Goodbody added one, while

'Thomsen took two from Eckerson to

round out the nine Williams goals.

Williams now looks to Part I of the

Little Three competition as they nieet

Wesleyan Saturday at 2 pm on
Williams' Cole Field.

by Frank Pergolltil

Led by a 12-strikeout pitching

performance by Bill Swiacki, the

Amherst college baseball team edged
Williams yesterday, 3-2. Swiacki gave
up only five hits while walking one.

Both Williams' runs were unearned.
Williams went ahead early, scoring

two in the second inning. Ken
Hollingsworth singled and Frank
Kreutz reached base when shortstop

Mark Manning booted a sure double
play ball. After both runners were
bunted over. Bob Labombard knocked
them in with a line single to center

field.

The Lord Jeffs got a run back in the

third when Dave Jauss singled, went
to second on a fielder's choice, and
scored on a double by Bob Sternberg.

Williams' pitcher Tony Stall had to

leave the game in the fifth when he
sprained an ankle on his follow-

through. Steve Maier was brought in

to replace him.
Amherst won the game in the

seventh. Frank Forgione doubled to

left and Tim Moynahan walked
putting runners on first and second.

Rich Thompson cleared the bases
with a triple to deep left field.

WILLIAMSretired htn b«tt«rs In a row.Hw 0-7 pitcher picked off «oe
Williams base runner and cctchor
Rich Lundgrcn threw out two runners
attempting to steal.

"It was a well played game by both

gams," aaid WilUams' coach Jim
riggs. "The key to their victory wae

the wfty t)wy i^ut off our running
game." '

WiUianu is now 4-S, The Ephmen
journey to Maine this weekend for a
Friday afternoon game against Colby
and a Saturday doubleheader against
Bowdoin. The box score:

Spirited laxwomen
pound Mt. Holyoke

N*ni*
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Advisors to examine proxies

€ONCERT TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE

by DaveMacGregor
The Advisory Committee on

Shareholder Responsibility is

discussing ways to examine Ckillege

Stocic proxies more fully, including

possible reorganization or expansion
of the committee, according to

Treasurer Francis Dewey III.

The committee is now drafting a
College inve8tn:.3nt policy, to be
presented to the trustees for approval,
said Dewey. He also reveal^ that

trustee Finance Committee has acted
Oft an advisorji committee
recommendation regarding a
Motorola proxy vote, but refused 'to

reveal that action until the advisory
committee had been informed.
The proposed investment policy is

to be a general policy statement,

similar in scope to one adopted by
Harvard. "We are trying to come up
with an overall outline of how the

committee should operate, then we
can proceed to more detailed

matters," said Dewey.
In a separate interview. President

John Chandler discussed some of the

limitations facing a College
investment policy.

"There is no disagreement that the

College as a shareholder bears some
responsibility for the behavior of the

corporations in which it holds stock.

We are implicated in the wrongs they

commit, just as we share in the credit'

for the good they do," commented
Chandler.
"The disagreements are over what

a College should do with its influence

and resources, and over vtthat

Williams- in -fact can -dOr" -he -added.-

Chandler said that a college should

do everything in its power to maintain

Contrary to rumors of a "sell-out," a few tickats still romain (or Ttiursday's

doubla-bill cqncwt featuring Pur« Prairie L«agtM (L) and ttw-Pottsetle Oart
Band. TicketswillbeavailabletomorrowatBaxterHallfrom 11:30 to 12:30. All

ttatsara general admission, and doors will open at 7:30 for the 8:00 p.m. show.

Administrators and students raise

parental awareness of divestiture
by S(u Massad

Parents' Weekend, along with the

concerts and tours, marked another

round in the controversy over
divestitureas administrators and pro-

divestiture faculty and students

argued their positions, hoping to win
parents to their views.

President Chandler, in his address

to parents Saturday in Chapin Hall

commended students working against

investment in corporations working in

South Africa for their energy and
"aclivismT "But he reaffirmed the

administration's policy, enunciated

-by the Trustees two weeks ago, of not

divesting stock in these corporations

but of pressing them to act humanely
in South Africa.

Dean Berek also defended the

administration's stand before parents

and students when he spoke Sunday at

the Jewish Association brunch.

Proponents of divestiture met
opposition andapathy from parents at

their rallies and discussion, but they

apparently raised awareness among
parents and may have induced a few
to write letters to the Trustees,

Chandler and The Record in sqpport

of divestiture.

Student pickets outside Chandler's

opening address to parents in Chapin
. Hall opened the move to present pro-

divestiture views to parents via what
Ben Blakney characterized as
"alternative propaganda".
Picketing continued at the lunch for

parents on the Greylock lawn, where
placard-carrying students marched
{iround the lunch lines and passed

pamphlets throu^ the crowds.

At a meeting held later by
divestiture proponents in Baxter Hall,

parents asked about divestiture, its

costs to' the College and its benefits to

black South Africans. Repre-

sentatives from the Williams
Anti-Apartheid Coalition responded to

these and similar questions—"very
articulately," one parent said—with
answers most recently used In debate
with the Trustees.

The group's arguments won over

parents^ at the meeting, though most
parents were sympathetic
beforehand. Parents volunteered to

write College officials to express their

support, and Blakney pr(^x)6ed the

creation of a parents committee
analogous to the student and faculty

organizations pressing for divestiture.

Dean Chandler to replace Julien:

Development Office promotes two
Dean Chandler, an assistant

professorof Chemistry, will be taking

over the position of Assistant Dean
next year, replacing Eileen Julien,

who will return to teaching duties.

llie Assistant Dean is basically a

counselor, responsible for minority

affairs and the College tutoring

program. Chandler said that students

taking math and science courses tend

to use the tutoring system most often.

He expects to expand the program in

that direction. Chandler also hopes to

offer a study skills course, similar to,

although not as extensive as the

progum offered during Winter Study.

AnmRbr function gf the Assistant

Dean is to represent the

administration's viewpoint at College

Council meetinga. ChJandler said he

felt it was helpful to have someone
from the Dean's Office at the Council

to "expedite matters" by answering
questions.

The Williams College Trustees have
approved two promotions that reflect

a reorganization of the college's

Development Office. WiUard D.
Dickerson'40, who has been Director

of Development since 19S8, has been
named Executive Director of

Development and John S. Pritchard
'57, an associate director of

development, will assume
Dickerson's former position as

Director.

The Development Office at

Williams is responsible for solicitation

of capital gifts to the College. The
reorganization, according to

President John W. Chandler, is

designed to gain maximum advantage
from a newly-formed Development

Council. The small organization of

alumni and friends of the College is

assuming major responsibility for

helping to raise the balance of

approximately $17 million required to

meet the Williams capital campaign
goal of $50 million by the end of 1900.

In his new position, Dickerson Will

provide staff support to the

Development Council and spend more
time directly soliciting gifts and
grants.

Pritchard will be responsible for the

supervision of the I>evelopment Office

and fund raising activities. He came
to Williams in 1977 as an Associate

Director of Development.

its moral position, but "should not

presume it has a monopoly on moral
high ground," lest it become so
politicized that its primary duty,

education and the free exchange of

ideas, be compromised. "If a
company acted with no objective

other than profit maximization, and
did not respond adequately to our
requests for an explanation, then that

would be grounds to question whether
we wanted to contmue to hold stock in

that company. This would have to be
done on a case-by-case basis,"
expiained Chandler.

He suggested that a general
divestiture was an unrealistic

solution, both for legal and financial

reasons. The trustees are legally

obligated to administer the assets of

the College "as a prudent man would"
and therefore may not have the legal

authority to sell its resources on
purely moral grounds, he suggested.

He also noted that part of the

College's stocks are restricted gifts,

which were given onthe condition that

they not be sold, or that they not be
sold for a specific period. Dewey said
that about $4.7 million of the total

endowment of $66 million is so

restricted.

Finally, Chandler nuintained that

the fraction of any one company
owned by Williams is so small that "a
company would not even know we sold

unless we publicized it."

College Treasurer Francis Dewey III

released the list on page X used by the
Advisory Committee on Shareholder
Responsibility, of corporations in which
Williams has invested which operate in

South Africa. The list, compiled by the
Africa Fund, does not Include firms with
indirect ties to corporations operating In

South Africa.

Divestiture Poll
The Record conducted a telephone

poll lo assess student opinion on
divestiture during the week of April 25-

30. A random sampling of 170 students,

approximately 10 per cent of the student

body, were questioned. Respondents
were asked to answer yes, fio, or un-

decided to the following statement:

"I support Williams College divesting

itself of all stock it owns In corporations
operating In Soutli Africa."

Results are as follows:

Number called

Percentage

Yes
89 43

undecided

38

52.4 25.3 22.3

Chick receives Fulbright Grant
German professor Edson M. Chick

has been awarded a Fulbright
Research Grant which he will use to

support a year in Germany studying

satire in the German theatre since

1890. He will do his research while on
leave of abaence during fte 1WM9
academic year.

Chick said his research will

concentrate on the works of five

German playwrights: Brecht, Kaiser,

Durrenmatt, Wedekind and
Stemheim. He said he will explore

audience interest in the works of the

five artists as well as popular reacticm

to the plays. He will also study critical

reactions and decisions to censor the

playwrights' works.

"Plays make a statement about the

times and the human animal as well,"

said Chick, who claims a strong

interest in the history of ideas. He is

particularly interested in the "cast of

mind" that left Germans susceptible

to Nazi ideology. He said that studies

on aggression done by psychologists

in recent years area valuable Ivul fUi'

Studying the satire of the German
playwrights. According to Chick,

since satire deals with aggression, he
will be able to "decode the plays," to

find the statement they make about
the contemporary mood.

Chick has been at Williams since

1972. In .1960, he .spent a year in,.

Germany under a Fulbright Research
Fellowship, and the following year
while a professor of German at

Dartmouth College, was in Zurich

under a Faculty Development Grant.

Five faculty members receive

promotion to full professor
President John W. Chandler has

announced the promotion of five

faculty members lo the rank of full

professor effective July 1.

The five are: Raymond Chang,
associate professor of chemistry;

Victor E. Hill, associate professor of

mathematics; Thomas C. Jorling,

associate professor of environmental

sciences; John E. Stambaugh,
associate professor of classics; and
Reinhard A. Wobus, associate

professor of Geology.

Chang joined the Williams faculty in

1968 as an assistant professor of

chemistry. Prior to coming to

Williams he spent a year as a post-

doctoral research fellow at

Washington University in St. Louis

and one year on the faculty of Hunter
College. On sabbatical leave from
Williams during this school year,

Chang is doing research in

bioinorganic chemistry at Stanford

University.

Hill is both a mathematician and a
concert harpsichordist. Since coming
to Williams in 1966 he has expanded
the department's work in group
theory, mathematical logic, and
history of mathematics, and has also

established himself as a
harpsichordist in an annual series of

Griffin Hall Concerts.

Jorling, on leave of absence as
director of the Center for

Environmental Studies, is serving the

Carter Administration as head of one

of the five malor divisions o( the

Environmental ^otection Agency,
the Office of Water and Hazardous

;

Materials - - —

?

Stambaugh joined the classics

department in 1965. He spent

the 1969-70 academic year at Brown
University studying Egyptology on a

fellowship from the American Council

of Learned Societies. In 1976,

Stamba(|!h was Professor-in-Charge

of the Intercollegiate Center for

Classical Studies in Rome. The author

of numerous articles dealing with the

classics, he has also written a book

entitled "Sarapis Under the Early

Ptolemies." ;

Wobus, who holds a Ph.D. in

geology from Stanford, has been a

faculty member since 1966. For the

past summers Wobus has worked

along with selected students in

Colorado, for the U.S. Geological

Survey preparti^ geologic maps of

different portions of that state.

"NIGHT FEVER"
TICKETS ON SALE

SophoiRortt Slava Casa and Wll

Bacfcatt, tha organisars of tlw

"Night Favar" disM-reck ^rty,
have tfacMad to sail tlckatt for

tiMir May $ productian to prtvaiil

ovar-crow<Ntt9 at ttw Mission Mric

OMnfl Hall. Ttctota aro lAM In

advanca, and will ba on sala at

Baxfor Hall fram 11:30 to n-.n.

Tba premotars do not axpact that

tickats will ba loM at tiM daar.
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Letters: Academic freedom, duol divestiture
fni«d9m

To the editor;

In a letter appearing in the April 25 Issue of

the Record. AugiMtin J. Hinkson '80 gave
voice 10 the fear that "the administration

"

may. h4(vc "subtly threatened the
reappointment of Junior faculty members
because they support the movement for the

withdrawal of U,S. corporate involvement in

South Africa."

It was with the deepest concern that we
r^d those words. It is in the hope of putting to

rest the fear they express that we make this

response. Academic freedom, as the
American Association of University
Professors' (AAUP) I940 Slalemenl of
Priiiciiiles indicates, extends not only to what
is said in the classroom but also to

"extramural utterances". Williams College is

fully committed to the protection of that

freedom. Any allegation that it was being
infringed would call into question the very
integrity of our whole educational enterprise.

Such allegations, therefore, ought not lightly

to be made; nor, once nuide, can they lightly

be dismissed. Because of this we have had in

piace^^or—some^Tears a^ formal setr-ot-
procedure^ available to any faculty member
whohelieves that considerations violative of
academic freedom played a role in his or her
reappointment or promotion decision. "Hie

intrusion of such factors would constitute

"improper consideration" and the evidence
that such improper consideration had
occurred would be weighed by a formally

constituted panel composed of elected faculty

members, non-tenured as well as tenured.

^who had no part in the original decision but

'who would have full access to ail Information

used in arriving at that decision.

Such procedures, modelled upon the
AAUP's IWi Rrcoiiimended InstltHlional

K«>Kulations un Academic Freedom and
Teiiurr. Affirmed by the faculty and approved
by the Board of frustees, are designed to

prevent any erosion here at Williams of that

commitment to academic freedom which, in

the country at large, has been one of the hard-

won achievements of the American academic
community. That no one in the past has found

it necessary to invoke those procedures

protecting academic freedom shoiild not lead

us in the present to forget that they do in fact

exist.

GaryJ. Jacobsohn
for the Steering Cuiiiiiiitlee

Francis Oakley
fur the Committee on

A|i|tointinenis and Promotions

Williums and use my influenci .j

Board of Trustees wMh &oi>ieexp<. : i,e

(wentietli century.

But President Chandler tells me, and I

believe hint, that the Board of Trustees is

largely self-perpetuating. Since 1 can see no
way of working within this system, I suppose I

will have to remove myself from it entirely.

—Ted Stroll

viewpoint

Stroll

To the ^itor:

Scott Fenn's April 28 Viewpoint was
devastating in its expose of the Trustees'

perfidy. Now I know howMarlowe must have
felt as he discovered the truth about Kurtz in

Heart of Dai-kness. It seems as though
Williams, too. is one of the "dark places of the
earth."

After reading this Viewpoint. I have come
to the conclusiwi, that I will have to divest
myself of any miture financial involvement
with Williams. 'Many of my friends say that

divestiture is "the easy way out": that 1

would be more effective to contribute to

fir« MttMamg JB^af^
EDITOR

jChipBuckncr
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AnnAteCate

EXECUTIVE EDITOR
Dave MacGregor
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Keron Walker, Nancy RIchman
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at Wllllamstown, Ma., Marcli 3, 1973 under the act of March 3, )879. Second class postage paid at
Williamstown, 0)267. Subscription price is $10.00 per year. Subscription orders, undeliverable copies and
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To the Trustees of Williams College:

At this moment, South African black people
are suffering humiliation and deprivation
under the system ofi Apartheid. We who
identify ourselves as Christians cannot
acquiesce in this situation. Being followers of
Christ means that we are called to aid the
suffering and for this reason, as we shall

explain, we support the withdrawal of U.S.
companies from South Africa. Toward this

end, we wish to lend our support to the various'
campus groups pressing for divestiture of

stocks held in corporations profiting from the

Sdiith African situation.

The entire college community opposes
Apartheid, and is concerned that Williams
College not profit tacitly from the suffering of

South African blacks. Being certain that you
share this concern, we are dismayed at your
reluctance to assume the responsibility

entrusted you to invest the college portfolio

not only in a sound financial manner, but in a
sound moral manner as well. We recognize
your obligation as a group of trustees to keep
the College on a firm fiscal foundation, but to

rest our own well-being, even if indirectly, on
the pain of others undermines the ideals of

freedom of thought and action upon which this

institution was founded.

It is important to emphasize that the goal of

divestiture is not to "separate" ourselves
from the world and hypocritically, under the
guise of "acting morally," abdicate our
moral responsibility. We, and others, are
asking you for divestiture because we believe
that it is the best way to force American
Companies out of South Africa. The resulting

disengagement of American capital, 16 per
cent of all foreign investment in the regime,
would undercut the structure of the Vorster
government. Other foreign capital would not

rush in to fill the gap because the withdrawal

of American companies implies the
withdrawal at American poliUcal supporl for

Apartheid. No sound bualness would want to

invest in such a potentially utsuble siUiatioh.

Disengagement is simply the first small step
in iiMuring that the South African government
sees that America will no longer support
Apartheid. We must bel|( the South African
people face the future; either Apartheid must
go, or there will be a civil war.
Disengagement is the best means of working
against Apartheid, and thus divestiture is a
political and economic tool to implement our
moral obligation—to end our support of

Apartheid, and help the blacks in South Africa

gain their freedom and dignity.

We do recognize the several steps that you
have taken up to this point, but feel they fall

short of the requirements of the situation. For
that reason we propose, along the lines of the

Faculty proposals, that:

(a) Williams College vote its proxies in

accordance with pro-withdrawal stockholder

resolutions, and
(b) You as Trustees write the corporations

involved explaining our actions and asking
them to disengage in South Africa.

fc) Then, if having failed after two votes,

Williams College divest itself of stocks in

companies still actively doing business in

South Africa.

The Williams Christian Fellowship
and Members of The Newman Association

I
from OCC 1

FULL-TIME JOB OPENINGS
High Meadows, a residential treatment
center run by the State of Conn. foi»

emotionally disturbed children (&-i6), in

Hamden, CT is now accepting resumes for

psychiatric aids, recreational workers,
special educators, and teachers. (See Direct
Application notebook, Social Service tab)

Clint Wilkins '68, Dean of Students of the
Sidwell Friends Sk:hool in Washington, D.C.,

has alerted us to two openings in physical
education (1 male-1 female) with a possible

teaching internship attached if all

considerations work out. (See Teacher
Openings notebook)

GRADUATE-FELLOWSHIP
Colgate MAT & MA in Counseling Coro
Foundation (Public Affairs tab)

Tte-

THE VENERABLE WILLIAMS CLASS OF 1927

ADDRESSES

THi iNTjREPID GLASSES OF '7S7-79i^«0vand-81

This summer play a vital role In helping a young, well-

financed company introduce a new product to America—
namely—a PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE KIT which
CONSERVES ENERGY, REDUCES POLLUTION, and
saves car owners fuel and maintenance dollars. You can
tfuly profit by joining this now nation-wide organization and
promoting ADD-A-TUNE—the chemica I Tune-up kit that wi 1

1

improve the environment, reduce oil imports, and fight in-

flation.

Extremely high, part-time earnings are possible (with

no Investment) while you build your own business wherever
you may be this summer. If you are imaginative you can
create large cash ANNUITIES payable to you after
graduation, and, for members of 79, '80, and '81, payable
while still in college. These annuities are payable for years
after graduation. ______ ——^—- ~t^

there is no door-to-door selling. There is no investment.
This entire opportunity is SCRUPULOUSLY clean or this

LOYAL WILLIAMS SEPTUARGENARIAN graduate would
never be involved.

BE MY GUEST AT THE WILLIAMS INN ON THE FOLLOWING DATES:

Friday, May 5 at

Saturday, AAay 6 at

Sunday, May 7 at

2:45 p.m.

4:30p.m.
7: 30 p.m.

10:00a.m.

1:30p.m.
4:30 p.m.

7:00p.m.

2:00 p.m.

4:00p.m.

are Welcome
come promptly at one of the above times and { shall tell you all about it. All students and faculty members

Robert M. Hoffman '27
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Students to perfo|-iD Rhapsody
A Rhannmlv in UU.m. .w»f» i„ ^ ifA Rhapsody in Blue, performed in

the complete original manuscript
version, will be a highlight of XII, a
studio class sponsored by the Music
DofMu-tment on Wednesday, May 3 at
4:00 in Chapin Hall. It will be the first

such performance of the popular
Gershwin work in over fifty years.
The Williams Ad-hoc All-Star Jazz-
Blues Consortium, an all-student
orchestra, conducted by Peter Gloo
'78, with Marlc-Obert-Thorn '78 as solo
pianist, will play the piece at the end
of the concert. Admission is free.

Paul Whiteman asked George
Gershwin in 1923 to compose a work
for Whiteman's planned concert oi

American music. Not having agreed
to do so, Gershwin was surprised to

see press releases announcing that he
was hard at work on a "jazz
concerto." Undaunted, and with little

more than a month left before the
concert, Gershwin composed the
Rhapsody in a two-piano score, which
was then orchestrated by Whiteman's
top staff arranger, Ferde Grofe. A

copy of that jazz-band orchestration is
<n the college's Paul Whiteman
Collection, it was completed on
February 4, 1924, and the premiere

H.f.^iT."!'^*'*
'*^*'' <^"y's Aeolian

Hall eight days later.

Obert-Thorn discovered four
orchestral bars and 44 bars for the
solo piano music which have never
l)een published or recorded in the
Whiteman Collection. They will be
included in the Wednesday
performance. In addiUon, about a
dozen other major variants in the
piano solo part will be included.
There will be a reception in Driscoll.

WiaiAMS IN S. AFRICA LIST
Name

Dan Wagoner Previpw

'Kinetic company to dance

TOTAL: $12,

No. ol Shares

Peter Gloo and the all-student or-
chestra will perform Gershwin's
RHAPSODY IN BLUE In Chapin on
^^y 3- (photo by Gledhill)

The Williams Black Student
Union would like to thank all

members of the Williams College
Community who helped to make
the April 4th Fast, in Memorial to
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., a
s^iecess. A- total of «,(«3- was
raised and the proceeds were sent
to the Martin Luther King Jr.,
Center for Social Change in
Atlanta, Georgia. WB$U

American Express
Black & Decker
Bristol-Myers
Chicago Pneumatic Tool
Coca Cola
Cutler Hammer
Dart Industries
Dow Chemical
Eastman Kodak
Ferro
Ford

First Chicago Corp.
15,000 snares $50,786.87

General Electric

General Motors

IBM
INA Corp.

Ingersoll Rand
ITS, T

Johnson, S.C. & Son, Inc.
Mallory, P.R. 8, Co.
Merck
Monsanto
Motorola
National Chemsearch
NCR Corp.
Phillips Petroleum
Sperry Rand
Tenneco

Union Carbide
Upiohn
U.S. Steel

Westinghouse
Weyerhaeuser

bond*
None-sold sirice 6-30-77

26,004

None-Mid since 6-30-77
8.O0O

7,400

10,609

None-sold since 6-30-77
None-sold since 1-78

6,000

7,500

bonds 100,000)

bonds 400,000)

bonds 150,000)

bonds
bonds
bonds
387

bonds
bonds
4,000

bonds
bonds
11,193

12,500

None-sold since 6-30-77

10,000

2,000 (Pfd.)
4,350 (Pfd.)

7,500

2,598

None-sold since 6-30-77

5,200

13,000

6,300

6,000

bonds
bonds
18,500

6,000

5,200

bonds
bonds
tnnds
7,000

215

0«9,998.ei

Book Value

$ 300,000

762,761.71

294,000

192J2S
359,485

195,962.50

282,811.39

508,480

148,912

400,000

250,000

250,000

19,773-35

400,000

150,000

289,487.50

100,000

250,000

1,398,147.87

507,576.60

3i38,8(IO

224,302.70

349,262

162,860

130,028.80

194,272

247,910

239,530.50

147,916.37

99,850

210,000

524,931.03

371,220

215,935.80

700,000

300,000

369,370

143,325

9,974.02

ThissummerStudyat

MBSONS
This summeryou can study in ftuis with Pfeu^ons School
of Desigiiandtseuii nine ac^dcniic credits.

The seven week pn^am paivides students with an
opportunity to draw upon the rich heritajje ofart and
design only Paris can offer A nv^iM- n?souixx this summer
wiH be The f\>hipidou Intematiiwal Center for the Arts,
the wi>rid s most excitinU new museum. I jtcursions to
piMitfs outside l%ls arc alsi> part of the |x\i»»ram. All

courses c.\rry thav caxlits and incluile l^intinH.Museum
Paintinj*. I)rawiiv«, Visual a>iHeiHs, lashion Seminar.
'IV WriterAmong Artists. IK-nch History. History of
Arthitectua\ Interiors and IXvorative Arts,'ltieMetli-

ev.\l Miixl .vs seen in I ioiru\ivsc|ueand ( k»thic Aichitectua'
ami Sculptuiv.Academy <Anti Avant (iaixle, ami Ircnch
L\nau<yge.

.^^

The entin.' program, including nine studiti and/or lilieral

arts ctxxJits. RHind trip air fare, acx-ommodations with
breakfast forsewnweeks will a>st $l,B()0.

Per motv informatkmand an applkation nvul the
coupon bctow or call (22) 74l«)l«.

r
I «BF»hAw>niic.NewWirti.NYHHI

16

H»ac sendmc 4n aH]iktfkwandMctMtainWkin iin ll»

tWwns in IWte iKimnKr iHRMkn.

Hint.

[

I

I

I

I

I

I
Clty/Siali/Z^.

AiUvM.

MBSONS
SCHOOL
OPOeSIGN

••JV DfvWanofTKeNnvSdud

by MIml David
When "big name" arts

profeasionals perform at the college,
one witnesses a flurry of activity as to
announcements, attendance, and the
like. However, if one does not
recognize the "big name," there
seems to be an almost proportional
tack of interest. In the case of the
Dance Society's presentation of the
Dan Wagoner Dance Company which
will hold a master class Thursday at
3:30 in Lasell Gym and performance
FYiday and Saturday nights at 8:30 in
thejAdams Memorial Theatre—
per^ps this situation can be avoided.

If for a moment one manipulated
the "big names" in such a way to
elucidate the significance of the ne\y
one, the Dan Wagoner Dance
Company could be described as
combining fragments of Martha
Graham's technique with Paul

Taylor's characteristic postures,
topped by a nonsequential approach
which links the steps that derive from
Merce Cunningham.
Wagoner specializes in a kiitd of

"kinetic jabberwocky" that is totally
fascinating and original when at its
beat. Wagoner'8 dances have been
likened to perpetual motion machines.
They are well constructed, even
somewhat formal, and briskly paced
with much verve and humor.
In fact, there is good reason why

Dan Wagoner's Dance can be related
to these other dance styles; Wagoner
was a distinguished member of the
Martha Graham Company as well as
the Paul Taylor group.
As with all Uie Dance Society's

residency programs, the master class
on Thursday afternoon allows direct
student participation and a most
unusual insight into the style.

ARE YOU READY TO PROCESS
COLOR FILM AT HOME?
Now it can be done with

PHOTOCOLOR II

Look at how fast It cati be done:

Kodacolor Film:

Developing
Rinse

Bleach- Fix
Wash

2V4 min.

30 sec.

3 min.

Smin.

Developing
Rinse

Bleach-Fix

Wash

Color Prints or Eniaitieinents:

PHOTOCOLOR II

2 min.
10 sec.

1 min.
V/2 min.

IN THE DRVSnUf BUIUJING-iqSOUTH L
BENNINGTONVERMONT (te>447.7040

YOU DIDN'T

GO TO COLLEGE
TO BECOME

A PACK MULE I

store your Winter things with us

• clean

• (oM or tMHig
• store

• Insure Mch enter
• motti proof

• and have your valwible clottiM rutif
«or YOU on your return in the fall.

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

Call663-3411 orvl$ltu$at700Stat« Road, N. Adams
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Golfers hassle Harvard, Holy Cross
If Sam Snead had heard that a golf

team from Williams College planned
to do battle at the testing Pleasant
Valley Country Club against Division

1 powers Harvard and Holy Croea, he
would undoubtedly have commented,
"Things look blacker than a Virginia

polecats eyes in the middle of winter.
'

'

Unfortunately for the two titanesque

powers of eastern golf, the fired-up

purple contingent scored two
impressive victories, upping Its

season score to 4-1. Even more
amazing, the wins brought the all time
golf team totals to SOt victories

overall, and number 151 for fifteen

year coach Rudy Goff.

After finding out tiiat he struck the

wrong ball on the second hole, junior

Dan Katz suffered temporary
insanity, visiting places that

Renaissance man drew on maps to

signify the end of the world. Even with

the two stroke penalty, Katz garnered
medalist honors for Williams with an
80, only two shots off the.best score of

the day.

Freshman "Moees'' Malone and
'Sophomore Marcel Oudin tied for

[second with solid 83's. Moses did not

> hit the ball as well as in his glory days
as a fearsome junior player in

Connecticut, but the talented

newcomer employed intelligent <

course management to return bis

finest round of the year. Marcel

Oudin, a flne second year man whose
steady game was blessed with the seal

of approval over a double Chivas

Regal by 1976 Williams College

Champion Dave Tomaszek, continued

to prove that he can play the game in

any weather conditions. In the bone-

chilling cold and cyclone-like winds at

tour-tested Pleasant Vall^, Oudin

maneuvered his way around^ the

course with accurate iron play.

In fourth position, Doug "King"
Chumbley felt at home on the vast

acreage of the Sutton, Mass. layout.

Had it not been for some late hold

difficulties which included a double

bogey on number eighteen. King could

easily have been medalist.

ITie fifth and sixth best scores were
recorded by Bill Upton and Ed "Big"
Bousa. Although he shot 85, Big,

mired in the depths of a mind-blowing

slump, seems ready to shed his

incredibly strong grip and return to

the prominent position he once
occupied. As for Upton, the enigmatic

junior has not realized the glorious

promise he demonstrated on the

spring trip. Upton must pull his

impressive game together for the

tean) to stand a chance against

Amherst and Dartmouth. Though

their numbers were high, Uptoo and
Bousa 's scores were crucial in the

vic^try over Holy Cross. After adding
up the low S scores, Williams was
deadlocked with the Worcester school.

Since in college golf the sixth score

breaks the tie, WUlianu won by Q big

strokes.

Though the scores may seem high.

Goff was very pleased with the team
because of the horrendous weather
conditions. Whenever the golf team
beats Harvard and Holy Cross, the

words of Mark Manna upon the

election of William McKinley
immediately came to mind: "God was
in his heaven and all was right with

the world."

Tennis team takes 4th

at New Englands

Stickwomen stymie Smith
In what proved to be a battle of two

potent offenses, women's lacrosse

team outlasted Smith GoUege for a 16-

12 victory. The win boosts the Ephs
record to 3-1-1.

A wild first half saw both teams
running and gunning with Williams
ahead 9-6 as the period ended. The

> Ephs outscored Smith by only one
goal'in the second half, but the three-

goal lead from the first half

established a margin great enough to

' insure a Williams victory.

Sally Kruse maintained the

incredible scoring pace she set at the

start of the season, this time with a
four-goar performaijpe. Val Coming
also had a good game on attack,

matching Kruse's goal total for the

afternoon. Steady performers Mary
Fish and Maggi O'Brien each tallied

three times, while Elizabeth Shqrb
and Sarah Baldwin added a goal.

by Evan Bash

Sparkling performances by Martin
Goldberg and Jim Parsons led the

men's tennis team to a fourth place
finish in the New England tournament
held this past weekend at Amherst
College. Goldberg reached the finals

of both the A division singles and
doubles tournaments, while Parsons,
Goldberg's doubles partner, also
made it to the semi-finals of the B
division singles.

The fourth place finish out of a field

of 32 entrants was Williams best in the

competition since 1971. Yale captured
first place in the team standings,

while Dartmouth and Harvard also

outscored the Ephs.
;

All of the Williams racketmen nad
strong showings, but it was Goldberg

and Parsons who were most
impressive. Goldberg swept his first

five matches without losing a set to

reach the finals. Included in these

wins was a 6-4, 7-6 upset of the no. two

seed from Dartmouth, a player who
had beaten Goldberg in a dual match
earher in the season. In the finals,

however, Goldberg was defeated 7-6,

6-2 by Yale's Matt Doyle in a tense,

exciting struggle. Doyle has now won

Eph Crew: Men cruise, Women lose
Men's

The Williams Varsity men's crew
remained unbeaten as)it nosed by
Columbia University's varsity boat in

;the last few strokes of Saturday's 2000

imeter race oh the Harlem River in

|New York City. The Purple oarsmen
' saw .their, six^seat lead disappear in

the last 300 meters when a series of

standing waves slowed the Williams
eight, tint the Ephs pulled together to

grab the win : by eight-tenths of a
second as the two crews crossed the

staggered finish line. .

Columbia jumped out to a five-seat

lead at the stert but oould not move
away from the Williams eight, even
though the Ephs were understroking

(rowing fewer strokes to the minute)

k

-4

SHEET MUSIC
POP POLIOS
ALBUM BOOKS

• 50 TOP HOT
SINGLE SHEETS

• PERSONALITY
FOLIOS

• ALBUMS
24 hour caU-ln service

(or
Sheet Mufic information

ndrequeM*
45S-3040 _
Piano Shop
We SERVICE what wa-yeir

i to 5-30. oil doy Sol.
,
ovoninBl by opp (.

their Ivy-League opponent by several

beats for the first 250 meters. Rowing
a strong middle 1000 Williams moved
up on Columbia to break through the

Lions and take a four-seat lead at the

1000-meter mark.
Heading for home, ' the Williams

eight pulled out slowly to nearly a
boatlength lead when it ran into

trouble with about 300 meters left in

the race. Tl)e Purple oarsmen found
themselves strug^ing to keep their

rhythm and balance as they
encountered a set of standing waves
near the fiiiish, diminishing their lead
over Columbia. Once free of the rough
water, Williams snatched a narrow
victory over its opponents.

The lightweight freshmen were
edged out by the Columbia J.V. crew
but kept closed water on their rivals

for the duration of the race. The heavy
frosh also lost to a freshman crew that

has consistently provided Columbia's
varsity with tough competition during
practices.

Women's
The Williams women's varsity

lightweight crew traveled north

QIi|e Hog
Sophomore Night

TONrOHT

Tuts., May 2

Saturday to "Big Green" country to

match oars with Dartmouth's
lightweight boat. The 1500 meter
course on the Connecticut River was
too rough for racing; at Dartmouth's,
suggestion the boats rowed three 1000

meter pieces farther downstream on
smootlKr water.

T(ie -lights resoundingly beat
Dartmouth. Williams jumped off the

starts, taking a Dartmouth seat with

every couple of strokes, completely

passing them within their first fifteen

strokes. Refusing to sit on their leads,

they rowed powerfully and
confidently throughout, finishing each
piece with two to four boat lengths of

open water between themselves and
Dartmouth.

The women's varsity boat met with

stiffer competition Saturday in

Princeton, NJ. The varsity pounded
out 1500 meters against Dartmouth,
Univ. of Pennsylvania (finalists in

last year's Eastern Championships)
and Princeton crews. Williams waged
oar-wair. against Penn for . second,
losing to them by a mere one^tenth of

a second. Princeton secured a victory

four and a half seconds earlier;

Dartmouth finished fourth.

Princeton and Dartmouth crews
also provided the Williams novices

with tdligh competition, occupying
number one and two positions

throughout the race.

Next week the Williams varsity and
novice boats meet' Dartmouth and
Colgate on their own Lake Onota near
Pittefield at 11:30 while the lights

meet up against their toughest
opponent yet, Radcliffe, on the

Charles River in Boston.

the event for three consecutive years.

Captain Parsons played sharp
tennis all the way to the semi-finals

where he was upended by the

division's no. one seed, 7-6, 7-5. Only a
few crucial pomts in this well played
match prevented Captain Parsons'

trip to the finals.

Seeded as the no, one team in the
doubles, Goldberg and Parsons
struggled through the early rounds
before settling down to play well to get
into the finals. Harvard's team was
waiting for the duo in the finals,

though, beating the Eph pair 7-6, 6-2

for their flrst loss of the year.

Williams' high finish would not have
been possible without other fine

showings by team members. Dan
P'Connell won two matches before

falling to Doyle 6-4, 6-4, while Peter
Friesen also had two wins before

bowing to the no. three seed in the B
division. Eyan Bash took two matches
and then fell in three sets to a seed
from Harvard, and Allen Barnes
managed one victory in the C division.

In other doubles action, Mitch Reiss
and Bash made it to the quarter-finals

of the C's where they lost to the no.

two seeded team from Dartmouth, 6-2,

6-4. Tad Roach and Barnes were
knocked out of the B doubles action in

the first round.

The Ephs look to improve on their 5-

3 dual match record at W^leyan on
Wednesday.

Danny KetzTf shotM In the Harvard-
Holy Cross match last Thursday. The
Eph* defeated both Division I squads,

(photo by Johnson)

Trackmen
drop

OPEN FORUM
on

Williams in NESCAC

7:30 tonight Dodd

The varsity track team put together
its best effort of the season on
Saturday but was unable to overcome
the well balanced Amherst and
Wesleyan squads. Amherst captured
the Little Three title with 76 points

followed by Wesleyan with 64 and
Williams with 51. Ck>ach Dick Farley
was quite pleased by the team's
performance as Ephmen took winning
honors in six events.

Sophomore Jim DeSimone emerged
as the leadmg purple-point-getter as
he finished first in two events and
[Mcked up a fourth in another.

DeSimone launched the shot 45'9" for

a personal record, stepped back into

the circle and spun the discus a
winning distance of 125'5" and then

followed Larry Tanner's 173*4" first

place heave in the hammer with a 122'

fourth place effort.

The running events started off with
a pleasant surprise as Dee Reeve's
blazing anchor leg brought the Eph
quartet to second place in the 440 yard
relay. The initial momentum
continued through the next two events
with Phil Darrow capturing the mile
in 4:20.6 and

, Tom Selden tearing
through the 120 yard high hurdles for a
15.7 second victory.

TTie Eph distance squad contributed
an eight point scoring effort as Tom
Schreck and Frank Carr pulled away
from the field for a 1-2 swe^ of, the
three mile run.

loxmen whip Wesleyan
by Nancy Rhein

Strong man-up play and an
aggressive attack spelled Little Three
Victory for the men's lacrosse team
Saturday as they cruised by Wesleyan
15-7.

Wesleyan, suffering from slashing

sickness, found the disease fatal, as
Williams scored on three straight

man-up situations to go ahead 4-1 in

the first quarter, after an opening goal

by the visitors. Tam Murray went in

unassisted on the first two extra man
goals, feeding Peter Barbaresi for the

third. Mark Murray then tallied from
Peter Thomsen to put it 4-1. A lively

attack, anchored by Todd Eckerson,
Dick Goodbody and Thomsen kept the

pace up with CSkxKlbody putting in

Williams flfth goal before the hosts

scored again as their fourth man-up
goal of the quarter.

Sitting on a comfortable lead going
into the second period, the Ephmai
never slacked off with Eckerson
feeding Goodbody for the opening
tally of the quarter. Excellent
defensive play by Peter Unger held

Wesleyan scoreless in a rare man-up

hours Wed.-fri.

CUSTOM WORK-
ORIGINAL DESIGNS

For those special people —

Mothers, Fathers, Gf-ads,

& Yourself . . .

Belts, WalleH,
''

Many Small Gift Items

<S Spring St, (over the Slippery Banana)
Wllllamstown, Mass. 458-5898

situation. Following a goal by John
Glynn, Wesleyan made it 7-2. Plagued
by penalties, the Cardinals found

themselves in the box' again on an
unsportsmanlike conduct call as

Eckerson hit Thomsen for another

man-upgoal.Witha minute left in the

period Goodbody scored from
Thomsen, before a scuffle resulted in

a Wesleyan ejection and a Williams

man in the box at the half's end.

Opening the quarter with nine men
each, the teams traded passes with

Williams goalie Bob Cowm making a
crucial save in the early going. A
Cardinal slash set up a (joodbody

goal, this time from Thomsen. The
duo repeated its goal to make it 11-2.

Wesleyan then scored to make it 11-3

for the period, sending Cowin to the

bench with 7 saves.

The fourth period got underway
with Tam Murray grabbing his third

man-up goal. Within a minute John

O'Herron made it 13-3. Wesleyan then

picked up the pace to put it 13-6 before

O'Herron scored again. With less than

a minute left in the contest and part

one of the Little Hiree CHiampionship

in hand, John Moore tallied on a pass

from Wayne Eckerson for Williams*

fifteenth goal. Wesleyan then scored

on the buzzer to finalize it at 15-7.

Although Williams grabbed a slight

ground ball advantage (65-55) and
outshot its Wesleyan opponent's 39-21,

it was the 17 Wesleyan penalties that

clinched the win for Williams. The
well disciplined Ephmen, playing

smart lacroase, took advantage of the

penalties to grab the victory and set

themselves up for another Little

Tliree tiUe.



Class of '82 reaches record numbers, forces
by Randy Wang

Increased numbers of

upperclassmen taking next year off,

abroad, or on exchange has led Philip

Smith, Director of Admissions to raise

the target figure from 490 to 500

students for next year's incoming
class. Dean of FVeshmen Lauren
Stevens said he expects that about 80

upperclassmen will be away.
To meet this increased target

figure, an additional 20 applicants on
the waiting list have been accepted.

As of last Wednesday. Smith had
heard from all but 80 of the original

acceptance pool; 480 replied
affirmatively. These statistics

indicate that 100 accepted students
remain to fill the gap of 20 between the
target figure and the present class

size.

The first two floors of West College
will be converted into one male and
one female freshman entry to handle
the influx, according to Stevens.
Originally, Seeley House, a satellite of

Dodd, was to b>3 a freshman house--
when the target figure was 490. Seeley
has since reverted to Row House
overflow. Associate Dean Cris T.
Roosenraad claimed not to have
determined its affiliation, though
members of Perry House assert that

Seeley has already been assigned to

them.

Only one more entry has actually

been created—the proposed Seeley
entry had been in the original plan.

One source speculated that two to

three female JAs off the waiting list

will fulfill the need.

According to Roosenraad, two
suites of six in Mission Park had
earlier been annexed for Dodd Howe
overflow. Contrary to rumors, he
added, no overflow members of the
Park will live outside of the Park next
year, despite the loss of these two
suites. Normal summer attrition, he
feels, will open up more rooms.
Smith said he foresees no problems

with the numbers of next year's class,

changes
oommeotidgthat'"everythi;W is going
just about on target." He is "very
pleased" tliat the College was able to

aceept studente off the waiting list

since this year's applicant pool was
"particularly strong" and because
"we sometimes make mistakes."
Over the past several years, the

trend has been for successively larger
numbers of upperclassmen to spend a
year away from Williams. A
spokesman for the Dean's office

predicted that the trend wlU continue.
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After Gparfheid filibusteif^

Council passes resolution
by Sharon Nelson

The College Council adopted 20-4

and sent to the trustees a resolution
calling on the College to either

persuade firms in^hich it holds stock
to conform to a list of non-

^difcripiination principles or, if that

^fort fails, divest.

Bronson Fargo, CC president,
abruptly called for the cessation of all

audioand visual taping of the meeting
during preliminary business.

Members of the council immediately
contested the ruling. After brief

debate, a motion was passed allowing
only audio taping. Visual recording
was banned for fear that the ensuing
"heated discussion" would be
hampered by the "disconcerting"
effects of the camera.

Joel Smith, '79, co-author of the

resolution, elaborated on the need for

the resolution at the present time. He
spoke of the South Africa system as

A RESOLUTION

WHEREAS apartheid is a racist system offensive to the dignity of Mankind; and

WHEREAS WilliaiTis Is responsible through its investnnehts for the maintenance of the
apartheid system in South Africa; and

WHEREAStheTrusteesof Williams College have not foy-mulated an effective policy for
using the College's influence to end apartheid In South Africa ; and

WHEREAS the students of' Williams College are disappointed by the present and past
lack 9f. concern stiown by the College J^iake meaningful steps to end apartheid;
therefore, be it

'

Resolved, That the Trustees participate In and Initiate shareholder proposals that will
require all firms with South African operations either to withdraw their investments
from S.A. or to have their Investment meet the following requirements

:

1. The provision of equal monetary and nonmonetary benefits for equal work;

2. Support for the development of African labor unions;

3. The establishment ofa mihimunrt wage as determined by the European Econorhic
Comm^jnity;

"4. Asutratahtiariiicre'ase in thenurnborbfndrt-whit^^^ in supervisory, adrninistrative,
clerical and technical training programs and jobs;

and within six months' time

5. Thecessationof alloperationsinillegally^>ccupiedNamibia;and

6. The cessation of all further salej of equipment to the government of South Africa;
and be it further

Resolved, That if a corporation should fail twice to respond to progressive shareholder
proposals embodying the criteria outlined above, Williams' investments In that cor-
poration shall be sold, and the sale publicized; and be it further

Resolved, That the Trustees shall vote all College proxies in support of any shareholder
proposal that advocates a moratorium on further investment in South Africa or the
disclosureof all corporate activities within South Africa. The College shall vote for any
proposal to end the extension of new credit or the renewal of old loans by United States
banks to the South African government and South African companies; and be it further

"Resolved, That upon the adoption of this Resolution one copy shall be sent to each of the
Trustees of the Col lege at his or her address of record.

CEP focuses on diploma requirements
The Working Group on the

Curriculum, will begin studying the

College's academic diploma
requirements in June according to its

Chairman Dean of the Faculty,
Francis Oakley. The Committee on
Educational Policy formed the
investigative group in April, Oakley
said, because the Faculty expressed
concern over the degree of "structure

in the non-major part of the

curriculum."

After comparing Williams to other
similar institutions, the CEP recently

concluded that "we're at the fveer end
of the spectrum" of academic
requirements, Oakley said. "This
surprised the faculty," he added.

They subsequently voted to accept the

CEP '8 proposal that an ad hoc
committee be organized to obtain

information and draw up a
recommendation.
The Working Group may focus on

the divisional course requirements in

particular. Oakley said he believes

that these guidelines have evolved to a
point where they represent "a
Division III requirement that must be
fulfilled." Even though studenu must
complete two courses in each division.

they still tend to avoid courses

considered valuable for a liberal arts

education.

The group will also evaluate the

faculty's educational goals. For
example, Oakley said, the committee
could ask faculty members if

"students should be exposing
themselves to some knowledge that

originated outside the Western
World."

He emphasized that any proposed
changes would be introduced
gradually, to give the faculty plenty of

time to adjust to the new ideas. He
cautioned, however, that the group's

"proposal could be to do nothing."

Any academic changes recommended
by the group would be implemented
slowly and thus not affect students

currently attending Williams.

Endorsement of "a required
freshman course focusing on great

writers is an extreme possibility,"

Oakley said, "given the (academic)
history of this college."

Faculty members of the Working
Group are Michael Bell, David Park,

and James Wood. Its student

members include David Schwartz '81

and Jay Wallace '79.

compared to the Cambodian
situation—both were "intolerable."

"Williams is responsible. It is not
neutral." Smith continued. "It has
given its tacit approval to apartheid

by possessing investments in South
Africa."

In answer to his own question on
why the proposal should be brought
before the council, Smith explained
that the CC is "the voice of the student

body." Further, this action- would
"show that an actual response was
given to the trustees."

Citing both the 1000 signature

petition and the recent Record poll

see COUNCIL page «
Participants in the Athletic-Committoe spomored Open Forum on Altiietict
Tuesday evening argued the advantages of post season play for team sports.

Forum on athletics considers the
problem of post-season competition
The Athletic Committee will send

President Chandler a memo citing the

advantages and drawbacks of

national post-season competition for

Williams team sports before he
attendsa meeting of the New England
Small College Athletic Council on May
16 and 17. The memo will explain
points raised at Tuesday night's Open
Forum on Athletics at Williams.

Director of Athletics Robert Peck
addressed the problem of financing

extended team play. "I would oppose
channeling athletic funds from
women's and second-level sports
programs into post-season
competition, he said. "The college,

philosophy is to encourage broad
parlicipaiUon ina number of different

sports, and I couldn't justify cutting

down on the offerings in order to

finance something in which relatively

few people would be involved.

"

Peck went on to say that the college

presently allows a $1,000 budget for

individuals who qualify for national

post-season competition, but that this

fund is well below what is actually

spent.

Athletic Committee Chairman Ted
Chick raised the question of the

scheduling of national competitions.

"The problem of conflict with classes

and exams must be considered," he
said. Later discussion implied that

most national team competitions in

Divisions II and III have been
rescheduled for weekend and vacation
play, apparently in answer to this

concern.

Feck also expressed concern for

coaching overlap, should poet-season

play be permitted. In some cases,

sports seasons would extend up to

three weeks past their traditional end.

"Coaches' commitments to different

teams already overlap somewhat,
which is unfair not only to the coach

the teams which must practice

.^
It him." he said.

^Ost who attended the forum
strongly supported a NESCAC rule

change in favor of post season
competition. One student said that

competition on the national level

offered "a rare chance for an athlete

to explore his potential in an area
other than academics," while an
athlete who had attended such
competition as an individual cited the

"excellent experience involved." "^

One coach said that, although few

teams will qualify for national post-

season competition in any given year,

it would be nice if "the door weren't

permanently locked." To all teams
Peck agreed that it Vould be optimal

to be able to consider each case on its

own merit, taking scheduling, cost

and the number of players into

account, but that unfortunately this

was not. an alternative. "Tlie Council

would never support Uiat," he said.

Peck explained that any change in

NESCAC policy must be approved by
seven of the ten member presidents. If

approved unanimously, a new rule

can take effect immediately.
Normally they require one year

before being instituted. However, the

Williams faculty retains the power of

ultimately approving or discarding

any change in college policy. It would
vote on whether or not to institute the

change in college athletic policy.

At this point, one student noted that

faculty members were ill-represented

at the forum. "Unless they are well-

acquainted with the history and intent

of the NESCAC ruling, and the
viewpoints being expressed here
tonight, how can they expect to vote
knowledgeably on a proposal which
affects so many people? " she asked.
Peck affirmed the wide, appeal of

athletics among students at Williams,
saying that 57 per cent of the people
here participate in intercollegiate

sports.'

Another alternative would involve

resigning from the conference

.

make existing bulMngs accessible to

the hsmNcapped.

B&G revamps campus
The Buildings and Grounds

Department is re-equipping College

buildings in an "extended effort" to

iinake them accessible to handicapped
' persons, according to Peter Welanetz,

Director of the Physical Plant.

Seme $10,000 hasalready been spent

modifying existing buildings, and
Welanetz projected that it will cost

over $25,000 to complete the job. Work
being done includes the construction

of exterior access ramps and tiie

modification of bathroom facilities to

accommodate ttw handicapped.

Despite the College's efforts to

provide for the handicapped,
Welanetz pointed out that "it's just not

practical" to convert all the College's

buildings for that purpose. He cited as
an example Hopkins Hall, which
would require a 60 foot ramp to allow
external access to the handicapped.
Welanetz claims that the College is

taking a "common sense approach"
toward accommodating the
handicapped. He pointed out that in

the past, the college has dealt with the

problem on an individualized basis.

He added, however, that "while we
don't expect a heavy influx of

hancHcapped people, we're certainly

prepared for that poaaibility."
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The freshman experience. .
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Chef Amahd, Svper $fudent

Atoy 5, 1*71

byChrUDiAneelo, '7»

When the freshmen in my entry ask me why
^ 1 wanted to become a junior advisor, my

answer throughout the year has been: "I
figured that if I weren't a JA. an even bigger
asshole would take my place." That pretty
much sums up my feelings as I enter the final
weeks of my participation in a system I have
serious reservations with.

By "system", I do not mean to focus on the
matter of junior advisors, or the selection
process, or any of the usual points of attack. If
you are going to run a freshman year in the
manner that Williams does, chances are this
is the best way of doing things. People
sometimes complain that the JA's are too
much alike; that they perpetuate a social,
beer-drinking, unintellectual stereotype. This
is mostly incorrect: the truth is that any two
(or three) JA's do tend to be quite a bit alike,
but on the larger scale of all JA's, there is
probably almost as much variety as there is
In the school in general. If an unintellectual
bias actually does predomjnate, that would be
a reflection on the school, not the JA's in
particular. ^

Separatism

The things that I have trouble with are the
single-sex entries and the whole idea of
keeping freshmen separate. Williams is in a
very small minority of schools which keeps
freshmen in segregated housing. According to
the "Report of the Committee on the
Freshman Year" (January, 1976), "the
residential and advismy aspects of the
Williams freshman year originated, in a large
part, as a reaction to a fraternity system that
no longer exists ... Although there are

""*^ "" ^ewer and fewer schools that do it our way, we
see no reason to change this fact.

'

' The school
is not unaware that most other colleges seem
to consider "our way" outdated.
While it seems to be historically true that

the separate freshman year seems to have
originated out of the fraternity system (now
defunct for fourteen years) the college does
have reasons for maintaining the status quo
which were not revealed in the Freshman
Year Report. I am a junior, and a member of
Dennett house. I pay dues to Dennett, and the
president of the house schedules parties,

« snacks, and whatever. The point is that the
class of "79 does not collect dues from me, or
plan parties, or is my primary allegiance on
campus: I am first a member of Dennett, and
second, a member of the class of '79.

However, once I leave Williams, all the fund
raising done by the College is run through the
class, not the houses. The College believes
that if students do not have the experience of
living together as freshmen, not such a strong
sense of class unity will develop; alumni
contributions will fall. This is not my
imagination

: a member of the Administration
has admitted to me that this is in fact true.
But don't get me wrong: the separate

freshman year is not some cruel and
unpopular item thrust upon unsuspecting
students by a greedy Administration and
Development Office. A CEP-CUL
questionnaire of 1974 indicated that 73 per
cent of the freshmen were opposed to being
housed with upperclassmen. It should also be
noted that many students continue to live as
upperclassmen with their freshmen
roommates, and many freshmen swear up
and down that having all freshmen together
makes the transition to college life much
easier. Other sirveys have shown that

upperclassmen as well prefer things as they
are.

Discontent

Some freshmen, however, are not content.
The Deans' Office records list nine freshmen
as having moved out of their dormitories this
year, and into upperclass houses. I spoke to
several of these freshmen, as well as to other
students and one faculty member. What
emerges from their comments is, I think,
useful, insofar as it points to areas of concern
among some students here at Williams, which
may in fact be symptomatic of larger troubles
rumbling around under the surface o< the
college community as a whole.
Sexism has been an Issue at Williams this

year, and many of those I spoke with seemed
to feel that the single-sex entries which the
freshmen are forced to live in make a
massive contribution to the problem. Ruth
Glasser, '81, who moved out of the quad to live
in Currier, explained that she believed all

^eshman housing should be as co-ed as
possible. She claimed that the current
arrangement breeds misconceptions about
the sexes, and makes it very difficult to see
members of the opposite sex as friends rather
than "lovers or adversaries." She related
examples of "sexist" behavior she was
familiar with, including a rumor that some
male entries take bets on "getting the first
freshman girl" and an incident involving a
friend of hers who left her laundry in the
dryer overnight in the quad, only to find that
the next morning the crotches had been cut
out of all her panties.

Jordan Finegold '81, who describes himself
as "very ha^jy here," and Todd Tucker '81,

who is admittedly disillusioned with much of
his freshman experience, both seconded
Ruth's opinions about the sexist nature of
many male entries. Jordan referred to an
"imposed vulgarity", and claimed that the
freshman male is faced with many social
pressures to conform to a real macho,
Williams-man image. Again, the comment
came up that it was very difficult to make
friends with the other sex, and that most
Williams students operate under a "high-
school date situation." Jordan continued,
"you're here, you're living with these people;
the girls aren't someone you just see on
weekends," and concluded by claiming
Williams has a "singles-bar type
atmosphere."

Todd, a resident of Williams D, noted many
of the same points as Jordan, claiming that
his entry was "loud and violent" with ".

.

.

broken windows, emptied fire extinguishers
. . . bottles broken, beer spilled all over the
place" as a cofflmoi) Scene, he believes that

"

the JA's as a whole have a strong social
orientation, and claims that it took him a long
time to meet a junior advisor who seemed to
be more academic or intellectual than social.
On the subject of sex relations, Todd called

his entry "tremendously sexist," saying that
Cheryl Tiegs posters were occasionally used
to advertise parties. He related to me the
events of an entry get-together eariier in the
year, where almost all members of his entry
agreed that "there was a conspiracy^among
freshman women to ignore freshman mea."
According to Todd, oiie of his entry-mates,
commenting on the lack of opportunities for
freshman men, said, "A friend of mine on the
hockey team said more guys leave this school
because they are afraid of becoming gay than
any other reason.''

. sexism and separatism
TTiis was a recurring theme I discovered in

my talks with freshman men: that the women
here at Williams, and in the class of '81 in
particular, are frigid. One freshman woman I

spoke with remarked that there was no
conspiracy, but that there was "more of an
attraction for upperclassmen because they
look more like men." She added that she
believed most freshmen guys were afraid of
showing any interest in a girl, for fear "she'll
be all over them."
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Opposing views

Peter Clarke, '81, formerly of Williams D,
took a somewhat opposite stance, explaining
his opinion that freshman women simply do
not want to get a reputation. He claimed that
in sex relations here at Williams, "a double
standard applies; it is the most important
aspect of freshman life . . . some freshmen
women like to have a good time, but people
who are more inhibited, prudish, less liberal,
or whatever, bad-mouth those who sleep
around."

Meredith Hoppin of the Classics
Department backed up Peter's views in a
lengthy talk about the freshmen living
situation. According to her, some students
claim that "you get a reputation if you sleep
with more than two guys." Prof. Hoppin
remarked on one aspect of the campus social
scene which many people find peculiar: men
and women-never seem to touch each other in
public. "It's nice to be in a worid where you
can hug and squeeze." She claimed that in
general, the sexual atmosphere on campus
was "not healthy", and claimed that many of
the problems were reducible to the freshman
living situation. Shp agreed with many of the
freshmen I spoke with about the need to have
more co-ed housing among the freshmen to
break down the mysteries surrounding the
sej^es. She even suggested that co-ed
bathrooms, an anathema to the X%ll^e,
might not be so bad: "it's very healthy to see
each other in underwear."
Most freshmen I talked to were more

concerned with the relative lack of co-ed
living than they were with the separateness of
the freshman class from the rest of the
campus. Some saw this as two sides of the
same coin, which I believe is correct. Ruth
Glasser and Elisa Waingort '81, another
freshman who has moved out, seemed to
indicate that they believed upperclass
housing such as Mission Park and Greylock
was much more conducive to a healthy social
atmosphere for the freshmen.

Entry living

Tliis is due to several factors, not the least
of which is the more sex-integrated housing
"Hie other major benefits of integration
seemed to be that it breaks up the idea of the
entry altogether. Many of those I spoke with
were harsh on the whole idea of the entry,
claiming that such set-ups alienate as many
people as they benefit. Many freshmen, the
argument goes, feel forced to go along with
"the entry", while others who do not
participate feel, as Ruth Glasser puts it like
"social misfits."

Prof. Hoppin, commenting on the argument
that entry living aicourages learning to live
with diversity, called that line of reasoning
faulty. She noted that it was commm
interests which bring people together, not
hving next door. Working on a play or other
group-oriented activity brings people from all
backgrounds together for a common purpose
and encourages them to interact wiUingly
which the entry system does not do. As a

junior advisor, I must accept this argument
as being basically true: being roommates
does not necessarily mean sharing your
interests, thoughts, or lives. Our entry system
may encourage what Prof. Hoppin called a
"self-conscious politeness," but certainly no
sense of getting to krfbw, or understand
better, people you would otherwise not
.associate with.

Lesley Bryer is a freshman who has never
lived in a freshman dorm: due to her late
arrival at Williams she was placed in Mission.
She is associated with Morgan MW, and says
she gets along very well with the other
freshmen in the entry, as well as with her
JA's. She does not miss living iii Morgan at
all: "It's not that I don't want to live there,
but I'm just as happy living here."

All of the freshmen who moved out whom I

talked with spoke of the need for freshmen to
get to know the other members of their class,
but did not think the entry system was the
best way of achieving that goal. ITie feeling
was that in many classes, a freshman only
gets to know the others in his entry.

Barriers

The biggest problem I personally see with
the freshman year as it is now is that it tends
to erect unreal and unnecessary barriers
between members of the student body. First
there is the sex barrier: the girls (or the
guys) are always "somewhere else" during
the freshman year; the other sex is mainly
useful for picking up en masse and taking
over to a Baxter guest meal, then returning
them to where they belong. I simply cannot
believe that there is so little informal contact
between the sexes as there is at Williams, and
I believe that by maintaining the system as it

is the College is not fully exploring the value
of coeducation.

The question of integrating the classes is

more difficult, and I only saw it as a problem
while serving as a JA. It bothers me that the
upperclassmen are upperclassmen at all: so
many times freshmen I know will pass right
by me if they see me with my "upperclass"
friends. As a JA, I have always felt that it was
easier for me to approach freshmen, even the
ones in my own entry, than it was for them to
come to me. This is all very hard to define,
but it comes down to the matter of distance:
there is too much distance between people
here at Williams.

This in fact may be at the root of the type of
problems which have surfaced at Williams
this year, since distance encourages another,
more obvious evil, that of insensltivity: the
insensitivity of the library-incident
perpetrators toward women, the insensitivity
of the straights toward the gays, the
insensitivity of some studenU on the South
Africa issue. After all, the girls, the gays, the
South Africans are all "somewhere else."
This is not to say that all the College's

troubles can be solved by changing freshmen
housing. That would be hopelessly naive.
What I am saying, however, is that the
College should be becoming more interested
in the question of "what type of person is

Williams educaUng iu students to be" rather
than focusing exclusively on "what type of
education do people get here." The
Administration, faculty, and students should
begin early next year to dig deeper than they
have In the past for answers to this question,
and an investigation of the ftvdunan year
might be just the place to start.

ChrU DiAngtloA$:aJ.A. in So*t ColUg* and
PntidtHt of Tlu Purplt K»y Soeitty.
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—Viewpoint

—

Jews, divestiture and the holocaust
It was with gr«al surprise that I recently read a Record article which

referred to the Williams College Jewish Association tminch as one of the
places where student supporters of divestiture met pppoeition by the parents.
Being at the brunch. It seemed to me that quite the opposite was true. As a
relatively strong debate went on between Dean Berek and numerous students,

onecould bear the loud murmurs of support among the parents for the students.

At one point, Dean Berek asked for some comments from the parents. Surely
enough, one father began to question the validity of the Administration's
definition of morality; In fact, the only person in the audience who spoke in

support of Dean Berek. was Professor JacolMohn. Considering the organization,

one could hardly not expect the outcome.
The parents and students of the Williams College Jewish community, by its

very nature, are intensely aware of the parallels between the case of South
Africa and the indifference shown by the U.S. public to the repression in Nazi
Germany. While I may be accused of oversimplifying the relation between two
different societies, a level by level analysis will clarify this view. When the

Nazi's originally began their repression of Jews, it was not with the intent of

extermination. Instead, they were separated from society and placed together

in ghettoes and camps where their labor could be better utilized. As thi war
progressed, and the Jews became a burden, the final solution was put into ef-

fect Today in South Africa, the govemnient is in the process of relocating the

black population on Bantustans, thus separating them while still utilizing their

labor. Are these Bantustans nothing more than over-sized forced labor camps?
While it would be foolish to predict that a "final solution" will also come to

South Africa, I can only speculate on the extreme action that might be taken hy
the government if the current internal pressure reaches a point where the

whites feel severely threatened.At the moment this is not likely but suppose that

next year, Vorster is assassinated by a black guerilla. A more reactionary

successor, supported by a public desire for vengeance, could conceivably begin

large-scale executions of potential suspects. You can finish the story yourself.

The problem with the above scenario is not that it is a slim possibility but an
inevitable one. As any student of history can see, the forces that are driving the

South African blacks towards discontent and protest will not subside but rather

increase with each passing day. A civil war is going to break out, maybe today,

maybe in five years, the only way to prevent it is for the government to make
major concessions. Experience, however, has shown that this will not happen
voluntarily. Thus, the only solution is economic pressure. It would be a lot

simpler if Congress put a ban on U.S. investments. Social and political

movements, however, do not generate influence directly through bureaucratic

means. They start at the lowest levels and work themselves up as they expand.
Perhaps Divestiture of Williams stock will be only symbolic and nothing else.

This alone would be a worthwhile accomplishment. As more and more schools

consider divestiture, they would use Williams College as a precedent for

themselves. If one has doubts, you need only consider the number of .times in

the past few months that faculty, students, and administrations referred to

precedents in our own arguments. As this domino effect goes on, eventually

most public and private schools will have divested. This can then be translated

into political leverage. My point is that we cannot close our eyes while a civil

war or another holocaust breaks out. At this time, divestiture is the only way
that we as a college community, can help. If we choose to ignore this, the future

generations will look back and wonder how we could so quickly forget the tragic

lessons learned only 35 years ago. To these accusations, we will only stand

naked behind our rationalizations. Kevin Welber '81

Sour Pickles ^€^#>¥ll«

Div. Ill for the amateur, part II
I'd like to finish recounting the

highlights of my recent tour of

Division III, which I undertook
recently to set the story straight on
what really goes on over there (and
when I say story, believe me I mean
story.)

When I got' to'Hie Chemistry
building. I happened on Prof.

Chandler who is involved in physical

chemistry. "The difference between
physical and normal chemistry," he
explained, "is that when things go
wrong in normal chemistry, we go
back to the drawing board. When
things go wrong in physical
chemistry, we hire two muscle men to

kick around the machinery."

Chandler also discussed the concept
of entropy, according to which all

chemical reactions increase disorder

in the universe, and occasionally

wreak havoc aroiihd the chemistry
department, too. Some physical

chemists have predicted that because
of entropy, the universe will be in a
sUte of total disorder in 16 billion

years and this will mark the end of

everything, with the possible
exception of the MCAT's and LSAT's.
Ct)and]er. however, is skeptical. "I
think the Berkeley chemists went too

far when they dressed up in monk's
habits and paraded around with signs

saying "The world will end in 16 billion

years," " he said. "I don't put much
stake jn these prophets of doom and
personally give the universe a good 2S

to 30 billion years: with proper
conservation measures maybe evoi
40."

Elsewhere in the department. Prof.

Kleier is working on quantum
chemistry. Equations have predicted

that there is a good probability that a
piece ^ chalk resting on a table wiU
leap off of it given sufficient time, say
three trillion years. Kleier hopes to

-Letter

—

Children*s day
To the editor:

We would like to thank the following

for making Children's Day of 1978 the

best yet: Lehman Service Council.

Food S^vices, Dr. Peck and the

Athletic ''Department. Tropical
Gardens Pet £enter of North Adams,
the Williams College Jazz Ensemble,
and the Williams College Pipe Band.

the Record. Ma^ Hopkins House, the

Suite 45 Coalition, Abbey Hall and of

course all the student volunteers who
helped to run events. We are happy at

the chance to show the concern of the

College for the youth of the immediate
Berkshire Area and the ability of

many different areas of the College

Community to work together for a

common goal. Thank you, -

Andy Masetli, Chairman
Children's Day

—Notes from OCC-
STATE DEPARTMENT TAPE
OCC has received a tape recording

from the U.S. Civil Service on the

requirements and procedures for

applying to the Foreign Service as a

Foreign Service Officer or Foreign

Service Information Officer. This

includes taking the Foreign Service

Officer Examination given once each

year usually in Dec. If you would like

to listen to the tape, please ask for it at

the front counter of OCC, Mears
House.

SUMMER HOUSING LISTS
A number of housing opportunities

and situations wanted are coming into

OCC for the Williamstoum, New York,
and Wash., D.C. areas. Come in and
look at the clipboard on the counter at

OCC if interested.

test this hypothesis as part of a long

range research project beginning

sometime next y^ai. He is also

Interested in some of the practical

aspects of the field and his paper

"Should Quantum Mechanics be

yccnmtr'^ll tRrpubnthed 8<Mi In a

major journal.

In organic chemistry. Prof.

Markgraf is working under a grant

from Union Carbide to devdop a
special food additive for campus
meals that will cause people's tongues

(p detonate when the word
"divestiture" is mentioned.

Over in the physics department, I

learned that Prof. Cramplon is doing

research into masers. Prof. Brown is

doing research into lasers, Prof.

Pasachoff is doing research into

quasars, and Prof. Shelton is doing

research into wood boming stoves.

"Prof. Shelton has always been a little

out of step with the department,"

explained a physics majorjst^pped in

the corridor of the physics building.

Later, I found Prof. Blaha who is

interested in fundamental particles

and explained quark theory to me.
"Now your basic heavy particles,

protons and neutrons, are made up of

three quarks. If you want to you can

add a fourth quark and make it a
gallon. The boys at Stanford tell that

one." he chuckled. I quickly dropped

any thought of applying there for

graduate school and moved on.

Elsewhere, Prof. P>>rk is working on

theoretical applic^itions of speel&l

relativity, such a»; if a dry cleaner is

moving through space at almost the

speed of light, what effect does this

have on his one day service?

Finally, Prof. Lathrop is dtring

research into the history of the

universe, with .emphasis on the

romantic period.

Unfortunately, I had not time to

visit Division Ill's other departments,

bbt I am sure that they too are doing

itnportant research work.

A MEMBER OF THE VENERABLE WILLIAMS CLASS OF 1927

_ ADDRESSES

r THE INTREPID CLASSES OF 78, 79, '80, and '81

This summer play a vital role in helping a young, well-

financed company introduce a new product to America—
namely—a PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE KIT which

GONSERVES ENERGY, REDUCES POLLUTION, and

saves car owners fuel and maintenance dollars. You can

truly profit by joining this now nation-wide organization and
promoting ADD-A-TUNE—the chemical Tune-up kit that will

improve the environment, reduce oil imports, and fight in-

flation.

Extremely high, part-time earnings are possible (with

no investment) while you build your own business wherever
you may be this summer. If you are imaginative you can
create large cash ANNUITIES payabJe to you after

graduation, and, for members of 79, '80, and '81, payable
while still in college. These annuities are payable for years

after graduation.

There is no door-to-door Mlling. Therft is no investment.

This entire opportunity is SCRUPULOUSLY clean or this

LOYAL WILLIAMS SEPTUARGENARIAN graduate would
never be involved.

BE MYGUESTAT THE WILLIAMS INN ON THE FOLLOWING DATES:

Friday, May 5 at

Saturday, May 6 at

Sunday, May 7 at IP

2:45 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

10:00a.m.

1:30 p.m.
4:30p.m.

7:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

''WXUSX-

Please come promptly at one of the above times and I shall tell you all about It. All students and faculty members
are welcome.

Robtrt M. Hoffman It
I
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Berkshire Symphony enervates capacity Chopin Hall crowd
by J«hn Libert lite

The Berkshire Symphony gave iU
final concert of the season with Julius

Hegyi conducting last Friday to a
well-attended Chapin Hall. The
program included Liszt's The Bailie

of the Huns and Beethoven's
Syniphony No. 7. Guest violinist

Daniel Phillips gave an electrifying

performance of the Brabins yiolio

concerto. T '""""'

The concert opened with a fine

performance of the Liszt inece. All the

musicians played the difficult work

quite well, and Hegyi kept strict

control over his performers. One
could have hoped for a somewhat
better organ, such as the chapel

organ, but the performance was still

good nonetheless.

Unfortunately, after the

intermission, the program
degenerated. The performance of the

Beethoven symphony was a great

disappointment. The work was
riddled with missed cues, early and
late entrance, and too many incorrect

notes. The first violins were the major

culprits. When they were playing the

correct notes together, they were
invariably too loud, drowning out the

rest of the sections, litis was most
noticeable in the final movement,
when the strings ran roughshod over

the sweet, melodic woodwinds
passages. The piece obviously was not

given enough preparation, and it

definitely suffered-

Mention must be made of the

singular performance of the timpanist

during the Beethoven. His ability and
high quality shone out from an
otherwise dismal performance.

His performance was a masterpiece
of perfection. He broHght out all the
power and all the emotion inherent in

his violin with learned ease and style.

He held his audience rapt throughout

the piece. Every eye watched him,
every ear strained to catch every
sound and nuance.

Nachman displays ability

by Sarah Doerschnck
Myrna Nachman's piano recital last

Tuesday night was an outstanding

performance which demonstrated her

hne musical ability. Hie program
included Fantasicstucke by Robert

Schumann, Partita No. 4 In D Major
by J. S, Bach, and Sonata in A Major

by Schubert.

Fantasicstucke is a collection of five

short pieces that are one of

Schumann's most technically

demanding piano compositions.
Nachman expressed the melodic
beauty of the piece as well as meeting
the technical challetige. In the

Partita, a baroque composition which
is quite different from the romantic

Schumann, Nachman once more
demonstrated her technical

virtuosity. Her interpretation, if not

quite strict, was nevertheless
enjoyable to listen to.

The highlight of the program,
however, was the Schubert Sonata.

Nachman's performance was simply

excellent. She played with humour
and lyricism. She delighted the entire

audience. As an encore she played a

Schubert piece from Moments
Musicaux. This short, familiar piece

was beautiful in its simplicity; the

perfect ending to a truly enjoyable

recital.

Nachman has been at Williams only

for this year. We are losing a fine

musician.

Dan Wagoner and Oanctrt will prasant two parformancts tonight and tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. in tiM

AMT. Tickets ara $2.00 with Williams io.

Forman's direction highlights film

Design the best cover for the

Williams Guide to Health & Sex

and win

$10
Submit entries toS,U. Box 1599

no later than May 17, 1978
' Any questions, call 597-6550

by Spiro Romlwtis
The well known Czechoslovakian

director Milos Forman made the

"Fireman's Ball" (originally: HORI,
MA PANENKO) in 1967. It was his

last film in Czechoslovakia before he
came to the US and started making
films in Hollywood. Forman is well

known for his style of warm, delicate

irony and his rare capability of

observing seemingly unimportant
aspects of everyday life, which
nevertheless give the tone of the

situation under examination.

I , "The Fireman's Ball" (Jeals with an
honorary ball for the retirement of an
old fire brigade commander. The
retiring commander is to be presented

with a ceremonial hatchet by the

winner of the ball's beauty contest.

The film covers the whole ceremonial

event, the process of which is

interrupted twice: once with the

summoning of the hosts to a nearby

fire and the other one with tlie

apparent theft of the raffle prizes. The
film concludes with a highly loaded

scene where the firemen offer their

chief the token of their esteem—and
what proves to be an empty hatchet

case; The gift itself was stolen.

Forman's irony weaves an intricate

pattern through relatively

unimportant gags to the overall plot of

the film. He attacks the firemen's

hypocrisy in organizing the beauty
contest, their dishonesty in stealing

the gifts of their own ball, and finally

their inability to exercise their main
duty, namely to extinguish a fire. The
farce is interrupted by very touching

sequences like those involving the old

man whosehouse burned to the ground.

MiloE Forihan's direction is so
flexible that he can manage to move
from laughter to tears from hilarious

scenes to heartbreaking ones. While
the whole story reminds one of

Checkovian short stories, he
introduces a new conception of

creating a balance between the funny
and the tragic, thus achieving the

maximum effect <hi the audience. Tha;

actors' faces are masks in Forman's
hands, ranging from the comical ti^

the distressing, a very unusual ^
demonstration of how powerful the
film medium can be.'TheFireman'*!
Bail" is one of those rare films that

combines light entertainment and
high quality cinematic e3q)ression.

"Fireman's Ball" will be shown
tomorrow night in Bronfman at 7:30.

Remember

—

If you're planning to buy a system,

check us before you go

(or see us when you come back!)

See you in September.

RADIO
ELECTRONICS

NisouTH mcET. KMnenm, vBMOinr - whmj

I I

YOU DIDN'T

GO TO COLLEGE

TO BECOME
A PACK MULE]

store your winter ttilngs with us

• clean

• foM or hang
• store

• insure aach order

• moth proof

• and have your valuabia clothas ready

for you on your ratum In tha fail.

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

Call 663-3411 or visit us at 700 State Road, N. Adanrts

lu

SIR NOSE D'VOID OF FUNK
TONjGHT AT DISCO 78 DQDDM
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Off-campus housing proffers peace and privacy
by John Rindlaub

If you're tired of sharing your
shampoo, your record collection, and
your life with ao others, if you're sick
of Mission's sterility, Greylock's
brawls, or cafeteria style food, off-

campus housing may have something
to offer.

Students living off campus
unanimously prefer this option to on-
campus living. They claim they have
more peace, independence, and better
food, usually at a price below College
room and board.

"The only disadvantages are the
demands it puts on your time," one
senior said. "You have to think
through your meals, buy the food,
cook, clean up, pay the bills." Another
disadvantage is the social isolation,

some students insisting they felt like

mystery figures while on campus.
This is not a serious problem,
particularly for those who live near
campus on Rt. 7, or on Hoxsey,
Southworth. Water, and Meecham
Streets

"Most people go off to gain control
ovw their environment," said another
senior. "We had a desire to escape
dorm life, dining hall food, and to save
some money."
Rent for off-campus houses and

apartments ranges fi'om as little as
$80 per month including utilities to

$145. Jack Watson and Mary
Dempsey, the two realtors who rent
most frequently to students, try to-

•""keep their rates in line with those of
the college, which will charge about
$100 per month for rooming next year.
"The cost is usually a little more than

EURCPE
/ ccciicmij

{800) 325-4867

" (l^^ Utiirmvet Charten .

College rooming when you include

utilities" said Harry Sherman who,
with Watson, will be renting 3 houses
or (13 bedrooms) to students next

year.

Henry Whittemore, '78, who lives in

a four bedroom house on Meecham
Street, agreed: "We pay as much as
$70 each for gas and electricity during
the winter months. The real savings
come on food."

Next year the college food bill will

be $115 per person per month, while

the off-campus average is only $65.

"We pay about $15 each per week on
food" said Cordie Gould '78, who lives

in a house behind Pine Cobble School.

"The cost is often higher when you
add liquor ... people seem to expect
you to throw parties when you move
off-campus." .., .^

Of the roughly 160 students who
applied for off-campus living next

year, 117 have been given permission,

according to Charles Jankey, Director
of Student Housing. Priority is given
to seniors, but the figure includes one
or two juniors who will be returning

after a year off and several other

juniors given permission because of

unusual circumstances.

Since the college lias a shortage of
beds, it is forced to allow at l«ttst 80
students to live off campus each year.

(Next year's figure of 117 is an
increase of 17 from this year's lOO.)

In addition to the advanUges of
privacy, independence and
improvements in the cost and quality
of food, students like the chance to
meet townspeople not connected with
the College. "We really like our
neighbors" was a common statement
from those off-campus this year.
Most don't recommend off-campus

living until the senior year. It tends to

cut you off prematurely from the
social life on campus and isolates you
among a particular group of friends.

'Isolation is not necessarily bad," one
senior added. "You can maintain
contact with the people you want.
Others you can avoid."

Much of the housing is found by
word of mouth, mostly from faculty
who plan to be on sabbatical or from
students currently living off-campus.
The two realtors may be helpful in

locating last minute openings.
Because of the tight market, some
seniors did not find houses until

September.

Students off-c«mpus were a nutter
of concern two ywrs ago among some
townapwpto. Demand exceeds supply
even if studantsan not In the martcst
Inevitably some studenU absort) low-
rent housing otherwise available to

families. Sherman said that his unlu

aren't really suited for family use, but
Jankey argues that owners may taks
advantege of student wealth and
ch«rgc more than usual. "Students do
fill some low income housing and may
force people to live outside
Wiliiamstown." he said.

For those who feel on-campus housing It golnfl to the dofls, the off-camiws
alternative is appealing .. . (photo by Holder)

RENTAmNITS
AVAILABLE

Sept. 197* - June 1979

also

SUMMER RENTALS

J. WATSON CO., INC.

183 Water Street

4S8-40«9 Mrs. Nichols

f^
THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINESBEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discounts

280 Cole Ave.

Wiliiamstown

Phone 458-3704

SHEET MUSIC
POP FOLIOS
ALBUM BOOKS

• 50 TOP HOT
SINGLE SHEETS

• PERSONALITY
FOLIOS

• ALBUMS
24 hour can-In servic*

lor
Shttl Music information

and TMiuests
«5t-1040

Piano Shop
W* SERVICt whol we tall

VH-'MMI

4 to S;3d. oil day Sot.
.
wtningt liy a|>

CUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM GENERAL MOTORS

HOWTOREIMJCEIIDST

Spring is a perfect time
to do something about rust

Rusting is a year-round

problem, and corrosive con-

ditions have become a lot

worse in the last five years.

If you live where salt is

used to melt ice on the roads,

that isspeeding upcorrosion
on your car. If you live in the

country, it's the calcium
chloride that's spread on dirt

roads to hold down dust.

And corrosive chemicals in

the air ar^ causing rust in

every part of America.

We're doing something
to help prevent rust on the

new cars we're building.

Meanwhile, you can do
something about reducing
rust on your car.

Ifs important towadi your
car often. Use a mild soap
and lukewarm or cold water.

Please don't neglect
the underside of your car.

The worst rusting happens

from the inside out. Thafs

because salt, slush, and
even mud tend to collect in

the crevices underneath the
car, in the door creases, and
inside the fenders. Moisture
gets trapped in those places

and causes rust. So try to
wash the underside of your
car, too. In winter, if you can,

and at the first opportimity

in spring. Even if ifs only a
few times a year, that would
help some.

Ifyour car getsdented,
scratched, or chipped, tiy
to get it repaired as soon
as possible. Even a "small"

scratch is bad. Becauseonce
a car starts to rust, the danv
age spreads fast. The paint

around a dent or scratch can
look okay, but rust is spread-

ing underneath. In the long
run, ifs cheaper to fix the

car right away.

A lot of people think that
parking a car in a heated
garage during the winter
will help prevent rust. But
it's just the opposite. G)ld
slows down the rusting pro-

cess, as it does most chem-
ical reactions.

We're doing morenow to

protect GM cars torn rust
For one thing, w;e're using
more rust-resistant mate-
rials, including different
types of zinc-coated steel, in

places where rust usually oc-

curs. Also, our new paint

primers and the way we
apply them are desijined to

provide a thorough finish,

even on scxne parts of the
car you can't see.

Our goal is to protect
your cair so that it lasts
longer 9nd gives you the
most value. And fighting
rust helps.

"

This advertisenmit is part cf
our amtinuirig effort togive cus-
tomers use/ulm/omuitumabout
their cats and trucksMudJhe
compare that builds them.

General Motors
People building transportation

to serve people
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Solar a«iar«y aMtwtiatft mrttitfa laxtw Hall damon<trat« a solar flonwator to
IMtMrsby. Tho nation davotod Wodnasday to prasantino ttia Sun as a viabia
anargy aHamaMva.

COUNCIL from pafa I

revealing that a majority of students

polled favor divestiture. Smith
maintained that this resolution echoed
the majority's sentiments toward
apartheid.

"Let's go out on a limb. Let's pass

it!" declared Smith amid the

applause of the majority present.

'Treasurer John Simpson '79 and
Randy Wang '80 questioned whether

the council had the rif^lii to vote.

"Do we really know how the

students feel alxiut this?" Simpson
continued. "I say no".

Ted iStroir, cb-aiithor of the
resolution, countered Simpson by
stating that the resolution should not

be penalized because certain council

members had done a poor job
representing the students.

the most important
design changes
forcollege rings

in 25 years

/IRTQ1RVED FASHION RINGS

ARTCARVED's new fashion rings are very different from traditional college rings. Each is a
unique, contemporary design, and verymuch your college. Whichever style you choose in our
large collection can be personalized by the custom features you sjJect.

THE /IKK^RVED REPRESENTATIVE
will be here to help you select your ring.

n».tft>»
W»dn«»iiay, Moy 10, 1978 pj^^ R«n»l'8 Coll«g« Book Stof

Deposit required. Ask about Master Charge or Visa.

Jr
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Waterpolo crown evades Ephs
Trinity College itqueaked out ia«

victories over both Willianu and RPI
to win the annual Williams spring
Water Polo tournament at Muir Pool
last weekend.

Action began Friday night as the
Ephs were upeet by RPI n^.
Although Mike Murphy, Gordon CiMt,
and co-captain Brian McDermott
each found the mark for two goals,
Williams lacked the balanced scoring
which enabled them to finish sixth in

the New England Championahip laat

faU, Later Friday night, a tired RPI
squad swam with a solid Trinity Olub
for three periods, but fell to the
fresher team in an exciting 10-8 game.
Williams came out strong Saturday

morning, hoping to beat Trinity and
deadlock the tournament. With
defensemen Peter Howd and John
Trapp providing stingy defense.
Trinity was unable to maintain their
usual penetrating^ offensive pattern.
Mike Feltes, back in form, made his

Women ruggers embarass Smith, 20-0

shot count to break the 3-3 tie, and
McDermott added hii second and
tliird goals to put the Ephs atoad 7-«

going into the final period. Trinity
used their experience to advantage
scoring 2 quick goals then hung on for
the 10-8 victory.

Frosh Gordy Cliff played his usual
inside game against Trinity adding a
pair of goals to the Eph's cause.
Murphy, Williams strongest shooter,
also rocketed two goals home to keep
the Ephs close.

The Women's Rugby team
demolished Smith this past weekend
20-0 on Cole Field.

Sandy Tchen scored the first try

early in the first half as she
maneuvered past two Smithies.
Yvonne Vogl then followed a kick in

for a touch down to make the score 8.0.

Jeanne Weeks had a terrific 35 yard
run in for the next four points. Linda
Collins was high scorer with two
running trys to give Williams their
biggest win yet. The new fullback
Louise Van Dyke and scrum half Lee
Ash also had fine performances.

In the exciting contest, the Ephs'
lost ace lineman Margaret Couper to a

fractured wrist. They head into this

weekends' rematch against Smith
without her,

The Ruggers are now 3-0 for the
season having beaten Albany Law 4-0

two weeks ago. The women's last

home game is Saturday May 13

against Old Bliie. a New York aub
Team.

The woman niggtrs shamad Smith Saturday, 294.

(photo by Dohetiy)

Log Dogs
and Bud

are back

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE
STEREO Components—lowest
prices anywhere—over 50 major
brands. Fully guaranteed. Call

Barry at 664-9<ti7 after 6 p.m.

1963 PORSCHE 3568 in good
condition offered by Williams
graduate. Body just reconditioned.

$4,000 or best offer. 413-634-5535.

...WAtiTRP i,,

Agent for songwriter. Contact
Dave at 458-3634.

PERSONALS:
Galoshes: Missed you Sat. night.

What're ya doln' Friday—M.

Mr. Duffy: Beell

—UB.

Leon: You're not killing yourself.

You're killing the people around
you.

—Sonny

SUMMER IN NEW YORK CITY?
it need not be -gritty. If you're new
to the city or sick of the same
crowd you can meet new faces,

from Princeton, Harvard & like

places AT THE HETERO HELIX
CLUB Now forming, undergrad &
LOA's , ONLY initiated by a
Vassar LOA;
SEND: name, address (N.Y.C.)
college Si year

proof of status, xerox i.d. TO THE
HETERO HELIX CLUB
P.O. Box 531

Lenox Hill Station

New York, N-Y. 10021

(all Info confidential)

INAUGURAL PARTY-EARLY
JUNEI

Roland—Trapeze party behind the
green door tonight. Be sore t»
cornel

—La Belie Dame

APARTMENT:
Apartment for 2. Hoxsey St. $250 a
mo. incl. utilities, 2 bedrooms,
kitchen, llv. room, parking. Folly

furnished. Call Mrs. Imhoff 458-

3264.

LOST « FOUND
Lost: Texas Instruments f^»sh-

button digital watch with gold
clasp band. Contact Ray at 6984 if

found. Reward offered.

Lost: Small gold ID bracelet with
the name Lauren on It. (f found
please call 6472.

Mbimtaineeilng^.

PUMUM
NI

Mountaineering^ is a skill
oftiming as well as
nique. The -wrong
moment, like the
wrong method,
marks the gap
between
amateur and
-a£3i^aad0r^So^e
key to successful mountaineer-
ing Is to choose the occasions
wisely and well. When, then, is
it appropriate to slowly quaff
the sm(X)th, refreshing

^

mountains of Busch Beer?
Clelebrations, ofcourse,

are both expected and ex-
cellent opportunities to
test your moimtaineering
mettle. Indeed, on m£yor
holidays it is virtually

mandatory
" to do so.

Imagine
[Xishertng

In the
'fiscal new
yearor-
com-
memo-
ratlng

Calvin C.

C3ooUdge's

birthday
ov throw-

ing caution to the wind during
Take-A-Sorgh\un-To-Lunch-
Week without the
benefit ofBusch.A
disturbing pros- ,

pectatbest.
On the

other hand, not
eveiy event

:

be as signifi-

cant as those
outlinedabove.

Small
victories like exams passed,
papers completed or classes
attended are equally
acceptable.

Remeinber the
mountain-
eer's motto:
matricula-
tion Is

celebrsition

Interper-;

sonal relation-

ships are also _^^^
Cttftt "^JlZy^ ful times. There are

few things finer than
taking your compan-
ion in handand head-

Ftng for the mountains,
^transcending the ho-
:hum and hum-drum
in favor of a romantic
R fiP R. Naturally,
couples who share the

pleasures of mountaineering
run the risk ofbeing labeled
social cUmbers. But such
cheap shots are to be ignored.
They are the work of qynics,
nay-sayers and chronic»
malcontents.

Similarly, the ambience
of an athletic afternooiLCe^ .,

The Big Game) is another
ideal moment. Downing
the mountains elevates
the morale of the fan and,
hence, the team There-
fore, ifyou care at all about

the outcome, it is your duty to
inountalneeE "

When should one not
enjoy the invigoration of the
mountains? Here, you'll be
happy to learn, the list Is
much briefer

,
Mountaineering is

considered
declassd
with

"dessert,

improper
duringjudi-
cial proceed-

,^._ Ings andjust
plain foolish while

crop dusting around
power lines. OUierwise,

as the hot-heads of the
' sixties used to say, "Seize

the time!"

y«-:

'

"h Tk'*'^?fir^.^3^ science and art of drinking Buflch. The term orlgUiMas due to tha snowy, ict peaks aported
Hy the label outside and perpetuates due to the oold. naturally reEresWn« taste inside, (of. lessons iTZimd z!)

Don't just reach fia? a beer. Head fiar the mountains.
CAfth.',rN'- Bl/vr'' l"r ^t \yy,.,'. Mo
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Golfers surprise Dartmouth
raise season ledger to 5-1

4, Im

After upping their record to 5-1 with
a 35 stroke devastation of Union, the

Williams CoUege golf squad shook in

terror at the iiorrifying prospect of

facing the Big Green machine from
Hanover, New Hampshire. Fresh off

ah impressive victory in the Ivy

League Championships, Dartmouth
expected a pleasant tour around the

Taconic Golf Club, confident of

triumph over the Ephs.
Unfortunately, like Napoleon at

Waterloo, like the Egyptians at the

Red Sea, the Eph linksters did the

impossible, scoring a stunning,

shocking monumental five stroke

victory over the disconsolate Tribe.

As Judah Maccabee discovered

when a tiny canister of oil lasted seven
days longer than it was supposed to,

miracles can happen. On this glorious

May 2, the angels were singing as Ekl

"Big" fiousa, one of the most
powerful players to grace the

illustrious Williams College golfing

stage returned from the darkest

depths of the most discouraging

slumps in his storied caren*. Big
showed that he is back to stay,

winning medalist honors with a 76.

Reappearing after a self-imposed

exile, Mike Lynch, whose left heel

rocketing back to earth evokes visions

of a Jack Nicklaus charge in the midst
of Augusta pines, shot a solid 81.

Hopefully, his performance will mark
the beginning of a return to his

impressive freshman scoring of three
long years ago. "Ked with Lynch at 81

was Marcel Oudih. Had it not been for

some strange putting, Oudin's solid

iron play could have produced a much
lower score.

Dartmouth expected

o pleasant tour

around the Taconle

Golf Club. . .

In fourth position, junior Bill Upton
fired an 84. The talented veteran is

capable of much better, and the team
is hoping for a return to his spring trip

heroics against a super Amherst
team.

Exuding out of both nostrils the
Ross Keller cuisine ingested only a
few hours before, a usually steady
Dan Katz could not get his game
untracked. Katz parlayed, a
monotonous, frustrating string of

bogeys Into a* disappointing 86, the
fifth counting score for Williams.

With their record standing at 6-1,

the Ephs get ready to face a series of

weak teams before the final,

cataclysmic clash with Amherst at

the Little Three. Amherst won the
New England Championships, and
also were victors over Dartmouth and
Harvard. However, the Purple
linksters are definitely capable of one
last upset, because this is a special
team. A team that is hungry. A team
that has heart. Yottr«oallh«sky ... your aim the ttarf

Purple racketmen down Wesleyan
The men's tennis team is a stubborn

lot. Even though it has been six years
since the racketmen last suffered a
defeat in Little Three competition,
they apparently still have no intention

of spreading the wealth around.
Taking the first step toward yet
another Little Three championship,
coach Sean Sloane's netmen downed
Wesleyan 7-2 on Wednesday to set up a
match for the title with Amherst
tomorrow.

Wesleyan has slowly been building
up a team capable of knocking off the
Ephs, and the Cards definitely threw a
scare into Williams by taking two of

the singles matches. But the Eph's
had confidence in their still superior

ability. That this confidence was
justified came through in the douUes
as the netmen swept all three con-
tests.

Aware of Wesleyan's strength,
Willianas began the singles expecting
a struggle and they got just that.

Martin Goldberg had to play well to
take a hard earned 6-3, 7-6 triumph for
his fifth dual match win in a row. At
the no. two position,- Dan O'Connell
used strong pre-match preparation on
theway to a come from behind 4-6, 6-2,

6-2 win, and captain Jim Parsons
frittered away a 5-1 second set lead
only to hold on for a 6-3, 7-6 victory.

Pete Friesen was dropped by a player
who was red-hot, 6-4, 5:7, 7-5, but Evan

Middlebury defense

leaves laxmen losers

The Ephwomen's strong first half iMffM Trinity's unusual zone delMtt and
secured an ll-«!victory.

Laxwomen edge Trinity 1 IS
by Mary Kate Shea

Williamstown, Mass.—It was only a
strong first half performance
resulting in a 6-3 haiftime lead that

enabled the Williams College
women's lacrosse team to raise its

record to 5-1-1- with an 11-8 win over
the Trinity College Bantams.
Williams seemed unhindered in the

opening period by Trinity's unusual
zone defense, which resembled a wall
around the goal crease. Ilie Ephs
built up as much as a six-goal lead
early in the game and held a three-
goal edge at the break. The Bantams
fought back in the second half,

opening the period with a goal and
scoring three goals in a row at one
point late in the half. Williams,
however, did not succumb to the
Trinity pressure, matched its

opponenU goal for goal in the second
half, and pulled out the victory.

The Eph attack was led once again
by Sally Kruse who registered five

goals, picking the comers three times
and surprising the Trinity zone with
quick-stick shots on passes from
Maggi O'Brien and Val Coming.
O'Brien cradled through heavy traffic

around the cage and found the goal
three times on successful drives
penetrating the visitors' wall zone.

Mary Fish, Sarah Baldwin and Sue
Wright each managed to break
through the zone to add a score apiece

to Williams offensive effort.

Williams defense, after a sharp
first-half performance, looked a

bit tired in the second stanza; they
pushed themselves to contain the
Trinity offense and were given added
inspiration when O'Brien and Kruse
finally tallied for Williams after the
Bantams had narrowed the lead to 8-7.

Marty Taft was tough in the goal,

registering 15 saves in the contest.

This Thursday, Williams travels to

Hanover, N.H. for a game against a
perennially tough Dartmouth squad.
The Ephs are hoping to avenge last

year's tight 8-7 loss to the Indians.

MIDDLEBURY, VT.-Williams
failed to get its motor running in time
to catch a well-tuned Middlebury
lacrosse team Wednesday. By the
final flag, Middlebury had lapped the
sluggish Ephmen 18-9.

Middlebury did virtually nothing
wrong. It capitalized on its first three
extra man opportunities, won all but
two faceoffs, and scooped up ground
balls like a Hoover vacuum cleaner.

Williams was left in the dust before it

was even out of first gear.

When Williams finally did begin to

hum, it was led by the well
precisioned attack, of Todd Ecker-
son, Dick . Goodbody, and Pete
Thomson. They combined to score
several dazzling fast-break goals
which added some respectability to

the team's overall poor showing.
This effort which produced six goals

in the fourth quarter came much too

late. Middlebury dominated the first

half and by the fourth quarter had
established a 13-3 lead.

Williams was harassed all af-

ternoon Hiiy Middlebury's aggressive
double-teaming defense. This ploy
hampered Williams ability to clear

the ball out of its zone and generate an
adequate offense.

Williams hopes to even its 4-5 record
and capture the Little Three crown
this Saturday against Amherst. The
game will be played at Amherst at

2:00 p.m.
Scoring: Goals—Pete Thomson 3,

Dick Goodbody 2, Mark Murray 2,

Pete Barbaresi 1, Todd Eckerson 1

Assists—Todd Eckerson 7, Dick
Goodbody 1

Saves—Bob Cowin 20

Bash balanced this with a convincing
6-0, 6-2 triumph. In an "I just can't
believe it" match, no. six Mitch Reiss
was demolished &4), 6-1.

With the outcome of the match
resting on the doubles matches,
Goldberg and Parsons put on a sound
performance to clinch things for the
Ephs, winning 6-1, 7-6 Relss
redeemed himself as he teamed with
Bash for a 6-1, 6-3 blow out at the
second spot. Bill Whelan showed he
hasn't lost his Little Three touch, as
he returned to action in whites,

teaming with O'Connell for a three set
win.

New Piill-Time Openings
Armstrong Cork of Lancaster, PA is

accepting resum^ in its Marketing
Services Dept. to do sales and
promotion advertising.

TEACHING: The Hun School of
Princeton, N.J. is looking fw a Latin
and English teacher. A number of
other schools have written us or called
in other teaching positions.

SUMMER JOBSAND INTERNSHIPS
Manufacturers Hanover Trust

Minority Internship. Full-time for

summer. $222-$248-week. Involves
credit investigation. Must be a junior.

Head Sailing instructor wanted at
small club in Maine. $1,100 plus free
food and housing.

Women's V-ball obtains status

The PttfiQn fine

Oneofthe first tlu«s
young PiiAns leant to do

is4r Icelandic.

At a recent meeting of the college's

Athletic Department, the members of
the department voted to grant varsity
status to the Williams women's
volleyball team. Ilie fact that the
team has been granted varsity status
means that it will now receive
increased support from the Athletic

Department.
The squad's only senior, Leslie

Ferguson, started the team at
Williams four years ago and it has had
cliib status since its inception.

This past season, coach Sue Hudson-
Hamblin's two squads consisted of 30
women. The "varsity" team finished

Roommate wanted to share two
iMdroom apt. in N.Y. livlnf room,
kitdMn, etc. Call xMi7—Michael.

its regular season with an impressive
15-2 ledger, including wins against
such schools as the University of

Maine, the University of Bridgepmrt,
the University of New Hampshire, the

University of Mass., and the
University of Vermont. Following
post-season tournament play, the
women's volleyball club posted a 16-3

record and was ranked third In the
state.

A strong nucleus of enthusiastic and
talented players who wiU be returning
frcHn this past season's successful
squad makes the future look bright for

the women's varsity volleyball team.

W7a
Qy any youth (PiAi
ariienMn)<ronil2

_ ttKu23ye9rBald
VDuridtripnamNew
Yofk lo Luttnitiours
forjust (400. $430
froni Chicago. Re-
tumlichetsare
gDOdfara&l

year. Fares
subiBctto
chanoe.J^anytime.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDSm Water Street

Williamstown

SALE ALBUMS:

Steve WInwood
Toot* A Maytals

(Funky Kingston)
Eddie & Hot Rods Life on the Un«
Kteth Jarrett - Mytftrlas
Best of David Bromberg

12.99

$2.99

$2.99

$2.99

$2.99

But there'smore to

kelandcdMnjiist
iownrpn.

Youlgeta
great dnnerand

', excelentservfce
' onyourti9.And
; kdan&wfl

aetyoudown
/ right 11 the mid-

I
deafdie Euro-
pean Conlneat.
where yool be

just boona«ay by
train tram Eunve's
most famous

tandhwks.
So take a travel

tipfronlceiand's

favorite faM.
Leant to fly IceiandK.

See your travel

agent Or write

Dept # 3S1,

kxbndKAMines,
P.O. Box 105,

WestHempaleMi
NY IVS&.OM
80O-S65-12l2fcr

'^ toU-liee number
nyoorares.

$345
Roundtrip 14-45 dayAPEX fuc from MY'

$400
Roundtrip VNith Fbre. Good Hiru age 23.

Icelandic to Eiiiope
*t37Siui aic«>. IkMim( kcmove*»te<

pcivlodepnKndpridiDrirtMiS^orinEniSn.
ATEX in dhctiwJae iTwn.
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of a Jack Nicklaus charge in the midst

of Augusta pines, shot a solid 81.

Hopefully, his performance will mark

the beginning of a return to his

impressive freshman scoring of three

long years ago. Tied with Lynch at 81

was Marcel Oudin. Had it not been for

some strange putting, Oudin's solid

iron play could have produced a much
lower score.

Dartmouth expected

a pleasant tour

around the Taconic

Golf Club. . .

In fourth position, junior Bill Upton

fired an 84. The Ulented veteran is

capable of much better, and the team

is hoping for a return to his spring trip

heroics against a super Amherst

team.

Exuding out of both nostrils the

Ross Keller cuisine ingested only a

few hours bef(H%, a usually steady

Dan Katz could not get his game
untracked. Katz parlayed a

mortatoRnits, frustrating string of

!

bogeys into a disappointing 86, the

fifth counting score for Williams.

With their record standing at 6-1,

the Ephs get ready to face a series of

weak teams before the final,

cataclysmic clash with Amherst at

the ytUe Three. Amherst won
^

the

New England Championships, and

also were victors over Dartmouth and

Harvard. However, the Purple

linksters are definitely capable of one

last upset, because this is a special

team. A team that is hungry. A team

that has heart.
Your goal tlM sky . . . yovralmtlMBtart'

Purple racketmen down Wesle
I _._:.:^. on... .Ki= ~x.rfiA.«.» u,»« Bash balanced thte With a coBvinciiu!

64), 6-a triumph. In an "I jusj oin^

The men's tennis team is a stubborn

lot Even though it has been six years

since the racketmen last suffered a

defeat in Little Three competition,

they apparently still have no intention

of spreading the wealth around.

Taking the fmt step toward yet

another Little Three championship,

coach Sean Sloane's netmen downed

Wesleyan 7-2 onWednesday to set up a

match for the titie with Amherst

tomorrow.

Wesleyan has slowly been building

up a team capable of knocking off the

Ephs. and the Cards definitely threw a

scare into Williams by taking two of

the singles matches. But the Eph's

had confidence in their still superior

ability. That this confidence was

justified came through in the doubles

as the netmen swept all three con-

tests.

Aware of Wesleyan's strength,

Williams began the singles expecting

a struggle and they got just that.

Martin Goldberg had to play well to

take a hard earned 6-3, 7-6 triumph for

his fifth dual match win in a row. At

the no. two position, Dan O'Connell

used strong pre-match preparation on

theway to a come from behind 4-6, 6-2,

6-2 win. and captain Jim Parsons

frittered away a 5-1 second set lead

only to hold on for a 6-3, 7-6 victory.

Pete Friesen was dropped by a player

who was red-hot. 6-4. 5-7, 7-5, but Evan

Iba jutch

Middlebury defense

leaves laxmen losers

baffled Trinity's unusual zone defense and

fgeTrMffy'rT-ff^
bit tired in the second stanza; they

pushed themselves to contain the

Trinity offense and were given added

inspiration when O'Brien and Kruse

finally tallied for Williams after the

Bantams had narrowed the lead to 8-7.

Marty Taft was tough in the goal,

registering 15 saves in the contest.

This Thursday, Williams travels to

Hanover, N.H. for a game against a

perennially tough Dartmouth squad.

The Ephs are hoping to avenge last

year's tight 8-7 loss to the Indians.

MIDDLEBURY, VT.—Williams
failed to get its motor running in time

to catch a well-tuned Middlebury

lacrosse team Wednesday. By the

final flag, Middlebury had lapped the

sluggish Ephmen 18-9.

Middlebury did virtually nothing

wrong. It capitalized on its first three

extra man opportunities, won all but

two faceoffs, and scooped up ground

balls like a Hoover vacuum cleaner.

Williams was left in the dust before it

was even out of first gear.

When Williams finally did begui to

hum, it was led by the well

precisioned attack, of Todd Ecker-

"T5«n, Dick .Ooodbody, and Pete

Thomsen. They combined to scofe

several dazzling fast-break goals

which added some respectability to

the team's overall poor showing.

This effort which produced six goals

in the fourth quarter came much too

late. Middlebury dominated the first

half and by the fourth quarter had
established a 13-3 lead.

Williams was harassed all af-

ternoon by Middlebury's aggressive

double-teaming def«ise. This p%
hampered Williams ability to clear

the ball out of its zone and generate an
adequate offense.

Williams hopes to even its 4-5 record

and capture the Little Three crown

this Saturday against Amherst The

game will be played at Amherst at

2:00 p.m.

Scoring: Goals—Pete Thomsen 3,

Dick Goodbody 2, Mark Murray 2,

Pete Barbaresl 1, Todd Eckerson 1

Assists—Todd Eckerson 7, Didc

Goodbody 1

Saves—Bob Cowin 20

believe it" match, na six MitchlUb
was demoUshed 64), »-i.

With the outcome of tbajoatch
resting on the doubles
Goldberg and Parsons put onl
perfonnance to clinch Vtiof^
Ephs, winning! 6-1, 7*
redeemed himself as he teat

Bash for a 6-1, 6-3 blow out « the
second spot Bill Whelaa stwwfd be
hasn't lost his Little Three uwdt, as
he returned to action in wbites

teaniing with O'Connell for a thine set

.win.

New Fall^Time Openlogi
Armstrong Cork of Lancaster, pa Is

accepting resumes in its Maiteting
Services Dept. to do sales and
promotion advertising.

TEACHING: The Hn SdMoi «f

Princeton, N.J. is looking for a Latin

and English teacher. A number of

other schools have written us or called

in other teaching positions-

SUMMER JOBSAND INTERKSiOPS
Manufacturers Hanover Tnut

Minority Internship. Full-tini« for

summer. $222-$248-week. Involves

credit investigation. Must be a Jninr.

Head Sailing instructor iilnntid at

small dub in Maine. $1,100 piui Iree

food and housing.

Women's V-ball obtains status
At a recent meeting c( the college's

Athletic Department, the members of

the department vote4 to grant varsity

status to the Williams women's
volleyball team. The fact that the

team has been granted varsity status

means that it will now receive

increased support from the Athletic

Department.

The squad's only senior, Leslie

Ferguson, started the team at

Williams four years ago and it has l^d
club status since its inception.

This past season, coach Sue Hudson-
Hamblin's two squads consisted of 30

women. The "varsity" team finished

its regular season with an impressive

15-2 ledger, including wins against

such schools as the University of

Maine, the University of Bridgeport,

the University of New Hampshire, the

University of Mass., and the
University of Vermont. Following
post-season tournament play, the
women's volleyball club pasted a 16-3

record and was ranked third in the

state.

A strong nucleus of enthusiastic and
talented players who will be returning
from this past season's successful
squad makes the future look bright for
the women's varsity volleyball team.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDSm Water Street

Williamstown

SALE ALBUMS:

Steve WInwood
Toots a, Maytalt

(Funky Kingston)

Eddie a, Hot Rods Lift on 1h« Line
Kleth Jarrett - MyttMin
Bast of David Bromberg

?1^

$3.99

$2.99

$2.99

J2.99

13.99
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Masi is th(

MikaMasi

Mike Masi '78 will replace Claudia

Lindsey '7V as Log manager next

Students will di

guide questionii
by Randy Wang

Course Guide Questionnaire

distribution for spring semester

courses begins this week, according to

Rick Moog '79, newly elected

chairperson of the Student Course

Guide Committee. The process

involves both in-class and residential

house collections.

Moog acknowledges that t|te

process would be more efficient if all

courses were done in class. He cites

the success of the last Guide and

continued student support as the

major factor to eliminate remaining

faculty resistance to competitioh 'W^
questionnaires in class, liie Course

Pousatte Dart began Sprfhs Wtakand wi

by concert go«r*. Pure i>rairia Laagua

well liked wast of New Vork.

200 purple i

Sales of Purple Cow Productions

"Best of Williams" record album

have reached the 200 mark since its

release slightly over a week ago,

according to Steve Case '80. a co-

director of the enterprise.

PCP released the album Monday of

last week, and sold it in Baxter Hall

from Monday to Saturday. The group

originally produced some 750 copies of

the record.

The record is also available at

Spring Street's Record Store. Paul

Garvey, owner of the Record Store,

accounted for sales of 80 to 90 Ip's.

Garvey, whose store functions only as

a sales ootiat for Purple Cow
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3 new Log manager
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ear. Log Committee Chairman Eva
inidln said that the committee is

ery pleased that Mike has agreed to

ake on the job, and that she is

:onfident that he will provide strong

eadership for the Log in the coming
'ear. She stressed his enthusiasm, his

iriginal ideas and his willingness to

lolicit suggestions as the key points in

lis favor.

Masi outlined a two part plan for

incouraging people to come to the pub
lext year. He said he wants to build a

oUowing for specific Shows on the big

rv screen, and secondly attract a

variety of people down to the Log. "I

vant everyone to feel that the Log has

iomething for them," he said.

He specified the additioh of

nexpensive popcorn, a new electronic

;ame, and "import nights" featuring

inusual beers as possible attractions

or next year. Of course, he said, we
vill maintain the specials that worked
A'ell this year.

stribute course

aires in class
jruide Committee's experiences last

semester indicate that in-class

:ompletions and collections and
:ollections at residential houses will

ncrease both efficiency of effort and

)verall number of returns, {Recording

X) Moog.

The box lists those courses in which
professors have permitted in-class

completion of the questionnaires. In

addition, questionnaires will be
circulated through the S.U. boxes to

each student. Collectors from each
house and entry are responsible for

sncouraging completion of the forms

and ensuring that no duplication of in-

class evaluations occur.

In his interview with the Log
Committee he expressed concern that

the "Bring a Professor" nights had
worked as well as they might. He
suggested working through the

various departments to gel more
faculty down to use the facility.

Popcorn, o new

•locfronic gome arid

unusuai b99rs nfiy fre

featured nexf year.

Masi looks forward to spending the

year in Williamstown. "t like the

College atmosphere," he said, "I

think another year would be fun."

Above all, he stressed that he

wanted to hear from the students and

faculty. "I'd really appreciate ideas,"

he said. I want to know what you want

to do.

Kva Grudin praised both Masi and

his predecessor. "I'm sure Mike will

carry on with the leadership Claudia

has shown . . . That enthusiasm is

something we need to keep up. The

Log does well because it has grown

into the kind of place where people

want to come and relax."

Lindsey leaves the Log to go to

Stanford business school next fall. Her

assistant manager Brian Fales '77

will attend Northeastern Business

School. Former manager Gene Faulk

returns from France to enter Tuck

Business School.

iltowMl Wllllainttown why its mutlc i*

(photo by Johnson)

dbums sold
Productions, made no profit from the

album.

As Case was somewhat
disappointed in the initial response to

the album, which includes offerings

from a variety of student performers

including Scotl Lankford, '80, the

Williams Octet, and the Andy Kelly

Band, "We expected to sell more to

students," he said, PCP now plans to

encourage sales to alumni.

According to Case, the sole outlet

for the "Best of Williams" album

from now on will be the Record Store.

The record will continue to be

available for $4.00. a discount price,

until May 12.

Willlam» iiuiiini Club set up an ob-

stacle course with ropes Saturday.

Styled aHer the Outward Bound

program, it presented various

balance problemi.

(photos by Oettgen)

Night Fever Md the SwknessM^^
by Jeff Kovar

I swore that I would never go to a

Steve Case party, or buy a Steve Case

record album; I don't care if the

Ephlats do sing "Here Comes the

Sun" on it. It's nothing personal, it's

just that I despise rampant laissez-

faire capitalism on the college

campus. It is too wide open for that

sort of thing, and we all have too much
money floating around loose. In fact,

there is something unholy about a

media-hype super New York disco

being organized at Williams. It would

be almost acceptable if Prospect

House did it, because everyone knows

they're always desperate for

attention. but Purple Cow
Productions?

We all know too well how the College

was swamped for weeks with ads on

WCFM. in the Record, and on bulletin

boards in every house: "Night Fever,

Rock-Disco multimedia
extravaganza." Originally promised

was a real New York City disc jockey,

and all the lights and other props

necessary for transforming that ugly

behemoth Mission Park into Super-

Disco. Things didn't exactly turn out

as planned. I overheard one of the

organizers talking in the bathroom

during the party and he stated it thus:

"We're getting stomped on.

"

It's hard to feel sorry for Purple

Clow Productions. From what I have

beard, some of PCP's members have

turned quite a profit supplying the

sound for various campus parties and

also organizing the "Magic Bus" to

Albany after each semester. Steve

Case told me they expected to lose

$400 on the party. He claimed

that only by packing the place could

he have possibly broken even, but I

tend to be a little skeptical of that. He

is a businessman, not just a nice guy

willing to underwrite Williams parties

from out of his own pocket. Hell, I

never even saw him dancing!

Friday morning I was rudely

interrupted from a sound sleep

induced by too much beer consumed
the night before, in an attempt to

ignore a lame effort by Pure Prairie

League. It was my News Editor: just

the person you want to talk to first

thing in the morning. I heard some
vague words about doing an article on

the "Night Fever" party that night.

For some reason I heard myself

responding enthusiastically to his

suggestions. - --—-— '---

Traces of High SchbbI

I was nursing a cup of coffee in the

dining room of Dodd House when it

finally hit me that I was going to that

l«rly tonight! Ugh! My mind raced

back to iiigh school and the disco

dances we had then. Visions of swept

back blow-dried hair, platform shoes,

and silk shirts came flooding back. At

Williams? It was too horrible to

imagine. What had I gotten myself

into? What if everyone did wear

authentic clothing? Not me, man. I

had enough of that in high school.

When my roommate lost his eyeballs

staring at my two pairs of platform

shoes that first day in Fayerweather

Hall, I knew this wasn't Easton Area

High School. I put them out to pasture

and I never wanted to be reminded of

my sordid past again. I was really

born to be a preppy; it just took some

time to find that out.

fhe most ironic part of the whole

"Saturday Night Fever" craze is that

nobody really understands the movie.

It was a colossal put-down! It deflated

everything about the typical teenage

existence and loves of John Travolta

and his buddies, including the local

disco. So why does everyone have to

go dancing after seeing it?

"This is not a Williams party," I

thought to myself walking along the

oath leading to Mission Park, and

seeing the flashing lights and stream

of brilliant spots flowing around the

dining hall. I couldn't wait to get

inside. (Oh, just for reference, I kept a

very low profile at the party. You
know, objective Record reporter, and

all that. I put on my best pair of ratty

grey cords, sneakers, and an

imitation lacoste shirt. One in a

million.)

The first thing to do at every

Williams party, is to head for the beer.

First, however, I, found my .way to the

punch table and gave it a taste. Just

as I expected: it tasted like someone

had lost his lunch in it. I quickly got

away from that fragrant concoction

and was pointed to the beer. Surprise!

God bless you, Steve Case! A Williams

first! It was dark beer! Yes. there

really was dark beer on tap.

As I clutched the prized brew, I

stopped and chatted and tried to size

up the crowd. This was not a typical

Williams party crowd, it seemed.

There must have been half a dozen or

so silk shirts in evidence, which was

quite a surprise. I even spotted a pair

or two of platforms that weren't on

black feet. I danced a few rounds and

was caught up in the feverish,

atmosphere on the dance floor. But

the dancers were really moving, and

bodies were doing more than just the

mere jiggling they usually perform as

they pretend to dance. People were

stepping and moving their hands and

bodies in a quite, well, "feverish",

way. "Steve's pulled it off." I thought.

When "SUyin' Alive" by the Bee

Gees came on and everyone screamed

and raced for the dance floor I knew I

had stayed too long. I lounged tip

against the wall, and realized that

maybe it was just another WUIiams

party. I was on my sixth beer and was

still feeling pain. I stood there leaning.

looking around fitfully at the others

(MDISCOpaflCS
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Before divestiture
Before we tan recommend that the College divest it^lf of the stocks of

corporations with investments in South Africa we must ask a number of

questions. The answers are not necessarily evident, and people will

disagree.

What is the goal of divestiture?

Proponents of divestiture have a genuine concern for the black people of

South Africa. They believe that if Williams sells it stock in American cor-

porations with South African investments the companies will withdraw,

crippling the South African economy and forcing the government to end the

system of apartheid.

Will the withdirawal-pf American corporations end apartheid?

American corporations contribute about one per cent of the South

African GNP. The government would certainly notice their withdrawal. It

probably would not cripple the economy.

"

If, however, the move to cripple the economy is successful, the first

people to suffer would undoubtedly be the blacks. Leaders on both sides

acknowledge that the black would be the first to lose employment and

government servtces. Proponents argue that the end of apartheid justifies

the momentary discomfort. Opponents point out (1) that it is very easy for

someone across the sea to say that someone else should make a sacrifice,

and (2) that there is no guarantee of either a quick or an eventual

capitulation and that this move may hurt the blacks without the promise of a

better future.

In their favor, American corporations do break South African law

providing, in many cases, equal pay for equal work, integrated dining and

washroom facilities and promoting labor organizations. Although black

South African leaders disagree, many maintain that American business is a

progressive force in the country. Their absence would be a step backwards

for the country's blacks. v
It is not immediately clear whether an American pullout would help or

hurt black South Africans. The question "Is it moral to stay?" must
therefore be coupled with "Is it moral to withdraw?

"

Is divestiture the best way to get Americans out of South Africa?

Ifwe decide that it is unconscienable to remain, we must determine the

best way to achieve that goal. Divestiture would entail the sale of our stocks

in corporations with investments in South Africa. If Williams is the only

institution to do so it is a futile gesture. If other stock holders follow suit the

mass action will probably depress the price of stock. This will not directly

affect the corporations, as they got their money from the original sale of

stock, the price-level of subsequent trades affects them only if they seek

additional capitalization from another stock issue.

An additional consideration must be that if Williams sells the stock, who
will buy it? While the College holds the stock and votes the proxies it has

some, albeit small, leverage. Once Williams sells its shares it forfeits any

right to influence corporate policy. Will future shareholders be as concerned

aboiit black South Africans as Williams?\ i

Is this the best way to spend our money?
The traiigaction costs of the sale of Williams' stocks involved with South

Africa run over 10p,000 dollars. Charles Mott, chairman of the trustees

fiftancfe cfflHfflJttc^ettiffiated that this figure wasiost the tip of the iceberg.

Refusal to invest in corjxirations With South African holdings limits the

flexibility of the Williams portf(^lio, thus costing much more in the long run.

Assuming, for the moment, only theOOOjOOO dollar loss; is this the best way
to spend that money? Should we piot that money into financial aid, the

Williamstown chest fund, or should we seH^the stocks and send the money to

a Wall= Street stockbroker?

What sacrifice will we make?
If we decide that divestiture is morally and ecdftomically sound, and

that it will have the desired effect, we must look toward oiH:^ves. Anyone
who calls on theXDoU^e to make a sacrifice must be wilKnl^tQ mdke one

himself. It goes without saying that he must divest himself of md4ings in

these corporations. To be morally consistent he must boycott their products

as well. (The sale of a company's products is much more important tp^lts^

wdl-being than the price of its stock. ) It is hypocritical to call for divestiture

and then: drive to class in a GM, use the IBM computer center, or drink

Coke in the dining halls.

How do we persuade the trustees?

Well reasoned argumentation is very effective. A College Council

resolution on the subject would be very good if the trustees felt that suf-

ficient time went into it. The current resolution, on which the CC spent two

hours on amendments and procedure, and then less than thirty minutes on

substantive issues is worse than useless.lt shows that we do not really care.

So what do we do?
The trustees have elected to exercise th6ir pfoxies on shareholder

resolutions as they relate to South Africa. Although slow and conservative

this will have a direct sustained impact on the corporations involved. The
burden rests upon the pro-divestiture people to demonstrate that their plan

is more than a one-shot fireworks display that atU-acts attention, hut ac-

com^shes nothing.
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Letters to the editor
Freshman y«ar

To the editor:

This letter is in response to several

erroneous conclusion various members of the

college community have drawn from my
remarks as they appeared in Chris

DiAngelo's article on freshman housing.

' r 1) When I refer to the loud, violent and

sexist climate in the entry I in no way mean to

imply that all, or even a majority of the

i-esidents of Williams D fit that description.

Most of the people in the entry are intelligent,

concerned and respectful of divergent

opinions and lifestyles. They know who they

are and they know I respect them and con-

sider them my friends.

However, there is a minority of students

who not only live in a manner which infringes

upon the rights of others, but demand con-

formity to their way of life. It is this group

which perpetrates wantonactsoT&stnicQon
and often succeeds in making the entry as an

architectural entity, an unpleasant place to

live. Fortunately, their ethoe is not adhered to

be many members of Williams D.

2) Many ^Iso believe that I am pointing an

accusatory finger at my Junior Advisors. At

the beginning of the year they seemed to have

a laissez-faire attitude towards events in the

entry. They are however, sensitive and ap-

proachable and never condoned the

destructiveness which I mentioned. My JAs,

Tom Cox and Tom Gardner, have shown their

dedication to the well-being and personal

integrity of each individual in Williams D. At
times they have even accepted ridicule awe-
consequence of stands they have taken. I am
thankful for that, consider them my friends

and did not intend to give the impression that

they fostered the pernicious and intolerant

behavior alluded to above.
Todd Tucker

sa« MORE LETTERS page S

Viewpoint

Money and Politics

We would like to express our dismay at the

College Council's newest proposal, to be in-

troduced at their meeting on Wednesday,

May 10. This proposal would prohibit the

allocfaiidn ~ ftf Council funds to any
organization . attempting to influence

"political opinion" on issues of concern to the

college community (divestiture, for exam-
ple). If this proposal is passed, the vitality of

campus life at a college already held by many
to be "sleepy", will be drained still further

(Williams is sometimes referred to as the

"Brigadoon of colleges"—it wakes up once

every hundred years). For the following

reasons, we urge the defeat of this proposal:

(1) The College Council's primary
responsibility is to represent the student

bo(^. Since a large number of Williams

students are politically concerned, the

financial disowning—and thereby
strangulation—of all campus organizations of

a political nature would constitute the

Cbuticirs refusal to represent an important

segm^ of the student body. For this reason,

thepropo^alcontradicts the Council's avowed
purpose as aVe^resentative organization.

(2) The propds^ would damage the

ethical nature of the college. Whatever the

administration may like^^ieve, morality

is not a matter of mere blaUi^FvPersons and
institutions reach their fruitionN^s mwal
agents through action. Without the "vital in-

terplay of belief and action, William's '^b>e^

exdiange of ideas" l>ecome8 an academic
hoax.

Students who take political action are at-

tempting to make a concrete ethical com-
mitment If the College Council cuts off

political activity at Williams, then it is

denying students this right, and is reducing

their moral efforts to the level of discussion

only. It seems to us that no representative

body should have the right to do this. By
passing this proposal, the Council would in

effect be saying, "We do not support the

moral enterprise."

(3) The proposal would hurt the
educational quality of the college. If

education at Williams is to be worthwhile, it

should help us to discover how we want to

live, and what ethical commitments we
believe to be important. But we do not find

this out by isolating ourselves from our
(

community, but rather by interacting with

different people and by trying on different

lifestyles to see whether they suit us. By
eliminating political organizations, the

CouticU .Would deprive students ci oneoT the

most meaningful opportunities for personal

interaction at Williams, and would derive
them also of the opportunity- to experiment
with life-styles and interests which they

might find deeply gratifying. For these

reasons, we feel that the resolution would
eliminate one of the most important com-
ponents of a liberal arts education.

(4) The category, "political", on which
the proposal relies, is extremely vague.

Under the cover of this word, the^CotMlcU

could arbitrarily deny funds td any
organizations of whose activities it disap-

proved. We, the stodents, would be unwise to

give the Council the power to limit student

activities, when that power is couched in a
word as vague as "political."

(5) If the Council passes this proposal, it

will be catering to the desires of the ad-

ministration, who would like nothing better

than to suppress student dissent. Despite

what Mr. Chandler has been telling parents

and alumni, the administration is worried by
the prospect (and reality) of a "politicized"

campus. They would be quite happy if

students were to remain docile, and behaved
like "good little girls and boys."

(6) While this proposal is intended to

cripple left-oriented political organizationa

(like the Williams Action Coalition), it would
have the same repressive effect upon more
moderate poliUcal groups, such as the

Williams Republican Club, and the

Americans for Democratic Action as Well as

media organizations like The Record, WCFM,
BackUlk, and Pique. It is therefore in the best

interests of all studants on this campus to

prevent the implementation of this

resolution.

We urge members of the student body to

contact their College Council representative

and aak that she or he vote against this

proposal. It ia clearly a resohition which
would hamper the development of free

thinkers and ethically responsible In-

dividuals.

JeOrcyGreM
RetortMargoOs
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lour Pickles: Literary observations on Williams
Bwomlng a "lUcrary penoQ ha> WtUlame.. with 8D*ciui attention t„ it. .„.„„u.- ...... ,.

^ if

Dvcoming a "literary" pcrtOQ has
always held a certain attractlen (or

ma, am) now that I am wi ttie

paper regularly (thu> be
stretching things, (airly reguiariy la

more acmmn^ regular eitough at

least that :,gd

by laxati
: for

endoraements) the thing doesn't seem
as (ar-(etched as it oiict: rlirf. T must
frankly admit tba' of

becalming a litcra:,^ ,.....„.i i^ in

danger of going to my head, although

I'm not really sure what it'll do when
it get« there. If it chooaes to wait until

after rhy laat ewm to arrive,

hoVvever, it will at least titiye the
advantage of off-eeason Tates, aiul

perhaps that will keep me from
having to deal with it for a while.

In any case, there is one thing that

literary people around here seem to

do a fair amount of that I haven't tried

yet, and that is to offer something in

theway of a commentary about life at
' t

Letter: CC Resolution

WiUiamii. with special attention to its

more disagreeable aspects, Since this
Is the last opportunity I will have to
establish any sort of a reputation this
year, I feel compelled to offer below a
list of my own gripes about the school.

1) There is not enough humor
around here, It seems that
everywhere I jgo, someone la
mentioning the dearth of humor on
this campus. It's usually me. and that
may explain it, but I still think the
CUL ought to try to find out why in an
average week the funniest thing here
is the taste of the lemonade in Baxter.
Certainly the alumni do their share by
wearing House of Walsh pants for
their reunions. Can't the students
think of something with as much
comic chutzpah?

2) Onpolitical matters, not only do
I believe that Williams should pull out
of South Africa, but I think it should
pull out of the Western Massachusetts
and go to Florida where the weather is

To the editor;

I am writing to clarify the
statement which I made at the College
Council meeting of May 3 and which
seems to have confused many people
who were in attendance.

As I stated at that meeting, I believe

that the Council should voice its

opinions on important issues and I

firmly support the spirit of Joel
Smith's resolution. Having attended
College Council meetings for three

years, I applaud the Council's move to

consider issues (in addition to

financial and committee matters)
and, in this instance, to show concerii

for the plight of black South Africans.

I, like many members of the Williams
faculty, staff and student body,
believe that the withdrawal of

American investment from South
Africa is a morally and politically

appropriate act. Yet I am disturbed

by the manner and form in which the

College Council expressed its views on
this question. It seemed to me that

niost Council members agreed only on
the ugliness of the South African

situation, on Wiliiams' implicit

involvement, and on the need for the

College to act. As for the course of

such action; there seemed to be little

agreement. Given that situation, I

thii)k it unfortunate that the Council
acted hastily and with no significant

discussion of the det|tjig jef Joel

Smith's resolution.

I have heard two arguments which
deny the necessity for such
^scussion, and I disagree with both.

The first is that the proposals in

question have been described in

literature on campus and that the
student body has been discussing
these questions throughout the
semester. The fact that literature has
been handed out and that public and
private conversations have taken
place does not seem to me to absolve
the Council from the responsibility of

studying a proposal point by point,

debating the issue on the floor and
knowing the substance of what it is

endorsing.

The second argument some offer is

that the resolution is important
regardless of its details because it

expresses student support for strong
action by the College. Given the
controversy at the meeting, I believe
that sentiment to be the only one
clearly shared by most Council
members. It seems to me therefore
that a simple and firm statement to

that effect—one which did not purport
an understanding on the part of

College Coimcil members of complex
economic. procedural. and
mechanical issues—might have been
more honest and more persuasive and
would have left the Council options for

future discussion and actions.

Thus I do not challenge the

Council's intention and right to

express its views. To the contrary. I

arh'reassijred by its efforts to do soJ

Yet I feel that Joel Smith's resolution

could have been an occasion for more
serious discussion. Sincerely.

Eileen Julien
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GO TO COLLEGE
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tolerable. How i« it that WUIianu got
built. in a land where anyone fool

enough to try and celebrate May day
is liable to get frostbite? A place
where the concept of "the warm" is

like a Platonic form which seems to

exist in our memories but never
corresponds to any outside reality? Of
course pulling Williams out of
Western Mass. wouldn't make our
consciences any clearer, but it would
work wonders on our sinuses. No
doubt some people here who like snow
would object to our moving to a
warmer climate, but they could
become philosophy majors and never
know the difference.

3) There is too much emphasis on

drinking at WiUianu. And I don't Jwt
mean alcohol, either. So often when
I'm out with friends, I'll hear the
same refrain; "Hey. want to go to the
snack bar and get a coke?," or "Do
you mind if I stop at this water
fountain for a drink?" Fluid intake

appears to hold the position on this

campus that, the hula hoop and
stuffing people in phone booths once
had and I wouldn't he surprised if

hardly a day goes by for the average
Williams student in which he doesn't
engage in it in some way. Nor do
people here seem very receptive to

the idea that it's excessive. You
should see the icy stares I have
received on the rare occasions that I

^fln

have gotten up the gumpUon to
suggest to a soda seeking companion
(hat "perhaps a candy bar might be
more appropriate."

Of course the admhiistration isn't
crazy about having expoaltions of the
seamier side of life here like having
the drinking problem appear in the
paper, but as long as I am writing this
column I control what goes in and no
one in Hopkins Hall is going to silence
my typewri

'

(Editor's note: Peter Rintels may be
hack next year to write more of Sour
Pickles. We'll know for sure when we
hear from the Dean's office over the
summer.)

Peter Rtatels
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H»gyl and Joseph present recital
JULIUS HBGYI and LUCY

JOSEPH, both violinists, will present

a two-violin recital this Friday at 8:30

p.m. in Thompson Memorial Chapel.

Works on the program include Eight

Canons by Halsey Stevens,

Bkxx:herini's Duo in C Major, Bartok's

Suite of Five Duets, Prokofiev's

Sonata lor Two Violins, and Sonata for

Two Violins in F Major by Vivaldi.

Julius Hegyi, Conductor and
Violinist in Residence at Williams, is

also a Lecturer in Music. He is

conductor of both the Berkshire

Symphony and the Albany Symphony
Orchestra, as will as founder and

director <rf the Music in the Round

chamber music concert series, and

violinist in The Williams Trio. Hegyi

is a graduate of the Juilliard School of

Music on a Frank Damrosch
Scholarship, and came ^.to

Williamstown and Williams College in

l%5 under a Rockefeller Foundation

grant, which provided for his

initiating a string program in the local

schools.

. Lucy Joseph is now director of the

string programs in the local schools-

She is a member of the Berkshire

Symphony and past member of the

Albany Symphony Orchestra and

Middletown (Ohio) Orchestra, with

whom she was concertmaster and

soloist. Joseph studied with Donald

Portnoy, Paul Rolland, Jean Pasquier

at the American Conservatory in

France, and Frank Housor at the

Congress of Strings.

Admission is free.

MUSIC NOTES
The Apple Hill Chamber Players

will perform works for piano and

winds including a sextet by Poulenc

and Beethoven's Quintet in E flat,

ofius 16, this Thursday at the Clark Art

Institute. In the afternoon at 4:30, they

will hold an open rehearsal for which

admission is free. Their performance

is scheduled for 8:30 in the evening for

which admission is $3.00 and free for

students.

Goliery highlights Goodbody

DIcfc Goodbody

A retrospective show of the

photographs of Dick Ckwdbody will

open tomorrow afternoon at 5:00 in

the Dodd Student Art Gallery:

Goodbody is a well-known student

photographer at Williams. As past

President of the Photography Club

and teacher of numerous Winter

Studies in photography, Goodbody's

work has been seen previously in

exhibitions at the Images movie

theatre and at Dodd.

This show, however, is unusual in

that it is a retrospective, and as such.

from
Career Counseling

1978 Summer Jobs!

Williams Faculty family looking

for companion to autistic child for

summer on Block Island. Prefer

someone interested in Special Ed.

and Psychology. All expenses will

be paid plus stipend of $500. If

interested call: Mrs. Park at 458-

4413.

Williamstown Boys Club will hire

one male and one female for its

Day Camp and Teen Camp. Must

be a Williams College financial-aid

student. 21 years old preferred.

$1080 for the summer (not

including room and board). See

Jeff Wood. V , =

HELP WANTED
Two students needed to take down
storm windows and put up a few
screens for Williams faculty

family. Will take about 6-8 hours

work. Must be completed by May
14. See Jeff Wood.

Bronfman Science Center looking

for electrical shop assistant for

1978-1979 year. Must know how to

fix electrical equipment, technical

terms, and how to solder. See Jeff

Wood.

Permanent Jobs &
Internships

llie latest Federal job information

is listed and explained in The Uncle

Sam Connection - Federal Job
Letter available at OCC. Did you

know that the Whitehouse was just

given the OK to expand its staff by
45 per cent? It's all in Federal Job

Letter. (See GOVERNMENT
section)

Junior Foreign Service Officer

positions are still available In the

State Dept. for minority graduates.

You do not have to have taken the

Foreign Service Officer Exam to

qualify. Must have BA and be U.S.

citizen, (see DirecU Application

notebook. Government tab)

May 31 is the application deadline

date for Manpower Specialist

positions with the U.S. Forest

Service, Northeastern area.

Applications must be postmarked

by May 26. (see Direct

Application

)

©IjeiSiig

Tues., May 9 Junior Wght

Wed., May 1 Farewell Concert

Peter Friesen 78 (banjo)

and

Erie Pyenson 78 (guitar)

SUNY New Paltz

<>ver$eas Pregrtiii^^^^^^
"

tthYear
Univtrsity of Paris - Sorbonnt

Undergraduates in philosophy and

related majors earn 30-32 credits in

regular Sorbonne (Paris IV)

courses. (Program also for one

semester or full academic year for

students |ust beginning tJ'fetudy

jprench.) Director assists with

housing, programs, studies.

Orientation, language review.

Sept. 15-June 15. Estimated living,

airfare, tuition, fees: $3400 N.Y.

residents; $3900 others. Professor

David Blankenship, Philosophy

Department, SUC, New Paltz, New
York 12S62 (914) 257-2496

NOTICE

LAST LINEN EXCHANGE WILL BE

MAY 17th.

LINEN WILL BE AVAILABLE

IN OFFICE FOR EXCHANGlE AFTER

THAT DATE.

Drummond Cleaners

reflecte Goodbody's growth as a

photographer from Freshman to

Senior year. The maturation of his

visual perception is evident lo 4he

changes in his most frequent subject,

contemporary lanc^cape. Landscapes

extend from Paris and Stondienge to

the backyard of Goodbody's off-

campus home. An important

component of Goodbody's landscapes

is their technical quality—and one

notes a progressive improvement at

his skills. Goodbody has learned the

technique of both black and white and

color.

Combustion Engineering, Inc. of

Windsor, CT seeks new or recent

graduates for the areas of

Information Systems Analysis,

Information Systems Computer

Programming, or Scientific

(Computer Programming. Prefer

major concentrations in

Liberal Arts. Math, or Computer

Science.

Exciting Editor Assistant entry

level position for trade

newsletters. College newspaper
experience and ability to write

under deadline pressure. $8500-

10.000. White Plains, N.Y. location,

(see Direct Application notebook.

Communications tab)

The fifth national film and video

competition sponsored by the

National Trust is open to

undergraduate or graduate
students. This year's themes are

Preservation in Action, People 4
Preservation, Planning &
Preservation, and Preservation for

the Public. Six $1000 prizes vnll be
offered. DEADLINE: August 1,

1978. (see bulletin board at OCC)

Errata
|

Massive editing errors
caused two paragraphs to

mystoriously disappear from
and two others to be switched
around in John Ubcartine's

review of the Berkshire
Symphony's concert. The
paragraphs in question
concerned guest violinist

Daniel Phillips, a 23 year oltl

musical genius and virtuoso

(at least in the reviewer's

opinion). Phillips deserves
nothing but praise for the

brilliance of his performance
. . . Opinions of the rest of the

concert, particularly the

Beethoven symphony, remain
as stated in the article.

SHEETMUSIC
POP FOLIOS
ALBUM BOOKS

• 50 TOP HOT
SINGLE SHEETS

• PERSONALITY
FOLIOS

• ALBUMS
24 liour call-in twvie*

lor

ShMt Music Information
and roquosts

4S«-lMe

Piano Shop
W* SERVICE wtiat wo sell

InUKKERT'iAlllV. k

C«l« Aw«.. WUIiMTittown

4 10 9:36, oil day Sol . *v*nln'g«b|r opp't.

WIILI A "/SSTOWM

?4 HOUR V.

458-3368

HOWIE LEVITZ IS ALIVE AND WELL

at

Northarn B«rktltlr«'s only full-sorvko

photoQrciphlc facility

Instant passport photos - copying - processing -

enlargements - slide duplicating - portfolio

worit • product photography - supplies -

Answers & Advice

Colonial Shopping Center

Williamstown, Mass. Kodak

9:30-5:30AAon-Sat 413-458-3113
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More letters: WGSO, CUL ond CC
'^>0«S.

Gay rights

to the editor:

We wish the Hechingers had visited

Williams College and talked with us,

for they seem to have missed totally

both the point and the spirit of campus
gay activism—above all, coming
out—as we know it. They worry that

students' coming out may represent
"premature commitment" and
"opting too early for an exclusively

bomosexual life." This heteroeexist

either-or conception of coming out has

nothing to do with our own. Those of us

(imong the students and faculty of

Williams who have come out have
done 80 as a commitment only to

liberation, not to sexual ex-

clusiveness. We don't intend merely to

exchange one strait jacket of sexual

Itangups for another. Nor do we view

our coming out as a personal sacrifice

to politics, which is what the

Hechingers imply: jn comparing
homosexuals' coming out to 6ther

oppressed minorities' being "driven
to a militancy that subsequently
restricts their own privacy." The
Hechingers fail to see that coming out

Is ndt just a tactic but is. precisely, the

goal. For them, "the ultimate goal,

for heteroseJ^uals as well as
homosexuals in a free society, is the

right to privacy in matters of sexual
preference and practice." whereas
what gay people want and need and
claim in justice is the right to be as
publicly gay as straight people are
publicly straight. Coming out is what
it's all about.

Had the Hechingers visited

Williams, they would have found an
exception to the general tendency

they noted, that small non-urban
colleges do not foster gay activism.

Here is perhaps the best illustration of

our organization's vigor and of the

strong support we have won from
»thers at Williams: Last November,
the Williams College Council (the

student representative body) resolved

by a vole of i8 to 3 to request that the
President and Trustees add the
category "sexual orientation" to the
College's official nondiscrimination
statement. At the Council's initiative,

the same resolution came to a vote in

the December faculty meeting, where
it failed by 40 to 69, The faculty did
resolve, howevjer, by a vote of 97 to 12,

to endorse a more informal
statement, made by the President,

committing Williams to a policy of

nondiscrimination on the basis of

sexual orienUtion. We gay men and
women are proud pf ourselves, and
we're proud of Williams.

'
,; Sincerely,

Williams Gay Support

Organization

•w

This is the original vtraion of a tetter

printed in the New York Times
14/16/78], The TIMES shortened it

and ran it over the sigmtturt of /ohn
Rhodes, lecturer in art. It wa» a

eoUaboratiue effort.

Referendum

To the editor:

While we appreciate the demands of

space, the editing of last Friday's

College Council article leaves our
position on the South Africa resolution

unclear.

We did, as you state, question the

right of the Council to vote on the

resolutioa It was and still is our

feeling that student opinion on the

complicated issue-of South Africa has

not been accurately determined.
Indeed, a show of hands at Wed-
nesday's CC meeting indicated that

only 3 of the 24 representatives

present had spoken with their house

members concerning the resolution.

Thus, we suggested that it be voted on
by the entire student body. Un-
fortunately, our motion for a student

referendum failed by a vote of 16-8.

Our motion however does not mean
that we do not favor the resolution.

Indeed, both of us spoke in (avor of it

and voted for its pMsage.

Sincerely,

John SimpioB 79
Randy Wang '80

Coed housing

To the editor;

To the Aembeir of Perry House Who
supported "common sense" in

denouncing the Committee on Un-
dergraduate Life for iu stand on the
co-ed housing issue (April 28):

Why did you retreat. tt> the
"classified" section? The CUL spent
many hours considering the problem
of election results for co-ed housing in

both Perry and Gar-Wood. We ex-

[dored every issue to its fullest extent

and finally reached our decision with

the idea of "credibility""very much in

everyone's mind. We knew at the time
that we could not please every in-

dividual, but it is disappointing to

have to deal now with the cheap shots

of the obviously misinformed. If you
really have something intelligent to

say, you might at least write a full

letter explaining yourself (Perhaps
the extent of your comment explains

you very well). If you have nothing

more to say, you might try diverting

your clearly boundless creative
energy and "common sense" to some
other problem of international con-
cern.

PhilDarrow'81
Committee on Undergraduate Life

Jhf KIfctU». r.>mmltt«« ma«e Uw foilowlaii commltlM mffoimlmtaU:

Art* 5ludl««

David Sarkin

Margaret Walton
Nancy K. Shapero
Chrifttoph Hod^e
Kussell Case

AtMetici:

Dan Sullivan

Greg McAieenan
,Nina Murphy
Joan T. Neuhaus

Faculty:

Sarah Wilson
Ted Tucci

Paul Goren

Library

Bub Mutphy
Elizabeth Roessel

Richard S, Coomber
Sarah Smith

Ug Committee:
L. Ann McCabe
Robert Pickel

Larry Sisson

Avon Williams

Stephen Colella

Michael Sardo

Physical Planning
Eric Seyferth

Peter S. Brooks
Christopher W. Read
Kim Millberry

Winter Study
Clark Wagner
Luciennc Sanchez
Denise Hsrvey
Lynne Rowley

Afro-American Sindic*

Mark Bcfcert

Diane L. Hughes
Gus Hinkson

The Elections Committee will make recommendations for all remaining
committee positions May 10, 1978.

Night Fever at Dodd House

Roommate wanted to share two
liedroom apt. in N.Y. living room,
kitchm, etc. Call xMl7—Michael.

OiSCOfrompagtl
who weren't dancing. I looked from
one face to the next, searching for the
«iil. I knew she wasn\ there. She was
Iniried deep in the dance floor

somewhere, or else in some carrel of

Sawyer Library. The rejects really

looked bad that night. 1 wondered if

perhaps the other rejects weren't
thinking the same thing about me. I

tried to think higher thoughts—the
Sex Pistols. ,Muby-Divk. and so on—
but realized that I was only fooling

myself. I headed for the door. To the

Dodd party!

When I finally talked to Stev© Case
and heard him saying what a dirty

(rick the other party organizers had
pulled. I knew I should be Over there.

His party had exhausted any sort of

possibilities it had by then.

To Dudd

I knew that the Dodd House party

was really different not when I saw it

was only 75c, or that they were selling

pizza at 60c a slice, or even their door
prizes (all obvious attempts to lure

cheapskates away from "Night
Fever"), but when I saw the people
dancing there. No one was dressed
any differently than at a normal
Williams party, but this crowd was
nuts. Some fool was bleating on a
whistle that grated in my ear more
than many times as I attempted to

boogie in a space amounting roughly
to a square foot. The dance floor was
incredibly dark, and all sorts of
strange sights were beheld. Not only
were more ODA's in evidence, and the
crazy-sexual "Freak" dancing, but
there were actually gay couples
gyrating together. What a shock to see
such a thing at Williams! This was the
real New York-style disco, not that

plastic thing that Purple Cow
Productions had pumped up over at

Mission Park. Maybe there is hope for

Williams yet.

Are you wondering where to store your clothes over

the summer?

Drummond Cleaners will cl^api and store them for the

price of having thiein cleaned. In other words, you get

FREE STORAGE!
FULLY INSURED

Sanitone
QyjftoMMkrlkytMMr

Drummond Cleaners
R5i{ spring Street, Williamstown 194 North Street, Bennington

458-4321 447-0188

We Welcome the Return of Hangers!

lir I I nit.
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Bats are silent, Ephs drop 3

Woffltn't cr«w had two boats win Saturday on Lako Onota. Picturad It tlia

llghtwalght boat: Lisa CapaldinI, Mag Washburno, and LIbby Hohman, and

coxwain Molly Burcholl. (photo by Erlcson)

Women win at Onoto
Williams varisty and lightweight

women's crews splashed over the

finish line first this Saturday on their

own Lake Onota near Pittsfield; .

Dartmouth and Cornell crews
followed in the Williams wake.

The Williams varsity shot off the

start, grabbing two seats from
Dartmouth and four from the Cornell

women. At the 500 meter mark
Dartmouth, then trailing Williams by
half a boat length, ran into the Eph's
boat. Stunned, the Dartmouth women
slowed, while the unruffled Williams

women took this opportunity to pull

away from Dartmouth. Each of the

boats held their position over the

remainder of the 1500 meter course,

. Williams and Dartmouth increasing

their margins over the boat behind.

llie Williams lights also finished a

strong first against Dartmouth and
Cornell junior varsity crews. Despite

a less-than-optimal start, Williams

pulled out on Dartmouth, holding

Cornell for the first 250 meters. Guest

cox'n Molly Burchell thien decided it

was time to say good bye to the other

crews and called for power. "ITie lights

had it fpr her at the end of their oars

and in^omptly passed Cornell. Cornell

^jttid Dartmouth pursued Williams for

the rest of the 1500 meters, but to no

avail.

The Williams novice boat almost

claimed a victory against the

Dartmouth and Cornell novices, but

losl the lead they had captured at the

500 meter mark during their last

thirty strokes. Approaching the finish

Dartmouth sprinted powerfully,

gaining back the six seats previously

lost to the Williams women.
Dartmouth won by only three-tenths

of a second with a 6:07.3 time. Cornell

again brought up the rear with a 6 : 31 .0

time.

Next Sunday, May 14, the best-in-

women's rowing will be featured on

Lake. Onota. Willianis will liost

twenty-four other colleges at the

Women's Eastern Intercollegiate

Rowing Championships.

by Frank Pergolliil

It was a tough weekend for the

Williams College baseball team. On
Saturday, they dropped a

doubleheader at Amherst, 3-2 and 8-2.

Sunday. American International

College came to Williamstown, and

used a six ryn ninth inning to deal the

Ephmen a 9-3 loss.

Saturday's opener was a pitching

duel between Williams' Steve Maier

and Amherst ace Bill Swiacki for the

first five innings. In the top of the

sixth, Swiacki hit catcher Mike
Krikorian. After John Friborg hit into

a force play, Rick Walter lined a

single to right, putting runners on first

and second. The hit was the only one

of the game for Williams.

Scott Harrington hit a ground bail to

second baseman Dave Jauss, who, in

attempting to get Walter at second,

threw the ball into left field, allowing

Friborg to score. Another throwing

error by third baseman Frank
Forgione allowed Walter to score,

putting Williams ahead 2-0.

Amherst came right back in the

bottom of the inning,. 'Paul

Harasiminociwz doubled and Tim
Moynihan singled, pt^tting runners on

first and third. Shortstop Mark
Manning hit a'Tong fly ball just over

the left field fence, giving Amherst a

3-2lead. Williams had the tying run on

third with one out in the seventh, but

failed to score.

Four run innings in the fourth and

fifth gave the Lord Jeffs plenty of

breathing room in the second game.

Tony Stall walked four men in the

fourth and gave up two slnglM. In the

fifth, a bases loaded triple by Bob

Sternberg was the big blow.

A.I.C. turned a 3-2 game into a rout

with a six run ninth Inning, With two

men on and two out, and the score still

3-2, Gary Barcher unloaded with a

triple to right center to put the game
away. Barcher scored on a wild pitch,

and singles by Chris Olinski and Bob

Foley drove in the last three AIC runs.

Williams had jumped out to a 2-0

lead with two unearned runs in the

second. Ken HoUingsworth scored on

a iMMed ball. Prank Kreutz came
home when he tried to steal third and
catcher Bob Drury's throw went into

left field

A.I.C. tied the game with single

runs In the fourth and fifth. The
YeliowjBckets went ahead in the

seventh when Jeff Altman scored on

the tall end of a delayed double steal.

Steve Mercadante went all t^ way
for the winners, striking out eight and
walking three. CharHe Thurston
picked up the los^ ftir Williams.

Laxmen whip lord Jeffs
by Wayne Eckerson

Amherst,—Led by a 17 point scotriiiiKj
output by its attack, the Wtlliartis

College lacrosse team handily

disposed of a rebuilding Lord Je^

squad to capture !ts ninth straight

Little Three crown.

J.unior Pete Thomsen did the first

damage and put Williams ahead for

good with two solo efforts early in the

first period. Twice he outran his

defenseman and came around the

goal to dump the ball into the net.

Thomsen followed with two goals in

the second period, one which he rifled

past a dazed Lord Jeff goalie from 25

feet out.

Adding four assists to his four first

half goals, Thomsen was Williams'

top scorer. Close b^ind were fellow

attackmen Todd Eckerson who
garnered one goal and four assists and

Dick Goodbody who finessed four

goals from his crease position. Brian

Benedict and Pete Barbaresi scored

two and one respectively from mid-

field to complete the scoring.

Amherst never threatened the

whole game. Bob Cowin shutout

Amherst in the first half making
twelve saves. In tiie second half,

Amherst increased its tempo but only

managed to put four shots on Cowin
and four on back-up goalie Bill Childs.

Defensemen Pete linger, Russ Gee,

Mike Curran and Pete Santri played
well holding the Amherst attack

scoreless.

Of note is Amherst's recent

acquisition of Middlebury's head
coach Dennis Daley to head its hockey

and lacrosse programs. Daley, an
Amherst graduate, established

Middlebury as a ranking New
England lacrosse power. His transfer

to Amherst will undoubtedly provide

Williams with stiffer competition for

the Little Iliree title.

Het Golfers putt, drive, and chip way to victory
Armed with the knowledge that the

near invincible Purple golfers were
ready to notch their seventh win of the

season, A.I.C. employed devious "cult

of personality tactics" in an attempt

to thwart the Eph onslaught. The
match play format, in which man
battles man to an individual, self-

contained conclusion, did not provide

the magic elixer for an A.I.C. victory.

The' Williams linksters upped their

Swim team elects co-captains
Juniors Peter Howd and Don

Cameron have been elected co-

xaiitain8t>f the Williams varsity swim
team for the 1978-79 season.

Cameron, a Division III All-

American backstroker and holder of a

Williams record in the 100-yard event

of his stroke, has been a top

competitor for Coach Carl

Samuelson's squad since his

freshman year. Howd, a consistent

performer in the individual inedley , is

jBlso a three-year veteran of the team.

. The two will head a young but

talented Williams team including

three other returning All-Americans,

Jordan Lewis, David Amlicke, and
Bill Beckett. According to both Howd
and Cameron, the squad fully expects

to take its eighth consecutive Little

Three Championships (Williams,

Wesleyan, Amherst) and to follow up
on its strong second-place finish at the

New England's this past season.

f Junior Nina Murphy and sophomore
Keron Walker have been elected co-

captains of the Williams women's

varsity swim team for the 1978-79

season.

Murphy- returns for her fourth-

season with Coach Carl Samuelson's

four-year-61d team, and for her

second year as a co-captain. Last

season she led the team to a 6-1 dual

meet record and a strong showing at

the New England Championships. She

also steadily improved her personal

performances throughout the winter.

She holds a share of five Williams

records in backstroke events and
relays.

Walker is Williams' first female

Division II AU-American swimmer, as

she took a fifth and an eighth in the

Nationals in Georgia this spring. She
is also the defending New England
Champion in two events, the 50

freestyle and the SO fly, and claims

these among her seven Williams

records.

The two will lead a squad which

boasts returning contenders Linda

Reed, Molly Murphy, Katherine
Pearsall and Joanna Monroe.

season tally to 7-1 with a convincing

4'/i-2'/i> triumph.

With his new-found weight transfer

fostering the development of a lyrical

swing producing club-ball contact

reminiscent of Plato's music of the

spheres, Marcel Oudin bludgeoned his

humt>er one opponent in a 5 and 4

triumph. Playing with Marcel, junior

Dan Katz held on for victory at the

number two position when his A.I.C.

foe could not And an available oxygen

tent on the eighteen and decisive hole.

At number 3, Ed "Big" Bousa
continued his mercurial climb to the

ranks of the great with >ome
indescribable putting inspired By
visions of Arnold Palmer during his

glory days at the helm of the golfing

world. "Big" fired a 75, defeating his

man by a 4 and 2 count.

A par on the eighteenth hole lifted

Bill Sprague into a tie with his

tenacious A.I.C. counterpart.

Consido'ing that Young Sprague is

playing on damaged wheels caused by
the ravages of a Baker's cyst. Coach
Rudy Goff is extremely pleased to

have the talented sophomore back in

the lineup. Team members hope that

ead) passing day will bring Young
closer to the greatness he achieved in

his Fall College Championship
triumph, and look for him to go out in

a blaze of glory against powerful

Amherst.

Chris "Moses" Malone, a classy

freshman with a tremendous attitude,

fired a spectacular, stupendous 71 in a
4 and 2 victory over his bewildered

opponent. When asked about his round
Moses replied, "I parted the watered

fairways with every drive, and
commanded my putts to go in the

hole." With this round fueling his

And thus Mot«s

spak|»/"l commanded

my putts to go

inthohoU."

confidence, there is no telling what
miracles Moses can perform during
the remainder of the season.

Finally, in the numbers six and
seven positions John Goodrich and
ChrisHolm lost tough decisions on the

eighteenth hole. Although neitlier

John nor Chris has played up to his

potential, both are very strong

players, and hopefully will soon find

the swings which have produced some
impressive gold in the past.

With a 7-2 win the tennis team won Its

sixth straight Littia Thrae titit

Saturday. The team k»t won singles

match and doubiei match. Martin

GoMbarfl, no. one seed, k>st hi thrM

sett. (photo by Oettgen)

Men's crew drops race to Ithaca,

preps for Dad Vail Regatta in Philly

Friday ON WCFM

TOP 25 ALBUMS

OF THIS YEAR

Th* countdown starts

at 4:00 pml

liisi-S

The Williams varsity men's crew
battled Ithaca College for the entire

1800 meters of the race course

Sunday, falling just 1.6 seconds short

at the finish, on Lake Waramaug in

New Preston, Ct. In the process the

Williams eight blew away arch rival

Trinity and left the Marist College

cr(^ on the horizon.

TTie Purple oarsmen were slow off

the line and found themselves trailing

o

RENTAL UNITS
AVAILABLE

Sept. 1V7«- June i«7t

ISO

SUMMER RENTALS

J. WATSON CO., iMr.
inWktetSlfM

.Nlchoh

both Trinity and the perennially

powerful Ithaca boat as they settled

into the race. By 500 meters the

Williams eight began to move througiv

Trinity while pusiiing Ithaca hard.
Coach John Peinert's oarsmen broke
away from The Trinity eight just after

1000 meters and kept the pressure on
Ithaca in a classic rowing duel to the
finish. Ithaca managed to maintain a
two or three seat lead until 30Q,jp(ieters

I WANT TO BUY •

USEDPURNITime

LMviifrg^tiiarM?

I'll pay cath tar: dresiM^, tin«l«

to^af^Mks, liviim room fwmltMra,
-^vnm, refriflerater* . .

.

Call:

AAr. GIrard at

4SM02t

to go, when they took the stroke rating

up and grabbed a four seat lead.

WUliams came on strong as stroke

Peter Wells brought the Ephs' rating

up to 36 beats to the minute to counter

the Ithaca move, but the Itbacfi

oarsmen would not be broken in the

last 100 meters of the race. The loss

was the first for the Purple varsity

this spring.

Jhel'lght and heavy frosh both

^-^opped races to strong Trinity and

Ithaca opponents. The heavyweights

battled an Ithaca crew to a tight finish

only six seconds bdiind the winning

Ume. The li^tweights lost decisively

to Trinity, but were only four seats

behind a powerful Ithaca boat at the

finish.

the crews will travel to

Pliiladetphia Thursday to compete in

the Dad Vail RegatU over the

weekend. The Dad Vail is considered

the national championriilps of small

college rowing.
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Columnist will salute

graduating seniors
Anthony Lewis, two-time Pulitzer

Prize-winning New York Times
columnist has been chosen the main
speaker for Commencement, on June
4. Marian Wright Edelman, founder

and director of the Children's Defense

Fund, has been selected as the

Baccalaureate speaker for the service

on June 3.

Lewis, the author of a twice-weekly

column for the Times, received his

first prize in 1955 for a series of

articles written for the Washington
Daily News on the dismissal of a Navy
employee as a security risk. The
second came in 1963 for his coverage
of the Supreme Court for the Times.

Lewis, an acclaimed expert on the

constitutional rights and duties of the

press, currently teaches at Harvard
Law School. He graduated from
Harvard in 1948.

The author of two books, Gideon's

Truiu|(ei. about a landmark case

before the U.S. Supreme Court, and
Poi'lraii uf a Decade, about changes in

American race relations, LeWis has
also twice won the New York State

Bar Association FYess Award.

Edelman founded the Washington
Research Project in 1968 which, in

1973 became the CDF. As director of

the CDF, she has been active in a wide
range of children and family issues,

including health cafe, welfare, and
adoption.

A graduate of Yale Law School in

1963. and Spellman College, Edelman
has been awarded honorary degrees
by Smith College, Lesley College, and
Lowell Technical Institute. She was
the first black women admitted to the

Mississippi bar.

The CDF has been a leader in

defending and expanding the rights of

children through the courts, and
promoting the need for quality child

care and other services for children.

A recent New York Times article

quoted Edelman aTs saying. "The point

is, how do you bring up children with a

realistic sense of the world, who have
confidence in themselves and the

competence to deal with life's

problems? I would like to give them a

sense of purpose—to be aware of the

world and know they have obligations

and responsibilities . .

."

South AfriCMTi questions

recent CC resolution

Marian Wright Edelman

"1 am here engaged in what they

call 'terrorist activities'. ' announced
Jeff Dumo Baqwa of the South African

Students Organization at a discussion

with the Azanian in Dodd House
Sunday.

"If I go back to South Africa in the

open, it is with tlie full knowledge that

I face death from the authorities."

Baqwa said. The SASO member was
banned and restricted by the South
African government in 1973 and fled

the country three years ago.

Questions at the discussion centered
around divestiture and its potential to

effect change in South Africa. Baqwa
argued that support for divestitiire

"gives blacks latitude" in working
with corporations in South Africa,

while foreign investment "lubricates

the machinery of apartheid." H?
admitted that divestment will not

force corporations out of South Africa.

Baqwa attacked the Sullivan

Principles, -which ask corporations to

improve the lot of their black workers
in South Africa and which were
incorporated into the recent College

College searches for iui Affirmative Action officer
The College has begun the search

for an Affirmative Action officer to

join the President's staff next fall. The
new administrator will work with the

Dean of the Faculty and department

chairmen to look at both institutional

patterns- -atwl-' specifie problems
relating to the hiring and retention of

female and minority employees,
President John W. Chandler, said that

he "hopes very much that the person

involved will be a woman."

The President noted that Williams

had a good record in attracting 'and

appointing women, and' to a lesser

degree, blackS."The problem,." he

said, "is retaifiing them. I hope the

person will be sensitive to conditions

in the College and act to relieve

problems," he said.

"We are unusual in that we don t

have an Affirnmtive Action Officer."

Chandler continued. He said that he

took a survey of other colleges and

found that most had benefited from
the institution of such an
administrator.

Until recently. Chandler said, the

College had not felt a need for such a

position. Williams, he said has a

relatively thin administration and
tries not to create new officers.

The President envisions the job as
more than that of an ombudsman for

the faculty and staff. The position

requires that its holder keep abreast

of current government regulations

and grant requirements. Williams, he

said, has not done well in getting funds

from the National Endowments for

the Humanities and the Arts He hopes

that if the College can stay informed

that they will get a larger share in the

future.

On the regulation front, the

Affirmative Action Officer might set

up an alumni network to monitor and
correspond with lawmakers when
legislation injurious to the institution

has a chance of passing.

An ad hoc search committee
composed of various classifications of

Council decides to fund

campus political groups

employees will read and evaluate

applications. This committee and then

the Conmiittee on Appointments and
Promotions I CAP" will interview the

best candidates. President Chandler

said that he will make the final,

appointment, based on , the

recommendations of the search
committee and the CAP.

Council resolution. He called them
"window dressing," and claimed that

improving economic conditions for a

few blacks while leaving political

conditions unchanged will aid South

African propaganda and blur the issue

of racism. '"

Unpublicized strikes and "Armed
struggle" are going on in South Africa

today. Baqwa said, but added that the

scale of rebellion is not close to that in

Zimbabwe and Namibia. He noted

that Azanian guerillas are being

trained in socialist countries and that

the training program has intensified

steadily since 1967.

"We are not going to fight the South

African army conventionally," the

Azanian remarked, admitting its

superiority. He Would not rule out the

possibility of the eventual use of

Cuban troops in a guerilla war.

Baqwa attacked the South African

government's plan to resettle the

black population on 18 per cent of the
'

country's land. "It is impossibl^e for

the bantustans to exist without the

South African government," he said.

Baqwa cited a 19,53 report from the

South African government which

found the bantustan land "too barren

to support life."
'

Baqwa also warned students to be

wary of compromise. While he did not

discount the potential of the College

Council resolution, with its two-year

grace period for corporate action, he

So questioned whether students could

maintain pressure over that time and
force the issue in 1980.

Announces opening for Assistant

to the President for Affirmative

Action and Government Relations.

Appointee will be responsible for

monitoring and coordinating

implementation of the College's

Affirmative Action programs and
evaluating and articulating

Affirmative Action policies. Duties

will also include responsibility for

collecting information on Federal

and state legislation and programs
applicable to the College.

Experience in selective liberal arts

college as teacher or administrator

highly desirable. Position open

September 1 . 1978 Senfl letter of

application, two references and
resume by June 20 to: President's

Office, Williams College,

Williamstown. Massachusetts
01267. An Affirmative Action

Equal Opportunity employer.

by Randy Wang -,••-

The College eouncii passed a

motion by treasurer John Simpson '79,

Wednesday night "to fund activities

specifically and clearly political in

nature and designed solely to

influence the College."

The ruling will serve as a guideline

ifor the Finance Committee when it

allocates funds subject to CC approval
next fall

The CC constitution specifically

forbids the funding of groups to

influence nationals state, or local

governments. The question surfaced

when the WGSO and the Anti-

Apartheid Coalition requested funds

to print leaflets on gay rights and
divestiture. There had been no
precedent. Debate centered on the

fear that CC members might try to

squelch unpopular beliefs and further

personal political causes.

The CC also approved the Elections

committee's recommendations on the

following appointments: Calendar
and Scheduling—Chip Buckner,

Betsey Jeffrey, Phil Darrow, and
Bonnie Schindel; Food Services-
Steven Sugarman, Bob Safford, Susan
Ellen Megna, Albert DeLeon, Jeffrey

Coombs, Philippe Masser, Julia

McNamee, Carolyn Haynes, and three

freshmen to be selected in the fall.

Other appointments included
Standing Committee — Warna
Bellamy, Timothy Kenefick, Byron
Walker and Jon Ballan; Student

Education Committee—Randy Wang,
Timothy Wang. John Goodrich, Carol

Kostik, and Kathy Schwartz; Student

Life Committee—Martha Griffin,

Steve Davidson, Ruth Glasser,

Carolyn Dye and Betsey Jeffrey.

The CC ruled to discontinue the

Financial Aid Committee, as it has

served no viable function and has

lacked sufficient student interest,

Roger Prevot '80, co-chairman of

the Housing Committee, stated that

co-education in Row Houses will

receive major -attention next fall.

"Special=inteI5^st-honsing istiot -part --

of the housing system," he said. He
mentioned the possibility of providing

"enclaves," where floors or sections

of floors might remain single-sex to

satisfy personal demands.

Asst. Dean Eileen Julien stated that

the Dean's Office wishes to keep
single-sex housing for the benefit of

the minority. She felt that it would not

inhibit diversity—the distinctive

characteristic of College housing.

The CC approved Simpson's
motions to fund the Roadrunners $100

for the "1st Annual Purple Valley

Classie," a ten-mile marathon; and
the Gargoyle Society $540 to print

2500-3000 copies of an alternate alumni
review. The six page issue would
contain articles from various student

publications designed to inform
interested alumni on student

activism.

These courses have been evaluated tor the Course Guide 1
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Letters: Night Fever, reverberations
Th* RECORD ngr*t$ tht *rror of Uaving

off a Vitwpoint kicker on Jeff Kovar's article

last iesue. The article was not meant to be

presented a> news coverage; nor does the

RECORD vouch for any of the facts as stated

in Kouar's reflections.

Kovar:
To the editor:

It has been brought to my attention that in

the article I wrote entitled: "Night Fever and

the Sickness Unto Death," I might liave

inadvertently offended some black students

on campus by referring to platform shoes

"not on black feet." I want to assure anyone

concerned that I meant absolutely no slur at

all by this remark. If it was construed that

way I beg those offended to forgive me an ill

choice of words. I meant to satirize many
traditional elements on campus, while at the

same time attempting to convey my support

and affirmation to the more progressive ones.

Unfortunately, these more positive

statements in the article were deleted by the

editors. They would have put the questioned

remark in better. context.

In some of the deletions that occurred, and

they were considerable, I criticized those who
don't wear platform shoes, I affirmed tlie

greater authenticity of the Dodd party due to

its more current black disco music (not the

Bee Gees), and finally in the deleted last

paragraph I made my support for the more
progressive movements on campus clear:

Maybe there is hope for Williams yet. If the

super capitalist can be defeated not only in

spirit , but also to the tune of $400, then there

is still promise in the corporate mentalities

walking around this campus. Who knows,

maybe next the Trustees will all vote for

divestiture; maybe nobody will decide to go
pre-med; maybe Harvard Business School

. will start hurting for students. Maybe the

world will stop turning.

I am very sorry that part ofmy position was
deleted from the article. I meant to criticize

an awful lot of things in the article, but never

did I intend to criticize blacks in any way.

JeffKoviar

Cose:
To the editor:

~~~~

In the aftermath of the controversial

"Night Fever" party, it seems appropriate

that I clear the air.

The party was sponsored by Bill Beckett

tmd myself. Originally, we intended to have

several houses sponsor it, but everyone we
approached declined because it was "too

costly" and "too risky." Faced with the

decision of bagging what we felt was a good

idea, or backing it with our-own money, we
chose the latter.

Farewell
With this issue, the new editorial board finishes its first term. Political

issues and events on campus sparked much debate this year, making our

job an interesting and enlightenmg one. Hopefully the Record has somewhat
clarified the facts and presented the campus with "some food for thought

Uirough various letters and viewpoints.

In the process of delivering news we try to be fair, representative of the

student body, and accurate; unfortunately, complete oDjectivity and ac-

curacy are elusive goals for which we must constantly strive. Having
learned much this semester, we realize our capacity for growth and im-

provement next year.

The Record would like to thank all those at Lamb Printing Co. for

coping with us one more year (though we know our copy is a never ending

source of amusement for them)

:

Bob: who bears responsibility for the printing of the Record and who is

always there to lend a helping hand or a sympathetic ear

;

Doris: who serves as alarm clock on early Friday and Tuesday mornings,

slavedriver, and copyreader;
Jean, Shirley, Steve, Verna and Barbara: who paste-up, typeset, and
prepare the dummies for camera. A.M.

Record Awards
Record editor Chip Buckner cited five reporters for outstanding

contributions to the paper this year. The announcements came last night

at the annual Record banquet at the 1896 House.
The editorial board cited Tim Jones '81 as Rookie of the Year. "Tim

has done an outstanding job in the news department this year," Buckner
said. "We look forward to getting more from him in the next three

years."
Randy Wang '80 garnered the honor of Best News Writer. For the

second straight year Peter Rintels '79 earned the title Best Features

Writer. "His analyses," Buckner said, "are the finest things we print."

Don Frazier '78 earned honors as Best Arts Writer for outstanding

previews and reviews of stage and screen events. Evan Bash '78 took the

title Best Sports Writer for his "consistent quality in covering racket

sports."
The Record ceases regular publication with this issue. The staff will

assemble and mail a commencement issue to all current students and
subscribers at graduation. The deadline for copy will be 7:00 p.m.

Wednesday May 24.
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It has been alleged that our goal in staging

thp party was to make money. This is simply

untrue. Our original cost projection was

$1125; we would have had to sell 512 tickets at

J2.00 each to break-even. We printed 600

tickets, so in the event of a sell-out ( which was

by no means assured) we would have a slight

profit margin ($75). This was important to

have, because we were fully liattle for any

damage which occurred at Mission Park on

the night of the party. Clearly, the figures

indicate that we were not out to make money.

A lot of students objected to the $2.00

admission price. This utterly baffles me.

Students constantly complain about the social

life at Williams, and cite as a major reason

the fact that every party is "beer and tapes.
'"

The reason for this is simple: the costs are

low, and therefore so is the risk. To sponsor

something a little different costs money, and

that extra cost must be passed on to the party-

goer. Our lighting system, for example, cost

$505—almost one-half of the budget. Another

"special touch," champagne punch, cost us

over $100. Taking these things into account,

we could not have charged less than $2.00

without losing money. And $2.00 does not

seem like an unreasonable amount to pay for

unlimited free beer (dark and light) and

punch, plus a fully-equipped disco. Two
dollars would get you two beers at most bars.

Objections were raised regarding our use of

WCFM to publicize the party. These

objections are reasonable and legitimate, but

fail to take into account the fact that "Night

Fever" was not intended to be privately-

funded. When we were unable to obtain house

backing, we immediately withdrew the ads

from WCFM.
Because of the above 'objections,"

attendance at "Night Fever" was far lower

than expected, and we ended up losing more
than $350. The loss doesn't bother us nearly as

much as the disillusionment we have

experienced with Williams students. If you

want something more than "beer and tapes"

every weekend, you're going to have to pay

for it. If you're not willing to cough up an

extra buck, then don't complain.

Sieve Case

re Cose
To Uie editor:

Thank God for the Record! Without Jeff

Kovar's illuminating article on "Night Fever

and the Sickness unto Death" I might never

have realized that my roommate and former

friend Steve Case was a bloodthirsty laissez-

faire monopoly capitalist preying on the

Williams community. When I read al>oul

Purple Cow Productions mafia-like

sponsorship of such obviously diabolical

projects as all-college parties, a Williams

talent album, and a bus service to Albany, I

was frankly shocked that anything quite so

underhanded could be allowed to go on in a

college so well known for its spotless

economic morality.

As a result, I am voluntarily divesting

myself of all contact with Steve Case. My door

will henceforth be locked at all times; I will

never again allow myself to be taken in by his

devious offers to record me on an album free

of charge; I will refuse to brush my teeth

while he is in the shower. In addition, I will

make it known to my other roommates that I

believe Steve should tSi pulled out of our suite

altogether.

I would also like to thank Mr. Kovar for his

illuminating comments on the proper way to

conduct oneself at a party. Being naive, I

went to "Night Fever" and had a great time. I

was even part of the tactless mob that ran

screaming to the dance floor when "Staying

Alive" came over the speakers. Thanks to

Mr. Kovar, I now know that to be cool at a

Williams party you should worry all day

about what to wear; make snide comments
about other's apparel; go directly to the beer

tap to disguise the fact that you've got no one

to talk to; deplore the way other people

dance; drop hints that "real disco" is nothing

like this; and stand by the dance floor making

rude jokes about the "rejects" while staring

at any gay couple with enough guts to dance

together. I will certainly never be seen having

fun at any party in the future:

Pro humilita^,

ScoU Lankford, '80

. Jews on apa rtheid , 'Q^O

Jacobsohn

To the editor:

1 would like to say something about the May
5 Viewpoint essay written by Kevin Welber
'81. The view that is set forth goes something

like this. What is going on. (or will beshorily

)

in South Africa should remind Jews of the

Holocaust. In the face of the monumental
injustice that is apartheid divestiture

represents a clear moral imperative for the

College. Moreover, for Jews, whose
sensitivity to such issues has a unique

historical meaning, the call for divestiture is

only natural. So natural in fact that nobody

(with the exception of Professor Jacobsohn)

supported- Dean Berek's anti-divestiture

remarks at a»recent Williams College Jewish

Association brunch. "Considering the

organization, one could hardly not expect the

outcome."

Mr. Welber's heart is in the right place but

his head isn't. His insulting implication (that

Berek and Jacobsohn must not be very good

Jews) may have been only inadvertent. 'Yet

for someone whose parents left Germany in

1939 (leaving some family behind), I'm not

content to leave it at that. I want to affirm

what to me seems only too obvious, but which

apparently has thus far fallen beyond the

comprehension of many at Williams and
elsewhere. To oppose divestiture is not to

condone the injustice of apartheid. To support

divestiture is not proof of one's moral

character. Nor is one's Jewishhess measured
by conformity to what some (perhaps a

majority) of Jews consider morally sound
political action. I happen to disagree with the

parallels drawn by Mr. Welber between the

Nazi treatment of Jews and South Africa's

treatment of Blacks, but that is a point

concerning which reasonable people may
disagree. What it seems to me, is

unreasonable ^is the expectation that

members of a religious organization Will

naturally agree on a matter as complicated

as the College's moral and political

responsibilities.

One final point. I have no idea how the

Jewish parents at the brunch viewed the

issues under consideration. I do know how one

parent perceived them. I'm referring to the

father who, according to Mr. Welber, "began
to question the validity of the

Administration's definition of morality."

That father spoke to me at the end of the

discussion and indicated in no uncertain

terms that he was in profound disagreement

with the students who had spoken in favor of

divestiture.

Gary J. Jacobsohn

CQ resolution

To the TrusleeS:

We, the officers of the Williams College

Jewish Association, like our brethren of the

Newman and Christian Fellowship

organizations, wish to make an appeal to the

college about South Afric?in corporate

investment policy.

Given our religious ideals, we too cannot sit

idly while a nation is oppressed. We must

emphasize this point since the Jewish people

have been the object of persecution

throughout the history of humanity.

Having read the College Council resolution,

we feel that it is the most effective course of

action for the college to take. Although

divestiture should be used only as a last

resort, we emphasize that if the use of

shareholder proposals and proxies fails to

elicit a proper response, that there be no

hesitation in divestiture. In conclusion, then,

we give our wholehearted support to the

course of action outlined by the College

Council resolution and to the hope that

someday Williams College will be able to say

that it took affirmative action on such a

crucial matter.

Robert RuMn
Julie Koiarin

Rich Usatine

Janet Besser

Frederic G. Barr

Brenda Flock

Representing the Jewish Association

clqrification

To the editor:
,

I wish to clarify something the Record has

obscured in publishing the WGSO's letter to

the New York Times Magazine in its original

form. The letter was published over my
signature as a member of the WGSO, after

consultation with the Times and full

agreement on my part, only because Times

policy requires individual signatures. The

formula should have been "John Rhodes for

the Williams Gay Support Organization.
"

John Rhodes

Lecturer in Art
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Letters.. .opinions, rebuttal, CC reps speak>^"
Record staffers

To the reiiderft of t>ie Record:

As active members of the Record staff, it

was chastening to read Mr. Buckner's

editorial Tuesday night. While we did nor
expect this newspaper to take the lead in

agitating for progressive action as many
college papers have, we had hoped the Record
would maintain editorial neutrality on the

issue.

The editorial was demoralizing not because
of any great controversy it will generate, but

because it will only strengthen the cynical

view of some in the College community that

the Record is a weak paper, a tool of the

administration, and the product of an
allegedly conservative clique of shortsighted

editors.

In light of this, we affirm that Chip's stand

is not that of the Record. We on the staff of

this paper who support divestiture deplore the

position of the Editor-in-Chief and will

maintain the integrity of our work and the

independence of our views,
giu Massad '80

Ray DeMeo '80

Randy Wang '80

Hans Oetlgen '80

Ann Morris '81

Jeff Kuvar '80

[Ed. note: Editorials in the RECORD, unless

signed, represent the opinions of the editor-in-

chief. They are the responsibility of the

editorial board, which is the official governing

bqdy of the newspaper. The editorial board of

course encourages the RECORD staff to

formulate their own opinions and express

them in Viewpoints and letters to the editor.]

1

rebuttal on JA's

To the editor;

Ab we five "assholes and even bigger

assholes" discussed why we apphed to be

Junior Advisors, w^ agreed that we did so as a

result of a positive freshman experience. Like

98 per cent of this year's freshnien, none of us

found it necessary to move out of our original

freshman housing. In writing about the

current freshman housing system, Chris

DiAngelo stated, ."if you are going to run a

freshman year in the nuumer that Williams

doess, chances are this is the best way of doing

things." If anything, we t>elieve this is an

understatement of the system's value.

Unity

Beicause of the current freshman housing

system our class is just that—the Class of

1960. The extant residential house system has

the advantages of fraternities, cohesion and a

social focus, without the disadvantages of

elitism and self-perpetuation. Without a

separate freshman system, houses would

tend to t>ecome islands unto themselves. The
bonds developed during freshman year lead

to much of the interaction between the

residential houses. An advantage of a small

school is that it may function as a community.

The Williams community depends upon

interaction {between as well as within houses.

Coiitenl

As Chris DiAngelo does, we cite the 191A

CEP-CUL questionnaire which indicated that

73 per cent of the freshmen supported the

separate freshman system. Over 150

members of our class applied for their second

chance to live in freshman housing as JAs. We
find this indicative of rising support for

continuing the system.

Kntry living

Professor Hoppin notd that, "it is common
interests which bring people together, not

living next door. " Outside of one's entry,

freshmen tend to gravitate toward other

students with similar interests. Yet there is

great value to interacting with those of

different interests. We believe that the

systematic diversity of the entry system

demands that freshmen confront and cope

with differences in others. The mere fact of

living together creates a common interest.

Cued and Single-Sex Options

We find great value in the idea of coed

freshman housing, which may help break

down social barriers which do exist. Yet we
believe strongly in preserving a single-sex

housing option. Some students are thankful

for the year of single-sex housing, which
provides a transition to upper-class coed
housing. We also see single-sex housing as

providing a unique opportunity to develop

bonds with members of one's own sex.

In conclusion, we would like to stress IheM

popularity of the present system as an
argument for its continuation. In creating a

housing system, the needs and desires of the

vast majority of students must be strongly

considered. Fortunately the WilliamB
community is small enough that the needs of

individuals may also be addressed. We feel

that the merits of the separate freshman
housing system outweigh itsshortcomings and
would like to see it perfected, not scrapped.

Lee Shackelford '80

Mark Schmidt '80

Jeanne Weeks '80

Bart Mitchell '80

Mike Ussack '80

Council decorum

To the editor:

It was most heartening to see such a large

number of students at the College Council's

meeting last Wednesday night (5/3>.

The Council, as part of our new Public

Information program, is encouraging student

attendance and participation at our meetings.

I am greatly disturbed, however, over the

trenJtendous lack of courtesy and decorum
shown by many of. those who attended the

meeting. Though the debate over the South
African resolution was, and should have been,

emotionally charged; there was no need for

those who spoke, both pro and con. not to

listen to each other with respect and common
courtesy. Neither was there any reason for

the spectators in the gallery to interrupt the

meeting with frequent outbursts of applause

or uncalled for booing and hissing. This, in my
opinion, is not the kind of constructive

participation that we are seeking.

TYiough I realize that students may have

difficulty in sympathizing with the problems

of the College Council and the pitfalls of its

parliamentary procedure. I would urge them
to take a second look at the Council. We are

not full time professional legislators who
meet daily and have the luxury of elaborate

service staffs and research teams. We are.

quite simply, a group of students elected by

you to come together once a week for 1'2

hours in order to grapple with the multitude of

issues that face the College. The success of

the Council In tfMling with ismms and
responsibililiea ranging from Latin Hooora to

committee appointmeals deMrves
commendation, in spite ot our curioua

affection for Robert's Rules of Order,

Sincerely,

'TedTucci

CC Rep. Pratt Hottte

CC stance

To the editor:

Please allow us to clear up any possible

misunderstandings of Wednesday's
viewpoint, "Money and Politics."

I'here is not and has never been any
proposal brou^t before the College Council
to discontinue funding of so called political

organizations such as The Williams Action
Coalition, The Williams Republican Club and
other similar groups. The issue to which the
viewpoint referred was one brought before
the Council two weeks ago. At that time the
council was asked whether it wished to fund
specifically political activities clearly and
solely designed to influence the College. Your
readers will be interested to know that the
Council, at its Wednesday meeting, voted to

fund such activities. This issue had not ever
been considered by the Council and we are
glad to see it clarified.

We would also like to note that Wednesday's
viewpoint was not intended to imply that the
College Council's raising or discussing this

question was aimed at a particular
organization. Rather, we all felt and still fee^

that a refusal by the College Council to fund
political activities designed to influence the
College (on issues such as divestiture) could
only serve to limit the discussion of political

issues at Williams. Such a limitation woiuld

have been most regrettable.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Gross '79

Robert Margolis '78

John Simpson '7>

' 111 --irnfll rifiiirrlB«

Are you wondering where to store your clothes over

the summer?

Drummond Cleaners ^1 clean and store them for the

price of having them cleaned. In other words, you get

FREE STORAGE!
FULLY INSURED

Drummond Cleaners

Sanitone
Oifflttmmirnftkmitr

R52 Spring Street, Williatnstown 194 North Street, Bennington

458-4321 ' 447-0188

We Welcome the Return of Hangers!
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Illustrious Ponthers consider world
by Sarah Aatleir

Despite the average Williams

student's familiarity with Spring

Strest, he probably does not know of

the "Spring Street Panthers."

A group of approximately thirty

Williamstown gentlemen who meet at

the Lc« for coffee from 9:30 to 10:30

a.m. five days a week, the Panthers

are all illustrious members of the

community. Most of them are retired;

many of them are Williams alumni;

some of them are presently professors

at Williams. "We have no serious

purpose," says one Panther, "except

to en^rtain ourselves."

Actually, the Panthers do much
more than entertain themselves.

Daily discussions range from subjects

such as h6w and when to fertilize one's

lawn to President Carter and the

situation > in the Middle East. They

discuss community affairs and when
possible decide how these should be

handled. As Professor Anson Piper of

the Romanic Languages Department

says, "We have a philanthropic

heart." They often contribute money
and counsel to what they deem to be

worthy causes, and occasionally will

do some low key campaigning for a

proposal or candidate they support.

According to legend, the Panthers

began around thirty years ago when
two or three Williamstown gentlemen

saw each other daily at a Breakfast

coffee counter. Their conversations

about community and world affairs

began to interest other men there, and

after a short time the counter was full

HOWIE LEVITZ IS ALIVE AND WELL

at

Northern Berkshire's only full-s«rvic«

photographic foclllty

Instant passport photos - copying - processing

enlargements - slide duplicating - portfolio

work - product photography - supplies

-

Answers & Advice

Colonial Shopping Center

Williamstown, Mass. Kodak

of regulars. Over the years a few
members tiave broken away and
formed what the Panthers commonly
refer to as "splinter groups," but

there is no malice or rivalry. The
origin of the group's name remains a
mystery.

Most of the Panthers, though
retired, are active members of tiie

community. A few do volunteer work
at Recording for the Blind, a
nationally recognized institution

which records materials for blind

college and graduate students. Those
v/ho are not yet retired include

Professors Bostert of the History

Department, Fuqua of Classics,

Shainman of Music, Piper of Romanic
languages, and President of the

College John Chandler. Although
Chandler is unable to attend many of

the meetings, he is recognized as an
Ijonorary Panther.

The Spring Street Panthers,
knowledgeable in Williamstown's past

and present, serve as an excellent

source of community information.
viola, will prasant an evening of chamber music on Tutsday, May U, at 8:30

p.m. at the Clark. The concert It free.

Chamber music program to play

Barber, Brahms, and Dar^kner

9:30-5:30Mon-Sat 413-458-3113

The Clark Art Institute will sponsor

"An Evening of Chamber Music"
Tuesday, May 16, at 8:30 at the

Institute. Works on the program
include Samuel Barber's Hermit
Songs, Brahms' Sonata No. 3 in D-

minor for violin and piano, and the

first, performance of Stephan
Dankner's arrangement of Body and

Soul: a 1930 memoire. Artists on tlie

program include Laura Dankner,

soprano; Lucy Joseph, violin and
viola; and Myrna Nachman, piano.

Admission to the concert is free,

Dankner, soprano, graduated from

the High School of Music and Art in

New York and from Ithaca College.

After earning her M.A. in music at

Brooklyn College, she was a member
of the faculty there for four years. She

has sung and recorded with the Mid-

American Chorale, the Janus Chorale,

and the Gregg Smith Singers and was
soloist in Stravinsky's Les Noces with

the Williams College Choral and Dance

Societies.

Joseph, violin and viola, a graduate

of West Virginia University with a

Master's degree in Music from the

University of Illinois, has studied with

Donald Portnoy and Paul Rolland, as

well as the Guameri String Quartet. A

former member and soloist with a

number of orchestras, she is presently

a member of the Berkshire Symphony
and director of strings in the local

schools..

Nachman, piano, Visiting Assistant

Professor of Music at Williams

College, has been active as a
performer, teacher, and musicologist.

A former teacher at the School for

Performing Arts at Brooklyn College

(CUNY), the Neighborhood Music

School in New Haven, and the 92nd

Street Y Music School in New York,

she is currently completing &

performance doctorate at Yale.
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Analysis of alcohol related issues on campus

Williams drinks less than national norms
by Peter RinleU

Twenty-five years ago, 20 per cent

of college men and 40 per cent of

college women considered themselves
non-drinkers. A recent survey of over
7.000 New England college students

found that for both groups, the figure

today is roughly five per cent. In

addition, the survey also found that

this generation of students drinks

more often and in larger quantities

than its counterpart in the fifties.

The increase in college alcohol use

and concommitant increase in alcohol

related problems has been alarming

enough to some schools that they have
begun institution programs to deal

with it. UMass, for example, has

started a publicity campaign to try to

curb alcohol misuse and Brown has
appointed a half-time "Dean of Toxic

Substances," who deals mainly with

students having alcohol related

problems. Brown has also formed a .

campus chapter of Alcoholics

Anonymous to act as a support group

for alcoholic students and staff.

Brown has appointed

a half-tim0

'Dean of Beer.

'

At Williams, Dean Berek and

Director of Health Robert Goodell

have been giving more thought to the

question of drinking at Williams since

attending in April a symposium on

college alcohol use sponsored by The

Medical Foundation, a Boston based

research group. Preliminary results

of the drinking survey were presented

there, along with presentations about

other research into student drinking.

Berek says that he has "no sense at

all that Williams has a 'drinking

problem,' " but he is bothered by

some of the attitudes toward alcohol

he finds here and elsewhere. He is

concerned, he says, "not because I

think the situation at Williams is

troublesome, but becuase I think the

emphasis on drinking among college

age people is excessive."

Goodell generally concurs that

alcohol abuse by students is not in

itself a serious health problem here,

but he suspects that there may be

more of one than he has seen so far.

"We don't perceive it (alcohol

misuse) asa serious health problem,"

he says, adding however, "I can't

imagine that the student population

here is that much different from a

place like Brown. I would bet there is

a good deal of suffering (at Williams)

that relates to alcohol."

In fact, the Medical Foundation's

survey indicate the heavy drinking is

less frequent here than among the

most of the surveyed colleges.

Separate data were compiled from a

questionnaire "tilled oiil by 278

Williams students last spring and they

showed that:

--29.7 per cent of the men and 5.6

per cent women at Williams said they

usually drink four or more cans of

beer when they drink any at all,

compared to 42.7 and 15.6 per cent

respectively for the entire sample,

—9 per cent of the men and none of

the women here said that on more
than half the occasions that they drink

beer, they consume at least a six

pack, compared to 21.3 and 4.3 per

cent for the sample as k whole. Heavy
drinking was generally less common
among Williams students in the wine

and hard liquor categories as well.

—Williams students, especially

Williams women, reported lower

frequencies of getting drunk than did

the entire sample. 32 per cent of

Williams men said they get drunk

once a month or more compared with

34.2 per cent for all New England

men. For women, the numbers are 9.1

and 16.8 per cent respectively. The

Be sure to join Andy Clark and Dr. 'Zza tonight

from 4:00 pm to 11:00 as WCFM features the top

nnusic of the past year, as determined by the:

WCFM

JOCK 'N' ROLL MUSIC POLL

The top 25 Rock LP's of this year:

1 Billy Joel - The stranger
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Laxwomen top Panthers
by Mary Kale 8hea

In v^t had to be one of the most

excMng and emotional contests of the

1978 Williams College spring sports

season, the Williams women's
lacrosse team rallied to come from

tiebind in the closing minutes of play

to defeat Middlebury College 11-10.

Maggi O'Brien and Mary Fish gave

the E^ an early, but temporary,

two-goal lead, as the Panthers struck

back to knot the game at two all. Sally

Kruse tallied the first of her six goals

for the afternoon, giving Williams

another short-lived lead. Middlebury

then put on a burst of attack that

accounted for three unanswered goals

by the end of the first half and gave

them a 5-3 halftime lead.

The second half was a see-saw

battle between the two squads right

down to the final horn. Kruse opened it

with a score for Williams, then

Middlebury tallied. O'Brien

proceeded to run the ball from half

field to take it in for a score; the

Panthers again kept their lea^ with a

bounce shot goal. Williams continued

to press the Middlebury defense and
O'Brien again maneuvered in traffic

and scored her third goal of the game.

The visitors, however, retaliated once

again with another goal of their own.

Williams began to assert itself on

the attack in the latter part of the

second stanza. On a good seccHid

effort. Sue Wright pushed the ball into

viNMTicn's field and track aHwidacI

saveral meets this spring on an in-

formal basis. Tricia Beckwitb is one

of ttia long-jumpars. (Holder)

1509
Senior Thesis

Writers' Night

TONIGHT
Friday, May 12

r"
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the net to narrow the Mtddlebury lead

to\Just one goal. Kruae then tied the

game, but the Panthers responded to

the threat once again with a bOrst of

offense and another score. The
pattern repeated itself one more
time—a goal by Kruse then a

Middlebury score to reassume the

lead—before Kruse tallied back-to-

back goals, the first of which came on

a beautiful lead pass from O'Brien, to

tie the game and give Williams the

one goal margin of victory.

The defensive combination of

Marcy Holmes and Joy Rotch worked
well together as they have all season

long. Dawn Bedrosian played a key

role in the Ephs' transition game as

she stopped many Panther drives.

Marty Taft turned away 27

Middlebury shots, including several

key saves in the final minute of play

This game marked the end ot tne

1978 Williams women's lacrosse

season. The squad finished with a &-2-1

record, vastly improved over- iast-

year's 3-5 ledger.

Sue Tuttia, co-captain of both the U.S. National woman's craw and WlllUrmt

women's craw, prepares the varsity eight boat. The Eastern Atsocl|tion of

Women's Rowing Collages regatta will be haM Sunday, May 14, on Onota Lake

In Pittsfleld. Man's Craw is at PMIadalphia at the Dad Vail Regatta-

Racketmen squeeze Colgate
by Evan Bash

Neither rain nor wind nor time nor

even hardwood courts could keep the

men'&tennlateam froiaclosing out its

fine &-3 season Tuesday with a

Sports Briefs
M«n's Lacrosse

Harvard overwhelmed the Williams

men lacrosse team 29-3 at Cole Field

Tuesday.

Williams held Harvard scoreless

during the game's first nine minutes.

Seven penalties, however, finally took

their toll when Harvard unleashed

nine straight goals in the remaining
six minutes of the first quarter.

Williams never regained its

moiiientum.

Coach Renzi Lamb said, "They
simply outclassed us. But we never

stopped hustling, even though it

became apparent we didn't have the

skills or experience to stick with

them."

Williams hosts Boston State Friday

in the first round of the NESCAC
tournament, in which Williams is

seeded second of all New England
small colleges behind Middlebury. If

the Ephs beat Boston State, they will

play the winner of the Middlebury-

Trinity game on Saturday.

Men's Rugby
On Saturday the WjUiams Rugby

Club brought its season' to an end with

a 14-3 victory over Wesleyan and a 27-

3 loss to Amherst. In the first game
strong scrum work and the best line

play of the season sparked Williams to

the win. Dave O'Connell.Wally Boyer,

and Peter Brooks on the outside all

played excellent games. Paul Shorb

and Jim Stuart led the scrum.

In the second game, the club ran

into one of the higher ranked teams in

this year's New England tournament

and came out on the losing end of a

rather lopsided battle. The game
turned against Williams when both

Jack DuPre and John Raitt left the

game with injilries. An exceptional

effort was put forth by the club, down
one man against a much bigger club

and down by many points they never

gave up. Much of the second half was
played in the Amherst half of the field.

An excellent game was turned in by

hooker Billy O'Reilly. The only try

was scored by Peter Brooks.

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH

WOOD HOUSE TRIVIA TONIGHT
AT TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH

exciting 5-4 win over Colgate.

Some four and a half hours and a lot

of sweaty palms after the match
began, Dan O'Connell and Bill Whelan
walked off the Colgate baslcetball

coiu-t (yes, this was a tennis match)
with a 7-6, 5-7, 6-4 doubles victory to

break a 4-4 tie-

Martin Goldberg and Evan Bash
' managed to finish off their opponents

before the rain, however, giving

Williams a quick 2-0 lead.

And when Bi^sh and fieiss. lost,

the stage was sfet for O'Connell-

Whelan heroics.

Things were nip and tiKk once the

teams moved inside. Dan O'Connell

had an important three set win, but

captain Jim Parsons dropped a tough
two setter. Both Peter Friesen and
Mitch Reiss lost in three sets to knot
the match score at 3-3.

Oarswomen
host crews

by Ubby HulimaDn
On Sunday, May 14, the Women's

Crew will be taking part in the moat
prestigious event of women's
intercollegiate rowing, the Eastern
Association of Women's Rowing
Colleges Championshipa.

Sponsored by the Onota Rowing
Association, the day long event will

draw seventy crews, representing

twenty-five colleges, from as far as
Nebraska, Wisconsin, and Virginia to

Lake Pnota in Pittsfield. Novice,

lightweight, junior varsity and varsity

eights and fours will compete In seven

events over the gruelling fifteen

hundred meter course.

Qualifying heats for events with

more than seven entrants begin at

8:45am; finals will start at 1 ;45 pm in

the afternoon.

Three Williams crews will go into

the competition with last weekend's
strong showing against Dartmouth
and Cornell behind them. The varsity

eight is seeded seventh in a field oif

twenty crews. It will be fighting for a
spot in the finals against sixth ranked -

Penn.who barely caught them earlier

in the season. The Williams novice

crew (first year oarswomen) are

seeded fifth in a very strong field.

They anticipate a high finish after

succumbing to Dartmouth's second
ranked novices by inches last

weekend. "Hie varsity lightweights

(under 130 lbs. and averaging 125), in

a small but very competitive field of

four, are second only to Radcliffe

"A", the winners of the event last

year.

Spots for spectators will be
available on the finish line, in the park

on this east side of the lake.

THE WILLIAMS ROAD RUNNERS

present

The First Annual

Purple Valley Classic

10 Mile Road Race

Sunday, AAay 14 Racetime: 11:00am.

Report to Lasall Gym no later than 10:30

Race sturts in Science Quad - open to a II

Info: Frank Carr tlW - Mike Bahrman 2974
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Housing shortage creates cramped college living on campus
Approximately thirty students

currently live in rooms which the
College had not Intended to tise as
student housing this year. According
to Associate Dean Cris T.
Roosenraad, the number of

withdrawals over thesummer was not

as large as expected, leading to a
shortage of t4>percla88 rooms.
The College increased the size of

this year's freshman class to 501 last

spring in an effort to ensure full

occupancy of the College in the face of

increasing numbers of lupperclass

students taking years elsewhere.

There are 277 men and 224^vomen in

the Class of 1982, a slight increase in

the male-female ratio over the Class

of 1961. Admissions Director Philip

Smith attributed the change to a
return to usual levels of women
accepting admission. In the Class of

1961, a greater percentage of women
accepted admission to WUliiims than
in previous classes.

The increased freshman class is not
directly responsible for the housing
shortage, since only upperclass
housing is tight. However, the
transfer of two floors of West College

.
to freshman housing did reduce
upperclass housing by that amount.

About fourteen students live in

Williams confers honorary degrees
Seven present and past {s^sidents

of American colleges and universities,

all of them Williams graduates, will

be awaked honorary degrees by
Williams at Convocation ca-Alnonies

this weekend.
Oxivocation marks the (rfficial start

of the new academic year. Its theme
this year is "The Liberal Arts:

Perspectives and Prospects." As part
of the weekend's activities, the seven
presidents will participate in a panel
discussion on the presentand hiture of

the liberal arts education this evening
at 8:00 in Jfesup Hall. The moderator
of the -panel will be Williams' own
president, John W. Chandler.

The analysis cf the liberal arts

questioo will continue Saturday at the

11 a.m. Convocation in Chapin Hall.

President Chandler, who is entering

his sixthyear as head of Williams, will

be the keynote speaker. The we^end
activities will conclude with the

presentation of honorary degrees to

the seven visiting presidents.

lM>iB»$wii>tt met-m^aie Bevteriey

O. Causey, Jr., retired past president

of Hob«rt and William Smith Cirileges

in Geneva, N.Y.; WillardF. Enteman,
who will be formally installed later

this month as president ol Bowdoiil
College in Brunswick, Me.; Theodore
Friend, president of Swarthmore
College in Swarthmore, Pa.; Louis A.

Haselmayer{• president - <rf ' low*^^

Wesleyan College in Mount Pleasant,

Iowa; Richardson Pratt, Jr.,

president of the Pratt Itstitute of

Brooklyn, N.Y.; The Rev. Michael
Scanlan, president of llie College of

Steubenville in Steubenville, Ohio;

and Archibald M. Woodruff, recently

retired president of the University of

Hartford in Hartford, Conn.

Causey, a member of the Class of

1933, earned his M.A. and Ph.D. from
Harvard. After several years in the

Navy^ he joined.the faculty of Trinijy

College, a position which was quickly

followed by a career in Washington,
D.C., as a foreign affairs specialist

with the C.I.A. In 1962 he joined the

faculty of Hobart and William Smith
Colleges, where he was named
president in 1969, a position be held

through 1970.

Enteman, a 1959 graduate of

Williams, holds an M.B.A. degree
from Harvard, and his M.A. and
Ph.p. from Boston University. After
teaching at Wheaton College from
1963 to 1970. Enteman joined the

faculty of Union CoUege in

Schenectady, N.Y., where be served
as both provost and associate
professor of Philosophy. He was

named president of Bowdoin during
the summer

Friend is a member of the Williams

Class of 1953, earning his doctorate

from Yale in 1958. He became
president of Swarthmore in 1973 after

13 years on the faculty of the State

University of New York at Buffalo.

Haselmayer has been president of

Iowa Wesleyan College since 1970 and
a member of the school's faculty since

1952. A 1933 Williams graduate.

Hasehnayer earned his Ph.D. from

fields of architecture and art.

Father Scanlan, a classmate of

Friend in 1953, became president of

The College of Steubenville in 1974. A
graduate of Harvard Law School and
a member of the New York Bar
Association, Scanlan was ordained a

ix-iest in 1964. the year he joined the

faculty of The College of Steubenville.

He left the college in 1969 to serve as
Rector President of Saint Francis
Major Seminary in Loretto, Pa.,

returning in 1974 as president.

Dewey House, another fourteen in

Mission Park living rooms, and two in

the College Infirmary. Three or four
students have not withdrawn or
notified the College of their plans as of

Tuesday.

The students in Dewey House are
Dodd members displaced from Seeley
House by Perry-Bascom members
last year. They were intended to live

in Mission Park, txit were moved to

Dewey when the housing shortage was
discovered. Seeley House now houses
Perry Bascom residents who gave up
their space in West College to two
freshman entries in an administration

decision ratified by the Housing
Committee last spring.

Hie College will not reduce the

number of exchange students
admitted neict semester. "These are
commitments we've made and intend

to meet," said Roosenraad. However,
he said he expected the size of the

CoUege to drop somewhat by next
semester by normal attrition, which
could relieve the housing shortage.

Tiie College has been at its present

Seven Williams grads, also past or

present college presidents, will

receive honorary degrees in Con-

vocation ceremonies Saturday

morning in Chapin Hall. They wijl also

participate in a panel on the Liberal

Arts at B:Od^p.m. tonight in Jesup.

Upper left. Archibald Woodruff;

upper right, Rev. Michael Scanlan;

lust above, left, Theodore W. Friend;

middle, touts Hasflmaytr; fust

above, right, Willard Enteman; left,

Beverley Causey, Jr.; right,

Richardson Pratt, Jr.

sice of 1860-1900 studenU for too few
years to be able to aoeurately tell

whether the current overpopulation is

an aberration or a trend. Roosenraad
said that this fall's housing situation
will probably not be ignored in future
planning however.
This year's overenrollment coukl

"potentially" be reflected in reduced
admissions to the Class of 1983, fewer
exchanges and transfers next year, or
a combination ol all three. These
decisions will not be made until next
spring, he said.

According to Roosenraad, transfers

are no more numerous than last year,

but exchanges are, due to the full

occupancy effort. The effect of the

housing shortage falls most heavily on
transfers, exchanges, and Williama
students returning from years
elsewhere, since they do not hav«
rooms reserved in last spring's room
draw. In a housing shortage, the

variety of rooms from which th«y may
choose is greatly reduced, leaving

them with less desirable housing.

Record promotes four

The Record is (deased to announce
the promotion of four staff members,
effective next issue. Randy Wang '80

will be news editor, Sally Midgely '81

will be features editor, and Susan
Hobbs '81 and Mike Rayder '81 will be

layout editors.

Wang joined the Record in the fall of

his freshman year and became an
associate news editor last year. He

-was sports -editar flf^MrM^ 8(diool

newspaper. He will be responsible for

assigping and editing newa articles,

and developing a news staff. His most
important responsibility will be to

keep himse^ informed qt all

newsworthy events occurring at

Williams.

, Mfeely joiiied the features staff

last fail. Her new 'duties incivKJie

assigning and editing feature articles

and develc^ing a staff of features

writers. Her toughest job will be to

consistently find different and
imaginative ideas for articles.

Hobbs and Rayder joined the

Record as layout assistants last fall.

Neither had previous experience in

newspaper layout, learning the entire

complex process in their freshman
year. They wUl be responsible for

arranging articles and photos on each
psge, writing headlines and photo

captions, and training a staff of layout

assistants. Their most difficult task

will be to lay out the newspaper in an
interesting and eyecatching way that

will encourage the readers to look at

the paper.

Yale and a Master of Divinity degree

from The General Theological
^minary in New York City.

A 1946 Williams graduate, Pratt has
been president since 1973 of the Pratt
Institute, a school founded by his

great-grandfather in 1887. Pratt, who
hcil4s an M.B.A. from Harvard
Business School, is credited Vrith

bringing flnandal equilibrium to the

Institute wUch speciallMS in the

Woodruff, is a 1933 Williams
graduate. He received his Ph.D. from
Princeton in 1936. After 14 years with

the Prudential Insurance Qompany,
Woodruff joined the faculty of the

University of PitUburgh. In 1959 he

was named dean of the School of

Government at George Washington
University and, in 1965, joined the

University of Hartford where he was
named president in 1970.

No divestiture now

Trustees set investing policy

Williams sells Estate, special school to open
WUQuns College has soM the

former Chiett Estate on Gale Road hi

WUIianistown to a New Jersey couple

who wlU operate It as a private school

for boys.

The property was purchased by
David and Joyce Milne of Chester,

N.J., on August 31. They plan to

renovate the buUdings so that they

can open their doors to the Hlghcroft

School StudenU this fall.

The couple plans to establish the

school for • few teenaged boys who

have had problems with basic study

skills. The facility will be opo-ated as

a proprietary school paying property

taxes to WilUamstown.

The Cluett Estate was given to

Williams in 1958 by the diildren of the

late George Alfred Cluett, an 1006

graduate of Williams and a former
trustee of the college. The origioal

estate was 17V acres. Over the years, a

part of the land has been sokt by
Williams to various faculty members
who have built homes on the property

and now about only 100 acres still

remain in the name of the college. No
dedsions have been made about the

disposition of the balance of the land,

however.

The Milnes have already begun

renovations. Plans call for the estate's

three<ar garage to be converted Into

classroom space. The main house will

be used as a dormitory and a dining

facility. Two smaller houses on the

property will provide housing for

stiMHits and faculty of the Hi^roft
School.

by PeterRbiteb

In a statement mailed to students

this summer, the Trustees formally

rejected demands to divest the

College of stocks in corporations doing

business in South Africa. The Trustees

did, however, approve the

establishment of a broad based

committee to advise them on matters

of shareholder responsibility and left

open the possibility of selling holdings

in corporationB failing to meetCoUege

standards of ethical conduct "after

thorough consideration."

lite statement maintained that

"The Trustees have a legal and moral
obligation to manage the College's

assets so as to meet the needs of

present and future genefatrans of

faculty and students," adding that

"Promotion of this social good must
take priority over all other purposes

(of the College)."

According to President John W.
Chandler, the legal obligation on the

"prudent man principle" written into

the laws governing the management
of funds ofa non-profit institution. The
laws require that the Trustees
nunage CoUege fUnds "as a prudent
man would." Cjiandler pointed out
that the Attorney General of Oregon
recently held that divestiture of South
Africa related stocks by schools In

that Stat* wouM be Ulegsl on the Mtfs
of such laws.

The three page statement also

declared South African apartheid to

be an "unusually distressing
instance" of poUtical oppression, but
opposed American corporate
withdrawal trim the country as a
means to end it. "We do not l>eUsv«,"
the Trustees said, "that astfens

designed to end AOMriean
see SOUTH AFIIfCAMf*>
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ctivities participate in Key night

Couple serves as chaplains
He is serenely confident; his speech

is relaxed and spontaneous. She is

more intense and empathic,
frequently leaning forward to stress a
point. Both, however, are sincere and
deeply committed, a fact which
becomes obvious upon meeting them.
They are Michael and Jane
Henderson, the first joint chaplains in
college history and who,
coincidentally, are also husband and
wife.

The Hendersons begin the 1978-79

school year with a remodeled and
enlarged office, and plans for a
similar expansion in the role of the
chaplaincy. "We expect to maintain a
much higher profile than in previous
years," said Michael Henderson A
major factor aiding them in this goal
will be their increased availability on
campus. Where previously one
individual combined the chaplain's
post with r^ular teaching duties, the

Hendersons will work on a full-time

schedule. In addition, they will

encourage students to contact them at

home if the need arises.

Jane Henderson sees one of the
primary goa^ls of the chaplaincy as the

encouragemeint of "more frequent
and regular worfeihip." She recognizes
a danger, however, in "watering
down" religion until it loses its

individual character. "We want
people to come to a faith of their

own," she stressed. "We respect
diversity."

Towards this end, the Hendersons
hope to serve the needs of each faith to
the fullest extent possible. They are
currenUy cooperating with Associate
Prof. Lawrence Kaplan, adviser to the

Jewish Association, in the search for a
rabbi to serve on campus. *

The Hendersons met in 1974 while
classmates at the Harvard Divinity

School. Their immediate past
experience has been varied. Jane
Henderson worked with the
Cambridge Council on Aging, an
organization designed to serve the
economic and soeial needs of the tow-

income elderly.

Michael Henderson was the younger
of two chaplains at Harvard
University for six years before
coming to WiUiams.H& noted ihat
Harvard and Williams share an
applicant pool that is "virtually
identical." The primary difference he
saw between the two schools is their
relationship to their external
environments. Cambridge, unlike
Williamstown, is not a "city
dominated by a college,"

Using the "Tonight Show" as a
model, members of the Purple Key
Society dedicated an evening of

entertainment to introducing more
than thirty campus activities to the
freshman class, as well as acting as
hosts for the freshman talent contest

Tuesday night.

The new format, was designed to

involve more Purple Key members in

the event, exjMained Purple Key
president Chris DiAngelo. In the past
only the president of the organization

would appear on stage as emcee; this

year's talk show format allowed other
members to participate. DiAngelo
said the interview technique was
designed to make organizations which
don't perform more comfortable mj
sta^e.

Playing Johnny Carson for the
night. Purple Key membo- Byron
Walker sp^e with representatives

from organizations varying from the

Rugby Club to the Feminist Alliance.

Steve "Mono" Davidson acted as
Carson's sidekick, Ed McMahon.
Walker says he felt the new format
gave Purple Key Night "a litUe bit of

personality," although work is still

needed, he commented, to move the
program along at a quicker pace.
Under pressure from the dean's

office to cancel the event, Purple Key
Society made other changes in the
program. The freshman singing
contest, criticized last year for its

obscenity and lack of originality, was
replaced this year with a talent show.
Entries competed with original acts
they performed based on the theme
"first impressions of Williams."

DiAngelo hopes in, the future the

contfSt can serve as a forerunner to

the Freshman Review.

Judges awarded the combination

Trustees express divestiture views
SOUTHAFRICfrfroinpagir

team of Sage A and Williams B first

l^ce this year for their renditim of
"The Twelve Hours of Williams."
Other hit performances included Cap
and Bells "Summo- Nights," the
Octet's "Blue Moon,." and the Outing
Club's rappelUng demonstratian.

These and other performances gave
Purple Key Night its "spectacle

vaiue."PiAngelo sa^d, Fresbroan.are
not introduced just to the various
organizations, he said but also to the
enthusiasm that members have for
their activities. This enthusiasm, be
concluded, which cannot be relayed in

print, is crucial in sparking freshman
involvement in campus organizations.

Notes from OCC
Those planning to take the LSAT,
GMAT, -GRE, MCAT, and DAT
examinations this fall are advised to

register immediately. A mail service
disruption could prevent your
applications from reaching ETS in

Princeton by the deadline dates
required. Deadlines are:

MCAT-Si^t. 1 GMAT-SepL2l

Late registration is one week later but
must be accompanied by the late fee.

OCC Workshop for Seniors

The first Senior Starter Workshop will

be on Thursday, Sept. 14 at7 PM in the

OCC Resource Library. These one
sessions workshops (others this

month) will help you get your career
counseling concerns off the ground.

New PACE and Foreign Service
Exams . -

OCC has just received the new test

information for the PACE (if you want
to work for the Federal government)
and the Foreign Service (State &
USIA).

investments in South African would
achieve results that are widely agreed
upon as desirable," adding that
withdrawal would "destroy the
leverage" American companies now
have to make social changes.
The Trustees did, however,

advocate an end to the granting of new
loans to the South African government
and said they would "encourage fuller

reports by companies on their South
African activities."

The College presently subscribes to

the Investor Responsibility Research
Service, which provides information
on the social implications of corporate
activities, such as in South Africa.

This summer, Williams joined with
several other schools in increasing its

contribution to the IRRS to provide
funds for a special research team that
will report from South Africa on
American corporate practices and
infhiences there.

The Trustee sUtement empowered

B & G makes summer campus improvements
The annual summer task of

rebuilding, refacing and
rehabilitating the Williams campus
continues as Buildings and Grounds
staff finish up this year's round of

improvements.

Studerits noticed several housing
changes when they returned tUs foil.

Garfield House reopened after being
closed sinceJanuary. The interior has
been rebuilt and students have moved
in, but some telephones and hardware
have yet to be installed.

Doughty and Suzy Hopkins houses,
both Fort Hoosic satellites, also saw
renovation over the summer. Both
were painted and papered. Doughty
still awaits completioo of a third fkmr

fire escape.

Carpeting was put in the Mission
Park Dining Room and the middle and
west entries of Prospect House in an
effort to improve esthetics and cut
down noise.

The resurfacing of the College's two
visitor parking lots has begun. The
holes in both the Mission Park and
Agard k>t8 are slated for Oiling.

New entryways have been added to

the Lasell Gymnasium and the news
room. They are intended to both

improve access by the handicapped
and increase energy conservation.

The College's Facilities Study
Committee, beaded by Treasurer
Francis Dewey, currently is seeking

federal funding for improving access
to other campus buildings. The
Committee found "major
accessibility problems with Griffin,

Hopkins, Mission Park ... and most
of the student housing units,"
according to its last report.

A new addition to the campus
sidewalk system went in fadng
Baxter Hall. The concrete walk is

intended to eliminate the spring
morass of Baxter lawn that has been a
problem iq pest years.

Chapin Hall work continues of the
Chapin Hall addition. The walls and
roof are up, and interior work
continues. Officials expect it to open
by mld^emester.

Chandler to establish a long-term
Advisory Committee dri Shareholder
Responsibilities to advise the
Trustees on the "socially responsible"
management of the College's
investments.

At the recommendation of last

year's C(Hnmittee,. Williams broke
with its traditional practice and voted
proxies against management or
abstained from votes for four
shareholder resolutions. According^ to.

College Treasurer Francis bewey HI,
in the past "we felt if we owned stock
in a company that we ought to vote
with the management or sell."

In those four votes, Williams:
Voted its General Electric proxy

for a share-holder resolution opposed
by the management requiring that the
company not sell military equipment
to countries violating human
rights.

Voted its Union Carbide proxy for a
management opposed shareholder
resolution demanding that the
company stop expandfatg its operation
in South Africa.

Abstained from voting its ITT proxy
on a management opposed
shareholdo* resolution requiring a fiill

disclosure of the company's activities

in Chile, and
Abstained from voting its

Motorola proxy on a management
opposed shareholder resolution
calUng for the company to withdraw
from South Africa and stop sales to

the South African govemmenL In a
letter to the company, Dewey
explained that the College supportad
on^ the latter part of the proposal.

The Advisory Committee will

consist of the Treasurer and Provost
of the College, two faculty members,
two or three students and two ahunni.

Chandler expects to make
appointments in consultation.
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The Williams Record welcomes the class of '72
llie Williams Record

offers advice to

the freshmen of

a decade ago

Ten years ago, WUliams' social life

consisted pf road trips to nearby
women's colleges, the College Cinema
replaced Walden Theater on Spring
Street, and the WUliams Record
published LIKE IT IS: A Guide to

Campus Life. Since then, the College

has admitted thousands of women, the

College Cinema has become the

Nickelodeon which has become
Images Cinema, Massachusetts
lowered the drinking age to 18, and the

slightly yeUowed LIKE IT IS offers

insights into Williams of the late

sixties.

Excerpted from LIKE IT IS-
September 7, 1968.

For what
it's worth
Dear Freshman,
The Record editors offer this

booklet to help you, a member of_on^
of the largest freshman classes in

Williams history, to wade through the

initial vicissitudes of the Eph
Experience. The jewels of

information our crack reporters
disclose herein are the things you
should know, but which the Purple
Key guide is too ashamed to tell you.

Before the Enlightenment begins,

however, a couple of notes on your
entry into the Land of the Purple Cow.

If there are any guiding rules at

Williams, excluding those few handed
down from the Dean's office, they are,
first: don't get uptight. In the next few
days everyone will advise you about
all the aspects, wonderful and not-so-

wonderful, of Williams life. Stay
loose. Anything you forget that's

worth remembering, you'll discover
for yourself shortly.

Second, Williams is a haven for

Juidividuals. The secret is to treatyour
college existence as an experiment.
Your "thing" may be epistemology or
athletics, metaphysics or apathy,
flower-arranging or bull sessions. Try
them ail, if you feel the urge.

Third, don't worry about marks.
Your first D orE in English 101 or the

arrival of mid-semester warnings
may be your initial encounter with low
grades. With a minimum of hard
work, however, you will still be in

sdiod for finals.

Fourth, ask questions. As
experienced veterans of three
northeastern colleges, we can say that

Williams is the most casual and
friendly around. Anyone, from the

Williams Hall janitor to President

Sawya-, will try to help you with your
queries.

The Record welcomes you to

WiUiams.

The Editors

Williams
College

The Williams residential house
system is perfectly designed, though
not intentionally, to make sure that

freshman are strictly segregated
socially from the rest of the college

until the upperclassmen are good and
ready to let the youngsters in.

Freshmen are provided with
"separate but equal" living, dining
and social faciliUes. Like those of the
South, they are more separate than
equal.

Don't count on the library for

studying. Its quiet is minimal and Its

steam heat overwhelming. Many
students prefer to find their own
niche, often In classroonu, most of

which are open at night It's worth the
search.

In general, the big weekend at

Williams is an experience of sorts:

parties of all varieties (though the
beer and hand variety still reigns
offensively supreme), athletics, etc.

Sample all that the |4ienamem>n has
to offer; you may be completely
turned off by it, but you won't know
until you're tried it.

Girls
One of the first things you'll notice

about Williams, once your parents
leave, is that there just aren't many
girls around. And if you've just bid
your high school honey a passionate
farewell, the first few weeks of
freshman life in wenchless
Williamstown can be pretty
frustrating. So in place of saltpeter in
your Wheaties the Record offers this

handy guide to the fair sex in New
England:

If you're looking for girls in and
around the Village Beautiful, forget it.

Local women come in three
categories: high school girls, who are
JMst that; snack bar ladies, wIk> are
sweet and cook very well but are a
little too old for you; and faculty
wives, who are off limits to freshmen.
So it's best to seek feminine
companionship outside the shadow of
Mt. Greylock.

Luckily, New England is virtually

covered with institutions devoted to

the education of the fair sex, and there
are a half-dozen schools of varying
quality within two hours driving time.

better than playing cards or studying
on a Saturday night.

Whenever you try to generalize
about girls at the various sohools, you
inevitably run into someone who says,

"Well, I went out with a Bennington
girl who ..." And we'll be the first to

admit that generalities are usually
^ossly inaccurate,

^^t th^ are a lot of fun to make, so
heedless of our detractors, the staff of

the Williams Record offers the Class
of 1972 this wrap-up of the girls'

schools they will most likely be
visiting the next four years:

though it's regarded
by the social elite as the most chic
girls' school in the country, mainly
because it costs so much ($3500 a
year), its collective body clothes itself

mainly in bleached dungarees and
woric shirts.

Generally exuding a hippier-than-

thou attitude, the girls reject most of

the conventions of collegiate social

life, and generally prefer sitting

around and talking with men to

having beer spilled on them while a
band blasts in the background.
Bennington girls have unlimited

overnights and a six a.m. curfew.

Visiting hours for men in the girls'

rooms are atiout the same as girls'

hours in Williams' residential houses.

To telephone a girl there, dial 802-442-

5401 and ask for her by name. The
initial charge for the call is 20 cents.

Skidmore—If there ever was an
antithesis to Bennington, it's

Skidmore, located just down the road

PWSifiri»ny before the iaine. - - "

All of them offer mixers with bands
and refreshments (sometimes beer,

sometimes soggy cookies and watery
punch), and these are often a good bet

for meeting eager young ladies.

In addition, your JA's, as in past
years, will offer a strong home mixer
schedule this fall, which will feature

the importation of hundreds (count

'em) of beautiful young things,

anxious to throw themselves into the

social fray.

These mixers are usually a good
show, since the guys outnumber the

girls about three to one. But there's

always a loud band and plenty of beer,

and if you haven't got a date it's a lot

( PhotosWortesy the Golielmenslan)

from the race track in Saratoga
Springs, N.Y., about an hour from
Williamstown.

The girls at Skids aren't quite so

intellectual as their counterparts at

Smith, Vassar, and Bennington, but

they thrive on the frenetic weekend
social life which you'll soon grow
accustomed to.

Skidmore is a good place to go on a
date. Rumor has it that there's one
bar for every seven girls, and in New
York the drinking age is still,

thankfully, 18.

Dress is usually neat, aithou^ tie

and jacket are optional. Curfew for

the girls is 2:30 a.m., and first

semester freshmen are limited to

seven overnights.

SmlUi—Thereare few schools which
can match Smith for pomposity,
hoary tradition, and general
stuffiness. The girls there, for
example, have to virtually memorize
an inch-thick rulebook, (and they get
tested on it, believe it or not). They
also take lessons in posture and
deportment, The girls generally enjoy
grinding, and the place gives the

impression of being a super prep
school along the lines of Miss Porter's

or Miss Hall's.

Smith is located in deadly
Northampton, Mass., and a trip there

is hardly worth the hour it takes. If

you have a date, there's practically

nothing to do except take in one of the

local flics or try your luck at the Satire

Room, a local dive which may or may
not serve you, depending on which cop
is on duty.

Generally, it's a better idea to bring

your Sraithie to Williamstown.
Dress for your Smith road trip is

usually tie and jacket. Curfew for the

girls is one a.m., although you'll be
pressed to And things to do until that

time.

Vassar—Although it's located
further away than most of the other

schools you'll be visiting, in

Poughkeepsie, New York, Vassar is

well-worth the extra time it takes to

get there.

Vassar girls are generally ^bright

and up for good times, and the school

itself has an enlightened attitude

toward the presence of males on
campus.
Unlike Smithies, most VC chicks

would rather be out on a date than
grind in their rooms, and the mucers
are often crowded but fun.

One event to avoid is the annual all-

college mixer, which usually features

thousands of button-down Yalies who
jam the place and make it impossible

to meet anyone.

Dress for Vassar is usually tie arid

jacket. Thegirls' curfew on weekends
is one a.m., with a limited number of

late signouts to 2:30.

The following schools are not (]uite

so popular with Williams men, but are
worth looking over:

Bennett—Located in Millbrook,
New York, about IS miles from
Poughkeepsie, Bennett is a two-year
college foTTidi society girls Trtio are
looking for rich society husbands.
Bennett girls aren't too intellectual,

feel no compunction about giving up
their studies for a date, and are
generally interested in good times.

Green Mountain College—Green
Mountain is generally the choice of

Dartmouth men who don't want to

travel far and don't care whether or
not their dates can carry on an
articulate conversation. Located hi

Poultney, Vermont, Greoi Mountain
is colloquially referred to as "The
Groin," a name which speaks for

itself.

Mt. Holyoke—This is really an
untapped resource for enterprising

Willums men. Located in South
Hadley, Mass., some 1400 Holyoke

girls havetoiihara some laoo Amhorst
men with 2S00 Smithies, which means
that they're practically waiting with
open arms.
The only hitch in making a road trip

to Holyoke is that South Hadley's
nighttime attractions make
Northampton look like New York City.

But there are sbme good mixers in the

fall, and the young ladies are
intelligent, appreciative of male
attention, and desperate to get out of

South Hadley.

A few tips on road tripping—If you
know any girls from hi^ school who
go to any of these schools, call them

1*M • Aisoeiale Hiiloiephy Praftuor
Daniel 0. O'Connor, now Dean of the
Collafle.

and ask them to set you up.

Remember, they're just as anxious to

your classmates as you are to

meet theirs . . . A few drinks before a
mucer can often put you in the right

frame of mind ... If you meet a girl

you want to ask out again, get her

I^one number or extension, it will

save you time and mon^ later. Good
luck! ...^.^

Merchants
Liquor—Williamstown has a

population of about 5,000 but
nevertheless manages to support five

liquor stores. The most familiar is

King's, on Spring Street, but Allsop's

^the^flHtmojprMtoIe Ave; aha ihB
Tacoalc Liquor Store on Water Street

also geta lot of college business. Since
you have to be 21 (offidaUy) to drink
in this state, it's a good idea to have an
iVperdassman get your hooch for

you. Liquor is much cheaper, by the
way, in Vermont (about 20 per cent),

so it's a good idea to get It there tfyou
caa
Theaters—The College Cinema

arose lasLfalllikea^ldioenix out of the

ashes of the old Walden Theater, and
it offers good flics at reasonable
prices. But the movie doesn't change
Vei7 often (a few years ago, you could
see four flics a week, if double
features were playing) and the huA
core skin flics of years gone by are
fewer and fewer.

The Arts at Williams

Harpsichord

Griffin Hall Concert^ at Williams
College opens its eleventh season with
a program of Bach Concerti. This
concert marks tenth anniversary of
the completion of the double-manual
harpsichord custom-built t^ Rainer
Schuetze of Heidelberg, Germany, for
Victor Hill, founder and director of the
series. Two performances wiU be
given, on Saturday, September 16 at
8:00, and on Sunday afternoon at 3:00.

Admission is free.

Hill will be soloist in the

Harpalchcrd Concerti In A major, D
minor, and F minor. He will be

accompanied by a string quartet

consisting of George Green, Lucy
Joseph, Susan St. Amour, and
Douglas Moore. Concluding the

program, Janet Geroulo (flute) will

join the ensemble for a performance
of "Brandenburg Ck>ncerto No. 5 in D
major."

llie Schuetze harpBictaord is a "free

copy" based on the work of the

Flemish builder Johannes Daniel

DulclKn, who flourished around 1745.

Although he has incorporated some
modem materials such as Delrin

plectra and a Reflon coating on the

jack slides, Schuetze has exeiiuted the

design as though he had been an
apprentice in the Antwerp shop of

Dtdcken. Otlier materials in the

instrument include the case of

Spanish cedar from Honduras,
bracing of Sitka spruce from Canada,
a sounding-board of Norway spruce
from Rumania, and keys made of

African pear and of Grenadill from
Colombia. This harpsichord was
exhibited at the triennial harpsichord

festival at Bruges, Belgium, in 1068

and has since been beard in more than

130 of Mr. Hill's concerts bi twelve

states.

Victor Hill is Professor of

Mathematics at Williams C^dlege and
Organist-Choirmaster of St. John's
Episcopal Church in Williamstown.
He studied in New York and
Amsterdam with the Dutch
harpsicbordist (^ustav Leonhardt.

Williamstheatre, the production
organization of the Department of

Theatre, will hold auditions for its<two

Fall semester Major Productions this

Sunday and Monday from 7:00 to U :00

p.m. on tlie mainstage of the Adams
Memorial Theatre.

The Fall productions are Euripodes'

Orestes, directed by Jean-Beriianl

Bucky and Brecht's comedy A Man's
A Man. directed by Gregory Boyd. All

productions will make usie of original

musical scores and both will be
designed by Peter Gkwdd (seU),

Martha HaUy (costumes) and Fred
Penzel (lighting). Participation in aU
aspects of Williamstheatre
productions are open to all members
of the College community. Freshmen
and new transfer students are
especially encouraged to become
involved.

Those wishing to audition may sign

up for a time with the Theatre
Department secretary at the A.M.T.
(4S6>Mn) between 12:00 noon and 5:00

p,m. Reading copies of the two plays
are also available at Uie Department
office on two hour loan.

Those interested in working on Set,

(Costume, Prop and Lighting crews or
in Stage Management are urged to

contact the A.M.T. Technical
Director, Mr. Penzel, at SP7-2342.
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Seotember 23rd home ooener

football team gears up for fall season
Sixty memkien of ttw WUUams

football players were the first

studenta to subject themselves to

college pressures when they returned

to WUliaipstown for grueling pre-

season practice in late August.

Team meetings and. double daily

workout sessions consumed the

squad's time from 6 in the morning
until lights out at 10 p.m. Only last

Sunday were players able to ease into

a more sane, in-school schedule. Their

week of intense training will prepare

them for two particularly tough |N«-

season scrimmages against Hofstra

on Sept. 9 and Dartmouth on Sept. 16.

Th««'s no question about who some
of the k^ players will be. On defense,

for example, is Greg McAleenan, a

senior who was fourth in the NCAA
statistics last season for punt returns

and kickoff returns. He was a first-

team UPI All-New England selection

as a defensive back.

On the offensive side, fullback Gus
Nuzzolese (78.1 yards per game in

1977) a junior, has been a starter since

midway through his freshman year.

"Gus has all the qualities a good back
should have," says head coach Bob
Odell, "speed, quickness and balance.

He thrives on competition."

Another key to the Williams offense

is split end and senior co-captain Ken
Hollingsworth. Only S'l" and 160

pounds, Hollingsworth has the elusive

ability to make things happen. Odell

calls Hollingsworth "One of the finest

clutch receivers I've ever work«d
with."

Other returning veterans include

linebacker John Thiel, an All-New

England pick last year; and halfbacks

Greg Ccmihs and Dave Massuccb.

Williams comes off a deceptive &-3

season last year. The losses came
early in the year, but the three wins

were convincing, including victories

over Wesleyan (13-7) and Amherst
(21-13). The Wesleyan and Amherst
victories gave the Ephmen their sixth

Little Three title out of Odell's seven

seasons at Williams. (There was a

three-way tie in 1976).

Early practice provides tests to see

how well the players followed their

summer conditioning program.
Linemen and backs alike are expected

to run the mile in six minutes or less.

Under NCAA guidelines, the first

three days of practice were in shorts

and T-shirts.

The Williams coaching staff

includes a few familiar faces, Dick

Farley in the defensive backfield and
Joe Dailey on the offensive line. A
newcomer this season is Mel Rose,

former offensive Une coach at South

Carolina State College, who will team
up with Rich Turi in work with the

defensive line.

Looking ahead to the B-game
season, which opens at home against

Hamilton Sept. 23 and doses against

traditional rival Amherst on Nov. 11,

Odell says he "hopes to start out

where we left off," with an emphasis
on (he basic T-formation. "We'll huUd
from that," says OdelL The basic T,

used late in the season by Williams
last year, was a departure from the

wide-open game of previous seasons.

Although Odell promises that "we'll

throw the ball," he's looking toward
an equally strong ground game for a
more balanced attack in 1978.

CoCa|»taln« •! tin l»M Or»«
McAlaMSii, '/ (|«n) and Kan
HolUnviwarMi, 'n (k«low) will toad
WIINaim la • canlralM scrtmmati
•gainst Hofstra Satwntoy morninfl.

I

Gridders prep for Hofstra
Williams College football team will

see its first scrimmage competition of

the season on Saturday, Sept. 9, as it

faces the Flying Dutchmen of Hofstra

University in a controlled scrimmage
at 1:30 on Weston Field.

Hofstra coach Bill Leete's squad,

which posted a 6-3 record last season,

is a new addition to Williams pre-

season schedule, and is something of

an unknown quantity to the Ephs.

Williams coach Bob Odell says the

Flying Dutchmen will be big, "but

we'll be ready for them."

Odell has been pleased vnth his

squad's efforts since the players

returned to Williams last wedc for

pre-season practice. "We're working

really hard," says Odell. "There is

good enthusiasm and a good attitude

among the players."

Several injuries have added to

Williams ah-eady-troublesome depth

problems. Senior John Thiel pulled a

calf muscle, sophomore Bob VanDore
injured his back during the summer,

Williams alums compose one quarter of national crew team
One-fourth of the U.S. National

Women's Crew is composed of

graduates of Williams College, a

school where crew is a club sport and
the training lake is 25 miles away.
Trials for the eight seats in the

national boat were held in

Philadelphia during mid-August.
After the strenuous head- to-head

competition by the best oarswomen in

the country. Sue Tuttle, a 1978

Williams graduate and Nancy Storrs,

a 1973 graduate, had captured two of

the eight seats.

The U.S. crew, selected by the U.S.

Olympic Women's Rowing
Committee, will train together in

Philadelphia until the world crew
championships for women this

November in New Zealand.

Storrs is no stranger to

international crew competition. She

has been a member of the U.S. crew
since 1975 and was co-captain of last

year's team, She rows for the

prestigious Vesper Boat Club in

Philadelphia. Tuttle, a native of

Middletown, Conn., was a member of

last year's national crew while still a
senior at Williams?'

At first glance, Williams College
appears an unlikely place to be
producing international-class

oarswomen. Crew is a club spjort, as
opposed to varisty sports which are

fully-financed by the college.

There is a two-seat rowing tank for

practice in the basement of the college

gym, but it's a lot more than a casual

stroll to the crew's boathouse. The
members drive 25 miles south to

Onota Lake in Pittsfield for their daily

and sometimes twice-daily workouts.

Purple booters return to action in tourney this weekend
The men's soccer team heads back

into action this weekend, competing in

a four team round robin before taking

on the alumni Sunday on Cole Field.

Four returning starters lend

experience to the squad, as a veteran

forward line takes charge of the Eph's
offensive thrieat. Forwards -Gfegg
Hartmann and Perry Nelson are

back, along with middle Chick
Johnson and Marcus Smith in the

backfield.

Although the team is strengthened
by experience new talent and a
change in playing style should boost

the team's record.

The hooter's new look features a
team-orientedgame as veteran coach

Jeff Vennell hapea to link the midfield
and forward line with an effective

passing game.
The Eph's, under the direction of co-

captains Johnson and Nelson hope to

imiHvve last year's 5-6-1 record.

Wesleyan now holds soccer's Little

Three crbWH.eapturing this title after

Williams' 2-1 victory over Amherst,
the team's defeat of th&Jeff's in seven
years. Team depth and experience
may well bring Little Three honors
back to the Purple Valley after a long
absence.

Over thirty booters reported for a
week of grueling double practices

August 31, working for aspot on the 25
man roster:——"':' ''-, '-——^--

Following Sunday's 1 p.m.
scrimmage) the Ephs have three

weeks to develc^ their game, as they

head into a tough schedule which pits

the kickers against University of

Massachusetts in the opener
Seotember 97

and seniors Steve Rogers and Bruce
WUson sprained ankles in the opening
days of practice. Odell hopes to have
the services of the players for the
season opener against Hamilton on
Sept. 23.

For the Ephs, the quarterback spot
remains the big question mark at

present. Three aofitomam, Bob Lutz,

Kevin Hinchey andBob Stackpole, are

vying for the poaitton and OdeU is

anxious to see how they poform in

Saturday's scrimmage.

"We've been hindered by depth
proldemsamong our linemen and size

problems at the tackle spots," says
OdeB, "but we were quite pleased
witii the performances of freshmen
Jeff Desmond, Brad Adams, and Joe
Ross in a recent intrasquad.
scrimmage."

The Ephs will run a basic T-
formation offense against Hofstra.

Oddl says, "We're running a pretty

basic offense now so that we can
continue to build confidence on
offense. We won't use many formation

variations this early in the season."

Williams defense, led by co-captain

Greg McAleenan, has been
enthusiastic and aggressive during

the pest week of practice, according

to Odell. "Our defensive secondary

will be extremely tough to throw

passes against," says OdeU.

Perry Nelson (above) and Chick

Johnson are co-captains of the soccer

team, which will face an alumni team
here Sunday.

The Purple Key Society will hold

an organizational meeting this

Sunday night at 10:00 p.m. in the

lounge of Driscoll Dining Hali. New
members are welcome. Free beer
and pizza will be served.

That time of i/mr-

" Quotations in Calligraphy*^

JOHN BLEDSOE
166 South Street

Williamstown, MA 01267

Telephone 413-458-5103

SHAPE UP!
RUNNING SHORTS
GYM SHORTS
RUNNING SHOES

. NIKE

. PUMA

. TIGER
• NEW BALANCE

WARMUP SUITS -

GYM BAGS

Goff's Sport< Inc.

ia Spring Street

Williamstown, Mass. 012«7

"Acrou From the Gym"

36th
SALE

The First Congregational Church
(In front of Baxter Hall) will

sponsor • Vintage clothing, fur-

niture and plant tele on Tuesday,

September 12 from 10 until 4

o'clock. This sale Is especially

geared to students and their needs.
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Chandler cites wide decline in

opularity of liberal arts
byEricScbmiU

Urging a vigoroui renewal of

vitality in the liberal arts education
and its effect upon American society,

President Jotin Chandler addressed a
fall convocation audience Saturday
morning in Chapin Hall.

Chandler mentioned the
tremendous growth in education since

World War II, but also singled out a
sensitivv problem facing liberal arts

institutions today.

"Since 1970, there has been a shift to

the vocational arts," Chandler said,

"and the decline in the study of liberal

arts is a sobering statistic, one which
is due in part to our economic
stagnation."

The technocrats in American
society, according to Chandler, have
greater influence over the nation's

policymakers than do the liberal arts

graduates.

"There is a diminished seme of

national purpose of who we are and
what our role is in the global scene,"
Chandler commented. This
deterioration of influence Chandler
attributed in part to "an erosion of

religiously based morals" and "a
rootless autonomy on the part of

pe<^le, which has led to the 'how to

look out for number one' attitude."

The president said the effect on the

college itself is acute, noting the

present concerns ovw the Winter
Study program and certain
specialized areas of the curriculum,

yet added tiHlt"inS|lBBis now offers

more donanding courses than ever
before."

Liberal arts institutions, while
currently under fire, are still vital in

the American education system
according to Chandler.

"There is aneed for a renewed civic

reqponsibiUty of the lib«-al arts

pndn^iidilwnM^dmtial Uberaliarts

coQege is still the best place to

inctdcate that attitude," Chandler
said.

Chandler ended the address on an
optimistic note. "Society has a right to

look to Williams for a
disproportionate share of leaders,"
Chandler said, "and I believe the
graduates will be able to nwet that

challenge."

Following the address, he presented
honorary degrees to seven alumni
college presidents: Beverly D.
Causey, Jr. '33 of Hobart and William
Smith (retired); William F. Enteman
'59 of Bowcloin; Theodore Friend '53 of

Swarthmore; Louis A. Haselmayer
'33 of Iowa Wesleyan; Richard Pratt,

Jr. '45 of Pratt Institute; the Rev.
Michael Scanlon '53 of Steubenville;
and Archibald M. Woodruff '38 of the
University of Hartford (retired).

The proceedings b^an with the
introduction of the undergraduate
members of Phi Betta Kapp«.
Election to the society as a junior
requires rank in the top ten per cent
and a GPA of at least 9.00.

Panelists debate liberal arts
The Uberal arts remain relevant in

spite of a fast-changing workl agreed
seven college presidents, all Williams
alumni, when they met with President

John Chandler and College Marshal
Fred Rudolph '42 Friday in Jesup Hall

for the Convocation panel on "The
Liberal Arts: Perspectives and
Prospects."

Noting the decline in U.S. influence

abroad, Theodore Friend 'S3 of

Swarthmore focused on the utility of

foreign languages, and their

importance in literature. Other
panelists voiced concern over the

decline of language study in high
schools. William F. Enteman '59 of

Bowdoin suggested expending college

"abroad programs" to encourage
more interest.

Rudolph, though, rejected the
notion of uUlityj arguing Jhat the^

language itself deserves study.

Chandler explained how multi-

liiigualism expandes one's knowledge
of other cultures.

On the issue of institutional

responsibility for guiding students,

the Rev. Michael Scanlan '53 of

Steubenville stressed the need for

challenging students philosophical

and religious beliefs. Such^'
questioning, he argued, becomes most
significant in later life.

In discussion of pre-

professionalism, Beverly D. Causey,
Jr. '33 of Hobart and William Smith,
(retired) said, "I don't see any reason
to castigate people for worrying about
their future." He added that it does
not matter why students come to

liberal arts colleges, so long as they

benefit from their experience.

Another question concerned the

possibility of more global and socio-

economic diversify among college

students. Enteman explained that

admissions offices are restricted by
highly cornpetitive applicant pools,

but added that schools could recruit

diverse students by wise use of

financial aid and expanding minority

programs.
Questions for the'tianiel h«i'd b^

submitted earlier by students and
faculty.^ Other panelists included
Louis A. Haselmayer '33 of Iowa
"WSieyah; Richardson Pratt, Jr. '45

of. Pratt Institute; and Archibald M.
Woodruff '33 of the University of

Hartford (retired).

A scene from a past convocation sliow$ seniors marching towards Chapin Hall.

Committee vacancies appear
Student applications for

membership on the College Council
Finance Committee (Student
Activities Committee) and the
Computer Services Committee should
be submitted to the Dean's Office no
later than Monday, September 18th, at

4 P.M. Applications may t>e written on
any sheet of paper, no form is

jjecessary-. -,.

All appUcants should be certain to

list their specific goals and ideas for

the committee, as well as related

experience.

Freshmen are not eligltde for
membership mi the Finance
Committee. Members of all classes
may apply for membership on the
Computer Services Committee. Both
committees have one vacancy each,
and those selected for membership
will serve through May, 19».

Those students who^ submitted
applications for the Finance
Committee this spring, but were not

selected for membership may have
their applications reconsidered.

Faculty members complete books diiring snmmer

Fellowship opportunity is open
Information about the Danforth

Graduate Fellowships, to be awarded
by the Danforth Foundation of St.

Louis, Missouri in April 1979, is now
available, according to the local

campus representative; Professor
Victor E. Hill, 205 Bronfmaa
The Fellowships are open to all

qualified persons who have serious
interest in careers of teaching in

colleges and universities, and who
'.^n to study for a Ph.D. in any field of

Study common to the undergraduate
liberal arts (furriculum in the United
States.

^proximately 60-65 Fellowships
will be awarded to college seniors who
are nominated by Baccalaureate
Liaison Officers,

Applicants for the baccalaureate
awards must be college seniors and
may not have undertaken graduate
level programs of study. The deadline
to seek information about the campus
nomination process from Hill is

Monday, September 18.

The Foundation is currently making
a special effort to bring qualified

person^ from racial and ethnic
minorities into the profession of

teaching. In recent years through
vigonws recruitment of qualified

persons, the number of Blacks,
Mexican-Americans, Native
Americans and Puerto Ricam in this

fellowship program has been
(tramatically increased.

The Danforth Graduate Fellowship
is a one-year award but is normally
renewable until completion of the

advanced degree or for a maximum of

four years of graduate study.
Fellowship stipends are based on
indivic|ual needs but they will not

exceed |2,500 for single Fellows, and
for married Fellows with no children.

Fellows who are married, or are

"head of household", with one child,

receive up to $3,500. There are
dependency allowances for additional

children. The Fellowship also covers
tuition and fees up to $4,000 annually.

The Danforth Foundation,
established io 1927, is a national,

educational, philanthropic
organization, dedicated to enhancing
the humane dimensions of life.

Activities of the Foundation
traditionally have emphasized the

theoie of improving the quality of

teaching and learning.

CurrenUy, the Danforth Foundation
serves the following areas: higher
education primarily through
sponsorship of programs
administered by the Staff,

precollegiate education through
grant-making and program activities,

and urban education in metropditan
St. Louis through grant-making and
program activities.

Mr. and Mrs. William H. Danforth,
who established the Foundation, along
with their daughter and son, Dorothy
Danforth Compten and Donald
Danforth, maintained active
leadership roles in the affairs of the
Foundation throughout their
lifetimes. Family members continae
to be involved in Foundation activities

through participation on the Board of

Trustees.

iProfessor of Chemistry RaymiMid
Chang and his wife Margaret Scrogin
Chang have written a book, "Speaking
of the Chinese language" which was
published in August by the W. W.
Norton Company. According tp the

Changs, their book is not a guide to

speaking and writing Chinese but

rather "a study of the language
itself."

"A lot of people are interested in the

Chinese language," said Professor
Chang, "but are not interested enough
to spend a year or two studying it."

Chang, who speaks five of the seven
major Chinese dialects says that the

book will help readers develop a feel

for the language. "It explores how a
language developed which uses
pictures of ideas instead of the

symbols for sounds which
characterize western lang^ges," be
explained.

The book is a result of a Winter
Study course on the Chinese language
which Professor Chang had taught fior

several years. The course, and ite

enthusiastic reception by the
students, said Chang, "gave us the

idea fora book about the cultural and
historicfii aspects of the Chinese
language."

"Americans and Chinese have
always been fascinated with one
another," Chang explained. "There is

a deep sense of kinship between the

two."

Professor of Political Science
James MacGregor Burns '39 explores

the role of leadership in society

throughout history in a recently

published book. Leadership.

The study covers political and social

leadership at various levels from the

family to society as a whole, ranging

across many different cultures and
historical periods. He describes the

various characteristics and types of

leadership, reasons for its success and
failure, and its role in social change.

Bums has been at Williams since

Phi Beta Kappa, Class of 1979

Elaine Saroent Apthorp
Timothy Allan Barrows
Sheryll Ann* Berggren
Robert Edward Berry, Jr.
Albert Gallatin Blakey, IV
Cyntitia Jane Brigg*
Huoli Grovesnor CalKins
Douglas Ford Col*
Thofnat Kevin Cox
Carolyn Laurel Craven
Stephen William Daniel
Christopher John DIAngelo
Patricia Robartaon Everett
Victoria Fleming
EMitabelh Cooke Greene
Joellen Harriaon
Matthaw David Helneman
Ptilllp Alan Merman

Ctiristoph Erik Hodge
William Hutton, Jr.

Kenneth Richard Inchalik

Joseph Kevin jualer
Russell Scott Kamer
Walter Elias Loy. Ill

Michael Cornelius Lynch

Lawrence Michael Pensack
Peter Behrle RInteli
Amy Lisa Ritzenberg
Peter Hooart Rowland
Albert Joseph Rudick, Jr.

Peter Bell Sachs
MIctiael Russell Schwartz

Allan Robertson AAacDonald Eric Steven Seyferth
Margaret Lee MacKinnon
Joseph Ignatius Maguire
David Alan Maliian
Mark Maroncellt
Richard Samuel Moog
Alison Lee Morgan
Bruce Allan AAorgan
Robert Gerard Murphy
Lynn Ann Paquette
Stanley Emillo Parete

Susan Elizabeth Shea
Sally Wright Sheridan
John Harold Simpson
Rebecca Ann Spiegel
Paul Gregory Stupin
Laureen Swanson
Richard Jay Wallace, Jr.
Tintothy Cragin Wang
Donald Charles Weber
William Nathaniel Whitney
victoria Anne Yogman

19^; He-hasfifnittai l^ograpfeoes of-^

Woodrow Wil^an, Jcbn F. Kennedy,'
and Edward Kennedy, as well as a
Pulitzer Prize-winning biografdiy of

Franklin D. Roosevelt, "Roosevdt:
Soldier of Freedom." He ran for the

House of Representatives from
Williamstown in 19B8 and has served

as a delegate to the last five

Demiocratic national conventions.

Applications doe soon

for oYerseas exchange
The 1979-80 competition for grants

for graduate study abroad offered

under the Educational Exchange
Program (Fulbright) and by fcveign

governments, universities and private
donors will close shortly. Only a f^
more weeks remain in which qualified

graduate students may apply for one
of the SOS awards which are availaUe
to 52 countries.

Most of the grants offered provide
round-trip transportation, tuition and
maintenance for one academic year;
a few provide international travel

only or a stipend intended as a partial

grant-in-aid.

Candidates must be U.S. citizens at
the time of application; hold a
bachelor's degree or its equivalent by
the beginning dateof the grant, or in a
few cases at the time of application;

have language ability commensurate
with the demands of the proposed
study projects; and be in good heeltfa.

Application forms and further
information for students may be
obtained from the Fulbright Program
Adviser David Tharp, who is loceted

in 712 Stetson (7-2528). The deadMiw
for filing applicatioas on this caaipw
is Friday, sieptember 39.

There will be an infomiatianal

meeting for interested seniors
Tuesday, September 12, at 7:30 PM in

DrisooU Lounge.
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Viewpoint: Criticism and decision-making

by Peter Rintels

I am not by nature a superstitious

person. (T9 thoa? of you who have

seen me burning candles and singing

Gregorian Chants before exams, I

must insist again that this is related to

a treatment for a medical condition

and has nothing whatsoever to do with

my personal beliefs. I somehow s^m
to have trouble convincing people of

this.) My return to Williams,

however, was greeted by what I would

like to consider a good omen,

certainly an auspicious event,

anyway.
What happened was that I opened

my SU box without suffering the

embarrassment of asking someone

for the combination. I walked into the

mailroom with some fuzzy numbers
dancing around in my head—I believe

they were dancing some variation on

a waltz, but as I said, things were

fuzzy and I'm not positive about this—

and hoping that my memory would

serve when it came time to dial the

combination. Well I am happy to say

that my memory served me well

indeed, and so I left a big tip.

Since I've gotten back,

unfortunately, not everything has

been such a bed of roses (or for that

matter, burgundies, pinot noirs, or

white chablis). Perhaps the most
aggravating thing is that I have been

asked about a million times now about

my summer. A million may be an
exaggeration; in matter of fact I was
going to try to make an exact count for

this piece, but I had to give it up when
after a hundred thousand my fingers;

got too sore.

Fortunately, though, I have this

column at my disposal (I'm taking no

bets on what other disposals this

column will end up at) and in the

interest of forestalling still more
questions on my summer, I am simply

going to offer the details here for

anyone to read who cares to.

In some modest apologies at the

outset because my memory is a little

hazy at times and also because this

might get a little boring, but I'm just

an average college students, so what

do you expect?

Anyway, the summer started out

with Outing Club friends of mine and I

toyingAvitii the ideaof hojtping a plane

to Nepal and doing some mountain

by Chris DiAngelo

Of the many excellent points which

Preaident C)uindler made during his

convocation address, one in particular

deserves to be singled out in respect to

the relevance it holds for the College

in its less complacent moments. The
President, towards the end TiHrts

speech, courageously championed the

right of the liberal arts students to

begin to utilize the critical thinking

procesfles developed at Williams
while still a student here. Indeed, Mr.

Chandler suggested that meticulous,

critical reflection on the nature of the

institution and the education it

provides should be more than a

hobby; it is the duty of the liberally-

educated student.

While all may have greeted his

remark as being less than a

r^elation,- the fact should not be

neglected that this was^ the College

President speaking—the same
College President who last year dealt

with the most issue-laden year in

recent memory at Williams and did so

to the dissatisfaction of many of the

more critical liberal-arts students'

voices. Chandler's remarks serve as

an invitation to make the students

partners in the decision-making

processes, although whether they

shall serve as full partners was left

ambiguous. That ambiguity is one

which ia best cleaned up soon, it

having never be«n reaolved last

academic year.

Perhaps unfortunately, the burden

for clarifying this troubtesome gray

area lays not with the Administration,

but with the students. Before the

undergraduates are made full

partnars, w« must prove ounelvea

competent to reason in a sophisticated

manner, on topics wtiich are by no

means simple. If we are not able to do

this, our influence will forever be

limited to generating "Advisory
Advice to Advise the Advisors to

Advise the Trustees" reports, which

Vi^Ill be all we deserve.

To have an effect, the students must
rely less on moral axioms and the

corollaries which appear to follow,

and more on proofs, following the

arguments, step by Step. As students

schooled in the liberal arts, we, by and
large, are unwilling to accept (and we
certainly should be unwilling)

propagandizing by our professors,

and the suspicion is undoubtedly

mutual.

Thus, a serious charge is laid to the

students, and obviously it is especially

weighty to those chosen to propound

the students' voice. The members of

the Collie Council, the various

committees, and Gargoyle, must be

prepared not so much to act as

crusaders, racing into many new
issues unprepared, nor as prophets,

racing into many new issues

unprepared, nor as prophets, racing

into a few old issues prepared with

poor arguments, but as political

optometrists, bringing a few
important issues into clear focus.

The chief, indeed only recouiae for

the students in the wake of President

Chandler's sincere challenge is to

raise greatly the quality of their

arguments. This will demand that

such students as thoae involved in the

aforementioned organizations put hi

grueling hours in a Socratic pursuit of

step-by-atep, question-and-answer,

•Iwaya-clarifyinR-but-ever-faUinR-

short, truth. As Russell has said,

"There are those who think that

clarity, because it is difficult and
rare, should be suspect." The
complexity of issues, such as the

African one, should not deter the

liberal-arts student from coming up
with answers; answers can and will

be found, Ixit the road is long.

Above all^Uiose students not

serving in poeitions of prominence
must goad on those who do, serving as

critical examiners themselves.

As for the President's end of the

bargain, he knows his Russell far

better than I know mine.

"Soi^isUcation" on the part of the

students should not be a synonym for

"coming around to the

Administration's point of view."
Certainly the President knows that,

just as he knows tiiat the collective

wisdom of twelve jurors surpasses

that of a single judge. Some degree of

ambiguity will of course always exist;

the question is not one of certainty,

but of reasonable doubt.

To accuse the Administration of

closed-mindedness would, at this

time, be premature. Yet many
upperclassmen may do so, emerging

from the ordeal of last year. Yet,

more and more students are

becoming aware that our views must
be preaented in a more rigorous

manner than previously. Just as we do
not accpet our professors' insights a

priori, they should not accept ours.

Before full partnership is gained,

respect must be earned. President

Chandler has thrown to us, as liberal-

arts students, an invitation, a
challenge. As liberal arts students, it

is our duty to accept

cUmbing. Soon we thought the better

ol it, though, and decided to fly the

plane instead, and then better still to

have someone skilled at flying to do it

for us. We finally got to Nepal and set

hurriedly about to scaling Mount

Everest. We camped on tlie summit
for a couple of days, but this quickly

got boring as there is not a bar or

movie theater within easy walking

distance, so we made our way back

down. We didn't see any abominable

snowmen, although we did see some
that were pretty bad. The whole thing

was something of a disappointment;

not at all like the travel brochure had

said. I passed the duller moments by
rreading from the complete works at

Freud and keeping a journal—the

journal of the American Medical

Association as it happened, which I

have proudly displayed in my room.

After we returned to the relative

terra firma of Nepal, we all decided to

go our separate ways and I managed
to hitch a ride with a Turkish truck

driver on his way back from
delivering some speeches to the

Katmandu Lion's Club. When we got

to his home town, he introduced me to

the local Sultan, the Sultan Pepper as

I recall, who, upon noting that I was
the ftrst American in five years to

appear before him without kn
alligator sewn onto my shirt,

immediately offered tiis daughter's

hand in marriage. The girl cut quite a

sb-iking figure—she was very handy
,with a paper and scissors—and I was
on the verge of accepting the offer

when I was warned to decline it by my
friend the truck driver. It seems that

the Sultan has but one daughter, and
has the peculiar habit of offering

various parts of her in marriage to

people who won his favor. She and
some thirty husbands had locally

acquired a very bizarre reputation as

a result.

Leaving the Sultan Pepper, I made
my way to Istanbul where I bid

farewell to Turkey, but it wasn't

enough and they didn't sell it to me. I

left by ship and by some accident of

fate it happened to be a troop ship of

the French Foreign Legion. (Fate

may have done this on purpose. I am
riot really SUfe;)""

Well, let me tell you what an

amusing time I had brushing off my
old high school French. It got me into

some oddball scrapes, too, such as my
agreeing to l>e inducted when I

thought I was picking up the check for

some tuna sandwiches.

What was the legion like? Frankly,

the routine was very boring. Every

night we would stop at a new
Mediterranean port, j^t drunk, tear

up a bar, carouse about the red light

district and stumble back to the ship

around 4:00 a.m. I suppose the price

for being in the military is having to

put up with these mindless,
repetitious activities.

I soon got fed up and said so to my
Commandant and partly because of

my insistence and partly because,

wtien once requesting a leave pass I

had, on account of my bad French,

accidentally asked him how come h^is

head was the size of a bluet>erry, he

obUged my desire to leave and
ordered me thrown overboard
somewhere en route to Algiers.

Luckily, I was soon picked up by a
fishing boat heading for Casablanca

and once there I quickly found the

local youth hostel. To my surprise, I

met an old Swedish ghrlgirlfriend

whom I bad known in Paris many
years ago. We reminisced about old

times and I toyed with the idea of

trying to get something going again,

but she had a boyfriend and, weU, it

was a touching scene when I had to bid

them both goodbye. As a consolation,

though, I think I started a beautifiil

friendship there.

After some time, or possibly

before—I have trouble with the

sequence of events here—we I&nded in

Florida and I hitchhiked back up to

Williams.

That, then is the story of my
summer as best as I can remember,
and I hope everyone will think better

of asking me about it from here on.

Music in the Round kicked off Its aTlli

season last Thursday evening In

Thompson Chapal. The program
Included works of Badlngs, Copland,

and Bactlioven. Picturad left to right

are Julius Hagyi, violin; Ciiarlette

Hogyi, plane; Susan St. Amout, viola;

and Douglas Moora, cello.

D f^T5
Audette Exhibit

A small KchiUtion of nine drawings and one lithograph by Anna Held

Audette recently opened at the Clark. Audette, Associate Professor of Art at

Southern Connecticut State College, spent ten months in Egypt in 1977, during

which time she produced the works now on view. A Smith graduate, Mrs.

Audette holds an M.F.A. from Yale and has been with Southern Connecticut

State College since 1964. She is represented in a number of public and private

coUections, inchiding the Rosenwald Collection at the National Gallery of Art,

Yale University, Mount Holyoke College, and the Print Room at the

Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. She has had several solo exhibitions, including

one in Alexandria, Egypt, and has participated in more than fifty group shows.

The exhibition will be on view in Gallery 7 until October IS diffing the

regular open hours of the Institute, Tueaday through Sunday, 19:00-6:00.

Tissot Tour

The complete prints by the French nineteenth<;entury artist Janea-
Jacquea-Joaeph Tlaaot are currently on view at the Clark. Before the exhibition

ckaes on September 17, two public tours by the Institute's Curator of Prints and

Drawings, Rafael Fernandez, have been scheduled;

Wednesday, September 13, at 3:00 and
Saturday, September 16, at 3:00.

Reasons for the different states of various etchings, the background from which

Tissot worted, his romantic and colorful life, and the sometimes intriguing

meaning of some of the prints will be discussed.
The Tissot exhibition has over one hundred etchings, along with a ntmber

of TlMOt'a paintings and drawings, loans primarily from New Bqgland

coMacttttca. The two tours will be treeand open to the public.
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CFH Announces Fall Schedale
aima NOBiX vjrmm nvmuT rtaijXt uviK-a

With a tight budgat and an unfilled

DMd for new equipmvnt, WCFM
returned to broadcwting la»t weeli,

and general manager John Svoboda

announced fall program changes.

"Given t)ie present condition of our

equipment, we should have reduced

our operating hours significantly to

decrease the chances of a major
technical casualty," Svoboda
remarked. However, given the scope

of events and music that WCFM feels

obligated to broadcast, we would

rather risk shutting down at some
point to drastically reduce what we
feel is valuable programming."
WCFM's 2 a.m. weekday schedule

continues with programming
beginning at 10 a.m. Saturdays and
noon Sundays.

The station may be off the air

during this schedule from 10:00 a.m.

until noon on some wedidays to allow

more training time for the large

number of persons enrolled in the

station's D. J. training program.

News will continue to be a focal

point for the station. "News View 92"

will be composed of two fifteen minute

segments. The first will focus on

national, international and
commonwealth news while the second

portion will be devoted to community
affairs. A recap of the days major

events will be broadcast at 10:50 p.m.

every wedcday.

^Mirts will be given increased

attention this semester. "Sports Open-

Line" plays Thursday from 7:30 to 8

p.m. Questions from the public will be

flelded by a panel of experts from the

station, campus and .
local

sportswriters.

"Sportstime" moves to Monday
evenings at 7:30 and will focus on

what's happening on the Williams

athletic scene. In addition to complete

coverage of all home and away
football games, morning and evening

sports summaries will follow the 9:15

a.m. ABC News and the 10:50 p.m.

nightly newscap.

4 Musically, WCFM will strive to

ttring n hiRnd jof rock^iazz,_country,_

soul and classical music to its

listeners. The Concert Hall series will

provide classical music enthusiasts

with four evenings of entertainment

following the nightly news.

For those whose interest lies in

more contemporary music, "The
Music Of," a weekly special on a

particular group or artist, will again

1sieifn*8eiitied on, Sunday afteirnooffls.

"The Premiere Album" will be

presraited Sunday through Wednesday

at 11 p.m. as significant new releases

will tie featured in their entirety.

Thursday nights at 11 one can enjoy

the "Classic LP," an album which can
be regarded as a landmark in modern
music history.

Special programming will include

"New Perspectives," a serial

focusing on current trends, issues and
topics which will run 'on Sunday
evenings at 7:30.

"Kaleidoscope" premieres on
Tuesday evening as Craig White

exidores alternative perspectives to

current domestic issues. Wednesday
evenings, Whiteman Collection

caretaker Karl Johnson presents

"From Ragtime to Swing" which

explores the roots of America's

middle twentieth century music
history-

Other projects include a daily

entertainment review, time capsules

on developments in the music world,

foreign language serials, interviews

with community action groups and
possibly a sports trivia show.

"Oui^ technical and financial troubles

will give a few of us a lot of

headaches," Svoboda said. "However
we are fortunate to have a large

number of dedicated and enthusiastic

members who I feel will ensure that

our programming remains top-

notch."
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Remember—this Friday (the 15th)

is the last day to return books . .
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ONE STOP DECORATING
India print spr«|tds for

wall C b*d! Wickar

trunk* for extra stor-

ogei Bamboo shodet,

d«tk lampi, plonlt A
bask«tt turn a room
from shabby lo chic I

Clip this ad and save

10 per cent on the

above Hems (good

until 10-1-7«)

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY
RECORDS
New Albums on Mie for )4.99:

^jgO
Bob Dylan, "Street tegal"

The Who "Who Are You"
Boston "Doflt Uok Back"

for $3.99:

R««i smmrt^'Ftttttaose"

Yes, "Going for theOne"
Starcattle

for $8.99

Chuck Manglone "OilMron of Sanchez"

129 Water St., WUliimitown^ HAL

OPEN 10:004:00 Mon.-Sat., Tiia:0OTbHr*.

>r'rt< n

VOICE LESSONS AND COACHING
SONO PRESENTATION,

INTERPRETATION, DICTION, A LANGUAGES

NANCY HIRSCHE

Accredited, Lake George Opera Workshop at SUNYA

AAA, Yale (French)

Slngjer, Producer, The Berkshire Lyric Theater

Artist-in-the Schools

To Contact Call

4St-4721

WILLIAWSTOWN

NAPOLITANO'S PIZZERIA
70 Union Street, North Adams, Massachusetts 01247

(On Rt. 2, Just Up From McDonalds)

10 Minutes From Williams

Specializing in Homemade Pizza

/Made with our own dough, homemade pizza sauce and

genuine mozzarella cheese. Toppings are either made by

us or Imported.

AAany varieties of delicious Hot and Cold Grinders

fry our Famous Eggplant or A/teatball Grinders with AAelted Cheese

Our pasta menu includes Spaghetti, Homemade Lasagne, Raviolis,

AAanicottI, Stuffed Shells plus many other varieties pf pasta. J
For Fast Service Call Aliead for Take Out Orders

662-2425 HOURS

Tuesday 4: 00 p.m . until Midnight Friday

Wednesday ll:00a.m. until Midnight Saturday

Thursday 11:00a.m. until Midnight Sunday

Oosad Monday

662-2425
11:00a.m. until 2:00 a.m.

4:00 p.m. until 2:00a.m.

4:00p.m. until MMnlffht

10% Discount to

Waiiams Students Bringing in this Ad.
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Ephs control Hofstra in scrimmage
by Mary Kate Sbca

A good-gized crowd turned out for

what proved to be a fine afternoon uf

football as Williams College hasted
(he Plying Dutchmen of Hofstra
University in a scrimmage Saturday
at Weston Field. If preseason action
ia any indication of what is to come in

future contests, it appears that the

£phK could vccy well repeat laat

year's Little Three championship
performance.

The first part of Saturday's action

was a controlled scrimmage during

which the Ephs were extremely tough

on both offense and defense. As
Williams head coach Bob Odell had
anticipated, his squad's defense

worked well together, even as
Williams experimented with different

combinations of players.

The Eph defense held Hofstra

scoreless all afternoon and allowed its

opponents no real loiig-yardage gains.

Sacks were registered by linebackers

Brian Benedict and Phil Shuman,
tackle ^eff Desmond, defensive back

Tom Hobert, and guard Bruce Kneur.

For Williams, BUI Skelly and Donald
^ice snagged an interception apiece.

I For the Williams offense the

•crimmage [n-ovided an excellent

cipportunjity for experimentation with

Various (tpmbinations of players in the

backfield, and also gave a chance for

the Eph eoMbes to see three of the

four players vying for the

quarterfoadc spot. Sophomores Bob
Lutz, Tim Connelly and Kevin
Hinchey took turns running sets of

plays during the controlled portion of

the scrimmage. Fellow classmate
Bob Stackpole was on the sidelines

with an injury.

Williams scored early in the

controlled part of the scrimmage on
two well-executed pass plays. Lutz

completed a 20-yard pass to halfback

Grfeg Collins, who ran the remaining
distance for the score. Under
excellent protection from the

offensive line, Lutz connected again

during the same set of plays, this time

hitting co-captain Ken HoUingsworth
with a 2S-yard touclx|awn toss.

The remainder of the controlled half

of the scrimmage saw some fine

running by halfback Dave Massucco
and fullback John Dell'Erario.

During the second half, which was
played under actual game conditions,

the Ephs outscored the Flying
Dutchmen 8-0.

Williams' first points of the half

came on a touchback, the result of a
strong rush by the defensive line. The
touchback was the culmination of a

fine afternoon for the Ephs' defensive

line, as it fended off a much bigger

and heavier Hoblra line to get to the

opponent's quartertMick.

The final scoring of the afternoon

was the product of a drive led by
quarterback Lutz. Once again, food
protection allowed Lutz time to throw
and be completed back-to-back passes
before hitting freshman Bern Johnson
for the touchdown.

The Eptae, who were 5-3 last season
under coach Bob OdeU, will take on
Dartmouth on a scrimmage at
Hanover, N.H. next Saturday before
opening their season with a home
contest against Hamilton on Sept. 23. scrimmage at Weston FiaM.

WilllBms «rl(Mers tackled the Hofstra Fiyln« Dutchmen •-• In a preseateit

Golfers Anticipate Driving Season
As summer fades into autumn and

those hot muggy nights become cool

and crisp, the stage is set for the

return of the awesome, steel-willed

Williams College Golf Team. With
only one letterman missing from last

year's squad, the team with the best

winning percentage in Williams
CoUeSe history looks hungrily
towards an undefeated season.

Leading the team onto the fairways
of battle will be co4:aptains Dan Katz
and Bill Upton. Upton finisl^ second
in the pre-season qualifying. After a

flne summer of golf highlighted by a

69 at Yale, Dan Katz is expected to

have a good year. The only question

mark is the baffling disappearance of

his once safecracker-like nerves on

the putting green.

To borrow a phrase from Phil

Rizzuot, "Holy Cow, Ed 'Big' Bousa is

back." Big fired stunning rounds of 76-

73 to wipe out all oppoeition in the

qualifying. Embarking on what
seemed to be a maniacal drive toward
self-immolation. Young Bill Sprague,

1977 Williams College Golf Champion,
e|awed his way back to reality with

some amazing putting pyrotechnics.

The long-awaited return of senior

Mike Lynch seems at hand. His sturdy

left arm has easily conquered the

front-side of the ever-so<hallenging

Taconic Golf Club.

Marcel Oudin, 1974 Canadian Junior

Champion fr«n Cape au Breton,

Quebec, built so many positive

success patterns tMs summer that he

qualified in spite of himself.

Finally, 0>ach Rudy Gaff anxiously

awaits the return of Freshman golfing

titan Greg Jacobson and sophomore

Chris "Moses" Malone. By the way,

the first match is on Wed., Sept. 13

versus R.P.I, and Albany State.

CLASSIFIEDS
CAMPAIGN '71

SteVe Rothstein '78 is looking for

volunteers to come to Boston to

assist him during ttte final days of

his primary campaign for State

Rep. The election Is Sept. 19. There

aire rides available for anyone

interested In helping put this

weekend. Cell Nancy at tSOS for

^lls.
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Thursday Night Coalition will

held Its first meeting this iver at 10

PM Thursday in the Oodd House

Living Room. Issues will Include

action on South Africa, Nuclear

power, affirmative action and
relations with the College ad-

ministration.

The Log

Tuesday Nlghf:

SENIOR NIGHT

Friday Nlghf:

A\[ - Spinks on the Big Screen

Flying Home Cheap For The Holidays???

IfyM want to take advantage of any special fares,

discounts, etc., it's very Important that you make all

your flight arrangements now/ particularty for your return!

There Is no charge for our services—and you can charge
your tickets with your (or your parents') credit cards.

-rWe alsQS«i| train tickets!—

F>lease drop by:

FORTY-ONE SnilNG STREET
WDLLIAMSTOWN. MA88. 01M7

I STORE

458-57M

American Express Travel Representetlve

Berkshire County & Southern Vermont

DODD STUDENT ART GALLERY
presents

-'t—

'

WATERCOLORS
by Jody Harrison, Betsy McNerney

Joe Rudick, Hyia Smith,

and Julia Taicott

Opening Wednesday, September 13 7: 00

WINE AND CHEESE

RT. Its PRODUCTIONS

PRESENT A

fUcnIc *> Singalong

wMh^

PETE SEEGER
ARLO GUTHRIE

and

SHENANDOAH

ON' iLAWN AT

musKina
INTHEeERKSHIRES. LENOX. MASt.

SAT., SEPT. 16, 3:00 P.M.

Tickets available at al| Tickctron Outlets

Tlofcete: IfLSO adwawce, $6JO day of show.
By mall tend cfWd ehck or Money Order A BJtS.E.
lo: RT. 1M ProAicBone.Ww 6B4, Lmmk. lta.01MO.

For ttdwl into In your araa dM 4i»'«S7-lt7e.

rmNB buuMii u.i^ ~~ no pw, vwnping

.mkebdll PnMiLenmRLIBtBnlMMtpaM
I OHIO We ffVOWlllOfflO OwOOte TnOO 1

1
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ACEC unable to use Chapin
by Tim Jones

The All-College Entertainment
Committee finds itself in "an
awlcward situation this year,"
according to Chairman Steve Case '80.

The Committee's concert options for

1978-79 have been sharply curtailed by

limitations in facilities and. funding.

Case does anticipate four major
concert events during this semester
however.

Over the summer, the College

Administration decided to ban ACEC
rock concerts in Chapin Hall. Case
says that he agrees with the decision

in principle. In view of the damage to

seating that occurred at the Pousette-
Dart Band - Pure Prairie League
Concert last spring," "I think they're
right. No n^ajor concerts belong in

that fragile building."

Case explained that his organization
has conditional permission to use the
Towne Field House and the Chapman
Rink for concerts. He observed,
however, that the Field House holds
fewer persons than Chapin Hall and
the skating rink will already be iced
over by Homecoming Weekend in

early Novemb«-.

WSP review group
reports to faculty
Unless significant changes are

made in the current Winter Study
Program, a "substantial" number of
prbfe^ors would favor its abolition.
Winter Study Review Committee
Chairman William Grant told the
faculty Wednesday afternoon.
Grant and the rest of his committee

have conducted personal one-on-one
interviews with 169 faculty members
and four others associated with the
Program since the Winter Study
Review was commissioned last year.
FVom comments made during the
interviews the committee selected a
niiinber of basic individual
vi^wpoiHtS, then classified the results
of the entire survey under these
viewpioints. Grant explained that
-tbtaeopinions which were favored by
40 or more of the 173 respondents were
qualified as "substantially" backed;
those with 15-39 adherents were
"mbderflte" and those with fewer
than 15 received "slight" agreement.
A substahtial number of the faculb^

^reed that the benefits of the Winter
Study Program lie in its opportunities
to explore new areas of academia^
delVfe more deeply into single areas of
concern and its timely change of pace.
"Iliere was moderate agreement that

independent study opportunities,
additlorfal free time for social and
cultural activities and extended
contact between students and
professors were other beneficial
aspects of Wmter Study.

Drawbacks cited by a substantial

number of the faculty revolved
around the lack of acad^nic rigor in

Winter Study. Grant remarked that

interviewees expressed their concern
that, as student commitment waned,
80 did faculty involvement. A
moderate number indicated that
Winter Study left little time for faculty
to prepare for their spring courses
and tended, in its non-academic
orientation, to undermine the
standards of the regular semesters.
Although a moderate number of

professors favored no change in the
Winter Study Program while a
substantial number felt that abolition

might be necessary, Grant explaiined

thst the faculty was "not as p<darized
on this issue as it seemed to be." "All
those who suggested one or the other
did so conditionally," he noted.
Among suggestions to improve Winter
Study were institution of higher
grading standards, making course
offerings more rigorous and reducing
faculty teaching loads.

"The committee has no
preconceptions as to what
recommendation it will make in the
end," Grant commented. "Idle
speculation on the matter would not
be useful."

Grant went on to report on a poU his

committee conducted among the
graduating seniors last June.
Although only 169 responded. Grant
said he felt sure that the percentage
proporttoo^ vpould have remained the

same in a larger sample. Sixty per
cent felt that Winter Study was a
positive and major part of their
Williams education. Thirty per cent
felt the program was a positive but
minor contribution. Forty-five per
cent of the respondents indicated that
the January term was not intense
enough academically, while 34 per
cent acknowledged this but did not
feel it was a drawback.
"Students also perceived that

Winter Study became progressively
more difficult," Grant said. He
speculated that this attitude was
evidence of a growing intellectual

maturity associated with Winter
Study.

The shident survey also revealed
that Winter Study might piBsibly beof

.

more value to students if two or three,
rather than four, projects were
required for graduation. Fewer
students felt that grading projects
would improve the quality of winter
study, while an even smaller number
favored abolition of the program.
Georges Pistorius, chairman of the

Winter Study Committee, reported
that last year 19 per cent of Williams
students opted for their own special
"99" projects during Winter Study.
"There Is concern," he said, "that
perhaps departments are sponsoring
student proposals much to6 readily."
He cautioned against this.

In other Faculty business. Dean of

the College Daniel O'Connor gave a
I»-ogress report on the College's
efforts to make its buildings more
accessible to handicapped students.
Along with Treasurer Francis Dewey,
O'Connorhas conducted a study of the
physical plant, housing, and student
services at Williams. Six
Handicapped fre^Umen could be
accommodated in Lehman Hall, while
upperclassmen could choose from
among Bryant, Wood and Garfield
houses.

Plans to refurbish elevators in the
science buildings and other
adjustments in classroom facilities

must be completed by June of 1980,
according to O'Connor. He also said
that although Williams has dealt with
only 7 handicapped students in the last

ten years, all of whom were blind, it

remained Williams' responsibility to

"fit any handicapped students into the

mainstream of college life."

President of the College John W.
Chandler announced that Williams
received 200 applications for the
newly instituted position of

Affirmative Action k Government
Relations Officer. John Stambaogh,
chairman of the committee which has
interviewed applicants, told the
faculty that he expects the College to

hire one of the four finalisi^ in a short
time. The Affirmative Action Officer
will aid departmental chairmen and
non-academic departments in

interpreting current hirim practice
and other govenunent laws
"regularly affecting ttae way we
operate," Stambauf^ explained,

The ACEC plans to presMt four
concerts this fall: tentatively
scheduled for October 6, October 18,

November 3—and on% in early
December at the close of cltases. Case
explained^that the October 5th date is

already in jeopardy because the
Athletic Department has not yet
granted him permission to use the
skating rink on weekdays and the
ACEC has been unable to locate a
major group willing to perform at

Williams on a weekend.
ta spite of the College's restrictions

on Chapin, Case does not foresee an
increased number of jazz concerts
this year. He cited last year's campus
music preference survey which
placed jazz fourth behind light rock,
rock, and folk as one reason for not
bo<Aing more jazz performances.
As for funding, Case finds litUe

cause for optimism. The Finance
Committee, in line with its goal of

holding the Student Activities Tax
constant, will not allocate the ACEC
more than the $15,500 it received last

year. At present, the Finance
Committee has agreed only to supply
funds for the October 18 jazz concert.

No more money will be channeled to

the ACEC until other groups can be
contracted, which in turn hinges on
Case's ability to locate adequate
concert facilities on campus. Case
says he is being forced to "play a wait-

and-see game while time is running
out."

O'Connor, Chandler
hold W€ilk4n honfrs^

President John Chandler and Dean
of the College Daniel O'Connor
announced today that they will be
available to students on a walk-in
basis one day each week, in addition
to their usual appointment hours.

Chandler will be available to

students without an appointment on
Tuesdays from 3:30 to 4:36r6'Connor
will be available from 4:30 to 5:30

Thursdays. Both will continue to see
students by appointment also, and at
other times without appointment as
their schedules permit.

O'Connor described the walk-in
hours as "an attempt to be more
accessible to students, and especially

to those who would be reluctant to

make a formal appointment." He
emphasized that students should still

feel free to make appointments to see
Chandler and hini at other times.

Due to damage which oecurrwl at Hi« Pouiatta Oart Ban4 - Pura >nlrlaLeague, Chapin Hall will not b. av.ilabl. for futur.u« tor mTacEC

Now introducing . .

President John Chandler aniODunced the appdntment of 20 men and 16
women to full-time and part-time faculty, staff, and administrative poaitions
fw 1978-79.
Lee J. Alston, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Economics

James W. Anderson, M.Div.
Assistant Professor of Psychology

Douglas J. Armstrong, B.Ed.
Vlsitlna Assistant Professor of
Physical Education

Uindsay A. Beaman, B.A.
Part-time insfructor In Russian,

first semester
llona Bell, Ph.D.
Part-time Lecturer In English,

first semester
John L. Berntsen, M.A.

Visiting Assistant Professor of History
"EriK t. Bartelsen, Jr.VB;iS.' • ^ '

Assistant Director of Admissions
Albert Boime, Ph.D.
Robert Sterling Clark Visiting
Professor in the History Of Art,
first semester

Russell F. Carpenter, B.A.
Associate Director of Development

Dale F. Dickinson, PhiD.
Visiting Associate Professor of Physics

Ann St. Clair Dinger, Ph.D.
Visiting Part-tTmeLi*^tUf*T(»
Physics and Astronomy

Richard Ford, M.F.A.
Lecturer In English

Peter D. Gould, M.F.A.
Designer of the Adams Memorial
Theatre and Lecturer in Theatre

Suzanne Graver, Ph.D.
Part-time Lecturer In English,

first semester
Jane G. Henderson, M.DIv.
Chaplain of the College,
half-time

Michael L. C. Henderson, LL.B., S.T.B.
Chaplain of the College,
half time

Margaret A. Harrman, B.A.
Assistant Director of Admissions

(

Alyce Kaprow, M.F.A.
Director of Photographic Faellttlas
and Part-tlma Lecturer Irt Art

Bruce Kieffer, M.A.
Assistant Professor Of German

Anne Margoiis, M.Phil.
Assistant ProfMsor of English :

Kathleen V. McNally, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Economics

Gerald NagahashI, PhD.
Assistant Professor of Biology

Carol Ockman, M.Phil.
Assistant Professor of Art

Clara C. Park, .M.A.
Part-time Lecturer In English

PWHIp L. f»oWn*«i»rMiA.
,i Assistant Pro<e»itu- of Political Sclafico

Meivin L. Rose, B.A.
Instructor In Physical Education

'

Oanlse E. Shaahan, B.A.
Part-time Visiting Lactgrer in
Prench, first Semester

Irving A. Slrkeh, Ph.D.
Visiting Lacturer In Economics,

first semester
Michael Stevens, M.A.
Part-tlma VIsitlfKf-rtacHirw In — -

Economics, second seni.ester

Bahram Tavakollan, Ph.D. -'"
Parttlme Vlslttng Lecturer In >'^
Anthrppoloj^y, first teimester

Rbsemafle.Tono, PH.D. '

'''

Assistant Profataor of f>hllMai>hy : ;

Patricia 4. Tracy, Ph.l>, 1
/ c'

Assistant professor of History
Susan C; Woodward, Ph.D.
Assistant ;Pi^Ofauor of Pofltfcal ScMno»

PafrictaS. Vmar, M.A., AA.Phli..
Assistant Professor of Ertgirsh

,W. Michael Moore, Pli.D.
Part-time Instructor In
Cbetnistry, first s«nu«ter

Eotfqra'-Tharp^-'-'
'--^— ^ '-.-"

Part-time Instructor In Otamisiry ..:.

Campus phones are disconnected
Some one hundred students have

been without telephone service since

the start of school, despite the

assurance in the student directory

that "phones will be turned on in aU
locations during the day of Friday,

September 1." Service should be
instated sometime today.

Mrs. Charlotte Marlowe,

coordinator of the student telephone
service, said that Uiere ha^e been a
variety of problems. Some telephones

can call out, but cannot receive. Some
can take incoming calls, but will not
call out. Many just sit, totally

inoperative. Some have never
wwked, but many worked normally
for a few days and then stopped.

College ftasihess manager Shane

Mra. Cliarlatia Marlowa, tmr4 at worit, .
MTvica f tiM iMiatwi WniHams Catlaga

Riorden observed that New Citgland
Telepbone. UBiially. gives very i/ftod

service and' wj|s i.t ti Ion to exjatein

the problem. He aai^ it wais psSible
Uiat students who have been without
service would receive partial room
rebates. Each stndeBt (mp about f7S
a year for telepi^eneji. He,a|*ed ^t
students keq» a ca^«dw.ipori| cf the
time their telepbdoes wi^re.inana'out
of service.

Altbough many areas of tbrcampua
havebeen affected, Cttrrier, Pitch and
GArfield housee seem to have been Ut
the hardest. In Garfield, where
renovations last year create(i a
number of new rooms, New England
Telephone assigned the numbets, %kA
apparently forgot to install the n^
lines.

Marlowe blamcf the stow service on

increased meehanixation. MacUpery
has replaced so many people that the

telephone company has doied its

North Adams service center. New
England Bell has IcA only two nan in

North Adams to handle the UtMacf
between Orsat Barrtagton, Vermoot,
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Once a week
Ilie Williams Record's editorial board concluded eight

months of dehqite this week by dcf{C;idijag to initiate an ex-

^periment in weekly, publication. Until at least fall break, the

iRecord will discontinue tfiieFnday^issuer Although there are
dbawbacks iflJberent in the less frequent appearance, we have
unanimously decided that the benefits far outweighed potential

llnxiblenorand that weekly publication deserved a trial.

The most (devious reason for the switch is Williams' en-

vironment. Each Record chronicles about four days of campus
life. Not Infrequently, notMng of great import happens. We
print an issue anyway. When that occurs, the resulting four

eige issue probably was not wortb printing. The new weekly
rmat vir^llienable usito combine' a skimpy issue with a fullen

one several dayis later, producing a substantial issue of the

;Williams Recwtl.
' The drawback, of course, is that the information that would
thave appeared in the earlier issue will be out of date when it

a(q;>ear8. We can balance that, however, with more thorough

:anaIy8ts,nBiRl~C0iiyeditin&.^^: AndJ^^
s^nd more ttHld~WCfk3iig on articles Mth theur reporters, the

not to our.ireadbihs, islbiit the cbange will free Wednesday night.

Ifroduction takes ntnu 4 p.m. to-dhtwbeni from midnight to 3

si.m. IMsconfihuance of the mid-week deadline mil allow

staffers to study and sle^ on Wednesdays, and leave them less

bleary-eyed on Thursday morning and afternoons.

Although less frequent, the Record will not reduce its

coverage ofevents at Williarafi College. We intend to devote the

same amount of space, to College activities. Instead of, for in-

stance, two short articles about a coUege council meeting, the

extended time will poinit one comprehensive article to include

follow-ups, interviews, and analysis of its effects on the College

conununity.
We are excited about the new Williams Record. We have

sane surprises for the next issue and would appreciate your
reactions to the chiaiiges. ^

Course Guide
llie student course guide has had an unfortunate history.

Some faculty accused the first edition of libel, which led to its

nremature msappedratiee. Future editions either came out too
late, reviewed too few courses or culled too low a response to be
useful. Successvie failures led to fewer responses and poorer
guides. ; • . : ;

Tlie new course' gui<fe committee Qnder the direction of

Rick Moog 79 threatens to n^ersethi? unfortunate trend. In its

firstmove this fall, the committeepublished a f^-eshman edition

covering most of the 100-level courses. It is timely and com-
plete, an impressive diahge from the past.

If this group continues to provide useful information at

.critical times it may be able to establish itself as a credible

committee and command student interest and support.

,
The course guide should and could be a valuable asset to the

students. It could be a reliable guide to good courses and the

most effective factdty^ members. It could give an accurate
reading of student opmion oa faculty reappdtntinent decisioas

and lend students an authoritative voice «w have long lacked.

Maybe this year it will.

The committee has overcome the inertia that thwarted its

predecessors. We hope that it can keep its momentum and
provide a precise, accurate guide to student opinion on the

courses of study at Williams.

Alums read

To ttte Editor:

Praaident Chandler, in "It> Bean
This Kind of Year" (Alumni Review,
Summer 197», argue* that non-

economic coocema should not be

introduced into the college's

investment policy. We beUe«# his

argument fails short o( WilUanns'

commitment to principle and rigor.

The first part of President
Chandler's position is this: The
college's mission is education, "a pre-

eminent social good." Pursuing that

mission requires money. Any college

activity which jeopardizes its

financial security, specifically its

investment returns, puts at risk the

institution's viability and
consequently its educational mission.

Here President Chandler appears to

say that the existence of the coUege is

an end in itself, to t>e preserved even

at the expense of its vision of personal

and social good. "To subject that

objective (provision of . . . financial

means) to any other goals, no matter

how worthy, would be to jeopardize an
institution's future." (Our italics.)

Such logi,c translates into scenarios

President Chandler would never
accept:...

1,' Williams fires a highly

respected economist because a

powerflil group of contributors objects

to his or her theoretical analyses and
threatens economic consequences if

he or she is given tenure.

2. Williams fires a successful

black in the college administration

because a generous, racist

contributor threatens to change his or

her will regarding the college.

Further, President Chandler
contradicts his 'own charge to the

graduates at the Baccalaureate
service. His remarks in that context

stress the importance of principle. He
speaks about "enterprises and goals

that transcend your private self-

interest," "a sense of purpose and
greatness in which the quality of

civilization will not be subordinate to

the magnificence of power," and "a
respect for all life, and a reverence for

those forces upon which we draw for

all truth, goodness and beauty."

President Chandler is

disconcertingly fuzzy about the

difference between principle and
^pediency. Equating the college's

existence with its moral foundation is

a case of losing its soul to gain the

world.

There is a second part of President

Chandler's argument: The college has
a responsibility to support the free

interplay of "information, ideas and
opinions," while refusing to support

any particular political interest. A
moral judgment about the college's

investments is a political point of view

that the college should talk about, but

not act on as an institution. He writes,

"... a line has to be drawn betwe«i
accommodating the pbliticai

activities of groups within the college

community and the use of the college

itself as an instrument to serve the

goals of any particular group."

As it stands, this argument is

misleading. Many of the cdlege's

most important policiescomedown oo
one side or anoOier tai the political

arena. If there was a debate on
campus over white supremacy, would
the c<diege abandon Its support of

racial equality to avoid takhig sides?

If there was a debate on campus about

the value of fasdsm, would Ok cdlege
abandon its libera] arts curriculum
because it is prv^udoad ^hiit
militarism, nationalism and
authoritarianism? Of course not The
coUegft is DM «p<da0BlIc ataoot serving

the interests of neisl e«]uaUly and
democracy.
President Chandler must

acknowle4Bt that the ooUefe does
take sides on issues Involving
principle and must stntt the j|iedfic

reuoBS (or its deeisians Vsgsrdthg

invastment policy. It wouM he more
honsit for him to say, for example: l)

(he coUege supports racial equality

and Justice foran races; 2) the eoUega
believes South Africa's radal policies

are Immtnl; 3) howtw. Ok coDefi
does hot believe Oie impsct on SouQi

Africa ct changing the investment

poUcy is worth the financial risk and-

or the difficulty of subjecting Uw
investment policy to principled
discriminatinn

(It roust be said that the coUege can

reasonably remain silent as an

institution when there Is debate about

the bast way to achieve a commonly
accepted goal. It is often hard to know
where to draw the line, but Uie coUege

must address that problem when

touched by the issue.)

Our points, in summary, are these:

1. Education at Williams exists to

promote a vision of personal and

social life, That vision is more
important than WilliaiAs. Topromote
the institution at the expense of the

vision is to betray Williams' central

values.

2. The fact that Williams makes
administrative and curricular choices

with impact or implications in the

political arena should not be hidden. A
school that prides itself on free

expression of information, ideas and

opinions has a responsibility to be

honest about the choices it makes.

'Finally, we are Surprised by
President Chandler. On the one hand,.
there are sinister implications in his

comments. Deception sloganeering
and refuel to. confront basic issues
are repressive and the antithesis of

liberal arts education. On the other

hand, we have alwa}« heard the-

highest and most generous praise ot

President Chandler. We associate him
with the best about Williams, and
believe "the best" is impressive. We
hope he takes a more forthright

approach to an issue that deserves
principled and rigorous treatment.

BUIFarver>70
Doug Sherman '70

Writing pn)b|ein

To the Editor:

Never known as a demrtment
particularly interested in the practice

of using the language, the JEoiglish

Department has again made its

writing courses an exclusive plessure

ef s«i^ !iS)iisi{^iismfiQ,jawLWi^^
of Fiction,, taught this year by a new
professor Richard Foitl had at least

thirty subscribers of which 15 gained

admission, "rhe Writhig of Poetry,

leered by Professor Larry Raab was
equally oversubscribed. ' .

There just wasn't any room. But
why not? Every year eager min(fil

with restless peins beg ta do somtii

writing and' every year the isnglish

Department offers a bare minimum of

courses and with lukewarm
enthusiasm. In an institution

supposedly wedded to literature,

committed to articulation and
<W»tently b^oahhig student writing

abUlty, this isa serious faUore, If not a
crippling complaint. Perhaps we
should take only expositary writing;

bonehcad our vay to bonehead
papers? Isn't tlicr« a place for

whimsy at Williams, nay, even
imagination? If there are artists bi

our midst, shouldn't they be given
room to stretch and be read.

BfUe Anderson

Phone books

To the oiBfor o/iQie'llecord:

I would lik^ to extend my
appreciation to the genius who
thou^t of the one-piec»|old(Ht cover
design for this year's pboM book. No
more wiU I have to l>ear the

frustration of the shrinking directar]^

phienonienon, as ficst the cover ih#ef
and then the interior pages peel off

and disappear one by one.

JohnBuffieM '80

Log may reduce

hoursdiie to noise

The Williamstown selectmen
debated midnight' closing hours for

Spring Street drinking establishments

and relocation of the Log as posoiUe
solutions to the late evening jnoi^e

problem on Si»ing Street ,
.

The selectmen ^ook no actios
regarding the Log at their meeting
Monday, but asked the CoUege to

consider alternative ways to relieve,

Uie noise probl^gn.,.,
, ,,-7 -,^ .>

According to Log n^nager, Mttie

Masi '78, CoUege President John
Chandler wiU propose to the town that
the Log close at 12 a.m. If accepted
ttiis would not go uito effect until next

;

week, however.

According to the. Transoript;
WUIiamstown PoUoe chief Jge^
Zoito recfnnmendle^ that aU drinking

estabUshments on S^^iring Street close

at midnight on weekdays, relocfitive

of the Log to the north of Route 2,

closing of the Log at 11 p.m., an open
container layr, and a provision which
would keep noise producing

doors open to ttie street late at ni^.

Zoito conceded Oiat noise problems
continue during the summer, which
are caused ^ townspeople,' but

attributed the majority of faU and
winter complaints to the Log. i

Operators of other drinking

estabUshmentAdid not object to their

earlier closing hours, but were
concerned that if the Log closed

.

eerUer than they did, they might face

a rapid ' inflow of students ':

immediatdly after the Log closed,

straining, tbeir capacity. '

;,
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Support group opens center

TIMM art |i|ftt «|.f«f(i9( ttif OWpl*. yWII ba IIMly to mMt If yew «• to ttM Rocky
Horror. Flctura Show tonIgM or tomorrow.

Rocky audiences whirl

in eccen trIc ity , h i Ia rity

|qr.CI«raldCaniey

The Rocky Horror Picture Show,
the popular cult film, will once again
devuftot^, «DU0B8\iC!ti«via. Rocky
Horror Uti fascinating combimition of

owM), mrody, pseud^borror, ai^ul

punKirod^. Itiaquitefunit^mUttf tlW
time, bonis at others, But the real

a^iry of Rocky; is not really the film

itftdf, JMit the .audience.

Tiier«' are two scripts in Rocky
HorMr:' the olne acted out in the film

and the one performed by the

an&ence. Th6 latter is by far the

fdimieir' tof two. Tlie audience must

(frinii Shie punliis aiKk>r transvestites,

tinc'ttt the clit^rii^rjs, sing, li^t

matches, and throw foast, rice, toilet

paper and water (to name a few) in

dl^^ tbat Rocky be-fully appreciated.

Images, tor some strange ' reason,

^bufiigeii finch anti-social, pro-

Rbidty bdutvior.

Hie movie tells the story of a wild

night in the casQe of Dr. Ftark N.

VMcmtri^nSSk BVad^ and'XiJuiet

inadvertently come to Frank's abode
ttid meet the odd, incestuous siblings

Riff-RaCf and Magenta, the Time
W^ 'Dancers,' ind Rocky Horror,

whbse vocabulary is limited to

"Ught" There are many songs in the

fibn, few of which are memorable.

-'^mmma^fi bHMntwl%ftiJi71Iis
pMforoliania isVtidMoUs blend of

Kiss, the Sex Pistols, and others.

MeaUoafmakes a brief appearance to

do one song, and he is his usual,

oamiprMent, electrifying self. Barry
Bostwidc, as Brad, is a hole; Susan
Sarandon, as Janet, smiles often.

Charles Gray is boring as a

crinllnidagist; who cannot solve the:

mystery of why he has no neck>

The Rocky Horror Show will be
showq, tonight and tomorrow night at

11:15; It is wwthwbile for all to go see

it; even if yoU do not like it, at least

you will see the future of this country.

SPilHT

SHOP
LIQUORS-WINES-BEER

Lowest Prices in Town

Quantity Discount^

280 Cole Ave.

Williamstown

Phone 458-3704

CLASSIFIEDS

The Proloct WMnosday Sopt. 27,

12:30 Baxtor Hall Groan, rain or

shlno.

Pottory Ltd. will hold an
organlxatlonal mootino and Tlrst

class on Wed. Sopt. 20 In tht Pot-

tory Studio (Baxtor basamont)
Contact Kathy Kalllhar for ad-

vanco Info, at SU 12(3.

ItyFredThys
"Universality" la a gopdwgrd to use

to explain the reason for Urn Student
Support Group. The organization
opened its ceMer last year out of a
belief that students can often best

relate to the problems of other
st^idents. There is a certain
universality to the concerns of many
Williams students.

Tba group was fooned laat year to

fill a gap in counseling services at
Williams. Although many services
were already available, the group's
founders felt that it was important to

offer students a counseling aervice for

non- health-related problems. They
wanted to remove the stigma many
people attach to a visit to a counselor
such as a psychiatrist, while
providing a more abjective ear than a
friend might be able to give. They
wanted to offer students a group of

supportive pecars to whom th^ could
turn,, ,: • _.,,,
The group counselors are hot

psychoanalysts and rarely provide
answers. They believe in helping

people come to their own conclusions.

Although there is often a common
element in the problems of students,

the group seems to particularly insist:

mmmmmmmttk

Coffeehouse opens

the WUliianu College CMfeehouse

opens its 1978-'79 season this Saturday

night at 9:00 in the Rathskellar with

ther^turn of the popular singing duo
of Mason Daring and Jeaime Stohl.

The Coffeehouse, which offers the best

in live, free entertainment on campus,
will also feature Scott Lankford '80 as

the warm-up artist. An extra

attractimOii^,year ^ill be<the sale of

coke aiwaaik^mhtiS'tii^^iibw. As
always, admission to the Coffeehouse

is free.

•Griffin Concert

Griffin Hall concerts begin its llth

stiaison tox&OTiaw night with a

program of Bacb harpsichord

concerti' and the' Brandenburg
Concerto No. 5 with Victor Hill at the

harpsichord. There will be two

performances: qne Saturday night at

8 p.m. and one Sunday afternoon at 3

pjn.

Hill will be joined at the concert by

violinists George Green and Lucy
Joseph, cellist Douglas Moore, violist

Susan St. Amour, and flautist Janet

Geroulo! Admission to both

performances is free and open to the

public.

Premier Albums

Premier albums on WCFM this

week at U p.m.

Sunday: Kenny Loggins - Nithwatch

Monday: BruCe Springsteen -

Darkness on the Edge of Town
Tuesday: Boston - Don't Look Back
Wednesday: Little River Bahd -

Sleeper Cateher _^_

This wetiK's classic LP at 11 p.m.

Thur^y '

'

Bob Dylan • Blood on theTracks

MOLSON

Golden Ale^ Beer, Ale

only $9^' a case!

Colonial Village Package Store

Colonial Shopping Conter/Vrdliamstown

There*wA Lot WeDon *t Sell

WeDon'tSeUMagazines WeDm'tSeUCandy

WeDon 't Sell Toothpaste

WeDd^SellPhotogntpby
And We GIvkAWAY Intonnatidn andAdvice

Mon.-Sot. 9:30-5:30 Coloolol $»K»ppln9 Cwtlfr, Wllllomttown 45a-31 13

on the listening skills of ito counaetort

In order to preclude quick anawara.

This pfailoacphy came out whan the

groiqi participated in the ortontatlon

of Junior Adviaora earlier this month.
Although each oounseior daals «rith

students on a one-on-one basis, the

Student Support Groap is not a mere
agglomeration of counselors. A
furidamentol part of the group's

purpoMU* to be exactly what ita^naroe

indicates. The counselors meet in

mutual support grouipa on a regular
basis. Without violating

ccofldentiality, they share insighto in

the hope of strengthening each other

as individuala.

In addition to providing counseling

services, the group will offer

dlscusaions on topica such as
academic and pear pr—ura.

Althotigh Om group bopci to kMp
Btudento Informad of poMtaUitisa for

more formal rmimnllng tralatng and
enoourafM ito mamben to take
advantage of thase, its own
raquiramanls are not too formal.

Each counselor must eoroa to two
rDliei>Iayiag saaaiom bafara storting

and must be willing to try

participating in a mutual support
group. The present members seem
moat Interested, howaver, in finding

dedicated and sensitive paople to (brm
what will be thil year's Student
Support Group.

from OCC
UMASS SYMPOSIUM ON THE
CARE OF TtlE ELDERLY: A two
day program for students

interested in social woi4c, nursing

or Human Services. Seminars and
panels will comprise the

symposium. All appl. due Oct 8,

1978. See OCC for detoils.

Dan Rudolf, Williams Tl, has
informed OCC that there is an
opening at the Federal Reserve in

Washington for a B.A. Economics
with Stat, and computer
background. Interested individuals

call him at 202-452-2482 (office) or
202-667-9197 (after 6 p.m.) ^Starting

salary-$13,000?

SENIORS: Get your free copy of

the College Placement Annual
listing hundreds of employers
alphabetically, aa wdl as by
geographical location and
occupation.

NATIONAL SCIBNCB
FOUNDATION GRADUATE
FEL£X)WSHIP8: 420 three year
scholarships to be offered to

studento showing special aptitude

to advanced training in the

sciences. Get the details fast at

OCC.

WASHINGTON POST SUMMKR
INTERNSHIP: For Interested

Juniors, Seniors and Graduates.

Appl.., <j(eadUneT-JMoi^. 1. See
Summer Intermtdps notebook at

OCC if httecwted. '

The Record will run classifieds at 20c par line. Osadllna Is 3 p.ni.. on Sundays
Total amount due MUST accompany this form. Mail or bring in parson to

Classifieds, The WllllaiVis Record, Baxtor Hall, Williamstown, Mass. 01267.

NAME.I

I

I
ADDRESS.

PHONE I

.TOTAL eNCi-OSEO.

i Ab TO READl AS fOLLOWS:

I

I

"
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Purple Gridders face Big Green

FooHwII Wllliamt cornerback, Mark Oarry ttapi Mark Monning for a third quartar Intarcaption.

It was ona of fIva turnovars in a 2M3 Wiiiiams upsat of tlia L^trd Jaffa.

by Mary Kite Shea

Defending Little Three champions Williams

College will take «n the Big Green of Dartmouth
College this Satwday in a scrimmage at

Dartmouth's Memorial Field-

After a strong performanoe In a scrimmage
against Hofstra last week, coach Bob Odell's

squad Is anxious to test itself against tough

competition.

Although the Williams OMching staff was
pleased with the team's play in the Hofotra

scrimmage, Odell is certain that "Dartmouth
will be tougher ... We {dayed pretty well

against Hofstra considering it was our first

scrimmage of the year," says Odell, "but we sUU
have a long way to go before the start of the

regular season." (Hamilton on Sept. 23)

Odell says the Eph defensive secondary will

get a good workout on Saturday, since

Dartmouth advertises itself as a team that

prefers an aerial to a running attack. According
to Dartmouth bead coach Joe Yukica, his

quarterback, Budcfy Teevens, "has a fine

throwing arm, and we plan to make use of it." It

should be a good test for the defensive backfield

led by standout Greg McAleenan.
In contrast to the Big Green's passing game,

Williams will rely heavily on a ground attack led

by junior fullback Gus Nuzzolese and halfbacks

Dave Massucco, and Greg Collins. When an Eph
quarterback takes to the air, he will most likely

have Collins or co-caplaln Ken HoUii^sworth as
Ms target.

Sophomore Bob Lutz, wiio threw three
touchdown passes last week, will see most of the
action at the QB spot for Williams. Backing him
up will be sophomores Tim Connelly and Bob
Stackpole.

Beyond any question, the bigge«t things that

separates the two teams is size. "We have
maybe a team-and<a-half,". says Odell. "Our
starters can prottably hold their own. But we
don't have anywhere near the depth of

Dartmouth. It could go badly on us if we have to

keep the top guys in while they shuttle fresh

players back and forth . . . And we can't afford

injuries."

The scrimmage will bring back memories of

the old days of football at Williams for long time
fans. Fifty years ago regular-season opponents
included Columbia, Providence and Princeton.

And 75 years ago the schedule was mostly Ivy
League, schools such as Harvard, Columbia,
Dartmouth and Brown. The realities of modern-
day football have changed the schedules,

although there are humorists who still suggest
that it was the Ivy League which broke away
from the Little Three.

After facing the Big Green at Hanover this

Saturday, Williams will continue practicing in

preparation for its season openac at home
against Hamilton on Sept. 23.

^-country
The "Williams cross country team

shoots for its third undefeated season

in tii6 Ui'st four years and its ninth

straight Little Three title for coach
Tony Plansky, but the task will have
to be accomplished without the

services of three of last season's top

runners. The 1977 Eph team finished
' the dual meet season with a perfect 12-

6 record and captured third-place in

;^e Easterns.
' Graduation has taken a heavy toll

<Hi the Eph harriers, but Plansky's

squad stiU has a core of fine runners

returning for the 1978 season. 1977

captain Dan Sullivan and All-East,

KESCAC AU-Star selections Frank
vCarr and-Joe Kolb will be notable

absenceis as iPliansky goes after his

Jl9th career : Little Three
championship.

Senior Tom Schreck, an All-East

ffiid NESCAC AIl-5^ tean) member,
ib well as a consistent top-two finisher

wnong Williams runners during the

1977 season, will lead the Ephs.

; The other co-captain, Steve
Polansky who spent his junior year
running . rugged English cross

country, will be hot on his trail along

with junior Mike Behrman (All East
last year).

Sophomores Phil Darrow (4:14

iliiler last year) John McCanuQond,
aod Pat Dobson along with other

veterans and freshman talent will

help the team on its chase for another

\riiming season.

^06ERTV<^N
yooRs

Fall Sports Preview
Field

Hockey
Field hockey Coach Linda Wilkins'

squad has a tough act to follow if it

hopes to better last year's fine 6-2-1

record. Lost from the 1977 team are

six seniors and exchange student Sue

Wright, who has returned to Wellesley

after her year at Williams.

Despite the graduations, Wilkins

has every reason to expect another

solid season and perhaps a second

consecutive Little Three title. The
nucleus of the Eph attack that

outscored its opponents by a 29-16

margin during a nine-game season

returns in junior Monica Grady (12

goals, 1 assist) and senior Sally Kraft

<7goals, 3 assists),

The Williams midfield is virtually

intact as captain Leslie Milne and

senior Dawn Bedrosian will anchor

two of the three halfback spots. Milne,

who was selected as a member of the

U.S. field hockey team during the

summer, gives the Ephs excellent

stick handling at midfield and
provides a smooth link between the

squad's forwards and defensemen.

Juni(K- Lee Ash, a veteran varsity

player, will be the backbone of the

Eph defense.

In addition to the returning players,

Wilkins has an abundant supply of

talent at her command from last

year's 8-1 junior varsity team.

Trudie tenBroeke smashes a

backhand versus Springfield.

Teniiis
During the 1977 season, coach Curt

Tong's women's tennis team posted

an 8-4 season record, captured the

LittleThree title with convincing wins

over Wesleyan (9-0) and Amherst (8-

1), and capped the season with an
eighth-place out of 46 teams
competing in the New England
Women's Tennis Tournament.

Last year's captain, Laura Carson,

will be missed at the number one

singles spot but there is a wealth of

young talent available for Tong to

work with. Key returning players

include senjor Amy Demorest and

juniors Becky Chase and Trudie

TenBroeke. Other 1977 team
members, a year older and a year

more experienced, are back again and
Tong expects that singles players

Anne Morris and Laura Goebel, along

with the doubles team of Kristan Dale

add Mary Tom Hlggs (lO-l last

season), will once again (day a major
role in determining the team's
success,

Leslie Milne goes for a scoop backed by Lee Ash.

129 Water St.,

Williamstown

HALMARCH
OPEN 10^00-4:00

Mon.-Sat.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY
RECORDS

CohiurMi Vinyl LP's:

Beatles White Album (White) (dbl) $11.98

Beatles '62-66 (red) (dbl) $11.98

Yardblrds "shapes. .
;" (elw^^(dbf^$T4.99

Who "WhoAre You" (red) $6.99

Snyergy "cords" (clear) $6.99

Heart "Atogazine" (picture) 81 1 .98 ^'

.<•*"

.'^

SWEATER SPECIAL

Sept 18th to Sept 23rcl

ALL SWEATERS: 99*

(regular price - $1.75)

Dnimmond Cleaners

RS2.Spring Street, Williamstown

458-4321
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ky Dave MacGregor
The College has agreed to sell the

Mount Hope Farm property to a
Missouri couple for use as a residence
and occasional corporate
headquarters. The transaction will

close in late November, President
John Chandler announced yesterday.

The purchasers, Mr. and Mrs.
August Eugene Mansker of Macon,
Missouri, ii^nd ta uge the property

primarily as a private residence, and
secondarily as headquarters of their

nationwide chain of health clubs. The
property would house occasional
conferences and sales meetings of

employees.

The Manskers also will retain the

agrees to sell Mount Hope
open land for grazing cattle, buffalo,

beefalo, elk, Texas longhorns,
Japanese deer and Scvttish
Highlander cattle.

According to Treasurer Francis
Dewey III, the Manskers may allow
the College to continue to use the Elm
Tree House for meetings if scheduling
can be Worked out.

The sate is "not a financial

bonanza," said C|^andler,.,wha would
not reveal the price at the request of
the Manslrers. "When the non-
financial benefits of owning the
farm are considered, however, the
experience of owning the farm has
been beneficial to the College.

The sale price, which the Manskers

will pay in installmenU, wU not
change the College's income position
substantially, said Chandler. The
College's annual income from gifts ii

about IS million. Any changes in t

College budget to reflect Ule
* elimination of the annual tlOtifiOO

operating loss incurred by Mount
Hope will be made this Fall. Cltandler
could not predict what changes might
be made. ., / »
'The sales agreement ctalls for the
College to seek any necessary
variances from the town of

Williamstown to permit the Manskers
to use the Mount Hope property as a
corporate headquarters. Chandler did
not expect this provision to be a

problem.

The Manskers have agreed not to

permit the construction of residences
^r of commercial or industrial
buildings on the property. They have
further agreed not to sell parcels of
the property of less ^|han 5 acres, and
any property sold would not total
more than 100 acres. The College
would have the right of first refusal on
any future sale of any ov all of the
property.

The current offer, said Dewey, is

consistent with the recommendations
of the 1974 Mount Hope Study
Committee Report. The report
recommended that, if the annual
$100,000 operating loss incurred by

Mount Hope tince its acquisition could
not be reduced, the College should
seek other options for disposal of the
property, including sale to a
purchaser whose uses of the property
would be consistent with the CoU«fle's
guidelines for the desirable use of the
property. The 1974 report set as
guidelines for use the preservation of
"the general character of the area,
the scenic vistas;' the open
agricultural land, and the low
population density of the Mount Hope
area."

According to Dewey, "It has always
been our intention to dispose of Msunt
Hope when a purchaser could be found

Continued on Page 7

WCFM needs money, seeks funds
Kv 'FImi Iamabby Tim Jones

"The College Council has been
unable to afford WCFM for the last

five years," Don Perry '79, the
station's business manager revealed
during a recent interview. For this

reason, the College's FM station,

which is heavily in debt, plans to kick
off a 145,000 fund drive this fall.

WCFM's fund drive will be aimed at
two specific sources of potential

donations: the alunmi of the College

and several corporations and
foundations. According to the
station's president John Svoboda '79,

a meeting has been arranged for late
September with Robert Kaufmann,
Assistant Director of Development
concerning the station's planned
solicitation of alumni. "If we get
approval—and I'm sure we will—we
can go to the alumni during the
spring," Svoboda said.

However, the station needs money

Morgan experiment in

co-ed entries woric
by Lorrataw DriscoU

The Morgan experiment of
freshman co-ed entries works well,
but expansion of the prograin in the
near future is unlikely. According to

Dean Stevens, the other freshman
buildings lack the bathroom facilities

to accommodate both sexes on one

Sally Brown '80 and Eric Scheye '80

introduced the idea last year, in
response to a large sexism rally.

"Everyone was saying 'do something',
do something,' so this was something
to do," Brown said. The two wrote the
proposal and presented it to the school
last winter. Morgan Hall was chosen
for the experiment because it has
more bathrooms per floor than any
other freshman housing.

"Originally, we asked for just two
entries, but we got four," continued
Brown. "The administration has been
pretty cooperative."

-^'According to Dean Stevens, the
project is both an experiment in

coeducation, and an experiment in the
freshman's ability to relate to Junior
Advisors of a different sex. "The JA's
as a group were not overwhelmingly
excited about the co^ housing last

year," said Stevens. According to
Brown, Morgan was one of the last to

go in JA room draw. Howevier,
Stevens added that now the JA's as
well as the students enjoy it very
much. "People seem to be very
enthusiastic about it," he conmiented.
Stevens was not optimistic about the

lipssibiUty of expanding the program
In the near future. "At this point,

there are no other suitable buildings
for it," he said. The eventual
renovation of Williams and Sage,
might include the addition of
bathrooms and would make expansion
possible.

Stevens eiqylained that "each year
we go a step further. We've
progressed so that now all the
freshman buildings include both men
and women. It's been a gradual
progression of creating more and
more co-ed (reshmen housing.
However, we're Yapidly reaching the

point where we can go no farther.

Also, we have the obligation to

provide separate sex housing lor
those who want it,"

The Parent's Council, composed of

a few parents from each class, have
provided still another obstacle to

expansion of the project. The Council
has been petitioning the college for

some time to retreat from the degree
of co-«l housing now on caniipus.

The students involved in the project

seem to be very happy with the

experiment. "It's great!" is their

usual reply to queries about it. Most
feel very close to the people in their

entry. Having Junior Advisors of the

opposite sex does not seem to present
any problems.

One Morgan freshman, Gerald
Carney '82, says, "I think it's very
good. I see no difference with having
female JA's. They do a great job, and
can help you with virtually all your
problems, and if you ever have a
problem you need to discuss with a
male JA, they're always right next
door."

Natalie Combemale '82, noted one
problem, though, "It's hard for male
JA's to handle girls' problems. I don't
know if they knew girls could be so
emotional. I think it's harder on them
than it is on us."

now. Svoboda has contacted the Lilly
Babbit Hyde Foundation which
contributed funds toward the FM
board now being used. He has also
met with officials from McDonald's
Corporation in Chicago. These grants
are most often offered to stations
doing public service surveys and
investigations. Unfortunately WCFM,
in Svoboda's words, ''can't do a great
amount of special programing, since
we don't even have the proper
equipment to start with."
The station plans to collect nearly

$45,000 over five years. For
perspective. Perry estimated that the
capital goods of the station are
currently,, .wpcth $85,000. including
$20,000 in record albums alone. The
revitalization of the WCFM studios is

planned in three distinct phases. Due
to organizational problems this
summer the drive was prevented
from starting on time. Thus the
renovation of the studio facilities will
have to begin nearly a year later than
originally anticipated.

,

Phase one focuses on the
reconstruction of the broadcasting
studios next summer. The second
phase will begin next fall. At that time
most of WCFM's electrical wiring and
equipment will be replaced. This
includes new turntables, tape decks,

Contlnuedon Page
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WCFM discjockeys man the public servfct station, to provide andhiss hours of
enjoyment and information to the Collegs community.

,
(phots by Shelnfeld)

Appolntmenis made

Council holds first session
In its first meeting of the year, the

College Council approved its Finance
Conunittee's appointment of a
bookkeeper to insure that student
organizations do not overspend their

budgeted sum.
John Simpson, treasurer of the C.C.

and chairman of the Finance
Committee, reported that last year a
total of $13,500 was spent beyond funds
that, the Councile had appropriated.
The appointment of Finance
Committee member Matt Heineman
as bookkeeper will "insure that the
intent of the student body responding
the use of its funds will be carried

out," Simpson said.

College Council president Bronson
Fargo began the year with a promise

Co-ops offer advantages
by Stu Massad

Coop housing is thriving at
Williams. After two weeks of settling

in, 18 students in Goodrich and
Lambert houses agree that coop living

provides the advantages of off-

campus housing with few of the
problems.

The houses have evolved general
similarities: in both everyone shares
the housework but not the cooking. In
Lambert, 7 women, close friends since

freshman year, cook together, while
the lone man cooks alone. In

Goodrich, a coed group shares the

Ce-sd living has iMsn a pmWvs sxpMriancs for Inslimsn ttudenlt such a* Orsg
J.c.b«.n . MorBsn E.rt.

(p»»teby Ulvln«.h«)

cooking, and the three others each
cook separately.

"It's a really nice feeling to conve
home and sit down in a relaxed
atmosphere," said Sarah Thorne '79,

a Lambert resident. Don Weber '79 of

Goodrich agreed: "It's better not to
have meals goverii your schedule—if

you aren't there to eat, it's waiting for
you later."

Both houses had problems ihitiany!

In Goodrich, organizing the house
from the groups and individuals who
applied separately proved
troublesome. In Lambert the
problems arose because many
residents were away from campus
when the house was chosen i^t
spring. Room draw took time, and
many pots and pans are still on order
through Food Services.

Members frotn both houses agreed
that relations with the College
administration have been good so far.

Lambert residents plan to petition the
Committee on Undergraduate Life for

return of their house maintenance
taxes to buy rugs and curtains.

"Tber« are a lot of minor repairs
that iMSd to be made," Thorne said,

"but I think they've been pretty
positive about this."

Weber argued for a return of

matron fees to coop house members.
He noted that most of the
improvements in the coop houses
have been capital exoenditures, and

Continued on Page «

to, run meetings in a more orderly
fashion than in the past Apologizutg
for confusion that erupted last spring,
Fargo said he hoped this year the
Council could be "more
representative, more open, and more
visible."

To reinstate the "prestige" that was
lost last spring, Fargo proposed the
sponsoring of forums on issues of

current student interests He alaet^

stressed the need for increased
communication, both between the
Council and individual houses, and
between the houses and their
representatives.

Another possible source of
confusion, the Council's rules of order,
was also clarified by the introduction
of a nevi^set of parliamentary rules.

Called as "simple as possible," by
secretary Michael Lissack, the rules

will be voted on at the next Council
meeting. Lissack said that they follow

Robert's Rules of Order closely.

Three new members were chosen to

the Elections Committee, that body
which appoints members to all

committees not voted upon by
students. Sophomores Janet Lavin,
Darrell McWhorter and junior Susan
Latdlaw filled the three openings!

Representatives to the Committee on
Educational Policy, the Committee on
Undergraduate Life, and the Housing
Committee were alsb chosen. The
Council filled these vacancies with
juniors Julia McNamee, Susan Leary,
and Rusty Case, respectively.

The Council also discussed the
question of a house representative
who lives off-campus. Lissack argued
that this situation prevented adequate
communication between the
representative and his house.
Simpson, however, held that the
Council had "no business" telling a
house who it can choose to represent
it. No action was taken.

bi a brief report from the Winter
Study Project Committee, Susan
Laidlaw gave figures from a recently

conducted survey. Although a
majority of the faculty feel that the
term shoukl be abolished or>radicaUy
changes, she said. 80 per cent of the
respondhig students feel it should
remain the same. Laidlaw asked the
Council for any suggestions on how to

intprove the Winter Study term.
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Ednptlal

Outlook
TTiiB issue of the Record introduces Outlotric, an op-ed page

conducted by Op-Editor Peter Rintels. It will, obviously, app^
opposite the editorial page in each issue. Outlook will focus on
issues and questions of particular interest to the community.
This first weeldy edition is in response to the Trustees'
statement on shareholder responsibilities. Future installments
may include student government, the curriculum, or anything
dse that comes to mind.

Althou^ its primary purpose is to collect and organize the
spectrum of opinion on specific topics into a readily digestive
form, Outlook will, on occasion contain random contributions
on a variety of issues , to survey current College concerns

.

Since we hope to attract a broad range of opinion, the in-
dividual contributions do not, of course, necessarily represent
the opinion of the Record. Not even we can vascillate that
much.

We are very excited about this page and, as always soliait
your comments and contributions.

Williams last year took a peeic over
the immense wall which separated it

from the rest of the world for a long
time, and found South Africa. To
many, the compassionate interest in

this last year's two other headliners,

Gay Rights and Feminism, signaled
an awakening in Williams'
conMiousneea: the College is not an
island, but part of a broader national
and international order which
deserves its participation in the issues

of the day.

There is no doubt in anybody's mind
that this awakening was a change for

the better. Were he still alive, the late

President of Williams, Tyler Dennett,
would surely be proud, since it was he
ho in the mid-1930's decided that it

|(jvas time to transform Williams from
country club" school into one of the

^finest liberal arts institutions in the

world, WilUama has become more
concerned with the type of people it is

educating us to be.

The concern Williams students have
shown for those abroad is not just

commendable; it is terrific. But
headline-grabbing issues aren't the

only ones around. There are other
concerns, much closer to home, that

are no less demanding. These
concerns are not national or
international: they are local.

.
But the scale of some of the

challenges Williams students are
asked to meet shouldn't dissuade us

.

by their apparent unimportance.
There are many things that we, as

relatively well-educated,
enthusiastic, concerned, and
relatively wealthy young people can
OnlCribute to the Williamstown and
Northern Berkshire area, not to

mention the campus community
itself.

In the last-named arena, great
progress has been made in such ways
as the founding of the Student Support
Group and the Peer Health Counseling
Service. The fact that the junior

advisor applications exceed the

number of spots available by a factor

of three is powerful evidence for the
deep concern that most Williams
students have for one another.

But even on campus more needs to

be done. Race relations, although a
quiet issue for the most part, may be
quiet simply out of a hesitation on the

part of many to bring the subject up.

Other groups of students, such as
exchanges, transfers, foreign
students and Center for Development
Econ<Mnics Fellows too often feel like

strangers on a campus which is as
much theirs as anyone's.

Off-eampus, the Williams student

need not travel very far to find people
whose problems effectively dwarf
those of almost anybody here. The
side streets off of Cole Avenue are
lined with row after row of

dilapidated, broken-down types of

houses which most of us would rather
not see, let alone set foot in.

The scene is repeated in multiple
fashion in North Adams, Adams.
Pittsfield, etc. It is, in fact, repeated
in scores of towns in hundreds of miles
in any direction from Williamstown.
in an area as big as the whole
Northeast. It is easy to speak of the

atrocities being committed by- man
against man in many parts of the
world from Cambodia to Nicaragua to

South Africa, but it is also i easy to

forget about the suffering, and I mean
the real suffering, of our neighbors.

It's as though in climbing over that

very high wall which used to separate
Williams and the world we can now
only see "way over the wall, to points

which are large and which loom off in

the distance. We in many ways seem
to be oblivious to the "little" problems
which might exist right outside of the

wall. The Lehman Service Council,

headed by Andy Masetti '79, is

perhaps the best, though by no means
the only way for Williams students to

become involved in activities which
can make a substantial contribution to

the lives, not of millions, but of

individuals.

In all of this I do not mean lo suggest
that we should abandon th^-"big"
issues for the small ones. By no
means. Rather, I mean to imply that

the war against human suffering,

persecution, poverty, and
hopelessness may have many fronts

on which it can be waged.
In all our forums, lectures,

demonstrations, and vigils for the big
issues we have, unfortunately, made
only tiny progress relative to the size

of the battle. Yet, in regard to these
other, small-scale affairs, the degree
of progress which can be made on the

individual level is enormous. We
may not be able to free a single

political prisoner or lessen the
persecution of the oppressed
anywhere in the world, but we can
measurably change the quality of life

of those no farther away than North
Adams, Cole Avenue, the Center, the
room next door.
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Sour Pickles
by

Peter

Rintels

Sometimes last year in Religion 304

when we were bandying about the

usual small talk on Being. Selfhood,

Kelationality and so on (e.g. "How's
your self these days?" "Oh, a little

alienated in a backwater of

ontological relativism, but otherwise
all right," someone prefaced a point

he was making by saying "I know its

not philosophically in fashion to say
this, but ..."

Suddenly I was asking myself,

philosophieally in fashion? What
could he possibly mean by that?"
Well, it turned out that 1 was asking
the wrong person because I didn't

have the slightest idea. Intrigued by
the question, though, I did a little

research this summer and learned of

the high stakes world of philosophical

coiture, centered as you might expect
in Paris.

My main source of information was
Parisian acquaintance, a Mr. A. C.

Akmed, whom I met when we were
mercenaries together in the Sudan
( this was two summers ago) and who,
owing me a favor from the

experience, agreed to cover the fall

philosophical fashion shows in which
the major houses bring out their new
fall lines.

Herewith is, the report he sent:

Dear Peter: Iregret'that I wasnot
able to make it to all of the major
philosophical expositions', but you
know how busy things can get in the

narcotics business. Nevertheless, I

did get a good look at the Pierre

Cardin and Yves St. Laurent stuff and
as these seem to be the trend-setters, I

think I can give you a good idea of

what's in store for the '79 season.

Coalition responds
To the editor:

The statement of the Trustees on the

College's role as a socially responsible

investor as presented to the students

and faculty over the summer is

shallow, ambiguous and inconsistent

with the obligations of a moral liberal

arts instihition. The Trustees have
failed to make the connection between
the College's economic power and the

ideals that a liberal arts education
demands of us.

They have set up an investment
"advisory" committee without
specifying its powers or jurisdiction,

liiey, by merely supporting the

"Sullivan Principles", are
committing the College to an
ineffectual course which allows the

administration a sense of "moral"
self-congratulations while continuing

to profit from and support a racist

tyranny.

American corporations operating hi

South Africa contribute to the

strength of this immoral economy and
the survival of the preaent political

system. By accepting the legal

traroework of Apartheid and paying
taxes to tba South African
govennnent, corporaUons participate

in the perpetuation of the system.
American corporations are
reaponaiUe for 43 per cent of the South
African petroleum industry and 23 per
cent of ItB auto ulea. AnMrican

computer technology composing 70

per cent of the computer business is

responsible for passbook systems
controlling the movements of Blacks
and Asians. U.S. corporations are

required toy law to Convert their

facilities to produce military

materials when requested to do so by
the Vorster government. Thus,
although U.S. corporations employ
only .05 per cent of the Black labor

force, it is clear the U.S. corporate

investment has significant influence

in the stability of the Vorster regime.

The Sullivan Principles (calling for

equal and fair employment practices)

which the trustees have endorsed in

their report were openly admitted, by
the trustees themselves, in April '78 as

being ineffectual in Implementing
change within South Africa.

The Williams Anti-Apartheid

Coalition, an organization of students

concerned al>out the atrocities in

South Africa, is asking that the

college as a morally responsible

investor introduce resolutions and
vote proxies which call for withdrawal
of American corporatioaa irom South
Africa. If theae corporaUom do not

move toward corporate withdrawal
within a stated period of time, we feel

that tiie college is morally obliga ted to

divest ilaelf of its holdings in these

corporations. TheWnilamH
Antt-y^artheM CoaUtton

The various shows are held

throughout the Latin Quarter in

modest sized philoB«q[>hical parlors

that are crowded with ideas
wholesalers who bid on the best ideas

and pass them on to publishers. The
in%vailing custom for presenting the

ideas is to have appropriately clad

models walk down a platform into the

audience, do a few turns, read a
synopsis of the philosophy, then go

back into the wings whiie an emcee
names some bibliographical

references.

A Piere Cardin model presenting a

neo-Freudian( 'philosc^ihy came out,

for example, in a nice pleated

maternity outfit. Another came out to

recite a cute little "existential

nothingness" number, and you can
save yourself the trouble of frying to

imagine what she was wearing.

So what's on the bill fw this year?-

The big worda it seems are
phenomenology and consciousness,

which admitt«ily are big words any
way you look at them. Cardin's

Hegelian line brought spirited bidding

and the newer phenomenological stuff

based on Ricouer was po0ular as well.

The emphasis at the St. Laurent show
was more toward psychological stuff

with neo-Freudian and existential

psychoanalytic lines moving well. A
Freud-Neitzsche-Eastern mysticism

combination was a real smash there.

A big surprise was mysticism's

popularity. Time was when nobod^
who wasn't wearing a turban would
touch the shiff, but it's been gaining

momentum and a lot of people are

expecting it to be a hot item within

five years.

In the classical stuff, Plato is

holding his own, but Aristotle is being

greeted with outright hostilify. An
Aristotle piece at the Cardin show
brought hoots, hisses and cat-calls,

the latter coming from a large

number of cats which were strangely

abundant at Uie back of the parlor.

There's some talk of a pre^Socratic

revival next year, hut that's just

rumor now.

WdDl that's about it for the faU

philosophical fashions. Remembering
those marvelous days in the Sudanese

campaign—A.C. Alomed.

Now, if you readers will excuse me,
I have to go remove some Aristotle

references in a paper I'm working on

now.
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Outlook
Outlook is a new feature of the Reconi

which seeks to print commentaries on issues

of interest to the campus. This week, in light

of the Trustees' statement on investment

responsibility, Outlook focuses on the issues

surrounding the College's relationship with

South Africa. > ^

The Trustees' most recent statement on the

College's responsibilities is a profound
disappointment. In many other instances the

position of the Trustees would be adequate
and praiseworthy. Apartheid, however, by its

very nature, embodies aspects which make
the present proposal inadequate.

There are several blatant contradictions

contained in the report. Under heading
number two, for example, the Trustees state

that, "The educational effectivieness of a

college also requires that its policies and
practices l>e morally grounded in such
qualities as honesty, humanity, respect for

facts and tolerance." This goal cannot be met
as long as Williams supports the corporate

presence in South Africa. Education by

example is as powerful and essential as any
classroom lecture.

Where is the honesty in the regime which
murdered Steven Biko? Where is there

humanity in a system which categorically

denies the economic and political rights of the

majority of South Africans? How can one
imagine tolerance amidst the wholesale
banning of dissident voices such as journalist

Donald Woods?

Although clouded in vague and tentative

language ("encourage," "advocate," etc.),

the Trustees' support of the Sullivan

Principles shows a concern for the well-being
of black South Africans. What is absent,

however, is a realistic apprehension of an
effective means to attain the goal of racial

equality, The reforms enumerated in the

Sullivan Principles are not significant. The
issue for black South Africans is not the use of

thesamedritikiQg fountains, but determinisqi
of their political and economic future.

Near the end of the report the Trustees
State that, "American economic
disengagement from South Africa would
destroy the leverage now available to help

bring about desirable social change." This is

a myth. The laws of apartheid and the

.; fiaft!dMufflf.i!»J«fiiJUtatojrs are steadfastly

opposed to social change. Vorster has assured

the world again and again that foreign

corporations will not be able to change the

system of government in South Africa. Any
company operating in South Africa must
adhere to its laws, under which it is a crime
Sot a black man to hold a higher position that

J A white in a given organization. There is no
* '^leverage to be lost.

The Trustees' response, by virtue of its

ineffectiveness, accomplishes a goal they

themselves decry. The College remains in the

position of supporting a social cause: South

African racism. Only by voting its proxies for

withdrawal can the College live up to the

ideals of a liberal arts education. The lack of

meaningful action is a tacit support of the

status quo. '

What is needed is a stronger position, one
designed to solve problems, not just give

them lip-service. The Trustees' responsibility

to preserve the quality of education here is

contingent not only upon the financial well

ling of the College (which, even with a

^radical step such as divestiture, need not be
'endangered), but also on the consistency

between its ideals and its actions.

—Todd Tucker, '81

The writer, a frequent contributor to the

RECORD, is a member of the Thursday Night

Coalition and the Anti-Apartheid Coalition

"A

profound

disappoint-

ment"

The overwhetmlng reaction I have to South
Africa is a deep sense of tragedy. The society

is potentially rich and vital, culturally and
economically: the land is tieautiful and
fruitful. Yet, one feels a sense of impending
disaster as the Nationalist Party unerringly

chooses actions which further disintegrate

the society and all its component parts.

The Nationalists, who have controlled South
Africa since 194a, should be the focus of

concern and pressure from abroad. While
they have dressed up their objectives to

appeal at a superficial 4evel to.,mainstrearo

Western religious, political and economic
values, the sweep of Nationalist policy since

1948 is alien to human dignity and to

democratic ideals. The policies seem
designed to 1)ring out the worst
characteristics of human nature in all of

South Africa's varied social groups.

The question for those concerned about
South Africa should be how best and most
effectively to bring about change there, this
is a difficult question, in part because we are
dealing with another country, and one
separated by great distances. More
important, however, the situation within

South Africa is extremely complex, even
thou|;h the basic and most visible fact of

racial discrimination through "legal" devices

is extremely simple. Let me list a few factors

which I believe complicate the issues and
make the choice of effective instruments of

change especially difficult.

i) All racial groups are involved in an
extremely interdependent and complex
economy, especially in the modern urban
secotrs, in industry and transportation, in

mining and commerce. Even dealing with

Apartheid through physical partition of the

country could be accomplished only with very
great disruption, movement of people, and
violence.

ii) There are substantial regional

differences in economic, social, and racial

structures, which makes plausible solutions

in one region not sensible for another.

iii) The several racial groups have
competing interests and no changes will

satisfy them all. There are also substantial

economic, social and ethnic differences

within each of the main identifiable ethnic

groups, making generalizations other than

those of the crudest sort difficult.

iv) The interim consequences of the

Nationalist '.s 'Homelands" policy which has
created two "independenl states" (Transkei

and Bophuthalswana i are yet to be seen. The
Nationalists did not anticipate some of the

developments in these "slates" and these

could change tht> remaining options open to

the govennment. In any case, the size of the

populations Involved (over 4 million in

Transkei, over 2 million in Kophuthatswana)
make ttie potantial effects of qtrasi-

independence on the rest of the South African

matrix substantial.

vl The white Afrikaaners who make up the

backbone of the Nationalist support are
extremely tenacious. For the most part, they

have a deeply rooted religious conviction that

they are a chosen people. They have been
through extreme trials before, in the

concentration camps of the Anglo-Boer war,

Observations

on

South

Africa
and detainments during Worid Wars I and II

when many supported the German cause in

opposition to Union government policy. They
believe they have been tested and not found

wanting. Most calculations of the effects of

external pressures give the factor of Boer
tenacity much too little weight.

vi) The Nationalists have built within the

government a tremendous control system,

inchiding an Intelligence and information

network that is almost palpable to a visitor to

South Africa. They have all the elements

necessary for suppression of individuals or

groups at short notice. The willingness to use

violence is accepted and estabUshed.

vii) Many typical roles are backward in

South Africa, universities have been a major

source of ideas for the oppressive

mechanisms of Apartheid. Big business is

often (belatedly and self-interestedly) a

major advocate of dismantling Apartheid and
elimination of discrimination. The English

language press is alinost universally an

outspoken source of anti-Apartheid and anti-

Nationalist literature—but they stay in

business by peddling a lot of sex and violence

on page one. Labor unions are among the

most reactionary elements in society,

standing firm for Apartheid. One could go on;

the point is that analysis is complex.

viii) The churches play a major role on
both sides—the Anglicans, Catholics and
others seeking decency and social change, the

Dutch Reformed Church as a bulwark for

Apartheid. Religious fervor is mobilized on
both sides of the issues—not a circumstance

calculated to promote peaceful change.

It is difficult if not impossible to find

someone who can "legitimately" speak for

the disenfranchised. 1 have become skeptical

of those who claim to do so. Any leader not

acceptable to the Nationalists who stays in

South Africa faces the prospect being banned,

jailed, or worse. Any leader tolerated by the

Nationalists is immediately suspect as a
sellout. How should one judge claims . to

leadership Under such conditiomi?'

What of the prospects for change? Given
the economic, demographic, and geographic

facts of the situation—and the Nationalist's

great physical power—change through force

would inflict almost unimaginable loesses on
all racial groups, especially on non-whites.

Conventional wa'rfare from the Front Line

States is not likely for a long time to come-
both because of the superiority tit the South

r

African farces and flrepowM', and because
they have already made extvnsive
preparations for defenM along the axlstii^,

or about to be cr*M«i, bordars. BacauM the

costs of trying to impose change through

force are lo great, it is eesentlal to seek and to

promote peaceful change.

Hew one might promote peaceful change, of

course, is a most difficult issue. To do
something about it will require sustained,

well informed, deftly-handled pressure on the

Nationalist government, It will alsp require

carefully chosen measuree of support to

grotq;* end individuals seeking to promote
such change within South Africa. It ia

possible, and may even be likely, that such
efforts, even if very well orchestrated, will

fail, But a hit-or-miss approach, an
occasional foray of heavy-handed
intervention, will net succeed, and may even
be detrimental.

I wonder if the United Slates has the

collective will to undertake a sustained

commitment of this sort? Smiall and symbolic
measures, such as the withdrawal of bank
credit, wUI not have much impact on the

Nationalists. It certainly will not move them
in the direction of being more sensitive to

outside views. Less enlightened sources of

finance from otlier areas, e.g. Weeteril''^'

Europe, are standing by. .

What steps should the United States or any
of its institutions and instrumentalities take?

Detailed suggestions would take a great deal

of space, but let me briefly suggeat aome .

Issues. It is important to maintain contact

with and penetration of the South African

society, at as many levels and through as
many institutions as possible, On th^ question

of corporate involvement, which is complex,

it is interesting that a common critlciam of

multinationals is that they' "de-natioaalize"

peopleworking for them. Is that a bad thing in

South Africa? The progressive business

leaders and the liberal churches are in

greater need of outside support than are the

Nationalists. What is the most effective way
of supporting their efforts for substantive

changes in the Nationalist system? I think it

is not in withdrawal, but increased contacts.

Given the problem of discovering who can
speak for South African society and its

component parts, how can one learn what
"South Africans" are ttiinking? Not by
reducing the interaction of South Africa wlttt

the rest of the world. How can US government
policy be more productive of peaceful

change? A step in the right direction would be
more contact of US citizens with the situation

in South Africa.

Recognizing the complexity and difficulty

of achieving peaceful change, staying
informed and involved, avoiding pimple

"solutions", is more difficult, more
demanding, more painful, in many respects.

But, I think it is the only way one mi^t begin

to encourage any significant stqw toward

such change.

Stephen R. Lewis, Jr.

The writer, Profeitor of Economict at

WiUiamt, ha* worhed on and off since 1976 for

the government of^ Botswarut, an African

nation bordering on South Africa, cutd lived

there from January, 1977 td July, 1978.

At Motorola's 197H annual meeting,

shareholders prrsented a proposal calling for

the corporation to end its South African

operations. The following are excerpts from
the management's statement opposing the

resolution.

BACKGROUND: Motorola's business in the

Republic of South Africa is conducted by
Motorola South Africa (Pty.) Ltd. Motorola

South Africa accounts for less than one per

cent of the consolidated sales, net earnings

and assets of Motorola and has less than 250

employees. Motorola South Africa was-
organized in 1965. At that time. Motorola

owned 40 per cent of Motorola South Africa

and a local South African company . .

.

owned the other 60 per cent ... It later

became apparent to Motorola that Motorola

customers in South Africa were not t>eing

supported and* employees were not being

treated in a manner consistent with

Motortria's worklwide poUcies.

After negotiations extending over a period

of several yean, Motoroi* acquired the

remaining 60 per cent and assumed, in

September, U74, (q>eratioiwl cootrd over the

affkirs of Motorola South Africa. . .

.

Since September, 1974, after assuming
operatioaal control of Motorola South Africa,

several steps have been taken by Motorola to

cause the prtctioes of Motonria South Africa

to coflform to tiie ... formal statement of

principles which governs Motorola's
activities throughout the world . .

.

The atepa taken include the following:

(i) theopantieiis of Motorola South Africa

have been rriocated to new, improved

facilities thereby significantly improving the

health, safety and wottiiig conditioiM «f all

employees;

(ii) the institution of an equal pay for equal

work system which has resulted in the

compensation paid to the non-white

employees being significantly increased;

[Points iii-v refer to the introduction of a

company-paid life and disability insurance,

retirement benefit program and optional

medical aid plan "for all employees regardless

of race; "I

(vi) the establitthment of a racially

integrated internal management
development program in which both white

and non-white employees have participated in

jointly.

As a consequence of the foregoing

programs Motorola management believes

that the non-white South Africans empkiyed
by Motorola South Africa are significantly

better off economically and socially today

than they were prior to the time when
Motorola assumed control over Motorola

South Africa . .

.

POLITICS—NOT A PROPER
CORPORATE FUNCTIOl«f:

Management refer* to a 1976 statement

submitted to ttie United Nations Economic

ind Social Council fry eltven Latin American

countries calling for multinational

corporations t« »nd "pressure, coercion, or

any political interference" in host countries.]

Motorola management agrees with the

foregoing principles . . . Motorola
management does not believe that , . . U.S.

baaed moltinational oorporatioas operating in

other sovereign nation, nuiy properly take or

threaten to take overt action for the purpose

of meMying the polideal oraoeial ayetemaof

ttiose nations. It is nuinagement's belief that

foreign relations shouM be conducted on a
govemmeAt to government basis and not by

. . . multinational businesaea< In this

connection, the United States Departmeniof
Commerce, at the request of the President,

recently issued new rules . . . prohibiting

sales of goods of any kind to military or police

entities in the Republic of South Africa . .

.

Motorola and Motorola South Africa will

conduct their activities in the Republic of

South Africa in strict accord with the letter a»'

well as the spirit of the government

regulations.

In conclusion . . . management
recommends that Motorola stockholder vote

against the stockholder proposal.

[In a letttf to the Motorola management.
Treasurer of the College Francis Dewey III,

speaking for the Trustees, said that thi

College agreed with management thai

corporate withdrawal would be a mistake, but

that it also agreed with clauses in th*

shareholder proposal calling for an end (0

further investment in South Africa and to aU
sales to fhe South African government,

Dewey, therefore abstained from voting

Williams' 5,200 shtm on this proposal.]

Motorola

and its

shareholders
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Bfl<;h htodt MM n
Hill launches
by Kevin Hall

Well over two hundred enthusiastic

listeners crowded the limited confines

of the Qriffin faculty room as harp-

sichordist Victor Hill launched the

new s«a«on of Griffin Hall Concerts

last Saturday evening. Joining him

were ,
vioUnlsts Tieorge Green and

Lucy Joseph, viollst Susan St Amour,

cellist Douglas Moore, and flautist

Janet Geroulo. The all-Bach program

consisted of three harpsichord con-

cert! followed by the fifth Bran-

denburg concerto, all of which were

performed as chamber music in the

eighteenth-century tradition.

The elegant rococo lines of the A
major concerto (BWV 1055) which

opened the concert were delineated

with flexibility and warmth. All of the

participants exhibited the impeccable

rhythmic sense requisite to this

imuaic—never was there a moment of

'flaccidity.

Curiously, the famous D minor

concerto (BWV 1052) which followed

did not fare as well. For the first and

last time during the evening the

balance l>etween soloist and ensemble

was not entirely happy. The strings

seemed oblivious to the small sonority

of Hill's baroque-style instrument,

with the result that much imporUnt

melodic material was obscured. In the

slow movement Hill became overly-

engrossed in detail of ornamentation,

and continuity was lost And surely he

could have made more of the cadenza

in the first movement which was

rather perfunctory considering the

work's overall drama.

After intermission, however, the

group regained its equanimity, and

the little F minor concerto was full of

dash. All the players made the most of

the charming pizzicati effects and

humorous pauses in the last two

movements.
The performance of the Bran-

denburg Concerto No. S in D major

(BWV 1050) which followed was one of

absolute mastery on the parts of all

concerned. Particularly to be com-

mended were Green and Geroulo,

Fest features twenty cellists

A CELLO-BRATION, featuring up
to twenty cellos in a variety of en-

semble cmnblnations, will take place

on Sunday, September 24th, at 3:00

p.m, in Thompson Memorial Chapel,

Admission is free.

Douglas Moore and Keith Fleming
will be the principal celliste of the

evening, performing duos by David

Popper, HaUey Stevens, Luigi Boc-

cherini, and Bernhard Heiden, all of

whom compceed the works with a

spedai knowledge of the instrument.

In the famous Requiem by Popper,

Moore and Fleming will be joined by

Ingrid Porter, cello, and Charles

Joseph, piano. Highlighting the

program is Vllla-Lobos' Bachianas

Brasllieras No. s, with Jane Bucci,

poprano, and Julius Hegyi, conductor,

j&s well as eight cellos. Also on the

'i|)rogram is Julius Klengel's Humnus,
Op. 51, written for twelve parts.

' .Douglas Moore, principal cellist of

the Bertshire and Albany Symphony
Orcbestras and cellist of The Williams
Triob as well as members of the

Williams musicfaculty, has organized

flits cidnemtofeatiiQ^fiwide selection

<if music for Ms instrument, idayed by
a large number of his colleagues.

KeithFleming is a PhD candidate in

music at Catholic University in

Washington, D.C. and a member of

the Kennedy Center Opera Orchestra

and Wolf Trap Orchestra. Jane Bucci

is wdl known in this area as a singer

who has appeared with The Williams

College Choral Society, ttie Albany

Symphony Ordiestra, Music in the

Round,- and many^other^ musical

organizations. Charles Joseph is

pianist of The Williams Trio, and

Julius Hegyi is conductor of both the

Berkshire and Albany Symphony

Orchestras. Other cellists taking part

in the concert are Zigurd Mielens,

Adam Grabois, Robert Malison,

Martha Rohrbaugh, Shirley LeFebre,

Robert Forrest Nancy Winn, Garth

Rauscher, Vetta Lehovic, Julie

Isaacs, Daniel Rowe, Elsbeth

Merriam, Charles Hoffman, and

David Fuqua.

m series
whose verve and pristine beauty of

tone were unequalled. Hill, too, was in

top form as he tossed off the florid

virtuoso cadenza with an aplomb
wMcb fully atpned for his previous

reticence in the D minor concerto.

These three made the tender dialogue

of the central afretuoso movement
deeply movhlg, bringing to it a

wonderful variety of nuance. The high

spirits of the gigue-like finale brought

both the work and the concert to a

most satisfying conclusioa

Let us hope that Victor Hill, and
friends, will continue to bring auth

intelligent and idiomatic per-

formances of baroque music to the

Berkshires for a long time to come.

Victor Hill packed the first of the GrINIn Hall concerts with ah all-Bach

program. From Mt to ri«M, George Oreen, Vlct«r Hill, Lucy JoMpb, Susan St>

Amour, and Qouglas Moore. (photo by Buckner)'

Singer Michael Cooney will be per-

forming in the Rathskeller this

Sunday evening at S:00. Admiuion it

Animal House satirizes college life
Animal House is exactly what one

might have expected from National

Lampoon's first cinematic effort: it is

satirical, often crude, and un-

compromisingly hilarious. If the final

conclusion is in doubt, try seeing this

movie in a crowded theatre—chances

are that 20 per cent of the best lines

will be drowned out by the audience's

laughter.

"Animal House" is a film about

love, about sex, about college

fraternities, about toga parties and

homecoming parades. It is totally

irreverent; the editors of the Lam-
poon, true to form, don't seem to care

much about whom they offend.

Animal House is an outrageous, yet

highly perceptive satire on the

somewhat distorted world of the

American college campus.

In the tradition of the Woody Allen

comedies. Animal House is an
episodic film. The plot is essentially

non-essential—it acts more or less as

a connecting vehicle for the various

scenes. The setting is Faber College, a

well-ivied institution presumably
somewhere in Ohio. The year is 1962

(remember American Graffiti"?) We
are in pre-Vietnam America, with the

New Frontier (or was it the Great

Society? ) on the horizon, when college

life was almost as sedate as it is

today.

The film's satirical outlook is

consistently maintained throughout.

It opens to the pretentious strains of

commencement exercise-type music,

as two freshmen walk across a

quintessentiaily collegiate green past

a statue of the college's founder on

which is inscribed the profound motto,

"knowledge is good." The first scene

Singers delight Coffeehouse
Balloons danced, the sun rayed, voices rose and the band played. The

Berkshires hosted some good music Saturday with the Pete and Arlo

Lenox lawn picnic followed closer to home and free by our own Scott Lankford.

A skellar full <rf cider-drinking donut dunkers heard an inspired if gravelly

Colorado-bred junior with talent Lankford's fresh repertoire of original songs

and wit was followed by returning artists Mason Daring and Jeanie Stahl. They

were French in comparison. No seeking friends and sure of what they've got.

Daring and Stahl lost many listeners to the moon, but those who remained

heard sustained inspirtation and a mean twang.

Rathskellar manager Paul Goren directs our expect«ntsensestoa,not-to-

be-missed concert this Sunday, September 24th, when Michael Cooney is the

featured performer. Sophomore Polly Morrow is the warm-up musician, with

soda bread and Irish coffee to round out the Irish tunes of last year's favorite

musician. Sunday night's Rathskellar Coffeehouse begins at eight in the

basement of Baxter.

Coffeehouse Presents Michael Cooney

The Williams Coffeehouse is happy to announce the return of Michael

Cooney in a special coffeehouse this Sunday evening, September 24 at 8 : 00 in the

Rathskellar. Cooney, who sings traditional American and British folksongs,

ballads, blues and sea songs and plays banjo, guitar and concertina has been

pleasing Williams audiences for over 10 years. A review in the New York Times

states that "few singers can convey the sheer fun of singing and still underline

their singing with a story sesne of connection as skillfully as Michael Cooney

.... a performerwho has no problem projecting to an audience of any size. His

style is personal, happy easygoing. He can turn a shole auditorium into a living

room." This will be an evening of entertainment not be missed. Also appearing

as the warm-up artist is PoUy Morrow '81. As always, admission to the cof-

feehouse is free.

sets the tone for the entire movie.

Animal House mocks the ar-

tificiality of the college campus: the

fraternities, the pep rallies, the

homecoming parades. It does so,

however, in a way that only National

Lampoon's team of excoUe^ates

could. Their attitude is lightbearted.

Despite its superficiality, college life

is fun ... and after all, who needs

reality, anyway?
A number of low-profile performers

make up the cast of Animal House,

headed by John Belushi of Saturday

Night Live fame. If any single actor

makes this film, it is undoubtedly he.

Probably the single most hiluious

scene in the film is when Belushi, as

the recklessly hedonistic Bluto, goes

through the lunch line, in the process

consuming an entire hanbtirger in a

single mouthful and "snorting" a

plateful of jello, among other things.

Despite his virtuoso performance.

Animal House by no means depends

on Belushi for its hilarity. Tim
Matheson as "Otter" evinces

beautifully the smooth-talking in-

sihtteri^ <tf the i;)Kku|> atWt: th)!^

scene where he poses as an Amherst

student visiting his girl friend at

"Emily Dickinson" College is

masterfully done. Donald Sutherland

deserves credit for his r^le as a

disenchanted post-beat generation

college professor. Other fine per-

formances come ' from James
Daughtoiiasthe'iecisitietieaUjrfUtil'IiaiB

class president Gregg MarmabkM);

Mark Mietcalf as Doug Needermeyer,

the sadistic ROTC leader; and Steven

Furst as Kent Dorfman, whose name
tells the whde story.

Animal House contains something

to offend the sensibilities of just about

everyone, and some will undoubtedly

be put off by its somethlmes excessive

crudity. Don't make the mistake,

^ever, of classifying this film with

Mel Brooks style slap-schtick; it is far

loo subtle for that genre. With alFlts

outoageous excesses. Animal House is.

a carefully produced and skiUAilor

acted film, and clearly a precedent-

setting effort in the field of cinematic

comedy.

Rita Shane slates performance
Rita Shane, soprano of the

Metropolitan Opera, will open the

Thompson Concert Series sponsored

by the Music Department with a
program of operatic arias Friday

night September 22nd( at8:30 p.m. in

Chapin Hall. Admission is free with

Williams LD. Accompanying Shane in

songs by Handel, Faure, Thomas,
Lehar, Bernstein, and both Richard

and Johann Strauss will be William

Glazier, pianist She will also give a

free studio discussion class Saturday

at 11 p.m. in Chopia
Rita Shane, a "dazzling singer with

an extradrdinary voice," made her

The Record will run classifieds at 20c per line. Deadline Is 3 p.m. on Sundays,

total amount due MUST accompany this form. AAall or bring In person to

aassIfMt, The Wllltams Roccrd. Baxt«r>«all. Wllllamstown, AAass. 012A7.

NAME. PHONE r

AD TO READ AS FOLLOWS:

.TOTAL ENCLOSED.
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Latvians led summer meets
by Ttro Wang^

WiUUmu tiMted more than 14

dmerent conf«r«iK«i and progrunui

thlc past (uinmer, according to

Shirley Stanton, Director of

Ccnferencee at WiUiamt. Over 3000

p*rBonsp«rUci|»ted in the programs,

which ranged tn«ize from leiw than 25

participBntv to the annual session of

the Massachusetts Teachers
Aissodiation with about 1,000 persons.

A particularly unusual conference

which met liere in July was the Kourth

World Latvian Youth Conference,

Approximately SOO Latvians from all

over the world met here to "exchange

and cultivate aspects of Latvian

culture, the arts and politics in an

effort to continue the nationalistic

heritage of a people with a cultural

heritage, but no nation of their own,'"

according to Manton Copeland, Jr.,

former Director of Conferences. This

was the fourth in a series of

conferences held every three years by

the Latvian Youth Congress, and the

first held in the United States.

Another program here during the

summer was the Pre-Medical

Program. Approximately 16 per-

freshman were enrolled in the

program, which included courses in

chemistry, mathematics, and english

(;ompasition. Associate Dean Cris

Roosenraad, director of the program,

emphasized that the program was not

a "rem^'*' "">8mm", but wai
mMDl In .«U Induoemeot for

students i.. "-^ool wants to

select Will Director of

Admissions rUi.,y ^,.uiii selects the

students, all of whom have bean
admitted to WUUaina or some otter

college, for the five-week long

program.
One of the summer programs was

the American Studies for Executives

I^ogram, which Williams has hosted

every year since 1057. The program,
according to Stainton, "offers

humanities study to executives of

large corporations."

The libieral arts approach of the

program provides a broadening
experience for executives, and helps

them to "develop a background for

examining the widening range of

factors relevant to decision-making at

executive levels." The program offers

seven main courses in the areas of

literature, art, philosophy,

economics, political science and
psychology. Approximately 24

executives enroIlM in the six-we^
program this summer. Professor

Fred Cireene of PoHtical Science

directed the program.

Other programs held here during

the summer included the

Witliamstown Theatre Festival, the

Tennis ('amp, the School of Banking

and the Graduate School of Credit and

Financial Man^camcnt; a month-long

National Endowment for the

Humanities Summer Seminar for

Public Admlnistraton; « thrao-weck

seminar sponsored by the American
Mathematical Society: meetings of

the Fellowship of Christian Athletes,

National Audobon Society. Society of

American Foresters, and the

Massachusetts Teachers Association.

Many of the programs held each
summer are "repeat programs."
Stanton said that the fact that the

programs return year after year is "a
reflection of the college's facilities,

location, and staff." "People are

pleased with tl^e treatment that they

get at Williams College," said

Stanton.

Platter places post profits

WilUamstown's three record stores,

outnumbering even the bookstores,

each report that although business

oisn't boommg this fall, they are doing

fairly well.

. After a slow summer, which one

itore owner characterized as the

worst in recent years, the annual

influx of students boosted sales even

higher than expected.

Until last year, Williamstown
sported only oneTjecord shop. In April,

1977, as the first stwe, Discoveries,

changed hands, the Record Store and
Toonerville Trolley opened almost

simultaneously.

Record business in Williamstown is

currently even more competitive than

in Albany, because, as Toonerville

Trolley owner, Hal March, pointed

outr Albany has only twa-st«H«8

devoted exclusively to records.

However, .. the Williamstown

lentrepreneurs are apparently

surviving the competition by finding,

thdr own niches and by filling

different needs.

DiNi'overies, owned by (wo native

Williamstown brothers, and located at

51 Spring Street, carries a large

selection of used albums, as well as

new singles and albums. Tom and

Steve Burnham buy used iwonis
from students who have grown liivd iil

their old albums.

Paul Garvey, owner of the KecDrd
Store, also runs a iranchise of Kadio

Shack, a national chain which' sells

electronic and audio equipment iiiid

parts. Garvey, also a native of the

county, says he likes hi.s location; an
alley on Spring Strtn;!. His store is

adjacent to the unl.v piirking lot in

town, and Is in the path ol students on

their way to Cole field house.

Toonerville Trolley, at 129 Water

Street, is a bit more out of the way
&an Hs^^mpetitors, iMit has a large

stock of jazz, blues, folk and rock

records. A substantial part of the

supply consists of cut-outs—albumis

which are out of production or over-

stocked and which sell at lower prices

than most albums.

from OCC
BERKELEY LAW SCHOOL:
"Jurisprudence and Social

Policy." A program for students

planning law-related careers, e.g.

urban planning, environmental

protection. Appl. deadline—Feb. 1,

1979. See OCC for further info.

POST-BACCALAUREATE PRE-
MED PROGRAM: A program for

students who hold the A.B. D^ree
and need add. training before med.

school. Graduate courses in Allied

Health fields alao offered. See OCC
fmr details.

CASE CAREER SCHOLARSHIPS
FORUNDER GRADS : A chance to

explore careers in alumni

administration, public relations,

and other related fields. This

program is based on discussions,

workshops, and panels. Appl.

deadline-Oct. 16. See OCC sow if

interested.

Many graduate and professional

schools require candidates

applying for financial aid to file

GAPSFAS statementa. Forma are

now available tX OCQ.
THE CORO FOUNDATION
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM: A •

month intemahip program for

graduate studenta interested in the

field of public affairs. Appl.
deadline—January IS. See OCC for

further details.

MBA ADMISSION FORUMS-
More than 115 graduate schools of

business and management will be

represented in this year's forum,

liiis is a good way to save the time

and expense of visiting" several

schools on your owa See OCC for

dates and locations.

INTERNSHIP: Congresswoman

Holtzman invited several students

to work in her Brooklyn and

Washington offices for a semester.

Preference is given to students

who hav^ completed at least two

years of college. OCC has

application information.

OCC SEPTEMBERCALENDAR
SUfiJECT INTRODUCTORY

SESSIONS
7pm Sept 19 Business

7pm Sept. 21 Government k
Public Sector

Opportunities

3:30pmSept.27 Education

(Teaching) &
Social Services

3:S0pmSept28 Uw
Each of these workshops will give

graduate school as well as

employment information

.

STARTER INTRODUCTORY
WORKSHOP

3:90 pm Sept. 30

The Starter Worksliop will assist

Seniors in identifying skills and

intere«ta, formulating career

goiJs, and using OCC resources

affectively.

Vandalism at Mission Park has

student patrol group.

Student groups thwart vandalism
by Christine Ross

Damage to Mission Park has been
virtually eliminated since the

formation of a student monitoring

squad last year after spring break.

Incidences of kicked-in walls,

smashed gla^, and ripped bulletin

boards had been common weekend
occurrences.

David Corcoran '79. president of

Arihstrotig House, illustrated, "On
Sundays last year, you would have to

sift through the debris to get to

brunch." Since the squad's
establishment, though, vandalism has
been limiti'd to one kicked-in wall,

which happ('m>d when a team forgot to

(Kitrol one night.

('tircoran IK-Iieves that the success
uj the student piitrols over those by
the rampus Security officials is due to

the fact that students are more
inclined to respect suggiestions from

their peers than orders from
uniformed guards. He explained,

"The vandalism is not maUdouB: It's

just drunken, stupid stuff, by kids

rolling home late from a party. Just

having someone stand there is a real

deterrent."

Six students form the squad, which
patrols on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday nights between ten and four

a.m. One pair each night provides

escort service, monitors parties,

patrols the lobby and checks suites.

The group is on the Security payroll

and has been approved throi^ the

Deans' office. All six are well-known,

especially to students at the Park, and
Corcoran emphasized that this is a
major element in the success of the

program. He maintains that students

will respond when warned by a friend

to stop being rowdy.

Corcoran explained that the

effectiveness of the studtent patrols

have helped the Park considerably in

terms of their famage budget. Each
house on campus receivea an equal

amount of the CoUege's total fundi for

damages. According to Corcoran, the

design of the building and th6 huiabiir

of students who use It leave it

especially vuhierable to vandalism.

He pointed out that since the Park is

covered with windows which cost |M0
each, and it has a large haUway. "A
lot of damage can be done," he said.

The budget, in previous years, was

quickly exhawted.

These six students serve as mentorl

at Mission Park:
DaveCir«aMa

Ted'nieel

Frank Kreuti
JaokCary
Joe Colter

BobCidka

y^
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Working Group studies currk^lum
byErlcScbmItt

AlteriuiUv« recommendations
ranging from a comprehensive
ovorhaul ot Uie college's graduation

requirements tea basic reaffirmation

of the present requirements currently

lie before the Woricing Group on the

Curriculum, Chairperson Francis
Oakley stated,

Oakley's ad hoc committee, a

spinoff of the larger Committee on

Educational Policy (CEP), began its

investigation last sprtng on a CEP
mandate with specific concerns
relating to the breadth of courses to

which Williams students exposed

themselves.

"There was worry among the

faculty," Oakley saod, "as to whether
students were sampling as broad a

range of subject areas as they should.

There was a particular concern in the

fieldj^ foreign language as students

just weren't taking as many language

courses as they used to."

The review committee is nothing

new in principle. In 1973-74, the CEP
studied the distribution requirements

among the three educational

divisions. The committee, according

to Oakley, reported a sense of

inadequacy on the part of the

requirements ( the same as the

current two semester course

requirement in each division) and
presented a proposal to offer students

more incentive. A faculty vote

defeated the motion.

Another commlttiM reported m 1976-

76 on freshnuun courses. Its findings

reflected a tendency towards
introductory courses rather than
courses that, according to Oafcl^,

would be helpful to students who
wanted to spread out and sample
other things. Experimental seminars
conducted during the Winter Study

Program failed because of poor

enrollment. ,

The concern among faculty

remained and while it was granted
that the major or concentrated part of

the curriculum was sound, the

divisional requirement, particularly

enrollment in division III (math and
science), continued to be questioned.

Oakley said his committee, still in

its initial stages of forming any kind of

opinion, now intends to study data
collected over the sununer—data
indicating which parts of the
curriculum a sample class at

Williams avoided and which parts it

moved into readily.

"One part of the curriculum we are

worried about," Oakley said, "is the

foreign language department." The
degree to which this problem stood out

reflects a national trend. One worry is

that high schools are cutting back
their emphasis on foreign language.
In a way, the colleges had moved
away from language requirements on
the grounds that the high schools

were doing a better job than before.

T.iW2n'TC.?6- . TAIInpr. ,

wy
nr

This trend is How changmg, though.
Oakley stressed that his committee

is just now begjnoing to take a serious

look at the dafa fthd will need to

conduct severtil fac^ty interviews
before presebUng any kind of

reconunendafipif. The six-person and
hoc committee hopes to present its

proposal in as early as February to

the full 16-pecson SEP.
The proposiD, if 'approved by the

CEP, would become a joint set of

recommendatipns tfnd would then
need a two-thirds'facjilty approval for

implementation^ Oakley anticipates

many open meetings biefore the initial

proposal to( aoqiiaintr both • students
and facuHy . with possible
recommendsfioni^

Wallace did agree with Oakley on
the f<H%ign lan^ge issue, and added
that he thbughU a laijguage
requirement'vyouldmdke Williams "a
better place." - .; .

Many alternative* are available to

the committee. The college required a

two-year equivalence of courses in

each division prior to the transition to

the 4-1-4 alignment in 1967.

Competency requirements and core

programs in subjects are other
possibilities. Any recommendations,

Oakley said, would not go into effect

imtil at least 1984 so as to gear up for

the changes.

,

R«sidMt»of Batcom House will not be able to enjoy the advantaset of co-op
living this year.

Sayings on board substantial

Continued from Page 1

added, "even with all the stuff they've
given us, I don't think it adds up."
The groups which cook collectively

in the coop houses also purchase food
collectively; In Lambert the seven
women draw on a joint checking
account to which they contribute
equally. In Goodrich the coed group
tmys food when needed and pools
receipts. They plan to distribute cost

in proportion to consumption.

Many of the coop members are
vegetarians, and they buy bulk goods
from the Williamstown Food Coop.
Consequently, according to Thorne,
weekly food bills are much lower than

Even Cowgirls Darkn«st at th«

Edg« of Town
BruceSpringsteen unfurls again his

thoroughly American brand of

melodrama on Darkness At The Edge
Of Town, his fourth album and three-

year delayed follow-up to Born To
Run. As ever, th^es of defiance and
desperation intertwine themselves
with a tautness which usually makes
the two indistinguishable from one
another.

"Badlands" is a definitive case in

point, a song that rips open side one
the way Born To Run's title track did.

Tearing out the top of his gritty lungs

and backed by',a thumping barrage of'

guitars and sax. Springsteen grandly,

but sadly tiecries, "I don't give a

(la 11)11 lor the same played out scenes -

I iliin'l n'lvv a damn for just the in-

bptnt't-ns - Honey. I want the heart. I

want th«> suut - I want control right

now."

The folks at Arcadion Shop
are specialists in

NIKE Running Sho«s

OPENDAlLY.JO-6
Thurs 10'8:30

AAens: Elite

LOV 1000

Waffle Trainer

Roadrunner

Womens: Waffle Trainer

Roodrunner
Oceania

arcadian shop
1 WAm ST^WILLUUintlll ••4I1I

In a word, Springsteen's blood 'n'

guts, heart 'n' soul approach is

paradoxical, paradoxical t>ecause the

tremendously compelling moments on

this record become tainted by the

overall pattern of romantic bombast.

One minute he is yanking his

sprawling, unhappy voice to emphatic
extremes, only to try to tighten the

chdiing knot tighter in the next. Once
the songs have accumulated, the over-

kill erupts. One listens to the music,

forgets the lyrics, forgets the anguish,

taps his toes. As Blake put it. "Excess
sorrow laughs." The essence .;.i;>f

melodrama.
Criticism aside. Darkness is

nonetheless an excellent album, and
at his best Mr. Springsteen is still a

griplingly terse street poet.

Murkier, more manic, more
resigned than Born To Run,
Darkness's locale remains the same
as its j^itej^ceBsore, perhaps even

more so. Everywhere images of

entrapment and uncertainty abound.

"The mansions of glory" have
delapidated into "mansions of fear

... of pain." The night or darkness

is alluded to in every one of the ten

songs here. Add the numerous other

references to driving, state lines,

"dusty roads" and "rattlesnake

highways", the radio, the land, and
the girl, and the scene is set. This is

timeless Americana Springsteens

writes and sings about. His narrow,

yet intense portrayal of the broken

dreams of the James Deans, who
drive, love, and cry in the Utah desert

aboard their hot ChevJes in a sense

make him the William Faulkner of

rock 'n' roll. -Marcus Smith

j
St-
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SWEATER SPECIAL

Sept 18th to Sept 23rd

ALL SWEATERS: 99*

(regular price - $1.75)

Drummond Cleaners

R52 Spring Street, Williamstown

458-4321

the College board plan—only fio to 115
a week.

Residents agree that so far the
chores of cooking and cleaning have
not cut into deeply into caused
conflicts with academics. Work
schedules are posted early in the
week, so students can plan their
activities to fit,.and many memb««
enjoy the chance to experiment with
cooking.

The social atmosphere in the hou^
is different Lambert, with its larger
kitchen and a living room, has already
sponsored parties and pot luck
dinners. Goodrich has more Umited
facilities. Originally members there
considered charging guests at meals
but decided to request food donations
instead.

"Wnen people go mto coc^ housing,

they really have to have a
commitment to each other and to

making it work," Thome said. But
while the house members all seem
compatible, they do not confmn to

any mold. For most, the only regret is

that they didn't have the chance for

coop housing earlier.

WOOLF expands
This year the Williams Organization

for Outdoor Living fa- Freshmen
(WOOLF) expanded its program,
sending out fourteen groups on three
tripe during the first wedcS Of "(be

semester.

Each group had at least two leaders
and two groups had three leaders.

Three professors also went out on
Woolf trips this year. David Langston
of the English Depdrtment, David
Park of the Physics Department, and
Hugh Criswell of the Psychology
Di^iPtffleKt all jdihed tlie sKidents.

Last year's WOOLF founders, Tom
Black, Paul Goren, Mike Hill and Sue
Conley, all '80, acted as the
administrative conunlttee for this

year's program. Pour sophomores,
Ted Wolf, Donna Vallas, Judy Beck,
and Pete Didisheim, formed the

coordinating committee. This year's
coordinating committee will becnne
next year's administrative committee
and in this way leadership for the

program will be passed from class to

class.

Different groups were taken up the

Taconic and Appalachian Trails, and
into the Mt. Greylock Reservation.

The WOOLF trips act as an
extension of, not an alternative to, the

regular Freshman Days prograni.

Special!

MOLSON
^ Golden Ale, Beer, Ale

only $9'' a case!

Colonial Village Package Store

Colonial Shopping Center, Vliliiamstown
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Missouri couple buys tract from College
Continued from Pag* >

whow uses of the property would be

consistent with the College's original

purposes in acquiring it in I99i~
namely, the protection of the CoUege
and the town against the pouibility

that the property would l>e developed
in undesirable ways."
The property first became available

when its former owners, the

Prentisses, bequeathed the property

lajm to the Unox HiU Hospital ta

New York for use as a rehabilitation

site. The new owners found the

proper^ too far from the hospital for

effective use, and began to sell

parcels of it. When some prospective

purchasers became interested who
intended to "develop the area
intensely," said Chandler, the College

acquired the property to avoid

Station seeks cash
Continued from Page 1

and an FM broadcasting board. Plans
for the final phase call for new AM
studios and production rooms to be

installed by spring 1960.

When WCFM increased its

broadcasting power in 1973 from to

watts to 44 watts, its operating costs

began to rise substantiaUy. During the

next few years, Perry said, the station

ran annual deficits in the range of

$2,000. In 1976 WCFM's finances

worsened to the extent that a $3,500

budget overrun occurred. Last year

the trend continued, producing $7,000

in red ink. The station's Student

Activities Tax allocation was $8,800

for 1977-78.

These budget imbalances, Svoboda
hopes, are a problem of the past. "The
fiscal irresponsibility that's been an
element at the station for the last

three years," WCFM's president said,

"will not happen anymore." Many
stations hire specialists, who insure a
degree of continuity of experience, in

contrast to the student managers who
are in office only one year. WCFM is

not financially able to bear this

luxury. Svoboda pointed out this

problem With annual personnel
turnover, calling it a source of

"inherent instability in scholastic

media."

A twentieth anniversary celebration

for WCFM is bdng organized to

commem<»tite the inauguration of

FM broadcasting at Williams in 1958.

WCFM was one of the first college FM
stations in the country.

In FehruaTy 1978 WCFM iiired

Radio Systems Design of

Philadelphia, a firm of college

broadcasting e]q>erts, to analyze the

station's problems. These specialists

estbnated that $25,000 would be

necessary to equip the station with

new AM and FM studios and a news
and Aports broadcast studio. "In

addition," Perry said, "they
completed a study telling us where we
could move our radio antenna to get

better reception and better sii^l
reach. The site they proposed was
Berlin Mountain, near the CoUege ski

area^" Perry referred to Radio
Systems Design as a "terrific firm,"

but cautioned that their

recommendatioiis may prove too

expensive to implement.

THE PROJECT
W«dn«day, Snrt- 2M*7i

l2:Mpm

Rain or Shine

Baxter Hall Green

development of the area in

undesirable ways.

In 1977, the College seriously

considered selling the property to

individuals for development as
private residences on large parcels of

land, provided the openness and
scenic quality of the property was
preserved. This plan was frustrated

by the impossibiUty of installing

proper sanitation systems in the

underlying rock. The Collie has used
the property to host conferences.

The College acquired the property

with the aid of a foundation grant, so

the capital investment by the College

in the farm has always been small.

The financial problem created by the

property has always been the

operating expense, said Chandler.

The Manskers presented their offer

to the College on July 20.

Representatives of the administration

and the trustees visited the Manskers
and investigated their business
operations in California. Hie trustees

and the Manskers agreed on mutually
acceptable terms in September.

SHEET MUSIC
POP FOLIOS
ALPUM BOOKS>^

50 TOP HOT
SINGLE SHEETS

• PERSONALITY
FOLIOS *

•ALBUMS t)

2«hourcall'<nMrvlce T

for
SMMf Music Information

(ndrequetts
4tt-1040

Piano Shop
Wa SERVICE whal w« tall

l^tlVKim SAttlV I

tot* A«« WiWt^iUllwWW

4 10 S 30 all day Sot. •vontngtbyapf, i.

Atount Hope Farm, which the collect acqirirad in 1M3 has baan *«M to a
Missouri couple, wiM plan to makttht ettatta private resldtikc.

woe reroutes trail

Outing Club memben spwit the

weekend re-routing the Pine Cgbble
Trail to avoid a steep and swiftly

eroding rodifall which Club directors

felt was both a danger to hiker* and an
insult to the environment.

The new section of trail branches
from theoM Just below Bear Sprii^. It

runs up a long ridge through a young
oak forest, throt^ sassafraas and
wintergreen. It parallels the old trail

at a steady but nuxtemte grade and
rejoins the present route after about a
third of a mile.

Tbetrail wassetoutlastspring. "The
final marking, as well as the cutOng
and clearing of the trail, were done
this weekend. The new section is now
open, marked with red tape, though
work continues. This week trail crews
will blaze it with blue paint and build

erosion^ontrol devices.

The old sb^ch of trail wUI be filled

in with brush and fallen timber to

discourage use and promote healing
of the scar.

IMofuntaineerlng^.i

SELECTING THE
PROPERGEAR
The Busclf label is where it

all begins. Note
the snowy,
^rag^ peaks

affixed
thereto.
They
are

iX^^9k\Si^KBS\the
^moun-

'a.OVT.- A «jnfi tains.

fouare the moun-
taineer. And this is

an adllae subjeot of
which is selecting the
proper gear for
mountaineering,
(It all fits to-

gether so nicely,

doesn't it?)
First and

foremost, you'll
need to pop the
mountain top. For
this task, fiiithful moun-
taineers use a church
Icey. Secular moun-
taiiieeis use a bottle
opener. Don't be con-
fijsedby these antics
with semantics. Jiist

remenlber, the opener is

your primaiy tool. Be
true to it and it will be
truetoyoa

Second, choose a
glass.Here the ojjtions

become iinmense.
German steins, handr

blown pilseners,
oldjelhrjars,

that
Uttle

m^0 4^

huRihkiigruMiltv
lUthAil mounttlnaeia.)

"Mr. Boffomugyou>
had since third grade^

')^ ^:

Be adventurous.
Experiment. Most

mountaineers have a
personal preference. You'll
develop one too.

Food is next. Proper
mountaineering, not
to mention proper nutri-
tdoiL Inquires a smorgas-
bord aeilection cfsnadte.
Some mountaJnegPB
ha>ve suffered firata a
potato ohbp deficiency,

a pretzel lirioalaDoe or
other serious dieUuy de-
fects. Flan ahead.

Comfort Is crucial. Ifyou
.mountaineer in

public, pick
apacijed
bar stool,

preferahly
one that
spins

'<tofeclll-

tate admir-
ing the

S06neiy).At
h0roe« a com-

fortable chair or so&wlll
do. Rule of th\iirib: if tt

feels good,andthepolice
don^tjmroMiatoa do it.

Thefn turn on the,
tube or spin a tune or
crack a good book.The
choice is striotly

betweenyou and the
dominant hemisphere
ofyourbroin.Ofcourse,
some mountalneera
say the smooth, re-

freshing taste ofBusch
! 4s entertieinmaDt Goaoga..

^Andthank g(

do.because
' it's an excellent
conclusion.

(Oomfort is crucial) i

'*-. yi

•.^t..

'^ ^^
.99

;,^;0>.<r'*i>l

iDont Just reach fiDr abeer. I iBsad for the mofuntabm
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Eph gridders demo Dartmoufh 34-7

Hit Williams locctr ttam had a

tuccestfui presaason racord ol 4-2,

including victorias ovar cantral

Connacticut, RPI, Castteton, and tha

Alumni.

by Mary Kate Shea

For at least the next few days, the

coachea and players of the Dartmouth

College footttall team will be trying to

flgure out just what hit them last

Saturday afternoon, when the

Ephmen outplayed and outscored

them 34-7 in a scrimmage at

Dartmouth's Memorial Field.

The Williams team really "came to

play," and led its opponent in

virtually every category.

The Eph defense got off to a quick

start when sophomore Brian Benedict

snagged an interception on
Dartmouth's first set of plays on

offense. Four plays later, a long Ride

Walter punt put Dartmouth deep in its

own territory and super-tight

defensive play forced the Big Green to

punt from their 20-yard line. Williams

then started an offensive drive that

led to its first points of the afternoon.

Junior halfbaclc Dave Massucco ran

for seven yards on the opening play of

the series, then gained another ttiree

for a Williams first down. Greg
Collins' eight-yard run and John

pDOters shutout Conn
byDaveBarra

Williams soccer cruised to four

victories against a pair of losses in

this year's initial stages.

The Ephs' goaltending was spotless

against Central Connecticut Saturday

as the team overpowered the Blue

Devils 2-0. Doug Orr and Doug Cobb
split the assignment in the net and
kept their opponents off the

scoreboard. Gregg Hargman powered
a free kick past Central Connecticut's

diving keeper midway through the

second period and junior Jeff Coombs
provided the insurance goal by
heading a Neal McLaughlin cross into

the corner of the net.

Wednesday the Ephmen rolled

unhampered to a 4-1 victory over

RPI's Engineers. Gregg Hartman
scored twice and assisted on a third

Mai with co-captain Perry Nelson.

W^iams' final tally came when
senior Henry Lee set up freshman

Marty White for a clean breakaway.

. The squad opened its preseason

schedule a week ago Saturday at the

annual Albany tournament. The Ephs
quickly dropped a pair of games 1-0 to

Colgate and All>any State, finally

untracking its offense to beat

CSStletbh State 3-2: The . defense

looked strong in all three games, but

Williams' opponents cafiitalized on

restarts converting two penalties into

game-winning goals. At half-time

during the Castleton game. Coach Jeff

Vennell had some words for his

sluggish booters. Within minutes they

took effect, as Hartman exfdoded for

two goals to brea|( the l-l haKtime

deadlock.

The Williams team continued in its

winning ways against the alumni the

next day, beating its elders 4-3 in a

hard-fought contest. Junior Van
Townsend had the day's prettiest goal

on an unassisted corner kick.

Dell'Brario's IS-yard gain secured

another first down for the Ephs. The
scoring drive was completed by

Maasucco when be romped 13 yards

for a touchdown, finishing the job he'd

started four plays earlier. Williams

first extra point attempt was unkiue,

if not successful. The hike was
fumbled, recovered, and laleraled to

pUcekicker Ken Hotlingsworth, who
then launched an incomplete pass to

Massucco in the endzone.

An interception by defensive back

Greg McAleenan on a first down pass

attempt abruptly ended any
Dartmouth hopes for a long series and

initiated an 80-yard scoring drive .

Sophomore quarterback Bob Lutz

orchestrated a ground attack led by

the running of the Williams backfield

of Collins, Dell'Erario and Massucco.

The drive, which started on the

Williams 20-yard Une and saw the

Ephs reach the first down marker
three times, culminated when Collins

plunged the final yard through the Big

Green line on a fourth down situation.

Hollingsworth's kick on the extra

point attempt split the crossbars, as

did his next three tries during the

scrimmage.
Several sets of downs later,

Dartmouth rallied with a combination

of running and pass plays that took the

Big Green 70 yards for its only score of

the afternoon. Quarterback Larry

Margerum threw a six-yard pass, the

extra point was good, and Dartnibiith

was on the scoreboard with five

minutes left in the half.
- ^

Throughout the second half, the

Williams defense stifled Dartmouth's

ground and air attacks, while the Eph
offense continued to grind.

Following Williams' tight defensive

play, including a sack by junior Jim
Hohnes for an eight-yard Dartmouth

loss, the Ephs offense took over on the

Dartmouth 37-yard line. The drive,

which consisted of just four plays,

Included short runs by CoUhie and

Dell'Erario and featured two pretty

passes from Lutz to Hotlingsworth.

The first pass produced a 14-yard gain

and the second, a 23-yard toes, found

HoUingsworth In the endzone with less

than five minutes gone in the third

quarter.

The Ephs's tight defense once again

held its opponent and allowed the

Williams clfense yet another chance

to score. A sack by sophomore Mark
Deuschle and tight pass coverage by

senior Don Rice on three separate

occasions thwarted the Dartmouth

attack, and the Ephs took possession

on their own 31-yard line.

Led by the running of junior Vernon

Davis and freshman George
Wheatley, and the pass combination

of Lutz to junior Rick Waited (14- and

16-yard completions for first downs),

Williams ended the third quarter in

possession of the football and resumed

its attack in the opening minute of the

final stanza. Davis took a handoff

from Lutz with 13:54 remaining in the

game and slipped into the endzone.

The extra point kick by HoUingsworth
made it 27-7 Williams.

The Ephs final touchdown was a
product of a ground attack sparked by
the bulldozer-like running of

sophomore fullback Bill Novicki. The
key plays of the series followed back-

to^chool illegal procedure penalties

against the Ephs. On a 2nd-and-16

situation, Novicki ran for seven

Netwomen drop opener to Tufts 8-1
In their first match of the season,

the varsity women's tennis team
suffered a tough 8-1 loss to Tufts

University. The sole victory belonged
to the third doubles team—a sturdy
freshman duo of Melanie Thompson
and Ann Johnson with a score of 6-4, 6-

Four of the six singles matches
were very close and possibly could

have fallen in favor of either team.

Junior Becky Chase, leading up the

singles play, fought with
determination throughout her three

set match, but finaUy lost ma 5-2 tie-

breaker Another Junior, Trudie
tenBrocke, won her first set 6-2, but

lost the remaining two sets, 6-1, 6-3.

Sophomores Laura Goebel and Mary

tiimiMon both lost in close 6-3, 7-5

matches. Other singles players were
Ann Morris and Mary Tom Higgs,

both losing in two sets.

Captain Amy Demorest and Laura
Katz, combining efforts to form a
strong doubles team in the top

position, lost to a more aggressive

team, 6-3, 6-2. Kristin Dale and
Barbara Ernst also took a two set

defeat, 6-2, 6-1. Freshmen Thompson
and Johnson handled their opponents
with ease to take a strong 6-4, 6-0 win.

Two other .ireshmen,.Jamie Harris

and Kate Downey, won a 6-4, 6-3

exhibition doubles match.

This is the first time ever that Tufts

has defeated Williams in women's

tennis. Now a relatively young team,

the Ephwomen are playing without

five of last year's seniors; but the

frosh are quickly filling the positions.

The team is furtlier strengthened by

senior Barbara Ernst, who returns

from a school year abroad in

Germany.
lliis coming Tuesday the women

will travel to Vassar for a match
which was postponed last Friday due

to rain. It will be a good opportunity

for them to re-affirm and sharpen

their- games befwe they meet "Mt.

Holyoke at the home courts on

Thursday.

yards; tlien, on fourth down,
sophomore QB Bob Stackpole
completed a nine-yard pass for a first

down, allowing the Williams drive to

continue. Wheatley then carried the

ball for a nine-yard gain on first down.

Novicki and Wheatley were both

stopped up by the Dartmouth
defensive line t>efore Novicki finally

took a handoff from Stackpole with

just inches to go and plunged through

for the touchdown HoUingsworth

completed his perfect extra point-

kicking performance with his fourth

good kidc in an many attempts.

Defensive back Tom Hobert
grabbed the Eph's fourth interception

of the afternoon with a Uttle less than'

six minutes remaining in the

scrimmage. The Ephs ran four plays,

only to be held at the one-yard line by
the Big Green defense.

FoUowing two strong pre-season

scrimmage performances against

Hofstra and Dartmouth, coach Bob
Odell's gridders will continue practice

this week in preparation for their

season opener at home against the

Hamilton Continentals this Saturday

(Sept. 23) at 2 p.m. on Weston Field.

Ruggers prepare

for soason start

For twenty seasons the WUliams
Rugby FootbaU Club has battled

opponents with spirit on the field and
spLrits off the'field. The ruggers may
face a chaUenging year due to the loss

of almost an entire side's worth of

players at graduation.

A new crop of freshmen and
upperclassmen have joined the ranks,

and under ttie guidance of club

president Steve Werble '79 and
captains Peter Brooks '79 and Jeff

Dunn '80, the WRFC wiU prevaU.

In the home q;>ener on the 23rd, the

niggers meet Springfield at 11:00 on

Cole Field. Later in the season, rugby

alums, otherwise known as The Olde

Farts, retiu-n for the annual game,
this year in commemoration of the

sport's twentieth anniversary on
campus. The Club will also meet
Colgate, Union and Amherst this fall

and hopes to tour Europe in the

spripg.

Women's Rugby will kick off a new
season on Saturday, also against

^ringfield. Both men's and women's
teams always welcome newcomers.

Practice is at 4:00 on Cole Field.

Cross country season opens
Women surprise...

The women's cross-country team, in

its first race of the season, flnished a
strong third in a field of seven teams
competing in last Saturday's WUliams
Invitational meet. The University of

VeHubnt won the ' race, Iteld on

Williams' 3.2 mUe home course.

Senior co-captain Mary Hakala

ptitvided the team's best individual

performance, placing fourth.

Freshman Sue Marchant was next for

Williams in 14th place, foUowed by

seniors Corrie Johnson, 17th; and
Tennis Fox, 21st; and freshman

Brenda Mailman, 28th. Stephanie

Carperos, Liz Martineau, Meg
Washbume, Tammy Shea, Mary Ann
Sandrini, Alexis Hamill, and Annie Ko
rounded out the WilUams squad.

Sixty-one women competed in aU.

It was the first collegiate meet for

most members of the team. Coach
Doug Armstrong, also in his first year
with coUege-level women's cross-

country competition, was pleased
with the results of this early race. The
team will travel to the University of

Massachusetts campus in Amherst
for a dual meet Friday.

Men shocked

The Williams man's croM country taam

dropping 2S-3S daclilon to R.P.I.

tuNtrad Its first, dual mact lots

The men's cross country team
suffered its first dual meet loss in two

years in the season opener at R.P.I, on
Saturday. The En^eers surprised

the Ephs 25-35, while Williams
managed to salvage a narrow 27-29

victory over Siena College.

Heading the effort for WUliams
were senior co-captains Tom Schreck

and Steve Polasky, who tied for

second place. StiU, each echoed the

other's disappointment with both

individual and team performances.

"The whole team was very tired

today. Everyone is a little out of

shape, and this means the first meets

have to be secondary to our training."

Tired or not, both easily outdistanced

R.P.I. 's first man, and lost (mly to

Siena standout Tom Dalton.

Unfortunately, the Ephs bdiind the

co<:aptains fell apart. Sophomore
PhU Darrow faded on the hills in the

middle of the course and could

manage only eleventh place behind

six Engineers. Soph Cam VirriU and
junior Mike Behrman wrapped up the

scoring for Williams, placing fifteenth

and sbcteenth, respectively.

Though somewhat dejected, the

Ephs hope to bounce back when junior

Garrick Leonard and soph John
McCammond rejoin the team this

week after nursing various Uls. This

booet, plus the continued development
ol some of the slow starters, should

give more support to Schreck and
Polasky and toughen the Ephs for the

cowing big meets.

Rugby Football Club prttldant Steva Wn^lt 'if and captains Petw Brooks '»
and Jeff Dunn look forward to a successful taason.

Golfers ace opponents
On a windly Wednesday afternoon, a

smooth-swinging Williams College
golf juggernaut drubt>ed Albany State

and RPI. Firing a dive man total of

397, the Eph Unksters crushed Albany
State by 21 strokes and the RPI
Engineers by 4}. Hie squad stands at

2-0 for the year, and looks

optimisticaUy toward an undefeated

season.

Uke good wine, co-captain Bill

Upton seems to get better with age.

Inspired by the irrepressible Dick
Tiddy of Arnold Palmer's Bay Hill

Club in Orlando, Upton subdued
Mother Taconic with a fine 76. Three
strokes behind Upton, Marcel Oudln
used his tremendous upper body
strength to block out the effects of a
ravaging hook.

Tying for third with 80s were Ed
"Big" Bousa and senior co-captain

Dan Katz. For some reason, Katz

decided to play three pin-baU whUe
groveling his way to pars in a manner
beneath the integrity of former greats

lUce 1976 captain Doug Cfaumbley.

Bousa ran into double-bogey trouble

late in the round. "Big's" 80 was stiU a

respectable score, and no doubt be

wUl gear up his patented sbotmaking

talents to produce more good

numbers.

Bill Sprague '81, 1976 Exeter golf

captain, 'returned the fifth counting

score of 82. Sprague began the day

smoking his drives and staking iron

shots on the flag, but the talented

sophomore faded badly on the last

nine.
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Finance Committee tightens
refns on student organizations

Tht turn $1.5 million dollar mutic bulMIng will optn in January, four monttii
iMhind schadula. (photo by Prasad)

iJanuary means music
by Tim Wang

.The 1.5 million dollar music
feiuilding wiU open this January, four
months behind schedule, according to

Kometb Roberts, chairman of the

Building Comofiittee and professor <a
Music.

Roberts noted, though, that
construction costs for the music
buiUing have stayed "pretty much
within what we had settled upon." He
adctod that while these costs of the
building have been met, the college
has not yet raised the endowment
needed for its maintenance.
The builders encountered many

problems during the summer
construction. Roberts cited the fact

that one of the subcontractors—the
roofers—went bankrupt, resulting in a
long delay until a replacement was
found. Several strikes during June
and -July also resulted in temporary
work stoppage. Finally, Roberts
explained that the unusual
construction techniques associated
with an all-concrete building
contributed to the slow pace of the
construction.
mmmmmmmmmmmmt iii . . m. l. iii i im

Strikes over the

summer resulted
''^ In temporary

work stoppage

Although Roberts is "ai^lled at

bow slow the construction is going,"

be nevertheless emphasized Uiat be

would be "happy to get a well made
buiding late rather than a sboddily

constructed one on time."

.^la January, the Music
jQigw^ment's annual Young Artists

Sfiries in the new facility. A series of

three concerts—a brass ensemble, a
woodwind quartet, and a solo singer-
will be held in the new 300 seat recital

hall, "in order for us to test out the

accousUcs of the recital hall before

holding our own performances in it"

Roberts explained.

Beethoven's string

quartets will be

performed during

April and May
The opening ceremony for the new

music building has not been
completely settled upon. However,
Roberts mentioned that two have
tentatively been planned.

The first is an infonnal open house
that will be held on some Saturday at

the start of second semester.
Different activitieB wiU.be held in

each room, ntchm choral rehearsals,

instrumental practice sesuons, and so

forth. "The public will be invited in

and allowed to wander around the

boiMizv," explained Roberts.

llie aecond half of the opening

celebration will be more foraoal and
will involve a series o€ concerts by a

string quartet from Oberlin College.

The New Hungarian Quartet will play
the complete cycle of Beethoven's
string quartets in a series of five

performances during April And May.
Roberts added that there will also be
two free lectures on the quartets by "a
distinguished guest from Berkeley."
The College plans to host a special

affair for individuals who have
donated money for the new music
facility. According to Roberts,
President Chandler has invited the

families of approximately one dozen
donors to attend a tour of the building,

dinner, and a performance of

Beethoven's music.

by PriscUla Cohen

Fifteen student organizations

overspent more than $10,000 last year.

The Finance Committee has taken

several steps to prevent this from
happening again. The College Council

remains in the black by $3100,

however, since many groups had
money left over.

Among the groups most heavily in

debt are WCFM by $4700, Back Talk
by $1047, ACEC by $748, and Lehman
Service by $639. "Overspending is a
disturbance to other groups and each
student at Williams," said Mark
Lanier '80, member of the Finance
Committee. The Finance Committee
has voted that no group can be

granted money until its unpaid debt

has been "satisfied." The means of

satisfying the debt may vary with

each organization, and does not

necessarily require repayment.
Twenty-four out of the 39

organizations on campus that were
granted allocations did not spend all

their money. The Lecture Committee
finished the year with $1430, the

Gargoyle Society with $553, and the

Coffee House with $149. These' groups
will probably receive less money this

year.

A new system to prevent student

organizations from overspending
their budgeted sum has been devised

by John Simpson '79, chairman of the

Finance Committee, Whenever an
organization wants to issue a check, it

must fill out a voucher form
indicating for what it plans to use the

money. A monitor from the Finance
Conunittee, who has been assigned

certain groups, must approve this

form. It is only after Matt Heineman
'79, the bookkeeper, checks the

but this is necessary,"' said
Heineman. In the past, grOiipK could
go directly to Rita GardMfi^, the

Business Office's handler of student

organization accounts. The FinComm
had no record of bow this money was
spent.

The Committee wil^ now be doing
the bookkeeping for every group.
"Organizations will always know

Account that the business officecasL^Jheir balance and wJlLttDt go in Uie
make the funds available. red," said Darrell McWhorter '81,

"This new program won't give secretary of the Finance Oimmittee.
groups as much leeway as they want, Contlnuwl on Page*

WSP changes probaile
by Ann Morris

A respresentative from the Winter
Study Project Conunittee (WSP) told

College Council Wednesday night that

changes in the January term are

"probable."

Committee member Susan Laidlaw
'80 explained thai the committee,
composed of students and faculty, is

in charge of making a
recommendation to President
Chandler this fall concerning the

future of the pr(%ram. The prevailing

opinion on the committee, Laidlaw
said, is that the program be made
more rigorous while keeping in mind
student demands for courses which

College respects community perogatives
byEricSchmitt

New Log closing hours of midnight
on Monday through Thursday became
effective last Monday in response to

complaints from town residents, Log
manager Mike Masi '78 said.

Citizen complaints of excessive
noise from the Log brought the matter
before the selectmen, who in turn

askecUbe Collegie, which operates and
mahitains the Log, to respond to the
issue.

Associate Dean Cris Roosenraad, a
memb^ of the Log supervisory
committee, said that after a
discussion with College President

John Chandler and Dean of the
College Daniel O'Connor, the College
decided to permanently change the
Log's closing hours from 1 a.m. to

midnight Monday through Thursday.
Friday and Saturday night closing

time will remain at 1 a.m. ; the Log
opens at 9 p.m. Monday through
Saturday.

Masi said things have quieted down
considerably since the first week of

school, and he does not anticipate any
future problems. The new closing

hours, according to Masi, may
inconvenience a few students but will

not hurt husiness. —„.„„„-
The Log committee will meet

Wednesday to review the present
situation.

In another town-college related

issue, the fourteen women currently
living in Dewey House will move to

other buildings by the beginning of the
second semester Roosenraad said.

Roosenraad explained that a five^

year zoning permit granting student
dormitory status expires at the end of

the year, and with additional newly-

removated rooms in Garfield House,
the maintenance of an extra building

would not be economically feasible.

"We hadn't intended to use Dewey
at all this year," Roosenraad said,

"but with the unexpectedly large

upperclass enrollment increase in

freshman class, the lower level of

attrition of upperclassmen and loss of

-twfl floors - (6f
housing) of West College, it was
necessary to u^e Dewey until other
rooms became available through
attrition

"

Continued on Page 8

are not purely academic.
In an attempt to recover funds owed

to the Council, the Finance Committee
has distributed notices to those
student organizations which
ov««pent theh- last year's budget,

Council Treasurer John Simpson '79—

^

reported. These organizations' debts,

he said, must be "satisfied" before

their 1978-1979 funding will be
considered. Organizations may set up
a ptyment; schedule for their debt,

choose for it to be deducted from this

year's allocation, or prove that the

debt was accumulated by an
"unavoidable" bookkeeping error,

Simpson explained. The Finance
Comntittee also voted to allocate $400

to the Williams Coffeehouse for the

presentaticHi of f<dk singer Michael
Cooney. David Schwartz '81,

recommended by the Elections
Committee, was approved by the

Council as the new Finance
Conunitte^ member.
College Council Vice-President

Chris Jeidcins '80 announced the

procedure for electing the two
additional student members to the

upperciassmen Shareholders'- Advisory Committee.
Interested students will, submit
applications to the Dean's Office. The
Elections Committee will recommend
four of the applicants to the Council,

Continued en Pago (

CEP opens meetings
In its first meeting of the year, the

Committee on Educational Policy

agreed to open its meetings and
docimients to the campus press.

In the past, CEP meetings have
been closed, although the CEP often

exercised its option to open individual

meetings to the press. Professor

William R, Moomaw, chairman of the
CEP, noted that the committee would
go into closed session when the

discussion centered on specific

individuals.

Some of the members of the CEP
objected to opening the meetings to

the press on the grounds that, in the

past, preliminary discussions had
been reported by the press as being
final decisions. Moomaw added, "I
hope to have open fonims from time to

time to prevent some of the problems
that occurred last year when the

campus community was not aware of

what the CEP was doing."

Joel Smith '79, at-large

representative to the CEP,
commented, "The idea of forums is a

good one but only scare tactics seem
to bring people out. Maybe if students

aren't responding that indicates

where students' interests are. I hope
not."

Both Moomaw and Smith agreed

that many (rf the big educational

policy issues will come from outside

the CEP. Moomaw said, "Although
the Winter Study Committee reports

to President Chandler, the CEP will

be involved in what goes to the

faculty. Working with the Ad Hoc
working Group on the Curriculum will

be an important part of our year."

Smith added that he was extremely
interested in a general education

program that would work positively,

by creating incentives for students to

te-oaden their course selection rather

than a proposal that would act
negatively, by enacting additional

requirements. Smiths aid, "I don't

want to put people in classes in which
they don't want to be."

The CEP will review the Contract
Major program and will report to the

faculty. The faculty will have the

options of changing reauthorizing, or
terminating the program. The CEP
will also look at grade inflation.

Moomaw emphasized, "We first have
to find out what 'Grade Inflation'

really is and then we can decide what,
if anything, needs to be done about it."

The CEP will also discuss the uses of

the grade point average, bearing in

mind that the third digit is

Continued an Page!

Tht oxplratlon ola five-year ranlng permit grenting derinitMir ttatutf.Oewwy
Hoiise will necessitate a second lemetter moveferOewrey resMonlt.

Livingston Taylor to perform
by Lorraine Driscoil

Folk-rock musician Livingston
Taylor will kick off this year's ACEC
concert season on Thursday, October

5 in Chapin Hall. Admission will be

$3.00 for students, and $S.00 for others.

In an agreement reached between
the administration and the ACEC,
Chapin Hall wilt be available for

concerts on a limited basis for 'flow

energy" types of concerts, says co-

chalnnan John Svoboda "79. The
administration is worried about using

Chapin Hall for large concerts. Often,

a graat deal of equipment is involved

that requires the construction of

sound wings; the lightiiig equipment
interferes with the fire exits.

'4'm in total agreement with the

administrative decisions. They've
been more than cooperative; they've

gone out of their way to meet our
needs While protecting their own
interests. They have a legitimate

grievance," said Svoboda.

TheACEC plans for another concert

to be held for the weekend, on either

Novanl>er2or3intfaefid(fliause, but

no band has been booked. Svoboda
expressed concern over the tJoUege
Council appropriation ACEC
received. He speculated that tbey are
reluctant to allocate more funds
because of the "limited external

benefits students receive from
concerts." However, the coomiittee

now plane to expand into alternate

forms of entertainment oa Gunpus.
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Weston Uber Alles?
run ftMHD

Tile College Council began the year bravdy intending to re«BtJd>liah its

credibility among students. Unfortunately, it has chosen to accomplish this

by ignoring a long list of important issues and instead attacking a two^oot
wide sectlra of Weston Language Center.

"Hie object of the coundrs opposition is a section of brickwork on the
west wall of Weston in theshape ofa broken cross. In 1902, when the buUding
was constructed, ttie symbol rqiresented a Navalo peace symbol. More
recently the German National Socialist Party adopted the mirror image of
this nrmbol as the party emblem, the swastika.

7n« <BUJnr«nt nlani^im for t)>e Ccdlege to replace the brickwork to erase
the symbol, at College expense.

Althouffi we apnlaudfthe council's concern for the sensibilities of
students who mi^t be offended by the symbol (or its mirror image), we
wish that a more rational means to efface the symlwl, such as covering it

with ivy as is the east wall of the buildhig, were selected.

We fear, however, ttiat whUe the CC concerns itself with a relatively
minor issue more important tilings will escape its attention. For instance as
^mergy prices rise, tne cost of attending Williams escalates; why does the
ooundl not tirade against student and faculty wastefulness? The executive
committee meets with the trustees on Thursday, why has the council as a
whole not contributed to the creation of the committee's presentation?

Department recommendations for faculty reappointments and tenure
decisions go to the Committee on Appointments and Promotions next
month ; why is the council not soliciting, compiling and transmitting student
opinion on the faculty beiiu; evaluated? (Vandalism in Mission Park was so
serious last year that Buil&igs and Grounds had to hire student monitors to

patrol the halls; why has the council ignored an omxHtunity to do something
cmstructive towards jMrevention? ) CC President Bronson Fargo '79 has said
he wants to sponsor a series of open forums on College issues; why has tlie

council not discussed topics, or begun to set dates, places or times for them ?

Apparently the Council wants a quick victory to eniiance its own
prestige. Attacking brickwcnrk is easier than going after real substantive
problems. Unfortunately, the substantive prwlems, as well as student
Sjcom of the CC, will remain. CB&DM

Letters

Log hours
To the editor:

Few things are as disheartening as the

recent news concerning the proposed
sbortenhig of the Log's business hours from l

A.M. to 12 A.M. For most students who
frequent the Log, along with visitors from
other colleges similar to Williams, even one
o'dockis extremely early. It would be one
tiling if Williams was located in an urban
environment, where other drinking
establishments could be substituted for the

Log to continue the intellectual discourse and
goM cheer. But in a rural environment this

change will do nothing but emphasize the

n^my disadvantages of the lack of variety

and choice in the social life of a Williams
student.

. In the short tunr-befoTftAny monumental
changesucb as moving the Log north of Route
a—I wonder if the residents of Spring Street

will be aided by hearing the slight noise at

12:15 A.M. rather than 1:15. As a resident of

Spring Street myself (Morgan East) I doubt

it.

John C.Moore

JSdscbm's dilemma
To the editor:

We of Bascom House would like to extend

our appreciation to ghe genius who exposed
our social dilemma. We were shocked, nay,

truly "boneheaded"-out (Thanks to Belle

Anderson. We will dispense with ringing you
further) to discover that we misunderstood
the issue—we thought we had voted for co-op.

We were jolted to find that we had voted for

co-ed.

As an aside you might be interested to know
that we have agreed upon the aesthetic

quahties of the paper clip and that steps are
now being taken to construct one in front of

Bascom House. « ^ _

Signed,

Stewart Menking for the

Bascom Beach and Country Club
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Sour Pickles
by Peter RIntels

I have just concluded a Purple Key
freshman seminar on the philosophy of humor
and present here, for the curious, the results

of our meditations;

BEING: Being is a very good thing, exc^t
possibly in certain neighborhoods of

Cleveland. Being stands in a dialectical

relationship with Non-Being, but seeing as

that's Being's problem, what do we care? The

next best thing to Being is Becoming, and the

next best thing after that is a good pastrami

sandwich. People who are having trouble with

their Being should see a doctor, or take

Ogilvy's "Consciousness" course.

AESTHETICS: Beauty may or may not be

in the eyes of the beholder. We can say

definitely, however, that it is not in his

pockets. We can only know beauty in the

presence of ugliness, which is why Baxter

Hall was built. On the questimi of whether we
innately recognize beauty, we propose the

following experiment. Place a six week or so

old baby in the middle of a room. On a record

player to the baby's right, play Bach. On a

record player to the baby's left, play chess

with a good friend. What will the baby do? We
predict that the baby will begin to cry and
ruin the whoje experiment. Babies are not the

best friends of (rtiildsophers.

SOCIETY : Society was created for the good

of mankind, not mankind for the good of

society, but we think it's a good idea to pay

your taxes anyway. Without society, men will

act like animals. Even with society, many
men will act like animals. Some people just

like to be difficult like that. Languages are

man's most important social tools, but you

still can't find them in a hardware store.

According to Emil Durkheim, "society is a

synthesis sui generis of particular

consciousnesses." We have no idea what
Durkheim is talking about; we just thought

we'd add class to this discussion by quoting

him.

EPISTEMOLOGY: We believe that certain

knowledge ic^ Impossible to attain, but we do

not know for certain. A little knowledge is a

dangerous thing, and too little is-especially

dangerous, particularly during exam periods.

While it is impossible to experience reality

directly, you can get reliable second hand

information by ca4ing (212) 413-2525 and
asking fw Vito. No matter what you believe

about epistemology, knowledge cannot be

gained by reading the Boston papers.

JUSTICE: Justice is better than injustice

and injustice is better than justice. That

makes no sense at qll, but it was getting late.

We do not understand why people holding

forth on justice must wear black robes,

although we agreed that it's better than their

wearing pink robes with flowers on them.

Justice is not blind, but it is very nearsighted.

Ifyou want a definition of justtee, read Plato

and leave us alone.

Beneath The Peaceful Shadow
In the Religion Department a good deal of

emphasis is placed on what is known as "The

Myth of the Eternal Return". Under this th

eory, primitive man is said to be so scared of

the pi^ospect of the future that he re-creates

the beginning of the world once a year. Thus,

the archaic man never allows time, and the

events in it, to progress to a point where they

have not been before: when he can|tot control

them, or understand them.

The other day I picked up a folio of <dd

Record-Advocates (the forerunner of the

Record) for the academic year 1974-75. I

chose that period since it was the most recent

year since which an entire turnover in the

student body has occurred.

While leafing through the old papers, I

jotted down what seemed to be the important

stories. They included the following: co-ed

housing in general, CEP discussions on more
requhrements, problems with- Winter Study,

advising troubles, the question of diversity,

funding of the ACEC, an experiment in co-ed

entries in Morgan, stones citing a lack of

student activism, apartheid in South Africa,

JA selection, grade inflation, proposed
changes in the College Council . .

.

In other words, the issues seem to be pretty

steady throughout the years: the same
qucstipoB are discussed by each ' 'generation"

of WUiiams students. But of course, that is to

be expected, and is certainly not surprising In

itself. What is surprising, Uiough, is the

amount of acttoo taken, the number of

decisions made on the basis of aU the

discussing which has been going on these four

kng years.

I niention all this only because the College

CouncO is atMMt to become engaged in

spoiBoring a series of forums on various

campus iasues, with <I believe) the first one
dealing with diversity. Other forums, I wouM
gueas, will take up other of the above-

menikned topicB.

No doubt such forums are a useful sort of

thing to conduct, especially shice these

issues—which are actiaully quite dd—are
new to so many of the students. Every
entering class should be familiarized with the

topics which, over the years, have proved

themselves to be worthy of the ongoing

attention of the College community.

But it would be a shame if these forums

were not—as so many of the past—foUowed

up on. If indeed Uie forums to serve the

function of "consciousness raising" and

general "talkhig things out", then they have

achieved a usefUl purpose. But having

discussions serve as ends in themselves

would be to ignore another, perhaps more

useful purpose: that of servhig as an impetus

to act (Ki these matters which have been

around for longer than we remember.

Even though one might assume that I am
needling the Council unnecessarily, I think

that past experience has shown that the

College has a long history of piling up

evidence on certain matters for years on end

wiOiout ever acting on tiie basis of that

evidence. Due to the complexity of so many

issues, it often seems like the only way to go is

to continue to hold forums, panel discussions,

workshops, etc., ad Inffailtiim. Just like the

primitive, we are never afraid of advancing

up to a certam ptrint, but are atarays afraid of

gohig beyond it

Once again, I repeat, Jdst boldtaig these

diacwsions is nodoubt uaeful, and the Council

should be praised for its wisdom. Howevo^,

fhjsbed with the sucoeaa of raiaing ttie iaaues,

the CouncU, or whoever, should not overlook

the poBsibUity of trying to settle some isaues. I

raaUy want to (onphasin that word "trying"

:

obviously, we will never all be satisfied with

whatever dedaton are made, but we should

also not be afraid to weigh the evidence and

make the dedsions.

—ChrtoDIABtelo
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f Convocation Panel: Languages and the Liberal Arts
At tk» eoHvooatloH pantt tarlier tkit year. wIm i> tmkina nlnmrnlTii ir.-.rt, ,, .jIT

P«0*3

:x:

At tkt eoHvooatloH pantt tarliir thit ytar.
tight colUga prtaidtntt, including our own
John Chandler, along with Frofetior Frad
Rudolph, the eoUtgt martIM and a hUtorltm
of education gathtrwd to d(4cuu 'Tht Libtral
Arts: Pariptctivti and Protptctt. " WhUt the
panel ranged over a large number of Uiuee,
many of the hey queitiont warm dealt with in
tha context of a dtieiuiion of the role of
language ttudy in thi liberal arU. The
foUmwimJt «M'neerpH- frttni the panel'*
ramarht.

CHANDLER: We turn now to the question
oflanguage study . . . (Some of the questions
submitted to the panel were), "What do you
see as the causes of the present state of
linguistic ignorance? . . . What
responsibility do language teachers bear?
WHiat should college presidents do to combat
pandemic monolingualism?" ... "Should
colleges encourage interest in languages, or
should they simply respond to the desires of
the students who may or may not care for
them?" Related to that, "Should there be a
language requirement for graduation?" . .

.

PRESIDENT THEODORE FRIEND
(Swarthmore College): We do not have a
language requirement for graduation at
Swarthmore. The reasonwhywe don't is that,
I tWnk, the faculty lost faith or nerve a little

bit over that in the sixties and early seventies
... My own idea would be to liave the youi^
persons of the late twentieth century
educated to speak Russian, Chinese,
Japanese, Arabic ... in addition to a few
Western European languages, and maybe a
little Greek and Computerese, but you can't
get it all into four years, so what are you going
to do? I think we probably ought to tone
ourselves up and do a little more, and
firobably get a little more back into the
requirement. I do ' believe it's terribly

important in living in a close packed world in

which we are less of a power than we were—
and things aren't going to change to make us
more of a power ... to entreat ourselves to
think of ourselves as more like Scandinavians
in the future, because they have to learn those
languages to live and get on in the world, and
I think we will too.

PRESIDENT BEVERLY CAUSEY JR.
(Hobart and William Smith Colleges) : .

.

well I think on this question of the language
requirement, that we ought to think a little

abdut why colleges rather generally have
dropped the language requirement that they
had say ten or fifteen years ago. And I

suppose that it's because the idea of a student

who is taking «ieiMntary Freoch or
Interaiediate Prendi Just to mMt the
requirement, why shouM he get nolWon credit
for this? I think tfaera's a certain readtaMM CO
the part of college faculties to give studenis
cMlf for couTMs they take in • iorei^i

language at the literature level, but there's
some rehidiance to give credit for leamii«
the elementary and intermetfiate stages of a
language and of requiring that. I don't know
exactly haw we are going to get over this

hurdle. My own experience was that I found
that when I was at Williams ... the thing
that was important for me was that I began
German, and if I hadn't taken German for

three years it would have made a great

earalimcnt, and who still have a selective
•dmlaaions policy, and who keep a
currlouhan that is atill fairly traditional
certainly should do everything conceivable to
piaoe (Qr«ign luguage study in a position of
the utoMst priority. I think anyone who gives
any kind of service to the concept of liberal
education would feel that the monolingual
peraon

. is a person who is BUndtomany,
many things about language, peopie.. and
comouuicatioh.
PRESIDENT WILLARD ENTEMEN

(Bowdoin College): I think . . . (there is a)
problem that we have with requirements in
general and that relates back to the American
Wgh school system . . . which tends

Outlook
ON THE

LIBERAL ARTS
difference to me in my later career . . . One— unhappUy to imitate the colleges rather than
of the things I try to encourage in students at
the colleges where I have been is the
importance of language study and how it

opens vistas for you that you wouldn't
otherwise have. ... I stu(Hed Chinese for
less than a year, and I really don't know
much, but that has changed my life, and the
interest and the knowledge, even very
elementary, of not only the spoken language
but of the Chinese characters . . . it begins to
open your mind and expose you to something
which is quite different from anything in your
previous experience. Therefore I think
language is a very broadening thing and It has
a very important place, I think, in the liberal
arts curriculum.

CHANDLER: ... at Williams there is

under consideration now the question of

whether a language requirement should be
reinstituted ...

PRESIDENT LOUIS HASELMAYER
(Iowa Wesleyan College) : ... I would say
that colleges that have had a long, long
tradition of foreign language study as a
requirement, and even when it wasn't a
requirement had a substantial elective

do what they need to do to counteract the
colleges. Perhaps the only good argument
that I've ever heard for reinstating college
requirements is to force these standards back
into the high schools. . . . The high schools,
when we gave up requirements, instead of
saying, "if they're not going to have required
English courses in college, if they're not going
to have required language courses in college,
then we'd better give it to them" said "We'll
do the same thing too," and in a khid of
mindless way simply imitated what they

thought was going on in colleges, which they
didn't understand. . . . They left us now, in

many cases, in a really kind of desperate
situation with students whose minds are
closed, not by their own choosing . . . but
simply closed by an inability to break out pf a
kind of provincialism, which after all is in
some sense what liberal education is up to
overcoming. . . . And it's very difficult now
if you are increasingly being delivered
students who have simply smatterings of
funny little stuff in strange courses in high
school, but who never had any serious work
on which you can build. So I think it's a more

' A Ubo-al arfislediKaBi^ c^^^^ be neither too

narrow nor too diffuse. Its main principles

should be distribution and concentration

within a major, but it should preserve the

student's right to determhie his own
educational goals and the means to achieve
them. Yet while a liberal arts instituticm

cannot prescribe specific courses for the

development of tJfie liberally educated
individual, it is nonetheless responsible for

devising a reasonable plan of study which
requires a basic knowledge of diverse

disciplines from the student.

Uiifortunately, the divisional requirements
at Williams do not, inthis sense, foster all that

a traditional liberal arts education impUes.

Many students who meet all of the Collie's
academic requirements are m no way
liberally educated. They lack knowledge of

any area, at best, outside their divisibh, and
at worst, outside their major. The current

division of departments into three

overlapping and somewhat artibrary

diyisioOs, fuzzy distribution requirements of

at least two courses from each division, the

immaturity or unfamiliarity of many
Williams students with the principles of

liberal arts, or a combination of all three,

may be causes.

Williams can produce more liberally

educated individuals two ways. First, it coukl

institute more specific course requirements.

Second, it could redefine its academic
divisions. Without curtailing, the students'

choices entirely, the College could require

courses in areas—not divisions—appropriate

to the liberal arts ideal.

Such courses would include at least one
class in English literature, justified by the

well-rounded individual's need to understand

and express himself in his own language.

Sentitivity to other cultures is fostered in the

study of at least one other language; unleas

the student can demonstrate speaking and
reading proficiency in a foreign language, he

should be required, to take one year of a

foreign language at Williams. Beyond that, he

should be urged, if not required, to take a

fiirtber course in the literature of that same

Divisional Structure^ Course Requ^^

general question than just language
requirements ...

CHANDLER: One of the iroaiM of a place
such as WiliianMi% that enough studanU are
privileged enough to travel even prior to

coming to WUliaros that they discover that
they can get along quite well in English
ahnoet anywhere in the world, and that

undercuts the motivation for foreign
language study . But that situation is not
going to last. , . , More and more, as the
technological inventions of the world come
from other countries and cultures and as our
economic and political influence wanes,
knowledge of other language* is goii« to

become a very practical necessity, so that
there is a lot of pure self-interest of that khid,
it seems to me, that should be involved in the
calculations and decisions that students are
maUng today as to wh^her to ptuiis foreign
languages.

PROF. RUDOLPH: .. it seems tome that
the tone of this discussion has had to do with
the utility of language, the usefulness of it. I'd

like to hear the argument in tenns of its

significance as a liberal art, as an aspect of
the experience of the college where people
learn who they are ... Wo haven't been
talking about the literature, we've been
talking about whether you can talk French or

Chinese. Good God, that's notwhat we're here
for ... It seems to me that languages have
been put into a rather strange category. Latin
and Greek were two useless languages all

through the 19th century. The history of what
happened to Latin and Greek was that people
said that German and French vi^ere more
useful, . . . and finally none of them was
useful at all, and all you needed was English,
and you didn't need that beoauseyon had a
television set. That's what's rwUy going dn,

isn't it?

CHANDLER: ... as one who spent six
years studying Greek, one of the useless 19lh

century languages, I think the principal

educational benefit and the enduring one, and
the basis of my own strong conviction that
students are missing out very badly in the
liberal arts if they don't take a foreigii

language was the lesson that a language is a
kind of a set of concq;>tual spectacles, and
that language opens up a particular way of

looking at the world, self-understanding, and
so fotth, and therefore I cangie to apprnibite
my own language, and f think apybody who
doesn'tcome to see a language in that fashion
is missing outa great deal in his perception of
reality

The study of an older civilization provides
thestudent with a different perspective on his
own civilization. A liberal arts student should
be required to take at least one course in

religion, philos(q)hy, classics, or history of
any icind.

The social sciences;—economics,
anthropology, sociology, psychology-
attempt to explain some of the complex
factors affecting not only American society,
but other cultures world-wide. A liberally-
educated student would have a basic
understanding of at least one of these areas.
The logic of mathematics can be applied in

ahnost^ny area of concentration. So, too, can
the experimental method developed in the
study of any of the so-called "hard" sciences.
A Williams studentshould be required to take
at least one course in each science
department.

In addition, if Williams wishes to live up to
its reputation as a haven for some of the most
cultured students in the nation, the college
should require at least a taste of the fine arts
in theform of an art or music course.

Within a four year, 32-course structure at
Williams, these requirements would fulfill the
liberal arts aim of diversity without
sacrificing time for concentration. If winter
study courses could also be applied towards
such requirements, the opportunities are
increased by four.

The present two course per division

requirement allows a student tehnically to

complete his Williams education without
being exposed to nuiny of the aforementioned
subjects vital to the liberal arts tradition.

If the college prefers to retain the nebulous
"two course per division" requirement, it

mitfit consider redefining the divisions and

adding the single st^wlatlon that courses
receiving dlstributiooal credit come from
different departments within a division. Right
now the divisions are designed such that a
Division II major can receive Division I and
ni credit for essentially Division 11 courses.

Certain history courses from example, can
fall into any of the three categories. To
eliminate overlaps, Oie college could create
atJbe least one.moredivision so that ail an
better defined. The new Division I would
hKlude language and literature, both En^h
and foreign, both ancient and modem;
division 11, all those dqtartments related

more or less to the history of world culture;

(art, art history, history, history of science,

philosophy, religion, and music) ; division ID,
the social sciences (economics, anthropdogy,
linguistics, political science, and the like);

and division IV the hard sciences and math
departments.

Another step in strengthening the liberal

arts background of Williams graduates would
be to deny divisional credit to those taking
"non-major" Division III courses. Such
courses are good bridges between divisions

and should conthiue to be offered. At present,

however, they seem to be contrived tm ftm

purpose of avoiding the more rigorous

Division in courses.

The college unfortunately, cannot rely upon
Its students' initiative to improve the "liberal-

mhidedness" of their education at this time.

Pressures, inchidhig grades and graduate
school requirements make the sacrifice of a
good Division I student's GPA to a basic

understamfing of multi-variable calcidus

virtually impossible and highly unlikely if no
one else is required to do likewise. A college-

wide implementation of more specific course
requirements, new divisional structure, or

any combination thereof would begin a
gradltlon of liberal arts quality which would
perpetuate Itself in the mature attitudes of lis

students.

-CeronWafeer
The writer, a junior. Is managing editor of the

Record.
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Soprano notes problems in the opera
Studcato who attcoded Min Rite

Shane's concert on Ftiday nigM may
have expected to see a huge, heavl^
made-up aopnino floating acnm Uw
tage. Inatead, they were greeted by
an attractive Mprano, who was far

from the stereotype of an opera

linger.

Shane proved herself to be
congenial as weO as talented on

Saturday morning as she fielded

queationi on a wide raflge a( awlijaeta.

Although she seanad to be mtiuyiDg
herself immeniciy, Shane was quick
to note that opera is "a terrible

buainess."' She said that singing itaeif

is wonderful, but that getting onto the
stage can be a problem. The people in
the buainess are not alwayi tair, ahe
noted. To withstand the subterfkige

and dealings in a buaineas like opera,
a sii)(«r must bs devffiM to bei; voice
and performing. Shane ooounented

Mime* Mr^ UwMii and Jerry Prell performed a series of stcHs raflglng from
ShaiwsiMare to "Or. Jecliyl and Mr. Hyde". (photos by S.B.B. 4)

that, "I vocaUae every <iay, at least

three hours a day."

la adMttow, a vocalist cannot abuse
bar . voice. Although an
iaatnimentalist can woric ISO to 200

times a year, "a singer can't grind it

outthat way," Shane commented She
advtaed all prospective aingers to

avoid "pounding on their voices."

The care for the voice must persist

^throughout a singer's career. Tly>ugh

"obviously an accomplished singer,

Shane still lias a voice coach and
teacher. "I have a teacher because I

need my teacher's eyes and ears."

She laughed as she said that a teacher

can detect "jaws that wobble in the

breeze and tongues that flap." Any
change in a singer's mouth position

can easily influence her sound.

Shane noted that hours of practicing

and woric may not always lead to huge
salaries. Some singers do nudte a
great deal of nioney, adding that,

"people will pay an unbelievable price

for names." A singer who earns a
decent fee must pay a tremendous
amount for expenses. According to

Shane, a singer must pay for

publicity, a manager and a teacher. A
manager receives twenty per cent of a
singer's fee for a concert and ten per

cent for an opera even if he was not

responsible for booking

The degree (rf a singor's fame and
therefore the amount of money she

will make is largely influenced by

reoovdii^pi. Juat as in the rock workl,

a racording star is always wanted for

oonoerts. "If you have someone

around who has made a lot of

reoonttngs, the demand to hear them

will be greater," Shane said. But since

many of the companiee who produce

operatic records are based in Europe,

recordings feature a large number of

European artists.

Shane, like many other American

singers, fe^ that American sin^rs

are "shafted." "When I was at La
Scala, every one ofmy coUegaues said

'Oh, I've been to the United States—

I've been to Dallas and Chicago and

I'm going to the Met in two years.'
"

This is particularly interesting

because it takes many American

sign«Y a lifetime to get to the

Metropolitan Opera.

A singer who must deal with

problems, practicing and memorizing

roles is under a lot of pressure. This is

compounded by the limits an opera

house places on a singer. Shane

revealed that she has done eight

leading roles at tiie Metrop<ditan

Opera House with one rehearsal. "For
my Met debut, I had been on the stage

only for a fall guild reliearsal." A
Guild rehearsal is tantamount to a
performance since guild members are

in the audience.
Siane may say that opera is "not a

nice bushiess," but her love for the

profession is evident in both her

performance and in her attitude.

Mimists combine fantasy^ music and comedy
by ItacyJennings

Bob Lawson and Jerry Prell

performed'their 'Illusions of Fantasy'

last Friday night at the Adams
Memorial 'Theater. A combination of

enorgy, skill and imagination worked
to nuke Cap and Bells' premiere
production a successful and enjoyable

event
Thefint act cfntained a series of

sUts based on children's fantasies.

Much of the mime here was original,

but, to a lesser degree, the company

depended on conventional mime acts.

One act was particularly outstanding

in both content and rendition, based
on Shakespeare's seven ages of man,
the act was outstanding especially in

its interpretation of old age. Facial

expression, an all important part of

mime, was used very well to portray

the old man's emotions.

Music played an important role in

the piwiuction as it helped to set the

moods of the acts. Ragtime was the

predominant form, but a computer

type of musical accompaniment
provided a haunting background for

an act dealing with human fears.

Technically, the only type of noise in a

mime show is this musical

background. In the second act

however the mimists occasionally

used their voices.

The second act was entirely

comedy. The use of voice was
carefully done and did not detract

fTom'tlie mime. Based on the deepest

fantasies found in mankind, this act

>l l^cc

j^c| Coh£ )iiroie.h q^of 1

1

^. S. 1^ (^. ?eo.4A- 3,o^

was successful in creating an
extremely favorable reaction from
the audience. "Dr. Jeckyl and Mr.
Hyde" —a series of blackouts
requiring audience participation-
created a high degree of Iqrsterical

laughter. But "Black Bart", "The
Flasher" and "Gynecologist" were all

very well received, too.

liiough the first act may have
contained the more interesting mimOi
the second act left the audience witti

their sides hurting. All said, Bob
Lawstm & Jerry Prell presenbed an
excellent show.

the
oldergieneiatkni

idessM.

cigaiette

smokmgisoiie!

AniofficcM
CancerSociety

Soprano Rita Shan* sppaara^ int
FrMay In Chapin Hall and also gave a
studio lectura-dlscussten m Saturday
morning.

Rita Shane shines

in varied concert
by Jackson Galloway

The proadmlty of Williamstown to
such major cultural centers as Boston
and New York gives Williams
students the opportunity to hear great
artists through The Thompson
Copcert jS«j|M.Thia year's opening
featured Rita Shane, soprano, in

concert with William Glazier, piano.
The program emphasized Shane's

versatility. Despite sleepy runs and
tempo in the Handel, Miss Shane
made an effortless transition into a
Faure sequence of five songs which
were followed by a i^ectacular aria
from Hamlet by Thomas. This
selection especially showcased the
excellence of her voice and technique.
The second grot^ of selections was

charactoized by lighter works not
usually Included in serious concert
rq>ertoire.

, Four Richard Strauss
lieder, hitended to be sung without
interruption, were marred on^ by
untime^ applause from the audience.
Miss SiuuM easily overcame this

burfite to highlight the concert with
her interpretation. Three selecticms
from operettas by F^aaz Lehar and
Johann Strauss led into an exuberant
finale, "Gutter and Be Gay" from
Bernstein's CandMe. Added to her
talent, Shane's virinning smile and
ingratiating style captivated an
enthusiastic audience. Her
performanoe was met with cheers and
loud applause,

Students interested in doing a
Wintw Study project in France on
contemporary French culture are
asked to attend a meeting on
Thursday September 38, in Room 10,

WeatonLangnageCenter, at7:00 P.M.
j

Participants muat (1) have at least an
intermediate knowledge of French
and (2) have taken or be taking a
course in the frcgch department.

JAPANESE

PAPER

lANTERNS

for us* with

existing

otiling lights

from«3.50
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Malle films premiere
For the next six weeks on Pridsy

and Sunday afternoom, tJw CUrii Art
Institute will l>e (eaturin^ a
documentary series produced by
Louis Malle and entitkd Piwalom
India. U Part I is any indicirtlaa. the
film is wdJ worth 8eeii«. It it a deeply
moving and sensitive portrayal not
only abeut India ixit also about the
problems that oonfrcot documentary
film-makers.

Blalle has made what he calls, "a
film of chance encounters." W^^aee
weddings and ceremonial dances and
political demonstrations. We also see
a number of things that are disturbing
to our own sensibilities such as the
monotonous spectacle of a man
placing large bricks side by side. In
another sequence, we watch a group
of vultures descend upon the carcass
of a water buffalo and gouge out its

eyes. "For us it was a tragec^." Malle
explains, "but for the Hindu, itwas an
everydayvoccurrence. '

'

Malle attempts throughout to be
conscious of his western outlook and
he successfully avoids _the
ethnocentric orientation which seeims
to pervade most documentary fihns.

"The seven films take the viewer on

an epic Journey, crammed with sights
and inaicbti, on not only basic topics
like the caste system, religion, the
city, poverty and the Impact «f
modernism, but also on those aspects
of life in India that seem to illumhiBte
the whole." The movie industiy, a
dancing school and a red light district
are among those tfah«B that are
spotlighted in the fifan series.

_ Each of the siev^ parts of Phantem
India will be shown twice, on Fridays
at 1:00 and the foUowii^ Sundays at

3:00 p.m The Friday showing are free
but there is a fifty cents admissions
fee fQT Sunday. The series is being
held hi conjunction with the major fall

exhibition at the Clark, "The Grand
Mogul: Imperial Painting in India
1600-1660, which will be open until
Sunday November 5.

The titles of each segment of the

film are as follows: Part One: The
Impossible Camera, Part Two:
Things Seen in Madras, Part Three:
The Indians and the Sacred, Part
Four: Dream and Reality, Part Five:
A Look at the Castes, Part Six: On the

Fringes of Indian Society, Part
Seven: Bombay—Ihe Future India.

Indian Art show opens at Clark

Youth Holding Narcissus, c.UlO by
Famikit Beg, on loan from the
collection of Edwin Binney 3rd, Is

featwrwd in the exhibition "Tht Grand
Moguli Imperial Painting in India

IMO-IMO" opening September 7* at
the Clark.

The Clark Art Institute's major faU
exhibition, The Grand Mogul:
Imperial Painting in India iWO-ltva,
began today after « public Offtiat
yesterday. The exhibition will
continue through Novembe>« 5.

Admission to the exhibition and' the
Clark is free.

The Iqidian paintings in the
exhibition, created In a period of
extreme opulence and wealth, are of
enormous artistic sophistication and
refinement. They were produced for
manuscripts and albums belonging to
the Emperors Jahangir and Shah
Jahan, the latter best known for his
construction of the Taj Mahal. Mu^l
painting in the early seventeenth
century is an exploration of the
physical world, its forms, textures,
and personalities.

The seventy-one paintings shown
include works by the major painters
of the period. One intention is to
provide means for the identification

and definitiaa of the individual styles
of each of these men through diract

comparisons. As well, maqy pages
dispersedtnm albuoks fonned by the
empenn have been itassembted for
the exhibition and will provide diieot
evidence for the intereste and taste cf
the Mughal rulem, and for tteh-
activity as patrons.

Thirteen American museums and
six private collectors are lending to
the exhibition, which has an
extensive, fully illustrated catalogue
by Milo Cleveland Beach, with
contributions by Stuart Cary Wekh
and Glenn D. Lowry. Inckided in the
catalogue will be annotated checklists
of works attributed to each of the
major artists discussed and lists of
known pages tram dispersed albums
and manuscripts. The catalogue will
be on sale for )12.»5.

The exhibition is supported by a
grant from the National Endowment
for the Arts m WasUngton,

Wolff, Gluck to read £rom works

the art of Escher

The adaptation of the fantastic

graphic art of M. C. Escher (1896-

1972) to solid geometric figures will be
the subject of the opening IBM
Lecture in the 197&-79 sories at

Williams College. Professor Doris
Schattschneider of Moravian College

in Bethlefaem, Pennsylvania, will give
a nontechnical presentation on the

nature of her adaptations and will

show slides of the models, many in

color. The public is invited to attend

the prograqi, which will be given in

Room 111 of the Biology building at

Williams tonight at 8:00.

Prof. Schattschneider explains that

the Dutch artist Escbei- "was an
ingenious planner of many surprises;

his graphic art fairly bursts with

cunnlntpy planned visual ^fects."

•Much of his graphic work involves

i

interlocking patterns of human
-"'figures,- animals, "pr fantastic^

creatures. '.'His art combines
hnaghiation and ingenuity and shows

;
his mastery of the mathematical laws

>which govern all such patterns.' The
' talk will discuss the natural evolution

I

of the solid figures decorated with

Escher designs.

Prof. Schattschneider will also give

a workshop on making Escher
"kaleidocycles," rotating geoinetric

forms she has invented to show the

interlocking patterns in continuous

motion. Tbe workshop will be held m
Room 104 Bronfman at 2:00
Wednesday afternoon; those

^attending should call 597-2438 for a list

I of the cbtnmon materials they should
^ bring.

The events are sponsored by the

IBM Lecture Grant in coqjunction

I
with the Williams Dqinrtment of

I Mathematics.

f alphabets and images
Tlw Chapin Library of Rare Books

is now sponsoring a major, exhibition,

"Alphabets and Images", continuing

through October 16. The manuscripts
on view, which have been selected

from the library's collections to show
how the letters of the alphabet have
changed over the years, range fh>m
as far back as the 9th centuryup to the

present day.

According to Wayne Hammond, *
staff librarian who selected maqy of

the exhibits, the tiUe for the display

was chosen for two reasons. "First,

because the letters ... are entities in

themselves and can be studied as'
such. But letters can be arranged to

form pictures—words senieades, and
so forth—images which can be
artistically executedWiOi imaginatton

and variety,"

Some of the items in the exhibition

have never been shown in the

Ubrtury's histoiy, including two early

lOth century French chrooicleo. The

works reflect all major styles of

printing used throughout the past and
present. Works by eminent European
and American calligraphers are all on
view.

The Chapin Library is located on the
second floor of Stetson Hall and is

open Monday through Friday from 9
am - noon and 1 pm - 5 pm. Everyone
is welcome and strongly encouraged
to view the exhibition.

Authors Geoffrey Wolff and Louise
Gluck will be the first writers to read
from their works in a new
Contemporary Writers Series at the
Sterling and Francine Clark Art
Institute on Wednesday, September
27, at 8:00 p.m. At each of the eight
Wednesday-evening sessions
scheduled from now through April,

1979, two writers, one of prose and one
of poetry, will read for about forty-
five minutes. They will also appear on
local college campuses to discuss
their work.

Geoffrey Wolff, nonficUon writer
and novelist, is author of Black Sun, a
biography of Harry Crosby ; his novels
are Bad Debts. The Sightseers, and
Inklings. His essays, stories, and

reviews have appeared in Newsweek^
The New York Tunes, Saturday
Review, Atlantic Monthly, Esquire,
New Republic, American Scholar, and
other periodicals. He has held
fellowships from the National
Endowment for the Humanities and
has twice tieen a Guggenheim Fellow.
Louise Gluck, poet, is the author of

Firstborn and The House on
Marsliland. Her awards include
grants from the Rockefeller
Foundation and the National
Endowment for the Arts. Her work is

represented in such anthologies as
The New Yorker Book of Poems,

Contemporary AsMrican Poets, and
New Voices In AnMrican Poetry. She
has taught at Goddard College, the

University of North Carolina, and the

University of Virginia, and is a
member of the visitli^ staff of the
Fine Arts Work Center In

Provincetown, Massachusetts.
Five area co^eges—gerkshim

Community, North Adams Staf»,

Simon's Rode, Southern Vermont, a(id

Williams—ar| coHsponsoring th£
series with the Clark Art Institute. On
Thursday, September 28, Geoffrey
Wolff wUI disoiss various aspects of

writhig at Williams College.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY

129 Water St.,

Willfamslmv

OPEN |O:OO-«:0O

Mon.-Sat.

'TIISiOOThurs.

New Albums on Sale at $4.99:

The Who "Who Are You"
Blue Oyster CuH "Some Enchanted
Linda Ronstadt "Back In the USA"
Arlo Guthrie "One Night"
Grover Washingtoh Jr. "Reed Seed"
A|.Stewert "lime P«»«»Bi»j'_ _
Styx "Plecwi of Eight"
Pablo Cruise^^'WorM't Away"
Heart "Dog end Butterfly"

Boston "Dont Look Back"
Frank Zapt>a "Studio Tan"

LINEN EXCHANGE NOTICE
Thank you all for bearing with us on the first hfvo exchanges — It now

becomes evident that we do not have to close down between 12:00 and

J:00, as there Was no congestion in the exchange area at that time.

Therefore the new ejtchange hours will be 8:00 a.m, to 3:00 p.m.

^
each Wednesday. Please be sure to exchange by 3:00 o'clock,

as we no longer have any way to exchange at our offlcel

thanks,

Drummoficf Linen Rental
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Class of '42 and Williams changed by WW II

kyKarlaKcttel

The year waa IMS. Nazi Germany
had united with Austria and would
sooD invade Ccechoalovakia. Japan
had started open war with China the

year before. Rooaevelt was in his

second term. A bottle of Coke cost a
iil<!kel and the 1 6th freshman class

entered Williams College.

The college opene^ offlclaU^ on
Sa^rday, September 17 in Jesup Hall

with an introduction by President

James P. Baxter. A busy orientation

week waa to follow. War was far from
everyone's mind.

Freshman week was spent like

many before. Meetings with
admhtiatrators and advisors filled odd
hours. The library offered a three-day

course in learning how to study in the

library. The college's literary

magazine Sketch even compiled a
questionnah*e designed "primarily to

discover the attitudes of freshmen on
controversial political, economic,
educational and current matters."

hing was the main event of the

to come,
ut there was a hint of the war.

President Baxter advised freshmen in

an article in the Record, "We aren't

here to teach you the techniques for

making money, but to help you
understand and enjoy life, with or
without money. The world you will

enter after four years . . . is an
imeasy world in large part because its

peoples have not learned the lessons

we hope you will learn here: self-

control, tolerance, a readiness to live

and let live, humanity and a just

appreciation of the importance of the

individual. They have failed to

develop what a good democrat
recently defined as a democracy of

the right sort, an artistocracy of the

sensitive, the considerate, and the

plucky."

The first rush weeks were over. 181

freshmen pledged themselves to

fraternities. The results of the Sketch

poll revealed that the class of '42 was
mooopolized by men t>elonging to the

"upper crust." The typical Williams

f^hman was an urban product with

conservative views but an
"iihexpected liberalism in anti-fascist

views." What did the new students

know? Very little, concluded Sketch.

Moat read only the sports page of

newspapers and many showed a poor

knowledge of historical figures and
fictional characters.

The year progressed and mention of

the war became more frequent in the

Record. In an interview in the October

14, 1938 issue of the newspaper. Dr. J.

Pitch King, professor of Chemistry
and an Oberlaender Fellow returned

from Germany, stated, "The German
financial structure is precarious and
IheNazis haVe a lieavyliatlonBl debt

. . . Hitler is an opportunist and
plays a game of diplomacy simply

because Germany cannot risk war.

She lacks the credit and raw
materials." Dr. King predicted, "The
Nazis don't want war."
But was was hardly the leading

news story. The Record continued to

write editorials urging freshmen to be

diligent in their studies. Most were;

only 50.9 per cent received a D or an E
in the first semester, a drop of 2.8 per

cent from the previous year.

However, senior year for the class

of '42 brou^t thewar closer. A survey

in October of 1941 showed that 43 per

cent of Williams students favored

immediate declaration of war against

the Nazis, while 27 per cent wanted a
repeal of the neutrality act.

American entered the war shortly

after the October survey. WitUn a

week after the Japanese attack on

Pearl Harbor, the U.S. was at war

with Japan, Germany and Italy.

Changes came quickly to the

campus. Five seniors joined the

armed forces in January. New
courses in Astronomy and Electronics

w«v added to the curriculum. An
a^lerated program was pit'oposed

but since it would be approved for the

summer of 1942, it would not affect the

class of '42. This was the last class to

go from Williams to the war without

special programs; it was the in-

between class.

The class of '42 had difficulties

trying to justify the continuation of

schoolwork while peers were fighting.

Support for their efforts came from all

sides, however.

David Maclay, an ex-Williams

student and an ensign'in the U.S.

Naval Reserve, stated in a special

"WUllama in the War" column.

"Exactly what good are two or three

years in a 'dusty town beneath old

Greylock' going to do if you're called

iqto active military service before

graduation? . . . This solid

intellectual background is what even

one year at Williams has to offer . .

.

To be a first class fighting man we
have got to have a mental

eq^bflum^an active faith in our

way of life."

An editorial in the same issue

offered more advice to the soon-to-

graduate student: "While Williams

men learn how to be soldiers at Camp
Devens and Fort Dix ... it would be

rotten for us not to buckle down to

doing our work with sacrifices and

determination equal to theirs."

Their sacrifices came quickly. A
mock air raid was planned; in March
the college held a practice blackout.

Athletics were curtailed and thrift

became the m^sage behind every

Record editorial.

But for the class of '42, the flrat WW
n class, none of these changes
mattered; they were planned for the
coming classes. The "aristi^cracy «f
the sensitive, the considerate and the
plucky" was faced with the task of
entering the war without the special
training the future Williams classes
were going to recdve.

On May 15,')M2 gas ratioc^ was
introduced hi 17 eastern states. On
Iifay 17, 134 members of the class ol
'42 graduated. By September 44 wok
in thearmed forces, including Prof. C.
Fredrick Rudolph, currently a
professor of History.

By the end of the war, 3055 Williams
men had served in the armed forces,

and 101 had died, among them at least

8 from the class of '42.

Roosevelt was dead, the Nazis had
fallen and Japan was recovering from
the atom bomb. But a bottle of Coke
still cost a nickel.

Food SerWce policy might change
The outcome of an inquiry by

Mission Park House presidents into

Food Service's party policy could

benefit all houses which use large

dining halls for parties.

Presently, Ross Keller, Director of

Food Service, requires that a Food
Service employee be present at such

parties. The houses must pay the

employee $60 for eight hours overtime

(last year $50) in addition to security

($21 each).

In a letter replying to house
presidents Dave Bennett (Pratt),

Dave Corcoran (Armstrong), and
Katherine Phillips (Dennett), Keller

reaffirmed his stance explaining that

the, employee can give access to the

broiom closet, ice machine, and walk-

in cooler, is ensured that tables and

chairs are "handled properly", and
watch the beverage area.

The presidents, in a letter sent

September 16, suggested that security

officers and or student monitors could

handle the duties of the food service

employee. Three security and two

student monitors patrol large parties

in dining halls. Besides the security to

prevent malicious damage to

equipment, the presidents also feel

that the new iron gate ^hich encloses

the kitchen acts as a substantive

deterrent. They argue that security

officers could give access to the walk-

in cooler and closet ijince they carry

master keys.

The employee does not assist in

clean-up; a B&G employee routinely

cleans the cafeteria every momiiig.
Food Service maintains jurisdiction

over the kitchen area while B&G
oversees the dining area.

Dodd residents can be heard
reminiscing about the "good old

days." Over the summer Dodd

became a "regular" dining haU, i.e.,

ID'S must be shown, portions

controlled, no left overs left out at

night

Keller explahied that Dodd "never
really has been considered a row
house by the college. He stressed the

casualness of the present ID system
which be feels must be tightened.

Every year the college loses an
estimated $35-40,000 to off-board

students and visitors who phenagle
meals. The system is complicated by
the facts that people can eat any in

any one of 15 places and that many
state driver's licenses resemble this

year's IDs.

The Uue chit is to accept the fact

that some people legitimately forget

their IDs not to accommodate those

who do not feel like carrying them,

said Keller. Students can cancel the

chits at Food Service's Baxter itffice

within 48 hours; weekends exempt.

'

Dodd also lost its chef, Pete
Brazeau, to Baxter. Pete Mantello,

formerly a^ Mission, replaced him.

About 17 such changes occurred over
the sununer, said Keller.

Graduate School

of Business Administration

A representative of the Graduate School of Business Administration will

beon campus /Monday, October 2, to dIscUss the Duke MBA Prodrwn.

Interested students may obtain further Information by contacting the

^flce of Career Counseling

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL

MBA PROGRAM

An Admissions Representative from
Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration

will be 6n campus

Monday, October 2, 1978

to meet with students interested in

the two-year MBA Program

Contact the

Career Planning and Placement Center

for more details and to sign up for

an information seision.

Harvard Business School is committed to

the principle of equal educational opportunity

and evaluates candidates without regard to

race, sex, creed, national origin or handicap.

ifc'
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Dodd holds the only student gallery
by Melle Rockefeller

Willianutown is justly famous for

Its two major art centers, the Clarfc

Art Institute and the College's
Museum of Art; but unknown to the

public is treasure trove hidden away
in Dodd House. The Dodd House
Student Art Gallery serves as a center

for exhibiting various art works of

Williams Students. Many different

exhibitions are on view dtviqg the

year, and the Williams community is

strongly encouraged to attend.

The Gallery, located in an aU-too-

small room (rff the Dodd living room
(on the right as you enter the house),

contains real intimations of the talent

latent in Williams students. Co-

director Jody Harrison '79

commented, "Since the conversion of

the Goodrich Hall gallery to

professional artists, this is the only art

gallery on campus open to works by
all students." She and co-director

Laurie Jones '79 intend to broaden

4be scope <tf the bi-monthly exhibits to

include samples of the Decorative
arts (needlework & quilting), works
by art historians, and Concq>tual or

Anti-war priest to

speak tomorrow
The Williams College Newman

Association will focus on Catholic

acttyism and Christian theology this

semester, opening its annual speaker
series with a ta& tomoiTow Iqr anti-

war priest Fr. Edward Murphy S.J.

Fr. Murphy, who was arrested

twice for his opposition to the Viet

Nam War, will speak on "Signs of

Hope" tomorrow at seven p.m. in the

Makepeace Room, Greylock.

Since the war's end, Fr. Murphy has
been active in anti-military and anti-

nuclear groups. His special interest is

"examining the religious roots d
resistance to secular authority,"

Fr. Joe Kane S.J. will speak Oct. 18

on his experiences as chaplain of the

New Ywk Cify prison' on Hiker's

Island and on the relation of his work
to "Christian lifestyles."

On Nov. 8, Sean S&mmon will

discuss Integrating religious

dimensions into everyday lifestyles.

He is a Marxist brother and
psychologist from the House of

Affirmation, New Haven, Conn.

: In Jaifcaiy, Fr. F'rtnk Scallen will

talk about his wraic as a "street

priest" with the Worcester Urban
Ministry Commission, There he
"ministers to oppreseed people both

by concern for them and by
advocating change in the structure

which keeps them in misery."

Also in January, Fr. Ed Zogby S.J.

will speak on the works of S. S. Lewis.

Fr. Zo^y is chairman of the

philosophy Department of LeMoyne
CoUege.

CLASSlEU^qiS

Pwrsonals

THE PROJBCT: Wednesday,
Stfit.ir, we. U:» p.m. Baxter
Hall Green - Rain or Shine.

ROLAND-Mlssed you SO MUCH
thissummerl Looking forward to

another big year I

—La Bella Dame

InterfireUve art. Also lined up are one-

man shows by Ajxfy Yang, Bait>

Bmst, Jeff Murray and Hyla Smitii.

Both directors emphasize that they

welcome ideas and miiterial for

display by anyone in the Williams

community.

"Watercokw", the current exhilHt,

is the product of last spring's studio

course. Although tiie exhibit wiH end

One //ve$ in Infirmary

.M

SHEET MUSIC
POP FOLIOS
ALBUM BOOKS

50 TOP HOT
SINGLE SHEETS

PERSONALITY .

FOLIOS '

• ALBUMS ^
14 hour call-in tarvicc (

for

Shtet Muiic intarmotion
andrequottt

4St-3040

Piano Shop
We SERVICE whol we sell

I IS S Id oil *«»*<" •»•""»> by opu I

tnaorrow, several works are worth
the trip to Dodd House. Joe Rudick, in

an ocpartmant in perspective and
dimenaioBB, has created a vision of a

bam as seen from everywhere at

once. And there is a renoarkable

abstract wait injoyous colors by Hyla
Smith. The opening of the next

exhibit, complete with wine and
cheese, will on Wednesday evening,

and should adl be miised.

wc

Crowding still afflicts Ephs
The housing shortage continues to be
a problem on campus, although
several people have moved out of

Mission Park living ro(Mns. PresenUy
seven women, all exchange students,

remain in living rooms, according to

Associate Dean Cris Roosenraad.

All of the men who had occupied
living rooms have been relocated,

except those who chose to remain in

place. Several tunings in housing
exist for men, but none for women.
Unless someone drops out or changes

rooms, the seven women cannot

move.

One male student lives in the

infirmary, according to Charles
Jankey, Director of Student Housing,

in a room, once used for student

housing. Jankey does not know how
long the student will remain there.

Roosenraad expects tliat one or two
rooms should open up, but feels that

most of the girls will have to remain in

the living rooms this semester. Next
semester, he explained, everyone will

be in liying rooms.

Her HAfiKr, THli rj some
BEHurtFui. iretco rov Prcic(0
UP ruts summiriii

{H<x4t.«s(,rr caxr
ou«4 *looa.

OH VfSH) '

you Don/'x tnint
If J Tu*» THU

m//////^///.

I"'" '"* """

... liol M (TUSIO TtMVrim.*,
uuULitvutLt oc<^ Ma vci.
3 SO («(»rr powtf Mi^ rwN
po>.^ rtmututts ^*m H ,
rutfi* rnm <-**> hm. trafawt
»«/ fitom ... V .

kCUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM GENERAL MOTORS

-HOWTO SAVE ONAUTO INSURANCE
A GOOD DRIVING RECORD CAN LOWER YOUR PREMIUMS. SO CAN HIGHER DEDUCTIBLES.

In many parts of the
countr\' the average cost of

car insurance has risen over
50^f in the past five years.

Liability insurance pro-

tects you against the claims

of others. Its cost, like that of

aiVy insurance, is based on

what the insurance company
has to pay in claims plus its

overhead. And the cost of

everylxKly's individual liabil-

ity insurance is inllati-d l)\

Jarge_a)urtJ^etll,eiiicjJLt£.iimL

e5(aggerated claims.

Although liabilitx insur-

ance is re(|uired by law in.r

man\' states, in light of the

trend toward higher settle-

ments, \<)u should Ix- suri'

that yoiu' coverage is adi'-

quate.

But in the "voluntary"

parts of \()ur car insurance-

collision and comprehensive

.

(fife and thefl)-liiiit^C()ver

'

physical (U\mage to your own
car, there are some things

you can do to lower your

insurance bill.

Safe drivers pay lower

premiums for both liability

and collision coverage. In-

surance rates are set that

way Ix^cause drivers with a

"good past history are less

likely to have accidents in the

future. Many insurance com-
panies define "safe drivers"

as those with two or less

moving traffic violations and
no "chargeable, at fault" ac-

cidents within the past three

years. Their jjremiums may
be as much as 2~Vf lower

You can often cut your
premiums for collision and
comprehensive by 2B% to

50Vc by raising your deduct-

ible. .\Iany ix'ople still ch(K)se

f111 l-c( )verage C( )mprehensive

and SlOO deductible collision

value of your car on the used-

car market, and your own
financial situation. If your
car is more than five years

old, it may not pay to buy any
collision insurance. If you do
have an accident, casualty

lossei^ over $100 that are
not reimbursed by insurance

coverage are tax deductible,

in many instances, providing

\ou itemize your tax-return.

TYI>ICiU.INSIIIIJIIICE niEMniMS FORA FDLl-SIZEjmMIILOM_-—,;^„^T,.„.

ATLANTA
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

WINNETKA. ill!
(suburb of Chicago)

FuH'Covfrm^oommhiiMtw
jnd SIOOdcducMbw coMUilon

Siii;d«d SatoOriM

$2^7 $201

$947 $711

$476 $358

$412 $311

$372 $280

S2M daduGlbto odiMmlMmiM
and >SM daducMbtooolWon

insiK.uK (' premiums drp based on many factors, including your age. thekind of car you OwnjndW(hai»
fUii live Hdies vary irorn corripany 10 company The figures abme do not tnclude ItaUMy coMraga.

coverage. That meaiis they

pay the lirst $100 on cotiiston-,

related damages and the in-

surance company pays the

rest. But just l<«)k what hap-

IXMis when vou increase the

deductibles to $200 on
comprehensive and $500 on

collision: In I^)S Angeles, for

example, the typical annual

premium for a siife driver

will drop from $:r>8 to $197.

The higher the deductible,

the lower the premium.' (See

the chart for more examijles.)

Of course, you assume
niore of the risk by choosing

higher deductibles. Us a i)er-

sonal decision that should be

l)ased on a thoroujjh evalua-

tion of the age of your car, the

We believe that if you
have enough information
you won't have to spend as

much money to own and
maintain a car. And that'll be

good for you and good for us.

This advertisement is part of

our continuing effort to give

customers usefitl information

about their cars and trucksand
the cotnpany that builds them.

General Motors
I V()i)Ie building transportation

to serve people

^i
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Class of '42 and Williams changed by WW II

byKarinKeUel
The year was 1938. Nazi Germany

tiad united witli Austria and would
soon invade Czechoslovakia. Japan
had started open war with China the

year before. Roosevelt was in his

second term. A bottle of Colw cost a
nickel (md the 1 6th freshman class

entered Williams College.

The college opened officially on
Saturday, September 17 in Jesup Hall

with an introduction by President

James P. Baxter. A busy orientation

week was to follow. War was far from
everyone's mind.
Freshman week was spent like

many before. Meetings with
admlnistratora and advisors filled odd
hours. The llbraiy offered a three^y
course in learning how to study in the

library. The college's literary

magazine Sketch even compiled a
questionnaire designed "primarily to

discover the attitudes of freshmen oo
controversial political, economic,
educational and current matters."

Rushing Was the main event of the

wedc to come.
But there was a hint of the war.

President Baxter advised freshmen in

an article in the Record, "We aren't

here to teach you the techniques for

making money, but to help you
understand and eqjoy life, with or

without money. The world you will

enter after four years ... is an
uneasy world in large part because its

peoples have not learned the lessons

we hope you will learn here;, self-

control, tolerance, a readiness to live

and let live, humanity and a just

appreciation of the importance of the

individual. They have failed to

develop what a good democrat
recently defined as a democracy of

the right sort, an artistocracy of the

sensitive, the considerate, and the

phicky."

The first rush weeks were over. 181

freshmen pledged themselves to

fraternities. The results of the Sketch

poll revealed that the class of '42 was
monopolized by men l>elonging to the

"upper crust." The typical Williams

freshman was an urban product with

conservative views but an
'"^unexpected liberalism iii anti-fascist

views." What did the new students

know? Very little, concluded Sketch.

Most read only the sports page of

newspapers and many showed a poor

knowledge of historical figures and
fictional characters.

The year progressed and mention of

the war became more frequent in the

Record. In an interview in the October

14, 1938 issue of the newspaper. Dr. J.

Fitch King, professor of Chemistry
and an.Oberlaender Fellow returned

from Germany, stated, "The German
financial structure is precarious and
the Nazis have a heavy national debt

. . . Hitler is an opportunist and
plays a game of diplomacy simply

because Germany cannot risk war.

She lacks the credit and raw
materials." Dr. King predicted, "The
Nazis don't want war."
But was was hardly the leading

news story. The Record continued to

write editorials urging freshmen to be

diligent in their studies. Most were;

only 50.9 per cent received a D or an E
in tlie first semester, a drop of 2.8 per

cent from the previous year.
However, senior year for the class

of '42 brought the war closer. A survey

in October of 1941 showed that 43 per
cent of Williams students favored

immediate declaration of war against

the Nazis, while 27 per cent wanted a
repeal of the neutrality act.

American entered the war shortly

after the October survey. Within a

week after the Japanese attack on

Peart l^arbor, the U.S. was at war
with JapRjaj Germany and Italy.

Changes came quickly to the

campus. Five seniors joined the

armed forces in January. New
courses in Astronomy and Electronics

were added to the curriculum. An
accelerated proghtm was proposed

but since it would be approved for the

summer of 1942, it would not affect the

class of '42. This was the last class to

go from Williams to the war without

special programs; it was the in-

between class.

The class of '42 had difficulties

trying to justify the continuatioti of

schoolwork while peers were fighting.

Sup|)9rt for their efforts came from all

sides, however.

David Maclay, an ex-Williams

student and an ensign in the U.S.

Naval Reserve, stated in a special

'Williams in the War" cohunn,

"Exactly what good sre two or three

years in a 'dusty town beneath oU
Greylock' going to do if you're called

into active military service before

graduation? . . . This solid

intellectual background is what even

one year at Williams has to offer . .

.

To be a first class fighting man we
have got to have a mental
equilibrium—an active faltR in our

way of life."

An editorial in the same issue

offered more advice to the soon-to-

graduate student: "While Williams

men learn how to be soldiers at Camp
Devens and Fori Dbc . . . it would be

rotten for us not to buckle down to

doing our work with sacrifices and

determination equal to theirs."

Their sacrifices came quickly. A
mock air raid was planned; in March
the college held a practice blackout.

Athletics were curtailed and thrift

became the message behind every

Record editorlsL

But for the class of '41, the first WW
n class, none of these chsnges
mattered; they were planned for the

ooming classes. Ttie "aristocracy of

the sensitive, the considerate and the
plucky" was faced with the task it

entering the war without the special
training the future Williams classes
were going to receive.

On May 15, 1942 gas rationing was
introduced in 17 eastern states. On
May 17, 134 members of the class of
'42 graduated. By September 44 were
in the armed forces, including Prof. C.

Fredrick Rudolph, currently a
professor of History.

By the end of the war, 3055 WUllanu
men had served in the armed forces,

and 101 had died, among them at least

8 from the class of '42.

Roosevelt was dead, the Nazis had
fall«i and Japan was recovering from
the atom bomb. But a bottle Of Coke
still cost a nickel.

Food Service policy mighf change
The outcome of an inquiry by

Mission Park House presidents into

Food Service's party policy could

benefit all houses which use large

dining halls for parties.

Presently, Ross Keller, Dii:ector of

Food Service, requires that a Food
Service employee be present at such
parties. The houses must pay the

employee $60 for eight hours overtime

(last year $50) in addition to security

($21 each).

In a letter replying to house
presidents Dave Bennett (Pratt),

Dave Corcoran (Armstrong), and
Katherine Phillips (Dennett), Keller

reaffirmed his stance explaining that

the employee can give access to the

broom closet, ice machine, and walk-

in cooler, is ensured that tables and

chairs are "handled properly", and

watch the l>everage area.

The presidents, in a letter sent

September 16, suggested that security

officers and or student monitors could

handle ttie duties of the food service

employee. Three security and two

student monitors patrol large parties

in dining halls. Besides the security to

prevent malicious damage to

equipment, the presidents also feel

that the new iron gate which encloses

the kitchen acts as & substantive

deterrent. They argue that security

officers could give access to the walk-

in cooler and closet $ince they carry

master keys.

The employee does not assist in

clean-up; a B&G employee routinely

cleans the cafeteria every morning.
Food Service maintains jurisdiction

over the kitchen area while B&G
oversees the dining area.

Dodd residents can be heard
reminiscing about the "good old

days." Over the summer Dodd

became a "regular" dining ball, i.e.,

ID'S must be shown, portions

controlled, no left overs left out at

night.

Keller explained that Dodd "never
really has been considered a row
house by the college. He stressed the

casualness of the present ID system
which he feels must t>e tightened.

Every year the college loses an
estimated $35-40,000 to off-board

students and visitors who phoiagle

meals. The system is complicated by
the facts that people can eat any in

any one of 15 places and that many
state driver's licenses resemble this

year's IDs.

The blue chit is to accept the fact

that some people legitimately forget

their IDs not to acctmimodate those

who do not feel like carrying them,

said Keller. Students can cancel the

chits at Food Sei*vice's Baxter office

within 48 hours, weekends exempt. ^
Dodd also lost its chef, Pete

Brazeau, to Baxter. Pete Mantello,

formerly at Mission, replaced him.

About 17 such changes occurred over
the sununer, said Keller.

Graduate School

of Business Administration

A representative of the Graduate School of Business Administration will

beon campus AAonday, October 2, to discuss the Oiiki MBA Proflram.

Interested students may obtain further information by contacting tha

Office of Career Counseling

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL

MBA PROGRAM

An Admissions Repreientative from
Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration

will be 6n campus

Monday, October 2, 1978

to meet with students interested in

the two-year MBA Program

Contact the

Career Planning and Placement Cen'tet

for more details and to sign up for

an inforaiation session.

Harvard Business School is committed to

the principle of equal educational opportunity

and evsluates candidates without regard to

race, sex, creed, national origin or handicap.
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Dodd hold$ the only student gallery
by MeUe Rockefeller

WilUuiutown ia Justly famous for

Ita two major art centers, the Clark
Art Institute and the College's

Museum of Art; but unknown to the

public is treasure trove hidden away
in Dodd House. The Dodd House
Student Art Gallery serves as a center

for exhibiting various art works ot

Williams Students. Many different

exhibitions are on view dtuing the

year, and the Williams community is

strongly encouraged to attend.

The Gallery, located in an all-too-

snudl room off the Dodd living room
(on the right as you enter the house),

contains real intimations of the talent

latent in Williams students. Co-

director Jody Harrison 79
oonunented, "Since the conversion of

the Goodrich Hall gallery to

professional artists, this is the only art

gallery on campus open to works by
all students." She and co-director

Laurie Jones '79 intend to broaden

the scope of the bi-montlily exhibits to

include samples of the Decorative

arts (needlework & quilting), works
by art historians, and Concq;>tual or

Anti-war priest to

speok tomorrow
The Williams College Newman

Association will focus on Catholic

activism and Christian theology this

semester, opening its annual speaker
series with a talk tomorrow 1^ anti-

war priest Fr. Edward Murphy S.J.

Fr. Murphy, who was arrested

{tf/ice for his oppoeitipn to the Viet

vNun War, will speak on "Signs of

Hope" tomorrow at seven p.m. in the

Makepeace Room, Greylock.

Since the war's end, Fr. Murphy has
been active in anti-military and anti-

nuclear groups. His special interest is

"examining the religious roots of

resistance to secular authority."

Fr. Joe Kane S.J. will speak Oct. 18

on IM experiences as chaplain of the

New Yoric City prison on Hiker's

Island and on the relation of his woric

to "Christian lifestyles."

On Nov, 8, Sean S&mmon will

discuss integrating religious

dimensions into everyday lifestyles.

He is a Marxist brother and
psychologist from the House of

AffirmajUmi, New Haven, Crain.

in January, Fr; Frank Scallen will

talk about his work as a "street

iriest" with the Worcester Urban
Ministry Commission. There he
"ministers to oppreseed people both

by concern for them and by
advocating change in the structure

wUcb keeps them in misery."

Also in January, Fr. Ed Zogby S.J.

'fWill speak on the works of S. S. Lewis.

~Pr. Zogby is chairman of the

I^OBophy Department of LeMoyne
College.

I
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THE PROJECT: Wednesday,
Sept. 27, ms. 13:30 p.m. ftaxtoT

Hall Graen - Rain or Shine.

ROLAND-Mlssad you SO MUCH
this summer! Looking forward to

another big year I

—La Bella Dame

Interpretive art. Also lined up are one-

man shows by Andy Yang, Barb
Ernst, Jeff Murray and Hyla Smith.
Both directors emphaslxe that they

welcome ideas aiid miiterial for

display by anyone in the Williams

community.

"Watercolors", the current exhibit,

is tlie product of last spring's studio

course. Although.the exhibit will end
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tomorrow, several works an worth
the trip to Dodd House. Joe Rudiok, in

an expartmeot la perspective and
dimenskMiB, has created a ylalon of a
bam as seen from everywhere at

ooce. And ttaare is a remarkable
abatract work in Joyouscokn by Hyla
Smith. The oponing of the next

exhibit, complete with wine and
cheese, will on Wednesday evening,

and should not be misaedr '

wc

Crowding still afflicts Ephs
The housing shortage continues to be
a problem on campus, although
several people have moved out of

Mission Park living rooms. Presently
seven women, all exchange students,

remain in living rooms, according to

Associate Dean Cris Roosenraad.

All of the men who had occupied
living rooms have been relocated,

except those who chose to remain in

|dace. Several openings in housing

exist for men, but none for women.
Unless someone drops out or changes

rooms, the seven women cannot

move.

One male student lives in the

infirmary,, according to Charles
Jankey, Director of Student Housing,

in a room, once used for student

housing. Jankey does not know how
long the student will remain there.

Roosenraad expects that one or two
rooms should open up, but feels that

most of the girls will have to remain in

the living rooms this semester. Next
semester, tie explained, everyone will

be in living rooms.
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IGUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM GENERAL MOTOR!

HOWTO SAVE ONAUTO INSDRAN6E
A GOOD DRIVING RECORD CAN LOWER YOUR PREMIUMS. SO CAN HIGHER DEDUCTIBLES.

In many paf'ts of the
country the average cost of

car insiircince has risen o\er

SO'^f in the ])ast five \ears.

IJabiUty insurance pro-

tects you against the claims

of othersrits cost, like that of

aiiy insiirahce, is base(l on

what the insurance company
has to pay in claims plus its

overhead. And the lost ol

everylxKly's individual liahil

ity insurance is injlaU'd l)>

exagKcrated claims.

Although liabiliu insui

ance is re(|uired !)>• law ii

many states, in light of the

trend toward higher settle-

ments, you should be sure

that your coverage is ade-

quate.

But in the "voluntary""

parts of >()ur car insurance-

collision and comprehensive

(fire and theft)--that rover
physical damage to your own
car, Ihere are some things

yoir Tail do to lower your

insurance bill.

Safe drivers pay lower

premiums for both liability

and collision coverage. In-

surance rates are set that

way l)ecause drivers with a

g(KKl past history are less

likely to have accidents in the

future. Man\- insurance com-

panies define "safe drivers"

as those with two or less

moving traffic violations and
no "chargeable, at fault" ac-

cidents within the past three

\ears. Their premiums may
i)e as much as 2.^*"f kmer

You can often cut your
premiums for collision and
comprehensive by 26% to
501?^ by raising your deduct-

ible. Alany ix'ople still ch(K)se

lull-coverage comprehensive
and $1(K) deductible collision

value of your car on the used-

car market, and your own
financial situation. If your
car is more than five years

old. it may not pay to buy any
collision insurance. If you do
have ah accident, casualty

lossesi over $100 that- :]?rre-

not reimbursed by insiirance

coverage are tax dediictible,

in many instances^ providing

N'ou itemize your taxYetum.

TVnCJlL INSOIUUICE PREMHIMS iOilA FDUrSlZC V7IMOHiai

ATLANTA
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
SANTA FE

WINNETKA. ILL.
(suburb ol Chicago)

and SHW<Muc«M« eoHiaton
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Langnage enrollments increase in spite of trend

College fulfills town's requests
ContlnuMi from Pagt 1

Dewey House members will remain
affiliated with their present social
gnHq>ing, which for twelve of the
women is Dodd House.
The college intends, to sell Dewey

House, Roosenraad said, which in the
past had also l)een used for faculty

CEP debates
Continued from Page 1

statistically insignificant.

Thecommittee may also discuss the
|;CoUege'a policy towards giving
r^'Advanced Placement credit to
entering freshman. Moomaw said, "If
Williams has a policy of not giving AP

^(redit that could have a serious
^|iinpact on admissions. On the other
~pBind, if we give too much credit, we
I'may be undermining our educational
(fission and our curriculum."
- Moomaw added, "The committee is

prepared to discuss any burning
issues of educational policy. Smith
stated, "it should be a busy fall for the
committee.

residence.

Exhibiting a gesture of cooperation
between the town and college, Career
Counseling Officer Jeffrey Wood
enforced the college's policy of
student noninterference in competing
with a town business over that
business's major line of merchandise.
BiU Childs '81 and Matt St, Onge '81

had planned to begin a Boston Globe
delivery service until notified by
Wood that their venture would be in
direct competition with The
Newsroom (Spring Street).

Wood said it was an academic
question as to whether or not Childs
and St. Onge would put The
Newsroom out ot business, but did cite
a similar incident four years ago when
students started a New Yorh: Times
delivery service. Subsequent Times
purchases at The Newsroom dropped
25 per cent.

"The college wishes to encourage
student businesses for student
recogniz^ groups," Wood said, "but
when it involves private ones we have
to watch closely."

fcyJ«toPavacte
Foreign language enroJlmmiU

appear to be impraviag thia year,
according to WcMoq Ui«iMge Center
Coordiiutar Ognttiee Hauoa.
HaiMon, in her ffarat year as

coordinator, said Ifae riM ww a
distinct reversal of the treads of the
lIMO's when enroUnwnls dropped in
response to the abotttton of forai^
language requrements. Some sections
this semester were so large that "we
tud to move two eiasaea out cf
(Weston)," she said. New languages
will not be offered, Hanson said,
because present classes are relatively
"small"
David Booth, Associate Provoat,

said he did not have this year's
enrollment figures, but had a
pessimistic view on foreign languages
at Williams, He said the "overall
enroUment for the past seven or eight
years has been bleaic." Booth cited the

small size of Williams, financial
problems, and lacic of student interest
as reasons for the poor development
of foreign languages on campus.

Booth said that course oOttiagt in

foteigii languages were fewer In

number than those of other schools,

lite sixe of the foreign 'ngiHigf
faculty, he added, is 'frosen." An
increase in either of the above,
however, would lead to higher tuition

for students and greater costs to the
College. Student interest in present
coones is weak. Booth asserted. Even
if the department offered attractive
and unusual languages tike Chinese or
Arabic, he questioned whether
student interest would be sufficient to
warrant offering them.
George Pistorius, Chairman of

Romanic Languages, said enroUment
in his department was remaining
steady. He noted that there has been a
shift from high enrollment in upper
level literature courses to higher
enrollment in introductory and
intermediate courses this year.
Pistorius said it was the "first time in
ten years we were obliged to open a
second intermediate section."
However, new students are currently

"less advanced in their language

preparation prior to enterina
Williams."

^
He said the Romantic Languge

Department has "outstanding
teachers and outstanding students"
who have a devotion to the language
Pistorius added that Us department
was forced to offer less variety titan
similar Romanic language
departments at Smith, Welleiley, or
Mt. Holyoke, for example, because of
its "smallness."

The Acting Chairman of German
and Russian, Michael Katz, said that
Qerman enrollment is now beginning
to improve after a series of upheavals
in the department's teaching staff. He
noted a large rise in Russian
enrollment, though fewer students
were entering the program with a
high school background in the
language. Katz, who twelve years ago
was one of two graduatii^ Rimian
majors at WiUiams, attributed the
increase in interest to the use of the
popular new Lipson test,
individvalized instnictipn, and the
fact that the Russian Club is the most
active of the clubs on campus.

College Council hears committee recommendatioiis

The Record will run clautfleds at 20c per line. Deadline Is 3 p.m. on Sundays
Total amount due MUST accompany this form. AAall or bring In person to
pMslfl^, TheWmiams^ee^ Wlillamstown, Aftass. 01267

PHONE

Continued from Page 1

whose names, if approved by the
Council, will be submitted to

President Chandler. The Council can
only recommend, however; President
Chandler makes the final decision on
the two additional members.

The issue of College investments in
corporations operating in South
Africa appeared again when
members of the Williams Anti-
Apartheid Coalition (WAAC) spoke
renouncing the Trustees' summer
statement on the College's
shareholder responsibilities. Jackie
Wilson '79, representing the WAAC,
called the statement "inefficient and
ambiguous." Fellow WAAC member
Steve Magee '79, in an effort to "get
people thinking again", urged
continued student activity oh the
issue, saying that such activity is

"good for the College in that it

broadens its focus." To educate
freshmen about the apartheid
situation and the issue on campus,
Magee reported, members of the
WAAC will be visiting freshmen
entries for informal discussions.
The Council voted, on the

recommendation of- Housfng
Committee member Rusty Case '80, to
add two positions to the Housing
Committee, one to be filled by an

exchange student, the other by either
an exchange or transfer. This would

create a new social co-ordinating

committee composed of house
presidents andCouncil
representatives, rather than simply
house social chairmen, as in the past.
The committee would study house
social calendars and try to resolve
conflicts of parties and other events.
In an unrelated vote, the Council
passed the new rules of order which
were proposed last week.

"Many students feel they aren't
getting a true liberal arts education at
Williams," David §chwartz '81, a
member of the Working Committee cf
the CEP, told the CouncU. The
Conunittee, he said, is reviewing the
non-major part of the curriculum,

hoping to bring possibilities for
change to the faculty. The CEP has

been very receptive, to new ideas,

Schwartz reported, but as yet all
proposals remain vague.

The next Cdlege Council meeting
is Wednesday, Sept. 27 at 9:00 P.M.
in 3 Griffin. Everyone, is welcome;
Agenda:
Forum Topics

Student Life Cnnmittee - initial

report

Student Education Committee -

initial report

Motion on swastikas

Elections Committee

Ffaiance Cmnmittee

New Business

To add to the agenda, contact
Bronson Fargo orMichad Lissack.

1

Finance Committee keeps track of cash

WELCOiyiE BACK!
We hop« you had an enjoyable summer! Whi!e you
were away we haye introcluced

:

SHERWCX)D
SHARP
ROTEL
SANYO

to go along witli our top selling lines:

JVC
SONY
HITACHI
SPECTRO-ACOUSTICS

Continued from Page 1

The Conunittee is now woricing on a
list of proposed allocations which it

wiU present to Cowicil by November
1. At that time, the Council vrill vote on
each grant. More than $109,000 from
the $56 tax paid by each student will

be distributed to campus
organizations.

In the next few weeks, each grotip
will fill out a grant application
indicating how much teoney it wants
and on what it plans to spend it. The
monitor, after examining available
information about the group, will

present the appucation to the Finance
Committee. Each organization will
not have to meet with the ComiAittee.
Jficordiogto DarreliMcWwrler, ftia^
«ill probably save a lot of time.

Individuals, for the first time this
year, may also request money from
the College Council for projects that
would benefit the college. A student
has abeady applied to decorate the
lounge in the basement of Sawyer
library. Persons interested should
contact Bronson Fargo, President of
C.C.

WHY NOT get that stereo youVe been wanting?

10 per cent discount for Williams students with ID

SPECIAL! WEEK SALE
(Sopt.M-OcMMrl)

BUY 3 MmvMll tapes and
GETONE PREEI (with

Williams ID)

Freshmen ni^
for gift with

redeem coupon
first haircut

VILLAGE COIFFURES
Our staff stylized haircuts

for guys and gals

Shampoo, haircut, blowdry 8.50

m tarn snm. wamm im.mmm} - hmit^

haircut
5.50

Located across from Dewey House,

comer of Southworth and Main Streets

Open AAon.-Sat.

Tues. and Thurt. evenings

Appointment suggested 45ft-93i8
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A« Radio Shack

AT
THE RECORD STORE

GRAND OPENING SALE
29.95

NOW 25.85

SAVE 4.07

STA-78 22 watts per channel, minimum
RMS at a ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with no
more than 0.5 per cent total harmonic
distortion.

279.95 NOW 179.95 SAVE 100.00

Portable CassetteHecorder
Built-in Condenser Mike
Auto- Level for Perfect-

Volume Voice Recordings

STA-235B 55 watts per channel, minimum
RMS at 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with no
more than 0.3 per cent total harmonic
distortion

429.95 NOW 299.95 SAVE 130.00

OPTIMUS
T-lOO

159.95 ©a.

now 99.95 ea.

saye60.00

true
floor system
combining

elegance and
concert-hall

sound

Beautiful "Decorator" System. Heavy-'
Magnet 10" Woofer Plus Two 3" Tweeters!
129.95 Ea NOW 64-97 Ea SAVE 64.98

Elegant AM-FM Stereo-Phono
Component Sound, Compact Pritfe
Full-size Changer with Cueing
8-Track or Cassette Input
Dust Cover Included

SCT-14, Dolby cassette deck—a tremen-
dous hi-fi value.

159.95 NOW 109.95 SAVE 50.00

And
much

AM-FMVHF.jy Audio Digital

Coversi AMand FM plus TV Sound on VHF
Channets 2 through 13.

With earphone for Private Listening

59.95 NOW 29.97 SAVE 29.98

more
Savings on CB's-car stereo- TV gomes

SPECIAL RECORD SALE
LARGE GROUP OF BEST SELLERS

7.98 List Now 4.69

Including Bob Dylan, Billy Jqpl,

James Taylor, Dan Foge/berg,

Al Dinneola, Meafloaf
and many more

stop in for our
Get Acquainted

Gift

Free Battery Club
Card

One Battery Each Month
For One Year

off Spring St.

doily 10:00 - 5:3|

Thurt. til 8:00

Williomttown

458-5418

Mottor Chorgo

First Chorgo

Vito

#
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The problem with WUItenu U that it

doe* not have the nime recognltUn of

Harvard. WUUaou is aa fine as aoy
school in the country, hut it does not

have the name that anyone would give
a lot of respect toand tUnk, "Geez, he
mutt be a braini

"

One night I showed up at a semi-
formal party (in quarter-formal
fashion). I had not bothered to change
my clothes after mowing the lawn.

However, I did scrape the wet grass
that had caked into the treads of my
P.F. Flyers. ^-—._

There were many people at this

party which was h«Jd in a very
elaborate parlor: About half the crowd
consisted of "When-l-was-your-age"
adults who thought that they had
made it The other half were high

school graduates who were constantly

comparing board scM'es.

Feeling a little uncomfortable, I

slipped into a small circle of guests
with mixed drink glasses cocked euid

ready to tilt when they could not think

of anything intelligent to say. A red-

faced nan n^xt to me was talking

about hla klttfaig on the stock market,

and evaryoM else was Ustoolng with

polite boredom. My eyes wandered
and looked at the kid across me. He
was dressed as if he already owned
the Chaae-ManhattBb

The baring mat finished his story

and everyone sighed. He looked at his

drink, took a sdf( sip, and looked

casually over at Qie junior banker.

"Whare are you going to school,

Christopher?"

"Princeton," the young banker

replied in a haughty UMW.--.^»vf >

"Oh," the red-fac^ man said with

great respect, and took another sip of

his drink. Thinking of another
question, he leaned back and asked,

"Christc^her, what are you going to

do with your life?"

"I'm going to be a biomedical

anthropromengimologlBt, majoring at

college in everything," he replied hi

one breath and lifted his ginger ale to

his lips. He had answered this

question to similar people several

hundred, timea. His eyeglasses were

so thick that he ofUyi uised them to

start fires.

"Oh," sald^ the red-faced man
wanting to know.whatjhat occupation
was, but not Wanting to show his

intellectual inferiority. Instead he
looked for someone ^tte whose future

he could plan and hi9 eyes hooked onto
my grass-stained cljothes.

"Where are you going to college?"

"Williams."

"Do you mean Wyiiam and Mary?"
"No, WiUiams." /

"Where exacUy is this schooif?"

"It's in the northwest- corner of

Massachusetts.^
'

' >

"What city is it in?"

"WUIiamstown." ^ '

"What aoeryoy going to miajor in?"

"I don't know yei, but possibly

English." .

"Are you going to take any
Economics?"

"I wasn't planning on it."

"Well let me give youia little piece

of advice. English is fine for your
spare time,, but-tf you're going to

make it in this w(yld,.you had better

MbiintaliieeriEig^a

METHODOUXnr

f Mountaineering, as all but the chronically misinformed know, is the sioll, the
science and the art of drinking Busch Beer. It begins by heading for the mountains
(i.e., a quickjaunt to your favorite package emporium or

""

wateringhole ) and ends by'downing the moimtains ( i e
,

"^low slaking swallows of the brew that is Busch ).

*3I However, between those two points lies a vast area
ofpersonal pecc£i4WQessonietiiiies
and sometimes caJled methodology (depending on
your mfgor). Hence, this ad. <! Sipping vs. chugging.
Both have their merits, ofcourse. But generally speak-
ing, except for cases of extreme thirst or a leaking
glass, sipping is the more prudent practice for serious.
sustained mountaineering. <3I Next, the proper posi-

tion. Some
swear by sit-

ting; others by
ir^jTcwar
q. JH±

y

•v standing. Suffice it to say that the most successful
moimtaineers are flexible, so you'll find
both sitters and standers.
( Except on New Year's Eve,
when it's almost impossible
to fmd a sitter) «3I Which
brings us to additives. Occa
sionally a neophyte will
sprinkle salt in his Busch;
others mix in tomato jmce;
and a few on the radical
fringe will even add egg.
While these manipulations

can't be prohibited (this is, after all, a free coimtry ), they are
frowned upon. Please be advised that purity is a virtue, and the
natural rdlreshment of Busch is best uncompromised.
*I PlnaJly, there's the issue of containers. Good taste dictates a

glass be used But bad planning sometimes prevents that. Ifyou
nnd yourself forced to drink from the can,you should minimize
this breach of etiquette. Be formal. Simply let your little finger
stick out stiffly (see Fig. 4 ). Happy Mountaineering!

lDQn-t1ufltrttanhfhPft.h»flT>l iHeadfopthfiiMintai]

take something practical, like

Economiiis." He paused a few secowH
to let it sink in. "What are you going to

do with your life anyway?"
"I don't know."
The red-faced roan's face turned

redder and he looked away with
obvious disgust. The Ivy league junior
banker was snickering. I was
seriously contemplating transferring

to Yale.

"What are you called? The WiUianu
whats?" Mr. Princeton giggled.

"Ephs," I replied.

"The ephs!" the boy broke intiT'

hysterical laughter. Everyone was-
coughing up their drinks and their ice -.

cubes clanked against the sides of

their glasses. "What's an eph?"
"You don't know what an eph is?" I

asked in amazement. Everyone shook
their heads. "Does anyone know what
a snipe is?" The response was the

same. "An eph is very similar to a
snipe. It's a white bird with green
glowing eyes. It can't fly but it runs
faster than a roadrunner. They are

great to hunt."

"You hunt these birds?" the red-

faoed man demanded.
"By all means. You go in the middle

of the night. I'll give you a paper sadc
and you wait while I (bive them
towards you out of the bush. Once you
catch them, they make great pets. As
a matter of fact, I was planning to go
eph hunting tonight. Would all of you
like to come along?" Everyone
agreed and the plans were made. I left

the party trying to contain myself.

The red-faced man. finished his

drink and looked over the group,
stating h> his wisest voice, "You
watch that kid. He's the kind of person

that people take advantage of."

from OCC
GEORGETOWN LAW: Wed., Sept.

27, 9-11. No lunch.

OCC SUBJECT INTRODUCTORY
SESSIONS: 3:30 PM., Sept. 27 -

Education (Teaching) & Social

Servi^; 3:30 PM, Sept. 28 - LAW
SCHOOL APPLICATION
WORKSHOP: Discussion of the

application process, resources and
procedures for Seniors applying to

Law School.

ERNSTAND ERNST? In N.Y.C. is

sponsoring an Internship program
for January. Any student
interested in Accounting may
come and see Fatma Kassamali at

:-OCC.
•

-:.--.„^.^^^-^~v-
=.——

-

AMERICAN-SCANDINAVUN
'

FOUNDATION: offers awards to

outstanding American men,
women graduates for advanced
study in. the Scandinavian
countries in their fields of

specialization. Awards of iq> to

^000 per year are offered. See OCC
for details.

THE GEORGE MARSHALL
MEMORIAL FUND IN
DENMARK: 15-20 awards are

available for graduate or qualified

undergraduate students to stutly in

Denmark. Programs offered in

labor organization, trade, and
other professional studies. OCC
has mare ihfmtnatlon.

the

Tonight

is

Sophomore

night
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Students resurrect activism at the College
kySUMMud

Activlain at WilUana. whicb c«m
•ttv* iMt winter after a Mvao-y«ur
alacp^ oonttaiMa to tprcad through tfaa

tudent community this (aU, at
evidenced by the spot ct new
crganliatlonB which have formed <n
campus this fall.

The new groups—the Northern
BerliBhire Alternative Energy
Coalition, the - Wliliams
Environmental Action Group, and a
local chapter of Amnesty
International—fill gapa in the matrix

of radical or alternative action

organizations that existed last year.

TiM AJtamalive Enargy CoaUtion

conalsta of students and town
rtaldenls who plan to wott with New
England's anti-nuclear Clamahell
Alliance and the Williams Action

Coalltioo. The WAC ptams to focus Its

activities ttiis y«tr on nuclear power
and altamatlve energy.

The town-gown mix reportedly has
caused - strains in the group.
Townspeople recently formed the

group, and sought students early this

month. They also have formed
Clamshell affinity groups. While some
ao to 80 students have Joined the

group, many are wary of tlie

oommltmcol and tight organisation

forming a third affinity group would
require.

StiU, theWAC plans to brii« several

speakers and films to campua this fall

exploring the ri||| of nuclear power
plants. Many students also plan to

participate in a blockage of the

-wnfinJehed Seabroek nuelenr power
station when the power company
attempts to ship in the heavy reactor

core by sea later this year.

The group will meet tonight at seven
p.m. in 106 Bronfman to plan further

Environmental action group forms here
In anj; large instihition, ^^{jlicts

between apparent ideals and actual

practice, alQiough frequent, are often

needless ones. One such conflict exists

between the justifiable pride the

college community takes in its

physical surroundings and the current

state of a recycling program .on

campus. Although "I hear the

mountains are doin' fine," any
effective recycling program is

virtually non-existent at this pmnt.

With regard to this specific problem
and other related discrepancies, the

Williams Environmental Action
Group has been formed to foster

awareness and promote action on
environmental issues both within and
outside of the College community.
Meeting every Wednesday at 7:00

p.m. in Dodd House living room, the

groiqt found the recycling issue to be

one of the first points raised at their

initial meeting.

The general feeling of group
members is that it should be the

College's responsibility to create a

workable and po-manent recycling

program that will make use of

WiUiamstown's, own channels for

recycling bottles and newsprint. Last

year, the Committee on Campus
Environment published a booklet on

recycling but has subsequently
dissolved. Furthermore, the three

bins previously used to recycle glass

are currently filled with debris
iiit:luding cans and newsprint Not
only does this illustrate the current

state of the problem, but this pmnts to

a larger aspect, namely that students

graduate, committees change, and
programs fall by the wayside.

And yet, with the College adding
some 1800 individuals to

WiUiamstown's population each year
with proportional increases in

recyclable waste products (especially

green bottles which, from what I hear,

are currently being recycled only on

Mission Paric stairwells), it has a

clear-cut responsibility to integrate

its waste production with the pre-

existent town facilities for recycling.

Towards that end, the WEAG
proposes that depositories for all glass

88 well as newsprint be set up in each

house for Buildings and Grounds to

|x-ocess through the town's facilities

(which, incidentally, are located

immediately beliind B and G's plant)

.

At press time, several group
members were meeting with the

foreman of B and G as well as the

Head of Student Housing and
President (handler to discuss the

possibility of such a system.

Sophomore Charles Kul>ert, a co-

leader in charge of investigating the

recycling issue for WEAG, said that if

such a proposed system gained a

large response, it could eventually

become feasible to set up large

central bins, like those the town uses,

(HI campus for direct pickup by
recycling flrmsTRubert Eas also said

that WEAG wiU look into the

possibility of recycling cans from
dining halls and selling food waste to

local pig farmers, as was once done.

But finally, on a more general note,

the WEAG is currently becoming

involved in a wide variety of

environmental issues including the

RARE n wilderness preservation bill,

the Alaskan Coalition, the

Endangered Species Act, and will join

with the Williams Action Coalition on

the nuclear power issue. Interested

students are encouraged to attend the

weekly meetings or to contact Grant

Parker, '81 for more details on any

specific subject. Bruce J. Palmer '81

strategy.

The Environmental Action Group,

formed two weeks ago, is focusing on

both national and campus Issues.

Members are planning to revive the

campus recycling program, as well as

work with other groups against

nuclear power. They are working to

hifluence legislation in Congress—
primarily the Endangei«C3)Species

Act—by urging letter-writing

campaigns among students and
faculty.

Applying the same strategy to the

U.S. Forest Service, the group hopes

to press for the creation of more
wilderness areas in national forests

undo: the on-going Roadless Areas

Review and Evaluation (RARE II),

especially for protection of areas in

the nearby Green and White
mountains of Vermont and New
Hampshire. The group meets
tomorrow at seven p.m. in the Dodd
House Living Room:
Also tomorrow at seven p.m. will be

the organizational meeting of a local

chapter of Amnesty International.

The group is expected to spotlight

Local Amnesty chapter will

be established at Williams
A local chapter of Amnesty

International the worldwide human
rights movement which won the Nobel

Peace Prize in 1977 for its work, is

going to be set up on the Williams

College campus.
Amnesty International is an

independent, apolitical organization

which works through the mobilization

of world public opinion to effect the

release of "Prisoners of Conscience,"

and the complete aboUtion of torture

and the death penalty. Prisoners of

Conscience are individuals

imprisoned by reason of their

political, religious, or other

conscientiously held beliefs, or by
reason of their ethnic origin, color,

language, or sex, provided they have
neither used nor advocated violence.

Today, in more than 100 countries,

well over half a million Prisoners of

Conscience are being punished, often

tortured, solely for their race.

religion, or ideas.

Amnesty's success rests on its

ability to mobilize its world-wide

membership to write letters on tMbaU
of these Prisoners oi Conscience. The
effectiveness <tf this massive letter-

writing campaign can be measured by
the fact that m almost SO p6r cent of

the cases undertaken by AI, the

prisoner's situation has definitely

improved (torture stopped, visits

allowed, outright release, etc.)

There will be a short organizational

meeting for all those interested m
Amnesty International at 7:00 P.M.

Wednesday night hi Room A of

GreyloA. __^

THE ROCKY HORROR
PICTURE SHOW

wittt: -— -„— .-

MEATLOAF
TIM CURRY
SUSAN SARANOON

and
THE AAAN WITH NO NECK

AT

IMAGES CINEMA
Every Friday thru October

Sept. 29- 11:15

Oct. «• 11:15

Oct. 13- 11:45

Oct. 20- 11:15

Oct. 27 - 11:15

As uiual,«dmiuloft will be Mi price

for those In costume

vtolatiooB of human rights in the U.S.

as wdl as abroad. It is meeting hi

Greylock A.

The WiUiams Aati-Apartheid

Coalition, a group whidi last spring

brought some national attention to

WUIiams, has resumed lU work.

Members have already staged a, vigil

march on the second anniversary of

Steven Biko's death.

WAAC organizers plan to contest

the decision of the trualeet on

Williams' investment in businesses

operating tai South Africa through

campus o[iinlon. To this end they have

begun a re-education campaign with

all-campus leaflettings and talks in

freshman entries. The group meets

Sundays at 7:30 p.m. in M<ury Hubbell

house.

The Thursday Night Coiilition,

which last year was the focus of

det>ate between most of the activist

groups on campus, has lost members
to the separate organiaatioos. 'The

remaining IS to 20 members hope to

coordinate information sessions for

visitors during Freshman Parents'

Weekend next month.

The WUIiams Feminist Alliance

(WFA) and the Williams Gay Support

Organization (WGSO) have both

retreated from last semester's

confrontations with the College

administration, at least for now. Both

seem initiaUy to be woiting as

support groups for members and as

sponsors for cultural ai>d

informatiaaal events.

Still, the WFA conUnues to press f6r

women's rights and affirmative

action, especially as the new
Affirmative Action office takes riiape.

The group holds open meetings on

alternate Mondays in DriscoU

Lounge.

Gay rights at Williams remain an
issue with the WGSO after the partial

compromise which led to inclusion of

. a sexual orientation clause in the

College Handoook. The group holds

open meetings by atoouncement.

Special!f

MOLSON

Golden Ale/Beer, Ale

only $9'' a case!

Colonial PackageStore

Colonial Shopping Center, Williamstown

The IBM Lecture Grant

presents

Doris Schattschneider

In

''Extending the

Art of AA. C. Escher"

Prof. Schattschneider will give a nontechnical talk,

illustrated with slides, on her work in covering

geometrical solids with adaptations (ntany in color) of

Eschar's intsriocklng-pattern graphics.

Tuesday, SeptemberM

•:N P.M. 111
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Eph gridders open season

On Satiirday Eph wrlMwrt trouncad tht Hamltton Continwital* M4 In thtir s«aMn horn* opanar at

Wartnn FlaM. ( Photo by Oettgan

)

by Mary Kate Shea

The Williams College football team
lived up to the promise it had shown

during pre-season drills and
scrimmages, handily defeating

Hwnilton College 48-6 in the season

opener played Saturday aftemora on

Weston Field.

The Continentals gave the Williams

defense a scare when ttiey mounted

tow drives early in the first quarter,

with one drive producing the first

points of the game. Hamilton's

touchdowncame on a one-yard plunge

1^ halfback Jacic Koeb|. Koebl was
Xbe leading rusher for Hamilton in the

game, carrying eight times for 49

yards and the Continentals' lone

touchdown.

As the Ephs defense made some
adjustments and successfully held

Hunilton scoreless for the next three

quarters, Williams got its offense on

the track and exploded for 20 points in

the second quarter and 21 m4n% in the

third.

Williams got on the scoreboard with

a 37-yard drive led by the running of

juniors Gus Nuzzolese and Dave

Massucco. Quarterback Bob Lutz' six-

yard pass to co-captain Ken
Hollingsworth on a 4th-and-3 situation

kept the drive going, and five plays

later Nuzzolese went over the tq) of

the Hamilton defensive line for the

one-yard score. HoUingsworth's first

extra point attempt went wide to the

right of the uprights, but he regained

his form to convert his next six

attempts during the contest.

Five minutes later Williams struck

again on a series of plays featuring

the pass combination of Lutz to

Hollingsworth (nine and 16-yard

completions) and again the running of

Nuzzolese, who carried the ball four

times and finally slipped over the

Hamilton right guard for six yards

and the touchdown.

With four minutes left in the first

half, the Ephs tallied again on a 62-

yard drive initiated by an interception

by defensive and Jim Holmes. Lutz'

passing sparked the Williams offense

on the drive; he completed tosses to

sophomore Kirt Gardner for 18 yards,

to Hollingsworth for 11, then to

Hollingsworth again for the score on a

lO-yard play action pass. The Eph
defense continued to hold the

Continentals scoreless in the second

half, while Williams' offense more
than doubled its point production.

Williams set the pace for its 21-point

performance in the third quarter with

a touchdown on the opening set of

plays in the second half. Freshman
Jay Wheatley ran the Hamilton
kickoff back 30 yards to start the Eph
drive at their own 34-yard line.

Key runs in the series were made by
Massucco, while his backfrield

partners, Nuzzolese and senior Greg
Collins, continued to grind out

yardage. Massucco ran for 20- and six-

yard gains before Lutz found him in

the end zone for the touchdown on a
well-executed play action flare pass.

Following Massucco's touchdown
catch, Williams' defense allowed the

Continentals just eight yards in three

carries, forcing them to punt from
their own 41-yurd line and giving the

Ephs the ball once again. After a 13-

yard run by Colfins, Massucco scooted

around the left end and streaked 49

yards for his second touchdown and

WUFO soars over UMass 31-16
Playing under ideal weather

conditions, the Williams Ultimate
Frisbee Organization (WUFO)
y^mMlts lecdiiidTall season iSiinday

afternoon at Gladden Field, with a
decisive 31-16 win over the Amherst
Frisbee Group (UMASS).
Crafty Veterans Nob Rauch, Guido

Adams, Andrew Julien, and Al Blakey
worked a short, crisp, passing game
complementing the Irnig bombs of

Drew Forth, Greg Smith, and Peter
Glidden, and opened up an early 7-1

lead.

Substituting liberally so that all

Soccer Idcks off season
Williams soccer ended its preseason

schedule with a 4-0 victory over
Berkshire Community College last

Wednesday. The shutout lifted

Williams' record to 5 wins against 2
losses.

Quickly building a 3-0 lead,

Williams coasted through most of the

muggy afternoon before sophomore
Dan Friesen provided the final goal.

Gregg Hartman, preseason's scoring

sensation, again chipped in a pair of

goals, and junior Jeff Coombs
contributed his third preseason score.

Fullbacks Tad Roach and Jas
Dembinski led an outstanding defense

which allowed the confused BCC
squad only one shot.

Commenting on the season's

prospects, senior co-captain Seth

Hohnson noted: "With the schedule

we play, one of the region's toughest,

we have to play well week-in and
week-out to reach our goal of high

New England ranking."

Tomorrow Williams opens its

regular season at home against a
powerful UMASS squad. The
MInutemen finished 4th in New
England last year, and are currently

ranked sixth. The game should prove

to be fast-paced and hard-hitting as

both sides rely on team quickness and
hustle to power their offenses. The
acttons starts at 4:00 on Cole Field.

twenty-six members of the co-ed team

would be well-rested, WUFO
containued its dogiination and
extended its lead to 174 by the halfV

Many of the points were the direct

result of the excellent defensive work

of Tom Albert and Jamie Speyer. On
several occasions they broke up sure

goals with diving blocks.

During half-time, meml>ers of both

teams and meml>ers of the crowd got

together for informal frisbee freestyle

tossing.

At two P.M. on Sunday at Gladdoi

Field, WUFO takes on its traditionally

tou^iest opponent, Middlebury, who
has won all three previous meetings.

This year's WUFO squad has
improved a lot since the spring season

and has high hopes for a successful

year.

A polished running attack, Isd by Davs Massucto, Ous Nuzzolese, and Greg
Collins, highlighted the Williams victory over Hamilton.

and maul Hamilton
the longest run of the attemoon by
either team.

Continued pressure by the Williams

defense yielded an interception by co-

captain Greg McAleenan on
Hamilton's first play after

Massucco's touchdown run. However,

the Ephs could not get anything going

and punter Rick Walter had to be

called in.

Walter's punting, which proved

effective in the pre-season

scrimmages, {Continued to be a big

plus for Williams. He punted sue times

for an average of 39.3 yards against

the Continentals.

Another Williams interception, this

time by senior Mark Eckert, was to no

avail as the Ephs could only manage
18 yards on four plays. The
combination of Walter's punt,

followed by the tenacltNis play of the

Williams defensive line, held

Hamilton in check and Williams

resumed possession with several

njinutes remaining in the third

quarter.

Two runs by junior Vernon Davis

(nine and 12 yards) and a five-yard

pass from Lutz to sophomm^ fullback

BiU Novicki took the Ephs 26 yards for

their sixth score of the game. On just

the third play of the drive, Davis put
on a few moves and dashed the final 12

yards into the end zone.

Williams final points of the game
came on a series initiated by a fumble
recovery by senior Don Rice, The
running of freshman backs Vem
Johnson, Mark Brown and J^y
Wheatley, combined with passes from
sophomore quarterback Tim Connelly

to Gardner and Walter (nine and 11

yards), produced a 50-yard drive and
another six points for the Ephs.

Wheatley ran six times for 17 yards
during the series and finally ran over

the Hamilton left guard for two yards
and a touchdown.

Coach Bob OdeU's Ephmen, now 1-0

on the season, travel to Mlddlebury,_

Vt. next Saturday for what could be
Williams' toughest game of the

season. The Ephs hope to avenge last

year's 27-0 loss to the Panthers.

Womens' tennis team

smashes Weshyan , fi-i

Joe Kolb 77, lad the alumni harrlen
to a surprising upset victory over the
men's Varsity.

The Women's tennis team
maintained its winning streak—now
at three games—be defeating

Wesleyan, 8-1, on Saturday.

As all nine matches were played

simultaneously on Wesleyan's asphalt

courts, only two matehes turned into

close competition. The other eight

were each won in two straight sets.

As a consistent competitor at fifth

singles, Ephwoman Laura Goebel

won her first set 6-0, but played all the

way to a tie-breaker at six games all

in the second set—as her opponent

scrambled for all returns, and rallies

became tests of endurance. Goebel,

however, was the victor without

having to go to a third set. She

claimed the tie-breaker 5-4.

The othei* close match, at second

doubles, became the longest mateh of

the day. Though a comeback was
ahnost gaged, Williams lost the

match, 6-2, 7-6 (5-4). .

(Coached by CXurt Tong, the tennis

team has a '78 stonding record of 3-1.

The women's only match in the next

week will be played Wednesday at 4

P.M. against Trinity College, on the

Williams home courts.

Cross country teams face first foes
Alunmi sweep

eight
Former running greats from three

decades of Williams history

assembled on the science quad last

Saturday and |Mt)ved to the Eph
varsity men that old dogs can be
tricky. A solid alumni team led by Joe
Kolb '77 swept eight out of the first ten

places in the traditional aluminum
bowl to upset tiie Mirslty for the first

time ever.

The victcry was slightly tandshed,
however, since three of the Eph's top
seven stoyed out of the practice event

to improve their health. Thoi^ co-

captains Tom Schreck and Steve
Polasky again ran well, their efforts

were somewhat in vaia

Returning to the Purple Valley, nine

alumni dashed to top finishes: Kolb,

Jay Haug "73, Ken Leinbach "V, Bob
aifford "n, Mark Sisson '75. Peter

Farwell '73, Scott Lutrey '75 and, with

a fine effort. Spike Kellogg '62.

In other cross country action last

week, the Williams freshmen showed
great promise t>y crushing Hotehkiss
24^. Placing for the Ephs were Dan
Sullivan, Gordon Coates and Eric
Schmitt, second through fourth. Jay
HeUmuth in sixth, Jim Hoch in ninth,

Steve Bellerose in tenth and Joel

Richardson, fourteenth. Coach Tony
Plansky felt the team was "oft to an
excellent start."

Women second

at UMass tri-meet

The women's cross-country team
ran a strong race Friday to finish

second in a three-way meet at UMass
in Amherst. The home team won the

meet, and Springfield College was
third.

Individual performances alrea^
showed good improvement over the

results of last week's first race. Senior

ico-captain Mary Hakala placed

second on the three-mile course with a

fast time of 17:46. Freshman Sue
Merchant was Williams' second
finisher in I2th place, followed by
senior co-captain Corrie Johnson hi

13th, and senior Tannis Fox in 19th.

Also contributing to the Williams

effort were freshmen Liz Martlneau,

Brenda Mailman, Stephanie
Carperos, and Alexis Hamill,
sophomore Mary Ann Sondrini, and
juniors Meg Washbume and Annie
Ko.

The team will be competing on their

own course Wednesdc^, Sq>tembei'

27, in a dual meet against the

perennially tough Middlebury women,
beginning at 4:00 p.m. in the Science

Quad

The WIIHamt Field Hockey team
dropped its seaton opener Satwrday,

fell 3.* to their rivah tnm itmttytit.
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Foraier CFM official charged
with embezzlement, expelled

Iqr Peter Rintel*

lE(Utor'$ not*.' The RECORD has

voluntarily agrnd to honor rtqutsts

from partita involvtd with this ftory

that ths nam* of ths studsnt

conctrnsd b» omittsd.]

A fiormer oBlcial of WCFM
was expelled from the College last

Tuesday on the basis of allegations

that be embezzled funds from the

radio station. The management of

WCFM brou0it thecharge* before the

Honor and Dtedpline Committee after

"intense scrutiny of the financial

records of the radio station" rev'ealed

that the former official had been
siphoning off station money for

personal use and that he had, been
taking commissions on saltis of

equipment to the station for which he
had acted as a middle man.
The implicated offlcial, who left

school at the College's request last

Friday, denied all charges in a
telephone interview.

Responding to the denial, WCFM
General Manager John Svoboda said,

"If we believed (the denial) to be true,

we would not have approached the

Deans with this matter." In a
statement released to the Record,

Svoboda added that he was "99.0 per

cent confident" of the tn|th of the

allegations.

WCFM officials refused to say
exactly how much money was
involved, but it has been reported

from a number of sources that the

figure is in the neighborhood of a
thousand dollars.

College Council Treasurer John
Simpson said that he did not

anticipate the charges of CC fund

abuse would have any adverse effects

on this year's WCFM allocation.

"These allegations do not concern

anyone currently pn the radio station

statt," said Simpson, "Tberefbre I

would not expect that it would affect

ttie Council's consideration of WCFM
funding in any negative way."
The alleged embezilen>ent was

discovered by WCFM Business
Manager Don Perry and Production

Manager Peter Stark as they
reviewed the station's books to

determine why the station ended up in

debt 80 regularly at the end of each
year. According to Perry, the missing

funds represented only a small
portion of the debt

Continued on Page 5
The Purple Cow oampltted a very wccessfulsportascMMiult at MIMdMbMy tills

weekend. For details see page 1.

CC acts on Forums Weston symbol

After approximately two weeks
of intense scrutiny of the financial

records of ttie financial records of

the radio station, as General
Manager of the radio station I felt

that there viace a number of

unanswered questions regarding

ways in which radio station' money
was spent. After consultation with

the station's faculty advisw, Mr.
Jim Hodgkins, we decided that the

situation was of such a magnitude
that we neeiM outside guidance.

.We . oeofierBed. - jwitb.. .Dean
Roosenraad, who then consulted

bis colleagues in the Dean's office

and a decision was made to bring

the case to the Honor and
Discipline Committee. Having
served as a member of the Honor
and Discipline Committee for two
years, I was aware of the

implteations of, tuclk' m;^; juid

wouW not have brought' such

allegations to the Dean in the first

{dace unless I wias 99.9 per cent

confident that we had a reliable

factual basis for doing so and that

we could support our ^legations.

Because of what we intended to

be the confidential nature of this

matter, and given the good faith

and intentions of the several

parties involved, any article which

now appears in the Record can
necessarily be based only on
individual speeutatioa and
ooi^iectur». Oasv^iMliMlMMiing. is

that except for a very small

handful of people, no one person

has the "full st<»ry" about »uy issue

in question.

The reason for this statement is

to explain as fully as we care to the

details of this matter which we are

sorry to see the Record reporting.

, Joba Svoboda

General Managjer, WCFM

Coininittee considers ji^w WSP options
by Lorraine Driscoll

The Winter Study Review
Committee plans to make its

recommendations for a revision of the

program to President John Chandler

by November or December.

The committee is considering

several options based on a survey (rf

the faculty or about the Winter Study

Program last year, conducted by
committee chairman William Grant,

professor of i>iology.

According to the 169 faculty

members, who responded, one fourth

would like to see more^ consistent

standards. One fifth would like a

reduced teaching load; one fourth

would prefer mor^ stringent

academic standards; one fourth

would like to see the entire prograir.

substituted or abolished. One third of

those surveyed feel that there is a lack

of rigor and seriousness displayed by

students, and one fourth feel that the

same is true of the faculty.

Chairman Grant stated that,

overall, the faculty exhibited

significant concern over the

deterioration of standards within the

program.
' According to committee member
Joel Smith '79, the major complaint

the group must deal with is the

miidma] workload requirement of

many Winter Study projects. "There

is an even split in the committee

between those who want a major
change and those who want a minor

change. However, there are no
specific plans on the table," said

Smith. Many faculty members bdieve

that unless some dianges are made,
they would like to abolish the

program. According to Smith, the

committee is attempting to provide

some alternatives.

One alternative is to reduce the

minimum number of January's which
the faculty must teach. At present,

faculty members must teach two
years out of every three on Winter

Study. The committee is considering

reducing this to one out of every two
years.

Other considerations include
looking into distribution requirements

for the program, or requiring that

students take only three Winter Study

courses instead of the ^original four.

Another possibility ipight be
evaluating more stricUy the

independent study 99 proposals. The
committee might also consider a

revision in the grading system for

Winter study.

Graduating seniors, polled last year
concerning their Winter Study
programs, stated that their freshman

Continued on Pages

by Ann Morris

The College Council will sponsor a
forum on "Diversity and Life at

WUUams", Council President Bronson
Fargo '79 announced Wednesday
night. The forum is scheduled for 8:00

Oct. 12 in Dodd House.

The forum, Fargo said, will deal

with the many different aspects of

Williams, and how they interact or
conflict. The tc^ic, approved by the

Council, was selected from Council
suggestions by a committee chosen
last week to study forum possibilities.

Fargo explained that the panel will

consist of one administrator, two or
three faculty members, and four or

five stiidents, all of whom will make
five minute presentations. A question

and answer period is to follow.

The Council will select panel
members at its next meeting, Fargo
said, while stressing that any student

suggestions are welcome. This will be
the first of several forums the Council

plans to sponsor throughout the year.

Topics for pot^tiel future fohims
inchide Winter Study, the JA System,
political apathy- on campus, and the

emphasis of alcohol in Campus social

events.

Weston

Acting on a motion made by Council

Secretary Michael Lissack, the

Council voted 14-12 to erect, or ask the

College to erect a plaque explaining

the symbols on the sides or Weston
Language Center. The symbols, which
resemble the Nazi swastika, are
actually Navajo peace symbols built

into the brickwork of Weston when it

was constructed in 190B. The College

Jewish Association, as well as many
other members of the College
community, have expressed
opposition to the symbols because of

their resemUance to the swastika.

The Council wiU decide on the wording
for the approved plaque, which will

explain the true nature of the now
controversial symbols.

In a related veto the Council elected

to make a formal request to the

editors of the Record to retract their

editorial of September 26. The
editorial, which Council Public
Relations member Ted Tucci '7S

called "a very unfortunate case of

misrepresentation" attacked the
Council's deliberation over the

swastika question as ah attempt to

gain a "quick victory", rather than
going after "real substantive
problems".

Fincomin

Calling the amount of time spent on
last year's budget "inordinate".

Finance Committee Chairman John
Simpson '79 assured College Council

that it "will not happen again this

year." He announced tentative

allocations already made for four

organizations, which are subject to

change by both the Finance
Committee and the CounciL Tentative

allocations for seven more

organizations were to be d«cided at

the meeting of the Finance Committee
on Monday. Once allocations are

credited to the books, grmva may
begin using the funds.

"Hie final tKidget will be completed

in November after groups aDocated

more than $1000 or unhappy with

allocations have appeared before the

Council. An allocation of (800 to tbe

Lecture Committee, to be used for a
Russian poet contracted last year,

was approved by the Council on the

recommendation of John Sinywon.

Committees and Athletes

In an attempt to give athletes more
of anoppertunity to belong to student-

Continued on Page 5

WGSO becomes GPU

IMiitw Study pr«|«ct* which arenot •<

•i*t«ct Of Cemmtttee and Faovlty eewttderttsws. (flMlebyOowohtyl,

by Tim Jones

With a new name and revised

objectives, the Gay People's Union
has c)early begun the academic year
with a fresh outlook.

The GPU, formerly the Williams

Gay Support Organization, "has
decided," said one member, "that we
will not be as political as before.

We're not thinking about the gay
movement on a national scale.

Instead our focus will be on gay people

at Williams and our goals will be

educational." The GPU also hopes to

promote an image of openness as a

group.

By adopting a new name, the Gay
People's Union wishA to "broaden its

appeal to everyone who is questioning

their sexuality." The group's old

name made it "too easy for people on

campus to say there are no gays here,

only supporters of the movement."
At its meeting Tuesday, September

26, the GPU formulated plans for the

events it will sponsor this year,

including a coffee house, dances, and
panel discussions. During the fall

semester the Union hopes to assemble

a panel of representatives from the

administration, faculty, and student

body as well as legal and theological

experts to evaluate the implicatioai of

homosexuality today. In addition, the

group intends to distribute a
publication similar to the one that was
printed oncampus in 1978 dealing with

Inmoaexual concerns. To cover these

and other expenses, the organization's

leaders will seek a $1000 allocation

from tbe College Council.

Last year the WGSO strongly

supported the inchsion in the CoOege
Balletin of a clause stating that the

College does not diaariminate on the

basis of sexual preference. Though
the Trustees refused to endorse this

proposal, the members of the GPU
were pleased to note that a similar

statement did appear la ttie fiffewt

Handbook this year.

This will be the first year that a

campus gay orgfniution ftas

' published in advance Ihe time and

location of its meetings. Explained
onemember, "One thingwecando for

this campus is be as open and
available as pq^ible." - • -

In terms of the atmosphere on
campus, several of the 20 members
attending the meeting suggeste(| that

people now have more tolerant

attitudes than in tbe past. "It's easier

to come out, although the size of the

campus still makes doing so ditficult.

The pe(^e here are positive, we're

not worried about any kind of abuse."

Microwave radiation

pmes
JltyJohaKataste -—

Paul Brodeur, an investigative

reporter for New York magazine,

warned of a national health crisis

stemming from the harmful effects of

microwaves in a lecture last Tuesday
on "Microwaves: The Risk to

America."
"I believe we are living on tbe brink

of disaster," said Brodeur as he

recounted a cover-up of the dangerous
effects of microwaves by the

American government, the "military-

industrial complex," and American
scientists. Brodeur noted that since

World War II, microwaves have been

known- to cause sterility, blood

abnormalities, cataracts, major
behavioral ctaanges, and cbromoaome
damage. In addition, he said,

microwaves have increased the

amount of radiation "naturally

emitted by tiie sun" by one hundred to

two hundred per cent.

Microwaves are very short

wavelength radio waves whidi cannot

be directly perceived i^ the human
body. They are emitted by radar,

radios, televisions, microwave ovens,

dtizens band ndtos, and diathermy

heaters used tA treat aches and pains.

Brodeur said that soon after Work)

War II, Russian and Eastern
tSuropean researchers discovered

blood alterations and behavioral

Contlnuedon Page 2
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p-etters: Weston, S. Africa
wc

regrettable errors
To the editor:

The Public Iitforraation Staff of the College
Council wishes to inform you ot some
"regrettable errors" in last weeic'8 editorial
enUtled "Weston Uber AUcs".
The Council listened to a concern expressed

by a student regarding the symbols on the
language center. Yet, listening dttein't mean
as your editorial sUted, that we approved a
plan that called for the College to remove
anything. Indeed, the Council had tabled the
matter and sought the advice of the art
department. After due consideration, at our
last meeting (post editorial) we voted to erect
a plaque explaining the historical
significance of these Navaho peace symbols.
Whilewe appreciate the sentiment of "Let's

start doing something " that appeared
between the lines of the editorial, we regret
that you chose to write without seeking the
facts and without acknowledging what has
been done in other matters. An important
I»rt of the Council's function is to actively
respond to expressed student concerns.
Constructive criticism helps, and your

sentiments were constructive. But, our image
^

and, even more importantly, the Record's
image are not enhanced by blatant
misrepresentation of the facts.

Sincerely,

Michael Ussack '79

Bonnie Schindel '79

TedTnccl'79

report rejection
To the editor:

We join the Williams Anti-Apartheid
CoaUtion in rejecting the Trustee report on
Williams College's responsibilities as a
shardiolder on the grounds that it is
"shallow, ambiguous, and inconsistent with
the obligations of a moral liberal arts
institution".

The advocation of the Sullivan Principles is
only one small step towards the improvement
of conditions for Blacks in South Africa. They
do not affect the primary means by which
Anlerican corporations in South Africa
contribute to the system of apartheid: the
payment of taxes to the white South African
government.

For this reason, wie urge the Trustees to

continue to evaluate tl»e role of United States
corporations in South Africa and reconsider
the recommendations set forth by the
Advisory Committee on Shareholder
Responsibilities, including divestiture.

Respectfully,
—Member* qf the WiUlams

Femlnbt Alliance

AVednesday Night

Coalition?
To the editor:

We, the Wednesday Night Coalition, are an
unrecognized, proUflc and, we believe, too
important organization to be overlooked.
Pounded as long ago as September 27 of this
year, we are adamant at the disrespect
allotted our distinguished gathering. Our
purpose: the re-escalation of the Vietnam
War to expunge the ubiquitous ennui
permeating the Williams communify. Not
only would such action fill the all too apparent
void of political activism at Williams, but we
might also ship a few studenU off to the 'Nam
which would be a damned good experience for
the preppy little bastards.

Ensconsed here in the languor of the late
70's, the Northern Berkshire Alternative
Energy Coalition, as well as the Williams
Environmental Action Group, rarely raises
heads. Amnesty International is too far
removed to gain sincere membership, and the
Williams Action Coalition consists of
impotent guilty liberals. However, when one
is presented with the prospect of an early
demise halfway around the worM, he is deft to
don hand-wrought footwear, a wool poncho,
and molotov cocktails.

Our cause is a relevant one because it deals
with the apathetic psyche ever in need of
stimulation. Our end, should it be realized,
would be magnanimous in itself,

overpowering in the response it would
occasion.

At what time will something be done to get
the Williams community off its ass, to
concern itself with matters of immediate
consequence to the student? We, the
Wednesday Night Coalition; will make that
time now.
An alternate point of attack is New

Hampshire.

Thank you for this recognition,

The Wednesday Night Coalition

IT c«*'T 8E nme ton
Hotn e tnnu vei, gur r t
xj. TuocriV6 8r thb om/ec
Off mti Ht6t , TUXi musT
se m\f cHtin HOH reir.

0UT Norr 7© UQMY,
ft fILL LOOKS FM€Lf 0tur.

Anti-nuclear activist says hope can survive

by Mary Agnes Sheehan
Fr. ^ed Muiphy, an anti-military and anti-

nuclear activist, spoke Wednesday night
about "Signs of Hq>e in Today's World." By
stressing one's personal involvement, he
asserted that hope can survive.

Murphy, who has been a Jesuit for the last
ten years, became involved in the ahti-war
movement in 1968. He worked with draft
resisters and deserters, and was active in the
legal aspects of the anti-war effort. Indicted
twice, first for conspiracy against the United
States Government, and later for the
destruction of property of a foreign
government. In both cases, he had the
charges dismissed. He now works at the
Center for Justice and Peace in New York
City.

In his talk, sponsored by the Newman Club,
Murphy asserted that it is hope which helps
him continue his work. He enumerated
several specific signs of hope he sees in the

Sour
by Peter Kintels

The weather being what it's been lately
(and I can state with considerable certainty
that the weather has been what it's been
lately; no less than three sources have
independently confirmed this to me), I have
been using what excuses that I cari find to get
outside. So I thought that for the column this
week, rather than spend all my time behind a
typewriter, I would poke about the campus
and see what I could learn ofsome of the more
interesting, unlikely and fictional events that
are coming up around here.

A brief catalog of my finding:

Religion Professor John Eusden is bringing
an entourage of Zen musicians to campus for
a concert in Chapin. In the classic tradition of
Zen, thcprogram calls for the musicians to
"sit quietly and do nothing." Audience
parttcipation is encouraged. The concert will
last for two hours with a fifteen minute
intermission.

The History Department is all agog (it's
quite a sight, believe me) over an upcoming
lecture by a Mr. Fernando Tuitsle di Pruitsie,
who has been described by one member of the
department here as "one of the few true

Renaissance men I have ever met." Mr. di
Fruitsie, who is 500 years old and knew the
Medicis personally, will be speaking on "The
Lire: It Sure Won't Buy What It Used To," in
which he promises to regale his audience with
wonderful old romantic, and entirely phony,
tales of the high life centered about Florence
in the sixteenth century.

According to Mr. di Fruitsie, in the
seventeenth century the high life was
centered around Gertrude and no where near
as much fun. An otherwise obscure figure in

the Renaissance di Fruitsie insists that his
major claim to fame is having persuaded da
Vinci not to paint a mustache on the Mona
Lisa.

The people down at the Slippery Banana
will be giving lessons in T'ai Shu (pronounced
T'ai Shu) which is the oriental martial art of
flighting with sacks (rf granola. The clerk who
igave me this information said that all of the
instructors will be first degree black granola
or above. The clerk himself said he was also
familiar with Kung Fu, T'ai Chi and seven
other Chinese words.
The Lecture Committee will be sponsoring

a talk by a Mr. Simon Twit ott "How to Make

Big Money on the College Lecture Circuit."
Mr. Twit, who is nobody to anything or
anybody, will give a free demonstration of his
proven technique.

Of particular local interest is a series of
lectures being given by Professor Karelis in

the Philosophy Department on the mind-body
duahty. On Tuesday, October 11, Pr«rfessor
Karelis's mind will speak and the following
Thursday we will hear from his body. Karelis
says that the basic theme of the lectures will
be that the mind-body duality is a fiction,

although he is not expecting the view to
immediately gain wide acceptance.
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Finally, the Dean's office haSasted^e^to
dispel a rumor that there will be an alien
landing on top of Mount Greylock sometime
next month. According to my source, Dean
O'Conner has always enjoyed playing with his
mashed potatoes and there is nothing for
anyone to be concerned about, except
possibly wise-ass humor columnists.
Well, that's all 1 was able to find out Now

you'll have to excuse me while I tiptoe quietly
back to the real world whUe, I hope, no one is
looking ...

WSP lacks committment
Continuedfrom Page 1

experiences were not as' "good" as thdr next
three years. The committee is lookii« into the
reasons for this problem.

Committee member Gary Jacogsohn,
Aasoc. Professor of political science, said that
the level of hiterest and commitment in
Winter Study is not as high as it could be.
"Wft've gone lax," he said.

nwBe committee members interviewed
emphasized that at this early stage of
dbcussion tbey cannot predict what the
outcome might be. While the
recomnriendationB wiU not take effect<;6li«

year, they might be inaUtuted next year.

world. First, the woman's movement, which
he considers truly revolutionary, is an
encouraging trend. Second, he feels that the
way people have begun to deal with the
problems of living in urban environments is a
promising sign. He also feels that the anti-
nucTear efforts of some people are reassuring.
Murphy stressed, as well, that it is risky to

become involved in endeavors such as these.
By taking the first step and joining with
people who are trying to change a certain
aspect of society, a person jeopardizes his
security. However, once that step is taken,
there are always people willing to help and a
community which offers support.

Finally, Murphy emphasized that anyone
who truly acts out of hope and takes other
people seriously must be a revohitionary.
This is because Murphy feels that the
government we now live under is corrupt.
Consequently, anyone who seriously looks at
society, will rebel against it.

Microwave dangers

haunt Americans
Continued from Page 1

problems in test animals caused by low-level
microwave irradiation. Immediately, these
countries lowered their standards of exposure
for citizens.

The American govaimient and the military
refuted the Russian test results, even thou^
fact naval radar technicians complained
about "headaches, aching eyes, fatigue, and
sterility." Brodeur asserted that this

"quintessentially stupid" behavior on the
part of the Americans was based on Cold War
hatreds, blind trust in American medical
science and "fear of reprisals" and Uagation

"

from citizens, particularly soldiers exposed to

microwave radar emissions.
During the jSSO's and 1960'8 American

scientists determined that microwave
radiation can cause cataracts, Central
nervous system damage, blood disorders,

chromosome damage, and precancerous
conditions, the reporter said. The results, he
cahrged, were suppressed by industry and the
military.

Release of the report was prevoited by a
court iqjuDCtion obtained by the Howard
Hughes Corporation "for national security
reasons," The corporation, he emphasized,
employed the doctor.

Although Congress passed the 1968
"Radiation Control Act" to help alleviate the
problem, the Defense Department found a
major loophole that circumvented it, Brodeur
charged.

Brodeur emphasized that despite a few
community action bans on radar installation
and New York Qty's proposal to reduce City-
wide microwave radiation standards, mudi
more has to be done. "The solution will be
poliUcal, not biological," he said, and
believed the first move, though hi|^y
expensive, would be to relocate radio
transmitters away trata communities and to
install microwave filtering screens in
buiUti«s.

TheAmerican people must be alerted to the
problem and protected immediate^, Brodeur
Mid, at any cost.
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Stronger Financial Aid

Programs: Needed Relief

P*9«3

ItyHmrjrPlyat

llfifTjT-
"^ propped Tuition Tax Credit

•1HiP*P"*'"» ""rly has broad appeal wbether•—W»e considers it politically or democraticaUy

in both the House and Senate, with a final

.^^J!!!!'T "«"«nUy being worked on in ioiat
-xmnmlttee, this- leg&lition would prwide'
income tax raedit o« ui> toSO per cent of tuitionand fees with a maximum set at$5W fo» every
chUd a parent is supporting in cpUege
Advocates of tuition tax credlU emphastee
the relative ease with which the IRS can
institute the measure. No additional forms or
personnel would be needed.
Although President Carter a year aco

announced that he would not sign two
particular bills pertaining to financial
assistance for college students, the House and
Senate, nevertheless are now considering in
conunittee similarly inspired legislation with

S* ^^"'^^7^ *^"*8« Opportunity Act
<rf 1W8". This legislaUon would bolster
wgnificanUy the complex of programs now
designed for student financial aid. The six-
year-old and best known of these, the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant program
wou^d receive the greatest attenUon. Nrt only

nSJ^^T" '**'"' ^"°* ^ appropriated for
BliOG, but also the present maximum grant
of $1600 would be raised and, more
importantly, Oie family income level for
eUgibility would be increased, *ove present
umits. The proposed expansion of BEOG
could-conceivably affect 1.5 million additional
students, most of whom would be from
families earning between $15-25,000 a year
Most financial aid officers at coU^es

across the country favor the type of
legislation embodied in the College
Opportunity Act. Even though Williams has
not made an "institutional" stand on this
matter, I feel that the interests of students as
well as of the College are served more
effectively when each student case can be
considered on an individual basis. The
College Opportunity,Act, originally proposed
by the Carter Administration, focuses on this
concern for case by case analysis at both the
federal and institutional levels. On the other
hand, the Proposed Tax credit plan, however,
it does so, only superficially. It would bring no
relief to those families who have either very
little or no tax liabilities. Similarly, even for
Uie very high income families there is the
qutetioh of whether it would have the desired

'k^!; h

1B7S-78

Below

tsooo

reeetvlRg more substantial federal
assistance. Williams could extend the
coverage of its own funds ov«r a graater
number of undergraduates. This would iwve
an impact parucularly at On inoomiiv
freshman level where limited resouves
JpWWt*^Mnc«tfd elltrt hy^he-AdiBlitta*
Wfice to interest and attract a larger number
Of candi<|Btes from lower-income families
A second institutional benefit is also

possible. Williams tuition oosU have been
increasing more rapidly than the increases in
annual income from our own scholarship
endowment and from gifts earmarked for this
purpose. ConsequenUy, m order tp maldUin a
constant level of assistance to 30 per cent of
the students enrolled, we must expect more
dollars each year frem the general operating
fluids of the College. Even though our
program has bad an approximate 14 per cent
slice of the annual Williams operational
budget for the past several years, such
general or unrestricted support of financial
aid students has risen from $322,000 five years
ago to $483,000 two years ago.
There are competing demands from many

deserving quarters for such general funds, so
the question remains of how much longer the
financial aid program can mcrease its

dependence upw such a source and not
inhibit other areas of the College's operation.
Such competing demands range from
providing more adequate faculty and staff
salaries as well as we can tiie amount Of the
inevitable increase in tuition from year to
year. Even Uiough federal support of campus-
based student aid programs will not, in itself,

resolve our financial problems, Uie Tuition
Tax Credit plan effectively does noUiing in
this area.

The Williams experience .in assisting
families with the constanUy increasing costs
of higher education shows a not surprising
need to deal with an ever-widening range of
family incomes. One often reads, or hears,
that a family has to be very poor or very rich
to send a son or daughter to a college like
Williams. Without in any way discriminating
against the very low income levels, Williams
has yearly advanced its financial aid
coverage well into Oie soKialled middle and
upper-middle income families. The profile of
families within our fmancial aid program
shows a widening spread comparing last year
with three years ago. We feel, however, that
Uie Carter aid package will more effectively

Tuition Tax Credits:

Needed Relief
kyJerfNelllgaa

Few events in Washington directly affect
»«|«<r«iB coUege student. We may,
o^««llng upon our viewpoint, become wUdly
indignant over the Defense budget and CIA

«S?!f?'..
« «»U««y Pl9«nse4 with.peacaialks

aUff human rights gesturii«. Yet we often
don t feel the concrete results of^
Congressional performance and decision-
making. This is all about to change. In a
Hous»Senate Conference Committee, the

over government spenUag. The Carter
recmnmeodation calls for a huge sum, and

oiWren in school, and those without The tax

S!^'*f;S??f' *"*'*"*»«•»»"'•«•««« only^ *^'?^'*»^ CMMter Its Timothy
Healy. President of Geergelown Universlh^
Mdanexpert on educational financing stales,

Hkl « .f^'Tu*" "'^ »<=* •" -tatiactloi^

K« '.^^ than It Is to raise people's
t«»es.

) Second, administering Carter's

Number <rf

students

per cent of

those on aid

$5000- 10,000- 15,000-

9.m 14.M9 ltl,M»
20,000- 25,000- 30,000- Abi»v«>
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effect of offering real "relief," consideration
quite aside from the question of equity or
fairness.

If the Tax Credit plan becomes law. I do not
believe we need fear that iU institutions will
automatically raise tuitions by $500. although
this has been a concern expressed in some
circles. Somewhat the opposite institutional
response is quite possible. The manner ia
which Williams, for example, analyzes a
fmancial aid application includJ» among
many factors the question of federal tax paid
and the amount of "effective" family income.
Admittedly $500 in tax relief by itself is a
significant figure, but this amount of change
in "effective" income has a negligible impact
on what the Williams system might
determine parental contribution Should be in
a given case. It is unreasonable to expect that
if the Tax Credit pian materialLMs, aU of the
financial aid students at Williteis would
receive an additional $800 in suf|>art from
home—or, by the same token, t|uit Williams
would reihice aU of its scholars^, grants 1^
$500. Taking these considerations into
account, I see no way that such legislation
would materially broaden the Williams
program so that it mi^t assist more
students.

On the other hand, expanded federal
support of already existing financial aid
programs would benefit • Williams and its

students in two important and obvious ways.
First, more amply funded Basic Grants would
ranch up into additional middle^income
fomilies and at the same time provide more
federal dollars to those lower income studcais
alKady in the program. With its studenli

help us do more.
The median income of the families

receivmg Wpams assistance has increased
from $15,675 in 1975-76 to $19
235 in 1977-78. In 1975-76 28 per cent of the
families were found above the $20,000 income
level compared with 44 per cent in 1977-78.

Lawrence Gladieux, writing from the
Washington Office of the CoUege Board,
conchides wiUi this analysis of the issue of
relief for middle-mcome families in financiag
higher education. The College Opportunity
Act "(1) is more sensitive to the variety of
financial circumstances that are glossed over
too casually in discussions of the 'middle-
income squeeie,' (2) would direct far larger
individual benefits and a greater proportion
of new monies to middle-iaoome families than
would tax credit schemes, and (3) is more
consonant with national policy objectives of
equalizing opportunity established during the
past deciMle." ';,

"Tiie {»Utks. the procedural possibilities,

and the element of timii^ are all quite
intricate. In short, it remains a guessing
game as to what this year's highly charged
debate on the middle-income issue will
utUmately yield—tax credita, student aid
expansion, both, or nothing All that can be
saki with certainty is that assistance to

middle-mcome students will continue to
dominate discussions about higher education
this year and will clearly influence the
process of reauthorizing student aid
programs when the Higher Education Act
comes up for renewal in 1979 .

.

Htmry flynt it Dirtctor of Fmancial
aid at WaUumt.

Outlook
ON TUITION TAX CREDITS

Eduors note: A House-Senate conference
committee laat Thursday approved a
compromUe Tuition Tax Credit biU that
ought tp be on President Carter't deeh

• sometime this week. According to the
Washington POST. Carter is expected to
veto the legislation and it is uncertain
whether Congress wiU sustain the veto.
The compromise bUl would allow parents to

reduce their taxes by 36% of the tuition co^t
for each student, up to a maximum of $100
this year. $150 in 1979 and $260 in iflSO. The
House had originally set the figure, at 26% of
tuition costs, the Senate M 60% . The Senate
had aUo originaUy establuhed the maximum
credit at $600 per studei^t. Tka new biU
additionaUy extends to* oradit* only to
parents of college etudente.

final provisions of a tuition tax-credit bill,

sponsored by Senators Daniel Patrick
Moynihan (D. New York) and Robert
Packwood (R. Oregon) are being hammered
out The Tuition Tax Credit Act of vm, will
provide tax credits of up to $250 per student to
parents wiUi children m public or private
schools.

The Moynihan-Packwood bill is the
stirongest and most appealing tuition-tax bill
to emerge from the 95th Congress. Over 100
such bills were submitted to Congress but
were eittier botUed up in committee and
allowed to die or withdrawn. The present bill,
similar m part to an earlier proposal by
Senator W. Roth (R. Delaware), allows tax
credits equivalent to 50 per cent of the tuition
and other fees paid per child. to public or
private school. The credits would initiaUy be
$250 per child but would rise to a maximum of
$500 by 1980. Though tiie biU passed Uie Senate
virtually intact, opponento of the measure to
tiie House were successful to defeating
portions of the bill extending credits to
toclude elementary secondary school coete,
Uiis provision was considered unjustifiably

;LAHPJ>J||:tive of pai^
inflationary, as well.

President Carter remains opposed to the
bill although he remarks that he is, ". .

.

firmly committed to ftoding . . . acceptable
methods of providing aid to parents," ^lioee
children attend public and private coUSges
and universities. Carttjr favors instead a
massive $1.45 billion increase to present
grant, work-study, and loan programs for
college students. Essentially, this would
expand the Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant (BEOG) program. Itwould make funds
available to more than 5 million sbidents.
Basic grants would be raised to $1,800. and the
ceiHng on parents' eligiUe tocome levels
would rise from $16,000 to 25,000. In addition,
it would provide 176,000 new Jobs to the
College Work-Study Program.

If one exammes boUi tilie executive and
legislative proposals, it is clear Uiat the
Congressional measure is wisest. First the
Moynihan-Packwood tax credit biU would not
raise taxes and Uiis is an important factor to
consider to a period of acute voter resentment

program would entarge the massive
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, which is already sohig (bat many of
its officials is well as all of the educational
lobUes. are in favor of creating a separate
Department of Educatioa The Isgislattve
proposal, requires minimal HEW
interference. Finally, the Moynihan-
Packwood biU would strengttHn the shaky
foundations of non-public schooitag. Parents
who send Uieir children to private schooli pay
coste on botti fronts, taxes for public schools
and tuition for private institutions. This bill
would allow and encourage more parente to
send their kids to private schools. In
extending his proposal, Senator Moynihan
argues that private schooJs, "... provide
diversity to the society, choice to the student
and parents, and a rich array of distinctive
educational offerings Uiat even tiie finest of
public institations find flfficult to supply, not
least because tiiey are public and must
embody generalized values."

Probably the most kigitiiaate critletem of
the Moynihan-Packwood bUI is tiiat there is
noceilings incemreUgibiiity to piev^tt tiie'

rich from receiving tax credita. Hence,
Senator Moynihan has made it known that he
will not oppose a clause inserted to the bill

establishing a maximum income for
receivtag tax credits. Written tote the bill

however is a measure designed to remit the
amount of the tax credit to low income
citizens who do not pay tocome tax.

The tuition tax oedit issue hits home to
most coUege students and their parents. A
proponent of the Tuition Tax Credit Act of
1977 remarks, "The public senses that (Uie
bill) is an American issue." In a time of
citizen tax revolt, a tax rollback is appeaUi«.
The Moynihan-Packwood taiiUon tax credit
bill soon to emerge from the Conference
Conunittee promises to ease some of the
paratalheartbreak of sendii« chlMren away
to school.

Th* writer, a Junior transfer from
Berkeley. U a freelance columnist
specialiting In national palitici.
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Hitmyean ago the Who put out the

powerful album The Who By
Niunben, and now Keith Moon, the

fnoat notorious drummer in the

history of rock *n' roll, iy dead.

In the grimmest of ironiea, the back
of the chair he straddles oo the cover
of their newest album, Who Are You
reads,^'Not to be taken away.""
And this is what the hardened and

thirtyish Who soldiers have always
been about. More than ever on Who
Are You they defy any ciitic to take

away any of their glory from their

music, their history, and their exalted

status. "Who Are Vou" as a question

is the Who's assertion of thellr

supreme confidence and defiance, and
Townshend's determination to keep
the group going despite the death o(

Moon <which he revealed in a recent

interview) underscores the point. The
Who know who they are, and to hell

with you if you don't.

Musically, Who Are You confirms
the use of synthesizers and elaborate

production as a Who staple—a style

which first flourished in Who's Next
and perhaps had its pretentious

moments during Quadrophenia.
The Who By Numbers recaptured

the ianguish and rawness of earlier

days. Who Are You is in many ways
the most abstract of all Who albums to

date, displaying considerable musical

creativity.

"New Song" kicks out the vinyl with

Daltrey in full command of his

assaulting bravado, and Towshend's
words hammer out a knowing
cynicism that is positively acrid: "'I

write the same old song with a few
new lines and everybody wants to

cheer tt."

"Music Must Change" tUwwlae
flaunts the cocky swagger of a group
unafraid to question their own
intagrity. "Have I done thia aU
before?" is the theme, and the answer
lies in TownsHend's old aUies, the

kids, now the punks of Londori.

"Guitar and Pen" stands on vaguer

and. -abakiw:^ aothatifi anMio(L..A
personal testament to the hitegrlty of

the artist, its pomp is mirrored by

more of the aloof synth and loosely

tailored piano arrangements.

Its companion piece is "Sister

Disco", a song reaking typically of the

damning Who sensibility, and which

by implication waves the flag of rock

'n' roll the way "Long Live Rock"
blatantly did: "Goodbye Sister Disco -

My dance has left you behind -

Goodbye Sister Disco - Now Your're

so Low - Like Plastic, Deaf, Dumb,
and Blind."

The old, young at heart Who fan,

however, should find "Trick Of The

Light" the superior song on Who Are

You. A rocker in the loudest, most

impassioned and condescending sense

of the word, "Trick" is the only song

here in which guitars fully direct the

music into immediate gut responses.

Townsend rounds off his solos

perfectly. Moon pounds.

Yes, hated the Who are, and they

revel in it. John Entwhistle's

composition "Had Enough", another

solid syitth plus guitar effort,

catalogues various hardassed poses,

only to ring out, as if in relief, "Here
comes the end of the world."

The Who have sung more tunefully,

but their musicianship, intensity, and

awareness are still as compellins as

ever. Kevlew copy courtesy of

T«»om'rville Trolley

CHICAGO IS COMING TO

The Graduate School of Business of The
University of Chicago invites Williams students

to hear about our EMBA and PhD programs.

We particularly welcome students interested in

^ur growing program in public and nonprofit
management.

October 9, 1978

See the Career Counseling office for details.

:^?m^:

Tonight is Freshman Night

Wednesday hear KIM JENKINS

THURSDAY - Study Bi«ak at 10*30

SATURDAY - Saturday Night Live

/ >> ',

SudMI IJldHbecJ^e wiU nmept a

cano«Tttif;Ilq|diui'muric Wednto^y,
OcC4ui^M.W^ Cl"«tt R<>9n» '*

UvttwSiOa. MJujWisrJee, who sings

as well at |>l«ifi the bamboo dute and

•.wcuinpauiw ifj'm

isidans. Admi^idh

At last wMks fo«tb«ll gama. Ban

Orudar opans wid* to ractiva tlia first

trumpet, daftly thrown by an
unldantlllad prtsldont ol a small Naw
England collaga.

(photo by Bucknar)

Spoce Exhibit

The fall show of the Milham
Planetarium will be "The Legacy," a

bicentennial history of American

space research opens Friday, Sept. 29.

The show includes a fanciful look back

from the future at the current NASA
efforts to explore the outer planets.

Specifically, the Planetarium

provides a look at how a person living

in the future might look back on our

first steps to other planete.

The United States currently has two

spacecraft, en route to Venus. An
additional one has been sent by the

Soviet Union. All three will arrive at

Venus in December. Three other

spacecraft have been sent to Saturn

and in 1979 will begin sending l>ack

photographs of the planet's rings.

The Williams students who present

the shows are Judy Beck '81, John

Duffield '80 and John Segal '62.

to the%on^ n tree.

FolK-r9ck'*i<>i&l'cian Livingston

Tayldr ':^tu . present a concert.

ThursdayiOct. ^ tn Chapin Hallat IMD'^

p.m. AMltepii^ting in thip ACBeJ,

sponsored! covert will Ws Seott

Langkford< '8j;' Admission • to the

concert i^-laf,® v^ith Williamis ID and :

$5.00 for othrfB,':^ '- • ,-..

The\Mu»K|*!pft will 8pQWorMU>
second Sfu.dif i*ecital Th(ir64<i3{

afterifiooji MTJijMntBon Chapel iat.i

p.m. ' Th^ 'Studios offers WilUanis

students; the jthance to perform ^in'

front pr«phbp<>afldience. Adcfjission

is fre6 aivd evfryosie is encourif^ied to

attend. ^ . -. \ ' .''.. ,_,;,:' »_"

vidlistifo Pl<iy^ H

Mittat^Hmfd, violist,'wili he'

joine^i bw^pjsi^t Myma Nachmant
who was Vialibdg Assistant Proifessor'

of Mupic' at'WJlliaros CoUeg?
:
jidst

year, it; if concert .at the Sterlhijg ahd|

Francirie '€iark Art Institute in

Willipn^towri ; tonight at 8:30.

'

Adtnission is fi»^ with Williams ID.

The fvnt half of the program will

include a spnai|i in G minor by Henry
Eccles'( 1652-1742) nid the Arpeggionl:

Sonata °1|)y.SchiUM^ one of his most
popu){ti^ ins^hi^^ebtal works. Schubwt
wrote^. thic soQ^I^ in 1824 fat-, -the

arpeotioni^ a^ instrument that>yas a

crossoetwieen a cfeUo and a guitiU'. It

is performed today on either the viola

or the cello. The music of the second

half of the program will include the

Sonata Movement in D minor by the

The Amos Tuck School
of Business Admimstration

Dartmouth College * Hanover, N. H.

"Men and women seeking
EDUCATION FOR MANAGEMENT

are invited to discuss the

TUCKMBA
with

Elizabeth Day
Assistant Director of Adihissions

__ ^ _^ Thursday, October 5
*"

"^"""biffice of Career Counseling

ftmaiancompoacr Glinka (U0S-1SS7),

an early wort left unflalahed. It will

be followed by lUiataBea. which

(joinesiniiB a suite of ptoow for viola

ahd orchestra by Uie English

cwnpoaer Bei^amin Dale (U8S-1837),

i contemporary of Beethoven and

' ^Midiaei Pondtf' stuDM at the

Rqyal Academy of Music and has

since played with the London Mozart

Players, the London Philharmonic,

the Royal Philharmonic, and other

London orchestras. Mr Ponder is a

ft^uent visitor to recital halls in the

United States. Myrna Nachman is on

; the music faculties of SUNY-Stony
Brook and of Brooklyn College. She

will complete a Doctor of Mu^cal Arts

"degree in piano from Yale University

'School of Music this fall. She is an
ictive chamber and solo musician.

Engraver Lecture
** England's leading contemporary
'engraver of fine letters in wood and
^copper will lecture tonight at 7:30

p.m., in Griffin Hall. The illustrated

i Slide presentation by Leo Wyatt of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England, is

being sponsored by the Chapin
Litnwy, which is also featuring a

'.display (tf Wyatt's work in its

exhibition hall on the second floor of

Stetson HaU
Wyatt has eqjoyed a nurobw of one-

man shows in Britain, and examples
of his work have been included in

major national and international

exUbitions <d calligraphy and book

design in Europe and the U.S. In his

talk tonight Wyatt will demonstrate

how lettering we use every day in

labels and bookfdates, on stationery

and greeting cards, in

adverstiselnents and notices can be

miade mvc\n more beautiful when
artistry and technical virtuosity wortc

together. Entitled "Forms and
Letterforms: Leo Wyatt and His

Engraving," the lecture will also

permit enquiries frmn the audience.

Says Robert Volz, Custodian of the

Chopin Library, "this is an event that

one cannot duplicate by reading

books, and it is unlikely that such a
notable and accomplished artist-

en|{raver will come our way again in

mir^ yieari!'' A pii^ will

foDow Wyatt's lecture in the Chapin

Library located inStatson HaU, just a

few yanto behind Griffin Hall and
Thompson Memorial Chapel. The
public is cordially invited free d
charge to both the lecture and the

reception.

Why cptshort?

Special!

MOLSON

Golden Ale, Beer, Ale

only $9" a case!

Colonial Village Package Store

Colonial Shopping Center, Wiiliamstowi

AnieticcHi I

ncerSocMy^

There vHll be an important short

meeting on the WSP Study Tour to the

Soviet Union Sunday, October 8, at 9

p.m. in Weston Language Center

Lounge. If unable to attend, please

contact Edwlnna Cruise at 2161.

CONTACT LENS
WEARERS

Save money on your brand name
hard or soft lans sum>II"s. Send for

fro* lllustratad catalog. Contact

Lans Supply Cantor, 341 E.

Camalback, Phoanix. Arizona

U012.

Women's lc« Hockey is

looking for fwo oeaches

Cell Merty Teft et «f75 or

Becky Webber et MM.
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Physicists con^ne atriP^ fall meeting
bySUiMa*Md

Physicitta from acroM N«w
England mat tbia weakeod al

WlHiama, when the Departmeot cl

Phyalcs and Astronomy sponsored tbe

(all meetiiw of the New England

Section of tbe American Physical

Society (APS).

The conference, organised by
Ballard Pierce of Physics and Jay

Paaachoff of Astronomy, brought

tbletfieF tea'aing aW'anmtsnrSria*
pltysicists from the region to share tbe

results of recent investigations into

subjects ranging from other ^laxies

to sub-atomic particles. One APS
jneml>er added controversy to tbe

'conference by challenging tba Uipory

of relativity.

Astrophysics led off the conference,

as three participants from M.I.T. and

Harvard gave a tutorial session on X-

ray astronomy and black holes

Friday. They descrit>ed uses of data

from NASA's new satellite ob-

servatory and discussed new ad-

vances and applications of their work.

Professors and students from New
England colleges and universities

convened on Saturday to present a

seriea of papon. They wer»,M|kwi ^
WiUiama .(acuf):y^a»a)b«r. Prof.
David Park chaired the seasion on
particle physics, Dal* Dickinaon tbe

one on aaUophyslca and ooamology,
Gary Kekelis that on neutron physics,

and Jay Shelton that on en-
vironmental and biophysics.

Leonid Sokolow, author of the new
book A Dual BUier UaKerse. attacked
mc'iuuiaiy la ivhutii^, aa iwumwihu
by Einstein and still central to modern
physics. He gave two papers, one
challenging the assumption that the

•tetpMc
t}ia«l-i9.

S^lar beatihg lad ctf the <n-
vlrQaaaotal aaction^ (be coaferaooe,
with a >r«iMatitloa «r tha data
ooUactad dulng rmmcb of turn

caUege*« aotar-boated retidential
house. SheltOQ f»ve a papar on
meaaurtiig (Iraplaoa eftlcieneiea, and
*w**^' P^PBW w nwciJ WacuaBioi)a~tf
the mechaotes of vialoa

John Lathrop and M. S. Oraeoe of

Williama argued for an alternative

Jtr inllisntation of the atmcturv of the

V. (he univene in iteir paper during the

•quaJa aatro-physica and cosmolocy leotion.

Diokinioo and others gave a paper on

tbe existence of methanol betwoen

stars. Later on Saturday, Paik
chaired a nitorial session dealing with

quark dynamlca, Quaits, which have
never hem identified experimentally,

may be theamalleet building blccks of

matter, components of electrons and
protocB. An*t.^i](:''8nipbeii Blate of

Williams made a presentation on

quark proliferation during the

session.

Physicists

Professor Blaha
pralllaration.

Former WCFM official expelled on charges of embezzlement
Continued from Page 1

"The real break came about the

eighth of September," according to

Perry. "I had been reputedly asked
alKtut certain equipment ordered
from the radio station and I l)egan to

try to track down where the

equipment was." The allegations of

embezzlement stemmed from what
Perry and other radio station

members discovered when they
succeeded in tracking down the

Gluck and Wolff read poetry
. On Thursday night the Clark Art Institute sponsored the first presentation

in its contemporary Writers Series. Louise Gluck read poenis both from Fir-

stborn and The House of Marshland as well as from her newer work. Geoffrey

Wolff read excerpts from his lat^t novel, which is entitled ^he Uuke of

jiieceptian.

Gluck prefaced her readings by reminding us that at a poetry reading, one

hears either the cadence of the poem or the idea; one cannot, she said, grasp

both at once. Whatfollows are works by both writers.

Nancy Willard and Stanley Elkin are scheduled to read here on October 18.

STONES

She flew first

in a purple kimona.

She looked like a butterfly

sounded like death.

Iter words were stone

she threw them
dull

numb
..«gai%t.Uxi waH.,,,.,,.^ :.;..;, :„:.uj

Each stone weighed the same

She chanted °>">i<^ "^^ graveyard
"Fear of Birth"

"Fear of Burial"

and tbe world she saw
was as fragile as breath

as permanent as the tomb.

Never has a child

died so gracefully

-^im in her pond. LoulseCSick

TRUTHS

"I stammer and blush,

"my father would stammer
and grin 'what the Hell'

His voice caught the first "S".

His words were bitter

with humor
and we laughed

with crying.

-His father was a confidence' man.'

His son was innocence.

He was caught l>etweea

"I think I hated my wife that night

I know I hated my wife"

He read,

and she recoiled

in the front row
having heard him before

stiU hurting

to hear ttew(H^ again.

Geoffrey Wolff

Instant Passport Photos-Copying-Proccssing-

Enlarg«m«nts-Sild«Dupllcoting-Portfolio

Work-Product PhotographrSupplias-

Answers A Advico e
VlVfa>n.-Sat.9:3D-S:30 Colonial Shopping C«nl«r. Wllliomilown 45a<3l 13

documentation for the purchase of the

missing equipment "I made one

phone call," said Perry, "and it was

'Oh my God.' I couldn't believe it."

The investigation revealed that the

piece of equipment had been ordered

by the accused official and never

delivered and that tiie money to pay

for it was missing.

Perry and other radio station

managers then began an intensive

review of the station's financial

records in order to verify their

preliminary findings. As a result of

the review, according to Perry, "a

consistent pattern (of abuse) began to

emerge that went deeper and deeper

and further back in time." Perry
refused to elaborate on what the

"pattern" was, but said that "hard
data" on financial wrongdoing went
l>ack as far as January of 1977, and
that "suspicious" entries go back to

January of 1976. After their review

of tlie station's books appeared to

confirm their preliminary suspicions,

a group of high ranking station

officials, in consultation with Station

Faculty Advisor Jim Hodgkins, took

their evidence to Dean Roosenraad a

week ago last Friday (September
19th). The Honor and Discipline was

convened the following Tuesday to

hear the radio station's charges and
that evening the accused official was
informed of the decision for expulsion.

The student met with President

Chandler on Thursday and asked him
to overturn the Committee's decision.

Chandler refused and the student left

school the followmg day.

Perry said that revised accounting
procedures at WCFM a(e being

CC asks retraction
Continued from Page 1

faculty committees, the Council

approved a motion to encourage

greater flexibility in scheduling

committee meeting times. "Student-

faculty committees discriminate

against athletes," Council member
John Ballan '79 charged, explaining

that for athletes with daily practices a

4:00 p.m. committee meeting time is

impossible.

Fifty seven per cent of the student

body participate on an athletic team

at some point in the year. The Council

suggested the scheduling of more

noon and evening meetings, or that at

least the problems of student athletes

be considered in establishing times

for a committee to meet.

instituted to protect it* fUnda twa
future abuse. Specifically, charge

accounts with various suppliers of

radio station equipment have been

closed to prevent station personnel

from ordering itsems without the

authorization of the busihess

manager. The old charge accounts

"offered a large potential for abuse,"

said Perry. In addition, a monitor

from the College Council Piqance

Committee must now OK all station

expenditures to prevent abuaes by the

business manager.

CLASS)Fjeos
For Sal*

4-who*t driva Toyota Land
Cruiser. 1971. $2150. Call 4S«-S44>.

Parsonols

LaBolte Dama—Bo carofur of

those after-goostmeal parties at

Greylock I They could prove

hazardous to your health I

_; ..—Roland

POIndoxtor - I |u»t lov* your

glassosi XXX

Marquis do Sade Homo Study

Course now available. All equip-

ment provided. Write to Lovoco,

Paris, France.

Cone ffloloBS fabrics people live In*.
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Water changes
from hot • • •

byErteSdimttt

One of tb« CoUege't latest energy

conMrvatiott measurei. tb«

conversion of «U waahlog ouichlnee to

ooM water use, has dismayed some

students.

Cold water washing does an

effective job in cleaning clothes and

conserves energy, Dean of the College

Daniel O'Connor said in response to

'^.^itioisin Irem the ^tudenlJJie.
(jkMnmitlee over the College's decision

to discontinue hot water usage in

campus washing machines.

O'Connor said allegations that the

College forced the change upon

studenU are false, citing a report

conducted last spring by the Energy

Conservation Committee which

specifically recommended "the use of

cold water only in clothes washing

machines (on) campus."
The issue gained attention after the

Student Life Committee that claimed

the administration allowed for no

student input in the decision.

According to second-yeaf committee

member Steve Davidson '80, the

administraition "did it without student

knowledge over the summer, and

informed us only after the fact."

The major initiative 1)ehind the

energy conservation drive came from

stunts, O'Connor said, pointing out

that two members of the eight-person

Energy Conservation Committee are

students. The Committee announced
the decision with a report released

test April; the washing machine
recommendation was included in a

caitegcry of energy-saving measures.

Davidson questioned the cleaning

effectiveness of cold water and, more
important, its capability to kill germs.

O'Connor said that after talking

with the College's science and health

experts, he was ccmvinced that cold

water would do a satisfactory

cleaning job and, with detergent, kill

as many germs as the hot water,

which according to the Dean wasn't

hot enough to sterilize the water

anyway.

Energy Coalition holds "no nukos" rally

Members of the Northern Berkshire

Alternative Energy Coalition staged a

"Rally for a Non-nuclear Future,"

last Wednesday in front of the

Williamstown Methodist Church to

raise awareness among area
residents of the nearby Rowe nuclear

plant and of alternatives to ouclear

energy.

The rally included a handlU of

students among the townspeople who
make up the coalition. The raUy did

not draw as many people as expected.

Coverage by area newspapers
Increased the group's visibili^. The
group plans further rallies, an
alternative energy fair in North

Adams and non-violence training

woritshops on Campus with trainers

from Clamshell Alliance.

Donna Pilakl im|)iroVOf Food Sorvlces

He's the boM one, he's the lirlght one, but the ootors dont coma clean In the ooM
uks they did In the hot water washers. (photo by Johnson)

Pood Service, to heighten nutrition

awareness and plan more varied

pienus, haired nutrifionist Donna

j^iaki this summer. Psialci, who was

once Baxter Hall cook, established tbe

vegetarian line in 1975.

To achieve these goals, she plans to

invite speakers and begin an
advertisinjg campaign using WCFM
and the Record. "I want to ^et people

to think about what they're eating,"

she explained.

Psiaki hopes to curtail meat
consumption by improving the quality

of vegetarian dishes. Her job entaUs

planning the menu for the entire

college. Working within the

limitations of what can be purchased,

Psiaki tries to vary the menus and
com^ up with new recipes.

How well does Williams prepare freslimen?
by Sarah Austell

Each fall at Williams is

characterized by observation and
fascination with the absorption of the

new class into college life in general

and the Williams community in

particular. The freshmen, set apart

from the rest of the college, are

shrouded in an aura of mystery which
for most of them is a welcome form of

security. But there are some who feel

it is unnecessary and even
demeaning. Just how successful is

Williams' handling of its freshman
class? Are Williams frosh

unnecessarily pampered? The
reactions of the Class of '82 are

varied, but for tbe most part,

favorable.

The majority of the freshmen say

they approve of freshman entries.

They feel it is important to meet their

classmates and develop class unity

before they try to go out to meet

upperclassmen. As one freshman

pointed out, this unity is easily

established sincJe all the members of

the incoming class are feeling "lost

and helpless" together. Another,
remarked that freshmen will be

conspicuous regardless of the

dormiti»7 set-up, so separate housing

facilities are advantageous until they

get their bearings.

A number of people who support the

entry system did raise questions

concerning the varying sizes of the

different entries. For instance. West
has two Junior Advisors for an entry
of nine, while Williams E has three

JA's for almost forty students.

The most often voiced criticism of

the entry system was that the

freshmen are not integrated into the

Williams community and are unable

to meet upperclassmen easily. Those
objecting to the entry system did hot

Uke being treated as a novelty, and

argued that unity is not a strong

enough reason for separating them
from the rest of the conununity.

One freshman suggested that a

conceivable compromise would be the

affiliation of a particular entry with

an upperclass house. During a
meeting with the JA's for tbe class of

'82, last year's JA's suggested
introducing upperclass friends into

the entires so that freshmen would
know some other upperclassmen
besides the JA's.

The various dorms within the

freshman housing system presented

some hesitations. She felt that people
on the Freshman Quad tend to have an
attitude that "anybody who's
anybody" lives on the Quad," and that

there might be a disadvantage in the

Quad as a self-contained unit. Another
freshman argues, however, that this

apparent snobbery is not snobbery at

all, but just a good, healthy rivalry

between dorms and entires. There
was also some concern expressed

about the advantages and
disadvantages of living in rooms
centered on a stairwell instead of a

another topic of concern. One JA who floor. Those who live on a floor argue
lived on the Quad during her that the stairs, separating them from
freshman year and did not mind it at their entry mates, would tend to

the time now looks back on it with discourage them from sodalizuig.

Bokke cose does not affect Willioms policy
Last summer's Bakke decision has

no immediate impact On the College's

admissions process, according to

Philip Smith, Director of Admissions.

Smith worries, though, that it might

have a "chilling effect" on the

number of minority students applying

to colleges in general.

The U.S. Supreme Court's ruling

arose when the University of

California at Davis Medical School

reje(;ted Allan Bakke. The school had

a qiiota policy to admit ten minority

students to their class of one hundred.

Justice Lewis Powell, providing the

"majority opinion" allowed race to be

a factor in admissions policies, but

only as one out of many factors.^Other

considerations would be special.

talents, geographical origins, alunmi

connections, and so forth.

Smith cited a study from the

"Chronicles of Higher Education"

that noted a straight line trend of

black students attending colleges near

their homes. A larger percentage of

black students are going^ to^cdlege

than white stu3eiits7 the study
continues, but the number of blacks

applying to better schools is declining.

Smith liked the Bakke decision,

given the case, but calls it the "wrong

case." He gave four reasons-^ first,

there was a specific quota; second,

the Davis Medical School had an

"unsophisticated" admissions
process, unlike those of Stanford, or

Eastern schools; third, it is a new

WILLIAMSTOWN'S

24 HOUR "WEATHER PHONE

458-3368

school, with no historical patta-u of

discrimination to justify

compensatory policies; fourth, there

was no way to make a case for

training more physicians for

minorities.

Williams admits a range of

studentSr^ivlafrno special weigbtioj.-
particular characteristic, according

to Smith. He added that desiraUe

factors change from year to year,

depending on the applicant pool.

Gary Jacobsc^, Assoc. Professor

of Political Science, finds the decision

"not completely satisfactory."

Politically, it was a "statesmanlike"

ruling he feels, allowing flexibility iii^

non^auiMtidiial adiniMiora «^^
He emphasized that the Court

should strive for consistency. At

present, he feels, the ruling provides

an "adequate" framework for the

myriad of future decisions that must

be made.

He cited a union case in the South

that indicates a lot of room for

affirmative action. The Bakke case

removed quotas in a very narrow
setting. Jacogsohn noted ttiat there

are several cases in the near future

that should further refine tbe Bakke
ruling.

WARM and FUZZY
FLANNEL

in terrific fall plaids

from Ounloggin®

Choose a

button down man-tailored at tl6.00

or

Pullover Tunic at tlt.M

I&09VHS&

II BOOK ITOU INC
miAMTOWN. MAM. JIIR

We've more than just books— Check our

new Nouvelles Images cards by

contemporary artists!

Shopping Ctr.

Sharon. Conn.
WatorSt.
WilliamtfoMm. Mots.

Park S^uoro
Plttfflold, Mom. ]

DOWN & POLAR<»UARD VESTS

FROM

TO ptStiT^

OMN< 1M PAny, TMUM. TH,MM

arc&dian shop
1 Wsier ttr»«t. Wllli«inste«m, Mms. 4SI-Myt

l«ne«.
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Everything yon never wanted to know about studying at Williams
byJoluiSctMir

Studying should be • four-letter

word. It is rarely convenient to stop

idaying Frisbee and drinking beer. It

is never fun to bury oneMlf in an
intellectual bathtub of basically
boring books. Yet almost every
Williams student finds it necessary, at

one point or another in his-her college

career, to settle down with a
scintillating set of study material. The
question te who-e: ^ w,-^-*

"I feel too much like a mole if I

study in my room," said one light-

loving student. There are those, of

course who disagree.

"My room is quiet, the seating is

adequate, and the lights don't flash on
and off at 11:00 p.m.," commented
one experienced junior, who prefers to

neglect the nocturnal niceties of the

library. Still, not everyone oh campus
wants to work in his room. A list of

some of the other viable places to

study on campus follows.

SAWYER LIBRARY: This is the

library, or "the libes" to some. Its

excruciatingly dull facade conceals a
multiplicity of morally suniortive

studiying sites.

Starting at the bottom, the Reserve
Room is perhaps the most popular

place in Sawyer. It is important to

mention at this point that the phrase,

"I'm going to go study in the library,"

is not the equivalent of, "lamgoingto
go to the library and study there

continuously until I leave." People go
to the Reserve Room—or to any other

floor in Sawyer for that matter—to
swap stones and chit chat as
frequently as tbey go there to tackle

texts.

Regardless of the purpose of library

attendance, the key question for

Reserve Room studiers is whether to

sit on the top oi> the bottom row of the

individually-lit cubicles. The
Psychology Department has come to

our aid. "If you choose to sit in the top

row,'' said one eiqiert in Locational

Psychology, "it is plain that you are

from OCC
UMA88 at Boston has an opening

for an Admissions Counselor.

Starting salary: |11,000-$13,000.

Resumes due Oct. 6, 1978. Send a
letter of Interest & resume to:

Dean of Adnussicms

Univ. of Mass. at Boston

Harbor Campus
Boston, Ma. 02125

Or call him at 287-1900.

GRAD SCHOOL RECRUITING
SCHEDULE:
Oct. 4

Oct. 5

Oct. 6

Oct. 9

Oct. 10

Babson Business,

West. New England Law,
Boston U. Bus.

Washington& Lee Law
Tuck

Penn State Business

U. (rf ChicagoBusiness
Capitol U. Law School

Columbia Law

COOPERS AND LYBRAND will

conduct a workshop for students

interested in worktaig with ari

accounting firm, on Oct. 11 at 7 pm
at OCC.

ATTENTION JUNIORS (And
others)^ The Amoe Tuck School of

Business Administration of

Dartmouth will conduct an
informative meeting on Thurs.,

cot. 5 at 3 pm which will be geared

to juniors. Any others who are

interested are welcome to attend.

WILLIAMS CLUB • FALL
BREAK: Job Hunthig in NYC.
Plans are underway for Career

discuBsfcniB Monday night, Oct. 23

at the Williams Club. Meet alumni

in flnance, arts, advertiBlng, public

relationa, pid>Uahing, theatre. Sign

up at OCC as soon as possible.

PREPARA'TNIN FOR THE LSAT:
This ncfw book has Just arrived at

OCC. TapM of Dinny Taylor's

LSAT woriahop are also available

for study use.

inadequacy by placing yourself above
the rest of the world and lording over
them from your lofty seat."

"If you sit in the t>utUnn row," our
sage consultant continued, "it Is

obvious that you are attempting to

return to a womlhlike environment to

compensate for feelings of

inferiority."

The secure reader may wish to

tadcle the other floors ©(.fte Ubrarj^^
"The'seconHitobr is mucH snuQler than
it looks; the third is moderately quiet

and moderately social; the fourth is

very quiet and rarely social.

In summary, Sawyer is the place to

for a mixture of studying and
socializing, of quiet and
querulousness, and of mice and men.
ii you have a twenty-page paper due
the next morning, however, it might
be wise to go elsewhere.

BRONFMAN SCIENCE CENTER:
This area is usually quiet, but

luifortunately, it is also frequently

crowded. Limited table space makes
it a poor place for preparing papers,

but Bronfnukn can otiberwise be a good
place to work. There are some
distractions, however. "I love looking

out the big picture window," said one

freshman, who obviously doesn't

study much at night.

THOMPSON SCIENCE
LIBRARIES: NeStled within the

Bijilogy,. Chemistry^ and Physics
buildings are perhaps the quietest

conventional studying places. One of

the reasons that tiiey are so quiet is

that they are almost impossible to

fmd. The biology library tends to be a

little hot, and is currently being

painted. The Chemistry library is

nice, but don't go there the night

before a major Chemistry exam. The
Physics library is isolated enough to

be contra-indicated for students with

heart trouble.

Some of the people in these libraries

are serious. Pay no attention to the

dirty looks they give you when you
breathe too loudly. Do not punch Uw
fauttooB on your calculator with too

much force. Most importantly, do not

make any pre-medical jokes. Some of

the students already carry scalpels.

MISCELLANEOUS INDOOR
SPOTS: The adventurous may wish to

study in unsanctioned areas. Like
steam tunnels. Those of us who dislike

vari^-affluents may^ant to go
somewhere else. The Geology
building always seems to have soma
empty rooms—often including the

Geology library. Poking around in

Bronfman may reward the wanderer
with a suitable cloister. On the other
hand, some of the rooms contain

radioactive stubstances or packs of

escaped gerbils.

In general, empty rooms are nice
because they are peaceful and quiet,

You can concentrate in them. You can
toss sheafs of paper about with
abandon. You can talk to yourself if

you want. But you can get locked in it

you get tM wrapped up in your woifc

late at oigM.
MISCELLANEOUS OUTDOOR

SPOTS: 'Studylag uiitfar a lr«e is sM
too 'ooUege<«talogueaque,' don't you
think?" The above quote may be
correct, but there are still those who
prefer to forsake the consistency of

the library for the sunshine o( the

outdoors. If they go to schwrf In

Williamstown, tbey had better get

used to consistency. Still, history has
recorded times when the weather was
suitable for outdoor study-

Part of the liberal-arts education we
hear so much about is learning about
different modes and methods of

studying. The above locations are the

most tradltlona] studying spots on
campus. The imaginative Williams
student, however, will certainly find

other desirable places to pour over the

books.

Happy StudyingI

Moa3iitaiiiee3?iiig ^4.

PTIMUM

V

Mountaineering' is a skill

oftiming as weU as tech;

nique. The wrong
moment, like the
wrong method,
marks the gap
between
amateur and
aficionado. So Uie
ki^ to successful mountaineer
ing is to choose the occasions
wisely and well.When, then, is

it appropriate to slowly
the smooth, refreshing
mountains ofBusch Beer?

Celebrations, ofcourse,
apobotil expected and ex-

cellent opjxDrtunities to
test your mountaineering
mettle. Indeed, on m£yor
holidays it is virtually

mandatoiy
to do so.

Imagine
iushering
in the
fiscal new
year or
com-
memo-
rating

Calvin C.

Coolldge's
birthday
or throw-

ing cawtlon to the wind during
TaJte-A-Sorghum-To-Lunchc^
Week without the
benyefit ofBusch.A
disturbing pros- :;

pact at best.
On the

other hand, not
eveiy event
be as signifi-

cant as those
outltnedabove.

Ik.

Small
victories like exams passed,,
papers completed or classes:^

attended ajre equaJljr,

acceptable.

Remember the.

.

mountain-
eer's motto:
matricula-.
tion is

celebration.

InterpeP'.-.

sonal relation^
I

sMpsare also
meaning-'
fill times. There ajre

;
few things finer than

j^^AtaWng jrour compan-
^"' ion in hand and head-
ing for the mountains,

.>;transcending the ho-
" Jium and hum-drum

:;tn flavor ofa romantic
R&R Naturally,
couples who share the

pleasures of mountaineering
run the risk ofbeing labeled
social clirhbers. But such
cheap shots are to be ignored.
Thi^ are the work of cynics,
nay-sayers and chronic
malcontents.

Similarly, the ambience
ofan athletic afternoon (e.g.

The Big Game) is another
Idealmoment. Downing
the mountains elevate
the morale ofthe fian and,
hence, the team. There-
fore, ifyou care at all about

the outcome. It is your duty to
mountaineer. *

When should one not ;

eiTjoy the invlgoratlon ofthe
mountains? Here, you'll be
happy to learn, the list is

much briefer.

, Mountaineering is

considered
declass6
with

dessert,

Improper
duringJudi-
cial proceed-

ings andjust
plain foolish while

crop dusting around
power lines. Otherwise,

as the hob-heads ofthe
' sixties used to say, "Seize

the timel"

> Mountaineering Is the eoienoe and art of drinlcing Busoh.Ttw tenn orlguistes due to the snowy, Iqy peakks spcntad
by the laljel outelde and perpetuates due to the cold, naturaUy rafireehing taets inside, (of. lessons 1, 8 and 8.

)

Dont Just reax3h for a iDeec HiBad £3r the mountains.
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Footballers crush Niddlebiiry 33-12
k.» tm^mmm. r.^A fik..^ ^
by Mary Kate Shea

MIddiebury, Vt—The Williams
College foottMll team spoiled

MitMJetmry College's Homecoming
game with a 33-12 victory Saturday

afternoon at the Panthers' Porter

FiekL The win, which makes the Ephs
2-0 on the season, was Williams first

victory over Middlebury fince 1975.

Williams hosts the Bantaros^pf Trinity

College next Saturday at l.Stiv.ta. on

Weston rieW. '•^-
:
•• -A~..^\

Junior halfback Dave Massucco ran

for two tpuchdowns and caught a Bob
Luti pass for a third, bringing his

touchdown total to five in the Ephs
first two games. Lutz completed U
passes for 131 yards in leading the

Williams' offense against a Panther

defense designed to stop the Ephs'

running game. Lutz's favorite target

was co^aptain Ken Hollingsworth.

HoUingBworth collared five passes for

M yards, and had even the

Middlebury fans oohing and ahhing

over several of his spectacular off-

balance catches.
Middlebury got on the scoreboard

first with a two-yard touchdown run

by halfback Dave Howell midway
through the opening quarter. The Eph
defensive unit tightened up, allowing

the Panthers another-touchdown with

one minute remaMog in the first half,

then hokling ttwm scorelew (or the

remainder of the contest.

Middlebury's final pointa of the

afternoon came on a 16-yard strike

from quarterback Matt Wlnslow to

Bob Yeadon.
Throughout the second half,

Williams defense came 19 with big

plays to stifle the Panthers' scoring

-ijkfivw.<in 4he openiag^series of the

third quarter, the Eph defense

displayed excellent pursuit that cost

Middlebury a loss of 17 yards on the

fourth down play. Williams took

possession on the Panthers' nine-yard

line and three plays later, Lutz

connected with Massucco on a nine-

yard pass for the score.

Interceptions by backfield

members Mark Eckert, Mark Gerry

and co-captain Greg McAleenan
thwarted Middlebury scoring

attempts just in the nick of time or

stopped them before they even got

started. Eckert and Gerry snagged
errant Winslow passes destined for

Panther receivers in the end zone.

McAleenan's interception and IS-yard

return gave Williams the ball on
Middlebury's five-yard line and set up
the Ephs final score of the game.

LINE SOME: Williams VS. Middlebury

2

13

6

Final

33

12~

Williams
'

Middlebury ^

Individual scoring:

Middlebury—Dave Howell, 2-yard run, 6:43 left In 1st quarter (kick failed)

Williams—Gus Nuzzolese, 1-yard run, 0:06 left In ftt quarter (Hollingsworth

kick good) '..r^,

Williams—(yreg Collins, 1-yard run, 10:0»left In 2nd^quarter (Hollingsworth

kick good)

WlUlamt—Dave Massucco, 2-yard run, 5:54 left in 2nd quarter (kick failed)

MlddletMtry—Matt WInstow to Bob Yeadon, 16-yard pass, 1:14 left In second

quarter (kick failed)

Wllllaots—Lutz to AtaMucco, 9-yai;d pass, 12:42 left In 3rd quarter (kick failed)

Williams—AAauucco, 7-yard run, 2:36 left^n 4th quarter (Hollingsworth kick

good)

Volleyball team

sweeps first four
Williams' newest varsity team, the

Women's Volleyball squad, extended
its record to 4-0 with a decisive victory

ova- the University of Vermont last

Saturday.

Although UVM overpowered the

Ephwomen 15-12 in the first game,
Williams thundered back to take the

next two and the match, 15-3 and 15-9.

Setter Catherine Gernert
characterized the team's play as
"sloppy in the beginning," but said

that the squad "came through in the

tight spots." Williams was also slated

to play Greenfield Saturday, but

Greenfield failed to field a team. The
Ephwomen count the forfeit in their

win column.

Last Tuesday Williams opened its

premiere season with two wins over
Smith and Russell Sage. Coach Sue
Hudson-Hamblin attributed the

team's excellent outing to the setting

talent oi sophomore (lemert and the

good ^.offensive play of co-captains

Lisa Marder and Sue Jacquin. Spiker

Laurene VonKlan led the team in play

near the net.

The squad's next opponents on an
18-game schedule are Western New
England and A.I.C. at home on
Tuesday. The first game will begin at

4, to be followed by a second at 6:30,

loeks en anxiously from the bancft

Massucco finished the drive
McAleenan had started, as he
scampered seven yards aniund the
left end for his third touchdown of the

aftemooa
WilUama first two scares in the

game calne on short rune by fullback

Gus Nuzzolese with no time showing
on the clock at the end of the first

quarter, and by halfback Greg Collins

just ,five ivinutes Jnto the second
quarter.

A key factor in the Ephs win against

Middlebury was the stellar punting of

junior Rick Walter. Panther players
fumbled Walter's punts on several

occasions, allowing the Ephe to

launch yet another offensive drive.

Walter punted nine times for an
average of 41.2 yards, and five of his

punts carried over 45 yards.

"The kids were high emotionally for

Middlebury," says Odell. "We did a
good job on offense facing an intense

defense that stopped our running
attack effectively, and our defense

came up with big plays at the right

time."

The Eph boofers reversed a 5-2 toss to UMets, last Wsdnesday; Wltii a thrilling

1-0 overtime victory over Middlebury on Saturday.

Hooters nip Panthers in OT; lose to UMass
Williams soccer scored a dramatic

overtime victory at Middlebury
College last Saturday. The win, the

first in five years against the

Panthers, lifted the Ephs" record to 1-

1.

The play sharply illustrated the

contrasting styles of the t^yp sctiq^ls.

Middlebury was wide-open,
constantly running and constantly

kicking long to crashing wingsT
Williams was more deliberate,

passing short and under control

waiting to exploit an opening. The
outcome was a tense standoff. Each
side created several opportunities to

ice the game, but the ball stayed out of

the net throughout the regulation

niru'lv iDinulos.

as LavnMie Von Kian sipllies one ever
ttie heads of the Middlebury team,

(photos by Johnson)

Golf team drubs Middlebury
Victimized by three merciless

drubbings in their last three outings

against the Williams College Gcil

machine, the Middlebury Panthers
anxiously awaited the opportunity to

bre the Eph linksters into the womb
of their newly constructed eighteen

bole golf course. Alas, visions of a
Middlebury victory were snuffed out

by some fantastic individual
performances as the golfers racked
up their fourth consecutive victory

without a loss. The final taUy: Ephs
407, Middlebury 418.

After some early season
disappointments that would have
humbled a lesser man, Greg Jacobson
has come fighting back with

murderous vengeance. He riddled the

flagsticks with spectacular iron play
en route to a 75.

Tying for second with scdres of 79

were junior Ed "Big" Bousa and
senior Mike Lynch. Coach Rudy Goff

is especially pleased with Bousa's

solid play as the enigmatic veteran

has shed some of the wild

inconsistency that iM pbgued his

game in the past Representing the

influence of Jack Nicklaus on the

youth of America, Miched C. Lynch

methodically dissected the tricky

Middlebury Course. His round was
highlighted by an incredible music of

the spheres eagle two on the too

demanding third hde.
After a brief hiatus away from the

game. Marcel Oudin clawed his way
back to near semi-respectability with
an 84. Hopefully this was a sign of

recovery, a sign that miracle worker
Marcel is on the way back.
By this time an informed golf

reader should be asking, "What
hajipened to Young Bill Sprague, Bill

Dick. Tiddy Upton, and Dan Katz?"
These three stalwart performers were
dealt crushing setbacks by the fickle

Middlebury Golf Course.

The next home mutch is againsi

Springfield CoDege on Wednesday,
October 4.

Senior Tad Roach, lead fullback,

played an outstanding game for

Williams as the key to the defense

Middlebury could not crack. Roach
frustrated the Panth«B' attack by
winning and clearing the high
scrosses Middlebury relied on to

power their offense. Without the cross

Middlebury could not complete an
offensive drive.

The goal, when it finally came late

in the first overtime period, was a
sight to behold. Gregg Hartman took a
pass from Marcus Smith at midfield,

turning past one defender, faked a
pass and went by another. At top

speed, another take, another
defender, and Hartman faced only the

Panther goaltender well out of the

nets. Keeping the ball under control,

he softly pushed it by the sprawling
keeper. The score brought the large

Homecoming crowd to its feet and
spoiled a part of Middlebury's
Homecoming weekend.
Last Wednesday UMASS came to

Williams College ranked second in

New England. They left 5-2 victors

and well on their way to the top spot.

The early action was marred by rough
play and many blatant fouls. Seva«l
playerswere injured; two were forced
to leave the game. UMASS's Mark
Vassington capitalized on the
confusion b/ blasting a SO-yard shot
over Williams' keeper Doug Orr.
The goal woke Williams up. Slowing

the pace to suit t-heir style, the
Ephmen dominated the play and co-

captain Perry Nelson made It look
easy by scoring the tying goal
unassisted. Williams kept the
pressure on and threatened to go
ahead until Vassington sent Tasso
Koutsoukos in close for the go-ahead
goal. The half ended 2-1 UMASS.
Williams again attempted tooontnd

the fkw in the second half but were
forced back into a faster pace by the
hard-hitting Mmutemen. The Ephs
made several defensive mistakes and
the score was quickly «"!.

The Ephmen rallied briefly. Gregg
Hartman brought Williams back
within two by putting in a penally
Icick. But Vassiiigto(i«nded the Ephs*!

hopes of a comeback by scoring the
day's last goal.

-Williams Sports Briefs^

Cross country
The Williams Women's cross-

country team finished in a solid

second place out of seven teams in the

Amherst Invitational at Amherst,
Mass. Saturday. Middlebury won with

a low score (rf 22 points. Williams was
close behind with 37, followed by
Amherst with 108, Holy Cross, Ul, and
Mt Holyoke, 147. Hampshire and
Fitchburg State could not score

because neither had a full team.

Middlebury's Karin VonBerg won
the three-mile race with a time of

17:00. Mary Hakala of Williams was
the next finisher in 17:43. Williams'

Sue Merchant, a freshman, placed
fifth, seniors Corrie Johnson, seventh
and Tannis Fox, 10th, and freshman
Brenda Mailman, I3th.

Earlier last week the team was
defeated on their home course by a
strong Middlebury squad in a dual

meet. Wednesday's score was 23-32,

the team with the fewer points

winning.

Senior co-captahi Mary Hakala was
Williams first finisher, placing
second. She ran the 3.2 mile course in

20:28, despite having run a ten-mile

road race just three days earlier,

which she had won. Freshman Sue
Marchant was fifth, seniors Tannis
Fox and Corrie Johnson seventh and
eighth, and freshman Stephanie
Carperos 10th.

Rugby
rhe Williams Rugby Club did their

part in ruining Middlebury's
Homecoming this past weekend
defeating up Panther sides 13-0 and 3-

0. Improved scrum play was decisive

in both wins as an especially narrow
field limited Unework. The games
were especially well played by
Williams, considering the number of

rookies in the lineup.

Tries by Jeff Samson and Yoehi
Belash and kicks by Dave
Weyerhauser and Vic Zerbin^
accounted for the A-side seoi^iKi-

—

while another Weyerhauser kick was
the margin in the second game.
Williams also won the party, kee^ling

a kmgstanding undefeated streak

alive.

The Middlebury win evened the

team's record at l-l after dropping a
game to Springfield last weekend.

Field hockey
The Williams Varsity Field Hockey

team was. edged out 3-2 by Yale
University on Saturday in New
Haven, CT. Senior Sally Kraft scored
on an assist from junior wing Nancy
Nichols to make the score 2-1 in favor

of Yale at the half.

Midway through the second period,

Williams tied it up on a goal by
forward Monica Grady assisted by
Andy Hawkins, the team's second

leading scorer. Despite strong
defensive performances by senior

back Dawn BedroSian and Williams

goaltender BIythe Miller, (17 saves),

Yeie tallied agahi within the last Qate
minutes of the game to grab the

victory.

The Williams Jumor Varsity Pidd
Hockey team defeated Yaleby a acolm
of 3-1. Hm Varsity Kplnraiaen, wttt»
season record of 24, travel to liijr

Springfield College on Wedneadayi-
evenltig.



Students petition CC
for college referendum
Two students preserited a petition

for f proposed constitutional
'amendment to the College Council last

WednWKiay night, seeking to have the
Secretjsry and Treasurer directly
elected.

Met by strong opposition, the
presenters, Bruce GeorUch '80 and
David Beardsley '80, plan to postpone
a referendum by the student body on
the amkndment until next semestei^
despite iso accompanying signatures.

"We were 'babes in the woods' In

dealing with the Council," said
GoerUch. "The members Uve in a
rarefied atmosphere of political
intrigue that leads to an inflated seme
of self-importance and large divisions
between views of the Council and
those of the student body as a whole."
The Council could' only discuss the

petition but not alter it, given the
signatures of ten per cent of the
student body. However, the council's

response prompted the postponement.
To deal with the evident concern with
the offleers, preiSident Bronson Fargo
'n, plans instead to present an
impeachment clause at tomorrow
night's meeting. Presently the
Constitution lacks such a clause
Simpson recommended some

modifications of the original proposal
to Beardsley and Goerlich before the
council meeting. While emphasizing
his opposition to the' entire proposal,

he suggested that they insert

_safeguards to aasure only qualified
candidates were elected and that tbH
council be able to veto the nomination
of a candidate with whom it could not
work. Beardsley and Goerlich then
attempted to answer those concerns in

a new petition. Simpson however,
remained opposed to the entire
prop(^I.

Council objections to the petition ,

took several forms. Members
questioned the legality of clause d of

Article III, Section 2. Calling for new
elections for the two offices, the
clause might not necessarily unseat
the present occupants.

Ot^rs construed the particular

clause to bea personal attack directed

towards eittier one or both of the

offico^. Some also felt that clause d
threatened to seriously disrupt this

year's budget allocation—the job of

the Treasuror, Sim|»on, and the

Council's administration—the job of

the Secretary, Mi<;hael Ussack "TS.

Asst. Dean Dean Chandler, advisor
to the Council, questioned the
efficiency of the referendum, offering

instead an impeachment clause. This
objection raised the question as to

whether officers can be "unelected."

Others saw clauses b and c of Article

III, Section 2 as incondstent.

Since Goerlich and Beardsley
sought to have the Student body vote

on the offices. Bill Baldiga '80

wondered why the Council should
have any veto power. The two
presenters said they wished to offer
the option should someone be
nominated whose personality clashed
with the Council's.

To amend these problenis, Ted
Tucci '79 proposed striking the first

sentence of d, striking c, and—in line

with a suggestion made by Simpson-
rewriting b, to allow anyone to run for
the offices, provided that no
"qualified" person presients himself.
This proposal, never voted on last

Wednesday, would have to be offered
as a separate option to the students.

Disturbed^ by the Council's

attempts to revise the petition, and to

put off until later a student body vote.

Continued on Page 8
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Student -faculty ratio increases
bv Tim Jones nmrlintaA .M,n>.l.l ...liuj •_ .^.^„ . .. ...by Tim Jones

The student-faculty ratio jumped
this year from 12:1 to approximately
13:1. After tallying the last of the
student notices of withdrawal, the
Registrar discovered that
approximately 35 more students tl^n
usual had opted to remain on campus
for fall semester.

'The number of students

predicted would withdraw to
participate in exchange programs or
take semesters off dramatically
declined," explained Dean of the
College Daniel O'Connor.

Aggravating the situation, the
incoming freshman class, the biggest
in the history of the CgUege, entered
with SOI members. Thus the
Sepltemj^ enrolhnent itf 1978

students "was the largest ever." This
figure is 110 highter than last spring
When laas atudmli registered in

As a result. O'Connor continued,
'the teacher-studfefit ratio is out of
whw*." "We don't intend to let this
continue," the Dean stated. "We
advertise as being at 12:1 and that's
where we want to be."
To obtain a fraction relatii^ the

number of students to faculty; a
variable called Full 'Knae EquivaMnK
^ftl«ilty^= tFTE) is used fife*
department is granted a cetSm
number of FTE's. If that number it
six, for example, the department in
question can have either six full-time
faculty or a larger number of part-
time professors whose combined
course leads equal six FTE's. To
obtain th*. mtin fho o„»-o„r i.

manager for review. This will consist

of students for both semesters ™
divided by the total number of FTE's
for all departments. The FIE total
this yearns about 150.

'It is certainly true," Associate
Dean Cris Roosenraad said, "that
some departments have large classes.
Introductory mathematics is very,
very large. Similarly, Political

Continued on Page 9

CF|ftj;htcksL.nnQney

after allegations
byRayOaMM

Business managers With "no
concept of cost structure" have been a
prime fact^ in protonging WCFM's
record of cfanmic deficit m>ending,
according to Don Perry '79, currently
in charge of business and advertising
for the station.

Accumulated debts have
persistently cut into budgeted
expenditures, causing an annual^
deficit to become "almost^
inevitable."

Perry explained that past business
managers never systematically
audited the station's flnances to

discover what coats were fixed and
what «cpenditures could be safely cut.
Total expenditures were never
calculated until the biUs M^n to

arrive. Deficits, which have plagued
the station since it increased its

wattage output in 1970, were merely
passed on to the following year.
Failing to account for the payment of
old debts in its budget requests to the
Council, the station exhibited a
pattern of overspending and ever-
increasing annual ddlcit.

WCFM's total d^cit in the fiscal

year ending July 1978 was
approximately $3,800, which Perry
called a "normal" figure. The figive

for the previous year was $7,000.

Perry claimed that when he took
charge of business and advertising in

January, 1978, the station's liquid

assets amounted to slightly under
$200. The majority of the station's

allocation had already been used to

pay off its back debts.

Under a more car^iiily organized
system, Perry herpes to break the
pattern of deficit spending and
'tU&intain tighter control of station

financing. In the future, each of the
Station's departments will submit a
"subsistence" budget to the business
manager for review. This will consist

Religion thrives at Williams in spite of doubt
hv Jnhn I*amia«<M TV. I -..J ... ...byJohnPavacic

A lack of great inyjjIjMioent and an
atmosphere of doubt and self-
reflection characterize the major
elements of reUgious practice on the
Williams campus.
Michael Henderson, one of the

Williams chaplains, admitted he was
not yet familiar with the total
religious picture at Williams, but
expected it to be similar to his
experiences on other campuses. "I
»ee less and lew of the exotic,"

The Proposed
Amendment

Article II, Section te:

The SecreUry and Treasurer shall be voting members of the College
Council.

Article lU, Section 2:

a. The Secretary and Treasurer shall be direcUy elected.

b. No person shall be a Treasurer who shall not haye a«ved on the College
Council Finance Committee for one year.

e. No penon shall be nominated Secretary or Treaaurer who siiaU have
received a two-Uiirds vote ofnoconfUknce by the CoUege Council,

d. Elections for Secretary and Treasurer shall be held withbi two weein Of
ratification of this amendment. Henceforth, electlona for Seemtary and
Treasurer shall be held concurrently widi those of the President Vice-
President.

J

Henderson said, and it seems that
more students are searching for the
historical "roots" of their religion. He
said college provided an atmosphere
of freedom to search for one's
background.

StUi most students "have difficulty

relaong to the assumptions they were
brought up on as children," as they
begin to question them. Henderson
said the student wants to "change his
status from draftee to volunteer" in
his pursuit of religion by exorcising

the "garbage" and discovering its

true historic foundations. He believes
Williams students would like
alternatives to present styles of

reUgious practice.

Henderson feels students are less
involved in religion because of their
"exaggerated preoccupation with
future careers." He hopes students
will worry less about jobs and turn
more toward the coileae experience
itself.

Father Gus Graap of the Roman
Catholic Newman Society believes
that the majority of students who
attend the Newman Sunday mass
refriiin from total involvement in the
ervices and other Newman
•ctivitlea. He feels religion is "an
anchor for tbem" and that they an
disturbed by the tanovttkns common
to Newman Sarvloaa. iStwlmta want
an unqnestiouble fradUlona] base of

security, be said, especially at a time
oNmcertainty. The Newman Society
is attempting to turn from an
"academic-siHritual mix" to a more
social oqe in the hopes of attracting
more student participation, Graap
said.

Hie Reverend Robert Moore of the
Willlamstown United Methodist
Church said that besides the 20 to 29

Continued on Page 8

oni^iiued broadcasting, accoriding to

Perry. The compUed budget, which
will include in its expenditures the
paying off of the previous year's
deficit, will then go to the Finance
Committee for review. The station

will also budget for additional "non-
essential" purchases in its allocation

request

Perry also detailed a new process
which he hopes will prevent a
repetition of WCFM's recent
embezzlement scatidal, which ended
in the expulsion of a station official.

Beghmthg this year, all {Jijaipment

purchase orders must contain the

signatures of two station officials. In
the past, the business manager alone
slgniBd the orders. In addition, all

orders must be approved by WCFM's
board of directors, and no official may
receive a sales commission from the

company with which he negotiates a
purchase.

Groups fight fiuclear power
by Mary A^es Sheehan

Nuclear power has become an
important issue in the Berkshire
Mountains. Several groups itf

WUliamstown are actively involved in

the controversy surrounding the
existence of nuclear plants in the
Berkshire area.

The Williams Action Coalition, a
campus activist group involved in

many varied issues, is bringli^ films
and speakers to campus to educate
the student twdy on nuclear power.
Both sides of the issue will be
addreased, a WAC spokesman said,

although the WAC holds a decisively

anti-nuclear position. Many of its

members belong to the Clamshell
Alliance, a regional anti-nuclear
group. The WAC plans to sponsor a
non-violence training worlobop, a
prerequisite for participation in

ClamabeU demonstratiom, later in
theyeat-.

The Northern Berkshire Alternative
Energy Coalition (NBAEC), a
WlUiamstown anti-nuclear group, is

fighting nuclear power plants in the
inunediate Berkshire area. The plant
in nearby Rowe, Mass. has been the
object <if much of their effort. On
HiAMhima Day they beM a large
demonrtntion at the Rowe plant.

With the recent purchase of a Geiger
counter, the NBAEC is planning tests

to determine the safety of the Rowe
operation.

The coalition holds a demonstration

each Wednesday in front of the
Methodist Church at the comer of

Water Street and Main Street. This
week it will be a candlelight vigil

beginning at 6:30 p.m.
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College Council
The College Council, much to our delight, spent its time last weeic

displaying an interest in a referendum of clear concern to students We
were, on the other hand, distressed to learn that some of the r^resentatives
claimed the risht to pass upon the legality and advisability of the student
proposed conAitutional amendment. Fortunately, most of the Council
members, in recosnition of their constitutional responsibilities, discussed
the practical imj^cations of the proposal instead.

The Council's constitution requires that it automatically recognize as
legal any referendum proposed and-or endorsed by at least ten per cent of
Uie student body. The mere thought that the Council member might thinkhe
has the^ authority to overrtitepflfedirt megarorothei^^
referendum thus sanctioned is deeply disturbing.

Ludcily, however, wiser voices prevailed over those who sdught to
usurp the students' power. The Council has appointed a committee to
arrange the referendum. We applaud the action and hope that the CC will
handle other important considerations as well.

(The Record will comment on the substance of the ref^endum next
week.)

Silence is golden?
Last week_ the Record printed a stoiy concemhig an alleged em-

bezzlement and the resulting expulsion of a former WCFM station member
As a result of the ensuing questions du-ected at the Record editorial boardwe feel it would be valuable to state publicly our reasons for running the

^ Our duty as a newspaper requires that we inform the student body of
<leyelopments m its interest. That the Discipline Gowmittee found
Widence of the mishandling of College funds so compelling^ to expel a
student IS newsworthy. That the radio station and the F^anqe Committee
have taken steps to prevent future abuses is newswbrthy. That the College
nas chosen not to condmie this behavior is newsworthy. ^

These, however, were not our only considerations. Others took the fori^
SFriSKf4?°®i!?^.I"HS^,**""" would an article do to. the person involved?
Win thehenefit to the GoUe^jjoceeed the cost to the studaii^ Mustwe worry
about flie student at a^t^^^ .

^T^e.f^, compdimg argument was forjninuir ccwrtML The previous
«htonal boardeh&e not to print anything relating to djd»ary matters
As a r^ran acMunt of the "library incident" nevJMKred in print
Th^rufiiors spread and stories grew untiliantastic versus ef "tiie facts''

^^nade theur way across New Englandand appeared in oth# college papers
llBs nanor machine serves no one. miereas ah inocent party can

refute an inaccurate printed story, an errant rumor kens on roUing. We
understand that members of tiie DiscipUne Committee perceive silence to
be in everyone's best interest. We are forced to disagree. Secrecy protects
not the student before tiie DiMipline Committee, but instead protects theDi^»l^ C/imnuttee fnnn outside questions. Furthermore, we Urge the
CoUegetore-e«amine theh-adition of silence. Until such time as it does, ttie
Record will continue tp present tiie facts of newswortiiy events as thev
pertam to life at Williams.

^

Letters: GFM, wind& music
Keep it quiet

WC

To the editor:

As a student and as a member of the Honor
and DiscipUne Committee, I deeply regret
your decision to print the article about the
formerWCFM board member who was asked
to leave school. That the Record omitted the
name (rf the student involved was but a
superficial concession; the article- clearly
violates the individual's privacy. In addition,
your decision breaks with a long-standing-
tradition of confidentiality in honor and
discipline cases. Your deciaion to print what
you had no right to even know was most
insensitive and unfortunate.

Eric BJomlund'^SO

See editorial "Silence is Qolden" andRinteVe
piece in OUTLOOK-Ed.

Music monopoly?

..To the editor:

Does anyone ftad it unusual (improper?
suspicious? coincidental?) that Scott
LaiKford has been the student opening act for
the last two ACEC concerts? Maybe Scott's

suite-mate, Steve Case, of the ACEC, could
shed some light on the matter.

Case could at least make an effort to not
appear to be practicing gross favoritism.

After all, as the "Steve Case's Best of

Williams Volume I" album shows, there is a

wealth of student talent to be exploited.

:

CltatWitii8*79

Howard Goodfriend '79

Williams wastes
To the editor:

Sometimes I wonder at the downright
ridiculous uses that the College puts its

money to. Last week a caterpillar tractor and
a duipp truck were busily employed removing
a large elm stump near the SE corner of
Sawyer. And the whole area was manloired
and smoothed over so that no one would
realize that the tree had lived and died there.
Off the other end (rf the Library, workers were
pouring concrete foundations for a series of
absolutely worthless and ugly gray steel
railings. Strong oiough to ward off an
elephant stampede, and I shudder to think at
the cost And we're also sanding down the
cement on old Chapin so it'll look as raw as
that of the addition.

I'd be willing to wager that these three
enterprises alone cost Williams at least 15000,
money which could have gone to much better
use: wind-power, for instance. 'The
administration tells us that the capital
expendihire required to erect a windmill atsp
Berlin Mountain would be exorbitant. The
rehim on this investment they claim, would
come in much too slowly. I don't think Ute
College has seriously consido^ the wind
alternative; it hasn't compared this and other
innovative investments to the many m>-r«tum
expenditures it makes daily on this campus.

Dm Weber 'ft

ftl« JWillianig B^^f^
EXECUTIVE EPITOR

Dave Macdrcflor
EDITOR MANAGING EDITORS

CMpBMhMr Karon walker, Nancy mclman

EnttrM M wcond clau postal matter Nov. 37, itii at tha poat o<flct m North
Adami, MA., arHl raantarad at Wllliamttown, MA., March 3, )«7) undar th* act of
AAarch 3, )S7y. Sacomt clau poatao* paid at Wllllamitown, MA., 011*7. SuMCrlptl<n
prica It $10 par yaar. Subacrlption oritcrt, undallvaraMa (opla* and changa of addrau
notkat, and othar corratpondatica should ba addraiaad M tha nawtpapar at Baxrar
Hall, wiliiamt COllaga, WiinatnstOM'n, MA, 01117. Phona 41>>W7 I400.
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Beneath Their

Peaceful

Shadows
by

Chris DiAngelo

Isn't it interesting that last week's Record.
story on the WCFM embezzlement case
omitted what to many pe6[de's minds was the
most import^t , fact: the name of the
offender? Doesn't the student body have the
right to know the identity of "Mr. X?" I spoke
about this with Peter Rintels, '79, who wrote
last week's article. We discussed not the Mr.
X incident per se, but rather the broader
question of the general unwillingness of this

community to consider personalities in any
form. There is, Rintels said, "an
unwillin^ess to attach names to deeds at this

school."

Mr. X is not the only example of this

"policy" in work recently. 'The proposed
amendment to the College Council
Constitution which would, among other
things, make the present Secretary and
Treasurer face a campus-wide election within
a few weeks has been cited by some as a
devious, roundabmit^waytd remove either
Mike Lissack '79 or John Simpson '79—or
both—from their respective offices.

If thfe motive behind the amendment is

indeed geared to the personalities involved, it

is rightly called devious, and an amendment
which would lay the cards out on the table,

such as one inserting a clause to impeach
officers, would b^ superior.

Tlie point is that b^ause personalities are
rarely addressed at Williams, we are
suspicious of this otherwise Armless
amendment. Isn't it unfortunate that some
assume that others are simply trying to avoid
pointing the finger at certain individuals? It

may very well be that this amendment was
proposed in good faith, but ite credibility

suffers because peoide are aware that issues
such as personality are not supposed to be
directly addressed, and that the devious
method is in fact the proper one. The problem
is this: if things are left ambiguous, people
are bound to search for answers, and in the
absence of finding them, are bound to make
(hem up. .

The lesson of Watergate has yet to reach
Williams College : there not only may be costs

in telling everything; thlere may be even more
severe costs In not telling everything.

But back to the question of why Mr. X's
name should not have appeared. According to
Dean O'Connor, it is because Williams
College is a voiunlary society into which we
were not bom, and from which we are free to
leave. Thus, even though Mr. X's name would
appear in a real newspaper in the real civil

society, that is not a reason for doing it here.
In short, Williams is^not Uie real world, and it

is dangerous to draw parallels between ttte

laws and rules of a civil society, by which we
are forced to live, and a voluntary sodely, by
which we choose to live. .Thus, we can make
up any ruleswe wish, and live by them.
Philosoi^y Professor O'Connor's insight,

however unacceptable it may seem
philosophically (what we declare here at
Williams to be right is right, here atWilliams.)
is ^rtainly true.'Wedon't haveto^tMngsas
they are done in "the real world," if we have
good reasons not to. We may determine
College rights in addition to those of the city,

state or nation.

Yet, whenever these rights whi<^ the
College grants, enforces, and interprets run
counter to its other objectives, such as
imparting knowledge to its students to
interpret for themselves, those rights should
be suspect. The failure to make generally
known all available knowledge does not
further the abolition of ignorance; it

encourages rumors, mistakes, suspidon,
mistrust and false accusations (such as in the
case of^tte College Council amendment). Is

the benefit of the supressioo worth the cost?

by Peter RinteU

As I wta haranguing over in Outlook that

the Record should be more like Uie New York
Times (Ed. note: You could start by being as

tumy^ as Russell Baker. Writer's note: "We
de{riore vigorously the action of the College

CouncU at its last meeting . .
." Ed. note: All

right, aU right. We apok«ize. Keep writii«.)

and as the New York Times is wreaking
havoc in some quarters of this campus, I

suggested to the editors that ttiey might want
to pidi Up Uie slack by expanding the

Re««nl's (breign coverage. I formy part have
generously offered to establish a Preach
Riviera bureaa I'll tell you what becomaa of
ttils later. (Ed. note: "We'U teU you what's
become of it now. You can forget it Rintels.

Writer's note: Thanks you kaisy tightwad
spoilsports.)

Even if the TlaiM strike doesn't send me off

Hn the major Europan hottpott. It's aJreaiity

having its effecbs around here. With no
national news coming to the campus people
are finding no alternative but to telk about
(College Council politics as if they really

mattered. Recently one political science

professor was holding forth to me, "Fargo
has got to veto some of those FinCom
appropriations. It's just pork, pork, pork,

liiey're aU after money for their pet projects.

If the president doesn't do somethliig, we're
going to see anoOier round of doubte <Ugit

inflation on this <<«mpus."

I tried explaining that Fargo is only the CC
president and can't veto anything, and it

wouldn't have any effect on inflation on
campus, but it's no good. People here iMve
ingrataied habits.

Fargo, for his part, is sitting Idly in the face

of Uiis. Word is out that be is piainiag on
inviliBg crucial swing votes on diefUOom to

a WMte House break&st to start ap|4ying

prsMure. Later on, he is ngwhri to

breakfast with tiie ragtime, blnee and
dixieland Jan votes proiMed be can find a
White House to do it in.

Fargosummed up the whole situation to me
by saying "Ttie path ahead win be a difficult

one, but at least tfasre is a firm prospaet for

pcsee in the Mlddto Esst."
New Vflrtt TtaMB. where are you?

•••-5*
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by Peter Rlntels

All newspttpera, aiming at some measure of
ccapactabUUy Iwve ««m«4hin«of actual
relationsiiip to the organizations that they
cover. On the one hand, they must be close
enough to their subject to report on them
accurately and in depth; on the other hand
they must be "distant" enough to insure that
their objecuvity is not marred. The ideal
newspaper is, as the Hindus like to say "in
the world, but.j^|B^^^

M the Record
ing problem,

is whether the

'college newspaper"
^ or on newspaper.

The paper has a special relationship to the
campus because it is funded by students and
staffed by students. It is not independent by
any stretch of the imagination, but if it is to be

truly legitimate news organization it must
act independent. There is a difficult panadox
here that causes Record editors and writers
to have more than the usual journalistic quota
of soul-searching sessions in which they try to

determine the paper's variotJS
responsibilities and liabilities on sensitive
stories. Cases which would be crystal clear
for the New York Times and the Washington
Post are not always crystal clear for the
Record.

As Self-appointed enfant terrible oTstudent
journalism here, I have interpreted, with
modest concessions, press questions as I

expected the New York Times would,
anyway. This means that the paper wiU not
always be covering what the Administration
or the students will necessarily .Md
convenient, but it will establish its legifjipacy
as a news organization to the greateM extent
possible given the conditions under which it

operates. I feel strongly that the emphasis in

college newspaper should be on newspaper,
not college.

In saying this, I am not si^ly arguing for

freedom of the press. ExperNnK<e has taught
me that journalists can be insufferable when
they start waving around the first

amendment, and the dangers of d(ring so
blindly were well illustrated in the final scene
of "The Lost Honor of Katherina Blum." The
scene depicts an editor of Germtany's
notprious yellow journal the BiM, using a

perverted freedom of the press argument to

extol one ol his reporters and dd^end his

paper's practice of destroying people's lives

through sensationalistic reporting.

Likewise at Williams, for newspapermen
simply to tout freedom of the press as a

licence to print anything they want is too

facile a way of looking at the whole issue. If a
budding Rupert Murdoch takes control of the

Record and begins splashing news about the

sex lives of CC members across the front

page, the CC, acting as agents for the

studintB, alwokl demand a change in

«iUWship, TIM CC has the power to do this,

too.SiiWeitittnds the paper, it has the option

of withholding funding until the offending

edttM" ^removed and a more agreeable one
put in Ins place. It goes without saying, I hope,

that the CC should never use this power
except Onder the most extraordinary of

circumttanoes, but I^ininit is important to

note that tliepowermMi..The paper staff is,

and should be, ace^KMnbife to the college.

A paper basedon a New Ywk Times model,

however, should never run into such problems
because the New York Times does not

sensationalize. It is a responsible newspaper
which is very self-conscious about
maintaining its reputation of accuracy and
ethical journalistic conduct. What it prints in

its news columns, it prints because it believes

that the long term best interest of its

readers—or in broader terms, society—lies in

its doing so. The Times, like any responsible

newspaper, does not see its first amendment
protection as ^ a license to smear,
sensationalize, or use underhanded tricks to

get information. Rather, it uses those

protections to uphold the highest standards of

journalism, which often means exposing to

public view the seamier aspects of events,

alipecta that those involved would rather see

concealed.

And here, if you will forgive me, is where I

start waving the first amendment around for

real. The framers of the comtitution

considered New York Times style journalism

so important to the health of the country that,

in drawing up the Bill of flights, they wasted
no time in protecting it. It sits right up there

in the first amendm«it.

WILLIAMS R8C0«0

m^lirm belief that WWUiipIwi m
much interest in encouragiiiq( ttat Und of
Journalism as doe* society at a whole. In
many Ways, Williams Is a microcosm of that
society We have public officials (CC ofHcers,

.^
house officers and in a loose way the faculty
and administration) who spend public funds
(the student activities tax, house dues and,
again in a loose way. tuition) and there can. I

think, be no question about thir necessity of
holding these officials accountable for their
handling of these fbnds, and more generally,
for all of their public acta. Insuring such
accountability is the function of newspaper in
the "real" jworld, and I think U is efuncHeo -

that the Record should t>e encouraged to
perform here as well.

In expressing these feelings to other people,
I have commonly met with two re|dies to
which I would like to respond.

First is that "the Record is not the New
York Times." This is certainly true. 1 see
three major differences: l) scope, 2)

experience of writers and editors and 3) the
financial and staff relationship of the paper to

the College, i.e. the "distance" problem I

referred to earlier. None of these, I think,

make the Times an improper model for the

Record.

The scope difference is a very obvious one—
the Record is dealing with a much smaller
community, but as I maintained earlier, this

community is a microcosm of the larger one
covered by the Times in many key respects.

The basic relationship of the two papers to

their respective arenas should, I think, be Uk
same. ^

Th*«experience question addresses a more
serious difficulty, which is that the Record is

not composed of a staff of professional""
journalists. Most of the paper staff worked on
high school newspapers and possibly a couple
have worked on local papers at various times,
Ixit this is nothing compared to the kind of

training; and experience that most
professional journalists have, especially of

New York Times caliber. But is to say that we
are not professionals to say that we should not

aim for professional standards? If not, for

what other standards should we aim? And if

so, should we not aim for the highest
standards in the newspaper business, those of

a paper like the Times? I think so.

The distance problem is one that is inherent

^J on the

College media

in the way the paper is set up, but if the paper
is to be a truly legitimate news organization,

it should act as if distance were not a
problem. In one key respect, the Record,
along with WGFM's news organization,

already do. Although both are CC funded,

neither has been scared out of criticizing the

(X ^or fear of losing its appropriations, and as
long as Chip Buckner and Mark Cerbone are
around, I am sure that neither will. There is a
clear conflict of inteiest in supposing to

report on the organization that gives you
money, but the paper, the radio station and
the CC have dealt with the conflict by
pretending as if it did not evst, much to the

credit of all of them. Likewise, the students on
these news organizations should, i believe,

report on student affairs "as if' they were not

students. The Record took essentially this

stahce in its decision to cover the Tyler House
Pot Club story last year and I supported that

decision strongly.

The second common argument against the

Record practicing New York Times style

journalism is that "Williams is not the real

world." I find this argument not only bad but
dangerous. It is usually used to justify the

secrecy surrounding College disciplinary

proceedings, but it has had some unfortunate

comequencce. Last year, for example, when
the library incident occiared, the Record
observed this secrecy arrangement and
declined to print an account of it. That
incident later became the focus of a storm of

campui debate, but tocaaae no newspaper

•cwMiit was ever printed, that deUMe was
beeed on hearsay and rumor and not on what
actually took place That is not a healthy
sltuatiwi, but so lom as the Ctollsge Insists on
maintaining its secrecy rules, and campus
news organisations insist on going aloi^ with
them, we can expect more like it to crop up.

1 do not see the secrecy question as a "real"
world versus Williams worM question at all. I

look upon respomibie joumalists in both
worlds having certain ethical obUgatioos, in
particular: 1) to gather facts legitimately, 2)

topresent them fairly and 3) to avoid printii^
'^thtamtatton'ttiat hitttif innocent people; To
illustrate the last point, if I were a reporter in

my newspaper's Moscow bureau and I knew
who the local CIA agents were, I would not
callously assume a public "ought to know"
such things because it would needlessly
jeopardize 11vk. Journalistic principles can
never be elAuted above such practical
considerations «f who gets hurt by what one
chooses to print. The real question
regarding the secrecy of disciplinary
matters, then, is not whether Williams
journalists are any different from "real"
world journalists, but whether their reporting
on disciplinary matters does more harm than
good. There is no need to establish a separate
set of standards for college journalists. In the
case of the library incident, the Record
certainly had a greater interest in seeing that
future discussion of it be informed discussion
than it did in hushing the business up for the
obscure reasons of the college.

The secrecy issue came up again last week
in connection with the paper's handling of the
WCFM embezzlement story fgj ^ote: »te
letter and editorial on pagi 2].'

WCFM

Space does not permit me to offer as
complete an analysis of that case as it

deserves, but 1 do wish to state my
disagreement with Eric Bjornlund's
contention that the Record's coverage was an
invasion of privacy. As a radio station officer,

the person involved was a public official

handling public funds and I do not look upon
his actions in that capacity as private. Public
officials, I tielieve, should be publicly

accountable, even when it is inconvenient.
Insuring that accountability is the job of
newspapers such as the Times and ideally of

the Recon! as well. Moreover, the issues here
go beyond the particulars of what happened
a* tfie-tadio station. The CC Finance
Committee is instituting new safeguards to

monitor the spending of FinCom allocated
money. The events at the radio station bear
quite directly on the issues of how necessary
those safeguards are and how strong they
oueht to be.

I also think that the paper has performed a,

valuable service in printing a stqry in theiface
•f rampant rumors. As should have happened
with the library incident, any future
discussion of this event should be based on the
facts as established by the newspaper, not on
rumors. In addition, the expelled student has
no opportunity to reply to these rumors, but
he did have a chance to reply to the
newspaper story and significantly he denied
the charges. While moat of the people
connected with the case who have spokrafto
me about it consider the denial perfunctory
and not especially meaningful. I do not see
how the paper could have ethically withheld
the story and denied the student his only
chance to publicly declare his innocence.

To return to the broader question of the role

of the press at Williams, I think it a healthy

sign that the paper has in this case looked to a

higher good than that emt>odied by the

College's tradition of secrecy. Granted that

the paper printed only an abridged version of

the story—minus the name—but only on the

presumption that by doing so, it would be
hurting the person implicated more than he
deserved to be. In other words, the majority

of the paper's editors felt that an innocent

person would be hurt by the story, and while I

do not agree, I sympathize with the position

and recognize it as a valid reason for

withholding information. The main thing,

however, is that it has not merely noted as a
'^propaganda organ for the College.

In all cases in wUch the Record finds itself

dealing with sensitive topics, I hope it

continues tohold true to the highest standards
of journalism as embodied ^ those "real"
worM papers that practice them. Williane
will, I think, be a better school for having an
independent and legitimate newspaper since

it is not as unreal as so nuuiy people seem to

thii*.

Ptter Rint*l§ '79 ha» at varioui timti in hit

RECORD carttr writttn n*w», ftatur^i and
Joktt. Mo$t rtctntfy h* eovtfd tlU WCFM
ttory for tht paptr.

In die light of recent revelalian of
personnel shakemps and naandal preblema,
WCFM, WilUams Colli«e's radto sUtkm. haa
become a focal point for quarias of both the
atudmta and adroinkitraton of the Colkfe.
Questions such as, "Why docs such on
erganixation have such a large dsflcilT" and
"What is the signlfieance of a CoUep radto
statioa to the community and to the
campus?" are coca which deserve some
attention.

• WIv is WCFM in 4bM- several- mrnkv*'
dollars to the College? Why Is a good deal of
thee(]^iipnent on the brink of expiration? Can
Williams College afford to subsidice s radio
station? Do benetito from such a radio sUtion
accrue to a large number of WllNams
studenU? As theFM portion of Williams radio
enters Its third decade, such qusstioos
demand attention before the Collage diicidss
what level of investment it feels apprtipfiate
to inject into WCFM.
Beginning with financial matters, in tam»

of operating expenses, WCFM's Cqm|e
Council allocation is relatively close to tnot of
the Record, Though this may seen
reasonable given that both are media
sources, an important difference exists in
that the capital equipment for the Record
amounts to a few typewriters, pencUs and
printing costs, which are substantial yet
easily calculable, while the radio station
'maintains close to $100,000 worth of
equipment and material directly connected
with our operations.

Given that WCFM has no capital fund fOr

purchases of new equipment or a depredation
allowance, our recent fmancial problems
appear somewhat justified. We need to
replace several compoiientB which have
served well beyond their life expectoncies,
yet we have no monies to purchase such
items.

Given the large amount of capital needed to

maintain a reasonably equipped radio
stotion, which happens to be the second non-

commercial educational radio station in tbp)-

nation to operate in FM, can Williama College

afford to subsidize WCFM? Pa-sonally, I

prefer to re-phrase the question to ask, Can
Williams 'College afford to operate without

WCFM?
Just what does WCFM offer the Williams

community? With more than 100

participating andergradnofes, W€FM is 4M
of the largest extra-curricular organizations

on the Williams College campus. The diverse

programming of the station includes a
plethora of music, local as well as national

news reports, live coverage of over fifty

Williams athletic contests per year, and
outstonding special programming features

wfak:h include forei^ language serials,

originil^ imiBriked^'SMnifiwia^

Johnson's ''From Ragtime to'Swing."

In addition, the immediacy and
dependability of the station has helped keep

th^ college and surrounding conununltiea

informed of important evoits and also offers

one of the few mediums in the area for

expression of alternative viewpoints. For
example, our comittunity related

programming has held Interviews with and-or

promoted the following yioframs: HELP
Line, Williamstown Boys' Chib, Red Cross

Bloodmobile, VISTA and BUCKO.
Furthertnoi«, weekly serials such as "New
Perspectives" and "Third World Report"

offered viewpoints whidi are too often

unheard in dominanUy white, small town

communities.

ThatWCPM provides valuable training and
experience in broadcasting and media
management is unquestionable. Dave
Marash '64 anchors the CBS evening news in

New York, PhU Walters '64 is a correspoodent

for CBS in Washington, Chris Witting 7S is

production numager at WBZ In Boston, Ton
Pierce '68 is general manager of KCBS in San

Francisco, Gordon Sulcer '65 is vice-president

of John Bliir TV advertising in New York,

and Bill Sweney m is vice-president of

Borden Productions motien pictures in

Concord, Mass.
The above suggests that WCFM is a very

useful educational device. Our listeners

(from both the campus and the community)
are assured diverse programming which
attempts to fulfill (at least to some degree)

everyone's interest in the realms of music,

news and special programming feature.

Hence, WCFM aims to entertain snd at the

saiiW'tteMeducate both our listeners and our

station members.
Williams College radw has over fifty years

of experience and devetopment behind it, and
by continuing to Inveat In studsnt initiative,

wUle attempting toserve aU eieoMmts of the

conununlty WCFM should remain as a
forceful voice end a free public servant to the

CoUefle and to the Berfcshires.

JekaSvekada
.WCFM
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Above: The Dying Inayat Khan (1618)

9.3 X 13.3 cm.
The oc;casion for this extraordinary

drawing is well documented In the

TuzukTl-Jatianglrl during the; thir-

teenth regnal year (AD 14)8-19): <,

"On this day news came ot the death
of Inayat Khan, He was one of my
attendants. As he was addicted to

opium, ^nd wljen he had a chance, to

drjnkihg as well, by degrees he
became maddened by wine. As he was
weakly built, he took more than he
could digest, and was^aHack^5t;^»th
the disease of diarrhea and In this

weak state, he h«o or Jhree times
fainted." •

,

"By my order Hakim Rukna ap-
plied remedies but whatever methods
were reSorted to give no profit. At the
same time a..strange, hunger cetme
over him ... He would also tftrow
himself iikea madman on water and
fire until he fell into a bad" state of

body"

"At last he became dropsical and
exceedingly low and Weak. Some days
before this he petitioned that he might
go to Agra. I ordered to come Into my
presence and obtain leave, they' put

him in a palanquin and brought him.
He appeared so low and weak I was
astonished ... As it was a very
extraordinary case, I directed

painters to take his portrait, f- • The
next day, he travelled the road of non-

existence."

Top left: Woman Nursing a Child

(1590) 40 X 24.8 cm.
The Mughal rulers were fascinated by
European painters and their works
and would often commission their own
court painters to copy the European
models and adapt them for inclusions

in the Imperial manuscripts and
albums. No specific source can be
identified for this painting, but we
have evidence that there were a
number of European prints In cir-

culation In India at the time. Mughal
painters were Interested primarily In

studying how their western con-

temporaries rendered a sense of

physical substance to their portraits

off individuals.

Middle and lower left: 5 Verso;
Calligraphy (1537); Margins (U04) 41

X 23.8 cm.
The calligraphy on this album page Is

exceptionally Intricate. However, the
sensitive portraits In the border areas
are of special Interest. The faces, the
poses and the striking relationship

between the elder and the youngvr
man are eloquently expressed In this

minute portrait. The figures are less

than an Inch In height. The gold
brocade background Is charac-
teristically used In Mughal
manuscript illustr^ions. It too was
rendered painstakingly by hand which
may help to account for the fact that a
miniature painting often took over two
years for the painter to complete.

Clark sponsors an exhibition of

Imperial Painting inlndia 1600s
by Karin Best and

Nancy Richman
*)

,

One of the most fascinating
poiii-aits in "Ttie Grand Mogul"
exhibit at the Clark is only an
etching—a study for a later painting

entitled "The Dying Inayat Kiian". An
'emaciated man -lies- ok a qouch,

propped up with large sensuous
pillows. The vacant look in his eyes is

jarring. This opium addict of the early

seventeenth century seems i^eal and
immediate to us today. The sketch
depicts thie very nature of sentiient

existence and in this reiipect, it

compared more than favorably with a
nuinber of contemporary works-
most notably, Duane Hanson's
"Heroin Addict. Because of its

concern with naturalism and with

portraiture, "The Dying Inayat
Ktian" is a prijftie example of Mughal
drt at the height of its mature style.

The exhibit traces the development
of Imperial painting in India from
1600-1660 and focuses on the

exploration of naturalism as the

central achievement of the genre. As
Art Department Professor Milo Beach
explains,, it was during the reign. (tf

Akbar that a recognizable Mughal
style was formed. The earliest

paintings done fdi* the Emperior were
somewhat eclectic in their method-
drawing extensively from Iranian,

Hindu and Muslim sources. But as
Akbar himself grew older and niore

purposeful, the types of paintings that

he commissioned evolved along
similar lines.

According to Beach, the "invention

of portraiture and the shift of subject

away from the religious and poetic

texts common to both Hindu and
Moslem traditions and towards the

historical scenes and natural history

subjects are major innovations of

Akbari painting.

By refinements of physical
materials, Mughal painters were able

to investigate the natural world in

ever greater deatil; by experience

with new techniques of modelling,

they were able to give physical

substance and verity to forms; and by
breaking into new ideas of the human
being as a unique individual (by far

the hardest development, for it

involved the recognition of
^^
a

completely different
Weltanschauung), they brought
painting out of other-worldly realms."
Painting had a practical purpose in

that it served to legitimize Mughal
rule. As Stuart Cary Welch explains,

"a virtual army of freshly recruited

painters were set to work carrying out
Akbar's ambitious artistic programs.
Always reflections of the emperor's
fertile imagination and insatiable

curiosity, moat of these were intended
to further his imperial aims.
Inasmuch as the empire's unity was
threatened by India's two major
religious groups, Akbar
commissioned illustrated translations

of Hindu epics and ordered Muslims to

read them. To record the noble deeds

of-, Ms and his ancestors' reigns,

lavishly illustrated histories were
composed."
Successive emperors would

continue to compile manuscripts and
albums but as the exhibit shows, each
reign had an artistic flavor of its own.

Jahangir was, for example, ia much
different kind of a patron than his

father Akbar bad been. "An eager

aesthete and coimoisseur, Jahangir

commissioned paintings as personal

pleasures rather than as state

documents." The painters in his court

were directed to concentrate more
intensively on fewer miniatures.

Painters would often spend up to

two years on a single work. Welch
writes that although Akbar's
innovative portraitists had caught

overall spirits and gestures,

Jahangir's probed, more deeply, with

a psychiatrist's concern for human
motives and emotions." And itideed, a
walk through the galleries shows an
astonishing range of lirtistic

sensibiUties.

Though a few pieces of sculpture

and decorative art are interspersed in

the exhibit to provide visual relief, the

show consists almost entirely of

paintings, arranged variously by time

period and by artist. Created for

inclusion in albums, each leaf is mily

approximately 8X11 inches in size,

consisting of a painting placed off

ceikter, to allow for binding, and an
elaborate border. Noted for their

bright colors and heavy use of gold,

the works contain exquisite detail-

often times only appreciated upon
magnification. As Welch explains,

"compared to most paintings, they

are excessively small; but their

littleness is that of diamonds^ a
Chopin etude, or Buddhist manfras—
great power compacted."
The concern for detail is yet another

indication of how the Mughals viewed

their world with wide-eyed
appreciation, ""rhrough the eagerly

curious eyes of the painters," Welch
writes, "we can meet the rulers and
their royal households and inspect

their thrones, jewels, wine cups and

matchlocks."

Milo Cleveland Beach has every

reason to be pleased with his exhibit of

Indian Mogul painting at the Clark. It

reflects admirably ttie nearly four

years of planning ^nd organization

invested in it. The show is distinctive

in its coverage of such a limited time

span in Indian art history and in the

fact that its works have been gathered

entirely from American collectors

and museums. According to Beach,

the exhibit was envisioned and
executed out of love as well as out of a

concern that his student be exposed to

actual paintings as opposed to slides.

The exhibit is partially supported by a

grant from the National Endowment
for the Arts, and will travel to

Baltimore, Boston, and New York
after leaving the (Hark.

An entire series of supporting

lectures, films and cultural events is

accompanying the exhibit.
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Liv.

Taylor

livens

Chapin
Hall

by Andy Clark

The All CoU«c« BotorUlnmMt
Ooniinilt«e (ACEC) otwrnd it> Un-n
concert se«ian kn a clearly auceeaaAil
it unspectacular favhim Thuraday
night at Chapin Hall, preaentlu
Uvingaton Taylor and Soott Lankfora.
Not only did both acts show up, ixit so
did some six or seven hundred people
who were ttvated to t^o and a half

houn of low key, but high quality

entertainment—well worth the three
dollar ticket price.

Chapin Hall, though not a praotlcal
site for rock and roll, was ideally

suited for Liv Taylor who
performed—as did Lankford—without
a backup bahd. Looking dapper in a
three piece, navy Wue suit which he
claimed to have brought in lieu of his

band, Taylor played for about an hour
and a half, his set oonsisting of

numerous stories and about twenty
songs, rendered in a vmce not unlike
that of famous brother James.
Coming off the release of his flrst

album in five years (entitled Three
Way Mirror) and a recent concert
tour opening for Linda Ronstadt, he

appeared coofident and inlffjiiiinnrl

Suiprisiiigiy, his chtiice pi ma.
lerial included only one number
("Gonna Have a Good Tlmfe") from
the new album, and much of it was
from none of his three earlier efforts
either. In fact, the evenli^'s biggeat
crowd response was elicited by his
brief renditioti of "Foggy Mountain
Breakdown" on the banio. .

'

On stage, Taylor projected an
image of almost childlike sincerity
which was at once both endearing and
absorbing, and he was well received
by the Chapin audience which brought
him back for two Ancores. >

Well-known opener Scott LJankfoM
also met with a warm reception from
the audience which was made up
mostly of his student peers. Through
appearances at the Coffee house and
the Log, and ais Q|)ening act for Don
McLean last year, the talented junior
has built up a steady following among
Williams Students, and itisiikely that
many of those in attendance at

Thursday ni^t's show were more
familiar with both him and his

material—particulnriy tb« lighter

Munbers like "Smart Peopte" and the

"Vassar Hygiene Song"—than they

ware with Liv Taylor,

What's more, Lankford has already
proven himself a capable show
stealer, pulling such a feat only a few
weeks ago at the Coffee Houte, where
headliners Mason Daring and Jeanne
Stahl watched the packed house he

' had left ttehind him dwindle to only a
faithful new before their set was half
over.

That this did not occur Tliursday
night is more a tribute to Liv Taylor,
however, than a sign of weakness on
Lankford's part, for his own one hour
set was typically strong: a well paced
collection of original compositions,

mixing his more tuneful and reflective

songs with humorous ditties and
isnecdotes.

The evening on the whole^ while not

overwhelmingly exciting, ran
smoothly and professionally and could

signalgood things sihead—wiping out

memories of last year's frustrating

succ^ion of cancellaUons.

Scott Unkford led off the ACEC
concert at Chapin Hall last week.

(photo by Gast)

Premier Albums

WCFM Premier Albums 11:00 P.M.

Tues. 10-10 - David Gilmore - DAVID
6ILMORE
Wed. 10-11 - Roy Ayers - YOU SEND
Mt
Thurs. lO'U - (Classic LP)- Pfnk

Ftoyd - DARK SIDE OF THE MOON
Sum 10^15 - Keith Jarrett - "MY
SONG"
Mon. 10-u - Dan Fogelberg - Tiir

Weisberg TWINS SONS OF DIF
FERENT MOTHERS

Classifieds

LOST AND Found
Lost: UMBRELLA. Did you pick

up my f>lack umbrella by mistake?
(last Wednesday at Greylpck
Kmch). If so, drop a note in SU 1880

or return It to Security. Thanks)

For Sale

Four wheel drive Toyota Land
Cruiser. 1971. $2150. 458-5449.

Personals

Having problems with social

disease? Contact the specialists in

Bryant: JB, Tony) Wurbs, Pete,

Davy, X Toph, Schreck; Stov,

Doug, HIM, et. al. Nina, Connie,

Christen, et al.

—Love from Boston, Carl

Henrietta:

Want to come study with me
tonightr

—Polndexter

Roland

—

Are there really 129 Whys?
—UiMIe Dame

MHC: Love your classifieds. How
aboMt a ralationsMpr

-WC

Wyott presents

retrospective
Leo Wyatt,. noted artist and

engraver, spoke last Tuesday night in
Griffin Hall, presenting a
retrospective view of his long and
varied career. The lecture, sponsored
by the Chapin Library, marked the
beginning of a nation-wide tour.

Wyatt studied at The Central School
of Arts and Crafts in London; but his

most important training came from a
master engraver in copper-plate
engraving to whom Wyatt was
apprenticed. Rapidly becoming a lost

art, copperplate engraving is no
longer done by hand in any quantity,

Wyatt now does the bulk of his work in

wood engraving.

Wyatt explored many different

areas before deciding to specialize in

letterfbrms. His work has ranged
from stock certificates, bank-notes,

and letterheads to etchings of many
varied stibjectsj^ but he is perha|)s

best known for hl^ bookplates.
Designing a bookplate is very
challenging for Wyatt, as he tries to

incorporate many disparate interests

of tl^ customer into the relatively

small area of a bookplafe.

Examples of Wyatt's bookplates

and other works can be seen in the

Chapin Library; in Stetson Hall,

through October 16 in conjunction

with the exhibition "Alphabets and
Images."

Julius and Charlotte Hegyi rehearse lor the Berkshire Symphony's opening
concert this Friday.

Symphony readies for

thirty-fourth season

Notice
A tour of the major fall

exhibition at the Sterling and
Francine Clark Art Institute in

Williamstown, "The Grand Mogul:
Imperial Painting in India 1600-

1660," will be offered this

Saturday, October 14, at 3:00. The
tour guide will be Glenn Lowry
(Williams 76), now a graduate

student at Harvard, who assisted

Professor Milo Beach of Williams

in researching and writing the

catalogue for the exhibition.

The Berkshife Symphony opens its

thirty-fourth season this Friday,
October 13 at 8: 00 p.m. in Chapin Hall.
The program includes Berlioz' A
Roman Carnival; Tchaikowsky's
Symphony No. j,^*The Polish"? and
Hindemith's The Four Temperaments
for piano and orchestra. Julius Hegyi
will conduct. The piano soloist for the
Hindemith will be Charlotte Hegyi.
Admission to the concert is free with
WiUiams ID.

Mrs. Hegyi is a regular performer
'

in the Music in the Round Chamber
music series at the college. She has
appeared with the Berkshire
Symphony a number of times in the
past as well as with other orchestras
across the United States, She is also
an accomplished violinist and
composer.

The Berkshire Symphony is

comixjsed or I>t^essi6nal musicians

as well as Williams students. Several

members are from local high schools.

These students have consistently

contributed high quality

performances, compleiheating the

professionals' work. Interested
student musicians are welcome to

inquire about auditions for
membership.

LIvlngMon Tayler's concart
brightened the evening for 780
students at Chapin. (photo by Gast)

Readers recite

at Clark
Stanley Elkins, novelist, and Nancy

Willard, poet and author of children's

books, will be featured in the second
program of Wednesday-night
readings by contemporary writers ai

the Qark Art Institute at 8:00 p.m. on
October 18. Willard will open the

session, reading from two of her
children's books. Willard has
indicated that her storeg are for

youngsters from about fourtbgrade
level up. In addition to her chlMren's
work, she will be reading some peoms
from her books Nineteen Masks For a
NiAed Poet. A New Herball. and
Carpenter of The Sun. Willard teaches

at Vassar College.

The second half of the evening's
program, after a short intermission,

will feature Stanley Elkins, novelist

and short story writer, who teaches at

Washhigton University in St. Louis,

qwding iroinL„ bi& _.wfltluu„ A
Guggenheim Fellow, be has received
grants from the Rockefeller
Foundation, the National Institute of
Arts and letters, and the National
Endowment for the Humanities. His
novels are BosweU. A Bad Man, The
Dick Gibson Show, and The
Franchiser. He has also publiahed a
i!dlection of short storiaii^min And ~

KIMtiers, KiUtsers AndCrien, and a
book of novellas. Searches And
Seizures. He is currently working ona
new novel, George Mills.

WILI lAMSTOWN S

24 HOUR WEATH>

458-3368

BERKSHIRE SYMPHONY
Julius Hegyi, Conductor

OPENING CONCERT 1*78. im

BERLIOZ: A ROMAN CARNIVAL

HINDEMITH: THE FOUR TEMPERAMENTS
CHARLOTTE HEGYI, flANO

TCHAIKOWSKY: SYMPHONY NO. 1 "POLISH"

Friday, October 13 at 8:30 P.M.

Chapin Hall, Williamstown

Admission at Door $2.00

Four-Concert Season ticket: $6.00

Freewitti Williams I. D.

Call 597-2127 For Informntlon

MUSIC FOR SUNDAY

POULlNC: GLORIA

THOMPSON CHAPEL, WILLIAMS COLLEOi

WILLIAMS CHORAL SOCIETY
FULL SYMPHONYORCHCSTKA

KENNETH ROBCRTS, CONDUCTOR
MARY BETH PEIL, SOPRANO SOLOIST

Part of Fresltman Parents' Weekend
AllWaloome

Sim*iy,0ctator18Ni

a«l8>MAJM.
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. of this yaar's Frashman ravu* hav* baan
^^. Jug |iMt at tiarda* ttst ytar, (ittamptinfl to paiiact
Idair thaw for Hia upcomlnfl Paranti' waakand par-
formancaa.

SouttwMa Johnny and tha Athbury Jukat, wall-known for

ipactacvlar $howmanthip and anaroatlCijrack-Rliytliin
•ltd Blitas, will appaar at tha Towna FiaM Housa at 1:00
p.m. on Thursday Octobar if.

Frosh prepare for revue

by MilchKaU
The 197S voraion o( the freahman review will open in

Jesup Hall this Friday and Saturday at8:M p.m., ai well

a* Sunday at 3:00 p.m.

Pertinent (acts aside, the revue is now in its final and

must gruelling week of rehearsal. Light cues are set,

costumes are tried on for the first time, and timing is

honed to near-perfectloa

This year's four directors, Rob Baker, Fred Barr, Jim
Stone and Kevin Welst, answered questions about the

show with entluisiasm.

The format of the revue is what Weist calls "direct

simulation" of old vaudeville, including dramatic

readings and incidental music. Baker added, "Although
there is no single permeating idea, there is a conaistent

spirit which seems to us to recall the spirit of early 20th

century American Music Halls."

Stone said the idea (or the vaudeville-style .revue

developed over the summer, when he and Baker ac-

cumulated old vaudeville material from texts and
biographies. "We then narrowed down the mountains of

material to an interesting variety," he said. "In this way
the revue has actually l)ecome a review."

Due to the nature of the material, the cast in this year's

revue is smaller titan it lias been in past years. The
directors' comments about the quality of their fifteen-

member cast include a(]jectives such as "very im-

pressive," and "exuberant"

With fou£ director^ as well as a choreographer and a
music director, several problems arise. Baker pointed out

that, "trying to direct a show in 5 weeks with 6 up-

perclassmen trying to coordinate conflicting rehearsals

with 15 freshman can be difficult"

Weist cites the difficulties that result from having to tie

together small routines v/hibh have l>een ' rehearsed
separately. However, the past few rehearsals have proven
that tiK problems were not as severe as might have l>een

expected. The cast and directing corps have seen the play
coalesce ,,

Tickets for the performance may be obtained in the

AMTbox office Monday through Friday betweenl:00 and
4:30, or one hour before performance in the Jesup box
office. Williams students with ID will be admitted free;

tickets for all others will cost $3.50.

Myma Nachman on ttia pUno, and Michael Ponder vtattolst. parformad the
works of Hanry, Ecclas, Schubert, Olinka, and Hummaf^t • cMcart on Octobar

Nachman and Ponder play wdl at Clark

HARVARD
UNIVERSITY

Kennedy Fellowships 1979-80

Graduate Fellow awards for study at Havard's John F.

Kennedy School of Government are available in the
areas of:

• SCIENCE and TECHNOLOGY
• SCIENCE and INTERNATIONAL
• AFFAIRS
• ECONOMICS
•GOVERNMENT

Fellows will be chosen from among successful ap-
plicants to the AAasters In P P Program. r

A representative from Havard Kennedy School will be
on campus FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1978 to discuss the
public policy program. Please contact OCC for further
details.

by John Libertine

The Clark Art Institute sponsored a

concert of viola and piano duet music
last Tuesday, Oct. 3. Michael Ponder,

viola, and Myma Naclunan, piano

performed worlts of Henry Eccles,

Schubert, Glinka, Hummel, and
others to. a disappointingly small

audience in the Clark Auditorium.

Ponder and Nachman t>egan very

well with Eccles' Sonata in G minor.

The playing was very smooth and tlie

two instruments blended nicely. The
piano especially was in strict control

at all times. Schubert's Arpeggioni

Sonata followed. The constant

interweaving of the piano and viola

was handled easily; the rapid
transitions in tempo posed no threat

for the two players. Unfortunately,

Ponder seems to haVe a problem with

pizzicato notes. He was too timid,

allowing the piano to drown tiiem out;

and at times, the two instruments

were not qi^Ue together.

Ponder redeemed himself very well

after intermission, however, with
Glinka's Senata. Movement in D
minor. This piece allows the violoist

the opportunity to go a bit "wild" with
its rapid changes in tempo and
volume. Even his pizzicato improved
tremendously. The two performers
ended their concert with the Sonata in

Eb by Hummel, a thoroughly
delightful (Hcce played with verve and
a dash of panache that brou^t abend
to very good concert.

It is unfortunate that the'audieace
was so small. Concerts like this are
rare and should be looked forward to

eagerly. Perhaps as more people

become aware <rf these concerts, they

shall take advantage of the

opportunity.

Even Cowgirls
. . .Heaven Tonight

Cheap Trick consolidates their

status as America^»"mass cult" band
of the Seventies, and The Cars display

moments of promise on their

epynonimous debut.

Heaven Tonight, the Trick's third

glossy package of delicious irony and
facetiousness, quite simply keeps the

hope alive that American audiences

will, in point of fact, finally "wake up"
from their desensitized sluml>er of

catldvi' 's^ntimehtalily and- shallow

machismo. At present. Cheap Trick is

for practical purposes solely unfurling

the banner of unfettered rock 'n roll

against the overwhelming odds of

Linda Rondstadt, Jackson Browne,

Foreigner, and Disco. The Ramones
complete rejection and overt parody

of American life via inanity doom
them to critical acclaim and sparse

fanatical devotion. The "arty" side of

the American New Wave, led by
Talking Heads, Television, and Pere
Ubu, meantime paint too bleak and
inaccessible a landscape.

And so in the middle struts Cheap
Trick's pop-rock sensibility. Music
that began with the Beatles and died

in America with the Raspberries has

been reincarnated and thoroughly

rejuvinated. What Cheap Trick

accomplish is the proof that to be

"dynamic" does not perforce risk

pretention, tliat "good music to dance

to" ( wtiat could that be? ) can be great

music to listen to as well.

Side one is easily the most
compelling collection of froth since

Raspberries' BesL Add the band's

leery sexual frankness (whose
purpose is pure parody), their quirky

sense of humour, and their mirky
undercurrents (as on the seductively

suicidal "Auf Wiederschen"), and we
bear music being played on many
levels. Coyly simple in form, but not in

content (the band quips about
' everythiiig from religion to Kiss) , this

is music to keep the innocent deb
queen innocent, the cynic cynical, and
the dancer dancing. From the

expansive Who-like windmills of

"High Roller" to the falsetto insolence

of "On Top Of The World" to bouncy
insistence of "Surrender" and an
ezquisite remake of early ELO's
"California Man", Cheap Trick
transcends into realms of timeless

"pure pop" ecstasy.

By virtue of the "hard act to fi|llow"

principle, side two automatical^ fails

short. It does, however, contain the

album's only weak link, "On The
Radio", a burlesque of the vapid AM
DJ ttiat annoys more than it amuses.

Nonetheless, the hedonistic "Heaven
Tonight" tantalizes with breathy
elegance and the underlying
ambivolent tension loony lyricist Rick

Nielsen revels in, while "Stiff

Competition" outrocks, outclasses,

and mocks any hard pose Foreigner

has contrived.

Hie Cars, at their best, are a
precise, streamlined rock 'n roll band
too. Like Clieap Tricky they know how
to exercise restraint for a sense of

proportion and clarity. "Just What I

Needed", "My Best Friend's Girl",

"Good Times Roll", and "You're All

I've Got Tonight" aU skillfully buUd to

an infectious chorus and climax after

taunt intros and resemble thq
snarlingly provocative intbnation o|;.
another Bbsti^n band. The Staniiells;

"

one-hit wonders from the mid-SlxUes
famous fof the rivetting "Dirty
Water".

Unfortunately, the Cars are
ambitious, which means they are not

content with sticking merely to the

garage band approach. Instead they

apply pdish with the "aid" of

producer Roy Thomas Baker
(Queen), combining synthesized
effects with a self-conscious "Neo
Wave" attitude. Tlie results are, as

one song is entitled, "tjU mixed up."
At times they sound like an unlikely

cross between Styx and Talking

Heads or Jonathan Richman And The
Modem lovers ("I'm In Touch With
YourWorld").

The Cars then are an amalgam
whose parts are greater than their

whole. Together with Cheap Trick,
though, they represent the seeds fw
the rebirth of American rock 'n roll iii

the 1980's.

—Marcos Smitli
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SEMESTER PROGRAMS: IFLORENCE
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LONDONBMEXICO
•Vjriety of courses offered cNo language background required
•I'inuncial Aid available •Summer program available in England.
Italy. Israel. Suit/erland, Austria, East Africa. Yugoslavia
(tentative) •Applicalioni Tor Sptfai(. 1979 lemester are due by
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Baseball fever catches Eph sfudeiits

Wnit ttM arrival af the fiifiH(nm aiMi papar crvnch, mar* ami mora ttudanta are
hittlna tlM book* in a y«nfty^ IntfTtltlng andnaval atiNlylnfl locationt.

(photo bv Read)

kyJaliaB«rkey
Ask a WUlUnu student what is the

greatest tpurta rivalry, and he (or

she) would probably answer;
WitliamB-Amherit. Williams 21,

Amberat 13.

Last Monday, though, you might
have gotten an entirely different

answer. For Monday afternoon was
the date ol the play-off game to

determine which baseball team from
the American League's Eastern
division would have the privilege of

challenging the Kansas City Royals
for the A.L. pennant. Having finished

the season In a dead tie, the New York
Yankees and the Boston Red Sox met
in Boston's Fenway Park to battle itva'itvtv*'' r^wwM/ "' -*WMVM»« B « i«ia«T«aj «««. w uai.UC II

Trustees discuss fund-raising policy
At a press conference following

their fall meeting at the College,

President John W. Chandler said tl^fit

the trustees met to review "various
policies and events." Discussion
touched on the budget, fund raising,

building priorities, minority
admissions, and a variety of other
issues.

The College showed a minor surplus

of about $40 thousand in its operating

budget for the year ending June 30. On
that same date the market value of

the endowment had risen to $77

million. These figures do not include

the sale of the Mount Hope Estate,

which was not formalized until this

meetin)j
{

The trustees "spent a good deal of

time discussing fund raising,"
Chandler said. For the first time they
met with the Development Committee
to discuss strategies for doing so.

Although he did not go into details, the
President termed the meeting "very
successful."

Art will take precedence over
physical education facilities in future
construction at Williams, said
Chandler. The art case was "clear
and compelling." The trustees also
saw the demand for both a new
basketball court and a new swimming
pool, Chandler continued, but the
means of satisfying those needs had
not yet been thoroughly studied. The

Notes from OCC
NORTHWESTERN CRAD SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT will piiesent a
slide show entiUed "Who Manages?" on Thursday, Oct 12 at 4:30 ^b m at
OCC. Anyone interested is welcome. -^

parents* WEEKEND: Freshmen bring your parents to OCC's Open House
onSaL, Oct 14, between »-ll a.m. Sip cider as you browse through the OCC
hbrary and chat with OCC staff members.

iJFK SCHOOL OF GOVT, will recruit on Fri. Oct. 13 from 2-4:30. All in-
terested fdease come and sign up. '

OCCRBSUME WORKSHOP wiU be held on Thurs., Oct. 12 at4 p.m.

GRAD SCHOOL RECRUITING SCHEDULE:
Oct 11

Oct 12

Oct 13

Oct 16

Cornell Business, Pace Grad.

Northwestern MBA
JFK School of Gov't

Fletcher, UVA: Colgate-Darden

School of Bus.
,. . U-.^>fDenver Bus.

FALL BREAK—NYC WILLIAMS CLUB on Monday, Oct 23. Come for 6:00
cocktails and 6:30 discussion with Alumni. Opportunities in Arts, Theatre,
Publishing, Journalism, Advertising, Finance—and Head Hunters (Search
Firm) tells how to do it Make reservations at OCC. All students are
welcome.

THE LUCE FOUNDATION FELLOWSHIP is available to students, alumni
or faculty members not over 28 years of age who show promise of academic
or non-academic leadership in the U.S. TheFellowship provides a year in the
East or Sourtheast Asia working with Asians of similar career interests
Contact PeterFrost in the History Oept byOct 13 if possible.

NSF MINORITY GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS: A^rox. SO FeUowships will
be offered for the, '79- '80 acacemic year. Applicants must be citizens or
nationals of the United States and members of an ethnic minorify group
OCC has further information.

President said he had been authorized
to appjbint a committee to examine
athletic needs.

The board agreed to maintain^^
policy of requiring that funds be "in
hand or pledged" for both
construction and maintenance of new
facilities before beginning to build.

Chandler stressed that the trustees
did not want to "let construction needs
throw other important things out of
balance." In the meantime, however,
he said that he would authorize an
architect to produce working
drawings for new art facilities.

Building costs, he said, rise about 12

per cent each year. The ^advance
availability of plans will speed
construction and therefore, he said,
save money once the funds become
availat>le.

\

The .trustees had no
recommendations concerning the low
and railing levels of minority
application and matriculation, but
asked for more information and ideas

from the admissions department. The
major theme that the board picked up
from the students, the President said,

was th§. concern with overcrowding,
file truistees ur^ed the administration
to take measures' to ease the student

population back down to 1960 over the
course of a year.

The Committee on Campus Life

(CCL) reported on the Williams
Organization for Outdoor Life for

Freshmen (WOOLF) pri^rani tp the .

whole board; Chandier said fhat'the

trustees listened with ^'sympathetic
interest" as CCL chairman Dr. Wayne
Wilkins terjned WOOLF "a
wholesome part of Williams' life."

"They're decorative tins
from England
They're filled with aromatic
teas

They're versatile containers
whan the tea is gone I"

OPEM SEVEN DAYS
H Wafer Street

WilHamtlowR

out for that coveted poaltion.

To any lover of the national

pastime, the mere mention of the

wonto: "YankMs" or "Red Sox"
generally ignites a feeling of intense

love or hatred. The Boston-New York
rivalry dates back almost to the

beginnings of organized baseball, but
this 1978 season saw the most
dramatic clash ever between
baseball's two most poM-erful teams.
The second half of the summer taw
New York gradually erase a 14-game
Boston lead. By the end, it all hinged
on the last day of the season. That
Sunday, New York loet, Boston won,
and we were on our way.
Granted, Sunday night is not the

most common time to road trip. But
with the game the next day, and only 3

hours away, how could one Yankee
and five Red Sox fane resist?

We left Williamstowh in the all but

vain hope of getting tickets for the

payoff duel. By the time we arrived in

Voston, around midnight, there were
already 500 or so farks camped out on
the side-walk outside Fenway. Surely,

we thought, others wouldn't be doing
the same thing we were if there
weren't tickets to be had. Not to be
outdone, we took our places in line and
spent the night on cold, wet pavement.
What wouldn't you do for baseball?

It took about 10 hours for us to be
disappbihted. By 9:30 the crowd had
swelled into the thousands, and we
found ourselves in the micjst of a
writhing mass of fanatical baseball

groupies. Suddenly, a voice
announced that the game h/ad been
sold out. However, the crowd spoke
baseball, not English, and it was 10:00

before people started taking the hint.

A few of the more determined formed
a human battering ram to convince
the management that they intended to

see the game, but the appearance of

riot police bent their thoughts in other

directions.

We were about the last to leave-
save the few who had fallen in a

drunken stupor newUm game (It'

obviously a long night). Like
Unceiot, 4iMpp*V>ted ii| ow OhMt,
wepomtorvd ti|i|«arnal^««i[Kn(ig
down a sugcetUon to breali in/Wat
last turned our gate to the i«iiMM^ left

Held wall. I« ^fasponUat, Umt of w
attempted to scale ttw,, tiUbawdi
which tower above the P«ri(. But «1m.
others had beaten us toAt priyUai*
of sitting on a wooden plink lOO ft.

above the grouqd foi;. « br#. What
wouldn't we do for batetall?
So there we were, SO yards from

what promised to be the moet exciting
game of the season, and completely it
a loss as to how to see it. What doek
one do in such a situation?

Hit the ban.
Apparently, we WUUams ttudento

were the flrst to be inspired along
these lines, as we managed to find a
taUe right in front of. tig 7-ft. TV
screen, not unlike the Log'p. Why, you
ask, did we give up ttti bedi and food
(after cement and Podritw, even
Currier and Baxter seem ttoipitable)
just to watch the game on TV? Don^t.
Just call it dedication.

This was 10:!N), and the game
started at 2:00. We dldq't dare leave
our 8eats,^,of course, became by this

time, hundreds of other frustrated
Lancelots had converged on the
Sports Lounges «n Yawkey Way, to

either watdtOie game^ or scalp
tickets, which were going for aa much
as $85. So we spent the aftenuon in a
room with 300 other Red S«c
fans, and a small, but vocal (and
therefore wjicidal) group of Yaidtee
adherenta, jinging "Tfijulta Out to
the Ballganie,"./'The Fenway Parjt
Song," and taking turns to run out to
the liquor store (been at the bar were
ll.OO a bottle).

The restls history. Yankeea 5, Red
Sox 4, though whether it matten is

open to debate. The point is that there
is an alternative to visiting Sawyer on
Sunday nights. If anyone's intereated
we'relhlnking about the World Series.

Instont Passport Photot>Copylng-Procmting-

EnlargsniMnts-SlidsDupllcatlng-Portfolio

Work-Product Photograph-SuppliM-
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PRESEASON CROSS COUNTRY SKI SALE
1979 PACKAGES

'79ElanRBW
Appalacldn boot
Fentx bindings
Bamboo petes

SALE PRICE

$70

34

8.50

7.50
' •

$120
$98

'79 Rossignoi AR
Appaiadan boot
Fpnix bindings
Bamboo poles

79 Havgen Wax less

Appalacian boot
Fenlx bindings
Bamboo poles

SALE PRICE

$7S ..

34

8.50

7.50
" " I* "

$125

$105

SALE PRICE

79 Rossignoi AAohair
Appalacian boot
Fenlx bthdlngs
Bamboo poles

.

$«9..
34

8.50

7.50

SALE PRrCE

All 1979 Packages Available
Free mounting & base prep
1978 sl(i models: 20pc - 40pc OFF
Children's sitis 30pc OFF
Road skis 20pc OFF

arcadian shop
1 Water Street, Wllliamstown, Ma.

4sa^ri

SALE BEGINS

WEDNESDAY,

OaOBER 1

1
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Hunger Walk wiM ran October 15th
fc, ^SH"*""^*^i}^^ organiaed for October 15 in an effort to raise fundsfar vartcu. ««jnU"t^J>ervioe ar».nization. in the Berlcshlres. RMtatra^Uon

ilJ^rrlT^K
»>*

"r'? i^e day of the waik from « noon to l pT aj thSMj<ho«»t tiwrch on Main Street In Williamstown. Spomor tally cards can beobtained from Esther Wynne at 45»-3246.
«"y caros can be

Women's Center opens for browsing
The Woi?>en'8 Center (Room 8, Mears House) is now officially open to all

SfJ^ '^ ."!!i'-"
'" ^^'"•^y- *'«*' "•«' to br«w8e through boT/

may wtah^io donate. Any questions, call Sarah Wilson, 6723. Nancy Shanera
6722. Elisa Waingort. 6387, or Kathy Schwartz 2750.

"^^

Prrfessor breaks leg in car accident

"™i?*T"i'''^'*'""^*' ^'* professor of history, broke his leg last Monday in avery bad car accidenf said Pudley Bahlman, chairman of the htetorydepartment Bahlman thought that Misiunas should retom to teacjiingsometime this week.
Heading west on Rte. 3 near Greenfield, Misiunas' car met head on with

^^^f*/ *"'.'* ^^' '*"' swerved into the west-bound lane. Both cars were

*«d headSd
**""""• 'T'^P.^^ver of the other car was not seriously in-

CimSr**^^
spent last week in the Wesson Unit of the Bay State Medical

Religidn still lives

Chaplain MidiMl Hendtrton taels
that students at Willlamt are sear-
ching for the historical "roots" of
their religion, and are less concerned,
with the exotic.

Continued from Page 1

students who attend occasionally,
there are about six students who hold
key positions in the church. Tbeee
Include seats on the Admissions
Committee, the choir, the Worship
Committee and the chairmanship of
the Council of Ministries.

"Students are either really eager to

be committed to a cburch or are on the
periphery," Moore said. He felt that
the involved students were attracted
by the Methodist church's "openness
to reason and its acceptance of a wide
variety of theological beliefs. Moore
cited the recent "No Nukes"
demonstration held on the church's
front lawn as an example. The church
also gives students a chance to "mix
with real people and real families."
The services represent an escape
from the ivory tower, he said.
The Reverend Jerry Heslinga

leader of the Williamstown Baptist
Church, said roughtly six stodents

Council hears petition

Feflowshipsjo for English study
Williams offers two fellowships for

-Jtudy abroad at Emmanuel College,
l-Cambridge for the coming year.
|;Williams will aw'ard one for study in

^arts-sockil sciences and one for study
in physical science. Applications, are
avaUable in Henry Flynt's office, and
are due October 16.

For the first time th« College has

been asked to recommend stodents
for the Rhodes Scholarship.

Interviews for the Emmanuel
fellowships and the Rhodes will be
held concurrently at the end of the
month.

Students with questions should
contact Associate Philosophy
Professor Charles Karelis.

All Squash Rackets

30% OFF LIST PRICE
(including the new 70 plus jackets)

All supplied with our exclusive

,
free Purple Cow racket cover

WILLIAMS CO OP

Continued from Page 1

Simpson urged swift action: "The
Council is obligated to bring this
referendum to a vote of the stodent
body as soon as possible. To postpone
such a vote is to abdicate our
responsibility to those who signed this
petition and to the stodents who have
a right to vote on it."

The Council then voted unanimously
to accept a motion by Tucci to create a
referendum committee composed of
seVt'ri members to set a date for the
referendum vote; to arrange for
media publicity; to supervise the
voting; and to respond to any
difficulties should the referendum
pass.

Goerlich and Beardsley, however,
agreed after the meeting to postpone
the referendum until February,
allowing the elections—should the
amendment pass—to coincide with
those of other officers and committee
members. Both were "surprised at
the depth of hostilit^' evinced by the
Council.

Goerlich described himself as
offended by the body's "personal
attack" against their petitiqn. "The
saddest thing," he concluded, "is that
until April, we will have a secretary
and treasurer who are appointed; who
are not responsible to any student
constituency; and who are voting on
poficy whiqhrafrecfS an stfidiBis.''
This voting power of appointees
particularly vexed the two juniors.

%^m^
RADIO

ELECTRONICS

^1-

105 SOUm STREET. B»MWnDN.VBMIOMT - I24474K2

^ Special Sole Comes to the Borkshires

SHERWiOOO:

S7250 Receiver (20 watts)
S7450 Receiver (30

S7650 Receiver (45 watts)

SONY:
PSTi Turntable

$275
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RqHo lumps to 13:1
Conllnuad from P«ge i

Scmee and History are also teavUy
enrolM."
The imporunt thii« now is to

"figure out how to get i»ck to the
original ratio," O'Connor stated,
CurrenUy the President, Provost,
peans, Director of Student Housing,
and Admissions Director are delwtlng
how to reduce the student-faculty

™»to. __
Roosenraad tyelieves that tWo

important options the group must
consider are "raising the number of
faculty or cutting back next year to

make up for over-enroUii^ in 1978."

To compensate for this problem in the
fuhire, the College "could reduce the

number of exchanges coming in."

O'Connor would be reluctant to follow
this course of action, however, "since
we've promised the other schools in

the Twelve College Exchange" to

admit a certain number of students.
It is difficult, though economically

desirable, to maintain a constant
student population during both
semesters. "With a permanent
iihbalance between the number of

students on campus first and second
semester, he emphasized, the cost of

everyone's education is raised."
Nevertheless, a large group of people
choose to go abroad or ... exchange
during the spring when they have
more time available. With Winter
Study and summer vacation O'Connor
mentioned that the Administration
will consider admitting people for
mid-year entrance "as Middlebury
does."

Wom«n top Holyok«
The Williams Women's Soccer

,Team outplayed the Mt. Holyoke
College squad Thursday, defeating

them 1-0 with a second half goal by
sophomore Julia Weyerhauser.
This was the fifth game of the

season, and tltetB«|pi now stands 3-M.
Williams defeatnl Middlebury l-o in

the first gatne of the season, in their

next game they tied Smith, l-i, after 2
ten-minute overtimes in which neither
team was able to. score. Williams lost

ilK tUtfd tutme^tirYate; 9Mm*» U*-
match was marked by good
performances among both teams.
Lastweek the Williams team defeated
Amherst, M-

Page «

Runners meet with mixed success
Men stomp on|

Trinity, Union

The Williams Water Polo Civb
overcame an ii-* tourtii quarler
tfaNcH to defeat Amherst Satvnhiy
morning, n-iz, uppina Itieir racorfl to
2-0 In (eagwe play, (photoby Rhein)

WILUAMSTOWN-'Hte WiUUms
Men's Cross Country squad hit stride
again Saturday, stomp^ Trinity U-
48 and Union 21-« at SdMnectady.
The team is now &-3.

The crucial factor in the double
vktqw was Uie E|*a! JIgfatcr |mi^.
After Ton Schrwk eaaed in all abioe
in second place, three purple harricra
tied for third. Steve Polasky, Mike
Behrman and Garrick Leonard ran
step for step together from the start.
The final scorer for WilUams was Phil

Darrow, who drof^ed off the pack at
the line mile mart but h»M oo to
nniah seventh.

The gap between Scfareck and the
fifth scoring rumar has narrowed
stcadity over the past few meets, and
was under one minute for the tint
time Saturday. This margin is still too
large, however, according to
Aasistant Coach Peter Farwell. "The
team ktoked strongand relaxed today,
so I'm loaUng for at least a four man
pick fa* flri°enUre race next week?*
The Ephs have a week to train

before traveling to Hamilton on
Saturday for the New Et^nd Small
College Athletic Conference meet.

Women's volleyball club

disgroces MIT, Smith
The Williams' Women's Volleyball

squad suffered its first defeat in ten
games at the hand of Eastern
Nazarene College Saturday morning,
but managed otherwise to add two
victories to its recoird in the same
hectic day.

Eastern Nazarene shamed the
Ephw(Hnen in two straight games in

the first match of a four-team meet.
Co-captain of the team Sue Jacquin
said, "It was a natter of wanning up.
Nazarene was not as good a team as
we are, but we started slowly and just

couldn't seem to get going."

Williams lost the first game
in the next match against MJ.T. 10-15,

in what looked like it was to be a
repeat performance of the first

match. Junior Dana Mulvaney came
off the bench, however, and with some
fine play sparked the offense to a 15-4

win in the next game. The Ephwomen
went on to win the final game and the

match before disgracing Smith in two
straight games, 15-2 and 15-6, for their
second victory of the day.
The "slow-start" phenomenon had

leagued the Williams -squad in an
earlier niatch against Fitchburg last

Thursday Oct 5. Williams fell to

Fitchburg in the first two games of the

match. 6-15 and 14-16. The Ephwomen

What would Socrates
tldnkofO^eefe?

If you question long enough and deep enough, certain truths aboutU tveete become evident.
It has a hearty, full-bodied flavor. It is smooth and easy going down
And, the quality of its head is fact rather than philosophical
conjecture.

We think there's one truth about O'Keefe that Socrates would not
question: /ts /oo good to gu/p. As any rational man ca

>4to0ulp.

linpofiaA, fcic., t^Hv MmIc, rtY

. took advantage of the match's 3 out of

^>»injruleB and thundered back to take

the next game, 15-10. With that

momentum, the squad overpowered
Fitchburg in the next two games and
the match in what., captain Jacquin
called, "the best match with the best

opponent we've faced yet."

The team's record now stands at

nine wins against a single loss.

UVAA in fronfl
The Williams Women's Cross-

country team, reduced to a hardy
cure of six from the usual 11 runners,
loflt to the University of Vermont and
Dartmouth in a three-way meet
Sabirday. Vomont won the race, heM
on their home course in Burlington,
Vt. They had 21 points, Dartmouth
had 48 points, and Williams had 68
points.

UVM captured 7 of the top 10 places,
withsoi^omore JudlSt. Hilalre easily
winnuig the race. Her time was 17:34
on the SOOO-meter course. Williams'
first finisher was freshman Sue
Marchant, tenth, whoran the race in a

strong M:M. Behind her were senior
tannis P«ik, 18tb, frartmiaa Brenda
MaUman, lOth. junior Annie Ko, 2l8t,

and freahraen Tammy Shea, »th, and
Alexis HamiU, 30th. Thirty-two
women competed.
The team travels to Hamilton

College hi ainton, N.Y. next Satiutfay
for the New England Small College
Championships.

Last Wednesday, the Team himed
to many of Its flneat petfdrrtances bl
the aeaaon despite rain and a wet,
slippery home course to outrun
Albany (SUNY) and Hartwick
Williams finished with IB points and
Albany with 54. Hartwick did not
score because they were unable to
fieki a tuU team of five runners.
I'Vvshman Sue Marchant and senior

co^aptain Mary Hekala won the race,
finikhing together with a time of 21:33
on the 3.2 mile course. Abo competing
for WilUams were senior co-captahi
Corrie Johnson, who placed fourth,
senior Tannis Fox, fifth, freshmen Liz
Martineau, seventh, Brenda
MalUnan, nth, Stephanie Caipwoe,
Mth, Tanmiy Shea, UUh, and Alexis
HamlU, . 16th. Seventeen women
competed.

"""

The teaita travels to tte University
ol Vermont Saturday, where they will
run against two other strong teams,
UVM and Dartmouth, in what should
be an exciting meet.
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Kickers shut out Bantains,

countervail Dartmouth loss
by Dave Barra

Willlanu loccer evened ill record at

2-3 with a S-0 victory over Trinity

College. The win was keeper Doug
Orr's Mcood shutout of the season.

Ftom the start the game wa* one-

sided, but Williams could not close the

door. The Ephs hit posts, missed just

v^^^^^j^ iMti^ on breakaways. It

"l^MwrSlie of those days. Despite

a clear advantage in play, the Ephs
managed not to score. By halftime,

' the Trinity keeper had blocked a
dozen shots denying Williams on

several good chances.

The second half promised to be like

the first. A minute into the period, co-

captain Perry 'LB' Nelson headed a

ball that hit the crossbar and a post

but stayed out. Soon after. Nelson was
stopped on a clean breakaway set up

by a quick throw-in l>y Gr^
Hartman. The frustration mounted
but Williams kept cool and continued

the pressure. Not to be denied a third

time, Nelson headed a beautiful

comer kick from sophomore Brian

Daniell into the top right comer. The
Ephs were finally on the board.

Senior fullback Tad 'Borneo' Roach
provided the Insurance goal with the

first score of his college career. Co-

captain Chic Johnson passed a free

kick back to the charging fullback

who blasted a low screamer. On its

way in the ball was deflected by a
Trhiity player. The keeper never had
a chance.

The JV' squad, now 3-1-1, tied

Trinity's JV 2-2 on Saturday. Frosh
Tad Chase saved the loss by scoring

with 15 seconds to go kgotting the

game at 2.

Last Tuesday Williams lost a
closely fought contest to Dartmouth in

Hanover. The Eph hooters came out

strong and hard. They dominated the

play but could not score on three

golden opportunities. The score

remained tied until Dartmouth's Rich

Brown biooped a ball into the net. The
unexpected goal took the wind out of

the Bph's sails and brought
Dartmouth to life.

In the second half the Green opened

up the play and sent waves of wings
crashing through a tiring Williams

defense. Dartmouth's Paul Mott was
left unguarded at the top of the

peiialty box. He took^ff'pass and
powered the ball into the net. Iliat

was enough. Williams had a few more
chances but none as good as in the

opening minutes. It was the first time

Williams was shutout this year.

The JV's beat their green
counterparts 1-0. Tad Chase
redirected Mike Rita's shot for the

Ephs's sole score. The JV squad hosts

Southern Vermont this Saturday at

1:30. The varsity travel to Maine this

weekend hoping to better their record

against Bates and Bowdoin.
the Williams football team
They rwn^in undtfMtMl.

dafMtMi the Trinity 6antams M-7 In an txcltinfl game at Weston Ftold last Satwrtey.
(photo by Buckntr)

Rushing attack helps unbeaten gridders trounce Trinity, 20-7
by Mary KateShea

Williamstown, K^ass.—In a contest

marked by hard hitting and 12

fumbles, the Williams College football

team raised its season record to 3-0

last Saturday with a 20-7 win over

previously unbeaten Trinity College.

The Ephs will play on the road next

weekend when they face the Bowdmn
Polar Bears in Brunswick, Maine.

"It was a tough game," said

Williams head coach Bob Odell after

the game. "To a great extent, we hurt

ourselves. We could have had a couple

more touchdowns. The fumbles hurt.

We're happy to come away with the

20-7 win."

The strong Williams ground game,
which gained 285 yards to Trinity's 32

yards rushing, was led by junior Dave
Massuccoand sophomore Bill Novicki

with 96 yards apiece.

Tenacious pass coverage by the

members of the Williams defensive

backfleld made it extremely difficult

for Trinity quartai>ack Mike Foye to

find open receivers in the first half.

The Bantams passed for just 36 yards
in the first half.

Field goals of 35 and 26 yards by co-

captain Ken Hollingsworth kept the

Ephs in the lead throughout the

afternoon. Hollingsworth converted
the 35-yard attempt to put Williams on
the scoreboard mid-way through the

opening quarter. He made it two-for-

two (HI his field goal tries when Me split

the crossbars with a 26-yard boot five

minutes into the third jjuarter, giving
the Evits a 13-0 lead.

Both of Williams touchdowns were
scored by Massucco. His first score
was set up by a fumble forced by a hit

by tackle Dan Towle and recovered by
linebacker John Thiel. Massucco
carried the ball on seven out of nine
plays in Williams 36-yard scoring
drive. The touchdown, which gave the

Ephs a 10-0 lead, came with 2:35

remaining in the first half.

Other Sports Highlights
i Rugby vs Alums
I Coming off an impressive whi over

iliddlebury last weekend, the Rugby
Team fell to the Union College RFC
43-0"8a "Saturday, The "Saa^-iwas
marred by sloppy Une play, pbor loose

rucking, aiid the loss of lineman Dave
Weyerhaeuser. A much improved B
side team lost in a closely fought

Straggle 12-7. Scoring for the B siders

were BillGonzales with a try and Art

Leo with a penalty kick.

Highligbtuig the weekend was the

Olde Farts match and banquet yiYach

took place this Sunday. Rqtresenting

one of the toughest teams we will face

this year, the undergraduates
stmggled through a tough first period,

coming out four points down on a try

by Jeff Jones, '06.

Then the WRFC suffered a major
loss when captain Jeff Dtmn suffered

a knee injury which put him on

crutches for what we hope will be a
short time. The only score for the

young ruggers came on a nm by Yoshi

Relash. Scores for the alums were
made on tries by John "Tosh" Greer,

Wally "Disco" Boyer, Hutch
Hutchings, and a kick by Pete Tuttle.

The fin^ score wf» 21-4.

Following the game came a festive

cookout at the Log. In the midst of

song and general good mirth, the

Hugh Hawkins Cup was presented to

captains Peter Hopkins and Worthy
Linen of the Olde Farts for the fifth

time in five years. Following the

presentation came three impressive

ballads by Henry Whittemore, Kevin
Kelly '72, and Worthy Linen, '73. As
the old saying goes, "A good time was
had by all".

Williams Rugby faces Colgate this

weekend at Hamilton as they attempt
to even their record at 2-2.

WijFOwins
The Williams Ultimate Frisbee

Organization (WUFO) beat
Hampshire and Union Colleges last

weekend to remain undefeated for the
season. The victories extended the fall

record to 3^), not including a victory

by torieit over Middlebury.

On Saturday, an excited WUFO
squad held Hampshire scoreless for

fifteen minutes with scrappy
defensive play and built up a seven
point lead which was never overcome.
A fine offensive performance was
turned i(i by Edie Tburber with three

20,

the nMi)«i rvflby MnmMkMNm OM* Parts In « wMlnnrf mntcii •«< iinqMt.
(photo by BuckrMT)

goals. Final score was Williams
Hampshire 13.

Sunday's game against Union was
also highlighted by great defensive

work, with WUFO sprinting to a 14-0

lead before giving up" a goftl 27
minutes into the game. The depth of

the Williams club provided a potent
offense, and by the game's end end the

scorecard read 36-8.

Spectacular diving spurred both
defensive and offensive action. The
cry of "DIVE!" was heard often as
Greg Smith, Peter Glidden, John
Hopkins, Guido Adams, freshman
Eric Cochran, and many others made
splendid efforts in both games.

Next week WUFO travels to

Dartmouth for a Saturday game,
followed by tournament play at RPl
after fall break; it will end the season

,
with a homecoming game against

Wesleyan and away agafnst Amherst.

Women^s Tennis
On Saturday the Williams Womens'

tennis team overcame the University

of Vermont in a 6-3 rout. Playing on

the Williams indoor tennis courts, the

Ephwomen proved the strength of

their '78 team, which now holds a 4-2

record for the seasoa
Beckie Chase, Ann Morris, Mary

Simpson, Laura Goebel, and Mary
TUn Higgs each won in singles. While

Goebel slid by her Vermont opponent

in two tie-breaker sets, TTudie ten

Broeke, at No. 2 singles, lost on the

final point of the third set tie-breaker.

Her final score was 7-5, 3<, 7-6 (5-4).

In doubles action, Williams
conceded two of their three matches.

The winning team was Melanie
Thompson—Ann Johnson. They
recovered quickly from a 7-6 loss en

the first act to win the foUowlng two
sets 6-1, 6-2.

Weather permitting, the women wiU

travel to Springfield on Mcftday to

phiy a twiceHPOstponed match. Ilien

en Wednesday they face Middlebury,

and Amherst on Saturday. Both of

ft«K matches are at borne.

In the second half the Bantams'
combination of Foye to split end Pat
McNamara began to click. Foye found
his favorite target five times for a
total ot 52 yards, including a 19-yard

touchdown strike with 4:00 left in the
third quarter.

The Bantams continued in the third

and fourth quarters their threat to

break through with another
touchdown to tie the score. The tide

began to turn in Williams' favor when
a long pass completion to McNamara
was nullified 1^ an illegal motion
penalty on the Bantams. The Eph
defense held on and forced Foye to

throw an interception picked off by
lineiMcker Phil Shuman.
Shuman's interception stopped

Trinity's building momentum and set

up Williams final score of the

afternoon with 10:36 remaining in the

game when Massucco scampered five

yards around the left end for his

second touchdown of the game and
seventh of the season.

Two more InterceptionB by the
WUIiams defensive unit thwarted
Trinity's hopes for another
touchdown. Rover Mark Eckert
snagged an overthrown Foye peas
intended for the speedy McNamara.
Eckert, who also recovered two
Trinity hunblea in the win Saturday,
leads Williams in interceptions witti

one per game in the Ephs first three

contests.

Just as tiie Bantams started theta-

passing attack rolling with badc-to-

back pass completions to McNamara,
Shuman grabbed his second errant

pass oi the afternoon.

The Ephs paid a price for ttie win
ovor Trinity on Saturday. On the final

series of the first half, Williams
quarterback Bob Lutz received a shot

in the ribs and had to leave the game.
"Lutz is such a tall gangly kid, he
makes a good target," said Odell. "I

just hope the ribs are bruised, not

broken."

Scoring line:

WILLIAMS—Holtingsworth, 35-yard field goal, 7:07 left In Itt quarter.

WILLIAMS—Massucco, 2-yard run, 2:35 left in 2nd quarter, (Hollingsworth

kick good).

WILLIAMS—Hollingsworth, 26-yard field goal, 8:39 left In 3rd quarter.

TRINITY—Foye to McNamara, 19-yard pass, 4:00 left In 3rd quarter,

(Jacobs- klekijnsdK--.- "
- - - —"-

WILLIA/MS—AAassucco, 5-yard run> 10:36 l«ft In 4th quarter, (Hollingsworth

kick good).

Score by quarters:

Williams

Trinity

PIMI
20

7

Ephwomen lose to UVM 0-4
The Williams Varsity Field Hockey

team suffered its fifth consecutive
loss on Saturday as the UniversiQr of

Vermont rolled over the Ephwomen 4-

in Burlington. The loss brings the

Williams season record to 2-5 and
comes on the heels of a similar routing
by Springfield College in which the
women lost 6-0.

Althought the UVM game was still

well within reach of Williams at the
half, when the score stood at 1-0, the

purple offense was outshot by
Vermont four to one. The Ephwomen
took only six shots throughout the

course of the game compared with
UVM's 25. Two of Vermont's three

second period goals cattie in the last

five minutes of the game. Eph goalies

Blythe Millar and Sue Smith had a
combined tally of 19 saves.

The Williams junior Wiristy fieM
hock«y team also kMt to UVM, 6-1.

Pam Hansen scored on an aasist from
Wen^y Brown hi the first period. The
junior varsity record Is now S-2. The
next varsity field hockey game ia at
home Wednesday agiinet MMdiebury
College.

Earlier last week, the team faced
possibly their tougheet opponents of

the aeaaon in ^ningfleld CaUege
Wednesday, and lost the contest Ml.

Springriehi, at home under the lights

Uxl on the astroturt, scored twioe in

the first four minutes of play and set

the pace for the entire game.
The junior varsity fiekl hockey

team Was defeated I-O by^rihgfield
in a close match. The loss was the JV
team's first "i^fr five consecutive

wins.

UVM. (pliotobyPr«Hd)
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Spring St. residents say little noise
by PDve Ma<^rea>r

A majority of all Spring Street

residents do not believe noise du« to

the Log is a major problem, a Record
survey revealed. Six out of ten

households contacted thought the Log
was no problem, and two others said

they thought it was not a serious

problem.

The Record contacted ten Spring

Street households by phone or in

person last week, and asked each
three questions concerning noise on
the street. Five households could not

be contacted.

One resident^^id, "The noises are

not excessive. Sometimes there is

light laughter which carries, but it

passes and goes. I don't think there is

the kind of noise anyoAe would call in

and complain about." \^

Williamstown Police Chief Joseph
Zoito suggested to the Williamstown
Selectmen last month that the Log be
moved due to the number of

complaints the police have received

from residents about noise. After the
first meeting of the selectmen dealing

with the issue, Dean of the College

Daniel O'Connor directed Log
manager Mike Masi to clo^ the Log
at midnight on weeknights, and
stationed a College security officer

outside at closing time, beginning
September 18.

The selectmen discussed the subject

again two weeks ago, without inviting

a representative of the College. At

that time they discussed the idea of

closing . the Log still earlier, and
asking the College to move it.

JCoitorefused toiliscuBK the Log^vith

a Record reporter last week, and
refused to reveal the number of

complaints the police have received.

The Record asked residents, "1. Do
you believe that there is excessive

noise on Spring Street as a result of

students walking to and from the Log?
2. The College has made extra efforts

to monitor the Log this fall. Do you

find the situation improved, worse, or

no change? 3. As a resident of Spring

Street, what specific nuisance
problems do you see on the Street?"

Both residents who believed the Log
to be a major source of noise on Spring

Street agreed there had been some
improvement this fall. One attributed

the change to the presence of a

Williamstown police officer on patrol.

-The other *lamed the Log for

excessive noise, but added that noise

was just as bad on the street in the

summertime, when the Log is not

open.

The residents who saw the Log as a

problem, but not a major one, either

did not usually notice the noise, or

noticed it but did not attribute the

problem to the Log in particular. One
commented that the noise problem on

Spring Street existed long before the

Log was opened several years ago.

The several residents who did not

see the Log as a problem at all blamed
the noise problem on other bars on

Spring Street, and noted that much of

the noise and littering attributed to

students is in fact due to town
residents and other non-students. -

Pirhaps complaints of noUt from Iht boltfarout patrons of tha Log hava not
been as numerous as tha town allagat.

CC approves impeochment; students will vote
by Ann Morris

The College Council passed a
constitutional amendment
Wednesday night providing a
mechanism for the removal of a
Council officer or at large member.
The student body will vote on the

amendment on Nov. 1,

The athendment allows for the

impeachment procedure to follow one
of two paths. If a voting member of

the Council movesJor impeachment,
a (wo-thirds vote ofthe Council at a
n^^ting at least two weieks later is

required to impeach. If 30 per cent of

the student body signs a specific

petition for impeachment, a two-
thirds vote of the entire student body

Willidms aid grants process
discounts academic success

by Eric Schmltt
Financial aid grants at Williams are

based upon many factors—but the

actual high school performance of an
applicant is not considered in the

award process, Financial Aid
Director Henry Flynt said.

I^lynt said his office emphasizes the

number of dependents in a family, and
the incomes of both '. student <and

parents, in determining how much
money an applicant receives.

According to Flynt, a prospective

student files an application for

financial aid alohg With his

admissions form. Both forms are

considered in the admission process

as the admissions officers, after

narrowing down the number of

applicants to a "workable" number,
1000 for example, go through and
determine the aggregate need of the

,groupr--.-'.
.,.^^~„™.,....-." -« -

The Admisslbhs office tries to

maintain a viable balance in each
class between those who require

financial aid and those who do not. It

is an uncertain process because the

admissions people cannot predict how
many financial aid candidates will

eventually matriculate. >Flynt said

Continued on Page 6

at least two weeks later is required to

impeach.

Proposed by the Referendum
Committee created a week before, the

impeachment amendment grew out of
' the debate generated by the student

petition to directly elect the Council's

secretary and treasurer. The College

Council constitution presently
contains no impeachment clause.

The original comniittee proposal
included no provision for the student

body to remove an elected official.

Committee member Ted Tucci '79

explained that the decision to liihit the

impeachment process to the Council
was based on the committee's feeling

that a public election would be not

dftly impractical, but unnecessarily
daiiiaging to the individual's
reputation. "Students aren't able to

devote the time this matter requires,"

agreed Jupie McNamee '80; "even in

a democracy the rights of the

individual must be protected."

Disagreeing with Uiis argument.
Council treasurer Jonn Simpson '79

proposed that the student body be
' included in the itnpeachment process.

He contended that although a
representative system is crucial in

effective government, it must stop "at
the point when representatives are
deciding on representatives,"

Expressing a concern about the

image of the Council as a
"paternalistic" body deciding what
students can and cannot do, Simpson
said he trusts that the student bodv

will handle such an election in a
responsible and fair way.

Steve Magee '79 warned that the

Council "must be careful of the idea

that we can best handle things in this

small body." He pointed out that

since, "it's hard enough to get two-

thirds of the students to say anything;

if they do, we ought to listen." The
Referendum Committee, accepted
Simpson's amendment and included it

in the rewritten amendment. The
amendment was passed by all but one

vote.

Tyler House reprsentative. Kate
Wheeler '79, representing Bruce
Goerlich '80 and David Beardsley '80,

proposed that the referendum on
direct election of Council secretary

and treasurer be postponed until early

March. This would allow the present

officers to complete their terms, while

tying the new elections in with the

annual college election in the spring.

To deal with further constitutional

Continued on Page 5

College chooses first robbi
After a two-month search, the

College has ' officially designated
Rabbi Abraham Soltes of Stockbridge

as chaplain -to- the-campus Jewish
community. The selection was made
after extended consultation with the

Jewish Association.

Rabbi Soltes has already led Friday
evening services for the Jewish
Association, which previously have
been led by lay members, and he
spoke at the Parents' Weekend
branch; His reception has been
generally favorable among all sectors

of the College Jewish community.

The appointment was announced

last week by Assoc. Prof. Lawrence
Kaplan, Jewish Association advisor.

Kaplan said the rabbi's term is for the

duration of the academic year, after

which his performance will be
evaluated and his rehiring

considered.

College Chaplain Michael
Henderson said Rabbi Soltes'

appointment as assistant chaplain

represents a part-time, commitment
to the campus Jewish community
only, and not the entire college.

According to Kaplan, the Rabbi will

not be officially active until late this

month. Rabbi Soltes plans to hold
office hours Sunday afternoons and
evenings.

The rabbi is an ad^nct pnrfessor of

religion at Kingsbbrmit^ Community
College in New York City and
chaplain at the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point. According to

Henderson, Rabbi Soltes has a broad
range of talent "from Talmud
instruction to Israeli musicology."

Besides chaplaincy, the rabbi has
radio and television programs which
disseminate information on aspects of

Jewish-Israeli culture.

Over 700 flock to Williams for 26th Fr#stffnan Parent's Day
by Priscilla Cohen

More than 700 parents, relatives,

and friends arrived last weekend for

the 26th annual Freshman Parents'

Day. In spite of a steady downpour the

special program of concerts, lectures

and parties redeemed the otherwise

scudding days.

President Chandler officially

welcomed the 281 families at^ a

Saturday morning program at Chapin

Hall, a panel discussion on '"The

\yilliams Curriculum." Among the

faculty members speaking on the

subject were Prof. Russell H. Bostert,

chairman of the History Department,

Susan Dunn, Assistant Professor of

French and Professor of Chemistry

William R. Moomaw.

Bostert outlined the differences

between the curriculum of 1967 and

that of today. He pointed out that the

reduction of required courses in a

student's major allows for more

electives. Many courses .have been

added to keep pace with "the

"expanding frontiers of knowledge";

he said. Where the Williams catalogue

showed 347 courses in the late 1960s, it

now offers 467.

Looking back over thirty years of

teaching at Williams. Prof. Bostert

added that the constant reevahiation

of the curriculum allows the college to

"provide in environment appropriate

to each generation."

Prof. Moomaw's report on the

current efforts of student-faculty

committees indicated that this

process of reevaluation continues. At

the forefront of their concern is the

Winter Study Program and whether it

is fulTilling the hopes that existed for

the January interim -period when it

was first instituted in 1967. As
President Chandler noted, it is too

often regarded now "as a reward for

hard work in the first semester and as

a promise for the second," with its

own value or opportunities ignored.

Moomaw, also mentioned that

curriculum committee members see

the need for a more coherent

approach to courses outside a

student's major field. He said that,

while Williams has always met the

needs of students specializing in

either the sciences or the arts, the

college now emphasizes the necessity

of everyone seeing "both halves"

within the total stru<;ture of a liberal
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arts education. Susan Dunn, Assistant

Professor of French defended the

teaching of foreign languages. It is

only in learning another tongue, she

said, that "the experience of

otherness" occurs, 'a perception of

other values, of other ways of life. She
added that paradoxically, this

ultimately adds to a sense of self-

awareness.

The place of language courses in a
college has always been affected by
world affairs. For example, the

popularity of German plunged after

WWl ; interest in Russian grew during
the Cold War years. The Curriculum
Committee is now considering a
recommendation, said Dunn, that the

language requirement be reinstated.

Many freshmen later joined their

^families at a buffet lunch served at

Towne Field House. "I am happy to

see," said President Chandler, "that,

where once, not so long ago, students

and parents sat on opposite edges of

the picnic blanket, their backs to each
other, this year's freshmen have
looked forward to today."

While a picnic lunch was offered in

Towne Field House, some parents and
freshmen were seen at the British

Maid and Howard Johnsons. And,

while the athletic events which
survived the weather had their

cheerins sections, some families

opted for shopping expeditions along

Spring Str^t.

Despite enthusiasm for the many
sports events, the Parmts' Council

had suggested that there be more non-

athletic events over Freshman
Parents' weekend. As a result, a panel

discussion took place on Saturday

afternoon, it} wliich four students

discussed thier lab and field projects;

they varied from a report on squirrel

behavior to studies on wave action.

"We wanted to expose parents to the

nature of the facilities and how
students can use them," said

Professor Lee Drickamer,
Coordinator of the Bronfman Science

Center.

For the second year in a row,

separate entries held their own
cocktail parties. This practice gives

parents the chance to meet their

children's suite-mates, friends and
junior advisors, as well as other

parents visiting that dorm. Said one

father, leaving the party, "I wish I

were in the Class of '82, starting out

right now."

The 1978 Freshman "REVUE
entertained audiences on Friday and
Saturday nights and Sunday
afternoon. Fifteen freshmen, nude up
the cast under the direction of Rob
Baker '80, Fred Barr '80, Jim Stone '80

and Kevin Weist 'SI.
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Letters: Log, activism
Misinformatfon

To the editor:

The Record has an obligation to get the

tacts itself. I am referring, of oourae, to the
misinformatioa contained in Stu Massad's
article, "Students Reaurrect Activism at the
College."

Hie section regarding the antl-nae)ear
movement on campus serves to illustrate One
lack of care talcen while researcMhg and
writing that article, Several bits of
mtslitformaQon contained in that article
require rectification:

1) The Northern Beriuhlre Alttematlve
ETBergy Coalition is not, as the article impUes,
a new organization, "Formed on campus this

fall." Rather, the NBAEC was created by
area residents last Spring. Student
involvement with NBAEC is minimal at best.

2) The uninformed reader is led to believe
that the Williams Action Coalition is affiliated

with NBAEC. At the moment, WAC has no
taitention of allying itself with either NBAEC
or Clantshell Alliance. The Action Coalition
exists to serve the Willjams student body as
aq educational resource. The organization's
primary goal is to highlight various issues of
concern to its members and the College
cdmmunity-at-large. Furthermore, WAC
does not plan to "focus its activities this year
on nuclear power as alternative energy," as
Bfr. Massad indicates. Throughout the year,
WAC intends to bring films and spealcers to

camus covering a broad range of issues from
many different viewpoints. The nuclear
power controversy is only one of ttiose issues.

The most disturbing reality of Massad's
piece of writing is that he has failed to contact
the officers of the various organizations

n Sour
^9>ickles

by Peter Rintels

Not too long ago I confronted one of the

custodians in Baxter and asked what wrongl
had done him that he should be emptying his

b»sh intomy SV box: The custodian was very

confused by all of this, so I produced the

offending material and be quickly pointed out

that all of this "trash" had been duly

postmarked and was, in fact, nothing but junk

mail. Even so, I have l>een left incredulous by
so much of this stuff lately that I hardly fett

embarrassed by this incident.

Most of my junk mail is simply annoying,

but I must admit that I occasionally get some
nniisiiig^ftems.MylSivbrite piece to date is a
flyer advertising the Harvard Classics. With
the inimitable humbleness of that institution,

the flyer insists that "Justifiably, the faAied

Harvard Classics have l>een called 'all things

to all people.' " No doubt there is at least

some tni^ to this. To some people, the

Classics, far from being "mere" books, are

also door stqps, props for unbalanced tables

and excellent projectiles for domestic
quarrels. :

The Classics "offer you romance,
ftivention, adventure, drama, history,

knowledge—and the means of making your
life what you want it to be." (Their emphasis,

no kidding.) In short, "Just 15 minutes a day
gives you new knowledge, confidence,

respect."

I can't help but imagine that this ad has at

some point found its way into the hands of

some wheezy adolescent who read, looked

into a mirror and exclaimed, "Dammit, I'm

dlacuiaed therein. Instead, be presented
ralainformatioa in an irresponsible manner
which could prove detrimental to the air of

political awareness on campus. Any
observant student can see that Masaad's
attempt to evoke images of a late M's
Diooysian frenzy of radicalism is not based on
any reality. Clearly, the Record needs a new
journalistic Btand^rd if it is to salvage what
little respect students have for it.

Todd Tucker >81

Protest
To the editor:

Let me add my small v«ce to that of Mr.
John C. Moore who wrote you in your
Septemt>er 26 issue protesting the shortening
the Log's hours from 1:00 a.m. to 12:00 a.m.

I think it would be very unfortunate indeed
if they forced "late revelers" off campus by
either shortening the hours or moving the Log
north of route No. 2. I have in mind the sad
fate of several of my classmates at Williams
who suffered fatal automobile accidents off

campus coming back late at night which I

think could have l)een averted had we had a
place like the Log in those days.

My father, the late Ken Reynolds (class of

'16) and Ralph Perkins originally started the

alumni house (the Log) back in Uie early '40s

and their portraits still hang in the front room
there. I feel sure they would have been
immensely pleased to see how much the.

students have enjoyed the use of the Alumni
House in recent years, not to mention the

alumni.

Sincerely,

Mark Reynolds '50

tired of being an intellectual scarecrow,"
while booting a chair across the room.
"Charles Atlas, er, I mean the Harvanf
Classics say they can turn me into a liberally

educated man with most fifteen minutes a
day. What the heck, I'U try it."

Our friend proceeds rapidly through the

classics, having plenty of time for reading
while recuperating from a broken foot. Then,
the next Summer, while sitting at the beach
with the girl of his dreams . .

.

Girl: Pfft, Ugh. Why the bully of the beach
just kicked sand in my face. He's the biggest
nuisance around.

Harvard Classics Reader: Hey, can't you
be more carefiil.

Bully: Oh year, well maybe I'll just punch
your face out and steal your girl.

HC Reader: Oh year, well maybe you'll just

recognize this picture of you in bed with your
Ixiss's wife.

BuUv: Huh? What? IJfflw.yyou.get that?
HC Reader: We liborally educated men

have our methods.
Bully: Well how about if I just tear up this

pictiire and beat your face in anyway.
HC Reader: What kind of non-Uberally

educated moron do you take me for? I left

copies of this photo with a friend and if he
doesn't hear from me in an hour, they'll be in

the mail to your boss faster than you can say
Marcus Aurelius.

^ Bully: Marcus who?
HC Reader; Never mind. Now why don't

you just scram, you little intellectual twerp.

Bully: Gee, I don't want to mess with no
liberally educated men. (Fades off into the

distance.)

Girl: (Hugging the HC Reader) My herol

Now take yoiir medicine. That wheezing is

awful.

I'm not sure if I like this scenario or not, but
it's, reassuring to know in any case that

Sawyer has the full set of Harvard Classics.
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Beneath Their

PeacefjiL

Shadows
by Chris DlAngelo

Contrary to popular belief, Williams has
become a more intellectual campus over the

past few years. This will, I tliink, come as a
surprise to some; and especially those who
claim the W.S.P. is encouraging students to

take a flippant attitude towards their work in

January, or that the W.O.O.L.F. trips

represent a travesty by demonstrating that
there's more to Williams than just books.

The complaints that are in the air about the

alleged lack of student enthusiasm seem to

miss the crucial difference between academic
interests and intellectual interests. Both
types can be found quite readily on campus,
and can be distinguished with ease.

The academic (referring not only to

students but to faculty and administrators.as
' WdUJ'islKe one Whose life revolves around the

classroom, and who, in the case of the student

academic, maintains his interest in the

material only up through exam time. For the

true academic, college is either just a "tool"

for a job later in life (also known as a
"passport to the big bucks")^r, in the case of

the faculty academic, a "tool" for earning a
living.

The intellectual, on the other hand, has a
life outside the classroom as well as the one
hiside it. He is tlie student who goes back to

his room after class and tells his roommate
what he has just learned. The faculty

intellectual can be most easily differentiated

from the faculty academic by his ability to

sustain a conversation about sometliing other
than his discipline for more than three

minutes. The intellectual, in all cases, sees
learning as a process which one is constantly

engaged in, and as an attribute which one
carries around. The academic is trained; the

intellectual is educated.

How quickly some memliers of the faculty

have forgotten the point that was best raised

by the fraternity addition—that the Williams
education is far, far more than the l>ooks. In

fact, a credible case could t>e made that the

preponderance of whatever true education we
leave here with came from outside the

classroom: either learning which was
completely nonacademic, such as how to get

along with people, or the application of our
book learning to situations in our lives or the

world.

The "people" element is perhaps the key
difference, although not the only difference,

between the academic and the intellectual

modes of college life. Ideas are often much
easier to master than is the art of human
relations, and a cultivation of such traits as
compassion, good conversation, friendliness,

humor and warmth are more fundamental
attributes of the cultured individual than is a

command of logic, microeconomic theory,

and the rules of Latin grammar. The fact that

Williams is a college community composed of

people is the only thing which distinguishes it

from the forty-second street branch of the

New York Public Library. Aiqrone who

believes that the only function of a college

such as Williams is to provide an academic
education has, unfortunately, probably
learned very little from his own life.

Of course, there are students here who have
little interest in the college except as a tool.

Often these students are also among the very
t(q) students grade-wise. Some of them
concentrate on their work to the exclusion of
all other pursuits, missing out for good on the
above-mentioned qualities of culture. A few
brave souls even graduate early, to the
amazement of those who wish they could stay
longer to take all their desired courses.

But, on the other hand. Registrar George
Howard, tells me that the number of

Independent Shidies will be over two hundred
this year (excluding theses) and that the

number rises every year. More than ever,

students are interested in their studies to

pursue topics of interest not covered in the

course offerings. This alone should
demonstrate their commitment to their work.

At least two new discussion-oriented clubs
have been dormed since the semester began:
a Philosophy Club and an Oriental Culture
Club. These join such old standbys as the
Tpesday Forum and the International Club in

providing^tudents with the oppdrtiiiiii^ to get
together outside of class and engage in an
opportunity besides partying. Students
continue to invite professors to guest meals,
and more than ever faculty are eating lunch
with the students in the dining halls and
showing up at the Log. In light of the awesome
{xessures on junior faculty to spend every
spare moment doing research, this amount of
mingling with the undergraduates is very
heartening.

What Is even more amazing is the-
establishment of the "walk-in hour" in the
Dean's and President's Offices. The fact that

even President Chandler himself is in the
classroom this semester illustrates the
intense feelings that the Hc^kins Hall crowd
has toward promoting student-faculty
contact.

Coming back to the WSP, I only wish that its

critics could have seen the students watch
their mailboxes for the catalogs, and then
eagerly read through them at the sight of the

many interesting offerings, from "Dogs" to

the trip to Israel. I think they might change
their views on this integral part of the

Williams curriculum, when students and
faculty can relax, have fun, and get to know
each other better.

As for WOOLF, Freshman Days should not
try to paint the College as a "mere"
classroom experience; the orientation rather
should present a complete picture of what the
next four years will be like as a total

experience. To repudiate WOOLF is to
repudiate Colonel Williams' wisdom in
establishing the school in the most beautiful
area he could find. What better mark of an
educated person is Qtire than an appreciadoo
for beauty?

The abolition of frats, co-education, WSP,
WOOLF, and many other changes and
programs here at the College are successful
moves we have made in recognition that a
complete education is a higher goal than book
training. Williams should continue to
approach its ideal, and not step backwards
towards outmoded theories of what a cultured
individual is. We would all sufftr. '
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The criticism

is entirely

unfounded
b>Mik«MMi

I hope that by writing this article I'll be able
to clear up some of the rumors going around
about the Log. But first, I'd like to preface my
remarks by thanking all the people who have
been using the Log for their cooperation in
keeping down the level of noise. Also I'd like
to commend the town police and security
officers for their conscientious efforts to
insure the peace and quiet on ^ring Street.
The Log responds to the students' need for a

place to go during the week and on quiet
weekends. Whatever the problems associated
with it now, it would create worse problems to
close the Log without a suiUble alternative
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availabk. The College has determined that it

is economiceUy impnctical to try to convert
some other iniUding into a pub in the ncer
future. Conaequently, there is very little

chance that the College will voluntarily either

ckiee or movf the Log in the near future.

Moreover, I don't think sufficient cause has
been shown to warrant these measures. Much
of the criticism that the Log has been
receiving is entirely unfounded. As Dean
O'Connor noted in his letter to the North
Adams Transcript, there have been only two
complaints since Sept. 18 and security

offleervwere on hand each time and reported
that there was no basis for either

complaint.—(Ed. note: the letter is reprinted

elsewhere on this page.) I consider this an
excellent record.

In view of this record, I think the other
measures, imposed on the Log, such as the
early closing time, are punishing students
unfairly. It is my sincere hope that these
measures will be relaxed aq»n.

Again, thanks for your understanding and
cooperation in keeping the noise down.

Mike Mast 78 is manager of the Log.

A ^safe and coneenial place

'

Editor's note: The following aretexcerpts
from a letter to the editor of the North
Adams TRANSCRIPT written by Dean of
the College Daniel OVonnor. OVorinor is

responding to the TRANSCRIPT'S report of
the October 2 meeting of the WiUiamstown
Selectmen, at which the Log came under

AfoXX.SrM^imj:TMhmrMpp?we^OjxtobeT
6.

. . . The Log was set up in September, 1973,

after the Massachusetts drinlEing age was
lowered to 18, in order to provide a safe and
omgenial place for our 1,860 students—and at
the same time to remove a potentially

difficult problem for the town. The Log is near
the center of our campus and on the main
commercial street of the town. Contrary to a
widespread misconception, 15 of our 32
housing units and approximately 40 per cent
of our student population live south of Main
Street. Students from all over the campus
walk to The Log; in five years of operation

there have been no atitomobile accidents

related to The Log and no disorders within the

buMng- Yes, there , have beeiL a ^tssL

the closing time. In recent weeks our security
officers have been regularly joined by
patrolmen from the WiUiamstown police
force.

Since the last flurry of complaints, I,

iistructed the proprietor of The Log to close;.

Miehbur earlier on week day nights! At the
same time I asked our security officers to
keep written record of every complaint filed.

From Sept. 18 to this date, two complaints
were recorded. The first was at 11:45 p.m. on
Sept. 19. Thecomplaint went first to the town
police and was radioed to town officer
Kennedy who was patrolling outside The Log

with our Officer Gardner at the time. Mr.
Kennedy ascertained that there wss no basis
for the complaint and so informed his
switchboard. Thesame person then called the
College switchboard which radloSto officer
Gardner who, after another check, radioed
back to say there was no basis for the
complaint.

''He made it

sound so

harmless. .
."

complaints from nearby residents of
excessive noise, mostly at closing time. In
order to monitor this problem, we always
have one of our security officers on hand for

15 of our 32 housing units

and approximately 40%

of our student population

lives south of Main Street

On Sept. 22 at 11:40 p.m. a call came to the
College switchboard complaining of noise.
Officer Milne from the College and town
officer Kennedy checked it out together and
once again reported no loud noise or
disturbance in the area. Town officers
Kennedy and Zoito have been on the street
nearly every night since September 18. So far
as I know they have been satisfied with our
new closing procedures. We do not know of
any legitimate complaints since Sept. 18, and
I have therefore asked the WiUiamstown
selectmen for evidence. ... I plan to attend
the next meeting of the Board to explain
further our efforts and to answer aqy
questions they may have.

byPredWaMen
Some time in 1973 a representative from the

College (I believe he was the Assistant Dean)
came to my home. He said the College
Intended to apply for a permit to open a Pub
andseU beer only tostudents in what was then
the "Akunni House," and wanted my
reacUon^. He told me that students would
come onfoot, and probably a few on bicycles.
Most of them, she said, would be coming down
the hill iii back and hence there would be little
traffic coming in the front door. He also said it

would just be a place where students could get
together with professors and instructors and
have a nice quiet beer, and that the place
would close around ll:00 or 12:00 p.m. He
mide it sound so harmless that I said I would
give it some thought before committing
myself one way or the other. After talking
with other people in the area, I was convinced
that it wodld not be in the best interest of aU
concerned.

''Students would get

together with professors

and have a nice

quiet beer . .
/'

A hearing on the question was held at a
meeting of the Town Selectman.
Approximately a dozen persons, including
students, spoke at this meeting in opposition
to locating a Pub on Spring St. This did not
include many in the immediate area who
either work for or rent from the College, and
who were reluctant to voice their opposition
iot fear of losing their apartments or their
jobs. 'Ifhe College ,was represented by its

lawyer. Attorney Manuel.

Those opposed to the Pub expressed their
concern about the noise that would be created
on the street by students going to and leaving
the Log. At least one Selectman was strongly
opposed to locating on Spring Street and other
Selectmen had reservations about locating a
Pub on the main business street of the town.
Chief Zoito told the gathering that in no way
would it be possible to control the noise that
would be created by a Pub on Spring St. He
said that Spring St. already had too many
problems of vandalism, loitering and noise,
and that in all probability it would be
necessary for the town to permanently assign
a night patrolman to control the noise and
traffic that a pub would bring to the area. He
further stated that beer permits had been
given to student groups in the past and that in

cyeryjiase they were abused.

After hearing arguments for and against,
the Selectmen decided to adjourn for a week
to see if the College could come up with a
more desirable location on campus.The old
Williams Inn and the Rathskeller room in
Baxter Hall were mentioned as possible
locations.

At the meeting a week later the CoUege
evidently couldn't find a location to their
liking on campus. But they did go to Spring St.
and pressured several merchants on the
street and a few others who in some way had
connections with the College into coming to
the meeting and speaking favor of locating
the pub on Spring St. The issue was one that
they were not directly concerned with and I

am sure that none of these men would want a
Pub within a mile of his home. I recall one of
the merchants saying how nice it would be to
have the students back down on the street. He
spoke of how they used to come into his place
of business and he used to know them all by
their first names, and said it would be nice to
see them back. When he finished, one of the
staidents opposed to the Pub wanted to know
how he was going to get to meet the students
when he closed his business at 5:30 p.m. and
the Pub didn't open until 8:00 p.m.

or 10:00 or else the town could uke away lis

Uoense. He fUrtiMr said tlwt sttuilcnts
would be 00 hand to keep order inside. If

necessary a College security man would be
present, the windows be kept dosed. Tbsra
wouM be no aropUfiers, ao dtiiddng outside
the bulkUng, and studeals would oooe aui
leave qtiieUy

. He and the merchants evkMtly
convinced the Selectmao that aU would go
well, so tHey voted two to one in favor tf the
propoeal.

''He further stated that

beer permits had been

given to student groups

in the past and in every

case were abused . .
."

Since its opening there have been rq)eated
calls to the town police and College security
from people in the area concerning ndse from
students coming and gotaig from the Log. All
of the promises and restrictions have been
ignored. After complaints are made, by the
time officers arrive on the street the ones
causing the disturbance have left the area.
Chief Zoito says he doesn't have the
manpower to station a man on the street
every evening. Walt O'Brien says he doesn't
have the help to station a man at the Log. I

have complained to the town Manager and
also the Selectmen. They contacted Mr.
Roosenr^ad and he informed them that they
always attempt to have a Security Officer on
the scene when the Log closes at night. But
what good does it do residents on the street,

who have been kept awake uhtil one or two
o'clock to send an officer to the Log at closing
time?

-^^LlJ-I ^''i''""'-* ilft^'^u

DANIEL O'CONNOR
Dean of the College

wmiamstowB

Attorney Manuel pleaded with the
Selectmen to give the College just one chance.
He said that if there were any complaints or
(ttsturbances the pub couM be closed at 11 :00

"Walt O'Brien

says he doesn't

have the manpower

to station

a man at the Log."

My family was awakened late one evening

when a snowball crashed tiirough our living

room window. My porch was damaged when a
car jumped the curb and ran into it. the cost of

repairs was $130 dollars. I did not see those
who were responsible for it, but the Log was
crowded with students on those nights and the
rest of the street was quiet.

People along the street certataly don't
enjoy getting out of bed at 12 or even two
o'clock in the morning to complain (rf noise
from students leaving the Log. Even if they
don't holler and yeU, just the general noise of
loud talk and laughter, the starting of cars,
the slamming di car doors, and the blowins
car horns makes it Impossible to sleep.

When two to three hundred students spend
an evening together drinking beer, th^ don't
want someone leaning over their shoulder
telling them to keep the noise down. Everyone
agrees that students should have a place to
enjoy beer and let their hair down a Mttle, but
good common sense tells anyone that Sprii«
St

.

is not a good setting forsuch a place.

"When two to three

hundred students spend

an evening together

drinking beer, they dont

want someone leaning

over theh- shoulder .

.

."

The Log has not lived up to its agreement
with the Selectmen of the town and if they do
not relocate more centrally on campus, there
will always be problenis on Spring St

In summary, let's face the (acts. Promises
have been broken.

Mr. Walden it a resident of Spring Street.
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Frosh revue thrills audience
by Katie Springer

They were all there, from the great

and mighty swaami to the enamored
surgeon, juggling balls on one foot,

promoting Sawsie Dustie cereal, and
riling the substitute teacher.

X-vt

Ood BiMt America—Kalt Smith, aaf your heart out. (photo by Mason)

Jukes will perform at Towne
Southside Johnny and the Asbury

Jukes, well-known for their

spectacular showmanship and
energetic rock-R&B, will appear at

theTowne Field House at 8:00 p.m. on
Thursday, October 19 (the day before

fall break). The 10-man group, which
hails from Asbury Park, New Jersey,

and has been closely associated with

Bruce Springsteen, will release their

third album a few days before the

concert.

To insure quality sound in the

acoustically imperfect .^ield House,
the ACEC is spending $2000 on
l»-oduction. Co-chairman Steve Case
is confident that the. show will come
off without a hitch, and has, in fact,

tentatively booked two other concerts

(Homecoming and last day of classes)

for the Field House.

Appearing, with the Jukes is a new
band, Carillo, which has received

rave reviews and has been favorably

compared to performers such as Dave
Mason and Bob Seger. The group is

led by Frank Carillo, who previously

played with Eric Clapton, Peter
Frampton, and Yvonne EUiman.

Tickets for the concert are $4.00 for

Williams students, and $6.00 for the

general public, and go on sale Friday

at Baxter Hall and The Record Store.

Due to fire regulations, a limited

number of tickets will be sold.

This year's Freshman Re'vue, which

"packed Jesup Auditorium Friday,

Saturday, and Sunday nights, was a

series of 20 vaudeville routines

conceived this summer by Robert

Baker '80 and Jim Stone '80. The show

provided a colorful assortment of song

and .dance routines, comedy sketches

and monologues, including draQiiatic

monologues by Kevin Rocap and Willa

Black.

Among the acts was a slightly

unorthodox version of "the Stripper"

in which Marlene Standish sUpped on

successive layers of clothing amid
whistles and shouts of "Cover fhe

Skin! Cover it all! Put it on!"

Later in the show, Jeb Gist

relinquished his seat at the piano to

perform a juggling routme, an act

requiring "skill, coordination, balls,

and good looks." "I'm going to juggle

TVwrsday Od. H

The gentlemen are taking theircase to a higher court. (photo|>y Mason)

with my eyes closed," he announced,

adding, "This is a feat which is rarely

seen." The dramatic ending, in which

Jeb was to juggle 10 flaming hatchets

was, he announced apologetically,

postponed for lack of time.

In another act, a freshman father

was dt«fted from the audience to help

prove the amazing telepathic powers

of' the great and mighty swaamt-

(Colby Noble). As his assistant stood

holding a key chain over his head.

Marc de la Bruyere instructed the

audience to stand up, lift their hands

over their heads and to "go beyond

their mediocre horizons" in intense

concentration. The audience

cooperated and within minutes the

swaami had identified the mysterious

object.

Other acts included an admirable

rendition of Abbott and Costello's

classic "Who's on First? 'I^routine by

Joseph Alfano and Bonnie Nadell. An
extremely difficult routine to master,

it calls for a quick volleying of

dialogue, which the actors executed

almosit faultlessly.

Willa Black was convincing in her

role as a country girl aspiring to

become a great "actor-ess" and torn

by. her feeling for her bow-legged,

cr;t)ss-eyed boyfriend. Later in the

show she returned to deHver a poetry

reading and dramatic dialogue, which

could not be more different from her

humorous attempts as a "green girl".

Song and dance routines, including

"Won't you Spoon with Me?" and
''Ain't Misbehavin' " rounded off the

evening., Overall, the singing was
t]uite good and the background music,

provided by Jeb Gist on the piano and
William Burakoff on the drums was
enjoyable.

The 15-member cast was directed

The doctor seems mora Intant In

oparating on his nurst tlian on his

patient.

(photo by AAason)

by Kevin Weist '81, Fred Barr '80,

Robert Baker '80, and Jim Stone '90.

Musical director was Peggy Redfield
'81 while Susan Von Moschzisker '80

arranged the choreography. ,

The cast was chosen from among 55
freshmen who auditioned early in

September, Barr says. By limiting the
group to fewer students than in past
years, rehearsals have been more
manageable and performances
generally have been of higher quality,
he explains, adding "This way we
combine the fun part with a good
theatrical show."

The talent displayed both on the

stage apd behind the scenes combined
to produce an enjoyable show for

parents and students. From the

audine<^ reaction, it was a fun way to

spend an evening.

Premier Albums
Tues. - Southside Johnny and the
Asbury Jukes 10-17 "Hearts of

Stone"

Wed.—Slave 10-11 "The Concept"

Thurs—Classical Album—to be
announced 10-19

Sun.—O-egon .10-22 "Out of the
Woods"

AAon.—Al Stewart 10-23 "Time
Passages"

s
R

rP
R

Prepare for motherhood - read

My Mother, Myself
*°"*

™..,Nt now in paper back w

I. MAW
:OlUCI KXIK STORt INt
WIUIAM5TOWN. MAW- BlItT

Elections

Self nominations are due by Oct.

19 at 4:00 in Dean Stevens' office

for the following positions open to

all freshinen:

4 representatives to the College

Council

3 representatives to the Housing
Committee

2 representatives to the Honor and
Discipline Committee

1 representative to the Committee
on Educational Policy

1 representative to the Committee
on Undergraduate Life

Elections will be held during lunch

and dinner on Mon., Oct. 30 and
Tues., Oct. 31 in Baxter Hall. Any
questions—Ask your Freshman
Council Rep.

The Record would like to extend its apologies for Its mistake In attributing two poems
whicti appeared In the October ttiird Issue to poets Louise Gluck and Geoffrei' Wolff. Karen
Eppler, '81, was the author of both these works, which were a creative response to the
material presented by Gtuck and Wolff In the first Contemporary Writers' Series program
at the Clark.

Ilie Record Store

"Discount Recordings"

CASSETTE TAPE SPECiAL

Hollywood Pro By BASF

"lifotimo guorantoo"

Buy 2 Get One Free Sale

$3.78ea. NOW 3-90 MIn— '$7.56 '

$2.98 ea NOW 3-60 Min— $5.96

OFF SPRING ST.

45I-S41I

Dally l»4r30 Thura. tilt

AUTHORIZED
RADIO SHACK
DEALER

MASTER CHARGE
FIRST CHARGE

VISA

Correction

STONES

She flew first

In a purple kimona.
She looked like a butterfly

sounded like death.nHer words were stone

she threw them
dull

numb
against the wall.

Each stone weighed the same
She chanted music of the Graveyard
"Fear of Birth"

"Fear of Burial"
and the world she saw
was as fragile as breath ._
as permanent as the tomb.
Never has a child

died so gracefully j^ :_—
Hi In her pond.

TROTH

"I Stammer and blush

my father would stammer
and grin, 'what the Hell'

His voice caught the first "S."
His words were bitter

with humor
and we laughed

with crying.

His father was a confidence man
His son was Innocence.

He was caught between.
"I think I hated my wife that'

flight.

I know I hated my wlfe^'

He read,

and she recoiled

In the front row
having heard him before

still hurting

to hear the words again.

Perk Up
a

Dreary Wall . .

.

Art pottiM^ faatvrlng
Rpvuaau, LarssM

Britith MuMum Prints

and Moral

nWattrStraat
OPEN SEVEN DAYS WilliaimlBwa
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CC forum focuses on "diversity"
Defining diversity and its

Importance at WiUianu drew campus
debate again when some 40 students,

(acuity and administrators gathered
in Dodd House Thursday for the

College Council's first forum of the

year, "Diversily and Life at
Williams."

Th]p forum, loosely guided by
Council Pi-esident Bronson Fargo '79

and faculty panelists Meredith
floppin, Lawrence Kaplan, Charles

Kar«lis '66 and Lawrence Vankin,
' brought together^proponents and foes

of increased diversity among
Williams- students.

Discussion centered around how
Williams encour&ges or discourages

diversity in the aoademic and social

lifestyles of its students. The forum
skirted the issue of how the "Williams

image" may discourage diversity by
appealing only to a certain type ol

high school senior, an issue which
Kaplan said "could be the topic for

another forum by itself."

Students at the forum argued for a
more loosely structured environment
at Williams. They proposed loosening

Hcademic requirements to allow
students to take other than four

courses a semester, altering the

ft-esbman year and relaxing the

residential college system and board
plan.

Others noted that these alternatives

run eounter to the College's stated

-goals and financial requirements and
that other alternatives for academic

freedom exist in the shident-initiated

course option, indq>endent study and
the pass-fail option. Some students
agreed that present levels of diversity

are sufflcient, but others argued that

the institution, accused as "the
WiUianos way," or "the Williams
image," discourages experimentation
so that only the most hardy,
determined students break the
perceived patterji.

"To me this is4i little deprcaaing,"

said*Karelis, as he cited a decline in

intellectual standards at Williams
since his student years. He used as
examples an alleged drop in Mai^hall
and. Rhodes scholars and placements
into prestigious professional schools

since that time. He argued that this

intellectual decline was due to

"overdiversification'.' in
extracurricular activities, leading to

"amateurism" among students.

Vankin countered with medical
school placement statistics, which he
said have declined only because of

increased competition. Students
argued that while de'pth in a subject is

admirable, many youths experiment
or overdiversify during their college

years to gain perspective before
deciding on a profession.

Hoppin took a middle ground,
saying that pressures on pre-med,
pre-law and pre-business school
students, coupled with heavy grade
competiHon, dampen diversity by
itmibiting academic experimentation.

Fear of failure stifles intellectualism,

she said.

Guest meals and cocktail parties

came under fire as well. They were
variously labelled symptoms of white

gppercrust society that create a

harrofdl Williams image, relief from
normal meals and valid social

alternatives in Williams' diverse
environment.

Dean of the College Francis
O'Connor cautioned students not to

tlamethe College for all the problems
they meet in experimenting with
lifestyles at Williams. He also noted
that the history of Williams over the
past LS years—including al>olition of

fraternities and coeducation—show
that change is not impossible.

The College Council plans to hold
anothjer forum later this year.

YOW COLLEGE COUNCIL ^Uj,

ytpMHtnilirai

j^,i^/%ersily and Ufe

Tlie BarfcsMra Symptwny afMnad Hs season (Mtvrim OwrMtt Haflyl fftayina

Hlndemutti's Four Ttrnparammtt.

iimfaiis"A«ain.

^a^^ THURSDAY%
NOVEMBER 12, 1971

8eOO|Mn.

Dodd House living Room

CollegeCouncil passes impeachment measure
Continued from Page 1

questions, the Council voted to create

a constitutional review conunittee. To
be composed of four or five students
and a faculty member acquainted
with constitutional procedure, the

committee will devise a full set or

proposals on the constitution to

"make it a smoother running
document," Tucci explained.

On a motion proposed by Finance-
Committee chairman John Simpson,
the Council voted unanimously that all

student organizations receiving
Student Activity Tax (SAT) funds
must keep their books open to all

students. At present, organizations

can decide whether or not to leave
theirbooks open, and only the Finance
Committee has the right to inspect
them.

The motion will allow all students to
discover how their SAT funds are

spent, although organizations will
maintain the right to keep private the
records of funds not obtained through
the SAT tax.

The Council also voted, on
recommendation of the Finance
Committee, to appropriate $2600 to

Cap and Bells to cover the cost of
blunging th"e Edward Albee
production company to Williams. The
professional company, directed by
playwright Edward Albee, will
present two Albee plays, "The

American Dream" and "The Zoo
Story." The performance will be for
one night only, but students will be
given iMwprity in purchasing ticketJs.

Tickets will be $5.00, $3.50 for
students.

Proposed ConstTTutional Amendment
Consideration or removal of any College Council officer or at-large
representative may be initiated by one of two procedures.

A) Upon motion of any voting member of Council, a two-thirds vote of
the Council will be required to remove an officer or at large representative
at a meeting at least two weeks hence.

B) Upon specific petition of 30 per cent of the student body, a two-thirds
vote of the entirestudent body at least twoweeks hence is required.

1.6G
Tonight is Greylock Quad Night

SEETHE

WORLD SERIES

ON THE BIG SCREEN

Tentative SAT allocations this week
include: $8500 for the Lecture
Committee, $1075 for the Jazz
Ensemble, $150 for the Roadrunners,
$450 for Wat«i- Polo, $250 for the

Americans for Democratic Action,
and $160 for the Free University.

Eighteen students submitted
applications for membership to the
Shareholder Responsibility
Committee, and twelve exchange or
transfer student to- the Housing
Committee, Council vice-president
Chris Jenkins '80 reported. The
Elections Committee viill make a
recommendation on these names next
week, Jenkins said, and ^ncouragoi
further Council input on the names.

The position on the Elections
Committee vacated by'lfaenaignatioll
from Council of sophomore Janet
Lavin was filled by volunteer Bonnie
Schindel. The new at large member of
the Council will be chosen through the
regular application procedure.

Notes from OCC
LAW SCHOOL INFORMA'nON-Sue LitUe, pre-law advisor at OCC, wUl
have a "drop-in" hour from 8:30-9:30 on Tuea. and Thurs. momingi for
questions relating to law school applicationa.

GRAD SCHOOL RECRUITING:
Oct 19

Oct 25

U. of Miami, 9-13 am.
Rutgers Busineas, 9-U am.

DukeLaw SdMol, %4'.^

NUCLEAR ENERGY WOMEN: An exciting seminar termed "Women
Discoverhtg Energy" will be held atSimmons College on Saturday, October
21. This one day program offers acclaimed speakers and several interesting

workshops. Fatma Kassamali, from OCC, Is ktoking for one woman to ac-

company her. Contact her soon if interested.

FEDERAL CAREER INFORMATION DAY: On Nov. 2, at American In-

ternational College in Springfield, a program designed for student in-

teraction with government resource people is scheduled from 9:00 to 3:00.

First hand information will be made available to students on the status of

government jobs and the necessary steps one must take to qualify. The
program will be held at the Odd and White Lounge, Scharz Center, State

Street, Springfiisld, Ma.

PRESEASON

SKI SALE

Downhill and Cross-Country

up to 70% off!

18 Spring St.

PRESEASON CROSS COUNTRY SKI SALE
1979 PACKAGES

'79ElanRBW
Appalaclan boot
Fenix bindings
Bamboo poles

$70

34

8.50

7.50

$155

79 Rossignol AR
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Outside the

ivory tower

of Williams
"A mefttng of We«leyan faculty

memtien and profeasional librarians

approved a resolution Tuesday
censuring President Colin Campbell

Sfid his adminiBtratiQn {or tbeir

handling of the events leading up to

the strike by secretarial and clerical

viorktafa."

The strike ended September 25, "as

the workers voted to accept the

administration's latest contract offer.

It is the first union contract in the

history of Wesleyan.

The President called one suggestion

"a moratorium on classes

inconsistent with the traditions^ of

Wesleyan' and 'harmful to the

University'. Campbell said he was

'Incredulous' that the faculty

members were even considering such

an action. Such threats, be said, were

"undermining the bargaining

process."

'"Che University confined its

infhmary facilities to the first floor of

Davidson Infirmary this summer,

and made room for six students to live

upstairs,

The housing office calls it the

"Infirmary Penthouse.'
"

—The Wesleyan Argus. Middleton,

Connecticut

"On Tuesday, September 26, the

College Judicial Board found a

student guilty of being verbally

abusive to Security officers and

acquitted him of physically

interfering with a security officer in

the performance of his duty."

The student, whoee name was given

in the article, "was sanctioned and

placed on probation for the rest of this

semester."

—The Holy Croes Crusader,

Worcester, Mass.

"In a rare imtanoe of severe

dlscipiinary action, a Board vt Dean*
has decided to dismiss three Amherst
College students for unauthorized

possession, use and duplication of

College master keys. In addition, one

of the students, no longer on campus,

was accused of theft of College master
keys and the two otlyers were charged

with receipt of stolen deys."

All three students were identified by

name in the article.

—The Amherst Student, Amherst

Mass.

Food Service says toagh chits

Three Western New England
College students reported citing a
UFO over the WNEC footbaU field on
the evening of September 19. The
"oblong disk-shaped thing with a

bright stream of lights around the

edge, and a flashing red light on top"

reportedly hovered for three minutes

beTore it "wobbled over to the gym."
Officials at the Westover Air Force

Base said that there were no planes in

the area at the time of the sighting.

—The Westerner, Worcestv, Mass.

A student monitor will be required

at all house parties, Food Service

director Roes Keller announced last

week. The student will be in charge of

making certain that the premises and
equipment of the dining areas are
taken care of, Keller explained. All

parties in Mission Park, Grevlock,

and DriscoU will require moniliring.

Originally a Food Service
employee, hired by the house hosting

the party at $60 per night, was to be

required. But upon protest x)f the

Housing Committee, Keller agreed to

let a student serve as supervisor. The
student will be paid $20 by the house.

At the time any given group signs up
for a space, Keller said, they need to

provide the name of the student who is

supervising the party.

Concerned with the number of

people eating meals without having

paid for them, the Food Service is

tightening its rules on ID procedures.

Students without IDs at meals are

">imi ilt^

Mbinitameeilng ^5.

REGUUVTION
GARB

B.U.'
, l
».'jp

,
"»f .",

^You, aMtMjl foUofwer of tills

rspaoe, have befen a nujun-
taJneer'for some time
You've studied the flmda-

• mentals, selectedyour
gear and experimented ^^
with irietiiodology: In short,

3?ou are nobodly's fool. None-
theless,you also knovr a Uttle

fenowledge is adangerous thing.

Soyou want to learn more.
Smart thlnMng.

Ftrat,3roumust realize that
.

once the haslcs ofmountaineering
are mastered, it Is only nuanoe
which distinguishes the true
artists firam the merely adequate.
Therefore, attention to detail,

Is vital.

ASiwa^ protect the head

'

according to seasonal fLiictua-

tlons. In winter, awarm hat
is m&ndatoiy. (The head, after

all. Is the chinrney ofthe
bo0y.Avoid cerebral heat loss -
it diminishes your
physio ahUiti^.)
Xn^uxninertliiie,

a sun visor or a
bUledcapwlU
guarantee crucial
vlsibUlty among
the craggy peaJffl. ^

Pay-particular '^ A
regard to your foot {jSJ^^^SSaflofFig.A

'

Lgear. Shoes should iiitQK«.BJ5ax««.ciao;

be sturcty and stable. Fi<.D.BWlow
A secure footing is

ofutmost trrqportaiioe.Without it,

you're asking for trouble. Point
of order: whUe mountaineering is

pursuedfor fton, it is neverthe-

'nrr.H'Ht

1
less serious business. Ifyou are

.

going to down the mountains,
rather than vice versa,you must

be confident ofyrau* standing.
Between the head and the feet

lies the area known to pros as "the
bo(^' Mountaineering

on personal prefiareiiijel' '

*

However, keep a keen
eye out for one common
criterton. Your clothes

shouldbe comfortable and
flexible, allowing for qpen

movement, speoJfloaUy in the
vicinity ofthe arms.A ft?ee

and responsive aim is a
mountaineer's best Mendr

Certain aooeesoriee, of
course, complement and
complete the regulation
garb. BxpedUdon flags
to niarkyour territoiy
in piibUc places, con-
necting ropes for those
who prefer the securtliy

ofmountaineering in
tandem and Ixick-

packs filledwith
beer nuts, mugs,
bottle openers
and otherpara-
phanalla. Beyond

these standards,
wardrobe styles

range fromthe rusQe
to the refinedAnd
wbU they might, for
mountalneero are a
ruggedandlndtvldual
lot,joined only by a
common taste for
eocoellenoe.

Oooupiad

'^''ii^

Dcm't Just reach fer abeer. Head for the mountain&

required to sign a bhie chit, which
may be "redeemed" by showing the
found or replaced ID in the Pood
Service office within 72 hours.
Students will be charged for meals if

the chita are not redeoned within this

period. The charges are $1.00 for

breakfast, $2.00 for lunch, and $3,00

for dinner. This policy will go into

effect on October 16. Charges for chits

signed biefore this date wiU not be
assessed.

College bases aill

financial aid on need
Continued from Page 1

that statistics over tlie years have
shown that around fifty per cent of

this group decide to attend Williaiqs-

Flynt explained that it is then the

job of Phil Wick, a part-time financial

aid, part-time adniissiona officer, to

detennlne the actual amount of

dollars for each student.

While it is rare when incoming

freshmen needing aid are denied,

there are alternative plans. First,

according to Flynt, the students are

put on a financial aid. waiting list.

With dropouts at the mid-year
releasing their grants, the waiting list

students are usually acconunodated.

These students are also encouraged to

apply f<»- a state loan under the

auspices of a student aid program.
Opportunities for additional aid

increase throughout the four years.

While only freshmen applicants are

eligible for Tyng scholarships there

are numerous Federal, state and
private scholarships awarded to

upperclassmen.

Every aid student is required to

reai^ly annually, as economic needs

often change within the family.

Two million dollars is the 1978-79

financial aid operating budget, with

roughly 30 per cent w 580 students of

the student l>ody receiving aid.

Aid ranges from a $500 general

grant, to a $1150 loan, to the Tyng
scholarship^. The bulk of the budget,

thoufpb, lies in the general grant fund

($1.3 million), from which an average
grant of $3,000 is awarded to each
student.

Flynt noted that his budget now
represents 14 per cent of the college's

overall operating budget, and has

been "inching up" from the 10 per

cenLfigure ten years ago ™—~

—

"Right now," Flynt said, "we're

operating on such a ti^t budget,

we're essentially closed to any new
cases this year."

There is no established limit as to

where a parent's income would
preclude his child's receiving

financial aid.

"There is no al>solute cut-off,"

Flynt saidi "because there are so

many variables involved. But
basically what we're looking^for is the

amount of< the parents' contribution.

We subtract that, a percentage of the

student's savings, and any sumn^er
earnings of the student's from what
we consider to be a moderate but

adequate budget for a student here.

Anything left over after the

deductions Is the ac&ial need.'*

CLASSIFIED

Lost and FmimI
Lost: UMBRELLA About a week
ago In Greylock dining hall. Drop a

note In SU 1880. REWARD.

For Sato

Four wheel drive Toyota Land
Cruiser, 1971. $2150. 458-5449.

For Rent
Small Efficiency apt., fireplace

and twy windows, share full Iwth

and kitchenette with one other

student. $90 Incl. utilities. 458-8277.

135 South St.

Personals

La Belle Dame:
Yes there anal And I can prove It I

• —Roland

MHC—We eagerly await your
reply.

WC
Polndexter—My heating pad needs

fixing. Can you help me get warm
again?

Henrietta
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Boof^rs

beat two
WilUama aoccer lifted iti record to

4-2 this weekend with a pair of

victories over Bates and Bowdoin.
Bates fell 3-0; Bowdoin bo^lred 1-0.

Friday the Ephs traveled to

Lewiston, Me. to play the Bobcats.

Doug Cobb '79 saw his first start for

WiUianu and was perfect in the nets.

The purple hooters dominated the

aetioD and forced several Bates

errors. Prosh Marty White, in the

right place at the right time, got his

toe on a bouncing twll close in front.

The goal put Williams ahead late in

the first period.

Co-captain Seth Johnson played an
outstanding game at midfield. Early
in thesecond half Johnson lacedb shot

over Bates keeper Jim Hill just under
the bar. Then minutes later he

dribbled in and pushed a soft shot into

the comer: The two goals iced the

victory. ^^^^^^^^

The next day Doug "Lefty" Orr 'BO

got the nod in the nets and notched his

third shut-out in five games. The
action was fast-paced and closely

Idayed for the full ninety minutes. The
defense—seniors Tad Roach, Jas
Dembinski, Marcus Smith, and
sophomore Brian Daniell—was solid

all day shutting down the Polar Bears
before they could get untracked.

Dembinski, a calm and pervasive

force, swept the defensive area clean
and kept a lot of pressure off keeper
Orr. Lefty played a ~1ieads-up game
and set up many quick counters with
well-played outlet passes. Late in the

game, Orr started the play that sent

Gregg Hartman away one-on-one to

goal. Hartman outran the Bowdoin
sweeper to face only the keeper. The
dramatic goal was well appreciated
by the tiring Eph squad who dreaded
the prospect of an overtime. The Ephs
hung on to notch their third straight

victory.

Williams hosts Tufts this Friday at

4:00.

Hakala runs 5fh

In NESCACs
Mary Hakala '79, placed fifth out of

sixty runners in the New England

Small College Athletic Conference

Championships at Hamilton College in

Clinton, N.Y., Saturday. She was one

of seven members of the Williams

Women's Cross-Country Team and

one of about 60 other women who
competed in the meet. Because of

NESCAC rules, team scores were not

computed and only individual

performances were recognized.

Karen Vonberg of Middlebury, who
set a course record of 20:51 won the

race. Hakala's tiirtb was 22:27. The

course was an alleged 3.3 miles.

Also running for Williams were
freshman Sue Marchant, lOth, who
finished in 23:09, senior Tannis Fox,

14th,. inl 23:23, freshman Liz

Martineau, 17th, in 23:37, senior

Corrie Johnson, .19th, in 23:40, and
freshmen Stephanie Carperos, 31st, in

24:55, and Brenda Mailman, 37th, in

25:35.

Coach Doug Armstrong felt most
members of the team ran excellent

races, noting that most had their

strongest performances of the season

despite the cold rain and -slippery,

muddy course. The team now gears

up for the climax of the season, the

New England Championships to be
held at Holy Cross College in

Worcester, Mass. Sunday.

Nefwomen
claim

Little 3 title

On Saturday the womens' tennis

team met with a rival Amherst team
on indoor courts at Williams to

determine the Little Three Champion
for 1978. For the second straight year
in the existence of this title for

WomeHs*^ tferinls, the Williams
netwomen, under the coaching of Curt
Tong, were the victors through a 7-2

rout. Williams had defeated
Wesleyan, the third member of the

Little Three^ earlier in the season with
an 8-1 win. liiis win followed a 9-0 rout

of Middlebury earlier this week.

Although the top two players in the

Williams line-up—Beckie Chase and
Trudie bai Broeke—lost in straight

sets, the remaining singles players
and doubles teams limited the
Amherst winning streak. Ann Morris,

Mary Simpson, Laura Goebel, and
Mary Tom Higgs all won their singles

matches in two sets. The doubles

teams of Amy Demorest-Laura Katz,

Melanie Tbompton-Anne Johnson,
and Krlstio Dale-Jamie Harris
extended the Williams victories by
cruaUng their dpponenis in two quick

seta. Abo addii« to the Williams

winningB was Tam Turchetta, who
triumphed in exhibition singles

match.

Wednesday the women overcame
Middlebury.

While Beckie Chase and Trudie ten

Broekewon in three sets, other singles

j^yerarrAnn J$|oriJQ..M«cxSUn{w<»,
and Laura Goebel—topped their

opponents in two quick sets. The flnal

siqgles victory came from Mary Tom
Higgs in a long 7-5, 6-3 match,

With acknowledged strength in their

singles line-up, Williams further
proved the depth of their doubles

teams as all three teams contributed

to the victory. Amy Demorest-Laura
Katz and Kristin Dale-Jamie Harris

won relatively easily. The only tie-

breaker of the afternoon was {dayed
tiy the No. 2 doubles team of Melanie
'Thompson-Ann Johnson, which won
the tie-breaker 5-4 tcHake the match in

two sets.

The Ephwomen now have furthered

their season's record to 7-2.

1 2 boats to

•ntor Cliarios
byNlckLefferts

Twelve boats from the Williams
men's and women's crews are entered

in Sunday's Head of the Charles
Begatta on the Charles River in

Cambridge. The Purple oarsmen and
women will join nearly 3,200

other competitors racing against

the clock in a grueling three mile up-

river race.

The prestigious Charles Regatta
attracts top level crews and individual

athletes from colleges, universities,

schools, alK) clitbiTfrbim across the

United States and Canada. This year
the Regatta boasts a fleet of 720 boats

Racing begins at 10:00 a.m. and runs

until 4:30 p.m., with 60,000 spectators

expected along the banks of the

Charles .

T6 prepare for the Charles the

men's crew raced at the Head of the

Connecticut Regatta in Middletown,

Ct. last Sunday, placing a varsity

eight second in the senior eight

category. The eight also made a
strong showing against several elite-

- level erews ; while heavy and-
lightweight fours placed sixth and
eighth respectively. The Williams

freshmen made an impressive first

showing with the top boat notching a

fourth place among junior eights. All

the Williams boats finished ahead of

boats from rivals Wesleyan and
Trinity.. :.„;„._,,„

Both nlen and women will boat

eights and fours at the Charles with

some oarsmen rowingtwo races. The
Williams Boat Club will also enter five

boats in single sculls events as Co-

captain Peter Wells makes his debut.

Three place

in NESCAC

top ten

The men's cross country team
continued its resurgence Saturday,
making a fine showing at the
individually scored N.E.S.C.A.C.
meet at Hamilton College.

While the N.E.S.C.A.C. does not

compete team scores at its meets,

Willkuns' unofficial tally found that

its top five individuals ran better than

seven other groups of five individuals,

including a dogged group form rival

Amherst The five of powerhouse
Bates were the only ones to outdo the

Ephs, squeezing ahead by only four

points and mere seconds in a field of

sixty<five meniuter afive mile course^

As an indication on improved
tightness, WiUiams put three runners

in the top ten and five in the top

twenty-five. Co-captain Tom Schreck
again led the purple, chasing Bates

ace Kim Wetloffer to a fine second

place finisb. Both runners obliterated

the old course record. Also with a hot

race for the Ephs was Mike Behrman
'iu, who was right on the heels of

another Bates runner in fourth place.

Happily for'the squad, Phil Darrow '81

finally "busted one," or ran much
nearer his potential, by finishing

tenth. Less than ten seconds behind

him, Co-captain Steve Polasky '79

cruised into thirteenth, while Garrick

Leonard '80 and Pat Dobson '81

finished twenty-fifth and forty-third,

respectively. Both these latter two

were disappointed with their efforts,

yet the place numbers mean little in

termk of time. The Ephs as a whole

team are running much closer

together.

On Wednesday, the harriers will

..face a tough test of their renewed
strength as they host Worcester
Polytechnic and Coast Guard at 4

pjn., starting in the Science Quad.

ColUge determines

Crew Clubs' status
Contlnwed from Page a

by capital gifts from alumni and
Mends of the crew. Lastyear a record
IB18B wa» obtained from this source.
The College CouncU is asked each
year to allocate $4000 in Student
Activities Tax fUnds to crew. This
stipend could be terminated if the

Coitaga changed ^avw's status in - -

favor of full-funding.

Crew this year is one of the most
popular athletic activities on campus,
which partially explains the size of its

budget. During the fall 72 people will

have competed in inter-collegiate

crew races. The varsity and junior

varsity football teams have a
combined roster of 80 placers, while

61 people play on the varsity and
freshman soccer teams.
Marcus sympathizes wiOi some of

the College's reservations regarding
his proposal. "Some of thdr concerns
are legitimate," he stated. Although
the women's crew got $900Q in

donations last year, it had previously

avo-aged $2000 to $3000 in annual
giving. "If I were the CoUege,">»
Marcus said, "I woidd want to see
evidence that this high level of gift

giving will continue and that the (MOO
was not just a flash in the pan." ,

Rugby drops match
Womoi's Ruglw dropped its match

against Yale onlwnday. Yale scored
one try foUowed by a conversion kidc

in ttie first half.

For the remainder of the game, the

women ruggers held their own on
defense, even when Yale was six

inches from the end zone, and also

penetrated deep into Yale territory.

. Sunday nuulced an upswing for this

season's club as the ruggers game fell

more into place with the finest scrum
woric and overall team play of this

fall. Senior co-captains Ann McCabe
and Cindy Tufts felt the club finally

"clicked" and tapped some of its

assets.

Because the Club is self-coaching, a
period of adjustment follows the-

beginning of each season as players
learn to overcome a reluctance to

tadcle and to utilize various plays.

Forum
the Winter Study Reyiew
Committee will listen to student

views concerning the future of

Winter Study. Gargoyle will

sponsor the forum at 8:00 p.m.

Thursday in the Dodd House living
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Polar Bears deep-freeze Eph gridders 14-13
«.. -.^**?J!?'.'?'-'^''- "otf.,. .. .u_ the air against the Polar Bears, a 22-yard touchdown n»» u.„ ..-.^. _ ..

by Mary Kate Shea
Ttie old sports adage "Rain is the

great equalizer," proved "true
Saturday afternoon at Bowdoln
College's Whittier Field as the

Williams College football team
suffered its first loss of the season, 14-

13, to a 1-2 Bowdoin squad.

Before the Polar Bears' upset win,

Williams had been ranlced eighth in

the nation by the NCAA among
'Divlsloh ni schools andsecohd in the

Lambert Cup poll of "rankings for

outBiaa#ig performances by eastern

small college teams."

The Williams team, which had
averaged over 340 yards per game in

total offense and had scored almost 34

points per game in its first three

outings this season, could not get its

attack going either on the ground or in

the air against the Polar Bears.
Bowdoin's defense held the Ephs to

just 121 yards rushing and 187 yards in

total offense.
[

Early in the game Williams had
good field position when sophomore
Scott Kapnick recovered a Bowdoin
player's fumble of a 3»-yard punt by
junior Rick Walter on the Bowdoin 25-

yard line. The Ephs could only

manage threeyardsii) three plays,

and co-captain Ken Hollingsworth's

40-yard field goal attempt fell short.

A good pass rush by the Williams
defensive line led to an interception by
middle guard Don Rice at the

Bowdoin 25-yard line. The Ephs were
able this time to capitalize on the
interception as sophomore
quarterback Bob Stackpole found
Hollin^worth open in the end zone on

a 22-yard touchdown pass.
Hollingsworth's successful extra point
kick gave Williams a 7-0 lead three
minutes into the second quarter.
The Ephs' lead was short-lived,

however. The Polar Bears ran 10
straight running plays starUng at
thier own 34-yard line, and finally
scored on a one-yard plunge up the
middle by ScioUa.

Bowdoin took advantscer of^jT
mishandled kickoff rehirn, pouncing
on the Williams fumble on the Ephs'
seven-yard line. The Polar Bears
scored just two plays later when
Spinner ran five yards around the left

end for the touchdown. Alfie
Himmelrich's second good extra point
kick of the game gave the home team
a 14-7 halftime lead.

Eph co-captain Greg McAleenan's
27-yard return of the second half's
opening kickoff started the
momentum for a 64-yard scoring
drive on the first series of the second

half. Halfbacks Dave Massucco and
Greg Collins kept the drive alive with
first down efforts in the series. With
U:03 remaining in the third quarter,
Williams scored the final points of the
afternoon for either team on a H-yard
touchdown pass from quarterback
Tim Connelly to HoUingsworth.

It was a pressure situation on both
ends of the play as the Bowdoin Une
pressured Connelly as he looked for
his receiver, and Hollingsworth
fought off several Bowdoin defenders
to make the catch. The Ephs were
unable to convert the extra point
attempt. There was confusion on the
snap and holder Kevin Hinchey's
attempt to pass the ball for a two-point
conversion failed.

„ The Ephs had several chances in the
fourth quarter to initiate scoring
drives, but they could not take
advantage of the Polar Bears'
mistakes. A 15-yard clipping penalty
on Bowdoin on a Williams fourth down

situation gave the E|rfH the ball flnt-
and-ten at the Bowdain 3»-yaixl Ui^
Once again the WiUlains olfenae ww
stopped up by the Polar Bean and
Bowdoin look poasesaion of the ball.

With under nine minutes left in the
game, linebacker John Thiel picked
off a pass by Bowdoin quarterbadc
Rip Kinkel. Three plays latei*, (Me
Ephs gave up the ball when fullback
BiU Novicki fumbled and Bowdoin's
Andy Minich made the recovery.

Following the fumble, the Williams
defense held the Polar Bears and the
Ephs had what turned out to be their
last shot at mounting a scoring drive
Williams' hopes were dashed wheii
Collms fumbled a pitch from Connelly
and Bowdoin recovered the ball with
just 2:30 remaining in the game. The
Polar Bears ran several plays to use
up the clock, then let time run out

Director considers crew status"Last SDrine when the CnlU« .

-^^ x^» ^mv OI'CSi'M^O

l^lie Milnt hat a word with ttia referee during the field hockey team's oama
over the weekend. "

«r

VoUejrbail

Williams Sports Briefs

"Last spring when the College
wanted to upgrade more women's
teams," Women's Crew coach
Professor George Marcus told the
Record last week, "we ai^Iied for

varsity stahis for the women with the
provision that major capital costs
would still be borne by the club."
In the recommendation he

submitted to Director of Athletics
Robert Peck, Marcus estimated that
his team would cost the College an
additional $5000 each year, exclusive
of coaching salaried. Last May the
Physical Education department
rejected that proposal.

Marcus feli strongly that the
performance of the women's crew in

recent year^ merited recognition
from the Adiletic Department. Last

Potsdam University, Plattsburg
State and SUNY-Albany were the
Women's Volleyball squad's latest
victims as Williams extended its

record to 14-1 in a quad meet
Saturday.

So{diomore Rachel Aliber inspired
the Ephwomen with her spikihg
finesse in the first match against
Pottsdam. Williains quickly disproed
of its previously undefeated
opponents, 15-7, 15-11. Setter Karen
Mitchell and spiker Sue Laidlaw, who
recently recovered from an early
season ir^jury sparked the Ephs to
their next two wins against
Plattsburg, 15-7, 15-13, and Albany, 15-

2, 13-15, 15-10.

Coach of the te^m Sue Hudson-
Hanfblin was impressed by the
performance, claiming that the
Ephwomen get "better and better
each game." She sees no reason why
Williams shouldn't finish its eight
remaining games without another

..^JLaat Thursday Williama beat Union
and North Adams handily in its last
home matches of the seasini. TH6
team next faces U.N.H. and
Springfield in Springfield Wednesday
aftomooa

Golf

In fourth and fifth positions were
junior Marcel Oudin and senior co-
captain Dan Katz, respectively.
Oudin's 84 was basically
characterized by bnpressive shot-
making, but b-ouble with the sand
traps on the third hole caused a
quadruple-bogey eight. Finally, the
troubled Katz continues to have
problems as he fired a lackluster W.
With their season record at 7-0, the

Eph golfers look forward with
confident anticipation to the final

match of the season with the proud
Bulldogs from Yale University.

Ultimate Frisbee

Last weekend in Hanover, N.H., the
Williams Ultimate Frisbee
Organization was handed its season's
first defeat in a close 24-20 match with
Dartmouth, bringing its season's tally
to 3-1.

Playing under the driving rain and
on an irregular field, Dartmouth
raced to a 12-4 lead early in the first

half before WUFO settled down and
startedlo work its short game. Yet the
quick Dartmouth defense continued to
shut off WUFO's offense, and the half-
time score read 15-8.

In the second half, a fired-up WUFO
squad scored five unanswered points,
before a strategic Dartmouth time-out

broke the momentum. From that
point on it was a close defensive
batUe, but WUFO never came any
closer than within two points of tying

^ the game.
"

Field Hockey

The Williams vajsity field hockey
team notched fheip thirdl and fourth
wins of the season this week,
defeating Little Three rival Amherst
College and Middlebury.

Sahmlay the Ephs overpowered
Amherst 3-1 here on Cole Field. The
Williams forward line combined for 26
shots on the Amherst net, while
Amhwst countered with only seven
shots.

Sophomore forward Sarah Foster,
the Ephwomen's leading scorer this
season, was responsible for both (rf the
first period goals, and senior Sally
Kraft provided both assist?. Early in
the second half, senior captain Leslie
Milne scored on a penalty stroke and
made the score 3-0 Williams. With
only five minutes remaining in the
game, Amhetst put a shot past
Williams goaUe Blythe MUler. The
tally was Amherst's second goal of the
season. Fine play was credited to
Sarah Foster, Nancy Nichols, and
Eph defensewomen LesUe Milne and
Ann Ricketscm.

spring, for instance, a lightweight
women's eight from WUliams
qualified for the final round of
eliminations at the U.S. Rowing
Nationals. In addition, one^uarter of
the U.S. Women's Rowing Team is
from Williams.

"Noone ever told the crew that they
would be made varsity if certain
criteria were met," Peck said. "We
never said we would change their
status if they improved, fpr
example."

Peck, in fact, applauded the work of
John Peinert, the men's varsity
coach, saying, "his financial
responsibility has been outstandipg.
The whole fiscal arrangement is in
very good order." By implication, it is

clear then that varsity status is not
being dangled in front of the crew as
incentive for better performance
financially and competitively.

Since their inception in the nUd-
1960's, both the women's and men's
crews have operated as club sports.
For this reason participants in the
sport traditionally have had to bear
costs, such as dues and travel
expenses, which athletes at the
varsity level are not required to pay.
Over the last six years the College's

Jinancial stance towards crew has-
changed, primarily at the bequest of
the crew coaches and Peck. The
College presently provides the
Williams College Boat Club with a
subsidy of $800 as well as funds
sufficient for the salaries of two
coaches and the maintenance of the
crew boathouse. Also, in the past the
CoUege has transferred funds to the
Boat Club—at favorable terflis—for

the purchase of vehicles.

"President Chandler, Provost
Grabois, and Peck worked together to
formulate a response to Marcus's
request. They were primarily
concerned with "crew's potential for
enormous expense," Peck said. He
estimatefl that "crew would be the
second most expensive sport on
campus if it were done with capital
expenses included."

Marcus admits that crew requires a
large flow of funds, yet he believes iU
budget would compare favorably with
those of major varsity sports,
especiaUy with its large income from
donations. His requests that the
College supply him with information
on the size of the budgets of varsity
sports have been denied. "I caiinot
accept the argument that crew is too
expensive unless somecme shows it is

higher or lower in budget than others.
We are probably in the middle on a
per capita basis."

The Athletic Dq>artment was also
wary of Marcus's proposal because it

asked the CoUege to deal different^
with each of the two crews, although
he offered assurance that "a positive
response would not require a similar
decisicm for the men's crew," In
Peck's mind, "It would be foolish to
deal with one crew one way and think
we would not Have to deal with the
other in the same manner."
The total budget for both the men's

and women's crews for this year will
be approximately $35,000. Marcus
calculates that one-third of the total
crew tab is ah-eady picked up by the
College, a large prq)ortion of which
goes for coaches' salaries. Another
tibird of this sum is.£overed each year

Continued on Page 7

Women kickers down Cards
to defeat the Cardinals 2-1.

After defeating Wesleyan 2-0
women's soccer lost to a talented
Castieton State CoUege squad Friday, Wesleyan scored first, in the first
3-1. -The match was played on half. Then with about ten minutes
Ca^Ueton a field outside Rutland, Vt. remaining, left halfback Sara
Castieton was a closely fought Reynolds '79, capitaUzed on a penalty

byDanKatt
In bone-chilling cold, teeth-

chattering wind, and monsoon rain

conditions, the relentless WUliams
Golf Team slogged to its sixth and
seventh victories without a defeat.

This week's victims were North
Adams State ana Springfield CoUege,
two teams expected to give the Eph
linksters some trouble. The final score
was WiUiams 412, Springfidd 430, and
North Adams State 443.

After plunging from lofty heights at

Middlebury to the abyss of ineptitude
against Union, Greg Jacobson once
again displayed his remarkable
resUiency as he copped medalist
honors with an 80.

Close behind Jacobahn were the
junior tandem of Ed "Big" Bousa and
Chris Holm with 81's.

Poloers make IN. E. tourney
byBobKraus

The Water Polo Club travelled to

Bost<Mi last weekend for three games,
and came away with a win and two
losses. After losing on Friday to a
tough squad from Boston CoUege by a
score of 13-«, the Ephs awoke on
Saturday morning bright-eyed and
ready for the team from the
University of New Hampshire. Brian
McDermott led the assault with five
goals, as WUliams puUed out a
convincing 9-4 victory. Gordon CliB
had two goals, while single UUies
were recorded by Bob Kraus and John
Trapp. The win raised WUliams'
league record to 3-1, placing them
second to B.C. in their division, and
qualifying them for a berth in the New
England Championship tournament.

Immediately following the UNH
victory, the team traveUed across
town to Boston University, for a non-
league game. Although total
exhaustion took its toU on most of the
poloers, WiUiams stayed with the B.U.
squad for the entire game, and came
out on the short end of a 9* score.
Gordon CUff led the offense with three
goals, and Brian McDermott, Jerry
Treiman, and Bob Kraus each
contributed one score.

The team's overaU record now
stands at 3-5. A game against RPI is

set for October 27, and Uie New
Englands wUI be held at Southern
Connecticut State Cdlege on Nov. 3-4.

The final game of the season wiU be at
Amherst, where the Ephs hope to spoU
the Lord Jeff's homecoming.

game; the score was 0-0 at the end of
the first half. Early into the second
period, sophomore Nancy Osborne a
left wing, scored WiUiam's only goal.
But Castieton, despite the good efforts
of WUliams goaUe Murph Nealy, was
able to score three times in the last
forty minutes.

Tuesday the squad fought what
Coach Judy Zimicki called "an
evenly-played and well-played" game

kick situation to provide WillianB
with their first goal^ In the second
half, sophomore Julie Ernst, playiqg
ri^t wing on the forward line, scored
Williams' second goal. She was
assisted by a pass from freshman
MUlie ChapeU. Zimicki noted that the
game was marked with good passing
by both teams, and that the quality of
the competition improved as the game
progressed.

The WtomM's Mccar taam Maafad tlw Cartflnalt af Wtaleyaa i-
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Chandler appoints
new Action officer
President of the College John W.

Chandler announced the appointment
of Judith Allen to the new position of

Assistant to the President for

Affirmative Action and Government
Relations at a meeting of the faculty a
week ago last Wednesday. '

Ms. Allen, who is currently the

Director of Admissions and Financial

Aid at Regis College in Weston, Mass.,

will arrive at Williams to begin her

duties on or about January 1. She has
been "exceedingly successful in

gaining money for students on
financial aid at Regis," according to

Chandler.

In addition to her experience in

admissions and financial offices aid,

at Regis and Boston University, Allen

has served as Vice Chairman of the

Committee on Need Assessment
Procedures, College Scholarship
Service, as a consultant to the

National Consulting Network for

Liberal Arts Colleges, and as
Chairman of the Scholarship Advisory
Committee, Board of Education.

Provost Neil Grabois revealed that

the College's overall budget for the

1977-78 academic year ran above $18

million and that projections for 1978-79

approach $19.5 million. Last year, he
reported, $13.5 million was channeled
purely into educational demands,
including faculty compensation. The
surplus was $39,600 or .2 per cent of

the total budg^, one which Gralx>is

commented on as being "a little too

clSse^for comfort."

Head of the Committee on
Education Policy William Moomaw
announced that committee's intent to

investigate the root of the College's

continultig GPA increases. "Is it

better performance on the part of the

students?" he asked. "Is the faculty

failing to ma8e» fine vdiscernments-

within the 12-point grading system?
Or is it actually inflation? " He posited

that all three caused the uncurtailed

rise of the average GPA at Williams.

Moomaw added that, along with the

Committee on Academic Standing,

the CEP will make a study of the

misuse of the GPA. The CEP will also

deal with recommendations
concerning Winter Study, a

reevaluation of the Contract Major
arKi, by reguest of the Honor and
Discipline Committee, the regulations

concerning closed book, take-home
and self-scheduled exams.
Professor Grant reported oti the

progress of the Winter Study Review
Committee. He stated that, according
to a questionnaire given the freshman
class of 1982, 39 per cent of those

responding felt that Williams' 4-14

curriculum was a factor in their

matriculation at Williams. The WSP
ranked seventh in factors considered
to be an important influence on those
who come here. "We have nothing to

gain if the program is abolished,"

Grant commented.

Grant invited the faculty's specific

suggestions for the future of Winter
Study now that the Review Committee
has discussed the ramifications of

general policy changes.

The Williams College crews and Wllllamstown Boat Club entriM In the Head of

the Charles Regatta placed a womon's four sixth, Peter Wells fourth in novice

single sculls and two men's eights 10th and 13th last weekend.

(Photo by Johnson)

Council rejects slate of students

for committee on shareholding
The College Council returned to the

Elections. Committee Wednesday
night a recommendation of four

student names for the Advisory

Committee on Shareholder
Responsibility.

The four names, proposed as a

recommendation to be submitted to

President Chandler, were viewed by
many Council members as
unrepresentative of the student body
as a whole. The students who were
initially proposed were Elizabeth

Harper '79, Bernard lane "80. David
Beiin«i"'79 and JainesT:«vins"ofin HO
President Chandler vyill consider the

recommended four names, when
approved by Council, in his

appointment of two students to the

Shareholder Committee.

Chris Jenkins, chairman of the

Elections Committee, explained that

related experience cou|Med WTlH
original proposals and ideas, not

political views, were the criteria the

Committee used to select the four

students. Council member Steve
MaGee pointed out that since the two

students will be looked on as student

representatives, their political beliefs'

should reflect the majority of student

opinion. He criticized the Elections

Committee for recommending neither

a black student nor a member of the

Williams Anti-Apartheid Coalition

(WAAC). Both race and membership
in the WAAC should be factors in the

Committee's selection, he said.

The lack of a WAAC member in the

recommended list is "statistically

bogus." said Stu Massad, pointing out
that one-third of the applicants were
members of the group.

Council president Bronson Fargo
reminded (he Council that the
Elections Committee had asked for

student and Council inpijj into the
decision several times, yftonly a few
students offered an opinion. Since it is

impossible for all representatives to

see all of the applications, Chris
Jenkins agreed, it is up to Council
members to express their opinions

1l(WIVtflTratTy--TO~TireifiBeJ^^6rTIie"

Elections Committee.
A Ibrty mintite debate took place on

the question of what criteria should be
used to select the recommended

students. Ted Tucci argued that the

students selected should be the most
sincere and committed ones,
regardless of their political

persuasion.

Dave Schwartz, however, said that

since the nature of the Committee is

"intrinsically political," politics can't

be ignored as a factor in choosing
students. Chris Jenkins contended
that ^ince there is no clear cut
statement on student opinion
concerning divestiture this year
choosing students based on the degree
to which their views represent the

student body would be impossible.

The Council finally voted to send the

proposal back to the Elections
Continued on p. 3
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$TTnTt; tor new
professorship
The College's 40th named

professorship has been endowed by a
one million dollar bequest from
Webster Atwell '21, a Dallas attorney,
who died last June at the age of 77.

The bequest represents the largest
gift for this purpose in the College's
history.

The flexible terms of his will allow
the "Webster Atwell Class of 1921"

professorship to be awarded to a
faculty member in any of the
departments. Named professorships
are usually confined to a particular
academic area.

"Webster Atwell often expressed
his belief that oufetanding teachers
are the chief source of a college's

excellence," said President John W.
Chandler. "By establishing the most
substantially endowed professorship
in Williams' history has helped to

insure the continuing strength and
distinction of the Williams faculty and
has earned the lasting gratitude of all

members of the Williams
community."
The million-dollar endowment is

almost $250,000 more than the largest

similar gift to the College.

Active in alumni affairs, Atwell
served as a member of the executive
committee of the Williams Society of

Alumni from 1950-55, and as chairman
of the College's Alumni Fund in 1953

and 1954.

Atwell attended Harvard Law
school after graduating from the
College. He served for one year as
assistant U.S. attorney top the
NbTthenrUlstnet of rexss aiSd then"
entered private practice in his native

city, Dallas. He was a member of the

International, American, Texas, and
Dallas Bar Associations.

Town asks conf/ni/eff effprf at Log
The~WTlliamstowh" Board of

Selectmen asked the College to

continue its effort to reduce noise on
Spring Street after hearing
statements by several College
representatives at ..a meeting last

week.

The selectmen did not take any
specific action at last week's meeting,
although some members of the board
commented that if complaints of noise

due to the Log continued, they would
have to be raise the issue again.

Dean of the College Daniel

O'Connor and a few College officials

and students attended the meeting as

a result of debate at the previous

Kane discusses prison life 4 n U.SA.
by Stu Massad

The starkness of the New York City

prison system broke the Berkshire

calm a week ago Wednesday when Fr.

Joe Kane, assistant chaplain at the

Riker's Island Prison, discussed
problems in American prisons.

Fr. Kane, who has worked in

prisons in Maryland, Puerto Rico, and
New York since 1965, attacked the

American penal system for

intensifying inmates' psychological

problems. "Prisons don't work," he

said. "In New York State there are
about 22,000 people in jail. You can't
confine them forever—they're going
to come out sometime, and they're
time bombs."

"I don't meet bad people in

prisons," the chaplain said. When you
get to know these people, they're just
like you and me. They have needs like

you and me, and these aren't being
met" Fr. Kane attributed the 70 per
ceiit recidivism at Riker's Island to

psychological troubles born of poverty

Congress defeats Tdx Credit
During the 95th Congress' last

minute crush of pre-adjoumment bill

passing, one of the bills that got

crushed was the controversial tuition

tax credit proposal that would have

provided tax credits of up to $250 to

parents with children in college.

Congress, eager to provide some
sort of relief to middle class families

faced withhigh tuition bills, approved

instead a proposal that raises the

eligible family income limit for

federal student aid from $15,000 to

$26,000. This proposal is more in

keeping with the wishes of President

Carter, who had said he would veti>

any tax bill including the tuition tax

credit.

The tax credit bill suffered a fatal

blow just over two weeks agowhen the

House unexpectedly rejected a House-

Senate conference committee version

of the proposal. Before the bill went to

the conference committee, the House
had passed a version calling for the

extension of credits to families paying

tuition for children in college,

Contlnutdonp. 3

which are*intensified^ in prisons.

Fr. Kane said he advocated the

abolition of the present American
prison system.''"Abolish prisons," he

said, "yet continue the confinement of

your dangerous people in something

more like a hospital atmosphere." He
ui^ed a move from large prisons to

small centers with, an emphasis on

counseling.

"If you're going to.conifiiie people,"

Fr. Kane said, "you must do it with

love. Because if you don't, you stand

to destroy them and yourself even

more."
The chaplain acknowledged

problem^ with this alteniatlve. "The
problems with our prisons aren't

going to be sdved in the prisons,

because they're .causod in the

streets," he said. He claimed that the

state (k the present prison system is

the product of a conscious choice by

thetaxpayer: "We're getting what we
want and what we pay for.

Some listeners found Fr. Kane's

talk depressing. "You can't deal with

the deadlines of a prison," he said.

"The major activities in prison are

Continued on Paga 3

selectmen's meeting. At the earlier

meeting, the board discussed
reducing the Log's hours or moving it

to a different location.

O'Connor told the board that the

College had closed the Log earlier on
weeknights, increased security
patrols at the Log at closing time in

order to reduce noise, and was
prepared to share the cost of an extra

town police officer to patrol Spring

Street, He and Associate Dean Cris

Roosenraad added that moving the

Log would be impractical.

Assistant Director of Security
Willard Btisl explained the increased

security procedures, and said he felt

students were generally quiet and
well-behaved coming to and from the

tog. Williamstown Pdliiie Chief

Joseph Zoito disputed this, claiming
that his personal observations on

October 14 revealed many instances

of disturbing noise due to students. He
added. ho>yever, that on other nights

students on Spring Street were quiet.

Zoito also accused Log manager
Mike Masi '78 and the College of

misunderstanding the meaning of

"closing hours. The Log remains

open after closing time, permitting

students to remain in the building, but

does not serve anything after that

time. Zoito argued that the building

should empty at closing time. Masi
said that he felt keeping the building

open after the bar closed reduced

noise by encouraging students to

leave at staggered times rather than

all at once.

Dave MacGregor '79 described to

the selectmen a Record survey Ot

Spring Street residents indicating that

only two out of twelve residents polled

jfelt that the Log was a major ncHse-

problem.

The selectmen commended the

College's co-operation in dealing with

the noise problem, and expressed

.

hope that the' current system ol

earlier closing hours on weeknights

and increased security patrols would

be successful. They did not set any
concrete deadlines or standards for

the College to meet, but instead asked

the College to continue its current

effort. Two of the five selectmen

warned, however, that if complaints

continued, still earlier closing hours

might be necessary.

Log V*. S^rliif St., ro«md two, look placo at •
mooting Monday, OcTobor Mtti.

WllliamttmMi toloctniM'*

(Photo by Read)
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-Letters: Music and more music- WG
Transcript deals band its first loss in 15 years
Excerpte from The Tranicripl, Oct », l»78.

No inarching band can be effective at halftime if the

home team is losing.

And effective the Williams College marching band was.
Could the band play?

The Williams College Band?
At a football game, Williams College ahead of the hated

rivals, the fans primed on tailgate beer and tile BldmAfi^
chomping cigars and waving banners?

Of course not The purpose of a marching band is not to

seduce its audience with musical perfection. It is not even
to tie musically competent
In the tradition of the best Ivy League bands, the pur-

pose of that ragged collection of musicians is to entertain,

to amuse, to bumble and appear ridiculous.

Like the Harvard band, whose members are chosen
solely for their skills in consuming distilled spirits, whose
blatant halftime sexual innuendo and irresponsible
political polemics have been known to cause riots in
Harvard Square, the Williams marching band was of-

fensive, intrusive, and most importantly, insulting.

The halftime show consisted of three skits yyjiicjl!

ridiculed the three largest groups of the college kids: Pre^
med, pre-law and library haunting students.
Nearly every student was insulted. Nearly every

student loved it

The i>and also made some noise.

It was unreliably reported that some of the band
members had played an instrument before Saturday's
game.

Band rallies back
To the editor of the Transcript:

Please find- enclosed one Q-Tip
which we ask you to present to your
staff writer G, Wayne Miller to use
before covering another Williams
College half-time show.

^^ Upon reading his article in the Oct 9
-l^anscript, it becomes obvious that
his ears need cleaning. "Could the
band play? The Williams College
Band?" Had Mr. Miller spent less

time dodging our maneuvers and
more time listening, he would have
heard our thundering renditions of

songs such as "Hawaii 5-0" and
"Make Me Smile." These were per-
formed with a musical virtuosity
which even someone with an average
"ear for music would have ap-
preciated. Unfortunately, The
Transcript sent a reporter who seems
completely tone-deaf to cover a
musical event
Seriously, the Williams College

Band, under the direction of Francis
C. Cardillo, is composed of musicians
who are more than "offensive, in-

trusive ... and insulting." Mr.
Catdillo, who was a music minor,'
studied at Tanglewood ini959 and 1960
with Seiji Ozawas, and has played
principal clarinet for the Berkshire
SymphMiyfthe AlfianfSymphony, the
Vermont Symphony, and the Lake
George Opera Festival, directs some
of the Berkshires' finest musicians.
To list individual marching band
members' musical awards and ac-
complishments would take too much
space here. Suffice it to say, many of

our members plav with the Berkshire

Symphony, various chamber groups
and other fine musical en-

sembles, n Unlike the Harvard Band,
the Williams College Marching Band
prides itself on being not only
amusing, bumbling, and entertaining,

but also quite musically competent.
Perhaps if Mr. Miller would take his

fingers out of his ears, he wouldn't put
his foot in his mouth.

DOUGGERNERT,
STEVE SCHOW.
Williams College

Marching Band

The Transcript scores
To the Editor:

Please find enclosed one American
Heritage Dictionary definition of the
word, "humor," which I ask you to

present to Williams College Band
members Doug Gernert and Steve
Schow before writing another letter to

The Transcript.

Upon reading their letter to the Oct.

18 Transcript it becomes obvious that
their skills in the English language
need refining. "Can the band mem-
bers r^ad? Can they write letters?

The Williams College Band?" Had
Mr. Gernert and Mr. Schow spent less

time dodging my pen and more time
polishing their reading and writing
skills, they would have writen a letter

that hinted of an understanding of that

peculiar style of writing known as
humorous prose. My article was
written with a shameless love of

humor which even someone with an
average eye for comprehending the

written word would have appreciated.

Unfortunately, the band chose two
nwMi^ye^ aujUtorej^^^

fij^ Wniiami ^6tath^
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pletely blind to appreciating a
humorous article.

Seriously, I understand that the

Williams College Band is composed of

fine musicians. While I would hesitate

to say that any rendition, "thun-
dering" or otherwise, of "Hawaii 5-0"

constitutes "musical virtuosity,"
even my currently Q-tip clean ears

appreciated their musical ability. I

am also aware of the distinguished

musical accomplishments of Francis
C. Cardillo, band director. As an
alumnus of Harvard, I can also add
that the musical achievements of

many of its band's members would
also "take too much space" to list

here. Humorous writing, however,
has no collegiate pride.

Perhaps if Messrs. Gernert and
Schow would apply themselves more
industriously to what I fervently hope
is their native language, they would
understand that "tongue in cheek" is

far removed from "foot in mouth."
G.Wayne Miller

Transcript staff writer

Will Chapin III open?
To the editor:

Last week I discovered that the

music department whose wisdom I

have never had occasion to doubt has
adopted now, shortened hours for the

Chapin practice rooms. This is not

isolated, but suggests to me a trend:

1) Currier is an old building. Its

practise rooms were open atxiut fif-

teen hours a day.

2) Chapin II cost more than a

hundred thousand dpjlars. It is

cuirentlycjos^pd about

^

3) Chapin III is budgeted at

$2,200,000. Will it be open at all?

^- We apparently needed these

facilities at a cost of over two million

dollars. However, we need them open.

PelerJ. Miller '80
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Other
towers:
The Afro-American Society,

Straight Ahead and La Causa have
drafted a letter to the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC)
asking that WAMH be temporarily

taken off the air. The group claims
that program scheduling at WAMH
does not fulfill the FCC's charter
which requires educational FM
stations to take Community interests

into account. Rob Ellis, Chairman of

Straight Ahead, charged that

WAMH's 'rule of continuity' directly

contradicts Black and Third World
community interests.

The conflict between these three

Amherst minority groups and WAMH
stems from the fact that the station's

programming policy, in the interest of

continuity, calls for Rock music
Monday through Friday, with Sold
and Rhythm and Blues on the

weekends.

The three groups want a Minority

Repicesentative to WAMH'&Executive.

.

Board to be elected by the Third
World community. This represen-
tative would have final authority over
all Third World programming, in-

cluding the selection of oxt-ait DJ's
and all behind the scenes work:

choosing Public Service An-
nouncements and controlling Third

World music.

Ellis claims that the program
schedule at WAMH is 'definitely

discrimination of a cultural variety

which becomes racial in effect.'

'When you get right down to if Ellis

continues, 'they're trying to relegate

(our music) to a different time slot so

they will not have to listen to it'

If the radio station does not
acquiesce, the groups intend first to

mail the letter to the F(X, and, as a
last resort, to demonstrate and take

over the Radio station

"The College radio station, WCHC,
will "downplay" Billy Joel's hit single

"Only the Good Die Young" because it

may be considered offensive to

Cathfdics, according to Tom Shugrue
'79, station manager. The action came
as a response to a letter from the

Diocese of Worceatei^s" Office of

Conununicatifm.

"The Rev. John W. Barrett of the

Office of Communication said in the

letter to the station, 'Ridiculing

Catholic beliefs and the inractice of

virtue as tau^t by the Lord Jesus

Ctais.t i8jBj«t. 0^^
suiting to all CathoUca who are
members of your listening audience

and indeed to all peoide good will'

—The Holy Cross Crusader,
Worcester, Mass.

PRESEASON CROSS COUNTRY SKI SALE
1979 PACKAGES

79ElanRBW
Appalacian boot
Fenix bindings
Bamboo poles

$70.00

34.00

7.50

79 Rossignol AR
Appalacian boot
FenIx bindings
Bamboo poles

$49.00
• 34.00'

8.50

7.50

SALE PRICE $98 $120 SALE PRICE $99.95 $119

79 Havgen Waxless $75.00

Appalacian boot 34.00
FenIx bindings 8.50
Bamboo poles 7.50

SALE PRICE $105 $125

79 Rossignol AAohair $69.00

Appalacian boot 34.00

Fenix bindings 8.50

Bamboo poles 7.50

SALE PRICE $99.95 *"'

Other 1979 Packages Available

Free mounting 81 base prep

1978 ski models: 20 -40* OFF
Cliildren's skis

30 X OFF
Road skis 20.s OFF

arcadian shop
1 Watwr sti-Mt, Williamstown,Ma.

4S«-M7»

SALE EXTENDtD:

OiDS SATURDAY
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Council reconsiders shareholder reps
Continued from p. i

Conimittee for a week of input and re-
examination.

The Shareholder Committee is to be
comprised of two students, two
faculty members, two administrators,
and two alumni. All but the student
members have been chosen.
Professors Stephen Lewis and
Charles' Payne will represent the.
faculty «B W» Committee, PraMIs

Credits killed
Continued from p. 1

secondary and elementary schools.
Senate conferees, questioning the

constitutionality of extending federal
aid support families sending children
to parochial schools, insi^ed that

credits be allowed only for parents
with children in college. This is the
version which the conference
committee passed and which the
House subsequently rejected.

As a last ditch effort to hammer out
a compromise, the conferees met
again after the House vote and agreed
to extend credits for secondary school

students, but not eteihentary school

students, but the proposal was not
acceptable to the Senate.

Another attempt to salvage the tax

credit by attaching it to the larger tax
cut bill simultaneously being worked
out by House-Senate conferees, also

failed and the proposal died quietly

during the Congress' rush to adjourn.

Kane explains
life in prison

Continued from Page 1

feeding and medication . . . They
fatten them up and let them go."
Fr. Kane also proposed the

establishment of halfway houses for

convicts. "Get them isolated from the
streets," he said. "Get them some
skills and help build a self-image.

Then get them home. "

The Jesuit advocated "street-
corner counseling" for ex-convicts in

the ghettos—only 10 per cent of the
8,000 inmates at Riker'^ Island are
white, the rest black or Hispanic. He
admitted that this would require
"tremendous effort—more than you
can be paid for," and that it is

impossible under the present system.
Prison guards today work for

mbiSeyrWfi^'n altruism, the priest
'^

said. "Guards are average peo|31e

doing a thankless job, so they don't

care," he noted. He added that guards
as well as prisoners are trapped in the
system.

Fr. Kane remarked that job
training is not the immediate answer
for inmates' problems;i "In the short
haul getting jobs isn't their main
problem," Many inmates can get
jobs, he said, but they have problems
keeping jobs because of psychological
problems and alcoholism,

Dewey and Neil Grabois the
administration, and John Story '65

and Judge Charles Alberti 'SO the
alumni.

The Elections Committee
recommendations for members to the
Housing Committee were passed with
no discussion. Paul Gallay and
Gayane Zartarian, exchange and
transfer students, were chosen as the
two new . mejtnbers xrf.. the Housing
aptnmittee'. "The new at large member
of Council will be elected on
November JO, when the constitutional

referendum concerning direct
election **' Council secretary and
treasurer will also be voted upon. The
election was moved from November 3
so freshmen would be able to run for

the at large spot. The deadUne for

applications is 4 P.M., November 6, in

the Dean's office.

The Constitutional Committee, a
Council committee being formed to

study and revise the Council's
constitution, should be comprised of

five members and one voluntary
faculty advisor, the Council decided.

Finance Committee chairman John
..Simpson- announced ntore .tentative

Student Activity Tax allocations.

They include: $100 for the Student
Support Group, (385 for Williams
Ultimate Frisbee, $800 for the
Newman Association, $1000 for the

Jewish Association, $1200 for the Gay
Peoples' Union, $600 for the Pottery
Club, and $12,309 for the Record.

Southside Johnny and the Atbury Juke* entertained 400 enttiudettic lltteners
before Fall Break. Unfortunately, Sawyer Library drew a lerger crowd ttian
he Towne FieM House. (photo by Johnson)— — ""-—"--"•»-»" u" ivi \yiuu, aim «i£,jv» MM iiie necord. .r"»""'"r "v

Jukes storm Towne but ACEC loses $5,000
by Andy Clark

Southside Johnny^^d the Asbury
Jukes lived up to their reputation as
one of the most exciting party bands
in the East and Williams College lived

up to its reputation as a serious

academic institution Thursday night,

as Sawyer Library easily outdrew
Towne Fieldhouse in attendance and
the ACEC suffered a financial

drubbing of impressive magnitude.

Sprawled on a foam rubber cushion

between sets, a distraught Steve Case
(ACEC Co-Chairman) estimated that

total losses would probably approach
five thousand dollars or more,
necessitating the cancellation of

Homecoming concert plans.

If it's any consolation, however, the

four hundred or so brave souls who
were not deterred by rainy weather,
the lure of geekdom. or the Outlaws
concert in neighboring ,North Adams
witnessed the best rock and roll

Williams has. seen in two years. The
Jukes came out storming and never

let up, unleashing an energetic !'l-

hour set of infectious rock-r&b that

had the small but enthusiastic crowd
on their feet throughout.

As with fellow Asbury Parkers
Bruce Springsteen and his E Street

Bandi the Jukes, in concert,
emphasize fun—both for the audience
and the band. On stage, they were
loose and playful (though rarely

sloppy) with Southside Johnny i alias

Johnny Lyon)—attired in tight blue

jeans, dark shades, and letter

jacket-rlooking every bit the part of

Is looking for MUSiaAN<^to
perform Wednesday nlghtsr

Contact Mike at 2231.

SKI PACKAGES

Downhill

Rosslgnol Ski

Nordica Boots

Solomon Binding

Scott Poles

Installation

Value t2«4.oo

(S Packages Available)

$217

X-Country

Ski, Boots, Bindings,

^les, Installation

Waxable
or

No-Wax
(30 Packages Available)

$99
ONLY AT GOFF'S SPORTS INC.

IS Spring St., Wllliamstown

the rowdy high school troublemaker
as he roamed around <he stage
jousting with members of his band.

Musically, the Asbury Jukes are a
tight and talented ensemble, and,
though Thursday's show was the first

of their new tour (following the
release of their third Ip, Hearts of
stone, only a week earlier), they
evidenced little in the way of opening
night difficulties. Paced by a punchy
rhythm section anchored by the
Miami Horns, and featuring the
snappy guiUr work of Willie Rush and
Southside's convincing vocals out
front, the Jukes roared through 16

numbers—old and new—including a
delirious encore r^dition of the^r&b
classic, "Stagger Lee" which clijsed

the show. \

Five songs debuted from the new
album—their most consistent and
rock-oriented to date—were very well
received, with the catchy "Trapped
Again" a»id "Got to Find a Better Way
Home " particularly standing out. The

biggest crowd pleasers, however,
were the popular Juke standards like

the opener, "This Time It's For
Real," "Fanny Mae" (Complete with
two false endings), "I Don't Want to

Go Home," and a bluesy, slightly

down-tempo version of Springsteen's
powerhouse, "The Fever."
Carillo opened the show with a

competent fifty minute set of
mainstream rock, but was unable to

generate anv real excitement.
The ACEC clearly took a chance-

apparently hoping that the attraction
of a class act like Southside Johnny,
along with the pre-break partying
urge, would allay any risks that the
scheduling might have incurred.
Obviously, they guessed wrong—but
what this means, and how it will affect
the future of rock concerts at Williams
remains to be seen.

Indian Music
In conjunction with its major fall

exhibition entitled "The Grand
Mogul: Imperial Painting in India
1600-1660." the Clark Art Institute
will present a concert of South
Indian music in a gallery next to
the installation of Indian paintings
this Sunday. October 29, at 8:30
p.m. Co-sponsored by the Williams
College Music Department and the
Institute, the recital will be free
and open to the public.

Sale
20% OFF

Selected Fall Tops
CInese Tee-shirts, velour turtlenecks

Big Shirts, Loose Knit Sweaters
Sweatshirt Jackets

Up to 75% off

other clothing

and gift items



Netwomen
trim Smith
The Williams Netwomen met with

Smith's tennis team on cold and windy

Williams home courts Tuesday to test

the Ephwomen's ability to extend

their present winning streak to five

games. Williams succeeded as the

team slipped by Smith in a close 5-4

match.

Wins for Williams came from five of

thesbrainglespfayere—fiecfcje Chase;

Ann Morris, Mary Simpson, Laura

Goebel, and Mary Tom Higgs. The

weakness of the team seemed to be in

the performances of its doubles

teams, all three of which lost. Two of

the doubles matches stretched to

three sets, but no Eph effort was

sufficient to master the Smith

opponents on the doubles courts.

Williams now holds a '78 record of 8-

2, as well as the Little Three title,

which was recently acquired when the

Ephwomen toppled Amherst 7-2. On
Thursday the women will travel to

Skidmore for the last team match

before the New England Womens'
Collegiate tournament this weekend.
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Jumbos sfump grldders, 7-0

Th« woman's tennis team took fiv* of

six singles matches to beat Smith, 5-4.

(Photo by Mason)

Booters boost record
Williams boosted its record to 5-2-1

this week bearing the Tufts Jumbos 3-

1 last Friday and tying the Harvard

Crimson 2-2 Tuesday. The hooters

remain unbeaten in their last 5

outings.

The Ephs looked flat early against

^^arvard and the slow start cost the

victory. The Crimson scored twice in

the opening minutes, but were only

sporadically effective for the rest of

the game. Williams took charge down
2-0 and quickly got one back when
Stuart Taylor set up Gregg Hartman
for a blast that left the keeper

clutching at air. The Ephs created

several mpre opportunities but failed

to capitalize before the half.

The equalizer came with only, ten

minutes to play. Williams* forwards

frustrated most of the afternoon

finally goLa break. Co-captain Perry

,

Nelson sent a low cross into a crowc^ed

goal-mouth where the Harvj|rd

sweeper attempting a clear put it in

the net.

The match was hard-hitting and full

Of penalties. Four yellow cards were

handed out. Two players were
expelled.

Williams played sluggishly against

the Jumbos but still managed to score

enough to win. Stuart Taylor notched

his first goal of his college career with

a pretty shot that found the upper

right corner. Tufts tied the score

quickly when a Jumbo headed a free

kick over a surprised Williams
defense, but Freshman sensation

Marty White put Williams back on top

before the half by pushing a Gregg
Hartman pass past the Tufts keeper.

In the second half the Hartman-
White connection provided the

insurance goal as Williams cruised to

the victory.

by Mary Kate Shea

The Williams College football team
suffered its second frustrating loss in

a row, as Tufts University scored just

once, early in the game, ttien fought

off Williams' drives throughout the

remainder of the contest for the 7-0

win. The loss drops the Ephs' season

record to 3-2.

As was the case in Williams' 14-13

loss to Bowdoin College last Saturday,

untimely turnovers and an inability to

capitalize on opponents' mistak«s

were key factors in the outcome of the

game.

With just 0:01 left in the opening

quarter. Tufts quartertwck Dennis

Works caught the Williams defense off

guard with a 44-yard touchdown pass

to junior spUt end Tracey Maclin.

Harriers kill AAIT

An impressive pack of Williams

Men's Harriers devoured M.I.T. 23-32

and Tufts 19-36 on the Ephs home
course Saturday. The double win ran

the Purple's record to 8-4.

All five scorers for Williams were
within fifteen yards of each other until

the last mile of the race. Though
M.I.T.'s captain Barry Bayus cruise^

way out in front to an easy victory, the

Ephs grabbed five of the next seven

places. Tom SchreCk eased through

four miles but blasted home past

Tufts' leader to take second. Mike
Behrman again ran a steady race and

finished fourth. Phil Darrow and
Garrick Leonard each took successive

shots at the M.I.T. runner in fifth, but

settled for a sixth place tie as they

could not muster kicking strength

over the final quarter mile. Steve

Polasky sewed it up for Williams,

rolling in just three seconds behind his

two teammates. Pat Dobson and

Rusty Anderson rounded out the seven

man varsity squad.

Al>pRES&EfiS

WANTED
IMMEDIATELY!

Work at home - no experience

necessary

excellent pay. Write:

American Service

8350 Park Ijine

Suite 127

Dallas, TX 75231

Tonight

!

Party af Tylet

featuring

Live Band

9-2 a.m. Traditional

Refreshments

Mark Litner's successful extra point

kick gave the Jumbos an early seven-

point lead with what turned out to be

the only points of the afternoon for

either side.

Sophomore Bob Stackpole, starting

for Williams in place of injured

quarterback Bob Lutz, had a fine day
passing, completing 22 of 38 passes for

243 yards. The Ephs topped Tufts in

and Stackpole completions to

sophomore end Kirt Gardner and
Hollingsworth for 25 and 13 yards,

brought Williams deep into the

Jumbos' territory. But the offense

gave up the ttall when Tufts' John

DiBiaso snagged an errant pass

intended for Hollingsworth.

The Ephs took possession of the ball

the offensive-stats with 303 yards in *at the Tufts H-yardHne i»hei» the

total offense compared to the home
team's 189 yards.

WilUams threatened in the second
quarter when senior end Russ Gee
recovered a Tufts fumble and the

Ephs started a adrive at their own 19-

yard line. Following a 26-yard
completion from Stackpole to

halfback Greg Collins and several

running plays, Williams received a

key break when the Jumtws' Steve

Sogard fumbled a Rick Walter punt

and sophomore Brian Benedict
pounced on the ball at the Tufts 24-

yard Une. Williams maintained the

drive until Dave Massucco fumbled on

the Tiifts 11-yard line.

On the opening series of the second

half, Stackpole engineered a drive

starting at the Ephs 20-yard line. A 21-

yard run by Massucco, combined with

a 15-yard roughing the kicker penalty

on Tufts on a fourth down situation

Jumbos' punter could not handle the

snap and was unable to get the punt

off. Williams, however, was stopped

up on four plays and had to give up the

ball again.

Williams gained the momentum
temporarily when linebacker John

Thiel picked off a Works' pass just on

the Tufts side of the midfield marker.

A holding penalty against the Ephs

negated a nice gain on a run by

Massucco and sufficiently stifled the

Williams drive.

With 1:30 left on the clock Williams
took possession of the ball for the flnal

drive of. the. game. Stackpole
connected with Hollingsworth five

times for 42 yards within the space of

a minute. The Ephs couldn't quite do
it, however, as Stackpole was sacked
at the Tufts 16-yard line with five

seconds left in the game, and time ran
out.

All Squash Rackets

30% OFF LIST PRICE

(including the new 70 plus Rackets)

All supplied with our exclusive

free Purple Cow racket cover

WILLIAMS CO-OP
Across the street from the squash courts

JioiK would Einstein

theorize about O'Keefe?
Although the O'Keefe fomiula issecret, certain factors in the

equation are well known:
1

.

O'Keefe has a hearty, full-bodied flavor.

2. It Is smooth and easy going down.
3. Its head commands respect.

Our theory is that Einstein would have concluded: /( s too good to

gulp. Relatively speaking, of course.

IhipcHied from Carvkto by Century Importer*, tne.. Mew Ifcik,MY
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<»fA'sjump ; Dean vows to reverse trend
The average grade point average at

Williams last year rose to an
unprecedented 8.34, a jump of .06 over
the average GPA in 1976-77.

According to a report from the

Deans' Office, the grade tnoet often

given in two semesters last year was
B-pIus and the median grade of the

7,432 given was also a B-plus (9.1).

Dean of the College Daiiiel

O'Connor expressed extreme concern
with the problem of grade inflation at

Williams. "Students are being
cheated," he said. "The problem is

prevalent all over the country, but it

has reached the point at Williams
where something must be done about
it."

O'Connor is preparing a prcqxwal
designed to curb and in fact, reverse
the trend toward grade inflation. He

hopes to present it to the faculty and
the Conunittee on Academic Standing
sometime before Christmas.

With the exception of the one-year
period from 1975-76, the all-college

GPA has continued to rise since
Williams instituted the 12-point
grading scale in 1K3. The recent
upswing in the past ten years,
however, has slowed considerably as
compared to that of the 1960*8 and
early lOTO's. An October 1978 update to

Associate Provost David Booth's 1972

report to the faculty on grade inflation

states that, although the rise recently

has not been as rapid, "the updated
statistics give us no reason to be
confident that the GPA will not

contiiiue to rise under the present

system of laissez-faire with respect to

college and departmental grading

standards.'

O'Connor stressed the point that

action against grade inflation would
not be unilateral. Dean Nancy
Mclntyre has broughtup the issue at a
meeting of the twelve colleges
involved in the New England
exchange program and O'Connor
intends to discuss methods of control

at a meeting of ACNE (Associated

College of New England), which
includes the Other Little Three
schools. Harvard and Yale.

Chairman of the CAS John Hyde
reported at a meeting of the Faculty
before fall break that the committee
will investigate grade inflation this

year, at the suggestion of Dean

O'Connor. Hyde said that O'Conoor
was quite "zealous" in his intent to
bring the issue before the faculty and
the students.

The September 21 edition of the
Amherst Student reported that grade
inflation at that school has increased
"dramatically" in the past nine years.
There in 1968-69, only two per cent of
the graduating seniors received any
grade in the "A" range, as compared
with 29 per cent of those seniors in the
class of 1978.

Other statistics in the article
revealed that 40.8 per cent of the
undergfaduated at Yale received A's
last spring. 34 per cent of aU seniors at
Dartmouth received A's .
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^S^ *y by Peter Rinteb

"Note9 from a Strange Day"

9:20 a.m. A little annoyed at myself for my
habit of straggling in late to my early
morning claeew, I «tecitle«l to try to start this
day off right by showing up at the physics
lecture hall bright and early for a 9:30 class.
My hopes were soon dashed, however when I

remembered that I don't take physics. So it

By strange coincidence, the class had been
cancelled that day and the rumor was that he
had been arrested the day before for breaking
the second law of thermodynamics.
Apparently had been operating a perpetual
motion machine in his basement for almost
five years when agents of the National
Science Foundation got wind of it and cracked
dowa And I thought stuff like that didn't

happen around here.

12:00 noon. Checked by mail and found

some useless bit of junk mail from, as I recall,

the National Foundation for the Eradication

of Hangnails In Dwarfs, or some such thing. I

have gotten into the habit now of recycling

these pieces. I remo'^e them from my box,

walk around to the mailroom counter and say,

"This appeared in my box by accident. Could

you please put it in SU 1890?" I then pull the

.sanne piece of mail out of my box the next day
and repeat the procedure. This helps keep up
a steady stream of mail to me with minimum
waste of energy. I hope the conservationists

pprtctale this.

NoM I was Mting hinch that ther« wen
fewer dofi roaming around the dintng halls

this year. According to th$ checker at the top

of the ctairt, this waa bacanae of the new
tightened ID procedurea.

I had a chance to see the new policy in

action wiiM a deg daabed up the stairs,

flashed lU ID to the checker, who duly
scrutinized it and let him pass tfi wander
around the dining hall and panhandle an
afternoon's meal. The dog and I caught up
with each other after I made through the
lunch line, and between attempts to beg a bite

of my hamburger he managed to

communicate to me that he was taking a
winter study course this January on
psychology professors, which he seemed
quite excited about. My later attempts to

relate this exchange to friends have met with
skeptical responses, pdd.

4:15 p.m. On my wa^y to the library I was
overcome by a sudden urge to have a

pastrami sandwich, which wrestled me to the

ground, stole my wallet and headed off in the

direction of Spring Street. I must stop telling,

people that this is a safe campus.

5:00 p.m. Went back to my room and
listened to the news on WCFM. I never knew
there were so many B's in the name of the

Israeli Prime Minister. Interesting.

6:00 p.m. Going through the dinner line I

was overcome with attack of existential

anxiety. Suddenly I felt the terror and horror

of a being mired in abject creatureliness, a

slave to bodily -necessities which are

meaningless and inescapable. My roommate
gently reminded me that I should not get so

worked up just because Mission was serving

leftovers again. No doubt true but I still

suspect that I will have trouble sleeping

tonight. They were lousy leftovers.

letters: WSP, politics^

state politics

To the editor:

It is unfortunate that the large number of

Massachusetts students at Williams does not

cause more interest in state politics,

especially this year when so many important
races look to be fairly close, and when
matters are so confused as to provide the

voter with hours of speculation.

Taking a look at the principal contests in

the Commonwealth this year, it would seem
that a nearly complete re-orientation of the

two political parties -has taken place. A
conservative candidate for governor, waving
the banner of Propositioh Thirteen and Law
And Oitter, is opposing a fairly liberal

candidate who has pledged to carry out many
cS the economic policies of the outgoing

Democratic governor. What is unusual is that

the latter candidate is Republican Francis
Hatch, and the former is Democrat Edward
King. Furth^more, the state's Republicans
are in the position of having renominated one
of theU.S. Senate's foremost liberals to carry

their standard against the Democrats.

In fact, this transformation is neither as
complete nor as sudden as it may seem;
Democrat King is rather unwillingly
harnessed to a young, liberal running mate,

wMtMfhaae relation to the Speaker of the U.S.d R^presoIfiQv^^ Is irrobabiy^ tne~
primary reason for President Carter's
siq>p<»-t of the Democratic ticket this year
(one (iarter aide r^>ortedly referred to King
as a "turkey", thus sum nirhg up
Wasliington's feelings about his candidacy's
value to the national Democratic Party). The
Democratic Sefl&torial nominee, Paul
Tsongas, is a liberal Congressman whose
record shows few substantial disagreements
with Brooke's. And Massachusetts has a long

career of rather unorthodox political

alignments, ranging from Federalist Senator
Jonn Quit\cy Adams' support of the
Jeffersonian Trade Embargo in 1807 to the

warm support accorded to Senator Joseph
McCarthy by the state's Democrats in the
I950's. Indeed, the last Republican governor,

Francis Sargent, was probably slightly more
liberal than the Democrat who succeeded
him, andwho has now been made a lame duck
by King's {Primary victory.

Of particular interest is the Senatorial race,

since it involves the nation's only black U.S.

Senator, and is being waged more as a
referendum on his divorce ttian as a race
between two candidates with opposing
philosophies. The lack of disagreement
between Tsongas and Brooke is not the only

reason why many Democrats are supporting

the incumbent; the latter has quite a bit of

influence as a two-term Senator and member
of several important committees, notably

that on appropriations. It is not inconceivable

that should the G.O.P. recapture a majority

in the Senate, Brooke could be their choice as
President pro tempore of that body, thus
increasing this region's influence in its

economical and political tug-of-war with the

Sunbelt states.

In short, there is no reason for students who
are citizens of Massachusetts to be apathetic

about the elections this year. Most of the polls

show the two candidates for governor as
having fairly equal numl)ers of supporters,

and the same is true of the Senate race. In

both cases a large bloc of Undecideds hold the

balance of power, and it will be they who
decide the outcome of the contests, in this
respect Campaign '78 resembles Campaign
'76, with the exception that the state elections
this year will very possibly alter the political
atmosphere in Massachusetts far more
noticeably than the Presidential elecUon of
1976 has altered the political atmosphere of
the nation.

Jeffrey Perry '82

Winter study reform

To the editor:

The best thing to come out ot last

Thtarsday's forum H>n Winter Study was the
evidence that positive reform of WSP is

possible—positive in ttie sense that both
" stiiuents aiid-facu!^' nSUid'iSnd the fw^^tani-
more stimulating and enjoyable. People
suggested that the rules covering independent
"99" projects be reformed, that 'the cultural
c^pbrtunities for January be more fully

exploited, and that perhaps course subject
orientations could be changed to ease the
preparation burden on faculty members.
These are the kinds of reforms from which
everyone at Williams would benefit—and, I

hope, they are the kinds of reforms that
Professor Grant's committee will
recommend to President Chandler.

The most frightening thing to come out of

the forum was Mr. Grant's casual estimate
that between one quarter and one th^ of the

faculty favor abolishing Winter Study
altogether. If the past performances of the

College on such matters in any indication,

then we face the danger of being presented
with three overly-simplified option: abolish

WSP; leave it completely unchanged; or

convert it into a month of boring, pedantic

grade-grubbing just tike the other eight. If the

Administration decides to resolve the debate
along these lines, then the students should
band together and fight like hell to keep
Winter Study intact. But wlioever might win
that battle (and the Administration, as usual,

holds all the high ground), everyaoe at

Williams will have lost because the chance for

positive reform was ignored.

JeffrerP.TroMt'M

Looking

Aliead to

1980

fF

by Jeff NeUigan
The RepubUcan Party, dazed and abaken

after eight tumultuous years in the WMte
House, ideologically split between its

'conservative and riberaf-moderate wings,

and at a low ebb nationwide in party

member^ and public officials, is desperately

groping for a formula that yyill unite the party

and culminate in a political comeback in the

1980 Presidential election. It won't be easy.

The GOP, even as the party out of office and

even with President Carter, (up until the

Camp David talks) enjoying marginal

popularity, is in bad shape. So bad that at one

point last spring, an alarmed Marvin Stone,

Editor of the conservative U.S. News & World

Report warned against the possibility and

danger of a one party system. Fewer than 23

per cent of Americans today claim

Republican ties. The GOP base is narrowing

quickly through continuing disenchantment

over the Watergat^ era and to the fright with

which some Africans view the party's

growing arch-conservative element. "The

Republican' right controls most of the party

organization in the area west of the

Mississippi and south of the Mason-Dixon
Line and has fanatical support in the party

machinery everywhere. The influence of the

GOP left has been steadily declining;

witness the unsuccessful attempt to keep

Rockefeller on the '76 ticket. Eariier this year

Senator Charles Mattiias summoned party

progressives to a conference to seek ways of

dealing with the diminishing liberal influenpe

within the party. The future looks grim. In the

view of one writer, "In 1980, progressives will

be lucky to take 20 per cent of the delegates to

the convention." Clearly the GOP needs a

candidate capable of unifying the warring
factions of the party.

This split was a factor in the 1976

Presidential loss, which was embodied in the

strong , Reagan challenge to Ford's

incumbency at the Republican Convention.

Party quarrels and divisions weaken the

party structure from top to bott<Mn;

contributions not solicited, literature not

distributed, speeches not made, and precincts

not canvassed ultimately affect a candidate's

standing. Relate this to the switch of a mere
9,000. votes in Hawaii and Ohio that would
have given Ford the victory and it is not hard
to see the consternation and frustration of

GOP officials in assessing the 1976 campaign.
Ford could have been President; instead he is

following the Pfo-Am circiilf in fi golf cart.

The Republicans don't lack personalities

with aspirations to the White House but need
rather the candidate capable of restoring

some of £he party's pride and morale as well

as national popularity. Emphasizing these

objectives is Republican National Committee
Chairman Bill Brock who is avidly courting

black leaders, heroically trying to temporize
damaging ultra conservative elements within

the party, and making it clear that the future

lies in the hands of the younger, lesser known
memhers and not in the party's Old Guard.
Even with this internal Republican

disharmony, circling Democratic vultures

vtbOii^d take heed of recent political

deveiaj|)menis within the country and -their

own party. There is an increasing
conservative mood in America. The (lOP has
the golden opportunity to ride the wavefr of

this sentiment and enhance the party's appeal
and enlarge its constituency. Also, if Carter's

Camp David summit popularity proves
transitory, there may.well be a repeat of the

1976 Republican debacle in the 1980
Democratic primaries. Senator Edward
Kennedy and California Governor Jerry
Brown are patiently> awaiting the election

year—and any indications of Carter
floundering. Even though poUs show that

Kehnedy could beat any Republican
candidate, public opnion surveys cannot
predict the strength of a divided party nor the

vindictiveness of a toppled incumbent.
No wonder many GOP officials view Carter

and the Democrat* as vulnerable, Repubiican
Prwidential aspirants aroalreadly gearing up
(or 1860 showing promise, energy.—and lots

(rf moola. 1'he candidate* can be arrayed in

thre« levels; the bottom tier eoasistiog Ibe
darkest huraot; the second tier coDlainiog

thoie with a moderate the nomination; and
those in the first tier with the beat chance ^f

receiving the nomination.

In ttiat third level is Illinois Representative

Philip Crane, darling of the New Right who
hag' already announced his candidacy. The
press, having once t>een burned by "Jinuny-

who", gave Crane "polite" attention and'

figui'es Crane's only chance is a Carter^esque

campall^; good- shoWiitgS ' lii" the early

primaries creating a bandwagon effect to the

convention. Governor Jamev Thompson of

Illinois also has an eye on the White House
His state commands "crucial" electoral

votes, he is very popular within the state, and
as a governor does not have to risk

identification on national issues. Yet
Thompson is young and unfamiliar with the

workings of GOP national campaigning,
Lowell Weicker, Senator from Connecticut-

could be a suprirse in the early New England
primaries. He is a well-respected - party

liberal, but his voting record could beoome a
liability with conservative party stalwarts.

The first of the ttiree men wiio comprise the

second tier is former CIA chief. Party chair,

and U.N. Ambassador (^orge BUsh. Bush is

cool, intelligent, well financed, and has an
intimate knowledge of the party machinery.
Agreeable to conservatives because of his

opposition to the Panama Canaf treaties, he is

also respected by some liberals who applaud
his role as the head of the U.S. Mission to

Peking. Ex-Democrat John Connally, former
Treasury Secretary under Nixon and Nixon's

NelUgan, an occasional contributor to th«

RECOBD on political topics, will be ius9t$ing

Democratic Presidential prospects in a future

article.

personal choice to replace Agnew as Vice

President, is another serious candidate

simply on the strength of his determinatlali.

He is articulate, energetic yet looks

suspicious to Republican regulars way of

chameleons. Senator Robert Dole of Kansas,

Ford's '76 running mate, rounds out tiie

second tier triumvirate. Ideology aside, Jeff

Nelligan, Dole's main drawback is his

abrasivehess. Republicans still cringe wb«i
recalling Dole's observation that 1.6 million

Americans had been killed or wounded in

".
. . Democratic wars in this century." But

Dole *is a non-st(^ worker whose Campaign
America Fund is steadily rising. Still, as Alan
Barons points out, "If Reagan runs, Dole

won't."

Notwithstanding the political chaos below,

there are three candidates wlio rise atwve
the smoke and confusion to emerge as the

party's froptrunners. Senate Minority Leader
Howard Baker is one. The country's leading

elected Republican and a shrewd legislator,

he is palatable to the GOP left because of his

support of the Panama Canal treaties; yet as
a Nixon defender in the televised Senate

Watergate Committee hearings tie endeared
himself to conservatives. Baker is a strong

candidate, but to win be must develop a
campaigner's personality and flair and
change his image from that o^ a
Congressional Wheeler dealer to that of a
Presidential contender.

Regardless of his 18-hole, golf cart look,

GeraldFord is cautiously awaiting 1980. Ford
is bitter at Reagan for contesting the 1976

nomination and contributing iiltimateiy to

Ford's narrow defeat in the general election.

Ford does not want Reagan to rAeive the

party's blessing in 1980 either. Yet Ford
would be besitatnt to engage in a rough

primary fight with Reagan, or anyone else.

Political fact, however, is simple; to get the

nomination or deny it to Reagan, Ford is

going to have to dirty his hands in the

primaries which some maintain is hardly

fitting for a former President Ford remains

in the news as an unofficial party spokesman.

It will be interesting to see if he packs up the

9-iron for a trip to New Hampshire.
In everyone's cues, Ronald Reagan is the

man to beat Buttressed by huge funds, (his

Citizens for the Republic Fund has almost $1

million) and fanatical supporters, Reagan
refuses to leave the stage and fade away.
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An Overview

The

Gubenatorial Race
by Molly Murphy

As might be expected from national trends,
cutting taxes and limiting government
spending are the major issues in the
Massachusetts gubernatorial race. The state
has thrown political observers a curve,
however, in coming up with a contest in which
the Democratic candidate is advocating
sharper cutbacks than the Republican.
"lam a Democrat. Frank Hatch is a

Republican," declared Edward King at a
recent debate between the candidates at
Harvard, but the statement carries less of the
traditional ideological implications than
.usual. King, who defeated the liberal

incumbent Michael Dukakis in the
- Democratic primary, is so conservative that
Democratic leaders in Washington aren't
even sure that they want him to win. The
former Massachusetts Port Authority head
and ex-professional football player favors
capital punishment, mandatory sentencing
and little restriction on gun use. He proposes
to cut taSces by $1.3 billion over three years
beginning with a $500 million ciit the first

year, mostly in property taxes. King also
maintains that $138 million can be cut from
welfare expenditures.

Frank Hatch, the Republican candidate-in
name at least—is getting support not only
from his own p^rty ranks but also from
liberal democrats, according to recent polls.

The Massachusetts House Minority Leader is

proposing moderate tax relief, claiming his

opponent's goal of $1.3 billion cut is

impractical. He does, however, believe that

$60 million in fat can be trimmed from
welfare expenditures and in general wants to

place a cap on state and local spending. Hatch
also intends to increase the percentage of the
State's revenue growth allocated to cities and
towns to fifty per centr - . -

Aside from nioney, the biggest issue in this

race is personality.

Hatch has been attacking King's
management style at the Massachusetts Port
Authority, claiming that King can't run the
state with a bulldozer as he has that agency.
King recjprocated the punches by

describing the Harvard alumnus and Beverly
Farms resident. Hatch as an "aloof
millionaire" who is too far removed from the
n^edS and concerns of the people to be an
effective governor.

The most recent polls indicate an extremely
close competition in a race that has stood the

usual party-ideology association^ on their

hea*.

Molly Murphy ia a RECORt) $tdff writer.

Thel^e^natel&ce
by Byron Walker f*

Senator Edward- Brooke has represented

the interests of Massachusetts and of the

United States as a whole. Although it sounds

cliche, I'm supporting Ed Brooke because of

his record in the Senate. Many politicans say

that they're running on their record when in

fact they find some timely issue to divert

attention frdm it. This is not the case with

Senator Brooke.

In his two terms in the office, the Senator

has proved himself a knowledgeable and

assertive legislator. As the only black in the

Senate, he has notably led floor fights in the

interest of civil rights legislation, minority

business causes, and women's rights. He has

been outspoken among his colleagues in the

areas of education, labor and unemployment,

and government ethics.

Brooke's lobbying and flotor leadership

figured into the rejection of Clement

Haynesworth and Harold Carswell in their

nominations to the Supreme Court In this

past session the Senator was a leading

supporter of ERA. extension. His af>ponent,

however, was absent for the crucial vote in

the House. Similarly Brooke's recent vote in

favor of tuition tax credits for post secondary

educaU<nvSiiMIHrM (he eilorte he h«i
made la M» piar«a4a b<«r the tugh cott of
eaOage e«tacaUon. Partly as a result, both the
Natioaai Education AsMiciailon and the
Americao Federation d Teacher* have given
the Senator s 100 per cent rating for his wort
in educatloq.

In the artas of defense and foreign policy,
the Senator has held unyielding poeitiois on
seairlty for I»rael and opposition to South
African Apartheid. As an indicatibn of his
support of Israel, the Senator recently voted
jgainst the Carter Administration's arms

_ package 4eal ta the Middl^fiast. -.

Only last month on tile Senate floor, Senator
Brooke reaffirmed his apposition to apartheid
and desire to end all United States

government involvement in the South African
economy. In a speech made earlier this year
he stated, ".

. . our failure to challenge the
iniquitous system of apartheid will eventually
result in a tragedy of untold proportions.

There, while the actions we do take must be
carried out with finese, . . . they must also
be unequivocal in signaling that we will not
contribute to the maintenance of racial

inequality in South Africa" Brooke said that

an end to all Eximbank involvement with the
South African economy would be such an
unequivocal signal.

Massachusetts is a troubled state inflicted

with rising property taxes, business flight,

and urgan decay. As ranking Republican
member of the Senate Appropriations
Committee, Senator Brooke has undertaken
steps to stem the states bleak economic
prospectus. He has assisted in securing the F-
18 fighter contract for General Electric in

Lynn, the LNG tanker contract for General
Dynamics in Quincy. and the Patriot missile

system contract held by Raytheon.
I think no one can deny that the long lasting

jot)s, the Jobs that carry the promise of

success and advancement, are in the private

sector. However whenever the private sector

is unable to cope with the problem of

unemployment, the use of public funds

becomes necessary. In this case the Senator,

in light of our present economic plight,

became one of the original co-sponsors for S.

50. the Humphrey-Hawkins Full Employment
and Balance Growth Act.

When unemployment in construction trades

reached staggering proportions, nearing 40

per cent in Massachusetts, the Senator

introduced the Brooke-Cranston Act to

provide 7>L> per cent mterest rate mortgages
to stimulate new housing construction. JThe

program was enacted in 1974 and has been

successfully lifting the home building

industry out of it severe recession.

Energy is a major problem that we face in

New England, having no other resource than
our forests. The Senator is a proponent pS-

solar energy and has introduced a tax.credit
'

for homeowners and small businesses
installing solar and wind energy equipment.
He has co-sponsored the small business loan
program which is now law. The Senator co-

sponsored the Dole-Brooke Resolution to keep
the President from imposing a tarrif on the

imported oil upon which our region depends.,

In addition the Senator is leading efforts to

get a strategic reserve of petroleum products
located in New Englaihd to protect
Massachusetts from the damaging effects of

another oil embargo.
Strangely enough, when Senator Brooke

was a member of tite Senate Ethics
Committee, the Committee now investigating

hi« finances, he'was the only member to push
for an investigation of allegations regardling

illegal corporate campaign contributions. In

January of 1974, t!«r^nator Introduced the

first comprehensive Ethics Committee
reform package of wMch one of his

resolutions was to require full financial

disclosure for all Senators. The result; the

Senate has an Official Code of Conduct.
Senator Brooke is meeting his toughest

opposition since being first elected in 1966.

Unfortunately the origin of the opposition lies

not so much in the political capabilities of bis

democratic challenger but with the advene
publicity resulting from a long and messy
divorce settlement which raised questions of

financial wrong-doing. Thus far the Senator
has been exonerated in all investigations.

Despite these pressures he has maintained
his attendance and voting record in the

Senate. The Senator does not seem to takehis
responsibilities lightly.

I realize that I have but briefly touched

upon several issues here, however I hope that

they have given you some idea of where Ed
Brooke stands on some of the issues of

interest to you. In as much as I have tried to

gjve you this insight to the Senators stance, I

hope also that you will take time out before

casting your ballot to look at this record for

your self. If you do, I'm sure you too vrill

agree that we cannot afford to lose this man in

the United SUiet Senate.

Brooke and Tsongas camps
Edward Brooke

byMik»l.»Mack
By this lime next wedt, Ed Brookr

know If be haa won the biggwt fIght of hi^ I

This year's Senate race between Republican
incumbent Brooke and Democratic
oongressman Paul Tsongas has proved to be
one of the closest in Mauachusetts' history.
The issues are Uie men themselves; who is

mc»t ^/mryiat of traditionalJberal support
and who can best represmt Massachusetts.
Brooke, has served In tli^ Senate since iMe.

He was state Attorney General before that.

Tsonga^ served as a reform county
commissioner begore gding to Washington to
represent the city of Loweliand its suburbs in

Congress. The two men have enjoyed the
support of liberals in this state for years, and
as a result, their campaigns have focused in

one what kind of a man the voters of
Massachusetts want in Washington. Has
Brooke ignored the plight of Massachusetts in

his efforts to work for American blacks? Does
Tsongas think that the state is one vast
Congressional disUnct where talk of apple pie
and mother is enough to satisfy tlie

constituents? In essence, does the state want
a man who has looked with national eyes at
national problems or a man who hais looked
with local eyes only?

Tsongas has two major accomplishments to
his record. As county commissioner, he was
involved in a major cleanup of government in

Middlesex county. As congressman, he has
brought many millions of dollars in federal
aid to restore and rebuild the city of Lowell.
Tsongas represents a continuation of the Mike
Dukakis development cabinet, government
aimed at bringing life back into* the cities Of

Massachusetts. His opponent asks if he has
the depth and the experience with issues.

Tsongas counters that it is not what he has
done that is important, but what he will do.

Brooke's family problems have served as a
kind of non-issue throughout the campaign.
Divorce proceedings, lies, charges of
corruption, and a charge at dishonoring the

The writer is a political economy major who
lives in Massachusetts.
-^-

United Slates Senate have been tossed about
in the news media with relish. The Boston
tilobr, always a major factor in state politics,

has been doggedly pursuing stories on the
questions surrounding the Brooke family
break-up. with the result that Brooke has
condemned the paper publically for its

nosiness. Some view it as an "oust Brooke"
campaign.

Brooke'faired well in his latest bout with the

Senate EtbicsComcnittee, but his reputation ii^cessions are secured,
has, perhaps, been damaged for good. Surely,

Brooke's problems Will be in the voter's mind.
The race has also attracted the notice and

aid of major national figures. Senator
Edward Kennedy has broken with a old

family tradition' of not opposing republican

incumbents to actively solicit votes for

Tsongas. Jimmy Carter himself was in the
state last week. On the republican side,

Brooke and Frank Hatch are both viewed as
the last, gasps of a dying party. Former
governor Frank Sargent has charged that if

both men don't win. the party will be
irreconcilably split. In recent weeks, Brooke
has won the support of some of his

conservative colleagues in a reluctant effort

to hold the party together.

Voters hold the key, however. The real

question is whether the Massachusetts
electorate can tning itself to vote against
Brooke. His vast majorities in past elections

and the always sensitive issue of race make
that choice seem doubtful. Tsongas must
capture enough of the voters to vote for him,
as it seems that feKv if any will vote against
Brooke.

Paul Tsongas
by Sarah Thome

Who would sacrifice a safe Congressional
district to run for the U.S. Senate seat of Ed
Brooke, a 12 year old fixture in Massachusetts
politics? Who would dare to challenge
Bro<Ae, a liberal Republican in an
emt>arrassingly one-party state? Who would
attempt to wio the loyalty of guilty whites who
cast their votes for Brooke as the only black in

the U.S. Senate? Paul Tsongas, a 37 year-old
second term Democratic Congressman from
Lowell, Mass. is succeeding at each of these
to overtake Brooke in the polls.

During his four years in the U.S. Howe of

RepresenUtives, Tsongas received a 100 per
cent rating by the League of Conservation
voters, 93 per cent by the National CouncH of

Senior Citizens, 100 per cent by the

Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, andM
per cent by the AFL-CIO's COPE. Ts<»tha
has suppoffed and aponiored ouny

pHUriwrfve bills:

-coaponsor of Humphrey-Hawkinii full

empluymtmt bill

^osponsored Kennedy-Corman National
ulth Inauiwnce bill (opposed by Brooke)
authored amendroeot to prohibit " ^

Export-Import Bank Iobbb to South Ai
- coeponaored Congrewlnnsl public niunciiui
bill

—coapansored extension ol ERA raUfication
deadline, among othara

After attending Dartmouth- Cotle^, 'VWe
L«w School and serving^for three yeras in the
Peace Corps in Ethiopia and Jamaica,
Tsongas quickly built up local support leading
to his election as the Middlesex County
Commissioner, Lowell City Councillor, and
Assistant Deputy Attorney General. After
four years of representation in Congress, a
major newspaper in his district, the LawcU
Sun, reported that, "Tsongas wUI most likely

go down in history for having accomplished
more for Lowell than anyone who has held the
office in the past 100 years."

Paul Tsongas is not cashing^ upon this

year's simplistic glamour issue: taxes.

However, according to "Taxation' with
Representation" a citizen's fair tax group,
Tsongas has the best tax reform |«cord
among Massachusetts Congresspeople.

Instead of negaUng government's role with
social sek^rice and tax cuts, Tsongas pkices
top priority upon the issue of urban
revitalization for the economically depressed
and physically deteriorating ^assacKusetts
cities. Most significant among Tsongas'
urban revitalization and job attraction
successes in his Congressional district wai;

the designation and planned restoration of the

decaying historic mill town of Lowel)<BS the
first industrial national park.

Congressman Tsongas' strong record of job
attraction and preservation includes the
location of the $lOm regional federal Solar
Energy Center in Cambridge. He believes

that job creation and environmental
protection can be synergistic rather than
mutually exclusive. His opposition to the
breeder reactor and legislative advocacy of

renewable energy sources reflect his long run
sensitivity to environmental quality,
economic independence and stability.

Tsongas Is one of the few Congressmen with
living and working experience in developing
nations. His service on a special mission to

Ethiopia was central in preserving U.S.

neutrality and nonintervention in last year's
war ir. the Horn of Africa.

On'other foreign policy issues, Tsongas
calls for further limitations to the arms race
and opposes <the neutron bomb. In contrast,

Brooke supports the neutron bomb and a halt

in SALT negotiations until initial Soviet

Brooke's advocacy
of increased defense spending helped him win
the endorsement of Henry Kissinger.

In protest of a $6600 payraise which
Congress voted itself, Tsongas created a
college scholarship fund for students in his

district. Unlike Brooke, he voluntarily
disclosed his personal financial statements as
early as 1971.

Tsongas has conducted an issues oriented

campaiga He has not exploited Brooke's
personal transgressions and now professional

accusations relating to his illegal tax
deductions and allegedly altered financial

disclosure statements, l^ongas' record and
liberal, progressive social and environmental
policies offer the voters a distinct choice on
November. 7.

1980 Continued from Pa«e

2

Sixty-seven years old but still the hKiHl^me,
dynamic, right wing gospel preacher, Reagan
has a huge national following, evidenced in

his narrow nomination loss to incumbent
Ford. Ad NBC poll of registered Republicans
puts Reagan ahead of Ford 43 per cent to 35

per cent to win the nomination. Yet Reagan's
arch conservatlBm frightens most Democrats
and even some Republicans, a factor which
could prove fatal in a general election.

Seating this, he has taken steps to moderate
his image, refusing to endorse Jeff Bell, a
former aide, in Bell's Senate primary fight

against liberal New Jersey Senator Clifford

Case. Reagan has also declined endorsing an
initiative in his home state barring
homosexuals from teaching jobs and is

suddenly Very anxious to point out hit fairly
|

nwderate record at Governor of CaUfomJa. It >

is conceivable that Phil Crane's nm at the

White House might partially stem from
Crane's suspicious of Reagan's conservative

faith and thus Reagan's vulnerability.
|

Barons points out that, "Ronald Reagan
\

would rather t>e President than puriat." 1

The 1978 Congressional elections havei
brought out some of the GOP hopehils, hiifent

on miending fences and picking up political

lOU's. Within the next year, the lndti«
candidatca should eneme qvfte 9psalf onto
die national slafa. i'^SSSSSmSS^
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Williams Octet, old and new, delights audience

Tlw ortghMl WIIIMmt Octet MtMtaiiMd Hitontr* In Its Fovrtli Annual Raunlon

concert «t Jttup Itoll Saturday nlfllit. (photo by Prasad)

(4

kyJokaUlMrtliie
A mixed group of y<ma$ and old

packed Jeaup Hall last Saturday nlglit

to attend the Fourth Annual Reunion
Concert of the original Williams

Octet. The nineteen member
ensemble, all members of the Octet

during its tenure from 1MI-1M5,

regaled the enthusiastic audience

with selections from its varied
repertoire. In addition, the present

Octet majde a guest appearfuice.

ttie Wiiliams Octet developed in

1940 from two other small groups of

the late ISSO's: the Glee Club Ouartet,

described as a group providing

"comedy ivlief" after such works as

Bach Chorales; and the Small Sheep.

These two groups joined forces under
the aegis of tlien Music Dept.

chairman Robert Barrow to form the

WiUiama Octet. Saturday'^ concert

rejoined several of theae original

members.
After marching ID to the Itrains of

Come FUl Your Glasaea Up, Ibe Octet

%ang such favorites as Lwislaaa

Hayride and Peg O' My Heart.

Warren Hilnke '42 and Lou Safford '41,

then played a selection of songs by

Gershwin and Berlin for piano duet.

Safford also, sang his own brand of

Gershwin with the "classic" A|iril fai

Falrbai^s (ATaidta, that isC The
ensemble finished up the first half of

its program with a piece by Kurt Weill

and Ogden Nash, The Trouble with

Women, a work describing women
which probably does not apply today

(unless, of course, one is discussing

Holyoke or Smith).

After intermission, the present

Marching" Band blows Union away
by John Libertine

The scent of blood was in the air.

After two successive losses, the
Williams Band was out to kill. After a
long, gruelling qontest, the band'came
up from behinti andwon a key game in

ite bid for the'AU-College Bandionship
against Union CoUege. Given the
ferocity of its attack, one shudders to

think of the carnage that could have
resulted if Union had had a band at the
game.
Under the able dirtetiob of Fcancis

C. Cardillo, seniw co-leaders Ben
Grudin, Andy Masette, and Doug
Gemot, the band ended its losing

streak with a display of wit,

showmanship, and a minimum of

unfair play. If all goes well, the band
could win its twelfth straight title, an
honor of rather dubious merit.

Despite its great success and fame
(see the Transcript, for Example), the

Williams College Walking, Stalking,

Ambling, Rambling, Scrambling,
Gambling, (etc. ad nauseum) Moo
Cow Marine Marching band remains
something of an enigma (justifiably,

according to some). Just what is this

bunch of Monty Python rejects trying

to prove? The answer should be
obvious: nothing.

Modern psychologists woultj

describe the band members a4
maladjusted individuals, probably
frustrated and repressed, seeking an
outlet for some form of self-

expression and recognition (We, of

course, would merely describe them
as bananas). Each member must
choose some unique form of headgear
in order to set themselves apfrt from

Several more calendars have arrived

. . .including Tolkien
eozis
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Even Cowgirls
IprMarcMSmiUi

The prablnn with iwviewii^ an
album by "The World's Greattst Rock
N' Roll Band" is what sUndard ot
judgment to estabiUh prior to the
listening. The Rolliqg Stones in other
words have become so "reqiactalile",
to misleadingly coin a aong title from
Some Girls, tiiat many a reviewer
falls into the understandable trap of

only Invoking Wstory, of qnly^l{^iQ|^

the Stones Uien as a criteriofT of

judgment ftjr the Stones now. The
alternative is to pretend the old

performer i^ a new one and so gain a
fresh perspective.

This is not to say, iKtvyever, that the

Stones miuit bash, crash, and belt

aw9y on every song they do b^ause
they are the Stones. Certainly,

Jagger's cover of the Temptation's
classic, "(Just My) Imagination"
does justice to the Motown genre,

while the dueling of Richard's and
Woods' twangy guitars enhance the

song with a gentle flair. And besides,

even on Flowers Jagger sang another
Temptations gem, "My Girl",.;a8 ^
respite from quintessential rockers
like "^^other's Little Helper*" and
"Let's Spend The Night T(«ether".
Where the Stones really fall short

though on Some Girls is on their

country music parody, "Far Away
Eyes", and especially if one is of the

opinion that much of country whines
like a parody of itself anywray. Indeed,

the whimsy of Arlo Guthrie is much
preferred.

Review Copy Courtesy Of Toonervillc
Trolley.

Certainly, this is the flaw that

consistently seeps into an otherwise
confident and competent collection of

rock and blues-based boogie. "Now
that we're respected in society - We
don't worry about the things we used
to be", jeers Mike atop the jaunty,

streamlined guitar patchw/brk of

"Respectable", but it's a lazy

sarcasm from the mouth of someone
who could care less whether he's

"popping heroin with the President."
• Consequently, it's Watts' keen seen
of rhythm that propels the Stones
whenever they .become carbon copies

on themselves, as on "Lies", little

more than a remake of the
undistinguished "Dance Little

Sister,"

But iiow we're judging on the basis

of'the past-again: -Vet "we-miist to

indicate that ... tlie mysogony of

baiting insolence that has ever
catavaulted the Stones into their

Satanic realm of several innuendo and
brashness is just as harsh and potent

ever. "Some Girls", another
aggering blues ditty, is the ultimate

it-<lown of all girfs of all na tionahties
d race, but also a catalogue of inert

ifference, even to the pose itself.

PrUie iStones do sizzle instrurtientally

thi^ album though on more than
just "Resp»etable'^^3Fhen T1ieJ¥h!p_

:

eomerD^lr^ lujfigeis as a noisy frolic,

the Stones at their assertive best.

"Shattered" meantime captures the

jeery rumble-tumble flavour of the

street in the restmant'scratch of the
Richarde-Woods guitars anjL;
combines it with the sardonic
decadence of Jagger's facetious
phrasing to make the self-parody a
biting art.

Which leaves us with "Beast Of
Burden" and the Stones once more
lightening their intensity with control

and 6ffdrt ' as Jagger brief^
reaches for a falsetto or two without
straining himself too much.

In the words ol "Shattered", "Ah,
does it matter?" The Stones
previously have supplied the answer
("It's only rock 'n' roll"). Now they
beg the question.

P««*S

Alts Briefs

P«tw MIIlM', •nIertallMd tfudmita in the William* CoffMhevM m Sw»d«y
Saturday niflht. (photo by Oast)

CDE mints economists
by Gail Carroll

The Center for Development
Economics, Jocated in the old Delta
Psi fraternity house at the north end
of the College campus, is a Iwanch of

Williams College that has remained
all too anonymous. Nineteen students
from various developing nations are
participating in this year's CDE
program, working towardg.^kiiegree
ft the Master of Arts in

Developmental Economics.
The Center is operated through

ftinds from the Ford and Clark
foundations under the direct auspices
Of the Williams College
Administration. Thr comprehensive
Ofie-year program offers graduate
ptudy in those areas of economic
vahalysis and quantitative techniques
ipost directly relevant to economic
policy-making in developing
countires.

The students, thirteen men and six

women, range in ages from twenty to

thirty years old. Their tuitions are
provided through funds from various
United Nations agencies and grants
from their own governments. They
are on leaves of absence from
different government posts, hoping to
return to their jobs with new
knowledge and an appreciation for a
new culture. In order to receive the

MADE degree, the students must
each maintoin a B average in their

area of study.

The intensity of the CDE program
limits the amount of free time the
students can eryoy. However, thev do

look forward to mingling with ttpe

College crowd and learning about
American life in the Berkshires.
Williamstown, though it is no-

metropolis, does provide a culture
shock of aorts.

Cynthia Paras and Jana Potecar,
both from the Philippines, complain
that Spring Street does not offer_the
most exciting'riighriife, btrt thtey aire

impressed with the beauty of the
mountains. The climate in

Williamstown is a great change for

most of the CDE students, and
Herbert Ezenwa of Nigeria, who is

already bundled up in sweaters,
cannot believe that it will get much
colder Marcos Viale of Peru has an
unusual complaints, Insisting that all

American women look the same.

The members of the Center explain
they want to open their doors to the

Williams undergraduates. This year,
the Center has affiliations with six

social houses and would like to plan
functions with as many groups as
possible. The men are hoping to

arrange a challenge match, with the
Williams soccer team and they seem
fairly confident that they will give the
varisty players a lough game. The cde
has won the ping pong championship
for the past two years, and this year's
team does not plan to ruin the record.
Scheduled events include a series of

"country nights" in which the CDE
students will present different aspects
ol' their native countries to the

Williams community.

Music In th« R^iund
Compoaers of four nationalitica will be represented in the Music in the

Round concert on Friday, November 3, at 8:30 p.m. in Thompson Memorial
Chapel. The variety of instruments will be equally intoresting, as JuJUw Hegyl
and Lucy JoMph wUl pUy the violin, Susan St. Amour wlU play the vioU,
Douglas Moore wUl play the cello and David Cobb will play the double bass.
Admission Ls rrrt> with WiUiams l.D.

Myrao Noclunan
Myma Nachman, pianist, wUI (day music by J. S. Bach, Ravel, Copland,

and Schubert in a solo recital on Sunday, November 5, at 3 :00 p.m. in Thompson
Memorial Chapel. The concert, sponswed by the Williams College Department
of Music, iB free and open to the public.

Opening the program is Bach's 1729 ParUfai No. 4 ia D Major, consisting of
seven movements. Following it is Maurice Ravel's VaUct nobles et sc»-
timenUles. composed in 1911. After the intermission, Nachman will perform
Aaron Copland's 1930 Piano Variatloas; and closing the recital is Franz
Schubert's Sonata in A Major. Op. Posth., written in 1828.

Nachman, who was Visiting Assistant Professor of Music at WlUianu last
year, is currently on the music faculties of theSUte University of New York at
Stony Brook and of Brooklyn College.

POP FOLIOS
ALBUMBOOKS

TOP PIRSONALITY BOOKS
' Jim Croc* • Undo Ronttodt • Jomei Taylor •

^

Slavi* Wond*r Jockion Brown* • Ooryl Hall 8
John Oat*t • Chicago • S*ala 8 Croft* • Fl**t-

wood Mac • Crosby, Still*. Ha%h 8 Yoong • Kl*>

Electric Light Orch«*lra • Barry Monilow •

Moody Blu*t • Lynyrd Skynyrd • David Soul •

BoK Scogg»^_ftl|!wJe«! tS«e«!y. Skv- Smnwri
"'Gartunk*! • Bob Dylan • Elton John • Nail Dia-

mond • Olfvla Nawton-John • Boiton • H*ort
Ooobi* Brolh*r( • Plu* Many Mor*

COUICTiOlM
Socrad Favorit** • Gr*at Song* of th* Dacadat
• Top 1(X> of 1977 • Top Hit* of 1976 • Plu* Many

,**°':*^ ,_jc»Mot8iiiiouiM<nt--.-
Evan Now • Tomorrow From Anni* • Fa*l( So
Good • Coodby* Girl • li Ev*r I So* Vou Again •

With A liltia Luck • You Navdad M* • D*vot*d
To You • Many, Many Mora

AST PtANOAOMANMUSK
AMO MwMiCr0V

Oultar • Imid lm«nimaii«i * ChHclfal Mvak

B PianoShop
ll*|Miir«, T««l«c
W«MtVKI wlMMvwwIM

tRlllCKCIIT'$iU.lCV bttoi4tt8lllMMa'tE«c8
Mtltac * 111—Ifa I WIJNI

nrn

Inttont Passport fhofdi»CopyiAg-Proc*Hln9

Enlarg«m«nts-Sli(l«puplicoting-PorHolio

W<>rft<Pr6ducf Photography -SuppllM-

• Answors 4 Advic* e
-S«f.«:»S:«> Colonlol$l>»pplWBC*«>«a».WIIIIaw«W>iim 488-8HJ y

WCFM Praml«« ANNims
Twos. 10-31 - Blondle Parallal Unas

Wed. 11-1 — Brolhars Johnson
Mam
Thurs. 11-2—AsroSmllh Oat Your

Classic LP
Sun. 11-S-Earl Kluph Ma«ic tai

Yotir Eyes
Mon.11-*—Oavid Bowla LIva

Representatives from

Connecticut General
Life insurance

Company
will beoncarafSus
to discuss careers

in the insurance industry

NOVEMBER?
7 P.M.

THE LOG
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Foruin on WSP

elicits some ideas
by Lorralae Ortoc«U

Participants at the Winter Study

Review Committee meeting last

Thursday night suggested that the

committee make two significant

reforms in the Winter Study program.
The people in attendance favored

modifying the pass-fail system to a

pass-marginal pass-fail system. The
audience also agreed that the

Committee Mieuld -fiiKQurag«^«ad
approve more 99 projects than they

have in the past.

The major problem with the Winter

Study Program, according to

Chairman William Grant, is that the

faculty complains that they work hard
preparing for the courses while the

students do nol seem really motivated
to learn.

Associate Provost David Booth
suggested the modified grading
system. He explained that it would
distinguish between those who work;

[loge who merely show up for class,

and thoee who don't even show up.

Hopefully, he added it would provide

iiome Incentive for students to do
more than marginal work. As one
professor said, "Winter Study is not a
two grade system—last year no one
failed . . . it's a pass-pass system.

Some people reasoned that if tlie

committee is truly worried about a
lack of student effort, they should
provide for more 99's because
students are bound to be enthusiastic

about the programs they develop.

The committee indicated that they

. are . considering decreasing the

.
number of required Winter Study

Projects. Faculty members may have
to teach just one every two years

rather than two every three, and
students may be required to take only

three out of four.

Nearly everyone in the audience

was vehemently opposed to

abolishment of the program. The
committee indicated that they were
not seriously considering either

abolishment, or maintaining the

status quo, but rather, to make
adjustments

Anii-Apartheid Coalition holds fornm toni^t
The rvUtionship between Willlanu

and apartheid in South Africa faces a

new round of scrutiny tonight at a
panel and up«n discussion "SiMth
Africa: Political vs. Economic
Strategies," sponsored by the

Wiliiym^ Anti-Apartheid Coalition

(WAAC*) at 8 p.m. in Jesup
Auditorium.

Pour speakers will lead off the

disp^sslon. {^chard Nuccio, p<ditical

science professor, and Clint Willis '79

will speak on political avenues to

creating change in South Africa , while

Stephen Lewis of the Economics
Department and Jacqueline Wilson
'79 will present economic approaches.

Peter Meyers '79 will moderate.

In open discussion following these

presentation, the WAAC hopea to

generate ideas on the direction that

anti-apartheid activities should take

over the coming year. The value of

divestiture for creating change is an
open issue in light of the Trustees'

actions over the summer. Froponenti.

and opponents have be— -- • d to

attend and present thei

Lewis and Nuccio an* iiifnioers ol

the faculty anti-apartheid group.

Nuccio was active in last spring's

divestiture drive, while Lewis spent

last year in Botswana, a southern

African state.

Tho panel is part of a move
throughout the Northeast to raise the

issue of American involvement in

South Africa before elections. The
move has led to ralliea,

demonstrations and teach-ins on
campuses throughout the region.

Black acceptance)^ drop
Continued from Page I

tremendous obstacles in enjoying

college life, Craig White '79 explained.

As so much effort is put into "proving

oneself," he said, "it's often difficult

to let down one's guard and relax."

"I've found that in class discussions,"

he said, "often being the only black,

people expect roe to have the 'black'

opinion. That's quite a burden."

Although the trend in black

admissions is a vaUd concern for

Smith and the Admissions staff, no
one is panicking.

When asked if the College waiild

ever accept a black only to fill quota
requirements, Smith said: "No
responsible admissions staff will ever
admit anyone who is not suited to do
the work." The College, he noted, does
not operate under a quota
system. Brock, though, did say that

to a certain extent "qualified" black
students are judged separately from
"qualified" white students, but in

either case the academic success of

an applicant, black or white, is the

deciding factor.

While the decline in the number of

black students attending WiHianis hlUi

not yet reached a critical stage, there

is little doubt that the issue poses a
threat to the diversity the
Administration wishes to achieve in

the Williams student bocfy.

Dear Class of '79,

Head and shoulder pictures for

the 1979 Gut (yearbook) will be
taken Monday, Oct. 30 through
Wednesday, Nov. 8 (not including

the weekend). The photographer
will be in the WOC Reading Room
in the Baxter mailroom from 9:00

a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILrrY
TO GETYOUR PICTURE TAKEN
DURING THIS TIME.
Please try and come as early in

the first week as possible. If you
have any questions call:

Mitch Katz No. 6642

Tory Ruder No. 6754

CLASSIFIEDS

For Sale

PEUGEOT 1975, 504, maraon, 60K
miles, sun roof, very good cond. 6K
miles on MIchelin X radlals, 2 MIchelln
snows, many extras. Bast, offer over
$3300.' 8jH;4}05_~.-*.^~.-...-..^-r«- -- ,,-,-.-.-„

Travel

EXPLORE THE EARTH
January Journey to the High
Himalayas. Join a small group of

curious, hearty souls from university

communities on a 4 week trek ih Nepal.
Escale modern society and Immerse
yourself In ancient traditions of Hindu
and Buddhist mountain cultures. Revel
in awesome beauty of the world's
highest peaks. For Info about six

January and Spring-Summer Journeys,
can i-tJIJ^ w&-4ti« m wiiie . .luu ii icfj)

Box 754S, Ann Arbor, Ml. 48)07.

For rent

Smalt efficiency apt, fireplace and bay
windows; share full bath & kitchenette

w-one other student. IfO incl. utilities.

458-8277. 135 South Street.

Personals

Mona: First annual «kny drp and turkey
scraps by male? G.
MHC—We're still waitlngi

WC

Roland:
I'm telling Moose about us.

La Belle Dame

Henrietta:

How aMwt you and megoli>g over my
senior thesis project report? It's really

exciting I

Polndexter

Lost

To whomever stole the Bleumel tire

pump off of my grey Mercian: It will not
wrark without a little gasket wttich I »m
willing to Mil to you for only tt.5l>^

Without this gasket, you can only get to

'

40 lb*, (ha, ha). II you're not willing to

spend so much for a gasket, why don't

you retirn the pump, and my riding

gloves. (Sendcaeh-MOto Pete Bucknar,
Box 2«72).

Chest of drawers. If anyone reivwved a

chest of drawers fro«n the Otadden
House North Street parking lot tMnkIng
th,. ' <t had been abandoned. If had not

beei,. This is of great sentlmetttal value.

Please call 4S8-3M0 after t pm. Reward
for return or Information leading to Its

rttum.
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Field hockey

The Willlaiiib varsity Ueld tiocke>
team ended their 1978 regular season
play at home Wednesday, losing to a
strong team from Dartmouth College
4-0. The Ephwomen, with a final
record of W, could not sustain their
four game winning streak against the
olid Ivy League foes.

Dartmouth scored all four of their
goals during the first half of the game,
9nd took a toUl of 35 shots at Williams
goaltenders BIythe Miller and Sue
Smith, who combined for 25 saves. It

was a totally defensive effort by the
Ep»»s.

The Ephwomen, with an even 6-6

record in season play and a 1-1 record
in Little Three competition, will

participate in an All-College field

hockey tournament tA be held at

Smith College on Oct. 28-29. At this

event, individual team members will

be selected to four All-College teams
and will be eligible for selection to

New England and National teams
Which compete later this fall.

The Williams JV field hockey team
wound up its 1978 season last week
with an impressive 8-2 record.

Williams Sports Briefs

ERRATA
Because of a misunderstanding,

the article in the October 17

Outlook entitled ".
. . He made it

sound so harmless ..." was
incorrectly by-lined. The article

was written by Mr. Edgar "Ned"
Walden of Spring Street. We regret

the error and any inconvenience

this may have caused.

In the College Council article

appearing in the October 27

Record, itwas incorrectly reported

that a referendum will take place

November 10 on direct election of

the CC secretary and treasurer.

That proposal will not be voted on

until March. On Nov. 10, students

Will vote on a propositi to add an
impeachment procedure to the CC
constitution.

Parking Ban
Joseph J. Zoito, Jr.,

Williamstown Chief of Police,

announced Tuesday a ban on
overnight street- parking, to be
enforced beginning November 1.

The ban, which is in effect all year,

is only enforced during the winter

months when parked cars can
imiUUI ailU f* *«>»a*mm.

Parking longer than one hour
between l a.m. and 6 a. in. will be

interpreted as overnight parking,

Zoito iaid. Violator^ will be
ticketed and subject to fines of $10.

Violations during snowfall will

result in bowing. The owners of the

vehicle will be charged for the

towing and storage costs, in

addition to t|ie fine.

from OCC
GRA0 SCHOOL RECRUITING
SCHEDULE:
"bJov.l vU.S. Marine Corps

Western Case Reserve Law
Nov .2 Woodrow Wilson

Nov.6 Wharton Business

Northwestern MAT

BNOUSH IN JAPAN ft HONG
KONG: John Eusden and Peter
Frost will speak at OCC on Thurs.

Nov. 16 at 7:30 on the job

opportunities available to senior for

one or two years teaching English

in Japan and Hong Kmg.

CHIN UP! Even if you missed our

Oct. 26th Summer Internship

Workshop, we'll be holding a

general Summer Job Workshop at

4 pm on Wed. Nov. 8th at OCC.
Don't miss this one.

.

Water polo
WilUams Water Polo will travel to

New Haven this weekend to compete
in the New England Regional
Tournament. SporUng a 3-1 league
record, including wins over UNH,
Westfield State, and rival Amherst,
the Ephs hope to improve on their
sixth place finish of a year ago.
Seeing their first acdoQ in lato.

Weeks, Williams traveJled to RPI
Friday night for their final tuneup for
this weekend's tournament. Rusty
from the layoff, the Epte were unable
to control the Engineers' passing
game. RPI ran off five third period
goals en route to a 14-9 victory over
the Ephs, Co-captain Brian
McDermott fired 9 shots on net,
hitting on 4 of the attempts to

spearhead the Williams attack. Gordy
Cliff chipped in with a pair of early
goals, whille co-captains Bob Krause
and John Trapp and Frosh Bill Hymes
put in one each.

Women's soccer
Neither the Williams Women's

Soccer Team nor Vassar's hooters
were able to break a tie in a double
overtime, leaving the final score 2-2 in

their niatch Friday. The game, played
on Williams' field, leaves the Ephs
with a 5-4-2 record.

. Inner Laurie Jones, a senior,

. JUTiiyided . both. Williams',,, goals,
scoring one in each half. Williams
coach Judy Zimicki credited her,
along with the entire defense, with
strong play.

Despite the final score, Williams
dominated the game. The ball was in

the Vassar end about three-fourths of

the time, and Williams took 31 shots
on their goal compared to Vassar's 10

shots on the Williams goal.

Williams' last game of the season
will be Wednesday against
Dartmouth. It will be played at 2: 15 on
Williams' Cole Field.

AAC vltitt entries
ConNnu*d from Page 1

beings, " says Go«rllch.

The following membars of the

Coalition will visit entrlea during the

weeks ahead: Oebra Ferguaoa '79,

Bruce Goerllch 'M, Davkl Schwarte
'81. Clint Willis '79 and Jackie Wilson
•79.

The Williams woman's soccer taam
tied Vassar 2-2 at home on Friday, and
will face Dartmouth on Cole FiaM
tomorrow. (photo by Gast)

Qp©n Hou&#
On Sutday, NovemW S, (Mm 1

to 4 in the afternoon, there will be
an open house for students at Mt.

Hope Farm. This is the final

opportunity forstudetits to visit the

grounds and Elm Tree House.

Please note that after this

occasion the property will belong

to its new owner and will be,

therefore, closed to all members d
the Williams community, except

by the owner's explicit invitation.

Dean O'Connor

Mountameering^.

LORE&LEGEhil
fountaineertng' is an
oral tradition. Over
the years, it has
been passed down
_^fironi teacher to

pupli. fether to son, packa^ge
store owner to caistomer. As a
result, a folklore - a mythol-
ogy, ifyou will - has formed
around the mountains of
Busch. You, being a student
of moiantaineering, no doubt
wish to acquaint yourselfwith
these truths and half-truths,
these stories both axxnirate
and ajxxjiyphal.A wise deci-
sion. And, as luck would have
it, this ad isjust the ticket.

One of mountaineering's
earliest legends is Bennington
Baxte^Benntngbaa Adventurer,
tntemational bon vlvant and
inventor ofthe phrase "srour
ehedtlslnthemail',' itwas he
who perfected the finer points
of expedition financing. While
other mountaineers„resorted
to such bizarre extremes as
gainful emplosrment, Benning-
ton subsidized assaults on the
Busch mountalntop with cre-
ative economics.An amalgam
ofpaper schemes, franchlsed
dreajtns, dummy corporations
aial corporate dummies ^lept

^tn" :*" "^^">T. fnr- nirfh on^

"I can make you a mathe-
matical model, babgr!' Talk
about your wildlife!

But when looking for
sheer courage,W Dexter
Poole must rank In lore
amoog the top mountain-
eers. Pond ofsaying"The

road to truth, goes throu^
bad neighborhoods',' Poole
eiTJoyed skirting with
danger and approached

mountaineering as a test of
survival skUls. In his most
femous challenge, Poole,
equipped only with 30 water^

proof mabohfis anda nKdor credit
cardL parachuted into a remote
area known as Cleveland. He
was up to the task. Within 34
hours, Poole was bask-
ing xmdBT the hot sun of
Antibes, downing the

career to reflect upon the se-
cret of success, Bennington
revealed his fiiBt rule: ''ife^
aU your assetp hguid!'

AngtihKpfr^ient sutjject

the wildlife. Numerous
tales abound, but perhaps
the most famous stoiy is

that ofthe 1973 Muncle
Mathematics Gonwantion. All

76 prodigies, whiz Wds and
beAiddled geniuses Initiated
an after hours eaq)ediMoa
Itbeganharmles^enough.
But soon, the Buaoh moun-
taineers reachedthe Ifobtus

Strip, a racy nightspot catering
to hlgbbrovr h^llnkB; Before the
evening was over, several of
them were bending the sUde
rules. Others were smoking big
cigars and telling eveiywoman
in si^ht they were agents with
LAnejyefbr figures, claiming, -j

mountains of Busch Beer.
A credit to his 1

colleagues
anda col-

league on
credit.

What

a legend '^ iau?,ims>J ss«t*

inost?
Tbiit

Is (one) a matter of sutijecttVB

Judgment and (two) in a con-
stant state afflux. Keep In mind
le^dnds are created eveiy day. So
vriaen 3rou flex your mountain-
eering muscles,'
trus to the tradi-

tion.At beet,

you'll be part
of history.
At least,

youllbea
near-nx/th.

Mounume«rli<l»U»i«il«Doe«Dil«rtflr<Mn>to<Bugoh.Th«t«m(»<gnitW(|L»toai«»l^
lihfil mtcrtrtn ntirl rtiTTmnfi itw tn ttw [mM TMHirilly rrt>Ttfili< nwr Innni Tta iihuii mnnHitmimni iiwl l t— »«
or thetr eoqilotta ara la^mduy,uvttnflirlQr to aiAwl pMpto, U\m« <r dMdU pin«ty(»^^

Don't just reach fiar abeen Head fbi* the mountains.
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Quarterback Lutz sparks 11-8 nipping of Union
With jiut under eight minutes

mnaining in the game, and with
WUUams k>ehind by on 8-3 score,

injured quarterback Bob Lutz made
hi^ rirst appearance since the Ephs
game against Trinity three weelcs ago
and sparked a ^yard scoring drive
that led to an 11-8 win over the Union
College Dutchmen.
Williams will take its 4-2 season

record into Little Three action when
the Weeleyan Cardinals visit Weston

. Field next Saturday afternoon.

Wyiiams' pasaing attack proved to

be more al a threat than did its

ruiming game. Led by senior Greg
Collins (46 yartta in 16 carrtes) and
freshman Jay Wheatley (36 yards in 8

carries), the Ephs gained Just 81

yards on the ground Sophomore
quarterbacks Bob Stackpoie and Bob
Lutz combined to complete u of 21

passes for 170 yards in the air.

- The Outch<n«»«mpioyed a mln(4Hre

of running and passing plays to gain a

total of 318 yards, the most yardage
allowed in a game by the WUUams

_|||ph sriddsrs tackle Union Dutchman eh route to a thrKIIng n-S victory.

defense so far this season. Union

quarterback Andy Terranova
completed 21 passes for 187 yards.

Throughout the game, Terranova

consistently hit his receivers for

short-yardage pickups. Led by the

running of halfback Rich Romer with

se yards in 17 carries, the Dutchmen
gained 131 yards on the ground.

The problem of turnovers, which

plagued Williams in its previous two

games, shifted to the Ephs' opponent

as on several occasions Union started

drives only to have passes picked off

by members of the Williams defense
On a third down play at the Williams

IS-yard line early in the second
quarter, sophomore linel>acker Brian
Benedict snagged a pass across the

middle intended for Romer. Defensive

backs Mark Eckert and Mark Gerry
teamed up to produce an interception

on Union's next offensive series.

Gerry tipped a Terranova pass and
Eckert grabbed the hobbled ball and
ran the interception back 21 yards.

With less than 0:25 left in the first half,

co-captain Greg McAleenan
intercepted Dana Johnston's
attempted halfback pass and returned

the interception 54 yards on an
exciting run. The Williams backTield's

fourth interception of the afternoon

came on the Dutchmen's last series of

the game when senior Long Ellis

(photo by Buckner) snagged a long desperation pass by^- (photo by Buckner) snagged a long desperation pass

Jenacious hooters Eph out victory
1 1-Qba I shootout vs. Springiield

Terranova, and ran the ball back 31

yards. Eills' Interception allowed the

Ephs to run out the clock to end the

game.
Neither team could niuster much of

an attack in the opening quarter, but

Williams managed to get on the

scoreboard first with co-captain Ken
HoUingsworth's successful 31-yard

field goal attempt nine mintites into

tiie 4|Ufirter. — -—

—

Union scored its first points of the

game on what was perhaps the mqst
unusual play witnessed by Williams

fans this season. The Dutchmen got

two points for a safety just before the

end of the first half when punter Rick
Walter chased a snap that soared over
his head and kicked the ball out of

bounds in the end zone. The play was a
smart one of Walter's part since a
Union recovery of the bad snap in thie

end zone would have given the

Dutchmen a touchdown.

Union's lead increased to Ave points

with 32- and 31-yard field goal

conversions by Jim McDonald in the

third and fourth quarters.

Lutz's entry into the game sparked
the Williams offense and his passing

took the Ephs 92 yards in seven plays

for what proved to be the game-
winning touchdown. The pol^t
combination -yf Lutz vfo

Holiingsworth—one that had been so
successful in Williams first three wins

,^| by Dave Barra

There was a turkey-shoot down at

Cole Field Saturday and when the

smoke cleared Williams had outshpt

Springfield 6-5. The Ephs are now 6-2-1

and look eagerly ahead to this

Saturday's Homecoming match
against Little" Three rival Wesleyan.
Williams wasted no time getting on

the board. Stuart Taylor '81 was
brought down in the penalty area by a

^iringfield defender four minutes into

ilhegame. Gregg Hartman '79 took the

penalty shot. The Chief keeper made
the initial stop but Hartman put in the

rebound. Twelve seconds later

^ JHartman crossed a beautiful ball to

Bter May '79 crashing in from his

i. The goal was May's first for

The score was quickly 2^0.

,

t Springfield was only warming up.

Taking advantage of th6 confusion
caused by whistles from the JV fieki,

Springfield's John Szymko put in a
shot after Williams had given up on
the ball thinking a call had been

j^M&de. Several mopc times ^ringfield
^freatened but Gregg Hartman

gained the two goal edge with a left-

footed shot that surprised even

himself. Then, with three minutes to

go, Williams allowed a penalty kick.

The match went to the hall 3-2.

Springfield came out charging and
caught Williams flat. The Chiefs

scored one minute into the second

half. Seven minutes later they scored

again taking the lead for the first

time: Stung by the quick turnabout

Williams came to life. The Ephs
dominated play but missed on several

opportunities until Peter May made
sure on the equalizer thirteen minutes
in. But Springfield kept coming. John
Szymko got the hat-trick midway
through the period and put the Chiefs

back on top 5-4.

The Ephs did not give up.

Relentlessly they pressured
Springfield controlling play hoping for

a, break. Peri7 Nelson, senior co-

captain, made his own break heading
Stuart Taylor's cross into the upper
right corner. The game now tied

would go to who wanted it more.
Wtih 4:07 left to play, Nelson found a

wide-open Dave Barra '79 streaking to

goal. Springfield's keeper froze on his

line as Barra pushed the g£.me-winner

past him. Williams' unbeaten streak

goes to seven games. The Ephs host

Wesleyan this Saturday at Cole Field.

Men's soccer team was victoriows,

whipping Springfield College, 6-S.

(photo by Gast)

Runners show strength at Easterns

Despite crippling injuries, tnt
Williams Men's Cross Country squad
ran to a fifth place out of the twenty-
one teams at the Eastern Collegiate

Championships last Saturday.

The Ephs traveled to Boston's
Franklin Park without the services of

co-captain and first man Tom
Schreck, whowas hobbled by an ankle
injury. Although his teammates ran

Golf team drives to victory
The enforced winter idleness at the

prestigious Taconic Golf Club will not
be. difficult to bear this year as the

tenacious Eph linksters, the team
with the highest winning percentage
in Williamst^ollege histm-y, ended it^

fall season unblemished 7-0 recoM.
After a shaky start, Greg "the

Snake" Jacobson reached to the
depths of his golfing soul^ for an elixir

of straight shots and holed putts. A 75

at MIddlebury , a 163 at Yale, and an 80

in a torrential downpour against

Springfield were the Wghiig^ts of his

season.

*Ed "Big" Bousa, a gifted junior

whose oft erratic^ ploy shaves years
off a coach's life, produced some
spectacular golf this Fall. Fellow
juniors Marcel Oudin and Chris Holm
delivered some crucial scores^ but

both suffered from the ravaging
effects of that villainous big stick, the
dkrtver. With some work on their long

games, these impressive upper-
bodied swingers could contend for a
NAw England title this spring.

Senior c»«aptain Dan "Death Bar"
Katz, though a consistent top five

performer, had a disappointing Fall.

Not even Katz's fine ball-striking

CQUld make up for a mysteriously

recurring spasmodic jab on the

putting greens. But at 21 Katz's

n^res cannot have frayed beyoad the

point of no return. Look for his return

to health this spring.

If it were possible to selectively

breed hand and wrist characteristics

for high level golf, Young Bill Sprague
would provide the model. Sprague
sMMved flashes of brilliance agalrat
ITnion anff Albany State, Bui knee
problems marred the young junior's

other outings. A feared rendezvous
with the orthopedic knife may be in

the offing this winter:

Senior Michael C. Lynch capped his

season in a classical way, classical in

the sense of the Platonic conception of

music of the spheres. On the third hole

at Middlebury, Lynch delicately

massaged a wedge shot into the hole
foB an eagle two.

Finally, Bill "Dick Tiddy " Upton
capped a fine competitive season with

a stunning victory in the 1978 Willianu

College Golf Champiooship. With a
first round victory over former
champion Bill Sprague and a second
round nerve-shattering triumph over

roommate Mike Lynch, Upton found
Mmoelf pitted against the formidable

Ed Bousa. Upton whittled a 4-fltroke

deficit to 2 down with 3 to go, and then

proceeded to crunch a moostrous
drive to par the challenging sixteenth

hole. Upton went qn to win the

seventeeitfh and eotily dincbod the

match on ei^teen. Itwas a comeback
chan>ct«ristk of a dtoflipioa

hard, the squad did not have the depth
to make up for Schreck's absence.

"*

The team maintained respectability

largely because of the fine efforts (rf

Mike Behrman and co-captain Steve

Polasky. Both runners made strong

moves over the last two miles to finish

sixteenth and eighteenth,
respectively. This qualified them for

All-East status. Not far behind in the

dense field was Garrick Leonard, yiho
maintained his solid consistency by
running to twenty-seventh, just
seconds behind the All-East standard.

Phil Darrow stayed close after the

three mile mark, biit his slow start

held him back to thirty-seventh. Pat
Dobson, running tough with a
nauM!|ited stomach, fought himslef
home to ninety-ninth, while Rusty
Anderson -came in 125th."
Approximately ISO runn«^ completed
the race.

The Ephs will now pull things back
together in order to host the Little

lltree meet on Wednesday. With the
return of Schreck and that extra
margin of psyche which always,
accompanies the event, the Purple is

confident of their ability to hold oB a
strong threat from the traditional

rival and capture the crown once
agala The meet will be rgn at 3:30
frcin tht Science Quad.

Women - 1 1 th
TheWUliams'Women's Cross-Country
Team finished an admirable nth
place in the New England
Championships heM Sunday at Holy
Cross Collie in Worcester, Mass. A
total of 35 teams competed.
The University of Vermont won the

race with a low score of 53 points,

followed Iqr Harvard with 65, and the
Univertlty of New Hampshire with
lOS. WilHanu had 280 points.

MiddMNirfs Karin Vonberg set a
oooroe roonrd of I7:3> on the 5000
meter run. The unscMonably warm

weather, contrasting to snow or sieet

of past New EiTgland Championship
meets, was generally an advantage to

the distance runners.

Mary Hakala, a senior, was
Williams' first finisher, placing 24th

with a time of 19:22. Freshman Sue
Marchant ran a strong race, finishing

38th, in 19:54. She was followed by
senior Corrie Johnson 61st, in 20:27,

freshmen Liz Martineau, 71st, in

20:44, Stephanie Carperos, 86th, in

21:24, junior Annie Ko, lOlst, in 22:03,

freshman Brenda Mailman, 115th, in

22:35, and Alexis Hamill, 149th, in

23:23.

The field was by far the largest the

team lias ever cornpeted in. Thirty-

five teams and over 300 women from
New England colleges participated.

Coach Doug^Armstrong said he was
pleased and "actually surprised" at

the team's strong finish, and noted

that the race,was "extremely exciting

to watch".

This was the culmination of the

season for Williams. They will

conclude with the Little Thi:^
Championships on their home course

on NoveidMor 1

of the season-showed its magic again
as the Eph quarterttack hit his

favorite receiver four times for 79
yards during the drive. Hoilingsworth
seemed to be all over the fieM as he
collared passes for gains of 14, 9, 34

and 22 yards,

Following three consecutive passes,

Lutz called a running play and Collins

scampered nine yards through a big
hole up the middlrtar a touchdown
that made the score 9-8 in Williams'

favor. A successful two-point
conversion from Lutz to

Hoilingsworth on the extra point gave
the Ephs a critical three-point lead

with 1:52 left in the contest.

Much of the credit for Lutz's

success must go to the Williams
offensive line. The line gave Lutz
excellent protection the entire time he
was in the game, as demonstrated by
the fact that the Union defensive line

did not touch Lutz once in the two
series he called.

Union started a drive and moVed
steadily down the field on the strength

of Terranova's passing until Eilis'

interception gave Williams possession

of the football, allowing the Ephs to

run out the clock with the final score
Williams 11 Union 8.

Eph ruggers rout

Berkshire club 6-4
In the battlie for Berkshire County

supremacy the WRFC narrowly
defeated the highly touted Berkshire
Rugby Club 6-4. The play of the

WRFC had been sloppy before last

weekend's game and and the ciub has
been plagued by numerous injuries.

This match was hot without its losses,

specifically to second row John
Svot>oda and prop Victor Zerbino. i
For the first year in the history 4J|;

this intense rivalry, the two teamt
were^j^ng for what will soon be the

goal of every western Massachusettil

rugger, the soon to be famed
Commissioner's Cup. The Berkshire

ruggers, a group of highly billed

athletes, faced a band of rejuvenated

college ruggers who are just reacliing

their peak. With only two games
remaining on the fall schedule, Boston
College and arch-rival Amherst.

The closely contested match was
typified by marches up and down the

field, which were thwarted by strong

goal line stands. The Berkshire club

was luiecAiagM WiJQBlai^ when
sctiim-halfYo6hi Bfelash scJMp^ upl
bouncing ball and ran the lenf^ of the

field to score the first try of Qie gamei
Ted Cypiot blasted the extra points

through the uprights to make the

score 6-0.

The Berkshire club came t>ack soon

after with four pbints of its own, but

failed to convert on the kick. The
score stood for the rest of the game,
giving the Ephs a gratifying ft4

victory. In another closely fought

game the B-side narrowly lost to' a
team consisting mainly of Berkshire

A-siders. Freshman standout Kirwii^

Webb scored their only points on a
penalty kick in t|ie first half.

The festivities following the game
wwe dominated by the WRFC -osr

usual It was highlighted by a thrilling

rendition of Eskimo Nell by Bill Green
and a chug from the Commissioner's

Gup by the captains. The cup will be

on display in ttte Rugby Trophy case

in the Lojg. The team is looking

forward to its bout against Boston

College on Homecomuig at U o'clock

00 Cole Field.

was towrHi (iNwfllcial) In

n»tmn», an tontfay, Oc*. tt, tm.
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letters: stars^ boos and gifti^

Kudos
To tile editor of the WUliaim Record:
Reporter Peter Rintels deserves 10 gold

start and a round of applause for his coverage
of the tfwat case of embeulement at WCFM
and for hi» defense of that coverage.
the Record editors deserve several black

stars aiM* a long, drawn-out "boo!* for their

refusal to include the guilty student's name in

the actide. . ,..,-..,. , , ^ -^

To argue that the Williams Record, because
Its primary source of revenue is the College
Council, should bow to rules more
appropriate to a junior high school, is similar
to saying that a "real" newspaper should bow
to tlie Journalistic preferences of retailers

because advertising contributes the largest
chunk of its income.

This, of course, is to toUUy ignore the
absurdity of any student committee or
administrator deciding that somehow college
students are less than adults and should not
be subject to the same public humiliation to

which adults would be subjected in similar
circumstances.

If that same student had not gone to

Williams College but had, instead, gone to

work in the real world for a real radio station

and had behaved similarly, he would now
more than likely be charged with grand

' larceny. His name would appear in real

tiewspapers.

One would think thai in the wake of
Watergate, KoreagatO, etc^, ad nauseum,
students and student journalists at Williams
College would be somewhat less than willing

to protect the identity of an alleged

embezzler. It's not a minor offense; it's a

serious crime.

If the College Council wants a house organ,

let it print a mimeographed newsletter. The
administration already has the Alumni
Review, the catalog and numerous other

snuiller i)ubUcatioa9,,U( Om RMonl be an
ioiUfWMfaBtyotee of atudent joumalisU who
cduider OiMiiaelves journalists first and
campus leaders only seeondarlly,

Ane W. EiMBmeager
Maugtag Editor.

Bnmhjtm Banner
Farner editor.

Williams ReeerdAdvoc ate

Please give
To the iMUtor:

t didn't know her, and there aren't many
left on campus whio still remember. Four
years ago a women's basketball coach made
such an impression on her team, her classes,

and her acquaintances that today they are
trying to help. There are twelve hundred
people, and still more are needed.

Connie Crawford was in a car accident last

January and was left paralyzed. She needs
financial help. She needs a hand-controlled
car and 4 properly equipped apartment. A
group of Ftudents, faculty, friends, and
acquaintances are trying to raise a minimum
of $5,000.

Please. If you can, give as much as you can.
If you need to know any more about the

situation or about how you can further help,

feel free to contact any of the following

people: LesUe Milne, Carol Ann Paul, Mel,
Rose, Linda Wilkins, Sue Smith, Barbara
Hunter, Joe Roes, Lucienne Sanchez, and
Tiger Davis. We are busily sending letters

and hoping for checks made payable to The
Bonnie Crawford Fund - United Methodist
Church. Please leave the contributions in

either S.U. Box 25H or 1826, or give them to

your coach.

Thank you.

Sue Smith '82

letters continued on p. 8

V^
Sour

i^ickles

by Peter Rintels

2:00p.m., Sunday, Novembers. I am sitting

beUnttmylypeiVFiterscraungag around for
an idea for this week's column and can't help
but notice that it is sunny and at least 60
degrees outside. And it is Sunday, November
5th. In Williamstown. Massachusetts. I am
thinking seriously about running the facts of

today's weather over to the religion

department tomorrow and offering it as a tidy

little proof of the existence of God, or possibly
of the existence of. Freud, which for the
department around here is worth at least as
much.

But that is tomorrow. For the time being, I

auk ami iWluuft iui aOiiii.uiii^ w "WtiU. uv
But lo and behold here is a quotation from E.
B. White coming to mind. It is from his

Subtreasury of American Humor where he is

introducing a section on comic criticism. Says
ifae past master of this task: "The tnilh is

almost every good humorist is a critic of

sorts." Now far be it from me to try and go
around flashing credentials, but White is

suggesting here a poasible direction, and as I

note that Pique made it out this weekand, I'll

think I'll take him up on the offer.

As for what to criticize, this is easy: poetry.

I know nothing about it and in the past have
had but the paltriest success in attempting to
parse it for meaning. To me it is so much
metaphorical heireglypbics. What more
amusing way to pass a babny Sunday
afternoon but to totter through some
liogulstic foliage that I cannot make hide nor
hair oT The pages of Pique have not let me
down hi supplying me material either. I T«fer
especially to a little numbu- by Fabienne
Marsh with the promishug title of "Sprii«
Carnage". If this Isn't literary cuneiform,
then I have been left miles behind.

MISB Marsh starts off: "I understand - why
one mad fly - apet against the bulb last night -

and friend alive." Let's have a go at this.

First of aU I wonder if tha^ "spat" is not

supposed to be splat, or possibly sped,

indicating some sort of contact between the

unfortunate wayward insect and the bulb. As
it stands, we have the past tense of spit, to

expectorate, in which case we understand
that a lunatic fly has spit on someone's light

Inilb and been fried as a result. While I

personally have a little trouble getting

worked up oyer some fly spit on my lamps, I

will grant to Miss Marsh that someone might.
In any case, flies it seems can suffer quite a
fate for some chintzy things. I am glad I am
not a fly '

Miss Marsh continued: "I would do it

another way - in a dun-dappled convertible, -

driving fast, to - spank my face against the

wind and - suffocate to death." I am now glad

I am not Miss Marsh, and if I ever buy a

convertible, I wilt make a point of hiding' the

keys if I hear she is in town.

Miss Marsh presses on: "Or else I'd be the
murderess - cupping and plucking scarlet
tulips, - taut bodied cognac goblet— - and
steal away when all, en masse, - mouth riot on
my calves." Our authoress, it seems, has
transformed herself from suicidal depressive
to homicidal flower girl, but seeing as I got
lost back where spitting flies were getting
fried, I can't get too upset at this. It seems as
likelyasanything else I've run into B<o far.

As for the "mouth riot on my calves," this is
~ ^hi.oon T a/nn't tntr*, I'm nnt «|y«n SUf« I

want to sit in the same room with it. t will say
this, though; if any mouth rioting starts gohig
on on my calves, I'm calling out the National
Guard. I'm no fool.

There is actually a bit niore to "Spring
Carnage", but there's been enough carnage
on my aUlity to think sb-aight after thne
verses tliat I think I'll knock off, if you don't

mind. Too much afternoon totterii^ tiirough

poems like this leave me a little weak-kneed,
which is why I don't hang around much with
poetry in the first place. As for the rest of tlie

afternoon, I think I'll idle it away working up
some more proofs for tlie existence of Freud.

Beneath

Their

Peaceful

Shadows
The other day the Associate Provost, Prof.

David Booth, very graciously devoted some of
his time explaining to me the results of the
poll he gave to the class of '78 regarding
Winter Study. His remarks are very useful in

many ways, and especially because they
point to a particularly interesting finding: the
vast majority of the students polled^-some 80
per cent—thought that student commitment
to WSP was not sufficiently intense.

Furthermore, 48 per cent of those who
responded agreed with the statement "Winter
Study is a waste of time for many students."
' Mr. Booth cautioned that since only 163

questionnaires were returned from the 450

graduating seniors ( the poll was conducted,
last spring) , and since those who returned the
questionnaire were a self-selected (rather
than a random) sample, he has no way of
knowing how representative the results are of

the views of the student body, Ho\^ever, he
believes it to be somewhat unlikely that the
basic conclusions of the study are very far
from the truth.

Some other highlights (rf the survey and our
discussion:

—Three questions were asked where
respondents were to comment on the time
spent, the educational value, and the
enjoyment of each of their four WSPs.
Interestingly, all three, tended to increase
moving from the mihnaan year WBP to the
seniorW^. Especially large is the change m
educational value, which moved from (using
Mr. Booth's famous 7-point scale, where 1 is

low and 7 high) 4.0 to S? in the four years.
This educational value question is tlie same
as the one asked on the course evaluations.
Last spring, tlie melin score given by aU
students for all courses on educational value
was 5.2.

Thus, it would seem that the fivshmen
consider WSP to be of considerably less

educational value than most students thiiric

their semester courses are. In fact, only does
the junior year WSP come close to the

irbe Wniiam^ IS^eSaf^
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average semester course in educational
value. This suggests to me that if the faculty

decides to 'reduce the number of WSPs in

which students participate, they might want
to consider somethii^ along the lines of

making the first two c^tional and the last two
mandatory.

—82 per cent of those who spent time off-

campus claimed that this experience was of
equal (12 per cent) or more (69 per cent)

value than the on-campus projects. Also, 46
per cent of the respondents said that had WSP
been abolished, they would have tried to get
jobs or intemshl]^ for the month.

This suggests to me that it would be
wonderful if more out-of-classroom
internship-type projects could be arranged by
the school. It is unfortunate that
Williamstown is such a small place, since the

opportunities for a single month's worth of

community service work are limited.
However, given the students' claims that out-

of-classroom WSPs are very useful, and their

apparent willingness to work during January,
•perhaps more cati be done by students
working in the community (teaching,
reading, homemaking for the elderly,
assisting in local schools, etc.). Then again,

off-campus projects might be popular simply
because they get peoplie awa;^ from
WiOiamstOwii, and the sehiimeht to get more
involved in the community might be ladcing.

Regardless, I think it is something to be
looked into. Such an experience might be
especially useful for freshmen and
sophomores. Furthermwe, increased student
concern with the area might help improve
college-town relations.

—In regard to the question of whether the

abolision of WSP would hurt admissions, Mr.
Booth Could only say that "we wouldn't gain

anything" by doing away with it. Rather than

any direct rare played by the 4-1-4 caletidar,

he noted that if the faculty abolished WSP the

current student body might be suffioiently

upset to try and dissuade potential studente

from coming (through tours, oth«' campus
visits, general word-of-mouth). The faculty

should consider thiB4XiinL.very important^

—Although the* students both on the

cpiestioonaire and at the recently-held open
forum on WSP were set against any major
changes, they did seem open to the idea of

relatively mhior changes, including some sort

of grading. The l2-point scale seined very

unpopular as a device for extracting more
student commitment, but Mr. Book's klea of

a new "perfunctory pass" grad» ihbetween

"pass" and "fail" seemed acceptable to most
students at the forum. Thus, although no

student could do better than a "pass", the

student would now have to demonstrate more
commitmMit ihnn many do at present to

receive that grade.

In the original CEIP report of May, 1966,

when the WSP was proposed, it was the

hitenUan of the Committee that a lUt of

studentswho bad done "oulstandlne" work in

WSP be forwarded to the Dean. Thus, the idea

of a three-tiered levd of distioction was built

into the klea of WSF since the very beginnhig.

It seems entirely within the spirit of WSP to

bisUtute such a "perftmetwy pass".

Chris DIAngelo

Next week: Is Bronson Fargo the Ca^in of

the Titaiiic?
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Course Guide:

By the

students^

for the

students
by Rick Moog

A couple of weeks ago. a copy of the
WjUiams College Student Course Guide for
Spring 1979 appeared in the mailbox of every
student on campus. The appearance of this
pubhcation was not preceded by a great deal
of publicity or forewarning, and undoubtedly
caiTle as quite a surprise to a great number of
people. Although the purpose of the Guide is
to provide some answers to questions
students might have about courses and
professors, this issue may have raised
several questions among both students and
faculty about the Guide itself. Why are so few
courses included in the Guide? For the
courses that are covered, are th« "right"
questions being answered? Is the information
provided accurate or useful? ShQuld anyone
use the Guide in choosing courses?

Dick Moog, '79, is chairman of the Course
Guide Committee.

Therecently released Guide contains write-
ups on 68 courses, which is precisely 68 more
than any other Giiide that has covered Spring
courses. Last Spring's Guide, pubUshed as an
aid to choosing courses for this year,
contained summaries of 131 courses, all of
which were offered last fall. One reason the
size of the Spring Gliide is relatively large is

that Winter Study Period followed the
- designated questionnaire collection time last
December, and additional responses could be
collected during that time. This extra time
was not available at the end of May. This,
however, is not the oijly reason that the
present Guidie is smaller. Twenty out of the
131 courses in last year's issue are not even
being taught this year! All of the write-ups
found in the latest Guide describe courses
'Which will be offered in the Spring. Many
people who spent much-appreciated time and
effort summarizing questionnaires during the

byJeffNeUigan
Several months ago, political taps had'

commenced sounding over the Potomac for
Jimmy Carter. Rising inflation, soaring
unemployment, NATO rifts, the devalued
dollar and Democratic Congressional
devisiveness had resulted in the lowest public
confidence a second year President had ever
held. Powerful interest groups within the
Democratic Party were seething. Jews were
appalled by the generous Mid East arms
sale. Blacks were angry, at the lukewarm
support Carter accorded the stagnated
Humphrey-Hawkins Full Emplayment pill.

Labor was bitter over the administration's
failure to enact liibor law reform (although in

fact an administration supported biU die(i in

Congress). Liberals were aghast at the
Pentagon's booming arms business and
Carter's retreat from global nuclear fuel non-
proliferation standards. Conservative
elements of the party winced over what th^
felt was Carter's give away the Panaraa
Canal and his firm stance behind the less than
tactful Andrew Yourig. That was several
months ago. Now Carter's grin is back, a
result of his born-again popularity.

The Camp David talks, Congressional
passage of the llumphrey-Hawkins measure
(albeit a heavily watere(^ down version,) a
comprehensive energy plan, a successful veto
of a defense appropriations bill, and civil

service reform action have won some
admiration frcnn those formerly dissatisfied

with the President.

Carter's increasing po|iuiarily in some
ways reflects the surprising strei^tfa of the
Democratic party. Heaifing into the 1978
elections, the Democrats are enjoying
unuaual popularity, unusual because the
party in power is ftrequently blamed for

everything from rising prices and taxes to
bad weather. Tiie reasoa for parly strength?
A majority of American not only trust

Detnpcrats more, they feel that Democrats
can deal with today's problems more
effectively than their Republican (Opponents.

first month al the school year were
WMterstandsbiy upset to flod no Irac* d their
work in the OuWe. hopefully, tfteirai«w will
be somewhat abated when they read that
«jeir write-ups have not been siinply
discarded, but are beii^ held on file lor future
Guides, where they wUl be more relevent
This was done not only for courses that are
bracketed this year, but also for thoee couises
which are the second half of whole-year
hyphenated courses. The latter were omitted
because those who are taking the first half
right now are essentially "locked in", whUe
those who are not curreatJy eacoUed are
"locked out". Once again, these writenips are
being held in reserve, and will be used in the
future. These new policies were implemented
for several reasons, not the least of which was
a desire to make the Guide a source of useful
andireievant information.,

The question of what' really is "useful and
relevant" has been tossed about committee
meetings since the inception of the Guide, and
isa difficult problem. Efforts have been made
to obtain the kinds of iHfomaitWn that
students feel is helpful in making decisions
about courses. Since there are a great
number of factors which are important to
different people, there are several different
types of questions on the questionnaire, but
nothing is excluded because it might be a
factor which a true academic "should not"
consider. Although those people who view the
implicit educational value and intellectual
stimulation provided by a course as the sole
criteria for choosing courses would decry
several parts of the questionnaire as
irrelevant or insipid, the harsh truth is that
many (if not most) Williams College students
do consider such factors as the difficulty of
grading, heaviness (or lightness) of the
workload, and the availability of the
professor outside of class when choosing
courses. Since the Guide is published for
students, to help them make decisions, this
information is considered to be vital.

Additionally, the questionnaire is revised
every semester with the goal of better gaining
information which the committee feels will be
used by students in course choosing. Right
now, alterations in the questionnaire are
being considered which would provide for
questions regarding the relationship of a
course to other courses, and to overall
educational objectives. The more student
input the committee receives regarding the
ft'pes of information used in course choosing,
the better the quality of the questionnaires
and the resulting Guide. For this reason, the
committee openly welcomes any comments
or suggestions on this or any other aspect of
the Guide.

There are several arguments against the
reliability of the Guide, and its relevance to

in
Fewer than 21 per cent of American voters
claim Republican ties compared to the more
than 45 per cent that classify themselves as
Democrats. Republicans once cc<olly
predicting substantial office gains this year
are now sober prophets. They will be lucky to
pick up two, maybe three. Senate seate, a
Governorship and several House chairs, far
below eariier dreams of seven to eight Senate
seats, 3 Governorships, and as many as 30
House positions. What does this mean for the
Democrats and Carter? A stronger
nationwide position and more importantly, a
crucial bead start to the 1980 Pr«!^tial
race.

DttringtheCarterFaHouteBrlier this year,
speculation swirled around Senator^dward
Kennedy of Mass. and California Governor
Jerry Brown as likely stand ins for the
beleaguered president in 1980. Although
Carter's unpopularity is receding, it is wise to
watch these two men. Both have strong
political positions and cannot, nor will not, be
ignored.

Jerry Brown continues to be the West's
most adept politician. After spending the last
two wedcs of his uneventful primary
campaign virorously attacking the tax
slashing ProposiUon IS, he lost no time in
embracing it when Californians endoned it

by more than a two to one margin. Brown has
strength all over the state and can dance to
the tijn^ of most anyone's (ailing.
Conservationists and labor support Um yet
bustoess and manufketuriog dewtopments
thHve within CaHfomta's bordsit; llw atates
GNP being the fifth largest hi Um world.
Bhnnt has stood by the Uitit«l rmnworMrs,
appointed a woman and a Mack to the State
Supreme Court and supported state Amded
Medicaid abortions. Before Praposllioa 13,
the states budget surphis apprxiached an
incredible fS billion. California has an
equitobie welfare syttem, and tbe nations
highest standard of living. Brown Ims built a
huge political feUowing witb his refreshb*.

thecounw selection process. Some detractorswmU look at the relatively low respome rate
tor sQBW of the counas and declare tbe
results sUUstically insignificant, or at least
irrelevant insofar as they (ell a praspective
student what to expect should he or she decide
to enroll in the course. Others might simply
declare that the only way to make an
Intelligent decision about a course is to spend
a great deal of time examining tbe
corresponding texts and syllabus, talk with
students wbo have already taken the course,
and then decide whether or not one's own
educational jieeds wouM be. met upon
enroUment. Both of these arguments have
merit, and if the Course Guide were (he sole
source of information on campus regarding
courses and professors, they would carry
much more strength. However, as is
explatoed in the introduction to the Guide,
"The most important aspect of the Guide to
keep in mind when using it is to recognize that
it is only one of several methods to gain
information about courses al Williams
College". Certainly the Guide would better
reflect overall student opinion if the
questionnaire responses were more
numerous, but the information provided is
still useful as a part of the overall decision
making process. The Guide also provides a
quick overview of a large number of courses,
something that would take a great deal of
time and effort to get through the collie
grapevine, and information that is probably
more objectively reported than from a single
student.

Course Guide

''a mistake"

Correction
In case it was not already obvious, last

week's Outlook article by Mike Lissack
was Intended to be an overview of the
Massachusetts Senate race, and Byron
Walker's a Brooke apologetic, not vice-
versa as they appeared. We regret the
error.

Hopefully, the Guide did play a beneficial
role in course selection for next semester. All
of the faculty members who have all of the
students allowed in class distribuUon, and
who filled out questionnaires last Spring,
collected them in May, and summarized this
Fall are deeply thanked for their Ume and
assistance. Only through a true community
effort can the Guide continue to exist, and
play a role in intelligent course selection for
years to come. Every effort is being made to
make the Guide a useful publication, and all
comments and suggestions are indeed
welcome. Finally, I urge everyone to
complete all of their questionnaires, so that
the next Guide can be the most complete,
informative, and beneficial Guide yet.

Editor's note: Reprinfd btlom •!>•
Professor CharUt KdrtUs's eommeiiU fhtm
the back Spring 1979 Student Count Oukh.

Any student who lets himself be hifluenced
by this "course guide" m his choice of qpurses
is making a mistake, in my opinion. The way
to decide whether the contents of a course will
serve your educational ahns is to spend an
hour or two with the syllabus and the texts
(both normally available m the library) and
to speak with particular individuals who have
taken the course and whose Judgment yo«
know and trust ( the instructor will let you see
his back class lists). As for the quality of
instruction, it should (I think) be relatively
unimportant, and in any case it's verv
difficult to predict; from rough data about
how the average student reacted to Professor
Jones ihU year, how you will react to Jones
nect year. For one thing, many teachers fed
the quality of their teaching varies
considerably from ^»ne year tb the next; A
final point. The student-run guide Is, in feect,
a competitor of the college-run survey. The
success of the former may be related to the
current troubles of the latter. If the college-
run survey were to break down completely
student input mto hiring and promotion
decisions would be seriously compromised.

out for the wings
unpredictable, non-political image, and his
limited government, "era of limits" theme.
"No labels sit on him," comments Journalist
Russell Baker, "He is neither liberal nor
conservative, nor middleH)f-the-road and he
believes in neither big government nor small
government." He has so cleverly
implemented Proposition 13 that most
Californians believe he was originally in
favor of iL If this isn't enough to sell the
California Dream, consider this; Brown leads
his Republican gubernatorial opponent.
Attorney General Evelle Younger, (an early
Prop. 13 proponent and a man who outpoUed
Brown to the 1974 statewide race), in some
polls by as much as 30 percentage pouits.

Senator Edward Kennedy's candidacy has
been and is one of the most widely speculated
matters to national politics today. Urged by
party regulars to enter the 1972 and 1976
races, Kennedy refused to budge,
conscientiously and tirelessly supporting the
party nominee. In fact, Kennedy was the first

major figure Governor Jimmy Carter
consulted with before planning his two year
marathon bid for the nomination. Carter was
reacly to revise his strategy if Kennedy chose
to move to 1978.

There are few people to tbe country who
don't at least respect Ted Kennedy, Senator
Kennedy is a good legislator, a
compassionate man, and almost
frightentogly charismatic. Until recently, he
has been unswervingly loyal to the Carter
Administration. Yet Kennedy's broad
National Health Insurance plan was
challenged by a narrower, special-interest
affected Adminisbration version, which no
doubt Kennedy saw as toadequate and
tosulting. Carter's tax-bill passed to the
twilight of the 96th Congress was harshly
criticized by Keonedy for favorii« v^per
tocome brackeb while ignoring lower income
households. Clearly the Kennedy-White
House partnership has been worse for wear.
Tbe moat amaeing aspect of Kennedy's

potential candidacy is that although he has
repeatedly denied any totention of seeking Oie
nomination, and does not seem to be doii«
any overt campaigning, polls show him
soundly beating incumbent Carter for Uie
nomination and defeating eiUier Reagan or
Ford in the general election.

NeverUieless, Kennedy would probably
enter the race only if Carter was faltering or
if another Democrat, namely Brown, was to
the foray. Given the opportunity, Kennedy
would most likely want to be first, ".

. . in
line for the white House." Besides, he can't
stand Brown. '

Brown would probably make his move to
the early primaries, hoptog to set off a
domtoo-llke string of victories, much like

Carter in '76. Yet if Carter showed stavi^th
from the onset. Brown's failure to backdown
could result in a disastrous and humiliating
defeat. Furthermore, prusiary rules, drafted
anew by Carter partisans in the DNC
Winograd Election Reform Commission,
shorten the primary season and make it

difficult to enter kte and gamer delegate
votes; the result of a complicated percentage
formula based on popular votes. Which
simply means Uiat Knmedy and Brown can't

wait too long forthe right signals if they are to

stand a chance. Also, the WUte House has
learned from the past; incumbentPrealdents
are not impossible to nudge or even overturn,

'Ronald Reagan and Eugene McCarthy
proved Uut.

GartOT has tackled quite a few sensitive and
controversial issues.. His Jump to popularity
resulting from the Camp David peace talks is

a wekx>nie relief to Administration officials
His Energy Bill, Uiough soalped, haa bean
passed by Congress, as have otter meaourea.
Tbese successes, coupled wiUi a suoccosfbl
and non-recessionary anti-inflation drive
could be the vanguard of a gleamh« futane.
Yet Carter and Us advisors will eye ttie wit«s
of ttte Presktentlal stage uotaaily and
they should.
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Willlamstheafre opens with alternating^pertory
wiiiu.iiuUi»»tre tftmt U$ l»».7t tMMo •( the Adam* Memorial Thealor

will! twopraducUoMi ta atternailax rapartaryi EuHpUet' Or«ftM ami Brrtolt
BrachVa Canttfy A Man'* A Mas. The play* art prnented on altrnultaM days
beglnalag tomorrow night: 0(«atoam Nov. i, if. le. and 18; and A Man's A Man
OB Nov. ». II- IS. and 17. Admlaaifln la oacb play k soc with WUUami ID and
Uckota may be oblatned at the AMT bmc affice on weekdays from I pm-Spm or
by calling 4S8.3023. Below are twoprovltwa «f Uw upcoming producdons.

Tho chorus of the women o< Argos protect
Wiiliamsthoatre production of ORESTES.

EMctra in* tho ^hirthcoming

A Mon's a Man
by Stephanie Voss •

A Man's A Man is one of Bertolt

Brecht's few comedies. Under the

dire,ction of Gregory Boyd, tlie play is

set in 1925, centering on the

transformation of a man from Killcoa,

by a British machine-gun
detachment, an ordinary guy Boyd
describes as "similar to Chaplin's

tramp.'! Although the play's point

about the ease.with which a man may
be reshaped is made forcefully, the

play is "leavened," as Boyd pyts it, by
a sense of fun, a "child-Iilce quality."

Speaking about the selection of the-

play, Boyd says that he personally has
a tremendous affinity for Brecht's

worlt. Another reason for the choiie,

he adds, is that "I like to direct

comedy."
Brecht, a German playwright who

died in 1956. had some very specific

theories about theatre. In a Brecht
play, the characters are presented
straightforwardly, rather than
interpreted.

Another unique aspect of Brecht's
drama is that the mechanics of the

theatre are exposed. The audience is

constantly aware that this is indeed a
play. One reason Boyd finds Brecht so
appealing is that he is •unabashedly
theatrical."

A Man's A Man is from the early
period of Brechl's work, and,
according to Boyd; has "all sorts of

crary inf1uence«." Umbc include the

wtwtem movies, CharUe Chaplin,
BerliA cabarets, and Rudyard
Kipling.

In this production, the variety is

supplemented by tho music, which
can best be described as "eclectic,"
Robert Forrest, '81 composed and
orchestrated the abc songs and the

incidental music for the 7-piece
ensemble. He says the music consists
of a combination of jazz and musical
comedy among other things. He says,

"Basically, it's music for the
theatre."

The set was designed by Peter
Gould, new to the theatre faculty this

year. Gould also designed the set for

Orestes, and as the two shows are
being done in repertory the design
overlaps. "The sets this year are
described as, "bigger than what
people are used to seeing here."
Also contributing to the effect of the

show are the costumes, which consist
for the most part of military uniforms.
Costume Designer Martha Hally sees
her basic problem as one of making
uniforms appear interesting. "It's

difficult to create different characters
if they're all wearing the same thing."

Several members of the cast
commented on the^ hardships and
rewards of the show last Saturday at a
technical rehearsal, as they battled

with the compounded chaos of lights,

music, props and set pieces. Fran
Civardi '81, who plays Mrs. Begbick,
said, "It's different from anything
I've ever done. It's very hard to be so
specific in your actions, so
disciplined." She added, "you can't

become the part, you have to remain
objective."

Jim Stone '80, who lias the role of

Galy Gay, explained further; "the
audience has to know exactly what
you're doing. Everything internal is

wasted."

Another cast member remarked,
"This production is true to Brecht,
which is rare. It is different, and I

think it will be enjoyed."

Or«st«t

by Meile Rockefeller

Euripides' Orestes has survived

since 406 B.C. as a chilling story of the

dissolution of family bonds and the

corruption of personal goals. It

became the most popular play in

ancient Athens because of its timely

satire. Orestes, the matricide, is

condemned to death by a Spartan
society that is as cruel and bengeful as
his family, Only the rule of law, an
Athenian institution, and divine aid

lifts him from the mire of violence and
murder to which he, pylades, and
Electra have sunk.

Directed by Jean-Bernard Bucky,
the play is a forceful reminder of our
own lawless heritage, as near as
Charles Manson or James Earl Ray.
Bucky has chosen to build up the

starkness and to mix in a frightening

dose of modern reality with the

appearance of a messenger in a sport

coat.

Everything that is don^^m stage is

to hdghten the tensions expressed to

the audience and to render the static

Greek drama into a fluid, dynamic
experience. The lighting sucks the

audience into the whirling,
: dbaotic

house of Atrejdes by use igf screens
and a speeial jKAjccted image.
Laurie Boyd's choreography

emphasizes the omnipresence of the
Greek female dionis. She las them
acting fts expreaaions of the emotions
of the main characters, from purring
satisfaction to malevolent
connivance. Aiding in the creation of
these effects ''tt Mantitf Halley's'
costume designs. The colors are
traditional but electrifying and are
used to bigtalight Orestes'
metamorphoslfl.

Stephen bankner of the Music
Department conducts his original
score which blends the diverse
elements of the play, visual and aural,
historical and modern into a
continuum.

The play stars Kevin Davis '81 who
portrays the tormented and driven
Orestes with great sensitivity. Ann
Eakland '80, plays his sister Electra.
Orestes began last summer in

conversations between Meredith
Hoppin of the Classics Department
and Bucky. The interpretation of the
play forged between them has
resulted in a strong and eerie
production wMch explores Euripides'
work toils depth.

Dqfikner and Forrest

compose play scores

Pleased audiehce hears Nachman
by Kevin Hall

Myrna Nachman, Assistant Visiting

Professor of Music at Williams last

year, returned Sunday to give a
recital of solo piano w(H-ks by-Sacbt
Ravel, Copland, and Schubert. The,
concert was held in the Chapel and
was attended by a relatively small but
appreciative audience.

The program opened with J.S.

Bach's Partita No. 4 in D Major.
Nachman's performance of this, one
of the greatest of Bach's dance suites,

was remarkably polished and well-

shaped. Her control in the fast dances,
particularly the Gigae, was
impressive, and the sk)w dances were
evenly paced and displayed a sense of

inner repose that was deeply moving.
She «auld per^ns^a^ lAiteii lAore
advantage of the iMssibilities for

embellishment, and her use of
ornamentation could have been more
imaginative. Neyertliele^ she did her

part to combat the modem prejudice
against Bach on the [uano, showing
that such performances are not

necessarily stylistic travesties and

. that th^ may in certain Waj« be
capable of more expressive pojwer
than a conventional harpsichord
performance.

Next came another set of dances,
Ravel's Valses Nobles et

Sentimentales. These seven
undulating waltzes are bewitching in

Iheir subtlety. After hearing them
Debussy remarked that their
composer possessed the most delicate

ear that had ever existed. They
require the utmost sensitivity of touch
and pedalling. Nachman did them
complete justice, despite the fact that

she was struggling with an
imperfectly-tuned piano with a
strident and unresponsive treble.

The second half of the program
began with Aaron Ci^Iand's Piano

Attention Students

Interested in MBA Programs

A c«presentative of the Syracuse Urilverslty School of
AAanagement AABA Program will be 6n Campiis on:

Monday, Npvember T), 197S

1:30, 3: IS, 3: 00, 3: 45 P.M.

for fuHheir ipformatiofi, and an appointment, please
contact your Plafciment - Career Services office.

Variations; This set of twenty
variations, all of which are generated
from an initial four-note motive, i? in

Copland's austere and fiercely-

dissonant early manner, and ibey
abound in hiigeleaps an^ other wild

figuration. Nachman threw aside all

reticence and plunged elbow-deep into

the music, exhibiting surprising
technical resources and producing a
performance of unusual coherence.

The best and the worst playing of

the afternoon both came in the final

work, Schubert's Sonata in A Major,
D. 959. In the first movement and in

the scherzo, Nachman was visibly

nervous and fatigued, hitting a
number of wrong notes and even
having a memory lapse. One wonders
whether it was Wise to place the

tongest and most mentally-taxing

piece on the program last. The last

movement's gentle lyricism was
beautifully p<nsed, on the other band,-
and the Andantino, with its

juxtapositions of melancholy and
growling recitative, was flawless.

We lost an estimable musician when
Ms. Nachman left us last year, and
since there is a dearth of solo recitals

on this campus, let us hope tbat she
decides to return often.

One day this fall, Stephen Dankner
of the Williams College Music
Department sat down at his piano and
turned out the entire score for
Euripides' 2300-year-old drama
Orestes. Williams sophomore Rob
Forrest took a little longer to compose
a score for Brecht's 20th century
comedy, A Man's A Man, about sbc
weeks. Berkshire theatregoers will be
able to enjoy both men's work duribg
this week's opening productions of.

Williamstheatre's fall season at^^the
Adams Memorial Theatre.

. Dankner, who also provided the

piano score for Williamstheatre's

presentation last fall of Shakespeare's
Comedy of Errors, sees his role in the
production of Orestes as providing a
niusical hackdri^. The music will

ecbO' the actors' eniotional states

without ecUpsing the action dn stage.

Original scoivt tar the accompianylnff
mtisie to ORESTES and A MAN'S A
MAN were compMad by StapHan
Dankner, right, and sophomere Rok
Forrest.

All Squash Rackets

30% OFF UST PRICE
(including the new 70 plus Rackets)

All supplied with our exclusive

free Purple Cow racket cover

WILLIAMS CO-OP
Across the street firom the squash courts

To prepare himself for the writing
task, Dankner attended the first two
weeks of rehearsals to grasp the
emotional sense of the play. Then he
wrote the score at ins piano in less
than one day.

He created a musical effect that the

audience will find far from
traditional. The music is nuide up of

what Dankner calls "occasional
pieces, to be performed both during
and between acts, but always
subordinate to the play." About the

writing itself, Dankner said, "I wasn't
so worried about individual notes and
harmonies as I was about creating an
instrumental sounding board to

vibrate with the stage's action. The
result ^ a series of musical mirrors
that reflecteverytUng-flroiir'a Jaag^*
lyricism to a chAr^ed, chaotic
bewilderment."

Although the five instruments he
will conduct during the performance
have been given both the pitch and the

general rhythm of the music, the

score is so flexible that no two
performances of a particular scene
will ever be identical. "It is both

random and wd«i:ed,"-he8aid, "like

an abstract painting. Ify emphasizing
or softening any of the Ave or sue notes

in a pietie, the music takes on the

quality of silly putty, a malleaUe
sound sculpture, turning out different

each time."

While Dankner's compeeitiian isHi-

backdrop in "Orestes," forrest's

music for "A Man's A Man" often

becomes the focal point During his

first year at the College, Forrest
wrote original words and music on
keyboards and percussion for a
student-directed production, Vba Rol.

A score for Chekhov's Tkree Slaters

that be wrote as a claas aaalgnment
caught the eye of WilUamstheatoe
director Gr^ory Boyd. As a result,

Boyd asked him to write music for the

8on0B that wUi be performed in the

play, A Man'a A Man.

In oontraat to Dankner's avant-

garde score, Forrest describes his

teagt as traditional semipopular
mctaUes suag both in aoto and in

chnm. Porrcot also compoan «o the

piMMi taut not with (he bilUkrieg

spted of Dankner. "I piay around with

cherdt until •omethlng strikea me,"
he aakL "In ttet rwpect it isa random
pncon. But I took over aix weeks to

write all the music. Since the ooogs

tend to atop adD actiea on the stage

wbila the singer comes forward to the

audlenee, ttaey sUnd alone. It's

important to get them right"
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Chorus to feature works by Haydn and Poulenc
One kutidrMl' singers, a Aill

orchestra, and outstanding vocal
soloists will combine under the
direction ol Kenneth Roberts to

pr^eent the major fall concert ol the
WiUiama College Choral Society on
Friday, November 10th at8:30 p.m. in

Thompson Memorial Chapel. The
program includes Haydn's Mais in

Time or Waf and Pouletfc'tf 6T<iria.

Admission is free with Williams ID.

Fran Josef Haydn's Mass in "Hme of

War is one of the last six pieces
written after Haydn's return to

Vienna from London. Written in 1796,

it exemplifies the mature, symphonic
nature of his flnal w(irk, a natural
development considering the
symphonies and dramatic music he
wrote in London. The Mass in Time of

War is considered one of his major
compositions, and many listeners

may be surprised to hear a sound that

is reminiscent of Beethoven. The worlc

features the alternation between the
choir's text and various rolls and
beats of the timpani, thus giving it, in

Europe, the pt^ular nanie of

"kettledrum Mass" or ''timpani

Mf£S."

The Haydn work is performed by
the chorus, a classic-sized orchestra,

and a quartet of sol<Msts, all of whom
are well known in the area. Judith
Reichert, soprano, making her debut
with theChoral Society, teaches voice
and has given a number of recitals.

Carol Randies, alto, has most recently

been heard in Blgar's Music Makers

With the Choral Society, and at the

Clark Art Institute in arredtal with
Kenneth Roberts, pianist. Tenor Peter

Payson appears each year with the

Springfield Symphony in its opera and
choral concerts and was tenor soloist

with the Choral Society in its

performance of Les Noces. Terry

Dwyer, bass, sang in Mocart's Mass in

C Minor with the Choral Socle^ last

year, and has given several recitals at

Williams. His next appearance here is

in recital on November 28th.

Francis Poulenc's Gloria was
composed in 1960 in conunission from
the Koussevitzky Foundation, and
first performed by the Boston
Symphony Orchestra in 1961 with

Charles Munch conducting. This
major work for large orchestra,

chorus, and soprano solo takes its text

from the second movement of the

Mass, but is arranged into six

movements to display all the

influences in Poulenc's writing:

Parisian music theatre, Gregorian
chant, Stravinsky, the saccharine-

sweet quality of devotional hymns,
and, above ail, the brilliant wit and
love of nonsense that was so typical of

French art in the first half of this

century.

Soloist Mary Beth Peil won the

prestigious Metropolitan Opera
Auditions in the Spring of 1904,

resulting in a contract with that

company to tour the United States,

Canada, and Mexico. Since then, most

of ber activity has been with regional
opera companies like the Minnesota
Opera, Lake George Opera, and the
New York City Opeca. She has been an
Affiliate Artist', appearing at colleges
in the midwest and on the eastern
seaboard, and has sung with such
orchestras as the New York
Philharmonic, the Honolulu
Symphony art*Opera, attd thtTBUffaio
Symphony.

Conductor Roberts has drawn the
members of his orchestra from the
Berkshire, Albany, Springfield, and
Vermont State Symphonies, as well as
using a number of gifted Williams
College student instrumentalists,

Julius Htgyi, Susan St. Amour and Douglat Moore were among those per-
forming In last Friday night's Musicin the Round concert, (photo by Klliper)

Music in/ttie Round concert

meets with mixed success
by Jackson Galloway

The second concert of the MUslc in

the Round series was held on Friday,
Nov. 3 in ^Thompgon Chapd; The
program inciul^^^M3'1^:^{i^,T^
Rdvel, Hamilton, and Dvorak.

The first movement'of the Lajtha
trip brought the concert off to a good
-start but quickly bogged down in

jreJietiHpnLand. the poor, blend of the

ensemble. The presto movement
was completely marred by
overbearing Violin and a viola too

timid to assert itself underneath the

sustained 'oetinato. The last two
movements followed suit as
interesting melodic and rhythmic
idearw«re slowly put to death by lack

of ittdlvldaal coloring arid poor
ensemble playing. It seems that the

only redeeming feature of the trio in

this performance was that it

I»-esented an opportunity for the

instrumentalists to show their
individual techniqjues.

llie Ravel -sonata for violin and
(Hano began with the same faults but

rapidly resolved them as the piano

became clearer and sharper in its

blend with the violin. The blues

movement was ecpeclidly delightful.

TheDvorak quintet which ended tlie

concert provided an enjoyable
stylistic change,though at times the

performanee Isidted «nergy, melodic

interchange and texture was superb,

upset only occasionally by the

redcience of the second vidin. The
allegro asiai provided. a spectacular

finale to a good program. By far, the

iMghUflht of the eveotag was the Ian

Hamiltcn Serenata for violin and
clarinet. The violin and clarinet were
in perfect balance as they wove the

_jB»figftilmeliidie^Lof-the andante, ajnd,

^atioso mtfvements. Sufian

H(4ienberg, the clarinetist, added
espemlly to the vivo finale.

Overall, the concert provided a
refreshing and enjoyable alternative

to the c<»ventionaI Homecoming
activities.

Arts

The Wllliaim Collage choral sodaty rshaarMt In Thompaei 'OwiMl fsr'lta

upCemlngPall concert, to be performed this Friday at •:>• p.m.—
tr

Soprano presents foieigu repertoire
Hanna B. Booth, mezzo-soprano, will perform a program of foreign songs

Monday Nov. 13 at 8 p.m. ta the Weston Language Center. She will be ac-
companied by Betty Pierce. Admission is free and open to the public.

Bootti's program includes songs by Peter Heise, P. Lange-Muller, Carl
Nielsen, Hugo Wolf, Sir Edgar Elgar, Igor Stravinsky, and Edvard Grieg. Most
of the selections have never been performed in Northern Berkshires, and the
foreign works will be briefly translated and conmiented on by Booth.

Booth studied voice with the late Gudrun Hojoye in Denmark and sang with

die Royal Conservatory Choir in Copenhagen before coming to the United

States. While in the Berkshires she has been a student d Carol Randies of

Schenectady and has perform^ with several different groups.

Pierce, the organist and music director at St John's Episcopal Church in

North Adams, is a graduate ofJordan Conservatory. She has poiormed as both
soloist and accompanist at many recitals tfarou^out the United States and
Canada.

Author/poet to read from works
Thepoet and story writer Raymond Carver will read from his own works in

Room 3, Griffin Hall on the Williams College campus Nov. 13 at 8 p m
Carver has written three books of poetry, "Near Klamath," "Winter In-

somnia," and "At Night the Salmon Move." He has also written three books of
short stories, "Put Yourself in My Shoes" (a chapbook), "Furious Seasons "
and "WUl You Please Be Quiet, Please," which was nondnated for the National
Book Award in 1976.

Carver has woo the 0. Henry Prize Story Awards in 1973, 1974, and 1975, and
the Best American Short Story Award in 1967.

The reading is sponsored by the Williams College English Department.

Literary readings continue
John Irving, author of The World Foundation Grant. His most recent

According To Garp. and Linda ""vel. The World Accordtag To Carp.

PasUn, poet and recipient of the has been on the best seller list for

Poetrf Society of America's di "»*»*» iSW* J'«J^
Catagnola Award, will read from their

Book-of-the-Month Club. At 3:00 p.m.,

work in the auditorium of the Clark

Art Institute at 8:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, November 8.

Paston has published four books of

poetry^ and h<er poems and reviews

have appeared in numerous
magazines including The New
Yorker, Atlantic, The New Republic

and Ms. She has received a grant from
the National Endowment for the Arts

' and has served as a judge for many
jK»|[yJ^lBt<»tSj^She jriU diacusn;

various aspecte of po^ry in the

Makepiece Room at Greylock at 11:00

a.m. on Novefiiber 9.

John Irving, novelist and short story

writer, has recdved Fellowshipe from
the Gugg^ibejn).Foundation and the

National Endowment for the Arts and
has been awarded a Rockefeller

on November 8, he will discuss the

writing of fiction at Southern Vermont
College in Bennington, Vermont. Both
the discussions and the readings are
free and open to ttie public.

Marlboro Music

returns m
Music from Marlboro will return to

WilUamstown on November •> when
four outstanding sotoists will present

duunber music works by Schunuum,
Janaeek, and Faure at the Claric Art

Institute at 8:30 p.m. Admissloo is

free with ID.

Tlie Marlboro Music Festival, now
under the artistic direction of Rudolf

Seridn, was founded in 19$0 by three

families bearing the famous nuulcal

names of Serkln, Busch, and Blayse,

and brings together for two months
esoh summer leading musicians from
many countries. Both young
professionals and mature artists

come to Marlboro, Vermont, at their

own e]q)ense, to exchange ideas and
explore together the vast repo-toire of

chamber music in an informal and
intimate setting removed from the

pressures of professional concert lifk.

Since they began in 1965, the Music
from Marlboro concerts, an extendon
of the Festival into the winter months,
have become a unique part of the

American chamber music scene. The
New York Times claims these
concerts are "as valuable as a
national forest and should be put
under the protectipa of Congress."

On November 9 at 8:30 at the Cliiik

Art Institute, Bruno Canino, pi«i!i6,

Mitdsdl^teBBf yteHw, garahdaa^
viola, and Jerry Grossman, cello, «^
(day piano quartets by Schunuum and
Faure and an interesting but
relatively unknown work tor cello and
piano by the early twentieth-centav^

Czech cdmposo- Leos Janaeek.

RQprasentatives from

Connecticut General

Life Insurance

Company

will be on campus
to discuss careers

irtthe insurariee industry

NOVEMBER/,
7P*M.

THE LOG

ISdianlBraiidaan
niNP ^h Brautloan's most Intlmat* i>ooK, June 30th, _—^^^f^-^m^^-m^^^—>nm»-3tmroemBTimh"inrfir8fWplo JiparTln ttie

Mwt Tj^TTI ^tv^ spring of 1976 and explores with wit and com-
II ItvlH{ psstlon the day-to-day raalltles of the human
U \i*- IM^ ,^\M heart. An excerpt from his l)ook of poetry:

A Saiaff 0eal on tlie ITorese of AreHaaologf

A warm thunder and lightning storm
tonight In TokyoMlth Jott of rain uttlJumtMlmt, ^

around 10 P.M.

This la a arnall detail right now
but /( could be very Important

t million years from now when archaeologists

sift through our ruins, trying to figure us
out.

Delta Books, $3.95

Oelaoorte Press

Seymour Lawrence
hardcover. S6.96

T

MBAMIMO or BMYLON It Is

early 1942. You are in 3an
Francisco, and you need a

private eye. When you hire C
Card, the hero of Brautlgan't

eighth novel, you have scraped

the bottom of the private eye

barrel. But you won't t>e t>ored. Because when
C. Card flrKls some t>uiiets for his gun, you
will l>e In for some fast, funny, alam-beng

private aye sdventurea. Unless, of course,

C.Card starts dreaming of Bal>ylon. It

he starts dreaming of Bat>yton,

all iMts are off. "A masterful

cofitedy."—6oo/i//s(

Delta Bootes, $3.95

Delacorte Press/Seymour Lawrence

hatdooverc $7.es

Other RIeherd Brautlgan Itaoks available in

Delta papertMck are: rrouf fishing In Amarlea, In

Watermelon Supar, The Pill Versus the Sptlnghllt Ulne
DIssster ant'ftommel Orlves on Deep Into Egypt.

ICHEi^^BMa Iff

DCUTAaOOKt

Deli Publlshlrm Co., Inc.

246 East 47 Slteei
New Yortc. New Vbilt lOOtrA
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No,

It's

not

in

Virginia..

byBniMlMbUa
Aa winter apprMdiM and the utow

begins to coat the campiw, you can be
certain that Wlllianu wiU not be
hidden from the mindi of those who
really know. WUlianu College has
finally achieved the reco«nition it so
rightly deserves in the new Hawes
ComiKetieBitive Guide to Colleges
published last moQth.

The Hawes guide is a little dintavnt
from most other college references
because it rates schools on thej^ social

prestige aind sociat adu'everaenl.
Social prestige is judged according to

the number of members of the social

register who attended the college.

Social achievement is determined by
the number of college graduates found
in a random sample of entrants in

Who's Who in America each year.

While top honors in the social

prestifte category went to Harvard

Novembar /, mt
(pronounced Hahvahd), Williams
(pronounced Williams) was not (ar

behind, ranking sixth in the nation.
Next time someone confuses Williams
College for WiUiam and Mary or
William Smith, you can point this out
and emphasize that this is a reflection

on them and not your soclaUy
appealing almb mater. Coming in

second was Yale, followed by
Princeton, University of

Pennsylvania, and University of

Virginia. University of California at

Beritfstey and Stanford University
follow Williams in positions seven and
eight.

The logical question of course would
be to ask how far from the bottom
would one find Amherst and
Wesleyan. Amherst somehow came in

16th and Wesleyan ranked 25th. (Now
what's more important—a football

game or national social prestige?)

Both are in the "very high" category,

)mt below the "top" section of stellar
inaOtutions like WiUiams. Out of a
possible score of 1000, Williams
received 748 points, more than
doubling Amherst's meager attempt
at 300 and Wesl^an's futile effort at
162.

In terms of social achievement
Williams wins again, ranking 35th.

Amherst is just behind in the 38th
positions and Wesleyan is listed as
59th. All are. in the "veiy high"
categoiy^ ....... ^ „.— . ... .

Gaining admission to all three is

considered "hard." The cost of tuition

is listed in the most expensive
category, but this should surprise few.
The third major piece of

information the Hawes guide uses to

examine schools is the mean faculty
salary. The logical line of reasoning
would be that the better faculties

receive higher salaries. Pew

E

profewMn here would agrw, thoudi
J*f«flWltymi^fk^MvKuui!u>
Mie "low average" category at
»1«.700. The Amherst faculty's
average pay 1.|».a»^Bd W«leyiin'a
acuity are paid an average ftr«is,ioo
both in the "high average" category'
Perhape the difference in ^Slary
reflects the multitude of amenities
received for teaetaiiig at such a
l»"««tigiou8 school with such gifted
stodents.

While the^alue ofthsaeiBdicea is of
quesUooabfe merit, they do prove an
interesting Insight into contemporary
evaluations of educational programs
All in aU, Williams comes out as the
pinnacle of The Uttle Three. So keep
those ncees high and thoee pink and
green Lacoste shirts on. You have
four years toseek out a member of the'
social register or predict the next
entry into Who'e Who.

v<z.n COWg/r/s . . . Ar» W« Not M«n? by Marcus Smith

(photo by (3ettgen)

"Modem" has become one of our
most loaded contemporary words.
Once a term of progression, it has
come to designate regression and
contempt. In the rock 'n' roll world,
"modern love" translates into the
latest form, of caustic pessimism.
Whether the style be that of the Jam's
This is The Modem World with its

intense assertion of individualistic
defiance or the pathetically innocent
and vulnerable vision of the eccentric
Jonathan Richman and the Modem
Lovers' first album, the song
inevitably remains the same, for the
answer is still an old one: "We gotta
Kel out of this place."

Devo and Pere Ubu are the
Cleveland and Akron equivalents of
"post-existential" cynics and
mourners. The Midwest will never be
ready for them and even London
audiences squirm a good deal. They
are, without exaggeration, the dead
fish floating to the top of Lake Erie,
the latest chroniclers of the empty
life, "the sound of things falling

apart" (the words of Devo's Bob
Mothersbaugh), and they even upset

The awartf-winning bestsder-now in paperback

- «--,.™,.^.,.-.„,.-,

"A chunk of hi^ory fuir of
giant-sized characters
and rich in political skull-

duggery, financial schem-
ing, technological

innovation, and medical
ptoneerlng...told With

breathtaking dramatic
cadence."-A/.K Times

^ I lie indsi snmng nrarmr^
of its kind in the nation's

history.'-eoo/f-of-f/je-

Month aub Mews

Profusely illustrated, $6.95

DAVE) McCULLOUGH

THEBmi
BETWEEN
THKCVAC

my dog.

--Devo's debut, Q: Are We Not Men:
A: We Are Devo!, produced by the
unpredictoble Brian Eno of Roxy
Music fame, spend their energies in

the portrayal of "jocko homo", the de-
evolved simian man: "They tell ns
that-We lost oiir talls-BvoIvIng up-
From little sn'alls-I say it's alMust
wbid hi sails-Are we not menT-We are
DEVO."
The means Devo employs to

illustrate their devolution theory are
varied. Their sardonic wit ranges
from the perverse ("My baby she said
sloopy-I think I missed the whole") to
the purposely mundane ("Too Much
Paranoias" quotes the McDonald's
Big Mac Attack jingle). Their music
meantime has moments of compelling
rock 'n' roll, but mostly breaks down
into a mealange of sordid screaching
and off-tempo rhythms (as on their
robotic version of "Satisfactioh").
Clearly, like Talking Heads, this is the
music of fragments.
Ironically, "Mongoloid" is a truly

first rate rocker circa '66. Its

infectious but understated riffs, and
terse lyrics are as convincing as its

everyman theme is ominous ("And he
had a job-And he brought home the
bacon-So that no one knew he was a
.mongoloid").

Less overly clever iEiod smi^ is Pere
Ubu, a band which plunges us ami<bt
the post-modern ruins of tiine and
place with their debut. The Medem
Dance, an uneven patefawork of glooin
and faint hope.

The firstP«^ Ubu was the creation
of French absunfist playwright Alfred
Jarry (1873-1907). Ubu was an
accumulation of excess deformity,
another "mongoMd", another "de-
evdved man."

Pere Ubu the band, however, are as
informal and evocative as Devo is

robotic and dogmatic. >Lead singer
David Thomas strains painfully and
sadly, before woridng himself up into
a gutteral frenzy. Occasionally he
ban^ hammer upon metal to give a
focal point to music ttaa) is more often
than not a chaotic. clang of miricy
dissonance. Side Two is particularly

"inaccessible", while in this context
thesong titles possess a sharp Satanic
edge to them: "Real World", "Over
My Head", "Sentlnjental Journey",
"Humor Me."

"Laughing" is the synthesis: Ubu
alternating between crips jams and
ethereal flute interludes with the
former more successful.

UTTIMr MM
/
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Seniors...

An MBA at NYU?

Located In the business and financial capftaj of liw world, N«w York
University has the nation's targaat private Gradual* SdMol of
Buslnasi Administration. Deborah Harris can discuta fhypoaalMlititt
there for you on Thursday. Novwnbw- 9 whM sfw visits ItM campus.
Tne nacament Otflca has program Intarmatlon and a slnn-up
sdtadule. » -f

It's your future

Consider the possibilities

NYU it an equal opportunity iMtitwtion.

MMUta
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4^haiig not "schizophrenic" but versatile writer
••T^««.-J1^.'!^!I.°.,*!?™„ u„.. Large chunks of time ire an obvkws umtafiUnding to be able lo akip the comprebensible laughed. Fortunately. Marun

l»> John KKear
•There are plenty of crummy books

out, including some of mine."
Modesty is not the stock of meet

Williams Chemistry
Kaymond Chang, who

made the above comnient, is not
exactly the typical academic author.
Chang's two naost recently-

polished books «r»-«. textbook,
I'hysicMl Chemistry with
ApplkitUonN to Biological S^|tems
and a book on the Chinese language,
Sfieuking uf Chinese. While the second
work was co-authored by his wife
Margaret, one might think that two
such divergent subjects would require
a schizophrenic author.

However. "In these days of

specialization and / jyper-
specialization," observed Mr. Cteng,
"we are often so busy trying to mine
our knowledge that sometimes we
narrow excessively our interests."

"If you like a topic," he continued,
"even if you don't know that much
about the subject, why not write a
book on it?" Chang added that proper
research was vital. The success of a
work depends upon much more than
the author's initial expertise in the
field. ,

'

Large chunks of time ire an obvkws
prerequisite for authorship. Altho<«h
diligent students may luM believe that

such a thing as spare time exisU (of

course, professors may not believe
that such a thii« as the diligent

student exists), professors somehow
manage to find time to write.

- "At wmiarlhS-.^'Tsaicr-professor
Chang, "there's not always that much
to do. The town is, uh, limited in its

activities," he said. "Everything you
do is wrapped up with the college.

There's time to write," he concluded.

Writing pbyiously brings more
benefits ^ti filling the author's time.

A reader of Speaking of Chinese will

Come away not just with a sure-fire

cocktail-party topic but with insight

into Chinese culture through its

language. lieaders of a well-written

textbook obtain n^ understanding of

some topic—ideally enough

j Classifieds

EXPLORE THE CARTH
January Journey to the High
Himalayas. Join a small group of

curipus, hearty souls from
university communities on a 4

week trek In Nepal. Escape modem
society and immerse yourself In

ancient traditions of Hindu and
Buddhist mountain cultures. Revel
in awesome beauty of the world's
highest peaks. For Info fibout six

January and Spring-Summer
Journeys, call 1-(3t3) 995-4658 or
write: Journeys, Box 7545, Ann
Arbor, Ml. 48107.

'ttirsonais i-.u,-.-

0»e month to Trivia.

Alphabet Soup
La Belle Dame:
Tell himl See If I carel I'm

thinking of going back to cigars

anyway . .

Roland
r

WANTED
IMMEDIATELY!

Work at home - no experiehce

.

necessary

excellent pay Write

American Service

>35o:«ark4.4ne

Suite 1}7

Dallas. TX 75231

INTERNATIONAL

CAREER?

A representative

wilt be on the campus

TUESDAY
NOVEMBER 14, 1978
to discuss qualifications for

advanced study at

AMMUCAN
OlAOUATl SCHOOL
andjob opportunities

in the field of

INTMNATIONAl. MANAOIMINT

Interviews may be scheduled at

CAREER COUNSELING

AMERICAN eUAOUATC SCHOOl
or INtOtNATMNAt MAIUOfMINT

tlMHiilwMnl CaniiNn

I, ArlaMsa M30*

undcnUnding to be able to skip the

claaa on the subject. The author learns
as well.

"The Chemistry text taught me a

lot," observed Chang. "It brought me
up to date with the literature—I was
forced to read a lot of papers I would
otherwise not touch—and it helped me
to organize niy class lectures." It is

pos8it>le, thovigh, that the author
learns moreat>out the subject after he

finishes a book.

"When a student comes iip^o you,

"

Chang began, "and he says, 'Your
book is not clearly written,' it hurts."

He pouted and continued, "You think

to yourself, 'I blew it.' " Constructive

criticism is by definition helpful,

though.

"The lesson you learn is that writing

a book is just communication," he
said, "but it is a lesson that is not

specific to a particular book but

applicable to teaching in general: you
have to do something

comprehensible.'

Mr. Chang found student needs in a
book almost t» hard to fulfill al they
are easy to describe. "Students want a
book that is interesting, relevant, and
readable. " be said. "They want
everything."

The gap fiUed by Speaking of
Chihese was somewhat parrower.
"There arts dojara of Sboks on
Chinese," Mr. Chang said.
"Unfortunately, they are either ten-
page pamphlets from which you learn
too little," and he paused, "or seven
hundred page tomes from wtuch you
learn too much."

"It seemed," he said, "that no book
talked about Chinese seriously eno«^
without boring you to death. There
was a lot of interest on the subject, so I

talked my wife into it."

Co-authorship has its hazards.
When first asked. Dr. Chang had a
dubious opinion on the matter.
"I don't recommend it," he

laughed. Fortunately. Margaret
Chang has as good a aawe ofhunw at
her husband's, and Mr. Chaitg
continued, "I think the biggcat beoeflt
of co^uthorship is in (he quali^ of
criticism you give to ote aiaMher. No
one looks at a work. " he said, "with as
critical an eye as someone whose
name is going to be on it."

criticism throughout the interview.
When he wasn't damning his work
with faint praise, he made it clear that
his writing a book made him in non
way feel "one-up" on tfaoM in the
Williams community who have not

Mr. Chang does prefer to write
books, on all sorta of aubjecU. At the
risk of being accused of dilettantism,
he has a good time exploring diverse
fields. 'I think," he said with a grin,
"that it is more ftmto try to be a jack
of-aU-trades than^a master of one
fleW." There's certUnly no harm
trying.

Mofuntameertog^

PROnCENCY
TCsr

Oh sure, injured Indignation. "A quiz?" you protest, lialgDlng ignnruMvy yau} or
. wliat do you think these niountalneeilng» lessons havebeenaU about? Thatfe Tight-
knowledge, and the aocuraulation thereof. So put your gray matter on red ateSand

I start cracking. Here's where you move to the topif tbe mountaia Or gat left atbase
camp.And,tytheway.rememberthatthedlfB9i«noebetweenthet»^

MumitfaCliQiea

Drinking Busch Deer is

known aa:

fA) Sucking 'em up
(B) Downing the

mountains
XiQuafflng
iDjPeaklng

arvx ja«suv

A mountaioeerJs tjestiWeni.
IB hlfl;

<,AiDog
I B ) BaUtMndsman
(C) MamsqueejM
', D ) Free and flexible arm
i^:iui:'ii i(uo« e; ptny ain
ui naaia S'li TTUjifUM (a) J««»UV

Btftlntngton Baxter-Bennlngtxsn,
the noted (Inanoier of mountain-
eertng expeditions, was fond
of spying:

(A) "The price Is rigljtr

(B) "Your check is In the

(D) "Put this on ngrtab,lU]a:

vatilffaMm.mm*toqiv»BIM

[eorebirbaareyouputyDurtcxDgue
^ t»tl»tast.iUmaflBtluw

IMiMB,two artfiauytwetB
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sfllti^akaMaulto UUndftdd
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Sd^ aU thrse.taking paiDs to

dbsiupyQwiiilaiilwi^^
-fltthgeW^iiiitfaplatasoda
oiaiikBrQrlifpUly dustingyciw
tongUB wjtot abeitt Bandar. Iftar

twrnpiiTig «^^^h^ MtnttiSrtilM moun-
ta]n8.Tnil«S90uVBjt]st Ntuniad

tlram tbe (kofclK iwtth a motiOifld of
novoo(Une,tbls oibiEiuldbe taar. OcHA

arayourt«m big (Ouali to tba^aak.
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take a romantks RtfR ia:

(A) Somewhere over the
rainbow

(B) 84 houn from Tula*
-—toy-

D)DespiDth0 oTTaiaB
atcnvt

Mmoo (iDana 4iinuaqMttt <o (0) '•'••uiiT

Tou oan reoogniae a mountaineer
torhls:

(A) Cramgpcua
(B)8harpaguldeB
(CSPtokaxe -^

(D) Voaoogr :qaou8tadha
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(I>)AIlor«twabo**
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to the

Edifor

Continued from

page 2
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Tuition tax«s
Dear editor:

Despite its shortcomings, the

Record does manage to pique the

interest of at least a few of us recent

grads. I am tempted to comment on

several developments recorded in

those pages—the Trustees tepid

attempt to bluff their way through the

South Africa issue; the depoUtization

of the newly named Gay People's

Union; the College Council's

groundbreaking experimentation with

"jawbone censorship."

\ However, at this time I will limit

l^tnyself to the debate over the tuition

tax credit. As a loyal alumnus and
firm believer in the sanctity of The
Free Exchange of Ideas at Williams, I

was of course alarmed to see the

financia)«fd office takea stand on this

issue, those subversive^ that John
Chandler wanred us about must have
taken over Mr. Flynt's (rffice. And we
better watch out, or they'll sneak
across the hall and take over our first

line of defense for our Investments,

s^e Treasurer's office.

My alarm is only slightly

diminished by the fact that Mr. Plynt

is right. His RecanI debating partner,

Jeff Nelligan, suppcnrts the tax credit

notion with some shaky reasoning.

First, be contends that the tax credit

would not raise taxes, as opposed to

the Carter proposal to increase the

BEOG progrant, and that it would
therefore affect "only those with

fchool-aged children." In fact, neither

plan would raise taxes. Both would be

financed through an increased deficit.

The only difference la that Carter's

proposal will add only tl.2 billion,

while Nelllgan's would add at least

$2.5 billion.

Secondly, while the Carter program

would add to the bireaucracy at HEW,
the tax credit scheme would add to the

bureaucracy at the IRS. And as Sen.

Kennedy has noted, it is hardly

evident that the IRS is a more
effective administrator of federal

spending programs than other

government agencies.

Third, the tuition tax credit is

tnequltableandinerncteAr. How many
students will not be able to go to

Williams becuase they can get an

extra $250 or even $500? Moreover, the

plan would degract from the

progressivity of federal taxes. Over

one-fourth of the benefits would go to

less than 5 per cent of the taxpayers

who earn over $30,000 a year.

Finally, Mr. Nelligan assumes that

students and parents deserve relief,

presumably because of increased

tuition costs. However, tuition is not

going up faster than the ability to pay.

The Congressional Budget Office

obsert^es that privfite tuition ate up

27.8 per cent of thedian family income

in 1967, compared with 27.5 per cent in

1976.

Both Nelligan and Flynt

concentrate on federal government

actions, ignoring the active role that

the College could play within t>ie

confines of the Purple Valley. Rather

than emphasizing new plant

construction at Williams, the College

coulU make the endowment for

financial aid the first tundraising

priority, A large number of alumni-

like Mr. Sneath of Union Carbide-
could ease their consciences (or polish

their corporate images) by increasing

such contributions. Then a tree or

whatever could be named after them
so that the world would take note.

Of course, this change in priorities

would require Williams to take an

acUve role in integrating egalitarian

social aims with its own operation, at

some cost. This would be a radical

departure. Nevertheless, Williams

might want to familiarize itself with

the concept of social responsibility, at

least in this area. Then college

officials wouldn't have to degrade

themselves by taking tjlatantly

"political" (lands on controvei'sial

issues .of our times.

Sincerely,

Ken Bertech '78

1218KirbyNW
Washington, D.C. 20001

The Financial Aid offlct ha» taktH no

stand on the tuition tax credit iatue.

Mr. Flynt, writing at tht inuitation of

the RECORD, was speaking only for

himself. —Ed.

Open lottor fa

Ross Keller
An Open Letter to Ross Keller:

Between 8 and 9 a.m. on Saturday,

Homecoming morning, I noticed a
phenomena you might not \x aware
of: 40 people came to breakfast in

Greylod(. Ordinarily this would be
fine, not even remarkable. But
Saturday breakfast had been changed
to brunch, 11:30 - 1:00, and nobody
knew!

I carefully checked the Register for

any hour changes - no notice. The
Record - no notice. The front doors of

Greylock - nothing. In fact, I only

discovered what you were up to when,
at 11:30, I saw the notice on the

checker's desk. When at leal^t 10 per

cent of a residential unit is unaware of

dining hall hour-changes, a problem
in advanced wearning is clearly

indicated.

In the future, I hope we wAl see

departures from the schedule posted

a) in the Register, b) on the front

doors of the dining hall, and c) in the

dining hall at least 24 hours
beforehand.

Sincerely,"

Meile Rockefeller '79

Rabbi will reach
To the editor:

Jn the article (October 17)

regarding the selection of a rabbi, I

am quoted as saying that Rabbi Soltes

is to serve "the Jewish community
only, and not the entire college." I

have no intention of limiting the rabbi

in that fashion.

Your reporter inquired about
possible plans for ecumenical events

STUDY WITH THE LEADERS.

TKMBA
wmiAN

oursnunw

masna
RUIBBB
"One of America's

top Graduate Schools of

Business Administration."

From A Guide to Executive Education
in Bu»ine»s Week Magazine

RutgetB, The State Uiiiversity,

offers you an opportunity to

study with one of the nation's

most distinguished faculties in

'management education —
whether a a full-time or part-

time student. The Rutgers
MBA program is one of three

in the N.Y. Metropolitan Area
accredited by the American As-
Mmb^ of Collegiate Schools of

Business.
Trimester study program.

Ftill-time admissions June and
September. Part-time admis-
sions September and Febniaiy.

Convenient locations on our NewUfk
Campus and in the New BruiuwickArtA.

Richard Marshall.

L L B —Howard
University Fbrmer

Corporate OHicer ol the

GovernmenI Nalional

Mortgage Association.

Consultant and Advisor

in Housing Development
and Municipal

Management Teacher of

Real Estate Finance and
Land Use. Professor of

Business Administration

BucKner A Wallingford

II, Pti.O—University of

Michigan. Teacher.

Researcher and '

Consultant in Corporate

Finance. Securities

Markets. Investment

Analysis, and Pontolio

Selection and Balance.

Alrthor Associate

Professor of Business

Administration.

Paul S Nadler. Ph.O.—
New York University

National Authority on
Banking. Regular

Columnist in TI|«

Amtrlctn Binktr:

Author. Consultant ind
Advisor to banks. State,

and Federal Agencies.

Professor of Business

Adminlstntlon.

Rosa Oppanhelm', Ph.D.—
Polytechnic Institute ol

Brooklyn Hetlplent of the

Teacher of the Year AMrd
Reiearch and Puhllcitlons In

Malhemitlcal Proonmming
and Graph Theory. Member
Society of Women Englnteri

and Optritlons ResMfch
Society of Amitio Ataistant

Professor of ButJness

AdmlnMratton.

CI
RUTGERS
RUTOERS umvERsmr
QradiMto SchoolM Busincas Adminjatntion
92 Now StrMt, Nowark, N.J. 07102

PletA Mild me full informatkn oB jrour
MBA program.

in which the rabbt might work witli us

and with Fa^Mr Graap, and in

response I said, among other things,

that since Father Graap and Rabbi
Soltes spend a limited number of

hours per week on this campus, their

time could easily be all used up in

serving tin needs of their own
religious traditions—a practical

concern, not a matter ci limited

jurisdiction, as your article seems to

say.

We would be delighted to see the

rabbi reach out to the entire college,

and glad to- work with.4iim-«» the

occasion may arise.

Michael L. C. Henderson

Chaplain

BarNestle's
To the College Community,

Nestles' candy bars have been
removed from Williams College
vending machines. This s^mingly
insignificant change stems from our
deep concern over fdestles

irresponsible marketing of liactogen

in the Third World.

Nestles Corporation, to oounteract
theWestern World's shrinkihg market
for infant formula, has cultivated a

third world market. "Milk Nurses",

dressed in white uniforms and
showing concern for the health of

. ^Iiese babies, offer free samples of

lactogen to expectant mothers. This

formula; combined with impure
.water, s^(|rad without refrigeratiibn

and served from insufficiently sterile

bottles has exacerbated the already

high infant mortality rate-

Furthermore, mothers lose the ability

to breast feed by the time their free

samples ' have been depleted.

However, infant formula is expensive,

costing for example 40 per cent ol the

average Pakistani laborer's daily

wage. Poor mothers must stretch the

formula by serving diluted bottles (rf

Lactogen to their hungry children. 82

per cent of mothers using the formula

in Barbados make a four day can last

from 5 days to 3 weeks. It is no wonder
that the percentage of children dying

from malnutrition or suffering

,
permanent brain damage has
increased significantly since Nestles

began to market Lactogen in Third

World countries.

The deadly effects of Nestles'

irresponsible advertising practices

cannot be ignored! In view of these

operations we ask you to participate
in our boycott of NestJen' goods; All

Nestles brand name products,
Nescafe, Nestles, Llbby's. Cross and
Blackwell, Stouffers, Wispride, and
Jarlaberg cheese.

The WUUams Feminist AlUuice

Miii«pr*s«ntotlon
To the editor:

Unfortunately, in October 31 issue of

the Record my viewpoint on the

question of investments and aparth^d
was misrepresented. 1 have never
suggested a policy of Ameriqin
corporations working for an
"amelioration of apartheid."
Corporations are not in any position to

effect political changes in South
Africa. Any economic benefits which
corporations provide for blacks,
through salaries, are more than offset

by the taxes which the companies
must give to the regime. (A ratio of 77
million in wages to 200 million in taxes
in 1977). Itis my and W.A.A.C.'s beUef
that withdrawal is the best step for

change that American companies can
take. We do feel that the college

should work with other institutions to

vote stock proxies in order to work for

corporate withdrawal. Only after such
efforts have failed should the college

prodently sell its stock in those

companies which continue to operate
in South Africa.

•Sincerely,

Bruce Goerlich 'M

GPA deflation

TO the editor:

I would like to let the College

conmiunity know that I am one person

who has conscientibulsly tried to keep
down the G.P.A. JUMP. Through
perseverance I have managed to ke^
my G.P.A. down to an 11:25, but it

hasn't been easy. I've tried my
hardest to be poorly in my courses,

but to no av^il. I do no reading, I do
not write assigned papers, I

deliberately botch exisims and I insult

my professors, but still I get A's. I

have found that Williams is just so

easy that it is almost impossible to

prevent G.P.A. inflation. I sincerely

hope that my fellow students will

share my concern on this issue and do

their part in keeping G.P.A. jump
down.

Sloane Graff '80

The Record will run classifieds at 20c per line for the first 3 lines and tSc foi;
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Profs will present papers at Mt. Hope conference

WILLIAMS l^eCORO PB9tt*

ThoM unlwppy with Wm outcome of

Saturday'* gama had only on*

racauna: to drown tliair sorrows wHti

Uncia Jack. (photo by Finoaold)

Member* of the WUUanM Coitofe

toculty will gather this Sahirday, Nov.

i; at Ihe Elm Tree H«Im <n Mount
Hope Farm for a conference about

something they all have in common
. . . teaching.

"It will b« an onmrtttnlty for the

faculty memhers to ditcuas

innovative teaching ideas," said Paul
Solomon, assistant professor of

psyphotogy aqd on«.j(tf t^ coq{erance

organizers. "This won't involve

philosophical issues. The conference

will deal with the nuts and bolts of

teaching."

James Maas, a professor of

psychology at Cornell University will

address the gathering oo "Improving

the Teaching-Learning Process in

Undergraduate Education." Maas, a
1960 Williams graduate, was the first

director of Cornell's Center for the

In '•««

Kquoiuoo. n%J ^cntina mil vx*M«tiOfy

psychokigy to 1,400 students. Corwli's

largcat single cUss.

Mass is an accomplished
nimmaker wba ha* wen several

national and intarnatknal awards for

his work. He is also director of the

ComeU Candid Camera CoUectloo,

which distributes educational fihns

beaed on Candid Camera television

pro^m footage..

TnwttCatat. assistant profesaor of

German is one of fiveWilliams faculty

members who will apeak at the

conference. His topic Is

"Comprehension-based Language
Teachiiig." Irving Siriwn, a visittog

lecturer in economics and Diviskm
Chief of the Economic Development

Institute at the Work! Bank, wiU
discuss "Teaching GovernlneBt
Officials Analytical Technique*."
Sean SkNuw, awiataat professor of

physical- educatloii, will present a

paper tilled "For Better Teaching:

Tk^ Medium or tb« Menage." And
Robert Kavaneugh, an aasistant

professor of psychology, will apeak on

"poUege Teaching: Application finom

PtHettan Theory."

WHAP plans Nov. 15 fast

Cdlege nominates W^on fellows
The Williams Selection Committee

for the Thomas J. Watson Fellowship

has nominated -for post-graduate

study and travel abroad. The
nominees are Belle Zars Anderson,

Albert G. Blakey IV, Anne W.
Salladin, andCraig 0. White.

Anderson plans to write a biography

of one or two famiUes or groups of

immigrants to the United Kingdom,
Israel, Nepal, and India, detailing

how these immigrants merge inro

alien societies in different parts of the

world.

Blakey h(^)es to observe and study

the traditional forms of music and its

role in Western and Central Africa

culture by living in communities and
becoming part of tribal music
societies.

Salladin would like to spend time in

Japan and Chinese settlements to

document through photography the

visual influence of traditional

architecture upon modern urban
design. White hopes to explore uriaan

housing progress and problems in

Ghana and Kenya.

These four students will compete
with 176 candidates from 48 other

institutions. Each year the Watson
Foundation chooses 70 graduati;ig

seniors for a year of independent

study and travel abroad.

The Williams Hunger Action
CoaUUon (WHAP) has scheduled a

series of events to raise student

consciousness on^global devdopment
and world hunger.

The acUrlties, centering around a

three part puldic television series and
a day long fast on Nov. 15, are planned

in conjunction with Oxfam America's

world hunger week b^inning Nov. 12.

The public television series, entitle

"The Fight for Food," is to be shown
Nov. 12 at 8 p.m., Nov. 13 at 8 p.m.,

and Nov. 16 at 9 p.m. llie WHAP will

meet with interested college and
community leaders in the Dennett

Ho^seT.V. lounge to view and dicsuss

the series.

The group will also meet on Nov. 14

at 9 p.m. in the Dennett lounge to view
"Distant Tlunder," Stayajit Ray's
classk: film on famine hi an Indian
village.

The dollar value of the food saved
during the Nov. 15 fast will be sent to
Oxfam America to support overseas
self-help development projects. The
WHAP urges all students and faculty

to support the fast; pledge forms will

be available at the major dining halls

on Nov. 9. 10 and 12.

wc

Display

from OCG
PROJECT SEARCH Is a recruiting
progrdm ilwtDnacI to inform minority

students of tt<e opportunities open to tliem

In tlie Bowling Green Grad. Program. See
OCC for further information and ap-
plications.

CONNECTICUT GENERAL will talk witti

students on Tuesday, Nov. 7 at 7:00 pm at

tti».U«i,.lfree ijeer and pretzais, too.)

LEO BURNETT—"Careers in Ad-
vertising", 7:00 pm, at the Log, on Nov. 9.

brass, percussion, orgali, and classical
guitar. The National Winner for each in-

strument wilt receive from S500 to $1000,
depending on the category. For further
Information, contact:

Pauline M. Oufour
college Auditions Chairperson
56 Fatima Drive
Somerset, AAass. 027'2«

ORAD
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Eph boofers clobber
Wesleyan Cardinols

by Q^ve Barr*
The Cardinala came to Cole Field

hoping to spoil Homecoming and
capture th* Little Three soccer title

Saturday mornirig. They left

disappoijoted and denied, \ViIlia(ns

won 3-1 and the hooters now "lode to

next Saturday's showdown at
Amhenrt where they can clinch their

second Little Three title of this

decade.

The Ephs are 7-2-J. undefeated in 7

starts, andhaveashot atbecoming tiie

winningest team in Williams history.

UCON, ranked ninth nationally in

division one soccer, comes to

Williamstown this Wednesday to try

to break the streak.

Saturday's game was not pretty to

watch. Over fifty fouls were called;

four yellow warning cards were
handed out. The play was rough and
sometimes bitter. But Williams is

used to all that. Power soccer is their

game, and the harder an opponent
runs at them, the harder Williams
fights back. Gregg Hartman '79 set up
the first Eph score five minutes in

simply by outhustling a Cardinal
defender to a ball nearly over the
endiine and centering it to Dan
iFriesen '81 at the top of the penalty
area. Friesen ripped a shot before
Wesleyan could recover.

Wesleyan tied the score with eight

mintues left in the half by netting a
free kick from some forty yards out.

This slap in the face made Williams
angry. Hartman again provided the

spark for the goal. Dribbling through
fte Wesleyan defense he was brought
down hard in the penalty area. Like
last weekend against Springfield,

Hartman's initial shot from the
charity stripe was blocked, but he
coolly put in the rebound. The half
ended 2-1 Williams.

The second period was like the first,

only rougher. Wesleyan felt frustrated
and gave^ent to this feeling by

overplaying the pian. In short, they
lost their cool. Williams took
advantage of this and notched a two-

goal lead early in the half. Gregg
Hartman got his second assist of the

day, hitting Peter May '79 crashing to

goal. May blasted a banana bail past
the helpless Cardinal keeper for the

insurance tally.

Wesleyan didattempt to come back.
But after a stiaky start junior

goaltender Doug Orr came on strong
to stop them. With four minutes left

Wesleyan was awarded a penalty
kick. The momentum was turning for

the Cardinals; there was enough time
to gain a tie. But Orr rose to the

occasion and blocked the shot. His
defense cleared the rebound. Williams
had half a Little Three title.

Eph boeters k>ok on as a taammate advances a Williami attack downfieM.

(photos by Oetlgen)

Wesleyan thrashes gridders 24-12
by Mary Kate Shea

The Wesleyan University Cardinals
combined seven interceptions with a

potent running attack to roll past the
Williams College football team 24-12

in Little Three action. The loss,

Williams' first to Wesleyan since 1970,

drops the Ephs' season record to 4-3

and means that they must beat
Amherst next weekend to share the
Little Three crown with Wesleyan and
Amherst.

The Cardinals came up with 10

points in the last three minutes of the
first half and 14 points in the thiril

quarter to jump to a 24-0 lead that
Williams was unable to surmount.
Although Wesleyan had only 56

yards passing on the afternoon, the
Williams defense could not contain the
Cardinals' consistent ground gains.
Led by running backs Bob LateSsa (90

yards in 26 carries) and Mike Scacda
(66 yards in four carrira), Wesleyan's
running game produced 223 yards in

61 carries.

The Ephs gained virtually all ol

their 316 yards in total offense through
their passing attack. Senior Greg
Collins was Williams' top rusher with

46 yards in 13 carries, but the Ephs
total yards rushing came to just 21

yards as quarterback Bob Lutz was
sacked by the Wesleyan defense five

times for a loss of 67 yards. Lutz
completed 14 of 35 passes for 272

yards, but also threw seven critical

interceptions.

Wesleyan's touchdowns came on a
two-yard plunge by Spike Cooney, a
61-yard spring by Scacca, a three-

yard run by Dennis Robinson, and a
20-yard field goal by quarterback
John Papa,

A 30-yard punt return and a 13-yard
' penalty on Williams gave Wesleyan
possession at the Ephs' 12-yard line

and set up Cooney's touchdown with
3:16 left in the first half. Papa's field

goal with jiist 0:29 remaining gave
Wesleyan a 10-0 halftime lead.

Six minutes into the third quarter,

Scacca ran a sweep around the left

end and outran the entire Williams
defense for 61 yards and Wesleyan's
second touchdown of the afternoon.

An interception of a Lutz pass
intended for Ken Hollingsworth led to

the Cardinals' last points of the game.
Combining pa^es from Papa to

Latessa and runs by Robinson,
Wesleyan broke into the end zone
again, less than two minutes after its

second touchdown, when Robinson
gained the final three yards on a pitch

Quarterback Bob Lutz (left) attempts
to run around two determined
Wesleyan dcfMders.

^ .^^ _, 1 L_.^{ohot<> by Oottganl

left.

Following a 39-yard Wesleyan field

goal attempt that fell short, Williams
took possession of the ball at its own
22-yard line. On the second pliay of"the
series Lutz unloaded a 74-yard pass to

Hollingsworth, who collared the pass
and ran the rest of the way for the
Efhs' first points of the game.
Four minutes into the fourth

quarter, the Ephs struck again. A
pickup of 14 yards on a run by Collins

was negated by a penalty against
Williams; buf Williams got a break
that set up its second touchdown when
a pass interference penalty was called
on a Wesleyan defender on a long pass
intended for Hollingsworth. The
penalty put the Ephs at the Cardinals'
three-yard line, and two plays later
Collins went into the end zone on a
one-yard plunge. The two-point extra
point attempts failed after both
scores.

Down 24-12 late in the fourth
quarter, Williams started to move
down field with Lutz scrambling and
hitting Hollingsworth for completions.
The Ephs' momentum was stopped
cold, however, when Collins fought off

two Wesleyan defenders for a 25-yard
reception, only to have the gain
nullified by -an illegal-^^edure
penalty against Williams. On the
Ephs' final drive, the Cardinals
picked off their seventh interception
of the game on a Lutz pass 6eep
intended for Collins.

Harriers cop
Little 3 title

In its moat brilliant team race of till

season, the Williama Men'* Cra^
Country squad thrashed both Amhwnd
and Wesl^an to capture once agaift
the Uttle Three Varsity and JV titles.

Final scores for the varsity W^S}^
Williams 23, Amherst 4i «nd
Wesleyan 68, while in the JV race Qmv
were Williams 26, Amherst 39 and
Wesleyan 67. As indicated, the

expected threat by the Amherst Lora
Jeffs to wrest the crown away from
the Ephs never materialized.
Williams has now been Little TTiree
champions for nine straight years.

The JV squad led off the meet and
set the tone for the day. The five
scorers finished in a solid 3-4-&^(^
pack to wrap up the victory. They
were, in order: Don Hangen, Gordon

Coates, Arch Perkins, Dan Sullivan
and Steve Bellerose. Rounding out the
roster were Basil Briggs, Jay
HeUmuth, Charley DeWorid, Bob
Tyler, John Bescherer, Jim Hoch and
Joel Richardaon.

In the varsity- race, the Purple
dominated from the very start. After
the half-mile mark, a tight five-man

bunch of Ephs opened up a huge lead
over the Jeff pack. While Williams
had had trouble maintaining its group
strategy earlier in the year, this time
the runners could have been roped
together. As usual, Tom Schreck
gradually pulled away from the whole
field as Wesleyan's Spence Smith
moved up to challenge. Schreck won

the individual championship going
awajj. Behind him, the rest of the Eph
pack stayed together and cruised
easily home to a 4-5-6-7 finish. Steve
Polasky, Phil Darrow, Garrlck
Leonard and Mike Behrman were all
within fifteen seconds of each other in
an awesome display of team power.
Also with strong races for Williaqu
were Pat Dobson in 14th, Rusty
Anderson in 18th, Cam Virrill In l«th
and John McC^mmond in 25th.

C«nlng offthis resounding triumph,
Williams will face stiffer'eoitpiBtitioa

this weekend at the New Englands in

Boston. If they can keep the same
rock-like formation, the runners
should fare well against the big
schools.

Volleyball tops Holyoki
The Williams Women's Volleyball

team ended its premise season with
an 18-5 record after drubbing the Mt.
Holyoke squad 15-12, 15-11 and 15-7

Tuesday night.

Standouts Sue Jacquin and Rachel
Aliber sparked the Ephwomen to their
final victory with excellent all-around
play and decisive spiking in tight

spots. Senior Micbele Johnson came
off the bench for the third game of the
match, iiiapiring the team with quick
blocka and sharp q>ikes «4iich broke
the back of Holyoke's offensive.

The Holyoke nutch ended a first

season faighUghted by wins over such
large and experienced volleyball
schoola as U.N.H., Albany SUte,
Potsdam and UMaine. Coach of tbe
Williams team iSue Hudaoo-Hamblin
was impnoaed by the aawy of ber
rooklelsaffl. "Tb^ came through the
eaaon as a unit, one whose play
became better and more poUsbed in
every game," she said. Although the
squad will lose co-captoin Sue Jacquin
and Michele Johnson at graduafioo,
Hudsoo-Hamblin pMdkts an even
stranger season next year. "The

Sports Briefs
schedule will be similar, but WUiiams
will have a year of varsity experience
behind it," she explained.

In addition to an extended 23-25
match schedule next fall, WUiiams
will also host the New England
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
tournament on Novemb«r 3.

Soccer loses

The Williams Women's Soccer
Team lost thdr last game of the

season to a talented Darl^midth
squad. Thegame, i^yed on Williams'
field Wednesday, ended i^ a 3-1 score.

Two of Dartmouth's goals came in

the first half, their first occurring

minutes after the game began. They
played a good team game and tended
to dominate the actkjn. Williams' goal
cante late In the secon dhalf after a
oomer kkk tnm Sara RqmoMi was
capitaUnd on by a good shot fran left

half Julie AndnMA, a Creshniaa .

Tbe game Ml Wlliams with a 5-^2

rtaord for the season. Despite the

defeat, ooacfa Jiidy ZimicU said that

ate and the taam wen generally

pleased and "psyched with the

Wonren 2ird In tittle 3
The Williams Women's Cross-

country Team made a strong effort to

capture the Little Three
Championship, but they were unable
to outrun the Wesleyan harriers in the
race held here Wednesday.
Wesleyan's winning score was 20
poinU, Williams had 36, and Amherst
couMn'l score because they did not
have a full squad of five competing.
Wesleyan's Jill Quigley won the

race, running the 3.2 mile course in a
time of IB: SO. Williams' aH:aptaiq.
Mary Hakala, a senior, was second in,

20:25, a new Williams course record'
which betters her old record by three
seconds. Behind ber for Williams
were freshman Sue Merchant, 6th,

who ran a very tough race in 21:11,

senior and co-captain Conie Johnson,
8th, with a personal best on the course
of 21 :30, freshman Liz Martineau, Mb,
also Vith a best of 21:49, and senior
Tannls Fox, 11th, in 22:12. Also
contributing to the Williams effort

with fine poitonal races were junior
Annie Ko, 13th, freshmen Brenda
MnUman. 14th, Atal* Han^ leih^

and Tammy Siiea, 17th.
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Faculty shows increasing concern over salaries
byltmJMM

The days wtwi eaVeffi professors

can lead lives detached from
mundane HnanCial concerns are gone.

For most of the past decade

academics have been force*) to accept

salaries which, when measured in

real or deflated dollars, have shrunk

each year.

The calculations of assistant

^ofessor Kim Bruce of the Faculty

Cempensaiioo CommiUe» hav«
revealed that the average starting

salary offered by Williams has
actually declined by 20 per cent since

the 1969-70 academic year, when
measured in real dollars using the

Consumer Price Index (CPI),. When

inflation is not Included, however,

these salaries appear to have risen

each year.

"What concerns me moat," Bruce
said, "is that within (the assistant

professor pay) grade, beginning
salaries are declining very rapidly. It

is now very difficult just to niake it on
the (average) beginning professor's

salary."

This situation is not confined to the

isMks of the newly hired. In fact,

Bruce determined that the average
full professor who was fully tenured

during the period from 1960-1978 "lost

money" when tm salary hikes were
compared to the CPI for the same
time period.

While this decline in earning power
represents a "small leas," Bruce
stated, it also means that a full

professor "has gotten no extra pay in

realdoUarsfor experience" during the

seventies.

There are, however, some members
of the faculty .whose earnings have not

declined during recent years. These
are people who have been at Williama

for several years but who iiave not

been elevated to full professor atatiis.

Thus assistant and associate

professors enjoy larger earnings each

year in spite of inflation.

As Provost Neil Grabols explains,

"A beginning member of the faculty is

moving through the ranks as well as

along with them. The general
movement of salaries and salary

hikes affect^ junior faculty more tten
senior ones,"

|

Comp<^nsiption increasingly
occupies the minds of faculty (or two
reasons. Tbcy anticipate that total

inflation In 1978 will be worse than in

recent years, although prices as

measured by the CPI have already

skyrocketed from a level of 100 in 1967

toiaaia 1973. Faculty also wi>rry that

President Carter's inflation control

program will prevent salaries here

from rising enough to compensate for

shrinking purchasing power.

The plight of educators is further

exacerbated by several Idng-term

tnadB uidque to the education fieU.

Wherever Icaehen apply for joto,

Itaey face a bvyen market, wherein

hundreds eonpete for each available

poslUon. With so many qualified

individuals to choose from. coUejw
and universities feel little pMnn to

raise salaries to attract taleOM
instructors.

Professor of Music Irwin Shainman
comments that "It's no great secret

that presently due to the g—f"'
economic picture, we are now in a

depressed industry."

Teachers across the nation feel

disadvantaged compared to other

professional groups with similar

Continued on Page/
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Dean voices fears to CC
a by Ann Morris

The administi'ation has observed

an «'osion in the meaning of the

residential house system. Dean
O'Connor told the College Council

Wednesday night. O'Connor fears that

houses have lost their "community
sense," and that students are no
longer willing to spend energy to

"confront diversity," or "respect the

rights of others."

An increase in the number of

students who want to transfer houses

ot!xaove off-campus has led to much of

thb administration's concern,

O'Connor explained. The residential

house system, he said, unlike the

fraternity system it replaced, was
designed to "put people who are

different togetfaerin arandom way."
"The confronting of this

differentness," he continued, was
intended to "play into the whole

educatiomd'policy of the school, and

of liberal ^ts." He emphasized his

fear that excessive inter-house

transferring and off-campus living

would defeat this purpose.

.Stwlent voiced varied reactionsL to

O'Connor's cwicem. Vice-President

Chris Jenkins '80 noted a "pervasive

lack of unity and house spirit," saying

that often houses are controlled by a

"noisy minority." Although diversity

is the greatest benefit of our housing

system, he continued, there could be

more diversity if social events were

not all decided by similar loud

minorities.

Secretary Mike Lissack '79

siiggesled^that if 'the Crtlege were
"less paternalistic, less willing to

become involved in house matters,"

the house itseu wouiu iwve w solve lio-

problems, and students wi^ld thus

..have to talk more about them. .

Jon Ballan '79 commented that it

was "only natural" to want to live

with friends, and it was"healthy" to

transfer to be able to do so. He did not

see a problem in the lack of house

diversity to wjiich this transferring

might lead.

O'Connor explained that the Dean's

Office has no desire to "police or

intervene" in any house problems.

Any concrete changes, he said, must
come from a house's own self-

government. Simply a general

concern and desire to know the facts

led him to bring the question to the

Council's attention, he emphasized.

The Dean praised the Committee of

Undergraduate Life's (CUD proposal

to change parietal rules and the

method employed by the house in

deciding upon them. The proposal,

which encourages house self-policing

and respect for the rights and privacy

of all house members, was passed at

the November faculty meeting.

-The present section on "Parietal

Rules" in the Student Handbook will

be replaced With this statement on
"Residential Self-Government."

Continued on Page 7

Antl-nultf flujpyi^a^rf ftmritotiiai'tlrsrtlittatre at the top ol Sprfng St. last

Saturday. Story and other photo efi page 7^ (photoby Prasad)

Faculty supports contract majors
The faculty unanimously supported

a recommendation to continue to offer

the contract major with some
modifications as proposed by the

Cfflnmittee on,„Educati<»uil Policy at

its monthly meeting last Wednesdayv
(^airman of the CEP Moomaw,

who was charged with reviewing the

success of the contract major since it

was instituted in 1974, said that he

supported this alternative as a
"flexible opportunity to meet the

educational needs of those, whose
interests lay outside Williams'

traditional majors."

The CEP, however, recommended
some changes which further clarify

the requirements and the timetable

tor a contract major as noted in the
I IU...d>

present a written statement in the

s|Bing which, in addition to outlining

their project, designates at least

two faculty sponsors, one of whom^
inifit be in residehceTn Wllliamsldwn

during the student's senior year. The
major must include at least nine

semester courses, one of which is to be

considered a senior major course.

The student may, in addition,

choose between two routes to honors

in his contract. He may undertake a

The oWcM rnvHt of last week's CC electleNt were

premlMtf becatie all ballots wore net in.

not ready FrMay a*

(photoby Prasad)

year long senior thesis, or choice to

take eleven semester courses ( or ten

and one WSP) and then write a mini-

thesis in one semester or during

Winder, Stj^dy., .,_,,, ^„,.,„^ „_,,..<,.

'The CEP also recommended t^t
the number of contract majors
continue to be limited to ten each

year. Professor Moomaw indicated

that this was a reasonable number
because the total number of contracts

approved in four years since 1974 has

been exactly ten.

The CEP's prc^KJsal called for

another review of the contract major
in 1964.

A resolution proposed by the

Student-Faculty Coaimtttee • on
Athletics calling for President

Chandler to reaffirm the College's

association mtb and approval of the

tenets of the , New England Small

Coilf^ Athletic Conference at a

meeting of NESCAC college

pi^tiShts this Wednesdayand for the

continued study of the organization's

post-season play provision was tabled

after a short discussion.

Professor Peter Frost, who moved
to table the proposal, said that the

issue of post-season play was
obviously of great importance to the

student body. "We don't have enough
information to make an educated

decision," he said.

Nina Murphy, '79, addressed the

meeting on behalf of the student

members of the Athletic Committee.

"Students at the forum Monday night

gave serious and thoughtful

consideration to the matter," she

said, "but they were disappointed by

the fact that the faculty's viewpoint

was not represented there. We wish

only to make it clear that this is a very

divided issue on campus and that

communication among students,

faculty and the administration is

paramount if Williams is to make any

kind of decision or recommendation

on the matter."

Chairman of the Athletic

c:ommittee Bamett suggested that

perhaps the faculty might hold an

informal meeting In the near future at

which students would be invited to

express their opinions about post-

season play.

The faculty also voted to designate

,.rill<%gOY^ning residential houses not^

as "parietais" but as rules a(

"residential self-government."
Chairman of the Committee on
Undergraduate Life said that the

deletion of this and other archaic

phrases in the handbook's description

of parietal rules will underline the

importance of student rights, privacy

and consideration in the residential

housing system.

Rash of thefts

stools student
peace of mind

Police and security strongly urge

students to lock then: doors,^ due to a

rash of thefts which have struck the
campus. According to Housing
Committee member Rusty Case the

local police are currently

investigating the possibility that a

group of Williamstown high school

students are responsible for the thefts.

During the summer, faculty

reported similar incidents of Iwrglary

in their hmnes. Officials suspect that

the same people may be involved in

the recent outburst ot stealing.

Incidents have occurred throughout

the campus, cutting a swath from
Greylock to Mission Park to Prospect.

In Hopkins House, a stereo

disappeared, as well as a headphone

set, wall hangings, money, and
smaller items. Money and a book bag

vanished from a room In Prospect.

Though the bag, reafpeared, k^^
TSvSn it reiiain ifnisi^

™....

From Brooks House, a car recently

was stolen. Three youths were
arrested in New York in connection

with the Incident, according to Walter

O'Brien, Director of Security.

O'Brien also urged students to

report any unusual sittings, and to

notify security of unfamiliar or

suspicious peqDle.
"^

Forum urges playoff eligibility
byEricSchmltt

A majority of students at the

Faculty-Student Committee on
Atfilelics' open f<Niim last Monday
n^ght expressed the opinion that

WiUiams^hould be able tosend teams
to NCAA post-season tournaments.

The New England Small College

Athletic Conference, (NESCAC) since

1971 allows individual athletes to

compete in NCAA . post-season

tournaments, but does not allow team
sports to compete in post-season play

more than one week after their

seasons officially end.

As most NCAA team tournaments

(e.g., soccer and football) are ladder

tournaments, Williams teams, no

matter how successful, are limited to

that one week, and are thus ineligibie

to compete further than any first

round playoff. The NESCAC rule

would have to be changed for

Williama to participate further.

Professor Vincent Bamett,
chairperson of the Athletics

Committee, said the forum was a

means by which the committee could

gain student-faculty input on the issue

before making a reconunendJatkn to

the entire faculty, and to President

Chandler, who will be attending a

NESCAC board meeting tomorrow.

Advocates of post-season

competition were numerous and
vocal.

One student commented that those

students making the tremendous
conunitment to a sport deserve

cotisideration when ~there 1» ti

possibility of post-season play.

Dan Sullivan '79, a raaiAer of tte^~

committee, said that post-season

athletic events are a valuable and

imique educational experience.

Other positive aspects mentioned

were the stimulation of interest

among students, community, and

alumni, the availability of and

comidete NCAA funding for men's

teams attending national

toumameiite. Cumotly, the College

pays an athlete's entrance fee, room,

and board for regional tournaments,

but requires the student to pay

transportatloa coats. There is no

outside financial support available for

women's poat^eaatin play.

One proponent of |he current

NESCAC limitations said the

increased pressure placed upon
students and coacfaea to qualify and

win tournaments would be

detrimental to the athletic program

and to a student's acad«mlc
performance.

Many members of the audlapoe

challenged that theory, coBtsnrtlng
that if a student can handle the

current academic prwnirea, be can

handle any additional preaaure Iram

Contlnuad on Pa^e 4
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Tunnel Vision
Last Wednesday the faculty (or rather, the fraction thereof which

remained until the end of the meeting) voted to table a resolution submitted
by the Athletic Committee which called for a reaffirmation of the policies
espoused by NESCAC (the New England Small College Athletic Con-
ference) and a continuing invesUflation into student and faculty attitudes
towards post-season play for WilBams teams.

Professor Peter Frost proposed the tabling because neither he nor the
faculty members present felt that they had a sense of what those attitudes
.were. _ .. -

. -:

How could they? Virtually no one besides those faculty members on the
Athletic committee itself attended the well-publicized forum on post-season
play a week ago Monday evening. Students, on the other hand; made it a
point to be inresent in large numbers. Last year, at two forums scheduled to
deal with exactly the same issue, the pattern was the same. Students and
many coaches participated in the open airing of views, while faculty at-
titudes-^part from those of professors and administrators directly in-

volved in the committee—were not expressed. They were conspicuously
absent.

The issue of post-season play has come before the College too often to
deiw that it is an imp<»-tant and emotional topic for a si^iificant number of
students. If it is indeed the responsibiUty of the faculty to determine the role
of athletics on campus and the set of rules which wUl govern that facet of
campus life, it is then also its responsibility to be fully aware of the views,
attitudes, conmiitments and feelings of thosewho participate. In spite of the
fact that it has had several occasions on which to infwm itself, the faculty
has not taken advantage of them.

Ibe communication gap which has revealed itself thus far in the
College's dealings, with post-season play is frightening. We can only hope
that the faculty^ lack ot interest or reluctance to express it is soon rec-
tified and that its apatiiy—or tunnel vision—does not extend to other issues
important to the student body.

K.W.

wc

Beneath their

Peaceful

Shadows
by ChrisDUngelo

First, congratulations to the defense, and
the football team as a whole.
~ Now, the inain attraction: the first of two
parts on the College Council, and its

Constitution in particular.

I've looked into what's been happeniiig to

the constitution since a new one was put into

effect in 19M, when the end of the frats

necessitated some nutjor changes.

Since that time, there have been three

niajor changes in student government which
deal just with the Council, and all three have
to do with the selection of members:

196S: up until now, allbouse presidents served

the house chooses can serve.

1970: for the first time, the offices of

President and Vice-President are elected

from the student body, by the students.

Previously, the Council chose those members
from within itself.

1973: the six positions of "at large member"
were created.

It appears that, over the past nine years,

sonie reforms have been slowly introduced

wMch seem designed to prevent the CC from
becmning overly elitist, and which try to

Increase representation on the Council.

Furthermore, all of these changes were
bcoughtabout by the Council itself ( as far as I

itellland were not the result of students -

initiated actions, although student

sentjjrnent was obviously behind them.

Another change was brouglit about in

student government in 1969. Although not

affecting the CC directly, this was the biggest

change in the CC's role on campus since 1964

:

the establishment (by the faculty) of joint

foculty-student committees, which operate de
facto independently of the Council. On this

point t quote at length part of an interview

with Dean Stevens which appeared in the

Record November 7, 1969 (Dean Stevms is

talUng):

"The College Council might lose much of its

power and influence as a governing bocly with

more and more students on college
committees.

"Suppose every faculty committee
becomes a faculty-student committee, what

will the function of the College Council then

be? 'V •

"The Council is going to have to be
aggressive in order to stave off the

competition. It might be more glamorous for

a student to be on CEP than on the Council, so
the Council may lose its potentially best

members.

"It would be a pity if the Council were
reduced to the high school level of just

running a big dance once a year. I hope the

competition will aid the Council in finding its

own id«»tity."

Dean Steveiis is more of a prophet than we
generally give him credit for. I think that the
past nine years have proved his remarks true,

and given his questions a strong rhetorical

edge.

Over the years, many of the really

meaningful issues on campus (JA's, housing,

housing, WSP, curriculum) have been
resolved in the committees, and not by the

Council. This is not to say the apart from its

allocation function the CC has had no impact
„M.lBecent,.y,ears» hut it has. Jjad less.of an„.
impact on many important questions than the
committees. It might even be fair to say that
the CC has less of an impact than it used to,

period.

Thus, it seems that Dean Stevens was right:

the students' power has increasingly
manifested itself in the committee structure,

and the CC has suffered. But what about the
Dean's last point: has the CC, in the wake of
this challenge, defined its role better?

_^ Well, let's remember that except for the

three constitutional changes I mention above,
the Council has not changed much in fourteen

years. Specificially, the functions of the
Council remain much the same as they were

. in i96fT:l)e(ore the frats were .con4)ilptely-.

gone, before the women were here, before the
student body grew by 6(X), before the bladks
tiegSft to a^enihemserveg^Tbeginiiinglvilli^
the Hopkins occupation in April, 1969), before
the Vietnam War and the Nixon
Administration heightened the political

awareness of all college students—before alot

of changes. Add to all this the role of the
committees. What's left?

It also seems that this year, the CC, on top
of everything else, has quite a bit of staident

sentiment agaitst it at its roots: its structure,
and its leglUmacy. I am suggesting that this

is due primarily to the factors discussed
above, which can be summed up as: the
College Council has not been terribly

successful in, to use Dean Stevens' wording,
"finding its own identity" amidst a period of
rapid change.

I'll take up this again next week, with
specifics in regard to the current scene.

fiM) So, w«»T 00 yen
HUNt Of rue cuMjcucum

TO OUO f

vlulu
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by Peter Rhitels

There seems to be a widespread
misconception that last week marked my
debut as poetry critic for the Record and that

I, something in the manner of Mark Twaih's
in "Fenfmore Cooper's Literary Offenses"

did a literary two-fisting of my own on
Fabienne Marsh's "Spring Carnage." Let me
set. the record straight on this. "Sprihg
Carnage" makes very little sense to me,'ahd
while that perhaps stands as a criticism'bf

sorts, it comes from a one who is also unsure
of how Emily Dickinson made hope into "the
thing with feathers" or of what Lewis
Carroll's "slithy toves" are doing gyring and
gimbling in the wabe. Such are my
credentials as if not poetry critiCf then
bewildered poetry reader. - %*

intended, but if violence was done, it seems
fitting to complement it with what these days
is violence's ineffable side-kick, which is

(you're way ahead of me here right?) sex.

1 have this theory about the subject v/i sex
which I have carefully developed over four
years of Williams College education which,
briefly put, is this: that everything that can
be said about it has been said about it, and at
least three thousand times. For my own
contribution, therefore, I will resort to the
anecdoiaT level.

I am not by nature a revieller, but recently!
managed to get caught up in the festive spirit

of the change back to standard time (festive

enough for my purposes, at any rate) and
-made off..te-one parties -scheduled -for that-

weekend. My date for the evening was a Miss
Anne Thorpe, who. I must say, struck me as a
bit cold and I am told others have found her
this way as well. She said that she was
accepting my invitation not out of any special
fondness for me, but for a lark, which I

dutifully provided her, although I have ho
idea what she did with the thing.

Anne made it clear ffom the outset that she
had mixed feelings toward me, a combination
of abject loathing and intense enmity, which I

quickly perceived as having the potential for

putting a damper on the evening. When I

greeted her at her room, the atmosphere
between us reeked with hostility, although
now that I think about, a considerable
contribution to that atmosphere was made by
what the people down the hall were smoking.

In any case, once we proceeded across

campus I faced the usual problems flnding

some topic for ccmversation. The difficulty

here was especially serious as Anne and I

moved in predominantly different circles, she
in a hermeneutic one and I, accmrding to

many people I know, in logical ones:

Finally, desperate for an ice breaker, I

recalled Bogart's words (roughly): "I never
met a dame who couldn't understand a hard
slap across the face or a slug from a 38."

Having foreseen earlier the possibility of

using this wisdom, I had brought a slug from
a 38 with me, which I {H-oduced from my
pocket and offered to Anne for inspection.

Unfortunately, she simply looked at it

b««rilderedlx.an|d returned it to me. So much
Tffi(;::;]^op#sMvIce.~''""^'":"-

'--"^-n-'-^i--*-'

After some time, however, I did' get her to

open up and tell me something of herself. It

turned out that she is "very into angst."

"My suitemates ami I can sit around for hours

and talk aboutow existential anxieties."

"Ever r^s^olve any of them?" I queried.

"Everyone knows you can't resolve
exist^tial anxieties" she replied. "We just

talk about them until we reach a nice state of

angst and then get stoned."

As the hour pressed on toward one, security

began shooing people out and I dutifully held

the door for Anne as she l^t.

"I see there's still some chivalry left in this

world," she said.

"More than you^-lmagine, Vm-
responded.

"You interestedingdng ouLsome^tlaceioiL
a night cap?" she asked.

"Can't," I said. "I have to get up early

tomorrow for an eight o'clock jousting

match."
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''Spring Carnage''

To the editor:

Thank you for your benignly trenchant
coniinents regarding my poem. My only
regret is that you spent one splendid Sunday
inside, punching at a typewriter. For my part,
I was riding my golden steed (a sparkly
Italian bicycle) on Sunday, November 5,

experiencing the very exhilaration 1 wrote of
in "Spring Carnage." And finally, I would like
to show you the final revision of the poem, one
that was completed a few days after the Pique
deadling.

Spring Carnage

I undantond
why one mad fly

spat against the bulb
lost night

and fried alive

I would do it

another way—

in a sun-dap|ded convertible,

driving fast, to

spank my face against

the wind and
suffocate to death

Or else I'd be the

murderest—
cupping and plucking

scarlet tulips

taut-bodied cognac
goblets—

and steal away when
all, en masse,

mouth riot on my calves

But when the stripped

air thickens

with Summer melting in,

all that was Furious
dies embalmed
in chokes of pert F.Wenne Mafsh

moa(|Uitoes.
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Using the CC

to its fullest

potential
by JolU McNanee

'SNippoee-tt^ the twglimtqg of a gemesler
and you've signed up for several courses
Suddenly you begin to hear some negaUve
things about one of the courses—in fact, some
people say the course is absolutely worthless.
If these people are friends of yours vtrhom yoii
respect and with whom you agree on
everything, you may well drop the course
immediately. But in a usual case of this sort
what are you likely to do? Go to a few classes,"
dp some of the readings—you see for yourself!
Moot of us don't drop something without
giving it a fair change, whether a friend, a
new food or a marriage. If there are some
advantages to be gotten from something, we
iBuaDy try to exploit its potential first. If we
then decide it just cannot work, we may
decide to pour our energy into something else
we find more effective.

It's not very difficult to apply this notion to
the College Council There it is, from 9:00 -

10:30 (or later) every Wednesday night in
Griffln. Mke any representative organ, it can
only be as good as the people it represents.
Qan most people say that they've tried to
bring problems to the Council and failed? Can
most individuals in the Council itself say
they've put a few hours a week into thinking
about the Council and failed to come up with
any positive, important things on which the
Council could work? Can most of us say we've
made a real effort at elections to see that the
best people are on th^ Council (even if that
means running ourselves) and failed?

The writer, a Junior, it on th* College
CouneU.

I thiiik it's a problem of energy and time! If

school policy is important to us (which it

should be—it concerns us directly) , we should
consider it a priority and give it some timfe.
The Council is a reasonable fonrni to
determine student interest. Each house hbs a
representative, the Freshman class has
representatives, and officers and at Uu-ge
representatives are elected to provide for
general student opinion. It's kind of an
imposed diversity

,
insuring that everyone has

someone to whom he or she can talk, through
. .JKh(>Jtt;Jteiff.she..is,r^resented. Whrapeepte

have specific identifiable problems about the
constitutional structure of the Council, such
as the lack of an impeachment amendment,
they can be worked on and improved (even
now a committee is working to revise the
constitution), but the structure itself is

basically sound.

Communication is', thus, where time and
energy most need to be spent. I don't know
that much about all this myself—this is my
first term on the Council and so I'm probably
similar to most students as far as my
experience goes. It seems to me, howgyer.

thai-there are a few'^ffiiniB we can do' to
strengthen the i:epresentatives of the system.
So let's go through the whole problem of

reprraentation from start to finish. -

1) Elections are certainly a good place to
begin. This is our chance to vote no
confidence mffie Council. "Two times a year
we can vote for a representative to the CC. If

we don't like the policies of the past College
Council, we can elect someone closer to our
vahies, views, etc. Bat, to do this, electloite

must be taken seriously. Do nominate

viewpoinU are welcome. You can talk, nuke
a moUon, whatever you want, and the Coundl
will listen. If you ared't surtt how to make a
motion or set things going, call an officer or
rep and Ihey'U be al)le to help.

U the Council agrees with you (the reps
having determined their constituents
interests), it will support you. It may teem
that the whole process of coming to dedsioos
is tedious, but think what the CC is doii«:
twenty plus people are determining bow the
student body feels about issues. They must
hear all sides of the quesUon, listen to facts,
opinions, etc., of all parties involved Iniasine
how long it wouia^kt ifIhe wWitadMt
body had to go through the process on every
policy matter.

So bear with the rules. For the CC's
statements to mean something, all different
groups must have their say. Just this
September, we've voted in a whole new set of
easy rules so that confusion in meetings is

unlikely to exist. In order for a final decision
to be reached, though, some rules must exist
for example, to limit discussion. Read up a
little on the rules or talk to a CC member or
two before you come to a meeting, but don't
give up. Do come and bring your viewpoint,
evidence, information, etc. If you don't feel
it's already being adequately expressed. And
there's always your chance to vote "no
confidence" in the next election.

Just a final word about "student power", a
subject many of us have wondered about.
Lincoln once said that "a house divided
against itself cannot stand," and the
statement is especially relevant to the student
community. For our number and strength to
be meaningful we must be able to present to
the faculty and administration (who usually
are able to present their "stands" on issues) a
united front of student feeling. Certainly
differences of opinion among the students will
always (thankfully) exist. Once people are
made aware of all the different sides to a
problem, usually some consensus will
develop, however. The CC can be an effective
instrument for determining, articulating and
acting upon this consensus. It provides a
forum through which students can be
represented and can speak. It is, nonetheless,
of a manageable enough size that a consensus
can be reached relatively quickly. (And often
time is an impoirtarit factor in decision
making.)

Before we talk about destroying the College
Council, it just makes sense that we work to
bring it up to its potential. If we then find that
it's unworkable, fine. At that point we can
work to establish something new, but it would
be foolish to destroy the College Council
without specifically knowing what we are
voting to put in its place. The three steps I've
discussed are just thoughts—most of you can
probably quickly think of more. Questioning

ih«.MBj^Mtj!Mli8J»l»liyji.giB«Klifitis posiUve .

.

and constructive. A little thought on what we
want can only help. For the time being, let's

stop cmnplaining and put that energy into
working with what we have—an
unmistakable opportunity for representaticm.

eiiUst fonims for those interested in getUitt
into lew school and tesUng (heir oreterieal
skill at the same time.

Perhaps it is the Inflexibility of the
»»»«•*»• of student repraseuUtion that
oielatMi this problem. At a Ume in our Uv«
when we should be questioning the
insUtutional structures that exist in our
society, it is clear that the CaU(«e Council
constitution leaves us very Ijuie room to
experiment with different vehicles for
political expression. This comtituUoo was
written in 1964. WhileaU the coutltucnis have
cbaoged.Jhesan)«.constitution wsmtielly
remains. Although many students may be
interested in experimenting with new forms
of representaUon, the mechanisms do no(
currently exist which might enable them to
quickly dispose of the Council and the current
consUtution and help them to work towards
new forums for political power.

Stephen McOee 79, is the CC reprettn-

tative from Oladden and an organittr of
DisiUuaiontd Student* for Dittolution.

The question of "structure" should not be
dismissed as unimportant, since different
arrangements are appropriate for different
goals. Instead of just accepting the
framework that eixsts, we should begin to ask
ourselves some fundamental questions. What
powers do students need and want? What
form of government or representation would
be most effective in bringing about needed
changes. Answers to these questions will
change with time. As new functions evolve,
differeing forms must be able to emerge.
A recently organized group of students

(Disillusioned Students for Dissolution) is

working to improve the College Council
constitution. Currently, this document is

structured as if it should remain forevei'
unchanged, except for an occasional
amendment. The D.S.D. wonders why
constitutional stability is so important for a
group like the Collie Council. This type of
rigidity implies that the CC. performs some
crucial function; one so important to the
students it serves, that any experimentation
would involve an unaccei^biy high level of
risk.

What then is this important function that
justifies the infiexibility of our constitution?
Are the risks really so formidable that we
must systematically stifle the creativity and
imagaination of the student body in order to
insure the permanence of something like the
College Council?

Making the

Council

respensive

responsible people, people on whom you can
count to take things seriously, who will come
back to you to see how you feel about issues
and who will put some time into Council work.
It's llke-t>eing in a singing group or playing a
sport—representatives must be willing to
make a commitment.

2) S6 the elections have been held, what
now? Don't stop here. Think about things that
come up. Should Williams have a language
requirement? Is the swastika on Weston an
important enough problem to worry about?
ShouM the ACEC be given less money? And
iHI your rep how you feel. The reps are
ideally doing the same thing from the
opposite end, thinking about the issueS and
talking to you. This is communication and it's

essential that we make it lively and useful.

3) Another option; come to % Council if

you don't feel quite right about the
communication t>e(ween you end your rq>.

Maybe you don't agree on one issue, or maybe
you've never agreed on anything. Aqyoi^ can
come to a Coundl meeting. You don't have to
have a specific problem and different

by Stephen Magee
A few weeks ago The Record printed an

editorial criticizing the College Council for

spending too much time discussing the Indian
peace symbols that flank Weston Language
Center. At their next meeting, with only one
dissenting vote, our student representatives

demanded that the newspaper print a
retraction to this editorial. Clearly The
Record did not take the Council's pwnpous
demand very seriously. In fact, the stodent
body has never taken the College Councilvery
seriously. -—

-

- - — -

Nonetheless, the (Council seems to take

itself seriously, with ita members considering

themselves the legitimate representatives of

the student body. Furthermore, those who
dpn't know any better look upon the Clouncil's

action, or ita inaction, as expressive of

student opinion.

If our student government is a legitimate

one; if in fact a majority of the student body
would express confidence in the College

Council if they were given the opportunity to

do so, then our situation would surely stand as

kn exception to the rule. For how many of us

know of a high school or college stodent

government that is truly legitimate in the

eyes of ita constitoente? Most are, on the

contrary, seen as meaningless jokes or as

The D.S.D. would like to suggest a creative
,!olHtion.to thisjTQblfiTO, Xhejanendment we
propose would provide a mechanism for
stodenta to express "no confidence" in the
College Council if they should choose to do os.
This amendment does not propose that the
College Council be dissolved. Instead it

provides the stodenta with a process they
could use to create a new constitotion should a
majority decide that they had no confidence
in their current government. In that sense
this amendment is far from radical, for who
among us would be so foolish as to suggest
that the Council should be aUowed to exist

wMhwtjjtjhe^cfln^LnLlha=«b!«!*at-is*^
"^^"^»^^^SS^^^xveta^rv^^itix&en\s MaVe

asked the D.S.D. to propose concrete
alternatives to the College Council. There are

. J*? r^*^"s.*hX this reguest.is pijt.of j)lftce-
The obvious one is that the question of
alternatives will only become relevant, if

^tadents^ decide to use The dissdutfon
mechanism. All this amendment does is
create a mechanism thestodente could use in
the future, if they choose to do so.

Furthermore, our k>ersonal feelings
concerning specific alternatives are
irrelevant, since this is something the stodent
body as a whole would have to decide if it

should ever choose to dissolve the Council.
What is Important is that we have outlined a
clear method that studente could use to create
a new constitution.

iMue ever took place within the Oaiocll.
Instead, the argunant centered arautti
perllamentary prt)c«dure and wfaethar or art
one particular studetil wiwld be pemltted to
film the meeting. <He «w not allowed to do
so.)

The soenarto might have been dtthrent if

the amendment we now pro|iogp4Nr» pert of
the oonstitotlan last ^rtf«, lludentB wtnikl
have had a real way to exprsM ttiilr

disillusionment Thny could have rightly said,
"OK. College CouncU leaden: You can play
ffmariithlfnfOOrBut If you chooiM
we may be able to dissolve you by tii

the month. Before long we will have a better
vehicle for the expression c|[ our oplhiom. '

' Of
course, use of the amendinent might have
been unneoeesary. The throat of disaoiution
would probably have beenen«ugh topuke the
PMndl more reeponsive to dte neoda tt Its

' constituents.

The D.S.D. considers this amendment
constructive rather than destructive. For If at
some future time a majority of stodents
decide that they have no confidence in the
Council, it would then be innaccurate to think
of the CC. as representative in any way. This
amendment would delineate a method that-
could be used to create something of value
where only a vacuum^Uted.

Finally if you believe that the College
Council has the confidence of a majority of

the student body, then you should have no
trouble voting for this amendment For when
stodenta have the power to dissolve their

government, and they choose not to do so, the
Council will be viewed as a more legitimate
organization. If on the other hand, you
contend that the Council does not have the
confidence of a majority of studente, then
providing an orderly mechanism for the
creation of a better alternative becomes a
necessary step towards the actualization of a
new system.

Many Council members have complained
that the D.S.D. should work within existing
Council structures to being abnut
constitutional change. This "in house"
sentiment was also behind thehr asserttons
that only Council members, and not the
stodent body, should have the right to
impeach a C.C. officer. Why not put this
power where it belongs; in the hands of the
stodents. The D.S.D. has chosen to broaden
the scope of discussion through a campus-
wide referendum, rather than have a group of
twenty "representatives" make decisions
like these for the rest of us.

Although most people could care less about
the College Council now, this may not always
betbe case: There will be a time wheiirwmBV"""
faced with a new "South Africa". The next
time we are moved to action, and come to the
Council with our concerns, let us be amwd
with this amendment.

on the

College Gouiidl

Even if sttidente neverdissolved the College
Council, thU amendment would still serve an
important function. It would make the
Council more accountable to the student
body. An example from recent Williams
history demonstrates why this is so. Last
year, stodenta were more concerned about
investment In South Africa then they had been
about any other issue in recent memory. A
large group of stodenta came to the CoUege
Council to express their opinions.

The feelings of concerned studente were
overwhelming as they left Griffin HaU that
night. Instead of attempting to protect this
new flame of student activism, the leadership
of the Council used Robert's Rules to stifle

debate, claiming that the preeervation of
order was most important As a rcniU of this

no meaningful discussion of the

Editor's note: At a meeting roughly two
weeks ago. members of the recently formed
"Disillusioned Students f<fi- DitsoluttoH" [of
the College CouneU]" led, an open forum to

diecuss the future of student government at
William*. One outcome wa* a proposed
amendment to the College CouncU eon-
stitution that would permit the die*«lutton of
the Council upon by a 60 per cent vote nf ct
least two-thirds of the students In favor of a
"no confidence"referendum. Th* amendmemt
also make* prouition* for hn interim itmdent
government and th* writing of a new eom-

stitution should distolution occur. It doet net
say what form that new constitution wptM
take, but at the forum • member of pSD
members suggested m one possibility th*
modelling of a n*w tl>vtrnm*nt on town
meeting* aitd tharehy aboliehtng
representation in favor of a more diteet

democracy.
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Orestes presentation Idcks cohesion

SoMlars atth* rcMly in BrMht'i A MAN'S A Man.

byMaUelUckelCUer
Je«n-B«nurd Budty, diracUr, and

Euiipidea, playwiite, have combin«d
their talMta to produce a disaatrously

muddled and disjointed Orettes.

Typical of Euripidee, there are

several themes at woric in this play

which are never resolved, but set

against each other. These divisions

were not welded into a whole by

Buclcy, but allowed to run loose,

thoroughly confusii* the- audtetiee-

between drama, satire and comedy.

The initial theme is one of violent

desperation felt by the three

protagonists: Orestes, Electra and
Pylades. Their crime, matricide;

their sentence, death. Their

desperation and entrapment t>etween

Bob Berry as Tyndareus the Law, and
Eric Kuzmik as Menelaus, the wishy-

washy failure, is highlighted by the

starlc set with death's head, the brutal

muric. and the gnieaeaie but graoeftil

chorus, Only the acting in U»
Prologue and the reunion scene fail to

carry the imp*ct. Were Eakland,

Electra, and Davis, Orestes, to

convey mqre conviction and fWer
gestures, the nraasage might be even

more compelling.

But, as this temioB mounts with the

death sentence passed, the children go

too far. The blood-lust and almost-

'^Mrtet^-ef-!Men -strike- aMMg^-
against out sense of justice, and that

of fifth century Greece. At the

moment when Orestes puts the gun
against Hermione's head, we
understand and fear the human
lawlessness which still reigns in our

day.

And that is the moment Europides

chooses to pull the rug out from our

feet. Apollo, God of Justice, descends

in a well-constructed, but unwelcome,

A AAAN'S a rich and complicated play
by Mimi David and Bill Pursche

Williamstheatre's production of A
Man's A Man is a good production of

Brecht's challenging and difficult

drama. Brecht essentially presents

one main theme, yet it is a theme with

naany complex implications. The net

result is a complicated and rich play

that is much more than a simple
comedy.
The play takes place in Asia in 1925.

foar British soldiers in a machine gun
unti rob a temple, during which one of

the soldiers loses some of his hair.

Afriad that his bald spot will betray

them, his comrades leave him behind

for the time being. He is discovered by
the owners of the temple, who, instead

of turning him over to the authorities.

nuke Urn into a god. The remainder
of the play is concerned with the three

soldiers' search for a replacement for

titl«r comrade. Galy Gay, the naive

dodter and the "man who can't say
no," is taken in by the army imit and
is transformed, little by little, into a

'good soldier.' On the way, we
encounter thematic excursions into

the nature of individuality, manhood,
and identity, resulting in much of the

play's complexity.

Visual images are an important

part of the play. In Brechtian fashion,

each character possesses his own set

of gestures, movements, and manners
of speaking which forms a visible

symbol of the essence of his

character. Much of the humor is

dependent on visual cues, as the

characters' actions are external and
visually displayed rather than
internal. For example, when Galy
Gay must decide whether to return

home to his wife or to join the soldiers,

we see him deciding—holding in one

hand a cucumber, symbolizing his

wife and home, and in the other hand
holding a cigar, representing the

soldiers and army life.

The character of Galy Gay is an

especially difficult role, and one that

is central to the play, as he must

CONCERT PARTY

EPHLATS

the Wellesley
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transform from a docile docker to a

rough-and-ready fighting man in just

over two hours. Jim Stone as Galy

Guy is successful in portraying each

sepearate aspect of his 'character as

seen in the different episodes;

however, he fails to symbolize a

progressive and cumulative
character transformation. This

becomes most apparent in the crucial

scene where the new Jeriah Jjp

confronts the coffin of the

transformed Galy Guy. Here, Stone's

orations seem to lack the strength

which the play demands of them.

In general, the drama is demanding
of the actors in that it is difficult for

the players to maintoin character

coherence throughout the series of

episodes. John Lloyd, leader of the

British army unit, gives an
outstanding performance as Uriah

Shelley. Lloyd is a dominating
presence on stage as he maintains a

strong, tough, cynical "character
whose delivery of lines is forceful and
funny. Rob Baker and Eric Widing,

two of Lloyd's comrades, are
consistently supportive of the humor
generated by Lloyd. Widing stands out

in his individual speeches and is

particularly endearing to the

audience. The final member of the

unit, Jeriah Jip, is played by the

Williams-reknowned Renzie Lamb.
His-performance is best appreciated -

in the context of his character in the

Williams community. Opposing this

army unit is Bloody Five, the overtly

stodgy yet covertly sensual British

sergeant, played by C. W. Elliott.

Elliott is more successful in

portraying the transformation of his

character than he is in establishing a

convincing personality at either

extreme.

The two female roles are
completely supportive of the male-'

xiominaibd' actJonr-Betaj^Sc
totally defined as "Mrs. Galy Gay"
and is quite convincing as the

submissive peasant housewife. Fran

only female presence on stage for

most of the play. More often than not,

Civardi maintains the tough sexuality

of an army prostitute. Her rich,

powerful, sensuous voice provides a

wonderful relief f'-om, and contrast to,

the harsh masculine voices of the

soldiers.

This switohing and variation of

voice and tone is but one instance of

the wonderful rhythm that Gregory

Boyd, the director, creates in the play.

He does this in a number of ways. The
actors remain in relatively posed

positions during speeches, which
contrasts to the flurry of action in

changing episodes and scenes. The
very nature of the episodic

presentotion itself contributes to a

rhythmic feeling of progression. The

way Brecht's play is structored also

lends itself to this nice rhythm; the

audience is taken out of the artificial

action of the drama and into the reahn

of the theatre through introductions,

and narrations by the actoi^... ^.<[

Robert Forrest has done a good job

of composing a score that adds to the

richness of the play and works well

with Boyd's production. Ilie music is

stereotypical in itself, and reinforces

the episodic nature of the production;

changing from a military marchlike

beat to a stiff. Oriental sound and
back again. Peter Gould, the new
AMTlSBsiiiSer, has cireated a setlhat .

is simple yet remarkably effective.

The use of a half-curtain works quite

well; in many ways it adds to the totol

'feel' of the play. It is a constant

reminder of what the play is about and
underscores much of the verbal and
visual messages being presented.

All in all, Boyd's production is

faithful to Brecht, yet it does not get

too tied down in forcing a particular

message. IChe play is humorous, but it

-is^ *""* mithqut jtii serious lOverall

«l«nient. Williamstheatre's
production is quite successful in

making it clear that this play is more
-than just a comedy, ,-

4eM ex macblM and taalnicta them
to '*t>«|»rt now, . . , tad your feuds
raconeUe." Since all tMr troubles
have been solved without a breath of

compromise, all are happy and the
audience is cheated of a denoument.
TlMreseeotstobea tangoing on

here. Euripides Is mocking the harsh
lawmakers and council by the.

hollowness of their sentence, yet he
also dq>rive8 those who take the law
4iHft4iMir own Jwiids-gf Mttafaetlm.
Fence sitters like Menelaus get the

wont of all worlds! And 'just'

decisions tnm on Mgb cannot be
relied on: Apollo's speech is a
deliberate parody. The point seems to
be that hunuin judgment is fallible,

but, mistaken and sullied, it remains
all that we have to guide our future,

and must be constantly compromised.
But, if this is the theme, why must it

compete with Bucky's comic
intervention for floor space? The
Phyrgian slave, trebled, expresses
spirit and evokes laughter, but that

laughter degracts from our horror at
Helen's murder and our conception of

how far personal retribution has
violated justice. In this same incident

the chorus, who through Cecilia

Rubino's excellent voice, has been the
only contact with the real horror of the
play, turns to disco dancing. This
superfluous humor detracts from both
the dramatic and satiric impact by
undercutting, too soon, our empathy
with the action. And Helen as Liberty
is merely distracting.

Had there been an effort at greater
unity among the themes, the other

supporting elements of the play might
have gained their due recognition.

The actors were generally good,

although Rubino seemed to

understand Electra's pert better than
Eakland. Greg Boyd is so outstanding

he runs the risk of outshining the rest

of the cast. Laurie Boy^'^
choreography made the most of a
graceful chorus who reflected the

changing mood of the pliiy, and
complemented Rally's coitumes.

Wllliamstheatt-ii production el

ORESTES.

HlfrimdO'Cdiiiior"
to ting of^chtib«fH

Victor Hill, pianist and Daniel

O'Connor, baritone will

commemorate the 150th anniversary

of the death of Schubert on November

19, 1828, next Sunday at 8 pm in

Weston Language Center, with a

aomplete performance of his song-

cycle "Winterreisc."

During the kist months of his life,

Schubert took .the 24 poems of the

"WinterJourw*" of Wilbelm Mueller

and set them, as he described to his

friends, as "terrifying songs that have

affected me more deeply than has

been the case with any other songs."

The cycle is in the form of a

monologue for a traveler walking

alone through the wintry countryside.

Schubert lock these poems as

portrait of himself at the end of his

short life, lacking reoogntiion or

support from society and faced with

an incurable and terminal illness.

Daniel O'Connor studied singing

and interpretation of Lieder In

Germaqy. With hi* first teadier Otto

Gogl, the lessons were initially

conducted in the only language the

two had in common—Latin.
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Arts Briefsn
Holyoke Ghoros

CORO MOUNT HOLYOKE. a
choruf of thirty-four women from
Mount Holyoke College, conducted by
Catharine Melhorn, will perform
selectiooB by French composers of the

time of the Impreaaionists in the main
Renoir room of the Clark Art Institute

tonight at 8:00 p.m. Admission will be
free and the public is cordially invited

to attend.' -' -,.,—-.,^-- .-„^,t.„

The program of French ihu«lc will

include works by Faure, Debussy,
Caplet, and Chabrier—composers,
who are often linked to the' great

Impressionist painters. The concert

will also feature New York soprano
Lucy Shelton, who as the 1977 winner
of the Nauxnberg Chamber Music
competition has been presented
recently in a series of TuUy Hall

concerts with the Jutial Trio.

McBroom's Photos

The Williams Collie Museum of

Art Is currently sponsoring an
exhibition of "Photographs of

Women's .Communities" by
photographer Ann McBroom.

istedby a grant from the Vermont
Council on the Arts, McBroom spent

much of the past year visually

documenting communities of Women
in southeastern Vermont.
"In this area," she explains, "there

ar# an incyeasing number of single

women bringing up chiHlren br living

toother in sdiall groups to work the

land and build their own houses. They
are becoming less and less dependent
on men, and turn to each other for

Emotional, spiritual and practical

support ... I spent many hours with

these women, hoping to learn why
they choose to live with or near other

women, and how it differs from living

With men." Her photographs, then,

are attempts at understanding.
- TheexMtrftionwillbe open through

December.

Himt
All Fre$hmtn who rMlly don't kntm

what to do Witt) tlwlr time n«xt Saturday
Iwtwaan 7 and 10 PM nead no longar

daspair of liaving to t>ury tliemselves In

ttiair room and, God forbid, study.

An all entry competition, known as

ttia 1978 Fantasmagorlcal all frosh

nScMiaiigar. Hunt ilnc. )j . tias heftn
organUad t>y tt)e Freshman Council to

keep those Innocent looking cherutaa

running around campus In search of

Items as Impassible to find as lay, an
out of state taxi. At 6:30 PM, the

organizers of the hunt, stationed in the

Rathskeller, will handout Identical lists

of one hundred Items to representatives

of each entry Involved In the hunt. The
entries will then have until ten o'clock to

bring tMfore the referees as many Items

as they will tiave been able to muster.
Simultaneously, WCFM will be

broadcasting every half hour an either

highly difficult or highly skillful thing to

be performed before the iudges. Teams
.wiLMiUisJiavtJha oB^rtunity to addi
points lo JMir secra* W fdoirtg'

proficiency and Outs to Imagination.

After the hunt, the hwo winning male
end two winning female entries wtH be
invited "to a party In th« Rathikaller

featuring mixed drinks and dancing.

Classifieds

Travel
EXPLORE THE EARTH

January Journey to the High
Himalayas. Join a small group of

curious, hearty souls from university

communitiaa on a 4 weak tr<dk in Napai.
Eseale modern sotlaty aiid Immerse
yourself In ancient traditions of Hindu
and Buddhist mountain cultures. Revel
In awesome t>aautv of ttm world's
highest peaks. For info about six

January and Spring-Summer Journeys,
call 1-(3)3)f«.4«» or write: Journeys,
Box 7545, Ann Arbor, Ml. 4«107.

Personals
Dave B.: You had us In stitches as you
streaked wide open to goal.

The Cheerleaders

Magallan:
Love and KMaaa from Cincli

Juliet

R«lan«^
It's.nleeteknow you can be satisfied by
a cigar ...

La Belle Danie

MHC—Wherefore art thouT
-WC

FOR SALE: 1V71 Alfa Romeo Spyder.
White convertible, MM. It Is in good
cnnd., runs well, but neeM tome work,
titoo or beat offer. Call John, 45l-*oa$.

Ernst shows photos at Dodd Gallery

Glasses clink; voices swirl

KmiwMi Roborts 4ir«ctsNw dMnil ioctaty in Friday'« pcrlomMiict of Haydn's
Mass in Tim* of War. Both the Haydn place and PovlMic't Oloria were w\l
raceivtd.

(photo by Buckner)

Labaree to discuss Mystic program
maritime skill under^herinstruction of

the Seaport staff. The Seaport itself is

a working museum of a mid-
nineteenth century New England
coastal town.

Each semester Williams may
nominate up to six students for the

program. The deadline for either part
of next year will be February 2, 1979.

On Thursday, November 16, Professor

Labaree and several Mystic "alumni"
will discuss the program over lunch
(12:15 p.m.' in Makepeace Room,
Greylock) and at a slide presentation

at 4:00 p.m., Brooks Living Room.
Further information is available in

the Dean's Offic«.

This year four Williams students
and sophomores and juniors from
other similar institutions are
participating in «ie American
Maritime ^tudies Program at Mystic
Seaport, Connecticut.

This Williams-in-Mystic Program
was beguA in the fall of 1977 by
Prpf^sor Benjamin W. Labaree,
formerly Ephraim Williams,
Professor of Anierican History;

In addition to taking required
courses in American Maritime
history, American Maritime
literature, oceanography or marine
ecology, and a seminar on uses of the

sea, students develop at least one

by MMMraky andMcUe Raekalallar

PrfiRCMda

GlaMM clink ana voices swirl.

The gallery opera to the stew,
and to crvwds who came to see
tke Gallery of Art at Dodd.
4t:»tafti«n«t%4lww alt iMa^reek,
whoa* work deserves a promenade.
With an eye for the style

the group went tuning round the

room:
"... So very nice. Let us see more."

Picture I

First, seas with maddening rush to

shore

crash down on fragile wooden piers.

Dark clouds above gather in blue

for hidden storms. The man
who guards this stony place with will

can be no gnome, bandy-legged or

small -

Barb's friend in light and sun—but
lives

strong, bold to master this.

The artist leaves her stroke in paint,

makes shadows shine and works to

show
wild iiature, in untrammelled stale.

Promenade
On they whirl, with eyes astare:

"Her color* are 40 maltow, soft,

yet the light can be ao trae."

Like a Homar, Barb can work
with expreaako, and Ma form.
A watercolor aoatna as life

when its whUa and other hum
make light aad shade create a apace.

VUow^a ftmttm, to the iaat^' -^

Plctare II

Deep in the woods. And out a house
that's old, whose wooden boaitk have

rotted.

Silvery road leads there, ther« 8U|{)-

shine rarely reaches. Close by find

Baba Yaga's hut with chicken legs.

Darkened and mottled brown and
greens

painted with familiar hive, hide

stories of long walks and days.

Promenade
In all. Barb has worked since young
to paint, experiment, and draw,
with her mother as a^uide.
The critics spin: "Career or not?"
A new Homer will you be?
You have the heart, you haya the

hand."
And some Credit here must go
to Misses Jones and Harrison
with Musaoraky for my aid!

CUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM GENERAL MOTORS

HOW TO PROTECT
THE PAINT ON TOUR CAR

GRAVEL, SUN, INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION, AND ROAD SALT CAUSE MOST PROBLEMS.

Where ypu live and where
you drive will determine the
kind of problems you could
have.

If you drive on ^avel
roads or roads with a gravel

shoulder, you can avoid nicks

and scratches by increasing

the diMarice between you I"

car and the car in front of

you. Tires, as you probably
know, can pick up small
stones and "fling" them out
at great velocity. If you're too

close to the car ahead, the

sharp stones will hit. your
grillwork and fenders very

hard. Increase the distance,

and the stones lose their

velocity and fallback^to the

ground before your car hits

them.

In areas of the countiy

where the^sufris-very strong,-

some color change may
occiir over time unless you
protect your car from direct

sun. Parking in the shade is a

good idea, and using a garage
or some form of carport will

help to minimize the sun's

effect not only on the paint,

but on the interior trim, as

well.

P^m^e from industrial

pollution is a problem in a
few places. You can help pro-

tect your car's finish from
these pollutants by keeping
your car in a garage.

Road salt is extremely
corrmive and can literally eat

tKnraglT paini^a^
if you live in an area where
salt is used extensively, wash
your car frequently. Don't
forget to rinse the underside

of the car. too, where salt

tends to collect. If you take it

to a commercial car wash,
remember, if they use recy-

cled waten it may contain

salt.

Ykdorecommend thatyou
wax your car regularly. Use a
-wax.JjTatls^also-a^ cleaner or

use a separate cleaner to

^^emeveaeeiamriated xiirtand
salt. The wax will serve as a

protective coating that can
help to preserve the fini^.

But no matter what you
do to protect your car's finish,

some nicks and scratches are

unavoklable. For the sake of

your car's appearance and to

avoid rust problems, liuy

some touch-up paint from
your GM dealer or a local

supplier It comes in small

quantities, and you can apply

it yourself in a minute or two.
While the paint never looks

as good as when the car was
new, the touched-up spot will

look better than a nick, and
the metal will be protected

from exposure.

Our goal at GM is to

paihf cars so thatiWeyloolc
just great and really keep
their looks. And we are try-

ing to do so in a way that is

energy-efficient, environ-
mentally sound, and not
harmful to the health of the

people who do the painting.

It's a tall order, but GM can
do it. We're doing it now.

This advertisement is part of
our continuing effort to give

customets usefiil information
~aSduntmr cars and iructs

and the company that builds

General Motors
People building transportation

to serve people

-^**i':-
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A year after — sexism still sizzles

Cwlral Park, N«w York i« ont ol IIm (••IutmI wstwrcolort by Prwidartatt now
on ixMblt at tht Clark.

Clark disploys watercoiors
"Watercolors by Maurice

Prendergast from New England
Collections", which opened Jast
Saturday at the Clark Art Institute,

will be on view through December 17.

The exhibition of twenty-seven works
by Prendergast includes examples
from all periods of his career,

drawing attention to the diversity in

his watercolor style as distinct from
his work in oil and monotype. Both
familiar works, such as Umbrellas in

the Rain (Museum of Fine Arts,

Boston) and watercOlors that have
beoi exhibited less frequently, such

as Landscape (Williams College
Museum of Art) will be seen.

The Institute's show is the fh^t
Prendergast exhibition to be shown in

New England for many years. It will

be accompanied by a M-ft^e fully

illustrated catalogue by Gwendolyn
Owens, a student in the Williams
College-Clark Art Institute Graduate
Program in the History of Art. In
conjunction with the exhibition,' a
group of American watercolors and
pastels from the Clark collection will

also be on view.

. I^PriacUlaCaliM
Ust Tuesday markad the first

anniversary of (he "Library
Incident," and controveray over the

"Dean of Bern" ad, events whkh
focused attention on sexism, at
Williams. Greater awareness, iand

perhaps a change of attitude,

characterizes the mood on campus,
according to the Williams Feminist
Alliance.

"the library incident was an
educational experience for the
campus—it made peo|de a lot more
sensitive to sexism," said participant
Tom 'Johnson '80. Last November 7,

eight sophomores, coming from a
surprise birthday party, sang what
many called a "crass and offensive"
song, and threw an inflatable doll over
the balcony of the library reserve
room.

"Williams College is ahnost 50 per
cent women now ' and such a
performance is an unconscionable
affront to the women here," wrote
Valerie Andersen '78 in one of many
letters that appeared in the Record
about the incident.

Two days later, 50 students
occupied the Record office, forcing

Editor-in-Chief Scott Fenn '78. to

cancel the last in a series of three

Schlitz beer advertisements. "The ads
which featured a woman selling beer
with silicone breasts and hot-pants

were, according to the Williams

Women, "an insult to the intelllgeace

of everyone on this campus, but

espedally insulting to women."
The issue qutckty intensified sod

several days later 400 students end
faculty attended a fonmi on sexism.

"The meeting made people more
aware at Uie issue, but it didn't change
anyone's attitude," said Deb
Btortindale 'ao reflecting on the

'XUiscfMlonB. ' •

"The forum also drew tlie attention

of women faculty and strengthened

their wish for an affirmative action

officer," said Dean of Faculty Francis

Oakley. The college recently hired

Judith Allen to fulfill that need. She

will take office in January.

'

The Feminist Alliance became a
more active organisation on cwopua
after the incident, and changed its

name from the Williams Women. This
year, the group has redefined its

goals. By providing a center of

support for women, it emphasizes
discussions of members' personal

concerns. The Alliance also brings

speakers and Alms to campus.

Kathy Schwarz 'BO, one of the M-
ordinators of the organization,

believes that "people are now more
careful of what they say because they

don't want-to be labelled sexist. But
many don't have a clear perception of

what sexism is."

Forum bandies sports
Continued from Page 1

athletics. Students also argued that

any conflicting athletic-academic
pressures were self-imposed, and not

the result of peer or coach pressure.

Athletic Director Robert Peck, like

all members of the Athletic
Department, a supporter of post-

season play, outlined many Of the

faculty perceptions of the issue.

"There are" members of the faculty

who feel there is too much emphasis
on sports at Williams, too much

Guinan discusses violence in America
by Stu Massad

"I had intended to be hopefUl and
optimistic," said Ed Guinan, speaking
last Monday on "America as a
Metaphor for Violence" before some
SO people, but the activist sketched a
gloomy picture of the "prospects for

()uick social change.

Guinan argued the need to change
the world order, but said he saw no
immiKliate avenues for change
because American institutions, in his

view, support a system which
pra|)ogates suffering through
exploitation. "The overwhelming, the

damning criticism that can be made

of our civilization," Guinan said, "is

that our teachers, our institutions^

have trivialized this situation."

Guinan blasted the use of America's
resources for feeding the "rats" of the
military-industrial sector, while
society approves the blight. "The only
global ** -ordih- we have is

muitinationals^i' he said. "It's very
much run on the 'balance sheet, but it

doesn't calculate all the costs."

Founder of the Community for

Creative Non-Violence in Washington,
D.C., Guinan saw two avenues, for
change: revolutionizing the
"institutional structure" or changing
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individuals' values. He criticized each
path as inadequate and doomed to fail

without the other.

Guinan also attacked I American
materialism. "We tell a person's

worth by their possessions, their

exterior," he said. '"We've pursued
objects." And although now there is

another group who believes that a
"personal deprivation" results when
people try to relate solely to objects,

he continued, they must he careful to

"temper quick gratification with long-

term goals."
; :

Guinan extended his criticism of

America to its uses of technology.

"Most of our ability at technology we
have used to devastate things.
Technology hasn't been used to

significantly improve people's lives."

"To get rid of technology tomorrow
isn't going to answer it," Guinan
cautioned, "because the negative
values are still going to be there.

They'll jusf get another vehicle."

Guinan argued against violent
action—"armed struggle"—in
America. "How viable is violence in a
society that's armed to the teeth?" be
asked. "I think we have to get away
from the romantic idea that it's going
to be just a handful of urban
guerilla^," he said.

* . -

"The odds for immediate change of

American institutions and structures

are poor, Guinan reported,
"liidividuals can't do it. Maybe they
can trigger it, but it will take a n^Jor
institution to do it.
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student participation in athletics, and
too much money going towards the
athletic department's budget," Peck
explained. Professor Vincent Bamett
had earlier acknowledged that a large
proportion of the faculty is opposed to

the idea of post-season competition.

Assistant professor Sherron Knopp,
also a committee member, said she
has altered her anti-post season stand,
but explained many faculty members
fear the subordination of academic^jto
athletics.

Later in the week, Barnett's
committte voted 4-3, with two student
members absent, to reaffirm the
College's present policy. Presented
before the faculty last Wednesday, the
motion was tabled and will be
considered at a later date. President
Chandler will probably endorse the
committee's reaffirmation at
tomorrow's meeting.
There are methods of

circumventing NESCAC's policy.
Last June for example, the women's
crew competed in Seattle as an
independent rowing club without
direct College support, thereby
circumventing NESCAC's ruling
which applies only to College teams.
The sentiments of ^ many faculty
monbers, however, suggest a dim
future for the possibility of Williams
teams participating in NCAA Division
III post-srason tournaments.

Waiiow toBmrk

from OCC
ASIA MEETING—00 Thursday,
Novri^rifftTSBiKgfiSSe; Peter
Frost and John Eusden will be
speaking on one and two year job
(^portunities teaching English in

Japan and Hong Kong. Interested

Seniors are urged to attend—all
others are welcome.

GRAD SCHOOL RECRUITING
^HEDULE:

SuffolkUw
Nov. 15 o .

Rutgers Law
SUNYA (general grad school)

Nov. 16 NYU:

MEAD FUND-A WiUiams faculty

committee selects Juniors from
anymajor and a limited number of

So(riiomores to partidpatiB ib a
summer experirace in Federal,

State, or Municipal government.
Candidates are considered on the

basis of interest and motivation to

pursue such an opportunity,
Applications (available at OCC)
must be in by Nov. 22. See M.M.
Sloane for further information.

JOB OPENING at Herkimer
County Community Ck>llege in New
York, for an Admissions Assistant.

The employment opportunity is

from Jan. l to June 30; the pay for

this period is MSOO^SQOO. Apply
before December l to:

J.H. Thayer,
Dir. of Admissions
Herkimer County Comm.

College

Herkimer, N.Y. ISSSO

SAINT ANbREWS SOCIETY—
offers graduate fellowships in an
attempt to promote cultural
interchange between Scotland and
the United States. Scholarshi|» of

$5000 are awarded to qualified

applicanU to study in Scotland
For further information, come
OCC.

Hand, y
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Anti-niike group demonstrates
by Lorraine DrUcoU

"No Nukes UGood Nukes" claimed
the WUliams Action CoaUtion last

Saturday during their demomtration
in roemob' ol Karen Silkwood. The
group, beaded by Dave Randolph '79,

performed street theater emphasizing

the dangers of nuclear power. After a

performance at the nortK...end of

Spring Street, they marched to a

liprt)} .^dams shopping center to

repeat the skit.

The demonstration was conducted

in memory of Karen Skilkwood, whose
death in a car accident in November,
1974 may not have been accidental.

She was driving to a New York Times
interview equipped with evidence that

the power plant she worked for was
falsifying quality control tests on rods

for breeder reactors, when sde lost

control of her car.

The coalition maintains that
nuclear power is too dangerous to use.
The possibility of major meltdowns
coupled with the problems of safe
containment of nuclear waste far
outweigh the benefits of nuclear
power, they believe.

.T>>e gr,«>.MP adyflC|»J(».a switch.ia.
energy sources away from
centralized, non-renewable types,
such as oil. coal, and nuclear fuel, to

water, wind, solar, and geothermal
power. They maintain that many
small plants of this type could satisfy
the country's energy needs. They also
stress that people should follow strict

conservation measures.

Inflation cuts faculty salaries

AHer the drubbinfl IDat tht Lord J«ff«

tqok at the hands of the Ephmtn this

past WMkend, no Amh*rst ttudant

would dare show his faco en tht

Williams campus, (photo by Prasad)

CC considers house system, ACEC money
rnntlniiiirf frnm Pans 1 kn..:_^ ...ir__ i i____ i .., > ._. •'Continued from Page 1

O'Connor expressed the hope that the

new statement would lead to more
bouse interaction, while permitting

minority views to be heard and
respected.

The Finance Committee will have to

trum $5000 from its tentative SAT
allocations, chairman John Simpson
'79 reported, so as to preserve an
adequate "buffer" fund. This "major
surgery" was to be performed at this

week's Finance Committee meeting.

Itie budgeting procedure will not

begin for two weeks due to this

problem,

Simpson announced the following

tentative SAT allocations: $2,635.95

for Backtalk. $2,800 for the ACEC,
$9,500 for the Gul, $150 for Language
Clubs, $300 for the Italian Club, $4,800

for the Lehman Service Council,

$3,700 for Pique, $200 for Purple Key,

$575 for the Sailing Club, $673 for Peer
Health, $2,903 for the Student Course
Guide, $415 for the Student Support

GrcNip, $350 for the Anti-Apartheid

Coalition, and $725 for David
Weinman '81 to sponsor black musical
events.

Rusty Case '80 read the Cooncffir

letter from Steve Case '79, co-

chairman of the ACEC, expressing

concern over the ACEC's SAT
funding. Case's letter explained that

the A^C had planned a schedule

requiring $15,000, but were only

budgeted $12,000. Furthermore,

ADDftESSIRS
WANTED

IMMEDIATELY!
Work at home - no experience

necessary

excellent pay. Write:

American Service

•350 Park Lane
Suite 127

Dallas, TX 75231

SEnnno

Disco-Hustle

Classes at the

Boys' Club (Cole Ave.)

WMl.nltM8-9pm

4,wo«ikt starting

l>iov. 15th

/
First 10 Williams

Students get a 10

discount with college ID

having suffered large losses already
this year, the ACEC remains with only

$4,800 for the rest of the year.

The letter questioned whether the

Finance Committee had really
considered student opinion when
determining the ACEC budget, and
suggested that, given the inadequate
funds the ACEC has to work with,
perhaps it would be better to abolish
the

The Finance Committee encourages

many other sorts of musical
activities. Simpson pointed out. all of

which manage on a much smaller
budget, Chris Jenkins noted that the
ACEC had sponsored many well
attend concerts in the past, and
abolishing the committee and the
Colleges ability to host concerts
would be a huge mistake.

Contlnuod from Page 1

educational backgrounds. "You know
in most cases you cannot walk out of a
job here into a better paying one
elsewhere,"" assistant professor
Michael McPherson stated. "Your
hold on the whole job market is

precarious."

McPherson claims that there are
two forces at work today which "bode
ill fqr the future cif higher edtication—
particularly the private institutions."

First, while there is great pressure to

rafse faculty salaries through
increased tuitions, private institutions

of higher education must attempt to

hold their tuitions at a level which is

competitive with public universities.

To make matters worse, public
education can tap state and federal

tax-payer generated funds which are
not avaiiablei in large amounts to

schools like Williams.

Simultaneously, the demand for all

types of education is slackening. Since
the birthrate in America fell during
the I960's, there will be fewer buyers
of college educations throughout the

rest of this decade and beyond. "You
cannot raise tuition fast when your
client population is declining.

Especially when the"public sector has
better access to funds," noted
McPherson.

Here on cantpui a feolitig of

helplessness has gripped many
faculty, creating a "teniOc morale
problem," according to Bruce. If

present levels of renumeration do iiot

rise significantly Uiatructors will be
forced to contemplate teaching at

Williams for several decad<n on
earnings comparable to what tfaey

receive now.

.Som« memben of the laculty
believe that Williams' tuition is being
held at an artificially low level.

Professor Shainman maintains that

this is "made possible by vaHoua
subsidies, including low faculty ahd
staff salaries."

Relatively smaller tuition increases
made possible in part by these lower
salaries may benefit students in the
short run. Yet over an extended
period of time faculty will find leas

opportunity for academic researcb as
they are forced to glean extra income
from outside consulting work.

In McPherson's sober assessment
of the situation: "The value of your
degrees depends on the prestige of the
institution and hence the faculty."
The College suffers if the faculty

spend less time keying abreast of
their fields. "Thus students have a
genuine interest in seeing (hat faculty

are weU paid," he concluded.

This Christmas vacation:

DHang aiound the house.
DFight crowds on ski slopies.

eiGo toEurope.

$2€0 roundtrip. Reserved seats. No standing in line.

Take advantage of National Airlines' new "inter-National" fare from New York to Amsterdam this vacation.

This is not a stand-by fare. It!s on a regularly scheduled National Airlines nonstop transatiar\ticflight. Itt a
guaranteed reserved roundtrip seat with inflight meal service. Itls on a big, beautiful National wide-cabin DC-10 jet.

So why hang around the house when you can hang around the mellow "brown cafes"? Why fight crowds
on the ski slopes when you can fight your way into the Paridiso orVoom, \foom, two of the vwldest discos

east of Studio 54? Come with us to Amsterdam. Itls one of the most student-oriented cities in Europe; it^ where
English is everytxxJy's second language.

Natibhars 'irtter«Natibriarfafe]sgo(xJ6nasC(bstahtiaf,BOT

NewYork to Amsterdam flight starting Decemt)er 13. Just pay for your tickets when you mal<e your reservations.

(There is a $3 federal departure tax, and $50 is non-refundable if you change or cancel reservations.

Fare subject to change without notice.) See your Travel Agent new or call us at 1-800^27-^06.

Thebigqerwegctthebrighterwe^jne:

]\ational^Aiiiiiies
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D' eph"eh$e pbps archrival Amherst
ky Mary Kate Shea

The WiUianu College and Amherst
Coltoge football teams twttled to a
Mcrelon tie for the fint three

quarter! of their Little Three contest

last Saturday at Amherst's Pratt

Field before the Ephs got on the

scorelsoBrd in the fourth quarter with

what iNWved to be the game-winning

touchdown.
-Wiiliama held on for the final ten

minutes, after, a seven-yard

touchdown run by freshman halfbadc

Jay Wbeatley and an extra point

conversion by oo-captain Ken
HolUngiworth, to win the game 7-2.

The WUliams victory, which boasts

the Ephs' season record fo &-3 and
drops the I^rd Jeffs to 3-5, causes a
three-way tie among Willianu,
Wesleyan and Amherst for the 1978

Little Three title. The win was a
crucial one for coach Bob OdeU's
Ephmen, since a tie or Amherst
victory in the contest would have
given the Lord Jeffs their first Little

,

Three football ch&tiipionslup since

1968. Williams has now won the Little

Three six of the last eight years and
has tied Wesleyan and Amherst for

the crown this season^ and in 1976.

up 261 yards in

Copt LItll* 3 titi*

Soccer bops

total offense, rushing for 129 yards hi

51 carries and completing nine passes

for 132 yards. The Ephs combined 114

yards on the ground with an aerial

attack that produced Just 82 yards for

196 yards in total offense.

Amherst's Bob Steer was the

leading rusher on the afternoon with

57 yards In 17 carries. Williams'

riuming game was led by Vernon
Davis (39 yards in seven carries) and
Wbeatley (38 yards in 13 carries).

Williams quarterbaclc Bob Lutz
connected on three passes for 76
yards. Lutz's long completion of the
afternoon was a 53-yard bomb to

Hollingsworth on the Ephs' first series

of the second half. Amherst fended off

this Williams' threat, holding the

Ephs around the Amherst 30-yard line

and forcing them to punt.

The fine play of the Williams

defense, which coiiAiouausly thwarted
its oppobent's efforts to gain yardage
on the ground, set up the Ephs
touchdown.
Early in the fourth quarter Odell

replaced Lutz with saphonuire Kevin
Hinchey, and the Ephs went to their
running game in an attempt to grind
out the yards to the end zOne. Gains by
Bill Novicld. Greg Collins and
Wbeatley, combined with a 15-yard
personal foul penalty on Amherst,
brought WiUiams to the sevea-yaid
line beforeWbeatley made the most of
a big hole opened by the offensive line

and went in for the score with 9: 30 l^t

in the game.
The Lord Jeffs had their

opportunities to tie the game following

the touchdown, but they could not get

their attack going, due largdy to the

intense play of the WilUams defense.

Amherst recovered a Williams
fumble, but was forced to pOnt after
five plays. v ..

A critical break for the Lord Jeffs
came when a Witlltims defenive back
tipped the ball into an Amhefst
receiver's hands on a near
interception of a long Teare pass. The
45-yard reception' brought Amherst to

theEpha'<hr«»i«rdiinewith2:90 left

hi the game. The Lord Jeffs fumbled
the ball at the goal Une on the next
play as Steer tried to run up the
middle. Williams defenders pounded
on the ball, and then the Eph offenw
started to run out the clock.

On a fourth down sihution at the
Ephs' five-yard line, punter Rkk
Walter ran around the end zone to use
up the time remaining on the clock,
then took the safety, making the score
7-2 in Williatas' favor.

The Ephs beat arch-rival Amherst
S-1 in overtime at Amherst to win their

first Little Three soccer title since

1971 and cap a very successful year.

Williams finished 8-3-1, tied for the

most wins in Williams history, and
remains unbeaten and untied in

dividipn three play.

The Amherst game was action-

packed and intense. The Ephs came
out slowly; the Jeffs played with

inapiration. Both teams had several

opportunities, but neither could break
the ice and the first half ended in a
i^coreless tie.

'iKe^.Jeffs got on the boaH first

midwaythrough the second half, but

WilHams did not collapse. Instead

they came back as Peter May '79

forced a defensive error that cost the

equalizer and sent thcT gjame into

overtime.

Tad Roach '79 who had an
outstanding game on the defense,

stripped the Jeff forwards of the ball

all day, and blocked a sure goal. Co-

captain Perry Nelson sent the ball

across to Roach on a corner kick late

in the first overtime period and Roach
pooned in the game-winner. Amherst
quickly ran out of gas.

Keeper Doug Orr was tough all day
in the nets. Orr played despite a
nagging shoulder injury that was
aggravated by several rough -^ts
during the game.

Sophomore Dan Friesen ran in the

insurance goal as Williams put
constant pressure on the Jeffs.

Team spirit was definitely a big

factor this year. Not as skilled as
previous teams, this year's club relied

on hustle and desire to spark their

play.

C4H;aptain Seth Johnson summed
up the day and the year, saying, "This
has been the most rewarding
experience of my athletic career. It

has proven to me what hard work and
desire can achieve."

The Little Three title comes to

Williarhstown after a long absence.
We hope it never leaves.

Ruflby man maul, brawl, and stall their way ta victory .

Williams Ruggers stop Lord Jeffs 9-6
With a winning season on the line,

the WRFC took on a fired up Amherst
side this Saturday and emerged
triumphant with a 9-6, victwy.
Ephman John Svcboda scored tt»
ivinning try with only moments left in

the game. A Dave Weyerhaeuser
conversion ended the scoring.

QucBtionable refereeing tyidcal of

an Amherst game allowed the Jeffs to

take a quick 3-0 lead which held

thnxigbout the fU^t half. Tenacious

Croit Country tops
- 'Th^igstfS'^-^sKaiar iafflgfy

^̂ '^^
wrapped up another fine season last

week, placing a strong nhith out of

some thirty universities and colleges

at the New Englands. The Ephs
finished two points ahead of both BU
and BC, and avengedan earlier loss to

the University of Vermont.
Once again leading Williams in his

last team race was senior co-captain

Tom Schreck, who felt he had a poor
race but who still finished 24th in a
field of well over 200. Schreck was
followed by junior Mike Behrman,
who had his beet race of the year to

finish 30th. In an amazing display of

team togetherness, three Ephmen
somehow placed 87th through 89th

amidst the huge crowd. Senior co-

captain Steve Polasky, junior Garrick
Leonard and Soph Phil Darrow ended
up juBt seconds apart over the five

mile course.

Although Williams failed to qualify

any individuals for the Division ni
nationals this week, the season as a
whole was a triumph, especially after

such a alow start. The Ephs were 7-1 ui

dual meeu over the hist two months,
finisWiig l04overaU. Besides the New
Englandil finish, Williams was also

thlnl at the Easterns and second
unolflcially at the NESCAC meet The
icing on the cake was clearly the

double thrashing of Amherst and
Waaleyan, making the Purple Little

Three champa for the ninth year hi a

row.

hitting by Williams kept the score low
as they adjusted to the long kicking

game. Williams came out determined
in the second half^and Weyerhaeuser
si£orckrtHeeqiititizer^^>^^ long

field goal. Then the Amherst standoff,

who had been attempting drop kicks

all game long, connected and gave the

Jeffs a 6-3 lead.

Bearing down, the Ephs continued

to pressure until Boda took a miskick
in fnnn five yards for the winning
score. Amherst mounted its strongest

threat of the game with only seconds
remaining, but the Ephs dug in to

y* v»\;a IV

—
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Amherst's shirts as well.

The B-side rounded out a fine season
with a disappointing loss. The defeat

was to an Amherst squad loaded with
Alumni ringers, including a member
nf the U.S. National Team. The play

and spirit of these young ruggers
assure the WRFC of a bright future.

In the previous week's Homecoming
action, Williams soundly defeated a
disorganized Boston College side 10-4.

In a hard hitting game, the Eph hne
finally came into its own, as Ted
Cypiot scored all the points with two
trys on super runs around end and one
converted kick. Ken Quinn led a fired

up defense which held B.C. scoreless

until the final minutes, but the

outcome was never in doubt.

The B-side dropped a 15-11 game to

Tt, pieuuniiiraiiiijr WTsine-^B.C. teaiu.

Williams punished them physically

but was stopped just shmt of the

necessary points. Trys were scored by
Pinto Sheridan and Jeff Samson, and
a Kerwin Webb kick rounded out the

scoring.

How would Shakespeare

With gusto. And in ail seasons.

It Is a brew for listening to a winter's tale. It's a liberation in praise

of a midsummer night's dream.
It is hearty, full-bodied. It is smooth and easy going down.
And the head of O'Keefe is like the crown of a king.

And all the players act upon the theme, "It's too good to gulp!'

LOVE THE SMELL
OF LEATHER?

Then uis'n the Moon ChHd

Wed. Sat. iOam. '3p.i

45 Spring Street

Wiliiamstown. Max,

35 mm COPY SLIDES
From Books or Flat Art toW x 20"

3 DAY SERVICI
As low as $.75 each In quantitias of 25+

AAon-Sat.9:30 5:30

Colonial Shopping Center, Willlamstown 458^113
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mith
women met with

» cold and windy

3 Tuesday to test

ibility to extend

ng streak to five

ucceeded as the

lith in a close 5-4

came from five of

rs—Beckie Chase,

Simpson, Laura

Tom Higgs. The

m seemed to be in

of its doubles

which lost. Two of

hes stretched to

I Eph effort was

ister the Smith

oubles courts,

tea '78 record of 8-

Little Three title,

acquired when the

I Amherst 7-2. 0|t

ien will travel

last team match

England Womens'

leht this weekend

Jumbos sfump ghdders, 7-0
i

The women's tennis team took «v« d
six singles matches to beat Smith, 5-4.

( Photo by AAason)

rs boost record
Its record to 5-2-1

tie Tufts Jumbos 3-

tying the Harvard

day. The hooters

in their last 5

flat early against

ilow start cost the

son scored twice in

;es, but were only

ive for the rest of

3 took charge down

ot one back when

ip Gregg Hartman
left the keeper

The Ephs created

rtunities but failed

e the half.

ame with only ten

Williams' forwards

of the afternoon

I. Co-captain Perry

ross into a crowded

>re the Harvard

ig a clear put it in

lard-hitting and full

yellow cards were

handed out. Two players were

expelled.

Williams played sluggishly against

the Jumbos but still managed to score

enough to win. Stuart Taylor notched

his first goal of his college career with

a pretty shot that found the upper

right corner. Tufts tied the score

quickly when a Jumbo headed a free

kick over a surprised Williams

defense, but Freshman sensation

Marty White put Williams back on top

before the half by pushing a Gregg

Hartman pass past the Tufts keeper.

In the second half the Hartman-

White connection provided the

insurance goal as Williams cruised to

the victory.

by Mary Kale Shea

The Williams College football team

suffered its second frustrating loss in

a row, as Tufts University scored just

once, early in the game, then fought

off Williams' drives throughout the

remainder of the contest for the 7-0

win, The loss drops the Ephs' season

record to 3-2.

As was the case in Williams' 14-13

loss to Bowdoln College last Saturday,

untimely turnovers and an inability to

capitalize on opponents' mistakes

were key factors in the outcome of the

game.

With just 0:01 left in the opening

quarter, Tufts quarterback Dennis

Works caught the Williams defense off

guard with a 44-yard touchdown pass

to junior split end Tracey Maclin.

Harriers kill MIT

An impressive pack of Williams

M€R^4feiFfiers-devoured MJL.T. ^-J2

and Tufts 19-36 on the Ephs home

course Saturday. The double win ran

the Purple's record to 8-4.

All five scorers for Williams were

within fifteen yards of each other until

the last mile of the race. Though

M.I.T.'s captain Barry Bayus cruised

way out in front to an easy victory, the

Ephs grabbed five of the next seven

places. Tom Schreck eased through

four miles but blasted home past

Tufts' leader to take second. Mike

Behrman again ran a steady race and

finished fourth. Phil Darrow and

Garrick Leonard each took successive

shots at the M.I.T. runner in fifth, but

settled for a sixth place tie as they

could not muster kicking strength

over the final quarter mile. Steve

Polasky sewed it up for Williams,

rolling in just three seconds behind his

two teammates. Pat Dobson and

Rusty Anderson rounded out the seven

man varsity squad.

Mark Litner's successful eitlra point

kick gave the Jumbos an early seven-

point lead with what turned out to be

the only points of the afternoon for

either side.

Sophomore Bob Stackpole, starting

for Williams in place of injured

quarterback Bob Lutz, had a fijie day

passing, completing 22 of 38 passes for

243 yards. The Ephs topped TufU in

the offensive stats with 303 yards in

total offense compared to the home

team's 189 yards.

Williams threatened in the second

quarter when senior end Buss Gee

recovered a Tufts fumble and the

Ephs started a adrive at their own 19-

yard line. Following a 26-yard

completion from Stackpdle to

halfback Greg Collins and several

running plays, Williams received a

key break when the Jumbos' Steve

Sogard fumbled a Rick Walter punt

and sophomore Brian Benedict

pounced on the baU at the Tufts 24-

yard linfe-WilKams maJBtained the

drive until Dave MassUcco fumbled on

the Tufts U-yard line.

On the opening series of the second

half, Stackpole engineei^a drive

starting at the Ephs 20-yardTine. A 21-

yard run by Massucco, combined with

a 15-yard roughing the kicker penalty

on Tufts on a fourth down situation
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and Stackpole completiou to

sophomore end Kirl Gardner and

Hollingsworth for 25 and 13 yards,

brought Williams deep into the

Jumbos' territory. But the offense

gave up the ball when Tufts' John

DiBiaso snagged an errant pass

intended for Hollingsworth.

The Ephs took possession of the ball

at the Tufts 24-yard line when the

Jumbos' punter could not handle the

snap and was unable to get the punt

off. Williams, however, was stopped,

up on four plays and had to give up the

ball again.

Williams gained the momentum
temporarily when linebacker J(^
Thiel picked off a Works' pass just on

the Tufts side of the midfield marker.

A holding penalty against the Ephs

negated a nice gain on a run by

Massucco and sufficiently stifled the

Williams drive.

With 1:30 left on the clock Williams

tboKposSeSslott of thie bail ftirllimnar'

drive of the game. Stackpole

connected with Hollingsworth five

times for 42 yards within the space of

a minute. Thje Ephs couldn't quite do
it, however, as Stackpole was sacked

at the Tufts 16-yard line with five

seconds left in the game, and time ran

out.

All Squash Rackets

30% OFF LIST PRICE

(including the new 70 plus Rackets)

All supplied with our exclusive

free Purple Cow racket cover

WILLIAMS CO-OP
Across the street from the squash courts
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theorize about O'Keefe?
Although the O'Keefe formula is secret, certain factors in the

equation are well known:

1

.

O'Keefe has a hearty, full-bodied flavor. ,
•

2. It is smooth and easy going down.

3. Its head commands respect.

Our theory is that Einstein would have concluded: It s loo good to

gulp. Relatively speaking, of course.

Irr^jorted ffom Canada by Centufy Importer*, Inc.. New >te*k, MY
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GPA's juiT
The iverage grade point average at

Williams last year rose to an

unprecedented 8.34, a jump of .05 over

the average GPA in 1976-77.

Accordirf^ to a report from the

Deais' Office, the grade most often

given in two semesters last year was
B-plus and the median grade of the

7,432 given was also a B-plus (9.1).

Dean of the College Daniel

O'Connor expressed extreme concern

with the problem of grade inflation at

Williaihs. "Students are being

cheated," he said. "The problem is

prevalantallova: thfi rnuntry, but it

has reached the point fit Williams

where something must be done about

it."

O'Connor is preparing a proposal

designed to curb and in fact, reverse

the trend toward grade inflation. He
Fia»mmm

wiu/Aws coiafae
Cblleqe-WidD dnade^islribofion

%ir^ 1977-78
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Council bol
by Ann Morris

After two revisions, the College

Council Wednesday night passed a

recommendation of four student
name^ for membership on the

Advismy Ciimniittm on S^^^

Responsibility. President Chandler
will consider but is not bound by the

Council's recommendatien when he

selects the two students who will serve

on the committee.

The four students on the approved
list are David Bennett '79, Debra
Ferguson '79, ToddTucker '81, and u

Jim Levinsohn '80. The original list^

proposed last week by the Elections :

Committee included neither Tucker
nor Ferguson. This earlier list was
returned |o the Elections Committee
for reexamination, as many Council

members fibred it (fid not represent

the student body. .

At this week's meeting the list was
first proposed by Blections
Committee Chairman Chris 'Jenkins
'80 with one revision: the substitution

of Debra Ferguson '79 for Betay »-.

Harper '79. Many Council members, ^}

however, were not aatllified with this ^^

change. * : *'

Steve Magee '79 pointed out that

since the list still contained "two arch-

conservativtt," President Chandler
could select the two representatives

and "still make it seem as if be were
going along with Council,"

Agreeing, Council treasurer John
Simpson '79 said that the choice of two
conservatives would be
"unfortunate", aa th«ir views wouM
not be representative of student

opinion. The motion to p^ESent this list

to President Cbandler wak defeated 13

to 8.

Next Jenkins proposed an alternate

plan, which, he said, the Elections

Committee had decided to put forth if

the first reesmteciniatton were
defeated. The nt« list included

another subaUlution: that of Todd
Tucker for Rick Lane. Those students

who had objected to the previous list

agreed that now the recommendatkn
was more . balanced and
repressnUtive. Ail but two members



ip ; Dean vows to reverse trend
hopes to present it to the (acuity and
the Committee on Academic Standing

sometime before Christmas.

With the exception of ttie pne-y^r
period from lVn-76, the aU-colIege

GPA has continued to rise since

Williams instituted the 12-point'

grading scale in 1963. The recent

upswing in the past ten years,

however, has slowed Considerably as

compared to that of the 1960's and
early ISTO's. Ah October 1978update to

Associate Provost David Boothls 1972

report to the faculty on grade inflation

has not been^as rapid, 'Hhe Upddted

statistics give us noi -reason to be

confident that the GPA will not

continue to rise under the present

system of laissez-faire with respect to

college and departthenta) gcading

standards.'^ <-'

O'Coonor stressed the point that

action against grade inflation would
not be unilateral. Dean Nancy
Mclntyre has brought up th« issue at a
meeting of the twelve colleges
involved in the New England
exchange program and O'Connor
intends to discuss methods of control

at a meeting of ACNE (Associated

College of New England), which
includes the other Little Three
schools. Harvard and Yale.

Chairman of the CAS John Hyde
-reported at ajneetingof thtFaculty
before fall tjreak that the committee
will investigate grade inflation this

year, at. :the suggestion oflDean

O'Connor. Hyde said that O'Connor
was quite "walous" in his intent to
bring the issue before the faculty and
the students.

The September 21 ediHon of the
Amherst Student reported that grade
inflation at .that school has increased
"dramatically" in the past nine years.
There in 1968-69, only two per cent Of
the graduating seniors received any
grade in the "A" range, as compared
with 29 per cent of those seniors in the
class of 1978.

Other statistics in the article
reyeaM that 40,8 per gent c<- the -

midergraduated atTale rerelved A^s
"

last spring. 34 percent o* all seniors at

Dartmouth received A's .
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by Peter Rinteb

"Notes trmn a Strange Day"

•:3N> a.m. A little annoyed at myself for lay
habit of straggling in late to ihy early
morning classes. I decided to try to start this

day off right by showing up at the physi«s
lecture hall bright and early for a 9:30 class.
My hopes were soon dashed, however when I

remembered that I don't take physics. So it

By strange cmncidence, the class had been
cancelled that day and the rumor was tl^at he
had been arrested the day before for breaking
the second law of thermodynamics.
Apparently had been operating a perpetual
motion machine in his- basement for almost
five years when agents of the National
Science Foundation got wind of it and cracked
down. And I thought stuff likf that didn't

happen around here.

12:00 JMon. Checked by mail and found

soifte useless bit of junk mall from, as I recall,

the National Foundation for the Eradication

of Hangnails in Dwarfs, or some such thing. I

have gotten into the liabit now of recycUng
these pieces. I remote them from my box,

walk around to the mailroom counter and say,

"This appeared in my box by accident. Could

you please put it in SU 1890?" I then puU the

same piece of mail out of my box the next day
and repeat the procedure. Thi^ helps keep up
a steady stream of mail to me with minimum
waste of energy. I hope the conservationists

apyneUte tUa.

NoMasI WM eating lunch that than ware
fewer dogs roaming araond tha dining hall*

this year. According to thp checker at the top

of the stairs, this ww because of the new

tigtitened ID procedures.

I had a chance to see the new policy in

actkm when a dog dashed tip the stairs,

flashed its ID to the checker, who duly

scrutinized it and let him pass \fi wander
around the dining hall and panhandle an

afternoon's meal. The dog and 1 caught up

with each other after I made through the

lunch line, and between attempts to beg a tute

of my hamburger he managed to

communicate to me that he was taking a
winter study course this Jaraiary on

psychology professors, which he seemed
quite excited about. My later attempts to

relate this exchange to friends have met with

skeptical responses. Odd.

4:15 p.m. On my way to the library I was
overcome by a sudden urge to have a

pastrami sandwich, which wrestled me to the

ground, stole my wallet and headed off in the

direction of Spring Street. I must stop telling

people that this is a safe campus.

5:00 p.m. Went back to my room and

listened to the news on WCFM. I never knew
there were so many B's in the name of the

Israeli Prime Minister. Interesting.

6:00 p.m. Going through, the dinner line I

was Overcome with attack of existential

anxiety. Suddenly I felt the terror and horror

of a being mired in abject creatureliness, a

slave to bodily •necessities which are

meaningless and inescapable. My roommate
gently reminded me that I should not get so

worked up just because Mission was serving

leftovers again. No doubt true but I still

suspect that I will have trouble sleeping

tonight. They were lousy leftovers.

letters: WSP, politics

state politics

To the editor:

It is unfortunate that the large number of

Massachusetts students at Williams does not

cause more interest in state politics,

especially this year when so many important
races look to be fairly doae, and when
matters are so confused as to provide the

voter with hours of speculation.

Taking a look at the principal contests in

the Conmionwealth this year, it would seem
that a nearly complete re-orientation of the

two political parties -has taken place. A
conservative candidate for governor, waving
the banner of Proposition Thirteen and Law
And Ofiief;: is j^ggasinf ¥^ ^tt^

candidate who has pledged to carry out many
oi the economic policies of the outgoing
Democratic governor. What is unusual is that

the latter candidate is Republican Francis
Hatch, and the former is Democrat Edward
King. FurOiermore, the state's Republicans
are in the position of having renominated one
of the U.S. Senate's foremost liberals to carry
Omr standard against the Democrats.

In fact, this transformation is neiUier. as
-complete nor as sudden as it may seem;
Democrat King is rather unwillingly
harnessed toa young, liberal running mate,
whqfse relation to the Speaker of the U.S.

House of Representatives is probably the

primary reason for President Carter's
support of the Democratic ticket this year
(one (^rter aide r^Mrtedly referred to King
as a "turkey", thus summing up
Washington's feelings about his candidacy's
value to the national Democratic Party) . 'The

Democratic Sefflitorial nominee, Paul
Tsongas, is a liberal Congressman whose
record shows few substantial disagreements
With Brooke's. And Massachusetts has a long
career of rather unorthodox political

alignments, ranging from Federalist Senator
John Quii\cy Adams' support of the
Jeffersonian Trade Embargo in 1807 to the
warm support accorded to Senator Joseph
McCarthy by the state's Democrats in the
IBM's. Indeed, the last Republican governor,
Francis Sargent, was probably slightly more
liberal than the Democrat who succeeded
Mm, and who has now been made a lame duck
by Kin^s primary victory.

Of particular interest is the Senatorial race,

since it involves the natwn's only t»lack.U.S.

Senator, and is being waged more as a
referendum on his divorce than as a race
between two candidates with apposing

The lack of disagreement

[ftn Tkongas and Brooke is not the only
I wl^ many Democrats are supporting

iheiBCunibent; the latter has quite a bit of

Wtalaram • tym-Uma Senator and member
of aevCral Important committees, notably

that on appropriations. It is not inconceivable

that should the G.O.P. recapture a majority
in the Senate, Brooke could be their choice as
President pro tempore of that body, thus

increasing this region's influence in its.

economical and political tug-of-war with the

Sunbelt states.

In short, there is no reason for students who
are citizens of Massachusetts to be apathetic

about the elections this year. Most of the polls

show the two candidates for governor as
having fairly equal numbers of supporters,

and the same is true of the Senate race. In

both cases a large bloc of Undecideds hold the

balance i>f{)owerrand^ it will be they who
decide the outcome of the contests, in this

rjMSSet CflnnpaignJ7a.resemblK Campaign
'76, with the exception that the sUte elections
this year will very possibly alter the political
atmosphere in Massachusetts far more
noticeably than the Presidential election of
1976 has altered the political atmosphere of
the nation.

Jeffrey Perry '82

Winter study reform

To the editor:

The best thing to come out of last
Thursday's forum on Winter Study was the
evidence that posiUve reform of WSP is

possible—positive in th^ sense that both
sHidents and faculty would find the program
more stimulating and enjoyable. People
suggested that the rules covering independent
•"99" projects be reformed, that 'the cultural
opportunities for January be more fully
exploited, and that perhaps course subject
orientations could be changed to ease the
preparaUon burden on faculty members.
These are the kinds of reforms from which
everyone at Williams would benefit—and, I

hope, they are the kinds of reforms that
Professor Grant's committee will
recommend to President Chandler.

The most frightening thing to come out of
the forum was Mr. Grant's casual estimate
that between one quarter and one third of the
faculty favor abolishing Winter Study
altogether. If the past performances of the
College on such matters in any indication,
then we face the danger of being presented
with three overly-simplified option: abolish
WSP; leave it completely unchanged; or
convert it into a month of boring, pedantic
grade-grubbing Just like the other eight. If the
Administration decides to fesolve the debate
along these lines, then the students should
band together and fight like hell to keep
Winter Study intact. But whoever might win
that battle (and the Administration, as usual,
holds all the high ground), everyone at
WiUiams will have loat because the chance for
positive reform was ignored.

Jeffrey P. lyMl'Rt

RECORD—t- ^

Looking

Ahead to

1980
byJeffNeUigan

The Republican Party, dazed and shaken

after eight tumultuous years in the White
House, ideologically split between its

conservative and Iibera^moderate wings,

and at a low ebb nationwide in party

membei^ and public officials, is desperately

groping for a formula that will unite the party

and culminate in a political comel>ack in the

1980 Presidential election. It won't be easy.

The Cop, even as the party out of office and
even with President Carter, (up until the

Camp David talks) enjoying marginal
popularity, is in bad shape. So bad that at one

point last spring, an alarmed Marvin Stone,

Editor of the conservative U.S. News & World
Report warned against the possibility and
danger ofa one party system. Fewer than 23
per cent of Americans today claim

Republican ties. The GOP base is narrowing

quickly through continuing disenchantment

over the Watergate era and to the fright with

which some Americans view the party's

growing arch-conservative element. 'The

Republican' right controls most of the party

organization in the area west of the

Mississippi and south of the Mason-Dixon
Line and has fanatical sui^rt in the party

machinery everywhere. The influence of the

GOP left has been steadily declining;

witness the unsuccessful attempt to. keep
Rockefeller on the '76 ticket. Earlier this year
Senator Charles Mathias summoned party
progressives to a conference to seek ways of

dealing with the diminishing liberal influence

within the party. The future looks grim. In the

view of one writer, "In 1980, progressives will

be lucky to take 20 per cent of the delegates to

the convention." Clearly the GOP needs a
candidate capable of unifying tftfe warring
factions of the party.

This split was Sk. factor in the 1976

Presidential loss, which was embodied in the

strong Reagan challenge to Ford's
incumbency at the Republican Convention.

Party quarrels and divisions weaken the

party structure from top to bottom;
contributions not solicited, -literature not

distributed, speeches not made, and precincts

not canvassed ultimately affect a candidate's

standing. Relate this to the switch of a mere
9,000 votes in Hawaii and Ohio that would
have given Ford the victory and it is not hard
to see the constematloir and^ frustration of

GOP officials in assessing the 1976 Campaign.
Ford could have been President; instead he.iS.-
following the Pro-Am circuit in a golf cart.

The Republicans don't lack personalities

with aspirations to the White House but need
rather the candidate capable of restoring

some of (he party's pride and morale as well

as national popularity. Emphasizing these
objectives is Republican National Committee
Chairman Bill Brock who is avidly courting

black leaders, heroically trying to temporize
damaging ultra conservative elements within
the party, and making it clear that the future
lies in the hands of the younger, lesser known
members and not in the party's Old Guard.
Even with this internal Republican

disharmony, circling Democratic vultures
should take heed of recent political
developments within the country and Oieir

own party. There is an increasing
conservative mood in Anterica. The GOP has
the golden opportunity to ride the waves of
this sentiment and enhance the party's appeal
and enlarge its constituency. Also, if Carter's
Canip David summit pqMilarity, proves
transitory, there may well be a repeat of the
1976 Republican debacle in the 1980
Democratic primaries. Senatpr Edward
Kennedy and California Governor Jerry
Brown are patiently> awaiting the election
year—and any indications of Carter
floundering. Even though polls show that
Kennedy could beat any Republican
candidate, public opinion surveys cannot
predict the strength of a divided party nor the
vindictiveness of a toppled incumboit,
No wonder many GOP officials view Carter

f
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andtheDMnocrataasvulnerabfe, KtipublicaB

Presidential B«|ri|Ka|akm alrawly g««rii« up
for 1660 ahowinK promise, eneriy,—and tots

at moola. The candidates can be arrayed in

lhr«t levels; th« bottom tier cooalattag tike

darkest horses; the second tier cORtitfiii«

those with a moderate the nomination; and
those in the first tier with the best chance 9f

receiving the nomination.

In that third level is lUinoU ReprMmtotlve
Philip Crane, darling of ttw N«w Right who
has already announced his candidacy. Tlte
press, having once been burned ^ "Jtowiy-
who", gave Crane "polite" attention aad
figurefCrane's only chance is a Carter-esque
campaign; good showings in the early
primaries creating a bandwagon effect to Uw
convention. Governor Jamer Thooipaoa of

Illinois also has an eye on the White House
His state commands "crucial" electoral

votes, he is very popular within the state, and
as a governor does not have to I'isk

identification on national issues. Yet
Thompson is young and onfamiUar with the
workings of GOP national campaigning,
Lowell Weicker, Senator from Connecticut,

could be a suprirse in the early New England
primaries. He is a well-respected ' party
liberal, but his voting record could become a
liability with conservative party stalwarts.

The first of the three men who comprise the

second tier is former CIA chief. Party chair,

and U.N. Ambassador George Biish. Bush lis

cool, intelligent, well financed, and has an
intimate knowledge of the party machinery.
Agreeable to conservatives because of his

opposition to the Panama Canaf treaties, he is

al^ respected by some liberals who applaud
bis role as the head of the U.S. Mission to

Peking, Ex-Democrat Jotm Cohnally, former
Treasury Secretary under Nixon and Nixon's

NelUgdn, an occasional contributor to tkt

RECORD on political topics, will 6« asfsiing
Democratic Presidentialproaptctt in a future

article,

personal choice to replace Agnew as Vice
President, is, another serious candidate
simply on the strength of his determination.

He is articulate, energetic yet looks

suspicious to Republican regulars way of

chameleons. Senator Robert Dole of KansaC
Ford's '76 running mate, rounds out the

second tier triumvirate. Ideology aside, Jeff

Nelligan, Dole's main drawback is his

abrasivehess. Republicans still cringe vidien

recalling Dole's observation that L6 million

Americans had been killed or wounded in

".
. . Democratic wars in this century." But

Dol^-ls a non-stqp worker whose Campaign
America Fund is steadily rising. Still, as Alan
Barons points out, "If Reagan runs. Dole
won't,"

Notwithstanding the political chaos below,

there are three candidates who rise above
the smoke and confusion to emerge as the

party's frontrQiiMaif;1iera[te1iItt(x1^£i»ili£r

Howard Baker is one. The country'^ leading

elected Republican and a shrewd legislator,

h(e is palatabjie to the GOP left because of his

support of the Panama Canal treaties; yet as
a Nixon defender in the televised Senate
Watergate Committee hearings he endeared
himself to conservatives. Baker is a strong

candidate, but to win he must develop a
campaigner'ii personality and flair and
change his image from that of a :

Concessional Wheeler dealer to that of a

Presidential contender.

Regardless of his 18-hoIe, golf cart look,

Gerald Ford is cautiously awaitii^ 1980. Ford
is bitter at Reagan for contesting the 1976

nomination and contributing iiltimatdy to

Ford's narrow defeat in the generid election.

Ford does not want Reagan to rneive Qte

iMrty's blessing in 1990 either, Vet Ford
would be hesitatnt to engage in a rough

primary fight with Reagan, or anyone else.

Political fact, however, is simple; to get the

nomination or deny U to Reagan, Ford is

going to have to dirty his hands in the

prbnariea which some maintain is hardly

fitting for a former President Ford remains
in the news as an unofficial party spokesman.
It wiU be interesting to see if he packs up the

9-iron for a trip to New Hampshire.
In everyone's eues, Ronald Reagan is the

man to beat Buttreased by huge funds, (his

Citizens for the Republic Fund has almost $1

million) and fanatical supporters, Reagan
refuses to leave the stage and fade away.

Continued on Papa 3
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An Overview

The

Gub^natorial Race
by Molly Murphy

As might be expected from national trends,

cutting taxes and limiting government
spending are the major issues in the
Massachusetts gut>ernatorial race. The state
has thrown political observers a curve,
however, in coming up with a contest in which
the Democratic candidate is advocating
sharper cutbac|(s than the Republican.

"I am a Democrat. Prank Hatch is a
Republican," declared Edward King at a
recent debate between the candidates at
Harvard, but the statement carries less of the
traditional ideological implications than
usual. King, who defeated the liberal
incumbent Michael Dukakis in the
Democratic primary, is so conservative that
Democratic leaders in Washington aren't
even sure that they want him to win. The
former Massachusetts Port Authority head
and ex-professional football player favors
capital punishment, mandatory sentencing

,
and little restriction on gun use. He proposes
to cut taxes by $1.3 billion over three years
beginning with a $500 million cut the first

year, mostly in property taxes. King also
maintains that $138 million can be cut from
welfare expenditures.

FrankHatch, the Republican candidate-in
name at least—Is getting support not only
from his own party ranks but also from
liberal democrats, according to recent polls.
The Massachusetts House Minority Leader is

proposing moderate tax relief, claiming his
opponent's goal of $1.3 billion cut is

impractical. He does, however, believe that
$60 million in fat can be trimmed from
welfare expenditures and in general wants to
place a cap on state and local spending. Hatch
also intends to increase the percentage of the

.Jute's reyeniie growthjSllocatedtoxities and
towns to fifty per cent.

Aside from money, the biggest issue in this
race is personality.

Hatch has been attacking King's
management style at the Massachusetts Port
Authority, claiming that King can't run the
state with a bulldozer as he has that agency.
King recjprocated the punches by

describing the Harvard aluhinus and Beverly
Farms resident. Hatch as an "aloof
millionaire" who is too far removed from the
needs and concerns of the people to be an
effective governor. ,. v

The most recent polls imEcDte an extremely
close competition in a race that has stood the
usual party-ideology associations on their
head.

education underscores tiw efforts tw has•Mde to JM(p parenbt bear the high cost of
coltege «toc«tion. Partly as a rcultbotli the
National Education Association and the
American Federation of Teachers have given
the^nator a 100 per cent raUng for his work
in education.

«» ww*

In the areas of defense and foreign policy
the Senator has held unyielding positions m
security for Israel and opposition to South
African Apartheid. As an indicaUtn of his
support of Israel, the Senator recently voted
igainst the Carter Administration's artns
package deal to the Middle East.

Only last month on the Senate floor. Senator
Brooke reaffirmed his opposition to apartheid
and desire to end all United States
government involvement in the South African
economy, in a speech made earlier this year
he stated, ". . . our failure to challenge the
iniquitous system of apartheid will eventually
result in a tragedy of untold proportions.
There, while the actions we do take must be
carried out with finese, . . . they must also
be unequivocal in signaling that we will not
contribute to the maintenance of racial
mequality in South Africa" Brooke said that
an end to all Eximbank involvement with the
South African economy Would be such an
unequivocal signal.

Massachusetts is a troubled state inflicted
with rising property taxes, business flight,
and urgan decay. As ranking Republican
member of the Senate Appropriations
Committee, Senator Brooke has undertaken
steps -to stem the states bleak economic

'

prospectus. He has assisted in securing the F-
18 fighter contract for General Electric in
Lynn, Jhe LNG tanker contract for General
Dynamics in Quincy, and the Patriot missile
system contract held by Raytheon.

I think no one can deny that the long lasting
jobs, the jobs that carry the promise of
success and advancement, are in the private
sector. However whenever the private sector
is unable to cope with the problem of
unemployment, the use of public funds
becomes necessary. In this case the Senator,
in light of our present economic plight,

became one of the original co-sponsors for S.

50, the Humphrey-Hawkins Full Employment
and Balance Growth Act

When unemployment in construction trades
reached staggering proportions, nearing 40

per cent in Massachusetts, the Senator
introduced the Brooke-Cranston Act to

provide 7' 2 per cent interest rate mortgages
to stimulate new housing construction. Jhe
program was enacted in 1974 and has been
successfully lifting the home building
industry out of it severe recession.

Brooke and Tsongas camps
Edward Brooke

byMikeLasMck
By thu time next we«*, Ed Brooke will

know If he has won iht Uggtst fight of his We
Thus ywrs Senate race betwetsn Republican
mcumbent Brooke and Democratic
congressman Paul Tsongas has proved to be
one of the closest in Massachusetts' history
The issues are the men themselves; who is
most deserving of traditional liberal support
and who can best represent Massachusetts.
Brooke, has served in th^Senate since 1966

He was state Attorney General before that
rsonga§- served as a reform county
commissioner begore going to Washington to
represent thecity of Uwell and its suburbs in
Congr^. The two men have enjoyed the
support of liberals in this state for years, and
as a result, their campaigns have focused in
one what kind of a man the voters of
Massachusetts want in Washington. Has
Brooke ignored the plight of Massachusette in
his efforts to work for American blacks? Does
Tsongas think that the state is one vast
Congressional district where talk of apple pie
and mother is enough to satisfy the
consUtuents? In essence, does the state want
a man who has, looked with national eyes at
national problems or a man who has looked
with local eyes only?

Tsongas h«^ two major accomplishments to
his record. As county commissioner he was
involved in a major cleanup of government in
Middlesex county. As congressman, he has
brought many millions of dollars in federal
aid to restore and rebuild the city of Lowell.
Tsongas represents a continuation of the Mike
Dukakis development cabinet, government
aimed at bringing life back into' the cities of
Massachusetts. His o|pponent asks if he has
the depth and the experience with issues.
Tsongas counters that it is not what he has
done thai is important, but what he will do.

Brooke's family problems have served as a
kind of non-issue throughout the campaign.
Divorce proceedings, lies, charges of
corruption, and a charge of dishonoring the

MIlKlOill

Brooke)

The writer is a political economy major who
lives in Massachusetts.

,

Molly Murph^ is a RECORD staff writer.

The Senate Race
by Byron Walker

Senator Edward- BrMke has represented
the interests of Massachusetts *and of the
United States as a whole. Although it sounds
cliche, I'm supporting Ed Brooke because of
his record in the Senate. Many politicans say
that they're running on their record when in
fact they find Some timely issue to divert
attention frdm it. This is not the case with
Senator Brooke.

In his two terms iii the otTice, the Senator
has proved himself a knowledgeable and
assertive legislator. As the only black in the
Senate, he has notably led floor fights in the
interest of civil righu legislation, minority
business causes, and women's rights. He has
been outspoken among his colleagues in the
areas of education, labor and unemployment,
and government ethics.

Brooke's lobbying and floor leadership
figured into the rejection of Clement
Haynesworth and Harold Cannrall in tbdr
nominations to the Supreme Court iu this
past session the Senator was a leadli«
supporter of E.R.A. extemion. Hu opponent,
noweve, was abMnt for the crucial vote in
we House. Similarly Brooke's recent vote in
uvor of tuition tsut crediu for post secfftfayy

Energy is a major problem that we face in

New England, having no other resource than
iWf rereglS. The Senalof is a prbpoiieht of
solair energy and has introduced a'tax credit
for homeowners and small businesses
installing solar and wind energy equipment.
He has c6-sponsored the small business loan
program which is now law. The Senator co-

sponsored the Dole-Brooke Resolution to keep
the President from imposing a tarrif on the
imported oil upon which our region depends.
In addition the Senator is leading efforts to

get a strategic reserve of petroleum products
located in New England to protect
Massachusetts iron\ Vtie, damaging effects of

another oirembargo.
Strangely enough, when Senator Brooke

was a member of the Senate Ethics
Committee, the Contmittee now investigating

his finances, he was the only member to push
for an investigation of allegations regardling

illegal corporate campaign contributions. In

January of 1974, the Senator introduced the

first comprehensive Ethics Committee
reform package of which one of his
resolutions was to require full financial

disclosure for all Senators. The result: the
Senate has an Official Code of Conduct.
Senator Brooke is meeting his toughest

opposition since being first elected in 1966.

Unfortunately the origin of the opposition lies

not so much in the political capabilities of his

democratic challenger but with the adverse
publicity resulting from a long and messy
divorce settlement which raised questions of

financial wrong-doing. Thus far the Senator
has been exonerated in all investigations.

Despite these pressures he has maintained
his attendance and voting record in the

Senate. The Senator does not seem to take his

responsibilities lightly.

I realize that I have but briefly touched

upon several issues here, however I hope that

they have given you some idea of where Ed
Brooke stands on some of the issues of

ii)t<rest to you. In a4 much as I have tried to

give you this insight to the Senators stance, I

hope also that you will take time out before

casting your ballot to look at this record for

your self. If you do, I'm sure you too will

agree that we cannot afford to lose Uiis man in

the United States Senate

United Slates Senate have been tossed about
in the news media with relish. The Boston
Globe, always a major factor in state politics,
has been doggedly pursuing stories on the
questions surrounding the Brooke family
break-up, with the result that Brooke has
condemned the paper publically for its

nosiness. Some view it as an "oust Brooke"
campaign.

Brooke faired well in his la test bout withJje
senate Ethics CommittM, But his reputation
has, perhaps, been damaged for good. Surely,
Brooke's problems will be in the voter's mind.
The race has also attracted the notice and

aid of major national figures. Senator
Edward Kennedy has broken with a old
family tradition of not opposing republican
incumbents to actively solicit votes for
Tsongas. Jimmy Carter himself was in the
state last week. On the republican side,

Brooke and Fraiik tlatch are both viewed a^
the last gasp; or a dying pj9Ety,„,FftcmiBr,
governor Frank Sargent has charged that if

both men don't win, the party will be
irreconcilably spljt. In recent weeks, Brooke
has won the support of some of his
conservative colleagues in a reluctant effort
to hold the party together.

Voters' hold the key, however. The real

question is whether the Massachusetts
electorate can bring itself to vote against
Brooke. His vast majorities in past elections

and the always sensitive issue of race make
that choice seem doubtful. Tsongas must
capttire enough of the voters to vote for him,
as it seems that few if any will vote against
Brooke.

Paul Tsongas
by Sarah Thome

Who would sacrifice a safe Congressional
district to run for the U.S. Senate seat of Ed
Brooke, a 12 year old fixture in Massachusetts
politics? Who would dare to challenge
Brooke, a liberal Republican in an
embarrassingly one-party slate? Who would
attempt to win the loyalty of guilty whites who
cast their votes for Brooke as the only black in

the U.S. Senate? Paul Tsongas, a 37 year-old

second term Democratic Congressman from
Lowell, Mass, is succeeding at each of these

to overtake Brooke in the polls.

During his four years in the U.S. House of

Representatives, Tsongas received a 100 per
cent rating by the League of Conservation

voters, 93 per cent by the National Council of

Senior Citlims, 100 per cent by the

Leadership Conference on Civil Rights,MAM
per cent by the AFl^-ClO's COPE. Tsongas
has supported and sponsored many
conlrowtial and progressive bills:

cosponsor of Humphr
cm|iloym«nt faUj

i-osponsored Kenn^f*-
Health Insurance t-^

-authored amcndiucH
Export Import Bank loai.

-cospowKred CoogreHionfi i p

.

bill

-cospoBsored exianidon o' r
deadline, among othen
After attending DarlmouUi Ci^f^c, Yale

Law School and serving^or threftj^bs in the
Peace Corps in Ethiopia and Jamaica
Tsongas quickly buUt up local support leadti«
to his election as the Middlesex County
Commissioner, Ixiwell City Councillor, and
Assistant Deputy Attorney General. Afte*'
four years of representaUon in Congress, a
major newspaper in his district, the Lowell
Sun, reported that, "Tsongas will most likely
go down in history for having accomplished
more for LoweU than anyone who has held the
office in the past 100 year*."
Paul Tsongas i^ not cashing ^n upon this

year's simplistiq glamour Issue: taxes.
However, according to 'Taxatioh- with
Representation" ^ citizen's fair tax group,
Tsongas has the] best tax reform record
among Massachusetts Congresspeople.
Instead of negating government's role with

social service and! tax cuts, Tsongas places
t<^ priority upoh the issue of urban
revitalization for tlie economically depressed
and physically detjeriorating llllassachusetts
cities. Most significant among Tsongas'
urban revitalization and job attraction
successes in his C|)ngres8ional district was
the designation and planned restoration of the
decaying historic ntiill town of Lowel{/as the
first industrial national park.
Congressman Tsohgas' strong record of job

attraction and preservation includes the
location of the $ioin regional federal Solar
Energy Center in /Cambridge. He believes
that job creation and environmental
protection can be synergistic rather than
mutually exclusive. His opposition to the
breeder reactor ^nd legislative advocacy of
renewable energy sources reflect his long run
sensitivity to7 environmental quality,
economic independence and stability.

Tsongas is onii of the few Congressmen with
living and working experience in developing
nations. His service on a special mission to
Ethiopia was! central in preserving U.S.
neutrality aijd nonintervention in last year's
war in the Horn of Africa.

On'other foreign policy issues, Tsongas
calls for further limitations to the arms race
and opposes -the neutron bomb. In contrast,
Brooke sup||ports the neutron bomb and a halt
ill, SALT inegotiations until iaitjal Soviet
concessions are secured. Brooke's advocacy
of increase d defense spending helped him win
the endorsement of Henry Kissinger.

In jM-otist of a $6600 payraise which
Congress ^oted itself, Tsongas created a
college scholarship fund for students in his
district. Unlike Brooke, he voluntarily
disclosed his personal financial statements as
early as 1971.

Tsongas has conducted an issues oriented
campaign. He has not exploited Brooke's

..pepsoal Itansgressionsand new ps^fesHeml -

accusations relating to his illegal tax
deductions and all^edly altered financial
disclosure statements. Tsongas' record and
liberal, progressive social and environmental
policies offer the voters a distinct choioe on
November 7.

1980 Continued from pa«e 2

Sixty-seven years ok^ but Btill the handsome,
dynamic

, right wing gospel pineacber^ Reagan
has a huge national following, evidenced in

his narrow nominatidn loss to incumbent
Ford. An NBC poll of registered Republicans
puts Reagan ahead of Ford 43 per cent to 35
per cent to win (he nominatioa Yet Reagan's
arch conservatism ftightens most Democrats
and even some Republicans, a factor which
could prove fatal in a general election.

Sensing this, he has taken steps to moderate
his image, refusing to endorse Jeff Bell, a
former aide, in Bell's Senate primary fight

against liberal New Jersey Senator Clifford

Case. Reagan has also dacUned endorsing an
initiative in his home state barring
homosexuals from teaching jobs and is

suddenly Very anxious to point out his fairly

nuxieraterecordasGovtmarofCalifomla.lt
is conceivable that Phil Crane's -nm at the
White House might partially stem from
Crane's suspicious of Reagan's conservative
faith and thus Reagan'* vnlnerability.

Barons points out that, "Ronald Reagan
wauM rather be President than purist."

The 1978 Congreaaional elections have
brought out some of the GOP hopefuls, intent
on mending fences and picking up political

lOU^S. Withtn the next year, the leadii«
oaadMtatcB simM «merte quite openly onto
the naUonal stage.
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Williams Octet, old and M^9Km^ (>

Th* oHolMI KWHtoms OcMt MtwicliMd littMMrt In it* Fourth Aimua) Rtunion

Goncsrt at Jtsup Mall Saturday nifllit. (photo by Pra»ad)

(4

by Jnliii LAcrtlM
A mixed group of young and old

packed Jesup Hall last Saturday ntgbt

to attend the Fourth Annual Reunko
Ckncert of the original WUlianw
Octet. The nin«|te«n member
ensemble, all members of the Octet

during its tenure from lMi-1945,

regaled the enthusiastic audience

with selections from its varied

repertoire. In addition, the present

Octet made a guest appearance.

The Williams Octet devclttped in

1940 from two other small groups of

the late ISSO's: the Glee Club Quartet,

described as a group providing

"comedy Telief' after such works as

Bach Chorales; and the Small Sheep.

These two groups joined forces under

the aegis of then Music Dept.

chairman Robert Barrow to form Uie

Williams Octet. Saturday's ctpctrl

rejoined several of thcw orifinal

mcmben.
After marcMng In to tlie tfM« of

Come FiU Your Glasaes Up, ItoiDchit

sfim such favorites as Lanltiaaa

Hayride and Peg O' My Heart,

Warren HOnke '42 and Lou Salfi|l*ti '4|,

then played a selection of MQgt by
Gershwin and Berlin for pi<ino doet.

Safford also sang his own brand of

Gershwin with the "classic" April In

Falrbvdis (Alaska, that is). The
ensemble finished up the first batf of

its program with a piece by Kurt V^Ul
and Ogden Nash, The Trouble with

Women, a work describing women
wliich probably does not apply today

(unless, of course, one is discussing

Holyoke or Smith).

After intermission, the present

Marching" Band blows Union away
...

: r by John Libertine

The scent of blood was in the air.

After two successive lasses, the

Williams Band was out to kill. After a
long, gruelling contest, the band'came
up from behind and won a key game in

its bid for the All-(^llege Bandionshlp

against Union College. Given the

ferocity of its attack, one shudders to

think of the carnage tJiat could have
resulted if Union had had a bend at the

game.
Under the able direction al Fcancis

C. CardiUo, senior co-leaders Ben
Gnidin, Andy Masette, and Doug
(iremet, the band ended its losing

streak with a display of wit,

showmanship, and a minimum of

unfair play. If all goes well, the band
could win its twelfth straight title, an
honor of rather dubious merit.

Despite its great success and fame
(see the Transcript, for Example), the

Williams CoUege Walking, SUUdng,
Ambling, Rambling, Scrambling,

Gambling, (etc. lid nauseum) Moo
Cow Marine Marching band remains

something of an enigma (justifiably,

according to some). Just what is this

bunch of Monty Python rejects trying

to prove? The answer should be

obvious: nothing.

Modern psychologists woul4
describe the band members at
maladjusted individuals, probably
frustrate and repressed, seeking an
outlet for some form of self-

expression and recognition. (We, of

course, would merely describe them
as bananas). Each member must
choose some unique form of tieadgear

in order to set themselves apgrt from

Several more calendars have arrived

cans
rxtuiQt BfXW nt)lll INt.

. . including Tolkien

The Record will run classifieds at 20c per line for the first 3 lines and I5c for

each additional line. Deadlines are .4:00 p.m. Wednesdays and Sundays.
Total amount due must accompany this form. Mail or ipring in person to

Classifieds, The Williams Record, Baxter Hall, Willlamstown, IMass. 01267.
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VUb^ Master of Ails in

Teaofiing Program

at NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

LIBERAL ARTS SENIORS
THINKING ABOUTACAREER?
Consider the Master of Arts in

Teaching Program at Northwestern
University and a career in teaching.

15 month master's degree program June '79 -

August '80

Advanced study in your field

Teacher certification, eleirtentary or secondary
Summer student teaching experience

SALARIED INTERNSHIP ($4,500 to $6,500) In

nearby school for full school year

"Last year. 85 percent of our graduates seeking
teaching positions found employment as teachers.

sign up at the Office of Career Couhselino for an appointment
with Gwendolyn Laroche, Director, Matter of Arts In

TeaehMfl Program, who will be on campus Monday,
NoviMnber m from 2:00 p.m. untU 4:00 p.m.

•*i^

the whole group (not to mention the

rest of humanity). Bizarre is the only

adjective available to describe such

an array of haberdasliery (after all,

we are a family newspaper).

The band's entire raison d'etre

(Aha I You knew there had to be onQ)

is to provide a half-time show for

football games. During their

program, the members all march in

formation (more or less), forming

such objects as fit in with the overall

theme of their show. The lasLshow's
theme was Star Trek, jmd the

formation was indeed one of the

starship Enterprise, minus a few
appendages due to lack of adequate

personnel.

The Homecoming program is

always the most important to the

iMind; this gives them the chance to go

all out in their showmanship (Lord

help us all!). When asked about the'

program for this weekend, one l^der
withheld comment preferring to keep
the show 9 deep, dark secret (i.e. it

hasn't been written yet).

The band's philosophy about its

music seems to be quite simple: when
in dou^tpunt.

As the footba II team thundered through its twin lines, the band playM ail Im-

pressive rendition of Rocky in pre-game warm-up acthm. (photo by Buckner)

^nSfiiiash RicKefs

309i OFF UST PRICE

(including the new 70 plus Rackets)

All supplied with our exclusive

.- . .^firee PuroteCbw racket cover

WILLIAMS CO-OP
Across the street from the squash counts

Sale

20% OFF
Selected Fall Tops

Chinese Tee-Shirts, Velour Turtlenecks
Big Shirts, Loose Knit Sweaters

Sweatshirt Jackets

Up to 75% off

other clothing
afid gift Items

Octet
appearance,

metni^ffv \y%»

"aeJectlor!

locludiiii

CaiaMU
blandbi.

providsd us ail wltit

fanny, tiistoryof that _ .,„

grow w«s caitod bacpc '\6 do two
eocorea, a sign of its Kreat poDuIarify ^

on campus.

The present Octet is, without duubt,

one of the (inost musijeal ipmipe at

WilliamB if its Saturday performance

was any indication of its talent. The
ten members blend vnU togatber in

one tight group. It is a ple|Mir4l to see

a group able enough not to take itself

too seiiousty aad ftiU piwtdo flrst

i-ate entertainment Theif 'Only fault,

if fault it can be called, is that they

stole the show entirely front the older

group..,

After the new octet finished. Doug
Buck '45 sang a selection of sb(»t, imt

scathing, songs, accomiMinying
liimBelf on the giMtar. Inchided is that

classic gem Diy«|Milck me, Jesus,

Through^ the Coalposts of Life.

Needlra#to say, the audience loved it.

The group then returnedto fmish its

program with a braad new
arrangement, Bidin' My Time. Also

included were Me and Marie, an
arrangement written esiieclally for

the Octet by Cole Porter;^ Lovexthe

Ladies; and selections from
Brigadoon, allowing several soloists

in the group to show their stuff.

, Saturday's concert proves that the

Octetstiii has its o)4 wagic;, the years

have not diminished its members'

ability and showmanship. Let iis hope

that these reunion concerts continue ^
ttiroughout the coming years to

delight and amuse us all. One could
;

not wish for better entertainment. >

Smith shows **piire fan''

by Meile Rockefeller

Hyla Smith paints for fun, and her
show at the Dbdd Studeht Art Gallery ^
is pure fun. Where else would you find

King Heni7 VIII in a new suit of

clothes,' one weird num tumbling

ecstatically around a page, and a
voracious flower that siidks you down ^
ftito its depths?

Her works, which here are mostly

drawingSi are . a wonderful—
combination of, . straightforward
chat-coal images and whimsical
colored pencil ideas. Henry, who is the

Hrst in a series, represents the

ludicrousness of the emperorls pomp
separated from his clotties. Uis old

image is black and white, his new,

imaginative image is in "super"-

color.

" Smith has managed to take the

children's game of adored pencils to

incredible levels. Using its rich and

saSitl» color, a harmless <

ctaynanlhemum sends its rafaibow

tentacles oat to you, drawing you

inextricably to its potent center.

lite crowning jewel in this

whfansicalshow isA quasi-poster ofl
h-agmepted young woman. Like a

Revloa. ad. ;alie -smiliji. at you,

shimmers with brilliant color, and

whooshes to the right. Her hair,

remlniaoent of Ovid's Daphne, hides a

surprise which is left for you to

discover.

Of course, Smith'O Ulent is .not

limited to the dcawltigi in the show.

She is a serious StiKiio Mji major,

whose works include oil painting and

even handicrafts. With locl^ we will

see more of her woilc later ttkls year,

incliidihg a coOlrtlwtion to Decorative

Arts.

ADDRESSERS
WANTED

IMMEDIATELY!
Work atho^e - no experience

necessary

exceilant pay. Write:

Ant«ridinS«rvlct

•iM^arkUM
tuiMm

Dallas, TX7SU

I
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New energy attitudes required
Another New England winter is almost upon us, and it

brings the urgent reminder that energy conservation is an
economic, social and moral necessity.

'

At WilUams, a concentrated energy conservation effort

began early in the decade. The results so far have been

encouraging. But all the easy things have been done, and

still, costs are rising.

The year-old Energy Conservation Committee has

studied now far we have come and the direction in which

we should be moving. The committee recommendations

range from setting thermostats at 66 degrees and using

cold water for washing clothes to proposing that "no
additional space be added to College facilities unless capital

funds are in hand to cover energy costs." Money raised

for the new art facility, for example, will include not only

construction costs, but also an endowment for funding

future maintenance and energy costs.

Even the smallest energy-saving st^s are part of the

much larger picture. Since the easy things have been
done, new steps will probably have more of an impact on

daily life. This condensation of a rqx>rt delivered by the

Energy Conservation Committee in April reveals the

scope of the problem and approaches to its solution.

Members of the committee were Bob Kozelka, Henry
Art, Malinda Bergamini, Tom Black, Edwina Cruise,

Lee Drickamer, John Holden, Ross Keller, and Charles

Fuqua.

-r^

Why 'Wnilams Reports'
Decisions ... This.whple $20 miUion-per-year

institution revolves <around a decision making
process which never stops. The seasons come and
go. People come and go. But all the while academic
departments and administrative offices, committees
and study groups, are at work on one project or
another. At the end of every project comes a report

. . . and from those reports, come the decisions
that affect our lives at Williams.

Have you seen any of those reports lately?

Williams Reports will be one source of in-

formation about the various groups, their work,
their topics and their results. We'll also try to put
the information into perspective. On the question of
energy consumption, for example, individual

energy-saving steps are part of a much-larger plan.

Some steps have been taken, more are coming. And
as part of the overall picture, we thought you might
find it interesting to know how Williams people kept
warm 100-plus years ago.

The publication is prepared by the College News
Office. We've purchased space in Tfx Record
and will run as an insert about once every three

weeks. We hope you find it useful.

The charge most to be brought against New England is

not Puritanism but February. —Joseph WoodKrutcb

Energy orientation involves two separate aspects:

credibih^ and motivation. The question involves more
than getting members of the College community to

believe that energy consumption is a serious problem. It is

critically important to convince them that the College is

concerned about the problem and tojiotivate serious

behavior about it as weU.
Students, being the largest single group at the College,

are of primary inipofiUtn<:e. Educating incdrtiihc fresh-

men, probably through their Junior Advisors, is the most
plausible approach. For upperclassmen , house managers
are the natural overseers since they are paid to make sure

their houses are in order.

Credibility and motivation are two sides of the same
problem. Students had an interesting reaction to two
electricity conservation contests, each with a $25 prize.

They found concerns about electrical waste "Mickey
Mouse" compared to the attention given to heat loss. If

students can be convinced that the College is doing its

part in energy conservation, it becomes easier to get.the

students to do their part.

Faculty members are models for the whole College

community, and for this group the problem of motivation
is both simpler and more difficult. It is simpler because

the direct approach springs immediately to mind: send
money. (Bronfman Science Center personnel saved about
12 per cent on energy costs when promised any savings

would be added to research funds. Surely some equivalent

reward can be found for the faculty as a whole.)

,

Motivation of the faculty is more difficult because habits

-are more fixed, occasionally causing—specific energy^

considerations to get lost on the stairway leading up the

ivory tower."
' " '' '"' "-""" -—.-..

Although the dollar savings the faculty can effect by its

actions may be small, the atmosphere its attitude can

create is substantial. Energy conservation incentives for

the faculty should be offered with that in mind.

Non-academic personnel have both special op-

portunities and special problems relating to energy

conservation. Their opportunities come through direct

access to energy controls (light switches, radiator valves,

stoves), giving them immediate opportunities to effect

relatively substantial savings. But they also have many
deuils other than energy to be concerned about, so

motivation of non-academic personnel may have to begin

with supervisors. While it is clear that monetary in-

centives should work as well for non-academic personnel
as for the faculty, it is less clear how to set up the in-

cenjdves. For one thing, suggestion boxes, with ap-

propriate rewards for suggestions which are adopted, have
a long and honorable history in industry. So, suggestion
boxes should be made available to everyone.

"It is hard to get excited aboat an extra

light bulb when the snow is blowing in

aronnd the windows."

The admmistration and Trustees bear a special burden
in the credibility department. As a student said at one
open meeting, ' 'It is hard to get excited about an extra

light bulb when the snow is blowing in around'' the
windows."
The Energy Conservation Committee has found a great

many places on campus where energy is literally wasted.

Some of these energy leaks could be easily fixed once
attention is called to them. But collectively, many small

things can destroy the credibility of conservation efforts.

There should be an immediate response (or at least an
explanation) for each problem, or any conservation effort

will be short lived. A suggestion box or telephone number
to be used by people wiu conaervat^ complaints should'

be widely publicized.

' We call upon the admiiuM»' ...jn, in conjunction with

the Energy Conservation Cununittee, to promote and
publicize a rise in the * 'diseooiiort index" on the campus.
No matter how much the College community practices

conservation, we will eventually rcich practical \xppeT

limits to energy conservation; as E. B.- White says,

^here is a limit beyond which you cannot push beauty^

because^fthe lines it leaves in tlK face." We aiust all be

ready to be more uncomfortable than we are now. We
cannot expect to sit in our offices/classrooms/dormitories

in our shirtsleeves without paying an exorbitant cost. The
administration should make clear, and this committee
will support, a new standard of discomfort, unpalatable as

that may sound. We must all be made to realize that

winter in the Berkshires involves a certain amount of just

plain being cold and dark.

Conservation will require extensive publicity to attain

the level of habit. We propose a set of scales for

monitoring energy, use and expense. By combining and

ENERGY continued on Page 2

1 9th Century students hewed wood^ hauled watfr

iU Pratt, '*tht Sawbvck PliUo«>i>her." wu hired bv
ealthier nndcnu in the ISOO'i to provide firewood.

By Martha Riley Johnson
LibraryAssistant, WilUamsiana

The energy cost-per-student at Williams this year is

about $450. Consid«r the way things used to be.

A century and a quarter ago, expenses for light and

heat for a year as estimated in the 1853-54 catalog were

$5-10 per student. Utilities were not a crushing burden

for the strained budget of what was then a poor country

college, not only because they were cheap, but because in

the dormitories students were responsible for main-

taining their own supplies of fuel and water, As for the

college's public spaces, austerity was the rule. Even 60

years later alumni would recall with horror shivering

before dawn in a chapel equipped with oil lamps but no

hint of a fire. Classroom space was over-crowded and

poorly ventilated summer and winter. Smoking wood

stoves and lamps smelling of whale oil meant either super-

heated or frigidlY cold clusrooms and dim uncertain light.

The most ^ective measure for cutting fbel consumption

was the six week winter vacation.

Students in those days were literally hewers of wood

and drawers of water. The freshman arriving at West

College in early September saw halls cammed with

peddlers and waUs crowded with notices advertising such

articles of self-sufficiency as the handsaw, han&mp,
bucket, washstand, and broom.

Sanitary facilities were probably outhouses, and at best

there may have existed a crude bathroom arraniement

which was in use at West Colfcge as late as 1900. Send

Springs was a popular spot for bathing. One could bargain

with a washerwoman for weekly laundry lervice.

Beginning in 1850, West College freshmen no tonaer had

to go to Uie end of Spring Street for their water, for the

CoUege had a contract with the new Willienutown Water

Co. to bring water from Cold Spring to the colleges in a

-system ofmxxlen pipes. Though this company foundered

in 1858, a new one had taken over by 1860.

A quart of fuel for the lamps then in use could last from
two weeks to a month, but woe to the student who found

his lamp empty on Saturday evening. "He must beg or

borrow or appropriate, or sit in utter darkness."

About Thanksgiving, some farmers from the

surrounding hilsides would arrive in the College yard

with loads of wood to drive a hard bargain with the

inexperienced freshman. Most students sawed their own
wood and made their own fires, except those who could

afford to hire Bill Pratt, "the Sawbudc Philosopher,"

whose occupation was sawing wood for students and

townspeople.
Those extravagant s6ub who hated to dress in a cold

room could hire a man named O'Brien to come in before

they arose to make the fire. The quantities of wood needed

were huge. Wood piles were laid up against the outside

walls of each building. In spring, the students deeined it

their function to clean the Uttered yard thoroughly. Chip

Day, a woiicing holiday in mid-May, was the result, in

which the last vestiges of the Berkshire winter were

joyfully raked, shovded, burned or carried away.

The Williamsiena Collection conaista of

printed and mennscript material relatime to

Witliann College, ana College reoorda. racta

Qted in thia article were taken from PenVa
WiUiamttoum and Williamt Collmgt, memoirs
of atndenta of thia period written for the
WillUmt Qumrttrly, WitUamt Lifrmty
Monthly and Williamt Atfmnl R^vitw, and

the CkM of 1850 reunion book for 1900.
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New music buildme, adjacent to Chapin Hall, has been planned for enerey efficiency.
Heavy insulation, double-glazed windows, and a roof-mounted solar unil for heating
water are some of its features. The building has fewer windows than in the original
plans, and natural breezes will provide air conditioning in good weather.

Conservation efforts

cutting use of energy,
costs continue to rise
Energy conservation programs at Williams saved the

Coll«ge.4uaHestimat«d4S160jOGa last year. -The figure
comes from the Buildings and Grounds Department
which has compared energy usage at Williams in 1977-78
with the way energy was used in the 1971-72 academic
year.

The saving is the silver lining in the dark cloud of
steadily rising energy costs. A lot of money is spent for
heat and light. The bUl last year was $723,000 compared
with only $333,500 in 1972-73. But the conservation
measures taken so far have been effective enough that the
amount of fuel oil used by the College has actually
dropped! The amount of oil used in 1972-73 was
1,373,000 gallons while 1,280,000 gallons were used
last year.

The Energy Conservation Committee and the Physical
Facilities Committee suggest that a good way to monitor
energy use and expense is through scales which take into
consideration variables such as weather, price (including
inflation), square footage and the number of people in-

volved. The graph below is a cost and heat index for

Williams since the 1971-72 academic year.

The cost index shows energy costs per student per
de^ee day per square foot.

The heat index shows energy usage per student per
degree day per square foot.

ENERGY (continued from page 1)

studying variables such as weather conditions, price

fluctuations, square footage, and the number of people
involved, we could let the College community know how
weUJhe conservation effort is doing and how much it .is.,

costing us. We could also agree in advance at what point
the energy indicators will show more drastic conservation
steps should be taken.

Another obvious proposal for increasing energy
awareness is an attention-getting yearly focus on energy
conservation. This should take the form of a subject for

convocation, a commencement speaker, a Melloij
conference, a Winter Study project, an Earth-Day-like
format, an extensive competition, or some combination
of these ideas.

The monetary aspects of the problem cannpt be over-
emphasized. They are of, immediate iraftortance to
everyone and will not go away. Money spent and attitudes
formed now will be econo^mies both inthe short and long
runs. Other aspects should not, hojtr^ver, be overlookea
The educational value of conservation efforts is not

College taps sun

as energy source

for new music facility
The two-story music building, now nearing com-

pletion, has been planned to be "very energy efficient,"

according to Peter Welanetz, director of the Williams
physicaf plant.

' "' -—.--
In a new step for the College, experiments with solar-

powered heating units will be made. They will be used to
heat domestic (tap) water and to power the rieheat coils in
the humidity controls.

The $2,600,000 structure, adjacent to Chapin Hall at

the center of the Williams campus, will not be air-

conditioned, but it will be well-ventilated for summer use.

To withstand the Berkshire winters, says Welanetz, it

will be heavily insulated, and double-glazed windows will

be used throughout. Light leveb will be kept at a

minimum, with little lighting for architectural eiffect.

The building was also designed by the architects,

Cambridge Seven Associates, Inc., to be readily ac-
cessible for handicapped users.

^

When it is completed this winter, the building will

feature a 279-seat auditorium with projection facilities for

illustrated lectures. There will also be a 170-seat choral
rehearsal room and an orchestral rehearsal room.

In order to harmonize as much as possible with its

surroundings (Georgian Lehman Hall, Greek Revival
Chapin Hall, and the Contemporary Sawyei^ Library), the
building's poured concrete exterior will be etched with
acid to give a limestone-like appearance.
A courtyard will be created by the addition between

the new structure and Chapin Hall. This area will be used
to contain intermission crowds in good weather, ac-

cording to Welanetz.

Several eonservafion steps

have already been taken
1

)

Thermostats are set at 66 degrees during the
day. There are night setbacks to 55 degrees in
classroom and office buildings and 60 degrees
in living areas.

2) The temperature of hot water has been cut
from more than 150 degrees to about 125
degrees.

3) There Ts no hot wai
washing machines.

in the campus

4) More efficient sjR^rm windows have been
installed in manv'campus buildings.

5) Attic rnsi^tioh has been put id several of
the College's older building.

6) A system of insulation and recycling has
be^ developed for the College's 400,000 gallon
j[uel oil tank which eliminates the need lor an
auxiliary heater to keep the oil warm.

And, of course, there is the reminder to turn
out the lights and keep the windows closed.
The little things add up.

trivial. We may argue that the ediicated person is not only
considerate in social relations biit also in environmental
relations. Moral values are not to be short-changed.
While, in a world view, our efforts at Williams may seem
negligible, we are ulkihg about new realities with which
we are going to have to contend.

Year 71-72 72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76 ,74.77

350a.

3000-

2500

2000-

1500-

1000-

^4
The Energy Conservation Committee says the cost

index could be a -way of indicating when contingency
plans might be put into effect if energy costs rise
precipitously. The heat index is an indication of how our
conservation efforts are going.
Don't look for the cost in<fex to drop. But if the heat

index continues to decline, the conservation program is

doing well. |»'.?/&vr,",!?«;cf.x<^'Jr'..?„'.;/-5E^^'^^
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i}fmn Cowgirls
b>Mi«rc'U8 Smith

The problem with reviewing an
album by ' 'The World's Greatetl Rodi
N' RoU Band " U what standard of

judgment to establish prior to the

listening. The Rolling Stones in ottier

words have become so "respectable",

to misleadingly coin a song title from
Some Girls, that many a reviewer

falls into the understandable trap of

only invoking history^ of ^nly using '

ttie Stones then as a criterion ef
judgment for the Stpnes now. ;rhe

alternative is to pr^teml the old

performer is a new one and so gain a
fresh perspective,

this is not to say, however,, that the

Stones must bash, crash, and belt

away on every song they do because

they are the Stones. Certainly,

Jagger's cover of the Temptation's

classic, "(Just.. My) Imagination"

does justice to the Motown genre,

while the dueling of Richard's and
Woods' twangy guitars enhance the

iiong with a gentle flair. And besides,

even on Flowers Jigger sang another

Temptations gem, "My Girl",,^ ^
respite from quintessential roclcers

9 lilte "Motheir's Uttle Helper" and

J . "Let's Spend The Night T<^ether".

^ Where the Stones really fall short

7 though on Some Girls is oil their

country music parody, "Far Away
"^

' Eyes", and especially if one is of the

opinion that hnich ot country whines

like a paro<fy of itself anyway/ Indeed,

,
the whimsy of Arlo Guthrie is much

^i preferred.

. i Review Copy Courtesy Qf Tooqerville

t Trolley.

; Certainly, this is the flaw that <

consistently seeps into an otherwise
confident and competent collection of

rock and blues-based boogie. "Now

I
that we're respected ta society - We

I don't worry about the things >ye used
;> to be'*, jeers Mike atop the jaunty,

I
streamlined guitar patchwjork of

s "Respectable", but it's a lazy

i sarcasm from the mouth of someone

I
who could care less whether he's

I
"poising heroin with the President."

* Consequently, it's Watts' keen seen
fof rhythm that propels the Stones

i| whenever they .become carbon copies
"on themselves, as oh "Lies", little

more than a remake of the
undistinguished "Dance Little
Sister."

But now we're judg;ing on the basis
jbf the past again. Yet we must to

I indicate that . . . tlie mysogony of

f baiting insolence that has ever
catavaulted the Stones into theu-

,
Satanic realm of several innuendo and

i brashness is just as harsh and potent

f as ever. "Some Girls", another
Ij swaggering blues ditty, is the ultimate

I
put-down of all girls of all nationalities

I
and race, but also » catalogue of inert

I
indifference, even to the pose itself.

—»- The Stones do sizzle instrumentally
|on this album though on more than

_ijust "Respectable". "When The Whip
—I Comes Down" lunges as a noisy frolic,

'the Stones at their assertive best.

"Shattered':' mefuitlipe captures the
jeeryruDable-tuhibie flavour of the
street in the resomanfscratch of the
[Richarde-Wdods giiliars' and
combines it with the , sardonic
decadence of Jagger's facetious
phrasing to make the self-parody a
biting art.

Which leaves us with "Beast Of
Burden" and the Stones once more
lightening their intensity with control
and effort as Jagger briefly
reaches for a falsetto or two without ^

straining himself, too much.
In the words of ''Shattwed". 'Ah,

does it matter?" The Stones
previously have supplied the answer
("It's only rock 'n' roll"). Now they
beg the question

MMr Miller, •ntartalnMI Mudwits in the WilHamt CoffMlwus* «n Sunday
Saturday night. (photo by Cast)

CDE mints economists
look forward to mingling with the
College crowd and learning about
American life in the Berkshires.
Williamstown, though it is no-
metropolis, does provide a culture
shock .of .sortS; -.,_.

by Gall Carroll

The Center fpr Development
Economics, located in the old Delta
Psi fraternity house at the north end
of the College campus, is a branch of

Williams College that has remained
all too anonymous. Nineteen students
from various developing nations are
participating in this year's CDE
program, working towards a degree
in the Master of Arts in

Developmental Economics.
The Center is operated through

funds from the Ford and Clark
. fpundations under the direct auspices
of the Williams College
Administration. Thr comprehensive
one-year program offers graduate
study in those areas of economic
analysis and quantitative techniques
most directly relevant to economic
policy-making in developing
(^untires;.

The students, thiftefen men and six
women, range in ages from twenty to

thirty years old. Their tuitions are
provided through funds from various
United Nations agencies and grants
,ft:om their own governments. They
are on leaves of absence from
different government posts, hojjing to

return to their jobs with new
knowledge and an appreciation lor a
new culture. In order to receive the
MADE degree, the students must
each maintain a B average in their

^rea of study.

The intensity of the CDE program
limits the amouni of free lime the
-Students can enjoy. However, thev do

SHEETMUSK
POP FOLIOS'

ALBUM BOOKS

.Cynthia Paras and Jana Potecar,
both from the Philippines, complain
that Spring Street does not offer the
most exciting night life, but they are
impressed with the beauty of the
mountains. The climate in
Williamstown is a great change for
most of the CDE students, and,
Herbert Ezenwa of Nigeria, «rho is

already bundled' up in
'

sweaters,
cannot believe that it will get inuch
colder. Marcos Viale of Petu has an
unusual complaints, insisting that all

American women look the same.

The members of the Center explain
they want to open their doors to the
Williams undergraduates. This year,
the Center has affiliations with six
social houses and Would like to plan
functions with as many groups as
possible, the men are hoping to

arrange a challenge match with the
Williams soccer team and they seem
fairly confident that they will give the
varisty players a lough game. The cde
has won the ping pong championship
for the past two years, and this year's
team does not plan to ruin the record.

.
Scheduled events include a series of

•country nights " in which the CDE
students will present different aspects
of their native countries to the

Williains Sommunily.

^=^.f;rfr.a-^-j^^^

TOP PfRSONALITY BOOKS
Jim Croce • Linda Ronstadt • James Taylor '

Stavi* Wondar • Jackson Browne • Oaryl Hall A
John Ootes Chicago • Seals C Crofts • Fleet-

wood Moc • Crosby, Stills, Nash t Young • Kiss

Electric Light Orchestra • Barry Monttow •

Moody Blues • Lynyrd Skynyrd * David Soul •

Bozz Scaggs • Billy Joel • Steely Dan • Simon S
Garfunkel* Bob Dylan • Elton John • Nell Dia-

mond Olivia Newton-John • Boston .• Heart

Ooobie Brothers • Plus Many More
(MUKrMMin , ..,,,.. ,..^._..__..

Socred Favorites • Greof SMtgs of the'Ixodes
• Top 100 of 1977 • Top Hits of 1976 • Plus Many
**°™ TOPHOTSINGLfSHCITS
Even Now • Tomorrow From Annie • Feels So
Good • Goodbye Girl • If Ever I $«Nt "^ou A»)in •

With A Little luck • You Needed Me • Devoted
To You Many , Many More

IASY mANOA 0««AH MUSIC
AIM Musichr

Oultsr • B«Mi4 iMtfMManH • ^Im«Ic«I Mwtic

PianoShop
W*IMVICI

InRlCKERrSAlUir belMn«l»«illM'tEiicliM|i
Cut Ax <».iiaiiiuaM.:l HyjNS

^«l*-«-.-J

Instant Pouport Photos-Copyl(ig-Prpc«t»ing

Enlarg«m*nts-Sli<i*Olipl)catino-Portfollo

Worfc-Prodiitt fh«<E^raphy -SuppHil.

'

* Antw*r« i Advic* '1^
Colonial Shopping 4W^tia J

WCFlM Pr«mi«ra Albums
TuM. 10-31 - Blondie Parallel Liiwt

wed. 11-1 — Brothers Johnson

Blam

Thurs. 11-2—AaroSmlth Oat Yo«r

Wings

Clastic LP
Sun. 11-5—Earl Klugh Ma«lc In

Your Eyas
Mo(t.11-*-Davld Bowit Uva

ftms

Arts Bn^fs
Music in the Rbiiiid

Composers of four natioQalllies wiU be represented In fl» Music in the
Round concert on Friday. November 3, at 8:30 p.m. in Thompaoo Memorial
cnapei. The variety of instruments will be equally intereaUng. as Julius Hegyl
and Lucy Joseph wiU play the violin. Susan St. AmpMr wUl play the viola,
Douglas Moore wiU play the cello and David Cobb will niay the <<fflih'fl

' bam.
Admission is free with Williams I.D

•-'*•-*' -"wf mh-^t

Myrna Ncichinan
Myrna Nachman, pianist, will play mUsii; by J $. li«i:ti, KivO, Coplnod.

and Schubert hi a solo recital ofcSunday. Novembers, atSrOOp.m: InThompeoa
Memorial Chapel. The concert, sponsored by the Williams College bepartment
of Music, is free and open to the public.

Opening the program is Bach's 1729 ParUU No. 4 in D Major, consisting of
seven movements. Following it is Maurice Ravel's Valses nobles et sen-
timenuies, composed in 1911. After the intermission, Nachman will perform
Aaron Copland's 1930 Piano VarlaUoos; and closing the recital is Franz
Schubert's Sonata in A Major. Op. Posth. , written in 1828.

Nachman, who was Visiting Assistant Professor of Music at Williams last
year, is currently on the music faculties of the State University of New York at
Stony Brook and of Brooklyn College.

- ^

Representatives from

Connecticut General
Life Insurandf

lanyComp<

wiiibeoncamf5us
to discuss careers

in the insurance industry

NOVEMBER?
7 P.M.

THE LOG
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Fomm on WSP
elicits some ideas

by Lorraine Drtacoll

Participants at the Winter Study

Review Committee meeting last

Thursday night suggested that the

committee make two significant

reforms in the Winter Study program.

The people in attendance favored

modi^ing the pass-fail system to a

pass-marginal pass-fail system. The

audience also agr^d that the

Committee should encourage and

approve more W projects than they

have in the past.

% The major prob)«m with the Winter

Study Program, according to

Chairman William Grant, is that the

faculty complains that they work hard

preparing for the courses while the

students do not seem really motivated

to learn.

Associate Provost David Booth

suggested the modified grading

system. He explained that it would

distinguish between those who work;

those who merely show up for glass.

and those who don't even show up.

Hopefully, he added it would provide

some Incentive for students to do

more than marginal work. As one

professor said, "Winter Study is not a

two grade system—last year no one

failed . it's a pass-pass system.

Some people reasoned that if the

committee is truly worried about a

lack of student effort, they should

provide for more 99'b because

students are bound to be enthusiastic

about the programs they develop.

The committee indicated that they

are considering decreasing the

jiumber of required Winter Study

Projects. Faculty members may have

to teach just one every two years

rather than two every three, and

students may be required to take only

three out of four.

Nearly everyone in the audience

was vehemently opposed to

abolishment of the program. The

committee indicated that they were

not seriously considering either

abolishment, or maintaining the

status quo, but rather, to make

adjustments.

Anti-Apartheid Coalition holds forum tonight

Th« relationship between Williams

and apartheid in South Africa faces a

new round of scrutiny tonight at a

panel and open discussion "South

Africa. Political vs. Economic

Strategies," sponsored by the

WlUifms Anti-Apartheid Coalition

(WAAC) at 8 pm. in Jesup

Auditorium.

Four speakers will lead off the

discussion. Richard Nuccio, political

science professor, and Clint Willis '79

will speak on political avenues to

creating change in South Africa, while

Stephen Lewis of the Economics

Department and Jacqueline Wilson

'79 will present economic approaches.

Peter Meyers '79 will moderate.

In iH)en discussion following these

presentation, the WAAC hopes to

generate ideas on the direction that

anti-apartheid activities should take

over the coming year. The value of

divestiture for creating change is an

open issue in light of the Trustees'

action* over tl»e summor. Proponents

and opponents have been Invltod to

attend and prtwent their cawM.

Lewis and Nuccio are members of

the faculty anti-apartheid group.

Nuccio was active in last spring's

divestiture drive, while Lewis spent

last year in Botswana, a southern

African state.

The panel is part of a move
throughout the Northeast to raise the

issue of American involvement in

South Africa Jiefore el^ons. The
move has le<r to rallies,

demonstrations and teach-ins on
campuses throughout the region.

Black acceptance!^ drop
Continued from Pao* 1

tremendous obstades in enjoying

college life, Craig White '79 explained.

As so much effort is put into "proving

oneself," he said, "it's often difficult

to let down one's guard and relax."

"I've found that in class discussions,"

he said, "often being the only black,

people expect me to have the 'black'

opinion. That's quite a burden."

Although the trend in black

admissions is a vaHd concern for

RADIO SHACK
AT

The Record Store

REALISTIC STA-78 AM/FM STEREO
RECEIVER uniquely styled with switchable

Dolby* FM, detented bass/treble, tape

monitor, back-lighted dial. LED stereo

indicator NOVA" -7B WALNUT VENEER
FLOOR/SHELF SPEAKERS with 10"

woofer, 2 3".

tweeters. LAB-200
CHANGER with

base, dust cover

and $29.95-value

magnetic cartridge.

Regular separate

items price $669.80.

•TM Dolby Labs. Inc

569

OFF SPRING ST.

DAILY 10-5:30

THURS. TIL 9:00 458-5418

MASTERCHARGE
FIRST CHARGE
VISA

Smith and the Admissions staff, no
one is panicking.

When asked if the College would
ever accept a black only to fill quota

requirements. Smith said: "No
responsible admissions staff will ever

admit anyone who is not suited to do

the work." The College, he noted, does

not operate under a quota
system. Brock, though, did say that

to a certain extent "qualified" black

students are judged separately from
"qualified" white students, but in

either case the academic success of

an applicant, black .or white, is the

deciding factor.

While the decline in the number of

black students attending Williams has

not yet reached a critical stage, th«re

is little doubt that the issue poses a

threat to the diversity the

Administration wishes to achieve in

the Williams student body.

Dear Class of '79,

Head and shoulder pictures fot-

the 1979 Gul (yearbook) .will be

taken Monday, Oct. 30 through

Wednesday, Nov. 8 (not Including

the weekend). The photographer

will be in the WOC Reading Room
in the Baxter mailroom from 9:00

a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY
TO GET YOUR PICTURE TAKEN
DURING THIS TIME.
Please try and come as early in

the first week as possible. If you

have any questions call:

Mitch Katz No. 6642

Tory Ruder No. 6754

CLASSIFIEDS

For Sale >

PEUGEOT 1975, 504, maroon, 60K
miles, sun roof, very good cond. 4K
miles on MIchelln X radlals, 2 MIchalln

snows, many wxti-as'-Bwr-effsr ((*«•' -

S3300. 6M.6105.

Travel

EXPLORE THE EARTH
January Journay to the High
Himalayas. Join a .small group of

curious, hearty souls from university

communities on a 4 week trek in Nepal.

Escate modern society and Immerse
yourself in ancient traditions of Hindu

and Buddhist mountain cultures. Revel

in awesome beauty of the world's
hioha^t HMks. gar Info Jbj»ut„_tlK:;

January and Spring-Summer Journeys,

call 1(313) 99S-4iSS Or write: Journeys,

Box 7545, Mn Arbor, Ml. 48107.

For rent

Small efficiency apt, fireplace arid bay

windows; share full bath S, kltchoMtte

won* other student. JfO Incl. utiUtjas,

458-8277. 135 South Street.

Personals

Mona : First annual skny drp and hjrkay

scraps by male? G.
MHC—We're still waiting I

wc

'RolafMl:

I'm telling MooM about ua.

La Belle Oame

Henrietta:

HOW about you and me going over my
senior thesis project report? ifs really

excltlngi
Poiri^xter

Loet

To whomever stpie the Bleumel tire

pompoffofmyoreyWarclani It will not

v»fK without a little gaaket which i am
wllMng to Mil to you tor «aIv tt.W'

Without this gasket, you can only get to

40 Iba. (ha, ha), if you're not willing to

spend so much for • gaaket, why don't

you retirn the pump, and my ridinfl

gloves. (sendcash-MOto Pete Buckner,

Box 2172).

Cheat of drawers. If anyone removeda

Chest of drawers from the 6ladd««l

House North Street parking (of fhinklno

th» • •! had been abaivkned, It had not

beet,. This IS of great seotlmenial velu*-

Please call 4$».3«M after i pm. Rewart

for return or information leading » W
refom. ._

/
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Williams Sports Briefs
Fl0ld hockey

The Wi))iilini'V«r8i^ fl?ld hockey
teatii ended their 1979 regular season

])lay at home Wednesday, losing to a

strong team from Dartmouth College

i-q. The Ephwomen, with a final

record of 6-«, could not sustain their

four game winning streak against the

solid Ivy Vbtigue tots.

Dartmouth scored all four of their

goals during the first half of the g«me,-

and took a total of 35 shots at Williams

goaltenders Blythe Miller and Sue
Smith, who combined for 25 saves. It

was a totally defensive effort by. the

Ephs.

The Ephwomen, with an even &6
record in season play and a 1-1 record

in Little Three competition, will

participate in an All-College field

hockey tournament to be held at

Smith College on Oct. 28-29. At this

event, individual team members will

be selected to four All-College teams

and will be eligible for selection to

New England and National teams

which compete later this fall.

The Williams JV field hockey team
wound up its 1978 season last week
with an impressive 8-2 record.

Water polo
Williams Water Polo will travel to

New Haven this weekend to compete
in the New England Regional
I'ournament. Sporting a 3-1 league
record, including wins over UNH,
Westfield State, and rival Amherst,
the Ephs hope to improve on their

sixth place finish of a year ago,

Seeing their first action in two
weeks, William* travelled to RPl
Friday night for their final tuneup for

this weekend's tournament. Rusty
from the layoff, the Ephs were unable
to control the Engineers' passing
game. RPI ran off five third period

.

goals en route to a 14-9 victory over
the Ephs. Co-captain Brian
McDermott fired 9 shots on net,

hitting on 4 of the attempts to

spearhead the Williams attack. Gordy
Cliff chipped in with a pair of early

goals, whilte co-captains Bob Krause
and John Trapp and Frosh Bill Hymes
put in one each.

ERRATA
Because of a misunderstanding,

the article in the October 17

Outlook entitled "... He made it

sound so harmless ..." was
incorrectly by-lined. The article

was written by Mr. Edgar "Ned"
Walden of Spring Street. We regret

the error and any inconvenience

this may have caused. ,

In the College Council article

appearing in the October 27

Record, itwas incorrectly reported

that a referendum will take place

November 10 on direct election of

the CC secretary and treasurer.

That proposal will not be voted on

until March. On Nov. 10, students

will vote on a proposal to add an
impeachment procedure to the CC
constjitution.

Parking Ban
Joseph J. Zoito, Jr.,

Williamstown Chief of Police,

announced Tuesday a ban on
overnight street.* parking, to be

enforced beginning NoveAiber 1.

The ban, which is in effect all year,

M qnly enforced during the winter

hinder snow removal.

Piirking longefr than ohe hour
between 1 a.m. and 6 a.m. will be

interpreted as overnight parking,

Zoito iaid. Violators will be
ticketed and subject to fines of $10.

Violations during snowfall will

result in tOWing. I'he owners of the

vehicle wjd be chatted for the

towing /and storage coSts, in

additKfo to the fimi. '

ji^ I III '

Irom OCC
GRAD SCHOOL RECRUITING
SCHEDULE:
^lov.l tJU.S.MarineCorps

Western Case Reserve Law
Nov.2 Woodrow Wilson

Nov.6 Wharton Business

Northwestern MAT

ENGLISH IN /APAN * HONG
KONG: John Euaden and Peter
Frost will speak at OCC on Thurs.
Nov. 16 at 7:30 on the job

opportunities available to senior for

one or two years teaching English
in Japan and Hong Kong.

CHIN UP! Even if you missed our
Oct. 26th Summer Internship
Workshop, we'll be holding «
general Summer Job Workshop at

4 pm on Wed. Nov. 8th at OCC.
JPon't miss this one^ .

Women's soccer
Neither the Williams Women's

Soccer Team nor Vassar's hooters
were able to break a tie in a double
overtime, leaving tlie final score 2-2 in

their match Friday. The game, played
on Winiams' field, leaves the Ephs
with a 5-4-2 record.

Inner Laurie Jones, a senior,

provided both Williams' goals,
scoring one in (:ach half. Williams
coach Judy Zimicki credited her,
along with the entire defense, with
strong play.

Despite the final score, Williams
dominated the game. The ball was in

the Vassar end about three-fourths of

the time, and Williams took 31 shots
on their goal compared to Vassar's 10

shots on the Williams goal.

Williams' last game of the season
will be Wednesday against
Dartmouth. It will be played at 2; 15 on
Williams' Cole Field.

AAC visits •ntrles
Continued from Page i

beings, " says Goerlich.

The following members of the

Coalition will visit entries during the

weeks ahead: Debra Ferguson '79,

Bruce Goerlich '80, David Schwartz
'81, Clint Willis '79 and Jackie WifaMO

79.

The Williams «ramen's soccer team
tied Vassar 2-2 at home on Friday, and

will face Dartrtiouth on Cole Field

tomorrn"- (photo by Oast)

Open House
On SuniSay, November 5, from 1

to 4 in the afternoon, there will be

an open house for students at Mt.

Hope Farm. This is the final

opportunity for Students to visit the

grounds and Elm Tree House.

Please note that after this

occasion the property will belong

to its new owner and will be,

therefore, clpsed to all members of

the Williams community, except

by the owner's explicit invitation.

Dean O'Connor

Moiiatameering^.

LORE&LEGEND
_—_„_^—_^

f&vintalneering' is an
oral traxlition. Over
the years, it has

I

been passed down
_ _j,fiK)m teacher to

pipll.Mher to son, package
store owner to customer As a
result, a folklore - a mythol-
ogy, Ifyou will - has formed
around the mountains of
BuBoh. You, being a student
of mountaineering, no doubt
wish to acquaint yourselfwith
these truths and half-truths,

these stories both acctirate

and apociyphal.A wise deci-

sion. And, as luck would have

.

it, this ad is just the ticket.

One oif mountaineering's
eaxliest legends Is Bennington
Baxtep-Bermingbon Adyenturer,

International bon vivant and
inventor of the phrase "your
check Is In the mail',' it was he
who perfected the finer points
of expedition financing. While
other mountaineers resorted
to such bizarre extremes as
gainM employment, Benning-
ton subsidized assaults on the
Busch mountalntop with cre-

ative economics .An amalgam
of j«iper schemes, ftunchteea
dreains, Gbiinniy oorporatlons

him in dovei" fornj^^T
|flscal years.Asksd at

culmination ofhis

F^
"UDnUMwwUQCtiMOiv.WMndaraHn
»mtmHK Ite lUk niki.

gareer to reflect upon the se-

cret of success, Bennington
revealed his first rule: Keep
an-Maup aflHflt.a ll/5lljiL__^ _^^

Another frequent subject
of mountaineering lore Is

the wildlife. Numerous
tales abound,but perhaps
the most famous story Is

that ofthe 1973 Mixd^_.
Mathimiatlos (^nvmitioil.AU

76 prodigies, whilz Wds and
befbddled genlvises initiated

an after hours expedition.

Itbeganharmlee^enough
But soon, the Busch moun-
taiheers reached the Moblus

Strip, a racy nightspot catering
to highbrow hyinke. Before the
evening was over, several of

them were bending the slide

rules. Others were smoking big
cigars and telling eveiywoman
in sight they were agents with

^^ eye for figures, clatoilng, ^

"I can make you a mathe-
matical model, baby!' Talk
about 3rour wildlife!

But when looking fbr
sheer courage,W Dexter

'

Poole must rank In lore
among the top mountain-
eers. Fond ofsaying"The

road to truth goes through
bad neighborhoods',' Poole
er\)oyed skirting with
danger and approached

m.ountaineerir^ as atest of
s\irvival skills. In his most
famous challenge, Poole,
equipped only with 30 vrater-

proof matches and a mgyor credit

card, patrachuted into a remote
aj?ea known as Cleveland. He
was up to the task. Within i34

hours, Poole was bask-
ing under the hot sun of
Antlbes, dovmlng the

mountains of Busch Beer.

Acredtttohis
colleagues
and a col-

league on
credit.

Yntiat

becomes
a legend
most?
That

is (one) a matter of sul^jective

Judgment and (two) In a con-

stant state of flux. Keep In mind
legends are created eveiy day. So
when you flex your mountain-
eering muscles,be
true to the tradi-

tion. At best,

jrouTlbepart
ofhlstoiy.

At least,

youllbea
; near-north.
^': -

IftxiualiiMrltiS to Uw aoMrioe andtrt cT(bliiHi^ Buach.Itetennarl0ntta dJS to tteoxi^
UW outBkto •Kl p«rp«ti»t8B Aie to tta oeJd,B«Uii»% Mftwhir* l»«U insldB. !*•«^
c<^UMIr nplollaan Itflmduyuv tfmllarlV toK*ud pniila,UvlnS ordmd la punlyoobi^^

Don't Just reach ftn? abeer.BUSOfHead fbr the mountains.
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Quarterback Lutz sparks 11-8 nipping of Union
i3^*^^^ ., i.-xi— T«n-i.nni/B and rttd the bftA back 31 of (»«*«»<'»-«""'-"•"•***•«'"
'ft' _ _. ^^„^»„ deiMM M tar thte *«««»- Union Ten^anw*. ai« r«D we p"

«. ihr Eoh Quarterback hit hte
by Mary Kate Shea

Wiib jiMt under eight minutes

remaining in the game, and with

Wiilianw behind by an 8-3 seore,

injured quarterback Bob Lutz made

hit first appearance since the Ephs

game against Trinity three weeks ego

and sparked a «-yard scoring drive

that ied to an 11-8 win over tlie Union

CoUege Dutchmen.
Williams will take its 4-2 season

record into Little Three action when

the Wesleyan Cardinals visit Weston

FieW next Saturday aflemoon.

Williams* passing attack proved to

be more of a threat than did lU

running game. Led by senior Greg

Collins (46 yards 1S 16 carries) and

trcshman Jay Whealley (36 yards in 8

carri«), the Ephs gained Just 81

yards on the ground. Sophomore

quarterbacks Bob Stackpole and.Bob

Lut« combined to complete 14 of 21

passes for 170 yards in the air.

The Dutchmen employed a minture

of running and passing plays to gain a

totol of 318 yards, the most yardage

allowed in a game by the WiHiattis

Eph,r.dd.r.t.ckUOntenDutehm.n.«ro«t.toa«,r.:..n.,Mv.c^y^^^^

defease M tar this season. Union

quarterback Andy Terranova

completed 21 passes for IW y««l»

Throughout the game, Tefrincrva

consistently hit his ttceWtn for

short-yardage pickups, Led by the

running of halfback Rich Romer with

56 yards in 17 carries, the Dutchmen

gained 131 yards on the ground.

The problem of turnovers, which

Dlaaued WiUiams in its previous two

^mes, shifted to the Ephs' opponeirt

as on several occasions Union started

drives only to have passes picked oft

bv members of the Williams defense

On a third down play at the Williams

15-yard line early in the second

quarter, sophomore linebacker Brian

Benedict snagged a pass across the

middle intended for Romer. Defensive

backs Mark Eckert and Mark Gerry

teamed up to produce an interception

on Union's next offensive series.

Gerry tipped a Terranova pass and

Eckert grabbed the hobbled ball and

ran the interception back 21 yards.

With less than 0: 25 left in the first half,

co-captain Greg McAleenan

intercepted Dana Johnston s

attempted halfback pass and returned

the interception 54 yards <m an

exciting run. The Williams backfield a

fourth interception of the afternoon

came on the Dutchmen's last series of

the game when senior Long EUis

snagseil a long despieration pass by

Terranova. and rad the baA back 3i

yards EUis" interception allowed the

kphs to rtin out p»e cWck u>mixbi!

game. '

. .

Neither team could muster much e*

an attack in the opening quarter, but

Williams managed to get oo the

scoreboard first with co-captain Ken

HoUingsworth's successful 31-yard

field goal attempt nine minutes into

the quarter. .

Union scored its first points of the

game on what was perhaps the most

unusual play witnessed by Williams

fans this season. The Dutchmen got

two points for a safety just before tlie

end of the first half when punter Rick

Walter chased a snap that soared over

his head and kicked the ball out of

bounds in the end zone. The play was a

smart one of Walter's part since a

Union recovery of the bad snap in the

end zone would have given the

Dutchmen a touchdown.

Union's lead increased to five points

with 32- and 31-yard field goal

conversions by Jim McDonald m the

third and fourth -quarters.

Lutz's entry into the game sparked

the WUliams offense and his passing

took the Ephs 92 yards in seven plays

for what proved to be the game-

winning touchdown. The potent

combination of Lutz to

Hollingswortb—one that had been so

successful in Williams first three wtos

Tenacious boofers Eph out victory

in 1 1-goal shootout vs. Springfield

by Dave Barra

was a turkey-shoot down at

Coie Field Saturday and when the

smoke cleared Williams had outshot

Springfield 6-5. The Ephs are now 6-2-1

and look eagerly ahead to this

Saturday's Homecoming match

against Little" Three rival Wesleyan.
"
iiWiUiams wasted no time getting on

Je board. Stuart Taylor '81 was

brought down in the penalty area by a

Springfield defender four minutes into

the game. Gre^ Hartman '79 took the

penalty shot. The Chief keeper made

the initial stop but Hartman put in the

rebound. Twelve seconds later

Hartman crossed a beautiful ball to

Peter May '79 crashing in from his

"'*pig.TWe goal was- May's first f^-—
Williams. The score was quickly 2-0.

But Springfield was only warming up.

Taking advantage of the confusion

caused by whistles from the JV field,

Springfield's John Szymko put in a

shot after Williams had given up on

the ball thinking a call had been

inade. Several mopc times Springfield

AtMreatened but Gregg Hartman

'"Vegained the two goal edge with a left-

f footed shot that surprised even
'

.f
'Hr '

himself. Then, with three minutes to

go, Williams allowed a penalty kick.

The match went to the hall 3-2.

Springfield came out charging and

caught Williams flat. The Chiefs

scored one minute into the second

half Seven minutes later they scored

again taking the lead for the first

time. Stung by the quick turnabout

Williams came to life. The Ephs

dominated play but missed on several

opportunities unUl Peter May made

sure on the equalizer thirteen minutes

in But Springfield kept coming. John

Szymko got the hat-trick midway

through the period and put the Chiefs

back on top 5-4

The Ephs did not give up,

Relentlessly they pressured

Springfield controlling play hoping for

a break. Perry Nelson, senior co-

captain, made his own break heading

Stuart Taylor's cross into the upper

right corner. The game now tied

would go to who wanted it more.

Wtih4:07 left to play, Nelson founda

wide-open Dave Barra '79 streakiiig to

goal. Springfield's keeper froze on his

line as Barra pushed the gsme-winner

past him. Williams' unbeaten streak

goes to seven games. The Ephs host

Wesleyan this Saturday at Cole Field

.....I's soccer team was victorious,

whippinfl Springfield College, *-5.
;

(photo by G^t)
through the period ana pui ine «.,iiicio ..^o.^j^.. ,....-- ^- „,.

Runners show strength at Easterns
. - -^ -k-.-- ,- ^ . , ... . ,_ u- j™.i. u,*i«th*>r contrastinR to snow or sieei

Despite crippling injuries, tnt

WiUiams Men's Cross Country squad

ran to a fifth place out of the twenty-

one teams at the Eastern Collegiate

Championships last Saturday.

The Ephs traveled to Boston's

Franklin Park without the services o(

co-captain and first man Tom
Schreck, who was hobbled by.an ankle

injury. Although his teammates ran

IjFolf team drive^^^^^t^ victory
The enforced winter idleness at the

prestigious Taconic Golf Oub wjM not

be difficult to bear this yeai* as the

tenacious Eph linksters, the team

*ith the highest winning percentage

in Williams -College history, ended it^

fall season unblemished 7-0 record.

--^ After a shaky start, Greg "the

^-<^ke" Jacobson reached to the

d^hs of his golfing soul^for an elixir

^Oistraight shots and hded putts, A 75

i at Mlddlebury, a 163 at Yale, and an 80

in a torrential downpour against

Springfield were the highlights of his

i.Ed "Big" BoiM. a gifted jumor

jiboee oft erraUc^-play shaves years

Sff a coach's life, produced some

Spectacular golf tWs Fall. Fellow

Juniors Marcel Oudin and Chris Holm

dslivered some crucial scores, but

.both suffered from the ravaging

effects of that villainous big stick, the

driver. With some work on their long

gAmes, these impressive upper-

bodied swingers could contend for a

N^ Ef«land title this spring.

.Senior co^captain Dan "D*ath Bar"

Kitz, though a consistent top five

pirformer, had a disappointing Fall.

Not even Kate's fine ball-striking

could make up for a mysteriously

Ncurring spasmodic jab on the

pattii« greens. But at 21 Katz's

turves cannot have frayed beyond the

potnt of no return. Look for bis return

to health tiiis spring.

If it were possible to selectively

breed hand and wrist characteristics

for high level golf, Young BillSprague

would provide /the model. Sprague

showed flashes of briUiance against

Union and Albany State, but knee

problems marred the young junior's

other outings. A feared rendezvous

with the orthopedic knife may be in

the offing this winter.

Senior Michael C. Lynch capped his

season in a classical way, classical in

the sense of the Platonic conception of

music of the spheres. On the third hde

at Middlebury, Lynch delicately

massaged a wedge shot into the hole

foB an eagle two.

iird, the squad did not have, the depth

to make up for Schreck's absence.

The team mainUined respectability

largely because of the fine efforts of

Mike Behrman and co^iaptain Steve

Polasky. Both runners made strong

mpves over the last two miles to finish

sixteenth and eighteenth,

respectively. This qualified them for

All-East status. Not far behind in the

dense field was Garrick Leonard, who

maintained his solid consistency by

running to twenty-seventh, just

seconds behind the All-East standard.

Phil Darrow stayed close after the

three mile mark, but his slow start

held him back to thirty-seventh. Pat

Dobson, running tough with a

nauseated stomach, fought himslef

home to ninety-Mnth, while Rusty

Anderson came in . 125th.

Approximately 180 runners completed

the-racer;-

The Ephs will now pull things back

together in order to host the Little

Three meet on Wednesday. With the

return of Schreck and that extra

margin of psyche which always

accompanies the event, the Purple is

confident of their abiUty to hold off a

strong threat from the traditional

rival and capture the crown once

again. The meet will be run at 3:30

from tM Science Quad

weather, contrasting to snow or sieei

tft past New" EBgland Championship "

meets, was generally an advantage to

the distance runners.

Mary Hakala, a senior, was

Williams' first finisher, placing 24th

with a time of 19:22. Freshman Sue

Marchant ran a strong race, finishing

38th, in 19:54. She was foUowed by

senior Corrie Jrfinson 6lst, in 20:27,

freshmen Liz Martineau, 71st, in

20-44, Stephanie Carperos, 86th, Jn

21:24, junior Annie Ko, 101st, in 22t(B,

freshman Brenda Mailman, 115th;:'ifi

22:35, and Alexis Hamill, 149th, in

23:23.

The field was by far the largest the

team has ever cwnpeted in. ThirQr-

five teams and over 300 women from

New England colleges participated.

Coach Doug Armstrong said he was

pleased and "actually surprised" at

the team's strong finish, and noted

that the race was "extremely exciting

to watch". -^
This was the culmination of tne

season for Williams. They will

conclude with the Little Three

Championships on their home course

on Noveaber l

of (he s«ii»uii—««.<<>» x" —^li'again
u the Kfti quarterback hit hte

favorite receiver four times for 7«

yards during the drive. Uollingsworth

seoned to be all over the field as he

collared passes for gains of 14, 9, 34

and 22 yards.

Following three consecutive passes,

Lutz called a running play and CoUins

scampered nine yards through a big

hole up the middle for a touchdown

that made the score 9-8 in Williams'

favor. A successful two-point

conversion from Lutz to

Hollingswortb on the extra point gave

the Ephs a critical three-point lead

with 1: 52 left in the contest.

Much of the credit for Lute's

success must go to the Williams

offensive line. The line gave Lute

excellent protection the entire time he

was m the game, as demonstrated by

the fact that the Union defensive line

did not touch Lutz once in the two

series he celled.

Union started a drive and moVed

steadily down the field on the strength

of Terranova's passing until Ellis'

interception gave WilHams possession

of the footbaU, allowing the Ephs to

run out the clock with the fmal score

WilUams 11 Union 8.

Eph ruggers rout

Berkshire club 6-4
In the battle for Berkshire County

supremacy the WRFC narrowly

defeated the highly touted Berkshire

Rugby Club 6-4. The play of the

WRFC had been sloppy before last

weekend's game andand the club has

been plagued by numerous injuries.

This match was hot without its losses,

specifically to second row John

Svoboda and prop Victor Zerbino.

For the first year in the history of

this intense rivaUy, the two teams

were playing for what will soon be the

goal of every western Massachusetts

rugger, the soon to be famed

Commissioner's Cup. The Berkshire

ruggers, a group of highly skilled

athletes, faced a band of rejuvenated

college ruggers who are just reaching

their peak. With only two games

remaining on the fall schedule, Boston

College and arch-rival Amherst.

The closely contestea mateh was

typified by marches up and down the

field, which were thwarted by strong

goal line stands. The Berkshhre club

-«;as4»to(^iBgoB^^WiUi«n»'jdoar when..„

sCnim-half Ydshl Beto«h scooped up a

bouncing ball ahdtan the length (rf the

field to score the first try of the game.

Ted Cypiot blasted the extra points

through the uprights to make the

score 64i.

The Berkshire club came back soon

after with four pmnts of its own, but

failed to convert on the kick. The

score stood for the rest of the game,

giving the Eplis a gratifying 6-4

victory. In another closely fought

game the B-side narrowly lost to a

team consisting mainly of Berkshire

A-siders. Freshman standout Kirwin

Webb scored their only points on a

penalty kick in the first half.

The festivities following Uie game

were dominated by Uie WRFC as

usual It was highlighted by a thriUmg

rendition oif Eskimo Nell by Bill Greoi

and a chug from the Commissioner s

Cup by the captains. The cup will be

on dteplay in the Ri«by Trophy case

in the Log. The team is looking

forward to its bout against Boston

CoUege on Homecoming at 11 o dodt

Ob Cole ^ield

FhuiUy, Bill "Dick Tiddy" Upton .*..___ ^ t 1 xU
capped a fine competitive season with yVOITIOn "•

I I Til
a stiinnhig victory in the 1978 WilUams

College Golf Championship. With a

first round victory over former

champion Bill Sprague and a second

round nerve-shattering triumph over

roommate Mike Lynch, Upton found

himself pitted against the formidable

Ed Bousa. Upton whittled a 4-stroke

deficit to 2 down with 3 to go, and then

proceeded to crunch a monstrous

drive to par the challenging sixteenth

hole. Upton went on to win the

seventeenth and eSsUy cfinched the

matdi on eighteen. It was a cooiebadc

duuvctoistic of a champioa

The Williams'Women's Cross-Country

Team finished an admirable Uth

place in the New England
Championships held Sunday at Hidy

Cross College in Worcester, Mass. A
total of 35 teams competed.

The University of Vermont won the

race with a low score of 53 points,

foUowed by Harvard with 65, and the

University of New Hampshire with

109. WUliams had 2M points.

Middlebury's Karin Vonberg set a

course reonrd of 17:96 on the 5000

meter run. The unseasonably warm
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SA Panel re\

trustee stal

M«xt'Satur«iay,.Hov. l.th* yWlliams Action coalWon will p«rforni$li<«tt tNatar at tli« top of Spring

StrMt at 1 :00, and later wailc or ride bikas to North Adams andi:e|Mat the performance.

Depicted in this pliotograph is a nuclear reactor with a radjafton victim lying in the foreground.

(photo by Finegold)

Four panelists reflited several o( the
Trustees' statements made 1|
spring about the Colje^'s
responsibility as an inv^tdr in a
discussion on the jptUical and
economic situation^^hf South Africa
last Wednesday^
The four spe^ers included Stephen

Lewis, j|>fefessor of Economics,
Rich^' Nuccio, assistant professor of

l^oKUcal Science, Clint Willis '79. and
acqueline Wilson '79.

"The Trustees' statement Is ¥ first

step," said Nu«;cio, "but a hesitant
one." He claimed that the Trustees
require those opposing corporate
investment in South Africa to prove
investnients harmful.

He argued for assuming
corporations harmful unless they
demonstrate efforts to end apartheid.
In addition, he urged a concerted
"attack on the structure of South
African law."

He said that while the Trustees
claim corporations should

Forum explores possiUe alternatives to the College Council
byEricSchmitt

Citing a need for experimentation in

student government, the

"Disillusioned Students for

Dissolution" held an open-forum
Thursdiiy evening to discuss the

possibiUty of a referendum enabling

the studnit body to dissolve the

present CoUege Council.

Steve Ma^ '79, spokesperson for

the group, said the proposed
'^referendum would be in the form of an
akiendment to the Williams College

constitution. The amendment would
irovide the mechanism for dissolution

of the CoutiQil upon a no-confidence

vote by the majority of the student

body,.JVith two-thircte of the students

-TptiagjCOiBtituting a quorum"""-™
The referendum itseLF needs at least

iOO signatures toi be plaeed on the

ballot. If approved, it would become
Article 10 (rf the College constitution.

Magee said that even if the

amendment were never utilized, it

would make the present constitution a
stronger document, holding the
Council more accountable to student
demands.

"While the people in the Council are
~lbod,"MfipBiJard, "the structure of

the body is weak. We need to identify

Qie needs and wants of the students,

an(i| then adopt a structure fo fit those

ne^s."
Although "not radical," according

to Magee, the proposal raised several

questions concerning the

consequences of dissolution.

One student acknowledged the

limited awareness students have
about the function of the Council and
warned < that 8tu(}ents should
understand what they are abolishing

before abolishing it. ^

Another student, opposed to the idea

of dissolution, suggested that

structural changes in the Council
should take place within the ;body

itself. Magee retorted that only from
increased participation outside the

"elitist" Council would any real

democratic structure evolve.
In addition to the "no confidence"

section of the referendum, notice of

any vote would be made using all

available College news media- two
weeks in advance. Ten per cent of the

student body would have to be
petitioned to initiate the vote.

In the event of dissolution, Magee

favors a constitutional convention
fermat with representatives from
each house, and four Freshmen
Council-appointed members, working
out a new constitution in 'town
meeting' style.

Magee plans to hold additional

meetings to work out details of the

amendment and its consequences.
The first meeting will be tonight at 8
p.m. in Hopkins House living room.
Leaders of the College Council

declined comment on the proposed
amendment.

Chandler picks two for Committee

Results

I

Coll«tt Council:

Use Alllwn
• J*ff Llssack
• Robin Powell

Miriam Sapiro

Muting CommlttM:

Kristin Bioomqulst
• Meiitsa Kalz
• Guy Longobardo

nonor and Offtclplino Committeo:
Tad Chase'
Anno Hodges

Commtffoo en Undergradwte Life:

Nancy Coltmar

Comnwtiooon educational Policy:

• Holly Nelson

• Prestimen Council Representatives

310 Jfreshmen voted (76 per cent)

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Cour^A!,Jj"'"" y «^o"«=' Student

mriH -."JS? "'"•»»'onnalres In their

Swt^J.^'"' College council
"•presenlative or Michael LlssM:k.

OO^Il."*!' *^"*W <="«"«" "•••ting IS

•BeM?"t'i*^.'^ 1. in 3 OrlHin.The
•tlMtil,. V '''"•"ee Committee,

T?pS. ft2,?'!L'*jr*""^« •« •»•"««•

•n»»n P^SJ * ^ •"•«••• ="'«'

President John Chandler -has

selected David Bennett '79 and Debra

Ferguson '79 to represent the student

body on the Advisory Committee on

Shareholder Responsibility,
announced College Council president

Branson Fargo at last Wednesday

lughfs meeting.

VChandler chose the two from a list of

four students recommended by the

Couhcif last week. The list

represented the outcome of two weeks

of dispute oyer whether the

individualc ixerrij^lified the sentiment

of the students.

The Committee on £:d;icational

Policy (CEP) is consid<ering

instituting a two-semester language

requirement for students who wish to

study abroad:? CEP member Julia

McNamee '80 reported. Designed to

insure that students make a long

standing commitment to studying

abroad, McNamee said, the

requirement would also attempt to

guarantee that students know enough

of a foreign language to benefit from

living in that country.

Concern about the quality of many
year abroad programs is behind the

administration's drive to institute the

two-semester requirem^nL McNamee
explained.

Students on the CEP oppose the

requirement, McNamee said, as they

feel there are other ways of students

can show a commitment to studying

abroad. Council members also

reacted negatively to the proposal.

Ted Tucci '79 attacked the

requirement as "just a way of beefing

up enrollment in language courses,"

while Stove MaGee '79 called it

"another voice against

experimentation in education."

McNamee pointed out that the

requirement would Umit staidents

whose rsasons for wanting to studly in

•afweign e^»lnt^y did notinvolvethafr™

country's language or culture. Music

students who wish to study in Vienna,

but have no interest in learning

German, are a good example of this,

McNamee said.

Council Treasurer John Simpson '79

suggested that the passing of a

competency test or the completion of

a summer school language program

be interchangeable wi* the two

semester requirement, if the

InstitutiiMr of some requirement is

unavoidable.

In order to "remedy the problems of

last spring's election," vide-president

Chris Jenkins '80 ahiiounced that

stricter guidelines on this week's

voting on an at-large representative

and the impeachment referendum

will be imposed. The Elections

Comtnittee dbtey/ up a complete set of

elections procedures, emphasizing

constant supervision of the ballots, so

that "there will be no excuse for a slip

up," Jenkins said.

There is a clear potential that some
cheating occurred in the campus

election last spring. "This will be a

much more respectable election," he

stated; "there will be a lot more
control than last year."

A motion to send the ever growing

problem of vandalism to the student

committee on Physical Planning was

passed unanimously by Council.

The question of outdoor lighting on

campus was also sent to the Physical

Planning Committee, as the Council

passed a motion for the committee to

take to BuildbigB and Grounds student

suggestions on campus areas where

lighU should be added. Council

member Bill Baldiga '80 volunteered

to dt on the Physical Planning

Committee.

The budgeting of SAT funds will

begin in two weeks, John Simpson '79

anncueesd, T«speed upthe^^budgeting .

procedure, organizations' budgets
about which there are no questions

will be moved as a group, Simpson
explained.

"Tentative SAT allocations for the

week include: $595 for the Williams

Action Coatition, $2,341 for the men's
Rugby-Football Club, $898.80 for the

women's Rugby-Football Club, $4,320

for the OuUng Club, $340 for the men's
VoUeyball Club, ^,349.65 for WCFM,
and $1400 for the Williams Feminist

Alliance.

Simpson emphasized that this is the

final week for applications to be made
for SAT funds. He encouragied

students to take advantage of a niew

Finance Committee rul<^ this year,

which allows' individual students to

seek SAT funds for their own projects.

CC Elections Nov. 9-10

1) college Council At-L«rge
representative

2) impeachment Antendment to

Coiloga ConsHfutlon.
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WILLIAMS RECORD NovOTtbW ]Mk1ll|

nse pops archrival Amherst
. . . . . . L-j- 1- j.r.... ^hi^K <v>n«iMi«iRlv thwarted Amherst recovered a Willli

WUlianu victory, which boosts

phs' season record fo 5-3 and

the Lord Jeffs to 3-5. causes a

-way tie among Williams,

yan and Amherst for the 1978

Three tiUe. The win was a

il one for coach Bob Odell's

ten, since a tie or Amherst

y in the contest would have

the Lord Jeffs their first Little.

! football championship since

Williams has now won the Little

! six of the last eight years and

led Wesleyan and Amherst for

rown this season and in 1976.

Ijerst racked up 261 yards in

Jeffs 3-1
ain Perry Nelson sent the ball

ss to Roach on a comer kick late

e first overtime period and Roach

led in the game-winner. Amherst

kly ran out of gas.

leper Doug Orr was tough all day

he nets. Orr played despite a

^ng shoulder injury that was

avated by several rough hits

ng the game.

phomore Dan Friesen ran in the

irance goal as Williams put

itant (pressure on the Jeffs.

!am spirit was definitely a big

or this year. Not as skilled as

nous teams, this year's club relied

lustle and desire to spark their

r

^captain Seth Johnson summetj

he day and the year, saying, "This

been the most rewarding

Brience of my athletic career. It

proven tome what hard work and

ire can achieve."

he Little Three title comes to

liamstown after a long absence,

hope it never leaves.

total offeate, rushing for 129 yards in

51 carries and compl^Ung nine pasaee

for 132 yards. The £)>hs combined 114

yards on the ground with an Aerial

attack that produced just 82 yard^ for

196 yank in total offense.

Amherst's Bob Steer was the

leading rusher oo the afternoon with

57 yard* In 17 carries. WUliaros'

runnii^ game was led by Vernon

Davis (39 yards in seven carries) and

Wheatley (38 yards in 13 carries).

Williams quartertwck Bob Lutz

connected on three passes for 76

yards. Lutz's long completion of the

afternoon was a 53-yard bomb to

HoUingsworth on the Ephs' first series

'ill the second half. Amherst fended off

fliis Williams' threat, holding the

Ephs around the Amherst 30-yard line

and forcing them to punt.

The fine play of the Williams

defense, which continuously thwarted

its oppcoent's effort* to gain yai*d«ge

on the ground, set up (lie Ephs

touchdown.
Early in the fourth quarter Odell

replaced Lutz with sophomore Kevin

Hinche^, and the Ephs went to their

runoirtg game in an attempt to grind

oat the yards to tite end zone. Gains by

Bill Novicki, Greg Collins and
Wheatl«y, combined with a 15-yard

personal foul penalty on Amherst,

brought Williams to the seven-yard

line before Wheatley made the most of

a big hole opened by the offensive Une

and went in for the score with 9 : 30 left

in the game.
The Lord Jeffs had their

opportunities to tie the game following

the touchdown, but they could not get

their atUck going, due largely to the

intense play of the WiUiams defense.

Amherst recovered a Williams
fumble, but was forced to pdnt after
five plays.

A critical break for the Lord Jeffs

camewhen a Williams defensive back
tipped the ball Into an Amhent
receiver's hands on a near
interception of a long Teare pass. The
45-yard reception-brought Amherst to

the Ephs' three-yard linewith 2 : 30 Mt
in the game, The Lord Jeffs fumbled
the ball »{ the goal line on the next
play as Steer tried to run up the
middle. Williams defenders pounded
on the ball, and then the Eph offerse
started to run out the clock.

On a fourth down situation at the
Ephs' five-yard line, punter Rick
Walter ran around the end zone to we
up the time remaining on the clock,

then took the safety, making the score
7-2 in Williams' favor.

1

Rugby men mauL brawl, and stall their way to victory .

jers stop Lord Jeffs 9-6

ting by Williams kept the score low

they adjusted to the long kicking

ne. Williams came out determined

ieseob^ half,^ and Wi^erha«iusgr

red theequalizerwith a clutch long

d goal. Then the Amherst standoff,

had been attempting drop kicks

game long, connected and gave the

fs a 6-3 lead.

(earing down, the Ephs continued

pressure until Boda took a miskick

from five yards for the winning

ire. Amherst mounted its strongest

eat of the game with only seconds

nainine. but the Ephs dug in to

Bserve the victory and won
iherst's shirts as well,

rhe B-side rounded out a fine seas<xi

th a disappointing loss. The defeat

IS to an Amherst squad loaded with

amni ringers, including a member
the U.S. National Team. The play

and spirit of these young ruggers

assure the WRFC of a bright future.

In the previous week's Homecoming

action, WiUiamssburidfy defeated a

disorganized Boston College side 104.

In a hard hitting game, the Eph line

finally came into its own, as Ted

Cypiot scored all the points with two

trys on super runs around end and one

converted kick. Ken Quinn led a fired

up defense which held B.C. scoreless

until the final minutes, but the

outcome was never in doubt.

The B-side droiqped a 15-U_ game to

'
a prSoinrnantlyA-side B.C. fiaffi

Williams punished them physically

but was stopped just short of the

necessary points. Trys were scored by

Pinto Sheridan and Jeff Samson, and

a Kerwin Webb kick rounded out the

scoring.

How would Shakespeare

have plagied O^Keefe?
With gusto. And in all seasons. \.

it is a brew for listening to a winter's tale, it's a liberation in praise

of a midsummernight's dream.

it is hearty, full-bodied. It is smooth and easy going down.

And the head of O'Keefe is like the crown of a king.

And all the players act upon the theme, 'It's too good to gulp.

LOVE THE SMELL

OF LEATHER?

Then oisit the Moon Child

Ved.Sal. lOa.m. -5 p.m.

45 SfMing Street

Williamttown. Man.

35 mm COPY SUDES
From Books or Flat Art to ^6" x 20"

3 DAY SERVICE
As low as $.75 each In quantities of 25-f

Mon-Sat.9:30 5:30

Colonial Shopping Center, Wllllamslown 458-3113
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The Committee on Undergraduate

Life (CUD, in response to pressure

from the Student Housing Committee

and the College Council, will

reconsider its proposal of last week to

abolish $10 of the $15 House
Maintenance Tax, according to

Associate Dean Cris Roosenraad. He
emphasized that the previous decision

would not take effect.

"We acted in haste and didn't

realize the implications," said CUL
member Chris Diangelo '79, referring

to the committee's decision to abolish

the tax. CUL had taken this action in

response to a "consensus of a great

many students," according to

Roosenraad, including off-campus

Amherst Presid

resigns offier 15
byRandyWa

President John William Ward of Boa
Amherst College last Tuesday
tendered his resignation to the Board
of Trustees, to take effect June 30,

1979, according to Doug Wilson,

Secretary for Public Affairs at

Amherst.

In a letter to the Faculty,
Administration, Staff, and Students,

Ward wrote: "First, given the need
fur a major capital drive in the near
future, I think the College will be

better served by a new president who
can make the minimum three year
commitment this effort will entail.

"Second, at age 55, and with 15

years at Amherst, 8 of them as
president, it seems the right moment
for me to seek a new professional

opportunity. The two reasons
converge to suggest that now is the

time to make the change."

George Shinn, Chairman of the
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Dartmouth f^
The Faculty of Arts and Sciences at

Dartmouth College voted on Monday,
Nov. 6 in favor of a proposal to abolish
all fraternities and sororities. The 67-

16 vote "came as a surprise," said
John Neuhaus '79, Managing Editor ctf

the college newspaper. The
Dartmouth.

Merely advisory, the faculty vote
must be approved by the Board of

Trustees when they meet in February.
According to Neuhaus, the Board does
not have a history of "rubber-
stamping" faculty decisions.

The sponsor of, the motion, assoc.
professor of English James Epperson,
admitted his surprise at the outcome.
First proposed last May, the motion
was "discussed mildly" through the
summer, according to Neuhaus.
No single incident sparked the vote,

though many perjorative remarks
surfaced during the weeks prior to the
vote. Among the criticisms Neuhaus
cited "anti-intellectualism,
rowdyism,' sexism, racism,
boorishness, and alcoholic
overindulgence," as traiU attributed
to fraternities. Neuhaus described the
movement as "cumulative."
"The faculty felt that, well, we're al

the end of our n^," said Epperson.
He said that a 50-year history of
unsuccessful reform left the faculty
no alternative.

Inter-Fraternity Council President
Ken Beer said that he "cannot even
imagine what Dartmouth would be
•ike without fraterniUes." Beer said
that he believes the faculty voted
without complete information since
the debate missed many of the
PosiUve aspects of fraternities.

Prof. Thomas B. Roos, Chairman of
the Agenda Subcommittee of the
Executive Committee of the Faculty,
however, noted that "The studenU
who spoke for the motkn
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es CUL on house tax
students who objected to paying the
tax.

The tax consists of two portions—
$10 and $5. The latter portion, after

being pooled, is allocated equally to

each house, in amounts of $450, to

serve as a "damage" fund. The $10

portion is similarly pooled, but the

fund is then allocated to houses on the

basis of the number of beds in the

house; off campus affiliates do not

enter into the count.

"Abolishment of the maintenance
tax would change the character of the

college; houses would become
dormitories," protested Beth
Geismar '80. The $10 pool serves for

most houses as one half of their social

Udent Ward
15-year term
dy Wang .«

Board of Trustees, accepted the

resignation with regret. He felt that

Ward, as both a teacher and a
president, had been "an uutstandinje

leader" during the past 15 years.

"His excellent stewardship of

Amherst College has been
characterized by openness, personal
intfegrity, and courage in speaking to

and acting from high principles. He
has k>een a fine president, ' saidShinn.
Ward's plans for the future appear

uncertain. "He doesn't know what he
will do," said Wilson.

Ward became the I4th President of

the 157 year old college in 1971. Under
his office, Amherst became co-ed in

.
1975, with an enrollment of 1500

students.

The Search Committee will give

preference to an alumnus in their

hiring of a new president, according to

Wilson.

activities base.

The Council voted to send a letter

stating its support for retaining a
house fund to the administration and
the CUL:

College Council Meeting

A mandatory meeting for people

.
interested in off-campus and
cooperative living has been suggested
by a subgroup of the Housing
Committee, reported Rick Moog '79 at
last Wednesday's College Council
meeting.

He then explained the proposed
selection process. As in the past,
groups consisting of up to four
students can apply for off-campus
living Up to tiiree people in a group
can request cooperative living, but
arenot allowed to specify a particular
house.

Under last year's system, Lambert
house was filled by one group. "This
was off-campus living on campus and
defeats the purpose of cooperative
living," said Moog.
Each group would be given a

number ( two points for each Senior
and one point lor each Junior) and
then would be randomly selected. The
number of students permitted to live

off campus is determined by the size

of the College. The number pf co-opi

houses will be determined later in the
year, after the Committee on
Undergraduate Life evaluates the

first year of cooperative living.

The Council postponed a vote on
these proposals until representatives

have a chance to talk to students.
*' Rusty Case '80 reported that Dean
O'Connor was pleased with the
Housiiig Committee's proposal to

have people from the community
associated with the houses. The
program will probably be instituted in

January.

Continued on Page 6

T\\»taped marks on the floor Indlcat* whtr* the new compirtiN- will go.

(photo by Helmuth)

f^^^lly 0||0||^||0^ ^g^^
excellent in all ways. I think the ones
who spoke against it hurt themselves
very badly. The debate itself is what
swung the vote."

Prior to the vote, The Dartmouth
polled the faculty on their feelings: 29

per cent opposed the motion; 10 per
cent supported the motion; 49 per cent

did not know;:8 per cent abstained; 4
per cent had no response.

In addition, when/]ueried as to their

attitude towards fraternities : 5 per
cent described themselves as

not

not

"satisfied"; 63 per cent were
satisfied; and 29 per cent did

know.

Students before the vote also
responded to the newspaper's poll: 86

per cent opposed the motion; 7.5 per
cent supported the motion ; and 6.5 per
cent were undecided. On their

attitudesT towards fraterhTQes, the

campus students split; 41 per, cent

Safisriearil'per cerff^d not know;
and 4 per cent did not respond.

Computer
new Univac

byEricSchmItt
Installation of a new $500,000

computer system begins shortly after

Thanksgiving Break, Director of

Computer Services Larry Wright
, said.

The Univac 1100 system replaces a
pair of outdated units: the IBM 1130,

which ig,ll yeai-s old and the last of its

kind in western Massachusetts, and
the Xerox 530, a four year old

computer.

Wright said the new system has
more storage space and computes
much faster than either of the two
present systems, and is capable of

handling simultaneous programs.
The College, according to Wright,

will lease part of the Univac system
for a year, before purchasing the

entire unit over an extended time
period. Wright estimated the college

will spend, around $700,000 on the

system over the next five years.

One result of the new system will be
greater accessibility to faculty and
students. The new system's time-

sharing capability allows the
computer to do many jobs
simultaneously. The present
computers operate using the batch
mode, in which punch cards are fed

into the computer. With this method,
the computer handles only one
program at a time.

Wright said that about 325 students,

primarily those in computer or upper
level social science courses, and 25

fasMjJty, mpml^rs pr^ently us&^the,

computer services extensively.

"We're hoping," Wright said, "that

gets
1100 system

within a year we can expand the

system throughout the campus,
setting up a center of four t^-minaJs in

either Sawyer or Stetson."

Wright anticipated the largest,
usage increase will come from
students and faculty; he also noted the

administrative duties will remain the
same but instead oi the many
separate administrative data banks,
all information would be pooled into

one central data base. This, according
to Wright, will cut down on work
duplication.

Computer services currently handle
such administrative duties as the

business account, the payroll,

registration figures, admissions data,

alumni information and the student

loan account.

The initial system will have eight

terminals for academic purposes and
six terminals for administrative use.

The academic terminals will be in the

Broflfman computer center, while the

six administrative terminals will be
distributed among the admissions,

alumni, and Hopkins Hall
offices. Parts of the new system
already are installed and temporarily

are connected to the Univac Test

Center in Minnesota, but WWght said

the transfer of programs from the old

systems to the new one will take about
two weeks. It will then take six

months to a year to work out any
transitional problems.

The college will try to sell the two

little market for them and ttiat they

in-obably will be scrapped.

College promotes Frost, Goethols and Johnson
by Ann Morris

Williams College president John W.
Chandler has announced the
promotion of Peter K. Frost, associate
professor of history, George R.
Goethals, associate professor of

psychology, and Eugene J. Johnson,
associate professor of art, to the rank
of full professor. The promotions will

become effective July l, 1979.

Prof. Frost joined the Williams
faculty in 1964 as an instructor in

history, and served as an associate

dean of the College in the late I960's.

He was the first director of the

Associated Gyotb Program for

overseas at Doshisha University in

Japan, and a co-leader of a Winter
Study trip by Williams students to

China in January of 1978.

He has published several articles on
Japanese history; "The Bakumatsu
Currency Crisis," "China and Japan
in the Modern World," and "The
Golden Age of Japan." A Research
Fellow at Harvard University, Prof.

Frost is currently working m a
general history of the American
occupation of Japaa
Prof. Goethals came to Williams in

OMfViR.OaattalBll PttorFroft tvftm J.Mtmatn lit

1970, having graduated magna cum
laude from Harvard in 1966 and
received his Ph.D. in social
psychology from Duke University in

1970. At Williams he served as the

chairman of the student-faculty
Committee on Educational PoliiC}(.

during the academic year 1976-1977.

Lecturing regularly on the topic of

social psychology, Goethals is also an
associate editor of "The Personality

and Social Psychology Bullelin" and
is on the editorial board of "The
Journal of Experimental Social

Psychology." Prof. Goethals U
currently on sabbatical leave at the

University of Virginia.

Joining the Faculty in 1965, Prof.

Johnson specializes in the history of

architecture, particularly that of the

Renaissance and the 20th century. A
1959 Williams graduate, he received

his M.A. in 1963 and his Ph.D. in 1970,

both from New York University.

In 1963-1964 he studied in Italy under

a Fulbright Grant, and returned thetv

last year to pursue further

architectural research. Johnson is the

author of "Sant ' Andrea in Mantua:
The Building History," as well as

several artides on Italian art and
architecture.
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Taxation and the CUL »j» y**.
wc

For a few days it looked as though th« Ccnnmittee on Undergraduate

i (CUL) wa0 setting out to destroy the residential house system. The
^ittee had tentatively planned to reconunend the abolition of the House

Maintenance Tax which provides substantial revenue to the un)erclass

houses. Students from many quarters have voiced concern, f(»%ing the

oonunittee to reevaluate its position.

Currently, the College divides the House Maintenance tax into two
portions. Two^thlrds of it goes directly to the Houses at the beginning of the

year, in rdation to tliienumber of beds in the House. The House may use it as

It sees fit» which usualTy means it mixes it with its social funds. The Cdlege
divides tM roiiiiiinder. five dollars per student, into fifteen equal portions,

one for each imperdass House, and, after subtracting damage charges that

are unassessable to individuals, returns it to the various Houses.

Itte conunotion arose when several off-campus students complained

that th^, in effect, paid fifteen dollars m social dues from which they
~ rived no benefit. Two years ago the Collie Council asked the residential

, as a matter of policy, to refund ten dollars to any off-campus af-

filiate wiio asked for it. This has worked smoothlv until this year >yhen

Perry House, with an unusually large number of off-campus affiliates,

refused, claiming that it could not afford to pay

.

Students went to the Deans and the CUL to protest. Dean O'Connor and
theCUL agreed that thiswas unfair, and that one possibility might be just to

add the five dollar portion of the tax to the room fee, and abolish the

maintenance tax altogether.

^ce that recommendation, other considerations have come to light

which have brou^t the issue back to the CUL. We feel that these are most
important and justify the retention of the tax.

The CUL has emressed concern over minority interests within houses.

If houses are forcedto raise dues above the means of some of their mem-
bexfi (he few who do pay willhave increased influence.upon bouse events,

and mertfore campus social life. The effect will be the suppression instead

of the eiqiression (rf alternative functions.

We sympathize with the off*campus people who have paid a tax for

which they receive no benefit. We can find no legitimate reason for

deiMiving them of a refund. At the same time we recognize the plight of the

House that would have to pay out of monies that it has not received. We urge

the CUL to rescind its original vote and recommoid instead that the ChSfloWS
maintenance tax be allocated in relation to the number of people rather than tJIlf»M^/ww»
the numbo* of beds, as has been done in the past, so that Houses can refund

the tax.

Whatever the decision, we hope that the CUL will recognize the im-

portance of ttie Houses as organizers of social activity at Williams, and that

it will not act to undermine their ability to fulfill that role.

I mfottt... fi Nia nK-fui.

THi I^OXiT eM7 Of T»f
itmart*
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Beneath their

Peaceful

(;?^Sour

^gckles
by Peter Rintels

It behooves me this week (as I have not

beoi bdiooved in some time, and I am
begimiing to miss it) to point out a little typo

in this space last week in which the name
Miss Anne Thorpe was printed in lieu of Miss

Anne Thri^, the latter intending to be

something of a joke and hliving a great deal to

do with what followed. Whether that in fact

does qualify as a joke may be a matter of

some debate. On the other hand it may not.

^ch is life. In any. case, I have Bronson

Fargo's firm promise that if I can find four

people who will take a stand on the question,

he will sponsor a Gdlege^ Council forum to

discuss it. Any voltmteers?

As for more immediate matters, I have
~ *KBfiiiicrwicentiy iiuit ' tucked - away :TO-the-

secoAd floor of Jesup is sameQiing caded the

Devdopment Office which, if my information

is correct (and I have every reason to believe

that it is not) is Inhabited by a band of gypsies

Just arrived from the Transylvanian foothills.

Said gypsies, in between dreaming up new

recipes for goulash and reading tea leaves (a

pastime which I am told can be as interesting

as reading the New York Times each

morning, although the leaves have fewer

letters to the editor from important people)

have been known to dash off advertisemehts

or "introductions" of the Coltege to

prospective applicants.

I have on my desk here on such production,

the script ^or a multi-media slide

preseotatiaa. The first slide is to be

accompanied by the following: "The
Berkshires. Ancient remains of the great

mountains of the Appalachian system, these

splendid highlands of northwestern

Massachusetts are breathtaking in their

beauty." This is no doubt true, but a bit

syrupy. In fact, there is enoug)i syrup in this

document to drown a moose.

But at least things are still recognizable. By
slide eighty, though, I've begun to lose my
bearings. The text reads: "Williams College

is not isolated. In fact it lies right in the

middle of the Northeastern educational

corridor." If this is referring to the same
Williams College where I have spent these

past four odd years (just how odd I leave to a

later discussion) then it is a seventy mile

stroll down this "corridor" to find another

school of Williams' ilk, and a 150 mile stroll to

a major city. After a similar stroll down the

proverbial "musty corridors of time" and I

could shake hands with Rameses II, provided

no doubt that I had not picked up too much
mustiness along the way.

The development folks have also gone out to

find a "exemplary Williams student" as a

part of this ad campaign and hit upon none

other than the Record's own Keron Walker.
-K«aa~yas- Hi& jHJBUflge. r«f ronrgiienting

Williams to the world in Atlantic City a few
weeks ago, where after scoring high marks in

a hard foughtswim suit competition, she went
on to awe the judges in the talent competition

by reading Ulysses cover to cover without

missing a single obscure reference to

Babylonian myUiology. The final coup came
when she correctly answered the question put

to her by television personality Nathan
Schwartz, owner of a prosperous Atlantic City

TV repair shop) "What is the greatest evil in

the world today, and what would you like to do
about it?" The correct answer was, "The
piano in Baxter on Record deadline nights. I

would like to nuke it." Chip Buckner finished

a close second in this competition for

proposing merely to take an axe to it.

First, an explanation. Jt has been pointed

put to me tiiat most people don't know where

the tiUe of this column is from. It isiiardly my
own invention: it is from the first line 6t the

final stanza of the Williams song "The
Mountains."

That aside, I can pick up where I left off last

week; how successful has the College Council

been in "finding its own identity?" I will try to

keep my remarks within the framework of

issues presented in last week's "Outlook" by

Julie McNamee and Steve Magee.
Earlier this semester, when the

impeachment amendment was proposed to

the C.C., a committee of Council members
was set up to work it out. Their initial report,

supported by Julie, was to allow the Council

only to impeach its own mehibers. This

seemed clearly out of touch with the

sentiments of the 200-plus students who
signed the petitions favoring an impeachment
clause. I remember thinking that Julie's

stand to limit the power (rf impeachment to

such a "select" group was both an act of

hubris on her part, and grounds for a low

A.D.A. rating.

Since reading her article, and seeing her in

action at last week's meeting, I changed my
mind. Julie McNamee is one of the most
sincere, and ablest members of the Council, a
(iosiUon she shares with Steve Magee himself.

Far from defending her stance of "let's keep
all decision-making within the Council" with

arrogance, she does so out of an honest faith

-tbatAhe.C£janJte(jpjte-«Ka-hoiy to^

and tiiat the CouncQ "can'iml^nbi^ lut0lBris"
the people it represents."^

A question: that there ig^ lack of student
sentiment in favor of the Council is pretty

obvious, but is this sentiment directed against

the structure of the Council (the Constitution)

or the makeup of the present Council? The
answer to this question decides who is

corrects Steve's "dissolution" or Julie's

"using the full potential."

This is a difficult question, and it's the same
question lurking behind the recently-passed

impeachment amendment. It is also the same
issue that came up in the "Mr. Z" WCFM
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scandal; the college community's horror of

discussing personalitlet.

Steve's argument for dissdlutioa deal

mainly with the structure arguinenL The
Constitution gets a thorough drubbing at his

hands. But one of the examplesbe cites of the

recent problems deserves closer
examination: last Spring's South Africa

meeting. Steve points out that at that

meeting, "instead of attempting to protect

this new flame of student activism, the

leadership of the Council used Robert's Rules
to stifle debate . .

.'^ Anyone who was at that

meeting knows that Steve is quite right. I

myselfwas an eye—and ear—witness to some
of the plotting Uiat went on among certain

C.C. members for the purpose of deliberately

suppressing discussion which was
unfavorable to the leadership's posltloa.

But Uie point shoiddn't be lost: as Steve

points out, Robert's Rules were used to atWe
debate. Everyone knows that Robert's is

designed primarily to do the opposite and
promote wderly debate. But depending on
who is using it, it can either stifle or promote;

it can be used, or misuaed.

Thesame is true of the C.C. offices, for both

the members and the officers, and for the

Council and its Constitution as a whole. But

any office can be misused, any ConsUtution

can be put to better—or worse—use. The
problem wasn't with the Presidency, it was
with Nixon. The man determines the job to a

great extent. This is not to say that the

structure has no effect on those who are in It

(see my "Outlook" article on the next page).

It is saying that the stmctural change

argument ignores this side of the dialectical
'

relationship of the institution.and the pec^le .i

participating in it No constitution, no matter

how good it looks onjplMWjiMHUis anything if

it is not put to good ase.

^ litlsitMM^^^i^^ think a change in

the structure—as Steve niggests—would
'

work without including the typa of thing Julie

is suggesting: using the C.C. to its fullest

potential.Jl^it is now structured, I for one see

the Council ai haviiig the potential to do

almostanything v^e mi{^t wwit it to do. And it

seems the only conceivafeie role the C.C. could

have (in Jigiit of DeaaJSteve&'LJDsights I

quoted last week) is that of a spokesman for

tiie student body. The issue that really

concerns Steve is the one that is summed up

in Uie^itle of his article: making the College

Council responsive.

"Making" la the key word. Here's where

Julie's suggestions are helpful. She wante i)

more attention to elections (remember last

Spring's?); 2) more pedple at C.C.

meetii^s—meaning more conoemed students

showing up. These are good suggestions, and

even though they sound naive, tMnk how

different thinffi would be if they were taken

seriously! We also shouMB't forget about ttte

new impeachment reaolution.

Two more suggestions. First: the idea oi

time in regard to the people we elect

Probably nothing determhies the quality of a

job done than the amount of time out into it.

We should only elect peoide wtnm We feel can

put enough time into the job.

Second: I Oiiidt the kind of responsiveness

Steve wants ml^t ba achieved by the

ContlnuMon Psg«9
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Class of '82 profiled
Last year nearly 4,?00 applications, averaging 12

pages each, passed through the hands of Williams ad-

missions office personnel. Behind that tide of paperwork

jay thousands of miles of travel by the six admissions

officers as they visited 300 schools, talking with guidance

counselors, anxious seniors and worried parents. Alumni
and student volunteers put in countless hours working

with prospective students. Then, last August, the ad-

missions staff turned over to the Dean's office 500 file

folders—the Class of 1982.

The large numbers illustrate the importance of one of

the basic goals of the Admissions Office : the attempt to

bring to the admissions procedure the same per-

sonalization that characterizes the Williams experience.

The high school visits, on-campus interviews and tours,

overnight visits, student and alumni involvement—all are

designed to make the admissions process as personal as

possible.

Similarities noted

In reporting on the Class of 1982, Philip F. Smith,

director of admissions at Williams, notes the consistency

of some admissions statistics. Applications from women
hovered around<hel,900 mark for the third year in a row.

Combined applications from both men and women over

the past five years have averaged around 4,500. Exactly

the same number of secondary schools has been

represented for the past two years. For three of the past

five years, SAT averages have been virtually identical

(Math 647, Verbal 622) while national averages have

continued to decline. As in the past, most students ac-

cepted by Williams but choosing not to come here ended

up at an Ivy League-type school. For the Class of 1982,

1,021 students were accepted, 500 registered.

Differences in Class of 1982

While admission statistics over the past couple of years

kx)k remarkably similar, there are several areas in which

the Class of 1982 is statistically different from its

predecessors

:

• The geographical distribution of the class shows a

greatly increased number of New England students,
plus a larger group from the midwest. This is a

reflection, in part, of increased alumni activity in those
areas.

The Registrar's Office reports that 52 per cent of the
class has Advanced Placement status, compared with
46 per cent of the Class of 1981. This would seem to
indicate that Williams students are increasingly serioul
about their studies even before they .reach college.

A major concern in admissions is that the number of

applications from Black students fell from 151 last year
to 123. Of the 75 accepted, only 24 enrolled. This
continues a two-year decline (42 enrolled in the class of

1980; 33 in the class of 1981).

The number of marginal applications has declined

considerably, indicating that students themselves may
be more self-selective.

Male applicants to the Class of 1982 declined 9 per cent

from last year, a trend noted in a number of other

selective institutions.

Twenty-three members(5percent)of the Class of 1982
are from foreign countries, a substantial increase over
the average of 7 for the three previous years.

In concluding his report on the Class of 1982, Smith
observed that "the applicant pool remained strong, with

the exception of the Black applicarj^ group; targeted

projections had worked out well; progress had been made
in broadening the alumni network; and the Class (is) a

strong one."
Without taking time to catch its breath, the ad-

missions staff plunged into the task of selecting the Class

of 1983, and Smith says "all signs point to . . . another

lively and strong year . . . and another excellent class."

Football manager Debbie Sacfcen '81 can lookback on a
fall sports season that saw her team force a throe-way
tie In the Little Three while both the men's and
women's soccer teams, as well as the men's cross
country and women's tennis teams, all won the Little

Three outright . . . and the golf team had an un-
defeated 7-0 season. (photo by Bill Tague)

'Woman question' first considered in 1871
by Martha Riley Johnson

Library Assistant^ Williamsiana

It is probably not widely known that the ffrst movement
to admit women to Williams College occurred not in

1969, but in 1871. At that year's annual meeting of the

Society of Alumni, the highly respected Prof. John
J»scom, a known advocate of women's rights, surprised

the gathering with a motion to appoint a committee to

confer with the Trustees on the expediency of admitting
women to Williams College on equal terms with men. He
"made no claim on the ground of abstract right but
argued that such a course, if adopted, would improve the
opportunities of the college for pecuniary assistance."

Though conservatives made wry faces. Prof. Bascom's
proposal was made in such a form that it was hard to

resist. It followed a discussion of the lamentable financial

siniation of the college and loss of students. The 1870's

were a time of economic panic and depression. The fresh-

man class had dropped from 45 in 1868 to 23 in 1871.

The College, which could easily accommodate 200
students, was reduced to 119. Thus a committee of five

was appointed to report on the expediency of admitting

women. *

Coeducation was only one of many proposals

offered to check the decline of that vanishing breed, the

Williams College student. Because lack of scholarship

funds placed Williams at a competitive disadvantage with

other schools, one alumni group set about raising $2,50O

from each class for scholarships. Another alumni group

resolved to reduce board costs to a new low by raising

money for a college boarding house. Students made their

periodicals open forums for ideas to save the College from

extinction. Editorials urged the College to advertise add

the alumni tb organize regionally to disseminate in-

formation on Williartis College to area preparatory

schools. They threw down a challenge to alumni to raise

the number of students in the next class to fifty.

The woman question, as it w^s called, was a constant

subject of articles and news items. An example is this

unsigned comment in an 1872 issue of the Williams

Review, a journal about college matters:

Faced with dwindling
emoliment at Williams,

the Class of 1875 was
staring at the prospect

of seeing women at

Williams almost a

century before It finally

happened.

".
. . She was not made to dabble in politics and

maugre her proverbial volubility, she was not

designed to shine in the pulpit, at the bar or in the

forum; but to create and transfigure the home, to

manage die kitchen, to instruct and tranquilize the

nursery . . . The theory that women should be

educated in the same manner as the other sex . . .

would . . . exert a most disastrous influence upon
the homes of our country."

Many writers advocated equal but separate facilities for

women, saying, in effect, no women at Williams. But

student opinion was not unanimous. In a debate'on the

subject, the philotechnian society voted in the af-

firmative. When the senior class voted to bar town
women from their Saturday catechism class, the more
progressive junior class opened their lectures to women.
By the alumni meeting in July 1872, the College-'s

financial picture had brightened. It had money for a

boarding house, a number of new scholarships and 45

students in the entering freshman class. The alumni

committee on the admission of women was split iO its

opinion, two for and three against. Majority and minority

reports were presented, and the matter was tabled. Prof.

Bascom's able presentation of the argument for admitting

women at the next meeting in 1873 was to no avail; after

much discussion it was voted down. The idea lost its chief

proponent when Baacom was called to become President

at coeducational University of Wisconsin in 1874.

Facts in the article art takenfrom Williams Vidette and

Williams Review for 1871-73, Society of Alumni

minutes for the same periou, and Springs, History of

Williams College. The materials were drawn from the

Williamsiana collection in Stetson Hall
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Students getting

$2.4 million in old
While the cost of a year at Williams College, about

17,200, places it among the most expensive in the nation^

the burden is offset, for many students, by a substantial

financial aid program.

This year 30 per cent of the student body shares more
than $2.4 million in aid. For the freshman class, the

average financial aid offer was $4,200 . . . well over

half the year's bill!

According to a pamphlet just published at Williams,

"Financial Aid and Planning for Expenses at Williams

College," concern about footing the bill should not

"discourage any qualified student from applying. All

admission decisions are made apart from, and are in no

way influenced by, financial aid cOnsideratioiiii."

In recent years at Williams, every student with

demonstrated financial need was offered financial aid

ranging fa-om $500 to $7,000.

Students applying for financial aid from Williams, as at

most colleges and universities across the country, submit

a Financial Aid Form to the College Scholarship Service.

The Financial Aid Form and the College's own financial

aid questionnaire form the basis for aid decisions.

The aid package at Williams is generally a combination

of a loan, a campus job and a scholarship. The loan and

job make up the first $1,500 to $1,700 in aid with a

scholarship offered for the balance of the student's need.

The basic message of the pamphlet, that the $7,200

cost of a year at Williams should not discourage a

qualified student from applying,extends to middle-income

as well as low-income families. In the freshman class, 44

per cent of the families granted aid have incomes over

$24,000. The reason, according to the pamphlet, is that

consideration is given not only to income and assets, but

also to family size, number of other children in college,

and extraordinary expenses.

The financial aid brochure was prepared by Philip G.

Wick, director of freshman financial aid at Williams, and

copies are available through him at the College Ad-

missions Office.

Interview record set
One of the first indications of the number of applicants

tor the freshman class each year is the number of personal

interviews conducted with prospective students.

A personal interview isn't a necessity, but the College

strongly recommends one. It's a way for a prospective

student to get a first-hand feel for the personality of

Williams, to see the ways the College is different from

other schools. The turnout for interviews can also be an

indicator to the admissions office staff of how interest in

Williams compares with previous years.

Interest has|»(^ consistently high. In 1975-76, 3901

interviews were conducted. In 1976-77 the figure was

3,878 while last year the figure was 3,773.

Last month there were 767 prospective students on

campus for interviews ... the most ever in a single

month. So it appears there will be as much or even more

_ competition for slots in the Class of 1984.

Jilllu* Hagyi, oMtductor ol th« B»rt(«hlr* Symphony,
woiM wnh ItM ttrtng MCtion durtng a rahMnMl for a
oonewl In Cbt0t Hall Friday, 0«e. 1, at 8:30 p.m. Tha
pWformanoa will ba tha aaoend of four to ba hald

durine tha 1978-70 acheol yaar.

(ptwto by Dan Chapman)

Elizabath Connolly '82 guldaa a group of protpactiva

fraahman and thair paranta on a campua tour. Mambara
of tha PurplaKay Soclaty at Wllliania conduct tha t6ura

as part of tha organization's voluntaar worit for the

Collage. (photo by Dan Chapman)

Studefit volunteers

to promote Williams
Fifty students, many of them freshmen, are giving up

part of their vacation time during Thanksgiving to work

as volunteer recruiters for the Admissions Office.

"Williams students are one of the best admissions

resources," says Dan Powell '79 originator of the

program. "They're Uke a magnet in attracting other

students to the campus."
The program, authorized by the Faculty-Student

Admissions Committee, began last year with a visitation

program to high schools. During Christmas vacation

volunteers from Williams talked with prospective

students, answering questions about social concerns and

living conditions.

Christmas vacation turned out to be late for such

recruiting. Many of the best students are afready com-

mitted by that time. So this year Williams studentsi paid

visits to the high schools during fall break. Many more
visits will be made over Thanksgiving.

To prepare} the students for their work as volunteer

recruiters, the Admissions Office holds an orientation

session on campus. From that point on, though, it's up to

the students to make arrangements with the high school

staff and follow through with the visits.

"Students don't seem as evaluative as admissions

personnel,
'

' says Powell. ' 'Prospective students can get

most of the facts and figures from the printed material.

But some of their more immediate concerns revolve

around what life is really like on campus, and students are

better able to answer those questions."

Ephs tops at Oxford f

Other colleges and universities may have more alumni

than Williams, but our 14,000-plus graduates have a way
of making their presence feh. Bayard Stocking '51 sent us

this clipping from the London Daily Telegraph';

"A surely remarkable Oxford achievement has been

marked up by Williams College, a small, 1,200-student

(sic) foundation in Massachusetts. Of six of its alumni
taking finab at Oxford, four got firsts and two seconds,

"The firsts were two in English, one law and one PPE
(politics, philosophy and economics) and the seconds both

took PPE."
Charles Karelis, assistant professor of philosophy at

Williams and the adviser for Williams students interested

in graduate study in England, says it may be even more
interesting to compare ^e performance of the Williams

graduates at Oxford with that of Rhodes scholars. An
average of only one out of six Rhodes scholars, says

Karelis, receives firsts at Oxford. So four firsts and two

seconds by Williams alumni is an incredible showing not

only among Oxford students in general, but also among
U.S. students at Oxford. ^

Farewell parfy

property primarily

(photo by Tom Bloezal^)

Inergy use: button up, batten down
It has been a benign autumn ... so far. But talk to the

people in the Rocky Mountain states and they'll tell you
that the warm weather can turn to cold and snow
overnight.

The Energy Conservation Committee has issued

updated conservation guidelines. To a great extent,

making them work will take individual commitment, the

feeling that small things will add up to major energy

savings.

Paraonal Involvamant hiltlativas

1. All shades and/or blinds in classroom spaces should be

closed each day and particularly on Friday nights and

before holidays. Both faculty and students should be

mindful of this and should rmind one another if they

are part of the last class or activity to use a room.

2. The last person leaving a classroom or lavatory should

turn off all the lights. All should make sure all night

lighting is turned off during the day.

3. Consistent overheating which requfres adjustment

should be brought to the attention of Buildings and

Grounds rather than using the window as a means of

temperature control. Storm windows should be in the

winter position during the heating season. All win-

dows should be closed during the heating season.

Constant ramlndars

1. Report all leaky faucets and overheating ot buildings or
areas within buildings to Buildings and Grounds at

once (2301).

2. Ventilation has been reduced to minimum acceptable

levels. Smoking should be avoided in classroom and

Goodbye to Mount Hope was tha thama of two
recaptions earlier this month at tha 850-aera eatata.

Tha 72-room Elm Tree Houaa, completed in 1928, has

bean a popular place tor eonfarancea and College

gatherings since it waa.pundiaaed by Wllilama in 1963.

Mount Hope la being sold to Mr. and Mrs. August E.

Manskar of Macon, Mo. Tha couple wllkuae the

primarily as a private raaManca. \

auditorium spaces in order to lower ventilation
,

requirements.

3. Electric heaters are not permitted except by specific

authorization from Buildings and Grounds.

4. All persons should use lights only in the tttu in

which they are immediately working.

5. Making hot water is very expensive; showers should

be brief and to the point.

Saving aiactrtclty

1. Hallway lights have been reduced by removal of tubes

or bulbs in alternate fixtures. .

2. Interior lighting has been or is being reduced to

conform to the new Massachusetts Code.

3. Ornamental lighting, both indoor and outdoor, such

as "wall wash " li^ts, will be turned off or removed

unless they contribute to safe lighting ieveb for

pedestrians.

Williams Reports, publiahed by the WUUunt
College Newt Office and distributed through

the Williams Raeord, deals with the in-

formation which goes into the dedsion*makiflg

procew at Williams. The basic material carried

in Williams Raports concerns the deliberations

of the College departments, committees, itndy

groups and others involved in gathering and

evaluating the information leading to dediioni

which affect life in the College conunnnity.
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Revitalizing

the

residential

house

system
by Dean Daniel O'Connor

I am glad to respond to your invitation to

write atMUt the goals the College has in mind

for the. residential house system. In my
remarks to the Housing Committee and the

College Council recently, I shared a few

worries about the "quality of life" on campus.

I'm not Ulking about an emergency or a

crisis—hut rather, a sense of missed

opportunities alod-small eroeJons of previous

customs and-courtesies. Perhaps it would be

worthwhile to attempt here a fresh

articulation of the ideal envisioned by those

who set up the system in 1963.

As a replacement for fraternities, the

residential house system was intended to

bridge the gap between academic work and

social life. The decision was taken to keep the

housing units small enough that each could

have its own dining facilities. This was

certainly less efficient than moving to one or

two large dining halls, but the planners

believed that, by keeping the units small and

varied, the College would be showing its

commitment to an int^rated campus life.

The very architecture of the buildings and

common rooms would encourage students to

continue, informally, the learning pursued in

classrooms. The living rooms of the houses

would be spaces for parties, of course, but

they would also serve for occasional panel

discussions, slide shows, art displays,

musical events and the like. Faculty

members would feel welcome in these rooms.

They might expect to be invited once in a

while to a guest meal or asked to give an

informal talk. The houses would not be

separate "turf"—cut off from the intellectual

and cultural life of the campus.

Affiliation with one of the houses would b6
by a process that involved both student choice

and random selection. The founders evidently

hoped to avoid two extremes: the anonymity
of impersonal dormitories and the inward-

lOoking exclusiveness of social cliques.

Affinity groups of friends entering the room
draw would give individuals a base within the

houses, the start of larger unities. House
spirit might develop out of the interactions of

these smaller groups. A balance could be
pursued between house unity and the

plurality of members' diverse needs and
interests. Cooperation or friendly competition

between houses or parts of houses might, in

turn, give a sense of community—unity in

— diversity—to the whole student Uddy.
Moreover, by interacting with other people of

different backgrounds, ethnic traditions,

values, beliefs—individual students might
Xfind themselves undergoing change a

iteCj^sary ingredient in any process of

education. TWs was the vision—which, I

suppose, will always elude our perfect

realization. Still, we can make some
imprOveinents By considering the ways in

which we fall short!:

My perception is thatttkfi^ is not enough
interaction between groups. Most individuals
fmd their way into congenial groups,"although
some report a considerable ^ense of

loneliness on our campus. But not enough
people, it seems to me, feel free to move in

and out of groups, and the groups themselves
show too little interaction. This structural
defect is manifest in an increased number of

complaints about callous and inconsiderate
behavior, and an increased number of

requests for housing changes. To the extent
that a house lacks unity, its members will find
it difficult to offer hospitality to outsiders. As
a result, faculty members sometimes feel

awkward or embarrassed at house social
functions—and even some house affiliates
fMl alienated.

What's the remedy? The first step is to
raise consciousness and give people a sense of
possibilities. Perhaps we need a few issues to
stir up house discucslons. In this sense the
current flap about the house maintenanee tax
might be turned to advantage. The need to
speU out guidelines for residential self-

governiMiit to a nora iinportut and
CQnUnuing opportunify. Last year tiw kmam
vi aeximtt, invsatnual policiw and gay rights
provided themes for discuasloo and
int«nictlan..'Ehis ytkt we can add to these
some possible changes in curriculum and
grading policies. The various coumcUiv
offices on campus hope to use the increased
leisure of WSP to promote a campus-wide
discussion of male-female issues: identities,

roles, relationships.

I'd like to see more variety in the social and
cultural activities going on in the houses.
There must be —out there somewhere—new
ideas on house parties. If the recent
suggestion of adding town affiliates to the
houses is carried out. perhaps this wiU
provide the opportunity for re-thinking the
institution of guest meal. How about moving it

to Wednesday night and playing down the
alcohol consumption? A mid-week break as a
time for mingling with faculty and
townspeople, rather than a boozy^premature
start to the week-end? I have the feeling thtft

there is a great wealth of experience and
talent in the student membership of the
houses which does not get tapped for social
events. I'm thinking of things like slide shows
of foreign travel, talks about unusual hobbies
or interests, displays of art work, musical
performances, poetry readings. I remember
back.ln the mid-sixties a dramatic reading of
Peer Gynt in the living room of Brooks House,
with lights, costumes, make<up.
House meetings are the place to discuss

pending actions of student-faculty
committees. Student members of these
committees should keep the College Council
informed of the committees' deliberations.

Council members in turn can relay these
matters to the. houses and bring back
reactions. This process happens by itself

when students perceive their interests to be
involved, as in the house tax dispute or on the
question of post-season competition. Why not
make this a regular procedure? Perhaps the
health of the house system and the College
Council are interrelated.

'The

issue is not

diversity,

but

barriers''
by Chris DiAngelo

Almost seven months ago I wrote a lengthy

piece for the Kecord entitled "The Freshman
Experience ... Sesdsm and Separatism."
The article caused an immediate outrage,

and still makes some people's passions flare.

I hope to usie this opportunity to tai(e up that

argument in a more general fashion, and in so
doing, clear up the misunderstandings that

came out of "The Freshman Experience."
First, an explanation followed by an

apology. My opening paragraph to that

article explained why I became a J.A., and
included the line "I figured that if I w«%n't a
J.A;, an even bigger asshole would take my
place." Those remarks were meant as a joke,

a joke on myself in the tradition of Woody
Allen, and were not meant to rag on any J.A.'s

or those who didn't make J.A. Anyone who
knows me realizes that a biggec^ asshole

prcjlnbly couldn't be found anyway. To all

those whose feelings this hurt, I really

apologize. I hope this clears up one of the

many misunderstandings that article Caused.

Next: my purpose in writli^ that piece,
wfalcb poiMtad out what I saw to be subtle
"evito'* HMtsfMl by the Uwtitution of tlir

freshman year was not to suggest that the
ayst«n be destroyed. For those who
remember the article, ygu might recall tlvt I

made mi recommendations one way or the
other. I wasn't prepared to do so then, nor am
I pr«par«d now.

My only purpose was a far less radical one
than is generally assumed. I was tryi^ig to

point out, using the separate freshman year
merely as aa example, of the way social
institutions, such as the freshman entry

~-

\CkrUDtAngtU) is a farmer J.A., and
the at-large student mtmbtr of the

Commtttte on Undergraduate Life.\

system, influence the behavior and the
attitudes of those who participate in that
institution. Apparently, I failed miserably.
Let me try again.

Earlier this semester, the College Council
decided to hold a forum on "Diversity at
Williams." Shortly before that forum was
held I was askied to address the Trustees on
the same issues I am discussing here.

One of the things I toU the Trustees was the
continued failure q( individuals and groups
like the C.C. to recognize that diversity is not
the issue we should be discussing.
"Divereity'' to me refers to the type of people
who come here and has little to do with what
happens once they are here. Diversity is in
the hands of the Admissions Committee and
the President, not the Deans, the C.C, or the
C.U.L. This is not to say it is not an important
issue, for it certainly is—I have long argued
that Phil Smith (the Director of Admissions)
has more control over wha( type of place
Williams is than anyone else. What concerns
us, however, is the question of what to do with
what Phil Smith gives us. The issue is not one
of diversity, but of barriers to diverse
elements on campus.

Anyone who eats in the north dining room at

Baxter notices one thing right off in regard to

how the races divide: many of the blacks sit

mostly at the long table on the right; the

whites sit everywhere else. Here you see an
example of diversity (both black and white)

but also of a barrier—and a rather tangible

one at that—-to that diversity. This is another

example of the type of matter which was at

the heart of "The Freshman Experience."

In a very broad sense, here is what I was
trying to point out to the college conmiunity
last May: certain social institutions here at

Williams, which are the result of, more than

anything else, the whims of history, have
been forgotten to be purely arbitrary devices

which were either the remnants of something
here before, or were institutionalized for a
specific purpose while at the same time

having ramifications beyond that specific

purpose. The freshman entry system is an
institution of the lormer type (a product of

the shaky hand of history); the black-white

dining arrangement in Baxter is an example
of the second type (a specific institution

created by design).

The problem with these social institutions is

that they ( even if they are the result of policy)

are arbitrary, not necessary, yet they are^.ll

too often perc^ved as being necessary by the

people in them. To the freshman of either

race who for the first tfene enters Baxter

north for lunch, the social institution of dining

according to skin color does not appear to be

based on the arbitrary criterion of color, but

upon the necessity of "the way thingi are."

The race division is "really real," or so It

appears.

"The same is true of the freshman, only their

age, flot skin color, is the basis for the

artibrary distinction which is perceived as

necessary. The same is true of

homosexuality: the arbitrary criterion of

sexual preference is assumed to be a

necessary reason for separatism. The same is

true of single-sex living arrangements: there,

the human race is divided up, arbitrarily, by

Outlook

On

Student Life

dfutlamy. The liM goes on and oo-

Ow i the prbne argvraeBis used against

me Id regard to Ite irekkBian yav was
popularity. I was told to stop and tbHk bow
pepuUrIhe system was, and that I was seeing

(or perhaps causing) « problem Uul didn't

exist I Itope that now it becomes apparent
that popularity is not an issue here. Whether
the system enjoys support or not inlereet

me or change my arguments. It's not a
question of whether we like the distinctioas

(by age, sex, color, ete.); it's a question of

how we see (tiem.

Although I made no reconusendatiooB in

regard to changing the Ireshnan year, the
article admittedly had a cerlain rhetorical

edge. This was mainly because the positive

aspects of the freshman year are pretty well

known and documented. What I was
attempting to point out were the more subtle

negative aspects. I had hoped that my
arguments would permit a more
sophisticated analysis of the costs versus the

benefits of the separate freshman year by
pointing out costs that were not obvious. I had
also hoped that more attention might be given
to the dialectical relationstiip between the
social institutions and the participants in

these institutions. Apparently, I missed on
both of these counts. My intention was not to

change the system, but to point out"the full

effect of the system.

I hope that my remarks here have settled

some old misunderstandings regarding my
purpose last May. Please tell me^bout any
questions you may still have aiiout my
position. I also tiave cq>ies of ""The Freshman
Experience" for anyone who might want one.

One final point: National Security Advisor

Brezinski has a theory atx>ut the future of the

world. He believes that, as we approach the

twenty-first century, the current East-West
balance of power will shift to a North-South

focus. This means ttiat for the first time in

centuries, American and European leaders

will be forced to deal with new civilizations

and their leaders as equals. Certainly, one of

the most valuable assets Williams graduates

can possess will be the talent for breaking

down or overcoming the social barriers

between those new civilizations and our own.

Williams is, in my mind, the perfect place
to begin to cultivate that talent of overcoming
barriers, and the best way it can be that is by
demonstrating to its students that all batriers

between memt>ers of the human species, be
they the Berlin Wall, fraternity pled^ pins or
the structore of one's genitalia, are arbitrary

distinctions—they are barriers wliich exist

not necessarily, but as products of the mind.
Differences are not barriers, but they can be,

and often are, mistaken for barriers. There's
the (x-oblem: these t>arriers become real.

The College, in its continuing attempt to

provide the highest quality education
available, should evaluate how well it is

performing this task of producing in its

stodents a proclivity not to erect, or even be
duped by, these artificial bjatrriess.

Editor's note: For this article, Chris

DiAngelo has heen-declaredrwinner of

the U. Ganse Little award for applied

sociology. Our sincere

congratulations.
' r

Correction
Steven Magee was inadvertently

misidentified last week as the College

Council representative from Gladden.

Magee represents Hopkins on the Council.

College Council^

How Successful?
Continued from Page 2

Kecord's doing more, or rather, doing
something, in regard to "votes of confidence"

in the Council as a whole, its specific actions,

and its leadership. As everyone knows, public

opinion polls are critical in "real" politics out

in (he "real" world. The Record has, in the

past, missed an important opportunity to use
its resources to get student sentiment across

to the Council, lliis should be corrected

Immediately.

My answer to both Steve and JuUe is that

Julte's optimism should be blended with

Steve's cynicism. Furthermore, they both

deserve praise for their own hard work and

commitment
Chris DIAagelo

Next week: people on the front lines.
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Cap and Bells to

present "Oh Dad
by Stephanie Vost

Nine actors follow ttwir fearless

leader, Jon Von Stolzberg, '79, into the

studio theatre. They and the other
members of the student production
team hurl themselves into the task of

preparing Oh Dad, Poor Dad,
Momma's Hung You In the Closet and
I'm Feeling So Sad for a December 1st

opening. A typical Sunday.

Oh Dad, Poor Dad. by Arthur L.

Kopit, is the fir^i Cap and Bells

production, since the Freshman
Revue. Directed by VonStoIzberg, it

will be performed Friday and
Saturday, Dec. 1 and 2 at 8:30 in the

Studio 'Theatre in the basement of the

AMT. Tickets will be free, and will be

available one hour before each
performance at the Greylock
entrance of the AMT.

Oh Dad. Poor Dad is. VonStoIzberg

says, a "memory play" showing the

relationship between la boy and his

mother. It presents a slice of life as
seen by the man who was the boy 16

years ago. Because the characters are

seen through Jonathan's eyes, they

are not realistic, but blown out of

proportion, distorted by his

perceptions.

Jonathan's relationship with his

mother is, to say the least, a bit odd.

Madame Rosepetal is slightly

eccentric—she has her dead husband

stuffed and displayed in the closet—

and is so commanding that she

becomes a take-off on the classic

domineering mother.

Madame Rosepetal affects her son's

personality so strongly that it colors

his views of all women, including the

"hooker-next-door." Julie Nessen, '82,

says, "The play deals with people

right out of a psychology textbook.

They wouldn't be funny if tliey weren't

blown so far out of proportion." The
^'author referred to the play as a
'. "tragicomic-pseudofarce.

"

VonStoIzberg, who directed a
segment of last year's Freshman
Revue, says'the play is "farcical, but

grounded in reality." He says it's also

fun because it demands interesting

stage effects. "The stage directions

say things like, 'Plants grow,' 'Fish

growls,' and we have to make it

work," he explains.

Hudson Plumb, '81, says he enjoys-

the rol» of Jooatitan. "I'm an
exaggeration," he says. He adds, "I

have to come up with a lot of energy. I

also run the danger of becombig
campy."

VonStoIzberg says members of the

cast have a strong ensemble feeling.

It seems clear that as a unit they

share with Plumb the risks that come
with non-realistic theatre, and also

the energy that is needed to make the

exaggeration ring true.

Keno'' rescues early I

American furniture
by Jean Nathan

Early American chair it among the

tamtture on exhibH at the WCMA.

^ARTS BRIEFS-
Archer tribute Folk music
A musical tribute to the late H.

Richard Archer, long-time

librarian of the Chapin Rare Book
collection, will be presented on

WCFM (FM 91.9) at 7 p.m. on

Wednesday, November 29.

During the 20 years that Dr.

Archer was on the Williams
campus, he not only administered

the Chapin Library in a manner
that earned world-wide attention,

*i)^t also conducted courses in the

Graphic Arts. His special interests

included the letter press print shop
that he maintained in the basement
of his home and an extensive

collection of historic recordings

broadly representative of the best

in traditional jazz and the musical

theatre.

The Archer tribute will be
presented by Carl Johnson,
producer for Williams College

Radio of "Prom Ragtime to

Swing". Prof. Irwin Shainman will

contribute some personal
reminiscences.

"An Evening of Folk Music"

with Gordon Bok, Ed Trickett, and

Ann Mayo Muir will be presented

Saturday evening, December 2, at

8:30 at the Clark Art Institute.

While not a conventional trio in any

sense, the three musicians will

perform both solos and ensemble

pieces flavored with the texture of

their varied repertoire. Sea songs,

mountain songs, songs from
foreign countries, dances, classical

pieces, stories, and instrumental

numbers are all part of their

offerings.

The concert is being assisted by
funds from the New England
Touring Program, the

Massachusetts Council on the Arts

and Humanities, and the National

Endowment for the Arts.

Admission to the December 2

concert will be $2.50 (students $2)

and tickets are now available

either at Harts' Pharmacy or by
mail through the Institute.

When Leslie Keno '79 transferred to

Williams in 1977, he was shocked to

see early American tables in

everyday use in the Art Department
office, bearing typewriters, papers,

and other office paraphenalia.

Keno had long been interested in

American furniture and stoneware,

and saw the use of these pieces as

sacriligious. He felt that the American
furniture given by Davenport should

be treated with the respect shown to

works of art. Further, he wanted them
"to be recognized by the outside art

world."

Keno began research on the pieces,

finding dates and origins, and taking

pictures of the furniture for the

museum files. He began digging out

the pieces from storage in the

Fayerweather basement and Mather

House. Franklin Robinson, director of

Lawrence Hall, gave him the go-

ahead on making his collection into an

exMbition. Patrick Stewart, Assistant

Professor of Art History sponsored

the project.

Ktoo chose his pieces from the

photographs he had taken. His aim
was to make the exhibition

representative of the 130 available

pieces in the Davenport Collection.

Because one-third of the collection

were Windsor chairs, Keno decided to

include 11 Windsor chairs among the

30 in his exhibit. He chose a knuckle-

arm Windsor settee, a Mgh chair,

blanket chests, chests of drawers, and
tah*M to round out the exMblL
Davenport bad stripped the once

painted furniture down to the original

wood, a practice no longer acceptable.

However, this facilitated

identification of the woods tMd. Keno
called in Bill Fuhrman, «
Williamstown carpenter and wood
expert who "knows his wood." The
results revealed a plethora ol woods
out of which the furniture was (

constructed, among thein ash, maple,
pine and cherry.

Keno's catalogue includes objective

descriptions of Oie pieces. He finished

it by October 15 and hand-sewed it

shortly before the opening of the

exhibit.

The site for the exhibition was
designated as the Rotunda and two
adjoining rooms. Large "Greek"
columns posed a placement problem,

as did pieces of the museum's
pernutnent collection which would
remain. Keno solved the problem of

distracting and conflicting "fixture"

by placing the furniture on white

boards. He believes that these force

the viewer to think of the furniture as

objects of art. He hAs also hung eight

pieces around the rotunda to

encourage the viewer to look

thoroughly at bottoms, textures, and

the subtleties in the fabrication.

Freshmen scavenge for fun

NapoKtano's pizza is Italian, not Greecey
by Susan Hobbs

Looks are often deceiving. Such is

the case with the unobtrusive-looking

establishment of Napolitano's
(Hzzeria in North Adams. Its facade

may be rather ordinary, but inside

-can be found some of the best pizza,

grinders, and Italian food in the

Berkshires. >

The owner, Carmen Napolitano,
Btiapacaa thai jhp keys to fiwjt, jPiblM^

Italian food are quality products and
Gaking time. "Selection of ingredients

is very important," he noted.

"Inferior products make a pizza

greasy." The pepperoni is wine cured

toenhance the flavor, and unlike most
pepperoni (e.g., Constantine's) it is

not at all greasy.

Pizza, made from old family

recipes, is Napolitano's specialty. His

parents first made it at home, and
later established a lO-year pizza

business in Bennington. Everything

was then passed down to Carmen. He
has since expanded the menu to

include hot and cold grinders and

various types of pasta.

Almost everything is home made,
including bread, sauces, sausage,

jm|ati^lls. lasaeia, _roanicotti, and
stuffed sheTls. WBaTishTmadetfiere^
is imported from Italy, such as special

herbs and certain pasta ingredients.

For instance, in his pasta he uses pure

semalina, which has practically no
starch. Carmen assnis that this

"makes all the difference in the

world". ;
"

;

Guys & Gals ...

The 5 stylists from

VILLAGE COIF'S
Have Just Returned From The
National.Boston Convention
Knowleflgeable in the Latest

Styles and Techniques.

Appointments suggested
Located at ttie corner of Southworfti & Altoln Streets

458-9518

Freshman coupon still In effect

Unlike most pizza places, Carmen
does not start with the usual cheese
and tomato sauce base to which
extras are then added, when
preparing the pizzas. Instead,
according to Napolitano, the cheese
must go on the inside "so that the

inside won't dry out, and the

pepperoni and mushrooms won't
shriv^ up^'^ Because he starts from
scratch, there is necessarily a 20-25

minute wait, but the result is well
' Wutui iL Aiier'aaiupiiiiK TwipomaiioV-

pizza, a UCLA professor who had
recently been in Rome declared his

pizza to be the best in the world. His

customers seem to agree.

Napolitano's, located on 70 Union St.

(that's Route 2) in North Adams, is a

welcome and superior alternative to

the so<»Ued pizza of Constantino.

Except Mondays, Napolitano's is open
4 p.m. to midnight daily, and until 1 : 30

a.m. on Friday and Saturday. The
telephone number is 662-2425. It's well

worth the trip to Nor^ Adams.

by John Libertine

What would you do if you had to

bring Lasell Gymnasium over to the

Rathskeller or arrange an interview

with Phil Smith on the subject of

economics in ancient Mesopotamia?
These and other commonplace
activities were given to the freshman

class this weekend during the first

ever Freshman Scavenger Hunt.

The scavenger hunt was the

brainchild of the dynamism
committee of the freshman council

headed by Marc de La Bruyere. This

committee is set up for the express

purpose of organizing all non-party

activities for the freshman class. The
idea behind the hunt was to get

freshman involved to do something

unusual and enjoyable as a group. The
committee wanted to get away from
the idea of the tyiucal beer party and
concentrate on having a good time.

Aside from the two items mentioned

above, the scavenge list included such

esoterica as President Chandler in the

shower, a chain saw, and an
acceptance letter from Harvard. In

addition to the hunt itself, each team
was required to do some activities at

the Rathskeller in front (rf a panel of

juugtsr. sncir aciiviiieB' incnidecr air -'

eight man>(and-or woman) pyramid;
streaking; and everybody's favorite,

a strip tease.

The freshman council set up a panel

of seven judges and seven referees.

The referees' duties were to insure

that all entries brou^t in exactly

what they were supposed to bring in-
after all, would you believe someone
who just walks in with^a-building and
claims it is Lasell without checking it

out first?

Each freshman entry constituted a
team. According to the council, nearly

all twenty-six entries took part in the

contest, all with varying degrees of

zeal and enthusiasm. The winning

entry was Fayerweather, second
floor. Mention must be made of

Morgan Middle East which placed

fourth, due mainly, according to one
of the JA's, to a coed team of four

streakca's which made a big hit with

the judges. The freshman council

hostel a party for the seven top

teams.

The council is reportedly very

pleased with the contest. Jeff Lissack
'82, one of the council members, feels

the contest is "one of the best things

we've done so far this year." He feels

that the contest helped bring the

entire class together and hopes that

the council can sponsor more such

'

activities.

from OCC
DYNAMY-CLARK UNIV.-
URBAN STUDIES Dynamy-Clark
offers semester and summer
programs, with intomhips and

pipnes^jn _i^h^jraas as Govt,

planning, Geogi^ipiiy.'T^IIticai

Science, etc. OCC will off6r an

Introductory Meeting on this

program on Monday, November
27, at 2:00.

U.S. SURGICAL CORPORATION
is looking for college graduates

with strong analyticar abtUty to

join their Management
TnTorination Systems traTntsg

program. Interested applicants

should come to OCC for further

information or forward a resume

and cover letter to:

United States Surgical Corp.

2051 West Main Street

Stamford, Conn. 08908

MINORITY STUbfeNTS: Career

Expo '79, a program designed- to

link students and employers for the

purpose of career guidance and job

placement, is coming up. The Expo
'79 organizers are now look^ for a

contact representative at

WiUiams. Aiqrone interested in this

position can obtain further

information at OCC.

MEAD 8UMMBR INTERNSHIPS
IN GOVT.: Applications are

available at OCC for Juniors and

Sophomores. DEAOUNB date has

been changed lo Nov. 27.
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Leffers. to

the Editor
No culture

To the editor:

I've bem told that this letter is not

necessary— that something as

obviously wr^ng as the review of

Orestes in the Ust issue of the Record

does not require formal comment, But

I thiiik it's inuwctwl t»'«ckhowledge

the problem publicly.

As someone who has participated

in, and written about, academic

theatre, I have always maintained

that studentrwritten-Mriews have no

place in the college prCto. Others may
disagree, but I believe that, in

general, students do not have the

knowledge of' theatre or the skill in

expressing their opinions that is

necessary in order to critique one's

peers. Meile Rockefeller's article

exemplifiedremarkably well the level

of ignorance prevalent among
amateurs.

In the future, if the Record chooses

to have student writers judge student

performances, I think it should try to

avoid hatchet-jobs such as the one in

^4be last issue. I'm not criticizing poor

Ms. Rockefeller—she is not expected

to know better. The editors, however)

must be held responsible for what

goes into their paper, and shouldn't

expect to get off so easily.

^-Any review that mingles criticism

of the director and cast with criticism

of Euripides; that flings about words

such as "disastrously," and
"superfluous;" that includes personal

attacks; any review like that is

unjustifiable. The fact that one was
printed last week stands out as proof

that Williams, in spite of its academic
niceties, lacks at least one necessity of

civilization—a culturally responsive

4>id responsible newspaper.

Sincerely,

. Stephanie Voss '82

Antl-nuke group
To the editor:

I'm writing to fnakft a correction

concerning the anti-mike article that

appeared in^ the last issue of the

Record.

To many of you, the mistake may
seem like a small one, but for those oif

us active in the anti-nuke movement,
it is not. Lorraine wrote that I was the

head of the group, this I certainly am
not. We have no 'head', although we
have many leaders. After all, a
comment at a meeting, the making of

a poster, a hand layed on a shoulder,

all these things can give those M us in

the group the su(>port and direction

that enables us to reinforce our
commitment to work for a healthier

world, and helps us to cope with the
pressures and contradictions of the

.wld_we_biha^Vh«e. Support and
"direction is the functipn (AMiitimp,

'

along with coordination. But it ia not
at all necessary to have a rigid

liierarchy and a centralization of

power to fulfill leadership needs. We
tend to think of leadership in this very
limited sense because hierarchy and
domination is so characteristic of our
society. When we enter school (if not
before) we are socialized into a
passive acceptance of authority.
Many of us in the anti-nuke

inovement feel strongly that the

W^-
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paaatv* acMpUnee c< auihoritjr la

today, vary daacarous. Wtten you
study oudaar power and bMom*
aware of the danfen and riaka
involved, dangert to the very survival
of the world ecologleal system, aod
when you then aee that so many of (he
'expert*' andauthorittea we are asked
to aep^d on, ignore and actively lake
measuTM to suppress information
about these riska, you become mudt
lea* inclined to passively accept
authority. It should be no surprise to

us thai men who have spent their
lives developing nuclear power, and
corporations who have spent their
lives developing ways to make money
out of nuclear power, have personal
reasons for minimizing the risks of
nuclear power.
Suspicion towards experts who

make their living off of what they
promote (in a society that does not
guarantee employment) and the
rejection of the passive acceptance of
authority, leaves us only one
alternative if we want rational and
just policies—that is, policies which
are in everyone's best interest. This
alternative is participatory
democracy.
Policies will always serve the

interests of those groups or
individuals who make them. If we
want to be sure that policies are made
to benefit all of us, it follows that we
must all take part in making them.
This in turn implies the need for the

creation of sympathetic, honest,
thinking, and responsible individuals.

But we only gain those skills and
qualities by exercising them.
This philosophical approach is

INracticed in the 'affinity group'
structure of the Clamshell and
characterizes the aims of many of us
who are active in the movement on
(and off) campus. The affinity group
(cell) structure of organization, which
emphasizes concensus and the
rotation of roles, is the key to the
success of non-violent civil dis-

obedience. I beiii've civil

disobedience is needed to halt the

growth of nuclear power because the

energy utilities and corporations have
too much at stake to agree to stop

nuclear power simply on the basis of

sound arguments and evidence, and
because mere hopeful waiting is likely

to have catastrophic consequences.

What are the choices? On the one

hitnd there is the present policy of

centralized production of energy
controlled by enormoiis, secretive

corporations with assets far greater

than the majority of the nations of the

worjd and a power structure to match.

It is no secret that only a handful of

large oil companies own all the coal,

oil, gas and uranium reserves in the

US and have very substantial control

over many foreign reserves. This

energy policy which is tlie green life-

blood of these profit-making
corporations has three principle

characteristics: l) "The energy policy

they sell is based on non-renewable

sources of energy. 2) It involves very

-cempisw andJbi^iiLcaj^tal-ii^ige^g^
forms of technology that make ft

increasingly difficult for the non-

specialist to fully understand. This

highly capital-intensive technology

not only creates fewer jobs for every

dollar spent as compared to

expenditure in just about any other

area of production; but helps justify

what is not necessary-elitist rule by

technocrats. And 3) It is In their*

monetary interest to encourage the

greatest consumption of energy as

possible. Three things follow from this

Utter characUristic. First, that
wjwtc-ful consumpttoo is eiKUUraged
and ooly a meager ^fert at recycling
is attempttd. Second, that industry is

encouraged to automate, elimimting
job* (which is not in itself bad, but is

without guaranteed employment).
And third, that these energy
corporationB can only see America's
future as one of constantly increasing
growth—an unrealistic and costly
assumption.

On the other hand, there is the
decentralized approach we advocate
whete one usee a mixture of mostly
locally controlled energy producing
and conserving techniques ('pas-
sive' solar, solar, wind, waves,
wood, hydroelectric, geothermo,
biomass, thermo-dynamic, as well as
non-renewable sources such as coal,
oil and gas during a transition period
and perhaps in backup systems)
which is ecologically most suitable for
a particular place and time. The
characteristics of this alternative
energy approach are: 1) Only forms
of energy which are known to be
ecologically safe and efficient are
used, so this approach emphasizes the
use of renewable sources of energy
and the use of electricity only where it

is essential (e.g., it is not necessary to
heat with electricity). Electricity is a
convenient and versatile form, of
energy, but it is an inefficient use of
coal, oil, ps and uranium, because in

the production of electricity, much of

th^energy is lost in the form of heat.

2) °It is based on advanced and
traditional forms of technology which
are labor-intensive and easily
understood by everyone. And 3)

because these forms of energy are
decentralized and the local owners
themselves directly bare the cost of

wasteful use of the systems, there is

likely to be a greater incentive to use
energy efficiently.

It is likely that the choice between
these two policies is a choice between
two cultures. If we are to survive we
must stop thinking of nature as
private property to be raped and
plundered for commercial profit and
learn to respect nature as the life-

support system our survival depends
upon. And if we are to stop the

insidious historical movement
towards increasing centralization and
bureaucratization, and the
impersonalization and dominance
that follows; and if we wish to relate

to each other personally and with

tolerance and respect; and if we are to

stop the deadly pollution of the

nuclear power and arms industry;

then we must develop ways of

cooperating with one another which
reflect these values and aims. In a
word, we must pursue democracy.

'

—David Randolph '79

Jazz
To the editor:

Thank you to any and all involved in

bringing jazz to Baxter Hall.

John Lloyd '79

CFM insults
To the editor:

1 for one was greatly offended when
last night I heard a recording
broadcast over WCFM in which some
such theme as "up against the wall
motherfucker whitey" was
persistently reinterated. It was
particularly insulting becuase the
same recording had been played last
year and was objected to then.

I think I can safely say a large
segment of this campus would be
offended upon hearing it. In addition,
there was a second diatribe which
denigrated another group on campus:
the gays. Represented was a typically

bigotted, narrow-minded mentality
which cannot discern slander from
"poking fun". I called the station and
asked the person if he had any
conception of who might be offended
by his selection of subject matter. The
lame response: "We didn't hear those
four-letter words, and we didn't know
what was oh the record." The
broadcast was cut, and the DJ feebly

announcfd that there had been
intended "no offense to anybody"
Whether foreknowledge of the

content existed is J little conse<|ueoce
here. Tht . that several
violations .. ..usonable" radio
conduct are evident For one, the
material should have been screened
beforehand: in any case ifwaa aired

far longer than was necessary to

determine the offenstvencaa of the
matter. Second, the recwtttng was
pohtScal, and I do not feel the college
radio station should be the medium
for what appeared to be personal
vendetta or self-satisfaction. If it was
"editorial", it shouU have been so
announced. Third, the FCC would not
take lightly profanity in that context,

either anti-white or, after tteb- recent
decision, anti-^y.
A student does have his right to

opinions—when sUled as such and in
the proper place. The radio is for all of
us, but when "enterUinment"
becomes assault, it is the weapon ol
an Ignorant and selfish few.

Christopher W. Read, 'M

VIowDolnf

Administrative Paternalism
bV Michael Lissack

The Administration is paternalistic.

They admit it, and wel all know it.

But, what is responsible paternalism?
What is going too far? When is doi;ig

something for people more a case of
doing something to them?
Students on this campus are fully

capable of acting like adults. We don't
need a big brother to guide us in our
every move. We are, however,
catered to and pampered, and most of

us like it. The College tries to be a
very comfortable place, and tries to

fix every individual discomfort that

comes up. Yet, by trying to be all

things to everyone, the College is

hurting us in the long run. It is time we
learned to stand on our own two feet.

IThe qULS's vote last week to

eliminate the House Maintenance Tax
is a good example. The Committee
was trying to fix a problem felt by off-

campus people. "Why should we pay
. . .?" Yet, by fixing that problem,
the CUL invited a bigger problem—
the disruption of social life, a
fragmentation of the campus between
those who pay social dues and those

who don't, and a disruption of the

Residential House system. Doing
something for one group, was doing
something to another.

What the CUL should have been
asking is "what would strengthen the

residential houses?" What would get

more people involved and make the

minority interests more satisfied?

The "problem" should have been
dealt with by the community—by
those directly involved. House
Presidents were not even consulted.

Willianu is a residential college,

because of a commitment to a bdief /
that we learn something from living

and sharing with others. That means
we have to deal with the others, not
run off to Hopkins Hall whenever
something goes wrong. . The
responsibility of the Administration is

to provide us with the best structures
and institutions they can; it is up to us
to use them. If they take on the role of
deciding how we should use thihgs,

how we should Uve; what is it that we
are supposed to be learning?

My suggestion is that the
Administration has gone too far—we
are not the children we are treated as.

Make us aware of what you perceive
of as problems. Talk to us—and
maybe we will start taUung-to you. I

have <rften referred to tunnel vision of
the students and the faculty and the
Administration. Being part of a «

conununity means communicating,
^

sharing one another's concerns. |t >

also means that those most -affected
,

by a problem should be part of its

solution. Doing things for people can
only work, if the pe<9le share in the
doer's perception of the problem. That
applies in the residential houses, in

student government, and in a
discussion of post-season play. >

Semi-AnniMl f!an«ry Sal*
Sponsored by Pottery Ltd.

Dec. 3, 1978

1-5 P.M. Baxter

Inexpensive works of Art tar yowr
lovod ones.

i>LANNING A CAREER: How
about one in planning? OCC has
just received information on these

programs—Harvard's urban
Planning, Policy Analysis, and
Administration. U. of Wisconsin's

Dept. of Urban Planning.

U, of Tennessee's Grad School of

791
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Food fast fazes few
by Janet DIebl

More than 400 WilliamB College

students broke the "apathetic 'TO's"

nutid last Wednesday when they
sacrificed cafeteria meals to

participate in the Fast for a World
Harvest.

Money that the college food service

would have spent on the fasting

students—$2.30 per student—will be
sent to Oxfam America, a Boston-

basediiational relief organization that

funnels funds to devel<ving countries'

WAAC meets anti-

apartheid groups
Members of the Williams Anti-

Apartheid CoaUUon (WAAC) joined

other anti-apartheid groups from

campuses across the country to plan

strategy for the coming year at a

regional conference at New York
University this weekend.

The conference, sponsored by the

Northeast Coalition for the Liberation

of Southern Africa, brought together

students from New York to Berkeley

to share ideasand gather information

on apartheid

Five Williams students attended the

two-day conference, where they

helped forge plans for area-wide

action early in April. The conference

also incWded workshops on subjects

from U.S. foreign policy to

connections with American anti-racist

and anti-nuqlear movements and

spellers. The group plans to biing

similar workshops and speakers to

Williams in a Free University course

this January.

The Williams group also

participated in debate over the place

Of divestiture in national anti-

apartheid strategy. Ultra-leftists

attacked the tactic as a "liberal

conscience wash," but the conference

reaffirmed divestiture as a means for

focusing attention of in the U.S. on

American involvement in southern

Africa.

self-help programs. Including extra

donations, about |9S0 was raised.

But just as important as raising the

money, said student program
coordinator John Gasperini, was
"raising the idea in people's

consciousness. Money Is important,

yes, but the central thrust is fasting

for personal awareness."

Degrees of "personal awareness"

ran from zero to quite high. Four

fifths of the students didn't

participate— a percentage
comparable to the previous five years

of campus fasting.

There were, however, those who did

become "aware." Mild, headaches

and fatigue troubled many students

accustomed to their three meals a

day. A sophomore woman wondered,
''Can you imagine what it must be like

to always feel this way?

After a day-long fast WMbMMlay, this shidmit b«r*ly madt It to tlie Mission

dining hall only to listen to his stomach crying out for dawn and breakfast.

Committee approves

majority of 99*8

The Winter Study Program
Committee approved 266 "99"
projects this year while rejecting 46,

Committee chairman George
Pistorlous announced. Forty seven of

these projects, primarily intemhips,
he said, were approved pending proof
of sponsorship. /

Pistorious expl|lined that the

criteria used to judge «9b was not new,

though it was appUed this year with

more "caution and rigor." According

to Pistorious, the four basic criteria

the Committee uses include: the

general educational value of the

project, the degree to which the

project is focused, the feasibility of

the project, and the product which the

project would yield.

Each department was urged to

reject projects on its own criteria.

Panel weighs nuclear pro's and con's
Opposing opinions about the place of

nuolear power in Am^ca's future

clashed at Phi Beta Kappa's panel

debate last Thursday, when the two

sides took their positions to a

predominantly anti-nuclear audience.

Stephen Blaha of the Physics

Department and Jay Pasachoff of

Astronomy advocated nuclear power.

The two argued that growing demand
requires it and that the dangers of

radiation resulting from it are less

than those from other energy sources,

especially coal.

William Moomaw of Chemistry and

Al Ell of the Clamshell Alliance

countered these arguments and
charged that the development of

nuclear power lacks adequate

safeguards and long-range planning.

Blaha looked to nuclear power to

answer long-term energy demand
through the world. "You have to go to

nuclear energy 200 years from now,"

he said. He claimed that fossil fuel

reserves are diminishing and

alternatives^wind; sun and
geothermal—are insufficient.

"Absolute statements are not very

worthwhile," Pasachoff said,

admitting the dangers of radiation,

"but what we need are relative

statements comparing nuclear power

to different sources of energy."

Moomaw noted a steady decline in

the number of nuclear reactors

projected for 2000 by energy
administrators. He claimed the

decline is due to failure to solve

Football team names Gee ,

Massucco 79 co-^aptains
Juniors Dave Massucco and Russ

Gee (rfficiaUy became co-captains of

the 1979 football squad Thursday night

at the team's annual awards benquet.

Seniors Steve Rogers, Don Rice,

Bruce Wilson and Mark Eckert and
freshman Jeff Desmond also talked
off with major honors at the dinner

which officially ended the 1978 season

for the Williams gridders.

Massucco scored seven touchdowns

and led the Ephs in rushing with 407

yards in 104 carries during the 1978

season. Gee is a two-year starter at

the defensive end position for

Williams. This past season he made 26

solo tackles, assisted on 28 more, and
led the team's defense in sacks with

fiye.

Defensive tackle Jeff Desmond was
awarded the Charles Dewoody
Salmon award, given to the player

who, in the opinion of the coacUhg
staff, has made the most significant

fimtributiDn to the team in his. first

year of eligibility. Just a freshman,

Desmond started at tackle for the

Ephs and had 15 unassisted tackles

and 22 second hits in eight games.

Don Rice, a senior middle guard,

was given the Michael D. Rakov

award as the team's most improved

lineman. The Dr. Edward Couj^in

award, given to the player who has

contributed to the team despite

- injury, was shared by seniors Bruce

Wilson and Mark Eckert.

Marie' Pramaggiorev»on the $w flrtt

prize for hor mtry In the Freshman
Speaking Contest. Of the two other

contestants, Larry ShoinfeM was
second and Stave Willard was ttilrd.

(photo by Hellmuth)

Hollingsworth sets

pass receiving marks
Senior Ken Hollingsworth, co-

captain of the 1978 Williams College

football team, broke two school

records in the pass receiving

department this season.

Hollingsworth caught 47 passes for

706 yards in the Ephs' recently-

completed 1978 season, breaking the

college's single-season reception

record of 40 catches for 509 yards set

by Herb McCormick '78 in 1976.

The receiver's strong performan<y
ttiis year also enabled him to break

the modem Williams career record in

two of the four receiving categories.

H611ingsworth has snagged 83 passes

for 1334 yards and seven touchdowns
in his three-year career as a split end
for the Ephs. Dave Parker '76 still

holds the career records in two
receiving categories with an 18.6

yards per catch average and 12

touchdown receptions in his three

seasons at Williams.

In additi(Hi to being the Ephs'
leading receivler in 1977 and 1978,

Hollingsworth has also been the top

scorer for WilUams in thej^st two
seasons. He compiled 40 points in 1977

and 48 points this past season, largely

on the strength of his place kicking

ability.

Basketball Preview

Pater Gliddefl ceught ttils loiig meln'
WUPO's »-• victory ovsr Amiwrst last

weekend. MTUFO wont t-S on ttw toeson

LHtlo i titto.

Coming off a disappointing 1977'-78

season, basketball coach Curt Tong
says that his players will have to

make up in determination and hustle

what they will lack in speed and
height if they hope to improve upon
last year's 9-12 record.

Tong expects tMs year's squad will

be a better shooting one ttian last

year's team, but he says rel|Kiunding

will be a big problem fpc Oie Efihs

since the tallest returning Williams

player, co^aptain Matt Spangler, is

only 6'4".

Williams has lost three seniors from
last year's team: captain Brad Woik,

forward Tom Balderston and reserve

guard Bill Whelan.

problems with leaks, waste disposal

and safety technology associated with

nuclear plants.

He agreed that nuclear plants

themselves are probably safe but

charged that other parts of the

nuclear fuel cycle—from mine
tailings to „waste—present uns6lved

hazards to the health of Americans for

.

generations.

Ell attacked claims of nuclear

safety, charging that the development

(A nuclear power must result in

increased cancer rate and genetic

damage in the American population.

Questions from the audience

centered on the problems of waste

disposal and 00 alternatives. The

nuclear proponents argued for

disposal of glassified wastes deep in

geologic formations. Ell and Moomaw
in turn demonstrated the present

unfeasibility of this system and the

prb1>lems of containing wastes over

the c^turies.

Students elect Spencer;

pass ouster procedure
by Ann Morris

With av turnout of 56 per cent, the

student body elected Kiki Spencer '79

to fill the vacancy on College Council

as an at-large representative, and
passed the constitutional referendum
establishing impeachment
procedures with a large majorify. The
Council approved bo& of thgse votes

Wednesday night.

Although the election was held
Thursday, November 9th, and Friday,

November 10th, a mix-up in Perry
House delayed their vote for two days.

Chris Jenkins '80, chairman of the

Elections Committee, cited a
''misunderstanding on their part" as
thecause of Perry's two day tardiness

in voting. "It is unfortunate that

Perry did not vote at the same time as
the rest of the College," Jenkins said,

"but the election is not questionable in

terms d vahdity."

All other elections procedures went
smoothly, Jenkins pcrinted out, as the
constant supervision -of ballots

eliminated any possibilities of fraud.

"It was very important to conduct a
respectable election," Jenkins
explained, referring to alleged
irregularities in last spring's College
Council election. Jenkins said he did
not expect the Perry House delay to

hurt the Council's image.
The 56 per cent turnout was "very

good," Jenkins emphasized,
considering the general lack of
publicity for the candidates and the
election. An average of 62-66 per osnt
of the student body voted in the
campus spring election.

The Elections Committee is

working on a new set of elections

procedures, Jenkins said.

Holding the election at a central

location is one possibility being

considered, but this option, while

discouraging cheating, would

probably hurt voter tiunout.

Jenkins explained that the system

of sei>arate house voting insures a

higher turnout but risks fraud.

Council meets
Continued from Page 1

Vandalism
Several measures have been taken

to improve safety and prevent

vandalism on campus. Student

monitors will be stationed in the

Berkshire quad, Gi^eylock, and

Mission Park Thursday through

Saturday nights from 10 p.m. to 3 a.m.

In addition, more lights will be

installed around campus.

Guest Meals >

A decrease in the number of faculty

being invited to guest meals has

caused some concern among the

administration. Dean xlhandler

reminded the CouncU that "one of the

purposes of guest meal is to

encourage student-faculty gatherings

outside of class."

Chandler reported that guest meals

may be moved to Tuesday night. With

the sale of Mount Hope, more

organizations and departments will

use the Food Service for social

functions. The change in guest mal
would alleviate a pile up of demands

for the Food Service. The Council

raised no objections.

Returning to lead the 1978-79 squad
are co^^ptalns Gerry Kelly and Matt
Spangler. Last season Kelly was the

Ephs' high scorer averaging 13.9 ppg.
Spangler, who averaged 12.3 ppg.,
also pulled down a team-high 7.2

rebounds-game.

Joining Kelly in the backcourt will

be returning starter junior Andy
Straka. Straka averaged 9.8 ppg.
during the 1977-78 season. The Ephs
will rely heavily on his ball-handling

and outside shooting abUltiea.

N^Tong will count on sophomore Dean
Ahlbcrg, a 6'1" forward to provide

Williams witt much-needed strength

on both the offensive and defensive

boards. Ahlfa%rg started for the Bptas

as a freshman and averaged 6.1 ppg.

SUMMER 6V(ENTS
on Oetokar 11, Boritshlro tank and Taooidc f^Kkofo Itoro co^pomorsd
Mwy Haiwle aod Movo PoUsky hi ttw MUHi LNo MaraliMi m Holyoke.

In • floWol tiHe im nmimn, atowe llnlilMd tonik and Mary IMIy-first.

TACONIC PACKAGE STORE
Water Street WiltiaMtowi
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College Council passes
SAT budget requests

'/, •nd C. GMkint 'M. Not picturMi, J. Simpson '79.
^
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Burnis' book backs Parties
by Tim Jones

James MacGregor Burns' name has
appeared with unprecedented
regularity in the nation's top
newspapers and periodicals since the
October publication of his latest work
entitled Leadership.

As the author pf ten boolcs on
twentieth-century American politics
and the recipient of the National Book
Award and the Puhtier Prize, Burns
provides unique insights into the
American political scene and
leadership roles.

The w<eakening of American
political parties has recently gripped

" "Burns' attention. "Party organization
is steadily deteriorating and in many
stattss disappearing,'.' he said
"Pacfies^ hate lost control of the
nomination process to special
interests and foddist groups."

"They cannot back up their
promises and are unable to unite and
stabilize government," he continued.
'Parties classically have been
saxnea of leadership in this country
by recruiting leaders onto the national
landscape."

Today they are no loiiger able to
effectively function in this role. He
offered the example of Jimmy Carter,
who did not work closely with the
national Democratic Party
organization during his campaign.

To express his concern about the
health of political parties. Bums
^W^Jtoe^lipiiaM.J(tt^E«Efy
^Uneml, «^^ ihenibc^
political scientists and several
Congressmen. Over a year ago, Bums
read inside the Jefferson Manorial in

Washington, O.C. a statemeiit of
warning connposed by the committee.

It predicted that the decline <or

parties "would mean the end of
potentially the most powerful political

organization acting for the people as a
whole—all of those who lack
specialized political organizations of
their own.
Bums believes that the tow rate of

voter participation in elections at all

levels of government reflects 'the
hKreasing impotence of parties. "One
reason that you had an 80 per cent
voter turnout around the turn of the
century, compared to around 6&«0 per
<^t today, was because the parties
got people out to vote."

"Where voters are so turned off that
they don't show up (at the polls)

despite all the media activity, it would
seem to be very serious," he
continued. "(There is) a lack of
excitement about politics because
great iMues don't aeem to Hw pond or
fought over. (In fact), I think we're to
a pertod today of relatively minor
inuw that seem major in the abMoce
of truMcndiiv ooca."
The current paucity of galvanizing

isauea and the resulting lack of voter
interest direcUy reflect the apparent

ineffectiveness of modem heads of
stage. Burns believes that "the
nomination by either party of a person
of strong idology would bring about
sharper Conflict over issues (from
which) great leadership develops."

To illustrate the positive symbiosis
that occurs blitween a true leader and
his followers, Burns spoke of the
exchange that can go on between
students and teachers under ideal
circumstances.

"One of the best examples of the
leadership I'm talking about is the
teacher-student relationship,
particularly at a place Uke Williams "

He emphasized the Tnieneciual
'engagement' that may occur when a
teacher brings out the hidden
potential of a student while the
student simultaneously brings out the
best in the teacher.

"Then you have an ongomg
relationship between the teacher and
the student in which the student is
sometimes the leader and the
teacher—the foUower," Burns said.

Bums explained that maqy of the
ideas introduced in Leadership were
derived from discussion that took
place in the class he taught on
"Political Leadership and Historical

Causation."

by Ann Morris
College Council passed all of the

Finance (Committee's recommended
Student Activity Tax budget
allocations in its last two meetings.
The Council distributed more than
$105,000 to 45 student groups.
On recommendation from Finance

Ckmunittee chairman John Simpson
'79, the Council passed 34
organizations' budgets as a package.
These budgets provoked no questions
from the organization or Council
members. The members, however,
debated the larger and more
controversial budgets.

The Finance Committee budgeted
the ACEC »U,800.12 of its requested
$13,561.12. Having lost more than
$8400 in its first two concerts this year,
ACEC coK:hairman John Svoboda '79

contended that the remaining funds
would not cover the popular Winter
Carnival and Spring Weekend
concerts.

Svoboda expressed concem about
the "long-run role ot the ACEC,"
given its 25 per cent budget cut from
last year, a year which he described
as "the ACEC's most successful."
Responding to Svoboda's assertion

that the ACEJC needed an additional
$1000 to sponsor two more big
concerts, the Council discussed
possible cuts in other organizations'
budgets. Reaching no agreement <m
cuts, the Council also voted down Jon
Ballan's motion to cut one per cent
from. «lt lOthar-JiiidaetR., for this,,

purpose.

Budgeted $2000 of its requested
$2903, the Student Course Guide,
represented by chairman Rick Moog
'79, challenged the allociUon. The
allocation reflected an existing debt
from this fall's guide. Moog
questioned the Finance Committee's
decision to print fewer guides, a
decision based on the assumption that
students use the guide in groups.

The Spring Course Guide will be
distributed only to residential houses
and entries, though many cc^ies will
be available on reserve inP Sawyer
Library. Moog expressed doubt
whether printing several hundred

copies would even be worthwhile. He
said, "I don't think people will go out
of their way to use it, but will use it if

they have it."

The Council passed the $2000
budget, while approving the prinUng
of as many cofHes of the Course Guide
as possible. The spring guide will
contain a full year's selection of
courses.

The Boat Club's allocation of $4000,
its initial request, also brougjit
Council discussion. Members
questioned why SAT funds should
have to cover the Boat Club, as it is a
major College athletic activity.

Ted Tucci '79 proposed that ttw
College make crew into a varsity
sport. Simpson informed the council
of Provost NeU Grabois' statement
that the College was not prepared to
donate more money for the sport,
though, he said, Grabois maintained
the possibility of future discussion.
The Council reluctantly passed the
$4000 budget.

In other allocations, the Je^h
Association budget of $754 was pasised
with the removal of earlier
stipulations. The CPU's budget of
$1020 received a cut of $150, due to the
finding of another sponsor for the
group's presentation of a lesbian
musician.

The Record's budget of $12,309 was
passed with the agreement that next
year's budget would show a
considerable increase to cover rising

printtiig cwtBTlMryear's budget did
not include the requested salaries for

students on the Record who pasted up
the paper.

The Council plans to develop in the
spring a comprehensive pqlicy on
which student positions are to be paid.
WCFM's budget of $9,349.65 was

also approved with the commitment
by the Council to cover future
increases in production costs.

The Council made two stipulations
to speed up the notoriously slow
budgeting process. Only main motions
to approve a budget or send it back to
the Finance Committee for
reconsideration were allowed. Any

Continued on Page 5
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Record Editor Chip Buckner "79

announced the promotion of eight
mtoibers of flu Record staff. The
editorial board, which retires at the
end of the year made the
appdntihents, effective January first.

Karon Walker '80 will become
editor-in-chitf for the comii^ year.
Nancy Richman '80, Ran^ Wang '80

and Susan Hobbe '81 will comprisB the
editorial board. These four will serve
as the official decision making body gf
the paiwr.

In awiiticMi, Buckner announced the
appointment of seven department
editors. Ann Morris '81 will rim the
News Department Tim Jones '81 will

head up a new Analysis section.

Stewart Massad '80 will take over the
Outlook page. John Libertine "ao and
Sally Midgely '81 will contintie (h their
respective capacities as Arts and
Features editors. Jamie Speyer '81

will edit theSports page. Mike Rayder
"SI will take sole control of the Layout
taS, while Peter Buckner, Judy Gast
and Marc Johnson, ail sophomores,
will continue to run t))e Photography
department.

Buckner announced that be had
appointed himself subscription
manager, -sajdng that "It's about time
I got paid tor working on this thing."
There were no other chaises on the
business staff, in which Mike

Berhman serves as Business Manager
and Bill Bursche '79 acts as
Advertising Manager. Traditionally,
he said, the editnial board changes
its business staff in the 8|»ing.
Buckner, Executive Editor Dave

MacGr^or, Outlook Editor Peter
Rintds and columnist Chris Diangelo,
all seniors, will remain on the staff as
(Contributing Editors.

DLAngelo will continue his column,
Rintels and Buckner expect to do
more features work, and MacGregor
plans to work on investigative
reporting.

Walker joined the Record staff in
the fall of 1977 as a member of the
news department. She quickly
demonstrated her versatility and
expertise by assisting at layout
Mssions and writing sports as well. In
January she became an Associate
News Editor, and at the end of that
year previous Editor Scott Fenn
named her Rookie of the Year. She
servedas Managing Editor during the
past year. For the past five years she
has worked as a writer and pastes
artist for the Nantucket Inqairer
MIrwr. "Kamn Is," Buckner said,
"an awesionie individual. We dwae
her becawe she is the best at fettiog
thtaip done." Eveey year, he said, tte
board loolcs for someone who can oo-
ordlMte Oie vartous departiheata.

"Walker's varied experience makes
her the natural candidate."
New editorial board member Randy

Wang joined the Record staff as a
news writer in the fall of 197«. He
earned a position as an Associate
News editor a year later, and was
cited as Best News Writer the
following semester. He was appointed
News Editor at the beginning of the
year and has, Buckner said "done the

Continued on Page 4

Oean Dan meets with
Thi*rsdays from |:9M:N.

Walk-in hours
pleof• parties

by Ann Morris
Both President Chandler and Dean

O'Connor this year have instituted a
"walk-in hour;" an hour each week
during which students can come to see
them without appointments.
Chandla- and O'Connor agree that

the walk-in hour, which was created in
response to student charges of lack of
communication between the
administration and students, has been
a successful innovatioa "The very
fact of having it creates a diff««nt
atmosphere," O'Connor explained.

Chandler, who developed the idea
last year, said the walk-in hour serves
to "resolve barriers." It is an
attempt, he continued, to be
responsive to* students who have
concerns but perhaps fe« too
inhibited to make an appointments

The reasons students come to see
him vary, Chandler said, though most
students want to discuss iistitutional
policy relating to residential or social
issues. Occasionally students see him
to discuss personal problems, such as
taking time off from Williams.
Chandler emphasized that these
discussions remain confidential.
Concerns about the College's policy

on broad questions also briq{ studenU
into the President's office. He cited
the environment and energy as topics
about which students have expressed
opinions. Anywherefrom three to nine
students are apt to drop in durii« the
weekly walk in hour which lasts from
3:30 to 4:30 on Tuesday.
(Chandler noted that not aU the

students who enter his office come
wiW]pli[aiiB:iar%(^aQgeTGiaenir'
he said, came stohpiy to "taipnss
delight in his Williams experience."
Another student, the first to use the
walk-in hour, had quite an unusual
reason for wantitig to see the
president: he was trying to sdl him
something.

Students come to Dean O'Connor
with "more specific student-Iifc
problems." Although he has mostly
seen students with small, individual,
or policy-related problems, the Dean
noted, several students have stopped
by with good suggestions for ctenges.

(photo byOMt)
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Apres moi le deficit

On»mb»r». iv/a

At flrit glance, the OoUege Coundl's unamended approval of tbe
Finance Committees budget recommendationa would appear to be aWbute to the committee's thorough eximination of each allocation
However, on closer examinaUon one begins to wonder whether the council's
unqualified approval might be due more to the pressure of time than to any

^^i*!Eft^"?*!^,?™^ between the council and the committee,
Budgeting is traditionaUy a lengthy and involved process, and hasnever been completed rfficienUy and quickly in recent memory. TOs ywhowever, the Finance Committee has managed to reach a new levelof

careful and unhurried deliberation, In fact, we half expected them to be
carrfuUy and unhurriedly stubbing budgets in January

«iiJ^f- ®51'®S^? rapturously confident in the wisdom of the council in
aUocatmgfunds, but our only available representatives at least deserve the
opportunfty to con8Mer4S budgets iii iiS5^fliin two meetSSieSst fdl"week of classes. In the event, two organizaUons were discussed at length on

S2K; ^? "»e remainder received only cursory discussion at the next
meeting before bemg rubber-stamped.
It would be far better to organize a Finance Committee at the start of each

!!l!f^/P1'"'^^ ^°S^ Committee recommendatiojns in the spring,and budget in September. ITiis would allow organizations to know theu^

f%"»?°24'*t''"'* "Ity ^^^, *° ^P«"^ "• an<^ 8»ve the council time to con-
sider f»m<tag more thorou^ly and make last-minute changes. Every year a

SSt::^/^"*^® Committee urges it, and every year a busy CoUege
Council fails to carry it out.

^ e.

"Hie need for this reform is more evident than ever this year. Let us hope

2lSiW*^? "S^
decisively this time, or next year's organizations may veiy

well l^ defending theu- funding requests during the spring CC elections.

D.M.
"Run by Uie Math department?"
"Of course. There were three professors,

Vita "Lucky" Angelo, Alberto "Unlucky"
GarbaiKO and Ton^ "Not so lucky but iuckier
than Alberto" Medici. They ran the whole
operation and took ten per cent off the top.

"They really play for keeps don't they?"
"It's a rough business. About the same

time, the psychology department began
running a brainwashing operation. You may
have wondered why so many alumni from
back then wear House of Walsh pants to all

the Homecoming football games."
"I had wondered about that," I admitted.

"Was that all, just brainwashing?"
"After a while they expanded and started

doing shirts and suits and even offered a
special one-day service."

"Were there any other big rackets?"
"In the late sixties, there was a protection

racket run by some philosophy majors. If you
didn't pay up, they'd prove you didn't exist."

It worked for a couple of years until one of the

majors saw a hole in the proof and began
passing it around. The others were going to

send him to the bottom of the Housatonic in

cement overshoes, but it never came off. You
see, they hadn't read their Whitehead and

wc

o

Sour Pickles
My source for this story first contacted me

by telephone several we^ ago. He gave his

name only as Antonio Pagliacci di

Guicdardini and claimed he was the biggest
name in organized crime in the history of
Williams, beating his would be competitors to
this tiUe by a good three syllables.

"You the guy he writes Sour Pickles?" he
asked.

I confessed that I was.

"You want to hear the biggest story of your
life?"

I replied,tbat 1 already knew the story of my
life, having been a witness to the event, and
didn'tsee what purpose a rehash would serve,

especially a big one.

"You know what I mean," he said. "I can
give you the low down on organized crime for
your column, if you're interested. Just meet
me this Thursday at 2:00 a.m. in Pittsfield,"

Vif then gaveme an address and hung up.

Skeptical but curious, I followed up the tip.

At the appointed hour, I showed up at the

address, a dimly lit perking garage. Insid^ I

find a-shadowy figure waiting and introduced
myself.

'

"You're talking to my shadow, ya
knothead," a voice from behind me saidt I

turned and saw Mr. Guicciardini silhouetted
by a light bulb behind him.
"Sorry," I said, getting out my notebook.

"What's your story?"

"To begin with, there was a numbers
racket, back in the fifties."

"You mean . .

."

"Yup. It was the fallacy of misplaced
concrete."

I repeated the line to myself in disbelief,

and dcicided to rapidly conclude the interview
and take off. The next day I returned to

Pittsfield with some religion majors who had
s:read their Whitehead, looked up Mr.
Guicciardini, and rendered him his due.
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Beneath their

Peaceful

Shadows
In The Second Rfaig of Power, Carlos

Castenada relates a conversation with don
Juan, theaYaqui Indian sorcerer who has

revealed to him the meaning of life:

"I asked him once, overwhelmed by the

realization that I could never pay him back
for all he had done for me, if there was
anything in the world I could do to even the

score. We were leaving a band, after

exchanging some Mexican currency.

"'I \ "'I don't need you to pay me back,' he
said, 'but if you still want to pay back, make
your deposit to the spirit of man. That's
always a very small account, and whatever
one puts in it is more than enough.'

"

It was Christmas Day, 1974. 1 was working,
pumping gas at the Hess station. The shift

was an unusually long one: 10 to 10. 1 was with '

Mike, AI, and Larry. We used to call Al "Moss
Teeth" since he never brushed his teeth.

Holden Caulfield's term.

In mid-afternoon the traffic had slowed,

down considerably. Everyone had arrived at

their uncle's or grandparents'. They were aU
settling down to the quiet warmth of a
fireplace, food, family.

As long as business was slow for a while, I

decided to clean the men's room. The three
other guys could handle the customers.

First, the walls. Tile walls can get quite a
bit of dirt in between the tiles, and you have to

use a pretty stiff brush. Next, the mirror.
Then the sink.

- Occasionally I would poke my head out to

see if they needed me at the pumps. I had to

look between the I^s of the lalrge plastic

Santa in the front window to see out to the
islands. Hess supi^ied the Santa.

Next, the toilet. We used a special cleaner
for that, a pleasant-smelling red Ikiuid. Its

bramt name was "Bowl-O."

Tttoii ni* o»rt of
iTutrjji/i MM) HtSTlMfMt

n fouit auunov fz/^iu
snitm >"* itemed » «ir

/«(/« ri0i£ 7o f1t^rUHZT.^,
tfi rue finKn iv««fc«
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o
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Business was now very slow. Almost
evoyone had gotten to wherever they were
going. Chestnuts, ham. Drambuie in cordial
glasses. Pumpkin pie. Ice cream with Creme
de Menthe.

The urinal. I could never get that thing as
clean as I wanted K. I squirted in the Bowl-0.
TheComet,cleanser. Comet white-witb-green-
sparkles" cleanser. RM Bowl-0 and green
Comet. Red and green, Christmas colors.
Really quite festive.

This was the best Christmas In three years.
A year earlier, I had lost my st^father in

December. iSwo years earlier, I had lost my
mother ri^t before Thanksgiving. And here I

was, cleaning a urinal in a Hess station in
Poughkeepsie, New York, on Christmas Day.
Gloria in excelsls Deo! Glory be to God on
Wiih!

"Chris!" Mike yeUed, "There's someone
here to see you." I come out 0^ the men's
ro6m. "Christine CominsI"

I barely knew Christine. She had graduated
from my hi^ school six months earlier. The
saliitatorian. M.I.I., class of '78.

'

"i heard you had to work. I brought you
some cookies.".She stayed for over an hour.
Mike tackled tHe flow in the men's room.
Larry and Moss Teetfa took care of the
motoring, public.

After she had left, I still couldn't believe she
had come. I barely knew her. Over an hour,
an hour she should have spent at home, or
with her boyfriend. Drinking brandy in front
of the fire.

"Christmas is too conunercialized;" so
they say. But not for everyone. Not even for

most Probably only for a few. Even though
it's only oned^ a year, it's a daywhen people
act like they know they should act every day.
The spirit of Christmas, the s{Hrit of man.

One day a year to pay back to the spirit of

man. "That's always a very small account,

and whatever one puts in is more than
enough." —--
Meity Christmas, Happy Hanukkah,

Happy New Year. See you in Winter Stud|y.

Chris DiABgelo

Letters to the Editor. .

.

CFM response to Read
To the editor:

In response to Mr. Read's letter on WCFM
being used as "a weapon of an ignorant and
selfish few," a few points need clarification.

For one, tbe DJ invcdved announced his

intended one-hour special tribute to Gil Scott-

Heron. This special was not intended as
political, but rather as a tribute to a
controversial, yet widely-respected figure.

Secondly, while such language is abrasive, it

does not violate any FCC rule given its

context. Moreover, the DJ did remove the
material from airplay when Mr. Read caUed
in and informed tiie DJ that tbe material was
offendSng him, a polite gesture that was by no
meana necessary.

As an educaUonal radio aUtioo, WCFM
often airs viewpoints that are controvenial in

order to challenge perspectives ^awn from
limited impressions and-or experiences. I do
not submit that WCFM management lauds
GU Scott-Hcron, but Uiat only Uirougn
transmission of selected controversial
viewpoiilto and material can radio allow us as
a community to better understand th<>

problems of ourselves and our society.

JohoSveboda
General Manager, WCFm

More Observations
To the editor:

I have just read the "observationB on South
Africa" of my colleague Steve Lewis (Record
September 19tb). As personal reactions to

South African society and the complex South
African situation they cannot be faulted,

indeed they are both sensitive and
fascinating. However, despite the Utle, Mr.
L«wis' remarks offer prcaccriptioas for

action that carry with them the presumption
that his observations correspond to South
African historical and social realities in wws
significant enou{(h to offer rational guidaiKe

for action. It is with this presumptloti that i

must differ.

From his vantage point In Botswana Mr.
Lewis has abaorbed uncrttleally key elements
of tbe rsMlonale for apartheid, elenuMs that

correspond but partially and misleadingty to

conditions in South Africa:

ConHnuodon Paga t
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A group ol U.C. B«riuley •tadeni* raonUy
took CluinceUor Albert Bowker to court mv'
the mtaH«e of their regUtration few for the-
funding of political groups, the suit
yeciflcaUy naming several leftist n-oupa
Berkeley students are marching again Loiu
known as the seat ql student rebeUion and
radicalism. U.C. Berkeley is slowly moving
away from its poUtic«lly tmtulent pest. The
"•^"^^y. 9( ?'H<lents here today are diracUi^
their energy away from controversial
domestic and international issues and
towards campus matters directly 'related to
their education. This interest in campus
concerns reflecU a growing change in
attitude. Admittedly there is pride in the
tradition of protest at Berkeley and the
school does have a unique position with
respect to national issues. But today's student
simply does not have an active interest in off-
campus issues. He or she is practical, career-
mmded, and is taking education very
seriously.

The rapidly diminishing number ol campus
radical groups are desperately trying to
maintain Berkeley's leftist tradition i^
attacking policies of the University. A small
number of students here are leading a
crusade for economic and racial justice in
white minority-ruled South Africa. UC
investments there are n6t within the
jurisdiction of state officials as in most other
stites but are controlled by a University
supervised Board of Regents. Thus the
student denunciation of apartheid policies is
aimed at a, highly visible and accessible
university administration: Tlie University
operated Los Alamos and Lawrence-
Livcrmore Laboratories designed the neutrbn
bomb and 85 per cent of the nuclear weapons
(x-oduced for the United Stetes military
establishment. Lawrence Laboratory is a
brief stroll from campus; it has daily tours,
and like the university administration, is

vulMnbiy viilbla. Tlw pr«o«init Mttii«
Bakke cue on rtverae diacrimlnatioa t^tm
»«;«>•» UMMnlica iway from OnMty »i «
tetor campus, U.C. Davis. The 'Revone the
Bakke Dedaioo" cry. begun after a state
wpwme court ruling in favor of the white
pre-med student, was taken up by only a few
socially concerned Beikeley students.

There is no doubt Berkeley abounds with
social erases: Bnt-airrtbese cauMs"actively
supported by « large student followii^? Not
anymore. Students at Cal are concerned with
their own futures. Controversial issues
remain faraway from the student battling for
grades, a job. a successful career. Whales in
the North Atlantic and blacks in South Africa
arte as distant as a campus nuclear weapons
lab and state poUtics. Closer to home ai*
registration eoeU, alternative gradia/
systems, job placement, and final exanur. One
student says simply, "I want a job, I want to
learn. That's it. Let someoneelse worry about
baby seals." Increasingly, students see the
manifestations of these social crusades-
nagging handbill hawkers, noisy, unwelcome
rallies, and even class interruptions—as a
miisaace. Th# lack of organiication - and

« a right tun
inflgMlng on the part of kftiat group* ratuJU
In a tftfTustiy and wMkmti« of efforta.
Ovempooura duUa the impact of tin cauiea
a«d aUeoates atudanU otharwiae
o^muiaM. Highligi|tiiigttitt tpUt on tb« Wt
was, a much pBblidMd brawl betwMn two
Marxiat studant nmtpM earlier this year.

^•rohahly the moat aoowat* indicator ofpwwMy jtudant cQiMMCUitlBm. anii Mnoanw ckmpm ifsucB came this apiW ft «
surprising upset election, a new^fiStemihr-
•oronty based, conaervatlve, campus
oriented party called qoaunon Sense swept
au five atudent government Executive
omcea. faiclvdiiig Student Body Prnidnt.
from a _gn«ip in power the prevjkHB twdve
year*. Down in flames went the Prognvaive
Coalition, a liberal group long aeen by many
as a rubber stamp for UlMnl poaittona on
outoide «wmpua issues, and not concerned
with hum-drum campus inequities The new
Student Body President calls himself, " "

Republican at heart," and plans "to
concentrate solely on student needs such as
educational standards. Pegiatration fees, and
campus parking. He wUI steer away from
largely symbolic action on divaaUture, arms

wntrol. abortion, and Supreme j:«art

StIUgM trnufHrna ttr^WOUmm, tkU faU
affr tu,oy,»,ttBfrk»Uy. w^r, JU Wm o<i
tkt tuiff of tk* DtMy CaUfarman. ttu
Btrktity itud^mt pmptr. Thtt mrtieU
origiifkUy app«ar0d bt tomtwkat aiurtd
Pf^J^ <*• ffoiftm^trHtk ituu itf WaUam
F. Buekhy'i NaUotuU B»viiw. NtUimtm
twtofi k* ii « Uhtrol •nywy.

exemplify thk

U
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Outlook
On Activism

A number of inctdents eaompuiy mw
amphasis on purely campuaisBu«s, as well aa
growim conservaUve atdtudoa. DuriM iha
nuor over the Bakke case, the sctaool'a
newspaper, The Daily ^alUomian, came out
pro lakke. When two influential State
Aasemblymen debated the controverstal

r u?!?"®^*"* ProP^'ty tax proposal, an
initiaUve designed to reduce or cut many of
toe state's social programs as well as reduce
university pragrama, lass than 50 people tilled
the mammoth 850 peraon auditorium. ROTO,
bitterly criticised during the lIMO's ita
buUdlngs abnoat bumec^fnit^.today enjliys a
resurgence and an ac^lptance on campus
Berkeley, long the bastion of Third World
activity and sympathy, has r^MxIad a » par
cent decrease in minority enroUmant If BUi
isn't enough to disgust the least aaoUmental
Uberal. theOreek aystem, involved in an anti-
Semitic incident regarding the thrashing of a
local Jewish bouse, is making a comeback at
the rate of two chapters a year.

The timea they are a 'changin'. The Free
^l>eedi Mowmant, Mario Savio, and Peoi^oa
Park are readily dismissed. "Oh yeah, th^t
was pretty neat," says a girl here. Berkdey's
past is written on the walls and in the history
books But little of that heritage ramainijn
the hearts or minds of students shufflug
throu^ Spraul Plata, worriedly pondering
Grade Point Averagea and Board scoTee

Editor's note: The following article is more or
less an extended editor's note written in
response to, though certainly not as a rebuttal
to, Jeff NelUgan's article on Berkeley.

by Peter Rbitels

Whenever I get around to talking campus
politics these days, I feel more and more'
compiled to begin by flashing my liberal
credentials, so here they are. I am a card
carrying Democrat, literally. I have found
Democrate generally more sympathetic and
more likely to repreaent my own liberal point
of view than Republicans and. have
consequently been making mi^eat
contributions to the party's campaign war
cheat the past two years, for which I received
a DNC membership card. I have also sent
modest checks to Amnesty ibternational and
the ACLU. In 1972. 1 was a strong McGovem
supporter, and in 1976, I was in Mo UdalTs
camp until he lost the Democratic
presidential nomination to Carter. By just
about anyone's standard, my heart has done
its share of bleeding.

Consequently, I am less than thrilled about
reports (rf a conservative trend among
Americans in general, and particularly

among iDoUege students. Jeff NcUigan'^s piece
aboutiBerkdey, appearing dsewbeire on this

page, is particularly discomforting, speaking
as it does of a "growing student
conservatism" at the one time bastion of
student activism. Yet when I look over my
awn liberal credentials and my own lack of
enthusiasm for moat of the local "activist"

causes, I can't help but wonder if something
itnore complex than a conservative shift is

going on here. A conservative shift suggeata
that some sort of ideological change is takii^

place, but if my own attitudes are typical

iaoA I make no claim that th^y are), then
ideotogy has not been a substaddai issue in a
lot of campus pditical discussions.

Chip Buckn^r, for exi^ple, recently
pointed oiit to me that moat of the recently

elected house presidents have been
conservatives, which presumatdy incjlcatea

growing conservative attitudes herer«But I

have never voted for a house president on the

basis of ideology, and to do so would be
absurd. .1 view house presidents as prinuuily

soctal functionariaa, and I have invariab^
voted for the penon that I thought wouM
pursue the job with the moat energy and
enthoaiasm. I wouM no more vote for a houae
president 6n the basis of ideology than! wouM
vote for a houae treasurer because he had

Is ideology the issue?
vowed to "hold the line on spending."
On the considerably less trivial matter of

Williams' South Africa related investments,
basically the same thing was true; I did not
consider ideology the issue, but practicality,
and I know that I am not alone in this. I have
yet to meet a person on this campus who is a
supporter of South African apartheid, but I

have met many who do not support
divestiture. I am one such person myself. Is
this conservatism? In my case at least, not at
all.

In my view, the only real issue in the South
. Africa debate was whether diveatiture would
have made any dent in apartheid. The effects
didn't necessarily have to be direct; as a
symbolic gesture divestiture might have
meant something as well, but before I could
support it as a means of dealing with our
South African related investmente, I insisted
that it be shown to my satisfaction that some
concrete resulta would follow. Otherwise, we
would hot be divestirig for the beneflt of South
African blacks, but for our own benefit, to
make ourselves look and feel less "soiled'^ by
contact with something we abhor, and doit«
so at a hefty coat. Iliat struck me aa beii«
neither inthe tniejq>irit of activinn, nor as
espedaUy wise.

I became rapidly disillusioned by the whole
South Africa debate when I heard more and
more voices insiating that Williama was
morally obligated to divest to save black
South African lives when no one had in fact
anown any connection bistween the tww
actions. A Record of last spring, fm-example,
contains a photo of a banner bangii« fhn a
room in the freahman quad whidi read, "lave
Uvea, divest now," and shordy after the
CoUege Coundl pasaed a resolutite calling fdr
divestiture as a last rasort, six OMmbers of
the WilUams Jewish Assodation signed a
letter to the editm- of tha paper which read In
part, "Given our religious idaala, we too
camot ait idly while a nation is oppressed

. .
.

Having read the College Council'
resolution, we feel that it is the most cffecUve
course of action to take." But effective how?
While I a/n in coin)dete sympathy with
oppressed people, as I am sure virtually
everyone else here is, I couM notaeoept these
vague suggestions that divestitm was
"effective action" toward rriievinc anyone's
oppreasioa without better prticf

.

The Recerd offered unother reason tw
questioning the wisdom of divestiture fai ita

MayWhaditorial on theaubjact Tlieeditoctal

pointed out that divestiture would coat a
minimum $100,000 in transfer coals and
asked, ".

. is this the best way to spend our
money? Should we put that money into
financial aid, the WiUiainstown chest fund or
should we sell the stocks and send the money
to a Wall Street stock broker?" The editorial
concluded by reiterating what I have said
above, that before divestiture should be
undertaken, "the burden resta upon the pro-
divestiture people to demonstrate that their
ptan is morethan a one-shot fireworks display
that attracto attention, but accomplishes
nothing."

There was a swift, and to my mind very
•liaconcerting response by several Record
staffers in the next issue. The editorial, they
said, "win only strengthen the cynical view of
some in the CaUeise community that the
Record is ... the product of an allegedly
conscrvathre clique of shortsighted editon."
Quite aside from the dangerous implications
that has for student journalism at Williams
(i.e. by suggesting that the Record shouM
only run editorials of an ideology students are
likely to approve of, which strikaa me ak
enormously conservative itoelf) the
statement gives the Record's divestiture
views aii ideological bent that I don't t^iiidc

they deserve. The Record laM in essence,
"wa don't think diveatitura win acoompUsh
what the pnHUvestiture people claim it wiU
accomplish," and left the door opan to
reassassing their views if the claims oouM be
proved The dolMto from my parapsctiva and
frtxa Out of the paper was not idaokgical but
wouM be better Ukened to two sdentisls
debating whelfaer tha data tnta a particular
experiment better supportad one model of,
say atomic structure, or another. To ba sure,
the status of South African btacks is much
more amotioo^ly charged than atomic
structure and right or left leanings
undoubtedly nflocted the way many people
evohiatad the evIdCBoa on dlireotitiiro,M my'
pointU that it was possibte to1^ a Ubaral and
stUI take tha so-caUed conaarvaUve view on
the aubject, wMeh makea dm wondar If it is

really ao conaarvativa as soma people iiwlst.

The divestiturs debate is atUl ffAt^ on,
although with as wham near the intaasMy of
isst spring, so Hie finsl word on It has by no
means been said. (see. for esnmple,
ProHtaaor Bakor'a latter to ttM aditar on page
S and Profeaaer Lawis'a reply) but to loak
qMa what has been said ao far in

pratetautly ideolDgieal lams arfassi, I

think, a great deal of the complexify oif the
thoughts and fieeUngs expressed certainty h)
my case. I suspect this is true of a great deal
of the debateon many other issues as wen

.

Even with this much said, however, it

would be foolish to insist that there is no
conservative trend dther among college
studenta or in the nation. No doubt we are
seeing at least in part the poUiical!
consequences of the so-caUed "me:
generation," and the "looking out for number*
one" attitude. Certainly that is what was
behind a great deal of the Propoaition IS
sentiment in Californta. (Warreta Feldman's
article in the current issue of Back Taft
makes some interaating pointa about this uA
while I dok't 'agree with what he aays about
the Bakke decision, I highly reconunend his
piece to anyone interesfed in the sodal
implications of Proposition 13.)

Yet what I find a great deal more
disturbing, and more pronounced ttaan the
trend toward conservative poUttcs is the
growing lack of interest in iiolitks of aiqr

kind. This past election aaw the lowest off
yeaf voter turnout perosntage than any since
1»4«, according to VA. News and World
Reports. LoetUy, I bavs no data on how
College Council election tumouta lave been
recently, but it is interesting to note bow fei^

studenta last year showed an interest in CC
offkiea. to the point that laat year's CC
prMdent did some very active and very
contrevaraial recruiting of candidates.
Another bad sign is dw dedinii« intmst in

campus humanitarian organisations. The
Lehman Service CouncU, for example, has
seen a SS per cent drop in partidpation In

aoQie of' ita aetivitiaa tliia year.

My vely aubjective lm|irsaaioa is that if

more students here were politieaUy active,
thegr wouM for the Aost part be supportii«
Uberal causes soeb as gnn oonbrol and the
ERA, and probabty In numben dose to what
one wooU have fdond five or ton years aga
Moreover, in nuugrcaaes where thtgr wouldn't
embraee the usual lafUBt view, I wmptA it

wouM be less out of lack of liberal ideek than
out ofa dlffenDoe aense Of tiM oomplexlttss of
the iaaue, as for example with ny own vkBws
toward dlvaattture.

Juat in Hght of my own poHtieal tMnkiM
over the past two yean, 1 can't help but
wonder as a Uberal if in ttia trend toward
oanvua conaervatiBm. ttiare is not a ^_.
deal less to worry shout than meeto the eye,
end in the trend toward caqtpus

a grsatdeal

»eye,|

qtpual
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The Record promotes eight
Contlnuad from P^« I

best job of anyone at that position for

a nicnber of years." Before coming to

Williams he served as Sports editor of
the John Burroughs' WorM in St.

Louis, which Walker edited.

Susan Hobbs began her journalistic
career at Williams. She joined the
Layout staff in the fall of 1977. A year
later the Editorial Board prcHnoted
her to Layout Co-Editor and in that
position "she impressed us with her
ability, dedication and organization"
I0 such an exteflt thai the Record
moved her to the Editorial Board,
Buckner said.

Nancy Richman Joined the paper in

September 1976 as a news reporter. In
January she became an Associate
Editor and was subsequently named
that year's bestNews Writer. She then
credited the Arts page for a semester
and became Managing Editor last

January. Before coming to Williams

she was Editorial dhairnftan of the
PhiUips Academy PhtUlplaii. "Nancy
is an idea person," Buckner otMerved.
"She comes up with the suggtations
that other people act upon. She and
Karon will make ah excellent team.
We're glad to have her as our
executive editor."

Ann Morris started with the Record
in the fall of 1977. She wrote both Arts
and Features before becoming, in

successive semesterSj, Aaaogijtte

,

Fieatures EditoirVCo-Peatures Editor,
and Associate News Editor. "She is

one of the finest writers on the staff,"

the Editor said. "We hope she can
pass some of her talent and
enthusiasm oA to the other members
of the News Department."
Tim Jones began writing news in

September 1977. At the end of the
semester he became an Associate
Editor and last spring the Record

The two new managing editors, Susan Hobbs and Randy Wang, promise service
with a smile.
^ (photo by SBB4)

Before buckling down for exams.

:0UiUf KX>K STORI INt.
•miAMSTOWN, MASS OiltT

buy a book. . . Good luckl
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cited him as its "Rookieof the Year."
When he initiates the Analysis page,
Buckner said, "we hope be wiU both
do the longer in-depth news stories, at

which hejs best, and do some work in

measuring and reportii^ student

opinion." „ a,

"Stewart Massad," Buckner
continued, "is one of the more
politically active student on campus.
We hope that he will use his ties to

solicit a variety of opinions and carry
on the ^excellence of our Outlook
page. " Massad has written news since
fall 1976. He has served both as an
Associate Editor and, during January
19(78, acting News Editor.

Arts Editor John Libertine has
"markedly improved the quality of

the page over the year. If he could
keq) his obnoxiousness under control

he could make a real contribution to

the paper," Buckner said.

Sally Midgely returns as Features
Editor. "We've had more and better

Features this past semester than the
entire previous year," Buckner
asserted. "We look forward to even
more for the «oming semester."
Jamie Speyer will take wer the

Sports department. He moves in from
the Layout Department with which he
worked this year. "He has assisted

with Sports editing throughout the

semester," Buckner said.

Mike Rayder moves from Co-

Layout Editor to run the department
by himself. He was promoted to co-

editor. Status at the beginnin'g of this

year, "He's learned the skill very'

quickly," the Editor said. "We think

that now he is in the position both to do
more'good work, and to train others."

Early Decision

apfilications fall
According to Philip Smith, Director

of Admissions, 450 prospective
students submitted early decision

applications by the November 15

deadline. Smith added that

acceptances will be maileld out on
December 15.

Presently setting the ceiling at 30

per cent of the projected class size of

490, Smith plans to accept 144

applicants. The projected class size,

based on the use of the six regular
freshman houses, may change if the

administration decides to use West
College.

The number of early decision

applicants declined from last year's

total of 529, and the peak in 1973 of

over 600 applicants. While Smith had
no explanation for the drop, he
speculated that because last year, for

the first time, the College rejected

outright some applicants, some less

qualified applicants this year may
have been "scared off."

The smaller projected freshman
class, as compared to the size of this

year's class of over SCO, reflects the

expected leveUng off of the number of

students going on exchange, the
College this year opened with a total

of 1900 students, a greater number
than anticipated, because many
prospective exchanges decided to

remain OP campus.

Endangered species

Lecturer blames Congress
byStu

George Jacobsohn, biologist and
staff member of a Senate
environmental subcommittee,
analyzed the pasage of this year's

Rare and Endangered Species Act in

his talk Wednesday. He blamed both

environmentalists and .

' pro-

develc^ment Congressmen for the

legislative shenanigans that preceded
the bill passage.

Initially, the environmental lobby
urged that the bill be retained in its

original 1973 form. Because this act
forbade federal projects from
destroying any endangered species,

many legislators called for a new,
more lenient version.

Jacobsohn and other Senate staffers

looked for a compromise since they

foresaw a swarm of conflicts l)etween

the need for endangered species

habitats and federal development
plans.

Their compromise, requiring a
year-long evaluation with Cabinet-

level approval, faced many
difficulties, Jacobsohn said. It passed

Massad

the Senate amid attacks from both

conservationists and conservatives.
According to Jacobsohn, the bill did

not reach the House floor until the last

week of the legislative year, when
hastily added amendments greatly

weakened it. A joint-house conference

reconstituted the original plan, and
the bill finally passed on the last day
of the session.

— Jacobsohn, an environmental
partisan, rapped the environmental

lobby for irtflexibiUty regarding the

Endangered Species Act. He ctiarged

that the loMiy's uncompromising
insistence that all endangered species

be protected at any cost served to

strmigthen the position of the bill's

opponents and nearly resulted in its

defeat.

Congress is "generally pro-
environment," Jacobsohn said. H$
exixressed high hopes for future

environmental protection bills, but

warned that the present Endangered
Species Act will face further

legislative review in 18 months.

Looking For Some Neat
Gifts For Your Friends?

CHICtI
*^<^

J,

WE HAVE LOTS . . .

How About - Woodstock
Soap Stone Boxes - /Mugs
Calendars - Drip Candles

"Loofah" - Tea - Mobiles - Kites

Indian Wallets -Ball Darts
Jewelry and Ctirlstmas Ornaments

WE'LLWrap IT

FOR YOU FREE

•i^«ffliMrtllniMyXsfls4
ArtlowtoAlrfc.

OPEN SEVEN DAYS 10:00-5:30

WEP, THUaSAMD FRI. NITE 'TILL 9:00

qi&yj
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CC speeds bndgei procedures
QDntmucd from P«9« i

motion «hich tuggMted lo the
Finance Conunittee that addition ^
made to ah organization'B budget
were required to be complemented by
a motioq to cut an equal amount from
a apecific portion of another
organJMtioo'g budget.

These rules enabled the particularly

strained budget, which, aocordii^ to

Simpson, contained "no fat," to move
through the Council in Just two

Co-op and Off-Campas Housing

Hick Moog aniifiunced at last

Wednesday's meting the specincs of

the report on off-campus and co-op

housing. Contending that a definite

liiQ^t on the number of students who
apply together for these options

should be kept, Moog proposed thr«e

as the top number for co-op iuusing

find four for off-campus.

Ip Keeping the groups small, be said,

plnsures that a one-group self-selected

^majority "Will not take control of a

l^hotHe; With seniors receiving two
\^jpoint8 and juniiH^ one point, Moog
fpcplained that groups with the highest

|iu:cumu]ation of points would be

I first - .-,•)--:-

979 CFM
Directors
RcMlb of tiactiont for tlw »79

WCFM Board of Directors:

GENERAL MANAGER Stave Yavner

PROGRAM Dl RECTOR Steve DavidMn

TREASURER Peter Stark

PRODUCTION DIRECTOR Tom Helde

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR Charlie

Sinaer

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR BobPlckel

MUSIC DIRECTOR Bill Beckett

NEWS DIRECTOR Bart Mttctiell

COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
DIRECTOR LU Davis

PUBLIC fiELAtlONS
DIRECTOR Tomvyalsh

SPORTS DIRECTOR CItuckClrcone

Todd Rowe
CLASSICAL MUSIC
DIRECTOR

from OGG
ORA—Deadline for registration for Jan.

13 test is Dec. 12;

COMIMO UP ATOCC:
Thurs., Dec. 7 at 1 pm: Important

meeting fOir seniors participating in on-

campus interviewing during Feb. and
AAarch.

Fri., Dec. t at i1 'jim: Resunie

workshop—lob searching, too.

FrI., Dec. t at 2 pm : A representative

from Mobil Oil will discuss interviewing

techniques and careers with Mobil.

INteilli^TIONAL DEVELOPMENT
STUOfCS: American university offers

progran)* pi^epareit :for a . student

looklrig at careers related to develop-

mmt and social change, issues studied

Mlude human rights, technological

transfer, and theJtvejopment impact of

multlnatiooal eirlwAtloos. 0C< has

additional Information.

SMPLOYEK AND LABOR
RBLATIONS OROUP has requested

OCC'B assistance In filling three

'v«catWtM»- fw •conomies^oriented

students. Salarie* range from t17,000 to

$29,000. Contact OCC for more In-

. ferntatMn.

MBA SCHOLARSHIPS—Vanderblldt
University •ncowaga* ahidioH of any

undergraduate malor to apply If in

terested. Scholarships range from full

to half tuition, and are awardad solely

on l(«e basis of academic merit.

ADVAN<|KQ fTUDlBI PROORAM-
Tha School, ari affiliate of St. Paul's

Schoof, eaters lo gifted New Hampshire

puMic school students. Twenty teaching

intarnsltlpc ar« offered to cellefie

sludMM who^^ Have «ompleMd their

lunMr Of senior year and have maior* In

oneMDm^sraas taught in the Proaram.

The salary is tSOO plus room and board,

and the aMNicatlen deadline is Jan. u.

Pw inw oHtfamwtlen, eentoet OCC.

Although this rule may limit the

degree to which senior* choose lo live

with Juniors, he said, U gives seniors,

the best chance. The draw represents

for seniors their last opportunity to

live in co-op housing.

Council approved the nfort, though

amending the maximum number of

students applying together for off-

campus living from four to six. Tin
amendinent also allows the Housing

Committee to accept a group of more

JUOJ^KiUilft atu4i»t9j;«PjynB^
specific house which would be

available.

This is the last

issue of

the semester.

Publication

will resume
the second weeic

of January.

News Bnm

GOP club hosts Bateman
by Steve WUIard

Raymond Bateman, the former
President of the New Jersey Senate,

and unsuccessful candidate for the

New Jersey Governorship, will speak

tomorrow night, December 7, in

Driscoll Lounge. Bateman will

address "The future of the Republican

Party across the nation." He will then

open the discussion for questions.

Bateman will also speak the

following morning at Driscoll Lounge
to the junior and senim* political

science majors and faculty. The topic

of that talk will be "Where the action

is ... the immerging independence

of the states in the Federal System."

Bateman's talk at Williams is

sponsored by the Williams
Republicans Club. Despite difficulties

in years past, the Williams
Republicans Club is growing steadily

as it encompasses both Liberal and
Conservative elements of the

Rlepublican Party. This year, under
the leadership of Chuck Hursch '80,

the club is making an effort to provide

forums for student expression and
involvement at Williaihs.

JA Committee
Non-Junior Advisor members of the

classes of 19, '80 and 'SI who wish to

serve as At-Large Rtpreaentatives to

the J.A. Selection Committee should

submit appUcationa to the Dean's

Office no later than January 10th,

1978, Students who will be off campus
during January should be certain to

submit applications before leaving for

Christmas Break.

^ AppiicaUonii .ibQuld Jiat fiUss.

residence, and residence freshman

yeaf. Applicants should also state

their other Ume commitments, and

their reasons for applying to the

committee.

No application form is necessary.

Committee ineetings wiU begin in

February.

Student course guide
Questionnaires will be in student

mailboxes soon for the Spring edition

of the Student Course Guide. As in

past years, questionnaires will be

collected by designated
representatives in each of the

residential houses and in freshman
entires. Off-campus students will be

asked to return their questionnaires to

the mailroom in Baxter.

Some profeaaors have agreed It

allow dlstrtbutlaa of the Guide in daaa
where student response usually

averages^verM per cent Rkk Moog,
chairman of the Guide, aaks thii

studenla take a few minutes to fill out

a questionnaire for each of ttwir

courses. "The higher the response we
get, the l>etter a guide we can produce

for the students."

The spring aditloB of the guide wUI
be distributed to each bouse aad to

individual student. Additional copies

will be on reaerve in the library. Laat

year's guide was able to cover over SO

per cent of the courses offered on
campus.

Truman nominees
"the College has nominated Debra

Pearlstein and Grant Parker, both

members of the present sophomore
class, for the national competition

called the Truman Scholarship.

Winners of this prize, set up as the

nation's official memorial to honor tb»

3Srd President of the United StatMl,

receive a largii scholarship to enaUi
them to Hnish their undergradua^
degree and go on to graduate stud^ In

a field which prepare them for a

career in government service.

This Christmas vacation:

DHang aiound thehouse.

DFight ciowds on ski slopes,

[vjGo toEurope.

$260 roundtrlp. Reserved seats. No standing in line.

Take advantage of National Aiilines' new "inter-National" fare from NewVi3rl< to Amsterdam this vacation.

This is not a stand-by fare. Itis on a regularly scheduled National Airlines nonstop transatlantic flight, (tls a

guaranteed reserved roundtrlp seat with inflight meal service. Itis on a big, beautiful National wide-cabin DC-10jet

So why hang around the house when you can hang around the mellow "brown cafes"? Why fight crowds

on the ski slopes when you can fight your way into the F^ridiso orVoom, Voom, two of the wildest discos

east of Studio 54? Come with us to Amsterdam. It!s one of the most student-oriented cities in Europe; it!s where

English is everybody^ second language.

Nationals "inter-National" fare is good on a substantial, but limited, number of seats on every National

New York to Amsterdam flight starting December 13. Just pay for your tickets wrtien you make your reservations.

(There is a $3 federal departure tax, and $50 is non-refundable if you change or cancel reservations.

Fare subject to change without notice.) See yourTravel Agent now or call us at 1-800-327-2306.

Thebiqqo^wegc^thebriqlilnwednne:

TOM

^datMHial#Aiimies
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ProfessiiMuds

perform Mbee
Two of Edward Albee's award-

winning play'g, The Zoo Story and Tke
American Dream, will l>e performed
by a professional touring company on
campus in January. This presentation

is sponsored by Cap and Bells, Inc.

The performance is one ofmany io the

nationwide tour of^. Albec Directs

Albee, a company of six actors

performing in repertory ei^t of .

Albee's one-act plays, all directed by
the author himself. The tour began in

September of this year and has since

been hailed as "spellbinding,"
"excellent," "an experience not-to-

be-missed."

Albee, twice winner of the Pulitzer

Prize for his playwriting abilities, has
^Iso gained recognition for his talents

as a director. One of his more recent „

successes was the latest Broadway >

revival of Who's Afraid of Virginia

Woolf; perhaps his mpst famous
play. This project, Albee Directs ,

Albee, has .as its aim a clear ^
interpretation of the plays through tlw>^e

—

eyes of a man with the perspectives -
both of director and of' playwright.

Current reviews indicate that the

process has been very successful.

Five actors will appear in the two
plays to be presented at Williams;

Wyman Pendleton, Stephen Rowe,
Eileen Bums, Catherine Bruno, and
Patricia Kilgarrif. The performances
will be in the Adams MemcH-ial
Theatre at 8:30 P.M. on JaniUiry 11,

"

.1979,

THE RECORD STORE
'^Discount Recordings"

20 TOP SELLING ALBUMS ($7.98 & 8.98 list) $4.99 and 5.99

HOLIDAY GIFT SELECTIONS FROM RADIO SHACK
Portable Cassette Recorders

Low-Prlc«d Portabit
wHh Auto-Stop Budget Battery/AC Portable,

•SmnWm Bum-In CootfMiMr Mk*
•4iii»«iQp at arNf or n^)*

19539"
nMriMH) CTIMa. MtoAj»»t for
parftot volum* without ad-

. Auto-Stop ttVM tip*.
. WMd. PuMbuliWi C6»^

tral*. JMta tor mix. Motiofw, DO
•dipttr. •xMmal mHw. flbdMxIOr.
WWiACca(d.U.LIMad.nw|ulitM 4
"C" bMMriM. i««ia —

\

Nt^iSSSfTL.
S^Ck

Cassette Tape Special

HOLLYWOOD PRO BY BASF

BUY 2 GET 1 FREE

List 3J8 ea. 3-90 min: just $756

List 2.98 ea. 3-60 min. just $5.96

LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Classifieds

Personals:
TO A GOOD SPORT: Did you get a good

workout? Let me know wtien your tubes
Heed cleaning.

—name unimportant

ARUBA IS COMING!
Merry Christmas to Polndexteri

Henrietta

La Belle Dame:
Want a Santa In your lap?

Roland

FHT—Will miss youl
—I maglnative, complex,

and three others.

Chorus to sing
X-mas Vespers
The traditional Christmas

service of lessons and carols will

be held on Sunday, December 10 at

4 pm and 7:30 pm in Thompson
Memorial Chapel. College
chaplains Jane Geffken Henderson
and Michael L. C. Henderson will

conduct the service. The Williams
Choral Society, under the direction

of Prof. Kenneth Roberts, will sing

Christmas music drawn from
diverse periods and composers.

Auditions
'Auditions for the February
production of Macbeth will be held

Wednesday, Dec. 6 and Thursday
Dec. 7 from 7:30 to 11 pm. in the

Studio Theater of the Adams
Memorial Theater. Auditions ar£
open to the entire Williams
Community. Those interested must
sign up for a ten minute audition

appointment in the production

(rffice of the Theater Dept. in the

AMT lobby.

«^^

JOSEPH I. DEVEY WiLUAMSroWN, MASS.

4S8-5717 01367

BOOKS FOR CHRISTMASl

Record and Tape Care Products

Memdrex, Watt$; Realistic,

Discwasher, Sound Guard

Spring St

Rear

458-5418

Blank Recording Tape

Maxell, Memorex,

Realistic; Tok

Matter Charge

WE OFFER GIFT CERTIFICATES I
^'*nt Charge— 1 yl^
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Stohherg directs powerful ''Dad
99

by Melle Hockefdler
Jon StoUberg, '79, directed a Mibtle

yet powerful production of Oh Und,
Peer Dad. MenuBa'tHueg Ve« In The
Cloael and I'n Peettag 8e 8mI. He
tucceHfuUy blended Arthur Kopit'g

terrifyingly abaurd script with his

own neWylnturpretjitiQns.

Vatt Jonathan Roaepettle of today, a
Stolsbcrg addition to the play, is a
writer looliing bacl( sixteen years to

three crucial ^veeks of his life in

He l)ecotnes a shadowy figure, played
by Charles Pardoe, '82, who moves
around his memories with ease. The
characters appear only as tbey
affected him; their traits are
exaggerated versions of the real

peiiple in his<pa8t.

His mother, Mrs. Rosepettle, is

iplayed by Susie Hayes, '81. She is a
doinineering womap who believes

that lif^ is a l>eautiful bird ready to let

go its droppings on unwary heads.- Her
fanatical protection of her son
Jonathan includes keeping him in a
cage, literally when he was bom,
figuratively now, by locking the hotel

door. Hayes manages to tread a fine

line between the madness of an insane
cackle and the horrible logic of a
woman who hates men and life. Her
finest moment occurs when she
calmly invites her latest "conquest'',

(Charles Pardoe as the commodore,

Johnston's photos

display strength
by Jim LeWnsohn

Marcia Johnston's exhibit ^ the

Dodd Student Art Gallery is one of the

most impressive displays of student

photography to be seen there in a long

time. Alttiough the prints date from
last spring to the present, it i^ quite

evident that this show is a culmination
of several years of serious effort.

Subjects range from nudes in which
Johnston quite ably portrayed the

human body as an art form to Paris
Street scenes. Also included is an >

«x{rioration of various natural scenes
in which a combination of delicacy

and strength blend to produce points

of exceptional detail and beaufy.
The strongest print of the show is

the final one entitled "Breath". Using
a time exposure of one or two seconds,

Johnston captured the subtle shadow
•d a breath on the nude body of a
woman. Another exceptional print

entitled "Fvnxa the Beauborg", is a
unique study in perspective in which
Johnston explores the three
dimensions of a row of Parisian

houses viewed from above.

The show, as a whole is the product

of a concentrated effort. The prints

support each other in such a way ^s to

make the whole greater than its parts.

All the prints are the products of

many hours in the darkroom, which is

clearly evidenced by the surprisingly

high level of technical competence.

Meticulously mounted on heavy
archival (See Alyce Kaprow for

details) rag board, the prints appear
to be of museum quality.

The over one hundred students and
faculty members present at

^hnston's opening received a true

^^eaaUtpat. The show will continue in^

the Dodd Gallery through December
11. The show is well worth taking a

study break from Sawyer and all are

urged to experience Johnston's
superb photography.

On December 9 from 10 AM ^2
PM on the Mainstage of the Adams
Memorial Theatre, there will be a
sale of props and costutnes from
recent IVilliamstheatre
productions.

Prepare for the holiday season-
buy an elephant for your favorite

professor!

Strip tease costumes from Ga^
and Dolls for ev^ occasion!

A Man's a man for all seasons

when he buys a wicker palianquin

for the holiday jwrties aheadt

Wanted potters, a push cart,

machine gtin, cannon (batteries

not ipchided), a sign post to

KilMb: (hiSe and many more
itenir to. help you complete your
Christmas liit.

to view her late husband—stuffed and
in thi chMWtl

Mrs. Rotepetlte's dominance owr
her son is challenged by the friendly

neighborhood tramp, RosaUe. Played
by Julie Nessen, '62, Rosalie is a
self.abtorbed trollop whose sensuous
intereat is piques by Jonathan's
innocence. While Nessen's role is

es^tially two<llmensional as seen
through Jonathan's older eyes, she

dees er«ate a (framatic and huotorous
tension t>etween her selfish desires

and his trouUed questioning. The
spontaneous discoHlance in the final

scene i^ electrifying.

The central role, R. Hudson Plumb
'81, is one of exaggerated and complex
emotions. Plumb is the young
Jonathan both secure and represeed
by his domineering mother. He
expresses his conflict in an almost
puppy-dog attachment and violent

stuttering at her glance. The arrival
(X Rosalie transforms him into an
eager, energetic boy, who only slowly
realizes that he must choose between
the two women. The agony of the
choice is apparent in his silent Scream
for help—and no one answers. First he
frantically murders his mother's
bizarre pets, and then in desperation,

murders Rosalie, the other option. He
has thrust himself into manhood by
rejecting both women. But, as his slow
fall through space indicates, what
does he have left?

Stolzberg has created a drama
between death and life. Both women
rq[>resent a form of Uving non-
existence: the mother through her
rejection of all that is not pure, and
Rosalie through her gluttony for life's

sordid side. Jonathan's struggle for a
diffa^nt kind of life leaves Rosalie
and every living thing his mother
cared for, dead. But his struggle is not

yet flniahed: hU final pose is almoal
catasQaic. Stolzberg, who intends to

direct another play in the spring,

leaws the play hanging with the

question "What's the meaning of all

this?''

AmkUt this shattering drama. Oh
Dad . IS also a comedy. Stolzberg

introduces three bellboys, Carlos

Peay '80, Kevin Davis '81, and BUI
Webster, '79, whose solid sensiblUty

points up the ihadiieiss in (be playi

They are permitted, as the other

actors are not, to wonder about Ufe-

size human Venus Fly-traps, and
growling piranha-fish. Iliey shine

reveJBlii^g flashlights on Hayes
although she pretends they don't

exist. While each of the three defines

his own character—Webster the

laconical lieutenant, Davis the master
of ironic inflection and Peay
en^gingly himself—they are a unity

which prevents tbe play from
becoming overly tense or
melodramatic.

Perhaps one of the most telling and
Subtle moments of the play is the

scene-change with- the Venus Fly-

traps. Trish O'Rourke '81, and Lisa

Lufkin '81 encircle Plumb and pull

him from side to side, revealing the

internal agony he must resolve.

In this scene, as throughout the

play, the music and lighting assist the

depiction of the impulses tearing

Plumb apart. Technical director
Mitchell Katz, '79, used spots and blue

lights to highlight the actors solitude

and the unreality of the memories.
Wardrobe managers Christel
Albritton and Kathey Dread
contribute to the distorted memories
by their choice of costumes. The two
women, vividly remembered, wear
bright colors, while Pardoe, less weU
remembered, wears a bland costume.

Magician Mike Anton dtlightMl the large crowd which lammad the Rathskallar

Saturday night.

LOVE THE SMELL

OF LEATHER?

* Then uisfl We Moon Child

Sat. 1 a.m.- 5 p.m.

45 Spring Street

Williamitown. Man.

Sincere wishes for a

Joyful Holiday

KayboardUtCiyd* Criner, '75, anfrtahwd a largt aiHllmot at ItM CsttMlMMa
Saturday night.

Trivia giants clash tomorrow
Wednesday night at midnight over a

quarter of the campus will have their

radios tuned to WCa^'M for the twenty-
fifth semi-annual trivia contest. This
semester's offering comes from
Bomo, which won the right to put on
the extravaganza after defeating two
dozen other teams last spring.

Briefly, Bomo will ask a trivia

question over the air. (For example:
Who was cartoon character Tom
Terrific's dog?) The team wiU then
play an oldie from WCFM's record
collection. ("Who's peaking out from
under the stairway, (^U her the name
that's lighter than air . . .")

Participants have the duration of the
song to call WCFM, answer .,the

question (Manfred the -Wonder Dog)
and identify the title and artist of the

song (Windy, by the Association).

"Trivia," the sage said, "is
something you know and almost
remember." Traditionally, questions

conie from sports, television, movies,
advertising and Williamsiana, but the

sixth realm of miscellany includes

anythuig that evokes "megatons of

nostalgia."

That toUective' brain which is

Bomo, always puts on a good contest.

This should be no exceptioa
Although dark horses always

emerge, tbe old-timers predict a four

way race.

Alphabet Soup (Perry House) won
the contest last fall, and was therefore
running rather than participating in
the last contest Insiders say that they
are ready to win again.

Maximtis Droit (Bryant Houn)
named Itself after a disco and a,
construction crane. Last spring they
finished second to Bomo. Tbis y«ar
they maintain that th^ are but for a
good time, (like last spring.)

Twelve O'Clock High (Wood House)
always finishes near tbe top, but has
yet to pull it off. They lost no one to

graduation, but now have a bunch of
seniors , determined to win before
leaving 'Williams.

Knights of Ni (Prospect House) is

another power. They lost several
startersfto both graduation and4
Twelve O'clock High, but on^
member claims that tbey have a'
freshman with a photographic
memory who will more than make up
for the loss.

• SKIFEVER • SKIFEVER • SKIFEVER • SKIFEVER • SKIFEVER •
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JANUARY ^ I

MAD RIVER GLENl
Vermont I

5 days (Mon -Fri ) ALL LIFTS - $35.

5 days ALL LIFTS & LESSONS - $50.

Available each Monday. Jan. 8 to Feb. S

(Jan. 2-5 a 4-day ticket for $28)

YOUR month for great skiing at a

most reasonable price.

For more information and lodging:

Waitsfield. Vt. 05673
802-496-3551

• naXi-inis • «3A3ji)K • M^AajiSis • saAadDis • «aA3Ji)is
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Lehman
Service

Couficil

mhofices
i|^e
ieoson
(o give

ky Brace DoMin

E;vm Ihgiigh cunory ducription

of WUUams CoUege would fit a

number ofsimilar small New England

liberal arU insUtutiow, Williams

seems to differentiate lts«df in certain

important ways. Not only is Williamk

V College socially prestigious (lUconi.

I Nov. 7) but also socially aware.

Amidst the avalanche of work there

are some who realize the relative eas^

of student living and the need of the

community which surrounds their

academic world. TheLehman Service

Council encompasses a far reaching

range of progranns from the Big

brother-Big sifter program to a lesser

known group of nearly 20 students who

work at the Berkshire Farm For

Boys.

The Berkshire Home For Boys is a

private institution run in Canaan. New
York. The Home is only thirty miles

away from Williancwtown but the

distance is one more of psychological

import than geographical

significance. The boys at the Home
range from the ages of twelve to

seventeen, and the average length of

attendance is thirteen months, Boys
are sent to the Home by local juvenile

courts for various legal offences

ranging from vagrancy or running

away from home to armed robbery.

The costs of running the Home are

provided ..by the, lo^ jurisdictign

which sends funds from New York

Stale, and private contributions.

The boys live in eleven cottages

with about twenty to each cottage. All

cottages have one fUUtime staff

member who is referred to as the

cottage coordinator. The Home has no

gates or fences and lock'Up or

isotoUoo techniquee are unbMrd of. A
system of rewards replace* this

ladder method of coatainment. TlMre

Is a public school on the grounds and

Intramural sports are a major

extracurricular activity. Intramural

teams play other public and private

schools in the area.

The Williams men and women who
travel to the Home once a week hope

to break up the monotony of this

routine. In some cases Williams

won^n are a welcome relief from the

all male aUnoephere of the Home. The

activities students partake in range

from playing pool or cards to simply

spending time with the boys. What the

boys all desire is a little

companionship and a new friend. As

Sue Ada pctlnts out, "It ia good for both

the ki4» and us. We al^ benefit from
the eKperlenM." The itoys^are

sometimes brought to Williams to

watch sporting events or attend small

pnvate parties wfth the full time staff

members who always accompany

them when they leave the grounds.

While runaways may be a problem It

is not a serious one, and the

recidivism rate is not high. Most

volunteers feel that the bovs leave the

Home wilh a new perspective and a

better attitude towank themsehres

and their place in societj^. The boys

always look forward to thMo visite

and the trips. The requealB for beer,

wine or dope are perennial but

Uifrequent. It is the companionship

and attention that they respond to.

Why not think about helping others

out? Now may not be a good time but

there Is always winter study.

20 familiesBillsville co-op serves 1

seeking alternatives to rising costs

Deck the quad witti boughs of holly, fa-la-la-la-la . .

.

(photo by Cast)

by Sally Mldgley

As an inexpensive alternate to

retail stores, the Williamstown Coop,

now in its fifth year, provides its

members with a viable means of

combatting steadily increasing food

prices. The coop is now servicing

approximately 120 households in the

Williamstown area. "At this point

we're at a high," comments David

Fowle, 76, former coordinator (rf the

coop.

Consumer co(q;)eratives date back to

1844, when 28 English laborers pooled

their savings of approximately $50

and began business with $20 worth of

sugar, flour, meal, and butter. Since

then, the idea of cooperatives has

spread throughout the world.

Although the concept is more
developed in Europe, the United

States has experienced a rise in the

number of coops in the past few years.

Fowle pointed out that there have

been "several coops in Williamstown

which have come and gone over the

years." The reason for their failure,

he said, is lack of enthusiasm- "Coops

die because they depend on the

energies of the people who are

coordinating and buying from them,"

be said. The present coop, however, is .

Development Office beefs vp funds
• A "glance at the title "Development

Offiee" on a second floor door in A^ap
may arouse a passerby's curiosity.

"Develc^ment Office" refers to the

administrative branch of the college

in charge of capital fund-raising for,

spmiifically, the areas of endowment
and'buil^g construction.

; Over twenty years old, the office

was created to meet the needs of the

rapidly expanding college. As
Williams' enrollment and subsequent

building demands increased, the

president and trustees were unable to

devote enough time to appeal for

financial support from foundations

and agencies. Currently, Director of

Development John Pritchard and

seven co-workers are involved in

various activities to raise money for

the capital base. Building projects

include the construction of Sawyer
Lib|rary, the Lawrence extension, and
the' music building. Money in the

endowment fund is used for

scholarships and salaries.

The Office is in the midst of a major

campaign begun in 1974 with the

intent of raising 50 million dollars by

1980. Soi far little over 36 million

dollars has accrued. Another area of

fund-raising involves the Office's

appealing to government agencies,

private foundations, and corporations

for support of curriculum projects in

specific departments such as science

and environmental studies.

In addition, the Development Office

often serves as a liaison between

faculty and contributors as it strives

to match college needs with the

particular interests of the funding

organizations.

Pritchard and co-workers also

.organize and coordinate eyehts for

alumni visiting the campus. Class

reunions, especially the twenty-fifth

and fiftieth, and special weekends

such as Homecoming require a great

deal of planning and reservations for

returning alumni.

Currently the Development Office is

helping produce an audio-visual slide

show depicting life at Williams. The
show will be used in high school

presentations and distributed to

regional alumni associations.

"A continuation of the high quality

of education depends on an excellent

pool of studenU," Pritchard, said.

the

LOG
Tonite is JUNIOR NITE

Reduced prices for all card-carrying Juniors

8*30 -12 pm

X-COUNTRY SKI PACKAGES

$99 - $154

Ten points to the team that names the building this room is in and fifteen lor 1

name of the woman ...

>^ I

New Hours For Christmas Shopping:

9-9 Monday-Friday

9-5*30 Saturday

GOFPS SPORTS 18 Spring St

OUT-QF-THE -ORDINARY RECORDS

FOR SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS
1. Limited Edition Boxed Sets:

Keith Jarrett 10 L-P Sun Bear Concerts

Return to Forever Live (4 LP)

2. Picture discs: Blondle, Linda Ronstadt.

Heart

3. C<>lored Vinyl: Devo, Steely Dan, Rush,

Pork Dukes, Who, Beetles,

Rolling Stones, etc.

4. Rare Alimac Jazz LP's:

Qiarlle Parker Carnegie Hall Concert

Art latum Classic Solot

Louis Armstrong (with Fats Waller)

All records at discount prices

Ollt CertWcatee AvalteMe

going strong. The last order was over

$3,000, an amount which has doubled

since November 1977.

Although the Williamstown Coop
does not supply fresh produce, meat,

or dairy products, it does offer a wide

variety of grains, nuts, dried foods,

peanut butter, and cheese. Lower
prices, very high quality and
interesting variety of organic and
nonorganic goods lure consumers
away from the often over-priced local

stores such as the Slippery Banana
and the Grand Umoa Fowle cited an
example of standard cheddar cheese

prices: af^roximately $2.20 a lb. at

the Grand Union, versus $1.50 a lb.

through the coop. "Furthermore,"

Fowle added, "ttie coop cheese is

infinitely superior in taste." n
The basic idea of the cooperative !i

that, through the elimination of the

middleman, direct purchasing fr(Hn a

distributor enables lower prices.

Although the wganization is based on

the concept of shared work
responsibilities, Fowle initiated a

program to include non-working
members into the cooperative" JUSd;

Working members, making up the

majority of coop participants, are

required to do one "job" every two

months. Jobs range from tabulating

order forms to unloading the delivery

truck, and usually involve a two to

three hour time commitment.
Working members pay a 5 per cent

mari(up on their orders, which covers

bags, truck fees, and other costs; To
equalize workers and noiiworkers, the

nonworkers pay a slightly higher

markup. The additional revenue,

spring as operating capital, is used to

build up the inventory and may
eventually offest the costs of opening

up a cooperative store for the

members.
The WiUiamatown Coop<N-ative buys

its goods from the Western
Massachusetts Cooperative, an anti-

profit organizationjwhich serves as a

"coop of coops." "While we do buy in

some type of quantity," says Fowle,

"even buying as an individual is

'wclrthwhile." A number of the

. cooperative patronizers are members
^ of the Williams C(rilege community,

Fowle remarked, naming Bev Stevens

(coordinator). Kim Bruce

(distribution manager), and Ed
Epping (tabulator) as examples.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS
129 Water St 458-5229

SUNY New Pain
Overseas Program

9th Year

UniversHyol Peris- SORBONNE

Undergraduates In philosophy

and related maiors earn 30-32

credit* rn regular Sorbonne (Parts

IV) couf»ee. SUNY-Parts IV

agreement, Insures etudentsi avoid

cumbe^sbme pre-lnscrlptlon and

attend Pari* IV, not provincial

universities. .( Program also for one

semester or full acfdemlc year for

students just beginning to study

French.) Director aulst* with

housing, programs, studies.

Orientation, language review.

Sept. IS-June 15. Estimated living,

alrtare, tuition, fees: $3700 N.Y.

raildents; $4200 ethers. Profeaaor

Price Charlton, Philosophy
Department. SUC, New PeKz, New
York 12349 (14) 257-MM.
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Letters

to the
Editor:
_„^QHtlii!ied

ObtjBrvMtionB^ . .

ContintMdfrom Pag* 2

1. Homelands. While sensitive to

"interim effects" and beneficial

potentialities, Mr. Lewis leaves

unstated the obvious: the homelands

policy is a brilliant device for the

effective disenfranchisement of the

black majority in South Africa. It is

aimed at pushing the black majority

to the margins of South African

society and at diverting energies by

focusing them on incremental gains

there.

2. Racial groups. While it is

important not to ignore the variety of

ethnic groups in ^outh Africa, such

ethnic sensitivity must not be allowed

to obscure the fact that the essential

and brutal division is black versus

white, with whites accorded a

superior and blacks an inferior status.

3. Tenacity of the Afrikaaners and

special character of their institutions.

Undoubtedly, like all societies thatiof

South Africa makes legitimate claims

to the specific character of its people

and institutions. However, along with

an appreciation for local features it is

helpful to remember that the minority

Afrikaaners have erected a powerful

political-economic order based in

essence on the subordination and

exploitation of the black majority.

Their interest in defending such an

order is clear enough without

reference to their ideological self-

justifications. There are abundant

comparable examples elsewhere—

although perhaps none with as

uniquely pervasive a rescist

dimfension. Moreover, the mysteries

of the behavior of South African

institutions evaporates if their place

in that order is empirically

determined, i.e. labor unions are

creatures of the state, with

indqiendent black unions illegal; the

Dutdi Reformed Church is a pillar of

the Afrikaaner community, etc.

Let us not render matters

unnecessarily complex.

Well informed action on the South

African question demands attention to

crucial features of the political

landscape there that go unnoticed or

at least unmentioned by Mr. Lewis.

Let me make my point here with but

two examples: 1. the existence of a

continuous movement of black

resistance, a resistance that is itself

both tenacious and durable. SouUi

African blacks have had their heroes

and martyrs from Albert Luthuli to

Steve Biko.'2. the'utidouhted, crucial

and sustaining support for the

apartheid system that foreign

investment provides, whatever its

mildly reformist programs in

employment practices.

Mr. Lewis' own Intiiiuttiiina u to

appropriate government and
Individual aclioni, it seems to me, are

based on a selective, and in that sense,

highly political vieyv of the costs of

social change in „^outh Africa. He
argues: "Because the costs of trying

to impose change through force are so

great, it is essential to seek and to

promote peaceful change." Two
factors are overlooked here. First, the

present social order maintains itself

at the pricenof enormous suffering and

flying by the black Tnajortty, however
concealed those costs might be in the

statisticsfor blackJnfant mortality,

industrial deaths, forced relocation,

and accidental deaths in jail. Any
judgment based on the anticipated

violence of forced change, if it is to be

more than a half truth, must weigh

that expected cost in human suffering

against the violence already built into

the present order. It is in such a

calculus that the difficult moral and
political judgment comes.

I can only agree with Mr. Lewis that

Uie Nationalist Party is unerringly

choosing actions that further

disintegrate S.A. society. I can only

second his plea that we stay informed

and involved. But I would urge

different actions:

1. increasing pressures in all

appropriate forums ftnr Ajoierican

disengagement from comi^icity in

South African apartheid;

2. active support for black Soutti

African resistance, through human
rights, church or political groups.

Assoc. Prof. Raymond Baker,

Cairo, Egypt

Professor Lewis

Apparently I have l)een more than

usually obscure in my
"Observations," if my colleague in

Cairo can misinterpret some of them

so fundamentelly. In particular, the

assertion that I have "absorbed

uncritically ... the rationale for

iipartheid" is not even deserving of

rebuttal.

On Mr. Baker's p<rfnt No 1, 1 did not

think it necessary to state the obvious.

On No. 2, when any change violent or

not, takes place in South Africa, the

ethnic diversity will be a major factor

conditioning,^ how , that change

develops. On No. 3,
,

the point

regarding Afrikaaners is that all

major instruments of power are held

or directed by this unsually tenacious

group. This simple reality cannot be

ignored, as it is by some external

observers or advocates.

I agree that the black resistance

movement is both tenacious and

durable. I do not agree that all foreign

investment provides "undoubted,

crucial, and sustaining support"' for

apartheid. To lump all foreign

investment into one category grossly

over-simplifies reality and is not

helpful in ascertaining the best means

of promoting change in South Africa.

Finally, my own wdpihg of tfie

costs of violent change as against

those of slower but more peaceful

change is quite dear from my
statement. Mr. Baker apparenUy

weighs them differently; this

obviously leads to different

concluBions as to desirable acUom by
American individuals, insUtutioos,

and our government. My views are of

course "political," at are his; and so,

I Should think, are all matters of

choice on important issues.

Maintenance Tax

To the editor:

Regarding the House Maintenance

Tax controversy:

1. The HMT provides a aignlfleant

fraction of each upper class house's

^fidal funds: Being collected and
distributed on What is generally a

democratic basis (overlooking the

ultimate source), the HMT gives each

house meml>er a certain amount of

inherent interest in the activities <if

his-her house, thus contributing to

house participation and unity. These

results are desirable, to a degree, so

the HMT should be retained.

2. Presently, students living off-

campus are billed for the HMT,
though they live far from the houses

with which they are affiliated and are

unlikely to derive any substantial

benefit from their contributions to the

HMT. ConsequenUy, the College has

ruled that each house refund the HMT
of those students affiliated with it that

live off-campus. The idea of a refund

seems fair.

3. The share of the HMT that a house

reteives, however, is independent of

Uie number of off-campus students

affiliated wiUi Uiat house. So it seems

unfair that the houses should have to

refund the HMT on Uiis basis.

I suggest that the business office

deduct Uiie HMT from the term bills of

those students who live off-campus.

As far as I know, this should be as

simple as deducting room and l>oard

expenses. And it would surely

eliminate alot of hassle and inequity,

while preserving an important

institution, the HMT.
John Duffleld

Perry House Treasurer '77-'78

Response to Read

To the editor:

I would like to respond to

Christopher Read's letter of last

week. Specifically, he raises two

points about college radio policy

which I would like to dispute. I

paraphrase him on these issues.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

from the gang at

HART'S PHARMACY

APPLE APPAREL
'r-

90 Summer St. Adams
743-2229 Dolly 1 1-7 pm - Thors. 'til 8:30

NEW AND VINTAGE CLOTHING
1930 & 1940'>

Furs, Leather, Flight Jackets

CoaH, Blazers, Velvets, Denim Wear & AAore

Sludents Discount WItti This AD
Season's Oreetingsl

1) " 'PoUtticar reeordlaga liioukl not

betook J aaU-urtitfMlkm". |i ihia

not a meaninglca* stetainnt? AM
mwtic to i^lUlcal—the vatuc system

embodied in a »oiii is Its poUtio,

whether broadly or cKprcsaly sUtsd.

So, what I hair is "Politioi wWck I

doa'i lUie shouldn't be the tooia of

someoue else's satisfaction". We
must fight this myopic maxim.
Perhaps when enough challengiiig

politics are given Uwm, the more
insulated students will see the validity

of"^# against the wall molherfUCldHg

whitey" views. Sonic wallpaper which

Chris seeks will never be fouod-^rhis

search will only uncover music whose
politics are more in line with his own.

2) "A students opinions should not And
eKpression on the radio". Again, I

hear not offense, but whining.

Students' views and their dreams are

always present in their choice of

music, tl)eir lifestyle, their clothes.

They are frequency-modulating their

views into the Berkshire County every

day, by the DJ's choice to play Billy

Joel over Gil Scot-Heron or Bartok.

The general acceptance of (striving

for?) such lifestyles as are

glamorized in Billy Joel and his peers,

leads us to think there is no opinion

present.

I put it that every day, unchallenged

views ol this type are expressed, and
that this leads to an ijtnorant and self-

ish many. We need to expand, don't

we? No one has yet cornered the

correct or complete set of answers. I

want them to be expressed—I came to

leami
Peter J. Miller tt

Suggestions

for Council
To the editor:

I thank you for four recent copies of

your newspaper. I know not why you

have sent th^ to me other than

psTiHps my tUBCtisn as Prcsftttat of

Ibt WUlianw Class of mt. Whatever

the case, after reading savsral

articles on the prabkms confronting

the CoUcce GoubcU, I have the

foUowlnS nwdioa.
1 TimMrni—* that those studenU

who serve on faculty-student

committees elect one of their nuaobar

to meet once a month with the Collage

QgdncU. with vote, U> bring issuts

before the CoUega CouncU being

considered by their «oaunittee. In

tarn. tfaeyo«i»d«arry oencenis of the

broader bssed College Council back to

their conunitlees for caosldaratian

and discussion.

The CouncU at ita other regular

wedUy meetingi could continue the

discussion of matters roost pertinent

to the general student body but they

would also have an opportunity to

make input on theee faculty-student

committees which impact on specUlc

areas of their college life.

I would also suggest that rather

'than having an amendment to the

College CouncU Constitution to permit

the recaU of the entire CouncU it

would make more sense to allow ten

per cent of the students to ask for a

referendum vote on any issue voted on

by the CouncU. This would give the

students an opportunity to overturn

votes taken by the CouncU without

throwing off the duly elected

members of the CouncU—it seems to

me that you would then get into a

battle of personalities rather than

issues.

One has to admire those who
voluntetf to serve on conunittees and

the CoU^e CouncU at some sacrifice

of their own tne time. Many who are

the most ardent "second-gueesers"

•are often those who are too buay to

serve as elected representatives or

volunteers on house or college

conunittees.

Sincerely,

DavMO.WhItteniore •!

Gargoyle Society encourages any organization or

group which has been active during the semester and

would like to share its goals or progress or findings with

the Trustees at their meeting in mid-January to contact

Tom Bladt (x8-8415, S.U. 1072), Renelda Pierce (x«996,

S.U. 1M9), or any other member.
At last Thursday's meeting for those interested, which

was posted in the Register, no one showed. We know ac-

tivism on campus is at a lower level than last year, so here

is another chance. Please make your Ideas and concerns

known to us. soon.

Tough to keep Mom and Dad up to date on the latest

happenings from the Purple Valley?

Why write home? It's easier to send

Maybe your high school newspaper, Grandma Gertrude, your friend

at SkidmoreorYide, Aunt Agatha, your fevorite higfi khool teacher.

Cousin Caroline, your high school student council, your man/woman,

Uncle Albert, your friend who intends to apply to WiUiams, your

brother/sister, Chip Buckner, your summer boss, or even your

friend (?) who thinks Amherst is the place to be would like to read

The Williams Record.

Send them this ad, or even better buy them a subscription

* ^Second Semester Subscription: Just $3

Please send The Williams Record 2. Name

l.Kame ^L Address »

Address.

City

City. .State. .Zip..

a Payment Enclosed $.

D Bill me $__

.State Zip,

I'm: Name..^

S. U. Box.

DBill 8ddressee(s)_

Make checks payable to:

The Williams Record

Send to: Subscription Manager

The Williams Record

Williams College Williamstown, Mass.

01267
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Swimmers swamp Amherst in promising opener
by Pelor ilawd

In what many expected to be a
totgh meet for a graduation-riddled

Williams team, the Eph nataton
•troked their way to a convincing 68-45

triumph over arch-enemy Amlierst in

Muir Pool Saturday. Versatile and
determined upperclBssmen and
iDspired freshmen blew the I>ord Jeffs

out of the pool and managed to win a
few races as well.

WiHiame rose to the occasion
immediately as Don Cameron led off a

victorious medley relay team in a
blazing 54.8 backstroke leg. Senior

Brian McDermott extended the lead

in the breaststroke with a personal

w

OJM ST£B8«S II
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Bill Kelly copped both diving eveiits in

the Ephs' victory over Amherst
Saturday.

mld«ea8on best ofJ:04.9, and James
"French Fry" Goff demoralized
Amhent by leaving their All-

American flyer wondering whose
wake he swallowed. Dave Amlicke
clinched the win with a fine anchor
leg.

John Adams increased the lB|Htt'

margin as he nabbed second in the

gruelling 1000 freestyle. Brothers Tom
and Bill Beckett finished one-two in

the 90 free with identitrat times of 22.4,

leaving at least one spectator trying to

tell them apart. Freshman Mike
Regan and sophomore Keith "SwHI"
Berryhill combined to sweep the 200

free, recording times of 1:50.5 and
1:51.7, the two fastest pre-Christmas

times in that event in Williams
history.

With Toddy Piper no longer at

Williams, Peter "Two Ton" Howd was
finally aMe to win the IM, but had to

overcome a strong challenge by his

very little brother, freshman Tom.
Divers Bill Kelly and Geoff Benson

took first and third to give much
needed strength in the required diving

event. Bill, who dove in the national

championships last spring, performed
very well at this early point in the

season.

The second set of swimming events
saw Amherst stage a mild rally.

Gordon Cliff and French Fry Goff

finished second and third in the 200

fly, followed by an Amherst sweep in

thelOO free. In the 200 back co-captain

DC Cameron and the incredibly

versatile Dave Amlicke finished two-

three. Freshman enthusiast Bill

Hymes attempted to stage a counter-

rally in the 500 free, but faded after

350 yards of heavy sprinting and had
to settle for third just behind 2nd place

Tex Berryhill and an unidentifed

Amherst swimmer.
Brian McDermott got Williams

back on truck in the aOO breast with an
ImpreBaive coiue-from-behlnd viclcry

bolstered by Jay "TOO Tall"
Thoman'g excellent attempt to break
theAmerican record in the 100 breaat.

Unfortunately, Jay forgot that a 100

was only haUF the race.

Bill Kelly eaaity won the optional

diving with a soiwriflg performance
that cUnehttd th« meet for Williams,
The nday team of Paler Howd, Don
Cameron, Dave Amlicke and Mike
Regan finished the meet with a going
away 400 Free Relay victory iaa fine

time of 9:ao.8.

Coach 8«in. who hi ahiraytwM bia

jovial Mif, aald HMt tlM Icmd's hard

training this fatt and its "cerebral

approach" to swimming accounted
for the wto.

Williiuiu will travel to UConn
tomortxw afteraooa (or what can
always be counted on to be a dose

Trivia lactic*: how maiiy of Sam's macho mart eail yok Mentlfy liiihit plctwe : (PhMO by Masdn

)

Marks fall as women drown Jefflets
The Women's Swim Team swept

eight of fourteen events, set four new
college records and qualified one
member for the AIAW nationals next

spring as the Ephwomen whipped
Amherst 86-36 in their season opener
Saturday afternoon.

Co-captain of the team Karon
Walker broke two of her own Williams
standards as she won the 100

freestyle, 55.9 and the 50 butterfly,

27.3. Both times qualified Walker for

the 1979 nationals in Reno, Nev. this

March.

Freshmen Laurie Vuylstecke and
Barbara Good split top honors in the

breaststroke events, each winning one
and setting a college mark in the

process. Good took the 50 Breast in

34.0, while Vuylstecke smashed Sue
Tuttle's 1978 standard by 4.5 seconds
in the 100 yard event. Good took

second in the 100 and Vuylstecke took

second in the 50. Good also won the 100

IM in an excellent early-season time
of 1:06.3, with Vuylstecke right behind

her, 1:06^4.

Another outstanding freshman

Guards l^cid hoopsters to tourney 2nd
bvnitarvltBt<>Shl>a * # ,,• ;by Mary KateShea

The Men's BasketbalTTeam opened
' its 1978-79 season with a second place

finish in the Whaling City Invitational

^

Tournament at Connecticut College^

: last weekend.

In its first contest of the tournament
Williams took on a Connecticut
College teani that was vastly

improved oyer the Camel squad the

Ephs saw in Williamstown last winter.

Guards Gerry Kelly (20 points) and
Andy Straka (18 points) led the

Williams scorers. Straka's outside

shooting combined with the inside

work of senior Sterling Kinsale gave
the Ephs a 40-33 halftime lead over
Connecticut College. Straka hit 12 of

his pdnts in^ Ihe first half while

Kinsale contributed eight of His 10-

point to^L^^__^ ^^,^^;^._,^^j^^ ___

the siecond half saw the Wiliiams'

lead increase to almost 20 points

midwaiy through the period, "then

fluctuate between 10 and 15 points

until the final buzzer ended the game
with the score 79-66 in Williams' favor.

The Ephs outscored the Camels 39-33

in the second half largely on the point

production of IfeHy and^ senior
forward Jeff Brinker. Kelly combined
several drives and outside shots with

eight successful free throws for 16

points in the second half. Eight of

Brinker's 12 ptrints on the night came
in the second period.

In the game before the one between
Williams and Connecticut College on
Friday night the Coast Guard
Academy, winner of the first three

Whaling City Invitational

Tournaments, squeaked past
Manhattanville College 38-33. The
Williams win set the stage for the final

game on Saturday afternoon.

In theW-47 loss to the Coast Guard'
Williams missed the rebounding and
ipside-ghoptjiig abilitiwjaf co-captam
Manspai§W\i^wl§ uriin^le lo play

due to a preseason kniee injury aiM
sophomore Dean Ahlberg who
suffered a bruised tailt>one in the first

game of the tournament.

The Coast Guard led at the half by
just a four-point margin, 24-20, but the

Bears dominated the boards and

The baskttbaH team's regular smsm
opens tonight with an 8:00 home game
against Norwich.

(photo by AAason)

turned on the offense to outscore
-Williams 42-27 in the-i5ecflnd~perlod.

Combining a fast break attack with

a more patient, wide offense designed
to spread the Ephs defense, the Coast
Guard was able to score many of its

second half points on lay-ups. The
Bears offensive tactics worked as
they connected on 85 per cent of their

shots in the second period.

Straka and Brinker contributed

eight and seven points respectively in

the E|^' effort to stay in the game in

the second half, but by the midway
point in the period the Coast Guard's

lead stood at 11 points. For the

Teraainder oMhe half the" Bears
controlled the game, increasing their

lead to as much as 22 points with one
minute left in the game.

Straka, who was named to the All-

Tournament team for his play in the

two-day event, was Williams' high

sewer against the Coast Guard with

12 points. Brinker had nine points and

Kelly, Kinsale and freshman Jeff

Fasulo each contributed six points.

The Ephs open their regular season
with a home game against Norwich
tonight at 8:00.

prospect, Katherine Hartley,
managed to take the lOO Fly in a quick
1:03.6 and the 200 Free, 2:08,7, in spite

of a virus which dogged her all

weekend. Katherine Pearsall,
perennial favorite in the 500 free

against Amherst, won that event
handily and took second in the 200.

Fellow soph Linda Reed copped the 90
backstroke, and co-captain, four-year

veteran of the team Nina Murphy ran
away with the 100 yard event of that

stroke. Senicr Laura-Ellen Marrack
fH&eei second in both backstroke
events.

Amherst picked up points in the 200

Free Relay, the 50 Freestyle and the

Diving event, but couldn't manage to,

mount a strong attack agahut tl

superiorly conditioned Epfawom^«1— "The lineup was perhaps not

strong as it could have been,'^

C9pti^ Walker and Murphy told tl

Record. Murphy believes that tl

strong, young team, revitalized

year by a particularly stro;

freshman contingent, could be a t(

three or four contender in this

season'sNew England
championships.

The Ephwomen expect to become
Little Three Champs in their^second

meet of the season tonight when they

will meet another young team,
Wesleyan, in Muir Pool at 7:00.

Mokes up for In spirit

Ji^yjaskJfldcs^xpadenc© byt im

woe to hold sale

The Williams Outing Chib will

conduct their annual ski «nd skate

sale in Saturday, Dec. 9 from 1:00 to

3:30 pm in the Rathakellar, Baxter
Hall. All persons wishing to sell winter

equipment should bring items for nle
to the Rathskellar on Friday, Dee. •
from 6:30 pm to 9:30 p.m. Umold
equipment and money may be pldml
up on Sunday, Dec. 10 from 1:00 until

2:00 pm. Ihe Outing Club retains a 10

per cent commission on all sales and
will provide pricing guidettnas if

necessary,

Last year's squash team won a
fourth consecutive Little 3 title,

compiled an 8-3 record, and earned a
No. 5 natimiai ranking. Lost from that

team through graduation are Captain
and No. 1 Amie Cogswell and 4

seniors—over half of the starting

lineup.
'

However, Coach Sean Sloane claims
he is looldng forward to the new
season: "Our new players have the

physical ability and the desire, and
their skills are improving daily.

Practices have been excellent and
spirit is high; all we lack is

experience, but our two matches this

week should give us a valuable start in

the right direction, especially if we
can overcome first-match jitters."

Captain Marthi Goldberg will lead

the Ephmen against Tufts on Tuesday
(3:30) and Navy on Thursday (12

noon) from the No. 1 pesitioo.

Goldberg carries a lifetime dual
match record of 23-3 into his senior

year, but one of those kMMS came in

his first intercollegiate match,
against agahist . . . Navyl Does be
remember? Does he thirst for
revenge? Is the Pope Catholic? Alao
anxious for wins against both Tufli
and Navy will be Junior Chip
Lindquiat, recently ousted from No. 1

by Goldberg.

Seniors Jon Saunders, Mitchell

Reias, and Peter Tlioniaen hold down

the 2, 4, & 5 slots and there promises to

be heavy competition between them
this week for the coveted "MEG"
award ("Most Beautiful Gallery").

Juniors Wally Miller and Mark
Lanier lead the rookies at Noe. 6 & 7,

while Senior Bill Whitney and
Freshman flash Kennon Miller round

out the lineup at Nos. 8&9. Senior

Doug Gemert and Junior Will Ballew
are pressing the starters ckwely,

while Juniors Jon Hammond and John
McGovem and sophomores Matthew
Bronfman, Steve Colt, Dave Minus,
and Clark Wagner will form the heart

of two JV teams to play Middlebury
(4:30) and Vassar (5:30) on Turaday.
In a disgusting display of depth,

Coach Sloane plans fo field at

different players for the three

matches scheduled Tuesday. When
queried as to the coach's rationale for

fielding 3 different teams on the same
day, when all other participating

teams will stick with the same 9
players for all 3 matdies, Seniors

Saunders, Reiss, and Thoinsen all

replied, in unison, "When you've got
it, flaunt iti"

Kmi Milter and Will tallew will be to»

contenders, aleng with Ca^aln
Marthi OoMbarg and lunlar CMp
Undquift on the ifTt $v»'^ team,

(ptrato by Mason)

Rookie manager Jody Tabner, also

sli^tly nervous about her first start,

suggested that the number might
reach 27 if Baloo can master the

reverse corner by Tuesday.
Namesake Will Ballew observed that

"he's a good dog, but his return of

serve »'is still a little shaky and he

slobbers when he's ahead—but we're

trainingtiim to bite any Navy players

who act \ip on Thursday."

Thursday, in case you were
unaware, marks the 39th anniversary!

of Pearl Harbor. WUI the Navy sink

again? Be at the squash courts at 12

noon when Navy (National ranking

last year: No. 6) and Williams collidel
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CC discusses referendums and • . •

Bomo SMins to h»w MiloyMi running last Mm«st«r't Tywia cont«tt. In

which Maximus DroHemarg«d as victor. (photo by Tokar)

byPrttMnKCMim

The Ad-Hoc Working Grou^ of the

Committee on Educational Policy

(CEIP) has proposed to dramatically

revise the non-major part of the

curriculum, Julia McNamee '80

announced in her report to College

Council Thursday night. She
emphasized that the suggestions,

purely tentative, would not affect any

students now on campus.
Under the proposed changes,

freshmen would be required to take a

two semester, non-disciplinary,

uniform syllabus' "Great Works"
course. In addition, those who
demonstrated deficiency in basic

skills would receive remedial

tutoring.

The proposal would also require all

students to elect two semesters of a

foreign language or a foreign culture,

a lab science, a mathematics course,

and a course dealing with science and
mathematics as expressions of human
values.

Reporting on the December faculty

meeting, Ted Tucci '79 announced

Trivia climaxes with Maxim us effort
by Eric Schmitt

The 2Sth Semi-Annual Williams

Trivia Contest, won by Maximus
Drott Decemb^ 7, signified not only

the conclusion of first semester

classes, but illustrated the extent to

which trivia has reached a quasi-

institutional status at Williams.

"The contest's appeal lies in its

timing," Mitch Katz '79, a member of

the contest's host team, Bomo, said.

"Aftei-ft-feugh semester, and just-

before finals, a frenzied eight hour

(midnight to 8 a.m.) nostalgia contest

is incredibly satisfying."

Trivia Night, a regular event for 14

years, brings together friends, united

only at trivia time, for what Katz

describes as eight hours of

performing the "tip of the tongue

phenomenon." Trivia "friendships"

tend to form in the freshmen year and

consequently result in entry

associated teams—as in the case ai

Maximus Drott, many of whose
players are Lehman alumni.

A team's organization varies from
small, nine-member groups to the

sprawUng 60-member Drott, best

described by Drott membo* Vic

Zerfoino'79as "organized chaos."The

larger teams tend to have established

reputations and, in Bomo's case, a

rituallBtic aura that twrders on what
Katz caUs the "metatrivial."

"Weare always psyched tot trivia,"

Katz said, "but the intensity usually

increases just before a contest. Last

year, we had some people at the

phones, ready to go, 24 hours before

the contest started. We would have
almost a religious service before the

contest, culminating in a rendition of

the 'Gilligan's Island' theme song."

WMle each powerhouse team—
Bomo, Maximus Drott and Alphab^ ^

Soup are the alSmowledged Big

"TTwee—occasionally comes up with a

trivia ringer, most questions,

according to Katz, are answered
through the teamwork of three or four

people "jogging each other's

memory."
White a good trivia contest

constitutes having "something for

everybody," according to Bomo
member Bob Berry '79, many players

simply dial phones, run "munchy
runs," or, as Zerbino said, act as

"gusto" people, keeping team
members awake- '

i

As winner of the spring '78 contest,

Bomo became the sponsor for this

fall's classic. "That meant during the

summer everytime I came across a

good question, I'd write it down,"

Katz said. "When we (the team) got

back in the fall, we had three

meetings to discuss questions and
actually organize a cohtest."

Two days after hosting the contest,'-,

in which 35 teams tallied points—

Drott, Soup, Twelve O'Clock High,

Little Bascules, and Magilla's Wife
achieving top honors—Bomo had the

opportunity to compete in Amherst's

trivia contest.

"Playing in a contest is a lot more
fun than hosting one," Katz said.

"There's a lot more running around
and more satisfaction answering
quetitions than giving them."

Six Williams trivia enthusiasts (five

Bomo-ites, one Souper) combined
with three Amherst friends to win the

Amherst contest for the second time

in two years.

"They play a totally different

game," Berry said. "While the

Continued on Page 6

that Hie "^fnter "Study Program
Ileview Committee has endorsed
Winter Study with three
recommendations. These
recommendations/include intrdtlucing

a limited grading system; lessening

the faculty work load by requiring

that professors teach one of two,

rather than two out of three years;
and requiring another review of

Winter Study within three years.

Tucci also reported that the C^EP
will require students to submit a
statement explaining why they want
to go abroad. The faculty decided to

uphold the present pdicy on post-

season play, while including
grievance procedures in the 1979-80

Student Handbook, Tucci stated.

John Duffield '80 raised the issue of

whether the Council could take any
action which would stop the decline in

minority applicationsand enrollment.

To investigate this problem, the

Council decided to invite a member of

the Black Student Union and
Admissions Director Phil Smith to the

next Council meeting. The Council

plans to present its ideas on the

subject before its meeting with the

Trustees in January.

The Council discussed upcoming
student referendums. On January 23

and 24 the student body will vote on a
proposal which would create a
mechanism for dissolving Council.

Acceptance of the proposal would not
spell the elimination of the present
Council, only the possibility of the

student body doing so in the future.

The second referendum, which will be
the subject of a forum at Dodd House
on January 15, concerns a review of

the College Council constitution.

The Council drew up a list of

problems concerning residential
housing which will be presented to

Dean O'Connor later in the year.

Concerns included the use of house"

maintenance tax, house autonomy,
distribution of minority grpupi, house

OCC holds publishing panel
by Katie Springer

Students interested in any aspect of

publishing, from writing books to

editing newspapers, will have the

opportunity to meet with some of the

most successful professionals in these

fields on Thursday and Friday.

Sponsored by the Office of Career

Counseling, the program is entitled

"Pathways to Publishing: the World

of Books, Magazines and
NewBflapers". It is designed to inform

students about a wide range of career

Male, femaleroles to be examined by panel
A discussion of Male-Female

Identities tomorrow night at 7:30 in

DriscoU Hall begins a series of

informal presentations of Male-
Female Issues, Sponsored by the

Dean's Office, the Chaplains, and

H you stand sewiewhere

MiMt two extremet.^

several other groups, the panels will

question the "traditional definitions

and expectations" placed on the sexes

by our culture, explained Daniel

O'Connor, Dean of the College.

"Gender identity" characterizes

the basic theme of the series.

"Various cultures put different

constraints, limits and expectations

on what it is .to be male or female,"

O'Connor said. "They assign varying

roles to the sexes and have different

expectations of how the sexes should

relate to each other." He suggested

(hat "It's time to begin formulating

and testing our attitudes and plans fm-

lelf-development."

The topic arose in response to no

specific event, although the fervor

over sexism during the fall of 1977

illustrated the need to explore the

issues. The next two forums will

discuss Male-Female roles and Male-

Female relationships.

The other participants include the

College's clinical psychotoglsls and
representatives from the Career
Counleling Office. In addition,

various student representatives, from

such organizations as the Student

Support Group, Peer Health

Counseling the Feminist Alliance, and

the Housing Committee will express

their views.

...y«« may mt want to miss tlw »p-

coming series on male-f«male
idMilitiet.

opportunities, through panel

presentations and informal discussion

periods.

Thursday's program will focus on

careers in publications with a panel

discussion at 7:30 p.m. in the Dodd

House living room. Sharing their

experiences will be Charles

Whittingham, publisher of Life

Magazine; Porter Bibb, publisher of

Us Magazine; Lorraine (Jracey,

fasUoh copywriter for Vogue; Stan

Swinton, international vice president

of Associated Press; and a New York

Times staff writer. .A question

and answer period will follow the

presentations.

On Friday the emphasis'will shift to

book publishing with a panel

discussion in Weston Language
Center at 10 a.m. Speakers will

include Patrick Filley, senior editor of

Times Books; Lindy Hess, editorial

manager of Doubleday and Dolphin

Books; Dan Okrent, packager and
former editor in chief at Harcourt

Brace and Jovanovich; Michael
Baxendale, publisher of Optimum
Books, and David Hartwell, editor of

the Science Fiction and Fantasy
Department of Pocketbooks.

Among the topics for Friday's

discussion will be Filley's "Breaking

In at the Bottom" and Okrent's "On
Being a One Man Publishing House".

Beginning at 1:30 p.m. Friday the

guests will be avallatde to answer
individual questions and critique

portfolios at the Office ci Career

Counseling. There will also be a
Writers Workshop to aUow students to

speak informally with a group of

talented creative writers. The
workshop will begin at 3 p.m. at

Carea- Counseling.

diversity, off-campus and
cooperative-housing, and the

prevention of vandalism. lo an
attempt to make bouses more
responsible to their members, Katie

Phillips '80 suggested that a dean who
receives a compiatait from a studnit

concerning house affairs should meet
with both the house president and the

student about the compiaint,^

Chris Jenkins '80, acting president

in Bronson Fargo's absence,
reminded members of the classes.of
'79, '80, and '91 who wish to serve as
at-large members of the JA Selection

Committee to submit applications to

the Dean's Office no later than 4 p.m.
on Wednesday. Jenkins also

announced that the Council meetings
for January will be held Wednesdays
at 7:30 in C^eylock C.

. ..studies overhaul

qt ottered liy CEP
The Ad-Hoc Working Group's

proposals derive fnnn the poUege
faculty's goals for the non-major
segment of the liberal arts

curriculum. These aims include tiasic

skills in English and numerical
reasoning, knowledge of "Great
Works," and exposure to non-Western

and pre-l9th century ctiltures.

Additional aims include exposure to

a foreign language, and an
understanding of modem science and
mathematics as expressions of human
values. Course selections should be
varied but include some form of

common academic experience. The
faculty further believe that the

relationship between these goals and
the requirements should be clear.

The Committee's study of the

classes of 1975-78 revealed that 54 per

cent of the students took no foreign

language courses. Fifty-nine pax»nt
of Division II and 61 percent of

Division III students took no foreign

language. To remedy the situation,

the committee suggested that the

College require either that students

demonstrate competence in a foreign

language or that students receive

exposure to a foreign culture 1^
taking a two-semester course.

The committee also found that 7

percent of Division I and H students

never took a lab science course! or a
math course. The committee
recommended that students satisl^

the two Division III courses
requirement only by lab science or

nuitfaematics courses.

The committee questioned how
systematically all students confront

"Great Works," as 38 percent of the

class of 1978 (and 47 percent of

Continued on Page 6

Inside th« R«cer

The Mooh Bftrii, better known as

the Hopkins Forest Farm Museum
was built hi the late 1800's,

renovated by a Williams student in

1975, and has since l>een

maintained by students who have

produced historical and craft

exhibits there ... see story page

five.

Outlook examines fear, tremtriing,

and failure ... see page thrae

The Record announces the First

Annual PJC. . . see page five

Arts. . .see page four

Sports. see pages seven and

111, ill
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Ivory Towers
Kevin Eiscbner won Miami (Ohio)

University's first annual freshman beai^
growing contest last month when his six-week
old beard received highest marks on a scale
of 1-10 for softness, coloring, fullness, length
and overall appearance from female Judges.
A special reporter for The Observer at Case
Western Reserve University said although
1100 men were challenged to take part in the
contest, only eleven remain for the final
judging. "While many started out with good
intentiaas, mostnever made it to the finish . .

.

One freshman quit when the Uttle hairs oo his
chin started to itch . . . Others gave up hope
when their parents came to visit «i Parents'
Weekend . .

from TheObserver

Ibmdreds of students at OberUn gathered-at-"
the Wildem Bowl in front of the college
library just before finals last semester to take
part in "Communal Moan," a mass exercise
in primal scream therapy organized and
directed by conductor Pril^ Gregory. The
moan, which was punctuated by wails and
piercing screams, lasted about twenty
minutes.

from The OberUn Review

The Editor of ne OaOy CMgar at the
University of Houston was chastised last

month by a ten-member disciplinary
committee for printing a photograph of a man
exposing himself at an off-campus art
festival. The Committee said that her action

refiected "bad editorial judgment."
Lori Korleski, the editor hi question, said,

"The newspaper has printed plenty of nude
photos before, but they've all been of women.
I think the campus community reacted like

that because this picture was of a man."
She did, however, regret the decision to

print. "I wouldn't do it again. It didn't get the
point across."

from Hie Daily Cougar
Thirty to fifty spaces over and above

normal housing capacity will be needed to

accommodate all of Mount Holyoke's
students this semester, as fewer students
than expected are graduating early or taking
a leave of absence. The Dean of Students at
Holyoke has reopened the 12-college
exchange deadline and has publicized
openings at other schools ih an effort to help
With the overcrowding problem . . .

The Holyoke Choragos
Frustrated with the fact that their finals

continued almost until Christmas, 70 women
at Maryland's Notre Dame College decided to
shut the college down and delay exams by
flushing 70 toilets at the same dme. The
plumbing went out over night, but the college
had it back on by the next morning.
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99'8 are 'hit or miss'

To the Editor:

In light of the fact that grades will soon be
distributed and in m response to Dean
O'Connor's vow to reverse the current
upward trend in the Williams GPA, we would
like to offer the following suggestions.

Grade inflation is a classic example of the
economic theory of externalities, in that
students perceive only the private benefits of
each additional "A" while not paying the
costs which they impose on others by diluting
the value of such a good grade. A combined
tax-rebate system would easily solve the
problem. Studentsreceiving grades l)elow the
established median, say "C", would get
massive tuition rebates. To finance this plan,
those earning "C-plus" or above would be
forced to pay graduated GPA taxes.
Though the above plan would be irresistible

to our friends in Femald, other departments
might prefer other schemes. Poli. Sci. could
circulate Nixonian "Enemy Lists" targeting
those students earning high grades for
harassment, and could hold neo-McCarthian
public hearings to expose the traitors. The
Psychology Dept. mi^t choose to condition
students, a la Pavlov, to expect a piece of red
tender meat in exchange for adequately low
test performance. However, this proposal
might strain Food Service's capabilities to
the limit ...
Chemistry could launch intensive research

into intelligence - stifling drugs. Since such
drugs seem to ah^dy exist, it might be
easier to simply reorganize Chem. 101-102 as
Advanced Mixology,.wdtb mandatory cocktatT
parties preceding all exams. Admissions
could effect great changes by two simple
policy chaqges. First, instead of seeking the
'Scholar Athlete', Williams might look for the
'Athlete-Scholar' (e.g. Dumb Jock).
Dartmouth and Amherst seem to be
succeeding with this [dan (if only they could
hold on to the ball . . .). Second, current
admissions standards could be altered so that
only a small fraction of the Freshman class
would show any academic promise.
Lastly, the Math Dept. could construct the
theoretically optimal grade distribution
curve. Compute- programs would then be
devised to introduce 'random' correction
factors to grades earned that do not meet
college criteria. Since this is the means by
which upperdass housing is assigned, then Is
no reason why grades could not be similarly
computed.
Pertapa students should be required to faU

at lent one WSP as a majtM- requlremenL
thus increasing tfaeh- academic burden in the
following sentester and briiHhig all ondM
tZi^J^T!^^}^^^ "«° to be the
WgWitfit of the Freahman year, they sbouM
te exumded to last at liut onTS
nirticipating Freshmen would be hopelcMly
beWnd and chances for even Uie thaMMtC.
minus wouM be queatiomible.
As a combined atUck on the GPA and

hbraty and all classrooms at S p.m., and
nu*ing aU final exams 8elf-M:heduIed within
a six hour period. Thto would save six days of
bating and insure inaufficicnt time for those
rf us wiUi more than two exams

As a stopgap, "Separation for High
Scholarship" should be considered ...
We feel that these measures constitute a

constructive, if not too "zealous" attempt to
restore mediocrity to its proper place in the
Williams community. Indeed, through the
efforts of the Associated Colleges of New
England (ACNE), perhaps everyone in
coUegiate New Em^and wiU be able to
painlessly enjoy a more blemished academic
record.

BiUKeUey'81
Steve Colt '81

down witii CPA's
To the Editor:

to contributhig to the recent crusade to
impit>ve Winter Study, this year's WSP
Committee managed only clumsy progress.
This fall the committee members reviewed
student 99 pn^Mieals more critically than they
had in the past This in Itsdf is not a bad
approach. Strangely, however, the committee
waited until after the studoits were rejected
to inform them of the criteria for evaluation.
The criteria should have been made available
prior to the writing of the proposals, raUier
than handed to the students as a postmortem
epitaph. As it stands now, submittmg a 99 is a
hit or miss proposittoa
Even less useful than the Committee's

timmg were the criteria cited in the rejection
letter: "D Educational value. 2) Feasibility.

3) Focused statement outlining clearly the
purpose and objectives of the project" Surely
all the projects ought to be focused, feasible,
andofeduratioralvalue. Butcouldanyfiroiv
-oTfoiple agree on the meaning of these
words, or their applicalHlity to a m:ticu|ar
pr^ect? If n«qii4»i dliajpnin^iiBiraen
conunittee members are « measure of
confusion (one member told me that
confusion and dissent were common at
meetings), tiien the need for a clear, defined,
and meaningful basis for decision makii^
becomes obvious.

Assuming a rejection disgruntling, could a
student initiate an appeal? Personnel
includhig deans and Mr. George Pistorius, the
committee chahrman, hisisted that no such
appeals machinery existed. If the student felt

plucky enough, ignored - these
discouragements, am! dedded anyway to
make an appointment with Mr. Pistorius, he
would have been toM. lo and behold, ttat he
could make an appeal Waa this awkward
proccu intended to keep the appeals
jnacUnery a secret tnm all hiit tbs more
insistent and disgruntled students? No
announcemmts concendng the availability of
appeals were made. Was the oonmittee
interested in grantii^ all ils rtjecteea a fair
chance of appeal? Was the eonunittee aimpty
interested in saving Haelf extra work? In any
case, the less aggreaeive sbidents hwt out
Let us hope that the fanquities and

oonfUsion can be avoided next year. Mr.
Plstoriua and the committee must draw up
ariflUB, dear, and detailed criteria whkh can
ha OMriatmtly applied and made available to
studenu and advisora aUke. The buraaucnUc
Itinka must be worked out If the
administration wants to strengthen Whiter
Study, the WSP Committee it Uie place to
•'•'^ BricWidhig'n

»r.^i-„=--.^--
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"Fear of failure

leads either to little activity

or to great activity

of-the-wfortg^ldnd/'
The forum on diversity at Williams held last

fall and recent conversatjons with students
have helped me to arUculate a problem of
which I have been vaguely aware since I
came to Williams over two years ago. Instead
of talking just to other teachers or to a few
students about this problem, I would like to
share my reflections more widely so that, if
they have any value, we can all start working
together to solve the problem.
The problem is faUure. I do not refer to

acUons which result in faihire but to the fear
of failure which leads to no action, or to the
wrong kind of activity. Faculty and
adnUnistrators at Williams are not immune to
this fear of failure, but I will Ulk first about
studente' fear. A number of students at
WiUidms, and probably at simUar colleges
seem so afraid of failure in their courses (and
perhaps in other areas of their lives) that they
do not take risks or become adventurous.
While they usually work very long and hard,
complete most of their assignments (or learn
a a respectable form of the necessary art of
"faking it"), and put tremendous efforU into
tests and papers, they are often timid about
expressing innovative ideas in class and in
papers, taking courses outside of familiar or
comfortable areas, and following
unconventional tacks. Thus, students' fear of
failure leads either to little activity in areas
or modes of analysis which are new and
challenging, or to great activity of the wrong
kind. I say "of the wrong kind" because you
can bet that when Mark Hopkins sat on a log,
the student at the other end was not asking
"WiU that be on the test?" or "What should I
say in my paper?"
Williams College fails to give students a

UberiU arts education not only if it does not
tefidl ttem how to handle failure, but if it does
iwtactually encourage them to fail. Withouta
willingness to fail, we leave unexplored whole
subjects and ways of thinking. Moreover,
through failing at some endeavors, we learn
our limitations, and we cannot even
appreciate the value and significance of our
successes without a sense of those limitations.
Most importantly, in discovering our
limitations we are forced to confront the
question which we must all face sooner or
later anyway if I am not perfect, if I am in
fact riddled with faults, weaknesses, and
inadequacies, and everyone knows that I am,
am I still worthy of respect and love, frw>
myself and others?

EvenatWIIUams
Our society, of course, has made a god of

success, and we are all subject tp society's
general influences. But! think that most
men and woqien who come to Williams suffer
from tte pgijUafjisadMiitfjjgA^^^ ,

THiaifgence, talent, and the opportunities to
have exercised both and to have received
recognition. That is, students who come to
Williams are people unfamiliar with failure
and accustomed to success. That success
generally has been hard-won and well-
deserved, to be sure, gained initially by
having taken risks. But the continued
«(perience of success may lead people to
think that they are respected and loved for
their successes. They may even come to love
arid respect themselves for their suocesaes.
They may even come to love and respect
themselves for their successes. Failure then
comes to represent the possibility of losing
love and respect, and it understandable
becomes a most fearful thing, to be avoided at
all costs. Access once gained by taking risks
must now be maintained by taking few new
ones, for they may lead to failure.

We should examine closely our use of the
words "fail" and "failure. Uke the words
"relevant" and "relevance," which were
popular when I was in college, "faU" and
"failure" are often used in a way that begs
the questions: to fail at what? failure at
what? faihire to do what? When'«» speak of

foiling a course, we really mesn-or shouki
mean—to say tliat we have failed to meet
certain requirements of that course. If you
faila biokigy course (and at Williams, "fail"

often means to get a D, a C, orevena B), you
do not fail tomeet the needs of biology, as you
might be said to fail a friend. Nor have you
failed in some cosmic sense, as a human
being. You have simply failed to

certain skills and inforraaUon, the mastery of
which constitutes the definition of success for
this case. In so failing (especially if you "fail"
with a C or a B), you have nevertheless
probably learned some valuable and
interesting skills and informaUon. And you
have learned something about your own
limitations. You must now learn to like and
respect yourself in spite of those limitations.

Hie meaning of honors
Many people at Williams worry about the

large number of seniors who have graduated
in recent years with Latin honors. I hope that
their concern is not a veUed form of
prostration before the altar of Success. We
should not fear lest people from outeide
Williams say derisively, "Oh, everybody who
graduates from there gets honors." I suspect
that Newsweek and Time are dismayed by
"grade inflation" largely because they do not
want to see the badges of success cheapened
by appearing on everyone's lapel. After all, if

everyone could afford designer clothes, even
a Halston would lose its mystique,
dMigno- clothes, even a Halston would lose
its mystique.

I have different reasons to be concerned
about the proliferation of Latin honors. I
believe that a high grade point average
should be available to all but atUinable by
only a few, for only a few people can possibly
possess the intellectual talents, and the
interest, both to take plenty of risks and to
succeed consistenUy in the narrow terms of
academic achievement. If a large number of
people get Latin honors, then a large number
of people are failing—failing to take risks, to
be challenged, and to grow.

In case some of you have found yourselves
nodding in agreement as you read this, and in
case you have thought, "Yes, and that's why
WSP is so important; then at least we can be
adventurous,"! would like to digress briefly to
explain my disagreement. We cannot
compartmentalize the wilUngness to be
adventurous and to risk failure into one
month of the year. The very act of
compartmentalizing risk and adventure may
even increase the tendency to avoid difficult
challenges in the semester courses. In any
case, since the possibility of bearing
responsibility for failure is virtually nil
during Winter Study, the process of coping
with failure will not take place then: "risk"
which involves no consequences is not truly
risk at all.

I wonder if some of 'the shortcomings of
WSP, at which many students and teachers
now feel distressed, are not in fact due.to out
habits of caution and success-raongering
^lu^ the rest of the year. If iQ_coi!rting ^"""

" ^f^^VKq"adv^oaiwlS"cHll*"g"«Tftr
^

ponibUitics, and it must encourage us
acicaaionaliy\> fail, so that we leant our own
UmlUtlons,

The faoiUy rote
Notice that I said WUliams shouMMwage "us," not just "you." All of us,

faculty and admmistrators as well as
Btudents. must be willli* to risk and to fail
Teachers must be wiUing to experiment withWW teacjhing methods and neV courses. They
mast risk "losing control of" the classroom
by «peoing it up tastudents^fhomfly express
•inocUiodox ideas. Instead of "packaging The
Truth," teachers must face the pedagogical
challenge of inculcating intellectual
discipline and the ability to ask good
questions.

Teachers must also resist the temptations
of grade inflation. When students place their
Identities on the line at grading time, many
teachers fear to give a low grade lest they
seem to be teUing the student, "You have
failed as a person." We teachers must make
clear that our grades are based on a
particular and rather narrow set of criteria
involving the mastery of specific skills and
informaUon, We must encourage excellence
in these admittedly narrow but important
terms by keeping standards high. We must be
willing to explain to our students, and to
ourselves, how these narrow terms are

//

important, and we must at the same time
stnss that academic adiiavMamt ty no
mean bii exdusiw claims on our reapect
and encouragement. We muat not (ail our
students by robUi^ ttnm of the atfottmOty
to fail at some Ihinsi ao that they caa cnw.
Students may fear failure becauo tbw

think that their parenta. teactera, and fHeodi
respect and like them for tbair auocam. U ao,
these students are underastimatlng Ibt other

,
People in their Iiv«« as ntll M thaMnluw.
Teachers may tear bdping atudeota to
discover Uieir Umitationa bediise, in doii«
so, these teachers may have to coofhrnt some
of their own UmtUtions (judgjing requires
self-confidence on the part of the judge), and
because they may fear losing students'
"love." (The SCES, a powerful barometer of
students' love, also threatens us with the ion
of our fellow teachera' respect.) If w«
teachers harbor such feare, we
underestimate not only ourselvca but ako our
students.

FaUure is palnftil, but avoiding faUure at %
the expense of new experiences and insights
removes the sense of joy which should
generally inform our academic purauitt. The
absence of this joy is perhaps the ntoat subtle
yet disturbingway in which the fear of (aUura
daily makes its presence felt amoi« la.

It is grades that rule

on this campus

—Meredith Hoppin

A month ago, with papers due and finals
coming up, grades were the focus of student
life at Williams. Every final required a course
average calculated beforehand to mark out
how far off Uie A was-or how close the D.
Every paper demanded first an analysis of
the professor's pet theories and a conscience
struggle over whether to follow them

Hoppin is an assistant professor of
elastics. Since coming here in 1976, she has
been active in debates on feminism and
sexism. She was one of the panettsts in last
fall's College CouncU forum on diversity and
in the past has decried what she sees as a
strong strain of preprofessionaUsm at
WaUams. , .

eight months, we may dull our sensibilities
for risk and exploration. We may not any
longer know bow to take risks in a creative
and disciplined fashion. Come January, in
total exhauBtion from the labors of the fall
term unrewarding except insofar as they
have brought us success we treatthe relaxed
atmosphere of WSP as an opportunity to take
it easy ; at leastwe can allow ourselves a little

faihire. But this kind of failure, jist as it

carries few consequences, brings little
reward, for it does not stem from stretching
oursdves until we have met our limitations,

L«st tseem to chide or preach, let me s«y
emptaitically that I recopiize the extent to
which studenlsiear failure for very practical
reasons having nothiag to do with the
profundities of kwe and respect. And I

sympathize with such problems as Ibe severe
competition for admission to gndnate and
professional schools. But I InsiBt that
WlUiiBms shouU not serve as a pre^
professional training school. Rather, as a
liberal arts coUege. Williams must enoomge
us to take risks and to accept challenges so
tiiat we expand our awareaeas of life's

But between vacation and the day grades
come out, nolnxly talks atKxit them. For some
first semester, once endured, is best
forgotten. Others, waiting for a four-line

judgment of Uiree months work, don't like to
remind themselves what they're waiting for.

Nobody can quite put first semester in its

place and move on until grades closedown the
hopes and fears tied to it.

WheUier we focus all our energies on them
or try to ignore them, grades run Williams.
They drive students to extremes of late-night
masochism that whips and wild horses
couldn't push them to. Grades fence off

professors and students as the distributors
and the recipients. They strangle friendships,
create stereotypes and pervert morals.
Despite all the lofty pronouncements,

liberal arts is only a weak puppet at Williams,
a genteel front. Although people may enjoy
knowing how to think—few courses even try
to teach that—they need to eat, and few
students here forget Uiat for long. With
grades at least seen as the key to grad schools
and jobs, it is grades that rule on this campus.
Of course there are students who rebel, who

really do care more about underatandlng a
. sul^^4-.:thap-:at>nut ^ knmyii^ . ^ds^^ffld*
tibeories. There are a few here who defy the
tyrany of grades to be creative and explore
the world of Uiought.

But people who have tiie courage to defy
one system often defy all systems. The
students here who can ignore the call to build
for a career and who instead experiment with
the potential of thought in class and outside
are a fringe group. Paradoxically, the people
who best embody the WillianM liberal arts

philosophy are tiie ones most r^ect the
Williams way.

Still, there is a middle ground. Even tired
pre-meds Ukeme kick agahtst the intellectual
deadweights of course requirements and grad
school pressures. While few of us can ignore
the denuinds of a career quickly closii^ with
us, few of us are really mereenary. We face a
choice between supposedly exciting in-

tellectual exploration and unioapiring
demands for the future. Tim« and agidB the
uninqiiring wins.

Granted, nobody at Williams is really
suffering from this. Butsomething is miasii^.
There is « gap batween Uberal arts ideals ind
the fact that Williams studenU have to «ope
with a demanding society. The lack cropa iq>

in conversation all the time It shows up in

campus alcoholism and drug abuse. It shows
up In the claaalc Williams lifestyle, with itt

cycles of studying and partyii^.

The rejection of WUUams' liberal arts
philosophy for the dubious rewards of grade-
grubbing manifests itself most clearly in the
"fear of failure " Meredith Hopplit point* out
Attempting to cover ourselvea-both to
enhance our postgrad option and to fuard

//

our investment of Unte, sweat and hope—we
avoid academic risks.

The ultimate goal of coursework for moat of
us is an A, not depth of underatandlng. We
tend to stick to subject areas we have proven
ourselves in and fail to explore new modes of
approach. We search out gut courses-
introductory Classics and Astro are
notorious. We fear to test the bounds of the
great minds we're all supposed to bring here,
lest we come up shockingly short.
Liberal arts pronouncements not-

withstanding, the structave of Willtams
acadeftiic life further inhibits strengthens this
intellectual narrowness. Williams pridea
itself in its low student-faculty ratio. Buty.wx
rarely does individual, personal en-
couragement cross the barrier between
professor and student—from either side.

There is no substitute here for grades as a
reward for three months' work, nothing else
to reassure us that the struggle was worth the
effort. The alleged benefits of inteUectual
exploration seem tenuous beside the con-
sequences of failed risk. Everybody at
Williams wondera sometinne whether this is

the place to be.whether a student's life is tba:
one to lead. And we get almost no comment on
these questions from faculfy save the Uunt
evaluation of grades. Piled atop poatgrad
demands, this emotional importance nudcea
the pursuit of high grades paramount on
campus.

: :Sr!»h«t *ould>w.*tl»intai^^ im-
portance of grades? Should we burn our
qllabi in protest? Should profh twM tove-tos

"wiei dasB'Wtiw/Hn ' stitaeiiira iiiiti
'TjSiifie ~

poor marks self-worth should shine un-
dimmed? Doubtful, and it seems that the
cmnmon way of coping with grades prewure
is escape—in booze, dancing, roadtrippii^,
packing off to (be mountains.
The tyranny of grades is a state of mind.

The alternative has to be that too. I'd Uke to
say we should regard grades as a periphml
nuisance in the pursuit of underatandlng, but
that's not true. At a centralized, hlgUy
structured school, in a successH>riented

aociefy, there probably is no alternative.

Coping with grade pressure is a long struggle
itself; trying to transcend it would probably
send us aU to the crazy house.

Professors, as Ms. Hoppin suggesta, can try
to inject flexibittty and creativity into their
classes. But that takes work, and in too maqy
cases it seems that profeason, Uke students,
have better things to do. In Uie WUUams
academic atmoaphere, where research and
departmental poUtics teem more important
OMui ioqaring teaching, the chances ttat the
quality of teaching will ahpot up tomorrow or
this year kMk dismal.

Students have to open themselves to
professors' tentative offers to permit
creativity in couTMwork if we want to free up
the sludge that has frozen academic Ufe.
These offers are tentative often because ttiey

are so rarely taken 19. We have to take the
initiath«more often, inaking out from maaa
mediocrity. We have to be wilUi« to lake
riaks-riska Ifaat demand yet more watt on
our part andseen togamble the foundation of
our futures.
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Albee directs himsetf

Five mepiben of a professional
touring c^pany will perform two of

Edward Albee's award-winning one-
actjilays, The Zoo Story and The
American Dream under the direction
of the author himself this Thunday

/ evening at 8:30 in the Adams
Memorial Theatre.

The performance isiTne ofmany in a
nation-wide tourof the project, Albee
directe Albee, which began last

September. Reviewers have hailed it

Kir-i "spell-binding" attempt to

/ enhance the interpretation and

Clark features

•atlas of Art'

The popular "aties of Art" Sunday
afternoon lecture series at the
Sterling and Francine Oark Art
Institute in Williamstown this year
will visit a major city in Germany,
Italy, England, and, for the first time,
the.Far East. The series began last

Sunday and wiU run each Sunday
throu(^i February 4.

John Coolidge, Professor of Fine
Arts at Harvard University, opened
the series with a talk on "London in
the High Victorian Period."
TTjeother talks in the "Cities of Art"

series will begin at 3:oo.

— Jan. 14 Munich, by David Cass,
Assistant Curator, Clark Art Institute.
Jan. 21 Kyoto, by Peter Frost,

Associate Professor of History
WUliams CoUege
Jan. 28 Paris' Louvre (film)
Feb. 4 Mantua, by Eugene J.

Johnson, Associate Professor of Art,
Williams College.

Admission.to the lectures is free and
the pubUc is cordially invited.

prvsanlation of a play by combining
the sensitivities of director and
playwright in one man.
The two one-act plays to be

presented are Albee's most famous
short plitys, The Zoo Story and Tbr
Amerietn Dream.
The Zoo Story deals with th«

confrontation between two men on a
park beiich in QstiUtX Park ^nd the
subsequent consequences of their
interaction. The American Dream is

concerned with the values of an
American family and the effect that
this has on the three generations
involved,

The cast for these two shows is

composed of five actors from New
York: Wyman Pendleton, Stephen
Rowe, Eileen Burns, Catherine
Bruno, and Patricia Kilgarrif.
Described by one reviewer as
"competent professionals" and "a
company of kings," the talented
company is expected to give an
excellent and exciting performance.
Albee, twice winner of the Pulitzer

Prize for his plays, has also gained
national recognition for his directing
talents. One of his more recent
successes was the latest Broadway
revival of Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf, perhaps his most famous play,
which was written when Albee was a
professor of psychology here at
Williams.

General admission for the
performance is $3 for Williams
students with IDs and $5 for the
general public. Tickets will be
available from 1 :00-4:30 on weekdays
through Thursday, January 11 in the
lobby of the Adams Memorial
Theatre. For more information, call

the Cap and Bells office at 597-2459.

JANUARY 9, \m

Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee will present a folk blues music concart on
January ID at 6 p.m. in Chapin Halt.

Terry and McGhee sing blues
by Sally Midgley

Auditions

^

Theatre auditions for Calderon's
LIFE IS A DREAM directed by
Jon Stolzberg will be held on
Sunday and Monday, Jan. 14 and 15
from 7:30-11 PM in Greylock A
LIFE IS A DREAM will be
performed in the Studio Theatre of
the AMT on March 2 and 3. Scripts
will be on two-hour loan in the
Production Office of the AMT.
Anyone interested in technical
aspects of the production should
come to Greylock A during
auditions, or contact Fred Penzel
at 2439. For further information
call 458-8408.

TONIGHT IS

FRESHMAr^
NIGHT

at

Returning to Williams for the third

time in ten years, Sonny Terry and
Brownie McGhee will present a
concert on Wednesday, January 10 at

8 p.m. in Chapin Hall.

Terry and McGhee have enjoyed an
unbroken partnership and friendship
since 1939, playing a special blend of

folk blues music. Described by the
New York Times as "the greatest
exponents of black folk blues," the
duo has recorded 45 albums, and has
toured extensively, including the US,
Canada, Europe, and Australia. Along
with Bruce Springstein, Bob Dylan,
and George Benson, Terry and
McGhee were recently featured in a
PBS special tribute, "The World of
John Hammond."
"Mockin' the trains was about the

first piece I learned ... I used to hear
the freight trains comin' by,"
reminisced Terry. Having lost his
eyesight as a child, Terry used his
free time to develop a unique
harmonica style. He can recreate
images as diverse as the faraway
whistle of a train and the baying of
hounds on the scent. "Dogs run like
the fox, and I used to listen to that
barkin'—ketch a whole lot of ideas
from that," Terry claims.

McGhee, learning to play the piano,
pump organ, and guitar, was an
accomplished musician by the age of
eight. He worked with Blind Boy
Fuller, Leadbelly, and Lonnie
Johnson. "Each place had a different
type of music, but they all seemed to
like blues," McGhee commented.
"There were no amplifiers in those
days and people listened to what you
were singing."

First appearing at Williams in 1969,
Terry and McGhee were rediscovered
by the ACEC in 1973. Tomorrow

night's concert, however, is not an
ACEC event, but is instead an
independently organized
performance^^ The individual in

charge saw a need for a "coffee-bouse
atmosphere, with the music on a

'^ larger scale." Sponsoring groups
include the Afro American Council,

the Black Student Union, the College
Council, the Lecture Board, and
several residential houses.

Tickets for the concert by SoUny
Terry and Brownie McGhee will go on
sale at Chapin Hall at 7:15 p.m. on
January 10. There will be no advance
ticket sales. The price will be |3 for
general admission, $2 for Williams
faculty and staff, and $1 for Williams
students.

Music In the

Round to play
This Friday. Jaa u, Mnslc ia the

ReuBd will present ito tWrd concert of
the Wt-Vm season with a program
dedicated to pieces of the Romantic
era.

Certainly, th^ mo)tt ignlficant to be
performed U tbe Mendeltedbn Oc(aL
<fc«r ^olins, two vid^s, and two
cellos). This work composed at the
young age of sixteen is the most
famous among Mendelssohn's earW
works. It is unique among chamber
works ct the period not only for its
unusual instrumentation but for it«~
adaptations: popularity demanded its
arrangement as a piano duet while the
scherzo was orchestrated and
incorporated into a symphonic
concert. Mendelssohn manifests the'
many facets of his blossoming talent
in the merry but graceful first
movement, the staccato, pianissimo
scherzo, and the fused unison and
contrapuntal finale which simplifies
the extreme complexity of the
different voices into a flowing, elegant
sound.

The Schumann Trio in G minor,
opus no, is a product of his stay in
Dusseidorf in 1851. Though the work
does not represent the peak of
Schumann's use of the stringed
instrument >or control of the piano's
voice in chamber music, this trio
reflects a blending of the classical
tradition, as inherited from
Beethoven and Mozart, with the
romantic lied. Rounding out this
excellent program is a more modem
work by Villa-Lobos, Sonata-Fantasia
No. 2 for violin and piano.

Dodd shows archifecfure
by Meile Rockefeller

The conventional word for today's
design-approach is 'holistic'. The

' suppression of the parts to achieve the
integrity of whatever is designed
became the cornerstone of the Modem
movement, resulting in such orthodox
architectural successes as the
Seagram Building in New York, and
in sterile failures nicknames the
'glass-box' style.

The holistic apinroach revels in

unity with the environment and
deplores the delineation of internal
and external space. Its manifesto was
Mies' photo-montage of views with no
architectural elements and its apex
was Johnson's ephemeral glass house
which exists only to keep the weather
out.

But something has escaped these
architecte. They no longer created
spaces for people but captured space
in order to insulate the outdoors. The
beauty and energy of the external
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environment was empirically
declared unalterable and
unimprovable and merely pulled
indoors. The n^^tion of architectural
elements eroded architecture itself to
sublime non-existence and functional
minimalism.

Lee Hirshe assigned his senior
architecture studente a project in

designing first an environment and
then a .house within. That most
architects are not so lucky in choice of

sites is of no matter. The fact remains
that the union of the two was
paramount for the three students:

Mimi Dore, Judy Dayton and Hilary

Hodgson. The means by which they
resolved this task reveals the extent to

which Modern architecture has
seeped into every cranial nook, and is

now on display at the Dodd Student
Art Gallery.

the houses, depicted in well-

constmcted models, are set in dispate

climates. Judy Dayton's is nestled

into pine forests, Hilary Hodgson's is

located on a craggy Connecticut

island, and Mimi Dore's is entrenched
in an arid desert. They are situated

above, on and below the ground,

respectively. Each ql the student

architects has placed primary
importance on the incorporation of

naUve materials into the esthetics and
structure of their building.

Despite the evident variety, there is

a philosophical similarity to the three

houses. Their response to the

envitvnment is an almost unrelieved

blending and union, as if each house

had demanded to be treated as no
more than a natural offshoot of the

parent earth. Access to Judy Dayton's

tree-top house is achieved through the

surrounding hill. Mimi Dore's house

haf crept underground for reasons of

energy as well as maintenance of the

natural horizontal emphasis of the

desert Hilary Hodgson's Connecticut

bit>m» jumps from level to level as it

jumps ^m rock to rock.

What unites thcM three designs is

the acceptance and incorporation of

tbe environmenL In true Modem
fashion th«y glory in the given, only to

Bupitress the added, even the

neocaaary addition of an arehitect's

creative structuring of space. Jwty
Dayton's and Mimi Dore's bouses, tai

particular, are captured spAces,

wreted with minimum violence fronA

f
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There may be more to life than

water fights and panty raids
Tired of water fighta? Bored with

panty raids? Do ptMflsh turn your
stomach? Apparentiy. many Williams
students, past and present, have felt

the same way. iWr imaginative
pranks and practical Jokes have
almost become umiergrouod legends
which command great respect
Students jpuUe;! off onepf the.mfll^

tngehTcUrjiranBtour years ago wFTen
they removed the admissions office

sign from Mather House and replaced
it in front of Perry House. For an
entire morning nervous applicants
came to Weston to be interviewed by a
group of students in thefr best Ivy
League attire, while Phil Smith
despaired that all prospective
students had lost interest in the
College. Fortunately (for all

concerned) the applicants were told of
the Joke and sent back to Mather
House, where they enjoyed the

sure of their second into^iew in

ne day.

Another admissions-related
incident occurred in the freshman
quad while a group was touring the
campus. Charlie GledhiU leaned out
his window in Williams C screaming

Announcing FAPJC
Now that we've got you thinking,

w,e'd like you to put your thoughts
into action in the Firit Annual
Practical Joke 'Cont»tt, sponiored by
the WILLIAMS RECORD. We are
looking for original practical Jokes,
which will befudged by the RECORD
staff. on the basis of their humor and
taste. The contest will run from
January 16-31 and will be featured in

t*« first February issue, when THE
RECORD will award prizes for the
top three practical Jokes.

In order to be considered for
Judging, participants [individuals or
groups] must submit an outline of
their proposed practicalJoke to THE
RECORD on or before Monday,
''January "iS."Sesiies"a'descrtpi'i6'n of
the Joke, the outline should state the
time and place so that a photographer
can be present to record the event.
All proposals wiU be kept strictly

confidential.

This contest it meant to be run in

the spirit of Winter Study and good,
ii»<m fun. No pranks involving
property damage or personal injury
or any kind will be approved. We
hope for sophiatieatifd yet humorous
Jokes which will command even
greater respect than those of yore.

that he could no longer stand the
pressures of the school. He then
withdrew to his room, and a moment
later his roommate Steve Alpert
threw a dummy out the window,
which landed in front of the horrified
group. Moments later Security
appeared, and within five minutes a
North Adams ambulance had arrived
to remove the unfortunate suicide
victim from the scene.

A similar prank was played on
another prospective student who
came to Williams to visit a friend.

Apparently concerned with the
academic aspects of the Williams
experience, the visitor asked his host
about the intensity and handling of
pressure. The next night, the two were
sitting quietly in a third floor room in
Sage. Suddenly a neighboring
freshman cried out in despair: "I
can't take it anymore!" and jumped
out the window. Unknown to the
student, the supposed suicide victim
actually landed on the second floor
balcony below. The prospective
freshman ran out of the. room and
never returned to Williams.
On the lighter side, a series of Great

Pumpkin episodes occurred over a
three-year period. The first year the
President received a huge pumpkin
through the mai.. The following year
literally hundreds of pumpkins were
strewn on the President's lawa The
third Halloween an enormous playtic

pumpkin balloon was placed on the
lawn, with a note which read "the
third and flnal act"
The Preaident was also involved in

the Scavenger Night sponsored
annually by Brooks House. One year

the list of desired items Included
President Chandler In his pajamas.
Some ambitious students persuaded
the President to accompany them to
Brooks in his red flannel nightshirt.
"Hie points were tallied and the
students continued their search for
the other items. The President was
thifi abandgpedi. and bad quite a
difficult time avoiding the odd stares
he received as he crossed Route 2.

That same scavenger hunt featured
a request for a cow to be brought to
Brooks. The wish was fulfilled by a
group of adyentunps^ students who
somehow lured (or more likely
foreed) a poor cow into a Volkswagen
Beetle and drove her back to the
campus.

Ten years ago during Christmas
vacation, a security officer who had
been assigned to room inspection
discovered an entire Volkswagen on

Continued on PaOe 6

Moon Barn renovation is big step for Williams
by Sally Midgley

Mention of the Moon Bam in the
Hopkins Forest often results in
puzzled curiosity. Assumptions
rqjarding the purpose of the structure
range from a storage house for lunar
exhibits to a hideaway for Moonies. In
reality, however, the Moon Bam is

simply an affectionate and
abbreviated name for the Hopkins
Forest Farm Museum.
During the late 1800's, Alfred Moon

owned a 60-acre tract of land located
in the middle of the Hopkins Farm. In
contrast to Hopkins' large- and
prosperous cattle farm, Moon's
property was used essentially for
subsistence farming and consisted
only of a small bam and house.
Although the Moon farm was Included
in the College's acquisition of Hopkins
Forest, it was virtually ignored until

several years ago.

In 1975, Peter McChesney, '75,

decided to renovate the deteriorating
Moon complex as a Senior Honors.
Thesis in History. Funded by
townspeople and the State
Bicentennial Foundation, McChesney
planned and executed the conversion
of the Moon property into a museum.
The project involved dismantling the
liam and farmhouse and assembling a
renovated structure at the edge of the
Hopkins Forest

McChesney designed an elaborate
plan to establish a student committee
to maintain the museum, create
exhibits, and expand the archival
collection. However, lack of further
consistent student interest left the
museum at a standstill after
McChesney completed his project.
Not until spring, 1978, did renewed
enthusiasm toward the farm enable
the execution of an exhibit for the
museum.
Coniiie Carpenter, '78, and Stuart

Deans, '78, designed and executed a
display of American handicrafts last

year. The exhibit, depicting methods
and utensils, allowed visitors to

participate in the craftwork
themselves and included arts such as
sewing, embroidery, weaving,
carpentry, and candle-dipping. "The
American Craft Tradition" was
displayed at the MoonBam from June
through August and attracted over 300
visitors.

Leslie Heerman, '79, ran the
Museum during the summer and
continued her involvement with the
MoonBam by designing a fall exhibit,
planning Crafts Day in October, and
writing up the 1978 annual report. The
fall exhibit "Putting By For Winter,"
included methods of food
preservation, herb usage, and
harvesting tools. Crafts Day (October

1) incorporated the fall exhibit and
offered demonstrations (rf weaving,
spinning, lace-making, smithing, and
pressing apples for cider.

This year. Prof. Allison points out
that "There is an enormous amount of
student interest this year compared to
last year." The museum is basically
maintained by a student who is hired
to run the museum during the
summerand then continues its upkeep
throughout the academic year.
Professors Allison and Art provide
continuity and administrative

support

While Allison admits tiat "the
Museum essentially goes into
hibernation over the winter,"
Heerman predicts that "this qiring
it's going to be a littie different,"

citing spring projects as proof: an
exUbtt of antique wooden containers,
a display of American quilts, and a
spread of archeological finds &x>m
Hopkins Forest Plans for winter
study include a contra dance and a
moonlight cross-country skiing party
with the Bam as awarmii« hut
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Proctical

Jok«»^
Conllnuad from Pag* s

tiw fourth floor ot Gladden House. It

had, the officer said, been dismantled
and raaaaembled in a student's room.
Because the prank went
unannounced, the student returned to

school after Christmas to find his car
still taking the place of his bed.

Shortly after, the car di8a|^>eBred

from the room and reappeared
oul0id&
Prof. Whitney Stoddard's Art lOi

lecture on William architecture used
to include a comment that the only

purpose the Faculty House should
serve is that of a gas sUtion.
Following the lecture, a group of

students quickly busied themselves
with a prank that has been retold by
many, Late at night, Stoddard
received a mysterious phone call

providing the brief message: "We did
it!" The next morning, the Faculty
House was serving the purpose which
Stoddard proposed: a MoUl sign and
two gasoline pumps had been added to

the exterior decor.

Thoee who prefer "good dean fun"
would have appreciated - the
transofrmation ofjthe huge clock on
the gym into a Mickey Mouse watch,
complete with hands and face, and, of

course, Mickey-Mouse ears.

There's a practical joke for
everyone. So don't suffo- or bore
yourself and others with the same old

pranks. Use your imagination!

This trivia team does not appear to have much gusto.

Trivia's not dead, Jim—

FOUND

Calico kitteft

about 8 months old

very friendly

CallMeile x286l

Continued from Rage 1

categories in our contests are
restricted to media-oriented subjects,
e.g., movies, comics, TV, sports, and
songs, they were using minutia—bad
trivia—like 'How many dimples are
on a golf ball?' or 'When is Amy
Carter's birthday?' It's a difference
between obscure reference and
something you're familiar with."

"Good trivia"—megatonnage in the
trivia lover's lexicon—" is something
that gives you a high," Katz said. "A
good question, whether you know the
answer or not, should make you say
'Oh, shit! That is incredible!' "

The unbounded enthusiasm, and in

jThe Record will run classifieds at 20c per line. Deadline Is 3i).m. on Sundays
JTOtal amount due MUST accompany this form. Mall or bring In person to
ICIatslfleds, The Williams Record, Baxter Hall, Wllliamstown, Mass. 01267.
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some cases, fanaticism, towards
trivia exhibited by more than just a
select group of students elevates
trivia's status at Williams from the
fad or cult position to a.unique level of
acceptability.

The basis of this acceptability
possibly lies in Trivia Night's
anitithetical relationship with its

preceding four months: after a
semester of shidying, the contest's
goal is to have everyone rolling in
nostalgia for eight continuous hours.

Curriculum-
Continued from Page 1

Division III students) had never taken
a single course in Philosophy,
Religion, or the History of Ideas. In

addition, the committee found that 32

percent of the class of 1978 graduated

without taking any non-major course
in either a Western or non-Western
topic before 1800. The study also

revealed many students graduate
without instruction in areas outside

the cultural mainstream of the West.

Grou{»ng the deficiencies together,

the committee proposed the

institution of a two-semester, non-

disciplinary uniform syllabus "Great
Works" course, to be required of all

freshman. The focus would be on the

pre-1800 Western tradition, but would
draw on many works outside this

tradition.

While English literacy appeared in

The Record
is
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Join the People

Who've Joined

the Record
Meeting for interested new members,
7:30 p.m. tonight Baxter Hall Lounge

refreshments

HARTFORD CAREER
EXPLORATION: this field trip will

explore the fields of museum, arta and
business, corporate social

responsibility, public affaire, and
finance. This is an excellent
opportunity for students interested In

one of these areas. SIGN-UP
DEADLINE: Jan. 12 at OCC.
Jan. 10—Pre-Law Society

discussion and open forum. A talk on
"Consumer Law and Private
Practice," by Jack Hoynton, 7 pm at

the Log.

Jan. U—Publishing Workshop with
Peter Verstappen.

Jan. 12—Publishing continued.

Jan., 15—IBM pre-recruiting:
Marketing Careers, 7:30 pm at the

Log.

Jan, 16—Atlantic Richfield pre-

recruiting, 3:30 at OCC. Resume
Workshop, 1 pm at OCC.
Jan. 18—"International Intrigue:"

Weston Language Center, 3:00, and
Dodd House, 7:30 pm.
' Jan. 22—Panel Discussion on "Job
Hunting," Driscoll, 7:30.

Jan. 23—Mock Interview Sessions,

9:00 and 10:30 at OCC.
Jan. 29—Hartfwd Trip (sign up at

oec.
THE WORCESTER SCIENCE
CENTER has an opening for recent
college graduates with a strong
career desire in natural scimce-
planetarium work. Come to OCC for
further details and who to contact.

U. HARTFORD and the National
Science Foundation will co-sponsor a
"Women in Science" program this

spring. Fresh-women and sophomore
women who are considering careers

the study to be a relatively small
problem, 40 percent of Division I and
II students in the class of 1978 took no
math courses, and 37 percent only one
math course. While few are seriously
deficient in either area, those who are
so deficient face debilatat,ing
IH'oblems academically.
The committee suggested that the

College locate students with serious
problems through testing during
Freshman Days. These students
would take rentedial tutorials in

addition to (or in conjunction with)
their regular course load. A flexible

approach, the tutorial would not
impede on the regular Freshman
curriculum, and students could be
excluded or included at any point in
the semester.

The committee decided not to

change the existing thrUe Division
structure, but proposed that the
distribution requirements be satisfied
by the end of the Sophomore year. It

believes that the student's "general
education" serves as the foundation
for the choice of a major and non-
major courses.

In math or sclenoe-reiated fields are
flBOouraged to apply. Application
Uanks are available at OCC.

THE GROTON SCHOOL TEACHER
INTERN PROGRAM offers a wide
exposure to all aspects of secondary

boarding school. Interns will be
required to teach under the guidance
of an experienced member of the

department, help coach athletics

durlitg two seasons, and supervise

student domu. Gootact OCC for

further ittformaUon.

THE COLLEGIATE SCHOOL, a
challenging boys' school in N.Y.C, is

also sponsoring a teacher-intern

program. OCC has additional info.

lUE EMPLOYMENT^SERVteB'S
NEW ENGLAND CAiilPING
PROGRAM a group of 200 local

camps, are accepting applications for

various positions in camps this

summer. One application will reach
all of these camps. OCC has
application^.

THE INDIAN FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAM jtrovides Indian students

with fellowships in various academic
fields, including medicine, education,

law, business administration, and
others. Contact OCC for further

information.
.

,

CREATIVE WRfnNG AT B. V.: The
Program, consisting of four or five

writer-teachers and perhaps twenty
candidates for the Masters In
Creative Writing, comprises one
academic year. Get to OCC soon for

application procedures.n

U. DENVER GRAD SCHOOL OF
LIBRARIANSHIP is offering a
concentrated Publuhing Woricshop
from July 9-Aug. 3 devoted
exclusively to book publishing. Mini-

workshops hi areas such as Editing,

Marketing, and Production will be
offered throu^ut the program.

Dodd Gallery

displays projects-
continued from Page 4

their nurturing beds.

As in all early, formative work,
Modem prototypes are in evidence.

Mimi Dire's garden oasis and buried
living spaces echo Paolo Solari's

underground studios. His insulated,

inward-turning protection from the

desert is subtly portrayed by Mimi's
semi-circular patio peeking out from
a sheltering dune. An intimate and
caressing acquaintance with the
Connecticut water reveals the tie

between Hilary Hodgson's design and
Wright's Falling Water. Both are
organic in the sense that they develop
on many levels frixn the water-
Hilary's, however, contains a crown
to the sunrise.

CFM |iJans new news
WCFM is looking to put together

a well-organized, informative news
program focusing on college and
conmiunity news. The ideas of the
1979 staff include a daily 30 minute
show reporting not only on national
news, but on issues and activities

which concern students at
Williams (^nd the WiUlamstown
community as well.

Although news often focuses on
distant issues, the Community
Affairs Department is concerned
with stories which will appeal
because of their local relevance.

With at least 15 minutes each day
devoted to Community Affairs, the

radio is available to all members of

the community wishing to state

their opinion or to share their view
to\trard any college or community
relaled issue. Students, faculty and
townspeople are all urged to share
their knowledge, interests and
hobbies with the pubUc in the form
of short, informal broadcasts.
Anyone interested in investigating

a particular issue or in covering a
qwdal event is encouraged to

ooDbribate.

By presenting a more thorough
news show, WCFM hopes to better

serve its listeners but it cannot do
it without your help, Reporters are
needed for local events, issues,

organizations, and cultural

activities. Writers are wanted tO'

write general interest stories
based on either personal or shared
experiences: Ideas for any
interesting subjects for broadcast
are welcome. Community Affairs

reporting is a great chance to get
started in radio by enabling you to

pursue a subject which interests

you and which you would e^joy to

investigate. The poBsibilltiea for

programming are extewive and
the information provided will be
educational and enlightening to all.

Looking to expand its radio
image beyond that of a music
station, WCFM is anxious to know
what our listeners can contribute
to this kind of/community news
show. Pleas! addresa any
questions and all ideas
Immediately to: Director of
Community Affairs, WCFM-
Baxiar Hall, Wllliamstown, Mass.
0iaS7.
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Coast Guard sinks grapplers
The WUIUum CoUege wratUng

team, in their first outiiig of the new
year and secaod o( the season, Iwt to a
strong U. S. Coast Guard Acadony
squad this past Saturday. Altboi«h
theEphs forfeited three weight
classes (167, IM and heavyweight),
malting a victory impoasiUe, rookie
coach Hal Zendle (substituting for
Coach Dail^ who is on leave second
semester) claimed that there were
numerous encouraging individual
efforts. "Sophomore Scott Proet (I42)

was our lone victor with a wetl-eamed

104 decision and Junior Mark Wakh
wrestled weU. We're glad to have him
back in the lineup." (Wakh spent firat
semester at the University of
Arizona.) Zendle added
"Exceptionally stroiv efforts wen
produced by freshmen Mike
Rosenfeltei: (126), Rich Olson (158),
and Jeff Kiesel (177), who were
defeated by experienced opponents.
Also, Sophomore John Turi (134) won
an impcessiveexhihitioo match."

In pre-break play, the Ephs dropped
a dual meet to the Univenity of

Rusty track team splits meet
byPhilDarrow

The Williams College Winter Track
team, looking somewhat rusty in its

first outing of the season, split a home
meet with Fitchburg State and
Westfield State on Saturday.
Fitchburg overcame a powrrful start
by the Eiriis to finish first with 66
points, while Williams had 60 and
.Westfield 40.

Outstanding individual
performances were turned in by two
of the _Epte'_ three captains, ^rqg
McAleenan grabbed a secondin the
long jump and ran the fastest leg of
Williams' mile relay despite a case of
the flu which had him reeling at the
end of the meet. Tom Schreck also set
a fine example as he easily won the

1000 yard run. The third squad leader,
Lee Jackson, was sidelined with a
pulled leg muscle, an injury which
definitely hurt the Epie.
Another outstanding individual was

freshman Micah Taylor, who not only
won the long jump by nearly two feet,

but also took a close second in the 60 to
Fitchburg Ail-American Mike
Famsworth. Micah showed that he is

a team man, however, by returning to
run a grueling leg of the mile relay, an
event he has never trained for.

Other individual winners for
Williams were Scott Mayfield in the
pole vault, Jim DeSimone in the shot
put, Vernon David in a fine 60 high
hurdles race, and Phil Darrow in the
mile run.

Victory snatched from WUliams'Jaws
by Peter Howd

The men's swim team saw its
record drop to two and one following
Saturday's 57-55 loss toan emotionally
charged Hamilton squad. After two
hard weeks of training over
Christmas vacation, the team chose
not to decrease workouts prior to the
meet; while they were to excellent
condition, the Ephs lacked the fine
competitive edge that carried them
over their two pre-Christmas
opponents.

The first event provided Williams
with its only break of the. day as the
winning Hamilton relay was
disqualified for a false start With the
advantage given to thjem, tthe Ephs
managed to maintain a slight lead
throughout the meet, only to see
victoiy disappear to the last relay.
Despite the loss, there were

individuals who showed flashes of
brilliance. Senior distance swimmer
John Adams, known to the past for
flashes of a different nature, swam
two excellent races, recordtog
personal best times to both the 1000
and 500 freestyle swims. Bryan Volpp,
back after taking a semester of
leisure inCalifomia, showed that that
atate can indeed intiduce swimmere

by placing second to the individual
medley and first in the breaststroke.
Sophomore GcMtlo Cliff was very

impressive to his come-from-behtod
win to the 200 butterfly. Don Cameron
also surprised everyone with his
imitation of Olympic dold Medalist
Rick DeMont as he also came bma
behtod to wto the 200 backstroke.
Freshman sensation Mike Regan,
inspired by learning the Hamilton
coach was from his hometown of
Have-hiU, won the loe free in a quick
49.1, not far from the frosh school
record. He was jotaed to the sprinte by
Tom and Bill Beckett who accounted
for first and tUrd to the 50.

Prior to vacation, the tables were
turaed as Mike Regan led the team in
pulling out a S7-56 decision over the
Univ. of Conn, at Storrs. Regan won
the 100 free and anchored the relay
which decided the meet. ^Pine
performances were also turned to by
Keith Berryhill in the 200 free. Bill
Hymes to the distance events. Bill
Kdly to the often ova-looked diving
events, and Brian McDermott In the
breaststroke.

Next weekend the men's team
travels to tandem wiOi the sun-
streaked women's teun to Southern
Connecticut

WINTER SALE
BOOTS 20% OFF

SOME FRYES REDUCED $10-15

GROUP OF CLOGS ^
HALF PRICE (Ly'

no charg«s

Hartford and Plynunouth State.

The grapplers' next outii« pita
them against a tough W.P.I. squad at
Worcester this Saturday. Hieirbome
opener is on January 20 against the
University of Bridgeport

Hamilton edges Ejihs

—

Continued from Pag* a
Lutz. The remaining potots to the
Eph's burst came two apiece from
sophomore add freshman forwards
Dean Ahlben^ and Jeff Fasulo; both
scored on follow-up shots after
offensive rebounds.

At the start of the second half both
teams were shooting well, and with
8:00 to play and Hamilton leadteg S»^

56, it was still anyone's game. Then,
after exchanging hoops, Hamilton Ail-
American Cederick Oliver drove for a
three-potot-play which opened the
Hamilton lead to five: 65-60.

With 3:00 rematoing Hamilton, still

holding fl five point lead, went toto a
freeze pattern. Williams responded by
bringing ite 1-3-1 zone defense out to
double-team the Hamilton ball
handlers, but was forced to foul, and
the Ck)ntinentals connected on enough
free-throws to hang on for a 74-69 wto.
Deservtog of special mention is Eph

forward Sterling Kinsale, who,
despite being outaized, scored ten
potots, and collected a team-high
seven rebounds.
The loss drops the Ephs' record to 2
and 3. After taking 2nd place to the
Conn. College Invitational
tournament and before Christmas
break, Uie team split two games,
easily defeating Norwich University
63-52 on December 5, and losing a
tough contest to the Tufts Jumbos, 74-

66, on December 7.

StevM Rogers '7*
OregJMiieAlaMMinf*

Rogers, McAleenan
named to all-star team

Williams College senior Steve
Rogers (Chicago, lU.) has been
named to Uie ECAC Division m New
England region All-Star team for his
performance during the 1978 football
season. Williams College defensive
back Greg McAleenan (Grand
Rapids, Mich.) named to ttie Kodak
All-America Team earlier this week,
has also been named to the ECAC AIl-
Star squad.

nie 6'3", 21S-pound Rogers, a
starter for the Ephs for the past two
seasons at the offensive tackle
position, was also awarded the
Belvidere Brooks Memorial Medal at
the team's annual awards banquet.
Tlie medal is presented to the member

of the team whose playing during the
season has been "of the greatest
credit to the CoUege."

McAleenan, who led the WilUams
team to several statistical categories
during tiie three seasons as a starter
for WilUanu and head coach Bob
Odell, is widely regarded as a pro
prospect The 6'1", 175-pound senior
was co-captato of the 1978 team.

The Kodak award caps McAleenan's
superb career for the Bptamen. "It's a
tremendous honor for Greg," said
Coach Odell. "He's had three
outatanding years for us, and the
selection by Kodak puts Greg's talent
into perspective."

CROSS COUNTRY SKI SPECIALISTS

OF THE BERKSHIRES/^l h

- MOUNTAMEERIMI
- fiENERAL TOURING

- CITIZEN RACING

- RACING

* RENTALS
• KNOWLEDGEABLE
SALES STAFF

' FREE MOUNTING ft

BASE PREP
> FAEE WAX4NG
CLTHICTTHURS^
JAN. 11, 7:30

ALL SKYiS
AVAILABLE IN PKGS.

arcadian shop
HoufM \%.%M MOII.-M.. tot. IM. S<Ni. I to I

WAHR STRUT 4St.Myf WlUlAMtlOWN
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Ephs skate over Hamilton
byJohnKresse

Four straight goals by the Williams
College boAey Ephmen in the first

thirty minutes of the play proved too
many for the Hamilton Continentals
as the latter team succumbed 4-2

Saturday afternoon. The victory
raised Willianis season record to 4-1 in
Division II and 5-2 overall, whUe
Hamiltoii dropped to 0-7.

Williams' leading scorer Chris
Egizi's slapshot goal from Tom Resor
at 9 seconds of the opening period
highlightr-l the Eph pucksters' first

win over the Continentals in their last
four contests. Hamilton's skaters
applied strong pressure throughout
the period; outahooting Williams 13-1,

but failed to illuminate the red light
behind Eph goalie Mike Moulton.
Williams' freshman Greg Jacobsopi
fnnn Egizi and Resornotched a powclr
play goal at 12:01 to finish the flrst

period scoring.

In the second stanza, Williams
increased their lead to 44) on goals by
Pete Barbaresi from Matt St. Onge
and Jacobson, and Tinker Connelly
from Resor and Jim Rooney on
another power play. But the
Continentals soon beat Moulton
twice—at 10^30 and 14:47 of the same
period. Sopiibmore Jim Wall profited
inm Williams disorganization and

- iiound the net with a low screen shot. .

]5enior s0s sail

This January, when the Berkshires
nt suffering through another New
England Winter, Willianis Qdlege
senior Jeb Boucher will be sailing in

the South Pacific. But it will be no
pleasure cruise. Boucher has
qnaUfiied to compete in Perth,
AustrtUa against lis other sailors

from 40 countries in the Laser World
Championship Regatta.

Hw Laser, a light single-masted
cHngiv about 14-feet long, is designed
to "plane" or skhn over the waves.
The vessel is fast and very
nuoMttverable. "Sailing is not a
lelsureiy q;»rt," says Boucher. "It is

aggressive and physically

Then Steve Carmen, another
sophomore, blocked a shot at his own
blue line and broke away to fake
Moulton and tally what came to be the

last goal of the game.
Close cbeckbig in the final twenty

minutes resulted in numerous
penalties to both sides, and very few
shots on goal. Junior goalkeeper Al
Roberts had replaced Caswell soon
after Williams scored their final goal

and turned back every Williams shot
from that point on. Moulton for

Williams finished with a total of 28

saves and reduced his goals against
average to 2.16 over five ECAC
contests.

Coach Bill McCormick's Williams
hockey team will face Army January
8 and Holy Cross January 9 both at

home—this wedc as the second place
team in the ECAC West of division

Ephs win but Sullivan injured
Although the final score of (he game was Willianis 5, Boston State 2, the

Williams College hockey team lost a lot more than they won last Wediuisday
night as coK»ptainDan Sullivan sustained an injury that will keep him Stitxif

action for rtuch of the season. The injury to Sullivan occurred with only five
minutes left in the game. "Sully" was knocked to thfe ice by a clean, sdid
check and lay there, writhing in pain. Surgery was required to set his right
arm, whldii had been broken in three (daces.
Before being hurt, Sullivan scored the tying i^oal and set up Mark Lemos'

winning goal. In addition to scoring six points in Williams' first four Div. 11

encounters, the captain had been a hard-hitting defensive player. His all-

round play will be sorely missed by the Ephmm. On the brighter side, the
game produced sevo-al fine performances from several men who remain on
the active roster. Matt St. Onge scored the (^)enhig goal and played well
throughout. In addition to slamming home the winner, Lemos cc^ped an
assist on Dan Rooney's insurance goal. Rooney also gained an assist. This
led to Sullivan's tying goal.

Socc«r's Htfrfmon

•m«rg«t All-Am«rican

Williams College senior Gregg
Hartman of Paoli, Pa., who set

numerous all-time records as a
member of the Williams soccer team,
has been named honwable mention
All-American.

"It's a tremendous honor for Gregg,
says Williams bead soccer coach Jeff

Vennell, "especially when you
consider that there is only one All-

American squad in collegiate soccer.
There are not separate All-Amolcan
squads for the three NCAA
divisions...just 55 All-American
socco* players in the country and
Gregg is one of them."

Hartnum led the WUIiams team in
scoring this past season with seven
goals and seven assjsts. His total of 14
points is an all-time single-season
Williams scoring record. His seven
assists also set an all-time sin^e-
season mark. Hartman also set a
careo- record for assists with 11,

while his 26 career points is the
second-best in Williams soccer
history.

Squash squa<ds swot out multiple victories

Middidbtlry

i At Wlllijims College, Boucher
helped resurrect sailing as a chib
sport after a six-year period in which
there had bMn DO team; Now the chib
has about SO members. As the team's
captain, Bquchor be^M organize races
witti sudi other scbools as Hannud,
Yale, MIT, Brawn, tin Univonity of

Rhode laland and the Coast Guard
during fall and apriag seaiom.
Bouciier yaya he looks forward to

meeting his fellow sailors as much as
to the competition itself. And whetlwr
ornot he retuma to WiOiamstown this

February with a trophy, be says "at

least it will have been one monUi of

winter whid without the Willianwt«iwn

by Mary Tom Higgs
In the opening match of the '79

season, the Williams women's squash
team overran Middlebury's squad, 7-

0. The Saturday afternoon matdi,
played on Williams' own home courts,

was a confidence builder, for the

women forfeited only one game out of

all 25 games played.

Becky Chase and Mary Tom Higgs,
claimkig the No. 1 and No. 2 positions
respectively, easily swept their
opponents in three quick games. Co-
captain Leigh Costikyan conceded the
third' game of her match, but she
managed a successful recovery in the
fourtti game. Coetikyan won 154, 15-

12, 14-17, 1V7.

Seniors Barbara Ernst, Krislen
Johuwoo, and co^aptain liarcia
Jofanrton, playing poaiUoos 4, 5, and 6
respectively, required only three
games to topple thebr Mlddlebury
rivals. At No. 7, Ellen PanarcM. an
exdiange from Vassar, won in three
games, as did exhibition player Hilary
Meyers. Pam Hansen was out with an
injury.

A truer test of WilUams' strength
will come next Saturday, however,
when Williams faces a tough Harvard
team at home, 2 PJll.

-M#h down Hortford cltib^

Mary Tom
Mlddlebury

d«y.

Hiogs helped demolidi
in squash action Satur-

(photo by Mason)

^ by Jackson OaUaway
"Jie men'f j^OoA^ tea^ brought

the New Year off to a good start last

week with victories for both the

vanity and freshman teams. In a
tight 5-4 victory, the varsity
established a two match winning
streak against the Hartford Golf Club,

last year's win being the first in ten

years. Scoring for the Ephmen were
team captain Martin Goldberg at the

number one position, Jon Saunders at
number two, Chip Lindquist at

number three, and Peter Thomson at

number five. The key victory came at

the number nine slot with Doug
Gemert winning 15-12 in the fifth

game. Coach Sloane observed:
"Doug's victory is really

oicouraghig. It could mean more
points from the bottom of the line-

iq>." Sorely missed from the travding
squad was Baloo, laid up battling a
cold.

On Saturday afternoon, the
freshman squad overcame a severe,
in some cases ahnost fatal, case of
first match jitters to blank Tatt7^.

Both squads will be leaving noon

Wednesday for a matchwith Harvard.

The varsity will also be playing

number one ranked Princeton here at

4:30 Friday aftemooa

Hamilton outsvrges Eph hoopsters
byStanParese

After a ftuious first half cometuck,
the Williams College basketbaU team
fell victim to some equally fbrious

second half streak-shooting by
Hamilton Continental guard John
Magee, who hit flftaco of his nineteen
points hi the final hidf

.

TheContinentalsjumped out to an 8-

lead, and for the n«xt seventeen
minutes played a tough man-to-man
defense. The Ephs got no doscr than
five points, and at one pobit trailed by
eleven.

Severely outsittd akog the tntA

line, Williams coach Curt Tong chose
to play a harassing 1-3-1 zone defense,

with senior Gerry Kelly, <a towering
S'l"), playing the baseline. The Ephs
played Hamilton even, after the

opming mbsutes, but despite their

intensity and hustle, couM not ckise

the gap as the Continentals controlled

the boards; getting second and third

shots off the oftemive boards, while

limiting the Ephs to one shot and then
triggering the fssMweak off the

defensive boards.

With only 3 : 17 remahiing hi the half

,

and the score Sl-31, KsmOton center

Joe Soutfaworth injured his knee and
had to be replaced. During the time

remaining the Ephs outscored

Hamilton 14^, and took a 35-34

halftlffle lead. During the spurt the

Williams backcourt caught fire as
junior guard AndjrStrsha hit two deep
jumpers and a pair free throws for rix

points (he ffaiished the night with a
game-high twenty points), and Gerry
keUy, (fifteen points on the ni|^),

accounted for fbur mete; two on a
driving layup, and two more on a sUck
sssist to sophomore forward Bob

Cont<nuodon''HB9sr



CAP recommends tenure for two
I

by Chip Buckner
Th« Committee on Appointinentfl

and Promotions (CAP) has
recommended that the BoakI of

Trustees grant tenure to two a^istant

professors and deny it to two others.

Susan Dunn and James Wood

received favorable, Alexander
Woodcock and Edwina Cruise
received unfavorable,
recommendations from the

committee. Wood and Woodcock
confirmed theCAP's decisions. Cruise

was unavailable for comment. Dunn

Susan Otmn James Wood

refused to comment.
This list is not necessarily complete.

About one in each "five or sbt"

people coming to Williams gains a
tenured position. This figure has
remained the same over the last ten

ywn or so, Oakley said. The number
d people tenured in a given year,

however, varies "radically"

The Board of Trustees wiU vote on

these recommendations on January

27. They have the authotl^y to

overturn a CAP recommendaMn, but

in practice they almost never do.

According to several trustees, their

role is to superviae the decision

making process and to intervene only

if the process itself is unsatisfactory.

The board "would face a rebellion of

the faculty" if they attempted to

intervene in an individual case, said

one trustee. The faculty is far better

qualified to make individual decisions

thw are the trustees, he added.

:.Tbe CAP makes tenure

recommendations annually based on

recommendations from individual

departments, and any addltiootl

infornuition that the CAP decides is

necessary. Although unusval, the CAP
can and has reveraed dc|wrtmental

recommendationB.' ^"^^

The CAP Gonsiats of one tenured

prof^Maor from each division, the

provost, the dean of the faculty, and
the president. Faculty may appea]
decisions to the Steering Conunittee,

which is composed of one tenured and
one non-tenured faculty member from
each division.

The departments and the CAP
weigh three factors in making
recommendations, apialned Francis
Oakley, Dean of the Faculty. These
are teaching ability, scholarly

development, and involvement in the

College community.
Of these, the most important Is "the

capacity to teach well, and the

promise of likelihood to continue" to

do so. Next comes "scholarly strength

and promise."

C(^ege policy requires that each
department's report on a (acuity

indud* an evahiatioa of

student opinion of hU teaching

effectiveness. This may tako 0» (onn
of a quantitative quoatioilaaira,

bitcrvicnM with atixlmts. unMUdtad
student comnenla, or a combination

of theao metboda.

In assessingachoiiffly devolopment,

the CAP relies primarily oH doa*
readings of an individual profeHor'i

research by coIioaguM
knowledgeable in the fteld and on

obaervation of his performance hi

colloquia, paper reading!, and otlier

scholarly efforts, this asamment

looks especially at the iadividuara

intellectual capadty and ability to

follow through a given protect

Although there are no "quotas" on

the number of professors tenured hi

any department, Oakley said, the

departments and the CAP do look at

the size of the department, the ages of

the faculty members, and the

distribution of fields of expertise.

There are, he stressed, "no absolute

Umits."
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Treasurer invesfigates lost funds
by Peter Rfaitels

Nearly three months after former
WCFM president Steve Jackson was
expelled for allegedly embezzling
radio station funds, the money
involved is still in limbo.

College Council Treasurer John
Simpson spoke with members of the

administration last week, however,
with ttie hope of persuading the

College to take over all or part of the

lossif ttkanoon^ cannot be recovered.
The exact sum invdved is not
available liecause of the secrecy

surrounding College disciplinary

proceedings, but it has been reliably

estimated at upwards of a thousand
dollars.

A source doee to tiw case said that

the administration has been in touch

with the Jackson family about the

question of repayment, but refused to

say vrhat bad been discussed. The
administration cannot make any
public statements about the case
according to the source because of the

possiUlity of litigation. The source

said that tlwre is almost no possibility

that the College will initiate any court

action since the legal fees involved

would be far greater than what would
be gahted from it. If there were any
litigation, it would be a suit brought by
Jackson to gain reinstatement to the

College, most likdy charging that it

had somehow violated its own
reguladons U Us handling of the

matter. Consequently, the

administration is bcdng very carefUl

about any actions it takes or

statements it releases.

As things stand now, if the College

cannot recoup the money it claims is

not accounted for, the burden of the

loss wU fall on the radio station and
the College Council, from which the

station gets most of its funds. Simpson
met with President Chandler last

Wednesday to try to persuade him to

have the College take on part of the

loss.

"I indicated to him, (Chandler) that

I did not think it was fair that the SAT
(Student Activities Tax, from which
the CC derives its revenues) should

bear the full burden if restitution is

not made," said Simpson. "I urged
Chandler to pursue collection if it

were at all possible, but if it weren't, it

seemed fair to distribute the burden
evenly" among as much of the

community as possible—ideally by
tapping general College revenues.

Simpson said that Chandler
"indicated his concern and said he
thought it ought to be considered," but

that the President made no firm

commitments. Chandler is busy
preparing for the upcoming Trustees

meeting and told Simpson that he

could not immediately look into the

matter, but Simpson expects to be
back in touch with him in a week or so.

The matter has not come before the

College Council yet. Simpson said he
considered it a "low priority" item for

last Wednesday's meeting, but only

because he had nothing to report on at

that polnt.iIe expects to bringitup at

this week's meeting.

CC Vice-president Chris Jenkins,

who is presiding over the Council

while Bronson Fargo is pursuing an
off-campus Winter Study project, said

that he considers the question of wtio

should swallow any possible loss "a
matter to be handled between the

administration and the Finance
Committee." Asked if he agreed with

Simpson that the College should take

on the' loss, he said he had no
comment.

The cembiqatianof coMwaathor and
bandits out of bidini and onto their cross

CC schedules referendum

Winter Study brought those naskad
country tkWthhl «wNlM|id.

(photo by Gast)

Proposal increases the SAT by at least $3
Provost Neil Gralwis will propose to

the Board of Trustees an increase of

at least three dollars in the Student

Activities Tax, reported Finance
Committee chairman John Simpson
'79 at last Wednesday's College

Council meeting.

The increase would raise the tax to

$59, creating an additional $5000 to

distribute to various student

organizations. Simpson noted, though,

that such an increase would only stave

off the effects of inflation on group

Forum raises questions

over sexual identities
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by Pamela HarfT

"We all live in a time of cultural

shift in which definition of masculinity

and feminity are undergoing possible

change," said Daniel O'Connor, Dean
of the College, in his opening remarks
to "Identities," the first in a series of

panel discussions entitled

"Understanding Male-Female."
In a discussion of stereotypes,

Barbara Joslyn of Psychological
Services said that a woman "is held

back by the notion that she should get

her identity from her family, from
being a wife and a mother." Karen
Eppler '81, however, saw another

side—that a woman's nurturing

ability makes her "more of a support

systeiti." Michael Henderson, co-

Chaplain, wanted to be part of this

system, and disagreed with
statements such at "men aren't good

at bringing up children.''

Ilie audience rejected the notion

brought up by Ben Sanchez, '79 about

the possibility of living as a

genderless sodety. The audience,

while recognizing the variety of

possible charaderistics, saw a need

for some differentiation between the

sexes. "Everyone has his own
sexuality," said Jane Henderson, co-

Chaplain.

Peggy, Sloane, Director of Career
Counseling, noted a study from the

Sixties which asserted that although

all individuals are not "typically"

male or female, they are usually

channeled toward bdng one or the

other from birth.

Kathy Schwartz '80, co^lhector of

the Feminist Alliance, then
questioned "how many of the so-

called feminine qualities are
considered inferior because they
actually are or because they are

related toa woman." O'Connor cited a
itudy In which experts, when
chewing those traits thisy considered

good for the human race, listed traits

that generally are attributed to males.

Dr. Eugene Talbot, College
Psychologist agreed with Joslyn, who
felt that women have great power
because they raise children—the
future of sodety. Talbot said that

"this power may be one of the reasons

why, in the past as well as presently,

women have been subjugated by
men."

Grabois will meet with the Trustees

at their gathering here the hist

weekend of this month.

Simpson also reported that off-

campus and cooperative-housing
students will not be billed for a House
Maintenance Tax starting second
semester.

Simpson announced that voucher
forms for expenses incurred before

January l must be returned by
February 1. The Council granted $108"

to the Chess aub, and $100 to the

Ultimate Frisbee Club for

transportation.

In other business, the Counpil

agreed to hold a referendum January
23 and 24 on an amendment that calls

for the direct election of the Secretary

and Treasurer (See Box page 7); in

the past, the Council memtiers chose
these officers. Subsection C proposes

a restriction to ensure that the

Treasurer possesses the necessary

skills.

Subsection E specifies that the

elections occur in the beginning of the

second semester. The earlier election

time provides a one month "break-in"

period which allows the officenheled

to become familiar with thte offices

and duties prior to taking over after

spring recess.

At the same time, students will vote

on another proposal which would
create a mechanism for dteolvhig the

College Coundl (see Box, page 7).

Acceptance of the proposal would not

spell the eliminatioa of the preient

Council; the amendment represents

only a safeguard against the rise of an
entrenched or unreaponaive council.

The Council agreed to eaqMriment
with a centraUz«d voting location hi

Baxter Hall for this January ballot.

Chris Jenkins '80, Vio»-president,

beUeves that this new procedure

shouM reduce the chance of fraud,

miahandUng of ballots, and otter

election ineguiaritiee.

Representatives earlier rejected

Simpson's challenge of their.rigbt to

review all student votes on
referendums, elections, and
constitutional amendments. The
Council decided, however, that

automatic approval would occur if 90

per cent or more of students on
campus voted on theJanuary ballot A
smaller turnout would allow the

Council to retain its option to review

the outcome of the vote.

Continuedon Page 7

vyillioms iiccepts

134 ED tippliconts
Director of Admissions Phil Smith

announced 134 of 450 Early Decision

applicants were accepted through the

admission office's Early Decision

process.

Of the remaining 316 applicants, 74

were rejected and 242 were deferred

until the regular selection

announcements in April. Male
applicants represented Ml of tte

candidates, 74 being accepted, while

female applicants accounted for tte

remaining 909 positionB, 60 of tte

women teing accepted.

Seven black candidates were
accepted through tte Early Decision

process, an increase over last year's

three.

Smith said that «4ile this' year's

Karly DedskNi ' pool repreaenis a
significant decline from last year's

529 applicanis—144 of whom were
accepted—this year's pool is a
stronger group academically.

At the present time though,

Williams, along with sudi scteob as

Harvard, Princeton and Yale, haa

received more total appBcati<|n» than

at this time last year, prompting
Smith to comment that "studinls are

attracted to wtet ttey peroeiia to te
educational quality and an aqadsmic

of community."
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What's in a name
Last fall the Record brol(e the controvenial story concerning former

WCFM president Steve Jackson's alled^ed embezxlement of radio station

funds and his resulting expulsion. In this issue, reporter Peter Rintels elicits

the chances for the recovery of the money involved. The editorial board of

the Record considers this matter newsworttiy tiecause the recovery of

public funds is of ii^rent interest to that public. In maidng our decision to

nurther discussion on the subject of recovery by printing Rintels' article, we
made another to publish the name of the individual concerned with the

original matter, reversing a previous vote of the Record's governing bodv.

Any newspaper whicn claims autonomy must function as a complete
source of information on issues and events which it considers a matter of

public interest. Only integrity and thoroughness culminate in reports which
must, inevitably, dispel rumors, misconceptions, and false accusations. The
deciision to publish any piece of information must be based on these stan-

dards, and on those of good taste. If a newspaper comes upon its information
Intimately, presents it fairly, and does not seek to injure innocent people,

then it is jusnfied—indeed, obligated—to publish its fullest report for its

readers.
The decision to print Jackson's name follows directly from these tenets.

We see no reason to protect Jaclcson in our reports of Honor and Discipline

Ckimmittee decisions, nor in followup articles.

We cannot agree that Jackson's personal privacy has been violated. The
actions of elected student officials must be open to public scrutiny if the
interests of the students are to be protected.

Nor can we agree that the Record, in its previous vote to publish the
original stoiy, violated the confidentiality of the Honor and Discipline

Conunittee. liiere must be a distinction between the decision-making
process in that committee and the decision itself. The Record has no right to

influence the former, but every obligation to report the latter, which is of

inherent concern to every student at Williams. Withholding such in-

formation is more dangerous than publishing it, for it punishes those in-

volved with the misinfcnrmation and rumors which circulate in place of'

confirmed factd.

We have heard, too, the argument that we are needlessly dragging
Jackson's name through the mud, and again we cannot agree. Jackson's
reputati(»i was soiled not by reports in the Record, but by the decisions of

the administraticm and the Honor and Discipline Committee that iiis actions
were serious enough to warrant his expulsion. We have in fact never so
much as reported that Jackson did anything at all; the shroud of secrecy
surrounding the events of this case leaves us far too removed from the

evidence to even begin to make judgments about what actually happened,
although we like to think that those people who voted tv expel Jackson did

not do so without good cause. In any case, we do not feel thai any l^itimate
interests wouldw protected by our failing to report any facts that we are
virilling to vouch for.

Beneath their

Peaeeful ^

Shadows
ThUt^egr, as a senior, is tlie first time

during my college career in which I've felt I

was a member of the Class of 1979. As a

freshman, I suppose I somehow knew that I

was a freshman through-and-through; but it

was a murky sort of feeling, not really the

sharp realization that makes a senior so

clas»*oriented.

During the freshman year, although
everyone knows he or she is a freshman, there

doesn't seem to be much of a class yet. No
character has developed. It's something like

the state of nature as described by Hobbes:

the war oi all against all. Freshman are,

understandably, too distrustful of one
another. Think of what went throiigh youF
mind upon meeting your freshman

- Jeesainatei i& he.gois^'te.be vaJ€dietOTisH,-ar

perhaps captain of lacrosse? Does he have

any money? Is he a virgin? Does he lie? et

cetera.

Whefryou think about it, freshmen actually

get along extremely well. To put 500 total

strangers together in a place like

Williamstown and expect them to be great

friemjis after three days is quite unrealistic,

but it really doesn't work so badly.

Still, though, there's that underlying feeling

of mistrust that comes from ignorance of

each other. That's one thing about seniors:

they have few secrets.

The sophomore year I foutad to be the

wasteland that everybody always says it is.

The school is still unfamiliar, and the otbcr

sophomores are still pretty unknown

wc

quantities. The first semester is especially

useless. Then, second semester, what
amounts to the third most important event

(after Freshman Days and Commencement)
in a class's college history takes place: the

selection of junior advisors. For the first

time, the class seems to take on a character in

its own. as well as others' eyes. This event

also ushers in an era of responsibility for the

class, as its members begin to assume roles of

substance in the workings of the College.

At about the same time, the class becomes
divided into majors. Even though this is a

quiet event, compared to the volatile J.A.

selection, it is quite important, since it both

partitions up the class (especially senior

year) and draws majors in the same
discipline closer.

The junior year firms things up. Now, for

the most part, you know who the

valedictorian, the lacrosse captain, and the

virgins and liars are. Once those hurdles are

passed, people become less competitive and
more resigned to their positions. Afeo, ino«t

organizational and committee positions are

^flUed digiBg4)wj'.^nisryssr,^^s.»?'^li?hingth?
"campus leaders." At this pomt—the end of

the junior year—the class's character is

pretty well set; it only needs to be put into

action.

That happens during the senior year. But
something else happens as well. The
competition among class members, which

began during Freshman Days, has stopped

for the most part. The only real friction

between the members comes from medical

and law school admissions, but 99 per cent of

the class seems to handle the problem with

tact. There's always at least one who feels he
must announce his acceptance to, say.

Harvard Business School to all the campus,

but ludiily by the senior year most have

Continued on Page 3
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Letters

language requirements

To the editor:

We would like to clear up some
inaccuracies or misunderstandings in

account (January 9, 1979) of the

recommendations of the Working Group on

the Non-Major Curriculum.

First of all, our report contains no
recommendation that Williams "require all

students to elect two semesters of a foreign

language," It does note the alarming extent to

which Williams students neglect or avoid

foreign language study. But as the report

indicates, the members of the Working Group
have not yet made up their minds about
whether to recommend a "language
requirement"—or about what sort of

"language requirement" might be
appropriate. The report outlines what we see

as the range of possible responses in this

area, but does not endorse any one of them.

It should also be understood that our report

is a preliminary report. Its purpose at this

stage of things is to serve as a catalyst for

"formal and informal discussion, by students

and faculty, of the issues with which it deals.

It is only after being informed and advised by
such discussion that the Working Group will

make its final recommendations to the

Faculty.

We welcome the Record's coverage of our
preliminary recommendations; such
coverage will clearly play a useful role in

encouraging community discussion of the

non-major curriculiim at WilUaois. And each

hear the opinions, of anyaae InterMtad in our
deliberations.

Michael Bell

Frank Oakley, Chairman
David Park

David Schwarti, '81

Jay Wallace, '79

Jim Wood

Winter Study apathy

To the editor:

We were the student members of the Winter

Study Review Committee which has recently

completed a propoeal for changes in the

Winter Study program. This proposal will be
discussed by the Committee on Educational

Policy and is subject to faculty approval.

The results of a poll conducted last spring

showed that one of the main drawba<^ of

Winter Study as perceived by the faculty is a

lack of student and faculty motivation.

Analysis of faculty attitudes led the

ooounittae to conclude that the lack of faculty

enthuiium for Winter Study is directly

related to what many teculty perceive as

inadequate motivattoa and willingneH to

work on the part of a aubatantial number of

studenU. Yet our poU of ttie ciasa of 1978

showed that the very large majority of

StudenU believe meet of Uieir Winter Study

projects have high educational value.

Wbadiar or not our propoaal ia ad^ited, the

future success of Winter Study clearly

depends upon the enthusiastic support of boQi

faculty and students. We would therefore

urge our fellow students to (iemonstrate this

month their belief in the educational value of

Winter Study by approaching their (Ht)jects

with enthusiasm and with the determination

to work effectively.

Susan Laidlaw '80

Lucienne Sanciies '79

Joel Smith '79

"fear of failure"

To the editor:

I think I can elaborate on Prof. Hc^pin's

"fear of failure". Coming fr(nn an innovative,

flexible secondary school, I was appalled by

some of the unimaginative work my first

semester instructors demanded. Granted, I

chose courses in departments in which I was
fairly comfortable, but I was loathe to cater to

the dry assignments those courses involved.

Willing to risk the grade for self-satiBfaction

and creativity's sake, I intentionally avcxded

the simple-minded answers my professors

expected and which I knew I was fully

capable of providing. It didn't work. Even in

my so-called gut course my energy was
misinterpreted. I am not frustrated by the

mediocre grades I received for the semester,

only with the conventionality of my very

establishment professors. I toc^ Stu Massad's

risk but got no encouragement whatsoever. I

dqubtthat t-wilL tryJt again.^
. J^amewiSheGT

nuclear power

To the Editor:

A recent issue of The Record, you caitied

a front page photo of a group of people staging

a nuclear "radiation accident." 1 would like

to present another point of view concerning

nudear power, one expressed by Paul

Johnson, foVmer editor of The New Statesman

(196S-70). The point is signiglcant because

Mr. Johnson was, for many years, a leading

member of the intellectual left in Britain and

a member of the British Labor Party.

In an address entitled, "Ha* Capitalism a

Future? A Historian's View," Mr. Johnson

says this: "Now it is a fact, a vety

remarkable fact in my view, Qia^ throughout

the West (we have no figures for Russia or

China) the nuclear power industry is the only

industry , which over 30yean has contrived to

avoid a single faUl Induatrlal accident. Its

record is unique, and has been achieved by

the efforts of Uie industry itself, and the

responsible governments, without any
assistance from the ecology. But of courae,

they would like a few fatal acddenta. Hut
wouM suit their purpoeea very well."

Until sufficient altemaU forms of energy

become a widespread reaJity, we will have te

depend on proven sources of energy, of which

nuclear power is a clean, safe and

inexpensive exanople.

John D. McCaiiunoad, "SI.
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'The committee

felt the program

had to be

shored up"
Winter Study Was inaugurated ten years

ago with mucli fanfare among i>ot>i students
and faculty. Since that time, student
enthusiasm for Winter Study has rentained
high, whiie the faculty has become
increasingly critical. Last April, President
Chandler established the Winter Study
Review Committee to determine if any
changes should be made.

The committee polled every member of the

faculty and last year's graduating seniors to

determine how WSP is received by the

College community. To no one's surprise, the

polls indicated that there is widespread

criticism ofWSP among the faculty, while the

students overwhelmingly approve of the

program.

The faculty's major complaint was that

students display a lack of rigor and
seriousness in approaching their Winter

Study courses. It was felt that the apparent

lack of enthusiasm among students tends to

reduce faculty morale, which further reduces

student enthusiasm.

On the other hand, many faculty members
believe that WSP offers many benefits such

as a change of pace, the chance by students

and faculty to explore new areas, and the

opportunity to concentrate in one subject.

Most members of the faculty did feel that

some change has to be made in WSP however.

by bringing in more outeide tnMnwIon. One
benefit for studenta in tMa proposal la that the

use of more outside instructen most likely

will increase thedivsnlty of course offerings.

As a guideline, students sliouki be expected

to do (and therefore faculty to assign) a

minimum of IS hours of work per week on

their WSP courses. The main justification for

this was the student poll, which indicates that

as students put more time into their Winter

Study course, they tended to find them more
valuable.

The committee feels that if the very easy

courses were eliminated, students might

begin to take Winter Study more seriously. By

requiring only about two hours of work a day

from students, a great deal of free time is still

left to pursue other interests. This proposal is

only a guideline because it would be

impossible to administer uniformly.

These and the other proposals of the Winter

Study Review Committee are not only

significant for what they do, but for what they

do not do. By not calling for a full fledged

grading system and by keeping the required

workload relatively low, the committee

proposals will not alter the pace of the Winter

Study Period. The atmosphere of Winter

Study will still be a relaxed one in which

students will have time to take advantage of

campus activities. By making these proposals

we are trying to alleviate the problems of

Winter Study while maintaining the valuable

aspects of the program.
Joel Smith '79

11m rovtowooramlttee also evolved a sories

of gaideilnes to be "the basis for normal
operating procedures affecting students,

faculty and those dealing with the

administration of WSP."
Tbese inchide suggestions that students put

in a minimum of IS hours a week on projects,

that -grading "not usually be based
exclusively on expertise ... but also on the

effort and seriousness of purpose which
students have devoted." Freshmen would b«
discouraged from taking Ms, and all students

encouraged to take an internship WSP as an
upperclassman. Further, the guidelines

propose helping to organise Ws early in the

semester and prohibiting approval of 99s

proposed after publication of WSP course
listings.

For faculty the guidelines recommend
instructors gather student reactions and
refrain from setting "arbitrarily low
enrollment restrictions." Also, the review
recommends that all instructors submit
preliminary project descriptions by the end of

spring semester.

reductions hit

Proposals

to reform

WSP
Although students in our poll

overwhelmingly approve of WSP, many feel

that student commitment to their courses is >n^ Winter Study Review Committee
too low. One interesting result of the poll was recently released its recommendations on the

that students who put more time into their future shape of WSP. Although these are only

Winter Study courses tend to find thasO:^uggestions, they are the first step in a
courses more enjoyabfe and more valuable detnprehensive reevaluation of the College's

educationally. / • curriculum now underway in the Committee

-.. Educational Policy (CEP) and other
The committee agreed that the major

benefits cited in the faculty poll were among
the most valuable aspects of Winter Study.

We also believed that a major benefit of WSP
is that students can take advantage of

activities on campus that they would not have

time for during the semester. The committee

recognized the problems of WSP and felt that

the ivogram had to be shored up.

Joel Smith 79 it a student mtmbtr vf iht
WSP Review Committee. He has also served
on the CUL and the College Council.

, 'W»^j|»rniMi«al to JB^rnduce a "lovy pass'* to _
thegradingflystan isaimedat tiie problemot^~P^^"^'^

on
administrative groups.

"It appears that the Faculty will not be

asked to take any formal action relating to

Winter Study until March or April,"

explained President John Chandler. The

CEP will await proposals of the Working

Group on the Curriculum before making a

final assessment of Winter Study

recommendations. Chandler added that

"there will be provision for informal

discussions of the WSP proposals during the

next couple of months."

These are the proposals put forth by the

Winter Study Review Committee at last

month's faculty meeting:

"AllWSP projects be^aded on a pass, low

pass, fail basis. A student failing a winter

study project in the freshman, sophomore or

lack of student rigor. Students doing just the

minimum of work required, but displaying

little enthusiasm or commitment toward ttieir

course would receive a low pass. Students

receiving a low pass would get full credit for

their WSP, but the grade would be a black

mark on their transcript.

. One reason for making this proposal was

that the pass-fail system apparently was not

working very well because ahnost no one fails

WSP. Significantly, this pospoeal does not call

for the creation of a "high pass" or "honors

pass" grade. The high pass was rejected by

the committee because its implementations

would 'probably cause students to be more

competitive and therefore would discourage

experimentation in the selection of courses.

Reducing the faculty teaching

reqtdrements from teaching two of three to

one of two Winter Study Periods is a response

to strong faculty sentiment. Faculty

members believe that the teaching of WSP
sacrifices valuable research time. They

argue that giving the faculty more time to do

theirown research wouki improve the quality

of regular semester courses.

WMle not eotitely buying this argument,

the student members of the conunittee

agreed to allow the implementaUm of this

proBosal provided that student faculty ratio ia

WSP remain uncbai«ed. 'Hw loss in faculty

teacMng time in WSP wouW be made up fee

defltlency by Uking two projects during the

nextW^ period. A senior will take an extra

course in the spring semester.

"Faculty teaching loads be reduced to

offering a project during one of every two

WSP's instead of two of every three. January

taken as part of a full year leave would not be

taken into account in determining WSP
teaching obligations. In the case of one

semester leaves, only one out of every two

taken consecutively would be reckoned as a

WSP off.

"The number of qualified staff membo-s,

spouses, alumni, and other non-faculty

instructors who teach WSP projects be

increased with the aim of meeting the

reduction in tiie number of courses offCTed by

faculty during WSP.
"A tenured member of the faculty be

appointed Coordinator of Winter Studies for a

three year period to serve as tlie principal

administrative officer of the program and

chairman of the Winter Study Committee

"The Winter Study Committee consists of

three (acuity members, one from each

(fivision. including the Coordinator who will

be chairman and three students appointed by

the College Council. Although the Coordinator

will have broad discretionary powers, all

WSP courses, projects and budget allocations

must be approved by the committee.

"After three years of operation under the

changes recommended above, the WSP be

reviewed again by the faculty in order to

determine the viaMHty and effectiveness of

the pnv«m."

The proposals of the WSP review
committee have paid more attention to

faculty misgivings about a program which

inconveniences them than to student

suggestions to improve a very important part

of the academic year.

The report states that the WSP Conunittee

"will set up a timetable that will encourage
students to organize projects as early as
possible in the fall semester." The emphasis
should be on encourage as well as on early.

Students should be encouraged to think about

and alwve all organize their 99s earlier than

they often do. They should t>e encouraged to

put together 99s, early or not.

Ninety-nines are less often the vacations

than they are imagined to be, and when they

are, the solution is to enforce some giiidelines

rather than discourage independents

altogether. A well put together 99 is the ideal

solution for professors who want more thne

for their own work and who are concerned

about minimal efforts on the part of the

students.

The 99 is above all the best ouUet for a lot of

inquisitive energy. Students could

experiment on group projects as well as on

individual ones. This would cut down on the

number of projects to be sponsored, freeing

faculty time.

With Uie combined talents of the studmt

body and a guiding faculty, there is no reason

for 99s to be a waste of time. At present, many
departments feel that they are a waste, and

indeed many discourage discovery projects,

which involve exploration into fields with

which the stodent is 'Hot already famlttar, As
an added incentive to faculty, sponsorslrip of

WSP course.

The committeeUacMiiHU that thu future
"coordinator" of Winter Study act as sponsor
for faculty members wlshiag to teach courses
outside of departmental jurisdlethM. It is

unfortunate that faculty are not simply given
leeway to teach what they want to laeob.

After all, their experiments benefit the entire
College. There is no need for dapartmeBts to
demand that professors tench courses only
wittiin their discipline, eseome now do.

Winter Study should de-emphasise
departmental distinctions and dry

academics. Many students at the fall WSP
forum said Winter S^y should be a time

when things are different, with different

modes of learning, more cultural events and
more time to socialize. Williams »houldn't be

a club, but WSp shouldn't flaU victim to

concerns that it Is not academically rigorous.

Faculty demands for more time to prepare
spring courses and to conduct research have
been partially met by the reduction in the

WSP facultycourse load from two out of three

to one out of two years.

A reduction in faculty requirementi for

WSP reduces the number of faculty available

in a given January term- To avoid inoreMing
class size an(l decreasing cotuve offertngs—

something this change oouM bring •bout--(he

committee has wis4dy reconunended the use

of more non-faculty instructors. This is not

only a pragmatic solution but one very much
in ttie spirit of Winter Study. By brii^ting in

outsiders, the College will foster a more non-

academic Winter Study program.

The committee's idea of nominating an
administrator for the program who would
recruit visiting staffmembers and expend tlM

possibilities for internships is another sound
one. The administrator should be active in

recruiting people who are prominent in their

These are all suggestions which were made
at the widely attended meeting on the Winter

Study program held last fall. The review

committee sponsored the meeting to probe

studentopinion and gaUier insights, as well as

publicize faculty concerns, in preparation for

their report.

The report suggests that students not be

allowed to choose the 99 route after the

publication of the WSP catalog. Publication of

the catalog is not some sort of magic

unveiling at which all fates must be decided.

It is ridiculous to expect everyone to decide

whether to design an independent before

seeing the alternatives. Despite hopes,

catalog courses cannot satisfy everyone.

Greater flexibility and participation in 99s—

while maintaining high standanh—might

come from publishing Oie WSP catalog

earlier in the semester with a common late

October deadline for submission of all project

proposals.

The report further falls into the usual

Williams nonsense when it suggests that

freshmen be discouraged from posposing 99b

and prohibited from having off-campus 99s.

Freshmen are perenntally treated by the

College as babes in the woods. The College

wouM be wise to realize that freshmen ere

often more adult than many upperelaasmsn

and therefore treat them a little less

PMBtBRiirticaUy-

Fred Tkyi is a Junior Adviser. Some of hit

concerns arise from conversations with kit

entry as well as from the large meeting en
the WSP which the Winter Study Hevtow
Committee sponsored last fall and which he
attended,
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fields. Winter Study tsW'eweeHsat lOlSl to

establish concentrated seminar prognuens in

a variety of flelds. More consideration shouM
be given to finding the means to finance

lecture programs and seminars with national

figures.

Internship programs need to be fostered.

Many studenta come to Williams expecting

Winter Study to be a work-stu(iy period.

Proposals have been made to organise an
OCCJanuary internship "bank" with • Usting

of contacts for volunteer positions and

abeady organized programs.

Some of the committee's proposals—such

as the limitations on freshmen and the

arbiti-ary deadline on 99s-^re silly. Otben
allay justified faculty concerns. Winter Study

can only be improved, however, if the

proposals answering student concerns are

rtgorawiry andcWftiUy implemented. W)>i|o

0)0 review committee has foUowed many
jty^jRt concen»|_lt oirtnot ensure that these

politics.

-PredHiystl

Beneath their

Peaceful

Shadows
Continued from Page 2

enough class to refrain from public

announcements designed primarily to hurt

Uie feelings of the less lucky.

Seniors, especially at Oils time of year,

begin to miss eech other, and the school u
well. Contrary to underclassmen's

impressions or speculations, most seniors

don't go through the year in abject horrcr of

the future. Perhaps most of Uie comfort,

corny as it sounds, lies in the fact that

Williams Is a school to which recruiters sttn

cone. Maybe ttast 17000 a year pays off in the

end. IdoubtifUMasssenionaresoeahn.

The sense of an ending weighi heavily on

the senior class, encouraging the view that,

no matter what has happsnsd during the

other three ysan. we're all la the lame boat

College, like life, is "nasty, brutish, and

ri«rt." Much too short
_ ^,„^^
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Cap and Bells

sponsors

Albee's

theatrical coup

of the season
by ^|ill• Mnrpby

After months of financial

negotiations and ecstatic

expectations, Williams' own Cap and
Bells has pulled off the theatrical coup
of the season with last Thursday
night's presentation of "Albee Directs

Albee: The American Dream and The
Zoo Story."

Produced by internationally
renowned Mark Hall Amitin and
directed by the author in abstensia,

"Albee Directs Albee" boasts a
competent cast and a repertoire of all

seven of Edward Albee's one-act

plays. Both The American Dream and
The Zoo Story are among the

playwright's earliest worlcs and laid

the foundation for Albee's reputation

is pertaapa (he greatest <]ramatist in

contemporary American theatre.

Happily, the current revival of these

two plays remains scrupulously
faithful to the wonderful dramatic
complexity of the original scripts, no
doubt due to the very palpable

directorial presence of the author.

Both productions triumphantly evoke
that unique blend of macabre comedy
and poignant pathos that

characterizes the best of Albee's

works.

The American Dream is both a

hilarious and sardonic expose of the

hypocrisy, materialism and flaming

idiocy inherent in the modern
American household. The three major

inmates of Albee's familial asylun

include Mommy, an irrepreasibitp

harpy with a nifty penchant for

castratiof; Daddy, an emotionally

emasculated milksop whose only
function is to supply enough dough to

assuage Mommy's thirst for

conspicuous consumption; and
Grandma, a spunky old moralist who
lias absorbed more abuse ttian she can
stand. Add to this charming picture

the presence of one Mrs. Barker, the

local socialite and "professional
woman," whose idea of emancipated
socializing is doffing her dress so as to

be "more comfortable," and you have
the makings of a very bizarre and
very funny play.

The theme of the play is sterility,

encompassing both the sexual and
social spheres of the drama. Monuny
and Daddy are at>out as sexually

attractive to both the audience and
each other as a couple of clammy
codfish. Mommy unabashedly
informs ttje audience ttiat Daddy's
desire has been conveniently excised

by the surgeon's scalpel: "Daddy has
tubes now, where he used to have
tracts."

Take the three major
inmates:an irrepressible

harpy, an emotionally

emasculated milksop
and a spunky old

moralist . .

No longer does Mommy have to

worry about fulfilling her half of the

marital arrangement. Sex for

Mommy has been a distasteful but

necessary means of obtaining
financial security. She announces to

Daddy "I have a right to live off of you
because I married you, and because I

used to let you get on top of me and
bump your uglies; and I have a right

to all your money when you die."

a.

atmosphere of Love
,.^..,.w.».»-Style, Grandma decides to

blow the rap on the family skeleti^,

and relates to Mrs. Barker the storVof

her grandson, Many years a|0
Mqmmy and Daddy decided it might
be fun to have a child, but mutual
impotence forced ttiem to resort to the

Bye-Bye Adoption Service, then under
the direction of Mrs. Barker. Through
her efforts Mommy and Daddy
managed to procure a "little bumble
ot joy," aptly named since it soon

became the bane of its parents'

existence. It seems ttiat the trials and
tribulations of Bringing Up Bumble
tried Mommy's patience a bit too far.

Whereas Daddy's potential as a male
threat was erased through
psychological castration at his

spouse's tiand, poor Bumble suffered

the physical equivalent of Mommy's
wrath. Grandma's description of

Bumble's gradual dismeml>erment

marks one of Albee's greatest

moments of grotesque comedy, and is

a furiously funny attack on the blatant

inadequacies of American
parenthood.

According to Grandma, Mrs.

Barker has t>een summoned again to

gfanr^—Mommy -and-—-Datid
"satisfaction" dfter their terribly

disappointing experience with

Bumble number one. Mrs. Barker is

saved by the doorbell as in walks The
American Dream, an unemployed but

self-assuredly gorgeous boy.

Strangely enough this prospective

Bumble number two appears to be

none other than the long-lost twin

brother of the late Bumble number
one. Through his sympathetic
identification with his twin. The
American Dream has been left

emotionally crippled by his brother

Bumble's physical dismemberment.
But Mommy and Daddy aren't put off

by such a silly trifle as that; they are

ecstatic with their conveniently full-

grown replacement, so much so, in

fact, that they hardly notice

Grandma's absence. During
the excitement. Grandma has slipped

Sonny Terry and Brownie Maghae mtortalntd a huge crowd with

unspoiled form in their blues coAcert last Thursday.

their free solos, harmony and
(photo by Cast)

IN CONCERT

The Ephlafs

and The Williams Jazz Ensemble

—Wednesday, 17 JaniMlry 1979

—Greylock Dining Hall

8 PM

—Admission: SI at the door >^,^„Mt*x

Don't Miss It II
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Scavengers!
Scavenger Hunt and 3-D Trivia

Spencer House living room.

Sunday night

7:30 Registration $6.00 entry fee,

ouL presumably in order to die so that

he might permanently free herself

from her progeny's madness.

Patricia Kilgarriff portrayed a

delightfully despicable Mommy,
while Wyman Pendleton's Daddy was
hilarious in his ineptitude. The
accomplished Eileen Burns created a

perfectly inane Mrs. Barker, although

a few muffed lines cast some shadows

on an otherwise shining performance.

Stephen Rowe was credibly pompous

Pendletan. In • captivating eriea ef

tirades, verbal provocations and
burning soliloquies, Jerry manages to

capture and h<dd the attention of tht

defensive and fearful Peter.

During their decidedly one-sided

conversation, Jerry forces bis

horriMe life story upon his unwilling

acquaintance. Through several sly

allusions the audience realizes that

, iicali c-

as the preening new Bumble, but his

rather bedraggled and paunchy
appearance fell quite short of the ideal

man in my eyes, unless, of course,

Albee was intending an ironic

comment on the degenerating quaUty
of all our American dreams. \
Catherine Bruno provided the sole

disappointment as^.Grandma. Her
unmistakably juvenil^-voice belled

her character's eighty-five years by

at least six decades. Unfortunately \

this glaring anomaly cannot be
attributed to Albee's intention of

disguising a youthful spirit in

7T.~dndyq^ have the

makings ofa very

bizarre- and very

funny play.

wrinkled clottiing; it is simply bad
casting.

Both Pendleton and Rowe came into

their own in The Zoo Story. Albee's

story of one man's desperate attempts
and failures at communication is both

explosive and bittersweet. Stephen

Kowe, as the guilt-ridden homosexual
Jerry, created a powerful character

tormented by private fears and
loneliness. In the course of his

wanderings homeward from the

Central Park Zoo, he happens upon
Peter, a conservative, elcterly book-

publisher played by Wyman

Jerry has submitted Umself to the

squalid, tortured existence of a
homosexual prostitute, allowing
himself only the most superficial and
demeaning contatt with other human
beings. His desperate cries for
salvation remain unanswered; be is

left only "with God who is a colored

queen," referring to his neighbor and
probably lover in his filthy tenement.

Wyman Pendleton's Peter was a
marvelously com|4ex creation. The
•aw power of Jerry's personality and
light might easily dominate the play,
i(t Pendleton's evocation of an

introverted, stagnated executive was
ver;y effective in balancing the drama.
PetKu' is revealed as something of a
corpiorfite failure, forever trapped in

that no-man's-land of middle
management. He, too, is riddled with
private fears. In the final explosive
climax\. of the play, he is forced to

recognize Jerry against his will ...

by kilH^g him. Jerry's manipulation
of Peter^as the means of his suicide-

murder is revealed as the bnly
possible conclusion to this sordid
drama. As Peter holds Jerry's knife in

defense agklnst the letter's final, fatal

tirade, Jerry rushes Peter and
impales himself. Through the
ambiguous complicity of this suicide-

murder, Peter is forced to recognize
the existence of a human being he
might have otherwise ignored
completely.

McGhee, Terry sing blues
by Ben Cruder

. Brownie Maghee, accompanied by

himself on guitar and on harmonica

by Sonny Terry, sang the type of blues

that most people, including myself,

are familiar with. The terms I can

think of to best describe it are

introspective and meditative. Maghee
did not stand apart from his music. He
spoke through bis guitar. I have

rarely heard anything so beautiful as

his free solos, especially in "I'm just a

stranger in town". He is comfortable

with playing softly and silently.

He also had his playful, if not

downright suggestive, moments, as in

"Jelly Roll". At times, it seemed that

he was performing for himself, and

the audience was there to eavesdrop.

Sonny Terry posed a problem for

me. I don't rememl>er having heard

his brand of blues t>efore. He has been

quoted as saying that the first piece he

ever learned was mocking trains. I

would say ttiat his rhythm literally

had elements resembling a

locomotive. His voice was rough and

Untrained, which seemed to be

appropriate. When tie wasn't singing,

he was playing one of six harmonicas

or tapping the microphone.

Sometimes he did all three, one

quickly following the other. His

DON'T MISS!

The Williams

CABARET

Fri., Jan. 19, 7; 30

Sat., Jan. 20, 7i30 ft 9:00

Sun., Jan. 21, 9:00 Of the LOG

acrobatics on the harmonica were
impressive. Still, it was a challenge

for me to listen to his music. I had to

drop the expectation of hearing full-

sounding chords, the regular rhythm
that is passible on the guitar, and a

neat, polished structure to the songs.

As I did that, I l>egan to appreciate it

more.

The huge, very psyched crowd

seemed a little out of place. When I

have heard blues sung, it has been in a

small group of people. It was hard to

getused to the idea that the crowd had

not assembled to hear the usual loud

and driving bass.

The audience, in general, had a

good time throughout the concert,

despite the fact tiiat, true to the nature

of bjues, it heard only three different

chiMrds. It is encouraging seeing

Williams students getting into

something not usually heard on the

radio. This concert featured true folk

music in an unapoUed form, and I

think it touched all of us.

Singers start group

by Cathy KUiper

Soon joining the ranks of musical

organizations liketba E^ttalats and the

Octet will be a new'tomale singing

group. Organizers Kristan Dale, Kyle

Doherty, Amy Winterer, and Kathy

Oram are gathering a colleclion of

show tunes. Barbershop Quartet

songs, and oldies but goodiea for the

appnndmatcly twdve members.
The group's repertoire will

emphasize the musical soand of the

IMOs when wonnen's group* like the

Andrews Sisters were popular.

According to Dale, there is evklently

"a need or a want" for such a group

since twenty-five students have

expreaacd hiterest in audltkming.

Dale hopea to schedule a performuoe
"at least after a month of practioe."

The sign-up sheet for auditions will

be poated in Baxter mailroom en

Jamtary 17. Try-oots will be heU
January 24 and 38, Fettmary l and 2,
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Changes advised in Winter Study
Has the Winter Study Program been heading

downhill?

During the past couple of years, this question and
others have been raised about tht academic value of

Winter Study. So last spring a committee was appointed

to thoroughly review the program. After detailed analysis

the committee concluded that Winter Study deserves to

stay, but that some changes should be made which would
enhance its educational value.

Biology Professor William Grant was made com-
mittee chairman. He directed a survey of the faculty, the

"Class of 1978 and prospective students to determine
attitudes toward Winter Study.

There was an exceptionally high (96 per cent) faculty

response to the survey. Three major concerns emerged

:

1) There seems to be an increasing lack of

student motivation, breeding a parallel decrease

in faculty commitment.

2) The workload on the faculty is excessive.

3) Course standards appear to vary. Some
courses are easy, others exceptionally difficult.

While a sizeable majority feels the Winter Study

period has obvious advantages, says Grant, "a rather

substantial number of faculty called for abolition."

Grant says that the student response, while not as

statistically high as the faculty's, was predictably

unanimous in favor of Winter Study, though some
students voiced concern about the commitment of others.

Prospective students rated Winter Study a factor in

their decision to apply, but not the most important one.

Admissions Director Philip F. Smith agrees, but points

out that Wintet' Study cdn be an especially strong

determinant in a "head-to-head" situation, between
Williams and a college which does not offer a comparable

experience.

The Winter Study Review Committee has recom-

mended a number of changes in the program to President

Chandler. He is asking the College Committee on Ap-
pointments and Promotions jand Committee on
Educational Policy to study thenj and to make recom-

mendations to the faculty about Winter Study changes.

A New Grading System

\) The Winter Study Committee has recommended
that projects be graded on a pass, low pass and fail basis.

Adding low pass to the grading system W9uld give faculty

a way of evaluating "students who do indifferent or

perfunctory work. The assumption," according to the

report, "is that students are concerned enough with what

appears on their transcripts" that they will "avoid a low

pass on their record." An honors, pass, fail system was

not recommended because the committee feared it would

"tend to introduce unproductive competition for

grades."

2) The committee recommended that a student who
fails a Winter Study project in the first three years be

allowed to make it up by taking two projects in the next

Ch*»man 'M

Tlw oouraa In "Mtofooompuler ManipuielkHW"
pfoffllaad hamto-on •xpartanca.

Winter Study period. A senior would take an extra course

in the spring semester.

Raduced TeacMng Load*

1) Faculty members now teach two out of every

three Winter Study periods. The review committee has

recommended that the teaching load be cut back to one of

every two periods. The committee believes that in order

to "attract and keep good faculty it is important that

faculty members be allowed ample time to pursue

professional activities, and to prepare courses for the

regular semesters,"

2) Since there would be a reduction in the number of

courses offered by faculty members, the Winter Study

Revie^v Committee is recommending an increase in the

number of qualified staff members, spouses, alumni and

other non-faculty instructors who teach Winter Study

courses.

Winter Study Admlnittration

1) The committee recommends that a tenured

faculty member "be appointed Coordinator of Winter

Free University

topics diyerse
The idea behind a January institution at Williams,

the Free University, is teaching and learning . . . just

for fun. No grades. No academic credit. Just learning.

According to Kathanne Wray '80, coordinator of

the Free University,_about 700 people have.signed up for

this yeair's courses, they rUft the nsiial j^^mut, from

things like an introduction to modem Greek to juggling.

While most students are from Williams, this b a program

open to the public; The price is the same for everybody

. . . almost nothing.

And the most popular? Ask the 200 people who
signed up for jitterbugging, or the disco dancers, who are

in second place. There are 40 Free-U courses altogether.

There is no official connection between the Free

University and WilUams, but the unofficial ties have

become quite strong. Many of the courses are taught in

College buildings. The minimal costs of things like the

catalog and publicity are subsidized by small grants from

the College Council and the Winter Study Committee.

Students pay for the materials they'll need for classes like

watercolor, needlepoint, bread making and wine tasting.

Beyond the teaching and learning of new skills, the

Free University presents forums for discussion of serious

topics, including nuclear power, perspectives on southern

Africa, abortion rights and bioethics.

All that's needed is a subject, a teacher and a

student—almost a modem version of Mark Hopkins and

the log.

Financial aid widens

JanuarY's horizons
Winter Study seems to offer a lot for a little This year

the Winter Study Program has a budget of $16,300. But

only $9,000 of that is used for things like instructional

costs, films and off-campus speakers. The remaining

$7,500 is earmarked for financial aid students.

The philosophy has been that Winter Study projects

should be equally accessible to all students. Financial aid

students in regular Winter Study courses receive half the

cost up to $230. The remaining funds are distributed to

financial^ aid students doing 99 's, based on academic

merit. < .
; 1

, {,

There was a subsuntial demand for financial aid this

year because more courses involved expenses. A total of

106 financial aid students received funding, compared to

only 61 last year.

Obviously the Winter Study option that is the most

expensive and therefore has the most unpredictable

financial aid requirements b foreign travel This year 16

financial aid students received a total of $4,000 in foreign

travel stipends. Costs are held down by allowing each

department only one major travel project per year.

Uniting the toul number of travel projects and limiting

the number of students per trip. One cost the Program

used to absorb—travel costs for the instructor—is now
often a part (A the package arrangement ofiered by travel

agencies.

Studies for a three year period to serve as the principal

administrative officer of the program and chairman of the

Winter Study Committee." The chairman would be one
of three faculty members, one from each division, on the

committee. Three students, appointed by the College

Council, would also be members. Currently the chairman

serves for only one year. So each year the Wini;er Study

Committee k»es its most experienced member.

Review Of The Program
The committee has recommended that the Winter

Study Program be reviewed again by the Acuity after

three years to determine how well it is working.

IMedlcal apprantlcea observe In the Morltl Adaih*
Rasional Hoapital wMla Or. Arthur E, Ellison '47

leads his surgical team.

Alumni teach, study

during January term
A little-known Winter Study sidelight is that the size

of both the faculty and the student body gets a little larger

each January. The additions are a few alimini who return

to Williams to teach, and to learn.

It's not a very large number; after all, it involves in
entire month. Gene Webb '41 is teaching a course on
"The World Bank," drawing on his experience in the

legal department of that institution. Steve SatuUo *69

teaches "Defining a Documentary Aesthetic." William

Cummings '71 instructs a course in "Human Ecology in

the Humid Tropics," while Massachusetts Superior

Court Judge Charles Alberti '30 is teaching "The Trial

Process."

Without a doubt, the tecord for alumni participation

in Winter Study goes to Kay Buttenheim, wife of Donald
V. Buttenheim '37. Kay has attended six Winter Study

sessions, starting in 1971 when daughter Judy was a

junior. Judy wanted to take a course in "Parent-Child
Relationships," and the pre-requisite for each student

was an accompanying parent! Unfortunately, not enough
parents were avaUable, so the course was cancelled. But
by that time Kay was hooked on the idea of coming, 10

she signed up for a course on the geology of Williams-

town. ,; ;

After the first week of studies with her six male co-

students, she learned that they were going to choose

buddies and go out in the field. Kay said, "I could see

these six pairs of eyes wondering who was going to get the

old lady!" She decided that both she and they would be

relieved if she passed up the fiekl work and she switched to

a "Critical Analysis of the Holy Bible."

Since that time she has participated in Winter Study

courses in "Can a Person Change?,*' Scandinavian

culture, raku pottery, the Incas and, this year, "Lizzie

Borden Took an Axe." Since his retirement, Don has

also become a Winter Study student. Last year he studied

"Death and Dying' ' and this year he is enrolled in "The
Ascent of Man."

The Buttenheims say they thoroughly enjoy the

intellectual stimulation, the chance to learn how today's

college student thinks about various topics, and the

reasonable price ($ 1 30 for one, 1200 for a cou^). Even s

mention of the rigors oi Williamstown in Jantiary doesn't

daunt them. They clearly believe they have disanrered s

very good thing.
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In 18S7 th» Lycaum of

Natural History travcllad

to Florida for soma first-

hand laamlng. Wlntar
Study offars a poilsct

time for traval, and In

1979 two WSP claaaas

ara In Florida. Othara ara
In Clilna, laraal, Ruasia,

England, Franca and
Italy. One clasa la riding

tlia rails In thia country
via Amtrak.

Activities initiated by students

augmented 1800's curriculum
By Martha Riley Johnson

Library Assistant, Williamsiana

The courses and trips to distant places which are

characteristic of the Winter Study period bad their

counterparts a century or more ago. But since the

curriculum then had no electives, the trips were strictly

extracurricular.

One way students could pursue a subject not offered

by the College was to bring in a course of lectures by

private subscription. In this manner Amos Eaton, famous

geologist, Williams 1799, was engaged to conduct field

studies in mineralogy and botany in 1817, and Ralph

Waldo Emerson was invited to give a series of lectures on

"American Life" in 1865.

The College's attitude toward these activities varied.

When Eaton appeared classes were suspended so students

could take full advantage of his visit. In 1865, however,

use of the Chapel for the purpose of Emerson's lectures

waf denied.

Another way to pursue studies was through more
permanent associations. The Lyceum of Natural History,

founded in 1835, was a notable example. Members
prepared talks on scientific matters and formed field

expeditions to Nova Scotia in 1835 and 1853, through

Berkshire County in 1840, Newfoundland in 1855,

Florida in 1857, Greenland in 1860, South America in

1867, and Honduras in 1870. Students even raised

money for their own building, Jackson Hall (razed in

1908 and since replaced by Driscoll).

At first membett of the expedition met most of their

Chapman '10

QlassMowing with Chamlstry Profassor Warren.

99'$ show wide range
of individual interests

Where are the 99's this year? All over the place, and

doing an incredible variety of things.

M^my Williams students, for a number of reasons,

decide not to take one of the Winter Study courses in the

catalog and structure their own instead. This year the

results of that kind of creativity range from ' 'Introduction

to Film Making" and "Mathematics for Economists"

to "Einstein: Life and Work" and "Written Japanese."

More than 250 students are at work on 99's this

January. Every student who wants to pursue one must

first convince a faculty Sponsor of its academic merit.

Then the faculty member's department reviews and

approves the project. Finally, the members of the Winter

Study Committee read each proposal—a time-consuming

process considering that recently th«re have been close to

400 proposals each year.

own expenses, but with the longer trips, beginning with

Florida in 1857, help was sought from alumni and others

through a circular offering shares in the trip. The cost of

each expedition was divided into 50 shares and the in-

ducement for buying them was the spoils or specimens

left over after the Lyceum's cabinet was filled. Another

inducement for buying shares was the opportunity to go.

In early years trips were scheduled during vacations, but

with trips lasting 2-3 months, no vacation was long

enough and appointees had to be excused by the faculty in

order to go.

ley^is experience
was an Iflnftionth

While we slog through the January snow and slush,

Economics Professor Stephen R. Lewis, Jr. is in the

nation of Botswana in southern Africa. He is no stranger

to the country. Lewis, his wife Gayle and their three

children lived there for 18 months during 1977-78. Lewis

was on leave of absence from Williams, serving as an

economic consultant to the government of Botswana.

It mdy be hard to picture a nation in that part of the

world where things seem to be going right. But that is

what Lewis and his family found. Unlike its neighbors

—

South Africa, Rhodesia and Namibia—Botswana, ac-

cording to Lewis, is not in political turmoil, but rather

has a democratically elected black government and even-

handed law enforcement.

The extended stay was not Lewis' first to the African

nation. In 1975, sponsored by the Ford Foundation, he

was in Botswana for a month as consultant to the

Ministry of Finance and Development Planning. Two
other short trips followed, before the entire family em-

barked in January, 1977. "Our departure from the U.S.

was delayed a day because we were snowed in," said

Lewis. "We left in sub-zero weather. Five days later we
were baking in Botswana's 100 degree heat."

Botswana challenges stereotypes

The Lewis' lived in Gaborone, Botswana's new
capital. A modem city located near the South African

border, Gaborone was built after the country became

independent in 1966; the administrative capital in

colonial days was in South Africa.

Lewis says Gaborone was hardly a hardship post. The
family was provided with a three-bedroom cement-block

house with most of the amenities of home. But he says a

key element of American life—chocolate chips—was

missing. Other than that, though, Lewis says the lifestyle

was pleasant. The Ford Foundation provided a car. But

like most Batswana (Americans are from America,

Batswana are from Botswana) the family members did

thefr local travel by bicycle. The children all went to

schools which were within a mile of thefr home.

In the 1890's the chiefa of the three major tribes in

Botswana appealed to Great Britain for protectorate

status. The chiefa were afraid of being overrun by their

neighbors. That possibility, according to Lewis, remains

Botswana's principal problem. Its neighbors are not noted

for political stability. >

Lewis says "Botswana likes to think of itself as an

example to white-dominated African nations,proving that

blacks can govern in a non-racial way. And they are

doing a first-rate job. I was in close contact with the

people who were making policy and they are both ex-

tremely capable and genuinely fair-minded."

Through Lewis, and now through Associate

Professor of Economics Earl McFarland, who is on leave

this year to live and work in Botswana, Williams College

has invested a great deal of time in the small African

nation. Lewis feels it pap ofr for the College, too. "By
coincidence," he says, "I have become knowledgeable

about a part of the world that will be increasingly in the

news. I can be a resource as people here try to understand

events in southern Africa. Also, the things I was actually

doing—assisting the Finance Ministry as it borrowed on

the Euro/dollar market, advising on aid and trade policy

WSP stands
test of time

When the Winter Study Program began 12 years

ago, it was a unique experiment in education which had

only come about after five years of debate. It was, after all,

a major step to devote an entire month to .the study of one

subject.

The idea was that Winter Study could allow students

the opportunity to concentrate their work on one topic,

perhaps through an independent course of study, without

the sense of competition which accompanies the

traditional grading system. And a pass, fail system could

encourage students to be adventurous in choosing their

courses. For the faculty. Winter Study could be an op-

portunity to experiment, both in what they teach and how
they teach it, without concern about how the course

might fit into individual departmental offerings.

A couple of trends developed as the Winter Study

Program moved through its first decade. One has been a

rising number of courses teaching skills or offering new
experiences. Another has been a dramatic increase in thC;

number of 99's, the student-initiated projects.

Winter Study involves a lot of extra work for par-

ticipating faculty. Is it worth it? Many continue to think

so. The appeal of experimentation and new experiences

remains strong. As one faculty member commented:

"The significant failures of Winter Study could yield

more important and more lasting results than its easy

successes.

in Botswana
family

Tague

Professor Stephen R. Lewis Jr. with Virginia, Mark,

wife Gayle, Deborah and family pet Samantha.

questions—are all topics in political economics courses at

Williams. From the actual experience I can bring new

ways of looking at things to the classroom.

"Fn addition, of course, the experience creates a new

set of contacts, both in Botswana and in other coun-

tries." Williams for the past 18 years has been closely

connected with a large number of Thfrd World nations

through the Center for Development Economics. Mid-

level government officials from devebping nations spend

a year at Williams studying the economic problems facing

emerging nations. They earn the Master of Arts in

Development Economics degree ottered by Williams.

Members of the College faculty who take laves to live

and work m the developing nations are uniquely qualified

to teach at the Center.

Lewis' obvious affection for Botswana heightens his

concern for its future. "Botswana's evenhandedness in

racial matters will be tougher to uphold as life on the

other side of its borders becomes more violent," he says.

With another trip planned for spring break, Lewis hopes

to continue his assistance to Botswana ' 'as long as they

feel it's usehiL"
He says he found a great personal satisfaction in

working for the Batswana. "They have a real sense of

purpose," he says. "After all, they are a relatively small

number of people trying to make a decent country in the

middle of the chaos around them. And they've got a

marvebus sense of humor. Maybe it's because their

problems are so serious they can't afford to take diem-

selves too seriously."
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Music concert wavers
by JackMM Galloway

The third concert of the Muaic in the

Round series seemed like the

Willlamstown weather, to have its ups
and downs. At some moments,
everything seemed to jell, and the

performance was enthralling. At
others, the ensemble degenerated into

a rough assemblage of notes.

The program began with the

Schumann Trio No. 3 in G minor. This

work, although not especially notable,

was performed well with few
exceptions. Occasionally, the cello

rasped out of the contbiuity of

accompaniment to drown out the

violin melody, but Mr. Moore
achieved a superb blend with both the

piano and violin nevertheless. The
strings were particularly effective in

the Rasch and KrafUg movements in

their pizzicato passages which
seemed to bounce above the planch's

more solid tone. The Trio achieved

excellent dynamic control, especially

at the swell and fall of the final note in

the Ziemlich Langsam movement.
It seems the fewer instrumentalists

involved the better the musicianship.

In that vein, the Villa-Loboe sonata

was truly the highlight of the evening.

Even though at times the piano voice

lacked some sharpness and definition,

the blend between the two
instnunents was superb, the piano

providing a steady base for the flights

Of the violin. The plaintive sweeps of

the violin as they built up towards the

finale were well rendered by Mr.

Hegyi. He masterfully avoided the

sentimentality of excessive rulrato

through strict tempo control and

(fynamic expression.

TheMendelssohn Octet proved to be

a great disappointment. Probably the

best piece o( music on the program
and a work truly indicative of its

composer's genius, the Octet in this

performance was a chore to hear. In a

couple of instances, the ensemble did

manage to produce the fullness of a

string choir mixed with the tight,

compact sound of a quartet, but the

usual effect of the octet was of a fuzzy,

amorphous texture. The andante
movement was simply run into the

ground through lack of innovative

Jazz groups

enrapture all
On Monday ni^t, Jan. 8, the

Williams Jazz Ensemble and its

guest, the Potsdam New Varsity Jazz

Band performed both contemporary

jmd standard jazz works to a large

and appreciative audience at the

Rathskeller.
' The Potsdam Band, ^under the

direction of Stev6 Constantino,

displayed remarkable ensemble

playing and execution. The highlight

of the group was their female vocalist.

Her rendition of "God Bless the

Child" brought a near standing

ovation.

The Williams Jazz Ensemble,

sparked by the great showing of

student support, had one of their best

performances of the season. The

solos; were particularly well done ; the

sectionals were also well executed.

The night ended with a well deserved

standing ovation and encores.

This concert marked the beginning

of a busy schedule for the EnsemUe.
Situdent-run and conducted by Mike

Batti»telli, the group's repertoire

Inclades works by Herman, Basle,

Ferguson and Kenton. On Jan. 17 it

will boid a joint concert with the

Ephlats. Later in the month, the

Ememble will for the first time

represent Williams at the Glassburo

Fesllval. Concerts are also being

arranged with UVM, Potsdam and

Bennington.

The WilUams Jazz Ensemble is

worfcllig to bring good quality jazz

mutle Id the Williams campus, but it

need! student support in order to do

this. The Monday evening concert

proved that with substantial student

support and quality performance,

contemporary music can flourish at

WUUmm.

treatment of recurring melodic ideas.

The scherzo movement was marred
by an almost total disregard for the

composer's directions on
performance and some very sloppy

technique on the part of several of tte

instnunentalists. The scherzo is to be

played "staccato and pianissimo
throughout" in the composer's own
words; nevertheless, his request was
only honored in the last few bars when
the dynamic level descended from a
soli^ mezzo>forte to mezzo-piano.

Closing the work, the presto

movement provided a touch of the

classical in some of the quicker

passages. Even though the violas and
cellos tended to rasp out and cover

some of the more delicate first violin

lines, the third and fourth violins

seemed timid in asserting themselves

in the exchange of subject among the

voices. On the whole, it seemed that

the perfornuuice could have used
more attention to the finer p<Hnts of

technique and ensemble sound
production. In any case, the tieauty of

the Mendelssohn Octet was
imdeniable, even in this tarnished

performance.

Coct«au en Coct«au

NeU Armstrong, Boston, actor, will preamt a ons-mao

stww will) the wtxts ot French post Jam Ooctaau In

translation «n Ttuirsday, Jan. 18 at tM pax.

DuriflgthsM minute perfomuuiot, Annstrong asks his

audience to believe thet be Is tha post Umsetf, reciting

and commanting on his own wotts.

Admission is free.

Hill playfr Bach

Neil Armstrong will prsssnt a M-mlnuta recitation

poetry by Jean Coctsau Thursday.

of

Harpsichordist Victor Hill will present an aU-Bacb
concert at the Clark Art Institute on Friday, Jan. 19 at 8
pm. On the program are the complete "Two and Three-
Part Inventions," the "Italian Concerto," and two shorter
works.

Admission is free.

Mime at Clark

The Pocket Mime Theater's cast of four will offer an
evening of mime at the Clark Art Institute this Saturday,

Jan. 20 at 8:30 pm. The groiq;) has received the Silver

Medal Award from the Association for the Performing

Arts for three consecutive years.

Admission wiU be $2.50, $2.00 with WUiiams I.D.

Show features kaleidoscope of characters

Senior creates images

-Mi"'

of women
by Stephanie Voss

"Kaleidoscope can mean a series of

colors, images, or events, as well as

the object," explained Cecilia Rubino,

'79, as she discussed her up-coming

senior honors thesis—a one-women
show in which she will present a series

of images of women.
Entitled Alice's Kaleidoscope: A

Collection of Voices, the show will

take place Thursday, Jan. 18 and
Friday, Jan. 19 in the AMT studio

theatre at 7:30 p.m.

Throughout last semester, Rubino
gathered and adapted material about

"as many different sorts of things as

possible." The characters in her

kaleidoscope range from Cleopatra to

Anne Frank, and are culled from a

variety of sources, including

literature, drama, poetry and real

life.

Sitting in the snack bar about a

week before her opening night,

Rubino tried to explain the stack of

typewritten pages she held, filled with

ttie images and words of Yeats, Joyce,

Eliot, Woolf and others.

Her goal with this project, she said,

is to, "extend the limits of myself as

an actress." It is more of a challenge

than a goal, she claims, but quietly,

matter-of-factly. There is not much of

an air of doubt about Cecilia Rubino.

Having decided to create hiSFdwfn"

role, ("I wanted something I could

always have," she explained) Rubino

"narrowed down" the kaleidoscope by

restricting it to women's voices. Then

she chose two "polarities" to focus on.

The main voice is that of Alice in Alice

in Wonderland ("I grew up with

her"); the other is Molly Bloom of

Ulysses.

Alice will appear often throughout

the work, tying bits and pieces

together. It is she who asks the

opening question—"Who in the world

am I?"

Rubino has Alice look for the

characters that actresses rarely get to

play.

The difficulties come, she said,

because the voices are only snatches

of characters. "It's not sustained,"

she explained. "It's a bit like a survey

course—it's hard to avoid being

superficial with just a glimpse of this

person and then this one."

Most of the difficulties, it is clear,

are self-imposed. Tlte work as she

descrit>ed it is a collection of high

points, demanding a great deal of

eno-gy. Rubino's comment; "Well,

people don't write about t>oring times

they're all rather vivid

moments." She added, "as an actress,

I decided I was going to choose the

from OCC
Electric, Procter & Gamble.

OCC, 4 pm. CitiBank will speak on

"New Direction for Hiring."

Driscoll, 7 : 30 pm. Panel Discussion on

"Job Hunting Techniques and
Interviewing Hmts." Representatives

from Digital Equipment, General

Reinsurance, General Electric,

CitiBank, Procter and Gamble, and
/perhaps CBS.

Tuesday, Jan. 23— '

corporate sOCiar feSpeia^bili^-. 'SlgS^-^iack:interview gessiiml uCg ai=8^

answer by seeking mirrors of herself

in other people. The encounters will

take place on a small set, in the course

of about an hour, as Rubino portrays

first one, then another "possibility."

Last week, still busy working out

acting problems, it was a bit difficult

for Rubino to evaluate the show as a

whole. It was easier for her to talk

about the separate aspects of the

project so far.

Rubino said she enjoyed very much
the opportunity to read an array of

. works ' during her search for

material—although much of what she

read did not find a place in the

collection. She said she is also

enjoying the chance to "do" a range of

INTERNATIONAL INTRIGUE—
Thursday, Jan. 18^'Job Hunting

Hinte for Far Away Places," 103

Bronfman, 3:00. Working Abroad:

"Impact of World Politics and
Economics," Dodd, 7:30.

CAREER EXPLORATION: The
Hartford field trip is still open. Talk

with alumni in govt, public affairs,

finance, insurance, arts, and

up at OCC.

SOPHOMORE WOMEN: Apply for

the Mobil Oil corporation "Explore

the Business World" program. Three

days in NYC during spring break.

Information meeting Friday, Jan. 19,

4:00, OCC. Applications due Jan. 22;

Interviews Jan. 26.

OCC PROGRAMS
Monday, Jan. 22—

Driscoll, 2 pm. "Women in Business"

Representatives from General

am and 10:30 am. General Electric

and Digital Equipment. Every
participant must sign up on the week
of Jan. 15 at OCC. Seniors who are

going to participate in on-campus
interviews are urged to come to these

sessions. Juniors and others are

encouraged. ^

hardest pieces for me to do."

Rubino elaborated for a moment on

the diallenges involved in a one-

person show. She said, "the energy
;|

has to be sustained and witMn ?
yourself; there's no one else to take

.

ovw for a moment and give you a
*

chance to breathe . . . It'ssortof like 7^

a marathon." Then she gathered up-!

Alice, Molly and company and
prepared to leave, presumably to

rehearse what she terms the

"possibility" of woman—of person.

It was a reminder that the project is

a performance: that the voices Won't

exist until there is an audience to bear

them. Rubino smiled, acknowledgtaig,

"the final result is going to be a
surprise."

Wednesday, Jan. 24—
Resume Workshop, 11:00 at OCC.
Careers in Small Business, 3 pm at

OCC. Representatives from small

businesses will present this panel.

THE BANK STREET COLLEGE OF
EDUCATIQN, located in New York
City, offers graduate programs for

students planning to work with

children in such fieMs as buman
deyrtopmwitt.qiecial eduw^m,^ or

<»unsellnifservicesTCome to OCC^~
additional information.

BLAIR ACADEMY has an opening for

a Dean of Student Affairs. HiS-her

responsibilities will include dormitory

supervision, initiating extra-

curricular acUyities, and counseling.

For further details, come to OCC.

NA^E.

ADDRESS*

PHONE

TOTAL ENCLOSED.
"
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Amtrak trains carry on
romantic US tradition
Ntw* Editor Ah-k Uorrh, wh« hat

b»»H crouing tht. ooi*nfry by train for

h»r Wlntar Study pritftot, wrott tht*

article latt W»da»tday wMU patting

through Ntbratka.

Prtttntly on tht way to Ntw
Orleant, afttr a ttopovtr in San
Francitco, Morrit hoptt to bt obit to

mail in htr rtaction to the homtt of

jatt and trolley cart before returning

to Wiiliamitown.

byAnnMorrUi
McCook, Nebraska, Jan 11—"A

close-up way to see the U.S.A.,"

Amtrak's poster advertisements
proclaim from walls of ancient train

stations. Close-up is right; there's the

Midwest, with its endless rows of com
and occ^ional small towns, right out

of my window. Today I saw my first

grain elevator; yesterday, my first

Great Lake. In an airplane I would

Frta University has brought Oltco

Itver to Williams. Tha mates, taufllit

by Gary Pooh, saam a IHtte un-

cemfortabla in comparison ta thair

iamate oounttrparts.taugM by Jackit

Logan. Over ISO paopte will soon bt

tryhig out thefr axpartisa on tha danca
«oar.

(photos by Gast)

Hydrotherapy program helps handicapped
by Ann Reuman _^

Think for a moment whatHf would
be like to be mentally or physically

handicapped. Imagine having
permanently stiff leg muscles that

make bending your knees painful, if

not altogether impassible. Imagine

having limited control over jerky

body movements, or imagine being

slow to l^m what others learn mmre
readily. Consider the difficulty and

frustration in learning a task as

"simple" as sitting on the floor,

climbing into a pool, or coordinating

your arm and leg muscles enough to

swim or play basebatji. These are

daily hurcUies faced by people with

cerebral palsy.

Hydrotherapy—perhaps more
accurately called Swim-Gym
therapy— is a volunteer program
organized by the Northern Berkshire

County Cerebral Palsy Association

wMch helps liandicapped individuals

to overcome some of these obstacles.

Though partially funded by the

Lehman Service Council,

hydrotherapy is essentially a

community project which draws
volunteers from North Adams State,

area high schools, and active

mranbers of the community as well as

from Williams.

Hydrofherapy, says studenl
director Dan Powell, is "a chance to

deal with real people ot different

economic strata;" it, provides
"exposure to the community," an
opportunity to step beyond the bounds
of the Ivory Tower of Williams
College. Volunteers deal with
participants ranging in age from 5 to

40, and in degree of impairment from
stiff limlis and speech impediments to

severe central nervous system
problems and intellectual

deficiencies. Handicapped
participants come from various
economic and home life situations,

including lower-middle class and
welfare families as well as broken
homes.

Hydrotherapy offers the

opportunity for a cross-section of

college and community members to

enjoy participation in a community
service, •

i

The primary function of the
organization is to provide a relaxed
atmosphere which emphasizes
communication and participation,

and where handicapped people
receive individual attention,

swimming instruction, and a chance

MIDWINTER SALI
-30%
DOM PMMSt VESTS

tllUIIDrSMIIUSt VESTS

20% Off
POLARGUARD PARKAS

& VESTS

DOWN BOOTIES

SWEATERS

ALL WOOL CLOING 20% Off

arcadiansho•i«
HoHm Dally 1«u«, Thwrs. 'til 9tH •*

WAnR STRilT 4St-S*70 WIUIAMSIOWN

to join in gym and pool activities. For
"volunteers, the pi'Ogram is both a
learning process and a community
service. Volunteers develop bonds of

friendship with mentally and
physically hancttcapped people who
were previously avoided or ignored.

Interest in learning and pleasure in

success are shared by volunteers and
participats alike.

Outlook for hydrotherapy is bright:

local handicapped individuals, who
welcome and appreciate the help

given through the service, look

forward to the social and instructive

Thursdays of Hydrotherapy at the

Northern Berkshire YMCA in North
Adams. Says volunteer Whitney
Woodruff, "Hydrotherapy breaks the

barriers between the handicapped
and the rest of us ; it dissolves outward
differences and brings people
together. The enthusiasm shown for

the program assures its success and
continuation."

'

have missed it all. Tha kawkOg/e that

train travel i« a dyln< iostltutkm not

only saddens me; it truly puzzles me.

Last night I watched Illinois, then

Iowa, speed past from Amtrak's latest

second tier glass "dome car." The

train lights bouncing off the snowy

flelds have a mesmerizing effect, and

the dark car was silent But It wasn't

an unfriendly, awkward New York

City subway silence. It w^ a quiet

that the car's passengers ftiared out

of an unspoken respect for the beauty

of ttie countryside, and the powerful

machine that was racing us through

the midst of it. Though none of us had
met yesterday, and will be parted l^y

tomorrow, last night we were Iwiuid

close together in the peculiar

intimacy that only a train can create.

No one aboard a train is a stranger.

Since Amtrak is eternally late, and

no one can do anything about it, most
people learn to eitjoy each other and

the countryside. People converse as if

they've known each other for year«,

and on a twenty hour trip, there's

enough time so that the conversation

isn't hurried. And what a diverse

group of Americans; generalizing

about a train traveler is impossible.

First I met Mike, an crt^nic

Californian on his way to Sacramento
after a trying visit ("I found myself

getting too heavily into the carbos")

with his family in Chcago. Writing his

PhD. thesis on junk food addiction,

Mike gave me a look of pity when I

admitted this was my first trip west.

Complete with beard and Imclqpadt,

he explained he was riding the train to

reflect, meet the people, and "figure

out the next phase of my life."

At breakfast the steward seated us

with a father and his four year dd son,

bothjpamed Adam. The bigger Adam,
returning his son to his divorced wife

in San Francisco, was bom and raised

in New York City. Except for when he.

was serving in the Army during

Continued on Page 8

Chrlsfmas In Pompeii
by

Jacic PatJcus
Metamorphoses

Everyone has seen "Superman,"

we are told. The film is a national

{dienomenon, according to Newsweek.
Apparently that venerable journal has

chosen the Man of Steel as Man of the

Year. So everyone has seen
"Superman." Except me.

Honest, when it comes to hype, I'm
as gullible as the. next guy. In fact, I

sat next to the "next guy" at "Star

Wars" and stood behind him in line to

buy my Pet Rock. But I refuse to go

along with the masses this time. After

reading ot Marlon Brando's plans for

the movie, I could no longer take tne

project seriously. As you no doubt

recall, he wanted to play Jor-el,

Superman's father, as a bagel or a

green suitcase.

Such ambition is surely laudable in

one of our great screen actors.

Ndther Lord Lawrence Olivier nor

Red Buttons ever dared attempt such

a thespian feat. Of course, there were
certain logistical and logical

probtems. For example, how could a

piece of baked dough with a hole in the

middle sire an infant? Would an
article of luMaKe possess the

calmness and foresight to send off ita

son in a rocket as a planet exploded?

So out of respect for the belief that

fathers and sons should belong to the

same species (or at least both be
animate objects) I declined numerqus
chances to see the movie over

Christmas break. However, I did

spend time giving thanks that Marlon
hadn't come up with such schemes
earlier in his career.

Imagine, if you can, "On the

Waterfront" starring tbe voice of

Marlon Brando coming from a hat-

rack, or "Mutiny on the Bounty," with

Mr, Christian portrayed as a talking

breadfruit plant. Julius Caesar as a
salad, or perhaps as an Ide of March,
Of course, some possibilities are

suggested by the titles of the films. lo

"A Streetcar Named Desire," he
could have played Stanley Kowalaici

as a troliey, a foreshadowing of the.

later "My Mother the Car." Finally,

in "Last Tango in Paris," Brando
could have been . . . Well, I'll leave

that one to your imagi|i<|tioa.

So with tbe time I did|i't waste

standing in long lines to see

"Superman," I was abl^ to waste time

over vacation in a more tracUtional

Williams' way: watching television.

Of course, at school this is a luxury

Continued on Pages
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Joorndists describe careers

Fitira IB nagiann

byDMG«klmiin
"Magaiiiw pubUshing careen don't

exist but havt. to be made," said
Porter Bibb, publister of US

' magaziJM last Thursday at the OCC
panel discussion entitled "From Here

to^ Publishing: Pens, Papers,

Publications." Other panelists

outlined a college graduate's chances

of securing a Job in the field.

Charles Whittingham, publisher o(

Life, listed circulation, advertising,

and promotion as the best areas to

enter Life, or the publishing business

in general. He also stressed the

importance of knowing what other

areas are expanding.

"You must do research before you

apply for a job to know where the

openings may be," said Whittingham.

He also stressed the money-making
side of the business, saying, "Great

journalism is important, but you also

have to make a proflt."

Bibb, cited the magaune industry

as one of the few cottage Industries

left. "The business is open to

entrepreneurs," he said. "Nothing

can stop anyone from putting out a

magazine. The cost isn't that much
and printers will give you a few free

issues to see what happens."

Bibb used hinnself as an example,

having started RoUing Stone on $2900.

To those who do not wish to start a

magazine, but just to work for one,

Bibb emphasized motivatiaa:

Lorraine Gracey, copywriter for

Vogue, rejected the traditional rules

for getting jobs such as staying at

your first job for a year, presenting a
resume, and being satisfied with your

job and just doing it well.

"The longer you allow yourself in a
small job, the longer your stqieriors

wiU think you are unpromotable," she
said. Noting that all New York City

first jobs are "low paying and
boring," she added' that "one should

try (o exercise your talent as soon as

possible. Ask for everything!

"

David Hartwell, editor of the

Science Fiction and Fantasy
Department of Pocketbooks,
concluded the panel, stating that he
published not to make money but

because he "loved it,"

Opportunities in books

by Pet^MTStmul
Prospective authors should write as

mu(fli and as many things as possible,

from essays to movie reviews, Gary
Cohen of Heron House Publishers said

last, Friday at the "From Here to

.>. Publishing" seminar.
y'^- Organized by the Office of Career

Counseling and Peter Verstappen '58,

Chairman of Heron House Publishing

Company, the seminar featured five

representatives from the publishing

world, who spoke to students on
prospective <»reers.

Patrick FiUey, senior editor oif

Times Books, described his

experiences, emphasizing the "long

hours, typing and answering phones,"

that preceded any promotion.

Lindy Hess, editorial manager at

Doubleday and Dolphin Books,
higt^ighted job opportunities in

today's publishing world, listing such
areas as designing book jackefai, and
covers, sales, publicity, the writing of

press releases, and arranging author

tours and television interviews.

According to Hess, Doubleday hires

collie seniors as trainees, in

different departments and will give

juniors the chance to work over the

summer to get a "sense of o^osure"
to the many areas of publishing.

Cohen commented on the

imponaace of usiqg "simple, elegant

language that does not alienate a
readerand advised college students to

nuke itrofeaaars criticize not only

their ideas but also the expression of

those Idaas.

DanOkrent, packager and formerly
an editar at Harcoort Brace, spoke on
the paiineular problems and rewards
of bdiig a "one man publishing

houae."

David Hartwdl, '63 head of science

fictkn at Ptookotbiiaks, commented oi

the state of masa-market papertmck
publishing, and 00 the indurtry in

general, which be described as a
"nervfiwrscking, intense" businass

filled with a "rapid turnover of

events."

All the speakers Stressed the fact

that while publishing is a fascinating

business, getting a job and advancing
in the industry is "very tough."

l«c«M«ieMta*r«
AMTtCLR ni
fsctMn 1:

«. TM Frwldsnt «nd vic*-FrMM«nt
thall b« dtr«ctlv tiactad con-

CUrrvnHy fr«ni • ll*M o( ttt* anlir*

.
jMnlar«ndS«aMmor«ctauw«lttw
time of ttit •(action. TTm Praaldant

and Vlo«-Pr«»Mant can no) vtnm
X*» farm* of oNlca.

a. The Sacratary and Traaturar ihall ba

diractly alactad concurrSntly with

ma PratMant and Vlca-Praatdant In

tha l>a«lnnlno of tha tacond
famattar.

«, Candldatai for tha petition of

Tnaaurar nuiM ha or hava bam
mambar* al n«a Pbwnca Cotnmlttaa.

Whan n*a«a auallfleallona can not ba
mat, naralnatlans will ba opan to ttM

Ktirs (tudant body.

d. Tha CotMKll Shall fill any vacancy In

itta abeva oftica* by maana of a
•padal alaclion to ba hold two mitfut

attar weh vacancy bacamaa aftIctal.

•. Tha otficar».alact ihall «lt an tha

CotjncU sa nen^eitna mambar* until

prMt rarwii at wtilch tima thay

than atawma offka. Tha Traaiurar
•halt aiauma affica upon Council

approval at tha alactlona, .

Sactlon 2 li haraby r^iealad. [

Canttitutlanal AmandmaM
Artlcia 10: Diuelutlon of tha Council

Sactlon 1—The colltoe Council ihatl ba
abolished upon a vole of no confldanca

by more than fifty par cant of the

ttudant body. A quorum of two-third* of

the (tudant body ehall ba required for

$uch a vote.

Section 2—Two weaka notice through all

available publicity channels shall be
required before such a vote.

Section J—A vote of no confidence may
be Initiated upon specific petition of at

least ten per cent of the student tiody.

Section 4—Constitutional Committee

a. In tha event' of the Council's

dissolution, one parson from each
house affiliation and lour Freshmen
shall be elected, forming a con-

stitutional committee. The Fresh-

man representatives shall be elected

at an open meeting of the Frestiman
class organized by the up-
parclassman representatives of the

cotnmlttaa,

b. This committee shall draft a new
oo^tltutlon and shall ba raapontJbIa

to a maatlng or tarlaa ofmaattngs of

all Interested student*, wtto shall

have the power to amend tha
proposed conatltutlon. Tha rulea for

such a meeting shall be determined
by tha elected members of tha

constlHitlonaT committee.

c. Tha antanded constitution must ba
put liafore the entire student body
and shall become ttM new con-
stitution If approved by more ttMn
fifty par cent of the sh>dent body. A
quorum of hMo-thirds of the student
body shall ba required for such a
vote.

Section 5—In tha Interim, pratant
members of Student-Faculty com-
mittees Shalt remain In office. Tha
former College Council shall serve the
sole function of aliocatlng the Student
Activities Tax until a new constitution

tias been approved by ttia student body.

Council
Continued ^om Page 1

Members diacuaaod the propoaed

CEP changes in the non-major
segment of the curricuhun. Reporting

on discussions with reaidential house

members, the representatives

objected most strongly to a possible

two-semester foreign language
requirement

Clarifying the propoaed changes,

Julia McNamee '80 said that students

could fulfill the two courses in the

Division HI requinnnent by taking

either a math or a lab science course;

lab inquiry then would become the

focus.

Most members apreesed support
for the concept of a "Great Works"
course.

All callaa* a«aen«ft» Mil |» IW« on
Itta I4tti ana Mtti «i fmntir^m. Ml-
nominations far tha tellewlnt sasltlana
mwt ba tvbmitied la IM OaWS Olftca
ne later M«an (Monday. Ptarwery SIti,

Iff at 4 P.M.:

Collaaa Council Prealdbul (IS or tl)
collaea Council Vtca-PraaMant (IS ar
•St)

Sbi At-Laraa R^raaOTtattvet la Callaaa
CsMncU

RapraaanteHya* Iram OhfMana 1, 1 1, II

I

and an At-Lar«« mambar

Cammtttaaan UiMlararadwata LMa

Rapraaantatlyas from 'so. 11, 'tt and
one At-L*raa r«a

tfanar and OtMlplliia Cammiitaa

Rapraaanfallvss from 'W. 'II and 'St

Satf-nomlnetlons must list full name,
class, and office aought, For quaatlot*
or datalit. contact Chris Jeittilns at Mts.
Traasarar, facratary, and Cammlttaa

Appiicationt Due
Studanis wIm) would Ilka to aarva as

Coilaga Council Traaawrar, lacratsry.
or as mambar* of tha Collaas Cauncll
Finance Cammlttaa (Student Actlvltlas

Commlttaa should submit application*

to the Oaan's OHice no istar than 4 PM.
AAonday, February Sth, ir;*.

Applicants riteuW Hit nama, data,
rasidantlal houia, raatona for applvlng
to tha Commlttaa or offka, ratataa

axparianca, specific proposal* and Idaaa

for tha commlttaa or office, and any
other tIma commitment*,
No applicatloo form is necataary,

although aultaMa form* are available

from tha Oaan't Offlea. Far question* or

details, contact Chris Jenkins at MM.

CUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM GENERAL. MOTOAS-

•/

WHia"'STlCKER PUKES''
REAUYMEAN

HOW TO GET THE BEST BUY ON THE CAR THAT'S BEST FOR YOU.

Every GM dealer is an
independent businessman.
No one can tell him what to

charge. Not the government,

and not the manufacturer.

But the government can
and does require that manu-
facturers post a suggested

retail price, or "sti<^ker price,"

on every new car we build. It's

a good idea, because it makes
it easier for you to compare
one car against another.

Remember, the ^^sticker

price" is only the suggested

price. The actual selling price

may be different. That's be-

cause the law of supply and
demand affects the prices of

cars, just as it affects most
other prices. And market con-

ditions change all the time.

For example: a very pop-

ular model may sell at the

suggested price, but frequent-

ly cars will sell for less, be-

cause the automobile business

is highly competitive.

The difference between
the "sticker price" and the

wholesale price-that's what
the dealer pays us-is called the

markup, or dealer's discount

This changes from time to

time, but as a general rule the

markup on small cars is lower
than on full-size cars.

The dealer s markup helps

to pay his rent, taxes, salaries,

utility bills-all that it costs to

run a business^. And he also

has to make a profit, or he
cant stay in business. Last

year. (iM dealers reported
about twocents profiton each
dollar of sales. As you can see,

competition doesn't leave the

average dealer a very big
margin of profit.

You can affect the price

you pay. It depends on the mar-
ketplace, for one thing. You
may get a bigger break if you
choose a slower-selling model
or a car the dealer already has
in stock. The latest sales fig-

ures published in many news-

papers will give you soipe idea

of how cars are selling, al-

though the demand for a par-

ticular model may be greater

or less in your area.

Howmuch optional equip-

ment you order on your car

also makes a big difference in

its price. Go over the list care-

fully, and equip the car just

the way you want it. Then it

will haye most value for you,

and you'll enjoy it more. You
shouldn't buy what you won't

use, although mu<ch of the

equipment you add to your

rrf *»»

new car will make it worth
more when you decide it's

time to trade it in.

Most buyers trade in a
used car when, theyjjujt a^
new one. And the value of

used cars varies according to

demand as well as to (heir

condition. Performance and
appearance count, so it's a
good idea to maintain your
car and keep it clean. The
more you can get for your old

car, the less will be your out-

of-pocket cost to replace it

with a new one.

But whichever car you
choose, the price should never

be your only consideration.

The dealer's reputation and
his service capability are also

important.

Our interest is in helping

both you and the dealer to

get a fair deal. We want you
to be satisfied with your car.

That's good for you, good for

the dealer, and good for us.— -I I I ! 11 II ! ^isiie^M

This advertisemimt is part of
our continuing effort to give

customers us^l information

about their cars and trucks

and the company that builds

them.

General Motors
People building tnuutoqrtation

to serve people
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New music building boasts
more space, good accOustics

by Katie Springer

With the new addition to the Chapin

Music Building nearing completion,

the Williams Music Department will

no longer be spread out in basements
and back rooms across the campus.
"For once we'll be under one roof,"

says Kenneth Roberts, chairman of

the music department.

Since the department started about

90 years ago, classrooms, offices,

rehearsal and performance artos

have been in Chapin Hall, Currier

Hall, Thompson Memorial Chapel and
theAdams Memorial Theater. Lack of

space and accoustical problems were

among the factors which prompted
the building of the Chapin addition.

According to Roberts, the basic

construction on the new building

should be completed by the end of

January, although some of the final

ftages such as installing seats will

f
quire additional work.

Although the building was originally

supposed to open in September, the

expected completion date had to be

moved to January 1 and then to the

end of the month because of a delay in

Obtaining materials. Planning for the

building began V/z years ago, with the

ground breaking in August, 1977.

— The construction of the new music

building marks the final phase of a
project started in 1974 when practice

rooms were built in the basement of

Chapin Hall.

"The entire project cost about $2'/^

million," says Roberts. "The first half

million was spent underground in

Chapin, I'/i million went toward basic

construction costs for the new
building and a half million were for

equipment and furnishings," he adds.

Chapin Hall and the new addition

are connected by glass hallways with

a small courtyard in between. Inside

the new unit are several specially

designed rehearsal and performance
halls including an amphitheater for

choral rehearsals. An orchestra hall

features a sound absorbent wall which
doesn't allow the music to diffuse and
"bounce around," Roberts explains.

On the ground floor are the

departmental offices, which also have
specially designed walls. Between
each of the nine offices are insulated

double walls, since music lessons are
often conducted in the office.

A classroom seating 50 and an office

for student organizations are also

included on the first floor. Upstairs, a
large lobby will alleviate the crowded
conditioi\s at intermissions, Roberts
noted, y
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Trains carry on tradition
insigniflcant Williams is to most of

America, and how often we let
Continued from Pagei

Vietnam, Adam said he'd never

traveled out of the city. (We spent the

better part of breakfast tiding to

decide what hay actually is.) For this

trip he'd bought a two week rail pass,

and was planning to see as much of

America as he possibly Could.

Others ride the train for less

aesthetic reasons. The marine sitting

behind me, who keeps complaining

about the "boring" scenery and the

late schedule, can only be riding the

San Francisco Zephyr to save money.

He seems more intent on the female

scenery inside the train than

what's outside, anyhow. It's hard to be

nice sometimes for twenty hours . .

.

But ifs not hard to be a train

traveler, and for now, my identity is

only that. No one has heard of

Williams, and somehow I'm g)ad.

There are no stereotypes for me to

fight, and no expectations for me to

live up to. When Mike asked me if I

knew a Pat and Dave who went to

school "somewhere in Mass-
achusetts," I realized just how

ourselves forget that. I can tell what
I've learned in just three days is far

more valuable than anything a Winter

Study in Williamstown could have
given me.
Perhaps it's the unlikely mixture (rf

people, land, and motion, that makes
train travel so uniquely American.
Traii^, once such an integral part of

the American character and
American culture, have faded almost
completely into folklore. But at least

Amtrak is still on the tracks, and
riding a train is still a special

experience. As Tom Wolfe writes

nostalgically of train travel in You
Can't Go Home Again: "One enters

naturally into the lives of all these

people, caught here for just a night

and hurtled down together across the

continent at sixty miles an hour, and
one becomes a member of the whole
huge family of the earth. Perhaps this

is our strange and haunting paradox
here in America—that we are fixed

and certain only when we are in

movement."

All Squash Rackets

30% OFF LIST PRICE

(including the new 70 plus Rackets)

All supplied with our exclusive

free Purple Cow racket cover

WILLIAMS CO-OP
Across the street from the squash courts

Currier rooms
may provide

more housmg
by Katie Sprhiger

Several offices and classrooms
recently vacated in Currier Hall may
be converted into student rooms next
year, according to Peter Welanetz,
director of student housing.
The five rooms previously used as

offices for the music department have
opened up as the department
members move into their new offices
in the addition to Chapin Hall. The
department will also vacate three
classrooms, as well as a few smaller
rooms, says Welanetz.
An administration committee will

review all of the space that might
become available for student housing
before making a final decision about
use of the rooms. If approved, the
rooms should be ready for occupancy
next fall, ne says.

Also under consideration is ° a
proposal to convert the classrooms
into a student lounge area. According
to Welanetz, the offices and
classrooms are well suited to student
living, so the change could bejmade at
a comparatively low cost.

"The conversion into a student

residence area would involve

considerable alteration and
renovation, but would still be
relatively inexpensive," he says.

The music department took over the

basement of Currier Hall in 1957 when
it outgrew its facilities in the Adams
Memorial Theater. The office area

had been a kitchen for the dormitory,

while the largest classroom served as

a dining hall, Welanetz recalls.

JWitomorphotet —
Continued from Page 6

most cannot afford. Classes are

inconveniently scheduled during the

l>est soap operas and the Log is

unfortunately open during prime
time.

Only at h(xne can one witness such
media events as Fred MacMurray's
commercial for the revolutionary

Korean finger counting method.
"Turn your chUd's hands into a

calculator. Money back if not

delighted" Shame on you, Fred.

Would Uncle Charlie be delighted if

Chip and Ernie's hands were
transformed into a mechanical
gadget?

The media, for good or ill, have
created images in the public mind
which should not be tampered with.

Fred MacMurray is Mr. Douglas, the

father of his three soas, not a huckster

for Oriental mathematical wizardry.

Superman's Kryptonian father, while

technically not a hiunan being, at

least resembles us more than be does
a product of American Tourister.

The idea of Superman is marvelous
enough in itself. Far be it from me to

advocate the elimination of

fantasizing. Otherwise, we would hear
such ads as "Superman. The Movie.
You will believe a bird can fly." A
flying man is one thing, but a talking

bagel is another kettle of fish entirely.

Marlon, you've gone too far this time.
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Trackmen spike NIT, 72-64
by PkU Darrow

In a tense meet which was not

decided until the last lap of the last

relay, the WilUanu College Track
team upoet the M.I.T. Engineers at

Towne Field House on Saturday. The
final score was 72^ in the Ephs'
fovor.

After M.I.T. had built a slight lead

at the end of the field events, Williams

came surging back with some
surprisingly easy victories in the

springs and middle distance events.

Still, with only the two relay events

remaining, the mile and two mile,

Coach Dick Farley knew he had to win

at least one in order to pull out the

victory. M.I.T., dosing in for the kill,

sweated out a narrow two yard

victory in the mile relay to set the

stage for the most inspiring

performance of the day. After three

k^ of the two mile relay, co-captain

Tom Schreck took the baton behind

his opponent and raced evenly for

three laps before bursting ahead on

the backstretch and grinding it home
in his third race of the day. He was
mobbed at the finish by a Purple

squad which had just defeated M.I.T.

for the first time in history.

Besides his strong anchor leg in the

relay, Schreck also took an easy first

in the 1000 yard nin and a second in

the mile. Other outstanding

individuals for Williams inchided

double winners Micah Taytor and Phil

Darrow. Taylor, a great all-around

performer so far this year, once again

took both the long jump and the 60 by

easy margins. Darrow cruised to a

win in the mile and then came back to

grab first in the 880 with an exciting

last second kick. Jim DeSimone and
Vernon Davis also continued ttieir

winning ways. DeSimone; the team's

top weight man, again took first in tlie

shot put and added a second in the 35

lb. weight throw. Davis had no trouble

in the 60 High Hurdles, his specialty.

Although he has raced a couple of

good hurdlers so far, he hasn't been

touched and looks to have a great

season. The final individual winner

for Williams was freshman Joel

Richardson, who along with

teammate Calvin Schnure put on a

tremendous burst over the last 20

yards of the 600 to edge out a strong

M.I.T. runner. Both Ephmen are

improving rapidly which should boost

a middle distance corps which has

lacked depth.

"The Ephs, now 2-1, will return to

Towne Field House on Friday night

for a n\eet with Union, Middlebury

and Htupilton which wi{i| begin at 7;. UO.

Pody painting tucoMdii pitrcad ear* and shaved heads as'tfielist riSTin tlie

swimming world.

Swimmers struggle in defeat

Coach
by Dan Cameron

Samuelson's men s

swimming team fell quickly beliind

New England swimming power
Southern Connecticut State College as

a result of a disqualification in ttie

opening medley relay Sunday. The
squad never regained the lead as they

lost 64-49.

As a result of a full week of double

sessions, the Williams swimmers
appeared somewhat flat, although

several fine performances were
turned in.

_ Junior Bryan Volpp turned in

excellent times of 2:07 and 2:20 in the

200-yard individual medley and 200-

yaiidjbreaststroke,^ placing second in

both Uiese events. Brian McDermott
also returned to form as he clinched

third in the hotly competitive

breaststroke race with a time of 2:22,

a^full second better than his time at

the New England Championships a

year ago.

Freshman Michael Regan
dominated the field in the lOO-yard

freestyle and was followed by
teammate Tom Beckett, who took

second. Regan also turned in a

season's best in the 200 meter

freestyle while placing second in the

event Sophomore Keith Berryhill

followed Regan in third.

The 50 freestyle, the most
impressive event of the day for

Williams, saw Bill and Tom Beckett

together destroy the Southern

sprintmen in a splendid 1-2 finish. Bill,

the victor, turned in an impressive

time of 22.4 seconds.

The distance events were handled

for WiUianu by BUI Hymes and John

Adams. Hymes stroked to a seasonal

best of 10:46 in the 1000-yard freestyle,

placing second. Hymes, though well

known for his swimming prowess, is

probably'better known as a sponsor of

keg partiea in Ell Morgaa Bill wouM
like to take thin opportunity to inform

the Williams community that a keg

will always be on tap in his room and

to exteod an open M-hour invitation to

come see him and use this unique

opportunity. John Adams placed third

in the 1000 and came back to place

second in the SOO-yard freestyle with a

time <rf 5:09.

In tlK remaining events, sophomore
Gordon Cliff copped a second in the

200-yard butterfly. Don Cameron
secured a second in the 200-yard

backstroke. Bill Kelly took third in the

optional and required diving.

In the final event, the 400-yard

freestyle relay, the quartet of Keith

Berryhill, Tom Beckett, Don Cameron
and Mike Regan blew away the

opposition in a fine middle-season

time of 3:20.

Ephwoman outjumfn Skldmore Wombat as the Purple Cewt crushed their oppontnts 5S-M on the

floor of Lasell gymnasium. (photo by Cast)

Ephwomen whip Wombats
by Timothy Clark

The Williams Women's Basketball

team emerged from the past busy

week with its first defeat and an
inipressivf victory over Skidmore.

In the most recent game, played

here Saturday afternoon against

Harvard. The Crimson staged a fierce

rally late in the second half to upend

the scrappy Williams squad, 59-47.

The Ephs opened up an early first

half lead as they jumpied out to an 11-4

advantage and then held on to take a

five point lead at the half. Harvard,

however, came out of the locker room
firing and^took a 44^3 lead with six

minutes left in the contest. Led by

high scorer Wendy Carle's 21 points,

the Crimson dominated the fihai

minutes of the game, widening their

lead to twelve points.

Freshman Terry Dancewicz paced

the Ephs with thirteen points and
eight rebounds while twin sister Anne
and Junior Monica Grady each threw

in 10 points. Sophomore Laurene Von
Klan dropped in eight and led the

team with four steals.

In the contest last Thursday night,

the Ephwomen had an easier time of

it. Using a balanced scoring attack

and a tough defense the Williams

women hoopsters stopped Skidmore

55-38. The Ephwomen quickly jumped
out toa 14-2 lead that proved too much
for the "Wombats".
Williams easily solved the 2-1-2

defense of Skidmore with sharp

passing and strong insidework by Ann
and Terry Dancewicz and Laurene

Vanklan. Skidmore meanwhile could

not penetrate the harassing 2-1-2

Ephwomen zone. The defensive work
of the guards, Leslie "Flash" Milne

and Monica Grady, was especially

impressive. Their hustle and
quickness forced numerous Skidmore

turnovers. Williams' overall first half

dominance was reflected in their 31-16

halftime lead.

In the second ^If the Ephwomen
started out sluggishly. The Williams

women were no longer getting the

good shots and the rebounds.

Skidmore, led by the rebounding of oo-

captain Ruth Hlnchey and the hustle

of the oUier co^aptain Edna Killeen,

went 00 a furious spurt in which they

outscored Williams 10-2. The cloaeat

they could get, however, was 7 points

behind. The Ephwomen showed their

poise by continuing their tough

defense and regaining their crisp

passing. Terry Dancewicz led the

Ephwomen's team effort with 14

points and 11 rebounds

The Eph cagers take on a tough

Dartmouth team tonight in Hanover.

Their next home game is Jan. 24

against Vermont.

Ivy8 crawl all over Williams

WPI drops stalwart wrestlers
by Janet Harman

Despite stalwart performances by

Joe Carrese and Scott Frost, the

Williams grapplers lost to a tough

W.P.I, squad last Saturday at

Worcester.

The twtMAUUiams wins in the match

were encouraging. With a last second

reversal, the 120 lb. Carrese came
from behind for a dramatic victory,

taking a 10-9 decision. Frost at 142 lbs,

took a commanding 10-9 lead, then

pinned 1iis man early in the secmd
period.

Coach Hal Zendle summed up the

key points of the meet: "Carrese's

match was definitely the most
exciting of the season. Joe never

stopped wrestling the entire match.

And Scott Frost was nothing less than

spectacular. He is a joy to watch on

the mat. John Turi gained valuable

experience against one of the

toughest wrestlers we have come up

against." Turi, at 139 lbs., lost a

decision to two-time All New-England

champ Dave Wilson.

The matmen take on a much
improved SUNY-Albany team
tomorrow at Albany and then meet

Lowell this Saturday in their first

home meet The match starts at 7:00

p.m., in Lasell.

by Jackson Callaway

In what will undoubtedly prove to be

their toughest iiack-to-back matches
of the season, the men's squash team
lost twice last week. Both defeats

came at the hands of top-ranked Ivy

League teams.

Last Wednesday, the varsity and
freshmen traveled to Cambridge to

meet Harvard. The history of

Williams-Harvard squash matches

goes back to 1937, and in that period

Williams has defeated Harvard only

once. Though the only victories came
at the number one slot, with captain

Martin Goldberg defeating Harvard
captain Havens, and at numbo- two,

with junior Chip Liodquist defeating

his opponent. Coach Sloane was
pleased with the team's performance:

"Anytime we win a single match
against Harvard, we've done well.

Wally Miller's match, in which he

went five games before losing, is

encouraging. It again indicates more
strength at the bottom of the line-up."

Also playing well for the Ephs was
Mitchell Reiss at number four in his

five game kMS.

Goldberg's victory, though, was the

real story of the match (from

Williams' point of view, at least), for

it was just two years ago that Havens
beat Goldberg 15-1 in the third game
for the match. In addition. Havens
ufas the top junior in the nation when
Martin had not even picked up a

squash racquet.

The freshman team's loss, Mv was
not as heartening as the varsity's. As
Coach Sloane described it: "The
freshmen ran into a buzzsaw. Most of

the Harvard players have several

years of prep school experience." The
one bright spot was Phil Adams'
victory, 17-16 in the fifth game
overset -----_ ~-

tJnTriday, the Ephmen ffell To a

number one ranked Princeton squad.

Ds^^ teslBg-^aiHhs aatdig, KsB
MiUer,VMy MlUer, and Blark Lanier

played hard four and Ave game
matdies. Coach Sloane added, "The
team showed great composure in the

face of an unstoppable force."

On Saturday, the freshman team,

playing a line-up of players mostly

from the bottom of the ladder,

blanked Williaton. In the aftemooo, a

JV team composed of players from

positions 11-30 on the varsity ladder

shut out Middlebury's varsi^.

This Thursday, the varsity and
freshmen travel to Yale.

WINTER SALE
BOOTS 20% OFF

SOME FRYES REDUCED $10-15

GROUP OF CLOGS
HALF PRICE

no chorg«t

pl«ot«

PABST
12 01. cans • catM, only W.49

($S.99inl0caMlofs)

PETRI WINES
3Ut«riugs-iust$3.99

WEST PACKAGE STORE

Rt. 2 (Mtwcon N.A. A WilHamstown M3-MI1
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BBall boys drtven to victory
byMaaPuwe

After Iwing oo the road at

Springfield College last Twaday
night, the Williams CoUege men's
bailcetball te^m returned to a

typically pandemonious Lasell

gymnasium on Saturday night, and
showed the slightly partisan fans the

definition of a "team eflort," in

beating a strong Merchant Marine
Academy team 7ft-68.

The visitors played a "t>ax-and-l"

defense—a four man "box" zone with

the fifth defensive man piayii^ man-
to-man defense on one offensive

player. Senior guard Gerry Kelly

drew the man-to-man coverage, and
as a result the rest of the Ephs had to

IHck up the offensive slack.
' Junior guard Andy Straka (16

points) responded by hitting six of the

Ejili^s first eight points on long

jumpers. But it's common knowledge

that you cjin't win basketball games
relying solely on low-percentage

outside shots, so with 12:00 to play in

the half, and Williams traiUng 21-14,

Coach Tong called on hot shooting

sophomore forward Dean Ahlberg

(team-high 17 points), who hit three

mid-range jump-shots and narrowed

the gap to 23-20.

Throughout the half the Ephs were
patient on offense, but when the

patience was tending toward
stagnation, Tong went to freshman
flash A) Lewis. Lewis a 5'9" guard,

showed a great blend of quickness and
control in helping to snap the Williams

offense back to life, working the ball

around the defensive perimeter, and
penetrating sharp passes to the front

line.

ThelMt«:00o( the half was aU Malt

Spangler as the senior c<H;aptain,

playing his first full game after being

sidelined by a pre-aeuon knee in|uiy,

hit for 10 of his 12 points, and the Ephs
jumped out toa 44-41 halftime lead As
Coach Tong said after the game
"Mattie definitely gave us a spark."
The 6' 4" forward was a greet asset

all over the courte^ his fine play is a
much welcomed addition to the Eph's
attack.

At the start of tiie second half, the

visitors took their bos-and-l defense

off of Gerry Kelly (10 points on the

night), and the senior co-captain

proceeded to score three straight

hoops as the Ephs jumped out to a 50-

43 lead.

The Merchant Marine promptly
went back to the "box" defense and
played the Ephs even until with 13:00

left to play, the Andy Straka Show
began, and the junior guard hit foui;

long jumpers to extend tbeiWilUuns
lead to 62-49. ::[,{: -vs: iij ^i.'!; /

Wlth9:00ierttopi«y, Iwkiinga62-M

lead, Williams went into a semi-freeM
offense and shofwed impressive team
ball bamfling and dutch shooting as

they ate-up the clock minutes at a

time, and were able to increase their

lead for a final score of 7M8.
At one point during the freeze,

Williams displayed its great depth at

guard as senior Gerry Kelly, junior

Joe Flaherty, sophomore Ray
Whiteman, and freshman Al Lewis

were in the game at the same time.

After the game Coach Tong said he i^

has "confidence in all of (Ms) players

this year, and anticipBte(s) going to

the bench often during the season."

The Ephs are now 3-4 on the season,

and play Babson on Wednesday night,

and then return home for a game with

Yale University on Saturday.

Upperclass fans who at all remember
the h^endary Williams upset of Yale

two years ago in Lasell gynuasium
shouldn't even think of missing this

Saturday's game.

Harvard flicks women aside
byMary'TomHiggs

In their second match of the season,

the Williams Women's Squash team
won only two matches in an
unexpected 5-2 defeat by the Harvard
racquetwomen. The result of

Saturday's confrontation on the

Williams home courts leaves the Ephs
with a 1-1 record.

Both Beckie Chase and Kristin

Johanson, playing the numbers 1 and
7 positions respectively, battled

through four close games to tally

Williams' only wins. At the No. 2 spot

for Williams, Mary Tom Higgs tied 2-2

with her Harvard opp<ment before

losing the fifth game 15-U. Also
struggling through a close five game
match was co-captain Marcia
Johnston at No. 6.

Second-year squash coach Renzie
Lamb noted that the loss of these two
tight matches for Higgs and Johnston
was the turning pohit, which allowed
Harvard to triumph.

Eph girls flex muscles

'lliltirtt SpanglM- relMteiiiri sf^
tne Ephmen went on to defeat the Academy 7S-4S. (phoifo by Buckner)

Although their record drqiped to 2-2

after meets against Dartmouth and
Southern (Connecticut last week, the

women's swim team outswam their

first Ivy League and Division I

opponents ever in dual meet
competition.

Soiithern Conn outdove the

Ephwomen 73-57 Saturday afternoon

in an otherwise hotly contested meet
in New Haven. Southern Conn took

both the 200 Medley and Freestyle

relays, but the Williams tandem of

soph Linda Reed and senior co-

captain Nina Murphy swept both the

50 and 100 yard backstroke events.

Reed copped the 50 in 32.1, and
Murphy took first in the 100, 1:08.9.

Juniw co<»ptaip Karon Walker
was the meet's only double-event

winner for the Ephwomen. She took

the 50 free, in 25.4, and the 50 Butterfly

in 27.6, barely touching out her

major rivals for the New England
Championships in those events.

Sherry Williams and Janet Zabora.

Frosh Katherine Hartley, Barl>ara

Good and Lori Vuylstecke also added
points to the Williams effort. Hartley

placed first in the 100 Butterfly, 1:04.3,

and third in tbe^SO yard event of that

stroke, Vuylstecke todk two seconds in

the 100 and 200 Individual Medleys.
Good, as usual, was a point-getter in

the breast strokes and the 100

individual ,medley.

Dartmouth managed a victory over
the Ephwomen in Hanover last

Tuesday, but just barely. With no
Williams entry in the optional diving
event, Dartmouth picked up more
than the sbc points they finally

prevailed by, 66-60.

Barb Good and Karon Walker were
double winners for Williams, Good
taking the 50 Breast stroke and the 100

Individual Medley, as Walker won the

SO Butterfly and the 50 Freestyle in

25.4, a time which qualifies her for her

fourth event in this year's National

Championships. Katherine Hartley

also won the 100 Fly, 1:02.4.

Top-ranked lunior Becky Chase
garnered one of two wIqa as the
squashwomen fell to Harvard.

(photo by Gast)

Girls'hockey looks sluggish

Eph skaters shoot into first
by John Kresse and Shawn Lovley

Dramatic victories over Army, 6-3,

and Holy Cross, 4-3, last week moved
the Wiliiams College hockey Ephmen
Into first place in the western section

of ECAC Division II competition. The
Purple record is 7-2 overall and 6-1 in

the (fivision and Coach McCktrmick's

skaters lead second place

Middlebury, their next opponent, by

two games in the win cohunn.

Four third period goals on 17 shots

sparked the Williams pucksters to

their 6-3 win over Army's cadets

before 1500 happy fans in Lansing

Chapman Rink last Tuesday night.

The triumph was the Eph's second

strai^t since losing last year's MVP
Dan SuUivan '79 to a broken right arm
against Boston State January 3rd.

For Williams, one junior, two

sophomores, and one freshman
provided the goals for this young

team. Senior Chris Egizi and
sopbomore Tom Resor helped out with

three assists each.

Army's Keating started the scoring

at 1:42 of the first stanza, but

WUHlUitt* Jim Rooney tied it at 13:01

with hia first of two goals. Army never

led after that point. Sophomore
"Tinker" Connelly's goal at 5 : 51 of the

second period gave Williams a lead

they only relinquished for two minutes

as Jim Knowlton temporarily knotted

the score for Army with 1:15

remaining in that same period. By
3:24 of the final twenty minutes the

Ephs had jumped ahead 4-2 as
Connelly garnered his second and
then brought the crowd roaring to its

feet as he set up linemate Mark
Lemos after a full-ice rush.

Keating again made it tense for

Williams at 6:38 after Williams'

goaltender Mike Moulton got caught
coming out of his goal. But Eph
freshman Greg Jacobson's goal

provided insurance at 15: 11 from Matt
St. Onge after Rooney blocked an
Army shot at the Williams blue line.

Rooney's second not two minutes later

iced the triumph for the hosts.

Three nights later, the Ephs had a

slightly tougher time of it against a

hyped-up Holy Crass sbc.

Jim Rooney opened the scoring at

15 : 56 of the first period when he tallied

on an sMist fr«n Matt St. Onge.

That's the way it stayed until mid-way

through the second stanza, when
Rooney tallied again, this time on an
assist from 1!^ Connelly. Holy Ooss
fought back with their first score at

15:25 on a pile-up in front of the

Williams goal, as Cross junior Bob
LaBossiere p<Aed the puck just over

the line for the score.

The Ousaders then tied the game
with a power play goal at 17:05 as

senior Peter AnnicelU unloaded a
vicious slapshot from the right point

that just got by Williams netminder
Mike Moulton. Ftrilowing a rash of

penalties in the period's closing

minutes, Williams soph Tom Resor
found the net with just 24 seconds left,

and the Ephs took a 3-2 advantage to

the locker room after two periods.

Williams tallied again at 10:07 of the

final period on a breakaway by St,

Onge. Holy Cross' Bob Shea banged
home the game's final score to close

the gap to 4-3, but Moulton denied the

Crusadere again and again in the

dosing minutes as the Ephs heM on
for the win. Coach Bill McCormick's
Ephmen will try to continue their

winning ways Wednesday when they

travel to Middlebury.

by Lisa Russell

The Williams College Women's
hockey team got their season off to a.

slow start Saturday as they lost to a
well-prepared Middlebury College

squad, 7-2. Williams, a club team with

an expanded 10-game schedule, is

looking for a winning season under
coach Tony Stall.

---

The Middleburj^ Wildcats
dominated the first period of play, and
the score was 3-0 after the first buzzer.

Freshman Martha Livingston put in

the first Williams goal in the second

period, on an assist from junior co-

captain Becky Webber. Williams'

other tally came in the third period on
an unassisted goal by senior co-

captain Marty Taft. Middlebury
scored once in the second period and

three times in the third to bring the

final score to 7-2.

The Eph loss was attributed to the

skating expertise of the Middlebury

team and to the inexperience of the

WiBiamsi sq^uad. "It was our lack of

hard pre-season conditioning,"

explained coach Tony Stall, a senior

at Williams. "Middlebury jumped on

us in the first period, Ixit we came
back and played an even game for the

last two periods."

Stall says the team will work on
speed and stamina as they get ready

to skate against Dartmouth
Wednesday evening in Hanover, N.H.

The women's hodcey team's first

home game is on January 25 against

R.P.I.

Senior Chris Efllzl •efllHMw piK*
out a 4-3 win.

Cress net •• the Ipfcssdgsd

(photo by Buckiier)



Wary students eye Mass. drinking age proposal
byErlcSdimitt

The key element* d the propoeed
state drinking age bill, currently in

the state bouse of representatives are

as follows:

The legal age for service and sales

ot alcoholic beverages would be

raised to 19 years of age, effective

immediately, upon Governor
Edward King's signature of the

bill. At the conclusion of the six-

month phase-in period, the legal

wiMild become 21.

The legal age for holding a liquor

license would be raised on the

same schedule as the drinking age
level.

The employment age of waiters,

waitresses, and employees of

liquor warehouses would remain at

18. However, bartenders and
package store employees would
have to be of legal age.

nie bill, one of King's many
gubernatorial campaign pledges,

cleared the legislatui%'s joint

Committee on Government
Regulations February 7 and the House
Ways and Means Committee
February 9.

^
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The measure was expected to go to

the House for debate yeattmiay before

moving on to the Senate toaiorrow,

and then immediately to the fovemor
for his approval.

A snag in the timetable would occur
only if the House and Senate
disagreed over any proposed
amendments to the bill.

One such approved change, made
by the Government Regulatiob
Committee, entailed lowering the

penalty for a person procurring liquor

for underaged persons from a felony

charge carrying a $500 fine and up to

three years in prison, to ' a
misdemeaiMr offense carrjiriiig a $500

fine and-or a six-month sentence in a
correctional facility.

Effects on students

Responses ranging from a

prediction of impending dpom to a
shrug and "they'll get it somewhere
else," greeted the question put to

college and community officials,

"What effects on Williams students

will a 21-year-old drinking age law
have?" -

Ah immMiate ^fect on Williams

students would be t|fie ciMiqg of the

Log after this semester wbeo the six-

moolh, l»-y«ar-o|d phaae-ia period
expired Aocordiiv to Log aunagsr,
Mike Masi. between laoo and 1300

peopk use the Log during a busy
week. A quarter of those students

would be excluded by the )9-ye«r«i^
drinking age, Masi said, and, of

course, all students wquld b« affected
by the Log's closing.

"It would be a regrettable
decision," Dean Daniel O'Conndr said

of the proposed law; "What I fear

most would be an increase in traffic

accidents involving students driving

back from New York or Vermont (18-

year-old drinking age statea)."

O'Connor said there have been no
highway fatalities on or n^r th^

campus since the 18-year-old drinking

statute became law in 1973.

Williamstown Police Chief Joseph
Zoito disagreed with O'Connor on the

drlnking-and-driving theory.

"I don't see the validity of that

argument," Zoito said. "I don't think

they—college officials— are putting

any faith in the students' judgment. I

regard, the students as adults with
more common sense than to dfink and

ecord
COLLEGE JANUARY 14, 19r?

drive."

Zetto favwm the propoaed bill for

tharsMon "that it It saves one life, it's

waiih it, " rsfarring to (ba MU's affect

of kaapUf UMiaUc bevoniiM out of

the high schools, where the major
problem lies.

"The way the cycle is now," Zoito

explained, "ttie high school senior,

Who's 18, gives (the alcoholic
beverages) to the 17, it, and is-year-

olds. If it goes badk to 2), the 21-year-

old may give (the alcoholic

beverages) to his friends, who are ao,

19 or 18, but those Ift-year-olds aren't

going to give it up.''

Walter O'Brien, Williams security

director, believes the bill's passage
would result in more lounge parties.

"It would be legal tor a hoMse party
to serve alcoholic beverages,"
O'Brien said, "but only so long as the

beverages were not sold, and that the
party was open only to house
members."
An increase in house parties could

result in increased prc^ierty damage,
O'Brien said, and subsequently, a
need for more security personnel to

prevent such damage.
In a Friday Boston Globe editorial,

Donald Howard, associate dean of

Southeastern Massachusetts
University, reported that

Massachusetts has the sixth lowest

fatality rate per one thousand licensed

drivers in the country. The five states

with lower fatality rates all have laws

allowing 18-year-olds to drink. All

states with a minimum drinking age
of 21 have higher fatality rates.

Howard struck at the heart of the

issue's irrationaUty: "Thera ii u
undeniable logic that says that those

who have the right to vote, the right to

own proparty, the right to mairy, and
the reaponslbihty to bear ana* and
die for their country, should also have
the right to drink ... Dowe take the

Conitnuad on Page 1
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Accident Stats
The statistics in this chart are

from Mass. Registry of Motor
Vehicle files. They report the

number of fatal automobile
accidents in the state for the years
1972 and 1976, the last yeAr for

which the Registry has final

figures.

The minimum legal drinking age
in Massachusetts was i^^ired
from 21 to 18 on Man^ 1, im.

1*72 ^
Age of drivers No.ef
involved drivers

16

17

18

19

20

21

Age of drivers

involved

16

17

18

19

20

21

20

SO

61

60

55

65

1976

No. of

drivers

21

53

57

61

61

58

drinktag

/
12

8

12

17

drinking

10

16

17

20

21

25

Damage due vandals rises; Jankey evaluates countermeasures

The result of an act of vandalism at

the College's "prime target"—
Mission Park (photo by Johnson)

by Katie Springer

A recent increase in the number of

reported incidents of vandalism on

campus has prompted a reevaluation

of measures currently used to deal

with the problem.

According to Charles Jankey,
director of.Student Housing, damage
i» Ceikm^ fmiiittes -in the 197T-78

academic year totaled $12,500, while

the total for previous years was
usually close to $8,000.

Although some of the increase

reflects higher costs of repair, Jankey

believes that vandalism is a growing

problem, which deserves careful

examination.

One of the prime targets for

vandalism has been Mission Park,

which accounted for $2,500 of the

$6,700 damage to upper class houses

last year. Much of tiie damage occurs

in the main hallway, which does not

belong to any one particular house.

"The building lends itself to the type

of vandalism that's been going on,"

says Scott Blair '80, president of

Armstrong House. "There is a
constant exchange of people moving
in and out of the building, and a lot of

KiKi<tnmge-is done by^ noa-Mission

P^ifk residents."

Both Dean Roosenraad and Blair

agree that a great part of the problem

may be caused by townspeople who
are attracted by the pinball machines

in the main hallway. Because so

many students live In Mission Park,

they may not know when someone

doesn't belong, Roosenraad said.

Student monitors have somewhat
alleviated the problem on weekends,

when most of the vandalism occurs. In

addition, two student monitors are on

Chinese adventurers describe impressions
hy Peter Struzzi

"There is no way you can have a

preconception of China," said Jody
Goldstein, '82, one of 18 students and
11 alumni who spent Winter Study

there. "There is nothing there tiiat is

like the United States. Our two
cultures are totally different"

History Major Bill Couch, '79 was
moat surprised by "thejsamenesa" of

Council approves

new constitution
by Steve WUIard

College Council approved a new
constitution in its meeting Wednesday
night, thus taking the first step

towards its adoption. The student

body will vote on the revised

constitution along with College

Council officers in this week's

election.

The new constitution was the result

of work done by the Council's special

Constitutional Review Committee,
chaired by Ted Tucci '79. The
Committee's recommendations on

chaiiges in the constitution were

accepted by the Council with only

minor changes,

A large portion of Council's

discussion of the document centered

around the propoeed addition of five

new members to theCouncil, one from

each of the major house groups (e.g.

Greylock, Row Houses, etc.). Mike

Uflsack '79, a member of the

Comniittee, defended the propceal. He
argued that the addition of new

Conflni»4onPege7

China and the Chinese.

For Denise Harvey, '81, the visit

only intensified her view of China as
an underdeveloped country. She was
particularly shocked at the lack of

cultural arts. "I always thought of

China as having magnificent wealth in

the arts, painting, silks and music.
But there is nothing in China in the

way of art museums of any typ«."

"I think that trips like this are part
of the great value of the Winter Study
program," commented Romuald
Misiunas, faculty representative on
the Winter Study trip to China. "You
can learn only so much about a
culture by reading about it, and you
can't beat something like this trip

from an experiential standpoint."

After a onenday layover in Horig

Kong, the group made a two-week
tour of Mainland China, from Canton
to KwelJin, to Changsha toi Peking.

Although each of the participants

received a briefing packet from the

U.S. liaison office discussing Chinese
government, cities and geography,
their impressions of the "sleeping

giant'' were influenced most by tneir

experiences there. , >• , •
,

•

"You sense a rcifil Wa^With, a i^I
concern for others among the

Chinese," (Goldstein commente4>
They emphasize working for this

group—a sense of cooperation tWit we

'

just don't have Ih the U.S. At the same
time, Uiere is no individwdity and it is

discouraged in art, in personality—in
general, individuality is clamped
down on."

Everyone dressed and wore their

hair alike, aad it would have been

shocking to see a ' 'giri with braids or a
couple walking down the street," the

group, noted. These are rare
phenomena.
Phil Stevens, '82, iSit^'li sense of

"group pride" among the people, but
also a total lack of individual

achievement.

The group found the fact that

everywhere they went they were the

subjects of long stares by the Chinese
a little disconcerting. "We never
escaped ttie stigma of being real

intruders,'' Phil remembered.
Continued on Page 4

difty every night in other areas of the

campus.
Jankey emphasizes, however, that

in Mission Park, as in other houses,

the burden of responsibility lies on the

house residents, who are too often

hesitant to speak up when damage
occurs.

"It will take an effort on thei»rt of

the student community to let us know
when people are getting out of line,"

he says. "They have to let the

offenders know that this is not going to

be tolerated."

Blair believes that Mission Park
residents tend to be apathetic about

the building, an attitude he feels could
be changed if the building were more
aesthetically pleasing.

According to Blair, the presidents of

the Mission Park houses are in the

process of forming a "United Front"
against vandalism, which he hopes
will encouirage peeLpressure directed

at those who vanclalize.

In cases where the person
responsible for the damage cannot be
identified, each house must pay out of

a fund set aside from student house
maihtenance taxes. The money from
each house is pooled and divided in 15

equal parts, so that larger houses
receive proportionately less. As a
result, while most houses receive

some money back at the end of the

semester, some may be forced to take
money from the house social dues,

Blair says.

A proposal tliat houses pool their

rnr'nfrri.Tnrc' ftinf*?. to cover

certain instances of Vandalism was
rejected because smaller houses
argued they would lose money. Some
also argue that by having a general

pool to draw from, houses might lose

the incentive to encourage restrained

behaviour at parties.

In most cases, persons involved in

the vandalism can be identified and
charged for the damage, Roosenraad
says. In cases involving major
damage, students may be brought
before the Discipline Committee, but

Jankey Says this happens only iq rare

instances. :"

Jankey believes that stiffer

disciplinary measures should be
taken against offenders, and
especially in cases involving fire

safety equipment.

There is little agreement by those

questioned over the extent to which
vandalism is related to student
drinking. According to Jankey, a
large part of the damage occurs at

impromptu parties, where students

have b^n drinking and no .security

guards are present.

, Blair feels that although much of

the damage occtirs at parties, this is

not necessarily linked to alcohol

consumption.

The rest of the campus is not

immune to vandalism; damage has

ranged from stolen tape decks in the

Greylock parking lot to small bonfires

in Lasell Gymnasium. Over the past

12 months, the Oillege spent an
estimated $2,500 on broken seat t>acks

in Bronfman Auditorium.

i^idieolert at a CMnne klntfergertan

ineraecefiii0 the oevelepiiieflit el iMwalry
parforn a tnditionel muttfiel eom-

(pholobyBlirCowch)
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Walker: a break from the past
On the basis of the Council sponsored debate Sunday night, the Record

endorses Byron Walker for president. All the candidates echoed student
sentiment in stressing the need for radical change: Walker, as an outsider
toCoundl, with pronusing ideas, offers a creative alternative in an election
marked by traoBtional campaign appeals.

Specifically, Walker aims to create an endowment supported by alumni
to fund what he calls the "sacred seven"—those student organizations with
the largest budgets. The benefits are obvious: the SAT fund would be freed
to encourage the development of smaller, ei^perimental groups. ^

Walker, a resident of Pittsfleld, also hopes to improve commurmy
relations by inviting local spokesmen to Council meetings. He noted the
issue of Spring Street noise as a problem that might have been avoided with
more communication.

,

As an outsider to Council, but an active participant in many student
groups (Purple Key, Adelphic Speaking Union, BSU, and others) Walker
(rffers a fresh perspective imperative for Council to establish itself as the
true voice of the students. "Council's responsibility determines students'
perception of Council," he said. With his aggressive program. Walker can
provide the necessary leadership.

Although we recognize the value of experience, we believe that this is
the time for innovation anda break from the ineffective methods of the past.

We feel that Walkerwould best lead the Council in the direction signaled
by the candidate for vice-president, Mark Lanier: "The Council needs to
move outwards—out of its own innerworkings, where creative people are
tackling problems." Instead of "bogging down in questions of form rather
substance," Walker will challenge the very conception of student self-
government at Williams. K.W.,R.W.,S.H.,A.M.

Vote Responsibility
No longer can students berate the College Council for being

unresponsive or ineffective. The proposed new Student Body Constitytion
offers them the opportunity for legislative powers in the form of the Student
Assembly. The question remains: are stud^ts willing to accept the
responsibility?

The quorum level of 100 should convince students that even a small
number can make a difference. The College Council, with a two-thirds vote,
can veto any action, but would be cautious in doing so—in challenging the
voice of their higher authority: the students themselves.

By focusing on a single issue, this assembly would be able to act swiftly
and promptly on an immediate concern. In the past, such a mechanism has
been sorely missed. How different the outcome of debates on Sexism, South
Africa, and sexual orientation clause would have been had students
themselves had the opportunity to take their stand with legislative
authority. The Council itself cannot devote such minute attention to issues of
interest because of its full weekly agenda.

By approving the proposed constitution in the elections this week,
students can take responsibility for their own government. r w

wc

Beneath their

Peaceful Shadows
starting next week I will be doing

something new In this column. Rather than
focus exclusively on campus events, I will

begin a weekly commentary on world and
national news. I do this for two reasons: first,

there is no hint in this newspaper that

anything besides Williams College exists,

except for some other schools out there
somewhere. Second, I have probably
succeeded in offending everybody on campus
at (me time or another during the past year,
and it's probably time I was either shot or

forced to read, at one sitting, everything I've

Written. I'lltry a compromise, whichis more
correctly called' a big change.

^ Bi0 thisjgccfcjny lastcolurononCftlito
'affilrs fwrces me to take up everyone's
favorite topic, the College Council.

The Council as a whole, led by members
who were sincerely concerned about how the

Council, the student body, and the college

community could all work better, was
engaged in a year-long process of uncovering
weak spots in the Constitution, abuses the

Constitution permitted, and of redefining the

Council's role and identity. The result is the

new Constitution, which I hope you will all

actively support.

The past year, starting with last spring's

unusual election followed by the South Africa

meeting, provided the usually un-self-critical

Council with many opportunities to «ee
exactly how out-of-touch the old Constitution

was with present realities. The Council was
prompted from without—Goerlich's and
Beardsley's direct election of the Secretary
and Treasurer drive—and from within—
Magee's dissolution and McNamee's
questions on ethics.

In short, the Council's biggest achievement
during the past year was getting its own bouse
in order by writing the new Constitution. The
•tudent body now has the ball: we must
approve the ConsUtution and elect
responsible people to carry it out.

Before I turn to the elections, let me point

out two other achievements of the past year.
First, the recent change in the cMt system
wMch the Council managed to wring out of

Food Services. Second, (and this directed
man towards a single individual) the
changes Tueasurer John Simpson has

brought about in Fin Com to insure that

organizations, stay within their budgets.

Apparently, the idea of bookkeeping never
occurred to anyone before, and it is to

Simppon's credit that the change was made.
On other matters, the Council was

lethargic. This was certainly true in an active

sense: the Council did not go out looking for

interesting issues (those "forums" do not

prove the contrary), nor did they handle with
much gumption or creativity those issues
which they passively received, the
leadership of the Council was notoriously

"laid back" during the past year, which
probably accoiihts for a large part of the
inactivity.

As for the coming elections: if there's

anything we don't need at this particular
time, it's a laid-back leadership. The new
Constitution, when it passes (which I am.Sure
it will) inakes great demands on the Council
'tS-oc-iiiijfiB "gSf-Tgeitirig" in =ffegard tdrlpqesr."'

Some'lively officers could be a great help to

the success of the enterprise, while a passive
group of officers might well spell disaster.

I offer two suggestions which you might
find useful as a guide in making your choices.

First, look for substance. This is not a
popularity contest; it really is serious. Real
things can happen with the right people (for

example, Simppon's bookkeeping), so please,
vote in earnest. Second, having myself s«ved
in various organizations and committees, I

have found the most important component of
a job well done is time. Nothing—not even
creativity or brains—can make up for

spending too little time at the job. When you
vote, ask yourself how much time each
candidate would devote to the job.

Well, then, enough of the campus. Next
week, the world.

Chris DiAngelo
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\^<j^ proposed curriculum
The report of the Ad Hoc Working Ghwp on

the Curriculum represents a growing trend
away from freedom of choice in college-level

education in this country. Educators in this

country have examined the
results of academic laissez-faire and have
registered their dissatisfaction. According to

the Committee, student's non-major course
choices have developed in a way which has
eliminated for many of (hem, a broad-based
liberal arts education.

To remedy this situation, the Committee
has proposed a number of changes in the
curricular requirements at Williams. These
include a two-semester Great Works Course
required of all freshman and a restructuring
of the Division III requirement. Under the

new system, only math courses or courses
which included a lab could be used to fulfill

the Division III distribution requirement In

addition, the Committee seeks to require of
all Juniors and Seniors a course which deals
with, "the distinctive nature of scientific

inquiry qs an expression of ancient and
modern culture."

Contrary to popular opinion, the Committee
did not propose that a foreign language
requirement b$ instituted. The group has not

yet reached consensus on the matter.

The Committee's report, and the premises
upon which it is based, raise too many
questions to be dealt with in this space. The
problems which seem most a propos center
around the issue of choice in a liberal aHs
education. -

-
.

..:^- ,.

Many would argue against a Gnat Wotto
CQUn^eipn thft grnijndg- tfafA,it^jjmggij)^^

cultural value judgment. Such decisions
pervade the atmosphere of this, and indeed of

most, educational institutions. Value
judgments dictate that we study D. H.
Lawrence instead of Xaviera Hollander,
Mozart instead of Meatloaf. The entire notion
of the liberal arts rests upon a set of

assumptions forged in the cauldron of the
Western socio-cultural tradition. In coming to

Williams, the student accepts—to a very
large degree—the biases and tenets of this

institution. If an individual finds the
academic perspective oppressive, perhaps
more careful deliberation before
matriculation is the answer.
The main problem with the proposed

changes is that they unduly limit the
individual student's freedom of choice. The
Committee justifies this in the name of the
quest for a "common academic e^^erience."
Why is there a need for this at all? WilUanu
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students seek a myriad of different goals and
experiences during their four years here.
Standardization and conformity probably
rank low on this list of priorities. A required
Great Works course would breed contempt
and apathy. There are, for example, many
Division III majors who may feel that they
have had enough exposure to the "seminal"
works of Civilization. Is it fair to make them
spend one-eighth of their freshman year in a
course which they may consider irrelevant to
their academic goals? A forced situation,
such as that engendered by the Great Works
proposal, would lead to stulifi^ discussion
and massive absenteeism. Rather that^excite
an interest in the material at hand, the course
may come to be viewed as a burden, endured
for the sake of a Williams diploma. This
would do more harm to nascent cultural
sensibilities than does the present system of
choice.

A more efficacious way (tf guaranteeing at
least some exposure to important works
would be to.reorganize existing courses to

include Great Works. A one-semester
requirement of one course chosen from a list

of ten or so offerings in various departments
(Classics, Philosophy, Religion, History of
Ideas, English) would allow a student's
interest to guide his choice. Instead of having
to face a monolithic syllabus, the student
would be free to concentrate on those works
which he would find most pertinent to his own
situation. A common experience would not
result from this approach, a naore satisfied
student body would.

The proposals concerning Division III blend
the same insensitivity towards and lack of
iNespect for student judgments \Vith ffiF'

-^tatblishment of needless restriction. The
argument concerning math and laboratory
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builds character" IT a stiia^ntTfaiaem&
and-or career goals leave bim undeslrous of a
math or lab experience, such a requirement
would indeed be meaningless. The hour spent
titrating solutions, counting bacteria colonies
or playing with a slinky will be looked back
upon with distaste.

The idea ofa required Division III course in

the Junior or Senior year is also very short-

sighted. This is the period of time when most
students ar« trying to narrow their course

work to fit in coherently with their major. A
requirement would tend to disrupt this

process of specialization. Furthermore, most
students would surety resent the paternalism
of such a requirement. The restriction of this

requirement to the final two years of one's

study at Williams seenns illogical: the

student's right to map out his own schedule of

courses should be preserved as much as

possible.

Although a language requirement is more
openly advocated in the Committee's report,

that possibility is also disturbing. Swedish,

Hindu, Mandarin Chinese, Italian,

Portuguese, Swahili, Japanese, Hebrew, and
Arabic tire all languages which A^ny
students prefer over the four modem tongues

taught here. Yet .such a diverse language
curricuhnn Is clearly beyond the limited

reaources of Williams. It seems than an tjCt of

utmost hubris to require expiMHtt* to one of

these four languages. A requirement within

the context of a bread selection of courws
mi|^ have meaning. At present it wotfU be a

travesty. IMdnekei

^,aiMBB«e-dSa Uttmt taHi-
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The
winds

of change
A All! oil tanker truck arrives at the college

heating plant every day this time of year. It

returns, empty, to the Hess tank farm in

Albany, which is awaiting a small tanker

shipment up the Hudson from a refinery

somewhere In lievi Jersey, which is awaiting

a supertanker full of Arabian crude from
Kuwait. I don't know if this is real, it's so far

away. But the ready watt, available from
handy sockets campus-wide, is even less

tangible. Like some huge nervous system, the

New England regional electric grid

(NEPOOL) has ganglions everywhere—

«

nuclear one at Rowe, twenty miles east, for

instance—though some say there's no brain.

But back to Kuwait, or somewhere. The
reverse flow—that of "petro-dollars"—ends
here: Williams Collie chipped in $350,000

last year. That's only part of the picture: the

toal energy cost here was over (725,000—

about $375 for every student. This is 2^ times
the cost seven years ago, and there's no
telling where it will stop. "The coUege has a
responsibility to do whatever it can; the first

step is gaining some control over the energy
production process.

Two years ago, Reed Zars '77 had an idea:

wind power for Williams. The College owns an
espedally promising site for wind turbines—
2200-foot Berlin Pass, north of the College ski

slipe. The pass has a mariced tunneling effect

on the prevailing westerly winds—an effect

which the U.S. Department of Energy's Wind
Systems Branch is actively pursuing in its

wind measurement program.
deed's study included measurements on a

tower atop Mount Raimer, two miles north of

the Pass; these yielded an estimated average
windspeed of 14 mi^. Signs point to stranger

winds at Berlin. The detailed economic
analysis assumes only 14 mph wind at the

Pass, with three 206-kilowatt electric

generators entailing a total initial investment

of slightly more than $500,000. (Kilowatts a
unit of power, the rate' at wM<!h energy Is

delivered, equal to 1000 watts).

These cost estimates, ccmsistent with

Department of Energy figures, yield a

paybadc period of ten years. The National

Energy Act of 1978 provides for grants ol up to

SO per cent to schools and hospitals for

"theasures for conversion to solar or other

alternative renewable energy sources." The
payback period could thus be halved to five

years—a tempting opportunity on pure

economic terms.

But the advantages of energy sources such
as wind extend beyond the economic arena.

First, these so-called alternative sources do
not deplete non-renewable stocks of our
mineral resources. They rely on energy flows

which are always there whether or not we tap

them, Hke sunlight, wind and vegetation.

Seoood, tbtiy are generally dean and
veraatile in tcale and appllcatioa They offer

n unprecedented opportunity tor self-

sufficiency in an industrial age, with «
potential for reversing the increasing trend

toward alientation of people from technology.

The federal government's programs far

alternative energy development have Itu^ely

overlooked these characteristics of

alternative sources, concenbrating increased

appropriations (from almost zero to (400

mUlion In six years) on exotic schemes and
large-scale technologies which would "plug
in" to existing energy networks as exact
replacements for older systems. The
approach is changing, but slowly. Wind
energy, a proven technology providing the

cheapest solar electricity today, aiill receives

only 12 per cent of the research fund of the

Solar Energy Division, which in turn gets only

a small portion of the D.O.E. tmdget.

Some of the most encouraging innovation

has come from outside the iMderfunded,
rather misdirected federal program. A
private engineer, Charles Schachle,
developed his own medium-scale design,

which attracted the eye of Southern
California Edison, a utility very dependent on
oil-fired capacity. A scaled-up version of

Schachle's design, with a 3000-kilowatt peak
output, will be put into operation three

months from now at San Gorgonio Pass near
Palm Springs, at the cost of $1 millioir: The
utility estimates that subsequent machines
would cost only half as much. If so, this would
generate electricity costing 3« per kilowatt-

hour over the machine's lifetime. (Kilowatt-

hour: a unit of energy equal to the use of one
kilowatt for one l^our's time.)

Williams College now pays about 3.7 cents

per kilowatt-hour for its electricity. With
utility fuel costs and the skyrocketing cost of

new nuclear and fossil-fuel power plants, this

figure is sure to climb. How much, no one
knows, but we do know this: we have very
little control over Western Mass. Electric's

rate regime or policy decisions—about as
much influence as they have over OPEC.
As Metz and Hammond (Science magazine

staff) point out, "solar energy is democratic.
It falls on everyone and can be put to use by
individuals and small groups of people."

Well, not al>solutely democratic.

Ooiiatd Waber '79 last semester resMrched
alternative energy sources for Willlamstown

and the area and will continue his work Mils

semester. He also is environment chief of ItM

Outing Club and a leader in campus on-

virenmeMal groups.

We in Williamstown, lying at the south end
ot the Green Mountains, are in one of six

areas identified by wind expert William
Heronemus of U.Mass. as the most promising
regions for exploitation of wind energy.

We might have a site with winds
comparable to San Gorgonion Pass (annual

average 18 mph) at Berlin. Only further wind
measurements will tell. To this end, the ten-

meter tower which used to house a smaB
windmill atop Baxter has been taken down

with r^cordiqs,ai>em3ne(tt8.1fis vital thaF
good data be accumulated on the full range of

velocities; annual or even weekly averages
are only crude estimates of ^the power
potential. Power output mounts
disproportionately as wind speeds increase.

For instance, an 18-mph wind yields twicie as

much energy as a 14-mph breeze, t>ecaiise

power available is proportional to the cube of

wind velocity. Further, although the capital

coets of wind generators are relatively high,

we must bear in mind that operating costs are
minimal. Little maintenance and no fuel need

be paid for.

Aside frwn aesthetic blight (no more than
the microwave transmiasioa towers that

already scar the hills) and possible

interference with TV reception in the

immediate vicinity, windmills have a very

k>w environmental impact. Of course the net

effects are excelknt, as Implied by the

tongue-in-cheek analysis above. The more
power windmilla feed into a utility grid, the

lew oil aqd coal ore burned. In the kng run,

fewer new power plants are neoeuary.
Conventional wisdom used to assume that

wind-generated capacity would fluctuate so

greatly that it woukl make no dent in the

amount of peak capacity that power
companies would have to provide. However,

it is now apparont that if enough wind

turbinea are fed into the same system, the

variation in winds caqMrienced by individual

sites will even each other out over a whole

tfV^¥(

geographic region. Thus, the compensating
diversity of the regional electrical grid can
function as a storage network. This is the
advantage of grid connection.

The generating capacity which Zarts
proposed for the three Berlin Pass windmills
(600 kilowatts) would rarely provide more
than the college's needs—unless perhaps on a
breezy spring day. Any excess of wind-
generated electricity would flow back into the
rest of the utility grid. Most of the time, wind
electricity would provide part of the campus
demand, thereby reducing the overall drain
on the utility.

The legahty of booking an thdq>endent
electrical source into a utility's grid has been
tested in some areas, and is still under
litigation in others. These decisions will have
important l)earing upon the future of

decentralized alternative electricity-
generating technologies. In the fh^t case
(May 1977) the Public Service Commission of
New York, the state's utility-regulating

agency, ruled in favor of residents of a
Manhattan brownstone. The Commission
required Con Edison to interconnect with
their two-kilowatt windmill, and to buy
surplus power at 2.3 cents per kilowatt-hour.

Utilities everywhere have been reluctant to

allow independent grid connections. Despite
this, all decisions by PSC's have allowed
connection, although rate arrangements
vary.

But why not let the utilities deal with all

ttus? If wind is so good, we'll get die benefits

eventually, right? Well, maybe and maybe
not First, utilities are committed to large-

-scale facilities to fuel large grids, and this

may not be the economic scale for wind

machines.. Seoond,,tbe power companies, and
jM wlM>i>^« ftqm Uiam^^re |faick with some
sort of fossil Aiel-nuclear mGt for sdne time to

come—too much time. Utility-run wind
machines will make a token contribution.

Rates will continue to climb, as more acres

will be ripped up for lower-grade uranium
and coal. More U.S. dollars will end up as

foreign petrodollars. -Air pollution and
radioactive wastes will continue to pose

unconscionable risks to our environment, and

to ourselves.

To ibe extent that wind provides Williams'

electrical needs, \|fe will w>t t>e fouling the

earth. The power will be producad right here,

in the mountains of New England. No one but

madmen would have guess«d we could grow
something up there! The power source will be

accessible, not arcane; understahdabie, not

esoteric. And best of all, independent of

decisions in which we have no say.

As Amory Liovins says in 8«ft Energy Paths

Perhaps people reaUy do believe that the

kinds of pollution they can't see don't leacist

Peitapa people really want to becone Ikr

more depepdent on utilitiM and giant enorgy
corporabons and to totarate any degrw of

autocracy for the sake of bdng able to fltek a
convenient switch. My oen vtew, thoq|li. Is

that people are much smarter ttian diat. are

well ahead of their govcrmnenis, and are

impatient to have an soergy poUcy that

makes seooe.

I believe thatWilliams nwt and «iU opt for

wind power. But I am an optimist Many
tbiiKi at this college havs a w^y of staying

the same Pour years Isn't a wy long time.

and it's my ticket to the future, rigiitT I mean, *^

my real Ufa comes later ... and l«tar . .

.

maybe never. MaytM . now. It's nsi too
short--not too late for anything good—and the
progrsosive faculty remind us of this. A
determined goalitioo of «||tdpnii, faculty,
staff and ohunai can nu*«Ws (wppsn. If we
don't act, the winds of change will pass us 1^.
It won't be our world anymore.

-D«aJddWebei:7>

'Xogeneration

might be feasible

with incentives"
Evaluation is the focus of the CoUege's

energy conservation drive today, according
to mechanical engineer John Holden, as the
Buildings and Grounds energy chief reviews
progress and assesses the feasibility of
projecte made possible by the release of new
federal monies.

A recent energy audit of Urge buildihgs
showed that "practically every buildhig
meets stste standards," Holdea claimed.
Only Chapin Hall and Ui^ squash courts
exceeded the limits. Hgwever, Holden noted
that while the state limits "are probably
having a significant effect on architectural
design," they are "status quo standards, if

anything a little too high."

Ekiergy audits have revealed major
differences in the costs of heating residential

buildings here. Costs per student range from
l74forSageto|642atFortHoosac. Holden did
not know of definitive plans for selling

energy-expensive buildings as Unted by Dean
Cris Roosenraad in the summer Alumni
Review. But he did note that increasing
energy costs "certainly will have an impact
on the lifestyle at Williams" and could not
rule out consolidation of campus housing.
Holden did rule out soon implementing

several radical alternatives to the present
energy situation at Williams, including those
outlined by Donald Weber '79 in the other
article on this page. But Holden would not
deny that the College might someday find

such projects more attractive.

"We're probably a ways away from having
the technology for cogeneration," the
engineer said. Both cogeneration and wind
power are too expensive for the College now,
he claimed. "They don't fit our scheme right
now," he said, but noted that cogefleration
might be feasible with better incentives.

"Right now I ttiink you still can buy
electricity cheaper than you can make it," he
added.

Converting the steam plant from oil to coal
to evade OPEC price increases and uncertain
supply wouM cost (750,000 for the technology,
and perhaps more for anti-pollution devices,
Holden projected. This cost rules out
conversion until oil prices reach crisis levels

or.federal incentives change, he said.

"The federal government will flnance up to
one-half of any new project," HoMen said of
more limited enerarj^nST "That's: what
we're going to kwk at next," be added. The
CUUfege has b«gu9 the eiiBrgjr audits requtavd
for ^^t appUcaiidns. Added ihsuiaitioniind

computer use are among the projects whose
cost previously has kept than unfeasible.

Oil consumption at the Collie's steam
plant is down this year, the engineer said. At
the end of January 1978 the heating plant bad
burned 624,000 gallons of oil over 4,077 degree-
days. (Degreeniays are the number of days
times daily temperature. ) The same time this

year saw SM,000 gaUons burned over 4,ie9

degree-days, a 7.2 per cent improvement.
Among the new ideas thot BuilcUnp and

Grounds has implemented since Septsnber
was the ckieing of Griffin Hall through
January. Cole PidM House has been closed
every winter for several years, but the plan
was new for Griffin. The ckising, which
required draining all water pipes hi the

building, was '(ahiy BUoocasfUl," accordh«
to Holden.

"Education is probably the weakest link hi

our program," HoMen said, commentmg on
theaboenoe of shident integration into energy
conssrvabon plans this year. The campus
energy conservation committee, which
includes student and faculty representatives,

wlUberecoavenad, he added, and Die annual
conpus energy contest is coming soon.

Conlsats "don't save a k>t" tte engimer
oomnwnted, but they do hKreaae awareness.
Bulkfiflgi and Grounds also put up a
siiggertton box at the mailroom enhance, and
HoldM said rewards might be offered as
hiccaUve.
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Rothstein,

Martineau

saw need to

address

issues

injtate

political

races

kyKarinKeltel

"For accessible, energetic and
effective leadership, vote for Mike
Martineau." "Steve Rothstein wants

to be your representative." Sound lilte

typical campaign literature? It is, but

not the kind this campus is seeing for

the upcoming College Council

elections. Using Campaign slogans,

these two candidates, running for

state offices last fall, graduated trom

Williams in the Class of '78.

What caused these recent graduates

to run for office fresh from coUjege,

rather than seeking the more
traditional route of gathering
experience and years behind thetn

before running? Rothstein, a Political

Science major while at Willitau,

explained that he saw a need : to

address the serious issues in his hOnte

district of Brookline, Ma. "My
opponent failed to support a strong

ethics code for state legislators," he

said. The tax relief issue was also a

prime motivation behind his decision

"A progressive tax Including services

for constituents was rejected by my
opponent," Rothstein charged.

^immji..m^'::x

Martfneau, fradhuting &« «

Political Economy major and i

in hl8 native South Burliue
Vermont, said that he thought the

level of commitment by a legislator

was the crucial issue. "The Vermont
House of Representatives meets only

4 or S months per year," Martineau
expiaioed; "many of the legislators

are (elf-employed or simply regard

the job as part-time work." Martineau
Cited the potential of the Job and
vowed to t>e more re«tp9fit)ive to his

constituents.

Both candidates emphasized that

they sought to address concrete issues

in their primary campaigns.
Rothstein' Said he focused on the

legislative ethics code, tax relief, and
responsibility to constituents.

Martineau also emphasized the need

for property tax relief. He explained

that other issues such as land use,

economic development, en-

vironmental protection and energy,

all important to his specific Vermont
district, were also the center of his

campaign.

In an extremely close primary

campaign, Rothstein lost by Just 300

otes, taking more than 40 per cent in

Die three man race, Martineau ran

unopposed in the primary and
garnend 85 per cent of the vole,

"more than any incumbent
Democrat," be added proudly. In the

general election. Martineau woi> by a

sweeping 57 per cent to 48 per cM^ to

become the first Democratic
represeiitative from his district.

While Martineau admits enjoying his

victory by celebrating with friends

and campaign workers until 3 a.m., he

has now settled into his job, working

on the Committee on Municipal

Corporations and Elections.

Rothsteinrsaid he had "no regrala"

about his campaign and that he

"mig^t" run again. This fall he kept

busy working as a field coordinator in

the Paul Tsongas for Senator

campaign.

Both alumni were surprised to find

their age an advantage. Rothstein

said that because of his age he had

both the time and energy to devote

himself fully to the job. Other positive

aspects of bei^g young are

"determinism and idealism" be
pointed out. Martineau also said that

\m found people receptive to him in

spite of—and often I>ecau8e of-his

relative youth. Age became a
disadvantage only when voters

questioned his experience.

The two men capitalized on their

youth and energy by running
"grassroots" style campaigns. "I

went to evefy house," boasts

Rothstein. Martiqeau combined door-

to-door techniques with speeches to

larger groups, stating "the present

representative hasn't reached out to

the people."

Martineau stated that while he felt

his support was broadly based, it was
the moral support given by Spencer-

Brooks house, "that turned the tide in

his favor."

On the campaign trail Rothstein

found that people often vote .>for

unusual reasons. "My grandfather

owns a bakery," he explains, "so

many senior citizens promised to Vote

for me because he makes good

Bill Couch '79 took these photographs on the Winter Study trip to China. Counter clockwise from

right: preschoolers in a kindergarten near Canton, China's omnipresent laaders. The Great Wall, a

back alley in a rural community, and a old Chinese gentleman anxious to try out his English. \

Impressions, comparisons of China abound-^
Continued from Page 1

"Kverywhcre we went people stared,

stoppwl and watched us go by. It was
hiird to cope with at first.'' Denise

described the experience as
"uncomfortable and, at first,

overwhelming."

Misiunus :noted that although some
of the Chinese knew English, they .

remained reticent to actually

approach the group. "They were more
polite, considerate than s&y,,

Russians," he said. "The Russians
have an innate boorishness about

them—they never leave Americans
alone."

The comparison was both natural

and appropriate, since Misiunis has
spent a great deal of time in Eastern
Europe and Russia. A specialist in

post-19th centufy Russian history,

Misiunis continued, "I was constantly

noting similarities and differences

between' the Soviet Union and China,
some of them quite stark.

"The 'man on the street' seems to

be a- happier individual than the

common man in Russia." Indeed the

entire society seems to be a somewhat
happier society, although It is

certainly "materialistically poor/' he
remarked.

"The Soviet Union has what you
might call an unhealthy society,

where a visitor- gets the sense that

people need to lie to live, and that your
tour guides do not have a total belief in

what they are telling visitors,"

Misiunis said. "In China, I didn't

sense the guides were deceiving us or
that they were thinking something
other than what they were telling us.

Overall, it struck me that somehow
there seems to be a basic healthy
quality in Chinese society that is nM
present in Russian society."

Bill Couch, who has also spent time
in Russia, noticed much the same
thing: "The Chinese just seemed
much more open than the Russians.

At one point in China we were next to

an anti-aircraft battery and I

photographed it. The Russians would
never have permitted us near an anti-

aircraft base, much less allow us to

take pictures of it."

"There afe tower salaries in China,
and there is no(' much money in

circulation.'" Misiunis commented
about the relation between money and
products, "but one gets the sense that

if he saves his money, the Ciiinese

person can purchase something. In

China there are things to buy in the

stores. Things are available if you can
save up the money to buy them.

;
Money is worth something, and this is

a relatively healthy sign.

"6n the contrary, in the Soviet

Union, there x6 a lot of money in

circulation, but "it's much harder for

people to iHiy the things they want,"
he continued. In Russia popular items

are very Expensive and in short

supply. Misiunis calls this a
"perverse, unhealthy relationship"

Misiunis noted that "the Chinese

seem to have a total lack- of

appreciation of the cultural past of

their own nation. Eveii the guides

seemed to have very little

appreciation of the grandeur and
glory of the Forbidden City. It made
me feel very sad that these people

could express no feeling for something
so grand.

'

'

"Rather than express awe, the

Chinese guides tried to compare the

energy put into building the city with

the number of peasants who could

have been fed if it had not t>een built.

In contrast, the Russians, as a people,

are proud of their past. Compared to

the Russians, the Chinese view of

history is very impressionistic, very
sketchy."

Bill said that while he had the

freedom to go where he pleased on the

streets in both Moscow & Peking, he
sensed a more relaxed attitude in

China toward tourists. "The Chinese
were really friendly. We were allowed
to visit hospitals and see both modem
and traditional Chinese techniques,

even though the 'modem equipment'
left much to be desired from an
American standpoint. In Russia, we
could not even see a hospital."

In addition, the Chinese passport

control was relaxed compared to the

Russian system. The Russians
searched baggage, had large gates
and intimidating guards, so that going
through customs can be really

frightming, "In China there was no
such intimidation," Couch

commented. '

To a large extent, the group was
granted much freedoni on the trip.

According to Misiunis, the customs
officials "didn't open a single suitcase

either entering or leaving the

country." .7"
The officials asked only three

guestions when the group entered the

country: 1) Did anyone speak
Chinese? 2) Did anyone in the group

know anyone in China? 3) and did

anyone bring any foreign currency

into China?

The Government never prohibited

visitors from taking pictures or from
walking around unattended. Harvey

said , though, that "if someone

wanted to do something different from
the printed itinerary, nothing seemed
to work out." And when such off-the-

schedule visits were allowed, students

felt that "the guides and heads of the

organizations we visited were kee|dng

an eye on us."

The presence of restrictions on the

Chinese themselves was evident in

several instances. Harvey asked one

girl ifshe would like to visit the United

States. She answered that she would

love to, but doubted she would ever

have the opportunity. And when
peoplewere invited to Cflinese homies,

their hosts always arranged; a

meeting place. They feared visiting

the hotels.

At one point several students met

with a dissident. "From talks with

him I got the imiiression that many
Chinese are not totally satisfied with

their existence," Phil commented.

"They aren't unhappy to the point of

rebellion, but they do want to move on

and improve their lives."

Couch mada a final comment about

future interest in China: "I would

really like to return in ten years to see

just what normalization has done.

,
(which was announced just before the

group arrived in China). I want to see

if normalisation will make the

Chinese more materialistic. Will the

people become more westernized or

more modem with a distinct Chinese

culture attached to It? And lasUy, I'd

want to see how CMtia lias progressed

in that time."

W'
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Mission Parkiifsnot as bad as it first may seem
byS^yOavldow angto), t|>«y have a itraat de«J <rf much yklB to Um ooe al B*x{mr. Ihcr« it often • Um at dUmertliM 'In alowly oTas (aat ai you want" ali.
by Sally Oavldow

Miaaioo Park ia maitfB up of three

hiAues: Pratt, Dennett and
Anostroag; aod KfUia, an overflow
lection for- all three houaet. It hoUa
over 300 students, and js, according to

some peODle, a community in itself.

"YtM doo t have to go outside that

much if you don't want to," admitted
one Mission Park resident. The rooms
are fairly soundproof so that you can
study in them, the dining room is right

in the iMildiiig, and approximatdy
one«ixth of the school population is

there. Although many people see

Mission Park as somewhat isolated, it

is close to the library, the tennis

courts, and the infirmary and is

certainly no fartheirirom things than
Greylock and .agiQe . of the JEtow

Houses.

The rooms at Mission Park are

grouped into suites of four, five, six

and seven bedrooms. Each person in

the suite has a single and, In addition,

the fours, sevens and son^e of the fives

have living roqms. Each suite has its

own bathroom (with bathtub), and the

sevens have an additional shower.

While the rooms at Mission Park
are shaped somewhat oddly ( they are
markedly lacking in 90 degree

»), tbjsy

window iqpMe and are wami. "People
picture the cooint aa bartra and
mall," commented one Armstrong
houae occupant, "but there's a lot you
can do with them." It is inliqjulaUy
easier to hang things 00 Mitaion walk
than on Greylock bricks.
The dining system at Minloiv^

AcootxUng la one atudaat the food la

also oomptrahte to Baxter's, «lthoii«b

anottw student daimad tliat it was
better Oian that of Baxter, DriacoU. or
Greylock. "The cooks like us; there's

a good interaction between cooks and
studenta," he stated. Although
lu»f*-" —~ not usually very crowded.

a way this ia better Uian sit down
dfainan," oommanleil one student in

ooolrMting Mission with Dodd and the

Row ,UauBee. Dlnnar at podd. for

eumpla. It aaryed tt •jo^ "wftlcb
can be a drag ifyou have atawlMng at

7:00. Yon end up going aonewbere
else Ifcirty aftea. You can flao ent aa

Mission Park Is featured this weeic in the first of a series (iff

articles on fresliman Inclusion. (photo by Johnson)

By March 16, aU frtthmtn uittt bt athni totUi, Im ordtr
of thtir prtfartHct, tht fivt avaUabIt kouthig optton*.

The cuttgor6$ art: Dodd-TyUr, MUiion Park, Row
Hou»*, OrayUfok an4 tA< Btrkakir* Quad. A atudcnt
may ifot request for a tpacific kout* tn any of tktu
cattgoriea. FriakyttMrn artjwt'givan tkt option of off-

camput Or co-op houttng.

Student* may apply for houting alona or bi graupi
numbering four or fewer for qny koiittitf tituation. At
many aa teuen ttud«ntt may apply together for tke

hfUtton Park'option.
The houting decisiont, wkieh are made at raiUtotk by a

computer, thoutii be attnouHced iooti afier iprikg break.

THE RECORD, in an attempt to famUiarite frgikthin
with the various houting arrangementi, it running a
leriei of artietet each wetk focuting on a tpecific

houting tituation.

The Committe* on Student Houting will toon
distribute to freahmin pamphlet with many apecifice on
upperclasa housing which thould anawer any farther
<iu*ttii>ne.

smphnataed, having recently bean tl»
victlra of Row Houae waltara wl» had
been in a hurry to clear away plates.

Hearty breakfast eaters shouU a^
take note of the fact that oe|y Baxter,
Miaakn and GreykKk aerve fUU
breakfasts.

Stufdeoti aeem to agree that tte
aodal calendar is (|uite active la
Mission Park bouMa. lltey feel that
"the bousea are pretty tight. There
are always houae sponaored parties,
and bouaea sometimes go together on
parties." Residents believe that
Mission Park is especially good for
sophomores-a majority of whom ead
up there.

One real problem with Mission Park
is that it does havea higher vandalism
rate than moat houses. Because it has
a long, open main hallway and much
glass apace, it is fairly susceptible to

vandals. One resident mentioned that
all of the signs on the cork hoards in

the liall were often torn down and
strewn all over the floor but felt tlikt

most ofthedamage done was not done
by Mission Park people. '^

On the whde tiwuf^, Mission Park'
residents seem hippy with their

environment.

^si^ MilleF shaped the lives and thoughts of many students
by Brian J. Murphy

John William MiUer, Maiic Hopkins

ilfixilessdr of Intellectual and Moral
Philosophy, emeritus, had an
extraordinary impact on Williams
students for over three decades. In the
words of George Brockway '36, "No
one could long sit in one of liis classes

without being profoundly moved,
sometimes profoundly disturbed,
frequently profoundly inspired."

Professor lililler died on Christmas
Day, 1978, two weeks before bis 84tb
birthday. Chairman of the Philosophy
Department for 24 years, tie came to

Williams in 1924 and retired in 1960.

One measure of his popularity is

indicated by his receiving two
Gulielmensian dedications: one. in

1960, upon ills retirement, and one in

1938, after his return from a year's

•libbatical. The 1960 yearbook
dedication called him "one of the most
profoundly respected members of the

faculty" and spoke ci his "devotion to

the life of the mind, to the college, and
"10 his students." The opp<M-tunity to

study with Professor Miller was said

to be an "inspiring expoience of

association with his mind and
personality."

He was also honors by the

establishment of the John W. Miller

Book Prize which is awarded annually

to the College's most outstanding

Student in philosophy. Funds for the

award were provided by donations

from Professor Miller's former
students.

Without making a conscious effort

to do BOi Professor Miller was very

influential in sha|ring the lives and
thou^ts of many studoits. President

John Chandler stated that "Williams

graduates continued to visit and write

Professor Miller 40 and 50 years after

they first encountered the intellectual

aiid moral force of his teaching. He
stood in the tradition of truly great

teachers, aiid whether talking with a
nei^lxiiiiood chiM or a distinguished

^itor, he was always learning and
teaching at the same time."

Professor Miller could best be
described as a "dialectical

philosopher", said Lawrence Beais,

ProfessorEmeritus of Philosophy Md
a close l^enil and coileegue* of

Professor Miller's for over 40 years.

Professor Miller was known as a
demanding teacher, one who
challenged students and made them
fully reaHze their capabilities. He
never grew old mentally—he was
intellectuaUy vital until his death.

Profesipr Miller's houae waa
always often to studenta who would
visit alone or in anudl group*. He
would stay up talking abnttt

philoaophy aa tong as the studeritik

wanted to, sometlinea until one or two
o'clock in the morning. Profeiaer

Miller loved conversations with
studenta and believed he learned a
great deal from Ihem. He was knafam

for picking up oa a oaaual cfomfUHA

and developing it into an important
thought, ne would always return the

credit to the person who gave him
the original impetus, even though he
hadexpanded on it far more than that

person had imagined.

"He wrote all the time—reams and
reams" said Professor Beals.
However, Professor Miller was a very
self-effacing and private person and
submitted almost nothing for
publication. Mr. Brockway, a
{MbUsber, tried for years to persuade
Professor Miller to publish some of his

essays and papers. Professor Miller

finally acquiesced, and The Paradox
of Cause and Other Essays was
published in October of 1978 by W, W.
Nortonk Company. The book contains
thirteen essays, two of which were
previously published in The Journal of

Philosophy. The contents of the Ixxik

span over forty years of Professor
Miller's thought. The essays are
modestly phrased but contain
powerful, new and exciting ideaA
Several of the essays deal witk the

conflict between personal freedofn
and causal order.
I

•
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".
. .hd Was ffie bn/y

p<Bf%ori who cdu/d

wa/k o/one and iook

//ke a processlofi."
;

History is also a roeturing theme in

this collection. In middle age,

Professor Itfiiler developed a strong

intereat tn the philosophy of history.

At a tmie when this subject was rarely

taugbt, he introduced it to the

Williams curriculum! He remained
interested in this subject for the rest

of his life, and it was one of his

favorite topics for discussion.

In his own words, Professor Miller

was "a vety private person." This

desire for privacy increased as he

grcpv older, and he would sebtom
grant interviews, ' even upon
publication of. his hook. His
intellectual interests were self-

cultivated to an unusual degree and
were inspiring in their extent and
breadth. He was a very formal and
stately person, always courteous but
friendly. In later years, it was said of

him ttiat he was the only person who
could walk up Spring Street alone and
look like a procession. This air of

dignity and solemnity Iwlied his open
and warm personality.

A spontaneous tribute to Professor

Miller occurred last September, at a
convocation panel in Jesup Hall. The
panel consisted of seven Williams

alumni, all past or present college
presidents. The presidents, spanning

almost thirty years of Williams
graduates, all had vivid memories of

Professor Miller. The Reverend
Michael Scanlan '53, president of the
College of Steubenville (Ohio), said

"Professor Miller was the one who
taught us philoaophy: ... be raised

the questions about what is life?

Where does it start? Where does it

end? . . . It's interesting that 2S
years later the graduates are saying
'that^s what I remember'." of John w. Miller

Number of 12-colleg0 exchanges is declining
by Cathy Kiliper

A glance at statistics on study away
programs reveals the number of

Williams students participating in

Twelve-College Exchange has
dropped over the past seven years.

Accorditig to Dean Mclntire, in 1973-

1974, thirty-five stiidentt spent tiriie at

one of the other eleven colTeges,

Howard College in D.C., or the
CaUfwnia Institute of Technology as
opposed to eleven in 1978-1979. There
are ten applicants seeking to

exchange for all or part of next year.

'Mclntire believes the decreased
interest in the Twelve-College
Exchange program stems from many
students' preference for a orflege

quite different from Williams. Schools
like Wellesley near Boston and those
in the five college valley which have
an urban air are popular. The search
for ctdlegiate diversity is reflected

also in the fact that twenty-one men
and women are at other U.S. schools

outside the Twelve-College Exchange
such as N.Y.U. and seventy are
studying abroad in 1978-1979.

Although students do kMk for an
environment unlike that of Williams,

the Associate Deati pointed out one
should not assume that the twelve
colleges are too similar to Williams.

One basis for the creation of the
Twelve<k)llege Exchange program
was that all the schools are enough
alike to facilitate the acceptance of

credit. Thus an exchange student can
find academic compatibility among
the colleges yet find enough ' 'different

aspects to make a challenge."

Students on exchange botti from and
to Williams have found the experience

\Vorthwh ile. Rajendra'Khjidka wanfetl
^'a change, to go someplace very
different from Williams in terms of

size, location, and student body." He
liked studying at Wellesley and would
"suggest and recommeii|d going away
to anyone." Dean Chung found that

during Ms year at Mount H<dy<^e he
was able to take advantage of the

many "resources" the five college

valley offers. A semester at Smith
allowed Leslie Wang to enjoy the five

college area too. Bothered by the

sexism issues at Williams last year,

Wang learned to value "the aspects of

a female school." Having returned,

she declares time away at Smith
helped bier to simultaneously
"appreciate and tolerate Williams."

Many exchanges currently at
Williams alsd view the program in a
positive light. Joanna Kalliches of

Smith experienced "sophomore
slump" and, like Melissa Easton dl'

Smith,, wanted a change of place.

Kalliches believes being here has
enabled her to "challenge myself
when I didn't know anybwiy andm
make a place." Siuan .J^HhUiiig

Mount Holyoke has formed a

perspective on the social and cultui

life outside a women's college and
five^ioU^e area.'' Both KalMches
pahling are interested in

Ariierican Studies courses not offei

at their own schools.

According to Mount > Holyoke*
GayaneZartarian, going on axchai

can benefit both the school one
and the home inatitution. A pei

may contribute certain ideaa while

exchange as well, as bring liadc idu.^.

to thehome school. Diane Lecuyer felti

that after two years at Aihherst, she
knew most of the students and "got
into a MuUne." By spending a
semester at Williams, she can e^Joy
"a small school with gond
academics."

washington:s birthday dale

Men's Shirts ft Sweaters

Vi PRICE
Group of Ladies Slacks, Tops Jeans

Vt PRICE

SKISKrWEMR

Alpine and Nordic ^^^^

SAVE TO 50%
"Ski Navs «f tin Btiftsliiiit"

Skis Sharpenti • Waf Bait $€,00

GOFPS SPORTS, INC

Spring SL Williamstown 458-3605
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Math art exhibit has

nebulous '
' elegance

'

'

by Jahn Libertine

For some unknown reaion,
Mathematics seems to have a bad
press in this country. Almost
everyone finds the field dry and
boring, not to mention downright
frightening. And while some might
agree that it has some abstruse
intellectual appeal, mathematics
certainly can have no inherent
beauty. Right?

Wrong! The current exhibition of

mathematical art now on view in

Lawrence Hall belies this belief. The
exhibit contains a varied assortment
of examples of art from that strange,

nebulous world of higher
ntathematics. One would be surprised

4t just how rich this field is.

f.The impetus for this collection of

artistic esoterica came about from a

discussion last year between Franlclin

Robinson of the Art Dept. and William
Oliver of the Math Dept. about the

possibilities of art in mathematics.
Once the decision was made to have
an exhibit. Prof. Victor Hill was
selected coordinator of the project, a
task be attacked with relish.

According to Hill, there is a
difference between whatone normally
thinks of as beauty and what a
mathematician thinks of as beauty.

"Only in mathematics and the visual

arts do I find the word 'elegant', a
term which matheniaticians use to

describe aesthetic pleasure."
Mathematical beauty, says Hill,

should consist of conciseness and a
sense of surprise; M. C. Escher's
works are a fine examfde of such
beauty. Symmetry, and sometimes
the lack of symmetry, also play an
important role. One of the exhibits is a
sunflower, illustrating mathematical
beauty found in Nature, and one
cannot help but be impressed and
awed by the delicate summetries in its

surface.

On the surface, the show seems a bit

subdued; there are no brilliant flahses

of color. It is what Hill "terms a
"chaste exhibit", using the lack of

oteessive cdor to reflect a spare
elegatlce in the works.

Included among the exhibits are
suchexampka of mathematical art as
the golden rectangle, the rectangle
with the dimensions the ancient,

Greeks found meet pleasing to the

eyes; some very elegant graphs of

seemingly mundane functions (for

example, who would have guessed at

first glance that the graph of r equals
sin2x is a four-leaved clover?),
graphed Using the computer by Steven
Daniel '790 kaleidocydes, whi^ are
great fun to play with; a section on the

graph known as the "WitcH of

Agnesi", proving that women can too

do mathematics; and a superegg
constructed by Joseph McCann of the

Physics Shop. (I won't tell you what a
superegg is—go see it, it's a lot of

fun.)

All the exhibits have: accompanying
exidanatory notes which help to

clarify and answer any questiopis one
might have of the exhibit in question.

PafertMry la, 197*

£io'i£ai(.xi\

This IndiaAheail of a devotee is one of the Works on display

at the Williams College Museum of Art.

Hindu art livens hall
The Hindu ascetic throw back his head in the ecatAcy of

warship. On the walls of the original 12th century temple
the contortions of his t>ody and those of scores of other
worshipper-statues would have created ripples of motion
in stone, cresting to the sublime form of their god.

The world of ancient Indian religions is far away from
Williams College. The frenzy of belief has bwa replaced
by the yawn of cynicism or the "OM" of T.M. The
dynamism and impact of the religious art is still very
much alive for Professor Milo Beach, well-known scboliir

of Oriental Art.

Through the efforts of Beach, Joh Coffey and the

Williams College Museum of Art, the newest gallery in

Lawrence Hall is a (more or less) permanent exhilrit of

Oriental Art. Its opening in September 1978 represents the

world-wide scope of interests and acquisitions that has

made the College Museum one of the most outstanding of

its size, '
>

The gallery contains many fascinating pieces of
sculpture, painting and tapestry, each ^ of which has a
story behind it. For example, the gilded Buddah on your
right as you enter is Vairocana, the Buddah who^^ts at the
center of the universe. Frojn his diving eno-gy 'emanated
the line of Buddahs who have visited the earth in various
forms. Now he sits calmly in Lawrence, giving his energy
to the Art Departinent Chairman ... or' possitdy
creating new Buddahs?

Brooks-Rogers opens, but Hegyi faltei*

Reminders
The Canadian Opera Company

will perform Mozart's The
Marriage of Figaro tonight at 8:30

p.m. in Chapin Hall. The libretto

will be in English. Tickets may still

be available at the door; they are

free with Williams ID.

Williamstheater will present

Shakespfrarels^ Macbeth in the

Adams Memorial Theater Feb. 16,

,.17, 22, 23, 24 at B pm. and Feb. 24 at
i^^ pm. Tickets are 50c with Williams

ID and can t>e obtained at the AMT
, Box Office between now and 5 pm.
Mond-Fri.

by Jackson Galloway
The fourth concert of the Music in

the Round series proved a sensational

opening for the new Brooks-Rogers
Auditorium, despite Julius Hegyi's(
efforts in the opposite direction.

The inspired program began with
the Berwald Septet for violin, viola,

cello, bass, clarinet, bassoon, and
horn. Each part, with one glaring
exception, took its place, as the

bassoon provided an especially good
balancing point between the clarinet

and horn. Susan Hohenberg, clarinet,

was once again in excellent form,
demonstrating her iionsaihmate
control of the instrument. The hornist,

Zsembery, also added greatly to the
performance through his steadiness in

the sustained passages of quickly

repeated notes. The strings were,
sadly, a totally different story. From
the word go, Hegyi completely
overshadowed the viola and bass.

Douglas Moore wielded his cello well,

but it was a. losing battle against

blaring pizzicato and an overly biting

tone. A violent refusal to blend with
the wind instruments also served to

single out the violin part to an
unnecessary degree. The delightful

nature (A the work and the enthusiasm
of ~ the participants served to

overcome this handicap, however.
Apparently the intermission

brought Hegyi to his senses, as the

casualties from flying rosin were
noticeably fewer4n the second half of

the program. The Brahms (^artet.

proved no problem as the tempo
remained steady through the switch

from triplets to even quavers. The
scherzo places a large burden on the

pianist, and Charlotte Hegyi proved

more than equal to the task,

masterfully avoiding the temptation

to pound out the subject and blending

well with the violin and cello when the

viola led. The cello line of the andante

is certainly the most melodic of the

(^artet, and Hegyi and Mr. Moore
complemented each other well.

Band j}lays Carnival

yrhe ACEC will present Albatross,

^idely considered by polls, record

sales, radio airplay, and concert

attendance to be the top rock band in

New England, in a Winter Carnival

dance-concert this Friday in Greylock

from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. Admission
is $1.50; beer and punch, will be
served.

. Albatross, currently negotiating

with major record companies
worldwide, has spent seven years

rehearsing, polishing, developing an
extensive repertoire, perfecting
diverse musical techniques, and
constructing dazzling harmonies and
hard-driving arrangements.
Consistently strong live performances
have attracted a loyal following of

fans, over 5000 of whom receive the

periodic Albatross newsletter^

Because of the limited capacity of

Uie Greylock Dining Hall, the ACEC

Observance; though, of the poco forte

marking in the piano score would
have produced a fuller, richer tone.

The piano reiteration of the theme
was marred only by some rough
pizzicato on the part of the violin.

Hegyi was in his element in the finale

as the violin occupied a singular role.

Despite the emphasis on the violin, the
piano controlled the tempo, setting the

pace which the violin deligenUy
followed. The leggerio of the piano
provided a good accompaniment to

the expressive but restrained strings.

Overall, the passages balanced well.

The program could not have ended

with a better w(n*k. The light,

energetic nature of the Francais trio

introduced a timely relief from the
heaviness of the Brahms. The
technique of the performers was
almost flawless as first two
movements drove forward,
interrupted only by short bursts of

vibrant pizzicato. Contrasting virith

the flowing rhythm of the allegretto

vivo and vivo, the andante retired into

a more serene mood of swajdng
legato, well rendered con sardine. The
enthusiasm of the performers was
obvious in their rendition of the finest,

of the Francaix chamber works.

Pgus^ is^pn)bably one of Wsiinest^^^aggeste that you plST !o"amve
promptly. Last year's Winter

works with its warmth of harmonic
color and gQodjMlance between the

strings and piano.

The entry of the second subject,

often a stumbling block for the cellujt„

Williams CoH«|e Department of Music

Presents

CANADIAN OPERA COMPANY'S

Production of

MOZARrS '*tilE MARRIAGE OF FIGARO"

Sung in Enflish

Staged, Costumed, and Lighted

Witli Company and Orchestra of 40

TUESfilAY, FEBRUARY B at 8:30 P.M.

Chapin Hall, Williamstown, Mass.

General Mmission Ticketi: $4: 00

By Mail or at Harts' Drugs, Williamstown

Far liifiniiAtiMi eaH 413497^2127 tr 2113

Carnival dance ( "Beatlemania") ,was

packed by 10:00 p.m., and Security

closed the doors.

A major concert for Winter
Carnival was impossible . this year
because of a lack of adequate
facilities. Chjipin Hall cannot be used,

and both the Field House and Hockey
Rink are. used for Carnival events.

The ACEC is planning a major Spring
Weekend concert. ANMtrest iMIl pr«s«nt a dance-eoticert in Oreytock this PrMay at 9 :oe.

S1VDYANIOAD WITH
SVRAOJISEUNlVERSnrY
SEMESTERPROGRAMS: BFLORENCE
11MADRIDBSTRASBOURGBAMSTERDAM
LOhlDONMMEXlCO
• Variety of ooune* offered • No Unguage bsckgrooiid required
• Fiaaoci*] Aid svailatjk • Summer ptocrsm aviiUUe in Eng-
knd, lOhr, Ike Hflthniudi, Qravoe. AutriS. Eut A/Hm.
YugotUvU • AppUcukMi tot Pall 1979 temater are doe Iw

AOOnESS.

.*TAT«_ .Z»_

mOOflAM OF itntnm
Fvn«raliitonnnMnaiM«ppn«llM«Muniw
_0!i2!;«»MgOT*ggil?ggi!i!iJ*!g*LM»c««M^
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W« may pr«fer to ignore il, but rven
iMtcred college iludento feel the

wrath of thoM w)» Bccuae lu of

having pointy heads and failing to

prepara for the "raal world." Our
quolea of, "iiut what i* raality? " (all

upcn <ie«r ear*.

Nowhere is this bias to obvious as in

rvision. Charlie's Angels is hardly

metaphysical inquiry. The
trtevision medium has b«en attacked

BO frequently but fruitlessly by
thinking men that many have given in

and joined 'em, psychoanalyzing Star

Trek or ferretuig out Shakespearean
metaphors in Happy Days.
Further proof of this anU'

intellectual curtain lies in the

discovery by this Intrepid reporter of

a list of rejected TV pilots. A "pilot,"

as they are called, is a proposal for a

television series. Along the lines of the

notion-concept-idea progression

duscussed briefly in Annie Hall, pilots

proceed from written proposals to

filmed tests to fuil-f^iged ser^es-rif

they're lucky. - r;

The following series were not lucky

enough to make the cut. They show
conclusively, however, that TV looks

most unkindly upon any literary

influences, particularly in series

Uties.

The rejections begin with several

attempts at adapting works of Ernest
Hemingway. "The first, A Farewell to

Farms, tells the heart-warming story

of a boy who leaves his rural home for

the excitement of college life in a town
closely resembling Boston. Its equally

unsaeeessAtI Nquir~waa about his

fUrUicr advaaturac, where the young
neat unfortunately does poorly in

Ki^lish 101 . The Yoang Man and tiie C
ttever made it.

For Wham the Sbecl TcA*. a story

about a college crew coach patterned

closely after The White Shadow, never
progresaed to the filming stage.

Another sports show canned, Ranger
in a Rang* Land, hoped to present sci-

fi fane with Ihe gripping drama of a
New York hockey player who jumps
to a WHA team formed in Texas. The
most recent sports show rejected was
th^ tense recounting of a Cincinnati

baseball player's contract
negotiations. The head-first slider's

demands for horticultural .fringe

benefits are refused by the hard-nosed

general manager in the first episode

of I Never Promised You a Garden,

Hose.

Other American authors carry
equally kittle weight. Walled-In, a
movie about a mudslide near a
Concord pond, got nowhere. An action

series about a helicopter detective,

Mobile Dick, did no better.

Foreign authors fare no better in the

ignorant and suspicious community of

Holywood. One might think that

opportunistic TV executives would
welcome a thinly-disguised gossip

column about the proven star of

Shampoo and Heaven Can Wait. Yet
Warren Piece, with its Tolstoyian sub-

plots, never made it to the diagonal

screen. With all the Animal House
spin-offs floating about, one njight

think that a senes about an Amherst
fraternity preaident wouM be a aura-

flre hit. But The Idiot oevar got off tte
ground.

Some of the word-for-word tiOe

borrowings may have faced tegal

difficulties from authors reluctant to

associate . themselves with the
pusillanimous patriarchs of-

television. This may be Ken Kesey's
motivation in the case in the made-
for-TV movie about a B-l iMmber
whose faulty navigational equipment
leads it to buzx the University of

California at Berkeley, One Flew
Over (beCuckoo's Nest. One would
hope, however, that the producers of

The Sorrow and the Pity would be kind
enough to lend their support to a
tragic tale of a pre-med whose exam
grades in Organic Chemistry drop a
full bracket with each test.

Less certain, if closer to home, i$

Joseph Heller's reaction to the
proposed Series recounting the eleven-

day road trip of two Williams men,
Catch-22.

Very few things are certain in TV,
as a matter of fact. No one knows
much about the minds of the

Hollywood moguls. No one even
knows if they have minds. Perhaps
someday they will shed their antl-

lit^rary bias and give America some
classily-monikered programs. Whb
knows? After all, as the titles just

mentioned prove, television is a punny
business.

JohnK.Setear

P.8. The "O" stands for George

Marta Rmiland Dancers will present workfh^ps and perlormanctt Fab. 1J-I5.

Renzi dancers arrive for

series of performances

Vi«wpplnf

Campus suffers from sexual inhibitions
by Tracy Dick

Williams is not just a place of

academic growth but one of social

growth and development. The great

majority of social events here are a
heterosexual orientation. This fact

makes it difficult for gay people to

I

openly express themselves and
interact affectionately with people of

their own sex. Yet another problem of

this • predominately heterosexual
atAiospbere is that people in general

are not opposed to homosexuality;

therefore, prejudices and fears are

more able to manifest and grow.

The GPU was first created to

acknowledge openly that there are

; gay people on campus. The group still

provides a place where gay people can
talk about their experiences and
problems. More importantly, through

the GPU WE WISH TO EDUCATE
THE CAMPUS.

In the past two years we have
' invited ministers, politicians,

if,' lawyers, and psychologists to speak
'-•on a variety of subjects related to

homoesxualtiy. These speakers are

meant for gay people with confusions

Coundl-
Continued from l^age 1

members Would help to correct the

imbalance of representation that

currenlty exists." Jon Ballan '79

charged, however, that the new
members would only increase the

bureaucarcy of the Council, thus

impeding its efficiency.

The vote to approve that portion of

the constitution fell deadlocked at 12-

12. The rules allow the President to

vote only when the Council is at such a

vote deadlock. In his first vote of the

year, Council President Bronson
Fargo voted for the addition of the five

new members. The Council also voted

to recombine the Housing Committee,

which had been split in the first draft

of the proposed constitution into two

separate coinmittees.

In other action, the Council

retrOiMtively approved a category

change of tS3D for the Williams Jazz

Ensemble. A misunderstanding

between the Jazz Ensemble and the

Finance Committee had led the

musical group to use funds

appropriated for visiting musicians

for participation inihe Giassboro Jazz

Festival. This change is subject to the

Jazz Enaemble's performance of a

fm'tMMlNir concert later in the year,

and it* promise to bring an additional

vfeiting Jazc act to campus.

about, their-own identity in and out of

society; yet truly they are for anyone

who is trying to understand sexuality

in themselves and the people j^round

them.

There is oppression for

(liomoeexuals on tiiis campus. It

doesn't exist in violence or events

immediately tangible. The existence

of mental and verbal pi'ejudices, like

gay jokes and anti-gay attitudes,

cause oppression by igniting a

sensitivity and feat into gay people

who do not want t» be stereotyped or

outcasted. .

Sexuality in general is a problem at

Williams. Visitors who come here say
Williams of one of the most beautiful

and romantic settings they've ever

seen. Yet outwtfrd displays of

affection between people is almost

non-existent. It is not just

homosexuals who feel it difficult to be

openly affectionate with one aitother;

the entire campus suffers from the

same inhibitions and need for secrecy.

TheGPU is a group which strives to

better the social system, make it more
tolerant and conducive for:everyone.

By forming a group, we do not want to

alienate or segregate ourselyes—apd
' we afe not makiiig it Vltiflil^iO^ent

concerning sexual oritnetatioos. We
are part of humanity fighting for

rights we believe to be naturally ours.

The process of coming out and being

open ak>out,,our sexuality is often a

moral decision where we expose
ourselves in a hope to defy
stereotypes: it is also a way, of

showing that we are proud and
accepting of what we are. Our goal is

to integrate, not by changing the

majority or transforming ourselves in

terms of sexual orientations, tut to

integrate with mutual acceptance at^
understanding.

Because Williat^. is small and
isolated we as students have greater

control over our environment than

does society at large. As individuals

we can have an impact on^the offica l

Auditions

Williamstheatre production of

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE by
the great American performer,

George M. Cohan, will be held oo
Sunday. February I8th and
Monday, February 19th Yrort 7:30-

U :00 PM in the Studio TTieatre of

the Adams Memorial Theatre.

Performances will be April 20. 21.

28, 27 and 2S

Sign for aufUtion times in the

production office.

policies and in a larger sense, the

attitudes which influence our
community. The prejudices of our
present society are only perpetuated

by our own irresponsibilities. The
opportunities for contact and
intimacy are immense. We should

reach out to one another more often

and try to understand our own feelings

and the feelings of those around us.

MarCa Roozfaodlt^ancere will be in

Williamstown for a two-day residency
Feb. 14-15. They wjU present a series

of .public . workshops and
performances at both the
Williamstown public schools and
Williams College.

Renzi, .

I whose dance and
choreography is drawing increasing

attention in New York City where she
lives and works, is a Williamstown
native. She is the daughter of Ralph
and Helen Henzi of 125 South Street in

Williaihstown and studied dance
under Joy Anne Dewey, director of

dance at Williams, from age five

through high school.

The five-member group will open

their residency with a lecture-

perfmrmance of "Wrinkle," a dance
choreographed by ^^zi, on
Wednei^y, Feb. 14 at 11130 a.m. in

the Mt. Greylock Regional High

School gymnasium. She describes

"Wrinkle" as "danger, silliness,

falling stars, solitude, heroism and
heavy breathing."

The performance and brief question

and answer session at the high school
will be followed by a dance workshop
that afternoon at 2:15 at the

Williamstown elementary school. Tl

workshop wilf focus on technique ai

improvisation in Renzi 's work.
Wednesday's portion of the residoicy

will conclude with a similar workshop
at Williams College in the upper
Lasell Gymnasium at 4 p.m.
On Thursday, Feb. 15, the dancers

will present a 2 p.m. performance of

"Bandhsee Summer," also
choreographed by Renzi, at the

Williamstown elementary school.

Then at 8 p.m. that evening both

"Wrinkle" and "Banshee Stunmer"
will be performed at8 p.m. in Lasell

Gymnasium.

20% -40% OFF

SKI EQUIPMENT - OUTDOOR CLOTHING

FISCHER EURQPA GLASS

FISCHER SKIN

R0SSI6N0L AR JR.

mM
$75.00

$95.00

$49.00

SILL

$40.00

$57.00

$34.00

20% Off All Other

Skis, BootSy Poles, Bindings

30%0fff |il Racing Skis

• 30% Off all Children's Skis

'20% Off all Work Shirts and Knickers

'20% Off all Gloves/Hats and Sweaters

'20% Off Ouofold turtlenecks

•30% Off Altra Kiti

arcadiansh
H^mf 'v1*4.TliwrB 'tllttM

WATU MMEIt 4St-Si7l WIUIAMflOWN
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Candidates

eofpkin

stances

on issues

:> Presidential Race

Geismar

,^ Ttie College Council has been the

Jhibjvct of many derogatory
'dDnuiients throughout the years that I

have been here—accused of being

itteffictent, bumbling, useless, and
^iwonie. Much of this has ateouned, I

believe, from a misunderstanding by

some, colincil members and the

student bpdy alilte, regarding the

ftlnction of the Council.

The College Council is designed to

be a representative body, not a

governing one. Its success, therefore,

is measured by how well it performs
this representative function. Elected

representatives must be aware of the

myriad activities and Views of their

constituency. I feel that I, through

contacts made socially,

f^eademically, and athletically, am
-.ilware of the diverse opinions and

views on campus, and that I could

rationally review and bring into focus

viable changes in student life.

Council could be a superb
mechanism for centralizing small

group concerns. The recent changes

m the Food Services chit program
JA^idence thi&, as do past discussions

Ijliif black-white relations on campus,
'^0nA the acknowledgement of the

i.isexual preference clause by the

]|idministration. There is no other

:^iivenue available to all students on an

^ ;.jbqual basis which permits concerns to

w^ y\

be aired and Issues raised. CouocU is

perhaps limited in power by sMctiires

in the College charter, or by size and
the effectiveneM of the

representatives. It also has bounds
which have not yet been approached.

College Council is available to

everyone—any individual student or

group is allowed to speak at meetings,

and is encouraged to use this as a

means to express their own views.

It is important that whoever sets the'

tone for next year's Council has ah
understanding of how the Council

works procedurally, but is not afraid

to experiment with more relaxed and
thus more productive ways of running

meetings and achieving specific ends.

I have the experience, and I have the

desire to make Council accessible and
workable for the entire student body.

Vote GEISMAR on Wednesday and

Thursday.

Marie
I think that I have the

"qualibilities" for the Job, I'm willing

to put as miich time into it as is

needed, but I'm not willing to take up
other people's time with work that can
be done with much less deliberation

and with work, that others more
knowledgeable than council members
have already debated and decided

upon.

Perhaps I don't have the experience

that some of the other candidates

have, having only been on council for

one semester, last year. However,
that may not be the kind of experience

that you want. I've got some new

ngBai]^Ed]ilDi&ai^

IfltfodudngWkfe-Body DOIO Service
totheHeartof EttfOpe/299 Rodndtrip.

And our great
bargain price is still

the same as before.

Just $299 roundtrip

^ tarnNew York toLux-
fwftoMijf $H9.50one
Way. Price includes an

.excellent dinner, fre^jp^
and cognac. No restrictions.

Tickets can be purchased
anywhere in the U.S.A. and

are good for a

fuD year. DC-10
flights leave and
return five times
weekly.

There has
been one other

change at Icelandic. We have a

^ brand new symbol and have added
"Icelandair ' to our name.

Forhwre informatkin see your travel agent Or write Dept.
#c-39«|celan<lic Airlines, P.O. Box 105. West Hempstead. NY
11532. OrcailtoU6Te. inNew YoricOHy. 757-MBS;%iNew
Yorit Slate, (SOD) 442-9910: elsewhere, (800) iSS^atd.

I

I NAME.
I

I

ADDI$SS.

I cmf- .STATE.

IOELANDIC0^

ideas from twu ^^.„ ^^ v,^ser^

and complaining and I think it's time
that I try; my hand at being the

administrator and have a chance to

make my own mistakes.

I'm willing to work within the

restrictions that the Council exists

under, but only if my co-workers are

committed to NEW changes. I looked

at the report of the Constitutional

Review Committee and, well, it

scared me. In parts it was an
innovative document, but in other

sections the suggestions if

implemented would add clutter to a

council already not as representative

as it should be and having difficulty

agreeing on and accomplishing its

work. I mean—how would you
imagine more people on the Council-
chaotic or what? And non voting

members—what kind of

representation and responsibility

would that be for those groups! What
about additional at large repe.? Who
would they represent? Not the off

campus students, nor other segments
of our community—all they'd do is

represent more of their area of

camtNis, so why add more of these.

And then the five housing category

.

reps, and the additional committees?

I'm not sure if this would add to the

confusion or not.

Anyway, if you vote for me I can't

promise you anything, 'cause I don't

know what's going to happen: but you
can promise me concern of what
happens to your money and what your
government should be.

Trout
My. case is ^simple: we should

abolish the College Council. An
effective and bi^d-based student

'government already exists,

independent of the C^ouncil, which we
can, and should, exploit to the fullest.

The Council itself is at best a waste of

time sroij enei^, ara< «t iirorst an
obstruction to creative student action.

More than two hundred students

currently participate iii governing

campus affairs through the

independent student organizations,

the student-faculty and standing
committees, - and the house
governments. FYom the moVies we
watch and the house parties w^ attend

to the changes in Winter Study or

housing \ policy, this is the student

government which counts. This
system \ maximizes student
responsibility and encourages
participants to specialize in the area

they kno^ bestj given the smallness

of the college and the time pressures

; -onus all, it is the best possible system
for getting individuals involved.

But it is precisely this individual

involvement that the existence of the

College Council as "the focus of

student opinion and power"
(fiscourages. The Council delayed and
disrupted student action motivated by
concern over South Africa; it was the

led rather than the leader in the fight

to ban discrimination a^linst
homosexuals in admissions policy;

and now it has voted to split up the

Housing Committee. And what
positive action does the Council offer

to balance these travesties^ They've

,
passed a new constitiition—the third

In as many yeafs^which changes
. nothing. Rather than make this farce

even more cumbrous and time-
consuming, we should dispense with it

tdtogether.

For a long time I couldn't decide
whether to laugh at the empty
pomposity of the Council, or to CTy
over the time and effort it wastes. The
re^lwnMble thing to do, I suppose, is to

sp4^ out against this farce, and
that's Krhat I've Uied todo this week.
We all cutgrew ttie party games U the
College Coinf«U when w« graduated

.from high school; let us be dooe with
ttken.

Walker

No one disputes the College

douncU's potential to perform more
effectively. The Council can do
anything Qiis community asks it to

just as easily as the council can be

ineffective. The College Council's

l^itimacy and relations with the

student bocly is directly proportional

to the responsibility it demonstrates.
The responsibility the council

demonstrates is relative to the

initiative and direction of its

leadership.

The leadership of the coming
council win have to be aggressive and
enthusiastic if it is to reverse the

perception the student body presently

has. An identity of motivation and
concern can be established if the

members of the council pledge
adequate time and are.willing to give

of their talents. Our expectations of

the Council's ability to guide and set a

coiJfse for future Williams
generations can be uplifted if the

Council is spurred toward taking on
the duty of realizing specific and
concrete goals.

I have made several pr(^;>06al8 for

the Council to consider this year.

First, in an effort to augment our
overall insufficient activities budget

as funded through the activities tax, I

have proposed establishing

endowments for )^ganizations in

need.

Second, the College Council can be a
driving force behind l>etter student-

community relations. By taking the

example of the Housing Committee to

encourage houses to have community
associates, the Council too can offer

itself and the proposed student

assembly as a place for community
spokesmen to bring issues erf concern

over relations directly to students.

These goals_ate^£afiily attainable.

and not idle promises.

On
DougliBS Orr announces his write-in

candidacy for the office of College

Council President. The reason for a

write-in candidacy: I am running on
the platform of an alternative

structure for the CoUege Council. At
this point in time there is no
community involvement of which to

speak. I do not believe it is a matter of

apathy but merely one of

accisaibility. By the nature of the

Council's structure, it is a closed

system; "open meetings" do not offer

significant participation. A sohition to

this, which I would hope to see work,
is the town meeting system, where
community input and participation

are a necessity, where most issues

would be solved through college wide
participation, and some of the issue's,

such as the budget, would t>e solved by
town meeting elected conunittees. A
write in candidacy is the only means
by which support for such a proposal

can make a show of strength. In so

basing my candidacy, interest and
hope in such an alternative is inherent

in my election. Hopefully by the fall

the title of President will be replaced

by the tiUe "Moderator." Vote for Orr
and take a part in our community.

Secretarial Race
^ ^L,

McNamee
Well, some people think I'm craiy. I

have really eitjoyed my work on the

College Council! It has surprised me
in the last year, how easy it is for

someone new to the Council to dig his

heds in and make a difference—all.it
takes is a lot of energy and a little

creativity. I've worked hard to

persuade Williams to administer

different board options, all self-

scheduled exams and a new "blue

chitting" system. It may seem tragic

that only the last has (so far!)

materialized, but often you have to,

work a long time for change before it's

effected.

In my work as a CC rep and as a
member of various committees (CEP,
goodservices and many others) by far

the most important thing to me has

been to fairly represent student

opinion. I've tried to solicit feelings at

all times—sometimes I think people

groan when I head for their table at

meals! I've been very fortunate in

that Gladden has listened to and
thought carefully about almost
everything, so ' that I'm pretty

optimistic (naive?!) that the rest of

the student body is potentially

similar.

Often people seem to take things for

granted, and it's certainly possible I

could come to take being on CC for

granted. I'm pretty stubborn, though,

and sometimes all-too-anxious to

articulate my opinions and new ideas,

If the new Constitution is passed, the

Secretary will be an extremely
important position. Student power will

be centralized and the Secretary will

be responsible for coordinating all the

different facets. Perhaps most
importantly, I think the Council
should occasionally, informaUy, meet
to "brainstorm". Ideas are needed,

creative things that the students care
about. Sitting around waiting for these

ideas to hit us <ni the head is not

getting us anywhere now. „

So what I'm asking for is somcjtiMhg
pretty selfish—that you vote to I«^
continue to do something I enjoy

tremendously. I think$|'vei done a lot

already, and a^- Secretary 1 can',

accomplish even more. Ener^ and
creativity are crucial, and .I'll tiry

hard to provide both. -

""

Rowley

I am running for the office at
,

Q»llege Council Secretary, a position

that deals primarily with
i

communication. Routine
administrative tasks aside the most
essential function of the Secretary is

to reach members of the oollege

community, obtjiin their reactions to

issues, and relay this input to the

Council in a useful form. As proposed <

in tlwnew Constitution, a monthlji'V

StuHeiit Assembly and an all-Coilege'

informational newsletter .would
furnish an excellent structure for the

accomplishment of these goals.

This is the first election in which the

CC Treasurer and Secretary will be
elected by the entire student body and
not solely by the Council. This is, I

feel, an indication of the changing role

of these offices. No longer will the

Treasurer and Secretary merely be

internal functionaries; rather, th^i \

will directly represent the entire{:!|

campus in the Council. Therefore, in f
presenting proposals, it is essential -

that the Secretary be able to strike a
balance l>etween his-her own opinionsilj

and the opinions of others.
,, g^m

My qualifications for the pMitkn <ti^£
Secretary include serving on tha,

Winter Study Oomraittee, activ«(, i^f

membership in the Film Society, an4j|

head of the Division I section on th

Student Course Guide. Through these

activities I've gained experience ini|

group decision-making, discussion t

leadership, and, perhaps mostt,^

important^, in eooVeying input fronij
.j^

the larger tioUege comminity. AlH^
these experiences are indeediM
qualifications for the post, for th»)^
Secretary must be able to dealV;P
effectiveiy with diverse individualftt

and interest groups.

If elected. I looii forw«ui<d to fkiifllling

theduties of the position of Secretary

with openness and with enthusiasm.
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DRAFT OF A NEW STUDENT BODY CONSTITUTION

w

In r«ODsnltlon of th« studant body as a valid

flMtoctlv*. w*. ttM »tud«tt» ot WUIIsm*
CoIlM*. loin In fh» Wllllwn* Studsnt Body. In

•ddltkn to ttM rMpontibllltlM we hav* to

our^vw •• Individual!, wa clw raallzo our

railMndbilltlM to tha community, to ttui

Inctltwtlon, and to aach ottwr. By forming and
maintaining tha Sludant Body, wa are

assarting our voice in tli« College community
and our desire to maintain an active role In

the workings of ttie Cotlega. (Xir hope Is that

through the Student Body v»e can create a

sans* of community to which everyone
belongs and In which everyone participates.

The college experience extends beyond the

clMsroom< Owr creation of the Williams

Sludant Body Is an affirmation of this prln-

dpla.

I. Oovemment

The government of the Wlimms Student Btidy

Is the College Council. Every Williams

student, as a member of the Student Body, Is

•ntltled to attend and speak at all Council

meetings. Tha Collage Council Is empowered
to consider matters of Interest to the Student

Body and shall actm the vdIm of the Student

Body In official matters.

II. FunctiORS

The College Council shall serve as the official

forum for stydent opinion and the repr-

santatlve thereof. In order to carry out this

function, the Council establishes student

oommlt^s and supervises the student

membership of all Student-Faculty com-
mittees. In protecting the Interests of the

community, the Council has the right to

Initiate disciplinary action against any
rosldentlfl housa or campus organization,

and may recommend to the Dean recon-

sideration of any disciplinary action he has

taken against either of these groups.

The Council receives student activities tax

fijndsfrom eoch student to promote the many
activities on the campus. In funding these

activities, the Council shall establish

priorities and approve all budgets before they

UiifH effect. The Council is further charged

with supervising all-college elections and
referenda.

III. Members

Section A. Voting memt>ers shall be:

1. One representative fron) each
rofsldantial hduse.

2. One representative elected from each
residential housing category, namely,
Greytock, Mission Park, the Row Houses, the
Berkshire Quad, and Dpdd-Tyler.

.3. Five. retat-asanMlVes elected aMU^e
from the Freshman Class.

4. One representative elected from the
Freshman Council.

Si Six representatives elected at-large

6. The Vice-President, Secretary, and
Treasurer of the Council, none of wtwm shall

hold any other seat on the Council.

Saetfon B. Noivvotlhg members shall be:

1. A doan of tlie College.

2. A raprosontaUve of the Faculty of the

Colloge.

3. The President of the Council, who shall

not ttoid any other seat on the Council.

4. Four non-voting student Council
members chosen by the Council upon
nomination of the Elections Committee as

fbliows:

a. One exchange student

b. One student living off-oampus
c. Two minority students

Saction C. Each house and the freshhian

eouncil^hall aloct an alternate to perfortn the

dHtlat-^ol^^ ttiair rapraoentatlve should^ thaf/

reprotantative be absent from a^Councll

matting, and each house and the freshman

oovncll shall inform the Council Secretary of

tlwlr choice, that he or she may be a|)dwed to

vote.

IV. Officers

Section A.
1. The officers of tha Council shall be the

President, tha Vice-President, the Secretac'y,

and the Treaswfr
2. Vm Prasld^t and the Vice-President

shall ba directly alactod concurrently from a

field of tiM antlra Junior and Sophomore
OasMsat tha tima of the election.

3. Tha>Socr«tary and the Treasurer shall ba

diractly elected concurrently with the

HriMidsnt and the Vice-President at tha

beginning of the sacond samester.

4. di^idatas tor the position of Treasurer

must Iw or have bean member! of tha Finance

CommHtaa. Whan these qualifications cannot

: to mat, nominaftens will ba opan to tha entire
'

'aflNlafi? body*
5. Tha Council shall fill any vacancy in the

abovf offlcaa by maansofa special alactlon to

be held two waaks aftar swch vacancy

baooma^ official.

«. 'ni«arficars-ala<;tJhall sit on the Council

as nen-volina mambars until ttte spring

raoass, at which time they shall assume of-

flea.

Sac^ B. Duties of Officers

1. Tha Hour offUjars fl» tt»a Council form the

OMcarf Cftmmlttaa. Tha oommitlaa shall:

a. Sat Ihaagenda tor meetings aqeordlng to

oonCMW fl* iiM Council*

b. Meat with and adviaa th«offlcar« of tha

CMI«f* and af tha Faculty.

c Rapraaant tha Council and Its dacWons.

d. Have any decisions that It ntaMsrotllled
by the Council at Its next nteating.

2. Tha Prasldent shall:

a. CaH meetings of the Council.

b. Praslde at all meetings,
c- Vote wtian tl>aro Is a tie.

3. The VIca-PrasldMtt shall:

1^. Chair the Electkms Committee,
b. Assume the duties of the President.

wt>en the President is absent.

4. The Secretary shall:

a. Record the proceedings of all Council
meetings, maintain those records, and
distribute them to all Council members and
the Dean of the College.

b. Act as Council Parliamentarian
0. Receive, nMlntain, and maka available

to Council ntembers all reports of student and
Student- Faculty committees.

d. Assume tha duties of the President,
when ttw President and Vict- President are
absent

5. The Treasurer shall:

a. Chair the Finance Committee.
b. Report on the budget to the Council and

lie responsible for the maintenance of the
Council's Iwoks.

c. Advise the FTnahiM Committee on the
budget proprlties established by the Council
and work to maintain them.

d. Assume tha.duMas of tiie President;

when the President, j. Vice-President, amt.
Secretary are absent.

V. RePRESENTATIVES
Section A. Elections

1. At-large members and housing category
reprsentatives shall be elected concurrently

with the officers In the beginning of the

second semester,-- '" — •• -'• --
2. House representatives will takaofficaat

£e beginning of each semester-^e elections

r this office are supervised by each house.

3. At-large Freshmen members will be
elected In October. The Freshman Council

will select temporary members to serve until

that date.
''

" '
'

4. The Freshman Council wilt select one
representative, who shall serve for ttia sdwol
yej«r.

%ictionB. Duties
1. At-large members will serve on the

Information Committee. Ktousing Category

representativos will serve on the Housing
Commiltee. and may hold meetings to

coordinate concerns with other represen-

tativesrfrom their housing category.

2. Klouta taprasentatlves shall:

a. Speak at house meetings at least once

pof nfignth and may establish visiting h^rs
for oonstttuent Input.' •'

b. Upon request of the IVesldent. call

special house meetings to gather Input on
issues.

c. Submit to the Secretary at the first

meeting of each month a list of constituent

concerns. These concerns will be discussed at

the second Council meeting of each month.
^.Attend, or hava tttelr oHemales allendr-
every Council meeting or provide a good
excuse.

3. The Freshman Council raprasantatlve
shall keep the Council Informed of the con-

cerns of the Freshman Council.

VI. Removal of Mambars

Section A. Consideration of removal of any
Council officer^ at-large memtter, housing
category representative, non-voting member,
or at large freshman representative may be
Irflttatad hy^^orfe of two procedures:

1. Upon motion of any votingmambar of

Council, In which case a two-thirds yblfi of tfie

Council at a meeting at least two weeks after

the motion would be required to remove the

memt>er.

2. Upon specific patitton of at least 30 par
cent gf tha student body, in which case a two-

thirds vote of the entire studaht body at an
election at least two waaks aftM* the

presantation of ttta petition would ba raqutrad

to remove ttw member.

Section B. Any hMisa which is unraprasanted

on Council for ttiree consecutive Council

meetings without excuse or whose
representative falls to perform the duties

outlinad in Part V will havi Jts rapfa««ntatlva

axpaliad from the Oounclltoba replaced by

aqothar raprasantatlve from that con-

stltuancy. Individual houses^ may develop

ottiar criteria or rules for tha| expulsion of

thair represantativa.

VII. Student AssamMy

Saction A. There shall be a monthly assembly
of the Williams Student Body.

Section B. Each assembly shall concentrate

on a weii-daflnad Issue with tha goal of

arriving at oonta dadslon or expression of

sentlmant.

Saction C. The Student Aasambiy shall have
laglslatlva powers, provldsd a qitorum of 100

studsnts Is in attendance. This power may
include the reversal of a proytous Cottage

Cownell decision. A Student AsaamMy
dadatan may- ba ovwhirnad by a shidant

rafarsndum or by a two-thirds vote of tha

Council.

Saction O. Tha agenda and modarator of tha

asaamMy shall ba dacldad upon by tha In-

lormotton Commitlae. Any student may
propose to the Council, possible topics for

dIscuBSion and decision at future Assembllos-

Section D. Stvdant AasantMy maatlngs shall

have tha following genaral term, to be
superwisad by the Information Commlttae:

). IVaaanlallen of opposing viewpoints by
designated Collage eommunlty members;

2. General discuulon and debate;
3. Democratic decision, with all Williams

students eligible to vote.

VIII. Committees

Sectton A. Student- Faculty Commltiaas
1. Student'Faculty committees are

estaMlshed under the joint authority of the
Council Mdtha Faculty of the College. While
their legislative powers direct Iham to report
to the Faculty. It is the duty of these.com- .

mittees through their student members to
consider ttw opinions of the student body. In

thlsregard, student members have an
obligation to saak out student opinion and to
keep the Council Infolded of matters undar
discussion In thair committees. The Council
will elect at least one raprasantatlve tb each
Student-Faculty Committee from among Its

members. Other student members may be
elected or appointed from tha student body In

some manner to be determined by Council.

2. Council representatives to Student-
Facuit/Commlttoas wlllreport to the Council
on"^ regular basis about ttia proceedings of

their committee, and will also make available
to Council minutes of ttieir committee
meetings. On matters of Importance. Council
representatives will saalc the advice of
Cbuncii before voting.

Section B. Committees of ttw Council

1. The.Councll can creataor abolish student

committees at its discretion except lor

standing committees. All oommltteas so

created and the standing committees are
under the direct lurlsdlctlon of the Council

which has tl«e right of veto over any of their

actions. The Council has no turlsdiction,

however, over the actions of thf Honor and
Discipline Committee, due to the confidential

nature of Its proceedings.

2. Standing Committees
a. Finance ^mmltted-^composad gf the

Treasurer and eight' members chosen by
Council. At least one n^ember IS to be tfdm
each class, though seniors niay not servis on

the committee. The committee "will be chosen
at the beginning of the second semester and
will begin immediately the task of preparing
the budget for the next school year. The
Council wili^'advlse the committee of its

budget priorities In the spring, and will

consider the budget forJInal jmrapval JaJhft.
first month of the fall semester. The Council

cannot fund political activities primarily

The Committee is charged with assisting the

Council by preparing a budget, with

monitoring the expenditures of Student Ac-

tivity funds as'approvad by Council, antfwith

establishing procedures for funding,
-monltorlngr^^wd-ttte--matntenaneiHo<-the-
Council books.

The Committee will submit funding and
monitoring procedures to the Council for

approval b(>fore ttiey take effect.

b. Elections Committee—composed of the

VIce-Prestdant and four npn-offlcer members
of the Cpuncil. The cgmmlttea shall screen

nominations for Council appblhtmants,
supervise elections, referenda, and con-

stitutional amendments, and develop
procedures for each of these. Tha com-
mittee's procedures shall elect Coundi input

Into these decisions and must be approved by
the Council before taking affect. The Com-
ntittee will publicize all elections; and,

referenda and be responsible for generating

student Interest in the same.

c. information Comrpittea—C9mp«(sed of

the iSecretary. the six ht-targe mettioers, and
the four non-yoting student members of the

Council. The 'Committee shall elect Its own
chalrpersgn, and shall ba responsible for:

1. Investlgath>g issues oh concern to the

student body especleily those requiring

immediate action.

2. Gauging student opinion.

3. Acting as the liaison group between the

Council and non-Council groups considering

matters of concern to the Council-

4. Preparing a monthly newsletter lor the

Wliiiams community dalaliing octlvitlat of

the College Council and Its committees.
5. Organizing end preparing the presen-

tations Iharaof.

d. Faculty (Meeting Committee-composed of

the Pretldent (ex-offlcio). one Council

member, one of tha four stvdent pon-voting

Council members, and ttree students cttoaen

by the Council. The oommlttee shall elect He
own ehalrparton, who stiall not ba the

President. The eommmae attends Faculty

ntaaHngs aqd riporH I* the Council on the

d. Mooatntt Comm iilee composedof the five

Housing Category rapredantatlvas the fifteen

house praaM«tt»r four freshmen selected at-

large, one rapraaentatfya of tha fraahmen
council, one trenafer student, one sludant on

OKohanga to tlie Collagg, one shidtnt living

off-campus, one studtnt living in option

houBlng, and hM> chalrpeople, chosen by '

Council to sarv* tor a fMI yvar. OiaaflNr-
chalrpgpMa wm be choSfi in the Spring, tha

other Ml the fall. The eammNtae Is charged

the HeuBing policies of the College, and In this

regard shall strive for consensus whenever
poulbte. Voting members of the committee
shall be the five Housing Category
representatives to Council and live iton-

dwirperson committee members, elected by
ttte remainder of the oommlttee members.
The Committee shMI ntake Its decisions only
by a consensus of ail members or by e
majority vole of the voting members. The
Committee shell keep the Council Informed of
IH activities.

f. ShJdent Life Committee-composed of
tha student Mambars of the Committee on
Undergreduate Life and five other members
chosen by Council. The Coundi represan-
tativa to the CUL chairs the committee, The
committee shall discuss matters of concern
or of potential concern to the CUL and report
monthly to the jCeuncll on Its adivltles.

g. Student Education Committee-
composed of the student members ef ttw
Committee on Educational msllcy and five
other members chosen by Coundi. The
Council representative to the CEP chairs the
committee. The committee shall discuss
matters of concern or of potential concern to
the CEP and report monthly to the Council on
its activities.

Section C. Unless otherwise stated, all

contmittee members shall be chosen so that
tttay may serve from April to April.

IX. Referenda and Constitutional Amend-
ments

Sedlon A. Referenda

1. The Council shall conduct ail student
referenda through the elections committee.

2. Referenda shait.be conduded on a two-
thirds vote of the Council or upon specific

petition of at^ least 10 par cent of the student
body.

3. Fifty per cent of ttw student body must
vote in a referendum election If ttw

referendum is to be valid.

4. Two weeks publicity through all

avallaiale channels Is required before a
referendum can be voted on by the students.

The eledlons committee is responsible for

such publicity.

Section B. Constitutional Amendments
1. This constitution can tw amended by a

positive vote of more than fifty par cent of the
students enrolled in the ODilege making up at

least.a two-thirds majority of those voting in

the election.

2. Amendments shall be offered to the.

student body through tha aama procedures as
referenda except that petitions to amend
require twenty per cent of the student body.

Section A. Upon a vote of rtO-contidence by a
majority of the student body, the College
Council shell be abolished. Two-thlrdsof the
student body must have voted in the election

If the results ore to be valid.

Sedkin B. A vote of non-^nfldence may be
Initlatedntponlhe spKincrpatttton of at least

ten per c«it of th4 shideM body.

Sedlon c\ Two .weeks notice through ell

available dwnniis of publicity will be
required befsre su^ a vote.

Section D. Constltutlonfd Committee
1. in the event of the Council's dissolution,

one person frqm each residential Iwusa and
four freshmen sfwll be elected to form a
constitutional committee^ The freshmen
representatives shall be eiectad at an: open
meeting of tt^ freshman deu organifSd by
the Freshmen Oiiuiidl.

H. "ftifs committee slwli draff a new con-
stihitfon fend than colt a ShidsAt Anombiy. "

The Assembly shall hava1h4))iewar to amend
the proposed draft. The rules tor Sbch an
Assembly shall b# determined by the oon-

slltutlsnal oommlttaa.
3. The draft constitution sh^|l thsn he put

before the entire student body, aoft If ap-

proved 1^ mora than fifty |>er cant 'of the

student body mbklhg ut> attaant a two-thirds . ^
majority of those voting In the election, will !

become the new constitution.

Section E. In Ihelnlerlht, pressnt members of

the Student- Faculty conunlttaas shall remein
In office. The fornwr College Coundi shall

serve the sole function of Allocating tha

Stvdent Activities, Tax until a new con-

stitution hM^dsn Ji«>0roved by the shJdent

body.

XI. Adeplioii

SecNon A. This constHutlan will take effect

imjnsdiateiy, upon approval by a two-thirds

malorlty of Nlose voting hi an election.

SecHM Bi. In the first year In which this

consflMtdil, baizes ,effacthM its provisions

regbrdhg lAaMMMrs and officers eppiy to

thoee membars and affieers asauming office

after the oans^fuhon has taken aftoct.

Section C in His first iftmr in which this

oanslttutlan beosmes effective its provisions

regardinfcommitteeShalt apply beginning In

April, end Hs arovlstons regarding Shidant

Asiambilasshall apptyat the beginning of tha

next sdwol year.

As snantmaashr apprevfed to

CaHwaCtoMH,
Febr«aryT,W7* '
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The BusotTlabel is where it

all heglns. Note
the snowy,

?a^gjrpeaks
aMxed
thet«to.
They
are
^the
moun:
tains. :; :1

lemoun-
taineer. And this is

an acLThe subject of
which is selecting the
proper gear for
mountaineering.
(It aH fits to-

gether so nicely,

doesn*t it?)
Frrstand

foremost, you'll*

need to pop the
mountain top. For
this task, faithful njoun-
tainefflpsusea church
key. Secular moun-
taineers use a bottle

opener. Don't be con-
fusedby these antics
with semantics. Just
remember, the openeT is

yiour primary tool. Be
true to it and it will be
truetoyoa

Second, choosey
"gfeSBTHefethe^Hohs
. becoine imiiiense.
German steins, hand-

jDlown pUseners,
^oldjelhrjars,

thatcute
httle

luiroh key uaedl^
''feithftil mountaineers.)

inS

so:- 'i- -.:ts\

^r.-^^^

Be adventurous.
Experiment. Most

mountaineeps have a

tmi-

?. Boffbmug you've
'had since third ©?acte.

; i

personal prefei^ence. You'll
deveit^tHi© toor " ^ ""

Food is next. Proper
mountaineering, not
to mention proper nutri-
tion, requires a smorgas-
bord selection of snacks.
Some mountaineers
have sufferedfrom a
potato chip deflciencgr,

a pretzel imbalance or
othei* serious dietary de-
fects.Baa ahead.

Comfort is crucial. Ifyou
mtountatneer tn

public, pick
apaddisd
bar stool,

preferably
one that
spins
(to facili-

tate admir-
ing the
sceneiy).At

home, a com-
fortable chair or sofawUl
do. Rule ofthumb: if it

feels good,andthepohce
don'tseemtomind, do it.

Then turn on the
tiibe or spin a tune or
crack a goodbookThe
choice is sbrictly

betweenyou and the
dominant hemisphere
ofjrourhraln Ofcourse,
sbme mountaineers
say the smooth, re-

freshing taste ofBusch
is entertainment enough

^^ndthankg
do,because

:f it's an excellent
conclusion

(Corofort is cruolal)

.••'>

Ml

;^A rfflv

Don't Just reach fijT a beer. iBfead for the mountains.

Anheus«r-Butch. Inc. St.Louit,Mo.
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Women ski 3rd, men 5th

at Dartmouth Carnival
by Coonl* Jghiuon

lite Women's Ski Team |nH together

strong performances in aU events to

claim third place in the Dartmouth
Winter Carnival last Friday and

Saturday. Middlebury and Dartmouth

placed first and second, but Williams

nnished ahead of UVM, UNH and five

other colleges.

Tricia Hellman, a freshman, led the

Williams al|Hne skiers with solid

races in both the slalom and the giant

slalom. She skied to second place in

the slalom behind Linda Cochran of

UVM. Julie Ernst and Kathy Lane,

both Williami' sophomores, finished

10th and i4th respectively. Fifty

women competed. The effort left

Williams in third place in the slalom

behind Dartmouth, first, and
Middlebury, second.

Hellman proved consistent finishing

third in the giant slalom. Sara

McNealus of Middlebury and Sarah

Pendleton of Dartmouth took first and

second. Williams freshman Millie

Chapell posted a fine 12th place finish,

followed by Julie Earnest, 20th, and

Wendy Brown, 23rd. Williams placed

third in the team standings in the

giant, slalom, which was w<m -^Qr

Middliebury.

Rachel Potter demonstrated her

strength and toughness in the five-

kilometer cross-country race, placing

fourth. Middlebury skiers, led by

Alice Towier, finished first, second,

and third. Also contributing to the

Williams effort were freshmen
Brenda M^iilman, ISth, and Alexis

Hamill, 21st, sophomore Becky
Bangs, 22nd, and freshman Jody

Ransom, 26th. There were SO racers in

all.

The Men's Ski Team was edged out

by the University of New Hampshire
to finish fifth in the Dartmouth

Collega Winter Carnival last Friday

and Saturday.

The combined results of the four-

event carnival left the University ct

Vermont (UVM) In first plaoe. Ten
Division I teams, many compoaed of

former or potential U.S. Ski Team
meml>«v, were in the competition.

Graham leads men
Steve Graham, a freshman, led the

Williams alpine skiers in the giant

slalom with his lOth place finish.

Standing in 6th place after the first of

two runs, he lost time on his second

When he skidded down the steep

"waterfall" section of the race trail.

Don Tarinelli, a senior, also placed

well, finishing 15th. He was followed

by Roger Prevot, a junior, in 21st.

Mack Lyons of Dartmouth outskied

the rest of the SO-man field for flrst

place.

Senior Andy Mikell, men's alpine

captain, was the top Williams

competitor in the slalom, finishing

nth. Close behind was Don Tarinelli,

13th, followed by Jas Dembinski,

22nd. Jeff Nichols of Middlebury won.

Jeff Magoon skied a strong cross-

country race over the 15-kilometer

course, placingeth. Rick Solie ti UVM
wOn the race. Sophomore Dive
Richards placed 12th, less than 60

seconds behind Magoon. Dennis

Desroches, Williams' third finisher,

was 30th.

Sophomore Jeff Hastings jumped to

sixth place in the fourth event of the

weekend. Two Norweigan recruits,

Roger Holden and Kare Herje, both

skiing for UVM, tied for first. Senior

Tom Dodds and sophomore Rob
Maflning finished 24th and 27th,

respectively.

Squash tames

Uttle Three

Kristen Johanson, '7f, servM up the ball In the *qua«H team's 7-9 vi^ory over

Amhtrst. (photo by Sullivan)

The W4bM's HU»b iMm was.

perfect laat Saturday anemoon as It

beat both Ambervt and WastoyiQ 7-0

to claim the FUrtt Annual Uttte tlir^
Squaah Championship. J'

Wesleyan defeated Amhcnt in tka

third of three duals, 6-1.

The regular line-up o( Beckte Chase,

Mary Tom Higgs, Marcia Johnston,

Leigh Coatikyan, Pam Hansen,
Kristin Johanson, and Barbara Ernst

relied for the seven wins against

Weeleyaa
Coach Renzie Lamb, backed by the

unanimous consent of the women's
squad, decided to take advantage of

the Ephwomen's upperclass trangth
by playing only seniors against

Amherst. Winning in that match were
Johnston, Coslikyan, Johanson, Jody
Harrison, Hilary Meyers, and Andy
Hawkins.

Ephwomen whip Amherst b-baUe^ 50-38:
by Timothy Clark

' In a game that matched iq> two very

young teams (Williams has only one
senior and two juniors while Amherst
has no seniors and 1 junior) the "more
experienced" Ephwomen hoopsters

easily prevailed, 50-38 at Amherst's

Butova Gum Saturday night.

Utilizing a veiy effective iUll-oourt

press the inspired Ephwomen jumped
out to a 8-0 lead in this important

Little Three cOetest. pveraU.jt was
the tough full-court press that made
the difference for Williams. The
Efdtwomen were shooting below their

capabilities, were outrebounded by
the taller Lord Jeffettes 21-19 and they

committed too many turnovers.

Williams held the lead throughout

the game. The Jeffettes came within 2

points after .Williams' initial 8 point

surge to make the score ii-o, but with

co-captains Monica Grady and
"Flash" Milne stealing and scoring

off the press with apparent ease,

Williams took a 29-14 half-time lead.

In the second half Amherst failed to

come within 10 points of the lead.

Senior guard Milne led the

Ephwomefn with 14 points while junior

guard Grady atk) super soph Lorene

Raiderettes best women
The Red Raiderettes of Colgate

University capitalized on two first

period goals and then hung on for a 2-1

victory over the women's hockey club

on Friday night.

Outshooting a car-lagged Williams

team, which had only fifteen minutes

to warm up after a four-hour car ride,

b^ 15-3 in the first period, Colgate still

O'Connor proposes deflation scheme-
^Continued from Page 10

Given these assumptions, a solilHon

to the problem of grade inflation

emerges: persuade the faculty of a
number of leading institutions to

regard C-|- B- as the appropriate

median grade. The proposal is that

we come to think of our letter grades
somewhat In the following way.
Instructors will develop a sense of

what reasonably can be expected of

students of normal ability, who invest

in the course an appropriate, amount
of their time and energy. This

average level of achievement would
include a basic familiarity with the

course contents and the methods by
which the subject is pursued, and
some evidence that the student had
actually used the methods to make
reasonable progrras in the subject, _

would

. 4>aEticularly in explaining .to. new..

members the rationale of grading and
the new understanding of the expected

median. The mean grade itself would

continue to fluctuate from year to

year, but anything over B- woMld be

cause for concern.

Some Gains frdtn this SohiUon

The principal effect of the proposed

solution would be to restore meaning
and credibility to grades and the GPA.
But other gains may be looked for :.

1) Aclearsignaltostudentsthatthe

normal expectation for them is to

explore a wide range of subjects

without undue anxiety and risk, to find

by Junior year their particular

strengths in subjects in which they

courses. Department chairmen have might begin to do work of high B or

special-oversight 4tthetions herer -^e€asionally,^>f A^twalrty- W is^ote-
:S^iidenls would be expected to

particii»te fully in course activities. ^

seeking liberaltearning would be |ClaSstfl0ds,TheW)MH>maR*c<>nlf Baxter HaU.Wllllamstown, Mass. 01267.

for all courses. Itcan be^ecognized-
that better and worse classes

naturally occur in the same subject.

On the other hand, persistent

differences between grading patterns'

in courses at the same level. - or

between departmetns should be

regarded as a threat to the fairness

of the system. If instructors make a

conscientious effort to peg their

grades to the C-t- B- median over an

extended period, say five years, the

differences between individual

courses and individual departments

will tend to level out. 1 think we can

rely on the good judgment of faculty

here. But if experience proves the

opposite, Iwould seek a remedy in the

publication of grade averages for

noted, liowever, that.nsthigg in the

proposal prevents students of

extraordinary ener^ and ability

from achieving high grades

throughout their careers.

2) For students, release from the

frustration felt by those students who
want to set their own priorities among
the various opportunities presented to

them in college, but presently fear to

give to the ungraded activities the

energy they would like to invest in

them.

3) For faculty, encouragement to

go back to a sounder grading policy

and, with it, release from the

embarrassinents and tensions

involved in coping with excessive

stiytent anxietim abput grades,

phe Record will run cla^lfieds at 20c pe^ line. DeajUne is 3;p^j:0n_$un<^a^

expected. Instructors would have to

give more explicit interpretations, in

relation to the announced goals of

their courses, of what constitutes an
"average, expectable" performance,

"appropriate" amounts of time and
"average" levels of achievement. In

short, the thrust of the proposal is to

make it honorable and usual to

receive grades in the C range in those

fields being tried for the first time, as
well as in courses of secondary

interest to the student.

Grades in the B range would be

given for unusual achievement in

some of the parameters mentioned
above; grades in the A range would

recognize unusual achievement in all

of the parameters. Similarly, failure

to meet some of these normal
expectations would lead to D grades

and failure to meet all, to failing

grades.

Grade averages for courses will

tend to reflect these new
interpretations, and so in the long

run tlw grades assigned by individual

profenors will tend to be distributed

more evenly around the lower
median, Common sense distinctions

between introductory courses and
advanced couraes for majors will, of

course, be made. No mechanical or

automatic "curve" need be imposed

j
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Eph wrestlers pin

Trinity for a lots
WUllanM outgrappled the Trinity

Game-cgcks 90-24 at Lasell Oym,
Saturday morning.

WlUiams won six of the ten

niktchea, two of thoee with pins. Mike
Rosenfelder, 126, started a streak of

wins which lasted to the 167 daaa.
Rosenfelder racked upa 20-2 decisioa.

At 134 junior Carl Bigler powervd his

way to a 12-3 decision. Scott ProBt, the

outstanding 142 lb. sophomore, wasted
his man in tiie first period. His pin
came at 1:54. Scott now claims an 11-1

record.

The finest victory of the day was at

ISO lbs. when Rich Olson pressed his

inan in 3:59 minutes. Olson's
confidence and strength manifested
itself in his impressive pin. At 167 Jttt

Kiesel almost gave up a victory

through a strategic error, but he was
able to control his man down to the

end, retaining an>-7 victory.

.1:Men's basketball team takes Amherst by storm
by Stan Parese

No matter how many basketball

•iigames you watch, you see only a few

"which match last Saturday's 71-62

overtime victory over Amherst for

excitement. The Amherst gym was
packed to the rafters with a
^eafeningly boisterous bipartisan

crowd, and the action on the court

simply couldn't have been mwe
intense than it was.

Both teams switched between man-
to'man and zone defenses throughout

tthe game; and worked patient

^ offenses, looking tar high percentage

.^ shots. To say the game was close is a

j gross understatement. During

I regulation time, the lead changed

I hands eleven times. The longest

': period either team held a lead was

I when Amherst led for 9 minutes : from

l,
11:30 to 2:30 remaining in the game,

^
but during that stretch the most they

^ led by was 3 points.

ff* Virtually every shot in the game
J
was a "clutch" shot, as the pressure

I
was on both teams the entire way. In

games this close it soon becomes

I

obvious to even the most novice fan

k' that everyone on the court is

|;iespdnsib]e for the outcome of the
v^ game: one bad pass, one lapse on
defense, one foolish foul could
determine who celebrates and who -

lays awake feeling as if they iiMst their

ieam the game.

< Senior co-captain Gerry Kelly
^<: turned out a $tell#r pi^ormance.

personally accounting for 36 of

Williams 71 points, scoring 20 points

and dealing out 8 assists. Kelly was a

dream-come^true fpr Williams as he

conducted a clinic in clutch playing by

scoring 11 of his game-high 20 points

during the last six minutes of

regulation play and the five minutes

of overtime.

, Ifi a game that was nothing more
than a succession of exciting moments
strung together, one of the most

exciting was fr^hman guard AI

Lewis' two free-throws with 2:15

remaining in regulation time to give

Williams the lead' 56-55, for the first

time since the 11:30 mark. In the

remaining 2: 15 Amherst took the lead,

only to have sophomore Dean Ahlberg

sink the first end of a 1-and-l to tie the

game at 57 with only :17 seconds

remaining.

-

Senior co-captain Mattie Spangler

(12 points, 9 rebounds), opened the

scoring in the overtime period with a

turn-around jumper; then Kelly took

over and Williams never looked back.

Signincantly, by the overtime period

Amherst had had three starters foul

out of the game, and did not appear to

haveHie bench depth to Jill the gaps,

as the Ephs outscored them 14-5 in the

five-minUte overtime to win 71-62.

Throughout the game Williams got

excellent team rebounding from
Spangler, senior Jeff Brinker, junior

Bill Lohrer, sophomore Dean Ahlberg

(10 pmnts, 7 rebounds), and freshman

Playoff ^opes fade as icemen lose

by John Kresse

TT' Despite- fine-perforn»ances -by

.forward Tinker Connelly and goal-

i||i^w.Mike Moulton, the Williams

i'
College hockey Ieam lost S-4 to

#Merrimack College in "sudden-
'^ideath" overtime,- last Tuesday night

ydn Williamstown.

}^. The winning goal by Merrimack's
Mark Murphy brought an abnifA end
to Moulton's excellent goaltending

display. Moulton stopped-the invading

shooters 41 times and allowed just

three goals coming off the bench to

relieve starting goaltender Brooks

Fisher et the start of the second

period. Fisher left the game with is

uvea and 2 goals allowed in his first

Division II gome of the season.

Connelly, playing in his first game
;iiince Jan. 27, tallied three goals for

(hehoatEpfamen. And, seconds before

Murphy's overtime goal, Merrimack
goalie Gillea Moffet made his l^t -

!(:anb- and biggeatsave of the game on
' CoMOdUy as Tinker broke in alone.

I

The visitors led 2-1 after one period,

$2 after two pariods before the Ephs
knoded the tcdre for the third and
final tinw witti 8 minutas remaining in

regulatioii time.

had brightened the

outlook for the 1100 home fans in

Lansing Chapman rink with his first

period gofil. Matt St, Ctage - with three

assists in the, game - and freshman
Dave Barry -liiil^is varsity debut -

helped out on Tanher's score which
eliminated the only two goal lead held

by the visitors in the contest.
<?' •

Saturday night Feb. 10, the Ephmen
took a 16-4 drubbing at the hands of

Lowell University. Lowell is a team
that defeated the same Merrimack
team Williams played 9-3 just last

week.

The only bright spot for Williams

was the play of freshman right wing

Dave Calabro who roistered two

goals. Jim SUxmey an^ Gxtg Jacobson
rounded out the Eph 'scoring.

Willianu must get back on track

immediately in order to land a playolf

berth. Hopefully that will happen this

week a« the Eph skaterv seek revenge
against North Adams State tonight

and Middlebury this Friday of Winter
Carnival, both at home. In previous

play l>etween these teams. North
Adams won 4-3 in overtime to become
the Williams Invitational tournament
champions and Middlebury
triumphed over the Eph puckstersM
to topple WilUhms from firat place in

thsDMskm II West.

WiUiams Is now 7-7 in Division II

EC^C competition and 9-8 overall.

Jeff Fasulo (10 points, 5 rebounds).

Williams coach Curt Tong was
happy with the win, but wary about

this Saturday's rematch: "It's an
edge to win down here, but next

weekend should be more of the same.

This game was obviously very close,

and they're going to want us badly."

Williams lost to Brandeis last

Tuesday 69-C6, and their record is now

10«. If the Ephs win at home this

Saturday night they will win the Little

Three basketball championship
outright. Williams is hungry: for the

crown, Amherst is hungry for

revenge: as per order of the Dean,

anyone found in the library qh
Saturday night will be shot.

Runners finish season In stride
The Winter Track squad closed out

its regular season with another solid

second in a quadrangular meet at

Towne Fieldhouse Saturday. While

the Ephs avenged an earlier loss by
whipping Fitchburg and also

Worcester State, a much-improved
Westfield State team came away with

top honors. The final tally was
Westfield 66, Williams 53, Fitchburg

33 and Worcester 27. The Purple thus

finishes with a fine 11-4 record for the

winter.

While somewhat of an anticlimax

after last week's drubbing of three big

rivals, the meet was still a good tune-

up for the post-season winter meets
and the outdoor season. As coach Dick

Farley commented; "Our most
important meet was definitely last

week and I don't think we were as

competitive Saturday as we could

have been. We did qualify a couple

more for the Eaktems though and I

think we'll be looking good next

week."

One of those who already was
assured of a trip to Boston was Greg
McAleenan, Avho opened the meet for

Williams with another decisive win in

the long jump. Co-captain McAleenan
will be competing Saturday in that

event along with Micah Taylor. Scott

Mayfield also completed preparation

for the postseason by winning the pole

vault by over a foot. In other field

events, Steve Serenska took fourth in

the shot, Dee Reeves fourth in the

high jump, and Joel Richardson and

Andy Krakauer third and fourth in the

triple juuip.

In the running events, co-captain

Tom Schreck and Phil Darrow both

grabbed spots on the Eastern squad
by going 1-2 in the mile, two seconds

under the qualifying time of 4:22.

Taylorwon the 60 once again in a final"

tune-up, and Darrow returned to win

the 1000. Other placers included co-

captain Lee Jackson who grabbed
second in the 880, Calvin Schnure,
Second in the 600, Steve Polasky,

second in the two-mil6, and Joel

Richardson, third in the 440. Vernon
Davis, a top Eph contender in the

Easterns in the 60 high hurdles, eased
his sore leg into fourth to lessen the

risk of a more serious injury. The two
relay squads both took second to

round out the team's scoring.

Williams will send a total of eight

individuals to Tufts next Saturday for

the Easterns, which will feature much
tougher competition than has visited

Towne this season. Still, thero
appears a good chance that the Ephs
will return with quite a few points and
perhaps a couple of individual
championships to &how for their

efforts.

Female swimmers speed to victory
The women's swim team ended its

dual meet season at 7-2 with
overwhelming victories against Smith
and Mt. Holyoke in a tri-meet last

Friday afternoon.

The Ephwomen swept both relays
as Unda Reed, Barb Good, Laurie
Vuytoteke and Karon Walker took the

200,medley and Walker teamed up
with senior Joanna Monroe, senior co-

captain Nina Murptiy and freshman
Ostherine Hartley for a 1:45.3 victory

in the 200 freestyle relay. The time in

that avent shaved another tenth of a
second off the college recordaet two

weeks ago against Bowdoia

Williams swam one-two in five of

the remaining eleven races and won
three others. Freshmen Vuylsteke

and Good figured in three of the

squadb sweeps. They placed first and

second, respectively, in the 100

breastroke, and first and third in the

50-yard race of that stroke. Vuylsteke

also took the SO butterfly, 29.0, just

ahead of second-place Joanna
Monroe, 29.2. Good copped a second in

the 100 individual medley just behind

Catherine Hartley.

Hartl^ woo the 100 (reealyla while

Murphy placed second to her, and

then took a second hovelf behind

Karon Walker in the 100 buttarfly.

Immensely cheered by the

appearance of a men's team pep

contingent, Walker also copped the SO

freestyle, 25.2. Murphy rounded out

her day's work with a dose victory in

the 200 freestyle.

The Ephwomen's season
culminates in Springfield ' this

weekend where the team will

participate ia the Naw Enghmd
Swimmingand Diving
(SiampionshipB.
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Geismar, Walker meet in runoff
u i ^utu by Katie Springer

BethCeisntar 'M And Byron Walker
'80 will meet in a run-off election

.Wednesday and Thursday for the

College' Council presidency. Geismar
outpolled Walker 386-322 in last week's

election, followed by Doug Orr, who
received 186 write-in votes.

Elected as vice president was Mark
Lanier '80, who ran unopposed.
Council treasurer will be Diarte

DuRivage '80, while Julia McNamee
"80 will «erve as secretary.

The following students were elected

as at-large representatives to the

Hdly Nelson will reprjeaent the

Class of 112 on the Committee on
Undergraduate Life. Run-off electioos

for the Class of '80 will be between
David Monnich and Ann Oberrender,
while Denial Harvey and Derek
Johnson Will compete for the Class of
'81 spot. At^large r(|>reMntative will

be Lee Shakelford '80.

New members of the Honor and
Discipline Committee are Eric
Bjomlund '80, Katherine Phillips '80,

Margo Greer '82 and Jeffrey Menzer
'82. There will be a run-off election

between Nancy -Gray and .David
College Council: Priscilla Cohen '82,c» Sorkin for Class of '81 represenUtion

SOper cMtof the |unkir class voted in the recent election, but oiily Mper cent of
the freshmen, 33 par cent of the s^h* and U per cent of the seniors turned out.

(Photo by Prasad)

Jeffrey Lissack ^, Darrell

McWhorter %l, Robin Powell '82,

Katie Scott '82 and Fred Thys '80.

Run-off elections will be conducted

for positions on the Committee on

Educational Policy. Carrie Brown '80

and Jeffrey Menzer '82 will compete
for the Division I position; PaulGoren
'80. Sally Kornbluth '82 and David

Schwartz '81 for Dudsion 11 ; John
Duffield '80 and ConfatI Liles '80 for

Division III and Jordan Finegold '81

and Stephen St. Clair '80 for at-large

/representation.

The proposed new Constitution for

the College Council was
overwhelmingly accepted by a vote of

766 to 147. Among the major revisions

are increased membership^ in the

Council, a monthly meeting of the

student body and an Information

Con^mittee.

According to CHHs Jenkins,
chairman of the Elections Committee,
1,064 l!>^ots were completed, for a

voter tiinlout of 56 per cent.

TH6 junidf Class had the largest

turnout, with an estimated 80 per cent

Park dwellers rally for building improvements
byitandyWang

Clamour for change filled the air of

Mission Park Dining Hall as nearly
two hundred residents assembled
last Sunday night to voice distress

with present living conditions. The
meeting concluded with suggestions

raised for renovating the main
hallway and the various recreational

areas;
•

The unprecedented meeting arose

from growing concern with
widespread vandalism. The Uiree

bouse presidents felt that the attitude

of residents themselves twoards the

HMiilding contributed to the protdem
"By changing the environment, we
hope to. change people's attitudes,"

said Dave Hansen, president of

Denneitt House.

Scott Blair, president of Armstrong
House, agreed: "The root cause of

vandalism is general apathy towards

the building itself. People choose this

place as their third or fourth choice,

and they never grow attached to it.

It's not a row house, and people don't

treat it like one." ^,,

The house presidents will take the

^suggestions made at the meeting, and
compile a list of proposals to present

to President John Chandler, Charles

Jankey, Director of Student Housing,

and Assc. Dean Chris Roosenraad at

another meeting to be held next

Sunday at? p. ^

Following Blair's introductory

remarks at the meeting, George

Wilbtnks '80 presented a set of ar-

chitectural drawings prepared by him
and Georgje Jansoo '80 that call for the

renovation of main the lobby area.

The corridor now resemblte "the

innerK:ity", said Wilbanks. The plan.

which includes carpeting and |plit

level seating, he feeb would create a
space more conducive for gathering.

Wilbanks and Jhnson based th^

design on the Baxter Hall lounge but

adapted it to the Mission Park en-

vironment. "We want to make the

main hallway more usable," said

Janson..

Wilbfflks -4hen——.-asentioned

suggestions voiced by various
residents that called for ^ the
renovation of the Armstrong .Rec

Room, and the annex betwween it and
the (Uning hall. Residents nearly

all agreed that present atmosphere of

the Rec room is unpleasant,

resembling a basement or storage

area more than a "party room.''

The annex, Wilbanks suggested,

could be converted into a "Hot Dust
Room"—a carpeted, better fvatr

nished room on the east side of the

dining hall. The annex presently

contains a pool table and ping-pong
table, but both lack any equipment.
Greg Avis, presedent of Pratt

Hhuse, le^ discussion as thie floor

opened up to residents. Charlie

Gledhill pointed to the lack^ of anjc-

feeling of responsibility as the dause

of vandalism. He proposed part-

titiohing the main hallway with

doorways. Each house would care for

its own section and would develop a
sense of pride while decorating the

section.

Jordan Finegold agreed and em-
phasized the need to "get rid of the

superhighway effect," in referring to

the "unattractive orange Unoleum
Ule."

Ted Tucci later suggested con-

verting several of^he smattrMmS"
glassed-off from the hallway into

offices for student organizations.

Some residents disputed Gledhill's

proposal, and saw the need to en-

courage more inter-house respon-

sibility, All agreed in general though,

with a proposal made by Greg Roux to

convert Mills House, which is

presently used for overflow, into a

full-fledged residential house. Roux
felt thtit the overflow system alienates

Mills House inhabitants, and breeds

an attitude of apathy.

Wilbanks then concluded the

meeting with the suggestion of in-

'Stitttting "B^ feivai'd system fui pvuple

who identified the vandals.
Although an unpopular .concept

among the residents, who dislike the

atmosphere it might create, the

proposal will be brought up next

Sunday night.

to recommend new
Gurriculum packages

byEricSchmitt
Stricter .major requirements in

several departments and the creation
of a "Critical Languages" course
highlight the 1979-80 course
curriculum package the Committee
oa Educational Policy 1CEP) -wHI-

present to the faculty tomorrow.

"optical languages" will be offered

qext year iif. approved by the

faculty. Moomaw said that courses

in Mandarin Chinese, Japanese,
Hebrew, Arabic and Swahili will be

conducted on a self-instruction basis,

'with-'-outside examiners testing

students periodically. The course
According to CEP chairman w«»ldJbe..O|»eji; to ^aiors, juniors and

William Moomaw, a two-semester
Area Studies course dealing with five

Smith examines Russian life texture
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"I found the Russians to be among

th^ most friendly, generous, and
warmest people I've ever met,"
Journalist riedrick Smith '^ said at

Uttt week's lecture, "Russians as
People."

While Moscow Bureau Chief for the

New York Times. Smith authored The
Rossians, a bestselling novel of

everyday life in the Soviet Union.

"Hie physical separation between
Russians and foreigners was the most
obvious problem for Smith and his

family, who lived in a "ghetto for

foreigners." The ghetto was guarded
by the KGB who interrogated all

visitors entering and leaving the area.

Smith noted that since most Russians
come into Contact only with regular
police, their encounters with the KGB
couk) be intimidating and frightening.

In addition to this physical
separation was the separation
resulting from "our own sense of

convenience." Special stores for

foreigners to shop in were provided.

These stores, better stocked than
typteal stores in the Soviet Union,
were used by most wives of foreigners

worUm in Russia.

La^uage proved to be a major
barrier between journalists and
Russians. Although Smith had taken
Russian classes at Harvard and
tutorials in Washington and Russia,
his knowledge of Russian was not

complete. He expressed his surprise
at "the shocking expectation of many
Americans for foreigners to dpal in

English, rather than their native
tongue. If you want to meet people,
come to terms with them, relax «rith

them, Smith said you have to know
their language."

A final barrier that interfered with
Smith's contact with the Russians was
their assumption*^^ that almost all

official foreigners were spies. '"They

assume this because Russian
Journalists are doing a great deal of

watchdogging for the government"
and similar suspicions are harbored
for foreign news correspondents.

Smith spoke about breaking
barriers with the Russians to get to

know them. "There is a romanticism
in this incredible people," Sniith siiid.

In a police state, when barriers are
broken true friendships surface.

Russians seek soul mates.

Continued on r^age 6

sophomores planning to spend' their

junior year abroad. ..

The Committee agreed to support

the Political Economy Department's
proposed major program additions-

one course in international trade and
finance and another in the legislative

process in government—but voted not

to support the d^mrtment's proposal

to raise its required number of major
courses from 11 to 13. Thuy, if the

faculty follows, the CEP's
recommendationB, two courses from
Poly Ec's preparatory or elective

programs would have to be dropped.

"The increased requirements might
affect our number of majors in the

future," Mac Brown, Poly Ec
chairman, said of the proposal, "but it

would enrich an already demanding
major and attract only those students

who really wanted to take the

classes."

Both the Critical Language proposal

and the Political Economy major
increase will be voted upon separately

by the faculty.

As pert of the main package, the

American Civilization department
will replace its 301 t^iurse, American
Lives, and require its majors to take a

tw»fiemeeter sequence course (301-

302). Providing more of a coaunoA
experience for juniors in the major
was cited as a primary reason for the

Conllfluad on Pape 4

of the class votiiM, fcoording to

Council member MUce Lissack '79.

About 60 per cent of the freshnuin

class, 33 per oent of the sophomores
and 25 per cent of the seniors voted

this year, he said.

ACEC loses

college funds
by Steve Willard

Recoiling from yet another surprise

move by itje All College
Entertainment Conunittee, the

College Council voted Wednesday to

cut off all funds to the A.C.E.C.

pending further discussion.

The 13-5 vote came after Treasurer
John Simpson revealed that the

A.C.E.C, had contracted the band
Albatross for a Winter Carnival dance
without consulting the Council.

Members of the Council were
especially angered, as tlds incident

was the most recent in a number of

ACEC funding problems. After

evaluating other possibilities for

disciplinary action, the Council voted

to retroactively grant the $800

required to fund the dance, but

decided to cut off all further A.C.E.C.

funds.

Williams Director of Admission
Philip Smith reported to the Council

on the current status of Williams

minority admissions programs. Smith
noted that Williams has an active

program of minority recruitment and
pointed \a a large increase in the

number- of minority applicants this

year. He emphasized that the entire

A(imissions staff at Williams shares

responsibility for minority
admissions. Minority alumni also

assist in the admissions process, he
> explained.

Smith said he felt, however, that

blacks have been, "a little more
sanguine about their interest in

Williams". He noted that only 30 per

cent of those black students accepted

by Williams actually matriculate.

, This compares unfavorably with a SO

per cent matriculation figure for all

students. Smith also sighted statistics

showing that increasingly larger
numbers of black students are
attending junior colleges and colleges

within 50 miles of their home.

Several members of the Black
Student Unioii (B.15.U.) attended the

fhiifihg, repoi^ on the B.S.U.'s

work to encourage minority
admissions. Members of the Jewish
Associationalso spoke at the meeting,

questioning why only 10 per cent of the

Williams College population is

Jewish. They compared this number
to a 20 per cent figure at Amherst. Mr.
Smith responded that it was difficult

to search for applicants of a certain

religious preference, as this

distinction is not always reported on
WUlianis admissions forms.

Man Cole u4 Heifer PHttm
Winter Carnival fosHvitWi last

Tkuraday. (HMlvtoyGMl)
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J
, Albatrosses around their necks

The CkNtticU's Qutting 0^ ACBC funds nbw Is akin t« doiring tlie b«rn

, door aft«r th« hoc«e has b»en stotea. Beth e<H:haimuB of tha commlttiiB,

€ise and Svoboda, f^ understood lllnCoin orocedures for rcqueeting

mon«y. Without foUowii« thas* proo«dur«s. th«y apwoprlatod student

mMiey to bring the band Albatross to Williams for Winter Carnival. The

coundl now bfts ftQ 1800 debt as » result of the flagrant irrespoosibiUty of

two elected college officials.Hie history of the ACEC is no more savoury

than this incident would suggest. Why should students tolerate continued

abusaiM deliberate mismanagement of their moneM? Tbey should oot.

CAse eioA Svoboda should be removed from their pbsifibns of responsibility

immediately.
. . , ^^^^ , , v •

And did not council officials know of ACEC plans several weeks in

advance of the concot? What should their role have been in safeguarding

the budget? Wherewere they when we needed them?

TT-

posters purged

To the editor:

The Gonimunity should know that the brief

appeannce of an obscene and sexist poster on

lliunday, February 15, announcing Winter

»fi> Calnival wias not the responsibility of the

":> ' Student organizers of that event. The posters

'V ' have been eliminated; the perpetrators are

known and are being dealt with.

Daniel O'Connor

Dean of the College

wea culpa

Tothe^itor:
On February 14, we were responsible for

the distribution of posters which have

^^ ,
offended some people on campus. Although to

'

. us they were no more than a practical joke,

„^| we did not consider all the possible

repercussions of our act.

We sincerely apologize to any and all

students and faculty whpm we have offended

in the coui^ of our practical joke.

Signed,

MarkRafrman'82
Albert Gerra '82

''disgusting'

fa:

To the editor:

Wintef Carnival got off to a bad start for us

on Thufisday morning, when a concerned

professor'handed us a copy of a poster about

Winter Carnival which he had received in his'"'
mailbox. We knew student attitudes here

were far from free of sexist thinking, but we
had hoped that sensitivity had grown to a

point at which such blatant statements would
no longer be made in public. We find

>> ourselves offended and enraged, but also
I depressed, Oiat yet another' incident of this

sort has occurred.

The poster announces that "Williams

College Winter Carnival (subtitled "Orgasm
On Ice") is Cuming" (sic), and depicts a

couple having intercourse while skating. The
wmnan, bent over, is supposed to be in the

throes of ecstasy. The nqan, evidently

blushing at bein^ seen, is dommenting, "jitist

- '• poking fun!".

That the cartoon is in pfior taste may be

;< ,: regarded as self-evident,AMwafl 80regarded
°rrnTEfy^ffirTSfwi«*^1n!r=Kiigffl^^

(predominantly male) class in which the

poster was discussed. However, we would like

to call attention to several macho delusions

which this cartoon perpetuates:

L) Sex is an act done to someone—
specifically, an active male "puts it to" a

passive female. (In thisoase, the male's

sphere of activity is enlarged to include

propelling the female across the ice.)

2.) If he "puts it to her" well enough or long

enough, she will convulse in orgasms.

3.) He remains in cool, detached control of

himself and the situation while she is swept

away by her orgasm. (In the cartoon, he is

even embarrassed by his involvement in this

activity,)

We use the word "delusion" not liiefely to

express our disgust and impatience with

these views, but to convey the literal meaning
of the word; false MM. There will probably

be readers who do not see the untruth of the

views of sex (and male-female relations)

expressed in this cartoon. There will also be

those who mairttain that the cartoon is

innocent—after all, a male is portrayed, as
well as the fenMie sex-object Certainly, we
are all entitled to our own views; but we
should arrive at them delit>erately and
responsibly. Thus we ask those people to

consider their views and the effects such

stereotyMl beliefs have on both women and

men (ioi! example, the burden that Belief No.

Z, aMve, places on men to "perform"

sexually). We ask the rest of us to continue

protesting when we bear fallow students,

faculty members, and others In the coUece

community make comments based on

uncritical acceptance of limiting and rigid

societal beliefs about the sexes. As Tracy

DicJi pointed out last week in her article on

sexual expression on the WiUiams campus,

"Because Williams is small and isolated we
as students have greater control over our

env^iNinment than does society at large. As

individuals we can have an impact on the

(tfficial policieiB and ... attitudes which

influence our community. The prejudices of

our present society are only perpetuated by

our own irresponsibilities." It is evident that

much rooting out of attitudes which devalue

human beings remains to be done on this

campus. ^ ,

Sincerely,

Sheryll Berggrei^ '79

Alison Morgan '7»

P.S. We are aware that the Williams Outing

Club was not responsible for this incident, and
we sympathize with the embarrassment of

Winter Carnival Committee members that

the weekend was marred by such an incident.

Pensack peeved

To the editor:

I was appalled, embarrassM, and angry to

see the ^'practical joke" posters that

announced Winter Carnival last Thursday. As

Chairman of Winter Carnival, I would like to

go on record that the posters were neither

circulated nor sanctioned by the Outing Club.

This immature incident was not in the spirit

of Winter Carnival.

If this "joke" had been preregistered with

The Record, and the editors continued to

sanction it, then I believe the editors are also

in a position of responsibility for the action.

Perhaps the practical joke contest should

end. Sincerely,

Larry Pensack '7>

Chatarman, wJilfrCamival
Editor's Note—We knew nothing about the

'^pke", nor would we have ever eanctioned
' $uch a dieguBtingand tatteletiock

A special thanks
'

' '

To the editor:

The 1979 Winter Carnival is now over; the

competitors are home, the stopes are cleared,

"raid most of the^student^ on campua-have
.raoovered from tbeic Satutday ni|^t Mngesi

.J=aa®«aJ«^ftJsJSaJt=aEdrfJ^^
faculty, and staff thathelped makeCamlval a
success this year. Indeed,, running races in

sub-zero temperatures was not an easy task;

yet our gatekeepers, timers, scorers,

cmnputer and communications workers,

skiers, and patrollers did a fantastic job.

Everyone deserves to l>e congratulated. I

hope that the excitement, varied experiences,

and satisfaction of seeing a welt-run Carnival

make the investment of time and energy well

v/arih the effort.

I would like to give special thardcs ttLCoach

Ralph Townsend, who has beisfi patient and

'

understanding with us all.

Furthermore, I would like to invite

everyone who helped with Carnival to a free

party in Spencer House on Saturday night at

9:00,

Again, thiiliks toeveryoQp! Now it's time to

""**"*"
Sincerely.

Larry Pensack, '79

and the Winter Carnival Committee
-

poor adventure

To the editor:

The article printed by the iUcord on

January 16, 1079 entitled, "Chinese
Advehturern Describe^ Impressjims"

impressed this "Chinese adventurer" as an

adventure in poor journalism. I stjxngly

resent having my words inaccurately
paraphrased and then presented as ((iract

quotes. If the author wishes to write inanities

he may certainly do so, but PLEASE. let him
taka all the credit j«„o8 Gohkleta 'tt

Presidant Carter tod mors than hissh«« of

forelgn-polhQr prtblfin* last w«*k, and it

appears aa thoiigh many of Ibeae troubiM will

surface •« donwaitic isauas in tha comiflg
months.

nte week started out ,badly, with Um
ominous anti-American developments in Iran

and the murder «f Om U,S. Aanbaasador to

Afghanistan. The President's trip to Mexico
seemed to produce mixed resulta. but qm
message was abundantly dear: Mexico is not

going to be pushed into any guide oU deals

with the U.S. The weekend broogbt about a
real crisis situation in the Per East: ttte

Chinese invasion of Vietnam.
The only real good news of the week was

Saturday's announcement by tlie new Iranian
Prime Minister Mehdi Bazargan that Iran's

govemroent Intended to resume oil experts as
soon as possible "to all p«rts of the world,
including the United SUtes."* In the same
interview, the Prime Minister stated that he
was eager to maintain good relations with the
U.S. I

What remaUis to be seen, however, is the

extent to which the new goverqiment in Iran is

actually ruling the entire country. The
revolution in Iran was accomplished not so
much by partisans who had in mind exactly
what they wanted to put in place of the pro-

West monarchy as by a collection of diverse
groups whose first (and possibly only) goal
was to drive out the Shah.

.

From a pragmatic pobit of view, the

Ayatollah Khomeini (the Shiite Moslem
leader who has served as the spiritual sage of

the revolution) made a wise choice in

appointing Bazargan, rather th^n having a
less progressive Prime Minie^ter. If hia

remarks on Saturday are any indication,

Bazargan appears to be open-minded about
technology and trade with the West This

could mean that the dire pronouncement
made earlier in the week b}4 U.S. Energy
Secretary Schlesinger, that the cutoff of

Iranian oil was "prospectivelyAnore serious"

than the .1973 oil embargo, is too extreme.

The events in Iran gave a melasure of added
gravity to Carter's Mexico visit. Again, oil

was one of the primary topici bf conisern-^

Mexico has recently discovered reserves that

apparently equal those of the U.S., and which
may eventually place Mexico second bdiind

Saudi Arabia in world oil reserves. The
Mexdans, however, seem less than eager to

begin producing the oil in the very near

future. This seems to be for several reasons,

including a basic mistrust of American
policies.

The Mexican President, Jose Lopez
Portillo, explained to Pi;esident Carter ttiat

"Mexico has suddenly fo<ind itself the center

of AmiaKcan attention—attention that is a

surprising mixture of interest, disdain, and
fear, much like the recurring vague fears you
yourselves inspire in certaih i^as of our
national subconscious."

Obviously, Lopez Portillo is referring to a
state of affairs that cannot quickly be
changed, even by the wanAest expressions of

American sentiment. He is relferring to the

entire history of U.S.-Mexicatt i;^tionB, a

Beyond
their

Peaceful

Shadows
history which has often been nuuted by
perceptionB of condeflcenaloo and miauaa on

the Mexican side. The Mexicans do not bitend

to be bambootled out of theii oil by their

Northern neighbor, meaning that this country

cannot regard Mexico aa a fairy godmother
entrusted with the task of keepll« gasoUne
prices low,

*

Thus, it appean that ttiefe two situations

ainiost certainly will affect the President's

domestic policiea in the coming months. For
example. Federal price controls on domestic

petroleum are due to expire in May unless

renewed. Such an event could mean an
overnight jump of ten cents or more per
gallon at the pump. Obviously, a President

who is only a few months away from
beginning a re-election bid cannot afford to

subject the economy—and the American
consumei^to such a severe shock.

The Administration is caught in a desperate

trade-off between its energy policy on one
hand and its anti-inflation measures on the

other. It is unfortunate that the President

cannot use this opportunity to make a
dramatic point about the long-range
seriousness of the energy shortage, and after

all the "wolf-crying" of recent years
(idcluding perhaps Sdilesihger's own most
recent statements) a dramatic shock is what
this country needs on energy. However, even
if Iran does begin to creep back to full

production throughout the year, the economy
will beon such a tightrope regardless that the

President will be forced to act very cautiously

to avoid setting off a recession—a pos^lbUify

some economists warned of even before Iran,

The week's other two major events—the
shooting in Afghanistan and the Chinese

invasion of Vietnam—will probably cause the

President a great deal of trouble in two areas.

First, SALT: some analysts at the State

Department are convinced that the Soviets

were uncooperative in attempts to free the

Ambassador from his captors by peaceful

means. The point is that the murder of the

Ambassador may raise added doubts in the

minds of some Senators about the Soviets'

good faith. If the Russians give military

support to their friends in Hanbi against the

Chinese, there's no telling how damaging
such a move would be to peace.

Furthermore, the President has already

run into trouble on his inability to secure a

promise from the Chinese not to invade

Taiwan. In light of the invasion of Vietnam,

that failure may appear to grow ht

importance, raising new domestic questions

regarding the Administration's Cl^ pdicy,

Chr|8DIAngeio'79

Viewpoint

African jiistory ignored
Black Americans have been consistently

,^ided opgwtunities to chart and explore

acquisition of literacy and designing
academic curriculums that exchide the
African diaspora have been patent

^mechanisms for depriving Blacks of their

ethnic treasures.

The department of history at Williams
recently decided, with the approval of the
Committee on Appointment and Promotions
to dissolve an assistant professorship tenure
track position in African history—effectively
terminating the department's developing

"^-Pll^ram in African studies. The decision was
pmumabiy based on the tenuous argument
of a lack of interest in African history as
reflected by low enrollments in the course
offerings. The registrar's records will refute

any of the department's arguments based on
numbers.

The decision to exchide African studies

from the Williams College curriculum reveals

the lack of commitment <^,the CAP and the

history department to support the Afro-

history department did not even extend the

courtesy of consulting the Afro-American

Studies program on their decision as a course

in Africa is one of the requirements for the

Afro-American Studies concentration.

The department's effort invested in

upholding and reinforcing the ideals of the

"Western Tradition" has desensitized it to

Africa's historical and political pulse.

Presently, the history major is designed such

that a student can receive a degree in history

without any appreciation of African or Afro-

American history while the core

requirements of the major focus on Western
history. The dq>artment should review its

scholarship with ris|>ect to the levity with

which it treats African history,

Malcolm X wrote in his autobiography that

white men refuse to look into the faces of

CafitfnuadonPa0o3
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^ 'The Record

must decide

what kind of

paper it is"

Thwr* hat bttn a lot offriction bttwatn tkt

RECORD tmd WCFM tkit yar. mo§t of it

ravolving aroUnd publication in tli* RECORD-
of aiUgattoni of mitconduct by a WCFii
offietr. Ptttr Stark "80, Uation trtaturtr and

formtr production dir*ctor, agrttd to an

int*rvi*urin which h* dt$crlb*d what h* <••(

at $onu of tk0 §hortconttng* of tl^ RECORD.
HI* vUwi do not n4e*»Mvlly r*pr«$»nt Aou
of th0 •toKon.

Williams College, unlike many state schools

and even some large private institutions,

doesn't have a communications department

per se, and because of that you come

vtfi with difficulties. In the Record a lot

of people were on tiinh school newspapers,

so the Record is not an Ulito'ate paper. But

there are journalistic mistakes and editorial

decisions that are in error. There is a certain

sense of responsibility that should be taken in

the written me<fia, but I think that a certain

percentage of the time Record people work on

intuitioD and a lot of times intuition doesn't

work.

The main thing that I object to is

inconsistencies in reporting. The Record last

year glossed over an important news event on
campus. I'm referring to the St. Patrick's

Day party, where the Record reported that

thea^ had been "a scuffle," but that "security

quickly suppressed the Incident." Actually,

there was a perimeter cordoned off by state

police as well as town police, and. a swim
team member who had been assisting

security in removing some of the "non-
College visitors" was subsequently jumped
and had his nose broken. There was never any
foUow-iq) to correct mistaken impressions, no
names of any of the organizers were
mentioned. Tha% is an inconsistency when
we see sketchy details there and overexplicit

details in the WCFM incident.

The Record has to decide what kind of a

paper it is. If it wants to be a "professional"

paper, it should Mre some professional people

who have had journalistic experience tocome
in, advise and provide input for editorial

decisions. The Record should not be open to

all groups on campus—it should have its

particular bias, like the bias of the Boston

Globe or the New York Times. Similarly, not

all people who want to work on the Record

8hould4>e-a31owed-to, U you wantJo;be_a
professional paper.

On the other hand, if you want to be a

student papa*, focusing on student conoo'ns,

targeted on a fairly small audience, there has

to be some loss of professional quality,

because people will be learning as they go

along. Because of its small, parochial

audience, the Record would have b) temper

stories in such a way as to not do damage to

people.

In the past the deans' officehas been able to

exert some influence on pest editorial boards

«• to bow to cover certain stories, not so much
to censor what students should and should not

know, 'but to present certain stories in a less

unpleasant light for the <m<sldNs who read

the paper. While this may be potentially

dangerous to a "firee preis," I think that if

this way in which the deans exert pressure is

used only infrequently in extraordinary

clrelea, the interesla of the WiUlams

community as a whole may be protected from

overxealous reporting.

Untv's no reason for the Record to become

a podtan for special groups. The Recerd went

through a period of "issue of the semester,"

with ouunples inchiding racism, sexism,

dlvMtitureaiid anti-nuclear activities, where

Mlars aad articlea were eocdianged back and

forth bMlii« th«« IWics t* death. After

th«»«MlMB«at wmflfllahad, it seemed as if

tlMtrodhlwiNn over, and there was no need

for any more camam. Rather than have an

intense several weeks of point-counterpoint,

one issue couU be devoted to this, and then

the Recertf couk^ do features on a continuing

basis on different sides and different Isaues.

I think you shouM have more interviews—
which require more work—rather than just
have the writer's own opinion and unnamed
sources. News should be presented as news
but bias should be limited to the editorial page
and features.

In summation, I hope that none of tfaeae

comments generate antagnoism between
WCFM and ttie Record. I think that I am a
believer in a free press and free radio. At the

same time, that does not absolve either the

Record or WCFM from the responsibiUty to

be sensitive to certain issues which would
best be left untouched. Too often It is easy to

hide behind the name of the Record or of

WCFM as a way of absolving personal

responsibility for indiscreet or inaccurate

reporting. I think a way of making sure that

these problems do not occur in the future is

not to have individuals involved woridng for

self-advancement and glory, but to honestly

put outa respectable product for the Williaros

comm^ty, assuming a personal ethic of

responsibility in the process.

"self-criticism

is always

tough
"

Self-criticism is ahvays tough. It's not the

admission of error that makes the exercise

painful. The problem is that havii^
enumerated the mistakes of the Record, the

shortcomings, the failures, we have shorn
ourselves of the excuse of blindness.

Admittlng^bur mistakes implies a willingness

to correct them, and to correct what I see as
the problems with this paper is a terribly

awesome task.

Face it, the Williams Record is a poor
excuse for a newspaper. Granted, all but a
handful of college papers are, but that does
not exonerate us. The Record is boring. It

often falls to represent adequately the view»
of a diverse set of students. Its coverage is

parochial, rarely making it off campus. What
does get covered is often presented
incmnpletely at inaccurately.

First! want to take up the charge of the

Record being boring, not to refute it but to

expand It. I know, because I used to do it, that

most of the assignments for stories—news,
arts and sports—come straight from the

Register. A few the editor thinks up alone, but
almost never does a reporter come in with a
stoty about Mm«tiilhg spontaneous and
Interesting.

Granted, few events on this campus are
spontaneous or interesting. Williams works
by deliberate planning. Actions behind the
curtain riarely get covered. The Record once
in a while will carry a story about vandalism
in Mission Park, with quotes from Walter
O'Brien and a house president or dean. But
stories about acts of vandalism, about

-

attempted suicides and rapes never appear.
More important, department politicsMlie

machinations and maneuverings on policy

and tenure—never make the Record, even
though they shape the Williams lifestyle more
radically than for lectures or College Council
meetings.

, Of course there are reasons for this limited

coverage. First, broad coverage requires a

k>t of work. While suicides, rapes and acts of

vandalism dooocur, and while politics is part

of the life of every junior faculty member,
there is a concerted attempt at Williams to

bury tblM tkets. To break through the crust

of evanon and deception that can cover

Hopkins Hall to investigative journalists

requires perslstanoe kind hard work that

Record staffer* often fall to show.

A second factor impairs the ability of the

Reoard to explore complex issues. The

Record is, like the College CouncU, an

establiahed and in many ways oaaiflad,

Willianv institution. Despite the raoaat

prspoadannce of women on its staff, it is still

governed by the raquiremenU of
snt lnmanliaaas that pMrmant* this campui.
Dealhig with devious paopla to dacumant
what administrators want hidden nqidras a
certain level of deviouaneas ttet Hecetd
staffers will not acquire.

The Record does not rtpreaent the diversity

of student Interest and opinion that its fundli«
demands. This is not wholly the staff's fault:

time and again groups on the fringe of

Williams society tail to make their Interests

and activities known to Record editors.

Unfortunatdy for us, ignorance is no excuse.
It is the reapwaibiUty of journalists to find out
about the tidngs they are sumnised to cover.

Failing this, a newspaper becomes
unrepresentative—or worse, becomes a
publicity rag for interest groups with media
sense.

This semester the Record has begun an
attempt to change tlie narrowness of its

coverage. Editorial decisions about what is

news and what not—what groups deserve
allocations of space and manpower—has
shifted slightly under new numagement.
Editors have begun to solicit articles frqm
alternative groups like the Feminist Alliance

and Gay People's Union.

But coverage of events of interest to ttasae

groups often feUs because Record editors like

medoo't eatabUsh communicationa Unka with
ttiegroups—things happen thatwe never hear
about For example, changes in major
requirements in the English department get

long coverage, while the elimination of an
Africanist history position had to be dragged
to our attention.

In addition, the Record fails to be senritive

to the feelings of different-campus groups. It

is not only our record on what we cover but

how we present events that keep alternative

groups from rushing to ttte Record with tips.

Sexist cartoons blot the Reeord's image with

the Feminist Alliance, and Career Counseling

ads, without comment, for Interviews with

corporate villains like Citibanic and Union
Carbide alienate the Anti-Apiartlieid

Coalitioa The Reputdican Chib once felt the

need to print its own newsletter to ensure

coverage.

In short, the Record's priorities have

established an image as establishment and
insensitive. This feeds on itself, as those with

valuable^vteiws despair of equitable coverage,

and staffers fail to find the energy to dig out

recalcitrant sources to demonstrate good

faith. Staffers have the excuse that efforts

have failed, but half-hearted tokenism never

wins friends. We have failed to make efforts

to reach out to the diverse members of the

Williams community, and we desetAce

criticism for tiiat.

On the otlier hand, I think I can defend the

Record against charges of parocUalkun.

Admittedly, this paper does not cover mudi
national, state, or local news unleu it directly

involves Williams students. I have taken flak

for this, but I cannot see how the Record can

compete with the Transcript, the GWbe, or

the Tines, all of which come to the library

daily. Willianu students can only analyze

national politics, to take an example, at

secondhand, while Williams politics are part

of our lives immediate environment

Inaccuracy is one of the charses most
frequently leveled againt the Reeerd, and we
are guilty. Journalistic standards her^ are

abominable. In part this is becauif the

Record is a training ground as wall at a
newspaper. But the training of recruits is

haphasard and ineomplete. llie newspaper

office has one good stylebook and a.handful of

obsolete ones, which new writen usually have
to find for themaeliras. The editors here are

overworked, but tMa i* partly due to our own
pride and lasiness : in the short run it is easier

to rewrite shoddy copy the way we Hka it than

explain to the reporter what is wrong with It

In the end, the Reesri ends up with a poorly

trained staff and poerly written

have learns afae or he mat leara tnm the

othen here. Only a handAil of rspertats avar
ssrvad on a "real" new^MiMr, and wiWD Ibiqr

appear, theee few, Hke Karea Wafter, riae

high and add a litUa pralNiloiMaiin to this

paper. But the rule hire is far poorly trafaMd

reporters to rise dirough ttw ranks to become
poorly trained editors.

Almost no one on the Record staff plans to

take up newspaper work as a career. Further,

grade pressure btre oocaslonaUy is intenae.

Thus Reeerd staffers normally are studsals
flrst, reporters second. Ihey put more time
into papers and readings than into articloa,

and it shows up in inaccurate reporting and
poor style. There is a lack of communicattoi
between editors and staff as well aa between
departments that, with inadequate coaching,

cuts into staff morale.

All this keeps the Record A^veiy limited

newspaper. The answer to Qis insider, is

more work, particularly in foUoW-through.

Inertia has carried the Record into policies

that are not necessarily desirable or desired.

The paper needs to pause and set a few
guidelines to institute coherence and
coordination between departments and from
issue to issue. The training process needs
overhauling. The Record ne«ds a new image
with students groups across the campus
political and social spectrum.

But to do all this, and still put out a
newspaper, doeen't took likely.

—Stu Massed

History dept

desensitized-

TUa taefc of traiBbtg in the end <

itaeif, because tha Reeerd is an kdaad of

practical learning in the swsmp of bberal

arts. There are no jovnabem cjeurssa at

Williams, and everything the I

Continued from Paoe 3

black men because they are afraid of what
ttiey will see—the reflection of the white devil

and the wounds of the pain inflicted by him on
black men. And Haki MadhubuU (Don L. Lee)

posits that the history imposed on biadi
people has actually been "white supreiimcists
ideology masked as scholarship," and that

white historians generally view non-whites as
history-less people. Madhubuti's and
Malcolm X's ideas seem to be the precise

description of the history department's
attitudrtowards Africans and their 4iistory.

This attitude recalls the specter of Cecil

Rhodes who wrote in his "Confession of

Faith," (1877), "I contend that we are the

finest races in the world Just fancy those

parts that are at preeent inhabited by the

most despicable species of human beings."

This syndrome of insensitivity to the
African diaspora also affects the gamut of the
major departments at Williams. I have yet to

see the theatre department stage a
production depicting a theme on the "Black
experience" in America. I invite the religion

4«^tment to explore Black slaves'
interpretation of the Bible and the music
department to feel the rhythms of black

miaOc. In addition, the political science
department can explain what happened to

Poll-Sci 215 ( Political Participation and Black
Americans) and hopefully the economics
department can solve the mystery of Econ ais

(Economics of the Black Experience in

America).

I suggest that the major departments at

Williams reassess the fulfillment of theb-

commitment to provide a diversity of course

offeringi in the trye spirit of liberal arts. As I

am a blade student and a concentrator hi

Afro-American ttudlesi I am offended by the

histwy, from the major. I demand tliat they

dcniioiistrate a permanent «ommJt|aent
towards African studies by re-opening the

tenure U-ack position spedAcally for African

history.

History Is a form of vision; it coitfets

imight into one's individual and communal
identity by charting^te evohition of a people.

History is also a treasta« of metaphors which

paepte (hraw aptt far Sterary expreesico aa

wdl as for forgkig weapona of the highest

caliber. Depriving people of their history

daalaB them thestrngth and strategies they

wed to fight oppreesion. The academy has

dariai the existence of Bh^k art bUck
*aaa, Hadt moaic, Uadi dance, black

wars, black speech, black song, bUck exodus,

black pain, black dreams-it has hidden the

artUads tt Mack history.

Aa
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Popular

options:

Dodd, Tyler

offerfine food^

lodging

One of the moat popular options

freahman housing is the DocM-Tyl

oombinatioA, Dodd, with a capaci^

for about lA) people, and Tyler, which

iwusea about 75 people, are basically

row housea-allhough Dodd is a little

bit Urger than the average row house.

Dodd conists of the main house,

wUch has 4040 rooms and four annex

houses. Entering frestunen almost

invariably end up in one of the

annexes—which can woric out wdl ifa
lot of friends apply together.

"Everybody conlders the annex to be

the worst," said one Dodd annex
veteran, "but I don't think it was that

bad. If you get into the annex with a

J it's (treat." Altha«gli

bood tn gruups Urttsr
'Ofiia can b« flaky, It cao

it out well. This year

...^.^i..-, a group of sophomore
girl* all got Into the annex together.

Dodd is probably best known (or its

excellent food. Although breakfast is

not served there "you can usuaUy
sneak in and get some." Lundws are
served every day, and dinners every
night excepting Sunday. Monday
through Thursday nights feature "sit

down" dinners with family style

service: the tables are set and
platters of food are served by student

waiters and waitresses. Students help
themselves to salad and dessert, and

waiters clear away tba ptatea wfMn
they an through- Because dinner is

served in this manner it is offared only

at 6:30, but students who have to be

somewhere by •:» or 7:00 can eat

with the waiters at COO.
When asked about Dodd social life

one resident stated, "There are

always lots of nartles. Dodd is known

to be the best" Dues are aboutm a

semester. ^

Tyler, according to one of its

members, is "one of the best row
howes on campus." It has one aiuiex,

where sophomores almost invariably

live, made up of singles with adjoining

bathrooms. Two people share each

bathroom. The bouse itself features

mainly singles also, with p^tttllng

and firepUoes in ihamy of the rooms,
"The living conditions are really

nice," aiated one resident
emphatically.

Tbe main compiaint about Tyler is

its distance from ttie rsst of the

campus. According to one house
member this can be both an
advantage and a disadvantage.
"You're far enou^ away that you can
be alone, but you can ahvays be with
people if you want, too.

Tyler also has its own dining room.
Breakiast eaters are forced to travel

to Baxter or (fission Park, but both

lunch and dinner are served at Tyler.

The box shows the dates on which Freshinnen are Invited to visit upporclast

houses. It covers the period of February 25th to AAarch 1st, from 7:00 to 9:00

Morgan Sag* Williams and East and Wast

GraylockQuad 25 26 27 28 i
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Company renders Figaro with gusto
by JacksM Galkrway

ThOM fortunate enough to get bold

of tickets for the Caiudian Opera

Company's production of The
Marriage of Gigaro should consider

themselves lucky. The high quality of

the production in all its facets belied

the itinerant nature of the company.

This was especially true of the set

design which in its deceptive

simplicity provided a background

more than complementary to the

costumes and music.

The demands made on a touring

orchestra are nunifold as each
instrumentalist assumes
responsibility for producing a sound

usually assigned to many. From the

Sinfonia, it was obvious that Mr.

McCoppin had successfully molded

sucha sound. Each musician had firm

control of his line, and the overall

effect was a fullness that added a
great deal to the po^ormance. W^~

Susanna, firmly basing then-

characters in the music and action.

Ms. Roslak was at her finest in the

Countess's aria of the third act,

demonstrating a masterful control of

melody and purasing.

; Ch^nibino provides the perfect

vehicle fonpost of the comic action in

the oper^ and the extraordinary
energy and talent of Ms. Gudgeon
really made the character come alive.

From his delightful flirtations with

every female on stage to his

encounters with the Count and Figaro,

Cherubino never failed to please in his

difficult role. -

The keener edge on the Count's

voice provided an interesting relief

from the more rounded Figaro. In his

own right, Mr. QuUco sang the role of

the Count in a manner well suited to

the demanding, aristocratic nature of

the character, ttit power of his fiery

bursts of temper were well sung
despite a few small problems with his

lower range.

The overall effect of the

performance was more than could

have been anticipated. The grueling

pace of a traveling company seemed
to have no effects whatsoever, as the

presentation was new and fresh, filled

with an enthusiasm and energy rardy
heard or seen. Canadian Opera Company's prsduction of Mozart's "The Marrtaffe ol Rflaro.'

Small problems don't weaken Macbeth
further tribute to the ability of this

group was the perfect synchronization

of the faster, lighter sections without

any loss in richness of texture.

Ingmar Korjust rendered a Figaro

full of confidence and gusto. His solid

baritone propelled by an unobscuring

vibrato rarely failed to meet ibe

challenge of the music. His

I^ornunce of the scene in which he

sends Cherubino off to the army was
simply superb. Susanna was equally

well cast. Her light, straightforward

tone complemented the masculine

istrength of Figaro's. A single example
of this fine blend was in the Finale of

the second act.

"rhe more mellow, mature voice of

the Countess established an
interesting balance with that of

"
: byBiUPunwhe

Despite some minor shortcomings,

Williamstheatre's production of

Macbeth is quite successful. Director

Gregory Boyd takes Shakespeare's
story put of an historical "time-

context", an approach that is good for

both practical and dramatic reasons.

On the barest level, Macbeth is the

story of a Scottish general who meets
three seemingly supernatural witebes

who tell him that he will become king.

The play follows Macbeth as ihe

ponders whether he should waitW
fate to fulfill the prophect or whether
he should act himself to insure it.

Spurred on by Lady Macbeth, he kills

the Xing' and later has his friend

Banquo murdered as \yell. Each
successive murder seems to

strengthen Macbeth outwardly while

Arakawa blurs profundiiy, confusion

by Melle Rockefeller

The line . between the deeply
intellectual and the entirely bogus is

rarely visible. Like most extremes,

they come full circle in confusion and
irony.

Arakawa, the Japanesie-bom
printmaker of rising popularity,

nreanderS across the line with
commitment to neither. His exhibit iiT

Lawrence Hall is both troubling and
ekclting because of that blur.

Profundity of theme, such as "the

Signified or If" lies closely with

arbitrary images in words and
geometries to leave an unsettling

impression of unexplored depth. Can
tifehuman mind really be free enough
tou absorb the aminguity of "It

disappeared or disappearance
became it just as previously the

signified had disappeared into it"

overlaid with cylindrical shapes, or is

the work a giant leg-pull?

Through his use of unchained words
as images and as the seeds of ideas^

Arakawa is examining "the conflict

between sensate knowledge and
contextual understanding." The
representation of word and form
together is not new in conceptual art.

But it assumes that the interstices

between medium and meaning will

Marta Rem! ami Dancers pruewtOt
"Wrlnkto" afd "tandshM Summar"
last Tliimday In Latall-Oym. Tha
parformanc* compMMi a soccatsfol

nw-day profram •( mrtattopt atti

prasMifttiM k«tli Iwrt ami at stvaral

WIINamstown sdMoh.
(Photo by Gatt)

reveal something, be it beautiful or

ugly, deep or casual. And that is the

problem with Arakawa's work; I can

find no bottom line of message to take

away and ponder.

The exhibit, organized by Craig

Dennis of the Studio Art Department,

Nate Bekemeier and Stephen
Eiseman, is an important one for

Williams College. If the show is

acc^ted as an exploration of the

boundaries of art (without necessary

meaning) it is a monumental step

toward creating a vil»-ant dialectic

between image, the usual medium d
art, and wor^, the usual medium ot

evaluation. The lack d meaning
becomes unimportant besid? the

pursuit of new means.

Arakawa's technical virtuosity is

beyond question. Most of the printe

are silkscreens on mylar with touches

of embossing, color printing, and
photographic elements. According to

John Coffey of the College Museum.of

Art, Arakawa's works will be rising

explosively in popularity and value.

The possible acquisition of one print

will be a valuable addition to the

College's collection.

Griffin Concert to

present art tongs
Griffin Hall Concerts will present a

program of English, French, German,
and American art sor^ by soprano

Judith Reichertand pianist Victor Hill

at Weston Language Center on
Sunday, February 25, at < p.m.
Admission is free. i

'

.'

The program opens with four songs

to English texts composed by Haydn
during the time he spent in London.

The flowering of French song in the

late Romantic period will be
represented by works of Chausson^

Hahn. and Satie; although these

composers had less prominence than
,

Debiissy and Ravel, their music

reflects the flavor and charm of

French impressionism. Their German
Counterpart is the early songs of

Richard Strauss, seven of w^ich will

Conclude the program. Between these

two groups, Reichert will present five

works of Samuel Bart>er, set topovms
in English by Stephens, Joyce, Agee,

at the same time destroying him
internally; he is beset by visions and
becomes the tyrant that some had
said he would be. At bis death, wrote
Dr. Johnson, "every reader rejwces."

The mood that Boyd creates is

somewhat different from that which
the text invites, and this is perhaps the

major shortooming of the produ<^ion.

In the beginning of" Shakespeare's

Macbeth, we see a resolute Lady
Macbeth ready to murder Duncan
from the very first; it is Macbeth who
tries to dissuade her and who falters

after the murder. Later, the strong

wills are reversed; Macbeth becomes
endowed with some inner strength,

almost without a consicence, while

Lady Mncheth weakens to the point of

deranged sleepwalking. In Boyd's
production, this exchange of roles

strengths is not so^ clear. We do see

a transformation in Lady Macbeth,
played by Cecilia Rubino. Her first

speech ("Glamis thou wart, and
Cawdor, and shalt be-What thou art

promised") is overacted rather than
expressive of some latent madness,
but after this Rubinoi settles down into

her role extremely well. Later we see
her fully int^rated into the

character of Lady Macbeth in the

sleepwalking scene, where she
convincingly displays the level of

obsession that overcomes her after

the murders.

We do not see any such
transformation on Macbeth's part,

however. Macbeth, played by John
Lloyd, seems bent on his plans to take

over the throne from the vety

beginning. There is little, if any,

vacillation or soul-searcbing: wlien he
tells Lacier Macbeth that "We wiU
proceed no further in this business -

Hehath honored me of late" he seems
to go on and talk himself out of his

doubts rather than let Lady Bfacbeth

convince him. Macbeth is lin

amazingly complex character,

always caught t>etween extremes. He
is brave, yet cowardly; resolute, yet

doubtful; strong, yet weak. In Boyd's
production the strong, resolute,

almost maniacal side of Macbeth is

stressed.

Lack of a character transformation

does not mean that Lloyd is not

convincing as a Macl>eth; quite the

opposite is true. He pulls off many of

ttie most difficult speeches quite well,

and the scenes withJLady MacbcMi are

almost flawless. Shakespeare is

attempting to present a murderer as a

protagooist-hero, and to do this he

must set up a special kind of foil. The
Llqyd^Rilbino interactions bring out

this development, the acting in these

scenes is clear and forceful.

Some of the other characters are not

as convincing as the Macbeths.
Macduff, played by Colin Neenan,

seems to be reeding; he also does not

strike us as the figure of goodness and
moral strength Who is supposed to

free the world from Macbeth.

There were a numt>er of bright spots

in the acting. Andy Miller, as Banquo,
is perfect. He is the moat natural of all

the cast; his lines are delivered as If

they were his own. He clearly fulfills

the witches' prophesy that he is

"Leaser than Macbeth, and (reater."

Stephen Bowers iriays Ross, another

"MOlrtiflllP'' character. Roas ailiiBt,

seems to be a total opportunist; but

Boyd has Ross appear in ptaces where
we might not expecthim tct be, adding
yet another complexity to the play.

Bowers does a nice job of making
these appearances seem natural

instead of contrived (although we
never do get an explanation for some
of them). Jennifer White gives a
hearty and convincing portrayal in

her brief appearance as Lady
Macduff. Macduff has acquired a

daughter in this production, and Lady
Macduff's dialogue with her children

is touching and is one of the best

scenes in the play^

The portrayal of the three witehes—
Nicholas Person, Susan von
Moschzisker, Lisa Lufkin—is perfect:

Boyd communicates a gruesome trio

who possess supernatural powers but

who are not without a semi-comic

element. Some nice little

incongruities—Fersen's dusting off a

chair before someone site on it,

followed by one of the wtiches being

annointed with blood—make the

witches the most ctdorful of all the

characters. Hecate appeara not as a
character but as an entity that

posseasea one of the witches, and a
remarkable effort t^ Lufkin as the

possessed witch keeps this scene (nm
reminding us too much of The
Exorcist.

However, a few of the scenes do not

work at all. There seems to be some
question on Boyd's part as to just what
the limits of the comic element in the

play should be. For example, the

Porter's gestures are funny while his

speech is inarticulate, and the

simglasses ttiat Macbeth weara are a
needless and intrusive addition.

Peter GouM has designeda simple
set composed mainly of trees that is

used continuously throughout the

play. It is generally effective in that it

does not require extensive changes,
but its presence does seem a bit out of

place in the interior scenes.

lodandids
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CUL to continue cooperative living experiment

Pooh sculpture

creatiifity limited
On Saturday morning in the midst of

Winter Carnival wedc-end four hearty

louis strove forth in the early morning
in quest of snow sculptures. Twenty-
four hours earlier tb^ had been no
signs of any sculptures, only three

piles of chunlcy ice in front of Dodd,
the Freshman Quad and Morgan.
These three houses were so

determined to win the contest that

they hired a private contractor to pile

iq) the "snow" which Buildings and
Grounds would not touch.

From meager beginnings the

members of Gar-Wood struggled
through the night to create a monster
never seen before even by Pooh or

piglet ... a Woozle. So far only

IjVood House has been aide to

successfully capture in snow one
possible form of this creature. This

bqrst of creativity turned what could

have been a boring sculpture into a
first prize winner.

The Quad came in a very close

second. Winnie with Piglet was well

executed, but not very imaginative.

Third and fourth places were also

close battles, but far behind first and
second. Morgan won a third place

with its Kanga and Roo, while Dodd's
Winnie took fourth.

Applications are now available In the
Financial Aid Office for those senior*
Interested In any of the graduate
fellowships offered by Williams.
CLARK—two variable (usually SVOO)

grants, for one year, unspecified field.

HUTCHINSON—one or more $3,000
grants, for each of two years,
preference in creative worK In music,
writing or painting, then phlloaophy or
tclence maiors.
LANSING—variable orant, for work

In Classics.
The Faculty Committee on Graduate

Fellowships would appreciate your
ealllng this matter to the attention of

teillors majoring in your Oepartrhant.
APPLICATION DEADLINE March I.

Women's Arts Festival

Women artists, dancers,

musicians, poets, photographers

and craftsmakers are invited to

participate in the Second Annual

Women's Arts Festival on April 20.

21. and 22.Women studejits who
would like to contribute to- the

festival should contact Nancy
Shapero, S.U. 3002, 597-6722.

Women from the community
should contact Lauren lossa, S.U.

J739, 597-6310. Deadline for

ilications

byAMMwnls
The Commlttoe on Undergraduate

Uvii^'s (CUL) experilDflnt in co-

operative living will continue next

year, again using Lambert and
Goodrich houses,

Director of Student Housing Charles

Jankey explained that although co-op

living is "a good alternative," the cost

of renovating other houses is' at

present too great to consider

expanding the program. Jankey said

that the price at putting in kitchens,

equipping houses for the handicapped,

and meeting various other building

loir a

(Photos by Gatt)

code ragulatiom severely limits the

poMibiHties for the experlmaot The
College does not have sufficient flmds

to renovate student houses or alter

faculty house* for coKip living, he

pointed out, while noting that row
houses could not contiiaie to exist if

their satellites were taken overfor co-

op living.
/,

Jankey said he was "very happy"
with the first year of tlie progfam,
though he remarked it "had not been a

happy situation for all people." "It's

hard to know whether you can get

people to live together in harmony in

this type of situation," he commented.
The CUL outlined the two goals of

cooperative living when it proposed

the experiment last year: "to satisfy

some of the demand for alternative

housing within the stock of Ck>llege

facilities in order to strengthen the

status of Williams as a residential

college," and "to offer students an
opportunity to assume responsibility

for planning and cooking meals aixi

for minor maintenance of their

residence." Approximately 40

students applied for the program last

year; 17 were accepted.

Chairman of the Housing
Conunittee Roger Prevot '80 called

this, year's experiment "very
successful." He predicted an

increasinK demand for the housing

altflmatlv*, ooUng that this year "the

people who did It said they loved it."

.

Prevot explained that although he

uttdcrstood the problems of enlarging

the -prognim, "someone's got to

Ku:rifice." C(H>p living is an ideal

sohition for WiUanu, he concluded,

as it keeps the college residential yet

gives students the experience of off

campus living.

Groups of up to seven students can

apply together to live in co-op houses.

Each group will be given a ranking on

the following basis: for each senior in

the group two points will be given, one

point for each junior, and the average

will be taken to determine ranking.

Groups will t>e chosen on the basis of

their ranking. Soptionwres ar* not

allowed to apply. Students liying in co-

op houses are off board, yet keep (heir

bouse affiUatfan.

Prevot emphasiwd that sU students

interssted In applying for either eo-ep

of off campus living must attend the

meeting at 8:30 of February aeth in

Jesup. Applications, which can be

obtained at the Office of Student

Housing at Buildings and Grounds*

will be due at the meeting.

Announcement-
Deadline for inter house transfers

March 2. Application available at

Office of Student Housing.

Smith-

Pasachoff seeks eclipse
A scientific expedition, led by

Professor Jay M. Pasachoff, left

yesterday for Brandon, Manitoba, to

observe Monday's total eclipse of the

sun. Iii Willlannstown, only a 65 per

cent partial eclipse will be visible.

The expedition, which includes four

Williams students, Judy Beck '81,

Rick Boyce '81, John Duffleld '80, and
Peter Miller '80, students from
UMass, Smith, and Amherst, and
additional technicians, hopes to

measure several prominent colors, or

lines, in the light from the corona. By
studying this light, called the coronal

spectrum, the group hopes to gain a
better understanding of the structure

<rf the corona, particularly its density

and temperature.

The eclipse, whictTwill cut across

the Northwestern U.S., mainly
through Oregon, Washington, and
Montana, before swinging into central

Canada, will last about three hours.

From WiUiamstown, the moon will

appear to start moving across the face

of the sun at about 11:00 in the

morning. The maximum partial
eclipse will be visible at about 12: 15,

as Williams is too far south to lie on

the path of the total eclipse.

At Brandon, 100 miles west of

Wipnepeg, the Williams group will

have just under three minutes of

totality to make all of the desired

observations. Until totality, the time
during which the sun's bright disc is

totally otseured, special filters wiii b§
required to protect the group's
cameras and other equipment from
the intense sunlight. At the moment
totality b^ins, the filters must be
quickly removed so that the

observations of the faint corona can
be made. Time is the critical factor.

PREPARE FOR:

MClMttTLMTeiUT
PGITaREOGATWrSir

NMBIJIJIIECFMBFLEMMfQE
NATL DENTAL BOARDS • NURSINO BoXrDS

fiMlMe Programs A Hours

Vl$HOuT Confr» A See Fot Yourfit
Why W» MakB The DHfnnee

Albany Center
1*3 Delaware Ave.

Delmar, N.Y.

(511) *$f-t\U

I
•H

COUCATWMAL CCNTEH LTD
TCST MCMNATION

SKCIALI8TS SmCC 193*

For Information About
. Other Cenlariln

Mijor U.S. CItle* t Abroad
Otitilde r«;V. State

CALL TOLL FREE: •00-223-1782

with only 170 seconds available to

gathei- as much data as possible, so
quick and careful action will be of the

utmost importance. To insure that all

go smoothly, the group will spend a
#eek in Brandon prior to the eclipse,

setting up their equipment and
practicing the steps that will have to

be executed during totality.

Professor Pasachoff regularly leaA
expeditions to view eclipses about the

world. At the last eclipse in October
1977, Pasachoff and several Williams
students were aboard cruise ships in

the Pacific Ocean specially chartered
to observe the events. In 1973,

Pasachoff took a group to the wilds of

Kenya to observe an eclipse with a
near maximum duration of totolity.

He plans to travel to Africa again for

next February's eclipse.

In WiUiamstown, special
arrangements are being made for

those who would like to get a look at

the partial eclipse. Dr. Ann Dinger
and Astronomy assistants will be in

the physics building between 11:00

and 1:00 demonstrating different
ways to observe the sun.

Continued from Page 1

"There is a duality of life, an
underneath to Russians," Smith said.

"Before coming to the Soviet jUnion, I

thought of them as atheists,

collectivists, robots, cold and stoic,"

Smith remembered. But that is only

part of the Russian character we see

on the surface."

In discussing religion, Smith said

"the fact that religion goes on this

long after the Revolution is

surprising. It is also rather surprising

to see young people involved in

religion," an institution frequently

attacked by the press. "Soviet life in

public is so dull, so spartan," Smith

commented, "peqple are attracted to

the icons, to the beauty and pageantry

of the churches."

"One thinks of the Russians as

programmed, precise, but they are

the greatest rule-breakers," Smith
said, "everything is sold under the

table." More than a black market.

Smith labels it a "counter-economy."

Housing rationing in Moscow was
cited as one area people get around
regulations. The only way a person

can obtain housing in Moscow is

throu^ family, a job (only if you
graduate at the top of the class) or

attending college.

After the presentation. Smith
responded to questions from the

audience. Smith said that he believes

Salt II will be signed, but that there is

less chance that the Senate will pass
it. "There is a real fear by Senators

who have traditionally supported the

President that Carter isn't tough
enough in representing the U.S. in

other countries."

Smith was particularly concerned

about the U.S. position in the tensions

rising over the CJiina-Vietnam

Curriculum changes-

border. "The U.S. is not making a

clear stond on the China-Vietnam
border," Smith said. "While we have
criticized the Vietnamese for their

invasion of Cambodia, Carter must

also criticize the Chinese forces there

so the Soviet Union doesn't feel the

U.S. is only criticizing pro-Soviet

forces."

"I think the Russians suffer from an

enormous inferiority complex to U.S.

technology and western culture,"

Smith added.

WAAC Protests
The Williams Anti-Apartheid

Coalition (WAAC) held a protest

meeting in Hopkins Hall last Monday
night After reading a statement to the

assembled Committee on Shareholder

Responsibility, the Coalition

members discussed with them how
their proposals might be
implemented.

TheWAAC expressed concern about

the Committee's low profile on
campus. "We are concerned that the

Committee has not lived up to its

responsibility to promote discussirai

of 9iareholder questions in the college

community," the statement read. "In

Uie initial committee, rep<H^ of last

spiin^i this was I&t'e^ as one of

several responsibilities of the

Advisory Committee on Shareholder

Responsibility (ACSR). We would
hope that toward this end, the

Conunittee would soon release a
public statement outlining its

activities and goals for the spring."

The WAAC requested that all future

meetings of the Committee be open to

the public. They .also asked that the

Committee advertise that their

information on coUege investment is

available to the college community.

Continued from Page 1

change. Am Civ's major requirement
will also include either "Womenhood
in Reform: 19th Century Experience"
(401) or "Frbmi Camelot to

Watergate: American Society in

Crisis" (403).

Dropping its requirement that

majors take certain courses from
historical periods, the English
Department also added three new
requirements : Middle Ages to the Age
of Enlightenment (301), the Age of

Enlightenment to Early Modern
Period (302) and a literary criticism

course. The department retained its

author and genre requiremenla and
will continue to require a minimum of

nine courses from its majors.

The Biology department announced
that Genetics (Biology 203) win
become a part of its major
.reqi^riBDient..... ..,„„^» *,....„>«;*-»„-:^-

If approved, «li majop chanfes
become effective with the Class of

1981.

Three departments restructured
their respective introductory
programs.

Three introductory seminars,
aimed at specific student interests

rather than an overview-reasoning
approach, will replace History 101.

Students will choose from "The Roots
of Anierica," "Europe In the
Crucible: Wars, Collapses, and
Revival, 1914 to Present," and "The
Expansion of Europe (Crusades to

Ckdonialism)" to satisfy the existing

History 101 requirement.

The Sociology department
revempeditsi&tFsductory program in

a similar topcal seminar format,

replacing Sociology 101 with seminars

"Alienation in Mass Society,"
"Society in the 21st Century," and
"The Social Impact of

Industrialization."

The Mathematics department
revised its calculus program,
eliminating Math 109 and llO, forming
a 107-106 sequential course, and
creating two new courses:
Introduction to Higher Mathematics
(202) and Multi-variable Calculus and
Linear Algebra (203).

FOR RENT

Summer & Fall of 1979

QUALITY FURNISHED APARTMENTS

WATER STREET LOCATION

Call B«l Kaufmann 4S8-4820

Aiidraa RtaHy Co.

Classified*
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Mark MTakti (tM) it In Hw imvcm* ff-p(nnta« hU Amiwrtt |||ninnr*« m tn-

tar«<tMi («Milnt«i<tsto4V) olHcrv^r loaka aii^ Mirfc aiw liMt Nto'lM from
WMttyan In tin Uttto TlirM tri-nM»t ImM at l»%0k\ last SaMnlnly, fcalt Fratt,

at 142, rapaalad Miat faat In hit walflht claat. Tha ratt af tha Himt didn^ fara a*
wall, M<>ly< and loat tha taam affort by cI«m margins ta MMi tKtalayan and
Amharst. Mast mambars nl tha taam laak forward to camiMIUifl In tita Naw
England championships to ba haM this Saturday, at Banardjilwy , Matt.

Mmi'v t^uotll t«oin

drops clos« motch
by jMk*4M Calloway

Tha strain of playing four matcbea
in six days tooiclta toll last W«lnpaday
aa the Bphman dropped a httrdrAwght
match to Trinity, 4-s. TVra days
aortier, the varsity had reaoundlngly
defeated Dartmouth 6-3. following

MKoettive matches with Anny and
Stoaybrooi(.

Winning for WilUanu were «aptain

Martin Goldl>erg at number 1, Peter
Thomsen at nunit>er 4, Wally Miller at

the 5 spot, and Koinon Miller at

number 7. In all four <A these

victories. Trinity won only one game
and that only !n the overset. In the

that

Eph rsQuetwomen have 2-1 weekend SSi^'SSr^L'^Xn'as
' ' ' all except one went five games and
Womm's tquash team left the snow

and cold of New England last weekend
and headed south in search of warmth
and wins. They got some of both, and

returned with a strong 3-1 record after

three matches in two days of

competition.

On Friday evening the women
rallied with the University of

Pennsylvania squad, on their own
home courts, and gained control of

allmost all matches as Williams won,
5-2. With barely enough time to catch

their breath, the Williams women re-

entered the courts and took on the

Franklin ft Marshall team. With a

little less trouble, Williams easily took

that match 7-0.

Saturday brought with it the only

disappointment of the wedcend, Jas the

Ephwomen lost to the No. 1 team in

the nation—Princeton—7-0.

few of the many crucial tiebreakers

fell to WiUiams. Mitchell Reisa, in his

first match since Jan. 27, put up a
hard fight in his four game loss. The
more rested JV squad avenged the

varsity as they won 5-4 over the

Trinity JV.

Two days proved to be eoeugh R&R
as the varsity dealt a stunning blow to

the Alumni on Saturday, destroying

them 8-2.

Runhen camp out and rttt up during 1f77 a4-iiour rtlay

.

244iour relay is approaching

Ephs are Little Ttiree swim chomps
The Ephswimmers clinched their

eighth straight Little Three
Swimming Championship at

Wesleyan last Saturday. Coach
Samuelson's natators let no one down
as they demolished the Cardinals 70-

41.

Wesleyan discovered early on that

they were in for a long day when tiie

opening medley relay of Dave
Amlicke, Jay Thoman, Jim Goff, and
Keith BerryhiU "blew doors," with

especially good legs by the last two
memt>er8.

With momentum ever increasing,

the duo of Gordon Cliff and Mark
Johnson dominated the 1000 by taking

first and second respectively.

Freihman Mike Regan and Senior

John Adams followed Oie act with an
easy 1-2 finish in the 200 free. Andy
Cole, though, turned in the moat
outstanding performance by slashiiig

seven full seconds off his previous

time recording of 2:03.7.

Six swimmers, including Cole,

shaved their bodies for this, their last

meet of the year. The other hairless

types were Steve Alpert, Ned

Chasteney, Steve Serardi, Jay
Hellmuth, and Jerry Treiman.
Benefiting either from a reduction

in water resistance, or an increase in

sensitivity, this group as a whole
swam extremely well. In addition to a
fine 200 free, Cole came back like a
gangbuster to turn in a quidc 55.0 in

the 100 free, a full three second

improvement over his l>est time,

Steve Seradi "went bananas" as 1^
sizzled to a :24.1 (third place) in the SO

free and blazed to a :52.2 in the 100.

Jay Hellmutli turned in a 2:53 in the

20O breaststroke, ripping seven
seconds off his previous t>est time.

Ned Chasteney also swam well as he

Went 1:08.0 in the breaststroke leg of

the second medley relay, and
returned to cop third in the 200

breaststroke. Middle distance
freestyler Jerry Treimian turned in

excellent times of 2:13.3 and 1:01.0

respectively in the 200 and 100 free;

Steve Alpert slashed 1.2 seconds off

his previous tiest iii ttte 50 free with a

:27.7, and equalled his best in (he 100

free.

Needless to say, after the

competition of the 200 free, the

conclusion of the meet becanie
academic. Willianu dominated the

200 I.M. as Don Cameron and Brian

McDermott sped to a 1-2 finish.

In the last event, the 400 freestyle

relay, the team of Jerry Treiman,
Andy Cole, Jay Hellmuth, and St^ve

Alpert finished second. The divers.

Bill Kelly and Greg Roux, though

unchallenged by Wesleyan,
performed well, securing 16 pointe for

the Ephs.

The Ephmen finished their dual

meet seasonTwith a 5-4 record, and
look forward to sending seven
swimmers and two divers to the New
England Championships March ItS at

Springfield College.

The eighth Annual Williams
Roadrunners 24-Hour Charity ReHay
has been scheduled for March 10-11.

Since its inception in 1970 the relay

has become an institutioo at Williams.

Athletic Director Bob Peck, who is in

charge of organizing the relay this

year, expects ten to fifteen teams and
more than 300 runners to take part in

this year's event. In addition a
number of musical groups will

provide entertainment durhig the

mght.

For those unfamiliar with the relay,

it involves teams made up of students,

faculty, and local residents. Each
team has ten or more runners yiho

tak^ turns running! a mile a|Nece for

the entire twenty-four hours. In
addition to these hard core types,

teams generally recruit less

athletically inclined individuals to run
guest miles. This gives everyone a
chance to share in the fun of running

arovnd Towne Fieldbouse in the

middle of the night.

Once a team formt, its members
generally stick together for yean.
Teams in the past have lieen

organized around frethman entries,

upper class houses, and tports teams
such as the crew and the ski teanu.

This year it looks as though the

Chemfaitry department may even
organize a team.

Probably the mott important aspect

of the relay ia that each year it raises

thousands of doUarp for local charities

like the ABC program and the

Williamstown Boys' Club., Last year
the money r^ved through pl^^ges

was down but this year, ,with theMp
of the Chaplain's office, organizers

expect to greatly increase the amount
of money received. As Coach Peck
puts it "this is one of the few chances

that Williams gets to really do
something for the community,"

n OCC

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:
Feb. 21 - Irving Trust, General
Electric, Arthur Anderson, Smith

: Kline. /^ - . ..- :-^--..-
-

Feb. ZJ - Bank of New York, Leo
Burnett, Smith Kline, UARCO
Feb. S - Morgan Guaranty, Abraham
& Strauss

Feb. 26 - Cargill

Feb. sa - U.S. Trust, National Bank of

North America, Connecticut Mutual

LATE ADDITIONS It) CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS:

Aetna Life Insurance - March 5

Cexec, Inc. (mgL consulting firm

near D.C.), March 12

INTERVIEW CUNIC-Monday, Feb.

26, 3^30 at OCC.

RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS, A
group of four community residences

for retarded adults, is looking to fill a

Family-Teacher position. Ideally,

they'd like a college grad with social

skills, lots of energy, and a desire to

help others. Check "Social Service"

tab of Direct Referral files.

VALLEY HEALTH PLAN, a

federally qualified health

maintenance organization is looking

to fill a field sales and service

position. Check "Social Service" tab

of Direct Referral files.

FEDERALGOVERNMENT JOBS for

Senion requirePACE exam. Register

by Feb. 2S for last diance to take teet.

RECENT GRADS: Burr and Burr, a

private, co-ed day school in

Manchester, Vt. 05254 is looking for a
social studies teacher. Some ability

may be needed in teaching non-

college-bound students. Apply to

Robert^ Kennedy, Headmaster, by

March 1.

ETHEL KENNEDY is looking for a

person to care for and be friend to

Kennedy children, live-in, 6 days a

week. See "Social Service" tab of

Direct Application files.

JUNIORS: Three Extemships in the

Extern Shadow Program are still

available; anyone interested please

contact OCC.

TIME INC. Of N.Y.€. te for the 3rd

straight year requesting three

nominations from Williams Juniors

for its 10 internships working on the

staff of either Time, Fortune, Sports

Illustrated, Money, people, or Life

magazines. All interested Juniors

should submit a resume, transcript, 2

letters of recommendation, and a 300

word statement of reasons why you

want to be a time Inc. Intern.

Federal Summer Intern Petitions

Both the Secretary of the Treasury

and the Department of Transportation

have asked for two nominauont each

for summer internships in Wash. If

you wish to be nominated (must be at

least a Sophomore) file a cover letter,

resume forms 171 and 226, and 2

recommendations at OCC by

Thursday, March 1 at 4 PM. For more

deUils Ulk to Jeff Wood.

20% - 40% OFF

SALE

SKI EQUIPMENT - OUTDOOR

SKIS Reg. SALE

' HAUfiEN WAXLESS |^(ML $40.00
• FISCHER EUROPA GLASS $75^0 $40.00

•FISCHER SKIN $95.00

• ROSSIGNOL AR JR. $49.00

•TRUCKER LT $95.00
• FISHER SC $180.00

$57.00

$34.00

$66.00

$90.00

20% Off Ait Other

Skis, Boots Poies, Bindings

30% Off ail Children's Skis

20% Off all Worl( Shirts and Knickers

20% Off all Gloves, Hats and Sweaters

20% Off Duo-fold Turtlenecks

30% Off Altra Kits

arcadiansho
Howm Dally 1«4, TIiihv. 'til 90$

WATIRSTKIIT 4St-)47t WIUIAMSTOWN
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win Little Thr«e
UySUaParcM
to it but t' do it. The

'm ^.oUege basketball team won

i.tttle Three championship

1^1^ on Saturday by rolUng over

.inlMnt 71-«2. The win raised the

^aia't UtUe Thr«e record to »4, and

^•"«i)^ll record to 12-6.

Both the delirious Williams fans and

both of Amherst's fans saw their

Woni#n b-ball«rf

annihilot* Amh«rit
by Timothy Clark

Coach Sue Hamblin's women b-

ballera completely out-classed the

L^dy Jeffs from Amherst for the

second time this season as they posted

a 62-34 victory last Saturday night.

The Amherst women, though taller,

were no match for the well-coached

Williams squad. The Ephwomen were

far superior in every aspect of the

game from passing to boxing out on

rebounds to playing defense.

The destruction began early with

Williams jumping out to commanding

leads of up to 27 points in the first half.

The Ephwomen seemed on their way

to hitting the 100 pt. mark. Their play

was so overwhelmingly superior that

many of the spectators who filled the

gym left at half time with the score 42-

17.

The devastating Ephwomen cruised

to victory in the second half as Coach

Hamblin tried out a new 1-3-1 defense

and some different combinations of

players. The scoring attack of

WiUiams'was balanced and indicated

their unselfish team play. Senior co-

captain Leslie "Flash" Milne, who
always seems to shine in Little Three

competition, led with 15 points. Terry

Dancewicz, Laurene Von Klan and

Ann Dancewicz dominated the boards

and accumulated 14, 12, and 10 points

respectively. Cathy Holshouer scored

10 points for Amherst.

Williams now stands an incredible

11-3 overall with a perfect 3-0 league

record. The Ephwomen play

.ji'Wesleyan at home this Saturday. A
'

victory will give them the Little Three

title and tune them up for the NIAC
tournament.

teams play relatively conservative

games. Both teams' ityies were

deliborate: no secret plays, or

presses. The Ephs ran a hustling 3-2

»ne defense, and a straightforward

offense agaimt Amherst's sticky man
to man defense. The difference

between the two teams ' was
performance off the boards. Williams

opened an early lead 13-7, scoring 8 of

their 13 points after offensive

rebounds. And this was an omen of

things to come as the Ephs reoeetedly

got second and third shots at urn hoop

during the game.

The Man in the middle for Williams

was senior Matt Spangler (20 points,

10 rebounds). From the start of the

game it was clear that he, fellow

senior Jeff Brinker, and junior Bill

Lohrer, had claimed ownership of the

boards and surrounding territory, and

were not about to tolerate trespassers.

But while the front court men did a

fine job, it was clearly a team victory

for Williams, as the Ephs showed off

their patented offensive attack in

which every player is a definite

scoring threat. Both Andy Straka and

Dean Ahlberg hit for 12 points, while

senior co-captain Gerry Kelly and

forward Jeff Brinker chipped in 8

apiece, and Bill Lohrer added another

7.

Twelve minutes into the game
Williams led by 10, and Amherst was
able to mount no serious threat until

midway through the second half when

they cut the Eph's lead to 5, 47-42. But

the pressure was short lived as

Spangler, Kelly, and Ahlberg

countered with three unanswered

hopps to jack the lead back to 11, and

the Ephs never looked back, winning

by a final score of 71-62.

For co<aptains Gerry Kelly and

Matt Spaiigler, it was an especially

sweet win: their first Little Three

championship in four years of Varsity

play. Said an emotional Spangler

after the game, "Yeeeuuooo!!"

The Ephs, now having won ten of

their last twelve outings, have
matured into a powerful, well

balanced team. They crushed heavily

favored W.P.I, last TuesdaV.night 87-

74, in another impressive sliowirig of

solid team play.

Jeff Brinker
down net efter

victorious game
•((ainst Amherst.

(Photo by Sullivan)

Women's hockey victorious
The Williams Women's hockey team turned its season

around dram«tiGally last week with two victories over

teams that had already tied or beaten them earlier in the

year.

Middlebury came to Williams last Saturday, looking to

repeat an earlier 7-2 (it wasn't that close) drubbing of the

Ephwomen, and spoil our carnival on our home ice. The

Middlebury coaches were smug; the players relaxed and

laughing. They had no idea of what was to happen in the

next two hours.

Wl^t happened was that Williams beat the Pantherettes

in sudden<ieath overtime, by a score of 3-2. This was the

first time Williams had ever defeated Middlebury in

women's hockey, and the game was as tense and exciting

as the score would indicate—as the crowd of perhaps 225

would attest.

Both teams appeared nervous in the first period,

{riaying conservatively, if not overcautiously. Finally,

however, Middlebury broke the ice and went on top, 1-0. In

the second period, the Panthers scored again. When
Kathy Kraft was called for tripping at 14: 13, things really

looked bad for Williams. But Sarah Behrer scored a short-

handed goal on a breakaway secontb later, and the score

stood 2-1.

All hell seemed to break loose in the third period, as

both teams rushed the puck and had numerous scoring

chances. Time was running out, but Julia Weyerhauser

scored on a mix-up in front of the Middlebury goal, and the

period ended, 2-2.
,

The overtime was classic. Middlebury had a breakaway

off the opening face^f, but Williams goalie Lisa Halperin

made the save of the day, and the Panthers were th-

warted. Only 12 seconds later Weyerhauser again scored

for Williams, sealing the win.

In N«w England*' . . .

Women swimmers place 6th
There was talk of iMaidsbaving and tatioocs, but the 18-

wonuin WilUams coattogenl needed nslther to shock a

flew of 500 swimmers by finishing sixth In overall team
^icorlng at the New England Champiooshipe in Springfield

last weekend.
UMaine overpowered the 31-team competition with 67S

points. Springfield, Southern Connecticut, UNH and
Boston University all followed in order, fewer than 100

points ahead of Willlama. The Ephwrarnen scored 36S

iiointa, more than twice their total last year, and beat

perennially strong squads from UConn, Central Conn,

WPI, Boston College and URI. '

The key to the Ephsw' women's success was their five

top-six place relays, four of which smashed existing

college records by wide margins. Tliursday night the 800

freestyle relay team of Nina Murphy, Laurie Vuylst^e,

C:atberine Hartley and Karon Walker chopp(9d 23 seconds

off last year's 8 : 38.7 standard with an amazing 8 : 15.7 third

place finish. Friday's two fourth place relays, the 400

medley and the 200 freestyle, also clipped seconds off

Williams marks. Linda Reed, Vuylstdce, Hartley end
Murphy swam a 4:16.3 400 and Joanna Monroe, Barb
Good, Murphy and Walker brought the freestyle relay

down to 1:44,0.

Saturday's 200 medley relay of Reed, Vuylsteke, Walker
and Murphy took a fifth before the sixth place 400 free

relay shaved five seconds off the previous ccdlege mark.
The teani (rf Walker, Hartley, Murphy and Good swam
home in a college mark 3:48.5.

CoH:aptain of the team Karon Walker became the New
England champion in the 100 butterfly as she took more
than a second off herown college record in that event with

a 1:00.0. A youthful freshman from UConn capitalized on

Walker's aging joints, in the sprints, however, just

touching her out by .09 seconds in the 50 free and finger-

nailing her out by .004 seconds in the SO butterfly. Walker's

two second place times, 25.13 in the free and 26.97 in the

fly, were both new college records.

Freshman Catherine Hartley swam an outstanding 200

butterfly race, cutting three seconds off her own college

inark in that event as she finished second in 2:16.5.

Hartley also took two fifths in the 50 and 100 butterfly. Her
times in all three events and her 9th place 2:20.4 200 in-

dividual medley qualified her for the nationals in Reno
next month.

Another frosh, Lai|rie Vuylsteke, qualified for the

nationals in two events and set her own share of collie

records. Vuylsteke took an eighth in the 100 breaststroke

with a 1:12.31, a college mark, a seventh in the 100 I.M.

wi^a 1:04.24, and a sixth in her record-breaking 2:36.8

200 breaststroke. Barb Good, the college's only entry in

the 400 1.M., (in which she took 14th), fmished seventh in

the 200 breast with her own personal best time of 2:38.3.

Soph Linda Reed picked up fifth place points with her

record 2:22.4 200 backstroke. She also ida<»d in the SO and
100 yard events of that strc^e.

Tony^^lansky: a tribute to the mentor of Mndreris of athletes

Pete Farwell '73 was Coach
Plansky's asst. coach for cross-

country last fall. An accomplished

marathoner, himself, Farwell

captained his College corss-country

team. He ran both track and cross-

country his four years here.

by Pete Farwell '73

Tony Plansky, beloved mentor of

hundreds of Williams athletes over
the years, passed away February 10

at the age of 78. Coach Plansky came
to Williams in 1931 as assistant to Doc
Seeley, becoming head track and
cross country coach in 1936. Since that

time Tony has been a well-known
fixture on campus, and his teams
were just as well known in New
England.

During Coach's career his track

squads won nine Little Three titles

before he 'retired' in 1966, but he

continued to coach cross country

through this past fall. Remarkably his

success improved with age: since 1970

WilUams has a record of 87-19-1

including undefeated seasons in '70,

'75, and '77, finishing 3rd in the

Eastern Intercollegiates each year.

Most important to Coach were the

unprecedented nine straight Little

Three titles, bringing Ms total to 19.

We on his squads knew all this, but it

was only by rumor that we learned of

Tony's unparalleled athletic prowess

during his youth, for he chose to relate

anecdotes about the runners he had
coached rather than his own feats. But

for the record, Coach Plansky was
called "the greatest college athlete of

all time" by footl>all coaching greats

Lou Little and Benny Friedman, as

well as being named South Boston's

Great^t Athlete and being voted to

membership in the Helms Track and
Field Hall of Fame in 1967.

Tony was a standout in every sport

at Georgetown University, gaining

early fame in the decathlon event, in

which he won the national and Penn
Relays titles three times each from
1924-28. In 1928 a mix-up kept him
from a berth on the Olympic track

team.

After three years as fullback at

Georgetown Tony joined the New
York Giants pro football club, leading

the NFL in >scoring in 1^ when he

was all-pro along with Red Grange.

His feats during that season included

scoring all the points ina 21-0 win over

Green Bay, kicking a 60 yard field

goal, and drop-kicking a 35 yard field

goal with three seconds left to beat the

Chicago Bears 22-21.

When injuries cut short his football

career Plansky played semi-pro

baseball despite no collegiate

, experience. His first year he hit a

league le&ding .376 at Scranton, then

played with Buffalo of' the

international League with a brief stint

on the Philadelphia National League
club. He continued to play the

summer Cape Cod League until 1939,

being the oldest and most popular

player.

In addition, Tony was one of the

campus's best at tennis and golf. He
continued to shoot near par on the

Taconic Golf Cou»e into his 70'8. And
a season or two of boxing
demonstrated his strength and agility

in the ring as well; a footb&ll

teammate claimed plansky could

have been heavyweight Champ, it only

he were meaner! ^
But for those of us who had the good

fortune to train under Coach Plansky,

and myself who had the additional

privilege of assisting him in coaching

during his last season, Tony was a

giant among men for other reasons.

'Coach' was the epitome (tf what we at

Williams want a coach to be. He
accepted victory and defeat with

identical equanimity. Once our team's

eleven meet win streak was in

jeopardy, and when I exultantly

informed him of the 27-28 win he

offhandedly remariced, "Oh, I thought

we'd lost." We knew that inside he

cared, and it was this care that always

took a personal form. Everyone was

welcomed on his teams and received

equal attention. Many was the day

that Coach would wait in the stands

for the last lab student to arrive for a

workout at 5:30. Everything was

flexible, geared to what the individual

wanted to get from sport and from

academics, or just from the

camaraderie of the team and its

coach. 'Senator', 'Knuckles', and

'Young America', we all had a

nickname, made mote special by

Coach's South Boston accent. Once

adapted to his loose training system

(which at first baffled Ugh school

hotshots) we Ihrived. Just as we
delighted in his humor, story-telling,

and perpetual admonishments fat us

to "keep the peckin' order" in races.

His driving was no less renowned; it

occaslbnaOy left us with heart in

throat, though laughing afterwards. A
nervous freshman would be told to 'go

down to the snack bar for a couple

hotdogs' to ciire queasiness, or a

mysteriously poor performance would

be explained by "Oh, he's in love."

The inner en«^ of Coach Plansky

always charged the air. Even as he

lay stoic in. death I half-expected him

to glance over, wink, and ask, "Hew
are ya, ya liar

!

" followed by, "How do

you feel-confident?" And I do, for I

hope to ahvays Uve by the qualities

that Tony ingrained in us, by osmosis

as it were. Competition is important to

challenge oneself, for growth, and to

vitalize every aspect of existence, but

just as crucial are academics,

socializing, and living as a genuine

person. For life is a sport, and in it,

while excellence is giwd, a certain

goodness is indeed excellent. Coach

Plansky will always be at the

forefront of any such 'peckin' order',

particularly in our hearts.

Both ths Men's and Wrnnen's ski

teams came up wHtt one el their Knett
peHormances of the Carnival season

at Km races held last nMshend at

eriin Mountain. Prtshman Trida
Hellman vran both Nm Olant tiatom

•ndlllMI slalom by cenvkKlng margins
In Isatfino the women to a third place

flnML Mtind MM^Iabury and UVM.
Tha men, wllh Iraahman ptiMom
Stevs "Cracker" Oraham at the tore

with a second place finlilt in the Olant

Slalom, came in loiirtti out of ten

IMmS. Alea oantrlbaffnfl fMtly te

the Ephmea's elfert was cross-

country captain JeM Mafloen, wtto

p«acatf a fine third iMMnd tws Mid-

dlehery machines. ( Photos t>y Oast

)



The infldted grade: subtle but pervotive effects
t*.'f notai Tbta to Hw Hnt of • tm-
part ««ri«» on fr«cl« inftothM.

byPetarRiiitoto

Pfofcssor WlHito D«WUt, learning

that the RMord wi8he<l to interview
him (or an article oo grade inflation

began by remarking, "Just the other
day we (the Uoiogy feculty) were
laughing at some old grade sheets."
He subsequently (iroduced one of

thete grade sheets, which was
undated, but which he placed at
roughly 1970. Labelled "Biology 302

Gif^," because, DeWitt says, "I
thought I wfts being generous," it

Ust^ three grades in tbs "A range,
eleven in the B range ( including six B-
's) and four in the C range. Average:
B-.

"I don't give those kinds of grades
now," 8«yB DeWitt, and neither, it

seems, <to very many other
professors. In the past ten years, the

average College GPA has risen
almost U per cent, nutchiDg a
ttational trend of similar proportions.

A survey of 135 colleges conducted in

me found that between 1965 to 1975,

these insti^tions hpd experienced

grade inflation of well over 12 per

cent.

But higher grades is only one side o(

the gradie inflation problem. The
otl)er, and in some ways more
troubling side is that grades are

chistering tightly around a new high

median. Dean O'Connor, in an article

appearioft two Weeks ago in the

lUcord and for which he is seeking a

national publisher, indicated that

approximately 85 per cent of all

grades are now "bunched closely" in

the narrow range around the median.
The problems engendpfwl by grade

inflation are manifold, and in many

cases otivious. For one thing, they

nuke grades a dubious measure of

achievement. "Grade inflation

dMapMiB theacademic product,' ' said

O'Cohnei^ in his Srticl*. "Oaa.jBight.

think that the greater number of

students receiving top gradct mMos
greater pubUc recognitioo of atudents'

academic achievement. But the

reverse is true. Hie effect is, to

triyialixe the achievements of all

students, wbatevac.UutiE^MtiwJ;

accomplishments."

Other effects, however, may be

more subtle. Associate Provost and
political science professor David
Bootti, for exaBvlft, i* worried ttMt

grading disparities between
departments caused by different

levels «f inflation may be having

unintended effects on student course

choices.

"Ican't document this," said Booths

"but roost gf the studests I've talked

to indicate that Jhay are discourage
by low grades from taking further

course* in a subject. It talus f h)t of

character for a student ta cofiinue

workiBg ia a departnieat IkaL he or

she is getting poor grsdaa in."

Data from the registrar appear to

bear out this conteatian. Average
class GPA's invariably rise from
fMsbmon. to senior ye^ with a usual

difference between the two classes of

^^^^Contlmjedor^aaeT^^^
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CC takes tighter grip on SAT fund^
3ie ifOJIieire Council voted

nesday lii^ to place ,a statement
in ttie studoit handlxiok speci^ng
that "only'tljie Council m^y authorize

contracts that obligate S.A.Ti funds."

Th« statement allow8> Council to

specifically authorize in^viduals to

sign contracts, while holding those

without this delegated authority
personally responsible for sucih
contracts.

The Council's action came as a

response to the All College
Entertainment Committee's '

(A.C.E.C.) recent contracting of the

band AlbatrSss without the Council's

approval. Treasurer John SimpsOn
explained that the handbook

statement is designed to "make
peoplewho commit SAT funds without

College Council at^roval personally

responsible for tl^eir actions."

President of the ACEC John
Svoboda admitted that "any
malfeasance can be attributed to me,
although I have a hard time
understanding why it is a
tr&nsgression." Svoboda explained

that be had assumed that the money
allocated to the ACEC could be spent

without Council's approval. "It's our

mohey, our loss," Svoboda reasoned.

Mahy of the Council's mentbers
disagreed with Svoboda on this point.

Secretary Mike Lissack pointed out

that "at no point in time until the

Geismar inches in
By a margin of just 20 votes. Both

Geismar '80 defeated Byron Walker
'80 in last week's run-off election for

the Coflege Council p^idency.

AiipiroKlmately se per cent of the

student body voted, with a final count

of 546-526 in Geismar's favor. This

compares with a 56 per cent turnout in

the original election, in which
Geismar ou^lled Walker 386-322.

In run-off elections for the

ConuTiittee op Educational Policy,

Carrie Browii '80 was named Division

I representative, while John Duffield

'.80 will re|«resent Division^III. The
Division II position will be filled by

Paul Goren '80, pending College

Council approval.

According to Chris Jenkins,
chairman of the Elections Committee,
Goren did not receive 50 per cent of

the student vote, which is required for

an election to be valid. Jenkins
explained that. this was due to ttie

closeness of the original race, which
necessitated three candidates
participating in' the run-Off election.

In other elections, Ann Oberender
was chosen to represent the Class of

1980 on the Committee on
Undergraduate Life, while Denise
Harvey will represent the Class of

1981. Elected to the Honor and
Discipline Committee was David
Sorkin '»!.

check iilctually written is thftrooqey
no longer ourS < the Councils)."

President Bronson Fargo a^o
reminded Svoboda that this hod all

been made "very clear*' to him when
the^.C.E.C; can^e before the Co^i^,^
lasi faH^ request funding. As Jtihn '

Simpson put it, "I don't see how they '

possibly could have misunderstood."

The Council finally decided to'

disband the A.C.E.C. this spring and
replace it with a new organization, the

Ck^cert Board. This bteird will be a

part of a larger organisiation, the

Student Activities Board, which will

meet weekly to coordinate campus
entertainment and social events. The
Concert Board will be responsible for

the production of two major concerts

and a variety .of other campus events

during the school year.

The proposal for the Student
Activities Board stilted its goal as

"the creation of lines of

communication between the

committees, organizations, and
residential. houseaJhat sponBor 'all-

'

college activities so that there is

something happening every weekend,
and there aren't an abundance of

competing activities on a certain:^

weekend." •

In other action, the Council granted

$330 to the Asian Cultural Society, "fhe

Council also made public the results of

the all-college election voter turnout.

The results w«re: Glass of 1962, 62.88

per cent. Class of 1981, 56.00 per cent.

Class of 1960, 55.60 per cent, and Class

of 1S79, 41.88' per cent.

Constructtofl iswell under way tilr A hwiia Mrlltf aliHriy mi l^iardi MrM. Th*

protect, supiwrtad by The Elllianistown EMarly Howtltfg Cooparatlbn. will

house sixty of th« town's •Marly rasldants. The six acres of land «« ttMfili tha

ham* is being built was foriharly awnad by the collega. but was loM tor tha

proiact. The home will open in Novambsr. (photo by Roe*)

College mourns YoYo
by Ann FloCken

Twelve and a half years ago, a very

special dog adopted Williamsto>yn;

his name was Yo-Yo. Early last wedc,
Yo-Yo died peacefully in his sleep in

the home of his current "owners," tlie

Scherr family of South Street.

Charles Tucker '67, Yo-Yo's original

"owner," admits that no one could

ever rightly claim to own Yo-Yo, for

he was a free spirit. When Charles

graduated, the Scherrs began to

supply Yo-Yo's necessities and to

rescue him from his brushes with the

law, but Mrs. Scherr emphasizes that

Adviser applications drop sharply
byEricSchmitt

Despite a sharp decline in junior

adviser applications this ytor, Junior

Adviser Selection Committee
chaimian fironson Fargo '79 said

students stiir perceive the junior

adviser ak a prestigious position.

Only 100 sophomores appUMi for the

SI JA positions, a 41 per cent drop
from last year's 170 applications.

Fat^o attributed the decline in part

to a Committee On Undergraduate

Living (CUL) study conducted last

year. "Last sprfaig,"f^r|;o said, "the

CUL discussed the JA system, and

just the fa<^ that it looked at the JA
system in respect to its role model,

tarnished the JA image slightly.

Initijde the Record. .

.

OutlMk axamlnas Co^p housh^v
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laaMM taka Uftfe tkraa tHIaa . .
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Nothing bad was said but students

considering either spending their

junior year abroad or becoming a JA
Wef«>p/en tiijat little Qctra to think

about."

The JA selection process is a
complicated set of procedures,
shrouded with secrecy. A candidate

must submit three applications; a
personal essay, describing why she-he

would make a good JA, a supporting

essay from the applicant's former JA
(or another JA who knows the

applicant well), and a peer
recommendatioa
Each applicant's package then

proceeds through tliree rounds of

committee deliberation. In the first

round all three essays are read aloud

to the committee. The candidate is

discussed.and members vote to hold

(aj^rove), reject or abstain.

Regardless of the first, round vote,

evcty candidate is brought back for

the second round. The first round's

function of familiarizing the

committee with all the candidates

leads to the second round's discussion

in which each committee member
summarizes four candidates. After

discussion, every member must vote

either hold or reject; there are no

abstentions on the second vote.

To qualify for the final round a
candidate must have received a two^

thirda hold vote from the^ittfflhfttee In

the second vote. At its final meeting

this year, the committee will select by
baUot vote 23 female and 28 male

JA's.

The entire process lasts roughly

four weeks, from the middle Of

February to just before Spring Break,

when the setectiom are-aBnouiieed. ^

Twenty eight people comprise this

year's selection committee. The
members include juhior advisers

from last year, at- large

representatives picked by the College

Council's election committee, and
current junior advisers. YoYo

it was Yo-Yo who adopted her family.

Yo-Yo has been a compulsive eater

since his ea''ly days at the Garfield

fraternity house. Tucker recalls that

while the other frat dogs ate in the

kitchen, Yo-Yo preferred the choicer

pickings available in the dining room.

Never one to refuse a hatid-^t, Yo-

Yo's recent haunt was the college

shack bar, where he had title to one of

the benches.

Witnesses claim to have seen Yo-Yo
eat lip to twelve hot-dogs at one

sitting. His appreciation for good food

has forever endeared him to the snack
bar ladies. Mrs. Scherr explains that

Yo-Yo was troubled the post year by
an arthritic comfttioa .which oftea

forced her to cbme carry him home
after one of his rounds of

overindulgence.

Like the well-rounded student, Yo-

Yo did not live for food alone. In his

more active days, he frequently sat in

oaclasses—some of his favorites were
environmental economics, astronomy

observing labs, and all of Mr. Fuqua's
classics courses. Yo^Yo was never a

"grind," however, and will always be

remembered by sports fans. He was a
Contlnua4on Page 7

Administrators to examine Park compJaints
by Randy Wang

President John Chandler vowed to

"take seriously" proposals for
renovation presented by Mission Park
residents at a meeting last Sunday
night. Energy czar John Holden of

Buildings and Grounds also promised
to examine specific complaints
regarding heating and lighting.

The second in as many weeks, the

meeting arosefrom "growing dismay
with vandaliam", said Scott Blab-,

preaidem of Armstrong House. He
explained that the struggle to solve

that prol>lem revealed the need to

change the physical appearsnca of the

buiUIng and so "improve attitudes."

He suggested first converting Mills

Hooae (overflow) into a residential

house. Although it would contain

fewer reaiderils than other Park

houses, Blair felt that the benefite

would outwei^ the disadvantages.

Vandalism stems troni' the

alienation of the Mills residents from

Uieir soucial houses, explained Dave
Hansen, president of Dennet House.

There is no peer preasure to take

responsibility for the building's

maintenance because there is no

sense of cohesion, he said.

The conversion wotdd require the

creation of an adcfitional commons or

social area. Qeorge Wilbanks
presented a set of architectural

drawings done by various studenlaaa

tentative plans. These included

converting the lobby into a lounge,

sideroems along the main hall into

student ofnces, a shack bar, and

Manges, and adding partial carpeting

and accousHcal ceiling panels to

dampen the noise.

Residents also want to refurbish the

Arrostroog Rec and gaate rooma faito

areas suitable for a wider range of

activities such as cocktail parties and

studying.

Director ofStudent Housing Charles

Jankey and Holden heard suggestions

for conserving energy, particularly in

the dining main halls. Holden agreed

to tour Uie dormitory with ttie three

house managers to deal with sfiedfic

complaints.

Jankey praised the sbidenip for

demonstrating "the first real

expression of concern in saverat

years" witti Mission Pari(. ChaotDer

concurred, noting that students

accepted and eventually liked

GreykKk, which initially raeeivad

much criticism. He agreed that

troubica with Missioo Parte are "more

durable, physical problems."

Bath Dean Danid O'Conncr and

Aasc. Dean Cris Rooaenraad also

attended the meeting to hear the

residaBtB' propoaals.
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China

in Vietnam

Nobody to where he belong! in Southeast

Asia. Vietnamese troops are in Kampudwa
(Cambodia), Chinese soUUen are in Vietnam
and Soviet (wcea are being massed
menacfngiy alQOg the Sin&Soviet border. The
atalK«irehigbin tUs depkxrable incidence of

chain-like aggression. The entire region

borders on a full-scale conflagration which, if

consummated, coidd engender U.S. military

involvement.

Before I present my own evahiation of ttie

situati(», I feel it only fair to issue a warning.

Virtually all of my information comes from

The New York Times. While this publication

is one of the world's most respected, there is

ample reason to doubt the accuracy of its

reports. Perhaps it is mere fate that each and

every time the Times reports on something

about wUch I am personally knowledgeable

wedlsagree. I Invest little credence in notions

odBte.

On page A-10 of Monday, February lath's

newspaper there was a photo depicting anti-

war dononstrations in Stockholm. Those

pictured were carrying a poster which read,

"Kina Ut Ar Vietnam." The Times had this

translated as, "China threatens world

peace." Aqyone with even a rudimentary

knowledge of Swedish can recognize this as a

Uatant mtorepresentation of the facts. The

protester's sign actually means, "China out of

Vietnam." There is a substantial difference

.between the real situation and the one

reported by the Times, both in tone and

impac'

It seems unlikely that this was an ^'honest"

mistake. Even a reader completely

unfamiliar with Swedish could see the word

Vietnam. Any translation would, logically,

contain that word. My conclusion, one which

comes hard after an education stressing the

freedom and truthfulness of the American

ipress, is that the Times' misrepresentation

was deliberate. The false translation

irbvokes more fear and consternation than

does ttie real ntessage. On the brink of

another world war! This conjures images of

American soldiers back in Asia, of nuclear

weapons held at the ready. A whole plethora

of evils lies around the comer t>ecuase of the

Chinese. The reasons for this lie are simple:

ttw TlMaa MT HBMtoo^ ttMrv-dealred to

mantputote the public opinkm Into an aoti-

Chinese stance and saw thto as an affleacloua

w«y of doing so. Perhaps the Pantafsn (fiear

means more military bucks) "wgtMted"
that thia (ktsahood be dlaaemimted.

Whatever its cauaea, the effects of thto

reallxatloo are plain. We must all recogniie

that the <'i«ality" imparted to us to not

accurate, impartial, oreven necessarily true.

Our mediated reality nuist be seen as an

agreed upon and accepted collective fantasy.

Since we have no other information upon

wUch to base our Judgments, we must rest

content with the wonderful semi-flctions

provided for us by the news media.

China's dedsion to invade Vietnam waf
precipitated by Vietnam's expanslontot drive

into Cambodia. In the pest two years,

Vietnam has shown a desire to become a
regional power, dominating its neightxn

Cambbdia and Laos. The Khmer Rouge, in

-^pursuit of its own brand of radical

toolationism, resisted all attempts at

overlordtom.

The Vietnamese invasion, which may have

been "suggested" by Soviet advisers,

alarmed China. Vietnam had been stepping

up its persecution of ethnic CUnese livii^ in

northern Vietnam. The Chinese forecasted

the development of a hostile group of nations

along its southern flank. Peking's fears

echoed the dying words of Otto von

Btomarck: encirclement. China to in the

position of being surrounded by nations

flriendly toWards its most hated enemy, the

U.S.S.R.

The Chinese dectoion to invade Vietnam

was designed primarily to alleviate the

pressure on Cambodia, where a large scale

guerilla war is being fought, and to impress

upon the Vietnamese the evils of imperialisni.

The timing of the invasion, coming as it does,

on the heels of Teng's United States visit,

tends further to alienate the Russians.

Moscow fears of a Sino-American anti-Soviet

alliance cannot help but be exacerbated by

the recent tiu-n of events.

All parties involved, and probably many
who are not, are scared. Russia will most
likely ii(yade China, as a show of its own
might. ..CUna, it now seems, will remain in

Vietnam until it can inflict enough damage to

dissuade, or at least postpone, Vietnam's

imperialtot policies. Meanwhile, the United

States to being forced to walk a tightrope. It

must be careful not to alienate aqy of the

parties involved. Advocacy of restraint and
disengagement coming from a position of

neutrality seems to be the logical policy.

It to inipossible to say what will develop in

Southeast Asia. The roots of the present

conflict can, however, be traced to Soviet

hegemontom—witness the control it exerts in

Hanoi—and Vietnamese expansiontom. The

Chinese reacted out of fear, eitlier justified or

imagined. Oidy if these forces can be checked

can stability be returned to the region.
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Viewpoint
CC and the ACEC

byChuckHirsch'M
• i ' ; I'll bet many of you, upon reading thto

week's issue of The Record, are puzzled. Last

week you read that the College Council cut off

all funds to the All College Entertainment

Committee (ACEC) for' signing a Winter

Carnival band without following the Council's

strict guidelines for contracting groups and

spending Student Activity Tax (SAT) money.

In that same issue, the Record's editors

called for the immediate removal of the Co-

chairmen of the ACEC for "deUberate

mismanagement" of these SAT monies. Thto

week you read that the ACEC was allocated

an extra $12,500 by the CC for another concert

thto spring to be organized again by thto

group's controversial co-chairmen. WHAT'S
GOING ON??? 0,

First some background. Our HAT money,
over SlOO.OOO's worth, to distributed by the

College Council at the beginning of each

seheol year. Student groups and individuate

are eligible for funding, contingent upon
certain procedures they must agree to follow

in their budgeting and spending practices.

The Finance Committee of the College

Council has gone to great lengths this year to

devise a system t>y which it can oversee the

way all SAT money is spent. A complex
"voucher" system coupled ^ith the

assignment of Fin Comm "monitors" to all

student groups form the basis for this-

complicated checking procedure.

This year, ACEC was allocated $11,800 by
the Council, over 10 per cent of the total SAT.
When that much money to being handled, the

leaders of the group must accept certain

responsibilities. At the start (rf each school

year, student group leaders are made
painstakingly aware of the aforementioned
FinCom procedures. On top of this, the CC
Executive Committee (President, Vice
President, Secretary and Treasurer) this

year met with one of the Chairmen of the

ACEC and made sure that these procedures
were crystal clear—or so they thought
Almost three weeks ago, however, ACEC

contracted the band Albatross for Winter
Carnival weekend without consulting any
member, of the FinCom or the College

Councilrj^e Council was informed of this at

our Feb. 14th meeting and at that time voted
13-3 to cut off all future funds to ACEC
pending dtocussion with the ACEC Chairmen
at the Feb. 21st meeting of the Council.

At the Feb. 21st meeting the Counpil wanted
to find out the reasons behind such gross
negligence of student money. ACEC simply
stated that they had been operating under a
"mtointerpretation" of the funding rules.

Thty ware under the impression, suddenly,
aiat oooe the money had been altocated, it

«M THEIR money todo with as titqr pleued.
As long as they did not overextend themselvai
Deyond their$n,aoo total, ACBC believed that

they could do whatever ttiey wanted to do. As
AMMtraaa was within their budget, why
sbouU they be heM reaponaible to the

CouncU?

The answer to this was simple. Tha money
waa NEVER theirs to spend as thqr wiahed.
Tbey are a committee of the OC using SAT
monqr, and have no right tospend that money

y

without first consulting the College Council or

the Finance Committee of the Council

Before ACEC had spoken that night, the

Council had passed a proposal to create a
Student Activities Board which would co-

ordinate campus events such as lectures,

parties, concerto, etc. The new SAB called for

the replacement of the [Mvsent ACEC
structure with a college Concert Board.
No m<^ problems then, right? Wrong.
The word,"gaU" doesn't seem quite harsh

enough. The Chairmen of ACEC then had the

utter AUDACITY to stand before the council,

after giving what seemed to be a perfectly

unacceptable excuse for mtomanaging hinds,

and request $12,500 for a spring concert. In

light of the dissolution of ACEC, the chairmen
themselves were kind enough to volunteer

their organizational services for thto concert.

WHAT? ACEC only had $4,000 in ite own
budget. CC's Buffer Fund could not cover a
tremendous loss on thto concert.

We were assured however, by the Co-

Chairmen that they had a lead on a "hot"

(that means sell-out capacity, e.g. Southside

Johnny) band which had sold "millions" <d

albums.
At that point the meeting became

ridiculous. ACEC, a committee of the council

was before the council requesting more than

ACEC and the council could afford together-

and they refused to tell us the name of the

band for which we were to take such a risk.

Council members were now trying to find

out more of the details of the concert. It would

be held in the Hockey rink and 2,000 people

would be expected. The Chairmen expect

close to 70 per cent of our own campus to turn

out for this event We voted that the Chairmen

should tell us the name of the band so we
could accurately judge the financial

feasibility of thto concert, and they stUI

refused.

After reading all of thto, you're probably all

amazed that we did indeed vote to give the

money to the Co-Chairmen. Why?-The answer

stems from the fact that we are a

representative body. The majority of the

College Council seemed to put monetary

indtocretions aside to consider the real

possibilities of a good Spring concert. As one

member put it, "I feel like I should vote

against this because what the two chairmen

did was wrong, but I went to my house and

they really wanted a concert. I've got t^ vote

yes."

I voted against the concert and certainly

hope the council will wise up in the (bture.

Granted, we are "out in the Sticks", but we

must realize that weCAN turn down a concert

if we feel it to too much of a rtok. As

representaUves we must exercise our better

judgment at times, and tMs was certainly one

of them.

Hie Rectrd's editorial was straight to the

point last week. The C»chahin«n sbouM have

been removed, /

No one should ever take sucn liberties with

student money again. Iguen it had to hufptn

once 8« that wa'U aU beware of its hapoanlMI

again in the future. In tne maaiKime.

ACEC and iu Chairmen have nothing to kiac.

They "bite the dust" over spring break. Next

year's student body, however, has a Inrge

aun of money to lose from this atfair. Ut's an

hope that the ceneart Ihras w to ito

fkamatkaUy portrayed potanli^l. so we can

all lanra our lesson thto year without having

to take it outon next year's studsel body.
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Co^op housing: «4hr^at' to established houses -^

•.V

9?'

kvMaMMaad
Oaoparative boualng U a thre«t. It

IhrMtana to MdUM awsy metnlM(« of

catoMWiMt rMridHitlal houMS. It thctntras to

brtn^ pvMure to bear for change in tlie

WU^UMWMtal scene. It threatens to itenaify

the iaapinttoa fw iDvaottT* livii« at

WilUanu and to ilraw students out of the

pampered dependency that cooJu and
matroos provide.

Nobody claims thatcoop housing is doee to

carrying out any of these threats, If it

continues as at present, it never will. Today,

coop living is an "experiment," and like

WOOLF and coed living ior freshmen, it

promisee to stay that way, a pei!i|4Mral

element of campus life, tighUy controlled and
limited in scope. Cumulatively these

experiments may bring pressure on the

CMnmittee on Undergraduate Life to enact

some substantive changes in the Williams

iifciityle. But alone each faces administration

stonewalling sufficient to quiet its advocates.

Meanwhile, this year's handling of co-op

housing has raised questions about the ability

of existing administrative bodies—notably

the Housing Committee—to implement
changes independently. Co-op was proposed

by the College administration, and the

Housing Committee has been slow to respond

to growing demand for cooperative living.

Hie advance publicity for cfhop and off-

campus options ov^ the past wedcs

illustrates this. The Housing Committee has

prefsented what amounts to a list of demands
to those sealing housing altemfltives. It failed

to explain either the purpose <k the

mechanics of co-op housing, and it failed to

describe the application process tteyond

stating where applications are available and
when the "mandatory meeting" for

submitting them would take place.

Demand for co-op last year was high : more
than twice as many applicants were turned

down as accepted. Yet this year co-op

remains in limtxi. Goodrich and Lambert are

good coop houses, but they are neither the

best nor the only ones. If demand remains

high—«nd Houstaig Committee members
expect that it will—the pressure to convert

suitable small houses to co-op will be such

that only a determined combination of Row
House presidents will be able to resist

expanding the system next year.

The excuses put forward recently for not

expanding the option are pathetically weak.

The ^rgiunent that converting ho«»esi for

accessibility by the handicapped is not only

transparent but foolish, since only a handful

of hwlMlngiif on campus are accessible and

Lambert and Goodrich are not. It can apply

only to faculty houses.

The argument that the cost of equipping a

kitchen is prohibitive sounds good, but it falls

down when confronted with the fact that the

niiOar«pitonce»—stAves and refrigeraton—

are al|«ady present in houses like

Woodbridge, Doughty and Susie Hopkins, the
greatest outlay by Buildings and Grounds

would t>e to equip these kitchens with

cookware and smtdl appliances. In most

cases the cost of this will be more than offset

by the matron fees that every co^p student

pays but never receives services for.

Because qf insufficient publicity there are

nuiny ambiguities in this year's application

process. Last spring student complaints

forced the Housing Committee to consider co-

op V applications before off-campus
app^cations so that students detemdned to

get; out of the re8identi»l house system but

willing to compromise with it would not be

closed out by the appUcatltm process. Hw
Housing Committee has dewekip«4 a plan to

streamllasthls by aUpwiag sladeato to apply

tor coH)p and off-canpui housing at the same
time. But since both kimk of appttcatkn hsd

to be Handed in at thesame maetiag. obsncce

for students taking sdvantaoe of the douhle

option look poor.

Another little-pubUdaMi but important

feature of the co^op SffiUaiika proosas is the

weit^jig factor. Under this factor each

junior u worth only half a senior. Such

weighting will tend to close Juniors out of co-

op bousing and keep the optko a privilege for

disenchanted seniors. The idea that

sofrfiomores should get to know what they'll

be missing by being exposed to residential

house living is valid. But to close juniors out

of coop will prevent the "System from
challenging the flaws in the residential house

system and forcing chsnges.

lliat is whd<e the threat of co-op living

com«8 in. It is a challenge not to the strengths

of the residential house system, but to its

weaknesses. Co-op offers an alternative to

students who are dissatisfied with the

inability of house officers to answer demands
for alternative social activities such as non-

alcoholic parties and massive bashes.

Danairing of ever chanKkK ths systen.

stuMis who Bsova tato o»«p hoMlag an
tiMae who navnth^ss do Mt reject tbe

coBe»ptofaraskl>u>mbwseiyl>ia Ootwo
fronts the Imum prssidsots have failed theae

studots, AltlwMlll the cttuatlM may be

channlng. louglaatiVB aodal evsois sre

slmost nonexistent. Aatf ratbar than

aoxmrnodsts tfaaprassurskr chsaas, wtthlo

houses or la the 0(»«(>system, the mambars of

the Housing Committae stoaswalL

So kmg as the Houaing Committee is

conposed of studsnts dedicstad to ths status

quo, innovatioa in housing will be extremely

difficult. This is mt a criticism of the

pteeidents but rather a political fact. For

example. Fort Hoosac House faces

dissohition if aither of its two small houses
are taken away. No preskieot wants to give

away what are often the Inost desirable

rooms in the house, llius political pressure

keeps the Housing Committee from
expanding co-op.

Only after the house preaidsnb (see op to

the hard decision that co-op faousing demands
and implement needed changes in the

"experiment" can the option challenge the

residential house system—to the benefit of

College living all around.

Outlook

"A sense of the house as a home develops"
byJohn Young

Co^p housing is new at Williams this year.

It has been run as an experiment, with

seventeen students participating: seven in

Lambert House, toi in Goodrich House.

Compared with other on-campus students, co-

op meml)er8 take more responsibility for

meeting their househole needs. They shop for

and cook their own food, wash dishes, and are

required to keep their building clean.

Members of Goodrich House agree that co-

op housing has provided many advantages

over the usual dormitory system. AltiMU^

each individual has his or her own
impressions about co-op living, there is

general agreement in several areas. We find

^(^^ on Tucker's

^\^ comment
Todd Tucker's 'critique of the Ad Hoc

Working Group on the Curriculum's
preliminary report (Record, February 13)

touches a host of interesting and important

questions. Among the most basic questions

u« tiiote broached by his thoughts on the role

of student freedom in the general education

experience.

Tobegin with, when considering this issue I

tbiidc it is important to keep in mbid the scale

of the proposed requirements. As they stand

tww, the recommendations of the Ad Hoc

Group would not entail an overwhelming

infringement of student freedom. The current

Williams curriculum offers the student

virtually uninhibited rehi to plan her or his

non-major program; (only the division three

requirement seems to force large numbers of

people to elect courses that they would not

otherwise take.) Into this basically

unstructured context, the committee is

propositi the insertion of three required

courses. One of these, the upper level

"science and human vahies" offering, the

student would select from a range of

designated options spanning the three

divisi<ins, (retaining thereby a kind of

freedom within compulsion.) The additioo of

a language tequlrenwnt, especially of the two

semester "«Kpidtur«" vari^ would of comae

significantly exacerbate tMs burden. But

even Ave required courses fori general

educatioe (out of a total of tUrty«ix

witffWflftT during s Williams education) is

only a striking figure because of its contrast

with the nsarly tree dective qmtem currently

In operation.

A saoood point to be kept in mind when

osMidsrtiv the severity of the proposed

reqdirwMDls concerns their timing. As I see

it, the restrictions imposed by what the

connittM kns rec«nended woold b« most

(Mtpm^NBlywtaSB sttdeK freedom sesms to

tMve least meaniae. The brunt ol oar

the two semasier groat smriu

to planned for a stage in studsnts'

I wten tnsdsm is nsed lsr«(ly to

usgiuwnt «moi« unbuntUsr anfc|wts. In

my snparlmea, such a prsoess invoiysa s

conitenWe degree of aritltrariaess, snd I

wowter in Ugtat of that bow muchwohM bs fcwt

if the coDsCB wsre to offBBise and coordinate

student exploration of new subjects for one-

fourth of the freshman year. (Indeed, it can

be argued that the loss of student freedom

entailed by a great works course would

frequently be compensated during the

upperdass years by a heightened ability to

exercise one's remaining freedom in an

informed fashion. The committee conceives

its proposed freshman course (at least

partially) as a series of suggestions for

students, glimpses at materials drawn from a

variety of historical, cultural and disciplinary

contexts. We hope that that kind of exposure

will open up paths fruitfully to be explored

with one's nonrQ^kjor electives which might

go completely untested under the current

system of more initial freedom.

This conception of the way requuWtwnts

could function (to inject a grester coh^hce
and variety into the general education

experience) suggests my basic disagreement

with Mr. Tucker. His complaint, after all, is

less with the severity or timing of

requirements than t}ie idea of requiring

courses in itself. Mr. 1\icker seems to think

that freedom to choose courses encourages a

healthy pluralism of student educational

experience. He criticizes the conunittee*s

proposals accordingly, noting in particular

titat tiie .great ,works course, as a uniform

requirement, would be a step in the direction

of "stsndardisationand conformity." But the

conunittee has i;ecDmmendsd the great works

course specifiosl^ ,to comlMt a narrowing

and provinciai tfnai of standardization and

conformity, Wit feel that, o^edaUy as

practical econon^C concerns cone
incroasingly to inform student , ccutrae

choices, tie college must take steps tomfun-
a minimal diversity within each student's

educstional program. Unfettered courae

selection can too easily leave out of asisunt

the kind of unfamiliar subjects that would

most challenge the aasumptiooB underlying

one's vahiejudgamenis. That, it strikes me. is

the real danger. Our great works requifnement

woukl guarantee that every student confronts

perspectives whidi are not modern, not

western and not male. It will no doubt appear

too little to some critics, inviting aocusstiens

of tokenism and "cocktail party"

si|Mrficiality. But I wouU stress again Qie

uiuro of the course sa a suggestive

introduction, one which should inspire many
studsnta later in Oietr careers to eiqiiiore

aspects of iU diversily in greater dettO.

Ra^uiivments can b« liberating, and it is in a

qiirit ol Ubsration, I thfadt, that our proposals

are intended.
ILJayWi

that perhaps the most valuable aq>ect of co-

op living is that cooperation, siiaring in work

as well as in play, brings people closer

together.

Sharing household work requires a real

commitment to coK>p living; to contribute a

fair share of effort, and to make a special

attempt, where required, to get along with

other members. A sense of the house as a

home develops quickly. Some feel that

nuuiual chores are a healthy contrast to

academic pressure. The opportunity to

choose one's food and meal sdiedule more

freely is seen as important. Finally, our living

situation seems to be conducive to frequent

discussions of 'academic' topics outsld^ the

context of courses, and o^ world, national and

local issues.

The college has what is perhaps a valid

interest in having diverse groups of students

living together. CoH)p housing brings diverse

people closer together than in a dorm. Wliile

coops tend to concentrate people of the same
chosen lifestyle, diversity of lifestyles ia

presumably not the same as diversity of

people.

We have found that c»op living has led to a

greater respect for and understancHng of

individual sensibilities than existed in our

respective dorms. Too many times, the

preset housing system residts in strong

pressure to conform to the norm of tiie house

or in alienation from that norm; coKip living

has nurtured individuality. We believe that

expansion of co^p liWng wouM increase

overall campus diversity.

We wouki like some substantiation of Mr.

Jankey's statements concerning co-op

houUing, as related in the last Record. In

particular, he should explain what is costly

about converaion to coH>p housing, and to

which houses alterations would be necessary.

Also, his remark that coop living has "not

been a happy situation for all people" nseds

clariflcation or withdrawal.

The physical requirements for a

cooperative house are mostly the same as for

a dormitory. A house accoounodatlng seven

to ten people seems to work best Adequate

kitchen facilities ara essentiai.

Williams owns a number of bidldings that

could be suitable coop houses. Some are used

now as regular student houshig, some are

faculty housing, which has moderate
turnover. There are many options aVaUattle.

the Ck>nunittee on Undergraduate Life has

approved the continuatiad of co-op housing

Mxt year. Last year, there were over fifty

applicants for coH>p. Nearly forty were turned

dowa ^e urge hiterested studienta to press

John YouhlpTOlia mi'mbirof tht^&oo^kk

eo^p group. H* i* a vtUran of co^p houttng

and th* probttmt ami b«iuflt§ that it eonf*r$

on participant*. Ha wrott thit artieh eo-

oparativly with oth^trmambari of hi* houtt.

for eqMnsion to aoposrunodate mora students

prefening this option.

Tliere seems to be a large demand for

cooperative housing next year. We urge at
least doubling the number of co-op houses to

fbur. Student* should decide bow mudi
hoisting will be used for coHips. We hope

interested students will press for thair goals.

Prevot foresees ^i
•s* Jf

Roger Prevot '80, chairman of the Housing

Committee admitted "that necessarily some

sacrifices virill have to be made" by

resMential houses if pressure from students

and the Committee on Undergraduate Life

continues for expanding the cooperative

housfaig system at WilHams.

nw hcMsdi used for coHip next year,

Lambert'and Goodrich, will be the same as

those iHOd this year, Prevot said, because the

Housing Oonunittea was imable to convince

Buildir^ and Grounds to pay to convert

faculty bousihg for ths accessiUlily tnr the

handicapped, as requitfU by hew fedeMflaw.

The committ4$e idso "was unable to find

housing that satisfied the demands of «o^
IsKMng wiUtout damaging the resldsntial

hoose system," Pt^vot sskl.

If dsnuind Ux M|ildli«s for c»«p houshig

remaha Ugh, Pra^ot said, Uien the Houshig

CoaunMtB« nsy be forced either to bring

pressure on Buildllai and Orwmds or to take

a housetr«m one <f|t the reaidsntial units. Ihe

conunittee diainaim named Aiste HtpkiBa,

Woodlirklge or anttiier Dodd Hense aatsilite

as potential co^ houses.

Prevot defCBdei the Housing Conunittse's

decision to nm co^ and o(f<«anipus

sppHcatioai togatbsr. While ha admiUwl Ihnt

aUnwtag sludsnla,t» apply for eoop and «(f-

eatnpHS vorilad «« last year, he ciahnad

that

the whole inchisioo process." This year

stodsnts wiU have the option of applying for

both types of atternative housfaig, and co«p

appUraUons will be ran flnt Thoae who
succeed hi the co4» sdeelisn wUl be dropped

from tlie off-campus pio61.

Prevot also described Uie weighting

procedure tor co-op snd off-campu<

appHeations. Under the process, each

appUCationirill MtlnSBiffied a random rating.

IhaN with km Minsbers will rscsive first

priority hi setoction. At (he ssme time,

senlon. 'Ina wo vHSxn ol random ratings

and dass weightings will determiae which

grains are chosMi ftr the oitfons.

The Housh« Committee feeto thst "seniors

shouht Yanf^m sqierlence" of coop Uring,

and that the dass weitfitilig system is

Justified by Uw Ihnitad number of spaces

tvaiiaMa to c»«p honsas. aeesfdhw to

Pravot He argusd Uat weightings wiU not

dose Juniora oot«< c»«p booshic.

inshdush< dainnan carttkhiid a report by

the CUL on coop hansh« Ite' lack of

tfHMsMMOS, While gbeCULpralaad the c»op

systakPnvotsaid.ttdUUttienora,meraly

siwgsstlag UMt the Housii4 Committee keep

both Oh Lastbeitatyls, large r«V 0P<»«

and ths optisB Min*''f'"g smaO croups now

; to Goeihfkh Ho
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Greylock offers attractive features

Grtyltck'* laiKl>cap*d quad ft • "MH>coirtaiiMd mvlronmant."

AFS students se^ college life
You may batve noticed an

incraue in the amount of Spanish,

German, and even Norwegian being

spoken on campus, as twenty-eight

foreigii aludents .descended on the

oelMi», firom countries ranging from
Dimmark to Australia, and from
South Africa to Japan.

The American Field Service began
as an ambulance corps during the

World War, and has since gone on to

become an exchange program. In the

past three decades, it has sent

thousands of high school age students

to live in different countries, in the

belief that only through individuals

can international understanding be

built. Those who came to the college

have been living as part of American
families and attending high school in

the Albany area.

The weekend gave them the

opportunity to get together and to see

what American colleges, are really

like. Over the wedcend they saw all

aspects of college life—dorms,
parties, sports events, and yes, even a

few classes. They stayed with college

students, many, although not all of

whom had been AFS students
themselves.

The students get together
^occasionally, but it was the first time

that many of them had been to a
college. Because of the relative

difficulty of most foreign school

systems (a girl from England said,

"Your first year of college is like our
last two years of high school"), most
T)f the exchange students are older

than high school students here, and
they enjoyed the chance to be with
people their own age.

Wednesday evening began with an
exciting introduction to Baxter food,

which they all compared favorably to

the meals at their high schools. After
dinner they got together for a party
and then went to the Log. Thev

enjeyed the atmosphere, which was
quite different from what they
expected. "It was not what I thought
of as a bar," one student said, "but it

was very nice." The next morning,
although they were given the option of

attending classes, moat of the
students^lept in. As one b<^ said, "We
get to see more than enough American
classes at school."

Saturday afternoon provided an
excellent chance to see the town,

although students who have been
staying in Albany and ScheAectady
found it hard to believe that they

were, indeed, seeing the whole town.

There was a run on $8.00 jeans at the

Co-op. American styles of dress are

one thing they have all picked up very
quickly.

Students attended the track meet
and the wrestling match. One South
American girl, seeing wrestling for

the first time, said diplomatically,

"It's very interesting, but I don't

understand at all.'" One of

the most popular activities was ice

skating. It was t{>e first time for many
of theth, but despite a few bruises, the

general concensus was that it was
worth it.

The parties that night began with

something dif;ferent—a talent show, in

which everyone participated, and
which Included a Colombian dance
and a Greek belly dance, as well'as

many skits.

By Sunday morning everyone was

exhausted, but they had all had a good

time. They commented that American

college is very different from the

universities in their own coimtries,

where Uberal arts usually don't exist.

When asked about their feelings about

America and their stay here, they

answered positively, although there

were soine complaints about the lack

of public transportation and the cold.

byJvknRindlanb

Upperclass housing options at

WilUams range from the distant row
houses to congested Mission Park.

While still not Utopian, the Greylock

Quad combines many conveniences of

other housing alternatives into one of

the mbst attractive packages.

Unsiirpassed in rational design and
'elegance, the red-brick and grey-

concrete Brjrant, Hopkins, Carter,

and Gladmn Houses are welcome
sights to book-weary students. The
landscaped quad of trees, bushes and
grassy areas seems a self-contained

environment reminiscent of the

Freshman Quad. It is ideal for

buffoonery of all kinds; in the spring it

is transformed into a sea of frisbees,

balls, dogs, and students. Step out into

the North field and there is a private

driving range, or in winter, a cross-

coMntry ski area.

Greylock succeeds in creating

luxurious, modern surroundings. The

spacious dining hall with its high

ceilings is furnished with wooden

tables and chairs on wooden and slate

floors, contrasting with the

claustophobic sterility of Mission

Park's cafeteria. Because It is

separated from the houses, you won't

have to deal with the smell of Friday's

tuna bumstead lingering in your room

Sunday morning.

Each Greylock house has from 60 to

120 members on its four, five or six

by John K. Setear:

Whip Inflaters Now
Pusillanimous.

That is the only way to characterize

the current administration's behavior

on this easily-resolveable "issue" of

grade inflation. The caitiff

calculations on the part of those

insipid incompetents who purloin

their pay by "encouraging
meaningful, relevant dialogue" have
obviously led them to conclude in a
cowardly fashion that no creative' (if

mildly conflagrative) solution^will be

adopted to remedy instantly the

situation.
'

They are not angels, these craven

miscreants who refuse to face the

harsh reality o( the tin-towered world

which lurks outside the confines of

Berkshire County, so I shall rush in

where these poltroohish purveyors of

intellectual polychlorinated biphenyls

fear to tread without fear of t)eing^

labelled "fool." Or at least of bcgig
~

floors. The houses are self-sufficient

units, complete with laundry room.

T.V. room, basement for ping-pong,

fussball, and parties, a lartfe living

room with fireplace and piano, and a

kitchenette for late night culinary

concoctions.

The room and suite arrangements

are initially confusing; visitors have

been known to have trouble finding

their friend's residence. Applicants

are guaranteed a single upon
acceptance; depending on the number

of roommates desired, suites consist

of a double (2 singles) with an

adjoining living room, or four singles

with a larger living room. Thtse

suites of four vary considerably in

shape within and iimong the houses.

For juniors and seniors, larger singles

are available.

The regular singles are not overly

capacious, but they have a feeling of

Scandinavian logic in design and

function that is absent in Mission

Park. Rectangular, with walls of

brick and white plasterboard, they

look great with hanging plants and

dark cork bulletin boards. And the egg

carton ceilings will send decorative

imaginations running wild. The high,

wide bay windows of each room and

living room offer panoramic views of

the mountains and an ideal lookput on

the quad.

There is a degree of house unity,

encouraged by their phyiiical

separation, that creates a unique

Setearical Notes

newly labelled as such.

To wit, ergo, vii., ana any other
Greek Gods of Humor, I dedicate a
seven-point program to immediately
make grade inflation a non-issue. (I

have chosen this number of pmnts in

order that Woodrow Wilson's dismally

ineffective proclamation of peace
proposals shall not have its place in

history books usurped by my humble
suggestions.) There are of course
those who will attempt to vilify my
verbalizations with sycophantic
suggestions that less drastic

measures—they will surely

somewhere mutter the word
"Draconian," it being a sufficiently

frequently-used yet etymologically-

obscure phrase as to strike fear into

the hearts of the public—be employed
instead. They are of course wrong.

We have had enough (^ the petulant

peevishness of intolerably isolated

incompetents. We are deaUng here

with the real world, and even Jimmy

Regional Report

_AMHERST, MASS.—Women at

Amh^t voiced these major concerns

at a meeting last week: ( 1> "the need

for more women in all areas of the

college, (^). the problems generated

by all-male frattfrnities, (3) male-
female interactions at Amherst."

Many women complained about the

difficulty of becoming good friends

with a man without an implied sexual

involvement. "Fraternity parties.

accentuate this problem because the

assumption is that if a woman is at fi

fraternity tap. she is looking for a

boyffiend and-or sex," reported the

studMis.

Tlw controversy as (p whether the

Third World Coalition will gain full

editorial control over a page in the

STUDENT continues. STUDENT
editors and Third World
representatives agreed to issue a joint

communique and participate in a
panel discussion. Concerned with the

implications of. this issue, Praident
John Ward led an all-coli^e' meeting
on February 13 to discuss the racial

climate at Amherst.

President Ward is considering a

proposal by the College Council that
would establish a Resident Counselor

Program in all dorms. This Program
would replace the Resident Advisor
Program now existing in freshman
and mixed dorms.

TheCpuncil's decision was based on
their /(eeling that the peer counseling

program "could be visibly available

y Town & Country Flowers

SPECIAL

Colorful Bunches of Miniature Carnations

just |2.75/bunch (reg. $5)

Wednesday only

45»-5030.
AdjtKfHI to >hf Sarinf Sirttl Pgrking Lot

rightMifnd Htr fintAtritiJhuvl Bmtk
Houra:

10.«(Mly

to Students seeking help but unable to

turn to friends or unwilling to seek

professional assistance." A
STUDENT editorial urged Ward to

approve the plan.

BKUNSWICK. ME.—Several students

demanded a constitutional monarchy
to replace the present stttdeht

government at Bowdoin.

"Under the monarchical system the

inefficiencies which have plagued the

Board will be alleviated. The monarch
will be able to deal with the needs of

the student body more effectively,"

said Peter Steinbrueck '79 in his

petition to the Executive Board.

The Execiltive Board deelded to

delay action on the propoSalfor a
week.

"Being a Bowdoin student should

not confer a grant of in^niuiidt)r from
responsibility for one's criminal

acts." Cumberland County district

attorney Henry Berry told the

PORTLAND PRESS HERALD last

week. Berry criticized the College for

its policy pn stolen goods.

The issue came to light after a

Security raid into several fraternities

during Christmas vacation. Student

complaints prompted investigation

into Security action. Among one of the

' findings was the policy "which
reportedly allows students found with

stolen goods in their room to escape

the consequences that a high school

dropout might face In a similar

situation."

The College denied that it ignores

Maine laws, but agreed to meet with

Berry to dtscoss the issue.
,

r
^

MIDDLETOWN, CT.^The
administration and the Wesleyan
Student Assembly are discussing the

possibility of increasing students' role

in the tenure process.

At present, students fill a purely

advisory position in tenure decisions.

Many suggest that student input could

be upgraded through the use of the

student departmental major
committees.
Bounced checks, amounting to $500

last semester, has t:aused the local

Drugstore in Middletown to no longer

accept checks. The Pharmacist said
"it seems to t>e pari of a general trend
toward irresponsibility on ttap-jtart of

the student body." ' -:f

NEW HAVEN. CONN.—"Money
probleRis are concretely damaging
the quality of education at Yale,"
according to a February 12 editorial in

the NEWS.
The University has allocated

meager funds to maintain buildings.

Already, several repairs are long
overdue.

No capltiil improvements in the

budget wilt take place next y«ir.

The Chemistry Department fkces
several problems. Due to cutbacks,

Yale ^decided to ck»e the Sterling

Library, despite many student
complaints. Last year, plan for a
$400,000 chemMiy lab renoiratiao

were abandoned

homay aura in each house. The suites

all have attjoinlng living rooms and
hallways, allowing for caaual aodal
activity when the dividing doors are
open. Doors may be closed, and the

sound proofing between suites is

enough to shield all but the loudest

tereoa.

Similarly, each house has its own
s«>arate dining area (the Carter and

Gladden House sections are not

distinct), reducing noise and a feeling

of being one in a mass o( milliona.

While the dining is undeniably

cafeteriaHBtyle, Greylock's salad bar

has Improved. Food is always served

with a smile and guest meals,

complete with white tablecloth and
candldight. are ogpecially elegant.

Unlike the row houses, diversity in

seating is an option at each meal. The
dining arrangenoent creates a more
Baxter-like community, achieving
house identity without house isolation.

Not the least of Greylock's
advantages Is its. location. Baxter,

Weston, and Bronfman are alt within

easy walking distance. Most
convenient of all is the proximity of

the Williams Inn where Greylockers

often congregate for a swim, sauna, or

drink. Nearby Greylock parking
means no more 10-minute walks to the

-car to avoid a fifteen minute walk to

Spring Street. The AMT is right next

door, and the Clark Art Institute just

down the road.

Carter has given up on human rights

as a viable concept.

Point 1: Rather than the

ridiculously ineffective proposal of

some sort of mamby-pami^ "Great

Works" course, make Organic
Chemistry and Econometrics the

required Freshman courses.

POINT 2: Give every newly-hired

proftssoT tenure. This will allow these

purveyors of prolific profundity to

dispense dismal grades without fear

that the Student Evaluations will

torpedo their now-tenuous try for

tenure.

POINT 3: Enact mandatory
Internationally Needed Summer
Internship Programs for Intelligent

Dilettantes (Insipid) for the top 10 per

cent of the class, in order that they

may spend their' sumniers in such

countries as Iran, Cambodia, and
Albania, places which obviously

require the technocratic talents of our

best and brightest. (Note: I ant

indebted for the kernel of this thought

to Mr. Todd Tucker, who originally

suggested that such a program might

be enacted for certain students

accepted simultaneoualy at Harvard

and Sjanfo«^Bu|ine^_wh|CK^.Ji ^

'POINT 4: Chai«e Winter Study

from "Pass-Fail" to "Fail-Fai'

Miserably."

POINT 5: Disband the Psychology

and American Civilization-

departments.

POINT 6: Make all rooms
mandatorily co-ed; have the College

sponsor Road Trips to Smith,

Dartmouth, Mt, Holyoke, and Yale;

and not only stop putting saltpeter in

the tea, but claim t|iat all the cold

water used in the washing machines

prohibits providing same for use in

showers.

POINT 7: Aa the title suggests, I

recommend public punishmtet in the

form of frMly-diapensed flagellation

and flogging for those who make the

Dean's List. The Deans themselves

will have the honor of healtnadoing

those who bring bathos to aforesaid

List, thus letting ths Tnistao have a

clear tionsdenee withrespact not only

to their actiona concerning College

stock but 10 the salaries dispensed to

the Deana.

Well, there it Is. Okay, CE.P. and

C.A.S.. and C.E.S. and aU the rest of

you New Dcal-^^ administrative

facades for faattdlous fops of

browbeating boors bent on graduate

school, it's time to get tough. I know
you can do It.

Go for it
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Selfishness major library problem
Sawyer Library has a chronic problem—the

disappearance of books. According to College Librarian

Lawrence E. Wikander it's a problem common to almost

all college libraries and which so fair has defied solution.

He characterizes the problem as the selfishness of

students in hoarding what should be a common resource.

Missing books are either stolen or "removed for the

convoiience of a reader," and Wikander says the latter

problem is iat more serious. Some students are simply

thoughtless he says. They carelessly reshelve a book
in the wrong place, or leave without checking it out,

perhaps rationalizing that they'll only have the book over-

y mght. Wikander says others are devious—knowingly
^ -Shelving a book incorrectly (especially reference books or

bound periodicals) so only they can retrieve it. Statistics

seem to prove that it's done on purpose. The incidence is

much higher just before papers are due. ?M ^

Book sharing is legal but unJhir

Some students seem^iot to realize that their activity

is unethical. Wikander kays it's not unusual for a group of

four or six to arrange to share a book, each one checking

it out in timi. Although they haven't broken any rules,

^ they have prevented others from using the material.

Certain kinds of books, particularly those used in art,

history and political science classes, seem to disappear

more readily than others. According to Wikander, faculty

members often plead with students to share the material,

and instructors have been known to disallow citation of

certain books in papers when students in the class report

that the books are missing.

Wikander says he prefers to deal with the problem as

a question of morals and ethics. He says barriers to

prevent theft or disappearance only create ao^adversary

relationship between students and the libfaiy^ Besides,

says Wikander, they don't work. '

, Mechanical monitors create new probtems

Electronic devices can usually be deactivated, or they

break down. And Wikander says they would only solve

the problem of books being taken from the library.

Electronic bugs can also encourage mutilation. A student

who knows a bug u planted somewhere in the book may

iJf^ just tear out the pages he needs, leaving the device to

guard the shattered remains.

Wikander points out that one asMtOSHjie Ubrary's

design may contribute to the situation. Since the state

rates the building as a "schoolhouse" which must
provide exits for 2)00 "children" in three minutes,

there are a lot of doors—too many for monitoring.

The outside door of the reserve room will soon be

modified with an alarm so patrons will, unless there's an
emergency, leave by the main door. That will mean
passing by the check-out desk. Wikander feels that the

psychology of having to pass by the main desk may
persuade students to take the extra minute or so to chef^
out their books.

^

In 1976, fines were increased in the reserve room
(the only department which charges fines), and in 1977
the grace period for free return was eliminated. "The
books still are not returned," says Wikander in his latest

annual report. "We know who has the books, and we tell

the instructor, but the books come back when the student

b good and ready—when he no longer needs the book and
his classmates have been deprived of it. Certainly we
charge fines; they are not paid. We send the charges to

the Business Office to be placed on bills, but parents

accept calmly charges of $504140 for library fines.

"Library routines assume that readers who remove a

book from its proper place will, through the cfrculation

desk, notify their fellow readers," says Wikander.
"Students must recognize that they're sharing a

resource. The more unselfishly they share it, the more it

wiU be available for everyone."
In good waathar Sawyar Library offars outdoor atudy

If

Sawyer "works beautifully
Sawyer Library, which is almost four years old now,

"works beautifully," says College Librarian Lawrence E.

Wikander.

The library is noted for its variety of innovative study

spaces, ranging from traditional desks and chairs to

unusual double-decker carjrels^Wkh working capacity of

300,000 volumes, literary facilities at WUliams have

come a long way since 1846 when President Marie

Hopkins said the library—which was then in Lawrence

Hall and held 35,000 volumes—"will hold all the books

the Institution will ever be likely to want."

While most activity centers around the main library

building, there are several satellite libraries for students

and faculty with specific interests. Books on chemistry,

biology and geology can be found in their respective

buildings. Many psychology and inathematics materials

are shelved in the Bronfman Science Center. Both the

Center for Devetopment Ec&nomics and the Center for

Environmental Studies maintain small libraries. But all

the books in the satellite libraries are catalogued in

Sawyer, so a comprehensive look at what's available

throughout the campus is in one place.

According to Wikander, Sawyer was designed to

meet some of the problems students saw with the old

Stetson Library, "the forbidding quality of large reading

rooms" and the noise that went with stone floors and the

nearby foculty offices. "These are no longer problems,"

he says. "We still have noise, but now it's student-

generated." ^

«a»f»<j<9<S<»<»$»W»<»i»^»j»»$<»^»$f»<><[»»»<i<^^ ftOaOOOO*

Ukrtu^^s^ Social h^

Mo«a than 400 aludantt usa Saaryar'a faellHIaa dally.

Soma ehooaa thaaa douitla-dackar eairals.

Lawrence E^.^^tiidet^,(»U^
says the major problem at Sawyer Library ia

caused by students who, for one reason or
another, make materials unavailable to others.

The techniques vary from outright theft to just

misshelving a book so others can't find it.

Sophomore Janet Diehl has also found many
students use the library for its social benefits.

ByJanetOiehl'81

Williams freshmen quickly learn that "the
social scene" here is the library. V

"It's true," said one sophomore. "All you

used to do freshman fall was go to the library
—

'the

libes'—and go down to the reserve room or up to

the third floor and walk around and talk for three

hours. Everyone else was doing it—you felt like a

social outcast if you sat there and studied."

Even now, although the glamour of the library

has worn off after one set of exams and freshmen

have found other places to meet people, a common
student description of Sawyer library is "social."

It's an aspect, of course, that has its good and

bad points. Relief from boredom and companionship

during painftil late nights of paper-writing are at-

tractions most of the semester. But during exam
period, most students agree, socializing in the

library can make it difiicult to study there.

This seems to be the major student complaint

about Sawyer, overshadowing in many students'

eyes concerns that students take books without

checking them out. * 'I don't think that taking books

is much of a problem," said one senior. "I do it,

but I always bring them bade. It's just such a pais to

»»«>«>o<»»«»»o«»ooooooo«i><>o»!>oooaaoaaaoa>> a»eoo<

could make it, but it's et^^fuit to Site them.'^

Another sophomore said she takes books and

magazines out only when she has to, ' 'which means

the night before a paper's due." She explained: "I

had to write a 10-page research paper one night and

all I had read was one book. I needed more sources

and the upsuirs part of the library was cfosing so I

just stuck two volumes of Newsweek in my pack,

went back to my room, wrote the paper all night and

put tl^ magazines back on the shelf the next

morning afrer I handed the paper in.

' 'Of course, if you're smart and don't put it all

off 'til the last minute, you don't have to do that,"

she added. "But I'm not smart. *

"I don't feel like I'm stealmg when I take

books like that," she continued. "When you've

got a paper due the next day, the moral tmplicatioa

of putting a book in your pack and walking out the

door is the last thing on your mind."

This issue is of even less concern to the many

students who don't use library resources, but do

their own work there because it's a better study

envfronment than their rooms. Their only real

complaint is noise.

Several students said that they use the smaller

libraries—chemistry, physics, Bronfman—for
"serious studying," and Sawyer when they can

afford to relax a bit. "I still like Sawyer a lot, but

it'll never be like freshman year again," said one

sophomore woman. "I reroemba- the gui who lived

next to me freshman year was in despair because the

guy she iMd a crush on studied in his room, not in

Sawyer. She'd say, 'How can I ever get to uOc to

him if he doesn't go to the library!'
"

i >B(i >D>oiii»»>>aal
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Williamstown's public library

serves other ports of community

Innovallv* In Its timt, Lawranc* Llbmy wm tar cry

from SawyM** modem Intarior.

The WiUiamstown Public Library nuy not be

anywhere near the size of the Sawyer Library, but over

the p«}t 10) yean it has established a solid ro)e in the

commuftityr"
' """

'.

With its 144,000 pet year budget (inchiding $2,000
from the dog tax!), the public library serves townq>eople

and college studoits alike. According to Annette R.

Jenks, who has been librarian for 20 years, her modest

budget goes a lot further by not trying to duplicate ser-

vices available at Sawyer Library.

"We don't buy half the reference books we would

otherwise," says Mrs. Jenks. "We concentrate on

current material, such as best-sellers, that would be

appropriate for a community of this type. Since the book

budget is only $8,000—and that covers periodicals,

paperbacks and au(Uo-visual materials—we have to be

very selective."

Esublished in 1874, where Phillips General Store on

Water Street is now, the town library moved to its Main
Street location in 1940. The structure dates back to 1815

when it was built as a private home.

The town library reaches out to the community

through a branch located in the W^ite Oaks section of

WiUiamstown. It's not elaborate—occupying the front

porch of the branch librarian. But it offers easy access to

reading material for people who live some distance from

the main library. And so things don't get stale, the local

library has the services of the Western Regional Library

System's bookmobile, which Mrs. Jenks says is like

having an extra room for the library.

Willlamslana preserves past
By Martha Riley Johnson

Library Assistant, Williamsiana

A person curious about Williams College history

should turn immediately to the Williamsiana collection.

Jt),t.ijfj); fflWy, People do
Hardly a new development, the collection existed

prior to 1911 when "Williamsiana," a bibliography of

Williams College, was issued by the college librarian. The
collection was begtm by such persons ia' Fisher flowe,
Williams 1872, who feilred that primal sources (dealing

with Williams would disappear «nd started 'cothKting

items like broadside catak>gues, 1795-1820, and
Commencement programs, 1795-1846, at his own
expense.

With the appearance of "Williamsiana," . other

alumni, officers and friends of the college realized that

without documents the page of history can be quite blank.

They began scrutinizing dusty storerooms, rummaging
through attics, and even frequenting auctions and
booksellers.

College records which survive from the first hundred

years of the college are relatively few but significant;

amcmg^diem are the Trustees' minutes from 1785,

treasurer's records back to the founding, faculty minutes

from the 1820' s and Society of Alumni (the first in the

nation) minutes from their begiimings in 1821. Fleshing

out this spare skeleton of fact from the early days are the

records of student organizations, manuscript collections,

(Photographs and printed matter relating to the college

which has been gathered and donated by alumni and

friends.

The Williamsiana collection occupies a suite of

rooms on the first floor west wing of Stepson Hall. The
reading room is open weekdays and materiab are non-

drculating as is the case in most archives. Nearby are

stack storage areas, a new manuscript vault, and a

workroom, all protected with fire and security systems.

This is not a dusty comer of the college but a place of

study for students, fiiculty, alumni andLvisidng scholars.

More than 100 letters a year arrive from family and
researchers concerning femous and not-so-famous

Williams people.

Today's students are invited to not only check out

the collection but to he^ expand it by donating articles,

college letters, photographs, reunion books and
professional papers in the coming years.

A special group of readers served by the public

library is children. In 1974 a new reading room was added

for them and youngsters can be found on both sides of the

children's checkout desk. About 18 sixth-graders help

staff the room, cheddng books in and out as well u
decorating the room for special occasions. "We think it's

important that children feel comfortable in a library and

we try to encourage that feeling,
'

' says Mrs. Jenks.

Clark Art's library

vast public resource
Most people think of Renoirs when they think of the

Clark Art Institute. But, in fact, there are more books

than paintings at the Clark.

In the mid 1950s when Robert Sterling Clark and his

wife Frandne planned the building that now houses their

collection they stated their desire "to provide . . .

fruilities for study and research in the fine arts."

Although the library was not part of the original building,

it was included in plans for expansion of the Institute's

programs in the mid-sixties.

Two major purchases, the library of Dutch art

historian W. R. Juynboll and that of the art dealers the

Duveen Brothers, as well as Mr. Clark's own library,

form the nucleus of the collection. The empha-

sis is on post-medieval European sculpture, painting

and drawing. The Clark concentrates on its specialties,

taking steps to avoid duplication of the Williams

collection. ' 'We check carefully, " says Marie Wikander,

assistant librarian. "Most duplicates are those that both

libraries really need."

The books are shelved on open sucks and, because

some of them are very valuable, security is tight. Readers

are asked to sign in and out at the door. But, says

Librarian iClichael Rinehart, "the slightly forbidding

aspect of the building and the apparently complicated

entrance procedures shouldn't put any one off. The books

are here to be read, and the'stafi is'hei* to he^p." The
library is open weekdays from 9:00 to 5:00.

The Williams College-Clark Art Institute Graduate

Program in the History of Art began in 1972 as a joint

venture of the two institutions. The library at the Clark is

an integral part of that program. The relationship with

the CoUege is both formal and personal. The library is

funded by the Institute, the graduate program byJhe
College. The director oi the graduate program has offices

at both institutions. The two Boards of. Trustees have

overlapping metnbers.
'

And the two library staffs are in constant com-

munication. Cards for the art holdings of Sawyer Library

are included in the Clark's files. The staffs confer before

making purchases. As Mrs. Wikander, wife of College

Librarian Larry Wikander, notes, "There's a very direct

working relationship between the two libraries. Often the

front seat of our car serves as transfer point for books from

one library to the other."

Xhopln Library is treasury of original documents

I

By Marcus Smith

The Chapin Library of Rare Books, on the second

floor of Stetson Hall, is among the most comprehensive

collections of special volumes in the country. According

to Custodian Robert L. Volz, Chapin ranks only behind

the "big ones"—the Library of Congress, the New Yoik

:

Public Library, Harvard, Princeton, Yale, Indiana,
,

Texas, and several private coUectioiis such as the Pii^:

pont-Morgan, Huntington, and Newberry—in' lb
number and range of rarities.

"We can show marvelous illuminated manuscripts

or twentieth-century American litei^ature. We can do it

for England in the sixteenth century and England ih the

nineteenth," says Volz. "It's hard to find a library with

so many rare bodes in so many fields."

The major areas include : Incunabula (books printed

before 1501), English Literature, Americana, Bibles and

liturgkal books, the history of science, and graphic arts.

A catalogue Usts the holdings, but a good deal of the ,

pleasure to be derived from the deceptively compact

Chapin Library comes from ferreting out, with the help of

Volz and hu4|^, what interests you. lliose with modem
tastes caii'^wid an enthusiastic letter by T. S. Eliot

regarding Th€ Waste Land prior to its publication, or

perhaps browse through the manuscripts of Williams

alumnus Charles Webb's novel, The Graduate.

Any library has information about Washington

crossing the Delaware. But only at Chapin can you

uncover an order for the boiits he us^ to crois the Jriy«^'.

People with interests in colonial America can also

find a copy of the Constitution with George Mason's

arguments for a bill of rights handwritten on the bade.

The Chapin also holds the first Bible printed in America,

a first folio of the works of Shakespeare, and originak of

the first two books printed in Oxford (1478 & 1479). The
list goes on and on.

The library offers the opportunity to use, as source

material, original, often ancient, documents. "It's a

different feeling than just using a reprint or reference

book," says Volz. "Students can better sense a con-

nection between the old and the new. It's a trip back in

,time.*'

The monetary value of the library is staggering. Volz
estimates that the 12,000 books given to Williams by
Alfred Clark Chapin, class of 1869 and successful N.Y.
attorney, are now worth over $15 million compared to

Chapin's investment of $875,000. Chapin developed the

collection between 1915 and 1929. The original books

now represent only about half of the collection, as other

alumni and friends have added to the Chapin Library over

the last fifty years.

The library has attracted the scholarly and once, the

greedy. In 1940 a twenty-dollar-a-week shoe salesman

from Hudson Falls, N.Y., gained access to the

Shakespeare first folio by introducing himself, through a

bogus letter from the president of Middlebury College, as

a professor doing research. He walked out of Chapin with

the folio, a book worth approximately $50,000. When
the book was recovered a few months later, with the help

of the FBI, the greatest property crime in WiUiamstown
up to that time had been solved.

Today the Chapin Library is stUl growing. "Since
the constructioa of Sawyer Library, we have extra

space," explains Volx. "Chapin collections had filled

every avaUable nook and cranny."

Volz is clearly proud of the &ct that the Chapin

Library is an active part of WiUiams, not just an im-

pressive but Uttle-used museum. Poet Ben Jonson once

said, "Literature should both delight and teach." That's

part of the opportunity offered by the Chapin collection.

CM^'s prevMv opportunNlaa lof ortslnw
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Jokestcyyyfteal clothes, rooms, and chickens
On a Kunay afternoon late in

Januaf>,,X walked innoceotiy Into a
bathroom in Pratpect House. Hi*
intent: to siiower. He disrobed and
stepped under the water.

Ten Minutes later, tragedy atnick.

Participania in the Recoitl'S Pint
Annual Practical Joke Contest
removed all of X's clothes,

accessories and personal effects from
' the bathroom and looked -Me room.

When X emerged from the shower, a
quick inspection revealed an almost—
but not quite—hopeMia situation.

''Luckily, they left behind a hand
towel," X told the Record.
"Otherwise, I woukl have had to use

shaving cream."
The jokesters, who themselves

recorded the incident on film for

posterity's sake, were one of seven
groups who more or less submitted
their anecdotes to the Record coiiteat

over January and February. •

Another group in Prospect
perpetrated one of the contest's first

known jokes. A number of house

members travelled to New York
during the third week of January to

tee a Broadway show. One woman
returned late that night to find her

room—previously on the g<econd

floor—completely transplanted to the

first floor, down to the memo board on
her door. Where she had been befoK
was now the sophomore who had lived

below her. The experience, she said,

was "mind-boggling."

Then there was the unidentified

jokesters' Food Service menu, which
replaced those of Roes Keller for the

flrat week of February all over
campus. The issue of the Record
which carried a reproduction of the

masterpiece didn't recognize it as a
classic in the realm of the practical

joke.

in tiie same issue in which it

updated the results of the contest thus

far, the Record also reported on two

other jokes. An ad placed in a Sunday

edition of the Boston Globe placed the

"large rural estate" we know, as

Williams up for sale. At the same
time, a spirited contingent of the

women's swim team attempted to

embarrass its male counterparts with

f carefully rehearsed cheerleading

routine (culminating in their spelling

out "Ephmen" on their middle—-extremities) and peppy leopard-

jld^Ughted outfits. The men's team

.fl»taliated with an entry oi iU own.

Seven swimmers aK>eared just in

...-ittme for the second half of the
"' Wilftams-Smith-Holyoke tri-

swimming meet at Smith dressed

either as buxom women or in

bathrobes with purple cones on their

heads. They led some carefully

rehearsed cheers of their own, much
to the delight of the Smith women in

attendance, who hadn't known what to

think of Williams men until that time.

Another practical joke victim, once

again from Prospect House (where

peculiar people congregate, we guess

. . . ) was shocked one day to find that

her rubber chicken had been chick-

knapped. She received a ransom note

(see below) from the PLA—the

Poultry Liberation Army—

Jewish L«ctur« S*rt«f

Nissan Degani, currently a

visiting Cellow at Harvard from the

Ministry of; Education in Israeli

will present a 3-lecture series at

, Williams College on March 4th and

5th.

He will diMuss: "Zionism:

Ideals and Reality," "Israel and

World Jewry: Problems in their

Relationship," and "Current

Issues in Israel."

The first lecture will take place

during brunch in the Baxter

Reserve Room at 10:30 Sunday

morning. The foUowipg two -will

take place in the KuaUn Room in

the back of the Thompaon
Memorial Chapel on Sunday night

at 7:ao pn and Monday night at

8:00 pm.
The series is co-eponaored by

The Williams College Jewish
Assodation, The Political Science

Department and The Lecture

Committee. StudenU, faculty, and

their tMendi are welcome.

demanding that she perform severaj

actions of Kood faith if she wishes to

see her bird again. Tensioa mounted
as the chicken denounced her former

owner as a "chicken-exploiting

capitalist" and joined ranks with its

captors. The PLA finally returned the

bird txNind and gagged because "it

talked too much." "We sUU don't

know who did this horrible thing," the

victims reportedly said.

The stimulus of a practical joke

contest served not only to job the

humor and creativity of some
students, but the memories of others

who recalled jokes which they had at

one time been involved in or
victimized by:

To the editor:

I noticed in your January 9th issue

that you are sponsoring "a Practical

Jokes" contest and I can recall one

that my roommates pulled on me
Freshman Year in 1923.

We Uved in Berkshire Hall-"Put

"

Livingston (now our Class President)

and "Bill" Hastings (present

whereabouts. unknown). Put was an
artist and dabbjed in paints, etc. Bill

was a gun buff and had several

revolvers and rifles.

One evening in the Spring as the

three of us were studying, Bill and Put

got into an intense argument. Telling

them that Icouldn't study with all the

loud talk going on, I left the room «|pd

went downstairs to the bathroom,

leaving the door to the hall ajar.

Coming back up the stairs^ I could stiU

hear Bill and Put in a heated and loud

discussion (putting it mildly).

Bill yelled to Put, "If you come one
step closer I'll shoot you!" Put yelled

back to Bill, "You wouldn't dare—you
yellow .bellied — ". With that, a gun
went (At and I rushed into the room
where Put was lying on the floor

clutching his chest, which was
covered with red. I was scared to

death that a murder; had been

committed, but, what really

happened—
After I had left the room. Bill and

Put made up and decided to pull a

stunt on me. Put ruined a good white
shirt by dabbing red ink on the front to

look like blood and Bill got a gun out

and shot it out the open window.
Needlesa to say, 1 wac taken to by the
prank but subaequenlly recovered.

Very truly yours,

Charles C.Whtg'M
In 1964. rumor has it. the ataff of the

Record, rather than pubUsh its aonial
joke issue of the paper, brought out in

April its own version of the Williams
College Bulletin. The courses, course
descriptions, history of the college

and general statements of rules and
regtdatiooB were completely faked.

Amherst, it said, "was founded by a

drunkard who had been kicked out «f

Willlamstown and who went south to

find a place where be wouldn't be
hindered in the operation of his stills.

'

'

Apparently there were those who
signed up for their classes on the basis
of this document, which is reportecily

preserved either in Sawyer
somewhere (somewhere far away, no
doubt) or in Williamsiana.
Two juniors, Greg Roux and Byron

Viewpoint

Reactiorrs to

Women's Studies
vary

Sarah Wilson and
Lee MacKinnon

Women's studies at Williams
continues to be regarded as "frosting

on the cake" rather than as a

legitimate field of study needed to

compensate for the male bias of

existing courses. Currently it is left up
to the integrity of individual

professors to include women in the

course material, for the College

provides no pressure or support for a
more far-reaching arid permanent
change in curricula.

Members of the Femihist Alliance

have spent the past two weeks
soliciting responses from faculty,

trying to determine theiC' opinions on

the institution of more cour^ dealing

with women. Reactions have varied;

lot)byists have met with as many
blank stares as promises of

enthusiastic support. Limited
successes include Dean Oakley's
jproposal to add a college catologue

listing of courses rented to women's
studies. However,^' there is litUe

evidence that larger curricular

changes areiortbooming.
Theeducational policies at Williams

have failed to ke«t> up wHh the

national growth in women's studies.

As of 1976, more than 270 women's
studies programs had been organized

on college campuses, while 15,000

courses had been developed by

teachers at ISOO different institutions.

As Williams approaches a fifty-fifty

sex ratio in the stodent body, ite

failures to recognize the female half of

tite world becomes more apparent. It

has a responsibility to examine the

contributions women have made to

various (fiadpUnca and to dtallenge

the facton wUcb have so kmg

obscured these achievements.

The increasing number of these

topics, independent study, and
student-initiated courses on or about

women at Williams reflects a rising

concern on the part of female students

to pursue their own heritege in an
academic manner. Independent study

projects range from the legal status of

women in contemporary America to

the philosophy of Simone Weil. A
student-initiated course on
contemporary feminist thought has
met with high interest from women
and men, students and faculty,

feminists and non-feminists alike.

The rising interest on the part of

students for women's studies is

currently being met t>y only a small

number of professors. This interest

must also be accompanied by a re-

examination of the respomibilities

and goals of a liberal arts institution.

Until Williams acknowledges student

interest in women's studiea and
implements concrete reform, we can
only interpret inaction as a refusal to

recognize the contributions women
have made to society as a legitimate

subject of study.

in Italy
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Walker, who roomed tofether as
freshmen, recounted the cuhnination
of their own private practical Joke
war. "We moved rooaa arauod and
made «o«iJid effect tapea for

appropriate situationa," Houx said,

"but the crowning Joke occurred over

spring vacation that year. I was In

Florida at the time and Byron mailed
every single thing home, including the

sheets off the bed."

Jeff Erikson, '78, recalled a joke
that two swimmers once pulled on
coach emeritus Robert B. Muir when
he was head of Ute Williams
swinuning program. "They went to a
buteherand baafht a goose, a phicked
one, butone that still had Uie neck and
head," Erikson recounted. "Then,
when Coach Muir was called upon to

start a meet for a high school team,
they waited for the tint gunshot and
threw Ute tiling Into Uie water."

The winners and prizes will be

aivigunced next w«ek.

Ten demerit* I

(John Uoyd,
worry about t)

Orlando Marcellus Fernald, former
Secretary of the Faculty and
Lawrence Professor of Greek
Language and Literature, hasn't been
seen much on the Williams campus
since he retired in 19(XZ because o^ his

death. Like many old-timers,

however, he returned for Winter

Carnival.

I spotted him in front of Fernald

House, leaning on his Volkswagen

Rabbit. I noticed that he looked

distraught, but t>efore inquiring into

the cause, I politely mentioned that he
was looking very chipper for his age

(a spry 138).

I'll let tiie go(^ professor tell the

story. After all, anyone who was
eulogized as "the most modest and
self-abnegating of men" should have
the opportunity to speak on his own
behalf.

"I was standing here, son, admiring

how well the school has maintained

my house since my widow sold it back
in '10. Of course, I was a wee bit

surprised to walk up to the door and
discover that an. entire acadeimic

deportment had ihoVed in. It War

barely large enough for Mary and me
and the itids. WeU, if it had to be a
depfurttnent, it might as well be
econlXhtics, andnot some nfw-fangled
discipline like psycholo^r

"But look what'they've done.^ the

grounds," he con^^aied, "I Md a
beautiful backyard, with crocusesand
hardly any crabgrass. And now? A
concrete bunker with pianos! And
next door, an enormous brick with

windows. The neighborhood sure is

gding to ttie dogs.

"However, Uie most intriguing, nay,

bewildering moment of this nostaI{^c

trip was my confrontation with a
young lady who was passing by, arms
filled with books, headed for the big

brick. She wore a shirt emblazoned
with the motto "Smith College
Centennial: A Huqdred Years of

Women on Top." I found this quite

mystifying, but felt I could safely

assume she was visiting Williams for

the weekend.

"I asked her where her boyfriend

was, and began to reminisce over the

old days, when the Record would print

the names of all the tmys by fraternity

STATK op mass. announcM vacancy for

Natural Ratource Offlcar and Sanlor In-

tarvJawtr of Divlskm of Employmtnt
Sacurity. See Olract Rafarral Flla._

THK CLARK ART INStlTUTI Is OffarllfO

tummar pealtlon* for qualffiad Indlvldualt

In tiw Library, Ptwfeoraplt and SIM* Oapt,
the Salaa D««k, and savtral ottrar dapart-
manlt. ChacK "Art*" tab In Summer Job
Notabook.

TEMPLR, BARKER A SLOANE an-
nouncaa* i^MMrch aasiatanft position In Ita

Energy aftd Envlronmant Group. Cliack

"Envlranmantal" tab of Dirtct Application

File.

HOLLINS COLLEOK for woman hai an
opaning for a dlractor of ttta Outdoor
Program and Head Resident. Check
"Education" tab of Direct Referral binder.

OCC has two workshops coming up: Law
Worksbop—March 5; Jab Search
Werksbap—March 7.

lavVWVy flnv V91WII

II have noMilaa te

(phelobyFlynn)

and list their dates fw the, big
weekend. I lamented that this qwtom
seems to have passed.

"The young woman, however, did
iwt siem to share my grief. In fact,
•he was turning as red as her—What
do you call it nowadays?"
"T-sMrt?" Isuggested.

"Precisely. In Any event, V
informed (with a vengeance, I

!

add parenttiettcally) that Williams

was now co-educational. She muttered

something about 'Winter Ct^niyal ia

Coming,' a cartoon^and dealing with

the perpetrators.

"She also branded me with an
apparently vicious epithet. I really

would like to know exacUy what
'sexist' means. Son, sex is not a
subject to be discussed in public at a
gentleman's school."

,

"Why, in my day we would engage
in good, clean activities with 0rki.

For example, you wouldlieamaisedat
how much fun we had Ice skating."

—Ji)ckPaikaf

in OCC
CAMPUS INTERVIEW SCHEDULE:
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.
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Unlvac; Atlantic Richfield.

B.U. a NATIONAL PARK SERVICE are'
Offering an Internship this summer for a
parsop to help students from the feunti
through the hwelfth grade* actively ex-

perience the city.

PRUDENTIAL LIFE Is seeking coilaga

graduatt* with analytical abMliy,
laadanhip potential and satf-moiivatlon to

enter their Actuarial Training Programs.

CITY. SAVINOS BANK Of PIttsflald has an
immediate opaning for an Indlvjdtwl te
work full time precaasMg loan*, call Elian
Nicholson, 44] 4421 for further inforntatlon.

\
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The NMB becomes the BMC

On Thursday and Friday, March Md and Ird, WILLIAMSTHEATRf pi^lMnts

Padro CaMaron dc la Barca's dramatic mattarplact of Spain's QoWan Agt,
LIFE ISAOREAM.This i7t(ic«nturyplayiw'sb«anadapMd{ from a translation

by Edwin Honlg, and directod by Jon Stolibarg. Pator A. Mayors ha* comiiosad
a musical scoro and will porform It on piano and electronic synthOshers.

Curt*In time in tite Studio theatre Is 1:30 pm, and free tickets are available one
hour before eadi performance at tho Greylocli entrance to tlie AMT. Stating Is

limited and latecomers cannot be admitted. (photqbyGost)

The newly-completed music facility

at WiUlanis College has been formally

named the Berntukrd Music Center,

after Arnold B^nhard, a 1925

Williams graduate and one of the

nation's leading investment
authorities.

,,

Bernhard, founder of the Value Line

services to investors, was awarded an

Iwnorary degree by Williams last

yciar. Aftc;r his grs^duation from
Williams he worlced for a brief period

as a newspaper reporter; but by 1931

he had settled on his career in

investment advising. In 1936,

Bernhard founded the Value Line

|riy^tn;^ent Survey, which has grown
tp^^eoAme one of the nation's most
relieil-upon investment services.

During his almost 45 years with Value

Line, Bernhard also expanded his

business to include a broad range of

investment funds and information

.services.

Williams CoU^e President Joiui W.
Chandler says that "as an
undergraduate Arnold Bernhard was
active in musical oi^nizations, and
he has retained a life-long

involvement in the arts. The Bernhard
M\isic Center will stand as a durable

tribute to his generosity and service to

Williams and to his belief in the arts

as an important part of liberal

learning."

A major contribution to the $2.1

million construction project was a

bequest in the estates of Mrs.

Belvidere Brooks, widow of a 1*10

Williams graduate, and her brother

Ala n Rogers, a member of the Class of

1909. The Trustees have named the

major performing space in the new
building the Brooks-Rogers Recital

Hall.

A second performajQce room in the

Bernhard Music Center is nanoed the

Pressor Choral Hall. Kenneth C.

Roberts, Jr., professor of music and
chairman of the music department,

says th^ Presser Foundation of Bryn
MaWr, Pa., has been, for many years,

a benefactor of music at Williams.

The foundation has given many
scholarships for the^tudy of music to

Williams students and made a major
'contribution to construction.

Rot)erts says there will also be a
plaque installed in the building to

express gratitude to the Kresge
Foundation of Troy, Mich., which
gave a $350,000 grant to Williams to

help with construction costs.

Two classrooms and a seminar
room in the Music Center have been

dedicated to former members of the

Music center construction has humorous history
> by Susan Hobbs
''^^Murphy's law asserts "if anything

can p06Sibly go wrong, it will". Take,

for example, the construction of the

Bernhard music center. Murphy
struck out on any majorproblems, but

enough minor mishaps occurred to

fulfill his expectations.

The music department Wiginally

projected a fall opening date, but had
to move the opening to January 1 once
construction on the building had
started. But the date was overly

optimistic. The four recitals

scheduled for January had to be
cancelled since the recital-hall was
still unfinished. By January 3, the

music department was able to move
into its (rffices, yvhich^Wer^ still

lacking windows and heat. The'

department held the first class in the-
lifew building on Monday, February 5,

and the first concert Qie following

Friday.

There was no single reason for the

delayed opening, just a number (rf

small incidents which added up.

Murphy would insist that they are

inevitable.

One of the funnier anecdotes
concerns the bright red chairs of the

Brooks-Rogers recital hall. The
Michigan manufacturer sent one
chair to an acoustician in California

for testing. Once it passed inspection,

the rest of the shipment was to be sent

to Williamstown for installation.

When the chairs still hadn't arrived

after some time, Buildings and
Grounds began a search. The chairs

were discovered snowbound in

Chicago; and apparently headed
towards California.

Meanwhile, the men who were to

install the chairs were having trouble

finding the college, 4>etiev4iig
' Williamstown to be a suburb of

-Boston. The chairs were finally

installed February 5, and none the

worse for wcfar. ,'

Other delaying factors included the

temporary loss of half a shipment of

wood penalling for the recital hall, the

problems with the quality o^ vinyl

«v-

Premeds and Predents:
Natkmai MCAt Review Course
Natioiial DAT Review Course
Exten^c testing practice and intensive classroom review
in all sections of MCAT or DAT. 36 classroom hours.
Weekend classes. Excdient spcdaUst instnictors. Total
cost, including materials, $150.

MCAT sessions in Boston and Springfidd-Amherst areas.

DAT sessions at Boston University.

NATIONAL REVIEW GOLIRSES
P.O. Box 6076, Sain Rafael, CA 94903

Call TOLL-FREE (800) 824-788$

Ask for Operator 116
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wallpaper, and the late arrival of

shelving for the library.

The shelving was to be installed by

De^mber 1 but wasn't actually put in

until February 15. In the interim, all

library. materials were stored in the

activities room g^nd^the visiting

artists' room, where they created

numerous traffic problems.

Even the BMC's windows could not

escape Murphy's grasp. The building

required special windows of^ a good
acoustic nature and the best

manufacturer happened to be in

California. The windows were to

ari-ive at Logan airport in a palletized

container. Somehow, they went to

Kennedy airport instead. No one was
Ao4itiod

By the time the windows did^HTlve

in Williamstown, it was too cold to

cauik them. The condensation on the

inside froze, leaving ice on the inside

of many windows.

Still to arrive aro lights for the

recital hal| (shipped February 7 from
New Jersey), and the choral hall

chairs. The blue wool fabric for the

chairs was sent from Cambridge to

New York for fireproofing. While en
route back to Cambridge, United
Parcel mislocated the fabric. It still

hasn't been found.

Not everything was late. Eight
pianos^were ordered 2'*! years ago,

and for the past year and a half they

have been in the Thompson Chapel
waiting for the new music building to

be completed.

The floors had their own difficulties.

Five days are required to lay down the

brown or grey floors, which are made
from a poured, seamless epoxy.
Ignoring the terriers, some people
were determined to take their own
lours. Remnants of waffle footprints

still remain.

Douglas Moore, Associate
Professor of Music, remarked that

there is "still some fine tuning to be
done". For example, the sound
system for the recital hall still needs
to be installed, and there are a few
leaks here and there. A number of

locks require fixing, since many lack

crucial parts.

Department chairman Kenneth
Roberts attributed the many delays to

the fact that there are 27 contracting

firms besides the general contractor,

and there is "only so much that a
general contractor can do". With all

the separate firms, it is hard to get
immediately delivery of every item.

All t^iis is not to say that the music
department is displeased. "The
department is ecstatic", Moore
a^Hiyed. "We're deliriously happy",
said Roberts. "Our forethought is

working out." Roberts specifically

mentioned the wide corridors and big

elevator which made moving easy.

The soundproofing is also excellent,

he noted.

Another important feature is the

special humidity Control which is good
both for the instruments and for

people's health. And the fact that

everything is ail in one building

pleases everyone. "It's nice to have
your office in the same building as you
have choirrehearsal", acknowledged
RoberfsT"

Williams faculty. They are Robert G.

Burrow, professor of music from 1939-

ivji and ttie first chairman of the
Music, Department; Charles L.
Safford, a member of the Class of 1892

and Director of Music at WilUams
from 192S-t989; and Sumner Salter,

Director of Music from 1906- 1923.

The artist's room is named in honor
of Joaquin Nin-Culmetl, founder of the

Berkshire Symphony and Professor of

Music at Williams from 1940-1960.

Several practice rooms in the lower
level of Ciiapin Hall, says Shainman,
are dedicated to "deceased Williams

alumni who were always associated

with music either through their

careers or their continuing interests."

One room honors Waldo Selden Pratt

of the Class of 1878, who was
America's first internationally known
musicologist. John Tasker Howard, a
1913 graduate, who was Curator of the

Americana Collection of the New
York Public Library and author of

"Our American Music," is honored as
well as Hubbard Hutchkson of the

Class of 1917, music critic of the New
York Times and donor of a graduate

fellowship I awarded each year by
Williams. A fourth room is dedicated

to H. Danforth Starr, a 1927 graduate,

Who was the impetus bdiind a concert

fund at Williams. A room dedication

also honors Edward M. Ripin of the

Glass of 1052.

A major teaching resource in the

Bernhard Music Center is. a record

collection presented to the Music
Department by Dr. Robert J. Mayer
of the Class of 1965 in memory of his

father Dr. Eugene L. Mayer
The audio facility in the new

building which was planned by
Douglas B. Moore, Associate
Professor of Music at Williams,

honors Williamstown resident Robert
C. Sprague, foundo/of the Sprague
Electric Company
Plaques will also be installed to

acknowledge gifts from Paul
Kohnstamm, of the Class of 1944 and
Robert B. Miller of the Class of 1928.

Kohnstamm donated funds in honor of

his \yife and Miller in memory of three

Of his'classmates.

Irwin Shainman, Professor of Music

and chairman of the new building's

dedicatioin committee, says the

numerous ' dedicatibns give the

Bernhard Music Center a sense of the

history of music at Williams. "When
we consider that Williams was
formerly a conservative, small, male
liberal arts college with all that used
to imply," he says, "we are proud of

the fact that so many of our alumni,

our friends and former faculty have
worked so hard to keep the tradition of

'

music alive on the campus. It is that

kind of person we . honor in thin

FOR
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by Meile Rockefeller

Williams College is well prepared
for World War Three. Bunker style

architecture, initiated by Sawyer
Library, has reached its apogee in the

new Bernhard Music Center.

The building is no mem than a
receding rectangle located between
two brick mammoths. The architects,

the Cambridge Seven, wisely chose to

downplay its importance at the end of

Test yourself in the field.

Join a fiel^-research expedition and experience

the practi^^ side pjF the Natural Sciences,

Social Sdi^ilces or iHuinanities. Opportunities
(torn Maine to Majorca; from Kenya to

Kathmandu. Academic credit available.

For the latest catalog send $2 to

:

EARTHWATCH, Box 127E, 10 Juniper Rd.,
Belmpnt, Massachusetts 02178.

Baxter Lawn by setting it below the

level of the hill. But, as far as the

exterior goes, that was the only wise

decision.

Rather than puUing the Center Into

its wes^m neighbor, Cha{dn Hall, by
the use of bricks and equal

proportions, the architects used
cheaper poured concrete and drew
brick-y striations. Perhaps the

concrete was to echo the Chapin
cohimns of stone which were meant to

be marUe? Architecture is no less a
place for honesty than academics.

The fenestration is more like that of

a castle than an artistic center. The
great front windcw that spans two

stories, is' a ' dark, cold void that

reflects light instead of allowing

vision ia The portcullis is a muUloned
neck between the body of the buildihg.

and Chapin.

The building suffMv most from its

citing. The grey concrete walls fold'

beck toward Lehman in an attempt to

keep that area open; but what it forms

'

is a rough-hewn quadrangle,'

barricaded by the blank wall of

Sawyer and the flat .upper story of

QemhanL Femakl sits in the middle

of tttat deaoiate pMn like a woaderfkil

Victorian J«ke.

ConHnUd on Pager

BuQding."

Functional design contrasts with Chapin
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Focuffy reocfs to prpbhm of grade Inflation at Williams-
ConMnuad from Pm' 1

ab^t three<iuarteni Qf^apotot on the

WllUams twelve poiiil scale.

Nooae is quitewre how MTioua IfiAi

prabieai ia, all(lw|b the deportiiMKit

cbainnen interviewed fair tliis article

were lenBltive to the impact of

gmding and work load policica (the

two are not always related, but

jHially are) oo studeot enrollment.

Said DeWitt, who ctiain the bipiogy

dMartmeot, "If I ""decided - that

J^uogy 101 would be graded back on

Sold standards, no one would take

logy and students would be
•craaming."

Moreover, there is no question but

that grading disparities do exist

between departments here and
O'Conner said that he kiiowa of and is

concerned about them. He declined to

go into more detail, however.

O'Conner sees still a third impact of
^

grade inflation. Ukts
professors, O'Conner has
more and more students feeling

excessively burdened by the work
load at Williams. He feels that there is

a "direct connection between the

artificially high grades and the

student feeling of academic
pipMsure." While the relationship is

clfficult to document, O'Conner is not

^-Ube only faculty member to have
intuited it. Professor H. Ganse Little,

chairman of the religion department,

agil^eed, and like O'Conner, he is

hopeful that a grade cut will make a
dnit in the increasing student grade

anxiety he has seen.

But when discussing the

relationship of grade inflation to

grade anxiety, one runs into sticlcy

cause and effect protdems, since

many professors named student

gJTfde anxiety as a pressure they felt

for boosting grades. Part II of this

article will look at the issue in more

other reasons, the faculty, appear to

have almost unanimoualy embracad
O'Conner's suggestion in his article

that grading standards should be
tower. The IMdback he has rae«ived

has been "overwhetanlngiy positive,"

says O'Conner, and interviews with
mwiy faculty confirm this.

i^rt of the difficulty with dealing
with the grade inOatioo problem ia

(bat it seems to have akqost sneaked
up on the acadamlc comiwinlty. In an
article accompanying the 1976 college

grade inflation survey, Professor

Arvo E. Juola of Michigan State

wrote: "Prior to 1974, grade inflation

was but a trand which appeared to

have no preconceived plan or
rationale. Many colleges with high

inflation rates were not even aware of

the phenomenon."
Lxieolly, when one asks Williams

professors why they grade higher

gjany^^oday than they did, say, ten years

noticed ^**> ''"^ *''^'' ^^^ with long,

thoughtful pauses. Answers are not

easy to And. Dean O'Conner, for

example, admitted that he was "as
bad as anybody else" about giving

high grades, \yhen asked why be was
giving higher^ades than he used to,

he hesitated for several moments,
then replied, "That's the toughest

question to answer. It's

embarrassing. I really don't know
how to get into that."^

The faculty members do eventually

come up with answers, and the one
that is conspicuously absent from
them is that students are doing better

work. Grade inflation is a genuine

inflation. More often they will say that

they are trying to stay in line with

overall higher college grading
standai^.

Explained Professor DeWitt:
"Clearly the subject (biology) haSnt
changed. Tests are very similar,

stndients are working as much as they

used to, and as a Rroup are as smart
'^itail.

$:j?'or any of these, and conceivably

Farewell to Yo-Yo
Continued from Page 1

regular at house softball games in his

fraternity days, playing somewhere
between second base and shortstop.

Yo-Yo was also an avid hockey
and basketball fan, but lately those
cold, dark nights kept him at home.
Vo-Yo has been the subject of

numerous local news stories and was
recognized in an issue of the Alumni
Review. The 1972 CUL dedication to

Y-Yo cited his close resemblance to

that year's seniors: if he cared about

something, he really cared; but if he

didn't care, he really didn't give a
damn.. Just last spring, Security

Officer "Hap" Milne gave Yo-Yo the

coveted "Phi Beta Happa" award,
with plaque and diploma, for thoae
special people who deserve to get

something. One of Yo-Yo's closest

friends, Milne writes in his memory:

"Yes, we will miss him. Yes, we will

tell stories of his escapades. Yes, we
will embellish his adventures. Yes,

Yo-Yo was Williams. Yes, Yo-Yo is

Williams." A stone will soon be placed

in front of the snack bar to perpietuate

the memory of a fat Beagle mutt who
showed so many people that there is a

life outside of the stacks.

as they used to be. I Ifaliric the grading
on tests is reasonably hardnosed. But
when it cooMS to sitting down and
making up final grades, you jack
then up> You don't wsnt to screw your
itudeact 10 you maN aUowaiwes at

the end toget the grades up to college

standards." DeWitt noted additionally

that the k>w«st grades art the ones
>ckedup the roost, which accounts in

part for the sharply decreased grade
spread.

In many cases, tlie new college

standards are communicated by
students who no longer view grades in

the same light <vthat they used to.

According to Professor Sherron
Knopp of the English department,

"The greatest pressure to ray mind
(for boosting grades) is the student

expectation that if he or she does
acc^tably, then it's a grade of B."
Other professors have noted, too, that

increasingly students do not look upon
a C as average woik.

Yet while the present grading
standard is dictating grades to a great
extent now, explanations of why the
standard rose are speculative. One
often cited factor, the impact of

heightened professional school and
job market competition, while
undoubtedly having had an effect.

Music between the wars

Stephen and Laiira Dankner will

present an informal concert, "Music
Between the Wars," Sunday, March 4,

at 3:00 at the Sterling and Francine
Clark Art Institute in Williamstown.
Narrated by Irwin Shainman, the

concert is in conjunction with the

Clark's movie series "Between the

Wars,"
The Dankners will perform vocal

and piano works by such diverse

composers as Charles Ives, George
Gershwin, Darius Milhaud, Jerome
Kern, Irving iBerlin, Noel Coward,
Poulenc, and' Cole Porter. Irwin

Shainman will briefly discuss the

works and their relationship to the

times in which they were written.

Todd Greenwald will assist the

Dankners in a rousing rendition of

Ives' World War I song "He Is There."

Stephen Dankner received a D.M.A.
from the Juilliard School and is

Associate Professor of Music at

Williams College. Vocalist Laura
Dankner holds graduate degrees in

music and library science. Professor

of Music at Williams, Invin Shainman

unlikely by itself to have
caused the change. According to

Professor James Skinner in the

chemistry department, who is also the

pre-medtcal advisor, the grade
distribution in such heavily pre-med

subscribed ojunes as freshmen and
organic chemistry, where
presumably inflation pressures would

be as higti as anywhere, have not

changed significantly in the last five

years.

Another possible contributing factor

is the institution of student course

evaluations in 1973, but again, while it

may have fanned the flames a little, it

is not likely a major impetus to grade
rises, even for junior faculty whose
promotion decisions may be affected

by what they say . For one thing, grade
inflation began well before student

evaluatioos began. For another, there

is, according to Booth, a
"reassuringly small" correlation
between grades given by instructors

and student estimations of their

teaching strength. Finally, the junior

faculty interviewed for this article

said that their grading practices were
dictated primarily by What they

considered college standards to be

and not by anticipated evaluations. On
the other hand, there are, according to

Arts Bnt>ts

is well known in the community both

as a musician and for his involvement

with the Williamstown Theatre
Festival.

Pompidou slide show

Michele Cone, art critic, lecturer
and author, will give a slide

presentation on the Pompidou Center
at 7:30 on February 28 in the Brooks-
Rogers Recital Hall.

The Pompidou Center, also known
as the "Centre Beaubourg," is a
unique new cultural center which has
put France years ahead of other
countries in terms of popular appeal
of the museum.
Michele Cone, who has given

num^vus lectures on the Pompidou
Center, graduated thie youngest in her
class at Bryn Mawr. She has been
awarded a fellowship with the
Institute of French Studies at New
York University.

Four years ago she published The
Roots and Routes of Art in the

Twentieth Century, on the origins of

modem art and its evolution. In 1977,

she went on a lecture tour organized
|bv the Alliance Prancaise.

Bernhord building not exactly titillqting-
Continued from Page 6 intriguing upward angles.

Of course, ttie cliche abgBtL.bookft -tlpstain, the maincomments made
and covelra applies equally well to new
music buildings. Despite the
imappealing cover, the buildinug's

inferior is well thought-out and
functional. The most startling event

(to Ikhtow the planner's lingo) is the

transition in scale and feeling in the

entrance lobby. The exterior walls of

e^ncrete are continued inside, which
O^t to be a warning aj^out upcoming
pretensions. But the raiy BruAt, which
Wtt missing on the facade, appears on
Uie floor to warn up the bleakness.

Natural wood is used wherever
possible to create a human resonance.

The staircase, wUch is often a tool

used to liven .up apace, creates

about the class- and practice-rooms is

that they vyork and are soundproof.

Supergraphics, dubious anywhere,
leave no room for confusion about
room numbers. The Brooks-Rogers
Recital Hall, the main upstairs space,

is lined with acoustical panels and
borrowed imagery from every music
hall down to Alvar Aalto. Red has
become the color de rigeur for seats of

entertainment; the Recital Hall
makes no exceptioa

It would be easy to write off rths

interior splices as no more mUt
pleasantly functional. But the

architects have treated fascinating

ambiguities with interiel'^exterlor

dialogue. Two girders Uiat cross in an
X, show the U^o- slQrlights as
cutaway holes from the building's

structure in an architectural pisi:

Voids created from solids are still

structurally solid. The terrace space
between Chapin and the Music Crater
is another example. On first walking

down the corridor on the upper floor,

the space seems to flow from outdoors

into the heart of the building. Only a
thin, moveable glass wall expresses

the break fronucorridor^to tsrrace.

This is in direct contrast to the upper-

most floor (confusingly. caUed the

iggeMTflo^, alBioQIh it te tih£ third

from the ground) of offices, which
contains no windows.

The Bernhard Music Center
represents the latest in the Williams
tradition of controversial, yet
smoothly functioning buildings wtUi
hidden at:f;hite^tiiral depth.
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Mountaineering's

METNODOUXiY

Mountaineering, as all but the chronically misinformed know, is the skill, the
science and the art of drinlong BuscH Beer. It begins by heading for the moimtains
(i.e., a quickjaimt to yoior favorite package emporium or
wateringhole) and ends by downing the mountains (iie.,

,

slow slaking swallows of the brew that is Busch).
SI However, between those two points lies a vast area

of personal peccadilloes sometimes called technique
and sometimes called methodolo^ (depending on
your major). Hence, this ad ^ Sipping vs. chugging.
Both have their merits, of course. But generally speak-
ing, except for cases of extreme thirst or a leaking
glass, sipping is the more prudent practice for serious,

sustained mountaineering. *JL Next,

E ifii^:i7ii?'W:^-nr

JQU.
1

imcoiiipNinisod Jl conqptomisod

the proper posi-

tion. Some
swear by sit-

ting; others by
standing. Suffice it to say that the most successful
mountaineers are flexible, so you'll find
both sitters and standers.
(Except on New Year's Eve,

when it's almost impossible
to find a sitter.) ^ Which

' brings us to additives. Occa-
sionally a neophyte will

sprinkle salt in his Busch;
: others mix in,tomato juice;

and a few on the radical
fringe will even add egg.
While these manipulations

can't be prohibited (this is, after all, a free coimtry), they are
frowned upon. Please be advised that purity is a virtue, and the
natural refreshment of Busch is best uncompromised

*3D[ Finally, there's the issue ofcontainers. Groodtaste dictates a
glass be used. But bad planning sometimes prevents that. Ifyou
find yourself forced to drink from the can,you should minimize
this breach of etiquette. Be formal. Simply let your little finger
Stick out stiffly (see Fig. 4 ). Happy Mountaineering!

> ^jft -i'f*f

Doorft just reaxjh fiar a'beer. Head far the moointains.
I < i I l i I

eAnhmaar-BtMCh, Inc. 8(. Loul*, Mo.

I ll * > i' 'f^ » i^ ) I
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Response to WOOLF

According to toe uuuoult arUch» on
WOOUP" by Paul Goran and Ted Wotf
in the Feb. 6 iaaue o( (be ReconL D«an
Stevens ts oppoaed to the Idea of pre-

rraataman Days WOOLF trips for tte

following reasons: "(He) is oppoaed
to the trip out of cooaideratioo for

ikimess to all members of the

incoming freshman class. He believes

that all new students should start

together on the Williams campus with

the same initial experience. A pre-

Freshman Days trip in which only a
small proportion of the clais

partioipeted might confer advantages
of Mendship and familiarity on tbe

grm4>."

If this is truly Dean Stevens'

attitude, then I haye several qiiestions

for him based on my experience.

First, in my freshman entry lived

three, guys who had all attended the

same prep school and knew each other

before coming to Williams, where
they, in fact, became suitemates.

Meanwhile, I came from a di&tant

region, not knowing a single one of my
classmates before Freshman Days. A
relatively tight social group in my
entry quickly formed, largdy about

these three guys. This occurred,

naturally, I believe, because of the

tendency of people to fill as
expediently as pa^ible the social

vacuum that our sudden injection into

Williams precipitates. But being on
the peri(Aery of this social group, it

took me a long time to determine my
social relationships and the nature of

my, friendships, and just to

understand how this situation had
naturally come about. These now ex-

entrymates are all friends and all

good guys, but I ask you, Dean
Stevens, what efforts were made to

insure that all of us in Sage A had the

same initial Williams experience, and
that the personal advantages of

friendship %nd tanLliarity in our entry

were minimal?

Second, I liTM a WOOLF leader last

(all. In the group that Chris Ross and I

leii wore (our freshmen, from four

dUfereht entries. The trip spanned
Fraahmao Days and was eaaentially a

pr»-Fr«slniwi Day's trip. As I look

back, I do not see that any •absUedal
advantage of friendship or familiarity

was gained by tbe freahman involved.

If they had been on campus, they

would have met other, probably more,
people. I certainly do not see them
clinging to each other, much the way
people within the same entry often

seem to do. I must admit that I do
enjoy seeing them from time to time,

though I'm not particularly ctose to

any one of them. If any undesirable

advantage or disadvantage was
involved, these freshmen were
probably disadvantaged by what they

missed over Freahnum Days—though
I feel they didn't miss much, or

anything they havn't had a chance to

see since classes began—or by the

rush in which they had to enter the

flrst day of classes, having been away
till Wednesday noon,

What I think I did see were four

people who had a chance to relax in a

strange, new environment, who had
the opportunity to h^r a lot about
Williams and about just going to

school in general, through casual

conversation. I tiiink I saw four people

whose initial experience at (or near)

Williams was a positive one, as is not

always the case, and who wa«
undeniably eager to get started at

Williams as they hiked down the

shoulder of the Dome that Wednesday
morning. And I think that thin^
would have been even better if the trip

had not coincided with Freshman
Days, but had been held a couple of

days earlier. Nobody would have had
to rush around that last half a day
before classes. And above all, the

freshmen involved on our trip, and the

others conducted at the same time,

would have been able to share the

broader perspective on Williams,

which I believe they gained from the

trip, with the other trariunao they

would have had contact with over

Freshman Days, their entrymates,

wbo were also busy devekiping their

tint impressions, for better of for

worse, of Williams. Dean Stevens, is

there undesirable disadvantage or

unfairness involved in a situation like

this?

JohaDutnekl'Se

A priori Judgement
To the editor:

A two-time WOOLF leader, I have
diatiitctiyfliflerent impressions of my
hikes. iW^first was a pre-Freshman
Days two-night excursion on which
people were mentally relaxed and
unworried, inquisitive and open to

new experiences. I was so amazed
when we camped on Pine Cobble the

second night—to think that I hadn't
known anyone in the group two days
before.

The second trio, a one-nlghter after

Convocation this fall, was different.

Not to say it wasn't a good experience,

it just wasn't as vivid. Folks naturally

had school on their minds. The trip

was too short, not only in time, but in

mind.

The fault of the Deans Office's

policy on WOOLF is that it is based on
an a priori judgment—that early

WOOLF trips would prove socially

divisive—which is wholly unsupported
in the real world. Having part of the

freshman class arrive a few days
early and getting to know the

surrounding hills, a couple of

upperclassmen, perhaps a faculty

member, and several fellow
freshman, is beneficial not only for

those directly involved, but also (or

the rest of the school. WOOLFers
know pei^le from other entries, and
this helps develop new ties among
different entries, thus complementing
part of the JAs' roles. Social

development pursues a more natural

course: groups do not ahvays meet en
masse in preordtnaed groups.

WOOLF cannot be as refreshing a

"pause for breath" if It coomb «t a
time (during or just afkr WealHMn
Days) when new Audents are
understandably psychologically
immersed in tbe onnuunpus scene.

Only if WOOLF occurs before
Freshmaq Days can its fUU beoefit*

be realiaed.

To think that there is one "Williams
experience" is absurd; to fary and
impose such uniforn^ on the

freshman class is contraSptible. The
spontaneous should be allowed,
indeed encouraged, unless there is

danuied good reason for suppressing
it. Neither the CUL nor Dean Stevens
have given good reasons for stifUng

what have been the best WOOLF
trips. Instead, they have followed the

time-honored recipe for mediocrity:
when in doubt, (<dlow the rules.

DonaM Weber 'n

No Joke
To tbe editors:

This Thursday Williams was
covered with posters celebrating
Winter Carnival and dehumanizhig
Williams' students. As a person I was
saddened by the poster's depiction of

sex as vident and impersonal. As a
feminist I was angered by the artists

clear sexism : there can be no equality

between the sexes so long as a
woman's body and female sexuality

are "just (for) poking fUn" as the

picture displays and one of its

captions proclaims. I am sure that the

people who put vp these posters

thought that it was nothing more than
a good joke. Itis however a joke which
reinforces negative stereotypes and
cruel prejudices. I believe that we
have a responsibility to enlighten

others not to drag them further tnm
the tnith. I would say to those who put
up the posters a good joke is not one
which lessens us as people.

I am proud to know that Williams
CkdIege as a whole did not find this

joke funny. By Tburaday altemoon^
every poster was torn down. Much as I

am saddened by the insensitivity of

News • Ihternational • National • Regional • News
The Cliinese invasion of Vietnam

continued as maj(»- battles appeared
to have begun at Lang Son and Lao
Cai, north of Hanoi. Oiinese troops

have nOw advanced sixteen miles into

Vietnam in their attnnpt to force

Vietnam to end its invasion of

CamtMdia. The fighting has become a
battlegrouind for Sino-Soviet

hostilities, as the Soviets have
supplied Vietnam with planes.

i'tke Islamic revolutionary

government o[ AyatoQah Ruhollah

Khomeini in Iran ordered the

execution of four of the Shah's

generals without informing Prime
Minister Bazaigan. The Bazargan
gavemmenC tried to establish its

auffiority with the conqiletion-of a
cabinet. However, the disunity in Iran

was reflected in a rally held by tbe

Poeple's Fedayeen, attended by 70,000

people demanding a Marxist
government. Oil sales from Iran may
be resumed soon, it was announced.
Rhodesia's transitional government

dispatched jets against guerrilla

bases in Zambia and Mozambique in

retaliation for the downii^ of an
aurliner earlier this nionth. The
government of Prime Minister Ian

Smith announced that the purpose of

thci strikes was to foil disruption of the

election scheduled for April. Guerrilla

leaders Joshua Nkoma and Robert

Mugiabe have vowed to upset the

elections in which the country is to

elect its first black government.

NA-nONAL
The prospects for success of

President Carter's anti-inflation

program looked gr|tn as it was
announced on Friday that the

Cdommrr Price Index rose 0.9 per

ceat In Jamary. Food prices were up
1.4 per cent, led by beef, and the costs

of transportation rose l.l per cent.

Abo, George Bteany, A.F.L.-C.I.O.

beed, announced that major labor

union's would challenge Carter's

"Vdhntary" wa^e-price guidelines in

coitrt.

tht Senate Foreign Relations

CdDunittee agreed (hat the United

States would support Taiwan in the

event of any Chinese attack. An
amendment to legislation providing

for unofficial relations l)etween the

US. and 'Taiwan states that the U.S.

will continue to foe concerned with
Taiwan's defense after the mutual
defense treaty is abrogated at the end
of the year. The U.S. will continue to

supply Taiwan with defensive arms.
Cleveland voters will decide today

two issues which are crucial to the

city's future solvency. Two referenda

are on the l>allot: one would raise the

municipal income tax rate from one to

one-and-one-half per cent; the other

would permit the sale of the debt-

ridden Municipal Electric Light
Plant. The city's beleaguered mayor,
Dennis Kuc^nich,^ favws approval of

the first referendum and dtfeat of the

second.

New Orleans policemen resumed
contract negotiations with city

officials but are still striking.

Scheduled Mardi Gras parades have
been moved from downtown New
Orleans to the sutnnbs, causing
merchants to sue the police for $30

million to cover losses. Sanitation

woricers are supporting the strike and
are not collecting trash. The
negotiations center on wages and
providing amnesty for ^, ftriking

policemen.

Tbe Nixon Administration tried to

eliminate "anti-Administration

conte^" from public broadcasting,

according to documents obtained by

The New York times. From 1969 to

1974, the Nixon Administration
worked to control the board of tbe

Corporation for Public Broadcasting

and to widen the division between the

"liberal" national network and local

public stations. These aims were
partially realized, but Nixon was not

satisfied with public broadcasting,

since "it never did anytldng fbr him."

STATE
Governor Edward J. King said last

week that if he had a chance to change
anything tie did in his first six weeks
in office, he would have taken greater

care in scrutinizing applicants for

high-level state jobs. King's

comments came on the heels of an
F.B.I, report that Thomas DiSilva,

King's choice to be an associate

commissioner of the Metropolitan

District Commission, has close, links

to organized crime. The M.D.C. is a
Slate agency providing services to the

Boston area, including some 500

police. King in the same interview

renewed his commitment to the 21-

year-old drinking age, regardless of

the ages in states t>ordering on
Massachusetts.

In Boston, the U.S. Court of Appeals
ruled that the Federal Government
may beghi selling oil-drilling leases oo
the Georges Bank, one of the world's

richest ftehing grounds. Tbe Court
also said that Intttior Secretary Cecil

Andrus has "a solenm respcasibility

to see that the great life systems of the
ocean are not unreasonably
jeopardized." The Court warned that

it would halt the sale if the Secretary
failed in Us duty.

—compiled by GeraM Caraey

ttMse who put up tbepeatere I jUB very

heartened by lbs ooUoM's reactioo. It

is dlfikMli to become Qamckua of the

faeUngiof thoae around ua, and hard
to admit the bias** and sexism in

ouraetvea, but it la accaasary for ua to

do so. II was WDodvAjl to see that we
have c«M. to fir over tbe last year.

Hsran E|ipl«r til

Announces candidacy

To the editor:.

In a year whicfa demanded change
more than anglhing else, we voted

ourselves tbe duiice between Byron
Walker arid {^th Geismar. Last

week's run-off election showed that

we have nothing new on our bands.

The ideaa of tbe candidates were
unoriginal, the platforms
conservative, and the campaign
tactics disgraceful. The plethora of

garbage filUqg our S,U. boxes showed
that thesevn^didates were no
(fifferent thaif hny other politician in

Washington.

Beth, billed as "not a poUUeiao",
and "her friends" knew their polittes

well enouiirto aim their affonts at tbe

treehroanclaia, ttwlargaat and moat

easily swayedvotil|t)li^ She kfaidly

offered to re*"oV^'' "Freshman
Restrictions" (otf-campusWs) which,

unfortunately, do not exist. How her

piuticipation in crew will enhance her

abulti«LWi President is hard to see,

until onereaUMs that roughly seventy

students are currently involved with

crew, and-many more have been in

the past. Her campaign was
ai^ropriately summed up in the

potter "Support J.A.'8-Vote for Beth
G^snar", which is the Und of logical

fallacy that gets people elected.

Byron, pcMtaps a new face 1b

college poUtics, hardly offered any
new ideas. His campaign ploys were
as predictaUe as his proposals. He
tlanoed around from freshman entry

to entry under the facade of Purple

Key concern over admissions,
starting his campaign .early.

Frashman do not know many
upperclassmen, especially st|s]|i.

concerned ones. He also b^n the

offensive S.U. stuffing, withxhsnest
and humble endorsenentSi beClDre the

first electtoo, :

Never before have I sincerely

chosen between the lesser of two evils.

If theelectiwn werirany indication of

^tun peifornaiieM, Mr^e an in for

anothiei' year HUk«' tbe lafie we just

endurad: Many of Us will turn

apathetic at the prospect, but I hope
nnore will not. With this concern in

mind, I announce my caiidklacy for

the February, 1980 electioiL

JohnSegal'SZ

Analysis -Analysis-Analysis •Analysis
byC.J.DiAngelo

Not much more is known al>out tbe

state of^he conflict in Indochina «
week after the first Chinese troops

beaded into Vietnam. However, it is

time to begin to speculate on tbe

various goals China is seeking to

achieve in the most recent Asian war.

The war is still what is called a
"limited war," which is one of .the

difficulties involved in trying to

accurately determine its extent or the

objectives of the Chinese. For
example, few air. craft have so far

been employed by either side, and it is

much easier for U.S. intelligence

sources to pick up ground-to-air

instructions thSn to determine ttattle

plans on the ground. Thus, the truth of

many war reports is frustratingty

difficult to establish.

It now appears that the Chinese

have committed about a quarter of a
million of their troops to the Vietnam
conflict, and that the Chinese have
puahed their way to jpoints twelve

miles south of the border. Although

some analysts were predicting a week
ago that the Chinese would withdraw
after several days, it now appears
that this will not be the case. A Peking

official stated that China's "overall

pull-out won't come today or
toBMHTow" and that China intends to

teach "a bit more lessons" to

Vietnam. Meanwhile, Vietnamese
officials say that they are prepared to

continue the war for yean if

necessary.

The Soviet Union appears at this

point to be unwilling to go the full

route in protecting their allies, the

Vietnamese; it is quite imlikely that

the Soviets would employ nuclear

weapons against the Chinese or
launch a major attack across the

border.

However, it is expected that tbe

Russians will continue to supply

increasing amounU of military
hardware to Vietnam. The Sovieto

may also be able to force the

Vietnamese to allow them to operate

Cam Ranh Bay base, a $145 million

strategic base built by.the Americans
in what was then South Viebiam.
Although they have been allies for

over two years. Hanoi has repeatedly

resisted giving the Russtans ttie base.

Now they may have no choice.

Such a move by the Sovieta might
play right into Peking's long-range

plans for building a closer

relationship with the West. The
current conflict has demonstrated the

fact that the Soviet-Vietnamese
alliance is the meat powerful one in

Southeast Asia, and any
strengthening of tbe bond might
prompt the U.S., Japan, and South

Korea into including CMaa In a new,

offsetting alliadfce. n seemed as

though "lYaig, when he was ht the U.S.

last month, was very much ioterested

in such an alliance againM what he
called the "potar bear"^«eantag the

RuaaUins.

Tbe Russtans themselves expressed

concern abOut what they saw as the

American provision of a ptatform

fnxpi whidi Teng couM criticize tlie

Soviet Union. Although the short-run

effect of the war may be to cool Sino-

American rotations, Teng' may have
correctly foreseen the long-run

advantages to such a possible alUance

when and if the Russians establish

their Cam Ranh Bay base.

It does not appear, tbau|^ that

even the short-run conaequeflces of

thewar for U.S.-Chinese relations will

amount to much. The Carter
Administration has hidicated that

plans to open the U.S. Embassy to

Peking on Mardi 1 will go ahead.

Preacnt at that opening will be U.S.

Treasury Secretary Michael
Blumenthal, who is in China to tay tbe

groundwork for economic and trade

negottatlons. "t expect tohave fruitful

discussions," Blumenthal said.

Obviously, tbe Adminlcbvtioa ta not

prepared tosacriAce the poesibOity of

UUion-doltar dealt with the Chtaaae

over the war, a strategy which plays

right into Teng's bands,

Also, nothing ever ralUes up a

nadoB like a good war. Already, the

Chinese are reporting acts of berotsm
on tbe part of the troops, and Uw war
may prove to bring tlte Chinese even

mere behind Tng't taadcnhlp.

Thus, ttaeCUneaemay baocflt from
tMiwarntor* than by simply showfaig

Haaol they oanaot push Cambodta
arscnd, And tiio Hmaians and Carter

may play rigbt into "Vang's binds.
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Pucksters capture Little Three crown
byiTaluiKrMM

The men's hockey team dealt Uw
boy* frMB Amberat a M Iom last

S*tairday ajshr^aad capturttd yet-

WUliaitas Wit yen*. Ute vtefting Epitt

ted defeated Wesleyaa wriler this

season in Middlotopwo for their other

LittleHu«e viiolory.

AmherM initiirtcd the scoring early

in theflntverM With a tlp-in goal on

the power play. But Williams

countered with their highest scoring

first period of th« season, four goals.

Jim Rooney, tte Bptfs leading goal-

getter this season with 17, pushed a

rebound bbm<^ on a power play uny
sUrted by Tinker Connelly's sldp-

stet. tlten fresHman p«w e«iii|bK«'«

riibptf from tht^rlgm «ibg ptit^
vlsiton ahead to stay^ia fourth goa^

in the last five games.

Matt St. Onge finished AmlierBt off

as he garnered two more goals for

Williams. The first score came on

another power play from Tom Resor

and Connelly and his second occurred

when he rushed the puck down the

right side, cut-back toward the slot,

then fired a wrist shot to beat the ^ord

Birdlets claim overtime win
The Women's Hockey team dropped

a tough 1-0 contest in double overtime

to Wesleyan last Friday ni^L Tins

was the second meeting between the

two teams this year, Wesleyan having

previously crushed the Epbwomen in

Middletown by a score of Mr
Much as the Ephs had surprised a

confident Middlebury sqiiad the week

Wms. hockey team dropped a close 1-0

tfscislen to W^liyan last Friday.

d (photo by Msvfleid)

before, so too did they give the

Cardinals a real scare. Whereas

Wesleyan's earlier victory was a story

of total domination over WiUiams, this

time the Ephwomen were able to

control play much of the time, and the

loss wassimply due, it seemed, to fate

alone. £ach team had many scoring

opportunities, both in regulation time

and in the first overtime period. While

Wesleyan was perhaps a more
balanced squad, Williams' skaters

were abl<E! to nullify any 9.dyaatags

through hustle and s<5rappiness,

espedaUjr ki and around «flW.
'

a<B>i<i' '-

Laurie Soper, Jeanne Dugaa, Kattgi

Kraft, Jane Golfifarb, Claudia

DiFalco and Bonnie F'oster

(defensemen all) could be seen
constantly "muscling" Cardinal

forwards off tl^e puck and out of the

play. The backchecking of centers

Taft, Webber and Kelsey was also

instrumental in checking the potent

Wesleyan offensive machine.

Of course, ultimately, Wesleyan
was able to get some shots off, but

Lisa Halperin handled them with

ease. Eventually one team had to get

lucky, and finally Wes poked home a
goal at 3:01 of the second sudden-

death overtime period.

Williams had lost this game, but had
shown so much improvement and
composure that Wesleyan, after that

first triumph three weeks ago, may
havefelt lucl^ to leave with a victory!

JafTs goaltender to the shnt side. Tte
Ephmen ended tteir aooring with a
third period stapstet goal from thirty-

: te Tom Raaor.

M W««k WiUlani pkr^
i dashed when they tost to

Hamiltoo e-S in a game ttet saw tte

host Ephmen fight back from a 6-1

deficit at tte start of tte last period

and come within inches of fying tte

contest in tte doaing mtawtat.

In ttet game lilnker Connelly

registered Itis second tet trick of tte

season. Tte sophomore forward's

previous three goal petformanoe ted

come in another teck-breaking loss, &-

4 to Merrimack in overtime op Feb. 6.

The Amherst viciorywas tte fitst.

for tte Epte since their &-2 trouncing

of UConn Jan. 30. Moreover, Williams

tesn't won at home since Jan. 12, a

thrilling 4-3 defeat of Holy Crdss.

With tteir last game of tte season

this Wednesday night tere at 7:30

agiilnst UMass and a chance for

Coach Bill McCOrmiok's skaters to

even tteir overall record (now 10-11)

fan support could well make tte

difference.

ize Lord Jeffs, 8-1
by IhiidcSon Galloway

In its final match of tte year, tte

men's squash (team pulverized

Amherst's Lord Affs cm tteir own
courts last Saturday, 8-1.

Captain Martin Goldberg, urged on

by a substantial family gallery, led

the Ephmen, defeating his opponent

15-7, 15-14, 15-«. At the number two

spot, senior Jon Saunders overcame a

first game loss to down his opponent in

four games. In his second match
following his return Mitchell Reiss (3)

also won in four. Both Peter Ttemsen
and Wally Miller at numbers 4 and 5

demolished tteir Amherst opponents

in decisive three game victories.

Junior Mark lanier, senior Will

Ballew, and freshman wonder Kennon
Miller also ctelked up four game
victories for Williams. In a pressure

packed matdi, senior Bill Whitney

rallied towin tte last two gan|e8>eCiiiB

'

five game contest, llie only sad ppte

of tte outing was tte heartbre^lidng

loss of Doug Gernett at tte numter
nine position lifter tettling teck to a

four all tie in tte flfth game overset.

Coach Sean Sloane cteracterized

the destruction of Amherst as,

"Sweat. The team played with good

control and composure in wtet is

protebly one of tte most emotion

packed matches <rf tte year. Our
victory establishes a new precedent

for Williams antletics. We're tte first

team to win a Little Three
championship for five years in a row.

In ttet time, we've only lost two

individual matches io Amherst."

Captain Martin Goldterg added,

"This is our best team win of the year,

and it was especially good fiw- tte

seniors. I think the big reason tar our

success was ttet we were tetter

TWB?tedySa«HteB4taiaa styer johaU
season longrandte has really kept us
going. This Amherst team is probably
the best we've ted to play in several

years, and they actually stood a
ctence of t>eating us, but we atQusted
more quickly to tjte hot courts and
simply outplayed them. A wtele lot of

creditought to go to Peter wte played
a really skilled exponent and beat him
straight games. A win over Ambtest
is always great, but when we teat
them in their home courts it's

• especially satisfying."

With the regular season over, tte

varsity looks to tte nationals at West
Point. With the added victories over
Fordham earlier in the week and
Amljerst on Saturday, the varsify

steuld te ranked eighth in tte nation

on the tesis of dual match records and
a passible seventh should Army upset

Trinity.

Ski teamsfinisk carnival season at Middlebury
Men take fourth

.Tte Men's Ski team^w on strong

JKrformances from both tte alpine

ami nordic squads to place fourth at

-mK Eastern Collegiate Ski

Ctempionships, held during the

Middlebury Cdlege Winter Carnival

in Middlebury, VL.As e]q>ected, tte

University of Vermont (UVM) w<mi

the four events last . Friday and
Saturday. Elven. Division I tearaa

competed.

Cross-country racer Jeff Magoon, a
Senior, skied his finest race of the

BiBBson, a second place, on the 15-

^-kilometer track. He finished less tten

14seconds tehind winnerJim Renkert

of Middlebury, and only 2.5 seconds

ahead of tte next competitor. Also

skiing for Williams were sophomore

Dave Richards, with a solid I3th, Bob
Cranpton, 32ndr and Paul Tratnyek,

38th. Fifty men competed.

Ski jumper Jeff Hastings, a

soptemoi^ flew 57.5 meters on his

farthest jump, finishing fourth. Three

Norwegian recruits from UVM, led by

Roger Htdden, swept the top places.

Senior Tom Dodds was 22nd, and
soptemore Tob Manning, a new-

comer to the event, 30th.

In tte slalom, senior Don Tarinelli

posted a ninth place, to lead tte

Williams alpine skiers in ttet event.

Tarinelli was followed by senior Jas

Dembinski, who pulled togetter two

strong runs for his test carnival-race

performance of the season, llth, and

freshman Steve Graham, 14th.

Gratem was Williams' top giant

slalom finisher, tying for llth.

Tarinelli placed 19th, senior Andy
Mifcellr24th, and junior Roger Prevot

25th. Out of the field of 66, Chris Mikell

of UVM emerged tte winner in teth

alpine races.

The carnival races, the last

competition of the regular season,

were tte qualifying races for tte

National Collegiate Athletic

Association (NCAA) Division I

Championships, to be held at

Steamboat Springs, Colorado in

March. Seven members of the

WiUiams team teve qualified: Jeff

Magoon, Dave Richards, Jeff

Hastings, Andy MikeU, DonkTarlnelUj

Jas Dembinski, and Steve Gratem.
Also, four Williams skiers wwe

named to the All-East team Saturday

itight: Mikell, Graham, Magoon, and

Hastings.

Hellman leads^women
The Women's SOct Team flnisted tte

college carnival race season with

several fine individual performances

and an overall fifth place at tte

Middlebury College Winter Carnival.

Middlebury won the carnival, held

Thursday through Saturday. There

were 10 Division I teams competing.

Tricia Hellman proved herself—as

she has all season—consistently
strong in both tte giant slalom and the

slalom, finishing second and fourth

respectively. Also contributing to tte

WiUiams effort were JuUc Ejrnst, lOth 1

in the slalom and 26th in tte giant

slalom, Wendy Brown, 18th in tte

slalom and 34tlr in the giant slalom,

Kathy Lane, 23rd and 34th, and MiUie

ChapeU, 31st in tte giant slalom. S7

women competed. '

In tte nordic division, senior Ractel

Potter turned in one of her best

finishes of the season on the fast 7.5

kilometer track, a fourth. Freshman
Brenda MaUman posted a I2th, ter

top result this year. Grouped togetter

in 20th, 21st, and 22nd were freshmen

Jody Ransonf and Alexis HaniUl, and
soptemore Becky Bangs.

Middlebury also held a fourth-

event, a Thursday night relay. Tte
Williams team of JPotter, HamUl,

MaUman, and Bangs placed sixth wit

^rfi«Lr::::r:iiir::Jz::2i::z:::.:n:iz-.:-.r..

Four Williams wdmen have
qualified for the National

Championships: Tricia Hellman,
Julie Ernst, Wendy Brown, and

Ractel Pott«-.

Victories lift b-ball to 14-6

Tlt^aaaakaaMa^ aartai laaHi, C^adi Carl S«in«elM«« will tatoaii arta i

IS In SprlnflfleM tMt Thurtday, Friday and Saturtfay. They tepa lar a lap-

(pteto by McDwmoH)

by Stan Paresse

The men's basketbaU team won two

games last week, squeaking by R.P.I.

53-50 on Tuesday night, and then

burying Drew University 74-51 on

Satiilrdiiy. The wins lift tte team's

record to 14-6.

Tte game against Di«w was not

quite as close as the R.P.I, thriller.

Usually if a team scores 36 points in

tte first telf of a game, ttey can't

expect to go into tteir locker room
leading by 23. But such was tte case

for Williams on Saturday night, as a

combination of solid defense on tte

part of #iUiams, and putrid shooting

and tell tendling on tte part of Drew,
resulted in an Eph telftime lead of 36-

13. Drew waft teld Scoreless foi^ tte

first five minutes of tte game, and
after eight minutes Williams led by
tte score of 16-2.

In a second telf ttet was played

with all of tte finesse of a stock car

race, Drew tried repeatedly to employ
a xooe trap press to cut tte Williams

lead, but the Epte simply raced past

tte press time and time again. Tte

least WUIiams led by was 20 points

(38-18), and the most was 30 (50-20).

Andy Straka led all scorers with 17

points; Dean Ahlberg added 10; and

Sterling Kinsale, Jeff Brinker, and

Bob Lutz each ted 8. Through tte

course Of the game deven Eph
players broke into tte scoring cohihm.

Both- coaches substituted freely

during most of tte second telf.

In tte R.P.I. ganie on Tiiesday, it

took some clutch foul shooting in tte

final minute of play from seniors Jeff

Brinker and Jerry KeUy to carry tte

Epte from a 504B deficit, to tte win.

In ttet game, KeUy led WUUani
wiOi 14 points, while Brinker cMppHl
in 11. Dean Ahlberg and Al Lewis also

scored double figures; hitting for 10

points apiece.

Saturday's win was tte final hone
game for Eph seniors (Serry Kdly,

Matt Spanglo-, Jeff Brinker, aqd
Sterling Kinsale. LaseU fans sbowti
their appreciation to this year's LiUk
Three ctempioo team by offeriog «
two minute standing ovation at Uw
game's ead.


